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A universal religion-one with "a 
15 common denominator," as the con-
15 gress puts it-may yet spread over 
16 the whole world, though the event 

================ just now seems a long way off. But 
ONE THING NOT MADE TO ORDER. 

If a religion could be outlined, de
bated, framed, and finally adopted 
like a political constitution, there 
might be some reason to believe that 
the Mid-continent Congress of Reli
gions, now in session in this city, 
would be able to announce a faith that 
would be reasonably satisfactory. 
Many learned and pious men are in 
attendance upon the assemblage and 
if mere human wisdom and erudition 
were competent to evolve a religion 
we should be justified in considering 
the task as good as accomplished. 
The trouble is that the qualities 
named will not suffice for the work. 

The foundation of a religion-or, at 
least, of a religious creed-is faith in 
its divine origin. Somewhere or 
somehow""it must be alleged with a 
degree of plausibility that Omnipo
tence has made a revelation to man. 
The Christian believes that the reve
lation came through Jesus Christ; the 
Mussulman looks upon Mohammed as 
the medium of the divine message; 
the Jew regards Moses and various 
other prophets as the mouthpieces of 
Jehovah. No religion, so far as we 
know, has been founded upon a gen
eral debate among men, no matter 
bow learned, who did not profess in
spiration from on high. Religion is 
:not a matter of logic, but of faith; and 
an the "evidences," "apologies" and 
.. demonstrations" ever written rest in 
the end upon that sentiment. 

Therefore, though the members of 
the religious congress may formulate 
a creed that will appeal to the reason, 
the vital spark will be lacking. The 
claim of inspiration will be missing, 
for we do not deem it likely that Dr. 
Hirsch, or Dr. Thomas, or Professor 
W:illet or Miss Addams will put for
ward the proposition that the AI-

when the universal religion rises it 
will appear not as the result of a 
mass meeting, but as the fruit of a 
revelation-genuine or otherwise
which some man or men will claim to 
have received from the overruling 
power. A religion which does not at 
least claim to have its inspiration 
from the Divine itself is not a religion 
at all. It is merely a joint resolution. 
-Chicago Chronicle, December, '99. 

DOES NOT FAVOR EXCHANGING 
PULPITS. 

At St. Paul's Episcopal church last 
night, Rev. Irving P. Johnson lee· 
tured on ''Why we do not exchange 
pulpits with other ministers." This 
was one of the best of the series of 
lectures Rev. Johnson bas been deliv
ering weekly for some time. Briefly 
stated, he made the point that since 
the different churches have different 
theories as to what constitutes re
ligion, they cannot consistently ex
change pulpits, and that those who do 
exchange put themselves in the light 
of pretenders. 

"Religion is a matter of authority," 
the speaker declared, ''and a man 
cannot officiate at an altar unless he 
is so authorized. If we attempt to 
follow everybody's advice we will 
soon be in the plight of the man and. 
boy who carried the donkey, as re
lated in the fable. I believe the 
church is founded on principles of au
thority, and that authority comes 
from Christ and the apostles, and not 
from some theory resulting from Tom 
Jones' or Bill Smith's study of the 
Bible. We want divine authority, 
not what some man thinks. We have 
a heart of our own and brains of our 
own and can think for ourselves." 

The speaker. indicated• that the 
Episcopal Church is the original 
church and he characterized the other 
churches as ''stepdaughters."-Omaha 
Bee, Dec. 15, '99. 

BISHOP DOANE ON EVILS. OF MAR
RIAGE CUSTOMS. 

New York, Dec. 7.-'I'he convention 
of the National Reform association 
continued to-day its sessions at the 
Broadway Tabernacle. Bishop Wil
liam C. Doane of Albany spoke on 
"Our Marriage and Divorce Laws: 
Their Danger and Remedy," He said 
in part: "A runaway marriage is 
prima facie a suspicious case. And a 
marriage asked to be performed late 
at night in the parson's house had 
better be left over until the next 
morning. 

"Our office is called the form of 
solemnization of matrimony. There 
are no words in it that jar upon the 
ear more sharply than those words, 
'advisedly, reverently, and soberly,' 
as one contracts them with the mere 
merriment and childish byplay and 
frivolity of the modern conventions " 
of society. 

''To be deplored a.re the excesses 
and excitements. and extravagances 
that immediately precede and are the 
chief preparations for the sacred serv
ice; the crowds of irreverent specta
tors profaning the house of God with 
their display of clothes, their idle 
gossip, their careless curiosity, and 
the rude violence which exposes to 
conspicuous notoriety the man and 
the woman at the moment when they 
have the right of privacy and peace. 
It is high time that good taste and 
modesty and simplicity asserted them
selves. 

"Often the woman is sold to a for
tune or a title and the man buys the 
heart of the woman to break it or to 
find none there. "-Tribune. 

LOCATING BROOKLYN'S NON
CHURCHGOERS. 

New York, Dec. 5.-Brooklyn is 
taking a church census. Its pastors 
wish to learn the abiding places of its 
600,000 inhabitants who are untouched 
in religion. The work is going on 
now in the :F'irst Ward-the Heights 
-where Beecher, Storrs, and Abbott 
have preached and where the multi
tude of steeples against the sky show 
the origin of Brooklyn's title of ''City 
of Churches." These pastors were 
startled into a season of revival by 
statistics quoted last October by the 
Rev. John F. Carson of the Central 
Presbyterian Church. 

These are his figures:--
Borough population ...................... 1,197,106 
No. reached by church and Sunday school 593,363 
Population not influenced by churches.. . 623,737 
Borough's growth in population in a year, 

80,000 to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 
Increase in church membership same time 5,oot 
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The Federation of Christian i Gr-egor-ian calendar- the year- consists approxi-
Ohurches and Workers, which has mately of 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes, and 
done census work in the Borough of 12 seconds. The accumulated surplus over 
1u and above the 365 days amounts, in the course 
J.nanhattan, has been employed by the of a century, to very nearly 2H day~. To in
pastors of the three districts of dulge in a leap year every fom· years would 
Brooklyn since Mr. Carson's figures require enough remnants of time stuff to 
appeared.-Tribune. make up 25 days for every century. The ar

rangement in practical use allows 24 leap 
years each for three consecutive centuries, 
and then gives the fourth century 25 such 
days. Thus, though it is not likely to con-CHANCE FOR A GREAT BOOK. 

In an interesting article in a Ger- cern many of us in an immediate, practical 
man periodical, Professor Karl Sell way, it may be remarked that the twentieth 

1 d f th r . f h h" century will be one day longer than the nine-
p ea s or e app ICatwn Q t e IS- teent.h, since it is arranged that the twenty-

At each moment of man';;life he is either a 
Ktng or a slave. As he surrenders to a 
wrong appetite, to any human weakness; so 
he falls pr-ostrate in hopeless subjection at 
any condition, to any environment, to any 
failure, he is a slave. As he day by day 
crushes out human weakness, masters oppos
ing elements within him, and day by day re
creates a new self from the sin and folly of 
his past-then he is a King. He is a King 
ruling with wisdom over himself. Alexan
der conquered the whole world except,
Alexander. Emperor of the earth, he was 
the servile slave of his own passions.-(From 
"The Kingship of Self-Control," by William 
George Jordan, published by Fleming i._H. 
Revell Company.) torical method to the subjective phe- fifth leap year which is assigned to every 

nomen a of religion. ''We possess," fourth century shall be brought into the cal
says he, "excellent works on the his- endar of the year that is divisible by 400. 
t f d h The failure to sacrifice three quadrennial J. J. Christian, author of "Immersion the 
ory 0 ogma, on t e constitution of leap years-that is to say, three extra days Act of Christian Baptism," says: "Dr. W. D. 

the church, on the ecclesiastical dis- in every four centuries-has led to the dis- Powell, of Mexico, recently wrote from 
cipline, and on Christian art and crepancy between what is known as the Athens, Greece, as follows: I found that aU 
literature, but the foundations them- Julian, or old-style calendar, and the churches in Greece, Presbyterian included, 
selves of all these manifestations of Gregorian. -From "The Progress of the at·e compelled to immercle candidates for hap-

World," in the Americun JYionthly Review of tism, for as one of the professors remarked, 
religious life and religious sentiment Reviews for January. the commonest day laborer understands 
are not the object of any scientific nothing alse for baptism but immersion. I 
investigation. We do not possess any visited the university aad saw the magnifi-

hl.storl·c study of rel1·g1·0 n 1·tself, of THE ADULTERATION OF FOOD PRODUCTS I cent library and museum. I asked the pro-
. . . • fessor what baptism meant, and he said: It 

primitive forms of belief and religious The surprismg- ex.tent to whwh our com-, has but one meaning, to submerge, to im
life, and all those phenomena in which monest f~ods and drmks ar~ adulterat~d and merse. Why do you ask?"-Register-Review 

counterfeited, and the crywg necessity for Oct 8 1898 ' 
religion consists and is perpetuated, both State and national legislation which · ' · 
such as prayer and sacrifices, inspira- will control and check the evil, have been 
tion and faith, charity and discipline, well proved by the results of the senatorial 
and perhaps pathologicl:l,l phenomena, investigation which was made in Chicago 

last spring. Before the Senate committee, 
such as enthusiastic ecstasy and mys- appointed just prior to the adjournment of 
tic visions." It is surprising that no Congress and headed by Senator Mason, sev
one has attempted to write a history eral prominent chemists, food manufacturers, 

f l' · · h" · · · · and others gave testimony. Dr. Wiley, who 
0 re 1g10n m t lS sp1nt, treatmg It as has been chief chemist of the Agricultural 
an effect rather than a cause. Here Department at Washington for many years, 
in the United States, for instance, asserted that nearly every kind of food upon 
.and in almost any denomination, the the market is, ~o a greater or lesser. ext.ent, 
g radual chanO'es in the conceptions of I adulterated, misbranded, or otherwise ren

• . • 0 • . dered harmful or fraudulent. More Vermont 
Ohr1stmmty are evident. It lS appar- maple sugar is made every year in Daven
ent that religious ideals are continu- port, Iowa, from cheap yellow sugar flavored 
ally changing and that the change with vegetable extracts than _can be pro
has been constant since the earliest duced from all the maple trees m t~e whole 
. . State of Vermont! Currant Jelly 1s manu-

tlme_s. A Wl~e field and. great fame factured from the cores and parings of apples 
awa1t the wnter who Wlll take the utilized after they have been evaporated; 
pains to apply the modern historic gluc~se, sugar. a v!'lgetable acid, and some 
and psycholoaical method to this sub- col<_Jrmg and fiavormg matter compl~te t~e 
. . "' dehcacy! Nearly a,ll of the "pure ohve ml" 
JeCt.-Trzbune. imported to this country is cottonseed oil 

THE LAST YEAR OF THE CENTURY. 
Cinly twelve months remain in which to set 

in order all the things that belong to the ex
piring century, to the end of giving it a 
decent dismissal and to save the coming cen

made in the Southern States, sent abroad, 
and there refined 'and returned to us as the 
pure product of the Mediterranean olive!
American Monthly Review of Reviews, January. 

THE KINGSHIP OF SELF-CONTROL. 
tury from the handicap of an unfairly large Man bas two creators.-his God and him
burden of arrearage. There has been a self. His first creator furnishes him the raw 
rather curious misapprehension in the minds material of his life and the laws in con
of many people as to the proper location of formity with which he can make that life 
the year upon which we are just entering; what he will. His second creator,-himself, 
and even in print there has been a good deal -has marvelous powers he rarely realizes. 
of allusion to the year now ended as the clos- It is what a man makes of himself that counts. 

Father Hagerty in the Christmas Catholic 
Wm·ld .2!1.agazine, in a very bright article on 
the "Ethics of Realism," quoting Ruskin, 
says: "You want to read books as you take 
medicine-by advice and not by advertise.. 
ment." The article sparkles with clever 
sayings. He denounces much of the over-ad
vertised literature of the day. Father 
Hagerty is a new literary light who has 
ability, a brilliant style, and high standards 
of literary taste. He will undoubtedly do 
some good in the nel!.r future. 

"The novel experiments in anceathesia by 
Dr. Bier, of Kiel, seem to promise important 
results. By injecting small quantities of 
very dilute cocaine solution into the spinal 
canal, the nerves are attacked at their roots:, 
and the lower part of the body is rendered 
completely insensible to pain, the effect last
ing about three-quarters of an hour. Very 
curiously, perception of heat ~.nd cold, as 
well as of touch and pressure, ·are not af
fected. Under this anceothesia, severe op
erations have betJn sati~factorily performed; 
but the after-effects-which include dizziness, 
severe headache, and vomiting-are quite as 
unpleasant as those following chloroform and 
ether, and more prolonged. 

A prominent Presbyterian Church in New
ark, New Jersey, has beautiful young girls 
as ushers. The girls are tastefully dressed 
and attract, many young msn to the church. 
-Ex. 

ing one of the nineteenth century. A half When a man fails in life he usually says, I 
minute's clear thinking is enough to remove "I am as God made me." When he succeeds ADDRESSES. 
all confusion. With December 31 we com- he proudly proclaims himself a "self-made C. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 
plete the year 1899-that is to say, we round man." Man is placed into this world not as J. W. Wight, No. 39 Floral Ave., Salt Lake 
out 99 of the one hundred years that are nee- a finality,-but as a possibility. MaD's great- City, Utah. 
essary to complete a full century. We must est enemy is, himself. Man in his weakness J. D. White, No. 1903 Coleman Street, St. 
give the nineteenth century the 365 days that is the creature of circumstances; man in his Louis, Missouri. 
belong to its hundredth and final year before strength is the creator of circumstances. T. W. Williams, 1014 Al:pine Street,~Los 
we begin the year 1 of the twentieth century. Whether he be victim or victor depends Angeles, California. 
For some reason the mathematical faculty largely on himself. George Jenkins, Byrneville, Ind. . 
usually works far m0re keenly in monetary Man is never truly great merely for what J. B. Roush, permanent address, Wrav, 
affairs than elsewhere; and none of the peo- he is, but ever for what he may become. Un- Yuma County, Colorado. 
ple who have proposed to allow ninety-nine til man be truly filled with the knowledge of Henry C. Smith, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio. 
years to go for a century would suppose that the majesty of his possibility, until there Daniel MacGregor, Chilliwack, B. C. 
nineteen hundred dollar debt had been fully come to him the glow of realization of his W. R. Armstrong, No. 1 Shakespeare St., 
met by a tender of $1,899. There would re- privilege to live the life committed to him, I Ardwick, Manchester, England. 
main due just ODE' hundred cents. It is to be las an individual life for which he is individu- J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
borne in mind that the year 1900 is not a leap ally responsible, he is merely groping Mark H. Forscutt, No. 203 First Avenue, 
year, although divisible by four. Under the through the years. . Nebraska City, Nebraska. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8s 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord1 .lor there shall not any man among you have save it be one wiles and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116, 
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LAMONI, IOWA, JAN. 3, 1900. 

"NOT MADE TO ORDER." 

One part of our cover articles for 
this issue, will, we think, be read 
with some interest as well as good
natured surprise. We refer to a par
tial report of a lecture by an Episcopal 
minister who in St. Paul's church, 
Omaha, Nebraska, declared that "Re
ligion is a matter of authority." 

Also an editorial of the Chicago 
Chronicle, of a late date, under the 
beading of "One Thing Not Made to 
Order." 

This editorial shows how clearly 
the fair-minded man of the world can 
see a religious fact, while the average 
pulpiteer in a church with a creed, 
and the advocate of the higher criti
cism without a creed, cannot see that 
fact at. all. 

How, in a nutshell, the editor of 
the Chronicle hits it:-

declarations of belief, church order, 
and church practice, as would have 
answered so fitly to the New Tes
tament pattern as does now the 
faith of the Latter Day Saints, they 
would have been accorded a meed of 
praise for their candor, piety, and 
spiritual insight, and possibly have 
been hailed as rPformers. if nothing 
better. But would they have had 
the success and suffered the persecu
tion and ostracism that those men did 
and had? 

By some sort of spiritual presci
ence the fact was acted on by them 
that a faith and a church to be of 
worth to men must be authoritative; 
that is, it must have authority, as 
stated by Mr. Johnson. And, they 
also acted upon the pdnciple stated 
by the Chronicle editor, a church or a 
faith must have a claim for the divine 
or it is not a religion at all. 

Joseph Smith and his coworkers 
claimed both, authority and divine 
origin; a double claim. Nothing but 
divine inspiration could have enabled 
Joseph Smith to have evolved so clear 
and comprehensive a system of faith, 
agreeing in so many ways with the A religion which does not at least claim to 

have its inspiration from the Divine itself is already written description contained 
not a religion at all. It is merely a joint in the word, the Scriptures. 
resolution. That the various bodies of religious 

Rev. David Utter, General John associations claiming the considera
Eaton, Elders R. B. Neal, Clark tion of men as churches doing busi
Braden, and their fellows of every ness for the salvation of the human 
shade of evangelical profession, at- race are the results of "joint resolu
tack Mormonism, the Utah manifesta· tions," seems to be a hard way of put
tion of it; and the Reorganized Church ting it; but what could a man like the 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints' Chronicle editor write otherwise under 
phase of the faith brought by the existing conditions. None of them 
angel, basing their attack upon the claiming inspirational origin as a 
proposition that it originated in a directing agency in formulating the 
fraud- a claim to inspiration from faith, or forming organization, but all 
Divinity. All allege deception and asserting in round terms the entire 
a vicious disregard for the word of absence of the letter and spirit of 
God, that is, the Scriptures, in faith, revelation as an agent in church work; 
organization, and practice. and all uniting in denouncing the 

It is not a little curious that the claim made by Joseph Smith to an
system of faith and church organiza- gelic ministration upon the very sage 
tion instituted by Joseph Smith, plea that no such thing as divine in
Oliver Cowdery, Hyrum Smith, David terference in human affairs by angelic 
Whitmer, and others should bear· so visitation is had or claimed by any of 
close -resemblance to the faith taught the churches; therefore, there are and 
by Jesus and his apostles, and the can be none; therefore, Joseph Smith 
church be so near the pattern found was a self-deceived religious crank 
to have been established from A. D. and liar. Very inconsequential logic; 
30 to A. D. 70, and later. we have not, therefore no one else 

Had Joseph Smith and his then co- has, or can have. 
partners in church building been Doctor Thomas, Rabbi Hirsch and 
learned men, leading men of mind others are trying to find a "common 
and means in the religious world of denominator," in church affairs, and a 
their day and time, and had by a 'I· chief way of doing it is to eliminate 
series of counsels, meetings, and d~s- . from existent beliefs and faiths every
cussions been led to adopt resolutions thing to which any would-be image 
embodyin§b in their several provisions, smasher or creed breaker may have 

objection to, leaving something of 
which every possible objector may 
presently approve, accept, believe. 

But if the hard common sense of 
such men as the one who wrote this 
Chronicle edit"orial should by a chance 
get into the councils held in search of 
this "common denominator" in re
ligion, or church affairs, it must block 
the way of progress by insisting that 
religion "must be authoritative," and 
"must claim divinity of inspiration or 
it is no religion at all." 

We are reminded that it was once 
said, 

I am come in my Father's nam<>, and ye re
ceive me not: if another shall come in his 
own name, him will ye receive.-John 5:43. 

A "joint resolution," in religious 
interests seems to have currency; but 
the religion of the Master based on 
the word of God, and proclaimed by 
the voice of inspiration through the 
revelation of God to man, can find no 
place with the creedmakers, and pos
sibly not with the seekers after "a 
common denominator," in the problem 
of faiths. 

HELP APPRECIATED. 

A sister writing from the East to 
the Bishop writes thus:-

BELMONT, N. Y., Dec. 21. 
Dear Brethren:-l thank you for the aid you 

sent me; and you will be blessed for helping 
the widow and orphan. I must tell you I am 
sitting writing in my mother's rocking chair 
that Bro. Joseph's grandfather used to sit in, 
when he used to come through these parts to 
preach the gospel. 0, if those times would 
come or if the elders could eome here! 

Yours in thankfulness and truth, 
POLLY L. HYDE. 

Sister Hyde is one of the old-time 
saints, as one can notice by her letter, 
for her father and mother used to en
tertain the elders in their missionary 
wanderings when tbe church was but . 
young. Uncle William Smith was at 
his death one of the oldest Latter 
Day Saints, in the church in point of 
date of membership, and since his 
death it is probable that Sr. Hyde is 
now the oldest, or among the very 
few oldest. She and Sr. Seelye, now 
an inmate of the Home at Lamoni, 
were among the early converts to the 
faith in Western New York State, 
and are yet living to testify of the 
goodness of God manifest in sending 
the message of life into the world in 
these last days. 

What a thought it is; that these 
veterans, long bearing the brunt of 
attack from the world, upon the faith, 
and withstanding every shock of bat
tle and every effort of seducing doc· 
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trines taught in "cunning craftiness," 
should at last have their names en
rolled in the Reorganized Church-at 
home and at peace-before the pale 
reaper calls for them, "ere the silver 
cord is loosed, or the pitcher broken 
at the well." 

It is a tender and a loving reflection 
that the church has put the Bishop in 
such position that it is possible to 
receive and care for these aged sol
diers of the cross. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD, 

and be "free indeed, "~free 'from par-J torts men and- women into perversions 
ticipation in, support of, and from 1 of the image of God, and which corrupts 
contamination from such "evils," 

1

1 human nature and prostitutes to base
wherever they are found. We are ness and weakness by which humanity 
commanded to "come out of" Baby- has been dragged down and corrupted 
lon, to "touch not the unclean thing." in every age. 
We cannot be clean if compromised 'rhere is crying need for heroic men 
by the "evils of the world." There is and women in the church and in the 
no deviation from the straight lines world; for men and women who will 
of truth with God-"his paths are not bow to the shrine of error and 
straight, his course is one eternal policy however popula,r; people whose 
round.'' "Break not my command- faith in God is of such a character 
ments to save your lives," is his com- that they will not yield to what is 
mand. We cannot be true and yet be wrong in policy or tendency or senti

REFLECTIONS ON NECESSITY FOR compromised with the world and its ment to please anybody, but who, 
TRUTH, BOTH IN THEORY policies and popular driftings, by with a determination not to please 

AND IN PRACTICE. which so many are weakened. To men by displeasing God, having faith 
The question concerning church so- love God is to love truth and to abide in the triumph of principle over 

cieties is no longer, "Are you ortho- by it at whatever cost. We need 9Jnd policy, of right over wrong, will turn, 
dox?" Orthodoxy as a term belongs must have more rugged devotion to like the Master, from the popular 
to a past age, the age of Calvinistic truth, more complete love of princi- drifting of the tide and contend for 
theology. We now are in an evolu- ple, more of that manly and womanly the right, knowing that, as God lives, 
tionary age, in which the proper term independence of character that fears it must prevail in due time. 
is "independent." "Independent" be- not to stand by what an intelligent As for error, however general may 
liefs, independent organizations, and conception of truth reveals to be the be its indorsement by popular senti
independent personal conceptions of plain path of duty. ment and popular action, it is weak, 
God and Christ, of heaven and earth, There must be more of this spirit and must ever give way, in time, to 
and of duties to fellow man, and inde- developed among the people of God right, which is strong, and destined 
pendent policies and acts, a sort of and made manifest in their course of to prevail, by its inherent force and 
''freedom to do as you please," in re· action in all things pertaining to life, trueness-its power. God lives to 
ligion and in general, are the order of if we are ever to rise as we should. assert it, and the forces arrayed in 
the day. Who would be bound to any It must come. But, it will never the interests of wrong must finally go 
creed or doctrine when such broad come, it can never come, until men down in ignominious defeat and be 
freedom and tolerant liberality invite and women learn to turn their faces subjugated if not destroyed from his 
to soar away from all religious or from policy methods and determinedly presence. 
other restraints? seems to be the set their faces as flint against all 'l'ruth, justice, mercy, love for the 
popular and growing conception. forms of shams and policies that are common good, for the welfare of the 
This is an age of reli~ious and gen- opposed to frank and open methods masses of mankind, including the 
eral expansion, hence Paul, according and love for fellowman-all men, all poorest, ought to challenge the ad
to its theories, must have been an old conditions and ranks of men. miration and s~pport of men and 
fogy when he held to and wrote about We repeat, that the crowning and women everywhere. True manhood 
the Christian's "hope" "as an anchor crying demand of the times is for men a,nd womanhood, nobility of nature, 
of the soul, both sure and steadfast, and women too, (for both women and impartiality, love for the race, are 
and which entereth into that within men are infit~ential for good or for evil glorious principles of character and 
the vail; whither the forerunner is for in their spheres,) who will stand for ought to receive the unreserved sup· 
us entered, even Jesus." Men are be- right, who will adhere to truth and be port of all who love right. 
come so independent that they, their true, and that right in their home Jesus Christ the God-man, the 
systems, and their works, are inde- communities, in their own church, Savior, the Redeemer, the Elder 
pendent of God and truth and law. home, and social circles; who will cast Brother of man universal-of man 
They have taken up anchor and cast their influence in favor of the real and whatever his race, color, political con
adrift from almost all restraints past solid truths that must underlie all the dition, civillzation. or religious belief, 
and present. The moral restraints social, religious, and general faj)ric challenges our love and admiration as 
and limitations of the perfect law of of society, if truth is to prevail to our he glorifies God in love for man, in 
liberty-of liberty for all-guaranteed salvation and the spiritual, moral, and his willingness to live, and teach, and 
in the law that requires of men love general salvation of the people. bear, and suffer, and die with man 
foi' and close adherence to truth, in The age is full of shams and follies, and for man. He came into the world 
the interests of all the race, are too. as the world has ever been. Counter- to live the tn£th, and, as becl:J,me neces-
rigid for men who would be free-free feits and shams in persons and in because of huruan perversity, to 
to think and do as they please with- principles appear in every circle and die and thus for man. God's 
out regard to the metes and bounds of sphere, mingling with the true and love was and is thus revealed, made 
law. Jesus is "a beautiful character," good. The god of this world, at home manifest bot,h in its unreserved and in 
but his regard for the rights of man and abroad, is money and the pleasures its practical character; and when that 
universal, his examples of meekness, and vanities· it aids to bestow or per- love is shown forth in human nature 
humility, love for God and man, for mit-a love for wealth, popularity, as it should be, there will be revealed 
neighbor as for self, are too restrict- and for power, all of which are pur- the same high purposes and devotion 
ive and binding for this imperious cha<-able by desire for ease, comfort, and the necessary sacrifices to mani-
and imperialistic age. and love to be in the social or popular fest it. 

Men are determined to be free, to swim with the tide; and all must learn The Christ rebuked both the errors 
be a law unto themselves, hence the to discriminate in order to attain free· of Jewish teaching and tradition and 
Babylonish spirit of the times and the dom and to answer to God for their the narrow selfishness of the leading 
secret combinations in high places to several stewardships as men and classes. He confirmed and asserted 
build up religious and other organiza-~ women. All this worldliness is based the rights of "the common people," 
tions and policies "to get gain." upon selfishness -- selfishness of the "the poor," to whom he preached the 

!Jet us be ''the children of the light," worst kind-tha.t selfishness that dis- gospel and before whom he held up 
* 
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constantly the hope of ultima,te re- l humility. Men cannot labor for the 
demption from social, political, and praise or commendation of their fel
economic wrongs and oppressiveness, lows and be real, genuine, true in 
under his righteous reign and equita- service to God. Such as labor for 
ble rule. praise love themselves. They who 

There is strong need that we culti- love God glorify him, as did the 
vate and make manifest this spirit Christ, who sought "not his own 
to-day, as a people; that we, among glory," but ''the glory of him that sent 
ourselves seek out the neglected ones him." 
and labor to promote the unity or There has been, from tbe begin· 
union of all the church, high and low, ning, the written, revealed word of 
poor and rich, learned and unlearned, God to man which admonishes and 
if there be such differences of condi· dema,nds cultivation and exhibition of 
dition among us. Christ taught that the virtues, but there has not been an 
when one made a feast he should call illustration of the written word 
in the poor, the lame, the halt, the wrought out in the actions and gen· 
blind, who needed help and uplifting, eral characters of the people, and un· 
not the rich and influential; that he til there shall be such, humanity will 
who so did should be recompensed at be without the necessary exposition 
the resurrection of the just, because of the power of truth. 
the poor could not so recompense the While Jesus the Christ reconciled 
benefactor, but that the rich could the enmity of man to Christ, and thus 
make return "in this life." He also brought man to God in his flesh, and 
taught that he was not as a man who thus proved and made manifest the 
having twelve sons, clothed one in possibilities of the superior life, and 
rags and another in better apparel, promised to man that through him 
and placed one to advantage and an- and by him all might be made one by 
other under less favorable conditions, the power of godliness, it was not 
but that he loved all equally; and he designed that his o:wn perfection 
commended such parable to us, that should end the work for humanity; 
in so doing we be like him. Are we but that, as in him there was recogni· 
so? Do we love to go only among tion, both in teaching and in deed, of 
those who love us, who especially the superiority of the divine precepts 
please and pander to us, whose posi· and life over the human, in that he 
tion is popular in society, who can rose above all weaknesses, all ten
entertain sumptuously and minister to dencies to wrong unto complete abe
our comfort the better-without re· dience to law, hence' into harmony 
gard to the poor? with God, so should man follow in his 

Do we draw away from those who steps, correct his low condition, and 
sturdily contend 'for right and who "overcome," and thus glorify God in 
refuse, though in sorrow at our perfect, reasonable service, thus labor 
human perverseness, to play the to bring in everlasting righteousness 
sycophant and "truckle" to our want by a practically righteous, redeemed 
of sturdiness, and who follow, palli- humanity, here upon the earth itself. 
ate, and imitate our weaknesses? The work of Christ did not end in 

Some have suffered, even in the his physical death, but is continued 
church, because duty to them was in his saving power to every creature. 
more precious. than popularity, who We are aware that it is urged, and 
steadfastly adhered to what their con· evidently as an excuse for if not as a 
sciences taught them to be right, and palliation of present low conditions, 
hence to be adhered to. Some have that we can expect and might as well 
been ostracized to a degree by those adjust ourselves to evils unto the .end 
who should have been first to discern and that little improvement in hu· 
and commend and encourage their in· manity need be looked for, even 
tegrity. Nevertheless, the Master among the church. .If this rises to 
has seen and known and has regarded what we ought to expect, we have 
such in their integrity before him, and llleasurably misunderstood the teach
they will also reap their reward "in the ings of the word and of the Spirit, 
resurrection of the just," though also ancient and modern; for the word and 
blessed and commended of God here. the Spirit have admonished and en· 

Such are true and strong men and treated to occupy higher ground. 
women, safe builders, and such as We may have been in error in ex
love the truth and do much to aid its pecting of and in seeking to encourage 
triumphs and the emancipation of the the body to higher attainments, and 
people. Such should be appreciated, possibly ought not to expect much 
though not fi!JJttered nor unduly more than we have; but we h!JJve 
praised. imbibed the idea, error it may 

Men and women of sound common be, that the church as early as 
sense and true hearts labor to glorify 1831-39, was scattered and driven be
God, not to serve themselves. It was cause of her failure to redeem the 
and is the Pharisees who seek the land of Zion by becoming in fact "the 
praise of their fellows. He is weak pure in heart." We are yet of the 
and to be pitied who exalts himself, opinion that nothing else than purity 
however voluntary his eimulatio:n of of life, growing out of earnest concern 

3 

and heed to every word that,proceed
eth from the mouth of the Lord, will 
give us the victory for Zion, God's 
people, and humanity; and that it will 
not do to excuse ourselves in our 
carelessness by such conclusions that 
humanity must of necessity be weak 
and erring. · 

The mission of the church is a very 
responsible and important one. It 
comprehends more than the redemp
tion and happiness of a few thousands 
of people who now are named Latter 
Day Saints. It means, that in the 
midst of the fall of Babylon and her 
decaying systems of darkness, weak· 
ness, legalized and unlegalized 
wrongs, that there shall be, in con
trast, a glorious, triumphant mani· 
festation of the truth in a redeemed, 
enlightened, and free people-a peo
ple free from moral, mental, eco· 
nomic, and political error and ruin; 
free from the present prevailing evil 
policies, and driftings of the general 
world, which is rapidly developing, 
ripening in iniquity for inevitable 
judgment upon it. 

Jesus Christ came into the world 
and sought to save the world from its 
sins. Our mission is his extended 
through all who hearken to his voice, 
as ''workers together with God." In 
his example there was a blending of 
true principle in teaching with right
eous practice in all his deeds-a per· 
feet exposition of truth in word and 
in fact. We also are in the world to 
teach the,truth by a similar coordina· 
tion of word and deed. We cannot con
vert the world by precept alone; the 
world wants example with the pre
cept, an execution thereof with our 
proclamation of the truth, which is 
God's method of teaching, and as 
God has revealed himself, in word and 
works. 

Past theological errors have gone 
down, but in their stead, thank God, 
the truth is proclaimed. And now, 
another step forward is needed, for 
with the strife of greed and money 
mastery the errors of Babylon are 
looming up, in other lines than in 
theological teaching, and to the de· 
struction of the interests of the masses, 
hence salvation in fact, here and now, 
must appear in the operation of right
eousness in all things, including the 
operation of economic principles or
dained in the bosom of God for the 
redemption of the people; for salva
tion is not merely 1 spiritual-it is 
spiritual, moral, and material-tem
poral-all of these. 

We have no human devices or 
theories to propose, but God has re· 
vealed eternal law and order, and he 
wills that his people prepare by right· 
eousness to draw near that he may 
counsel among them and work through 
them to their deliverance from moral 
and general, including politico-eco
nomic bondage, in the building up of 
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Zion. Our interests and the interests 
of humanity demand consideration 
along these lines, and the people 
themselves will be compelled in due 
time, if they are not now obliged, to 
give them due attention. 

Every true movement upon the part 
of the people to establish better con· 
ditions deserves encouragement. The 
Lord stands pledged-not only tore· 
spond to our manifestations of regard 
to these questions, but has made him
self leader and author in the estab
lishment of such a system of Zionic 
economy as resulted in the redemp
tion and independence of Enoch and 
his people, who found through God 
deliverance from moral and temporal 
and spiritual evils, in their redemp
tion. Babylon is falling, at home 
and abroad, abroad and at home, and 
where are we? Are we where we 
ought to be? By no means. Does 
the faithful watchman on the walls 
cry peace and safety where all is dan
ger and confusion about him? Cer
tainly not. It is important then that 
we be awake, conscious of the danger 
and importance of conditions about us. 

We started out to write a paragraph 
or two, a mere note, concerning the 
so-called "independent" (?) move
ments in theology as an "evolu
tionary" process of modern religious 
bodies, in contrast to the former rigid 
orthodoxy that prevailed but a decade 

·or two ago; how the dead-in-the-shell 
systems of Calvinism, which refused 
tl:e inspiration of the latter-day mes
sage, have now become so liberal that 
they are rapidly evolving in to open 
advocacy of disbelief in God in fact, 
as they cast aside his word as a thing 
to be lightly esteemed. We have said 
much more however, that bears upon 
and bas a logical connection as part 
of the subject. 

We could not, as a people, take up 
the popular drift in such irreligious 
procedures of the world past and pres
ent, nor can we consistently enter 
upon an indorsement of its political 
and economic departures now being 
fastened upon the people to complete 
and make strong the power of selfish 
domination of the few over the many. 
We must be true to principle~the 
principle of justness and trueness, to 
the rights of all people. 

As a people, our only safet,y,-more 
than that, our only means of ul
timate attainment in God, in refined 
purity and excellence,-lies in close 
con.si.stent adherence to truth, with
out respect to popular drift and popu
lar driftings, no matter by whom 
proposed or from what they proceed. 

We have been called to love the 
truth in loving God with all our might, 
mind, and .strength, and our "neigh
bor" as ourselves. On the twv com
mandments to love God and man hang 
all the law and the prophets. 

He who builds upon other foun· 
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dation builds that that God himself 
has decreed shall not endure; while 
he who builds on that principle of 
godliness builds with gold, silver, and 
precious stones. 

The lessons of all ancient and mod· 
ern history admonish us that we 
must, by safe building, be workers 
together with God if our work is to 
abide, otherwise it too will perish as 
but a part of the systems and order of 
Babylon against which the wrath of 
God is decreed. 

Truth, like its great Author, moves 
in straight lines, and makes no excep
tions in favor of any persons or prin
ciples who through indifference, 
carelessness, policy, or perversity, 
place themselves in antagonism to or 
out of harmony with it. 

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL. 

With this the outgoing of the first 
number of the HERALD for the year 
1900, the closing year of the century, 
the HERALD extends to its patrons,
brethren, sisters, and friends,~sin
cere good wishes for the coming year; 
''a happy new year to all." 

Conscious that the passing of the 
years, with their sorrows and joys, 
have brought withal much of good to 
the children of God, brightening their 
hopes and increasing their faith in 
him, we are confident that the experi
ences of every kind which are common 
to all should continue steadily to in
crease both our faith and our capacity 
for happiness and trust in God, who, 
under the tuition of earthly experi
ences, designs that preparation of 
heart and mind ir. his children for 
ultimate redemption and comp1eteness 
in him. 

We can find no better spheres for 
usefulness and development than in 
the paths of duty set before us in the 
great work "intrusted to all"-the ex
tension of the interests of the kingdom 
of God, having in view the redemption 
of brother man universal. Jesus, the 
Christ, Son of God, Creator and Re
deemer of men, found joy and ulti
mate perfection in the paths of serv
ice ordained for him in the discharge 
of duty; and his life was tempered 
as his nature was the more per
fectly adjusted to both God and 
man in sharing the inspirations and 
conditions of both ~the love and 
light of God with the lowly estate and 
burden of human life, in its sorrows 
and its joys, in its shadows and its 
glimpses of the perfect day to be. 
We should therefore the more appre
ciate our estate, in which, though 
darkened by shadows of earth life, 
there is reflected to us the image of 
heaven, in contrast, as we are per
mitted to share the experiences and 
inspirations of our Elder Brother. 

He rose above all things and com· 
prehended and filled the measure of 

all things in the completeness of his 
life, by first descending below all 
things, in which he made himself a 
voluntary partaker of the lot of man 
in the trials and sufferings common to 
all. He therefore knows all the afflic
tions with which his brethren and 
friends are struggling in their efforts 
and sufferings incident to preparation 
for higher things. Because of such 
developed love and sympathy he is 
able to help those who are tried, to 
bind up the broken-hearted, and to 
proclaim to them and through them 
the acceptable year of the Lord. 

We live, b:y faith in him, and trust 
that with the passing of the years we 
sball have joy in the triumphs of the 
work of God. We could ask no bet
ter condition, no grander mission than 
to share with our Lord the responsi
bilities of our calling as his people. 
We could receive no promises more 
inspiring, no hope more comforting 
than the promise of life in him. "The 
fellowship of his sufferings" is essen· 
tial to "the joy of our redemption," 
and .nust fir,st be shared ere we share 
with Christ in the heirship of children 
of God. "If we suffer with him, we 
shall be also glorified together." 

The features of suffering and trial 
that come to all are therefore to be 
regarded as necessary conditions at
taching to our education, our prepa
ration for the higher life unto which 
we have been called; and we should 
therefore regard our passing difficul
ties as means by which we may attain 
to the higher mental and moral and 
general estate. He who accepts with 
a due measure of equanimity the diffi
culties incident to his work, and does 
his best, has the promise and con
scious assurance that there shall be 
wrought in him and for him a prepa
ration for and a partaking of the 
ricfies of the children of God. 

The passing of the years in the 
light of the signs of the times should 
inspire the faithful to lift up their 
heads and rejoice in God. Earthly 
considerations, earthly conditions, are 
revealing their passing, temporary 
character; the world with its develop· 
ments by man without God is fall
ing with Babylon, with the passing 
of Gentile times, which are rapidly 
consummating to their final climax. 
Our work, the great latter-day work, 
looms up in magnitude and importance, 
and we should gratefully accept and 
live by the light it has brought to us 
individually. 

It is our l-ligh privilege to draw near 
to God, to rejoice in him as we grow 
more completely into the spiritual 
and moral stature of his Son. May the 
coming year be to us a year of marked 
growth in grace as a people, that our 
development may be to the rejoicing 
of others in the world to whom we 
are called to be light-bearers, as it 
will be a source of joy unspeakable to 
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us, "and full of glory." if we fail not 
to rise to the full performance of our 
high duties. 

Preparation in righteousness, in 
unity based upon close adherence to 
the commandments of God, is essen
tial to the enjoyment of that measure 
of spiritual power by which only can 
the work be extended. It is impor
tant that we be "very faithful," as ad
monished, in our respective spheres of 
action, if the coming year shall be a 
year for good to the cause. 

APPLETON'S POPULAR SCIENCE 
MONTHLY. 

Appleton's Popular Science monthly 
for January, 1900, contains the follow
ing interesting table of contents: 
"Advance of Astronomy in the Nine
teenth Century," Sir Robert Ball. 
"The Applications of Explosives" 
(illustrated), Prof. C. E. Mor<roe. "A 
Paradoxical Anarchist" (illustrated), 
Prof. Cesare Lombroso. "What 
Makes the Trolley Car go" (illus
trated), William Baxter, Jr., C. E. 
"Woman's Struggle for Liberty in 
Germany," Mary M. Patrick, Ph. D. 
"Scenes on the Planets" (illustrated), 
Garret P. Serviss. "Professor Ward 
on Naturalism and Agnosticism," 
Herbert Spencer. ''Destructive Ef
fects of Vagrant Electricity" (illus
trated), Hubert S. Wynkoop, M. E. 
"Winter Birds in a City Park," (illus
trated), James B. Carrington. •·Old 
Rattler and the King Snake," Pres. 
David Starr Jordan. "Remarkable 
Volcanic Eruptions in the Philip
pines," R. L. Packard. ''The Scav
engers of the Body," M. A. Dastre. 
Editor's Table: "Liberal Education 
and Democracy;" Eternal and Internal 
Aggression." ••Fragments of Science." 

This reliable and progressive 
monthly maintains its place among 
educators and thinkers who keep 
abreast with if not in advance of the 
times. It is as it has been heretofore, 
one of the best publications that comes 
to our table. The range of topics 
treated by its writers covers or aims 
to include all branches of scientific 
progress, hence it is almost indispens
able to the student of modern thought, 
science, and progress. 

Published by D. Appleton and Com
pany, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York; 
single numbers 25 cents, yearly sub
scriptions $3.00. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Pres. A. H. Smith returned on the 
26th from Independence, Missouri, 
where he had been called to visit his 
daughter, Sr; Emma Kennedy, who 
was very ill, but now is much im
proved. Bro. Smith himself is enjoy
ing fairly good health. 

Sr. Anna Nielsen, Nebraska City, 
Nebraska, writes of improving condi-
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tions among the saints of the branch Territory a system of free public · 
at that point. The word is preached schools to be administered by the 
and other ministrat\ons performed by proper authority at Washington and 
Brn. Forscutt and his aids, besides supported out of the United States 
help afforded by the traveling minis- Treasury until conditions shall per
try. Some are added to the church mit the people to support the schools 
from time to time and the outlook by the taxation of real and personal 
grows brighter with the passing of property. 
time. · Egypt will expend $50,000 to clear 

"Liberty Hall," the home of Pres. or cut out the thick vegetable growth 
Joseph Smith, was the scene of a which obstructs the White Nile. With 
happy holiday home gathering on an increased water flow the Nile is 
Christmas Day, when the daughters, expected to greatly increase its pro
sons, daughters-in-law, and sons-in· ductiveness, a matter of importance 
law, with the grandchildren-those to Egypt, England, and other conn
residing in Lamoni-gathered at the tries. 
old home to partake together of the "Lord Curzon [of India] has re· 
Christmas dinner and to celebrate the ceived a curious proposition from 
festive occasion with gifts and the Mirza Ahmad, a Mohammedan, who 
usual merriment of the season. Din- wants the British government to call 
ner was served, after a season of so- a conference of all religions for a 
cial enjoyment, at about half past four competitive examination, the test to 
o'clock, and early in the evening "the be the performance of a miracle 
tree," containing the gifts of relatives within a year." The native Moham
and friends, ,was displayed and illumi- medans seem to be confused by the 
nated and robbed of it treasures, to many phases of the Christian religion, 
the especial delight of the younger as well they may be. They are not 
generation. Songs, instrumental more inconsistent in demanding mira
music, games, and other amusements cle test than are Protestant Christians 
added to the enjoyment of the holiday themselves. 
home-coming, in which all shared as Portugal has sold he:r Asiatic pas
joyously as possible under the con- sessions to Germany and her African 
sciousness that some of precious territory to England. The transac
memory had passed to the unseen tior.s involve territory containing 14,
state, there to awaitthefinal and com- 000.000 of people. 
plete home gathering. Twenty-two The Viceroy of India has wired 
of the family sat down to dinner. from Calcutta that there has been no 
Only Bro. and Sr. McCallum and increase of rain and that 22,451,000 
family of Independence, Missouri, of natives suffering from famine are now 
the living, were absent, and who, had receiving relief. 
they been present, would have swelled The trust mania; from America, has 
the number to twenty-seven. broken out in England, where large 

Bro. Israel A. Smith, second living combinations are being formed. At
son of Pres. Joseph Smith, surprised torney General Monnett, of Ohio, 
relatives and friends by a visit to the stated publicly at Boston that trusts 
old home, where he arrived on Christ- make their millions through favorit
mas morning, coming all the way ism. 
from Wheeling, West Virginia, where Austria will abolish stamp tax on 
he is employed. He returned to the newspapers. 
East on the 29th inst. Catholic authorities in America 

Bro. N. B. Ament, presiding elder state that the Pope's decree concern
of a branch of the church at Harrison- ing marriages between Catholics and 
ville, Missouri, writes of the unity Protestants only by his sanction dur
existing among the people of God at ing the holy year must be modified. 
that place, who though scattered as to Charles Baylis, of Temple, Michi
location are one in spirit, hence in gan, died in a dentist's chair from the 
labor together with God. He is effects of chloroform. A prominent 
blessed in his ministrations in the gos- physician urges that in the use of 
pel. chloroform the respiration, not the 

Sr. Martha Salisbury, Benan, Iowa, heart, should be the chief condition 
reports the saints at that point as noted by the physician. 
alive and working in the interests of An earthquake shock of considera
the cause. Regular church services ble severity occurred over a large 
and Sunday school sessions are well portion of Southern California during 
attended and kept in line with their the morning of December 2G. The 
interest in their labors. The Lord undulations lasted about twelve sec
blessing with gifts of healings to the onds. Every brick building in the 
afflicted and other manifestations of town of San Jacinto was destroyed; 
the Holy Spirit. damage amounting to $75,000. Six 

The Missouri State Teachers' Asso- Indians were killed at the Saboba 
ciation in session at Jefferson City, reservation by falling walls. Between 
with an attendance of one thousand San Jacinto and Hemet hot geysers 
unanimously adopted a memorial to with strong fumes of sulphur have 
congress to establish in the Indian • appeared since the earthquake. 
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High Roman Catholic authorities and Sunday school teacher she was 
deny that the Pope has published an given choice between her church 
encyclical authorizing priests of Latin membership and a return to the con
-'-America to wed. Celibacy will con- ventional "dinkey bonnet." 
tinue to be imposed, and, as hereto- Sr. Ida L. Jones writes describing 
fore, many good men among the the Christmas festivities and exer
Catholic clergy will continue in cises in the church at Kewanee, Illi
unnatural and some of them in false nois, by saints and friends. The 
positions. "Mother Church," it services were appreciated as they 
seems, remains as yet untouched, to were conducive to good to the people 
any great extent!& by the more liberal and the cause. She mentions Brn. ·T. 
spirit of the age. - F. Stafford and D. S. Holmes among 

Advices from Boston inform us others taking part. 
that Bro. M. H. Bond or some other Christmas exercises, under the 
representative man of the church in auspices of the Star of Bethlehem 
that mission is likely to meet "Elder Sunday school, were duly celebrated 
Jensen," of the Utah Church, in dis- at Lamoni on the morning of Sunday, 
cussion. Advices also state that orie the 24th, in the upper auditorium of 
unauthorized so to do assumed to the saints' church, Bro. G. W. Blair, 
meet said Elder Jensen, on behalf of superintendent in charge. The deco
the Reorganization, ignoring mission rations formed a feature of the exer
and district authorities in such at- cises of especial merit, though it 
tempt and which resulted simply in would be difficult to point out the 
confusion and no definite good, but many interesting numbers of the pro
rather harm all around, as we learn gram, in which all, from primary to 
from this writer and which we also intermediate and senior grade scholars 
gather from a newspaper account of did well their several parts. Music 
the affair. Persons should not as- by the school and audience, and an 
sume to enter upon public discussions address by Pres. Joseph Smith were 
without being duly recognized by numbers on the program, not forget
those in charge as suitable and au- ting the treat distributed at the regu
thorized so to do. As a church we lar session of the school in its room, 
want to be represented, and not mis- the lower auditorium. Last but not 
represented. least was the Christmas offering, by 

Bro. J. L. Rust, Gladstone, Illi- classes, amounting in all to $150, 
nois, writes of his appreciation of the which was turned over to the custody 
gospel and the expositions of its pre- of the Bishop. 'rhe ob3ervance of 
cepts which he reads and hears. He Christmas was general more so than 
commends the word of truth as able for years past at Lamoni; all seemed 
to build up and make wise unto salva- imbued with an extra amount of "the 
tion. spirit of Christmas" and found it 

The Rockford, Illinois, RegisteT- blessed to give, and all seemed to re
Gazette, December 9, graphically de· ceive, and joyously. Skating at the 
scribes the missionary work of Brn. Home pond, with the ChristmBJS 

FUL'l'ON, Iowa, Dec. 11. 
EdUors Herald:-Elder Hand came from 

Clinton, Iowa, and spoke in the church here 
twelve times; the attendance was not large, 
but attention fair, and we think good was 
done. I think the district is getting in bet
ter coudition; most all the saints seem to be 
alive and willing to come up higher. From 
here I took Bro. Hand to Green Valley 
branch, where be is to bold forth over Sun
day the lOth. Elder Hand is unassuming, 
and saints and outsiders speak well of him. 

In speaking with our brethren I find that 
some of the saints of this, the Eastern Iowa 
dist.rict, send their tithes to other districts. 
Now our district has been enlarged this year, 
and the following counties hllve been added: 
Benton, Iowa, Linn, Black Hawk, Bremer, 
Howard, Chickasaw, and Johnson. 

Now, dear saints, ple~J,se send your tithes 
and offerings to the district in which you 
live; it will give the district credit. The 
saints in our district as it stood before, have 
done well, and I hope that, every saint in 
Eastern Iowa district will do his or her duty. 
Some of our branches have been and are doing 
nobly. May God bless them for their effort. 

Send money by draft or money order to.me 
at Fulton, Iowa. H.egistered letter is all 
right up to ten dollars, and I will send you a 
receipt by return -mail. All moneys that the 
saints want to be recorded in this year's re
port should be in my hands by December 31, 
as I make report to E. L. Kelley, January 1, 
1900. My desire is that this district should 
grow spiritually, and be sure to keep up with 
their tithes and offering. 

. Your brother, 
JOHN HEIDE. 

H. E. Moler and F. M. Cooper at that weather without and Christmas cheer MouND CITY, Mo., Dec. 7. 
point, as it also outlines the faith and within made the day enjoyable to all. EditoTs Hentld:-We are moving along 
work of the Reorganized Church in Bro. M. H. Bond writing from Dor- quietly in our sphere with our brethren. We 
contrast to the B. H. Roberts' organi- chester, Massachusetts, the 30th ult., have been trying to hold up the banner of 
zation, or rather the Utah Church of says: "Propositions for a discussion truth to our fellowman. There are many 
which he is a leading and trusted rep- between myself and Elder Ephraim who are believing the angel message; but oh 
resentative. The RegisteT- Gazette has Jensen, of Logan, Utah, have been the name they would have to bear is too 
good words for the work of the breth· signed, and Paine Memorial Hall, in much-they would loi1e their popularity and 
ren and a fair statement of the faith city of Boston, has been secured; dis- friends. What will a man give in exchange 
of the church. cussion to begin Tuesday, January 9; for his soul? Popularity, it seems, as many 

The Sunday News- Graphic, ·west four nights or more as· mutually are doing that very thing. 
Bay City, Michigan, commends as it agreed upon or arrangement can be While w. l!'. Clark and J. Arthur Davis 
publishes a synopsis of the position had for hall, etc. The position of the were with us we held some thirteen meetings 
of the Reorganized Church on po- Utah Church and our own as re- in a Campbellite or Christian church, with 
lygamy and the Roberts case, as sum- gards succession, authority, etc., are good attention, but only a few nights had a 
marized in a late S8rmon by Bro. J. affirmed. It is likP-ly to attract atten- full house; bad roads, dark nights, and 
A. Grant at that point. The Reor- tion and an audience. Elder Jensen several sick in the neighborhood all worked 
ga.nized Church is commended for its seems to be CQurteous, certainly un- against our meetings. At the same time 
stand on behalf of morals and good derstands himself and the situation there was an evangelist holding- meetings 
citizenship in religion. far better than the average Utah rep· within five miles of us. Those of the Chris-

Bro. J. W. Burget, West Hoboken, resentative, and is by far the best man tian faith would say that was better than the 
New Jersey, sends newspaper clipping they have in the East. We hope for evangelist preached. We have lost two out 
which gives account of the expulsion good results for the cause." of our branch in the last ten months; Father 
of one Miss May Oller, from the Ger- Failure of mills to supply paper has Ross, who died last February, and my son 
man Baptist Church, Waynesboro, caused delay in issuing the present Robert, who died in October. Uncle John 
Pennsylvania, for wearing "a sailor number of the HERALD. We regret Knowles fell dead in the road, after he bad 
hat." The paper states that Miss the delay to our readers, but it was I gathered corn all day till dusk at night. 
Oller is a daughter of the founder of unavoidable. This is the first delay ·His son Herbert was with him, and had 
the local church, who was a Bishop, 

1 
of the kind for years; we trust it is I taken the load of corn to the house, while 

and that though formerly a worker the last. his father went to drive the cattle to water. 
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The cattle came home, but Uncle John did 'I from on high until at the close of the service 
not. They went in search and found him many would say, "Surely the Lord had some
about forty rods from the house, lying on his thing to do with that kind of preaching;" 
face in the road. This was November 25. 
Funeral sermon was preached by J. Arthur 
Davis, assisted by the writer at Pleasant 
Hope church. 

To-morrow I will start to Utah to visit my 
relatives, and try to convince them that they 
are in the wrong and bring them back into 
the kue fold of Christ. Assist me with your 
prayers, for I have many relatives in that 
much despised and abominable ch urcb. 
God help them to see the light and come to 
it. R. K. Ross. 

GREENLAKE, SEATTLE, Wash., 
Dacember 13. 

Editors Herald:-After the busy tenting· 
season which, this year, began in June and 
continued till October, we are very pleas
antly and comfortably situated for the long 
rainy months of the winter in this quiet little 
suburb of Seattle-Greenlake. This pretty 
little lake is in full view from my window. The 
little band of saints here at Seattle are alive, 
and earnest, and steadfast in the faith. Al
though in a very scattered condition all over 
the city, they have their regular weekly 
prayer meeting at the home of one of the 
saints, and on Sunday we meet at the home of 
Bro. G. E. Ward, our presiding elder, this 
being the most central for all, and have a 
very interesting little Sunday school and 
saints' meeting. 

In these meetings we are not alone, for the 
Lord verifies his promises to us, and though 
few in number, he is with us to bless; so 
when the time comes to separate we go home 
feeling refreshed and strengthened and well 
paid for the effort.· In the absence of Bro. 
Ward (his business takin!:; him from home a 
great part of the time) Presiding Priest W. 
C. Earheart has charg·e of the meetings. 
. The saints here are making a very strong 
effort to get a hall or place for meeting in 
the city in order to get the gospel before 
the people more efficiently. This is not an 
easy thing to do in this great city; rents are 
high, but they have a committee at work, 
and quite a sum already subscribed monthly. 
We hope and pray, as we work to this end, 
that this may terminate successfully. 

We think the Lord's hand is over his work 
here at Seattle. Prospects look bright in 
another part of the city, Ballard, where the 
elders have been doing considerable preach
ing of late. 0, what a glorious work this is! 
I know I can say this with greater zest and 
feel more fullv the import of these words 
since coming into this mission. As I have 
traveled with the elders through Oregon 
last summer, and this summer through Wash
ington, helping .what little I could in the 
song service, tractdistdbuting, visiting, etc., 
we have truly been blessed;, and with the 
Lord's smile of approval all the trials and 
disadvantages of this work, for it is not all 
sunshine, are counted as nothing; and I have 
sat night after night and listened to the gos
pel message as it flowed from the elders' lips, 
like a benediction upon the congregation; 

. have seen their faces lit up with inspiration 

'·I never heard such before;" "It is every bit 
of it Bible;" "Just what I have wanted to 
hear for a long time;" "You can't get any
thing better;" "Every word of it truth;" etc. 

I well remember one old man coming up to 
the stand and with tears in his eyes patting 
the elder on the shoulder, exclaim: "That's 
all right; its solid, solid; go ahead!" At 
such times as these, 0 how one's very soul 
would sing out, '"0 'tis good to be a saint in 
latter days." 

I fancy I tear some one say "You were not 
sent, to do missionary work by the church." 
Well, no, nether do I travel on missionary 
money. In the first pla.ce I was invited by 
those in charge to do what I could in this 
way, and all my spare time during the rainy 
winter days was spent in doing photographic 
work for the gallery where I lived, and many 
of the evenings were spent taking lessons in 
vocal music. So when the elders came along 
in the spring, although I do not draw my 
full allowance from the church, never have, 
I was ready to go along and pay my own ex
penses. I simply state this for the benefit of 
some who might want to know. 

El.ders Holt and Chase are at present at 
Mt. Vernon, beginning a series of meetings 
in the Christian church. We are looking for 
good reports from there, as this is one of the 
points where they took the tent this summer 
and opened up the work with such marked 
success. 

WAll as the two years' mission draws to a 
close I find my thoughts wander still oftener 
Zion ward, to home and loved ones. I shall 
be glad to see you all again. 

In conclusion, I would like to state for the 
benefit of my many correspondents of this 
mission that my address unt.il March 1 will 
be, Greenlake, Seattle, Washington. 

Your sister in gospel bonds, 
MRS. A. M. CHASE. 

LOOKOUT, Cal., Dec. 7. 
Editors Hera.ld:-The saints of Mountain 

Home branch are still alive to the work of 
the Master. Bm. Fred Blair and Arthur 
Phillips have labored among us since Novem
ber 12, and we have received much pleasure 
and profit from their visit. They are at 
present located at Bieber, a small town about 
twelve miles south of our regular place of 
meeting. Three of the honest in heart have 
been fished out f.rom that community, and 
many more are persuaded of the truth of the 
angel's message. 

Our branch now consists of three separate 
communities. Big Valley is the center, and 
parent family; Rouod Valley, fifteen miles 
east, has about a dozen members; and now 
comes Bieber, twelve miles south, with 
three, and well-grounded hopes for more in 
the northern part of the county. The;e are 
some members the fruits of the labor of Brn. 
Barmore, Blair, and Chatburn last year, that 
are not organized into any branch as yet, so 
we hope that God may so direct his work, 
that we shall have a district in the near 
future. 

Our branch is enjoying more of God's 
Spirit than it has for years. We are made 
to know that the laborera now with us,.are 
indeed followed and directed by the Spirit of 
Christ, which is the Holy Ghost. Myself 
and wife were inducted into the kingdom by 
Bro. Ohatburn last June. The Gospel Band 
have opposed us considerably here, but there 
is not very much prejudice from other 
sources. 

Hoping for the spread of the truth, I am 
yours for Zion's redemption, 

R. B. BROWN; 

MATHEWSON, Okla., Dec. 15. 
Editors Hemld:-In consequence of the 

misunderstanding concerning the time of our 
conference, I desire to explain why I adver· 
tised it for December 8 instead of December 
15, as some were expecting. Being_ pre
vented from attending the last conference, 
on account of eickness in my family, I did 
not know when the next conference was to be 
only by the minutes as published in Hemld 
and Ensiqn, which said: "Adjourned .to 
meet with Oklahoma branch, light of the 
moon in December." And as it had been my 
custom heretofore to send notice to church 
papers, giving time and place, according to 
adjournment, and not seeing the clerk nor 
hearing from him, and not knowing that he 
intended sending notices to papers, I there
fore sent notices that conference would be 
December 8. Before sending notices· to 
church papers I had written to different 
bretr.ren and given December 8 as the time 
of conference. 

And also desiring to hold meetings in the 
Oklahoma branch the week following con
ference, and also to have branch business 
meeting, etc., and desiring also to have this 
meeting during the light of the moon, and 
knowing if conference should be December 
15 there would not be moonlight the week 
following. Therefore in view of the fact that 
no date was named for the convening of con
ference, just simply the "light of the moon in 
December." I sent notices that conference 
would be December 8. 

But as Bro. Stephen Smith did not know 
my mind, nor me his, we both sent notices, 
and our dates were conflicting. Soon as I 
discovered this, I sent word to nearly all in 
the district, saying that conference would be 
the 8th. Some did not get the word, and 
those who did were surprised, and some 
could not well prepare to attend. 

In consequence of the misunderstanding 
and bad weather (rain and mud), the attend· 
ance was not large; but we had conference, 
and those present were edified and encour
aged. And feeling that most of the misun
derstanding and disappointment was caused 
by myself, I desire to apologize and ask par
don of all concerned. I confess it was bad 
managerr:ent; but we have not gained to the 
"fullness of the stature of Christ," nor do we 
"know as we are known," therefore liable to 
mistakes. I trust that as many as have said 
or thought that "Bro. Maloney has a head of 
his own," will continue to so think, but be
lieve me this misunderstanding was not pur
posely on my part. 
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Our next conference will, according to are felt as well as seen in the improved 
resolution, "meet with the Oak Grove branch spiritual condition of the saints and synipa
February 9, 1900." thizers-the whole body thus working to-

To-morrow afternoon we have branch gether smoothly and effectually in the work 
business meeting, and desire to see the branch of spreading the gospel and the edifying of 
more fully organized. There has been no the saints. 
election since the branch was organized five We came here the 5th in st. Conference, 
years ago, and only one branch officer, Priest which convened the 9th, was a success, if 
H. K. Bowland being in charge. Bro. the presence of the Spirit of peace, love, and 
Rowland has remained in the faith and has power among the saints when assembled n:ay 
done, I believe, as well as most of us would be understood as signs of success. The spirit 
have done. But we desire to rally to his aid, of contention in high places as well as in the 
and as Israel of old did their leader, ''bold up more lowly was noticeably absent; and from 
his bands," that greater blessings may come. the hearts of those who, in the past, have 

We urge the cooperation of the, saints in noticed its blighting influence, swelled the 
all ways possible: by correspondence; by cry, "Bless the Lord, 0, my soul." I believe 
your prayers; by your attendance at confer- there is a better feeling in both districts in 
ences and all other meetings; by tithes and Maine than there has been for a long time. 
offerings; by good lives and proper example; May the influences that have been instru· 
by refraining from evil, by studying the books mental i.n bringing about this condition be 
-Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and allowed to continue, is the prayer of those 
and Covenants; by reading the Herald and who have the welfare of the work at heart. 
Ensign; by attending to your own business Bro. T. C. Kelley left for Little Deer Isle 
and permitting your neighbor to attend to and Stonington en route for Independence 
his; by having patience, love, and forbearance; last Thursday. S. 0. Foss is laboring in 
by being clothed with the mantle of charity Whitneyville. I will remain here until 
and endowed with Christian graces; by about January 1, then expect to go to Lamoin, 
teaching your children to pray and guarding Dollard town, and the islands, when we hope 
them from the vices and evils of the world, to attend General Conference. Interest here 
and to keep proper company; in fact we de- and on Beals Island is very good. 
sire your cooperation as soldiers of Christ, Many happy returns of the seasons to those 
and those wtw have enlisted in the army of of Zion. Yours in the one faith, 
the Lord for the emancipation of man. W. W. BLANCHARD. 

R. M. MALONEY, Dist. Pres. 

JONESPORT, Me., Dec. 20. 
Editors Herald:-Since Massachusetts re

union I have labored in Maine. Arrange
ments were made at that time for me to labor 
for a season with Holmes J. Davison. Our 
plans for a fall campaign failed to material
ize, though I looked forward with pleasure 
to an acquaintance with the "Land of Evan
geline" and her people, of whom our congen
ial brother is (we presume) a fair sample. 
While we notice that our best laid plans 
"gang aft aglee," we are assured that there 
is a destiny that shapes our end, by the suc
cess that grows out of the ruins of our plans 
for labor. I have enjoyed my association 
with Bro. T. C. Kelley very much; he is a 
congenial companion in the field, and a hum
ble, God-fearing man. 

Our work in western Maine was not all we 
would wish in the way of success, yet good 
was accomplished. When the day comes 
that our branches keep the fire of faith burn
ing continually; that is, each officer and 
member doing the work assigned them in the 
distribution of responsibilities and talents, 
then the general ministry will have more 
time to devote to those outside in "regions 
round about." Many good-living men hold
ing office in the church seem to lack faith to 
"thrust in their sickles and reap," thinking 
that becauee they cannot preach like an 
apostle, there is no preaching for them to do. 
If they would exercise their talent in this 
direction with persistence, they would be 
surprised at the success attending their 
efforts, which cannot always be measured 
properly by the numbers coming out to hear 
and the remarks of critics; but the results 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Dec. 20. 
Editors Herald:-! have labored for the 

Master at Audubon, Evergreen, and Perham. 
Baptized two fine young people at Evergreen; 
they fearlessly came forward and acknowl
edged their faith in_ Christ by going down 
into the cold waters and coming up fully sat
isfied tbat God is true to his promise. Oth
ers have given their names for baptism in 
the spring. Bro. and Sr. Omans, of Perham, 
rendered able assistance in the meetings at 
Evergreen and Perham. May the Lord bless 
them, is my prayer. 

Last week I went where faithful Bro. Swen 
Swenson was boldly declaring the gospel to 
the people. He was having a tilt with an 
Advent lady. That night I dreamed that 
Swenson was fighting a skunk; 'twas a sor
rowful looking creature when he got through 
with it. 

I returned- to Perham the next day, and 
from there here; found all well and glad to 
meet again. I have learned to-day that I am 
the father of B. H. Roberts of Utah; quite 
elevating indeed. What do you think of that, 
J. W. Roberts? Don't you feel proud that 
you have such a notable brother as that? 

I am pleased to state that the spiritual con
dition of the saints in my mission is improv
ing in many instances. There are so many 
places where they are calling for preaching, 
and no one to respond. My health is good, 
and I am thankful to God for his blessings. 
I am blessed in all my administrations. The 
sick are healed, and to God be the glory. 

Wishing all a Merry Chrismas and a happy 
New Year, I am, as ever, 

Yours in the fight, 
I. N. ROBERTS. 

ALEXANDER, Kan., Dec. 23. 
Edito~·:; Herald:-! am preaching in a 

dwelling house near here; have some interest. 
Was closed out of Alexander schoolhouse, 
and since we commenced in Mr. Coddington's 
dwelling, have been invited by the board to 
again occupy the schoolhouse. This country 
is sparsely settled, and our audiences in some 
places are small. But I find as much good 
sometimes results from preaching to small 
audiences as from larger ones-the quality 
often expressing more than quantity. In 
some school districts where but few came out 
to hear, I received urgent invitations to call 
on thosE: attending. One man remarked to 
me as soon as I called, "Did you bring me 
some of those tracts this time?" A school 
teacher lately said, "Now when you come 
again, please remember to bring me that 
book you call "Voice of Warning." 

We have points where we get good sized 
audiences; at such places we advertise our 
meetings largely, and some of those inter
ested in the sparsely settled regions drive 
over and attend the Sunday services. 

Bro. Hilliard's preaching at Bazine created 
interest to the work where it was not 
formerly manifested. Some prominent men 
are expressing favor to the preaching. A 
school teacher lately remarked, "It is aston
ishing bow popular ,those Latter Day Saints 
are becoming throughout the country and 
everywhere." 

I discover that the Kansas City Jou1·nal, 
and other papers, are doing good work for us 
in their recent articles, showing a difference 
between us and Brighamite Mormons. I tell 
some prejudiced ones who say they know of 
but one kind of Mormons and believe. that we 
are the same, indorsing polygamy, "I am 
surprised that more of you people don't take 
the papers, or at least don't read them," then 
refer them to the name and number of paper 
that distinguished us from polygamist Mor
mons. 

It gave joy to my soul to read in the Sun
day Kansas City Journal of December 3, that 
Joseph Smith, now president of Reorganized 
Church, was a man of upright character as 
well as opposed to polygamy. I know such 
was published several times before, but the 
more the better. Like those resolutions 
sent by-our churches against the seating of 
Roberts in Congress, the more the better. 
We are thereby known to oppose polygamy. 

I stopped over at St. John, Kansas, this 
fall, where Brigham~tes have headquarters 
for a large mission. A stationed elder told 
me, "We have an office here and sell all 
kind 'lf books." Then shortly after a conver
sation took place, in which be assumed our 
claim for- a reordanization was unscriptural. 
I quickly replied, "I am surprised you should 
present that matter as an argument against 
us when your own Brighamite church did the 
largest reorganization on record-even an
nouncing to reorganize, reorganized, rebap
tized, and reordained the whole church over 
again. He then said, "I know of no such 
action on record.'' I answered, "I'm sur
prised at you again; now I'll just go with you 
to your office where you have all those. books 
to sell you spoke of, and I'll show you from 
Journal of Discourses and P. P. Pratt's Auto-
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biography that you fellows did just as I 
stated." But he had to tell me that. he had 
neither of those books on sale, nor in his 
office. Then I asked him how it came that 
they knew less about their own publications 
than we did; and that they kept back the sale 
of certain books. 

I stopped with the Cadmerites most of the 
time I was at St. John. They had formerly 
been followers of Bickerton, the leader of a 
faction of Latter Day Saints; but since got 
dissatisfied with Bickerton, and followed the 
Cad mer Latter Day Saint faction. Bickerton 
has but few followers now; I preached in his 
house twice in St. John; he is a polite old 
man of past eighty years, and entertained me 
cordially, as also did the Cadmerites who 
attended my meetings. I stopped among 
several Brighamite families, including those 
near Stafford and Attica, Kansas. I observed 
most of those Brigbamites kept a regular 
fast day and refrained from the use of tobacco, 
coffee, and tea. None of their elders that I 
met (and I met about a half dozen) used to
bacco, tea, nor coffee-so much for the Mor
mons. I mention this because it is true, and 
they heed the revelation on the Word of 
Wisdorp. I believe in giving even the Devil 
his due. 

Bro. J. M.Brown will preach at the Whipple 
schoolhouse next Sunday, six miles south west 
of here, and I join him there. Last Sunday 
I preached to a good audience at Brownell, 
and Bro. Brown held forth with interest at 
Walnuthill, four and a half miles northeast 
of Bazine. May the good work go on with 
increased interest, is the prayer of your 
brother, WM. H. MANNERING. 

MOUNTAINHOME, Ark., Dec. 18. 
Editors Herald:-I have been made sad of 

late by reading in the Rerald of the death of 
Bro. C. M. Bootman. Deceased and the 
writer have been associated together some in 
ministerial work, and I know that he was in
deed a man of God. I learned to love him as 
a father, and. many times have I had my 
drooping spirit cheered by his strong testi
mony of the truthfulness of the restoration as 
preached by the Reorganization. I believe 
his spirit has flown to the paradise of rest, to 
await the glorious resurrection. The church 
has lost a faithful servant, the West Plains 
branch its president, and his children a .lov
ing parent, and we all mourn, but our loss is 
his gain. 

I also wish to mention the death of another 
dear brother, S. G. Pereg of Woodside, Mis
souri. We were at his home during the 
quarterly meeting of South Missouri district, 
and enjoyed our stay somewhat, but not as 
we had many times before. Bro. Sam did 
not seem as cheerful as usual, and of course 
we all noticed it, yet did not understand why 
he seemed so sad; but about fifteen days later 
it was all made plain, he passed quietly away. 
He was seemingly in the prime of life, a 
strong, healthy looking man; but when the 
death angel makes his summons, he takes 
the young as well as the old, the unprepared 
as well as those who are prepared. Bro. Sam 
leaves a loving wife and a large family of 
small children to mourn, and in his death 

the Woodside branch has lost one of its best 
members. He was always ready to do any
thing that he thought he was capable of do
ing for the cause of truth, and I never knew 
him to fail to contribute something to help 
the missionary on his way, and I feel sure 
that our Master will abundantly reward him 
for his labors. 

We feel lonesome living isolated from the. 
household of faith, and have seen the neces
sity of gathering. I think that article on 
school of prophets, solemn assembly, etc., 
was timely. Let us have more instruction 
along that line. 

Bro. D. R. Baldwin of Ravenden Springs, 
Arkansas, seems to be in the thickest of the 
battle lately, as he has had two debates at 
Martin's Creek church with Bynum Black, a 
preacher of the so-called Christian Church 
and the editor of the Eye Opener. I know 
Bt·o. D. R., and believe he is able (if humble) 
to defend the cause of Christ, and he is likely 
to have more of it to do for .the Master. 
From lett,ers I have received since the de
bate, I believe that the good Master stood by 
our brother, and that be scored a grand vip
tory for the cause of truth. May the good 
work go on until the gospel is preached to 
all the world, is the prayer of your brother 
in Christ, Jos~PH WARD. 

BAZINE, Kan., Dec. 15. 
Editors Herald:-The work in this part of 

Northwest Kansas district is moving steadily 
along, yet there are many places that the 
gospel has not been introduced. I find by 
experience that a good way to do in some 
places in a, new field after introducing the 
work by a few sermons, is to send prepaid a 
copy of the Herald or Ensign to one or two 
families in the neighborhood that will appre
ciate it. The papers are generally circulated 
around the neighborhood. And when you 
return in a month or two you have an inves
tigating :;mdience. This has worked admira
bly under ·my own experience; the funds 
being raised by individual members. If the 
district coulo. be interested on this line, and 
raise a fund ior this purpose, to be judiciously 
used, would prove a great benefit to the work 
in my estimation. The subscription could 
be for :a short period-three or six months
and if the right parties are selected forothis 
favor, they wi.ll renew the subscription when 
it expires. 

The way is opening for the moving of my 
family int;o this district, which will probably 
be done in. the early spring. I have labored 
off and on in parts of this district since 1894, 
and I hav® not only become attached to these 
beautiful expansive prairies, but also en
deared to the people. There is a sociability 
here that is not only characteristic to west
ern Kansas, but to many new countries, that 
affords the ministry a hearing far better 
than iu many older countries. 

Bazine was favored with the presence of 
Bi8hop Hilliard about the first of November, 
when on his way to Nebraska to dedicate a 
church. He preached a few times here, and 
on some occasions his words were like shot 
from a gun that scatt.ered much. Several 
both. in and out of the church were hit; how-

ever the wounds soon healed, but the scars 
remain as bright evidence of the gospel gun 
and the grandeur of this great latter-day 
work. 

Elder William Mannering, aside from min
isterial work, has organized a Religio, which 
is well represented by the young members of 
the church; and many of the outsiders are 
making application for membership. We 
are persuaded that the Religio is a necessary 
help. In gospel work, 

J. M. BROWN. 

GAREY, Cal., Dec. 18. 
Editors Herald:-Since my article in Herald 

August 16 last, which pleased some and dis
pleased others (about half and half of each}, 
because of its plainness of speech along cer
tain lines of thought, I have not dared(?) to 
express myself much above a whisper, lest I 
should be taken to task by my brethren and 
some sisters. But I am yet alive, and in the 
faith, and have not suffered for want of the 
needf1;,l, though I have learned that true 
Christian socialism is not yet positively 
established even among saints. But I was 
not the only one criticised because of said 
article, for ye Editors came in for a share be
cause of allowing its publication. How 
would it do for next General Conference to 
take that matter in hand, and appoint a com
mittee of critics to examine all matter for 
publication before insertion in the Saints' 
Herald, with the right ~to decide upon the 
merits and demerits of each article, regard
less of the opinions of the editors? Then 
again, if this method should be adopted by 
the conference, from the observation of the 
writer, I believe the most active and efficient 
persons to compose said committee can be 
found among the laity, as a rule. But lest 
some one should differ from me and propose 
my name for one of said committee, I will 
just say that it would be impossible, on ac
count of a more profitable business. 

Now, Messrs. Editors, having been sub
jected to past afflictions and criticisms, and 
having, by God's grace, come safely through 
all, and still being on ten·a jirrna, I am going 
to venture once more, and make a solemn 
protest against an idea that I find to be quite 
prevalent in many places, this one not being 
an exception to the rule. It is this: Our 
church people, too many of them, ignore the 
man (missionary or local) who (measured by 
their standard) cannot hold a congregation 
with the admiration of his oratory; and not 
only hold them, but draw the crowds of peo
ple, religious or irreligious, out to hear him. 
Too often it is and has been said, "0, its of no 
use to ask the people to come to hear our 
message unless the one who is t.o speak is an 
up-to-date speaker-'a drawing card,'" etc. 

This method holds the man of medium tal
ent at arm's length. He feels that his effort 
to assist in the advancement of the great 
work intrusted to all is not wanted. So he 
travels on, thinking possibly he may get into 
a more rural district, where the people have 
not had so good opportunities to hear the 
great ones, and will be willing to listen to 
one of more humble mien, etc. So they may, 
but if there chance to be some of our mem-
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bers there who may not have heard our bril
liant speakers even, but have heard or read 
of them, the inquiry is soon made: "Where 
is Bro. --?" "What is Bro. --doing?" 
"When will Elder-- come to see us." ''0, 
if some·of)hem,would only'come~and.preach, 
we think a branch could bel built up here;" 
"and, 0 dear, we do mis(the associations of 
the saints so much since we left so and so;" 
"bu( then the people )?.ere are very preju
diced, so that none but an able speaker need 
try, for they won't come out." And so it 
goes, in seven places out of every ten; and 
the·man of limited talent falls into decay, be
cause his willingness to do what he can is not 
appreciated, and his effJrts are curtailed, 
therefore no opportunities for improvement 
and growth, for the simple reason that every
body (most) wants to hear~Bro. --, --, or 
--,etc. 

Well, I presume with this letter (if it don't 
fall into the waste basket without publica
tion) my former critics, and possibly others, 
will set me down as a regular fault finder, 
and maybe the chronic growler; but many 
others know that much if not all of the above 
charges are true. 

Elder E. Keeler and -myself have been 
placed in .. this :part of Southern California 
district by those in charge, and are faithfully 
trying to do our duty; have held six meetings 
in the last week, five in Garey, and one at 
Pinegrove, where we will continue while the 
attendance and interest may prove sufficient 
to justify in so doing. We are partly crip
pled in our work for want:of a horse)o drive 
around with; the dry seasons causing a 
scarcity, and the plowing season causing 
those left to be in use. Expect to remain 
here~bouts most if not all winter. 

Hoping to help some to an understanding 
of the truth, R. R. DANA. 

SANDYVILLE, Iowa, Dec. 15. 
Editors Iierald:-I have something to com

municate which is of interest, more especially 
for the missionary in charge of the eastern 
field. I refer the brother in charge of the 
State of Connecticut to a brother I have liv
ing in the town of Terryville, in Litchfield 
County. He is anxious to obey the gospel. 
He made me a visit a year ago last August, 
and I told him of the coming forth of the 
strange work and a wonder; how it was 
revealed to Joseph Smith by an angel in ful
fillment of John's prediction in Revelation 
14:6, 7. He received the message favorably, 
and after he returned home he subscribed for 
the Ensign, and that has accomplished the 
work. I will give you his own words: "The 
desire grows stronger daily to obey the gospel 
call." He has used such expressions for some 
time. So you will see he is fully ripe, he is 
not keeping it under a bushel, for he lets 
others know of this glorious work by circulat
i!lg the Ensign, and some are getting inter
ested in the work. 

It is a place where the message has never 
been delivered. I think if some of the breth
ren would attend to it, there might be a good 
work done there; at least it is an opening for 
the gospel. Inquire for Thomas Knox; he is 
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well known; an old member of the Methodist 
Church, sixty-six years old. 

At the end of 1900 I will be seventy-one and 
two months. I can read the papers without 
glasses. I love the gospel as dear to-day and, 
if possible, much better than ever. I never 
let an opportunity pass without speaking a 
word for my Master and his love to me. I 
believe I have some work to do, and that it 
will be rough. I think the time is nigh when 
every creature will have to hear, whether 
they will or,,not. So I pray for the dear 
saints throughout this broad earth wher
ever found, and especially those who are 
afflicted, and the dear people that are honest 
in heart, but their minds are darkened by 
the mists of sectarianism. 

J.P. KNOX. 

RADCLIFF, 0., Dec. 20. 
Editors Herald:~Bro. F. M. Cooper and I 

went from Pecatonica to Rockford, where we 
secured Cal vary chapel, a neat building on 
Kilbourn Avenue, and held services for over 
one week. We did not have a large hearing, 
but some seem interested, and expressed 
themselves as being' well pleased with what 
they heard. We were closed o1.1t for one 
night, as some of the authorities thought 
we were Utah Mormons, and said that "at 
the present at least, while B. H. Roberts was 
receiving so much attention, it would not be 
advisable to let us continue." 

On the last night we were to use the house, 
Bro. Cooper delivered an able discourse on 
the differences between the Reorganization 
and Brighamism, and set forth our position 
on the Roberts question. The sermon had 
the desired effect, and made friends for the 
cause. After visiting the authorities and 
explaining who we were, and what we were 
doing,, they permitted us to return and oc
cupy the building. The house is supplied 
with organ and other conveniences, all of 
which are at our service. We found the 
saints recently baptized by Brn. Stebbins and 
Burr firm, and rejoicing in the faith. Sisters 
Cushman and Gaskings, who have been in 
the church for years, and have been isolated, 
feel very much encouraged. 

The newspapers published notices of our 
meetings, and the Register-Gazette published 
a lengthy article from the pen of Elder 
Cooper in reply to an article by Mrs. Carrie 
L. Grant, entitled, "The Prophet Joe's Boy
hood." The editor also published an inter
view with Bro. Cooper, manifesting a 
disposition to give us fair play. I send with 
this a clipping containing account of the in
terview. Would send a copy of Bro. Cooper's 
reply to Mrs. Grant, but neglected to get a 
copy. 

I furnished an article to the Rockford Daily 
Star, which the editor promised to publish· 
as soon as he had the space. We think that 
a foundation has been laid in Rockford for 
future work. 

Spent four days, including Sunday, the 
·17th inst., with the saints in Chicago. We 
found that earnest, untiring warrior, Bro. J. 
M. Terry, still battling away, though against 
some odds and difficulties, yet not discour
aged, but hopeful of ultimate triumph of 

right. Bro. Terry is well loved and re
spected by the Chicago saints. 

Stopping off at Creola, last evening, we 
gave a former singing class a drill and some 
instruction in vocal music. Our visit at 
home promises to find plenty of work for us 
to do along this line. · 

Ever praying for the progress of truth, 
H. E. MOLER. 

DES MOINES, Iowa, Dec. 11. 
Editors He-rald:-After reading quite a 

number of ideas on government, and medi
tating upon God's theocracy that he gave to 
Israel while they were at the foot of Mount 
Sinai, in regards to a jubilee every fiftieth 
year, as we find it recorded in Leviticus 25, 
to be used as a governor to the gaining of 
wealth and to head off oppression in that 
line; and also on Christ's plan of holding 
wealth in common (Acts 4 and 5) and not 
allow it to center, which would produce op
pression. 

There is so little history now in existence 
upon those systems, that we get but a faint 
idea of their superior results when given a 
fair trial; but we can reasonably presume 
that they were vastly superior to systems 
that men have invented; for the thoughts of 
Christ and God the Father are infinitely 
superior to those of man; therefore our pre
sumption or premise has very solid founda
tion to rest upon. 

I have known for some time that there was 
a <ilolony in our State governed by communis
tic principles, and having learned scmething 
of its workings by parties that have relatives 
in it, I became anxious to visit it as soon as 
opportunity offered. About three weeks ago 
I accepted an invitation to visit it. I thought 
the saints would like to know what I saw and 
heard while there, so I send the pith of what 
I gleaned as a contribution to the Herald. 

I had been at Louisiana, Missouri, on busi
ness, and on my way home went to Iowa 
County, Iowa, and visited the German 
Colony. I arrived in central Amana and 
learned that there are a number of villages 
called Amana; designated as east, west, 
north, and south, and central Amana. Cen
tral is counted headquarters for all, as per
tains to their governmental affairs. I went 
into their cooperative store and formed the 
acquaintance of two of the principal business 
managers, and found them pleasant and· 
agreeable men. I had quite an interview 
with one of them, who told me many things 
about their government, which is communis
tic; they hold their wealth collectively, and 
sha·re the profits equitably among all the 
members as near as they can. They were 
held together by a religious principle called 
the spirit of revelation; they believe that God 
has not got through talking with his creatures 
(man), but does talk with them now, and 
reveals his will to them from time to time. 
I shook hands with him when he told me 
that, and told him that I believsd in present
day revelations from God myself; but as he 
had to attend to business, I did not get a 
chance to interview him much further. He 
allowed me to go all through the store and 
look at their stock, and talk with the clerks. 
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They h~ve a general assortment of goods, 
about everything that will supply their 
needs, plain but of good quality. They 
make most of their woolen goods in their 
own factories; many other things they buy; 
so they are not selfish. They deal largely 
with outsiders, and outsiders deal quite 
largely with them. They have no use or 
place for monopoly, 'plutocrats, or aristocracy. 
Their motto is, or seems to be, Do for thy 
brother and thy brother will do for thee. 

I was told that they pay no more for the 
skilled labor performed in their mills than 
they do for labor expended on their farms, 
but let each man work at whatever vocation 
suits him best, providing he is flitted for it. 
So there is no castes or grades of society, as 
the ownership of different amounts of wealth 
invariably produce; which will allow one 
man to live in a mansion on the avenue and 
tbe o.ther in a hovel in the alley. They all' 
live in villages, and work the land, not hav
ing farm houses scattered all over as we have. 
Their towns are tolerable well laid out; their 
buUdings are plain, but clean and comfortable. 
They all seem to have a good supply of stove 
wood cut and split and piled up neatly under 
cover ready for use. Their school and 
church buildings are like large residences, 
having no towers· or steeples to designate 
them from other buildings. I visited one of 
their meetinghouses. It was very ·clean, 
supplied with seats and a pulpit, and Bibles 
and song books. I do not know much about 
their theory of relig-ion, but was told that 
they teach humility, and not top-heaviness 
caused by pride. They dress plainly but 
comfortably. The little school girls wore 
quite long skirts, with bonnets or shawls over 
their heads, which made them look like little 
old women. But they are quite gay in some 
things; they love nature's adornments, such 
as flowers, so they make fine flower gardens. 
They tack strips of wood on the outside of 
their houses above and below the first story 
windows, then they nail on upright strips for 
all manner of climbing flowering vines to 
grow upon, so I presume that it gives their 
homes a beautiful appearance in summer, 
when the flowers are in bloom. 'l'hey live 
with their families in different apartments in 
their residences, the same as we use fiats in a 
block; but they dine in large public dining 
halls, ·and the victuals are well cooked by 
trained cooks. They endeavor to teach the 
young generation all the leading vocations of 
life, and to do their work well, to put their 
religion into it, which St. Paul said was a 
reasonable service to God. 

I visited two of their woolen mills and a 
large flour mill, and I must say that I was 
surprised to see what fine. machinery they 
had. I met an agent who was selling mill 
machinery, who told me he had sold them 
much of their machinery, and that it was of 
the latest and finest patterns now known in 
the New England States, particularly their 
weaving looms. They have several spinning 
machines with two hundred and forty spin
dles each. Their mills are full of machinery 
and well arranged for convenience of opera
tion, and in healthy apartments for the 
operators. Their flour mill is quite ex
tensive, manufacturing almost everything 
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from the finest wheat flour to pearl barley, 
and of a superior quality. They built a 
powerful dredging machine, and cut a canal 
from a lake to Cedar River, and as there was 
fall enough for the water they use it for 
driving the machinery in some of their mills. 

I was also in some of their large cattle 
barns. They have the best of stock. I formed 
the acquaintance of the foreman in one of 
their barns in Homestead, as that town be
longs to them. His name is Mr. Schwab. I 
am acquainted with his brother now living in 
Audubon County, Iowa. _ He seemed to be 
pleased to meet me, and was very agreeable 
and pleasant. He took great pains to show 
me through the different departments of the 
barn he has charge of, which contained 
ninety head of cows. The stable part of the 
barn was kept scrupulously clean, with plenty 
of nice bedding for the cows, which were 
looking in splendid condition. Their feed 
consists of a mixed ration: turnips, beets, 
ground grain, and good hay. '.rhen he took 
me to the milk department, and I found the 
milk and cream receptacles as clean as a new 
pin, as there are so many hands to do. the 
work. The cream is divided and sent to the 
various kitchens and churned by hand. 

Then he invited me to go to the house with 
him and form the acquaintance of his wife 
and family, which I thankfully accepted. 
They occupied apartii'.ents in a large resi
dence; everything in them was nice, neat, 
and clean; I told the children I knew their 
cousins living in Audubon County, Iowa, but 
they did not understand me, as they could 
not speak English. Their parents inter
preted what I said to them, as they speak 
both English and German very well. I en
joyed my short visit with them. As my train 
time was in ad vance of their supper time, 
Mrs. Schwab prepared supper for me in their 
private rooms, but said t.hey would like me to 
stay and eat with them in their large dining 
hall, where forty of them eat at once. 

Tbe machinery agent, mentioned above, 
and I were brought over from central Amana 
to this place, Homestead, in a wagon, by one 
of the members of the society, a distance of 
three miles. We· talked about this com-
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thing that belongs to this commonwealth. 
There are no monopolies or beggars there; 
no usurers or used-up people there; no op
pression or oppressed there; no affluence or 
poverty there; no rich or poor there; no 
lockouts or strikes there. 

And the secret of the whole conundrum is 
that their interests are one. No antagonistic 
clash of business interests ever reaches there 
to sow seeds of discord among them; but 
unity and concentration of effort, both men
tal and physical, are found there; where all 
the superior talents and attributes of m:en 
are marshaled into a consort of action, 
coupled with God's spiritual help and guid
ance, and the smile of Christ's approval, to 
expend their united forces in the right di
rection, and all done with a full purpose of 
heart, to redound to the honor and glory of 
God. 

There is no mathematician or political 
economist on earth who can compute or pre
dict the glorious results that might be at
tained. 

So we call it Zion; and we are patiently 
waiting for God to unfold to our view the 
glorious realities that he has in store for us 
if we continue faithful to him. We thank 
him for what he has given us, as all prayer 
·should be accompanied with thanksgiving, 
and he will certainly reveal his plans and 
purposes to us in his way, and in his own ap· 
pointed meridian of time; but we must do 
our part in obeying his mandates. May his 
holy Comforter assist us all to do our part, 
and do it well, which is only a reasonable 
service. May he give us an abundance of 
confiding faith, which is so much needed by 
us, to rely on the fulfillment of his promises. 

'.rhis colony is surrounded by covetous, ·en
vious, designing money-grabbers, like a 
church surrounded by a lot of saloons, gam
bling dens, and persecuting conspirators, 
which makes it a bard struggle for an exist
ence, but it prospers. 

Now, my brethren, if you think that there 
is anything in this communication that 
would interest or edify our brother and sister 
saints, and that would not offend God, they 
are welcome to it. I send it as a freewill 

munistic system in contrast to ours. There offering to our heavenly Father, and if he 
is much that is good about it. will accept it, may he give spiritual force to 

Now this is a living picture-a reality. these poor, weak words, and my clumsy way 
No dream, or fine spun theory untried. It of connecting them together. 
shows what can be done by collective or While at the camp at Woodbine last fall, I 
united efforts. It undoubtedly bas its ad van- purchased the History of the Church, in 
tages and disadvantages, like evevytbing else three volumes. One is not published yet, so 
in this world; its good and its bad qualities. I do not expect it for some time. The other 
Here is a community owning upwards of two I have received. I have studiously and 
twenty-five thousand acres, or about forty-four carefully read them with prayerful interest, 
square miles of land, dotted with seven vil- and I think, taking the history as a whole, it 
!ages; having stores, factories, and mills is one of the grandest revelations ever given 
with machinery driven by both w.ater and to man. I like the spirit of fairness shown 
steam; orchat·ds and extensive vineyards; by its authors all the way through, by not 
live stock of the highest grades; also schools, putting in their opinions here and there, 
and churches where the spiritual or inner spoiling the sense of the true meaning of 
man can be fed; all this and more can be said history, which is so apt to be the case where 
of this peaceful community, all living like men write while their heads and hearts are 
one vast family. They may have their dis- ' full of prejudice. This history gives a com
putes and dissensions, but they seem to get plete and clear view from the Seer's first call 
them settled very quickly,. for self-interest by God's messenger, an angel of light, to the 
cuts no figure there. No one can say I own end of his mission. We now see what God 
this, that, or the other thing; but he can say, hath wrought through human agencies, sur
if he is a member, I own an interest in every· rounded on all sides by almost continual diffi-
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culties and persecuting enemies; but he had 
some rejoicing times when he saw the people 
flocking in and emb,·acing the long-lost, 
restored gospel, and the beautiful visions, 
and his instructive talks with God. But 
most of his life was full of sacrifices and self
deniai that others might recehe the benefits 
of his labors and live. I like the way the 
history is arranged, giving a revelation at 
certain junctures, statinl!' when and why it 
was given; it makes it far more explicit. I 
hope our church will not have to go through 
such trials and persecutions any more. God 
bas seen all of these persecutions, and has 
beard the prayers of the saints, when they 
were robbed of their lands, .homes, comforts, 
and lives. And when I read that revelation 
where God says that Zion must be redeemed 
by power, it makes my heat·t shudder to 
think of it; but I hope that his power may 
be manifested in softening the hearts of 
those people that hold the lands which I 
think rightfully belong to the saints, and 
come and help us build up Zion. 

Your brother for the success of Zion, 
H. T. WATSON. 

JOHN DAY, Oreg., Dec. 2. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. D. L. Harris and I 

left my home in Lonerock, November 16, for 
Wagner, where reside Sisters Shelley and 
Slavin. Sr. Shelley and her husband (be is 
not a member yet) being somewhat advanced 
in years, have taken up their residence near 
her two sons, Warren and Albert Carsner, 
they being well to do stockmen, and desire 
to see that Mother is well cared for in her 
declining years. 

I will here give an account of a wonderful 
case of healing, of this Sr. Shelley, who is 
about seventy-two years of age. She was 
troubled for years with a tumor; had it cut 
out once, but it came back again, and at the 
time of administration was of about five years' 
growth. Bro. Harris and the writer arrived 
at her home on the 16th, found her suffering 
much pain. She asked that we administer, 
and on the following evening after meeting, 
Bro. Harris anointed; your writer followed 
with prayer, wherein I was powerless to say 
what man might desire to, but proceeded to 
tell her in the name of Christ she would be 
healed, and if still faithful until death, she 
should rise with the just in the first resurrec
tion. 

The next evening Bro. Harris and I went 
to her place, on our way to church, and found 
the sister rejoicing in tears. Her tumor was 
all gone, although it could be seen, and she 
had her husband and Sr. Slavin look care
fully, neither she nor they could find any 
trace of it; to God be all praise. What con
descension upon the part of one so holy to 
notice such weak and erring creatures as we. 
God has promised that "these ~igns should 
follow them that believe," and when we see 
the confirmation of these promises, what 
manner of men ought we to be. 

I find Bro. Harris a very able advocate of 
the gospel, a very genial traveling compan
ion, a man who before the world and saints 
alike, conducts himself so that whoever may 
be called to take up the work after him may 
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have no. fears of reproach having been 
brought against the work through any teach
ing not in harmony with God's word, nor of 
any individual acts upon his part. We leave 
this place to-day for Mt. Vernon, thence on 
to Fox Valley and Long Creek. Ever pray
ing for the welfare of Zion, I am your 
brother, W. A. GOODWIN. 

SYKESTON, N. D. 
Editors Herald:-A few lines from this part 

of God's vineyard may bring gladness to some 
weary soul. I will tell you .what the Lord is 
doing for us. This is a new country. My 
neighbors and myself moved here from Mis
souri in 1896. We were all raised up in re
ligious families of various creeds; I a member 
of the Latter Day Saint Church. We all 
went back to the world, but a brighter day is 
ahead; we have come back to God in Spirit 
and in truth. We now have a schoolhouse to 
worship in. Last spring we organized a Sun
day school, with only a few members. I 
agreed to help what I could. I was called on 
to pray; with a guilty heart I did my best. 
0, how my voice trembled for fear the people 
would scorn at me. I put my trust in the 
Lord, and have overcome the man-fearing 
power. 

What has our Sunday school done? It bas 
brought us back to God. One who had 
nearly denied the Savior took no part at first, 
but now he can preach the gospel better and 
plainer than the hirelings. We ·are praying 
to the Lord to send some one with the gospel 
of Jesus Christ in purity and holiness, as 
taugb t by Christ and the apostles. He has 
never learned to read or write; he holds to 
no creed; has he not faith? Who will come to 
our help? Something must be done; como 
and help us, they cry. I ask the prayers of 
God's people. Let others do as we have 
done; God will bless them. Could not Bro. 
Caffall come? 

M. RASMUSSON. 

CONDON, Oreg., Dec. 2. 
Editors Herald:-We exist as a branch in 

name, but are only partly organized. How
ever, we are striving to keep the banner 
afloat, and let the light we have shine the 
best we can under the circumstances. Hav
ing no place to hold meetings in without 
paying a high rent for the city hall, as we are 
barred from the other church buildings, 
though few in number, we concluded to put 
the little stone to rolling that was cut out of 
the mountain without haqds, and the result 
is that we now have all the material on the 

·ground to put up a neat little church building 
20x36 feet, all paid for, and ere long you can 
read an accoun-t of another church of the 
Latter Day Saints being dedicated away out 
here in the wilds of Eastern Oregon. Too 
much credit cannot be given to Sr. Dunlap 
and Sr. Mabel Moore for their efforts in 
soliciting for the building fund. It is through 
their efforts that we are able to build. 

Elder A. B. Moore, who bas been recently 
appointed to this mission field, is now witb 
us, and has located permanently here. We 
have just completed a neat little dwelling for 
him to occupy near where the new church 

is to be built. However, Bro. Moore met 
with quite a serious accident a few days ago. 
In attempting to lead a horse over some 
barbed wire fence, the horse became fright· 
ened, and jumping backward, dragged him 
into the wire, making an ugly and deep 
wound in the calf of his leg, which will lay 
him up for some time. However, he is get
ting along nicely now, and we hope that he 
will soon be able to be out sounding the .gos
pel trumpet again, which he is fully capable 
of doing in a way t!:lat makes us all feel tore
joice that we were led to accept the angel 
message in this last dispensation and fullness 
of times. Yours in the faith, 

J. R. CLARK. 

PINGREE, Mich., Dec. 14. 
Editors Herald:.,-Once again have we been 

having a feast for the soul. Elders H. C. and 
G. A. Smith were nearly a week in our 
midst, and we heard the gospel preached as 
only Father's called ones can preach it; there 
were but few came out each evening to hear, 
yet we feel that we were blessed by the 
Spirit, and the words of admonition and en
couragement will long linger in our minds to 
cheer us on our way. 

0 n Friday evening we bade good-bye to Bro. 
H. C., who left for Detroit the next morning. 
After meeting on Sunday, we said good-bye 
to Sr. Wilhelm of Pinckney, and then to Bro. 
G. A. Smitb, each to go their different ways. 
How bard it is to say the parting words. 
"Joyous is the meeting, but sad indeed the 
parting." Glad am I to know there is a place 
where no farewell word need be spoken, and 
where parting is no more. A promise given 
by our Lord, which will be kept. 

May we as saints live good and true; do all 
we can to help along this gospel work, and 
all meet where parting is no more, is the 
prayer of your sister, A. J. DALEY. 

COLUMBUS, Ohio, Dec. 4. 
Editors Herald:-The few saints living at 

Columbus, the number is six, that I know of, 
have now arranged to hold prayer meetings 
at our homes, not having any place of wor
ship nor any elders to visit us. My husband 
being deacon, we commenced our little meet
ing at our house. A short time before, I was 
shown in a dream how the Lord blessed only 
three that met, and when our meeting night 
came, there were only three of us, but we felt 
that we were blessed. Some did not know of 
it, and some could not come, but. promised to 
meet with us in the future, as we intend to 
continue our meetings, and live as humble 
and faithful as we can. We only feel as 
babes in the work, as husband and I have not 
been in the work long. In answer to prayer, 
the dear Lord showed me the way, and I trust 
I may ever be faithful. Ob! how we would 
love to have a branch here. I think if some 
of our elders. were here they might do some 
good. 

The Brighamites held conference here last 
week, and for the first time I heard one 
preach. They numbered twenty-eight. I 
think some were to remain here for the pur
p0se of organizing a branch. They held a 
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large audience, and were cheered while 
speaking. 

Oh, how I wish the audience was held by 
our elders, so the people could have known 
something about the right. As we have 
moved from our branch, this does not seem 
like home without the church; but I hope 
the time will como when the Lord's work 
will begin at this place. Any saints passing 
through Columbus will find us on No. 594 
Kerr Street as we would like to have them 
call and see us. A sister, 

. L. C. GREEN. 

AFTER CHRISTMAS. 
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Dacember 26. 

At the opening of the evening's perform
ance in the stone church the choir brilliantly 
sang, 

"To all w~o love the Savior 
Christmas time is blest; 

'Tis then his kindly favor 
On us seems to rest. 

Our hearts .are full of praises, 
Each voice hosanna raises, 

Oh, Christmas is a glad time 
To those who love him best." 

This was the reverberative echo of a song 
sung by about four hundred Sunday school 
children. As after the first tumult in time 
of war people begin to see the amusing side 
of every dreadful event, so now we can laugh 
at the grotesque that remains to us after 
Christmas is over: 

We are thankful for all that is left to us, 
because those who return to inquire for the 
lost, strayed, or stolen, and everybody else as 
to that, can begin to realize what is the gain 
or loss that accrue to a first class Sunday 
school entertainment. 

Old ,Murmurer says they leave the church 
in a terrible state of disorder. He will in
sist on complaining of the profuse quantity of 
papers, pins, popcorn, candy, sacks, prickly 
boughs, empty baskets, pecks of dust, books, 
lost dry goods, and, umph! worst of all, 
chairs, little and big, piled up, and a big tree 
which now fails to do good service because, 
forsooth, the corn strung in festoons is all 
over its top branches, out of reach. Let him 
complain! we say, and so said others, "It 
was a splendid entertainment." Bro. Alex
ander said so. 

At the close, which was at a seasonable 
hour, in the midst of, a multitude, men, 
women, and children numbering about eight 
hundred, some clad in furs andsomeindainty 
attire, were seen scurrying here and there 
jostling one another and climbing over 
benches and chairs, trying to push their way 
to the outer, clear, cold air. 

Verily, the Christmas of 1899 of Mount 
Zion Sunday school was a glorious success. 
The songs and recitations of the little tots, 
the br;ave boys and coy young maidens were 
excellent. The mischief-loving lads acted 
their parts like men; and when "The Nation 
Piece" came off they lustily beat their drums, 
to the organ's tune of grand old "Marching 
through Georgia." 

Just before the closing number a reverend 
gentleman stepped to the platform, and, scan
ning the sea of heads before him thought it 
apropos to ascertain how many wished to 
help in beating the room upstairs so it might 
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be available when needed. "You see how 
crowded we are down here: raise your hands," 
he exclaimed, "every one!" No response. 
"All raise, who would like to see it done!" 
Still the people were stolidly indifferent. 
Two or three slowly raised their hands. 

On brusquely retiring to his plaoe, he 
whispered grimly, but with good Irish wit, 
"We only wanted to throw out a hint, you 
know!" 

The red curtains were closed in front, and 
we were in breathless anticipation of every 
moment seeing the boys-and girls in "the 
Jolly Christmas King" come in, and, just as 
the good brother spread his coat tails pre
paratory to taking his seat, the curtains 
were opened and behold! they appeared, tip
toeing gingerly to the rhythm of sweetest 
music. Then came the distributing of the 
sacks and wrapping papers beforementioned. 

To summarize, youthful appetites were 
appeased and the wishes of the patriotic and 
pathetic, the festive and funny, and the pious 
and worshipful were all gratified; and, as we 
reached the open air we seemed to hear the 
melodious strain again, "Glory to God in the 
Highest!" 

"To these wbo tell his story, 
Christmas time is dear. 

Who see by failh bis glory 
Shining bright and clear. 

'L'o every tribe and nation, 
That knows Goa's full salvation 

Oh, Christmas is a glad time, 
The gladdest of tne year." 

ABBIE A. HoRTON. 

BELLGROVE, W.Va., Dec. 12, 
Editm·s Herald:-I want to say to the 

saints of West Virginia district that I pro
pose that we furnish a room in the Saints' 
Home, and have it named the West Virginia 
room. I find some of the sisters in the dis
trict are preparing quilts, pillows, and so on, 
to send to the Home, and I told them not to 
send them until I could appeal to the dis
trict to furnish a room and have it namod 
for the State. 

Now I ask the president of each branch to 
take this matter into hand and make it their 
special business to see each member of his 
branch and have them to prepare quilts, 
sheets, pillows, and ticking, and see that 
they do not all prepare the same garments; 
but some quilts, some sheets, some pillows, 
and some ticking, and the brethren to fur
nish money, and send to Sr. Alice P. Dancer, 
matron of the Home, to buy furniture at La
moni, as the freight on it from here would 
cost as much as the furniture will cost there. 

Now let each branch try to excel the other 
in furnishing the room. And when you get 
your donations ready, take them to the presi
dent of your branch, and let them be ex
pressed- to Sister Dancer, matron of Home, 
all in one box. Remember this is an effort 
to prepare to warm the destitute of the 
church; and in doing this you are adminis
tering it to your blessed Lord. 

It is hoped that the saints in Wheeling 
. will respond to this appeal, as the boom is to 
be named for West Virginia. I consulted 
the missionary in charge in regard to this 
matter, and this is the cour·se he advised me 
to pur~me. So I hope you wi!.l make an effor~ 
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in this direction that you will be proud of in 
the future. I assure you that Bellegrove 
branch will do her part. 

I have been having grand success in my 
mission work; have baptized twelve since 
September 1. 

Yours for truth, 
G. H. GODBEY. 

(The above appeal is all right providing 
there is a room left to be furnished at pres
ent. If not the room cannot be set apart to 
the West Virginia saints and friends until 
prepared, but if they are ready will give 
them chance of choice in rooms. 

Sister Alice P. Dancer, Matron of the 
Home, is an excellent financier as well as 
manager, entirely responsible and knows just 
what is most needed at the Home. It costs 
about eighty-five dollars to furnish a room 
right. Parties desiring information about 
furnishings should consult Sr. Dancer. All 
goods and offerings for the Home should be 
sent di1·ect to Miss Alice P. Dancer, Matron 
Home, Lamoni, Iowa, who will duly report 
the items to the Bishop, and save often 
double transfers.-E. L. KELLEY, Bishop.) 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Dec. 30. 
.Editors He1·ald:-Am at home, almost on 

the sick list; too much exposure, work, and 
worry probably the cause. To·day am feel
ing much recruited, and hope to be around to 
my work in a few days. I am not done with 
Braden yet. He has had the hardihood to 
go to Orchardville and attempt to lecture 
against our people in the G. A. R. hall. I 
sent Bro. Stead to follow him up, though he 
got there after Braden's lecture was over. 
He writes me it created no stir, as but few 
would come out to hear him, and did not 
approve of his nefarious way of doing his 
work. He has also been at a schoolhouse 
almost in the same neighborhood and lec
tured;' trying to recover what. he lost in the 
Orchardville debate. Circulated circulars, 
wherein he says he would lecture on "The 
Ignoramus, blasphemous, Mormon fraud, 
Smith's pretended 'Inspired Translation'
the real Mormon Bible." "The ignoramus, 
blasphemous, Mormon fraud, 'the Book of 
Doctrine and Covenants.'" "The ignoramus, 
blasphemous, Mormon fraud, 'the Book of 
Mormon.'" Then closes up in his circular 
with: "At the close of the debate in Alma, 
I. N. White backed square out of a challenge 
... to repeat the Alma debate in Independ
ence, Missouri, as cowardly a backout as ~r.as 
ever made. I. N. White is dared and defied 
to make good the bullying bluster of his 
braggart challenge that he has backed out of 
in so cowardly a manner." 

I have this to say: "The ignoramus, blas
phemous, Mormon fraud," found in Braden's 
circulars, is the biggest argument Braden 
makes against our work. When Braden can 
be got at, this "ignoramus Mormon fraud" 
stands the test of an investigation, and the 
wheels turn, and it is, "The ignoramus 
Braden, the fraud." 

I am after Braden; and I propose to stand 
by my guns. I am now strewing Braden's 
path, and shooting into scores of Christian.· 
congroga.tions the following circular:-
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"CHALLENGE TO REV. CLARK BRADEN 
REPEATED. 

"In March, 1895, Braden had Rev. Pop
plewell, editor of the Primitive Christian, 
Braden's church journal, published at Inde
pendence, Missouri, my home, to publish 
and circulate 2,000 circulars, challenging me 
to a debate at Independence. I at once ac
cepted the challenge to repeat the Eldorado 
Springs debate at my home in the Latter Day 
Saints' chapel while I affirmed, and in the 
Christian chapel while Braden affirmed. 
Editor Popplewell published all of this in his 
paper for April 11, 1895. The debate failed 
to materialize, and Elder Popplewell pub
ished the following explanation:-

" 'We asked one of the business men of the 
town, and, we understood, a deacon of the 
Christian church here, if he would assist a 
little in aiding Braden to come to Independ
ence. He said: "I would give one dollar to 
keep him away." We write this to let all 
who read this know that the reasons why the 
debate and lecture did not materialize,' etc. 

"Now, after Braden had failed to receive 
recognition of his brethren at Independence, 
he has the unblushing hardihood to sneak 
away some four or five hundred miles into 
rural districts, and publish: 'White backed 
square out in the most cowardly manner.' 
Heuce, I repeat my challenge, pro bono publico. 

"THE CHALLENGE. 
"The Rev. Clark Braden is hereby chal

lenged to repeat the~debate held with me at 
Eldorado Springs, Missouri, and later, near 
Orchard ville, and in Alma, Illinois, at Har
risonville, Missouri, his former home. I also 
challenge him to repeat it at Independence, 
Missouri, in the Latter Day Saints' chapel,. 
while I am affirming, and in the Christian 
chapel while he is affirming. I also chal
lenge him to repeat it in every hamlet, town, 
and city where he may attempt to preach or 
lecture against the faith taught by the Reor
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints. This challenge holds good, the Lord 
willing, during my natural life. 

"I. N. WHITE. 
"December 27, 1899., 1 

"That both disputants may come clothed 
with the authority of their respective 
churches to act and speak for them in these 
debates, the following stipulations shall be 
complied with:-

"1. Elder Braden is to furnish to his oppo
nent, ten days before the debates commence, 
a written indorsement from the chief editors 
of the Christian Evangelist and Christian 
/Stando,rd, that he is an accredited represen
tative of their church. 

"2. That he is sound in the faith as they 
hold and teach it. 

"3. That he is a Christian gentleman to an 
opponent. 

"4. This indorsement shall be counter
signed and accepted by his congregation 
where the debate or debates are to be held. 

''Elder White is to furnish to. his opponent, 
ten days before the debates commence, an 
equivalent indorsement from the chief editors 
of the So.ints' Hemld and Zion's Ensign which 
shall be countersigned and accepted by his 
congregation where the debate or debates 
are to be held, A refus~l or failure :on the 
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part of either party to furnish such creden
tials as herein named, shall be sufficient evi
dence to either party that his opponent is not 
worthy to affirm or defend the doctrine and 
belief of his respective church in an honora-
ble public debate. I. N. WHITE. 

''PROPOSITIONS AND THEIR ORDER. 
"1. 'Was Joseph Smith a prophet of God?' 

"I. N. WHITE affirms. 
"CLARK BRADEN denies. 

"2. 'Is the Christian Church (commonly 
called Campbellites) in fact the church of 
God, harmonizing in faith, doctrine, organi
zation, and practice, with the church of 
Christ, set up by divine authority eighteen 
hundred years ago?' 

"CLARK BRADEN affirms. 
"1. N. WHITE denies." 

This circular letter and challenge is being 
extensively noticed by the secular newspa
pers. It tries Braden's reins to be held re
sponsible to his church for his mode of 
procedure in a debate. Let the Christian
Campbellite Church be held responsible for 
their man's doctrine and deportment in a de
bate; then people knows what to depend 
upon. We propose to go about our mission
ary work as usual, and wait for developments 
in regard to the coming debates. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
I. N. WHITE. 

BEAVER, Mo., Dec. 26. 
Editors Herald:-Owing to the many let

ters sent me by saints from different parts of 
the State~ inquiring as to the lay of the land, 
quality of soil, its productiveness, etc., for 
the benefit of those desiring homes in Mis
souri, I would say this country is rather a 
rough, timbered country, but I think it is a 
good place for saints to make a home. Cattle 
run at large and do well; hogs also do well 
when the mast is good. There are a few 
saints here in Douglass County, and we would 
like enough more to organize a branch. 
There quite a number of well improved farms 
that can be bought very cheap. It seems 
that those who are not saints are anxious to 
get out or trade out, and I think that this is 
the saints' opportunity to get good improved 
farms very cheap now. I have lived here 
ten years, am a German by birth, and I think 
I know by this time what the country is 
good for. Fruit of all kinds is raised; corn, 
wheat, oats, potatoes, sweet potatoes, and 
grass of all kinds do well. We have good 
schoolhouses, where we have preaching at 
times. I hope the saints who are looking 
for homes will come and look at this country 
befo~e buying. 

I remain in bonds, 
JACOB E. SWIGART. 

PERHAM, Minn., Dec. 18. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. I. N. Roberts came 

to my place November 15, and ·on the 18th, 
with the writer, went to Toad River, twelve 
miles north of Perham, where he, with what 
little assistance I could give, held meetings 
in a schoolhouse every evening for most two 
weeks, resulting in two being baptized and 
more near the kingdom, two of whom, I am 
very happy to say, is my son &nd his wife, 

Tliey told Bro. Roberts they wanted to be 
baptized next spring, and I am satisfied there 
will be more. It is a new place, and the peo
ple seemed to enjoy the meetings very much. 
Bro. Roberts was blessed with the best of 
liberty. I got the Methodist church in Per
ham, and he preached twice in it. 

He left here December 15 for Minneapolis; 
may the good Lord bless him in his efforts 
for good, and may the glorious work roll on 
until all shall know the Lord from the least 
to the greatest. 

Our reunion is to be held at Perham next 
June, and I hope the saints throughout this 
part of the land will all be here. Come one, 
come all, and let us have a heavenly sitting 
together in Chrlst Jesus. If we do our part 
the Lord will surely do his. He has prom
ised to be with us even unto the end of the 
world. I preached at Toad River on Sunday, 
December 17, and left an appointment to 
preach there in two weeks, although it is lit
tle that I can do, yet I love this latter-day 
work. Yours in the one faith, 

F. D. OMANS. 

MILO, Iowa, Dec. 12. 
Editors Hemld:-I have been preaching 

over in the Concord schoolhouse. Last 
Tuesday evening had a good turnout; splen
did attention given to the word and the very 
best liberty of the Spirit. I feel all right in 
the work, The roads are~very bad, and I do 
not know if I shall preach any more or not. 
There are a good people here. If the saints 
live right a good work will be done here in 
time. Yours in haste, 

N. STAMM. 

Mothars' Homa noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"But I say unto you, Love your enemies." 
-Matthew 5: 44. 

"Revenge! Revenge!" our fierce hearts cry. 
But lo I a voice comes in reply, 
Pleading with love and sorrow, too, 
"Forgive, they know not what they do." 
0 loving Christ, who bowed thy head 
Upon the cross for us, and bled, 
Grant us thy grace to say anew, 
"Forgive, they know not what they do." 

-Kate Gilliard. 

BE PATIENT WITH THE LIVING. 

Sweet friend, when you and I are gone 
Beyond earth's weary labor, 

When small shall be our need of grace 
From comrade or from neighbor; 

Passed all the strife, the toil, the care, 
And done with all the sighing-

What te_nder truth shall we have gained, 
Alas! by simply dying? 

Then lips too chary of their praise 
Will tell our merits over, 

And eyes too swift our faults to see 
Shall no defect discover. 

Then hands that would not lift a stone, 
Where stones were thick to cumber 

Our steep hill path, will scatter flowers 
Above our pillowed~ slumber. 
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'Tis easy to be gentle when 
Death's silence shames our clamor, 

And easy to diwern the best 
Through memory's mystic glamor; 

But wise it were for thee and me, 
Ere Love is past forgiving, 

To take the tender lesson home
Be patient with the living! 

AMBOY, Ill. 
Dear Sisters:-Let me write and tell you 

how I like the reading of the Home Column; 
but there isn't eno11gh some weeks to satisfy. 
I know this beautiful gospel is so true, and I 
want to soli ve that I may inherit a crown of 
eternal life. Please pray for me, that I may 
be given grace and patience to bring up my 
darling babes to this faith; also that my hus
band may yet obey before it is too late. If 
some sister having Autumn Leaves from the 
beginning of Beatrice Witherspoon, until 
January, 1900, would please let me know 
through the Home Column, I would be 
thankful to her for the trouble. I haven't 
heard a gospel sermon preached for a good 
while, and I get so hungry, yet I enjoy read
ing the sermons in the Ensign. 

Can we not have an elder come this way? 
MRS. MAUD WHITING. 

SAINTS, PLEASE PRAY. 
At our last reunion at Livermore, Cali

fornia, in September, the brethren gave way 
to the sisters to hold a meeting to discuss 
cooperation, or what shall we do with our 
children? Many testimonies were given; or 
experiences of sisters that have to earn their 
own living in the world. All was interest
ing, and the Spirit of God was poured out on 
us to a great degree, and we know the Lord 
of heaven was with us. 

It was moved and seconded that Sr. B. 
Smith, of Walnut Croek, California, and Sr. 
M. L. Douglass, of Ukiah, California, write 
to the different branches and ask all to take 
in special prayer from that time until our 
next meeting in August, 1900, at Oakland, 
California, that all pray earnestly for God to 
lead and give his Spirit and will concerning 
a Zion's cooperative store and manufactory, 
that God will inspire his saints to give of 
their means in whatsoever amount they 
choose, to give the saints' children a place 
for business, when tbey have finished school, 
and not have to go out into the wicked world 
to be cast down, insulted, led astray by evil 
designing people. 

One dear sister said she was a cook; what 
could she do? 0, I said, many do not like to 
cook; we want all such as you. We want our 
dear children to have good warm meals. 
Those that need to board and sleep need 
good care and cooking. We want all to help. 
Land to build a good large home. First a 
good foundation. Will it be in Zion, one 
said. God knows, I do not. We want black
smiths, tailors, carpenters, cooks, seam
stresses, shoemakers, and competent and 
skilled workmen in every line to carry on 
this work. 

Who will help us? and say, I pray for God's 
will, not mine, be done in this matter. Who 
will say, God speed a home &nd place for our 
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dear children God has given us to teach and 
care for in his truths, that they may live a 
more just and upright life than we; that they 
may have the law written in their hearts, 
and whatever trials overtake them, they 
may say, as Joshua of old did, "But as for 
me and my house, we will serve the Lord."
Joshua 24: 15. 

MAY L. DOUGLASS. 

PROGRAM FOR JANUARY MEETINGS OF 
D..(I.UGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, No.- 62 Saints' Harp. 
Prayer. Scripture reading, Psalm 103. Dis
cussion of select reading in Home Column. 
Roll call. Business. Closing hymn, No. 311 
Saints' Harp. Dismissal prayer. 

~1is~Bllaneotl8 llepar1mBn1. 
BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 

To the Saints in Decatur District:-I feel it 
my duty to again call your attention to the 
law of tithes and offerings. It is with pleas
ure I make my report to the Bishop, and 
would req nest all the saints to watch for and 
examine my report (which will be published) 
for their own encouragement, and perchance 
there should be any mistakes, that I may be 
notified and make the proper correction at 
once; the time to correct mistakes is when 
first detected. Compare the report with 
your receipts. 

Dear saints, we are now beginning another 
year, and this is one of the golden opportuni
ties of our lives to make a proper start if we 
haven't done so already. Let me urge every
one, old and young, to see to it that they are 
keeping the "whole law," the "perfect law." 
If your names are not on my books, be sure to 
have them there at the earliest opportunity, 
that you may not be cheated out of the 
blessed opportunity to help in this financial 
work. "More ·blessed to give than to re
ceive." It is a pleasure to keep the laws of 
God, and especially so, the temporal law; 
surely the Devil knows it is the reason of his 
tremendous effort to hinder the saints from 
observing it, but when once they do get 
started and fairly in the spirit of the law, he 
and all of his combined forces cannot hinder 
them. Don't excuse yourselves any longer; 
let us work while it is to-day, as we know not 
what to-morrow may bring us. It is but lit
tle we can do at best to reward our heavenly 
Father for his mercies towards us. Do we 
love Him? "If a man love me, he will keep 
my words. "-John 14:23. Have we faith in 
God? (See James 2: 14-26.) 

Don't wait to be solicited individually, 
which I expect to do as fast as I can; but be
gin with the beginning- of the year. Don't 
wait because you can't pay all at once, but 
pay what you can-any amount from one cent 
up. Don't wait until you are exactly sure to 
a cent just the amount you owe the Lord, 
with the idea it is as bad to overpay a little as 
to not pay at all. If you should find out you 
paid a little too much, if desired, can be 
credited on next payment. God knows the 
heart of the giver, and it is the. motive we 
must watch and keep right. 

By the installment plan anyone can pay 
their tithing and not injure their business, 
if in business; or feel it if working for a live
lihood. If there is a will to do and a proper 
desire, God will open the way. Go to him in 
faith, and I will assure you the way will open. 

In talking with members in different parts 
of the district, many say, 0, if I could only 
pay something I raised, I would pay my tith
in~r. but ready money I haven't. 

To all those let me say, arrangements have 
bee~ nHJ,"de that we ca,n reoeive wood, posts, 
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butter, eggs, hay, corn, oats, poultry, calves, 
young cattle, cows, thrifty shoats or hogs 
that will pay us to feed and turn into money. 
Will receipt for any of the above at market 
price. 

Anyone desiring to bring wood, please take 
to my place or Herald Office, and Bro. Frank 
Oriley or I will measure and receipt for same. 

All stock, ~osts, hay, corn, and oats, take to 
barnyards at the Saints' Home (scales in the 
yard), and Bro. Kelley or I will receipt you. 

Poultry, butter, eggs, potatoes, apples, and 
other produce take to any of the stores in 
Lamoni, and get checks or due bill, which 
we will take for face value and receipt you 
for. .~ 

If I should )be out of town in some other 
part of the district, or if it would be any 
handier for you, Bro. Frank Oriley or Sr. 
Clara Cochran-Smith in Herald Office, or Sr. 
Jennie M. Leland in Bishop's office, or 
Oocar Anderson, State Savings Bank, will 
receive them and receipt you also for any 
moneys. 

For the convenience of the members of the 
several branches in Decatur district, I have 
appointed the following-namea parties, who 
will receive your tithes and offerings, and 
receipt you for same {be sure and not pay 
moneys to anyone unless you get a receipt) 
and they will forward to me once a month. 

Hiteman branch, Sr. Ellen White, Rite
man, Iowa. 

Lucas branch, Thomas Hopkins, Lucas, 
Iowa. 

Cleveland No. 4, John Jervis, Lucas, Iowa. 
Wirt branch, Joseph A. Anderson, Ellston, 

Iowa. 
Leon branch, Asa S. Cochran, Leon, Iowa. 
Davis City branch, H. A. Hartshorn, Davis 

City, Iowa. 
Pleasanton branch, Lewis Moffett, Pleas

anton, Iowa. 
Greenville branch, John Lovell, Davis 

City, Iowa. 
Evergreen branch, A. V. Minton, Lamoni, 

Iowa. 
Allendale branch, Albert Whorlow, AllEm

dale, Missouri. 
If any are uncertain as to just what the law 

of God is in regard to temporal things, seek 
knowledge from those whom God has ap
pointed unto this work, and not listen to 
every "wind of doctrine." 

Dear saints, shall we be wise and "lay up 
treasures in heaven?" Please reread last three 
paragraphs of Bishop's agent's notice, pub
lished in Herald, February 15, 1899, page 111. 
Don't hesitate to ask for any information I 
may be able to give that comes within my 
province. 

Your brother in the one faith, 
F. M. WELD, Bishop's Agent. 

To the Brethren and Sisters of the English 
Mission:-As there may be some brethren in 
this mission wishing to pay tithing or offer
ings who are not in possession of the address 
of the Bishop's agent. please note that any 
contributions sent to following address will 
receive prompt attention: Thomrts Taylor, 
Bishop's agent, care of E Roberts, No. 68 
Bristol Road, Bournbrook, Birmingham. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
St. Louis district conference will convene 

at No. 25!8 Elliott Avenue, St. Louis, Mis
~ouri, on Saturday evening, January 6, 1900, 
at seven o'clock. 

JOHN G. SMITH, Dist. Sec. 

Conference of Philadelphia district will 
convene in Philadelphia, February 3, 1900, at 
7:30 p. m., corner of Fifth and Huntingdon 
Streets. We want to impress upon the minds 
of the scattered members in the district the 
necessity of attending the conference. If it 
is simply to be a conference of the Philadel
phia branch, and other members in the dis
trict do not attend, we mil;!'ht just as well 
disorganize the district. However1 we do 
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not desire to do this. Come, and may the 
Lord bless us with a wonderful degree of his 

MARRIED. early forties, and with her mother, three 

Holy Spirit. GEO. W. ROBLEY, Pres. 

NOTICES. 
To those anticipating the benefit of Bro. 

PIEPERGERDES-HINDERKS.--At the home brothers, and one sister crossed the plains 
of the bride's parents, four miles north of with the handcart companies in thA early 
Stewartsville, Missouri, Bro. G. w. Pieper- fifties. Since the visit of Elder Glaud Rodger 
O'erdes and Sr. Emma Hinderks were united to Ruby Valley in 1884, this family have been 
"' favorable to the Reorganization, and with 
in marriage, Elder T. T. Hinderks officiating. her husband and family was baptized by 
About seventy friends and relatives had Elder Thomas De.ley last August. She was 
gathered at six P· m., December 20• 1899• to the mother of ten children, two of whom are 
witness the ceremony. A bountifulfeast was dead. She was loved by all who knew her. 
prepared for the occasion. The presents 

W. H. Walling's ministerial labor in South 
Dakota during the winter months, I wish to 
state that from a letter from Bro. S. Swenson 
dated December 22, I learn that Bro. W. H. 
Walling has turned his attention to secular 
labor and is situated at the Hot Springs, 
South Dakota. Doubtless you will be disap
pointed, as the brother's labors were well ap
proved, and a three months' labor during 
cold weather in places adjacent to White, 
Brookings County, South Dakota, might 
have been beneficial; but as it can't be, we 
must submit to the exigencies causing the 
disappointment with becoming resignation. 

were numerous, valuable, and useful articles. FLACK.-John Flack was born February 7, 
May a loving, peaceful, happy. and prosper- 1834, at Crab Orchard, Kentucky; died De
ous life be theirs to enjoy, was the wish of all cember 7, 1899, at his home. Fairfield, Utah. 
present. Their future home will be in St. June 7_, 1860, .he married. Em?la Burchell, 
Joseph, Missouri. who st1ll surv1ves. To th1s umon were born 

, ..., foul.' sons and two daughters, all of whom 
PET'IIS- HORSEY. HUMMELL- ~o;oM- save the older daughter are left to mourn. 

Done at Council Bluffs, Iowa, this 27th day 
of Dacember, 1899. 

JAMES CAFF ALL, 
Missionary in Charge. 

MAS.-I had a v~ry pretty double weddmg to- In youth be became connected with the Lat
d~y, at the residence. of Mr. Jack and Sr. ter Day Saints, but in manhood he became 
Kate Horsey, tw~ miles north of· Lowell, disgusted with "Mormonism" in Utah and 
Iowa, Sr. _Horsey 8 daughter. Tama to M_r. withdrew, holding aloof ever after from any 
~dg. Pettis of Mt. ~leasant, and Mr. Wil- church relationsbifl. His neighbors give him 
ham H~mmell and M1ss Hannah McCommas, l the name of an honorable man. and mani
of Burlington. 9eremony performed by F. festeJ their sympathy by turning out en masse 
M. McDonald, prlest. to his funeral. Services from the residence 

DIED. by J. W. Wight. 
The church now nearing completion at 

Wabash, Ontario, will be dedicated on Sun
day, December 31. Elder R. C. Evans and 
other elders will be present. 

KNUDSON.-Evie Field Knudson was born 
WELDON.-Near San Jose, California, Sep- December 13, 1875, at Las Vegas, Nevada; 

tember 20, 1899, the infant son _of Bro. Elm.er died December 17, 1899, at Central City, 
and Sr. Celeste Weldon. His earthly hfe Colorado. Was baptized February 12, 1892. 
w~s but the sp~n of .three short days-a She leaves husband, one child, parents, and 
?right and beautiful ch1ld taken from eart):l, brothers and sisters to mourn. She was 
I?to the galaxy of _the heave:11y throng. His 1 buried from the chapel, 228 East Second 
httle body was la1~ to rest 1n the ~emetery South Street, Salt Lake City, D<ecember 24, 
at Saratoga to awa1t t.he resurrectH;m morn. 1899; her remains being laid away in Salt 
Funeral sermon by Elder J. B. CarmiChael. Lake cemetery to await the resurrection of 

W. H. TAYLOR. 

BORN. 
ASAY.-At Rock Island, Illinois, October 

22, 1899, to Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Asay, a son; 
blessed December 19, 1899, by Elders F. M. 
Weld, F. A. Russell, and A. J. Keck, and 
named Joseph Edward; a grandson of Bro. 
and Sr. J. B. Johnson. 

GARDINER.-Agnes Gardiner was born in the just; Death being sudden in his visita
Glasgow, Scotland. August 30, 1833; died in tion, she resembled rather a sleeping woman 
Ruby Valley, Nevada, November 12, 1899. than a corpse. Elder J. W. Wight conducted 
She was converted in her native land in the the services, the sermon being reported. 

FAMILY .AT SAINTS' HOME; 

NAMES. ENTERED. WHERE FROM. PLACE OF BIRTH. AGE. 
1 Alice P. Dancer, .Matron .. March 17, 1898.Lamoni, Iowa ........... , .... Will County, Illinois......... 45 
2 Belle Wisdom, Ass't." .. February,l899.lnman, Nebraska ............. Browning, Illinois ........... 38 
3 John Calhoun ............. March 17, 18\J8.Lamoni, Iowa ................ Kalamazoo, Michigan ...... ·.. 66 
4 John Farmer .............. March 22, 1898 Lamoni, Iowa ................ Dundridge, England .......... 67 
5 AgnesGollop .............. March 22, 1898.Lamoni, Iowa ............... Dunfermline, Scotland ....... 80 
6 Mary A. Lewis ............ April I, 1898 .. Lamoni, Iowa ................ London, England ............. 84 
7 Eliza B. Cowden ........... April26, 1898 .. St. Joseph, Missouri. ......... Lewiston, Maine ............ 61 
8 W. C. Lanyon ............. April26, 1898 .. Lamoni, Iowa ................ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.. 60 
9 Joseph Morrill. ........... May 3, 1898 ... Kensington, Kansas .......... Landaff, New Hampshire..... 76 

10 Louis D. McWetbey ....... May 3, 1898 ... ColdwatPr, Michigan ......... Attica, New York ............ 58 
11 Charles Harrop ...... , .... June 1, 1898 ... Omaha, Nebra8ka ............ Yorksbit·e, England.......... 77 
12 Eliza Jane Fuller ......... June, 1898 ..... Perry, Oldahoma ............ Franklin, West Virginia..... 48 
13 Lydia Ann Greenwood .... June, 189R .... Fresno, California ............ Amboy, New York ........... 69 
14 Sarah W. White ......... July 2. 1898 ... Grand Haven, Michigan ..... Hubbard ton, Vermont ........ 75 
15 William D. Cutler ......... Oct., 1898 ..... Mexico, New York .......... Oneida County, New York ... 85 
16 George H Silvers ......... Oct., 1898 ..... Montgomery, Missouri. ..... Albany, New York ........... 83 
J7 Sr. A.. T. Perkins ......... Oct. 14, 1898 ... Minneapolis, Minnesota ...... Stafford, Connecticut ......... 67 
18 James B. N. Dorsey ....... Oct, 1898 ..... Providence, Rhode Island .... Louisville, Kentucky ......... 68 
19 Abbie Godfrey ............ Oct. 17, 1898 ... Lamoni, Iowa ............... Boston, Massachusetts ........ 42 
20 Silvina N. Bacon .......... Nov. 11, 1898 .. Bay City, Michigan .......... Middleport, New York.. . . . . 62 
21 Abigail Ballinger ......... D •c. 20, 1898 .. Omaha, Nebraska ............ Otsego, New York ........... 76 
22 MaryS. Price ............. D2c. 12. 1898 .. Council Bluffo, Iowa .......... Glamcrganshire, Wales ...... 65 
23 Charles StPdman .......... Dec., 1898 ..... Lamoni, Iowa ................ Ixworth, England ........... 74 
24 Catherine U. Stedman ..... Dec., 1898 ..... Lamoni, Iowa ............... Leeds, Ontario............... 68 
25 William Beach ............ Jan., 1899 ..... T ndependence, Missouri ...... Glover, Vermont. . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 
26 A.C Geer ............... March l,l899.Provldence,Rbodeisland .... Montville,Connecticut ....... 47 
27 Isabel McComa (blind) ..... March 10,1899.Salt Lake City, Utah ......... Edinburgh,Scotland .......... 61 
28 Lucinda A. Hartwell. ..... April, 1899 .... Lamoni, Iowa ............... Worcester, Massachusetts .... 90 
2\l JohnS. Bowman (blind) ... June 1. 1890 ... Brush Creek, Illinois ......... Hamilton County, Ohio ...... 64 
30 Elizabeth W. Bowman .... June 1. 1899 ... Brush Creek, Illinois ......... Belmont County, Ohio....... 67 
31 Thomas Galley ............ Aug., 1899 ..... Columbus, Nebraska ......... Nantwicb, England .......... 73 
32 John Coiner .............. Sept., 1899 .... Lamoni, Iowa ................ Ross County, Ohio........... 72 
33 .TemimaCoiner ............ Sept., 1899 .... Lamoni, Iowa ................ Ross County, Ohio .......... 73 
34 Harry L Jones ............ Oct .. 1899 ..... Omaha, Nebraska ............ Cardiff, South Wales ......... 80 
35 Sarah Willetts ............ Oct. 5, 1899 .... Omaha, Nebraska ............ Recklesstown, New Jersey.... 72 
36 G. L Jones ............... Nov. 11, 1899 .. Becker County, Minnesota ... Hubbardton,. Vermont ........ 56 
37 Matthew Pruyn ........... Dec. 2. 1899 ... Davis City, Iowa ............. Prince Edward Island, Ont... 86 
38 Sr. Mary Ann Seelye ...... Dec. 18, 1899 .. Savannah, New York ......... Montezuma, New York ....... 84 
39 William May .............. Dec. 29, 1899 .. St. Louis, Missouri. .......... Sussex, Eng-land ............. 70 
40 Sr. Mary May ............ Dec. 29, 1899 .. St. Louis, Missouri ........... Witwick, England............ 69 

NOTES. 

Resigned position ........ . 

Died December 26, 1898 .... 
Remained until April, 189\J. 

Died October 3, 1899 ...... . 

Total ages, 2, 734 years; average age, 68 years, 4 months, and 6 days. The above includes all to date except help employed, 
I.aMONr, Iow11., .Janqary l, 1900. 
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THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••••••. $0 61 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 QO 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 :11!1 
Morocco, gilt edges., liexibl@ •••••• J H 

'I'HE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges .............•.•.•..... 2 ~ 
With music only .. .. . • . .. • • • • . . .. 1 11!1 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........••••....••••••••... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . • . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ••••••........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. ''The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ..•.••.•.•.. $2 00 

'fHE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and ~rornera •• • •••.. $2 00 
leal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 3 50 
Moroooo. ~lilt edge~ .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ........................... to~~ 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•••. ${) · 61S 
:Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . • • • • • 2 00 

JIESPERIS. Th<11 poetical worb oi 
David H. Smith, youngest 1110n of 
the Prophet, Joseph Smith. GUt 
l!lldges ...................... , .... $1 ~ 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? U dgi
vet e.f den gjenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke

1
" "En Indbydelse til 

Guds Rige, ' ''Christi Leerdom.." 
Per do1en, 15 cents; 100 ........... tl 00 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Oriley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

, (Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
' class mail matter.) 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs .......••••................ $0 75 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ................•......... $0 35 
Cloth. limn .................. ··.. 60 

True Succession in Church Priis.iderfcy. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the R"urganized bhurch of 
Jesus Christ of Lattee Do~y Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, hist,orical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offie!al acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and I 
eriminali ty. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

-----------------1 
There has long been a demand for this 

work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. Church Publications Wanted ! 

. It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
Copies of Times and Seasons, Vols. ~will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 

1, 2, and 3; Vols. 1 to 10 SAINTS' Gore more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

HERALD (bound or unbound); JJ,fil-. Bound in neat paper covers, 3.5 cents each. 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, 

lennial Star; also of other old publica- Business Manager, 
tions or pamphlets. Address stating LAMONI. DECATUR Co., IowA. 

terms, HERALD OFFICE, 
EDI'l'ORIAL DEPT., 

Lamoni, Iowa. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld-
~rs', priests', teachers', and dea
oons' licenses, each per dozen ..... ~ 12 
Bia.nlr preacbiu:? r,nt.ices: uer 100. , ~~ 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS. Order by numbers,. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 . : . ...... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; perdozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

6. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . U 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites,: and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents;' 100 ... 1 00 

1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullnes1 of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 00 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; HJO .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ........... $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 80 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
'l'enet of the•C!mrch; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100.... .... .. . .. .. .. .. 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen...... SO 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Churc,D 
under the Apostleship and und~ 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. .. .. .. . .. 1~ 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100 ....... . 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome o" 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 

42. Rejection of the Church; prJ 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . 5• 

43. One Wife or Many; per GOZ<'I!: 
15 cents; 100 ................. . 1 IJO 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, ll':t 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ........ , ............ 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

SONGS OF ZION. By ElderT. W. 
Smith. Paner covers, each ...... $0 Oi 
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'WM. ANDERSON. Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier . 
. MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporate<l under th«"> laws of the State of I•nv,., ,July I, IS9S. 

Total al!lsets January 1, 1900, $133.032.34. 
We pay interest, on time <lepoeite, and eepecially eolicit the correspondence and depoeits of all Herald readers. All 

.letters of ir quiry Will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 
W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

STOCK HOLDERS :-i\lre. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. AndersoD, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
. Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkin•. 

"AN ABSOLUTE NECESSITY" 
" '1'lzc Literary D£gest' 1's an absolnte necessity to those who would l~eep in line 

1Jjith the pmgress of thonght and achievement. It 1:s rmlly a wonderful success. I 
-do not see how any th·inlcing man can get along withmtt it. '1' he L1:terary Digest' 
constitutes rt ncord of cu1orent history that is 1mequaled elsewhere."-E. P. Powell, 
D. D., in ''Unity," Chicago. 

'THE LITERARY DIGEST 
"All the Periodicals in One" 

THE LITERARY DIGEST has taken the highest rank as a weekly review of 
current news at home and abroad, literature, art, the drama, politics, philoso
phy, etc. No other publication of its kind has received such support and 
commendation. It gives discussion and opinion on all sides of important 
political and international questions. Its contents are selected and translated 
from the world's best periodical literature, and are given partly in summary, 
partly in direct quotation. It covers each week a field so diversified as to 
make it indispensable to the busy man who desires to keep up with the 
thought of the times, but who lacks the leisure for such a task. This 
veritable magazine presents in each issue, in "peptonized" form, th@ wheat
kernel of current news. 

SOME OF ITS READERS AND THEIR OPINIONS 

Senator William P. Frye: "THE LITERARY 
DIGEST will afford immense assistance to the 
:scholars of the country." . 

Ex-Senator John.J. Ingalls: ''THE LITERARY 
DIGEST ... should abolish provincialism in let
cters and enlarge the bounlllaries of intelligence." 

Philip F. O'Hanlon, M. D., Coroner's Physi
·dan, Borough of Manl;lattan, New York: "I am 
glad to say that few things in life have given me 
better results for time and money than THE LIT
ERARY DIGEST." 

Editor Atlanta Constitution: "I know of no 
cmore concise and at the same time comprehensive 
··concentration of the world's work and thought 
:progress than this weekly journal." 

Henry Randall Waite, President American 
Institute of Civics, New York: "An epitome of 
. the best thought of the day.". 

Edwin M,arkham, author of "The Man with 
the Hoe": .. "l can not afford to miss any numbers 
of THE LI'rERARY DIGES'r, as it is one of the two or 
three best journals which come to my desk." 

Josiah Strong, D. D., Secretary Evangelical 
Alliance: "Such a periodical is indispensable to 
every student of the times. I enclose $3.00 for 
one year's subscription." 

Francis E. Clark, D. D., Editor CMi"tian En
deavor World, Boston, and Founder National 
Christian Endeavor Association: '•It winnows 
the multiplicity of newspapers and magazines, 
and tells us the most important things which they 
contain." 

Gov. John P. Altgeld, of Illinois: "THE 
LITERARY DIGES'r is one of the very best publica
tions in America. To a student of current litera
ture it is invaluable." 

Annual Subscription, $3.00. Single Copies, 10 cts. Patent Self-binders 75 cts. 

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, 30 Lafayette Place, NEW YORK 

COWDERY LETTERS. 
Written on the subject of the rise of the 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
by Elder Oliver Cowdery. They contain 
valuable matter concerning the calling of 
Joseph the Seer, the discovery and transla· 
tion of the Book of Mormon, and the angelic 
bestowal of the priesthood. 

In paper covers, 40 pages, 8 cents 
each; per dozen .. ., .............. $ 75 

Without covers, 5 cents each; per 
dozen............................ 50 

'1'HB INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesm'! 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth .............••.. , ...... 0. $ 
Leather ..........•••••.•......... \ 
Flexible bindina ... o ••••••••••• 

TH;E CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OH 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper ••••••••••••••••••••••••.. $0 25 
Oio~ •'~~•·ce<eeeoewCIIGI$0ooosooilteeo•e 40 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome o:r 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2b4 inches, per 250 .......... ,. . $0 '15 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5l 41 per 250 .............. 1 00 

\ " u _ ner 1000.~ ............ I 50 

I BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth. 1111ides, printed 
headings, and ruled fur record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deatb..e, remov-
als, and other changes in lllystematic 
and concise form ................ $1 50 

SEW TESTAMENTS. King James' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo •..•.....• , •••. $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller)...... 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo. ~ ••••••• .,. 10 

LAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier . 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on t.ime deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

House and 7Ya A~cres 
FOR SALE, 

with barn, cow stable, corn crib, chicken 
house, two wells, cistern, cellar, orchar land 
small fruit. A half-mile from church, and 
business center, and schools. 

Inquire of JOHN SCOTT, 
Lamoni. Decatur Co., Iowa. 

WHAT QUIT-TO-BAC HAS DONE 
for hundreds of others, 

it will surely do for you. 3 boxes eent post paid for ~mly 
$1 50, witb positive guarantee to cure tobacco habtt or 
money cheerfully refunded. Addre•s, 

{Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, 228 Hancock St., Peoria. Til. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45 p. m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arrive 

at Leon ll:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

Archmological Committee's Report, 
WITH MAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of'Mormoa 

Thill work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archaeology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894.. 
The work has been written after much. time 
and special labor in investigating ever"! 
available source of written information 0111. 
the subject . 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con· 
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part 2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
hl11tory, and includes a summary of the con· 
elusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part ll contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration,. 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and~ 
"Inscriptions from Palenque." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archaeological evidences obtainable in sup· 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor· 
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to the av)rage reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archl!llo· 
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low 11.1! possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper cover111; price 
110 oenta, mailed to any address. 
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STATISTICS FOR 1899. 

DISASTERS. 

The following is a record of the 
prominent disasters of 1899, both in 
this and other countries:-

In January 10 persons were killed 
a bbiler explosion in London, Eng· 

land; 1, 000 by flood in China; 20 by 
a fire near San Sebastian, Spain; 
500 by hurricane in the Solomon Is
lands; 14 by mine explosion at Mozar
ron, Spain; 20 by drowning at 
Konigsberg, Prussia.-

In February 7 were killed by a 
s:nowslide at Rogers Pass, B. C.; 14 
by :fire at Bodungb, Hungary; 6 by 
mine explosion at Colfax, Cal.; 24 by 
a snowslide at Silver Plume, Colo.; 17 
by fire at the South Dakota Insane 
Asylum; 106 by drowning at Tient 
Tsin, China; 30 by a railroad accident 
at Foret, France; 5 by a mine explo
sion at Blocklin, Ala.; 20 by a storm 
in the Cayman Islands; and 9 by a 
cyclone at Yazoo City, Miss. 

In March 28 perished in a storm in 
Ala.ska; 6 by a snowslide at White 
Pine, Colo.; 7 by an explosion at 
Dwinsk, Russia; 60 by a powder ex
plosion at La Goubran, France; 8 by 
a cyclone in Tennessee and Alabama; 
2,000 by a tidal wave on the coast of 
Corea; 11 by a landslide at Racuerga, 
Spain; 400 by a hurricane on the coast 
of Queensland; 5 by a railroad acci
dent in New Zealand; 41 by fire in the 
Windsor Hotel, New York; 14 by a 
cyclone in Alabama; 8 by fire in Chi
cago. 

In April 70 were killed by a fire in 
Nadrone, Japan; 30 by earthquake at 
Nara, Japan; 13 by a fire in New 
York; 15 by flood at Glendive, Mont.; 

13 by a bridge disaster on the Harlem I In October 40 perished by flood at 
River, N. Y.; 150 by drowning on the Salerno, Italy; 50 by a typhoon in 
Japan coast; 31 by fire at Guadaloupe; Japan; 5,000 by. earthquake in the 
400 by a hurricane on the Australian Island of Ceram; 130 by hurricane in 
coast; 7 by a fire at Gutu, Hungary; Norway; 10 by tornado in Cuba; 23 in 
68 by cyclone in Missouri and Iowa; a blizzard in Teton Co., Mont.; 100 by 
65 by mine explosion at Troisk, Rus- tidal wave in Japan; 14 by fire at 
sia. Faires, Ala. 

In May 8 were killed by cyclone in In Novemb~r 30 were killed by col-
Kansas; 22 by cyclone at Hondo, lapse of a ):Her at Antw~rp; 50 by a 
Mexico; 5 by fire at Brunswick, Ger- tbeate~ fire m Canton, Chma; 120 by 
many; 385 by hurricane at Samoa; storm m Norway. . 
12 by a falling building at Crepelat, !n Decem?er 32 were k1lled by a 
Prussia; 12 by a fire at Porosov, rome exp~oswn at qarbonaro, ,Wash.; 
Poland; 14 by sinking of a ferryboat 16 by railroad acc1d~nt at Savona, 
in Bavaria; 7 by an explosion at Italy; _12 ~y fir_e at Qumcy, Ill_.; 40 by 
Copenhagen; 7 by cyclone in South drow~nng m. R1ver Lys, Bel~mm; 30 
Dakota; 9 by fire in Hardeeville, N. C. by rome acm?ent at Brownsville, Pa.; 

In June 30 persons perished by 10 by lands~1de at Amalfi, ~taly ;_ 8 by 
drowning in the Lake of Clouds; 25 earthquake m southern Cahforma. 
by a cloudburst at Manard ville, Tex.; DISASTERS IN THE u. s. 
28 by a landslide at Ross Hollow, 
Ark.; 11 by a tornado at Valladolid, The following table gives the loss 
Spain; 17 by a mine accident at Kim- of life resulting from various disasters 
berley, South Africa; 162 by cyclone in this country as reported to the 
in Wisconsin; 15 by cyclone at Her- Tribune by mail and telegraph:-
man, Neb.; 11 by fire at Rybinsk, Fires ........... 1,852 Fallingbuildings, 

R 
· 200 b d l . Drowning ....... 2,412 etc ........... .465 

uss1a; Y pow er exp osion m Explosions ...... 618 Cyclones, storms .. 713 
Pekin, China; 11 by mine explosion Mines .......... 563 Lightning ........ 223 
at Cape Breton, N. S.; 12 by drown- RAILROAD DISASTERS. 

ing at Brest, France; 27 by mine ex- The loss of life by railroad acci· 
plosi.on at Santa Eulalia, Mexico; 50 d t t db ·1 d t 1 b by flood in Texas. en s, repor e y ma1 an e egra!;l , 

. for 1899 was 3,552, as compared w1th 
In July 15 pensbed by drowning at 3,590 in 1898, and 2,764 in 1897. The 

~arnarvonsb1re, Engl~nd; 3_0 by fio<?d 1 number of seriously injured was 
m Texas; 44 by a. rome disaster m 3,385, as compared with 2,616 in 1898, 
Odessa; _8 by floo~ m North Dakota; and 2,428 in 1897. The most promi-
16 by mme explosiOn at Cape Town; nent disasters of the year were as fol-
5 by powder explosion in Pretoria; lows·-
200 by hurricane in Japan; 19 by · Killed. Injured. 
drowning in Alaska; 211 by mine ac- Jan. 9. Collision Lehigh Valley 
cident in Japan; 200 by a tornado in Railroad········ ..... · · · · · · · · · .15 35 
Pensa, Russia. May 12. Collision Philadelphia 

and Reading Railroad ........... 30 60 
In August 6 were killed by cyclone May 28. Derailment Burlington, 

in Maryland; 17 by railroad accident Cedar Rapids, and Northern 
in Paris; 20 by drowning at Bar Har- Railroad························ 8 

Aug. 1. Derailment Northwestern 
41 

bor, Me.; 29 by a trolley car accident Railroad ....................... 4 7 
at Bridgeport, Conn.; 5,000 by hurri- Sept. 23. Collision Denver and Rio 
cane in the West Indies; 16 by fire in Grande Railroad ................ 6 5 

Y k h 6 b d · W h Nov. 29. Collision Lackawanna, 
o O ama; Y rownmg at as - Delaware, and WesternRailroad 7 23 

ington, Ind.; 600 by hurricane at 
Nassau; 80 by storm on coast of 
Carolinas; 16 by mine explosion at 
Hauti Crulx, France; 10 by fall of 
Coliseum, Chicago; 600 by mine ex
plosion at Sluko Ku, Japan; 6 by fire 
in Yuma, Ariz. 

In September 10 perished by flood 
in Fayerbach. Austria; 32 by fall of a 
church at Kaliscb, Poland; 15 by 
storm on the Newfoundland coast; 
1,882 by storm in Japan; 1,500 by 
earthquake at Aidin, Asia Minor; 400 
by earthquake in India; 10 by collapse 
of a building at Cologne; 1,000 by 
earthquake at Smyrna; 6 by railroad 
accident at Tampico. 

EPIDEMICS AND FAMINE. 

The loss of life epidemics and 
famine shows an increase over last 
year. The plague in India, Africa, and 
at other points bas swept off over 
250,000 victims. Famine bas claimed 
over 50,000 in Russia and Africa and 
cholera about 2,000. Yellow fever 
has attacked different places between 
Florida and Brazil, but improved 
methods of treatment have reduced its 
fatalities to about 900. It is bard to 
collect statistics of this kind, but the 
total, so far as reported, is about 
310,000, as compared with 222,900 in 
1897. 
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WARS. 
The three prominent wars of the 

year have been the quelling of the 
Filipino revolt, the Anglo-dervish, 
and Anglo-Boer. In addition to these 
there have been several revolutions in 
South and Central America, battles in 
the Soudan, and in various parts of 
Asia and Africa. The list of casual; 
ties, including killed and wounded, is 
as follows:-
Philippines ..... 9,475 Samoa .......... 273 
South Africa .... 9,935 San Domingo. . . 48 
Soudan . . . . . .... 3, 958 Venezuela ...... 4,800 
China ........... 8.582 Colombia ........ 1,500 

Ecuador ........ ,1,000 
Bolivia..... . . . . 200 

India ............ 975 
Arabia .......... 6,460 
Formosa.... . . . . 951 

MARINE DISASTERS. 

The following list of wrecks during 
the year where loss of life was in
volved is approximately correct. It 

· is impossible to make an absolutely 
correct statement of the fatalities, as 
in some cases no record of the number 
of crew and passengers was left. 
The list shows 1, 750 Jives were lost 
upon the ocean and 469 on inland 
waters, .a total of 2,219, as compared 
with 3,655 in 1898, 2,426 in 1897, 3,012 
in 1896, 4,250 in 1895, and 6:881 in 1894. 

SUMMARY OF DISASTERS. 

As nearly as can be estimated 1, 750 
lives have been lost upon the ocean, 
469 upon inland waters, 3,552 by rail
road accidents, 44,828 by disasters 
abroad, 6, 775 by minor diasters in 
this country, 300,000 by epidemics 

·and famine, and 48,237 by wars, 
making a total of 405,711, as com
pared with 127,930 in 1898, 389,017 in 
1897, 246,546 in 1896, and 275,391 in 
1895. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

30 set themselves afire, 25 threw ber of lynchings through a series of 
themselves in front of railroad trains, years should be of interest at present 
42 jumped from housetops or win- to those engaged in the study of this 
dows, 7 killed themselves with dyna- interesting question in criminology:-
mite, and 4 starved themselves. 1885 .............. 184 1893 .............. 200 

MURDERS. 1886 .............. 138 1894 .............. 190 
18R7 .............. 122 1895 .............. 171 

ThetotalnumberofmurderscommH- 1888 .............. 142 1896 .............. 131 
ted in the United States during 1899 1889 .............. 176 1897 .............. 166 
shows a continued decrease, being 1890 · · · · · · · · · · · ... 127 1898. · · · · · · · · · · · · .127 
6 225 d . h 7 840. 1898 1891 .............. 192 1899 ............. 107 , , as compare w1t , m , 1892 .............. 235 
9,520 in 1897, 10,652 in 1896, and 10,- The lynchings in the various States 
500 in 1895. The causes of these mur- and Territories were as follows:-
ders may be classified as follows:- Alabama .......... 6 New York ......... o 
Quarrels ........ q,309 Highwaymen . Arkansas .......... 11 Nevada ............ 0 
Unknown ....... 1,699 killed ............ 83 California ......... 0 North Carolina .... 3 
Jealousy.... .. . 173 Insanity ........... 81 Colorado ........... 0 North Dakota ..... 0 
Liquor..... . . . . 212 Self defense ........ 31 Connecticut ....... 0 Ohio ............... 0 
By highwaymen. 296 Strikes ............ 29 D<Jlaware .......... 0 Oregon ........... 0 
Infanticide ..... 182 Outrages .......... 6 Florida ............ 6 Pennsylvania ...... 1 
Resisting arrest. 114 Rio_ts ..... , ........ 10 Georgia ........... 28 Rhode Island ...... 0. 

FIRE LOSSES. Idaho .............. 0 South Carolina .... 1 
Illinois ............ 0 South Dakota ...... 0 

The losses by fire in the United Indiana ............ 0 Tennessee ......... 4 
States during 1899 aggregate $150,- Iowa ............... o Texas ............. 8 
537,365, as compared with $133,139,- Kansas.· .......... 3 V~rmo!lt .. · · ...... 0 
467 in 1898 $120 001 737 in 1897 1 Ken~~cky .......... 3 VIrglml!' .... " ....... 1 

• • • • Louisiana .......... 13 West Vu·gmm ..... 1 
~111,856,067 in 1896, and $131,?78,2061 Maine ............. 0 Wisco!lsin .......... 0 
m 1895. ·Those where the loss m each Maryland ......... 0 Wash1!lgton ....... 0 
case was $100,000, and upwards M~ss'!'chusetts ..... o W~ommg .......... o 

d <11171 212 000 d th Mwh1gan .......... 0 Arizona ........... 0 amounte to 'ill , , , an e Minnesota ......... 0 Dist. of C::>lumbia ... 0 
losses by smaller fires to $84,725,365. Mississippi ........ 14 New Mexico ........ 0 

HANGINGS. Missouri. .......... 3 Uta:h ...... ·.· ...... 0 

Th b f 1 I t . . Montana .......... 0 Indum Territory ... 0 
e num er o ega execu 10ns m Nebraska .......... o Oklahoma ......... 1 

1899 was 131, as compared with 109 in New Jersey ........ 0 Alaska ...... ,. ...... 0 
1898, 128 in 1897 122 in 1896, 132 in New Hampshire ... 0 
1895 132 in 1894 '126 in 1893 and 107 Of these lynchings 103 occurred in 
in 1S92. The e~ecutions in the sev- the South and 4 in the North. Of the 
eral States and Territories were as total number 84 were negroes and\23 
follows:- whites. The alleged crimes for which 
Alabama .......... 10 New York ... : ..... 7 they were lynched were as follows: 
Arkansas .......... 1 Nevada ........... 0 Murder, 44; complicity in murder, 11; 
California ......... 3 North Carolina .... 5 rape, 11; alleged rape, 6; bad reputa-
Colorad? · · · · · · · · · 0 North Dakota····· 1 tion, 5; arson, 6; race prejudice, 5; 
Connectwut ....... 1 Ohio ...... · · ... · · · 0 k ff 4 · d 
Delaware ......... o Oregon ........... 1 robbery, 5; un nown o enses, ; a1 -

SUICIDES AND MURDERS. Florida ............ 2 Pennsylvania ..... 9 ing criminals to escape, 3; suspected 
The total number of persons who Georgia·········· .1!} Rhode Island .. ····· 0 arson, 1; inflammatory language, 1; 

have committed suicide in the United Id'!'ho_ · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 South Carolina···· 5 rape and murder, 1; no offense alleged, 
States during 1899, as reported to the Illtnois · · · · · · · · · · · · 3 South Dakota.····· 0 1 · k 'd t't 1 h' h b Indiana ... , ...... o Tennessee ........ 2 ; m1sta en 1 en 1 y, ; 1g way ro · 
Tribune by mail and telegraph, is Iowa .............. o Texas ............ 11 bery, 1; arson and murder, 1. 
5,340, as compared with 5,920 in 1898, Kansas ............ 0 Vermont ..... · .... 0 DONATIONS. 
6,600 in 1897, 6,520 in 1896, and 5, 759 Ken~~cky · · · · · · · · · 5 Virginia.·········· 3 Among all the records of the year 
· 1895 It '11 b th t th d Louisiana ........ 4 West Virginia ..... 2 d . m · Wl e seen a e e- Maine ............. o Wisconsin ........ o 1899 not one stan s out so conspiCu-
crease in self-murder since 1897 has Maryland ......... 9 Washi?gton ...... o ously as that of the donations and be-
been steady. Of this total 4,155 were Massachusetts · · · · 0 Wyommg · · · · · · · · · o- quests made for religion educational 
males and 1185 females Whl'ch 1·s Michigan .......... 0 Arizona ........... 0 · t't t' h •t l'b' · 

' ' Minnesota ........ o Dist. of Columbia .. 4 ms 1 u wns, c a~1 y, 1 rar1e~,. muse· 
about the usual porportion year by Mississippi ........ 5 New Mexico ....... o urns, and galleries, and to mt1es for 
year for the last ten years. Among Missouri .......... 9 Uta_h ....... : ...... 0 popular benefit and entertainment. 
professional men physicians still head Montana · · · · · · · · · · 3 Indiana Territory·· 4 No year in the history of this country 
the list, 38 having taken their own Nebraska.········· 0 Oklahoma········· 0 has ever equaled it. The aggregate 
l . d 'th 44 . 1898 41 New Jersey ...... 2 Alaska ........... 0 . . f 
1ves, as compare Wl m , New Hampshire ... o thus bestowed 1s the Immense sum o 

in 1897, 47 in 1896, 59 in 1895, and 45 There were lOOhangedin the South $79,749,956, as compared with $23,-
in 1894. During the year also 9 and 31 in the North, of whom 58 were 984,900 in 1898, $33,612.814 in 1897 
clergymen, 7 prominent attorneys, 7 whites, 72 blacks, and 1 Indian. The $33,670,129 in 1896, $28,943,549 in 
persons engaged in the banking busi- crimes for which they were executed 1895, and $19,967,116 in 1894. In the 
ness, 2 actors, 7 journalists, and 2 were murder, 113; rape, 17; highway preparation of these statistics no rec- · 
college professors have committed robbery, 1. ord has been kept of d0n'ations or be-
suicide. The causes of suicide were LYNCHINGS. quests of less than $1,000, since to 
as follows:- It is gratifying to note that the collect them would be manifestly im-
Despondency. · .. 2,573 Ill health.······· .225 criminal work of the mob murder!:)rs, possible. Of the total amount stated 
Unknown ....... 1,649 Domesticinfelicityl91 d' · f b h h b · d 
Insanity ........ 355 Disappointed love.146 notwithstan n:;g ~orne m~tances. ~ a_ ove t_ er~ a;s een giVen to e. uca-
Liquor.......... 127 Business losses .... 74 special barbarity m Georgia, Lomst- ttonal mst1tutwns the extraordmary 

In these cases of suicide poison re· ana, and Kentucky, has decreased sum of $55,851,817; to charities, $13,
ma.ins the most frequent agent: 2,134 during 1899, being much smaller than 206,676; to churches, $2,992,593; to 
killed themselves with poison, 1,953 by 

1 

in any year since ·1885. Judge Lynch I museums and art g-alleries, $2,686, 500; 
shooting, 527 by hanging, 302 by cut- executed 107 persons during the year. and to libraries, $5,012,400.- Chicago 
ting their throats, 316 by drowning, The following table showing thenum- Tribune, December 31, 1899. 
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THE HE ALD. 
"If ye continue in mi word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you f:ree."-Jol:m 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife1 and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M,, page 116, 
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LAMONI, IOWA, JAN. 10, 1900. 

MISREPRESENTATION OR WORSE. 

From several parts of the mission 
field come reports that the elders from· 
Utah are making the statement that 
we of the Reorganized Church have 
changed the revelations contained in 
the original Doctrine and Covenants 
to suit our own purposes. That 
among these is the article on Mar
riage published in the edition of 1835, 
the first edition. 

Others it is said,· state that there 
never was a revelation on the mar
riage relation in the Doctrine and 
Covenants until the so-called revela
tion on celestial marriage was printed 
in it. 

Here are a few facts in the case. 
In section 13, paragraph 7, of the 

Doctrine and Covenants, edition of 
1835, this is found:-

Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, 
and shall cleave unto her and none else. 

This was given in February, 1831, 
to the church:-

Thou shalt love thy wife [not wives], and 
cleave unto her [thy wife, not wives] and 
none else [no one else]. 

That is a revelation on the marriage 
relation. 

In section 65, paragraph 3, of the 
same edition of 1835, this is found:-

And again I say unto you, that whoso for
biddeth to marry, is not ordained of God, for 
marriage is ordained of God unto man: 
wherefore it is lawful that he should have 
one wife, and they twain shall be one :flesh, 
and all this that the earth might answer the 
end of its creation; and that it might be filled 
with the measure of man, according to his 
creation before the world was made. 

This is a revelation given in March, 
1831, one month after the one quoted 
from above. 

Summarized: Marriage must not 
be forbidden, whoso forbids it is not 
ordained of God. Marriage is or
dained of God to man. It is lawful 
for man (a man, any man) to have one 
wife (not more than one, nor many 
wives) .. They twain, (one man, one 
woman), two, not one man and two, or 
more women, are to be one flesh. 
This rule was intended as the rule of 
action and observance in the marriage 
relation in order that the earth might 
answer the end for which it was cre
ated and be peopled and be filled with 
the mea.sure of man, utmost numbers, 

of man. And it was in direct accord 
with the creation of man and the pur
pose of God in creating him before 
the world was made. 

Surely there can .be no question 
with anybody but what this was a 
revelation on the subject of the mar
riage relation. 

In keeping and in harmony with 
these two revelations a declaration 
was framed and presented to the 
church in a solemn assembly, August 
17, 1835, and· adopted by universal 
acceptance by vote. It is section 101 
in the edition of Doctrine and Cove
nants of 1835.. Paragraph 3 of said 
section reads:-

Alllegal contracts of marriage made before 
a person is baptiz9d into this church, should 
be held sacred and fulfilled. Inasmuch as 
this church of Christ bas been reproached 
with the crime of fornication, and polygamy: 
we declare that we believe, that one man 
should have one wife; and one woman, but 
one husband, except in case of death, when 
either is at liberty to marry again. 

This had direct application to the 
marriage relation, and was the delib
EJrate and candid expression of the 
belief of the church on the subject, 
made while the church was beginning 
its work, and formulated and adopted 
by the men who had the best right to 
know what the revelations meant and 
how they should be understood. 

Seciion 13 in the edition of 1835, 
the first edition of Doctrine and Cove
nants, is also 13 in the 1846 edition, 
published by John Taylor, in Nauvoo, 
Illinois. It is section 13 in the Liver
pool edition of 1852, published by S. 
W. Richards. Section 65 of the edi
tion of 1835 is 65 in the edition of 1846, 
and 65 oJ the edition of 1852. 

Section 101 of the edition of 1835 is 
109 of the Nauvoo edition of 1846. It 
is also section 109 in the Liverpool 
edition of 1852. 

Section 13 in the 1835 edition is 42 
in the Lamoni edition and 42 in the 
Utah edition of 1876. Section 65 in 
the 1835 edition is 49 in the Lamoni 
edition and 49 in the Utah edition of 
1876. 

Section 101 of the 1835 edition is 111 
of the Lamoni edition, and is left out 
of the Utah edition altogether. 

All editions of the Doctrine and 
Covenants from 1835 to 1876, pub
lished by all parties of Latter Day 
Saints, contain the revelations quoted 
from sections 13 and 65 of the Kirt
land or 1835 edition, and the section 
101 of that issue. But in 1876 that 
section 101 was taken out, we pre
sume by President Brigham Young's 
order without action of church or 

quorum so far as we have been able 
to learn. 

Now, who has changed the revela
tions to suit themselves? 

Those men who assert that we of 
the Reorganized Church have changed 
the revelations, are not well informed 
and make the statement in ignorance 
of the facts or in disregard of the 
truth. If ignorant, they are to be 
pitied; if willful, they are to be 
blamed. 

"DEATH DUE TO A MORMON 
CURSE." 

Peoria, Ill., Jan. 3,,-From Salt Lake City 
comes a strange story to the effect that former 
Governor Ford of Illinois died in the most 
abject poverty, with the bones of his body 
literally protruding from his skin, and that 
this deplorable end of one of Illinois' best
known statesmen was directly due to curses 
pronounced upon him by the Mormon 
Prophet, Joseph Smith. Ford was Governor 
of Illinois during the Mormon war and at the 
time of Smith's assassination. 

After leaving his office as Governor Mr. 
Ford moved to this city. His body now lies 
buried at Springdale cemetery. Careful in
vestigation to-day in part substantiates the 
claims of the western Mormons. Governor 
Ford, as the representative of the law which 
was hounding their sect, incurred the deadly 
enmity of the Mormons and their leader and 
prophet. Old residents of this city also say 
they can recall rumors of a curse against the 
Governor, and they talk at length of the con
ditions surrounding his death and the end of 
his family. Governor Ford was a brilliant 
man and was eminently successful as a lawyer. 
But after the expiration of his term of office 
and soon after the alleged curse was pro
nounced be ceased to be as prosperous as 
formerly. He came to Peoria and established 
a practice, but misfortune followed him, his 
property dwindled away, and then illness 
came. At the time of Mrs. Ford's death, 
which occurred a few years later, the family 
had been reduced to poverty and the two 
children had been adopted by friends who 
could afford to educate them. Ex-Governor 
Ford survived his wife only a few years, and 
the discomforts of poverty closed thicker 
about him. He tasted the full bitterness of 
illness, destitution, and dependence, and died 
under the most deplorable conditions. 

Former Governor Ford's son Tom, who was 
just starting on a life which promised to be 
prosperous, went west on a business trip 
shortly after his father's death, and was 
crossing the plains on horseback when a 
vigilance committee in search of a horse · 
thief arrested him, and despite ·his protests 
hanged him to a tree: No one here knows 
what has become of the former governor's 
daughter.-Ohicago Record. 

PRESCOTT, Iowa, Jan. 4. 
Editors Herald: - The inclosed clipping 

from to-day's Chicago Record I thought might 
be of possible interest. The author of the 
dispatch from Peoria virtually admits that 
Joseph Smith was something of a prophet. 
There is some comfort in this admission, 
whether Joseph Smith made the prediction 
or not. Very truly, 

W. E. ME8SEN(f!'1R. 
We think it improbable that Jo~iieph 
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the Prophet ever uttered threat or 
curse against Governor Thomas Ford. 
The Governor had assured the 
prophet and his brother that they 
should be protected from personal 
violence, persuading them to accept 
asylum in the rooms of the county 
jail; and had then gone from Car
thage to Nauvoo to assure and quiet 
the disturbed minds of the saint, and 
was at Nauvoo, or on the road be
tween the two places, when the mur
der was done; so that the prophet 
did not know whether the Governor 
had been guilty of treachery or not; 
so that it is not probable that he 
either pronounced curse or anathema 
against the Governor. It is posS'ible, 
however, that the agonized prayers of 
thousa.nds of bereaved saints may 
have come up into the ears of the 
Lord as a complaint against the con
duct of the Governor of Illinois. 

We regret to see such things in 
print, and could wjsh that the dead 
might rest in peace till the judgment. 

SHALL WE HAVE A STATE CHURCH 
IN THE PHILIPPINES? 

The above question is suggested by 
the recommendations of Professor 
Jacob G. Schurman, President of 
Cornell University, Chairman of the 
United States Commission to the Phil-

. ippines. In a late number of the In
dependent he has a paper entitled '•Our 
Duty to the Philippines." The Saint 
Joseph, Missouri, Gazette, for Decem
ber 28, 1899, quotes from said paper, 
as follows:-

Missi®naries are needed in the islands and 
I hope they will be sent there in large num
bers. There is plenty of work for them to 
do, and I hope they will go with a complete 
understanding of the situation to accomplish 
good. They must realize that they are con
tending with a Catholic educated population 
that knows nothing about the fine differences 
between Protestant sects and denominations. 
Therefore, it would be highly impolitic to 
send missionaries of different denominations 
to confuse the minds of the people. I do 
hope that when we send the missionaries we 
will decide beforehand on one form of Prot
estant Christianity. Send only one type of 
missionary. The Filipinos will then have 
Catholic Christianity and Protestant Chris
tianity presented to them so they can take 
their choice. We have no adequate idea how 
confusing to the simple minds of an uncivil
ized people the different forms of our Prot
estant faith appear. The Chinese, who are 
more intelligent than the Filipinos, regard 
our different denominations as so many differ
ent religions. 

I think the island of Mindanao is a more 
promising field for missionaries to begin 
their work in than Luzon. The influence of 
the Catholic Church has not been extended 
to Mindanao, and the simple natives would 
readily accept the type of faith which the 

' Americans would teach them. It is possible 
that it would be dangerous to send missiona
ries to the interior of the island at present, 
but as conditions become more settled and 
the Americans are looked upon with a more 
friendly feeling, this place will be a rich 
field for tbe American missionary. We owe 
it to the Filipinos to give them the best in 
our religion !JJB well as in our education. . * 
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Should the above suggestions be 
carried out, some one Protestant 
church must be selected for mis
sionary work among the Filipinos, to 
the exclusion of all others. 

Because the Filipino cannot discern 
the ''fine differences between Prot· 
estant sects and denominations," a 
choice must be made for him. The 
only liberty left him from a religious 
standpoint is to choose between 
Catholicism and that form of Protest
antism selected for him by somebody 
else. Who should make the selection 
the learned Professor does not sug
gest. But whatever person or body 
shall be delegated with the power of 
choosing the favored church shall de
cide which among our many Protest
ant churches is the best; for, as the 
Professor puts it, "We owe it to the 
Filipinos to give them the best of our 
religion as well as in our education." 

The competency of the Filipino to 
judge between Catholicism and some 
favored form of Protestantism is con
ceded, but his ability to decide be
tween Protestant churches is denied. 
So we are to decide for them, and in 
that decision we are to settle which is 
the best form of Protest,antism. They 
being a '•Catholic ed'ucated population," 
can decide between Catholicism and 
the best form of Protestantism; but 
having ''the simple minds of an un
civilized people," renders them unfit 
to determine which is best of the Prot
estant churches. 

This is going a step further than 
England, so far as the policy would 
apply to the Philippines, for while 
she selects a national church, she al
lows nonconformists to proselyte 
within her domains, but we, according 
to the learned Professor, should 
"send only one type of missionary." 

Should this policy be adopted the 
"free exercise" of all but one favored 
form of Protestant religion will be 
prohibited in the Philippine Islands, 
which will certainly be a violation of 
the spirit and letter of the Qonstitu
tion of the United States, which says: 
"Congress shall make no law respect
ing an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof," 
etc. 

Professor Schurman would have 
Congress pass a law prohibiting the 
free exercise of some forms of reli
gion in the Philippines, or else he 
would have them arbitrarily prohib
ited without law; unless he does not 
intend to prohibit, but to "send only 
one type of missionary" approved by 
the government, the remainder if 
prosecuting missionary work to do 
so without governmental approval, 
thus favoring a state church in the 
Philippines. 

Had these suggestions come from a 
less prominent person we could afford 
to ignore them; but coming as they 
do from the Chairman of the United 

States Commission to the Philippines, 
we feel, in the name of fairness and 
justice, and in behalf of the Constitu
tion of the United States, to protest. 

TEXT OF THE POPE'S ALLOCUTION. 

Rome, D2c. 15.-,The text of the Pope's al· 
locution at yesterday's consistory is published 
to-day. 

The Pontiff began by announcing the ap
pointment of the Cardinals deputied to open 
the sacred door of the Roman Basilica at the 
commencement of the holy year. He said he 
could have wished that the church enjoyed 
her former liberty in Rome and that she 
might thus have been able to celebrate pub
licly the contemplated ceremonies with the 
solemn usages of bygone years. 

The Pope then referred to the fact that the 
Vatican was not invited to send a representa
tive to the peace congress at The Hague, an 
omission which, he said, had been "censured" 
by all impartial judges. 

ONLY ARBITER OF PEACE. 

The Czar, he continued, invited the repre
sentatives of the most powerful nations, with 
a view of establishing peace. Yet there was 
none more worthy of an invitation than the 
Pope, who had endeavored to obtain and to 
make peace and to prevent conflict-an office 
which, by the divine will, was within the at
tributes of the papacy. 

The Holy See had desired a place in that 
conference, continued the Pontiff. One voice 
had obstinately opposed itself to this desire, 
and had gained the point. It was tbe voice 
of those who, with the conquest of Rome, had 
deprived the Pope of his powers. 

"What, hostility," asked the Pontiff,. "have 
we to fear from them when, even in the face 
of Europe, they do not hesitate to violate the 
sanctity of the rights and duties which natu
rally flow from apostolic power? Neverthe
less, whatever the future may bring, we 
should certainly never, by God's help, be 
found on the side of those who are afraid." 

GROWTH OF SANITARY SENTIMENT. 
Paris, Dec. 17.- The city of Paris as a 

sanitary measure will invite the public by 
signs posted all over the city not to spit in 
the streets. The new demand will be made 
in the interest of the population to avoid the 
propagation of contagious maladies. Every
one is begged not to spit on the sidewalks, 
and the measure is taken in view of the 
alarming increase of consumption and at the 
urgent requests of several celebrated phy
sicians. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. G. S. Lincoln, San Francisco, 
California, January 2:-

Bro. F. M. Sheehy delivered us an excellent 
sermon here Sunday morning. Our branch 
is in fine condition and all is going well with 
us. We are rejoicing in the truth of the 
latter-day work. 

Bro. Sheehy's synopsis of his recent 
discussion with Miles Grant will be 
found elsewhere in this issue. He is 
to meet Elder Grant again in the near 
future. 

Bro. L. R. Devore, Brooksville, 
West Virginia, January 3:-

Bro. L. D. Ullom and I have been blowing 
the trump among the West Virginia hills, 
and many ha11e heard. I baptized four noble 
people recently, two of them on New Year's 
Day. The ice was heavy and had to be cut. 
Have preached forty-seven times since No
vember 11. More calls than we can fill; 
prospects good: weather cold; health clever. 
A happy New Year to a,ll. 
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EDITORIAL ITEMS. Catholic priesthood as a means of ex- asserts, do not teach it openly, but 
Bro. M. P. Hansen, Plymouth, tending the influence of the church in privately, among their converts. His 

Massachusetts, writes of his gratifica- English and other Protestant coun- recommendations against the teaching 
tion to read a reference to work that tries, by making the priests part of of the sect, as such, are extreme, 
might be done in Scandinavia, and, I the various communities where lo- while his opposition to polygamy is 
naturally, he rejoices in the thought, cated by adopting the customs of the commendable. · 
expressing the hope that mission people. France is preparing to defend her
work be done in his mother country. Negotiations are in progress be- self and her colonies. The cost is 
Recent efforts by the church ln Scan- tween Denmark and the United States estimated at 120,000,000 francs spread 
dinavia-Denmark and Sweden-also for the sale to the latter of the Dan- over two and a half years. The ex
in Germany and Switzerland, proved ish West Indies. penditure bas been agreed to. The 
the untimeliness of such efforts. It The United States government has war party in France is growing. 
seems apparent that we can the better secured consent of all the great pow- An increased number of deaths from 
reach foreigners in our own country, ers to maintain the "open door" policy the plague in New Caledonia. Mel
of whom there are thousands scattered in the Chinese Empire. By this bourne, Australia, is taking precau
tbroughout the Union, more readily, agreement all territory in the empire tions. It has also appeared in Rio 
and freely, than abroad. Conditions will be open to free access in matters Janeiro. 
abroad must evidently change in of trade, etc. Bishop Jackson, bead of the 
many countries before we can succeed The city council of Detroit, Micbi- Episcopal Ohurch in Alabama, bas 
there. In any event, we can convert gan, has passed a resolution asking resigned from the ministry,on ac
tbe foreigner here, where we have the State Legislature to submit a con- count of charges of inebriety. He 
free access to him, and until such stitutional admendment authorizing was popular and widely known. 
time as the church shall be in condi· cities to own and operate street rail- Deroulede and other Royalist con
tion to extend the work to every ways and other public utilities when- spirators against the French Republic 
nation, and under circumstances rea- ever the people of such cities vote have been found guilty and sentenced 
sonably favorable to success. therefor. to exile and imprisonment. 

Bro. Charles Albertson, laboring in The fossil of a prehistoric lizard Great Britain's seizure of German 
the Rocky Mountain mission, is in- nearly twenty-nine feet long has been merchant vessels in Delagoa Bay, on 
teresting himself in trying to induce found in Chile. the plea that they contained supplies 
scattered saints in branches to An epidemic of influenza has caused for the Boers, has been followed by 
take the HERALD. He finds many one hundred deaths. The malady is an urgent protest from the Portuguese 
without it, hence ignorant of the spreading throughout England. minister at Berlin, and from the 
movements of the church. We trust London financiers estimate the cost Portuguese government to the powers. 
the ministry general and local will of the Boer war at £50,000,000. A The protest is regarded as increasing 
urge this matter upon the attention of new war loan is being provided for. the danger of international com plica
our people. Every family ought to It is estimated the war costs England tions on a large scale. German indig
take the church publication, as should $10,000,000 a week. nation is increasing, demonstrations 
those otherwise situated, throughout Poverty and much distress prevail against Great Britain's action being 
the world. throughout the governments of Bes- organized throughout the empire. 

Bro. W. S. Pender, of Kansas, was sarabia, Kherzon, Ekaterinoslaff, and Several deaths from the bubonic 
the first of the ministry to forward to other parts of South Russia. Whole plague are reported from Honolulu. 
the Herald Office, for the new year villages are on the verge of starva- Pacific Coast and Manila authorities 
one dollar, the usual fee, for insertion tion. are taking steps to prevent its appear
of a marriage notice. Bear in mind, An earthquake destroyed ten vil- ance in America and the Philippines. 
however, that Bro. Pender was the lages and 1,000 inhabitants in the The plague is raging in India, and is 
officiating clergyman, not one of the government of Tiflis, Russia, also prevalent in China and Japan to 
principals, in the ceremony. January 1. an unusual extent. 

Dr. Dowie's new bodyguard, the Iowa teachers ask for a compulsory Washington dispatches to the Chi· 
Volunteers of Zion, three hundred education law and more normal cago Tribune, dated January 5 and 6, 
strong, were announced to parade in schools. summarize the work of the committee 
Chicago on Sunday, December 31. Russian engineers are surveying on the B. H. Roberts' case. Ex-Sec
This bodyguard is announced to also railway lines in Persia. retary of the Treasury John G. Car
have charge of the proposed new city Thousands of cattle and sheep were lisle appeared as counsel for the 
of Zion, land for which, 6.000 acres, lost in the Volga steppes during Social Service League and submitted 
bas been purchased, near Waukegan, recent snowstorms. a brief which treated of the naturali
Wisconsin. Civil war in New Guinea; war re- zation of Roberts, concluding with the 

Pope Leo, it is asserted, bas ex- sumed in Colombia; severe gales with final statement: "The question there
pressed the wish that Cardinal loss of life and property in Great fore is whether the committee will de-
Girolamo Maria Gotti succeed him. Britain. cide on the question of final right that 

King Humbert, Italy, has granted At the late "Christian conference" an undoubted polygamistwbojustifies 
amnesty to all military and political the Rev. F. G. Strickland denounced the doctrine and practice of polygamy 
offenders. the church as a tyrannical machine shall be allowed to hold a seat in the 

Russia is reported to be sending controlled by capital. House of Representatives." Mr. Rob-
large bodies of troops to Central Asia Dr. E. G. Hirsch, at Sinai Temple, erts followed with a five hours' ad
and to her remote eastern garrisons Chicago, said the interregnum of rna- dress. Among other items the. 
since the completion of the Trans- terialism will end speedily and liberal- following is reported: "He said Con~ 
Siberian Railway. ism triumph. gress certainly had SO!Ile knowledge 

Over 16,000 Finns have emigrated Governor McLaurin, of Tennessee, of human nature, and was composed 
to America in the last five years,. has addressed a message to the State of reasonable men, and they could not 
Joseph's land proving an inviting Legislature, recommending adoption expect the people of Utah to abandon 
home in the face of Russia's oppres- of a law to prohibit the teachings of a practice which had been in effect for 
sive rule. the Mormon Oburch in the State. He fifty years." There is scarcely :room 

The Tribuna, Rome, urges that bases his action on covert teaching o~ for a doJ,l.b.t that RobertA. wm UOt be. 
CliJlibacy be ;removed from thE.? Roma,!J, polyl?a1-p,y by Utah elders, who, ·seated. · · · · " " 
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Oriuinal JlrHclss. 
THE TEN TRIBES. 

And the King of Assyria did carry away 
Israel unto Assyria, and put them in Halah 
and Habor by the river of Gozan, and. in the 
cities of the Medes.-2 Kings 18: 11. 

There have been many speculations 
as to the location of the "lost sheep 
of the house of Israel." England, 
Russia, and Scandinavia have all 
shared in the honors of being their 
home; but as yet no satisfactory evi
dence has been produced showing 
that the lost tribes ever inhabited 
either of those countries. 

It is evident that they were led away 
to the north of Palestine; but how 
far north we are not informed. Some 
have supposed they must have been 
carried beyond the ice fields that shut 
us out from the north pole, and some 
have entertained a hope that our 
arctic explorers would discover the 
long lost tribes of Israel, but so far 
their hopes have not been realized. 

Jeremiah says:-
Go and proclaim these words toward the 

north, and say, Return, thou backsliding 
Israel, saith the Lord; and I will not cause 
mine anger to fall upon you.-3: 12. 

It is also declared, that when the 
Lord shall deliver them from their 
banishment or isolation, and bring 
them back to their fatherland, that 
their deliverance would be attended 
with such power that they would lose 
sight of the miracles· performed at 
the time of their deliverance from 
Egypt; and in.stead of their saying:-

The Lord liveth, which brought up the 
children of Israel out of the land of Egypt; 
but, The Lord liveth, which brought up and 
which led the seed of the house of Israel out 
of·the north country.-Jer. 23: 7, 8. 

It seems from the brief accounts 
that are given by the inspired writers, 
that if Israel is ever found, there will 
be but a remnant of them, and that 
they will be in a sad and benighted 
condition. Isaiah speaks of them as 
a remnant (11: 11); and 2 Nephi says 
of them: "They are in a lost and 
fallen condition." 

There is one thing I have noticed in 
the historians that have been trying 
to locate the lost tribes, and that is 
they have never sought for them in 
the country where they were placed 
by the Assyrian king when led cap
tive from Samaria. Assyria is north 
or northeast of Palestine, just where 
Shalmaneser located them; and here 
we find a people bearing strong evi
dence of being of Hebrew origin. 
They are called Nestorians; but they 
must not be confounded with the fol
lowers of Nestorius, Bishop of Con
stantinople, who was excommunicated 
for heresy A. D. 431; for these people 
hate the name of "N estorian," as it 
was given them in derision by other 
Christians, 1:1Jnd that because they, 
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like the followers of Nestorius, op- also clearly Semitic and render any 
posed the introduction of pictures and doubt upon the subject impossible." 
images in the church, which then was Those people claim to be Christians, 
becoming quite common. but they have corrupted the doctrines 

These Nestorians call themselves, of Christ and mixed them with Juda
Beni-Israel, or children of Israel, and ism, until they are neither Jew nor 
claim that they were brought there Christian in religion. They are in
from Palestine some centuries before deed as represented by Nephi, in a 
the Christian era; and if this tradition. "lost and fallen condition." 
is true, that fixes their origin; for no Doctor Grant found them strict in 
other people was ever brought into the observance of the Sabbath, and 
the Midian cities excepting Israelites. says that not long before his visit 

The Nestorians do not speak of among tbe mountain or independent 
their being Israelites with pride, but Nestorians, they had put people to 
rather with shame, on account of the death for desecrating the Sabbath. 
infidelity of their ancestors. They They claim that they abandoned cir
claim to have been converted to cumcisi.on many years ago; and re
Christianity early in the Christian ceived baptism instead. 
era. The Jews hate the Nestorians, The mountain Nestorians have lived 
calling them apostates; but acknowl- in their mountain fastnesses from 
edge that they are descendants of time immemorial; and until quite re
Jacob. So we have the testimony of cently, the way to their country was 
both Jews and Nestorians, which inaccessible, and when Dr. Grant 
makes a pretty clear case. wanted a guide to conduct him there, 

That these people had an early op- the Mohammedan psha of Mosul said, 
portunity of becoming converts to "To the borders of their territory and 
Christianity is provided for in the no farther will I be responsible, for 
fact that the apostles Matthew, these mountain infidels acknowledge 
Thomas, and Bartholomew, all no psha or king, for from time im
preached in that country, and the memorial, every man has been his 
names of those apostles and the own king." They are as much an 
names of the old patriarchs constitute independent people to-day as they 
half the names of those people to-day. were a thousand years ago; and one 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Solomon, writer says that for fifteen hundred 
are very common. years no conqueror has ever pene-

trated their stronghold. 
History also supports the theory of When Dr. Grant visited them he 

these people being Israelites. Jose- was met with suspicion, and had it 
phus speaks of the lost tribes being not been that the fame of his medical 
in Assyria in his day; and we have , skill had p!'eceded him, would not 
well authenticated history of their have been permitted to enter their 
beingthereaslateasthefifthcenturyof country. He says, after taking in 
the Christian era; and they certainly the situation and viewing the homes 
could not have migrated from there and customs of the country: "Here 
since, without it being noticed by the was the homes of a hundred thousand 
historians of the nations that sur- Christians, around whom the arm of 
round them. Omnipotence bad reared the adj:l.man-

Doctor Ashael Grant, who was for tine ramparts, whose lofty snow
many years a missionary among the capped summits seem to blend with 
Nestorians, informs us that their lan- the skies in the distant horizon; here 
guage is the same as that of the Jews; in their munition of rocks has God 
and their old manuscripts of the Bible, preserved, as for some great end in 
like those of the Jews, is written in the economy of his grace; a chosen 
ancient Syriac. They observe the remnant of his ancient church, secure 
making of peace offerings, just as an- from the beast and the false prophet; 
cient Israel did; the form being the safe f!'om the flames of persecution 
same; the animal must be without and the clangor of war;" and then 
spot or blemish, is to be slain at the adds: "Their customs, manner, Ian
door of the sanctuary, and the breast guage, and dress, are as they were 
and right shoulder to be given to the two thousand years ago, strictly Jew-
priest that performs the rite. ish." 

Dr. Gra:pt also says they make While the Nestorians of the low 
vows, and often consecrate a son to country are subject to temporal 
the service of the Lord; and they rulers, in spiritual matters they are 
sometimes take vows of celibacy. only subject to the patriarch. The 

They are called Nazarenes by the mountain Nestorians accept the patri
Jews, and some of them take the vow arch as being absolute in both spir
of a Nazarite. itual and temporal things; but in their 

In the "helps" to the Oxford Bible, temporal affairs he is only appealed 
speaking of the Assyrians, it says: to on extraordinary occasions. 
''The Semitic character of their Ian- As this article is becoming more 
guage is unmistakable, and is allowed I lengthy than was intended in the be
on all hands. Their physiognomy ginning, I will simply call the mind 
and physical type and manners are of the reader back to second Kings, 
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add a few comments, and dismiss the aided by the Holy Spirit to such a degree than doubled. One man said there was a 
subject. that the truth was riveted on the minds of schoolhouse two and one half miles north 

"And the king of Assyria did carry 
away Israel into Assyria, and put 
them in Halah and in Habor by the 
river Gozan, and in the cities of the 
Medes." The preposition "by" is 
italicised in~King James' Version, and 
is what is called a supplied word; and 
Rev. J. E. Godby says it is not in the 
original text.l Leaving out "by," and 
it would read, "In Habor the river of 
Gozan." Now "Halah" means moun
tain regions, and these mountains in 
Assyria is just where Shalmaneser 
placed the tribes-in the cities of the 
Medes, for these Nestorians occupy 
'the very part of ancient Assyria that 
was called Media; and there is a river 
in the Nestorian country called Habor 
to this day; and Genesius tells us that 
Gozan and Zozon are the same, and 
means pasture ground. Then we find 
that Habor, the river of Gozan, is the 
river of pasture ground, and the Nes
torians call their pasture ground 
Gozan. 

I :a conclusion, if any young elder 
has an ambition to preach the restored 
gospel to outcast Israel, he need not 
provide himself with artie clothing, 
nor join an exploring expedition, but 
go to Assyria, climb the mountains, 
and tell them the ensign has been 
raised, and the message of the Lord 
to them is, "Return, 0 thou backslid
ing daughters of Zion. The way is 
being prepared; the highway is being 
thrown up; the sterility of the land 
is being blessed with refreshing show
ers; and again are vines planted on 
Samaria's hills. Then arise from 
your lost and fallen condition, and 
Christ will give you light." 

J. C. CLAPP. 

hatter Departmsnt 
WAYNE, W.Va., Dec. 23. 

Editors Herald:-Thanksgiving Day was 
observed by our little branch in a way that its 
influence for good will not soon be lost sight 
of by many who were in attendance at our 
meetings on that day. Bro. G. H. Godbey 
came to our place in October, and after a 
series of meetings held at the saints' chapel 
and in the regions round about, had quite 
a tilt with a Christian or Campbellite 
preacher to the encouragement of the saints 
and the enlightenment of aU who heard it. 

A few days before Thanksgiving it was 
proposed that the saints give a free dinner on 
that day, which was readily acceded to and 
carried out to perfection. And 0 such a crowd 
as we did have, with the best of order and at
tention! Professor LeeS. Dick, one of Wayne 
County's leading public school-teauhers, 
made the opening address on the origin and 
objects of Thanksgiving Day, which was re
ceived with the greatest attention by all who 
heard it. Following this, Bro. Godbey 
preached one of his masterly sermons, being 

many that never heard this gospel before. 
Time can never erase it therefrom. 

Following the morning exercises came din
ner; and to say that all did justice thereto 
was putting it mildly. But still after the 
multitude was fed there was taken up several 
baskets full. Bro. Godbey again discoursed 
in the evening on the resurrection and the 
final home of man, which was new to many 
who heard it, and brought forth many ex
pressions of approval. Prlor to and succeed
ing this meeting, Bro. Godbey baptized six 
while here. One of that number was an 
evangelist in the Christian Church by the 
name of Lloyd, who was nearing the four
score mark in years, and a leading man in 
the church, and was also one of the ypper 
ten in society. Taking all in ali this has 
been one of the best series of meetings ever 
held in this county. A great deal of preju
dice has been removed, and many friends 
made to the cause. To God be ascribed all 
the praise, honor, and glory. Amen. 

Your brother in the one faith, 
W. R. ODELL. 

KIBBIE, Ill., Dec. 13. 
Edito1·s Herald:-About a month ago I went 

to Arkansas to see after a section of land my 
father bought prior to his death; and while 
there I was not idle. At Weiner I conducted 
two funeral services, one for Bro. John Rob
erts' wife; the people were well pleased, and 
the best of attention prevailed. The other 
service was at the silent city of the dead, the 
German cemetery, near Weiner. A woman 
had died very suddenly, a good woman, but 
her husband was a drunkard. He requested 
me to talk awhile. He said he was going to 
live a sober life the remainder of his days. I 
set forth the beautiful idea that was prom
ised, that we would be rewarded for our 
works, and I asked the people to help him to 
reform. The scriptures say that no drunk
ard can enter the kingdom of heaven, but if he 

from there, and they wanted me there a 
week or two. They also wanted me to stay 
longer at Morton, but I could not. There 
are many saloons there, and I advised the 
people to vote them down. 

The people promised that if a Latter Day 
Saint elder ever came there they would feed 
and keep him, and they would now. If there 
is an elder near there he will receive a warm 
reception at John Boyd's, and at several 
other places near Morton. I hope the pre
siding officer in that district will excuse me 
for intruding on his territory, but the good 
seed has been sown, and now will some one 
go there and cultivat.e, and rel\p in time of 
harvest? Returning home, I give God the 
glory, leaving the result with him. 

J. T. CURTIS, Teacher. 

CHICAGO, Ill., Dec. 19. 
Editors c HeTald: - Missionaries passing 

through Chicago are cordially invited to call 
and preach for us. All saints coming to this 
city are welcome, and we will be glad to see 
them. Here are a few colored saints trying 
to live their religion, and serve God the best 
way they can. Our desires are to our heav
enly Father to see more come into the fold. 
I am in a struggle in order to advertise our 
missionary work, and get our business more 
extensively before the people, as well as in a 
desirable manner. I have decided to hold a 
protracted meeting until April 1, at the 
saints' meeting hall, to commence Sunday 
evening, January 7, at No. 1802 Armour Ave
nue. Elder G. H. Graves, the pastor, with 
able assistants, will be in charge. Song 
service at 7:30, preaching at eight. We ex
tend to the world and to all preachers a free 
pulpit and an open Bible. All come, and 
take part with us, and we will do our best to 
make you happy. 

In gospel bonds, 
G. H. GRAVES. 

would reform he could meet his darling wife PAGE, Cass Co., N.D. 
in that beautiful city above. In the evening, Editors Herald:-After about a month's !a-
at the schoolhouse, I talked on the gospel of bor in the neighborhood of Hecla, I had the 
the kingdom, and confirmed it by using Gala- pleasure of baptizing Bro. Len Moore. I was 
tians 1: 8, 9, showing that this is the only called by letter from Bro. James Langton to 
gospel that will save people in the celestial hasten to the defense of the work at Park 
world. I held the people spellbound for one River. After consulting Bro. Caffall it was 
hour and a half, setting forth this beautiful decided that I should respond, especially as 
faith of the Latter Day Saints. They were one of the opposing faction, a Presbyterian, 
well pleased, and wanted me to stay and felt so confident of victory that he volunteered 
preach for them a week or two. Two school- to pay expenses of hall, fuel, and lighting, 
houses were opened for me, but I could not amounting to five dollars per night. A con
stay longer. clave of ministers, all evidently desirous that 

I went from there to Morton to see some the Mormon impostor, as they termed me, 
friends and relatives, and to finish up my busi- should be downed, only ended in each one de
ness for my father's estate. A schoolhouse was clining the honor, and suggesting that the 
opened at once. About a year ago two Utah other brother was more competent. After 
preachers had held meetings there, and I was six weeks of tedious waiting, nothing tangi
anxious to tell the people th&t we were in no ble has developed. 
way connected with them. I held meetings Accompanied by Bro. Langton, we turned 
there three nights. The first night I could to the more agreeable labor of preaching the 
not get the people to sing; there were about restored gospel. We held a week's meetings 
fifty present. The next night they came pre- in Cleveland township, with meager attend
pared to sing; and the third night they had I ance. While there, was called upon to u.:tite 
gathered early and were singing. This was Bro. E. R. Davis and Sr. Marguerite Kins
encouraging to me. The crowd had more father in the most solemn of earth's com-
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pacts. 'l'hey start out on the matrimonial 
sea with the best wishes of a host of friends: 

We started in here by the invitation of Bro. 
James Henderson. It is a thinly settled 
country, and it is hard to interest the people; 
some do not attend meetings for months in 
succession. I visit as best I can from house 
to house, talking and distributing tracts. 

The branch at Clifford prospers fairly well; 
the majority are striving to do their duty. 
Owing to the extremely low price of wheat, 
some are not able to pay as much tithing as 
they could wish, but nearly all have remem
bered the Lord's treasury to some extent. 
We hope to enter a few more names before 
we send our annual report to Bro. Kelley. 
Praying the blessing of our heavenly B'ather 
upon all departments of his work, I am your 
colaborer in the gospel, 

WM. SPARLING. 

VINTON, Ohio, Dec. 18. 
Editors Herald:-! write to let those know 

who care to know, that we are still battling 
for the right, and we hope to be of that num
ber that shall come off conquerer in the end. 

I have not been able to do as much mis
sionary work in the last few months as I 
desired, but hope to do more from now till 
conference. Our help is very scarce in this 
district. Bro. Moler is doing what he can, 
but it looks like lonely work for one in so 
large a territory with so little help as I can 
give. 

I left home a week ago; have been preach
ing at Pine and Limerick. Will go to 
Weldon to-day for a couple of days. Spent 
one day there last week on elders' court. 
We pray the saints may see the necessity of 
doing the right so there would be no need of 
elders' courts. 

I am glad in the Lord that the good work 
is moving along and hope we may be able to 
help more in the future t.han in the past. 

Yours in faith, 
S. J. JEFFERS. 

MANCHESTER, Texas, Jan.]. 
Editors Her.ald:-I am alone down here, so 

far as elders are concerned, battling away for 
the truth. We have now folded away 
another year, another mile post passed on 
life's road; and when I look back over the 
year I wonder if I have done all I could to 
spread the gospel. Thimk God, I feel that I 
have. But the happiest thing of all is that 
God has greatly blessed me with his Spirit 
and bas answe~ed my prayers, and he has 
blessed me with visions, and the curtains of 
time have been raised, and I have seen won
derful things to come; and when I read Reve
lation 1: 10 and learn that the brother on the 
lonely Isle of Patmos could say he was in the 
Spirit on the Lord's Day and that Spirit 
showed him things to come, I thank the 
Lord the same Spirit is with the saints in the 
last days. 

And let me say, dear saints, that the Spirit 
is pleading with us to come up higher; and, 
thank God, many of the saints are striving to 
do so. 

Some of the saints in this country have 
been blessed with beautiful visions, and the 
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saints in general are striving to live nearer to 
God, and they seem to have great desires to 
pay their tithing and try to help spread the 
gospel. 0 saints, the great day is close, and 
if we want to see Zion built up, let us pay our 
tithing and put our shoulders to the gospel 
wheels and roll the gospel on t.o the ends of 
the earth. 

Prospects for the work in Northeastern 
Texas are bright, but laborers are greatly 
needed; so let us pray that God will send 
other laborera into the field. I attended our 
district conference at Cove, Arkansas, on the 
11th of November last, and what I enjoyed at 
that conference has a place within my heart 
that time will never fade away. The lone 
hills of Polk County, Arkansas, were made 
to tremble under the power of God's Holy 
Spirit. 

I am at home during the holidays with roy 
sick wife, but by the power of God's Spirit 
she i:s recovering, and I will start in a few 
days to tell the people of the bea.utiful gos
pel. So let us pray for a great ing-athering 
into the church this year. I ask t.he prayers 
of all the saints that I may hold out faithful. 

Your brother, 
E. A. ERWIN. 

BEDISON, Mo., Dec. 23. 
Editors Herald:-About six years since, 

Elder Henry Kemp led me down into the 
waters of baptism, and there satisfied a long 
felt desire of my soul. I was born of praying 
parents, who taught me to read and love the 
Bible. At thirteen I joined the Methodist 
Church, and then came the question of water 
baptism. I talked to the preacher, to the 
other members of the church, and they told 
me that it did not make much difference 
about that, and they mentioned so many good 
men who were in favor of sprinkling for bap
tism, that I chose that form-and "if it made 
no difference," it was the easier way, and 
like the child that I was, I was sprinkled. 

Both before and after this event I had read 
of Christ's baptism, of John and Philip, and 
all the rest. So I began to think on the sub
ject for myself, and many a time have I 
paesed by the water and just longed in my 
very soul for some one to come and lead me 
"down into the water" as Philip led the 
eunuch, and set at rest the trouble in my 
soul. When I would go to church I would be 
ashamed of such thoughts, and would not 
want anyone to know what was troubling me. 
But as soon as I would go to God in silent, 
secret prayer (for I had read, "If any man 
lack wisdom let him ask of God"), that same 
desire would come back to me with almost 
irresistible power. 

While in this condition I was incidentally 
thrown in company with the Latter Day 
Saints, and for tlie first time in my life, heard 
the gospel of Jesus Christ. I didn't take 
time to hunt for the grammatical errors in 
the Book of Mormon, nor did I read all of the 
revelations of Joseph Smith, neither did I 
study the life of that man, to know whether 
he was good or bad, but I saw in the 
"epitome" more pure gospel than all that I 
had heard during my life. So I did not try 
to find any excuse, but began at once to do the 
things that were made known to me. And as 
I stood on the banks of the river, the thought 

came to me as plainly as if spoken, "This is 
the day and time for which you have prayed 
so long," and I was anxious to get into the 
water. 

And now I know that the servants of God 
have authority on earth to administer in the 
ordinances of the gospel. I have seen many 
cases of healing by the power of God, but 
nothing appeals so strongly to roy soul as the 
organization of the church. The saints "'in 
Nodaway district are trying to do what they 
can to push the work, though there are some 
who are letting their lamps burn low. 

Bro. J. Arthur Davis was called here on 
the 17th, to preach the funeral of our old 
friend and neighbor, Inis Rasmusen, who 
was a native of Denmark. After the funeral, 
Bro. Davis stayed and preached four nights 
to fatr and attentive crowds. At the close 
we heard some, not of our faith, say that he 
was the best preacher of any that had been 
here; and one fellow (to the surprise of us all) 
came up and dropped into Bro. Davis' hand 
something of a substantial nature. 

While we sat and heard the words of life 
and glory offered to the people in the fair, 
candid, but vigorous way, this thought came 
to our mind forcibly, 

HGod is marshaling hif! army, 
For the rescue of his truth," 

and we felt more than ever the blessing that 
comes through "study to show thyself ap
proved." Bro. Davis has full houses wher
ever he bas been, and we can hear him well 
spoken of wherever he has gone by saints and 
others. 

May the kind Father assist all in this dis
trict who hold the priesthood to go to work 
at once and try to help roll on this work 
triumphantly. 

Your brother in Chriet, 
E. S. FANNON. 

NEWHOPE, Va., Dec. 28. 
Editors Herald:-Since writing you on the 

6th inst. I have held a few meetings in 
Powhatan County, in the neighborhood 
where Sr. Corson formerly resided. I found 
prejudice very high, and since leaving there 
I hear that a Presbyterian preacher was get 
ting up a mob to run me out of the neighbor
hood. Well, I feel to say to such poor souls 
as Jesus did to the woman of Samaria, "Ye 
worship ye know not what; we know what 
we worship." "Forgive them, for they know 
not what they do." I baptized two before 
leaving there, an excellent young man, Bro. 
Willie Topham and his sister, Ocean, with 
whom I had a pleasant home. They have an 
affiicted sister whom I anointed, and for 
whom I ask the united prayers of those who 
may read this, that she may be fully restored 
in mind and body. Also, that her brother 
and sister, who are separated twenty-five 
miles from any other saint, may be able to 
meet all opposition and bear the message to 
others who will receive it. 

This mission cannot be neglected. I re
turned to Richmond and procured a hall, and 
began services in the suburb called Fulton, 
where Sr. Corson now lives. The enemy had 
got his work in pretty well, telling the peo
ple we were just the same as the Brigham
ites; that we believed in "Joe Smith and the 
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Book of Mormons," and this coupled with the 
editorials in the Richmond dailies about 
Mormonism in the Roberts case, and no dis
tinction being made, but that every man 
and womao should do all in theit· power to 
put down Mormonism. This and the preach
ers from the pulpit caused the people to stay 
away, and we bad but a small hearing. 

I baptized Sr. Corson on Sunday after ad
vertising it, and several were present who 
did not attend the meetings. I have added 
four in all to th,e fellowship of the saints 
since coming here in the mission November 
last, and trust that God has added them to 
the church. 

I see by an article from Charleston that a 
delegation has been sent from Ha:npton 
County to the State Legislature asking for 
"a law to extirpate the elders of the Morm.on 
Church from Ridgeland, where they have 
established quite a following." The stir in 
the Roberts case has caused this action, no 
doubt. The press of the country owe their 
readers an article showing the difference be
tween the orthodox and the heterodox Mor
mons, if they will persist in calling us 
Mormons, as it is indexed in "What the 
world believes." It is plain 'to the mind of 
anyone who will try to find the facts, that 
Utahism is not Mormonism. 

I will go next Wednesday about five miles 
from here, to try to open up the work in 
another new place. Arrangements are al
ready made to commence services at that 
time. J. L. GOODRICH. 

S'!.'EWARTSVILLE, Mo., Dec. 9. 
Editm·s Herald:-After reading the Herald 

I feel like writing a few lines as a testimony 
to the truth. I was led when very young to 
believe in what the people called the word of 
God, and I believed the word as I read it. 
There were a great many things I did not 
understand, but that does not bother me, as 
I understand more than I can practice or do 
in my weakness; and me not being learned 
has kept me from doing my duty, and I had 
to suffer for it for many years. I have been 
very badly afflicted, and feel it is because I 
have not believed the word of God, but God 
has always spared me. I have not been so I 
could hear the g·ospel for many years; but 
there are none so deaf as them that can hear 
and will not. 

When I was ordained a prtest I was told to 
go and labor in the branch; and I went and 
was blessed. And as no one else went, and I 
was young in the work, I suffered that winter. 
I was taken with a pain in my head that left 
me deaf. And when I go to church I cannot 
tell when the meeting is announced without 
I ask some one. Well, if we want God to 
bless us, we must obey his law. 

I want to do all I can to advance the work. 
If we think we can do what we want to, and 
not obey the law, we will not be able to be 
gathered when the Savior comes. I exhort 
all to do their duties. Pray in your family 
and in secret. Teach your children to obey 
the law. Love one another and the Lord 
your God with all your might, mind, and 
strength, and your neighbor as yourself. 
Seek to build up the Church of Christ, and 

all things necessary will be added. All who 
do these things need not fear the windstorms. 
If they fall in battle for the truth they will 
rise again to shine in the Father's kingdom. 

Now this year is nearly gone, let each one 
try next year to improve their faith. Take 
the Herald,· don't miss those good things, 
and pay your tithing, and ask God to bless it, 
and see how you will prosper. If everyone 
would pay one dollar that don't pay any, the 
church would pay for the college and send 
the gospel abroad. In conclusion, I will say, 
that as it i~ my duty to as_sist the elders, if I 
can help I will do all I can. 

Your brother in Christ, 
F. T. DABIE. 

ST. MARY'S, Ont., Dec. 28. 
Editors Herald:-Reports from the different 

brethren, scattered as they are, show that 
we. have had a splendid year, and all feel 
encouraged, hoping the incoming year will 
add much to the strength and development 
of the saints. It appears to me that the time 
has come for a complete consecration of all 
that we have, or will be, in order to be in 
touch' with God and the work yet to be done 
in the gathering of the saints and the build
ing up of Zion. These are questions the 
church must soon take up, hence the neces
sity of being prepared for their solution. 

From June on till end of November I la
bored in the Bruce peninsula, for the most 
part of the time breaking up new ground. 
On the whole I find that country a good field 
to work;. the people are not as creed bound as 
further south, and so with but few exceptions 
the work finds its way in. Many calls are 
made for preaching, but they cannot be very 
well filled till the winter ends. In three 
different places-Port Elgin, Colpoys Bay, 
and Stokes Bay-a little baud of saints meet 
tog~ther regularly for worship and ere long 
I trust, God willing, to see them organized 
into branches. 

The beginning of December found me in 
Woodstock. I went there to hear and in
quire into the work of Chrismas, a divine 
healer, so-called. 'Twas but a few days till I 
had mailed the necessary information, and 
Bro. R. C. Evans appeared ready for action. 
Chrismas was laying claim to preaching the 
gospel in its fullness, but did little else than 
preach the idea of healing, and many pro
fessed to have been healed of various trou
bles. He was playing the part of Simon 
Magus, the sorcerer, giving out that he was 
some great one, and unto whom the people 
gave he.ed, supposing him to be the great 
power of God. The preachers opposed the 
healer, and denounced him as a fraud. This 
led Chrismas to challenge any minister to 
meet him on the plat!form, and oppose him 
honorably; and by their refusal he gained 
sympathy, and now has a little following 
that look upon him as their Jesus. Mr. 
Chrismas felt he had gained the day when 
his challenge was not taken up, and re
peatedly charg-ed the preachers and churches 
of being in apostasy; but his boasting was 
due to their cowardice, and not because of 
his bravery. 

At first Chrismas and the people took 

right up with Elder Evans. 'l'he healer had 
him speaking at every meeting, until he saw 
a wedge coming in between him and the 
honest inquirer, then friendly relations 
ceased and hostilities commenced. The 
healer feared his overthrow, and was forced 
to retract his words, and seek shelter by an 
appeal to prejudice. Elder Evans had proved 
quite an attraction, making Chrismas feel 
somewhat uneasy, especially when following 
Chrismas in a speech he took occasion to 
talk along the opposite as true. This was 
Sunday evening and in the opera house, and 
by this time it was discernible that the 
healer was done with the Elder; but Chris
mas afterwards found the Elder was not done 
with him. 

On the following two nights a little ruftl.e 
was caused by our presence· in their meet
ings, and their making an unkind attack 
upon us; but on the following Sunday we en
gaged the opera house and extensively ad
vertised two lectures, exposing the method 
and deceptive work of Chrismas. Before 
this through the papers, Elder Evans chal
lenged the healer to discussion; but he 
begged to be excused. He backed down and 
showed himself afraid of defending his much
boasted position. His cowardly evasion was 
in everybody's mouth, and when Sunday 
came, the people crowded the house; eight 
hundred in the afternoon, over one thousand 
at night. Expenses nearly $25, but we 
cleared that by collections. We could not 
continue to present our claims in full, but it 
may be more favorable at a later date. 

Four were baptized-two of whom were 
sympathizers of the healer, so even at that 
our work was not a failure. Many friends 
were made, but we hope the blessed seed 
sown will grow until the people get to see 
it is worthy of bringing to maturity. 

Yours in t~uth, 
FREDERICK GREGORY. 

ECHO, I. T., Dec. 5. 
Editors Herald:-There is a small band of 

saints here; we have never had the privilege 
of being organized into a branch. There is 
a branch organization at Fairland, ten miles 
north of here. We will put our membership 
in there if there is not one organized here 
soon. I would like to see an organization 
effected here that we might meet often and 
enjoy the blessings promised the saints if 
faithful. We all attended the reunion at 
Berry's Ferry, in September, and all felt 
well paid for going. I had thA pleasure of 
seeing my little sister Lola obey the sacred 
law of baptism, the youngest of my mother's 
family·; also my little nephew. Our family 
are all in the church now that are old 
enough. This alone I think is enough to be 
thankful for. If we older ones will only do 
our duty and set a good example before them, 
that they may so live that they may never 
regret the step taken in their youth. I think 
parents somethnes make a mistake. I have 
often heard older people say, "I don't be
lieve in persuading the young to be baptized." 
I do not think we do any harm if we per
suade in the right way. 

We have had considerable preaching here 
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of late, and prejudice has almost died out. 
Five years ago it was a rare thing for any of 
our elders to preach here without being mo
lested in some way, and sometimes in a very 
rough way. Bro. Simmons has stood faith
fully by us, and now be can rejoice with us 
to know that our preachers are received by 
outsiders more kindly than any other. Ern. 
Smart and Haden came in July and held a 
good meeting for us. Bro. Simmons came in 
October and preached ten sermons and pre
sided over two prayer meetings. We felt 
greatly blessed and strengthened, in what 
the Lord did for for us through his adminis
tration. 

Bro. I. P. Baggerly was here in Novem
ber and gave us several good sermons. Bro. 
J. D. Erwin came the 3d inst. and left to-day, 
preached for us last night. We had be.en 
figuring on him staying and preaching for us 
awhile. He intended doing so, b1:1t was called 
away. Who wiil be the next? My greatest 
desire is to see the gospel spread, and to see 
it take effect among my people, the Laman
ites. I fully believe that the days of perse
cution are over with us and that the very 
name Latter Day Saint is an honor to anyone. 
I am truly glad that the kind Father saw fit to 
give me understanding, and cause me to obey 
his perfect law. My earnest prayer is that 
I may be faithful and found worthy a crown 
that awaits the righteous. 

I am your sister in Christ, 
ELIZA DODSON. 

PROVIDENCE, R.I., Dec. 7. 
Editors Herald:-In reading the Saints' 

Herald last night I observed an article 
therein which at once drew my interest and 
attention, and would like to say that I am 
glad that I am in the gospel and this latter
day work. My case b similar to St. Paul's. 
He once opposed the church of Jesus Christ; 
so did I. He was converted by the Son of 
God; so was I, but only in this way, by obey
ing the ordinances and accepting his gospel 
and living according to the commandments 
found in this gospel and the Book of Doctrine 
and Covenants. 

To give all the reasons why I love the 
saints and the Church of Jesus Christ is im
possible. Love is not a given quantity; it 
cannot be measured off till none is left. Ask 
the patriot why he loves his country; the 
student why he loves to study the gospel in 
these latter days; or why Archimedes loved 
mathematics; or why Shakespeare loved the 
play. They could n6ver give all their 
reasons, nor can I. If I giv& twenty I shall 
have forty left; if forty, I shall have four 
score left. I am to-day confessor. We have 
few confessors now; all are professors. This 
is easier. Once Christians were confessors. 
Then a man confessed his Savior at the risk 
of his life. Thank G0d, those days are past: 
and charity, like a heavenly dove, alights on 
our banners. Once bigotry reigned supreme 
in the world and the so-called sects and 
churches. Bigotry was monster-born, with 
the head of a man but the heart of a fiend. 
His reign was cruel. Bigotry is the husband 
of superstition. For a house to live in, they 
built the Inquisition. Their firstborn son 
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was Sectarianism. They were war-med by 
martyr-fires, and solaced by the music of ex
piring groans. 

The prosperity of the 'family resulted in 
the ''dark ages." The Reformation routed 
the family by pulling down their house. 
But they wander now in disguise, of ten in 
priestly garb, tempting the church of Jesus 
Christ back to persecution. It is our duty to 
exterminate them, root and branch; and the 
Christ-like love manifested through his true 
saints, will do it. Bigotry, superstition, and 
sectarianism can no more endure the heavenly 
atmosphere of love and charity of God's true 
saints than the prince of darkness can the 
light of God's glory; which is the glory of 
God's true saints. Superstition, though de
formed, leprous, and filthy, has this pro
pensity; she loves religion. 

''And heaven hath not a shrine so pure, 
So holy, but this serpent, sin, 

In bours we deem the most secure, 
Beneath its altars will glide in." 

I am glad the Church of Jesus Christ is 
not hemmed in by any human creed, bounded 
by any party lines, or limited to any human 
sect; but as faith was before creeds and truth 
before formulas, so the church was before 
sects and human creeds, it may be again.· 

The word "church" signifies not merely 
ekklesia, called out; but "kirk" or lcu1·iakos, 
the Lord's; that is, the Lord's reople. I am 
glad to find the truth as taught by Christ 
and not men. I was brought into this gospel 
through the presentation of it to me one year 
ago by Elder William Bradbury, of this city. 

I graduated from Moody's school, Mt. Her
mon, 1881. Entered the-- Christhtn Bib
lical School, Stand ford ville, N. Y. Studied 
the Bible two years; was ordained a minister 
of the so-called Christian Church. But have 
found out that I was not ordained by the 
right authority. Have been in mission work 
in Boston. Was stabbed several times. Left 
the church because they did not, neither do 
they at this day, preafJh the gospel. I am at 
present out of work and somewhat financially 
embarrassed; but trust Him who is able to do 
all thwgs. Truly yours in the gospel, 

WM. J. HOLDEN. 

AUBURN, Iowa, Jan. 3. 
Editors Herald:-The new year came in 

with a clear sky and a sunny face, looking 
cheerful and happy. May its loveliness fore
shadow a prosperous and happy year for the 
church and a grand spiritual development 
for each and every member of the Church of 
Jesus Christ. 

As my mind runs back over the past year I 
am conscious of. having made a reasonable 
effort to discharg_e the duties devolving upon 
a missionary of the church; and, though I 
have not accomplished as much as could have 
been desired, it is hoped the labor performed 
will be approved of God and accepted by his 
church. 

I have been kindly received and cared for 
at all times, by both saints and friends. Ex
perience has taught the writer that the ener
getic, persevering, and careful missionary is 
always welcomed by the saints and receives 
of the best their homes afford; and, as a rule, 
those not of the church treat us kindly. The 

heavenly Father still provides for the serv· 
ants of Christ. To him be honor and praise. 

The few ministers we have in the Galland's 
Grove district are doing well, all things con• 
sidered. Our Bishop's agent and missionary, 
Elder C. J. Hunt, is always busy, and his 
work is appreciated by both saints and 
friends. Elder J. M. Baker and wife have 
been doing some good work at Mallard and 
Ayrshire, and they expect to visit and do 
some work at Coalville and other points if all 
goes well. Bro. Baker is preaching and 
working in the interests of the Sunday school 
and Religio, and Sr. Baker is rendering 
needea assistance in Sunday school work, 
especially in the musical department. May 
their labors do much good and enliven and 
encourage all who need help where they may 
labor. 

Bro. U. Joseph Carlson has been doing 
some acceptable work, and Bro. W. D. 
Bullard has not forgotten the work assigned 
him. His efforts are appreciated by those 
among whom he labors. Branch officers 
have not forgotten that it is their duty to 
nourish and feed "the Church of God which 
he has purchased with his own blood." That 
is right, brethren, look sharply to the needs 
of the flock; let none be overlooked or neg
lected. If any are falling, help them up, and 
steady _them until they are able to walk 
alone; if any are lost and wandering in the 
wilderness, let them be sought and found and 
carried back to the fold in the strong and 
loving arms of the Shepherd; and when res
cued, let all the church rejoice, as do the 
angels in heaven. 

With the opening of the new year it might 
be beneficial if each and all the branch offi· 
cers would redouble their diligence and 
spirituality. There is no work of more vital 
importance to the spirituality, life, growth, 
and prosperity of the cburch as a whole than 
that of properly nourishing and feeding the 
members of the church. God once said to 
the church: ''Purge ye out the iniquity 
which is among you; sanctify yourselves be
fore me." Yet every effort in this direction 
should be done in the fear of God and with 
love for the individual's wellbeing. It should 
be done in harmony with the letter and 
spirit of the gospel and the law of Christ. 
Working officers and ministers should be en
couraged in the discharge of their duties by 
every member of the church. The officers' 
visits should be frequent and their teachings 
spiritual, whether delivered at the home or 
in the church. Study the needs of the flock 
you are caring for, and then feed accordingly, 
and God will bless and help you. This done 
in faith and with prayerful hearts, you will 
not lack for liberty or freedom of thought 
when it is your duty to teach. 

Branches in our district are doing fairly 
well and are hopeful, yet in some of them 
there is still room for improvement. The 
wonderful love of God is manifest in every 
provision of the gospel and every precept of 
the law of Christ. But they can only be un
derstood and appreciated as we reduce them 
to practice. It is by doing that which is re· 
quired of us that we are permitted to come 
close to.the Divine One and become partakers 
of the divine nature. Paul understood this 
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when he wrote, "How great is the mystery of 
godliness!" Jesus t:1.ught the same truth in 
these words: "If any man will do his will, 
he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be 
of God, or whether I speak of myself." 

If we are good, and pure, and true, 
We know what God wnuld have us do; 
And if we do that which we know, 
Unto his im&ge we shall grow. 

Our hope will brighten as we go; 
More love and wisdom we shall know; 
The fruits thereof,shall make us wise, 
And help us to secure the prize. 

Our home shall be a blessed place, 
And love shall beam from every face; 
Words of wisdom, deeds of love, 
Will bring Thy blessings from above. 

Love makes oar home a place of rest, 
And the food we eat, the very best; 
Love gives the housewife health and cheer, 
And makes our children seem more dear. 

Love gives the hearth a brighter glow, 
The Christians life a deeper flow; 
Love makes tbe eyes to sparkle bright, 
And fills each soul with heavenly light. 

Love makes all nature bloom afresh, 
And gives new life to hearts of flesh; 
Love gives the rose a brighter hue, 
And teaches saints just what to do. 

Love makes this earth a blessed place, 
And by it we shall win the race; 
Love helps us to endure in faith, 
And shows to us God's smiling face. 

Hopefully yours, 
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH. 

MONSAPEC, Maine, Dec. 28. 
Editors Herald:-The cause of righteous

ness is looking better in and about Jonesport 
than it has for a long time. The saints are 
more united, and they have come to learn 
that good preaching is not the only thing 
needed to keep them in touch with the divine 
influence. Through the indefatigable efforts 
of T. C. Kelley, submissionary in charge and 
his wise counsel, some difficulties of long 
standing have been adjusted to the seeming 
satisfaction of all. Unity ·in a measure is 
restored. T. C. is the right man in the 
right place; safe to be put in trust with God's 
work. We hope he may be sent here an
other year. 

At present W. W. Blanchard is doing 
some good preaching there, thus increasing 
the interest. Some have already given their 
names for baptism. The local help are doing 
well in trying to act their part. I see no 
reason now why the work there should not 
move along nicely. 

The work throughout the district is in 
fair condition; not only are the saints trying 
to be better, but the people are more anxious 
to inquire about the angel's message. The 
preaching is being sought for and listened to 
with more interest than ever before. Urgent 
demands are being made for the church lit
erature, yet more or less complaints are be
ing made, by some of the saints, about so 
much being said and written by those of the 
lesser quorums in ways that seem to be coun
seling the higher quorums; thus it would 
seem like the feet trying to furnish brain for 
the head. 

It is thought, where satisfactory conclu
sions cannot be reached by that which is 
written, the lack should be supplied at the 
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head, and not at the feet. Whether this 
may be puerile or not, we trust the good 
work may move on to the satisfaction of all 
concerned. S. 0. Foss. 

MOORHEAD, Iowa, Jan. 1. 
Editors Herald:-For more than a year I 

have not written for your columns. 
Last winter, in company with Bro. Mark 

Jensen, I held a very successful series of 
meetings at the Rising Sun schoolhouse, near 
Sioux City. One was baptized, and several 
others expressed themse·lv.es as intending to 
unite with, the church upon our return, which 
will be in a short time. We were kindly cared 
for by Messrs. Parker, Hewitt, and Kirk
patrick. 

We also visited isolated saints at Kingsley, 
administered to the sick, etc. The little 
child of Bro. Ora Van Sickle was immedi
ately healed by the power of God; which 
rejoiced us all. 

After Bro. Jensen returned home I visited 
Akron and preached ten times, to small con
g-regations, considering the size of the town. 
Returned from Akron at request of Bro. Min
tun to assist in tent work. Of this Bro. M. 
has written. 

Have met with much kindness from saints 
and friends, which is highly appreciated. 
Through the efforts of Ern. J. E. Montague 
and Mark Jensen I was presented. with a 
good fur overcoat in time to shield me from 
the bitter cold weather of last winter. And 
during the summer other friends raised 
means to purchase a good watch for me, 
which was greatly needed, as I was without 
a timepiece. For these expressions of good 
will I return my heartfelt thanks to all who 
assisted; and I pray God to abundantly bless 
them. 

I attended and greatly enjoyed the Wood
bine reunion; and since that time have 
preached at various points in the country, 
occupying schoolhouses. Have had excellent 
liberty and good audiences most of the time. 
Bro. George Montague has accompanied me 
part of the time. We have just closed a 
series of meetings in the Danish settlement 
west of here. Had crowded houses, most of 
the time, and interest excellent. I think 
some will enter the !old. I closed the series 
of meetings there in order to assist Bro. 
Montague in a debate with Elders Piepgrass 
and Otteson, of Utah. The following propo
sitions were discussed:-

Resolved, that the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints having its headquarters 
in Salt Lake City, and ~resided over by 
Lorenzo Snow, is the true and legal succes
sion of the church organized by Joseph Smith 
and others in 1830. Nephi Otteson, J. M. 
Piepgrass, affirm; George Montague denies. 

Resolved, that the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints having its 
headquarters in Lamoni, Iowa, and presided 
over by Joseph Smith (son of the Martyr Jo
seph) is the true and legal succession of the 
church organized by Joseph Smith and others 
in 1830. George Montague affirms; Nephi 
Otteson, J. M. Piepgrass, deny. 

Beginning Wednesday evening, December 
13, at seven o'clock Elder Piepgrass "opened 
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fire" by spending his two half hour speeches 
in reading from the Doctrine aad Covenants 
in an endeavor to prove that Joseph the mar
tyr was a true prophet of God. He made no 
effort to affirm his church the true successor 
as stated in the proposition, thus leaving 
nothing for Bro. Montague to reply to. So 
his time was occupied in showing that his op
ponent was evading the question, and also 
showing some of the ways in which the 
church of Utah had departed from the faith. 

'rhe second night was spent in much the 
same manner as the first. Both Piepgrass 
and Otteson tried to show that the Twelve 
were the proper ones to lead the church after 
the death of Joseph. They read from Rob
erts' book on succession: told of Brigham 
Young's election to the Presidency, his 
transfiguration (?) (so-called), boasting of it 
as a testimony to the people, and a sign of 
his acceptance with God. They compared 
him with Christ in his transfiguration on 
the mount. They also admitted during this 
speech that the temple in Nauvoo was not 
finished. 

In replying Elder Montague read from 
Doctrine and Covenants 107: 10, 11, concern
ing the building of the temple. He gave his 
testimony from personal knowledge, that the 
temple was not .finished at the death of the 
President and Patriarch. He also showed 
how the Twelve instead of leading the 
church by the authority of their own office, 
usurped the rights and authority of others; 
showed their manner of treating those who 
opposed them in any of their measures, cit· 
ing such examples as William Marks, etc. 
That they introduced new and strange man
ners of procedure and doctrines contrary to 
the revealed will of God. He read from 
Brigham's writings in regard to Jesus Christ 
not being begotten by the Holy Ghost, also 
his teaching in regard to blood atonement, 
Adam God, etc. (Applause from congrega
tion.) 

In rising to reply, Elder Otteson plainly 
showed that his feelings were greatly ruffied. 
He forgot thll.t he should affirm the proposi· 
tion and spent his time in preaching and 
reading promiscuously from the Bible re
garding the priesthood, etc. He claimed 
that the reason the temple was not finished 
was that their enemies came upon the people 
so the work could not be done, therefore they 
were excusable. He spoke of John the Bap· 
tist ordaining Joseph and Oliver, and asserted 
that they were ordained by Peter, James, 
and John, and called upon his opponent to 
prove that they were not so ordained, though 
he brought no proof at all to substantiate his 
claim. 

Elder Montague in replying showed 
that God gave the people sufficient 
time in which to build the temple. That 
at first they were diligent, and the work 
progressed, but they became slothful, un~ 

willing to sacrifice, etc., consequently were 
rejected, and suffered as before in Mis
souri. He said there was no issue between 
us on the point of necessity for God to call 
men to the ministry, etc., but God does not 
delegate his power to man t,o be used at his 
own discretion, but that priesthood is dele· 
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gated authority to man to officiate in the 
Church of God. He read Brigham's state
ment about the "adroit thieves," "cunning 
gamblers," "great liars," etc., in Utah. 

Otteson tried to reply by asking what ob
jection anyone could have to their taking 
that class of men and making good citizens 
of them(?). As to Blood Atonement, he said 
it was approved of the Lord in the days of 
ancient Israel, but probably the law 'Would 
never beoin full force again, but that he was 
willing to do all that the Lord would com
mand. He also thought it was not fair for 
Bro. Montague to quote extracts from Brig
ham's teachings, and declared that they were 
not willing to defend all that their leaders 
had said and taught. He made a weak at
tempt to defend the Adam·God theory, but 
could not bring himself to say that he be
lieved Adam was the only God with whom 
we had to do. He read from the /:Jaints' Her
ald to show that Jos. Smith rebaptized some 
parties in 1863, using that to prove that the 
Reorganized Church rebaptizes members as 
well as they of Utah. To which Bro. Mon
tague replied by showing the difference be
tween rebaptizing an individual who had 
wandered away into darkness or into other 
denominations, and the wholesale rebaptizing 
and reordaining of a whole following of stead
fast believers, as was done at City Creek, 
Utah, and other places. 

They tried to excuse themselves on the 
polygamy question by ringing in David and 
Solomon, of course. Then with customary 
effrontery declared that Joseph Smith taught 
and practiced it. Their proof of this was 
the affidavit of Law and Foster. 

To which Bro. Montague replied that the 
testimony of a man's most bitter enemy 
availed but very little to establish a true 
,record of his life and deeds. He told what 
,kind of characters Law and Foster were, and 
·,the reasons for their bitter animosity toward 
Joseph. He also read the testimonies of 
;Emily D. P. Young and Zina Huntington 
Young as printed in Herald; also Wilford 
Woodruff's statement in Abstract of Evi
dence, where he admits the having of many 
wives and concubines to be whoredom, and 
an abomination. To the most of these Elder 
Otteson made no reply, but refused to accept 
the testimony of Wilford Woodruff; which 
Bro. Montague was quick to show to the 
audience, as it seemed a strange thing that 
they should utterly repudiate the words of 
their former President. 

In beginning the second proposition Bro. 
Montague gave a brief synopsis of the work 
from 1830 to 1844, calling attention to the 
changes that took place afterward. Read 
from tract, "Rejection of the Church;" 
showed the departure from law at Winter 
QLtarters, etc.; showed the likeness between 
the manner of the first organization and the 
second. Read from Doctrine and Covenants 
how the successor should be appointed. (Sec. 
27:2; 43:2.) 

In replying his opponents completely 
changed base, and began to declare that the 
temple was finished, at least sufficiently for 
the purpose God designed it. But they said 
nothing at all of the way in which the sue-
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cessor was to be appointed; were very anx
ious for Bro. Montague to read the revelation 
referring to the building of the Nauvoo 
House. 

Bro. Montague read from Brigham's own 
speech, "You cannot fill Joseph's place; God 
must do that." Many of the usual arguments 
were made on both sides, although the argu
ment (so-called) of the Utah elders were 
mostly assertions only. One, that they 
thought their strongest weapon, was a state
ment in Vol. 46, No. 49 of the Rerald, "That 
had there been no. plural marriages, there 
would probably have been no need of a Reor
ganization." They thought this entirely did 
away with the idea of a rejection of the church, 
for you see it was polygamy that caused the 
new faction called the Reorganization to 
come into existence. But this did not prove 
so powerful a weapon as they had supposed. 
Bro. Montague also read testimonies of 
Lyman Wight, both that which is written 
and that which he had so often heard from 
the man himself as to the blessing, and set
ting apart of Young Joseph to_ succeed his 
father; also Joseph's own testimony, and that 
of James Whitehead. To which the Utah 
elder's only reply was a mass of vituperative 
abuse read against Bro. Whitehead, a truly 
Brighamite proceeding. 

On the last evening they were not able to 
produce any argument· at all nor anything 
that might pass for such, but filled up their 
first half-hour by thanking the people for the 
kind treatment they had received while 
among them, etc., and after Bro. Montague's 
last speech they both spoke, but could not 
occupy the half-hour. Neither tried to 
argue, but only told why they believed in the 
Mormon Church, etc., and openly avowed 
their belief in polygamy, etc. 

The result with all thinking people is a 
complete victory for the truth, while there 
are those who hold that if one only asserts 
long enough and loud enough, "It is not 
true," whether any proofs back the assertion 
or not, it must be true. Of that class, how
ever, it makes small difference what the 
opwwn. Asking pardon if I have occupied 
too much space, 

Your brother and colabm·er, 
HUBERT CASE. 

TABOR, Iowa, Dec. 29. 
Editors Herald:-Our work in .this district 

is not suffering for want of energetic labor on 
the part of the ministry, either general ap
pointees or the local brethren; all are trying to 
do their best; and notwithstanding the roads 
have been very rough, the saints and friends 
turn out to our .mEiJetings beyond our expecta
tions. At the protracted effort put forth on 
Farm Creek by myself and Bro. I. M. Smith, 
the officers of the branch and members did 
their part nobly and cheerfully. I left Bro. 
I. M. there on Monday, December 18, to con
tinue the effort, feeling perfectly satisfied it 
is in safe hands. 

Went to Keystone for a few days; came here 
on the 21st; have held meetings since that 
time; had fair attendance, good attention, 
and excellent liberty. 

Shall go to the church near Thurman, 

Saturday, the 30th, and for Sunday, and on 
to other places as the way opens before us. 

It is impossible for us to fill all the calls 
for preaching, but shall do the very best we 
can, by the help of the Master. 

Yours, still in the conflict, 
HENRY KEMP. 

DENISON, Texas, Dec., 1899. 
Editors Herald:-Some weeks since I was 

reading in a back number of the Herald a 
piece on baptism, and was so strongly re
minded of a bit of my own experience in com
ing into this Reorganized Church, that I 
felt as though I would like to write a few 
lines on this subject. Although we were 
living in Independence when the saints were 
first formed into a branch, there were some 
things, ideas, or principles on which we did 
not agree, or see, or think just alike; and 
you know ''two cannot walk together except 
they be agreed." So we remained on the 
outside. I usually attended their meetings 
and sought to live a consistent Christian life. 
In many things we were one. They were my 
dearest friends. We were always brother or 
sister when we met. But after awhile I be
came dissatisfied with that manner of living. 
I did not feel that I was progressing-not 
even holding my own. I felt that I needed 
church fellowship, church privileges, the 
sacrament of the Lord's supper, which I felt 
was one of the most essential needs in order 
that my spiritual strength be renewed. 

And in summing up the matter I made up 
my mind to lay aside all my differences and 
apply for admission in-to the church. When 
I had thought of becoming a member of the 
church I had supposed I would be received 
on my former or original baptism. With 
this consideration I sat down to write a note 
to the presiding elder, through him asking 
for admission into the church. When I 
came to the manner of being received, I hesi
tated a little, thinking how to word it. The 
thought sprang into my mind, "Why not 
come in by baptism?" I queried a little at 
that. For why should I be rebaptized? I 
had never doubted the church being estab
lished in the first place by direct revelation 
from God. But the question to my mind was 
answered thus: "That I might be freed from 
dead works; from hardness of heart and un
belief." I received it as the voice of the 
Spirit. I had had a good many such or simi
lar manifestations from the earliest days, 
when I first belonged to the church. 

I became a member of the· church in April, 
1831, one year after it was established, in 
Hiram, Portage County, Ohio, and I had 
thought a good many times that I had that 
gift in some measure, to know the voice of 
the Spirit when I have been humble. 

I did not send my note, but went at once to 
where I expected to find an elder, and re
quested baptism. There were twopresent,and 
I was asked the question, "Why do you wish to 
be rebaptized?" I could be received on my 
original baptism. I made no mention of the 
impressions that had been made upon my 
mind, but made the reply: "That baptism 
was the door into the church, and I was on 
the outside and wished to come in; and I 
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would not be satisfied to come in in any other 
way." 

I was baptized the next Sunday by Elder' I<'. 
G. Pitt, and confirmed under the hands of I. 
N. White and F. G. Pitt. When I was raised 
up from the waters of baptism there was such 
a peaceful, restful, satisfied feeling seemed to 
settle down upon my mind and heart, and 
remained there in such degree that it was to 
me a testimony that my heavenly Father 
accepted my offering; and that same feeling 
has remained with me, in a greater or lesser 
degree from that time until the present, and 
I believe will continue unto the end, and 
then I will hope for an entrance into that 
place of rest the Lord has prepared for his 
people. 

One with you in faith and hope, 
E. MCLELLIN. 

CHARITON, Iowa, Dec. 29. 

church, whose members received a like warn
ing by Bro. J. S. Roth some years ag·o. I had 
no trouble in getting the use of the church, 
as their congregation is all gone but two or 
three. 

While at Muchaklnock I had the pleasure 
of uniting in marriage Benjaman Brown and 
Jennie Chambers, Frank Chambers and Net
tie Humphrey, and since my return home I 
have been called back to perform the same 
ceremony for Edward Williams and Maggie 
Chambers. 

I must say, in justice to Bro. George Long
don, much of the success of this new work in 
that country belongs to him. He hauled me 
every evening for fifty~eight evenings an 
average of nine miles a trip and furnished me 
a home. 

Yours for the spread of the gospel, 
·w. H. KEPHART. 

Editors Herald:-Since my last communi- ARTHUR, Ont., Dec. 29. 
cation, October 4, I visited the new saints Editors He·rald:-I believe I last wrote to 
near Eddyville, and I am glad to say they are your columns from Longwood, in November, 
all enjoying the blessings that have come to after which I visited my home for the fil'st 
them by obedience to the whole law of God. time since June, it being so far to my field of 
Most of them had been members of the labor. After spending a couple of days at 
Christian Church, but say with one accord home wife and I and the two youngest chil
they have found something far better, as they I dren visited saints of Garafraxa branch and 
now have the Spirit of God to bear witness held a few meetings. It is indeed cheering 
that they have found the true Church of 1 to the missionary to meet., after a few years 
Christ. of separation, with those who have embraced 

I commenced a series of meetings at Union the gospel through his labor as well as that 
schoolhouse five miles north of where I first of others, and find them still in the faith and 
opened the work at Charter Oak. Here I taking a more active interest and seeking to 
held a six weeks' meeting with good results, live nearer to God than they had lived in 
uniting the work at Charter Oak, Sand other days. 
Ridge, and Union, making many friends for I then came here and held meetings a 
the church. When I asked for the use of the couple of weeks and baptized one lady, who 
schoolhouse the dir·ector looked at me and had been quite a prominent member of the 
wanted to know if I was not a Mormon. I Met,hodist Church for twenty-five years. I 
told him I was not. Announced a lecture on also held a few meetings in the vicinity of 
Mormonism for Sunday evening, and the "Old Variety,".where Elder Mcintosh effected 
house did not hold all that came to hear it; an opening about eighteen years ago, and 
and I don't think there are more than two or where Elders Evans, Lake, Taylor, Mac
three now in the entire neighborhood but Gregor, and others, have since done good 
what are our friends. work. I find some excellent saints at Variety 

From here I went to Muchakinock, where and several socially prominent and good peo
I held a three weeks' meeting in the M. E. ple interested. 
church. Made some friends, and some ex- From Variety I was called to a place be· 
pressed themselves as being near the king- tween Corbetton and Dundalk, whei·e a Mr. 
dom. We have not been able to get this James Leader had promised his house to 
church before. When I asked for the use of preach in and to care for an elder as long as 
the church the old lady who seems to be he desired to stop. Accompanied by Elder 
about all that is left of their congregation Robert Whitehead, of Masonville, I went. We 
said, "Yes, our congregation is gone, and I began meetings on Friday evening. Several 
would welcome Beelzebub if it would but I questions were asked. Mr. Leader told the 
save the people from their awful condition, people not· to be too anxious to have their 
as the saloons are leading the people to the questions answered that evening, that tb3re 
Devil." Bro. Beard was shut out of it after would be lots of time next week. We left an 
preaching one evening several years ago, appointment for 2: 30 p. m. on Sunday, and I 
and since that time their congregation has 
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drove Bro. Whitehead home Saturday. Ire
gorie down to almost nothing. Perhaps it turned and preached Sunday, and a'~ close of 
will be a testimony to Bro. McKiernan to meeting Mr. Leader arose and stated a few of 
know that his prophecy or warning· to the M. them had held a meeting on Saturday even
E. people three miles north of Muchakinock ing and had concluded there were already 
has been literally fulfilled. He told them enough religions in the vicinity and we could 
when they refused him their church several not have his house any longer. I held meet· 
years ago, the time would come when it ings at Bro. French's a few miles from there 
would be used for a barn, and now it is used for a couple of evenings. 
for a shelter for cattle and horses. I returned here and held a coup!(') of meet-

I next went to Pekay, where we have not , ings last week. Drove home Saturday, re
been able to get the use of the Congregational ! mained till Monday, Christmas evening, 
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when Ethel and I attended Garafraxa Sunday 
school entertainment, which was not only a 
financial success, but a grand intellectual 
treat. I have visited Fergus since and am 
now here on some church business for to· 
night. 

Woulc1 say to saints of Chatham district: I 
am now awaiting instructions from our 
worthy mission president as to whether I am 
to labor in your district this winter, or else-
where. In bonds, 

JOHN SHIELDS. 

BANNING, Pa., Dec. 28. 
Editon Herald:-I left home on the 8th for 

the. State of West Virginia, laboring from 
house to house, giving the people the gospel. 
I preached twice in Friendship schoolhouse 
to very good congregations. Some seem 
very friendly to the work in Preston County. 
Sr. Dunns is the only member we have there. 
Bro. Rush and I were there a year ago. Sr. 
D. then obeyed the gospel and by her faith· 
fulness is winning friends to the cause. Her 
husband is not a member of the church, but 
I think will be with us soon. If so, he will 
be a help to us. 

When I left Preston County many invited 
me to return, and some said not to stay away 
too long. I next went to Morgantown and 
found my sister-in-law and her child very 
low. I administered to them and they ob· 
tained help. I was going to remain and 
preach, but on the 23d such a sorrowful feel· 
ing came over me that I knew I must go 
home, and while on the train at Uniontown I 
learned of a mine disaster near Brownsville, 
in which were some of my playmates of forty 
years ago. Eleven c1ead and eight injured 
were taken from the mine. We helped as we 
could and wept with those in such sore dis
tress-wives, mothers, and children bereaved. 

Yours in bonds, 
JOSEPH MAXON. 

ST, EDWARDS, Neb., Dec. 6. 
Editors llerald:-1 should like to say to the 

tr:weling elders, as this is nearing General 
Conference, and the ministers are going back 
and forth to conference, I should be glad if 
some of them could call on us, and if possible 
I will get them a place to preach in. They 
let me have the Presbyterian church for Bro. 
Belville to preach in last winter. I have 
lived here over eleven years, and an elder 
could have had a home at our house all these 
years. I should like to get the gospel before 
the people. I am all alone in the faith, very 
lonesome, and should hail the coming on an 
elder with gladness. Brn. Whiting and 
Gamet were here with the tent last summer 
a short time. The people came out very 
well to hear, and one man here told me since, 
Those men were all right, meaning Brn. 
Whiting and Gamet. I believe there could 
be a good work done here. 

MRS. E. A. GILL. 

The Rev. Sidney Partridge,' Episcopal 
Bishop-elect of the missionary district of 
Kioto, Japan, has been a missionary in China. 
for fifteen years. 
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Mo1hars' Homa Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

NOT AS I WILL. 

A MEDITATION FOR THE NEW YEAR, 

Blindfolded and alone I stand 
With unknown thresholds in each hand. 
The darkness deepens as I grope, 
Afraid to fear, afraid to hope; 
Yet this one thing I learn to know, 
Each day more surely as I go, 
That doors are opened, ways are made, 
Burdens are lifted or are laid 
By some great law unseen and still, 
Uufathomed purpose to fulfill. 

•·Net as I will." 
-Selected. 

ANGUS, Iowa. 
Dear Sister Frances:-! feel impressed to 

write you and tell of my experience. I have 
tried to put it from me, not wanting to in
trude again, but it follows me. You will re
member I told you in a former letter that it 
had been shown to me that spiritualism was 
not of God. It was given. to me in answer to 
prayer, asking him to show me ju<t what it 
was. I have been warned by some of my 
brothers and sisters, who have feared I was 
drifting into spiritualism to beware; and here 
I want to thank all for their kind ad vice, for 
it had its influence. Yet while I did not 
want to believe anything that would conflict 
with the word of God, I confess I enjoyed 
reading the letters I received from my spir
itual sisters and friends, and would find my
self longing for the next one to come. They 
seemed to hold a fascination for me, and I want 
to tell you how glad I am that I have a dear 
Father to go to, for I know he guides me 
aright. He knows our every weakness, and 
I write this hoping it may help some other 
weak one like myself. 

I found myself in a large room. It seemed 
to be a basement. It was lighted with a dim, 
unnatural light, and as I stood looking and 
wondering, a personage appeared before me. 
He stepped toward me and said, "I am Je
rome, your husband." In my joy I sprang 
toward him saying, ''0, is it you, Jerome? 
It does not look like Jerome. Tell me, is it 
really you?" But he would not speak again, 
and seemed to try to hide his face. His cap 
was pulled low down over his eyes. Finally 
I said, "Let me take your hand and see if it 
feels natural." He tried to keep me from it; 
but I reached and got hold of his fingers, but 
dropped them and sprang from him, saying, 
"You are not Jerome; your hand is not like 
his." 

There seemed to be a power that kept me 
from going very near him, or he coming near 
me; and as I left him I looked back, and 0, 
such a fiendish look was on his face I shall 
never forget! And it came to me so plainly, 
right then, that it was a wicked spirit, calling 
himself my husband. 

Hoping to meet all my brothers and sisters 
in the sweet "by and by," I am as ever, 

MRS. PAULINE RUBY. 

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Nov. 9. 

Dear Sr. Ella S. Thayer:-This afternoon 
as I came in from our sisters' prayer meeting, 
Mr. Burton handed me the Herald of Septem-
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ber 20, pointing to your letter addressed to 
me. I read it with both interest and pleas
ure more than ordinary; and when you have 
read this in return, you will know why you 
were impelled to write. 

When I had finished writing the chapter 
you spoke of in August number of Autumn 
Leaves, I gave it to my husband to read, as 
was my custom to do. After having read it, 
he came to where I was sitting and said, as 
he passed the manuscript to me again, "The 
Spirit will truly bear witness to that testi
mony to others, as it has to me also, and you 
will learn of it sometime." 

Those words of his had passed from my 
mind until reading their fulfillment in your 
letter. 

All this is very cheering to us isolated 
ones, who have not the privilege of convers
ing with our brothers and sisters-those of 
our .own nation and language. And these 
connecting links testify of the existence of 
the one body, though the .members be remote 
from each other. How grand when the 
Spirit can have its perfect work in the body. 

Yes, dear sister, it is cheering to know 
that those years of silence have not been 
altogether a blank, that some have been 
benefited by means of the pen while the voice 
was rendered powerless here. 

SR. EMMA BURTON. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

PRIMARY WORK. 
The object of primary work in our Sunday 

schools is very concisely stated in the old and 
familiar proverb, "Train a child up in the 
way he should go, and when he is old he will 
not depart from it." Then, too, when we 
take into consideration the fact that many of 
our states have established laws compelling 
the attendance of children in the public 
schools between certain ages, in order that 
they may receive a certain amount of men tal 
culture; when we consider the anxiety of 
every true parent to give his child as high 
an education as is possible, to fit him to cope 
successfully with the adversities of life, in an 
intellectual line, it forces upon our minds the 
necessity of greater religious training. We, 
who have the privilege of being associated 
with children every day, know how impres
sionable their little minds are; how they 
watch and imit~te every action of their 
elders; how great their confidence and trust 
is in any one they love: and how they give as 
a reason for many beliefs and words, "My 
teacher told me, or my mamma told me, and 
she knows;" and the same reason is often 
given for their deeds .. When we, who are in 
the world every day, and are made to regret 
our being there because of the unavoidable 
contamination, often wish for purer, better 
men and women, is it not one of the best 
reasons why religious training should begin 
at the very cradle, and continue, constituting 

the most important training of a child's life? 
And will not this training make the pure and 
holy· men and women which we so much 
need, or at least have a decided tendency in 
that direction? 

As a primary teacher 

MY FIRST>POINT 

in teaching is to try and present myself in 
the Sunday school room from five to fifteen 
minutes before any services begin. I have 
two reasons for doing this. One is that I 
may have an opportunity to speak to eacn 
pupil that comes on time, individually. The 
children appreciate this notice of them. 
There is generally one or two who have been 
absent on the previous Sunday. I like to tell 
those pupils that I am glad to see them, that 
I hope their parents will not take them visit
ing any more on Sunday; or that I am glad 
they are well (because I nearly always know 
before the week is over why any of my pupils 
have been absent). I like to ask this one 
how his sore finger is, and tell another one I 
wish they would build new sidewalks near 
her house, so she won't have to stay at home 
on account of the mud. · · 

I like to be there early in order that I may 
get our class book, our basket for collection, 
the ticket box, and other little things that 
we shall need during the class hours, ready 
to take with us when we go to our room (for 
our primary class is fortunate enough to 
have a little room for its class work). I like 
to be there early to tell the children to get 
their money from their parents before time 
to collect the contribution, and also to dis
tribute all of our articles that we have to 
take with us, among the different children, 
as they always like to help carry everything. 

When the superintendent announces the 
song, no matter how much I may want to 
talk to some one, or how much I may long to 
take a last little peep at my lesson, I imme
diately take a book and find the place; be" 
cause, when I attend to the exercises the 
children generally do likewise. When they 
see me find the place in a book and pass it to 
some one, they like to do the same thing, 
and thus win a smile and "thank you," and 
are learning to be polite. 

AFTER WE HAVE MARCHED 
to our class rooms, the primary classes-we 
only have two in our school-all assemble in 
one room. Then we have our little songs. I 
find that they enjoy motion songs better than 
any other, and they sing them bettor. They 
all like to make the gestures, and not one of 
them thinks it is possible to make a gesture 
without singing the words, consequently we 
have good singing, especially on our motion 
songs. We usually have a prayer, generally 
the Lord's prayer, as the children have all 
learned that, and join in repeating it. Then 
the other class leaves us, and I take up the 
class book. The children help me in this 
preliminary work. Every week I assign the 
different tasks to the different pupils, and 
write it down lest some of us should forget
the children rarely do, how~wer. One passes 
the basket for the pennies; another passes 
tickets; and another passes our bank for the 
Christmas offering, for we have a little plan 
all our own for getting a Christmas offering 
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this year. The children do without one meal 
every week, generally Sunday breakfast, and 
sell this meal to their parents for money 
which they bring for their offering. 

When we have finished with the prelimina
ries, I stand up. This action serves in place of 
calling attention, as children usually see 
every move a teacher makes, and especially 
if it is one of any importance. Another ad
vantage of standing is the freedom of action 
and gesture which it gives, and· I think ena
bles me to control the class better.· 

TO HOLD THEIR ATTENTION 
is the next important step. The best way to 
do this is to tell the lesson story ably. In 
order to do this the tee.cher must really feel 
the story, and I find that it requires a very 
careful preparation to portray the lesson to 
them with the earnestness that interests and 
fastens their attention. In my preparation 
of the lesson, the first thing is earnest prayer 
that I may be able to bring it down to their 
little minds in a pleasing and plain manner; 
my second step is a thorough knowledge of 
every little detail, because they are certain 
to ask the little questions that you have 
skipped over, thinking too small to consider. 
In this connection I find that blackboard 
drawiiig8;-p'Ic'tlil-es;aii<fo't!l€;r-objects-are ~a 
great help. Another, and one of the best 
things I find, in impressing. children and 
making them comprehend the leading points 
is,to dr·aw simple little illustrations in which 
tb.ey figure; tor instai1Ce;Bli:Pii<-ise--r8houlii 
say, "Johnie, if your mother had been ill for 
a whole week, not able to eat one bit of food, 
and suppose when Sunday came she should 
say to you, 'Johnie, I feel like I could eat an 
orange, would you mind buying one for 
Mamma;' now_ remember, Johnie, it would 
be Sunday; would it be right to buy 
an orange for your mamma?" Johnie would 
not hesitate a minute, but would imme
diately say that it would be right, and 
the children will understand that "it 
is lawful to do well on the Sabbath." 
When it comes to the Golden text, I teach 
that just where it comes in, and the Golden 
text comes in at a certain place in almost 
every lesson. When they understand tbe 
circumstances pertaining to the text then 
they will remember it and appreciate it. 

M. EUNICE WINN. 
(Conciuded next week.) 

SUNDAY. SCHOOL WORKERS, TAKE NOTICE. 
In another column appearsl a notice from 

the chairman of the "Improvements Com
mittee" appointed at the last general con-
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ConfsrsnBE Mintl1B3. 
NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 

Conference convened with Evergreen 
branch, December 9 arrd 10; W. A. McDowell 
chosen to preside, A. V. Closson clerk. 
Branch reports: Frankfort 91; gain by bap
tism 9, loss by 'death 1, expulsion 1. Ever
green 89; gain by baptism 1, loss by death 1. 
Reed 47; gain by baptism 5, loss by death 1. 
Bishop's agent, W. Hutchinson, repo1·ted: 
Received $45,25; paid out $24.50; balance on 
hand $20.75. Audited and found correct. 
Ministerial reports: Eld"Crs A. L. Whiteaker 
baptized 1, A. V. Closson baptized 6, W. 
Hutchinson baptized 1, J. B. Wildermuth 
baptized 2, F. L. Sawley baptized l. Priests 
F. Sanford baptized 1, Murry Shedd. Teacher 
J. W. Hooker. Deacon 0. A. Warren. Dele
gates chosen to General Conference: A. L. 
Whiteaker, C. H. Burr, A. V. Closson, F. L. 
Sawley, and J. B. Wildermuth. If all do not 
attend, those present to cast the full vote of 
the district. Murry Shedd was elected dis
trict treasurer. Preaching by A. V. Closson, 
W. A. McDowell, and C. H Burr. Adjourned 
to meet with the saints at Reed branch, Twin 
Lakes, Wisconsin, June 9 and 10. 

NEWHOPE. 
Previous notice having been given, a few 

saints collected at the borne of Bro. Isaac 
Coffman, and organized by electing Bro. J. L. 
Goodrich chairman, and Sr. Alice R. Corson 
secretary. There being no minutes of any 
previous meeting, at least none that we know 
of, we regard this the first conference of the 
Newhope district, and the first in Virginia. 
May it be the nucleus of a notable gathering 
in the near future, and may the request of 
this little body, which will be presented to 
the General Co!lference by its two delegates, 
for the next General Conference to be held 
at Richmond, Virginia, not be ignored, but 
be given a prayerful consideration and con
scientious support. By this means we can 
get before the people, and there are many 
here who we believe would embrace the truth 
could we get them to hear. Ministers present: 
Elders 2; baptisms during year 4. There is only 
one branch in the district, and that is in quite 
a scattered condition, and the record in need 
of some overhauling and correction. Motion 
prevailed to appoint J. L. Goodrich and 
Maggie S. Coffman for this purpose. Report 
of Bishop's agent, Isaac Coffman: Receipts 
$172; expenses $60; balance due church $112. 
It is the request of this district that the 
General Conference send two missionaries to 
this part of the Lord's vineyard for the next 
conference year, All the authorities of this 
mission and appointments are sustained, and 
the general authorities of the church. Next 
conference to. be called and time and place 
determined by the missionary in charge, or 
if he neglect, by the sub-missionary ap-, 
pointed by the General Conference. Elders 
J. L. Goodrich and P. P. Stark were ap
pointed delegates to the General Conference. 

vention. Please read and respond. The EASTERN MAINE. 
committee was appointed with a hope that Conference convened at Jonesport, Maine, 
some of the existing difficulties or defects in December 9, 1899; T. C. Kelley in the chair, 
our work as a whole might be remedied or Ada S. Kelley secretary. Invitation given 

to· visiting brethren to take part in the busi
removed entirely by the suggest~ons they ness. Officials reporting: Elders T. c. Kel-
might receive. If you see where an improve- ley, s. 0. Foss, and U. M. Kelley; Priests J. 
ment can be made, suggest it to some member N. Ames. L.A. Woodward, and F. P. Smith. 
of the committee. It will receive its merited Bis~<?P'B agent'~ report read and referred to 

. . . . , aud1twg comm1ttee. Dele~rates to General 
cons1derat10n. But as time IS short before Conference: T. c. Kelley, w. w. Blanchard, 
the next convention, act promptly. and S. 0. Foss. Present district officers sus-

The Bishop of Ll verpool has announced 
that he will resign early next year on aceount 
of poor health. 

tained. Preaching during conference was 
excellent, and no time went to waste in the 
morning testimony meeting. Reply concern
ing paper sent to congressman Boutelle in 
regard to seating of B. H. Roberts, received 
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and read and was satisfactory. Adjourned to 
Beal's Island, on Saturday before the full 
moon in June 1900. 

8undau 8Bhool AssoBiaUons. 
NOTICES. 

To all Interested in Sunday School Work:
Surely when I address this notice, as I do, I 
have a right to expect that all who claim the 
name of Latter Day Saints will understand it 
means them. 

At the last general convention of the Sun
day school association a committee on im
provement, consisting of J. F. Mintun, 
Magnolia, Iowa; George Blair, Lamoni, Iowa; 
M. C. Fisher, 694 Washington Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts: Miss Louise Palfrey, Macon, 
Missouri; and Mrs. B. C. Smith, Independ
ence, Missouri, was appointed, and have by 
all legitimate means sought to understand 
our duty, and so far as understood do it; and 
believing it to be a duty to again call your 
attention to this committee, we urge you to 
send or present to any one of this committee 
such suggestions as you may think in your 
judgment will perfect our work, or at most 
improve the Sunday school work in any of its 
features; namely, quarterlies, class books, 
records, changes in constitution and by-laws, 
etc., and to have your ideas upon such sub
jects ·as, "Shall we provide programs for 
holiday entertainments?" "Shall we follow 
the international committee's outlines for 
lessons to be used in the quarterlies?" ·"shall 
we have a Sunday school missionary?" 
"How shall we secure space to represent the 
Sunday school work, as it should be repre
sented," by the 15th of February, 1900, so that 
the committee can by correspondence have 
time to conRider them? 

r2t 

Your associate and brother, 
J. F. MINTUN, 

Chairman of Improvement Committee. 

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT. 
Resolutions of respect of Far West, Mis

souri, Sunday school association on tbe death 
of Sister Ruth Florence Peek. Whereas, 
God in his infinite wisdom, and for reasons 
best known to himself, has seen fit to remove 
from our midst our beloved sister, Ruth 
Florence Peek; Therefore, be it resolved, 
that we hereby extend to tbe bereaved. fa
ther, mother, and relatives, our heartfelt 
sympA.thy in their sorrow, assuring them 
that while they have lost one who was near 
and dear to them, that we also feel that in 
ber death we have lost an earnest worker, 
and one who by her earnestness, zeal, and 
willingness to work for the cause sbe had 
espoused, Las endeared herself to all her as
sociates in the Sunday school work. 

H. 0. SMITH. 
CARRIE M. LEWIS. 
SR. SEELEY. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Northeast Kansas convention will meet at 

Netawaka, at 10: 30, Friday before conference 
convenes in February. Send delegates with 
full instructions to represent you. This is 
the time to elect officers, so let us meet and 
obtain the best results for the Sunday school 
work. Send reports to James Burns, 217 
North Fifth Street, Atchison, Kansas. Su
perintendents will please report in person 
and state condition of your school. 

W. S. HODSON, Supt. 

The Outlook calls attention to the fact that 
when Congress increased the army to 100,000 
no provision w;J,s made for additioaal chap
lains, 
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jViis~ellaneotls D 
SHEEHY-GRANT DEBATE. 

I cannot now give much of the details of 
my encounter with Miles Grant. I expect to 
have another debate with him, when we can 
arrange for the time. The place will likely 
be Oakland. The subject is to be: "Resolved, 
that the Bible and science teach Christ did 
not have an existence previous to his being 
born of Mary." He has just written a tract 
upon the subject. I have not seen it, so do 
not know what line of argument he will use 
to maintain or affirm that subject. 

Elder Grant is a debater of much experi
ence. This last one we held made the one 
hundredth and sixth debate for him. It used 
to be his custom to challenge any or all rep
resentative men, and agree to pay all the 
expenses as an inducement to have them 
meet him, so certain is he of success on this 
soul question and kindred questions. 

I believe this was his first time to engage 
with one of our kind. Bro. D. S. Mills tried 
some years ago to have him and Bro. W. W. 
Blair meet during Grant's visit to California, 
but failed. 

One difficulty a mortal soulist finds when 
he meets us is, that his guns are aimed at 
other forts than those manned by us. The 
eternal-sleep theory being a sort of a substi
tute for the sEctarian dogma of endless pun
ishment, consequently doesn't affect us much, 
we taking the ·'golden mean," the real posi-
ion occupied by the truth. 

The scriptural texts used by Elder Grant 
were those used generally by mortal-soulists. 
He varied a little though on his rendering of 
Genesis 2: 7, when I pressed him on that 
point, and even went so far as to contradict 
his published statements as found in his 
work, "What is Man?" as the following will 
show: In laying his foundation argument, 
.using what he calls 'Ultimate principles;" 
"No thought no brain;" "No brain no 
thought;" "All things are either material or 
immaterial;" "Immaterialities are only at
tributes of matter;" "Attributes cannot exist 
of themselves, but are dependent upon mat
ter;" "Life is an attribute, and does not exist 
separate· from the material organization," 
etc. 

When pressed upon the point as to what 
the "breath of life" (Genesis 2: 7) was, "ma
terial or immaterial," he seemed to feel it 
necessary to make the strange statement that 
"life" was contained in the "breath." The 
breath being- a vehicle that conveyed it; so 
we have this immaterial attribute which, as 
he says, does not exist away from its material 
organization, conveyed in atmosphere or 
common air, which is virtually saying noth
ing is conveyed in something; for the atmos
phere has its specific gravity and is composed 
of parts of oxygen and nitrogen. In his pub
Jibbed works he says it, "breath of life," is 
atmosphere, but now says it is not, but is 
conveyed in the air. 

I took the ground, which he did not refute, 
that the "breath of life" is simply air. It is 
the breath of the life that is in the blood 
(Lev. 17: 11-15), the life of th.e objective or 
"outward man." The "inner man" does not 
depend upon it, but exists without it. Com
mon air has to do with the blood, acts upon 
and purifies it. That part of creation men
tioned in Genesis 2 is the "outward;" the 
"inward" or spiritual man having been 
created previously, as found in the first chap
ter of Genesis. Verses 3, 4, and 5 of Genesis 
2 with the marginal reading, "created to 
make;" for the reference in verse 3 gives the 
key to the matter ·as far a·8 King James' Ver
sion goes. The Inspired Version settles the 
quPstion definitely. 

Elder Grant got hold of the spiritual crea
tion of the "Inspired" through reading Bro. 
Haws' new book on the Sabbath, and brought 
it into the deb;!,te bdore I did. He seemed 
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amazed at the idea; said he had tr·aveled the l than any other, may claim to have made the 
world over but never heard of such a thing· subject his own), considers that in other 
before; so the "marvelous work and ~. won· special convolutions those processes of associa
der" is still on duty. In fact, the logical in- tion go on, which permit the more abstract 

1 ferences of that part of the ''Inspired," that processes of thougnt, to take place, I could 
all things were created spiritu».lly, strikes a easily show you these regions if I had here a 
terribly hard blow at our ordinary t,raditions. picture of the brain. 
There was no argument brought, against it, "Moreover, the diminished or exaggerated 
however, that availed anything. associations of what this author calls the 

Upon the subject that "thought is a func- Korperfiihlsphare with tne other regions, 
tion of the brain," and "no brain no thought," accounts, according to him, for the complex
generally used by mortal-soulists, and here· ion of our emotional life, and eventually de
tofore supposed to be a settled physiological cides whether one shall be a callous brute or 
fact, especially by materialistic scientists, I criminal, an unbalanced sentimentalist, or 
successfully met the ·theory by the latest on a charact,er accessible to feeling, and yet 
the subject. Now that much data has well poised. Such special opinions may have 
been • collected by the Psychical Researcb. to be corrected; yet so firmly established do 
Society, material is at hand that deals the the main positions worked out by the auato
death blow to the simon-pure materialist. mists, physiologists, and pathologists of the 

Elder Grant makes much of what material- brain appear, that the youth of our medical 
ist-science has put in evidence on that line, schools are everywhere taught unhesitat
one of his chief witnesses being Professor ingly to believe them. The assurance that 
James, Professor of Philosophy at Harvard observation will go on to establish ever more 
University. It so happens that Professor and more minutely is the inspirer of all con
James has re'cently published a work, being temporary research. And almost any of our 
a lecture he delivered at which has young psychologists will tell you that only a 
shaken the dry bones somewhat those few belated scholastics or possibly some 
lines. The title of the book is: "Human Im- cracked-brain theosophist or psychical re
mortality." It can be purchased for about searcher, can be found holding back, and 
one dollar. It is well worth the reading still talking as if mental phenomena might 
and study. For the benefi.t of those who exist as independent variables in the world. 
may not have access to it I will include a "For the purpose of my argument, now, I 
few extracts:- wish to adopt this general doctrine as if it 

The subject of immortality is of sueh mo- w.e~e establish~d . absolutely> with. no possi
ment among men that the Professor i.uci- b1.hty of restrwtwn. Dm;mg th1s hour I 
dentally referring, says:- w1sh you also ~o ":cc.ept 1t as a .postulate, 

"There is a bibliography of more than five "!hether you thmk 1t mcontrovert1bly. estab-
thousand titles of books in which it is hshed or not, so I beg you to agree w1th me 
treated." to-day in subscribing to the great psycho-

" In the hour that lies before us then I physiological formula: Thought is a junction 
shall seek to justify my appointment 'by off~r- of.t,he brain. . . . . 
i.ng what seems to me such grains of tl>uth, .The questwn 1s, then~ Do~s th1.s d_:JCtrme 
two points well fitted if I am not mistaken logwally compel us to d1sbeheve m lmmor
to combine with anything that otber lecture~ I t~lity? C?ught it to fr:rce ev:ery truly con
may bring. These points are both of them s1stent thmker to sacr1fice h1s hopes of an 
in the nature of replies to objections, to diffi· hereaf~er to what he takes to be hts ~ut~ of 
culties which our modern culture finds in the acceptwg all the consequences of a sc1ent1fic 
old notion of a life hereafter--difficulties t,hat truth .. · . 
1 am sure rob the notion of much of its old "But, the more radical and uncompromising 
power to draw belief, in the scientifically disciple ?f science makes. the sa~rifice, and, 
cultivated circles to which this audience be- sorrowfully or not according to h1s tempera
long. The first of these difficulties is relative ment, submits to giving up his hopes of 
to the absolute dependence of our spiritual heaven. · . · 
life, as we know it here, upon the brain. "I m.ust show ¥ou that the fa~al c<;mse
One hears not only physiologists, but num- q uen~e 1s not coerCl ve, as comm~nl~ rmagmed, 
hers of laymen who read the popular science and tn~t .even though our soul s hf~ (as. here 
books and magazines, saying all about us, below 1t 1s rev~aled .to us) may ~e m literal 
How can we beiieve in a hereafter when strlCtness the ,unction of a bram that per
science has once for all attained to provin>F ishes, yet it is not at all impossible that the 
beyond possibility of escape, that our inn:;; ~ife may still continue wh.en th~ ~r~in its~lf 
life is a function of that famous material the 1s dead. The supposed 1mposs1b1hty of 1ts 
so-called 'gray matter' of our cerebral 'con- continuing c.ome from too supe~ficial a look 
voi utions? How can the function possibly at the admitted fact o! ful!ctwnal depend
persist after its organ has underg·one decay? ~nee. The ~oment we.lllqUlre mo_re closely 
'.rhus physiological psychology is what is mto the notwn of functwnal ,dependence,.and 
supposed to bar the way to the old faith. ask our~elves, for example, now many klnds 
And it is now as a physiological psychologist ?f fun~twnal depe~dence there ~ay be, .we 
that I ask you to look at tbe question with lmmed!at,ely perce1ve that ther~ 1s one km1 
me a little more closely. It is indeed true at, least t~_at does not excl~de a hfe h~reaf~er 
physiological science has come to the conclu- at all. 'I he. fatal co.ncluswn of physwlo~1st 
sion cited: and we must confess that in so ftows from h1s assummg offhand another k1nd 
doing she ·has only carried out a little farther of functi1;mal ?-epende;:JCe, and treating it as 
the common belief of mankind. Everyone the only 1magmable klnd. 
knows that arrests of brain development "When the physiologist who thinks that 
occasion imbecility, that blows on the head his science cuts off all hope of immortality 
abolish memory or consciousness, and that pronounces the phrase, "Thought is a rune
brain stimulants and poisons change the tion of the brain," he thinks of the matter 
quality of our ideas. The anatomists, physi· just as he thinks when he says, "Steam is a 
ologists, and pathologists have only shown function of the tea kettle;" "Light is a func
this generally admitted fact, of a dependence tion of the electric circuit;" "Power is a 
to be detailed and minut,e. What the labora- function of the moving waterfall." In these 
'wries and hospitals h!l.ve lately been teach- latter cases the several material objects have 
ing is not only that thought in general is one the function of inwardly creating or engen
of the brain's functions, but that the various dering their effects, and their function must 
special forms of thinking are functions of be called prodttctive function. Just so, he 
special portions of the brain. When we are thinks, it must be with the brain engender
thinking of things seen, it is our occi.pital ing consciousness in its interior, much as it 
convolutions that are active; when of things eng·enders cholesterin and creatin and car-
heard, it is a certain of our temporal bonic acid, its relation to our soul's life must 
lobes; when of things be it is one also be called productive function. Of course 
of our frontal convolutions. if such production be the function, then when 
Flechsig, of more the organ perishes, since the pr9duotion Q~IJ, 
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no longer continue, the soul must surely die. 
Such a conclusion as this is indeed inevitable 
from that particular conception of the facts. 

"But in the world of physical nature pro
ductive function of this sort is not the only 
kind of function with which we are familiar. 
We have also releasing or permissive func
tion, and we have transmissive function .... 

"In the case of a colored glass or prism, or 
a refracting lens, we have transmissive func
tion. The energy of light, no matter how 
produced, is by the glass sifted and limited 
in color, and by the-lens or prism determined 
to a certain path or shape. ~imilarly, the 
keys of an organ have only a transmissive 
function. They open successively the vari
ous pipes and let the wind in the air-chest 
escape in various ways. The voices of the 
various pipes are constituted by the columns 
of air trembling as they emerge. But the 
air is not engendered in the organ. The 
organ proper as distinguished from its air 
chest, is only an apparatus for letting por
tions of it loose upon the world in these pe
culiarly limited shapes. My thesis now is 
this: that when we think of the law that 
thought is a function of the brain, we are not 
required to think of productive function only; 
we are entitled also to consider permissive or 
transmissive junction."-Pp. 6-15. 

Such is the line of argument pursued by 
this eminent scientist. 

By trying to restrict the function of the 
brain to a superficial theory our mortal
soulist friend imagines he makes a point, 
but it does not bear the full blaze of investi
gation. They have not now what is termed 
a "working hypothesis." A theory or hy
pothesis in order to work, must go on "all 
fours," sufficiently at least to stand up while 
you are looking at it. 

That the brain is a transmitter rather than 
a producer of thought-the instrument used 
by the spirit or "inner man," all in harmony 
with the axiomatic truth that intelligence is 
a property of spirit and not of matter. 

That the "a spirit in man," does not depend 
upon the objective life, the life of the 
blood which needs the air, or its "breath of 
life" to sustain it, is evidenced in the well
authe~:~ticated cases of suspended animation, 
where as far as breath, air, lungs, heart, or 
any part of objective man is concerned, 
medical experts pronounce no life, as in the 
following- cases taken from "The Law of 
Psychic Phenomena," by T. J. Hudson, pages 
310, 311: "1st. A young lady near Indian
apolis who came to life after fourteen days of 
suspended animation. Six doctors had ap
plied the usual tests, and pronounced her 
dead ... the patient revived and is yet liv
ing." 

"2d. A lady who is now at the head of one 
of our largest orphan asylums of a western 
city, has been twice pronounced dead by the 
attending physicians, twice prepared for the 
grave, twice resuecitated by her friends. On 
the last occasion extraordinary precautions 
were taken in view of her former experience, 
all the tests known to her physicians were 
applied and all doubts were set at rest. She 
was a second time professionally declared to 
be dead and the physicians left the bouse. 
In preparing the body for burial it was acci
dentally pricked by a pin. Soon afterwards it 
was discovered that a small drop of blood 
marked the spot where the pin entered. 
This once more roused the hope of the family, 
and vigorous treatment soon restored her to 
consciousness. She is living to-day a vigor
ous useful woman. It is proper to note here 
that upon being restored, the lady declared 
that she had never for a moment lost con
sciousness, that she knew all that went on 
around her, perfectly comprehended the sig
nificance of all the tests that were applied, 
but felt the utmost indifference as to the 
result, and was neither surprised nor alarmed 
when it was decided that she was dead." 

I h~tve obtained the following statement 
from Elder George Hayward, well known to 
many of the readers of the Herald:-

----""-""""""-~--- ---"~---- "" ______ "" -" 
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We the undersigned citizens of Independ
ence, Missouri," are well acquainted with 
Geo. Hayward, and consider him truthful and 
reliable. 

Retired Citizen, JOHN B. NOLAND. 
Banker, J. P. JONES. 

J. W. PECK, City Physician. 
S. H. WOODSON, Mayor. 
J. V. B. MARTIN, City Alderman. 
0. H. GENTRY, JR., Druggist. 
A. W. COAKLEY, P. M. 
I, George Hayward, was born February 

17th, 1827, at Marshfield, England. I was 
between seven and eight years of age when I 
met with an accident that causad, as they 
thought, my death, from a blow on the head 
with a hop pick. The force of the blow 
stunned me so that I sat on the damp ground, 
from which I caught a very bad cold, result
ing in pleurisy and inflammation of the 
lungs. When I went home that night I was 
sent down in a dark cellar on an errand. I 
remember I was very giddy and dizzy', and I 
wondered with astonishment when I went 
down in that cellar that I could see every 
object, even the mould on the wall, which at 
other times we could not see without a light, 
and when I came up out of the cellar I could 
not see anything. ' 

That night I went to bed very sick, the 
doctor was called in; another doctor was 
called in; they consulted, and they said the 
sickness was due to the blow on the head, 
and the severe cold contracted from having 
lain on the damp ground. And after about 
two weeks I was pronounced dead by the 
doctors. I remember the words very well, 
although I was very young, "He is dead." 
I remember every item that was said; even 
when my stepmother sent for one of my older 
brothers, who was a very stout, hearty young 
man. I was lying on the bed which was 
facing the door. My eyes were partly closed. 
When the door was open I saw my brother 
John come in, and as soon as he saw me he 
shook with emotion so that he would almost 
burst. But my stepmother says, "It is no 
use to cry now. He is dead," but he shook 
the more. I understood everything that was 
going on. I did not suffer pain in any shape 
nor form. I was free of all pains, did not 
have any fear at all. They seemed troubled 
so much, but I Gould move neither hand nor 
foot nor finger to let them know that I was 
not dead. 

After awhile the funeral was attended to, 
the coffin broug-ht in, I was placed in the 
coffin. The coffin lid was closed, I beard the 
screws being tightened in the coffin. Air 
seemed not anything to me, I had no pain 
nor sorrow nor anything- of the kind. The 
following day I was borne off upon the 
shoulders of several men. They used to 
carry the coffins on their shoulders in that 
day. I was taken to th~ graveyard. In Eng
land they do not have the second box like 
they do here, the coffin was laid gradually 
into the grave, and as it. was lowered, it 
rubbed the sides of the ground. until it ~rot 
to its place. In a little while I heard the 
clods falling on the coffin lid and the sound 
got fainter and fainter and finally died out ap
parently altogether. In a little while, I 
don't know how long, the sound began to 
come ag-ain from the top, over me; g-radually 
it came nearer, and bye and bye I felt the 
coffin move, ri~ing up from the ground, borne 
off, it apoears. All this time I was con
scious, and did not have any pain, no fear, 
did not trouble a particle. I felt perfectly 
happy and good. In a little while I heard 
two men talking-, one said to the other, "He 
is alive." "You fool" the other says, "He 
has been dead since yesterday. You must be 
foolish to think suflh a thing-. Come let us 
get, at our work." Then I heard the peculiar 
noise of sharpening of knives, and ngain T 
hA:trd the one say, "He is alive, I tell vou." 
"No," the other says, "he is not alive." 
"Yes, don't you see his lips move. don't you 
feel the breath? Listen!" and be bAnt down 
to my mouth to catch the sound. With my 
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eyes partly open I could see them, and then 
life came to me, to the astonishment of both. 
I was taken home to my parents by these 
men, they were the doctors who had received 
permission from the authorities to perform 
an autopsy, on account of a dispute as to the 
cause of my death. 

From the force of the blow on my head, a 
piece of my tongue was bit off, and was sewed 
on again. Also my lip was cut about one 
inch from my mouth. You can see the cut 
to-day. 

Sig-ned GEORG HAYWARD. 
Witness BELLE ROBINSON JAMES. 

STATE OF MISSOURI,/ 
County of Jackson. I 

Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary 
public for said county and State as above, 
this 27th day of November, 1899. 

[SEAL] JOHN W. BRACKENBURY,_ 
Notary Publw. 

My term expires June 23, 1901. 
These items touching what science has to 

say upon the question as to man's immortality, 
as. that term may be applied to the soul or 
spirit in man, may be of service to some who 
may not have access to libraries. 

For a fuller reading upon the matter, get 
the proceedings of the "Pdychical Research 
Society,·' which are published annually; 
"The Law of Psychic Phenomena," by 
Thomas J. Hudson, LL D., also a "Scientific 
Demonstration of the Future Life," by the 
same author; published by A. C. McClurg 
and Company, Chicago. 

It is encouraging to note that our religion 
does not require us to "follow cunningly de
vised fables," but that every fact demon
strated by science adds another arrow to our 
quiver. We have nothing to fear but the 
encroachment of sin among our mortal mem
l;ters. When our lives are kept in touch with 
the holiness and purity required in Christ, 
we readily assimilate truth. 

HSeek truth where,er it may be found, 
Among thy friend•. among thy foes; 

On Christian or on Heathen ground. 
The flower's divine where'er it blows." 

Sincerely yours, 
F. M. SHEEHY. 

OAKLAND, Califor»ia, December ~7, !899. 

GENERAL CHUlWH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
Once more I call the attention of those 

whom it may concern to the fact that branch 
reports are overdue from several districts, 
and that I would like them without delay, 
that I may copy them upon the General Rec
ord of names before the rush of work to be 
expected later· in the winter. I write this 
upon January 5, 1900, up to which date the 
reports mentioned herein have not been re
ceived:-

For several years have come no corrections 
in the records of the branches in Manchester 
district, England, hut, from correspondence 
received, it is likely that certain brethren 
will fully correct matters in the near future, 
alt.bough it may prove quite a task bofore all 
shall be perfected as to names, dates, places, 
births, baptisms, deaths, etc. 

I trust that the offiJers of London, Birming
ham, and Sheffiold districts, of England, will 
send in at an early day their complete reports 
of all changes. Also that Eastern and West
ern Wales will see to their reports, that they 
are sent over. 

From Northern California the last reports 
that came were those for March, 1899. If 
they held an October conference I am not in
formed. Central California reports for Octo· 
ber, 1899, are due. The last reports from 
Southern California that arrived were for 
October, 1898. Please send me the later ones. 

Branch reports from the Idaho May and 
November conferences have not yet arrived. 

The followine- districts held conferences in 
September, 1899, but their rf1ports have not 
yet bAen receivPd; namely: Kewanee, South
ern Nebraska, New York. 

No reports have been received from dis
trictt! th!;!,t b,elQ, oonferences in Qctooer; 

-----· ----------
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namely: Central California, Southern Cali
fornia, Fremont, Little Sioux, Kentacky and 
Tennessee, and Northern Michigan. 

From the November conferences repo:-ts 
are due as follows: Idaho, Northeastern 
Texas and Choctaw. 

From the December conferences reports 
are due; namely, Southern Missouri. 

I find that no reports have come from Okla
homa conferences for February, May, and 
October, 1899, and also a December confer
ence was· held from which reports should 
soon come. 

No reports from Central Texas for July 
and November have yet arrived. I would 
like to receive all the above at an early date. 

Also about thirty districts have appointed 
to hold conferences in January, February, or 
March, 1900, and I now ask their officers to 
kindly forward branch reports as soon after 
their sessions as may be done. And I thank 
all officers who have labored, or who are now 
laboring, to correct branch and district rec
ords, and to answer my letters wherein I 
have called for help to obtain harmony be
tween branch, district, and general records, 
as to names, places, dates, pertaining- to 
births, baptism~. confirmations, ordinations, 
marriages, deaths, expulsions, etc. 

H. A. STEBBINS, 
General Church Recorder. 

LAlUONI, Iowa, January 5. 

COLORADO AND NEW MEXICO MISSION. 
Bro. James W. Gillen having left the Colo 

rado and New Mexico mission, and his where
about being unknown to us, that we may 
correspond with him, and the missionaries 
being solicitous to know whom to report to, 
we hereby give notice that until further or
ders, or until the sitting of conference in 
April next, the missionaries in the field over 
which Bro. Gillen had oversight, may report 
direct to the Presidency, both as to their 
labors and the needs of the mission. 
. JOSEPH SMITH, for Presidency. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 3, 1900. 

NOTICE. 
To the Traveling Missio~aries:-All are 

hereby requested to send in their reports to 
the sub-ministers in charge by the first of 
March, 1900, and they to report to me by the 
15th of March. Report labor done during 
the last two years. 

G. T. GRIFFITHS, 
Missionary in Charge. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RULES OF 
REPRESENTATION. 

To all Saints in Christ; Esteemed Friends 
in Gospel Bonds:-Opportunity affording, the 
following resolution will be presented for 
consideration to the General Conference, be
ginning April 6, 1900:-

Resolved, that hereafter the following 
quorums-priests, teachers, and deacons
shall each be provided separate place and 
privilege on the floor of the General Confer
ence assembly, when in business session, and 
that each member of said quorums when 
present, shall be considered an ex officio 
member of the General Conference, as mem
bers of other quorums. 

The above resolution will be presented be
cause it is believed to be in harmony with 
the gospel law, wherein it provides equal 
rights to all, and for the encouragement 
and development of these quorums. Also 
that God has placed an equal measure of 
responsibility on each quorum of the church 
according to its order; and whereas this re
sponsibility rests on each of the above-men
tioned quorums it is uojust to deprive them 
of a voice in the legislation of the church. 
It is "taxation without representation." 
Besides, Paul of old has said, "The eye can
not say unto the h!!Jnd, I have no need of 
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thee; nor again the head to, the feet, I have 
no need of you." 

The chu.rch is greatly in need of these 
officers being developed to greater usefulness. 
Therefore, let it help bring them into such 
by the above resolution. 

Your brother and colaborer in the Lord's 
vineyard, LEONARD HOUGHTON. j 

LANCASTER, Wisconsin, January 5. • 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Northern Nebraska district 

will meet in the Saints' church, Omaha, Ne
braska, January 27, at 7: 30 p. m., and the 
Sunday school convention on January 28, in 
the afternoon. Address all reports, com
munications, and notices to James Huff, No. 
1818 North Twenty-first Street, Omaha, 
Nebraska. We hope to have a good attend
ance, and wish all members of conference 
will bring the Spirit of the Master with them. 
Reports from all branches are specially de
sired, as this is the last conference before 
General Conference, and delegates are to be 
elected. J. E. BUTTS, Pres. 

JAMES HUFF, Sec. 

Galland's Grove district conference will 
convene at saints' chapel, Deloit, Iowa, Sat
urday, February 17, at ten o'clock, holding 
over Sun<lay. Branch officers are requested 
to see that branch reports are forwarded to 
district secretary, Sr. Nellie Rudd, Dow 
City, Iowa, about one week before conference 
convenes. We would like a full report from 
all local ministers and officers. Send or ap
point some one to represent your branch as 
delegate or delegates, as the coming confer
ence is expected to be an important one. A 
cordial invitation is extended to all. 

c. E. BuT:rERWORTH. 
J. M. BAKER. 

Conference of Central Nebraska district 
will convene at Inman, beginning February 
10, at tim a. m. Will branch officers please 
see that correct reports are sent. This has 
been neglected in the past by some. It is 
necessary that this matter be attended to 
with as much care as any other duty. 

W. M. RUMEL, Sec. 

Southern California conference meets at 
Los Angeles, February 16. This date is a 
couple of weeks earlier than the time set by 
last conference. The change is made so our 
missionary in charge can be present with us. 
Wake up, everybody, and come. 

A. CARMICHAEL, Pres. 

Northern California district conference will 
he held at Redmen's Building-, Golden West 
Hall, 320 Post Street, San Francisco, Feb-
ruary 9. E. S. CHASE, Sec. 

BORN. 
ROBERTS.-To Joseph and Clara Roberts, 

of Henderson, Iowa, December 3, 1899, a 
daughter. Blessed December 11, by Elders H. 
Kemp and I. M. Smith, and named Bertha 
Christine. 

WATKINS.-To Charles and Mary Watkins, 
of Tabor, Iowa, November 21, 1899, a daugh
ter. Blessed December 26. by Elders H. and 
George Kemp, and named Zelma Irene. 

CONDIT.-Blessed December 17, 1899, at 
Hagerman, Idaho, Charlotte Frances, daugh
ter of Bro. and Sr. Irvin and Jennie Condit; 
born August 20, 1895. Blessed by Elders S. 
D. Condit and Charles Albertson. Jennie 
Mae, daughter, born January 26, 1899. 
Blessed by Elders Charles Albertson and S. 
D. Condit. 

DURFEE.-Myron Ray, son of Bro. and Sr. 
Myron J. Durfee; born July 30, 1892. Blessed 
by Elders Charles Albertson and S. D. Con
dit, 

MARRIED. 
DAVIDSON-PARTI ... OW.-NearTabor,Iowa, 

December 25, 1899, at the house of the par
ents of the groom, Bro. Arthur J. Davidson to 
Miss Anna Partlow, by Elder Henry Kemp. 
Quite a number of friends were convened, 
and many useful articles were presented. 
May they be prospered in life's journey is the 
wish of all. 

KLINE-HILLYER.-December 20, 1899, 
Pearl May Hillyer, daughter of Bro. and Sr. 
Robert Hillyer, to Mr. Lewis Kline, both of 
Solomon, Iowa, by Elder Henry Kemp. A 
rich. repast wae prepared by the bride's par
ents, and many useful presents given, making 
the beautiful couple happy. Long may they 
live to enjoy the sweets of life. 

HAYER-ANDERSON.-At Stavanger, Illi
nois, at the home of the bride's parents, 
December 20, 1899, at five p.m., Bro. Albert 
E. Hayer and Sr. Mabel E. Anderson, Elder 
J. Midgorden officiating. About one hun'dred 
and fifty relatives and friends attended, who 
showed their appreciation by their presents 
and also some ready cash, and with best 
wishes and God's blessings to attend them on 
the ocean of life. 

BROWN-GIVENS.-At Greenleaf, Kansas, 
on the evening of Dacember 26, 1899, Bro. H. 
E. Brown, of Lenora, Kansas, and Sr. Mary 
Givens, of West Union, West Virginia, were 
united in marriage by Elder W. S. Pender, 
assisted by Elder -- Houston. The mar
riage ceremony was performed at the close of 
preaching service, in the presence of a large 
audience. The bride, though far from home 
and among stranger<>, was made quite at 
home by the saints. The incident could 
scarcely have been rendered happier at her 
own home. Bride and groom received con
gratulations at the residence of Bro. J. H. 
Scott. 

DIED. 
BROWN.-Edward F. Brown, of Sargent

ville, Maine, died Dacember 19, 1899; he was 
born January 10, 1880; the firstborn of Bro. 
Edward and Sr. Udora I. Brown. He was a 
brilliant, active child, and as he grew in 
understanding was very thoughtful in his 
home, respectful to his parents, and kind to 
the little ones-a great tribute to the memory 
of a youth. Funer:~.l services at the house, 
by Elder John Billings. 

HOUGH.-Joel Riley Hough died at his 
home in Hazel Dell township, Pottawattamie 
County, Iowa, December 19, 1899. His death 
was caused by an injury received by falling 
from a ladder, while repairing a windmill on 
the 17th. He was born in Oswego County, 
New York, August 7, 1821; and April5, 1842, 
he was married to Cedelia P. Spinnings, who 
survives him. He came to Pottawattamie 
County in 1848, and has resided on his farm 
for forty-six years. To them were born eight 
children, of whom five are now living. He 
united with the church in 1831 or 1832, and 
continued a faithful member until the death 
of Joseph and Hyrum, but never united witl: 
the Reorganization. His remains were laid 
to rest in Grange cemetery, attended by a 
large concourse of friends and neighbors. 
Mr. Lyde Parrish had charge of the funeral, 
Elder D. Parrish offered prayer, funeral ser
mon by Elder D. R. Chambers. 

DYKES.-To Bro. and Sr. C. G. Dykes, at 
Muscatine, Iowa, December 27, 1899, a 
daughter. Died December 30. Funeral ser
mon by Elder J. W. Adams, assisted by 
Fred Needham. 

Dmsco.-Mr. Jeremiah Drisco, of Jones
port, Maine, though not a member of tte 
church, was very favorable ·to the cause. 
His funeral was very largely attended; he 
was about sixty years old. Sermon by Elder 
S. 0. Foss. 

BEAL.-Corris, infant daughter of Bro. 
Alonzo and Sr. Hannah Beal, 11 months old. 
Funeral at tbe house; sermon by Elder S. 0. 
Foss, 
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Address communications for publication to the 
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UACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach· 
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8!, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net .••••••.••.. $2 00 

mE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inapired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 
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JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ........•....... •· •· •· •· · .t() 3!1 
Cloth. limn •.••••••.••. ···•••••·· r.G 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the R<~organized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter D~y Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His· 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical· 
arguments, and. untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offielal acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as· 
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
eriminali ty. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged· 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
11.nd the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
li!.l'e more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., lOW A. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Blld
~rs', priests', teachers', and dea.· 
oons' licenses, each per dozen ..... eo 12 
Bla.nk oreachir. c< :;r,tices: uer 100. , {~ 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS. Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ....... 0 ......... 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 .. .. .. . .. .. 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

~. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100 ....... 0.... Hi 

G. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 1 00 ... 1 00 

'1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 .. o......... 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100. 0 ......... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 . 0 .. 0 ..... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a. Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. SO 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... M 

18. Necessity for a. Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . SO 

19. A Statement and a. Correction 
of It; per dozen................ HI 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100 ................... 1& 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; ·per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ........ 0......... 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ............ 0...... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100........ tr 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome o" 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 V'l 

42. Rejection of the Church; pP.J 
dozen, 10 cents; 100.0... . . . . . 5'. 

43. One Wife or Many; per doz~IL 
15 cents; 100 ........ 0 .......... J 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, U 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

SONGS OF ZION. By EhlerT. W. 
Sm1th. Paper covers, each .••... eo Of) 
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SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day t>chool Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERJ't!EDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
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PRIMA11.Y GHADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same les"ons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
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NEW TESTAMENTS. King James' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo •.........•.... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller).. • . • • 15 
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HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac· 
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeling old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
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Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 2 50 
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ANNUAL CONVENTION NA
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Ft. Worth, Texas, January 16-
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Returning not earlier than January 17 nor 
later than January 27. Continuous passage 
in each direction. 

ANNUAL CONVENTJON OKLAHOMA 
Live Stock Association, El Reno, Oklahoma, 
February 13-15, 1900. One staudard first
class fare for the· round trip. Date of sale 
February 11-13 inclusive. Returning final 
limit February 17. Continuous passage in 
each direction. 

COWDERY LETTERS. 
Written on the subject of the rise of the 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
tJy Elder Oliver Cowdery. They contain 
valuable matter concerning the calling of 
Joseph the Seer, the discovery and transla·. 
tion of the Book of Mormon, and the angelic 
bestowal of the priesthood. 

In paper covers, 40 pages, 8 cents 
each; per dozen .................. $ 75 

Without covers, 5 cents each; per 
dozen........................... 50 

lrchreological Committee's 
WITH MAPS. 

Eridenoes Supporting the Book of Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Arcbreology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating ever;v 
available source of written information 01:1 
the subject. 
It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con

tains a preface, and outlines the history o! 
the Nepbites. Part2 is a synopsis of JaredJtlii 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with lA 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a li6t 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, sud 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa'@ 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Pi!.lenque," and. 
"Inscriptions from Palenque." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archaeological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor· 
mon: 'evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to the av )rage reader, 
making it a manu11.l of defense of its archaeo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has "been com· 
plated at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made ~~os low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper oovenj price 
SO cents, mailed to any address. 

LAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI~ IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
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KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
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Inquir·e of JOHN SCOTT, 
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WHAT QUIT-TO-BAC HAS DONE 
:for hundreds o:f others, 

it will surely do for you. 3 boxes ~ent post paid for only 
$1 50, with positive guarantee to cure tobacco habit or 
money cheerfully refunded. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. OrmwAY, 228 Hancock St., Peoria, Ill. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper ......•.•••••••••••••••••. $0 2~ 
Cloth ........................... O.OfO& .. &OIIIIG>CIOGO& 40 

llllllillll 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
1eleplu:me 'lt. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 
President, 

orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI. IOWA. 
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TRUE CHRISTIANITY IS SPREA[)ING. 

Is Christianity progressing, stand
ing still or losing ground? I have no 
hesitation in saying that real Chris
tianity, that is to say, the Spirit of 
Christ, is more practically operative 
in the affairs of men to-day than at 
any time previously in human history. 

If, however, by Christianity, on the 
other hand, we mean the organic 
forms in which it expresses itself in 
the various church organizations of 
the land, I think only one answer can 
be given to the question, and that 
answer is, the churches are not hold
ing their own. It is much harder to 
get people to go to church than it 
used to be. And not in the case of 
adults only; even the children take 
more catching than they used to do. 

And the reason for this state of 
affairs? The first reason, I think, is 
to be found in the churches them
selves. They are not prepared 
frankly to restate the Christian .be
liefs and doctrines so that these may 
be acceptable to thoughtful men. I 
do not think, however, that the 
churches are altogether to blame for 
this, for I do not believe this special 
age and time are fitted for restate
ment. Rather are we living in days 
of flux; days which Matthew Arnold 
so sympathetically, so accurately de
scribes as days in which 

The old is out of date; 
The new is not yet born. 

People expect too much of the 

churches if they expect them always I time to think much about these things 
to be ready with a new statement of for themselves, or even ~o read the 
ancient truths to meet unrest and dis· words of those who do thwk; and so, 
content. The public is sometimes while there is a growing feeling of 
whimsical in its objection and un- discontent with them regarding ~he 
learned and unreasoning in its criti- old-fashioned methods of statmg 
cism. But though this is so, making Christian truth, while they cann<_>t 
all allowance for it, as I say, I still be- quite believe in the sort of God their 
lieve that there is a grave fault to be fathers believed in, cannot quite per
found with the churches. They are suade themselves that their fathers' 
mistaken at least in the emphasis they doctrine of repentance, regeneration, 
place on certain truths; too much sacrament, conversion, etc., etc.,_ is 
stress on little things, too little at- altogether a reasonable way of statmg 
tention to great things. They demand those things, yet they do not want to 
much too complex a statement of faith throw them ~ll up. Therefor~, as _I 
in most instances before they admit to say, what th1s large mass of mtelh· 
membership. The consequence of gent men and women require is rever· 
this is very often that the scrupu- ent but searching restatement of these 
lously honest man they turn away, foundational truths of Christianity
while the man not so scrupulous, the dressing them in a new dress, so they 
man who is willing to stand up and may not walk among men as guys, but 
repeat any creed among his fellows on shall appear to be what they are, rea
Sunday, if only he is allowed to regu- sonable, human, necessary. 
late his life as he sees fit. without any There is however another side to 
special interference _of Christian p_rin- this question. The fact that the 
mple on Monda;v, this man come~ mto people are turning away from the out
the church, wh1le the other hes1tates ward forms of Christianity is not alto
a?d stays outs.ide. Complex confes- gether due to the want or fault of 
s1ons of doctrme should never be a adaptability in the presentation to 
basis of entrance to any church. They them of those forms. The church 
often keep the most honest ~en out is no longer in the position that it was 
and take the less honest men m. fifty years ago. This is chiefly, of 

I feel confident that in the future course, true in the rural community, 
the tendency of the churches will be but it is also true of the church in the 
to hark back to apostolic precedent. city. Men to-day can get by fifty dif· 
We should not demand complex ferent roads at the truth, where a 
creeds of men at all before we admit generation ago they could only get 
them to church membership. As a most literally at it by way of the 
matter of historic fact, the early church .. The diffusion of knowledge, 
Christians were not called on even to the cheapness of publication, the pro
express faith in the doctrine of the vision which every community makes 
Trinity before baptism. They were for the satisfaction of its aesthetic 
only baptized in the name of Jesus. tastes, the cheapening of books, daily 

Now I observe that just so far as a jo:urnalism-all these things compete 
clergyman is bold and capable in this w1th the church. They canno~ sup
duty, as I believe it to be, of restate- ply, seldom even suggest, what m h_er 
ment, just so far he draws the atten- IS m_?st valuable, but ~hey make cla1m 
tion of good and intelligent men. on time and on attentiOn. 
They listen to his teaching, they come Then there is a third reason that I 
into his church. I know this country would dwell on for a few moments. 
pretty well. I have traveled in every Even thouo-htful men have not yet be
State in the Union, and wherever I go gun to see "'the inconsistency they are 
I find the people hungry for the great, guilty of in refusing to join a church. 
simple truths of the gospel of Jesus I am confident they are already begin· 
Christ, but they have to be put to ning to see. But there are people of 
them in such a way that they can see brains that have not yet had sufficient 
them in their reasonableness, in their time to do their thinking. Now, when 
true relation to God's laws, in God's they begin to think, it will be increas
world, becoming visible everywhere. ingly evident to them that we must 

Men do not want to give up their obey the law of association in religion 
fathers' God. At least in crises of in order to be good ourselves and do 
their lives they do not want to give up others good, just as truly as we must 
the habit of prayer. But ordinarily obey the law of association to defend 
they haven't time, so busy are they, our country, enjoy our evenings, gain 
so strenuously must they follow their education for our children or make 
occupations, in order to hold their money. In every important depart
own in the race of life. They haven't ment in life we associate with our fel-
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low men in order to obtain the best WHATo THE HIGHER CRITICISM HAS and greatest religious life of that 
results which civilization offers us. DONE. I time. The Bible, in fact, is hindered 
In religion we must obey the same You ask me how the higher criti-~ by its form from exercising a despot-
changeless law; we must associate cism has affected the Bible. The sub- ism over the human spirit; if it could 
with others in order to be good and in ject is a large one and incapable of do that, it would become an outer law 
order to do good, just as truly as we being dismissed in a few words, but I at once; but its form is so admirably 
must aE.sociate with others to get the will endeavor to answer it briefly:- adapted to our need that it wins from 
best education for our children or To Unitarians the higher criticism, us all the reverence of a supreme 
university training for our boys. The so-called, is nothing new. It is a authority, and yet imposes upon us no 
man who associates with his fellow matter of two or three generations. yoke of subjection. This it does by 
men in every department of life save There is no doubt that it has greatly virtue of the principle of private judg
the religious is glaringly inconsistent. advanced and enlarged the religious ment, which puts conscience be
He is a social being, a reasonable thought and action of mankind. The tween us and the Bible, making 
social being in every department of I Christian religion is the simplest I conscience the supreme interpreter, 
life, except in this one all-important statement of abstract religion. It whom it may be a duty to enlighten, 
department, and in that he remains a I cannot be affected by a hair's breadth but whom it can never be a duty to 
po0r, belated egoist, for he is found by any discussion as to the Jewish disobey. 
repeating the thoughtless old saw:- /Scriptures. These Scriptures have He is guilty of high treason against 

"l can be good alone." been, and are, of immense use to the the faith who fears the result of any 
Higher criticism cannot possibly af- world. ,But the Christian religion investigation, whether philosophical 

feet Christianity deleteriously, be- assures us of the permanent presence or scientific or historical. And, there-
cause all higher criticism means is, now, with all of us who seek him, of fore, nothing should be more welcome 
bringing the new. knowledge that has the God who is Father of us all. than the extension of knowledge of 
come to us in the last hundred years I have never been one of those who any and every kind; for every increase 
or so into contact with the less accu· I cavil at criticism of the Bible, if it be I in our accumulations of knowledge 
rate conclusions we had arrived at I directed in a proper and becoming throws fresh light upon these the real. 
without that knowledge. To make a spirit. But it has not always been problems of our day. If geology 
bugbear of higher criticism is exceed- conducted in that spirit. Within my proves to us that we must not inter
ingly stupid, for it is to wilfully ig- recollection, or the recollection of my pret the first chapters of Genesis lit
nore higher criticism. A thing is not father, I remember the storm of anger erally; if historical investigation shaH 
true merely because some one be- that swept over the English Church show us that inspiration, however it 
lieved it to be true a long time ago. when Canon Milburn first referred to may protect the doctrine, yet was nofi 
As to the scientific spirit of our day, the patriarch Abraham as an Arab empowered to protect the narrative of 
surely almost every intelligent man sheik. And yet it was probably the the inspired writers from occasional 
knows that whatever his shortcom- truth. I persomi.lly remember when inaccuracy; if careful criticism shaH 
ings may be, however his researches the German "Ewald's History of Is- prove that there have been occasion· 
may prescribe his mind, as Darwin rael" was almost excommunicated by ally interpolations and forgeries in 
sadly confessed his had been pre- the Christian Church. And yet I be- that book, as in many others, there
scribed, one great thing scientific man lieve that if John Henry Newman, suits should still be welcome. 
invariably stands for; no matter what leader of the so-called Oxford Move· Even the mistakes of careful and 
language he speaks or in what clime ment in the English Church, and reverent students are more valuable 
he toils, he only seeks one thing, to afterward a Cardinal Prince in the now than truth held in unthinking 
one thing only will he bow, the truth. Roman Catholic Church, had been as acquiescence. The substance of the' 
In a very real sense we can claim him well grounded in reading German as teaching which we derive from the 
as a follower of Him who said: "For he was the Greek, the entire course of Bible will not be really affected by 
this cause was I born; for this cause his life in religion might have been anything of this sort, while its hold 
came I into the world, to bear witness changed. Ewald, in the original, upon the minds of believers and its 
to the Truth." might have directed his thoughts into powers to stir the depths of the spirit 

I would like to close by quoting new channels. of man, however much weakened a.t 
some words of Mr. Lincoln. He was In answering this question, or in first, must be immeasurably strength
once asked why he did not join the attempting to reply to it at short ened in the end by clearing away any 
the church, and this was his notable notice, the words of an essay written blunders which may have been fast
answer; it covers exactly, in my judg- by the present primate of all England, ened upon it by human interpretation. 
ment, the ground that I have tried to the Archbishop of Canterbury, when -Edward Everett Hale in N. Y. Jou/r· 
hurry over:- he was simply Dr. Frederick Temple, nal, Nov. 12, 1899. 

"l have never united myself to any Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the Queen, 
church, because I have found diffi- occur to my mind:-
culty in giving my assent, without "In confuting the tendency of the ADDREssEs. 

mental reservation, to the long, com- age, Christendom needed a firm spot C. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 

Plicated statements of Christian doc- upon which sbe might stand, and has J. W. Wight, No. 39 Floral Ave., Salt Lake, 
City, Utah. 

trine which characterize the article of found it in the Bible. Had the Bible J. D. White, No. 1903 Coleman Street, St. 
belief and the usual confessions of been drawn up in precise statements Louis, Missouri. 
faith. When any church will inscribe of faith or detaHed precepts of coo.- T. W. Williams, 1014 Alpine Street,~Loil 

. lt 't 1 l'fi . d t h ld h h d lt t' Angeles, California. on 1ts a ars as 1 s so e qua 1 catwn uc , we s ou ave a no a erna 1ve George Jenkins, Byrne ville, Ind. 
for membership the Savior's con- but either permanent subjection to an J. B. Roush, permanent address, Wrav, 
densed statement of the substance of outer law or loss of the highest instru- Yuma County, Colorado. 
both law and gospel, 'Thou shalt love ment of self-education. But the Bible Henry C. Smith, Temple, Lak<3 Co., Ohi(Jl. 
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, from its very form is exactly adapted Daniel MacGregor, Chilliwack, B. C. 

W. R. Armstrong, No. 1 Shakespeare St., 
and with all thy soul, and with all thy to our present want. It is a history. Ardwick, Manchester, England. 
mind, and thy neighbor as thyself,' Even the doctrinal parts of it are cast J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
that church will I join with all my in historical form, and are best studied Mark H. _Forscutt, No. 203 First Avenue, 
heart and all my soul. "-Rev. Dr. Wil- I by considering them as records of the Nebraska Clty, Nebraska. . 
· · · 1 · . h h . d i W. E. Peak, 365 Grand R1ver Avenue, D&" 

ham B. Ramsford, m New York Journal, 1 t1me at whw t ey were written, an troit, Michigan. 
Nov. 12, 1899. 'as conveying to us the highest, M. F. Gowell, Rosendale, Missouri. 
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E HERALD~ 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples incleecl1 and ye shall know the troth, and the truth shall make you free."-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord$ for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife& and concubines he shall ha:.,e none.''-B, of M., page 116, 
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CHURCH HISTORY, VOL. 3. 

Bro. Oriley requests us to make the 
following statement to the HERALD 
readers. 

Appeals for subscriptions in advance 
for the issuance of the third v:olume of 
Church History have brought in less 
than one hundred dollars. 

Because of the limited amount sub· 
scribed it has been impossible to 
issue the work heretofore. The 
Business Manager, at the late Wood
bine reunion, proposed publicly that 
a number of the brethren undertake to 
secure sufficient subscriptions, or to 
furnish the capital with which to pub
lish, if they wanted the work. Act
ing upon that suggestion one of our 
young brethren, an active and zealous 
worker in the mission field, has of
fered to loan the Herald Office one 
thousand dollars, that the History 
might be issued, and for one year 
without interest, if necessary, and which 
offer has been accepted. 

However, Bro. Oriley thinks the 
brother, who is a self-sacrificing hard 
worker in the field, ought not to be 
deprived of the use of his money on 
such terms; that all interested should 
bear their part of the burden. He 
therefore asks that the saints and 
friends interested in the work take 
hold with a will and send in subscrip
tions for the volume in ad vance. It 
will then be issued at once; and, in 
any event. He urges it upon the at
tention of all interested. 

The Church History is a very im
portant work. There is an urgent de
mand for the third volume, which 
ought to be backed up by prompt 
financial subscriptions. The volume 
will take up the history of events fol
lowing the death of Joseph and 
Hyrum Smith, and give a clear his
tory of the apostasy, and of the rise, 
progress, and work of the Reorgani
zation in its continuance of the work 
of the original church in succession 
under the presidency of Pres. Joseph 
Smith. 

Much matter of great value and im
portance will be presented; all avail
able sources of reliable and valuable 
information will be consulted and evi
dence obtained presented. The es
sential features of the latter-day 
~postasy will be presented1 together 

with the development of the peculiar 
factions under which men aspired for 
church leadership. 

The history of the Reorganization 
from its inception will include the 
leading actions of its General Confer
ences and councils, which will furnish 
the reader with information on church 
rulings, which will prove of great 
value to all interested in general and 
local church work. 

Work on the History will be begun 
at once and be pushed to speedy com· 
pletion, that the volume may be in the 
hands of subscribers early in the pres
ent year. The volume is needed and 
ought to be in the hands of the saints 
everywhere. Subscription prices the 
same as for volumes 1 and 2; viz., 
cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and 
corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50; full 
leather, gilt edges, $3.00. 

Address orders with remittances to 
Frank Oriley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

ANOTHER TESTIMONY. 

Elder John W. Whittaker, of the 
Utah Mormon Church, in a discourse 
delivered in the Amphion Building, 
Williamsburg, New York, Sunday 
evening, January 7, 1900, stated in re
gard to the time when polygamy was 
introduced into the church he repre
sented, as follows:-

PERSECUTION BEFORE POLYGAMY. 

Go back to the founding of our church, 
April 6, 1830. There was no polygamy prac· 
ticed or taught in Mormon literature until 
five years after that band of persecuted saints 
reached Utah. Before th:.t they had been 
driven from State'to State. Men and women 
were beaten, tarred and feathered, and some 
died under the hand of the secret assa,ssin.
New York Herald, January 8, 1900. 

The band of "persecuted saints" re
ferred to, reached Salt Lake Valley in 
July, 1847, and five years after would 
bring it to 1852. This agrees with 
the fact that it was on August 29, 
1852, that President Brigham Young 
produced the so-called revelation on 
plural or celestial marriage and had it 
presented to the church with a "You 
have got to believe and accept or be 
damned" sort of an indorsement. 

We have reason to believe that 
Elder Whittaker is correct. Who 
will be the next to place himself in 
line of the truth on the point? 

MANILA, Jan. 2, 6:15 p.m.-A naval officer 
who has arrived here from Guam brings a 
proclamation issued by Captain Leary, Naval 
Governor of that island, decreeing the ab
solute prohibition and total abolition of slav
ery or peonage, the order. taking effect 
February 22. 

(Ja:pt!llin +,eary al~o deportt,)(i \llll the Spat!.· 

ish priests for reasons which were sufficient 
to him. 

The prologue of the proclamation declares 
that the Spanish system of peonage, amount
ing to slavery, is a menace to popular liberty 
and a violation of the privileges guaranteed 
by the American constitution. 

We know nothing of the reasons 
that have induced action against the 
Spanish friars, but are heartily in 
favor of the Governor's ::JJction against 
slavery or peonage. The proclama
tion ordering its suppression to date 
from the anniversary of Washington's 
birth is worthy the name and charac
ter of the great Father of his country. 
Now let the United States suppress 
slavery and polygamy in every realm 
subject to its control or influence. 

UTAH ELDERS AT LAMONI. 

The saints and other citizens of La
moni have been entertained of late by 
a visit from some Utah elders, Messrs. 
Hansen and Bickmore, who being 
granted use of the Saints' church on 
Saturday and Sunday evenings, Janu
ary 6 and 7, proceeded to address the 
large assemblies which gathered to 
hear them. 

Elder Hansen was the leading 
speaker, being followed by brief ad
dresses from Elder Bickmore. 

Saturday evening's addresses were 
informal, being largely taken up with 
statements to the effect that they had 
come among us as friends, not to do 
us harm, but to do good; to get ac
quainted with us and that we of the 
Reorganized Church get acquainted 
with them. They testified to the uni
form courtesy and kind treatment they 
had received from the people of La
moni; the foregoing statements being 
repeated frequently, at length. 

On Sunday evening Elder Hansen 
addressed the audience from the text: 
"'rhe Son of Man has come to seek 
and to save that which was lost." He 
was followed by Elder Bickmore. 
With what· was said on Saturday 
night the main issues between the 
Utah Church and the Reorganized 
Church were boldly plunged into and 
put forward for comparison. A close 
inspection of their teaching and prac
tice was invited; a complete investiga
tion of the whole field was vehemently 
urged. ''Polygamy" ·and ''sealing," 
for instance, were freely advocated 
and defended, and Joseph Smith wa~ 
credited with those pernicious dog" 
mas. However, the practice of "de" 
bating" was decried against. They 
had come not to destroy, but to build 
up the church; not to do harm, bu~ 
~QQ~, !}oth ch~&r<the§ ~~m!d JJot be 
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right. Their protestations of friend
ship were repeated frequently. 

By request of the branch president, 
Bro. Heman C. Smith reviewed the 
two discourses, on Monday and Tues
day evenings following. The speaker 
stated that the personal friendship of 
the elders was accepted, that it was 
unnecessary to proffer it so often; that 
it would be freely accorded so long as 
their conduct justified so doing. How
ever, they would be held responsible 
for what they advocated and defended, 
as representatives of the Utah Church. 
They had sprung the questions; we 
had not. He refuted the assertions 
made, for which no proof had been 
offered, and completely routed the 
elders upon every point at issue. He 
used simply the witnesses and condi
tions they themselves had made 
reference to, thus meeting and van
quishing them with their own weap
ons, including their witnesses and 
authorities, as published in their 
church works. They had introduced 
the matters in question, he simply ac
cepted the invitation to inspect the 
Utah system. 

Their assertions were clearly and 
overwhelmingly refuted; every sem
blance of their claims to be the church 
in succession were swept away. 

The effort was continued later dur
ing the week, though after the first 
reply to the Utah elders they were 
manifestly crestfallen and subdued. 

The efforts on both sides brought 
out large congregations of saints and 
friends, to whom the position of the 
Reorganized Church was confirmed, 
and the impregnable character of its 
work made manifest. 

QUEEN VICTORIA SHOWS HATRED 
OF POLYGAMY. 

INQUIRY INTO THE LIVES OF RESIDENTS 

IN A CAN A DIAN TOWN. 

Washington, December 15.-Queen Victoria 
has joined hands with President McKinley 
in taking a special interest in the crusade 
against polygamy, and an investigation is 
now under way by the British Government 
concerning a polygamous marrying ground 
in Canadian territory for Utah believers in 
plural wives. 

Admirers in this country of the Grand Old 
Woman of England, knowing well her· re· 
spect for the sacredness of the marriage rela
tion, will not be surprised that she has 
taken up the fight against a system that only 
belongs to barbaric races. 

An attache of the British Embassy has just 
forwarded the Home Government full details 
concerning the practice of polygamy in the 
Gretna Green for Utah Mormons who wish 
to live their reli~ion and at the same time 
evade the laws of 'this country. 

This Mormon settlement of Cardston, Al
berta, just over the Canadian border, is 
known as "Little Salt Lake" to the Mor
mons. They have founded a prosperous town 
and, by means of irrigation, have acl:rieved 
wonders with the barren land. 

Through the investigation carried on 
against Roberts and polygamy since Decem
ber, 1898, the town of Cardston received con
siderable mention. Utah Mormons who 

* 
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believe in living the religion gave the pref-1 They will see how greatly at variance, 
erence ~o Cardston to going to Mexi?o when 

1 
how far from unity are leading expo· 

they w1shed to take new plural w1ves. It nents of the theory of evolution. 
was a short cut to go up through Butte and 
Helena, Montana, to Cardston by rail, and It is probably known by most of 
there was then no danger of prosecution. our readers that the authorities re-

It is believed the British Government will ferred to are among the shining lights 
be pleased to turn over to the Taylor com· . 
mittee the records of all marriages in of the world of SCience and of letters. 
Cardston since the enactment of the Ed- It is apparent that there is as much 
munds-Tucker l~w, and steps have been taken speculation, inconsistency, and drift
to secu;e them lf the_y have not b~en ma~e ing in the realm of science as in the
way with. Plural wives of men h1gh up m 
the councils of the Mormon Church bave ology, so-called, and that men and 
been frequent visitors to Cardston. The women who think as they should 
re?ords of births ~n this Canadian town is think will wait for science to justify 
s~ti.d to be somethwg pheno~enal, ~mt the its suppositions before submitting 
children soon after found their way oack to h . . d J • • h 1 
Utah. t mr JU .gmen0s, upon w111c mng 

The above from the San Francisco their eternal interests, to its "high 
' l . " Weekly Examiner, date not given, sent c a1ms. 

us by Bro. W. 0. Wetherbee, San The present attitude of evolutionists 
Bernardino, California, is republished is one of mere cold, calculating theor
for "what it may be worth." Whether ists who ask the race to accept a theory 
the Utah Mormons, any of them, are of life and being lacking a semblance 
guilty, as intimated, of going to Card- of heartthrobbing in it~a mentally
stan to consummate polygamous mar- torturing cold-blooded materialism, 
riages, we have no means of knowing. presented for the acceptance of men 

SCIENCE AND CHRISTIANITY. 

SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY QUESTIONED. 

ORGANIC EVOLUTION CROSS·EXAMINED. 
BY THE DUKE OF ARGYLE. 

A discussion between two such men as Her
bert Spencer and the Duke of Argyle can 
hardly fail to be interesting especially when 
relating to such a matter as "the factors in 
organic evolution." They are, of course, 
both believers in evolution, but with a dtffer
ence. Mr. Spencer criticises the Darwinian 
formula of "natural selection" as a phrase 
which makes no real explanation as to the 
causal force in evolution. The Duke of 
Argyle makes the same criticism. But he 
does not stop there. He brings tbe same 
charge again:Jt Spencer's attempt to explain 
the world by his own pet phrase-neat and in
genious as it is-the "survival of the fittest." 
Both phrases he holds to be alike empty, 
illusory, and evasive when used in the futile 
attempt to account for a world infinitely 
instinct with evidences of adaptation and de
sign by resort to an infinite lot of purely 
fortuitous happenings. Mr. Spencer, defin
ing the hypothesis of Darwin, calls it "tbe 
natural selection of favorable variations," 
emphasizing the fact that these variations 
are "spontaneous," "fortunate," "fortuitously 
arising;" but these accidental variations as 
"the sole factor" are insufficient to account 
for organic evolution without being at least 
supplemented by his own "survival of the fit
test" factor. And yet what Mr. Spencer 
sensitively and persistently resents is the 
suggestion of any mental factor in natural 
phenomena. He likes well enough the idea 
of "eternal energy,'' whether spelled with 
capitals or not; but with the supposition of 
an eternal Mind he will have nothing to do, 

The Duke of Argyle, while heartily con
gratulating Mr. Spencer on the completion 
of his really herculean labor of building up 
his "Synthetic System of Philosophy," adds: 
"The attempt to string all the beads of hu
man knowledge on one loose-fibered thread 
of thought called Evolution has been, I think, 
a failure. But the beads remain, ready for a 
truer arrangement and a better setting-. in 
the years to come."-Chicago Tribune, Jan. 
7, 1899. 

The ministry and other readers of 
the HERALD will note the admissions 
in and appreciate the value of the 
foregoing article from the book re
view column of the journal named. 

and women who have hearts and souls 
as well as intellect. Our better 
nature and the divine word and Spirit 
teach us that ''the greatest of these" 
things is love~"the greatest thing in 
the world;" hence that love for father, 
mother, wife, and child, and love for 
God and man, is written in Nature as 
indelibly as are the cuttings and wash
ings of cliffs and soil by rivers, winds, 
and ocean surges, and the building up 
of continents, etc., to which, with 
similar. mere material elements, the 
s,verage scientist devotes his atten
tion almost if not exclusively. 

Let the present disciples of smence 
give us a code of morals higher than 
that taught by the Christ; let science 
evolve a superior Teacher and type of 
the race; let her bring forth a superior 
Master and Creator of the universe 
than the Almighty, and inspire us 
with higher hopes and give us sub
limer ideals for the present and fu
ture; and then demonstrate the truth 
of their theories as the truth of God 
has been demonstrated by the direct 
inspiration of the Spirit of love and of 
truth, to men and women of God past 
and present, and we may find some 
reason to consider their propositions. 
But while science confines itself to its 
imperfect knowledge of the seen, of 
which it knows but little, and is in 
ignorance of the whole or of any com
plete part of even that, it is subject to 
the limitations that bind to earth (and 
a small portion of it at that) with 
what its imperfect means enables it to 
see of the world of space about us. 

Christianity is based upon the reve
lations of One who is in and through 
and who knows all things-God, 
Father, Creator, and Redeemer of 
man. It justifies itself for recognition 
and aeceptance by the first utterance 
of its proclamation to man: "In the 
beginning God." It recognizes every 

·neQessity of and lays down a consist· 
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ent code for the observance of the 
race. It demands of man his best-a 
perfect life. It promiRes and bestows 
upon man, the child, love and final re
demption as son and daughter of the 
Most High. 

It dignifies the race by such revela
tion of its high origin and final destiny, 
and is in itself the only true science 
of human life. It is the fool who says 
in his heart "There is no God." It is 
the wise who believes and knows that 
"Every word of God is pure;· he is a 
shield unto them that put thei'r trust 
in him." 

The principle of ~atherhood, in
cluded in parental love (one of the 
principle elements of "Nature," and 
which science should not ignore or 
pass by) directs and keeps the help
less infant to the self-activities of 
manhood, and here, as in infantile 
years, divine care and love and in
struction are essential to the more 
mature man. This the faith revealed 
in Christ recognizes, hence is com
prehensively scientific, and grateful, 
and does not seek to ignore a Father 
upon whose bounty all men and all 
forms of life are dependent ''for life 
and breath and all things." 

An exposition of true Christianity' 
in doctrine and principle-both in 
statement and in personal human life, 
in aJl that such implies, not overlook
ing the principles of human and di
vine love - will demonstrate the 
manifest divip.ity and superiority of 
the truth. And, last but not least, 
the Church of God, by which is 
meant the people, individually and 
collectively, are charged with the 
mission of giving a consistent, which 
means a true, an intelligent exposi
tion of it in these last days; otherwise 
its claims, made collectively or indi
vidually, amount to what in them
selves are also unscientific, hence 
lacking in_ practical character. 

"SABBATARIAN THEORIES A DE
LUSION." 

Elder Albert Haws has written a 
work entitled "Sabbatarian Theories 
a Delusion," which is a very fair 
statement of position and argument, 
and which will pay for a perusal of it. 

For sale at Herald Office, 15 cents 
per copy. Send for one. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley, Palermo, New 
York, January 11:-

I aided Bro. Etzenhouser in holding serv
ices here last evening. A good feeling pre
vailed. Bro. Etzenhouser is well and doing 
well. I will likely remain here over Sunday. 
We have friends and brethren here that 
stand by the work. Bro. Etzenhouser has 
made some good points with his pen. Just 
now I am in the toils of the grippe, but am 
keeping up. 
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EDITORIAL ITEMS. have attended his meetings and some 
Bro. M. H. Bond was to begin a dis- excellent people have been baptized. 

cussion with Elder E. Jensen, of the Bro. Clapp continues the effort with 
Utah Church, in Paine Memorial Ha,ll, increasing interest, to the good of the 
Boston, Massachusetts on Tuesday, people and the cause. He is laboring 
January 9. Bro. Bond was to affirm also at other points in the district, 
the RMrganized Church to be the though not enjoying rugged health. 
true church in succession, also that Bro. D. L. Harris, writing from 
Pres .. Joseph Smith is the legal sue- Lebanon, Oregon, January 10, reports 
cessor in the prophetic office. Elder good audiences and improving pros
Jensen was to affirm the Utah Church, pects at Swef>t Home, Oregon, where 
also Brigham Young_ as successor in he bas been laboring of late. There 
the presidency of the church; the is much prejudice throughout that 
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine region against our work, but labor is 
and Covenants, and revelations re- improving conditions. 
ceived and indorsed by the church up The Russian press states that the 
to the death of Joseph and Hyrum movement of troops toward Afghan
Smith, to be the standard of evidence; istan is a warning to Great Britain. 
all other history and testimony to be Some English newspapers, however, 
received for what it is worth. Notice report a more cordial feeling between 
of said discussion appeared at some the two nations. Indian garrisons 
length in the Boston Investigator, and the natives are reported loyal to 
January 6. Elder Jensen obtained England in India. 
some notoriety in Boston during the Prairie fires have swept the Volga 
pa;;t summer, from his lectures on region, destroying whole villages. 
Boston Common, hence the debate is 'fhe heterodoxy of the Rev. Mr. 
likely to attract some attention. This, Haskell, of Rockford, Illinois, his 
with Bro. Montague's debate in Wes- fashionable attire, and his fondness 
tern Iowa, and the visit of Utah elders for sports, have caused dissatisfaction 
to Lamoni, lends encouragement to among his congregation. "Rev." 
our long cherished hope that the Haskell, it seems, is scholarly and 
Utah Church would be forced to meet progressive, but his progressiveness 
the issues. We hope so. Let the has to them a distinct flavor of world
facts be fully given to the world in liness. It is stated he may be asked 
fair and open investigation, and error to organize a new church. 
will not long survive. Bro. A. B. Phillips secured insertion 

In "True Succession in Church of an article defending the truth, in 
Presidency,"page 118, read Journal of the Fall River, Massachusetts, Times, 
Discourses, pages 8 and 9, instead of January 5. The pen is a potent fac
page 89; a typographical error pointed tor for good when used judiciously. 
out by a critical reader. Municipal ownership of street rail-

Berlin reports: "The imperial in- ways was the subject of a recent dis
valid and old age insurance assets cussion between representatives of 
are now worth over $150,000,000. the Universities of Chicago and Michi
The increase in 1889 was $20,000,000; gan. Interest in problems pertaining 
the total income being $32,000,000 and to temporalities is increasing, and in 
the expenditures $12,000,000." consequence light is being reflected. 

Professor Scripture, of Yale, an- The world moves. 
nounces that anesthesia can be in- France, which has ext&lnded her do-
duced by electricity. main in China, bas taken advantage 

Bro. F. B. Blair, Oakland, Cali- of affairs in Africa and occupied In
fornia, wrote January 5; he had just salah, a town on the Desert of Sahara. 
returned from a missionary journey She also threatens to absorb Morocco, 
of about five hundred miles by wagon from the south. Germany bids fair 
over the mountains, from the interior to secure a port near China from 
of the State. Portugal. Russia bas 75,000 men at 

Copenhagen advices report an un- Baku, whose destination is Kooshk, 
expectedly large number of Socialistic on the Afghan frontier, thus menac
victories in the local elections held in ing India. A dispatch from Rome 
twenty of the largest cities. They states that the Russian minister of 
are due partly to the long lockout of Foreign Affairs has officially recog
fifty thousand workmen last summer. nized the supremacy of France in 

A fierce storm, accompanied by a Asiatic Turkey in return for like 
tidal wave, swept the Japanese coast recognition by France of Russian 
December 24 in which over four hun- sway in European Turkey. Russia 
dred lives were lost. seeks· a port on the Persian Gulf; 

Queen Victoria is reported ill with Germany seeks the trade of the 
influenza. She is also reported as Transcaucasus. The Czar's late re· 
taking the war very much to heart, [ script refers to "the realization of 
which is said to have induced the the tra:JJditional tendency of Russia to 
present illness. obtain in the far East an ice-free out-

Bro. J. C. Clapp has been doing a let to the sea." Japan is determined 
good work at Lone Rock, Missouri, in to contest Russia's aggressions upon 
the Decatur district. Large crowds Chinese territory. 

~------ -~----·---~~~--··------~----~-------··-·-··----~~----------~--
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Oriuinal 1IrUclss. 
A DUTY OF THE ELDERS. 

One of the most imp~rative duties 
of the elders is to see that the law of 
God is kept. The Lord says to the 
elders in plain words:-

Ye shall see that my law is kept.-D. C. 
41:2. 

And the reason why this is so, is 
set forth in the sentence following 
this quotation, and reads thus:-

He that receiveth my law and doeth it the 
same is my disciple; and he that saith here
ceiveth it and doeth it not, the same is not 
my disciple, and shall be cast out from among 
you; for it is not meet that the things which 
belong to the children of the kingdom, 
should be given to them that are not worthy, 
or to dogs, or the pearls to be cast before 
swine.-D. C. 41: 2. 

Strict obedience to the law is re· 
quired of all from the greatest to the 
least. None is exempt from the 
greatest to the least. For that reason 
provision is made in the law for the 
discipline and correction of those who 
disregard its provisions with refer
ence to their duties and callings. It 
does not matter who the persons are, 
it does not matter what their names 
are, it does not matter what their 
offices are, it does not matter how 
high the position of trust may be, all 
are amenable to the law of God and 
subject to its jurisdiction. This is 
clearly apparent with respect to both 
the spiritual and the temporal depart
ments of the church. It is not the 
humble members alone, but the chief 
officers, also, who are thus subject. 
This is made to appear very plainly 
with reference to the heads of the 
spiritual department in the follow
ing:-

And inasmuch as a president of the high 
priesthood shall transgress, he shall be had 
in remembrance before the common council 
of the church, who shall be assisted by twelve 
councilors of the high priesthood; and their 
decision upon his head shall be an end of 
controversy concerning him. Thus, none 
shall be exempted from the justice and the 
laws of God; that all things may be done in 
order and solemnity, before him, according 
to truth and righteousness.-D. C. 104: 37. 

It is equally clear that the heads of 
the temporal department are account· 
able to the law, as the following 
shows:- · 

And even the bishop, who is a judge, and 
his counselors, if they are not faithful in 
their stewardships, shall be condemned, and 
others shall be planted in their stead; for, be
hold, I say unto you that Zion shall :flourish, 
and the glory of the Lord shall be upon her, 
and she shall be an ensign unto the people, 
and there shall come unto her out of every 
nation under heaven. And the di!.y shall 
come, when the nations of the earth shall 
tremble because of her, and shall fear because 
of her terrible ones. The Lord hath spoken 
it. Amen.-D. C. 64:8. 

The scope of the law and the duty 
of the elders of various quorums to 
see that it is properly observed and 
obedience rendered is made emphatic 
in wha!t followE):~ 
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Should the church fall into disorder, or any 
portion of it, it is the duty of the several quo
rums of the church, or any one of them to 
take measures to correct such disorder; 
through the advice and direction of the 
presidency, the twelve, the seventy, or a 
council of high priests, in case of emergency; 
and in case the presidency is in transgression, 
the bishop and his council of high priests, as 
provid0d in the law; and the presidency and 
high council if the bishop, or his counselors, 
if high pr·iests, are in transgression." The 
scriptures and the church articles and cove
nants, with the rules adopted by the church, 
shall govern in procedure.-D. C. 122: 10. 

The pains and penalties due to the 
violation and disregard of the law are 
not limited to spiritual things; they 
apply also to temporal things. The 
Lord, speaking of the law of conse· 
cration, says:-

Behold, this is what the Lord requires of 
every man in his stewardship, even as I, the 
Lord, have appointed, or shall hereafter ap
point unto any man. And, behold, none are 
exempt from this law who belong to the 
church of the living God; yea, neither the 
bishop, neither the agent, who keepeth the 
Lord's storehouse; neither he who is ap
pointed in a stewardship over temporal 
things; he who is appointed to administer 
spiritual things, the sam,e is worthy of his 
hire, even as those who are appointed to a 
stewardship, to administer in temporal 
things; yea, even more abundantly, which 
abundance is multiplied unto them through 
the manifestations of the Spirit; neverthe· 
less, in your temporal things you shall be 
equal, and this not grudgingly, otherwise the 
abundance of the manifestations of the Spirit 
shall be withheld.-D. C. 70:3. 

The elders of the church have, in 
this last clause, a strong reason why 
they should see to it that the law of 
consecration is kept as well as all 
other laws. There is a very severe 
penalty attached to the disregard of 
this law, or even to the observing of 
it grudgingly. The penalty mentioned 
here is that '•the abundance of the 
manifestations of the Spirit shall be 
withheld." Those who wonder why 
prophecies fail, why tongues go 
wrong, why the sick are unblest in 
administration, have here a simple 
key to the mystery. It readily ex
plains why the doctors find such a 
rich field of operations among the 
saints of Lamoni and elsewhere. And 
the church suffers the penalty of neg
lect to comply with the law of conse
cration in that the funds that would 
otherwise flow into the church 
treasury are diverted into the pockets 
of the physicians, while those who in 
this matter rob God are in turn robbed 
of health and money too. While this 
is bad enough it does not nearly ex
press the full penalty that aUaches to 
the transgression of the law of conse· 
cration. The pains are not done with 
in this life, the consequences follow 
into the time to come. The following 
makes this unquestioned:--

If any man shall take of the abund
ance which I have made, and impart not his 
portion, according to the law of my gospel, 
unto the poor, and the needy, he shall, with 
the wicked. lift up his eyes in hell, b0ing in 
torment.-D. C. 101: 2. 

Oa,n anything justify the elders in 

neglecting to speak plainly concerning 
these things? When they hear the 
saints testify of their hopes of celes
tial glory and they know that this 
law, obedience to which is a chief 
condition of an inheritance in the 
celestial kingdom, is not observed, do 
they take the proper pains to disabuse 
their minds of tbe sad mistake? Cer
tainly, a man cannot be in torment in 
hell with the wicked and in celestial 
glory at the same time. "Ye cannot 
serve God and Mammon." The Lord 
has clearly shown in the following 
revelation that only those who render 
compliance witlf' this law will have a 
place in the celestial world:-

Verily I say unto you, The time has come, 
and is now at hand; and, behold, and lo, it 
must needs be that there be an organization 
of my people, in regulating and establishing 
the affairs of the storehouse for the poor of 
my people, both in this place and in the land 
of Zion, or in other words, the city of Enoch, 
for a permanent and everlasting establish
ment and order unto my church, to advance 
the cause which ye have espoused, to the 
salvation of man, and to the glory of your 
Father who is in heaven, that you may be 
equal in the bands of heavenly things; yea, 
and earthly things also, for the obtaining of 
heavenly things; for if ye are not equal in 
earthly things, ye ·cannot be equal in obtain
ing heavenly things; for if you will that I 
give unto you a place in the celestial world, 
you must prepare yourselves by doing the 
things which I have commanded you and re
quired of you.-D. C. 77: 1. 

The elders should be very faithful 
in regard to these matters. '!'hey 
should not knowingly permit candi· 
dates for the celestial kingdom to de
ceive themselves with respect to the 
required condition;;, for "he who is 
not able to abide the law of a celes
tial kingdom, cannot abide a celestial 
glory," and certainly consecration is 
included in the law of the celestial 
world. If consecration is not, then 
nothing is. If one man can neglect 
this commandment and yet receive 
this highest reward, another man can 
neglect something else, and so on 
until every principle of law is disre
garded; and thus the law become a 
dead letter, null and void. We should 
pay strict attention to the things writ
ten concerning those of other times 
that we may avoid the mistakes made 
by them. In the following paragraph 
there is a lesson of grave import to 
us:-

Behold, I say unto you, Were it not for the 
transgressions of my people, speaking con
cerning the church and not individuals, they 
might have been redeemed even now; but, 
behold, they have not learned to be obedient 
to the things which I require at their hands, 
but are full of all manner of evil, and do not 
impart of their substance, as becometh 
saints, to the poor and afflicted among them, 
and are not united according to the union re
quired by tbe law of the celestial kingdom; 
and Zion cannot be built up unless it is by 
the principles of the law of the celestial king
dom, otherwise I cannot receive her unto my· 
self; and my r,eople must needs be chastened 
until they learn obedience, if it must needs 
b0, by the things which they suffer.-D. C. 
102: 2. 

Now it mu~t not be sup:poseq 
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because we are not occupying the 
center place in the organized condition 
required by the law of the Lord, that 
there is nothing to do in the work of 
building up Zion. It must be kept in 

. mind that, primarily, Zion is the peo
ple, the saints, the pure in heart; the 
land is not, strictly speaking, Zion, 
but it is the land of Zion. Therefore 
whenever and wherever the saints are 
being built up in the most holy faith, 
the work of building up Zion is in 
progress. The work of character 
building among the saints is of tran
scendent importance compared with 
the work of piling brick and stone and 
mortar upon the land. According to 
the above quotation the characters of 
the saints are to be formed and built 
up by the practice of the principles of 
the law of the celestial kingdom. 
These principles must be taught and 
studied and understood before they 
can be practiced. This will require a 
long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all 
together. 

The foregoing shows that the saints 
must learn to be obedient to the 
things which the Lord requires at 
their hands, they must learn to impart 
of their substance, as becometh saints, 
to the poor and a:ffiicted among them, 
and they must become united accord
ing to the union required by the law 
of the celestial kingdom. In order 
that the saints may learn to do these 
things, and "know more perfectly, 
concerning their duty," there is a very 
responsible duty imposed upon the 
elders, and that duty is outlined in the 
paragraph following the one last 
quoted, and is as follows:-

I speak not concerning those who are ap
pointed to lead my people, who are the first 
elders of my church, for they are not all 
under this condemnation; but I speak con
cerning my churches abroad; there are many 
who will say, Where is their God? Behold, 
he will deliver in time of trouble; otherwise 
we will not go up unto Zion, and will keep 
our moneys. Therefore, in consequence of 
the transgression of my people, it is expedi
ent in me that mine elders should wait for a 
little season for the redemption of Zion, that 
they themselves may be prepared, and that 
my people may be taught more perfectly, 
and have experience, and know more per
fectly, concerning their duty, and tl:e things 
which I require at their hands; and this can
not be brought to pass until mine elders are 
endowed with power from on high; for, be
hold, I have prepared a great endowment 
and blessing to be poured out upon them, 
inasmuch as they are faithful, and continue 
in humility before me; therefore, it is expe
dient in me that mine elders should wait for 
a little season, for the redemption of Zion; 
for, behold, I do not require at their hands to 
fight the battles of Zion; for, as 1 said in a 
former commandment, even so will I fulfill, I 
will fight your battles.-D. C. 102:3. 

In the above we have a clue to the 
reason why the people to whom it 
was addressed failed to accomplish 
their desire to establish themselves in 
the land of Zion notwithstanding their 
zeal, their courage, and their sacri
fices. The people had not been prop
erly prepared by a knowledge of their 
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duty and the things God required at 
their hands. The people were not 
prepared because their teachers, the 
elders, were not prepared themselves. 
The elders were not prepared be
cause they had not given sufficient 
heed to the directions of the Lord 
how to prepare themselves. A greater 
endowment of the Holy Spirit was 
necessary in order that the elders 
might comprehend the law and be 
able to teach it properly. The Lord 
kept the necessity of this before them 
from the time the first movement was 
made to go from the State of New 
York westward, first to Ohio, and 
then to Missouri. And in connection 
with the promise of the endowment 
there was the condition that they 
should teach one another, each ac
cording to his appointment. Men 
have no right to look for the fulfill
ment of the Lord's promises unless 
they comply with the conditions. The 
Lord makes this emphatic where he 
says:-

I, the Lord, am bound when ye do what I 
say, but when ye do not what I say, ye have 
no promise.-D. C. 81: 3. 

Now let us follow the movement of 
tte people of the church as we may 
gather it from the record in the Book 
of Covenants and Church History. 
The first organization of the church 
was effected April 6, 1830, in the 
State of New York. From that time 
the gospel began to be preached in 
various places, numbers of people, 
here and there, accepted the doctrine, 
were obedient to the faith, and united 
with the church. In December of 
that year the movement westward 
was authorized by the following com
mandment:-

And again a oommandment I give unto the 
chul'oh, that it is expedient in me that they 
should assemble together at the Ohio.-D. C. 
37:2. 

The purpose for which the church 
should assemble together at the Ohio 
is set forth in a subsequent revelation 
as follows:-

And that ye might escape the power of the 
enemy, and be gathered unto me a righteous 
people, without spot and blameless: where
fore, for this oause I gave unto you the com
mandment, that ye should go to the Obio; 
and there I will give unto you my law; and 
there you shall be endowed with power from 
on high, and from thence, whomsoever I will, 
shall go forth among all nations.-D. C. 38:7. 

In paragraph 5 of this revelation is 
a commandment to teach one another 
in these words:-

But verily I say unto you, Teach one an
other according to the office wherewith I 
have appointed you, and let every manes
teem· his brother as himself, and practice 
virtue and holiness before me. 

Thus receiving the law, teaching 
one another, and being endowed with 
power from on high was associated by 
the Lord with the assembling to
gether in Ohio. Concerning this as
sembling there is this further state
ment in another revelation:-

And inasmuch as my people shall assemble 
themselves to the Ohio, I have kept in store 
a blessing such as is not known among the 
children of men, and it shall be poured forth 
upon their heads. And from thence men 
shall go forth into all nations.-D. C. 39:4 . 

This declaration, together with the 
quotation previously made from 38: 7, 
shows that the endowment with power 
from on high was intended to precede 
the going forth of the elders among 
the nations. As we pass along we 
shall find further evidence of this. 
Here now follows a commandment 
directing what they were to do when 
they were assembled together:-

And now, behold, I give unto you a com
mandment, that when ye are assembled to
gether, ye shall instruct and edify each 
other, that ye may know how to act and di
rect my church how to act upon the points 
of my law and commandments, which I have 
given; and thus ye 'shall become instructed 
in the law of my church, and be sanctified by 
that which ye have received, and ye shall 
bind yourselves to act in all :tloliness before 
me, that inasmuch as ye do this, glory shall 
be added to the kingdom which ye have re
ceived. Inasmuch as ye do it not, it shall be 
taken, even that which ye have received. 
Purge ye out the iniquity which is among 
you; sanctify yourselves before me, and if ye 
desire the glories of the kingdom, appointse 
my servant Joseph Smith, Jr., and uphold 
him before me by the prayer of faith. And 
again, I say unto you, that if ye desire the 
mysteries of the kingdom, provide for him 
food and raiment and whatsoever thing he 
needeth to accomplish the work, wherewith 
I have commanded him; and if ye do it not, 
he shall remain unto them that have received 
him, that I may reserve unto myself a pure 
people before me. . 

Again I say, hearken ye elders of my 
church whom I have appointed: ye are not 
sent forth to be taught, but to teach the 
children of men the things wbich I have put 
into your hands by the power of my Spirit; 
and ye are to be taught from on high. Sanc
tify yourselves and ye shall be endowed with 
pO\Ver, that ye may give even as I have spo
ken.-D. C. 43: 3, 4. 

Here again it is seen that the teach
ing, instructing, and edifying each 
other by the elders is associated with 
their sanctification, purity, and en
dowment. Nothing can be clearer 
than that the saints will not be prop
erly taught, the church will not be 
rightly directed, there will not be a 
correct understanding of the law and 
commandments, the elders will not 
have that degree of power in their 
ministrations that it is their privilege 
to have, and the disciples and the min
istry will not be able to purge out the 
iniquity that is among them until there 
is a compliance with the command
ment that the leading elders should 
meet together for the purposes named 
in the foregoing revelation. The ne
cessity for the unity of understanding 
thus provided for and the resulting 
strength and pow'=lr flowing from it is 
the main reason why the Lord in
structed the elders of the Reorganiza
tion as he did in 1882. The instruction 
referred to is as follows:-

Ye cannot now prosecute missions in many 
foreign lands, nor is it expedient that. the 
elders of the first quorums be sent out of the 
land of America until the work of the reor· 
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ganization of my church be more fully estab
lished, and a greater unity of understanding 
between them be obtained.-D. C. 118: 1. 

The foregoing shows clearly that, 
at that time, the reorganization of the 
church was not as fully established as 
was desirable to the Lord, neither 
was there sufficient unity of under
standing among the elders to suc
cessfully "prosecute missions in many 
foreign lands;" hence it was not ex
pedient that the elders of the first 
quorums should be sent out of the 
land of America until these things 
should be accomplished. This is in 
harmony with the revelations, already 
cited, which show that it was the de
sign of the Lord that the elders should 
not go forth among the nations until 
they were endowed with power from 
on high and sho1:1ld have such a unity 
of understanding as to be able to give 
as the Lord had spoken. It is also in 
agreement with the example of Jesus 
upon the Eastern Continent in the 
meridian of time. He would not per
mit the apostles and seventies to go 
forth among the nations until he had 
held an assembly of forty days with 
them, "speaking of the things per
taining to the kingdom of God," and 
until they were "endued with power 
from on high." They were com
manded to tarry at Jerusalem until 
this promise should be fulfilled. The 
record of the event as given in the 
"Acts of the Apostles" shows what 
wonderful results followed the obedi
ence to the commandment of Jesus. 
If similar faithfulness and obedience 
were rendered to-day like results 
would follow; for "Jesus Christ [is] 
the same yesterday, and to-day, and 
for ever." 

When the elders assembled in Ohio 
i1;1. the early part of 1831, according to 
the commandment of the Lord, he 
gave them his law as he had promised. 
In this law there was a confirmation 
of authority and direction for the 
westward movement as follows:-
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ceived, and which they were thus 
commanded to observe. The payment 
of one tenth of all the interest annu
ally was not enjoined until several 
years afterwards, and, from the na
ture of the case, could only be bind
ing or obligatory upon those who had 
as a beginning put all their surplus 
property into the hands of the bishop, 
as the law itself plainly declares. 
(See D. C. 106: 1.) This will be plain 
to all those who understand what the 
annal interest is. This, however, is 
not the proper moment to enter upon 
a discussion of this point, hence we 
will return to a consideration of 
the necessity for an assembly of 
the elders for mutual instruction, 
that they might be sanctified by 
that which they received, binding 
themselves to act in all holiness be
fore God (D. C. 43: 3), and be endued 
with power from on high, which 
power would enable them to properly 
comprehend the law given unto them, 
and, also, enable them to declare it 
understandingly unto the nations. 

But besides receiving power to com
prehend and to declare the law, they 
were to obtain power to organize 
themselves according to the laws of 
man, that their enemies might not 
have power over them, that they 
might be preserved in all things, as 
we learn from the following:-

And it shall come to pass, that inasmuch 
as they are faithful, and exercise faith in me, 
I will pom· out my Spirit upon them in the 
day that they assemble themselves together. 
And it snail come to pass that they shall go 
forth into the regions round about, and 
preach repentance unto the people; and 
many shall be converted, insomuch that ye 
shall obtain power to organize yourselves ac
cording to the laws of man, that your ene
mies may not have power over you, that you 
may be preserved in all things, that you may 
be enabled to keep my laws, that every band 
may be broken wherewith the enemy seeketh 
to destroy my people.-D. C. 44: 2. 

The a;;;sembly that is under consid
eration seems to be more especially 
intended for the benefit of the travel
ing ministry and is not to be con
founded with the school of the 
prophets referred to in Doctrine and 
Covenants 85: 39-45, which is intended 
more particularly for the standing 
ministry, "the ministry in the church, 
beginning at the high priests, even 
down to the deacons." 

The conditions u.pon which the 
blessing of the Lord is received in the 
assemblies of the elders as well as the 
things that hinder the blessings are 
set out in various revelations. The 
following are in point:-

And it shall come to pass, that inasmuch 
as they are faithful, and exercise faith in me, 
I will pour out my Spirit upon them in the 
dav that they assemble themselves together. 
-D. C. 44:2. 

And, behold, it shall come to pass, that my 
servants shall be sent forth to the east, and 
to the west, to the north, and to the south; 
and even now, let him that goeth to the 
east, teach them that shall be converted to 
flge to the west; and this in consrquence of 
that which is coming on the eartb, and of 
secret combinations. Behold, thou shalt ob
serve all these things, and great shall be thy 
reward; for unto you it is given to know the 
mysteries of the kingdom, but unto the world 
it is not given to know them. Ye shall ob
serve the laws which ye have received, and 
be faithful. And ye shall hereafter receive 
church covenants, such as shall be sufficient 
to establish you, both her·e, and in the New 
Jerusalem. Therefore, he that lacketh wis
dom, let him ask of me, and I will give him 
liberally, and upbraid him not. Lift up 
your hearts and rejoice, for unto you the 
kingdom, or in other words, the keys of the 
church, have been given. Even so. Amen. 
-D. C. 42: 18. Behold, and hearken, 0 ye elders of my 

Note what is said above, "Ye shall church, who have assembled yourselves to
observe the laws which ye have re- gether, whose prayers I have he!'lrd, and . . , I whose hearts I know, and whose desires have 
celVed, and be faithful. The law of come up before me. Behold, and lo, mine 
consecration was one of the laws re- eyes are upon you; and the heavens and the 

earth are in mine hands, and the riches of 
eternity are mine to give. Ye endeavored to 
believe that ye should receive the blessing 
which was offc;red unto you, but, behold, 
verily, I say unto you, There were fears in 
your hearts; and verily this is the reason 
that ye did not receive .... 

And again, verily I say unto you, that it is 
your privilege, and a promise I give unto 
you that have been ordained unto this minis
try, that inasmuch as you strip yourselves 
from jealousies and fears, and humble _your
selves before me, for ye are not suffimently ,, 
humble, the veil shall be rent, and you shall 
see me and know that I am: not with the 
carnal, neither natural mind; but with the 
spiritual; for no man has seen God at any 
time in the flesh, except quickened by the 
Spirit of God; neither can auy natural man 
abide the presence of God; neither a[ter the 
carnal mind; ye are not able to abide the 
presence of God now, neither the ministering 
of angels; wherefore continue in patience 
until ye are perfected. 

Let not your minds turn back, and when ye 
are worthy, in mine own due time, ye shall 
see and know that which was conferred upon 
you by the bands of my servant Joseph Smith, 
Jr. Amen.-D. C. 67: 1, 3, 4. 

And if your eye be single to my glory, your 
whole bodies shall be filled with light, and 
there shall be no darkness in you, and that 
body which is filled with light comprehend
eth all things. Therefore, sanctify your
selves that your minds become single co God, 
and the days will come that you shall see 
him: for he will unveil his face unto you, and 
it shall be in his own time, and in his own 
way, and according to his own will. 

Remember the great and last promise 
which I have made unto you: cast away your 
idle thoughts and your excess of laughter far 
from you; tarry ye, tarry ye in this place, 
and call a solemn assembly, even of those 
who are the first laborers in this last king
dom; and let those whom they have warned 
in their traveling, call on the Lord, and pon
der the warning in their tearts which they 
have received, for a little season. Behold, 
and lo, I will take care of your flocks and will 
raise up elders and send unto them. 

Behold, I will hasten my work in its time; 
and I give unto you who are the first laborers 
in this last kingdom, a commandment, that 
you assemble yourselves together, and organ
ize yourselves, and prepare yourselves; and 
sanctify yourselves; yea, purify your hearts, 
and cleanse your hands and your feet before 
me, that I may make you clean; that I may 
testify unto your Father, and your God, and 
my God, that you are clean from the blood 
of this wicked generation, that I may fulfill 
this promise, this great and last promise 
which I have made unto you, when I will. 

Also, I give unto you a commandment, 
that ye shall continue in prayer and fasting 
from this time forth. And I give unto you a 
commandment, that you shall teach one ali
other the doctrine of the kingdom; teach ye 
diligently and my grace shall attend you, 
that you may be instructed more perfectly in 
theory, in principle, in doctrine, in the law 
of the gospel, in all things that pertain unto 
the kingdom of God, that is expedient for 
you to understand; of things both in heaven, 
and in earth, and under the earth; things 
which have been; things which are; things 
which must shortly come to pass; things 
which are at home; things which are abroad; 
the wars and the perplexities of the nations; 
and the judgments which are on the land; 
and a knowledge also of countries, and of 
kingdoms, that ye may be prepared in all 
things when I shall send you again, to mag
nify the calling whereunto I have called you, 
and the mission with which I have commis
sioned you. 

Behold, I sent you out to testify and warn 
the people, and it becometh every man who 
hath been warned, to warn his neighbor; 
therefore, they are left without excuse, and 
their sins are upon their own heads. He 
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that seeketh me early shall find me, and shall I prayer and fasting. Again they must 
not be forsaken. . . strip themselves of jealousies and 

Therefore, tarry ye, and labor diligently, 
that you may be perfected in your ministry, fe~rs, they must be very humble a_nd 
to go forth among the Gentiles for the last faithful before the Lord and exermse 
time, as many as the mouth of the Lord shall abiding faith in him. 
name, to bind up the law, and seal up the . . 
testimony, and to prepare the saints for the Thes.e reqmrements are of a h1gb 
hour of judgment, which is to come; that order, mdeed, but the Lord has prom
their s<:uls may esc.ape .the wr~th of Go.d, the ised that his grace shall attend the 
d~solatwn of ~bom.lnatwn, whw~ awa1t the diligent and that those who seek him 
wiCked, both m th1s world, and 1n the world ' . 
to come. Verily, I say unto you, Let those early shall find hun, .and shall no~ be 
who are not the first elders, continue in the forsaken. And wh1le the reqmre
vineyard, until the .mo~tL. o.f the L•)rd shall ments are of a high order the bless
call~ them, for the1r t1me 1s not yet come; ings and privileges to be attained are 
their garments are not clean from the blood d' l h' h Th L d h 
of this generation. . . . corre~pon mg y 1g . e or as 

Therefore, verily I say unto you, my promised that for those who fulfill 
friends, Call your solemn assembly, as I h!lve these conditions the vail shall be rent, 
commande~ .you; and as all have not farth, and they shall see God and know 
seek ye d1hgently and teach one another . . . ' 
words of wisdom; yea, seek ye out of the best t~at h~ 1s; thmr bod1es shall be filled 
books words of wisdom; seek learning even Wlth hght and they shall be able to 
by study, and also by faith. Organ.ize your- comprehend all things; they shall be 
selves; prepare every needful thmg, and endued with power from on high and 
estabhsh a house, .even a house of prayer, a . 
house of fasting, a house of faith, a house of preach so that. many Wlll b~ .con
learning-, a house of glory, a house of order, a verted. They Wlll have the pr1v1lege 
house of God; that your incomings ~ay be in of communing with the heavens and 
th~ name of the Lord; that your outgOings may enjoy the ministration of angels. In 
be m the name of the Lord; that all your salu- . . . . 
tations may be in the name of the Lord, with the1r m1mstrat10n of .the ¥ospel _they 
uplifted hands unto the Most High. shall not be weary m mmd, nmther 

Therefore cease from all your light darkened, neither in body, limb, or 
speeches, !rom all laughter, f_rom all .your joint· a hair of their head shall not 
lustful des1res, from all your pr1de and hght· ' . 
minded ness, and from all your wicked doings. fa.ll to the ground unnotwe?, and they 
Appoint among yourselves a teacher, and let Wlll not go hungry nor athirst. 
not all be spokesmen at once, but let one DUNCAN CAMPBELL. 
speak at a time, and let all listen unto his PLEASANTON, Iowa, February 15, 1899. 
sayings, that when all have spoken, that all 
may be edified of all, and that every man may 
have an equal privilege. 

See that ye love one another; cease to be 
covetous; learn to impart one to another as 
the gospel requires; cease to be idle; cease to 
be unclean; cease to find fault one with 
another; cease to sleep longer than is need
ful; retire to thy bed early, that ye may not 
be weary; arise early, that your bodies and 
your minds may be invigorated; and above 
all things, clothe yourselves with the bonds 
of charity, as with a mantle, which is the 
bond of perfectness and peace; pray always, 
that you may not faint until I come; behold, 
and lo, I will come quickly, and receive you 
unto myself. Amen.-D. C. 85:18-23, 36--38. 

The foregoing citations show what 
manner of person an elder must be in 
order to have place in a solemn as
sembly. Many things have to be 
overcome that are usually indulged 
without restraint. One must cease 
from all light speeches, from all 
laughter, from all lustful desires, from 
all pride and lightmindedness, and 
from all wicked doings. One must 
cease to be covetous, cease to be idle, 
cease to be unclean, cease to be fault
finding, cease to indulge in unneces
sary sleep. The elders who take 
part therein will be those who, love 
one another, who have learned to im
part one to another as the gospel re
quires, and who are clothed with 
charity as with a mantle. They will 
be those who have cast away their idle 
thoughts and have sanctified them
selves to that degree that their minds 
are single to God, that they are clean 
from the ·blood. of their generation, 
that they practice virtue a1ad holiness 
before the Lord continually, and who 
to maintain this condition continue in 

THE GATES OF HELL DID NOT 
PREVAIL. 

Number 46, volume 46, of Saints' 
Herald, has an article entitled, "The 
gates of hell shall not prevail." For 
the benefit of those who may be inter
ested, I will give an experience which 
I had about ten months ago with that 
subject, which experience also caused 
me to investigate and meditate, the 
result of which, to me at least, is a 
plain understanding of scripture which 
before was only a matter of specula
tion. Here is the experience:-

I was preaching, and remarked 
that I had not much faith in deathbed 
repentance, when up arose a Baptist 
brother and wanted to know what I 
would do with the thief on the cross, 
and argued quite lengthily in favor of 
deathbed repentance, informing the 
congregation that the idea of the thief 
being a baptized believer was only 
presumptive, and could not be proven, 
etc. While he was yet speaking I re
ceived the argument which would 
effectually put him to silence, for it 
could not be gainsaid, and no attempt 
was made to gainsay it. But it was 
in a different light frum any in which 
I had looked at the subject in question 
before. But the chain of evidence 
was complete and passed before me 
quicker than thought, and it probably 
took me twenty minutes of very rapid 
speaking and quoting scripture tore
produce it. And as it gives a different 
explanation of Matthew 16:19 than any 
I have yet heard or read of, and as 
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light upon that subject seems to be 
what is desired by the writer of the 
before-mentioned article, I will here 
in brief give the explanation:-

It matters not whether the thief on 
the cross was a baptized believer or 
not.. There is nothing in the text to 
prove either one or the other, and we 
are not here to speculate. Jesus sim
ply stated to the thief what would 
happen to both of them before the 
day was spent, "This day thou shalt 
be with me in Paradise." It was no 
doubt comforting to him to know that 
they would both go to the same place, 
and as he seemed to have faith in the 
ability of Jesus to save, it no doubt 
gave him hope that Jesus would help 
him to make the best of his chances, 
etc. The statement of Jesus seems to 
be a short way of saying to the thief, 
We cannot attend to your case here, 
as such things must be done lawfully 
and in order; but we will both be in 
Paradise to-day, and then if you want 
to enter the gospel covenant there 
will be a chance for you to do so. 

Now to prove that they both did go 
to the same country, and also that 
there was a chance for the thief to 
enter the covenant, we will examine 
the scriptures and see if we can find 
out where departed spirits, good and 
bad, go. 

Luke 16: 28, I. T.: In hell he lifted 
up his eyes and saw Abraham afar off 
and Lazarus in his bosom, etc. Here 
we have the wicked rich man, the 
righteous Lazarus, and the Father of 
the faithful, all in the same country 
and in speaking distance, and now 
there is only one question: Did 
Jesus, who was greater than man, 
also go there? 

1 Peter 3:19, 20, I. T.: "For which 
cause also, he went and preached unto 
the spirits in prison; some of whom 
were disobedient in the days of 
Noah." Here we find Jesus preach
ing to the departed spirits of wicked 
men, some of whom lived in Noah's 
day, some no doubt in other ages of 
the world. One, in all probability, 
was the thief on the cross. What did 
Jesus preach to them? 1 Peter 4: 6: 
• •Because of this, is the gospel 
preached to them who are dead, that 
they might be judged according to 
men in the flesh, but live in the spirit 
according to the will of God." So 
Jesus preached the gospel tliil the cap
tives. That was about what he 
preached to men on earth. Peter was 
the man who instructed the church in 
this matter, because Peter had re
ceived special instructio::ts from Jesus 
on these lines, and no doubt under
stood exactly what he was talking 
about. To learn how Peter found 
out, we turn to Matthew 16: 14. Here 
it seems that Jesus asked his disci
ples as to whether men had any idea 
who he really was, and it seems from 
the answer (v. 15) that they made 
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only wild guesses (v. 16). But now J 
he wants to know if his disciples 
knew, or did they have to guess a,lso? 
But we find from Peter's answer (v. 
17) that he, at least, knew, and no 
guesswork about it. Jesus, hearing 
his answer, says to Peter (v. 18), 
Simon, you are a blessed. man, for my 
Father in heaven hath revealed this 
to thee. Verse 19: And now, Peter, 
since I have been identified to you by 
my Father in heaven, it is time for 
me to tell you that this shall be the 
foundation, that which supports my 
church, that which my church shall 
lean against, as against a solid rock. 
The knowledge of who I am and my 
power shall be a safeguard to my 
brethren against those who lie in wait 
to deceive. Peter, my Father in 
heaven will identify me to the church 
as he has to you, and then the church 
cannot be deceived. That is why 
John says (John 17: 2) it is life eter
nal to know God, and Jesus Christ 
whom he has sent. That is why John 
admonished the saints to try the spir
its. 1 John 4: 1 says in the second 
verse, there is danger of being de
ceived unless you receive a revelation 
from God through the Spirit that 
Jesus Christ has come in the flesh. 
In other words, that Jesus of Nazar
eth is the Christ, the Son of the liv
ing God. That is why Paul said to 
the Corinthians (1 Cor. 12: 3), "No 
man can say that Jesus is the Lord, 
but by the Holy Ghost," They may 
believe it, or guess at it, but no man 
can say that he is unless he knows, 
and no man can know unless it is re
vealed to him from heaven. 

And now back to Matthew 16: 19, 
last clause, ''The gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it." What does it 
stand for? Was it not for that which 
Peter had received? Was it not that 
which Jesus promised to the church, 
that which should be sufficient to pre
vent deception? We think so. 

But what about the gates of hell? 
Well, what is a gate, anyhow? In my 
mother tongue, tha Danish language, 
it is translated, "the dors of hell." 
What is a door? Well, I guess all 
who are over eight years old know 
what a gate or door is, so we need not 
explain. 

The following is about the sum and 
substance of the information which 
Peter received from Jesus: Peter, 
this is not a special privilege for you 
alone, but to all who gather upon the 
gospel platform, my Father in heaven 
will reveal the fact that I am the 
Christ, the Son of the living God. 
And when I have finished my work 
here on earth, the gates of hell shall 
not prevail any longer, but I will open 
them, and enter, and preach the gos
pel to the captives, and unto all who 
embrace it my Father in heaven will 
reveal who I am. N. LUND. 

NEss CrTY, Kansas. 

·----------------

THE SAINTS1 HERALD. 

ZION'S REDEMPTION FUND AND 
GATHERING. 

My mind has been much wrought of 
late concerning the ahove heading. 
Zion is to be a place of safety to. flee 
to (D. C. 45: 13) when wars, pestilence, 
etc., are raging. I believe every saint 
should be alive to the fact that a foun
dation should be laid (to bring about 
our temporal as well as our spiritual 
salvation. Our scattered property is 
in danger. The God of Israel is gath
ering the natural Israel and constrain
ing them to look after their home in 
Palestine. I believe the same is com
ing to pass with Israel by adoption. 
The Heralds of late prove this. 
Naturally charity would help Herald 
writers considerably in their dis
courses about our home in Zion. 

See in Herald of August 23, 1899, on 
"Movement of the Zionists." Dr. 
Herzl and the Ten Million Dollar 
Fund, purchased at $4.89 a share. 
This fund is for the purpose of pur· 
chasing their home in Palestine. All, 
mostly poor Jews, have these shares. 
In this case as in many others, the 
rich are slow to drop in line. A 
brother of the Canad!,lJ mission lately 
had a conversation with a Jew con
cerning the gathering of the Jews. 
He learned from this Jew that he had 
$200 worth of shares in this fund, 
although he made a living by gather
ing bones, old iron, etc. What think 
ye, saints? Is this not quite an ex
ample to us, as Israel by adoption 
through the gospel of our Lord? 

In the parable_ contained in Doctrine 
and Covenants 98:6, mention is made 
of Zion's redemption, the "olive trees" 
(the twelve apostles), "the watchmen" 
(elders), "the hedge round about" 
(charity), "high tower" (may mean 
higher perfection, godliness); at any 
rate, it means that the one watchman 
or prophet should be on this high 
tower so he could overlook the entire 
vineyard, or receive revelation con
cerning tbe enemy's doings. I believe 
this gives us to understand that we all 
should earnestly stand by our Presi
dent, and live in such a way that he 
could feel that the saints in every 
direction are endeavoring to build 
this high tower, and sustain him 
thereon, so the Lord can use him to 
our good. Further, the parable says, 
"And while they were yet laying the 
foundation thereof," humanlike, they 
got into a fuss. Doctrine and Cove
na,nts 107:10, 11 is-an example of how 
Israel failed in imparting their money, 
according to the command of the Lord. 
Of course rejection was the issue. 

I believe Bro. Hilliard was no doubt 
spiritually prompted, as well as others 
since, to write on this gathering sub; 
ject. I am interested, and wish in my 
limited way to cast in my views with 
the rest. Would it not be in keeping 
with the 'commandments given to us, 
as Israel, to lay a foundation by start-

ing a fund? Name of said fund may be 
agreed upon by all interested. This 
fund to have shares not less than 
$5,00 each, fund to be consecrated and 
set apart for. the building up of Zion. 
Said fund should be guarded by the 
Spirit of revelation and the head 
counselors, and voice of the General 
Conference of the church. It requires 
solidity in such matters, so that all 
will feel free to take stock in the 
fund. Our spiritual affairs are 
guarded by the Spirit of revelatton, 
why not this matter gue.rded the 
same? We are not afraid to trust the 
Lord with our spiritual salvation. 
Why the money matter? 

If we had a $10,000,000 fund, same 
as natural Israel, don't you think this 
would make Bro. Joseph and Bro. 
Kelley and their counselors begin to 
see some light concerning Zion's re
demption, as far as money could do it? 
Of course we require another large 
fund, of charity, peace, etc., and a 
willingness to act promptly to the 
Lord's commandments, and learn by 
the examples of the past. We may 
say we are sorry that Zion is not built 
up, so that we could gather. That 
reminds me of the story of the poor 
drayman, who lost his only horse in a 
collision on a city street. Many were 
standing round the poor drayman and 
his dead horse, giving vent to their 
feelings, "very sorry," etc. At this 
juncture a man exclaimed, "I am sorry 
just ten dollars' worth." Others soon 
had the same sorrow, and tbe poor 
drayman, to his joy, in a short time 
had enough to restore what was lost. 
It seems we want a kind of money 
sorrow, to make a large fund, so that 
when the Lord commands to purchase 
land, etc., all will be ready. When 
land is purchased in this way it will 
prevent all selfish speculation. Our 
whole aim will be the building up of 
Zion and her waste places. 

Get your Doctrine and Covenants 
and read the following passages care
fully:--

Purchasing lands.-42: 10. 
That ye save all the money that ye can,.-

48: 2. 
Wisdom that the land should be purchased 

by the saints.-57: 1. 
To receive moneys to purchase lands in 

Zion .... And an epistle and subscription, 
... to obtain moneys, to purchase lands for 
an inheritance for the children of God.-58: 
10, 11. 

The land of Zion shall not be obtained but 
by phrchase .... And if by purchase, behold, 
you are blessed.-63: 8. 

There is even now already in store a suffi
cient, yea, even abundance to redeem Zion, 
and establish her waste places, no more to be 
thrown down, were the churches, who call 
themselves after my name, willing to hea.rken 
to my voice.-98: 10. 

If they pollute their inheritances, they 
shall be thrown down.-100: 3. 

How necessary to give heed to the 
admonition given in section 98, verse 
3, jarrings, contentions, envyings, 
strife, lustful and covetous desires. 
We must avoid that which would pol-
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SAINTS' HERALD. 

before we a:re Whom do men sa;y that I, the Son of 
h d 'll · th am? And they sa1d, Some say that thou 

gat ere , or we Wl m e same John tho Baptist; some, Elias; and others, 
affliction our former brethren did. It Jeremias, or one of the prophets. He saith 
would be well for all to count the cost unto them, But whom say ye that I am? And 
of us having our own selfish ways. Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the 
Our tithing and offerin!2' fund will suf- Christ, the Son of the living God. And 

~ Jesus answered and said unto him, Blessed 
fer, if' it bas to be spent in settling art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh and blood 
and getting in line those who kick hath not revealed it unto thee, but my 
over the traces. Meekness, charity, Father which is in heaven. And I say also 

· 'll d unto thee, That. thou art Peter, and upon peace, patience, WI save an pro- this rock I will build my church; and the 
gress our tithing and offering fund gates of hell shall not prevail against it.
and make us fit subjects to be Matt. 16: 13-18. 
gathered to the land of Zion. See There is no reference made in this 
section 100, verse 5: "Moneys to text in regard to the perpetuity of the 
purchase lands." Verse 3 speaks of a church any more than there ·is to the 
Moses man. The Moses man will be perpetuity of the apostles to whom be 
forthcoming when Israel is ready. was speaking. What is the church of 
Read section 102 entire: The Lord's which Jesus was speaking? It was a 
will concerning redemption, law of body of men and women, who through 
celestial kingdom, wrong to keep belief and obedience of the law of 
moneys and not build Zion, etc. You God, which we call the gospel, had 
also see in many of the verses a strict become the sons and daughters of God. 
command to have all things prepared, For brevity's sake let us call this 
and not go in haste. church and gospel the power of God 

In fact, the whole sum and sub- by which we are saved from sin, and 
stance is, money to purchase land, a the power of Satan, or the Devil. 
willingness to get into a condition to- Who did Jesus come to establish this 
gether. Therefore the preceding for? It was the family of Adam. 
quotations lead me to be strongly in Before Jesus came (and also since) the 
favor of Zion's Redemption Fund, or Devil bad captured some of Adam's 
call it what you may. And as money family, and confined them in bell as 
talks, to start with, I am ready to prisoners. The gates, more com
take twenty shares at $5.00 each, as monly with us called door, which is 
soon as a provision can be made for opened and closed at will by those 
said. fund, and the way prepared to I having the enclosure in charge, 
consecrate the money for said purpose. through which prisoners are taken 
If I am wrong in my belie.f, I stand into this prison called hell. 
ready to be corrected. Now the mission of Jesus was not 

Yours in behalf of the gathering of only to those who were living in the 
latter-day Israel, flesh, but as the Prophet Isaiah said:-

. , J. H. TYRRELL, . . And they shall be gathered together, as 
Brshop s ~gent of, Chatham D1strwt. prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall 

CHATRA]r, Ont • Svpt. 18• 189.1. be shut up in the prison, and after many days 
~ shall they be visited.-Isa. 24:22. 
THE GATES OF HELL, 

In Herald of November 15, 1899, is 
an article on this subject. The writer 
desires instruction; be is not the only 
one who ·desires to understand this as 
well as all other subjects pertaining 
to the gospel. Thirty years ago, 
when I began my ministerial 
and for many years thereafter, in 
preaching the restored gospel, my 
mind was not clear on this subject. 
If the gates of bell should not prevail 
against the church, or as it was inter
preted to me, that the perpetuity of 
the church should not be interfered 
with, how could the church be re
stored unless it had been lost, or had 
ceased to exi3t upon the earth. Now 
my mind is clear and perfectly satis
fied; but that which satisfies me may 
not satisfy some others. In studying 
scripture it is best to lay this founda
tion, that God never contradicts him
self nor makes any mistakes. If there 
is any conflict, it is always in us, the 
incorrect understanding we have of 

To open the blind eyes, to bring out the 
prisoners from the prison, and them that sit 
in darkness out of the prison house.-Isa. 
42:7. 

What have we upon record that 
Jesus did fulfill this prophetic state
ment? 

For Christ also hath once suffered fvr sins, 
the just for the unjust, that he might bring 
us to God, being put to death in the flesh, but 
quickened by the Spirit. By which also he 
went and preached unto the spirits in prison. 
-2 Peter 3: 18, 19. 

John the Revelator made the fact 
complete when he said:-

I am he that liveth, and was dead; and, be
hold, I am alive for evermore, Amen; and 
have the keys of hell and of death,-Rev.1: 18. 

Thus we see that Jesus Christ held 
the keys (authority) of hell, and as he 
conferred them upon his chosen serv
ants to carry on the salvation or re. 
demption of man, the church could go 
on with power, and the gates of hell 
could not prevent it, or prevail 
against it. F. C. WARNKY. 

ARGEN'l'INE, Kansas. 

God's word. In this text, Matthew The total receipts of the Brick Presbyterian 
says:- Church, New York, for a year just closed 

W.hen Jesus came into the coasts of Cesarea were $121,000, of which $92,000 was given out 
Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying, 1 again for benevolences. 

ADAMSTON, W. Va., Jan. 8. 
EditM'S IIemld:-I would oftener report to 

the many who watch and anxiously scan your 
columns but for the fact that you do not seem 
spacious enough at present; many letters and 
articles are late in appearing. We often 
think it time for you to "expand" your pro
portions, so as to let in all the good letters 
and articles which may be offered. In this 
matter, at least, we believe in expansion. 

Well, I have not been able to go forth very 
far from base this very, very cold weather; 
but still the work is not dead in '~his field. 
We were very busy the past year, having 
labored more abundantly than in seasons past. 
Have had four hot engagements with our 
most active enemy-"the Church of Cht·ist" 
-Harkins,Oaks,Bunner, and Beard have done 
their best to down the work, and I am confi
dent they completely failed, for the cause we 
represent is in far better repute in all those 
places,-Henderson, Mason County, West Vir
ginia; Watson, Marion County; Philippi, 
Barbour County; and Cantwell, Ritchie 
County,-than ever before. 

Another battle is pending with champion 
Ira C. Moore, and ye<t another with a soul 
sleeper, Mr. S. G. Shrout, at Watson, West 
Virginia, to commence on the 15th inst. He 
is to affirm that ''The church of which I, S. 
G. Shrout, am a member, is the church of the 
living God in origin, organization, doctrine, 
worship, and practice;" and I to affirm: "Do 
the Scriptures teach that the soul or spirit of 
man is an independent, conscious, immortal 
entity after the death of the body?" Shrout 
is a Russellite Adventist, an offshoot of Mil
lerism. 

I wish to say that I am not t)le challenging· 
party in any of these debates; but every
where I go in West Virginia to preach, I 
have learned to look out for the elders of 
Campbellism, and I often think of the old 
song, "The Campbells are coming." 

I have no help, yet I have been hoping that 
Bro. Devore would show up while I was at 
home; but the last we heard from him wa~ 
indirectly from Big Bend, Calhoun County. 
He was at that place in December. I have 
concluded to take wit.h me Francis, my son, 
who is now a member of the church, and a 
faithful student of the books of truth. 

The saints held their regular monthly 
services here yesterday, and the feast of the 
heart and soul on "the words of eternal life" 
seemed to be enjoyed with a keen relish in
deed. The committee appointed some time 
ago on procuring or building a house of wor
ship reported, and called for continued con
tributions. A sister sent her name for five 
dollars, which swells the subscription so far 
to about thirty dollars for a beginning. Our 
young sister, Edna Kidd, recent] y had her 
name changed. She married a young man by 
the name of James Boyles, a son of one of our 
friends, Emry Boyles, of Adamston. Sisters 
Henderson and Nellie, her daughter, attended 
services here. They live at Bridgeport, 
where Bro. H. is doing well in the tanning 
business. We count Bro. and Sr. B. Leason, 
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and their two daughters, Etta and Lottie, 
and Bro. and Sr. James Griffiths, and Sr. 
Ada Jarrith, all of Watson, Marion County, 
as members of our branch. 

Our work at this place is in good condition, 
and we are all happy in the blessed comfort 
and hope of the soul. Our amiable young 
sister, Miss Linnie Conoway, has been on an 
extended tour into Marion County, to visit 
her brothers, and at Columbus, Ohio, to visit 
her sister, and comes home to enjoy home 
and communion with saints with a relish new 
and unknown before. 

Will go from Watson, after the fight for 
the soul-awake, to Philippi, where Bro. Chas. 
Westover, a Utahite, awaits me, with whom 
I have been grappling on paper. I intend, 
if possible, to "convert a brother from the 
error of his ways and save a soul from death" 
-Utahism. ' 

A good opening is made at Philippi; many 
friends about Lillian. Campbellites kick 
hard there, but they are neighborly, and wil
ling to "live and let live." They are a splen
did people out there with few exceptions. 
The town of Philippi, where we had the 
"scrap" with Bunner, in the courthouse, is 
apparently brim full of friends, and we met 
with kindly greetings, and some inquired for 
"the old fat fellow"-Bro. Godby. 

I have cut Mormonism loose from Utahism; 
the former is from above (as to principles and 
revelation), the latter is from beneath. Hope 
our brethren, and especially our editors, will 
quit calling Utahism, Mormonism; as well 
call Mormonism Utahism, then blush for very 
shame! Jl;[ormonism is a "light that shines 
in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth 
it not." It was the morning star of the dis
pensation. Its brightness dims only under 
the brighter and more glorious effulgence of 
the rising "Sun of righteousness, with heal
ing in his wings." Utahism is the "mire," to 
which "the sow that was washed returned to 
her wallowing;" the drunken vomit which 
false brethren and wicked apostates have 
spewed upon the church and the truth. Mor
monism is divine; Utahism has outgrown its 
old sheepskin-it can no longer hide itself. 
Let us never again call it by, even the nick
name of the "other sheep which are not of 
this fold." D. L. SHINN. 

NELSONVILLE, Ohio, Jan. 6. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. Moler closed meet

ings before Christmas. We were shut out of 
the churches and halls; but the colored M. 
E. people opened their doors to us, and gave 
us an invitation to come again; said we could 
have their church whenever we wanted it. 
We had a fair hearing, and since Bro. Moler 
left, many have asked when we were going to 
hold meetings again. The Christian Church 
was divided, and had a good hall, the only 
one that is on the first floor in town, and 
when they went together again, I took the 
advantage and saw those who had the hall in 
charge and secured it for three months, com
mencing January 10. Bro. Moler will com
mence meetings on that date; he had good 
liberty when here last, and made friends to 
the cause. One old infidel came and asked 
questions, and he told me if there was any-
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thing in the Bible, we had it; and that the 
elder was the smartest man he ever saw. 
And through his talk around town, several 
have asked me to let them know when we 
will have meetings. I advertised our meet
ings through the newspapers, and have six 
or seven hundred "Epitomes of Faith" and 
one hundred "Truth Made Manifest" to give 
out yet. I have already given out seven 
hundred "Epitomes of Faith," fifty "Truth 
Made Manifest," and eighteen ''Voice of 
Warning." 

Prejudice runs high, on account of the case 
of B. H. Roberts. 

We would like to see Elder L. R. Devore 
or Elder J. F. McDowell come this way to 
help Bro. Moler, as he is almost alone, and 
these elders' mission field is in this district. 
I am of not much good to him, only to help 
open up new places and preach now and then, 
as I am a miner and have to look after my 
family and the temporal needs of the church 
in this place. Those who come will find a 
welcome home with Sr. Hull and G. W. as 
long as they will stay. 

Yours in the gospel bonds, 
G. W. HULL. 

faith, as I have learned them, are not true. 
The facts concerning my debate with Mr. 
Weeks in Brinton, Isabella County, are 
these: Mr. W. did the challenging; I ac
cepted it, and we met according to agree
ment. He was determined that one of their 
members should be the chairman; I consented 
to it, believing him to be an honorable and 
honest man. We debated for three even
ings, each speaker occupying two half-hour 
sessions alternately, each evening. At the 
close of the discussion a vote was taken (al· 
though we cannot always decide by that, as 
people are sometimes very prejudiced) which 
resulted about twelve for Mr. Weeks, and 
the balance of the whole congregation for 
me. If I was so beaten and whipped out in 
my arguments, how did it happen that he 
only had about twelve persons out of about 
three hundred who heard it? How was it if 
I was whipped so badly, that I happened to 
show their mistakes to so many, and baptized 
them afterward? And how was it too that 
their best man (Mr. Tanner) whom he would 
have as chairman of the debate, and who 
with his wife were shortly after that debate 
baptized into the church of Latter Day Saints, 
although they were, and had been strong 
Seventh-day Adventists for a number of 

REED CITY, Mich., Jan. 5. years? Let Mr. Weeks answer. 
Editors Herald:-So many say to me, "Why And why does Mr. Weeks shun me ever 

do you not write to the Herald and Ensign since? Why should he ·a few months since 
sometimes? We never hear from you challenge a couple of our brethren whom he 
through the church papers?" Well, I am al- thought were not very well posted on that 
ways busy at church work. If not at one subject, and state before the public that the 
part it is another. arrangements were to be made, and the mat-

I have just ended another year's work, and ter settled at his following Monday evening 
have sent my annual Bishop's agent's report preaching service at what time their debate 
to the Bishop; and I must say for the North- should commence, at which time one of the 
ern Michigan district that it is the largest brethren drove his rig many miles to bring 
report ever sent in for this district. We me there on time? I arrived there about one 
have raised in tithes and offerings over hour before the time, when, to the astonish
twenty-two hundred dollars; this is a splen- ment of many and presumably all, Elder 
did showing when we consider that some of Weeks did not appear, and by the request of 
the most wealthy ones have not paid in any- the school officers I had to fill his appoint
thing this year, they having previously paid ment. Can Mr. Weeks tell why he did not 
up their tithes and offerings. appear? I preached a gospel sermon, after 

Previous to the making up of my report, I which, by the request of that officer, and by 
was visiting several localities, where we vote of that congregation, I preached ·the 
thought we were needed, and trying to build following evening upon the Sabbath question, 
up and strengthen the saints, etc. and Mr. Weeks appeared not. 

During the year now past-one year more If Mr. W. believes his own story, why does 
before the century ends-we feel safe in say- he hide from me, and seemingly dare not put 
ing that as a rule the saints are having a in an appearance at his own meeting when he 
more perfect understanding of the work, and thinks J. J. Cornish will be present? If he 
of its needs, etc., and are helping considera- whipped me out so nicely at that time, he can 
bly. Yet it seems harder to get the world do so again. I am prepared to meet him or 
interested in the work than in the past years; any of their men at any proper time and place 
in fact, they are more interested in fun and and discuss with them upon their hobbies,-
frolic and the pleasures of the day, the soul and Sabbath questions. 

This last summer we have labored in some We have recently had a "flying visit" from 
new places, and on the rounds we came across the Bishop, Bro. E. L. Kelley, who in com
some who have be'en investigating the Sev- pany with me (except at the last named place) 
enth-day Adventist claims, and who have visited and preached at Reed City, Freesoil, 
been informed by them that they have met Cadillac, Hersey, Farwell, Coleman, and Bay 
our men and debated with us and whipped us City,_all in the Northern Michigan district. 
out, etc. Among the number who have so The saints appreciated his visit and good 
reported (that he met me in Isabella County, counsel very much. 
this State, and whipped me right out slick ' I start to-morrow again, this time for South 
and clean, so I could not answer a thing) was Boardman. I intend to visit all the branches 
Mr. Weeks; and as some of those who are and also little companies of saints throughout 
hearing such reports and are taking the Her- the district during the winter if possible. 
ald, I wish for the benefit of all to say, the Almost all, so far, that I have been enabled 
statements circulated by Elder Weeks of that to reach, are doing all they can to·live con-
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sistent lives, and lending a helping hand in 
many ways. The traveliDg miDistry are ~ll 
of them alive to the work, and no disunity 
among any of us that I know of. And among 
the local forces all (or nearly so) are doing 
something, especially some, who are doing 
considerable. I am glad to say, also, that 
the good Lord is wonderfully blessing us in 
the healing· of our sick, etc. So many won
derful manifestations, in which the phy
sicians have said they "can't recover," 
they "must die," with, "it will be a miracle 
if they ever recover," filtc., etc. 

Let no reader of the Herald think because 
I have not written much to the press, that I 
am asleep or not doing much. Taking care 
of the field and district, and the Bishop's 
agent's work, etc., keeps me busy. I am in 
the faith, and I believe I feel as zealous as 
ever. I have need to be, the signs are com
ing thicker and faster, which says the "end is 
nigh." I am glad I am living, and that I am 
in the glorious latter-day work. 

In faith and hope, 
J. J. CORNISH. 

LONDON, Eng., Dec. 27. 
Editm·s Herald:-In your issue of December 

6, pages 785, 786, I notice an article referring 
to my letter which appeared in your issue of 
October 18; and although I cannot help 
thinking the brethren whose signatures are 
written under said article would have acted 
more discreetly in communicating with me 
personally on the matters referred to in their 
article, rather than using the columns of 
the Herald for raising queries as to my work 
in my ministerial capacity, and to cast a re
flection upon me personally, I would not have 
considered the article worth replying to if I 
did not feel for the ·sake of my reputation 
that I was in duty bound to do so. 

I may at once say that I believe properly 
authorized appointees of General Conference 
to be powers sent from God, as I do not doubt 
that such is the belief of the church in this 
country. I can only regard the frequent use 
of the words powers sent {1·om God in inverted 
commas as a palpable endeavor to belittle 
the missionaries now in this land, which is 
much to be regretted in the absence of any 
proof of wrongdoing or neglect of duty. 

However, after the treatment meted out to 
the President of the Mission at the Mission 
Conference held at Manchester last August, 
I cannot say that I am altogether surprised 
at the tone of the article under consideration. 
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that could have been obtained in an official 
manner, I will answer them in detail. 

Query 1. From the time when I returned 
to America in 1889 till the appointment of 
Elders Gillen and Griffiths to the European 
Mission in the year 1892, the responsibility 
for branches outside of districts was vested 
in Elder Thomas Taylor as pi"esident of the 
mission, and the then secretary; and I repeat 
that during the whole of that period, the 
Broadclist and Plymouth branches were never 
once visited by any qf the English ministry. 

In the article referred to are the words, "In 
1892, as before-stated, this responsibility 
ceased, so far as local ministerial supervision 
applied, and has been since ths~t time to the 
present with those designated by Elder New
ton, as 'the powers sent of God.'" 

It would be interesting to know in what 
manner the Broaclistand Plymouth branches 
were supervised in the interval between 1889 
and 1892, beyond the fact that the licenses of 
the Broadclist officers were demanded for in· 
dorsement, and for some reason not yet ex
plained, were never returned. 

I am asked if I have during the eighteen 
months I have been in this country shep
herded or visited,the "sheep and lambs" that 
I allege to have been so much neglected at 
Broadclist; and I have to say in answer that 
I have visited the members of the Broadclist 
branch the most of them nine times since my 
appointment to this mission. 

Query 2. If the Broadclis: and Plymouth 
branches were not visited by the American 
missionaries from 1892 till the time when 
Elder Caffall went there, it was a neglect of 
duty, in the same sense that it was a neglect 
of duty that the branches remained unvisited 
during the time it was under the supervision 
of the president of the English mission prior 
to the appointment of Brn. Gillen and Grif· 
fiths. 

Query 3. Tais is already answered in my 
reply to query 2, but I want to add that Eld
ers Caffall and Pitt have visited the Broad
oUst and Plymouth branches. 

Query 4. No, I do not think it is passing 
strange that Elder Caffall did not mention 
anything about the licenses alleged to have 
been withheld from the officers at Broadclist. 
He may not have been made acquainted with 
the facts. If he had, I am sure he would 
have inquired into the matter, and would 
have done what was right and PJ::Oper. Even 
now it would be interesting to know why the 
licenses were kept from the Broadclist offi
cers for over six years. If there was no rea
gon for this, was it IJ, neglect of duty? 

There a determined attempt was made to Query 5. I may be pardoned for saying 
compel the president to be cross-examined on that this is such a ridiculous query, that I 
a question that had already been clearly and can hardly look upon it as being seriously 
sufficiently answered, and without going into made; but to all whom it may concern, I state 
details, it will suffice me to say, that no one that my information was obtained from the 
who was present at that conference can deny officers of the Broadclist branoh themselves, 
that there was a very manifest effort on the which I look upon as a thoroughly reliable 
part of some who ought to have known bet- source. 
ter, to get theit' own way, without any re- It was stated in the conference that the 
spect whatever being paid to the chair or to time had now arrived when the English mis
the accepted rules of order governing such sion could very well get along without any 
an assembly. missionary help from America, and in oppos-

As to the queries put to me: While I can-~ ing the suggestion I pointed out the fact that 
not help feeling that this is a very strange if it had not been for the American mission
and impertinent way of seeking information aries, Broadclist and Plymouth at all events, 
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would have been entirely neglected. I am 
looked upon as the father of the Broadclist 
branch, having organized it when I was in 
this country in 1888, and I naturally feel con
siderable interest in its welfare. It was a case 
in point, and that is why I "persistently" 
refer to it. 

As to the last paragraph in the said article, 
it. will be seen from the official report of the 
conference that a resolution recording ap
preciation of the services of the president of 
the mission and myself was unanimously sup
ported. Most of the brethren in supporting 
the resolution eulogized me in the most ex
travagant terms, and it was stated that no 
one 'who had ever come to this country as a 
missionary was to be compared to your humble 
servant, etc. ,etc. In fact, I was everything that 
was desirable. Now, however, a cowardly 
inference is made that I am a "busybody and 
meddler, and to the local presi.ding ministry 
a source of weakness rather than a pillar of 
strength." 

Wonderful consistency all this, and I do 
not know whether I am to believe the verbal 
or written statements of my brethren about me 
-there is such a contradistinction in it all. I 
cannot help feeling, however, that the article 
was written in the most vindictive ·spirit, 
and that it is totally unworthy the profession 
of the men whose signatures appear to it. I 
have never expected, and never shall expect, 
to be able to please everybody; that was be
yond the power of the Master, and is cer
tainly beyond the reach of mortal man. My 
desire is to help and build up in spiritual 
matters, and not be a "busybody" or ·"med
dler." I am always willing to recognize a 
fault, and express sorrow where I may have 
offended. 

As a minister for Christ, I seek power 
through humility and integrity, and have no 
desire to associate with men who ·have no 
respect for these divine principles. 

In bonds, 
WILLIAM NEWTON. 

SACRAMENTO, Cal., Jan. 1. 
Editors Herald:-We have brethren G. T. 

Griffiths, missionary in charge, and D. A. 
Anderson, who is also laboring in this dis
trict with us. These brethren were also here 
in October, looking· after church interests, 
Bro. Griffiths staying about two weeks and 
Bro. Anderson about five, so you see we have 
had time to become somewhat acquainted 
with them, which we trust will always be an 
encouraging one. The missionary in charge 
is setting the churches in order in this mis· 
sion as best he can, and in his work many 
dead branches fall before the pruning hook
a sad thing to think of, but the Lord has 
said it must be done. Dead branches cumber 
the ground. There has been a Religio started 
here, under the 8upervision of Bro. Ander
son, which promises good results. This 
young man has won the confidence of the 
saints by his godly walk and conversation, 
and has proven himself a useful man in many 
ways. A good man's steps are ordered by 
the Lord. 

We desire to inform his many friends that 
he was ordained to the office of an elder in 
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this city on December 27, by Apostle G. T. 
Griffiths, assisted by the writer. The Spirit 
of revelation was manifest through the 
spokesman, bearing witness of divine ap
proval, with good promises for the future, on 
co!ldition of faithfulness. The saints present 
all felt the holy influence of the good Spirit, 
causing many to shed tears. Previous to the 
ordination, at the request of the missionary 
in charge, a vote of the bran~h was taken, as 
provided for in Doctrine and Covenants 17: 
16, all voting aye. We were pleased to see 
the law honored by the common consent rule 
being used, and have much assurance that it 
was acceptable to God. Thus the young man 
from Lamoni, of the general missionary 
force, was authorized to lay on hands as well 
as baptize. We wish him God's speed. May 
the Lord of the harvest send more laborers 
into his vineyard, for it is ripening very fast. 

The saints here are hopeful, and are im
proving in many cases. Bro. Anderson 
leaves for Los Angeles to-day, while Bro. 
Griffiths goes to Stockton. Last night we 
watched the old year out, and had a right 
good time; Bro. Griffiths telling us all about. 
his appetite while aboard the Atlantic liners 
amid the angry billows. Let the power of 
the highest overshadow Christ's ministers, is 
my prayer. GEO. DALEY. 

FAIRLAND, I. T., Jan. 4. 
Editors Berald:-The work is progressing 

slowly but surely. We have two branches 
now in this country-one at Maysville and 
one at Fairland. We also have material for 
two J:\10re branches. Bro. Moore has prom
ised us a visit in March, then we expect to 
organize those two branches. I have created 
some interest in Benton County, Arkansas. 
Have made some good, solid friends in that 
county, and aim to go again soon to look 
after the interest there. Benton County is 
where my family are located. I find no trou
ble in opening new places, but what is the 
use of breaking up more ground when we can't 
cultivate what we already have; to me it is 
unwise. Let us cultivate the ground already 
opened up, until God shall raise up men to 
hold the fort and take care of what we al
ready have in hand. We have had a hard 
fight in North Arkansas and Indian Terri
tory. We missionaries have been compelled 
to do all that has been done. But I am 
thankful that God is hearing and answering 
our prayers by raising up local help. In the 
past few months three good men have been 
called and ordained, t.wo elders and one 
priest; all men of excellent qualities, full of 
zeal and faith, and in a condition to give most 
of their time to preaching. I also know of two 
or three other men God will use by and by to 
do local work, besides several noble young 
men of promise that will be used later if 
they improve their time and talents. May 
God help and bless them is my prayer, and 
raise up an army of good, solid, wise work
ers, to do local work, so we missionaries can 
spread out and open new fields and have good 
solid locals to cultivate and take care of the 
grain. I would rather open up than culti
vate, because it is my calling. We need 
wise presiding men in this country; we need 
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men of faith; we need men of God, taking 
the oversight of the work, not by constraint, 
but with a willing mind. 

But, 0 Lord, don't send us any more 
growlers, for Jesus' sake. Don't send any 
more faultfinders. No, Lord, we pray thee, 
do not send any more to spend church money 
and lie around and do nothing. Our Father, 
we do pray thee not to send any that will 
lounge around saints. 0 Lord, we further 
pray if you have got any such characters as 
above-described in our midst, or in this 
great Southwest mission that you will call 
them in. Yes, Lord, call in all the growlers, 
and all the faultfinders, and all those jealous 
fellows, and send men of God; men above 
little things. Yours in hope of an answer to 
this prayer in the spring, 

S. W. SIMMONS. 

GREENLAKE, Wash., Dec. 30. 
Editors Herald:- Since last writing we 

have visited a number of places, Mount Ver
non being the last. We had a good interest 
there; had the use of the Christian meeting 
house. It seems so good to be treated kindly 
that one feels like calling fi.pecial attention to 
it. 0, how much better• it would be for all, 
if mBn who call themselves ministers of 
Christ, would follow the golden rule; preach
ing would be almost without a cross then, 
and of course not GO much reward, so per
haps it is best as it is, at any rate we should 
not murmur. 

A minister of Ballard-a suburb of Seattle 
-who owns a church, has permitted us to 
hold meetings in it. He came out of the 
Baptist Church, went into the Campbellite; 
left it and now stands alone; says of all the 
churches he knows of, we seem in many re
spects the nearest right. He invited us to 
preach on the apo~tasy and future punish
ment; the Holy Spirit helped us. He invited 
Bro. Enge to spe11.k in his church, who did 
so a number of times with good effect. The 
last night I spoke there, at the close gave 
permission to any to ask questions. A gen
tleman arose and said he did not wish to ask 
questions, but wanted to make a few remarks. 
I told him, No; I had no time, as it was then 
quite late, and that if he spoke it would ne
cessitate my replying, which would take the 
nature of a controversy. He said I was mis
taken, there would be no controversy. I told 
him to go ahead. He arose and said, "I came 
here to-night expecting to hear something 
very different from what I have. I came 
prepared to refute it; but must say I have 
listened to a splendid sermon-the best I 
ever heard on the subject. Your arguments 
are unanBwerable." I stopped him long 
enough to confess to the audience that I was 

that punishment is all that will help many 
of the so-called ministers. 

'\v-e intend to go south-one or both of us 
-into Oregon, between this and March, per
haps into southern Oregon. All desiring 
preaching in these parts of Oregon will 
plea.se write us here. At Mt. Vernon we bap
tized two noble souls and left several almost 
persuaded. We were the guests of Mr. and 
Sr. Pinn, Sr. Holton, and Mr. Bishop, who 
treated us ~-ery kindly. 

We think of attending the General Con
ference, if all goes well and money is not 
too scarce. I wonder what awaits us there. 
Of late I have a strong desire to see into 
the future, more so than ever before. I 
never cared to know of its secrets before; but 
of late I do. I look forward to the coming 
conference with considerable anxiety, but 
trusting in God that all will be done for the 
best, and that we may more fully know his 
wilL 

May God bless all, and hasten the redemp
tion of his people and their land, is my daily 
prayer. HIRAM L. HOLT. 

GROVEHILL, Iowa, Jan. 8. 
Editon Hemld:-Came to this place over 

two weeks ago; have been preaching here 
and at Oran Center. The latter place gave 
me quite a fair congregation and splendid 
attention. At this place there has been a 
great deal of preaching in the past, and that 
too by some of the best talent; so that when 
a smaller gun is he;:trd, the sound thereof 
soon dies away. Will go from here to Floyd 
County this week, and try and make a new 
opening near the west line of Chickasaw 
County. Will go from there to district con
ference, which convenes at Arlington in 
February. 

The district is rather looking upspiritually. 
The conference held at Fairbanks last fall 
was a feast of good things to all who attended. 
Ere. Lambert's presence was a great blessing 
to the saints, for they all so appreciated his 
sound logical sermons. 0, that the saints who 
heard Bro. Lambert would endeavor 
to live in harmony with his advice. I hope 
visiting saints, or those attending conferences, 
will not, as some have done heretofore, make 
their presence disagreeable by remarking to 
those with whom they may stay, that their 
accommodations are not agreeable, especially 
when it is clearly seen that the resident 
saints are doing the best they can. Some
times remarks of this kind impede the prog
ress of the saints, spiritually, for a season. 
May God's blessing be with the saints 
throughout the world, I pray. 

J. R. SUTTON. 

mistaken. CONIFER, Colo., Jan. 1. 
The minister-Mr. Fletcher-came to me Editors Hemld:-As I sit here writing I 

and said he was much pleased that our posi- can look out at the window and see a beauti
tion was well taken. He has invited us to ful picture-nature in her beauty-the sun 
return and hold some more meetings, which shining on the mountains covered with snow 
we intend to do. We are strongly inclined and pines. It is grand-the eye does not 
to think he will see the light and have forti- grow weary looking at it. How thankful we 
tude to walk in it; but as a rule I have not should be for the beauties of nature. Am 
much faith in the ministers of the day ac- thinking of the old year that is gone and the 
cepting our work. It is our duty to do all we new one which has been ushered in. We 
can for all classes, but it does seem to me · have all sown seed of some kind during the 
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past year-has it been for good? We may 
not see the fruits immediately, but may in 
the future. Let us take a retrospective view of 
the past year and see if we can discover any 
place where we have made mistakes, where 
we could have done better; if so, let us re
solve to profit by past experience and make 
improvements in our lives during this new 
year. Let us "turn over a new leaf," begin 
on a clean page, and see how free from blots 
we may keep it. Let us remember this:-

"The tissues of the life to be, 
We weave with colors all our own, 

And in the field of destiny, 
We reap as we have sown.,, 

Then we should be very careful to sow good 
seed. There is something for every one to 
do in the army of the Lord. We cannot sit 
down and fold our hands and wait for an op
portunity to do "great things;" but if we 
would be blessed we must be ready to ao any
thing that we can do, whether great or small. 
God looks at the heart and not the outward 
appearance. It costs no more to be cheerful 
and pleasant, to have a smile and kind word 
for those about us, than it does to be cross 
and fretful, which will throw a gloom 
over all. We may dispel gloom, sadness, 
and everything that is disagreeable by 
a little "sunshine in the soul." Let us make 
an effort to "come up higher" in this new 
year that is before us, and the Lord will 
bless us. Your sister, 

LILLIE BAKER. 

MothBn' Horns 
EDITED BY FRANCM. 

The primal duties shine, aloft like stars. 
The charities that soothe, and heal, and bless, 
Are scattered at the feet of man, like flowers. 

-Wordsworth. 

WHY NOT? 
Husband, why not notice your wife's kindly 

efforts for your happiness? And then why 
not cultivate your appreciation of the same 
and develop it, till it unconsciously u:anifests 
itself to her? You cannot tell how such a 
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one; but such a management as will give at
traction and comfort to the family as well as 
to guests. Shall we softly say to the gentla
man of the house, "You have much to do in 
this department of business, as well as the 
lady?" What, if you never scrape your 
boots when coming in from the stable or from 
farm work, and never teach the boys to do 
the same; and then, if you take off your cap, 
coat, or other garments, and leave them on 
chairs or sofa in the sitting room, or in any 
other part of the house, and invite friends 
before she has time to put them in a proper 
place, who is answerable for the same, and 
who is it that causes unnecessary work? 
And besides, what if you should put in a lit
tle more wood, when the baking did not 
require it, and if the bread should be 
scorched, who should be scolded for the same 
-if any scolding is done? Still more, if you 
should rebuke her for burning so much wood, 
and even exclaim: "There, don't put in any 
more wood; the room is as hot as an oven 
now." And what if she obeys like a good do
cile woman that does not fully realize that 
she is baking that bread and will be held ac
countable for its quality. 

We take bread for an illustration; but, sis
ters, we all know that the same principles 
sometimes apply to many other affairs in the 
household, and we have known somewhat of 
their practice-have been there and have 
come away, so why not speak of it in a pleas
ant manner though? We think the many 
promises given to him that overcometh are 
meant for her that overcometh just the same, 
and that she has as broad a field for experi
ence in that direction as he. 

Well, sisters, I fear that some of you have 
heretofore felt a little displeased with Sr. 
Almira's plain speaking, but she could not 
tell all of it in a few short essays, but tried to 
·tell as she thought as far as she went, so now 
will proceed: She has always tried to show 
that woman is, shall she say it, can she say 
it, and not disturb the peaceful minds of 
some of the men? Well, we will run the 
risk. She can be a little superior to man, or 
was designed to be. How do you know? 
Who was the designer? say those who have 
not seriously pondered the subject. 

course on your part will stimulate and in- First, in the creation woman was the last 
spire her with power to make greater efforts. and the crowning work of the Creator. She 

Yes, you can tell, if your experience has was the one by whom the fall of man was 
been similar-the reverse, however. What broug·ht about; and later on, woman was the 
if both parties have lost their interest in the one by whom the Redeemer was ushered into 
other's happiness, cannot each try to·live for the world, that all who wished to be saved 
the other as-as when? Before the legal au- from the fall might be saved. Man was not 
thority pronounced you one-and awhile chosen to perform the act of the fall, nor to 
after. assist in introducing his Savior into the 

Surely it cannot be a very great trouble to world. That shows, without argument, that 
you-after you get used to it-to say, "Wife, the Upholder of all His creations designed 
your bread is good," or "fine," as the case woman to be greater than man. Yes, broth
may be, and it will give her the understanding ers, it il:l of no use to spend time in arguing 
that you know that she is trying to be the case, because some of our sex have fallen 
thorough in her business. Don't tell her 'tis I and dragged some of yours down on their 
good, thinking that she don't know it; for if level. We !l.re speaking of the design in the 
a woman can make good bread she certainly beginning, not of the failures made by those 
knows it. And no one knows how badly a who have yielded to temptations. 
faithful wife feels when she fails to come up But, say many, "Women were not as noted 
to her own views in her work-let it be bread, anciently as in modern times, or at least they 
the staff of life, or a well managed house- are not spoken very highly of in the Bible." 
hold,-the comfort of life. Not an overnicely Why not? Because, when the writers 
mana~ed one1 neitb,er , !!> t;>l!l!ck1 hapha:;;ard were not und,er the j?OWer of insl?ir~tion 1 the~ 
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felt a little selfish, and did not give all the 
worthy ones a fair show-or that is our opin
ion. But Sarah, Hannah, Ruth, Abigail, 
Mary, Elizabeth, Lois, and others familiar to 
every careful Bible student, to say nothing 
about the many who lived quiet lives and im
parted their good qualities to succeeding 
generations, as is the case with many to-day, 
whose names will never be recorded in his
tory, but will have a place in the Book of 
Life. 

"But," says one or many, "we can't be one 
of them, or like them." Certainly not; but 
whoever nobly, faithfully fills his or her 
allotted sphtlre, will not be forgotten in the 
day when the account of stock is taken-will 
be rewarded according to intents and pur
poses. 

Will the reader please turn to the fourth 
chapter of Esdras and notice particularly 
from the fourteenth verse to where the 
strength of wisdom is spoken of, and you will 
clearly understand that woman was then con
sidered strong in both good and bad. That 
was the thought of a man of letters more 
than five hundred years before Christ. The 
writing of the third illustration showed that 
wisdom is greater than woman, not man. No 
woman ever became strong in good without 
an effort. No, no; it is by untiring effort 
that one rises in the scale of virtue and 
power. The most eminent of our sex have 
climbed high hills of opposition before attain
ing the much desired object. Some have 
been reared in the deptns of poverty and 
ignorance, but were led up higher by the 
hand of some self-sacrificing person,- al'ld 
thereby qualified to perform a Christ-like 
work. How great are the possibilities of 
women. How great in this age are the 
facilities for the attainment of those possi
bilities, and consequently how great should 
be her achievements, not only in public but 
in the many little cares and perplexities that 
accompany every household. 

"0," says the young aspiring lady, "I don't 
care for domestic labor! I want to shine in 
society ! " 

Why not? The progress and success of 
every enterpris'.l-from chopping wood and 
washing di~hes to the presidential chair
can be traced back to the home instruction; 
and on whom does the most of it rest? Let 
reason answer. 

Solomon said, a "wise woman builds her 
own house." He had wisdom, so saw the 
facts of the case; but poor soul, he was not 
wise enough to heed his; father's counsel
was too n:mch taken up with idolatrous wo
men. We think he saw wherein he erred, 
and pointed out in his writings some of the 
dangerous paths in life, that others might 
take warning. 

He also compared the church to a woman; 
so did the angel to the revelator. He spoke 
of two classes; but the good, the pure, the 
true, is the one to be the "Bride, the Lamb's 
wife," and that is the state that every brother 
and sister should strive to attain. That 
which we have done, is done; that which we 
have not done, remains undone. But let us, 
either old or young, strive to rise above our 
many mistakes, and firmly set our feet on the 
roc~ of trqth ~nd right. "Q, I IJ!tr.t't" ~~ 
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whispered to us. Why not? Patience and 
perseverance, attended by the blessing of 
God, will accomplish his design. Our time 
is short, and we must be up and doing ere 
the day of life is spent. Every good house
keeper does her work in the proper time, so 
does every laborer in the house of the Lord, 
or in the Lord's work. 

Woman has been called "queen of angels," 
so we can safely say that she should strive to 
be queen of her home-ruling by a scepter of 
love, not a rod of authority in every unpleas
ant occurrence. Men build houses, but 
women more generally make the homes. 
That seems to be their part of the business 
more especially. Have no~ the best men of 
every age spoken of their mothers, their 
wives, tl:.eir sisters, with great reverence? 
And even the lower classes of men have done 
the same. No man ever was so low that he 
did not respect virtue and true womanhood ! 

So, dear sisters, let us do all we can in the 
now to help on the point in question. We 
are very glad that our writers and our 
speakers are striving to hold up those beau
tiful points to the world. Then let us all ex
claim, "God speed the work!" Why not? 

SR. A. M. SNOW. 
SAnGEN'rVILLE, Me. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

To the Sisters' Prayer Union:-A sister in 
Southern Indiana requests your faith and 
prayers in her behalf, that if it is God's will, 
she may not be compelled to leave her 
ho!I\e or be separated from her child; also 
that the Lord will aid her that she may be 
permitted to live in peace. 

8tlndau 8~hool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mi.lls Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni~ Iows. n) 

PRIMARY WORK. 
(Concluded from last week.) 

In the lessons we frequently come to 
LARGE WORDS, 

or at least unfamiliar words. I do not think 
it advisable to simplify the word, but rather 
teach the children the meaning of the new 
word; it makes them feel that they can mas
ter hard things. When we come to an unfa
miliar word I usually explain the meaning- of 
it, and then use it in t.wo or three sentences; 
then require each of them to form a sentence, 
using the word; and by the time it has gone 
to every member of the class, the word is no 
longer unfamiliar. 

Of course I have 
RESTLESS PUPILS, 

and it is not always the same pupil that is 
restless. The older primaries seldom have 
any time to spare to become so, as they think 
more and ask more questions, and you can 
bring more thoughts to. their mind. When 
my children do get restless, however, I some
times try a song, at a good stopping place; 
but more frequently ask questions on the les-

SAINTS' 

son, asking those who can answer not to 
speak, but stand. Sometimes I go back a 
lesson or two; this standing rests them. 
Sometimes I ask questions in this way, "Hold 
up as many fingers as thm·e were men cast 
into the furnace?" This is a pleasant diver-
sion. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PAPERS. 

When we have finished the lesson I give 
them each a Hope. We have a little exercise 
in our class at this part of the program. 
During the week we try and do something to 
make some one happy, something that no one 
asks us to do, and before each child receives 
his Hope he tells his "good deeds." Then 
sometimes there are picnics or socials that 
have been arranged for the pupils. I usually 
explain every little detail, so that they will 
know just what to do; of course I know about 
these things, as they are always discuss<;Jd at 
teachers' meeting. We generally have a pic
ture of the leading point of the lesson, on the 
blackboard up stairs. I usually tell the chil
dren there is a picture on the board, and it 
may represent this, or it may represent some 
other scene, and when they go up stairs dur
ing the review, which is frequently tedious 
to primaries, they are absorbed and inter
ested in studying out just what the picture 
means. 

AMONG MY SUCCESSES 

as a primary teacher I count the very good 
attendance of my pupils. This, I believe, is 
due to the fact that I make a list of the ab
sentees at the close of each session, and before 
the next Sunday comes, make it a point to 
visit and find out why. By doing this I gain 
the interest of the parents and their coopera
tion. When a parent finds that the teacher 
is interested in his child it pleases him, and 
he is generally more careful that the chil
dren should be present at all times. Another 
success is the love and confidence I have won 
from the children. Love of children is 
something to be appreciated, and when I 
have the parents tell me tbat. their children 
think whatever their teacher tells them is 
exactly right, and how careful they are to do 
everything their teacher asks them, it makes 
me thankful indeed. While it brings added 
responsibility, yet I am glad· to have such a 
precious responsibility, and only pray that I 
may bear it with honor to our Father. An
other success is that my children are learn
ing to be unselfish and kind to each other, 
and I think it is good to encourag·e this, even 
if we step aside from the lesson to do so. 
When I see one child give up her penny be
cause another child has lost his, or when I 
hear one express sorrow because another has 
not been able to enjoy some good time that 
the class has had, it makes me know that 
they are learning kindness. I feel that I 
have made another success in the fact that 
the Sunday school is not a matter of Sunday 
only, with the majorit.y of my pupils; I do not 
think a day passes but they remember i;heir 
Sunday school. In order to bring this about 
I have entertained my class at my home and 
other places; I have remembered them and 
worked for them in ways that I felt they 
would appreciate. On last Easter I gave 
each one a package of flower seed, Nastur
tiums. Almost every one had success with 

their flowers, and nearly every Sunday the 
children came with handsful of Nasturtiums 
for the church and for the teacher. They 
have learned to take care of their tickets and 
return them because two or three of them 
have saved a sufficient number to gain a pres
ent for their attendance and care in preserv
ing the tickets. 

As I have always tried to repair everything 
that seems to be wrong, I cannot tell you 
wherein I have failed. Mv successes have 
not been unqualified, and could have been 
more bdlliant if I had had more time to think 
and work. But I realize that I am notal
ways able to reach and hold the attention of 
all of the children, and sometimes this in
ability causes the lesson to be almost a 
failure. Another thing that I am deficient 
in is the library subject; this is largely be
cause I have not had quite enough time, and 
it has not been impressed so vividly upon my 
mind as a failure., I think I shall try to make 
progress along this line in the future. 

THE AGE WHEN CHILDREN MAY ENTER 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL 

varies with the child. Some children, though 
very young, are easily controlled and may 
enter earlier than others who have no idea 
of what the words "do" and "don't" mean. 
Some at. three years old will grasp thoughts 
that other children of five will scarcely com
prehend. J think a safe rule is to send them 
when they ~.re old enough to understand 
what you mean when you say, "do this," or 
"don't do that." I do not think we can begin· 
too early in this very important work of re
ligious training. If we send them to Sunday 
school, there they learn order in such a 
pleasant way that they do not realize they 
are learning; they learn that they must stand 
up at a certain time, and march at a certain 
time, be quiet at certain times, and sing at 
certain times. They learn in the Sunday 
school that there are other children in the 
world, and that they must give up to others; 
they must share their teacher with others, 
and divide the attention, whioh they may 
have received entirely before this, with 
others. I find that the Sunday school tends 
to make children unselfish and docile. I find 
that children who are not permitted to attend 
until they are six or seven years of age are 
selfish, generally spoiled and petted; they 
are troublesome because they have never 
been taught order, and if they are timid you 
must coax them in every step, and help them 
over the embarrassments of learning, thus 
taking a great deal of time; whereas, if they 
came in younger, before they grew to be self
conscious, all that would be necessary would 
be to tell them to do this or that. I find that 
children not sent young are hard to interest, 
because their minds have never been trained 
to think on one thing for a minute; and they 
are, generally speaking, much more difficult 
to teach and manage than children who are 
permitted to ent.er as soon as they can under
stand yes from no. 

PROMOTION. 

The age when a child should leave the 
primary department also varies with the 
child. When a child becomes so advanced 
that he oan grasp the lesson story and only 
half listen, when he wants to tell everything 
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about every lesson, then it is time to advance 
him; because he is gaining nothing in that 
grade, and is often a hindrance to the prog
ress of others. The teacher of course should 
be the judge of this, and I believe the age for 
promotion is from about six to eight years. 

If these thoughts shall be the means,of as
sisting any primary teacher to better under
stand the precious charge given to her, the 
effort will not have been in vain. 

M. EUNICE WINN. 

ConfersnBB Minutes. 
ST. LOUIS. 

St. Louis district conference convened in 
St. Louis, Missouri, January 6. J. C. Hitch
cock president, J. D. White as~istant, J. G. 
Smith secretary. Elders J.D. White, J. C. 
Hitchcock, J. S. Parrish, J. E. Betts, Jun., 
W. 0. Thomas, J. F. Wilson, N. N. Cooke; 
Pdest G. F. Barraclough; Teachers J. J. 
Billinsky, F. Wiley, James Wild reported. 
Branch reports: St. Louis 463; 7 baptized. 
Whearso 60. Bishop's agent's report: Bal
ance, $126.89; received since, $402. 93; paid 
out, $125: due the church, $404.82. Annual 
report of Bishop's agent: Balance, $98.53; 
received since, $761 .09; total, $859 62; paid 
out, $454.80: due church, $404.82. J. G. 
Smith, agent. Reports audited and found 
correct. Officers elected: J. C. Hitchcock 
president, Henry Roberts vice president, J. 
G. Smith secretary. Some eight cases 
agaii!st whom charges were preferred, were 
referred to a court of elders. Two cases 
against whom charges were preferred were 
referred to the Bishop's court. A communi
cation from Bro. T. W. Williams, of Los 
Angeles, California, was read, containing- a 
resolution passed by Southern California dis
trict, instructing the delegates to General 
Conference of 1900, to endeavor to secure a 
council of the priesthood of the church, that 
a general understanding may be arrived at 
as to the present ocope of gathering; how far 
it applies now, in what does consecration 
consist, and to what extent the principle of 
equality is to obtain in the church to-day; 
together with any other important questions 
that may come before the body. Resolved 
farther, that we send greeting to the Presi
dency of the church, and ask them to con
sider our petition, etc. On motion the 
above communication was referred to the 
Presidency of the church without comment. 
A communication from Bro. B. F. Ordway, 
of Peoria, Illinois, was read, declaring in 
favor of the initiative and referendum, which 
provides for the people initiating measures; 
also that such acts of their representatives 
as concern them 'most, may be referred to 
them for ratification. Also that all revela
tions received by the President of the 
church, shall after acceptance in the general 
body be submitted to the various branches 
for their ratification. A declaration was also 
made in favor of the Australian, or secret 
system of balloting in our conferences and 
branches, under certain circumstances. On 
motion, the above communication was laid on 
the table. Preaching on Sunday morning 
and evening by Elder G. H. Hilliard. Sac
rament, prayer, and testimony meeting in the 
afternoon. Adjourned to meet in St. Louis, 
Missouri, on Saturday evening, March 24, at 
seven o'clock, and on Sunday, March 25. 

--------~.~~--------

Conservative Congregationalists in East
ern papers complain that President Hadley's 
vested choir, chants and reading of scriptures 
with musical interludes at Yale University 
devotions make too radical an innovation to be 
consistent with Congregational simplicity. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Stlndau S~hool Associations. 
DISTRICT SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 

OFFICERS. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE. 

About December first I mailed a circular 
letter to the superintendent of every district 
association in the church, as nearly as my 
incomplete directory would admit. At least 
some person in every district was addressed. 
This was to obtain information that is very 
much needed by the officers of the general 
association. Up to the present time we have 
received repli~:s from but a part of the dis
tricts. Some were very prompt, and have 
our hearty thanks for the same. We feel 
quite sure that all the letters have been 
delivered or they would have been returned, 
as all envelopes bear my return card. 

We give a list of the districts not yet 
heard from. If the officers of any of these 
districts have not received the circular let
ter, please write me at once and one will be 
sent. If the blank has been laid aside, please 
hunt it up and fill out and return:-

Southeastern Illinois; Texas Central; 
Spring River, Kansas; Southern California; 
Ohio; Central Nebraska; Northern Nebraska; 
Eastern Maine; Western Maine; . Northern 
Michigan; Independence, Missouri; Kewanee, 
Illinois; Northwest Kansas; Northern Cali
fornia, Pittsburg and Kirtland; Southern 
Missouri; Northern Wisconsin; Southern 
Wisconsin. 

We sincerely trust that no one will neglect 
to give us their hearty and prompt coopera· 
tion in this as in all other work for the Mas-
ter. Yours for the work, 

T. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt. 
HENDERSON, Iowa. 32t 

THOSE PRIMARY CARDS. 
Only six lessons of the quarter are illus

trated. The cards have numbers at the top 
corresponding with the numbers of the les
sons in connection with which they are to be 
used. This will answer many questions re
ceived at the office asking why the rest were 
not sent. J. A. GUNSOLLEY, 

First Asst. Supt. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Mobile Sunday School Asso

ciation will meet at Three Rivers, Mississ
ippi, February 9, at 6:30. The exercises will 
be in charge of Elders G. W. Sherman and 
F. P. Scarcliff. An interesting program will 
be rendered if all will cheerfully respond to 
the parts assigned them. Every school 
should be fully reported and represented, as 
important work will be done and new officers 
are to be elected. Send reports to secretary. 

C. I. CARPENTER, Supt. 
F. P. SCARCLIFF, Sec. 

Des Moines district Sunday school conven
tion will be held in Grinnell, Iowa, February 
9, at ten o'clock. District officers to be 
elected; and election of delegates to General 
Conference. I hope that everv Sunday 
school will make an effort to have one dele
gate present, and more if possible. Be sure 
and send reports. Evening program will be 
held. The school at Grinnell is quite small, 
let every one come prepared to take part. 

MRS. ETTA SPRINGER, Supt. 
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Massachusetts; Miss Louise Palfrey, Macon, 
Missouri; and Mrs. B. C. Smith, Independ
ence, Missouri, was appointed, and have by 
all legitimate means sought to understand 
our duty, and so far as understood do it; and 
believing it to be a duty to again call your 
attention to this committee, we urge you to 
send or present to any one of this committee 
such suggestions as you may think in your 
judgment will perfect our work, or at most 
improve the Sunday school work in any of its 
features; namely, quarterlies, class books, 
records, changes in constitution and by-laws, 
etc., and to have your ideas upon such sub
jects as, "Shall we provide programs for 
holiday entertainments?" "Shall we follow 
the international committee's outlines for 
lessons to be used in the quarterlies?" "Shall 
we have a Sunday school missionary?" 
"How shall we secure space to represent the 
Sunday school work, as it should be repre
sented," by the 15th of February, 1900, so that 
the committee can by correspondence have 
time to consider them? 

Your associate and brother, 
J. F. MINTUN, 

Chairman of Improvement Committee. 
r2t 

OREGON AND WASHINGTON. 
There are a number of saints in the above

mentioned states whose names are not on the 
general church record. It is necessary that 
all should be, that the record may be com
plete. The proper way to get your names 
there is to have them put on the nearest 
branch record. The way to do that is to send 
your letter of removal, which you must get if 
you have ever belonged to a branch; if you 
have never belonged to a branch, send your 
certificate of baptism to the clerk or presi
dent of the nearest branch; they will enroll 
your name and'return certificate. 

Now please tend so this as soon as possible, 
as we desire to straighten up the record be
fore General Conference, and the branches 
will please send in their reports so as to be in 
time. I will now give the addresses of branch 
presidents and secretaries: Elonzo Creb
bins, Bridge, Oregon; Mr. W. Taylor, Drain, 
Oregon; Mabel Watkins, Sweet Home, 
Oregon; Mrs. Cora Earhart, Green Lake, 
Washington; Samuel Crum, Castle Rock, 
Washington; Mr. T. Holms, Roslyn, Wash
ington; Hiram VanEaton, Eatonville, Wash
ington; Mr. T. Hicks, Deep Creek, Washing
ton. 

I also wish to remind the saints of this 
mission that Bro. Alma Morris, Lebanon, 
Oregon, is Bishop's agent, and as funds are 
getting short, we trust all who have anything 
to help the cause, will send the same to him, 
who will receipt for all moneys received. 

HIRAM L. HOLT, 
In Charge of Mission. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Kewanee district conference will convene 

at ten a.m., February 3, at Kewanee, Illinois. 
It will be the time to elect officers for the 
next term. We hope to see a large delega
tion present. Those holding the priesthood 
will please have a written report. If you 
cannot be present, send your report to S. A. 
Whitehouse, Kewanee, Illinois. 

J. W. ADAMS, Pres. To all Interested in Sunday School Work:
Surely when I address this notice, as I do, I 
have a right to expect that all who claim the Conference of Eastern Colorado district 
name of Latter Day Saints will understand it will convene with Denver branch, at their 
means them. church, corner Twenty-second and Arapahoe 

At the last general convention of the Sun- streets, February 17, i900, at ten a.m. All 
day school association a committee on im-~ reports should be sent in due time to secre
provement, consisting of J. F. Mintun, tary, C. E. Everett, 2925 West Sixteenth 
Magnolia, Iowa; George Blair, Lamoni, Iowa; :Avenue, Denver, Colorado. 
M. C. Fisher, 694 Washington Street, Boston, 1 J. B. ROUSH, Pres. 
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Decatur district conference will convene 
at Lamoni, Iowa, February 23, 7: 30 p. m. 
Branch officers will please take notice and 
see that their branch reports are sent; if not 
by person, please send to the undersigned by 
February 20. B. M. ANDERSON, Sec. 

Kentucky and Tennessee conference will 
convene with Sedalia branch, at New Bethel, 
February 10, at ten o'clock. All saints in the 
district are specially invited to attend. Come 
one, come all, and bring the Spirit of the 
Master with you, and let us have a spiritual 
feast. It is hoped all will be willing to make 
the sacrifice necessary to be present, and as
sist in attending to whatever business may 
be pre sen ted. District officers to be elected. 

D. W. COOK, Pres. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

CORRECTED NOTICE. l was born July 11, 1869; married April 20, 
I see by the notice in the He?·ald that I 1882; baptized September 16, 1899. She 

made a mistake in the date of conference for leaves a husband and two children to mourn. 
Northern Nebraska district, and wish you to Sr. Lucy was a k~nd !'-nd a~ectionate wife and 
correct it through the Hero,ld and 88,y that mother, lovely m hfe, faithful unto death. 
the conference meets on Friday, January 26, Funeral ~ermon by Elder Henry Kemp. In
at 7:BO p. m., instead of January 27, and terment 1n Thurman cemetery. 
oblige JAMES HUFF, Sec. WIGHT.-Edith, only daughter of Romanan 

and Bertha A. Wight, after a long illness 
borne to the last with patient resignation, 

NOTICES. departed this life on Christmas day, 1899, at 
The members of the Quorum of Apostles her home in Galland's Grove, Iowa. The de

are requested to meet on the 15th day of c:ased was born July ?4, 1880; her age at the 
March next at Lamoni, Iowa, ten a. m. in I t1me of her de~th b~mg 19 years, 5 mo'?ths, 
the Historian's room, Herald Office, to con- 1 day. She umted w!t,h the chur.ch Apnl ?7, 
sider church matters, especially those relat- 1~91, ~eman C: Smlt.n performmg tne rlte 
ing to the business of the approaching· or bapt.lSm. !"- father, mother, two bro_th:rs, 
General Conference, to begin April 6 next. and 

1 
many friends mourn. Funera.J servwes 

All matters intended for the quorum may be by. El~ers C. J. Hunt and John Pett at the 

I 
t t 't t H c s 'th t saints chapel. 

Conference of Fremont district will meet sen °. 1 8 secre .ary, ,~man · ml ' a COGSWELL.-At Johnstown, Wisconsin, 
at the "aints' chapel in Hamburg Iowa Feb- La mom, Iowa. The prebident of the quorum D b 16 1899 Q S th 'f f " • , b dd d • th 1 It · ecem er , , ..,r, aman a, Wl e o 
ruary 10, at ten a.m. Ministerial and branch may e a resse a" ' e SP,me Pace. 18 Orlando Cogswell. She was a daughter of 
reports should he sent, to me at. Hamburg, in necessary for the qu~rull! to meet earl,v. as Vvillard and Samantha Woodstock of the old 
Care Of Bro Frank Beckoted to reach me there are some speCJal Items of busmess . t' d ~ b 0 t b 20 183_, 

• - w ' - ' • • tt t' th t , orgamza wn, an was orn c o er , o. 
not later than February 9. Election of dele· requ.lrwg a ~n wn. a 

0
.ma:y; conoume She leaves a husband and three children; 

gates to General Conference and other im- considerable time Ill conw!dermg the~. \. d ' d l ·, 'f d th d 
portant business require a large attendance. Lthe'G ~shtpust. ~otrth'than effd~rtl ft0 1.meet md :fl

8
! \~1':nis~~d b~v1:1f :~; ~~ewm~erer, ~~e 

C d k t -h f e r1g p1r1 Wl cor 1a ee mgs an . · . · . . orne an rna e e con erence a success. d .11 . ' th < 1 b was bapt;zed at Independence M1ssour1 m 
CHARLES FRY, Sec. ~~~ur:\h~n ~irS:Jti~~ns:,nd ~0°0~~v:l 0~~ ~~~ 1~84, ~md. has ever lived a faithful an.d ~on-

Master. WM. H. 'kELLEY, 

1 

s1~tent l!fe, and passed away firm m the 
Conference of Nodaway district will con- President of the Quorum of Apostles. fa1th whwh ~~e had he.ld so de.ar. Funeral 

vene with Guilford, Missouri, branch, Satur- LYoNs, N.Y., Jan. s. sermon by Etaer Henr·y South wwk. 
day, February 17, at ten o'clock. Let all --- DEMAN.-Cora B. Deman, died at Little 
reports be sent in promptly. It is especially To the Saints in Decatur District:-In my Sioux, Iowa, 4, 1900. She leaves a 
desired that all holding the priesthood shall notice in Hen;old of ,January 3, I omitted the ~lis band and on!'l . to mourn. She was a 
be present. Some matters of more than name of Frank Hitchcock Pawnee Miesouri 1r1end to the samts' faith, and by her request 
usual importance will be discussed, and let us as solicitor in Lone Rock 'branch. ' ' funeral service was held by arepresentati ve of 
come together, prayin!!' God's blessings and F. M. WELD. the faith. Services held at the saints' 
guidance. E. S. FANNON, Pres. chapel, by Elder J. F. Mintun. 

Oklahoma conference will convene with 
Oak Grove branch, near Sumner P. 0., four
teen miles east of Perry, February 9. Each 
branch is requested to send report. Each 
elder, priest, teacher, and deacon should re
port· labor done; we hope to hear from all. 
Let us sacrifice a little time· and effort and 
attend; let each one be determined to do his 
part, that the work may ad vaoce. The gifts 
of the gospel are ours to enjoy if we strive 
for them; let us strive lawfully and receive 
the reward. R. M. MALONEY. 

Clinton district conference will convene at 
Coal Hill chapel, between ElDorado Springs 
and Lebeck, Missouri, February 10, at ten a. 
m. Send branch reports to A. Lloyd, El 
Dorado Springs, Missouri. Branch presi
dents, please do not forget to send the tax of 
five cents per capita for district expenses, to 
Bro. G. W. Beebe, Sen., Lebeck, Missouri. 

A. LLOYD, Pres. 
ELLA MILLER, Clerk. 

Conference of Mobile district will meet at 
Three Rivers, Mississippi, February 10, at 
ten o'clock. All branches should be well 
represented as new and important business is 
expected to be presented. Come and bring 
the good Spirit and have a season of rejoic· 
ing. W. L. BOOKER, Pres. 

C. I. CARPENTER, Sec. 
-·-· 

Texas Central conference will convene 
March 17, at ten a. m., at Philadelphia 
branch, near Reagan, Falls County. All 
elders, priests, teachers, and deacons are re· 
quested to send their reports in writing to 
t,he secretary at leas·~ three days before con
ference. The Sunday school convention will 
be held at same place on the 16th at 7:30. 
vVe earnestly request all to attend. 

S. R. HAY, Pres. 
C. M. MI'l'CHELL, Sec. 

Des Moines district conference will con
vene at Grinnell, Iowa, February 10, at ten 
o'clock. As business of importance to every 
saint in the district will come up, we hope 
f:l\10h l)r~nch will send delegates. 

A· M(JCOY1 Sec. 

I want to find a home among the saints MYERS.-Henry Anthony Myers, second 
somewhere, and get employment. I have a son of Sr. F. ·w. Myers, of Missouri Valley, 
small family. If anyone should read this, Iowa, was instantly ki.lled in a runaway on 
and could g-ive me employment, would do me January 5, 1900. He was at death 22 years, 
a favor. I can give good reference if re- 2 months, and 9 days old. A young man of 
quired. w. A. HELMS. many exceilent qualities. Funeral services 

RoGERS, Texas. near Calhoun, by Elder J. F. Min tun, the 
body being laid to rest in Magnolia ceme· 

BORN. 
HOWELL.- Edith Marion, daughter of 

Ralph N. and Eva Howell; born December 2, 
1899, near Albion, Idaho. Blessed by Elders 
Charles Albertson and S. D. Condit, Decem
ber 27, 1899. 

SHIPPY.-At Oelwein, Iowa, August 15, 
1899, to Bro. Chiles and Sr. Katharine Shippy, 
a son. Blessed January 7, 1900, by Elder J. 
R. Sutton, and named Russell Forest. This 
child is a grandson of Benjamin Shippy, one 
of the old time saints. 

MusSELL.-At Bevier, Missouri, October 
23, 1899, to Bro. Frederick T. and Sr. Sarah 
Mussell, a daughter. Blessed January 7, 
1900, by Elders R. M. Elvin and Francis A. 
Evans, and named Ruth. 

ANDERSON.-At Bevier, Missouri, Octo
her 12, 1899, to Bro. Ed and Sr. Hiley E. An
derson, a son. Blessed January 1, 1900, by 
Elders R. M. Elvin and Joseph A. Tanner, 
and named Charles Edward. 

MARRIED. 
ROELL-GRIFFITH.-In Chicago, Illinois, 

at the residence of Elder J. M. Terry, 
January 10, 1900, at 8:30 a. m., Bro. C. Roell, 
of St. Joeeph, Missouri, to Sr. Margaret 
Griffith, of Kirtland, Ohio, Elder J. M. Terry 
officiating-. The happy couple will make 
their home in Independence, Missouri. 

KYLE-GREEN.-January 10, 1900, at the 
home of Bro. and Sr. Tyrrell, Chatham, On
tario, Bro. David Kyle and Sr. Minnie Green, 
-youngest daughter of Bro. and Sr. George 
Green, of Appledore, Ontario, were united in 
marriage, Elder J. H. Tyrrell officiating. 
May a loving, peaceful, happy, and· prosper· 
ous life be theirs to enjoy. 

DIED, 

tery. 
TEAGARDEN.-AtBeaver, Texas, Sr. Sarah 

Beatrice Teagarden, wife of Bro. John Tea
garden. Born December 24, 1860; died No
vember 10, 1809; baptized by Elder I. N. 
Roberts, December 4, 1887, in Houeton, Texas; 
lived a life worthy of imitation by all saints. 
An affectionate husband and seven children 
mourn the loss of companion and mother. 
Funeral at the grave by Elder T. J. Sheppard. 

Clothed in a robe of raiment white, 
Mother has winged her way, 

Into the beautiful heavenly light, 
Ont of the shadows of earth's dark night 

Into the light of day. 

Angels who watched for her coming, I know, 
Left the pearly gates ajar, 

And with beaming eyes and face all aglow, 
As she entered the portals they each hovered iow, 

And placed in her crown a star. 

Methinks I can sec her so beautifully fair, 
Clothed in her raiment white, 

Wittt a crown on her head and a harp in her haBd, 
Ever to dwell in that beautifnlland 

Where Jesus himself is the light. 

BADDER. - Myritta Badder, youngest 
daughter of Sr. Henrietta Clark, died June 
6, 1899, at Appledore, Ontario. She was born 
November 26, 1875, in Howard Township, 
Kent County; was baptized April 6, 1890. 
She tried to live a true saint, and bore a 
faithful testimony to the truthfulness of the 
restored gospel; she leaves a husband and a 
little boy to mourn. Funeral in the saints' 
church, in charge of Elders F. Gregory and 
D. MacGregor; interment in the Wabash 
cemetery. 

FOU'l'S.-James Fouts was born February 
12, 1858, in Shelby County, Iowa; died No
vember 11, 1899. He was married to Miss 
Rena Roundy in the year 1877; to .this union 
. was horn nine children, three died in child· 
hood. He leaves a wife and six children. 

STUDIE.-At McPaul, 
18991 Sr. Luoy3 wife of 

Iowa, Dece~ber 25, I He was buried from the chur?h at Galland's 
Henry Stu(lle; she Grovei serJX10n by ]]lder R,. W1ght, 
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'I'HE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........••••..•.•••••••••.. $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . • . • • . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges • • • • • • . . . . . • . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

NEW TESTAMENTS. King James' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ............... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller).. . . . . 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo... . . • . . . . . 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges ............. ; ......... 2 50 
With music only . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . 1 25 

CERTIE'ICATES AND REPORTS. 
Byanch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen . • • 25 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and theN ew Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; ir1 one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ................ 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•. 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi· 
tion. 

Cloth ............ •· ••••••••••••. $0 :SO 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...•.. 2 00 

HESPERIS. The poetical works of 
David H. Smith, youngest son of 
the Prophet, Joseph Smith. Gilt 
edges ................•..•••••... $1 50 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en· sand Guds Profet? Udgi
vet af den ~jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke1 ' "En Indbydelse til 
Guds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom." 
Per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ••••••••••• $1 00 

--··-·---------
Church Publications Wanted! 

I 
Copies of' Times and Seasons, V ols. 

1, 2, and 3; Vols. 1 to 10 SAINTS' 
HERALD (bound or unbound); Mil·. 

lennial Star; also of other old publica
tions or pamphlets. Address stating 
terms, HERALD OFFICE, 

p 

EDITORIAL DEPT., 

Lamoni, Iowa. 

------~··~~-------~---~-------~--------

l'HE SA TXTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid 1X: 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents ar~ requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes o~ address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Cnley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be m!lde by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Cb1eago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs .......•••................. $0 75 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper .......................... $0 36 
Cloth. limn. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . 1>0 

Archreological Committee's Report 
WITH 1\'lAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of' Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archcee~lo~ry," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summ:>ry of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concernin~ 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archceological evidences obtainable in sup· 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to t.l'e average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archceo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
35 cents. mailed to any address. 

THE CHlU:::i1'1AN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $0 25 
CJ.otiD, •••·••••••• oo •••• •••••• eo eo e 4@ 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS. Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good ShPpherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of tlle Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Prindples of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall A dminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polyaamy· per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100"' ..... ' ..... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ........... $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 .................. 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen...... 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen.......... . . . . . 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; p2rdoz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100 .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; p•r 
dozen, 10 cents; 100........ . 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 108 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100 ... -·.... 15 

41. 'l'he Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents· 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, lOcents; 100 ........... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000· or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 50 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Ineorparated under the Jaws of the State o:f :;:.,....,.,., July 1, 1§9§, 

Total a!lo;ets ,January 1, 1900, $133,032.34. 
We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
letters of ir qniry will be prLmptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
STOC:K!!IOLDEU§:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. RcsBegnie, Oscar 

Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frack Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. H,,pkin•. 

jy

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
d,ay School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE G:BADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 ceuts per year. 

PRilUARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, ~5 
cents per year. Address all orders and remrt· 
tances to 

FRANK CRILEY, I.amoni, Iowa. 

VVILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Quit-to-bac has cur<d hundreds of other~, if you 

use tobacco and want to quit, why delay long<r? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITivE· GUAR
ANTEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
STAMPS taken. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth; and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call' 
ing and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ................. ' ... $1 50 
Cloth, leather· backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. . . . . . . . . . 3 00 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with House 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms. hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. Barn 24 x 24ft., 
17 ft. high. Cow stable 12 x 20 ft., 10 ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken bouse, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

lAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I wiU sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Das Moines 8:15 a. m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. w. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false state.ments, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offiCJial acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
e! usi vely established. 

There has long been a dem11.nd for this 
work, in consequence of the Ut.ah mission
<:tries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will n::ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper cove~;s, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION NA
tional Live Stock Association, 
Ft. Worth, Texas, January 16-
19, 1900. One stH>ndard first
class fare, plus $2 for the round 
trip. DateofsaleJanuary 13, 14. 

Returning not earlier than January 17 nor 
later than January 27. Continuous passage 
in each direction. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION OKLAHOMA 
Live Stock Association, El Reno, Oklahoma, 
February 13-15 1900. One staudard first
class fare for the round trip. Date of sale 
February 11-13 inclusive. Returning final 
limit February 17. Continuous passage in 
each direction. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibili1y. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

THJ!} INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ........................... $ 75 
Leather ...........••............. 1 00 
Flexible binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2h4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5! " per 250 ......... e •••• • 1 00 

" " per 1000 . ........ & • , .. D •• 3 50 

CRACELAND···· 
----COLLEGE, 

UIIONI, IOWA. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 
President, 

orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
I!k.MONI. Iow.&. 
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GOVERNMENT REPORTS SHOW MORE 
UNMARRIED MEN THAN SINGLE 

WOMEN. 

Some one has proposed a husbands' 
union for the protection of husbands; 
just what they are to be protected 
from is not yet stated. Possibly the 
union is to be founded on the same 
lines as the School for Wives, estab
lished in England. 

Still better are the marriage schools 
which are being developed in Ger
many on practical lines. They are 
for girls and women only, and the 
value of such a training cannot be over
estimated. Girls leave the marriage 
school competent to undertake the 
management of a house- and of a 
husband. The girls who have been 
graduated from these schools have 
been extra lucky in getting married, 
so it is said. 

Another society which has been or
ganized in Denmark is the Celibacy 
Insurance Society. Its object is to 
provide for those women who either 
cannot or will not provide themselves 
with husbands. The premiums begin 
at the age of thirteen and end at forty, 
an age at which it is supposed most 
of the members will have abanduned 
all thought of marriage. Such being 
the case, the woman receives an an
nuity for life. If she marries at any 
time she forfeits all her rights. 

Old maids in the United States are 
outnumbered by the bachelors, al
. though it is popularly supposed that 
the contrary is the case. To come to 

j exact figures, there are 7,427, 767 
bachelors and 3,224,494 spinsters. 
This is upon the authority of a gov
ernment report. Even in Massa
chusetts, where it_ was thought that 
old maids constitute a large propor
tion of the population, they could 
each find a single husband and then 
not exhaust the stock of single men, 
for there are 226,085 men and only 
219,255 women who have not yet en
tered into the bonds of matrimony. 

New York State has 120,000 more 
bachelors than spinsters. Only one 
State in the Union has more female 
celibates than male and that is Cali
fornia, in which there are 59,456 of 
the former, and 22,829 of the latter. 
The State of Washington has, per
haps the largest excess of forlorn 
single men-80, 537 all told, the un
married women numbering only 9,181. 

Out of an equal number of bachelors 
and widowers between 25 and 30 years 
of age, thirty widowers remarry for 
every thirteen bachelors who enter 
the bonds of hymen for the first time. 
For every spinster married between 
30 and 65, two widows are remarried. 
Both facts are eloquent in favor of 
the comparative advantages of matri
mony.-New York Sun. 

governor," Mayor W. E. Young, Ak
ron; •·Parks and public grounds," 
Professor F. A. Brady, Columbus; 
"Municipal charity," L. B. Gunckel, 
Dayton; '•Creation of sinking fund," 
Martin E. Gemunder, Columbus; 
"Age limit ®f municipal officers," 
Mayor Arthur 0. Archer, Cadwell; 
'·Finance and taxation of cities and 
powers to borrow money and issue 
bonds," H. P. Boynton, Cincinnati; 
"Legislative department of cities," 
H. S. Cartwright, Wilmington; "Mu
nicipal ownership of street railways 
and telephones," Mayor Samuel M. 
Jones, Toledo; "Individual responsi
bilities of councilmen," E. P. Mat
thews, Dayton; ''Division of cities 
into councilmanic districts," ex-Mayor 
Samuel L. Black, Columbus; "Police 
department," Max Burgheim, Cin
cinnati; "Executive department," 
Mayor Gustav Tafel, Cincinnati; 
"Nomination and election of offi· 
cers," Mayor J. H. Farley, Oleve· 
land; "Changes in the health depart
ment," State Health Officer C. 0. 
Probst, Columbus; "Licensing of 
occupation of streets and alleys," 
Mayor Huntington Brown, Mansfield. 
Chicago Tribune, January 15, 1900. 

TIME TO THINK. 
AIM AT MUNICIPAL REFORMS. Writing in the Educational Review 

Dayton, 0., Jan. 14-The annual on "Changing Types of Modern 
meeting of the League of Ohio Mu- Thought," Professor R. M. Wenley of 
nicipalities will be held here on the University of Michigan pleads for 
January 16, 17, 18. This year's con- time to think. He believes there is a 
vention is given significance through growing recognition that some think
the prominence the proposed munici- ers should spend their time in think
pal code will have. The code was ing instead of in investigation. 
prepared by Judge D. F. Pugh, of During the present generation one 
Columbus, and Edward Kibbler, of phrase has been repeated constantly 
Akron, who were commissioned for as if it summed up the whole truth: 
the purpose by ex-Governor Bushnell. "It is an age of criticism, of unrest, 
It involves a revolution in the form of and of doubt." Professor Wenley be
city government, and its features have lieves that appreciation has now come 
been the subject of addresses by law- of the partial nature of the statement 
yers and others for months. It is to and that it embodies a half truth and 
be introduced in the Ohio Legislature. perhaps not even this. 

In the reforms proposed in the new Instead of being an age of criticism 
code, the predominant feature relates the nineteenth century, particularly 
to civil service regulations similar to the latter part, has been a period of 
those of the national government. acquisition principally, and of start
The desire is for economy and a higher ling acquisitions at that. The 
standard of work. It is intended to mathematico-physical sciences have 
apply the bi-partisan idea to all admin- transformed themselves; there is a 
istrative boards. The ownership of new astronomy, chemistry has com
all public utilities is also embraced in pletely changed its face, and physics 
the scheme. has been extended in marvelous ways. 

Among the addresses to be made Molar phenomena have fallen back 
before the convention in regard to the before molecular. Besides the revo
proposed code are the following: lutionary alterations an entire new 
"Water works," J. J. Pater of Hamil- range of sciences, such as physiology, 
ton; "City treasurer." 0. E. Barren, biology, histology, pathology, hac
Columbus; "Civil service system of I teriology, and experimental psy
cities and powers conferred upon the chology, has arisen. Historical 
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science has shifted its sweep so eco- No decorations shone resplendent 
nomics, sociology, anthropology, upon their breasts. Simply and si
historical theology, and archreology lently they laid down their lives, 
have been changed beyond recogni- broken to pieces in the service of the 
tion or have come into actual being. poor and suffering among the Hindoo 
Every science has dragged to light people. Only last week there was 
facts previously unheard and thrust admitted to the ·Calcutta Hospital an 
novel conclusions upon an amazed English officer, shattered in health 
public. The reality of these investi- and with paralyzed limbs, who had 
gations has been proved to the masses done nothing but wear himself out in 
by endless inventions whi<Zh have famine work in the central provinces." 
combined to render the life Of the EXTENT OF THE FAMINE. 
average man a thing of comfort and '·The official estimates show the 
luxury such as his near ancestors 
could not command even if rich. "If cost to the government of the relief 
any man be here to denounce sci- works, etc., to the end of March will 
ence," as the preacher said, "then· let be 40,000,000 of rupees. About 22,-

000,000 persons are now affected in 
him begin by turning off the electric British territory, and about 27,000,000 
light., 

This eager search for new scientific in the native states.,_ Chicago Trib-
facts has left scientists too dazed to une. 
think of any other but their own. 
The need is for comprehensive con- DR. WALSH ON THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION. 
sideration of all. Philosophical One of the most no~able article_s that the 

Problems shot up amidst changed 1 Cathol!c »:orld Magazme has publlshed for. a 

d. · d · I long ttme ts a reVIew of the wonderful dts
con 1t,10ns ~ssem ble by the SCJ.ence_s coveries during the last fifty years in the sci-
are becommg more urgent. A ph1- ence of biology. It is astonishing how mucn 
losophy of evolution is the most cry- biolog_ical tnougJ;~t a?d express~on h~J:s en
ina need of the day. The world bas ~ered mto ';JUr dat~y hfe,_and whtle we tmag-

h 
od . l • . . we that bwlogy ts a scwnce for scholars, a 

a htt e use ror ph1losophers durmg little consideration will make us realize that 
the last few years, but it is their serv- it bas an intensely practical side, and of the 
ices that are needed now .-Chicago many scientific truths there is none that is 
Tribune January 20 able to conduce to our comfort and safety as 

' · its deductions. Dr. Walsh, the author, is a 

GAUNT FAMINE IN INDIA. 

London, Jan. 20.-A dispatch to the 
Daily Mail from Calcutta, dated y8S· 
terday, says:-

"1::3peaking in the Vice Regal Coun
cil this morning Lord Curzon said that 
the country is face to face with famine. 
The water and food and cattle scarcity 
in the particular areas affected is 
without precedent in character and 
intensity. 

"Three years ago Lord Elgin, at a 
public meeting in Calcutta, said that 
1,250,000 persons were on the relief 
rolls and that the occasion was with
out a parallel. Now, however, nearly 
3,250,000 persons are in receipt of 
relief. 

NO HELP FROM ENGLAND. 

man of mature studies and he possesses the 
latest information from the European schools. 
He makes some most interesting statements 
about the theory of evolution which should 
be everywhere noted, Among other things 
he says in effect that Origin of t:Jpecies, which 
now has been published for forty years, was 
accepted in the beginning without question 
by a great many, but is now subjected to the 
white light of scientific criticism and many 
conclusions that it stood for are now entirely 
rejected. For example, the theory of sexual 
selection has been entirely rejected and natu
ral selection has taken ,its place. Dr. Walsh 
also says the opinion as to whether one 
species may ever be transmitted into another 
is more generally doubted now than it was 
ten years ago. He finally makes the follow
ing admissions concerning the theory of evolu
tion:-

brings the whole matter very properly back: 
to the real:n of coincidences, where it be
longs. In general it may be said that this is 
the great crux of the theory of evolution, the 
corner-stone which must be secured before a, 
permanent scientific edifice can be built. 
We are no nearer a demonstration of the 
actual transmutation of opecies now than we 
were forty years ago, when D&rwin's theory 
first disturbed the Ecientific world. On the, 
other hand, i.t must not be forgotten that 
forty years are not much in the history of 
human knowledge and that the theory of evo
lution, far from being definitely settled, is, 
in the opinion of present-day biologists, only 
just beginning its developmAnt. Professor 
Henry 0Bborn, of Columbia University, said 
not long ago: 'My last word is that we are 
entering the threshold of the evolution prob
lem, instead of standing within the portals. 
The harder tasks lie before us, not behind us, 

'1:1nd their solution will carry us well into the 
twentieth C3ntury.'" 

DISCOVERY IN TEXA$-A WALL THAT 
EQUALS THE CHINESE. 

Science and survey are bent on proving that 
this continent is by no means the raw young 
patch of earth early diwoverers believed it. 
... In Texas the other day a vagrant investi-· 
gator came upon a monument that fairly 
startles the learned world, and will result 
presumably in a new theory of the original 
settlement of the continent. A wall, twenty 
miles long, over fifteen feet high, and ( qually 
thick, is found, running northeast and south
west, near the present prosperous town of 
Milano. The top level of this extraordinary 
structure is far below the present surface, 
which is made up of a thick layer of loam 
and the debris that accumulates over long 
neglected ruins. The discoverer pronounces 
the wall as in every sense solid and well 
built as that long time wonder the great 
granite circumvallation of China. Evidences 
remain that originally the wall was flanked 
at regular distances, which would indicate 
that this enormous structure was built by one 
people as a defense against another. There 
are evidences of inscriptions here and there 
on the entablatures, but the characters are 
in a tongue unknown to modern linguists, 
and until the key is discovered the ruins will 
serve no definite scientific ends save as proof 
that no part of the world is old or new so far 
as human presence is reckoned .... -Illus
trated American, June 22, 1895. 

ALLIANCE TO RESIST EUROPE. 
City of Mexico, Jan. 13.-Tbere is much 

comment in the press regarding the article 
in the London Spectator, which predicts that 
some day Europe will attempt the partition 
of South America, Germany taking Brazil. 
It is held that the Latin-American countries 
should join in a league for the common de
fense, and that if the United States joins, 
making a pan-American alliance, it should 
guarantee territorial and political independ
ence of the Latin-American countries.-Ex. 

"Lord Curzon said he was afraid it 
was too much to expect England to 
again come to the rescue or that this 
country could expect more than pas
sive sympathy from anywhere out
side. With patience and fortitude, 
he continued, India must pursue the 
task of relieving her own people, con
scious that although not engaged in 
stirring deeds affecting the fate of 
empires, yet performing its duty, try
ing to do what war on its face could 
not do, to save from death many mil
lions of human lives. 

"As a matter of fact, far from being able to 
show how species have been converted into 
one another, we are not even able to point 
out a single case of the undoubted transmis
sion of even one acquired character. A good 
many cases presumed by various observers to 
be examples of such a transmission have been 
reported, but all of them so far have proved 
to be illusions when submitted to the judi
cious criticism of serious biological cd teria. 
Medical men still cling to the idea that ac
quired characters are transmitted, and that, 
too, very commonly. A great many of the 
claims now so frEquent as to the heredity of LORD LORNE ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH. 
predisposition to disease, and even of disease In his presidential address to the Public 

HEROISM OF THE OFFICERS. 

"•When I was at Jubbulpore, and 
again at N agpur,' Lord Curzon said, 
•I saw modest tombstones to officers 
who had perished in the last famine. 
These men did not die on battlefields. 

itself, assumes that the transmission of ac- Health Congress at Blackpool, the Marquis 
quired characters is an accepted principle. of Lorne said it was conceivable that imagi
As time goes on, however, medical men have nation might aid antiseptic treatment. 
learned that at least it is not disease itself Drugs and the knife and acids might be 
that is transmitted. Tuberculosis and lep- helped by mental telepathy. There were al
rosy, and like diseases, have been removed ways more things in nat,ure than were dreamt 
from the category of directly hereditary dis- of in their philosophy. Sir William Preece, 
eases within the last few years, and the pre- he said, had lately spoken of Moses with 
disposition to disease is now recognized to great admiration, evidently considering him 
be rather a general lowering of resistive the first great president of a sanitary con
vitality than a specific tendency to the ac- gress. His Lordship urged his audience to 
quirement of an~ partfcular disease, or even agitate, and make the agitation a hardy an
a lack of orgamc res1stance to one rather nual, for less smoke and purer drains. 
than to any other disease. Speaking of the training- of nurses he asked 

"Occ!tsionally in the medical jour~als. we j what, after all, was the value of an'the drugs 
meAt w1th reports of cases where mutllatwns and all the doctors unless there was good 
are said to have been transmitted. This 1 nursing. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the troth shall make you free.''-John 8=31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords b: there shall not any man among you have save it he one wife= and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116, 
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PRES. LORENZO SNOW DEFINES 
THE POSITION OF THE 

UTAH CHURCH. 

POLYGAMY AND UNLAWFUL OOHABI'rA
TION. 

Prom the reading of the various editorials 
and articles of the public press it is evident 
that there is much misconstruction and mis
understanding as to the present attitude of 
our church respecting the subjects of po
lygamy and unlawful cohabitation; and, be
lieving that many good and conscientious 
people have been misled and much ad verse 
criticism occasioned thereby, I feel it but. 
just to both "Mormons" and n'ln-"Mormons" 
to state that, in accordance with the mani
festo of the late President Wilford Woodruff, 
dated September 25, 1890, which was pre
sented to and unanimously accepted by our 
General Conference on the 6th of October, 
1890, the church has positively abandoned 
the practice of polygamy, or the solemniza
tion of plural marriages, in this and every 
other State, and .that no member or officer 
thereof has any authority whatever to per
form a plural marriage or enter into such a 
relation. Nor does the church advise or 
encourage unlawful cohabitation on the part 
of any of its members. If, therefore, any 
member disobeys the law, either as to po
lygamy or unlawful cohabitation, he must 
bear his own burden; or in other words, be 
answerable to the tribunals of the land for 
his own action per-taining thereto .. 

With a sincere desire that the position of 
our church as to polygamy and unlawful co
habitation may be better understood, and 
with best wishes for the welfare and h~~;ppi
ness of all, this statement is made, and is 
respectfully commended to the careful con
sideration of the public generally. 

LORENZO SNOW. 
President of the Ch nrch of Jesus Christ of 

Latter Day Saints. 
SaLT LAKE CITY, January 8, 1900. 

PRES. SNOW'S DEOLARA'l'ION. 

The foregoing announcement from the 
President of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints is entitled to respectful 
consideration. Not only should it be heeded 
by members of the church, but by all people, 
everywhere. Its promulgation is necessary 
in view of the charges that are made that 
the "Mormon" church seeks to become "a 
law unto itself" and sets itself above the 
civil government. It is not expected that it 
will have any particular effect on persons 
who desire, wilfully, to misrepresent the 
church and its authorities, its doctrines and 
its purposes. But there are hosts of good 
people who have been deceive·d by false re
ports, and it is for their information as well 
as to place the church in its true position be
fore the world, that this official declaration 
is made. 

The President's statement is gratifying to 
us because it authoritatively asserts what the 
Deseret News has advanced editorially. The 
church teaches obedience to secular law. It 
does not advise nor encourage any species of 
lawlessness. It supports the Constitution of 
the United States and the Constitution of 

Utah and all laws passed in pursuance I dent seems fair to the view; but why 
thereof. It has its own sphere, which is ec- did not President Snow state that the 
clesi.astical. While it gives counsel and pro- 1. , · l 1 · 'th 
mulges rules for the guipance of its members lV1ng lll. po ygamou~ re at10ns Wl 
as to individual conduct in all the affairs of plural Wives was du:;approbated by 
life, it does not interfere in any way with the the church, and that those guilty of it 
free agency of men and women, ~Hctate. tp would be dealt with by church au-
them how they shall vote or to which poht1- th 't ',l Wh'l 't n r t b 't 
cal party they shall belong, or hinder them Orl Y · l e 1 mw;} no e qm e SO 
in aoy lawful course as to business or other bad to say that '·the church" does not 
personal affairs. ''ad vise or encourage unlawful cohabi-

There ~re persons in all relig-ious bodies tation ob. the part of its members " as 
who act •30ntrary to the faith they profess. · ld b · ·1 · ' d 
The church or soci3ty with which they ar(l It wou, . e t~ remam Sl ~nt.m rega: 
connected is not accused of such derelictions to such vwlatwn of law, It IS certam 
by just and sensible people; they are charged that to abstain from direct disappro-
only to the erring individuals. bation of it is to give a sort of license 

The Latter Day Saints should ponder well h d . · · h · · · 
this declaration from the President. It is of to t e oer of It m t at notice IS Vlr-

'great importance. If there is any deviation tually given to the transgressor that 
from the path which he defines, it will be on the church will not interfere with him 
the personal responsibility of the individual if the executors of the law of the land 
that pursues that way, and he must take the d t K t f th 1 t h f 
consequences whatever they may be. The 0 no · eep OU 0 e C U C .es 0 
church must not be burdened by the weight the officers of the law, and we Will not 
of anything that is contrary to its teachings. disturb you. 

We believe the permanent, reasonable In a revelation given August 1831 
residents of this State, "Mormon" and non- th L d t ld th h h · ' z· ' 
"Mormon," will be pleased with President e or O e C ur_c In 10~, 
Snow's announcement, and will accept it in "thou shalt not steal; nmther commit 
the spirit that prompted its publication. adultery, nor kill, nor do anything 
And we hope that it will aid in the establish- like unto it·" and referring to the 
ment, of that abiding peace that is necessary · ' f h h h · 
to the harmonious action of all classes, proper act1~n o t e. c l!rc m cases 
creeds, and parties, without which Utah can- of wrongdomg, formcatwn and adul
not achieve the success as a commonwealth tery parts of the things included, 
that its best, people desire to secure. "If he or she do any manner of 

The foregoing we take from the iniquity, he or she shall be delivered 
Desent Evening News, for January 8, up to the law, even that of God." The 
1900. It is interesting to the readers law of God demands that the trans
of the HERALD because of the attitude gressor, the lawbreaker, the violator 
of Congressman-elect B. H. Roberts, of the law shall not be shielded, but 
whose seat in congress is at the pres- shall be rebuked, and punished; if he 
ent held in abeyance for the reason will not repent and abandon his 
that he is charged with being a prac- wrongdoing. 
tical polygamist; that is, that he is In this case, the world outside of 
"livi~g i~, th~ repute and practice of Utah, and we believe the world (the 
marr.mge w1th two or mor~ women Gentile) in Utah as well, have been 
as w1ves, as t~e general pubhc under- impressed with the belief that the 
stand that att1tude. leading officers of the Mormon Church 

Mr. Roberts has given the public to have too frequently taken advantage 
understand that in the fixing up of of their high position to give counsel 
the affairs of statehood for Utah, it in public that has been construed by 
was understood that the status of "the faithful" to encourage them in 
those men who had married to a plu- the continuance of their plural mar
rality of wives was not to be inter- riage relf!Jtions. But, if now the sig
fered with, but that the "ceremony of nificance and gravity of the situation 
plural marriage" was to be forever is dawning on the venerable Presi
abandoned. That the effect of this dent's mind, and he sees that the 
was to be to leave those men who course which has been pursued has 
"found themselves" in the condition been such as to mislead the public in 
of having married wives before the and out of Utah, i.n regard to tbe real 
manifesto of Pres. Wilford Woodruff, intentions of the church, writing of it 
in 1890, so that they were not ex· in its official character, are to make 
pected to abandon their connection their membership live in accord with 
with those wives. President Snow the institutions of morality known 
himself in a statement touching the and recognized by the nation, then we 
situation of those men who found can give approval to such movement 
themselves in "existing condition," and wish it success; though we may 
was in effect that "reasonable men" conceive it to be possible that young 
would not e:xpect those men to cease Utah is the moving power behind the 
those relations. throne in the case. 

The letter of the venerable Presi, It appears from the tenor of Presi-
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dent Snow's statement that no notice 
will be taken of the acts of those 
members who may choose to trans
gress the law by the practice of 
plural marriage; that is, living with 
two or more women as wives, on the 
part of the church; that so far as the 
church is concerned, these violations 
of the law will not be punished by the 
church, nor will those committing 
them lose standing or prestige in the 
church, because of those violations 
when committed. 

Out of a number of statements of 
some leading men in Utah, gathered 
by the Salt Lake Tribune, we quote 
one, which it seems to us is a fair 
statement of the impression made on 
the general public in Utah by Presi
dent Snow's statement. 

E. E. Rich-I see nothing in it to guaran
tee any change in the practice of men who 
have more than one wife-if they are willing 
to take chances, and it would appear that at 
least a few of them are. 

The Consti.tution as I understand it, pre
cludes "polygamous practices." It will not 
do to whip the Devil round the stump by at
tempting to define the differences between 
polygamy and unlawful cohabitation. Un
lawful cohabitation certainly must be a result 
of having more wives than one. 

Mr. Ri'ch is right in his statement. 
In the teaching of celestial marriage 
by the leaders of the church in Utah 
-the unimportant two per centum 
who only have been in its practice
the ceremony of marriage in the 
celestial bonds, was only the prelude 
to the entering in upon an era of be
getting a numerous and glorious 
progeny, to constitute the personal 
kingdom of the '•man with the priest
hood." To argue that the marriage 
ceremony was and is innocent of any 
intent or purpose of the practice of 
marriage under sublunary conditions, 
is foolish in the light of the past his
tory of the people of Utah. Hence 
any attempt to hoodwink the people 
not of the "two per centum" populace, 
into the idea that the church intends 
to deal fairly with the people of the 
government, is idle. · 

President Snow has it in his power 
to say, The ceremony of celestial 
marriage has been abandoned by the 
church; and the practice of living in 
the "practice and repute of plural 
marriage" having been declared by 
law to be unlawful, the members of 
the church, without distinction, are 
required to abandon such relations. 

Such a declaration, with an exam
ple or two, would go farther toward 
pacifying this vexing controversy and 
contention than any amount of nega
tive platitudes which may mean,· Yes, 
the church does not advise, or encour
age it; if you get caught, don't blame 
the church; but don't get caught. 
The church should say in unmistaka
ble terms that the members should 
obey the laws; and if they do not they 
will be. punished. 

* 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

ORDINATJON OF ELDERS. 

Did General Conference some years ago 
pass a resolution to the effect th.at a recom
mendation from a branch to district confer
ence for the ordaining of some one to the 
office of elder should have the sanction of the 
missionory or submissionary in charge? If 
so, please answer in next He1·a.ld; also where 
and when such resolution was passed. 

We know of no euch resolution. 
The following, adopted by the Gen
eral Conference, April 13, 1886, may 
be the one in mi.nd:-

Resolved, that in organized districts, no 
one be ordained to the office of an elder, 
without the. voice of the district or confer
ence be had ordering such ordination, or by 
sanction of the missionary in charge. 

AN IMPORTANT CONCESSION. 

We have long contended that it 
would not have been necessary for the 
Latter Day Saints to have left the 
United States and gone to Utah at so 
much cost and suffering, after the 
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, 
had they been faithful. We have 
maintained that God would have pro
tected them and ~bey could have lived 
and :flourished in the States bad they 
kept the commandments of God, and 
that their being driven was in conse
quence of their transgression and 
disobedience. 

It is therefore quite gratifying to 
learn that this is now conceded by the 
President of the Church in Utah. On 
the opening day of their late semi
annual conference, October 6, 1899, 
their last accession to the Quorum of 
Twelve Apostles, Rudger Clawson, 
was one of the speakers, and among 
other things said:-

The Lord has said in these last days that 
he will not be mocked, and that we cannot 
disregard or treat lightly his words. We 
know that many troubles and evils have 
come upon the people from time to time be
cause of the disregard of the word of the 
Lord. We have been told, publicly, by the 
President of the Church, that if the Latter 
Day Saints had heeded strictly the word of 
the Lord delivered to them through the 
Prophet Joseph Smith, they would now have 
been established in those eastern lands from 
which they were driven, and would be to-day 
the wealthiest community upon the earth. 
The Lord would have watched over and de
livered them out of the hands of their 
enemies. 

We quote from the Minutes of the 
Conference, published by the Deseret 
News in pamphlet form, pages 4 
and 5. 

Elder Clawson goes on to argue 
that God might have led them to Utah 
and "also established" them there, 
but it is not material whether he 
would have done so or not. Our con
tention is admitted, tha,t they were 
compelled to go there because of diso
bedience, and because they had for
feited the privilege of securing God's 
protection here. 

What will be the next development? 
We patiently wait. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. F. T. Dabie, Stewartsville, 
Missouri, writes urging upon Israel 
the necessity of unwavering obedience 
to the principles of truth, including 
the Word of Wisdom, the temporal 
law, etc. He states, and very cor
rectly, that there should be no inde
cision, no falling backward, in 
maintaining personal integrity and in 
aiding the progress of our work. In
decision is weakness; instability in 
men and women is worse than childish. 
The battle is to the strong, the active, 
and the brave. 

Elder Nephi 0Gteson, Provo, Utah, 
attacked the position of the Reorgan
ized Church in the Moorhead, Iowa, 
Mirror, of December 22 last; to which 
Bro. Mark Jensen, of Moorhead, re
plied in the Mirror, of December 29. 

Bro. W. T. Roach, Maitland Mis
souri, writes of the Lord's blessing 
upon him as be labors to preach the 
word. He expresses the opinion that 
men are ''called" that they may 
"work," and that all should strive 
diligently to occupy according to their 
callings. He finds the people ready 
to bear, and believes good will inev
itably result from faithful labor. 

Governor Pingree, Michigan, de
clares the State is in the grasp of cor
porate influences, and there is as much 
cause for war as in South Africa. 

The Aust,rian Emperor bas de
cided that all his soldiers, Czech and 
German, must answer the roll call in 
German. The race question, which 
has threatened to disrupt the empire, 
now assumes a threatening aspect. A 
new ministry is expected to settle the 
language question, but the Emperor's 
decided stand lessens the chances of 
reconciliation. 

The Russian government has cre
ated a new department "in the coun
cil of state," "to be called the section 
of industry, science, and trade. Un
der the head of science it is intended 
that the new department shall help to 
direct and advance national education, 
a subject which in connection with 
the economical development of the 
country is now beginning to obtain 
the powerful support it has so much 
needed." 
· The government of Turkey is re
ported by one well acquainted with 
the state of affairs to be extremely 
corrupt and tottering to its fall. A 
serious crisis cannot much longer be 
delayed. 

"The Rev. R. A. White in a sermon 
said Chicago's greatest need is com
pletion of system of saving to good 
citizenship children of the streets and 
incompetent homes. He urged a 
separate building for detention of 
children before trial, the completion 
of a parental school, and referred to 
the necessity for wiser marriage 
laws." 

"W. M. Slater said the church must 
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strive to create a heaven instead of England tries, indeed, to sustain A report of the Township Mutual 
praying for one." Some men see much the fiction that Afghanistan is a Insurance Company of the town of 
of the impracticable in religious move- sort of an English vassal state, but Eagan, Dakota Cou:1ty, Minnesota, 
ments, but run to the other extreme. such opinion is in nowise. shared in shows a salary list of ffi\4. 68 for one 
Work without prayer will not effect Cabul." year. This is a fair indication of 
what prayer with work will accom- The presence of Russian troops on what people may do for themselves 
plish. The criticism suggests the the frontier of Afghftnistan and the by cot1peration in safe and legitimate 
need of doing something, which all appointment of Russia':n representa- lines. 
religious organizations need to com- tives to the court of the Ameer has French Deputies recently discussed 
prebend. "Faith without works is encouraged the Armenians to trade in government ownership of railways. 
dead" is a favorite text, and is one Afghan territory. Russia is exerting pressure on the 
that bas a broader appli-cation than to Sydney, New South Wales, is in Shah to declare Russia suzerain in 
the first principles of the gospel. It much fear of the plague. Steps are Persia. Russia is also increasing in
applies to all the principles of the being taken to thoroughly cleanse the fiuence over Menelek, the Abyssinian 
gospel and to our general life. Men city. monarch. If Persia accedes, all for-
must be saved temporally as well as Tidal waves, higher than known for eign ambassadors would be obliged to 
morally and spiritually. a long time, have swept the Chilean withdraw. Germany would be ex-

Washington advices from United coast, doing great damage. pected to support Russia against 
States military attaches abroad are The British Medical Journal calls England because of her railway con-
attracting much attention. There is attention to the fact that a majority of cessions and interests. 
an unusual increase in the European the members of the House of Com- The Standard Oil Company is nego
demand for ordnance material. '•Firms mons are suffering from mental de- tiating for the purchase of the Rus
which manufacture shells and guns of pression caused by lagrippe is not to sian company, to gain monopoly of 
all types are completely overwhelmed be contemplated with indifference, in the oil supply and trade of the world. 
with orders." "The significant fea- the face of their responsible duties. During a riot, resulting from a 
ture about the news is that not only Dearth of labor is reported at Brad- strike at Rio Janeiro, monarchists 
are Great Britain and the Transvaal ford and many deaths at Hampstead, tried to start a revolution, but failed. 
governments in the market, but at- from lagrippe there were 340 deaths The French cabinet bas approved 
tempts at liberal purchase are being from the epidemic in London last Admiral Lockroy's naval plans, in· 
made by France and Russia. Germany week. 'l'here are 10,000 cases :re- volving an expense of $80,000,000. 
also is negotiating for projectiles and ported in the city and many in the The case of Dr. McGi:ffert, charged 
guns, although its own sources of sup- kingdom. Dublin also suffers severely with heretical teachings, is billed for 
ply appear to answer its demands in from it. It is also spreading in Ber- presentation to the next General As
that respect." "Germany is storing lin, Germany, and is epidemic in Bar- sembly of the Presbyterian Church, 
the entire product of war material celona, Spain, half the population and promises to cause as much sensa
made by Krupp. following the policy being ill. Horses are reported af- tion and division as the celebrated 
of France and Russia as well as Eng- fected by a pink eye microbe in Briggs case. Prominent ministers 
land in getting possession of as much Liverpool. Undertakers in London are arrayed for and against. Dr. 
as possible of the war material now complain of being overtaxed to meet McGiffert may withdraw from the 
being manufactured." demands upon them. church before the assembly meets. 

Sardinia is infested with bandits. "New York rich men withdrew sub. The growth of large corporations-
In an effort by the government to sup- scriptions to People's Institute be- trusts-with immense sums as capital, 
press them, at Sassani, there were cause its members held a meeting is reported from Germany, during the 
four hundred defendants, nineteen favoring municipal ownership." year 1899. The money powers of the 
hundred witnesses, and one hundred Representatives of the Spanish world mean to control the world, if 
and twenty lawyers engaged. Many Chamber of Commerce conferred and their movements are not finally over
people are accused of complicity with planned a reformation of the nation, come by cooperation to the common 
the banditti. including the government. The or- good. Such is unlikely, however, ex-

Brn. George P. Frisbey and John ganization is a strong one. cept in a limited sense, until the race 
R. Haldeman, elders of the Hedrick- The Rev. Homer Kessler, M. E., of is redeemed from greed. 
ites from Independence, Missouri, Logansport, Indiana, bas withdrawn The Congressional committee on 
made a call at the Herald Office during from the Methodist Church, and will the Roberts case has concluded to 
a visit to Lamoni during the past start a branch of the Dowie move- bring in both a majority and minority 
week. The object of their visit is ment in Logansport. report. While all members of the 
unknown. Mrs. M. E. Holmes, in an address committee are unanimous in the con-

Bro. James McKiernan made an ex- to the "League of Religious Fellow- elusion that Roberts is a polygamist, 
cellent and able defense of the faith ship," Chicago, January 15, declared unworthy of the position of a member 
and of the character of the Martyrs, that women do most of the church of the national legislature, they differ 
against the assertions of women work and should preach from the pul- as to methods of procedure. The rna
prominent in the Utah Church, in the pit. "':Phe ministers must teach dif- jority report will recommend that he 
Des Moines News, January 9. "His- ferently or the pulpits will be taken be not sworn in, hence not permitted 
tory Corrected" was the title of his by better women and men. Rev. to take his seat. The minority report 
article, which has done us good serv- Jenkin Lloyd Jones answered the will recommend that he be sworn in 
ice at the capital and throughout the question, "Is sociology to supersede and then expelled from the House. 
State. theology?" by stating that theology Both Republicans and Democrats are 

Russia has obtained a hold uuon is to express itself in terms of soci- members of the committee and the 
Corea by a loan of $12,000,000. ~ ology. action and reports are entirely non-

The St. Petersburg Viedomosti, in Italy is purchasing heavy supplies partisan. -
an article on the recent movement of of war material and her people cry Sr. Alice Hollidays, of Council 
troops to Koosh, declares that "the out against the taxes. "A thousand Bluffs, sends, through Bro. Oriley, 
establishment of an agency in Cabul citizens. of Nusco surrounded the· I some needed and good supplies to the 
depends in no way on the willingness mayor's office, ... yelling, cursing. Saints' Home. A pieced quilt, a pair 
of England, but is merely a question I and protesting against the signing of of sheets· and pillow cases, pocket 
between Russia and Afghanistan. the new tax bill recently passed." · handkerchiefs, and some dress goods 
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for the old people. Thanks on be
half of the occupants. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley made a trip to 
St. Louis on Thursday, the 17th. 

Helena, Montana, voted for mu
nicipal ownership and will erect 
water works and electric light plant, 
a step of her people towards "tem
poral salvation." 

La Liberte, Paris, discussing the 
construction of the Panama Canal, 
expresses the fear that America may 
control it to the ruin of European 
commerce. 

Twenty-seven thousand miners are 
on a strike in Bohemia and Moravia. 
Prospects are for a coal famine 
throughout Austria. The govern
ment is urged to interfere. 

Vienna fears an outbreak of bubonic 
plague at Cracow. 

An uneasy feeling prevails at Hono
lulu, Hawaii, where twenty-seven 
deaths from the plague are reported 
since December 12. Stringent quar
antine measures are reported. The 
destruction of the Chinese and Japa
nese quarters, as a precautionary 
measure, has left thousands home
less. 

The Dowager Empress of China 
recently published a decree in which 
she says "the various powers are 
casting upon us [China] looks of tiger
like voracity," etc. 

A mob, composed of ''business men," 
lynched two criminals at Fort Scott, 
Kansas, January 20. It does not take 
much to turn the so-called civilized 
man into a barbarian, in some in
stances. It is hard for the race to 
climb, but easy to drop. 

''The charges which Professor Ar
thur C. McGiffert, of Union Theo
logical Seminary is cited to answer on 
February 12 are five in number; viz: 
Denial of the inspiration of the Scrip
tures, that Jesus Christ erred and was 
liable to err, the sacrificial character 
of the Lord's Supper, justification by 
faith, and violation of his ordination 
vow. Specifications are furnished for 
each, and the man who presented 
them and compelled Professor Mc
Giffert's own presbytery to cite him 
for trial has the moral support of a 
considerable following, although he 
announced in the presbytery that he 
acted for himself alone. The four 
specifications are the same as were 
laid down by the last General Assem
bly to bear upon this particular case, 
with the added one to the effect that 
Professor McGiffert is not keeping his 
ordination vow." - Chicago Tribune. 

The Mexican army has finally suc
ceeded in defeating the Yaqui Indians. 
The Yaquis claim descent from one of 
the seven original emigrations from 
the north, having followed the Toltecs 
in the sixth century. They are of an 
older ra0e than the Aztecs, whose civ
ilization was !l,t its height when Cortez 
landed. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Oriuinal Rrti~les. 

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE'? 

Every man whom God chooses has 
a work intrusted to him. He may do 
that work, or he may not. He is 
simply chosen to give him an oppor
tunity. If he does not appreciate this 
opportunity and manifests his lack of 
appreciation by indifference, neglect, 
or other phases of faithlessness, the 
work will be performed just the same. 
God will select other men upon whom 
he can absolutely depend to do that 
which had been assigned to the other. 
Proof:-

In consequence of transgression, let that 
which was bestowed upon Heman Bassett, be 
taken from him, and placed upon the head of 
Simonds Rider.-D. C. 52:8. 

But, behold, verily I say unto you, There 
are many who have been ordained among you, 
whom I have called, but few of them are 
chosen: they who are not chosen have sinned 
a very grl'evous sin, in that they are walking 
in darkness at noonday.-D. C. 92: 1. 

Who is responsible for this "walk
ing in darkness" and consequent loss? 

Let us not, therefore, deceive our
selves with the thought that the final 
triumphant success of the kingdom of 
God depends upon our faithfulness; 
No; his kingdom will move speedily 
forward and he will shortly inaugurate 
his peaceful rule and reign though we, 
as his servants, through our own in
dolence or folly may, unhappily, for
feit our right to participate in its 
triumph. 

The designs, and the purposes of God, can
not be frustrated, neither can they come to 
nought, for God doth not walk in crooked 
paths; neither doth he turn to the right 
hand nor to the left; neither doth he vary 
from that which he hath said; therefore his 
paths are straight and his course is one 
eternal round. Remember, remember, that 
it is not the work of God that is frustrated, 
but the work of men.-D. C. 2:1, 2. 

The principal assaults of the adver
sary are directed against the priest· 
hood, and well they may be; for, from 
thence comes his chief and only 
formidable opposition. Men who are 
not enclothed with the priesthood 
cannot successfully ·combat his errors 
and defeat his intrigue and con
nivance. No one has a greater ap
preciation of this fact than Satan 
himself. 

And the evil spirit answered and said, Jesus 
I know, and Paul I know; but who are ye? 
And the man in whom the evil spirit was 
leaped on them, and overcame them, and pre
vailed against them.-Acts 19: 15, 16. 

The danger of falling and forfeiting 
the privileges and possibilities that 
are conferred upon men through the 
priesthood is not confined to the lower 
offices in the church, nor is it confined 
to those who, through diffidence or 
neglect, came under condemnation by 
failing to • 'lift up their voices" in 
promulgation of the truth. The dan
ger invades the highest offices in the 
church. How sad, how lamentably 

sad, that some who have "borne the 
heat and burden of the day" should 
thus fail. I cite what the Lord said 
to one of the brightest lights "in this 
last kingdom." Note it well, ye who 
will; note and profit by its admoni
tion. 

I, the Lord, am not well pleased with my 
servant Sidney Rigdon, he exalted himself 
in his heart and received not counsel, but 
grieved the Spirit; wherefore his writing is 
not acceptable unto the Lord, and he shall 
make another, and if the Lord receive it not, 
behold, he standeth no longer in the office 
which I have appointed him.-D. C. 63:14. 

God commanded him to do this 
"writing." He did it, yet the Lord 
refused to accept it when completed. 
How sad, how deplorably sad, that we 
should do a work which God has com
manded, and perform it in such a way 
and with such a spirit that the Lord 
cannot accept it at our hands! And a 
work so important, resting upon "the 
heads of the church"! Trusting to 
our own strength, to our own wisdom, 
and so incur the displeasure of God! 
One more opportunity only is offered 
the gifted man of God. If he fails in 
the next effort, he can no longer find 
shelter, not even beneath the extended 
patience and infinite mercy of God; 
• 'behold, he standeth no longer in the 
office which I have appointed him." 

With such grave responsibility 
upon the priesthood, and more espe
cially upon the occupants of the lead
ing quorums of the church, no wonder 
they are made the targets of Satan's 
poisoned shafts, as Jesus' warning in
dicates. 

Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired 
to have you, that he may sift you as wheat; 
but I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail 
not.-Luke 22:31, 32. 

Also, to Lyman Wight:-
Let my servant Lyman Wight beware, for 

Satan desireth to sift him as chaff.-Doc. and 
Cov. 52:3. 

Nor does the mere ordination of an 
individual to an office, no matter what 
the office may be, so thoroughly ex
cite the envy and jealousy of Satan 
and so arouse his ire and his opposi
tion, as to see this same person keep
ing the "whole counsel of God." The 
Devil knows full well that his evil 
purposes are in no great danger of 
being thwarted so long as God's 
priesthood can be kept in darkness, 
doubt, and unbelief. He also knows 
they will be in that condition, and 
that the Lord will not be with them, 
unless they do as he directs. 

I, the Lord, am bound when ye do what I 
say, but when ye do not what I say, ye have 
no promise.-D. C. 81: 3. 

Who knows the full import, the 
real significance of that statement, 
and who appreciates it to a greater 
extent than Satan himself? Do those 
to whom God has committed the re
sponsibilities of the priesthood? The 
adversary knows, and we ought all to 
learn, that conferring priesthood upon 
individuals simply confers upon them 
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certain conditional privileges; or, in 
other words, it places certain possi
bilities within their ultimate reach; 
possibilities and privileges that are 
"as high as the heavens, deeper than 
hell, and as broad as eternity." Do 
all who have been endowed with the 
authority of the priesthood in our 
times, or does any enjoy the full 
immunities contemplated by our heav
enly Father, through such ordination? 
Have all, or has any climbed the 
pleasing heights and attained the full 
fruition that the priesthood was con
ferred upon them to bestow? To as
sist in arriving at a correct answer to 
these queries, let us pause long 
enough to ask: What are the im
munities referred to? What is the 
full fruition of priesthood bestow
ment? 

The power and authority of the higher, or 
Melchisedec priesthood, is to hold tlie keys 
of all the spiritual blessings of the church; 
to have the privilege of receiving the mys
teries of the kingdom of heaven; to have the 
heavens opened unto them; to commune with 
the general assembly and church of the First
born; and to enjoy the communion and pres
ence of God the Father, and Jesus the 
Mediator of the new covenant. The power 
and authority of the lesser, or Aaronic 
priesthood, is, to hold the keys of the minis
tering of angels, and to administer in out
ward ordinances-the letter of the gospel
the baptism of repentance for the remiEsion 
of sins, agreeably to the covenants and com
mandments.-D. C. 104: 9, 10. 

And this greater priesthood administereth 
the gospel and holdeth the key of the mys
teries of the kingdom, even the key of the 
knowledge of God. Therefore, in the ordi
nances thereof the power of godliness is 
manifest; and without tbe ordinances thereof, 
and the authority of the priesthood, the 
power of godliness is not manifest unto men 
in the fiesb; for without this, no man can see 
the face of God, even the Father, and live. 
... Now, this Moses plainly taught to the 
children of Israel in the wilderness, and 
sought diligently to sanctify his people that 
they might behold the face of God; but they 
hardened their hearts and could not endure 
his presence, therefore, the Lord in his wrath 
(for his anger was kindled against them), 
swore that they should not enter into his 
rest, while in the wilderness, which rest is 
the fullness of his glory. Therefore, he took 
Moses out of their midst, and the holy priest
hood also; and the lesser priesthood contin
ued, which priesthood holds the key of the 
ministering of angels and the preparatory 
gospel, which gospel is the gospel of repent
ance and of baptism, and of remission of sins, 
and the law of carnal commandments, which 
the Lord, in his wrath, caused to continue 
with the house of Aaron, among the children 
of Israel until John.--D. C. 83:3, 4-. 

From the above we learn:-
1. That it is the privilege of the 

high priesthood to enjoy great spirit
ual blessings, including the possi
bility of coming into the presence of 
God, the Father, and Jesus the Me
diator of the new covenant. 

2. The power of godliness is con
ferred upon the people through the 
authority of this priesthood. 

3. That Moses designed, through 
the potency of the priesthood, to pre
pare all the people that they also 
might behold the face of God. 
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4. The people hardened their hearts 
and could not endure his presence. 

5. God was angry because of this 
failure, and withdrew the high priest
hood from them. But in Moses' day 
many of the priesthood actually suc
ceeded in beholding God. 

Then went up Moses, and Aaron, Nadab, 
and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of 
Israel; and they saw the God of Israel: and 
there was under his feet. as it were a paved 
work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the 
body of heaven in his clearness.-Ex. 24-: 9, 10. 

But when the cry was raised then: 
"Come up higher," the people failed, 
and the Melchisedec priesthood, the 
only means ordained of God for their 
perfection, so that they might abide 
his presence, was taken from them. 

In our time, the people must pre
pare, not only to behold the Savior, 
but to reign with him; for he will re
turn to the earth whether they are 
prepared or unprepared to endure 
his presence. Hence, the prophet 
wrote:-

Behold, I will send my mesEenger, and he 
shall prepare the way before me: and the 
Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to 
his temple, even the messenger of the cove
nant, whom ye delight in; behold, he shall 
come, saith the Lord of hosts. But who may 
abide the day of his coming? And who shall 
stand when he appeareth?-Mal. 3:1, 2. 

If the people now do not perfect 
themselves for the coming of the 
Lord, the failure will be much more 
disastrous to them than the evil 
which befell ancient Israel. Ancient 
Israel lost the high priesthood; but 
who can estimate the loss of being un
prepared for the coming of the Savior 
to immortalize the living saints, to 
resurrect the dead, to rule and to 
reign? What momentous issues! 
What grave responsibilities are in
volved! 

Some years ago, the cry was made, 
"Come up higher." How much 
higher must we come? Until we can 
endure and elicit the presence of the 
Savior. To whom does this exhorta
tion apply,- priesthood or people? 
To both. First to the priesthood, 
eminently and preeminently; after
ward, to the people; for it is only 
through the potency of the priesthood 
that the people can be prepared to 
abide his presence. Can we reasona
bly expect the people to be prepared 
to endure the presence of the Savior, 
when the priesthood has not reached 
that attainment? In comparing the 
priesthood with the people, at this 
time, does the language of Jesus ap
ply? 

And why beholdest thou the mote that is 
in thy brother's [the people's] eye, but con
siderest not the beam that is in thine own 
eye? Or how wilt thou say to thy brother 
[the people], Let me pull out the mote out of 
thine eye; and, behold, a beam is in thine 
own eye.-Matt. 7:3, 4. 

How can the priesthood remove the 
"beam," so they may more clearly see 
the "mote"? By doing what God 
has plainly commanded them to do. 
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'·I, the Lord, am bound w ben ye do 
what I say, but when ye do not what 
I say, ye have no promise." The 
Lord has promised a great and neces
sary endowment to the priesthood. 
(See Doc. and Cov. 85:18, 19; 92:2, 3; 
102:3-10.) This endowment was to 
be conferred in the '•Solemn Assem
bly." (See Doc. and Cov. 85: 20-36.) 

We can begin, and begin now, to 
prepare ourselves for the "Solemn 
Assembly." We are told how to do 
this, in order that the "Assembly" 
may meet with the favor of God, and 
prove a success. For the necessary 
personal preparation for it, please 
read carefully Doctrine and Cc;>venan ts 
85: 19-21, etc., and then appropriate, 
and appropriate without delay, the 
wholesome instruction contained 
therein, and my word for it, you 
shall be prepared when the "Solemn 
Assembly" meets, and you shall not 
be in any sense disappointed. 

Let us prepare ourselves thoroughly 
for the coming of our Lord, and let 
the impulse of every heart be, "Even 
so, come Lord Jesus, come quickly." 

How much longer will God give his 
priesthood to prepare themselves for 
this solemn conclave, which be has 
promised to so abundantly bless with 
his Spirit, and his presence also? 

Undoubtedly the following language 
will apply, and soon apply, either to 
the great disparagement and discom
fiture, or to the joy and satisfaction of 
many of the priesthood of the Reor
ganization, namely:-

There has been a day of calling, but the 
time has come for a day of choosing; and let 
those be chosen that are worthy; and it 
shall be manifest unto my servant, by the 
voice of the Spirit, those that are chosen, 
and they shall be sanctified; and inasmuch as 
they follow the counsel which they receive, 
they shall have power after many days to ac
complish all things pertaining to Zion.-D. 
c. 102:10. 

May not many of us be disappointed, 
and grievously disappointed, because 
we are not prepared for this endow
ment of power? For only those who 
make the necessary preparation can 
be thus endowed. 

At midnight there was aery made, Behold, 
the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet 
him.-Matt. 25: 6. 

And they that be wise shall shine as the 
brightness of the firmament; and they that 
turn many to righteousness, as the stars for 
ever and ever.-Dan. 12: 3. 

AMANTE LUOE." 

SECRET SOCIETIES. 

Our country is full of organizations 
and secret societies, and more are 
coming into existence, made and or
ganized for the benefit of those only 
who belong to them. These organi
zations are governed by men of the 
world, and for worldly purposes. As 
the church has ever held it to be con
trary to the Scriptures given for any
one who belongs to this church to 
join these human organizations, it be-
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comes our duty to give our reasons protect themselves against the rest of 
for it when called upon to do so; society, conferring its special benefits 
though we are aware that this subject upon the fr-vored few who separated 
may make some enemies, because themselves by the secrets of the order 
there are some who are members of from the great mass of mankind, 
these secret orders and who may be- making laws of their own invention 
come enemies to any man who speaks for their special benefit. There are 
publicly against them, as we know good and evil mixed together more or 
from the past. less in all the institutions man ever 

It is wrong for any Latter Day made, for a stream cannot rise higher 
Saint to join these secret orders, from than its fountain. No secret order can 
the fact that the gospel is a perfect be free from the human imperfections 
system. It contains all that the of those who formed it. On account of 
saints ought to believe and practice in the human laws and ceremonies which 
order to do the most good for the hu- are incorporated in them, we protest 
man race. The main point in this against the saints going into them, 
argument is the perfection of the gos- and if the saints go in these orders, 
pel of Christ as a law to any member they bind themselves hand and tongue 
of the Church of Jesus Christ to be to perpetual secrecy. Surely, this is 
governed thereby. Paul says:- not found in the gospel of liberty. 

And all scripture given by inspiration of It has been said that these institu-
God, is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, tions have done a great deal of good, 
for correction, for instruction in righteous- and for that reason the saints are un
ness; that the man of God may be perfect, 
thoroughly furnished unto all good works.- der obligations to go into them be-
2 Tim. 3:16, 17, I. T. cause there is some good in them. 

And again the perfection of God's Then we must go in everything that 
law is set forth in language like has some good in it for the same 
this:- reason. A member of the church gets 

But whoso looketh into the pet'fect law of sick and poor. It is the duty of the 
liberty, and continueth therein, he being not church to attend to his wants. But 
a forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, how shall the church attend to that 
this man shall be blessed in his deed.-James duty when its members, supporting 
1:25, I. T. these secret orders and societies in-

The gospel, with its righteous laws, stead of the church, the treasury of 
its eternal truths, its sacred obliga- the church gets empty and those of 
tions and duties, is more than earthly the societies get full? 
blessings; is as far above the drapery, It has been said that the church 
the mystic ceremonies, the hidden does not handle the money aright, 
signs- of the secret orders, as the therefore we will draw our support 
heaven is above the earth, and we and join these societies, and when we 
cannot add these human mysteries of are in need we are supported. Is this 
earth to the right,eous and perfect law all the reason you bring forth to sup
of God without putting in danger the port your theory? It is written that 
welfare and spiritual safety of man. every individual must give an account 
I contend for the obligations and du- for the things placed in his hands, 
ties given in the law of God, without and if I understand the law concern
any addition and inventions of men, ing that matter aright, nothing is my 
while my opponent contends for those own, but God has placed me as a 
obligations and duties made by the steward over these things, and he 
secret orders of to-day, that you may will also call me to an account. And 
take them upon you by a solemn those who are intrusted with the spe
pledge or oath. The gospel tells you cial duty to handle the finances of 
that you cannot serve God and mam- the church God will also take into 
mon; you cannot serve two masters. account for their stewardship. And 
The rites and ceremonies of the secreij if we are placed as stewards over 
orders differ very much from the rites some other portions in God's king
and ceremonies of the gospel. dom, where such things are placed in 

It has been said by some that all our hands to support the church and 
the duties and obligations of the his cause, using them for other things, 
secret orders are contained in the law God will take us into account. 
of God; that they teach nothing but But some of the members of the 
what is contained in the Bible, and church support these orders and so
that Jesus Christ himself was a cieties; yea, even some of those who 
Mason and all his disciples belonged hold the priesthood of God join hands 
to the same order. If this be true, with thesecretordersofto-day. We see 
what is the need of me joining it? for the church exhausting every means 
I am already under the law of God, to raise money, but this money is not 
and if they teach nothing more, then raised for the poor and the needy, nor 
they would be a perfect blank to me, for the families of those who are sent 
a useless cumbrance; to benefit me 1 out to preach the gospel of Christ, 
nothing if they add nothing t,o the I nor for the orphan and the widow; but 
law of God which I already have., it is for the fine and costly churches 
But the truth is, they have numerous which have been built in some places 
ceremonies of their own making to 1 and where thousands of dollars, yet 

unpaid, have been spent for unneces
sary show and pride of a few indi
viduals. 

Not one of God's truths or virtues, 
not one good thing in the revelations 
of God, was hid in the vaults of a 
secret lodge, for the benefit of a spe
cial few. The Savior said to his dis
ciples:-

What ye hear in the ear, that preach ye 
upon the housetops. 

Let your light shine before men. 
Go ye into all the world, and preach the 

gospel to every creature. 

There we see the love of God em
braced the whole human race. In this 
age we have secret orders for almost 
every purpose, and in this way our 
country is flooded with secret orders. 
The secret orders have become a rul
ing power in this nation; their influ
ence is felt everywhere in town and 
country. If there is any good or truth 
in these orders, every principle of 
philanthropy and love would say its 
benefits and blessings ought to be 
universal, and not alone for a favored 
few, and we cannot see how it possi
bly can be right for a saint to join an 
order and to work for only a few since 
he has covenanted with God to work 
for the welfare of all mankind, for in 
fact I believe that every Latter Day 
Saint should be a missionary indeed. 

It becometh every man who hath been 
warned, to warn his neighbor.-D. C. 85: 22. 

When we look upon the principle of 
charity laid town in the doctrine of 
Christ, and the labors of his disciples 
whose lives have been spent for the 
benefit of all maJikind, following their 
example in preaching the gospel to 
the poor, do we not see an example 
before us worthy of being followed 
by all? And when we contrast it 
with the Christian of to-day going 
into the secret orders, lodges, and 
rings of the world, each one at work 
for the interest of self, we are con
strained to condemn them and made 
to fear for the welfare of the poor 
who are excluded from their charities 
and turned away to live and die 
want, while the richer classes are 
combined together in the interest of 
rings and lodges from which the poor 
are excluded. Though the 1:~ poor 
laborer may make one strike after an
other, it only fastens upon him more 
closely the power of these organiza
tions and corporat,ions, which work for 
their own interest, leaving out the great 
mass of the poor to sink deeper in 
want as these self-interested combina
tions grow in power. 

When we take upon ourselves the 
name of Jesus Christ by baptism and 
make the solemn covenant with him to 
serve him, and him only, is it not the 
most solemn covenant that can be made
by men? And the man who has pledged 
himself to live by the laws and com
mandments of God, can he also make
a pledge to live by the laws and secret. 
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oaths of the orders and lodges at the 
same time? 

When a man joins the secret orders, 
they make him take an oath or pledge 
that he will keep the secrets of the 
order, and that he will obey the re
quirements of that order. He pledges 
himself to all this before he knows to 
what he has pledged or taken oath. 
The oath or pledge taken before a 
knowledge is obtained is a governing 
power over the man; his judgment, 
his conscience, his actions must yield 
to it. There is no alternative but to 
yield to the power of the oath, though 
it is against conscience, judgment, 
reason, or argument. 

These secret orders are called char
itable institutions, which has a ten
dency to commend them to popular 
favor; but this is not strictly true. 
Their charity is like the charity of an 
insurance company. You pay them 
so much money, and they, under cer
tain circumstances, will, if you need 
it, pay you back in some way. It is a 
strange kind of charity that wants 
you to pay money first, then keep 
paying for the lodge to spend as it 
may think best. Therefore when you 
call them charitable institutions, we 
conclude it is a wrong name, and very 
far from that institution which God 
has set up and the plan and law given 
to his people as a society. If we will 
pay up our dues and fees into that 
society we will be blessed in our 
deeds, and the gospel will be preached 
in all those places where they are 
crying to-day for the bread of life, 
and those who are going out to preach 
will not have to return or remain at 
home because there are no means in 
the hands of the Bishop and his 
agents to pay to them their allowance 
for the families, and they will not 
have to live on credit, and the poor 
will indeed rejoice in the Lord. 

ROBERT GARLICH. 
ST. JosEPH, Mo. 

THE TEN TRIBES. 

In an article under the above head, 
in Herald for January 10, the writer 
attempts to show that the "lost 
tribes" of Israel are the N estorians in 
Assyria. There are a few statements 
made by the Lord that I wish to refer 
the reader to; but first, as the 
prophets repeatedly refer to. them 
(the lost tribes) being in the north 
country, we want to find the locatioa 
of these Nestorians, that we may 
know if they are in the north country. 

As Halah is one of the places men· 
tioned by the brother, and as it is in 
the "mountains of Assyria," and near 
to the land of the Medes, we will lo
cate it. 

Halah is only about thirty-four and 
a half degrees north latitude, or equal 
to a point about twenty-five miles 
north of Los Angeles, California. 
From its geographical location it 
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could hardly be said to be in the 
"north country." But if the thought 
is sought to be impressed that it is in 
the north because it is north of J eru
salem, let me say that it is more than 
three times as far east as north, or 
about two hundred miles north and 
six hundred and fifty miles east. The 
prophets would have come nearer the 
truth if they had said east instead of 
north, if that is the· people they refer 
to. 

My principal objection to the state
ment that the Nestorians are the lost 
tribes is raised because of the lack of 
the people referred to filling the con
ditions the prophets have spoken of 
concerning them. 

In the Book of Mormon we read:-
And verily, verily, I say unto you, that I 

have other sheep, which are not of this land; 
neither of the land of Jerusalem; neither in 
any parts of that land round about, whither 
I have been to minister. For they of whom 
I speak, are they who have not as yet heard 
my voice; neither have I at any time mani
fested myself unto them. But I have re
ceived a commandment of the Father, that I 
shall go unto them, and that they shall hear 
my voice, and shall be numbered among my 
sheep, that there may be one fold, and one 
shepherd; therefore I go to show myself unto 
them.-Book of Nephi, 7: 3, small edition. 

Jesus says, as quoted above, 
"neither in any parts of that land 
round about, whither I have been to 
minister." 

The brother says the apostles Mat
thew, Thomas, and Bartholomew vis
ited and preached to the Nestorians. 
It seems to me that in a region where 
the apostles could, and did, go to 
preach, would be in some parts of the 
land round about. It seems also that 
Bro. C. finds no evidence that Christ 
visited that people, but that three 
apostles did. Jesus said, as quoted 
above, '·Therefore, I go to show my
self unto them." If Jesus had visited 
them, they certainly would have had 
some record or tradition of it, as they 
have of the apostles' visit unto them. 
Under these conditions I believe it is 
fair to presume that Christ did not 
visit the Nestorians. Speaking of 
the "other sheep," Jesus said, "I 
shall go unto them, and they shall hear 
rny voice." He, I believe, visited the 
lost ''sheep" or ''tribes," as he says. 
We know he visited "other sheep" on 
this land, and a record of that visit 
W3,s made and preseryed. Where 
then are the people he visited-these 
other sheep? 
NORTH COUNTRY. BEYOND THE ICE. 

And they who are in the north countries 
shall come in remembrance before the Lord, 
and their prophets shall hear his voice, and 
shall no longer stay themselves, and they 
shall smite the rocks, and the ice shall flow 
down at their presence. And an highway 
shall be cast up in the midst of the great 
deep .... And they shall bring forth their 
rich treasures unto the children of Ephraim 
my servants. And the boundaries of the 
everlasting hills shall tremble at their pres
ence. And then shall they fall down and be 
crowned with glory, even in Zion, by the 
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hands of the servants of the Lord, even the 
children of Ephraim; and they shall be filled 
with songs of everlasting joy. Behold, this 
is tlie blessing of the everlasting God upon 
the tribes of Israel, and the richer blessing 
upon the head of Ephraim and his fellows.-
D. C. 108:6.· 

From this revelation we learn that 
there are ''tribes of Israel" in the 
"north countries" that will "come in 
remembrance before the Lord," that 
their own prophets will ''hear his 
voice" and will not wait longer; but 
will ''smite the rocks, and the ice 
shall flow down at their presence." 
That a highway will be cast up in the 
midst of the ocean, or "great deep." 
The "lost tribes" must be beyond the 
ice, or it would not need to flow down 
at their presence, and then a highway 
cast up, by which they could come 
forth. If Doctor Grant and others 
could go in there and visit the Nesto
rians, it would not need the power 
of God to move the rocks and ice so 
they could get out-would not require 
the great power of God manifest, that 
would cause the children of Israel to 
say, "The Lord liveth that brought 
up the children of Israel out of the 
east country." But the breaking 
through the ice from the north coun
try, and the casting up of the highway 
in the midst of the great deep, will 
be a work so great that will cause 
I£rael to forget the deliverance f:rom 
Egypt, and they will say, "The Lord 
liveth which brought up and which 
led the seed of the house of Israel out 
of the north country." 

The Nestorians may be Israelites, 
but it is not necessary to believe they 
are the lost tribes to believe that. 
Farther than that, it does not seem to 
me they would be very badly lost if 
they always remained whe:ce the Bible 
says they were placed by the King of 
Assyria, only about eight hundred 
miles from Jerusalem. 

D. M. RUDD. 

THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN. 
Even a child is known by his doings.

Prov. 20: 11. 

A good child is most sure to make 
a good man or woman, and vice versa. 
To do wrong is the natural inclina
tion of most all children. As bad 
children make wicked men and 
women, who invariably injure the 
morals of our country, we can see at 
once that those whose duty it is to 
look after the training of the minds of 
children ha.ve a duty to perform which 
cannot be overlooked without material 
injury to society. 

Says one, "I know my children 
sometimes disobey by permitting both 
their temper and appetite to overcome 
their better nature, notwithstanding 
my repeated instructions to them, 
therefore I am at a loss to know just 
what to do." 

Dear parent, if you are at a loss 
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in this respect, do not allow the con
fidence of the child in your ability to 
control to be lessened for one moment 
by revealing such to your child. Let 
me ask the parents this query: Do 
your children often associate with 
others, whose habits are equally as 
bad or worse than those of your own? 
The answer to this query is most sure 
to be in the affirmative, notwithst1.l,nd
ing your neighbors may belong to the 
church. Now what is to be done un
der the circumstances? It is quite 
easy indeed for people of ordinary in
telligence to see that something must 

'be done and that quickly, too, but to 
give a plain, simple rule by which 
such trouble may be at once removed, 
requires more wisdom than the writer 
claims to possess. Neither do I be
lieve that anyone can give any rule by 
which every child may be properly 
trained, because the means by which 
one child may be properly corrected 
will not, when applied to another, 
always effect the same happy result. 
As one cannot of himself devise a 
means whereby the habits and morals 
of children may become pure and com
mendable, it behooves us to employ 
counsel. Truly in unity there is 
strength, but in division there is weak
ness. Also in counsel there is wisdom. 
In view of these self-evident truths, I 
suggest that those who are at present 
standing alone as regards the best 
plan of teaching their little ones "the 
royal path of life" seek tu counsel with 
others who, like themselves, are bur
dened to know how to train the sweet 
innocents committed for a time to 
their charge that they may bear each 
other's burdens, and thus fulfill the 
law of God. 

Perhaps one exclaims, "Some chil
dren are so full of sin that no amount 
of training will bring about the de
sired results." 

Let us not err by reaching such 
conclusions. I know it is written, 
"In sin did my mother conceive me." 
But remember that sin is not imputed 
where there is no law, and that with
out the law sin is dead. (Rom. 7: 8.) 
While some are worse than others, I 
certainly think that such by proper 

·training may become obedient. I be
lieve the wise man. Solomon, spoke 
the truth when he said, •·Train up a 
child in the way he should go, and 
when he is old he will not depart from 
it." From these deductions we can see 
clearly that notwithstanding the bur
den and care which have been on the 
minds of many parents because of 
disobedient children, that this burden 
may be partially removed at least. 

Let fathers counsel together in re
gard to this matter, as well as through 
the church publications. Let the 
mothers and sisters counsel together 
in the same way, as well as in the 
family circle and in the society known 
as the Daughters of Zion, then fail 
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not to your theories into practice, 
and surely God will bless you. By 
this means your children will grow up 
to be an l~onor to their parents, as 
well as a blessing to society, while 
the great work of preparation in 
which we are so earnestly engaged 
will be materially aided. In the one 
faith, CHAS. J. SPURLOCK. 

BunNIIAJI, Missouri. 

Department. 

of not only all the "powers" and "keys" 
which "Joseph" the Prophet held, but of 
"keys" and "powers" which he never claimed 
to hold, and of which "the written word 
never spoke of, nor never" would; ~bat i~, ac
cording to Brigham Young (see T'imes ·and 
Seasons, vol. 5, p. 667,); and when forced by 
the logic of events to abandon the absurd po
sition of a "body" without a head, or a 
church "Presidency" absorbed by or vested 
in the Twelve Apostles, Brigham Young and 
his two counselors, assisted by four Apostles, 
voted themselves into a "Presidency" of the 
High Priesthood; for which, according to all 
previous argument, there existed no nEces-

SO:MERVILLE, Mass., Jan. 15. sity, and so on, down to the time when the 
Editors Herald:-The confllct with Elder prophecy of triumphant success of polygamy 

Jensen, of Logan, Utah, at Paine Memorial in the world, by Brigham Young, was 
Hail, in the city of Boston, ended Friday crowded down the throat of that last survi v
evening. The attendance of strangers was ing, attenuated, and emasculated prophet of 
small, a number of reporters being present the "Mormon god of Utah" by ''Uncle 
the first nig-ht; but their reports, however, Samuel," and we have the open confession 
would faii to give anyone anything like a and avowal through this "revelation" or 
true idea of the merit or principle involved "manifesto" that the "Mormon god" is not 
in the discussion, as and, in fact the detail'ld only a liar, but like the most of his repre
evidence, drawn largely from the books, in sentatives we have as yet met in open or fair 
r<Jgard to "lineal priesthood," "succession," encounter, a "quitter" of the most pro
"authority," etc,, in affirmation of the posi- nounced type. 
tion held by the Reorganized Church, was Notwithstanding, the prophecy of this 
almost entirely "Greek" and out of the range "successor," this "Lion of the Lord," that 
of ordinary reportorial comprehension, to the the doctrine of polygamy would "sail trium
men whose business very largely is to report phantly above the prejudice and priestcraft 
scandal, gossip, political news, a dog or a of the day," etc.; that Orson Pratt, the 
prize fight. "Guage of Philosophy" has told us that they 

The contest, however, especially the last would all "sooner die than deny this princi
two nights, taking on in some respects the ple" (see the Seer, published in Washington, 
features of a prize ring encounter, which D. C., January, 1853); that Cannon went into 
would have furnished excitement enough in hiding, Roberts and others went to prison 
all probability, and points for a sensational for the sake of their "religion;"-yet this 
Boston reporter, as an intellectual "sparring" same Champion Roberts tells us and the 
encounter; although to use an expression American people lately in Washington, D. 
made by one present, at the close of the sec- C., that their Mormon god has given up the 
ond night's meeting, that "Jensen was not fight with Uncle Sam and that "polygamy is 
only down," but "knocked clean over the dead," and that "the fountain of evil is dried 
ropes." up." Selah! 

Well, this may not be a fine way of putting Elder Jensen evidently got frightened and 
it, but it was intended to represent the facts, in all probability met with some surprises in 
as will be admitted by ninety-five per cent. of "Church history. He positively refused to 
the people present. meet his side of the proposition or affirm in 

It is true that the most of the audience was law or evidence Brigham Young as prophet 
composed of our people, but the sentiments or successor, or the legal status of their 
of strangers expressed was the same. Brig- church, save in the old "prosperity" arg-u
hamite converts, Jensen's brethren and sis- ment, temple building, "baptisms for dead," 
ters in the faith of the Utah contention, etc,, ad libitum, ad nauseum. 
located in Boston and suburbs, were con- No attention whatever was paid to our le
spicuous by their absence; and when asked if gal references from Doctrine and Covenants 
they had announced this discussion to their in regard to the land of Zion, place, time, or 
flock, or in their meetings after articles were manner of gathering, as against Utah, 
signed and before it took place, they said Mexico, or Canada. 
No; and when asked the reason, told us that He opened and closed his defense of po
"they thought they were so strong in the lygamy with statement of affidavits con
faith" that "it would not change their cerning Joseph Smith's connection with 
views;" ~o which we replied that if their it; no attempt whatever of support from 
"converts possessed honesty and brains," the books or natural argument; and 
there was danger, and the fact of their keep- was shocked as he asked me during my 
ing them away from the discussion amounted reply if I would not receive it, -or 
to a confession of the truth of this opinion. "what would" I "say or make an§wer to 

We cannot-need not-attempt a detail of the Lord if he revealed or told me it was 
all the cowardly atJd contemptible evasion 'true." And I quickly replied that I would 
and subterfuges this champion of Utah Mor- tell him he was a lia1·; that I would ask him 
monism was in the end driven to in vain at- whether the Book of Mormon, the Bible, all 
tempt to cover up or apologize for their the revelations which God gave to his church 
history, when from the time of "transfigura- as long as he had a church with a genuine 
tion" of Brigham Young and the assumption· head, were things to be relied upon or not. 
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When was he lying, then or now? For lie he 
had, if t.hey spoke the truth or were his real 
representatives. But that the God I had 
learned to bow my knee to was a God that 
walketh "not in crooked paths" "neither 
doth he vary from that which he hath said;" 
a God who had declared, "I change not," etc. 

Jensen wants no more discussion. The 
gratifying results of the debate are entirely 
with us_if there are any; and, without doubt, 
there are in my mind as well as in the minds 
of all the saints who stood by us so nobly. 
Brighamism is down. It is not possible to 
furnish a successful champion for it, when 
humble, careful, prayerful, studious, God
fearing men in this ministry of ours stands 
like a rock opposed to this infernal misrepre
sentative of the angel-restored message of 
the gospel-by men who "hold the truths"
as relates to first principles of the letter of it 
-"in righteousness." 

I feel so thankful to the great and good God 
who by his Spirit's aid has given us the vic
tory. With him a.nd under his direction we 
have nothing to fear. 

May the day of emancipation for the hon
est in Utah be hastened, and the overthrow 
of a system of Jesuitical espionage over the 
mind and conscience of men that has no par
allel save in the tr-ue history of ''The Sons of 
Loyola" soon become a part in the history of 
this our great country and in the closing 
pages of the history of "apostate Mormon
ism," is our most fervent prayer. 

In gospel bonds, yours, 
M. H. BOND. 

NEW YEAR'S, 1900. 
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri, Jan. 8. 

In one's friendly correspondence we some
times regret to depict in our scene painting 
the dull, dark shadowy vistas, such as were 
around the saints here on the last Sunday 
afternoon meeting of the old year. 

A brigter scene is now before us, for sel
dom before, as on the afternoon of the first 
Sunday of the new year, has the glorious sun
shine come bursting in, at the windows facing 
the golden sunsetting, on a more happy gath
ering of saints here. 

There came into our midst the angel of 
peace. There was nb going out and in of '~he 
restless ones as on the Sunday previous, for 
the presiding elder forbade such indecorous 
behavior during so solemn an hour. There 
was no suggestion, as on that occasion, of an 
evil spirit's presence, and there was no need 
of rebuke, either from apostle or elder, as 
then; for the spirit of love filled every heart 
to the brim. It was sacrament meeting. All 
present rejoiced in partaking, all together 
knelt in prayer, and all sang together in har
monious hymns of praise. 

Into the dying 1890 evil had crept, among 
the saints; but the ushering in of 1900 was 
under more auspicious conditions. 

The streets of old Independence were 
unusually quiet. Although it was a winter's 
day, not a fleck of snow was seen, and not a 
breath of chilly air was felt. The doors of 
the red brick churches in town were thrown 
open, and, perhaps, as those of the gilded sa
loons were closed, their fleering keepers had 
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also gone a worshiping. The whole city, for 
once, was bathed in a sweet Sabbath sunshine 
of quiet. The very air was restful. 

'I'he Temple Lot, though seared and brown, 
lay out in the broad sunlight in a calm so
lemnity, peculiarly its own. The dry leaves, 
cuddled here and there in little tufts, were 
whispering to each other of a bright hope for 
the future, and the swallows near the church 
eaves softly preened their pretty wings. 

The vapors of the plarc'id Kaw Valley made 
the great city beyond look like an amethyst 
set in silver light. The opal sky was flecked 
in the north with clouds of pearl, and the 
angels, Mercy and Truth, looked lovingly 
down on a people of whom some well nigh 
thought to say, "The world was not worthy." 

"This weather," said Bro. Albert to his 
guardman chief outside, "reminds me of my 
own sunny Southland." "Look yonder! we 
must to our duty!" and as the two glanced 
over toward the hitching posts, lo, Bro. 
Ellis' white-faced Darnaway was in the act of 
kneeling, and another brother's sleepy pony, 
harnessed and hitched, lay on its side in lan
guid repose! 

The worshipful solemnity within the big 
church building exceeded all. Even the 
puissant black iron brother standing apart 
was a worshiper, and no silent one, for in his 
big red mouth the very stones cried out as 
they warmed the saints and craunched and 
crackled forth vehemently, 

The flame shall not hurt thee; I only design 
Thy dross to consume, and thy gold to refine. 

Bro. E. Short related to the attentive lis
teners a most remarkable instance of "the 
visitation of angels," which gift the thrilling 
and oft-repeated testimony of Sr. Peterson 
attested. Sr. Newkirk we had not seen be
fore for many long weeks, as her life had 
been despaired of by the physician and some 
of the saints. With head uncovered, for she 
could not bear the weight of its covering, 
she stood in the midst, and with tremulous 
voice tried to express the gratitude she 
deeply felt. Every heart was touched. 

The elder on entering the room discerned 
by the Spirit that what he had desired con
cerning himself would be granted, that "the 
word" would be given to him through Sr. 
McCallum; but in her stead, although much 
impressed to speak, and word for word was 
given her, Sr. Gould gave the soul-stirring 
message which we cannot repeat in full. 
"My saints," said the voice, "ye are my chil
d'ren in very deed. I am pleased with your 
sacrifices and your deeds of love. Be faith
ful, and ye shall see me with rejoicing when 
I come. My servant George, mine eye has 
been over you in the hour of temptation and 
trial. Your discouragements and your weak
nesses have not been unnoticed; but, verily, 
you are my son, and I will bless you." 

Many more deep stirring words were 
spoken, and all felt th6 heavenly influence, 
and every heart was touched as with fire. 
From yonder in the far corner were heard 
the cadences of a sister in prayer. They 
were as soft as the caresses of an infant's 
hand on its mother's breast. Another and 
another, here and there, knelt in prayer, and 
a half dozen young people were moved to 
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''stand up," and among them the younger 
Joseph Luff. 

Bro. May, whose testimony, if npt as glow
ing as some, was full of "intelligence and 
wise counsel." He imparted hope and joy 
for the future of those who should be faith
ful; "for," said he, "I can plainly see, as it 
has been given me to know, that we as a peo
ple shall be more blessed this year than we 
have been in the years of the past." 

With encouragements like this, with faith 
increased, the star of our hope undimmed, 
and the assurance of our heavenly Father's 
watchcare over u;, we have thus begun a 
happy new year. ABBIE A. HORTON. 

KIRTLAND, Ohio, Jan. 11. 
Editors Hei'ald:-It is a long time since I 

have contributed to your columns. To-day 
while meditating upon the needs and de
mands of the work, the thought advanced by 
Bro. Lake last night in prayer meeting has 
recurred again and again. That while we 
are all satisfied with the divinity of our glori
ous work, we speculate and mourn too much 
upon the frailties of the human agents who 
are conducting the work. As it was said, 
The Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine 
and Covenants, together with the signs of the 
times, wars, rumors of wars, tidal waves, 
famines, pestilences, etc., are all fulfilling 
the predictions made, and all are proofs of 
its divinity. Men's hearts are failing them 
for fear as they look into futurity, but they 
cry "Peace," "Peace," and seek by combi
nations and trusts to hoard up to themselves 
riches, and oppress the poor. They forget 
the divine injunction regarding the "oppres
sion of the poor." Truly a day of reckoning 
will surely come. Is it by the wickedness 
and perversity of the nations, that God's peo
ple must learn wisdom, humility, and unity? 
"Come out from among them, and be ye sepa
rate, saith the Lord." Have we heard the 
mandate in vain? 

Last Sabbath (January 7) during the sacra· 
ment.al prayer over the wine, these words 
struck me with peculiar force, "That they 
may witness unto thee, 0 God, the Eternal 
Father, that they DO ALWAYS remember 
him." I have listened to that prayer hun
dreds of times, have striven to understand
ingly say Amen to it, and !I'ake it truly my 
heart's desire. But never did I realize how 
far short of the covenant I lived. "Always," 
comprises every thought, word or deed of our 
lives. When tempted to say a disparaging 
word of our brother or neighbor, are we "al
ways" remembering "him"? When angry 
passions rise and hasty words fall from our 
lips, are we remembering still the "always"? 
Amid the trials, perplexities, and afflictions 
of daily life, if we "always remember him," 
we may always have his Spirit to be with us. 
Can we have a more congenial burden-bearer 
than the Holy Spirit, the Comforter? By it 
we gain access to our Elder Brother, who 
has said "My yoke is easy, and my burden is 
light." It is only the dross of earth that 
makes our burdens heavy. 

Again, when prompted by the Spirit to 
perform some task, do we think of the 
''always" in our covenant? If we did, I think 
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there would be less grieving and quenching 
of the Spirit. We would be more faithful at 
home and abroad, more valiant in testimony, 
more prayerful in Spirit, serving the Lord. 
If we were to meditate upon and study more 
the divine side o( our blessed work, how 
trifling and petty would seem the annoy
ances, which now loom up like mountains in 
our pathway. If we had the Spirit of our 
Master always with us, instead of being cast 
down and vexed with our brethren, we would 
feel grieved at their wrongdoings, but still 
would cherish and love them, and bear them 
up on the wings of faith and prayer, that the 
Lord would show us and them what we had 
to overcome and give the needful strength. 

If we were as ready to fly to our heavenly 
Father, and tell our grievances, as we are to 
go to the o.Gficers of the church, think you 
there would bf) as many elders' courts? The 
time and means thus spent could be used 
more advantageously in carrying the gospel 
to those who have not yet had opportuniti<1s 
uf hearing the angel's glad message, the gos
pel restored in latter days. 

May the Lord help us all to truly desire to 
"come up higher," and, "always remember 
him." • Your sister in the faith, 

HATTIE R. GRIFFITHS. 

COVE, Ark., Jan. 12. 
EditoTs I:lemld:-This leaves me wei!, all 

but a cold, and still contending for the faith 
once delivered to the saints. The hope of 
my life is to see the latter-day work survive 
in the South and build up and do something 
in redeeming this southern people. It has 
made wonderfully slow progress in the South 
for some cause; never has accomplished 
much. The missionaries have never made a 
solid effort to get it before the people. 

The Lord has made it known to us through 
the gifts, that he has many people in this 
southland country, and said "Go forth, mine 
elders, and I will bless you." Now is the op
portune time to do a great work in these 
parts. 

Bro. J. W. Jackson is determined to do his 
duty. He says if he can't get money to pay 
the railroad he will take his grip and foot it 
to reach the people. Bro. Jackson is a noble 
worker and has picked up courage to do his 
duty. He can do a great work, no doubt. 
He is going to move back to 'his farm and 
leave his city home in Cove. 'l'he saints re
gret losing him, but he thinks best to retu!'n 
to his farm at Euclid, Arkansas. 

A brother missionary once said to me: 
"You try to do too much." Laziness always 
wants company; drones will finally drop out 
of the missionary force. '.rhey may humbug 
the church for a short time and be jealous of 
those doing their duty, but can't stand 
long. 

Inasmuch as the second coming of Christ 
draws near, let us be up and doing. If the 
church feeds and clotnes us, what more do 
we need? Remember what the Lord said to 
his disciples in New Testament times; also, 
"The love of money is the root of all evil." 
(John.) We make great efforts to prepare 
for a few days of life here, and to have some 
of the things necessary for a few days of en-
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joyment. Why not prepare for eternity and 
lay up treasures in heaven? 

When I see preachers sent out into the 
world to preach the gospel, neglecting their 
duty to financier and make money, at the 
same time lacking nothing, they must be in
fidels to some extent, not believing what the 
Lord has said to his servants. 

I am receiving letters from different parts, 
"Come, and preach us the gospel," hence 
must keep busy to do my duty. If the Lord 
calls me to make money and pay my tithes to 
spread the gospel, I am willing to do it, but 
if he has called some to preach, others to 
financier, let us do what the Lord tells us to 
do, and trust him for his promises. 

In bonds, 
J.D. ERWIN. 

BIEBER, Cal., Jan. 9. 
Ed'itoTs I:lerald:-Since coming to this part 

of this State and "agitating" the "waters of 
baptism," the _feelings of some have been 
greatly wrought upon by articles ill divers 
papers upon the subject of "Mormonism," 
one of which being in this region, I replied 
to; as you will see by inclosed clipping from 
the Fall River Tidings, January 5. Each ad
ditional baptism has seemed to operate upon 
them as the red cloth does upon an angry 
. bull who vents his rage by bellowing. 

Hope to baptize more soon, as some have 
expressed a desire to that end. I haven't 
seen better material than those already bap-
tized. Hopefully, 

A. B. PHILLIPS. 

and showed me some he had gotten out that 
day, and said he had scattered a lot of them. 
I inclose one. It shows kindness and a 
knowledge of the ways of this world. Such 
kindness is so seldom met that we always 
feel like mentioning it. You may publish 
the notice:-

"Now holding forth, at Free Church, cor
ner Crofard and Second A venue, two of the 
best logicians and theologians that have vis
ited Ballard. Services at 7: 30; admittance 
free. A full house expected. Will you hear 
them and do a little thinking for yourself? 
This may be the last evening. The subject, 
'How we may know who are called and sent 
of God.'-A CITIZEN." 

We commenced meetings here last night. 
I am alone at present. Bro. Chase has been 
holding at Anacortes. All goes well in 
these parts, but rather slowly. We have 
lots of calls for preaching, which seem to 
come in faster as the time grows short. It 
looks now as if Mit and I will have to work 
separately for the next six weeks if we fill 
the calls, and we want to do so if possible be
fore leaving the mission. He will go to con
ference; I think I will. We go south into 
Oregon now soon. 

Address us, Green Lake, Washington. 
As ever, 

HIRAM L. HOLT . 

BARTLETT, Iowa, Jan. 17. 
Editors Hemld:-We are still on the move 

in the interest of the work. Had a good at
tendance last week at McPaul, and the very 
best of liberty in presenting the word of life 

FERNDALE, Wash., Jan. 11. to many attentive listeners. Some, we think, 
EdUors Rerald:-We are still doing all we are very near the kingdom. We were 

can for the cause with varied success. At treated the best kind and our wants not 
times we feel discouraged, and at times much forgotten by saints and friends. May the 
encouraged. We cannot always estimate love of these dear ones never grow less for 
correctly the good we do, nor perhaps the this the work of the Master. 
harm we may do at times. The saints of the Plum Hollow branch are 

I mention one little incident on the side of still in the faith, most of them trying to do 
good. Of course that is the side I will speak the best they can. At their last business 
of if at all. The last meeting I held at Mount meeting Bro. William Leeka was again sus
Vernon I was alone; Bro. Chase went home tained as president of the branch, also other 
to be with his family during the holidays. I officers in their places, without thEl' least con
was lonely and felt ''blue." Guess I looked troversy whatever. This shows well for the 
that way. I did not enjoy much of the branch. The election of officers for the Sun
Spirit and felt at the close of the meeting day school went 0ff peacefully and we think 
that perhaps I might as well have gone with wisely. They have an excellent school. 
him; but I sold four Voices of Warning. A They are good workers in this line of work. 
few days since a sister wrote us that a man The brethren are laboring to the best of 
who bought one of them told her it was one their ability in the missions appointed them 
of the most wonderful books he had ever by district conference. Brn. A. J. Davidson 
seen; he was just delighted with it; said he and W. W. Gaylord, also Moses, associated 
was prepared to buy and read anything we together; and Brn. J. C. Moore and L. D. 
might recommend. I think he is in a fair Frederickson with Charley Roberts, general 
way for the kingdom. helper for all, when needed. · 

We have just closed a series of meetings in I came to this place last Saturday; have 
Ballard, where we held forth in Mr. Fletch- had fair audiences and the best of attention 
er's church. He is a liberal-minded man and notwithstanding the roads are very bad. I 
very near the "fold." The last night, or never had better liberty in all my work than 
next to it, I was just one hour answering of late, in preaching this grand old gospel. 
questions. The truth is powerful indeed; it "must pre-

A gentleman who owned a printing press vail," for "God is truth." 
was present, and said to us, at the close of I leave here the coming Saturday for Glen
one of our meetings, that we ought to have a wood, for a week or more, as the needs of the 
lot of dodgers gotten out and scattered. I I work demand. We hope for a good attend
said, "Yes, but they cost money." He said ance at our district conference to be held at 
no more, but the next evening came to me Hamburg, February 10, 11. Will the saints 
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please bear in mind that the delegates are to 
be elected for General Conference. We hope 
all will take notice. 

Bro. I. M. Smith is now in Coin, we trust 
having good success in his work and labor of 
love for the cause and salvation of souls. 
Bro. D. R. Chambers is in Fontanelle, trying 
to build up the work in that town and sub
urbs. He has been blessed in his work. We 
pray for his success and that his faith may 
never fail him. We hope to meet with the 
brethren of the Pottawattamie district in the 
Bluffs, I think the 24th and 25th of February. 

To my fellow laborers and coworkers, in 
this field: Let us press forward in the line 
of duty trusting in the Master and his pre
cious promises; for they will verily be fulfilled 
unto us if we do our part well. I have been 
suffering from cold and throat trouble, but 
thanks be to our loving Father, I am much 
better. 

Well, brethren, "on, on to the victory." 
eternal life is ours, with all its glorious con
ditions if we can but endure to the end. Let 
us hold fast. 

Yours truly in gospel bonds, 
HENRY KEMP. 

My mission address is Box 1085, Shenan
doah, Iowa. 

TYRO, Kan., Jan. 15. 
Editors Herald:-It is nine months to-day 

since I embraced the gospel of Christ. There 
are no saints living within thirteen miles of 
me, so I am alone. I first heard the true 
.gospel preached by Elder W. F. Clark; about 
ten years ago, and he it was who led me 
down into the waters of baptism, on the 15th 
of last April, and 0, what a load seemed to 
.be lifted off my shoulders! I felt like I had 
something worth living for. 

I would not give the enjoyment of the past 
nine months that I have had serving God 
for the rest of my life, with all the enjoy
ments the world can afford. 0, how I long to 
live where there is a band of saints! 

If there should be any saints passing 
through I would like to have them stop 
with me. I live one mile north and about 
two miles. west of Tyro, Kansas. Any one 
coming will be welcome. 

Yours for Christ, 
WILLIAM HANSEN. 

HILO, Hawaii, Jan. 6. 
Editors Herald:-The natives say their 

beautiful islands are in a "pilikia," and we 
heartily agree with them. A few weeks ago 
a Chinese doctor in Honolulu reported a 
peculiar death which a post-mortem examina
tion revealed to be the black plague. China
town was at once quarantined. The germs 
are said to have been brought into the 
country in Chinese freights. Business was 
paralyzed for a time. When the news 
reached Hawaii, public meetings were held, 
committees of safety appointed, and a rigor
ous cleaning of Chinatown and other filthy 
sections began. From other sections of this 
and other islands came a call for food sup
plies, and prices jumped, especially on rice, 
the food of plantation laborers. The poor 
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man's extremity was the rich man's oppor
tunity. 

A week of anxiety passed, then came word 
that the plague was stopped and quarantine 
raised. We breathed free, congratulated 
one another, and felt that the serpent had 
been driven out of our island paradise. Alas! 
we reckoned without our host who was des
tined to give us another scare, perhaps 
several of them. The J!ext steamer brought 
word that death from the plag·ue had oc
curred in several parts of Honolulu, and that 
drastic measures had been adopted by the 
Board of Health to stamp it out. The body 
of every plague victim is cremated, the build
ing where they die given to tbe flames. The 
forepart of this week one entire block, where 
about three thousand souls, Chinese, Jap
anese, and natives were crowded together, 
was given to the flames and the people taken 
to a detention camp where sanitary condi
tions are good. The first regiment, National 
Guard of Hawaii, armed, are enforcing the 
quarantine. We learn the death rate is in
creasing. 

Yesterday when the steamer arrived and 
we learned that a crowd of Japanese from 
Honolulu were on board, people determined 
they should not come ashore. Upwards of 
two hundred men, many of them armed, were 
determined to prevent their landing. They 
are in quarantine on an island; last night 
they tried to escape, but the fear of bullets 
stopped them. When we think of the prog
ress of the plague during the past few years, 
first in India, then in China, Egypt, Japan, 
Portugal, South America, Hawaii, at the en
trance of New York City, and other places, 
we begin to think that the word of God is 
about to be fulfilled (D. C. 45: 4), "There 
shall be men standing in that generation that 
shall not pass, until they shall see an over
flowing scourge, for a desolating sickness shall 
come over the land; but my disciples shall 
stand in holy places, and shall not be moved; 
but among the wicked, men shall lift up their 
voices and curse God, and die." (Also sec. 
94: 5). 

The black plague has been more terrible in 
its ravages in past generations than any dis
ease known to man; it has always advanced 
slowly until it encompassed the nations, then 
suddenly carried away millions of people. 
While the wars and rumors of wars, the 
earthquakes, the famines and disasters on 

surely filled my heart with sorrow, and re
vealed plainly the besetting sin of the people 
here. We are not making the number of 
converts that I hoped to. "Straight is the 
gate and narrow is the way." They have 
found something in Catholicism and Mor
monism that promises fair and gives freedom 
of action. The gospel will not cover a multi
tude of sins. 

While there are many things to discourage, 
we are still trying to tell the "old, old story 
of Jesus and his love." Bro. Poepoe is de
veloping into quite a good conversational 
preacher. Brn. Waller, Ingham, and Kauni, 
are faithfully watching the flock in the city. 

Trusting that the Divine hand may be over 
us all iu love, as the darkness deepens about 
us, we remain, Respectfully, 

U. W. GREENE. 

WESTERN, Neb., Jan. 16. 
Editors J:lemZd:-Southern Nebraska dis-

trict Sunday school association convened at 
Wilber, Nebraska, January 12 and 13; a very 
interesting entertainment was given by the 
Sunday school; large crowds in attendance. 
The business session passed off very peace
fully. W. M. Self was· elected superintend
ent, H. W. Bel ville assistant superintendent, 
Charles Woods secretary, M. H. Forscutt 
assistant; E. Roberson ·treasurer. Delegates 
were chosen to attend Gentlral Convention. 
Our Sunday schools in this district are doing 
very nicely. We organized a school at 
Elmwood, January 7. All seem to be alive 
in the work. Conference was a success; the 
preaching was good, and all.,were strength
ened and edified. In our business sessions 
peace and harmony prevailed. J. W. Wald
smith was sustained president, E. D. Briggs 
and M. H. Forscutt secretaries. Our district 
needs more missionaries. The harvest is 
truly great, but the laborers are few. Many 
calls for preaching. Bro. Waldsmith and I 
came to Western, and are holding forth every 
night; don't know what the results will be. 
We will try and do our duty at least, and 
hold up the truth before the people. We are 
staying with Bro. William Brolliar and 
family; they help all they can in playing the 
organ and singing. We hope some will be
lieve and unite. We live in hope, and labor 
for the Master. W. M. SELF. 

land and sea, are signs to the children of God THE LAMONI SISTERS' MITE SOCIETY. 
that his word is fulfilling, so it ~eems to me Among the many organizations for good in 
that the "overflowing scourge" is at hand to Lamoni it is doubtful if any bas been of 
"vex all people" by "the report thei"eof," greater advantage according to the number 
and "it shall not be staid until the Lord taking part, than the Sisters' Mite. The or
come." May all the children of God be ganization was formed in the year 1882, with 
found in "holy places," and thus escape. only a few members, and little or no capital 

I have been permitted to attend two Chi- invested. At present the society has a neat 
nese meetings and speak upon the divinity and commodious building of its own in which 
of Christ; they seem desirous of learning. to carry on its work; and the past two years 
Shall we ever be able to place the gospel be- the young people have occupied the building 
fore them in their own language? The on Wednesday evenings for prayer meetings. 
Christmas and New Year festivities here The building is located on church lot, but 
would have been appropriate had they been the society have the use of the land free until 
celebrating to the heathen god, Bacchus. the church shall need the lot for use, when 
Possibly because I came from a prohibition I the society, after due and timely notice, have 
State and have not been accustomed to such the right to move the building elsewhere. 
sights; but the number of drunken people 1 The sisters' methods of work have been to 
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gather up goods and make up useful articles 
and make up clothing for poor children-who 
needed aid. It also sent at various times to 
different parts of Nebraska during the time 
of loss of crops in that State, boxes of cloth
ing and bedding, to the great relief and com
fort of many worthy parents and children. 
All of this work has been accomplished by 
diligence, duty, and needlework. 

The bills of the cash payments for the past 
few years amount to $1,306.56. The busines,s 
seems to be done in an orderly, systematic, 
and safe way, and the society should double 
the number of sisters in Lamoni who arc now 
members for members and helpers. 

The present officers are: Sr. W. W. Blair, 
president; s·r. James Allen, vice president; 
Sr. Eli Hayer, secretary; Sr. John Scott, 
treasurer. 

Any one of these officers will be glad to 
meet and welcome help from any sister who 
wishes to join a.nd work. 

In noting the work of this society it is only 
proper to say that it is but one of the many 
in the church that has rendered the efficient 
service possible in such organizations. 
Prominent in aiding the church work to our 
knowledge for years have been the sisters' 
societies at Independence, Missouri, Arm
strong, Kansas; Bevier and St. Louis, Mis
souri; Montrose, Iowa; Plano and Chicago, 
Illinois, and Boston, Massachusetts; and 
many others which in their work, like Dor
cas, will be manifest in time to come. 

All who can thus aid let them be wise and 
have part and lot in this work. K. 

COIN, Iowa, Jan. 19. 
Edito?·s Hemld: - The gospel of Christ 

grows dearer to my soul, day by day, as its 
beauties, its grandeur, and its sublimity, are 
unfolded to my mind. I have just finished 
reading the article of Bro. Duncan Campbell, 
in Herald for January 17, and I feel like say
ing, "O for a faith that will not shrink." 

The duties and responsibilities of an elder 
in the Church of Christ are, indeed, too 
much for mortal man unassisted by the Spirit 
of the Master. That I learned, first, from 
the word of God; but it remained for bitter 
experiences and scalding tears of regret to 
burn the full sense of that truth into my soul 
and stamp it, indelibly I trust, upon my very 
being. 

The Lord has said that, ''The elders and 
men of the church should be of cheerful heart 
and countenance among themselves and in 
their intercourse with their neighbors and 
men of the world;" but, at the same time, he 
said, "yet they must be without blame in 
word and deed." 

"Cast away your idle thoughts and excess 
of laughter far from you." 

"Therefore cease from all your light 
speeches, from all laughter, from all your 
•.. light mindedness." 

"Also, I give unto you a commandment, 
that ye shall continue in prayer and fasting 
from this time forth." 

"Only let your conversation be as it becom
eth the gospel of Christ." 

"Let no corrupt communication proceed 
out of your mouth, but that which is good to 
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the use of edifying, that it may minister 
grace unto the hearers." 

"Neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, 
nor jesting, which are not convenient; but 
rather giving of thanks." 

Brethren, of the ministry, the time is too 
short and souls are too precious in the sight 
of God for us to waste our time in "light 
speeches," "foolish talking," "jesting," and 
"laughter;" these things are not "good to 
the use of edifying," are not such as "becom
eth the gospel of Christ," neither do these 
things "minister grace to the hearers." The 
elders are commanded to be "ensamples to 
the flock," and to "be sober, be vigilant." 
"Be thou an example of the believer~, in 
word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, 
in faith, in purity," was the admonition of 
Paul to Timothy. 

It may be all right for men of the world to 
get together and bandy jokes, indulge in 
foolish talking, jesting, and laughter; but, 
while darkness covers the earth and "gross 
darkness the people," ministers of Christ 
cannot afford to thus trifle away their time; 
while Zion is unredeemed, the saints of God 
scattered, and the poor of God's people neg
lected and left to struggle out an existence 
in poverty, ministers of Christ should ob
serve the admonition, "ye shall continue in 
prayer and fasting from this time forth." 
The conditions confronting the church at the 
present time are too serious and too intricate 
to attempt their solution by human wisdom. 
We must have help; and nothing short of 
divine help will suffice. Can we get divine 
help? Yes, we can get it; but we shall never 
get it till we place ourselves before our 
heavenly Father in the proper condition of 
mind and spirit, and we have much to over
come before we reach that condition. There 
is no use of trying to deceive ourselves; no 
use of trying to close our eyes to existing 
conditions; and it is worse than folly for us to 
try to shirk the responsibilities which ·God 
has placed upon us. Those responsibilities 
are of such a character that they must be 
met, in the fear of God, or we shall surely 
suffer loss. 

I do hope and pray that, when the General 
Conference shall assemble next April, we 
may come together with an eye single to 
God's glory, leaving self and selfish interest 
altogether out of all our deliberations, and 
that the inspiration of God's Holy Spirit 
may direct in all things. 

At present writing I am preaching in Coin, 
Page County, Iowa. Have preached eleven 
times~ in the opera hall, to fair-sized and at
tentive audiences. Some are surely inter
ested, but what the result 1:\lay be is more 
than I can tell. We can only plant and 
water; the Lord must give the increase, if 
there is any. "No man can come unto me ex
cept the Father draw him," was the teaching 
of the Savior. "And the Lord added to the 
church daily such as should be saved," is the 
teaching found elsewhere. in the Bible. 

Bro, and Sr. Russell Kykendall and Bro. 
and Sr. Charles Wood live here, and are zeal
ous for the truth and anxious that their 
neighbors and friends should hear the glad 
tidings of great joy. Sr. Celia Richards, of 

Glenwood, and Miss Clara Davis, a member 
of the Methodist Church, I believe, are help
ing much in the music. Miss Davis is organ
ist and Sr. Richards is chorister. Sr; Ray, 
Sr. Mamie Pace, and Sr. Ora Beckstead came 
down from Shenandoah and staid over last 
Sunday, blending their voices with our small 
choir here in singing the songs of Zion. 
May the Lord bless all. Am fairly well, in 
the faith, and hopeful of final success. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
. ISAAC M. SMITH. 

PERSIA, Iowa, Jan. 18. 
Editors Herald:-After concluding my se

ries of meetings at Logan, I assisted in meet
ings at Missouri Valley and Magnolia, and 
enjoyed the quiet of Thanksgiving Day at 
the home branch and at home, the Spirit 
evidencing the approval of God in honoring 
the proclamation of our rulers. 

Began a series of meetings about eight 
miles east of Woodbine, the 1st of December, 
which continued till the 21st, delivering 
twenty-seven sermons, resulting in a better 
understanding by the saints of their duty. 
Bad roads and stormy weather worked dis
advantageously to many coming from a dis
tance. Was kindly cared for . by all, and 
remembered as one depending upon those 
where ministering for sufficient to meet ex
penses for clothing, postage, and traveling, 
for which remembrance may God repay 
them. 

Here is where Bro. S. B. Kibler organized 
a Sunday school, and has kept up regular ap
pointments every two weeks. Was taken to 
my home by the kindness of Bro. Henry 
Sparrow, where I rested a few days. Rested 
did I say? Yes, like most of the missionaries 
rest when at home, if they do their duty. So 
many things needing repairing, that but 
little time can be used for purely visiting or 
resting. 

On the closing day of the year I began a 
two weeks' meeting at Woodbine, assisted by 
the local help and Bro. Charles Derry, who 
was detained at home because of the affiiction 
of his self-sacrificing companion, who so far 
recovered as to be present the last day of the 
meetings. The services were much better 
attended than a year ago, and a much better 
spiritual feeling was seen than for some time. 
The Religio has been reorganized, and is do
ing nicely, and the Sunday school is progress
ing excellently, both of which are rendering 
their share in the preparation of a people for 
future usefulness and reward. The saints 
generally are succeeding financially and for
get not to distribute quite generously ac
cording to the law of tithing, and a few 
remembered the needs of the missionary, for 
which may God prove to them that it is more 
blessed to give than to receive. 

In this district there seems to be a general 
and gradual awakening, except in one or two 
places; and the missionaries, wi.th the dis
trict and branch authorities, are working to
gether harmoniously. Indifference seems to 
be the most noticeable sin, and the hardest 
to effect & removal of; but a determined 
effort is being made to arouse the stupefied 
ones, and to encourage the wearied ones not 
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to cease their activity, even do they feel 
their strength failing, Men of God should 
always pray and not faint, neither should 
they be wearied in well-doing, even if it is 
the judgment of others that their labor is 
not as effectual as it should be, and even you 
yourselves mig·ht so decide; yet if doing the 
best you can, sacrificially laboring under the 
direction of God and appointment of his 
children, do not relinquish your position or 
place of action, against evil or error, because 
of the judgment of others, until you are satis
fied that it is God's judgment you should so 
relinquish it, and then only do so to occupy 
in a more advantageous position to over
throw the enemy of righteousness and peace. 
Should the judgment of the whole world (and 
that is about the condition that has existed 
several times) be that God is not ruling and 
executing his law to suit them, would be 
resign? We think if he should listen to the 
mo_jority now he would resign from being 
Lawgiver, or the one as executor of the law 
through his appointed agents; hence I con
clude it poor policy, and ofttimes damaging 
to the work, for ~n official to resign a posi
tion he is satisfied he is occupying acceptable 
to God, even if a large minority conclude 
that his labor is not effecting the greatest 
good; besides, everyone desiring such action 
must or should first decide who can occupy 
more effectually. 

God's work is to be governed by common 
consent by those who are exercised "by much 
prayeT and faith," being directed by the SpiTit 
of God, and not by the spirit of personal pref
erence, or of dislike, resulting from their 
opinions not being accepted, as the will of 
God. 

Services began here Tuesday night, and 
will continue until we feel the work at pres
ent demanded is done. Elder Jas. A. Don
aldson will render assistunce a portion of the 
time. Membership and officials manifest a 
deep interest in the success of these meet
ings. 

With hope in the final triumph of Zion, I 
am, Your fellow-helper, 

J. F. MINTUN. 

P. S.-The interest and zeal of the mem
bership where tent service was done last 
summer is not waning. Sacrament services 
are kept up each montl: this winter in those 
localities by the local and general ministry. 

J.F.M. 

Mothsrs' Horns Coltlmn. 

REQUIRED READING FOR FEBRUARY MEET
INGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
HEALTH HINTS CONTINUED. 

With babies in whooping cough the great 
danger is from starvation and strangling; in
deed, the strangling is the result of starva
tion, for the child's strength is so reduced 
through lack of nourishment that he has not 
strength to throw off the phlegm that is 
choking him. He takes food enough, but the 
coughing fit follows and the food is thrown 
up. Guard against this by narsing him im-
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mediately after a coughing fit, that the milk 
may be digested before the next fit comes on. 
We have experienced the greatest relief in 
whooping cough from the use of chestnut 
leaves, giving the little ones tea made out of 
them, and having the older children eat the 
leaves freely. 

Most diseases of childhood are those con
nected with growth, which entails great 
strains upon the system for building ma
terial; hence we need to guard against de
bility by keeping up nutrition. Nature 
usually provides for this by giving the child 
a good appetite. If he has been accustomed 
to eat the right kind of food you can trust 
largely to his appetite. There are cases, 
however, in which you must aid nature. We 
saw this in regard to whooping cough. It is 
much more noticeably the case where poison 
has been swallowed. Nature calls up all her 
forces to fight the intruder, and the conflict 
is exhausting. Supply the waste by milk, 
broth, or beef tea. This can be prepared 
very quickly by broiling a piece of juicy 
steak, cutting it into half inch bits, pouring 
on sufficient boiling water to cover it well, 
and letting it steep six or eight minutes. 
This is very nourishing and more paltttable 
than beef tea made in a bottle, besides being 
much more quickly made. 

Never resort to alcoholics "to keep up the 
strength," nor for any other purpose. Sci
ence has fully demonstrated that alcohol is a 
poison, a paralyzer of force, not a true stimu
lant. Dr. Nathan 8. Davis, late President of 
the American Medical Aesociation, and one 
of the highest medical authorities on the 
continent, says: "For more than thirty 
years past I have faithfully tested the matter 
by an ample clinical experience both in hos
pital and private practice, and I have found 
no case of disease, and no emergency arising 
from accident, that I could not treat more 
successfully without any form of fermented 
or distilled liquor than with." We commend 
to your thoughtful attention, especially if 
you have any doubts concerning the useless
ness of alcoholics as medicine, Dr. Davis' lee· 
ture on "Alcoholic Liquids as Therapeutic 
Agents." 

Here are some other testimonies on this 
point from leading physicians in England 
and America:-

Dr. Andrew Clark, physician to Queen 
Victoria, says: "Alcohol is not only not a 
helper of work, but a certain hinderer." 

Dr. James Edmunds states that in the 
London Temperance Hospital the mortality 
is four and a half per cent less than in any 
other hospital taking· the same run of cases. 
Alcohol has been used in this hospital only 
twice ia twelve years; it is not used in mak
ing tinctures, a solution of one part glycerine 
to two of water being substituted. 

Dr. James R. Nichols, editor of the Boston 
Journal of Chemistry, says emphatically that 
the banishment of alcohol would not deprive 
us of a sing·le one of the indispensable agents 
which modern civilization demands. "In no 
instance of disease in any form is it a medi
cine which might not be dispensed witb and 
other agents substituted." 

At a late meeting of the British Medical 
Temperance Association, Dr. Ridge~cited a 
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~;ase in which a very severe surgical opera
tion was successfully performed without al
coholics. The great danger in such cases is 
from collapse, and alcoholics have been con
sidered the only specific against it. In this 
case the collapse was extreme, the tempera
ture falling two degrees. The patient rallied 
without alcoholics, "Therefore," says Dr. 
Ridge, "one must feel skeptical whether in 
cases of similar recovery with alcohol, the re
sult is due to the use of it." He thinks reac
tionary fever is higher when alcohol has 
been administered during the collapse. 

"What shall we use instead of alcoholics?" 
you ask. 

Florence Nightingale, in her "Notes on 
Nursing," strongly recommends tea to pre
vent "sinking." In the Crimean hospitals 
she ordered tea given to the patients about 
three or four o'clock in the morning, the 
time when vital lorces are weakest, and 
deaths from exhaustion most liable to occur. 
She also recommends coffee, hot milk, and 
beef tea, but tea first. She adds: "A little 
tea or coffee restores quite as much as a great 
deal, and a great deal of tea, and especially 
of coffee, impairs the little power of digestion 
they have." I have personally tested the 
Efficacy of a few swallows of tea to start the 
heart's action in the last stages of heart dis
ease, when it had been supposed that nothing 
but brandy or whisky would accomplish it. 

Miss Willard relates an incident coming 
under her own observation. A young girl 
having heart disease was subject to spasms 
of intense pain which it was thought nothing 
but brandy could relieve. At one time the 
attack came on when it .was impossible to 
procure brandy. Hot water was adminis
tered in frequent doses, and brought relief 
more quickly than the brandy was accus
tomed to do, and was followed by much bet
ter effects. 

I knew a very severe case of typhoid 
pneumonia in which the patient, himself a 
fine physician, refused to take the whisky 
prescribed. His physicians declared that he 
would die if he did not take it; he did not 
take it and he recovered, and believes firmly 
that he should have died if he had taken it. 

Typhoid fever is thought by many impossi
ble to treat successfully without alcoholics to 
tide over the sudden failure of vital energies 
which accompanies it. But observe that the 
liquor is g-iven with milk, or alternating 
with ib, or beef tea. Wise physicians, as 
they studied the effects of alcoholics, some 
time ago began to doubt whether it was as 
effective in this direction as they had sup
posed. Investigation showed that alcohol 
bad no food value, and food was what the ex
hausted nerve and other cells needed, food in 
such form as they, in their weakened condi
tion, could assimilate. Milk and beef tea 
furnish this food; alcohol does not. This ex
plains the fact stated in the text, that in such 
cases if the milk or beef tea which bad been 
given in connection with the wine or brandy 
was withdrawn, the patient sunk, but if the 
alcoholics were withdrawn and the milk or 
beef tea continued, he gained. 

Uollapse, the sudden failing of the vital 
powers after a surgical operation, in typhoid 
fever or in cholera, consumption,·and heart 
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disease, are the cases in which many temper
ate[people believe that nothing can supply 
the place of alcoholics. The facts here cited 
and scores of others which might be given, 
prove this idea to be a mistake. Temperance 
hospitals where all sorts of diseases are 
treated and all sorts of surgical operations 
are performed without alcohol, and with a 
larger per cent of recoveries than where it is 
usee., are educating people up to a belief in 
the succeEsful treatment of disease without 
alcohol. In syncope, nervous prostration, 
and sinking, cases in which alcoholics ·are 
often used, Dr. Davis thinks ninety-nine out 
of a hundred need only a restful position in 
the fresh air, with dashes of cold water upon 
the face and chest. If the case is too severe 
to yield to this treatment, carbonate and aro
matic spirits of ammonia and preparations of 
camphor are more speedy and efficient reme
dies than alcoholics. 

of God, who giveth liberally and upbraideth of his class. A teacher should be thoroughly 
not." In teaching, the spirit enjoyed by the conversant with the lesson before he comes 
teacher flows on the strearn of instruction as into his class. 

Instead of alcoholic tinctures the sacchar
ated extracts are now largely used, and 
besides being free from alcohol have the ad
vantage of more uniform strength than is 
possible with alcoholic tinctures.-Childhood; 
Its Care and Culture. 

(To be continued.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRA Y.ER. 

"oil from bottle to bottle," and if the spirit 
be a godly one, the children are influenced in 
a godly direction; but if the teaching be not 
directed by the divine support, it will not be 
the best. 

We learn from the Scriptures that spiritual 
strength was always obtained through prayer. 
How ardently did Moses plead for strength! 
How often Paul wrote to the saints, beseech
ing them to pray always and without ceasing. 
Our dear Savior, himself, emphasizes the 
necessity of prayer in preparation for work, 
in his forty days in the wilderness, as well as 
on that memorable night in Gethsemane. 
Nor was that all, death claimed him with a 
prayer upon his lips. 

If we are to be followers of Christ, can we do 
so without constant, earnest, fervent prayer? 
Prayer enables the teacher to better hold the 
attention and interest of the class, because 
when led by the Spirit, the tez.cher has better 
self-control, and the influence of the support 
she is enjoying is felt by the pupil, thus en
lightening their minds as well. 

Teachers, live prayerfully: prepare prayer
fully; and teach prayerfully, and God will 
surely bless your efforts. E. H. 

Will the Prayer Union please fast and THE TEACHERS' WORK. 
pray for the recovery of my husband, Joseph Much of the success of a church depends 
Graham, who is lying at the county hospital upon its Sabbath school, and much of the 
in Denver, Colorado, with a stroke of pa- success of the Sabbath school depends upon 
ralysie, and remember me in my loneliness , its teachers. The responsibility does not aU 
and spiritual welfare, and that. God will re- rest upon the superintendent, nor upon the 
store my husband to me, if it is his righteous staff of officers. Nor does the success of any 
will. SARAH GRAHAM. school depend entirely upon its principal, 

____ __.__ nor upon the board of education. Much may 

8tlndau 8 Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
{Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE POWER OF PRAYER. 

HFor when thou pray'Bt the vision's cleared, 
The voice is toned, the will's subdued, 

The dear are to thee more endeared, 
And the soul's failing strength's renewed. 

In prayer the pnrest words are spoken, 
The mind receives heaven's holy 1ight, 

The heart is given the Spirit's token, 
'l.'he hands are charged with wisdom's might. 

Therefore, t&ke time to pray." 

THE PRAYERFUL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER. 
Since the things of man are understood by 

the "spirit of man," and the things of "God 
by the Spirit of God," no one devoid of God's 
Spirit has any place as teacher in our Sab
bath schools. 

If we would enjoy the "Spirit" we must 
make of ourselves a "burnt offering," and 
with humility and purity of heart make a 
daily sacrifice at the altar of prayer. Is 
there a teacher who is self-sufficient? If so, 
we have no place for him in the Sll,bbath 
school. Is there one who feels his weakness 
and lack of ability to successfully present 
God's truths? To him we would say, "Ask 

be done by the officers, superintendent espe
cially, to make the school interesting, or
derly, and successful; but the real work is 
done by the teacher. 

The teacher has it in his power ,to teach,lead, 
and influence his class for good or evil. The 
teachers-whether school-teachers, Sabbath 
school teachers, or parents-are the 1·eal char
ucter-builders. Their teachings and influence 
have greater effect than they know. There
fore, great responsibility rests upon the 
teacher. The Sunday school teacher has 
power to put his own construction on the 
subject in band, emphasize points, and draw 
the minds of his pupils into the channels in 
whichever direction he may take. "As the 
twig is bent, so will the tree incline." 

·we read and hear much about "teaching 
the Quarterly instead of the Bible." While 
we do not think it the wisest plan always to 
teach the Quarterly, we have seen cases 
where it might have been sa{e1· to have 
taught the Quarterly; for the teacher does 
not always use wisdom and discretion in his 
interpretation of the Scriptures. He should 
at least use the Quarterly as a gttide. I once 
had a Sunday school teacher whose interpre
tation of the Scriptures was very erroneous; 
bad he been better acquainted with the 
Scriptures, better informed upon the subject 
at hand, and taken the Quarterly for his 
guide, he would have avoided the errors which 
he was endeavoring to instill into the minds 

Not every good Christian man or woman is 
qualified to be a teacher. A person may 
have knowledge but not the power to fmpart 
it to others. It is not necessary to be a good 
orator in order to be a good teacher. In fact 
this is generally a drawback, especially if the 
pupils are young, for the simplest language 
is necessary in explaining to children. 

In order to be 

. A SUCCESSFUL TEACHER, 

first, one must be thoroughly interested in, 
and have a genuine love for the work; next, 
he must understand the lesson; next, he must 
come to a level with the children, teach and 
explain in simple language, and interest the 
children in what he is teaching. To teach a 
senior class one must be well informed, and 
thoroughly understand the lesson; for a 
teacher must necessarily know what he is to 
teach to others. The intermediate class is 
generally the easiest to teach; the pupils in 
this class are old enoug·h to read and learn 
their lessons, and are easier to interest in the 
lesson than the very young children. The 
primary class is the hardest to teach success
fuily. This may sound strange to some. It 
is hard to interest very young children in re
ligious subjects; they are naturally playful, 
and it is hard to hold their attention. It is 
well to use a blackboard with young children, 
and diagram or illustrate the points you wish 
to most impress upon them, or to use pictures. 
Children are always interested in pictures. 
An illustrated children's Bible is !::"OOd, or if 
one is handy with a pencil, draw a sketch of 
the points to be impressed, beforehand; even 
a rough sketch will always interest children. 
Often you will find pictures in papers or 
periodicals you can cut out, that will illus
trate a subject. Another way is to impress a 
point upon children's minds is to tell anec
dotes, or short stories, to illustrate a subject, 
being careful to emphasize the point you are 
teaching. Children all like stories. 

THE PRIMARY TEACHER 

must be careful not to try to teach too much 
in one lesson. If you can thoroughly impress 
one or two points, you will have accomplished 
all that can be desired with small children; 
but let those one or two points be the impor
tant ones of the lesson. 

Don't be too strict with small children. 
Enter into the spirit of the lesson with them. 
Encourage them in asking questions. Be 
interested in and try to understand each 
child. 

Sometimes it is well to encourage the chil
dren by offering a card or a pictut·e for the 
best learned lesson, or for committing to 
memory the golden text. This will some
times awaken interest or arouse ambition. 

The lessons should be learned before Sun
day school is called to order; especially by 
the older classes, or those able to learn their 
lessons. In the class is no time nor place to 
study the lesson, especially for the teacher. 
The lesson should be learned, the references 
all marked or learned at home, and the time 
all devoted to explanation, discussion of les
son, etc., in the class. The lesson becomes 
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dull and tedious if we have to read it, hunt 
up the r.eferences, etc., during the class hour. 
If a teacher is indifferent, the children will 
be the same; one cannot go through the list 
of questions on the lesson in a mechanical 
sort of way and awaken any interest in the 
class. He must enter into the spirit of the 
work, awaken interest in it, and work with a 
will if he would see the Sabbath school flour
ish and be a success. 

Remember the cause is a worthy one-a 
glorious one; for the boys and girls of to-day 
.are the men and women of to-morrow." 

PAULINE HIGGINS. 

ConfBrsn~B Minutss. 
FLORIDA. 

Conference of above district convened with 
Calhoun branch, January 13; S. D. Allen 
presiding, B. L. Jernigan clerk. Elders re
porting: L. F. West and S. D. Allen; Priests 
J. P. Calhoun and Claiborn Dixon; Deacon B. 
L. Jernigan. No change was reported in 
branches except one baptism in Open Head 
branch. Bishop's agent reported: On hand 
last report, $37.01; received since $17; paid 
Bro. E. L. Kelley $50; on hand $4.01. Au
dited and found cvrrect. M. M. Turpen and 
D. E. Tucker were appointed delegates to 
represent us in the April General Conference. 
Preaching by L. F. West and S. D. Allen. 
Adjourned to meet with Coldwater branch 
on the first Saturday and Sunday in May. 

8tlndau 8Bhool llssoBialions. 
DISTRICT SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 

OFFICERS. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE. 

About Deceml:>er first I mailed a circular 
letter to the superintendent of every district 
association in the church, as nearly as my 
incomplete directory would admit. At least 
some person in every district was addressed. 
This was to obtain information that is very 
much needed by the officers of the general 
association. Up to the present time we have 
received replit:s from but a part of the dis
tricts. Some were very prompt, and have 
our hearty thanks for the same. We feel 
quite sure that all the letters have been 
delivered or they would have been returned, 
as all envelopes bear my return card. 

We give a list of the districts not yet 
heard from. If the officers of any of these 
districts have not received the circular let
ter, please write me at once and one will be 
sent. If the blank has been laid aside, please 
hunt it up and fill out and return:-

Southeastern Illinois; Texas Central; 
Spring River, Kansas; Southern California; 
Ohio; Central Nebraska; Northern Nebraska; 
Eastern Maine; Western Maine; Northern 
Michigan; Independence, Missouri; Kewanee, 
Illinois; Northwest Kansas; Northern Cali
fornia, Pittsburg and Kirtland; Southern 
Missouri; Northern Wisconsin; Southern 
Wisconsin. 

We sincerely trust that no one will neglect 
to give us their hearty and prompt coopera
tion in this as in all other work for the Mas-
ter. Yours fcir the work, 

T. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt. 
HENDERSON, Iowa. 32t 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Sunday school convention of Northeast 

Missouri district will convene at Bevier, 
February 8, at eight o'clock in the evening, 
for a general program. Prayer meeting at 
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9: 15 Friday morning, and business at ten. 
Election of officers and appointing delegates 
to General Convention will be special items 
of business. At 2:30 p. m., besides other 
subjects "Library Work in Our District" will 
be thoroughly discussed. In the evening, at 
7:30, the,re will be an experience meeting. 
Sabbath school at nine o'clock, Sunday morn
ing. .Send your school reports, not forgetting 
Superintendents' reports, to Miss Mary A. 
Richards, Bevier, Missouri. Let each school 
not neglect to appoint delegates and send in 

, credentials. 
Bring you!' notebooks,, pencils, Quarterlies, 

and Winnowed Songs. 
LOUISE PALFREY, Supt . 

Sunday school convention of Nodaway dis
trict will convence at Guilford, Missouri, 
Friday, February 16, at two p. m. Send 
delegates, as it is time for annual election of 
officers.· Let all come that can. 

THOMAS lVIE, Supt. 

Quarterly convention of Northeastern Illi
nois district Sunday school will convene at 
Plano, Friday, February 9, at 1:45p. m. We 
trust that all schools will make an effort to 
have as many members as possible present. 

R. N. BURWELL, Supt. 

Kewanee district Sunday school association 
will convene at Kewanee, Friday, February 
2. A profitable time is anticipated. Officers 
will please remember and see to it that their 
reports are all sent in time. 

_ MRS. ED LAMB, Sec. 

Sunday school convention of Nauvoo dis
trict meets at Montrose, Iowa, Friday, l<'eb
ruary 2, at 10:30 a. m. Please send all 
reports and credentials on or before January 
31, to Marjorie Wright, 1001 South Tenth 
Street, Burlington, Iowa. 

Galland's Grove district Religio and Sun
day school convention will be held at Deloit, 
Iowa, February 15-17, commencing at two p. 
m. for Religio business and other Religio 
work during the day. February 16 Religio 
and Sunday school prayer meeting followed 
by Sunday school business including the elec
tion of officers. Discussion of. important top
ics on Sunday school work during the 
remaining time. Please send in full and 
complete reports to the secretary at Dunlap, 
Iowa, not later than February 10. 

WILLIAM McKIM, Supt. 
F. B. SHUMATE, Sec. 

Convention of Fremont district will con
vene with the Hamburg, Iowa, Sunday 
school, February 8. We hope to see a full 
representation from every school in the dis
trict. This is the convention at which dis
trict officers for the year are to be elected. 
Also delegates to General Convention will be 
appointed. Schools will please note that it 
will be necessary to appoint delegates to this 
convention as the Constitution requires that 
officers and delegates to General Convention 
shall be elected by a "yea and nay" vote. 

We herewith give the program as ar
ranged. Come and let us make this one of 
our best conventions. 

EMMA HOUGAS, Supt. 
Thursday, 7:30 p, m., in charge of T. A. 

Hougas. Three papers: "What constitutes 
a Sunday school." (a) Officers, Ora Becksted; 
(b) Teachers, Lucy Redfield; (c) Patrons, 
Charley Forney. Institute work to follow. 
Subject, ditto. 

Friday, 10 a. m., in charge of district su
perintendent. Business, reports, etc. Nor
mal work, Classification of the Bible. 
General superintendent. 

Two p. m., session in charge of Charley 
Fry. Business, election of officers. Election 
of delegates to general convention. Institute 
work, "Libraries in '~he Sunday school." T. A. 
Hougas. Sunday school newspaper; Editors, 
Charley Fry and Laura Gaylord, 
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7:30 p. m. Temperance the theme. (a) 
Paper, "The Sunday school a factor in 
teaching temperance," Emma Hougas. (b) 
Address; (c) Chalk talk, Charley Fry; (d) 
Recitation, Ora Becksted. 

SECOND QUORUM OF TEACHERS. 
The officers of above quorum request the 

members to report standmg and ministerial 
labors to the clerk of the quorum before the 
sitting of General Conference, April 6, 1900, 
that they may be able to report that quorum . 
favorably. 
, Address Box 210, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THOMAS STUART, Clerk of Quorum. 

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT. 
Whereas, it has pleased our Father, after 

many years of patient suffering upon the part 
of our sister and friend, Sr. Eliza Stubbs, to 
remove her from this world to a place beyond 
the River of D<Jath; be it 

Resolved, that we as a society, with whom 
Sr. Stubbs was for so many years intimately 
associated, hereby express in· a measure our 
great sorrow and regret upon her passing 
from this to a life beyond; yet do we realize 
that what to us is a heavy sorrow, must be for 
her a glad release; "Blessed are they who die 
in the Lord." 

Be it further resolved, that a copy of these 
resolutions be presented to the daughters,. 
who for so many years patiently and lovingly 
attended their invalid mother, that they be 
entered upon the record of this society, and 
published in the Saints' Herald. 

The St. Louis Mit0 Society, 
MRS. M. COOKE, Pres. 
MRS. J. C. HI'l'CHCOCK, Sec. 

ST. Lours, Ma., June 5. 

RELIGIO ASSOCIATION NOTICE. 
Quarterly convention of the Northeast Illi

nois district Religio will convene at Plano, 
February 9, at 10:45 a. m. sharp. Business 
meeting at 3: 30 p. m. Institute work at 8 
p. m. All Religians in the district are re
quested to make a special effort to be pres
ent. Come with suggestions, notebooks, and 
pencils, and let us accomplish the greatest 
good for the greatest number. 

MARIE H. CLARK, Pres. 

GENERAL CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
Once more I call the attention of those 

whom it may concern to the fact that branch 
reports are overdue from several district&, 
and that I would like them without delay, 
that I may copy them upon the General Rec
ord of names before the rush of work to be 
expected later in the winter. I write this 
upon January 18, 1900, up to. which date the 
reports mentioned hereJn have not been re
ceived:-

For several years have come no corrections 
in the records of the branches in Manchester 
district, England, hut, from correspondence 
received, it is likely that certain brethren 
will fully correct matters in the near future, 
although it may prove quite a task before all 
shall be perfected as to names, dates, places, 
births, baptisms, deaths, etc. 

I trust that the offi Jers of London, Birming
ham, and Sheffield districts, of England, will 
send in at an early day their complete reports 
of all changes. Also that Eastern and West
ern Wales will see to their reports, that they 
are sent over. 

From Northern California the last reports 
that came were those for March, 1899. If 
they held an October conference I am not in
formed. Central California reports for Octo
ber, 1899, are due. The last reports from 
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Southern California that arrived were for 
October, 1898. Please send me the later ones. 

The following districts held conferences in 
September, 1899, but their reports have not 
yet been received; namely: Kewanee, Sout.h
ern Nebraska. 

No reports have been received from dis
tricts that held conferences in October; 
namely: Central California, Kentacky and 
Tennessee, and Northern Michigan. 

From the November conferences repo:-ts 
are due as follows: Idaho, Northeastern 
Texas and Choctaw. 

From the December conferences reports 
are due; namely, Southern Missouri.. 

I find that no reports have come from Okla
homa conferences for February, May, and 
October, 1899, and also a December confer
ence was held from which reports should 
soon come. 

No reports from Central Texas for July 
and November have yet arrived. I would 
like to receive all the above at an cady date. 

Also about thirty districts have appointed 
to hold conferences in January, B'ebruary, or 
March, 1900, and I now ask their officers to 
kindly forward branch reports as soon after 
their sessions as may be done. And I thank 
all officers who have labored, or who are now 
laboring, to correct branch and district rec
ordA, and to answer my letters wherein I 
have called for help to obtain harmony be
tween branch, district, and general records, 
as to names, places, dates, pertaining- to 
births, baptism;,, confirmations, ordinations, 
marriages, deaths, expulsions, etc. 

To the above notice I add that the differ
.ence between it and the previous one, in 
January lOth Herald, is that the Southern 
California, Fremont, Little Sioux, and New 
York reports have come in since then, and 
that I overlooked the Little Sioux reports in 
making up the notice and stated they had 
not arrived. They came November 16 from 
Sister Strand, to whom I apologize for my 
mistake. 

H. A. S'l'EBBINS, 
General Church Recorder. 

LAMONI, Iowa, January 18. 

PREVENTION OF SEA SICKNESS. 
We enclose a receipt for sea sickness, which 

has the endorsement of men who claim to 
know its value; and seeing the trying experi
ence of Bro. U. W. Greene, we give it here
with, to those who care to try. It sounds 
largely like common sense. "Before enter
ing upon a voyage, use a light diet; take a 
mild purge; on ship board, lie in a recumbent 
posture in open air, and drink a pint of sea 
water." A.M. FYRANDO. 

NOTICES. 
A misunderstanding having arisen in re

gard to appointments for preaching outside 
the limits of the Lucas branch, the matter 
was taken up at a business meeting held by 
the branch, January 8, 1900, and the follow
ing resolution pas~ed:-

Resolved that we do not know of anything 
on the branch records that is intended to 
prevent the priesthood from making ap
pointments outside the branch. 

Resolved that the above resolution be pub
lished in the Saints' Herald, with an ex
planation of the same. 

T. A. JOHN, Pres. 
J. W. TALBOT, Sec. 

Any person knowing t.he whereabouts of 
Thomas A. Gunsolley will please communi
cate such iniormation to N. M. Gunsolley, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

To the traveling missionaries in Northern 
Illinois and Wisconsin Mission: All are 
hereby requested to send in their reports 
to the sub-ministers in charge, by the first of 
March, and they to report to me by 15th of 
March. Beport liJ,bors done during· the last 

SAINTS' HERALD, 

two -years. Those that report to me, address 
me at Lamoni, Iowa, care of H. A. Stebbins. 

J. H. LAKE, 
Missionary in Charge. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Northeast Missouri district conference will 

convene February 10 and 11, at Bevier. All 
who can ~hould attend. Business of impor
tance; also delegates to be elected to General 
Conference. The general missionaries to 
district will be present, and a good time is 
expected. J. A. TANNER, Pres. 

Conference of Eastern Iowa district will 
convene F<Jbruary 17, at Arlington, at ten a. 
m. All are invited to come, as well as offi
cers, to see that correct reports are sent. 
Come on the 16th to Arlington, Iowa. Trains 
will be met on that day. If anyone comes on 
any other day or to any other station, write 
to Charles Brooks, Arlington, Fayette 
County, Iowa. C. E. HAND, Pres. 

Conference will be held at the hall, 67 (old 
No.) Fourth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pennsylva
nia, February 24, at two o'clock. Branches 
comprising this district will send by delegate 
their reports, giving number of actual resident 
members so far as known, and all others un
der heading of scattered members, that a true 
status of resident numerical strength be ob
tained. We also d<)sire that the prEsent 
spiritual condition of branches be reported to 
this conference. Let there be as full an at
tendance of all concerned, as practicable. 
Visitors come to hall, and places for tarrying 
will be there assigned. · 

E. E. 0MOHONDRO, Sec. 

Conference of Northeast Illinois district 
will convene at Plano, February 10, at ten a. 
m. Priesthood counsel at two p. m. We 
hope that all saints who can will attend, and 
help make conference a success. 

HENRY SOUTHWICK, Pres. 

Northeastern Kansas conference will con
vene at Netawaka, February 10, at ten a. m. 
Let all the saints be present that can and en
joy the Spirit of the Lord. As arranged at 
our last conference I appoint the first Sunday 
before conference, February 4, as a day of 
fasting and prayer, that the will of the Lord 
may be more fully known concerning the 
ordaining of brethren whose names were pre
sented for ordination at our-last conference, 
and that his Spirit may assist throughout 
the conference. 

SAMUEL TWOMBLY, Pres. 
JAMES W. BURNS, Clerk. 

PRIESTHOOD MEETING. 
Local priesthood will meet in primary 

room, brick chapel, Lamoni, Thursday eve, 
February 1, 7: 15. F. E. COCHRAN, Sec. 

BORN. 
JONES.-To Sr. Lucy and Bro. Thomas 

Jones, November 17, 1899, at Nantyglo, 
Wales, a daughter. Blessed November 30, 
by its grandfather, Elder .John Jones, and 
named Maud. 

MARRIED. 

saints and faithful workers for the Master. 
May the Master grant them many happy 
years together, and of usefulness in his 
service. 

DIED. 
JENKINS.-Ralph Jenkins, Sen., was born 

in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, August 
22, 1815; died January 5, 1900; was married 
twice: to the firsL union was born seven 
children; two sons survive him. He joined 
the church in the 30's; was ordained an elder, 
and continued strong in the faith to the end. 
Was buried from the saints' church at Gal
land's Grove, Iowa; services in charge of R. 
Wight, sermon by Elder C. J. Hunt. 

CLOSSON.-At Porcupine, Wisconsin, No
vember 6, 1899, Father C. E. Closson. He 
was born June 9, 1822, at Alftce Gefie, Sweden, 
and was baptized September 19, 1880; at his 
death he was 77 years, 4 months, and 27 days 
old. He leaves an aged companion, two sons, 
and two daughters to mourn. His departure 
from earth life was a joyous one. His chil
dren gathered at his bedside, and a pleasant 
visit passed between the family and him. 
After which he requested them to retire, 
stating that he was all right. Not thinking 
the end so near, all but two who had con
cluded to sit up with him were retiring, 
when they were summoned to his bedside, 
only to find that his spirit had flown to the 
paradise of God. He did much in building 
up the work in Wisconsin. His home was a 
free home to the saints, especially to the min
istry. They were always ready to give of 
their means to the poor and needy. Many an 
elder's heart has been made glad when liber
ally supplied from Father and Mother Clos
son's purse. Funeral from the Saints' church 
in Porcupine, sermon by Elder F. L. Saw ley. 

KINSEY.-Mrs. Catherine Kinsey was born 
in Canada, October 22, 1807. She married 

Josiah Fuller, and in Ohio they united with 
the church in the early '30s; in Missouri her 
husband was killed by the mob at Haun's 
Mill, October 30, 18:38; she was then driven 
to Nauvoo, Illinois, where she remained until 
the fall of 1843, when she left with her chil
dren for Canada, where she was married to 
Mr. Kinsey, who died in 1871, since which 
time she lived a widow. She died while eat
ing supper, December 25, 1899, near Leutz, 
Michig·an, aged 92 years, 2 months, and 3 
days. She leaves five sons and two daugh
ters. Mrs. Hooker, of Spokane, Washing
ton, is the oldest daughter, and the only one 
of her children who came back to the church. 
Thus the aged landmarks are passing away. 
Farewell, fare•,;vell dear mother. 

LUl\IJLEY.--Frances Ernst, wife of Bro. 
Thomas Lumley, was born April 11, 1831, in 
Toronto, Canada, and died January 8, 1900. 
She was baptized near Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
September 19, 1870. For four years previous 
to her baptism she was blind. After bap
tism, through the administration of laying 
on of bands, her eyesight was restored. To 
the close of life she bore a faithful testimony 
to the power and goodness of God, and to the 
truthfulnesE of the latter-day work. Funeral 
services at the saints' church in Deloit, Iowa, 
by Elder C. J. Hunt. · 

DAVIS.-At Irving·ton, California, January 
14, 1900, Sr. Elizabeth Ann Davis. She was 
the daughter of Orin and Amy Ann Smith. 
Was born at Bodega, Sonoma County, Cali
fornia, June 7, 1847. At her death she bore 
the distinction of being the oldest "native 
daugh'uer" born of white parentage. Her 

SMITH-BLOOD.-At Somerville, Massa- parents came to California in 1846, around 
chusetts, in the Broadway chapel, January Cape Horn, on the ship Brooklyn, which bore 
14, 1900, Elder John Smith, of New Bedford, a large number of eastern Latter Day Saints, 
Massachusetts, to Sr. Kate E. Blood, of under the charge of Eider Samuel Brannan. 
Boston, Massachusetts, Elders M. H. Bond She was married Peter Canavan in San 
and R. Bullard officiating. The ceremony Francisco, in 1868; 1886 she married Hiram 
was performed after the morning sermon, Davis, who with two children Eugene and 
before the meeting was dismissed. The Faustine, still survive her. Funeral services 
saints £locked to congratulate bride and at the residence, a large number attending. 
groom, and to bid them Godspeed, as they 1 The sermon was by Elder F. M. Sheehy. 
left immediately after the ceremony for their I The remains were interred in the cemetery 
home in New Bedford. They are both good at Irvington. ' 
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THE HO];_,y SCRIPTURES. In
spi:;~d Translation by Joseph 
Sr.:ri.ith. 

Cloth• ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 2E• 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

1 The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) I 

I 
Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 

Decatur County, Iowa. 
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 

1 $1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
mample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid ill 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 

NE T STA E 
pres~dents, and .Bishop's agents are requested to 

W E M NTS. King James' solicit subscriptwns, make sales of church publica-
Translation. tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Brevier type 18mo "0 25 Address communications for publication to the 
' " " · · · · · · " · · · "' 

1 
~ Editors. 

Agate type, 32mo. (smaller)·· · · · · " 1 Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo... . . . . . . . • 10 changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 

-
------------------ Frank Criley, Busmess Manager. Remittances 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges...................... 2 50 
With music only .••.••...•...•... 1 25 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi-

cate books, with stubs ......... . 
Certificates of removal; per dozen .• 
Marriage certificates; per dozen ..• 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

25 
12 
25 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ......•.•••.••.•.•••••••••• $0 30 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....• 1 25 
Morocco, .~~:ilt edges, flexible_., .••• 2 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges.. 60 . 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? Udgi
vet af den ¥,jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirk8; ' "En Indbydelse til 
~uds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom." 

er dozen, 15 cents; 100 ........... $1 

Church Publications Wanted! 
Copies of T'imes and Seasons, V ols. 

1, 2, and 3; Vols. 1 to 10 SAINTS' 

HERALD (bound or unbound); Mil· 

lennial Star; also of other old publica
tions or pamphlets. Address stating 
terms, HERALD OFFICE, 

EDITORIAL DEPT., 

Lamoni, Iowa.. 

ehould be made by post office or express orders 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper .......................... $0 35 
Cloth, limp .................... ·. 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal referPnces, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . 30 and 

so I 

50 

Archooological Committee's Report, 
WI'fH lUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Arcbmology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part 2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee bas outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engt>avings also appear-illustrations 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and 
"Inscriptions from Paienque." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archmological evidences obtainable in sup· 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible tot." e average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archmo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
35 cents. mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper .......................... $0 25 
Cloth .• •• . • . • •• . . •• • . . • . . . . . . • . • 40 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS. Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; perdozcn, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5cents; 100 ........... 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ 15 

6. 'rhe "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . .. .. . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 OQ 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 3(1) 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, l{l 
cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polv"amv· per 
dozen, 15 cents; 10'it ... ~ .' ..... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Be
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 ets; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ........... $1 OG 

15. How to ,_Enter the Kingdom; per 
do11en, D cents; 100....... . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per do:cen 
10 cents; 100 ................. : 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement t~nd a Correction 
of It; per dozen.......... . . . . . 10 

20. The ''One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; p,~rdoz. 15c; 100 1 00 

21. Tmtbs by Three Witnesses, m{d 
Epitome of Paith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100 .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; ; , 'r 
dozen, 10 cents; 100........ . . 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.: lOJ 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

·5 cents; 100 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
' 31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of }i1aith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents· 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10cents; 100 ........... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 .................. 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 
- Special prices on application for 

tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records .$2 50 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON. Pres. W. A. HOPKINS. Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCEH, Vice Pres. OSCAH. ANDER.SUN, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Jueor·J•~•·att>d nnde,. the Ja·ws of H•"' !i!tnt<' o:f Iwn"•, ,July l, 1§9~. 

'l'otal a""''"" ,January 1, 1900, $133,032.34. 
We pay intf'reli't on time fepor-ite., and P.f-pecially ~olicit the co,·res!-·Onder·ce r.nd dcpodts of 811 Herald reaiiers. Ail 
letters of i1 q•11ry wtll be pt\ mptly and carefully answered. Direct alllettrrs to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings B•rk off amoni, Iowa. 
STOCJKUOJ,n~cUS:-Mr•. Dav'•d Dancer. Geo. IT. Hilliard, A. K Anderwr•, Lucy L R ••q!Uie, Oscar 

Anderson~ Wm. Atldt:rtlutJ, ~1 ra k Cliit>y, Alice P. D:tLCer, Ella lJ \VhiHheud, G. W Blnir, ~V. iL Il pkin.:-. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; § cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 
PRI~IARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

prepared for small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 1;5 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANK CIUI,EY, l;amoni, Iowa. 

'W'ILL-U-B-NEXT? 
After ~·liHo,hac has cnnd handreds of others, if you 

use tobacco and want to qnit. why delay Jongf r? ThrE'e 
boxes sent post paid fur only $1 50, with roslTIVE OUAR" 
ANTEE. No curP, money cheerfully refunded. Po8TAGE 
STAMPS tak<m. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman 0. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter,day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call< 
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. • . • . . • • • • 3 00 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land. a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high. containing 9 
rooms. hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken houHe, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

U~10NI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 

·Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
ldste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........... -................ $0 75 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
>:tries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will n::ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FE,ANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR CO., IOWA. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES, 
SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

Paper board ................... : . .. $0 40 
Paper board, double size ...... :~... 75 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each; per dozen ... ,', 50 

REPORTS. Blank statistical reports 
of Sunday schools to district associa

tion; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
The same for districts to general 

association; per dozen............. 10 

ENVELOPES. Small envelopes for 
collections; per 100, 15 cents; per 
1000 ................................. 1 25 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
Fancy cards, large, 5 kinds; per 50 75 
Fancycards, small, 10kinds; per100 50 
Good behavior tickets; 100, 15 cents; 

1000 ...................... , ........ 1 00 
Prompt attendance tickets; 100, 15 

cents; 1000 ........................ 1 00 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
Constitution and By-Laws for the 
government of general and district 
associations, and By-Laws for Sun-
day schools, mailed on receipt of one 
cent stamp; per dozen.............. 10 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
Each ..... , .......................•.. 40 
Half dozen ........... , ............... 2 25 
Per dozen : .......................... .4 50 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION BOOK. 
Limp muslin, 25 cents; per dozen ... 2 50 

PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK. 
Limp muslin, 15 cents; per dozen ... 125 

ZION'S HOPE. A large, four-page 
Sunday school paper for children; 
illustrated; edited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year. . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
In pkgs. of 4, 5, or 6 to one address 40 
In pkgs. of 7 or more.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL B NK 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION OK
lahoma Live Stock Association, 
El Reno. Oklahoma, February 
13-15 1900. One staudard first
class fare for the round trip. 
Date of sale February 11-13 in

clusive. Returning final limit February 17. 
Continuous passage in each direction. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrive 

at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per*1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5k " per 250 .............. 1 00 

'' '' per1000 ...•..... .,."' .. 350 
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Ministers are at a standstill; they are The churches of San Francisco and 
slow 17 losing their power. As a San Jose were damaged. 
drawmg card the church ranks only The Church of San Francisco is one 
sixth in the list of public attractions. of the finest edifices on the continent 
It should be made to read first. and is locally known as the Golden 
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."How do I rank public at_tractions? Cup from the magnificence of its in
First, theaters; second, prize fights; terior. The government has closed 
third, cake walks; fourth, kissing Sagrario Church fearing the dome 
parties; fifth, dances; sixth, churches; will fall in. ' 

ORIGINAL POETRY: . seventh, funerals. Carmen barracks were badly dam-
"That list shows that the church aged and news from Zapotlan and 

must be made as attract,ive as the Sarula state several houses were de
th~ater and the cake w~lk. Some- molished. The shock was felt severely 
thmg must be done to brmg the peo- at San Blas on the Pacific and noises 
ple into the churches, not on Sundays, underground were heard. ' 

A Prayer .......................... 79 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: 
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ou_t every day of the week. To do City of Mexico, Jan. 21.-The City 
this_ we must rna~~ the church both a of Mexico came off comparatively un
busme~s propositiOn and a place of scathed in the quake, few accidents 
attractwn. occurrino- here or in the suburbs Second Quorum of Priests ............ 80 

Urgent Notice ........................ 80 "If it is necessary to bring people althou<>"h some adobe huts in the sub: 
to church we ministers might even go urbs f~ll and one bridge was partly 

NEWS FROM BABYLON. so far as to have a service where the wrecked. The Church of the Three 
PASTOR LIKES WORLDLY WAYS. b~o~raph _could be int;oduced wi_th Kings at Atzchatzalco, in the suburbs, 
0 kl d C I J 21 Th R b1bhcal pictures, and With other piC· was cracked, and will be closed for a an , a., an. .- e ev. 

James C. Macinnes, pastor of the tures, too. repairs. 
Oak Leaf Congregational Chapel, in ''For the men who put prize fighting CATHOLIC PRELATE OF NICARAGUA 
announcing his retirement from the ahead of God we might go so far as to 
ministry, said:- have a few rounds of boxing before 

"I believe in dancing and a long list each service. 
of other things that are tabooed by "Perhaps a one-act comedy might 
churchgoers when indulged in by induce the theatrically inclined to stay 
ministers. If a man needs a drink he until the sermon was over. 
has the right to take it. When I meet "Then, to attract many others, we 
a man on the street I like to slap him might turn thechurchintoatemporary 
on the back and say, •Hello, there, cafe, where we might serve drinks 
Bill,' in a good hearty voice. between prayers." 

"l believe in God and Christianity, FATAL EARTHQUAKE IN MEXICO. 

but the church is burdened with false Colima, Mexico, Jan. 21.-An earth-
ideas and full of sinful hypocrites, quake, shock began here fifteen min
and some of my friends who might be utes before midnight on Friday and 
called 'lushers' are infinitely better assumed serious proportions at Teni
than these frauds of piety. mata, near here, many houses being 

"The ministry is no place for a badly injured and some of light con
young man who wants his personal struction wrecked. There was great 
liberty. He must use too much hy- consternation and people rushed into 
pocrisy and overlook too much hypoc- the streets, some barely escaping with 
risy in others." their lives. 
SUGGESTS BOXING AS CHURCH AT· Seven people were killed outright 

TRACTION. and sixty were wounded. Local sci-
New York, Jan. 22.-"There are entific men believe three earthquakes 

60,000,000 sinners in the United traveled from under the Pacific Ocean 
States. Not one man in 10,000 to-day and that when news reaches here 
stops to think of God until he is ready from the coast there will be interest
to die," said the Rev. Len D. Brough- ing details. 
ton to-day. The long, lank revivalist The Governor of the State of Colima, 
from Georgia seemed to be much in has appointed a commission to inspect 
earnest. He is conducting meetings churches and public edifices, while 
at the Y. M. C. A. rooms and the owners of houses injured in the earth
Greene Avenue Baptist Church, in quake will be compelled to put them 
Brooklyn. in a condition of security. 

"Religion is going backward," he Guadalajara, Mex., Jan. 21.-At 
said. "The power it once had is j midnight on Friday an earthquake 
diminishing. The people of less in- shock cracked the arches and stair-

MUST OBEY CIVIL LAWS. 

,Managua, Nicaragua, Dec. 16.
Difficulties which have arisen now 
make doubtful the return t,o Nicara
gua of the Roman Catholic Bishop of 
this country, who was expatriated in 
November for criticising the law in 
regard to the care and distribution by 
civil authorities of money and prop
erty donated by individuals to the 
church. 

It is now announced that the Bishop 
and all other persons who have been 
expatriated by order of President 
Zelaya, shall, as a condition of rehabili
tation, obligate themselves to obey the 
laws of Nicaragua and otherwise con· 
form themselves to the existing con
ditions of the country. 

WHAT ZIONISM IS. 

Zionism is not of recent ongm, 
though its name, in its present mean
ing, is of. modern coinage. It repre
sents the national idea in Judaism, the 
fervent longing of the Jews to become 
united once more into a nation, in
habiting the land that, according to 
the scriptures, had been promised 
them by God. Ever since the de
struction of the Jewish empire the 
exiled Jews have prayed for the res
toration of Judea and their national 
independence, and Zionism is nothing 
but an attempt to realize these hopes. 
There are, at this time, not less than 
twenty-five colonies, most of them 
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thriving and self-supporting, in Judea, 
Samaria, Upper Galilee, and in trans
J ordanic regions, wi tb a total of 4. 500 
colonists and about 1, 000 hired Jew
ish laborers. The Turkish govern
ment, which at first did not look 
friendly upon Jewish colonization, is 
now inclined to favor the movement 
and lend its passive support, owing 
to the friendly intervention by Em
peror William during last year's visit 
to the holy land. 

LEON ZOLOTKOFF. 
[Mr. Leon Zolotkoff, a Chicago at· 

torney, is the most promi:lent leader 
of the Zionist movement in the West 
and was one of the delegates to the 
Zionist congress at Basel, Switzer
land, in 1899.]-Chicago Tribune, Jan· 
uary 20, 1900. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

not so brain-tired that we did not care 
to think so far, or so wicked that a 
world without God would be a more 
comfortable and cozy one to us than a 
world with God.-Rev. Dr. Charles. H. 
Parkhurst, in N. Y. Journal. 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON 
TUBERCULOSIS. 

Knowing that tuberculosis is now 
not only preventable but curable in 
its early stages, the British Associa
tion for the Prevention of Consump· 
tion wishes to sp:cead the knowledge 
abroad. This is its purpose in call· 
ing an international congress to be 
held at London in 1901. The series 
of resolutions invites representatives. 
of medical, veterinary, and sanitary 
science and also the principal officials 
of municipalities to attend a conven· 

AGNOSTICISM. tion to discu~s the disease. The fact 
Agnosticism is a good deal more a that the Prm_ce of Wales ba_s con

fad than it is a philosophy, and is due I sented to preside over th~ s~sswns of 
not so much to the fact that people I the congres_s and open It _m p~rson 
tbinkastothefacttbattheyhavenever shows the Importance which IS at .. 

. tached to the congress. 
learned to_ tbmk, a?d . consequently The British association has been in 
are made ti_red by thmkmg a?d. wa~t existence three years, and it is asserted 
some plausible exc~se for qmttmg It. that the decrease in the death rate in 
So far from G?d bemg unknowa~le, I Great Britain from tuberculosis may 
know of no bemg that bas so umver- b tt 'b t d t 't ff t I 't 1' d 1 t' 1 1 'd b' lf e a n u e o 1 s e or s. n 1 s 
sa 1Y an . ever ~s mg Y al lmse work it bas bad the greatest possible 
op~n to I_ns:pectH~n as he has. The encouragement from the foremost 
umverse 1s mtelhgently constructed, · 1 d' t 1 tb 1 1 
and intelligent construction is some- ~en, me u m~ ~0 on Y e ros:a co · 
tb . f · h' h · t u·g nl · "eges of physwmns but the Prmce of 

mg 0 w lC 
1? e 1 ence 0 Y IS Wales and the Duke of Nortbumber· 

capable. Everythmg that nature con- 1 d Th · t · th 
t · · b' t t th k' d f .an . ere IS no movemen m e ams gives some m as o e m o U 't d K' d b' h b k d 
being that that creative intelligence m e mg om. w lC ' as awa ene 
belongs to. Everything that a man greate_r p_opular mterest, and the con
does tells us something about the gress IS mtended to start a wave of 
man. If a person writes me a letter the s~me sort. around the world. 
I infer from the letter something as to ~ere, m the Umted States, the ground 
tb l .t f tb pe th t w I'te 1s well prepared for such a movement. e qua 1 yo e rson a r s Th · t t t k · b d' · 
it and if be keeps writing to me I e m er~s a en m t e . 1sease IS 

' . . great, as IS shown not only by the 
come I!f time to know a good deal work of the local health officials and 
about h1m, even though I may never . . . 
have heard him speak. Or if I look physiCians but _also by t~e foundmg 

ut of m wind w and see' a man at of several hospital~ espemally for the 0 Y 0 treatment of the d1sease. There can 

In a recent sermon the Rev. Dr. Henry Van 
Dyke, referring to the action of the New 
York Presbytery on Professor McGiffert's 
case, said: "The Presbytery of New York 
has had the courage to say that a difference 
of opinion in matters not vital shall not be 
made a ground of strife which would be 
fatal. They have declared that a man in the 
Presbyterian Church may bold views which 
the majority of his fellows do not share with
out thereby becoming a heretic or an infidel. 
Sooner or later it was necessary for some one 
in the church to take that stand, or else the 
church would sink in a mass of ruins, shat
tered by fraternal strife." 

In the February Number of Appletons' 
Popular Science Monthly Prof. John Trow
bridge of Harvard University, sounds a 
much-needed warning against the South 
Sea Bubbles in Science which have been 
so numerous and disastrous during recent 
years. The Keeley moto:-, gold from sea
water, energy from nothing, and many others 
of the absurd propositions which have re
cently been used to rob the public, are moral· 
ized upon. 

Charles Augustus Briggs, a professor 
in the Union Theological Seminary, whose 
recent expulsion from the Presbyterian and 
immediate entrance into the Episcopal 
Church attracted much attention, contributes 
a very timely and peculiarly appropriate 
article to the February number of Appletons' 
Popular Science Monthly, under the title Is 
the Christian Religion D3clining? .He 
points out that the answer will depend upon 
the point of view, but in his opinion it is ad
vancing instead of declining. 

An important and timely art-icle on 
the Dacline of Criminal Jurisprudence in 
America is contributed to the February 
number of Appletons' Popular Science 
Monthly, by Gino C. Speranza of the 
New York bar. It is an article which all 
lawyers interested in anything beyond the 
mere dollars and cents of the profession can
not afford to miss. 

The veteran geologist, Prof; Joseph Le 
Conte of the University of California, has 
the first of two papers telling the stot•y of 
what the Nineteenth Century has done in 
advancing Geological Science in the Feb
ruary number of Appletons' Popular Science 
Monthly. Professor Le Conte is the author 
of one of the most popular geologies ever 
written, and owing to his simple and easy 
style, the pre9ent history will be found very 
interesting and readable by the general 
reader as well as the geologist. work I shall, after a quarter of an b d bt tb t tb ··u b 

hour's watching, have some rather e no ou a e c~ngreRs WI e The Bishop of Zips, Hungary, has declared 
definite idea as to what sort of a fel- well attended by Amencans.-Ex. against the charges of ritual murder by Jews, 

l b · d 'f b h · b tb t who were charged wit.h the same at Name<zto. 
ow e IS, an 1 e as a JO a j The Bishop refers to the sad experience con-

keeps him employed in front of my ANIMALS LEADING DOUBLE LIVES. nected with similar agitations on previous 
house a week I shall have become In his book, ''Wild animals I have known;" I occasions, and warns the clergy in energetic 
fairly well acquainted with him by Mr. Thompson says he is convinced animals terms that they can have no other result 
that time, though we may not in the are creatures with wants and feelings differ- than to incite the ignorant populace to the 

ing in degree only,Jrom our own. Man has commission of outrages. 
meanwhile have exchanged a word. nothing that the animals have not at least a 
For me to say at the end of a week vestige of; t,ho animals have nothing that man The first Russian orthodox church in 
that I stand toward the man in merely does_ not in some deg_ree s_hare. Of the eig~t America is to be erected in New York at a 
agnostic relations and could not know I stories?~' personal histor1es told 0 .f the var1- cost of $36,000. 

h. b h' b h d ous ammals, Raggylug, Lobo, Bmgo, etc., 
anyt mg a out 1m ecause we a that of Wully, the dog, is perhaps the most 
not chatted together would be to con- remarkable. Two mongrels raised as sheep ADDRESSE<I. 
viet myself of be in<>' either an idiot or dogs were faithful guardians of their flocks C. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 
a faddist. Now the Creator has been ~Y day, but ~t night they were transformed J. W. Wight, No. 39 Floral Ave., Salt Lake 

. . ' . wto bloodthirsty and treacherous monsters, City, Utah. 
workmg m front of my wmdow ever killing for mere lust of blood both sheep and J. D. White, No. 1903 Coleman Street, St. 
since I was born; his works lie around dogs. Their double lives curiously recall Louis, Missouri. 
on every hand and every atom of all Stevenson's story of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. T. W. Williams, 1014 Alpine Street,~Los 
those works betrays to some extent Hyde."-Ex. Angeles, California. &e.;;;! 

George Jenkins, Byrneville, Ind. 
the character of the maker. That is The translation of the New Testament into J. B. Roush, permanent address, Wrav, 
the way that in all inter human mat- the Corean language has been completed. Yuma County, Colorado. 
ters the mind works, and it would I Of the 34,000,QOO people in South America I DH_en.ry

1 
OM. SGmith, Te

0
mhP

11
1
1
t.;• LakkeBCo

0
., Ohio. 

k · · t th . · d · . . , a me ac reg or, 1 wac , . . wor . 1~ JUS e sa!lle yvay Ill regar i It is estimated that 30,000,000 have never seen w. R. Armstrong, No. 1 Shakespeare St., 
to d1vme matters If e1ther we were a Bible. • Ardwick, Manchester, England. 
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DIVORCEMENT. 

A sister, a widow of some years' 
duration, in a letter writes substan
tially as follows:-

faith when they marry outsiders to please 
themselves. (Who is right now?) 

We can appreciate the dilemma 
which this sister .find herself in. 

That there is too· loose an observ
ance of the institution of marriage in 
society is beyond question; and that 
there is too little regard paid to the 
true rules of life in the domestic rela
tion among the saints may be ad
mitted, and a better condition of 
things in this regard is desirable. 

This church has always been so opposed to The sister's comment is sharp and 
polygamy; which I maintain as correct that shows that she reads the word and 
the church should so fight against it. But 
now we have another monster to fight among thinks upon what she reads. What 
ourselves; one that should not be tolerated, she calls a revelation, however, is an 
and that is divorcement and remarrying of article prepared and presented to the 
the members to other persons while their h · 1 
lawful companion is living. I think the churc many years ago m a so emn 
church should preach against this, and not assembly at which all the leading quo
retain as a men:.ber any man or woman who rums of the church were represented; 
gets a divorce and marries another man or and which was adopted and became 
woman while the lawful companion is living. the l'U_le of practice for the church·, 

I find nothing in God's word that author-
izes anyone to get married while the legal and to all intents and purposes its 
companion is living; as God never instituted terms are now of force with the pea
divorcements. Moses did that, therefore as pie of the church. The passage re
this church is Christ's, none should be re- ferred to is found in section 111, 
tained as a member who has got a divorce 
and remarried some one else after they joined paragraph 1, of the J 897 edition, 
this church, and the former legal husband or Doctrine and Covenants:--
wife still living. We have such living in the We believe that it is not right to prohibit 
church, and the church sanctions it as noth- members of this church from marrying out 
ing is said to them or of them as transgres- of the church, if it be their determination so 
sors of laws. 

This has been and will continue to be a to do, but such persons will be considered 
weak in the faith of our "Lord and Savior 

stumblingblock and an eyesore to me until I Jesus Christ. 
am convinced the Lord approves of such do-
ings among the saints. The same authority which caused it 

I think the church should also teach to be written that members marrying 
against marrying out of the church; so all out of the church would be considered 
could understand the law in the Book of Doc- to be w. eak in the faith, also caused 
trine and Covenants on marriage. 

The saints do as they please now for all the it to be written that while the mar
book reads of those marrying out of the riage rite ought to be performed by a 
church being weak in the faith. I have not presiding high priest, high priest, 
dared to get a husband from the world, for 
fear to displease the Lord, because of that bishop, elder, or priest, those de
item in Book of Doctrin·e and Covenants. siring that other persons authorized 
So, of course, I have to be alone, as some in to marry by the laws of the state 
the church have braced up to ask me who ' ld ffi · t 'tt d t d 
have been divorced; but when I found that snou ° Cia e are perml e 0 0 so; 
out, I had no use for such; so of course I had and also that it is not right to pro
to remain alone (too bad anyway). A man of hi bit persons who desire to marry 
family I would not take; while those in the outside of the church membership 
world have been all single and good looking from doing so. 
too, but had no church principle in them. So 
I stand on the word "weak in the faith," In many localities where the church 
(Book of Doctrine and Covenants,) if I marry exists it is a necessity for both men 
an outside Adonis. Perhans I have stood in and women that this permission to 
my own light on that subject the past ten marl';y out of the church is in exist
years. If I had taken what came along I 
might have g·otten along better; but that ence in the rules, because of the fact 
word "weak in the faith" is what stands be- that eligible companions in wedlock 
tween me and taking an outsider for my hus- are not there in the church, and if 
band. In the church papers I read frequently, members would marry either from the 
Mister so and so married to sister so and so; 
Brother married to Miss 0 ,. Mistress, show- necessity of passing age or inclina
ing that one or the other is out of the fold, tion they must either seek for, or be 
when both should be in Christ's f0ld. And sought by those who are not members. 
some in this faith even get married to infi· Besides it is said that "Love is blind;" 
dels; and yet they testify they are as strong and it frequ_ ently occurs that the blind 
in the faith as ever. I cannot swallow that, . . 
and do not believe they tell the truth; when god shoots his arrows Without regard 
the Book of Doct~ine and Cov~nants te.aches · to racial, national, political, social, or 
they shall be cons1d.ered wea~ m the fa1th of I church boundary lines: and as it is also 
our Lord Jesus Chnst. I beheve that revela- 'd "L · . , 
tion to be of God and the truth so to me sal ' ove goes where lt IS sent, 
their talk is false ~bout being str~ng in the . one cannot always so control liking or 

loving in such way as to conform to 
the caste lines of sectional or church 
rules. 

This privilege to members to be 
married by other than church au
thority, and to marry outside the 
church, without the fear of church 
displeasure or discipline makes it not 
proper for the church to now prohibit 
such marriages. 

The question of divorce and remar
riage is a much more serious one, and 
a more certain and closer observance 
of the rule of right in this particular 
ought to prevail. But we believe 
that there is danger in extremely rigid 
construction of the words of Jesus in 
Matthew 19 and Mark 10. 

The views of the church are ex
pressed in the article presented by 
the President and Bishop adopted 
April11, 1896, and published in HER
ALD supplement for t;he General Con
ference minutes of 1896. If these are 
examined, it seems to us that extreme 
views and ultra expressions of opinion 
will be avoided by all. 

We crave our sister's pardon for 
following her expression of opinion 
by these remarks, but it seemed op
portune. 

FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA. 

Bro. Daniel MacGregor, up at 
Chilliwack, British Columbia, is hav
ing a pretty warm time with several 
of the clergy and their adhe;_·ents who 
are doing all that they can to discour
age him and prevent his work from 
reaching the people. · He writes un
der date of January 15:-

I never struck a place with so much down
right deviltry and contemptible means as are 
here continually being m.anifested toward our 
work. It is nothing but fight! fight! fight! I 
sometimes wish I was in some other locality, 
but I cannot leave here, there being no one 
here to take charge of branch. "W. G. 
Mahon," herein referred to, is a combination 
of meanness, egotism, farwerism, one who 
does not stop at one lie. The J. K. Wright 
is very like his venerable predecessor in mat
ters of oppression and grinding. He preached 
an "expose of Mormonism" last summer when 
on his own perch, six miles from my "sphere 
of influence." I could not then spare the 
time to follow him U[J. Now that my work 
had lessened in my part I felt quite at liberty 
to pay my usual devotions to slander-bags of 
preacher-types. Minister of Education has 
received letters from this section from the 
professedly pious, thereby influencing him 
against me, so much so that he has written 
trustees of school I preach in, intimating his 
opposition to "Mormonism." I have written 
him explanation, sending epitome. Have 
only received from him _an acknowledgement 
of r<:>ceipt of letter. 

The Devil is fighting hard against the per· 
manent establishment of the work in thl~ 
new field. Le~rning of !lJ movement em foot 
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to oust U8 from school I have withdrawn be
fore any official ruling obtains barring me 
eternally from all British Columbia schools. 
I have been denied use of our local press, 
turned out of two schools, refused Orange 
Hall, and nearly put in jaiL Have been lied 
about and slandered by my usual "dear pas
tors," until something had to be done. I 
went fifty-five miles down the river to get 
these posters printed. There is a great howl 
now among sectarians. Methodists are con
doling Presbyterians and vice versa. I am 
posting them up all over the country. I am 
certain the people are seeing them, for they 
do not remain up twelve hours. 

No acceptance of debate yet. If there is 
any, I shall meet them in the name of the 
Lord, and feel assured that Babylon will 
crumble. "I can do all things through 
Christ that strengtheneth me." 

Maggie is well. We have nice comfortable 
rooms out in the country. 

The poster referred to is a large 
well printed halfsheet challenging W. 
G. Mahon outright, and inviting John 
Knox Wright to meet Bro. MacGregor 
on the usual topics, the claims of the 
churches. etc. 

Bro. MacGregor is doing a good 
work, and it appears that the adver
sary desires to stop him. Let us re
member our brother of the clan 
MacGregor in his fight for truth. 

PECULIAR. 

It appears that Elder E. Jensen, 
with whom Bro. M. H. Bond discussed 
in Paine Memorial Hall, Boston, did 
not notify the adhering members of 
his Utah Mormon faith, of the time 
and place of holding the debate, nor 
invite them to be present. When 
asked why he did not notify them he 
replied in substance: "Our people 
are so strongly grounded in their be
lief it would have done them no good 
to be present." So, that, notwith
standing the members of the Reor
ganized Church were notified by Brn. 
Bond and Bullard of the discussion, 
and all were present who conld be, 
the brethren of the Utah faith were 
absent, except Elder Jensen and his 
co-helper. 

What a small trick that was. We 
wonder how the brethren of the Reor
ganized Church would like that sort 
of treatment from the elders. Intelli
gent and thinking people prefer to be 
treated fairly. 

AN elder of the Utah fraternity 
published in the Evening Gazette, 
Reno, Nevada, for January 17, an
nouncing that a discussion would be 
held some time in February, at some 
convenient place, to be decided upon 
between himself, James Gault, of 
Reno, and Thomas Daley, of Cali
fornia, wHhout any previous notice or 
consultation with Bro. Daley. To 
this Bro. Daley replied in the same 
paper for January 24; stating some 
points of our faith, and that he lived 
at 508 Fifth Street, Reno, and would 
represeut our faith aud answer any 
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questions concerning the church and 
its faith. 

Rather queer tactics that advertise 
a discussion stating questions to be 
discussed without consulting the pro
posed opposite disputant. 

We cite the questions as stated by 
Gault:-

First.-Does the Old Testament teach 
polygamy? Aff., James Gault; Neg., Thomas 
Daley. 

Second.-Has the Old Testament been ful
filled by the coming of Christ? Aff., James 
Gault; Neg., Thomas Daley. 

Third.-Did Christ establish any church 
while on earth? Aff., Thomas Daley; Neg., 
J-:trnes Gault. 

Fourth . ...;,.. Where i~ the headquarters of thE 
Latter Day Saints Church-at Lamoni, Iowa, 
or Salt Lake City, Utah? Aff., Thomas 
Daley; Neg., James Gault. 

Fifth.-Is baptism by immersion dead 
works? Aff., James Gault; Neg., Thomas 
Daley. 

WHAT WOULD JESUS DO? 

The Topeka Daily Capital, a leading 
and influential paper of Topeka, the 
capital city of the State of Kansas, is 
to figure in a unique experiment. 

Mr. Charles M. Sheldon, pastor of 
the Central Church, is to be given 
entire charge of the paper, its staff of 
editors, proof readers, and typesetters, 
pressmen, and all other employees, to 
edit and issue the paper for one week, 
as he may choose, in a proposed effort 
to give to the Topekan and Ka.nsan 
public a Christian daily paper. 

Mr. Dell Keizer, President of the 
Capital Publishing Company, has in 
a well-worded note proffered the use 
of the paper, plant, and good will, for 
the term and purpose named; and Mr. 
Sheldon has accepted the offer ''in the 
spirit that prompts it;" and stipulated 
that the experiment shall occupy the 
week begiiming March 13 next. 

It is to be hoped that Mr. Sheldon 
has duly considered the methods he 
will employ. It is, however, a serious 
thing for any may to put himself into 
a position in which he will be required 
to say in practice as in theory, This is 
the way Jesus would do. Mr. Shel
don may do as hundreds of others are 
essaying to do, asking and trying to 
answer the question, What would Je
sus do? But it is Hut an experiment, 
and speculative from a human stand· 
point to say, "Thus would Jesus 'do," 
when decid:ng upon each and every 
component part of a modern daily 
newspaper in a modern city like the 
Kansas capital. 

Mr. Sheldon has not yet in his min
istry, successful as be is reported as 
being, done and taught as Jesus did; 
and as he commanded his disciples to 
teach; nor will he in his week's issue 
of the newspaper to be intrusted to 
his charge. 

If he had he would not now be so 
frankly offered a great newspaper 
plaut to try a m~n's caprice ~JJt de-

termining what the Savior would do. 
However, we heartily wish Mr. Shel
d-on and his assistants, whom we do 
not doubt he will wisely choose, the 
utmost success. 

The time, one week, is by no means 
a period sufficiently long to permit 
the experiment a fair trial; for the 
reason that the patrons of the paper, 
good, bad, and indifferent, will all be 
thoroughly informed that the char
acter of the paper will be under 
change for only one week, and they 
will out of curiosity, morbid, or genu
ine, put up with whatever they may 
think is short of the mark, or over
done as they see it. This is true of 
subscribers, readers, and advertisers. 
Nor is there likely to be any loss to 
the publishing company, for from the 
date of the proffered use of the paper 
until the 13th of March, the Topeka 
Capital (paper and city) will be adver
tised all over this broad land and 
thousands of people will subscribe for 
the paper, who, but for this notion of 
Mr. Sheldon's, would never have heard 
of it, and for that week the mails will 
carry immense numbers far and near. 
We even advise those of the saints 
who may be interested to see what 
Mr. Sheldon's idea of a Christian 
daily should be, and under his man
agement is, to subscribe; and learn at 
the same time "What Jesus would 
do," if he saw things as Mr. Sheldon 
sees them. 

Last July, at a great Christian 
gathering, Mr. Sheldon asked a ques
tion which had no answer at the time, 
nor has been answered si.nce:-

"In this day, when philanthropy munifi
cently endows our institutions of learning, is 
there here a man who, recognizing the po
tency of. the public press to ma:re or mar our 
civilization, will contribute a million dollars 
to establish a daily Christian newspaper?" 

The endowment of a press, with 
means to :run a full year or longer, if 
the ideal was not realized in that time, 
would perhaps test the ability of Mr. 
Sheldon to interpret his idea of what 
Christ would do; but the pitiful test 
of one week, under the existent con
ditions surrounding the Capital, will 
not determine the practicability of 
such a venture. 

Christ wrought without the facti
tious aid of shekels of gold and silver, 
but in these modern times neither 
rags, straw, nor wood pulp are 
wrought into paper for the sake of 
the "Christ idea;" nor do men delve 
for ore, smelt and roll, and manufac
ture the iron, brass, and steel of the 
modern press; nor shape the matrices 
and cast the type, which go into the 
modern newspaper for the love of the 
Master only. A few men may be 
found who will work in an enterprise 
of the sort for a time without hire, or 
until their little means shall be ex
hausted, but the field of workers must 
be paid; all of which will need solving 
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when a Christian daily newspaper is 
run to successful finish. 

We shall be pleased to witness the 
experiment. And in the meantime by 
this article help to give the Capital 
Publishing Company's Daily Capital a 
magnificent advertisement, which it is 
sure to get. We commend the worldly 
wisdom of Mr. Keizer and wish Mr. 
Shelden a magnificent success. 

LARGE TYPE NEW TESTAMENT. 

REDUCED IN PRICE. 
In response to a general demand 

for a low-priced edition, another 
Large-'rype Edition of the New Testa
ment, Inspired Translation, has been 
issued at a popular price, and thus 
placed within the reach of all. It is 
printed on good book paper, from the 
same plates as former editions, and 
from clear, large type and is bound in 
good substantial cloth binding. 

In order to make the work accessi
ble to all the price bas been fixed as 
low as possible to make it. The book 
is on sale at sixty-five (65) cents per 
copy. However, where branche01 will 
collect orders and have the books 
shipped by freight, they will be fur
nished at fifty (50) cents per copy, pur
chasers to pay freight charges. Such 
charges would add but little to the 
purchase price, hence branches may 
obtain the books at a low figure. 

The New 'l'estament, large-type 
edition, cloth; by mail 65 cents per 
copy; orders of six or more, by 
freight, charges to follow, 50 cents 
per volume. 

Address orders to Frank Oriley, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 2-t. 

CHURCH HISTORY, VOLUME 3. 

·work is now progressing on Volume 
3 of the History of the Ohurch, which 
will be completed as soon as possible_ 
The work will be pushed so far as the 
resources of the office admit. 

As in the former volumes matter of 
much importance and great value will 
be given to the student of the great 
latter-day work 

The volume tak\')s up the historical 
narrative at the death of Joseph and 
Hyrum Smith, in 1844, and recounts 
clearly the history of the church from 
that date. A brief account of the 
various factions will be included, 
though the history of the church 
proper is the theme around which the 
facts narrated are woven into con
nected pbilosophi<Cal, logical, nar
rative. 

The rise and progress of the Re
organized Church in legal succession 
includes an account of its leading con
ference actions and general develop
ment, matter ofimportance historically 
and invaluable to the active partici
pant in the present work of 
(!htWJh, 
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Prices the same as former volumes: 
cloth, $1 50; cloth, leather backs aud 
corners, $2.00; full leather, $2.50; 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. 

Considerable expense attaches to 
the issue of the work, orders must 
therefore be accompanied by remit
tances in ad vance. Addres13, Frank 
Oriley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro D. L. Harris, Condon, Oregon, 
January 23:-

I am conducting or helping in a series of 
meetings in our new church here. I hope to 
be at the next General Conference. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. J. W. Metcalf, Louisville, Ken
tucky, writes that before the late dis
cussion between Bro. S. W. L. Scott 
and E. G. Denny, of the Christian 
Church, heli! at Louisville of late, the 
contest, the participants, and the 
course and outcome were shown to 
him in vision and so clearly that he 
identified the participants when he 
met them, not having seen them, or 
Bro. Scott at least, before. Of this 
he sends signatures of witnesses in 
attest, to whotll be related the matter 
before the discussion. He was con· 
firmed in the faith, by both the vision 
and the discussion. 

District officers, of both church and 
the Sunday school associations, are 
hereby notified that conference and 
convention notices are often sent in 
duplicate, or separately, by both the 
president or superintendent and the 
secretary, and that in such cases the 
HERALD will publish only the first re
ceived. They are requested to make 
such notices as brief as possible. Our 
space is limited and we cannot sacri
fice it to notices of unnecessary length, 
though willing to insert all necessary 
features of said notices. 

Bro. E. S. Conway, Barnesville, 
Minnesota, writes that he loves the 
work and seeks to know more of it, 
though isolated from church privi
leges where he does not bear the 
word proclaimed. He thinks some 
would obey there could they be 
labored with by a minister. 

A general consolidation of gas, 
electric light, and traction systems of 
New York is impending under the 
Rockefeller control. 

Government inspectors condemned 
155,502 animals examined at abattoirs 
last year. This, with the thousands 
of milch cows infected with tubercu
losis and other diseases, manifests 
the wisdom and prescience of the 
Lord in the Word of Wisdom, in 
which the people of God were and are 
admonished to partake ''sparingly" 
of flesh diet. There was no means 
then as now of verifying the urgent 
necessity that now confronts us of 
living strictly in harmony with the 
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Word of Wisdom, but the progress of 
science with the increase of disease, 
corruption, and epidemics, is making 
manifest to us in no uncertain way 
that evil times are upon us. Indeed, 
in all lines of human endeavor, reli
gious, social, and political, and in
deed, in the very elements of earth 
and space about us, the Devil is at 
work with the forces of evil, seen and 
unseen, that do his pleasure, striving 
for the subjugaJtion ofhumanity. It 
behooves the saints to be awake and 
alert, rightly discerning the signs of 
the times and rightly exercising their 
personal agency. But discrimination 
and frankness and determined ad
herence to right, at whaJtever ap
parent cost, are essential individually 
if we escape blindness, darkness, loss 
of integrity, and final failure. "These 
are the days that try men's souls." 

The French government is making 
a determined war on the Jesuits and 
other orders of the Roman Catholic 
Church. The government is deter
mined to crush out the religious com
munities on the ground that they are 
involved with the Royalist and Mo
narchical parties. The charges include 
strong statements of fact which will 
be urged against the orders. 

Vienna correspondence states Rus
sia's policy toward India is to obtain 
a footing on the Persian Gulf from 
which she can threaten. England at 
Quetta by way of Kandahar and Kabool 
to Peshawar, in Northern India, after 
taking possession of Herat and all 
that region north of the Hindu Kush 
Mountains, Turkestan and Afghanis
tan. 

Parma, Italy, has 14,000 cases of 
influenza, and li'errara bas 7,000. 
London reports some abatement of 
the epidemic. The Jews, it is noticea
ble, largely escape the disease, sup
posedly because of the hygienic 
methods of life adopted by them aud 
their ancestors. 

The influenza epidemic is now at its 
height in Italy. The disease bas in· 
vaded every rank of society, and is 
rapidly gaining ground in Rome. The 
epidemic is just now most severely 
felt in Turin, where hundreds of letter 
carriers, street car conductors, tele
graph messengers, and telephone 
girls have been attacked, and in con
sequence business is being carried on 
under the most extreme difficulties." 

Twenty thousand cases of influenza 
at Rome. The epidemic is assuming 
alarming proportions in Turin, Genoa, 
Leghorn, and Milan. 

The city of Honolulu, Hawaii, now 
is practically isolated from the world 
on account of the plague. Steamers 
refuse to carry passengers from thEl 
city and other towns of the islands, 
barring their doors against the peq, 
ple, mail. and goods. Many seek to 
leave but are unable to do so, and 
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deaths, including one white woman, 
are reported to January 17. Brn. 
Waller and Ingham and their families 
and Bro. Greene and the remainder of 
our people, with all the people en· 
dangered by the plague, should be 
remembered by our people in this 
trying time. 

The French government has or
dered by decree the dissolution of the 
order of the Assumptionist Fathers. 
The order will resist the sentence, 
the Pope, through Cardinal Richard, 
having assured them of his sympathy. 
The government will be obliged to use 
force to expel them~ 

The Empress Dowager has suc
ceeded in forcing the Chinese Em
peror, Kwang Su, to abdicate, and has 
proclaimed Prince Tuan, aged nine 
years to be his successor. The former 
Emperor was a progressive man and 
believed in the adoption of western 
civilization by China. Russian and 
French col]nsels are credited with in
fluencing the new departure. 

The new naval bill of the German 
government asks for appropriations 
amounting to 450.000,000 marks cover
ing a period of fifteen years for the 
expenditure. 

By a vote of 268 to 50 the House of 
Representatives, on January 25, re
fused to permit Brigham H. Roberts 
to take the oath of office. It then ex
pelled him from congress and de
clared his seat vacant. The above 
action was taken i.n support of the 
majority report of the committee on 
the case. The minority resolution, 
which declared that Roberts was en
titled to a seat, that the oath should 
be administered and he should after
wards be expelled, was first rejected, 
by a vote of 244 to 81. Press corre
spondence quotes Roberts as stating 
it as his opinion that the case would 
be appealed to the Supreme Court by 
the State of Utah. Thus ends the 
Roberts case before Congress. Fur
ther particulars next week. 

Sister Nellie E. McNamara, Moore's 
Junction, Michigan, one of our ear
nest young people, writes of her faith 
in the cause which has been attested 
to.her as divine. It is encouraging to 
see our young people taking an inter
est, where they strive to obtain the 
real spirit of the work. 

Bro. W. E. Peak, writing from 
Detroit, Michigan, the 24th inst., re
ports the work in that city on the ad
vance in many respects. He finds 
much to commend among the saints 
of Detroit. They ''are making a 
splendid effort to advance in gospel 
principles and thus carry on the work 
to success." He is encouraged in his 
labors. 

Through the Boston Evening Tran
script, January 19, Bro. M. H. Bond 
addressed the citizens of the New Eng
land metropolis on the general subject 
of "The Latter Day Saints on Mor-
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monism." Bro. Bond's plea is able, 
philosophical, and worthy the faith 
and a representative of it. The Re
organization has been able to make 
an effective contest because of the 
truth upon which it is based. Its rep
resentatives are mostly self-made ruen, 
while the young men sent out by the 
Utah Church are almost without ex
ception mere echoes of what they have 
imbibed from their leading men, at 
least so far as the facts of latter-day 
church history, since the days of the 
movement under Brigham Young, are 
concerned. There is a widening field 
and a better day dawning for the Re
organization. 

The attention of district officers is 
called to the notice of the Church Sec
retary, in this number of HERALD. 
District Secretaries and secretaries of 
branches not in district& who fail to re
ceive credential blanks will be sup
plied promptly on receipt of postal 
card with address of secretaries. 

The bubonic plague has invaded the 
Argentine Republic, where it has ex
isted in a mild form for some time 
past. 

Professor Richard Gottheil, a leader 
in the Zionist movement in this coun
try, spoke at Twelfth ,Street Turner 
Hall yesterday afternoon. He urged 
all to aid the movement, which was 
intended to reunite the Jews into one 
nation and to give them the legal 
right to live, unmolested, in the land 
of their forefathers, Palestine. In 
the evening Professor Gottheil spoke 
at Douglas Hall, 291 Thirty-fifth 
Street. To-night be will address a 
meeting at Sinai Temple. W. Shur 
and Rabbi Braude also spoke yester· 
day afternoon.-- Chicago Tribune, Jan. 
29. 

Mild cases of smallpox are reported 
scattered throughout many of the 
Western States. 

The United States government is 
taking sanitary precautions against 
an invasion of the bubonic plague. A 
serum for inoculation is being pre
pared, which is claimed to greatly 
lessen the fatality. 

London advices of the 29th report 
that the British army suffered a severe 
defeat at the hands of the Boers at 
Spion Kop, and that General Buller 
with his entire army was forced tore
treat across the Tugela River, leaving 
1,500 dead on the field. London is 
dumbfounded at the news and the cap
ture of Ladysmith is regarded as inev
itable. The London Times regards it 
as likely "without parallel in English 
history," and "equal to the defeat at 
Yorktown." Diplomatic interference 
by the powers to stop the conflict is 
hinted at in leading European circles. 
It is rumored that Germany will take 
the initiative. 

Subscriptions for the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD are always in order. We can sup
ply back numbers of present volume. 

Original RriiGlBs. 
EQUALITY. 

I am going to run the risk of heing 
called presumptuous by some of your 
readers who will no doubt say, "Give 
us a rest on equality," by advancing a 
few thoughts upon this, one of the 
very knotty problems. And in doing 
so I do not seek contention, but to 
draw out deep and far-reaching 
thought upon this subject, for it is 
evident to me from the present agita
tion upon this line that the church 
will soon take action with rfilgard to 
this matter. And from my stand
point I believe there will be need of 
more revelation before a satisfactory 
solution of the problem will be 
reached. 

Equality in the fullest sense of the word 
wouJd be (to my limited understand
ing) out of harmony with physical 
laws as they develop themselves in all 
animate nature. For the very ele
mentary elements of which all things 
are composed are unequal, and when 
we examine any and all forms of life, 
might seems to constitute the right, es
pecially under extreme circumstances 
governed by the first law manifested 
in all living things; i. e., self or life 
preservation. This law in all of its 
many ramifications speaks through the 
Creator-given laws of agency, talents, 
heredity, ante-natal and natal condi
tions and environments over which no 
living creature has control until long after 
the characteristics of inequality have been 
planted, even before conception, ges
tation, and coming forth into the 
world. Then most assuredly if these 
propositions are true, equality must be 
limited in some sense of the word. This 
opens the door to an endless conflict 
of opinions as to how and where 
equality shall commence and end. 
And I am fully persuaded, from the 
various opinions of able writers in our 
periodicals, that past and present 
revelations, with all the wisdom of 
the wise so far as evolved, are insuffi
cient to draw the line of equality with
out more revelation. I am a strong 
prfl.ctical believer in God-given 
equamy. Therefore believe that the 
church should move forward lawfully 
and practically just so far as 'Ghe reve
lations of God are plain and definite 
and are agreed upon by the councils 
and quorums of the church. That 
these quorums are a unit upon gath
ering, tithing, sur:Rlus, and sacrifice, 
therefore let them, as has been sug
gested by Bro. T. W. Williams, step 
right to the front like good and groat 
generals and put into practice all that 
they are agreed upon, with prayer, 
patience, and perseverance, and there 
will be no trouble about the fiock 
dropping into line, and there need be 
no trouble about more revelations as 
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they are needed. It is not necessary 
to repeat that the church is under con
demnation and will remai.n in that con
dition until the shepherds lead the 
sheep like as the Master did. He led 
the way and said to the sheep, Follow 
me and you shall find pasture. So 
must all shepherds do if they are like 
him. 

And right in connection with this 
article I wish to let it be known that 
I have labored faithfully for the 
church until temporal matters have 
become very unequal, as I have 
neither a foot of land nor a dollar in 
money of my own, and I am now, 
through sickness, incapacitated for 
the ministry, and wholly dependent 
upon the church. But I am making 
an effort through my book on the 
Sabbath question, to free myself from 
this unequal condition. Not that I 
am afraid that the cturch will not pro 
vide for me, but I am of au independ
ent nature and would much rather 
give than receive. I therefore ask all 
the brethren and sisters who wish to 
practically help settle my unequal 
condition and the Sabbath question, 
to send twenty-five cents for my book 
to No. 922 'rhird Street, Oakland, 
California. If anyone is not fully 
satisfied with the book, send it. back 
and ~et your money. 

Your brother in gospel bonds, 
A. HAWS. 

SANCTIFICATION AND HOLINESS. 

Of all questions that are presented 
before the human mind for solution, 
the simple query, What shall I do to 
be saved? bas probably demanded the 
most attention, and has called out the 
greatest variety of answers. And of 
all questions, it is the one that al
ways, on being correctly solved, 
squares itself before its subject again 
and demands another solution from a 
different standpoint. In fact it is a 
question which never will be com
pletely answered until our salvation 
has been made a complete and perfect 
reality. 

It is not my purpose in this article 
to enter into an elaborate discussion 
of the many phases of this question, 
but I desire to present a few extracts 
from the sacred records, which bear 
upon one phase of the subject that 
has, in my opinion, been left too much 
in the dark. 

This fact has been made more ap
parent to my mind of late by the ad
vent into our religious circle here 
(Lamoni) of a representative of the 
Holiness Faith in his defense of the 
posHion that water baptism is an or
dinance of the Jewish law only. 

I was several years ago converted 
to the Holiness idea, and have been 
an advocate of it ever since. The 
more I search the Scriptures for light 
on the subject, the more firmly am I 
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convinced that the doctrine of Sancti
fication is true. 

In conversing on this subject, I am 
met on every band almost, from the 
ambitious traveling missionary to the 
gray-haired Mother in Israel, with 
the apology, ··It is impossible to live 
without sin." "We can't keep all the 
commandments." And sometimes I 
can almost hear the echo of the old 
Calvinistic refrain, with the idea that 
we commit sin with almost every 
breath that is drawn, and that the 
"imaginations of the heart are evil 
continually." 
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by appropriate rites; to hallow. 2. To make 
free from sio; to cleanse from moral corrup
tion and pollution; to purify~ Sanctify them 
through thy truth.-John 17: 17. 3. To make. 
efficient as the means of holiness; to render 
productive of holiness or piety. 

In all of these the idea of purity and 
holiness is very prominent. And we 
believe that so long as God cannot 
"look upon sin with the least degree 
of allowance" be will not call anything 
holy or sanctified that bas any sin 
mixed up with it. 

According as he hath chosen us in him be
fore the foundation of the world, that we 
should be holy and without blame before him 
in love.-Epn. 1: 4. 

Having therefore these promises, dearly 
beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all 
filthiness of the ftdsh and spirit, perfecting 
lwlmess in the fear of God.-2 Cor. 7: 1. 

But, without consuming time and 
space with useless argument, let us 
"to the law and to the testimony" and 
see if there is any light in this relic 
of Calvinistic depravity. Behold, verily, verily I say unto you, that 

the people in Ohio call upon me in much 
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Fa- faith, thinking I will stay my hand in judg-

ther which is in heaven is perfect.-Matt. ment upon the nations .... And inasmuch 
5: 48. as they do repent and receive the fullness of 

How is our Father in heaven per- my gospel, and become sanctified. I will stay 
feet? Does this mean that we must mine hand in judgment.-D. u. 39:5. 

And now, behold, I give unto you a corn-
be as perfect in wisdom, love, power, manclment, ... that ye may know how to 
justice, mercy, knowledge, etc., as he act and direct my church how to act upon 
is? Or is it to be understood in bar- the points of my law and commandments, 

which I have given; and thus ye shall be
mony with the idea taught in the come instructed in the law of my church, and 
parable of the talents: ''From him be sanctified by that which ye have received, 
to whom much is given much is re- and ye shall bind yourselves to act in all holi
quired"? "Our Father" is perfect in ness before me.-D. C. 43:3. 

For whoso is faithful unto the obtaining 
his sphere. So may we be perfect in these two priesthoods of ,which I have spo
our sphere. But as his sphere is inti- ken, and the magnifying their calling, are 
nite in comparison with ours, so is his sanctified by the Spirit unto the renewing of 

perfection. Our sphere is comprised th~~dbot~:;·-;~~ ~~:3~~t sanctified through 
in obedience to his commands so far the law which I have given unto you, even 
as our capacity for a comprehension the law of Christ, must inherit another king
of those requirements may reach. dom, even that of a terrestrial kingdom .... 

·We can be perfect in this obedience, The earth abideth the law of a celestial king-
dom, for it filleth the measure of its creation, 

which merely means to do the best we and tmnsgTesseth not the law. Wherefore it 
know how under all circumstances. shall be santified.-D. c. 85:5, 6. 
If we make a mistake as a result of Those who are so anxious about the 
our incapacity, we have not sinned. gathering and temple building would 

If a man love me, he will keep n::y words.- do well to consider the following:-
John 14: 23. Behold, I will hasten my work in its time; 

Then if we contend it is impossible and I give unto you . . . a command
to live without sinning by keeping ment, that you ... prepare yourselves; and 

sanctify yourselves; yea, purify your hearts, 
"my words," we simply admit we are and cleanse your hands and your feet before 
lacking in the Divine Love element. me, ... that I may fulfill this promise, this 

He that saith, I know him, and keepeth great and last promise.-D. C. 85:20. 
not hiti commandments, is a liar, and the It seems to me that in the light of 
truth is not in him. But whoso keepeth his these plain statements of scripture, 
word, in him verily is the love of God per- and much more that might be pre
fected: hereby know we t.hat we are in him-
He that saith he abideth in him ought him. sen ted, we all ought to feel free to 
self also so to walk, even as he walked.-2 say, in harmony with section 17:6:-
John 2:4-6. And we know that justification thrnugh 

Eternal life depends upon knowing the grace of our Lord and Savior Jesus 
him, and the above tells us how to Christ, is just and true; and we knoyv, also, 
test the claim for that knowledge. that sanctification through the g-t'ace of our 

Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, is just and 
To show that people professed true, to all those who love and serve God 

sanctification in the days of the apos- with all their mights, minds, and strength.-
tles, read:- D. c. 17:6. 

Unto the church of God which is at Cor- One thing is certain; so long as we 
inth, to them that are sanctified in Christ set up for ourselves the imperfect 
Jesus, called to be saints.-1 Cor. 1: 2. (See standard of what we consider our pos
Jude l. l sibilities, we never will attain to per-

But I am told by one in authority, fection, even in our little sphere; but 
''Sanctify means merely to call out if we will look to him who only is our 
and set apart from a common to a holy pattern, and order our conduct accord· 
use." Very well; but is that the most h . ? . ing to the conclusion drawn from t e 
com~on m~amng. W~::bster sa;rs.-· answer to the question "What would 

"Latin so.nctijicwre; snnctus holy + -./icrtre to J d d th '. t ?" 
make. 1. To make sacred or holy; to set : esus. o un m; e mrcums ances 
apart to a holy or religious use; to consecrate I we Wlll, I believe, freely conclude 
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with the 3,postle, that his command
ments are not grievous. 

May the Spirit of the Meek and 
Lowly One enlighten and e~:courao-e 
us, that we in very deed be not f~r
getful hearers, but doers of the word. 

V. W. GUNSOLLEY. 
LA~IONI, January 7, 1900 

THE GOSPEL RESTORED. 

The title of this article presumes 
that the gospel of Christ was not per
petuated in its purity among men 
from the time of Christ's personal 
ministry till now, and that when it 
had long been absent from earth it 
was restored. 

Should this treatise have been en· 
ti~led, "The Gospel Reformed," it 
m1ght seem more acceptable. Having 
chosen of preference the title, "The 
Gospel Restored," the writer will 
attempt to maintain that it is God's 
plan and therefore the proper thinO'. 
:'he gospel in its rmrity and fullne~s 
mcludes of. necessity a divinely 
called, appomted, authorized minis
try. Such delegated aut,hority God 
com.mitted to men in the days of the 
Sav1or that they might represent him 
in fact, in ministering in word and in 
ordinance. 

This divine authority God alone 
could bestow, hence when the gospel 
became perverted, when man-made 
theori_es supplanted gospel truths and 
by th1s the counsel of God beino- set 
aside, men forfeited their right to,.., this 
divine authority. It therefore needed 
to be restored. 

Again, when the entanglements of 
a multitude of man-made theories ex
isted as manifest in the many sects 
and creeds, with which many an hon
est searcher for truth has been bewil
dered, for God to restore, anew, the 
gospel, would bring certainty. Res
toration, then, it is clear has the 
preference in fact, as ao-'ai.nst the 
effort of ~en to reform, with the pres
ent multitude of conflicting faiths as 
the result, evidencing, as saith scrip
ture, that "the wisdom of this world 
i~ foolishne~s w_ith God," and oppo
site to and m violation of the divine 
injunction of Paul:-

Now I beseech you, brethren, by the name 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak 
t?e same thing, and that there be no divi
~l?ns among, yo';!; but 'Ghat ye be perfectly 
JOllied_ toget.1er JtJ the same mind and in the 
same JUdgment.-1 Cor. 1: 10. 

A multitude of conflicting faiths is 
not the same thing. The Savior 
prayed:-

That they all may be one· as thou F;~,the,.. 
art in t:;Je, and I in thee, th'at they 'also m~y 
be one m us: that the world may believe that 
thou hast sent me.-John 17: 21. 

The ~me church, gospel, kingdom of 
9-od: kmgdom of heaven, established 
m h1s day by the Savior, he himself 
foretold, would not continue in its 
purity and fullness among men. He 
said:-
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From the. da~s of John the Baptist until th f d · 
now the kmgaom of heaven suft\;reth vio- em as oun m 1 Corinthians 12? 
lence, and the violent take it by force.- Who could take the Bible as a pattern 
Matt. 11:12. and locate the church of Christ in its 

In opposition to this plain state- every feature in the work of the re
ment of the Savior, Catholicism claims formers? Their successive differing 
that in itself the church has continued. efforts show it was not to be found. 
They cite in evidence the Master's It is forcibly suggestive, too, that 
sn.ying, "I will build my church; and there should have been division after 
the gates of hell shall not prevail division, branch after branch, church 
against it." after church from the same original. 

Continued perpetual existence is Note the variations of Methodism of 
not needful to fulfill this. But when Presbyterianism, of the Baptists, ~nd 
the restored church shall finally pre- others. Is this ever continuinO' clivi
vail, as it will, this will be fulfilled. sion the evidence.of true positi~n? If 
. It i~ profitable at this juncture and so. how would error be characterized? 
m thiS connection to note that the The renowned Philip Sr,;haff declared 
clai_m of Cath?licism of perpetuity is some years since, "We must have some
by 1ts own vwlations defeated. The thing more humane than Calvinism, 
offices of pope and cardinal are no- more divine than Armenianism." 
where to be found in the New Testa- PrHsbyterians condemned the Calvin
ment. If the change consisted only istic creed in their General Assembly 
in name, that is not allowable. Paul of 1892. The "Old South Church" 
said, "God hath set some in the (Congregational) of Boston set it 
church, first apostles, secondarily aside in this year of grace 1899. The 
prophets," etc. Tbe dogma of infalli great Methodist Episcopal Church in 
~ility, th~t Christ spurned, the popes quadrennial session in 1896 at Cleve
nave cla1med and been credited with. la~d, Ohio, appointed a revising com
Th~ celibacy of the priests is not m~ttee of seven. Bishop John H. 
scr1ptt1ral nor consistent with reason. Vmcent, D. D., LL. D., of that same 

The praying of souls out 9f purga- church, said in conference at Marion 
tory. The selling of indulgences. Iowa, in October, in his lecture' 
The establishing of confessionals and "To-morrow:" "The church of th~ 
~orgivi~g of sins, with many other future will be a, church of revision in 
mnovatl0ns, defeat the claim of per- doctrine and polity." And so the 
petuation and establish the fact of process of changing, reforming, is yet 
violation, disruption. The work of the to go on. It is of importance, too, to 
several reformers is in evidence of this. note that a part of the Reformation, 
They sa.wthis dismal disintegration. Protestantism, seems to have de
The innovations, then, of Catholicism scribed its circle and is Teturning to 
causing the deterioration of the church Cfl,tholicism! Who did not note that 
and gospel, and the efforts of the re- the "Grand Old " Gladstone, not 
formers to rectify, is conclusive evi- long before his demise, made over
deuce that the statement of Christ t?-res to the Pope, to secure recogni
"the violent take it by force," wa~ twn of and for the ministerial authority 
fulfilled. A restoration is therefore of the Church of England? But the 
necessary, as.will more fully appear Pope said, No! Numbers of the 
as we proceed.. clergy of the established Church of 

If it is by the teaching of tbe Bible ~ngla:n?, as also of the laity, have 
that Catholicis_m is adjudged and smce JOmed the ranks of Catholicism. 
proven wrong, 1s not the wor4: of the The establishment of the confessional 
reformers t~ be approved as right, or in five dioceses of the established 
fc:u~d not r1ght, in the sa,me wa,y? church in England is We 
Cnnst and the apostles, with all the are surely not yet in "the where 
ministry of that time, taught the same changes never come." What of all 
faith without va? .. iation. The reform- ~~is reforming, creed building, organ
ers successively taught diiterentl1J. All Izm~ of churches, doctoring the creeds, 
could not be right, as they differed. s~t~mg them aside, dividing and redi
All could be wrong, however, if none v1dmg churches, etc., a,nd the grand 
of_ the~ was found in exact harmony finale of a partial return to Catholi
Wlth B1ble truth. Every successive cism! Truly, "Wonders never-cease," 
e~ort at reforming adjudged all pre- as saith a modern proverb. 
vwus ones not a success. If not, why "God is not the author of confu-
present something different? sion," said Paul. Just so. The res-

Which one of the reformers estab- toration of the gospel, then, was 
lished a church with apostles; proph· necessary, and God provided for it. 
ets, evangelists, pastors, and teachers? The prophetic announcement of Isaiah 
Who of them taught as the principles comes ringi:Q.g down the corridors of 
of the doctrine of Christ, faith, re- time:-
pentance,_ baptism, layit;lg on of hands, And it shall come to pass in that day, that 
resurrect~on, eternal. Judgment, just t~e Lord shall set his hand again the second 
as f~und ~n Holy Wnt? Has the di-, t1m_e to recover t~e remnant of his people, 
vers1ficatwn of the Holy Spirit and its whwh sl:>all be lett, from Assyria, and from 
gifts been taught by any one or all f Egypt, and from Pathros, a!ld from Cush, 

0 and from Elam, and from Shmar, and from 
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Hamath, and from the islands of the sea.
Isaiah 11: 11. 

In the next verse it is enlarged upon. 
He shall set up an ensign, for the nations, 

and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and 
gather together the dispersed of Judah from 
the four corners of the earth. 

By this and the whole con text, 
"that day'' of verse 11 is clearly the 
preparation time of the second coming 
of Christ. 

God, then, was to set his hand again, 
the second time, to TecoveT the remnant 
of his peopie, etc. First, Who was 
his people? Was it not Abraham and 
his posterity through whom the "kin
dreds of the earth" should be blessed? 
Did they not come out of Egypt en 
masse as twelve tribes? Were not 
nine and a half tribes led away in the 
days of Shalmaneser king of Assyria, 
who have ever since been called the lost 
"ten tribes"? Was it not Judah, the 
remaining two and a half tribes, 
the remnant, that Gcid specially inter
posed for, sending Christ to them? 
Did not Christ say, I came to my own, 
and they received me not? Christ 
coming to this separated remnant, and 
they rejecting him, would make a sec
ond setting of God's hand necessarv 
if they should be recovered. All that 
God did for the twelve tribes as a 
whole was not a work for the remnant. 
Sending Christ to Judah was the first 
in their interest, and while in a small 
compass of territory. But when set
ting his band again the second time, it 
is to recover the rernnant from a widely 
scattered condition, from the several 
lands mentioned in Isaiah 11: 11, in
cluding the islands of the sea_ In the 
year 70, or about forty years after 
Christ came ::J,mong them, at the time 
of the destruction of Jerusalem and 
the disruption of the Jews as a nation, 
they scattered and have continued so 
to do till now. Some time then after 
that scattering, as also Christ's effort 
in their behalf, God would set his 
hand the seconcl time to recover them. 
As the establishment of the gospel 
and the organization of the church 
was what was done in the Savior's 
day, so the setting of God's hand the 
second time must be the sarne thing re
produced. The same gospel and 
church restored. 

The Savior was asked in Matthew 
24 by his disciples when the destruc
tion of Jerusalem would be; what the 
sign of his coming and of the end of 
the world. He cited many successive 
events, and in verse 14 said:-

And this gospel of the kingdom shall be 
preached in all the world for a witness unto 
all nations; and then shall the end come. 

The uninterrupted continuation of it 
from his day on down could not be a 
sign of tl}e end. As the violent were 
to take it by force and as God was to 
set his hand again the second time, that 
would mark the soon coming end. It 
is significant, too, that Christ said, 
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''this gospel." Not some gospel, nor 
a gospel. It was to be that same un
changeable gospel and church. 

In harmony with these express 
prophecies of Isaiah and Christ as to 
the gospel and cb urcb being restored, 
is that of J obn o.n Patmos in the year 
96, twenty-six years after the destruc
tion of Jerusalem. In Revelation 14: 
6, 7, John says:-

And I saw another angel fly in the midst of 
heaven, having the e.verlasting gospel to 
preach unto them that dwell on the earth, 
and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, 
and people, saying with a loud voice, Fear 
God, and give glory to him; for the hour of 
his judgment is come. 

As this should be near to the hour 
of God's judgment, the three prophe
cies agree as to the time. John says 
it was the everlasting gospel that was 
to be brought by an angel to earth. 
The explicitness of, "and to every 
nation, and kindred, and tongue, and 
people," shows it would not be on the 
earth at the time. God having em
ployed angels in time past, John says, 
"I saw another angel." After men 
had tried their band at reforming, and 
bad declared God would no more re
veal himself as of old, it pleased God 
to send this angel to Joseph Smith, 
an unlettered youth of fifteen years. 
Thus the work of the restoration of 
the gospel and church just as it was 
in Christ's day began, and in a few 
years was consummated. 

Another splendidly interesting, 
plain, and conclusive argument is 
found in Daniel2 and Isaiah 29. Neb
ucbadnezzar the king dreamed. The 
dream went from him. The magi
cians, astrologers, sorcerers, and the 
Cbaldeans were called upon to repro
duce the dream and interpret. it or 
die. Daniel came to the rescue and 
presented the dream and interpreta
tion as found in Daniel 2:31-44. The 
then existing kingdom of Babylon 
was to be succeeded by the Medo-Per
sian, it in turn by the Grecian, and 
the Roman to supplant the Grecian. 
'J'be fourth section of the body of the 
image, the legs, represented the divi
sion of the Roman Empire which oc
curred about the fourth century of the 
Christian era. The division of the 
divided Roman kingdom (the Eastern 
and Western) took place, and those 
monarchies in their changing forms, 
but still monarchies, have continued 
to exist, representing the toes of the 
image, known to history as tbe"teti 
kingdoms_" (See Nelson's Cause and 
Cure of Infidelity, pp. 364, 365.) 
Bishop Lloyd, Mr. Mead, also Sir 
Isaac Newton support this position. 
. And in the days of these kings [the ten 
kings or kingdoms] shall the God of heaven 
set up a kingdom, which shall never be de
stroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to 
other people, but it shall break in pieces and 

kingdom was at the zenith of its 
power and bad not sustained division. 
The work he did was established 
among the Jews, but was left to OTHER 
people, the Gentiles. He said of the 
work of his day:-

Froni the days of John the Baptis.t until 
now the kingdom of heaven suffereth vio
lence, and the violent take it by force. 

Hence this renewal, at a later day, 
as seen and foretold by Daniel, and as 
we have just recounted in the above. 

Isaiah, in the latter half of chapter 
29, recounts a "marvelous work" God 
purposes doing at a time when, and of 
which he says:-

Is it not yet a very little while, and Leba
non shall be turned into a fruitful field, and 
the fruitful field shall pe esteemed as a forest. 

The restoration of Palestine to its 
former fruitfulness began in 185~ and 
has been increasing since, as is 
known. A "little while," then, before 
this wonderful change in this land, 
and for the reason the Lord himself 
gives, God did a work. 

Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as 
this people draw near me with their mouth, 
and with their lips do honor me, but have re
moved their heart far from me, and their 
fear toward me is taught by the precept of 
men: therefore, behold, I will proceed to do 
a marvelous work among this people, even a 
marvelous work and a wonder: for the wis
dom of their wise men shall perish, and the 
understanding of their prudent men shall be 
hid.-Isa. 29: 13, 14. 

This is the Lord's description of 
conditions just prior to the restora
tion of Palestine. His arraignment of 
those who built churches and formu
lated creeds continues thus:-

Woe unto them that seek deen to hide 
their counsel from the Lord, and their works 
are in the dark, and they say, Who seeth us? 
and who knoweth us? Surely your turning of 
things upside down shall be esteemed as the 
potter's clay: for shall the work say of him 
that made it, He made me not? or shall the 
thing- framed say of him that framed it, He 
had no understanding?-Verses 15, 16. • 

"Lip service," "works are in the 
dark," ''Turning of things upside 
down," all grew out of men's efforts 
at church building and creed making, 
of which, in this description and 
arraignment, God said, "The wisdom 
of their wise men shall perish." The 
division, error, and confusion result· 
ing from the work of man in straying 
from the true gospel and church of 
God made it necessary he should re
store the gospel and church as of old. 
This he did in 1830, and from 1853 in
creased the fertility of Palestine as a 
sure landmark to witness it. 

Reader, please examine by the Bi
ble, the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter :Qay Saints as to be
ing the original church and gospel re
stored. 

RUDOLPH ETZENHOUSER. 

consume all these kin~rdoms, and it shall . . · 
stand forever.-Dan. 2:44. .The Voluntee~s of .AmeriCa .are m touch 

. . with 10,500 men m prisons. · 
This. did. not refer to the Savior's 1 A revival at Great Falls, Mont., resulted in 

work m h1s day, for then the Roman the conversion of 160 persons. ' ' 
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NAPOLEONIC THEORY. 

In an article addressed by Bro. H. 
B. Emerson of July 8, to the Saints' 
Herald, I note his remarks:-

1. In regard to my Napoleonic 
theory being a very odd one. "He 
states that there is no need for aNa
poleon to rise from the dead, as there 
is one here who is impatient to rush 
upon his awful destiny. That may be 
so, but I have nothing to say in regard 
to him, as I see nothing in prophecy 
in regard to him, and I shall feel ex
ceedingly grateful to Bro. Emerson if 
he can kindly direct me as to where 
in the scriptures I can find the state
ments that he makes in regard to him! 
My Napoleonic theory may be a very 
odd one, but I would ask, Is it not ac
cording to prophecy? 

2. I would also ask Bro. Emerson, 
if the Papacy is the beast which, or 
where then is, the woman whom the 
beast carries? I should also feel 
grateful if Bro. Emerson will be so 
kind as to direct me to the portion of 
scripture where it is shown that the 
Jews are to place this latter-day 
Roman prince upon the throne of 
France, as I have so far failed to find 
in prophecy any intimation that 
France is to be the scene of his 
actions. It, however, is very plausi
ble and likely, as France at present 
may be considered the most powerful 
of the Roman states. But how about 
Turkey? Is not the drying up of the 
great river Euphrates or 'l'urkish Em
pire, to take place before the Jews 
can be fully reinstated? (See Rev. 
16: 12.) The river Euphrates is gen
erally believed to represent the Turk
ish Empire, which is .founded upon 
the banks of the Euphrates. 

3. In addition to the circumstance 
of LouisNapoleon having supported 
the Papacy at Rome for twenty-one 
years is the fact that the number of 
his name so exactly accords with the 
prediction in Revela,tion 13: 18, ~s 
should be 666, and is distinctly shown 
to be the number of a man and not of 
a system, as that of the papacy vica
rius feliai dei, the vicar of God on earthj 
the Papacy is a system and not a man, 
and therefore cannot be that which 
the prophecy indicates, whereas the 
names both Louis and Napoleon, 
when applied to the languages from 
which they are derived, accord ex
actly with the prophecy as follows: 
Louis being a word of Latin origin, be• 
comes Ludovicus, and when reduced 
to figures according to the respective 
value of the Roman letters, amounts 
precisely to 666, as is shown thus:-

LU D OVI CUS 
50 5 500 0 5 1 100 5 0 = 666 

When the word Napoleon, which is 
of Greek origin, is written in the 
dative case in Greek, the usual Greek 
form of dedicatory inscriptions upon 
the foreheads of devotees, or temples 
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(e. g. Acts 17: 23), it becomes Napo
leonti, which contains the fatal 
number 666, which is thus shown, 
according to the value of Greek let
ters:-
NAPOLEONT I 
50 1 80 70 30 5 70 50 300 10=666 
Thus has wisdom been given to 

those of understanding to decipher 
the number of the beast, given by St. 
John in the first century of the pres
ent era. 

I incline to the opinion that a thorough 
understanding as to the imperative
ness of pre~ent duty and a practical 
observance of the same will greatly 
tend to prevent the exhibition of a 
zeal not according to knowledge, and 
prove effective in preparing us for 
coming events, however grave those 
events. 

2. Those officials assembled at the 
then headquarters of the church, Jeru
salem, with the whole church or that 

Yours in bonds of 
ship. 

Christian fellow- portion of the church (so adjacent to 
I. S. HENRY. 

P.APEETE, Sept. 29, 1899. 

the neadquarters as to render their 
assembling practical) acted and de-
cided for the benefit of those afar off, 
as for those assembled, the welfare of 

WHY WAS IT SO? the whole church being involved. 
In or about (according to Bible 3. The decision reached and im-

chronology) the year 52 an exigency posed upon the whole church was 
confronted the church, necessitating valid, therefore imperative in the 
an assembly of apostles and elders light of the fact of their being led or 
(see Acts 15: 1-29), from which we inspired ,by the Holy Ghost. (Verse 
learn: 1. That the exigency was pre- 28.) . 
cipitant, or threatening to the peace 4. The narrat,ion of the above pro
and spiritual growth of the whole cedure affords no evidence that this 
church, hence the leading officials of assembly either met pursuant to ad
Christ's church were but discharging journment, or adjourned to meet at 
a duty in assembling, considering, a stated time which is presumptive 
and reaching a decision as a preven- evidence that the then existing exi· 
tive to disorder, and possibly a divi- gency necessitated the gathering and 
sion in the body. For God's words authoritative action. And in view of 
reflect the fact that Christ gave gifts this necessity, the leading officials 
unto men, by and through which gen- were justified in calling the assembly. 
eral and local officials were authorized Then, too, this thought is compatible 
to cooperate in their several capaci- with the following: "Said confer
ties to prevent the church from being ences are to do whatever church busi
tossed to and fro; etc., (Eph. 4: 8-16), ness is necessary to be done at the 
which fact involves a necessity for an time."-D. C. 17: 13. How then in 
intelligent discrimination between view of the recognized divisions of 
the duties, prerogatives, etc., of these God's moral vineyard; namely, mis
general and local officials, that there sions, di:;rtricts, and branches, each 
may be an intelligent cooperation be- department being authorized to act 
tween local and general officials as a. according to the gifts and callings of 
preventive to schism in the body. God unto them, or by what known 
For were it otherwise, the claim as to rule, law, or precedent are district or 
the verity, and therefore the impera- general conferences permissible, un
tiveness of God's word were, to say less for the transaction of business 
the least, invalid. which concerns the whole body? and 

A constant study of the blighting no one of these several departments 
effects of a universal apostasy at- is authorized to transact, who will tell? 
tributable ·to a divergence from the I am not prepared to concede that 
simplicity of the truth, as it is in the frequent gatherings of the church 
Christ, will, I think, prove an effective in its incipient stages afford a warrant 
stimulus to subjugate and overcome for similar gatherings as the church 
that which might lead to a depreciation progresses; helps and governments 
of given and accepted law as God's being added, which was not possible 
word reflects. in its incipiency, for were it so, the 

As a body we labor to convince the formation and recognition of govern
world as to the consistency of abiding ments within a government were pur
gospel conditions; thus being brought, poseless, or so I believe, and trust the 
into a relationship with God, ought expression of one's belief may not be 
we to be less zealous in a practical thought treasonable. 
demonstration of our faith in those 5. The promptness of our predeces
conditions for the perpetuity of this sors in being stimulated to action and 
relation we claim to have obtained? fearlessly meeting the exigency, re
For consistency is never so apparent fleets some light on the reason as
as when we practically demonstrate a signed for God placing the members 
like consistency in ourselves we essay in the body as it has pleased him 
to teach others; for if we fail in this. (Eph. 4: 14). Nor does the fact of 
we will be quite apt to evince a zeal their authorizing certain brethren 
not according to knowledge, in which I (verses 22-25) to visit the saints scat
event we might prove a hindrance, tered abroad, to tell them of the action 
rather than a help to the body. And ·of the Jerusalem assembly. Furnish 
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evidence of a desire on the part of 
this assembly to deprive those scat
tered members of garanteed rights 
under the everlasting gospel, since 
none are exempt from divine injunc
tions. 

6. These predecessors performed 
the part of diligent watchmen, hence 
blew the trumpet to apprise the 
church of approaching danger, mak
ing plain to their understanding the 

_way of escape. How sensible, and 
what palpable evidence of God im
posed diligence. 

To boast of bravery may be easily 
done; but a practical evidence of gos
pel bravery may sometimes prove un
pleasant to say the least. But it is 
n.ot made to appear that our predeces
sors halted in the line of duty to con
sider whether its performance would 
please Richard or offend or vex 
Jon as, preferring to evidence gospel 
promptness in the adoption of princi· 
ple as the polar star rather than 
evade it by the formulation and adop
tion of some policy for its evasion. 
For fearing God they evinced an in
difference, as to the exhibition of any 
other kind of fear. How blessed are 
the effects of a holy boldness. 0 for 
such a boldness now and forever. 

In conclusion I believe it was so be
cause it was right to be so; therefore 
their procedure injured no one. And 
in their action we see an example 
worthy of imitation. If duties attach
ing to our several positions are God 
given, we do not err in their par
formance; but evidence of wrong do
ing is made visible in a failure to per
form such duties in the fact of the 
law declaring those failing in these 
duties are not worthy to stand (D. C. 
104: 44). 

A wise mariner kmows of his lati
tude and longitude, and by virtue of 
such knowledge obtainable and re
tainable, by a constant study of the 
chart, with proper observation, we 
are essaying to steer our frail barks 
over the temptuous sea of time, what 
of our spiritual latitude and longitude? 
What of our chart? Is it bedimmed, 
or are our visions obscured? 

JAMES 0AFF ALL. 

heHer Department. 
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gelic message delivered to the world through being deceived, if it were possible. Saints, 
the chosen Seer Joseph. pray always, lest we en'"er into temptation. 

I came to this place in April, 1898. I tried Truly Satf>n is pressing his cause, and it is 
to get the use of some of the places of wor- startling how successful the sophistry of the 
ship, that I might present the gospel to the mediums are in deceiving the masses. I ask 
people as best we could, and according to our I all saints to remember Uf, a.s we are. isolated 
understanding; but, alas! our effort was from you and surrounded w1th the mfiuence 
fruitless. We then canvassed a few tracts, of evil. 
also attended the Bible class of the Methodist Let us fast and pray often until General 
Church, endeavoring to draw them out in Conference convenes, per ad venture the Lord 
discussion sufficient to create an interest, but may direct the initiatory step preceding- the 
to no avail; they commenced to absent them- gathering. Methinks with Bro. Griffiths, 
selves from the class, until I was the only that mm·e righteousness collectively, must 
adult member left, with the teacher. Then pt·evail before we resemble Zion, and I do not 
I ceased g·oing altogether, but I understand forget that my house is glass. God help us 
they have again formed the adult class. to make this a banner year for the Reorgani

1 then made application for a missionary to 
be sent; one who could ·spend his whole time 
in the canvass of this large field, for my 
hands were tied, being compelled to labor 
for the bread that perisheth; neither did I 
feel equal to the task. Bro. R. C. Evans was 
prompt to act, and by the spirit of revelation 
Bro. D. MacGregor was assigned to this mis
sion, and entered upon the duties bf a mis
sionary with a vim and determination that is 
sure to win for him a reward if he remains 
faithful. He is a qualified minister of the 
gospel, undaunted by the presence of Satan 
and powers of darkness. Go on brother. 

zation. My greeting to the Des Moines dis
trict of Iowa is that peace and unity may 
prevail pending the glorious millennia! re
union. 

Yours in the conflict unto the end, 
WM. JOHNSON. 

BELLEVILLE, Ill., Jan. 22. 

Editors Hemld:-Met both Ern. Kelley and 
Hilliard here and at St. Louis. Hilliard 
spoke twice and Kelley once at Belleville. I 
continue to 23d, when I occupy at St. Louis 
for a few days, and on to Springfield, Mis
souri, to look after the interest of the work. 

Bro. MacGregor has already mentioned our Bro. K L. spoke in St. Louis at eleven and 
efforts, both here and in Wellington; atso night, Sunday. I hEard him at eleven, and 
his grand success in the Chili wack region. it was a masterpiece of g-ood judgment and 
Since his departure I made application to" the wisdom, of how to teach and pmctice the 
city council for the use of the town hall and "what is written." 
obtained it. I announced meetings through Bro. Hilliard spoke at Cheltenham mission 
the papers, also posted a sign on the build" at night. He scarcely ever fails to be the 
ing; but to no avail, not one came out. I re- right man in the right spot. 
peated the effort, but it was fruitless. I We find some of the saints uodergoing a 
replied to an editorial article in the Nanaimo trial here and there. I hope they will not 
Herald, but it drew no fire. I now send you lose sight of the real worth that should come 
an article I got in the Nanaimo D,,ily ~/l'ree to them out of some of these "fiery trials." 
P-ress. He has promised to allow, me space It is no Jess burden and trial to 'Lhe elder 
every week, unless otherwise crowded. that will attempt to see that the law is kept. 

Bro. MacGregor spoke of no spirit being in If faithful to the end, both will rejoice; one 
this placp-not enough to even stir to oppo- ·because he had a duty to perform, and did it; 
sition. By my mingling with all classes at the other because it was done for their ape
my work as a miner I come in contact with cia! good. All is bound to work well to the 
many spirits that are not of God, who con· careful thinker .and a lover of the truth more 
tend and strive for supremacy over the law of than self. Real g·ood meaning people get 
life in Christ Jesus. One of the mine uffi-, careless at times, and leave undone many im
cials came into my place of work, in his line portant things that would make up their 
of duty. He was a stranger to me, yet he I reward at, the end. The prophet said: "The 
knew who I was; he also was acquainted with burden of the word of the Lord" came unto 
what church I was identified. He asked me him. It was a "burden" because he was 
if I had not been in the habit of ministering asked to deliver it to a people that were liv
to the sick by the laying on of hands; and ing beneath their privilege, and he feared 
asked other questions. He made statements they would reject both him and the message. 
that were true, and said he had spiritually Thus, it is a "burden" oftentimes to presi-
discerned it the minute he saw me. When I dents of bmnuhes, distriets, and missions, to 

NANAIMO, British Columbia. became more acquainted with him, I find be present the word just as it is found in the 
Editors Hemld:-It is with feelings of joy is the presiding officer of the Spiritualists books to many of the saints. 

and sadness intermixed that I am impressed in this place, of whom there are large num- However, there is a growing disposition in 
with, as I pen these few lines to you and ali bers. He says he bas spoken in tongues and the church throughout my mission, to "come 
saints that may read them. Joy arises from interpreted; has prophesied and it has come up higher." I can see brig-ht spots ahead of 
the knowledg-e of the gospel and its attend- true; has ministered to the sick and they us, though we are tried at times till we 
ing blessings unto us as weak mortals of the have been healed. He says that himself and nearly "faint by the way." The Spirit 
dust. Sadness comes over me partly from wife have sent handkerchiefs to persons who said not long ago, "that if the elders would 
the knowledge of my many failings to re- were affiicted and they have been restored. keep the word of wi.sdom, observe the law of 
spond to the delightsome admonition to come In fact all that is promised to the saints they tithing, and the other commandments, the 
up higher, and by taking into consideration claim to enjoy. time was not far off when they would enjoy 
the teeming hundreds of humanity that turn How often I have pondered over the state- the power of the Spirit in such a degree, that 
a listless ear and an indifference to the an- I ment the Master makes relative to the elect they would not need to hold long fruitless 
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protracted efforts to gather out the honest in 
heart from their congregations. They would 
be called to hasten from one congregation to 
another to occupy the many doors that were 
opening to them, as the hastening time was 
at hand," etc. Why will the elders-the 
local elders more especially-sell their re-, 
ward for a clever cigar, or a cup of "strong 
drink," etc., and fail to teach the Word of 
Wisdom and the law of tithing by practicing 
both as is written? What excuse can they 
make to the Master when he brings his re
ward to give to every man according to his 
works? 

I ask what? Let every one examine him
self, not his brother, and we will be able to 
solve the problem. My vrayer is, may it be 
so. I. N. WHITE. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

writer is just like that boy was after the 
whipping; he feels all the more like saying 
it, and still believes as he said before, that if 
Latter Day Saints are to celebrate Christ's 
birth they should choose another time and 
other means than those so popular in the 
world. In this connection, we invite all to 
carefully reread the report in the letter de
partment of Herald for January 3, of the 
celebration of "Christ-mass" (compositor don't 
leave out that hyphen between Christ and 
mass) at the center. That is a fair type of 
such entertainments among the saints; and 
if Christ is in them at all, he is so buried be
neath worldliness, "papers, pins, popcorn, 
candy sacks, prickly boughs, empty baskets, 
pecks of dust, books, dry goods, and a big 
tree" (the latter borrowed from the heathen) 
that it requires more discernment of spirit 
than I possess to find him. Let us quote the 

WILMINGTON, Ill., Jan 22. closing paragraph of that report:-
Editors Rerald:-I came here on Saturday To summarize, youthful appetites were ap-

the I:3th. Not finding any public place for peased, and the wishes of the patriotic and 
holding meetings, we decided to try preach- pathetic, the festive and the funny, and the 
ing at residences; so beginning Sunday night pious and worshipful were all gratified; and 
at Bro. Kahler's, I have preached at various as we reached the open air, we seemed to 
houses in the neighborhood each night, hear again the melodious strain, "Glory to 
three of the times being at the homes of God in the Highest." 
"outsiders." .J' The inteeest [manifested last I would suggest that when God is to be 
October, when I assisted Bro. Moler in tent glorified by the satisfaction of youthful appe
meetings here remains, and it appears as tites, that the home or public eating house 
though there should be an ingathering .:here is the proper place for that, that those who 
some time in this century. Our average con-~ have a surplus of patriotism to dispose of, go 
gregation is above thirty, and we have bad to th.e Philippines and fight, or join the 
as many as fifty, and we think that good for throng of politicians, who are howling anti
neighborhood meetings from house to house. expansion; that those who have a special 

I have noted that a great many Protestants· yearning for the pathetic, follow Clara Bar
are quite willing- to be taught our peculiar ton or go to a funeral, that the devotees of 
beliefs, so far as they can hold those beliefs the festive and the funny go to the comic 
and remain where they are; but when we opera. Then the desires of the truly pious 
show them they ought to be elsewhere spir- and worshipful may be the better satisfied in 
itually, they reject our teachings, however the house of God. And it is my honest 
logical and scriptural they may be, and call opinion that when these other classes "go to 
us narrow minded, bigoted, or conceited, be- their own place," the church will choose 
cause we wish them to come our way. They other means if not another time of celebrat
are willing to allow us to add to their know!- ing the birth of the Savior. In conclusion 

•· edge (?) and experience, but quite unwilling let me ask, How many elders' families could 
to accept and move upon a new basis of be supported for a year by the money the 
knowledge and experience. saints put into an hour's entertainment on the 

I observed a noteworthy case of this kind 25th of last December? And which is more 
some time ago. A good Protestant sister important, the preaching of Christ's gospel 
listened with open ears, eyes, and mouth in all the world, or the· appropriate(?) cele
to our preaching for a week, indorsing every bration of his birthday? 
word of it. I knew her church did not teach Your brother, 
as we were presenting the truth, but she did 
not seem to see that that was any a.rgument 
against h~r church. Finally I spoke upon 

ADAMJ. KECK. 

the apostasy and incidentally mentioned the BOSTON, Mass., Jan. 19. 
origin of her church. That settled it; she Editors Rerald:-Uiah Mormonism has no 
came to our services no more. That sermon added charms for us through what we have 
had impressed her thus: "If he is right, I heard and observed during the debate(?) be
am wrong, and since I and my church must tween Elder E. Jensen, of Logan, Utah, and 
be right, he certainly is wrong with his Elder M. H. Bond, of .Providence, Rhode Is
church." But I am of the opinion that this laud, representing the Reorganized Church. 
church will continue to get along very well The city of Boston has not been converted to 
without those who venerate their church either church, as they did not turn out to 
connection and personal religious experience hear; neither did the press inform them, as 
above the word of God. they have very little use for our claims. The 

Well, Bro. Editor, you set your foot hard friends and converts of Mr. Jensen were very 
on my article on Christmas. It strikes me conspicuous by their absence, as they were 
that when you put your editorial comment not informed of the debate, as "they are 
before my article, you followed the example grounded in the faith," as their elder in
of the father who whipped his boy for what formed us when asked why they were not 
he was goinq to say. But Bro. Editor, the • present. 0, these guileless, unostentatious 

representatives of Utah's paradise-so "um
ble," are they, after the Uriah Heap pattern! 
When arranging for the debate, introducing 
propositions, etc,, there was to be nothing of 
a personal character of course. "There is no 
need of signing propositions; I presume there 
will be no trouble," etc., etc., in that bland, 
smooth tone and gentlemanly exterior char
acteristic of a Utah elder when, upon Joseph
ite terri tory. 

Now this was just as thin as a bridal veir 
to the searching light of diwernment granted 
by our heavenly Father to those who are 
trying to heed the counsel of his Son who 
said, "take heed that no man deceive you." 
Well, this veil fell off during the debate and 
revealEod the spirit of Brighamism into which 
these elders have been most assuredly bap-
tized. ' 

The question of succession was .the only 
one touched by Elder Jensen, and he harped 
upon that one string from beginning to close 
of debate, taking B. H. Roberts' position of 
the Twelve being next authority to the Presi
dent, hence Brigham Young the legal and 
rightful heir to the throne he occupied. 

Elder Jensen clung to that part oi para
graph 11, section 104, Doctrine and Cove
nants, which reads: "The twelve traveling 
counselors are called to be twelve apostles, or 
special witnesses of the name of Christ, in all 
the world: thus differing from other officers 
in the cburch in the duties of their calling. 
And they form a quorum equal in authority 
and power to the three presidents previously 
mentioned." He continually ignored the 
twelfth paragraph, which reads: "The 
twelve are a traveling presiding high coun
cil, to officiate in the name of the Lord, un
der under the direction of the presidency of 
the church, agreeably to the institution of 
heaven, to build up the church and regulate 
all the affairs of the same, in all nations; first 
unto the Gentiles, and secondly unto the 
Jews." 

Elder Bond clearly,'defined the difference 
between a Standing High Council as repre
sented by the Presidency, and a Traveling 
High Council as represented by the Twelve 
Apostles. He also showed by paragraph 14 
tha'G the High Councils in the stakes of Zion 
are equal in authority in the affairs of the 
church in all their decisions, to the Presi
dency or Traveling High Council. The 
calling and setting apart of Joseph to the 
Presidency was antagonized by Jensen dwell
ing· particularly upon the sixteen year» 
between the prophet's death and the Reor
ganization; contrasting the scattered con
dition of the members who constituted the 
"Josephite" church, and the church in Utah, 
who were united and who showed their 
loyalty to God and the pt•ophet by their 
fruits: temple building; baptisms for their 
dead; increase of numbers; power, etc. This 
was ju8t the kind of text that suited Elder 
Bond. He had sufficient material on hand 
from their own books and other authentic 
sources to show what their fruits had been. 
Myron did not spare them, but he gave facts, 
if their own works are reliable. 

Elder Jensen made no reply whatever, but 
read extracts of newspaper clippings as gar-
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bled and as unlike the articles themselves as 
· anything couLd possibly be. Whenever there 

was a paragraph that spoke.of their industry, 
thrift, etc., this was dissociated from what 
preceded it, or what followed, while in the 
same article it would lay bare some of Utah's 
most devilish work, making strong contrast 
between the now, since Gentile enlighten
ment has made advancement there, and the 
days under the ruling of Brigham Young. 
Elder Bond turned all this to good account, 
and the saints who attended and heard both 
sides, and the few outside attendants, were 
able to' see who had the facts and whose 
history would best stand the light of investi
gation. 

Our elders need have no fear whatever of 
meeting Utah elders; but if t_hey are like 
Elder Jensen they won't debate, for they are 
afraid of the light. They may accept your 
challenge if it is made in a public place, 
where there are a few of their own people: 
but they will dodge the issues under discus
sion and kill time. 

The debate was held in Paine Memorial 
Hall, Boston, where Elder F. M. Sheehy met 
one of Colonel Ingersoll's apostles in debate 
some years ago. The Boston saints are not 
ashamed to recognize either F. M. Sheehy or 
M. H. Bond as representatives and defenders 
of this grand cause of latter days. Elder 
John Smith acted as chairman, as there was 
none other responded when- an independent 
chairman was asked for. 

Yours in bonds, 
R. BULLARD. 

. CLEAR LAKE, Ind., Jan. 20. 

Editors Herald:-We are very busy. If the 
saints will consider the work to be done in· a 
branch of one hundred and fifty-seven mem
bers, and four points to hold sacrament meet
ings at, a distance of .six, eleven, and twenty 
miles from home, I think they will conclude 
we are busy, with district president's duties 
added. Such is the condition, and only one. 
priest and one teacher to help. But we have 
been ably assisted by our priest, J. Emerick, 
and our teacher, D. B. Teeters, who have 
been attending to branch meetings in our 
absence. We have also been assisted by the 
brethren of other branches. Bro. Granger, of 
Coldwater, Michigan, comes over and helps 
us some times; and Bro. Stroh, of same 
place, came over last Sabbath and met us at 
California, Michigan, and instr.ucted and 
encouraged the saints at our regular ap
pointment for sacrament at that place. We 
occupied in the evening. 

We expect him to join us this week at our 
home church on Wednesday evening and 
from here to Flint, Indiana, over Sabbath, 
the 28th, then to South Scott over Sabbath, 
February 4. We also expect Bro. Granger 
ere long to take the field. He has been de
tained at home for some time getting ready 
for more effectual work. 

We have been nearly over the district 
and expect to get over all before om• spring 
conference, if the Lord so will. We have 
been visiting some isolated points where 
there are no branch organizations, and will 
continue to so do as fast as we can, believing 

THE SAINTS' HERALD, 

such ones have a right to claim our attention 
as well as branches where local officers are 
appointed to look after the flock. 

We will try to visit and continue to ex
pound, exhort, and ad vise all to be faithful 
to the end. There is so much to do that we 
feel the time is short to do it. 

Yours in bonds, 
, G. A. SMITH. 

WESTERN, Neb., Jan. 20. 
Editors Henxld:- Our district conference 

convened at Wilber, Saline County, Ne
braska, on Sunday, the 14th, and held over 
the 15th. We had a good, peaceful, and in
teresting conference, though not so largely 
attended as we would liked to have seen; no 
general authorities of the church present, 
only the local minist.ry. Bro. Forscutt was 
prevented from meeting with us, on account 
of the critical condition of Sr. Forscutt, she 
being prostrated at the time with a very se
vere attack of pneumonia. 

After the conference Bro. W. M. Self and 
I came here, and are holding meetings four 
miles northwest of the town of Western, near 
the residence of Bro. W. H. Brolliar. We 
have had a fair interest thus far, but our 
meetings have not been so largely attended. 
The condition of the roads through the coun
try has made them almost impassable, which 
prevented many from attending conference 
as well. 

We will remain here for a time, or as long 
as the interest seems to justify. Our confer
ence adjourned to meet at Nebraska City, in 
May. 

I understand there are no less than eight 
Utah elders at work in Lincoln, Nebraska. 

Your brother, 
J. W. WALDSMITH. 

JACKSON, Wash., Jan. 16. 
Editm·s Bemld:-It makes no difference 

what you think; it will go down to history, 
"RBfiections on Necessity for Truth, Both in 
Theory and in Practiue," as the first editorial 
in the twentieth century, and I wish that all 
would read it and take it to heart. "Men 
cannot labor for the praise or commendation 
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to Jesus, and receive his Spirit will not be 
lazy; there will be that same wish to be more 
perfect, to overcome every weakness in their 
nature and to be useful in life. Yes, if we 
will but follow as the Spirit leads, we will 
some day reach a millennium where there will 
be no poor, but all equal. 

That is right, brethren, do stir us up, or 
we may g;o to sleep. 

Yours for "truth in practice," 
PEDER J. BEBE. 

BURNHAM, Mo., Jan. 19. 
Editors Herald:-I wrote you last June, 

telling of the prosperous outlook for the Po
mona branch. Since that time three more 
have been added to our number-Sr. Randall 
and two of our Sunday school boys. Our 
church was dedicated at the quarterly con
ference, December last; but I am afraid that 
his satanic majesty will once more take 
charge of our branch. His cloven foot was 
plainly seen at our business meeting a few 
nights ago, when our faithful and worthy 
brother, J. B. Graham, resigned the presi
dency of the branch. Our prayer is that 
God will reward him for his faithful labors 
at this place. His two and a half years as 
president here has been -trying on him, as 
the wickedness of the branch was terrible 
wben he took hold. of it. We have brethren 
here who are seldom or ever seen at prayer 
or testimony meeting; but when a business 
meeting takes place, they are there, and you 
would actually think that their salvation 
hinged on the Book of Bule@. Then there 
are others whose conduct at business meet
ings would make any Latter Day Saint blush 
with shame. Then we have others who are 
such sticklers, that if matters a\, business 
meetings are not transacted in accordance 
with their ideas, they don't ask the pt•esident 
of the branch for information, nor the presi
dent of the district, nor the missionary in 
charge, but they must step over all and ask 
the apostles for their information. 

Yours for the truth, and nothing but the 
truth, in Christ Jesus. 

W. R. STEELE. 

of their fellows and be real genuine, true in Los ANGELES, Cal.; Jan. 20. 
service of God." "Such as labor for praise Editors Hemld:-The work in Southern 
love themselves." But that doesn't forbid us California is on the move. We have opened 
to give praise, and I say that "sermon" is up Redlands, Riverside, Cucamonga, and 
worth a year's subscription. Santa Ana, and next week we hope to reach 

To whom is praise due? to you? well, yes; Pasadena. A number have been baptized. 
but it is due to the Spirit that prompt.ed you. Brn. Chatburn, Anderson, and Barmore are 
"Do we love to go only among those who love all at work and doing well. Bro. Dana writes 
us, who especially please and pander to us, encouragingly of his work up in the Santa 
whose position is popular in society, who can Marie country with Bro. Keeler. A number 
entertain sumptuously and minister to our were to be baptized shortly. We expect a 
comfort-without regard to the poor?" large attendance at our ·~oming district con
Surely we love to go in good company; who ference on Februs,ry 16-18. Bro. Griffiths 
will deny it? It is better to be in company will be in attends,nce. Will obtain railroad 
where we can feel inferior, rather than su- rates. Weather lovely, but rain holding off 
perior, thereby do we learn to come up unusua'lly long. 
higher. But the poor! See there is our Permit me a word more as to the resolution 
duty. The Holy Spirit is the same in the that obtsJned at the last conference of the 
poor man's heart as in the senator's. They Southern California district. The same was 
that are below us in standing, help them to l published in the conference minutes of the 
our level, while we also strive upward. If I Herald and Ensign. By solicitation, a copy 
they hunger for knowledge, teach them; if of the resolution was sent to Bro. Ordway, he 
for bread, do help them. The poor who come volunteering to send the same to the various 
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branch presidents for consideration and 
action. Not having the time and means 3.t 
our disposal, we acquiesced. Bro. Or(! way 
sent this resolution and another one to each 
branch president. The resolutions stand 
upon their merits. They have nothing in 
common. The passage of one is not depend
ent upon the other. 

I am particularly interested in seeing the 
priesthood of this cb urch stand as one man 
on things vital, and that perfect confidence 
shall be maintained in all departments of 
church work. No better plan presents itself 
than a council where each and all may be 
free to express themselves along lines rna, 
terial. This is the reason why the resolution 
was submitted. It is to be hoped that the 
presentation of this resolution to branch 
presidents will not provoke any unnecessary 
agitation. If the,saints would like to see a 
council of the priesthood, they can so ex
press tbemsel ves. If they do not, then they 
can ignore altogether or vote no, and no 
harm is done. The only point involved in 
the resolution is this: Is it time that there 
should be a council of the priesthood? 

I trust that no one wi.ll be prejudiced to. 
vote against this resolution because of any 
antipathy that they may have against the 
other. Each resolution stands on its merits. 
As one I feel that the gathering will not be 
forced upon the people, but rather God and 
the leaders await the expressed desire of the 
people and the moment that the" people are 
anxious and ready for it to be·brought about, 
at that moment the loving Father will move 
upon his servants to effect it. Am I wrong in 
believing that the saints are willing to move 
forward a step? 

This resolution is not intended to convey to 
the saints that we have not confidence in the 
leaders of this church, but rather, by its gen
eral adoption, to convey to the Presidency 
that we have, and that we are pledged to up
hold them in the carrying out of the law of 
God. 

Yours for the truth and the right, 
T. W. WILLIAMS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

been working every way to meet our first 
payment, which is due next month, Feb
ruary, but we are short of the means. And 
we tbCnk in this case it is no harm to ask for 
a little donation from those who are inter
ested in the advancement of God's work. A 
very small amount from each, and quite a 
number giving, would ease the burdPn on us; 
and we are assured the givers would be 
blessed of the Lord. Some have helped al
ready, for which we are very thankful. If 
any should send us a little help, send it to 
Elder A. L. Whiteaker, Valley Junction, 
Wisconsin, who is treasurer of our building 
committee. This brother has worked, sacri
ficed, and planned in every way to build the 
church, and get it paid for. I will close for
this time, praying that God may bless the 
HeTalii in its noble misaion work, with all 
saints throughout the land. 

F. L. SAWLEY. 

WOODBINE, Iowa, Jan. 13. 
Editors Herald:-! have secured three hun

dred circulars like the enclos.'d for distribu
tion here, and it will be published in both 
papers here next week. Both papers pub
lished over a column article last week, one of 
which articles I send you under separate 
cover. Close a series of two weeks' meetings 
here Sunday night. A better interest on the 
part of the membership is shown than a year 
ago, but the non-members seemed to be fixed 
in their indifference and opposition, although 
much prejudice is removed by the Roberts 
episode, several acknowledging that it has 
shown our true position more plainly than 
anything that has hitherto transpired. 

Begin a series of meetings at Persia next 
Tuesday night. J. F. MINTUJ!:<. 

[The circular referred to is a brief digest 
of the history and views of the church, quite 
clear and expressive, by B!'o. Mintun.-Ed.] 

TOLEDO, Ohio, Jan. 24. 
Editors Herald:-I am trying- to advance 

the truth. I went to Conneautville confer
ence last fall and spoke two or three times 
after conference, and then went to McGraw 

VALLEY JUNCTION, Wis., Jan. 22. and labored some, also at Excelsior union 
Editors Hemld:-We appreciate reading church. The people were real friendly to 

the news from the differel'lt parts of the me, and I had a good time while there, and 
world, as to how the gospel wins its way to feel good was done and seed sown that will 
the minds and hearts of honorable, honest bear fruit in the future. 
men and women; and as we like to hear from Brn. Robley and I. M. Smith are much 
others, perhaps they would be pleased to thought of in the§e parts, for the good work 
hear qf the progreEs of the work ia Valiey they have done, which is encouraging, and 
Junction. We have generally large congre- which I was glad to hear. While there 
gations, with a good interest manifest; a Bro. Robley handed me a dispatch from my 
large, orderly Sunday school, and a fine Re- wife, saying my little boys were very sick, 
ligio of about sixty members, half or more of and to come home; so I went home, stayed till 
the member·s are not members of the church. aft,er holidays, and now I am here. But the 
We take the Autmnn Leaves and study and work is in poor condition at this place. 
carry out the lessons contained in them for There is a preachers' union here and they 
the society, and one pleasing feature we note started out to hunt the Mormons, as they call 
is often hearing the statement, Well, this is J them, and did not find what they expected 
the best Reiigio, or Sunday school, or sermon when they started out, and Bro. Ulrich got a 
we have attended or heard, which means to little hearing in the Toledo Bee. I will send 
us p;·ogl'ession alor;g these lines of work. it to you. It is a little late. But I send it 

We have a nice, neat, snug church build- as soon as I got it. I hope the time will 
ing, though we owe quite an amount on it. come when people will see us as we are. 
We are glad to have such a substantial build- Hopefully, 
ing to worship in. Our people are and have F. C. SMITH. 

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Jan. 23. 
Editors I:lerald:-Sharing with you the de

sire to commend whatever will be promotive 
of truth I urge the saints who desire further 
light upon the Sabbath question to purchase 
and carefully l'ead Elder Albert Haws' "Sab
batarian Theories a Dalusion." A small, 
handy, pocket volume of 113 pages, it con
tains much of interest to those who hold to 
the idea of a Sabbath as stiU binding on the 
Christ-followers, yet believe that the Seva 
enth-day Sabbath observances under the law 
are abolished. Twenty-five cents to the 
author, No. 922, Third Street, Oakland, Cali
fornia, will secure the little treasure. 

Yours respectfully, 
MARK H. FORSCUTT. 

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Dec. 16. 
Editors Herald:-A few weeks ago I 

got a letter from Bro. J. W. Peterson who 
was in Hikueru, that he had been forbidden 
by the judge to pl'each by :.n intrepreter, 
upon the claim that be was thus teaching the 
natives the English language. Upon receipt 
of this intelligence I immediately communi
c;;tted with the American consul, and pro
tested against that act of the judge, a~ it was 
interfering with the ri:;rhts of free speech of' 
the American citizen in a friendly nation. 

The consul at once forwarded my letter and 
protest to the then acting governor, who re· 
plied that as the governor would be in Pa
peete in less than a week he would not inter
fere in the matter until he came. 

After the arrival of the governor the con
sul called upon him and presented the case to 
him. He at once liberated Bro. Peteroon, 
and said he was at perfect liberty to preach 
in his own meeting houses in English or any 
other language, but he bad been informed 
that Bro. Peterson's offense was in preaching 
on the streets, which is contrary to law. I 
think this statement is incorrect, and that 
the governor has been misinformed, but am 
not sure. However, Bro. John is at liberty 
again, and we are wondering where the 
enemy will strike next. 

Seeing that these people are starting in 
afresh to make us trouble I have concluded 
to stay here until after conference to help 
what I can during conference; for we expect 
quite a number here from the other islands, 
and the enemy will surely try to annoy and 
disturb. 

We will try to get off on the mail vessel 
which will leave here about April 15, as we 
expect our conference will adjourn by the 
lOch or 11th. 

Emma and I are fairly well and all things 
are moving on as usual. 

We expect some forty or fifty of the breth
ren here in January or February to build the 
conference house, and otherwise prepare for 
conference. In bonds, 

J. F. BURTON. 

BEARDSTOWN, Ill., Jan. 13. 
Editors Herald:-I have carried bodily ail

ments from my birth, but have grown 
stronger since I was baptized. I was also 
afflicted with a tapeworm, with which I suf-

' fered much. I was treated nine different 
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times for it and by leading phydcians, but all 
failed to get the head; and I had been in the 
church near a year, when I began to think I 
ought to be obedient to God's command and 
ask to be healed; and yet I did not quite be· 
lieve I would be healed, for I did not expect 
God to ever take away my afflictions. But I 
wished to obey his command. 

We are told to fast and pray. Well, I laid 
by my luxuries for about a month, when Bro. 
G. H. Hilliard came to this place; yet I did 
not think I would be healed, but thought I 
would grow stronger, which I did from that 
very hour. I ate a hearty dinner and felt 
well and realized oo more of the trouble. 
That has been more than a year ago; have 
been on the mend ever since. I gained forty 
pounds in flesh and everything has seemed to 
change for the better, and I thank my heav
enly Father for his goodness, and I wish to 
serve him the rest of my days. 

My companion is not a member; one 
brother and self are all that came out of my 
mother's family. I oft"ln think the Lord 
does take his people out as the shepherd 
pulls his sheep out of the lion's mouth, two 
legs and an ear. 

Those I loved best and were dearest to me 
were those with whom I wished to share the 
good things of the kingdom, but to my disap
pointment they were the very ones to turn 
against me and ~tre my enemies. May God 
protect all the saints from the sorrows which 
I have to bear, is my" earnest prayer. 

A branch is organiz3d here of about eigh
teen members which meets at different 
homes. I do, not take any paper, but some
one gives me one once in awhile. I read and 
give it to someone that I know likes to read 
it. I would advise people never to destroy or 
burn the church papers, for they don't make 
very good fires anyway. I tried that myself 
when in the dark. 

Your sister in love of good and truth, 
MRS. C. H. LUFKIN. 

Mo111Br8' Homa Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

Keep on praying
Be not afraid 
To seek God~s aid 
He knows~ indeed, 
Thme every need. 

SWEETWATER, Texas. 
To the Mothers' Rome Column:-I address a 

few lines, as it had been rather neglected, 
and I feel like I am one of the tardy ones. l 
have been blessed in reading its pages many 
times, and given very little in return, for 
which I plead no excuse except inability in 
writing properly. In Sr. Burton's jots I have 
been made to see why she could break up her 
family and leave her dear children and go 
into far distant lands, when they needed a 
mother's care. Yes, I have wondered wby it 
was; but now I see, her Savior ever with her 
to give her strength. Am sorry her story 
is closed, and hope it will come out in book 
form. It gives strength and comfort to each 
other to hear of the blessings received, espe· 
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cially the sisters whose comp\tnions are in 0, the responsibility that is resting on a 
the mission field. We are on the outskirts, mother! 0, the loneliness, the anxiety, the 
with no saints but my own family, and not care, no one can roalize until they are placed 
one who inquires for the true way; but God in such position themselves. Though I do 
the Father remembers us, and we realize his not complain or think my lot bard, for I 
watchcare, and trust loo is guiding our, foot- think motherhood one of the Lord's grandest 
steps. We are doing what our hands find to gifts for a true woman. What I desire is to 
do. try to do myself .and children equal justice; 

I wish to relate one of the man:r blessings to teach the children manners and respect 
received, which happened a few years back, toward parents. We must be the example 
while my husband was away in the mission ourselves. 0, how closely we are watched! 
field, and hope it will strengthen some one. Almost every day I can see some of my own 

One morning I was suffering with my head, I actions in the children, if I watch them or 
it seemed it was pressed to the pillow so I listen to them while at play, and as I dow, I 
could not raise it. I exclaimed in anguish, think how careful we should be of our own 
Oh, my mother! At the sound of my voice I actions, realizing that they are forming 
opened my eyes, and a personage stood at my characters that will last them through life, 
bedside. I looked up and said ''0, mother, knowing as we do, the Lord bas said his 
he is killing me!" She l::Joked at me and work must go on, and will. What the young 
smiled, and turning, walked away, crossed generation has to pass through with we 
the room, and passed into the next. As she know not, but hope we will ever be found 
passed out of sight, I thought of my head, it doing what we can for tbe cause we love. As 
was better. I think of eternity, 0 what is this life, with 

Now I do not think the dead can come and its few short years of pleasure, and the many 
go at their own will; but I do believe my own sins all over the earth? And as I think of 
dear mother, although she had passed from the few of God's covenant people, it makes 
this life nearly fifty years before, was sent as me rejoice and praise him that I have been 
an Angel of Mercy to her suffering child. so favored as to live in this day and age in 

0, what a comfort this has been to me in which we do. 
my lonely hours, to know we are not alone, Dear sister, I have been noticing the Home 
and it will be till I am called to dwell with Column lately, and see so few of the sisters 
those gone on before! Now with the deepest writing. I thought perhaps the older ones 
feelings of humility I ask an interest in the are silent now for a while, waiting to hear 
prayers of the Prayer Union, that I may be from the younger element of the church. 
found faitl;lfu!. I also ask their prayers for Feeling so, I was impressed to write, though 
my husband, that if it is the Lord's will he J feel my weakness. Knowing; the Lord will 
may be healed of catarrh of the head and bless us if we but put forth the effort in the 
blindness of one eye. He believes his eye right direction, I remain your siste", 
will be restored, but will not let a doctor MARY J. HOPKINS. 
touch it or take medicine. He so much de-· 
sires to do the Master's bidding, but is much 
hindered. I, too, am afflicted; pray the Lord 
to heal us, if it is his rigrAteous will, that we 
may be more useful. 

Your sister in the faith, 
SOPHIA WIGHT. 

TAYLORVILLE, Ill., Jan. 8. 

Dea?' Sisters of the Horne Column:-I will 
try and write a few lines, which I have often 
thought of doing, but thinking I could not 
write of much interest, would not write. I 
have been asl;:ed several times why I did not. 

FANNING, Kansas. Now I will venture this evening to tell you 
Dear Sister:-! have been thinking of writ- of the work here. There are seventeen 

ing to our Home Column for a long time, to saints; Bro. Abram Jones a priest, and Bro. 
thank our many sisters who write such moth- Thomas Lilly a deacon. We have Sunday 
erly and good advice. Can truly say I have school on Sunday morning; prayer and testi
received much comfort and help, both in the mony meeting on Sunday afternoon and Wed
Home Column and Autumn Leaves. I think nesday night; and preaching on Sunday 
the Daughters of Zion Department good. evenings, all at our house, as we have no pub
Am glad to hear of the noble work they ar8 lie place to meet in, and people are so preju
doing. We are so scattered here in this diced it is bard to get a place. We have 
branch; most of us live ln the country and it organized a sewing society and Prayer Union, 
would be hard t,o get together, or I would be and meet every Tb uroday at Sr. Lilly's. 
much in favor of having one organized here, Have not done anything towards sewing yet, 
as there are so many young mothers who but hope we wiil soon have things in work
need the assistance of the older ones, yet we ing order. 
receive much benefit from the church papers. It is my desire to see this work go on, and 
We go to Sabbath school almost every Sab- also to be a helper, although I have not been 
bath. Since we got the Zion's Rope at Sab- in this work very long-it will be four years 
bath school the children are more anxious to the 29Gb of FBbruary. I thank God for the 
go, and that includes myself. I gain many knowledge that he has given me, and the 
new thoughts by reading the Rope. We all many testimonies that I have received. He 
greatly enjoy readiog the stories. has comforted me in sad bereavement, s,nd 

Being young in years when I lost my has been with me in trials and temptaUons. 
mother, I was left to make the best of life I Dear sisters, no matter how had the 
could; but not till I became a mother myself · trials seem, 0 what comfort comes to our 
did I realize what a grea,t loss a mother WllJS. I depressed soul when our trust Md confidenoe 
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1s m our heavenly Father! I reJOlCe in this 
latter-day work, although it was hard for 
me at first to leave the ways and lusts of the 
world, but I thank my God for bringing me 
out of darkness into light; and now that I 
may still live faithful and learn more and 
more of our Savior's teachings, that I may 
still come up higher and higher, until I reach 
that state of perfection is my prayer daily, 
ltnd that I may see my three children in the 
kingdom. My husband has only been in four 
months. 0, that they all may come, that we 
may meet our two little ones that have gone; 
one was eigb,t and the other six years old. 
Though we often miss their pattering feet 
and their little voices hushed so still, yet we 
know they calmly sleep within the Savior's 
fold, and can safely say, Sleep on, dear ones; 
sleep on, to arise in glory at the first resur
rection day. I love to read the Home Col
umn, and often wish that mot:e would write. 
There are interesting letters, and I learn a 
deal by reading. I don't feel this has much 
of interest, although it may be welcome to 
some. I hope so, anyway. It is my desire to 
do good unto all, and this being my first at
tempt, will try and do better next time. As 
eve1· your sister in the one faith, 

ALICE M. SIMPSON. 

PROGRAM FOR FEBRUARY MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, No. 522 Satnts' Harp. 
Prayer. Scripture reading, Proverbs chap
ter 12. Discussion of select reading in Hor:ue 
Column. Roll call. Business. Closing 
hymn, No. 489 Saints' Harp. Dismissal 
prayer. 

PRAYER UNION. 

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.. 

The Prayer U oion is requested to pray for 
~r. Jennie M. Severance, Fairhaven, Wash
ington, that she may be healed. Sr. Sever
ance is a worthy saint; she is doing good to 
all within her reach and ability. 

------------
8undau 8Ghool DBpartmsnt. 

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 
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and reprove the indifferent and to encourage 
the laboring ones. The General Superin-
1;endent dropped in for the last two days of 
Sunday school work and enjoyed with the rest 
the results of their efforts. We feel that 
much good was done. "' 

Sr. Roxanna Gaylord, who had the Sunday 
school work in charge at the Runnels re
union, reported that the work was new and 
laborers more or less scarce, but that they 
held some very interesting sessions of Sunday 
school work. The work is, new in this re
union. And we might say so, too, is the re
union itself. It is always harder to carry on 
the work in a new place, or at. a new reunion, 
than at a place where it has been previously 
planted and has won the commendation of 
the saints there. We wish the reunion 
abundant success. So too with the Sunday 
school and Religio work connected there
with. May the Lord "bless the sower and 
the seed." 

WHY do we not hear from you? We ad
dress now the negligent district superinte.nd
ents, to whom we addressed a circular letter 
late last November. Did you not receive the 
letter? Some one did, for it was not re
turned to me. We need the information that 
it would bring, and cannot well complete our 
work as we like without it. Please attend to 
it yet. Never too late to begin to do well. 
We know that the time of many of our work
ers is very limited, and that opportunity for 
work other than that required to provide our 
daily bread is sometimes sadly wanting. But 
it does seem that if we would, we could appro
priate some few moments each day to our 
"labor of love," and in those "few moments 
each day" we could accomplish a great deal, 
if we would. 

A brother who was a coal miner, asked us 
at one time how a man that worked in the 
mine from seven o'clock in the morning till 
six in the evening could find time to get his 
Sunday school lesson and prepare any other 
work asked of him. To some it may seem 
that he has .a long day to work, and that he 
would need the tii:ne outside thereof for rest. 
His day is not, yet as long as that of the aver-· 
age farmer, many of whom will prepare their 
lessons and do ao1 almost endless amount of 
work, and go from a few to many miles to 
attend the Sunday services. We are one of 
that class, and know about what their hours 
are. Through the cropping season they will 
arise before five o'clock in the morning, and 

SOME time ago we mailed an installment it is often eight in the evening before they 
containing the reports of the Woodbine and can say their work is done, and yet they are 
the Reynolds, Iowa, reunions, which has no as a class as well prepared for their Sunday 
doubt been lost in transit. This we very work as any other. We have in mind a 
much regret, for they were reports of inter- brother who does his· own work on the farm 
est. The report of the Woodbine reunion and regularly superintends two Sunday 
was furnished us by Bro. J. 1<'. Mintun, who schools on Sunday, beside other church work 
had the Sunday school work in charg·e. He in the branch. Another b!'other, who was a 
reported a large amount of work done. Cir- bookkeeper carried his regular work through 
cumstances made the work a little discourag- the week and visited or conducted two m; 
ing at first, but earnest and persisten·~ effort l three sessions of Sunday school on Sunday. 
which always characterizes Bro. :Mintun's Two others working together, one a teacher 
work in a.ny line, caused the discom·agements .

1 

and the other a proofreader·, would can·y 
to disappear, and the whole affair took on a their regular work and go from ten to thirty 
more pleasing aspect. At one time the Lord miles and superintend or care for one and 
§aw fit to speak through the gift of tongues sometimes two schools on a. Sunday. A 

sister who has the cares of the wife and 
mother in her own household, superintended 
a district for years and visited many distant 
schools, beside conducting a school in her 
own home. She also did considerable circu
lar letter work, to keep up the life and inter
est in her district. Still another: a farmer 
carried on his own work in the field, superin
tended the local school, and also his district, 
and was at the same time district secretary. 
He visited various schools in his district, and 
attended five reunions in the interest of Sun
day school work, and five district conventions 
in one year. 

And now to return to our brother, the coal 
miner. He had all his time in the evenings 
in which to do the work that will rest a labor
ing man, reading, studying, praying. What 
do we need more? This is not so true of our 
brothers and sisters in the offices, who need 
to get a little physical exercise outside of 
office hours. We need not carry the discus
sion farther. There is a principle that is 
true in all cases. You may find an exception 
now and then, but they are few. Anyone 
who is determined to find time for church 
work will find it. 

Think again, of the workers of whom we 
have written above. They are not the only 
ones of the type, but rather a few out of the 
many. If they can find time to do what they 
have done for years, cannot you find time to 
get your lessons, to prepare your work as 
officers of your school, and to cooperate with 
the officers of your district, or of the general 
associ.ation, to make the work improve? 
We feel sure that you will answer, Yes. 

May the Lord help us to utilize in a good 
work time· that otherwise we would idle 
away, or spend in ways not so commendable. 

IT is easier to consecrate our sentiments 
to Christ than our full capacity for service. 
It requires so much less effort to think than 
to perform. When the actual work of the 
church needs doing, there is apt to be a lack 
of physical energy at its command. Most 
churches and Sunday schools have to lament 
a dearth of fresh, buoyant energy to encoun
ter the physical fatigue which certain kinds 
of Christian work entail. There are plenty 
of planners, but few performers. The need is 
that people who .profess a willingness to con
secrate their bodies to Christ as their rea
sonable service, shall realize that this means 
bodies in motion for Christ, arms and legs 
whose muscles are held in readiness to run 
the errands and perform the manual labor 
the church needs. Consecrated bodies are at 
a premium. Saints in repose are not so 
urgently in demand.~Sunday School Times. 

Professor Charles H. Brlggs, of the Union 
Theological Seminary, New York, promises 
t.o be as great a disturber in the Episcopal 
Church as he was in the Presbyterian. Al
ready his sermons and writings are provoking 
dissension, and the church papers are lining 
up for a battle royal in 1901 when the annual 
meeting of the highest administrative body 
of the church will :q;~eet at San Francisc(), 
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Oriqinal Postru. 
A PRAYER. 

Lord help me to repent 
And put away my sin; 

0 cleanse me, Lord, from evil thoughts 
And give me peace within. 

0, help me, Lord, to love 
And all thy laws obey; 

And may it be a pleasure, Lord, 
To walk the narrow way. 

0, take me out of self; 
I trust only in thee 

To take me through this weary life 
And through eternity. 

Lord let thy grace abound 
In this poor heart of mine, 

That I may walk in wisdom's ways 
And keep thy laws divine. 

0 may my life be such 
That I may win thy smile! 

And let me bear thy mild voice say 
I am a worthy child. 

And may I ever feel 
In temptation's trying hour 

That thou art ever near me, Lord, 
To break the tempter's power. 

And, when all struggles o'er, 
My earthly work is done, 

0 may I hear the Father say 
My child, come home, come home! 

MARY LEAVINS. 
MAGNOLIA SPRINGE, Alabama, January 9, 1900. 

-------~~----

ConfarBnca Mintl1B8. 
SPRING RIVER. 

Conference convened at Blend ville, Missouri, 
December 15, 1899; E. A. Davis in the chair, 
T.S Hayton clerk. Branch reports: Colum
bus 56; gain by baptism 1, by letter 6. Blend
ville 129; died 2. Webb City 176; gain by 
"baptism 5. Maysville 89; gain by baptism 2, 
by letter 1, loss by letter 1, died 1, ordained 1. 
Pleasant View 129; loss by letter 2, died' 1. 
Travers 45; by baptism 2, died 1. Fairland, 
first report, 44; by baptism 43, letter 1. Bish
op's agent.,J .M.Richards,reported: Receipts 
$289.44; expended $145 00; on hand $144.44. 
Audited and found correct. District treas
urer, T. S. Hayton, reported: Receipts $35" 25; 
expended 23 cents; on hand $35.02. Audited 
and found correct. Ministers' reports: Elders 
E. A. Davis baptized 2, F. C. Keck baptized 
7, J. T. Riley, T. S. Hayton, B. N. Sims, G. 
W. Hobart, W. K Smart baptized 7, A. M. 
Baker, 0. P. Sutherland baptized 2, J. W. 
Prewit, E. E. Bradley, J. T. Davis, J. M. 
Richards. Ellis Short, W. S. Taylor, J. w_. 
Thorpe, F. L English; Pdests W. E. Haden 
baptized 5, H. T. Curtis, G. W. Beebe bap
tized 2, J. I. Young, Richard Bird; Teacher 
M. S. Frick. Recommend from Maysville 
branch for ordination was referred to presi
dent of district and the missionary in charge. 
The following committee was appointed to 
effect the organization of district association 
of the Zion's Religio-Literary Society: St·. 
Mollie Davis, Frank Cowan, and Ira Richards. 
A. M. Baker was elected district president, 
T. S. Hayton secretary and trea~urer. Next 
conference will convene at Webb City, Friday, 
March 9. -

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

8tlndau School Associations. 
GENERAL SECRETARY'S NOTICE. 

District Secretaries and Sec:-etaries of 
Schools not in Districts of the General Sun
day School Association; Notice:-

For fear the letters which are addressed to 
1 you personally, will not reach you, and in 

order to bear in mind the necessity for mak
ing a prompt report of your district or 
school, ample time to have it incorporated in 
my general report to the.association, you will 
kindly take notice of the following instruc
tions:-

I tis expected that the reports from the local 
schools made to the last district convention 
prior to the General Convention at Lamoni 
in April, wm be the basis on which you make 
your general report, and as it is at this dis
trict convention that delegates are selected 
to represent your district at the General As
sociation meeting, it is necessary, if you have 
not yet notified your local secretaries, to do 
so now, and send blank reports to them re
questing them to have them filled out prop
erly without fail and sent to you. You will 
then please compile your district report, and 
send it to me at once, or not later than March 
20~b. Also send a list of the delegates 
chosen to represent your district. The con
stitution provides for the election of officers 
for the ensuing year at this meeting, and you 
will therefore kindly insert the full names 
and addresses of the officers thus selected, on 
the report. Please see to it that this is not 
overlooked, as these officers are "ex officio" 
members of tho General Convention, and un
less you furnish their names, we do not know 
them. 

Secretaries of schools not members of dis
trict associations will send their annual re
port to me, also list of delegates and names 
of officers, similar to the manner above de-
scribed. W. N. ROBINSON, Gen. See. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Clinton district Sunday school convention 

will be held at Coalhill chapel, near Lebeck, 
Missouri, February 9. District officers to be 
elected and election of delegates to the Gen
Oi'ral Convention. Try and have as many 
delegates present as possible. Be sure and 
send reports. An interesting program will 
be rendered in the evening, consisting of 
songs, essays, recitations, and Rdigio work. 
Saints of the district are requested to unite 
in fasting February 4. All are invited to at-
tend. LUCY WRIGHT, Supt. 

S. M. ANDES, Sec. 

Convention of Decatur district Sunday 
school association will meet at Lamoni, Feb
ruary 22, at 7: 30 p. m., continuing on the 
23d. We desire a good representation, as 
this is the time for annual election of officers 
and delegates to General Convention. 

J. P. ANDERSON, Sec. 

Eastern Colorado district Sunday school 
association will convene in Danver, corner 
Arapahoe and Twenty-second Streets, Febru
ary 16, at ten a. m. All reports to be sent to 
Frank Curtis, Falkner, Colorado. 

FRANK CURTIS, Sec. 
L. A. SCHMUTZ, Supt. 

jVIisGellaneous Department. 
EASTERN MISSION. 

To the Ministry Under General Conference 
Appointment in the ])Jastet·n Mission:

Please forward your reports for the last 
year, giving items required, such as number 
of sermons preached, baptisms, etc., with any 
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I suggestions relative the work you may think 
to be important and useful, so that a full 
report may be prepared, by the missionaries 
in charge, for the General Conference. 

Where there are elders i"n charge of cer
tain "fields of labor," (:>.nd there are not 
many, as it was impractical to appoi"nt them,) 
they will please secure the reports of those 
reporting to them and arrang-e and send 
them in. All reports should be in by the 1st 
of March. Direct all communications to 
Wm. H. Kelley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

WM. H. KELLEY, 
JOSEPH LUI<'F, 

Missionaries in Charge. 

OREDENTIAI,S OF DELEGATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

District ofillcers are requ<,sted to forward 
credentials of delegates appointed to repre
sent their districts in the coming General 
Conference, to the Church Secretary, as soon 
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates 
may be prepared, as provided for by resolu
tion of General Conference, to facilitate the 
organization and work of that body. Cre
dentials of delegates appointed to fall or 
winter conferences should be forwarded w1th
out delay, and of those yet to be appointed, 
immediately after appointment" It is desired 
that all credentials be in hand as early in the 
month of March as possible. 

One certificate for each delegation, with 
number of members in district and names of 
its d0legates, signed by the president and 
secretary of the district appointing, with 
name of district and place and date of hold
ing of conference, is sufficient. Separate in
dividual credentials are not necessary. 

Attention is called to the following, adopted 
at last General Conference:-

"Resolv;;d, that the Secretary be and is 
hereby authorized to devise and have printed 
a blank form of delegate credentials; and 
that a copy or copies be sent to each district 
or branch entitled to representation, prior 
to the convening of each General Confer
ence." 

Said blank credential forms are now being 
mailed to district secretaries. Any who fail 
to receive them will be supplied promptly, on 
request, with address. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LHIONI, Iowa, January 25, 1900. 2·t. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
Dear Saints of Northeast Missouri Dis

trict:-I wish to eall your attention once 
more at the commencement of another year, 
thanking you for the sact'ifices you have 
made the past year in observing the law of 
tithing and free wili off<Oring, trusting your 

"love for God's cause will continue during 
the present and closing year of the nine
teenth century.· I am happy to inform 
you, without flattering, that after taking all 
things in consideration, especially the six 
months' stdke among· the miners in Bevier 
and Higbee, the two largest branches ia the 
district, it is somewhat astonishing to me 
tllat you have done so well. '!'his is very 
evident that God is in this work, and that he 
blesses his children when t:<:ley are trying to 
observe his laws s,nd commandments. When 
comparing the last year with the previous, I 
fino the receipts away beyond any other year 
since the organization of the district. This 
is encouraging. 

Go on in faith, ye s.aints, go on, 
Fear not, the cause is good. 

But notwithstanding that the last year has 
proved to be a blessed one financially, I am 
inclined to be doubtful as to whether we have 
done all that we could have done in tithes 
and offerings, as I am not a competent judge 
in this matter. I leave H for each saint to be 
his own judge, as every one is steward over 
his own goods, and responsible to God only 
!low he disposes that which God has en· 
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trusted to his hands. I am confident; how
ever, of some that they have the will and 
desire to observe what God requires, but are 
not able; nothing is rEquired of such. And 
in case any are in need, the Lord has pro
vided in his law that they should be cared 
for out of the means or tithing paid by the 
saints. How many are willing to observe 
God's holy law. The promise is on condition 
to observe a.ll things whatsoever he bas com
manded. How many are willing to observe 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

life, religious experience, especially with the 
Latter Day Saints, time and place of baptism, 
time and place 0f ordination or O!'dinations, 
ministerial work, time and place of death, 
etc., will confer a favor by addressing the 
undersigned as soon as possible. 

HEMAN G. SMITH, 
Church Historian. 

LAMONI, Iowa, January 30, 1900. 

the law of tithing this year? If there are NOTI<JES. 
a?y who have not started to pay ~ithing, be- There will be a priesthood meet.ing suc-
g-m now, and try .the Lord accordmg to th.e ceeding the conference at Arlington, Iowa. 
Prop.het Malachl (chapter three) and see lf 1 The subjects to be discussed are: Oblation 
be w1l~ not OJ?en the wmdows of heaven and and conoecration; the judgment; the gather
pour his blessHJg'S upon you. in"'. What about the lesser officials of the 

We. have a little b~n~ of _workers .in Bevier ch~1rch agitating the minds of the saints over 
that. IS ':"~rth,Y of .1m1tat:on, entitled the matters where the Presidency and Twelve 
Bev1er S1scers Se':"1ng Society .. They neyer have not fully decided? What about the 
come o~t on strike, ~ut ~ont1,nue sewlllg ministry indulging in games such as domi
away, w1th the only oh]'CJOt ln v:ew to help noes, checkers, etc. After tithing has been 
the latter-day work. Not only md the wor.k paid on all that we possess, in what does free 
local!y, but general~y. They doubled thelr will offerings consist? I hope the brethren 
offerwgs to the Bishop last year. as com- will study on the subjects. 
pared with the prE>vious year. Don't get 
weary, sisters, of well doing; you shall reap 

J. R. SUTTON. 

if vou faint not. 
li: word to those that hold back their little 

mitAR, because they think they are small. I CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
pon't forgAt the widow's mite. ·The ~ord Northeas.t Texas and Choctaw Nation quar-
Jild!l'PS our hear~s and not o~r outward snow. terJy conference will convene at \Vilburton, 
If you have a mckel, m: a dime, to he! P. t~e Induw Territory, Fdbruary 10, at t.en a. m. 
good work aloni2', hand 1t over to the sollClt- LCJt us be about our "Master's business" both 
o;s appointed in various places .tht•!)ugb the fot• the good we may receive and the g-~ud we 
distriCt. B:o. W. 9 Cbap':lan Is the proper may do. Let us strive to build up the "waste 
one tr, rece>Jve funos at H11!'bee, B.ro. E E. places" by sending the gospel message to all 
PE>trR .at Pollock, Bro Ed ward Gtbson at in our district. Those interested in Sunday 
Salt. R1ver, Bro. M. A. TrottPr at Carrol ton, whool work will meet on Friday the 9Lb. 
a.nd Sr. Roea Cochran at Bormvillfl. All This is an important feature· come and take 
those solicitors have worked faithfully in a part. EARL D. 'BAILEY, Pres. 
the past, and are commendE>d to the confi- J. COLE MOXON Sec. 
deuce of thA saints in their localities. PAr- ' 
haps Bro. Trotl;er bas moved to the Paeific Massachusetts district conference will con-
SlopE>, as be intended. If Bl'O. Trotter has left, venc in the chapel on Claflin SLrAet, Fall 
the fAw saintR there will please forward to River, February 10. Branch clerks will 
mv address bPlow. please have statistical reports in my band5 

"t wish to call your attention, saints, when ten days early, that I may perfect my report 
seudin!!' monPy to my addrPRS. D0n't forget to the body. Only those of the priesthood en
my initials and nnmbPr of P,ost Office box, as gaged in district work are required to report 
others are receiving my mail, sometimes with to conference. Let us all come in a good, 
money orders. . . . spiritual condition, and the Lord will enable 

BeforA I. c1~8e I fE>~!L l.1ke lmpre~Slll!!' upon us to place our part of the work on a higher 
evPr': fam;ly lD the d!soriCt to get t~e l'!erald.

1

i plane. Address me, 39 Hudson Street, 
I bPllevfl It the duty of every fam1ly In the Somerville, Massachusetts. 
church for many res,sons: not only an aid to C. M. FISHER. 
the church financially, but also spiritually. --·- , 
We ]Parn the movE>ments of the church, Semi-annual conference of New York dis-
enablin!!' us to act accordinQ"!y. Those fami- trict will convene at Brooklyn New York in 
li;s "?"ho are ~ot gettiiJrs th~ Herald in this saints' hall, No. 199 Saratoga Avenue, at 7;30 
diRtrJCt are lQ'norant o, tb1s. app.eal, hence p. m., February 24 and 25. A full attendance 
are not prepared to comply w1th 1t. Let us is desired, as matters of importance will 
all.put our shoulde~s to the gospel wheel ~nd likely be presented. The members of the 
un1tPdly help to.brwg- forth the redemptwn priesthood are rfquested to eeport their !a-
of God's people, 1s my prayer. bors in writing-, which should be sent to dis-

J. T. WILLIAMS, I trict secretary, at 189 Schaeffer Street, three 
Box 444, BEvmn, Missouri. days before conference. Sunday school con-

I 

vention will also be held same place and date 
as eonference. Bu-tness session four p. m. 

SECOND QUORUM OF PRIESTS. on the 24th. ALBER'!.' E STONE, Pr·es. 
The officers of tbe Second Q:wrum of 1 SAMUEL GUILFOY, Sec. 

Priests desire that each mArnber of said quo-~. . --- . 
rum will send in a writ.teo report to the sec- .Pottawa~tam1e Su:?-d,"~ s.c~ool conventw.n 
retary not later th!w tlw 20th of March; and , w;ll meet lD the sam~s cn.,.pel at Counml 
it is desired that EVEltY o:<~E will l'esnond to I Btuffs, fowa, at two. o clock p. m. [No date 
this req nest, as many of the quorum h'ave not given-Pottawatta_nne conference meets Feb
been heard from for many years. Please be rna1·y 24: conventiOn rr;o.bably meets 23d.
prompt, brethren. Address: Lamoni, Iowa. Ens] All schools are Kllldly req.uested. to 

S. K. SORENSEN, Sec. report.. and also send delegates 3;s this meeting 
calls for election of officers and Is the last ses
sion before the General Conference. All 

URGENT NOTICE. 
We are in especial need of items which will 

enable us to write brief but accurate biogra
phies of the following m"'n who were among 
the first members of the Quorum of thA Twelve 
in the RenrgB,nization:-Rsuben Newkirk, 

saints who intend coming to conference please 
ma,ke a special effort to be there in time for 
the convention. 

JENNIE E. SCOTT, Sec. 

BORN, 
David Newkirk, George V/hite, John Cun- SKANK.-To Bro. Fred and Sr. Ethel 
ningbam, Daniel B. Rasey. Skank, of Henderson, Iowa, October 22, 1899, 

Anyone who knows anything in regard to a daughter. Blessed by Elders H. Kemp and 
them, such as time or place of birth, early ' I. M. Smith, and named Vera Gladys. 

ROBERTs.~To Bro. Charles and Sr. Lucy 
Roberts, of Tabor, Iowa, May 6, 1899, a 
daug-hter. Blessed January 5, 1900, by Eld
ers H. Kemp and William Gaylord, named 
Blanche Anna. 

MARRIED. 
MORANT-RIOHARDS.-September 17, 1899, 

at North Platte, Nebraska, Mr. Hay George 
Samuel Morant and ·Miss Jessie Richards 
were married on Sunday morning at seven 
o'clock, at the home of the bride's parents, 
by her father, J. C. Richards, who is a priest 
in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints. After the ceremony, which was a 
very brief one, an elaborate wedding break
fast was served. Only relatives and a few in
timate friends were present. Some very nice 
wedding presents were received. Mr. and 
Mrs. Morant left on the morning train for the 
exposition at Omaha, where they will spend 
a few days. Tte bride is the oldest daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Richards, and is a very 
charming young lady. The groom is a popu
lar cattle man, who has made his homo in 
Lincoln County for a number of years. 

DIED. 
WARNOOK.-At Farmington, Iowa, Mary 

Warnock, wbose maiden name was Scott, de
parted this life January 16, 1900, aged 91 
years, 2 months, and 2 days. She was born 
November 14, 1808, in County Armagh, Ire
land. When ten years of age she came to 
Canada with her father's family, where she 
grew to womanhood. On July 19, 1833, she 
was ur.ited by marriage to William Warnock, 
who praceded her to rest 2 years, 11 months, 
and 4 days, in his ninety-sixth year. 
Gt'andma Warnock (the endearing name by 
which she was known) was the mother of 
eleven children, eight of whom preceded 
father and mother to the spirit world; and 
three-Robert, Sarah, and Susan-remain to 
bear the burden of sorrow that now rests on 
the home. She was reared in the 'Presby
terian Church-being of Scottish descent;
but in 1837 she with her husband, heard the 
preaching of Latter Day Saint elders and 
united with that church. One year later 
they removed to Caldwell County, Missouri. 
In 1842 they returned to Canada, and resided 
there until 18il, when they came to Farm
ington; here they have since made their 
home. Sr. Warnock has lived a true Chris
tian life; was a great help to the church, and 
until the infirmities of advancing age made 
her virtually a prisoner at home, she was 
always in attendance at worship. Her home 
was ever open to the ministry, and she did 
not forget to help them otherwise. For sev
eral years she has been a great sufferer, but 
bas endured it all with extraordinary pa
tience; and in all this bas had the faithful 
care and efficient nursing of her daughter 
Susan, who supported her in her arms in the 
last trying ordeal of death. This came to 
her at last unheralded and unanticipated, 
but found her prepared to go. Sbe had 
many times said she was "ready and anxious 
to go, and would he glad when it was the 
Lord's will to call." So when the call was 
made, she passed painlessly and peacefully 
to rest. "Precious in the sight of the Lord 
is the death of his saints." Funeral services 
at the reRidence, Elder James McKiernan in 
charge; Elder F. M. Weld, of Lamoni, Iowa, 
was the speaker. There were present her 
son, Robert, and daughters Sarah and Susan, 
and many friends to attest the respect in 
which Mother Warnock was held. The in
terment, took place in the Farmington ceme
tery. 

HEALEY.-Bro.John Healey died at Hanley, 
EoQ"!and, December 27, 1899, aged 49 yPars,. 
21 days. He was born December 5, 1850, at 
Bur~lPm; united with the church Septembfir 
11, 1882; ordained a priest August 19, 1883; 
and up to the last strove to do his duty and 
was faithful until death. Bro. Healey wa>~ 

_buried in the Hanley oemet©ry. 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
e1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
Bample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid i~ 
advance. · 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
pr~s~dents, a~d Bishop's agents are requested to 
11ohmt subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Oriley, Business Manager. Remittances 
uhould be made by post office or express orders 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ................•.•....... $0 35 
Cloth, limp ...•.....•.......... ·• 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 30 and 50 

Archreological Committee's Report, 
WITH lHAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American ArchaJology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nepbites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee bas outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in tbe Book of 
Mormon. 'fhese are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration-; 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char· 
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archreolo~rical evidences obtainable in sup 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to t.lc e average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archaJo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
35 cents, mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper ...•..................... $0 25 
C1oth •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •. .. . . . . .. .. . 40 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

c C}i OL. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account, of leading council and! 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the:, 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1. 50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2. 00; full leather $2. 50; 
fullle~~ther, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced EditimL 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? Udgi-
vet af den ?,jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke

1 
' "En Indbydelse til 

Guds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom." 
Per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ••••••••••• $1 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding , •...•...•....... $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges.. 60 

Church Publications Wanted! 
Copies of Times and Seasons, V ols. 

1, 2, and 3; Vols. 1 to 10 SAINTS' 
HERALD (bound or unbound); Mil· 

lennial Star; also of other old publica
tions or pamphlets. Address stating 

terms, HERALD OFFICE, 
EDITORIAL DEPT., 

Lamoni, Iowa.. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00" 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 7fi, 

:fEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Ere vier type, 18mo ..........••... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller) ...... · 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo..... •. • • • • Hl> 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00' 
Gilt edges . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 2 50 
With music only . . • • • • . • • • . . . • • . . 1 25. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi· 
tion. 

Cloth ........................... $0 31,Jl, 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDER:SON. Pres. W. A. HOPKIN:S, Cashier. 
MRR DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
lnCOI'JHtrated under the laws of the State o:l' Iowo>, .July l, 1§9'1, 

Total as!!ets January 1, 1900, $133,032.34. 
We pay intere•t on time oepo~it•, and eEpecially •olicit the correspondence and depodts of all Herald readers. All 
letters of iJ quiry w1ll be pn.mptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
§TOCiiHOJ!,DERS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Andereon, Lucy L. R··sseguie, Oscar 

Anderson, W u1. Auderson, J:l-.ra' k CrUey, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D Whitr-hettrl, G. W _ Blair, \V. A. II pkin~'~. 

SE.:-.101{ GlL\IlK A Latter Day t:laiur. Snn
·.:lay t-;eiJool Quarterly <'ontaining le-sons for each 
1-;unday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers an1i ~cholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter. ~f> L'enrs per year. 
IN'I'EH:IU~DIA'l'l<J GEADE. Tbie grade con

tains the iet-~ . ..,ous of the 8enior Grade io shn!Jlitied 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers: 
5 cents per quarter, 15 ceuts· per year. 

PIU:i\IARY GitADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children: same les,ons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter. ~5 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

"..--'WILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Quit-to-hac bas cured hundreds of other•, if you 

use tobacco and want to quit, why delay longer? Three 
boxes sent post paid for ou Jy $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR· 
AN TEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
STAMPS taken. Addrees, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections _urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..••...•••. 3 00 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24 ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

LAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sell a one half or ·t.wo thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ...........•............... $0 75 

True SuccessionJn Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offioial acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively establishE)d. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
o:\ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will rr::ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

' D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSO).'I', 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI_. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION OK
lahoma Live Stock Association, 
Et Reno. Oklahoma, February 
13-15 1900. One standard first
class fare for the round trip. 
Date of sale February 11-13 in

clusive. Returning final limit February 17. 
Continuous passage in ea,ch direction. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

THE 
A Monthly Review of 
Social Advance. 

This famous magazine is now published in 
New York. 

N. 0. FANNING, Etlitor. 
JOHN El\'IERY .1\'IcLEAN, Assoc. Editor. 
It is an absoiutely free and independent 

journal of the first class, presenting both 
sides of all the leading questions of the day 
from the pens of the best writers. 

Progressive and vigorous, yet scholarly 
and high toned, it should be read by all in
terested in obtaining up-to-date information. 

It is indispensable to every advanced mind. 

25 Cents a Copy, $2.50 a Year. 
Foreign Subscriptions, 12 Shillings. 

At all news-stands, or sent post-paid by 
the publishers: 

THE ARENA COMPANY, 
19 West 31st St., New York, N.Y. 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ...................•..••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .......••••• 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, B.:ilt ed_ges. flexible .••••• 2 00 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5l " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" " per 1000 .••••••••••••• a 50 
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They have lost the contagion of their j just as a bird fashions a nest, so does 
EDITORIAL: pretended youth. Prior to Lamarck, the soul fashion the body; that just as 

CONTENTS: 

B. H. Roberts Excluded .. ·· ......... 81 who was Darwin's precursor, Diderot the butterfly rises from the chrysalis, 
Large Type New Testament.·········· 82 intercepted them. That, of course, is so does the spiritual 'rise from the 
Pithy and Pointed ................... 83 b h d b f 

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: ut t e ay e ore yesterday. It is flesh; that just as two and two don't 
Undesirable Conditions .............. 84 ages ago from the cataleptic reveries make five, so it is impossible for death 
No Compromise.····················· 85 of antediluvian Hindus that they first to be. 
Self-Government ..................... 86 em d Th . t . 
Lost Tribes ......................... 88 erge · e mrcums ance IS sug- Nature, we have noted, is a great 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: .................. 89 gestive. It evokes the fable of the hand at preserving her stock in trade. 
"Sabbatarian Theories a Delusion," .. 93 lion and the lamb-modern science That stock is energy. Her supply of 
Sabbatarian Theories a Delusion ..... 93 I · d 'th · 't' d MOTHERS' HoME CoLuMN: ymg own Wl a pnml IVe cree · it is uniform. She transforms it, 
The Plea of the Corset ............... 93 ~ut t~e ci~cum~tance, though sugges- transmutes it, and transposes it, but 
Abide With Me .................... 93 tive, IS ot erw1se unimportant. The never does she suffer a particle of it 

SUNDAY ScHooL DEPARTMENT: descent of man, while theoretically to go astray. She may store it in 
~'ii The Secretary · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 94 entertaining and, in point of age, fungus or oak, in worm or man, but 

Development of Talent ............... 94 highl venerabl · t'll Beauty .............................. 94 H · Yh ·f e, IS unproven s I · on to it all she holds very tight. It is 
ORIGINAL PoETRY: ow t e uture may treat it we may for this reason that she won't hear of 

"Zion's Glory" ................. , ..... 94 surmise and never know. One thing such a thing as death. What seems 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: ' t ' 0 . . 11 h 't h 

94 IS cer am. r1gma Y a eresy, 1 as to us, or rather to Dr. Haeckel, to 
General Secretary's Notice........... ti'me e 0 gh "h d f 't t b MISCELLANEous DEPARTMENT: n u "' ea o I o ecome a constitute that condition is to her but 
To the Seventy ...................... 95 superstition yet. the constituent of a change. Nothing 
Iowa and Minnesota Mission ......... 95 But let us take it for granted. dies. When what is called death oc-
Silenced ............................ 95 E h' . 'bl I th t h' h l' . Southwestern Mission ................ 95 veryt mg IS possi e. t may be curs a· w lC was 1vmg resum.es a 
Bishop's Agents' Notices ............. 95 that we are, all of us, second cousins state which possesses the potentiality 
Notice from Los Angeles ............. 95 of the catarrhine anthropoid ape. If to acquire another form. The terre-
Credentials of Delegates to General 95 the relationship exist it were snob· ment has crumbled and the tenant 

Conference......................... bish to disavow it. Moreover, though gone forth. But just where, lacking 
by smart people such relationship may omniscience, we are unable to state. 

THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL. be regarded as vulgar, there is in it It is the great enigma. 
A REPLY TO DR. HAECKEL. nothing whatever which precludes It would be convenient to say that 

"When what is called death occurs that another life. Ganz im gegentheil, to that enigma was solved long ago. It 
which was living resumes a state which talk in Dr. Haeckel's language. Quite would be convenient, but it would not 
possesses the potentiality to acquire another on the contrary. be true. Myriads of those good peo· 
form." 

All sorts of misty ideas prevail on the sub- We all know that prenatal exist- pie who like to have others do their 
ject of the immortality of the soul. Some ence runs through the various phases thinking for them have pinned their 
speak of it as being a kind of ethereal being; of inferior life. We all know, too, faith on a residence right over head 
some as if it were made of thin matter; th"t th"t f"ct evoluti'on t"kes "nd ex- because they have regarded it as a 
some merely hold that in some unknown way .., "' "' "' .., 1 b l' f I · b 
it continues to exist. pands. We know, furthermore, that universa e Ie . t IS y no means a 

After a study of all these fantastic theories if evolution proves anything, it proves universal belief. Even if it were, the 
science is unsatisfied with any, and is forced that the physical pa_ rt of man is the fact would prove nothing. Every 
to state its conclusions: The belief in the · 1 b l' f · · It Product Of " long ser1'es of ch"nges. urnversa e Ie 1s erroneous. was immortality of the human soul is a dogma in w "' 1 l' h h 
utter contradiction to the facts which inves- Now, Nature is curiously cautious. once a universa be Ief t at the eart 
tigation has proven to be true. She neither adds nor subtracts. She was fiat. The majority is always 
~~The only immortality. for man is that of holds fast to what she has got. She wrong. Christianity, moreover, em-
the transmission of his character to later b b t t th f k' d I does not incre"se her possess1·ons, races u one- en o man m . n generations through his children, or the in- "' · h ld h d' 'd 
:fiuence which he exerts on the world of neither does she diminish them. What Its strong 0 s t ere are lSSI ents. 
thought while alive. she does is to tinker at them all the time. Oxford has done with dogmas. The 

-From Professor Ernst Haeckel's article on ''The Im- She puts them up, pulls them down faith of metaphysical Germany would 
mortality of the Soul," printed in the Journal's End of · 1 d 1 1 d 
the Century supplement. and sets them up anew. The physical enJOY a arge an amp e p aygroun 

Dr. Ernst Haeckel was good alterations Dr. Haeckel asserts, the on the head of a pin. Thinking 
enough recently to entertain us here spiritual developments he denies. But France is frankly atheistic. Scratch 
with his views on the absurdity of im- whoever is so foolish as a wise man? a student and you find a pagan. 
mortality and the obviousness of the The law of conservatism of energy Wherever there is thought there is 
descent of man. These views are in- holds as good for things immaterial as negation. 
teresting in several respects, yet for things mate:Qial. What is sauce That negation is the denial of cer
chiefl.y because of the indifference with for the goose is sauce for the gander. tain fairy tales. Primitive fabulists 
which they have been received. That, We are willing enough that Dr. erected an edifice of dream which they 

. though, was to be expected. Among Haeckel should play judge, but we called Creation. It was composed of 
pathologists there is a malady known can't let him play jury, too. If we a cellar, a ground floor, and a roof 
as epilepsy of the epiglottis. The did, he would stultify himself in his garden. In the cellar they fitted a 
patient tries to speak. He foams own court. For he would not let a furnace. On the ground floor man 
at the mouth instead. poor rule work both ways. He knows lived and moved and had his being. 

The complaint, once epidemic, co- how the ages have prepared our tene- According to his behavior so was he 
incided with Darwin's publication of ments. As a consequence, he should tossed in the surface or put in a lift 
analogous views. The world has be more polite to his colleagues in and shot to the roof. 
been inoculated since. These ideas I physiology than to turn up his nose We don't believe in that any more. 
and_:: their sporules no longer infect. at: their demonstration of the fact that We admire the simplicity of the idea, 
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but not its sense. We know that the manes has said, "Faith, trust, and i of the Standard Oil company, as made 
earth stands to creation as a drop of confidence are as useful in ascertaining 1 public by the Industrial commission 
water does to the ocean. We know truth as is reason." shows that the company's dividend~ 
that in the relatively narrow sphere But it is claimed that science gives have varied from 5! per cent per an
to which observation is at present no demonstration of spiritual acts; the num in 1882 to 33 per cent in 1897.
confined there are not less than three anatomist declares that be finds no Chicago Tribune, January 30, 1900. 
hundred million worlds. We know soul, the biologist that be discovers no 
that they don't revolve there just for such thing as spiritual life or spirit. 
the fun they may get out of their own It should be remembered that the spe· RELIC OF JERUSALEM. 
gymnastics. We know that the cialist is the man least able to discover Strasburg, Jan. 20.-The seven-
energy loosed among them cannot be or appreciate truth out of his own line. branched candlestick of the Temple of 
dissimilar to that which is recogniza Darwin became tbe authority upon Jerusalem bas most strangely been 
ble here. We know by way of corol- natural selection, but lost his appre- discovered in Rome. The workmen 
la~y that there also must be sentient I ciation of poetry and art. The man who are occupied with the task of 
bemgs: We know, furthe:more, ~hat who deals with the purely physical is laying the foundations in the Tiber 
evolutiOn shows that sentient bemgs least apt or able to discern the spir- for the Cavour bridge have found this 
have not fallen from a loftier estate, itual. This is the danger of our time ancient, sacred ornament buried in 
but are rising to one. The deduction to men of business· the one who mas- the mud of the river. 
is obvious. Not the dwellers on this ters his business m'ust give himself to The candlestick, which is still in a 
pl~net al<;>ne, but those of the uniyerse it with such absorption that be has no r~ma~kably good state of preserva
m 1ts entirety are en route for higher time for his soul, and so comes to lose .1 t10n .. 1s m~de of bronze. It answers 
things. . his power to perceive the things precisely m form and appearance to 

Dr. Haeckel thmks otherwise. Very which are moral and spiritual. Yet the celebrated seven fo_rked ?andela
good. At the Straits of Gibraltar, or there are scientists who find God in brum of the Jews which Titus, the 
rather, to be technical, at the Pillars I nature as did Hugh Miller in the rocks, Roman Gen~ral. and Emperor, after 
of. Hercules, which is the same place I Asa Gray in the flowers, and Kepler the destructiOn of Jerusalem, brought 
With ano.tber name, early geographers in the star·s. Lord Kelvin, as presi- to Rome.. . . . 
use~ to JOt on their maps Hie deficit dent of the world's greatest associa- . A facsimile copy of thi~ candlestiCk 
orbis-Here ends tbe world. The tion of scientists declared that all lS to be seen upon the trmmphal arch 
poor chaps bad no suspicion whatever things "come badk with irresistible of Titus in the vicinity_ of Forum Ro· 
that beyond that world of theirs there force, showing one everlasting Crea- mm?um. But bow or l';t what extra
stretched another twice as great. Dr. tor and Ruler." ordmary manner th1s wonderful 
Haeckel's views strike us as being And if man can know God, then he ornament. of the Holy City's temple 
quite as primitive.-By Edgar Saltus in ought to know him. Nothing can ex- got t~ be 1mbe~ded at the bottom of 
New York Journal, Jan. 14, 1900. cuse him from the duty of finding his the T1ber remams a~ presen_t an un-

NOT AN AGNOSTIC. 

Despite the cold a large audience 
was gathered at Plymouth church last 
night which listened very attentively 
to the sermon on ''Why I am not an 
agnostic." Mr. Van Horn took for 
his text 1 Samuel 17: 55: "As thy 
soul liveth, 0, King, I cannot tell." 
These are the words typical of the 
agnostic, the man who cannot tell, 
who does not know. The context 
makes it clear that the speaker might 
have known and that he ought to have 
known. And this is preeminently 
true in ethical and moral relations. 

heavenly Father and showing filial solved mystery.-Chwago Tr~bune. 
duty. This is the supreme meaning 
of life. This alone gives sense of SMOKING STUNTS THE GROWTH OF BOYS. 
duty done, of satisfaction with living, Whatever difference of opinion there may 
of blessedness. And how dies the ag- be upon the advisability of smoking for men, 
nostic? As the fool di'es. In doubt there is none as to its pernicious effect upon 

boys. It affects the action of the heart and 
when he might have known; in de- reduces the capacity of the lungs. Young 
spair when be might have had cer- men who are being trained for athletics are 
tainty; out into the dark when he not permitted to smoke by their trainers be-

cause, as they say, "It is bad for the wind." 
might have stepped into still greater The argument that will appeal most forcibly 
light. And condemned for it all be- to your boy is that smoking will stunt his 
cause he ought to have known the growth. It has been proved that youthful 
things which he might have known- bmokers are shorter· and weigh less than 

b 
their comrades who do not smoke. Cigar-

t e things that belong unto the ever- ettes are particularly injurious. Nicotine, 
lasting peace.-Iowa Capital, Monday, the active principle of tobacco, is said by 
January 29, 1900. chemists to be, next to prussic acid, the most 

rapidly fatal poison· known. The tender tis

There are those who say that even if BIG PROFITS OF STANDARD OIL 

sues of a growing boy cannot absorb even a 
very small quantity of it without most injuri
ous results.-February Ladies' Home JournaL 

there are spiritual facts and entities it New York, Jan. 29.-The stock of 
is yet impossible for man to know that the Standard Oil company sold to-day 
he knows them. The philosophical on the curb in Wall street at $520 a 
argument is that the finite cannot share on rumor that the company is 
know the infinite; that even if there to pay dividends equal to 45 per cent 
is a God, by his very perfections be is on its capital stock of $100,000,000 
placed beyond the range of sure during 1900. Mr. Rockefeller has 
knowledge by imperfect and foolish raised the price of kerosene, which 
man. ~.But this begs the question, for will add about $30,000,000 annually to 
it assumes tba.t God cannot or will the revenue of the company. 
not manifest himself in such form It is said that the visible supply of 
that man can see and know. And this petroleum in the United States has 

A COUNTRY WITHOUT HOTELS. 
RARE OPPORTUNITIES. 

The new country in Nort.hwest Nebraska 
and Wyoming being opened up by the Bur
lington Railroad ( ffers a great opportunity 
for hotel men. Hotels are wanted in anum· 
ber of good towns. The district is extremely 
rich in agriculture and minerals. Business 
will be good. For particulars address E. W. 
Farnham, Industrial Commissioner, C. B. & 
Q. R. R., 209 Adams street, Chicago. 

which philosophy has no right to not been so small in twenty years as STARVES HERSELF TO DEATH. 
deny is just what revelation declares; it is at the present time, and that the Kokomo, Ind., Jan. 30.-Mrs. Lydia Cox, a 
and revelation is backed up by the trust holds a complete corner on the Quaker church worker, died to-day. A few 
experience of thousands of reputable market. weeks ago she assisted in a revival for a new 
h d b sect known as the "Church of Holiness," 

C aracters an credi le word who de- To-day the stock in hand was only which dances, shouts, goes into trances, and 
clare that they have had such experi- 8,000,000 barrels. Fifteen years ago believes in Christian science. A month ago 
ence as to assure them that God is, I it was 20,000,000 barrels. she ceased to eat, declaring; the Lord had 
and that he may be found and known I Washington D C Jan 29 -A I cal.led on h_er t_o fas! forth~ sws of the world. 
b d t' A d G J R . t t t b s' C .T D., dd · 1.·. Fr1ends tned m vam to d1ssuade her. She eyon ques IOn. n as . . o- s a emen y . . . o , so lCitor ~refused all nourishment and died. 
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B. H. ROBERTS EXCLUDED. 

The House of Representatives, of 
the United States has by a vote of 268 
to 50 excluded Brigham H. Roberts 
from a seat and voice in the legisla
tive councils of the nation. 

There were two opinions held in 
both the committee and the House, 
as to the course of procedure. One 
was to the effect that Mr. Roberts 
sbould be sworn in and then expelled; 
this was the view of the minority of 
the committee; the other was that he 
should be excluded at once; this was 
tbe view of the majority of the com
mittee, and, as it turned out, of the 
n:lajority of the House as well. 

In reply to a question as to what hi~ 
people would do about it, he remarked 
that he did not know; it might be that 
the·State of Utah would make an ap
peal of the case tu the Supreme Court 
of the United States. 

It is possible that this rebuke so 
publicly given by so large a majority 
of the body of lawmakers of the na
tion to an aspirant for legislative 
honors, who has for years set the 
laws of the United States and its in
stitutions at defiance, may not be ac
quiesced in by Mr. Roberts and a part 
of his constituency, and they may 
seek relief from the intolerable nature 
of this rebuke in an appeal to the Su
preme Court, the highest tribunal 
known to American jurisprudence; 
and, we could almost be pleased to see 
this done. For, we are persuaded to 
believe, that should it be done, the 
lesson which would be read the ruling 
"two per cent" polygamous class of 
Utah's Mormon population would be 
of lasting benefit to that misguided 
host. 

In the progress of the contest in 
Congress, before the committee and 
in the House, Mr. Roberts has stated 
in effect that the marriages for the 
carrying into repute and practice of 
which he was being brought in ques
tion, were entered into under the 
solemn sanction of the church; tbat he 
could not be absolved from the sacred 
obligations thus assumed or imposed 
ljy any act or process of law; and that 
e\'en the church itself could not re
lease him, or by an edict compel him 
to desist from. the as~;?oGiatio:p~;~ e11tered 

into by such marriages. So, what
ever the issue before Congress might 
be, Mr. Roberts has served a sort of 
quasi personal notioe on the govern
ment and the nation through Con
gress that he proposes to continue to 
disregard the laws. His bravery may 
be admirable, but his assurance and 
judgment are unpraiseworthy. 

Mr. Roberts is reported to have 
said that Christ never condemned 
plural marriage. 

We may not know how extensive 
the reading of Mr. Roberts has been, 
but the Christ did say regarding the 
marriage law, the union of husband 
and wife, '•For this cause shall a man 
leave his father and mother, and 
cleave unto his wife; and they twain 
shall be one flesh." This is stated by 
both Matthew and Mark as having 
been said by Jestls who is the Christ. 

This same Christ said: ''Whosoever 
putteth away his wife, for any cause; 
save fornication, and shall marry 
another, committeth adultery." (Mat
thew 19 and Mark 10.) 

In both of these passages the terms 
are '"cleave unto his wife," singular 
number; not three, like Mr. Roberts; 
nor nineteen, like President Brigham 
Young. "They twain," two not three 
nor nineteen. 

Again, all Utah Mormons, including 
Mr. Roberts, hold the Book of Mormon 
to be a direct revelation from the Lord 
to this generation; so do the "Mor
mon" churches, so called, of all classes 
,arid all organizations. In that book 
is stated the fact that the "word of 
the Lord" came to Jacob to get him 
up into the temple on the morrow, the 
day after the one on which the com
mand came to him, and ''declare the 
word" which the Lord (the Christ) 
"would give him." On the day desig
nated Jacob went up into the place 
assigned him and among other things 
stated, "Hearken unto the word of the 
Lord, There shall not any man among 
you have save it be one wife, and con
cubines he shall have none." 

This voice "out of the dust," was 
reinforced in 1831 by· the command 
given to the church that they should 
"remember the New Covenant, even 
the B!;mk of Mormon . . . not only to 
say, but to do, according to that which 
is written" therein. 

Further still, this same Lord, the 
Christ, gave a revelation of h.is will 
in 1831, in two significant statements: 
"Thou shalt love thy wife, wi~h all 
thy heart, and shall cleave unto her 
and none else." 

There could bave been no more 

positive statement condemning the 
opposite to this rule than the rule 
itself. As in the words of the Christ 
as stated by Matthew and Mark, the 
word wife is singular again, and the 
words none else, mean surely, no one, 
not anyone else. Language cannot be 
more specific. Further still, this 
same Jesus, the Christ, in answer to 
an inquiry made upon an occasion 
when if a different rule had been con
templated by him, he could have 
stated it then, made this statement:-

Marriage is ordained of God to man; 
wherefore it is lawful that he should have 
one wife, and they twain shall be one flesh. 

This is made more striking by the 
added information:-

And all this that the earth might answer 
the end of its creation, and be filled with the 
measure of man, according to his creation be
fore the world was made. 

In these statements this Christ, 
whom Mr. Roberts says did not con· 
demn plural marriage, gave to the 
church his rule of law, which is again 
in the singular member "one wife," 
and also stated that this was the law 
at the creation. How Mr. Roberts 
could forget these statements is pass
ing strange. The only reason why he 
did it, that we can see, is that his 
wives had turned his heart, like Solo
mon's wives did his, and he is capable 
of committing folly. 

Joseph Smith, in one of his impas
sioned appeals for justice to his people 
at the hands of the American nation 
said of Congress that it was "supreme 
in its sphere;" the highest law of the 
land. This was written in an effort 
to point out a way to remedy a condi
tion the result of lawless disregard of 
the laws of the land by mobs led by 
religious bigots, who in the garb of 
devotion to God disregarded the rights 
of men and the power of courts and 
executors of the law. It would be a 
strange spectacle to Joseph Smith to 
witness a professed follower and lover 
of him and his religious teaching 
standing at the bar of the House of 
Representatives, asking for immunity 
for acts and practices which Joseph 
Smith by the aid of divine inspiration 
had declared an abomination before 
the Lord; and demanding for himself, 
an avowed apologist for and practicer 
of those acts and practices, in spite of 
and disregard for the law of the land, 
a seat and membership among the 
lawmakers of the Nation; notwith
standing the man whom Mr. Roberts 
professes to honor told, the church 
which Mr. Roberts misrepresents,
by inspiration of ,Jesus Christ, tlnvt 
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the man who "keepeth the law of 
God hath no need to break the laws 
of the land." 

That same Jesus Christ whom Mr. 
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strosity. So in this marriage ques
tion, God at the creation gave the 
rule; that rule was monogamic, one 
man one woman, one husband one 
wife. This rule has been twice en
forced, in the dealing of God with 
Noah and his sons, and with Lehi and 
his sons. Any departure from th1s 
rule is a deviation from the expressed 
provision of the wisdom and will of 
God. There was no need that God 
should in s·et terms condemn plural 
marriage. He enacted the law at the 
creation of man. Any deviation from 
that law is a deformity or a mon· 
strosity. 

So far as the church organized in 
the United States, April 6, 1830, is 
concerned, and has been or can be af
fected by divine command condemna
tory of plural marriage orpolygamy, 
the Lord has condemned it:-

There shall not any man among you have, 
save it be one wife: and concubines he shall 
have none; for I, the Lord God, deligh teth 
in the chastity of women. 

Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy 
heart, and shall cleave unto her and none 
else. 

The chastity of woman is best con
served by the Lord's rule given above. 
In asserting the rule the opposite to 
it is condemned, in the common sense 
way to understand the language used. 

There should be no le>nger any mis
understanding of the attitude of the 
people of the United States, now that 
Congress has said that Mr. B. H. 
Roberts, a polygamist, Congressman
elect from Utah, cannot be recognized 
as such and be given a seat in the 
House of Representatives. We bow 
to the decision and feel assured that 
the House did well and dealt justly. 

In a reported interview with Mr. 
B. H. Roberts, said to have been had 
after the vote to exclude him from a 
seat in congress had been taken, he is 
made to say:-

Roberts so erroneously asserts did 
not condemn plural marriage knew 
from the first that the "marvelous 
work and a wonder," the sending of 
the restored gospel message, would be 
on the American continent and under 
the human laws and institutions of the 
United States. Surely he could have 
made no such huge mistake as that 
which would permit a paltry "two per 
cent" of the men of the church to viti
ate and make void all the commands 
he gave the church at its inception 
and during the period of its hardest 
struggle for permanent existence 
under the constitution and laws which 
he had ''raised up and inspired wise 
men" to enact and establish, by the 
giving a permissive revelation or com
mand so loose and disjointed, and in 
some of its provisions so vicious, as is 
the so-called revelation on plural or 
celestial marriage. Pres. Brigham 
Young spoke truthfully, whether by 
inspiration or by human sagacity, 
when he said of the doctrine of that 
so-called revelation: "It will damn 
more souls than it will save." After 
over half a century of practice, a 
period of jealousies, heartburnings, 
bickerings, and apostasies within the 
church,- and misunderstandings, cav· 
illings, opposition, just indignation, 
censure and condemnation from 
without, the chief advocates of the 
system admit that all cannot become 
active participants in the advantages 
claimed for the doctrine, and claim 
that not more than two per cent of 
the Mormon people have practiced or 
are now practicing plural marriage. 
So; t.he two per cent comprising the 
leading men of the priesthood, presi
dents, apostles, bishops, high priests, 
seventies, patriarchs, compose the 
number who will be saved while the Such a position, however, is but transitory 

in Utah, and comes down to the Mormon 
ninety-eight per cent who are not in people from conditions growing out of the 
the practice and cannot be, are the plural-marriage system of the past. The con
" many more" whom the doctrine will ditinn here referred to, however, is rapidly 
damn. pasRing away. From authoritative figures 

officially collected recently by the Mormon 
Mr. Roberts makes the inconsistent Church it has been ascertained that at the 

plea that Christ did not disapprove time of the discontinuance of plural mar
nor condemn plural marriage. No- riages under the aut,hority of the late Presi-

h · th d f G d · dNJt Woodruff's manifesto, in September, 
W ere m e wor 0 0 • m any 1890, there were 2,451 polygamous families 
book we ever saw, read, or heard of, throughout the whole Mormon Church. 
is there any direct word of God stat- Since then it bas been ascertained that 908 of 

lies in the Mormon Church amounting 
to more than one third the whole num
ber; that is, out of 2,451 families in 
1890, 908 have ceased to exist. 

The causes assigned for this aston
ishing decrease are death, divorce, 
and abandonment. Looking at these 
causes from the point of view taken 
in the plea that Mr. Roberts made 
that even the Church could not now 
take such action as would annul the 
obligations to plural wives, so sacred 
were they, it is very peculiar, for the 
reason that the document under which 
it is claimed that the church sanction
ed these plural marriages, contains 
no provision for divorce. How then 
do the church authorities manage to 
dispose of polygamous obligations so 
sacredly entered into? Is it by appeal 
to the civil courts? It can hardly be, 
for the reason that should there be an 
appeal to the court for the dissolution 
of a polygamous marriage, it would 
be necessary to allege the fact of 
such marriage, day and date, and 
place of consummation. But under 
the common law polygamous mar
riages are not legal, but void; and he 
who would plead a polygamous 
church ceremony would make himself 
or herself liable to prosecution for 
bigamy, or worse. Hence, we hardly 
see how divorce as a cause of de-' 
crease in polygamous families can 
apply. 

Of course death is slowly undoing 
much of the wrongs of the past, and 
if two more decades will witness the 
extinction of polygamous practices, 
then may there be hope of a rehabili· 
tation of the church in Utah freed 
from this incubus. 

The United States government has 
been using justifiable means to com
pel due deference to the laws and in
stitutions of this land destined to the 
development of the angel's. message, 
and Congress is but doing its part 
when it says in unmistakable terms 
that no polygamist shall hold and oc
cupy a seat in the House of Repre
sentatives when it is known that he 
has been chosen and elected as such. 
There has been a need for these "ex
traordinary efforts put forth" to stop. 
the continuance of a practice offensive 
to the laws of both God and man. 

LARGE TYPE NEW TESTAMENT. 
ing that a man shall not have three these families have ceased to exist, through 
feet, three hands, three eyes, two death, divorce, or abandonmAnt, leaving at 

the present time but 1,543 polygamous fami· REDUCED IN PRICE. 
noses, two mouths, and two tongues; liesln the church throughout the world, and, 
yet he fashioned man as we find him; as most of these are well advanced in years In response to a general demand 
and any departure from the type of and all beyond middle life, the system will for a low-priced edition, another 
manhood or womanhood is recognized soon be obliterated from the earth, and under Large-Type Edition of the New Testa-

these cir·cumstances there has been little I · d T 1 · h h and known as a de,riation from God's excuse for the extraordinary efforts put forth ment, nsp1re rans atiOn, as een 
law and is regarded as being disap- throughout the country to crush out a system issued at a popular price, and thus 
proved of by God; nor has it ever been of marriage already practically d<oad and placed within the reach of all. It is 
expected, believed, or sought that God abandoned. printed on good book paper, from the 
would or shQuld speak in direct con- Two points in this are quite strik- same plates as former editions, and 
demnation of such departun~ from the ing; one, that since the September, from clear, la~ge type a?d ~s bound in 
general rule. The rule is known, the 1890, a period of ten years, there has good substantial cloth bmdmg. . 
deviation is a deformity or a mon· " heen a decrease in* polygamous fami· · l:n order to make the work accesst· 
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ble to all the price has been fixed as 
low as possible to make it. The book 
is on sale at sixty-five (65) cents per 
copy. However, where branches will 
collect orders and have the books 
shipped by freight, they will be fur
nished at fifty (50) cents per copy, pur
chasers to pay freight charges. Such 
cnarges would add but little to the 
purchase price, hence branches may 
obtain the books at a low figure. 

The New Testament, large-type 
edition, cloth; by mail 65 cents per 
copy; orders of six or more, by 
freight, charges to follow, 50 cents 
per volume. 

Address orders to Frank Oriley, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

PITHY AND POINTED. 

Bro. M. T. Short is pleading hard 
for the cause at Warrensburg, Mis
souri. In the Standard- Weekly of that 

, place for January 26, 1900, Bro. Short 
gets the following; pithy and to the 
point:--

WHY I BECAME A LATTER DAY SAINT. 

Edito'r Standard-Herald.-All other things 
being eq uall would rather belong to one of the 
nomtnai churches, and be honored, praised, 
and aided to prominence, power, and per· 
haps wealth and luxury than to adhere to an 
unpopular faith. 

At the stern call of duty Saul of Tarsus ex
changed Judaism, and the Jew's religion, for 
Christ, and Christianity, and thenceforth 
went forth to build up what he bad hitherto 
sought so ardently to' overthrow, and extir
pate. Thank fortune I never was like him a 
vile persecutor, inspired with a blind fanati
cal zeal. Through painstaking investigation, 
and a readiness to hear and learn, and a wil
lingness to believe and obey the truth, I was 
led to embrace the doctrine and labor in its 
interest. A prayerful, careful, humble heart 
will lead the happy possessor thereof to hun
ger and thirst after righteousness, even the 
gospel. Fidelity, integrity, persistence, con
secration, honesty, sobriety, and benevolence, 
coupled with a well-informed judgment and a 
contrite spirit, will help a person out of dark
ness, doubt, and death into the marvelous 
light and liberty of salvation, relative here, 
and full and complete in the great, grand, and 
most glorious hereafter. The saints' philoso
phy inculcates an all-wise, omnipotent, eter
nal, personal God; who is our creator, bene
factor, and preserver. They stoutly advocate 
the divinity, mediatorship, authority, and 
power of Jesus the Christ. The omnipres
ence, influence, and supervising energy of the 
Holy Spirit is a factor in our belief. Original 
sin, or th!'l primeval fall, necessitated an infi
nite atonement of the Lamb of Calvary. Un
conditional death, on our part, came from the 
transgression of the original pair in Eden. 
In like manner through the obedience of the 
God-man comes life to all, both the devout 
adorer and the most abandoned wretch. 
Through the sacrifice of the cross however 
all may be saved up to eternal life, with a 
fullness of glory, when they hear the great 
message of reconciliation expounded in dem
onstration of the Spirit, if .they but believe 
it with the whole heart, yea without any 
mental reservation whatever. 

When a person has the requisite faith he 
will speedily be sorry for and repent of all of 
his past sins, both of omission and com
mission. These sins should be eliminated, 
or canceled by baptismal remission, the wash
ing of regeneration, a rising from the watery 
grave to walk in the newness of life, the 
washing away, etc. The Holy Ghost as an 
~biding comforter is obttllined through con-
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firmation, or the laying on of the hands of 
the eldership or ministry. This ordinance of 
course must be admini~tered to baptized be
lievers by those in authority. It is a condi· 
tion of eternal life, and as such ranked as a 
principle of the doctrine of Christ to retain 
the good Spirit and enjoy its fruits, 
gifts, and manifestations, one has to Jive 
worthy of the high vocation and call
ing. Our church in organization, ordi
nances, doctrine, experience, hope, blessings, 
and divine authority agrees with the New 
Testament institution, hence we wish for its 
welfare, growth, development, and final re
demption and ultimate glory. We adhere to 
the literal resurrection of the dead; the sec· 
ond ad vent of our Savior, the millennia! reign 
of peace, purity, and good will, the subjuga
tion and redemption of ti::te whole earth; the 
great restoration from evil and woe; the 
overthrow of the evil one, and his emissaries; 
the complete victory over death, hell, and 
the grave: the glory, honor, immortality, and 
eternal life of mao; and, in fine, much peace, 
happiness and joy here, and a fullness of 
pleasures forevermore hereafter. We wish 
to prove all, hold to the good, and bid all 
godspeed in all that is laudable, uplifting, 
and divine. 

M. T. SHORT. 

Our big brother used to live on the 
frontiers and shoots straight. Of his 
effort at Warrensburg, Missouri, Bro. 
Morris T. Short writes:-

I am having well attended meetings. The 
hall hire is one dollar and a half per night, 
but the money has come to the front by saints 
and friends who attend. I preach six or 
eight miles out in the country to-morrow, so 
that the Episcopal church has the hall then. 
I, however, will resume my labor and series 
here Monday night. 

The Brighamites, four in number, who are 
doing this town, heard me versus the harem, 
and one by the vote of the house did make a 
fifteen minute's sickly evasive reply. The 
young ad venturer's name is Smith and a true 
one he claims to be in Israel. I loaned the 
quadruple grand "Successor in Church Presi
dent," but zounds! they appear to be "estab
lished"-in what? When this empire of 
benighted lust will perish the good Lord only 
knoweth. It is brazen faced, persistent, up 
and coming-, and displays an adhesive energy 
and devotion worthy of a good cause. I gave 
the Jmwnal-Democrat the manuscript I 
penned, but he did not find it available, but in 
the place thereof gave his readers his delecta
ble effusion of ''Mormons scraping each other." 
The daily gives us friendly advertisements, 
etc. I am feeling at my best, and surely I am 
blessed, for the work's sake mainly, I pre
sume. 

Last night I was away up the mountain 
height, and sent forth an avalanche of truth. 
It is a pleasure and profitable I judge to deal 
forth food divine while in the light of the 
cross and in the line of ministerial duty. I 
breathe an inward prayer for grace, wisdom, 
and courage to battle on for the right. 
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. J. D. Stead, Talorville, Illi
nois, January 31:-

The work here seems to be prospering at 
present. We are occupying the miner's hall, 
a very nice and commodious building, seating 
two or three hundred people, heated by 
steam, lit up by electricity. Those who have 
been attending seem to be interested. Bap
tized two Sunday. There are others who 
express themselves as believing the angel 
message and may obey before I leave. Bro. 
Morris will be here next week to organize 
the saints here, into a branch. I baptized 
three in Pana just before coming here. I 
have done more work in the past two weeks 
than I have ever done since I came into the 
church in the same length of time, blessing 
children of parents in the church and out of 
it, administering to the sick, baptizing, con
firming, preaching, and talking- during the 
day, and some evenings almost half the night 
I am feeling reasonably well for me physi
cally, and never felt better spiritually. 

Bro. F. C. Smith, Temple, Ohio, 
February 1:-

I baptized two at Toledo on Sunday (zero 
weather); one a mother, and bessed her boy. 
There are honest souls yet to obey, but there 
is not the interest there used to be out this 
way to believe and obey the truth. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Advices from Brn. F. G. Pitt and 
William Newton inform us that Bro. 
Pitt and wife, Bro. Newton, wife, and 
daughter will sail for America from 
Liverpool, February 10, on the 
steamer Campania. They will be ac· 
companied by Bro. Edward Tucker 
and family who come to make their 
home in America. We wish the party 
a safe and pleasant voyage. 

Bro. D. L. Harris was at Condon, 
Oregon, January 25, holding services 
assisted by Bro. A. B. Moore. Inter
est increasing; would continue the 
services. 

Bro. Eben Miller, of Cleveland, 
Ohio, reports having cut the ice at 
Akron, Ohio, of late, where he bap
tized some into the church. Bro. 
Miller is Bishop's agent of the Kirt
land district and an all around worker 
and live man. He is doing well. 

Bishop Kelley went to Independ
ence on Saturday, the 3d, to spend 
Sunday with the Independence saints, 
who are making an effort to lift all in
debtedness from their house of wor
ship, a good example indeed-to get 
out of debt and to stay out, as saints 
are commanded to do. 

AUNT KATHARINE SALISBURY DEAD. B. H. Roberts' claim for mileage 
By telegram from Bro. Don C. while seeking admission to Congress 

Salisbury we Jearn that Aunt Katha- has been denied. On his return to 
rine Salisbury, sister of the Martyrs Utahhe was immediately arrested on 
and the last of the family of Joseph the charge of unlawful cohabitation. 
Smith the Patriarch, and Lucy Smith, The Supreme Court of Iowa has 
died at the residence of her son D. C. ruled that "the petition of consent" 
Salisbury, near Carthage, Illinois, on under which saloons have been oper
Friday, the 2d inst. Pres. A. H. ating in Iowa since 1894 is invalid, and 
Smith went on from Lamoni to attend the sale of intoxicants is consequently 
the funeral, to take place on Sunday, 'I illegal. Saloons .. in .. for·. ty·t. hre·e. coun
the 3d. Further particulars and ties were ordered closed, but hay~ 
obituary next week. been reopened penqing a new t~i!:ltl of: 

. . . . . . th~ question, ' ., · '' · · · 
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The Russian press constantly as- fenses, etc. Of this sum 470,000,000 I 
serts that with England's preoccupa- francs are wanted for 179 vessels to 
tion in Africa, Russia's opportunity be added to the navy. The great 
has come. Russia is seemingly acting activity at Marseilles indicates that 
upon such lines of policy, for she has France is preparing to send large 
secured control of the custom houses contingents of troops to the Franco
and ports of Persia on the Persian African possessions and to Indo-China. 
Gulf, where England has hitherto ex- A serious revolt of Egyptian troops, 
ercised a dominating influence. Ru- caused by withdrawal of British 
mor has it that the Russian fleet has troops, is reported from the Soudan. 
been ordered off the west coast of The French press continues to urge 
Algiers where a junction may be an attack upon England in view of 
formed with the French fleet if occa- her situation in South Africa. 
sion requires. London and Berlin Attention is called to the notice of 
advices report the loan of Russia to amendment of the Articles and By
Persia of 22,500,000 rubles and state laws of Graceland College,-in our 
that Russia is practically given con- Miscellany Department, - provided 
trol of Persia. for by action of the General Confer-

Russia, like the prevailing plague, ence of 1898. Please notice it, all 
is slowly but surely extending her in- whom it may concern. 
fluence and intrenching herself abroad Hon. G. W. Bartch, Chief .Justice 
in the world. Following her actiori of Utah, is credited in a Washington 
in the far east and in Persia comes telegram with the statement that only 
the news that confirms her action in 1,544 of a Mormon population are now 
Persia, Afghanistan, and China, in living in polygamy. Just bow he be
securing territory in Persia, in mass- came possessed of such exact figures 
ing troops on the borders of Afghan- is not stated. But; in any event, that 
istan on the confines of India, and in number is just 1,544 too many and 
procuring the deposi.tion of the that number more than the law allows. 
Chinese emperor. Russian spies now Graceland College reports a total 
are at work in Sweden, which has enrollment of sixty-one students since 
caused tbe Swedish press to urge the the opening of the year's work. 
government to protest. It is urged President Harkness is much encour
that Russia is encouraging Norway to aged by the prospect and is laboring 
rebel against Swedish domination as diligently to make Graceland a sue
a pretext for Russia's interference, cess and the leading educational in
that she may thus seize ports of Nor- stltution of Southwestern Iowa. 
way. New students are being constantly 

Italy is making demands on China, enrolled and are doing good work. 
supported by her fleet. One of our c:-raceland _College g~adu

ates, now takmg a specml professwnal 
Forty-one deaths and fifty-two cases course in one of the leading univer-

of plague arerepo;ted from Honolu_lu, sities of the country, remarked to the 
up to ~a~uary 2o. _The Argent.me I writer that he was gratified because 
Republic 1s charged With suppressmg of having been permitted to pursue 
news of the pl~gue. . his college studies at Graceland. 'rhe 

The Hunganan D1et has approved chief reason was, that he had received 
a s?pplementary credit of 30,000,000 closer personal attention from the fac
~orms for the purchaRe of war muni- ulty, because of the not overcrowded 
twns. conditions under which his instruc-

Italy is planning for a new army tors had been able to more closely 
and asks for 400,000,000 lire to pro- note and keep track of his progress. 
vide for defenses of the state. Influ- At the old established schools, where 
enza, floods, and other disorders cause classes were very large and often 
continued anxiety in Italy. 'rhe doc- crowded to the utmost limit, such 
tors are powerless to check the influ- close attention and favorable progress 
enza epidemic. was hardly possible. He could there-

France will punish the French car- fore recommend Graceland for that 
dinal and the bishops and archbishops and other reasons. To those who 
who encouraged the Assumptionist may be considering the question of 
Fathers in resisting the government's education of their children we recom
action against them. The tendency is mend Gracelaud as to its and 
to bring a?out a, crisis between church J essential fa~ilit,ies. Professor 
and state m France. ness has a w1de throug·hout 

Signs point to the seizure of I the State of Iowa and the Middle 
Moroc:Jo by France as a menace to West as a competent and successful 
England. Spain, it is said, will be educator. We may remark that he is 
given control, under French direction, preparing some special normal work 
of territory commanding entrance to for the benefit of teachers. Write 
the Mediterranean. him for new circular 

The French government has asked addressing him a'u 
the Chamber of Deputies to consent Bro. Frank Oriley 
to an expenditure of 900,000,000 francs ence on the 3d and left for 
for additions to the .navy, coast de- Pennsylvania, on the 5th, 

Oriuinal Ar1iBlB8. 
UNDESIRABLE CONDITIONS. 

Several articles, within the past 
year, have appeared in the Herald 
concerning Zion and the gathering of 
the saints, which indicate in some de" 
gree the interest being taken in the 
subject. There is one phase of the 
subject which seems to have escaped 
the consideration of those that have 
written, or has been overlooked pur
posely or otherwise, I cannot say. 

Compared with others of the com
munities in which we reside, who are 
not of our faith, our numbers are 
very small, and @Specially in the large 
cities, and as a result we are separated 
from each other socially, and only 
have the pleasure of each other's com
pany at the church meetings, thereby 
losing whatever good should come 
from our social relationship. 

The mad race for wealth and gen
eral disregard of all religious obliga
tions make men so that they have no 
consideration for the welfare of others, 
and because of this, unusual long 
hours and on the Lord's day, work is 
required by men, who employ others 
to work for them, thereby depriving 
them of all the good that a loving 
Parent designed should come to his 
people by a proper 'Observance of his 
law. 

Many of our young sisters in the 
cities are compelled to stand for ten 
hours or more behind a counter, and 
on Saturday until nine p. m., which 
unfits them for duties on the Lord's 
day, or so impairs life's energies, that 
what work is done is amid difficulties 
and anxieties which must in time im
p~tir their usefulness to the church 
and Sunday school. 

The trades unions are now so pow
erful that it is very bard for a young 
man to get a chance to learn a trade, 
unless be possesses what is commonly 
called a ''pull." It may be political, 
or religious, or a social one; but it 
must be one that appeals to the pecul
iar makeup of the one that the favor 
is sought from, otherwise their 
chances are poor indeed. Not only 
does this condition apply to young 
men learning trades, but to all classes 
of labo:r in general. The writer works 
for a corporation that employs over 
four hundred men and I feel that the 
truth is spoken when I say that 
more than fourths of that num-
ber have obtained their employment 
by means of the "pull" that they had. 
So that in order for a Latter Day 
Saint to have a "pull" he must sear 
his conscience and do that which he 
knows God forbids him to do. Cer

the:re are honorable exceptions 
to above conditions, nevertheless 
it is the general rule. 

The rich live at ease i:n the lap of 
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luxury and care not for those whom nearly all business the wild they may never taste it themselves. 
they employ. Their selfishness makes speculative spirit which takes fast "Whether ye eat, or whether ye 
them lose all humane feeling, and they hold on nearly all Americans, makes drink, m: whatsoever ye do, do all to the 
careuot how much suffering they may another financial crisis and commer- glory of God," sa.ys the word; and we 
cause, so long as their desires are cial panic a certainty in less than may add without irreverence, whether 
gratified. The petty annoyances that twenty years, and woe betide those ye buy, or whether ye sell, or what
they heap on those in their power is caught in for the spirit of revenge, ever you do, do all to the glory of God. 
not possible to describe; it must be the desire to destroy life and property, So if I were a grocer I would not 
seen to be realized. I have seen men will exceed anything in our country's sell tobacco or anything else my con· 
working in buildings where the tern- history, I know to some extent the science would not allow me to use. If 
perature was 70 degrees above zero deep-seated feeling of hatred that ex- I lost custom, very well. God would 
compelled to go out and work where ists among the masses, and when it overrule that for my good, and the 
it was 10 degrees below. It was im- breaks forth it will be something ter- few paltry dollars should never be al· 
possible to use clothing enough to pre- rible. lowed to tip the balance in favor of 
vent a chilling of the whole system. I Is it not about time the church was anything spoken against by our Lord. 
have seen men compelled to work seeking out the wise men to lead and The principle that it is right to sell 
twelve to fifteen hours without food; direct the saints in the gathering; not whatever the world demands would 
and again, places where men work as a raging, disorganized mob fleeing also make it right to sell whisky, ob· 
seven days in the week, when changing in haste, but systematically, orderly, scene books, and all the other foul 
from night to day shift, instead of a in the spirit of wisdom. Many of the and evil things for which the world 
rest, it is twenty-four hours of con- saints are waiting for some one to lead always bas a demand. It would make 
stant work. them. They are willing to follow, and it right to open and run theaters, 

A spirit of deep-seated hatred bas have no desire to run ahead of those dance halls, rum shops, and opium 
grown up between employer and em· whom God wishes to lead his people, joints, and houses of ill repute, be· 
ployed; a desire and determined pur- but will loyally support those whom cause the world demands them. The 
pose for revenge is planted in both God sends to guide them. money of a saint should be clean man-
and they use it whenever opportunity PAUL PARKER. ey. It should not be made by any 
presents itself. ~ traffic, or in any business on which 

When our boys go to work in· fac- God's blessing could not properly be 
tories or other places, they are con- NO COMPROMISE. asked. Could we conscientiously pray 
stantly surrounded with companions I am often pained and disappointed God to bless the plug of tobacco to 
whose lives are immoral, and their by hearing of the compromise with our neighbor's use, or the bottle of 
conversation vile, obscene, profane, evil that is made by well-meaning beer, or the glass of strong drink? 
and whose aspirations do not re3,ch people, and sometimes even by saints, Would it not be a mockery? 
above the immoral; but they delight to whose motto should always be, "no But we can ask Him to bless the 
revel in the most loathsome con versa- compromise." If a thing is evil, it food we sell, the clothing, the good 
tion that it is possible for human should be let entirely alone. "Touch books, or any necessary or useful ar· 
tongue to utter. not, taste not, handle not the unclean ticle. Shall a child of God engage in 

It is very expensive to live in the thing," whatever it may be. anything that will not meet his Fa· 
large cities where many of our Some think me too extreme on the tber's approval? If he does, even 
branches are found, by reason of tobacco question. But there is no though he may not lose his sonship, 
which it is very hard for persons to middle ground; either it is good or it yet the loss of his Father's approving 
get much of the comforts of this life. is evil. And we know by scientific smile will far outweigh the few tern· 
Certainly I expect to see cities in Zion, knowledge, -to which bas been added porary benefits and pleasures be ob· 
but where God directs its government, God's word against it, also by observa- tains by so doing. 
directly or indirectly, it will be better tion,-that it is altogether evil. But it is said, If I don't sell these 
than those that are now run by saloon I was talking with a brother not things some one else will, and I might 
keepers, gamblers, and prostitutes. long since, who thinks it wrong to use as well make the money as any one 

It is impossible for the branch offi· tobacco, but does not think it wrong else. True, others will sell, but they 
cerstolookafter the affairs of branch- to sell it. I could not l:),greewithbim. will bear the spots; while we, God's 
es. They must work and toil like "Woe unto him that putteth the bottle children, are to be "unspotted from 
their brethren, and being so widely to his neighbor's lips," since the bot· I the world." We are to such a great 
scattered, it is not possible to do much tle contains that which will work him extent "our brother's keeper." "No 
visiting among the members. physical !J,nd spiritual hurt. Will not man liveth to himself alone," or if he 

Society has put a ban on religion;· the same principle apply to the plug, does or could, he would not be fulfill
it is contrary to modern etiquette for the twist, or tobacco in any form, ing the part for which he was created. 
persons of different religious belief to since it, too, doth work evil and that Every act we do has its influence for 
talk of religion in a promiscuous gath- only? good or evil, or as a good sister in the 
ering; it is not considered good man- If it is wrong for me to do a thing, is Christian Church used to say, "We 
ners to talk of such things when visit- it not wrong for me to place the temp- should remember that everything we 
ing your neighbors. Men may work tation in the way of a weaker brother, do touches chords that will vibrate 
beside each other for years, and if or sister, for the love of gain? ''Filthy through all eternity;" and as the 
they ever learn of each other's reli- lucre" indeed is gain gotten in a traffic chords of our lives cross and recross 
gious associations it is by mere acci- of unclean things. If the use of an other li.ves, so the vibrations are con· 
dent; they purposely avoid all refer- article is wrong and hurtful to man- veyed to them, and how far .reaching 
ence to it. kind, then it is wrvng to raise, manu· they are we can never know this side 

While these conditions exist, how facture, sell or assist in any way in its of eternity. But we can determine 
can we expect any spiritual or intellec- use. whether the vibrations we send quiv· 
tual growth when we live our daily life One cannot sell the evil stuff if it is ering over the chords of humanity 
among such surroundings? It would not raised or manufactured, and if it shall awaken the notes of love, joy,· 
be as reasonable to expect to find flow· is not sold it would not be used to such peace, purity, or the discords of hatred, 
ers growing in the desert of Sahara 1 a great extent; therefore the grower, strife, impurity,and all manner of evil. 
or oranges in Greenland. 1 the seller, and the manufacturer, are The influence of tobacco is unclean, 

The ·sandy foundatton on which I alike entangled in the evil, though and evil altogether. I have watched 
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it closely. It destroys all the finer 
sensibilities of a person's nature. A 
tobacco sot, if I may so express it, is 
generally unclean in his personal hab
its, in his dress, and in his speech. 
There are cases to be sure where the 
love of cleanliness is naturally very 
strong where tobacco may not destroy 
it completely, but exceptions only 
prove the rule. Tobacco using destroys 
the tender chivalry of the man, and 
changes him from the protecting hus
band, brother, or friend of the woman, 
to a selfish, bestial caricature of a 
man, regarding his own personal 
pleasures that he finds in his quid or 
his pipe, far higher than the comfort 
or the welfare, of wife, daughter, or 
sister. 

"If the smoke makes you sick, go 
out of doors." I have heard that re
mark made many a time, when the 
sickening odor of tobacco has made 
the delicate long-suffering wife ex
claim against it. No matter if the 
scent of the nicotine soaked pipe 
makes her turn sick and faint, yet it 
must occupy its place of honor- dis
honor rather-on the mantel. The 
use of the vile weed also rouses into 
activity the baser passions, thus prov
ing the old doggerel we children used 
to sing at school had much truth, if 
no poetry, in it:-
"Tobacco is a stinking weed, 

From the Devil it doth proceed; 
It picks your pockets, burns your clothes, 
And makes a chimney of your nose." 

· Who that uses it but what wishes 
he had never begnn the filthy practice, 
unless lost to all desire for good? 
What father who cares for the welfare 
of his sons would advise them to be
gin its use? Ah! they know too well 
it is slavery, and that of the hardest 
kind to escape from. 

But the farmer who raises it will 
say, "I can make more money that 
way, and thus have more to give." 
But I notice that they do not give any 
more than those who make perhaps 
less in other ways, and is it not better 
to give a farthing gift with God's 
blessing on it, and on the way it is 
earned, than to give thousands ea.rned 
by dealing in evil things? 

I have often been called a crank on 
this, as well as other things, to which 
I reply, "I don't mind being a crank 
if I can only turn the wheels of re
form, and in the right way. Better 
be called a crank than to be a brake 
or a clog to hinder." A life of godli
ness ls a continual warfare against 
evil, no rhatter what its guise; and too 
often it comes in such pleasant guise 
as to make it hard to recognize the 
evil. But the Spirit of Truth will 
show us the evil just as soon as we 
determine to abandon all evil. While 
the Master would not condemn money 
making in itself, and we are com
manded to be diligent in business, yet 
the love of gain should not blind us to 
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the evil of certain things. Let us ask 
ourselves daily, What would the 
Master say? I am quite sure the an
swer would never be to do anything 
to help along the tobacco industry, 
which is only helping to forge chains 
for the bondage of some weak soul, 
even if we are not in bonds to the evil 
habit ourselves. 

0 Saints, if there are any among 
you, who through love of gain are 
trafficking in this or other evils, pause 
and think if it is becoming a saint. 
"As becometh saints." Keep unspot
ted from this and all other evil things, 
and let us fight them whenever and 
wherever we meet them, and let our 
watchword be to this and all other 
wrong habits, "No com promise." 

ALICE R. CORSON. 

SELF-GOVERNMENT. 

It is possible I may submit a few 
thoughts under the above heading 
without offense to Herald readers. I 
disavow any such design. But morbid 
sensitiveness is easily aroused. 

The fact of antagonizing influences 
necessitates the assertion of individu
ality with a view to a decision of 
character leading to self-government. 
The necessity therefor is seen in the 
fact of Christ's recognition of divine 
and satanic powers, together with the 
declaration, namely, "No man can 
serve two masters." Therefore man, 
possessing a sound mind, with a con
ception of manly dignity, will decide 
for one and against the other. Such 
a decision, when practically observed. 
will be a preventive to double mind
edness, which leads to a nonstability, 
indicative of a vacillating procedure, 
necessitating some evasive policy, to 
hide if possible the inconsistency of 
such a procedure. For it is said, 
'·Vice can deceive under the guise and 
shadow of virtue." More's the pity, 
but so it is, which fact looms up to 
the sober thinker, leading to the con
clusion that the Adamic evil propen
sities are not yet entirely subjugated. 

Christ's decision as to the impracti· 
cability of serving two masters is in 
harmony with a scripture warrant of 
a time for a righteous retribution. 
Then, too, his explanation of the nar
row and broad ways (Matt. 7: 13, 14) 
are God revealed truths, nicely con
nected, to be studied and appreciated, 
even by an ordinary mind. They are 
just what they, are, nothing more, 
nothing less, replete in themselves, 
mandatory or restrictive. But satanic 
influence bas even been brought to 
bear against the truth in a deceptive 
manner. The reason Christ assigned 
for this antagonism was, that he, his 
satanic majesty, abode not in the 
truth, pronouncing him a liar from 
the beginning. 

From the narrative given of Christ's 
being confronted with his satanic 

majesty subsequent to his baptism 
and forty days' fast, we do not learn 
of his total denial of the scriptures; 
but Christ's fervency in the advocacy 
of the written word affords a warrant 
for belief that his propositions were 
antagonistic to God's designs as re· 
flected by the written word. Then 
we discover in Christ's advocacy of 
the written word, that this enemy es
sayed a misapplication of the written 
word. Hence it is made to appear 
that Christ's loyalty, on this import· 
ant occasion, afforded evidence as to 
the futility of his efforts to inveigle 
the obedient Son in the meshes of 
disloyalty, so his satanic majesty left 
him, and, behold, angels came and 
ministered unto him. 

Christ accepted the decrees of his 
Father by the exercise of his. will 
power. (John 10: 17, 18.) And the 
fervency he demonstrated in the ad
vocacy of the written word, in the 
inception of the ministerial work com· 
mitted to hirn, was visible to its grand 
terminatfon. He conquered, giving 
the most palpable evidence of self
government. His weapon, the writ
ten word, being aided by the Holy 
Ghost. (Acts 1: 1, 2.) Shall we an
ticipate more or be satisfied with less? 

It may be claimed that Christ more 
effectively resisted temptation because 
of the superiority of his strength. 
Well, his superiority will be readily 
conceded; but the fact of his trials 
and sufferings being more intense, 
ought not to be overlooked, for with 
this fact in view we may believe his 
trials were proportionately great; for 
this would suggest an equality in a 
certain sense; so that if Christ had 
greater strength, his trials were ac
cording to his strength. We haV· 
ing less strength, and our trials being 
proportionate, and overcoming ac
cording to our strength, we then, if 
overcoming, are equally loy,al with 
Christ, having overcome according to 
our strength, But we learn that 
Christ was in all points tempted as we 
are, yet without sin. In view of these 
facts and the promise of strength as 
our day demands, I could formulate 
no justifiable excuse for failing to re· 
sist because Christ possessed greater 
power than I. 

But self-justification appears a 
prominent trait in the human char· 
acter, perhaps attributable to the ex• 
alted opinion entertained of "self." 
But Christ's promise, namely, He that 
humbleth himself shall be exalted, 
and he that exaltetb himself shall be 
abased, is very suggestive, and the 
necessity for an occasional halt for 
self-examination, is, to the sober 
thinker and student of the word, a 
very essential work. For we are 
very largely, if not altogether, what 
we desire to be. 

In his study of the vital question of 
religion, man meets with the stimulat-
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ihg promise of being filled with From President down to the last proven guilty-and the proof of guilt 
righteousness, if thirsting for it, but baptized member, self-government is is attributable to a law-imposed pro
this suggests to him a corresponding an absolute necessity in a twofold cedure consisting of labor, inquiry, 
abhorrence of all that is unrighteous. sense: 1. That we may practically and decision, pending which the ac
Thus his will power or choice is taxed evince a God-imposed spiritual recti- cused is entitled to defense, explana
in the very incipient stages of his in- tude. If we are ignorant as to what tion, repentance, and forsaking--the 
vestigation. And his acceptation of would constitute a spiritual rectitude, climax of the incipient steps is the 
God's saving method is attributable we may learn from one of our prede- .presentation of the law-required 
to a decision, as a result of self-gov- cessors, who has long, long since amount of unimpeachable evidence 
ernment, which is a necessity, in view passed from this mundane sphere. before a competent tribunal; and all 
of the impracticability of serving two Listen:- this being done, lest justice should be 
masters. So he receives the one and And now, behold, the king walkf'th before subverted, appeal is permissible, if a 
rejects the other. But as his accepta- you: and I am old and gray headed; and, be- necessity or a just cause exists there
tion of the gospel constitutes him a hold, my sons are with you: and 1 have for. Therefore, if by innundoes, in-

walked before you from my childhood unto f 1 h · 
subject or citizen, and not a sovereign, this day. Behold, here 1 am: witness against direct charges, etc., one ee s e IS 
a practical demonstration of loyalty me before the Lord, and before his anointed: arraigned as an evildoer without the 
to God is a necessity as the years go whose ox have I takenr or whose ass have I above privileges which belong to the 
by; hence the necessity, by studious- taken? or whom have I defrauded? whom accused, it may be more effective for 

d . h have I oppre~sed? or of whose band have I h ld 1 1 · 1 ness an a ~odly life, to mcrease t e received any bribe to blind mine eyes there- strife, etc., t an wou a ega tna . 
proficiency, that evidence of self gov- with? and I will restore it you. No wonder that the law should be so 
ernment may be more visible, as he What a proud m.oment of his life explicit and mandatory, imposing 
or they move ~n their appointed place. that must have been for the grand old measures to culminate in dealing with 

The success of the body as a whole Samuel, as in his godly dignity he the negligent, or those showing them
is secured by the legitimate spiritual challenged those before whom he had selves not approved. Why should 
activity of the several integral parts walked all his days, to lay one of the loyal, orderly, and God-fearing 
thereof. those demoralizing practices at his members be annoyed and perplexed 

But unto every one of us is given grace ac- door, and what superlative joy must by the disloyal, disorderly, and rebel
cording to the measure of the gift of Christ. have throbbed his soul as the air was lious, in view of the explicitness of 
-Eph. 4:7. being rent with their response, the law, "He that sinneth and will 

From whom the whole body fitly joined to- t t h 11 be c t t"? 
h d d b h h h Thou host not defrauded us, nor oppressed no repen s a as OU · get er an compacte y t at w ic every u T I h · f 

joint supplieth, according to the effectual us, neither hast thou taken aught of any hen believe t e acceptatiOn o an 
working in the measure of every part, mak- man's hand.-1 Sarnuell2. official position in the church of the 
eth increase of t.he body unto the edifying of What a record for a man to have Jiving God is tantamount to entering 
itself in love.-Verse 16. made. Those evils he enumerated into a covenant with God to acquit 

Thus we learn: 1. That every one are visible to-day, if credence is to be oneself on the duties attaching to the 
of us receives grace according to the given to newspaper reports. 0, where accepted position. 
gift of Christ. 2. That the whole are the Samuels, that by a practical I incline to the opinion that the in
body is compacted by that which demonstration of this rectitude we struction found in paragraph 18, sec
every joint supplieth. 3. The result may stimulate others, according to tion 17, Doctrine and Covenants, when 
of this cooperative work of every the gifts and callings of God unto us, properly carried out, is very stimulat
joint or part supplying or working to aspire to a like rectitude. For it ing to the newly baptized members, 
according to the gifts and callings of were no more absurd to anticipate the as is the observance of the seventh 
God is that every part makes increase draining of the sea with a wooden paragraph, when practical. Nor do I 
in the body unto the edifying of itself bucket than to anticipate spiritual believe that the 20th paragraph, sec
in love. And in view of this grand progress among ourselves if failing to tion 42, ought to be altogether ig
result, attributable to the activity of work and decide so that we may live nored, "And again I say unto you, 
the several integral parts, what in each other's confidence and affec- that ye shall be watchful and careful, 
greater stimulus to activity could we tions. 2. Self-government is req- with all inquiry," etc. What is a 
expect? uisite to practically demonstrate a watchman for, if not to watch? 

Sensationalism may be the prop or zeal according to knowledge. For I could conceive of no advantage to 
support to a religion brought into knowledge being power, and said accrue to me, if possessing the power, 
being by human wisdom, but the sue- power properly exercised, it will be a to lessen what is known as human 
cess of the everlasting gospel is only preventive to stopping short of, and liberty, as I could conceive of none in 
attributable to an intelligent obedi- transcending law-imposed duties. So a failure to discriminate between 
ence to God's mandates reflected by stimulate us to aspire to a gospel human rights and God's decrees. I 
this everlasting gospel. Said the equilibrium. Negligence in present would not attempt a lengthy disquisi
great Teacher to his chosen disciples, duty is productive of much evil, but a tion as to whether God's government 
Go and teach whatsoever I have com- zeal not according to knowledge lead- is a theocracy or someother "ocracy," 
manded you. They were therefore ing to transcending duty, assumption as it suffices me to say it is a verity, 
under restraint. Then the command of power leading to teachings that being similar in its construction to 
to teach affords a warrant for belief may reflect on somebody, creating un- human governments, but being of di
that by God's grace they were com- pleasantness, which may be little bet- vine origin. It cannot be improved 
petent to teach, having learned what ter than indirect accusations, would upon, modified, or changed by human 
to teach; therefore in view of antago- prove most effective in preventing wisdom or power. Nor does the fact 
nizing influences offering inducements peace, and may prove most effective of many integral parts afford a war
to teach and believe other doctrines in creating strife, heartburning, etc. rant for belief that special privileges, 
than Christ commanded them, they Let every man learn his duty; teach class legislation; or the centralization 
found it requisite to practically 1wince according to tbe office appointed; are of power for unrighteous purposes is 
self-government in retusing to teach I divine injunctions, rendered more for- guaranteed to any one or more of the 
contrary to that Christ revealed, yet midable because of the declaration integral parts, for all are alike amena
wefindsomevacillating, unstable, etc., that those learning not their duty are ble to given and accepted law, and 
confusion and disorder in the body or not accounted worthy to stand. (D. C. this on the hypothesis that whatso
church under apostolic jurisdiction, 1 104: 44; 38: 5.) Further: On the 1 ever is governed by law is preserved 
with its blighting effects. 1 hypothesis that all are innocent until ' by law, etc. And the fact of God 
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having spoken to his servants in their 
weakness, after the manner of their 
language, precludes justification for a 
failure to understand and act in the 
light of given law. 

The claim of three departments in 
God's government; namely, executive, 
legislative, and judicial, would not be 
extravagant; nor would it suggest 
that intrigue, deception, etc., said to 
exist in the political arena, would be 
in any degree permissible in essaying 
to work or act in any one or each of 
these departments, law being the rule 
of action given by the Superior to the 
inferior, which the latter must obey; 
and yet the present conception and 
use of common consent may aid un
scrupulous men in the perpetration of 
nefarious schemes, for cooperation in 
unlawful measures seems sometimes 
more easily obtained than for lawful 
and God-imposed work. 

I think of nothing more sacred, 
solemn, and important than that 
known as ordination, by and through 
which men are elevated to positions of 
trust, to deal with the souls of men. 
And a due study of Doctrine and Cove· 
nants 17: 12 tends to heighten rather 
than decrease tbe solemnity, etc. And 
what a trifling affair may ordination 
be made to appear under the method 
of common consent, for a competent 
official may be deposed and a less 
competent one elevated, an ordination 
effected by a majority vote of a ten
year-old boy. 

From the above I learn: 1. That 
every elder, priest, teacher, or deacon 
is to be ordained according to the gifts 
and callings of God unto them, and he 
is to be ordained by the power of the 
Holy Ghost which is in the one who 
ordains. And I incline to the opinion 
that appointment and ordination, if 
not inseparable, are quite closely con
nected; that the direction of the Holy 
Ghost for appointment is as essential 
as is its presence in ordaining; and I 
think one being placed in a position of 
trust, with a proper conception of his 
responsibility before God, is as likely 
to act properly in the matter, and his 
procedure receive Heaven's approval, 
and more so, than the ordination 
would be proper, etc., under the 
method of common consent, for it can
not be that all elevated to positions of 
trust are destitute of a conception of 
their responsibility. If any are, or 
are thought to be, inquiry should be 
made. 

I am not a linguist, logician, colle
gian, graduate, cultured, educated, or 
refined, but rank among the illit
erates. My expressed sentiments, 
therefore, on the method of common 
consent, may be erroneous, which I 
will readily concede if it is demon
strated. Common consent is trace
able to the inception of the latter-day 
work on this wise: Joseph and Oliver 
were appointed and commanded to 
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ordain each other to the Melchisedec 
priesthood, but were to defer ordina
tion until the newly baptized members 
should assemble to, as Joseph stated, 
decide by vote whether or not they 
would accept them as spiritual teach
ers. That they could have refused to 
accept I concede, but that they could 
have appointed others in their stead 
by virtue of the right to vote, I deny. 
Their voting therefor neither added 
nor det-racted from the legitimacy of 
the appointment, but gave them the 
privilege of voluntarily placing them
selves in harmony with God in re
ceiving those he had sent. 

From section 27, 'Doctrine and Cove
nants, the facts appear: 1. Joseph 
was to be appointed to preside over a 
coming conference by the voice of it. 
2. Oliver Cowdery was to assist in 
adjusting the then existing difficulty, 
and authoritatively informed that 
nothing contrary to the .church cove
nants was to be appointad to any of 
this church, for all things must be 
done in order and by common consent 
in the church, by the prayer of faith. 
Thus was the imperativeness of the 
church covenants imposed; nothing 
contrary thereto was to be granted to 
anyone in the church; to which all 
were commanded to consent, thus 
showing a unanimity of feeling in 
standing by the church covenants. If 
this does not form a basis for belief in 
the verity of the church covenants, I 
am at sea. Who will attempt to pre
vent me being overwhelmed? If it 
does, how would the permission of 
another verity to overthrow or set to 
one side the first verity, be legitimate? 

Common consent has built us a col
lege, whereby the little bit of law 
prohibitive of contracting debts has 
been overlooked (D. C. 64: 5); and by 
common consent reunions are increas
ing, necessitating the expenditure of 
thousands of dollars annually. Now 
wouldn't it be better to pause a little, 
and consider the consequence of be
ing· in bondage, with corresponding 
efforts to release ourselves therefrom? 

Pay t.he debt thou hast contracted with the 
printer. Release thyself from bondage.-D. 
c. 18:5. 

Wouldn't it be better to sacrifice 
luxuries for a time and be free, than 
enjoy them and be in bondage? Has 
not Christ promised to be with the 
twos and threes whenever and wher· 
ever they meet? What more is ob
tained at big reunion meetings save 
the gratification felt by or through 
large gatherings? Who will tell? 

He who is financially involved, 
wishing to cope with the exigency, 
lops off luxuries and contents himself 
with the necessities; but the careless 
and extravagant rush heedlessly on to 
ruin and disgrace. 

I am not opposed to reunions in lo
calities in which the work is little 
known,. and a few saints, scattered 

and deprived of church privileges, 
may be occasionally brought together 
for a few days. But I say that in 
view of our present financial status, 
and pressing demands for an increase 
of laborers in the Lord's great har
vest field, the church cannot afford to 
sustain and keep up the big reunions 
of years' standing. Then· consider 
the last plea of the Business Manager 
of the Board of Publication, and the 
big debt they are staggering under. 

In conclusion, I verily believe, in 
view of exigencies confronting us, it 
were better to forego the pleasure of 
big reunions and General Conference!;! 
(except when a necessity exists for 
the latter), and let an increased in
terest and godly zeal be seen in stated 
branch meetings, and corresponding 
efforts to release ourselves from bond
age, with a corresponding sorrow for 
permitting ourselves to be inveigled 
in bondage, and in the future pay 
more earnest heed to Christ's instruc
tion found in Luke 14: 27-30, with less 
desire for Gentile customs, evincing 
a greater proficiency in self-govern
ment, as the years go by. 

JAMES 0AFFALL. 

LOST TRIBES. 

I see in Herald for January 24 that 
Bro. D. M. Rudd takes some excep
tion to my little article on the location 
of the ten tribes; and I am willing to 
admit that, if I had said the Nestorians 
were all of the lost tribes and their 
location was not east of north from 
Palestine, the brother would have 
made a point. But as I did not say 
nor believe that, Bro. Rudd has fired 
at random. 

He did not try to prove that the 
Nestorians were not Israelites; he did 
not try to prove that the N estorians 
do not inhabit the country where 
Shalmanezer placed them, about 721 
B. C.; and finally, he winds up by 
proving that there are tribes of Israel 
in the north country that would come 
in remembrance before the Lord. 
Now if I had denied that, the brother 
would have made another point. 

Respectfully, 
J. C. CLAPP. 

LA>WNI, Iowa, January 29, 1900. 

The Revue Scientifique contains an inter
esting paper by Professor Klossovsky entitled 
"La vie Physique de Notre Planete Devant 
les Lumieres de la Science Contemporaine,•l 
in which the author regards the earth as a 
living organism whose functions are all 
closely connected according to certain laws. 
Even the variations of terrestrial magnetism 
are connected with a system of currents 
which traverse the earth's atmosphere and 
are correlated with ''its cyclonic activity. He 
considers, also, that the magnetic and elec
tric fields have an influence on the progress 
of phenomena at the surface of the.earth. 
The professor's idea of the earth as an organ• 
ism is, however, not new. It orijlinated 
many years ago with Guyot. 
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which bless this beautiful world He created able to come to the knowledge of the truth." 
for the happiness of man. I am filled with Ever condoning sin in themselves and others. 
sorrow when I see and hear so many people "Life is too short" to overcome all our "sins 
talk and act as if they saw only clouds, and of convenience." 

ALBION, Idaho, Jan. 4. 
Editors Herald: - The denizens of the 

desert, or "wilderness of the people," some
times come in remembrance before the Lord, 
and his people also. It is not always those 
whose surroundings are the most congenial, 
as far as natural conditions extend, which 
bring forth the most fruit unto righteous
ness. John the Baptist was in the desert un
til the time of his showing unto Israel. 
What is wanted to-day, far more," than privi
leged conditions, is a natural or cultivated 
disposition in all of us "called to be saints," 
to study the "written word" with an open 
heart, to accept it, as able to make us wise 
unto salvation. 

This is not all that is needed either. The 
Comforter is to be our instructor, to give us 
an understanding of the word, written for 
our admonition and learning, as well as peace 
and swee~ assurance that we are the "chil· 
dren of the highest." The testimony of Je
sus is not restricted to any one class, poor or 
rich, ignorant or learned, as far as the wis
dom of man goes. But how nice it must be 
to be learned and humble, loving followers of 
Christ, with the inspiration of the Comforter 
to lift up the heart aud beget desire to "seek 
knowledge by study as well as faith;" it 
seems utterly inconsistent with our faith to 
plead we have no time to read or pray. If 
would-be saints find no time for these requi
sites to "come up higher," what degree of 
the Master's Spirit is realized? 

"These shall all be taught of God," is writ
ten as an incentive to comply with the whole 
counsel of God-the gospel law. Having 
obeyed the law of adoption, we have simply 
entered the high school, to be "taught of the 
Lord" in all the wisdom of the Lord. The 
church is designed to be a grand cooperative, 
mutual aid society. A certain portion of our 
time must be consecrated specially to the de
velopment of the spiritual appetite. Carnal 
desire is an abnormal condition of the incli
nations, which is easily proven, as the hope 
of eternal life, grows under the holy influ
ence of love, as it is being perfected, sanctify
ing all our desires, to perfect obedience, 
"hearkening to the voice of the Spirit." 

Gross stupidity, in learning the voice of 
the good shepherd, is manifested by many 
professing godliness. It may not be so much 
stupidity after all, if I judge others by my ex
perience, for my understanding was far better 
than my disposition to obey, or always say, 
"Father, .thy will be done," and not mine. 
How gladly would I look back over my path
way and say I never said or did anything to 
grieve that heavenly Spirit, which brings 
such peace and sweetness to mind and body, 
when we continuously hearken and obey 
from a loving desire to win the favor of the 
Lord. No one will wait to be commanded to 
do anything where love is the guiding star of 
all our ways. To truly learn that His ways 
are "ways of pleasantness and all his paths 
are peace." This enlists all the inclinations 
of the mind of man, to reciprocate the love 
)lim in whom centera all {)f the virtues 

rubbed against nothing but briars and thorns, H we "cannot cease from sin" in behalf of 
going out of their way to stumble over the our duty, as ambassadors for Christ, let us 
rocks into the pitfalls of life. Truly the cease excusing ourselves and others in folly. 
carnal mind is at enmity with God. It is not For every idle word we shall give account in 
subject to God, nor can it be. the day of judgment, for the misuse of our 

"Come unto me all ye ends of the earth, God-given faculties. "Come up higher;" sin 
buy milk and honey, witlioutmoneyorprice." excuses sin. Can no one call upon the Lord 

"Take my yoke upon you and learn of me, out of a pure heart in our day? If the heart 
for my yoke is easy and my burden is light." be pure, will any impuritie~ come out of it? 
"Ye shall find rest to your souls." Let us answer this each and all. · 

So many esteem life as a journey through a When the Master called me into the harvest 
trackless desert, without a compass or field, a special charge was given to teach his 
guide. "Traveling through this wilderness." gospel law according to what was "written," 
This is only true of those who are lost in mists as the "Spirit of truth" should shed light 
of folly. Aliens to God. Many professed upon it. To spare no diligence·, in calling 
saints are wanderers among this giddy, fool- upon the people, saints or sinners, to give 
ish throng. The Lord never intended his heed to what is noted in the scriptures of 
children to walk in darkness and gloom. eternal truth, for by giving loyal heed to 
None on earth should be so joyous, or see so tho~e things, Re will hasten Zion's redemp
much pleasantness and sunshine in life as tion. For said the Master, the days are 
saints. quickly coming when those servants, called. 

This reminds me of an incid!Jnt at a baptism to bear the vessels in my house, who weaken 
of four young maidens into the kingdom, at the straitness of my words, which hath gone 
Hagerman, Idaho, in Gridley Creek, Decem- forth from my mouth, shall not be able to 
ber 16; while hymn No. 531 of the Harp was stand. I am pleading with my people to 
being sung, the sun shone out so bright, it come nearer to me and sanctify themselves, 
was a veritable repetition of the occasion that I mav cleanse them every whit from the 
which inspired the_ writer. May those cove- blood of this generation, and there be some 
nants made with the "Prince of Peace" by who weaken the strength of my people, 
those dear young maidens be kept before by their example, in word and deed. It is 
their eyes as a continual reminder of the not my privilege to exercise the prerogative 
golden day of their lives. To those who in of him who forgives or condones according 
the love of their hearts step forth for burial to his own free will and pleasure. As the 
with Christ, to come forth to the "new life," Spirit forgives, we may. 
by the "new birth" of "water and the Spirit," Years ago, the man the Master chose to 
that day should be the most cherished andre- counsel and direct the remnants scattered 
membered of all the days of earth life in the abroad, admonished them to cease from all 
flesh. Some good designer should arrange a their "sins of convenience." Had the shep
certificate for framing, more attractive than herd's voice been heard and heeded, the 
any marriage certificate ever hung in any gospel law would have been honored, magni
parlor, where fond hearts were united to fied, and made beautiful and glorious in the 
walk lovingly as one till death severs the sight of the nations even now. Every serv
ties so dear to loving hearts. To be wedded ant should be honored in hill calling; other
to the Lord, walking in the bond. of that wise the armies of Israel suffer reproach by 
covenant, till the rays of the Sun of right- the Gentile spirit. But "from the rising of 
eousness arises in the heart, and shedding the sun, my name shall be great among the 
their searchlight far out over mountains and gentiles." Are we, who claim the electric 
vales, and enlightening the eyes of our un- light, to be outshone in zeal for good works 
derstanding to see our heaven-ordained privi- by those who "walk in the light of your fire, 
leges. The destiny within the reach of all and in the sparks which ye have kindled."
who are truly born of God, under the inspira- Isa. 50: 11. 
tion of that "Teacher sent from God." We call upon the Lord to, "Awake, awake, 

What blind mortals we children are. How put on strength, 0 arm of the Lord; awake, 
"past offenses pain the eyes," when we begin as in the ancient days, in the generations of 
to discern the deep wisdom of him whose old."-Isa. 51: 9. Suppose he should answer 
"delight is with the sons of men." What a this prayer indeed, where would we sleepy 
mighty searchlight is the Spirit of the Lord. saints be found? "If the fire scathe the green 
Human eye or ear hath not seen nor heard tree, what would become of the dry?" and 
what a grand provision a viise Father has "if the righteous scarcely be saved, where 
made for his children in the mansions pre- will the ungodly and the sinner appear?" 
pared in bringing about the "immortality ''Awake unto righteousness and sin not,· for 
and eternal life .of man." Were our days some have not the knowledge of God; I speak 
spent from life's early morn to learn and this to your shame."-1 Cor. 15: 34. Now, 
walk in the light as He did, who came to do even in "the wilderness of the people," some 
his Father's will, to always do those things are learning the truth as it is in Christ-g-et
which please the Father, what an Eden this ting the knowledge of God. This knowledge 
little world would be. To many, "all the is more desirable than all the fleshly sacri
world is dark and dreary, everywhere I flees and burnt offerings of all ages. 
roam." "Here o'er this ruined, dark crea- By the prophets we see some men and 
tion, sadly I roam." "Ever learning, but not women as well, through the ages, have dis· 
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cerned the true destiny and privilege of rr:an, ters which bind the people to their idols, but 
and stepped up to the gospel table. Neither the reward is worth far more than the cost 
have I any wish to appear stronger to fulfill even if the bitterness of the struggle, at its 
the pleasure of the Lord than my "fellow first onset, continued for ages. There is at
servants." The sooner we learn the true in- ways sunshine above the clouds. Some peo
trinsic value of what is conferred upon us by pie remind us of the miners' hopes and fears; 
the "laying on of hands," the better for us to-day they find a pockt:~t of rare metal, to
and all the world. For "the word of the morrow. it pinches out, and their hopes drop 
Lord is given to the upright." Are any up- below zero. And so it goes on from year to 
right among men to-day? "The fear of the year, but few appear to find the true fissure 
Lord is to depart from evil." "The secret of vein. Even here the vein seems to pinch 
the Lord is with them that fear him." I very narrow; but to those who watch, pray, 
dare say we who have entered into covenant and work, with the determination which sees 
with the Lord, agreed to be upright. All success ahead, even if the clouds hover and 
who truly enter the bond of the covenant, storms descend, and the winds blow as though 
will heed neither allurements nor the frowns the God of nature opposed them; if they look 
of the world. The heavens may roll together upward and ahead, the vein vyidens, the 
as a scroll; the earth, with its mountains and storms blow over, the winds nestle down as a 
vales, may pass away, but all shall be well little child in its mother's arms. Then the 
with those whose love flows into that clouds lift, and behold the glorious sunlight 
"bright crystal sea." shines forth brighter than ever. Then all 

Some of our contributors to the Herald and earth and heaven are smiling welcome to the 
Ensign give us history of their goings up strong unconquerable determination to over
and down in the land, and I thought of the come every opposing obstacle in the way. 
class of readers who might be interested in Then we take fresh courage and grow stronger 
this feature of the missionaries' experience. ·in courage a.nd zeal. 
This shows that different workers supply the We inwardly feel the tide is inward, and 
varied food, for the literary table. Bro. S. say in our heart; "by Thy grace I will sue
D. Condit and I had a ramble in the Idaho ceed." Stronger than ever we meet the 
mission wagon about two hundred and thirty- hindering causes. A Napoleon or Grant, 
five miles westerly from Logan, Utah, in who knew not defeat. "There shall be no 
November and December, of which I may Alps." WhatisthegloryofGrantorDewey, 
write more anon, if he does not; but on this beside the victor's wreath to us who shall 
trip to Hagerman, ninety miles west of overcome in this warfare, to subjugate the 
Albion, my home, the four baptisms occurred desi·re to sin-to subdue sin in ourselves? 
at the hands of ElderS. D. Condit, and these Verily, their glory is like a flitting sunbeam 
maidens were confirmed on Sunday, Decem- -firefly light-compared to electric light. 
ber 17, at Hagerman, at the home of Bro. and However, we love to honor those who have 
Sr. Myron J. Durfee, the parents of two of the vim, which brings success, under the 
the ladies, in a sacrament and confirmation blessing of the Prince of Peace. Our nation 
meeting. Three children were also com- is not as pure at its head as we would like to 
mended to a loving Father's care. see. Still its destiny is to stand head and 

On our return we stopped over night with shoulders above every nation under the 
Mr. John Sawyer and family, twenty-five heavens, and this by the determinate counsel 
miles up the Snake from Hagerman. Mr. of the Holy One of Israel. Many of its lead
Sawyer going ten (round trip) miles to get ing spirits are of earth's noblest sons and 
hay for our team over night. What shall be daughters. No such a political power for 
his reward? We commend his kindness of good among men ever graced the footstool 
heart, for he and family were most cordial; of heaven's King, or ever will succeed it. 
asking us to stop with him when around their "This twig of the high cedar," even the top
way. However, I must say I have always most branch, was not planted in Joseph's 
been favored in meeting kind people in my land for naught. It will serve its purpose
rambles. One special instance, a Brigham- carry its message and fulfill its mission to 
ite Bishop, at one time, who kept a home for man, to earth's remotest bounds,-civil, poli
the public, where I stayed about a week; tical, and religious liberty. 
when asked what I owed him, replied, "Noth- The Lord uses the best material at hand to 
ing at all," though I asked him the privilege bring about his counsel. The heart of this 
of staying as a lodger, when I stopped with nation is more righteous still than many who 
him, and expected to pay for my accommoda- claim divine light, and yet would supplant 
tion. I do not boast of this, but thank the with lustful greed the law ordained on·Eden's 
Master and they for favor and kindness. soil, to govern sexual affiliation. The Lord of 

Visiting from house to house and talking glory is an expansionist. He sets up nations 
gospel themes, I discern an undercurrent of and gives nation after nation for its life; 
sentiment, showing a latent desire for more when they fail to fulfill his counsel and pleas
than their everyday experience affords. ure, he roots them up by the agency he 
This, if warmed up, and cultivated, would chooses, and none shall say it shall not be. 
bring forth fruit unto holiness. There is a When Israel came out of Egypt, nation after 
stupor, or lethargy resting heavily upon the nation went down before the people of his 
people, which if not shaken off, even if it re- choice, because the cup of their iniquity was 
quires the calling forth every energy of the full. It is easy to get the knowledge of God 
individual, will sink us lower and lower in if we only desire it. "Ways of pleasantness, 
inertia, spiritual starvation, and death. A and all his paths are peace," but in the gen
mighty struggle may be in the pathway of I eral corruption, the Lord has decreed to 
most people who essay to shake off the fet- gather the riches of the earth, as a nest in 

the house of Israel; yet the reputed avarice 
of that people is proverbial. The ''remnant of 
Jacob shall be among the Gentiles in the 
midst of many people, as a lion among the 
bea8ts of the forest."-Micah 5:.8. 

Let us fulfill verse 7, saints of latter-days, 
if you really want to see the arm of the Lord 
stretched forth in power, turn your hearts 
wholly to him, break every band or fetter 
which holds you slaves to folly, and get you 
in secret prayer, as well as lifting up your 
hearts at all times, in pleading to th'3 Lord 
for Zion's weal. You are too careless; many, 
but not all. The Lord loves a lover, espe
cially if the heart be pure. Love enlists all 
the tendrils of the heart, for the accomplish
ment of its purpose. If the purpose be to 
establish truth and righteousness every day, 
by example and precept, searching out what 
manner of life to lead, that we learn to "keep 
our vessels in sanctification and honor" before. 
the Lord, "the oil of gladness" is ours. We 
shall be as the "apple of his eye." 

How sh~ll the saints be stirred up to seek 
to walk with a perfect heart before the Lord, 
that he shall come forth and serve us-that 
he come near to us as a swift witness against 
sin in every 'form, that the Lord is indeed 
sending forth judgment unto victory, then 
shall the nations turn to the Lord, or what 
is left of them. For when his judgments 
r'lst upon the land, "the people will learn 
righteousness." May the Master wake the 
people up, especially the sleepy watchers. 
For this blessed day, I shall watch, pray, and 
work. Yours for Zion's weal, 

CHARLES ALBERTSON. 

CANTON, Ill., Jan. 25. 
EditO?'S Herald:-Once more an opportunity 

has been granted for us as a branch of saints 
to hear the gospel trumpet sounded. Elders 
J. W. Adams and F. A. Russell have been 
holding aloft the banner of King Emmanuel 
for about two weeks in our neat little chapel. 
While our crowds were not as large as we 
desired, yet in a city where prejudice ranks 
so high the people did fairly well in turning 
out and paid strict attention to the gospel 
truths that were explained so beautifully by 
those humble servants. Our hearts were 
made to rejoice when at the ending or J]early 
so of these meetings a promising young lady 
giving up all previous pleasures, presented 
herself for baptism, which was attended to· 
by our cheerful young brother, F. A. Rus
sell. How encouraging it is to see the young 
enlisting in the army of the Lord. And 
while they do so we feel like saying unto 
them, 

Be faithful to your mission, 
And service of your Lord; 

And then a home in g;l<•ry 
Shall be your great reward. 

Every effort is being made throughout the 
world to discover amusements that will be 
entertaining for the young especially. 0, 
how many will be prepared to meet Christ at 
his coming? We so often hear the song 
sung, "Nearer, my God, to thee." Do were
alize to the fullest extent the meaning of 
these words? As each day goes by just one 
day nearer are we to the end of our life's 
journey. Are we each day better qualifying 
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ourselves to meet this great end? We all 
know that this great race is not run without 
patience and perseverance, and it is not a 
rare thing to have the finger of scorn pointed 
at you when trying to live a Christian life. 
But just such things cross our pathway to 
test our faith, but we need not fear, for God 
is near, and whatever we undertake to do in 
this life, whether pleasing or displeasing, or 
however it may be, let us not forget to lift 
our eyes heavenward and from a true heart 
say, Father, thy will be done, and not mine. 
I close with these words:-

May we who know the joyful sound, 
Still praciice what we know; 

Not hearers of the word alone, 
But doers of it too. 

A sister in the faith, 
IDA L. JONES. 

MAGNOLIA SPRINGS, Ala., Jan. 10. 
Editors Herald: -It has been more than 

eight years since I heard one of our elders 
prench; and oh, what trials and afflictions 
and persecutions I have passed through in 
those few years! No saints in this vicinity 
except myself and Sr. Belle Arnold, of Illi
nois, who lives with me. We are surrounded 
with dancers, card players, and scoffers of 
religion-all good people otherwise. 

While I take no part with them, yet I have 
failed in my duty. I have strayed far from 
the old paths. Yet in all those dark days of 
trials and persecution, I have never regretted 
hearing and accepting of the restored gospel. 
Nothing can ever shake my faith in the 
Book of Mormon. It has been the anchor 
that bas kept me from drifting on the rocks 
of infidelity. 

Last night while alone and thinking of 
those things, the inclosed verses came into 
my mind. If you think them worthy a place 
in the Herald, publish them; if not, give ·to 
the waste basket; and ever remember the 
isolated ones in your prayers. 

Yours in hope of eternal life, 
MARY LEAVINS. 

SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Jan. 24. 
Editors Herald:-It has been a long time 

since I wrote to the Herald. I am still living 
in the faith of the gospel, and laboring for 
the good cause, and feeling well in body and 
spirit. The longer I live the more clearly I 
can see the word of God being fulfilled. I 
think the world is changing. I do believe 
and say that this year will be a fruitful year 
for the planting of souls in the Church of 
God; and I believe they will take root and 
grow better and stand firmer than in years 
before. 

I believe the Lord is working to honor the 
words of his prophets in these last days. 
While be gathers the honest, the wicked 
slay the wicked. I hope all the saints will be 
very wise and not be moved by seducing 
spirits, for there are many. 

We have had a pleasant time in our branch 
these last few weeks. I say pleasant time 
because many came into the ch,urcb. Bro. T. 
W. Chatburn came and spent a while with 
us. He did a good work in the Sunday 
school. He is an excellent man for that 
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work. Some say he is good for any Pa.rt of 
church work. He preached''for us; had full 
house, full of life and the Spirit of God. He 
baptized seven or eight good prosperous 
souls. 

Our branch is growing fast. More are 
about ready for baptism. Our president is a 
good, faithful worker, and all the officers 
work in harmony, and all goes well. We 
have little to complain of. We have a fine 
Sunday school, Bro. George Wixom super
intendent. He has good helpers, and all 
goes well for the good of all. 

I am laboring in and around the city. The 
branch is scattered. The brethren in charge 
thought it best under the present circum
stances. I visit from house to house and 
talk to many w.ho do not come to church, and 
show the difference between our church and 
the Utah church. The Utah elders are here, 
but will not come where we are. I hope this 
will be a fruitful year. It bas made a good 
start here and in many other parts of this 
land. I am encouraged to move steadily on
ward in God's work. The elders can plant the 
seed; God only can give the increase. 

Yours in bonds, 
W. M. GIBSON. 

MACON, Mo., Jan. 30. 
Editors Herald:-When I last wrote you it 

was on my arrival at Moberly to attempt cot
tage meetings, and the first one was such a 
success that I was greatly encouraged, and 
espeoially so as I had the choice of four cot· 
tages, and there was quite an interest mani
fested in our efforts to tell the gospel story. 
0 how soon our brightest hopes are snuffed 
out like a candle! for the night of our first 
meeting it began raining, and we had all 
kinds of stormy weather for about three 
weeks, so that it was mud and slush, and the 
proper sign for this portion of the State, and 
set in the middle of the road, would have 
been: • 

No bottom! Almost needless to say the 
undertaking of the cottage meetings was a 
fizzle. That I should not be overcome with 
the b-1-u-e-s, I betook myself to pen work, 
perhaps if the product has not found its way 
into the waste basket, it may help others, as 
the producing aided the subscriber. 

Thinking that the coal digger and the 
farmer had more grit to face the storm and 
mud, hied me away to Oak Grove school
house, and lodged with Bro. William 
Vaughan. Experiences here were not of a 
character to impress me that the millennium 
was fully inaugurated. The interest was so 
indifferent, that it was a case of three times 
and out. I spent the most lonesome Christ
mas whose picture hangs on memory's wall. 
The opportunity of active labor for the 
spread of the gospel is a most helpful means 
of bearing up under earthly trials. Thank 
God for the privilege of working. 

Before the old year expired I went to Be
vier, and at once entered upon active service, 
co-operating with the branch. The most of 
January has been warm and springlike, with 
occasional showers, and although the wild 
birds made music in the glen, and the wild 
flowers were ·blooming in the dale, and the 
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up-to-date man, planted his early potatoes, 
all these did not give us passable roads, Ol' 

prevent this snug cold snap. So I kept 
preaching of evenings, and writing by day, 
and all with an earnest desire to promote our 
cause among the people. And although suf
fering with a severe cold, He that cares for 
the sparrow, granted his Holy Spirit in the 
preaching of the restored gospel. 

One event I wish to mention in particular: 
There are a number of young peoples socie
ties in Bevier; all were invited to meet in 
one of the churches January 7. The Religio 
to the number of about sixty responded to the 
invitation, and composed about one half of 
the audience. The subject for the evening 
was prayer, and from my point of view, the 
Religio bore their part of the exercises nobly 
and worthily. Short addresses were made by 
Ern. F. T. Mussell, J. A. Tanner, W. T. 
Maitland, and R. M. Elvin. Although the 
Religo is not yet a year old at Bevier, and 
the only local in the district, and without 
the aid of experienced workers, save an oc
casional visit from Sr. Louise Palfrey, it is 
making evident progress and is helpful to all 
who are taking an active interest. The mis
sionary can well afford to speak a cheerful 
word for this institution for good, so that 
when there is fulfilled to us, "These sons of 
my servants are called, and if faithful shall 
in time be chosen to places whence their 
fathers shall fall, or fail, or be remo'ved by 
honorable release before the Lord and the 
church" (D. C. 124: 7), there shall be found 
a phalanx of intelligent, well-informed, 
spiritual men, who will successfully carry 011 

the work of the Lord. 
Of late I have examined much that is the 

output of Utahism in defense of their organi
zation, and in this connection I tbink)t wise 
that we should be thoroughly acquainted 
with their position; but first of all there is a 
necessity for our familiarity with the stand
ard books and history of our own church. I 
fear there are too many of our people that 
are not sufficiently informed, both in doctrine 
and in history. 

The vote in the House of Representatives 
of 268 to 50, excluding B. H. Roberts, would 
look as if he was a "mis-sent" package, he 
may now return to his mountain home sing
ing: The cruel war is over no poly-cbob 
need apply. It would appear that Utah bas 
abandoned the cause of the unconverted 
polygamist, as there is a special election 
called to fill the ''vacant seat." The papers 
state that Roberts' friends are talking of 
running him for Governor of Utah. That 
would be another indication that Utahism is 
chained to the dogma and crime of polygamy. 

While gospel topics are the chief subjects 
of our consideration and study, nevertheless 
we cannot separate ourselves from the prac
tical side of life. To make my meaning 
clear, I lodged for four weeks with a coal 
miner, who has a wife and three children, all 
depending upon his daily toil. This man is 
but an example of what I have every reason 
to believe of many honest, willing toilers, 
who desire to be upright and just with man 
and God, and uncomplainingly willing to 
continue at the workaday task, and subsist on 
the from "hand to mouth" condition, 
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The situation as I see it is about thus: Last 
May there was a strike which continued un
til the early part of November. The coal 
operators kept their mines in operation with 
those who according to the miners' code are 
called "scabs." When the strike ended the 
miners were put to work, but by the new 
year, there was an over-supply of coal on the 
market and the miners are not averaging 
more than a day per week at the present time. 
These operators keep what is usually known 
as a company store, where their employes 
are under the necessity of trading, as the 
operator keeps back two weeks or a month's 
wages, and cash is only paid out on pay day. 
When the wage kept back is eaten up, that 
ends the trade, as there is no credit for the 
miner. 

Often the dwellings occupied by the min
ers, are the property of the companies, and 
in that case the house rent must be the first 
thing paid. Again the miner has to pay from 
ten to fifty per cent more for his supplies 
than they could be had at an independent or 
individual store. Could you blame me, if 
while eating, there should arise in my mind, 
Are you eating the children's bread? How 
my heart goes up to God for the time when 
his people will not ha:'ve thus to suffer. 

For almost a week I have been under the 
rooftree of Bro. F. Palfrey, laid up for re· 
pairs. One baptized at Bevier last Sabbath. 

There have been so many moved away, and 
indifference upon the part of others, that the 
outlook is not what I should be pleased to see 
it; but the work is the Lord's, and if we 
faithfully labor we should be satisfied with 
results and the situation. So with a steady 
pull we will try not to "joggle the boat." 

In bonds, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

SPOKANE, Wash., Jan. 28. 

Editors Herald:-We have only nine mem· 
bers living in this city at present, and only 
five of those obey the commandment of as
sembling together. We meet at No. 1007 
College Avenue every Sunday at 2: 30 p. m; 
also by invitation of neighbor Bucknell we 
have meeting at 7:30 p. m. at his residence 
in our immediate neighborhood, where 
prejudice seems to be lowering. Our little 
meetings are really a feast of good things, 
where we feel the presence of the Holy 
Spirit, which fills our hearts with joy and 
gladneas and strength to bear our trials, 
which without those blessings would be 
almost unendurable; but we realize that we 
have just enough trials to keep us in the 
straight and narrow way. If we could have 
some good minister come here and stay a 
while, there might be some worthy ones 
gathered into the fold. We expected Bro. 
D. L. Harris, with the understanding that he 
could stay a month, and money was sent to 
help him on his way. We were also told a 
few months ago that Bro. Griffiths was com
ing here, but we haven't yet seen either of 
those estimable brethren. Shall we yet see 
them? Neither do we ever see our presi
dent. We are a little flock without a shep
herd, struggling along as best we can. 

In the last Herald is a letter in which Bro. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
Holt says: how much better it would be 
for all, if men who call themselves ministers 
of Christ would follow the Golden Rule!" 
Amen to that, Bro. Holt; and let me add, if 
they would adhere to the law as found in the 
church books, how much less pain our hearts 
would feel. If such men would never cast 
aside the law of the Lord and say, "We can't 
always under all circumstances, keep the law 
to the letter. In some cases we have to use 
our own judgment." 0, what is man, and 
what is his judgment, and how dare man 
trifle with what the Almighty has given! I 
hope mercy will be extended to such men 
and they be given time to repent and come 
up higher. 

Ever your sister for the advancement of 
truth and purity of life, 

S. F. HOOKER. 

CUCAMONGA, Cal, Jan. 27. 
Editors Herald:-Afte~ an absence of about 

three weeks, at Los Angeles and Santa Ana, 
the writer returned to this place the 7th inst. 
The interest and his influence increased 
while he was away, for the leaven had been 
at work during his absence. Mr. and Mrs. 
Wingerd, formerly of the Dunkard Church, 
were baptized Sunday, the 14th. I dreamed 
of baptizing them while away. They are 
good people, the very soul of religivus honor, 
and will be helpful to the cause. Others 
have· been convinced and many friends made. 
We trust the former, at least some of them, 
will be obedient soon. The local press has 
made favorable mention of our work, for 
which we are thankful. 

The last paragraph of Bro. S. W. Sim
mons' letter in Herald of the 17th was read 
with much interest. "Them's my senti
ments." In one of the Ensign editorials we 
find these words: "The tattler, fault-finder, 
and chronic grumbler will have no inherit
ance in Zion." They are surely true. In the 
latter-day revelations there are in substance 
these statements "~ease to find fault one 
with another;" "Sustain each other;" "Let 
nothing separate you from each other." In 
James 3:17 we read the following language:-

"Tne wisdom that is from above is first 
pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be 
entreated, full of mercy and good fruits, with
out partiality, and without hypocrisy." 

Please weigh each feature carefully, 
reader, and see if you have such wisdom. 

Yours in hope, 
ALMA C. BARMORE. 

ARROYO GRANDE, Cal., Jan. 27. 

Editors Herald:-I left home in October 
last and will not return until our spring con
ference, to be held at Santa Cruz. Am hold
ing cottage meetings here, and am having 
fairly good success. Have baptized seven 
this month so far; the youngest one thirty
five, the eldest seventy-seven years of age, 
with good prospects for more in the near 
future. 

This is a new field for gospel work. There 
have been none of our elders in here for many
years and it is like a new field. 

Your colaborer, 
E. KEELER. 

CHICAGO, Ill., Jan. 29. 
Editors Hemld:-The work here now is 

getting along very well at present. I closed 
my protracted meeting Sunday evening, 
January 28, on account of moving my missioa 
to the south part of the city. The dear 
saints here have done all they coull to help 
me. 

My last attack upon the enemy will be the 
means of bringing a few into the church. A 
fine lady tells me to-day that she intends to 
obey the gospel just as soon as the water in 
the lake gets clear of ioe, and three or four 
more also say they will obey, and I think it 
is only a matter of time before it will be a 
mighty fight here for victory among those 
that oppose the truth. 

Surely I can say 'it is a fight and a hard 
fight to get this gospel before the people; 
but I intend to fight the battle t_o the end. 

Now, dear brethren and sisters, after I 
move from No. 1802 Armour Avenue my 
next address will be No. 508 Thirty-Seventh 
Street, about five miles from here. My pres
ent address is No. 1806 Armour Avenue, 
Chicago, in care of Sr. H. Bacon. Write to 
me at that address, and oblige, 

Your brother in Christ, 
ELDER G. H. GRAVES. 

MARLIN, Texas, Jan. 24. 
Editors Herald:-We feel grateful to our 

heavenly Father for bestowing so many 
blessings upon his people in the South western 
mission. Many have been made to rejoice and 
every manifestation given to the saints pre
sents a brighter day ahead, near at hand. 
Yes, the awakening day is at hand. 0, may 
the good Lord permit us to be blessed with 
his people at that time! 

Sixteen years ago while laboring in the 
Lamoni branch, I was permitted to see 
many things that would transpire, and all 
have been literally fulfilled, with the excep
tion of the awakening time, and, as I under
stand, that great event is near at hand, when 
God will more abundantly bless his people. 
0 yes, we need more help from God. We 
need a greater endowment of the Holy Spirit. 
We need more unity and love, and it will 
soon be given. 

I do not mean to say that our Savior is 
coming this year or next year in power and 
great glory; no, I do not know when that will 
take place; but the preparatory work is the 
preaching of the gospel, and bringing our
selves in subjection to God's law. 

Bro. Duncan Campbell's article in late 
Herald is a good one. 

The work in Texas, Oklahoma, Indian 
Territory is onward, and the reports from 
Arkansas are good. All seem to be doing 
well, as my late report to the Presidency 
shows. Of course we want to improve and 
do a little more good as we progress in the 
gospel. 

Some parts of the field are suffering for the 
want of help. I have tried to use my time 
where others could not go. I have not been 
able to reach many pressing calls. I have 
not spent any time in Northeast Texas and 
Choctaw District, as Brn. J. D. and E. A. 
Erwin have done labor there, and Bro. Bailey 
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beitig district president, I have felt safe in 
them doing well. Arkansas needs more la
borer:s, as also Texas. May, the Lord bless 
us to do good is my pray.-r. 

A. J. MOORE. 

"SABBATARIAN THEORIES A DELUSION." 
I have just read the little work written by 

Elder Albert Haws, entitled, "Sabbatarian 
Theories-a Delusion." It is a forcible and 
clean-cut argument, bristling with points, 
and will be found a pesky thing for Saturday
keeping folks to deal with. A kind of mod
ern machine gun charged, with smokeless 
powder and explosive bullets, 'and when 
operated you may expect to see Adventists 
lying around as if studying the course of the 
Pleiades or locating the Swan or Great Bear. 
Sells for•15 cents, worth one dollar. 

W. H. KELLEY. 

DECATUR, Nebraska, Jan. 31. 
Editm·s Herald:-I have preached: at or 

near Bancroft, :J;..yons, Thurston, Decatur, 
and Buck schoolhouse. Good interest mani
fest at each place. 

I,just closed a series of meetings at De
catur, and as a result six were baptized, all 
adults, and several more very near the king
dom. 

I just returned from our conference at 
Omaha. Had a very good spiritual confer· 
ence. My heart is made glad at the prospects 
of the work. I hope to be able to do a good 
work in these parts. 

Your brother in bonds, 
OSCAR CASE. 

SABBATARIAN THEORIES A DELUSION. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1900, 

Editors Herald:-The book with the above 
title, by Elder Albert Haws, appears upon 
reading to leave nothing unanswered that 
has been presented by the Seventh-day Ad· 
ventists in advocacy of .the Mosaic Sabbath 
being continued under the gospel dispensa
tion. It is a book of much merit, and any who 
desire to become acquainted with the absurd
ity of the claim for an Edenic Sabbath will do 
well to read this work. It is sold by the 
author at No. 922 Third Street, Oakland, 
California, or can be had at the Herald Office, 
Lamoni, Iowa. The price is fifteen cents. 

H. A. STEBBINS. 

-------~-------

Mothers' Horns Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Every day is a fresh heginning, 
Every mm·n is the world made new; 

You who are weary of sorrow and sinning, 
Here is a beautiful hope for you; 
A hope for me and a hope for you." 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

THE PLEA OF THE CORSET. 

Just listen to .the pleadings of the corset, 
much abused, 

I do not harm the ladies, although I'm 
greatly used; 

And though the ladies like me, my morals I 
keep right, 

I do not use tobacco, if they don't lace I don't 
get tight. 

I make the ladies look so pretty, trim, and 
neat, 

That when they go out walking they look 
well upon the street; 

Their dresses and their jackets fit over me so 
well, 

I often help them out in cutting quite a swell. 

But when my brother's coatsleeve comes 
along in so much haste, · 

And before the lady knows it gently steals 
around her waist; 

He gives her one tremendous squeeze and 
makes me fit so tight, 

I break in forty pieces, and hurt with all my 
might. 

They say I've many victims, but I think I 
apprehend, 

The average life of women is longer than of 
men; 

I help to keep them warm, I hold the body 
straight, 

And then to tell the truth, I make them look 
first-rate. 

Behold the English ladies, the French, and 
Scotch as well,-

For many years they've used me, with them 
I always dwell; 

And now, my dearest brothers, if you hunt 
the world around, 

A healthier class of ladies than these cannot 
be found. 

I've seen these jumbo women, with a waist 
they call immense, 

.When seated at the table they eat with no 
pretense; 

They work well at cooking, and do it up 
quite right, 

While appetite and victuals are both way out 
of sight. 

When asked to buy a corset, I've heard them 
oft exclaim, 

"I never wear a corset," "I doctor all the 
time;" 

I fancy that the grocery men, and doctors 
too, both hate 

The very name of corset, I reduce their bills 
so great. 

Then, too, that narrow shoe sole that damp
ens with the dew, 

Too thin to be protection, but chills the body 
through; · 

The ladies catch their death of cold by such 
imprudent acts, 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo. Then the doctors blame the corset instead of 
Dear Editor:-Since so much has been said telling facts. 

against wearing corsets, I think it only fair And there's that heavy dress skirt that 
to give the other side a hearing, so send you weighs near twenty pounEI, 
the enclosed, which I have written for the · Together with their underskirts, all o'er the 
Jlemld, if you think it worthy of publication. hips are bound; 

Yours respectfully They are girted at th<:J waist to keep from 
SARAB A. DAB;E. slipping down, . 
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But the corset does the mischief, so goes the 
word around. 

Now if a brother wants to take; to cheer his 
lonely life, 

Who goes without a corset, a darling little 
wife, 

I refer him to the Lamanites; their dusky 
·maidens sweet, 

Go dressed without their corsets, I think 
they'd suit complete. 

They are not strong, however; consumption 
is their pest, 

They're large around their waist, but narrow 
through their chest; 

Methinks to wear a corset perhaps 'twould do 
them good: 

'Twould help expand their lungs, and lessen 
some their food. 

I think that when an elder's called the gos
pel true to preach, 

About the ladies' corsets he is not called to 
teach; 

And while he's talking 'bout them, and 
speaking of their looks, 

He'll magnify his calling if he'll study up his 
books. 

I know I have my faults, but have my vir
tues too, 

And often I am blamfd for things that others 
do; 

Many enemies I have, whose actions I deride, 
Since they have told my failings, you have 

now the other side. 
SARAH A. DAI{E. 

ABIDE WITH ME. 

When the flowers bloom about me, 
When the sun lights up the sky, 

When the birdsare sweetly singing, 
When no evil thing is nigh, 

Fold me in thine arms, dear Savior, 
Hold me closer, Lord, to thee, 

While the flowers bloom about me,. 
Father, 0, abide with me! · 

When the night falls dark about me, 
Clouds have gathered in the sky, 

When the birds have ceased their singing, 
When the blossoms droop and die; 

Yet shall I sing on as gladly, 
Though thy face I may not see, 

If thine arms of love enfold me! 
Father, 0, abide with me! 

Yes, abide with me, my Savior; 
Every joy would lose its sweet 

If I wander from thy presence-
0, I pray thee, guide my feet! 

Yea, thy word shall light my pathway, 
Give me life and love and thee, 

Thou hast said thou'lt ne'er forsake me, 
Evermore abide with me! 

-Elva Irene M'Millan. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR. PRAYER. 

Amanda Gardanier askg an interest in the 
prayers of the church, that in their gather
ings of worship she be remembered at 
the throne of Grace, that she may be restored 
to he!!!ltiJ. if it is God's will, 
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8tlndau 8Ghool Departmsnt. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE SECRETARY. 
The one, on whom rests a great responsi

bility; one of the few, to whom the school 
looks for the creation of activity and interest; 
the one, whose work will be used as a future 
reference; the one, whose record will stand 
for years, a monument to accuracy and in
dustry or to carelessness and indifference; 
the one, to whom the district looks for an 
accurate statistical report of the school, is 
the Sunday school secretary. 

The office of secretary is the window 
through which we view our school. 

We have in mind a very remarkable shop 
window. Not that there was anything sore
marble about the window itself ('twas but a 
plain plate glass, set in wood, like a dozen or 
more others in the same town); nor was there 
anything out of the ordinary in the goods 
contained in the shop. But that which at
tracted so much attention and caused a 
greater number to enter, was the ingenuity 
of the one who stood behind the window. 

With the same. class of goods which had 
occupied the place for years, together with 
available improvements which are always in 
demand, he contrived. quite frequently, to 
present to the eyes of his customers, some
thing interesting and attractive; his object 
being, not to deceive any, but simply to get 
people to SEE his goods. 

To you, Sunday school secretaries, helongs 
the grand privilege of draping the "Sunday 
School Window;" your object being to cause 
the school to see itself. 

The old and uninteresting way of draping 
the window, that of simply "1·eading the ?'e
port" of the school at the close of each session, 
we are glad to say, is being swept away by 

. the tide of progression. The great objection 
to this way is tl1at, for the major part of the 
~chool, the time is wasted. Not only is the 
time lost, but also the opportunity of arousing 
interest and proffering incentives. 

If you read your report on last Sabbath, 
put it on the board this time. If you re
ported your school as a whole one time, com
pare the classes another time. If you 
compared your classes, last Sunday, on a 
basis of attendance, compare them the next 
time on a basis of preparation or punctuality. 
Frequently compare attendance or prepara
tion of the lesson of officers, .teachers and 
pupils. Let your officers and teachers know 
that at the close of the quarter, their record 
will be placed upon the board. It will be a 
wholesome stimulus to better work and needs 
cause no offense. It does us good times to be 
shown our deficiencies as well as our effecien
cies. 

Keep your school constantly wondering 
what you will do next, and we assure you, 
your report will be heard, your efforts ap
preciated, and your member.s aroused. 

Jtl tlle li~;rht of the past w~ view tlle pre~" 
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ent. : By our past successes and failures we 
measure our present state of progression and 
may profit by it. . 

The history of our schools lives only in 
memory and in the records kept by our secre
taries. Hence, the need of care being taken 
that the records are properly filled out dur
ing each session. 

"Procrastination is the thief of time." 
Not only is this true in the work of keeping 
the record, but in sending in the reports. 

How well we do feel when our district sec
retary is able to say to the convention that 
every school in the district has reported in 
due time! We then think that our district 
is awake in at least one line of work, and we 
infer that it is alive in other respects. 

Our secretary can then show us our dis
trict as a whole, and by comparing with past 
reports we may determine whether our num
bers are increasing or diminishing; whether 
our libraries are growing; and whether we 
are in the forward rank of advancement. 

ETHEL I. SKANK. 
For the Fremont District Convention. 

DEVELOPMENT OF TALENT. 
Webster tells us that talent is an endow

ment or gift bestowed on us by the all-wise 
Creator. He then requires us to develop the 
talent, or make the best use of it we can. 
Not to bury it or hide it away, doing our
selves an injustice, also those whom we might 
have benefited by it if we had made proper 
use of it. We believe that God has given to 
each one of us certain talents, and if we seek 
to develop that which he has already given, 
he will add unto us other talents; as is writ
ten in Matthew chapter 25. To some are 
given talents to preach, to sing, to play on 
musical instruments, to teach, to write good 
books, and many others we could mention. 
If each of these talents are developed it is 
for the good of the work. For we read that 
our heavenly Father knows how to give good 
gifts unto his children. He has given us 
these talents for the edifying of the work. 
Have you any of these talents? Have you de
veloped them? lf not, why? Begin now, for 
now is the accepted time. 

LAURA GAYLORD. 
For the Sunday School Newspaper, Fremont District. 

Give me the Priest whose graces shall pos-
sess; 

Of an Ambassador the just address; 
A Father's tenderness; a Shepherd's care; 
A Leader's courage, which the cross can bear; 
A Ruler's awe; a Watchman's wakeful eye; 
A Pilot's skill, the helm in storms to ply; 
A Fisher's patience, and a Laborer's toil; 
A Guide's dexterity todisembroil; 
A Prophet's inspiration from above; 
A Teacher's knowledge and a Savior's love. 

-Selected. 

Conversation is but carving, 
Carve for all, yourself is starving; 
Give no more to every guest, 
Than he is able to digest; 
Give him always of the prime, 
And but little at a time. 
Ql!lrve to ~~tll but just enou~h 1 

Let them neither starve nor stuff; 
And that you may have your due, 
Let some neighbor carve for you. 

BEAUTY. 
What is beauty? Not the show 
Of shapely limbs and features. No. 

These are but flowers 
That have their dated hours, 

To breathe their momentary sweets then 
go. 

'Tis the stainless soul within 
That outshines the fairest skin.-Sel. 

From Fremont Sunday Scho!Jl Newspaper. 

Oriqinal Po stru. 
"ZION'S GLORY." 

COMPOSED BY BRO. F. R. TUBB. 
'Tis the glorious light of Zion 

Gleaming o'er the distant wave, 
Calling to the far, stern battle, 

The true-hearted and the brave; 
Calling both for young and aged, 

Calling both the weak and strong; 
To the never-ending battle, 

To the glorious vict'ry song. 

Christ our everlasting Leader, 
Bids us hope, and work, and strive; 

Saying, If ye keep my statutes, 
Ye shall save your souls alive; 

If ye keep your armor brightly 
Gleaming with a constant zeal, 

Ye shall tread the slopes of Zion, 
Ye shall climb that Holy Hill. 

See, the blood-stained banner blowing, 
As the breeze floats swiftly by; 

On its beauteous pinions flowing, 
Read the words of hope and joy: 

"Christ our Leader; hope our guerdon, 
Faith our noble panoply; 

Everlasting life the burden 
Of our glorious battle cry." 

See! Our ranks are filling, surely 
We shall conquer, if we stand 

Ever nobly, ever truly 
As a firm united band. 

Then our foes shall flee before us, 
As the great Assyrian host, 

With Christ's blazoned banner o'er us, 
Shall we deem the battle lost? 

LONDON,· England. 

8tlndau 8Ghool AssoGiaiions. 
GENERAL SECRETARY'S NOTICE. 

District Secretaries and Secretaries of 
Schools not in Districts of the General Sun
day School Association; Notice:-

For fear the letters which are addressed to 
you personally, will not reach you, and in 
order to bear in mind the necessity for mak
ing a prompt report of your district or 
school, ample time to have it incorporated in 
my general report to the association, you will 
kindly take notice of the following instruc
tions:-

I 
It is expected. that the reports from the local 

schools made to the last district convention 
prior to the General Convention at Lamoni 
in April) will bE) tlfe b~sis Qn which ~ou ma~() 
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your general report, and as it is at this dis
trict convention that delegates are selected 
to represent your district at the General As
sociation meeting, it is necessary, if you have 
not yet notified your local secretaries, to do 
so now, and send blank reports to them re
questing them to have them filled out prop
erly without fail and sent to you. You will 
then please compile your district report, and 
send it to me at once, or not later than March 
20th. Also ·send a list of the delegates 
chosen to represent your district. The con
stitution provides for the election of officers 
for the ensuing year at this meeting, and you 
will therefore kindly insert the full names 
and addresses of the officers thus selected, on 
the report. Please see to it that this is not 
overlooked, as these officers are "ex officio" 
members of the General Convention, and un
less you furnish their names, we do not know 
them. 

Secretaries of schools not members of dis
trict associations will send their annual re
port to me, also list of delegates and names 
of officers, similar to the manner above de-
scribed. W. N. ROBINSON, Gen. Sec. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo. 

]Vliscellaneolf& Department. 
TO THE SEVENTY. 

The Seventy are requested to meet in joint 
session at the Mite tlociety rooms, Lamoni, 
at nine a. m., Tuesday, April 3. It is desired 
to devote the first meeting to prayer and a 
general interchangfl of thought and feeling. 
To the end that our meetings may be profita
ble to ourselves directly, and indirectly to 
the church as a whole, let us come together 
in the spirit of peace and of progress. Let it 
be remembered that the Stlventies have du
ties to perform in the councils of the church 
as well as in the missionary field that make 
it necessary for them to be in possession of a 
goodly degree of the Spirit of light and 
truth. The Spirit of God is as needful in 
council and in conference as it is in the 
preaching of the gospel to the world. The 
same conditions are requisite in order to en
joy its presence in the one case as in the 
other. The Lord said in an early day, "to 
all those who have desires to ):>ring forth and 
establish this work," that "no one can assist 
in this work except he shall be humble and 
full of love, having faith, hope, and charity, 
being temperate in all things, whatsoever 
shall be intrusted to his care." 

And to the elders of the Reorganization 
the Lord bas said directly: "There is a 
great work to be done by mine elders, and 
that they may be fitted to do this work and 
the accomplishment thereof be not prevented, 
it is enjoined upon them that they shall not 
only be kind of heart and of a lowly spirit, 
but they shall lay aside lightness of speech 
and lightness of manner when standing to de· 
clare the wol'd, and shall study to approve 
their ministrations to the people by candor 
in speech and courtesy in demeanor, that as 
ministers of the gospel they may win souls 
unto Christ." Should we expect that any 
less would be required in those assemblies of 
the elders and saints convened to do business 
for God and his kingdom? 

The high order of spiritual qualifications 
rfquired of the Seventy, in common with 
other leading quorums of the church, in 
making decisions of general import to the 
church, is thus set forth in the law providing 
for their organization: "The Seventy are 
also called to preach the gospel, and to be 
especial witnesses unto the Gentiles and in 
all the world-thus differing from other offi
cers in the church in the duties of their call
ing; and they form a quorum equal in 
authority to that of the Twelve especial wit
nesses, or Apostles, just named. And every 
decision made by either of these quorums 
Jnqst be by tbe qna.ni~ous voiQe of tl),e samei 
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that is, every member in each quorum· must 
be agreed to its decisions, in order to make 
their decisions of the same power or validity 
one with the othe!' .... Unless this is the 
case, their decisions are not entitled to the 
same blessings which the decisions of a quo
rum of three presidents were anciently, who 
were ordained after the order of Melchisedec, 
and were righteous and holy men. [Carefully 
notice what follows.] The decisions of these 
quorums, or either of them, are to be made in 
all righteousness, in holiness and lowliness of 
heart, meekness and longsuffering, and in 
faith and virtue and knowledge; temperance, 
patience, godliness, brotherly kindness, and 
charity; because the promise is, if these 
things abound in them they shall not be 
unfruitful in the knowledge of the Lord."
D. C. 104:11. 

Special attention is called to these require
ments and conditions, for the reason that 
they cannot be put on or off at pleasure, as·a 
man may don or doff a garment. A man can
not of himself, at a moment's notice, become 
meek and holy and lowly, having faith and 
patience and charity, and all the graces 
enumerated above. They must have become 
habitual to him by an earnest, prayerful, and 
constant endeavor in their cultivation, in 
order that he may be sure of their exercise 
when the emergencies and exigencies of his 
duties call for them. They must become in
grafted in his temperament and constitution, 
so that their exercise may be spontaneous on 
all occasions and under all circumstances. 
HAnce the need that w.e do not neglect or put 
off these things thinking that we can assume 
them at pleasure when occasion calls for them 
at conference time. 

You are called together at an early date, 
in order that we may not be hurried in the 
transaction of our necessary business, as we 
sometimes a•e, and that we may be ready to 
give due and proper consideration to such 
matters as may come before us during the 
session of conference. 

Reports should be forwarded by March 15, 
and do not forget that they are to cover two 
years. Members of the second quorum will 
seud their reports to Columbus Scott, La
moni, Iowa. The members of the first quo
rum, who are under General Conference 
appointment, will of course report to confer
ence, and these reports are, according to 
rule, accepted as quorum reports. Those of 
the first quorum not under General Confer
ence appointment are rPquested to send their 
reports to R. 8. Salyards, secretary, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

Praying that the Spirit of the Master may 
be with us in our assembling, 

We a'"e vour colahorm's, 
DUNCAN CAMPBELL, 

PrAsident First Quorum. 
C. SCOTT, 

President Second Quorum. 

IOWA AND MINNESOTA MISSION. 
The last missionary reports, before the 

holding of the General Conference, will come 
due on or about March 1, from those not in 
charge, and on or about March 10, from those 
who are in charge of "fields of labor." Please 
be prompt, ~o that we can. present a proper 
list of applicants to the Quorum of Twelve, 
which meets March 15. 

Please remember that the essential items 
to be reported are: Number of sermons 
preached; number of baptisms: ordinations; 
new openings made. The reports must cover 
the entire year, and it would be better for 
them to cover the entire conference term, 
that is, the past two years, for our last an
nual reports were not complete. As before, 
tell us whether you are an applicant for fu
ture missionary work; and if you are, what 
amount (per month) will support your family? 
Give the number of your dependents, respec
tivfl ages of your children, etc. 

Unless otherwise stated, we will take it for 
granted that ;you a.re a.ya,il8jble for any field; 
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but if you mention your preference of fields, 
it will be considered, but not, necessarily, 
granted. New applicants will be considered, 
but we cannot tell who will be appointed 
from the new list or the old. 

Your coworkers, in love, 
. J. R. LAMBERT. 

HEMAN C. SMITH. 
LAMONI, Iowa, January 31, 1900. 

SILENCED. 
Notice is hereby given, that J. D. Bennett 

has been silenced as an elder, pending an fn
vestigation. His license was asked for, but 
he refused to g-ive it up, hence this notice. 

F. M. WELD, P!'esident, 
DUNCAN UAMPBELL, Assistant, 

Decatur District. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 31, 1900. 

SOUTHWESTERN MISSION. 
To the Ministry of Southwestern Mission:

! kindly ask you to report toT. J. Sbeppard, 
Oklaunion, ·rexas, so reports may reach us 
by March 10. We ask for a report for two 
years. Do not fail to give all items. State 
how much your family will require per 
month. . 2t A. J. MOORE. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
To the Saints of Northeast Texas and 

Chocktaw district; Gt·eeting:-Having been 
continued by our Bishop, Bro. E. L. Kelley, 
as Bi:>hop's agent of your district, I beg to 
ask of you as you h~ove so nobly assisted the 
church in times past, the same liberality in 
your tithes and offerings in the future. 

The battle is on, and never was there a 
time when there was a greater need of labor
ers than at present, as the field is white for 
the harvest, and the Lord has promised ·to 
bless his people during the year 1900, inas
much as they are faithful, as they have never 
been blessed before. 

We hope if possible to add two or three 
new laborers to the district after conference, 
as we hope there will be sufficient funds for 
their maintenance. ·Our district, financially, 
is in a very favorable condition, and all the 
missionary force seems to be doing all they 
can to ad vance the work; so let us move for
ward with courage, for the signs of the times 
certainly indicate that the victory is not far 
distant. A. L Newton will act as sub agent 
at Cove, Arkanl'aol: E. A. Erwin in the Man
chester and Lydia 'branches; and Bro. Peter 
Adamson at Wilburton. Any money turned 
over to them will be receipted for and thank
fully received. 

ELLIS SHORT. 

NOTICE FROM LOS ANGELES. 
If this meets the eye of the following 

named members, will they please communi
cate with me: . D. K. Winter, Leonard 
Schmalzeg-an, Charles Hazelrigg, Fred 
Wendt, Rosina F. Maag. If others know 
the addresses of any of these, please send 
same to me. 

CHAS. E. CRUMLEY, Clerk. 
No. 964 Court Circle. 

CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

District officers are requf,sted to forward 
credentials of delegates appointed to repre
sent their districts in the coming General 
Conference, to the Church Secretary, as soon 
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates 
may be prepared, as provided for by resolu
tion of General Conference, to facilitate the 
organization and work of that body. Cre
dentials of delegates appointed at fall or 
winter conferences should be forwarded with
out delay, and of those yet to be appointed, 
imQJ.ediately after appointment. It is desireq 
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that all credentials be in hand as early in the 
month of March as possible. 

One certificate for each delegation, with 
number of members in district and names of 
its delegates, signed by the president and 
secretary of the district appointing, with 
name of district and place and date of hold
ing of conference, is sufficient. Separate in
dividual credentials are not necessary. 

Branches not in districts are each entitled 
to one delegate and one vote. 

The rules governing "representation" and 
the "restrictions of delegate voting," are as 
follows:-

Each district shall be entitled to one dele
gate for every twenty-five members of said 
district, and one vote in conference for each 
delegate to which they may be entitled. 
[Scattered members in districts, including 
those enrolled on records of disorganized 
branches, who are not recorded as members 
of other districts, may be included in the 
enumeration of membership.] 

"The delegates present at conference from 
any one district shall be entitled to cast the 
full vote of the district of which they are 
delegates, unless otherwise instructed by 
their district conference:- · 

"Provided, that in case of a disagreement 
of views among the members of said delega
tion, (the full delegation not being present,) 
they shall be entitled to cast only their indi
vidual votes as said delegates. 

"No one delegate shall be entitled to cast, 
as representative in the same conference, 
more than twenty votes." 

Attention is called to the following, adopted 
at last General Conference:-

"Resolved, that the Secretary be and is 
hereby authorized to devise and have printed 
a blank form of delegate credentials; and 
that a copy or copies be sent to each district 
or branch entitled to representation, prior 
to the convening of each General Confer~ 
ence." 

District secretaries and secretaries of 
branches not in districts who fail to receive 
credential blanks will be supplied promptly 
on receipt of postal card with address. 

In bonds, 
R. S. SALYARDS, 

Church Secretary. 
LaMONI, Iowa, January 25, 1900. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Kirtland district conference will convene 

with Sharon branch, March 3 and 4. In 
connection with conference there will be 
a church dedication, as we have had our 
church handsomely remodeled. Let us come 
with the Spirit of the Master and make this 
conference in the new church, and the first 
in the year 1900, long to be remembered. 

Those who intend coming, please write to 
W. J. Baldwin, 95 Elm Street, Sharon, Penn
sylvania. We would like to have a good 
representation of the ministry present. 
Bro. R. Etzenhouser, please take notice. 
Branch secretaries, please get out your re
ports in good time, and see to have them 
correct. 

W. J. BALDWIN, Sec. 

Pottawatta:nie district confer.ence will 
meet with the church at Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
on February 24, at 10: 30 a. m. Remember 
that this is the last conference of the district 
before the General Conference. It is urged 
that all priesthood and other reports be sent 
to the secretary by February 19, together 
with such business as you may contemplate 
presenting for the consideration of the body. 
It is also hoped that all will try to be present 
at the opening of the session. 

J. CHAS. JENSEN, Sec. 

Conference of Decatur district convenes at 
Lamoni, Iowa, Friday, February 23, 7:30 p. 

. m. Owing to the amount of business to be 
transacted it will be necessary to begin busi
nees Friday ev(lning a.nd conth:nw each ses-
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sion until completed. Remember this is the 
time to elect district officers for the ensuing 
year, the appointing of delegates to the 
coming General Conference. Let us have a 
good attendance. All officers whose duty it is 
to report to this body please have your reports 
in early; all reports must be in writing. 

A priesthood meeting will be held at 7: 30, 
Saturday evening, February 24, if the busi
ness is completed. Important subjects to be 
discussed. F. M. WELD, Pres. 

B. M. ANDERSON, Sec. 

A conference will be held at Beaver branch, 
BeavAr, Texas, March 3, for the purpose of 
organizing a district. All in northwest 
Texas who have an interest in this matter, 
please meet at that time. 

A. J. MOORE. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE. 
AMENDMENT TO AR'l'ICLES OF INCOR

PORATION. 
Notice .is hereby given that on or before 

the tenth day of April, A. D., 1900, during the 
session of the General Conference of the Re
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints to be held at Lamoni, Iowa, be
ginning April 6 of said year, an ameBdment 
will be moved to the Articles of Incorpora
tion of Graceland College, Decatur County, 
Iowa, as follows:-

. Article 19.-1. That said articles be 
amended by striking out all that portion of 
articles four (4), seven (7), eight (8), and nine 
(9), providing for the selection and organiza
tion of a Board of Directors for said College, 
and that the work and duties named in the 
said articles, and in all other articles of the 
incorporation as that of the Directors here
after devolve upon the Board of Trustees of 
said Graceland College. 

2. That wherever the word "Directors" is 
used in said Articles of Incorporation, that 
the same shall be changed in accordance with 
this amendment. 

3. That all rights, duties, and prerogatives 
heretofore belonging to the Board of Direc
tors shall hereafter belong to and become a 
part of the duties of the Board of Trustees of 
Graceland College. 

4. 1'hat for the purpose of carrying out the 
spirit and intent of this amendment the term 
of office of all mem hers of the Board of Di rec
tors of said college is hereby declared vacant, 
and said board abolished; and that the office 
of all members of the Board of Trustees shall 
terminate at the time of holding the session 
of said GeneraL Conference of 1900 and when 
their successors are chosen and qualified. 

5. The conference shall have power to 
amend any portion of said articles of incorpo
ration that may be in conflict with the fore
going amendment. · 

Prepared by direction of Board of Trustees, 
Graceland College. 

JOSEPH SMITH, 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Committee. 
LAMONI, Iowa, February 3, 1900. 

DIED. 
SPEER.-Sr. Kate M. Speer passed from 

this life January 20, 1900. Was born April 
16, 1859, in Oran Township, Fayette County, 
Iowa. November 16, 1879, was married to 
Mr. Samuel R. Speer; to this union was born 
four children, who with a faithful com
panion survive her. While residing near 
Oelwein, Iowa, she was baptized. The death 
of Sr. Speer has removed a devoted saint of 
God, a faithful companion, and a loving 
mother. Funeral sermon in M. E. church at 
Emmetsburg, by Elder J. R. Sutton. 

STONE.-At Mission San Jose, California, 
January 19, 1900, Mary Jane Stone. Born in 
Sussex, New Jersey, August "1, 1830. With 
her parents she lived in Nauvoo. Her fa,tb.er 

was killed by the mob during those trouble
some days. She was married to John Mur
dock, who died during the exodus west from 
Nauvoo. She was among the early pioneers 
that settled in Salt Lake Valley, where she 
married Samuel Holmes, and later on they 
moved to California. Seven children were 
born to them, six of whom still survive. Mr. 
Holmes was killed by an accident in 1866. 
In 1870 she married Mr. B. H. Stone, from 
which union there are two daughters living. 
Becoming convinced of the departure from 
the faith of the original Latter Day Saints 
by the Utah Church, she ranounced it and 
was baptized into this church in 1870. Fu
neral sermon in the Christian church at 
Irvington, by Elder F. M. Sheehy. 

LARSEN.-Near Moorhead, Iowa, January 
12, 1900, L. John Larsen, aged 22 years and 
19 days. He was born December 24, 1877, at 
Downer's Grove, Illinois; was baptized at 
Logan, Iowa, October 4, 1890. He was the 
eldest soh of Bro. and Sr. Anders Larsen, 
and leaves his parents, four sisters, and two 
brothers to mourn. He was a faithful, ear
nest, consistent member of the church, re
spected and loved by all who knew him. 
Funeral services were held at the chapel, 
Moorhead, Iowa, in charge of Elder George 
Montag-ue. 

LIGHTFOOT.- Levi Lightfo'lt was born 
in Pennsylvania, March 13, 1817, and de
parted this life January 15, 1900, at Omaha, 
Nebraska. He was baptized into this latter
day work in 1842, and after the death of the 
Martyr he remained neutral until the rise of 
the Reorganization, when he was baptized by 
Bro. James Blakeslee, at Sandwich, Illinois, 
October 6, 1859. He bore a faithful testi
mony to the truthfulness of this glorious 
latter-day work even unto death; 58 years a 
member. He was twice married, and leaves 
a wife and ten children to mourn. Funeral 
from the chapel, Omaha, Nebraska, Elder F. 
A. Smith preaching the sermon. Another 
veteran gone to rest. 

BLAKEMORE.-At Bevier, Missouri, Jan
uary 18, 1900, Cecil Blakemore. Born De
cember 10, 1899. Service from the house, 
sermon by Elder J. A. Tanner. 

HALL.-Andrew Hall died December 22, 
1899, at his home in Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
He was born January 4, 1817, in Belmont, 
Maine. Married to Sarah Jane Moody, 
January 19, 1839, who died in St. Joseph, 
Missouri, December 11, 1860, leaving him 
three sons and five daughters, all of whom 
are living, as also are thirty-five grandchil
dren and fourteen great-grandchildren. a 
total of fifty-seven. On September 22, 1864, 
he married Celelia Cathrine Jensen, who sur
vives him. Bro. Hall was baptized into the 
church February 16, 1843, and was ordained 
an elder in April the same year. He was 
ordained a geventy in April, 1844, at a con
ference in Nauvoo, and at once took a mission 
to the East, where he was at the time of the 
martyrdom of the Prophet and Patriarch. 
Later, he received his patriarchal blessing 
from William B. Smith, the promises of 
which have been realized so far as the writer 
knows. After the dispersion of the church 
he followed Brigham Young to Winter 
Quarters; but unable to approve the teach
ing and practice of that body, he left them, 
later going to Preparation, Iowa; how
ever, he did not remain long. After hear
ing the elders of the Reorganization he 
was baptized August 17, 1861, and ordained 
an elder. Bro. Hall was Bishop's agent 
for Pottawattamie district twenty years, 
serving under Bishops Rogers, Blakes
lee, and Kelley, only resigning when inca
pacitated by his infirmaties. He was a 
diligent student of church history and the 
revelations, conscientiously striving to keep 
in harmony with the same. Faithful to the 
end he enters into rest, with the confidence 
and respect of those who knew him best. He 
was buried in Walnut Hill cemetery from the 
Saints' church, Elder Mark H. Forscutt, 
officiating. J. C:a:.u:;. JENSEN. 
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sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
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JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phEltic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ........•...•.•••••.•.•... $0 35 
Cloth, limp ...•...•..•......... ·. 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . 30 and 50 

Archooological Committee's Report, 
WITH 1\'IAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of ~formon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archreology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration9 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet,"_ "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archreological evidences obtainable in sup< 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to t.lce average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archreo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 
. Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 

35 cents. mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper ......................•... $0 25 
Cloth .• •• •• •• •• •• •• •. .. .. . . . . .. . 40· 
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HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

101 Joseph and Hy-rum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. . 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50; 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni. Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TEST .AMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand· Guds Profet? U dgi-
vet af den ¥,jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke

1 
' "En Indbydelse til 

Guds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom!' 
Per dozen, 11» cents; 100 ••••••••••• $1 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges. . 60 

Church Publications Wanted l 
Copies of Times and Seasons, Vols. 

1, 2, and 3; Vols. 1 to 10 SAINTS' 
HERALD (bound or unbou:qd); Mil· 

lennial Star; also of other old publica
tions or pamphlets. Address stating 
terms, HERALD OFFICE, 

EDITORIAL DEPT., 

Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

~EW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ...........•... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller).. . . . • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo........... 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges .........•.......•..... 2 50 
With music only . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 1 25 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ....••••••••••••••••••••••• $0 S.9 
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WM. ANDERSON. Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the 11nvs of the State ot' Iow,., .July I, IS9S. 

Total assets January J., 1900, $1.33,032.34. 
We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and. depooits of all Herald readers. All 
~etters of it qniry Wlll be prumptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
STOCH HOlf,JI)E&~S :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 

Anderson, W m. At:dersor>, Frat k Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. II< pkins. 

SEl'i'l:OR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day School Quarterly co_ntainiug lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; des1gned for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTEH.JUEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIJUARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

VVILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Quit-to-bac has cured hundreds of others, if you 

use tobacco and want to quit, why delay longtr? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR· 
ANTEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
STA>IPS taken. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer

·ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
.Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the 

-church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..•.•.••••. 3 00 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms. hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

UM.ONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........••••............... $0 75 

Tme Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Chur,ch His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
e! usi vely established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
'.!.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI~ IOWA •. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION OK
lahoma Live Stock Association, 
El Reno, Oklahoma, February 
13-15, 1900. One standard first
class fare for the round trip. 
Date of sale February 11-13 in

clusive. Returning final limit February 17. 
Continuous passage in each direction. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

THE 
A Monthly Review of 
Social Advance. 

This famous magazine is now published in 
New York. 

N. 0. FANNING, Editor. 
JOHN El\iERY 1\'IcLEAN, Assoc. Editor. 
It is an absolutely free and independent 

journal of the first class, presenting both 
sides of all the leading questions of the day 
from the pens of the best writers. 

Progressive and vigorous, yet scholarly 
and high toned, it should be read by all in
terested in obtaining up-to-date information. 

It is indispensable to every advanced mind. 

25 Cents a Copy, $2.50 a Year. 
Foreign Subscriptions, 12 Shillings. 

At all news-stands, or sent post-paid by 
the publishers: 

THE ARENA COMPANY, 
19 West 31st St., New York, N.Y. 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .. -...............••••..•••. $0 61') 
Morocco Grain Russia .....•.••••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, ,gilt edges .. flexible •• o. o. 2 00 

THE TWO RECORDS. . The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, g~lt edges ..•• • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ........... o .. 4 00 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ..... o ••••••• $0 75 

" " per1000 .............. 21>0 
3x5l u per 2'50 .. 0 0 • 0 •• e 0 0 •• 0 1 00 

" " per 1000 .............. a 1)0 
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CONTENTS: of a single classification of freights, I the result of materially increasing the 
EDITORIAL: one that will be uniform fur all roads charges imposed thereon. 
'- English Supremacy in Danger,········· 97 and all sections of the country and "Advances of rates in this manner 
c_ A Statement of Recantation, by reasonably stable. have been made on hundreds of arti-

Quincy Anderson .................. 97 D" . f · · h b · h' · · 
Questions and Answers ............... 98 1ssat1s actiOn Wit t e present cles, many of w ICh are necessanes m 
The Hastings Anti-Infidel Library ... 98 statute has frequently been expressed general use, and constantly moving 

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: in resolutions adopted by various na- from place to place in the process of 
An Open Letter.···················· ·100 tional organizations, composed of distribution." '.rhe Fruits of Our Social System ..... 101 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: .................. 104 business men, manufacturers, and The fact that such extensive in-
MoTHERS' HOME COLUMN: farmers, and by the national conven- creases in railroad charges have been 

Required Reading for March Meet- tion of Railroad Commissioners. brought about by the method de-
ings of Daug-hters of Zion · · · · · · · · · ·109 Such a movement of associated pro- scribed is considered to furnish a Da.ughtersofZion .................... l09 d . d b' · · 

SuNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ucmg an s 1ppmg mterests, repre- weighty argument why effective meas-
Those Primary Cards Again ........ 109 senting, it is said, anamountofinvested ures should be adopted to secure com-
A Song of Hope ... ·.···.·.·········· .110 capital exceeding the aggregate capi- pliance with the primary requirements 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: talization of all the railways, is a of the act. 
South Missouri ...................... llO l . d' · f h 1 
Northern Nebraska ................. 110 c ear m ICatwn o t e popu ar de-

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: mand. 
Proposed Amendment.·····'·· ....... lll VAST SCHEMES UNDER WAY. 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
· The Lake Mission ............... · · · .lll The report further says:-

High Priests' Quorum ................ Hl I . f k 
1 D. f 11 h' d 111 t Is a matter o common now edge that ts e ows tpe .............. · · · · · · · f ·1 1 · Southeastern Mission ................ 111 vast schemes o ra1 w_ay contro are now m 

General Conference Board ........... Ill , pro~~ss of co~summatw_n, a.nd that t~e com-
Credentials of Delegates to General pet1t10n of ,rtva_l hnes 1s ~o be \estramed by 

Conference ........................ 111 these combmatwns. Whtle .th1~ movement 
Southwestern Mission ................ 112 has no.t ye~ found ~ull expresswn ~n the actual 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COM
MISSION. 

consohdatwn of ratlroad corporatwns, enough 
has transpired to disclose a unification of 
financial interests which will dominate the 
management and harmonize the operations of 
lines heretofore independent and competitive. 

This is to-day the moat noticeable and im
portant feature of th'l railway situation. If 
the plans already foreshadowed are brought 
to effective results, and others of similar 
scope are carried to execution, there will be 
a vast centralization of railroad properties, 
with all the power involved in such far
reaching combinations, yet uncontrolled by 
any public authority which can be efficiently 
exerted. 

The restraints of competition upon exces
sive and unjust rates will in this way be 
avoided, and whatever evils may result, will 
be remediless under existing laws. 

Advance sheets of the thirteenth 
annual report of the Interstate Com
merce Commission, issued yesterday, 
embody a strong plea to Congress to 
enact necessary amendments to the 
interstate commerce act. In its last 
annual report, the commission says, 
attention was called to the vital re
spects in which the present law had 
proved defective and inadequate; that 
the present law could not be enforced; 
and that until further legislation 
should be provided the best efforts ADVANCE IN FREIGHT RATES. 
toward regulation must be feeble and Regarding the enormous advance in 
disappointing. It is pointed out that freight rates during the last few 
the requests of the commission for months the report says:-
needful amendments have been sup- "Coincident with these schemes of 
ported by petitions and memorials unified control, and while this excep
from agricultural, manufacturing, and tional movement of traffic continues, 
commercial interests throughout the the carriers operating throughout an 
country, yet not a line of the statute extensive and important territory 
bas been changed and none of the have recently made substantial and, 
burdensome conditions which call for in many cases, large increases in their 
relief has been removed or modified. scale of charges. These advances in 

The existing situation and the de- rates have been mainly effected by 
velopments of the last year, the com- concerted and agreed changes in the 
mission says, render more imperative classification of freight articles by 
than ever the necessity for speedy roads, both connecting and compet
and suitable legislation. Nine-tenths ing, which use the same classification 
of the people, it is stated, do not know and make the same a part of tariffs 
that any railroad company can charge filed by them under the law. 
for its service whatever it may please, "Numerous articles have been taken 
without any real power in the com- from the class in which they were for
mission or any other tribunal to regu· merly placed and put in a higher 
late the amount of such charge when class, to which a higher rate is ap
complaint is made. plied; and many articles heretofore 

It is also stated that shippers have I on the commodity list have been in
been practically unanimous in favor eluded in the classified traffic, with 

SHIPPER HAS NO VOICE. 
These advances in rates, it is 

pointed out, have been made without 
opportunity for shippers, dealers, or 
consumers to be heard. Reference is 
made by the commission to the nature 
and number of complaints and pro
tests on account of these changes in 
classification, and the consequent in
crease of rates and readjustment of 
rate relations. 

Reference is also made to the sev
eral conferences with executive rail
way officials during the early part of 
the year, when general demoraliza
tion in rates was found to exist and 
published tariffs were disregarded. 
On competitive traffic between great 
business centers the published tariff 
was little more than a basis from 
which to calculate cbncessions and 
discriminations, with the result that 
shippers who failed to secure these 
unlawful favors were in many cases 
forced to do business at a loss and in 
some instances were driven out of 
business. Unfortunately, the com
mission says, it cannot punish tbesGl 
infractions of the law. 

VARIOUS CASES INSTITUTED. 
Twenty-three cases have been form

ally instituted before the commission 
since the last annual report. The 
whole number of petitions filed with 
the commission during the year was 
205, and 474 railroads filed answers 
thereto or otherwise appeared. Fif
teen civil cases are pending in the 
federal courts to enforce orders of the 
commission. Indictments for criminal 
violations of the statute have beem 
found by federal grand juries and are 
awaiting trial in Louisiana, Texas, 
and Georgia. 

Concerning the refusal of the Cir
cuit Court for Northern Illinois to 
declare unreasonable the termina.l 
charge of $2 per car made on live 
stock brought into Chicago the com· 
mission says:-
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The court seem~ to have overlooked what human voice and reproduces it artifi
it believed to be the dominant consideration cially somewhere else. 
in the case, namely: that if the through rate 
to Chicago was a reasonable rate before ••The full development of this in-
January 1, 189!, it became an unreasonable vention and the principles upon which 
rate when the $2 terminal charge was added it is based will lead, I hope, to many 
en that date. To make a .reasonable through wonderful results. The invention will 
rate r~resent less servtee than formerly, . . 
and add on another charge for the part of not only be valuable m enablmg the 
the service formerly covered by the through ' blind to see, but it will convey an im
rate plainly may make the total charge un- age of a scene miles away, just as the 
reasonable. telephone conveys the voice. In a 

The report concludes with a slightly varied form it will also ana
statement of the proceedings of the ble the deaf to hear. 
national convention of Railroad Com- "I may point out to you that the 
missioners held at Denver in August mere fact that we can see images in 
last.-Chicago Tribune, Jan. 16, 1900. our dreams, in the dark, and with eyes 

closed, is proof of the possibility of 

AN APPARATUS FOR SEEING 
OUT SIGHT. 

seeing without eyes as we at present 
WITH- understand them. "-Selected. 

Dr. Peter Stien, a Russian physi
cian now living in London, is working 
on an apparatus which he says will 
enable the blind to see no matter how 
badly the natural eyesight is de
stroyed. He has not yet entirely 
perfected his device,, and for that rea
son will not make its details public, 
but he has accomplished enough to 
convince those who have tested it that 
it will be entirely successful. Blind 
persons have been made to see by it. 
The same principle somewhat differ
ently applied will restore hearing to 
the deaf. 

OLD AGE A DISEASE. 

As a working hypothesis, we should 
assume senility or old age to be a dis. 
ease. In other words, it is the result
ant of a series of changes which we 
may some day understand and con
trol. The assumption that human life 
may be indefinitely prolonged is not 
new; neither has the search for a 
panacea been confined to modern 
scientists. The elixir vitre of the 
alchemists finds its modern expres
sion in the numerous rejuvenating 
lymphs. That we shall discover a 
catholicon seems more and more 
doubtful as science advances. The 
recent experiments with specific ani
mal extracts seem to indicate that 
certain tissues and organs are affected 
by these extracts while others show 
no change. These results emphasize 
the importance of making a careful 
study of the changes going on in cells, 
tissues, and organs between birth and 
old age, that we may detect the initia
tory degenerative changes, and thus 
be able to administer a corrective long 
before. these changes have assumed 
the proportions of a so-called disease. 

A. C. EYCLESHYMER. 

"Man," says Dr. Stien, in ex
plaining, his invention, "does not 
really see with his eyes, but with his 
brain. The eyes are only an instru
ment for receiving images, which are 
conveyed to the center of perception 
in the brain by the optic nerve. The 
blind man who perceives the size, 
shape, and nature of an object with 
his hands sees ip a limited sense. If 
men had evolved without eyes, but 
with all their present brain power, 
they would doubtless be able to see 
by some other method. Some of the 
lower animals have no eyes, but per
ceive light with their whole bodies. 

"Now, if an image of material ob- [Dr. Eycleshymer is instructor in anatomy 
jects can be conveyed to the brain by and histology in the University of Chicago, 

and is at present engaged in a study of the 

poultices, and in a few hours the patient will 
be out of danger. This simple remedy has 
never failed in this too often fatal malady. 
Usually three or four applications will be 
sufficient; but continue a! ways until perspira
tion starts freely from the chest. This sim
ple remedy, says the New Enoland Grocer, 
was formulated many years ago by one of the 
best physicians New England has ever known, 
who never lost a patient by this disease, and 
won his renown by saving persons by simple 
remedies after the best medical talent had 
pronounced their cases hopeless. Personally 
we know of three persons who were saved by 
the remedy last winter in Boston, after their 
physicians had given them up to die; and if 
a record were made of all similar cases dur· 
ing the last six years it would fill a good
sized volume.- World's Progress. 

To ALMOST every girl there comes, be
tween girlhood and womanhood, a time when 
she feels prompted by her own vitality to 
take some share in the world's work. It ac
counts for much that is vigorous in church 
and social life. Cornelia Atwood Pratt 
writes of this period, in the March Delineator. 
Her article ls thrilling, and will in itself do 
much to induce directness of aim. In the 
same number, as if to add meaning to Miss 
Pratt's thoughts, there is a well illustrated 
article, of grEat interest to women, dealing 
with tbe leader,S of Women's Colleges, and 
some of the co-oducational institutions. 

A timely article in the March Delineator is 
devoted to the details of growing Seeds, 
Plants, and Bulbs. The timeliness is out
weighed, however, by the fact that the al"ti
cle is designed to open up to women a new 
line of healthful money-making. 

The DeUneator is devoted solely to the in
terests of women, and in many of its main 
features is an invaluable guide to the thrifty 
women who have to make their own clothes, 
as well as to the women who purchase cloth· 
ing, yet desire ad vice and suggestions in do
ing,so. (Fifteen cents; all newsdealers.) 

In the February number of the Review of 
Reviews appears an illustrated character 
sketch of the late Dwight L. Moody by Mr. 
George Perry Morris, who writes a discrimi
nating estimate of the evangelist and his 
world-wide work. 

Supreme Court of Indiana held that where 
local Boards of Health order children in the 
public schools to be vaccinated the order 
must be respected or the children must stay 
out of school until the danger of epidemic has 
passed. 

ADDRESSES. some other agency than that of the structural changes in cells and tissues caused 
eyes, it follows that a blind man who by functional activity and age.]-Tribune, 
h d 

· d 'll b January 16, 1900. J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
as a soun mm Wl e able to see c. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 

perfectly well. This is exactly what George Jenkins, Byrneville, Ind. 
my invention accomplishes. CURE FOR PNEUMONIA. M. F. Gowell, Rosendale, Missouri. 

"An image is gathered on a screen Daniel MacGregor, Chilliwack, B. c. A recent letter from Miss Amanda I. Jones, Henry C. Smith, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio. 
instead of on the retina of the eye and of Junction City, Kansas, says: "I want to say J. W. Wight, No. 39 Floral Ave., Salt Lake 
is conveyed directly by an electrical that a recipe for pneumonia published in City, Utah. 
current to the brain. Such a use of your 'House and Farm' department last win- M. H, Bond, No. 103 Chapin Ave., Provi-
h 1 · ter came just in time to save my life. Noth- deuce, R. I. 

t e e ectnc current has already been ing but those onion poultices did it-nothing E. F. Shupe, No. 2849 Curtis Street, Den-
foreshadowed in the process well could have done i.t, so extreme was the case. ver, Colurado. 
known to science as cataphoresis. By Publish that over agai.n please-save some J. D. White, No. 1903 ;coleman Street, St. 
this it is possible to convey medi- other lJOOr 'woman-body' (or 'man-body,' if Louis, Missouri. 
eines, anesthetics, and other sub- you like).''. W. E Peak, 365 Grand River Avenue, De-

The recipe referred to follows:- troit, Michigan. 
stances into the interior of a man's "Take six to ten onions, according to size, T. w. Williams, 1014 Alpine Street,".Los 
body without his being aware of it. and chop fine, put in a large spider over a Angeles, California. ·· 
By its a. id cocaine can be sent through hot fire; then add about the same quantity of E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Lamoni., 
th 1 d b rye meal and vinegar enough to make a thick Decatur County, Iowa. 

e so l one, conveying insensibility paste. In the meanwhile stir it thoroughly, J. B. Roush, permanent address Wrav 
to nerve or marrow. letting it simmer five or ten minutes. Then Yuma County, Colorado. ' ' 

"My invention may be compared in put in a cotton bag large enough to cover the Mark H. Forscutt, No. 203 First Avenue 
eer~ain res.pects to the telephone, lungs, and apply it to the chest as hot as pa-~ Nebra~ka City, Nebraska. ' 

h h . . tient can bear. When. this gets cool apply W. R. Armstrong, No. 1 Shakespeare St., 
W lC rece1ves a.n xmpresswn of the,. another, and thus cont1nue by reheating the 1 Ardwick, Manchester, En&rland. c::.-.:; =:;::; 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8s 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the l.ord1 b there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifel and concubines he shall have :none.''-B. of M., page 116. 
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ENGLISH SUPREMACY IN DANGER. 

Without attempting in any way to 
interfere with or to interpret transpir
ing events politically, we cannot fail 
to notice some things which point to 
the danger of a serious loss of pres
tige, possibly of political power, to 
England. 

We quote below notes from the pub
lic press on three important factors to 
be considered in forecasting the posi
tion of the continued supremacy of the 
British Empire. 

The first note indicates Queen Vic
toria's decided aversion "to the heads 
of titled families going to the war." 
Who then shall do the fighting? 

London, Feb. 3.-The Queen sent for the 
Duke of Marlborough after he suiled for 
Cape Town, and, learning that he had gone, 
asked for the Duchess, but she was in Paris. 
The Q11een is said to be averse to having the 
beads of titled families go to the war, and 
the Prince of Wales, it is understood, shares 
her view.-Tribune. 

The second note indicates tbe class 
of society in England from which the 
officers of the British army have hith
erto been selected and the reason as
signed for their apparent failure so 
far in the South African war:-

A British officer, who for years has acted 
as an instructor of candidates for commis
sions in the British army, gives the following 
explanation of the mediocre intelligence of 
British officers. 

"The secret of our national weakness lies 
in the fact that the aristocracy and the class 
commonly known as society, both in town 
and country, provide ninety-nine per cent of 
our regular officers. This society is suffer
ing from carefully induced cerebral atrophy, 
caused by a persistent neglect of intellectual 
traini'lg and a mode of life that is dissi
pated." 

He demands "the suppression of the dis
eased oligarchy which now governs the 
country to the exclusion of the physically 
and mentally healthy middle class." 

Arnold White, a well known publicist and 
Unionist, dilates on the same theme as fol
lows:-

"There has been no scandal in connection 
with any branch of the public service open to 
public scandal, and the breakdown has re
sulted from departments where the staff was 
chosen entirely from a small privileged caste. 

"The British army in its higher branches 
is a great social rather than a fighting- ma
chine. If this war is to be won a.nd our flag 
is to fly over Pretoria the English democracy 
must reclaim the power with which it has 
parted, and by a silent, peaceful revolution 
insist on fitness and efficiency becoming the 
qualifications for public employme!it. 
' "In the ll!lJVy this is the rule to a large ex· 

tent, hence this is alone our national safety. 
-Ohicaqo Tribune. 

The third note refers to the condi
tion of the government in regard to 
available material to replenish the 
ranks of the fighting forces, and 
seems to point out one of the gravest 
conditions of the general situation:-

Every land fighting force in Britain is 
already exhausted. When the last reinforce
ments now preparing have gone, these is
lands, with the exception of a battalion of 
guards and a few remnants of other regi
ments, will be garrisoned only by militia and 
volunteers. 

The volunteers can be called for active 
service, but England would then be left with 
the militia and t,he fleet for its only defense. 
The Imperial Yeomanry e.xperiment has 
taught ·the War offic~ that reliance on raw 
levies is reliance on a broken reed. Roberts 
and Kitchener, seeing tl::lat the only hope of 
salvation is in raising a colonial mounted in
fantry, are offering every inducement tore
cruits throughout Cape Colony and NataL 

Australia and Canada have also been again 
appealed to, but the volunteering ardor is 
dying down. 

A little thought upon what a con
sideration of the foregoing will present 
will show that there is some reason 
for apprehending trouble for England 
not looked for when the war with the 
Transvaal Republic began. How well 
the great empire may meet the emer
gency, and what the definite result 
of present warlike movements will be, 
is a mattd'lr of speculation as yet. But 
it is suggestive that when ninety-nine 
per cent of the officers of the army 
are from the fashionable society class, 
which an experienced officer prac
tically pronounces incapable upon 
principles that point to national deca
dence, and that reliance for safety 
must rest upon the middle classes, 
not as yet largely represented to any 
extent in the controlling army ele
ment, and that the material from 
which the ranks, the fighting ranks, 
are to be replenished is exhausted; 
taken with the aversion that the sov
ereigns in fact and prospective are 
averse to the heads of the titled fami
lies taking the risks of war to which 
other subjects are exposed, there is 
an object lesson worth attention. 

Should England be badly crippled 
in her resources of men in this war 
with the Boers, or her supremacy 
long held in abeyance by the fate of 
battles, some of her dependent colo
nies and provinces may take advan
tage of the situation· and still further 
complicate the conditions of m'J,tional 
prestige and power. 

Surely there are wars and rumors 
of wars, notwithstanding the Peace 
Conference lately held at the reqqest 
of the Cl!l~:r of Rqssia. · 

A STATEMENT OF RECANTATION, 
BY QUINCY ANDERSON. 

In the National Baptist Flag, Bolivar, 
Missouri, for September 21, 1899, and 
the Baptist JJ:fissionary, Aurora, Mis
souri., of about the same date, there 
appeared communications from one of 
the members of the church renounc
ing "Mormonism," giving his reasons 
therefor. Subsequently after maturer 
reflection and a better examination of 
the faiths of the church, Mr. Ander
son reversed his conclusions, and 
wrote a communication to each of 
these papers, recalling his renuncia
tion, giving his later conclusions and 
the reasons. for them, asking that his 
letters be . published. This these 
journals refused to do. He writes us 
as follows, asking its insertion:-

. OzARK, Missouri, Jan. 31, 1900. 
EditoTs Hemld:-I wish to ask space in the 

Herald to say, I have been a member of the 
Raorganized Church for over four years; 
and beca11~e some of the; elders, who organ
ized several branches and then let the 
branches die out and also predicted certain 
things that did not come to pass, this last 
spring I concluded that the revelations in 
the DcJCtrine aud Covenants and the restored 
gospel was a fake and a humbug. I there
upon wrote two pieces in two Baptist Church 
papers; namely, Ray's Baptist Flag, Bolivar, 
Missouri, and the Baptist Missionary, Aurora, 
Missouri, renouncing ''Mormonism." 

About five or six months after doing so, 
after giving Mormonism a deeper study I 
wrote another piece to these Baptist papers, 
taking back my renouncement of Mormonism; 
wMch communications were not published. 

For the benefit of my brethren, and all the 
readers of the Herald I write this letter to 
state, that I take back my renouncement of 
Mormonism, and that I no longer believe 
that because certain elders predicted false 
prophecies and let those branches die out, 
that it is not a reason that the restored gos
pel is a fake or a humbug, or that the revela· 
tions of God given to Joseph the Martyr and 
Seer are not divine. And I will further say 
that the revelations I referred to in my re
nouncement of Mormonism in those Baptist 
papers do not mean to purchase Zion by 
bloodshed; but those revelations I find after 
a close comparison have reference to Zion be· 
ing redeemed by the judgments of God both 
on his saints and their enemies; and, after 
God gets through scouring both, then Zion 
will be redeemed. 

Another revelation I referred to in my 
pieces against Mormonism in those Baptist 
papers, reads like this:-

"Verily I say unto you [Joseph] that as I 
spake unto Abraham concerning his seed, I 
also say unto tliee, that in thee and thy 
seed shall the kindred of the earth be 
blessed." 

This I said in my pieces in those Baptist 
papers meant that Joseph Smith the Martyr 
was a God, and his seed after ·were the sons 
of God; but I find that this revelation has a, 
different meaning. Those that are worthy 
of the blessings of God, he will bless them 
through his chosen servants of the seed of 
Joseph (Smith), which is also the seed of 
Abraham; and this revel!l!tioq dOtJ§ not me!lln 
a plt~rality of Gods, 
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My points I took against Mormonism in my 
two articles in those two Baptist papers can
not be established; and I no longer hold that 
Mormonism is a fake or a humbug. And I 
further say that by the experience I as a 
young man have had, I have enough testi
mony to justify me in saying that I know 
that God called Joseph and used him as an 
instrument in bringing back the gospel 
authority; also in translating the Book of 
Mormon, and organizing the Church of Jesus 
Christ, April 6, 1830, which church I now be· 
lieve in, which I know is the only true 
church of God. 

distin?tion to the Utah Church1 as the Re-
1 
referred to in Matthew 17: 14, Holy 

orgamz.ed Chprch of _Jesu~ Chrtst of Latt.er Scriptures is not Elijah it will be one 
Day Sawts, stnce wh!Ch ttme branches, dts- . . '. ' '11 
trict conferences, and missions have been still mightier than he, one .who Wl • 
established in nearly every State in the have power to restore all thmgs that 
Union, in England, Wales, ~u~trali~, South have been lost, or which by the unbe
Sea Islands, and recently mtsswnartes have lief of men and nations have been 
been sent to Germany. · d' b d If 

We believe and teach doctrines found in disarranged or Istur e . any 
the New Testament, believing from those other than the Lord Jesus ChriEt has 
scriptures radiate~ light reflective of the pat- now, or will have power to restore all 
tern. of t~e organw str~cture of that church thinO"s as they should be we are not 
Chnst said he would bUild. "' h · · B ' 

As to the Book of Mormon, it is identical, aware of W . o It IS. ut a prepara-
too, in doctrine, precepts, etc., found in the tory work IS to be done, hence an 
Bible ~nd may be read b? the mo~t virtuous Elijah, a prophet, a restorer will 
ar:d. f!Wus among men, trrespecttve of pro- come, in plenty of time to do the task 

With these remarks I bear my testimony 
to the divinity of the restored gospel, and 
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 

cllvtHes. · d h' d th El' I am not so sanguine as to think that this ass1gn~. 1m; an as e name Ias 
Saints. QUINCY ANDERSON. 

OzARK, Missouri. 

THE Initiator, a new news journal 
now in its second year, and published 
at Magnolia, Minnesota, has in its 
issue for January 12, nearly a column 
of an article from the pen of Bro. 
James Caffall, which we give, with 
the editorial comment, which is more 
than fair, judging from tbe treatment 
some of the newspapers give us:--

explanation, protests, etc., will at once con- and EliJah are the same and the mean· 
vince all who read as to the justn.ess of our ing is "Jehovah is my God," it is 
cause, but may help the. sober. th1.nker and probable that anyone sent by God to 
the tolerant to a further mvestJg-atwn. 'd b 

The headquarters of our church is at do a :vork for. ~an may be sal to. e 
Lamoni, Iowa, at which place tracts and sent m the sp1r1t and power of Elias, 
books may be bouj<bt illustrative of our faith, or Elijah. 
by applying to F. Oriley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

AN ARTICLE DESCRIPTIVE OF THEIR FAITH. 

Editor Democrat:-Religious worship is a 
theme too serious for any sober thinker to 
ever question the right of any individual to 
to serve God according the dictates of his 
own conscience. For on the hypothesis of re· 
ligion being a personal affair, it were cruel 
and unjust for one of God's creatures to per
secute another because of his proclivities; 
nor can there be any justification, in view of 
the facilities for obtaining information, for 
one society to misrepresent another. 

l offer no apology for choosing to believe, 
and as far as practicable, defend the doctrine 
and religious practices of the Latter Day 
Saints, as the mere fact of this choice injures 
no one. But, sir, we are frequently charg-ed 
with affiliating with the Salt Lake Mormons, 
but nothing could be further from the truth. 

Very respectfully, 
JAMES CAFF ALL, 

Elder in, the above church, Howard, South 
Dakota. 

The editorial follows:-
We publish the above article at the re

quest of an old friend, who we have known 
for the past thirty years, a man who has a 
reputation for honesty and integrity based 
upon practical Christianity. He is a member 
of that persecuted sect referred to in the 
communication above. We have met many 
Latter Day Saints in our travels, and have 
found them good people in every way. They 
are as much opposed to polygamy as prac
ticed by the Utah Mormons, as any other 
church people, and yet they are ostracizod 
and abused, not allowed to preach in churches 
of other denominations. We cannot under
stand why this should be so, unless it is 
because they preach Christianity as taught 
by Christ and his apostlee, and thereby 
bring down the wrath of the powers that be, 
and are persecuted the same as those who 
would have our government practice the 
principles upon which it was founded. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
Subsequent to the death of Joseph Smith, 

June 27, 1844, who was the founder of the 
Latter Day Saints' Church, a disruption took 
place culminating in a number of the members SECRET SOCIETIES; ELIAS AND ELIJAH. 
migrating from Nauvoo. Illinois, under the Has the church ever held or does it now 
leadership of Brigham Young, to Salt Lake, hold that it is wrong for the saints to unite 
who in the year 1852, gave publicity to and with secret societies, such as Masons, Odd 
advocated polygamy as a doctrine of the Fellows, and othera? 
Latter Day Saints. But, sir, this claim was A.-The church has never made any 
invalid, for no church discipline from Luther ruling or order in reference to the 
down more strongly advocates monogamy as 
the order of marriage and can deny po· subject, that we know anything about. 
lyjl'amy, adultery, disloyalty to earthly gov- Who is the Elias spoken of who should 
ernments, etc., than that prepared and come and restore all thingil, Matt. 17: 14, 
received by the Latter Day Saints to govern Holy Scriptures? 
them in organized capacity. 1 b h · K' J ' V 

Few, comparatively, of the whole church A.- n ot the mg ames er. 
at the death of Joseph Smith, indorsed the sion and the Holy Scriptures, Jesus 
position of Brigham Young. Then, sir, the is stated to have said that John the 
disruption, confusion, etc., attendant upon Baptist was Elias-if they had re
the death of Joseph Smith, was similar to ceived him. But in the Holy Scrip
that which would have occurred among 
others, attributable to the loss of a leader. tures John is stated to have been the 

Some of the members remaining in Illinois Elias whom Christ sent to prepare 
and other States, in process of time, began to tbe way before him; but the Elias 
rally their forces, some among whom were · · b bl 
stimulated anew on learning of the advocacy who lS to yet come IS to e a e to 
by Brigham Young of polygamy and kindred restore all things. 
evils. In the advocacy of the original doc- Th.e last verses of the last chapter 
trin.es o! th!l cburc~, reac~ing a partial or- of Malachi, state that the Lord would 
j!'amzatwn tn 1852, tt culmwated HI a more d "El" h th 1 At b f th, 
thorough and complete organization in 1860, sen . lJi1 , · e prop L e ore e 
in receiving the eldest son of Joseph Smith j commg of the great and dreadful day 
according to the laws and provi~ions of the i of the Lord." And the Prophet 
chur?h as the legal successor of his father· as !.Joseph referred to it as seen in Doc-
President of the Church. And among o',her , , .; , _, C . , 110· 17 
distinguishing featut·es, we were incorporated I ur,ne a.nu. ~oveJ1ancs · ·. 
according to the laws of the land, in contra- 1 Hence, we conclude, that If the one 

* 

THE HASTINGS ANTI-INFIDEL 
LIBRARY. 

Many of our readers, especially 
those of the ministry, have heard of 
and read some of the "anti-infidel" 
literature published by the late H. L. 
Hastings, Editor of The Christian, of 
Boston, Massachusetts, whose labors 
were devoted mostly agai.nst the drift 
of modern evolution methods, includ
ing the work of the higher critics, in 
their attacks upon the inspiration of 
the Holy Scriptures. Some idea of 
the character of his special work in 
defense of Christianity may be ob· 
tained from noting the titles of the 
works be published, among which we 
mention the following, a few among 
the many: ''The Inspiration of the 
Bible;" "Atheism and Arithmetic;" 
"Corruptions of the New Testament;" 
"The Separated Nation;" etc. With 
these works Mr. Hastings also issued 
"A Study of the Pentateuch," by R. 
P. Stebbins, D. D., "Testimony of 
History to the Truth of Scripture," 
by Rawlinson: "Errors of Geological 
Evolution," Patterson; "Egypt in 
History and Prophecy," the same; 
with numerous other publications, all 
of which are published in popular 
editions at low prices. 

We have secured a set of these pub
lications for the Church Library, and 
find in them excellent matter, well 
prepared to meet tbe arguments of 
skeptics of about all shades of opinion; 
prices range from 15 to 40 cents. 

However, while calling general at
tention to the foregoing, it is with 
a view to calling especial attention to 
Mr. Hastings' leading work, "The 
Inspiration of the Bible," that we 
have written. 

A special memorial edition of this 
able and popular work is now being 
issued under the patronage of leading 
clergymen throughout the United 
States and Canada, in the interests of 
Mrs. Hastings, widow of the deceased 
editor. 
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Mr. Hastings devoted himself and 
his means to the defense of Chris
tianity, and this popular lecture is 
now issued in the interes~s of his 
widow, to free her home from incum
brance. 

This memorial edition of Mr. Hast
illgs' lecture on the Inspiration of the 
Bible is published in large type and 
c0ntains a portrait of the author. It 
IT\ay be had at ten cents per copy 
p0stpaid. Address, H. L. Hastings 
Pub. Co., No. 49 Oornhill St., Boston, 
Mass. 

WE have received, from Bro. J. C. 
Crabb, we presume, copies of the 
Peoria, Illinois, papers, Star and 
Herald- Transcript, containing arti
cles from Bro. Crabb on the Roberts 
case and the curse all8ged to have 
been uttered by Joseph Smith, the 
Martyr, upon Governor Thomas Ford, 
which we noticed some time ago. 

Bro. Crabb is a pungent writer, 
making his points without a waste of 
words. 

Our brethren abroad in the field and 
at home are all on the alert, and im-

"· prove ·every opening in the various 
journals to correct current misstate
ments and get the facts before the 
people. 

Mr. Roberts is excluded from the 
House of Representatives, but is now 

. asking that he be paid mileage, to 
cover the expense of his travel to and 
from the capital city of the nation. 
It is quite possible that his claim for 
mileage should be allowed and paid, 
as he was elected and went to Wash
ington on the presumption that he 
would be sworn in and allowed to 
serve as a Congressman, the same as 
others. It is fair to presume that he 
wonld not have incurred such expense 
had he not thought that he would be 
admitted as a member of the House. 

But what a spectacle it would have 
bj:len, a. man standing with upraised 
hji.nd swearing to honor the Constitu
tipn and obey the laws of the United 
States, when at the same time he was 
living in direct violation of the laws 
of the State from which he came as a 
representative, and also the raws of 
the government which he by oath 
wpuld be pledging himself to honor 
and obey. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

they were ''very humble," and in re
lating his personal experiences, such 
as dreams, etc., and in bearing his 
"testimony." He made a lengthy ef
fort to make points for the Utah 
Church, and in which he signally 
failed. One thing he did, however, 
that, to us at least was a new depart
ure; viz., he indorsed all the teach
ings and doctrines set forth in the 
celebrated and notorious Journal of 
Discourses, including· polygamy, Adam
God, blood atonement, etc., etc. 

Bro. Heman C. Smith asked Elder 
Kelsch if he would be present to hear 
his review on the following evening. 
But, no; Elder Kelsch stated that he 
''had a railroad ticket to Kansas 
City," hence must go. Bro. Smith's 
review on Wednesday evening was a 
clean sweep of the field, and it was 
doubly apparent, though compre
hended by the masses of his hearers 
by this time, that the Utah Church 
had fi, weak cause and weak and unin
formed instruments to advocate and 
defend it. 

An offer to discuss propositions in· 
volving the claims of the two 
churches, at Lamoni and in Salt 
La,ke City, made by Bro. Smith, re
sulted in an indefinite reply from 
Elders Hansen and Christiansen, 
present. 

99 

tion for good. May we profit by their 
example and take renewed courage 
from their success. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. E. L. Kelley, writing from In
dependence, Missouri, February 5, on 
business, incidentally says:-

Good meetings here yesterday and the 
branch raised the money to meet present de
mand on church. Bro. Luff got in last nig1t. 
Looks natural, but considerably worn. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Mr. James H. Canfield, Librarian of 
Columbia University, New York City, 
in a late letter received January 29, 
1900, acknowledges the receipt of the 
following sent by order of Bishop E. 
L. Kelley to the library:-

"Chri:;,tian Sabbath/' "What is 
Man?" "True Succession in Church 
Presidency;" "Book of Mormon;" 
"Doctrine and Covenants;" "Holy 
Scriptures;" "History of the Church 
of Jesus Christ oj Latter Day Saints," 
volumes 1 and 2; "Abstract of Evi
dence, Temple Lot Case U. S. 0. C." 

Bro. W. W. Whiting appeared in 
defense of the work in the Home Rule, 
Ainsworth, Nebraska, January 25. 

The French government will prose
cute the Catholic order of the Sacred 
Heart with other religious communi
ties. Most women of the aristocracy 

SR. KATHARINE SALISBURY's obit- of France have been educated in the 
uary, forwarded by Bro. James Me- Sacred Heart schools. The govern
Kiernan, will be found in the regular ment believes that young women as 
obituary column of the HERALD, well as young men should be trained 
present issue. "Aunt Katharine" has under republican principles. The 
gone to rest, after years of faithful Jesuits are also marked for prosecu
adherence to the truth and constant tion. 
testimony to the divinity of the latter It is believed at Rome that the Pope 
day work. She was a historic if not will remove the ban against participa
a heroic figure in the Reorganization; tion in Italian politics by Catholics, 
the last of her family, firm and de- with a view to strengthen the Catho
voted to the angel's message, true lie warfare against Masonry and so· 
and staunch in her devotion to the cialism. 
faith delivered to the saints in her London advices of the 10th report a 
childhood. She leaves an honored growing opposition to the South Af
name and a record of faithful service rican war, which however, is met by 
to her family and the church. Peace mob violence in some quarters by 
to her memory. Her reward with those who favor it. General Buller, 
that of others of her sainted dead is at last accounts, had been obliged to 
sure and eternal. For her with them retire again across the Tugela River, 
there remains the crown. She has to escape a trap set by th~ Boers and 
finished her course; she has kept the to avoid their heavy artillery. It is 
faith. acknowledged that while France, 

The death of Sr. Salisbury as the ,Russia, and Japan, are pushing for
last of her family, in connection with ward in China, England is losing in 
the admonitions and promises to the influence and prestige at Peking. 

ELDER Lours A. KELSCH, Presi- church of things to be consummated Aside from the sensational rumors 
dent of the Northern States Mission, during "this generation," together from French sources, there is much 
of the Utah Church, accompanied by with the signs of the times, indicates cause for anxiety in prevailing con
Elder Hansen, in charge of Iowa, and something of the nature of the condi- ditions in the Soudan. The present 
Elder Christiansen, in charge of Ne- tions and importance of the period of Knedive is unfriendly to British rule, 
b:raska, held services in the Saints' time in which we live. She, with and the Soudanese native troops, 
church, Lamoni, on the evening of others of the early days of the church, now well drilled and equipped by the 
the 29th ult., Elder Kelsch being the have well done their work. The British, are turbulent and restless. 
pdncipal speaker. Elder Kelsch de- faithfulness and devotion of those men The famine in India continues to 
veted much of his time in asserting I and women who labored so fervently spread; four millions are now actually 
a:t).d repeating that he and his cowork- and into whose labors we have entered starving, with about forty to fifty 
ers were serv.ants of the Lord, that should prov.e to us an added inspira- I millions affected. The supremacy of 
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Russia in Persia and of France in 
Morocco is conceded, also the para
mount influence of Russia in Afghan
istan. Russia is centralizing her 
troops in Central Asia. She has also 
secured important concessions in 
Corea. 

The European coal famine predicted 
by scientists over thirty years ago is 
now a reality. Over half of Europe 
is without sufficient bituminous fuel. 
No city has suffered more than Lon
don, where prices have advanced to 
eleven dollars a ton. The poor are 
suffering keenly during the recent bit
ter cold weather. Decreasing sup
plies and the pools of the mine own
ers, together with scarcity of miners 
and short-time work, with strikes for 
higher wages, mine troubles, and 
short supplies, are playing havoc with 
European economics. 

The Carlists are again active in 
Spain. 

The plague continues in Northern 
Japan with numerous deaths among 
the. medical brigad~. Improvement 
in conditions at Honolulu is reported. 

A tornado injured a dozen people 
and did much damage to property at 
Collinsville, Missouri, on the 8th. It 
also damaged other districts in its 
pathway north. 

Intense heat at Buenos Ayres bas 
caused many cases of sunstroke. One 
hundred and eighty cases were re
ported for one day. Large numbers 
of dead lie unburied because of the 
grave diggers' strike. The greater 
portion of the maize fields are scorched 
and the crop will be small. 

Repeated insults from the French 
press have caused Monson, the Brit
ish ambassador, to leave Paris. 

Great Britain has waived what 
rights she may have had under the 
Clayton-Bulwer treaty and bas agreed 
that the United States shall construct 
and control the Nicaragua canal. 

Italy is to add greatly to the 
strength of her navy. 

Anarchists threaten to destroy the 
French Exposition buildings. 

Influenza prevails throughout Ger
many. Every family in the city of 
Berlin is said to be affected by the 
epidemic .. 

Two bills of note have been intro
duced in Congress; one to compel 
government employees to pay theh; 
debts, the otherto protect the prehis
toric ruins in the domain of the United 
States. 

Pres. A. H. Smith returned from 
Fountain Green, Illinois, on Saturday, 
the lOth, where he had been in at
tendance at the funeral of Sr. Katha
rine Salisbury. 

Bishop Kelley returned from Inde
pendence, Missouri, on Monday, the 
12th. 

Joubert, the Boer general, has 
crossed the Tugela Ri:ver in pursuit 
of the B:ritiSJh uuder Buller. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Original Ar1i~lss. 

AN OPEN LETTER. 

ADAMSTON, W. Va., April12, 1897. 
"REV." D. 0. DARLING, 

Columbus, Indiana, ' 
Dear Sir:-I notice your communi

cation in the Telescope of February 24, 
in which you profess that you know 
the history of Joseph Smith; but when 
you attempt to state the same you be
gin by saying it is said, etc. 

It is said of him that he was ignorant, an 
idler, and given to thieving. Both be and 
his fat,her were superstitious and believed in 
witchcraft. In digging a well he found a 
peculiar-shaped stone which be called a 
''peepstone," and said he could find lost 
things with it. He soon learned that the 
people liked to be "fooled," and finding the 
manuscript of an ur;published novel he pre
tended to have found it under a great stone 
through the direction of an "angel," and 
"translated'' it behind a sheet stretched 
across the corner of his room! 

That which was "said of him" by 
his enemies is not reliable history; 
and it is evident, from your writing, 
that you have no other. You want no 
other in fact. Why do you assert you 
know, when you do not. It is a fact 
that you are only reiterating the lies 
of sixty years ago,-told for the pur
pose of enraging the rabble with 
prejudice, to the intent they might be 
induced to destroy him and as many 
of the saints as po~sible. 

You mistake when you imagine 
these lies will effect what they did at 
that time. True, there are men in 
your ranks who are often incited to 
persecute in various ways sneakingly; 
but the law will protect the Latter 
Day Saints now, for it is understood 
that all religious lying and mobbing is 
done in the interest of the dominant 
sects in any community where such 
things occur; and that the leaders and 
teachers (preachers dignified with 
"Rev." before their names) are either 
directly or indirectly responsible. 
You seem to be wonderfully surprised 
that ''so little is said to warn the in
nocent and unsuspecting," etc. 

It is said [here you are again with your 
knowledge] that more than a hundred mis
sionaries from Salt Lake are at work in Indi
ana alone. 

It matters not to you what is said, 
whether true or false, so it is said in 
such a way as to scare "the innocent" 
away from their meetings. •·They are 
on a salary, yet they beg their meals 
and lodging." A hundred missionaries 
in your State alone-:-all fed, and 
lodged, and cared for gratis. Is it 
any wonder you are alarmed! The 
people of Indiana are supporting the 
preachers of the "Mormon Church!" 
Does this not fill your clerical soul 
with jealousy? No wonder you would 
have something more S<J.id-a few more 
lies manufactured. 0, how dearly 
you love them! 

It is not my purpose to criticise, in 

detail, your sweet batch of lies; but I 
will notice the coloring you put on the 
circumstance of his death, so as to 
justify that ·•infuriated mob" in their 
bloody work:-

From all of these places he and the "saints" 
were runaway, there being so much obnoxious 
teaching and thieving (as it is ~aid) that the 
citizens· would not endure it. For many 
misdemeanors Smith was finally arrested, 
and in an attempt to escape fr·om jail and 
justice an infuriated mob ended his career. 

"As it is said"-here you are again 
with your knowledge of history. 
Where is it said that he was attempt
ing to escape from justice, when seeking 
to save his life from the bullets of· 
that ''infuriated mob"? If he had been 
"arrested," and in "jail," why was 
not the ''thieving" and the • 'many mis
demeanors" proved, and the culprit, 
if such, punished according to law? 
Your learned ignorance blinds you to 
the fact that Joseph Smith cannot be 
so connected with Utahism as to be 
held responsible for polygamy, and 
their assumption of the name of the 
church. But no, Mr. Smith was never 
convicted of any such crime, nor could 
he be, as he was tried and cleared 
many times; and hence the infuriated., 
mob bad to be employed. Whence came 
their fury? Was it not the spirit of 
their leaders- political and religious, 
that inspired them? And is it not 
true (you know) that these very slan
derous tales and lies,-reproduced by 
you and your brethren, Musser and 
Falcomer,-helped to fan the flame of 
prejudice to fury and murder them, 
and is intended by you to work similar 
effect.s now? Of course the conclu
sion may be logically drawn from 
what you say, that you would have us 
all killed as Smith was. "A den of 
rattle8nakes could have the preference in 
YOUR house." Then, indeed, would 
you not slay them? 

The fact, sir, that you have an 
especial fondness for snakes is. not 
surprising to students of the B1ble. 
Your father (spiritually} at one ti~e 
took the form of a serpent when, m 
the Garden of Eden, he deceived the 
woman. 

And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye 
shall not surely die.-Gen. 3: 4. 

If ye were Abraham's children, ye would 
do the works of Abraham .... Ye do the 
deeds of your father .... The lusts of your 
father ye will do: he was a murderer from 
the beginning, and abode not in the truth, 
because there is no truth in him. When be 
speaketh a lie, he speaketh o! his own: for 
he is a liar, and the father of 1t.-John 8: 39, 
40, 44. 

You not only rejoice in his lies and 
reiterate them, but you justify the 
persecution and the murder of the 
saints, and glory in the deeds of "a_n 
infuriated mob which ended h1s 
career," and thereby took ·him, as it 
was thought at the time, out of the 
way of your "Clergy." But not $0. 
Although he is at "rest from his 1a
bon>," you are compelled to cry out in 
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great alarm, that he, "though dead, 
yet speaketh," and "his works do fol
low him." (Rev. 14: 13.) 

Mr. Smith has been in his grave 
now over fifty years, and yet you, 
self-sty led and self- "transformed" 
apostles of Jesus Christ, are all afraid 
of his ghost! Why do you not do to 
his as your mother did to the bones of 
Wickliffe, burn them? But that 
would not stop the work. "0h! what 
shall we do!" 

The next decade will see them planted all 
over the Central and Southern States. Their 
admirable tithing system gives them plenty 
of money at all times to carry their doctrines 
wherever they desire, and to-day they have 
missionaries in nearly all parts of the civil
ized world. Is it not time to awake? 

If the people called Mormons are 
increasing as rapidly as you seem to 
think, do you not think it time for 
you to manifest a better spirit in ref
erence to them? Indeed, one should 
wonder that the system inaugurated 
by Mr. Smith-a "thief," "an idler," 
and one so "ignorant," should at this 
late day-nay, in "this enlightened 
age," obtain such wonderful patron
age and progress in the world! The 
great influence of the ''mother of har
lots, "-are the popes and prelates of 
her numerous progeny, called "Prot
estantism, "-have done their best for 
fifty years to crush the true Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints; 
but, 

Alas, aias, that great city Babylon, that 
mighty city! for in one hour is thy judgment 
come!-Rev. 18: 10. · 

And the merchants of the earth [preachers] 
shall weep and mourn over her; for no man 
buyeth their merchandise any more.-Rev. 
18: 11. 

Tbe business of sectarian ministers 
is somewhat injured no doubt by the 
rapid growth of the so-called Mormon 
Church, and not only does your 
"Rev." self and coworkers suffer loss, 
and complain of it through the press; 
but the ministers of various other de
nominations are "weeping and mourn
ing." If the Mormons succeed, alas, 
alas! our institutions will go down, 
and "no man" will hire us to preach 
"any·more." And the lying, and driv
ing, and killing of Mormons proves in 
vain! They still ''increase the more op
posed," as said by the angel to Joseph 
Smith in 1827. "The hour of her 
judgment is come." There must be 
something in the preaching of the 
saints that savors of judgment-

*"truth hurts," we are told. I have 
often been rejected and shut out of 
schoolhouses and churches for preach
ing the plain truth-the Bible, and for 
that alone. The word of God is the 
judgment. 

The word that I have spoken the same shall 
judge them in the last day.-John 12: 48. 

The preaching of the word, just as 
it reads in the New Testament, is 
quite an offense to those who go by 
their creeds. The judgment then, is 
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"the testimony"-the true gospel. ':!.'his, 
we read in Daniel 7: 22, was to be 
"given to the saints of the most 
high." Now, Bro. Darling, who are 
you fighting? Do not "kick against 
the pricks." D. L. SHINN. 

THE FRUITS OF OUR SOCIAL 
SYSTEM. 

Bill Nye said, "1 love the rooster· 
for two things: first, because of the 
crow there is in him; second, because 
of his spurs to back up that crow." 
The church has this backing up power 
to maintain its positions. 

As our ideals are formed, so we 
progress or retrograde; as we pro· 
gress, the ideals of yesterday are sup
planted by those of to-day. There is 
a logical reason for the dissatisfaction 
with the condition of the industrial 
world in 0ur own and foreign coun
tries, in fact for the universal unrest 
.that is growing so steadily, that the 
alarming cry is being sounded by 
statesmen, poet, and patriot. The 
government of the United States is 
not our highest ideal to-day-thank 
the Lord for this glorious government 
though. We must be somewhat sub
dued in our crow when we consider 
what condition we are in, viewed from 
the opportunitieswe have had placed 
within our reach. It bas been said 
that • •sometimes there is more dyna
mite in an idea than there is in a 
bomb." Andrew Carnegie ought to 
be hung(?) for doing more damage to 
the country than all the anarchists in 
it, as he is placing libraries all over 
the land, filled with "good books" 
containing ideas that force the ideals 
of the readers higher, making them 
discontented with the comforts of a 
cold dog before a warm fire, and 
awaken him to consciousness that 
while be must live by bread, he wants 
time for something additional to a 
table bill of fare. 

In the Bible and Doctrine and Cove
nants we learn of God's plan to have 
an ideal city, inhabited by ideal peo
ple -Christ people, a city of harmony 
-Zion. Are not the people being 
educated to demand that city shall 
materialize? The Doctrine and Cove
nants says the time will come that his 
people will be the only ones that will 
not be at war with one another, and 
all those who will not take up their 
sword against tbeir neighbor, must 
needs flee unto Zion. In book of 
Revelation the statement is made that 
the time is to be, that unless you have 
the mark of the beast in your hand or 
forehead, you can neither buy nor 
sell. Men feel the storm brewing, 
the time is rapidly drawing near when 
there shall be a solution of the prob
lem of "an irresistible .force coming 
in contact with an immovable object." 
Capital and labor will contend for 
their lives. The individuals will not 
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be wholly to blame, it's the system. 
Are the world and the saints not be
ing prepared for the system Christ 
has originated? Let us see. Here is 
"Joseph's land," the land of "bene" 
dictions," blessed of heaven above all 
other countries; and what do we find 
men have done with this magnificent 
farm, on which is raised enough to 
abundantly supply all with not only 
necessities but luxuries, with im
proved machinery capable of doing 
work that thousands and thousands 
of men could not do; what has be
come of all this wealth? Where is it 
going? Why should it be necessary 
for the Salvation Army to feed three 
thousand poor on Christmas in our 
city? 

Carefully examine the d:rawings 
made by Eltweed Pomeroy, which, he 
says, would be a conservative esti
mate for the whole country. What a 
terrible burlesque on a government 
supposed to be of, for, and by the 
people. Can we discern the signs of 
the times? 

Noah WebstE'r, more than acentury 
ago, said: "An equal distribution of 
wealth is the foundation of the repub
lic." Daniel Webster, on this point, 
said: "Liberty cannot long endure 
in a country where the tendency is to 
concentrate wealth in the bands of the 
few." Wonder what these old pa
triots would think if they could arise 
from their graves and listen to 
Chauncy Depew making this state
ment, which he did in 1896: "There 
are fifty men in New York who can, 
in twenty-four hours, stop every 
wheel on all railroads, close every 
door of all our manufactories, lock 
every switch on every telegraph line, 
and shut down every coal and iron 
mine in the United States. They can 
do so because they control the money 
which this country produces." Money 
is power, and look at the illustration 
and see how power is being concen
trated in the hands of the few. 

Here is the observation of an ob
server: "Whoever bas talent for 
observation and taste for the study of 
political revolutions. cannot fail to 
discover that we are standing on the 
threshold of a great conflict, -a con
flict of concentrated wealth on one 
side, and the organized wealth pro
ducers on the other. The longer this 
issue is kept in the background, the 
harder the struggle will be when it 
does come, for come it must. The 
older a form of government is, the less 
it suits the present condition of the 
world." 

Patrick Henry, the patriot, said: 
"We can only judge the future by the 
past." 

When Egypt went down, two per 
cent of her population owned ninety 
per cent of her wealth. When Persia 
went down, one per cent of her popu
lation owned the land. When Babylon 
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went down, two per cent of her popu
lation owned all her wealth. When 
Rome went down, 1,800 men owned 
all the known world. 

Where do we stand as wealth pro
ducers? Is there any reason why 
6,000,000 American workmen should 
walk the streets looking for work, as 
was the record several years ago. It 
is estimated that there are 2,000,000 
men out of employment, on an aver
age; constantly out of employment. 

The census report tells us that as a 
nation we create, every month in the 
year, $150,000,000 more wealth than 
we consume. The per-capita wealth 
in 1870 was $7.80; in 1880 was $8. 70; 
in 1890 nearly $1,000. Wealth is in
creasing in this wonderful land. 

Ex-Senator Ingalls, in a speech de
livered in the Senate, said: "Every 
time the clock ticked above the portal 
of t.hat chamber, the aggregated, ac
cumulated, permanent wealth of this 
country increased more than seventy 
dollars. Sir, it rivals, it exceeds the 
fiction of the Arabian Nights. It is 
without parallel or precedent." 

But who has all this wealth? Is it 
in the possession of the workers who 
have produced ~it? Mr. Holmes, Mr. 
Spahr, and Mr. Shearman have in
vestigated the subject along different 
lines and reached practically the same 
results. 

Mr. Taubeneck, in an article in the 
Arena of September, 1897, and frotn 
which I have made extracts, says, in 
reviewing the report of Mr. Shear
man, "According to this report, which 
no one as yet has had the courage to 
challenge, 93.3 per cent of the fami
lies in the United States live upon in
comes less than $400, and 98 per cent 
on less than $1,000." 

Mr. Shearman says: "The earn
ings of four fifths of. the families in 
the United States do not average ll.S 
much as $500 per annum." 

Mr. Taubeneck asks that as within 
the last thirty-five years 25,000 per
sons out of a population of 70,000,000 
have absorbed the wealth that it took 
the American people 270 years to 
accumulate, if this process is per
mitted to continue, how long will it 
be before we will be like Egypt and 
Rome before they fell? 

Senator Ingalls comments, in a 
speech in the senate, on Mr. Shear
man's figures as follows: "Mr. 
President, it is the most appalling. 
statement that ever fell from the lips 
of man. Our population is sixty-two 
and a half millions, and by some 
means, some device, some machina
tion, some incantation, honest or 
otherwise, some process that cannot 
be defined, less than a two-thousandth 
part of our population have obtained 
possession, and have kept out of the 
penitentiary in spite of the means 
they have adopted to acquire it, of 
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more than one half of the accumulated 
wealth of the country. 

"Our society is becoming rapidly 
stratified, almost hopelessly stratified, 
into the condition of superfluously 
rich and hopelessly poor. We are 
accustomed to speak of this as the 
land of the free and the home of the 
brave. It will soon be the home of 
the rich and the land of the slave. 
. . . A financial system under which 
more than one half of the enormous 
wealth of the country, derived from 
the bounty of nature and the labor of 
all, is owned by a little over 30,000 
people, while 1,000,000 American citi· 
zens, able and willing to toil, are 
homeless tramps, starving for bread, 
requires adjustment. A social system 
which offers to tender, virtuous, and 
dependent women the alternative be
tween prostitution and suicide, as an 
escape from beggary, is organized 
crime, for which some day unrelent
ing justice will demand atonement 
and expiation." 

Yes, and here is how unrelenting 
justice is going -to dispense justice: 
"Behold I will send my messenger, 
and he shall prepare the way before 
me: and the Lord whom you seek, 
shall suddenly come to his tern ple. 
. . . And I will come near to you to 
judgment; and I will be a swift wit
ness against the sorcerers, and against 
the adulterers, and against false 
swearers, and against those that op
press the hireling in his wages, the 
widow and the fatherless, and that 
turn aside the stranger from his 
right!"--Malachi. 

Jesus Christ is going to take a hand 
at governing this planet. We have 
tried to do so for at least 6, 000 years, 
and now with all our boasted wisdom 
and wonderful improvements an un
known poet springs into prominence 
by writing the "Man With The Hoe," 
awakening the public conscience with: 

Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans 
Upon his hoe and gazes upon the ground, 
The emptiness of ages in his face, 
And on his back the burden of the world. 
Who made him dead to rapture and despair, 
A thing that grieves not and that never 

hopes, 
Stolid and stunned, a brother to the ox? 
Who loosened and let down this brutal jaw? 
Whose was the hand that slanted back this 

brow? 
Whose breath blew out the light within his 

brain? · 

Is the thing the Lord God made and gave 
To have dominion over sea and land; 
To trace the stars and search the heavens 

for power; 
To feel the passion of Eternity? 
Is this the Dream He dreamed who shaped 

the suns 
And pillared the blue firmament with light? 
Down all the stretch of Hell, to its last gulf, 
There is no shape more terrible than this
More tongued with censure of the world's 

blind greed-
More filled with signs and portents for the 

soul-
More fraught with menace to the universe. 
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What gulfs between him and the seraphim! 
Slave of the wheel of labor, what to him 
Are Plato and the swing of Pleiades? 
What the long reaches of the peaks of song, 
The rift of dawn, the reddening of the rose? 
Through this dread shape the suffering ages 

look; 
Time's tragedy is in that aching stoop; 
Through this dread shape humanity be-

trayed, 
Plundered, profaned, and disinherited,
Cries protest to the Judges of the World, 
A protest that is also prophecy. 

0 masters, lords, and rulers in all lands, 
Is this the handiwork you give to God; 
This mostrous thing, distorted and soul-

quenched? 
How will you ever straighten up this shape; 
Touch it again with immortality; 
Give back the upwa1·d looking and the light; 
Rebuild in it the music and the dream; 
Make right thfl immemorial infamies, 

. Perfidious wrongs, immedicable woes? 

0 masters, lords and rulers in all lands, 
How will the Future reckon with this Man? 
How answer his brute question in that hour? 
When whirlwinds of rebellion shake the 

world? 
How will it be with kingdoms and with 

kings-
With those who shaped him to the thing he 

is-
When this dumb Terror shall reply to God, 
After the silence of the centuries? 

In a few months after being pub
lished in a California paper, why 
should this poem create such a dis
cussion all over the land? Is there 
not a God of heaven working on the 
people, giving them to understand 
that a change is coming upon the 
earth? Are there not prophets out
side of our church? There was noth
ing uplifting in the slavery of the 
black man. Therefore the first elders 
condemned it. There is nothing ele
vating in the terrible industrial 
slavery of the white man, with his 
ten, twelve, and fourteen hours of daily 
toil. What time for mental or spir
itual improvement has the modern 
worker? Our cities are full of the 
"hoe men." Here is a copy of a no
tice posted in all the factories of 
Pennsylvania: "All children under 
sixteen years of age employed in this 
factory must have their names posted 
here." It is necessary for the chil
dren to work so they can help to bring 
the income of the family up to the 
$400 a year mark. Yesterday a deli
cate looking lady, with a child of thir
teen, asked me if we could give her 
little girl work, as she needed her 
help. They come in right along, 
looking for work. You can get all 
you want of them to work ten hours a 
day at $1.50 per week. The Lord is 
not going to forget that he spoke to 
Malachi about the widows and the or
phans. What can you expect but a 
"hoe" man or woman, when children 
are deprived of any child life, and 
forced to struggle for an existence at 
such a tender age, and this in a land 
flowing with milk and honey, accumu
lating a surplus of $70 every second. 
"Come quickly, Lord Jesus." 

This church don't want any apolo-

Hl3 

gists for this terrible system. The 
world has outgrown it, and it is find
ing it out. 

Jerry Simpson writes in the Illus
trated American as follows: "Now 
when the demand is for statesmen 
who understand that our government 
must be reorganized, and its laws ad" 
justed to suit the new conditions of 
the times, they are confronted by the 
same race of doctors who expect to 
cure the fever by scraping the tongue, 
instead of giving them the medicine 
that will eradicate the disease from 
the system. . . . But the storm is 
gathering, and I trust there will soon 
appear on the surface, men who un
derstand the true condition of the re
public, with heart and brain to apply 
the remedy. It is my hope that this 
last, best effort of mankind is not to 
be a failure. My hope is that we will 
emerge from this trial-hour with a 
grander and better government than 
any the world has ever known; the 
government that Jefferson dreamed 
of, in which there should be no exces
sively rich or extremely poor." 

That is just what Jesus Christ is 
going to do; get rid of all the rub
bish, purify the world, start out with 
the "government shall be upon his 
shoulders," where every one "shall 
sit under his own vine and fig tree, 
they shall not build and another in
habit, theyoshall not sow and another 
reap." Jesus Christ is interested in 
this question of good government, and 
is going to be elected by a large ma
jority, because "every knee shall bow 
and every tongue shall confess that 
Jesus is the Christ." 

Alfred Russell Wallace, .the scien
tist of world wide reputation, has 
lately published a book entitled "The 
Wonderful Century." In it he re· 
cords the noble triumphs of science, 
art, literature, invention, etc.; but 
also dwells at length upon our many 
failures. He says in the preface: "Of 
even greater importance, though less 
special to the century, is the peren
nial problem of wealth and poverty. 
In dealing with this question I have 
adduced a body of evidence showing 
that, accompanying our enormous in
crease of wealth, there has ·been a 
corTesponding increase of poverty, of 
insanity, of suicide, and probably 
even of crime, together with other in
dications of moral and physical de
terioration. To the facts I have set 
forth, I earnestly call the attention of 
all those who have at heart the prog
ress of true civilization and the wel
fare of humanity." 

In the closing chapter of his book, 
he says: "But the more we realize 
the vast possibilities of human welfare 
which science has given us, the .more 
we must recognize our total failure to 
make any adequate use of them. 
With ample power to supply to the 
fullest extent necessaries, comforts, 
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and even luxuries for all, and at the 
same time allow ample leisure for 
intellectual pleasures and msthetic 
enjoyments, we have yet so sinfully 
mismanaged our social economy as to 
give unprecedented and injurious 
luxury to few, while millions are com
pelled to suffer a lifelong deficiency of 
the barest necessaries for a healthy 
existence. Instead of devoting the 
highest powers of our greatest men 
to remedy these evils, we see the gov
ernments of the most advanced na
tions arming their people to the 
teeth, and expending much of their 
wealth and all the resources of their 
science, in preparation for the de
struction of life, of property, and of 
happiness. With ample knowledge 
of the sources of health, we compel 
the bulk of our population to live and 
work under conditions that greatly 
shorten life; while every year we see 
froru 50,000 to 100,000 infants done to 
death by our criminal neglect. 

"In our mad race for wealth, we 
have made gold of more worth than 
human life; we have made life so hard 
for the many that suicide and insanity 
and crime are alike increasing. With 
all our labor saving machinery and all 
our command over the forces of nature, 
the struggle for existence has become 
more fierce than ever before; and year 
by year an ever increasing propor
tion of our people sink int,o pauper's 
graves. But the flowing tide is with us, 
we .have great poets, great writers, 
great thinkers to cheer and guide us 
on the way, and an ever increasing 
band of workers to spread the light 
and help the good time coming, and 
as this century has witnessed a ma
terial and intellectual ad vance wholly 
unprecedented in the history of human 
progress, so the coming century will 
reap the full fruition of that advance, 
in a moral and social upheaval of an 
equally new and unprecedented kind, 
and equally great in amount. That 
advance is prefigured in the stirring 
lines of Sir Lewis Morris, with which 
I may fitly end my book." 

There shall come from out this noise of strife 
and groaning 

A broader and a juster brotherhood 
A deep equality of aim, postponing 

All selfish seeking to the g·eneral good. 
There shall come a time when each shall to 

another 
Be as Christ would have him, brother unto 

brother. 

Pray, what will this be but the 
Millennium, and didn't Joseph Smith 
also prefigure it when be said, by the 
Lord's Spirit, "And this generation 
shall not all have passed away until all 
these things shall have been fulfilled." 
What is the cause of all this social, 
progressive disturbance? Did the 
advent of the angel with the kingdom 
of heaven have anything to do with it? 

C. EDWARD MILLER. 
l'~TTSBURt!i, Pa., January 16. 
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hBHBr Department. 
HONOLULU, Hs.waii, Jan. 23. 

Editors Herald:-By this mail I am sending 
you a newspaper containing the account of 
the burning of a portion of our city, occupie!]. 
principally by Chinese and Japanese. Of the 
existence of bubooic plague, my former let
ter would inform you. The Board of Health 
have been for the past few weeks fighting 
against the pestilence, and are still burning 
infected houses whenever new cases are 
found. Business is demoralized, and the 
strain upon the community has at times been 
intense. 

Ern. Greene and Poepoe returned from 
Hilo last week, as they were afraid on ac
count of existing conditioos there that they 
might be shut off entirely from communica
tion with Honolulu. Bro. Greene is at pres
ent staying at my house and is helping me 
out by doing inspecting work amongst the 
houses in the neighborhood. It is impossi
ble to do any missionary work, as churches 
are closed, and no one is allowed to go from 
the city into the country districts without a 
pass from the Board of Health. 

Saturday last was a day that will be long 
remembered in Honolulu; and it is fortu
nate that the Japanese and Chinese in 
the quarantine districts that were burned 
did not start a riot. You may imagine 

has so far protected and blessed me and mine, 
and will, I trust, continue to do so if I am 
faithful. 

The schools are all closed at present and 
my children therefore cannot follow up their 
studies; but I hope this interruption will not 
last long. 

I should very much like to be present at 
the coming General Conference, but am 
afraid it is impossible for me to get off. 
Elder G~eene will probably be there, as he 
seems anxious to return, and if things con
tinue here like this he will not be able to 
carry on any missionary work; so I think it 
is perhaps best for him to leave. 

In talking with him the other day I said if 
delegates could be sent from a good many 
branches where conditions prevailed such as 
there are here, it would insure a good confer
ence, as men sent from such places would 
uodoubtedly be humble and prayerful and 
anxious to do the Lord's will, no matter what 
it might be. Well, I hope anyhow that you 
will have a good conference and that good re
sults will follow the work done there. 

I am ready and willing to continue in the 
Lord's service and do all I can as I have op
portunity. 

Communication with •the other islands is 
interrupted. 

With kind regards, yours in the one faith, 
G. J. WALLER. 

what a difficult task it was to control HoNOLULU, Hawaii, Jan. 22. 
about five thousand Asiaties when homes Editors Herald:-It would be pleasanter 
and goods were being burned, and keep could we report improvement in the situation 
them from breaking through ioto the un- here. The hearts of the Hiloites failed them 
quarantined parts of the city. It was sad to for fear. As they concluded to have "no 
see the crowds of men, women, and little communication with Honolulu until thirty 
children, huogry and homeless, walking days after last case of plague, here, I thought 
through the streets guarded by men armed it better to face plague cooditions than be out 
with guns and clubs. Some of the poor on that island with shortage of provisions, so 
creatures were carrying what little furniture with Bro. Poepoe returned on the last 
they had been able to save; some unable to steamer from there. 
carry their burdens further, had to leave Found Honolulu just recovering from shock 
them in the streets. Some of the Chinese occasioned by death from plague of a promi
women with their little feet could scarcely nent woman and the closing of a large dry 
walk and had to be assisted along by men. goods store in consequence. They !:ad 
But the account you can read if you feel in- thought white people immune from plague. 
terested. It makes one's heart feel sad to Saturday the authorities ordered the burnipg 
witness such scenes, and, makes one long for of an infected section, and the fire escaped 
Zion's redemption. Oh! may it come from control. Upwards of one million dol-
speedily. Iars worth of property in Chinatown was 

One can, after passing through scenes of destroyed. Thousands of panic- stricken 
this kind, readily understand how easy it quarantined refugees ran hither and thitqer 
will be for the whole world to be put in com- only to find soldiers barring egress. All the 
motion and the prophecies fulfilled; and it National Guard, the United States garrison, 
deeply impresses a Latter Day Saint that it with thousands of citzens, and latter armed 
is necessary above all other things for each with axes, clubs, and every conceivable 
one to live his religion. I firmly believe that weapon, surrounded them, and finally they 
there is nothing but the power of God can were marched through the principal streets 
enable an individual to pass through the to Kawaiaho church, where they huddled to
times that seem to be ahead of us without gether wondering what next would happen. 
fear. One needs the Spirit's presence to The scene beggars desoription. 
enable one to bA cheerful and to preserve About seven thousand were thus thrown on 
equanimity of mind under such conditions. the government's hands. Many of them had 

Well, I am thankful that I have the pre· been prosperous merchaots who found them
cious hope that comes to those who obey the selves in a day bereaved of all, dependent on 
gospel to cheer me under these trials. My charity, and still prisoners in. quarantine. 
wife would like to leave with the children for It appears that the "overflowing scourge," 
California; but the Lord directed me to stay the "flame of devouring fire," the shortage 
here for a time, and to keep my family with of food supplies, panic, hearts filled with 
me, and I am going to follow his counsel. He 

1 
fear, etc., are changing the "Paradise of the 
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Pacific" into a habitation not to be desired. 
From the wickedness and worldliness ex

isting we have long felt that the judgments 
could not be far away and would be necessary 
ere people would listen to the last witness of 
God ere the end comes. 

The saints are all well. Bro. Poepoe bap
tized one the afternoon we left Hilo. Bro. 
Waller will forward papers. No public serv-
ices allowed. Respectfully, 

U. W. GREENE. 

IDAHO SPRINGS, Col., Feb. 2. 

Editors Herald: - My health has been 
greatly benefited by . my change to Colo
rado, and I have every reason to believe 
that I shall get sound and well in this 
climate. I find that Colorado is a hard field 
in which to make convert.s. People gener
ally are indifferent in regard to religion; 
other churches find it so as well as we. It is 
a hard place to get an audience, and a very 
difficult matter to get them interested. As 
a rule it is hard to get people to attend a 
series of sermons. It often occurs that the 
preacher will have almost a new congrega
tion every night, until he has none. Take it 
outside of branches and one dozen would be a 
fair estimate of the average size of an audi
ence. We are therefore not making many 
converts out this way, neither are we likely 
to. 

It may be the fault of the missionaries, as 
· some are inclined to believe, but the question 
that arises in my mind is, would those com
plaining do any better were the church to 
send them out? They may honestly think 
they could, but when it comes to practical 
experience in the field, their estimate of 
their own abilities would most probably be 
very greatly reduced and their understand
ing be considerably enlarged. 

It would certainly be a good thing in some 
respects if many of our people could have a 
little practical experience in missionary 
service. So far as I am individually con
cerned I can easily pick out men in the 
church that are much better qualified for 
any field than I am, and it may not cost the 
church any more to keep them in the field, 
but the question arises, are there enough of 
this kind of elders to supply the demand? If 
not, the church will still be under the neces
sity of "enduring" the services of less com
petent men. But .when the time is ripe for a 
change, the writer will cheerfully retire to 
local work, and consider it a privilege. 

One thing I notice about the work here is, 
that the law has not been taught and en
forced as it should be. Some have imbibed 
the idea that there is no law in the church 
to prevent members from attending dances, 
as often as they will. While there is no 
specific command, "thou shalt not dance," 
the same might be said of gambling, or horse 
racing, or visiting billiard and card rooms; 
but who would say that the church could 
tolerate such evils? Unchristianlike con
duct of any character is a just cause for com
plaint, and under the rules and practice of 
the church may be legally dealt with. Yes, 
individuals who persist in dancing, after due 
labor has been performed, may be expelled 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

from t.he church, on the ground of unchris
tianlike conduct. · 

I mav possibly be branded as a faultfinder, 
but I will offer a few general suggestions as 
to the rights of individuals, branches, and 
officers, general and local. A missionary 
has no right to meddle with branch affairs, 
except under conditions defined in, the law. 
Branches when in need of assistance should 
appeal to district authorities, or, in extreme 
cases, to the missionary in charge. A mis
sionary laboring in a branch should certainly 
consult with its president, and labor in har
mony with him; but he is under no obliga
tion to cater to the whims of every individual 
member,. Missionaries when not laboring in 
branches are not subject to branch authority, 
and should use their own judgment about 
their movements. If it works well for a 
missionary to mind his own business, would 
not the rule work both ways equally as well? 
When any one branch assumes to run a whole 
mission, and its missionaries, it is liable to 
neglect necessary work closer home. 

It is fair to presume that missionaries are 
better capable of judging as to where and 
how their labors should be bestowed than 
local workers, who know little or nothing of 
conditions outside of a given locatity. Sim
ply because a missionary may labor for a time 
in the vicinity of his own home does not 
necessarily follow that some "watchman" 
shall suddenly proclaim him to be a slothful 
servant. He may be just where the Lord 
wants him, for the ·time being. Simply be
cause his family are located there is no 
reason why he should leave that particular 
locality to the control of his Satanic Majesty, 
and go on a hop, step, and jump across his 
mission field to where his family cannot see 
him, or he see them. 

An elder is neither a tramp nor a hired 
man. If he is unworthy as a missionary, he 
should be dropped from the list; but if ac
counted worthy to be sustained by the 
church, his family are entttled to as good a 
living as the average Latter Day Saint. 
When they receive their allowance it be
longs to them, and they have a right to use 
their own judgment as to its use. 

Again, let me say that I believe it to be a 
poor policy for a man to try to build himself 
up by tearing down some one else. I have 
often noticed men trying to do this. · Re
cently in reading the writings of some in the 
church papers I see this disposition crop out 
very prominently. (Whoso readeth let him 
understand.) Brethren, it sounds bad to 
hear a man, talk or write, holding himself 
up as a model. Such a person may be a 
model, but my observation has caused me to 
be a little slow to form such a conclusion. 
No one man should set himself up as the sole 
judge of all important questions in the 
church .. Other men may know some things 
that he is not aware of. It is not always the 
man that writes the longest letters to the 
church papers that is doing the most good. 
"Still water runs deep." Thunder has never 
yet killed anybody, that we know of. It is 
no evidence of culture, or refinement, or even 
of wisdom, to be able to point out defects in 
another. If a man comes to me and com
ments unfavorably on the faults and short-
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comings of other missionaries, I am satisfied 
that he will treat. me the same way when he 
goes to some other place; for a person of thie 
kind usually manages to discover some im
perfection in most every one. 

It may be the calling of some men to pick 
up all the little defects they may find in mis
sionaries, while following after them, or 
being with them in their fields, and straight
way go to some other part of tbe vineyard 
and tell about it; but I doubt it. This ap
plies to men in high as well. as low places in 
the church. 

Now, I will venture another suggestion at 
the risk of being called a grumbler, or of 
having this paper reach the waste basket. 
The General Conference is soon to convene, 
and questions of a more or less important 
character are likely to arise. The "gather
ing" is likely to be an important theme of 
discussion. Judging from articles in the 
church papers, and from other sources, I 
have no doubt but that soma of the brethren 
will be "loaded for bear." From impressions 
received in listening to some of the speeches 
in conference in times past I could not escape 
the conclusion that some of the speakers 
thought that it was next to impossible for 
the Lord to speak in General Conference. 
Experience has taught me that it is a very 
easy thing for the Lord to speak, even 
through a very weak vessel, while in our 
mission field. Why should it be less so in 
our General Conference? In thinking over 
this matter I have concluded that it is just 
as easy for Him to speak in General Confer
ence as in any other place if necessaTy. 

I believe that the church is fairly well 
united on most questions, and that the saints 
as a rule are trying to do their duty and ad
vance: therefore I see no reason why we 
should resort to any great extremes, or that 
we should move out in any doubtful enter
prise until we have more light: and to move 
on and do our work faithfully in a general 
way, and abide the Lord's,tiwe, seems to me 
to be the surest way to get more light. I 
I have probably said enough for one time, so 
I close. In gospel bonds, 

C. R. DUNCAN. 

GAINSBOROUGH, N. W. T., Jan. 29. 

Editors Hemld:-I am still in the faith and 
looking forward to the time when we shall 
meet around the throne never to part. 

I left my home in Ontario (my home branch 
was Cameron) two years ago next March, 
alone, and came here and have remained 
here. Then in one year another brother 
came out, and then the next ha,·vest another 
brother and his wife came out, and during 
that time I have not been permitted to meet 
with any of the saints; but I hope the time is 
not far distant when some of the elders will 
come out here to stop for awhile and preach; 
and I hope there will be a branch raised up 
here that will do honor and praise to the 
Master. 

I would love to meet now with some of the 
saints in prayer meeting. I would enjoy it. 
I understand Bro. Dannie MacGregor is in 
British Columbia, and if he is going down 
through Canada it will not be much out of 
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his way to come here, as he would come down 
the main line of the Canadian Pacific Rail
road till he came to Moose Jaw, then branch 
off to the south onto the Souris branch and 
come down by Estevan. The Souris branch 
only runs to Estevan, but there is a line 
connects the Souris branch and the main 
line, and that is right on his way to Winni
peg, and then come on down to Gains borough, 
which is my post office, Assinaboine, North
west Territory, and then I live just three 
miles straight north of the station, and if he 
writes me before, I will meet him at the 
train. 

I am on a place of my own; so come along, 
Bro. Dannie, we will try and take care of you 
while you are here, and if you are coming 
just write to me and direct to John A. Braden, 
Gainsborough, Assinaboine, Northest Terri
tory .. That will catch me at any time. 

Your brother and fellow workman in the 
faith, JOHN A. BRADEN. 

NEWPORT NEWS, Va., Feb. 1. 
Editors Herald:-Since writing you I have 

been busily engaged, yet have not done much 
preaching. I held a few meetings at South 
River at the home of Mr. John Powell, a friend 
of mankind. I was generously provided for by 
his excellent family-wife, sister-in-law, and 
daughter. This is a place where none of our 
elders have been before. I certainly hope 
they will soon obey the latter-day message, 
-the "everlasting gospel." 

Mr. Powell related to me the existence of a 
society of saints near North Garden, in Albe
marle County, whom he thought were our 
people (they are not the Utah Church, Mr. 
P. says, who is well acquainted with the 
Brigham Young Church) as they are called 
"Mormons." Their history as near as I have 
been able to learn, and as told me by Mr. and 
Mrs. Powell is as follows: A few years ago a 
"preacher from the West" came into that 
neighborhood and after' a time succeeded in 
getting quite a number of converts and in 
building a house in which to worship; but 
having no name for the church or the society, 
concluded to ask God fol" the name, which 
when received was "The Church of Jesus 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Spent two or ·three days with our aged and 
genial brother, Samuel Wine, who con
ducted me by carriage to Dayton and then 
again to Bro. Isaac Coffman's where I again 
held one Ol:" two services. Receiving a letter 
from Sr. Taylor informing me of the illness 
of Sr. Orr and desiring that I anoint her I 
proceeded in that direction, holding two 
services in Richmond at the house of Sr. 
Corson. Interest is much better in Rich
mond, the work of our recently baptized sis
ter, A. R. Corson, who by her earnest and 
persistent efforts among her new neighbors 
has made many friends and is removing much 
prejudice. We expect to call on them again on 
our return homeward and hold services there. 

I arrived here (Newport News) on the 29th 
to visit a few of the scattered saints and to 
anoint Sr. Orr, who was patiently awaiting 
my coming which was only a few hours be
fore her departure to the spirit land. 

I will hold a few meetings here, and proba
bly some at Hampton, before returning. I 
want to spend a week with Bro. Odell, at 
Centerville, West Virginia, on my way home 
(about last week in February) and a week or 
ten days in Lawrence County, Ohio, and a 
week at home before going to General Con
ference. 

May the good Master prepare the hearts 
and minds of all for reception of truth, 

Yours truly, 
J. L. GOODRICH. 

EAST PHARSALIA, N.Y., Feb. 4. 
Editors Eerald:-By Bro. W. H. Kelly's di

rection I entered this State the closing days 
of September. Did service some weeks at 
Greenwood, Steuben· County, where abide 
some devoted, kind, and generous saints who 
hail the coming of missionaries with delight, 
and have felt visits from them were all too 
scarce. 

Weekly prayer services were established 
and Sunday school work begun. Limited 
numbers, no officers, and the scattered con
dition had previously prevented. The change 
in place of residence of some, and the bap
tism of two by Elder F. C. Smith last spring 
made conditions much more favorable than 

Christ of Latter Day Saints," which was .in- in other days. May success attend the work
scribed over the door in large letters, after ers there. 
which their enemies called them "Mormons." Later and for some time I occupied at Ver
I have written to them for information, and million and Palermo, Oswego County, where 
desire to visit them before long. Brn. Sheehy, Blanchard, W. ,J. Smith, and 

I have visited some of .the scattered saints W. H. Kelley had done service. We have 
in this. mission; was at Dayton a few days and staunch supporters, brethren, sisters, ·and 
domiciled with Bro. and Sr. Noah Bowman friends, who have maintained the interest of 
and wife. We found Sr. Bowman weak in the work and purpose so to do in the days to 
body and somewhat despondent, but strong come. Hospitality was full and freely ex
in faith and good works. We anointed her tended by many. One person's objection 
before leaving and left her much improved in closes any schoolliouse. It can readily be 
health and spirit, and very hopeful fol:" the seen but little is to be realized from use of 
future. Bro. Bowman went with me to see schoolhouses in New York. Churches can
Sr. Barbara Carver, whom we had heard had not often be had, and whea accessible, halls 
forsaken her faith. We found the report un- usually expensive. 
true, and the sister without much opportunity I did what I could under existing condi
to spiritually develop. We gave such en- ditions. Secured insertions in the Elmira 
couragement as we could, and after a short Advertiser, Syracuse Post-Standard, Mexico 
visit of only three or four hours had to bid Independent, and Oswego Palladium. In the 
her good by, and "God bless you." I also took four papers I had six articles, one in each, 
dinner with Bro. Brown at Roman, Virginia, and two in two of them. 
on my way back to New Hope. On January 23 I reached Springvale, Chen-

ango County, held a few services in the union 
chapel. A few devoted saints and some very 
loyal friends abide there. 

On 29th I reached this place where for 
some time a chapel has awaited dedication. 
Three families of not large means built this 
chapel; five members, and four who are not. 
Its size is 18x26, vestibule in addition, the 
material and workmanship good. The out
side is white, walls and ceiling are finished 
in cherry and ash in alternate color, heavily 
varnished. It is nicely carpeted and well 
furnished in other respects. Such a building 
would be a credit anywhere. Bro. E. W. 
Griswold, wife, and son, Bro. George Rath
bun, wife, and sons, Mr. Ray Lewis and Sr. 
Lewis his wife, have so manifested their 
faith by works. 

The estimated value of the chapel is four 
hundred dollars. Every expense had been 
met, insurance included, the property deeded 
and duly recorded to the church in the name 
of the Bishop. In this county where the 
Seer was married and had an abode for a 
time, the church has an habitation. 

A few services prior to the dedication were 
sparsely attended. Whatever other hin
drances, there was and is rank prejudice, 
among the rest. The weather being far be
low zero, was at least not a help. 

The dedicatory service was only fairly at
tended, being held to-day. Beautiful floral 
decorations enlivened the scene. Mr. Free
man Burlingame, the builder of chapel, his 
wife, Sr. Lewis and daughters Mary, Gene
see, and Ada, also Sr. Mabel Burlingame, 
from Springdale, were in attendance, aiding 
excellently by presence and in the song serv
ice, which was good, and depended almost 
entirely upon these visitors. 

The preacher read the 111 th psalm, and 
found a starting point in the first part of 
verse one of psalm 127, and discoursed with 
liberty on "What shall be taught as gospel 
truth?" offering the dedicatory prayer in its 
time. 

A good feeling prevailed and the faces of 
those who had so earnestly and cheerfully 
toiled to erect the chapel were radiant with 
joy. 

Brn. Henry C. Smith, Warren Peak, H. H. 
Robinson, Sheehy, Blanchard, Kent, and W. 
H. Kelley are remembered here. Bro. Israel 
L. Rogers' birth place is very near here. He 
contributed ten dollars to the chapel and Sr. 
Heavener twenty, if memory serves me right. 

One copy of the Voice of Warning did 
much in beginning the work here. Much is 
also attributed to the Ensign. 

Present demands here being supplied, 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, is the next point, 
and points along the line homeward bound. 
Should I not be permitted to attend Sharon, 
Pennsylvania, conference and the anticipated 
dedication of chapel there, it will be ex
plained by duby pointing elsewhere. Cannot 
tell now; have in mind, however, the kindly 
request to be present. 

During this year's mission have not been at 
a conference or reunion, and not in the vicin
ity of a branch since June. May need to be 
disciplined soon, or perhaps now. 

In bonds, 
R. ETZENHOUSER. 
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PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Feb. 5. 
Editors Rerald:-The Philadelphia district 

conference closed here la.~t evening under 
pleasant and encouraging surroundings. Rain 
coming on kept m11ny away from the closing 
service, but there were a sufficient number 
present to give interest to the occasion. An 
excellent spirit prevailed during the sacra
ment and social service, the larger number 
taking part in the meeting, indicating confi
dence and devotion. 

The usual interest was shown in the Sab
bath school exercises. The school was led 
in the morning by Bro. Daniel Carter, of 
Baldwin, Maryland. The Sabbath school is 
made a chief feature of the work in Phila
delphia, and it has a number of good workers 
who take part in aiding in conducting it. 

There was an accord in the business ses
sions. Apparent improvement is being made 
by the constant supporters of the work, and 
and the cause is gathering force. 

Bro. Robley is rather of a favorite laborer, 
but there are others, also, who have place in 
the warm hearts of the Philaflelphia saints, 
who are never stingy with manifest apprecia
tion and esteem for servants of the church. 

WILLIAM H. KELLEY. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 5. 

Editors Herald:-Who is that of the mis
sionary force that goes home to "rest." In 
the case of this scribe it's another word alto
gether. Since coming home from the East a 
Httle over a month ago he has had the care 
of a new boy and a sick wife, with the thou
sand and one little duties that naturally come 
up about a place; carried on a meeting of 
nearly two weeks duration, at Armstrong, 
Kansas, preaching fourteen times and going 
back and forth nearly every night, a distance 
of ten or twelve miles; preached once at 
Independence and once at Chelsea Park, 
Kansas; have administered to the sick about 
thirty or forty times; have been "under the 
weather" part of the time, and filled in part 
of the odd hours cutting wood. I'm looking 
for the "rest by and by," but it hasn't got 
here just yet. 

At Armstrong' the interest was good, espe
cially among the saints, and I found them to 
be saints indeed. Bro. Pease ably presides 
assisted by Bro. Bernard, priest, and Bro. 
Malott, deacon, (the teacher's name I did not 
learn, or have forgotten,) and so far as I could 
discern, everything moves along nicely at 
Armstrong. The membership, too, are alive 
to duty and by prompt attendance, faith and 
prayer, did much to make the meetings 
pleasant and successful. They also rendered 
needed and much appreciated financial aid. 

I would like to write a list of names who 
are entitled to credit along this line, but time 
would fail me, and the value of Herald space 
forbids. Suffice to say, the Armstrong saints 
have shown themselves to be "disciples" ac
cording to the Lord's own test. (See D. C. 
83: 16.) In my heart, as long as memory 
lasts, there will be a warm corner set apart 
to the fond recollections of the many kind
nesses, of both the officers and members of 
the Armstrong branch. May heaven's rich
e~t blessings be theirs. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD; 

At Chelsea Park, also, there are those who 
are of the class known as "good saints." But 
how could there be a bad so,int? Their spir
itual skies, however, are not without clouds. 
But I think the difficulties are not so serious 
but what they may be removed without any se
rious harm, provided the Spirit's aid is sought 
and accepted in the effort to remove them. 
Brethren may differ in their understanding 
of the law, but they should remember that it 
is not a sin to honestly differ. If it is a sin 
for my brother to differ from me, is it not as 
sinful for me to differ from him? Why not? 
"Who made me a Judge or a divider over 
you?" (Jesus.) "Who art thou that judgest 
another?" (James.) 

Again (chapter 4: 11) he saith: "Speak not 
evil one of another, brethren. He that 
speaketh evil of his brother and judgeth his 
brother, speaketh evil of the law and judgeth 
the law: but if thou judge the law, thou art 
not a doer of the law, but a judge." See? Of 
course you do. Very well, then, "Why dost 
thou judge thy brother, or why dost thou set 
at naught thy brother" (Rom. 14: 10) because 
his understanding of the law is different from 
yours? 

"Let us therefore not judge one another 
any more: but judge this rather, that no 
man put a stumbling-block or an occasion to 
fall in his brother's way" (v. 13). 

But I set out to write a short letter, not a 
long sermon. As I look at it there is no oc
casion for serious difficulties at Chelsea, and 
I hope to soon see or hear of the clearing 
away of the clouds now, to some extent, 
darkening their spiritual horizon. Bless
ings on each one, and many thanks for their 
kindness and substantial aid. 

I left the "Pine Tree State" on December 
26 last. It may be late to talk about it now, 
but the Christmas tree and entertainment at 
Stonington, the evening of the 25th, was en
joyable indeed. The Sunday school, with 
Bro. A. C. Dunham as superintendent gave 
an excellent entertainment in the way of 
suitable songs, recitations, music, etc,, while 
the saints generally aided in loading the tree 
with tokens of love and good will for those 
whom the ties of nature, affection, and good 
fellowship had made dear. The occasion was 
pleasant and all seemed to enjoy themselves. 
The children did their part well and mani
fested a talent of which anyone interested in 
the latter-day work may justly feel proud. 
Again I would like to mention names, but 
there are too many. However, Master Allen 
Cleveland, and his little sister Pear lie, and a 
still smaller sister whose name I cannot re
call, who with their parents, came recently 
from Prince Edward's Island, and none of 
whom belong to the church, deserve honora
ble mention for .their assistance in making 
the entertainment a success, and for excep
tionally well rendered parts. I hope they 
with their parents may continue their asso
ciation with the saints until they shall feel 
and really be at home with them. 

Bro. Dunham is a faithful worker in the 
Sunday school and in the church; and as for 
patience, well, he's not far from Job anyway. 
If they are not in the same rank, then I am 
sure Job doesn't have much advantage. Any
way, such patient, zealous, faithful, unselfish 
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work as is being done by the superintendent 
of the Sunday school at Stonington, cannot 
fail to bring its reward. 

The conference at Jonesport, December 9, 
10, was pronounced by quite a number to be 
the bes.t in the district for years. The spirit 
of unity and good fellowship was present and 
enjoyed to an extent greater than for some 
time hitherto, and recent letters from Bro. 
Blanchard bring the news of a still greater 
interest, and also of the baptism of a number. 

The talent of the newly baptized, if prop
erly used, and I doubt not that it will be, will 
add greatly to the strength of the branch 
and to its power for good. So may it be. 

I am grateful indeed to the saints there, as 
also at Indian River, South Addison, Beal's 
Island, West Surry, Little Deer Isle, Ston
ington, Dixfield, Canton Point, and in fact 
all through the State, for their uniform 
kindness to me. May God abundantly re
ward them all. 

I wish to say, to the credit of the saints in 
the Western Maine district, that a gratifying 
improvement in the finances of the district 
has been made. For this credit is due to 
Brn. S. G. Cunningham, West Surry; J. J. 
Billings, Little Deer Isle; J. H. Robbins, 
Stonington, and J. E. Eaton, ¥ountainville; 
not for amounts paid more than others, but 
for their assistance as branch agents. And 
now at the opening of the last year of the 
century it is my pleasure to commend you all 
for the improvement made, and I hope you 
may be prospered of the Lord to continue .all 
this year as you did the last five months in 
the old year now gone, and if so your record 
will be one of which you will be proud at the 
close of the year and of the century. 

For the present I will continue to act as 
agent for the Bishop, and the brethren named 
above will act as heretofore in their respect
ive branches. Receipts will be sent promptly 
for all tithes or offerings anyone may wish to 
give. 

With best wishes for all· the children of 
peace, I am, Yours in bonds, 

T. C. KELLEY. 

OAKLAND, Cal., Feb. 5. 

Editors Herald:-Yesterday was our monthly 
sacrament service and was marked by a rich 
bestowal of the Spirit, to the comfort and 
edification of all. The gift of tongues was 
manifested with great accompanying power. 
Some say it was the best meeting held here 
in years. It fills our heart with joy and 
praise and gives us a desire to press on in 
this great work. -

Our little chapel at the corner of Sixteenth 
and Magnolia will soon be completed, and we 
expect will be dedicated on February 16. 
We hope that even our furniture will be paid 
for, and intend to exert every effort to that 
end. 

We have been much interested in the past 
few months in reading the various articles 
on gathering, consecration, etc., and it has 
caused us to think a great deal on the past, 
present, and future of the church. It seems 
sometimes that we are like the people who 
sing, "Jesus paid it all," and we are wanting 
God to help us when we won't help ourselves. 
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If the church members live up to the gospel 
stal)dard and faithfully discharge their 
duties, the gathering will follow as naturally 
as for water to run down hill. How will 
they understand their duties unless they are 
taught? I find many of the local ministry 
full of zeal and anxious to do all they can to 
push on the work, but they need counsel and 
ad vice, and in many cases some one to take 
the lead. It is beyond my comprehension to 
see the wisdom of leaving a large branch with
out a competent pastor. Why go and convert 
others and leave those we already have con
verted to starve, and eventually many of 
them to go back into the world? If high 
priests or elders were placed in charge of all 
large branches and districts, who could devote 
their entire time to the work, it would settle 
the question of seventies being in branches; 
there would be no necessity for their presence 
and they could wait upon their duties. 

The great drawback to our work now is 
not in the missionary branch, but in the pre
siding branch. Supposing a good, competent 
elder was located for a term of years here in 
Oakland, see what a field he would have for 
work, and still build up the members in the 
branch. He could reach nearly one hundred 
thousand people on this side of the bay, and 
be busy day a~d night, if he didn't wear out. 
Bro. Sheehy says, this is my "hobby," but I 
really can't see how the saints can be brought 
to the standard of righteousness r€quired in 
the gospel except by this character of work. 
We have plenty of saints in this mission who 
are thirsting after righteousness and with 
proper leadertihip would be a great power for 
good, and are now, to the best of their knowl
edge. 

At Santa Rosa last week we bad the pleas
ure of meeting with the saints, as well as at 
Windsor. 'There are many splendid members 
at these places, and we believe there are 
brighter days ahead for them. 

One of the missionaries in Utah advises the 
saints to freely entertain the Utah elders, 
and does no~ think that 2 John 10, should be 
applied against them. It seems to me that 

. when men come to us claiming to be minis
ters for Christ, and after we have shown 
them the light as we understand it, and they 
still refuse it, that our obligation to feed and 
shelter them is ended. John says, "For he 
that biddeth him Godspeed, is partaker of 
his evil deeds." E;pecially does this apply 
to us, because we are engaged in teaching 
that Joseph Smith was not guilty of the 
crime of polygamy, and these disciples of 
Brighamism are busy "bearing their testi
mony" that he was the husband of many 
wives, right in the face of two court decisions 
to the contrary. I believe that we ought to 
be charitable in all things, but I confess that 
it tries my patience when men find it neces
sary to uphold their system by so much mis
representation and deception, and absolute 
rejection of the written word in favor of keys 
that they alone have access to. Then, too, 
we have granted them the use of our churches 
in Independence, Omaha, Lamoni, ana else
where, and have met them on their own 
terms. Will they be honest and fair with us 
and meet us in Salt Lake City, Ogden, and 
Logan, in their churches? If not why should 
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we shelter and feed them when we are con
vinced that they are deceiving the people. 

We have signed propositions with one of 
their elders here for a debate, and now he 
absolutely refuses to meet the issue. Owing 
to surrounding conditions I have read up on 
this question this fall, and am more satisfied 
tha never of the latter-day apostasy. The.re 
can be no standard in this work, but indi
vidual righteousness and strict integrity to 
all truth. May God help all of his people to 
live up to their great privilege in the gospel, 
is my prayer. · 

Yours in Christ, 
FRED B. BLAIR. 

ELLENSBURG, Wash., Jan. 27. 

Editors Herald:-The saints are all striving 
to do the Master's will. We are somewhat 
scattered and can't meet very often, and as 
ministers are few in this field, we do not bear 
much preaching. We had some meetings; 
Bro. Holt and Bro. Chase and family stopped 
at Ellensburg with the tent, but with poor 
success, as prejudice ran high and people 
would not turn out; still, some are investi
gating. 

I think we have some of God's people here 
that will come out in time. If we could have 
more elders in this field I think lots of good 
could be done. 

One word, dear saints, in regard to tith
ing: Let us all do all we can in this respect 
and try and get more elders in the field. If 
we can't send all we owe, send all you can. 
Don't wait to get too much before you send. 
If it is but twenty-five cents, it all counts. 

I feel more determined than ever to do 
what I can to spread the gospel. My house 
is open for all elders, a home while they stay, 
and all are invited to stop that ca.1. I live 
nine miles southeast of Ellensburg. 

I feel it my duty to write now and then to 
the Herald, and I do like to read the letters 
in the Herald, as we can't go to church. 
What I can read is all the spiritual food we 
have. I do rejoice in this latter-day work, 
and I would love to see more serving God. 
We have a union Sunday school, which we 
attend to try and instruct our children. 0, 
how I would love to be in a. good branch once 
more! When the right time comes I want 
to go to Zion and be with the dear brethren 
and sisters and all be as one family. 

I want the saints all to pray for me that I 
may hold out faithful to the end, is my 
prayer. Yours in gospel bonas, 

WILLIAM T. SHELDON. 

WALKER, Mo., Feb. 3. 
Editors Herald:-Since last March I have 

preached one hundred and ·thirty-three ser
mons, baptized twenty, and while maoy times 
I have felt more like being in bed than in the 
sacred desk, my Master has held me up by 
the power of his Spirit, for which I thank 
him. 

I am feeling very much better now, al
though for the past month I have been labor
ing under a bad cold; yet I have averaged 
one sermon a day. 

I was preaching at Fort Scott, Kansas, 

when the two Sylvers were lynched. I was 
speaking to a very good congregation, while 
the two unfortuna~e boys were being pulled 
up to a tree in the courthouse yard. I went 
and saw them after they were taken down. 
Poor fellows! they still had the ropes on 
their necks, handcuffed, and legs chained. 

We have a very good interEJst at this place, 
hope some will obey. The few saints here 
are doing well, under the leadership of Bro. 
Leeper. Yours very truly, 

J. c. Foss. 

NASHVILLE, Mo., Feb. 7. 
Editors Herald:-We are having one of the 

best meetings ever held here. Three years 
ago Bro. Cather held a debate here with 
Blalock, a Christian preacher. After the de
bate the Christians and Methodists closed 
their churches against us, thinking it would 
stop the gospel. Two years ago last July the 
writer put a tent in the town and held a 
series of meetings and baptized five adults. 
Three were·from the Christian Church, one 
from the Methodist. 

Persecution bas been against them ever 
since. They have bought the public school 
building, bought a lot, had the building 
moved upon it, and have put a good founda
tion under it, and put new seats in it, and 
they have a building 26x40, all paid for, and 
only four heads of families here. Brn. Miles, 
Royer, and Andes have paid for it all except 
a few dollars. They have made a great sac
rifice, because none of them are wealthy. 

The building is in good shape, except they 
need a new roof, as the old one leaks. They 
want to have it dedicated so they can deed it 
over to the Bishop, but do not feel like dedi
cating it to the Lord until a new roof is on. 
It will cost about thirty dollars. 

I appeal to the dear saints in general, and 
especially in Spring River district, to send 
them your aid and help them out. They are 
not able to put the roof on. Please don't 
pass this by unheeded, but reach 'down in 
your pocket and send them something. Send 
all moneys to B. F. Miles, Nashville, Missouri, 
which will be thankfully received. 

They have a good Sunday school here. 
Prejudice is giving way; some are interested; 
very near the kingdom. 

Colaborers, I am ejoying the greatest 
degree of the Spirit I have ever had in 
preaching and administering to t.he sick. 
To God be the glory. I am in the conflict till 
the victory is won. May God bless all the 
departments of the work of the Lord. Re
gards to all the dear saints. 

F. C. KECK. 

The Mission World thus summarizes the 
progress of Christianity among the Jews: 
"There are in the Christian Church over one 
hundred thousand proselytes from Judaism, 
and in the Church of England two hundred and 
fifty of the clergy are Jews or the sons of Jews. 
As each Lord's day comes round the gospel 
is proclaimed in more than six hundred pul
pits of Europe by Jewish lips. Over three 
hundred of the ministers of Christ in Great 
Britain are stated to be Hebrew Christians." 
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Mo1hBrs' Home Goltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

REQUIRED READING FOR MARCH MEETING 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

HEALTH HINTS.-CONCLUDED. 

Some children are greatly addicted to nose 
bleeding. An occasional slight flow of blood 
from the nose often seems a relief; but if it 
continues till the patient is weakened, it must 
be stopped. Applying ice or cold metal to 
the wrist, or to the back of the neck will 
usually check the flow. A still simpler 
remedy that I have often found successful 
with school children, is to roll a bit of white 
paper to the size of the child's finger and in
sert it under his upper lip. If the bleeding 
is persi::tent, plug the nostrils with common 
salt, or with cotton batting moistened with 
hamamelis, Pond's extract. Frequent and 
prolonged nose bleed shows a degenerate 
condition of the blood vessels and a low tone 
of the whole system. This may result from 
too little sleep, too much violent exercise, or 
too little of the right kind; breathing im
pure air, taking stimulating food and drink 
instead of that which makes good blood, and 
thu.s nourishes the body. 

Or the blood may have become impover
ished through practices of which you think 
it such a shame to speak; that multitudes of 
children are going down to death for lack of 
warning and instruction their parents ought 
to have given ttem, but did not. Oh! it is
pitiful the number of children who are de
stroyed and destroying themselves; literally 
"perishing for lack of knowledge." Look 
well to this matter in your own household. 
If you have neglected your duty, repent of it 
before God and bring forth works meet for 
repentance by redoubling your diligence. If 
you do no·t know how to commence the work, 
send to the Sanitary Publication Company, 
Chicago, and procure the little books, "A 
Father's Advice to His Son," and "A Moth
er's Adv,ice to Her Daughter;" read them 
yourself and then give them to your children. 
"There is a healthy knowledge, and there is 
an unhealthy, unclean ignorance." It is 
every parent's duty to impart the first, and 
thus guard against the second. "Mental 
purity must give a helping hand to self
restraint," without which there is no sound 
health for body or soul. We may use the 
body for promoting the higher moral ends of 
life, or as a mere machine for the manufac
ture of pleasurable sensations. If we r:ut it 
to the latter use it will, like all mere ma
chines, soon wear out and cease to give even 
the pleasure for which we have sacrificed its 
higher uses. But if it be well strung by tem
perance in all things, and have general vigor 
and perfection of senses, it will give pleasure 
as well as subserve higher ends. Such a 
body is like an ..2EJlian harp. If it be well 
strung it matters little which way the wind 
blows, it yields sweet music. Nature is man's 
counterpart; our senses are made to respond 
to the whole of it, and so give pleasure. As 
Mark Hopkins says; "When God would S@· 
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cure to man the highest, best balanced, most 
long-continued action of mental and moral 
power, he does it by giving him a sound phy
sique," and, "Whosoever can so control the 
body as to produce all desired movements in 
the easiest and most graceful way, and so as 
to think by it with all possible power and 
facility, has attained perfection in the con
trol of the body. He will only need the 
choice of right ends to the attainment of 
which his thoughts and movements shall be 
directed." 

0 

In a body thus tempered and trained it is a 
much easier thing for the soul to attain to 
the beauty of holiness than in one distorted 
or diseased. We are commanded to be 
"strong in the Lord," and we cannot believe 
that the body is exempt from this command. 
"May the beauty of the Lord be upon you," 
is no idle form of benediction. We believe 
that our Father intended his children to have 
the strength of faith, the beauty of holiness 
within, and that these shining through 
should make the hQdy beautiful, "fair as the 
moon, clear as the sun," and in strength like 
"an army with banners."-Ohi!dhood,- its Care 
and Culture. 

Concluded. 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
All local societies are requested to report 

to the recording secretary before the 1st of 
April, giving present number of members, 
with names of all losses and gains. Societies 
organized since 1897, please send full list of 
members. Where a society has been disor
ganized, or is holding no meetings, will some 
member write ia regard to it, stating 
whether the members wish to retain their 
membership in the general society. This is 
permissible where there is no local organiza-
tion. CALLIE B. STEBBINS, 

Recording Secretary. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 2. 

Dear Daughters of Zion:-One of those rare 
moments have come when the little ones are 
all safe in slumber-land, and I feel free. 
Feel, "the angels watch o'er them keep," and 
before I lay myself down at their side, I can 
allow my thoughts undisturbed liberty. 

Reading of the Home Study ClaGs of the 
Religio for those who could not attend their 
meetings, and afterwards thinking how I 
longed to attend your meetings, I thought, 
"why, I am a 'Home Class' member of the 
Daughters of Zion." 

I almost believe I have read every word 
you have ever published, and looking back I 
now feel that God directed my thoughts in 
earliest girlhood to the immeasurable impor
tance of fatherhood and motherhood, and so 
led and taught me, that with the knowledge 
thus gained, I would as soon leave my little 
ones ungarded for any space of time as I 
would leave-if I possessed it-a crown of 
precious gems, where chance o·r convenience 
would dictate. And are not these precious 
souls my jewels-the crown of my woman
hood? 

Ah! woe is me if, with the help of my all 
powerful :jl'ather, !neglect the smallef"t duty 
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of their care, and present them to him in the 
day of awards, tarnished-their lustre gone. 

And is not Satan as dangerous and cunning 
an enemy as any thief would be were I a pos
sessor of earth's finest gems? 

Ah, yes. Thank God- that I realize this, 
and also that he is so wise and powerful, and 
withal so willing to give that we, as parents, 
can obtain by diligent, constant prayers, suf
ficient wisdom to bring (not teach them, then 
fail to see that they do as taught) them up in 
the way they should go, and that the sure 
consequence will be "and when they are old 
they will not depart from it." 

God bless the work of the Daughters of 
Ziop, is the prayer of one who is with you 
heart and soul. 

MRS. L. P. CALDWELL, 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Will the Prayer Union, and the saints gen
erally, pray for my husband, that he may 
have a better preparation of heart before he 
dies, should death claim him, and for the 
spiritual welfare of us both? 

SARAH GRAHAM. 
w 

8tlndau 8~hool Dspartmsn1. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. · 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THOSE PRIMARY CARDS AGAIN. 
Everybody please take notice. The busi

ness manager of the Herald Office informs 
me that there are many letters of inquiry and 
some sharp criticisms upon. him for not fill
ing all the orders for cards that have been 
received. In fact they are so numerous that 
it would be well nigh impossible for him to 
write and explain it to all. We wish to 
make here an explanation that will remove 
all blame from the Herald Office manage
ment, for no fault is theirs. They have done 
exactly as they were instructed. 

1. The card illustrations were put out as an 
experiment. And it w~s not expected that 
we would reach every one that might choose 
to try them. 

2. We took the mailing lists of the Pri
mary Quarterly and sent out about double 
the number of cards as quarterlies. Some 
others were sent upon request, but the sup
ply being limited we could not supply all. 
Many seemed to think that all that was nec
essary was to send in a very large order and 
"be sure to have enough." Some ordered 
who did not take the Primary Quarterly and 
wanted a copy or two of the quarterly 
"throwed in." We would gladly have com
plied with their requests had it been possi
ble. But, as stated above, the cards were 
issued as an experiment, and to try the 
experiment sufficiently extensive to make it 
of auy value we decided that it would be nec
essary to send the~ out free. They are very 
expensive. We therefore concluded to have 
but a part of the lessons of t'he quarter illus
trited, ,A,nd if you 4&ve a few 5ets of tl:!ll 
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lessons illustrated you have enough to give 
the system of illustrating the lessons a prac
tical test. Give it a careful test and when 
General Convention comes, be ready to ex
press your views as to whether or not the 
system of illustration is a practical one, and, 
too, whether or not you can afford to pay for 
them as they cannot again be sent out free. 
There is no better way to test any method 
than by actual experience with it. This you 
soon will have had. Let us study carefully 
and see if it is wise to continue the illustrated 
cards for the primary grades. 

We hope that this explanation of the mat
ter may remove all thought of complaint 
that may have pervaded the minds of any. 
And, too, that all who have written the Her
ald Office for explan~tion will consider this 
as in answer to their il;q uiries. 

Ever hopeful for the success of the work, 
we are Your brother and colaborer, 

•'<· T. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt. 

"Many superintendents are accustomed to 
offer a pre-view of the next quarter at the 
quarterly review, taking a forward as well as 
a backward look." 

"We cannot expect to be estimated solely 
according to our intentions. One cannot 
safely estimate himself by what he intends 
to do. A thousand of the best intentions 
will amount to nothing unless accompanied 
by some actual doing." 

A teacher who does not study the lesson, 
who can do nothing but ask prepared ques
tions, and who cannot intelligently review the 
answers given by the scholars, can never ex
pect to interest the scholars, or induce them 
to study the lesson. Likewise, the teacher 
who conceives it to be his or her duty to pre
pare a lecture, and take up the entire time 
allotted to delivering it, cannot expect the 
scholars to study or to learn. In every class 
there will be found diverse talents as well as 
dispositions. Some can more readily be in
terested in biographical, others in historical, 
aad again others in doctrinal studies. It is 
the duty of the teacher, while giving gen
eral instructions, to employ and take advan
tage of the special talents and inclinations, 
for the general good of the class.-Snndalj 
School Times. 

A SONG OF HOPE. 

Children of yesterday, heirs of to-morrow, 
What are you weaving-labor and sorrow? 
Look to your looms ag;:tin; faster and faster 
Fly the great shuttles prepared by the 

Master. 
Life's in the loom; 
Room for it-room! 

Children of yesterday, heirs of to-morrow, 
Lighten the labor and sweeten the sorrow, 
Now, while the shuttles fly faster and faster, 
Up and be at it-at work with the Master. 

He stands at your loom; 
Room for him-room! 

Children of yesterday, heirs of to-morrow, 
Look at your fabric of labor and sorrow, 
Seamy l\nd dark with despair and disaster; 
Turn it-and lo, the design of the Master! 

The Lord's at the loom; 
Room for him-room! 
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Confaranca Mintl1B8. 
SOUTH MISSOURI. 

Conference convened in the Saints' church 
of Pomona branch, December 9. C. J. Spur
lock presided, A. D. Brooner clerk pro tern. 
Elders' reports: H. Sparling, C. J. Spurlock, 
J. H. Tibbles, and J. C. Chrestensen. Branch 
reports: Pomona 65; gain 5. West Plains 
56; gain 2. Woodside 34; loss 8. Springfield 
87; gain 13. Bishop's agent's report: Due 
agent last report $74.95; J. A. Davis, expense 
$2; agent's writing material and stamps $8.20; 
due elders' families $335 for the year; total 
expenses $420.15; total money collected 
$241.37. Financial treasurer reported $5.21 
on hand. T. J. Simpson, J. B. Graham, &nd 
W. M. Petet were appointed to investigate 
the case of Bro. Quincy Anderson, made a 
report and were discharged. A petition 
from Grove Springs saints, requesting a 
branch to be organized there was read, and 
tbe missionary in charge and district presi
dent authorized to organize. J. C. Cbresten
sen was reelected district president, secretary, 
and treasurer, with C. J. Spurlock assistant 
president. The resolution paesed at last con
ference, that each bran6h make an effort to 
contribute $5 or more, to help defray the in
cidental expenses of district president during 
the next quarter was rescinded. The district 
president was requested to make an itemized 
account, quarterly and yearly, and report to 
district conference of everything received. 
District clerk was authorized to take charge 
of Ozark branch (disorganized) records, and 
place the members on the records of the 
respective branches to which they should be
long. Resolution: No money shall be drawn 
from the treasury without an act of confer
ence, and that all money now in the treasury 
be considered tent funds, and that a special 
levy of one dollar be paid by each branch, to 
be added to. the tent fund. On Sunday fore
noon, the 10th, the saints' church at or near 
Pomona was dedicated. Prayer by Elder C. 
J. Spurlock, and the sermon by Elder H. 
Sparling. A good effort and edifying to the 
saints. The keys were turned over to branch 
president, Elder J. B. Graham. Adjourned 
to Bruner branch, John's Mill, Douglas 
County, Missouri, March 17, ten a.m. 

NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference of above district met at Omaha, 

January 26; J. E Butts president, James 
Huff secretary. On reading the minutes, 
there was an apparent discrepancy in there
port of the Bishop's agent, and the secretary 
was instructed to write the Bishop and get 
statement and correct the minutes. D. M. 
Rudd chosen assistant secretary. Statistical 
reports: Union 66: removed 3, absent from 
branch 39. Blair 30; received 2, absent 11. 
Columbus 29; baptized 1, removed 1, expelled 
2, absent 13. Lake Shore 91; removed 4, ab
sent 49. Omaha 264; baptized 2, received on 
certificate 2, by letter 6, removed 1, died 2. 
Platte Valley 63; no changes. Elders re
porting: H. J. Hudson, F. A. Smith, D. M. 
Rudd, Oscar Case, James Huff, Jens. Ander
sen, J.P. Ogard, E. H. Boulson, S. S. Black, 
S. F. Cushman, N. Rumel, G. M. L. Whit
man, James Hodges,,and J. E. Butts; Priests 
A. W. Ballard, J. F. Weston; Teachers W. 
C. Fetter, John Agenstein, Marcus Bilyne. 
Bishop's agent reported: On hand last re
port $57. 70; received $277; paid out $283 38; 
balance on hand $51.32. Audited and found 
correct. Report of James Huff in regard to 
appeal from Lake Shore branch adopted, 
court discharged, and the matter referred to 
a committee of investigation, consisting of 
James Huff and Oscar Case, to report at next 

Case, John Agenstein, Susanna. Agenstein, 
Lottie Edwards, E. T. Edwards, Rose Hus
ton, Lizzie Ed wards, Bertha Horton, Alice 
C. Swartz, J. E. Butts, James Huff, H. J. 
Hudson, George W. Galley, Stephen Francis, 
and Lloyd Marteeny. Spiritual condition of 
Lake Shore branch reported as improving, 
Omaha branch in good condition, and Union 
branch in fair condition, spiritually. Lake 
Shore and Union branches requested to 
change the names to that of nearest post 
office, in harmony with the request of the 
General Conference. Resolution introduced 
as follows:-

To the Brethren of the Northern, Central, 
and Southern Nebraska Districts of the Re
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day·Saints; Brethren:-Whereas, it seems to 
us the part of wisdom that the boundary 
lines of the districts of the State be rear
ranged, so as to form only two districts of the 
territory now comprising the above-named 
districts, we do respectfully request you to 
consider the following proposition at your 
next conference: That each district author
ize their delegates to General Conference to 
confer with the delegates from the other dis
tricts to consider the propriety of a division 
along the following line, or some other they 
may agree upon: Beginning at the Missouri 
River and following the south line of the fol
lowing-named counties, Sarpy, Saunders, 
Butler, Polk, Merrick, Howard, Sherman, 
and Custer. The west line may remain as at 
present. D. M. RUDD. 

F. A. SMITH. 
The resolution was adopted. 
The matter of gathering and consecration, 

as sent out by the brethren from California, 
was referred to a committee consisting of 
James Caffall, D. M. Rudd, and Oscar Case, 
who reported as follows: We your commit
tee, after mature consideration, submit the 
following: First, While we consider the 
matters submitted by the brethren in Cali
fornia, namely, gathering, consecration, etc., 
of paramount importance, it is made to ap
pear to your committee, that forasmuch as 
the Presidency have general supervision 
over the whole church, when a necessity ex
ists for a special council, whether consisting 
of the priesthood or the entire church, for 
considering a.n action on gathering, etc., it 
will be their right to so"advertise to the 
body. We, therefore, are of the opinion that 
the act would be premature. Second, We by 
no means question the right of the brethren 
in California to petition the body on any mat
ter they please, but think with due deference 
to the brethren of California, tbat as a dis
trict you know whether or not you desire to 
so petition. Third, The following is found 
in Doctrine and Covenants, page 35'5: "It is 
not expedient in me that there shall be any 
stakes appointed until I command my people. 
When it shall be necessary I will command 
that they be established. Let my command
ments to gather into the regions round about, 
and the counsel of the elders of my church 
guide in this matter until it shall be other
wise given of me." 

JAMES CAFFALL. 
D. M.RUDD. 
OSCAR CASE. 

The above report was on motion adopted. 
Resignation of F. A. Smith as member of 
tent committee, and James Huff elected to 
fill the vacancy. Bro. James Caffall urged 
the saints by way of advice, that a fund be 
created to pay the necessary expenses of dis
trict officers. District officers were in
structed to issue letters of removal to 
members of disorganized branches when re
quested. Preaching by Elders James Caffall, 
Oscar Case, and D. M. Rudd. Adjourned to 
Columbus, Nebraska, May 25, at 7:30. 

conference. The following named persons R. F. Horton, a popular English Congrega
duly elected delegates to the General Con- tionalist, has discarded the title of "Rev.," 
ference: C. M. Hollenbeck, John F. Weston, and requested his friends not to use it in 
J, P. Ogard, F. A. Smith, D. M. Rudd, 0Bcar ·connection with his nall)e, 
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8undau 8Bhool 1\ssociations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Pottawattamie Sunday school convention 
meet11 in the chapel, Council Bluffs, at two p. 
m., February 23. All schools requested to 
report and send delegates. This is the last 
session before General Convention. 

JENNIE E. SCOTT, Sec. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT. 
Notice of proposed amendment to Constitu

tion and By-laws of the General Sunday 
School Association. 

Notice is hereby given that an amendment 
will be offered to the present Constitution in 
relation to ex officio members, on page 7, of 
the August, 1897, edition of the Constitution. 
It is proposed to strike out under article 8, 
Membership, section 2, on second line after 
''Associations," the word "and" and insert on 
third line, same section, after "District Asso
ciations" the following: "and general officers 
and general appointees of the church," using 
proper punctuation. 

W. N. ROBINSON, Sec. 

]VIiscsllansous Department. 
THE LAKE MISSION. 

To the Ministry in the Lake Mission; 
Greeting: - Dear brethren, having been 
placed temporarily in charge of the mission, 
I wish to make a few suggestions regarding 
reporting. Your next reports, which should 
be made promptly on Marcb 1, are important, 
as they form a basis for appointments next 
year. At that time each report should con
tain a statement of the desire and opportuni
ties of the writer for future labor; the· 
number of dependents, includiog wife and 
children, should be given, and the ages of 
the children stated; and if there are any 
peculiar conditions requiring special consid
eration, they should be presented. State 
also the probable amount which will be re
quired to sustain the family, not including 
your individual expenses. 

All are not required or expected to report 
directly to me, however. My predecessor, 
Elder E. C. Briggs, appointed the following 
brethren in charge of ''fields of labor," as 
follows: J. J. Cornish in Northern Michi
gan, Andrew Barr in Eastern Michigan, S. 
W. L. Scott in Southern Michigan and 
Northern Indiana, and George Jenkins in 
Southern Indiana. I recognize these ap
pointments, and expect others to do so. I 
hope, therefore, that every one in the Lake 
Mission, under General Conference appoint
ment, will take notice and report to these 
brethren promptly on the first day of March, 
so that they may summarize the reports and 
forward the necessary items to me as soon 
thereafter as possible, as the Quorum of 
Twelve meets on March 15, and all should be 
in my hands by that time to insure consid
eration. Your brother and colaborer, 

HEMAN C. SMITH. 

HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM. 
To the Members of the Quorum of High 

Priests in the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints; Greeting:-

Beloved Brethren, as the time for the Gen
eral Conference is near at. hand, it becomes 
our duty as members of said quorum, to re
port either in person or by letter to the quo
rum, an account of our labors and standing in 
the great work in which we are engaged. 
Those who are laboring under General Con
ference appointment are respectfully re
quested to r"eport their labors, and where; 
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also in what capacity, whether as presiding 
officers or as traveling ministers. Those who 
are local, and not directly under General 
Conference appointment, are also requested 
to report their labors, as it is expected that 
none are idle in this great cause. God "ex
pects every man to do his duty," but every 
man according to his ability, which comprises 
his circumstances-physical, mental, and 
spiritual-hence the quorum will expect a 
good report from its members. Please send 
all reports to Bro. H. A. Stebbins, secretary 
of the quorum, Lamoni, Decatur County, 
Iowa, by rEquest of the Presidency of the 
quorum, by Aprill, 1900. 

CHARLES DERRY. 
M. H. FORSCUTT. 
C. E. BUTTERWORTH. 

DISFELLOWSHIPED. 
Notice is hereby given, that at a business 

meeting of Union branch of the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
Indiana, held Saturday, January 27, 1900, 
Leonard F. Daniel, who was an elder in said 
church, was disfellowshiped, and his name 
ordered erased from the church record of 
names of said branch; said Leonard F. Daniel 
having been duly charged, tried, and con
victed before an elders' court of said Reor· 
ganized Church, duly called, and sitting at 
West Pttllman, Illinois, November 14, 1898, 
upon the charges of adultery, tattling, un
christian conduct, insulting women, and 
lying, which conviction was had by due testi
mony and confession of said Leonard F. Daniel 
to said court. 

Further, the said L. F. Daniel having 
sought, and we believe having gained, ad
mission to the Christian Church, commonly 
called "Campbellites," upon his standing as 
a member and elder in said Reorganized 
Church, since his conviction before said 
court, and before reconciliation with said 
Union branch, the action of the said Union 
branch is had in his case and he is disfellow
shiped from said church, and his name erased 
from the roll of said Union branch. 

Done at Wirt, Indiana, January 27, 1900. 
WILLIAM C. MARSHALL, Pres., 
C. T. FEWELL, Sec., 

Of Union Branch. 

SOUTHEASTERN MISSION. 
Will the elders and priests of the South

eastern Mission please report to me the first 
of March, the number of sermons preached, 
number baptized, new openings made. State 
the time you spent in the mission, putting in 
all labor performed during the last two 
years. Those desiring missions will give 
number dependent upon them, giving ages 
of children, and the amount needed for their 
support a month. M. M. TuRPEN. 

GENERAL CONFERENCE BOARD. 
The rate of board has been fixed by the 

Lamoni branch at $2.50 per week. The com
mittee will have some places where free en
tertainment can be had, but no one should 
count on fr,ee entertainment and board unless 
they have made arrangements with the com
mittee before arriving in La1;11oni. We will 
try to aid any who cannot pay by helping 
them to secure such places, but arrangements 
must be made with the committee before 
coming. 

All persons desiring the services of the 
committee should write the secretary or 
president in due time, stating what you 
desire, when you expect to arrive, etc. If 
you have preferences, we will try to give 
them due consideration. 

Persons who accept invitations from 
friends, and make their own arrangements, 
need not communicate with us, but when you 
arrive we will assist such to find tbeir places, 
if desired. 
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When you decide to come, if you desire us 
to assist you in any way, write us early, so 
that as many as possible may be assigned to 
places before the sessions begin. Committee, 

GEORGE W. BLAIR, President. 
L. G. ANTHONY, Secretary. 
S. K. SORENSEN. 
W. J. MATHER. 
J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 2t. 

CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

District of.ficers are reqm,sted to forward 
credentials of delegates appointed to repre
sent their districts in the coming General 
Conference, to the Church Secretary, as soon 
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates 
may be prepared, as provided for by resolu
tion of General Conference, to facilitate the 
organization and work of that body. Cre
dentials of delegates appointed at fall or 
winter conferences should be forwarded with
out delay, and of those yet to be appointed, 
immediately after appointment. It is desired 
that all credentials be in hand as early in the 
month of March as possible. 

One certificate for each delegation, with 
number of members in district and names of 
its delegates, signed by the president and 
secretary of the district appointing, with 
name of district and place and date of hold
ing of conference, is sufficient. Separate in
dividual credentials are not necessary. 

Branches not in districts are each entitled 
to one delegate and one vote. 

The rules governing "representation" and 
the "restrictions of delegate voting," are as 
follows:-

Each district shall be entitled to one dele
gate for every twenty-five members of said 
district, and one vote in conference for each 
delegate to which they may be entitled. 
[Scattered members in districts, including 
those enrolled on records of disorganized 
branches, who are not recorded as members 
of other districts, may be included in the 
enumeration of membership.] 

"The delegates present at conference from 
any one district shall be entitled to cast the 
full vote of the district of which they are 
delegates, unless otherwise instructed by 
their district conference:-

" Provided, that in case of a disag-reement 
of views among the members of said delega
tion, (the full delegation not being present,) 
they shall be entitled to cast only their indi
vidual votes as said delegates. 

"No one delegate shall be entitled to cast, 
as representative in the same conference, 
more than twenty votes." 

Attention is called to the following, adopted 
at last General Conference:-

"Resolved, that the Secretary be and is 
hereby authorized to devise and have printed 
a blank form of delegate credentials; and 
that a copy or copies be sent to each district 
or branch entitled to representation, prior 
to the convening of each General Confer
ence." 

District secretaries and secretaries "of 
branches not in districts who fail to receive 
credential blanks will be supplied promptly 
on receipt of postal card with address. 

In bonds, 
R. S. SALYARDS, 

Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, Iowa, January 25, 1900. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Independence district conference will con

vene at Independence, Missouri, Saturday, 
March 10. Would like to have all the priest
hood who have been laboring in this district, 
mA.il me a written report of their work about 
five days before convening of conferencA. 
Would also like to have a statistical report 
from every branch in the district, so that I 
can send. t"he full report of this district to the 
Gener11.l Church Recorder before General 
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Conference. Sunday school and Religio con
ventions will convene Friday, March 9. 

D. ROBT. WINN, Sec. 
2306 Bellefountaine Avenue, KANSAS CITY, Mi8souri. 

SOUTHWESTERN MISSION. 
To the Ministry of Southwestern Mission:

! kindly ask you to report to T. J. Sheppard, 
Oklaunion, Texas, so reports may reach us 
by March 10. We ask for a report for two 
years. Do not fail to give all items. State 
how much your family will require per 
month. 2t A. J. MOORE. 

NOTIOES. 
Wanted the address of James P. Benson. 

Anyone knowing of his whereabouts will 
please report same to J. C. Chrestensen, 
South Missouri district president, Beaver, 
Douglas County, Missouri. 

CONVENTION NOTICE. 
Sunday sphool convention of Little Sioux 

district will meet at Magnolia, Iowa, Friday, 
March 2, at two p.m., with district conference 
Saturday and Sunday following. A priest
hood meeting will be arranged for during 
session. Let the priesthood not attending 
report by lPtter. It is also annual election 
of district officials. 

A. M. FYRANDO, Pres. 
LENN A STRAND, Sec. 

BORN. 
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born March 19, 1852, at Ystradgynlais, South till death, February 2, 1900, at Canton, Illi· 
Wales, and was married April 8, 1H77. She nois. She had the privilege of attending a 
was the mother of eight children, three of series of meetings shortly before the sum
whom survive her. She leaves a brother, mons came, and there requested that when 
Elder Francis A. Eva.ns, and a sister, Eliza- she died, hymn 164 be sung-a loving mea
beth Jenkins. Was baptized by Elder John sage for her to leave to her children: "Re
T. Phillips in Wales. ceive ye the word, as taught by the Lord." 

SALISBURY.-At her home, near Fountain She was married to Mr. John Johnson, March 
GrePn, Hancock County, Illinois, at ten a. 26, 1860, who died November 13, 1893. Fu
m., February 2, 1900, Mrs. Katharine Salis- neral services in charge of Elder F. A. Rus
bury. Her maiden name was Karharine sell. 
Smith. She was born in Windsor County, PETT.-Bernice Leo, son of Bro. Fred and 
Vermont, July 28, 1813. She was the eighth Sr. A! wilda Pett, was born Dacember 26, 
of ten children born to Joseph Smith, Sr., 1892, at Arion, Iowa. While returning from 
and Lucy Mack-Smith, and therefore sister school at the noon hour, he was struck by a 
to Joseph and Hyrum Smith, who were passing street car and instantly killed in 
killed in the "'old jail" at Uarthage, Illinois, front of his home in Omaha, Nebraska, 
June 27, 1844. She accepted the gospel by January 29, 1900, aged 7 years, 1 month, 
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, and was bap- and 3 days. He went to school Monday 
tized in June, 1830, by David Whitmer, and morning light-hearted and ha.ppy, as heal
was a charter member of the Church of Jesus ways was; but the opening of the aftet·noon 
Christ of Latter Da.y Saints. She endured session of school found his little seat vacant, 
all the troubles, privations, and persecutions and hls schoolmatE'S sadly realized that dear 
incident to the pr(Ojudi.ce and bigotry of the little Bernice would meet with them no more. 
so-called religion with which the church Leaving sad hearts here, he has returned to 
was assailed in those days. She was married God, who gave him, as innocent and pure as 
to Wilkins Jenkins Salisbury, January 8, when sent to earth. Funeral services at 
1831. To them 'Were born eight children, the Saints' chapel, Galland's Grove, Iowa, 
three of whom survive: Solomon J., of Burn- and the remains laid to rest in Holcomb 
side, Illinois; DJn C., of Carthage, Illinois; cemetery to await the .morning of the first 
and Frederick, of Fountain Green, Illinois. resurrection. 
Her husband died in 1853, in Webster, Han- BEST.-Sr. Ida May Best (maiden name 
cock County, Illinois, and five of the children Davies), born in Cheltenham, St. Louis, Mis
preceded her to the grave many years. She souri, February 8, 1870; died in St. Louis 
came to Hancock County in 1838, and for Baptist hospital, January 31, 1900, aged 30 
many years lived at or near Webster; of later years had she lived till the 8th of February. 
years her home has been near Fountain She leaves husband and five children to 
Green. When "the Mormon troubles" of mourn. Was baptized when ten years old. 
1846 came on, and the "exodus from Nauvoo" Funeral conducted from the church at Chel-

BOYER.-To Alex. and Sr. Alice Boyer, took place, she with her family, along wit.h tenham, by J.D. White. 
April 6, 1899, near Delta, Colorado, 3 daugh- the family of Joseph Smith, refused to ac- ORR.-Susan M. Eckert Orr, at Newport 
ter, named Delcie. Blessed by Elder M. k 1 d th 1 d h' f B · h y now e ge e ea ers lp o r1g am oung, News, Vir!linia, born May 18, 1849; died 
L. Schmid, January 29. d t d "' th t y 1 d' t' ~" an con en eu a oung was ea tng ne January 30, 1900·, bapt.ized November 9, 1896, 

HUBBARD.-To Bro. Lyman and Sr. Alice h h Th h h · d c urc astray. · e c urc was reorgamz~ at R lXbury, Vtrginia·, married to William T. 
Hubbard, January 10, 1898, near Olathe, A 'l 6 1860 d t d 1 · th prt , , an came ou ec ar1ng e Orr, November 21, 1867. Funeral services by 
Colorado, a son, named Glen. Blessed by M. · · 1 · · 1 f 'th d t · d or1g1na prtnclp es, !U , oc rmes, an J. L. Goodrich, assisted by Rw. Lundy R. 
L. Schmid, January 29, 1900. t' f •b · · 1 h h d · t d. prac ICes o " e or1g1na c urc , an reJeC e Wright, pastor of the Baptist Church. I ar-

MARRIED. the doctrines of "Adam-God," "polygamy," rived only in time to be recognized by our 
BAILEY-STEPHENS.-At the residence of and "blood atonement," along with Brigham dying sister, and immediately anointed her, 

the bride's parents, Mr. f!.nd Mrs. Tbomas T. Young's leadership. She, in 1873, united after which she expressed herself as feeling 
Stephens, Davis City, Iowa, on Wednesday with this reorganization, becau~e it furnished better, but in a short time she fell into a 
evening, February 7' 1900, Bro. Rom a J. an expression of belief in harmony with her swoon, from which she did not rally, and died 
Bailey and Sr. Addie Stephens were united faith in Christ, in whom she bad a firm, deep, the next day. She leaves a huoband and five 
in marriage. Elder H. A. Stebbins officiated and abiding faith that prompted her to "en- children to mourn. 
in the ceremony and offered the prayer for dure all things" for what she regarded as his HOLCOMB -At the old home in Grove 
the future happiness of the young couple. cause. Hers was the material and spirit of Townsbip, Shelby County, Iowa, February 2, 
They had a house prepared before the wed- which martyrs are made. She had been ail- 1900, Homer C. Holcomb, aged 20 years and 8 
ding, and they entered it the same evening ing for about two years, but no violent symp- months. He was baptized August 11, 1889, 
to begin the home-keeping. toms developed until about a week before her and manifested much faith in Christ.before 

death. She was able to attend to her house- he was called to depart. Bro. Homer C. was 
·DIED. keeping duties up to within twenty-four the son of Harmon C. and Nora Holcomb, 

HARDEN.-Isaac N. Harden was born in hours of her death. She was ready and who crossed over the river of death some 
Green County, Illinois, April 26; 1832, a.nd willing to go, and departed in the full assur- years since. Sr. Mattie Clothier is the only 
came to California in 18!9; was baptized ance of faith, at the age of 86 years, 6 months, surviving member of her father's family. 
Janaary 22, 1R75, and died at his son's resi- and 4 davs. The funeral services were held Funeral services at the Saints' chapel, Gal
deuce in Benecia, California, January 9, 1900, at the Webster church, at two P· m., Feb- land's Grove, Iowa, by Elder C. E. Butter
aged 67 years, 8 months, and 13 days. He ruary 4, 1900, Elder William Lambert, of worth, assisted by Elder John Pett. The 
leaves a son and an aged, infirm wife to Adrian, Illinois, in charge; Elder .James Me- remains were laid to rest in Holcomb come-
mourn. Kiernan, of Farmington, Iowa, preached the tery, in hope of a glorious resurrection. 

ROTH.-In Nebraska City, Neb!'aska, De- sermon. The interment was at Webater MANTLE -At Troy, Illinois, January 31, 
comber 1, 1899, Mrs. Idea Roth, of Hamburg, cemetery. A large audience of neighbors 1900, Bro. Joseph Mantle, aged 6i.l years, 11 
Iowa, in her twenty-eighth year. She came and rela.tives attested their respect for her months, and 9 days. Daceased was born at 
to this city to visit her mother, and by their presence at the services. Brierly Hill, England. Joined the church at 
wanted to get baptized before she dif•d. WIGHT.-Juanita Mer·le, daughter of Bro. Linn, Missouri, in 1861.. Funeral from Bap
She was baptized here November 5, 1899. J. W. and Sr. Elizabeth Wig-tit., was born tist church at Troy; sermon by Elder J. D. 
In our Sunday school she had been taught May 3, 1896; died F<obruary 6, 1900; aged 3 White. 
the principles of this gospel. She leaves a years, 9 n::onths, and 3 days. She said to her COLE.-At the home of Mr. Daniel How
husband and other rA!ations: Funeral in the mamma. she was going to see her sister, and artb, Dunlap, Iowa, January 30, 1900. Eliza
chaoel, sermon by Elder Mark B. Forcutt. her last words were, "Good-bye, Mamma." beatb Cole, aged 77 years, 2 months, and 24 

HALL.-Phoebe A. Hall was born in Leeds, She passed peacefully away. This is the sec- days. She was born at Butwell, Somerset, 
Canada, December 8, 1829; died at Ft. Madi- ond death in the family of Bro. and Sr. England, November 6, 1822; was baptized at 
son, Iowa, January 28, 1900. Funeral services Wight during the year, another little daugh- Galland's G1•ove, Iowa, September 7, 1864. 
by Elder J. R. Evans, of Lucas, Iowa. She ter baving passed away in the spring of 1899. Funet·al services at the Saints' chapel, Gal
was baptized December 4, 1870, and was a Juanita was the only remaining daughter, land's Grove, by Elder C. E. Butterworth, 
faithful, earnest member until death. She and was greatly belov<"d. Funeral services assisted by Elder John Pett. The remains 
was loved by all who knew her: was a loving at the home; Elder R. S. Salyards in charge, were laid to rest in Holcomb cemetery. 
mother; she leaves two sons and a daughter sermon by Elder J. R. Lambert. NOVIES -Sr. Eliza Novies, wife of Andrew 
to mourn. She has fought a good fight, she JOHNSON.-Mrs. Mary Johnson was bora Novit>s, was born in England; died January 
has kept the faith, and has now entered into I in Aberdare, South Wales, September 6, 25, 1900, aged 68 years, 11 months. Funeral 
rest. Interment in the Mon.trose cemetery. 1843. Came to this country in 1849, locating conducted by Elder J. D .. W.hite. Deceased 

THOMAS.-At Dunlo, Pennsylvania, De- in Fulton County, Illhwis. Was baptized j was member of old org~>nization forty-nine 
cember IJ, l899, $ir, Margaret Thom&s, Was Marob 9, 1873, reruaining true to tbe faith years ago, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Pnblmhed every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
81.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
llample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid i~ 
&dwance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
Bolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors; 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
ll'rank Oriley, Business Manager. Remittances 
11hould be made by post office or express orders 
!hafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
elass mail matter.) 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ... ~ .•.•••.••••.•••••••••. $0 35 
Cloth, limp.. . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two s1zes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 30 and 50 

Archamlogical Committee's Report, 
WITH l\'IAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book o:f Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archreology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 
It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con

tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nepbites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of autl;wrs quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, arid 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Otner engra'vings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and 
"Inscriptions fr,om Palenque." · 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archreological evidences obtainable in sup .. 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to t.J:e average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archreo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 
. Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 

30 cents, mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper .....•.••••..•.•••..•••••. $0 25 
f!Hoth . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 40 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I y, OL. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
rw Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac

count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
.of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50; 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? Udgi
vet af den ~'jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke1 "En Indbydelse til 
Guds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom." 
Per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ........... $1 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges.. 60 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .................•.•..•••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russiac ......••••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges .. flexible .•..•• 2 00 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limD. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

0TEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ............... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller).. . . . . 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo........... 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ..•...•. $2 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 2 50 
With music only ................. 1 26 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi-
tion. · 

Cloth ...••••.••••••••••••••••••• $0 SO 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Wl\1. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
Incorporated under the laws of the State of Iowa, July 1, 1S9S. LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133.032.34. Ample responsibilily. Five per cent interest 
We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All : paid on time deposits. Correspondence so-
letters of ir.quiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to I 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. I licited. Farms and town property for sale. 
STOC:KHOLDERS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. AndersQn, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 1-------------------

Jl.nderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. ANNUAL CONVENTION OK-

_;y-

SENIOH GHADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day Hcbool Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTER]}iEDlA'.I'E GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 
PIUJti:Al~Y GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

prepared for small children; same lessons furthe; 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, ~o 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

VVILL-U -B-NEXT? 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land. a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms. hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24 ft., 
17ft. bigb. COW STABLE l2x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

LAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sell a one half or two thirds int.erest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
ldste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ..........•................ $0 75 

After Quit-to-hac bas cured hundreds of others, if you 
use tobacco and want to quit, why delay long• r? 'l'bree 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR-
~:;;:;;; t~~;,llf';\,W~~sel. cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE True Succession in Church Presidency. 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Chril'Jt 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ............•.....••. 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..•.•..•••. 3 00 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also t,akes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they depal'ted 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a. demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
'lries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the bands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the in:fiuence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Addreils, FRANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

lahoma Live Stock Association, 
El Reno. Oklahoma, February 
13-15. 1900. One standard first
class fare for the round trip. 
Date of sale February 11-13 in

clusive. Returning final limit February l'l'. 
Continuous passage in each direction. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. 00, 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

CRACELANDuuma 
----COLLEGE, 

U.MfJNI, IOWA. 
Tefephoma 11. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 
President, 

orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, • 
J,.U1QNI. IOWA. 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and oorners ....•... $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gat edges ..••• ~ 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or placce of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5! " per 250 .............. 1 00 

11 " perl000 .............. 150 
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OFFICIAL PUiBLICA.TION Qll' 'l'H'I!l REORGANIZED Cl'HURO.H OF .nmu8 CHRIST OF LATTER Dl~ SAINTS. 

47· Lamoni, Iowa, February 2 I, 1900. No.8. 

CONTEWl'S: I tions under the Imperator regirne, the incoherent, has nothing to do with 
EDITORIAL: sittings can be said to be better. But the problem, and a man only makes a 

Two Resolutions.· ................. 113 it is absurd to hope from me any fool of himself when he repudiates 
D.lctrine and Covenants 43 : 3 · · · · · · · · ll3 miracles that will convince presum- the case because his preconceptions 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: 
The Factions on Polygamy and Spir- ably intelligent men over and above are not realized, and because his 

itual Wifery ...................... 115 disappointment with such an astound- illusions about a transcendental world 
Tithing ot· Consecration, and Gath- ~ ing piece of work as Dr. Hodgson's are not proved to be true. Nor is the 

et'ing- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
11

1
9
• I report represents. . The trouble is question one whether supernormal "Word of Wisdom" ................ . 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: that the public and 'scientific' men phenomena represent more intelli-
E<Jce Hom,, ......................... 120 alil{e read that other work of the gence than can be attributed to the 

MOTHERS' HoME CoLUMN: Society for Psychical Research with brain of the medium in its normal 
Resting Ui!dm· a Cloud.···· .. · · · · · · g~ I a priori preconceptions of what ought action. But it is solely whether the 
:fh~o d~o~:;~ec~i M-},'ch'iidi;~~d::::::: 126 to be obtained in •communications,' facts acquired can be attributed to 

SuNDAY ScHOOL DEPAR'r:MENT: and do not study the problem care- any normal means of acquiring them, 
B9nefit of a Library aod How to fully enough to know what it is, and and whether t,hey are evidence of 

Conduct o~e .. · · .... · .... · .o ...... 126 what the inherent difficulties are ·personal identity, or the persistence of CONFERENCE MINUT:BJS: 
Nauvoo ..... , ...................... 127 likely to be in such a thing as real or the consciousness once known to exist." 

c:. Northeastern Illinois ................ 127 apparent communication between two Dr. Hyslop states a few facts con-
Nort:heastern Kansas.·.· .. ······.··. 1?7 worlds. They have wholly forgotten eerning the Piper experiments con-
Mobile .. · .. · ... : .. : · · · .. · .... · ...... 127 the slow development of invention ' ducted by the Psychical Research 
Nortbfl&St !Vflssourt .................. 127 d d' . l . · l i S · mh f 't h h'l SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOOIA'l'IONS: an lSCOVery, as lll e eCtrlClty, t 1e I ' OCiety. .l ese ac ,s, e says, W 1 e 
Northew>tern K•cLnsas ................ 127 I teleph_one: graphophone, e~c. If we I they ??"no~ prove anything in f:::wor 
Kew~,nee .................. · ........ 1~7 \are sment1fic we have no nght to ex- of sp1nuuallsm, leave both the gen-
Moblle ·: · .............. ·: .. .. · .... 1 ~7 pect anything involving our a priori eral public and scientists without a 
Tnose Pr·1mary Caeds Ag-am ......... 128 h . b h t Wh '· d f •. •h · • MISCELLANEous ·DEPAR'l'JYrmwr: t eor1es a out t e rna ter. . at sua ow o excuse ,:or " mr 'pre-
Rlduced R1l.li~ay R~tes to Ganeral scientific men mean by saying that sumptuous and supercilious attitude" 

ConferencA ..... , ......... ·. ·. · .... 128 what has already been published is toward these investigations. He 
General Conference ~oard. · · · · · · · · · · 1; 8 

1 disappointing I cannot understand. makes the following sta,tements.-
Second Q.wrum of Elaors ............ L8 1 If h '"h h 'll k l N f M p· • · 
First of Priests ........... ,. 128 1 t ey mean v a,t t ey are st1 s ep- " . one o rs. 1per s expen-

wrum of Pr:ests ............ 1281 tical I can appreciate their state of ments are conducted in the dark. All 
of Priests ........... 1?8! mind, as that is very healthy when are in broad daylight. 

'"'u''n"rn of DcJacons .......... 128 I you have not had a long experience "2. There is no cabinet or mechan-. -: I in all aspects of the subject. But to iet~l as is so common in 
"THINGS WORTH KNOWING IN PSY- complain of disappoint~ents is to performances. 

I 
acknowledge preconceptiOns of what "3. 'l'here is no slate-writing with 

CHICAL RESEARCH." ought to be that should never infect its inevitable accompaniments con-
On account of statements which , the spirit and methods of any man nected with the affair. 

have been made the press concern-! who lays the slightest claim w being "4. Mrs. life and conversa-
ing Prof. James Hyslop's views 1 scientific. There seems to be a gen- ti.on show none of that theoretical and 
regarding the question of the immor-~ eral demand that 'spirits' should show personal interest in tbe subject that 
tality of the soul-statements which, a very lofty estate and engage in the charaeterizes the professional 'me
he says, are enormously exaggerated : most elevated conversation, without dium' with his doctrine of magnetism 
and which put him in a false light-- I defining what that conversation shall and electricity. 
he has found it desirable to correct J be. People demand that they shall "5. Mrs. Piper has nothing to do 
these erroneous impressions and state 

1 

show superior intelligence, tell the with the a,rrangements for the experi
the precise nature of the problem pre- conditions of life in which they live, ments and sitters. These are all 
sented to students of psychical re- and perform all sorts of miracles. managed by the officers of the society 
search at this time. It has been said The messages are supposed to be un- that has her under contract. 
in most of the papers of the United attended with any difficulties that "6. All the slate-writing that I ever 
States that Professor Hyslop has should make them incoherent. Now witnessed was done out of sight and 
promised that he would "scientifically there is not a shadow of excuse for not ostensibly by the hand of the 'me· 
demonstrate the immortality of the all this, and a thousand other equally dium,' While Mrs. Piper's automatic 
soul." This he absolutely denies, absurd things. To start with, there writing is done in clear sight with 
and refers to his article in The New is no reason to suppose scientifically her own hand, and on paper and with 
World for May, from which we that there are spirits of any kind, a pencil of your own furnishing. 
have already quoted, for a true state- much less that they have any 'high ''These facts and differences will 
ment of his views. He says (in The state.' The scientific man has no not make phenomena genuine for any 
Independent, Oc;tober 12) :- business whatever in expecting or theory, whether secondary person-

"If the public expects my results demanding that 'splrits' shall satisfy ality, telepathy, or spiritism, but they 
to be in any respects different from I his preconceptions of what a tran- dispose of the assumptions that are 
what has already been published on I scendental existence shall be, or of usually made when this subject is 
the Piper case, it may prepare itself what communications shall consist in. mentioned, and which are too well 
for disappointment. Those who have His sole busineEs is to see whether supported by general experience 
not been impressed by Dr. Hodgson's I the facts force the explanation to against the genuineness of anything 
report may as well let mine alone. I choose between a belief in the con- that claims to be supernormal. You 
pretend only to confirm his conclu- tinttity of consciousness and an incon- may insist upon more rigid conditions 
sion, not to do anything better, I ceivable amount of telepathy. Whether still, if you like, and if it be possible 
unless, because of the improved condi- spirits are sane or insane, coherent or to do so. But as I am not contending 
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for the genuineness of the case in this It may be interesting, however, to 11 that ''in no age has it made more ad
statement of its characteristics, but state to its readers the grounds of vance than in the century now draw
only the difference between it and the Professor Briggs' belief that there are ing to a close." In this at least they 
usual instances which give the popu- evidences of a healthy advance of are agreed.- Chicago Tribune, January 
lar conception of 'spiritualistic' phe- Christianity. He affirms that his- 28, 1900. 
nomena, I am not concerned with the torical Christianity has failed to ========="" 
question whether they are valid or reach the ideals present1;1d by Jesus in A REMARKABLY RICH COUNTRY OPENED UP 
not. They force the public, however, his teachings, and that this failure is TO MERCHANTS, MINERS, AND FARMERS. 
to consider the Piper phenomena with made good by the ethical enthusiasm By the first of next April the completion of 
more patience than it is accustomed of the present time, which "is an evi- a new extension of the Burlington Rt.Uroali 
to do, whatever the explanation that dence that Christianity is about to system will open up an entirely new section 
may recommend itself in the end. enter upon the last and highest stage of country. A territory never before acces
And we must remember also that the of its development." He further de- sible for lack of railroads, but which is 
whole case for supersensible knowl- clares that dogma has had an exag- wonderfully rich in mining, grazing and 
edge does not depend solely upon this gerated importance in the past and agricultural possibilities. 
single instance of significant facts. that "the effort to throw off the bond- It has already been completed from Am
There are thousands of other experi- age of the popular and scholastic ance, on the Burlington's line in Northwest 
ences, such as apparently very impor- dogma is an advance and not a de- Nebraska, 37 miles south to Bridgeport, om 
tant coincidences, apparitions, and I cline-an advance into the re11lm of the North Platte River. From there a line 
mediumistic phenomena, that are on freedom" -in other words, "a deter- is rapidly being constructed, about 100 miles, 
record and many of them exceedingly mination to· know the truth and to along the north bank of the North Platte to 
well authenticated. But they gener- hold nothing but the truth." Guernsey, Wyo., which will probably be the 
ally lack in the features which give the The chief factor in the Christian re- railroad and commercial center of what is 
Piper case its great value. They are: ~igion, according to Professor Brig~s, I known as the Hartville mining district. 
(1) The care taken to exclude all the or- 1s "the fundamental one of the Chns-

1 

Three years ago the Colorado Fuel & Iron 
dinaryreasonsforsuspecting_fraud. (2) tian life and the Christian institu- Company, with a paid up capital of $25,000,
The long and sustained penod of ex- tion "but there are several types of 000, owning extensive rolling mills in Pueblo, 
perimentation with the case, involv- religious life and these vary ac<;ord- Co_lora:~o,_ began to in_vestigate the ore of 
ing hundreds of persons under the . t t eraments nations and this di~triCt. They. mme~ several hundred 

. . . mg 0 emp . • • thousand tons and shipped It out to the smelt-
stnctest cond1t10ns of secrecy and races. The religwn of one great cen- ers at Denver and at Pueblo. One year ago, 
care. (3) The completeness of the ter cannot be used as a test of religion the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company entered 
record made of the facts at the time in others. Professor Briggs dwells into a _twent~ years' leas~ of a portion of the 
of the experiment and without any pon this point in considerable detail Hartville m:nes, and smce then have ?011-

u . . . . structed a railroad from Badger, Wyommg, 
dependence upon memory alone. ( 4) by a comparison of rehgwn m Great to the mines, a distance of fifteen miles, at an 
The fact that the results of this case Britain and in the United States. He expense of $300,000. By the terms of the 
are experimental, and, to some extent finds that the latter occupies an inter- ~ease, the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company 
at least under our control. (5) The mediate position attained by the Is compelled to take ou~ at least 500 tons per 

. ' . . . . . . . day, and the amount of 1ron ore that must be 
knowledge of th~. antecedent mrcu_m- assimilatiOn of the _B~·1t1sh a?d cont1- taken out is increased 25,000 tons each year 
stances and conditiOns connected With nental types of rehgwn, as IS shown until the minimum product of 1,000 tonR per 
the phenomena. . . . by the fact that it is no longer a day is reached. T~is should be 11' suffi?i~nt 

"As Professor James has remarked badge of good citizenship or test of guaranty that a. perwd ?f commermal activr~y 
' . . . never excelled m the h1story of the West l.S 

not one breath of fraud has ever yet somal propriety to attend public wor· about to be inaugurated in the Hartville min· 
been able to sustain itself. You may ship in this country, and that the pul- ing- region. 
still think that this is possible, and I pit is no longer ''the chief means of . The. stock _business furt~er back from t~e 
for one shall enter no complaint if instruction and of intellectual and river ls carrle~ on extensively, and .there rs 

. . . . . . , reason to beheve that Guernsey w1ll be a 
only 1_ntelllgent a:nd smenti~C r,~asor:s moral ~t1mulat10n for the _peopl~. busy shipping-"point for live stock. 
are giVen for this accusatiOn. -L~t- Even this last does not convmce h1m This new field of industry is attracting the 
erary Digest. that Christianity is declining. He attention of all classes of people. The capi-

says. · talist, the merchant, the miner; the stock:-

IS CHRISTIANITY DECLINING? 

It is not an exaggeration to say that 
many orthodox Christians look upon 
Professor Briggs, notwithstanding 
his recent affiliation with Episcopa
lianism, as an enemy of Christianity, 

.- man and farmer all see an opportunity which 
Those who think that the pulpit is every- rarely occurs, and those who are first in the 

thing in the public service naturally suppos~ field, as usual, will reap the reward. J. 
that with the decline of the pulpit Chris- Francis, the general passenger agent of the 
tianity declines, but those who think that Burlington Railroad at Omaha, Nebraska, 
public worship is the essential thing in the states that he is every day receiving inq_ui
church rejoice at the changes that are taking ries about the new country from all sorts or 
place, and hold that Christianity is ad- people, and that evidently there will be a. 
vancing. steady tide of emigration Guernseyward dur

ing the coming spring. 
engaged in an effort to break down Professor Briggs does not believe 
the Christian church by his investiga- that there is any real evidence for the 
tions in the domain of higher criti- charge that biblical criticism has un- SKELETON OF A MASTODON UNEARTHED. 
cism. It will be of interest to this derml.ned faith in the Holy Scriptures; The Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy Rail-

road is ~pending in. the neighborhood of two 
class, as well as to the public in gen- on the other hand, he believes it million dollars in reducing grades and 
eral, that Professor Briggs bas dis- makes the Bible·' 'more attractive to straightening curves on its main line be
cussed the question, ''Is the Christian the people, and its reading and expo- tween Chicago and Omaha. At Rome, Iowa., 
Religion declining?" in the February sition more interesting and influential the line crosse.s the Skunk River, and there 

a gang of men have been employed excavat
number of the Popular Science Monthly, in the church." His conclusion is that ing for the foundations of a new double-track 
and answered it in the negative. Both Christianity ''is passing through a iron bridge. At a point fifteen feet below the 
Professor Briggs and his critics transition state, putting off antiquated river bed, under the quicksand and just 
answer the question alike, but they dogmas, customs, and methods, and above the blue clay strata, foreman Peter 

Mattson came across a T-sbaped bone three 
formulate their replies from different adapting itself to the modern world feet high and four feet eight inches wide. It 
points of view, not agreeing upon and transferring itself so as better to was taken out and carried in tbe tool car to 
what is essential to the Christian re· accomplish its work." His enemies ~atavia, w~ere it now is. Those w~o have 
1. · may not entirely agree with this but I smce examined the bone pronounce 1t t.o be 
Ig10n. . . . . I . . . ' . undoubtedly part of the skeleton of an ammai 
" In this disagreement It IS not for they Will not dispute his assertiOn ! of prehistoric times, probably that of a mas-

the Tribune to decide which is right. 'that Christianity is not declining, and · todon. · 
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''If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the troth, and the truth shall make you ft'ee.''-John 8,31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord! for there shall not any man among you have save it he one wifea and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116. 
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LAMONI, IOWA, FEB. 21, 1900. 

TWO RESOLUTIONS. 

We have seen the type-written cop
ies of two resolutions or petitions, 
which are being circulated by some of 
the eldership in various branches and 
districts, asking that they be voted 
upon; one of which is to the effect 
that the church authorities be re· 
quested or petitioned to call a Solemn 
Assembly to take into consideration 
"the gathering" and other subjects 
kindred to it, with a view to perfecting 
such gathering pursuant to certain 
provisions of the law, which it is held 
should govern in the case; the other, 
to the effect that on and after the 
next April session, all resolutions, by
laws, or· acts affecting the church, 
other than such as occur in routine 
business, shall, after being adopted 
or passed by the conference, be 
printed officially and sent to the vari
ous branches for ratification or rejec
tion, before becoming of binding force 
upon the church; and that all laws, 
amendments to rules of procedure, 
and revelations contemplated to be 
presented to the church, shall be sent 
to the branches for consideration and 
vote before presentation, thus secur
ing to the branches what would be 
known as the "initiative and referen
dum" in lawmaking. 

We have not received either of 
these resolutions or petitions in an 
authoritative way, but they were 
handed to us by the hands of a mid· 
dle or disinterested man, without 
comment or remark indicative of 
what he thought of them, or what 
ought to be our attitude toward them 
as Editor of HERALD. 

The right of petition is one of the 
vested rights of the citizen, one of the 
recognized remedies to which the peo
ple may app_eal for the redress of 
wrongs, the suppression of intolera
ble evils, and the general bettering of 
conditions among the people. Hence, 
we do not stand in the way of the ex
ercise of the right by those who 
choose to apply to that remedy. 

Just how the object sought to be 
_effected by these resolutions or peti
tions coming before the conference 
will be accomplished, will, we sup· 
pose, be discovered on their presenta· 

tion and consideration, hence we have 
little to urge concerning them. 

It seems proper for us, however, to 
suggest to those branches and dis
tricts before whose business sessions 
these documents may come for action 
previous to the April session of con
ference, that they consider the proba
ble result to ensue if the requests 
made should be carried into effect. 

We believe that an airing of the 
subject matter of these two docu
ments before they reach the doors of 
the conference might be of some bene
fit, and possibly lessen the hurt sure 
to come to some when the body of 
elders gets the subject before it. 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS 43: 3. 

In reading Bro. Duncan Campbell's article 
in Herald of January 17, page 37, fourth line 
from top of article in Doctrine and Covenants 
43: 3, 4, ''And now, behold, I give unto you a 
commandment that when ye are assembled 
together ye shall instruct and edify each 
other that ye," etc. This word reads he in 
my Doctrine and Covenants, and to my mind 
puts quite a 'different construction on the 
passage. 

I had occasion to call the attention of a 
brother to the same article in the Herald 
and he had not noticed the words ye and he, 
so in looking into his Books of Covenants, as 
he has three of them, one a Liverpool edition 
of 1849, another a Plano edition, and a third 
one of Lamoni edition,-two of the three 
have the word ye and one the word he. So I 
would very much like to know which in your 
judgment is correct, as I have educated my
self that the word he was correct, and refers 
to Joseph Smith; that after he should listen 
to all the varied gifts that are given to the 
church he should know how to act upon the 
different points of the law, and so the church 
become sanctified by the same. 

Kindly let me know at your earliest con
venience, and greatly oblige. 

In the 1835 or Kirtland edition of 
the book of Doctrine and Covenants, 
the passage reads as follows:-

And now behold I give unto you a com
mandment, that when ye are assembled to
gether, ye shall instruct 2.nd edifv each 
other, that ye may know how to act and 
direct my church how to act upon the points 
of my law and commandments which I have 
given, etc. 

The next, the Nauvoo edition, pub
lished in 1846, reads the same, as fol
lows:-

And now behold I give nnto you a com
mandment, that when ye are assembled 
together, ye shall instruct and edify each 
other, that ye may know hOw to act and di
rect my church, etc. 

The next, the Liverpool edition, 
1852, reads the same. 

In the Lamoni edition 1880, which 
is the same as the Plano edition, the 
passage reads:-

And now behold, I give unto you a com
mandment, that when ye are assembled to· 

gether, ye shall instruct and edify each 
other, that he may know, etc. 

The last edition, the Lamoni edition 
of 1897, renders the passage cor
rectly:-

And now, 1:-ehold, I give unto you a com· 
mandment, tbat when ye are assembled t,o
~rether, ye shall instruct and edify each 
other, that ye may know, etc. 

The 1897 edition was corrected by 
the 1835, the edition accepted and in
dorsed by the General Assembly of 
the Church. How the error crept 
into the Plano edition we are unable 
to state. Other errors in it have also 
been corrected in the last (1897) edi
tion. The passage as rendered by the 
1897 edition is in harmony with other 
parts of the organic law of the 
church, which places the responsi
bility of acting for the church upon 
the various quorums of the priest
hood, according to calling and func
tions provided for in said law. They 
act for the church, every quorum and 
every man, in the sphere of each. All 
must therefore know how to act, 
intelligently and comprehensively, 
hence the provision of the law that 
not only Joseph Smith, but that all 
"ye," shall know ''how to act," etc. 

All were to join in instructing and 
edifying one another, -that when 
they labored among the churches and 
in the world they should "know how 
to act upon the points" of the law, 
etc. 

The passage with the word "ye" is, 
in our judgment, manifestly the cor
rect rendering. 

BRO. ELI T. DOBSON, formerly of 
St. Joseph, Missouri, has of late lo
la ted at Deloit, Iowa, the place of his 
childhood's home, and established 
himself in business. 

Deloit lies on the north side of the 
Boyer Valley. and by the finishing of 
a line of the Illinois Central Railway 
this last fall has excellent market 
facilities, reaching St. Louis, via 
Omaha, and Chicago, direct. 

Bro. Dobson is in a situation to 
offer chances to some who would like 
to settle in a comparatively new and 
thriving town, to secure homes and 
possible chances for prospective suc
cess. 

Bro. Dobson seems also to be awake 
to the cause; in a late letter to the 
editor he states:-

I am glad for the sake of the Saints now 
here; I am glad for the church's sake which 
we may honorably rep>"f'Sent he1·e, with some 
distinction too; and I am furt.her glad for the 
opportunities now presented for wide-awake 
Saints in these parts to build solidly, and 
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wisely, and in view of the "oft-quoted" sag-e's 
advice to the Saints to build permanently 
and solidly in the "regions round about," I 
feel sure you would approve of such building 
at Deloit. It may not be "central" Zion, but 
if Saints ever get numerous enough to cover 
one State (size of Kansas for instance) we 
can't all be in the State capital, can we? 

AT a recent session of a Parliament 
of Religions held in the Unitarian 
Church, Oakland, California, in which 
Rev. Father H. H. Wyman presented 
'•The Claims of the Catholic Church 
on the Modern World," Rev. Benja
min Fay Mills, a somewhat noted 
evangelist, but now pastor of the 
Unitarian Church at Oakland, said:-

We must all realize that we have cume 
through the Catholic Church. If I were not 
a Unitarian I would be a Catholic. It is but 
a difference of freedom of belief and au
thority. The Catholic religion has done 
much for the enlightenment of the world, 
and we are all agreed that the Catholic 
Church has been a messenger of mercy. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

The following extract i3 from a let
ter to Bro. White from Bro. Slover in 
regard to the late debate with Bra
den:-

BRUBAKER, Ill, Feb. 8. 
Brothm· White:-I have been here in the vi

cinity where your late debate was held, for 
several days, and have been greatly comforted 
in presenting" the gospel; but on account of so 
much rain and mud only a few could get out to 
hear. It is the sentiment of everybody ex
cept Campbellites, so far as I can hear, that 
Braden was completely knocked out in the 
debate, and I have been wondering what will 
become of tho~e p•3ople who beard our work 
presented so powerfully, and make such an 
admission, and then at the same time rejCJct 
the light. Surely such people will come un· 
der great condemnation. 

How a lady correspondence, not of 
the Saints' Church, speaks of Bro. 
White and the saints in the Lowry 
City (Missouri) Independent, for Feb
ruary 9:-

Elder I. N. White, of Independence, Mis
souri, has baen entertaining and instructing 
the residents of Lowry with lectures on top· 
ics of the gospel, illustrating the same frorr:; 
a large chart. We understand he handles 
his subject in a masterly manner. These 
lectures have been free. 

I would like to say to the public in general, 
to come out and hear these people, and learn 
more of their reLigious belief before you con
demn; there is much to be admired in their 
teachings, and many things that are worthy 
of imitation by others. As a Christian sect 
they are remarkably free from many of the 
faults which cling to the larger majority of 
people. Oae tbing· in partiClllar that they 
never indulge in is sland<-H'. If they cannot 
say any g-ood of anyone, they let them alone; 
they do not try to paint a person's character 
any blacker than it is, and they usually find 
out their good qualities and speak of those 
instead of the evil. It has been my fortune 
to know a good many of these psople, and in 
many diff•orent places, and I have alwayR 
found them the same everywhere-clean in 
morals and in speech. 

Elder John Kaler, Sydney, Aus
tralia, January 14:-

We just closed the best conference I have 
seen in Australia. The future outlook for 
the work is good: Bro. G. R. ·wells leaves 
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in a month for Lamoni. All well and happy. 
Happy New Year to you and all Saints. 

Bro. John Kaler, writing to Bishop 
Kelley from Sydney, Australia, Jan
uary 14, says:-

Our late conference was exceptionally good. 
Bro. Wells leaves for Lamoni, February 6, ac
companied by Sr. Wells and baby. 'l'he con
ference voted forty pounds to send them to 
San Francisco. Nine baptized lately h!ilre in 
Sydney; work is onward. Love to all Saints. 

Bro. F. A. Smith, Louisville, N e
braska, February 8:-

I am here holding a few meetings. It turned 
cold and stormed so hard no one came out. 
It is cold to-day, but clem·, with quite a snow 
on the ground. I will return to Omaha on 
Sunday morning. Inclosed find an obituar_y 
notice. I preached the sermon at Beatrice to 
a crowded house in the Christian church 
with the Christian and English Lutheran 
ministers to assist, with fine att8ntion and 
good liberty. 

dently fears to take up further heresy 
trials.-

A law has been proposed in the 
French Chamber punishing bishops 
and priests for criticising the govern
ment. 

Latest advices from South Africa 
are to the effect that Ki.mberley has 
been relieved and that the Boer forces 
under General Cronje are retreating, 
though making a good fight in so do
ing. General Buller has crossed the 
Tugela River for the fourth time and 
seems to be in position to hold the 
Free State Dutch in check. London 
is elated with the apparent advance. 

Italy is to gather a big fleet by 
April. 

There is much demand in Europe 
for American coal, the price having 
reached as high as eleven dollars a 
ton in London. As a consequence an 
advance of twenty-five to fifty per 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. cent on bituminous coal is predicted 
Bro. Morris T. Short has written in America. 

in a vein somewhat antagonizing the The suit of H. C. Frick one of the 
right or propriety of sisters and, we Carnegie firm. against Andrew Car
suppose, what are known as laymem- negie, shows the enormous profits of 
bers, to act as delegates from the steel combine for the past year to 
branches or districts to General Con· have reached $21,000,000. 
ferences. We hope that the different London reports the revolt of Egyp· 
branches and districts which propose tian troops in the Soudan to· be at an 
to be represented in the ensuing end. 
April session of conference, will not 'rhe English government is taking 
be deterred from making their choice measures to raise the army to a total 
of delegates in accordance with exist of 600,000 men. 
ing rules and regulations, rem em. Governors of Russian provinces 
bering that "membership in good have petitioned the government to 
standing" is the only prerequisite remove restrictions against the Jews, 
qualification required of delegates to whom they declare to be worthy of 
the conference. It will be time equal civil rights and privileges. 
enough to change our action when Russia is exerting pressure upon 
the rule shall be changed. Turkey. She has given notice to the 

Labor wanted. Bro. James W. latter in effect that Turkey make no 
Whitley. living at Bridgeport, Doug- arrangements with other powers con
las County, Washington, thinks there cerning the building of railways in 
is a chance there for the labor of an Turkey that might prove undesired 
ensign bearer. He suggests that by her great neighbor on the north. 
whoever comes should go to Spokane, It is reported that Russia has secured 
thence by rail to Cooley City. thence important concessions for the con
by stage. to Bridgeport. He says, struction of railways in Turkey in 
"Every body knows me," hence he connection with her proposed lines in 
would be easy to find. He would Persia. 
be glad to be at the April Conference, The Russian press demands the 
but his means will not allow. abrogation of the treaty of Paris and 

Bro. J. F. Mintun, of Magnolia, declares the times propitious for se
Iowa, has been having a tilt with one curing free exit into the Mediterra
Frank Gilson, in the Sioux City TTib- nean Sea. It is thought Russia will 
une and Woodbine ChTonicle, about compel Turkey to open the Darda· 
the origin of the church. its doctrines nelles. 
and its history .. Bro. James Frank Bubonic plague in Manila has 
seems able to defend the cause with caused thirty·two deaths. There 
his pen as well as·a preacher. were twelve new cases during the 

General Bobrikoff, Governor Gen- pi!,st week. 
eral of Finland, has declared that "Rome, Feb. 18.-It is believed in 
Russian occupation of Sweden is a Rome that the movement of Russian 
question of but a short time. The troops toward the Afghan frontier 
statement has caused much disquiet does not constitute imminent danger, 
among the Swedes. but, however, it reveals to political 

At a meeting of the New York circles pernicious tendencies against 
Presbytery it was decided to drop the ·English domination in India. The 
charges of beresy ag-ainst Professor Tribuna in a strong editorial says the 
McGiffert of Union Theological Semi- most critical moment in the history of 
nary.· The Presbyterian Church evi- India has arrived, but it asserts that 
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other nations besides England are The Berlin press anticipates speedy 
jeopardized, because in this tragic developments in Central Asia growing 
hour the entire human family is likely out of the Russian transcaspian mobi
to be involved in a world wide quar- lization. It says, through a leading 
rei. organ: "The Afghans will probably 

"The editorial concludes by predict- soon give the Russians ample occasion 
ing that the present events are pre- for warlike measures. Moreover, the 
paring the world for great political Russian march upon Herat is equally 
turmoils and ends by asking the ques- as justifiable as the English attempts 
tion, What is Italy doing?" to subjugate the Boers." 
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over the lines of the Western Passen
ger Association. See Church Secre
tary's notice in miscellany. 

Bro. Frank Oriley recently returned 
from a business trip to Pittsburg, 
Pennsy 1 vania. 

The following, delayed, is inserted 
editorially to secure insertion in pres
ent number:-

NOTICE. 
Austrian leaders fear that Austria, Bro. John Smith sends us a neat 

so hopelessly divided by internal card announcing lectures by him in 
strife, is on the verge of dissolution. the Universalist church, Shlmner 
All conferences held so far have failed Street (New Bedford, Massachusetts, 
to reconcile the differences between we presume); subject, "The Book of 
the German, Hungarian, and other Mormon." 
elements-eight in all, and speaking Reduced railway rates have been 
as many different languages-that 

1

. obtained for the coming General Con· 
comprise the empire. ference and auxiliary conventions, 

As per the resolution of last General Con
vention, Brn. George Blair of Lamoni, Iowa, 
and DJ.vid J. Krahl of St. Joseph, Missouri, 
are selected to complete the committee on 
program for the forthcoming General Con
vention. The committee consists now of T. 
A. Hougas, George Blair, and David J. 
Krahl. T. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt. 

Oriqinal Arti~lss. 

THE FACTIONS ON POLYGAMY AND SPIR· 
ITUAL WIFERY. 

BY ELDER HEMAN C SMITH. 

The impression prevails with many that the 
factions into which the church divided after the 
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844 did 
quite generally adopt the theory and practice 
of polygamy or some form of spiritual or celes
tial wifery. 

Upon the supposition that this theory is cor
rect it is reasoned, that the doctrine must have 
had a common source, .hence it must have been 
taught or practiced, or both, prior to the death 
of Joseph Smith, as these factions had no fel
lowship or communion with each other after
wards. The strength of this reasoning is 
apparent, and if the premises are correct, then 
there is strong circumstantial evidence in favor 
of this doctrine having been introduced by Joseph 
Smith, whom they all recognized as a prophet 
of God. It is then both legitimate and highly 
proper to inquire into the premises of this argu
ment, Did these rival factions as a rule adopt 
polygamy, or did they quite generally reject it? 

If a general . acceptance of the dogma of 
polygamy is evidence that the original church 
from which they sprang favored it, then a gen
eral rejection of the principle is evidence that 
the church in which they had their origin was 
opposed to it. We therefore submit some au
thentic records touching upon the attitude of 
these parties regarding the subject. 

SIDNEY RIGDON. 

The organization under Sidney Rigdon, who 
was one of the counselors of Joseph Smith, 
expressed itself in the following vigorous lan
guage, in the Messenge1, and Advocate, published 
by Sydney Rigdon at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 
March 15, 1845:-
PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS, OF THE CHURCH 

OF CHRIST. 
Whereas, the connection which ·has heretofore 

existed between ourselves and the people calling 
themselves the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints renders it necessary that we publish to 
the world a succinct statement of facts relatin!!' to 
the position we now sustain to God and our fellow 
men; and · 

Whereas, in consequence of the rejection by that 
people, of what we undoubtedly deem to be the 
order of the church and kingdom of God, and the 
introduction of doctrines and practices clearly 
inimical to the law of God, and altogether sub
vereive of the la,ws of tbe l~~Jnd, abrogating the mar-

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, 1st Asst. Supt. 
W. N. ROBINSON, Gen. Sec. 

riage contract, and substituting under the professed 
~auction of Heaven, a system of extreme licentious
ness, uprooting every legal restraint, and emi
nently calculated in its very nature to produce the 
entire destruction of every virtuous tie, and pour
ing contempt upon every holy principle contained 
in the revelations of God to his creature man, and 
must inevitably entail upon that people abject 
wretchedness and woe, subjecting them to the 
righteous·condemnation of every virtuous intelli
gence, whether in heaven or on earth; and 

Whereas, the better to conceal the justly odious 
system of poylgamy, duplicity, hypocrisy, and false
hood are inculcated as virtues, the most sacred 
obligations constantly violated, and families and 
individuals plunged into irrevocable ruin and 
despair; therefore 

Resolved, that we hold no fellowship with the 
people calling themselves the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter D<~.y Saints, and can have no com
munion with them, unless they repent and obey 
the principles of righteousness and truth. 

Resolved, that we maintain the truth and the 
truth only, at all hazards, renouncing at once and 
forever, the unsanctifying dogma that it is some· 
times lawful to lie. 

Resolved, that our subjection to the law of God 
impels us to yield implicit obedience to the law of 
the land. 

Resolved, that we maintain and do earnestly con
tend for the faith which was once, and is again, 
delivered to the saints, contained in the Bible, 
Book of Mormon, and Book of Covenants. 

Resolved, that we feel it a solemn and imperative 
obligation we owe to God and our fellow men to 
disseminate to the extent of our ability, correct in
formation regarding certain pernicious doctrines 
and practices which are secretly taught by the 
leaders and many of the members of the society 
called the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints; verily believing them demoralizing and 
destructive, combining all the worst features of 
barbarism, and containing all the elements of the 
wildest anarchy, and would if unchecked by the 
power of truth, ultimately extinguish the species. 
'-Messenger and Advocate, vol. 1, p. 176. 

JAMES ,J. S'l'RANG. 

Though Mr. Strang did teach and practice 
polygamy years afterward, it is evident that he 
did not so do before 1848. 

It was not claimed by him, nor is it claimed 
by his adherents, that he received this doctrine 
from Joseph Smith or from the church at Nau
voo; but from the Book of the Law which Mr. 
Strang claimed to have translated from plates 
by himself found in the earth. This also ap
pears from the following quotations, all of 
which are taken from publications issued by au
thority of Mr. Strang and his organization. 

At a conference held by them at Kirtland, 
Ohio, August 7-10, 18461 they adopted the fol-. 
lowing:~ · · 
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Resolved unanimously. That we utterly dis· 
claim the whole system of polygamy known as the 
spiritual wife system lately set up in Nauvoo, by 
the apostates who claim the authority there, and 
will neither practice such things nor hold any fel
lowship with those that teach or practice such 
things.- Voree Herald, September, 1846. 

This was confirmed at a General Conference 
held at Voree, Wisconsin, October 6-19, as the 
following will show:·-

The proceedings of the special conference, at 
Kirtland, of August 6, 7, 8, and 9, were presented 
by President Strang. . 

On motion of General Bennett, resolved unani
mously, that this General Conference cordially 
approve of the reorganization of the stake of Kirt
land, and of the proceedings of its special confer
ence.-Vm·ee He?·ald, October, 1846. 

In Zion's Reveille for July 22, 1847, is an 
article from the pen of the editor, James J. 
Strang, entitled, "Polygamy not Possible in a 
Free Government." 

In the same publication for August 5, 1847, 
there is an article from the pen of John E. 
Page, one of the Twelve Apostles at the time of 
Joseph Smith's death, from which we extract 
the following:-

To THE SAINTS; Greeting:-
Our eyes and ears are sometimes saluted with 

communications from abroad that there are per
sons who profess to be adherents to President J. J. 
Strang, who are privately teaching and some prac
ticing what is called the "western camp doctrine," 
or, in other words, "spiTitual wifery" or polygamy. 
We also hear that there are some persons who do 
President Strang the injustice to say that he justi
fies the principle above otated. 

This is to say emphatically, and we mean just 
what we say, and if our com·se in the future ctoes 
not prove us true in this matter then let that exe
cration rest on us that is due to such a course of 
conduct, that we believe ourself to be as much in
gratiated into the confidence of President Strang 
as any other man. (This we say without egotism, 
merely to discharge a moral duty.) 

We have talked hours, yea, even days with Presi
dent Strang on the subject of the temporal and 
moral condition and character of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and we find to 
our utmost satisfaction that he does not believe in 
or cherish the doctrine of polygamy in any man
ner. shape, or form imaginable whatevor.-Vol. 2, 
p. 83. 

The same publication for August 12, 1847, 
contains a card from James J. Strang relating 
to the above, reading as follows:-

Elder John E. Page has referred me to an article 
in No. 20 addressed ''To the Saints; Greeting." In 
the remarks he has there made he has justly and 
truly represented my sentiments. I am only aston-

. ished that it should be necessary to state them at 
all. Within three years I have, in the work of the 
ministry, traveled over sixteen thousand miles, 
visited all the States north of the Carolinas but 
tht:ee, most of them several times, preached to 
large congregrations in all the principal cities and 
in most of the large branches in the country. And 
I have uniformly and most distinctly discarded and 
declared heretical the so-called "spi1·itual wife sys
tem" and everything- connected therewith. It is a 
well-known fact that several men of talent and in
fluence have separated from me and from the 
Church of God, merely because I would not in any 
manner countenance such a doctrine. One of them, 
Reuben Miller, has, in a pamphlet extensively cir
culated, given as a reason. for separating from the 
church and becoming a Brighamite that I did not 
believe in the "spiritual wife system." I have re
cently refused to ordain a man to a high and 
responsible office, although a warm personal 
friend, and after he had been sustained by the 
unanimous vote of a General Conference, for no 
other reason than that it was discovered that he 
believed in "spiritual wifery." I now ar;y dis
tinctly, and I defy contradictiou, that 1,he man or 
woman does not exist on earth or under the 
earth who ever heard me say one word, or saw me 
do one act, savoring in the least of spiritual w~feTy, 

or any of the attending abominations. My opin
ions on this subject are uncbanged, and I regard 
them as unchangeable. Tbey are established on a 
full consideration of ALL the Scriptures, both 
ancient and modern, and the discipline of the 
church SHALL conform thereto. But I do not pro
fess to be omniscient, and if any are found in this 
fault, not in my presence, it is necessary that those 
who know the facts present them to the proper 
council and attend to it. If, like many I know of, 
when a brother finds others in this sin he re
nounces the prophet and denies the faith, or like 
others S'l'ANDS S'l'ILL, HIS damnation is sure. I 
know little difference between the heresy in the one 
case or the other. JAMES J. STRANG, 

President of the Church. 
VonEE, August 6, 1847. 

-Vol. 2, p. 88. 

The October conference minutes for 1847 con
tain the following entries:-

James M. Adams, apostle, excommunicated for 
apostasy and believing the spiritual wife system. 
Delivered over to the buffetings of Satan till he re
pent. And the whole congregation lifted their 
hands against him. 

Benjamin C. Ellsworth, excommunicated for 
teaching and practicing the spiritual wife system. 
Delivered over to the buffetings of Satan till the 
day of the Lord. And the whole congregation 
lifted their hands against him.-Gospel Hemld, 
Oct. 14, 1847, vol.. 2, p. 122. 

On December 23, 1847, J. W. Crane was tried 
before the First Presidency, J. J. Strang being 
present, and convicted under nine counts, the 
third being:-

Heresy; teaching that it is right to plunder un
believers; three witnesses. Teaching that saints 
may have other women than one wife; five wit
nesses.-Gospel Hemld, vol. 2, p. 192. 

These extracts show conclusively that what
ever Strang may have subsequently taught on 
this subject, he did not receive the doctrine 
until more than three and a half years after the 
death of Joseph Smith. 

In addition to the above we quote from a let
ter of Charles J. Strang, son of J. J. Strang, 
under date of July 18, 1882:-

In 1846, at Voree, Strang pronounced a curse 
upon certain ministers, a T'Ortion of which I here 
quote: "As for those who, as gospel ministers, 
have assumed to teach such damning, soul-destroy
ing- doctrines (that deceit, fraud, lying, perjury, 
plundering unbelievers, polyg-amy, fornication, and 
adultery are required by the command of God in 
the up building of his kingdom l in the name of God 
and the Lord Jesus Christ, may their bones rot in 
the living tomb of their flesh; may their .fl.Bsh gen
erate from its own corruptions a loathsome life for 
others; may their blood swarm a leprous life of 
motelike ghastly corruption, feeding on flowing 
life, generating cbilling agues and burning fevers . 
... And I praye'd unto God, saying, Oh, God, 
curse them not, and let me not raise my voice 
against my fellows! But he said, CuTse, curse, curse! 
I will altogether curse, until they return to me, for 
they have perverted my law and deceived my serv
ants; unto the D3stroyer shalt thou deliver them, 
for their prayer is sin." 

CHARLES B. THOi\IPSON. 

Charles B. Thompson claimed to be the 
Baneemy spoken of in Doctrine and Covenants 
102:8. He located at Preparation, Monona 
County, Iowa. He placed himself upon record, 
by presenting the following as revelation from 
God to him:- · -

And, bBhold, polygamy, or a plurality of wives, 
is an abomination before me, and is forever forbid
deo, in this my Holy Presbytery of Zion, saith the 
Lord .Jehovah.-The Law and Covenants of Israel, 
pp. 184, 185. 

J. 0. BREWSTER. 

The organization under H.azen Aldrich and J. · 
C. Brewster, usually called Brewsterites, which 
operated at Kirtland, Ohio, and Springfield, Illi
nois, from 1848 and after, and some of whom 
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emigrated in 1850 to New Mexico or California, 
were equally emphatic on this point. 

In an article against polygamy by J. Goodale, 
one of their Presidency, on July 29, 1849, occurs 
the following:-

The above is sufficient to silence every one that 
would dare to teach the doctrine of polygamy and 
at the same time pretend to believe in the Book of 
Mormon. And I believe that there is not one of 
the different and conflicting parties into which the 
church is divided, that teach or believe the doc
trine of polygamy, except that which has gone 
west under the guidance of Brigham Young; and 
yet they are accusing all of being aposta.tes that 
cannot and will not follow their teaching in all 
things.-Olive Branch, vol. 2, p. 20. 

WILLIAM BICKERTON. 

The declaration of the company or organiza
tion under William Bickerton was . no less 
emphatic upon this point. Here is their dec
laration found in their articles of faith pub
lished in a pamphlet issued by them called the 
Ensign, page 20:-

We believe that a man shall have but one wife, 
and concubines he shall have none; for I, the Lord 
God, delighteth in the chastity of women, and 
whoredoms are an abomination before me: thus 
saith the Lord of hosts. Again in the second chap
ter of Malachi, verse 15: "And did he not make 
one? Yet had he the residue of the Spirit. And 
wherefore one? That he might seek a godly seed. 
Therefore take heed to your spirit, and let none 
deal treacherously against the wife of his youth." 

So far as we have learned, polygamy and 
spiritual wifery were confined for at least three 
years after the death of Joseph Smith unto 
such organizations as were controlled or influ
enced by members of the Quorum of Twelve. 
The logical inference therefore is that if there 
existed a common school where these theories 
were inculcated, that school must have been in 

the Quorum of the Twelve over which Brigham 
Young presided. 

This inference too is made stronger when we 
consider a statement made by Brigham Young, 
on June 21, 1874, as reported in his organ, the 
Deseret News of July 1 of that year. While 
speaking on this doctrine he said:-

While we were in England (in 1839 and 40), I 
think, the Lord n:anifested to me by vision and his 
Spirit things that I did not then understand I 
never opened my mouth to anyone concerning 
them, until I returned to Nauvoo; Joseph had 
never mentioned this; there had never been a 
thought of it in the church that I ever knew any
thing about at that time; but I had this for myself, 
and I kept it to myself.-'l'he .Jiessenger, vol. 1, p. 29. 

It is only necessary to say in conclusion that 
when Elder Young in August, 1852, desired the 
church to approve of the revelation authorizing 
polygamy, he gave it a date nine years previous 
to its presentation, and connected Joseph 
Smith's name with it. He well knew that the 
name of Joseph Smith was revered and honored 
by the people, and anything presented in his 
name would be more likely to be approved than 
if coming in his own name. 

It is also quite significant that the witnesses 
by which Joseph Smith's complicity with the 
doctrine is sought to be established, have in a 
large majority of instances been themselves 
implicated in the practice before testifying. 

We have presented these historical truths 
with but little comment, leaving the readers to 
form their own conclusions. Our . position, 
however, is, as often before stated; viz.: The 
paramount and vital question is not, "Who 
practiced polygamy, but it is this: Is it 1·ight? 

We have hitherto answered in the negative, 
and the more we investigate the more are we 
confirmed in our verdict. 

TITHING OR CONSECRATION, AND 
GATHERING. 

Inasmuch as these topics are en
gaging the attention of many of the 
members of the church at present, 
as is shown by our publications, 
I have been induced thereby to 
examine the records anew, with the 
desire to learn if possible what the 
Lord desired of me in reference to 
these · matters, for the purpose of 
bringing myself in harmony with his 
will; and thinking it may help some 
others in their investigation, I offer a 
few of the thoughts concerning these 
matters which I observed during the 
brief examination I have been able to 
give to these subjects. 

of the church, is an act of consecration; the 
sum paid, or the property given, is "surplus," 
or "tithing," or "consecrations," or "freewill 
offerings," and either of these comes legiti
mately under the general head of "the tith
ing of my people," as saith the Lord. 

sacrifice, he pays one tenth of his in
terest annually. 

After this he accumulates a surplus 
again. He then reads:-

And again, if there shall be properties in 
the hands of the church, or any individuals 
of it, more than is necessary for their sup· 
port, after this first consecration, which i!l a 
residue, to be consecrated unto the Bishop, 
it shall be kept to administer unto those who 
have not, from time to time, that every man 
who has need may be amply supplied, and 
receive according to his wants.-D. C. 42: 10. 

I believe that the commandments 
and promises given to the church 
from 1830 until the present time con
cerning tithing. consecrations, and 
gathering, are recorded in the three 
sacred books of the church, and in 
the ''Church History," and the deci
sions of councils, and the counsels of 
the elders, which are published in 
the Herald from time to time, from 
which I gather the following views 
of the subjects forming the title of 
this article. 

From the editorial in Hemld of De
cember 1, 1875, I copy the following 
definition of the word "consecration": 

The act by which any sort of property, 
money or its value, is set apart for the uses 

The Lord informed the church in 
1838 (D. C., sec. 106) that all the sur
plus property which a man owned was 
to be put into the hands of the 
Bishop, as a beginning of tithing, and 
after this consecration of the surplus, 
one tenth of the interest annually 
should be paid to the Bishop; and this 
is to be a standing law forever, con
cerning tithing; and by this law the 
land of Zion is to be sanctified. 

Then after that first consecratiOn he 
makes a second one; ·and thereafter as 
often as he finds himself with a sur
plus he consecrates it to sacred uses 
in the church. 

When a person wishes to begin pay- Thus those who have a large sur-
ing his tithing, he will take account plus and those who may be able to 
of his property, and all the wealth make a surplus by sacrifice are equal 
which is in his possession more than in temporal things, for each has only 
is enough for his support is to be con- what is necessary for his support; 
secrated to the church, as a beginning although one may need a hundred 
of tithing; but if he finds that he has thousand dollars to carry on his busi
no property in his hands more than is ness, while a much smaller sum would 
necessary for his support, he has no suffice for another business, but both 
surplus; but desiring to consecrate by be needful. 
sacrifice, and finding that the prophet Those who have no property, and 
of old consecrated one•tenth of all his those who have previously tithed 
possessions, and not wishing to have themselves, and wish to consecrate by 
property untithed in his possession, sacrifice, do so by freewill offerings. 
and not finding any other law for a And the poor who are not able to care 
beginning of tithing, he, by sacrifice, for themselves the Bishop will pro· 
makes a surplus of the one tenth of vide for with the funds placed in his 
the value of his possessions, and after 'j hands by those who have consecrated 
this consecration of his surplus by of their properties for the support of 
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the poor, that they may be amply 
supplied according to their wants 
when Zion is purchased, by these 
consecrations. then those who gather 
there will, after laying all things be
fore the Bishop, receive an inheri
tance by consecration from the church 
to them, and are made stewards over 
their own property. 

Thus all those who obey the law of 
tithing are equal in things temporal, 
for all reserve or receive only suffi
cient property for their own support. 
This is equality. And those who 
obey this law, by tithing and conse
cration of their surplus, are working 
for the common good of the whole 
body, and are not working for the 
purpose of accumulating wealth for 
themselves. This is cooperation. 
And every body in the church,- the 
priests, teachers, members, elders, 
bishop and his counselors, and agents, 
those who administer in spiritual 
things, and in litera"!"y things, are to 
have their stewardships, ''that every 
man who bas need may be amply sup
plied, and receive according to his 
wants." (D. C., 42:10, 19.) This is 
all things in common. 

The instruction in the records con
cerning the finances of the church 
may therefore be. properly placed 
under the heading of "surplus" and 
'•one tenth" and '•freewill offerings," 
which are consecrations by which 
Zion is to be redeemed by purchase, 
and is the law by which the land of 
Zion is to be sanctified (D. C., 106: 2); 
and many of the revelations in the 
Doctrine and Covenants are instruc
tions concerning the working details 
of this law, and need not be further 
referred to here. 

So far as finance or property is 
concerned, this seems to be God's 
plan of • 'cooperation'' and ''equality," 
and of "all things in common," and to 
me is as far superior to the methods 
of men in these things, as is the sun 
at noontide to the fleeting will-o'-the
wisp of the drearY swamp. 

The revelation in section 114 was in 
reference to tithing, commanding the 
Twelve and the Bishop to execute the 
law of tithing, and the Lord confirmed 
that revelation in the revelation of 
1894 as was decided by the council 
appointed by said revelation, which 
states:-

Resolved that paragraph 5 of the revelation 
of Aprill5, 1894, relating to the duty of the 
twelve under the authority of the revelation 
of 1861 (D. and C. sec. 114), teaches that 
said revelation is still in force.-D. C. 123: 24. 

The last counsel of the Lord to the 
church, therefore, is "the Twelve in 
connection with the Bishop are to ex
ecute the law of tithing." 

In the agreement between the 
Twelve and the Bishopric, as effected 
in April, 1878, and referred to in sec
tion 122:5, and 123: 24, we find the 
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following as a definition of the word 
execute:-

The word "execute," as used in the revela
tion of 1861, is, in our view, to be construed 
to mean to ''carry into effect," to set in roo-· 
tion legitimate forces, to put existing- laws 
into active operation.- Herald, February 21, 
1894, p. 123. 

Therefore, "to set in motion legiti
mate forces, to put existing laws into 
active operation," concerning tithing, 
is here made the duty of the TWELVE 
and the BISHOP; and as it is the last 
counsel of the Lord to us concerning 
this matter, it ought to be decisive 
with us. 

I understand that the Bishop is al
ways ready and willing to receive 
tithings by consecrations, of surplus 
of one tenth of annual interest, or of 
freewill offerings, whenever the saints 
are willing to thus consecrate of their 
properties to the Lord. 

GATHERING. 
A revelation was received in Kirt

land as early as 1831, instructing the 
church concerning a gathering into 
the regions round about. It says:-

It is necessary that ye should remain, for 
the present time, in your places of abode, as 
it shall be suitable to your circumstances; 
and inasmuch as ye have lands, ye shall im
part to the eastern brethren; and inasmuch 
as ye have not lands, let them buy for the 
present time in those reg-ions round about as 
seemeth them good, for it must needs be 
necessary that they have places to live for 
the present time.-D. C. 48: 1. 

Thus those who are to assist in the 
accomplishment of all things pertain
ing to Zion are those who obey coun
sel; and the commandments which 
God has given concerning Zion and 
her law, is to be executed and ful
filled after her redemption. 

And this revelation so modified the 
former revelations concerning the 
gathering to Zion and the purchasing 
those lands, that the church is com
manded, virtually, not to attempt it 
until those signs are fulfilled. 

Lands which might have been pur
chased for hundreds of dollars then, 
would now require millions to pur
chase them: therefore, the wisdom 
and necessity indicated in that in
struction to the church-to wait un
til the church becomes very great 
before attempting the redemption of 
Zion by purchase. 

When those commandments to 
gather to Zion, and to purchase those 
lands were revoked, until the set time 
should arrive, there was left to them 
the instruction to gather into the re
gions round about; and so time passed 
without further change in these in
structions to that church, which as a 
church was rejected. 

The first revelation in the Doctrine 
and Covenants to the Reorganization 
concerning gathering was received in 
March, 1873, and says:-

Let my commandments to gather into the 
regions round about, and the counsel of the 
elders of my church guide in this matter un
til it shall be otherwise given of me.-D. C. 
117: 11. 

And in 1833 they were commanded 
to continue to gather in the regions 
round about the land of Zion. (D. C. 
98: 9), and in paragraph 10, this sec
tion, they were informed that the way In this revelation there is no inti
to establish Zion was to buy those mation given concerning gathering 
lands (Jackson County and the coun- to Zion, for as tha signs spoken of in 
ties round about), and gather together section 102: 9 were not yet fulfilled, 
upon them. And they were told that there was no need for further instruc
there was then in store a sufficient to tion concerning that matter. And 
redeem Zion, but they would not this revelation of section 117:11 
hearken to the voice of the Lord. places the Reorganization close to the 
They would not obey. And in 1834 position which was occupied by the 
they were informed in Doctrine and church in 1844 upon this subject, and 
Covenants 102:2, that they might have we are to follow the commandments 
been redeemed then, but instead, they to gather into the regions round about 
were rebuked for their transgressions, as they were commanded, until it shall 
and informed that the time and oppor- be otherwise given to us from the 
tunity for purchasing lands in Jack- Lord. 
son County and adjoining counties, The next statement in the revela
by the church, for the establishing of tion of 1873 is, that in connection with 
Zion had passed, and certain tokens these commandments, the "counsel of 
were given, to let the church know the elders" are to guide us in this 
when the church should again begin matter of purchasing lands and of 
to buy lands in those counties, it is as gathering into the regions round 
follows:- about, until the Lord gives us further 

But firstly, let my a~my beco111e very great, instruction. 
and let it be sanctified before me, that it may It may be proper to ask, Who are 
become fair as the sun, and clear as the "the elders of the church" who are to 
moon, and that her banners may be terdble 
unto all nations; that the kingdoms of this counsel the church concerning gath
world may be constrained to acknowledge ering into the regions round about? 

kt~at the kinfgdom oG'f Zion 1d's in_ ve
0
ry ~eed the In the revelation of Doctrine and 

Ingdom o our od an his hi·Ist. . . . C 122· 6 · f d h 
And let those commandments which I have ovenants · we are m orme_ W 0 
given concerning- Zion and her law, be ex- 1 those elders were who should a1d the 
ecuted an~ fulfilled, after her redemption.] Bishopric in. the matter of purchasing 
... And mas much as they follow the coun- lands buildmg up the New J erusa-
sel which they receive, they shall have 1 ' d h h · f h 1 
power after many days to accompli~h all em, an t e gat e:mg o t e peop e, 
things pertaining to Zion.-D. c. 102: 9, 10. I and named the Presidency, the Twelve, 
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the conferences, and the general as
sembly. And when houses of worship 
are to be built, the councils or other 
officers of the branches or stake where 
such houses are to be built, are also 
to assist in tha.t council. 

Therefore the Bishopric, the Presi
dency, and the Twelve are the council 
of elders who are to direct the church 
concerning purchasing lands and the 
gathering of the people into the re
gions round about; all the elders of 
the church may also assist, but it 
must be in conferences or in the gen
eral assembly. 

In the Herald of May 15, 1875, be· 
ginning at page 295, we learn that 
the spirit of gathering was prevalent, 
and the elders in that conference con
cluded that it was time to begin the 
gathering into the regions round 
about, as they bad been instructed 
concerning this matter. The follow
ing prevailed:-

Be it resolved, that a standing committee 
of five be appointed by this conference, whose 
duty it shall be to select and make such lo
cation as is contemplated in t.he foregoing 
preamble, and arrange for and effect the pur
chase of lands, locate a town site, and per
form such other acts as are consistent with 
the making of such locations, and consum
mating such purchases.-Page 299. 

SAINTS' HERAI~D. 

their location be recommended to correspond 
with the Bishopric for information. 

This is the same as the counsel. 
given in 1875, and .from all these in
structions we learn that the elders 
who are to counsel the church con
cerning buying lands, and the gather
ing of the saints, are the Presidency, 
the Twelve, and the Bishopric. And 
the counsel of all other elders should 
be in close harmony with their coun
sel, or there wm· result confusion, 
distrust, and loss. And we should 
all remember that those officers are 
the only ones whom God has ap
pointed to counsel the church in those 
matters, excepting in conferences and 
general assembly. 

The last authoritative counsel of 
the elders of the church, which has 
been received by the church, was in 
1894, and we have been plainly in
formed that ''the counsel of the elders 
of my church," with the "command
ments to gather into the regions round 
about," shall guide us in this matter 
"until it shall be otherwise given of 
me," saith the Lord. And as a church 
we will progress much faster in gath
ering, and in all righteousness, when 
we have learned the truth, that it is 
better to obey than to sacrifice. 

J. F. BuRTON. Those five persons were Joseph 
Smith and W. W. Blair of the Presi PAPEETE, Dec. 20, 1899. 

dency, I. L. Rogers and David Dancer =~~======"' 
of the Bishopric, and J. H. Lake of "WORD OF WISDOM." 
the Twelve. In the Word of Wisdom "the order 

These men performed their duty and will of God" is shown, and is 
according to the "counsel of the eld· "adapted to the capacity of the weak, 
ers" in conference assembled, and and the weakest of all Saints, who 
purchased lands in the regions round are or can be called Saints." 
about, and thus made a place of gath· I have noticed that a spirit has 
ering and the centralizing of the chief directed some in their writings that 
authorities of the church and estab- contradicts the idea that the "order 
lishing the publishing house, and thus and will of God" is adapted to their 
they fulfilled their part of that wo:rk; capacities, and is manifest in such 
and after they had thus done, they sayings, "Tobacco doth work evil 
advised the saints to gather cau· and that only;" "It is wrong to raise, 
tiously, and carefully, and with all sell, or assist in any way in its use." 
things prepared before them; and say That tobacco and strong drink have 
also: "We advise all who may intend and are working an untold amount of 
going into that region of country to injury no well-informed person can 
settle, to consult with Bro. E. Banta, successfully deny, and I hope no one 
and if practicable, get his assistance who bears the name of Saint would 
to buy land." Bro. E. Banta was one have a desire to deny; but this should 
of the Bishopric. (See Herald, Octo- not lead us to say that tobacco works 
ber 15, 1875, page 625.) evil only, for in this "order and will 

This was in unison with the word of of God" it is revealed that it is good 
the Lord (afterwards received) that for "bruises and all sick cattle, to be 
the Presidency, the Twelve, and the used with judgment l3,nd skill." In 
Bishopric were to purchase lands and this it is stated that it is "to be used," 
arrange for the gathering into the and how it is to be used, and for what 
regions 1'ound about. it is to be _used, and hence we should 

In the revelation of 1894 the Lord not be led to the extreme idea that it 
·ordered a council of the Presidency, should not be raised or sold by any 
the Twelve, and the Bistlopric to body; and yet we can say just as em
tarry in Lamoni after conference, to phatically and effectually that it 
counsel together and agree on the should not be used as it is generally 
things of the law, and the general used, without judgment, for chewing, 
affairs of the church. They complied, smoking, or snuffing, for the same 
and this is ''the counsel of the elders" '•order and will of God" says ''tobacco 
of the church concerning I is not for the body, neither for the 

LOOA'l'ING IN REGIONS ROUND ABOUT. belly, and is not good for m~n, ~mt";--
. Resolved that all parties wishing to change and here follows what God m h1s WlS-

----------~.--·-·--- ···-----·--·-··· 
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dom has revealed it is good for-' 'is 
an herb for bruises and all sick cattle, 
to be used with judgment and skill." 

Another extreme view is also ex
pressed in reference to what is called 
"strong drinks" when it is said, 
"they are wholly evil, and should not 
be manufactured or sold," for God 
has revealed that they are for the 
washing of the body, but are not 
good for the belly. · 'l'his is at least 
one of the things that going within a 
man defiles him, but to use it without 
the body does not. God has consid
ered that the more effectual way to 
counteract the evils that would exist 
among men in the use of "strong 
drinks" ani tobacco, would be and is 
to instruct them what they were not 
good for, and then tell them what 
they were good for, and I believe to 
go to the extreme views to which I 
have gone in the past, and to which 
others have gone, results in strife and 
contention, and will not result as we 
have desired, because not being will
ing to consent to the "order and will 
of God" in all things. 

Another extreme view - ofttimes 
jestingly expressed, but sometimes 
seriously expressed- is that "hot 
drinks" includes water or anything of 
a fluid nature that is used for a drink 
at meal time that has been hot, or is 
warm when drank; but we see the 
reason that God has given for this 
Word of Wisdom being revealed is di
rectly applicable here, which is: "In 
consequence of evils and designs which 
do and will exist in the hearts of con
spiring men in the last days." Hot 
drinks that are used formed from 
manufactured articles sold for the 
making of "hot drinks" are included, 
no matter what their name might be, 
in the decision that they ''are not for 
the body, or belly;" but certainly no 
one can consistently say that drinks 
made from grain, prepared by the 
good housewife would not come under 
the head of "strong drinks," or water 
boiled, and used while warm or when 
cold, would come under this decision 
of the heavenly Father. 

I think it better to accord to every
thing its place and use as designated 
by the Lord, and believe by so do
ing our warfare against evil will be 
more effective, and we will be much 
less liable to cause the spirit of strife 
or contention to exist, which God says 
is not seemly in his sight. 

Believing in God's wisdom as su
preme, I am, 

J. F. MINTUN. 

The New Jersey Baptist convention, in its 
session at Newark, adopted a resolution de
ploring the inerease in divorces. 

The Empress of China has itsued a decree 
ti1at Confucianism shall be the state religion 
and must be studied in all the schools and 
colleges. 

A steady decline in candidates for the min
istry is reported in the Church of England, 
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hBHBr Department. 
ECCE HOMO. 
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conception of the Savior of the world. He 
will reject, he tells us, those who refuse to 
clothe the naked, or tend the sick, those 
whose lamps have gone out, those who have 
buried their talents, not those whose minds 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Jan. 29. are poorly furnished with theological knowl-
This is by no means a new book, but we edge." 

have just given it a cursory reading, and we. ar3 quoting only a few of the many 
many pages of it have proved interesting striking passages, and might think it almost 
indeed. surprising (only for good reasons) that we do 

The popular preacher who is in the habit not find amid its opulent truths some refer
of calling attention to certain points in his ence to our modern prophet as well as to the 
sermon and drawing up-to-date comparisons, three worthies of a very early century, 
generally excludes that which would reflect Seneca, Epictetus, and Aurelius. They were 
light on the peculiar doctrine of Latter Day good men, teachers of profound philosophy; 
Saints. He grows eloquent while portraying but Joseph Smith came out from the desert 
the overthrow of ~he Egyptians at the Red of ignorance and fanaticism clothed in the 
Sea, comparing it to the entrapping of the garment of humility, and gave, as oue called 
British by the Boers"at Spion Kop; but when of God, a proclamation to the world. 
discoursing upon the life of Moses, skipping This great man's calling is not silently 
lightly over the idea of his lack in oratory passed by because of his illiteracy or poverty, 
and the supplying of Aaron as spokesman, for Epictetus was but a poor deformed slave; 
fails to compare together the call of men to but why does not the author open wider the 
the priesthood in ancient and modern times, vision of "Ecce Homo" and let in the full 
and thus bring a great truth to light. If any- glory of his Father's plan? Fragments of it 
body should be free to analyze and investigate could be gathered all through the early ceo
all things pertaining to modern Christianity, turies, even from the hermits in Egyptian 
it should be the ministry of this enlightened deserts, like Paul and Antony, living in 
age, and none the less the humble lait.y. So mountain caves and clothed in naught save 
then, we quote a few passages from Ecce tunics woven of palm leaves. Why not? 
Homo whose author declines to be announced Because now the gospel cannot bA displayed 
on the title page. but through the letting of the latter day 

First is heard the call of John the Baptist: glory into our souls! 
"His restlessness had dr·iven him into the But to return to our book. Its author says, 
desert where he had contended fot" years with "If we isolate Christ's teachings from his life, 
thoughts he could not master, and from we may come to the conclusion that it con
whe>:~ce he had uttered his startling alarum tains little that could not be found elsewhere, 
to the nation, 'The kingdom of heaven is at and found accompanied with reason and 
hand!'" explanation." 

Concerning membership in Christ's king· Philosophy hopes to cure the vices of hu-
dom, the writer says the Jews had been wont man nature by working upon the head, and 
to receive trut.h by proclamation from the Christianity by "educating the heart." "Of 
prophets:- these two influences-that of reason and that 

"They watched the prophet to see if he of living example-which would a wise re
were honest and if his proclamation shook former reenforce? Christ chose the last." 
their hearts and stirred their blood and As an example of the magical passing of 
seemed to bring them into the presence of virtue out of the virtuous man into the hearts 
the Invisible King; they then felt SUI"e of its of those with whom he comes in contact, the 
truth and safe in following it." author relates the instance, as re<Jorded by 

Speaking of Christ he says they naturally John, of the woman brought before Christ by 
fell at his feet and considered his words ora- some of the leading religious men of Jerusa
cles of truth. lem when "the mighty power of living purity 

The reason why the doctrine advocated by had done its work." "He had refused to 
Joseph Smith is generally regarded as er- judge a woman, but he had judged a whole 
roneous must be because it is and has been crowd. He had awakened the slumbering 
refuted mostly by the so-called gifted ones- conscience in many hardened hearts, given 
the chief religionists of the day; for we find them a new delicacy, a new ideal, a new view 
this statement relating to the men of the and reading of the Mosaic law." 
past. "Whenever Christ denounces any vice, it 

"It would appear that where the processes is with the words, 'Be not you like the ac
of thought have never been analyzed andre- tors.' It is only the actor who begins by 
duced to method, there is no means of discov- frowning at it in others. But there are sub
ering the error of a gifted man except tle forms of hypocrisy ,which Christ does not 
through the emphatic contradiction of one denounce, probably because they have sprung 
who has w0n the reputation of being more sincE. out of the corruption of a subtler creed." 
gifted." "Many persons rest content with This class, he says, patiently turn the left 
saying that they believe, and acting as if they cheek, walk the two miles, bless those who 
did, -a melancholy end of Christianity in- curse, and pray for those who use them spite
deed! Can there be such a disfranchised fully: the outward signs of love are not found 
pauper class among the citizens of the New wanting, and adds, '·They were hoping to be 
Jerusalem?" "Assuredly, those who repre- I paid for their performance out of the incor
sent Christ as presenting to men an abstruse l ruptible treasures, and to impose by their 
theology, and saying to them peremptorily, dramatic talent upon their Father in heaven.' 
'Believe or be damned,' have the coarsest This reminds us of the paradox uttered by 

Bro. Hilliard last Sunday, for he said there> 
were Latter Day Saints who would willingly 
die for the Master's cause, who would not live 
for it. 

The author says the position given to the 
outcast class was what we may call "citizen
ship without emancipation." He cites Paul 
writing to Philemon to receive back the slave 
Onesimus, no longer as a senant, but as a. 
brother beloved. 

The Holy Spirit he defines as a "a divine 
inspiration," but being no tardy student he 
cannot stop to analyze the Scriptures old and 
new in reference to the rnanner it was con
ferred, and for what purpose. 

"Of what nature," he asks, "is the enthusi
asm Christ requires?" "What is the passion 
if such a passion there be, .which can lift a 
man clean out of all sin whatever?" "We 
may discover that a love for humanity a.s 
such exists, and that it is a natural passion 
which would be universal if special causes 
did not extinguish it in special cases; but 
like all other human passions it may be in
definitely increased and purified by training 
and by extraordinary agencies that may be 
brought to bear upon it. 

Now this was the passion upon which 
Christ seized. 

"It is natural to man to love his kind, and 
Christ commands us to give nature play. 

''The most lost cynic will get a new heart 
by learning thoroughly to believe in the 
virtue of one man. Our estimate of human 
nature is in proportion to the best specimen 
of it we have witnessed." This to us fs a 
lofty and noble sentiment and now we reach 
the climax in these glowing words:-

"If some human beings are abject and con
temptible, if it be incredible to us that they 
can have any high d!gni ty or destiny, do were
gard them from so great a height as Christ? 
Are we likely to be more pained by their 
faults and deficiencies than he was? is our 
standard higher than his?" 

An eternal glory has been shed upon the 
human race by the love Christ bore to it. 
Christ believed it possible to bind men to 
their kind, but on one condition-that they 
were first bound fast to himself. "So vast a 
passion of love, a devotion so comprehensible, 
elevated, deliberate, and profound has not 
elsewhere been in any degree approached 
save by some of his imitators. They have 
said, 'I live no more, but Christ lives in me.'" 

Concerning the Lord's Supper the author 
tells us that a union subsisting only in Christ 
is what it sacramentally expresses, and to 
humanity He says: ''Cling to me; cling ever 
close to me.'' 

Christ's law of philanthropy embraced 
first,-relieving the physical need; second, 
attending to the betterment of the neglected, 
outcast, and depraved; third, forgiving per
sonal injuries. 

He also tells us that devoted Christians 
think they must needs be most Christian 
when they cling to the New Testament Scrip
tures, and what they do not contain cannot 
be a part of Christianity, and concludes it to 
be "a great mistake arising from widespread 
paralysis of true Christian feeling in the 
modern church.'' 
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Here is another good passage about a 
Christian life:-

"He must be a soldier in the campaign 
against evil, and not merely pay the war tax. 
But then it is too much to expect that he 
should find work for himself. Spenser alle
gorizes ill when he represents his Red-Cross 
Knight as pricking forth alone in quest of 
adventures. At least this sort of soldiery 
is long out of date. 

"A flourishing church requires a vast and 
complicated organization which should afford 
a place for every one who is ready to work in 
the service of humanity. The esprit de cm·ps 
is strong among them." 

The writer in speaking of the Pharisees, or 
"Legalists" as he calls them, says Christ 
saw that in the bands of these teachers were 
laid the life and salvation of the nation, and 
that they had not the enthusiasm of hu
manity which dwelt in himself. He observed 
their teachers. and he found they were 
mountebanks. "If a divine revelation be the 
first of blessings, then the imposture that 
counterfeits it must be by far the greatest of 
evils." 

A very interesting chapter on the right
eous anger of Christ follows, showing the 
difference in his feelings toward Roman 
authority and Jewish Pharisaism. 

The principles of the gospel as believed 
and understood by us as a people have little 
place in Ecce Homo; but this volume, its 
author, J. R. Seeley, says is a comment on 
"the enthusiastic virtue" Christ came to in
troduce, and his biography he declares may 
be summed up in the words, "He went about 
doing good." So, with this explanation, the 
humble reader is well repaid for its perusal, 
and we think may safely place it upon the 
shelf with the other "good books." 

ABBIE A. HORTON. 

GRINNELL, Iowa, Feb. 7. 
Editors Herald:-Leaving home shortly af

ter holidays I stopped in Moline and organ
ized a Sunday school, which bids fair to 
bring forth good results. The Rock Island 
branch now has two schools undel' its care, 
which is indicative of activity. Sr. Louise 
Suman, with an able corps of assistants, has 
charge qf the Moline school. 

From here we next go to Canton. Here we 
find some things to encourage and some to 
discourage. But let .this be remembered: an 
upright life manifested by those who are 
"called to be saints" will never. discourage. 
We, Bro. J. W. Adams and self, continued 
here for two and one half weeks, endeavoring 
to instruct the saints, and inviting them to 
heed the adm'onition, "Come up higher!" 
Had a fair attendance of non-members, part 
of the time. The Book of Mormon seemed 
to scare some of them. Query: Should the 
ministry keep that book in the background 
for fear it will scare somebody, or fearlessly 
present its claims? If it is "for the convinc
ing of Jew and Gentile that Jesus is the 
Christ," why don't we make more use of it? 
The world is energetic in denouncing it, and 
it occurs to me we should be equally zealous 
in keeping it before all we can. 

We mention as some of the results of our 
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labor at Canton, that a Religio has been or
ganized, and several of the young people, and 
some of the older ones, are going to work in 
earnest, and study the books. A young sis
ter, Sr. Harriet Grim, but recently baptized, 
was made, president of Religio, and seems to 
be taking hold of the work in earnest. It is 
no trifling thing to be a true Latter Day Saint 
in this day of evil influences. May God bless 
the young saints and help them to be active 
and faithful. 

From here we went to Kewanee to be with 
the saints a week before conference. There 
seems to be manifested here among the saints 
that spirit of indifference. While they have 
succeeded in erecting a very neat brick 
church here, we would be glad to see greater 
activity. A soldier who will sleep at his 
poRt is not considered faithful. 

Our district conference and Sunday school 
convention were held here February 2-4. 
Peaceable sessions were held. Was called by 
phone to Canton to have charge of funeral 
services of Sr. Mary Johnson, who died on 
Friday night, very suddenly. An obedient 
child and a loving mother calied home. 
Preached to the saints a couple of times, 
then coming home to assist in caring for the 
conference visitors. Expect soon to be in my 
field again. Ever for the truth, 

F. A. RUSSELL. 

Dow CITY, Iowa, Feb. 9. 
Editm·s Hemld:-Weof the Galland's Grove 

district are still rejoicing because of the 
light, truth, and spiritual power accompany· 
ing the preaching of the gospel restored. 
"The gospel of Christ" is still the power of 
God unto salvation unto all who believe and 
obey its glorious precepts. There may be 
and evidently are many discouragements con
nected with our work, but there is little or 
no time for the true soldier of the cross to 
faint or rest discouraged by the wayside. 
The minister should be cheerful, happy, 
courageous, good, kind, and true, regardless 
of how others may feel or act in order that 
as a servant he may successfully accomplish 
the work assigned him by the blessed Master. 
The interest of the work demands it of him, 
and God will stand by to encourage, help, 
and bless each and every minister and mem
ber who will in humility make a consistent 
effort to discharge their every duty. 

While it is perhaps true that we are not as 
fully developed as our Father would have us 
to be, there is much encouragement in the 
knowledge that we are steadily advancing, 
and our hone brightens and the prize seems 
nearer as we press forward with our hands 
grasped by the divine hand, as we feel the 
force and power of the Holy Spirit as it flows 
from the Holy One. Who is as happy as the 
true practical Christian? To none is life so 
grand as to those who walk with Jesus. 

For them the clouds do flee away, 
And heaven comes in view; 

The saved are seen, in endless day, 
With Jesus ever true. 

While at Be nan a short time ago the writer 
attended a very pleasant business sess'ion of 
the branch, at which, in harmony with the 
promptings of the Spirit, Bro. George Juer
gens was ordained to the office of teacher and 
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Bro. Orman Salisbury to the office of deacon. 
May the Spirit gr"atly assist them in their 
work. 

The few sisters at Lake City hold regular 
prayer services in connection with their so
ciety' meetings, by which they are keeping 
themselves alive in the work and helping to 
bless others. The sisters of Auburn and vi
cinity are doing likewise and by their efforts 
have purchased an organ for their church. 

Elder C. J. Hunt is at Sac City with Bro. 
C. Joseph Carlson, looking after the inter
ests of the work at that point. Good news 
comes in from the northern part of the dis
trict, where Elder J. M. Baker and wife have 
been laboring in the interests of the church. 
They succeeded in organizing a Religio at 
Mallard and Coalville and assisted in Sunday 
school work at the same points. Their work 
is appreciated by both saints and friends. 
The elder did some excellent work as a minis
ter of th!3 gospel and district officer at Mal
lard, Ayrshire, Coalville, and near Cherokee. 

The writer has been very busy with minis
terial work and has been blessed in his 
efforts, but is at home resting, at this writ
ing, because of throat trouble, which he 
hopes will soon pass away. The saint~ have 
much enjoyed Elder Charles Derry's labors 
in the district and will be glad to have him 
return whenever he can do so. 

Local ministers and branch officers are, as 
a rule, doing well, and the brauches are doing 
fairly wcll. The Sunday school work is in a 
good working condition in most of the 
branches, which is very encouraging. 

So far as we know scattered saints are being 
visited and encouraged, and are doing real 
well, all things being considered. 

Yours in bonds, 
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH. 

MANCHESTER, Eng., Jan 30. 
Editors Berald:-Before this reaches your 

readers we expect to be speeding across the 
Atlantic in the beautiful steamer Campania, 
homeward bound. We expect to attend Gen
eral Conference, and we leave a little early in 
order to escape the rough March gales. 

I have just returned from a tour over a 
part of my field of labor, and in a few days 
will be ready to start on our long journey. 
We have arranged to leave Liverpool Feb
ruary 10. Bro. Newton, wife, and daughter, 
Bro. Tucker and family from Broadclyst, and 
perhaps one or two others, expect to ac
company us; over a dozen in ail. 

I appreciated the favorable opportunity of 
visiting most of the Saints just previous to 
my departure. Complying with a request to 
attend the Sheffield district conference, I was 
enabled to attend the Manchester conference, 
which convened one week earlier, and was 
welcomed at the home of Bro. and Sr. Clark. 
This conference was not very largely at
tended nor was there much new business. 
The principal item was a resolution on mis
sionary labor in this country (a favorite 
theme). This was discussed at length and 
material furnished for a comic picture, which 
we are tempted to give, but forbear, lest 
some should fail to see the joke and go to 
speculating on the "social economy" lines 
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suggested.· The result would certainly be 
disastrous. "Dynamite" would not be in it. 
The resolution was finally tabled. The long 
debate-caused us a walk home in the pouring 
rain, the cars having stopped. Sunday meet
ings were well attended and the good Spirit 
was present; all felt well. The singing was 
excellent. Manchester is getting far ahead 
of some of the other districts in music. 

Bidding the Saints at Manchester farewell, 
the next Saturday found us at Sheffield. 
Their conference was smalL The work in 
this city, we regret to say, has for some time 
been going in the wrong direction; and it is 
quite apparent that it cannot go much far
ther the same way without going out en
tirely. This seems to be realized now, and a 
strong rfquest is made for )lelp in the form 
of missionary labor. Sheffield contains some 
excellent Saints. It will be too bad to see 
the work die after the long struggle of the 
few to maintain it; hence we hope that the 
needed help will be furnished. A very kind 
spirit was manifest. We shall not soon for
get the kine! words of sympathy and encour
agement. We learn that one has given his 
name in for baptism since we left, one whom 
we believe will prove a good worker. May 
God draw in many others to sustain the work 
there, is our prayer. 

While so close to Clay Cross we could 
hardly deny ourself the pleasure of spending 
one night at least with this little band of 
Saints. Though making little show in 
worldly things, and a meeting room of 
bumble proportions, one would need to travel 
many a day to find a more generous and de
voted little company of Saints. We met in 
their little room. The good Spirit met with 
us, and we enjoyed it. In saying good-bye 
we felt that we were indeed parting from 
friends. This branch expect to build a meet
ing house soon. If they can secure a lot, a 
building will doubtless go up next summer. 
And then, if they retain their present spirit 
of humility and diligence, they can hardly 
fail to ;prosper. 

From Clay Cross we took train for Leeds; 
met with the good Saints of Burley, and was 
pleased to see the spirit of love and unity 
manifest. We did not see a sign of the old 
trouble that bad disturbed the work here so 
long. The signs are cheering for better 
days for Leecls. The ordinance of blessin,g 
was administered to Bro. and Sr. J. W. 
Rushton's little daughter "Dorothy," a sweet 
little pet who arrived a few weeks since, to 
brighten their home. May it receive the 
Savior's blessing. 

Our next visit was at Birmingham. Here 
we met our worthy brother, Thomas Taylor, 
and other Saints; a nice class of people, but 
would like to have seen more spiritual life 
manifest. Perhaps it was because our stay 
was so short. They still live in hopes of se
curing the hall during the week nights, 
when better opportunities will be furnished 
them. I understand they now have meetings 
on Sunday only. 

While at Birmingham we received a kind 
invitation to visit Stafford, which we ac
cepted, and felt well repaid. We met at the 
home of Bro. Dyche. After preaching and 
social greetings, those who could do so re-
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mained, and we had just a grand musical 
feast. We will not say when we retired, but 
we shall long remember our last visit to 
Stafford. 

On our way to Wales to attend the confer
ence of the western district we stopped over 
one night at Lydney and joined them in 
prayer service in their new chapel. The 
good Spirit was present to cheer and counsel, 
but the adversary is by no means asleep in 
Lydney, and the little band of workers there 
will need be very faithful in order to con
tinue the work so nobly begun, and to make 
it a success. They realize the need of help, 
and are praying for it; yes, and are willing 
to sacrifice for it, too. May God bless this 
little flock. 

Our next visit was to Cardiff. Here we 
met a large number of Saints in their neat 
little meeting room, as we supposed for 
prayer and testimony; but we learned after
ward that the night had been changed, and 
the president, Bro. Gould, gave the mission
ary to understand that he had to "be subject 
to the powers that be" for once, and quietly 
submit. Then in a very neat speech the dis
trict president, Bro. A. N. Bishop, presented 
a beautiful Album to "Bro. and Sr. Pitt," 
and a like gift to Bro. and Sr. Newton, from 
the Cardiff and Lydney Saints. The Sunday 
school presented us with a handsome pocket 
book. Needless to say we spent a very pleas
ant evening, grateful to the Giver of all good 
for the kind friends to help us along life's 
journey. We rejoiced to know that the seed 
planted in Cardiff was bearing fruit, and that 
so far the efforts of the adversary to destroy 
the work had been in v>'lin. May God keep 
this little band steadfast. Here we presented 
another little lamb to the Master for his 
blessing, a daughter of Bro. and Sr. Gould, a 
dear little cherub. 

Last Saturday we reached Llanelly, Wales. 
At one Hme a large branch was located here, 
but now, partly through wrongdoing on the 
part of some, and many moving away, the 
branch has become almost disorganized. In 
fact, the entire district is in rather poor con
dition, but there are some faithful workers 
still left; and for their sake, as well as for the 

My address in America will be, No. 1472 
North Halstead Street, Chicago, Illinois, U. 
S. A. We would like to have visited others, 
but trust if we never meet again here we 
shall meet in the better world. 

In gospel bonds, 
F. G. PITT. 

HARLAN, Iowa, Feb. 10. 
Editors Herald:-On the 4th inst. we were 

summoned here from Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, because of the very dangerous illness 
of Mother, who has twice been stricken with 
paralysis; the last stroke occurring on the 
28th of January; since which time she has 
lain in an unconscious condition, taking no 
nourishment save a very little In liquid 
form. 

We arrived here on the 8th in a blinding 
snowstorm with the mercury close to the 
zero mark; quite a change indeed from the 
flowery climate of Southern California. 

We left Bro. Griffiths and his corps of 
workers doing fine work in the Golden State. 
The policy inaugurated by Bro. Griiifiths bas 
resulted in much good and a better under
standing of the law, and we feel sure his 
policy should be continued for the best inter
ests of our work there. 

In the seven months we were in Southern 
California we preached one hundred and ten 
sermons and baptized thirty-seven. We 
have not in all our ministerial experience 
found better openings or a greater desire to 
hear our message. 

The Saints of California have been very 
kind to us, and we thus express our apprecia
tion; and hope the efforts given and the 
benefits obtained may be equal to the kind
ness and loving considerations we have re
ceived at their hands. 

Those to whom we made promises to call 
on our way East, will accept our excuse, we 
feel assured; and we are very sorry indeed 
the conditions were such as to preclude that 
which to us would have been a pleasant visit 
indeed. Yours in bonds, 

T. W. CHATBURN. 

sake of many who have not yet come to a SYDNEY, N. S. W., Jan. 12. 
knowleclge of the truth, we hope the work Editm·s H.erald:-Since last writing I have 
will yet revive. The conference was poorly pretty well recovered from the effects of 
attended, and not very much business done. whooping cough, and am once more out in 
We hope those in charge will come better the field, seeking to extend the interests of 
prepared next time, so that full reports from the cause we love. I visited Geelong district 
all the branches may be furnished the Gen- and had an enjoyable time there for a few 
eral Church Recorder. weeks, among strangers who are quite inter-

We arrived home yesterday; found Sr. ested in this latter-day work. In my visit
Pitt better in health, and hard at work ing I loaned a number of Bro. I. M. Smith's 
finishing up her work. She was very ill just pamphlet on the atonement, which were well 
before Christmas, a great disappointment, as received, and pronounced the best ever seen 
she had a lot of goods made up to sell, and in on that subject. So say I. Several are near 
cons£quence of illness all was left oa her the kingdom at this point, and I trust they 
hands; but lately fortune has favored her far will soon enter. 
beyond expectations, and she has succeeded I rode one hundred and fifty miles on a hi
in disposing of most of her work, so that her cycle to Strathbogie, and labored there for a 
ticket home is secured. month, encouraging the few scattered Saints, 

Though all t.as not been sunshine since we and seeking to influence others by the simple 
came to this land, y_et under the darkest truth to come to the light; but found it diffi
cloud we have seen God's loving band; and cult to get them together, except on Sundays. 
while we rAgret not having accomplished I However, I baptized two ladies, who are 
more, we have tried to be faithful, and trust worthy the name they now bear. I called at 
that some good has been done. Geelong and baptized another lady; and from 
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here I went to Queensferry and attended the 
district conference; and the few Saints who 
managed to attend were amply repaid, for 
the Spirit was richly bestowed upon all pres
ent, and the Saints received wise counsel and 
instruction from the Lord, which if strictly 
heeded will tend to lighten their burdens 
and greatly advance this latter-day work. 

The work is not what it should be in Vic
toria, and we pray for more laborers to be 
sent to assist u~ to gather in the harvest. I 
came six hundred miles to Sydney to be pres
ent at their annual conference and assist as 
much as I could to get arrangements ma.de 
for another year's campaign, and we had a 
most enjoyable time. A number of Saints 
have gathered in from the districts round 
about to participate in the Sunday school 
convention and other exercises incident to 
such gatherings. 

All our missionary force was present, and 
acted their little part quite acceptably, if I 
am permitted to act as judge. And last, but 
not least, the social meetings, were such as 
never to be forgotten by many; for to sit as 
we did and all be taught of God, was heaven 
on earth, with "joy unspeakable and full of 
glory." Two were baptized, and several will 
follow next Sunday. In bonds, 

C. A. BUTTERWORTH. 

PLANO, Ill., Feb. 12. 

Editors Hemld:-I left home January 22 to 
return to my mission field. I stopped at 
Columbus a few hours, visiting with Bro. 
David Green's family and Sr. Eichorn. 
There are about twelve scattered members in 
Columbus, most of whom seem desirous of 
having the work tntroduced in that place. 
The Brigbamites are making considerable 
effort there, and our people there think that 
an effort should be made to counteract their 
influence. 

The greatest drawback is that they are 
nearly all poor, and cannot do much finan
cially. I have been thinking that it would 
be a good plan to solicit aid from the vari
ous branches throughout the State for the 
purpose of introducing the work in the 
State capital. What think you, ye Saints of 
the Ohio district? The Saints desired the 
writer to remain a few days, but as we bad 
been away from our field for one month we 
felt it our duty to tarry no longer. 

On the 23d I arrived at Wilmington and 
found Bro. Keck busily engaged in holding 
meetings from "bouse to house," with good 
interest and attendance. We continued the 
effort till the 5th inst., the interest still con
tinuing; this interest the result of our effort 
with the tent last 03tober. While there 
this last time the M. E. minister made an 
effort to counteract our work by circulating 
some anti-Mormon literature. This we ex
amined before the people, and showed it up 
in its true light. We also called upon the 
minister and had quite a talk with him, 
which culminated in a request to use his 
church to set forth the differences between 
us and the Brigbamites, and, of course, re
sulted in our being refused. However, with
out any request, the minister promised to 
circulate no more of such literature. The 
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effort did not hurt our cause, but rather did 
it good. On the other hand the minister lost 
friends. 

The conference of this district .has just 
closed; g-ood attendance, and business lively; 
preaching- by J. C. Crabb, J. M. Terry, F. M. 
Cooper, and the writer. Ministry now dis
persing. 

Hoping for the adjustment and final suc
cessful reg-ulation of all the affairs of the 
work, I am, In the faith, 

H. E. MOLER. 

BEVIER, Mo., Feb. 9. 
Editors Herald:-While the gathering is 

still agitated, the scattering continues. On 
account of the long strike last summer, and 
the slack work this winter, the Saints are 
departing for the east, west, north, and 
south. Nine members are leaving here for 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania. Will Bro. W. H. 
Kelley please take notice to the f•llowing 
address: Dan'l Edmunds, No. 340 Main 
Street, Cooperdale, Johnstown, Pennsyl
vania; Twenty-first ward. 

May the los~es of this district be the plant
ing of the ensign elsewhere for eternal good. 

Has been stormy and cold for a few days. 
Sunday school convention is now in session 
here, to be followed by district conference. 

On duty, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

NEW PORTO, N. S., Feb. 7. 
Editors Herald:-While the weather is re

markably changeable this winter, matters 
relating to our pec!Jliar work remain with 
almost too much of a fixedness. The firm 
unchangeableness of the good old gospel we 
rejoice in, of course; but the rigid, crystal
lized, adamantine, diamond-edged pose or 
atGitude of sectarian opposition to the latter
day angel's mess,age of light is to be deplored 
in the "province by the sea." 

Not long since I was the recipient of a 
little courtesy from one of .the popular 
clergy; so not to be outdone in magnanimity 
I wrote him a kindly note of thanks, inclos
ing an "epitome" with the current copy of 
the Herald. In a few days I received a note 
in reply stating that be did not want me to 
think him in any way courteous to the 
"Mormon faith;" and said that he would 
rely upon my honor that wherever I men
tioned the circumstance I would be sure and 
state that he acted under false pretenses, as 
he thought I was an Adventist. I should 
have taken pleasure in referring to the mat
ter to the honor of a grand, broad-souled 
brother in Adam, but as he has denied me 
that pleasure, I must submit gracefully and 
continue my search for that kind elsewhere. 
It is fortunate, however, that our cause has 
something more substantial to rest upon than 
the smile of our popular contemporaries, this 
being a sample. After all, I presume it is 
just as well, for "smiles" sometimeo'l have a 
tendency to prevent us from doing our duty 
in a thorough proclamation of the gospel. 

We regret also that even in the church 
there is a little of this changelessness in 
some instances, while in others there is en
couragement in the progress made. 

What we have not got or attained to, we 
can hope for all right. 

One of the pleasing features in our experi
ence thi8 winter was a "religious" concert in 
South Rawdon, which was a decided succees, 
considering the number; a gratifying proof 
of what hopeful perseverence can do. 

Still endeavoring to keep the ''campfires" 
burning, we look forward to the time when 
war shall cease and "all His works shall 
praise him." H. J. DAVISON. 

LEICESTER, England, Jan. 22. 

Editors Herald:-Tbe pages of the Herald 
are read with deep interest, as they come 
each week ladon with that which is most 
precious to the children of God. It many 
times cheers the drooping spirit, and makes 
one feel thankful he is in this great latter
day work, which we all so much love. 

I have had quite a number of years experi
ence in this work, and I know it is of God. 
I want to be faithful to it, in keeping the 
commands of God. 

I am looking for the time of the gathering 
to come, when we can be S3parated from the 
evil in the world, but I am satisfied of this: 
if I want a place in Zion, I must keep the full 
law of God, the temporal law as well as the 
spiritual. 

We are a small band of Saints here, trying 
to let our lights shine. We have been much 
encouraged by the missionaries that have 
come amongst us, from Bro. Gillen to our 
worthy Bro. Pitt. We look upon them as 
men of God. They will always be received 
in our branch here, as long as I have charge. 
It seems to me that a number are needed in 
this country, and as all seem backward at 
taking up those duties here, the church must 
act as it deems best. 

Y our·s in bonds, 
W. ECCLESTONE. 

MIDDLETOWN, Ohio, Feb. 8. 
Editors Herald:-I wish to say through the 

Herald, that I have just finished reading Bro. 
A. Haws' book relative to the Sabbath ques
tion, and pronounce it a grand work. His 
points are clear, and the beauty of the work 
is, his arguments are brief but very conclu
sive. This work oaght to be in the hands of 
every one who expects to meet the Sabbath 
question, or even desires to be informed in 
regard to the same. 

I came here a week ago, and found things 
not in as good condition spiritually as I 
would like. Quite a number are asleep spir
itually, while some few are striving to ad
vance the interests of the work. There is 
great need of an elder here. They were told 
last Sunday if faithful, prayerful, and dili
gent, there would be an elder from among 
them called and ordained. 

Although I am president of this district I 
have not visited this branch for about twelve 
mont.bs, and the Highland branch (to which 
place I go from here) I have not visited for 
twenty months. It is hardly doing justice to 
the branches, but what will be done? I am 
almost alone, and while I have been trying to 
open up the work in new places the branches 
have suffered more or less; but I still have 
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hope that at the next appointing of the min
istry they will graciously remember the Ohio 
district. We need two or three young, ac
tive men who are willing to push out into 
new fields. Shall we have them? 

There is considerable agitation concerning 
gathering and consecration, but I think it 
will do all good to read the article in Herald 
relative to the same by G. T. Griffiths and 
put the thoughts suggested into practtce. 
My prayer is that we may strive daily to 
purify ourselves that we may be prepared for 
whatever the Lord may have for us to do, 
when he shall direct how to do it. I am still 
in the race, and have hope of continuing to 
the end. 

JAMES MOLER. 

VICTORIA, Australia. 
Bishop E. L. Kelley:-You will find inclosed 

my annual report for the year ending Decem
ber 31, 1899. I am pleased to report to you 
that the church is in a better financial con
dition all around than last year; although 
Victoria can only keep her head above water 
at present. The treasury could only furnish 
Sr. Butterworth with a little less than fifteen 
shillings per week, which is only half the 
amount some others receive in the church, 
with no larger family; but we have mana!!'ed 
all right and are willing to· sacrifice all we 
can for the cause. 

You will see by my report that I have not 
drawn on the Bishop's agent, and $3.12 in my· 
report is for tracts to distribute among the 
people. The New South Wales treasury is 
in ·better condition; but we are paying Bro. 
Wells two hundred dollars to help him on 
his way home, which brings it pretty low 
again. 

I am pleased to inform you that several 
prophecies were given at our late conferences 
in Victoria and New South Wales that the 
hastening time has come upon us, and the 
Lord will do great works in gathering in the 
people, if the Saints are faithful, and stand 
in their own place. 

Why Bro. Wells is leaving for America, I 
am at a loss to know. We need laborers 
greatly at present, and they should be coming 
here instead of going away. 

I wish you would urge the sending of aome 
young active brethren who are anxious for 
the field, and who can pay their own fare to 
Australia. They can get experience here 
worth coming after, and would receive a 
hearty welcome. 

We also need a good experienced overseer 
to take charge of this mission. Of course I 
do the best I can, but am willing to give way 
at once for a better. 

Bro. Gomer has arranged to sail from 
Sydney, February 6, I think, and can com
municate ·to you all about the mission. Ever 
praying for the progress and triumph of the 

'Cause we love, I will close, wishing you all a 
joyous time at the coming conference. 

Yours in Christ, 
C. A. BUT'l'ERWORTH. 

P. S.-It will be twelve years next April 
since 1 was sent to this land. Don't you 
think it's nearly my turn to go to conference? 

C. A.B. 

TRE SAINTS' HERALD. 

LAMONI, Feb. 17. 
Editors Herald:-As it will be impossible 

for us to reply directly to ali the letters of 
sympathy received in the hour of our be
reavement, we take this method to sincerely 
thank all. 

In gospel bonds, 
J. W. AND E. J. WIGHT. 

law of consecration, seeing they "talked so 
much about the gathering in the region 
round about," and finally somewhat surprised 
the audience by declaring that no questions 
would be answered, "only in a systematic 
manner." He referred to the questions of 
the evening before. We could, however, re
ceive entire satisfaction in that regard, he 
said, by calling at his office in Kansas City 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 12. or by securing their services in future dis-

Twenty-two of the Utah elders have been I courses. 
here on a visit. The meeting on Tuesday The best one of the series was the lecture 
night, which was conducted by Elder Kelsch; of Bro. Parker on .l!'dday evening. At first 
was opened by the singing of, hil showed the difference between our people 

"0 Zion, dear Zion, home of the free;" and theirs as to entertaining the elders and 
"Israel, Israel, God is calling;" furnishing opportunit.ies for preaching. 

Prayer following. There was a vein of humor discernible 
The speaker felt the weight of a great re- throughout, while he adi::ered closdy to his 

sponsibility. He panegyrized ''knowledge" text, which was a full reply to the statements 
freely. It always accompanied faith and made the evening previous, with much per
works. It was a knowledge, not mere belief, tinent information in addition. He spoke of 
that he had concerning the prophetic calling the "lovableness of Brigham Young," and 
o( Joseph Smith. It was a knowledge of facetiously remarked that it was "no wonder 
''this work" which would be given to us all his nineteen wives loved him so well!" He 
through a prayerful reading· of the books. It also said H the Utah folks ever wished to find 
was a knowledge that he had that Brigham grace and favor here in Zion "they must not 
Young, Wilford Woodruff, John Taylor, and try to introduce to us their polygamous doc
others mentioned were true prophets of God; trine, accompanied by Sally Jones and Susan 
and a knowledge of there being more revela- Stevens." Elder Hansen had stated that the 
tions locked up in Utah church archives; martyred prophet was a highly educated 
(one relating to the plan of the temple to be man, being well versed in many languages. 
built, and which have never been printed as Bro. Robert .could not indorse the statement, 
yet) was a certainty with him. but he would admit that he had made won-

Bro. Robert Parker, who discoursed on derful progress in learning, and God had 
Wednesday evening, had good liberty; and freely helped him. 
started out with the statement that as to Concerning the law governing the church, 
testifying of the gifts of the gospel, the much was read from the Doctrine and Cove
Saints here are accustomed to be thus exer- nants, to which all paid close attention; and 
cised, and to enjoy the gifts and blessings, the large number of young people at the 
healings, prophecy, etc., to a marked degree. meetings attested the good interest taken by 
He stated this, referring to the length of time them in matters of so great importance. The 
Elder Kelsch occupied in like testimony in definition of words commonly spoken of but 
his opening remarks the night previous. Not not as generally understood, for instance, 
a point touched upon by that elder was un- "oracles," was given by the speaker, and the 
commented upon by Bro. Robert; even the I "enemy combined" in secret chambers was 
rising to their feet of the twenty-two Utah plainly pointed out. 
elders occupying front seats who testified While speaking of the progenitors and the 
that "they knew Brigham Young was a true sons of the Martyr the speaker paid a tribute 
prophet of God." of respect to him who sits at the head of the 

The allusion made to the doctrines of blood Reorganization, a tribute which, could it 
atonement and Adam-God was also well have been heard by them, would have no 
noted. The gentleman on that occasion doubt met with a hearty response from every 
stated that time would not permit him to true Latter Day Saint in the church. His 
dwell upon the subjects, although he "would ordination, blessing, and life to the present, 
have dearly loved to talk at full length upon time, as President of the Church, were ia a 
those beautiful doctrines." Bro. Parker's few timely remarks discussed. 
effort gave entire satisfaction to the brethren, But the time for dismissal had arrived, 
and he evidently enjoyed the help of the . and ~;.lthough a few scathing words had been 
Spirit. spoken on both sides throughout the meet-

On Thursday evening "the elders" again ings, there seemed to be good order and ex
met, maintained their wonted mental equi- cellent interest shown. As is said concern
librium, and, as it was their last evening to ing the lovers of books, some among us may 
speak, they f2'reeted us with the s,ong, have been exercised to contradict and con-

' 0 Babylon, 0 Babylon, we bid you farewell!" fute, some '~o believe and take for granted, 
Elder Hansen announced that, as had been while others, not so wise, perhaps, to weigh 

said, Brigham Young was the greatest man and consider. After a little time given to 
living of his time, and he theu. took up the weighing and considering is brought to mind 
thread of Bro. Parker's discourse the even- j a verse in yesterday's lesson which contains 
ing previous, corrected several alleged mls- j the words of the Savior to the Jews who 
representations of passages quoted from the 

1 
accused him of having a devil: "Judge not 

Doctrine and Covenants, told of the many according to your t·raditions, but judge right
pressing invitations extended to his people to eous judgment." After all parties had been 
settle in different places, reminded the Saints heard this would no doubt have been an ap
of the Reorganization of not living up to the propriate exhortation to the young Utah eld-
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ers; but it seems almost impossible to discuss 
the "rejection," "apostasy," and the per
verted and added doctrines ami covenants 
without some degree of acerbity, sarcasm, 
and many contentious questionings. 

One of the kings of ancient America once 
exclaimed, "How blind and impenetrable are 
the understandings of the children of men; 
for they will not. seek wisdom, neither do 1 

they desire that she should rule over them. ' 
Yea, they are as a wild flock, whichfieeth f7·om 
the shepherd, and scattereth and are driven 
and are devoured by the beasts of the forest;" 
and one of the saints of the second century 
tells us, "I saw all the snares of the enemy 
spread over the whole earth, and I sighed 
and said 'Who can pass through these?' And 
a voice came to me saying, 'Humility alone 
can pass through, where the proud can in no-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I have been called many times to administer. 
All meetings have been closed here also, on 
account of the smallpox scare. Two deaths 
are reported from Mapleton, and several new 
cases. 

We will begin a series of meetings eight 
miles west of here, on Monday evening, un
less prevented by sickness. 

Ever praying for Zion's welfare I am, 
Your brother in Christ, 

HUBERT CASE. 

Mo111Br8' HomB noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

If, invisible ourselves, we could follow a single human 
being through a single day of his life, and know all his wise o-o.'" 

~ ~ . secret thoughts, and hopes, and anxieties. his prayers 
The mtmster who pt•eached on Sunday and tears and good resolves, his passionate delights and 

morning, in the course of a very eloquent ad- ' struggles against temptation, we should have poetry 
dress, remarked, that although he had "al- enough to fill a volume.-Longfellow. 
ways desired to present a character pure and 
deserving of emulation, it was only by ma.ny 
tears and fervent praying that he was enabled 
to avert the unholy word and overcome the 
pressure brought upon him to bring evil unto 
the church." Through experience he had 
learned to pitlJ and to have charity for those 
who through weakness had caused such an 
offense. In the hour of trial the demons who 

RESTING UNDER A CLOUD. 
"Under a cloud." Ah! yes. But are we 

resting? Ah! no. We have not felt willing 
to be under the cloud at all, so of course have 
not rested; but have fretted and worried as 
time passed, and it did not disappear. Espe
cially as we could not see, search as we 
might, wherein we had failed to do all that 

followed and tempted the Saints of all ages 1 any mortal could, under the same circum
had been "after him," and like them he had I stances. 
?een made t? see "there is more of mystery With tears, with fasti.ngs, with prayers 
m the deahngs of God than he had ever have we besought the Lord that we might 
thought could be." pass from under the cloud,-but it still re-

'l'o use the closing words of his sermon, mains; and others, viewing us through its 
"May we be careful in our observation of all dark haze, see us as we are not. 
things that are presented to us: May t.he We feel, from the depths of our inmost 
good have free course in us and His name be heart, that we are. blameless before our God, 
glorified." ABBIE A. HORTON. in that we have done the best we could; so 

I now we say, ''Not my will, but thine, 0 
·Lord, be done." And are trying to "rest" 

MOORHEAD, Iowa, Feb. 16. I d th lo d . ..- un er , e c u . 
Ed~t~rs Berald:-Bro . . Mark Jense~ and I I Ah, well! So it was with our Master. As 

ha.ve .Just ~losed a series of meetm;s at memory brings before us the book of our 
Chmbmg Hill, Woodbury Co~nty. Inoerest life's experiences, which day by day is being 
was excellent throughout, w~1le the sp:ak~rs J written, we see, ah! so plainly, that the 
were blessed of the Lord w1uh splend1d l1b- nearer we strive to make our character like 
erty. Three were baptized, all adults and unto his, the nearer is our life's experience 
people who, I believe, will be an honor to like unto his. To strive, to suffer, and to 
the chu~ch. Severallmore are nearly res,dy fail in the eyes of the world, and also in the 
for baptism, at that p ace, and I shall not be e es of some of the household of faith. 
surprised if there is a branch organized there y Such is the ordeal which is to fit. us-to 
in the future. . make us prepared-for the future life. And 

I find that Northern Iowa ls an excellent now bursts on the vision of the mind the pic
field for labor, and that there is room for a ture of a life 80 grand, 80 noble, so high 
half dozen energetic workers to spend all above what even our senses can now conceive, 
their time. filling the soul with a sense of exquisite har-

We went from Climbing Hill to College. 
Corner, about six miles north west of Smith
land, where we began a series of meetings, 
but finding that the schools and all public 
meetings were being closed on account of 
smallpox, at Mapleton and vicini

0
ty, we 

closed our meetings, and returned home. 
We found Bro. George Montague quite ill, 
the effect of overtaxing himself in preaching 
while suffering from a severe cold in the 

mony and an onward, upward sweep of surg
ing aspiration such as one, in a faint degree, 
feels when listening to a grand anthem-one 
of the masterpieces of genius. 

And with this benediction of that within us 
which is of the Divine, we turn our faces 
Cal varyward aud repeat, "Not my will, but 
thine, 0 Lord, be done." APRIL. 

throat and chest. After adminlstrat.ion he 1 WHO IS MASTER? 
began to improve, and is now much better, I He was a moody, quick-tempered young 
though still confined to the house. There is I man. He resented authority, and was a! ways 
a great deal of sickness, and since my return talking about the time when he should be 
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independent. At last he reached his twenty
first birthday, that period when the law 
recognized him as no longer a child. With 
eagerness he had for years looked forward to 
this day of freedom from constraint and 
authority. No one could be more excited or 
pleased than he. While he was congratulat· 
ing himself, he met a friend that morning. 

"At last," he said, ''I am my own master. 
No one can order me about now. I shall do 
as I please." 

"I do congratulate you," said his friend; 
"but are you sure you are not making a mis
take in your acceptance of the word 'mas
ter'?" 

"A mistake?" repeated the young man in 
surprise. "There can be no mistake about 
it. I am of age to-day, and I am absolutely 
my own master." 

Then, said Richard Miller, who tells the 
story from his own experience, the young 
man's friend blandly suggested: "In that 
case you will certainly never lose control of 
your temper." 

The young man's color rose as he heard 
this interpretation of independence. His 
outbursts of temper were well known. "I 
don't know that I have thought of it in that 
light," he replied. 

"Then, there is the matter of cigarettes," 
continued his pitiless friend. "You told me 
the other day that you did not see how you 
could give them up; but now that you are ab
solutely master, I suppo8e you will smoke 
them no more." 

The young man made no response. 
"As one who is absolutely master of him

self," continued his friend, "is never led by 
outside temptations to do anything of which 
he disapproves, I suppose you will give up 
the somewhat questionable company you 
have been keeping, which has proved a 
source of anxiety to your f.ather and mother?" 

The young man did not reply. He was sur
prised and stirred by this view of the kind of 
master that should govern his conduct. 
Fortunately he had a conscience, and it was 
touched. 

After a few moments of silence he looked 
up and said, "I thank you for your frankness. 
I see I have been an awful fool. I shall not 
say anything more about being my own mas
ter until I am reasonably sure that I am 
better able th:l.!1 T am to-day to ~estrain and 
overcome the defects of my own nature. I 
have taken altogether too narrow a view of 
the responsibilities involved in being one's 
own 'master.' "-Sel. 

THE SUNDAYS OF MY CHILDHOOD. 
With great pleasure we children always 

looked forward to the coming of Sunday, for 
on that day we had our dear mother home 
with us all day long. Death deprived us of a 
father's love and care while we were all very 
young, and while we had a comfortable home 
to shelter us, yet our mother had to toil daily 
for our support, early and late, week in and 
week out. She worked at the woolen factory, 
running the largest loom the factory con
tained; but when Sunday came, then we 
had her home with us. So for that reason 
more than any other, we looked forward 
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longingly to the day. We were early taught 
that Sunday was a day of rest, and that God 
had set apart one day out of seven that we 
should keep holy and sacred to his name. 
We never did any work on Sunday that was 
not really necessary, and we never brought 
out our playthings, or run or played on that 
day as we did week days. Every toy was put 
away on Saturday evening, ~here to remain 
untouched until Monday morning. Still we 
never thought of Sunday as being long or 
tiresome. 

First on Sunday morning we went to Sun
day ~chool:- This<~ we. never thought of miss
ing, unless• sickness cor very bad' weather 
i.nterfered, and in case of sickness only the 
sick one remained home, for all were anxious 
for the Sunday school paper and a nice book 
from the library. 

We nearly always stayed, for· church, for 
mother would come to church, and while she 
never said we must stay, yet we knew she 
was glad if we did; and as we always liked to 
do the things that pleased her, we stayed. 
Then after dinner was over, she would read 
aloud to us from our paper and book; and 
when tired of reading, how we loved to all 
gather around her and sing. In those days 
we had no "Gospel Hymns," or any of the 
many nice song books of the present day, but 
depended on the old Methodist Hymn Book 
for our songs, as our people were all Metho
dists, and mother's favorite hymn was "Coro
nation." I can scarcely remember a time 
when I was not familiar with that hymn, 
and our baby brother would carry the tune 
all right when he could not speak a word of 
it pl(tinly. Then when evening came, if the 
weather was fine, we would go for a little 
walk, but never thought of running or jump
ing or making any noise like on a week day, 
for we remembered that Sunday was God's 
holy day, and we must not do anything that 
would be displeasing to him, or that we 
would be sorry to remember. And just as 
Sunday always seemed so different from other 
days to me in my childhood, so it does now 
in later years, and I suppose it always will; 
for it seems to me when the weathec is fair 
that the sun shines brighter, and the birds 
sing sweeter and in a softer tone, and all 
nature looks more solemn and peaceful, and 
1wen if the day is cloudy and dreary, there is 
still a hallowed feeling that separates and 
sanctifies it from all other days for me, and I 
am thankful for the kind and loving mother 
who taug-ht me to "always remember the 
Sabbath day and keep it holy." 

ELVIRA. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Sr. Emma Sutherland of Bandera, asks the 
prayers of the Prayer Union, if it is the 
Lord's will she may be healed of white swell
ing, as she is almost helpless; that she might 
be able to do good and go about among her 
children. She is a faithful sister. Also, Sr. 
Hattie Minear, as she is a great sufferer from 
nervous prostration, that she may be spared 
to raise her little ones. 

Your sister in the faith, 
MRS. SOPHTA WJGH1'. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

8tlndau 8~hool DBpartmBnt 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, ]\,fills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

BENEFIT OF A LIBRARY AND HOW TO 
CONDUCT ONE. 

I think the next best thing to good friends 
is good books. No thoughtful person will 
question this. It seems needless to try to 
tell the ad vantages of having plenty of good 
literature within one's reach, since almost 

. everyone here fully realizes what the bene
fits are. But many, very many, are deprived 
of these benefits. With the wealth of good 
literature that is in the world, no one need 
have his desire for good reading unsat
isfied. One difficulty is, a large number have 
no such desire. They do not care for read
ing, or perhaps they like to read the gossip 
in the late paper, to see who got married, or 
who entertained, and how the ladies were 
attired, and who won the first prize. Then 
there are a great many who would rather read 
the latest novel by Haggard, or some book of 
a similar character, but for the really great 
works of both ancient and modern writers 
they care nothing. It is among these and 
the children in such homes that we need to 
work. We must try to arouse, or if necessary 
create a love for something better. Where 
there really exists the taste for good read
ing·, there will usually be found a way of 
gratifying it. If we can do something to aid 
such a child in obtaining the proper kinq of 
literature, it is a good work, and one that 
will do much to help him in his struggle for 
the mastery over evil. But it is not for these 
I plead, but for the other class. It is they 
that we most need to help, by placing the 
best literature within their reach, placing it 
where they can have the benefit of it without 
money. 

Is it necessary to refer to the many, the 
whole course of whose lives has been changed 
for the better by the books they have read? 
The sad picture of those who have been led 
the downward road because of the ruinous 
literature on which they have fed their minds 
is too familiar to us all to need repetition. If 
we recognize the great law of social influence, 
we must recognize the power of this silent 
force that is working for either good or evil 
all around us; a force that is none the less 
potent for its being exercised through the 
medium of the printed page. 

We are all, to a greater or less extent, hero 
worshipers,,and our heroes do much toward 
motding our destiny. Jf our heroes are pure 
and noble, our lives will be purer and nobler 
for having known them. If the reverse, of 
course the results will be the opposite. So 
it is of the greatest importance that the 
heroes of the children should be the best 
men and women, and not a desperado, or the 
leading character of a dime novel. The 
child that loves good reading is not likely to 
go very far astray. If he does take a wrong 
step, there will be a strong influence drawing 
him back into the path Of rectitude. His 

evenings, as he grows older, are likely to be 
spent at home in the company of some good 
book, while if he had never learned the en
joyment of such association, he would per
haps be in the company of gay companions 
who would lead him from the path of honor 
and virtue. Let the taste for good literature 
be acquired, and there is little or no desire 
for the vicious. 

It is to urge the necessity of giving the 
children of our Sunday schools this privilege 
-the privilege of talking with the great and 
the wise of all ages, that this paper is writ
ten. We are so often told ''we are known by 
the company we keep." This is just as true 
of the books we read as of the people with 
whom we associate. Let us see to it that 
every child in our schools is given the oppor
tunity of keeping the compavy of the best 
books, and that he is shown the advantages 
derived from them. It is said that every les
son a child prepares affects his whole after 
life. Is this not equally true of every book 
that he reads? Can we then overestimate 
the importance of this great factor in the 
school of life? When we realize that what 
he reads to-night affects the reader with its 
ever-widening circles, leaving its impress on 
the lives of all those he comes in contact 
with, is it not of the most importance on our 
part to do all in our power to provide him 
with the best literature the world affords? 

Let us then put a library of carefully se
lected books in our Sunday school. As the 
church is coming to a better system in its 
various departments, I can more readily see 
the necessity of the same in our reading, in 
order to keep pace with its onward move
ments. Books are our universities, where 

· souls are the students. Books are the looms 
that weave rapidly man's inner garments. 
Books are the levelers-not by lowering the 
great, but by lifting up the small. Thank 
God for books, cheering our solitude, sooth
ing our sickness, refining our passions, out 
of defeat leading us on to victory. That 
youth can scarcely fail of character, happi
ness, and success, who day by day goes to 
school to sages and seers; who by night hears 
Dante and Milton discourse upon Paradise. 
"No child can be called fatherless who has 
God and his mother." No youth can be 
called friendless who has God and the com
panionship of good books. 

0! what shall our library consist? First, 
the publications of the church-every one. 
Outside of these there is a very wide field 
from which to choose. Some histories, biog
raphies, books of travel, works on science, 
poetical works, the writings of some of the 
greatest theologians of the world, some 
books that are not beyond the comprehen
sion of the child. Let there be found such 
works as "Uncle Tom's Cabin;" "In His 
Steps, or What Would Jesus Do;" "The Life 
of .T esus," etc. 

Let us' teach the children to use the 
library by visiting it freely ourselves. Get 
a few books to start with, and add to the 
number as rapidly as we can. In "conduct
ing a library," we should select some one 
who has read a great deal and knows how to 
select books suitable for children to read, and 
then the one conducting it should know how 
to keep track of them. 

MRS. MATTIE DAMRON, 
for the Sout]+ern California Iteunion. 
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Conferenca Mintl1B8. 
NAUVOO. 

Conference convened at Montrose, Iowa, 
February 3; J. R. Evans in the chair, H. S. 
Salisbury secretary. Branch reports: Mont
rose 92; loss by death 1, absent from branch 
55. Rock Creek 69; loss by letter of removal 
3, absent from branch 8. Keokuk 52. Bur
lington 110; gain by baptism 1, absent from 
branch 13. Farmington 70; loss by letter of 
removal 2, by death 1, absent ft·om branch 32. 
Vincennes 20; gain by vote on evidence of 
membership 1. Bishop's agent, George P. 
Lam bert, reported: Balance last report 
$107 27; receipts $184 85; expenditures $220; 
balance on hand $72 12. Audited and found 
correct. District treasurer, James L. 
Wright, reported, balance in tr.casury $9 87. 
Ministry reports: James McKiernan bap
tized 1, John R Evans, George P. Lambert, 
John Lambert, H. T .. Pitt, Daniel Tripp; 
Priest Albert Geisch; Teacher J. W. Sto
baugh. Solomon Tripp was ordained to the 
office of deacon, under the hands of John R. 
E1•ans and H. T. Pitt. Deleg&tes to General 
Conference: John R. ·Evans, John Head, 
Maggie Wright, Marjorie Wright, Elmer 
Reed, and Katharine Reed. Election of offi
CPrs: John R. Evans district president, J. 
W. Stobaugh secretary, James L. Wright 
treasurer. Adjourned to Burlington, Iowa, 
June 2. 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference convened at Plano, Illinois, 

February 19; J. H. Lake president, Henry 
South wick assistant, E. E. Johnson secretary. 
Ministerial reports: J. H. Lake, Henry 
Southwick, J. M. Terry, J. C. Crabb, C. G. 
Lanphear, F. M. Cooper, H. E. Moler, A. J. 
Keck, E M. Wildermuth, T. Houg"as, .J. Mid
garden, F. J. Earl, S. C. Good. W. Strange, 
G. H. Graves, E. J. Lang, F. T. Haynes, 
Priests H. J. Atkins and F. M. Pitt; D~acon 
A. J. Fisher. Branch reports: Sandwich 74; 
loos 2. Plano 188; loss 3. Mission 130; gain 
2. Unity 25; loss 2. Ladd 30; gain 7. Wil
mington 57; loBs 7. West Pullman 51; gain 
5. Chicago 173; gain 20. District secretary 
reported members of broken branches, on 
"scattered list," etc, 235, making total mem
bership of district 963. Petition requesting 
return of Bro. J. M. Terry to Chicago was 
endorsed by the conference. Resolution re
questing that if possible, some special pro
vision be made for the missionaries of the 
church laboring in large cities, in view of the 
large expense connected with city life, etc ; 
adopted. Fifteen were elected delegates to 
General Conference. Bishop's a(!"ent, John 
Midgorden, reported: Receipts $824.57; paid 
out $749.14: balance on band, $75 43. It was 
"Resolved that it is the sense of this. confer
ence that the members of the church are en
titled to know the moral and spiritual stand
ing of such officer or officers as may have 
chargfl over them, as shown by their personal 
and official conduct; and that therefore, when 
a proper court of the church has pa~sed upon 
the conduct of such officer or officers, the 
members of the church are entitled to know 
the decision of such court; and further, be it 
Resolved that when an officer of the church 
has been convicted of personal or official mis
conduct, by a proper court of the church, we 
hold it to be out of accord with the law of 
God and the best interests of the church and 
its membership, to permit such person to. 
have any official charge in the church until 
he bas made legal restitution or been exoner
ated by a higher tribunal." A resolution 
protesting or disapproving against the inser
tion in the church publications of proprietary 
medicine and physician specialist advertise
ments, was adopted, and copies of said reso
lution ordered sent to Herald and Ensign 
Publishing Houses, Committee on reunioQ 
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was continued, with power to arrange for 
joint reunion with Southern Wisconsin dis
trict, if practicable; if not, to arrange for re
union in this district. The First Presidency 
were petitioned to return Bro. J. H. Lake to 
this mission. Resolution instructing- dele
g"ates from this district to request a General 
Priesthood Council during General Confer
ence, if practicable, was adopted. Elder F. 
M. Cooper was elected district president, 
Henry Southwick assistant, E. E. Johnson 
secretary, John Midg-orden sustained as Bis
hop's agent. A petition was addressed to 
the Twelve, requesting return of Bro. F. M. 
Cooper to this district. Adjourned to meet 
at Mission, Illinois, exact time to be set by 
district president. 

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
District conference convened at Netawaka, 

February 10; Peter Anderson chairman, J. 
W. Burns clerk. Visiting saints granted the 
privilege of taking part. S. Twombly, dis
trict president, reported. Report of minis
try: Elders Peter Anderson, J. Arthur 
Davis, J. W. Hudgens, -- Gowell, H. 
Parker, H. GrePn, A L Gurwell, W. Gur
well; Phineas Cadwell; Priests N. S. Dun
nington, C. E. Tilinghast, W. S. Hodson, L. 
G. Gurwell, H. Thomas, John Cairns; Dea
cons I. McGalliard, J. W. Burns. Branch 
reports: Netewaka 65, Fanniog- 87, Topeka 
17, Scranton 105, Atchison 77, Baker 27, Cen
tralia 18. J. W. Burns, treasurer, reported 
$5 52 on hand. L G. Gurwell, Peter Ander
son, J. Al:'thur Davis, chosen delegates to 
General Conference, and instructed to labor 
to have Independence, Missouri, selected for 
place of next General Conference. The tent 
was placed in the hands of the sub-missionary 
in charge and district president. One and a 
half dozen song books were ordered pur
chased for the tent. The recommflndations 
of Charles Ethredge and August Ehlers of 
Netawaka and Fanning, to be ordained to the 
office of a priest, and L. G. Gurwell of Fanning 
to the office of an elder, was referred back to 
their respective branches for reconsideration. 
Peter Anderson, Henry Stebbins, Bro. Gowell 
were the speakers. 

MOBILE. 
Conference convened with Three Rivers 

branch, Canada, Mississippi, February 10; G. 
T. Chute, president, pro tern.; F. P. Scar
cliff, secretary, pro tern. Elders G. T. Chute, 
F. P. Scarcliff, C. I. Carpenter, G. W. Sher
man, and W. L. Booker reported; also Priest 
R. Mizell; Teachers David Goff and D. Till
man; and Deacon Wiley Miz9ll reported. 
W. L. Booker was chosen delegate to Gen
eral Conference. An assessment of twenty 
cents from each member in the district was 
levied to pay the expenses of the delegate. 
Also five cents per month to pay expenses 
and support family of district president. 
Elder F. P. Scarcliff was recommended to 
the Twelve and the coming General Confer
ence for appointment in the missionary field. 
Branch reports: Theodore 3±, Bluff Creek 
69. Bishop's agent's report: On hand last 
report twenty-five cents: received since 
$13 60; sent Bishop E. L. Kelley $10 '85; bal
ance on hand $3. District treasurer reported 
on hand ten cents. W. L. Booker was sus
tained as president of the district and Bish
op's agent; C. I. Carpenter sustained as 
treasurer; G. T. Chute chosen secretary. 
Preaching by F. P. Scarcliff, G. W. Sherman, 
and W. L. Booker. Adjourned to meet with 
Theodore branch, Saturday, June 9, at ten 
a.m. 

NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 
Conference convened at Bevier branch, 

February 10; J. A. Tanner chairman, assisted 
by W. E. Summerfield, G. A. Tryon secre
tary. Branches reporting; Bevier1 Higbee, 
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Salt River, and Pollock. Ministerial re
ports: Elders J. A. Tanner, W. E Summer
fieid, R M. Elvin, J. F. Petre, R. R. Jones, 
J. T. Williams, A. Allen, W. Vaughan; 
Priests F. T. Mussell, R. Thrutcbley, W. C. 
Chapman; Teachers J. W. Morgan, E. E. 
Petre. Bishop's agent's and treasurer's re
ports were read, audited, and found correct. 
Bills allowed: District president $23 94, and 
district secretary $2.45. Delegates chosen to 
General Conference: R. M. Elvin, W. E. 
Summerfield, Carrie Richards, Arthur Allen, 
Ellen Davis, J. A. Tanner, Louise Palfrey, 
G. A. Tryon, J. T. Williams, David L. Mor
gan, Margaret Davis, Nydia Thomas, Anna 
Williams, J. F. Petre, J. W. Rudkin, F. T. 
Mussell, Maggie Frye, Albert Binder. Brn. 
F. Palfrey, J. F. Petre, and R. Thrutchley 
were appointed a committee to solicit means 
to purchase a tent for district. On recom
mendation from Bevier branch, BI"o. Freder
ick T. Mussell was ordained an elder, Bro. 
David L. Morgan a priest, and Bro. John W. 
Rudkin a deacon. Time and place of next 
conference was left in hands of president and · 
vice president of district. 

8tlndau 8~hool Asso~iations. 

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
District Sunday school convened in Neta

waka, on February 9; W. S. Hodson chair
man, J. W. Burns clerk. W. S. Hodson 
reported as district superintendent and Harry 
Thomas as assistant. Treasurer reported 
$5 74 on hand. Scranton, Netawaka, Fan
ning, and Atchison schools reported. The 
Baker school was accepted as a member of 
the district association. W. S. Hodson pre
sented a bill for traveling expenses of $1 85, 
which was ordered paid. A program was 
made out for next convention. The superin
tendent was requested to prepare a paper or 
a ten minutes' talk on the benefits of an or
ganization. The superintendent was author
ized to appoint some one to prepare a paper 
on "The best methods of teaching the Pri
mary class." J. W. Burns was requested to 
prepare a paper or a ten-minutes' talk on 
"How to review a school." The following 
brethren were chosen as district officers: 
Superintendent, Harry Thomas; as~istant, 
W. S. Hodson; clerk J. W. Burns; treasurer, 
I. McGalliard. L. G. Gurwell was chosen as 
delegate to General Convention. An extra 
session was called to approve the report to 
General Convention: Schools last report 4, 
at present 5; present number in district 218. 
Adjourned to meet the day before conference. 

KEWANEE DISTRICT. 
District Sunday school association con

vened at Kewanee, Illinois, Friday, February 
2; district superintendent F. A. Russell in 
the chair, Mrs. E.d Lamb secretary. A very 
profitable meeting was enjoyed; everyone 
present feeling as though they had learned 
something and been benefited by being pres
ent. Officers elected for the ensuing year: 
F. A. Russell, superintendent; S. A. White
house, assistant; Mrs. Ed Lamb, secrGtary; 
Miss Clara Francis, treasurer. Dulegates 
appointed to General Convention: F. A. 
Russell, Bro. and Sr. Ordway, Sr. Epperson, 
Bro. and Sr. Clark, Bro. Adams, and Bro. J. 
C. Crabb; delegates present baing authorized 
to cast full vote of district. 

MOBILE. 
Convention met with Three Rivers branch, 

Canada, Mississippi, at seven p.m., February 
9; vice president G. W. Sherman presidinl!", 
who g"ave an encouraging report; F. P. 
Scarcliff secretary. District treasurer Scar
cliff reported $1.07 on hand. Officers chosen 
for ensuing year; W. J_,, Booker, president; 
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G. W. Sherman, vice president; F. P. Scar
cliff, secretary. Adjourned to meet Friday 
night s.t seven o'clock, before assembling of 
next district conference at the same place. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Program of Far West, Missouri, Sunday 

school convention, at St. Joseph, Missouri, 
March 9. Ten a. m., report of district offi
cers, local superintendent, other business, 
election of officers, discussion of amendments 
in Herald of December 27, also notice of im
provement committee in He1·ald of January 
17. Two p. m., papers on and discussion of the 
following subjects: "The necessity of a still 
hour during the week, or communion with 
God." "The way to God, or to the work." 
Thoughts on spiritual life: 1. Pledges of his 
love. 2. Prayers and promises. 3. Thoughts 
of union with Christ. 4. Thoughts on Chris
tian sanctity. Normal lesson. Doctrine. 
''Prevailing prayer." 

THOSE PRIMARY CARDS AGAIN. 
Everybody please take notice. The busi

ness manager of the Herald Office informs 
me that there are many letters of inquiry and 
some sharp criticisms upon him for not fill
ing all the orders for cards that have been 
received. In fact they are so numerous that 
it would be well nigh impossible for him to 
write and explain it to all. We wish to 
make here an explanation that will remove 
all blame from the Herald Office manage
ment, for no fault is theirs. They have done 
exactly as they were instructed. 

1. The card illustrations were put out as an 
experiment. And it was not expected that 
we would reach every one that might choose 
to try them. 

2. We took the mailing lists of the Pri
mary Quarterly and sent out about double 
the number of cards as quarterlies. Some 
others were sent upon request, but the sup
ply being limited we could not supply all. 
Many seemed to think that all that was nec
essary was to send in a very large order and 
"be sure to have enough." Some ordered 
who did not take the Primary Quarterly and 
wanted a copy or two of the quarterly 
"throwed in." We would gladly have com
plied with their requests had it been possi
ble. But, as stated above, the cards were 
issued as an experiment, and to try the 
experiment sufficiently extensive to make it 
of any value we decided that it would be nec
essary to send them out free. They are very 
expensive. We therefore concluded to have 
but a part of the lessons of the quarter ill us
trated. And if you have a few sets of the 
lessons illustrated you have enough to give 
the system of illustrating the lessons a prac
tical test. Give it a careful test and when 

.General Convention comes, be ready to ex
press your views as to whether or not the 
system of illustration is a practical one, and, 
too, whether or not you can afford to pay for 
them as they cannot again be sent out free. 
There is no better way to test any method 
than by actual experience with it. This you 
soon will have had. Let us study carefully 
and see if it is wise to continue the illustrated 
cards for the primary grades. 

We hope that this explanation of the mat
ter may remove all thought of complaint 
that may have pervaded the minds of any. 
And, too, that all who have written the Her
ald Office for explan!>tion will consider this 
as in answer to their ir:quiries. 

Ever hopeful for the success of the work, 
we are Your brother and colaborer, 

T. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt. 

The Theosophical society now has nearly 
400 branches in various parts of the world. 

The Rev. Dr. L. D. Bevan, an Australian 
Congregationalist, traveling in America, says 
"revivals" are a detriment to religion. 
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REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO,GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

Notice is hereby given that reduced rail
way rates to the coming Religio and Sunday 
school conventions and General Conference, 
to be held at Lamoni, Iowa, have been ob
tained over the lines of the Western Passen
ger Association.....,a rate of one and one third 
fare for the round trip, subject to the usual 
terms and conditions. 

Other associations have not yet been heard 
from, but efforts are being made to cover as 
much territory as possible. 

Tickets on the going passage may be pur
chased from April 3-9 inclusive (good on any 
of those dates, but those dates only), and will 
be good for returning passage as late as 
April 23. Further particulars next week. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, February 19, 1900. 

GENERAL CONFERENCE BOARD. 
The rate of board bas been fixed by the 

Lamoni branch at $2 50 per wee.k. The com
mittee will have some places where free en
tertainment can be had, but no one should 
count on free entertainment and board unless 
they have made arrangements with the com
mittee before arriving in Lamoni. We will 
try to aid any who cannot pay by helping 
them to secure such places, but arrangements 
must be made with the committee before 
coming. 

All persons desiring the services of the 
committee should write the secretary or 
president in due time, stating what you 
desire, when you expect to arrive, etc. U 
you have preferences, we will try to give 
them due consideration. 

Persons who accept invitations from 
friends, and make their own arrangements, 
need not communicate with us, but when you 
arrive we will assist such to find their places, 
if desired. 

When you decide to come, if you desire us 
to assist you in any way, write us early, so 
that as many as possible may be assigned to 
places before the sessions begin. Committee, 

GEORGE W. BLAIR, President. 
L. G. ANTHONY, Secretary. 
S. K. SORENSEN. 
W. J. MATHER. 
J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 2t. 

SECOND QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
On the 15th of February I mailed a blank 

report and letter to each member of the 
above quorum. You will please fill out the 
same and return to me by the 25th of March. 
If any fail to receive blank report, if they 
will notify me, I will send them another. 
After March 15, my address will be Holden, 
Missouri, box 397. 

ARTHUR ALLEN, Sec. 
KANSAS CITY, Missouri, 2320 Montgall Avenue. 

FfRST QUORUM OF PRIESTS. 
All members of the First Quorum of Priests 

are requested to send in their reports to the 
president so as to reach him not later than 
April 1. The secretary has mailed you a 
blank form for reporting, if same has not 
been received, please notify him at once. W. 
C. Duncan, secretary, Maysville, Missouri, 
David J. Krahl, president, No. 1715 Edmond 
Street, St. Joseph, Missouri. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF PRIESTS. 
The members of the above quorum are re

quested to report their labors for the past 
two years. Let your reports not be later 

than the 15th of March. Remember, those 
who fail to report for two years will be 
,dropped from the quorum. Send reports to 
Fred G. Pitt, No. 665 Sheffield Avenue, Chi
cago, Illinois. Quorum fees twenty-:fi ve 
cents. J. I. YOUNG, Pres. 

WEIR CITY, Cherokee County, Kansas. 

The Fourth Quorum of Priests are hereby 
requested to send in their reports not later 
than March 15; report labors done in two 
years if possible. The president of quorum 
is located at last. Anyone wishing to cor
respond with him can do so by addressing J. 
I. Young, Weir City, Kansas. Remember 
quorum feAs twenty-five cents. 

EBEN MILLER, Corresponding Sec. 
CLEVELAND, Ohio, Box 28, 

THIRD QUORUM OF PRIESTS. 
A blank report has been sent to each mem

ber. Should any fail to get one, if #they will 
write me of the fact, they will be supplied. 
I trust we shall get a report from each. 

W. T. SHAKESPEARE, Pres. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb 15. 

SECOND QUORUM OF DEACONS. 
Wishing to make a complete report of the 

quorum to the General Conference, we ask 
that each member make out and send to the 
secretary of the quorum a complete report of 
his labors for the past year. Send your re
ports before March 15, and as many as can do 
so, try to come to conference and let the 
quorum enjoy a series of meetings to the good 
of the quorum and for the good of the cause. 

CHAS. F. CHURCH, Pres. 
C. B. BERGERSEN, Sec. 

RELIGIO NOTICES. 
Far West, Missouri, district association of 

Zion's Religio-Literary society will meet at 
St. Joseph, March 9, at eight p. m. All so
cieties of the district are requested to se~d 
reports and delegates. St. Joseph local will 
render program. H. 0. SMITH, Pres. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Far West district conference will convene 

in St. Joseph, on Saturday, March 10, at ten 
o'clock. Delegates will be chosen to repre
sent the district at the coming General Con
ference. Branch officers will see that 
credentials and reports of their branche$ be 
sent promptly, at least one week prior to sit
ting of conference, to the district secretary. 

T. T. HINDERKS, Pres. 
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
Will the elders and priests of Northeast 

Missouri district, please forward to me at 
Pollock, Missouri, March 1, a complete re
port of all labor done during the year ending 
February 28. Let all be prompt, or their re
port will be useless in making the mis
sionary's report for General Conference. 

ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

DIED. 
BRUNS.-August F. Bruns was born Au

g-ust 5, 1857, at Hanover, Germany; he died 
February 1, 1900. Came to America in Sep
tember, 1880; was married to Sister Mary 
Harmon at Beatrice, Nebraska, November 15, 
1893. He leaves a wife, mother, two brothers, 
and three sisters. He was a loving husband, 
an affectionate son, true brother, and faithful 
friend. His remains were taken to Beatrice, 
where Elder F. A. Smith preached the fu
neral sermon in the Christian church, the 
Christian and Lutheran ministers assisting. 

RoBERTs.-At O'Fallon, Illinois, January 
31, 1900, Bro. Richard Roberts, priest, aged 
65 years. Born in Wales. Funeral from 
house; sermon by Elder J. D. White. 
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The Saint&' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
Sl.OO; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
lliample copies free; $1.50 per year: when paid in 
lll.dvance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
aolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
Mons, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. . 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances 
changes of address1 etc., should be addressed t~ 
ll'rank Criley, Busmess Manager. Remittances 
Bhould be made by post office or express orders 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 
l>o not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
ola.ss mail matter.) 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ........•.....•.•.••..•... $0 35 
Cloth, limp.. . • . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . 50 

THE. HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth1 with marginal references, 
two Sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SO and 50 

Archreological Committee's Report, 
WITH ~lAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archaeology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the N epb i tes. Part 2 is a synopsis of J aredi te 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustratiom 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
~.~orchaeological evidences obtainable in sup· 
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to t.}e average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archaeo· 
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 
.. Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 

30 cent!', mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY .. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper ..•.•..•.................. $0 25 I 
Cloth ............... , ..•• , . . . . . . . 40 

THE SAINTS' HERALD .. 

I T Y, VoL. 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

@) Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. . 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, • 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, ~2.00; full leather $2.50; 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRH~EY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? Udgi-
vet af den «jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke

1 
"En Indbydelse til 

Guds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom." 
Per dozen. 16 cents; 100 ••••••••••. $1 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges. . 60 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, .~~:ilt edges .. flexible .••..• 2 00 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limu. . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . . • . . 20 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
s-pired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ......... 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 71) 

0TEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ............... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller). . . . . • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo............ 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
With music only . • • • .. • .. . • • . .. .. 1 :ZI) 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Qloth ............... ·, (I ••••• o ••••• $0 8.0 
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I
I D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 

Wl\i. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

MRS. DA~~ ~~~· v~~V·I N GS BANK o;;~R A~~~o~ ~7.Cashier. i CO )\1 E C I AN K 
Kneorparated ii!>HI.er the laws of the §tate o:f Iow,., .July 1, 189~. I LAMO I IOWA. 

Total ai!ltsets January 1, 1900, $133,0a2.34. ~ 
Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest We pay interest on time <lepoelts, and e•pecially solicit the correspondence and depoens of all Herald readers. All , C d 

letters of irqtnry will be prvmptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to I paid on t.i me ,deposits. orrespon ence so-
W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.llicited, F<'rms and town property for sale. 

STOCJ;I;!!IOLDEM~§:~Mrs. David Da1t1cer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Reeseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. AndereoH, Frauk Criley, Alice P. Dartcer, Ella D Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. H-,pkin•. <€ KEOKUK & WESTERN R, R, CO, 

n H~~ D Ji:D. A llf_ttter Day Saint Sund 
contn,lnhH:: J.t.,~::.ons for each 

h~:i· the use of hoth 
coverci; § eents per 

covers; 

I of n~~!oo~~an:~ ~lf-~~r~me~urch, 
I business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 

ft. and 20 x Hl ft.. all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

I 

1

1 

I will sell a one balf or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

I DANISH HYMN BOOK. 

Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor-
j

1 

Salmebog Til Rirke-og Husandagt. 

cxtn,JBJY, Lamonl, Iowa. 1 ganiserede J esn Christi Rirke af 
~---·-------~ ... --.. -~-·~ .................. -~- 1 ldste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 

J backs ................... , . , ..... $0 75 

GUAR-1'-"""~-

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SA.INTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now reo,dy.) Provided for by ac
tion of Geneml Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Saints. Written and 
compiled President J osepb 
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EXPERIMENTAL KNOWLEDGE OF 
GOD'S EXISTENCE. 

ness. It is a commonplace that we I supreme moral personality. In other 
can only directly experience our own words, it is to postulate God. 
subjective states. These lead us to "Put in other words, the sugges
infer something outside ourselves to tion is that those who areuncertain: 
which they are due; and they may be what mental attitude to take up
broadly divided into two classes. (1) toward this supreme question, and 
Those which are sense-impressions who yet feel that it is supreme, 
ancd which lead to the universal yet should adopt the divine personality 
individual belief in an external sensu- as a working hypothesis, and put it 
ous world; (2) those which Lotze calls to the crucial test of experiment. 
'emotions of the mind, attitudes of "A fair-minded survey of history is,. 
longing, of devotion, or enthusiasm,' the best justification of the attempt 
which lead to an equally universal here suggested. However we may 
and individual belief in an external account for the fact, there is no doubt 
supersensuous world. Since these that chm·acter, more than intellect, 
beliefs are due to the 'combining and more even than genius, has been the 
comparing power of reason' working controlling force in the checkered 
on impressions in the one case physi- career of our race. To recognize 
cal, in the other metaphysical, it is this, however, is to recognize the as
obvious that in both cases the kind of cendency of the moral over all other 
world believed in must, in its details, characteristics of mankind, and such 
largely depend on culture, age, en- an ascendency is hardly compatible 
vironment, and personal capacity. with a non-moral constitution of the 
Certain broad features are, of course, universeunless we regard man as an 
unalterable. Thus the sensuous abnormal and unimportant excres
world is conceived by all men as cence on the cosmic order, toward 
subject to the limitations of space and the understanding of which a study 
time, the supersensuous world as in- of human nature can give no help. A 
dependent of such limitations." moral constitution implies, however, 

This fundamental postulate of reli- as we have seen, a supreme moral 
gion the writer calls the primary personality." 
"venture of faith." "It is a venture The hypothesis of the divine Per~ 

Professor Royce, of Harvard, has because, though the postulate of a su~ sonality, says the writer, is to be 
said that in physical science it is · b h f 1 b 
"useless to try to do without assump- preme and eternal righteousness may verified y t e test o persona_, su . 
tions, and equally useless to under- well be capable of verification, it is jective communion--w~ich is t?e sec· 
take the demonstration of these exceedingly doubtful whether by us ond great venture of fa1tb. It 1s to be 

as we are, under our actual condi- through a revelation of "the divine 
assumptions by experience alone;" · f h r 
and that "unless you make these as- tions, with our present limitations spirit to our spir1t, o w ose rea 1ty 

the method of such verification is dis: and significance we cannot stand in 
sumptions, the spirit of science is not coverable." She continues:- doubt." Individual certitude "can 
in you." Similarly, says Emma Marie b · b d' d' _, l 
C 'll d (' Th n R o "Th t 1 t f · d only e attamed y 1rect in lVLaua · 

a1 ar m e ""'ontemporary ~ ev~ew, e .P;s u a ,e o supreme an experiment, made in purity of pur-
December), "developed religion ba,s eternal. n;,h,teousnesos ex~ludes the pose and singleness of heart."-The 
its assumptions. and unless we can co~ceptwn 01. an ent1rely 1m12ersonal Literary Digest February 2 1.. 
make them, the spirit of religion is umverse where the only relatwns are ' 4 

not in us." She continues:~ between things? and can be expressed ----------------
"The great special postulates of in terms of so-called natural laws. RULES BY WHICH TO RISE. 

science are for the satisfaction of the Such a universe has no place for Find your purpose and fling 
intellect. The great special postu- righteousness, supreme or subordi- life out to it. Try to be · 
lates of (and we shall refer nate. It is neither moral nor im- with all your might. 
to both sets more particularly before moral, but non-moral, just as is What is put into the first of life is 
long) are for the satisfaction of what inorganic nature, considered simply put into the whole of life. Start right. 
Scripture call the 'heart;' and it is as such, and not in connection either The first thing you do, if you have 
mere cant, and very mischievous cant, with sentient or self-conscious beings. not done it, is to fall in love with your 
to say that either heart or intellect These latter are indispensable in a work. 
has more right to satisfaction than moral universe, and if it is to be in- Don't brood over the past nor dream 
the other. Both equ::~.lly enter into deed a cosmos, and not a chaos where of the future, but seize the instant 
the constitution of man, and their each individual asserts his own inde- and get your lesson from the hour. 
rights are equal. That being so, we pendent ideal, then there is needed a Necessity is the priceless spur. 
should perhaps expect to find what, moral standard, one by which all Give a youth resolution and the al- . 
in fact, we do find -that their special other standards are to be tested, and phabet, and who shall place limits to 
postulates have a fundamental trai.t all moral judgments themselves ap. his career? · 
in common. Both alike imply the praised. Such a standard must be Don't wait for extraordinary oppor· 
existence of external reality. To any personal, or it is no criterion for per- tunities; seize common occasions and 
reade1· even slightly versed in phi- sonal beings; and supreme, or it is of make them great. 
losophy it would be superfluous to in· no value to them. To postulate that A great opportunity will only make 
sist on the fact that external reality I infinite goodness is at the heart of you ridiculous unless you are pre~ 
is not a direct datum of conscious- things is, therefore, to postulate a pared for it. 
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The lucky man is the man who sees 
;and grasps his opportunity. 

The world always listens to a man 
with a will in him. 

The man with an idea has ever 
'Changed the face of the world. 

Find a way or make one. Every
thing is either pusher or pushed. 

There is nothing small in a world 
where a mud creek swells to an Ama
wn, and the stealing of a penny may 
·and on the scaffold. -Success. 

:RELIGIOUS TENDENCIES IN JAPAN. 

THE ~AlNTS' HERALD. 

ter Spence; A Contrast and a Parallel: l. 
Imperial Republicanism Historically Con
sidered, H. Bonis, B. A; 2. The Roman Em· 
pire and the United States, Edward McK. 
Whiting-. 

The Arena Company, Life Building, New 
York. 

actual converts have not increased in 
proportion to the increase in popula
tion. Many who embrace it in the 
belief that it is responsible for the 
ad vance of Western civilization drop 
it when they encounter the miracles 
of which it tells. Some have been 
known to adopt it temporarily for the 1 • Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvar~ Unive:sity, 

• . IS the author of a thoughtful artiCle entitled, 
sake of learnmg the language. The The Transplantation of a Race, which will ap
attitude of another class is indicated pear in Appletons' Popular Science Monthly 
by a pamphlet written some years for _March. It is !l' discuss~on of the forces 
ago in which it was seriously ex- yvhwh led ~o the mtroduct1~n. of the neljl"ro 

.' . . . wto Amerwa and the conditiOns attendmg 
plamed that Christianity was very his acclimatization. Professor Shaler, who 
good for the Western people, as it grew up in the South, .throws quite a new 
helped to restrain them from murder light on so!De of the pressi?g aspects of the 

Dr. Michel Revon, late professor in and robbery and the other great black race questwn, and h1s artwles are sure to 
·the Imper1'al Un1' e "t · J h . . prove extremely valuable in the North by v rsl Y m apan, w 0 sms to Which they were naturally ad- giving their readers a just view of the real 
Jor seven years has carefully ob- dieted; but that the Japanese needed problems which the South has got to meet :in 
served the religious movements in the no such religion, for they were natur- its struggle with the negro question. 
island empire, says that no one can ally good. "-The Litera1·y Digest, Feb-
be in doubt as to the changes which ruary 17. An unusually interesting article discussing 
:the modern scientific spirit is making the so-called Typical Criminal from the prac-
in the old religious beliefs of that tical man's standpoint will appear in Apple-
people; the tendency of the modern CROPS RAISED DURING 1899. tons' Popular Science Monthly for March. 
Japanese mind is toward agnosticism. Washington D. C. Jan. 20.-The 1 The author, the ~ev. Samuel~- Smith, who . . . ' D , bas been Chaplam of the Mwnesota State 
In The Independent (December 28) he stat~stwmn of the epa;tm~nt of j Prison for a number of years, and hence has 
·says;- Agnculture has made public h1s final had an unusually good opportunity for a 

"An interesting effort is now being estimates of the acreage, production, study of the criminal classes, is of the opinion 
made by some of the more thoughtful and value of the crops of 1899. The th~t :here is no such. thing as the "typical 

criminal," and especially that there are no 
to adapt Herbert Spencer's philoso- va~ues are based on the _average farm physical signs of degeneration by which ha 
:phy to the religion of Buddha-and prwes on December 1, m accordance can be tagged and put into his appropriate 
the two coalesce surprisingly well, with the practice of the department. class of degeneracy, as the modern criminolo
for Buddhism is at bottom only the The wheat acreage was 44,592,516, gist is s_o ready to do offhand, after a brief 
-doctrine of evolution in mystic form, the production 347,303,846 bushels, anatomical survey. 
plns a certain amount of superstition, and the value $319,545,259, the aver- -----
and this extra element of superstition age yield per acre being 12.3 bushels Prof. E. P. Evans, who has attained a per-
is rapidly disappearinu, so far as the and the averaue farm price per bushel haps not entirely enviable reputation by his 

~ = unearthing of absurd and oftentimes brutal 
educated classes are concerned. on December 1 was 58.4 cents. relics of old superstitious beliefs, many of 

"This interpretation of Buddhism The corn acreage was 82,108,587, them necessarily of religious origin, will con-
modern science seems likely to in- the production 2 078,143.933 bushels, tribute a paper, entitled a Survival of Medi-

d h l "'629 210 110 h eval Credulity, to the March number of 
.crease somewhat the hold on Japan an t e va ue "' • • · • t e aver- Appletons' Popular Science Monthly, which 
that the Buddhist priests first gained age yield per acre being 25.3 bushels, describes in detail a number of the most 
·by explaining that the Shinto gods and the average farm price per bushel ridiculous and in some cases exceeding-ly 
were reincarnations of Buddha. on December 1 was 30.3 cents. vicious superstitions, and the forms con-

Th · T' · 26 341 380 nected with them, which are still religiously 
" e new SCientific spirit is enter- ne acreage m oats was • • • believed by large numbers of the inhabitants 

-iqg even into Shintoism, the original the production 796,177,713 bushels, of certain European countries. 
religion of Japan, and the faith to-day and the value $198,167,975, the aver-

Prof. E. W. Scripture, of Yale University, 
has an interesting and instructive article in 
the March number of Appletons' Popular 
Science Monthly, entitled Cross Education. 
In it he discusses an important psychological 
principle which is commonly overlooked in 
practical education . 

of the Emperor and of pernaps a rna- age yield per acre being 30.2 bushels, 
jority of the most enlightened Japan- and the average farm price per bushel 
-ese who are not already pronounced on December 1 was 24.9 cents. 
atheists. The strength of Shintoism The barley crop is estimated at 
to-day is indicated by the fact that 73,381,563 bushels, the rye crop at 
only a few years ago it made a deter- 23,961,741 bushels, the buckwheat 
. mined contest with Buddhism for crop at 11,094.473 bushels, the potato 
designation as the state religion of crop at 228,783.232 bushels, and the 
Japan. Neither succeeded, however, hay crop at 56,655,756 tons. ADDRESSEs. 

d 't h b d d tl th t J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. an l as een ecree recen y a c. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 
no religion whatever shall be taught George Jenkins, Byrneville, Ind. 
in the public schools. THE MARCH ARENA. M. F. Gowell, Rosendale, Missouri. 

"It is a fact that the word •Bud- The Arena for March contains the follow- Daniel MacGregor, Chilliwack, B. C. 
dhism' no longer has a definite signifi- ing interesting list of articles: The Military Henry C. Smith, Temple, Lak'l Co., Ohio. 

Problem in Congress: 1. Reorganizat.ion of M. H. Bond, No. 103 Chapin Ave., Provi· 
cance in Japan. Many who through the National Guard, Hon. Jacob Ruppert, dence, R.I. 
Ufe are Shintoists ask when dying for Jr.; 2. The Army System- Defects and E. F. Shupe, No. 2849 Curtis Street, Den· 
'Buddhist burial - sometimes for no Remedies, Hon. George B. McClellan; The ver, Colorado. 
other reason than because it is more Anglo-Boer Struggle: · L Influence of Demo- J. D. White, No. 1903 :coleman Street, St. 

cratic Ideals, Hon. David A. DeArmond; 2. Louis, Missouri. 
gorgeous than the Shinto ceremonial. "The Mother of Civilization," Hon. Charles W. E. Peak, 365 Grand River Avenue, De-
-Many others are Buddhists only in F. Cochran; Monroe Doctrine Appeal and troit, Michigan. 
·.name, and atheists in fact. From "Our Next War," John Chetwood; Bl'itish T. W. Williams, 1014 Alpine Street,:Los 
th t t th · d t' Radicals and Radicalism, Joseph Dana Mil- Angeles, California. 
' a s age ere IS every gra a 100 ler; The Supreme Court in History, Rev. E. E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop, Lamoni, 
·back to the complete and literal ac- P. Powell; Civilization and the Social Com- Decatur County, Iowa. 
ceptance of the doctrines laid down pact, Prof. Jerome Dowd; The University J. B. Roush, permanent address, Wra.,-, 

, by Saka-Munyi. an~ f?ocial Qaestions, George !'f· Shibley; Yuma County, Colorado. . 
••This new and increasing tendency j Cru;mnal Sociology,. the Amerwan vs. the j Mark H. Forscutt, No. 203 F1rst Aven~e, 

" . . Latm School, FranCis A. Kellor; The Com-~ Nebraska City, Nebraska. 
toward agno~st1~1s~ ~as .retarded the mercial Traveler's Work of Civilization, J. , W. R. Armstrong, No. 1 Shakespeare 1St, 
:progress of ChriStianity m Japan, and·. H. Wisby; Evolution and Immortality, Wal- Ardwick, Manchester, England. _ _ :-::::::::: 
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THE I-IERALD. 
"If ye eontinue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeetl1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free/'-Jobn 8J31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Loi'd1 for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife1 and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page 116, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

- EDITOR. 
• ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CoRRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, FEB. 28, 1900. 

LETTER OF CORRECTION. 

Bro. Arthur Leverton, of Bothwell, 
Ontario, feeling that he was wronged 
by the statements of Rev. W. H. 
Cooper in a l_etter published in the 
Mitchell Recorder, which he replied to 
in a later issue of said paper, asks us 
to publish his reply so that those of 
the Saints who may have read the 
Cooper-Leverton debate as printed in 
pamphlet form by Rev. Cooper, may 
have a statement of facts by Bro. 
Leverton in his own defense. We 
give the letter below:-

THAT OLD DEBATE AGAIN. 

Dear Sir:-In your issue of January 12, I 
see a letter from the pen of Mr. W. H. 
Cooper, which I kindly ask for space to make 
reply. The truth hatf told is the most mis· 
leading falsehood. As Mr. Cooper says a 
committee of three took it upon themselves 
to get the Cooper-Leverton debate printed in 
full. Our speeches to be taken down and 
printed just as they were delivered by each 
of us from the stand. We both agreed to 
this, reserving the right to revise in ordar to 
correct any word or statement tha.t might 
wrongfully be taken down. 

'fhe committee then entered into an agree· 
ment with the printer to publish the debate 
in pamphlet form for the sum of forty dollars. 
The debate then proceeded, but to the aston· 
ishment of the committee, they were told 
the debate could not be printed for less than 
sixty dollars. Upon this statement one of 
the committee dropped out, the remaining 
two agreeing to pay the sixty dollars. 
After the debate was over, I was told that 
the debate should never be published in full 
as it took place-I will leave tiile reader to 
judge why. So the next report we got from 
headquarters was that the debate could not 
be published for less than eighty dollars. At 
this statement one of the two dropped out. 
Tho one left agreed to pay the eighty dollars 
if the debate was published correctly as it 
took place, he offering to pay the money or 
the greater part of it in ad vance. 

This was t,he statement of the committee 
to m(J, which I have every reason to believe 
was correct. As the printer told me himself 
that he did not consider the last man on the 
committee was responsible, the matter had 
all fallen through. So from the above being 
the facts it is easy for any intelligent mind to 
see why the committee all dropped out. I 
then saw Mr. Cooper and the printer and had 
some talk with them about the matter. 

When the printer told me be had decided 
to print a synopsis of the debate upon his 
own responsibility, I told them ·I would ag·ree 
to that providing our speeches were cut down 
equally alike. It was stated to me that cer· 
tainly would be done. After a considerable 
time had passed over, I met a party con
nected with the printing staff who told me 
the synopsis of the debate was printed, and 
WQ~ld be relld¥ f<;>;- !'@!e in ~ few da;rs, :[ tl1e!0 

said, I suppose you are getting it out yourself 
as agreed upon; when to my great astonish· 
ment he said, 0 no, Mr. Cooper is getting it 
printed himself. I then asked, Is he getting 
it out anything like fair? The reply wag, 
There is nothing fair about it. Why, he 
said, Cooper rewrote all his speeches before 
they were allowed to go in print. I have a 
letter from Mr. Cooper confessing to me that 
he rewrote all his speeches aft,er the debate, 
before they were printed. If Mr. Cooper wag 
satisfied with his speeches, as delivered in 
the debate, and thought he gained such a 
victory, what did he rewrite them for before 
they were printed? I leave the reader to 
judge. 

After Mr. Cooper decided to print the de· 
bate himself, he never sent me word that he 
was going to get the debate printed himself; 
that he was going to have his sp'leches 
printed in full after he had rewritten them, 
but kept me in the dark in regard to his 
doings. If this is honorable or Christian, 
then I pray God to deliver us from all such 
Christians, for- I do not wish to dwell with 
them in their final home. 

Mr. Cooper said I had my speeches to re· 
vise. I never had one of them in full. I 
never had more than a synopsis of any of my 
speeches, and four or six I never had at all, 
and never saw them until I saw them in their 
mutilated state as printed in Cooper's book. 
The synopsis of the speeches I did have were 
in such a confused state that it was impossi· 
ble to make intelligence out of them, without 
rewriting them all over again. This I should 
have done which I did not, thinking it was 
only a synopsis to be printed anyhow, which 
was very unsatisfactory; but had I known 
th&t was what the Rw. Mr Cooper was doing. I 
would have been with him; but his success de· 
pended on keeping me in the dark, which he 
did on account of the distance between us. 

Mr. Cooper says: "Mr. Leverton's friends, 
the Mormons." Why is it that Mr Cooper is 
not gentleman enough to call us by our 
proper nan;te? He knows we are not Mor· 
mons in the sense that term is commonly 
used. The only object that I can see that he 
can possibly have in view is to mislead the 
public mind and get them to believe a false· 
hood; viz., that we are believers in the doc
trine of polygamy, and, other corrupt 
doctrines taught by the Mormons of Salt 
Lake City. If Mr. Cooper was a Christian 
he would not do this to create a prejudice 
against an innocent people; for he knows we 
have nothing to do with the Mormons of 
Salt Lake City. Neither do we believe in 
any of their corrupt doctrines. 

I was never called over the coals by the 
Latter Day Saints conference- "Mormon 
conference" Mr. Cooper has it; nor did I 
have to make any excuse regarding the de· 
bate with Mr. Cooper. The victory of a 
battle is generally told by the results, where 
the battle takes place; and the results in 
this case were that seven connected them· 
selves with the Latter Day Saints' Church 
immediately after the debate, stating they 
were convinced during the debate that we 
had the truth. Friends were made to us 
which were never friends before. I am 
told that two who joined the Latter Day 
Saints after the debate had always before 
been favorable to M11. Cooper's church. Now 
what were the results on Mr. Cooper's side? 
He did not coavince one who was favorable 
to the doctrine of the Latter Day Saints 
Church that he had the truth. I never 
heard of one joining his church as a result of 
the geb!j,te; but l did he~r ~OJ:!!() say ~h~t 

some of his own people were disgusted with 
the way he used the Bible in the debate. 
Now the Latter Day Saints have not been 
lying about it ever since; they have had no 
occasion to. There is already too much of that 
kind of practice found in Cooper's little book. 
Mr. Cooper says I offered to meet him again, 
etc. The fact is when I saw the deception, 
fraud, and falsehood all combined in the 
so-called printed debate, I sent Mr. Cooper a 
challenge to meet me in public debate again. 
It is true Mr. Cooper said he would meet me 
again in public debate on the condition that I 
would allow certain histories and writings of 
some uninspired men to be taken on equal 
authority with the Bible.· This I would not 
agree to, and I think there is no sane man 
who has the proper respect due the holy 
word of God who would agree to such a con· 
dition. But it proves one thing to my satis· 
faction; that is, that Mr. Cooper knew that 
the Bible would not prove the doctrine be 
believed in. If it had been an infidel I had 
been dealing with I might not have been 
surprised for him to have demanded such a 
condition. But for a reverend gentleman, a 
Christian minister, to demand such a condi
tion, it must to all honest thinking people 
and lovers of the Bible, let him away down 
in the scale of unbelief. 

I will now say in conclusion that if Mr. 
Cooper or any of his sympathizers wish to 
renew the fight all -~hey will have to do is to 
send us a challenge to meet them on fair 
propositions, equal privileges with them
selves; the Bible to be the standard of. evi
dence, and we are ready and will only be too 
pleased to accommodate them. Let the 
truth be known, is our motto; and the truth 
is that Mr. Cooper's speeches, after be re
wrote them, appear in full in his book while 
only a small part of my speeches appear 
there, only about one tenth of some of them. 

A. LEVERTON. 
BOTHWELL, January 18, 1900 

[Lest th0 parties concerned in this contro
versy should want to carry it on still further 
we would beg of them to remember that our 
columns are worth six dollars a week to us.
Ed.] 

INDWELLING PRESENCE. 

Here is a young sister's understand
ing of "the Indwelling Presence." 

The following paper was witten by 
a Sr. Miller, at Dunnville, Ontario, 
and was read by Miss Mina Hoppel at 
the Baptist Young People's Union. 
It was sent us by Bro. R. C. Evans. 
It is worth repeating in the HERALD. 

"I am crucified with Christ; nevertheless I 
live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me, and 
the life which I now live in the flesh I live 
by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, 
and gave himself for me. "-Gal. 2: 20. 

Those who are baptized into Christ are 
baptized into his death, and have put on 
Christ and walk into newness of life. Hav
ing thus broken off all relations with the 
world and its evils, and having been adopted 
into God's kingdom, they have formed a ne~ 
and divine relationship and are entitled tq 
the seal of their adoption, which is the Holy 
Spirit. The Spirit of God dwells in the 
church as a body and in the members indi: 
vidually. Paul said to the Corinthian saints, 
"Know ye not ye are the temple of God, B;[lq 
the Spirit of God dwellethin you?"-1 Oor., 
3: HL Also in verRe 9. "Ye f!,re (Tod~B hJJil{l., 
, . ' '; • : ~;' ,-·; v ,, '..,, ·~· \.-o ""•_; ·~ c_, '1~:.'1 
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ing." The church, without God's Spirit in 
it, would be ab a body without life. and its serv
ice would be but mere form. Each member 
of the church should have the Spirit dwell
ing in him. The indwelling of the Spirit is 
dependent upon ourselves. The sacred rec
ord teaches us that the ancient temple im
pressed strongly the thought of purity, 
perfection, and holiness. 

Be pure! The Holy Spirit will not dwell 
in an unholy temple. It is shed forth upon 
those who are pure and true, and dwells in 
them as in holy temples. It is the pure in 
heart who shall see God. 

Be perfect! The Holy Spirit will enter the 
temple of our hearts and remain with us if 
we obey its teachings, but upon us is laid the 
imperative necessity of rising to· a purer and 
higher life. It will patiently and faithfully 
gutde us to a higher plane if we make thA 
tffort to rise, but will not remain with us if 
we are satisfied with ourselves and are con
tent to remain in a weak and imperfect state. 
The voice of the Spirit even now is, ''Come 
up higher." To be pArfect should be our 
high aim. ThA Holy Spirit is sent to guide, 
restrain, and develop us. It will guide us 
into all truth and make u~ like thA p•wfect 
One, who is the Spirit of Truth. We cannot 
devPlop in the Christian life without the aid 
of the Holy Spil'i t, any more than a plant 
can grow without the aid of thA sun. 

Be holy! "If any man defil" [or destro\] 
. the temple of God, him shall G,1d destroy, 
for the temple of Gnd is holy, which temple 
ye are."-LCor 3: 17. "Be ye holy, for I am 
holy."-1 Pet. J: 16. 

"The Son of God who loved me, and gave 
himself for me." When Christ was le>aving 
his disciples he promised to send them the 
Paraclete. Had not Christ died we could 
not have the Comforter-sometimes termed 
Ad vocate. It was to be an abiding Com
forter, and supplies to us the place of Christ's 
personal presenc0. A visible Savior was 
only known to a few of Christ's followers, but 
the Comforter can come to us all-each heart 
may enjoy the ministrations of the Holy 
Ghost. The "ind welllng presence" fulfills 
many needful offices for us. It is a physician 
in time of sickness, a kind friend in trouble, 
a comfort in distress; gives strength in times 
of weakness and temptation, encouragt>s us 
to do our duty, and also enlightens our 
minds and givPB us knowledge from on high 
while studying God's word. · 

Lake Erie is considered the most shallow 
and dangerous of all the Great Lakes. Wt~ 
have nearly all of us seen the reefs partly 
underlying the water encircling Mohawk 
Island, but the sailors are not left to navigate 
unguided through the darkness and mist~, 
for a revolving light is placed high in thP 
lighthouRe where all may see it, and sail 
clear of thA unsPen dangers, and reach the 
harbor of Port Maitland in safety. So there 
is a Light and Indwelling Presencfl to guide us 
into the paths of truth and righteousness. 
and keep ll'l clear of the rocks of error and 
superstition, that we may not be stranded on 
tbe shorPs of skPpticism and nnbeliPf. 

Have you this Indwelling Presence in your 
hearts? 

FROM THE SOCIETY ISLANDS. 

Bro .. John W. Peterson wrote from 
Hikueru to Bro. Joseph F. Burton at 
Papeete, under date of December 20. 
letter forwarded to Bro. Heman C. 
Smith, from which we extract:-

We have been having" lively timPs since 
last I wrote. William [>t native as we sup
posf'.-E l J contimwd his diRcus~ion with the 
Catholics. in a J'Pgular, formal way, each 
sp~aking- ten minut.es alternate!); the people 
WPr<" k<->Pping VAry quiet for nativeR. 

L'tst Stlnflay th(-JY harl continuPd about an 
hour and a half, when William got them so 
confounded t!la,t they just stood and looked 
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at him, when the time came for them to 
speak. And then some one yelled the word 
which in the native means "confounded," 
and tnen many others yelled, and then every
body yelled, when the Catholics broke and 
ran for the road. 

Bro. Johnson and I were in the (our) house 
at the time talking debate with a Mormon 
white missionary, which he came to see 
about. Of all the yelling I ever heard I 
heard it then. I ran out immediately and 
closed the meeting, and ordered everybody 
to their houses at once; and in a few minutes 
they were all dispersed. 

Mr. Martin came down to make some ar
rest,s, but there was no one to arrest; besides, 
his wife told him that the Catholics were to 
blame, and he went back almost as quickly 
as be came. Many Catholics I hear are puz
zled. 

ANTI-MORMON LITERATURE. 

We are constantly being asked to 
answer tracts and articles appearing 
in various newspapers, magazines, 
and periodicals of the day, assuming 
to give history and facts in regard to 
"Mormonism," Joseph Smith, and 
the church, but really misrepresent
ing the church and stating things as 
facts of history which are but sup
positions and falsehoods, told and 
written to deceive. 

It is utterly out of our powers of 
body and mind and purse to re
spond to these various demands. We 
have not the time to devote to them, 
could not possibly attend to a hun
dredth part of them, as the name of 
these many misrepresenters is Legion, 
and they are constantly increasing. 

We have no opportunity to get 
matters of correction into many of 
the papers and journals in which the 
incorrect statements occur, and many 
of the magazines refuse to permit 
replies to articles printed in their 
pages in reference to the Mormons, 
there being but few of them suffi
ciently liberal to permit both sides to 
be beard. The religious (orthodox 
religious) press are constantly :filling 
their columns with statements con
cerning "Mormonism and the Mor
mons," more or less misrepresenting 
and slanderous of both the people in 
Utah and the Reorganized Church, to 
which no possible reply will be per
mitted, the publishers and editors 
seeming to think it is their duty to 
"destroy" the faith of all classes of 
bellevers in the angel's message. 

There is a constantly increasing num
ber of new books being written against 
the faith a'Jd the people; some in 
the nature of novels, like Miss Lilly 
Dougall's; some ·in the form of "ex
positions" of "Mormonism," like D. 
H. Bays' work, J. H. Beadle's work, 
or Stenhouse's "City of the Saints;" 
some in the nature of pam ph lets and 
tracts, like Patterson's "Spalding 
Story," or R. B. Neal's tracts; and 
some in the form of journals like the 
Kin8man. of Salt Lake, published by 
the Presbyterians. 

All we can do is to persistently 

push our gospel work as we have 
opportunity, attending to our own 
business, dealing fairly and honestly 
with both our friends and our enemies, 
never betraying the one, or going out 
of our way in the slightest to avoid or 
to do injury to the other; and leave 
the result with the Lord. 

Our brethren in the various fields 
are wat;chful and careful, and wher
ever there is a.n opportunity to set 
the cause right before the people 
they do it in an excellent way. 

Trust in God and go forward, 
should be our watch word, until he 
comes. 

We have not the means to publish 
and circulate tracts and books spe
cially designed to meet and refute the 
books and articles written against the 
church and its work, and can do but 
little in this regard. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
Is it a transgres~ion of the law and ruling 

of the church for Saints to attend dancing 
parties and participate thflrein? 

There is no law of the church upon 
the subject of dancing that we are 
aware of. Several attempts at legis
lating upon the topic have been made 
at different times, and the following 
rule finally passed at the April ses
sion of 1896, at Kirtland, Ohio, action 
bad April 14, eighth day of theses
sion. 
R~solved, that the practice of dancing 

should be discouraged, and that the members 
of the church should be urged to avoid the 
practic0, as being one likely to lead their 
minds from Christ and the gospel. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. C. J. Hunt, with his character
istic and accustomed energy, is doing 
what he can to advance the interests 
of the publishing department. He 
writes from Deloit, Iowa, February 
22, as follows:-

Our district conference closed Sunday eve; 
attendance and interest good throughout. 
By permission of the branch book agent, Sr. 
R. Miller, I ordered twenty-five dollars' 
worth of church books, sent by freight, and 
placed thf'm on sale during Friday and Sat
urday sessions. Bro. W. D Bullard took 
charge of sales while I was busy as Bishop's 
agent. Sale of books was a success. Some 
not of the church bought liberally. I believe 
that every district conference, in the whole 
church. should have an active agent, selling 
books, etc., during intermission. I am proud 
of the church puhlications and note the 
!!'rowth of the publishing department with 
interest. 

Bro. C. L. Snow. writing from 
Kirksey, Kentucky, February 1, 1900, 
gives the Saints of his region some 
good advice, of which the following is 
a part:-

Most of my labor for the last few years has 
b0en in new fi>Jlds. By the ad vice of our 
missionary in charge, I have been laboring 
lately among the Saints, and can see very 
clearly that. those Saints wh • take the church 
papers are keeping up with the work; while 
those that f~~oil to ta~e theQ:I are goi~ back. 
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So let us all try to get the church organ in 
every family in this district this year. Send 
your orders through D. W. Cook, Sedalia,, 
Kentucky. He is our agent for the Sedalia 
branch. If this is too much trouble elect an 
agent in every branch to tend to this busi-
ness. Ever praying for the Lord to be with 
those that meet in conference, April 6, 1900. 

Bro. C. J. Hunt, Deloit, Iowa, refers, 
in a late letter, to a special article in 
course of preparation for the HERALD. 
We shall be glad to present it to our 
readers, knowing something of Bro. 
Hunt's knowledge of the subject from 
his earlier efforts:-

My article on Isaiah 20 and Ezekiel 37:15-
20, is nearing completion, and will be knock
ing for admission into thE! He1·ald soon. Our· 
ener~<etic Bro. Terry, of Chicago, bas secured 
for us(i) cuts of the "sticks," "rolls," and 
"rods" used in old Bible times, which will 
have place in the article. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

A card from Bro. F. G. Pitt, ·dated 
Brooklyn, New York, February 21, 
announces the arrival of himself and 
Sr. Pitt, and Bro. William Newton, 
wife, and daughter, from England. 
Bro. Newton and party would pro
ceed west at once; Bro. and Sr. Pitt 
would remain in Brooklyn until over 
Sunday, the 25th, to attend district, 
conference, expecting to reach home 
~Chicago-March 1. We welcome 
these brethren and sisters home again 
after their protracted labors abroad. 

Arrivals during the past week in
clude Bro. E. 0. Briggs, from Michi
gan, and Bro. H. A. Stebbins from 
points in Kansas, also Bro. D. W. 
Wight from the Rocky Mountain mis
sion. 

At a late meeting of workers of the 
Religio-Literary Society of the Decatur 
district a district Religio was organ
ized with a full corps of officers, with a 
view to extending the Religio work 
throughout the Decatur district. Suc
cess to the movement. Our young 
people in the branches will be bene
fited by taking an active interest in 
the Religio work. 

The Business Manager of the Her
ald Office states be bas an express 
order from Alpena, Michigan, dated 
December 27, 1899, for $5.68, with no 
instructions or letter accompanying. 
He desires information from the 
sender. He also wishes us to state 
that orders frequently come amount
ing from one dollar to five, without 
accompanying letters. Parties there
fore who ao not bear from their re
mittances should write again and be 
sure that addresses of senders, with 
full instructions, are given. 

Bro. and Sr. J. F. Burton write 
from Papeete, Tahiti, that they ex
pect to leave the islands for America 
on the vessel leaving there in April, 
consequently they will not get any 
mail which leaves America after 
March 1. After that date address 
~hem. c!:\i:re ot No. i;lOtO Si:x:teenth 
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Street, San Francisco, California. 
They expect to reach San Francisco 
about May 15. Bro. Burton is just 
recovering from another sick spell. 

Persons ordering the Church His
tory will, in all cases, please mention 
the volume wanted. Orders come 
without naming the volume. Please 
take notice that the price named in 
advertisement is for one volume only 
-any one volume. 

The number of people.1affected by 
the famine in India is 61,000,000, of 
whom only 4,000,000 are receiving re
lief. 

The large emigration from Finland 
threatens to retard the agricultural 
development of the country. 

Italy is being carefully guarded 
against interference by the church in 
the affairs of state; steps are being 
taken constantly to prevent increase 
of the political power of the church. 

Over three hundred houses were 
destroyed by fire recently at Ata
quines, Spain. -Much suffering ex· 
ists. 

Smallpox is raging in the Russian . 
Province of Pretrikow and almost the 
entire populace of whole villages are 
victims of the epidemic. The authori
ties are enforcing compulsory vacci
nation on a large scale. 

Latest advices from the South Af. 
rican war report the retreat of the 
Boer forces under General Cronje 
from Magersfontein to Paardeberg 
where the British forces have· sur
rounded but are unal;lle to capture 
them. Heavy fighting with severe 
losses to both armies were incidents 
of the retreat. Boer advices report 
General Cronje to be well intrenched. 

Russian engineers are reported to 
be surveying a railway line between 
Erzeroum and Trebizond, · in Asia 
Minor. 

Turkish diplomats regard Russia's 
demand for preferential rights over 
all rail way concessions in N ortberrr 
Asia Minor as indicating an intention 
to acquire a commercial protectorate 
over that region. Russia continues 
to press for the repatriation of Arme
nian refugees. Certain young Turks 
have been arrested for speaking 
favorably of a parliamentary system 
for Turkey. 

London, Feb. 24, 3 a. m.-A Daily 
Mail dispatch from Bombay, dated 
yesterday, says:-

"Considerable excitement is caused 
here by the news of the arrival of a 
Russian cruiser at Baunder-Abbas, in 
the Persian Gulf. The cruiser is 
understood to be a large vessel carry
ing fighting tops, but its name is as 
yet unknown. The British warship 
Gomone has gone to Baunder-Abbas 
with the gunboat Sphinx. 

'•u neasiness prevails owing to the 
:repeateg ~:~ta,tements :regarding ~qs· 
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sia's activity on the Afghan frontier. 
All British officers have had their 
leave canceled except in cases of sick
ness, and last week some officers who 
were proceeding to England were ac
tually stopped when embarking on 
the mail steamer. 

"'l'be Times of India doubts the 
probability of a Russian advance to 
Herat until such a time as the Ameer 
dies, but it welcomes Lord George 
Hamilton's assurance that Great Brit
ain adheres to her pledges to the 
Ameer. The paper, however, urges 
the necessity of a clear declaration of 
British policy in the Persian Gulf." 

"Dr." Dowie, bead of the "Zion" 
movement, charges that Masons and 
Methodists are bent on taking away 
his life. He says that "while the 
Savior effected less than thirty cures 
during his lifet;ime" be "bad effected 
more than 10.000 cures." He reports 
the whole country as fearful of the 
advent of his Zion movement as a fac
tor in the world. 

Orirrinal Arti~lss. 

CAN IT BE? 

Can what be? That the doctrine or 
principle of the "laying on of bands" 
for the conferring the Holy Spirit 
can be set aside by two scriptural ci
tations. That seems to be the propo
sition of Rev. William B. Campbell, 
as follows:-

If the "inquirer" happens to be sufficiently 
familiar with the Bible to quote Luke 11: 13, 
to show that asking is the only condition 
which Christ requires for the receiving of 
the Holy Spirit; or Acts 2: 3, 4 to show that 
there was no ''laying on of hands" on the day 
of Pentecost; they explain away all these 
passages and any others of similar import.
Tract No. 1, Social Service Series D.-Anti
Mormon, pp. 11, 12. 

It is quite evident the intention of 
the author of the above to teach the 
public that the Holy Spirit is obtain
able by the individual who is the re
ceiver of said Holy Spirit, simply 
upon their "asking" for it. Millions 
of these tracts have been placed in 
the homes of America during the past 
month, and this "open door" gospel 
theory of an "expansion" upon ancient 
teaching and practice will be unques
tionably received and adopted by the 
multitudes as if they were "more to 
be desired are they than gold, yea, 
than much fine gold; sweeter also 
than honey and the honey comb." (Ps. 
19: 10.) 

Like John's little book, these words 
may be sweet, but the aftermath may 
prove most bitter indeed. However~ 
to deal fairly, let us put the citation!'! 
before the reader under a careful ex, 
amination. First:- ~ 

If ye tben, being evil, know how to giv~ 
good gifts unto your children; bow ll\U!JJ:i 
more shall yoLH' !:J,e(l;v'iJ:qly F!l;tJ;,er giY'l t,l;}13 
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Holy Spirit to them that ask him.-Luke 11: 
13. 

Let us get clearly before our mind: 
1. Who is the speaker? 
2. Who are the parties spoken to? 

and 
3. What is the subject matter spoken 

of? 
Christ was the speaker; see Luke 

11: 2. The personal pronoun "he" 
refers to the Teacher; and the disci
ples of Christ-who were members of 
the body of Christ, the church, are 
the parties instructed by the great 
Teacher upon a specific topic. Prayer 
was the subject matter upon which 
Christ was instructing his followers. 
These disciples, without the shadow 
of a doubt, bad faithfully complied 
with every gospel commandment, and 
were not ignorant of the fact that 
their love for Christ was to be mani
fested in harmony with his word:-

If ye love me keep my cornmandments.
John 14: 15. 

Perhaps those disciples were not 
educated in a gospel "expansion" 
theory, but relied on the word of the 
Lord:-

Even the Spirit of truth; whom the world 
cannot receive, because it seeth him not, 
neither knoweth him: but ye know him; for 
he d welleth with you, and shall be in you.
John 14:17. 

Here is most positively taught by 
the Savior a marked distinction be
tween the membership of the church, 
the disciples, and the people of the 
world. A little more light will be 
helpful, and here it is:-

But the Comforter, which is the Holy 
Ghost [Spirit], whom the Father will send in 
my name, he shall teach you all things, and 
bring all things to your remembrancA, what
soever I have said unto you,-John 14:26. 

The proposition will stand about 
thusly: the unbeliever, the unbaptized, 
worldly-minded, know not the Holy 
Spirit; that is, they cannot see-no, 
not so much as even understand the 
manifestation thereof, and like t,hose 
on the day of Pentecost, who, blinded 
by unbelief and "mocking, said, ThAse 
men are full of new wine" (Acts 2: 13). 
And be it said to the credit of those 
mockers of the apostles, that their 
ridicule .was just as sensible as the 
ridicule of the would- be wise mockers 
of the present age. To the unfortu
nate unbeliever in the never-failing 
promises of God, we may say:-

How then shall thPy call on him in 
whom they have not believed? and how 
shall they b•olieve in him f'f whom they have 
not heard:' and bow shall they hear without 
a preacher? and how shall thPy preach ex
cept they be sent?-Rom JO: 14, 15. 

And no man taketh this honor unto him
self, but he that is called of God, as was 
Aaron.-Heb. 5:5. 

God doth not grant unto men salva· 
tion in a haphazard method. No; 
salvation does not go glinting about 
like zigzag lightning. We are begot
ten by the "word of truth" (JamE>s 1: 
18), and "born of wa,ter" (John 3: 5), 
~nd mad,e ~~livE.'! by the Holy Spirit; 
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for Paul said, "but the Spirit giveth 
life." (2 Cor. 3: 6.) 

To the disciples -the church mem
bership-it is granted that they are 
to have the guidance of the Holy 
Spirit to lead them into all truth; that 
is, into all saving truth- into all neces
sary truth for their salvation; not 
that the disciple is to possess and to 
comprehend the fullness of all truth 
in an instant of time, that only once 
in life is to be the administration of 
light, knowledge, and understanding 
of the things relative to the divine 
life by the visitation of the Holy 
Spirit. Nay! that is nottheinstruc
tion of the inspired word, but on the 
reverse. There is a promised com· 
panionship of the Holy Spirit to the 
disciple of Christ, and as he prom
ised:-

And I wifl pray the Father, and he shall 
;rive you another Comforter, that he may 
abide with you forever -John 14: 16. 

Without a multiplicity of words, or 
a long drawn out controversy, Christ 
was to his disciples both Teacher and 
Comforter; and he was to be removed 
from their immediate presence by his 
death and ascension to the throne of 
his Father. But before his passion, 
in crucifixion, he gave the pledge
"another Comforter." For what? To 
fill the place of the great Teacher; 
therefore, the Holy Spirit shall not 
only administer comfort to the disci
ple, but also be a teacher, and thus we 
may understand ''that God is no re· 
specter of persons;" s,s also, '·For I 
am the Lord, I change not." So we 
may expect that the bestowal of the 
gift of the Holy Spirit-in all ages of 
the world and among all disciples
will be of a sameness. It was Isaiah 
who taught:-

Whom shall he teach knowledg-e? and 
whom shall he make to understand doctrine? 
them that are weaned from the milk, and 
drawn from the breasts. For precept must 
be upon precept, precept upon precept; line 
upon line, line upon linfl; here a little, and 
there a little: for with stammering lips and 
another tongue will he speak to this people. 
To whom he said, This is the rest wherewith 
ye may cause tbe weary to rest; and this is 
the refreshing: yet they would not hear. 
But the word of the Lord was unto them pre
cept upon precept, precept upon prec,pt; 
line upon litH', line upon linP; here a little, 
and there a little; that they might go, and 
fall backward, and hA h~oken, and snared, 
and taken.-Isaiah 28:9-18. 

Let not the doctor of divinity, the 
collegian, churchman, or common 
folk, pooh this away with the cry of 
too much tautology, for be it remem
bered God bath said:-

But the manifestation of the Spirit is 
given to every man to profit witbal.-1 Cor. 
12:7. 

The gifts as named by Paul are: 
"word of wisdom," "word of knowl
edge," "faith," "healing," "working 
of miracles," "prophecy," "discerning 
of spirits," "divers kinds of tongues," 
and "interpretation of tongues." And 
we are authoritatively and inspira
tionally told in "dividing to every 
man severally as he [God] will" (1 
Cor. 12 : 11), "it is the same God 
which worketh all in all" (lCor. 12: 6). 
Who shall say to our God nay? Can 
you now perceive, kind reader, that it 
is those who have complied with all 
the principles of the gospel. including 
the principle of the "laying on of 
hands" for the reception of the Holy 
Spirit; they are the disciples that are 
permitted in the hour of their neces
sity, to ask God, and the Holy Spirit 
is promised; for they are entitled to 
this blessed privilege in consequence 
of having obeyed God, and complying 
with his commandments, for it was 
Jesus who sai.d:-

And I know that his commandment is life 
everlasting.-John 12:50. 

Instead of t.he instruction of Christ 
in Luke 11: 13 "explaining away all 
these passages anti others of similar 
import," it is a strong confirmation 
of the gosp8l provisions that those 
who have cheerfully and faithfully 
observed all 'the principles of the 
doctrine of Christ, they may ask 
and they may receive. To those who 
may think contrariwisetothecontents 
of this paper, allow me to exhort you 
to carefully, prayerfully, and impar
tially consider the following:

Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not 
in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He 
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he 
hath both the Father and the Son.-2 John 
1:9 

Pilgrim to the bar of God, which 
will be the safer plan: follow the 
counsel and teaching of uninspired 
man, who too often ''teach for hire" 
and ''divine for moneyj'' or, to follow 
the doctrine, inspiration, and counsel 
of the true and unchangeable God? 

Now for the second scripture named 
by Rev. Campbell, that he thinks dis
proves the "laying on of hands," for 
the obtaining of the Holy Spirit. It 
reads:-

And there appeared unto them cloven 
tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of 
them. And they were. all filled with the 
Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other 
tongues. as the Spirit gave them utterance. 
-Acts 2: 8, 4. 

For my thoughts are not your thoughts, We do not expect to find any pro-
ndther m·e your ways my ways, saitb the fessor so inordinately ignorant or 
Lord. For as the heavens :we big-her than 
the earth, 80 are my ways higher than your presumptuous as to undertake to have 
ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts. us believe that those on the day of 
-T-aiah 55:8, 9. Pentecost who spoke as the "Spirit 

This was said by way of exp1ana· gave them utterance," were either un
tion of God sending his word unto believers or unbaptized persons, for 
man, for the gifts of the Holy Spirit the recorded narrative tells us that 
·are the gifts to me:p, a,s it is "Peter, standing up with the eleven," 
said:- , would seem to iud,icll!te that it WlMl 
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Peter and his associate apostles that 
received and manifested the gift of the 
Holy Spirit on the memorable day of 
Pentecost, and it is by implication 
taught that these men had never re
ceived the imposition of hand!' for this 
the reception of the Holy Spirit. 
What is the impression created by the 
reading of the history and promises 
to these men? Matthew, after re
cording the call and naming the twelve 
apostles then adds:-

Tbese twelve Jesus sent forth, and com
mandE>d them, saying, Go not into the way of 
the Gentiles, and into any city of the S<>mari
tans enter ye not: but go rather to the lost 
sheep of the house of Israel. And as ye go, 
preach, saying, The kingdom of h<'aven is at 
hand. HPal the sick, cleansA the leper~, 
raise the dead, cast out devils: fr<wly ye have 
recAived, freely give.-Matt. 10: 5-8. 

Would all this responsibility and 
important duties be imposed upon un
ordained men- ministers? Surely 
not! Jesus said most specifically:-

Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen 
you, and ordained you.-John 15:16. 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

the disciple possessing the knowl· 
edge of God and of Christ (John 17: 
3). After the crucifixion and before 
his departure to the land of neYer
fading flowers, Jesus said:-

Peace be unto you: as my Father hath 
eent me, even so send I you. And when he 
bad said this, he br<Jathed on them, and saith 
unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost.
John 20:21, 22. 

In the Patriarchal age the bestowal 
of blessing was through the "laying 
on of hands." Would there be an en
croachment upon, or violation of. any 
statement or commandment in Holy 
Writ, or a tresspassing upon the pre
cincts of forbidden ground, to believe 
that when our Lord said to the apos
tles, "Peace be unto you," and 
"breathed on them," that it was their 
setting apart by the Son of God by 
the "laying on of bands" for the 
great spiritual endowment received 
on Pentecost day? We are not left 
in the field of conjecture, or the 
darkness of misleading metapbysico
tbeological explanations, that the 
promised endowment of Pent€lcost 
was a necessity for these men, that 
they might receive their divine di
ploma, with the sign manual of 
J ehovab affixed to their world-wide 
commission to go and preach the gos
pel. Time and preparation were 
essential to their obtaining that most 
wonderful and much desired Pente
costal endowment, hence we read:-

And, behold, I send the promise of my 
Father upon you: but t.arry ye in the city of 
Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power 
from on high.-Luke 24:49. 

These men thus addressed were the 
ministers of Christ, to whom were 
committed the "keys of the kingdom of 
heaven," and to whom it was said:-

The Bible clearly and most em
phatically teaches that ordination is 
accomplished by the "laying on of 
bands," and it is praiseworthy to 
credit the Christ with consistency in 
the appointment of fit persons to be 
his special witnesses, and invest them 
with the requisite authority to ac
ceptably perform that task or duty 
imposed. There is not as much dan
ger of committing a blunder and be
ing in error to cone! ude or believe 
that the apostles were all baptized 
persons, and bad received the ''laying 
on of hands" at the commencement of 
their ministry for the reception of the 
Holy Spirit as there is in making a 
denial of their never having received 
the "laying on of hands." For as the 
ministration of the Holy Spirit is the Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be 

bound in heaven; and whatsoever ye shall 
ministration of life, and all the gospel loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.-
princi ples are for life, even for eter- Matt. 18: 18. 
nal life, why should any man or any Be it understood that according to 
church turn away from and deny the chronological table followed by 
those things God "hath set" for our most scholars, the above language of 
redemption and exaltation? It is not Christ was made use of to his disci
a foregone conclusion fixed and sealed ples in the year 32, and the following 
unalterable that Pentecostal endow- year he was put to death, so we learn 
ment was the first and only endow- from the word of God that the apos
ment of the Holy Spirit bestowed tles prior to the death of Christ, had 
upon the apostles, for it was Peter authority to 
who said:- 1. Preach. 

And as I began to speak, the Holy Ghost 2. Teach. 
fell upon them, as on us at the beginning.- 3. Heal the sick. 
Acts 11: 15. 4. Cleanse the lepers. 

I am well aware that this usually is 5. Raise the dead. 
applied to what took place on Pente- 6. Cast out devils. 
cost day, but I am not sure that the 7. Bind on earth. 
word "beginning" indicates or signi- 8. Loose on earth. 
fies the day of Pentecost, and prefer But ere they separated to go into 
believing that from the beginning of all the world upon their missionary 
their ministry they were in the pos- work, there was for them a heavenly 
session of the companionship and table to be spread with the richest of 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, for with- God's blessings, even the endowment 
out the Holy Spirit they were not I of God's Holy Spirit, the greatest. 
able to testify that Jesus was tbe the best of all endowments; and at 
Christ (1 Cor. 12: 3), and the gift of the city of Jerusalem on Pentecost 
eternal life is made dependent upon day, was the place and time for the 
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apostles of the Lamb to receive this 
great endowment. Do we hazard any 
hope of eternal life in believing that 
thenecessary steps of preparation of 
the apostles to the receiving of the 
Pentecostal endowment was the "lay
ing on of hands" and prayer? That 
which seems to be proof of the "lay
ing on of hands," reads:-

And he led them out as far as to Bethany, 
and he lifted up his bands, and blessed them. 
-Luke 24: 50. 

As a believer in the principle of the 
''laying on of hands," I can easily 
perceive tlut.t principle in the forego
ing scripture. Prayer as a prerequi
site is taught me in the following:-

These all [the eleven apostles] continued 
with one accord in prayer and supplication. 
-Acts 1: 14. 

And when the day of PentPcost was fully 
come, they were all with one accord in one 
place.-Acts 2: 1. 

Now permit me to say, the teaching 
of the Bible confirms me in the belief 
that the obtaining of the Holy Spirit 
is resultant for our observing and 
keeping inviolate all the principles of 
the gospel, and while there may be 
many who will apply the Missouri 
proverb, • 'show me," we can cite the 
word:-

And there are also many other things 
which Jesus did, the which, if they should be 
written everyone, I suppose that even the 
world itself could not contain the books that 
should be written.-John 21: 25. 

If we were sure that we had a true 
and complete history of all the acts and 
words of Christ, it would possibly put 
an end to much of the ipse dixit of 
would-be divine teachers; but in the 
absence of a complete and undisputed 
record of all that was done, said, and 
commanded, we are under the neces
sity of picking up the threads of gold 
as found in the fragmentary writings 
that have come down to our time, and 
from them seek to learn what will be 
pleasing to our heavenly Father, and 
that by observing them will win for 
us the crown of eternal life. Fight
ing against what has come down to us 
will neit,her add faith nor hope, but 
might be fruitful in turning both us 
and others away from the gospel of 
salvation. Wise and timely was the 
inspired counsel:-

Take heed that no man deceive you.
Matt. 24:4. 

Let no man deceive you with vain words. 
-Eph. 5:6. 

And this I say, lest any man should be· 
g-uile you with enticing words .... Beware 
lest any man spoil you throug-h philosophy 
and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, 
after the rudiments of the world, and not 
after Ohrist.-Col. 2: 4, 8. 

But I fear, lest by any means, as the ser· 
pent beguilded Eve through his subtilty, so 
your minds should be corrupted from the 
simplicity that is in Ohrist.-2 Cor. 11:3. 

With the unfurled banner of King 
Immanuel at the masthead we may 
outride every storm. 

For saving truth, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

MoBERLY, Missouri. 
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hB11Br Department 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
are anxious for your return to have another 
series of meeting-s. 

I think the letter in the Ensign, from Bro. 
Constance, so nice and interesting. Row we 

OWEN's HILL, Tenn., Feb. 1. love to read such letters! 
Editors Herald:-I am very glad to say the 

work is in better condition here than it has 
been for, oh! such a long while. We have 
Sunday school every Sabbath morning and 
prayer meeting every Wednesday night; 
and, dear saints, what a wonderful amount of 
strength there is to be gained from prayer 
meetings! 

We have been fasting on Thursday before 
the first and fourth Sundays in each month, 
but now it is changed to Wednesday before 
the second and fourth Sundays. Would be 
so glad to have all the branch fast with us, 
though they are situated so they cannot be 
present, yet I am sure they would feel better 
if they would only fast and prs,y with us. 
Our object is for the progress of the work 
here in this branch, and a unity of the faith. 
The Spirit attends our efforts to a marked 
degree. 

Ern. C. L. Snow and J. H. Adair held a 
series of meetings for us, beginning Saturday 
night, January 20, and continuing till Thurs· 
day night, the following week, with increas
ing interest. We listened to some excellent 
discourses indeed. Had several lectures, 
from Bro. Adair, on duty, which, if put into 
practice, would be an advancement to the cause 
here. Bro. Charlie's ~ubject was, "The final 
destiny of man;" and I must, say he handled 
the subject so nicely and minutely that any
one could see the beauty and grandeur con
tained in the promises of the glorious gospel 
of Christ. It is grand to listen to such dis
courses, especially when accompanied by the 
Spirit. 

Then Thursday was our regular fast day, 
so we met at the church-house at ten a. m., 
and had prayer and testimony meeting, and 
another lecture on duty, by Bro. C. L., as 
Bro. Adair left for home that morning. 0, 
that day will long be remembered by those 
present! Our speaker said he could have 
preached all day long. 

We are now expecting soon to see a 
brighter day dawn here, and the gloom to 
roll back and give place to a more brilliant 

Our quarterly conference convenes next 
Saturday and Sunday at Sedalia, K'3ntucky. 
May the blessed Spirit of the Master be pres
ent. May the Lord help us to live worthy of 
imitation and help the honest in heart to 
come out from the world. We feel happy 
and very hopeful. Surely the grand work of 
God is moving onward. My whole desire is 
to live a pure and devoted life to Christ and 
his work, to be a zealous worker in the 
glorious cause we all love so well. Ever 
praying for ;!;ion's weal and the "gathering," 
I am, Your sister in Christ, 

ELLA ROBERTS. 

SPRINGFIELD, S. D., Feb. 5. 
Editors Herald:-We have had no one to 

promulgate the gospel since Bro. Caffall was 
here last July. There is a number of saints 
around Springfield. 

There is an evangelist here now by the 
pet name of "Cowboy Charlie." He claims 
to be from Minnesota and was there when the 
awful Indian assassinations took place, w!len 
they broke out in the 'sixties. The negro 
who led the Indians to commit that horrible 
crime lives at Santee, Nebraska, and is mar
ried to an Indian woman. 

"Cowboy Charlie" has traveled over most 
of the United States and was in Utah in the 
days of Brigham Young. He says the Utah 
Mormons were always very kind to him, al
though he does not believe as they do. He 
thinks there should be but one church in the 
world, and that Jesus Christ intended that 
all the people in the world should be one in 
faith and in understanding. He says the 
gospel is eternal and that it will be the s:otme 
throughout the endless duration of time. He 
believes in the unchangeabili ty of providence 
and as Almighty God created the sun and the 
moon to stand in the heavens to give light 
for ever, so the gospel is the same. 

Yours in the faith, 
HUGH D. ALLEN. 

ray of light. We are striving so hard to LEOTI, Kan., Feb. 4. 
bring the work to the front, and praying so Editm·.s Herald:-May I speak on the twen.· 
ea-rnestly for the return of those who seem to tieth century? I cannot believe we are liv
be indifferent, that the Lord surely will not ing in only the nineteenth century yet. To 
turn us away unheeded. He has promised to prove it, no one would buy a horse by the 
bless, if we continue faithful, and we would pound and pay for two thousand pounds when 
be so happy could there be an ingathering it only weighed nineteen hundred, or any
here. If we could only have more preaching, thing else. They would want another hun
I think there certainly would be some bap· dred pounds added to make two thousand 
tized. pounds. So on the same plan this hundred 

We have only had preaching a week or two years will have to be ushered in before tbe 
since our new church has been erected. It twentieth century. Is my theory right or 
was quite a burden for such a few to put up limp? But I do sincerely hope one of our 
so large a building as it is and then have no elders will find the way here before it is 
more preaching than we have. We have ushered in, at the least. 
been expecting Bro. Turpen back for some We have a splendid M. E. elder and quite a 
time, but as yet he has failed to make his class here built up this winter. He is seek
appearance. He •.vill never be forgotten by ing for more light, and is not satisfied. He 
the saints at this place, for it was through I came in answer to prayer and was sent back 
him we have been promised grand and glori- also, and I hope he will be again, for a great 
ous blessings. Where are you, Bro. T-? We work needs doing here, and he is paving the 

way. I rejoice in his efforts. Now, why we 
are left entirely in the cold, I cannot see. 

So many that requested our elders to come 
have moved away or are dead. Mr. Haines, 
Dr. Wright, Travillo; Mrs. Jenneson, J. 
Denning, and W. C. Jones, from Allendale, 
Missouri: have all passed to the other world. 
Ml'. Kontz has moved away, as a great many 
more that would have welcomed one of ours 
at Leoti. 

I live twelve miles southwest of Leoti; the 
railroad runs direct from Great Bend, Kan
sas, to Pueblo, Colorado, then to D~nver. 
Our elders often go to Ness County. My ina
bility to walk most of the time keeps me 
right here to work most of the time in bed, 
for the last nine years most. 

Your sister, 
MARY E. TURNER. 

MOLINE, Ill., Feb. 12. 
Editors Herald:-Feeling that a few items 

from this part of the "vineyard" might be of 
interest to readers of the Hemld, I will en
deavor to tell what I can of the progress of 
gospel work here. A Sabbath school has 
recently been organized in Moline, and from. 
its inception has proven a success; Sr. Lulu 
Suman is superintendent, and one of the 
chief promoters. Though we are few in 
number, we are not so weak in faith as to· 
entertain any doubt of continued success and 
increase in numbers. 

Our sessions are held in a hall on Sixteenth 
Street, and to say they are enjoyed by those 
in attendance, is not enough. We feel that 
our Sabbath school is an absolute necessity
something we cannot longer g-et along with
out-and therefore we feel it has come to 
stay. My earnest prayer is that it will stay, 
and that God will prosper it and bless every 
effort put forth for its advancement. 

Our Religio Society is composed of mem
bers who gather from the three cities
Davenport, Rock Island, and Moline-each 
Sabbath afternoon and assemble in a hall in 
Rock Island; first holding a session of Sab
bath school, then listening to a sermon or 
enjoying a season of prayer, as the case may 
be, after which comes the Religio session. 
You will at once realize that it is a faithful 
band of Saints residing here, when you take 
into consideration the self-sacrifice and pa
tience required for us to get together regu
larly, being scattered through the three 
cities, and depending on the uncertain street 
car to bring us together. 

A lively interest is taken in each depart
ment of gospel work here, and it does the 
soul good to see with what eagerness the 
work is entered into by both old and young. 
And it should be so; onward and upward is 
the cry that should ring.,constantly in the 
ears of all true saints. Must we hesitate and 
ke®p silent because we may have made mis
takes in the past? I say no! All the more 
reason why we should awaken to a full sense 
of our duty and repent of our follies. Look 
not back at the dark past; you cannot dispel 
the clouds that have been. Will our heav
enly Father ignore the earnest efforts of an 
honest heart to throw off the yoke of sin, and 
leave it to struggle alone? We think not. 
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Our faith is centered in a living God-one : for four hundred dollars, that he would like 
that takes cognizance of the weakness of his I to see occupied by Saints, so they could have 
people, one who has promised the comfort I a Sabbath school. 

and is well liked by the Saints, and they ex
press no fear of placing the ti tbes and offer
ings in his hands. Bro. F. C. Keck is having 
trouble with his lungs, and at present is 
housed up at home-a very good place for 
him, so his "rib" can look after his wants. 
Bro. R. T. Walters is going into Kansas, by 
order of I. N. White, missionary in charge, 
for a month. We met our noble brother, D. 
E. Tucker, at Lebeck; he looks fine, and feel· 
ing well in the work, after being shot by 
some "Reb." Old Bro. Sorey and Welch 
have the harness on, and are still at work for 
the Master; Bro. Lee Quick preached a cheer
ing sermon on Saturday evening of the con
ference. 

and aid of his Holy Spirit to those who ear- Bazine is the center of attraction for gospel 
nestly strive to fulfill the requirements of his work in Ness County, and it looks favorable 
law. that a church edifice will be erected there be-

Bearing this thought in mind, we propose 
to keep right on striving for the right, and 
let no thought of past failures deter us in our 
spiritual growth aod progress; ever reach
ing out for every opportunity to improve, 
and this brings to mind some good advice 
that a sister once gave us: "Never stoop to 
pick up an unsound apple from the ground, 
but rather reach up and pluck a sound one 
from the tree." Let us set our mark high, 
and aim high, so that if we miss the mark it 
will be to go above and not below it. 

Bro. Alma Whitehouse has taken up his 
abode in Rock Island, where he will be em
ployed in two lines of labor-ministerial and 
manual. We rejoice and welcome him 
heartily. -

One serious detriment to our spiritual wel
fare is the absence of a regular weekly 
prayer meeting. We regret this very much, 
and trust the time will .not be long until 
arrangements can be made for a regular 
weekly session; for no braneh or body of 
Saints can prosper and develop spiritually, 
as they should, without the pra.yer meeting. 
May peace and harmony, and the spirit of 
love and truth abide with all. 

In the gospel, your brother, 
L. M. PRUDEN. 

HAPPY, Kan., Feb. 14. 
Editors Herald:-At present I am holding 

meetings at Prairie Home schoolhouse, be
tween Hill City and Wa Keeney. We are 
favored with an attentive audience, and a 
good choir and organist. We came in time 
to commence meetings three days before we 
did, being hindered by a severe storm of 
wind and snow, the weather now is very cold. 

We held a few meetings here about a year 
ago, and are glad to learn that a favorable 
impression was made. A class of intelligent 
people have settled in this vicinity, and many 
of them have attained unto considerable 
wealth by utilizing the Buffalo grass with 
herds of cattle feeding upon it; wheat and 
corn are growing here also. 

I am stopping with Bro. Henry Morrell, 
the same place that I stopped at when here a 
year ago; but 0 what a great change has 
taken place in the domestic line. Then 
brother Henry was holding down his home
stead by keeping bachelor's hall, doing his 
own cooking, sweeping, and washing of 
dishes, and was a bachelor indeed; but now 
the little home puts on a more cheerful ap
pearance, and is made exquisitely happy by 
the presence of a worthy little woman that 
Bro. Henry tenderly calls wife. Sister 
Blanche, although young in years and young 
in the cause, is a saint in very deed, and 
greatly aids the missionary that comes 
this way, by taking a prominent part in the 
song service, and sparing no pains in making 
the meetings a success. 

Bro. Morrell says there are a few quarter 
sections of land near him that can be bought 

fore long by the Saints; and I am informed 
by the brethren, that there are several tracts 
ot land near by that can be got reasonable, 
both school land and deeded land. A good 
chance for Saints living in remote places in 
the county and adjoining counties, who would 
want to change localities for the benefit of 
Sabbath school and church privileges. 
Brethren H. E. Ebert and I. Wbiple will 
give information on t]Jat line to anyone in
quiring. 

The saints in the west part of the district 
ought not to abate their interest in the Sun
day school work; there is material there, if 
properly used, that will make the work a 
success. It is thn little things that count. 
It takes the seconds to make the minut,es, 
al'ld tlie'minutes make the hours; and it is 
the little apples that fill the measure as well 
as the larger ones. But the Sunday school 
is no longer a small thing; it has outgrown 
its infant clothes, and bas become a giant in 
the land, and its irresistible strength is 
wielding a powerful influence for good, which 
is modifying society everywhere. 

The lessons in the Saints' Quarterlies are 
so systematically arranged that .they are a 
mirror to the Scriptures, and reflect new 
light upon the text, so that the study of the 
Bible is not only instructive but highly en
tertaining. 

The young folks in'that new country want 
some place to go. Nature demands it, and 
the Sunday school would answer this demand 
in a measure. A good live Sunday school 
would be a source of. attraction for miles 
around, and if continued with a Christian 
zeal, within a few years, that beautiful prai
rie country would be all aglow with gospel 
light, and many would be walking in the 
light of God, and when the time of reckoning 
comes, tho:3e who have borne the burden and 
sacrificed for the Sunday school cause, will 
receivA their reward, as well as those who 
have borne a greater burden. 

We reluctantly bade Bro. Mannering good
bye, as he returned to Missouri. Bro. Pen
der was to commence a religious discussion 
on the 14th, at Brownell, with Elder Collins 
of t'he Christian Church. 

In gospel work, 
J. M. BROWN. 

The Baptist minister at Walker attended 
our conference, and said be had enjoyed him
self nicely. Ooe of his members told me her 
minister was going with us. I hope so. At 
Walker I had four ministers out to hear me. 
The Methodist minister told the Baptist 
minister to go and hear the Saints preach, 
and he'd learn something. But he'd n'lver 
learn anything where he was. What do you 
think about the other man? Well, the world 
do move, so does the kingdom of God. 

Yours in the one faith, 
J. C. Foss. 

YOKOHAMA, Japan, Jan. 24. 
Editors Herald:-Although I feel unworthy 

to take up so valuable space of our beloved 
church paper, I will nevertheless write, 
hoping that by the power of the good Spirit 
I shall be able to keep myself in bounds. 

Sr. Douglas rPquested me, as I understand 
to write my life story to the Herald; I should, 
however, not have written as yet, were it 
not for some errors I found on page 794, 
D,,cember 13, 1899 issue, which I conoider 
my duty to correct. 

Sr. D.mglas is not, as you state, my mother, 
that is, not according to the flesh. I was 
baptized September 13, 1897, and saw her, I 
think, but once before that time; when we 
afterwards got acquainted I once made the 
proposition upon a scripture passage to call 
her mother, and since that time did so, espe• 
cially by letter; and she truly is a good 
mother to me in the spirit. I am Argentine 
by birth, and having a chance to embark on 
the Argentine training vessel ''Presidents 
Sarmiento," I did so, and left San Francisco 
with the intent to return to Argentina, but 
not for to go to Manilla with the soldiers. 
After a voyage of over one month and a half, 
we arrived in Yokohama. The trip was so 
extremely slow, for the reason that we went 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 17. mostly by sail. I was then fully disgusted of 
Editors Herald:-I have just arrived home the life on ship, and left. 

from a month's visit and labor in Clinton My mother, Mr~. A. Mehrkens, is with my 
district. I averaged about a sermon a day. sister in San Francisco; she being contrary 
The conference at Coal Hill was a very good to my intention of going to Switzerland, etc. 
one. The good Master spoke to us in tongues, I relinquished my purpose for to take up a far 
and the interpretation was that if faithful, better one; namely, to gn, if possible, to the 
great blessings were in store for his people. land of Zion, for to remain there until I 
Why, yes? Don't you think that our noble should know or believe it the Lord's will to 
brother, Abner Lloyd, has given up the use of go elsewhere. Bro. T. W. Chatburn kindly 
tobacco. He's a noble man, and the Saints wrote me a letter, strongly reminding me of 
love him as the presiding elder of their , Zion. If you should find my letter unworthy 
district. I of place in the Herald, 1 pray, not to publish, 

Bro. Beebe, Bishop's agent, is doing fine, I will however proceed relating my life 
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story, which is not so very agreeable neither, 
as I cannot permit myself to put everything 
in public writing; but as regards the marvel
ous hand of God, I rejoice, looking back on 
my young life. 

I was born the 1st of October, 1879, and 
about one year later "sprinkled" and oiled in 
the Catholic Church in Salta, a city way up 
in the northern part of the Argentine Re
public, South America, at that time far from 
any railroad; as I understand, in an un
healthy climate near the tropic, situated in 
a valley surrounded by mountains, the river 
Salado flowing above the level of the city. 

My father was interested in a silver mine 
in those regions, also in a brewery; being by 
trade a watchmaker, he held a jewelry store, 
and, I think, did quite well; but after my 
mother left on a business trip to Europe, in 
about 1884, taking with her my elder sister, 
Pauline, and me, for to provide for us in 
some colleges in Europe, what I may call 
misfortune happened to us, and my dear 
mother had to start again in Argentina a 
hard struggle for life, in which she nobly 
endured unto the present day, having con
tinually the temporal welfare of her children 
in view, without ever losing her energy; and 
I hope the good Lord will reward her, if it 
be so his will, by the hand of her son, for 
whom (me) she so long zealously toiled, more 
than I know of. Pauline died in the College 
of Girls, in a village in South Germany, after 
a long sickness, having had two or three 
days prior to her death a beautiful and 
lengthy vision, seeing the New Jerusalem 
and the Savior, who talked with her. She 
was then, 1E'88, nearly thirteen years old. I 
had entered the village with her in June, 
1885, and remained there in the College of 
Boys until 1895. I thank my heavenly Fa
ther that he so kindly provided for me. My 
poor parents were not, what we may call re
ligious, and almost the first I heard of God 
and the Bible was in Wilhelmsdorf, said 
village. I received what was told me as a 
child, the Lord Jesus blessed me and kindly 
used me already then as an instrument to 
gladden the hearts of some by the sweet 
name of Jesus. Yet I soon was led to doubt 
the church, to which I was confirmed in 
April, 1894, to be perfect in doctrine, and 
the scripture, you shall not call yourself as 
being from Apollos, Paul, etc., as if Christ 
were divided, began to trouble me. 

My loving mother, however, found the 
means of bringing me back to Argentina, so 
I left the College in Fabruary, 1895, for to 
witness few days afterwards awful wicked
ness on board a French steamer, which on its 
next voyage was wrecked. I continued read
ing the Bible until I came, after one month's 
sea travel, to Buenos Ayres, capital of 
Argentina, where my mother (whcse dear 
face I had forgotten, or almost) expected me 
with Lucia, my younger sister. But having 
resided for so long a time mosdy among re
ligious people, I was very much surprised to 
find that there was no family prayer what
ever, nor any usual Bible reading, so that I 
myself dropped my hands and loveGl. the book 
without reading the word, until the Lord, as 
I believe, brought us back in his own wise 
way to Switzerland, where I felt very unhappy 
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with only the books and no word; so that I at 
last, on lack, as I thought, of anything- else, 
attended meetings of the Salvation Army, 
where I was induced to kneel down for prayer 
as a repenting sinner, which I also after 
some hesitation did, without, however, satis
fying me; so I came the next time again in 
front, kneeled down and prayed a most fer· 
vent prayer, and I know the Lord h8ard me, 
looked in pity, and because of my willingness 
and earnest desire to follow in his footsteps, 
kindly guarded me so that I did not }1in any 
of the daughters of the great harlot, but 
stayed out, although being taught especiall~y 
that it would be good to join the Salvation 
Army, etc. But I answered: "Prove all 
things, and the good hold fast." 

My elder brother, Albert, had a business 
in Guatemala, so we went there. My mother, 
my sister, and I, expecting at least one 
million; the Father however bad otherwise 
thought, and we failed to realize the riches 
of this world. I continued to find opposition 
regarding religion in family, perhaps more 
so after being in a greater family circle; 
they thinking I was going to get crazy, or 
something of the kind. 

I longed after some religious surroundings, 
and found the only Protestant chapel of the 
Christian Endeavorers in the city, whose 
meetings I attended about as regularly as I 
could. It was there that I met the man who 
became the first one to tell me that God 
Almighty had restored his gospel to man
kind, and again bestowed his blessed gifts 
upon his children. It was Bro. Purfiirst, 
then a Utah Mormon, who induced me to go 
to San Francisco and "Zion"(?), Salt Lake 
City. Oh! I thank Jesus, our Savior, for his 
kind guidance towards me who am unworthy; 
ever, ever will I glorify his name. Help 
us, our God! 

We came to California beginning 1897, and 
resided in Oakland. I looked after the Utah 
elders in San Francisco, but could not find 
them; they had moved. I at last found out 
the residence of Elder Nye, but when I came 
there nobody answered the bell; I bad the 
address of their chur.;h, but found only a 
ds,ncing hall, when I went there Sunday at 
the right time. They had also moved their 
meeting P,lace. But in Oakland I found, 
through the directory, what I thought to be 
better than nothing, since they anyhow· had 
a "little more" light than the other 
churches, namely the Reorg-anized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

Bro. A. B. Purfi.irst came soon from Guate
mala, visiting us in Oakland. I told him, it's 
anyhow a question whether the Reorg-anized 
or the Utah Church is the Church of God. 
He said, that yes, it is a question for me, but 
he knew that Christ organized his church 
but once in these latter days, and not for to 
again reorganize it. I saw quite clear 
therein, but it would not fully satisfy me. 

After he had been some time away .I wrote 
him to Los Angeles (being very sorry that 
our ways were parting) that I could not un
derstand how he, knowing the doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church, could have joined 
the Utah Church; he soon replied that since 
the time he had left us he had much studied, 
etc., of things he had not seen in Salt Lake 

City nor elsewhere, with the result that he 
was again baptizad into the Reorganization, 
and could with best conviction only advise 
me to do the same at earliest time, etc. I 
was overjoyed! 

But lest I write too much, I would only say 
that although far away, having come proba
bly contrary to the will of our good Father, I 
yet trust in the Lord of the Saints who are, 
in my mind,-the only people who know him 
as he is, that is, the same yesterday, to-day, 
and forever,-and I rejoice in this glorious 
work; my greatest desire being to daily come 
up higher, and please the heavenly Father in 
all my ways, praying daily that he may bless 
his people, so we may glorify him always. 
Let us sway the banner of love and truth 
everywhere; I try and give my testimony 
also here in Yokohama. · 

Your humble brother in Christ, 
E. AUGUST MEHRKENS. 

WEST BRANCH, Iowa, Feb. 20. 
Editm·s Herald:-In reading the Herald and 

listening to the testimonies of the faithful, 
my soul is filled with joy and gladness, to 
think that my heavenly Father bas been so 
merciful to me and brought me back to the 
marvelous light of the gospel of peace. 

I was baptized in Missouri by Elder Kinyon, 
about 1870 or '71. I was taken to the water on 
a bed placed in a wagon. I was then about 
fifteen years old. I had chills and fever and 
had been very low. Through baptism and con
firmation I was instantly healed, so that I 
could go anywhere alone. I think the name 
of the branch was Wakenda, about five miles 
south of Tinnie's Grove. 

In my confirmation Bro. Kinyon foretold 
my being ordained an elder. With my fa
ther's family, I came to Iowa the following 
spring. I heard the gift of tongues once 
while in Missouri; think it was given through 
a Bro. Carter. My parents and I deposited 
our letters with a little branch we found in 
Boone County, west of Boonesboro and near 
Coal Valley, in the year 1875 or '76, while 
there was contention in the branch. 

I was ordained an elder, and then ap
pointed president of the branch. Of course I 
was ignorant of the laws governing such a 
high office. I never felt that I was in the 
right place, for I was not worthy or qualified; 
but I filled it as best I could, and had but 
little help, aside from faultfinding. Finally 
the branch disorganized. L<:Jt me say here 
that one of the elders that helped to ordain 
me left the faith and took up spiritualism; 
another went to the Utah Church, and the 
third went blind and died in the poorhouse. 
Let this be a warning to those holding like 
office. 

About 1884, I think, the branch at Boones
bora was organized and is still running, I be
lieve. About 1886 or '87 I got completely 
discouraged, and gave up to the Devil, and 
declarEd it all a fraud. I was misled by the 
spirit of the Devil that took possession, not 
of me alone but of others. They pulled 
through, but I was too stubborn to listen to 
good advice; I felt that I had been wronged, 
and so I had, but that did not help matters 
with me. I had received many witnesses of 
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the truth of the latter-day work, but I got it 
into my head that if the Spirit would lead me 
wrong in one thing it would not do to depend 
upon it at all. Here is where the Davil 
wanted me, and he got me too. Here is one 
of the witnesses that I received about ltl83 or 
'84. I had fasted and prayed often to kpow 
the divinity of the Book of Mormon (which 
I doubted), and one night just after I had re
tired a light appeared in my room; and I 
looked and just in front of me was an open 
book resting on a golden easel, and across the 
pages in large print the words, "Book of 
Mormon." I thought then that nothing
could turn me, but ~>las! I was overconfident, 
and fell. Had I taken the advice of some of 
the elders of whom I wish to hear from again, 
-W. C. Nirk, J. S. Roth, R Etzenhouser, I. 
N. White, Shimel, J. F. McDowell, Baker, 
W. F. Clark (then a priest,) I would have 
come out all right. But now I feel that God 
for Christ's sake has pardoned my awful 
blunder. I must succumb to this message: 
"Moroni, It is hard for thee to kick against 
the pricks!" 0, how I long to be united once 
more to the elect of God. 

We have a nice little home, and any that 
come, if they will, stop here I will try and 
get a place for them to preach. Pray for me 
and mine, dear Saints, that the blessings of 
God way comfort us. 

In the hope of the gospel, 
I. M. LANE. 

SAN JOSE, Cal., Feb. 14:> 
Editors Herald:-In nearly every commu

nity of this broad fair land of ours there seems 
to flourish one or more of those debasing in
stitutions known to us by the name of saloon. 
Their presence in our midst is an abomina
tion-a withering blight upon everything 
within the radius of their influence. yet 
how alluring they are, enticing our guileless 
youth to enter their domain and join in the 
elusive race after the phantom pleasure; but 
when our boys wish to retrace their steps, 
they find themselves in the predicament of 
the innocent fly that has been entrapped 
within the spider's web. They soon lose the 
power of resiRting the evil influences that are 
being thrown around them, and yield them
selves willing victims to the enslaving power. 
For when that huge octopus, ' strong drink," 
has once fastened its fangs upon them, it re
quires a herculean mental power to wrench 
themselves from its grasp. 

I think few will deny that the habit of 
using intoxicating liquors as a beverage, is 
the most pernicious evil under the sun. Not 
only does it cause premature decay of both 
body and mind, but it destroys the tender af
fections of the heart; and yet more, it trans
mits a depraved appetite to offspring yet 
unborn. 

A man given to the use of strong drink 
soon becomes incapable of realizing his con
dition, and soon runs in to abuse of the fancied 
pleasure, till at last he seeks only his own 
gratification. Just here comes the remark 
of some deluded youth, "Ah, there is no 
danger of me becoming a drunkard. I can 
drink or I can let it alone." I have heard 
that assertion from lips that to-day are mol· 
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deriug within the grave. The 
fact is there is no safety except in total ab
stinence, for the "charm of the serpent," as 
well as its sting, lurks within each glass of 
the vile compound. 

If a man has no natural craving for strong 
drink, yet indulges in it, he shows the weak
neEs and cowardice of his nature in not being 
able to say "No," to false friends who tempt 
him to drink. Were a brave man, a Daniel 
or a Joseph in his place, one who would not 
be afraid to stand by his convictions of what 
was right, he would exert an influence for good 
that would be felt throughout eternity. For 
no matter what some may say to the con
trary, our conduct here in this life will 
surely reflect upon our destiny in the life 
that is to come, since the decree has gone 
forth, "Whatsoever a man soweth that shall 
he also t·eap." There are a multitude of 
people in this world who are ever ready to 
exclaim in the language of the Prophet 
Balaam, "Let me die the death of the right
eous, and let my last end be like his," for
getting that to do so they must first live the 
life of the righteous. 

To-day I witnessed a scene to make the 
heart of any mother quail with apprehensive 
fear. A carriage, in which were seated two 
men and two young girls, drew up in front of 
one of those gilded palaces of vice. Soon an 
attendant of the place appeared, and after 
taking their order, reappeared bearing a tray 
on which was four well-filled glasses. And 
those dainty girls placed the delusive drink 
to their lips, never heeding the gentle ad· 
monition of conscience bidding them beware 
of the hidden sting. As they drove on their 
way, I caught a glance of their sparkling 
eyes, and their merry voice came back to me 
on the morning breez<CJ; and looking after 
them, I prayed, "Father, forgive them, they 
know not what they do." 

I once heard a young girl say she did not 
object to a man taking a glass of liquor, if he 
did not become intoxicated. I felt only con· 
tempt for her at the time; but years after, I 
met her again by chance, and was not sur
prised to learn that she was t-hen the abused 
and neglected wife of a dissolute husband. 

One night, I sat with her to watch by the 
cradle of her sick child, while the little 
lamp of life burned low and yet lower, till at 
last the tiny flame went out forever. The 
mother's heart was nearly breaking at the 
thought of a separation from her child, yet 
she acknowledged the wisdom and goodness 
of God in taking it to a better, brighter 
home. She spoke to me of years that were 
passed-spoke in a suppressed, sorrowful tone 
of voice, that told of hidden tears. She said 
she knew at the time of her marriage that 
Charlie drank some, but never expected him 
to become a slave to the blighting ruin, as 
he had done; and I felt too much sympathy 
for her then to say, "I told you so." 

A little after mid 'light the erring husband 
came home from the village saloon. He was 
singing some ribald song. His wife met him 
at the door, and said, "Hush, Charlie, baby 
is dead." But he answered her in language 
not suited to polite ears, and would have 
struck her, but I let my presence be known. 

Girls, do not say this is an isolated case; 
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that but few fall to so great a depth. You 
have only to look around you to see the havoc 
this dreadful drink habit is doing in homes 
that otherwise would be prosperous and 
happy. And because women and children 
are the greater sufft~rers from this cause, I 
appeal especially to them to do all within 
their power to overcome the evil. I think 
our girls and young women have it within 
their power to crush and banish the vice 
from civilized communities, were they to 
look with withering scorn and contempt 
upon all who in any way give it their coun
tenance not giving the least respect to any of 
its votaries. Men would then be unwilling to 
become ostracized from the society and es
teem of their lady friends in exchange for the 
wine cup. And in time the custom would 
become unpopular and soon die out for want 
of support or be banished exclusively to the 
haunts of crime. 

Dear girls, as you value your own happi
ness and the welfare of those you love, give 
no leniency to this ruinous sin. You would 
not speak to a fallen woman on the street, or 
admit one to your home; but you will give 
the warm hand of friendship to men who are 
equally as vile as she. 

To those sad, unfortunate ones who have 
members of their own household that are un
der the sway of the destroyer, I extend my 
heartfelt sympathy, and ad vise great patience 
on your part. Be not given to angry or 
hasty words, which will drive the erring one 
from home; but do everything to make home 
attractive to him, and also be firm in your 
own convictions of right, and never be 
ashamed to let them be known. Then in 
prayer and Christian hope press on, knowing 
that for you all sorrow will have an end. 
Even this gigantic and hydra-headed mon
ster, intemperance, will finally be subdued 
and put under the feet of the Son of right3-
ousness when he comes to reign upon the 
earth. 

Then, dear Saints, lift up your heads and 
dry yot.r' tear-bedimmed eyes, for the time is 
drawing near when, if y0u have been faith
ful, you will be called to enter into the "mar
riage supper of the Lamb." 

I. B. STILLWAGON. 

BELOIT, Kan., Feb. 12. 
Editors Herald:-I seldom see letters in the 

Herald from North west Kansas district, and 
often wonder what the Saints are doing: 
Busy working for the Master perhaps, and 
have no time to write.' Yet how eagerly we 
look through the letter department, and how 
cheering and encouraging to find a letter 
from some one we have known. Most of our 
little band of Saints are faithfully working 
in the Master's cause. 

We have a nice little Sunday school. 
Quite good interest is taken, and 0 how 
grand and beautiful are the lessons-the 
Life of Christ! I cannot understand how 
anyone can study those lessons and not want 
to be more like him. 

Last evening the M. E. preacher based his 
remark:> on Matthelll' 24, placing special 
stress on the danger of being deceived. 
"Take heed that no man deceive you." I 
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thought bow needful are these words, yet 
they who are warning us are the very de
ceivers themselves. He said, ''The old-time 
religion of a hundred years ago is good 
enough for me. It was good enough for 
Father and Mother, and it's good enough for 
me." Well, I thought maybe it was good 
enough for him, but not good enough for me, 
or anyone else who has enjoyed the blessings 
and light of the restored gospel. It seems to 
me, according to his ideas, we might still be 
living in the Dark Ages, under the authority 
of old Rome. "Keep in the old paths," he 
quoted; and I thought if this had been kept 
ft·om Christ's time, the reign of the Prince 
of Peaee would have long ago been ushered 
in. May we who have received the truth 
and the light ever be found abiding therein, 
is the prayer of your sister, 

NETTIE 0. JOH. 

DETROIT, Mich., Feb 22. 
Editors Hemld:-I arrived in this city No

vember 9, 1899, and began work· as a miS
sionary. I have endeavored to do my duty, 
since then, trying to improve every oppor
tunity to advance the work that presented 
itself. How far I have been successful, lies 
with the great Judge of all to say. Our 
meetings have been so arranged that I have 
been occupied nearly every evening since I 
came. I see some indieations of general ad
vancement all along the.line. 

I had hoped that I would have a better 
opportunity for reading this winter than 
usual, but in this I have been di$appointed. 
Yet the work bas been of such a character 
that I have done more reflecting and learned 
more by observation than usual. 

On account of what has been published in 
the Herald from the pen of Rev. Hill, the 
Adventist mir;ister whom I met twice in pub
lic debate in 1898, I copy a le: ter that was 
published in the Brownville, Nebraska, Sun, 
of February 10, 1900. It wiil be of interest 
to those Nebraska Saints that were so much 
interested in the affair:-

"Friend John:-You ask me for what I 
know about the Peak-Hill engagement at 
College View with whatever I may have 
gotten of the opinion of the public concern
ing the claims of each to the victory in that 
ludicrous though somewhat interesting 
affair. 

"Following are the facts without any at
tempt at journalistic embellishment:-

" At any rate Mr. Hill's commercial in
stincts are (trusting him to report himself 
correctly) again triumphant. He has again 
thriftily turned the matter of a debate into 
profit by writing the whole of it out in that 
fine Italian band of his, and has had it pub
lished in book form and is now meeting so 
far as the capacity of the presses will permit, 
he says, the growing, the almost hysterical 
demand for it throughout this broad land of 
ours. I have been unfortunate in never hav
ing seen this interesting volume, so of the 
contents I cannot speak at all (what do you 
call it-ex cathedra?) authoritatively, but I 
am informed by those who are-take my 
word for it-perfectly fair-minded, that Mr. 
Hill has in this case done an over-careful 
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piece of editing; that be bas never permitted 
Mr. Peak to get the better of him in a single 
instance; that his omniscient manner at no 
time forsakes him, and that he never fails to 
justify it; that his lucubrations (they were 
all done in the dark) are always drawn out 
to the vanishing point and invincibly punc
tuated, whereas Peak is given, very pru
dently, only the briefest and most untenable 
positions and hardly an exclamation point to 
his credit. 

"Now, as I have said, I have never seen 
the book, but I happened to be in College 
View at the time of the discussion. __ After a 
considerable squabbling (the C9.use of which 
will be explained later) they came to terms 
and agreed to meet in the public school 
building. 

"At this time the uninitiated, the simple, 
the recluse, the white of conscience might be 
seen swaggering about speculating upon 
Peak's staying qualities and the probable 
sensitiveness of his epiderm, for 'Bro. Hill' as 
a dyspeptic enthusiast gave it out to me, 'is 
a caustic fellow and will make him [Paak] 
smart.' 

"Now I bad nothing to do but cultivate the 
confidence of this primitive people, and 
though I attended but few of the Hill-Peak 
seances in person, I contrived to keep a 
pretty definite forefinger on the pulse of the 
engagement by watching the before-men
tioned recluse and white of conscience, It 
was in a small way another illustration of 
Briton and Boer. 

"At first smiling superiority without a 
dream of defeat; but later when Mr. Hill be
gan the defense of his creed the confident 
smile gave place to a grave thoughtful ex
pression unseen before, and as time wore on 
it galloped through all the phases of alarm 
into aboolute panic. 

"You see this was the second gabfest in 
which Messrs. Hill and Peak were the enter
taining committee, and those who were really 
on the inside knew that Hill was quite an 
inad<quate spieler when backed up against 
our little Mormon. Hence, the interdiction 
of Johnson, the bewhiskered, and some oth
ers, when asked for the use of the College 
View church. Now this Johnson spoken of 
above is a Scandinavian person possessing a 
profusion of blond beard and a pull connected 
i.n some occult way with another blond 
bearded 'illustrious obscure,' Olsen by name, 
a former president of the Adventist Confer
ence and owning abundant power to keep 
the discussion out of the College View church 
if be thought best. 

"Now this Johnson is a shrewd fellow 
withal, and after taking the dimensions of 
Bro. Peak, decided that a discussion in the 
church (rembembering the disastrous results 
of Hill's former experiment) would be inex
pedient. Hence the interdiction. 

"Elder Hill makes it a point to twitter 
self-congratulatory paragraphs at every op
portunity. Tells all about how he smote 
B~o. Peak hip and thigh and vindicated the 
'cause,' and all that. 

''Fact of the matter is Hill's imagination 
outruns his reason, he gets away from the 
time and place of his defeat and by a curious 
process of remembering and forgetting-re-

membering what be might have said and for• 
getting that be didn't say it-he comes to 
fancy himself a really formidable person and 
puts on a sneer and strides about most unbe· 
comingly. 

"Fact is, he got a dirty drubbing (and this 
says nothing as to the value of their respec
tive creeds), but be got a good drubbing and 
I was glad of it. In fact I'm always glad 
when a supercilious browbeater in quest of 
trouble finds that according with his needs. 

''Raspectfully, 0." 
Rev. Rill came to Brownville shortly after 

I held a discussion with Rev. Anderson, of 
the Campbellite order, in October, 1898, and 
had for sale a book pretending to give an ac
count of our debates. It was a very dishonest 
affair to say the least. I challenged him 
through the paper to meet me in debate at 
Brownville, Dunbar, Nebraska City, and 
Shelton, and discuss the same questions that 
we debated before. This be refused to do, 
but wanted to bold a written debate through 
the Herald. This I refused to consider. As 
a result we have kept up quite a correspond
ence through the Brownville paper. This 
article signed by "0'' presents the situation 
about as it was, and it is of more interest, as 
we have reasons to believe it was written by 
one of the few liberal-minded members of the 
Adventists. This demonstrates the truthful
ness of a statement I heard the President of 
the Church make several years ago: '•Truth 
can afford to wait." 

The articles on the gathering, presiding 
officers, city missionaries, and the need of a 
council of the quorums, have been of interest 
and profit to me; yet I feel the force of the 
statement, "Truth can afford to wait." The 
Seventy is one of the three quorums whose 
decisions cannot be appealed from, and their 
decision is equal to the First Presidency's; 
yet in 1894 when the Lord directed a council 
of the leadin,!!; quorums the Seventy was not 
included. Why! Is it possible, that the an
swer may be given, "Because there are too 
many of us who are too anxious to air our own 
views, and then grow restless and desire to 
vote, before others of less desire for notoriety 
have an opportunity to express themselves"? 
There are many wise, experienced men in our 
quorum that seldom make a speech. Those 
men do not like to talk when beverai are 
manifesting anxiety to vote. My advice to 
my quorum would be, "Let us so live that 
when another council is called by the Lord 
through the President, we will be in a proper 
condition to be included." Satan succeeded 
in keeping the leading quorums in such a. 
condition that the much-needed council could 
not be held tilll894, but just as soon as the con
ditions were favorable the council was called. 
So it will be again. 

If we could influence our President to call 
a general council of the quorums, without 
the direction of the Spirit, I would not have 
the confidence in him that I now have; nei
ther would I expect any good to result from 
the council. But if God directs it, the de
sired results will be obtained. Let us re· 
member that God is at the helm and will 
steer the old ship of Zion safely into port. 

Your brother and colaborer, 
W. E. PEAl{. 
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CANEY, Kan., Feb. 1'7. 
Editors He1·ald:-I have not been in the 

church long, about one year. I was formerly 
a Missionary Baptist, but through the labor 
of one of Christ's servants I was brought to 
see the light of the gospel; but before, as 
Paul said, I could but "see through a glass 
darkly." 

We have no minister with us now. We 
are a lit tl'l band of five Saints and are trying 
to do the Master's will, but owing to bad 
weather we have not been permitted to meet 
regularly. We ask the prayers of all the 
Saints that we may prove faithful. 

Yours in truth, 
JAMES FARNER. 

Motherg' Horns Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

u We ca:a never be too careful 
What the seed our hands shall sow; 

Love from love is sure to ripen, 
Hate from bat.e is sure to grow. 

Seed of good or ill we scatter 
Heedlessly along the way, 

But a glad or grevious fruitage 
Wait ns at the harvest day." 

MOTHERS. 
Bishop Thompson once wrote that "there 

was no velvet so soft as a mother's lap, no 
rose so lovely as her smile, no path so flowery 
as that imprinted with her footsteps." Men 
and women frequently forget each other, but 
everybody remembers mother. Her very 
name is so entwined round our hearts that 
they must cease to throb, ere we forget it! It 
is our first love; it is part of religion. Na
ture has set the mothers upon such a pinna
cle, t.hat our infant eyes and arms are first 
uplifted to it; we cling to it in manhood; we 
almost worship it in old age. The mother can 
take man's whole nature under her control. 
She becomes what she bas been called, "the 
divinity of infancy." Her smile is her sun
shine, her words its mildest law, until sin 
and the world bav.e steeled the heart. 

The mother is the angel-spirit of home; 
l;ler tender yearning over the cradle of her 
infant babe, her guardian care of the child 
and youth, and her bosom companionship 
with the man of her love and choice, makes 
her the personal center of the interests, the 
hopes, and happiness of the family. Her 
love glows in her sympathies, and reigns in 
all her thoughts and deeds. Every woman, 
in becoming a mother, takes a higher place 
in the scale of being. A most important 
work is allotted to her in the economy of the 
great human family. No longer does she live 
for self, no longer will she be noteless and un
recorded, passing away without name or 
memorial among the people. 

No longer can it be said of her reproach
fully, that "she lent her graces to the grave, 
and left the world no copy." Mothers con
stitute the only universal agent of civiliza
tion, for nature bas. placed in her bands both 
infancy and youth. Look into. the records of 
history and biography, and you will find but 
few exceptions to the rule that all great meri 
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have great mothers. The father's influence 
upon offspring is comparatively small and in
significant to that of the mother's. Sons 
usually inherit the mother's prominent 
traits. 

The number of wives and young women in 
our day is not small who look upon the duties, 
cares, pleasures, and responsibilities of 
motherhood as irksome, disagreeable, con
fining,-not to say a little degrading in some 
particulars. 

Accordingly, the duties and pleasures are 
shunned,-yea, and even prevented,-to an 
extent that bodes no good to the perpetuity 
and welfare of our nation. 

There is an evil here of an alarming mag
nitude. 

One or two children now constitute the 
average family, and the birth of ev.en this 
number is prevented whenever it can be done 
without great injury to health. The crown 
and glory of womankind; that diadem of 
motherhood, honor, and dignity; which has 
rested upon the sex since the first woman ex
claimed in joyful triumph: "I have gotten a 
child from the Lord," is now being torn in 
pieces by the hand of woman herself, and 
trampled in disdain under her feet. 

0 shame on such a woman! 
That woman who deliberately and willfully 

refuses to wear this glorious and holy crown 
of motherhood; who had rather idle away her 
time and strength in following the devious 
and senseless ways of fashion; in parading the 
streets and lounging in shops and stores; in 
dressing beyond the bounds of economy, or 
prudence; in gratifying vain, frivolous, sen
suous wishes and desires, than in bringing 
up children to do good and thus throw back 
credit upon their parents, is unworthy of the 
name of a woman, is untrue to the highest 
and holiest impulses of her own nature, is 
false to the design and intent of God in her 
creat-ion. 

We are aware of the fact that women must 
not be made to bear all the blame in this 
matter, yet as far as they can, it is their duty 
and privilege alike, to shrink not from the 
mingled pain and rapture by which noble 
sons and daughters are reared to fill the 
places made empty by death. 

A childless woman is always an object of 
pity; but when she makes herself childless 
through downright laziness and hatred of 
care, she becomes an object of scorn. 

ROBERT GARLIOH. 
ST. JosEPH, Mo. 

COMPENSATION. 
BY ALlCE R. CORSON. 

If earth's flowers never faded; 
If earth's fruitage never failed; 

If the glad and golden sunlight 
Of her summers never paled; 

If no blighting breath of winter 
Ever brought us frost and snow, 

We would miss the sweet contrasting 
That the changing seasons show. 

If life's pathway ever lead us 
Through a smooth and flowery mead, 

Or through quiet, peaceful valleys, 
Vine embowered should it lead, 

With no need for toilsome climbing 
The desired goal to gain; 
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We would miss the glorious outlooks 
Th0se who've scaled the heights attain. 

If earth's gold would never tarnish, 
If earth's gems ne'er turned to dust, 

If the treasures fondly cherished 
Could escape· the moth and rust; 

We might miss the heavenly treasures, 
That will never more grow old; 

Jewels of unchanging luste ; 
Star-gemmed crown and harp of• gold. 

If earth's friendships never failed us, 
If earth's loves were a! ways true, 

If life's wine was never wasted, 
Or was never mixed with rue, 

We might miss the lasting friendship 
Of the changE~less One, nor taste 

The wine of joy and bread of heaven 
On which now he bids us feast. 

So I hold that "over yonder," 
When we see with clearer eyes, 

We shall learn in all our losses 
Some sweet bidden meaning lies; 

And we'll find the compensation, 
Far outweighs the pain and loss, 

And earth's missed and mourned for 
treasures, 

We shall count as worthless dross. 
FULTON, Richmond, Va. 

8undau 8Ghool DBpar1rnen1. 
ELDER 'l'. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa."} 

GETTING HOLD OF THE SCHOLAR. 
Presuming that our teachers invariably 

honor the Bible and exalt Christ, I proceed 
immediately to consider the third division
the consecration of self as a living epistle 
through whom the Spirit works. Consecra
tion or .devotion to a person's interests al
ways in vel ves eat•nest study of ways and 
means to promote that person's interests. 

Getting hold implies nearness. A person 
in St. Louis cannot shake hands with a per
son in Paris. The life of the teacher must 
touch the life of the scholar. We must meet 
the scholar on his own ground. Moral desti
tution and spiritual poverty never knock at 
the door of spiritual wealth, except in great 
crises. Reason-the Devil blinds the soul to 
its own needs. The approach of disaster or 
death often opens their eyes. 

To be more specific, we get hold of scholars 
by going into their native element, as we 
catch fish by casting our lines into the water. 
(A parenthetical remark may be pertinent 
here. There is not much pleasure in catch
ing fish from a stocked reservoir. The keen
est delight is connected with their capture 
in their wild haunts. The teacher who col
lects a class from the outside world experi
ences the greatest pleasure and often receives 
the highest reward.) Even in their native 
element we must study their habits. A 
thorough fisherman must know the daily 
habits of the fish. Many an empty creel is 
due to thoughtless fishing. Sometimes we 
must stir them and move them out of their 
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accustomed haunts. It is often better fish
ing after a rain that stirs the water. Experi
enced trout fishermen often say that if some 
one goes down the stream in ad vance, . dis
turbing the water, the fish are more readily 
caught. Throwing aside figurative language, 
we mean, as you get into touch with the 
scholar try to show the possibilities of a hap
pier and better life, and thus beget discon
tent. Try to move his mind to look at a 
brighter life (evidenced in yourself), and this 
will create dissatisfaction with his own 
career. 

Then we must allure with fresh and attrac
tive bait. One fish in this creel, twenty-five 
in that; but this fisherman has but a little 
end of a dead worm on his hook, while that 
one keeps his hook full of wriggling life. 
Note this quotation: "Christ uses no stale 
illustrations. The lilies that he plucks for 
his sermons are dewy fresh; the ravens in 
his discourses are not stuffed specimens of 
birds, but warm with life from wing-tip to 
wing-tip; the fioh he points to are not dull 
about the gills, as though long captured, but 
squirm in the wet net, just brought up on the 
beach of Tlberias." 

This brings me to a most important point 
in the teacher's effort to get hold of the 
scholar. As I have previously suggested, we 
must displace by replacing. If my com
panion loves to play golf while I love foot
ball, I do not win him to my way of thinking 
by throwing his golf balls into a neighbor
ing swamp. I cannot get hold of a boy as a 
member of a "No Tobacco League" by snatch
ing his pipe from his mouth and breaking it 
upon the pavement. I cannot wean a girl 
from the dangers of the ballroom by driving 
nails into her slippers so that she cannot 
dance. 

Let me connect thP> wrong and the right 
way in a little experience of my own boy-. 
hood. I want to go fishing. I want Jim to 
go with me, for Jim is the only fellow who 
knows how to keep quiet when the fish are 
biting. But he is up in the school yard 
watching a game of base ball. I go up and 
sit by his side and say, "Jim, let's go fishing. 
This game is no good." At once he answers: 
"This is more fun than a week's fishing. It'.s 
one of the best games I ever saw." I wait 

· until a bad play is made and renew my effort. 
"Jim, you and I can play better than these 
fellows; that left-fielder can't hold a ball." 
Again be is ready with, "Can't be? You 
ought to have seen him take one with his 
left hand-the best catch ever made on the 
ground." I have failed to get hold of Jim. I 
must change my mode of attack. Waiting 
until there is another bad play, I say: "Jim, 
you know the place in the creek where we 
used to go in swimming, where the old wil
low tree lies. I looked into the pool there 
and saw six or eight big fellows, more than a 
foot long. A grasshopper jumped into the 
water and one came up and snatched him be
fore he could move. Jim, here's a whole 
bottle of grasshoppers in my pocket." A 
moment's silence and Jim jumps up, saying, 
"I'm getting tired of this; let's go down and 
try them." I got hold of Jim. My work as 
a boy was along the line that the most ad
vanced teachers must pursue. 
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Let me illustrate again, for this point can
not be too strongly emphasized. You went 
out nutting one beautiful autumn day. On 
the way to the wood you found an abundance 
of apples and filled your pockets. One of 
your companions said, "Throw the apples 
away, they are sour." But not an apple was 
thrown away. You came to a shell-bark tree 
and the ground was covered with nuts. In a 
moment every apple was out of- your pocket 
to make room for the nuts. A little later an 
abundance of chestnuts greets your eyes. 
Every shell-bark is driven from your pockets, 
because you have found the more precious 
chestnuts. 

Putting these two illustrations together we 
learn that we must win a scholar, not by de
facing his favorite picture, but by holding 
more attractive ones before him. Then we 
must get him to give up his old companions, 
not by telling him that they are bad, but by 
revealing the superior pleasures of good com
pany. 

Now, about the best picture that we can 
hold before 11. class is our own life. If it be 
brig'ht and radiant, if it clearly reveals the 
superior happiness of Christian living, it is 
likely so to impress as to move them tow&rds 
a renunciation of their evil companions and 
habit.s. If you get hold of those careless and 
indiffBrent boys it will not be with the grip 
of a police officer, but the welcome grasp of 
an accepted lover.-Prof. Forest E. Dager, 
Philadelphia, in "International Evangel," St. 
Louis. 

Oriuinal Po etrv. 
JES S IN THE TEMPLE. 

BY ELBERT A. SMITH. 

The little Master gravely watched the doctors 
of the law; 

He questioned them, and answered them, 
and put their school to naught; 

For be felt a higher wisdom flowing from 
above, and saw 

Things that yet were dim to human eyes 
and dark to human thought. 

"I must be about my Father's work," thus 
soon his spirit dwelt 

On the higher truths that touch the soul 
and make the flesh a~ naught; 

And the undefined promptings of the duty 
that he felt, 

Led him early thus to mind his Father's 
business as he ought. 

Plain and simple were his lessons, yet they 
vexed the elder mind. 

He could draw suph depths of meaning 
from the rockrose on the hills 

Or the lilies in the valley; never Rabbi 
thought to find 

Half the handiwork of God he showed 
them in the rocks and rills. 

Only twelve the years he numbered, yet how 
subtle, strong, and true. 

Well they marveled that their musty tomes 
of law became to him 

Like a stream of crystal water" that, his clear 
eyes wand'ring through, 

B0held the grains of golden truth that to 
otters were so dim. 

He must be about his Father's work, how 
great it was to be! 

How strong the heart to tranquil beat be
neath its wealth and weight. 

No wonder that the Rabbis felt what they 
were slow to see 

The presence of the master-mind, the 
greatest of the great. 

Gonfaran~B Mimf1Bs. 
OKLAHOMA. 

Conference of th~ abuve district convened 
with O.otk Grove branch, February 9; our 
district president was unable to be with us, 
because of the death of his father, Stephen 
Maloney. S. J. Hinkle acted in his stead, as 
chairman; S. S. Smith cltJrk. A short 
prayer meeting was held before the business 
se8sion. District president, R M. Maloney, 
submitted a report in writing. B.shup'd 
agent, S. J. Hinkle, reported: On hand last 
report $54 55; received tithes and offerings 
$87.25; tutal $l4Ul0; paid out for missiona.
ries' families $140; on hand $1 80. Etdero re
ported: W. S. Macrae, W. M. Aylor, S. J. 
Hinkle, H. C. Hughes, R. W. Davis, and W. 
P. Pwkering; Priests S. S. Smtth and A. J. 
Bly; Teachers J. Scott and J. W. Squire; 
Deacon C. E. Williams. All manifetited a 
desire to still endeavor to work in the inter
ests of the great cause of latter days. Monu
ment committee: action deferred because of 
means; cowmittee continued. Boarding 
house committee reported; committee dio
charged. Branch reports: Oak Grove 20. 
Canadian Center 42; gain 2, 5 ahsent. Okla
homa 33: 2 lost, 6 gained, 5 absent. Still
water 26; 5 gained, 3 lost, 20 absent. 
Del<"gates to General Conference: R W. 
Davis, W. S. Macrae, W. M. Aylor, and T. 
N. Berry. Officers elected: R. M Maloney, 
president; H. C. Hughes, vice president; S. 
J. Hinkle. Bishop's agent: S. S. Smith, clerk; 
H. C. Hughes, treasurer. The following 
resolutions passed: That we appoint a com
mittee of five to provide for and have in 
charge a cooperative boarding house at our 
next reunion. That we adopt the resolution 
from Southern California district to provide 
for a priesthood meeting of the church at our 
next General Conference. The conference 
was a profitable one to all present; the spirit 
of peace prevailed throughout; and unity, 
harmony, and good will seemed to be the 
main thought of aiL Adjourned until time 
and place of next reunion. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 
Conference met at, San Francisco, Feb

ruary 9; G. T. Griffiths, president; F. M. 
Sheehy and C. A. Parkin assistants; E. 8. 
Chase clerk. Wri.tten reports, Elders: C. 
A. Parkin, G. S. Lincoln, W. Hart, J. H. 
Parr, George Daley; oral reports, Elders: 
F. M. Sheehy, F. B. Blair, A. Haws, and F. 
W. Wille. Report of Bishop's agent: Bal
ance on hand December 31, 1898, $178 59; 
receipts $1,844 82; disbursements $1,548 22; 
balance due church $475.19. District officers 
elected: F. B. Blair, president; C A. 
Parkin, assistant; E S. Chase, clerk; C. A. 
Parkin, treasurer and Bishop's agent. The 
deliberations and findings of an elders' court, 
pertaining to certain membtJrs of Stockton 
branch, owing to said branch being in a dis
organized condition, was presented to confer
ence, which after due deliberation sustained 
recommendations of said court, thereby re
ferring cases of two members to the district 
president for further action, and expelling 
seven members of said branch from the 
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church. San Francisco branch recommended 
John A. Saxe to the office of elder, and 
Gustave E Balcban to the office of priest. 
The chair recommended E S Chase to the 
office of elder. The foregoing being adopted 
by conference, the ordinations accordingly 
followed. The foll,Jwing was adopted: Reso
lution sustaining the General Church Au
thorities, Prayer U oion, Daughters of Zion, 
Sons of Zion, Sunday school as~ociation, and 
Zion's litRrary society; petititions addresBed 
to First Presidency and Quorum of Twelve, 
asking for the return to tnis mission of the 
following-named brethren: G. T. Grifilt.bs, 
F. M. Sheehy, F. B. Blair, and A. B. Phil
lips; resolution creating and maintaining a 
tract fund by donations from the branches 
c<Ymprising the district. Branch reports 
accepted PXcepting Alameda Creek and 
Lower Lake, which were referred back to 
committee, who referred them back to re
spect.ive branch<'s, to be returned to district 
clerk after being corrected. West Berkeley 
branch was dPclarPd disorganized, and mem
bPrs rEquested to j<>in branches nearest to 
them. Stoekton, Walnut Creek, and Liver
more branches referred to district president 
as relating to their continuance. Tbe fol
lowing were chosen dPlegates to Ge>neral 
UonferencP: Brn. G. T Griffiths, F M. 
Sheehy, F. B. Blair, A Haws, A. B. Phil
lips, C C. Joehnk, and Srs. L. S. Villups and 
Edna Rinn. Adjourned to mPet in connec
tion with diRtrict reunion at O&.kland, Sep· 
tember 5 and 6. 

DES MOINES. 
Conference convene l at Grinnell, Iowa, 

February 10; Elder J. S. Roth chosen to pre
side; H. A. McCoy secretary. Visiting 
Saints were privileged to take part. 
Branches reporting: DPs Moines, Das 
Moines Valley, Boonesboro, Perry, Oskaloosa, 
What Cheer, Richland, and Clear Creek. 
Ministry reporting: E ders C. Scott bap
tized 1, J. W. Morgan, W. H K<>phart, T. J. 
Sheldon, J. S. Roth, N. Stamm, ParlPy Bat
ten; PriPsts H. A. McCoy, C. B. Brown; 
TPacher G. W. Johnson; Doacons Joseph 
Young, Fred Chandler. No report from 
Bishop's agent. A request for the organiza· 
tion of a branch at Charter Oak was favored 
by the conference, and referred to the mis
sionary in charge. Resol vAd, that those 
holding the priesthood in Das Moines dis
trict who neglect their duties, either as min
iatt·rs or members, shall l1ave their licenses 
revoked either by the district conference or 
by the dhtrict president, subj >Ct to approval 
of district conference. The nquest of Perry 
branch for the ordination of C. J. Peters to 
the office of priest was referred back to the 
branch, and the church authorities author
ized to ordain the brother to the office the 
Lord may direct. The resolutions of Elder T. 
W. Williams and Bro. B. F. Ordway were 
adopted, and delegates to General Confer
ence instructed to vote for their adoption. 
Dolegates to General Conference: J. S. Roth, 
T. J. ShPldon, C. Scott, J. W. Morgan, Bert 
Walls, GAorge Johnson, Sr. W. Hidy, Sr. 
Garnett Rou, Rr. Mattie Hu~rhs, Sr. Ida 
West, W. H Kephart, E. J. Clark, Parley 
Batten, Jerome Wildermuth, F. A. Russell, 
and Sr. Nancy Walls. In case of di vi~ion, 
delPgates instructed to cast majority and mi
nority vote. It was moved that the district 
treasurer assess eaeh branch pro rata for the 
money to pay the district secretary's ex
pensPs. G. W. Johnson of Des Moines was 
elected district treasurer. A resolution was 
adopted asking the return to this district of 
the present missionary forcA. and reiterating 
our Nquest for Bro. F. A. Russell, of Grin
nell, to be added to the number. Resolved, 
that all missionaries, elders and priests, both 
traveling and local, shall report to each con
ferPnee held in the district the namRs of all 
whom they baptize, together with full i·ems 
regardin~r same; also to report all marriages 
!lind deaths of !;!ainU;~ w4io4 may (lome t<> 
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their knowledge, that a m01·e complete rec
ord can be kept. A resolution prevailed to 
only hold two district conferences yearly
one in spring and one in fall; further ar
rangements to be made in regard to this mat
ter at the June conference. The communica
tion of the district president in regar·d to the 
disorganizing of branches was latd on the 
table. The S<'Cretary's bill of $5 90 was al
lowed, and $4 15 was collected and paid. The 
rPport of the district treasurf't', H. A. Mc
Coy, was read and adopt.Pd. Preaching by 
EldJrs W. H. Kephart, F. A. Russell, J. S. 
R>th, and T. J. Sheldon. Morninll' prayer 
and testimony meeting in cbarg-e of H. Lyke 
and J. S. Roth-a splPndid meeting. Ad
j0urned to meet June 9, at ten o'elock, at 
Richland Creek. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
District conference convened at Fall RivPr, 

Saturday and Sunday, February 10 and 11; 
W. H. Kelley was chosen pre8ident, Riebard 
Bullard vice president, M. C. Fisher and W. 
A. Sinclair clerks. Missionaries reporting: 
Richard Bullard, M. H Bnnd, John Smit.h, 
Nathan C. Eldridge, N R Nickerson, A. N. 
Hoxie, George Burnham. G H. Gate8, John 
Gilbert, and G. S. Y errington. Branches 
reporting: Fall River, Boston, ProvidPr>.ce, 
Pu~inville, Plymouth, Brockton, Little 
Compton, New Bt?dford, D,mnisport, and 
Cranston. Bishop's agent's report from 
OctohPr 20 to .Januarv 31: Balance last, rR
port $701 93: income $798 43: total $1.500.36; 
expenses $\JH 31; balanee $529 05. Audited 
and found correet Election of officers for 
1900: Richard Bullard, distriet pregident; 
G. H. Gates, vice president; M. C. Fisher 
and W. A. Sinclair, clerks; R. Bullard was 
sustained as Bishop's agent and district 
treasurer. Delel!ates to General Conference: 
Joseph Luff, W. H Kelley, Richard Bullard, 
John Smith, K E Smith, H. J. Dttvison, M. 
H. Bond, G. W. R·>bley, Flr>rence Fisher, 
Sadie M. Fisher, Dr. John Gilbert, and Wil
liam Bradbury. The following resolutions 
were passed: Resolved, that the ministry 
laboring in Massachusetts district not only 
furnish a baptismal certificate to each per
son baptiz0d (as law rf'quires), but that tbey 
be required to keep a stub voucher record of 
all baptisms and forward items of the same 
immediately to the district elerk. Signed, 
R. Bullard, E H. Fisher. Resolved, that 
when a member moves from one branch to 
another, that the letter of removal be sent 
direct to the clerk of the branch to which 
the party is moving, and not given to the 
individual moving. Signed, W. A. Sinclair, 
John Gilbert. Auditing <Jommittee on Bi~b
op's books for 1900: F. P. Busiel, E. H. 
Fisher, J. H. Lewis. Adjourned to meet 
second Saturday of reunion. 

NODAWAY. 
Conference convened at Guilford, Missouri, 

February 17 and lH; President E. S. Fannon 
in the chair, W. B. Torrance secretary. Vis· 
iting Saints were given a voice and vote in 
eonference. Ministry reporting: Elders M. 
F. Gowell baptizsd 4, William Roach bau
tiz<Od 2, E. S, F&nnon, John Hawley, R. K 
Ross baptiz•"d 3, C. C. Nelson, William 
Woodhead, R. F. Hill, Rasmus L0rensen, W. 
11 Torr'l.oce: Teachers Jacob Nt?lson and 
Koute Knudson; Deacons T. A. Ivie aod 
Robert Nelson. Bm. R. K Ross, Bishop'" 
agent, reports: R·'Ceived last q•mrt.er $462.-
46; paid out $395: on band $67 46. Sta
tistical reports: Platte 96; gain 4. Rnss 
Grove 4S; gain 7. Bedison 44; no change. 
Sweet Home 42: gain 1. No report from 
Rising Hope braoch. T.ent committee re
ported $2.14 on hand. R0port accepted, and 
E S. Fannon, R K. Ross, and Robert Nelson 
chosen as tent committee. The resolutions 
passed by Southern California district, and 
!>l;lllt !);broad b;v Bro. ':[,'. W. Williams, coq-
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cerning gathering, consecration,· .equality, 
and the calling of a council of priesthood of 
the church, for the purpose of considering 
these so-called important questions were 
read; also resolutions of Bro. B. F. Ordway 
concerning common consent, initiative and 
rAferendum, etc. After which it wa~ moved 
and carried that we send the .resolutions 
back to the originators, with tbe statement 
that we do not believe in such. Dolegates to 
General Conference: M. F. G >well, W. 
Roach, W. Woodhead, R. I(. R:Jss, John 
Hawley, E. 8. Fd.nnon, Joseph Powell, J. A. 
Davis, Rasmus Lorensen. The majority of 
the delegates present are autborizc:d to cast 
the full vote of the rlistriet, should there be 
a division. E. S. Fannon elPctPd district 
prRsident for ensuing quarter, W. B. Torrance 
secretary, R K. Ross sustained as Bishop's 
agent. A priesthood meeting was held Sun
day morninl!, which was instructive. 
Preaching hy Elders H 0. Smith and M. F. 
Gowell. Adjourned to meet at U oion church 
with Bedison branch Saturday and Sunday 
before full moon in June, at ten oclock. 

8lfndau 8Ghool AssoGialions. 
NODAWAY. 

Sunday school assoeiation met at Guilford, 
Misoouri, at two p. m, February 16; distriet 
superintendent T. A. Ivie in the chair, W. 
B Tur::-ance secretary. Distriet officials re
porting: T. A. Ivie, superintendent; Wil
liam Ross, assistant superintendent; W. B. 
Torrance, secretary; C. C. Nelson, treasurer, 
balance on band fifty cents; William Russ, 
librarian. School superintendents reporting 
were: W. B. Torrance of Platte branch 
school, J. W. Powell of Sweet Home, Rots 
Lorensen of Long Branch. Statistica,l re
ports of schools show a total m-lmbership of 
14l. T. A. Ivie was eleeted distriet super
intendent for one year; Joseph Powell, as
sistant; W. B. Torrance, secretary; C. C. 
Nelson, treasurer; William Ross, librarian; 
Arletta Byergo, chorister. D.~legates to 
Gcmeral ConvRntion: C. C. N olson, RcJbert 
Nelson, E. S Fannon, W. T. Rv;;,, J. Hawley, 
Arletta Byergo. Eliza Byergo, .J. C Vaughn, 
K. K. Ross, M. F GnwAll, R. F. Hill, J. 
Arthur Davis. Sr. R K Ross, Stena N~lson. 
Prog-ram committe: Eliza B1ergo, E. S. 
Fannon, JosRpb Powell, and Wm. Ross. Sun
day School Echoes was listRned to with inter
est. W. B. Torrance and E S. Fannon were 
appointed editors of the "Echoes." An en
tertainmAnt was held in evening. Adjourned 
to meet Friday, at t>vo p. m , before the next 
district conference, at the same place. 

NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 
Convention ofabovfl district met at Bevier, 

February 8; Louise Palfrey, superintendent; 
Mary Richards, secretary. In the eveuing a 
literary program was rendered, consisting of 
recitations, songs, and essays. On Friday 
morninl! a very enjqyable prayer and. testi
mony service was held. At bu,;iness session, 
rPports were read from Bevier, Hig-bee, Salt 
River, and Pollock schools, showing an in
erease in some and a decrease in others. 
Bevier school was the only one reprPsented 
hy delegates. Superint8ndents reporting-: 
RJbert ThrutchlPy, of Salt. River, and David 
L. Morgans, of Bevier. Treasurer's r<'port: 
On hand June 17 iast, $9 57; r,;ceipts, $12.69; 
total, $22.26; exnenditures, $16.40; balance 
on hand, $5 86. Bills of expense for superin
tendent and. SRCretary, amounting to $2 60 
and twAnty cents, were allowed and ordered 
paid. Bro. David L. Morgana and Sr. Annie 
Williams were chosen chot"ister and organist 
of tbe convention. E!Pction of officers re
sulted in Sr. Louise Palfrey being sustained 
as superintendent, Mary J. Richards elected 
~R ~~sista,nt; George A~· Tryon seoretar.y an(!, 
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treasurer, and William E Chapman librarian. 
Delegates to General Convention: Louise 
Palfrey. Carrie Richards, Nydia Thomas, 
Annie Wtlliams, Brn. J. F. Petre, J. T. Wil
liams, EtderR Arthur Allen, W. E Summer
field, and R M. Elvin. Dolegates were 
empuwered to cast a full vote for district. A 
paper on "Library work, as it is, and as it 
should be," by W. T. Maitland, district 
librarian, was thoroughly discussed. An 
outline of paper was made on the blackboard, 
and it was moved that the outline be adopted 
for the use of the next librarian. A very in
teresting papPr on ''Home visitation" was 
read bv J. W. Rudkin. An i!lu,trative paper 
on "Wheels" was read by Superintendent 
Louise Palfrey. A sh01·t speech on "District 
conventions, are they profitable," by G. 
A. 'Tryon, and response by Eider J. A. 
Tanner. Some very important quest.ions on 
teaching were asked and answered. The ar
rangemt>nts for nPxt convention wet·e left 
with the district officers. It was moved that 
the seperintendent and secretary he em
powered to enroll anyone as delegate going 
to General Convention that were not elected. 
Sundav morning the lesson was taken from 
John 7:11-53. A very er;j,Jyable time was 
snent in classwork; after, Bro. Allen, of 
Kansas Cit.y, reviewed the scbool. Pupils 
and visitors present 84, officers Dl'~"Sent 3. 
classes 9, amount of collc>ction $2 73. An 
essay was read by Hattie Williams on "Sun
day school," and was interesting and very 
highly appreciated, as was also a song ren
dered by one of the "litt,le ones," Lizzir~ Mor
gans. Adjourned to call of district officers. 

GENERAL PROGRAM COMiVl:ITTEE. 
As per tbe resolution of last General Con

vention, Bro. GCJorge Blair of Lamoni, Iowa, 
and D&vid J. Krahl of St. Joseph, Missouri, 
are selected to comulete the committee on 
program for the forthcoming General Con
vention. The committee consists now of T. 
A. Hougas, George Blair, and David J. 
Krahl. T. A. HOUGAS. Gen. Supt. 

J. A. GUNROLLEY, 1st Asst. Supt. 
W. N. ROBINSON. Gen. Sec. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Sunday school convention of Northwest 

Kansas district will meet at Idyl wild, March 
16, at 7:30p.m. Superintendents of schools 
are requested to send written reports to the 
association. Secretaries will please fill out 
report blanks as completely as possible and 
send in time to reacb us before the day ap
pointed. There will be annual election of 
officers. ELLA LANDERS, Sec. 

The convention of Independence district 
will meet at Independence on Friday, March 
9, at two p. m., for business, including the 
election of officers and discussion of proposed 
amendments, and important questions to be 
presented. Please send in your school and 
superintendent's reports, also credentials for 
delegates. Attention is invited to the in
struction of the general secretary concern
ing the reports of local secretarieR, as found 
in the Ensign of February 1. Eveninl!, 7: 30. 
Opening sol'lg 78. Invocation. U nfinisbed 
business. Tbe proposed amendments to the 
general, district, and Sunday scbool consti
tution and hy-laws, as per Herald, December 
27, last. Quartet. Shall we use the illus
trated primary cards? Improvements in 
Sunday school work, presented by J. F. Min
tun, cbairrnan of improvement committee, 
questions as p>r Rero.ld, Janu3ry 10, last 
Closing song 212, benediction. Let all the 
workers come prepared to take part. 

ABBIE A. HORTON, Sec. 

Convention of Spring River district Sunday 
school association will be held at Webb City, 
Mi8souri, March 9, at nine a. m., instead of 
at Blend ville, because of prevalence of small
pox at the latter place. By order of district 
officers, . 1\iOJ:,LIE DAVIS, Supt, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

~qisGellaneotls Department. 
REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL 

CONFERENCE. 
WESTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 

The Western Passenger Association has 
granted reduced rates (one and one third fare 
for the round trip) to the coming General 
Conference and conventions of Zlon'8 Re
ligio-Literary Society and the General Sun
day School A8sociation. Tickets on the 
going passage may be purchased (over West
ern As~ociation lines) from April 3-9 inclu
sive-on any of those dates. The conference 
meets on tbe 6th, but the sale of tickets from 
April 3-9 will permit attendance also at the 
conventions. 
R~duced rates are granted on the follow

ing con<iitions:-
1. Going tickets must be purchased not 

earlier than April 3 and not later than the 
9th. (Take special notice that going tickets 
are sold over Trunk Line Association roads 
from .ApTil1-8 only.) 

2. The rule is to purchase full fare tickets 
on the going trip (except in cases where 
parties travel to~<ether on special rates, as 
hereinafter provided). 

3. Passengers must, in all cases, obtain a 
separate certificate with every ticket purchased. 
Do not accept a certificate covering two or 
more persons. Each ticket bought requires 
a separate certificate, and to which the pur
chaser is entitled. 

4. Such certificates must be delivered to 
the Church Secretary, and when signed by 
him and signed and stamped by tbe railroad 
agent -at Lamoni., will entitle purchasers to 
return tickets to destination at one third the 
usual fare; provided one hundred tickets are 
purchased; provided further, that ministers 
holding half-fare permits are not entitled to 
said reduction; nor are tickets purchased at 
fifty cents or less to be counted in total num
ber required to secure reduction (except 
where they form part of a larger total fare). 

5. Tickets on the going passage may be 
limited or unlimited, according to the rules 
of roads selling them; but retur.:1 tickets are 
good only for continuous passage, and not 
later than April 24. 

Purchasers should see that their names 
are written on each certificate before hand
ing to the Secretary. Certificates should be 
banded in promptly that the local railroad 
agent may be notified of the required num
ber to secure the rate. 

'fhe above contains essential items, but the 
following- particulars are given in full to 
avoid misunderstandings:-

"We take pleasure in advising that rate of 
a fare and one third for the round trip upon 
the certificate plan, from points in Eastern 
Committee and Trans-Missouri territories of 
this Association, bas been announced subjPct 
to the conditions herein named, over such 
lines shown on the enclosed slips as are in
terested. 

"Reduced rates on the certificate plan to 
points within this territory become effective 
only when evidence is presented to the joint 
agent of the terminal lines at the place of 
meeting, showing that one hundred persons 
have actuaily been in attendance holding 
certificates reading for tickets over termin.al 
lines to the meeting' point, and when such 
CPrtificates are stamped by him with his 
office stamp and his written signature affixed 
thereto; except that where parties or clubs 
traveling in a body purchase round trip 
party tickets to the .place of meeting from 
stations from which the local one way rate is 
more than fifty cl'lnts and at not less than 
the rate announced on the certificate plan 
for the particular meeting- in question (in
stead of one way tickets at regular rate) 
and present to joint agent a certificate 
from the selling agent to that effect, t]ley 

will be counted by the joint agent in reck
oning the attendance at any meeting. 

"When reduced rates are made for meet
ings under double plan providing for sale of 
individual excursion tickets within a re
stricted radius and certificate plan outside of 
such radius, excursion tickets from stations 
from which the one-way fare to the place of 
meeting is more than fifty cents, shall be 
counted when necessary to make up the re
quired minimum. 

''No certificate will be honored which was 
issued to cover the sale of more than one 
single-trip ticket. 

"Certificates showing purchase of tickets 
at fifty cents or less will not be cnunted in 
arriving at the total, nor will reduction be 
granted in any case where the rate at which 
ticket was sold is fifty cents or less. 

"Certificates of the issue of any and all 
lines in territory from which reduction is an
nounced will be considered in computing- at
tendance, and when lines in this territory 
arrange to honor certificates of connecting 
lines for bwliness orig-inating beyond this 
territory, such certificates will also be 
counted by joint agent. 

"Minister5 or others who travel on clerical 
or half-fare permits or commutation tickets 
of any description, are not entitled to this 
reduction, nor to be included in computing 
the number in attendance at any meeting. 

"For detailed information as to the man
ner in which the business will be transacted 
by each line, and particularly as to the junc
tion points via which each line will arrange 
to grant the reduction, pleasil communicate 
with the General Passenger or Tick:et Agents 
of the interested lines, a list of which iines in 
this territory is inclosed herewith. 

'·u ndet• the method usually observed in 
certificate plan business, the passenger pays 
full fare on going trip, and on presentation of 
certificate to that effect, and if all other con
dition9 as herein-named including presenta
tion of evidence to joint agent of tbe required 
attendance upon part of those who have pur
chased one-way or round-trip tickets to meet
.ing point as shown by certificates presented 
to him are complied with, a reduced rate of 
one third fare, is granted on return trip (by 
route traversed on going trip), to original 
starting point within authorized territory. 
Where the journey is made over more than 
one line, it is usually necessary for the pas
senger to purchase separate local ticket of 
each rnad's issue, between points traveled 
thereon, and procure certificate there:>f for 
each of the lines in this territory over which 
he traveled in going to the meeting, as 
throu~rh tickets are notal ways sold, and it is 
not always practicable for the various lines to 
honor each other's certificates. Passeng-ers 
should, therefore, ascertain from the ticket 
agent what portion of their journey can be 
covered by the cert.ificate obtainable from 
him, and procure certificate filled out to cor
respond with the ticket purchased. 

''Failure to procure or present certificate 
invalidates any claim for reduction in return 
fare. 

"The tickets purchased for going passage 
may be either limited or unlimited, accord
ing to the rate paid or the regulations in 
effect on the line over which it reads; but 
the return tickets sold at the reduced fare 
will, in all cases, be limited to continuous 
pasRage. 

"Certificates which show the purchase of 
tickets not earlier than three days prior to 
the date announced as the opening date of 
the meeting- [April 6], or which show the 
purchase of tickets during the first three 
days of the meeting, may be honored if pre
sented not later than three days after the 
date announced as the closing date of the 
meeting, Sunday not to be accounted as a day 
in any case. 

"Under the rules it is necessary that the 
Secretary . . . of your organization collect 
all certificates at the earliest possible time 
after roeetin~ convenes1 take them all to t~e 
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office of the Joint Agent at one time, and 
after he has satisfied himself that the requi
site number is in attendance, and that all 
other conditions upon which reduced rates 
are made have been fulfilled, be will stamp 
the certificates with his office stamp, thereby 
making them valid for return tickets at the 
reduced rates as announced. 

"After one hundred certificates have been 
thus stamped by him, all others can have 
their .certificates stamped on individual ap
plication, provided same is made within the 
prescribed limit, three days after tLe closing 
date of the meeting [April 20], Sunday not to 
be counted as a day " 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF OFFICERS 

in charge of Passenger and Ticket Depart
ments of Railways in the Territory East of 
the Missouri River and West of Chicago, 
Peoria, and St. Louis. 

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway; 
W. J. Black, General Passenger Agent, 
Topeka, Kansas. 

Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern 
Railway; Jno G Farmer, Assistant General 
Passenger and Ticket Agent, Cedar. Rapids, 
Iowa. 

Chicago and Alton Railroad; Geo. J. Charl
ton, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
ChiCago, Illinois. 

Chicago; Burlington, and Quincy Railroad; 
P. S. Eu8tis, General Passenger Agent, Chi
cago, Illinois. 

Chicago and Northwestern Railway; W. B. 
Knislern, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago Great Western Railway; F. H. 
Lord, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway; 
G. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railway; 
.1 no. Sebastian, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha 
Railway; T. W. Teasdale, General Passenger 
Agent, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad; Kansas 
City, St. JoRepb, and Council Bluffs Railroad; 
St. Louis, Keokuk, and North westArn Rail· 
road; I. W. Wakely, General Passenger 
Agent, St. Louis, ~issouri. 

Illinois Central Railroad; A. H. Hanson, 
Gtmeral Passeng-er Agent. Chicago, Illinois. 

Iowa Central Railway; Geo. S. Batty, Gen
e»al Passenger and Ticket Agent, Marshall
town, Iowa. 

Jacksonville and St. Louis Railway; J. W. 
Daly, General Paosenger and Ticket Agent, 
Jacksonville, Illinois. 

MinnPapolis and St. Louis Railroad; A. B. 
Cutts, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Missouri Pacific Railway; H. C. Townsend, 
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Port Arthur Route; H. C. Orr, General 
Passenger Agent, Kansas Cit.y, Missouri. 

Rock Island and Penria Railway; M. A. 
Patterson, General Passenger Agent, Rock 
Island, Illinois. 

St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad; 
Bryan Snyder, General Passenger Agent, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Sioux City and Pacific Railroad; J. R. 
Buchanan, General Passenger Agent, Omaha, 
NHbraska. , 

Wabash Railroad; C. S. Crane, General 
Passenger and Ticket Agent, St. Louis, Mis
SOI'Iri. 
Wiscon~in Central Railway; J. C. Pond, 

General Pas~enger Agent, Milwaukee, Wis
consin. 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF OFFICERS 

THE SAIN'fS' HERALD. 

Burlington and Missouri River R!tilroad, 
J. Francis, General Passenger Agent, Omaha, 
Nebraska. 

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Rail
way, John Sebastian, General Passenger and 
Ticket Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, St Paul, Minnesota, and Omaha 
Railway; T. W. Teasdale, General Passenger 
Agent, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Colorado Midland Railway, W. F. Bailey, 
General Passen~Ar Agent, Denver, Colo. 

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, S. K. 
Hooper, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, DBnvAr, Colorado. 

Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley 
Railroad, J. R Buchanan, General Passen
ger Agent, Omaha, Nebraska. 

Missouri Pacific Railway. H, C. Townsend, 
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Port Arthur R~ute, H. C. Orr, General 
Passenger Agent, Kansas City, Missouri. 

Rio Grande WestPrn Railway, George V. 
Heintz, General Passfln!!'er and Ticket 
Agent, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

St. Joseph and Grand Island Railway, S. 
M. Adsit, General Passenger Agent, St. Jo
seph, Miss•mri. 

St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad, 
Bryan Snyder, General Passenger Agent, St. 
Louis, Mi~souri. 

Uoion Pacific R~ilroad, H. L. Lomax, Gen
Pral Passenger and Ticket Agent, Omaha, 
Nebraska. 

CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 

Territory: That portion of the State,··of 
Illinois east of a line drawn from Chicagoto 
East St. Louis, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan 
Ontario, Western PArwsyl vania, and, a smal· 
portion of Western New Ym·k. 

Committee Qannot report action concern
ing our conference until March 15. Further 
notice will be given. 

'L'RUNK LINE ASSOCIATION. 

1. Take notice, that tickets are sold from 
Apnl 1-8, only, on going passage-one day 
less than over Western Association lines. 
Travelers may thus reach Western Associa
tion territory and purchase tickets over its 
lines not later than the 9"h. 

2. Passengers pay full fare on going pass
age. Secure a certificate with every ticket 
purchased. Certificates when duly signed by 
the Church Secretary and signed and stamped 
by agent at Lamoni, will entitle the holders 
to return ticket to destination at one third 
regular fare. Holders may return as late as 
April 24. "Return tickets in all cases are 
limited to continuous passage to destination." 

3. Tickets costing less than sevety-fi ve 
cents will not entitle the purchasers tore
duced rates (unless part of a series of tickets 
to destination.) 

4. Ticket agents at starting points should 
have "timely notice of intentions, so that 
through tickets and certificates may be 
ready when required." 

5. The same general plan is followed as 
over Western Association lines (with excep
tions noted above) but t.he following- rules 
are published to avoid possible misunder
standings:-

"GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 

"1. The reduction is from Trunk Line ter
ritory, i. e., from Niagara Fall~, Buff>l.lo, 
Dunkirk, and Salamanca, New York; Erie 
and Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; Bellaire, Onio; 
Wheeling, Parkersburg, ~nd Hunting·ton, 
West Virginia, and points east thereof, ex
cept in New England. 

"2. The reduction is fare and one third on 
committee's certificate, conditional on there 
being an attendance at the meeting of not 
less than 100 persons who hold proper certifi

in charge of Ticket and Passenger D?part- cates obtained from ticket ag<>nts at starting 
ments of Railways in Trans-Missouri Terri- points, showing payment of full first-class fare 
tory. of not less than seventy-five cents, through to 

Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe Railway, place of meeting. Agents at all important 
W. J. Black, Geuer~l :Pas~en~er Agent, To-1 stations and coupon ticket otJ'ices ~resupplied 
peka, :Kansas, · wttl:!. Qertificate8. 
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"3. Certificates are not k<pt at all stations. 
If, however, the ticket ag-ent at a local sta
tion is not supplied with certificates. aod 
through tickets to pliJ.ce of meeting, he can 
inform the delegate of the nearest important 
station where they can be obtained. In such 
a case the delegate should purchase a local 
ticket to such station and there take up his 
certificate and through ticket to place of 
meetiog. 

"4. Going- tickets, in connection with 
which certificates are issued for return, may 
be sold only on three days, and if a Sunday 
iotervenes four days, immediately preceding 
the agreed opening date of the meeting, and 
during the first three days (Sunday included) 
of the meeting; ... provided also that, 
when meetings are held at distant points to 
which the authm·ized limit is greater than 
three days, tickets may be sold before the 
meeting in accordance with the limits shown 
in reguiar tariffs. 

"5 D~posit the certificate' with the secre
tary or oth~>r' proper officer of the organiza
tion at the meeting, for necessary endorsement 
aod vise of spE"cial agent. Receipts for fare 
paid will not be accepted in lieu of certifi
cat.As .... 

"6 On presentation of the certificate, duly 
validated. oot later than the third day fol
lowing the agrf'ed date for adj mrnment (Sun
day not to be counted as a day), the agent at 
place of m<>eting will return the bolder to 
starting point, upon a continuous passage 
ticket, by the route over which the going 
journey was made, at one third the highest 
limited fare hy such route. 

"7. Certificates are not transferable, andre
turn tickets secured upon certificates are not 
transferable. 

"8. No refund of fare will be made on ac• 
count of any person failing to obtain a certifi
cate. 

"Delegates and others availing of the re
ductinn in fare should present themselves at 
the offices for certificates and tickets at least 
thirty minutes before departure oi trains. 

''LIST OF ROADS MAKING THE:REDUCTION. 

"Allegheny Valley; Baltimore and Ohio 
(Parkersburg, Be~llaire, and Wheeling, and 
east thereof); Baltimore and Potomac; Buf
falo and Sm•quehanna; Buffalo, Rochester, 
aod Pitt•burg; Camden and Atlantic; Cen
tral of New Jersey; Chespeake and Ohio 
(Huntiogton, West Virginia, and east 
thereof); Cumberland Valley; Delew&re and 
Hudson; Delaware, Lackawanna, and W<>.st
ern; Elmira, Cortland, and Northern; Erie 
(Buffalo, Dunkirk, Salamanca, and east 
thereof); Fonda, Johnstown, and Gloversville; 
Jamestown and Chautauqua; Lehigh Valley; 
New York, Central, and Hudson River, in
cluding R. W. and 0., Adirondack, and 
Ptlnn., Divisions, (Harlem and Putnam Di
visions, also St. Lawrence and Adirondack 
R>ti!way, including Montreal, excopted); New 
York, Ontario, and Wllstflrn; Now York:, 
Philadelphia, aod Norfolk; Northern Central; 
Pennsylvania; Phila~elphia and Erie; Pl:!ila
delphia and Reading; Philadelphia, Wil
mingt.oo, and Baltimore; Western New York 
and Pennsylvania; West Jersey; West Shore; 
Wilmington and Northern." 

R. S. SALYARDS, · 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, February 23, 1900. 2-t 

CHURCH SECRETARY'S rNOTICE. 
ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS. 

The law provides for enrollment in quo
rums of all church officers, including elders, 
priests, tRacbers, and deacons. (D. C. 104: 31; 
118: 1; 120: 10.) 

Such enrollment is regulated by rules 
adopted by General Conferences, which pro
vide that all applications shall be forwarded 
to the Church Secretary. 

Applications should contain full name, of
fice, dates of birth, baptism, ordination, and 
b~ wl10m ordained; also permanent addre!OS, 
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and labor done, for quorum records. None of 
these ttems should be omitted. 

Q,Jorums make selections from applications 
in the Secretary's bands. 

The SecretaTy camwt enToll anyone in a 
quoTum. Quorums report all enrollments to 
General Conference. Presidents and their 
counselors are authorized to select names and 
enroll members to fill vacancies, between 
conferences, subj~ct to quorum approval or 
disapproval. 

The General Conference of 1897 authorized 
the Secretary to enroll applicants in quorums 
of elders, priests, teachers, and deacons, 
which w?.s done and referr·ed to the Q11orum 
of Twelve, for completion of said q uor·ums by 
selection and ordination of officers, at the 
General Conference of 1898. However, the 
Twelve were unable to complete said organi
zations then, because of absence of parties 
and other hindering causes. Brethren whose 
names appeared in published lists prepared 
by the Secretary will therefore understand 
the stat,us of said applicants. Statements de
signed to reach the matter of more complete 
enrollllient will be made to the General Con
ference of J 900. In the meantime, vacancies 
in existing quorums may be filled by quorum 
officers, from applications in the hands of the 
Church Stccretary. 

Brethren who have been ordained to other 
offices since sending in applicat,ions will 
plf'ase send in new applicB,tions. 

All requests for enrollment should be in 
band before April 1. 

R S. SALYARDS, 
Cnurch Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, February 24, !ilOO. 

FROM THE HILL CUMORAH. 
The thanks of this department are duP, and 

are hereby extended to Elder Rudolph Etz~n
bouser, for the presentation of a stone from 
tbe Hill Cumnrah, which he procured on 
October 19, 1899, near whe!'e the plates were 
discovered from which the Book of Mormon 
was translated. As a relic we prize it highly, 
and think i1; will be interesting to those who 
visit the Historical D"p,artment. 

HEMAN C. SMITH, Church Historian. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
The mem hers of the above quorum are re

quested to report their labors for the past 
t.wo years, giving a full ;tnd itemized report 
of labors. Please send reports to J. W. Gil
bert, SEcretary of quorum, by the lst of 
April, with quorum fees, t.wenty-fi ve cents, to 
Lamoni, Decatur County. Iowa. 

ANDREW BARR, Pres. 

REUNION NOTICES. • 
All branches or persons in Massachusetts 

district knowing of places suitable for hold
ing the reunion in 1900, are hereby reg uested 
to communicate such information to any 
member of the committee before the first of 
May, next. Committee: H. D. Simpson, 
president, 68 Washington Street, Malden, 
Massachusetts. Richard Bullard, treasurer, 
Arlington Heights. Massachusetts. John 
Smith, secretary, 527 Purchase Street. New 
Bedford, Massachusetts. JOHN SMITH. 

GENERAL CONFERENCE BOARD. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

committee should write the secretary or 
president in due time, stating what you 
desire, when you expect to arrive, etc. U 
you have preferences, we Will try to give 
them due consideration. 

Persons who accept invitations from 
friends, and make their own arrangements, 
need not communicate with us, but when you 
arrive we will assist such to find their places, 
if desired. . 

When you decide to come, if you desire us 
to assist you in any way, write us early, so 
that as many as possible may be assigned to 
places before the SE'Ssions begin. Committee, 

GEORGE W. BLAIR, President. 
L G. ANTHONY, Secretary. 
S K. SORENSEN. 
W. J. MATHER. 
J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Northwest Kansas district conference will 

convene at Idylwild, March 17, ten a. m. 
Delegates to General Conference are to be 
appointed. Scattered members are asked to 
send their names to the secretary, that we 
may know how many delegates we are en-
tit]Pd to. E. M. LANDERS, Sec. 

GREENLEAF, Kansas. 

Conference of Central California will con
vene at Santa Cruz, April l:'l-15. We look 
for a good attendance, and also trust that 
branch officers will send in rPports of their 
branches. J. B. CARMICHAEL, Sec. 

BORN. 
RIGHT.-To Bro. Matthew and Sr. Loui~a 

Right, at Muchakinock, Iowa, July 16, 1899, 
a danghter, named Rosa L. Blessed Novem
ber 22. by Elder W. H. Kephart. 

WHITSEL -To Bro. Daniel and Sr. Mary 
Whitsel, at Given, Iowa, June 11, 1895, a son, 
named John D., and on August 24, 1897, a 
son named Ralph R. Blessed February 6, 
1900, by Elder W. H Kephart. 

MINSHALL -At Bevier, Missouri, January 
1, 1900, to Mr. Edward and Sr. Emma Min
shall, a son. BlesBed February ll, under t,be 
hands of Elders J. A. Tanner and R. M. 
Etvin, and named Thomas. 

MARRIED. 
FRAZIER.-KENT.-In the Saints' chapel, 

Tdylwild, Clay County, Kansas, at noon on 
February 14, 1900, the words were spoken 
which united Sr. Laura Ethel Kent, fourth 
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Alma Kent, to Mr. 
Joseph F. Frazier, of Audubon, Iowa. By 
previous arrangement Bro. H. A. Stebbins 
came from Lamoni, Iowa, and preached a 
sermon upon the marriage covenant and then 
performed the ceremony. Returning to the 
home of Bro. and Sr. Kent, dinner was 
served, and on the same day the couple 
started for Audubon, Iowa, there to make 
their borne. Saints who may be able to call 
upon them will be welcome by Sister Laura 
and her husband. 

BUCKLEY.-LAMB.-On the 11th of Febru
ary, 1900, Bro. James Buckley, of Leaven
worth, Kansas, and Sr. Sarah A. Lamb, of 
Pittsbur~r, Kansas, were joined in the bonds 
of matrimony at the residence of the bride. 
Officiating minister, Elder J. T. Davis. 

DIED. 
JONES -At Three Rivers, Mississippi, Sr. 

The rate of board bas been fixed by the Hattie B. Jones. She was born August 27, 
Lamoni branch at $2 50 per week. The com- 1875; died February 1, 1900. She united with 
mittee will have some places where free en- the church September 27, 1896, and has been 
tertainment can be had, but no one should a firm member until death. She leaves a 
count on free entertainment and board unless husband and two little ones to mourn. 
they have made arrang·ements with the com- BAGLEY.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 13, 
mittee before arriving in Lamoni. We will 1900, James Roy Bagley, sou of Bro. James 
try to aid any who cannot pay by helping 1 and Sr. Maggie Bagley. James was born 
them to secure such places, but arrangements I June 27, 1894. The circumstances of this 
must be made with the committee before death were peculiarly sad. This was the 
coming. fifth child lost in death by Sr. Bagley. The 

All persuns deAirin~ the senioes of the other four 11<H (li.ed ~,J; few years a~o1 withi~ !Ji 

period of two weeks. Her husband also died 
when little James Roy was but one and a 
half yea1·s old. From a family of bu~band 
and six children but one child remains. We 
bespeak for Sr. Bagley the sincere sympathy 
and prayers of the saints everywhere. Fu
neral services from the home, in cbar~re of 
Elder J. A. Gunsolley; sermon by Elder 
Heman C. Smith. 

KENNEDY.-At Omaha, Nebraska, Feb
ruary 2, 1900, Merr'ith E. Kennedy; he was 
born Dectlmber 15, 1871. They removed his 
body to the home of his parents, Bro. and Sr. 
David W. Kennedy, at Logan, Iowa, for 
burial. Funeral sermon by Elder W. A. 
Smith. It bas been said of him, •·He bad no 
enemies." He joined the church when a 
child, and during his ·last illness expressed 
his firm belief in it still. He leaves father, 
mother, brothers, and sisters to mourn. 
May our Lord and Master comfort those who 
mourn. 

WARNKY.-Mr. Henry Warnky, at the 
home of his brother, Elder F. C. Waruky, at 
Argentine, Kansas, of old age. He was born 
in Malcho, Germany, January, 1820, and died 
February 6, 1900, aged 80 years. He was a 
member of the Lutheran Church, but some
time before his death worshiped altogether 
with the Saints. In his mind be indorsed 
the gospel in its fullness, but seemingly 
could not see but what one man held as much 
authority as another to officiate in the name 
of the Lord, and lived up to the best light he 
had. He was buried in the cemetery at In
dependence, Missouri, from the Saints' 
church, Elder G. H. Hilliard officiating. 

RANNIE -Mark Dewey Rannie was born 
December 30, 1898, and blessed by Bro James 
Caffall; died February 13, 1900, at Omaha, 
Nebraska. He was a sweet bud of promise, 
plucked from the loving embrace of his par
ents. Our Redeemer has said he had re
deemed such from before the creation. Satan 
has no power to lay his corrupting bands on 
them. They are pure, and shall see God. In 
the innocence of his infancy be was taken, 
and of such is the kingdom of God. We 
sought to mingle our sympathies in the hour 
of bereavement, and comfort as best we can. 
No public service could be held. May God 
comfort them. 

PEAT.-Martha C. Peat was born May 8, 
1823, at Worcester, England; was baptized, 
together with other members of her family, 
February 6, 1851. Came to America in 1856, 
and started across the plains with the band
cart company. After detecting some of the 
wrongdoings by some of that company, be
came dissatisfied with such actions, knowing 
that they were not becoming the children of 
God, and like many others, with shattered 
hopes and broken heart, she severed her con
nections with them. United with the Re
organized Church, November 12,1878. Lived 
a consistent member of the church to the 
time of her death, November 11, 1899. A 
large number of relatives and friends fol
lowed her to her last resting place here on 
earth. Funeral services by J. C. Hitch.cock. 

GREENMAN.-At Goleta, California, Feb
ruary 11, 1900, Henry Greenman, aged 88 
years, 1 month, and ten days; born at Wirtz, 
England, January 1, 1812; was baptized Sep
tember 11, 1892. He had first joined the 
church in England in 1853. Funeral service 
in the Methodist church, pastor and choir 
kindly assisting; sermon by Elder R. R. 
Dana. · 

SIMMONS.-Dora, daughter of ElderS. W. 
and Sr. Alice Simmons, of Maysville, Arkan
sas, wa~ born at Oocar, Indian Tenitory, 
May 1, 1895; died February 21, 1900, aged 6 
years, 10 months, 21 days. She was a kind 
and affectionate little girl; she was loved by 
all who knew her. 

We loved her; yes, we loved her, 
But our Father loved her more, 

For he bas sweetly called her, 
To yonder shining shore. 

The golden gate was open, 
A gentle voice said come, 

And with farewell unspoken, 
!)he ct~lm1y entered b,n!Jle, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
81.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
-III!Wlple copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
u.dvance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
pres~dents, a':'d .Bishop's agents are requested to 
soHClt subscnptwns, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank CrUey, Business Manager. Remittances 
~hould be made by post office or express orders, 
4!-afts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
lbo not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
mass mail matter.) 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro· 
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor· 
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ............•......••••... $0 35 
Cloth, limp...................... 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 30 and 50 

An::hceologioal Committee's Report, 
WITH JUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book o:fMormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archreolog-y," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nepbites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
'!(llusions reached by the committee, with a 
lltatement of the evidences upon which said 
,conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
,sntiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
·Of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char-
111.cters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
JJI.rchreological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
'i!OUrces not accessible tot.'!: e average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archreo
iogical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 
. Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 

30 cents, mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH,··oR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper ..•••...•..•.....••..•••.. $0 25 
·Cloth •e•••••••o•••••••••••a••••• 40 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I OL. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50; 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRI EY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

E TYPE 
TESTA ENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRI EY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Frofet? Udgi-
vet af den ~jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke~ "En Indbydelse til 
Guds Rige, • "Christi Lrerdom." 
Per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ••••••••••. $1 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges . . 60 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, 1rilt ed..ges, flexible . . • . . . 2 00 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limn ..... ; . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 20 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

NEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ...........•... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller).. . . . . 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo........... 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ..••.•.. $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 2 ISO 
With music only ................. 1 !" 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Qloth 0 • ID ID 8 0 e 0 • 8t 8 0 0 8 0 0 It & 0 8 $ e. a 0 e 0 $0 It 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON. Pres. W. A. HOPKINS. Cashier. 
:HRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws of the State o:f IowH, ,July 1, 1§9§, 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133,032.34. 
We pay Interest on time depoe its, and e•pecially •olicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
letters of inquiry w1ll be prvmptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
STOCKHOLDERS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 

Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frauk Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

SENlOK GHADI!J. A i..atter Day t3aint Sun
day t>cbool QL1arterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERJ.UEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the t>enior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter. 15 cents per year. 
Pl~IDIAl~Y GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

prepared for small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents pPr quarter, 15 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANU: CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

VVILL-U -B-NEXT? 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center. and schools; with HOUSE 20x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high. containing 9 
rooms. hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24 ft., 
17 ft. high. COW STABLE 12 x 20 ft., 10 ft. high. 
Corn crib. chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

LAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR SALE. 

I will sella one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........................... $0 75 

After Qnit-to-bac has cund hundreds of utber•, if yon 
use tobacco and want to quit, why delay long• r? Three 
boxes sent post puid for only $1 50, with PO~'<ITIVE GUAR-

::;;;;~ t~~;.urAct':i~~-e;, cheerfully refunded. PooTAGE True Succession in Church Presidency. 
(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac~ 
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
con version to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensf.l,tion are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar~ 
rates the circumstances of his call' 
i.ng and ministry, the rise of tha 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full. leather ....... ; . . . . . • • . . . • • • 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..••••••••• 3 00 

THis is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church oi 
.Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
t.orian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offiolal acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There bas long- been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
ll.ries having used the book of Mr. Robert61 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the infl.ue>lilce of their 
sophistry. 

It will rr:ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON,j 
Ass't Cashier. 

CoMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per .cent interest: 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45 p. m., arrive at Delli 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. . 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect wUh 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

BOUND SET OF TRACTS. Tracts 
Nos. 9. 12, 16, the Cowdery Letters, 
ru1d the Trial of the Witnesses of the 
Resurrection, a-re included. Cloth, 
limp, eeoeeeooe eo., e oe,.oeeeeeoeeo <11 OOI!IG"' o-8 .. 6() 

CRACELAND···· 
----COLLEC 

For catalogues or further inforruatwn, 

Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 
President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secret&ry, 
I • .b~IIO~l. IoWA, 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volmue. 

Leather back and corners ...... . 
Seal Grain Russia ............... . 
Imitation Morocco, g~lt edges ..••• 
Morocco, gilt edges . , .•. · · · · .. • • · 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers o:w 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome oF 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2!x4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 7~ 

" " pe:r 1000.- ..... - ...... 2 !li(} 
3x5t " per 250 .............. 1 0"0 

'' '' per 1000 ....... eo-O"o •••• •• 3 ~(} 
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CONT!i:NTS: afar off. In recent years this. unfor- j suddenly in his brilliant Italian cam-
EDITORIAL: tunate process has had its natural re- j paign than Washington did on that 

Activity in the Field················ 145 action, and the pious rhapsodies of I Christmas night in 1776 at Trenton. The Gtft of the Holy Ghost; the 
Acknowledgment of the Rite of Weems have been partly replaced by Nor was Napoleon's following-up 
Remission ........................ 145 biographies which allow the lonely blow more emphatic than Washing-

Items of Interest.·-···.··········· ... 145 hero lolJt least a few human limitations ton's attack on Princoton a week 
Questions and Answers.············· ·146 and peccadilloes. It is even said that later. It was not a mere compliORIGINAL ARTICLES: 
wuo Was Melcnisedec? ............. 148 he hurled strong language at Lee in mentary platitude that Frederick the 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: .................. 149 the battle of Monmouth, but men are Great uttered when he sent his kindly 
MOTHERs' RoME COLUMN: .............. 153 still writing books to disprove this message ''from the oldest General in 

Da.ughtersof Zton ...... · · · · · .... · .. · ·154 evidence that he could lapse into jus- Europe to the greatest General in the First Really Good War Poem ........ 154 bl h 
SUNDAY ScHOOL DEPAR'I'MENT: tifia e uman passion. For the pres- world." It was not a play of empty 

Tne Delegate System and Delegate ent, then, we must be content with a words in which the President of the 
Instruction ... ···················· .154 more or less deified Washington. Continental Congress said to Wash-

Seeing Defects ...................... 155 I · t h h · d h' · 
CONFERIUNCE MINUTES: f any man was ever justly ideal- 1X:g ,on w en e res1gne IS COJ?mHs· 

Fremont ........... ., ................. 155 ized that man was George Washing- s1~m: "The . glory .of your v_1~tues 
Plttoburg ........................... 155 ton. But for him the country could Wlll not ter~m~te w1t~ your m1~1tary 
Clinton · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · · · · .l56 not have won its independence, but command; 1t w1ll contmue to ammate 
Pottawattamie · ...... · .... · .. · ...... "156 for him it could not have formed its remotest ages." Central Nebraska .................... 156 h 
Eastern Iowa ......................... 156 union, and but for him it could not This was the man in onor of whose 
Kentucky and Tennessee ............ 156 have set its new government into mo- death Napoleon ordered all the stan~-
Soutbwestern Texas ................. 1571 tion. He alone could bind North and ards and :fl.aiZs of the French Repubhc 
~=~~:: 6~i~~~d~·::::::::::::::::::: :ig+ South together. He embodied the to ?e bound with crape for ten days. 

SUNDAY ScHooL AssoCIATIO~s: qualities and virtues which won the Th1s was the re~l?ected enemy ~or 
NotiCe of Gcmeral Conventwns ....... 158 admiration of the austere New Eng- whom a great Bntish fleet hung Its 
Nauvoo .............................. 158 land colonists as well as of the aristo- flags at half mast when he passed 
~~~:~~~tt~~i~::::::::::::::::: ·::: :J~~ crajtic Virginians. He had the away a few ~ontbs over a cent~ry 

MISCELLANEOU~ DEPARTMENT: practical knowledge and the rare bal- ago. ~he gnef of the young natwn 
Reduced Ra1lway Rates to General ~ ance of judgment which could cope over his death was he~rtfelt and ?-u-
Confer~nce .... ·,·,· ... ·:., ........... loS wi'Gh every emergency and render man enough then. Smce that time 

Church Secretary s Notwe ........... lou . . . . - th t "b t t h' l b 
To the High Council. ................. HJO JUStice m every d1spute. He could be e n u es o IS memory 1av~ een 
Third Quorum of Elde_r~ .............. HiO eloquent with the Virginians and de- such as :no other man of anment or 
General Conference V1s1tors ......... 160 vout with the Puritans and could modern times has commanded. Wash-

GEORGE WASHINGTON. 

The human trait of hero worship 
has this disadvantage, that it often 
exalts its heroes into the clouds and 
cuts them off from human sympathy 
by making demigods of them. No 
man of modern times has suffered 
from idealization as much as Washing
ton. We all acknowledge that he was 
the greatest of Americans, that his 
patriotism was of the purest and his 
character of the noblest, and that we 
absolutely owe our national independ
ence to his consummate generalship. 
Yet the homage paid to his greatness 
in these days is of the head rather 
than of the heart. 

Excessive idealization has elimi
nated the warm human heart from 
our idea of him and has left in place of 
the real Washington a sort of alabas
ter image or only a steel engraving. 
This is a wrong both to him and to 
ourselves, but it seems to have been 
inevitable in view of the undeniable 
greatness and nobility of his charac
ter. His cbief fault, so to speak, was 
in being too perfect. He was so high 
above the ordinary man that hero 
worship was bound to strip away all 
the natural human traits and leave 
nothing but a sort of demigod exalted 
on a. pedestal to be worshiped from 

command the respect and devotion of in_gton's greatness, unlike . that of 
all who came within reach of his Lmcoln, has been recogmzed and 
unselfish and fascinating character. la?ded by a_ll the European nation_s. 
Modest, generous, just, forceful, fear- H1s name IS a household word .m 
less, of absolute integrity, declining every land that has dreamed _of hb
all pay for his priceless patriotic ert;y. To eve:;y . schoolboy m the 
services what wonder tha,t his sol- Umted States 1t 1s the synonym of 
diers offered to crown him king, or tb~ highest American manhood. If 
that, after his pained and angry re- th1s use a:s a lay mo?el has ~omewhat 
fusal, the nation made him not only dehumamze_d Washmg_ton, 1t has en
its President but its canonized hero nobled the 1deals and lives of the men 
forever? of the nation. The nation's future is 

Beyond doubt the greatest of Wash- s~cure as long as the patriotis_m and 
ington's many services was rendered high character ?f Geo.rge Was~mgt,on 
as a soldier. John Adams and Con· ha;e any !?ower to stir enthusmsm.
gress said the colonists were free, Chwago Tnbu.ne. 
and there left the matter. Washing- ========= 
ton and his soldiers made the Decla
ration of Independence a fact, instead 
of a mere assertion. It was a com
paratively small body of heroes that 
presented freedom and nationality to 
the thirteen colonies. The feats of 
generalship by which Washington 
achieved this end have never been 
surpassed in the history of war. 

From the days of his youthful but 
dangerous mission to the French 
frontier on the Ohio, and from the 
time of his warnings to Braddock, he 
showed an unusual grasp of the art of 
war. He knew the value of striking 
quickly as well as Grant did. Na
poleon never struck more swiftly or 

DOGMATIC SCIENCE. 

The dogmatic scientist is having as 
hard a time of it in these days as is 
the dogmatic theologian. Exact 
sciences seem to be running up 
against inaccuracies about as rapidly 
as infallible theologies have run up 
against failures. Lord Kelvin, the 
great electrician, wrote, a very short 
time ago: "One word characterizes 
my most strenuous effort to advance 
scientific knowledge; that word is 
failure. I know really no more about 
the real nature of electricity than, I 
did fifty years ago." 

The truth of the matter is that it 
does not do for any of us to be too 

------------~-""-- ____ "_" _____ ""-----~-----~---" 
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sure. '•Let him that thinketh he 
standeth take heed lest he fall." God 
does not seem to have had in his plan 
to make any man's thoughts infallible. 
'The theologian who knows it all and 
.:starts to crowd out of the church any 
r0ne who knows differently-he is 
pretty sure to know just about the 
least; and the scientist who has un
derstood all mysteries rand settled 
·every problem of the universe-he is 
$Ure to be about the shallowest of 
.scientists. The philosopher who 
wrote the book ''De Omnibus Rebus" 
("Concerning All Things") found it 
necessary, very shortly, to write an
·other book on "De Croteris Rebus" 
("Concerning a Few Other Things"). 

Sir William Hamilton used to say, 
"The highest reach of human science 
is the scientific recognition of human 
ignorance." Yes, the wisest man will 
be he who has come to an accurate 
conception of the things which he 
does not know. That man will be the 
one with a real grasp and certainty 
on the things which he does know. 
He will, as it were, have surveyed his 
estate, and have found boundaries. 
Scientist or theologian, he will be the 
man who seeks the truth humbly in 
hope.- The Church Union. 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

the gift of any people. It cannot be maid to dry her tears, stalked with 
accounted for by the fact that he was his burden through the streets, and 
a noble embodiment of the thoughtful sent the mourner away rejoicing upon 
self-reliance bred of generations of her first railway journey. These acts 
lonely struggle under the shadow of were as instinctive with Lincoln as 
the forest primeval. It is not even 

1

. the drawing of his breath, and it is 
because he signed the emancipation impossible to overestimate the value 
proclamation. These things are a of this quality of human kindness in 
part of the reason for the esteem in bringing him persoaal success and in 
which we hold Lincoln, and so are his making the greatness of his name and 
inexhaustible humor, his intense ear- the warmth of the nation's affection 
nestness, his tireless industry, his for him. 
honesty and his fairness, his courage It was this same deep human sym
and his steadfastness of purpose. pathy that caused Lincoln to hate 
His homely and unaffected words and slavery and to throw all the powers 
ways had something to do with his of his eloquence against it. It was 
popularity, and so had his sturdy this, too, that enabled him to hold 
common sense. But not all these that marvelous balance of judgment 
sterling traits could make a Lincoln which could put the Union above all 
without something additional. Nor else and could hold back emancipation 
is the secret revealed by naming what until the right time; he could put 
is usually regarded as the crowning himself in the place of the border 
trait of his magnificent character-the States citizen and feel that any radi
fact that he always sought the right, cal move would imperil the cause of 
as God gave him to see the right, freedom itself. This human sympa
and that he devoted his life to a stead- thy sounded forth in his first inaug
fast pursuance of it when once he was ural, ran throughout his relations 
convinced he had found it. This will with the soldiers during the war, and 
explain much, but it will never ex- anim11ted his last acts as it had his 
plain the flood of emotion that wells up first. The soldiers fighting and dy
from American hearts at mention of ing in the field thought of him and 
his name. said to each other: "He cares; he 

The true secret of the love for makes us fight, but he cares," and 
Lincoln is his own love for his fellow they fought on as they never would 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. men. In his ungainly giant form hav~ fought without that warmth of 
Why is it that no other name in the there was a heart of infinite human feehng for the man at the head of the 

long roll of American statesmen stirs sympathy, and this it was that mu- nation. 
the heart of the nation so deeply as mined all his other traits of greatness Look at the matter in any aspect 
that of Abraham Lincoln? Orators and made the halo that lingers around and at any period of Lincoln's life, 
never weary of sounding his praise his bead. Without this he might and the prime cause of his greatness 
nor auditors of hearing about him. have achieved greatness-might have and of our present reverence for him 
Books on Lincoln multiply each year, freed the slaves as a political neces- is the fact that he was "human in the 
and interest in them never flags. sity- might even have brought the best sense of that fine word." For 
'Thirty-five years after his death we war to a successful close and have this above all else the people praise 
celebrate his birthday with a una- fallen from an assassin's bullet-and him. He not only came from the 
nimity and elaborateness greater than yet we should not to-day be speaking ranks of the humble, being the great
any shown in the past. Every trivial of him as we do. It is this one su- est and, perhaps, the last great type 
relic of his homely life, every scrap preme trait of human sympathy that of our primitive life, but he had an 
of his writing, is treasured to-day, carries his name out of the realm of intimate sense of the joys and sorrows 
and it has been literally true from the intellect into that of emotion. of high and low alike; and ''he cared." 
hour of his tragic death that men- It was this that made him a popular This is reason enough why th2 .nation 

dip their napkins in his sacred blood; boy among boys in an obscure Indiana loves. the nam. e of Abraham Lmcoln. 
Yea, beg a hair of him for memory, Ch T: b 
And, dying, mention it within their wills, village. It brought him the friend- - wago n une. 
Bequeathing it as a rich legacy ship of every soul in the Illinois towns =========~ 
Unto their issue. in which he lived as a youth. No 
It is not enough to say that Lincoln man could rub shoulders with him AN IMPORTANT DECISION ON SECTARIAN 

INSTITUTIONS. 
The long fight over the meaning of sec

tarian institutions has at last been brought 
to a close by a very important decision of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. This 
decision maintains that institutions which 
exist under a charter and are incorporated 
for humanitarian purposes, though they be 
conducted by sisters in a religious garb, are 
not sectarian institutions. No decision of 
the Supreme Court is so far-reaching in its 
consequences to Catholic institutions as the 
one given in the case of the Providence Hos
pital in Washington. So important is it 
considered that the Catholic World Magazine 
prints it in full. 

was a wise and patriotic President, without finding that he had a 
who died a martyr to a great cause. deep and steady sympathy with the 
We have had other wise and devoted joys and sorrows of his neighbors, 
statesmen, and he is not the only and that he was ready by day or by 
.martyr President, but there is only night to put that sympathy into con
one Lincoln. Washington we rever- crete acts of generous kindness. It 
ence, but Lincoln we love. His might be a farmer whose team had 
memory is enshrined more deeply in stuck in the mud of a New Salem 
the heart of the nation than that of street, or it might be a Springfield 
any other man-closer to the source widow who needed wood chopped; 
of tears and of unreasoning devotion Lincoln put his shoulder to the wheel 
-nearer to the springs of emotion or his hand to the ax with an instinc
that are set to vibrating by sacred tive alacrity born of a large heart. 
1amily ties. Once he happened to see a little girl 

This cannot be explained by the weeping at her door because an ex- " . . 
fact that Lincoln rose by manly effort pressman had failed to come and take I Of the thirty-eight !3ulta.ns who have 

from the humblest. ranks o~ .bac~-~ her trunk to t~e train. Lincoln put i ~~~s~ 0~hco~~~n~i~~Pi:g~r:h!1T~~k!~~hi~~;: 
·woods life to the highest position m :. the trunk on h1s back, told the small I, four have died violent deaths." 
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''li ye ~tinue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the t.<•uth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8s 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lo~ b there shall not any mru::~ among yoo have save it be one wife~ and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagei16, 
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discussion of Joseph Smith vs. Alexander 
Campbell. The argument waxed furious, 
sometimes in favor of one and again in favor 
of the other. So heated grew the debate 
that Elder Sherm~n misunderstood his op· 
ponent and imagined that he was being 
accused of handling the truth in a somewhat 
carele8S and reckless manner. This the 
Saint denied, so that tbe elder was compelled 
to forego tbe pleasure of denying the accusa-

ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD. tion by a physical encounter. About the 
Just now there is considerable ac- time that one or the other's patron was about 

to be enthroned as the only inspired prorhet, 
tivity in some parts of the field. a mean infidel who had been a spectator in 

Bro. I. N. White was to meet the the large crowd of listeners came to the front 
Rev. Clark Braden, at Viroqua, Wis- and knocked things "topsy turvy" by offer
consin, in a twelve-nights' discussion, ing· five hundred dollars if either would 

prove or demonstrate that there was a God. 
to begin Tuesday, the 27th, and we The scene instantly shifted, then came a 
suppose tbe debate is now going on. triangular fight of words which.carried the 

the Holy Spirit, the witness-bearing 
Spirit, has been ordained of God and 
instituted by :the Lord Jesus Christfor 
these intents and purposes. 

Jesus ordained his disciples as well 
as baptized them, and in the act of or
dination he must have laid his hands 
on them. In John 20: 21, 22, the 
story is told like this:-

Then said Jesus to them again, Peace be 
unto you: as my Father bath sent me, even 
so send I you. And when he bad said this, 
he breathed on them, and saith unto them, 
Receive ye the Holy Ghost: Whosesoever 
sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; 
and whosesoever sins ye retain, they are re
tained. 

W.e give the propositions:- matter late into the ni!lht without a solution There is a pleasant analogy be-
of either of the questions. h' b "f 1 · h f Was Joseph Smith a Prophet of God? I. tween t lS eaut1 u nte t e per orm-

N. White affirms, Clark Braden denies. Bro. W. H. Smart, wrote from ing of which is related above, and 
Is the Christian Church, (commonly nick- Grove, Indian Territory, February that remarkable occurrence which 

named Camobellites) in fact the Church of 21, from which we extract:- k 1 h b ht 
God; harmonizing in faith, doctrine, organi- too P ace W .en man was roug 

Tbe work is onward here. Much g-ood has · t b · 
zation, and practice, with the Church of been done in this field the last two years. m 0 emg. 
Christ set up by divine authority eighteen Personally I am not doing anything at the And the Lord God formed man of the dust 
hundred years ago? Clark Braden affirms, present; I have been sick for two months. I of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils 
I. N. White denies. would have liked to have Bro. J. T. Davis the breath of iife; and man became a living 

Bro. White has the Rev. Braden at come and labor some with me, but my sick- souL-Gen. 2: 7. 
a standstill on the second proposition, ness bas hindered. Bro. John T. is a wise As in the one case, by the breath of 

counselor and is greatly needed in this part. 
and it is a curious thing to know just I was glad to see Bro. c. R. Duncan's letter life from the Creator's lips man be-
how the gentleman will b"e able to in the Herald, dat,ed February 2. came a living corporeal soul; so in 
show the primitive church of Christ B D c R sh "nd E F the other, by the breath of spiritual rn. un an, ou , ... . . 
in the Christian Church, "nicknamed Shupe are busy at Denver, Colorado, life breathed upon his living disciples 
Campbellites." holding an indignation meeting at the the Savior infused that better spirit 

An institution that rose from a close of their district conference, pro- life, which gives them the power of 
Presbyterian root at Brush Creek, testing against being classed as "Mor- an endless life, and endues them with 
Virginia, through the baptism of mons" and ''polygamists." the authority to minister in the gas
Thomas Campbell, the father of Bro. S. W. L. Scott has closed a pel rites by which men may be born 
Alexander Campbell for whom the successful discussion in Southern In- again and receive the witness of their 
"nickname" stands, by a Baptist min- diana, with Rev. Denney, of the adoption, the Holy Ghost. 
ister named Luse, can hardly go Christian Church. It is spoken of The giving of the Holy Ghost to 
further back in its history than the favorably by many. the disciples as related by John, took 
date of Thomas Campbell's convic- place after the resurrection of Jesus, 
tions. But the battle rages. May after the hour in which he could say, 
the defender have faith and courage. THE GIFT OF THE HOLY GHOST; "All power is given unto me' in 

Bro. R. C. Evans will probably THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF heaven and in earth.-Matthew 28: 
start for the conference about March THE RiTE OF REMISSION. 22. 
7 and will have fifteen appointments In the nature of a covenant it is He had therefore won the victory 
for eight days-pretty good work proper to expect that when an im- over the environments of the flesh, had 
that. posed condition is prescribed and ful- achi'eved the triumph over the adver-

Papers from Greensburg, Indiana, filled, there should be a suitable sary of souls, and could control and 
the Review and the Standard, for Feb- acknowledgment of such fulfillment. command all the forces of life, spirit
ruary 23 notice the presence and the So in the gospel covenant. If it is ual and temporal. 
preaching of Bro. James M. Bag- essential that a man shall .be born Soon after this occurred, the Lord 
gerly, the Boy Preacher, who was to again before he can see the kingdom, having ascended to his place, the dis· 
occupy the G. A. R. hall, on the then it is not unreasonable to expect ciples scattered from Jerusalem, 
evening of that day, at 7:30. t.hat after the birth of the water there preaching. One of them, Philip, 

Tbe Review contains a somewhat should be some acknowledgment upon preached at Samaria, and as the re
humorous sketch of a running debate the part of the heavenly powers of sult many were converted and were 
between Bro. Baggerly and a Rev. the act of obedience and consequent baptized. This awakening and work 
Christian, as follows:- new birth, and some token be given wrought by Philip came to the knowl-

of the acceptance of the individual edg-e of the apostles remaining at Je-
One of the warmest debates ever witnessed · t h ] "f d 1 bl ~ m o t e new 1 e an ~' sa va e con- rusalem, and two of them anxious to in this city was pulled off in the gentleman's 

waiting room at the passenger sta,tion, dition. be about the Master's work and 
Thursday night. Elder H. B. Sherman, of The laying on of hands for confir- knowing what that work was, and 
Westport, who attended the meeting at G. matioq of. the. baptized believer in~o I d.esirous of following. out his instruc. · 
A. R. hall, and Rev. James M. Baggerly, b h th h h b . h h d t f th 
Latter Day Saint, of Detroit, Michigan, met mem ers 1p m e c urc or oay 1 twns to t em, aut onze wo o e1r 
1;1>nd by some me~;~;ns l:;e(faJ:9e hoo!reQ. up in~;~; • o+ Qhrist, anq the conferrnen t gf ' uurn ber, (ll!+d John, to proceed 
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to Samaria to perform for them the 
same sacred rite which themselves 
had received and by which the Holy 
Ghost was conferred. When these 
two officers reached the city they at 
once laid their hands on these many 
baptized devotees praying for them, 
and the rite was acknowledged of God 
and they received the Holy Ghost. 
(Acts, chapter 8.) 

A similar occurrence, or one of 
similar import, is related in Acts, 
chapter 19. 

These taken in their intended im
port and effect, point unmistakably to 
the conclusion that the rite of laying 
on of hands was to be the physical 
and open means to be employed for 
the purpose of effecting the giving 
the Holy Spirit, the impartation of 
spiritual life, the manifestations of 
which should be the tokens of accep
tance vouchsafed unto the obedient 
believer. 

By a close reading of John, chap
ters 15 and 16, it will be readily seen 
that the office work of the Holy Spirit 
so conferred was to testify to the ac
cepted believer that Jesus was and is 
the Christ. 

But when the Comforter is come, whom I 
will send unto you from the Father, even the 
Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the 
Father, he shall testify of me.-John 15:26. 

That this Comforter, the Spirit of 
truth, is the Holy Ghost, is seen by 
examining John 14: 26 where it is ex
plicitly stated:-

But the Comforter, which is the Holy 
Ghost, whom the Father will send in my 
name, he shall teach you all things, and be· 
bring all things to your remembrance, what
soever I have said unto you. 

The laying on of hands is the. ex
tended hand of spiritual fellowship, 
on the part of the church, the out
ward token of acceptance into the 
family of God on the earth; the seal· 
ing act of adoption, which ratified by 
the gift of the Holy Ghost, becomes 
the earnest of the purchased posses
sion until the redemption of the body 
in the resurrection. 

As correlatives of the laying on of 
the hands for confirmation into the 
church and the bestowment of the 
Holy Ghost there are: The laying 
on of the hands in ordination to office 
in the priesthood and in the church; 
the setting apart to the work of the 
ministry, the work of servants of 
Christ to preach the gospel, expound 
the word of God as the same has been 
written and given of God; to invite 
men to come to Christ and to baptize 
and perform all the duties, rites, and 
ceremonies belonging to the gospel 
service. The laying on of the hands 
for spiritual blessings, to bless with 
strength and spiritual life among the 
members of the body of Christ, the 
church. 

The laying on of hands for the 
healing of the sick. To thus a)dmin-

* 
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ister in the rite of anointing with oil 
and praying for the sick according to 
the examples set by the Master and 
his immediate disciples, and as com
manded in the New Testament Scrip
tures. 

The laying on of hands in the re
ceiving and blessing of children who 
have not yet arrived to the age of 
accountability, and are not for that 
reason proper subjects for baptism; 
not yet being able to believe and 
repent as the word requires. 

All these things follow and apper
tain to the principle, doctrine, right, 
and privilege of the laying on of 
hands, as part of the gospel. 

ITEMS OF INTEREST. 
GOTTHEIL 'l'ALKS ON ZIONISM. 

Professor Richard Gottheil, of Columbia 
University, New York, addressed a large He
brew audience Sunday afternoon at West 
Twelfth Street Turner Hall on the subject of 
"Zionism." 

In the course of his remarks the speaker 
said.-,that his religious bmthers and sisters 
would never be contented until they could 
establish a large colony in Palestine and re· 
vive the great historical memories of their 
fathers. 

After declaring that France is no longer a 
place for the Jew, and picturing the suffer
ings of the Hebrew race in Russia, Roumania, 
and Austria, Professor Gottheil said:-

"Let us be united under a central govern
ing body. Let us enroll ourselves under the 
modern Zionistic banner. It is about time 
for us to appreciate the great good which 
will result from this Zionistic movement. 
We will never be happy until we go back to 
the home of our fathers. I think it is our 
duty to build up the temples which time has 
obliterated." 

TWENTY-FIVE HEBREW COLONIES. 

There are not less than twenty-five colonies 
of Hebrews, says the Pittsburg Dispatch, 
most of them ~hriving and s.elf-supporting, in 
Judea, Samaria, Upper Galilee, and in trans
Jordanic regions, with a total of 4,500 colo
nists and about 1,000. hired Hebrew laborers. 

CATHOLICS DESIRE STATE AID. 

New York, Jan. 26.-Catholics of this city 
will oppose the proposed educational bill that 
is being prepared by the statutory revision 
commission. Tlie bill provides for State aid 
to State schools and excludes all schools that 
make religion of any kind a branch of study 
or a basis of education. A body of represen
tative Catholics from this city may go to 
Albany as soon as the bill has been submitted 
to the legislature and strive to procure 
favorable recognition for the Catholic paro
chial schools, on the ground that they are 
doing State work and should therefore re
ceive State support.-Chicago Record. 

MORMONS START NEW COLONY. 

Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 9.-Arrangements 
for one of the biggest colonization schemes 
ever engineered in the West have been com
pleted here, where a portion of the Big Horn 
Basin in Northern Wyoming will be settled 
by Mormons. 

For several years a majority of the Mor
mons in Utah have felt that they wanted 
more independence of the Gentiles, and with 
the idea of getting away and into a new 
country where they might build .their homes 
anew. 

Arrangements were made with the Wyom
ing authorities for the selection of 200,000 
acres of land in the Big Horn Basin under 
the Carey act. A committee of prominent 

Mormons is now selecting this land along the 
Stinking Water River. 

The Mormon leaders say upward of 3,000 
people will immigrate to the colony during 
the present year. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

We are asked to explain the follow
ing passage of Scripture:-

And no man has ascended up to heaven but 
he that came down from heaven, even the 
Son of Man which is in heaven.-John 3: 13. 

All we can say of this is that we 
understand it in much the same way 
that we do other passages of similar 
construction; such as, 

Whatsoever ye bind on earth shall be 
bound in heaven. 

Despise not these little ones; for I say unto 
you, that in heaven their angels do always 
behold the face of my Father which is in 
heaven. 

Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven. 
Our conversation is in heaven; from 

whence also we look for the Savior, the Lord 
Jesus Christ. 

A brother writes that he is unable 
to explain how the Son of man could 
be in heaven and talking to Nico
demus at the same time. 

In a similar way we may not be able 
to explain how we can have our con
versation on earth and in heaven at 
the same time. 

To us the passage referred to means 
that the Son of man, the man which 
was from heaven, held powers which 
were exercised by him both on earth 
and in heaven. 

It is as easy to understand this say
ing in this way as it is to understand 
his saying, "He that hath seen me 
hath seen the Father;" "I and my 
Father are one." 

He was the representative of the 
Supreme power both on earth and in 
heaven. He came from heaven, 
would go again, had done and could 
at will; could lay his life down and 
take it again; and in these things was 
in his power and the right to exercise 
it in heaven. He could not have 
meant to convey the idea that his 
body was in heaven. He could have 
meant, however, that in that sublime 
sense in which he was the Son of 
God, coequal wit,h the Father, one 
with him in majesty, power, love, 
knowledge, and wisdom, he was with 
him in his seat of power, heaven. 

"Great is the mystery of godliness; 
God was manifest in the flesh," in an 
endeavor to reconcile the world to 
himself, "by that man ... whereof 
he hath given assurance unto all men, 
in that he hath raised him from the 
dead. 

Jesus said on the occasion of the 
prayer recorded in the seventeenth of 
John's Gospel, 

And now I am no more in the world, but 
these are in the world, and I come to thee. 
Holy Father, keep through thine own name 
those whom thou hast given me, that they 
may be one, as we are.-John 17: 11. 

In the spirit of the-question, How 
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was it? Was not he in the world 
while he thus prayed? Surely, his 
body was in the world, he had not yet 
gone to the Father; yet, in a sense, 
his work was done on earth; his spir
itual life was not in the world; but 
was with the Father in heaven. 

This is all the explanation we can 
give of the text referred to. 

Like the text in Luke 16: 9, "Make 
to yourselves friends of the Mammon 
ofunrighteousness; that when ye fail 
they may receive you into everlasting 
habitations," it must be given a lit
eral rendering to get its true signifi
cance and see its force. 

THE London Lancet has reuently cited 
some instances where diseases were com
municated by holy water, and many samples 
were taken from churches in different towns 
in Holland. The result was the discovery in 
most cases of abundant bacterial growth, 
with the occasional presence of staphylococci 
and other pathogenic forms. Two guinea 
pigs that were injected with the sediment 
from a font of a church in Amsterdam died 
in thirty hours. Mr. Bruns, of Arnhem, 
Holland, devised a means of completely 
avoiding contamination. The water is 
stored in a narrow-necked jar inverted in a 
shallow basin, so that the overflow from the 
jar ceases as soon as the water in the basin 
covers the neck of the jar. One end of a 
bent tube filled with hair is immersed in the 
water in the basin, and the other end over
hanging the edge delivers a constant stream 
of small drops raised by the capillarity of 
the hair. All these parts are inclosed in an 
ornamental open case so that the congrega
tion have merely to hold their fingArs for an 
instant in the stream. The apparatus has 
been sanctioned by ecclesiastical authority. 
-Scienti,fic American, February 24, 1900. 

Is the above another instance in 
which "science is the handmaid of 
theology"? or, is there any theology 
-genuine theology we mean-about 
this holy water business? If some 
persons are not mistaken in their con
clusions there are worse things than 
"staphylococci" and other bacteria 
forms in the holy water superstition. 
It is interesting to note the progress
ive spirit in which "the apparatus 
has been sanctioned by ecclesiastical 
authority. '1 The Devil has been 
credited with being in terror of "holy 
water." Now that high ecclesiastical 
authority has sanctioned this scientific 
apparatus by which longstanding and 
accumulating disease germs are re
moved and their segregation rendered 
unlikely or impossible, is it not prob
able that the fear of his Satanic 
Majesty may be removed, especially as 
the superstitious character attaching 
to the liquid yet remains with its 
hold upon the people, a continuing 
factor in binding them to the system 
of credulity under which so many are 
held in bondage. 

It is evident that the world moves, 
and that even the extreme conserva
tism of those who believe in the 
feature referred to above is not wholly 
unresponsive to progress. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. Gilbert J. Waller, wrote from 
Honolulu, li,ebruary 15:-

I am glad to report the sit,uation much im
proved; have had nd cases of plague for sev
eral days in Honolulu. However, it has 
wade its appearance in Maui and Hawaii. We 
are all well, I am thankful to say. None of 
our numbers so far have been attacked by the 
disease; and also in our business none of the 
men employed have had the disease. This 
is encouraging and tends to increase one's 
faith in God's promises, for one cannot fail 
but see in it the prote(lting hand of a loving 
Father. 

Bro. J. S. Roth, Perry, Iowa, 
March 1:-

I baptized two more fine young folks at 
Grinnell two weeks ago. They both served 
in the Salvation Army, therefore they are 
workers. 'l'hey brought their zeal with 
them. Our numb~s are still increasing in 
Grinnell.· That is eight new·recruits within 
a year, and there are still others in vestigat
ing. Our conference there was a grand 
affair, pronounced so by outsiders. The 
Spirit of the Master was enjoyed by all the 
Saints, and some outsiders felt its hallowed 
iufluence. Two Utah elders, Day and Botty, 
are in Newton, so,pne of our members wrote 
me yesterday. The Saints there want me to 
come to look after their deceptive work, 
which I will do as soon as I get through here; 
for they creep into houses and (try to) lead 
captive silly women. (2 Tim. 3: 6.) I am 
still in the conflict. 

Elder E. F. Shupe, Denver, Colo
rado, February 26:-

0ur district conference held the 17th and 
18th inst. was among the best ever held in 
the district. The weather was quite cold 
the week before and the attendance was not 
large, but the days of the conference were 
fine. The prayer and sacrament aervice on 
Sunday was one of those good times when 
the Spirit was present in abundance. Enough 
money has been subscribed to assure a tent 
for the district, and we expect to make this 
year the best in the history of the Colorado 
mission. The district officers for the next 
six months are, E. F. Shupe, president, and 
A. E. Tabor secretary, of Wray, Colorado. 

Bro. W. A. Willoughby, Bonesteel, 
South Dakota, February 27:-

Bro. Whiting came in our midst about the 
middle of February and preached eleven ser
mons, nine in Bonesteel and two in Pleasant 
Va!ley. The Baptist church, which was 
locked against Bro. Caffall last spring, was 
opened for Bro. Whiting by those who 
belong to no church, and he preached 
there when the church was not in use by the 
Baptists, and the Baptists attended our 
meetings right along when their meetings 
were not in session, and quite a number came 
when their meetings were going on and 
seemed quite interested. Much prejudice was 
removed by his kind, mild way. Good atten
tion, and applause many times during his 
sermons. I think he was the right man in 
the right place. The Saints desire that he 
should come again. Sectarians and outsiders 
say, "Have him come again." The Saints 
here are greatly cheered. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Elder G. R. Wells, missionary in 
Australia, and family, arrived at Van
couver, British Columbia, March 2. 
All in good health and spirits. They 
were to leave same day for Independ· 
ence, Missouri. 

Constantinople advices admit that 
concessions to Russia for railways 
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practically amounts to paving the 
way for annexation of Turkish terri
tory to Russia. It is positively stated 
that the Sultan has already ratified 
the concession permitting Russia to 
construct a line from Kars to Erze
roum. 

China is employing the good offices 
of Japan in her development, and by 
which an understanding is being de
veloped between the two peoples to 
their mutual good. Japan is building 
a rail way in Corea. 

St. Petersburg announces that the 
Russian government has decided to 
build a railroad this spring from the 
eastern border of European Russia to 
Tashkend, Turkestan. Such a road 
would give Russia an approach to 
Northeastern Afghanistan and place 
her forces when needed directly north 
of Cabool. 

General Cronje, the Boer comman
der, surrendered a force of 4,000 
troops to the British, at Paardeburg, 
February 27. The forces of General 
Buller captured the key to Lady
smith, so long besieged, which was 
entered by the British. The severest 
fighting of the war is yet to come, 
according to reports. 

The Emir of Bokhara, one of the 
Czar's vassals, has offered Russia 
large land tracts for 'colonization. 
Berlin regards this as another step in 
Russia's preparation for future con
flict in Afghanistan, and likewise proof 
that Russia is not intending immedi
ate action against Herat. 

The British army estimates for 
1900-1901 indicate enormous addi
tions, both in the strength of the 
army and the total cost, The amount 
asked for is about $300,000,000. Close 
upon 250,000 additional men are to be 
placed in the home and colonial estab
lishments of the army, exclusive of 
those serving in India. The total 
strength will be brought up from 
185.000 to 430,000. 

French troops are reported to have 
occupied Tafilet near the domains of 
the Sultan of Morocco. The seizure 
is regarded as a menace to England 
threatening Morocco and Gibraltar. 

Bro. S. W. Tomlinson at last ac
counts was at Watson Center, On
tario, laboring in the interests of the 
cause with fair attendance and inter
est. He would go thence to Langton, 
a new opening. 

Arrivals from the mission field in
cluded Brn. I. P. Baggerly and F. B. 
Blair; the former from the South
western, the latter from the Cali
fornia mission field. 

"Archbishop Giustiniani of Rome 
has refused to bless the flag of the 
Labor society because it bears the 
coat of arms of the royal house of 
Savoy. He in~ists that the royal 
insignia be replaced with the sym
bolical cross. The Archbishop also 
reproached a Roman Catholic priest 
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because he ended his sermon by in· 
voking a supreme blessing upon the 
Italian sovereigns." 

"The Frankfort Zeitung's latest 
Constantinople dispatches state that 
Russia is aiming at a protectorate 
over the entire northeastern part of 
Asia Minor." 

Saints expecting to attend General 
Conference should read notice of re
ception committee in Miscellaneous 
Department, page 160, this issue. 

The auditorium of Brick Chapel, 
Lamoni, has been repapered, and ros
trum and aisles newly carpeted. 

Oriuinal Ar1i~las. 

WHO WAS MELCHISEDEC'? 
ANOTHER TRIUMPH FOR THE LATTER 

DAY SEER. 

The Hebrew prophet was instructed 
of the Holy Spirit to say concerning 
those who should oppose the work of 
God, ''The wisdom of their wise shall 
perish," thus plainly inferring that 
sufficient time would be granted for 
the ''wise" opposers to bring forth 
and place upon record their wisdom, 
before it should be overthrown; as in 
fact a thing must exist before it can 
perish. The cqmments and verdicts 
of the learned theologians of the pres
ent age, relating to the matter of 
Melcbisedec, and the complete refuta
tion of it all by the "marvelous work 
and a wonder," as unquestionably 
proved by late archmological discov
eries, (providing their publications 
are reliable,) is a clear and perfect 
demonstration of that prophetic ut
terance. 

First, we will call your attention to 
some of the verdicts referred to. 

The Rev. Ingram Cobbin, in his 
comments in "Family Bible," seeks 
to refute the theory held by other 
commentators and believed by many, 
that this important personage must 
be none other than Christ himself, by 
treating upon the statement found in 
Hebrews 7:3, "Made like unto the Son 
of God;" thus, "It would be absurd 
to say he was made like himself, 
which would be the case if he were 
indeed the Messiah," which of course 
would be quite true. 

Still Mr. Cobbin does not commit 
himself by offering a theory upon the 
subject, or in any way stating who 
Melcbisedec was, more than to hint 
that the "Without father, without 
mother, without descent, having 
neither beginning of days nor end of 
life," which occurs in the same verse, 
may simply mean that Moses was not 
acquainted with his genealogy. 

This way out of the dilemma might 
possibly answer, so far as it relates 
to his fath~r and mother; but the di
rect statement, ••Having neither be
ginnin~ of aays nor end of life," col+ld 
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hardly be so easily explained awa,y; 
but it all goes to make up a sample of 
the "wisdom of the wise," as manifest 
concerning this matter. Now we will 
show bow peculiarly this wisdom(?) 
is made to perish. 

In the early days of the church as 
restored in the latter times, Joseph 
Smith, the martyr, and others taught 
that the description given in the third 
verse of the seventh chapter of He
brews referred, or should be applied, 
to the office which the man Melchise
dec held-that is to say, a priest of 
the Most High God, rather than to 
the man himself. For vindication of 
this, turn to the Book of Mormon:--

Now this Melcbisedec was a king over the 
land of Salem; and his,, people had· waxed 
strong in iniquity and abominations; yea, 
they had all gone astray: they were full of 
all manner of wickedness; but Melcbisedec 
having exercised mighty fait~, and received 
t,he office of the high priesthood, according 
to the holy order of God, did preach repent
ance unto his people. And behold, they did 
repent; and Melchisedec did estabiish peac<" 
in the land in his days;'" therefore he was 
called the prince of peace, for he was thE> 
king of Salem; and he did reign under his 
father. Now there were many before him. 
and also there were many afteawards, but 
none were greater; therefore of him they 
have more particularly made mention.
Alma 10: 2. 

A~ain turn to the book of Doctrine 
and Covenants:-

Why the first [priesthood] is called the 
Melcbisedec priesthood, is because Melcnise
dee was such a great high priest: before his 
day it was called the holy priesthood, ofter the 
order of the Son of God,· but out of respect or 
reverence to the name of the Supreme Being, 
to avoid the too frequent repetition of his 
name, they, the church, in ancient days, 
called the priesthood after Melchisedec, or 
the Melchisedec priesthood.-D. C. 104: l. 

To this add the rendering of He
brews 7: 3, as found in the Inspired 
Translation:--

For this Melchisedec was ordained a priest 
after the order of the Son of God, which 
order was without father, without mother, 
without descent, having neither beginning of 
days, nor end of life. And all those who are 
ordained unto thig priesthood are made like 
unto the Son of God, abiding a priest con
tinually. 

Thus we have the latter-day Seer 
committed and on record in the three 
standard books of the church upon the 
matter of Melchisedec; and thus the 
elders have taught for about seventy 
years in direct contradiction to the 
wisdom of the world, which scouted 
the idea as a v1:1,gary of Mormonism; 
nor could we have done any better 
with no better light than they pos
sessed; but "God works in a mysteri. 
ous way his wonders to perform;" 
hence the nature of the above caption. 

To show the mysterious way in 
which God worked in this instance, I 
will relate how a few years ago one 
Rev. Vincent, who by the way is 
called a leading light in modern the
ology, and is said to teach the theory 
that this Melchisedec was actually 
the Christ, delivered a. lecture in sev-

eral places in Nova ScotiaJ, entitled, 
"'I'he Bible and the Spade." I had 
the privilege of attending the lecture, 
as it was given in the town of Am
herst. 

With great plea,sure I followed the 
speaker, as he brought overwhelming 
proof of the divine authenticity of the 
Bible, as portrayed upon the monu
ments and tablets which have in 
recent years been brought to light by 
the "Spade" of the arcbmologist of 
Eastern lands, but was a little grieved 
to bear the learned lecturer state that 
while God had this peculiar way of 
confirming the believer in the Bible, 
the believer in the bogus work called 
the Book of Mormon would always 
remain destitute of such comfort, for 
the "Spade" had refused to do any
thing for that book, save to disprove 
it, or words to that effect. 

After the speaker had concluded 
his lecture, I stepped to the front 
and asked him if he would like to 
enter into a debate upon American 
arcb:::eology, as relat1ng to the Book of 
Mormon. He declined. 

I felt sorry to have the matter end 
thus, but was powerless to prevent it, 
because of numbers and prestige; 
but the good Father is not affected by 
numbers, nor prestige either, but pro
ceeds right along with his work, and 
will continue to do so until all his 
truth is verified. 

A few weeks ago I visited Amherst 
again, for a day, and bought from a 
lady canvasser a work entitled, "Mar
velous Discoveries in Bible Lands." 
published by R. A. H. Morrow, 59 
Garden Street, St. John, N. B.; price, 
I think thirty cents; date, 1899. This 
work claims to be authentic. 

Attention, dear reader, while we 
give yoll an extract found on pp. 40, 
41, 42:-

In these tablets the a,nalogy of Melchisedec 
is maintained by what is recorded of the 
meaning and antiquity of the word "Jerusa
lem." It is evident from these tablet in
scriptions that, Melchisedec, king· of Salem 
and priest of the most high God, who is 
taken as a typR of Christ in his united kingly 
and princely office, was not ihe solita?'Y occu
prtnt of that dignity (italics mine), but one in 
a succession of priest-kings which continued 
to the time before the couq ut;st. And that 
Abraham should have received Melcbisedec's 
blessing was only the due acknowl<>dgement 
nf the God of peace to one who had delivered 
Palestine from the invader and given peace 
to the land. 

In reference to this great person
age, Professor Sayee says:--

Two or three years ago it .would have 
seemPd a drt>am of the wildest enthusiasm to 
sugg-est that light would be thrown by mod
<>l'n discovery on the history of Melchisedec. 
Whatever lin&:Ariog scruples the critic might 
have felt abflut rPj•octing t,he historical char
acter of the first half of the fourteenth chap· 
ter of Genesis, he felt none at all as to the 
w•cond hg]f of it. MelchisedPc, king of 
Salem and priest of the most high God, ap
oearerl to b, altogether a creation of myth
ology. And yet among the surprises which 
the tablets of·Tel-el A marna hac! in store for 
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us, was the discovery that after all Melchise
dec might well have been a historical per· 
son age. 

Among the correspondents of the Egyptian 
Pharaoh i.s a certain E'oed-'"ob, the vassal 
king of Jerusalem. Jerusalem was already 
an important city, with a territory that ex
tended to Carmel in the South and to Gath 
and Keiiah in the West. It was threatened 
at this time by the Kababiri or "confed
eracy," confederated tribes it might be, who 
had their center at Heb!'oll, and the letters 
of Ebed-tob held a position, which as he tells 
us, was unlike tbat of other E;;yptian 
governor in Canaan. He been appointed 
or confirmed in his post, not by Pharaoh, 
but by the or-acle and power of the g·reat 
king the god, that is to say, whose sanctuary 
stood on the surnrni t of Moriah. It was not 
from his father, or from his mother, that be 
had inherited his dignity; he was king- of 
Jerusalem because he was priest of its god. 

In all this we have an explanation of the 
language used in reference to Melchisedec. 
Melcbisedec, too, was "without father, with
out mother," and, like Ebed-tob, he was at 
once priest and king. It Wll.S in virtue of his 
priesthood that Abraham, the Hebrew, paid 
tithes to him after the defeat of the foreign 
invaders. Up to the closing day of the 
eighteenth Egyptian dynasty, if not later, 
Jerusalem was governed by a royal priest. 

Is not this one of the most emphatic 
and conclusive vindications of the di· 
vinity of the latter-day work on 
record? Verily one would almost be 
led to think that it was a case of hair
breadth escape from the charge of 
plagiarism on the part of the writer 
of the Book of Mormon (see Alma, 
chap. 10, v. 1, 2) were it not that the 
Book of Mormon was published in 
1831, and this work bears the very 
recent date of 1899. 

Oh, yes, Latter Day Saints get a 
good deal of comfort from the work 
of the "Spade" on the American conti
nent, yet have no objections to be
ing delighted to find their peculiar 
mission vindicated and defended by 
the same spade that testifies to the 
truthfulness of the grand old Bible in 
Eastern lands; which, however, in 
this case does not pay a very glowing 
tribute to the King James translation 
of it in the text referred to. 

We rejoice, yet not as over ·a fallen 
foe, but are only too glad to have men 
believe the truth because it is the 
truth, even though it requires adem
onstration to make them do so; and 
are grateful to the wise Ruler of the 
universe, that while he is manifesting 
his long suffering and patience toward 
the world, by piling up evidences of 
his truth for their accepts,tion, he is 
doing it in a way best calculated to 
comfort and confirm the hearts of 
those who have already believed upon 
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glorious triumphs for his people 
along and in harmony with the line 
foretold by his holy prophets long 
ages ago. 

Peacefully sleep, thou man of God, 
Beneath thy distant nameless sod. 

Great sball thine honor be: 
Nor need thy friend or child· repine, 
For o'er thy life e'en now doth shine 

Light from Divinity. 

A heartless people knew thee not, 
But with a cruel h"atred sought 

To stamp thee with disgrace; 
But lo! the hand of God is raised, 
And thy great work shall yet be praised, 

By man: ontlre race. 
H. J. DAVISON. 

~ -·-
hB11Br Department. 

HOLSTEIN, Ont., Feb. 22. 
Edito1's Hemld:-To-day finds me in the 

home of Bro. D. W. Cameron, having ar
rived here from Listowell last evening, at 
which place I had the pleasure of placing 
beneath the waves, a Mrs. A. K. Phillips and 
daughter, and leaving the husband and 
father awaiting a warm day to also go forth 
in obedience to the call of the Master. She 
is the daughter of our aged Bro. and Sr. Rob
ert Taggart, of Grindstone City, Michigan, 
whose hearts will thus be made glad to know 
their prayers have been heard and answered, 
and that the seed sown by them, while on a 
visit some time ago, has brought forth fruit 
unto eternal life. 

I am glad to be able to report the work in 
this part of his vineyard to be on the move, 
and every day or so sees some added to the 
kingdom, and those already in trying by 
their lives to become acceptable with the 
Master. 

My heart has been made glad and my 
knowledge increased the last eight days, by 
the companionship of Bro. G. C. Tomlinson, 
whom I met at Stratford; and while with him 
we had the pleasure of seeing success crown 
our labors to the extent of six baptisms, and 
good results follo1v in several administrations. 
Bro. George is truly a servant of God, and if 
humble and patient, will surely become very 
useful in the house of Israel. We felt pain 
at parting and severing our connections, and 
were made to indeed pray for the time when 
Zion should be redeemed. I expect to leave 
here for Sable Falls in the morning, where 
we anticipate much work, and would ask all 
to kindly remember us in their prayers, that 
strength, wisdom, and humility may be ours 
to enjoy. For the truth, 

ED. N. COMPTON. 

a less amount of material evidence. DowNs, Okla., Feb. 21. 
It is to be sincerely hoped that the Editors Hel'ald:-In reading your columns 
abundance of testimony will not prove we are always benefited; also, through its 
a "savor of death unto death" to any columns there are a great many that are 
who are expecting a home with the reached, both in and out of the church. Bro. 
righteous. · and Sl". Pate, Bro. and Sr. R.easor, and writer, 

The household of faith may well be were in attendance at Oklahoma conference, 
encouraged and can well afford to be which met with the saints of the Oak Grove 
patient over individual trials, when it br-anch. We made some sacrifice and en
is so apparent that the great God of countered some bad weather in order to get 
all living is from time to time making there, but were benefited by attending. The 
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conference passed off with best of feeling, 
and some lasting good was accomplished out· 
side the saints. 

The conference appointed and empowered 
a committee to canvass the district, and if 
conditions are favorable, to provide for a CO" 

operative boarding tent at our reunion this 
summer; and we set to work this early in the 
season, so that we can talk of the advantl!.ges 
and disadvantages to be derived from it. So 
far as we have C~J,nvassed the matter, the ad
vantages to be derived outweigh the objec
tions that have been urged against it. As 
far as I can see, there is but one cause for 
failure, and that lies in the saints of the dis
trict not taking an active part and lending it 
their aid and support. It was a success in 
California last season. Why cannot it be 
made a success in Oklahoma? In figuring a 
good bill of fare, it is possible for one to eat 
three meals per day at a cost of not to exceed. 
twenty-five cents a day. Now don't just say 
it can't be done, but take a pencil and paper 
and do a little figuring for yourself, and find 
all the fault you can, also all the good points. 

One point that must not be overlooked, is 
the rest that the sisters can have from cook
ing, and in their attendance at all the serv
ices cannot be estimated. 

Now every Saint in Oklahoma should 
consider that they are as much or more 
interested in this than the committee, and. 
if the committee get slack, urge them to 
activity. Make it your personal interest. 
We want to get in communication with the 
scattered Saints of Oklahoma, and if possi· 
ble induce them to attend the reunion, also 
the district conference, which are not as 
well attended as they should be. By attend
ing these gatherings we can be built up, and 
come to a better understanding of the truth, 
by being where we can receive the counsel of 
the elders. The committee are W. S. 
Macrae, R. M. Maloney, S. S. Smith, W. W. 
Bud worth, and George M. Hiles. Any one 
of the above-named would be glad to hear 
from anyone, in or out of Oklahoma. 

Yours for the advancement of the truth, 
GEO. M. HILES. 

FALL R.rVER, M·ass., Feb. 16. 
Editors Rerald:-It is somewhat dull and 

gloomy this morning; and as I looked through 
my "window and thought of the changes as 
they take place, each in its turn during the 
season, I thought of the beautiful spring 
which would soon be here, and how it would 
unfold to the eye the beauties of its season. 
Then the summer, which also brings its 
charms of nature, the beautiful flowers which 
blossom in abundance to beautify the earth 
and please all who are lovers of nature and 
who love to study the handiwork of the Al
mighty and divine Creator. Thinking in 
this line, my mind was turned to the gospel, 
and to the changes which come to all who 
are interested in its work, and who desire to 
become helpers for the advancement of the 
work. Several thoughts were presented to 
my mind. How and in what way can we do 
this? 

We must first find if possible the work 
which he, the divine One, wants us to do; 
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when we have found this, we must be satis
fied and try to fill this place to the honor 
and glory of God. It may be that we are 
only a very little stone, so small that it can 
hardly be discovered, in this building which 
is to be erected; yet even this small stone is 
necessary to complete the structure. An
other way in which we can help is to love 
one another; help in every possible way we 
can find. 

First, let us take a visit to a sick room; 
what is there more cheering, more comfort
ing, than a bright, happy, smiling face, as it 
enters a room where there are those who are 
suffering from illness of either body or mind. 
We may speak a few kind words, or perhaps 
do some little act of kindness; we may do 
something to ease or soften their pain, and 
ofttimes it has been that a little quiet season 
of prayer may be had by request of those suf
fering, which has often proved a blessing. 

Do you think if we do any of the above 
mentioned that our heavenly Father will 
turn us away empty when we go to him ask
ing.for blessing at his hand? That is if we 
do it in a spirit of humility and love. I 
think not. 0, how happy we feel as we re
turn to our home, and realize that we have 
tried to do what we could, and we feel the 
Spirit of God with us, which strengthens us 
and gives us courage to press on. 

Another way we can help, and a very im
portant one it is, and that is our little mites. 
The Savior says, "If ye love me, keep my 
commandments." This is one of the very 
important ones, I believe, and it is tithing. 
It is. by this that the gospel is spread; by this 
that God's servants are enabled to go from 
place to place with the everlasting gospel, 
full of truth, and a hope of eternal life, to all 
who will obey. 

"Well," says on€:, "how can we do this? 
We have only a very small allowance, and 
how can we pay our tithing." Now I can 
only speak from experience, and from facts I 
know personally. I will give an illustration 
of a case which I think may help some of our 
young people to do likewise, if they will only 
put forth the effort. 

There are a great many who have a weekly 
allowance, if not weekly, we have money 
given us, perhaps to buy ribbons, gloves, or 
some such article. Can we not give the Mas
ter his share of this. Suppose we have fifty 
cents given us for pocket monoy, and we put 
a tenth of this aside, ~tnd keep adding to it 
right along, we shall have in five weeks 
twenty-five cents. It may seem very small 
but think if five or six sending twenty-five 
cents each, there will be just so much more 
for our Bishop to help some missionary's wife 
and family who are perhaps in distress. I 
have tried this small scale, and have found 
my allowance to grow larger, and have been 
able to give more next time; and have been 
happier than if I bad a dozen pieces of new 
ribbon. I know cases that are run on even 
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people al'e not sleeping, but are up and do
ing what their hands find to do. 

Another little act of importance, which 
might be mentioned here, which if allowed 
to grow will not only hinder us and the 
work, and should not be found among the 
saints of God,-and that is backbiting, gos
siping, trying to injure our brother or sister. 
This must not be; we must overcome and 
fight daily if needs be to master these things. 
I have learned from experience the result of 
these, and have found the beauty of learning 
to shun such evils, for such they are, and 
will hinder both our spiritual growth as in
dividuals, and also the growth of the 
church. We must learn not to judge from 
outward appearances, but try to study the 
life of that individual, and learn the motive, 
the pure intent of the heart. I like that 
passage which reads: "Man looketh on the 
outward appearance, but the Lord looketh 
on the heart." 

I am glad that this is true, for if we should 
be judged from man's standpoint of view, 
how far short would their judgment be from 
that of the divine Creator who knoweth 
every desire of the heart, and who will judge 
a righteous judgment. I do not wish it 
understood that I am free from the above. 
I wish I were; but I am trying by the aid 
and assistance of a kind and heavenly paremt 
to live just as near to the gospel as possible, 
so when that great day comes that Zion shall 
be established in all righteousness, and shall 
be as a pure and mighty nation in the sight 
of God, I can be counted worthy to be among 
that number. 

I know not why my thoughts should run in 
this direction, or why I should attempt to 
put them on paper; but hope I may have 
said something which may be of benefit to 
any who may read them, hoping and praying 
that the time will soon come when we as the 
people of God will become 80 pure and 
united that the world can truly say we are of 
a truth the chosen ones of God. May we be 
as bright shining lights, have our lamps 
trimmed and burning, then when the watch
man cries, ''Lo the bridegroom cometh, go 
ye out to meet him," we shall be ready, 
May our heavenly Father help us in all our 
efforts for good, that Zion may grow and 
prosper, and that all evil may be rooted from 
among his people; then he can bless us, and 
cause his work to flourish, that the honest in 
heart may be gathered into his fold, for truly 
there are many who are seeking after truth 
and light: then we must be prayerful and 
watchful, lest we enter into temptation, for 
truly the evil one is always on the watch, 
seeking to tempt all whom he may, and bin
de:- those who have lUI influence for good in 
the work. Let us be faithful and press on, 
till Christ shall come to claim his own. 

Your sister in Christ, 
B.C.W. 

smaller scales than what I have mentioned, Los ANGELES, Cal., Feb. 21. 
yet it has been for pure love for Christ and Editors Herald:-Our conference just closed 
a desire to help spread the gospel. Then let was among the best we have held in Southern 
us all try to put our little mites together,., California. Peace and harmony prevailed 
and they will mount up gradually, and will and the Saints dispersed renewed in spirits 
make our Bishop and others feel that God's and inspired for better service in the days to 

come. We had with us of the general minis
try Elders G. T. Griffiths, F. M. Sheehy, A. 
C. Barmore, F. B. Blair, D. A. Anderson, R. 
R. Dana, and William Gibson. The local 
priesthood was well represented. Preaching 
by Brn. Barmore, Griffiths, Sheehy, Blair, 
and Williams. The district officials were all 
sustained. Adjourned to meet witt. the 
Newport branch October 5-8, 1900. 

One salutary feature of the conference was 
the session devoted to priesthood, and the re
sult is surely an index of what a priesthood 
council can accomplish. The unanimous 
verdict was tbat it was by far the mo8t suc
cessful session we held. A more perfect un
derstanding and harmony obtained. What a 
grand thing it will be when all of the priest
hood of the church can come together and, 
in the spirit of Christ and Christian forti
tude, deliberate and come to a common un
derstanding on the weighty things of the 
law. 

Ern. Griffiths and Blair left for the East 
on Monday, Bro. Anderson on Tuesday, and 
Bro. Barmore on Wednesday. Bro. Sheehy 
will visit with us until the 5th of March, 
when he will turn his face Zionward. I also 
expect to leave about that time. Bro. Chat
burn left us some weeks ago. His departure 
was hastened on account of the critical con
dition of his mother in Harlan, Iowa. 

It is now about eighteen months since the 
first of the last conference appointees 
reached Soathern California, and we in
stinctively review our experiences, searching 
for progressive evidence. There has been 
some new work done. Several places have 
been reached where the gospel was not pre
viously preached, but no new openings have 
been effected in the sense of holding them. 
This is what I consider new openings: when 
we go in and succeed in getting such a per
manent footing that we bold it. It was our 
hope that we would be enabled to do this at 
several points. We have failed as yet. Bro. 
Harris and I went to San Diego shortly after 
I came to the mission. We were not in a 
condition to follow up the effort, and, 
although hundreds attended our street meet
ings, yet not having the wherewithal to rent 
a hall, the seed was so promiscuously scat
tered that we have no material evidence that 
it has borne fruit. We have never seen the 
"blade of wheat yet." About a year after
wards Bro. Chatburn went there and de
livered a number of sermons, with the same 
results. It will be necessary that some mis
sionary go there and remain indefinitely if 
we wish to obtain the best results. Street 
preaching to be a success must be followed 
up in a building. It is very easy to get big 
crowds on the streets in California, but too 
often it is from curiosity that they listen 
rather than from interest. One finds this 
out when they move from the street to a. 
building. 

Some little preaching has been done at 
Santa Monica, Santa Ana, Riverside, Red
lands, and Cucamonga. The interest has not 
been phenomenal. We have succeded in 
baptizing but few in new territory. Bro. 
Barmore baptized two at Cucamonga; that is 
all that I know of. Most of the baptisms 
have been in the proximity of branches and 
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have comprised those who have been investi
gating for a time or the children of the 
Saints. Of course there are some exceptions. 

I must give due credit to the local workers. 
Had it not been for the tireless work of Bro. 
Jones and his aids at San Bernardino I do 
not think that "we missionaries" would have 
reaped the ha:·vesb that we did there. A 
year ago when I held my long series of meet
ings I baptized seven; Bro. Harris baptized 
some about the same time; Bro. Griffiths 
went there afterward and baptized seven; I 
believe Bro. Chatburn followed and baptized 
nine. These baptisms materialized because 
the seed that was sown by the several mis
sionaries was cared for and nurtured by the 
local force. Again, the Sunday school and 
the Religio have been quite a help along the 
line. Bro. Chatburn has won his way into 
their hearts, as witnessed in the number of 
baptisms among the children of the Saints 
both in Garden Grove and San Bernardino. 
He has not been idle since coming to the 
mission. He has labored in a number of new 
openings, and, though he has not been more 
successful than the rest of his brethren as to 
new converts, still he has the consciousness 
with all others of having done what he 
could. Bro. Barmore spent several months 
at Cucamonga, and though he preached from 
two to six sermons per week, he has not been 
idle otherwise. He busied himself during 
the day picking oranges and succeeded in 
earning enough money to defray his ex
penses to the General Conference. This is 
commendable. 

I would here remark that people are not 
going wild over the simple gospel story in 
California; in fact, the gospel is not so en
ticing as some other things, yet there are 
many honest people here, and if we push the 
work legitimately and build wisely, we shall 
yet live to see a fair ingathering from this 
land of sunshine and sin. The work in Los 
Angeles is on the ascendancy. There has 
been much to overcome and it will require 
patience and fortitude ere perfect success 
will come. There is a noble band of Saints 
here and they are doing what they can to 
pay for their new home. I have been here 
most of the last year, assisting them in the 
erection of their chapel and preaching as 
Oflportunity afforded. The peculiar demands 
of city work seem to warrant the appoint
ment of a regular conference appointee who 
can take charge of the work here. I must 
not forget to mention Bro. Carmichael, our 
district president. Would that we had a 
thousand such men in Southern California; 
staunch and true is he. I have found the 
Saints of the Pacific Slope among the very 
best of all that I have ever associated with in 
gospel service; free-hearted, kind, and consid
erate, whom to know is to love. I shall be 
loth to leave them, and, although I do not 
know where my lot may be cast another year, 
I shall ever remember them for their many, 
many kindnesses to me. 

Bro. Griffiths' methods are so different 
from that of his predecessors that he has al
most effected a revolution along some lines. 
Whether his policy is the best remains to be 
seen. I do think that he should be given 
another year in which to develop his plans. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

From a human standpoint it will be unjust to 
him, likewise the mission, to take him away 
now. Another man could not easily take up 
the work outlined by him and carry it out as 
he has planned. We are just commencing to 
see the results of his methods, and, if they 
continue as they are now,. his policy will 
eventually have to be adopted by all his com
peers in quorum service. Do not understand 
me to say that in every detail his work is 
faultless, for experience has shown me that 
those men who are aggressive, while they 
accomplish much good, sometimes make 
mistakes. But of Bro. Griffiths it can be 
said that, when he errs in any particular, 
and it is shown unto him, no man will en
deavor to undo an error more than he. 

I notice a perceptible growth in Bro. Blair; 
he naturally seems to develop along the 
presiding line. Bro. Anderson is an exem
plary young minister who will be a credit 
anywhere. He has not been privileged to 
hardly witness a "slight skirmish" along the 
missionary line, however, and I hope the 
conference will let him work with some of 
us seventy on the frontier next year. Bro. 
R. R. Dana reports good success in laboring 
with Bro. Keeler in the Santa Marie Valley. 
They have baptized a number, and t)le future 
is encouraging. 

From all reports from the northland Bro. 
Sheehy is in great demand and the New 
England Saints must not be over-clamorous 
for "our Frank." He should be returned to 
California unless the Spirit directs to the 
contrary. 

We are having very dry weather here; the 
rainy season is about over and the grain all 
drying up. A rainy season without any 
rain. How incongruous. 

In looking forward to the General Confer
ence I am assured that we will receive all 
that we are worthy of, and that God will bless 
us to the extent of our capacity to receive. 
Could we ask more? Personally I am not so. 
anxious for an additional revealment as I am 
that God will give us wisdom whereby we 
can understand and be honest enough both to 
ourselves and to God that we will apply the 
law as he has given it to us without any 
spiritualization or peculiar wrestings that 
nullify its applications in the li.ves of men. 

Bro. Ed. Miller's article in the last Hero.ld 
has the right ring to it. You are on the 
right track, Bro. Miller; follow up your 
readings and you will land all right. With 
well wishes to all, 

Yours for Zion's welfare, 
T. W. WILLIAMS. 

CREOLA, Ohio, Feb. 26. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have 

done some preaching in Akron. There is 
quite a number interested there, Bro. A. H. 
Parsons having baptized some. I came here 
a short time ago and have done some baptiz
ing here. Bro. Moler came and baptized 
two, and we have nine new converts here 
now, and we are expecting some more before 
long. Of course the Saints are rejoicing here 
now, and so they ought, especially Sr. Mona
ghan who has for the past six or eight years had 
a good deal of persecution from her husband, 
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and now through the prayers of the Saints he 
has been moved upon to confess before a large 
audience that he bas done wrong and asked 
the forgiveness of all whom he had wronged, 
and is now baptized and confirmed a member 
of the body he once hated or persecuted. He 
used to belong to the Catholic faith and was 
very bitter against our people; would not 
speak to the elders, and I was the first mis
sionary he ever spoke to, now he speaks and 
is certainly a changed man. 

The work of the Masteris advancing slowly 
all over, wherever the gospel is preached. 
May it spread till earth's remotest nations 
have learned Messiah's name. I am feeling 
well in the work and my prayer is that suc
cess may attend it everywhere. 

In bonds, 
FRANCIS C. SMITH. 

BEVIER, Mo., Feb. 25. 
Editors Herald:-The district conference 

held at San Francisco, February 9-11, was 
one that will be remembered for many days 
to come by those in attendance. The spirit 
of peace and good will predominated through
out all the sessions. The preaching and so
cial meet.ings were of a high order. There 
was quite a noticeable improvement along 
spiritual lines. 

The work is growing in the Northern dis
trict and we think on a solid basis. There 
has been quite a revival in most of the 
branches. The officers are striving faith
fully to perform the duties enjoined upon 
them by the law. · 

Our new church edifice at Oakland was 
about completed. It will be a great help to 
the work in that city, as they will have a 
place where they can meet permanently and 
bave a series of sermons occasionally, which 
privilege they have been deprived of in the 
years gone by. Bro. Blair has rendered 
good service in that locality. He is held in 
high esteem by the Saints there, and all beg 
for his return to that mission for the coming 
year. He was also elected president of the 
Northern California district, and we con· 
gratulate the Saints on their wise and good 
selection. 

Bro. Parkin, the former president, was 
faithfu-l to the trust imposed in him and did 
all he could do in his circumstances. He is 
engaged in the mercantile business. He is 
president of the San Francisco branch and is 
Bishop's agent, hence it was that he had 
more on his hands than he could attend to. 
Bro. Parkin is one of that kind of men that 
never says "No," or "I can't," but does all 
within his power in the interest of the latter
day work. I wish all of our local men in the 
various branches were as willing to magnify 
their calling as is this brother. 

Our young brother, A. B. Phillips, has 
proven himself to be a workman indeed, as 
he has devoted his entire time to opening up 
new places, and has done an excellent work, 
and ought to be returned to the coast by all 
means. 

Bro. Sheehy is in demand and should be 
continued in that mission, for he has made 
many friends to himselCand the church and 
is familiar with the mission. 
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Brn. Keeler and Dana have been laboring 
for some time in the extreme part of the 
Central district and have baptizJd about fif
teen or twenty of late, with great prospects 
of a large ingathering, provided the neces
sary efforts are continued. 

On the 16th the Southern district confer
ence convened at Loa Angeles and continued 
over the 18th. This conference was pro
nounced one of the best ever held in the diR
trict for many years. Truly the Spirit of 
God was present in great, power, to the 
cheering and comforting of all there. Bro. 
Carmichael, president of the district, Bro. 
Van Fleet, Gibson, Dana, Jones, Sheehy, 
Barmore, Blair, Anderson, Wixom, Bema
way, and Salter, with many others of the 
local brethren, were in attendance. All 
seemed happy and joyful in the service of the 
Lord. 

Bro. Blair and I left for Los Angeles on 
Monday morning for San Bernardino; called 
on Sr. Dameron, who for some time had been 
at the point of death. We are glad to note 
that she was much improved when we left. 
She seemed to be on the road to recovery. 
·on the 3:37 train we started for the East by 
·the Southern route, passing through Arizona, 
New Mexico, .Texas, Indian Territory, and 
Oklahoma. We were forced to lie over all 
night at El Paso. Bro. Fred and I crossed 
over to Mexico. A short time there sufficed 
our curiosity. We were from Monday morn
ing early to Saturday getting through. 
Were in one wreck on the Texas Pacific, 
where an express train ran into ours and 
damaged both engines and several cars. 
Fortunately, no one was killed. However, 
we were jolted considerably in the crash and 
were delayed twelve houra. The next night 
we encountered a wreck on the Rock Island 
road. A freight train ran into an open switch 
and killed the poor fireman and nearly killed 
two or three others. It delayed our train 
several hours. 

time have known him to be one of our mo.~t 
faithful members, as all will testify who are 
acquainted with him. He has a wife and 
three childrel'l who need his support. 

I desire to express my grt>.titude and teoder 
my thanks to '~he Saints of the Pacific cos~st 
mission for the kind tregtm•3nt I received 
during my sojourn among them. I was also 
greatly supported by the brethren in my 
endeavors to regulate and set in order the 
affairs of the mission. The traveling minis
try and the writer have worked together in 
harmony and I have felt and do feel pt·oud of 
the men that were associated with me in 
gospel work during the last two years. All 
have endeavored to acq \lit themselves as 
ministers of Christ, and it was the earnest 
wish and desire of the Saints and officers 
there that the faithful workers be returned 
to the mission the coming spring. 

I wish to tender special thanks to Bro. and 
Sr. Anthony with whom we made our home 
or headquarters in San Francisco. Sr. 
Anthony is well known to the traveling min
istry, who have visited that city, for her 
kind hospitality. Her son G9orge and wife 
are also very considerate of i;he needs of the 
traveling ministry, as also were Bro. Parkin 
and wife, Bro. Kaighin and wife., Bro. and 
Sr .. .Knight and Saxe, and many others of the 
Saints there. 

Praying our heavenly Father to bless the 
Saints in all the world, I remain, 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS. 

P. S.-Sr. Price, of Oakland, has been very 
ill for some weeks, but was some better 
when we left San Fcancisco. We sincerely 
hope the Lord wili spare her life. She has 
done considerable for the Lord's work in the 
past, and we feel confident she will continue 
to labor in the interest of the cause of Christ 
that she so dearly loves if she is restored to 
health. G. T. G. 

I got word that my aged mother was in a CLEVELAND, Iowa, Feb. 26. 

been a big change for the better. There has 
been considerable building going on in Lucas 
during the l!tst summer and fall. There is a 
good prospect for the future of this place. 
Bro. John Luke is the pit foreman. The 
Saints are mostly active and hopeful. 

E. B. MORGAN. 

DELOIT, Iowa, March 1. 
Editors Iiemld:-The ever-changing month 

of March finds me in Sac City, Iowa, conduct
ing illustrated lectures, in a pleasant hall, on 
the authenticity of the Book of Mormon, 
prophetic mission of Joseph Smith, and 
origin of the Latter Day Saints' Church. 
The city papers kindly gave me publicity 
and I have spoken to full houses with liberty 
and power. The few Saints here are rejoic
ing, and the preacher is trying to remain 
humble and prayerful so the Lord can make 
better use of him in presenting the great 
tl'uths of heaven. 

A so-called Christian preacher and others 
have been making some very untruthful, 
hence unkind assertions in this city about 
the latter-day work of late. Nearing the 
close of my lectu!'e last night I was led to 
make a stirring speech in favor of the divine 
calling and prophetic mission of Joseph 
Smith, which I did with power, during which 
time I told the people I would reward the 
man with five hundred dollars who could,and 
would prove that Joseph Smith the Seer ever 
taught, practiced, or sanctioned polygamy; 
that the offer was good to any man in Sac 
City, America, Europe, or on the islands of 
the sea. I tell you, Mr. Editor, that breath
less silence reigned in the hall while all eyes 
were fixed upon me. If the Brighamites 
wish to accept this offer and hold the investi
gation in their tabernacle in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, the offer will hold good for one year. 
Why not B. H. Roberts accept this offer? 
Echo answers, Why not? 

CHARLES J. lliJNT. 

very precarious condition, hence I came here Editors Herald:-It may be of interest to SAND POINT, Idaho, Feb. 23. 
to see her. She is past her eighty-first mile- some to know of this place's progress. 'rhere Editors Herald:-- I have not been idle if I 
stone and seems to be better since my arrival, are about one hundred and twcmty-five have not ''much push." I believe I was at 
and it looks as though the Lord is going to houses, all occupied. Quite a number walk Orting when I la~t addressed you. From 
spare her to us for a while at least. I shall from Lucas to work here. There are bet.ween there I worked my way back into Eastern 
spena about a week here and a few days at forty and fifty Saints living here. We have Oregon. I made a short trip to the western 
Brookfield, this State. Thence wend my way applied to the authorities for a branch or- part of that State, where I had some inter
to Lamoni to meet with tbe quorum on the ganization. Lucas being two and one half est.ing meetings, the largest our people have 
15th of next month. miles away makes it too far for us to meet had for years, so I was told. 

The weather is real cold and has quite an with them. We have about sixty Sunday I returned to Condon, Oregon, driving 
effect on me on account of being in a warm school scholars. We have selected and got there January 21, and commenced a series of 
climate for the past year. possession of a beautift1l site for a church meetings in the Saints' new church, in con-

The smallpox is raging in this town and 

1

. building. We have over one hundred dol- nection with Bro. A. B. Moore, whom I 
surrounding country, and in consequence the lars subscribed and fourteen one-dollar-per- found to be a congenial colaborer. We held 
churches have been closed, hence I am rest- month subscribers. forth for three weeks and baptized three, 
ing up to-day. We expect to cpllect considerable money and left others interested, and hope in time 

Our young brother, John vV. Morgan, who almost right away, and then building will to hear of them accepting the truth. Brn. 
is known to a good many of the Saints, met commence. As there are so many here from Moore and Good win are able to keep the 
with an accident one day last week in the Keb, Iowa, that contributed so largely to the camp fires burning and will if not hindered. 
mines. A large piece of rock and slate fell church built there, and as the prospects are I came to this place by invitation of Mr. 
on him, crushing him very badly. He is still that Ksb won't last long-, it was thought ad- Cyrus Turnbull. His wife is a member and 
living and seems to be gaining some, but is visable that the Keb church be brought here he ou,g-ht to be, for I think he is a noble, 
in a. bad condition yet. We sincerely hope and rebuilt with some improvements; but good man. He sent me the means to bring 
that the Lord will spat•e him to his family there are some that object to it being me here, and I am speaking nightly. Have 
and the church, as he would be greatly moved. held three meetings to date. Bro. Holt was 
missed by the Saints. I have known him for Lucas has a coal shaft sunk and operated I here a ye~J"r ago, and with what he and an· 
about twenty-three years, and in all that by the Big Hill Coal Company. There has , other minister did is all the preaching that 
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has been done. We have three members 
here, and I hope that we mP.y have more in 
the near future. We go to church with 
sleigh or sled. I am this far on my road to 
the General . Conference, which I hope to 
reach in time to meet with my quorum, 
April 3, as requested by its president. 

The people here give me a good hearing, 
full house each night. While the house is 
small, I would rather have a small bouse 
well filled with interested listeners than a 
large house with a few. I shall continue as 
wisdom may direct. 

Yours in hope of eternal life, 
D. L. HARRIS. 

AMBOY, Ill., Feb. 28. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. A. J. Keck and I 

have. been holding meetings at the Ford 
schoolhouse, thia (Lee) county. Stormy 
weather and the long distance to go made 
our attendance small. The few scattered 
Saints there have done nobly, keeping up 
their Sunday school and Religio constantly. 
But Ern. John Moose and Lester Wildermuth, 
with their families, have moved away to 
Wisconsin, leaving only Ern. Riel Brunson 
and M. D. Brunson with their families to 
continue the work. 

We are now visiting some of the scattered 
Saints in and around Amboy. Expect to 
stop at Walton for a few days, and then go on 
to Watertown, working our way towards 
General Conference. 

Yours in the work, 
H. E. MOLER. 

WIRT, Ind., Feb. 23. 
Editors Herald:-I have been waiting and 

watching to see something in Herald rela
tive to the debate held at Borden, Indiana, 
January 9-13, between Bro. S. W. L. Scott, 
and E. G. Denney of the Christian Church. 
I was informed that some one was authorized 
to take notes and report the debate, hence I 
have been loath to make any report what
ever; but I consider the discussion of too 
much importance to say nothing. 

Surely it was a grand victory for us from 
first to last. Much interest was manifested 
during the sessions, seemingly by all, even 
by Denney and his associates. While they 
were loath to see the cause they claim to so 
much love suffering loss in the estimation of 
that vast crowd of people, yet we verily be
lieve they heard and learned much that will 
be hard to absent from their minds. We 
hope a saying of Jesus will come to their 
minds, ''If ye loye me, keep my command
ments, and I will pray the Father and 
he shall give you another Comforter." "He 
shall teach you all things, and bring all 
things to your remembrance."-John 14: 15, 
16-26. 

The arguments of Rev. Denney, though 
pains had been taken to arrange them in 
form and numbers, melted away, under the 
inspiration of the great Creator of heaven 
and earth manifested in the efforts of Bro. 
Scott, like the autumn frost before the bril
liant sun. To state it in a mild form, Bro. 
Scott was richly endued with inspiration all 
the while, more especially when refuting his 

opponent's theory. It mattered not, what 
position Denney took, Bro. Scott was right 
after him, and successfully. Denney stated 
he had held twenty-three or twenty-four de
bates. If he never before was· whipped, so 
far as argument is concerned, he surely got 
it this time. And the writer firmly belieV!CJS 
he :wd his coadjutors well knew it. 

We were glad to know, however, that Bro. 
Denney is a fair man, comparatively, in de
bate, and we hope he now knows it is hard to 
contend against the pinvm· of God. 

As a summary in conclusion; we say we be
lieve the debate to be of great importance to 
Southern Indiana, .more especially to the 
people of Borden. and vicinity. Great inter: 
est was manifest, throughout by those in 
attendance. Immense crowds assembled, 
every nook and corner being filled, with 
standing room at a premium one hour. before 
time of beginning. During the last session 
the house was so jammed by six o'clock that 
entrance by the door was impossible. Bro. 
Scott, the chairman, Bro. Brig·gs, and others 
were admitted through a window near the 
speaker's stand; an estimate of seven hundred 
people present. 

ter, break the broomstick, and kick the little 
Michigan boy out at the back door; but con
trariwise the Michigan boy stood like a 
stone wall, meeting the arguments of his op
ponent in such a manner as to impress upon 
the minds of his auditors that his opponent's 
arg-uments were farfetched and strictly found 
wanting in every sense of the term. Bro. 
Denney was not blind in this regard either, 
but had the courage to stem the tide as best 
he could to the end. We admire his courage, 
but think his judgment is of minor import. 
Notwithstanding his number of debates, we 
presume he has not often been met with such 
forceful arguments as at this time. 

Your brother, 
WILLIAM C. MARSHALL. 

PERRY, Iowa, March 1. 
EditoTs Herald:-I desire to say to the 

Saints and friends of the D0s Moines district, 
that I am again at home, and as soon as I can 
move my family to another part of town will 
be out again doing service for our God. 

I left home on the 1st of January and re
turned the 24th of February; cause of so 
doing was poor health; and am glad to say 
that, although my stay was short, I have 
been bcnefi ted beyond expectation. 

And this proffered opportunity of a season 
of rest and recuperation was the kindness of 

every ten would have been in favor of Bro. my home branch with the assistance of our 
Scott; judging from expressions of counte- dear Saints in the district, to whom I desire 
nance and their earnest at.tention and great to express my heartfelt thanks anJ gratitude; 
quietude while Bro. Scott was speaking; also 80 I also request a continuation of your 
from general remarks of the passers by be- · b h lf t'nat I 0 11·w as to 

The best of order prevailed, interrupted 
only by applause for Bro. Sco'"t. We are 
very sanguine that if a voice of the people 
could have been had at the close nine of 

. . . prayers m my e a , , mays •e 
twee~ s:sswns. Not~lth.standmg the bad I be of service to the church and to the Des 
roads, pvople c~me for mlles, and seemed to Moines district, whom I am now trying to 
get value rece1 ved. We were made to 're- · k 8 b t d d t 

0 . . . serve m my wea nes , u epen en up n 
JOICe and pra1se God from whom all blessings H' 
fl S l th l . . t• d !S arm. 

ow. .ure.y . e peo~ e saw lnsplra wn an I see in the gathering agitation a spirit of 
noninspu.atwn m con.r~st.. unrest and perplexity which I fear will be 

We thmk much p.reJudwe :vas removed. the millstone for many a poor soul. May the 
A bett~r understandw.g of th1s great work ·I Sp. irit of inspiration b. e diligently sought 
:vas haa, many expressmg themselves as be- after that the law already given may be fully 
wg. very much pleased, a,nd they w~re ve? comprehended and the church be all God 
anxwus to have Bro. Scott coutmue h1s . t d d I b< ds 1n en e . n on , 
efforts there. They agreed to obtain use of J. w. MORGAN. 
the city hall and bes,r all expenses. We 
were very sorry Bro. Scott could not remain 
with them. Perhaps much would have been 
accomplished for good, for surely they think 
he is a little David with the sling in his 
hand, going forth to fight the giant Goliath; 
even Bro. Denney so thought. 

At first he rather made light of the I~fichi
gan man. Doubtless his mind was chang'ed 
ere the close of debate. In response to 
Denney's request for a miracle, Bro. Scott 
agreed to perform the miracle if Denney 
would just state to that vast congregation 
that he was a wicked and an adulterous man. 
The miracle was not performed, neither did 
Denney ask for any more signs. 

Bro. Scott informed the congregation that 
Bro. Denney reminded him of a great scuttle 
fish that would get into shallow water, slap 
and flutter, dash back and forth, endeavoring 
to make other fish think he was a Jonah's 
whale, and when the water became muddy 
he would lurk away in the muddy stream and 
seek a hiding place. 

One might think from Bro. Denney's bom
bast and storm that he would clean the clat-

Mothers' Horns Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

HKeep on praying-
God's love and power 
In darkest hour 
Of deep des pair 
Respond to prayer. 

WHAT CHEER, Iowa. 
Dear Sisters:-I for one love the letters in 

the Mothers' Home Column, and also of our 
brothers who are out in the field laboring for 
the Master, often meeting trials and persecu
tion, and leaving their families at home. We 
all know that must be sad; but the Lord 
says, "Great shall be their reward." So we 
will cheerfully say, "Go on brothers, and by 
our prayers will try and uphold you, and also 
ask the Lord to bless the dear ones you leave 
behind." This is a glorious work, and we all 
should be interested in it. To express some 
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of my thou~;hts I will repeat a few words of 
a song 

0, my Redeemer, how can I be silent, 
When joyful hosanna from millions above. 

Ever repeating that same glad story, 
Of Jesus and his wonderful love. 

So it is hard for me to keep silent. I feel 
as though I owe a great deal to the Home 
Column for the aid and assistance I have re
ceived from it. We mothers know how to 
sympathize with each other. Write often, 
St·. Almira, I love to read your let.ters. 
Your article, "Why not," was grand. I have 
been thinking of writing on the subject, 
When to and when not to marry. It is a 
most important question, but nearly every 
one has a different way of thinking. I think 
parents should be very watchful over their 
children, especially between fifteen and 
twenty-five years of age. It is during this 
time they sow the most wild oats. Wild oats 
are sometimes sowed with laughter and 
reaped with tears. We should teach our 
children to be everything that is good, and to 
trust in their heavenly Father, and always 
take him for their guide. If young- girls 
would put off marrying until they were about 
twenty-five years old, get a good education, 
learn music, housekeeping and cooking, and 
fit themselves for all the duties of a faithful 
wife, would it not be a wiser plan than mar
rying younger? How often we see young 
girls married at sixteen, seventeen, or eight
een years of age. In perhaps a year they be
come mothers, and then how their young 
minds are worried. Baby to care for, house
work to do, often tired and perplexed and their 
husbands will say many a discouraging word 
to the young wife, not forgetting to tell her 
what a clean house his mother keeps. How 
often I have seen young mothers do their 
work with their baby in their arms so as to 
have meals ready and keep their husbands 
from scolding. 

Mothers, don't rush your girls into long 
dresses. Keep them girls as long as you can. 
From ten to fifteen years old is when a girl 
loves her doll best, and I think we should 
encourage them and show th8m how to cut 
and make their doll clothes neatly, teach 
them to have a time for everything, a place 
for everything, and everything in its place, 
and by the time they keep up their music 
and other lessons, they will have plenty to do 
until they are about twenty-five. '.rhen kneel 
down and ask the heavenly Parent to send 
them a good husband. Don't you think then 
they would be better able to act as wife and 
mother? 

And again, mothers, while we are teaching 
our girls how to be good wives and mothers, 
let us not forget our noble boys, but try and 
give our boys as good instruction as we do 
our girls. I believe in treating them both 
alike. Boys should be taught to respect the 
girls, and also when they become young men 
they should respect young ladies. And we 
should tell them to speak gently of other 
boys' sisters, because they would not like 
other boys to speak roughly of their sisters. 

But my advice to young men would be, 
study hard, learn a profession or a trade of 
some kind, something that you can make a 
living at. Purchase a neat little home, such 
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as your circumstances will permit, then kneel 
down to the Father who knows all things, 
and I am sure you will be directed to one that 
you will enjoy a lifetime happiness with. I 
would advise young men to take time; not 
marry in haste and repent at leisure. At 
thirty would be a suitable time for young 
men to marry. Then they would know bet
ter how to support a family, and how to meet 

for it is earnestly desired that every local 
society shall be heard from. 
· Locals are still reminded that all losses or 

gains, and names of members of societies or
ganized since 1897, should be reported before 
April 1, in order that the record may be 
made as complete as possible, that the secre
tary may be able to make a correct report. 
Send all reports to the recording secretary, 
at Lamoni, Iowa. the many demands of the home. If they 

marry when they are so young, they can'~ 
know how much it takes to keep up expenses 2t 
after they are married. Of course marriage 

MRS. M. E. HULMES, Pres. 
MRS. C. B. STEBBINS, Recording Sec. 

is ordained of God; but I think we should use 
wisdom, and realize what we are entering 
into; and remember that it is for life, and 
that we should be very careful and prayerful. 

We cannot be too careful in giving advice 
to our young people. Just one more thought. 
I would like to mention in regard to young 
people flirting. That is a young lady going 
first with this and then with that boy. We 
as Saints should come up higher than to let 
our daughter do that. We should teach 
them to be very modest, and never sit up 
with their gentleman friend later than ten 
o'clock, as it is hard on their health, and a 
young man should also be taught by his 
parents that at ten he should be in his bed. 
I imagine I hear some of our young people 
say, "0, she is an old fad;" but never mind, I 
was young once, and now I can see sorr:e 
wonderful mistakes I made. So I would like 
to help others to stay in the good path. 

From a well wishing sister and mother, 
MRS. R. J. ROWLEY. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

BEVIER, Mo., March 1. 
Dear Sisters:-I write this afternoon asking 

you to pray for our brother, John W. Mor
gan, who was dangerously injured in the 
mines while working for the bread that per
isheth. We feel it is only by the power of 
God that he will recover, and we ask that if 
it be his will that our brother may be re
stored to health and strength again, and live 
to perform the labors that are set. apart for 
him, and that he may be able to care for 
those who are dependent upon him, that 
faith may be increased and we be able to 
give the glory and honor to the great physi-
cian. Your sister in the one faith, 

MRS. A. G. YOUNG. 

PROGRAM FOR MARCH MEETING OF DAUGH
TERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, Saints' Harp 715. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, 1 Corinthians, chapter 13. 
Discussion of select reading in Home Column. 
Roll call. Business. Closing hymn, Saints' 
Harp 311. DismiRsal prayer. 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
Local societi.es are urgently requested to 

report concerning their work and their pres
ent condition, that the reports may be pre
sented at the general meeting of the 
Daughters of Zion to be held during the 
session of General Conference. Let none fail 
to respond because of having little to report, 

FIRST REALLY GOOD WAR POEM. 

Out of the multitude of indifferent poems 
which have come from factory and study 
since the first gun was fired in the Boer
British war, the following, which appears in 
the Pall Mall Gazette, has merit beyond its 
mere meter. 
Long since our men went forth, superb and 

glistening, 
Flushed with the fierce expectancy of fight; 

But on us women of England, waiting, listen-
ing,, 

Dreaming alone at night-
0 Lord, have mercy! 

They revel high, to war's grim banquet bid
den, 

To the dregs they drain life's cup, but we 
sit here, 

Silent, obscure, in cloudy shadows hidden, 
Tortured with hope and fear-

0 Lord, have mercy! 

The little feet that once with sweet caressing 
The mother fondled, feet of her only son, 

Through what red sea of slaughter are they 
pressing 

Beneath an alien sun? 
0 Lord, have mercy! 

In night illumed alone by the scarlet luster 
That lights the valley of death from while 

to while, 
We hear the winds of winter rage and blus

ter 
Around our lonely isle-

0 Lord, have mercy! 

On us, who grudge not that which we are 
giving, 

Flesh of our flesh, life of our very life, 
Thou, who art Lord both of the dead and liv

ing, 
On mother, daughter, wife-

0 Lord, have mercy! 

8undau 8Bhool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE DELEGATE SYSTEM AND DELEGATE 
INSTRUCTION. 

By the delegate system is the only prac
tical way for an association to do business, if 
not the only possible way. It would be ex
tremely impracticable for distant districts 
to be as extensively represented as nearer 
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ones. Distance and the consequent expense 
in travel, debars many who otherwise would 
attend. If all were allowed to vote, the con
vention would become large and unwieldy; 
and a resolution passed by a majority of those 
present would often be the expression of but 
one school or branch. We have seen con
ventions where large schools were repre
sented by a single person, and the local 
school had a majority of the entire conven
tion. One branch or school might do the 
business for the whole district, and might 
repeatedly locate the convention in their 
midst, and thereby remain in power. 

With the delegate system in use, this mis
use of power is not possible. The one repre
sentative can cast the full vote to which his 
district is entitled, and thus in a measure 
complete justice is done. 

Now that the General Convention is fast 
approaching, stop and think a moment. Who 
are you going to appoint delegates? Just 
anyone that happens to be going? I hope 
not. It would be a neglect of duty if you did 
your work in any such a slipshod way. It is 
very certain that not all good Latter Day 
Saints make good Sunday school delegates. 
Would you delegate a farmer to a medical 
convention? A lawyer to a merchants' asso
ciation? Or a merchant to a poultry grow
ers' association? No; because it is out of 
their line. No; the farmer knows nothing 
of "materia medic.a." The lawyer is not fa
miliar with the various ways of making 
goods attractive; or of exactly supplying 
your trade. What does the mechanic know 
of many diseases or parasites of the poultry 
yard, or of dressing birds for market? Yes, 
we remark, it is out of the lines of work in 
which they are proficient, and their counsel 
would be worthless for that reason. Then 
will you send those who are not active in 
Sunday school work to speak for you? to 
vote for you? Can you expect them to be 
proficient in the Sunday school line, and not 
be connected therewith? 

When you appoint your delegates, in no 
case should you appoint one wl:>o is not in 
sympathy with the work. And they should 
be in close touch with it. 

Another important question now is, "Is it 
right to instruct delegates?" Many persons 
have been grieved because they were obliged 
to vote against their personal convictions, 
being on an instructed delegation. Again; 
persons go instructed, possibly with their 
own sanction, and after listening to the dis
cussion, their opinions change. They would 
change their votes, but cannot. Is it wise to 
instruct delegates? 

On the other hand, a school wishes to 
place its vote a certain way. It may be that 
it has considered the question well; but their 
only delegate wuuld vote against them should 
he go uninstructed. What are they to do? 
Allow him to go and cast their own vote 
against them? No, certainly not. Instruct 
the delegate how to vote, and he is in honor 
bound to cast his vote accordingly. If the 
delegate does not care to abide instruction, 
let him decline the appointment. 

We think best, however, to avoid instruct
ing delegates at all, except on questions 

TRE SAINTS' HERALD, 
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where a principle is not involved. We be
lieve better results will follow if delegates be 
left free to vote as convinced in the delibera
tions. But be it wise or otherwise, it is a 
right which all bodies have to instruct their 
delegates, when they so elect, and the dele
gates are in honor bound to vote accordingly. 

Select for your representatives earnest, 
zealous, spiritual minded, and active Sunday 
School workers. Send with them your 
prayers and support, and God will bless the 
whole Sunday School Association. 

A DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT. 

SEEING DEFECTS. 
Seeing flaws is a good business, or a bad 

business, according to your purpose in ob
serving. An inspector of machinery, or a 
corrector of faults, does well to note defects 
in order to supply what is lacking. But a 
man who is trying to get the most power he 
can, safely, out of a machine as it stands, or 
who would profit . by the best words of a 
speaker or writer, had better not trouble 
himself over what is lacking. It is enough 
for him to recognize and use what there is. 
The average fault-finder gets no good him
self, and does no good to anybody else. The 
lowest grade of intellect commonly shows 
itself in the power to see obvious defects. 
The hig-hest grade evidences itself in finding 
something worth seeing where the ,average 
man would miss it.-Sunday School Times. 

IT is reported that a boy gave this answer 
in geography: ·"The interior of Africa is 
principally used for purposes of exploration." 
With some persons the life of Christ is prin
cipally used as a subject for speculation. 
Beware of this error. 

THE only way to make a Sunday school a 
success is to make each class a success; to 
make the class a success, the Jesson must be 
made a success; to make the lesson a success, 
the teacher must make intelligent and 
prayerful preparation. 

ONE of the first rules of teaching-never 
tell a child what you can make the child tell 
you - should be practiced in the Sunday 
school. To find what you want gives the' 
child the joy of discovery. 

-------~·-.-+--------

nonfBfBll~B Mintl1B8. 
FREMONT. 

Conference convened at Hamburg, Iowa, 
February ]0. Brn. H. Kemp and T. A. Hou
gas were elected to preside; Charles Fry 
secretary. Branches reporting: Thurman, 
Keystone, Shenandoah, Henderson, Tabor, 
Hamburg, Glenwood, Riverton. Ministerial 
report,s: Elders A. Badham, G. F. Walling, 
J. Comstock, F. Becksted, G. W. Needham, 
W. Schick, J. B. Cline, J. V. Roberts, A. T. 
Mortimore, W. W. Gaylord, N. Mortimore, 
M. W. Gaylord, H. Kemp, T. A. Hougas, G. 
Kemp, I. M. Smith, J. Claiborne. Priests 
L. C. Donaldson, F. G. Dungee, A. J. Davi.d
stJn, C. Fry, F. Goode, C. C. Case, Joseph 
Roberts, J. B. Lentz; Teachers .Jos;eph 
Goode, C. M. Roberts, S. Dyke, E. S. Wil
cox; Deacons L. White, E. F. Wilcox, S. S. 
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Clark. Reports show a total of 217 sermons. 
Verbal reports of each branch were given; 
all reporting the work in a prosperous con
dition. Elder D. Hougas elected president 
and Charles Fry secretary .. Bishop's agent, 
William Leeka, was sustained, as also our 
missionaries and other church authorities. 
Delegates to General Conference: Henry 
Kemp, George Kemp, Anna Kemp, W. W. 
Gaylord, M. W. Gaylord, Philinda Gaylord, 
T. A. Hougas, Emma Houi!'as, D. Hougas, 
Mary E. Hougas, Mary E Pace, A. J. David· 
son, William Leeka, C. Fry, A. Badham, J. 
Comstock, Ora Becksted, Pocli Vanderpool, 
I. M. Smith. Bro. I. M. Smith was granted 
a few minutes in which to read a deed to the 
Saints' chapel at Ham burg, in order to cor
rect some misunderstanding i.n regard to it. 
Missions were appointed: Bartlett, A. J. 
Davidson, W. W. Gaylord; Glenwood, G. F. 
Walling; Shenandoah, J. B. Cline, J. V. 
Roberts, E. S. Wilcox; Stennett, G. W. 
Needham; McPaul, J. C. Moore, L. D. Fred
erickson; Hastings, A. Badham. C. Jhy was 
sustained as a district appointee to labor as 
circumstances permit, under direction of dis
trict president and missionary in charge. A 
communication from Shenandoah recom
mending the ordination of Brn. E. S. Wilcox 
and J. F. Redfield to the office of elder was 
read and adopted by unanimous vote, and 
missionary in charge, H Kemp, appointed 
to provide for same. Some remarks were 
made by the chairman regarding the future 
ministerial work of C. Fry. It was thought 
that the district should recommend him to 
the Quorum of Twelve. By motion T. A. 
Hougas was appointed a committee to write 
said recommendation and present to confer
ence. Moved that we petition the Quorum 
of Twelve to return Brn. H. Kemp and I. M. 
Smith to their present field of labor; carried. 
The matter of collecting means to send our 
missionaries to General Conference was to be 
presented to branch presidents, with the re
quest that such means be collected. Evening 
service in charge of T. A. Hougas; preach
ing by Charles Fry. Sunday school in charge 
of local superintendent, Sr. Ora Becksted. 
At 11 a. m. preaching by I. M. Smith. The 
afternoon social service in charge of H. 
Kemp and M. W. Gaylord, in which a profit
able time was had; the visiting Saints from 
Nebraska City taking an active part. At 
the close Bro. E. S. Wilcox was ordained an 
elder, and by vote ordered to be given ali
cense. It was also moved that Bro. Joseph 
Roberts be granted a priest's li.cense. T. A. 
Hougas, committee on recommendation re
ported, .and the recommendation adopted as 
the voice of the conference. Evening serv
ice was in charge of A. J. Davidson, sermon 
by H. Kemp. Adjourned to Henderson, &t 
call of district president. 

PITTSBURG. 
Conference convened at, Pittsburg, Penn

sylvania, February 24; J. F. McDowell and 
James Craig presiding, E. E. Omohundro and 
T. S. Hadfield secretaries. Branch reports: 
Pittsburg 163; removed 13. Wheeling 159; 
baptized 3. Fayette City 61; baptized 4, gain 
by letter 8. Beaver Falls l:'l. Fairview; no 
report. Banning 20: no change. Ministry 
reporting: J. F. McDowell, James Craig 
baptized 5, C. E. Miller, 0. J. Tary, W. H. 
Forbes, Joseph Maxon, Jacob Reese, W. E. 
Rush, L. A. Serig, T. D. Gaskill, E. H. 
'Thomas, H. L. Benner, T. S. HadfiJld, Jo
seph Ebeling, L. Heilman. Elder Jacob 
Reese wss authorized to labor in Beaver 
Falls and vicinity, by direction of district au
thorities. Resolved that inasmuch as the 
General Conference, in session in 1886, 
adopted a resolution to the effect that no one 
be ordained to the office of an elder in organ
ized districts without the consent of the dis~ 
trict or conference be obtained, or the 
consent of the missionary in charge; there
fore be -it resolved, that this district hold 
itself in harmony with said action. Re· 
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l!!olved, that we hereby petition General Con· totals: Boomer 31; no change. Council they have the general oversight of the 
ference to more clearly define the law in Bluffs 260; loss L Crescent 160; ga,in 5. church, we therefore recommend that the 
regard to those members who continually Fontanelle 40; gain 2. Hazel Dtlll 69; loss 3. matter be referred to said Presidency. Be-
absent themselves from church services, and North Star 104; no change. Wheeler's was adopted. A petition from Northern 
who never ca.rry out their to so at- Grove 80; loss 8. Net lo;,s for the quar•te;• 5, district was read, asking that we 
tend when being labored by the baptisms 7, deaths 2. Priesthood reporting: consent to the changing the boundary lines 
officers. What course should the Wl'itten, Elders D. R Chambers. Robert Me- of the districts, with a view of having two 
pursue in such cases, in view of the command Kenzie, Henry Kemp, Isaac M. Smith, D. K. districts in the State instead of three, as at 
that "he shall see that the church meet to-~ Dodson, Senterlow Butler, M. W. Culbertson, I present. The following resolution obtained: 
gether often," and "that thou J. S. Strain, D. Pm·ish; Priests L. G. Wood, Resolved, that it is the sense of this body 
thyself moee fully unspotted from M. F. Elswick, S. J. Roberts; Veebal re- t.hat 1;he boundary lines of the districts should 
thou shalt go to the house of and offer 1

l ports, Elders C. A. Beebe, Alex. Ltles, I. 1 not be changed at this time. L Gamet was 
u. p thy sacraments upon my holy d. ay'.' I Car·lile, Jr., Josbua Ca,rlile, J.P. Carlile, S.l sustained president aod agent, W. M. Rume.l 
(D. C. 59: 2). Hesolved, that we express our F. Cu,;hmau. Priests Samuel John secr,;tary. James Cafl'all, W. W. Wbiting,-
hope that the Ensign, a church publication, I Evans, C. C. Larson, P. M. Hansen. E Downey, and Sr. May Duwney were ap-
be so sustained by the membership that it ers P. T. Auderson, H. M. Liles, A. E. pointed delegates to General Conference. It 
will not be necessary for the paper to accept I Madison. On motion the president and was resolved that each hranch appoint a per
pat,ent medicine ad vertisement.s that are RO secretary of the conference were ordered to son who shall look after the collecting the 
worded that they grate on the feelings of I issue licenses to priests and teachers lately tent fund, as provided for in the rule adopted 
those reading tbem. Biohop's ag-ent's re- ordained in branches and reported to th8 two ago. Preaching by James C<:dl'all 
port: Total $679 37; expenses conference. J. P. Carlile, the Bishop's aud M. R.umel. Adjuurned to Clearwater; 
$674 39; balance on $.4 98. Delegates to 

1 

agent, reported for six months as follows: time to be stated by the president and secre-
General Conference: J. F, McDowell, Jacob On band last report $502.15; collected since tary. 
Reese, Louis SeriR, Srs. M. Brewster, Joseph I $729 41: total $1,231 56; paid to poor $9; min-
Ebelln~r, and R. Hughes. The presidency / istry $119; to Bbhop E. L, Kelley $l.Oii0: 
and secretary were sustained. Eider James total disbursed $1,176: balance on hand $55- EASTERN IOWA. 
Crai~ was recommended to the Bishop for 56. Referred to I. M. Smith and L. P .• len- Conference of above district met with 
appowtmcnt as bJs agent. A vote of thanke Fen, and reported correct. Delegates to A li •0 b a h F b. 17 d 18· c E 
was tendered Bro. Ullom for servicE's as Geueral Conference are D. R. Chambers, C. H; -~gJ 1 ~ . rtnc o' lde \m!'ry ·1: anh . 'C ·H. 
Bishop's agent. Pr·eaching- Elders A. H. A. Beebe, I. M. Smith, Henry Kemp, J. P. I B~~oks s Sr"IC!' r:c;; enB ~ cuhle c aJr~ ti g: 
P<trsons and R. Etz~nhouser. The saints Carlile, I. Carlile, Jr., P. M. Hansen, Clara , '.11 .. to ecGe" r · H'll r 0° ·t"esd rkep Gr !l 

11
' 

w.ere essea w1t , o. s "o y bfll:·l,, ana. e !'l~gs, goes ansen, ucm a a~· l e. n Valley, Fulton, Apostolic, Powersville, bl , · h G d' EJ 1 N. • '+ ' tb B · A H L . d C 1.1 0 l"u ng n, rove l , o er oc , ree 
g1ft of prophecy aurlniJ: the so01al serviCe, I m.otlon, the branches are rEquested to take Musca·'ne Eid-rs 0 t' . C E H d 
and a number of afflicted ones were ad min- up collections a.nd forward to the district sec- W.,. "' T.u n r eJ RrepSur +ltng. B · H ·Ml'lalnr, 
. t d t A". " t F . . W t , t f d ' t Ch I ~~ ren rue ' . . " on, . . e ' lS er~ . o. , uJ ,ur·neu. ? . a1rv1e:w, es :eoary ,o, ~ay expenses o e,ega es am- L. E. Hills, .John Heide. J. F. Bulen. Priests 
V1rgHlla, at tne call of dlsorJCt presldent. oers, Smnn, and Kemp. .Th~ conference C. H. Brook,3, C. S. Shippy, C. G. Dykes, F. 

further ordered that the d1strwt ~ecret.!l.ry I H. Horne. Teachers 0. H. Bailey and W. 
. rrepare ~!anks, for _re~orts o~ t!Je prl8s~hoo~. N. Potter. Bishop's agent, John Heide, re-

CLINTON. J:,S .. s'rlu~ .was given a. m}sswn, .su~J~Ct •O por'~ed: On hand August 12, $245 54; re-
Conference convened at Coal Hill chapel, dl~t:w~ pr\sldent !l,nid mlss,?mu·y m char!l'e. I ceived since $558 07; total $803 61; expended 

ElDorado Spriugs branch, February 10; I. Car~lle, »,r,., assoc.ate~- Wlth,Elder Stram. 1 $452.50; ou band February 12, $351 1!. Re
Eider A. Lloyd in the chair, A. C. Silvers J~shua Cat~J.le, c .. G. Mcinto"h, and John 

1 
port of Elders W. A. Smith and C. E. Hand 

secretary pro tern., Sr. Lucy Wright assist- Evans c:mtl~Ue~. ~n pres~nt. fields, and 3;11 1 in charge of district tent: Money received 
ant. Minutes of last session were r<cad, but other~ 01 . the pne~t.hoo~ ln~lt.ed to labor 1? 1 $!5 19; expended $9.i:i8; on hand February 17, 
not appt·oved, because of tho absence of the dlstrwt under he ~lrect,,on of the pres!- I $5.31. The above reports were accepted and 
Veve and Lcobanon branch reports therein. ~ency.. Under suspen~J?n of the rules, the ordeeed spread uoon the minutes. A resolu
Dlstrict clerk was appointed a committee to I c~low~n~o were.~lectoeu ~y ~r~l ~o~:r KD. ~· tion obtained that this conference recognize 
correspond with said branches and obtain ~m er~ pres\; ~n ·, an ° ,er '· c. enzle that in what is called ''tent expenses" the 
said reports. [Explanation: They had re- assls.tant., J .. c,_,a~. Je.nsen,, secr,ecary, J. P. elders' individual expenses, so far as consist
ported, but by some accident were overlooked C!arhle sustawfd ·~8 B!ehop 8 agent., On m~- ent, be also included. A motion prevailed 
when copying minutes into the district rec·· twa, t.he foLowl!lg was. ~.do~tea unam- that this conference request the district 
ord.-Ella Miller, district clerk.j Ministry mo~sly;, Where~s, .the m~SoH?na~y. force at ' president to arrang·e for and appoint two 
reporting: Elders. W. H. Mannering, A.l presenc w the.roh~wattam.le d!str~~" ~as the I days' meetings in all the branches of the 
Lloyd, G. W. BeebP, baptized 2, S. C. con~d~nce .ana,oes~ee,m ,~f the sa.wcs ~a·s a district this season. A motion prevailed 
Andes, M. L. Sory, Lee Quick baptized l, :"'~ole, ~~ It ~'-;" 01 ~a, t>~at the se~reta . .Y. be I that this conference request General Confer-
J .. B. Gouldsm. ith, C. P. Welclh baptiz(ld 5, ~w~tru?te .· to, Infonn t~e Tr.ave!!~.g: Hq;rh ence to send in addition to t.he present mis
W. H. Low<', J. C. Foss baptized 7, R T. Counc!l th~t tne Pott~w"tta,mle d.l~criCt Wl!l 1 sionary force of this district J. 8. Roth, and 
Walters baptized 3, D. C. White, and F. C. be ple"se.d lf the coun?~1• sh~':. fina)t expect:-~ that the district secretary is requested to 
Keck. Priests A. S. Leeper and A. C. Sil- e?" t? ;euurn .the, presenu m 1881.0° 3 ' 168 to this 

1 
send such rEquest to the Quorum of Twelve. 

vers. Teacher M. M. Leaton. The confer- dlstnc "· ~~JOU! ned to meet m Underwood, Officers elected: C. E. Hand president, 
ence demanded the license of Bro. G. M. Iowa, May 20 · Warren Turner assistant, J. R. Sutton secre-
Shearer. Branches repor·ting: ElDorado tary, C. G. Dykes district treasurer. On 
Springs 189; baptized 4. Rich Hill 153; bap- Anyone knowing whell, where, and by Sunday, the 18th, aecordiog to previous 
tiz.od 7. Veve124; baptiz•,,d 5. Walker 22. whom the Pottawattamie district was organ- resolution, Bro. 0. H. Bailey, of Clinton, 
Nevada 50. Taber.~ille 30. D2epwater 19. izr;d, will confer a favor by informing ~· 1 Iowa, w.as ordained to the office of an elder. 
Lowry Ctty 86, bapo1z·0d 2. Lebanon 44; bap- Cbas. Jensen, No. 102 Broadway, CounCJl I Preachmg· Elders C. E. Hand, Warren 
tized 1. Scattered members 62. Total number Bluffs, Iowa. Turner, C. Burr, J. R. Sutton, and Eli 
in district 862. Clinton branch disorg·anized. Hs.yer. The conference was a spiritual feast 
Report of Bishop's a~rent read and corrected: indeed. Adjourned to Muscatine, Iowa, 
Amount rpceiv<:d $232 80; expended $!87 68; CEN'l'RAL NEBRASKA. September 8 and 9 next. 
on hand $45 12. A collection taken for pur
chasing a wagon frame on which to haul the 
tent seats. Report of Bro. WalterR on tent 
seats shows a balance due him of $2 28 Dele
gates to GenN·al Conference: F C. Keck, R. 
T. Walters, D. E Tucker, M. L. Sory, W. 
H. Mannering, C. P. W<llsh, G. W. Beebe, 
Jr., S.M. AndeR, A. C. Silvers, Lucy w·right, 
and Lizzie Walters. S. C. Williams was or
dained a pr·iest at the afternoon prayeP serv· 
ice on Sunday. Preach i og by Lee A. Quick, 
J. C. Foss, and F. C. Keck. Adjourned to 
meet with Veve branch, Jl1ne 9. 

POTTAWATTAMIE. 

Confer·ence of above district convened at 
Inman, Februa1·y 10; Levi GamFJt in the 
chair, W. M. Rumel Brauch re- KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE. 

Round Park 30, Grove 33, . Conference C(mvened with Sedalia branch, 
89, Inman (a new branch received Kentucky, February 10, at new Bethel 

by vote) 27. Mioistry report.iog: Eldcws church; D. W. Cock, prellident; A. J. Myers, 
James Caff;tll, J. Jackson, J. B. Williams, clerk. Branches reporting: Foundry Hill 
E. Downey, C. W. W. W. Whiting, 56, High Hill and Eagle Creek no changes, 
Levi Gamet, W. M. Priest C. N. Sedalia 93, Haley's Creek not reporting. 
Hutchins. Bishop's agent, Levi Gamet, re-~ Ministry reporting: C. L. Snow baptized 
ported: On hand last report and received 1, P. B. Seaton, J. H. Adair, D. W. Cook; 
since $399 72; pa,id out $386 59; due church Priests R N. Warren, William Haines, E. 
$13.13. Audited and found correct A docu- P. Cook; Teachers A. S. Snow, Willis Oliver. 
ment known as the Ordway resolutions was BiRhop's agenL's report: On hand last report 
read. It was resolved that it be not enter- $14 25; received since $134 50; paid out 
tained. A petition from Bro. T. W. Williams $125.24; balance due church $23.51. R9solu-

Oonference illHt at Council Blufl;'s, Iow8,1 1 
was presented and referred to a commi~tee, tion pert,a~ning to gathering, .consecration, 

F."beuary 24: Elders D. R Chamoers and! who reported as follows: Weyourcomm1ttee and equality, read and unammously pre
Robert McK,,nzi.e ?residing, J. Cb;;,s. Je?sen li beg !Pave to :''l?ort t.hat the resolu tio?s. of 

1 
vailed; text of resoluti.on . as follows: 

secretary. S ,at,!stwal repor·ts were recmved Bro. T. W. Williams JS a matter pertamwg I Whereas, there does not ex1st m the church 
from all the branches, giving ·following to the work of the First Presidency; and as to-day a general agreement on the question 
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of the gathering, consecration, and equality; 
and Whereas, the Lord has counseled his 
elders to asse'mbie to agree his word in 
the following manner: now, behold, I 
give unto you a that when ye 
are assembled together, ye instruct and 
edify each other, that ye may know how to 
act and direct my church ... and be sancti
fied by that which ye have rec:cd ved, and ye 
shall bind yourselves to act in ali holiness be
fore me, that inasmuch as ye do this, glory 
shall be added to the kingdom which ye have 
received. Inasmuch as ye do it not, it. shall 
be taken. even that which ye have received." 
-D.C.43:3. Again: "lgiveuntoyouacom· 
mandment, that ye shall continue in prayer 
and fasting from this time forth. And I 
give unto you a commandment, that you sball 
teach one another the doctrine of the ldog
dom: teach ye dilig·ently and my grace shall 
attPnd you, that you may be instructed more 
perfectly in theory, in principle, in doctrine, 
in the law of t.he gospel, in all things that 
pertain unto the kingdom of God, tbat i.s 
expPdient for you to uoderstaud."-D. C. 
85:21. ''Where no counsel is, the people 
fall: but in the multitude of counsellors 
there is safety."-Prov. H: 14. "Hear coun
sel, and receive instructions, t'lat thou 
mayest be wise in thy lat.ter end. There are 
many devices in a man';; heart; neverth<'le&s 
the coun"Pl of the Lord, that shsJl stand:"
Prov. 19: 20, 21. And in spes,king of the 
council of the First. Presidency, tb.e Twelve, 
and Bishopric, in 1894, the Lord said: "It 
should have been done before, but the adver
sary hath hindered, desiring to prevent the 
success of my work in the earth." There
fore, be it resolved, that we instruct our dele
gates to the General Convference of 1900 to 
endeavor to secure a council of the priest.
hood of the church, where calm and pra.yer
ful deliberation shall obtain, and t.hat a 
general understanding may be arrived at, as 
to the present scope of gathel'ing; how far it 
applies now, in what does consecration con
sist., and to what extent tho principle of 
equality is to obtain in the church to-day; 
together with any other important questions 
that may come before the body. Resolved, 
farther that we send greeting to the Presi
dency of the cb urch, and ask them to con
sider our petition and provide for said 
gathering. Resolved farther, that we pledge 
our uoq ualified support in the carrying out 
of the law, both as to things temporal and 
spiritual. Resolutions concerning P':Jwer of 
delegates and revelations by Bro. B. F. Ord
way, of Peoria, Iliinois, read and laid on 
table, by a vote of 23 to 0, and was not again 
called for. Resolution to provide a secret 
ballot system lost by a vote of 5 for, 19 
against. P. B. Seaton elected president, A. 
J . .Myers secretary. M. M. Turpen appointed 
delegate to General Conference, to represent 
Kentucky and Tennessee district. Preaching 
by P. B. Seaton, C. L. Snow, D. VV, Cook. 
Prayer meeting in charge of A. S. Snow and 
Willis Oliver. Report of auditiug com
mittee, together with Bishop's agent's re
port, was received and committee released. 
Adjourned to High Hill, July H. 

SOUTHWESTERN TEXAS. 
Conference convened at San Antonio, 

Texas, February 1; 0. D. Johnson president, 
W. H. Davenpm·t clerk. Elders 0. D. John
son and W. H. D-tvenport; Priest T. J. Jett; 
Teacher C. N. Powell, reported. Branch 
reports: San Antonio 50; gain 4. Oak
wood, Medina Cit.y, and Bandera; no report. 
Delegatea to General Conference: George 
Montag-ue, A. J. Moor<', I. P. Baggerly, 
Heman C. Smith, and I. N. Roberts. A com
munication from Bro. T. W. Williams, Los 
Angeles, California, dated Dacem ber 9, 1899, 
was read and adepted. Upon petition pre
SAuted, Oakwood bJ•anch was disorganized. 
By a committee appointed by the president, 
the following was presented and adopted: 

· We your committee appointed to form de;;hk 
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ration of instr·uctions to our delegates to I ing were selected as delegates to General 
General Confer<mce submit the following: Conference, with instruct.ions to cast the full 
1. That whereas, the chu1·ch is in a bad state vote of district, in case of absence o! any, and 
of afft~irs in this distric·u; 2. And whereas, in case of division to cast a majority and mi-
the church is in need of two one nority vot<J: Smith, E L Kelley, J. 
to !abo;· in San Antonio r1ud west, one S. Snively, J. B. Heman C. Smith, 
to labor east, there being calls for preaching G. vrr. Blair, John Weedmadr, A. H. Smith, 
in the following· counties: Gonzales, .".tas- N. VV. Smith, W. T. Shakespeare, A. K. An
cosa, Hays, and 'Nilson. Be it resolved, det·son, S. Shakespeare, R. S. Salyards, 
therefore, that this body in conference as· Columbus Scott, Elizabeth Blair, Anna Sal
sembled, instruct our deleg-ates to Goneral yards, Flora Scott, F. M. Weld, D. E. Dan
Conference to put forth every effort to secure iels, Duncan Campbell, J. A. Gunsolley, E. 
the missionaries as above stated, and such B. Morg-an, John Lovell, J. C. Clapp, Price 
other benefit and assistancs as may lie in McPcJe'k, D. D Young, La June Howard, S. 
their power. The president anrwunced \.hat D. Shippy, Thomas John, John J. Griffhh, 
there would be a priesthood meeting of the lsaac Phillips, L. L. U9Sseguie, S. K. Sor
whole district. held dnri,ng thfl next confer-~ ensen, Vviliiam Anderson, !rank Oriley, I. 
ence. Preach1ng by Elaers IN. H. DJ.ven, A. Monroe, A. S. Cochr-an, H. A. Hartshorn, 
port and 0. D. Johnson. Some good prayet· Da,vid John George York, C. 
meetings wer·e held coofeJ•cmce. Ad- V'l. Dillon, J. A. Vv. Mof1'et, 
journed to in Ban- Q,mrtland Blakesley, Oocar Prall, P"ter 
dera County, 7 next. Harris, H. A. Stebbins, Nephi Snively, Rob-

DECATUR. 
Conference of Decatur district convened at 

Lamoni, Iowa, February 23; F. M. vVeld and 
Duncan Campbeil, the president and associ
ate, presiding; B . .M. Anderson secretary, 
who chose J. A. Gunsolley as assistant. 
Branches reporting: Leon. Pleasanton, Lu
cas, Hiteman, Wlrt, Lone Rock, Davis Clty, 
Green ville, Centerville, Lamoni. aud Ever
green. Ministry report.ing: F. M. Weid 
bapt1z·Jd 4, Heman C. Smith, D. Campbell, 
R, S. Salya.rds, A. S. Cochran, H A. Steb
bm~ baptizcJd 6, T. J. Bell baptized 5, Price 
McPeek, L. G>tulter, S. K s~wensen, John 
Harp, J. P. Anderson, J. R. Lambert bap
tized 1, M. M. Turpen, F. E. Cochran bap
tiz~d 3, W. N. Abbott, J. M. Stubbart, John 
vVahlstrom, J. A. Gunsolley, J. S. Snively, 
C. H. Blakesley, David K'3own, J. C. Cls,pp, 
William Anderson, H. N. Snively, S Acker
ley, Nephi Lovell. .!ohn Coiner, J. T. Ford, 
John Shippy, S. D. Shippy, E. B. Morgan. 
Reports of the district treasurer and Bishop's 
agent were received and referred to an 
auditing committee, who corrected some er
rors in agent's report. Committee's reports 
adopted. B. V. Springer case was called up, 
and was reported as progressing. Uommit
t.ee continued. W. A. D0wney case was 
called up and the fol!o1ving was adopted:-

"We your court of elders appointed to try 
the abov;e entitled case, wherein the de
fendant was charged with 'unchrist-ian con
duct,' based upon the following specifications, 
to·wit: 'He has voluntarily withdrawn from 
association with the church, and has for
mally united with another church and aft,er 
having been properly labored confesses 
ohat he does not desiPe to return to his 
allegiance t.o the church and the doctrine.' 
We beg leave to report as follows: VI! e. find 
from 'Lhe evidence presented before us that 
the charges were fully sustained. We would, 
therefore, recommend that his name be 
dropped from the church record,'' 

.Mary Bandy case was reported, and more 
time asked for, which was granted. Raport 
was received from the Decatur district Sun
day school association. .Matter of silencing
Bro. J. D. Bennet,t by district, officers was 
taken up. It was referrAd to a committee of 
three, consisting of J. S. Snively, I. P. Bag
gerly, M. M. Turpen. Rcocomrnendation 
from Cente•·ville branch asking for thA ordi
nation of David Archibald to t,he office of 
elder was referred to the presidents of dis
trict with power to act if found right. 
Resolution from Cleveland Saints asking for 
the organization of a branch at that place, 
was refened to missionaries in charge and 
district presidency, wit.h pownr to act. Re
quest from Cleveland Saints asking for ordi
nation of John Hooper to the office of 
priest was referred to same committee 
with power to act. OfficPrs elect,ed for 
the ensuing year: F. M. Weld president, 
Duncan Campbell associate, B. M. Ander
son secretary anri treasurer. The follow-

ert .Johnson, NtJllie PNtll. Bc~rtha A. Greer, 
Martin J. D<~nielson, Nclphi Lovell, Marion 

F. M. Smi'&h, T J. Bell, Daniel Ander
son, M. Turpen, E A. Smith, H'. E. Coch
ran, A. B. Young, .John Wab.lstrom, Eli 
Hayer, DcJ,vid Ar·chibald, G~orge Angell, 
Jam~s McD ffit, Joseph Bogue, L P. Bag
g·erly, LC>wb Ganlt.c;r, Joseph R Jbedau, A. B. 
B:an,;on, John R. E v;o~ms, Charles H .• Tones, 
.hmima U:Jbadau, Charles Fan·all, B F. Mc
D.J.nio.!, Jos"lph Anderson. Jacob Walten
baugh, J W. Talbrlt, H R H».rder, Elijah 
Sparks, Callie B. S•,ebblns, B. M Aode1·son, 
E C. Bri&rgs, .M. D. L'lwis, J. H. Hansen, 
John "1'. Ford. Collection for district ex
penses, amounting to $5 70, was taken up. 
Preaching during the conforence by B"n. C. 
Scott, Presidcmt Joseph Smith, and Heman 
C. Smith. A Vflt'Y har•monious conference, 
and enjoyed by all in attendance. Adjourned 
to meet at Lucas, Iowa, June next. 

EASTERN COLORADO. 
ConfErence of above district convened at 

Denvee, Colorado, February 17; J. B. Roush 
president,, C. E Everett secretary. Minis
t.ry report.ing: Elders 0. B. Thomas, J. B. 
RJush, E. F. Sb.upe, C. R. Duncan, J. F. 
Curtis, James Kemp, J. W. Kent, M. L. 
Schmid; Priest, R. Ed win Crawford. Ser
mons pr·eached 202, baptisms 10. Bt·anches 
report.ing: D mver 151, Laird 44, Rocky 
Mountain 39, Fairview 25, Highland 22, Mt. 
View 9, Eus'ois 57, Cottonwood 71, Cedar 23 
(no report), scattering 28; total membership 
478, net gain 41. Bishop's a,gent's repor~: 
Total reeefpts 62; expenditures $521; 
cash on hand Tent committee re-
por·ted $88 75 coliected, $21 addition<>! sub
sed bed. F~lder·s E F. Shupe, 0. B. Thomas, 
and C. R Duncs.n, committee to solieit funds 
for tent expenses during the season. n,le
gates to General ConfoJrencP: Etders J. B. 
Rouoh, 0. B. E. F. Shupe, J. W. 
Gilbert, C B Duncan, Kemp, Sisters 
Belle B. R,,;ush, L'lnore Sehmutz, and Bw. 
Eye. Rosolution passed that this conference 
rBq uest the General Conferer;ce to appoint 
Brn. Roush, 'l'b.omas, Shupe, Duncan, and J F. 
Cur'ds t.o this mission the coming conference 
year. R"solution recomml,nding the f;rdina· 
tion the Denver branch of Bro. Emsley 
Curtis the office of an elder. Conference 
expressed itselt as neither approving nor dis
"'pproving of the 1'. W. Williams resolution. 
Preaching services instructive and interest
ing, and the Sunday aft.ernoon social service 
was such a spiritual feast that those present 
will long remember it. 

Because one's parents and grandparents 
lived to be nearly one hundred does not 
make it certain that their descendants will 
do likewise, for. the inheritance of vitality 
may all be dissipated in twenty years of hig-h 
living. A small stock o£ vital force well 
t!lJke!:! c~re of may la,st twice as lqng. 
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8tlndau 8~hool :Asso~iations. 

NOTICE OF GENERAL CONVENTIONS. 
The General Convention of Zion's Relig-io

Literary Society will convene at Lamoni, 
Iowa, beginning nine a. m., Tuesday, April 
3, and closing noon Wednesday, April 4. 
The convention of the Gener·al Sunday 
School Association will convene at same 
place commenciug Wednesday, April 4, at 
2:30 p. m. This arrangement as to time is 
made that those attending the meeting of 
the Religio may get the benefit of the re
duced rates on the railroads. Watch for 
further notices of programs, arrangements, 
railroad rates, etc. Let us remember these 
meetings in our prayers. 

T. A. HOUGAS, Supt., 
Gen'l Sunday School Ass'n. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres., 
Zion's Religio-Literary Society. 

NAUVOO. 
Sunday school convention met at Montrose, 

Iowa, February 2. Committee on credentials 
appointed. Reports of Montrose, Ft. Madi
son, and Rock Ct·eek Sunday schools were 
accepted. Resolved, that the superintendent, 
assistant superintendent, treasurer, and sec
retary of each school in the district should 
be. exofficio members of the district. Amended 
by adding "all officers" instead of the four 
mentioned. The amendment was not passed. 
A second amendment was proposed and 
passed, adding the "teachers of the various 
schools to the four officers" in the motion. 
According to the motion and amendment, 
the superintendent, assistant superintendent, 
treasurer, and secretary, also the teachers of 
each school in the district are exofficio mem
bers. Reports of district officers were read, 
and the treasurer's 1 oort was referred to an 
auditing committee and found cori'<'Ct. Dele
gates to General Associatiou: J, R. Evans, 
Mrs. Morton, and Marjorie Wright. Any one 
of the three were instructed to cast a full 
vote in case of absence of any other one. 
Officers for following year: George Lam
bert, superintendent; D. T. Tripp, assistant; 
Marjorie Wright, secretary; Mrs. Lottie 
Tripp, treasurer. Teachers for afternoon 
session were appointed: Bible class, James 
McKiernan; Intermediate, Marjorie Wright; 
Primary, Mrs. Turner. The afternoon ses
sion was devoted to class work and criticism 
of teachers. The evening was given to a 
urogram with representatives of several 
schools. Adjourned to meet one day pr8vi
ous, and at same place as next district Con
ference, at 10:30 a. m. 

DECATUR. 
District convention met at Lamoni, Iowa, 

February 22; Superintendent J. A Gunsolley 
in charge, J. P. Anderson secretary. The 
chief features of the evening's program were 
a paper and discussion on ''The Teacher," a 
talk on the library, and a Sunday Scnool 
Newspaper. On the 23d a morning prayer 

· meeting was held, the Spirit being present 
in a marked degree. At the business session 
ten schools reported, showing a membership 
of 921; three schools not reporting had at 
last report 89. Nine schools were repre
sented. The following officers were elected 
for the coming year: Superintendent, F. E. 
Cochran; .assistant superintendent, Clement 
Malcor; secretary, J. P. Anderson; treas
urer, John Lovell; librarian, Callie B. Steb
bins. One hundred delegates to the General 
Convention were chosen. A district Religio 
society was formed, with the following offi
cers: President, J. P. Anderson; vice presi
dent, J. W. Talbot; secretary, W. J. Mather; 
treasurer, Nellie Anderson. Fourteen dele
gates were choeen to attend the General 
Convention of the society, Sunday school 
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convention adjourned to meet at same place 
and just prior to our next district conference, 
which will be at Lucas, in June. The Religio 
is to meet at the call of the district officers. 

POTTA WATTAMIE. 
District Sunday school convention con

vened at Council Bluffs, Iowa, February 23; 
superintendent, D. R. Chambers, in charge; 
Jennie Scott, secretary. Superintendent re
ported; also treasurer reported $3.65 on 
hand, which was forwarded to help defray 
expenses of Ern. I. M. Smith and D. R. 
Chambers, as delegates. Council Bluffs, 
Crescent, Underwood, Hazel Dell, Carson, 
Grand View, Fontanelle, Honey Creek, and 
Wheeler schools reported. Present number 
in district 472; a gain of 115 pupils and 3 
schools since last report to General Associa
tion. Officers elected for year 1900: D. R. 
Chambers, superintendent; J, A. Hansen and 
L. G. Wood, associates; Jennie E. Scott, sec
retary; J. R. Lapworth, treasurer; Julia E. 
Hansen, librarian. Delegates to General 
Convention: D. R. Chambers, I. M. Smith, 
Lizzie Lapworth, Clara Briggs, P. M. Han
son, Agnes Hansen, J. P. Carlile, Julia Han
sen. A very encouraging and profitable 
meeting was enjoyed. Ailjnurned to meet 
six months from now, the Friday previous 
the conference at the same place. 

----------~~--------

]VIis~ Bllane OU8 D epar1illBll1. 

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

handed in promptly that the local railroad 
agent may be notified of the required num
ber to secure the rate. 

The above contains essential items, but the 
·following particulars are given in full to 
avoid misunderstandings:-

"We take pleasure in advising that rate of 
a fare and one third for the round trip upon 
the certificate plan, from points in Eastern 
Committee and Trans-Missouri territories of 
this Association, has been announced subject 
to the conditions herein named, over such 
lines shown on the enclosed slips as are in
terested. 

"Reduced rates on the certificate plan to 
points within this territory become efft~cti ve 
only when evidence is presented to the joint 
agent of the terminal lines at the place of 
meeting, showing that one hundred persons 
have actually been in attendance holding 
certificates reading for tickets over terminal 
lines to the meeting point, and when such 
certificates are stamped by him with his 
office stamp and his written signature affixed 
thereto; except that where parties or clubs 
traveling in a body purchase round trip 
party tickets to the place of meeting from 
stations from which the local one way rate is 
more than fifty cents and at not less than 
the rate aanounced on the certificate plan 
for. the particular meeting in question (in
stead of one way ticket!> at ngular rate) 
and present to joint agent a certificate 
from the selling agent to that effect, they 
will be counted by the joint agent in reck
oning the attendance at any meeting. 

"\Vhen reduced rates are made for meet
ings under double plan providing for sale of 
individual excursion tickets within a re
stricted radius and certificate plan outside of 
such radius, excursion tickets from stations 

WESTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. from which the one-way fare to the place of 
The Western Passenger Association has meeting is more than fifty cents, shall be 

granted reduced rates (oneandone third fare counted when necessary to make up there
for the round trip) to the coming General quired minimum. 
Conference and conventions of Zion's Re- "No certificate will be honored which was 
ligio-Literary Society and the General Sun- issued to cover the sale of more than one 
day School Association. Tickets on the single-trip ticket. 
going passag-e may be purchased (ove1· West- "Certificates showing purchase of tickets 
ern Association lines) from April 3-9 inclu- at fifty cents or less will not be counted in 
sive-on any of those dates. The conference arriving at the total, nor will reduction be 
meets on the 6th, but the sale of tickets from granted in any case where the rate at which 
April 3-9 will permit attendance also at the ticket was sold is fifty cents or less. 
conventions. "Certificates of the issue of any and all 

Reduced rates are granted on the follow- lines in territory from which reduction is an-
ing conditions:- nounced will be considered in computing at-

1. Going tickets must be purchased not tendance, and when lines in this territory 
earlier than April 3 and not later than the arrange to honor certificates of connecting 
9th. (Take special notice that going tickets lines for business originating beyond this 
are sold over Trunk Line Association roads territory, such certificates will also be 
{'rom Aprill-8 only.) counted by joint agent. 

2: The rule is to purchase full fare tickets "Ministers or others who travel on clerical 
on the going trip (except in cases where or half-fare permits or commutation tickets 
parties travel tog-ether on special rates, as of any description, are not entitled to this 
hereinafter provided). reduction, nor to be included in computing 

3. Passengers must, in all cases, obtain a the number in attendance at any meeting. 
separate certificate with eve?·y ticket purchased. "For detailed information as to the man
Do not accept a certificate covering two or ner in which the busine~s will be transacted 
more persons. Each ticket bought requires by each line, and particularly as to the june
a separate certificate, and to which the pur- tion points via which each line will arrange 
chaser is entitled. to grant the reduction, please communicate 

4. Such certificates must be delivered to with the General Passenger or Ticket Agents 
the Church Secretary, and when signed by of the interested lines, a list of which lines in 
him and signed and stamped by the railroad this territory is inclosed herewith. 
agent at Lamont, will entitle purchasers to "Under the method usually· observed in 
return tickets to destination at one third the certificate plan business, the passenger pays 
usual fare; provided.one hundred tickets are full fare on going trip, and on presentation of 
purchased; provided further, that ministers certificate to that effect, an.d if all other con
holding half-fare permits are not entitled to dition9 as herein-named including presenta
said reduction; nor are tickets purchased at tion of evidence to jointagentof the required 
fifty cents or less to be counted in total num- attendance upon part of those who have pur
her required to secure reduction (except chased one-way or round-trip tickets to meet
where they form part of a larger total fare). ing point as shown by certificates presented 

5. Tickets on the going passage may be to him are complied with, a reduced rate of 
limited or unlimited, according to the rules one third fare, is granted on return trip (by 
of roads selling them; but retur.1 tickets are route traversed on going trip), to original 
good only for continuous passage, and not I starting point within authorized territory. 
later than April 24. Where the journey is made over more than 

Purchasers should see that their names one line, it is usually necessary for the pas
are written on each certificate before hand- senger to purchase separate local ticket of 
ing to the Secretary. Certificates should be each road's issue, between points traveled 
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thereon, and procure certificate thereof for 
each of the lines in this territory over which 
he traveled in going to the meeting, as 
through tickets are not always sold, and it is 
not always practicable for the various lines to 
honor each other's certificates. Passengers 
should, therefore, ascertain from the ticket 
agent what portion of their journey can be 
covered by the certificate obtainable from 
him, and procure certificate filled out to cor
respond with the ticket purchased. 

''Failure to procure or present certificate 
invalidates any claim for reduction in return 
fare. 

"The tickets purchased for going passage 
may be either limited or unlimited, accord
ing to the rate paid or the regulations in 
effect on the line over which it reads; but 
the return tickets sold at the reduced fare 
will, in all cases, be limited to continuous 
passage. 

''Certificates which show the purchase of 
tickets not earlier than three days prior to 
the date announced as the opening date of 
the meeting [April 6], or which show the 
purchase of tickets during the first three 
days of the meeting, may be honored if pre
sented not later than three dayo after the 
date announced as the closing date of the 
meeting, Sunday not to be accounted as a day 
in any case. 

"Under the rules it is necessary that the 
Secretary . . . of your organization collect 
all certificates at the earliest possible time 
after meeting convenes, take them all to the 
office of the Joint Agent at one time, and 
after he has satisfied himself that the requi
site number is in attendance, and that all 
other conditions upon which reduced rates 
are made have been fulfilled, l:i'e will stamp 
the certificates with his office stamp, thereby 
making them valid for return tickets at the 
reduced rates as announced. 

"After one hundred certificates have been 
thus stamped by him, all others can have 
their certificates stamped on individual ap
plication, provided same is made within the 
prescribed limit, three days after the closing 
date of the meeting [April 20], Sunday not to 
be counted as a day." 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF OFFICERS 

in charge of Passenger and Ticket Depart
ments of Railways in the Territory East of 
the Missoul'i River and West of Chicago, 
Peoria, and St. Louis. 

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway; 
W. J. Black, General Passenger Agent, 
Topeka, Kansas. 

Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern 
Railway; Jno. G. Farmer, Assistant General 
Passenger and Ticket Agent, Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. 

Chicago and Alton Railroad; Geo. J. Charl
ton, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad; 
P. S. Eustis, General Passenger Agent, Chi
cago, Illinois. 

Chicago and North western Rail way; W. B. 
Knislern, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago Great Western Railway; F. H. 
Lord, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway; 
G. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railway; 
J no. Sebastian, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha 
Railway; T. W. Teasdale, General Passenger 
Agent, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Hannibal and St. Joeeph Railroad; Kansas 
City, St. Joseph, and Council Bluffs Railroad; 
St. Louis, Keokuk, and Northwestern Rail· 
road; I. W. Wakely, General Passenger 
Agent, St. Louis, Missouri. 

Illinois Central Railroad; A. H. Hanson, 
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Iowa Central Railway; Geo. S. Batty, Gen-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

ew:tl Passenger and Ticket Agent, Marshall
town, Iowa. 

Jacksonville and St. Louis Railway; J. W. 
Daly, General Pa&senger and Ticket Agent,, 
Jackson ville, Illinois. 

Minnea{lolis and St. Louis Railroad; A. B. 
Cutts, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

Missouri Pacific Railway; H. C. Townsend, 
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Port Arthur Route; H. C. Orr, General 
Passenger Agent, Kansas City, Misspuri. 

Rock Island and Peoria Railway; M. A. 
Patterson, General Passenger Agent, Rock 
Island, Illinois. 

St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad; 
Bryan Snyder, General Passenger Agent, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Sioux City and Pacific Railroad; J. R. 
Buchanan, General Passenger Agent, Omaha, 
Nebraska. "' 

Wabash Railroad; C. S. Crane, General 
Passenger and 'I'icket Agent, St. Louis, Mis
soHri. 

Wisconsin Central Railway; J. C. Pond, 
General Pas~enger Agent, Mil waukee, Wis
consin. 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF OFFICERS 

in char~ of Ticket and Passenger Depart
ments of Railways in Trans-Missouri Terri
tory. 

Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe Railway, 
W. J. Black, General Passenger Agent, To· 
peka, Kansas. 

Burling·ton and Missouri River Railroad, 
J. Francis, General Passenger Agent, Omaha, 
Nebraska. 

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Rail
way, John Sebastian, General Passenger and 
Ticket Agent, Chicago, Illinois. 

Chicago, St Paul, Minnesota, and Omaha 
Railway, T. W. Teasdale, General Passenger 
Agent, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Colorado Midland Railway, W. F. Bailey, 
General Passenger Agent, Denver, Colo. 

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, S. K. 
Hooper, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, Denver, Colorado. 

Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley 
Railroad, J. R. Buchanan, General Passen
ger Agent, Omaha, Nebraska. 

Missouri Pacific Railway, H. C. Townsend, 
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Port Arthur Route, H. C. Orr, General 
Passenger Agent, Kansas City, Missouri. 

Rio Grande Western Railway, George V. 
Heintz, General Passenger and Ticket 
Agent, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

St. Joseph and Grand Island Railway, S. 
M. Adsit, General Passenger Agent, St. Jo
seph, Miss'luri. 

St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad, 
Bryan Snyder, General Passenger Agent, St. 
Louis, Missouri. 

Union Pacific Railroad, H. L. Lomax, Gen
eral Passenger and Ticket Agent, Oruaha, 
Nebraska. 

CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 

Territory: That portion of the State of 
Illinois east of a line drawn from Chicago to 
East St. Louis, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, 
Ontario, Western Pennsylvania, and a small 
portion of Western New York. 

Committee cannot report action concern
ing our conference until March 15. Further 
notice will be given. 

TRUNK LINE ASSOCIATION. 

1. Take notice, that tickets are sold from 
Ap1·il 1-8, only, on going passage-one day 
less than over Western Association lines. 
Travelers may thus reach Western Associa
tion territory and purchase tickets over its 
lines not later than the 9th. 

2. Passengers pay full fare on going pass
age. Secure a certificate with every ticket 
purchased. Certificates when duly signed by 
the Church Secretary and signed and stamped 
by agent at r,.,amoni, will entitle the holders 
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to return ticket to destination at one third 
regular fare. Holders may return as late as 
April 24. "Return tickets in all cases are 
limited to continuous passage to destination." 

3. Tickets costing less than sevety·fi ve 
cents will not entitle the purchasers to re-· 
duced rates (unless part of a series of tickets 
to destination.) 

4. Ticket agents at starting points should 
have "timely notice of intentions, so that 
through tickets and certificates may be 
ready when required." 

5. The same general plan is followed as 
over Western Association lines (with excep
tions noted above) but the following rules 
are pub!ished to avoid possible misunder
standings:-

"GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 

"1. The reduction is from Trunk Line ter
ritory, i. e., from Niagara Falls, Buffalo, 
Dunkirk, and Salamanca, New York; Erie 
and Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; Bellaire, Ohio; 
Wheeling, Parkersburg, &.nd Huntington, 
West Virginia, and points east thereof, ex
cept in New England. 

''2. The reduction is fare and one third on 
committee's certificate, conditional on there 
being an attendance at the meeting of not 
less than 100 persons who hold proper certifi
cates obtained from ticket agents at starting 
points, showing payment or full first-class fare 
of not less than seventy-five cents, through to 
place of meeting. Agents at all important 
stations and coupon ticket offices are suppiied 
wi tb certificates. 

'·3. Ge,rtificates are not kept at all stations. 
If, however, the ticket ag-ent at a local sta
tion is not supplied '!l'ith certificates and 
through tickets to phce of meeting, he can 
inform the delegate of the nearest important 
station where they can be obtained. In such 
a case the delegate should purchase a local 
ticket to such station and there take up his 
certificate and through ticket to place of 
meeting. 

"4. Going tickets, in connection with 
which certificates are issued for return, may 
be sold only on three days, and if a Sunday 
intervenes four days, immediately preceding 
the agreed opening date of the meeting, and 
during the first three days (Sunday included) 
of the meeting; ... provided also that, 
when meetings are held at distant points to 
which the authorized limit is greater tban 
three days, tickets may be sold before the 
meeting in accordance with the limits shown 
in regular tariffs. 

"5. Daposit the certificate with the secre
tary or other proper officer of the organiza· 
tion at the meeting,for necessary endorsement 
and vise of special agent. Receipts fol' fare 
paid will not be accepted in lieu of certifi
cates .... 

"6. On presentation of the certificate, duly 
validated, not later than the third day fol
lowing the agreed date for adjournment (Sun
day not to be counted as a day), the agent at 
place of meeting will return the holder to 
starting point, upon a continuous passage 
ticket, by the route over which the going 
journey was made, at one third the highest 
limited fare by such route. 

"7. Certificates are not transferable, andre
turn tickets secured upon certificates are not 
transferable. 

"8. No refund of fare will be made on ac
count of any person failing to obtain a certifi
cate. 

"Delegates and others availing of the re
duction in fare should present themselves at 
the offices for certificates and tickets at least 
thirty minutes before departure of trains. 

"LIST OF ROADS MAKING THE REDUC'riON. 

"Allegheny Valley; Baltimore and Ohio 
(Parkersburg, Bellah·e, and Wheeling, and 
east thereof); Baltimore and Potomac; Buf
falo and Smquebanna; Buffalo, Rochester, 
and Pitt~burg; Camden and Atlantic; Cen
tral of New Jersey; Chespeake and Ohio 
(Hunt.ington, West Virginia, and east 
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thereof); Cumberland Valley; Delew&re and 
Hudson; Delaware, Lackawanna, and Wnst
ern; Elmira, Cortland, and Northern; Er'ie 
(Buffalo, Dunkirk, Salamanca, and east 
thereof); Fonda, Johnstown, and Gloversville; 
Jamestown and Chautauqua; Lehigh Valley; 
New York, Central, and Hudson River, in
cluding R. W. and 0., Adirondack, and 
Penn., Divisions, (Harlem and Putnam Di
visions, also St. Lawrence and Adirondack 
Rail way, including Montreal, excRpted); New 
York, Ontario, ani! Western; New Yortl:, 
Philadelphia, and Norfolk; Northern Central; 
Pennsylvania; Philadelphia and Erie; Pbila
delphia and Reading; Philadelphia, Wil
mington, and Baltimore; VITestern New York 
and Pennsylvania; West Jersey; West Shore; 
Wilmington and Northern." 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, February 2:3, I900. 2-t 

CHURCH SECRETARY'S NO'l'ICE. 
ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS. 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

council on appeal or otherwise, take notice I BRIGGLE -At Perry, Iowa, April 5, 1899, 
and be prepared accordin!!ly. to Mr. and Sr. S. Briggle, a daughter. 

JOSEPH SMITH, President. Blessed November 30, by J. S. Roth, and 
LAMONI, Iowa, March 2, 1900. named Chloe. 

THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
Will you send in your reports of your labors 

in t,he past two years so they will reach me 
by Aprill. Our brother, John T. Kinnaman, 
who was for many years president of our 
quorum has been called home by the Master, 
hence at 'ohe coming General Conference in 
our quorum meeting we will have to elect 
another president. I trust we may have a 
g-ood representation. 

Your colaborer and secretary, 
CHARLES P. FAUL. 

CLARKSDALE, Mo. 

MARRIED. 
WIGHT-BROWN.-At the residence of the 

bride's sister, near Blythedale, Missouri, on 
Wednesday, February 21, 1900, Elder D. W. 
Wight an_d Sr. Mattie Brown were united in 
marriage, Elder Joseph Snively performing 
the ceremony. The contracting parties de
parted for Lamoni, where they will reside. 

GAYLORD-DANIELSON.-At the residence 
of C. Danielson, the grandfather of the bride, 
one mile east of the College, Lamoni, seven 
p. m., February 28, 1900, Bro. Willard B. 
Gaylord and Sr. Anna Josephine Danielson, 
both of Lamoni, were duly joined in holy 
matrimony, Pres. Joseph Smith officiating. 
'fhe witnessing guests were the relatives and 

GENERAL CONFERENCE VISITORS. a few of the friends of the young contracting 
The committee calls attention to the train parti~s. It was a pleasant and enjoyable 

service at Lamoni, giving time of arrival. occasiOn. 
We have two trains from the north daily (ex- WALTERS--McCOY--At Perry, Iowa, Feb-

The law provides for enrollment in quo- cept Sunday), a passenger 6:25 a. m. and a ruary 25, 1900, Sr. Alta B. McCoy to Bro. 
rums of all church officers, including- tld'"rs, freight carrying passengers, connecting with I Frank A. Walt~rs,. of Tama. County. Elder 
priests, teachers, and deacons. (D. C.104: 31; passenger at Bethany Junct.ion 12: 30 p. m. J. S. Roth offictatl!lg. Tll1s young couple 
118: 1; 120: 10.) From the south a passenger 8:17 p. m. and a are both worthy the name of Saint; she is a 

-Such enrollment is reg-ulated by rules second train from the south to Bethany good Sunday school worker. 
adopted by General Conferences, which pro- Junction 2: 10 p. m. This latter train is met HARRIS-PRITCHETT.-At the residence 
vide that all applications shall be forwarded at Bethany Junction by a back. Passengers of the bride's parents, near Henderson, Iowa, 
to the Church Secretary. from the south would do well to arrange, so February 22, 1900, Mr. Ransom W. Harris to 

Applications should contain full name, of- far as practi£•able, to come on evening- train, Sr. Minnie Pritchett. The best wishes of a 
fice, dates of birth, baptism, ordination, and and save back fare. host of relatives and friends, who assembled 

abyodwl~~;:: ~~~:.i~~~;q~~~~~e;:cao• ~~sn.t a~~~1~80~;, No.trai.ns arrive or depart.from Lamoni, on. to witness the marriage of this worthy young 
.1.v• '.! S d H the ba k f L couple, follow them. Their future home 

these items should be omUted. un ays. owever, · <:_ rom amom · 1 b R d 0 k I · A B d 
Q,wrums make selections from applications D_J-eets the passenger ,trains a" !3~tbany ,June- w1l e e a , owa. Elder . a ham 

i th s c etary's hands twn on Sunday as follows: arr1 vmg- from the officiated in "the ceremooy. 
nTh: Sec~etary cannot ·enroll anyone in a I nort?, 12: 15 ~· m.; from t~e south, 2.: 10 P· ~· 

quorum. Quorums report all enrollments to Members <_Ji the receptwn committee w1}l DIED. 
General Confer('nce. Presidents and their 1 be at the trai~s, and may be known by thelr SHERMAN.-Sr. baac Sherman fell asleep 
counselors are authoriz,~d to select names and we~ring a ribbon badtg-e. Sbou.ld anyone in Christ, January 19, 1900, at her home near 
enroll members to fill vacancies, between arrive and not fin~ he. comrnltt<:e they Norwich, ·Ontario. She was born in the 
conferences subject to quorum approval or should go at once to he BrJCk Chm·c~, th~ee township of Dumfries, Ontario, in 1841; mar
disapproval'. · blocks west o~ the dt>p?t, and there 1nqmre ried Isaac Sherman in 1865, and three sons 

The General Conference of 1897 :authorized for the receptwn committee. were born to them. Bro. and Sr. Sherman 
the SPcretary to enroll applicants in quorums The commfttee does not promise free board were formerly Baptists. In 1895 she heard 
of elders, priests, teachers, and deacons, to any exc,opt those wh_o ma~e such ~rrange- the angel message and June 16. 1895, was 
which w<~.s done and referred to the Quorum ments prevwus to their arrival. Tnere are baptized. Her faith remained unshaken in 
of Twelve, for completion of said quorums by not many s~ch pl.~ces to b~ had, ~nd if you the restored g-ospel. Funeral services at her 
selection and ordination of offic0 rs, at the do not :recmve no.,we ~?f bemg assigned to a residence, Elder A. _M:cDonald in charge, 
General Covference of 1898. However, the place fot• frPe entertainment, come prepared sermon by S. W. Tomhnson. Bro. Sherman 
Twelve were unable to complete said organi- to pay $2 50 per week, or take your own I and family have our prayers and sympathy. 
za.tions thE>n, because of absence of parties chances. HADLEY.-At Blendsville, Missouri, Janu
and other hindering causes. Brethren whose If tl-•e committee can be of any service to ary 1, 1900, Sr. Grace Ann Ha,dley. Born in 
names appea,red in published lists prepared you, they would be pleased to hear from you. Warren County, Ohio. October 8, 1836; bap
by the Secretary will therefore understand Those who have made their own arrange- tized February 5, 1888, at Taborville, Mis
the status of said applicants, Statements de- ments need not write, but if ynu need help to souri; at the time of death aged 63 years, 2 
signed to reach the matter of more complete find your place when you arrive the com- months, 23 days. Leaves one son and two 
enrollllient will be made to the General Con- mittee wili aid you. grandaughters. Funeral sermon by Bro. 
ference of 1900. In the meantime, vacancies A large attendance is expected and places Swen Swenson, assisted by A. I. Roberts. 
in Pxisting quorums may be filled by quorum will be rapidly filled U!). Her remains were laid to rest in the Rock-
officers, from applications in the hands of the ( GEo. W. BLAIR, Chairman. ville cemetery. 
Church Secretary. . 1 L G. ANTHONY, Secretary. BENNER.-At her home near Tabor, Iowa, 

Brethr:en who h3;ve b~en orda~ned. to oth~r Com.~ S. K. SORENSEN, February 14, 1900, Susanna Benner, aged 84 
offices swc~ sendwg .m .apphcat,wns w1ll I w. J. MA'i'HEI'l.. years, 7 months, and 29 days. She was born 
please send lll new applJCatlOns. l J A GUNSOLLEY in Ohio, June 15, 1815. About the year 1836 

All r<>quest.s f_or enrollment should be in · · · she was united in marriage to Henry Benner, 
hand before April 1. ----~- ten children were born to them. Husband, 

R S. SALYARDS, CONFERENCE NOTICES. two sons, and one daughter preceded her to 
~ Church Secl'etary. the spirit world; three sons and four daug-h-

LuroNr, Iowa, February "4, 1900. South Missouri district conference will ters left to mourn for the loved one. She 
convene with Be:.ver branch, at Johns Mills, united with the church in 1833 in Ohio. 

TO THE HIGH COUNCIL. 
The members of the High Council are 

hereby notified that said council will convene 
at Lamoni, Iowa, during- the session of the 
conference of the church to be held April 6 
and thereafter. 

There are matters pending before the 
council which will come up for hearing, un
less previously disposed of otherwise by 
agreement or settlement. 

The council will convene Wednesday, 
April 10, at ten a. m. in the President's 
room, Herald building, unless otherwise de
cided upon. 

A-ll perf)OJ:u~ hlliving bvsiness before the 

Douglas County, Missouri, March 17, at ten Funeral at the church. M. w. Gaylord in 
a. m. Branch presidents and clerks will charge; sermon by A. J. Davidson. 
please take notice. Get out, your reports in 
good time and in proper form, and forward BARNES -At Cleveland, Iowa, January 30, 
them, together with all other conference 1900, Bro. John BarnAs. He was born at 
matters, to me at Beaver, Douglas County, Garnvach, Nantyglo, Wales; married Miss 
Missouri, or b1·in2" th<?m with you. Mary Llewellyn, April 27, 1874; came to 

J. C. CHRESTENSEN, Pres. and Sec. America about eighteen years ago; united 
with the church about thirteen years ago; 
ordained a priest June 30, 1889. Bro. Barnes 

BORN. 
.ALLEN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, .January 20, 

1899, to Bro. Aaron T. and St·. Nettie P. 
Allen, a son; named Rolland H., and blessed 
February 25, 1900, by Elders H. A. Stebbins 
and T. J. BelL 

left a wife, five daughters, and one son to 
mourn. Funeral services conducted at the 
home by Elder E. B. Morgan, assisted by 
Teacher ,John Hooper. The Odd Fellows 
then took charge of the body and conducted 
it to its resting place. He was a quiet and 
faithful [jatter Pay [Saint, · 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

'Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
1$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
lll&~.mple copies free; $1.50 per year when paid ir: 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
pres~dents, a~d .Bishop's agents are requested to 
·molimt subscr1pt10ns, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
'Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
{lhanges of address, etc., should be addressed to 
lFrank CrUey, Business Manager. Remittances 
·mhould be made by post office or express orders 
'!lrafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 
l>o not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
Glass mail matter.) 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ........••...••••.•••••••. $0 35 
Cloth, limp.. . . • . . . • • . . • . • • • • • • • . 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Oloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 30 and 50 

Archooological Committee's Report, 
WITH ~lAPS. 

!Evidences Supporting the Book o:fMo:rmon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archreology," 
ll!.ppointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
&nd special labor in investigating every 
-~~ovailable source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nepbites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, .and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
·datement of the evidences upon which said 
ceonclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
&ntiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 

··Of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
mrchreological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to He average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archreo
iogical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
30 cents. mailed to any address. 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder Columbus Scott. 
Paper .......................... $0 25 

·Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I OL.3 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, ~2.00; full leather $2.50; 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTA EN 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or mpre copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH TRACTS. "Va.r Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? Udgi
vet af den ~jenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke

1 
"En lndbydelse til 

Guds Rige, ' "Christi Lrerdom." 
Per dozen, 1~ centlil; 100 ••••••••••. $1 00 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 I 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges. . 60 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.. 1 2!> 
Morocco, £J:ilt edges. flexible ..•••. 2 00 

A VOICE OF W ARNIJ'\G AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine ofthe Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limu. . . . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • 20 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

NEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ...........•... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller)...... 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo. . . . . • • • • • • 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . • . .. 2 00 
With music only • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . 1 ~~ 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Qloth . ,. .......................... I() 80 

----------------------.. ---·------·------~------- ----
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS, DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONL 
lnHO.@B'porated under the laws @:f the State ot' Iowa, July 1, 1§9!'\1. 

Total assets ,Jan~ar.v 1, 1900, $133,032.34; March 1, 1900, l!HS3.29l.)!:4. 
We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correepondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
letters of inquiry will be promptly and caretnlly answered. Dir"ct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
S'FOCKHOJ,J[JJEiRS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderoon, Lucy L. Besseguie, Oscar 

Anderwn, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

SA~f~il(}B U H.AD~~. A Latter Vay bainL Sun~ 
dav Kehool QHtlrtPrly containing lcs~ons for each 
su"wlay in till' year; debigned for the use of both 
teachers and ,.cbolars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter. 2G eent~ per year. 

lNTEI.nil:';DlATii:: GHADE. Tbis grade con
tains the l<,'"ons of the 8enior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
l'ii cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PltiJUAHY GHADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANK ORILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

WILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Q~it-to·bac has cured hundreds of others, if you 

use tobacco and want to quit, why delay longer? Three 

7%- or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24ft., 
17 ft. high. COW STABLE 12 x 20 ft., 10 ft. high. 
Corn cr'ib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

LAMONI DRUG STORE 
FOR. SALE. 

I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

80UYH 8IDH BARBHR SHOP. 
Call and see the proprietor and get a good 

hair cut and shave. My work is of the best. 
Local residence ten years. Laundry in con-
nection. F. A. BLACK. 

boxes sent post paid fur ouly $1.50, with PO~ITIVE GUAR~ 

:T~,;;s ~~~~.ur':a:ct':i~~.?, cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE True Succession in Church Presidencu. 
(Bro.) B. F .. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 1 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. · 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
FUll leather ............•...••••• 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..•••.••••• 3 00 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His" 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presid.;ncy." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccura.cies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally, 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented ·from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There .has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
~;~,ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will n::ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., lOW ..L 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON•i . 
Ass't Cashier. 

Co MERCIA K 
LAMONi, IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest· 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45 p. m., arrive at De!ll 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

BOUND SET OF TRACTS. Tracts 
Nos. 9. 12, 16, the Cowdery Letters, 
and the Trial of the Witnesses of the 
Resurrection, a.re included. Cloth, 
limp, o6Gee0 es o e"' o .. o ~••oeeo~~~aGOo., eo lj eo .. $.,5@: 

LL 
I.AMONI, IOWA. 

For catalogues or further inform<Hwn, 

Address, PROF. R. l\. HARKNESS, 
President, 

orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
!f.h,MOl'd. IOWA. 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 ()()-
Seal Grain Russia ................ 2 5o-
Imitation Morocco, gi.lt edges ..••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2lx4 inches, per 250 ............. $.() 7~· 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5i " pe:r 250 .............. l 00· 

" " per 1000 .. o •••••• " •• •• I 50, 
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stone from showing the angel there/ stamp upon each of the small pack
was imprisoned within it; and Luther, ages offered for sale. 
in his day, was only clearing away The report says the committee has 
the rubbish which was keeping the had many difficulties to overcome, and 
powerful impulse of religion and feels that in many cases it has not 
righteousness froin shining out into been able to secure the absolute truth. 
the world, as God meant it to do. No That so much knowledge has been 
man knows whether his work is small gained, it feels, is due largely to Sec
or great, nor how great it is, until the retary Wilson and Dr. H. W. Wiley, 
whole thing, as it is in the Mind of chief chemist of the Agricultural de
God, is finished. Then the rubbish is partment. 

Questions and Answers ...... , ... \ ... 162 
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Daughters of Zion .................... 174 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: 
Who Is Too Big or Too Old for Sun-
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appear.-ChuTch Union. reference to the testimony and analy-

CONFERENCE MINUTES: 
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SENATE COMMITTEE REPORT ON 

PURE FOOD. 

Washington, D. C., Feb. 28.-The 
Senate Committee on Manufactures 
to-day submitted a report on the in
vestigation of food and drink adultera
tions. 

Accompanying the report is a great 
THE MAJESTY OF THE TRIVIAL. mass of testimony taken in the lead-
The poet Goethe once expressed ing cities of the country. 

the pessimism of many thoughts, say- The report says:-
ing: "When we are young, we think "The adulteration of prepared or 
we shall build palaces for the gods; manufactured foods is extensively 
but· when we are old we are thankful practiced and in many cases to the 
if we have dug away some of the rub- great discredit of our manufacturers. 
bish under our feet." We cannot help It is only fair to say, however, that a 
feeling that, when we are foolish and large proportion of the American 
discouraged we are all inclined to talk manufacturers who are engaged in 
like that; but that when we are wise adulterating food products do so in 
then our eyes are opened to see that order to meet competition. 
he who digs away even a little of the "It is the purpose of this committee 
rubbish from under his feet, is build- to adopt this uniform rule: To pro
ing palaces for himself and for God. hibit the sale of deleterious and un
It is so easy to belittle the littl(3. It healthy food products, and as 
is so hard to discern the greatness of to those food products which are 
the small, to appreciate that, indeed, simply cheapened. by adulterants to 

"The common deeds of the common day compel the marking of those goods 
Are ringing bells in the far away." for what they are. Deleterious food 

We see the man chipping away at a products should be prohibited and 
rock, and we say: "He is cutting the rest thoroughly regulated. 
-tone." The fact of the case is he is '•There have been two general ways 

qding a cathedral, or a palace; or, suggested as to the matter of regula
tar than either, maybe, a school- tion. First,·to put the important food 
lSe. We see the coarse hands and products under the internal revenue 
soiled apron, and we do not see law, as we have in the case of butter, 
glory that is to be, and that part filled cheese, and, at the last Con-
" which is with this man. gress, flour. . 

We remember a traveler telling of "The other plan to regulate the 
his visit to Cologne. Standing in food products is contained in Senate 
front of the great cathedral, he sud- Bill 2,426, which establishes a de
denly heard a voice speaking just partment under the Secretary of 
behind him: "That was a good job Agriculture and provides for the es
we did, wasn't it?" "You did?" tablishment of a board which shall fix 
"Sure, sir!" was the reply, "I worked the standards for foods, drinks, and 
.on the spires." Perhaps that man for drugs, based on the American 
only cleared away the rubbish or set pharmacopceia. The strong argument 
in a block or two; but he had the in favor of this plan is the fact that it 
right idea of it. The whole work was would be cumbersome to take all the 
great, wonderful. His part was small articles of food products that 
therefore worthy and glorious. Yes, are now adulterated and allow their 
Michael Angel<? was .only clearing I sophistication or ad~lteration for. the 
.awayJ the rubb1sh wh1ch kept the purposes of chea.penmg, and reqmre a 

ses as regards many specific articles 
of food or drink, and the extent to 
which they were found free from, or 
guilty of, adulteration, the committee 
takes up the matter of the importation 
of adulterated foods, and says:-

"If it is policy to. restrict our citi
zens to the use of pure food, we cer
tainly should apply the same rule to 
foreigners who manufacture goods to 
be sold in this country." 

The committee gives some glaring 
instances of this unwholesome and 
unjust competition which reputable 
American dealers and manufacturers 
have to meet.-Exchange. 

CUBAN CATHOLICS MAY SECEDE. 

Havana, Feb. 21. - Salvador Cis
neros, first President of the Cuban 
provisional republic, presided last 
night at a meeting called to protest 
against the appointment of Mgr. 
Sbaretti to the Bishopric of Havana. 
The meeting decided to send to Rome 
and Washington dispatches protesting 
against the appointment, and a special 
committee was chosen to wait upon 
General Wood in connection with the 
matter. It was decided that in case 
all these methods should fail an inde
pendent national church should be 
founded. General Maximo Gomez 
sent a letter expressing his sympathy 
with the movement. Another meeting 
was held this evening. 

REASONS FOR LOST FAITH, 

-GREEN BAY PASTOR TELLS WHY HE 
LEAVES METHODIST CHURCH. 

The Rev. William Forkell, who has 
just resigned as pastor of the First 
Methodist Episcopal Church of Green 
Bay, Wisconsin, sets forth his reasons 
in the following letter to the Tribune: 

"Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 2.-I re
sign voluntarily because of my ina
bility to feel at home in an organization 
whose characteristic dogmas I cannot 
heartily accept. After a struggle of 
some six years with the question as 
to my theological fitness as a Metho-
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dist preacher, during which time I I men, and we as Christians are to join 
have tried to do my fullest duty and him in the •redemption' of the world, 
have not altogether failed, I have at by explaining God to the world, as he 
last taken the only step an honest did. The word 'atonement' does not 
man can take-viz.: resign from the occur once in the original New Testa
Methodist ministry. ment. Wherever it is used it gives 

"The dogmas I cannot find myself the meaning of winning or reconciling. 
in harmony with are:- "The doctrine of endless punish· 

"First.-The deity of Jesus (as dis· ment, though not in the articles of 
tingulshed from the divinity of religion, is nevertheless a test of the 
Christ), as implied in the first para- loyalty of the Methodist preacher to 
graph of the articles of religion. The the theology of his church. This 
divinity of Christ, as I believe, is not theory I cannot accept in the light of 
contingent upon supernatural phys- the eternal love of God. All punish
ical condition, but rather upon his ment in human relations must be cor
entire surrender to the influences of rective in its aim and loving in its 
God. That which is in all men but a motive; and how can we for one 
spark was in him a living flame. moment attribute to God's nature 

"Second.-Tbe interpretation of what we would vehemently condemn 
the theory of the atonement as though in human relations? I believe more 
it were the payment of a penalty to than ever in tqe fact that all s,in will 
•reconcile the Father to us,' as implied be punished; the way of life is a 
in paragraphs 2 and 20. Nowhere 'narrow way;' sin becomes more and 
does the Scripture allow the theory more fearful as the soul rises toward 
that Jesus changed God's mind, but the ideal; the purest and tenderest 
rather that •God was in Christ recon- human relations feel the horror of sin 
ciling the world to himself.' Jesus the most; sin becomes black under 
did not suppress God's anger, but ex- the white light of God's truth and 
pressed God's love to such a degree love; punishment is as certain as that 
that it wins (reconciles) us to God. fire burns, cold freezes; and the pur· 

"In the same paragraphs 'original pose of the pain is to warn us away 
guilt' is mentioned, a doctrine to me from further harm. 
unbelievable. Man was made a char· ·"The thought that even the worst 
acter-developing being, and as such man should suffer forever would turn 
must needs have the privilege of my heaven, should I gain it, into un· 
knowing good and evi.l, choosing be· rest and pain. I would ask that God 
tween which develops character; the allow me the privilege of spending 
fall of man was in reality a rise of part of my eternity in that dismal and 
man out of brute innocence into tried horrible realm and thus save one soul 
virtue. from torment, rather than 'sit and 

AS TO SALVATION. 

"Closely related to this is the doc· 
trine of substituted righteousness, as 
founded on paragraphs 9 and 10. 
Jesus came into the world, not to 
cover up sin, but rather to uncover 
and 'condemn sin in the flesh' by the 
life he. lived amongst us. •Salva· 
tion' means more than escape from· 
the· punishment of sins; it certainly 
means a change of inclination from 

sing my (selfish) soul away in endless 
bliss' amongst angels; I expect an 
appointment in the great beyond 
among those who need a word of 
cheer and a helping hand; heaven 
bought at the expense of such tor
ment of millions, yea even to a single 
soul, is too dearly bought. I could 
not enjoy it even though I could room 
next door to Gabriel. 

DOUBTS THE BELIEF. 

many instances we train our preach
ers to think 'our' way of 'our' God in 
'our' church: in other words, we· 
groove paths for thinkers in theologi· 
cal study, instead of demanding 
independent and inspired thought. 
Theological gramophones are not 
wanted in this day. 

"In closing, I desire to say, in 
justice to the church, whose spirit I 
shall ever love, that I leave of my own 
accord, and in face of the unanimous 
petition of the members of my church 
to remain, and the consent of the 
authorities, but I could not remain 
and be an honest man; hence the 
step. I felt that I must be true to 
the light that bas come to me with 
so much inspiration, and to suppress 
my convictions would make me un
true to God and man." - William 
Forkell in Chicago Tribune, Febru.ary 
12, 1900. 

THE EXPLODED DEVIL. 

Men don't believe in a devil now, as their fa
thers used to do; 

They have opened the doors of the widest 
creed to let his Majesty through, 

And there isn't a print of his cloven foot, 
nor a fiery dart from his bow, 

To be found in earth or air to-day; for the 
world has voted it so. 

But who is mixing the terrible draught that 
palsies heart and brain? 

Who loads the bier of each passing year with 
ten hundred thousand slain? · 

Who blights the bloom of the earth to·day 
with the fiery breath of hell? 

If the devil isn't and never was, won't some· 
body rise and tell? 

Who dogs the steps of the toiling saint? 
Who digs the pits for his feet? 

Who sows the tares in the fields of Time 
wherever God sows the wheat? 

The devil is voted not to be, and of course 
the thing ia true; 

But who is doing the terrible work which 
the devil alone should do? 

We're told that he does not go about like a 
roaring lion now; 

But whom shall we hold responsible for the 
everlasting row 

To be beard in church and state to-day, to 
earth's remotest bound, 

If the devil, by unanimous vote, is nowhere 
to be found? 

Won't somebody step to the front forthwi 
and make his bow and show 

How the frauds and crimes of a single 
spring up. We'd like to know. 

The devil is voted not to be, and of co 
the devil's gone, 

But simple people would like to know \,no 
carries his business on. 

-New York Tribune. 

sinning to a life of rightness. Salva· "I could not believe the doctrine of 
tion means character. Heaven cannot endless punishment unless I accept 
be earned by another for us, no more the inevitable conclusion that God had 
than education. Salvation is not pri· abdicated his throne and surrendered 
marily intended as a ticket to heaven, it to demons. No, •the Lord reign· 
or a life insurance policy for the other eth, let the people rejoice.' These 
world; it is a spiritual capacity to are the lines on which I differ from 
know and enjoy God. •Jesus paid it the supposed (?) views of the Metho· 
all' is a dangerous doctrine, not to say dist Church. I might say 'there are 
an immoral one, and its effects are others,' but in time they will speak. 
seen on every hand in the many abor- For six years I attempted to do what 
tive Christian attempts. older ones than myself advised me to Die Natur gives statistics of the number of 

"Th f · f · · t d · · t' d species of animals now known to exist on e orgiVeness o sms IS no a o-v1z.: suppress my conv1c Ions an land and sea, the total being placed at 400,-
matter of commercial adjustment be- preach on general lines, or, as some ooo, while there are 150,000 catalogued kinds 
tween God and Jesus; sins are for· say, 'preach the gospel, and do not of plants. The insects alone furnish 208,000 
given as soon as they are given up. delve into those subjects. I tried it species, of which 120,000 are coleoptera, with 
We must J'oin God in the forgiveness and failed; the mind was made to Iepidoptera, 50,000; and hymenoptera, 38,000. 

The birds number 13,000, the fish 12,000, and 
of our sins. The words 'propitiation,' think; truth never injures, error reptiles 8,300, of which 1,640 are serpents, 300 
'satisfaction,' and 'oblation' savor too always does. We demand that the being venomous. The amphibians are 1,300 
much of the times when stakes and student of anatomy tell us all he in number, spiders., 20,000; mollusks, 50,000; 
dungeons figured prominently in the j knows· the scientist is paid for think-! worms, 8,000; echi~oderms, 3,ooo •. The l\;lu• . . , . . . ' ! seum of Natural History at Berlin contams 
church m1htant arsenal. Christ IS mg new thoughts; the astronomer has 200 ooo species the collection numbering 

the winning power of God amongst' an observatory built for him; but in 1,800,000 speci~ens. 
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LAMONI, IOWA, MARCH 14, 1900. 

PENROSE VS. PRES. B. YOUNG. 

Bro. Quincy Anderson, of Ozark, 
Missouri, has been in correspondence 
with Elder C. W. Penrose, Editor of 
the Deseret News, the organ of the 
dominant church in Utah, in reference 
to the teaching of President Brigham 
Young concerning the Adam- God 
theory. In the reply of Elder Pen
rose he denies the accuracy of the 
quotation made by Bro. R. Etzen
houser from the teaching of President 
Young, in his book, "Utah Mormon
ism in Contrast," pages 32, 33. We 
give Elder Penrose's letter in full, and 
also the quotation from "a sermon de
livered by President Brigham Young, 
in the Tabernacle, Great Salt Lake 
City, April 9, 1852." 

SALT LAKE CI'L'Y, Utah, 
.~y~~ Feb. 17, 1900. 

MR. QUINCY ANDERSON, Ozark, Mo., 
Dewr Si1·:-In reply to your letter of in

quiry, I have to say that Presidt3nt Brigham 
Young, in the discourse of which you speak, 
did not say that "the Virgin Mary was not 
overshadowed by the Holy Ghost." He did 
not say that it was "Adam." He did not say 
that "Adam was our only God." What he 
did say, on this subject, was that Jesus was 
not "begotten" by the Holy Ghost. He 
taught that Jesus was the "first-begotten" of 
God in the spirit, and the "only begotten" of 
God in the flesh. As to Adam, he taught 
that he was God in the sense of being at the 
head of the human family. That he was 
Michael, the Ancient of Days, and in the 
resurrection would be at the head. In 
that way the whole human family will 
be related to him as his children, and in 
the Patriarchal order he will be the person
age with whom they will have to do, and the 
only one in that capacity. President Young 
taught faith in that Eternal Being to whom 
Adam and all his race should bow in humble 
reverance, who is our Eternal Father and 
the Father of our elder brother, Jesus Christ, 
and is the Great Elohim. The Journal of 
Discourses is not now in print ancl I do not 
know of any volume now on sale; however, 
I have given you the substance of President 
Young's teaching as to Adam. Hoping that 
this will be satisfactory, I am, 

Yours truly, 
C. W. PENROSE, 

Editor News. 
The letter is typewritten and signed 

by Mr. Penrose in ink, with the 
words, Editor News, added in writing, 
evidently in Mr. Penrose's handwrit
ing. 

The citation from the Journal of 
Discourses is as follows. The heading 
of the article in the Journal of Dis
pourses, pa~e 46, vql)J~e:J, publisb(ild 

by F. D. and S. W. Richards, No. 15 
Wilton Street, Liverpool, (though the 
title page bears the imprint of both 
London and Liverpool,) has as a clos· 
ing sentence in capital letters, this: 
"ADAM, OuR FATHER and our God." 

Now hear it, 0 inhabiLants of the earth, 
Jew and Gontile, Saint and sinner! When 
our father Adam came into the g·arden of 
Eden, he came into it with a celestial bocly, 
and brought Eve, one of his wives, with him. 
He helped to mak'" and organize this wo!'ld. 
HH is MICHAEL, the archangel, the ANCIENT 
OF DAYS! about, whom holy men have wr.tt
ten and spoken-HE is our FATHER and our 
GoD, and the only Gocl with whom wE have to 
do. Every man upon the earth, professing 
Christians or non-professing, must hear it, 
and will know it sooner or later. They. came 
here, organized the raw material, and ar
ranged iri their order the herbs of the field, 
the trees, the apple, the peach, the plum, 
the peur, and every other fruit that is desir
able and good for man; the seed was brought 
from another sphere, and planted in this 
earth. The thistle, the thorn, the b~er, anrl 
the obnoxious weed did not appear until after 
the earth was cursed. When Adam and Eve 
had eaten of the forbidden fruit, their bodies 
became mortal from its effects, and therefore 
their offspring were mortal. When the Vir
g-in Mary conceived the child Jesus, the 
Father had begotten him in his own likeness. 
He was not begotten by the Holy Ghost. 
And who is the Father? He is the first of 
the human family; and when he took a taber· 
nacle, it was begotten by his Father in 
heaven, after the same manner as the taber
m~cles of Cain, Abel, and the rest of the sons 
and daughters of Adam and Eve; from the 
fruits of the earth, the first earthly taber· 
nacles were originated by the Fa.ther, and so 
on in succession. I could tell you much 
more about this; but were I to tell you the 
whole truth, blasphemy would be nothing to 
it, in the estimation of the superstitious and 
over-righteous of mankind. However, I 
have told you the truth as far as I have gone. 
I have heard men preach upon the divinity 
of Christ, and exhaust all the wisdom they 
possessed. All Scripturalists, and approved 
theologians who were considered exemplary 
for piety and education, have undertaken to 
expound on this subject, in every age of the 
Christian era; and after they have done all, 
they are obliged to conclude by exclaiming 
"great is the mystery of godliness," and tell 
nothing-. 

It is true that the earth was organized by 
three distinct characters, namely, Eloheim, 
Yahovah, and Michael, these three forming 
a quorum, as in all heavenly bodies, and in 
organizing element, perfectly repre~ented in 
the Deity, as Father, Son, ·and Holy Ghost. 

Again, they will try to tell how the divinity 
of Jesus is joined to his humanity, and ex
haust all their mental faculties, and wind up 
with this profound languag·e, as describing 
the soul of man, "it is an immaterial sub
stance!" What a learned idea! Jesus, our 
elder brother, was begotten in the flesh by 
the same character that was in the garden 
of Eden, and who is our Father in Heaven. 
Now, let all who may hear these doctrines, 
pause before they make light of them, or treat 
them with indifference, for they will prove 
their salvation or damnation. 

I have given you a few leading- items upon 
this subject, but a great deal more remaias 
to be told. Now, remember from this time 
!orth1 ~~tntl Jorever, th!!,t ,Jesus SJb.ri>~t w~s 119t 

begotten by the Holy Ghost.-Joumal of 
Discourses, vol. 1, pp. 50, 51. 

Whatever may have been the motive 
of Elder Penrose in replying to 
Quincy Anderson as he has done, it is 
not a little strange that one who 
should be acquainted with the pub
lished works of his church should 
make such an answer. 

'rhe evident effort of President 
Young in the discourse from which the 
quotation was made by Bro. Etzen
houser, and which we have given 
above, was to discredit the relation of 
the New Testament writers touching 
the nativity of Jesus. The statements 
of both Matthew and Luke in their 
opening chapters, in both the King 
James Version, and the inspired Holy 
Scriptures, are contradicted by Presi
dent Young, even as what he said is 
given by Elder Penrose. And in the 
quotation as it is found in the Journal 
of DiscouTses, the statements of Mat
thew and Luke are not only dis
credited, but a different and contra
dictory version is given. 

In the discourse of Pres. Young, 
the Bible relation of the origin of man 
on the earth is directly ignored and 
disputed; and a speculative theory 
spun about celestial bodies becoming 
mortal by eating of the forbidden 
fruit. This was evidently done to 
create a basis for argument bolstering 
the celestial wife dogma. In the 
Journal of Discourses the words 
"celestial body," "one of his wives," 
"Michael, the archangel, the Ancient 
of Days," are emphasized by caps, 
small caps, and italic letters; and the 
sentence "HE is our FATHER and our 
GoD and the only God with whom WE 
have to do," is put in italics, and caps 
to call especial attention to the senti
ment expressed. Can anyone who 
reads this quotation, and we have 
given it as it was printed by the 
brothers, F. D. and S. W. Richards, 
believe that it does not say "Adam 
was our only God"? 

Is there anything in this about Adam 
being God in the sense of being the first 
ofthehumanrace? Notaword. And 
can anybody read the marked declara
tion and believe that President Young 
did not say that "Adam was our only 
God," in most positive terms? What 
else can the words "And the only God 
with whom we have to do," mean? 

Mr. Penrose is the wrong man to 
undertake to apologize for these and 
other teachings of President Young, 
and to tell what that distinguished 
man meant by this and that saying Qf, 

l~ too in the day, 
~·-· ... \./ - .· . ;· . . ~ v 
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Men who believe in the angel's mes
sage and in the mission of Joseph 
Smith, are drifting back to the books 
of the church. There is not so strong 
nor so blind a reliance on the living 
oracles. The books are now of much 
more worth than the ''ashes of a rye 
straw;" they are more to the church 
than "a schoolboy's jacket;" hence, 
no subterfuge by an inferior mind can 
dematerialize these teachings of the 
founder of Utah, and rehabilitate them 
into harmless platitudes meaning less 
than the words themselves convey. 
We have compared the quotation from 
pages 32, 33, of Bro. R. Etzenhouser's 
work with the statement as it occurs 
in Jou.rnal of Discourses, and find it 
correct, less the italics and capital 
letters. 

It is absurdly foolish for our Utah 
friends to accuse us of purposely mis
quoting PresidentYoung; for the pub
lications from which we quote are 
many of them in the possession of the 
Utah people and should we misquote 
it would be sure to be found out and 
exposed. It is equally foolish for these 
same men to deny the import of such 
plain statements as the one in ques
tion concerning Adam-God theory. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

branch; has this presiding priest a right to 
call on either of the other two priests to help 
him in his labors without the branch first 
calling one of them, or both as the case may 
be, to help him? 

We so understand the matter; that 
he would be so authorized to do. 

When the presiding elder of a branch calls 
a council meeting is it right for whosoever 
will in the branch to come to that meeting, 
or just the branch officers only? 

It would depend on the terms of the 
call. If for branch officers, then 
branch officers only should attend. 
If for the priesthood of the church, 
then all of the priesthood who could 
should attend. 

How often should a branch have council 
meetings in order to grow in and ad vance 
with the work? 

As often as the condition of the 
branch and the circumstances of the 
priesthood could arrange to meet for 
that purpose. In ordinary branch; 
once in every two months, or if con
venient, and results were satisfactory 
once a month would seem to be of'Gen 
enough. And if, and if the council 
meetings were made the scene of 
wrangling, and official domineering, 
it would be too often if they met once 
a year. If peace and good will pre
vailed, once every month to take the 
matters of the work into consideration 
should give evidence of spiritual 
growth and accord. What is the meaning of the last sentence 

of paragraph 11, section 117, Doctrine and 
Covenants. When? where? and by whom was John the 

It means as the Lord bad given Baptist baptized? 
commandments concerning the gath- We know of no means to determine 
ering of the Saints into the "regions when, where, or by whom the rite of 
round about" those commandments baptism was performed for John the 
were still in force, and should be Baptist. 
honored. (See Sec. 102.) The reve- In the revelation on priesthood 
lation given on Fishing River, June given through the Seer, September 
22, 1834. 22, 23, 1832, section 83, paragraph 4, 

What territory is included in the term Doctrine and Covenants, is the follow-
"regions round about" (D. C. 117: 11)? ing, referring to John:-

We have no data from which to Whom God raised up, being filled with the 
t t 't' 1 b · Holv Ghost from his mother's womb: for he 

S a e posl lVe y, ut approximately it was.baptized while he was yet in his child-
would include an area around the hood, and was ordained by the angel of God 
center of at least one day's travel by at the time he was eight days old unto this 
the best method at the disposal of the power: to overthrow the kingdom of the 
people. From five hundred to seven Jews, and to make straight the way of the 
hundred and fifty miles. Lord before the face of his people. 

The relation in the Scriptures is 
In an organized branch where an elder and very brief. But little is said of him 

a member get drunk for the first, second, or 
third time, can the president of the branch until his coming as a prophet. 
prefer charges against them without first Luke 1:80, has this:-
consulting the branch? The child grew and waxed strong in spirit, 

Drunkenness is usually a public and was in the deserts till the day of his 
offense; and if a member offends in showing unto Israel. 
this way, he should be labored with He was ordained to be a N azarite 
kindly and admonished in gentleness from his birth; is stated by William 
and quietness, for the first and second Smith in Bible Dictionary; and citing 
offense; if be persists in his course to Luke 1: 15. 
the president of the branch may pro- He was the fulfillment of prophecy, 
ceed against him by reporting him to a child of promise named by prophecy 
the branch business meeting with and his work set out before him. He 
specifications of the time and place of was of a priestly bouse on either side 
the offense having been committed, of his parentage. The probabilities 
and let the branc:h order the inquiry are, that as the other rites usual in 
into the mat,ter. This is the better such cases had been attended to in the 
way and would avoid complications. ir:stance of John in his childhood, the 

A branch of the church with three priests i r1te of baptism had been also ob
!n it, one of them presiding priest of the served. .And it is clear that by the * " 

acknowledgment and acceptance of 
the office work of John by the Savior, 
he was fully authorized to fill the 
office to which he was called and to 
baptize not only other men of his race, 
but Jesus as well. 

HONORS FOR GRACELAND. 

Bro. Daniel and Sr. Fannie Jones 
intended this last fall to take a trip to 
Europe, including some parts of Eng
land and the Paris World's Fair, but 
business conditions assumed with 
Bro. J. M. Stubbart, changed their 
design. In making their preparations 
to go they secured letters of introduc
tion and certificates of social and fin
ancial standing that would have given 
them the entree to portions of the 
social world over there, and as their 
daughters Martha and Pearl were to 
have been of the party, it would have 
placed graduates of Graceland in a 
position to bring that institution into 
notice. Letters from Gov. Leslie M. 
Shaw, of Iowa, our own excellent 
Governor; Gov. W. A. Poynter, of 
Nebraska, commending Bro. Jones 
and family to the diplomatic and con
sular representatives of the United 
States, as well as to others, would 
have helped them. Letters from the 
Leader, Fremont, Nebraska; and one 
from Lillian M. N. Stevens. President 
of the National W. C. T. U., to Miss 
Agnes E. Slack, Secretary of the ·~ 
World's W. C. T. U. and British 
Women's Temperance Association, 
Ripley, Derbyshire, England, and 
one from General Boardman, a rela
tive of Sr. Jones; and one, a personal 
letter, from Lady Henry Somerset, 
permitting the girls the privilege of 
seeing Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, for 
two days; all taken together would 
have afforded these graduates of 
Graceland an opportunity few have. 

Had they taken the trip they would 
have arranged for Martha and Pearl 
to have given recitations at the castle, 
an honor for Graceland, certainly. 

It is well for our students to aim 
high, to take the best opportunities 
for improvement as they come, and 
be prepared to stand before kings 
and queens, if needs be, in honor and 
without fear or shame. 

PRESBYTERIANISM ALL A-SHIVER? 

The following is sent us by J. M. 
Belknap, Auditor of Adams County, 
Iowa, at the request of Bro. W. E. 
Messenger, of Prescott, Iowa, and is 
from the Morning American for Feb
ruary 21, as we understand the letter 
of Mr. Belknap. 

Washington, Feb. 20.-The suppression of 
polygamy was further considered Tuesday 
by the Honse Committee on Judiciary, Dr . 
. Josiah Strong, President of the League of 
Social Service, and Rev. William R. Camp
bell, a missionary of long service in Utah, 
speaking in advocacy of federal legislation, 
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Dr. Strong stated that while the Mormons 
were only one-fifteenth the number of the 
~resb~terians, . Methodists, and Congrega
~wnahsts, yet m a stated period they had 
mcreased more than 1\ll three combined." 
Dr. Strong also said that if the government 
did not act it was not unlikely that Joseph 
Smith's prophecy that every State west of 
the Mississippi River would be brought un
der Mormon influence would be fulfilled. 

What is the trouble with Dr. 
Strong? Is he fearful that the truths 
of which the Palmyra Seer was, un
der the guidance of revelation from 
God, the first, and for the short 
period. of fourteen years the leading 
champiOn, have enough of divine en
ergy and vitality to strike at and 
endanger the foundations and super
structures of the three popular sys
tems of theology named by him, 
Presbyterianism, Methodism, and 
Congregationalism? And what would 
the reverend Doctor have Congress 
do about it? Does he wish to make 
Congress the clerical battering ram 
of the ecclesiastical dreibund to 
smash Mormonism? 

All three of these named denomina
tio_ns have had their heresy-hunting 
ep1sodes, from Doctors Swing and 
Thomas to the last gentleman who 
renounced the close rule of the Pres
bytery and aqopted the surplice of 
the Episcopacy; and now would they 
have Congress come to the reinforce
ment of their clerical cohorts and sup
press Mormonism by law? 

We of the Reorganized Church are 
not Mormons, as that term is usually 
employed and applied, and do not 
propose to attempt an apology for 
any evils of doctrine or practice that 
may b~ justly charged to any portion, 
or factwn of the believers in the faith 
as it was proclaimed by Joseph Smith 
and his coworkers, but as these doc· 
tors of divinity bearing denomina
tional names persist in classing all 
believers in the angel's message as 
"Mor~ons," and mean all phases of 
the faith when they say or write 
"Mormonism," we are interested 
directly when any wholesale denuncia
tion of the whole faith is made or re
pressive measures possibly in~olvinO' 
the faith are asked for. "' 

Dr. Strong assimilates a great fear 
that because all three of the denomi-
nations named had made fewer acces
sions to their faiths than the Mormons 
only one fifteenth so strong in num~ 
bers, there is need for the government 
to act, and says that ''if the gov
ernment did not act it was not un
likely that Joseph Smith's prophecy 
that every State west of the Missis
sippi River would be brought under 
Mormon influence would be fulfilled." 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

:t:as given . utterance to such predic
tiOn, then 1t has no J osepb Smith of 
Mormon bias in belief as its author. 

No, Doctor Strong bas lifted the 
mask a little and permits it to be dis
covered, that while he and his fellow 
workers against Mr. Roberts and po
lygamy have insisted that their hos
tility was against the evils of the 
pra~tice of plural marriage, there was 
sectwnal and churchly antagonism 
nsmg from denominational jealousy. 
And now that Mr. Roberts has been 
refused a seat in Con"ress and thus 
n~tice served on Utah that polygamy 
w1ll not be recognized by the national 
government, Doctor Strong and oth
ers want something done by the gov
ernment to keep Mormonism from 
achieving success in other States than 
Utah. · 

We once heard a man of some in
telligence say that Mormonism with 
polygamy left out was as good a sys· 
tern of religion as any other, so far as 
he could see. To us, what was once 
caped "Mormonism," the system of 
fa1th promulged by the Seer and his 
immediate helpers and associates, as 
found in the current published works 
and literature of their day, is not only 
''as good as any other," but is very 
much better than any of the others, 
so far as we can understand both it 
and its contrasting faiths. There was 
then no secret oath-bound allegiance 
~o the faith; no plural marriage, with 
Its system of espionage and subterfuge 
between families; no substitution of 
Adam for God, or other embarrassing 
tenets, requiring denial in public and 
co?lpromising practice in private. 
W1tb polygamy and its correlatives 
out, the faith and system of worship 
known as · '•Mormonism," is the best 
of the Christian theories of reliaion 
the best development of the Christ 
idea extant. 

Of what is Doctor Strong afraid? 
He need not fear that supposed 
prophecy which he imputes to Joseph 
Smith, for he did not make it. He 
bad better fear this one:-

' 'Every knee shall bow and every 
tongue confess to the glory of God 
that Jesus is the Christ." 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. John Shields wrote from Low
banks, Ontario, March 2:-

We have a heavy snow blockade here just 
now. Roads blocked and trains delayed and 
no one able to get to meeting the last two 
evenings. Elder John McKenzie is out with 
me now for about three weeks. I have never 
seen him in better shape than at present. I 
am thankful that we have been blessed in 
caring for the Saints and presenting- the 
word. Have had splendid outside attendance 
here when the weather has been favorable. 

B~o. F. C. Keck, Seligman, Mis
sourl, March 5 :-

Joseph Smith, the Palmyra Seer, 
made no such prophecy· Joseph 
Smith, his son, has not ~ade any 
such prediction; and unless Joseph 
Fielding Smith. of the present Presi-
d f th U h M 

I commenced here Saturday night· am 
. ency 0 . e ta . . ', orrp.on Chl1rCh having Jine liberty and large m:owds ~f ill,-
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te~ested listeners. Bro. Foss, my lungs and 
vo1ce are as strong as ever. All are looking 
forward to a good spiritual conference. 

Bro. James McKiernan, Montrose, 
Iowa, March 7:-

Bro. J. R. Evans began meetings· here on 
the 26t,h ult. and I joined him on March 1. 
We have good interest. Three baptisms of 
late by Bro. Tripp; others hoped for soon. 
Was in Burlington over Sunday; Bro. Evans 
here. I returned Monday and continue here 
this week. Bro. Evaus went Monday to Fort 
Madison to look after work there. Good 
~udience and much interest here in spite of 
1ceclad streets and walks, making walking 
perilous. Looking forward for General Con
ference. 

Bro. James M. Baggerly, Atlanta, 
Indiana, March 10:-

Arrived here Wednesday, the 7th. This is 
a new opening. Spoke here last eve. An 
~udience of about fifty was my first meet
mg. They gave me splendid attention. 
Also made a new opening at Greensburg, In
diana, a city of eight thousand, where I spoke 
two weeks. Meet malignant opposition from 
the preachers, but that is a good sign. Have 
recently done missionary work at Seafield, 
Corydon, and L<lavenworth in Indiana, and 
at Louisville, Kentucky. The Louisville 
branch is a model of unity and zeal. I espe
cially enjoyed my sojourn there. I g.o from 
here to South Bend, Indiana. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. F. M. Slover, writing from 
Parrish, Illinois, from an acquaint
ance with the conditions at Alma and 
Orchardville, where Bro. I. N. White 
discussed with Rev. Clark Braden, 
expresses the opinion that Braden 
has lost prestige with his own people 
there. His manners during debate 
caused him to lose ground with many 
of his religious friends. 

Bro. E. A. Stedman returned home 
··on March 1 threatened with pneu
monia. At last account, however, he 
was better. 

Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., of Indiana, 
recently made Lamoni a brief visit. 

General Conference arrivals include 
Brn. William H. Kelley, David A. 
Anderson, and Albert Haws. 

Oriuinal Arti~ lss. 
THE CHURCH IN THE WILDERNESS. 

Allow me space for a reply and 
criticism to the article under the 
above heading. The brother states 
the matter truly when he speaks of 
the wilderness as being the hidden 
place which God bad prepared for the 
church, and in that place bad hid up 
the priesthood with Christ in God. 
But I differ from the brother in his 
other position. . He quotes:-

And there appeared a great wonder in 
heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and 
the moon under her feet, and upon her head 
a crown of twelve stars: and she being with 
child cried, travailin!l in hirth, and pained to 
be delivered.-Rev. 12: 1, 2. 

He comments: "This, I understand, 
Wi:l!~ t4~ !Jon<Jttt9!'? of the c!nrrch of' 
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came forth not through the church, did Christ get his priesthood? David 
but under the law. says:-

God before Jesus was born in Bethle
hem of Judea." The conclusion is 
hardly correct, as a study of the fol
lowing will show:-

But when the fullness of time was come, The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent, 
God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of 
made under the law, to redeem them that Melchisedec.-Ps. 110:4. 

After this I looked, and, behold, a door were under the law, that we might receive Th A tl p 1 l' th' t 
was opened in heaven: and the first voice e pos 6l au app 1es IS o 
which I heard was as it were of a trumpet the adoption of sons.-Gal. 4: 4• 5· Christ (Heb. 5: 6). Lest the brother 
talking with me; which said, Come up That woman was Mary, and that or anyone else should conclu,de that 
hither, and I will show thee things which law was the Jewish law. Jesus was David spoke of the future and not of 
must be hereafter.-Rev. 4: 1. 

born under the law, and the law was the past, please consider the follow-
Now this travailing in birth was to fulfilled in him, and he brought forth ing:-

be hereafter. Time 96 A. D., and it the church. In Matthew 16: 16 Peter There are, in the church, two priesthoods; 
was to be after that. The brother's confessed that '•J esus was the Christ, namely: the Melchisedec, and the Aaronic, 
position that the church brought forth the Son of God." Jesus answered including the Levitical priesthood. Wby 
Christ is, I believe, an untenable one. that "flesh and blood" had not "re- the first is called the Melcbisedec priesthood, 
Th b h k k is because Melchisedec was such a great hil:rh 

e rot er ma es some remar s vealed" this unto him, but the Father priest: before his day it was called the holy 
about "Christ's priesthood," which I in heaven; and in verse 18 he calls priesthood, after the order ot the Son of God.
will examine later. The brother does this a "rock," and says that "upon. D. C. 104: L 
not inform us how the church brought this rock I will build my church." Now if it was the priesthood after · 
forth the ''kingdom of God and his . f J k h h h the order of the '•Son of God," the Son h Wh Now 1 esus spo e t e tru t , e 
Christ." After t e query, " at built the church. There was no of God (Christ) must have held that 
about the man child?" some questions h . . h h h h 'd priesthood before Melchisedec did, 

d d d churc ex1stmg t en, t oug t e t1 -
are propounded an answere ; an h b h d and before he came in the flesh. That 

h . h ings concerning it ad een preac e 
w 1le t e questions are correctly an- h d f ~ h h B . Christ did not exercise his priesthood 

d Ch h d from t e ays o J 01 n t e apt1st. 
swered, as applie to rist, t ey o T h h - · 'bl · · for the first thirty years of his life is 

h 'ld A · he c urc IS a v1s1 e orgamzatwn, 
not apply to the man c l - nd and it was not built at that time. no argument that he did not possess 
why? Because Christ brought forth Doubtless he bad commenced to pre· it. 
the church. The brother asks, "But I think it will be seen that Christ 

h 'd Ch b h f h h pare the material for the building, 
w o sm rist roug t ort t e but it was not built. We find also was not the man child, so we must 
church? Tell us, if you please." The look for what was the man child. 

h b b that Christ informs his disciples that 
child ad to be egotten efore it he had chosen and ordained them that What was the man child? That 
could be born. Yes, it was begot- they "should go and bring forth which the church bore; that for which 
ten, and the church was the mother, she travailed in birth. Think of the 
b Ch . h h'ld, d fruit" (John 15: 16). ut r1st was not t at "c I , an church travailing in birth to bring 
for a very strong reason; there was This begins to look as though forth Christ. Think of Christ taking 
no church existing when Christ was Christ brought forth the church. the church to himself as his bride. 
either begotten or born. The brother Now Christ established the church; Then he takes for his bride that 
reminds us that Paul says, "that he brought forth the church when- which brought him forth, and he be· 
Christ was with the church in the ever it was brought forth. Did the comes the head of the same body that 
wilderness." Yes, Christ was with church come forth in Adam's day, or brought him forth. Question: "Be
the church there, and he was with the in Enoch's day? It was Christ that fore the body brought forth Christ 
church in Enoch's day, and with the brought it forth. When it came forth (who was the head of it) what kind of a 
church in Adam's day. But there. later, and was among the children of head did the body have? If its head 
was no church after Moses' The Israel as they journeyed "in the wil· had not yet come forth, did it have a 
Melchisedec priesthood was taken derness," it was Christ that brought. head? and if it had no head, was it a 
from the earth then, and there cannot it forth. body? We will leave that point here. 
be a church without the Melchisedec In the second column of the article The church brought forth the "king
priesthood. That should be clear to the writer says, You remember that dom of God." The kingdom of God 
all Latter Day Saints. The church Paul tells us that Christ was with the consists of saints. The church tra
means "those called out;" and those church in the wilderness. Yes, I ex- vailed in birth for and brought forth 
called out are the body of Christ. If nect he was, but how was he with it? the saints, and they were born into 
we examine the following scripture Was,he with it as a member? No. the kingdom of God. She is their 
my position will be clear. For the members of the church are spiritual mother. She is called the 

For by one Spirit are we all baptized into they who have been redeemed, and "Jerusalem above," "the mother of us 
one body.-1 Cor. 12: 13. Christ never was redeemed, for he all," • 'the new Jerusalem." Of those 

Now there is no admission into the never fell. He must have been with she brought forth, some of them re
one body without the baptism of the it in some other capacity, then. Yes, ceived the priesthood. This priest
Spirit, and there is no baptism of he was the director, he wa,s the head, hood held authority to rule. They 
the Spirit unless the ordinance of the and he must have held the Melchise- were to rule with the ''rod of iron," 
laying on of hands is administered, dec priesthood, which brings us to an· which the Book of Mormon says is 
and this cannot be administered but other point. the word of God. (See 1 Nephi 4: 5.) 
by the Melchisedec priesthood. The The writer says, "but when Christ Now the man child was the ruling 
outpouring at Pentecost and at the came and offered himself a sacrifice to power, which the woman brought 
house of Cornelius may be cited as satisfy the law, he -became a high priest forth. God calls the ruling power in 
exceptions; but even they are not ex- after the order of Melchisedec." The the church priesthood, which means 
ceptions, as I can prove, if the proof italics are mine. Christ came and of· authority to represent God, and this 
becomes necessary. Now if there fered himself. He offered himself 33 child was to rule by his word. 
was no baptism into the body withont A. D., or according to the corrected Notice the statement in the article, 
the Melchisedec priesthood, and there chronology about 27 A. D., and then "Now if this child is the authority, 
were none holding the Melchisedec according to the writer of the article you see it would be greater than the 
priesthood living when Christ came, became a high priest after the order of one who gave it." So if God. says his 
then there was no church when he /1 Melchisedec. Will the brother inform I priesthood is to rule the world, it 
came, and consequently the church us how Christ could make an offering 1 makes the priesthood greater than 
coqld not l:rripg forth Chri£3t Qhrlt;;t 1 before he held the priesthood? Where God! Is it consistent to say th!:lJt God 
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could not and would not rule the 
priesthood? Because there is a gov
ernor ruling the State of Iowa, does it 
make him greater that the President 
of the United States? God bas more 
worlds than this, and he delegates 
his authority to his servants, and be 
rules over the rulers. Now the faith
ful redeemed are to be "kings and 
priests unto God." (Rev. 4: 10; Rev. 
1: 6). Then Christ rules over the 
priesthood, and be then is King of 
kings and Lord of lords. Where is 
the conflict now? 

No wonder then tbat when the 
church was driven into the wilder
ness, the place which God (not man) 
prepared, that the angels should say, 
Now is come salvation, and strength, 
and the kingdom (church) of our God, 
and the power of his Christ (the au
thority of God's Christ). 

Yes, the authority of the Christ, 
which be had committed to men upon 
the earth, bad returned to heaven. 
For one who was in heaven said it "is 
come." No authority remained on 
the earth then, although the chosen 
seed lived (in whom was reposed the 
lineal right to the priesthood), but the 
priesthood itself was hid from the 
world with Christ in God. The au
thority remained on earth after Christ 
went to heaven, and the man child did 
not ascend until after Christ ascended, 
which shows the man child not to be 
Christ, but the power of Christ vested 
in the priesthood. 

T. J. SHELDON. 
RUNNELLS, Iowa, Dec. 15, 1899. 

PERFECTION IN THIS LIFE. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

with something that none of us dare 
do. But we must acknowledge his 
commandments true and righteous al
together, lJ;nd that by keeping them 
there is great reward. (Ps. 19: 11.) 

For I have kept the ways of the Lord, and 
have not wickedly departed from God. For 
all his judgments were before me, and I did 
not put away his stat.utes from me. I was 
also upright before him, and I kept myself 
from mine iniquity.-Ps. 18:21-23. 

At the time David. uttered these 
words he was pure, and if he bad al
ways continued in this way be would 
always have been a man after God's 
own heart. 

As for God, his way is perfect.-Ps. 18:30. 

So you see when David was walk
ing uprightly before him be was per
fect. Can we not walk uprightly 
before him and be after God's own 
heart, as David was at the time this 
was said of him? If not, why not? 

Who shall ascend into tbe hill of the Lord? 
or who shall stand in his holy place? He 
that hath clean hands, and a pure heart.
Ps. 24:3, 4. 

Let me ask you if one without clean 
bands and a pure heart can stand in a 
holy place? What think you? 

Give unto the Lord the glory due unto his 
name; worship the Lord in the beauty of 
holiness.-Ps. 29: 2. 

Again:-
The angel of the Lord encampeth round 

about them that fear him, and delivereth 
them.-Ps. 34:7. 

Will the angel of God encamp round 
about those who will not fear him or 
keep his commandments? I answer, 
No. 

Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips 
from speaking guile.-Ps. 34: 13. 

Can we do it? If not, the com
mandment was a failure. 

Mark tha perfect man, and behold the up
right: for the end of that man is peace.
Ps. 37:57. • 

What will be the end of that man 
that is not perfect and upright? Let 
David answer:-

Mine eyes ~hall be upon the faithful of the 
land, that they may dwell with me: he that 
walketh in a perfect way, he shali ssrve me. 
... I will early destroy all the wic.ked of 
the land: that I may cut off all wicked doers 
from the city of the Lord.-Ps. 101: 6, 8. 

Who is a wicked doer? One who 
commits sin, is it not? 

But the mercy of the Lord is from ever
lasting to everlasting ur;on them that fear 
him, and his righteousness unto children's 
children; to such as keep his covenant, and 
to those that remember his commandments 
to do them.-Ps. 103: 17, 18. 

Do we want the mercies of God to 
be with us? If the condition is that 
we must remember God's command
ments to do them, let us not flatter 
ourselves that, we can have them any 
other way. 

Does God require his people to live 
pure and holy? I answer, He does. 
And while I answer this, I am aware 
that I have most of the Latter Day 
Saints, as well as nearly all of other 
church members in the world, to con· 
front me in so doing. But while I 
undertake the task to prove that God 
does require us as his people to be 
perfect, I am glad to say his written 
word, found in the three books that 
have been accepted by the Latter Day 
Saints as their rule of faith and prac
tice, furnish us with abundance to 
prove that a man can and must live 
pure and holy if he bas a part in the 
:first resurrection. I will say in the 
outstart, that while many do not be
lieve in perfection in this life, as yet 
but few have felt like going on record 
to oppose the doctrine. This is suffi
cient in itself to prove that the doc
trine is a Bible doctrine and should 
be considered with judgment, and in 
all matters of controversy the written 
word should be decisive and the end 
f 11 d · t The fear of the Lord is the beginning of 

0 a lSpu e. wisdom: a good understanding have all they 
To say that God gave command- that do his commandments: his praise en~ 

ments, and at the same time knew dureth forever.-Ps. 111:10. 
that man would not and could not j Do we want wisdom and a good un
obey them, would be charging him 'derstanding? If so, let us keep his 
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commandments, or in other words, 
the Word of Wisdom. (D. C. 86. 
Turn and read the whole section, 
please.) 

I have refrained my feet from every evil 
way, that I might keep thy word.-Ps. 119: 
101. 

Do not forget, here, that he kept 
his feet from every evil way, not a 
part of them. 

Blessed is every one that feareth the Lord; 
that walketh in his ways.-Ps. 128: 1. 

Have we not shown that God's ways 
are perfect ways? Can a man walk in 
them? If so, is be not perfect? So 
this is what David, the sweet singer 
of Israel, bas testified, showing that 
God's people can and must live per
fect. What say you? Is be competent 
to testify in this case? 

We will next introduce Solomon, 
the wise man:-

He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: 
but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them 
shall have mercy.-Prov. 28: 13. 

The person who confesses and for
sakes his sins is the one who will be 
blessed. And if we forsake our sins, 
will we not be pure? I would think 
so, at least until we transgress again, 
anyway. 

He layeth up sound wisdom for the right
eous: he is a buckler to them that walk up· 
rightly.-Prov. 2: 7. 

For the upright shall dwell in the land, 
and the perfect shall remain in it. But the 
wicked shall be cut off from the earth, and 
the transgressors shall be rooted out of it.
Prov. 2: 21, 22. 

Who were to remain in the land? 
The upright, the perfect. What about 
the wicked? They were to be cut out 
of the land. So, 

Let us hear the conclusion of the whole 
matter: Fear God, and keep his command· 
ments: for this is the whole duty of man.
Eccl. 12: 13. 

Mark you; keeping his command· 
ments is the duty of man. Can any
one observe this counsel and at the 
same time not be perfect? I think 
not. So, if not objected to, we will 
place Solomon, the wise man, with 
David, his father, as another witness 
testifying that God requires his peo
ple to be perfect and live pure and 
holy lives while here under the sun. 

We will next examine the Prophet 
Isaiah. 

Yea, for I will be merciful unto my people, 
but the wicked shall perish.-Isa. 13: 22, I. T. 

Who are God's people? The pure 
and the good. The wicked are those 
who do evil, are they not? We will 
read again:-

The sinners in Zion are afraid; fearfulness 
hath surprised the hypocrites. Who among 
us shall dwell with the devouring fire? who 
among us shall dwell with everlasting burn
ings? He that walketh righteously, and 
speaketh uprightly; he that despiseth the 
g-ain of oppressions, that shaketh his hands 
from holding of bribes, that stoppeth his 
ears h·om bearing of blood, s.nd shutteth his 
eyes from seeing evil.-Isa. 33: 14, 15. 

You see it is those who walk up
rightly and do no evil, and none else, 
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who are to stand or dwell safely. So 
we shall put Isaiah the prophet with 
David and Solomon as testifying that 
man must live perfect in this life. 

Listen to what Jeremiah says:
But this thing commanded I them, saying, 

Obey my voice, and I will be your God, and 
ye shall be my people: and walk ye in all the 
ways that I have commanded you, that it 
may be well unto you.-Jer. 7: 23. 

Now if the people of God will walk 
in God's ways (and his ways are per
fect, as we have already proven) will 
they not be perfect? I certainly 
think so. Again:-

Thus saith the Lord; Execute ye judgment 
and righteousness, and deliver the spoiled out 
of the hand of the oppressor: and do no 
wrong, do no violence to the stranger, the 
fatherless, nor the widow, neither shed irmo
cent blood in this place.-Jer. 22: 3. 

Do no wrong nor evil, was the com
mand, and if we as a people do no 
wrong nor evil, will we not be perfect? 
Most assuredly we will. 

Let us now hear from Daniel. After 
staying all night in the den of lions, 
what have you to say, Daniel? 

My God hath sent his angel, and hath shut 
the lions' mouths, that they have not hurt 
me: forasmuch as before him innocency was 
found in me; and also before thee, 0 king, 
have I done no hurt.-Dan. 6: 22. 

Daniel was without sin before the 
Lord, therefore God sent his angel and 
delivered him. NowifDanielcouldlive 
pure and holy before the Lord, why 
not people in this age of the world? 
For one, I believe they can. So this 
brings Daniel over with the rest of 
God's prophets, certifying to what 
they have, that a man can live per
fect in this world. 

I will now turn to the New Testa
ment writers and see what can be 
found in support of this subject:

Blessed are all the pure in heart; for they 
shall see God.-Matt. 5: 10, L T. 

Did Enoch, Abraham, Jacob, Moses, 
and Stephen see God? Yes. Then 
they were pure in heart. Jesus was 
the author of the above scripture. 
Shall I introduce him as a competent 
witness? If so, we will bear him 
again:-

It is not every one that saith unto mP, 
Lord, Lord, that shall enter into the kingdom 
of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my 
Father who is in heaven.-Matt. 7: 30, I. T. 

Who are to enter the kingdom of 
heaven? Those who do the will of 
God. What is the will of God-- to 
commit sin? No, sir. Sin is unto 
death, but obedience is unto right
eousness. (Rom. 6: 16.) 

Paul, what have you to say about a 
man living perfect, pure, and holy in 
this life? 

Tribulation and anguish, upon every soul 
of man that doeth evil; ... but glory, honor, 
and peace, to every man that worketh good. 
-Rom. 2: 9, 10. 

Comment is unnecessary. 
What then? shall we sin, because we are 

not under the law, but under grace? God 
forbid.-Rom. 6: 15. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

That is very plain. Do you know 
anything else? Yes, 

For if ye live after the flesh, unto sin, ye 
shall die; but if ye through the Spirit do 
mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live 
unto Christ.-Rom. 8: 13, I. T. 

Do you know of anything else that a 
man can do? Yes. 

Present your bodies a living sacrificP, holy, 
accept~ble unto God, which is your reason
able service.-Rom. 12: 1. 

Thank you, Paul. We have been 
told that man could not live holy in 
this life, but had to die before he 
could reach perfection. So, then, a 
man can present his body a living 
sacrifice, holy unto the Lord, in this 
life. What do you think about the 
people of God doing evil, anyway? 

If any man dbfile the temple of God, him 
shall God destroy; for the temple of God is 
holy, which temple ye are.-1 Cor. 3:17. 

You remember God's Spirit does 
not dwell in unholy temples, and if 
we have not the Spirit we are none of 
his. Now could language be more 
plain, that if a man has the Spirit of 
God he is perfect? 

But God is faithful, who will not suffer you 
to be tempted above that ye are able; but 
will with the temptation aiso make a way to 
escape, that ye may be able to bear it.-1 Cor. 
10: 13. 

So if the way to escape has been 
prepared, that a man need not give 
way to the temptation, this puts it in 
the power of man to live perfect in 
this life. 

Wherefore come out from among them, and 
be ye the separate, saith the Lord, and touch 
not the unclean thing; and I will receive 
you.-1 Cor. 6: 17, I. T. 

For the grace of God which bringeth sal
vation to all men, hath appeared;· teaching 
us that, denying ungodliness and worldly 
lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, 
and godly, in this present world.-Titus 2: 11; 
12, I. T. 

So this makes it clear that a man is 
required to live pure in this life. Shall 
we place Paul, the faithful witness, 
with the rest as having testified that a 
man can and must live perfect, if he 
is a favored one of the Lord? 

We will next hear from Peter:
Seeing ye have purified your souls in 

obeying the truth.-Peter 1:22. 

If they could purify their souls by 
obeying the truth, could not we do the 
same now if we obey the same truth? 

For he that will love life, and see good 
days, let him refrain his tongue from evil, 
and his lips that they speak no guile.-1 
Peter 3: IO. 

As he is in line- with the re.st we 
will place him a& a competent witness. 

Next comes John:-
Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and 

it doth not yet appear what we shall be: but we 
know that, when he shali appear, we shall be 
like him; for we shall see him as he is. And 
every man that hath this hope in him puri
fieth himself, even as he is pure.-1 John 
3; 2, 3. 

Again:-
Beloved, follow not that which is evil, but 

that which is good. He that doeth good is 

of God; but he that doeth evil hath not seen 
God.-3 John 11. 

So we will close the evidence from 
the Bible by quoting John's words on 
the isle of Patmos:-

Blessed and holy are they who have part 
in the first resurrection; on such the second 
death hath no power, but they shall be priests 
of God and of Christ, and shall reign with 
him a thousand years.-Rev. 20: 6, I. T. 

Notice: Those who were to have 
part in the first resurrection were 
holy. Do we want to come forth in 
the first resurrection? If so, let us 
live perfect and holy in this life. Be 
pure as Christ was pure, then we can 
dwell where he dwells. Paul says, 
"Let us go on unto perfection." Yes, 
he knew very well man could be per
fect, for he tells us that God set the 
officers in the church "for the per
fecting of the saints, for the work of 
the ministry," till we all come to the 
unity of the faith. Now if the saints 
are to be perfected by the officers of 
the church, then is it not the duty of 
the officers of the church to tea.ch them 
the perfect way of liberty, the way of 
holiness, as it is called elsewhere? 

We will turn to the Book of Mor
mon and see what it says in regard to 
the doctrine of purity:-

And now I say unto you, all you that are 
desirous to follow the voice of the good shep
herd, come ye out from the wicked, and be ye 
separatp, and touch not their unclean things. 
-Alma 3:73. 

Again:-
For behold, a bitter fountain cannot bring 

forth good water; neither can a good foun
tain bring forth bitter water; wherefore a 
man being a servant of the devil, cannot fol
low Christ; and if he follow Christ he cannot 
be a servant of the deviL-Moroni 7: 8. 

Here are the two horns to the di
lemma. Which one will you take? 
This idea that a man can serve the 
Devil all the week and on Sunday 
make all things right, or serve the 
Devil one day and the Lord the next, 
is to my mind absurd. So we shall 
insist that the Book of Mormon have 
a place with the Bible as testifying 
that a man can and must live perfect 
in this world. 

We will close by quoting the book 
of Doctrine and Covenants, containing 
the revelations of God to his people' 
in this the dispensation of the full
ness of times. 

Let every man esteem his brother as him-· 
self, and practice virtue and holiness before 
me.-D. C. 3H: 5. 

The elders and men of the church should 
be of cheerful heart and countenance among 
themselves and in their intercourse withe 
their neighbors and men of the world, yet. 
they must be without blame in word and 
deed.~ D. C. 119: 3. 

In the mouth of two or three wit
nesses every word shall be estab
lished. So we find the three books 
agreeing as to the people of God being 
required to lhre perfect. Now, can we 
live perfect without abiding the celes
tial law, or perfect law of liberty? 
We must live by every word of God. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Will the people of God rob God by 1 joicing and praising the God of heaven, who 
not bringing all the tithes into the lives forever. It was a day long to be re
storehouse? (Mal. 3: 8~ 12.) What will membered with us, and many times since we 
be the result to those who will not have rejoiced in the Spirit, and raising our 
obey the law of God? voices with praise and thanks to Him who 

Behold, now it is called to-day (until the died that w:e might live; who has saved us 
coming of the Son of Man), and verily it is a from this world and the power of darkness. 
day of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of What a dear Savior that fills our thirsty 
my people; for he that is tithed shall not be souls with sueh joy and peace, and opens our 
burned.-D. C. 64:5. 

Who are to be burned? The wicked eyes of blindness and points to us that 
(Mal. 4: 1); those who will not pay straight and narrow way that will lead us 
their tithes, as well as to live by every to that home of one eternal round of peace, 
other word of God, will be robbers of joy, and happiness, throughout the days of 
God, and if ;any man climb up any eternal ages. 
other way, the same is a thief and a I was in Babylon for many years, sur
robber. (John 10:1, 5.) Mark you, rounded with total darkness and drift.ing on, 
if we climb up any other way. What led by the commandments of men. I desired 
other way? Why, try to go to heaven the truth, although I fought it, being in my 
without costing us anything. blind condition; and after a week's preach-

ing by Elder J. D. Erwin, at Sylvan, I heard 
Verily I say unto you, It shall como to pass a few words of his last sermon which stirred 

that all those who gather unto the land of 
Zion shall be tithed of their surplus proper- my soul, and I began to seek for rest, and in 
ties, and shall observe this law, or they shall a few days the good Lord sent two others,
not be found worthy to abide among you. Brn. E. A. Erwin and w. M. Kint,-who de
And I say unto you, If my people observe not 
this law, to keep it holy, and by this law livered the angel's message of the gospel re-
sanctify the land of Zion unto me, that my stored in these the last days, which I 
statutes and my judgments may be kept believed, and was led to the ~ater's side. 
thereon, that it may be most holy, behold Let us be faithful, and the Lord will bless 
verily I say unto you, It shall not be a land us, and when the Lord comes to redeem his 
of Zion unto you.-D. C. 106: 2. 

So this puts tithing as a part of the own he will give us a crown of life. I will 
law of God. Can we ignore it and at close, hoping all will be faithful. 
the same time claim that we are in Your brother, 
that straight and narrow way that G. N. Cox. 
leads to life? 

The works, and the designs, and the pur
poses of God, cannot be frustrated, neither 
can they come to nought, for God doth not 
walk in crooked paths; neither doth he turn 
to the right hand nor to the left; neither 
doth he vary from that which he hath said; 
therefore his paths are straight and his 
course is one eternal round.-D. C. 2: 2. 

Now, Saints, can we afford to set at 
naught the counsel of God and walk 
in crooked paths? You remember the 
Saints were called once by the Lord 
to remember the former command· 
ments, not only to say, but to do ac
cording to that which was written. 
Their minds had become darkened 
because they had treated lightly the 
things they had received. So let 
every one learn his duty, then go to 
work to perform it. Overcome evil 
with good. C. L. SNOW. 

KIRKSEY, Kentucky. 

---------~·~-------

haHsr Dspar1msn1. 

BAZINE, Kan., March 4. 

Edito1·s Herald:-I had the privilege of 
attending the Pender-Collins debate at 
Brownell the latter part of February, and feel 
safe in pronouncing-it a grand success in the 
interest of the cause. We fail to see how 
anyone can oppose holding these religious 
discussions from time to time, as they ct>r
tainly are a powerful factor in bringing added 
light and truth before the minds of the peo
ple. They help in making scores of friends 
for the cause and dispelling prejudice like 
darkness is being chased before the morning 
light. For scriptural citations in favor of 
public discussions see the following: Luke 
2:42-47; Acts 15:7; 17:17; 19:7, 8; 1 Thessa
lonians 5: 21; Jude 3. 

A young lady was baptized during the de
bate, and i.n time will make a useful member. 
While Bro. Pender's hands were upon her 
head in confirmation, grand blessings were 
pronounced under the influence of the Holy 
Spirit. Blessings physical, moral, and spirit
ual were promised, if faithful, and in the end 
rest and peace in the eternal kingdom. of our 

SYLVAN, Texas, Feb. 9. God. 
Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure I at- We wish to state that the writer has wit-

tempt to write. On March 11, 1899, my wife, nessed some marvelous cures recently in con
self, and Sr. Mary Bussell were led to the nection with the ministrations of Elder W. 
water's edge, where Bro. W. M. Kint made S. Pender to the sick and afflicted, both out
a chilling talk for a few moments and then side and in the church. We hereby furnish 
carried us one by one down into the water, the Herald readers with the written state
where he buried us with Christ in baptism ment of Sr. Bean herself, who now rejoices 
beneath its rolling waves. After baptism we in the goodnes8 of God. 
returned. to the house of Bro. Bussell, where "To Whom It May Concern:-This is to 
Bro. Kint administered the ordinance of the certify that Mrs. Joseph W. Bean was in
laying on of hands. The windows of heaven I stantly healed under the hands of Eider W. 
were opened for us and God sent down his S. Pender, on the 6th day of January, 1900. 
Holy Spirit, and all was in commotion, re- The affliction was of long standing and caused 
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serious suffering for months out of every 
year, during the last twelve or thirteen. 
Competent and responsible physicians in 
both Chicago, Illinois, and Battle Creek, 
Michigan, had, after examination, repeatedly 
stated that a cure could only be effected by a 
surgical operation. Already knowing 'that 
these signs do follow those who believe and 
are baptized for remission of sins,' we placed 
our trust in God and his word rather than in 
the surgeon's knife, and are glad to testify of 
the above to any honest inquirer, by letter or 
personally. (Signed,) 

"MRS J. W. BEAN. 
"JOSEPH W. BEAN. 

"I was present when the above case of 
healing occurred under the hands of Elder 
W. S. Pender, at Ames, Cloud County, Kan
sas, and do testify to its genuineness. 

"(Signed) FRANK J. PIERCE." 

Why should men deny that "these signs 
shall folfow them that believe: ... they 
shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall· 
recover." Dear Saints, we are living wit
nesses to the fulfillment of the promises of 
God. We know for ourselves that "our gos
pel came not in word only, but also in power, 
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assur
ance." We have much to be thankful for, 
and to stimulate, encourage, and strengthen 
us in the great work of God. 

I am here &lone now, Elder J. M. Brown 
having gone home to Leon, Iowa, some three 
weeks ago. This Western Kansas is a fine 
and promising field to labor in. The ma
jority of 'uhe people do not appear to be so 
creed-bound as they are in the more thickly 
settled parts of the Sunflower State. I hope, 
after General Conference, to be again asso
ciated with a colaborer in the field, as I am 
young in the ministry. In Doctrine and Cove
nants, section 115, the Lord says: "And 
moreover it is expedient in me that my elders 
in going to declare my gospel to the nations, 
shall observe the pattern which I have 
given. Two by two let them be sent, that 
they may be a help and a support to each 
other in their ministry." I often wonder 
why this divine plan is not more generally 
observed by the church. This was evidently 
the rule our Savior adopted when he 
traveled in his ministry, and it seemed to 
work well enough then. If sufficient elders 
cannot be sent out, the yoang priests should 
be encouraged to travel, and thus gain for 
themselves the much needed experience and 
profit. My work at present is chiefly among 
the Saints, trying to strengthen and encour
age them to life and activity in the Master's 
cause. The Saints always welcome me to 
their homes, which kindness I hope to ever 
appreciate. 

The branch here is known as the Home
stead branch, with about fifty members en
rolled. I never was in a branch before where 
all the members lived so far apart, hence it 
is ofttimes difficult for them to meet to
gether to worship God. This branch has 
membership in at least four surrounding 
counties. Too bad that the f:laints are in so 
scattered a condition instead of being to
gether where they could worship in sweet 
communion and fellowship. May the chil-
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dren of God everywhere learn and prepat·e 
themselves to dwell in peace and love one 
with another. "Behold, how good and pleas
ant it is for brethren to dwell together in 
unity." Saints should cease from backbiting 
and evil-speaking, and learn to love one an
other, for ''Love worketh no ill to his neigh
bor." Would to God that the Saints every
where would realize that it rrq uires a strong 
united effort to build up and sustain the 
word of God in the earth. How great our 
responsibilities and privileges! How great 
and glorious are the blessings which flow 
through the gospel! "Let, nothing separate 
you from each other, and from the work 
whereunto you are called." Did you ever 
read that before, dear Saints, and if you did, 
do you now realize its, deep import? Let us 
all "awake to righteousness and sin not." 
Now is the time to work, not leave it for 
some future time. "Whatsoever thy hand 
findeth to do, do it _with thy might;" also, 
"In cheerfulness do whatsoever you are per
mitted to perform, that the blessing of peace 
may be upon all." Your brother, 

FRANK J. PIERCE. 

1'HE SAlNTSi HERALD. 

been a bJnefit to me under like condition; 
that was, to keep on hammering and pound
ing. 

Brethren, if we have a hard, rough corner 
in this great work it will make it no easier 
to complain or be envious or become jealous 
when it seems to us that some one has an 
easier or a higher seat than ourselves. All 
these are nothing but the work of a demon. 
Let him who would be great first become 
least of all. Yes, I would rather be a door
keeper in the house of my God than to dwell 
in ~he tents of the wicked. "The Lord is my 
shepherd, I shall not want." Yea, though I 
walk through the valley of the shadow of· 
death, I will fear no evil. 

My body is wearing away, but my love for 
God, my faith in Christ, and my confidence 
in the success and triumph of this latter-day 
work and hope of eternal life grow stronger 
and brighter as my eyes grow dim. -

Yours in Christ, 
L. L. WIGH'l'. 

SYDNEY, Australia, Feb. 6. 
Editors Herald:-We have just returned 

from the water's side, where we bade fare-
BuFFALO GAP, Texas, Feb. 24. well to Bro. and Sr. Wells, and ere you get 

Editors Herald:-We are moving on as best this they will be in San Francisco, if the 
we can in the latter-day work founded upon steamer lives to get over the Pacific. Bro. 
old principles; sometimes meeting· opposi- Wells came t0 Australia six and a half years 
tion, but undiscouraged we battle on, know- ago with myself and wife, and is now return
ing it to be the will of God. ing with two others-Sr. Wells and daughter. 

We hear of swarms of Utah elders charg- Not a few tears were shed, as good-byes were 
ing in on the branches of the true church in being said, and sweet little eighteen months' 
different places. Can you not induce some of old Lena Chloe waved her tiny hand and 
them to come this way? We need them in threw kisses at us who were standing on 
our ·business. We think if we could get a shore, as the steamship slowly moved away 
little opposition from that quarter we could toward's Zion's land. May our heavenly 
have better success in our efforts to convince Father go with them and richly bless, that 
the honest people that we are not of the salt they throug-h humble faithfulness may con
tribe. However, we have no room to com- tinue to serve God and increase in usefulness 
plain, although we have preached, borne tes- in this great and glorious latter-day work. 
timony and scattered tracts in many counties Bro. Wells, while in Australia, preached 
of this State, and for the last year baptized something like six hundred sermons, hap
none; yet we desire to labor on in the hope tized upwards of a hundred people, did a 
of a reward that none but the Master has the splendid work in the Sunday school, and also 
power to confer. organized Daughters of Zion Societies, and 

I appreciated very much the reading of converted a young lady, and then made her 
Bro. Etzenhouser's letter published recently his wife, and after being blessed with a sweet 
in Herald. It so very much fitted my condi- little daughter, sets sail for home, taking his 
tion wherein he told of his exclusion from t.wo precious sheaves with him; while we are 
church privileges through his efforts to get left behind sadly wondering, "When shall we 
the message before the world. I, too, Beo. all meet again?" 
E., have not for the last eighteen months had The work in Australla is going along 
the blessed privilege of meeting with branch, slowly. A goodly number have been hap
district conference, or reunion, and during tized of late and others are near obedience. 
that time have seen very few members; and The Devil has tried hard to injure and over
when I read from the elder's pen what a throw the work, but thanks be to God, his 
grand conference or reunion they have at-~ purpose~ h~ve been frust:ated by t~e. wisdom 
tended, I do not envy them, but reflect, 0 of God 1n rightly executing the d1v1ne law. 
how glad I would have been to have been A painful duty fell to. oue lot of late; viz., 
with him. cutting off from the chuech a brother and 

When I was here last fall the sanctified elder who had been for years one of our best 
boom was at its zenith._ I find, on my ar- workers. But such is the weakness and folly 
rival this time, that it has floate.d away in of the flesh that some will get weary in well
the distance, and like the bubble on the doing and faint by the wayside and lose the 
water, collapsed. reward of the faithful, who endure unto the 

I see very little prospects of accomplishing end of life. 
anything at this place, but we never know Our last conference was one of the best I 
what is in store for the moerow. One word 

1 
ever attended, and the Lord in his mercy 

of advice from Bro. Joseph to me at one I blessed richly and pointed out the mistakes 
time, when I felt despondent, has ever since of the Saints in the past and gave promise of 

bright future if Saints live more faithful, as 
indicated in the following prophecy:-

"Verily, thus saith the Lord, There is a 
great work to be done in this mission field, 
and that my Saints may be qualified and 
have power to accomplish this work, it is 
needful that the elders, priests, teachers, and 
deacons, also members of my church, live 
more humble and faithful; for verily there 
are hundreds, yea, thousands, to be gathered 
into my church on this island of the sea. I 
the Lord have not been well pleased with my 
people in Australia in years gone by, for they 
have not been sufficiently willing to heed the 
counsel of the Lord; for there has been evil 
speaking, contention, and backbiting among 
my people, therefore I could not pour out my 
Spirit upon you to hasten my work in this 
land, as I have hastened it in the land of 
Zion; but verily the hastening time shall be 
upon you from this very instant, if my Saints 
will live more humble and faithful before me, 
and I will raise up laborers unto the harvest, 
and send them forth to preach this restored 
gospel, by the power of my Spirit; for verily 
I will choose the weak and foolish things of 
this world to confound the mighty and the 
wise. Therefore let mine elders, priests, 
teachers, and deacons rebuke the power of 
darkness, and stand faithful; declaring my 
gospel before the church and the world, &nd 
let my Saints not find fault, but sustain them 
by the prayer of faiih, and then will I pour 
out my Spirit upon you and bless you with 
great blessings. Yea, verily, I will bless you. 
in body and in mind, in basket and in store, 
and will show forth signs and wonders among 
my people, and will heal their sick, so that 
they need not resort to the arm of flesh for 
help. Therefore live humble and faithful 
and love one another. Let nothing separate 
you from each other and the work whereunto 
you have been called, and I will be with to 
bless by the power of my Spirit. Thus saith 
the Lord unto the conference of his people in 
Sydney. Amen." 

The above is an abridgement of the 
prophecy, written from memory. 

JOHN KALER. 
65 Nelson St., Rozelle, SYDNEY. 

MAYSVILLE, Ark., Feb. 24. 

Editors Herald:-Tbis gospel is grand to 
me. It is worth living for. God's people 
ought to be the happiest people on earth. 
When we look out in the world and see it in 
such- a discontented, uneaay condition, look
ing for something to come, they know not 
what, it makes me thankful that I have 
beard and obeyed the gospel. 

Before I came into the kingdom I seemed 
to be looking for something and could not 
find it. I felt that I could not stand the per
secution. We lived in Bell County, Texas, 
at Elmwood branch. I knew the gospel was 
true, and wanted to obey. I would think, If 
I obey the gospel, my friends will go back on 
me. Then I would let the evil one step be
tween me and the water. We then moved to 
Coryell County, and I had a dream that con
vinced me I should be baptized. 

How thankful I feel for the gospel, a gos
pel that tells us of the things to come. 
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When any of our loved ones are gone we have 
hope of grasping their hand again, though 
it is sad to part with those we love; yet we 
realize that they are better off than we are, 
for the time is come and not far spent when 
God's children will have to go through a 
great struggle. Perilous times are coming, 
and if we endure to the end our crown will 
be bright. May God be ever with us to keep 
us in that straight and narrow path, and 
ever be found doing his will. 

I cften think of the happiness and beauty of 
the thousand years' reign, whAn our Savior 
will burst the clouds, come forth with his an
gels to take their abode on earth, and see the 
children singing and praising our Father. 
Won't it be beautiful. If I can only be per
mitted to take a part with them. 

Your sister, 
DORA PARKER. 

NEW BEDl<,ORD, Mass., Feb. 20. 
Editors Herald:-About thirty-two miles 

north of Boston, standing on either side of 
the Merrimac River, is the busy little city of 
Haverhill, Massachusetts, with a population 
of about thirty-five thousand inhabitants, 
that in 1860 numbered less than ten thousand. 
Its principal business is the manufacture of 
shoes, but they are not as durable as those 
that Israel wore when traveling through the 
wilderness. The mutte;ings of discontent 
that exist between labor and capital else
where are also heard here, and the theory of 
the socialist has prevailed to such a degree 
that the present mayor of the city is serving 
his second term, he being a member of this 
political faith. 

Its existence began in 1640 by white set
tlers. Prior to this it was under Indian con
trol, and it furnishes the usual stories of 
cruelties by the red men upon those who dis
puted his right of possession. 

In its official directory for 1899 it is cred
ited with having thirty-five religious socie
ties, which is a different one for each 
thousand of its inhabitants. From this a 
person may form some conception of the great 
effort that must be put forth by the nineteen 
members of the Saints who reside in this 
place to get the people to listen to the true 
gospel. This little band of believers are 
members of the Boston branch, and have 
been blest with the labors of such noble 
workers as Ern. Sheehy, Robley, I. M. Smith, 
Luff, Bullard, Bond, and others, who are 
spoken of with kindness by those both within 
and without the church. The resident 
Saints are very devoted and earnest in the 
work, of which I now remember by name 
Ern. Frost, York, Thayer, Dane, Rogers, and 
others, with the sisters and their children, 
who ably second the efforts of the brethren. 

There is also a very interesting Sunday 
school. They have also placed in the Free 
Public Library and Reading Room, the two 
volumes of the Church History, the Book of 
Mormon, and the Saints' Herald and Ensign, 
and the writer thinks that our people should 
see that these public places in their different 
localities are furnished with our church 
literature. 

Under instructions from the powers that 

THE SA1NTS' HERALD. 

be, the writer made his first appearance in 
this place last December, and was kindly re
ceived by the Saints, and was assigned to the 
hospitable home of Bro. Thayer. Preached 
six discourses on gospel themes. The Christ
mas holiday deferred our labor, which was 
again renewed the latter part of January. 
An interest having been stirred on the Book 
of Mormon, it was decided to give a course of 
lectures on the Biblical evidences of said 
book. The Saints circulated five hundred 
cards advertising the lectures, which were 
well attended, and five evenings were de
voted to this subject. The Saints were com
forted, strengthened, and rejoiced in the 
truth. The district conference closed the 
labors for the present, which are to be re
newed at an early day. 

In these meetings we had the assistance of 
Bro. J. N. Ames, also the presence of the 
Holy Spirit, and the liberty and freedom 
were all that could be desired, thus verifying 
the promise of the Master, "I will be with 
you." It is said that one clergyman made 
the statement that we were "pests," and 
the writor speaking from past experience is 
of the opinion that "pests" are troublesome 
things to have around, and we are likely to 
continue to be "pests" to all who seek to lead 
the people from the right way. Readers of 
the Herald, the work is still true, and our 
Father is still ready to manifest it to all who 
will obey his commandments and do his will. 
"If any man will do his will, he shall know 
of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or 
whether I speak of myself."-Jesus. John 
7: 17. Let all who love the truth heed the 
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in. A visit by Bro. G. H. Hilliard did the 
cause good, although the visit was short. 

To-morrow we go to Bazine, thirty-two 
miles, to where our sacrament meeting is to 
be held, also a business meeting, as there is 
where the members of the Homestead branch 
are most numerous. 

Yout·s in the faith, 
T. E. THOMPSON. 

TABOR, Iowa, March 6. 
Editors Hemld:-Since our conference of 

the Fremont di&trict, held in Hamburg, Feb
ruary 10, 11, our labors have been chiefly in 
the Pottawattamie district. Leaving Ham
burg we stopped at Mill Creek for a few days 
in company with Bro. Charles Fry and Sr. 
Maggie. The weather being stormy, we 
visited the families of the Saints, giving 
them all the 'cheer we could in singing the 
songs of Zion, also giving words of peace and 
consolation as revealed in the gospel, holding 
only one meeting. May the Lord be with 
the dear ones there. 

Thursday, February 15, went to Red Oak. 
Stopped off there for two nights. Met with 
the Saints and friends in the home of Sr. 
Jennie Stephenson, and spoke to them upon 
the importance of the great work intrusted 
to us, and the necessity of living in harmony 
with the word, that we may not come short 
of the glorious reward promised. 

Saturday, 17th inst., moved on by way of 
Creston to Fontanelle, an old historic place, 
where a few of our people have been trying 
to establish themselves in the truth of the 

Master's call. JOHN SMITH. gospel as restored in our day. They have 
527 Purchase Street. had a hard struggle to keep the light before 

the people so as to be seen and understood. 
The few have stood the test, with Bro. S. 

BEELER, KansRs, March 2. Butler and his worthy, faithful companion, 
Editors Herald:-Elder W. S. Pender, and who have labored to the best of their ability 

Rev. Denton Collins of Secor, Illinois, held a in the interests of the work. We assisted 
debate for eight nights at Brownell, Kansas, the president of the district in regulating 
closing- February 21. We attended the last the branch, endeavoring to put it in better 
three sessions. Large attendance through- working condition by ordaining Bro. James 
out, although the weather was cold and Baker to the office of priest and Bro. Livie 
stormy a large portion of the time. The Lentz to the office of teacher. Held one 
Saints were well satisfied with the debate. business meeting, five preaching services, 
One was baptized, a young lady of Alexander, and one prayer meeting. God blessed us 
where our faith has been preached some abundantly with his Spirit in presenting the 
during the last year. She is a daughter of word, and spoke peace to the dear Saints in 
Mr. W. A. Coddington, who once lived in their prayer meeting, giving them words of 
Decatur County, Iowa. One young man ex- cheer and encouragement to press onward in 
pected to be baptized but failed to attend the the good work. 
meeting at which the baptism was per- Friday, 23d, went to Council Bluffs. At
formed. More are to follow.· Bro. Pender tended the Sunday school convention in the 
has done a good work in Ness County since evening. Saturday morning, ten o'clock, 
he has been in this mission. And as he does business of the conference. We had a pleas
not seem to think he will return to this field ant, interesting time in transacting the busi
next year, we sincerely hope some one will ness of the district; not a single jar in all 
who is able to do as much good as he has that was brought before our notice. Preach
done. I heard that another challenge was ing and prayer meetings of Saturday night 
sent to him while he was at Brownell. So it and Sunday were a little more than average, 
seems the war is not over yet. We need a and appreciated, as we believe, by all. Bro. 
man in the district who is able to debate. I. M. Smith left for Glenwood and Carson, 
We are very courageous over the condition from thence to Lenox. Bro. D. R. Chambers 
oE the cause in Ness County, although there was called back to Fontanelle to administer 
are some discouraging things also, but we to sick, after which, to resume his duties and 
were few and scattered for years. Now we work in the district, your humble servant to 
rejoice to think we are numerous enough to remain for one week with the Saints. 
receive help frequently from the missionary I must say I enjoyed myself hugely with 
force, and now we have a fine field to labor i the Saints of Council Bluffs. Was greatly 
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blessed in preaching the word and in visiting 
quite a number of the old-timers in that town. 
We truly had a time long to be remembered. 
Was kindly cared for and highly entertained 
by Bro. C. A. Beebe and family, with others 
of the branch who are ever willing to do 
their part in the Master's cause. I am en
couraged and hopeful for the work in that 
branch, with Bro. C. A. Beebe as president, 
Samuel Harding priest, and Arthur Demp
sey teacher. With Elders Strain, Dodson, 
and others, a corps of willing workers, I feel 
they are in a condition to press on in the 
good work. They did not forget to help the 
missionary on his way. We predict for them, 
if faithful, joy and peace in the Holy Ghost, 
with strength of body and power of mind to 
enable them to move the work onward to the 
g,lory of God and the salvation of souls and to 
the obtaining of eternal life in the mansions 
of bliss prepared of God for the faithful. 

Shall remain here and at Thurman until 
the last of the coming wc.ek, then to Shenan
doah. I am still in the faith and hopeful for 
the final triumph of our cause. 

Yours very truly, 
HENRY KEMP. 

Editors Herald:-Since writing you I have 
been busily engaged in preaching and fire
side talk and administering to the sick. 
Have just recently visited some of the scat
tered Saints in Aroostook and Hancock 
counties. Found some of them rejoicing in 
the faith once delivered to the Saints. Oth-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

means as circumstances shall permit, both as 
individuals and as benevolent and aid socie
ties, and the wants of all should be considered, 
that equal distribution may be had. It is 
not right nor pleasing to God for us to give 
to one and withhold from the other, who may 
be•in need as much as the other; and this 
possibly because we may like the style and 
appearance of one better than we do the 
other. It should be remembered that the 
draft horse must be fed as well as must the 
speedy horse. Let us try to come to heaven's 
gate with clean hands and pure hearts. It 
is doubtful if mistakes which have been made 
here can be corrected there. 

I pray that the different quorums who are 
soon to meet in conference may find favor 
and grace to help, and that by the Spirit's 
direction every mooted question may be 
shaped to the satisfaction of all. Should 
very much like to be present at that august 
assembly, hut circumstances rule otherwise 
and I must bide_ the time till a more conven-
ient season. S. 0. Foss. 

March 1, !900. 

CADILLAC, MiQh., Feb. 25. 

Editors Herald:-We are trying to keep 
the camp fires burning and spread abroad the 
name of Jesus, mighty King of Zion. We 
have good meetings, though our numbers are 
few. We havt;~ proved the word of our Savior 
to be true, "For where two or three are 
gatr"ered together in my name, there am I 
in the midst of them. "-Matt. 18: 20. We 

ers lack confidence in themselves and love for are truly blessed in our efforts to serve him. 
the cause of truth and have become inactive We have organized a Book of Mormon class 
and are not wall\:ing in the light sent from to study the history of the red man, who 
heaven. Experience has taught me tbat to once occupied the country from sea to sea; 
enjoy the promises of this latt_er-day work, from the rising to the setting sun the whole 
one must expatriate himself from all that land was theirs. Jt was given to them by the 
liavors of the flesh. Indeed, with such evic- Great Spirit. No pallid faces were among 
tions God is well pleased, and we are inviting them. But time has made their possessions 
him to remain with us all the time. It is a small, their numbers few, and the pale faces 
blessing to visit those whose theme is that of many. About forty centuries ago the red 
the gospel. With such I believe God is well man's forefathers dwelt on this land and 
pleased and~will constantly help them till possessed it. They lived in peace and plenty. 
their hope will increase unto the brightness The Great Spirit talked with them. His 
of perfect day. law and his will were revealed to them, and 

I admire the spirit and genius of C. R. much knowledge to their wise men and 
Duncan's letter in a recent issue of the Hemld. prophets. This they wrote, together with 
It tells us of what may be found in all parts their history and the things which should 
of God's vineyard. All are not found living befall their children in latter days. We have 
as we have mentioned above. In a great had three meetings and the time was well 
house there are vessels unto dishonor, as spent, for God blessed us with his Spirit 
there are also unto honor. There are such while we were studying this book. We have 
vessels as are used for slops, and others that our meetings Monday nights. After I re
are used for better and cleaner purposes. turned home from our last meeting I sat down 
Some seemingly prefer to remain a dis- and read the Book of Mormon for some time. 
~onored vessel rather than purge themselves I read from the Book of Nephi. After re
from sinful habits and become a vessel unto tiring for the night and falling asleep, the 
honor. God is willing to honor those who sweet, calm voice s-poke to me and said: 
seek honor of him. To please God there are "Teach this Book to my people, for it is the 
many things we should learn to do. First, fullness of my gospel. For obedience to the 
we should try not to be selfish and grudging, fullness of my law cometh the fullness of my 
but to be cheerful and kind to all, under all glory." 
circumstances. Heaven will be composed of I am glad that I am enlisted in this work, 
those who do God's will. Jesus is our exam-' for it is the power of God unto salvation to 
ple, and as he ever tried to do that whieh all that believe and obey. I desire the prayers 
pleased his Father, so should we seek always of the people of God that I may always do 
to please him by living as he has commanded his will and keep his commandments, all 
us. things pertaining to the celestial law, that 

We should try to bless the cause by our I when Jesus comes I may have an entrance 

into his kingdom. My prayers are for all 
the people of God, that faithfulness be all 
their theme, and at last be united with that 
unbroken family in Christ. 

Yours in the one faith; 
A. WHITEHEAD. 

LAMONI, Iowa,· March 9. 

Editors· Herald:-At last communicating in 
December, I had just concluded an interest
ing series of services at Eagle Grove, Wright 
County. I then visited the branch at Rich
land Creek, Tama County, where I preached 
eighteen sermons, enjoying excellent liberty, 
and with splendid interest manifest, and all 
Saints at their post. Ern. George Shimel 
and C. E. Hand were on hand for duty and 
aided in the services. Young people there 
seem wide awake in the work, which is an 
encouraging feature. 

I next went to Grinnell and preached eight 
times in their pleasant little hall, so cosily 
arranged for services and lighted up with 
the most pleasant and beautifullightextant,
artificial,-carbide gas light, and lamps with 
new improved white burners. Saints there 
have had six or eight added to their number, 
more through the influence of fasting and 
prayer than by the preaching of the word 
there. The few Saints there, mostly sisters, 
maintain their regular weekly prayer meet
ings, a live Sunday school, and an active, 
wide awake Religio-Literary, and most of 
their officers are sisters. Bro. Elbert Clark, 
a late accession to the work there, is coming -
rapidly into usefulness in the work, and is a 
capable young man, and if faithful to God, 
will be of use to the cause. 

Taking leave of Grinnell, I went to Boones
hero, Boone County, to labor in that region. 
I was laboring some ' four miles west of 
Boonesboro, and had held four services at 
the Incline schoolhouse with good interest, 
large audiences, and with the Sunday school 
children occupying front seats and observing 
a decorum and interest becoming cultivated 
youth; when a letter from the missionary in 
charge was received req nesting me to go to 
Pawnee, Harrison County, Missouri, to look 
after an attack on the faith, made by Elder 
Poppelwell, of the Disciples' Church, a resi
dent of Independence, Missouri, and who 
came and delivered .three, I hardly know 
what to call them, as the Rev. Gentleman 
said he calied them neither lectures nor ser
mons! The ti-efforts were prolific of mis
representation, with a generous sprinkling of 
downright slang, and the whole heavily 
ornamented with anecdote, to carry the fun
loving. I was not allowed to reply to the 
attack in the Disciples' church, but was 
there to "take the medicine;" but it has not 
had the effect they iutended. We, from 
long use of such "treatment," usually fatten, 
and "thus it was," by the time I had digested 
his potions, after a five-meal reply to the 
semi-religious, semi-flat funny talk. I could 
scarcely tell whether he was really in re
ligious earnest in the efforts or not. He 
misrepresented our books to make points. 
But this became known before my reply, and 
was having its effects in our favor in the com
munity. And even then some of his hearers 
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wondered why the Sain~s would not be con
vinced by him!(?) 

This will apprise the Saints of the absence 
of "ye missionary" from the field of labor as
signed him, so early. 

Elder Poppelwell has, since leaving the 
late field of attack, sent propositions for dis
cussion covering grounds of difference be
tween the Disciples and Saints. He boasted 
in his closing talk of his willingness to meet 
in debate any representative of our faith 
from somewhere "before or after the 
Psalms," on up to or including Apostle I. 
N. White, or even Presiding Elder Joseph 
Smith! At his conclusion, I accepted his 
challenge, if "before or after the Psalms" 
included me, submitted ·a proposition, offer
ing to affirm it with him, if he would come 
recommended by a leading organ of his 
church as a representative man. His propo
sitions will be considered later on. He 
turned the matter of debate "over to the 
brethren located here"! 

The Saints of the Des Moines district have 
always treated me with the utmost kindly 
consideration. Have eyer regarded gra
ciously my necessities, and their hearty good 
will will ever be gratefully remembered by 
me. I believe the dawning of a brighter day 
for the work in the district is appearing. I 
believe and trust they may renew their cour
age in the Lord and enlarge their faith in 
the triumph of his work. 

With an earnest desire for the continued 
advancement of the latter-day work and 
growth of the Saints in his favor, 

Your coworker, 
C. SCOTT. 

DENNISPORT, Mass., March 1. 

Editors Hemld:-I arrived in this place 
February 23. The wind was blowing across 
the Cape with force, with the glass danger
ously near the zero mark. Our old camping 
ground looked cold, bleak, and deserted. The 
roar and splash of the ocean could be heard, 
and I thought how unlike the scene of ani
mation and joyousness that pervaded the 
place during our last reunion. Here and 
there could be seen a figure with a few yards 
of warm shawl around them, head, ears, and 
noses covered up lest the salutation of Mr. 
Jack Frost should leave too warm an impres
sion upon those extreme members. They 
were making their morning call, as our Cape 
Cod women are very neighborly and are anx
ious to know if youme feeling all right. 
This custom has doubtless arisen through 
the occupation of the men who go dQwn to 
the sea in boats fishing, and often get caught 
in the many storms and gales which fre
quent the New England coast, and have cost 
so many lives of husbands, fathers, and sons. 
During these times of anxiety the women 
naturally turn to each other for sympathy. 

During my stay here I have visited most 
of the Saints, among the rest old Brother 
Tripp, whose barn and outhouse were the 
rendezvous of the merry bathers who took a 
plunge or swim during the happy afternoons 
-of our reunion. The path from this spot to 
the shore, through the small pines, looked 
lonely, but there was plainly visible to my 
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mind's eye the happy faces who frequented 
that walk for a few days in August last. 
Brethren Joseph, Alexander, Joseph Luff, 
W. H. Kelley, from the West, were promi
nent figures among our little band of Saints 
-but I must stop here and leave the Saints 
who were present to fill in the picture. 

I have preached five times to small num
bers, only once exceeding twelve adults, since 
coming here; but was blessed in my efforts. 
There is some sickness among the Saints, 
which made some difference to my audiences. 
The few sisters here are active and generous 
hearted in meeting the expenses of the work. 
Their sewing circle or helping hand society 
is an example for many large branches. 
Others not of the church assisting in this 
good work. May the Father bless their 
work. Bro. Nathan C. Eldredge has charge 
of the work here and is doing what he can 
to keep unity and peace among the Saints. 
While here I have shared the hospitality of 
Sister Ruena Nickerson, who was baptized 
last August. Her life has been made sad by 
the loss of her husband at sea, during that 
terrible storm of November, 1898. She has a 
little boy to cheer her heart and home. 

East Dennis, March 5.-I was carried here 
last Thursday to administer to Belma, daugh
ter of Sr. Abbie W. Chase, who was quite 
sick of measles. Belma is teaching school 

. at Chatham, where there are more than one 
hundred cases of measles. She is up to-day. 
We procured the Methodist church and 
preached morning and night. We were not 
allowed the whole church, but occupied the 
vestry. Was glad to get that, to tell the 
people the old gospel story. Fair audience 
in the morning with excellent liberty. Ves
try full at night and a number standing in 
the entry. Favorable comments by some. 
Others elevated their orthodox noses just a 
wee bit. They have no fixed pastor for this 
church, but hire them by the job, as they find 
this the cheapest way. I offered my services 
for a week or two to advocate the principles 
introduced yesterday, without money and 
without price. Have received no answer yet, 
as the committee has to be consulted, etc., etc. 
I anticipate the reply. 

There are a few warm-hearted and faithful 
saints in this place who make an elder's stay 
among them one of pleasure. I am at writ
ing at the home of Sr. Abbie Chase, who has 
her father with her, old Bro. Luther Sears, 
aged eighty-four, with a clear, black eye and 
a mind as clear as his eye, especially when 
the gospel is the thE~me, and that is about all 
Bro. Luther cares to talk about. 

Srs. Nettie and Tressa Sears are mothers 
in Israel, whose children are showing their 
home training by a love for and obedience to 
the gospel. They have many bard places in 
life, as their companions are not in the gos
pel, and not in harmony with it. 

We held a sacrament meeting in the after
noon, when the Father manifested his ap
proval by the presence of the Comforter. 
There were nine of us present. Our aged 
sister, Olive Sears, eighty-two years of age, 
with Bro. Luther, made a venerable couple 
upon whom rested the Holy Spirit in power, 
they testifying to the truth of the work and 
the goodness of their heavenly Father to them 
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all the days of their life. n:was a season:of 
blessing. 

I hope to be at General Conference this 
year, but will not feel satisfied to leave the 
district without some one to look after the 
work here. However, I shall be guided by 
the light my Father may be pleased to give 
me, and circumstances, favorable or other
wise, as the case may be. 

Yours for the triumph of truth, 
,R. BULLARD. 

HILL CITY, Kansas, March 3. 
Editors Berald:-At present I am ,holding 

meetings near Hill City, Kansas. At Mt. 
Hope and Lone ;:Tree schoolhouses, have 
preached fourteen sermons in succession. 
While at Mt. Hope I put up with a Baptist 
family by the name of White, and they are 
white in principle as well as name. 

I am stopping now at Bro. Boyd's, whose 
home is a resting place for the weary elder 
that comes this way. Sr. Boyd, although 
her avoirdupois brings the scales down to 
two hundred and eighty pounds, down 
weight, attends most of the meetings, and 
she is solid spiritually as well as physically. 
She had a spiritual manifestation some three 
years ago that convinced her of the law of 
tithing, and since then she and Bro. Boyd 
have observed it to the letter of the law and 
have been blessed therein. 

Elder S. V. Pratt has done some good local 
work at Mt. Hope, but is now called away to 
Crescent, Iowa, to the bedside of his sick 
father, who is very low. 

The gospel is in good demand here. I 
have more calls than I can fill. I have one 
pressing call south of Hill City, where Bro. 
Earl D. Bailey held furth a few years ago. 
The work in this part of the district has 
been somewhat neglflcted. I was here about 
a year ago, but the weather was against us, 
and I preached only two sermons. The 
weather is somewhat against us now, but 
notwithstanding the dark nights and muddy 
roads, we have a fair audience, and some
times a full house. We don't mind riding 
home five miles after the services in the 
dark and through the mud if we have an ap
preciative audience. 

Our next place from here will be Lenora, 
where our oldest son is located and running 
a photograph gallery, and from there on to
wards the city of the Saints. 

In gospel work, 
J. M. BROWN. 

SPRINGFIELD, Missouri, March 4. 
Editors Hemld:-The work here is pro

gressing, but not without an effort on the 
part of the few Saints living here. Our con
gregations have increased of late, and the 
effect of Bro. White's visit was felt for good. 
The Saints here have resolved to build a 
small church, which is badly needed, and we 
have a little army out soliciting help. The 
prospects look good. Bro. Middleton heads 
the list of my book with twenty-five dollars 
and Bro. Don Schofield wit.h twenty. These 
are both noble men, and we wish that cir
cumstances were such with them that they 
could attend our meetings more often. We 
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have gained a host of friends here who will 
help us when it comes to the push. 

We shall not have time to sleep on duty, 
for we have four Utah elders here in town 
going from house to house with the same old 
story: Polygamy is a dead issue; only one 
third of the males ever practiced it in Utah. 
They have an article in the daily Republican 
this moruing giving the above. I shall 
answer, so the war with the Boers (of Utah) 
will commence to-night and the British will 
go to· the relief of Ladysmith (Emma), and 
also to that gentleman Smith (Joseph). Our 
artillery is of the latest style, but we shall 
use the old shot which has made these Boers 
retreat, and we expect by the help of our 
Leader (Jesus) that you will hear of a British 
victory in Springfield. I think these elders 
will prove a help to us, for the hardest work 
we have had in the past was to prove we 
were not allied to the Utah people. Now 
they will know it. There are some ready for 
baptism, and others that ought to be. I ex
pect to be at conference if I can raise the 
"wherewith." In gospel bonds, 

HENRY,SPARLING. 

LOGAN, Utah, March 5. 
Editors Herald:-I do not write often, leav

ing that for abler pens; but I have endeavored 
to labor according to my gifts and calling, as 
conditions would allow. No doubt some of 
the scattered Saints of the Idaho district 
who have not seen an elder of the church in 
years might be interested in hearing a wo:-d 
from us occasionally through the Herald; but 
our work seems to be productive of so little 
results compared with its importance, that 
we don't say much. 

After the close of tent work, last fall, with 
the aid of some of the Saints and friends of 
the district we purchased and fitted up the 
team and wagon left in the mission by our 
beloved brothe~ R. J. Anthony; but after 
three months' use of it we were enabled to 
sell for more than we hoped to raise from the 
Saints, and were thereby permitted to place 
in the hands of the Bishop something more 
to Sr. Anthony's credit, and fifty-two dollars 
subject to demand of Idaho district. Others 
have offered to aid if we want to purchase a 
team and rig suitable to move tent with the 
coming season; so if it is deemed advisable, 
and to us it seems the proper thing, it will 
perhaps not be difficult to get a suitable out
fit for such work. 

Bro. Albertson has given a little to your 
readers of our labors together, and I will not 
add more of them, but say that after a pleas
ant labor together with him and separating 
at Albion and selling the team at Malta, the 
first of the year, I proceeded to Blackfoot 
and Idaho Falls, visiting briefly with the 
Saints, preaching a couple of times with fair 
liberty, and receiving material aid from Brn. 
Jennings and Hansen. I returned to Cache 
Valley, where I have since been laboring as 
the way seemed to open. I have been hold
ing forth alternately at Smithfield and 
Benson Ward on the north, and Millville and 
Hyrum on the south of here, in the school
houses, endeavoring to preach once a week 
in each place, besides meetings here in 
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Logan. At Mill ville and Benson I have had I the people here are honest, and as a rule 
much opposition, which insured full houses, hospitable to all people, "Josephite" preach
and I believe more of the Master's aid. Part ers often excepted; but not always; and if 
of the time I was able to travel to and fro by they are to be led out of bondage with power 
wheel, but of late the mud has forbidden, and and an outstretched o.rm, it would indicate 
has afforded an excuse for the trustees at love and longsuffering should be among the 
Mill ville closing me out of the house there, agencies by which we would reach them. 
as the crowd left the house too muddy, etc. We attended services at the Smithfield 

Generally, elders of the church here who tabernacle, February 18, and was gratified to 
have labored among our people report good hear the Bishop read from Doctrine and 
treatment. However, we have met with a Covenants, sections 9: 5-10; 17: 2; 26: 2; 34: 4; 
few exceptions. One Clarke of Benson has and 66: 1 to prove his side of a controversy 
been cited to us as having been badly treated with the religious class, that the gospel had 
by the. Josephites. I think he labored in been restored in its fullness. We could not 
Kansas some, but am not sure. But one of help but wonder, though, where in that gos
the abused ones testified to us at Hyrum that pel the Bishop found his excuse for his several 
he was threatened with poison and was wives. We felt pleased, too, for so authori
warned not to eat at the table of the presid- tative an acknowledgement of a principle we 
ing officer of the branch, as his wife would had sharply contended for; that is, that the 
have a dish fixed for him. I believe this was gospel was taught in its fullness long years 
in Michigan. It may be if the sister who had before the plurality system was thought of, 
those designs(?) reads this she will be moved and it included the monogamic idea. 
to repent of the evil intent(?). The elder Still in the faith, 
who so narrowly escaped(?). is known at his S. D. CONDIT. 
home in Hyrum, Utah, as Alvin Allen. 

While at Montpelier, Idaho, last fall we had 
a conversation with E. W. Croft, who had TOPEKA, Kansas, March 8. 
labored in Fondulac, Wisconsin, and there Editors Herald:-Your readers do not often 
met two of the Josephite missionaries whom hear from me, nor anybody else in the North
he succeeded in moving to tears by convinc- east Kansas district. This is not clue to a 
ing them that they had been deceived. He lack of interest in the work, but rather be
didn't say they had given up their former cause we feel content to let others, more able, 
heresies(?), however. These are about the do the writing. 
only instances in my experience in the West As elsewhere, the work in this district may 
where they have made claim of bad treat- not be up to the standard, but we are striving 
ment at the hands of the Josephites. On the to improve, and I think that evidences of 
other hand, their report of having been well advancement are visible throughout the field. 
treated has resulted in good for our work, in- Our last conference, at Netawaka, was a 
tercession having been made for us by those good one in point of representation. Brn. H. 
who had been warmed toward us by the kind A. Stebbins, J. A. Davis, and M. F. Gowell, 
treatment they had received. Elder Dan assisted by our local forces, all ministering 
Walker of Ogden Valley secured us a hearing acceptably, made it, interesting to all. 
there. Chadwick of Dayton, Idaho, and oth- Last Sunday, I joined in marriage Bro. 
ers at different points, have been moved to John Taylor and Sr. Minnie Olds, both of 
aid us in getting a hearing and treat us cor- Atchison. May peace and prosperity attend 
dially because of the manner in which they them throughout life's journey. As further 
were treated. I believe it is "bread cast evidence of the business qualities of the 
upon the waters" that will return, if it should Atchison Saints, let me mention that, at the 
be after many days. While they receive close of last Sunday evening services, Sr. 
for their temporal wants, though, I think it Phebe Donnaldson, only fifteen years of age, 
would be wrong to neglect their spiritual now working in the city, came up and handed 
needs. We are sometimes made the victims me a sum of money, with the statement that 
of the practical application of the text quoted she wanted to pay her tithing. Young 
by Bt·o. Blair (2 John 10) in a receiJt issue of Saints, this is starting right. Why not all 
the Herald. I said "sometimes." Well, we make an effort and do likewise? 
don't get much quarters at the hands of the As to the gathering, so much agitated of 
Brighamite people, as a rule; but I would late, it seems to me that, just now, there is 
feel chagrined to hear that they had been more danger of our being too fast than other
treated in like manner by the members of the wise. In my opinton, the only thing that 
body of Christ; that is, if I knew the report can .be done, at present, and should be more 
were true. strongly agitated, is for the Saints to be 

I recently had a five-mile walk through the more diligent in preparing themselves spir
mud after preaching late at night, and a hard itually and gathering into the "regions round 
day's work walking and talking to the people about." In order to reach those conditions, 
preceding it. Although I plainly hinted my perhaps we may have to change our policy 
willingness to be spared the tramp in the somewhat. Instead of sending out our most 
dark, no invitation was offered, but it did talented and spiritually minded men to min
elicit some offer of sympathy and excuses for ister to the world, and letting our own peo
not giving me shelter. But these experi- ple struggle along the best way possible, I 
ences are not new to the missionaries in this think that some of our best talent should be 
salt land. Should we manifest a like inhospi- II employed at home, "for the perfecting of the 
tality by applying the same text that they saints, ... for the edifying of the body of 
on some occasions, at least, use to excuse Christ; till we, in the unity of the faith, all 
themselves for not sheltering us? Many of come to the knowledge of the Son of God,· 
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unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the 
stature of the fullness of Christ," etc. Would 
not the placing by the general authorities of 
the church, of high priests over, and evan
gelical ministers in, organized districts and 
large branches, aid materially in this direc
tion? Should it become necessary, in order 
to do this, to take from the field some of the 
general ministry, what does it matter? 
Would not the Lord direct in this matter, at 
our next conference, if we place ourselve~ in 
proper conditions before him? 

It is evident to my mind that the Lord 
alone can remove certain hindrances, now in 
the way of our gathering and building up 
Zion, and I believe that they will be removed 
when suitable preparations upon our part 
have been made. 

Elders speaking the German and Scandi
navian languages should be employed to 
labor among those nationalities in this coun
try. They could do so to greater advantage, 
as several hundred thousand people could be 
reached easier and with less expense. Op
portunities being so favorable here, and so 
unfavorable in other countries, to my mind, 
it seems unwise to send men abroad until the 
Lord so directs and designates who should 
go. In gospel bonds, 

PETER ANDERSON. 

PLANO, Ills., March 8. 
Editors Herald:-I was appointed by Apos

tle John H. Lake, missionary in charge, to 
labor in the Plano and Sandwich branches 
from October 1, 1899, until the next General 
Conference. Accordingly I have tried to 
labor as diligently and zealously as I· know 
how, and I have the satisfaction of knowing 
that the spirituality of both branches have 
increased in a marked degree since I have 
sojourned with them. 

While it is true tbat in each of these 
branches and especially in the Plano branch 
there are a few careless and indifferent ones, 
it is also true that there is a peaceful har
mony and a great desire to do good existing 
among the most of the Saints in those 
branches. I hope ever to be at my post of 
duty, laboring for the :common weal of Zion. 

In gospel bonds, 
E. M. vVILDERMuTH. 

Mothers' Home noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES, 

"What shall I do to be just? 
What shall I do for the gain 
Of the world-for its sadness? 
Teach me, oh, seers that I trust I 

Chart me the difficult main 
Leading out of my sorrow and madness, 

Preach me the purging of pain." 

THEY DON'T KNOW. 
People.,can talk, but ofttimes they don't 

know what they are talking about, yet think 
they know it all, even as a schoolboy often 
thinks, when he has learned only the first 
principles of the common studies. In many 
sim}l~r 9ases i!ldividtl~ls feel perfectly sati§· 
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fied with the extent of their knowledge, feel 
that they know enough about the subject and 
are just right in their opinion. 

Sometimes a person will freely express his 
or her opinion in regard to the business of 
others, tell them bow they ought to do in 
order to have success, or how he or she 
would do, or did do, or intended to do, or 
bow somebody did, never once recalling to 
mind their own mismanagement and failures 
in consequence. If a person has not had 
g-ood judgment in the business that he has 
in vested in, would he have had better judg
ment in handling that of his neighbors', if 
that had been his? Perhaps so, if his abili
ties are better adapted to the same, or if he 
has learned wisdom by the things he has suf
fered. 

Not unfrequently we hear one make un
charitable remarks concerning the failures 
of others, such as, "I should have thought 
he or she would have known better than to 
have done as he did. Where were his eyes? 
Where was his judgment? Any fool would 
have known better." Stop for one moment, 
Mr. or Mrs. Speaker, and recall your own 
doings, and note the many mistakes you 
have made. 

Did you wish to be sneered at? Was not 
your failure all you could bear? And did not 
you need sympathy instead of censure? Was 
there ever a person, since that apparent mis
take was made in Eden, who never erred in 
judgment? We think not, and also think 
that those who are the most liable to thus err 
are the first ones to gossip about others, the 
most liable to talk when they do not know 
what they are talking about. That is, they 
do not know all the existing whys and where
fores of the case in question, consequently 
they do not know, and therefore should not 
hastily judge. All failures are caused, more 
or less, by a lack of forethought or a lack of 
judgment, usually based on a lack of experi
ence. 

Who ever knew what the result of his un
dertakings would be until the problem was 
solved? No one; not even Adam or Solomon. 
If, yes; if we had only chosen the exact busi
ness that our mental and physical powers 
were adequate to perform, and had faithfully 
and diligently stuck to that business till our 
ability and continuity were fully developed, 
great must have been the success. Then we 
could talk, and know what we were talking 
about. But probably by that time the habit 
of attending to our own business would be 
established, and we should not be impolitely 
peeping into other folks' affairs. 

Not unfrequently a person who has had 
comparatively a small amount of sickness 
will try, like Job's comforters, to comfort 
one who has suffered many years, and in 
various ways, from a complication of dis
eases, from loss of friends, from reverses of 
fortune, and perhaps from a state of almost 
perfect helplessness. 0 how kind and 
thoughtful such people are. How much good 
they think they are doing. But in fact they 
don't know what they are talking about. 
How they do love to tell their own experi
ence to those who are greatly afflicted. Tell 
them just what they ought to do, just what 
tlleir a.ilrp,euts are, and how u:p:jch worse ther 

have been, and just how patient invalids ought 
to be, forgetting all about how unreconciled 
they had been to their own afflictions. And in 
fact they bad been only as a mole-hill com
pared to a mountain. 

It reminds one of a lad who has been to 
Boston as hand Oil board of a Maine coaster. 
He meets a veteran of the sea who has sailed 
a ship around the g·lobe and visited many, 
very many foreign ports and many in his own 
native land, but the lad in his limited ex
perience thinks he can give the old captain 
many interesting and instructive points in 
regard to the sea. When the captain had 
related a little of his great experience, the 
lad told him how he should have done under 
such circumstances; but as he did not know 
what he was talking about, he only exposed 
his ignorance. Poor boy, better if he had 
kept quiet. 

So in like manner there are people pro
fessing Christianity, who, when they have 
obeyed a few points in the gospel plan think 
that they have got the whole and try to 
teach and convince others who are far, very 
far in advance of them. They know that 
many parts of the Scripture are done away, 
and much more ought to be done away; some 
of it is not necessary, and some of it was not 
to be understood. Such think they are 
qualified to argue with others, but what is 
their foundation? What can their argument 
rest on? Surely not on the plan given by 
the Lord and his apostles. They would not 
have persecuted the Savior and his early 
followers; no, no. But they are just the ones 
who have persecuted the advancing followers 
of Christ in all ages. Every new inspiration 
in the progress of Christianity has been met 
and been combatted by such foes-by those 
who did not know what they were talking 
about. Such was the order of things up to 
1830, and still later, when the work of ages 
past was revealed to the children of God, and 
by them to the children of men. And how 
was it received by the world in general? 
And bow is it still received? About as the 
schoolboy received the professor's instruc
tion. What then is the difference between 
those who believe in a part and those who 
believe in the whole? Similar to the lad's 
and the captain's knowledge. 

SR. ALMIRA M. SNOW. 
SARGENTVILLE, Maine. 

A PLEA FOR PEACE. 

What anguished sound rends all the ~·ast 

karoo 
'Neath Afric's sunny skies? Is't not the 

time 
When we were wont to hear the joy-bells 

chime 
Their Christmas music to the vaulted: blue? 

What right has Sorrow, then, to raise her 
voice 

At such a season? Stilling everywhere 
With her sad notes the mirth that should 

be here 
At Christmas-tide, when all on earth rejoice? 

What hand is it has wrought this hideoq~ 
!)lJii\llf{e? 
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And turned the song of "Peace, Good Will, 
and Love" 

To lamentations wild? Those cries would 
move 

To deepest pity hearts to pity strange. 

The voice of Rachel weeping•for her sons
Her noble sone-is heard through all this 

land-
For war, with its all-desolating hand, 

Hath robbed the mother of her precious 
ones! 

Ob, mother-country! far beyond the seas, 
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act. With this in view the program com
mittee will probably .:wt announce a very 
large amount of miscellaneous work. But 
provisions will be made to furnish all that 
there can be found time for. The indications 
are that there will be a large attendance, and 
this should render the convention the more 
interesting. Let us bear it up before the 
Lord, that we may be guided and blessed in 
our efforts, that the convention may be one 
of great good to the Sabbath school work. 

Thou mournest, too! Thy tender women's OWING to the fact that the space in the 
eyes Saints' Herald is always so m·owded--diiring 

Are, dim with bitter tears. All nature the time of General Conference and the con-
cries: 

"Enough! Enough! Will naught thy wrath 
appease?" 

Wilt thou not stay thy dread death-dealing 
darts, 

·And join instead the old familiar prayer: 
"Give peace, 0 Lord; incline to us thine 

ear!" 
That comes to-day from many bleeding 

hearts? 
-South African News. 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
Local societies are urgently requested to 

report concerning their work and,their pres
ent condition, that the reports" may be pre
sented at the general_, meeting of the 
Daughters of Zion to be held during the 
session of General Conference. Let none fail 
to respond because of having little to report, 
for it is earnestly desired that every local 
society shall be heard from. 

Locals are still reminded that all• losses or 
gains, and names of members of societies or
ganized since 1897, should be reported before 
April 1, in order that •the record may be 
made as complete as possible, that: the secre
tary may be able to make a correct report. 
Send all reports to the=recording:.secretary, 
at.Lamoni, Iowa. 

MRS. M. E. HULMES, Pres. 
2t MRS. C. B. STEBBINS, Recording Sec. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Will the sisters connected with the local 
organizations of the Daughters of Zion please 
remember in earnest prayer their fellow 
workers of the General Organization, that 
God may be with them, directing and guid
ing them in their meetings during the com
ing General Conference. 

8tlndau 8Bhool DeparlmBn1. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa."} 

ventions of the Sunday School Association 
and Zion's Religio-Literary Society, in pub
lishing the minutes of the conventions and 
conference, the Sunday School Department 
will probably not appear in April, or for a 
longer period if found necessary. The Herald 
has always given our convention full and 
valuable notice, and we appreciate the efforts 
of the editors in that line. And to enable 
them to do the same with all meetings. we 
dispense with the department till the rush is 
over. 

WHO ·IS TOO. BIG OR TOO OLD FOR SUNDAY 
SCHOOL WORK•? 

The writer does not expect to teach the 
average Latter Day Saint anything new in 
regard to Sunday school work, but may be 
able to offer some thoughts that will do 
some one good along certain lines of this 
work. All who are truly interested in this 
great latter-day work will have their heat·ts 
set to see that their children are taught in 
all the truths of the gospel-will be inter
ested in the education of the entire genera
tion of young people now growing up, to the 
end that they may see the restored gospel in 
its true light. 

There is a feeling with many 
FATHERS AND SOME MOTHERS 

that if they send their children to Sabbath 
school they have done their duty; and often, 
too, take no interest in assisting the children 
at home in preparing their lessons, thinking 
that the children can get all the information 
necessary to fit them for after life at the Sab
bath school. This is a mistake. Parents 
are making the mistake of their lives in not 
teaching their children by precept and ex
ample. It is as much a duty of the par~nt 
to attend Sabbath school as of the child; yes, 
it is more. The parent is responsible for the 
conduct of the child while the child is young 
in years. It is also as much a duty of the 
parent to assist a child during the week as it 
is for the teacher to_ teach it on Sunday. It 
is not reasonable to expect that the teaching 
of one hour in the week will fit the child for 
all the battles of life. Parents should be in
terested in the eternal welfare of their chil
dren. To my mind, if we neglect this, we 
are selfish. Who could feel at home in the 

WE look forward to the forthcoming Gen- "celestial glory" if their children were not 
eral Convention with anticipation of a profit-J there by reason of the neglect of the parents? 
able and enj<Jyable time. It having been two But if they thus neglect the children, they 
years since our last meeting, there will be an I will scarcely get such glory. We are told in 
unusually lar~e !'1!009\HJt of l;msiness to trans- Doctrine and Covenants that "if parents 

neglect to teach their children all the princi
ples of the gospel and to pray, the sins be 
upon the heads of the parents." 

Let me call your attention to the Lord's 
dealings with Samuel on this line. Read 
first Samuel 3: 11-13: "And the Lord said to 
Samuel, Behold, I will do a thing in Israel; 
... in that day I will perform against Eli 
all things which I have spoken concerning 
his house: when I begin, I will also make an 
end. For I have told him that I will judge 
his house forever for the iniquity which he 
knoweth; because his sons made themselves 
vile, and he restrained them not." The 
Lord was angry with Eli for neglecting to 
correct his sons. And I reason that if we 
are neglectful of this duty, we too may ex
pect to be rebuked sooner or later. We read, 
too, that some of the early men of the church 
were rebuked for not attending to their 
family duties. 
The~.Sabbath school is the place for both 

old and young. When a person feels 

"TOO BIG OR TOO OLD" 

for the Sabbath school, he is making a sad 
mistake. There is the place to get a good 
schooling. I have been five years in the 
Sabbath school, and can truthfully say that 
of what I know of this latter-day work (and 
I read almost all of the church papers), the 
most was learned in the Sabbath school. I 
thank God for those inspiring lessons found 
in the Qua7·terly, and may he bless with his 
Spirit those who prepare them, that the 
work may thus continue for years to come. 
Surely no one will find fault with the lessons 
of the Quarterly. They have been a great 
educator to me .... I have 

A WORD TO SCATTERED MEMBERS, 

for many of you may be in exactly the same 
condition that I was in five years ago. I was 
then the only Latter Day Saint in this place, 
althoug-h two families moved in a little later 
on. My wife was then opposed to the church. 
We had four children, which we were very 
anxious should attend Sabbath school some
where. We had been English church peo
ple, and the preacher became very interested 
in the salvation uf our children. I did not 
know whether to send them to other schools 
or to keep them at home. I felt sure they 
would teach them some things that were not 
correct. Anxious to know what to do, I went 
to our convention at Niagara Falls, hoping 
to get assistance in solving the problem. I 
there listened to two splendid addresses, one 
by Sr. Maggie MacGregor, and the other by 
Bro. R. C. Evans. Bro. Evans spoke to me, 
as I believe, though he did not know it. He 
seemed to strike upon the very theme that 
had engrossed my mind so much, answered 
the very question that I would have asked. 
He said in the course of his remarks, "I 
would not send my child to gather mush
rooms where there were toadstools." I saw 
the point at once. There might be the good 
there, but there was also the poisonous, and 
it looked as well as the good. It might be 
as readily chosen by the child as the good, 
because they are not able to discern the dif
ference .... 

If I were a "scattered member" again, I 
would do just as we did when we returneg 
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from that convention, would gather my 1 preparing report, there w;ill be short talks 
children around me take Bibles and Quar- (four minute limit) by Brn. F. G. Pitt late 

' . from the European mission; Gomer Wells, of 
terly, and have a real Sabbath school at the Australian mission; D. W. Wight, Utah; 
home. Five years have passed now, and God M. C. Fisher, Massachusetts; J, M. Terry, 
has raised up a branch of about seventy-five Chicago; David C. Anderson, California; Sr. 
members We have a grand Sabbath school J. H. Royce, Michigan; et al. 

. · . ' Reports of officers (to be in writing). 
a nlCe c~urchhouse free from mdebtedness, Reports of committees (reports to be in 
and all Is well. We have learned to "de- hands of the General Secretary prior to con-
spise not the day of small things." vening). 

Yours in the covenant, Reading of proposed amendments to the 
Constitution. 

ARTHUR, Ontario. 
GEORGE BUSCBLEN. Half-past seven p. m. Consideration of 

[WE are pleased to get this report of good 
work done. While it is but the repetition of 
what we have heard from several other 
places, it is nevertheless a very encouraging 
part of the work. We are always glad, in
deed, when'we can see such manifest results 
for good to the work of the church coming 
from the work of the Sabbath school. And 
as we write, though many miles lay between 
us, we feel that we would like to grasp the 
hand of the brother and those of his fellow 
workers, and bid them a hearty "Godspeed" 
in the work. It is by the efforts of the faith
ful, those that will keep all the law and in
struct their children so to do, that Zion will 
be built up. May our efforts never cease, our 
zeal never abate, our love for tl;te work never 
grow cold, till we have heard the final "well 
done."-EDO] 

'ConferBnBB Minutes. 
GALLAND'S GROVE. 

Conference convened at Deloit, Iowa, Feb
ruary 17; C. E. Butterworth and J. M. Baker 
presidents, Nellie Rudd secretary. Branches 
reporting: Benan 49; gain 1. Union 78; gain 
2, Coalville 59; gain 6. Galland's Grove 302; 
gain 2. Auburn 63; gain 3. Salem 64; loss 
1. Harlan 68; loss 2. Deloit 159; loss 5. 
Dow City 101; loss 3. Pilot Rock; 27. Eld
ers reporting: C. E. Butterworth baptized 
2, W. A. Carroll, C. J. Hunt baptized 4, J. 
M. Baker, D. Brewster, Wm. McKim, H. M. 
Daniel, W. S. Bullard, John Pett, B. Salis
bury, R. Wight, J. T. Turner, A. R. Crip
pen, B. Clothier. Priests N. V. Sheldon 
and C. Joseph Carlson. Teachers T. F. 
Jones, J. L. Butterworth, and J. G. Myers. 
Bishop's agent reported: On hand and re
ceived since June 4, $2,026001: expended 
$1,634035; balance on hand $391.66. The dis
trict authorities were requested to provide 
for the ordination of N. V. Sheldon to the 
office of elder. Nineteen delegates were 
chosen to represent the district at General 0 

Conference, and were instructed to ask con
ference to take into consideration the en· 
larg-ement of the Saints' Hymnal. C. J. 
Carlson was appointed missionary to labor in 
the district, under the direction of the dis
trict officers. Adjourned to meet at Auburn, 
Iowa, June 2, at ten a. m. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Associations. 
GENERAL CONVENTION PROGRAM. 

The following is the program of the con
vention of the General Sunday School Asso
ciation, Lamoni, Iowa, April 4, 5. It is, 
however, subject to any change that may be 
found necessary by the committee or the con
vention. 

Wednesday, April 4, 2: 30 p. m. Organiza· 
~ion. While the credentials committee is 

proposed amendments (special order). 
Thursday, April 5, onine a. m. Prayer 

meeting in charge of Ern. F. G. Pitt and 
Gomer Wells. 

Half-past ten a. m. New b'!siness. 
Two p. m. Election of officers (special 

order). 
Unfinished business. New business. No 

new business to be introduced after four p. m. 
Half-past seven p. m. Unfinished business 

(if necessary). Otherwise as follows: Insti
tute work, subject "the library work;" 
charge----. Outlines of district work, 
by--. 

Special music will be prepared for use at 
various times during the convention. 

Hoping, trusting, and praying for a peace
ful, profitable, and enjoyable convention, we 
are, Your committee, 

T. A. HOUGAS. 
GEORGE W. BLAIR. 
DAVID J. KRAHL. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Central California district convention will 

meet during the time of district conference 
at Santa Cruz, April 13-15. Annual election 
of officers. Send your delegates, and all 
come prepared to make the time pleasant 
and profitable. EVIE CARMICHAEL, Sec. 

SAN JosE, March 5, 1900. 

jVIi8~Bllansotl8 flepar1msn1. 
FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS. 

Report blanks have been sent to each mem
ber of the First Quorum of Elders, and should 
have reached you ere you see this. If for any 
reason you fail to receive a blank, write at 
once to me at Henderson, Iowa, and another 
will be forwarded. This is very important, 
as there is a rule of the quorum that will 
cause your name to be dropped from the quo
rum if you fail to report to two consecutive 
sessions of General Conference. Fill out the 
blank very carefully, being sure to give name 
and post office address in full, and mail same to 
Elder D. C. White, Lamoni, Iowa, on or be
fore March 25, 1900. We trust we may have 
reports from every member. 

T. A HOUGAS, 
Acting Secretary. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
It is desired that as many of the members 

of the fourth quorum as possible be present 
at the coming General Conference, as there 
is important business to be done, and that 
all reports be sent so they will reach me at 
Denver, before the first of April. If not sent 
by that time, please direct them to me at 
Lamoni, Iowa. J. W. GILBERT, Sec. 

1846 Lincoln Avenue, DENVER, Colorado. 

GENERAL CONFERENCE VISITORS. 
The committee calls attention to the train 

service at Lamoni, giving time of arrival. 
We have two trains from the north daily (ex
cept Sunday), a passenger 6: 25 a. m. and a 
freight carrying passengers, connecting with 
passenger at Bethany Junction 12: 30 P· II). 
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From the south a passenger 8: 17 p. m. and a 
second train from the south to Bethany 
Junction 2: 10 p. m. This latter train is met 
at Bethany Junction by a hack. Passengers 
from the south would do well to arrange, so 
far as practicable, to come on evening train, 
and save hack fare. 

No trains arrive or depart from Lamoni, on 
Sundays. However, the hack from Lamoni 
meets the passenger trains at Bethany Junc
tion on Sunday as follows: arriving from the 
north, 12: 15 p. m.; from the south, 2: 10 p. m. 

Members of the reception committee will 
be at the trains, and may be known by their 
wearing a ribbon badge. Should anyone 
arrive and not find the committee they 
should go at once to the Brick Church, three 
blocks west of the depot, and there inquire 
for the reception committee. 

The committee does not promise free board 
to any except those who make such arrange
ments previous to their arrival. There are 
not many such places to be had, and if you 
do not receive notice of being assigned to a 
place for free entertainment, come prepared 
to pay $2.50 per week, or take your own 
chances. 

If the committee can be of any service to 
you, they would be pleased to bear from you. 
Those who have made their own arrange
ments need not write, but if you need help to 
find your place when you arrive the com
mittee will aid you. 

A large att-endance is expected and places 
will be rapidly filled up. 

( GEO. W. BLAIR, Chairman. 
I L. G. ANTHONY, Secretary. 

Com.~ S. K. SORENSEN. 
I W. J. MATHER. 
l J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

NEW ENGLAND AND SOUTHEASTERN 
PASSENGER ASSOCIATIONS. 

These associations have granted reduced 
rates, (one and one third fare for the round 
trip,) on the certificate plan, to the coming 
General Conference and conventions of Zion's 
Religio-Literary Society and the General 
Sunday School Association. Tickets on the 
going passage may be purchased over the 
lines named below from April 3-9 inclusive
on any of those dates. 

Reduced rates are granted on the following 
conditions:-

!. Going tickets must be -purchased not 
earlier than April 3 and not later than the 
9ih. 

2. The rule is to purchase full first-classs 
tickets on the going trip. 

3. Passengers must, in all cases, obtain a 
separate ce?"t~ficate with eveTy ticket purchased, 
Do not accept a certificate covering two or 
more persons. Each ticket bought requires 
a separate certificate, and to which the pur
chaser is entitled. 

4. Such certificates must be delivered to 
the Church Secretary, and when signed by 
him and signed and stamped by the railroad 
agent at Lamoni, will entitle purchasers to 
return tickets to destination at one third the 
usual fare; provided one hundred tickets are 
purchased; provided further, that ministers 
holding half-fare permits are not entitled to 
said reduction. 

5. Tickets on the going passage may be 
limited or unlimited, according to the rules 
of roads selling them; but return tickets are 
good only for continuous passage, and not 
later than April 24. Certificates are not 
transferable, and return tickets secured upon 
certificates are not transferable. 

Special instructions,· together with ad
dresses of chairmen and lists of lines in each 
association, are given below. 
NEW ENGLAND PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 
N. E. Weeks, Chairman, 67 Federal Street, 

]:;loston, Ma,ssachuf)etts, 
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"The reduction applies to persons starting 
from points named on the back hereof [list 
too lengthy to insert; the following instruc
tions make it unnecessary] in New England 
Passenger Association territory by any of 
the lines named below." 

"Certificates are issued only at the sta
tions named on the back hereof [omitted]. 
If the ticket agent at a station from which 
delegates or others are expected to come is 
not supplied with certificate~ and through 
tickets to the place of meeting, he may in
form the delegate or person of the nearest 
important station where the certificates and 
tickets can be obtained, in which c~se local 
ticket should be purchased to the point and 
there obtain certificate and through ticket. 
It must be understood, however, that persons 
should arrange to arrive at the station 
where the certificates and tickets are pro
cured in ample time to allow agent to exe
cute same. 

"List of lines making the reduction: Ban
gor & Aroostook; Boston & Albany; Boston 
& Maine; Central Vermont; Fitchburg; 
Grand Trunk; Maine Central; New York, 
New Haven & Hartford; Portland Steamship 
Co.; Washington County Railroad." 
SOUTHEASTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 

Chairman of this association urges that it 
is important that all persons desiring to at
tend this meeting be fully advised as to the 
conditions. Therefore those intending to 
travel over the territory of this association 
on any of the lines named below should write 
to Joseph Richardson, Chairman, Seventh 
Floor, Equitable Building, Atlanta, Georgia, 
inclosing three cents in stamps, asking for a 
copy of "Blank form 14, Conditions of ex
cursion rates on the certificate plan." 

"If a through ticket cannot be procured at 
the starting point, the person should pur
chase to the most convenient point at which 
such ticket can be obtained, and there repur
chase ticket through to place of meeting, pro
curing a standard certificate from each agent 
from whom a ticket is purchased." 

I;ist of lines making the reduction: A. C. 
Line; A. G. S.; A. & V.; A. & N; A. & W. 
P.; A. K. & N.; A. & D.; Blue Ridge; C. & 
W. C.: C. of G. Ry. Co.; C. R. & S.; C. N. 0. 
& T. P.; E & W.; F. & P.; F. C. & P; F. 
E C.; Frank. & Cin.; Georgia Ry.; G. & A.; 
G. S. & F.; I. C. (South of the Ohio River.) 
K. C. M. & B; L & N.; Macon & Birm.: 
M. D. & S.; Mobile & Ohio; N.C. & St. L.; 
N. 0. & N. E: N. & W.; 0. R. & C.; Pa. 
R. R. (So. of Wash.); Plant System; P. F. & 
P.; R. F. & P.; S. A. Line; S. A. & 0; S. 
C. & G. Exten.; Southern Ry., T. & N. E.; 
W. & A.; W. Ry. of Ala.; W. & T. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, March 12, 1900. 

COLORADO TENT NOTICE. 
In order to properly carry on tent work in 

Colorado, it will be necessary to have a team 
and wagon to convey the tent from place to 
place. The committee have the promise of a 
team and harness, but have no wagon. Can 
some of the brethren donate a suitable wagon 
for this purpose? Or can some one loan us a 
wagon for the season? We need a "three 
inch" farm wagon. Address, 

C. R. DUNCAN. 
CONIFER, Colorado. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
St. Louis district conference will convene 

in the Saints' meetinghouse, No. 2518 Elliott 
A venue, St. Louis, Missouri, on Saturday 
evening, March 24, at seven o'clock. 

J. G. SMITH, Sec. 

BORN. 
McLAUGHLIN -At Davis City, Iowa, De

cember 31, 1898, to Bro. William 0. and Sr. 
:jj;l}ith JJ). Mc~aug4liP; !!J ~qrq !Jil;q:Jed Richarcl, 
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and blessed February 4, 1900, under the 
hands of Elders H. A. Stebbins and James 
.McDiffett. 

MONROE.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, October 24, 
1899, to Bro. Isaac A. and Sr. Ida C. Monroe, 
a daughter; named Edith Lucile, and blessed 
December 24, under the hands of Elders H. 
A. Stebbins and J. M. Stubbart. 

MARRIED. 
FISH-FEASTER.-At thb home of the 

bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. George W. 
Feaster, two miles east of Mallard, Iowa, 
Wednesday, March 7, 1900, at nine o'clock 
p. m., Bro. John Fish and Sr. Rachael Della 
Feaster were united in the bonds of holy 
matrimony, Elder Charles E. Butterworth 
officiating. About thirty relatives and 
friends were ~sent to witness the ceremony 
and extend congratulations to the worthy 
and hs,ppy young people. At the close of 
the ceremony all present partook of a boun .. 
teous repast that was made ready for them 
by Sr. Feaster and assistants. .May the clear 
day, the bright sun, and the lovely moon
light evening betoken a long, prosperous, 
and happy future for the young people. 

DIED. 
MALLORY.-February 17, 1900, near Ash

land, Oregon, Cecil Mallory at the age of 20 
years and 7 months. The funeral was held 
in the Christian church conducted by Elder 
S. Crum. 

GOREHAM. - Bro. William M. Goreham 
died at Jamaica, Iowa, December 16, 1899. 
Funeral sermon by J. S. Rl.lth in the United 
Brethren church. House crowded full of 
very attentive hearers. Every store and 
shop in town were closed till after the 
funeral. Bro. Goreham was very highly re
spected by all his neighbors; and those not 
of the church said, "That man was a true 
Christian, an honor to our town." 

ROGERS -Mrs. Catharine Rogers, wife of 
Davis Rogers, was born October 8, 1831, in 
Oneida County, New York; died at her home 
in Sandwich, Illinois, February 29,1900. The 
deceased, whose maiden name was Heavener, 
came to Illinois in 1854, and was married to 
Mr. Davis Rogers, March 25, 1855. To them 
were born seven children. She bore her 
sickness with remarkable patience and 
Christian resignation, without a murmur or 
complaint, and passed away peaceably to the 
rest prepared for the· faithful ones. Sr. 
Rogers leaves a kind husband, five children, 
a sister, and one brother, to mourn her loss. 
At her death Mrs. Rogers was 68 years, 3 
months, and)2 days of age. 

RIDGE -At Argentine, Kansas, February 
15, 1900, Lottie May, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Ridge, aged 5 months and 9 days. 
As the little bud of promise has been trans
planted from this world by the angels of God 
into the sweet fields of Eden, and beckoning 
her parents to come. May she prove an in
centive to them to press forward in the right 
direction, so as to meet her in the sweet by 
and by. Funeral services at the residence 
by Elder F. C. Warnky, assisted by Bro. F. 
Parker. 

CARTER -.Mirley, daughter of Bro. Aaron 
and Sr. Eliza Carter, born March 29, 1892, 
died February 4, 1900, near Provo, Utah. 
Little Mirley was an angelic child, and has 
surely gone to happiest rest. Funeral serv
ices from Saints' chapel in Provo, in charg'e 
of Elder H. N. Hansen, sermon by Elder D. 
W. Wight. · 

TYLER -At his home, Smethwick, Bir
mingham, England, Elder Charles Tyler 
died January 7, 1900, aged 77 years. In the 
death of our aged brother, one of the links 
that connect us with the past has been sev
ered. A member of the church in the days 
of the martyr, he often spoke with animation 
of the glorious times they had in those days, 
and how the meetings were then thronged 
with people who came in their carriages, 

1 and who when the blighting influence of po
lygamoufJ doQtrine fell upon the church, val)-

ishEd like snow on a summer's day. He was 
baptized into the Reorganization August 11, 
1867, and until his death the gospel was "all 
in all" to him. It is grand and comforting 
for his friends to know that he is no more the 
poor, worn out, nearly blind, old Bro. Tyler; 
but a glorious, radiant soul, set free forever 
from the infirmities of the flesh by the 
matchless love of G'od through Jesus Christ 
our Redeemer. 

POWELL.-At his home near Ravenwood, 
Missouri, January 26, 1900, Elder William 
Powell. He was born in Crossful, Hereford
shire, England, March 4, 1824, and was 75 
years, 10 months, and 22 days old. In 1849 
he was married in Ohio, to Miss Mary Mor
gan; to them five children were born. His 
wife died in 1856, and on January 15, 1859, he 
married Miss Jane Morgan; to them twelve 
childran were born. He joined the Baptist 
Church while young, and preached for that 
denomination a number of yearA; but when 
he heard the restored gospel he gladly ac
cepted it, and was baptized February 14, 1866, 
at Malad, Idaho; was ordained an elder the 
same day. He always bore a faithful testi
mony to the divinity of this work, and died 
as he had lived, firm in the faith. He leaves 
a wife and ten children. Services at the 
house of Bro. John Hawley. 

BRYDON. -Sistet• Esther Taylor Brydon 
was born in England, April 28, 1828; died 
February 22, 1900, at Waterloo, Nebraska. 
She came to America in 1867, and to Ne
braska in 1874; was baptized September 21, 
1886, and remained a faithful member unto 
death, loved and respected by all who knew 
her. She leaves three children to mourn 
the loss of a faithful and loving mother; her 
husband having gone long before. Funeral 
from the Presbyterian church; sermon by 
Elder F. A. Smith. 

Moss.-Ida May Moss died January 29, 
1900, aged 19 years, 4 months, and four days. 
She leaves a husband, one son, and a host of 
relatives to mourn their loss. This is sent 
from Hearne, Texas: Whereas, the all-wise 
God, has seen fit to take our sister to him
self; therefore, be it resolved, that in the loss 
of our sister we lose a br·ight mind and a 
faithful sister. We as a church and Sunday 
school do extend our sympathy to the be
reaved ones, and commend them to him who 
doeth all things well. A. M. Nunley, J. M. 
Nunley, and W. B. Dotson, committee. 

ByERGO.-At St. Joseph, Missouri, Feb
ruary 27, 1900, Sr. Hannah Byergo, after 
seven years of affliction, aged 34 years, 1 
month, and 5 days. She united with the 
church when nine years of age, and so long 
as she retained her mental powers, was exem
plary in life, and true to the faith. Funeral 
services at the home of her parents, Bt'o. and 
Sr. C. Christenson, Barnard, Missouri, Elder 
M. F. Gowell officiating. 

DOBSON.-At Guilford, Missouri, February 
24, 1900, Coral Ivy, infant daughter of Bro. 
and Sr. C. M. Dobson, age 1 year and 10 days. 
Funeral at the Saints' church by Elder M. F. 
Gowell. 

FRANK.-Near Tawas City, Michigan, Sr. 
Amanda Jane, wife of Bro. Alfred Frank, 
after about two weeks' suffering passed away 
March 2, 1900. She was born July 10, 1860, 
in Moulton, Ontario. With her husband has 
resided near Tawas City since 1883, and was 
baptized January 25, 1885. She leaves a hus
band, five boys, and three girls to mourn. 
Funeral services conducted in the Saints' 
church by Elder David Smith, and E. A. 
Goodwin. 

SHEER.-Sr.Elizabeth Sheer was the daugh
ter of David Powell; was born a.t Potosi, Wis
consin, February 28, 1847; married to Milton 
Sheer in 1869; to them sixteen children were 
born. Sr. Sheer was baptized in 1863. She 
died at her home in Plano, Illinois, February 
25, 1900, leaving husband and six children to 

. mourn. Funeral from the Saints' church, 
attended by a large concourse of people; 
sermon by Elder E. M. Wildermuth, &ssisteq 
l>y A. I). Wilcm~. . 
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absent from the antitype? Could he j death. There was an ordinance and a 
or would he make a loose declaration law concerning that day. They are 
concerning that event which was to be found in Leviticus, 23d chapter, and 
the consummation and confirmation Numbers, 28th chapter. No Hebrew 
of his express mission in the world? would dare violate them and dese
Especially when he was challenged crate that day. It was a Sabbath day 
for a sign or proof of his Messiahship of even greater sanctity than the 
and mission? weekly Sabbath. 

A remarkable thing about Christ's Thus read the law of its institution, 
answer to the demand is that he had "In the first day ye shall have an holy 
just uttered these words: "For by convocation; ye shall do no servile 
thy words thou shalt be justified and by work therein." This was added, "It 
thy words thou shalt be condemned." shall be a statute forever in all your 
The attempt to explain the words of dwellings throughout your genera
Christ by making a part of three days tions." 
and three nights to stand for the Such proceedings as the arrest, 
whole is to mistranslate the record trial, execution, with all their attend
and attribute vagueness of mind and ant work, horror, and excitement, 
laxity of language to Christ. would have been the grossest viola-

He was literally "three days and tion of the sanctity of the day and 
three nights in the heart of the earth." most abhorrent to the people, and 

This I shall show from the record. disobedience of the law of Jehovah 
I shall also prove that he was not concerning it. The sacred office of 
crucified and buried on Friday, but on the priesthood would not have pro
the preceding Thursday. tected the violators against the indig-

The observance of good Friday as a nation and fury of the people. That 
memorial of his death and burial is a is why they said, "Not on the feast 
misfit. day, lest there be an uproar of the 

TO THE RECORD. people." 
John assigns the reason why the 

Six days before the Passover (Fri- Jews besought Pilate to have the legs 
day), Jesus was in Bethany, the home of the three crucified ones broken and 
of· Martha and Mary (John 12: 1). they removed from the cross on 

CHRIST NOT CRUCIFIED ON FRIDAY? This was the weekly Sabbath, our Thursday, the day before Passover 
The alleged inaccuracy of our Lord's Saturday. The next day, our Sunday, Sabbath, "for that Sabbath day was 

prediction concerning the time in was his triumphal entry into Jerusa- an high day."-John 19 : 31. 
which he was to be in the grave is the lem. He returned at even to Bethany. 
result of ignorance of the record and On the next morning, Monday, he 
the Greek in which it is recorded. Let went again to Jerusalem, and at even 
the clergy who adduce it smile at the returned to Bethany. On Tuesday 
imputation. Let them go to the text morning, he is again in the city, and 
and their lexicons, to Moses and the in the evening back to the home on 
Evangelists. Olivet. 

What did Jesus say? "For as On this Tuesday evening, which was 
Jonas was in the stomach of the sea the beginning of the Hebrew Wednes
monster three days and three nights, day, Jesus said to his disciples: "Ye 
so shall the Son of Man be in the know that after two days is the Pas.so
heart of the earth three days and three ver, and the Son of Man is betrayed 
nights." to be crucified. "-Matthew 26:2. Two 

That is a statement precise and defi- days to the fifteenth of the month 
nite. The parallel is perfect. Abib. The Hebrew Wednesday and 

The historical fact which Christ Thursday intervened. 
uses as the type of his burial is thus I have thus traced Christ's locality 
definitely stated in the inspired record. during the week preceding the Pa.sso
"Now the L'Jrd had prepared (or ar- ver, to Tuesday night, the beginning 
ranged) a great fish to swallow up of the Jews' Wednesday, thirteenth 
Jonah. And Jonah was in the stom- day of Abib, two days before Friday. 
ach of the fish three days and three It was then the chief priests and 
nights." scribes began to perfect their plans 

Jesus was divine. Hi.s knowledge for his death. But they said, "Not 
of the future was as accurate as his on the feast day, lest there be an up· 
knowledge of the past. Was he ever roar of the people." Now, that feast 
inaccurate or indefinite in any state- day was Friday. Why would there 
ment concerning the past? Could he have been "an uproar of the people" 

. be inaccurate or indefinite concerning on that day more than on any other 
the future? day? It was not because of their 

In what would consist the fitness of I feeling or attitude toward the victim. 
.the type, if its characteristic,fact was The people were acquiescent in his 

THE PREPARATION THURSDAY. 

Preparation for the Sabbath began 
by express statute on the fourteenth 
of A bib. (Leviticus 23: 5: ''In the 
fourteenth day of the first month, at 
even, is the Lord's Passover.") In 
the year of the crucifixion that was 
Thursday. Not only all the work, the 
slaughter of the animals for sacrifice 
and the offerings of the multitude as
sembled for the feast, but the killing 
of the Passover lamb were required to 
be finished on that day. 

The law and regulation read: "At 
the place which the Lord thy God 
shall choose to place his name in, 
there shalt thou kill the Passover at 
even, at the time of the going down of 
the sun, at the season that thou cam
est forth out of Egypt." This ''even" 
was that of the fourteenth day of 
Abib, the day before the Passover 
Sabbath. We shall find that Christ 
was slain at ''even" on that day. 
Thus the Evangelists refer to it as the 
day of his trial and death and burial: 

John - '•The preparation of the 
Passover." 

Mark-' •The first day of unleavened 
bread, when they killed the Pass· 
over." 

----··--~·-
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Luke-"Then came the day of un- 'the first day of the month came on I Here is the double proof that Christ 
leavened bread, when the Passover Friday the fifteenth, or Passover, j was crucified on Thursday and was 
must be killed." would fall on Friday. Thus two Sab-/ buried three days and three nights:. 

Matthew-"The first day of the un- baths would occur side by side-the Four times in Matthew, Mark, and 
leavened bread the disciples came to Passover Sabbath on Friday, the Luke is recorded the positive predic
Christ, saying unto him, 'Where wilt weekly Sabbath on Saturday. tion of Christ to his disciples that he 
thou that we prepare for thee to eat This happened at the Passover the would be crucified and • •the third day 
the Passover?'" . year Christ was crucified. 1 rise again." He would not be indefi-

By the statute order, the feast of Failure to observe this fact has nite or inaccurate with them, as they 
the Passover lamb was kept "between caused the confusion in the transla· were to be the witnesses of his resur
the two evenings" of the fourteenth tion and revision of the evangelists rection, and proclaim it in its verity 
day of Abib. On the evening and and in the popular apprehension. and exactness in proof of his divine 
night of the day occurred the supper. Ignorance of this fact explains the power in salvation. 
with the disciples, Christ's table talk, imputation of inaccuracy to Christ's Paul wrote, "Christ, our Passover, 
his agony in Gethsemane, his arrest, prediction. is slain for us." As such he was the 
the trial before the High Priest and Six times the dual Sabbaths are Lamb of God, slain in his purpose, 
the other incidents before day. "In mentioned in the Greek of the Gospel from the foundation of the world. He 
the morning," wrote Matthew and narratives - in Matthew twice, in came in pursuance of redemption, ful
Mark, •·the chief priests, scribes and chapter 28: 1; Mark 16: 2; Luke 24: 1; filling the prophecy, promise, and 
Council bound and delivered him to John 20: 1 and 19. The word used is type expressed in the Passover cove
Pilate." Then ensued his trial and its "ton Sabbaton," Sabbaths, the genitive nant. As the time drew near he said, 
scenes, his deliverance to the execu- plural. The particle which precedes "With desire I have desired to eat 
tioners, and his crucifixion, beginning "opse" is "after," "at the end of," this Passover with you before I suf
at the third hour, nine a. m., Matthew with the genitive. fer." There and then he was to fulfill 
wrote: "From the sixth to the ninth Where the old and revised versions I it, and transpose the paschal feast 
hour [twelve to three p. m.] there was read "In the end of the Sabbath," and l into his own memorial supper; that 
darkness over all the land." Then "On the first day of the week," the community feast whose symbol ele
Christ uttered the last words on the Greek reads "After the Sabbaths," ments commemorate the events by 
cross and expired. Then, during the "opse ton Sabbaton." which his people are emancipated and 
first part of the evening, between For instance, Matthew 28: 1, liter· enfranchised and constituted an "elect 
three o'clock and sunset, Joseph of ally translated, reads: "Now after race, a royal priesthood, a holy na
Arimathea obtained the body of Jesus the Sabbaths, as it began to dawn tion, a purchased possession" for God. 
from Pilate, and laid it in his own unto the first day after the Sabbaths, Faith in the historical facts of 
sepulchre. came Mary Magdalene and the other Christ's life from his birth to his as-

Mark records this, with this par- Mary to see the sepulcher." cension is absolutely necessary to 
ticular statement: "And now, when Mark, 16:2, wrote: "And very early avail of his redemption. To cast any 
the even was come, because it was the on the first day after the Sabbaths uncertainty or haze about him is to 
preparation, that is the day before the they came to the tomb, the sun being obliterate the covenant and break the 
Sabbath [not the weekly Sabbath, risen." Luke and John use exactly unity of the commonwealth of Israel. 
Saturday, but the feast Sabbath, Fri- the same words in recording the event The whole significance of the cross 
day], Joseph of Arimathea came, and of the resurrection morning, "opse de of Christ rests on his complete and 
went in boldly and craved the body of Sabbaton." The translators substi- particular fulfillment of the covenant 
Jesus." Matthew, Mark, and Luke tuted "The first day of the week" for which he came to ratify and extend to 
record the additional fact that Mary "The first day after the Sabbaths." all who believe on him, "the Lamb of 
Magdalene an~ the other _Mary wit- John, in chapter 20: 19, records the God t~~t taketh away the sin of the 
nessed the burml that evenmg. appearance of Christ to the disciples world: . 

John completes the proof of the thus: "Then it being the evening Christ himself must state the facts 
death a:t;d burial. of Christ on the on that day, the first after the Sab- expl!c.itl;y, and so mus~ they whom he 
preparatiOn day w1th these two state- baths and the doors being shut where commissiOned to publish them to all 
ments: "The Jews, th~refore, be- the dlsciples were through fear of the men ~o the end of time.-The Rev. H. 
cause It was the preparation, that the Jews Jesus came and stood in the L. s~ leton. 
bodies should not remain upon the midst and said to them •Peace to =========~ 
cross during that Sabbath day-for you.'" ' 
tp~at day was ~n high ~ay-asked of Two whole Sabbaths intervened 

1late that their legs m1ght be broken between Christ's death and resurrec
and they taken away."-John 19:31. tion Thus each of the evangelis 
The 42d verse: "There they laid Je- rec~rding the visit of the women 
sus ther~fore, because of the Jews' the tomb on the morning of Ch t's 
preparatw,~ day; for the. sepulchre resurrection used the expressi ' "te 
wa.s nea:. Becaus~, as lt was the miai ton Sabbaton" ("the first d y after 
preparatiOn, the bunal mu.st be made the Sabbaths"). 
before the next day, as 1t was the . 
Sabbath of the Passover Its near- Th1s shows that three days and 
ness would enable them to complete thr~e nights ~ntervened bet.ween the 
the work of burial before the Sabbath burial of. Chnst Olil the evenmg of the 
of the feast began, into which the sun- p~eparatwn ?ay (our Thursday) and 
set glow was then fading. his resurrectiOn on the morn after the 

PRESBYTERIANS 
uld become familiar with the hand
est religious paper published. Write us 

ting that you wish to receive a ;tree trial 
subscription, and we will be glad to send the 
Interior to you for eight weeks free of charge, 
in order that you may know it. 

As a first class weekly religious paper, the 
Interior cannot be surpassed. Presbyterian 
in nature, it is however, a broad, comprehen
sive, and progressive periodical, partaking 
much of the character of its home, Chicago. 
It looks out on the whole world, analyzes 
social problems, discusses all living religious 
questions, reports the progress of the world 
in every particular, gives news of the 
churches, and sparkles with pertinent edi· 
torial paragraphs. Try it. Address, The 
Interior, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. Thus, by the record of the four two Sabbaths. (?ur Sunday). Con

evangelists, Christ was crucified and fi~m!'l'tory of th1s Is the .t•emark of the 
buried on Thursday. dlS~Iples on th~ road to Emmaus re- The calling of the disciples and the begin

latmg to the tnal and death of Jesus: ning of the ministry will be the special 
CONFIRMATION. "To-day is the third day since these themes of "The Life of the Master," by Dr. 

The statute of Jehovah made the things were done." If he were cruci·l Watson ("Ian Maclaren"), in the March num-
fift th f Ab'b th d f h p 11 fi d F "d ld h b ber of .l'dcOlure's Magaz~ne. There will be een o 1 , e ay o t e ass- . e on r1 ay that wou ave een ! more of Mr. Linson's beautiful illustrations, 
.over feast, a. great Sabbath. When · the second day. ·both in color and in black and white .. 
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THE s· 1-IERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the troth, and the troth shall make you free.''-John 81 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi foRo there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife~ and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116, 
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LAMONI, lOW A, MARCH 21, 1900. 

"AS JESUS WOULD DO.'' 

The HERALD editors subscribed for 
the Topeka Capital during the edi· 
torial management of the Rev. Charles 
M. Sheldon, who during the past 
week has been conducting said paper 
upon the presumption of "what Jesus 
would do" with general problems, and 
under conditions and circumstances 
now existing in the world. We have 
failed to receive the paper, for some 
cause, but present, in this statement 
and in the extracts from the Chicago 
1ribune, a fair summary of public 
opinion of the late effort of Mr. Shel
don. 

The first issue of the Capital under 
"the new journalistic Moses" con
tained on its first page a prayer writ
ten for the occasion by Bishop 
Vincent. Next came an article ap
pealing for help on behalf of the 
starving people of lndia, urging aid 
from Christian America. Next.came, 
''War a Disease," in which is set forth 
the physician's diagnosis of all war as 
"military fever," "a disease epidemic 
in all latitudes; its causes, dangers, 
and cures." Then follow in their 
order, '·Kansas Prohibition," setting 
forth that it bas been a success; 
••Colorado Charity"- in receiving 
consumptives from all climes who 
enter the State for health, and calling 
upon the nation's philanthropy to 
help provide for them; "The Liquor 
Evil" in general; "the cry for work," 
"the answer the saloon makes to it," 
"the fearful waste caused by the 
liquor indus try," etc. 

Speculative market reports are 
"curtailed," "all reports of gambling 
deals in futures and unreal values" 
are eliminated, and a lecture follows 
on the evils of stock, grain, and other 
forms of speculation. 

Mr. Sheldon explained his purpose 
at length to conduct the paper on the 
lines that would ''probably" be adopted 
by Jesus himself. He decries against 
the • 'battle of greed" and announces 
his "rules" as follows: "No theatri
cal news whatever." "No pugilism 
or wrestling;" "only the cleaner kind 
of sporting news." "In crime no de
tails of the horrors, but only the bare 
facts with amplifications of the cause 
Mt~q 1rll~ ~~' wll~9ll tb\14' 9~\.l~~ 

convey." "Politics from a purely 
nonpartisan standpoint, locally and 
editorially." "No scandals and noth· 
ing which in the remotest degree is of 
a scandalous nature."· "No slang, not 
even that which is considered permis
sible by the average newspaper." 
Articles on general lines of reform, 
including departures on& socialistic 
lines, are duly announced for later 
issues of the paper. 

From these brief statements our 
readers will get the drift of Mr; Shel
don's work as a journalist and see the 
drift of his views of public and gen
eral policy concer.ning the conduct of 
the daily press. From the comments 
republished it will be seen that the 
opinion prevails that he has cham
pioned no reforms not already cham
pioned by most of the religious press, 
and many of w hicb are already urged 
by the editors and publishers of secu
lar papers. 

The following item purports to re
veal Mr. Sheldon's ultimate inten
tions:-

Topeka, Kas., March 14 -The Rev. Charles 
M. Sheldon's Christian daily is only a step in 
the direction of a gigantic project which the 
Topeka minister will attempt to carry out. 
He contemplates building a new religious 
system for the Christian world. The 
preacher-editor has not told the public of 
his plans, but an editorial in to-morrow's 
Capital, will pave the way for the ann<mnce· 
ment. The information bearing on Mr. 
Sheldon's plans comes from one close to the 
minister, however. 

The Sheldon project for -a new religious 
institution contemplates the abandonment of 
sects-a structure founded on the teachings 
of the Bible, and made strong by the oblit
eration of the lines which now divide the 
churches. He already has decided on 
preaching this faith in two continents. 

"Practical Christianity" is what the au
thor of "In His Steps" chooses to call his 
idea 

"On the 1st of May, having obtained !Pave 
of absence from his congregation, Mr. Shel
don will start for Eng-land, where for two 
months he will conduct a campaign for 
"practical Christianity," the whole scheme 
being laid along thA lines found in his books 
and his sermons.-Ohicago Tribune, March 15. 

MR. SHELDON'S FAD PAPER. 
There are two things which every man 

thinks he can do-edit a newsp3per and poke 
a fire. A week's experience at the head of a 
paper is apt to take the conceit out of anyone 
who goes into the work with that assump
tion. Judg-ing from the first specimen of the 
Rev. Mr. Sheldon's handiwork most people 
will think his paper chiefly notable for its 
tiresome lack of general interest. This was 
to be expected, for he is simply exploiting 
his fads. He is putting into his paper those 
thing-s which interest him, rej!'ardless of 
whethet• they interest other people Ol' not. 
The first duty of the newt'jpapel' ediiol' ig t.o 
put himself into the plac~ of the great out
~tg\! ~\1 91 ~1:i-en ~'~<tit\ m~ ~9 g~wrm~B~ 

what interests them, whether it interests 
him or not. This primary law of journalism 
is usually enforced by the application of a 
lingering death penalty upon such papers as 
ignore it. There is no reason to believe Mr. 
Sheldon's paper would be any exception to 
the general rule in this regard were he to go 
on with it. 

The difficulty is that he is a preacher and 
not an editor. He has simply carried the 
preaching profession into the printing office. 
The primary function of the editor is not to 
preach but to give the news, just as it is the 
primary function of the preacher not to give 
the news but to moralize. A good preacher 
is likely to be a poor editor, and a good 
editor is likely to be a poor preacher. Mr. 
Sheldon is a misfit in the editorial chair. 
His attempt to measure the news of the 
world by the private footrule of what he 
thinks people should be allowed to read or 
like to read is not a success. 

Mr. Sheldon's daily paper does not differ 
materially from the religious weeklies al
ready published in abundance, except that it 
is more primitive and crude in its editorial 
methods. His idea of attaching a little ser
mon to every news item belongs to the days 
of the infancy of journalism. The same 
natural and salutary causes that have forced 
the modern editor to keep his news and 
views apart would in due timG compel Mr. 
Sheldon to do the same. Nor wou ·d people 
continue to read a paper which served out 
all the news in a censor's pintpot. To com
pel them to support such a paper would re
quire the Russian idea of government or the 
system that prevailed in England before 
Milton made his eloquent plea for unlicensed 
printing. Public opinion is a sufficient cen
sor for the press of any free nation. 

Juvenal had the right newspaper idea 
when he said that he would choose for the 
suhjoct of his satires "all things that men 
d•1"-that he would write of their acts, their 
hopes, their fears, their amusements. Any 
narrower scope kills human interest. Dis· 
patches from Topeka state that Mr. Sheldon's 
paper is not satisfactory to the regular sub
scribers and that they are buying outside 
papArs freely to get the news. Here is the 
public verdict in a nutshell. Probably when 
the end of the week arrives Mr. Sheldon will 
be as glad to get out of the newsoaper busi
ness as the readers of the TopPka Capital will 
bA glad to have him out.-Ohicago Tribune, 
March 12, 1900. 

CALL SHELDON IDEA A FAILURE. 

The Rev. C. M. Sheldon's endeavor in jour
nalism does not meet with the approval of all 
the editors of religious papers in Chicago. 

The general tenor of their opinions is that 
the undertaking is not dignified, that it will 
be practically useless as a demonstration of 
any theory, and that it will be injurious to 
the prestige and dignity of the Christian 
Church. 

Dr. W. C. Gray, editor of the Interior, said: 
"Dr. Sheldon tells us he would show the 

world bow Jesus Christ would conduct a 
newspaper. A man who can utter such are
mark is a monumental egotist. No man has 
the right to say such a thing. It is a degra
dation of the name of Jesus Christ. As to 
the paper that Dr. Sheldon brings out, it 
doe$ not rise to a level that would justify 
cr-iticism. It is not a newspaper. The effect 
of the whole thing- will be simply to bring 
r>idicule upon Chriutianity. The. whole ob
~e~t gt ~b\3 ~bln"g ~m~ t\J'Ite t'o iin nt}'\iQl'iety 
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to the -,:;aper and to Dr. Sheldon himself at 
the expense of the Christian Church. True 
Christianity means hard, energetic, level
headed, and indu8trious work for the eleva
tion of our fellow men, and Dr. Sheldon's 
undertaking is surely not a step in that di·· 
rection." 

Dr. Arthur Ed wards, the editor of the 
Northwestern Christian .Advocate, said:-

"It is difficult for me to see how that ex
periment will demonstrate anything. Mr. 
Sheldon might learn in time, perhaps, to 
edit a religious newspaper. This week, how
ever, he is trying to edit a secular newspaper, 
the contents of which are more or less valua
ble. When he finishes t.he paper will return 
to its old managers. For general purposes 
it undoubtedly will be a better paper than it 
is now. 

"Of course, it would not be fair to judge 
his work for a single day. I have my doubts 
about the success of the experiment, because 
the time is too short." 

The Rev. J. S. Cantwell, editor of the Uni
versalist Leade-r, expressed himself as follows: 

"I do not think Jesus would have at
tempted to edit a paper for a week expecting 
his conduct of the editorial columns would 
err:brace any better tJachings than he has 
given in the gospels. 

"While conceding Dr. Sheldon's excellent 
motives, I think he has made a serious mis
take in the way he undertakes to reform the 
newspaper world, and I cannot relieve my
self from the impression that the enterprise 
savors strongly of the sensational. 

"Eliminating certain features, such as the 
undue attention given to scandal, horrors, 
and srorting news, I cannot see that Mr. 
Sheldon's paper is any improvement in a 
moral way over many issues of papers of 
Chicago and other cities, which are clt>an 
and decent and are admitted freely into our 
houses." 

J. S. Dickerson, editor of the Standa1·d, 
said:-

-"! do not think one may judge of Mr. 
Sheldon's epoch-making experiment by the 
dispatches in the morning papers. N 0ither 
is it fair to judge of Mr. Sheldon's·success as 
a manager of a daily newspaper by one issue. 
While I think the experiment is interesting, 
while it will be of great value in advertising 
the Topeka Capital, I do not believe ,it is 
possible to discover what effect a newspaper 
edited and published under Mr. Sheldon's 
peculiar ideas will have on daily newspapers 
-with so brief an experiment. At least a 
year would be necessary to ascertain the 
real merits. 

"I give Mr. Sheldon full credit for sin
cerity and for a genuine effort to help hu
manity. I think the Oopital's move will be 
SU!!'gestive to many other daily newspapers 
After all, the great majority of people in the 
United States are moral, if not religious, and 
appreciate every honest effort to ameliorate 
the condition of mankind I have little sym
pathy with the phrase, 'What would .T esus 
do in editing a paper to-day?' as it is impos
sible to imae-ine om· Savior in any such posi
tion. His mission was that of Savior and 
'£eacher. But, as I have said, some good 
will come from the experiment, and I notice 
that even some of the 'yellow' papers of New 
York are giving greater attention to the dis
cussion of news from the relie-ious. point of 

. view."-Ohiwgo Tribune, JJ.fa·rch 14. 

A CORRECTION. 

Bro. I. M. Lane writes asking that 
there be a correction in the next to 
the last paragraph of his letter on 
pa!!e 137. of HERALD for February 28, 
1900, ·third line from the bottom of 
paraQ"raph, the name "Moroni" should 
be Marion, his own name. Please 
read with this correction and oblige. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

. WILL PRAYER HELP THEM? 

PREACHERS,· POLITICS, AND PROHIBITION. 

The Methodist bishops have called for a 
week of prayer beginning on March 25, be
cause it is discovered that Met.hodism i~ on 
the decrease. Ed Howe, of the Atchison 
Globe, observes that "'instead of a week of 
prayer, conservative men should be appointed 
to use scissors on the church doctrine." The 
editor of the Kansas Uity Gazette protests and 
declares that the Globe is wrong. What is 
wanted, says the Gazette, is to get the church 
back to good old Methodist. doctrine, Metho
diet preaching, and give the people Christ 
and judgment, in8tead of the yowling we 
have had in Kansas about politics and prohi
bition. As one of these opinions is that of an 
agnostic, and that of the other of a dyed-in
the-wool Cal vinisti.c covenantor, the chances 
are that the b.ishops are not far wrong in de
manding more praying and less preaching.
Wichita Ertgle, March 11. 

The Methodist people were a pray
ing people years aJgo, and there was 
much devot,ion and piety among them. 

The M. E. Church was then the 
poor mi:tn's church, the elders a "band 
of singing pilgrims," who took de
light in pulpit and prayer exercises. 

But t.he same thing occurred among 
them tha,t turned the favor of God 
from the Nephite brethren; the mem· 
bership grew in numbers, the churches 
in many places g.rew wealthy and 
took on the airs of superiority and 
local aristocracy; the ministers be· 
came proud and exclusive, and a 
species of social and religious domina
tion increased, to the sapping the 
sources whence true piety will flow. 
Hence it is no wonder that the church 
has begun to fall into decadence. 

We once beard a popular M. E. 
minister say in a discourse preached 
in his own church, that the church to 
which he belonged was "perishing 
from a species of spiritual dry rot." 
He spoke from the text ''Were there 
not ten cleansed, but where are the 
nine? There are not found that re
turned to give glory to God, save this 
stranger." 

We presume that sermons might 
be preached in many pulpits of to
day from the same text with grea,t 
propriety under existing conditions. 

Will prayer help them? 

WE publish the letter given below, 
asking some of our field captains to 
write upon it. We will publish the 
three best. aJrticles on the subject that 
may be sent us. 

The subject is an excellent one to 
call out the talent of the writers. 
Let us have some articles. Of course 
we shall have to decide as to the 
merit of articles, length, clearness, 
and thoroughness of statement and 
proof, etc. 

FULTON, Ky., March 5. 
Editors Herald:-I desire information on 

the point of our agency, or our prqbationary 
stat.e. When does oue ag<"ncy ~cease, at, 
deat.h, the resurrection, judgment, or either? 
or dol's it ever cease? Are you able to tell us'r 
Any of the Saints will give us gre;;;t satis
faction by telling us. 

* 

Does the judgment of the righteous take 
place at the same time as that of the un
righteous, after the thousand years? Do the 
Saints who are raised at Christ's coming. the 
beginning of the millennium, reign with him 
a thousand years before their judgment? 

We learn from the Book of Mormon, page 
536, that whatsoever inviteth, persuadeth, 
and enticeth to do evil is of the Davil. Now 
if good aud evil were not both set before 
man, could he be able to choose either, and 
thereby be a free agent? Is it understood by 
the church that men will be free agents dur
ing the millennium, after that old serpent, 
which is the Devil and Satan, is bound and 
cast into the pit, and is sealed? If he is the 
prince of this world, the prince and power of 
the air, what will there be left which will 
entice men to do evil? And if all things 
which inviteth and enticeth to do evil are of 
the Devil, his deceptive power will not be 
completely sealed if there is anything here 
whatever which will entice men to do evil. 
Can we choose between two things if we have 
but one? 

Am I right in understanding that we will 
not have but~ the one, "good," before us dur
ing- the thousaBd years? 

I ask these questions in a spirit of meek
ness, as an honest inquirer of the truth; hop
ing some one that is ·•set in the church" will 
answer by the knowledge of the Spil.'it. 

In the faith, 
.T. W. WILLIAMS. 

RETURN OF BRO. GOMER R. WELLS. 

Seven years ago this coming- spring 
the church sent Bro Gomer R. Wells, 
then of Knobnoster, Missouri, a young 
and untried man, to Australia, to 
assist the work started in that far-off 
land by Brn. Wandell, Rodger, Gillen, 
Smith, and carried on by Brn. Wight, · 
Butterworth, Kaler, and others. 

Bro. Wells returns to the land 
whence he started, this spring, and 
we have received the following clip
pings from the Newcastle· Wallsend 
Sun, forJanuary 12.1900, and the New
castle 1fiorning Herald and Miners' Ad
vocate for February 3, as tokens signi
ficant of the esteem in which Bro. 
Wells is held in the field of his recent 
labors. We are pleased with the 
honors he has won in the Master's 
cause:-

The Rev. G. Wells, of the Reorganized 
Chur·ch of Jesus Christ (Latter Day 8aints), 
Hamilton, has just received a letter from 
hbl bishop, in America, recalling him to the 
8tates. During Mr. Wells' stay in the dis
trict he has worked hard for hi~ church, and 
he has done much towards advancing it in the 
Newcastle district. The members of the 
faith will regret Mr. and Mrs. Wells' early 
departure. It may be mentioned Mrs. Wells 
is a district lady; she was the daughter of 
the late Mr. Pt~oscoe, of Broad meadow. 

BROAD MEADOW. 
VALEDICTORY SOCIAL . 

The "Latter Day Saints" (reorganized) of 
the Newcastle district, tendered a valedic
tory social to Elder G. R. Wells and wife in 
the chapel, Gosford road, on Thursday even
ing last, on the eve of their departure for 
America. Elder W .• J. Haworth, president 
of the New Sout,h Wales conference, pre
sided. Elder J. Kaler, of Sydney, offered the 
opening prayer. During the evening suita
ble selections were rendered by the choir. 
Vocal and literary item~ were cootributPd by 
Miss A. Burt., Miss<>s B. ReAd and N. Davis 
(duet), Miss Florrie Potter (who was en-cored), 
Miss A. Jones, Mr. H. Gammidge and party, 
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W. J. Haworth (encored), and Mrs. Wells, 
who by request sang "Where is now the 
merry party?" As a response to an encore 
she sang ''Jeanott and .Jeanette." The 
chairman, in a brief speech, said that they 
parted with Elder Wells with considerable 
regret. During the seven years in which he 
had been doing evangelical work in the 
colony he had made many friends, both in
side and outside of the church, by his affa
ble manner and kindly disposition. The 
church had been materially banefi ted by his 
labor. Since he had been in Australia sev
eral new churches had been built, and the 
church aspect was a brighter one than ever 
before. His personal friendship for both Mr. 
and Mrs. Wells was of that kind which could 
not be broken off by the distance which would 
soon be placed between them. In losing Ml's, 
Wells, the district was losing a lady possessed 
of considerable musical abilit.y; her voice hav
ing often been heard in the cause of charity and 
at the local Eisteddfods. He hoped that the 
loss to the church of their services in Aus
tralia would be the gain of the church in 
America. He bad much pleasure on behalf 
of the "Saints" of the Newcastle district in 
presenting Elder Wells with a traveling bag, 
as a slight token of the esteem in which he 
was held by them. Mrs. Wells was also pre
sented with a handsome silver mounted 
biscuit barrel, and little Lena Wells was 
also given a beautiful silver mug, suitably 
inscl'ibed, to remind her of her many little 
friends in the land of her birth. 

Elder Wells, on behalf of Mrs. Wells, him
self, and child, thanked them for these kind 
expressions of their good will. They should 
always remind them of their many loyal 
friends, and of the many happy days spent in 
the land of the Southern Cross. Like the 
chairman, he had formed attachments here 
which the breadth of the Pacific Ocean could 
not sever. He hoped that they would all re
main .firm in "the faith that was once de
livered to the Saints," that they might all 
be found among the redeemed of earth's 
children. During an interval light refresh
ments were served by a cornmitt.ee of the 
lady members of the church. Before closing, 
the chairman, on behalf of all present, wished 
their guests good-bye, and a pleasant voyage 
and safe return to Elder Wells' native land. 
The meeting terminated by singing, "God be 
with you till we meet again," and the bene
diction by Elder Haworth. 

BRo. JOHN SMITH, laboring at 
Haverhill, Massachusetts, secured fa
vorable notice of his efforts in the 
Gazette of that city in its issue for 
March 7. Bro. Smith is evidently an 
advertiser, judging from the following 
"ad" in the regular "want columns" 
of said newspaper. Read it, and learn 
how "John Smith" goes to work:-

W ANTED-The people of . Haverhill to 
know that Elder John S'llith. of New Bed· 
furd, is back and will be at Summer Street 
church on and after February 28 to defend all 
attacks made against the Apostolic· Gospel 
of Jesus Christ; restored to earth by an angel 
to Joseph Smith. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD, 

man, wrote. Hancock shows unusal grit and 
is a splendid quibbler, and that about tells it. 
He had a finely executed chart on "Maya 
Hieroglyphics" compared with Book of Mor
mon characters. McD:.>well put up one on 
"B:ieratic and Damotic, Book of Mormon, 
Egyptian, and our Phoneti-c." It was a 
c"rttsher; I think the finest hit yet mado on 
that. Hancock is losing heavily by his un
fairness, while our cause gains in the same 
ratio. Bro. McDowell is making a fine de
fense. Hancock has turned up nothing new 
to us, but strikes somewhat different from 
others. Time on first qu<'Stion extended two 
sessions, ten instead of eight. I leave on the 
15th. Regards. Hand an item of this to 
Herald if you choose. 

AT Fayette City, Pennsylvania, 
there has been a rat.ber sharp set-to 
in deba,te between Elder G. B. Han
cock, for the Christian, and Bro. 
Joseph F. McDowell, for the Reor
ganized Church, beginning on the 
evening of March 5. 

From what appears in the Pitts
burg Leader, Rev. Hancock managed 
to put the contest in the form of a 
syllogism, thus: 1. That inspiration 
and revelation ended with Christ. 2. 
The claims of Joseph Smith to in
spiration and revelation were since 
Christ. 3. Therefore the claims of 
Joseph Smith were false. 

Of course Rev. Hancock would 
stoutly contend that his premises and 
argument were correct; while Bro. 
McDowell would as stoutly affirm 
that the premises were incorrect, 
hence the argument must fail also. 

The Leader for the 9th and 10th of 
March gives quite fair reports of the 
debate, so far as held. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. F. G. Pitt, Chicago, Illinois, 
March 8:-

179 

union meetings for them, and God heard. 
The Lord spoke comfort to us last Sunday at 
our sacrament meeting. telling us he was 
pleased with our sacrifices, and to continue 
faithful, also placing a blessing upon two of 
out· young brethren. 

H. E. Moler wrote from Moline, 
Illinois, March 12:--

Bro. A. J. KPck and I are workinf! as best we 
can in and around R·Jck Island, Moline, and 
Watertown. We find some who are inter
ested. Sume attack was made on us in yes
terday's issue of the Moline Journal; we reply 
to-day. Tuesday and Wednesday nights we 
occupy in the Art League Hall, showing the 
difference between the Reorganization and 
Brigbamism. 

Bro. A. E. Weidman, of Knobnoster, 
Missouri, aged eighty years, writes of 
his labors in a recent letter to the 
Herald Office, as follows:--

The main expense of Sunday school and 
branch falls upon myself and wife, as well as 
the work of the same. I am past eighty 
years of age. Am .president, teacher, and 
deacon of branch, superintendent of Sunday 
school, and teacher of primary class. 

Bro. Henry Sparling, Springfield, 
Missouri, March 7 :- · 

If all is well we shall baptize four if not 
more on SUnday next. The Saints here have 
put forth a noble effort and have bouj:!"ht a 
lot for a church house on the corner of Ver
non and Dale Streets, paid cash down, and 
they have gone to work with a wHl, the 
Ladies' Aid Society giving twenty-five dol
lars for a start. This is something needed 
very much in this town. We. have a nice 
band of Saints here, and God is blessing us. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. Henry Sparling wrote for pub
lication an article stating the faith of 
the Reorganized Church, which was 
inserted in the Springfield, Missouri, 
Republican, March 8; a timely and 
clear statement of the general posi
tion. We are pleased to see the Saints 
of Springfield are united in determina

We arrived in Chicago, last Friday and tion and effort to forward the interests 
met a very warm reception. It is good to be of the cause in the South Missouri 
home again and among friends. I find plenty 
to keep n:te busy, but it is work I like, and en- metropolis. Their efforts to erect a 
joy it. house of worship and their work in 

By a late letter from Bro. A. B. general is in harmony with what is 
Kirkendall, Creola, Ohio, we get a being done by the Saints of other 
good word:- branches toward building up the 

You will no doubt remember telling me church and establishing its prestige 
that we would prosper here if faithful, and for good. "All are called"- men and 
that your visit would do us good. Whether women-to so engage, and all who 
that was spoken from your earnest desires, b d f k h 
or whether you so felt to state I do not know; bear part in. the ur en o wor ave 
but this much I do know, that we have in- ground for assurance of reward when 
creased eighty per cent of the number we such shall be given everyone accord
had when the words were spoken, only ing to his work. Love for the work 
twenty .in our branch then, and thirty-six is prompts the doing, and wit.hout doing 
our present number. Six were baptized dur-
ing conference, among the number my two no true lover of the cause can be sat
boys, little fellows you remember. Bro. F. is:fied. Let us then be workers to

A WORD FROM THE BATTLE FIELD. C. Smith came down from Akron, Ohio, and gether for good, unite to forward the 
put eight under the water, and Bro. James h h · h 

Bro. R. Etzenhouser wrote from Moler two more in the past two weeks, mak- interests of the c urc m our orne 
Fayette City, Pennsylvania, March ing sixteen in all siuce you were here. branches and thoughout the world 
11. 1900, to Bro. W. H. Kelley, in re- Thbere ishnot one ihn the knum

0
ber whowMill enti.re. 

not e an onor to t e wor . ne was r. Russian astronomers appointed by 
gard to the debate between Rev. Defigh, one of the building committee, who b · h 
Hancock, Christian, and Bro. J. F. lives just across the way; you evidently have the Czar to plan means to rmg t e 
McDowell at the place whence he him in remembrance. ~nother was ~r. Julian ~alendar into accord with t~e 

t W t . Monaghan's husband, a hfe-long Catholw, Gregonan calendar, have reported m 
wro e. e quo e.- and has been an opposer of the work, but favor of the change and su()'gesting 

Perhaps a word from the seat of war will be I who at last melted to the gospel and is re- h th t l-"' ' l · '"' t. h 
pleasant to you. I inclose account up to to- joicing in the work. Four were men whose C anges . a. WQU Y. VJ SO liD prove e 
day, which I thiok Profess·or Jeffries, chair· wiVes haVe b'e'en praying iq tl:leir prayer ' latter, 
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The British Parliament has adopted Persistent statements from many 
the new war budget, which provides sources entitled to some considerable Oriainal Jlrti~lB&. 
for an expenditure of $750,000,000. credit indicate an open rupture be-

De Witte, Russian Finance Minis· tween Japan and Russia over affairs 
ter, recommends government mo- in Corea. Both nations are greatly WHAT I SAW IN MY TRAVELS. 
nopoly of the petroleum industry, to strengthening their naval forces and I saw men and women who hated 
protect Russia against high prices stations in antieipation of an early war. the truth, and hated those whose mis
fixed by rings and specula,tors, who, The Quorum of the Twelve began sion was to teach it. I concluded they 
he states, are not satisfied with rea- its sessions on the 15th. Arrivals of were in bondage; for Jesus said, "The 
sonable profits, and against whose a number of the ministry indicate the truth shall make you free." 
methods he has received many pro· early approach of the conference ses- I saw people, many in number, who 
tests from the Russian people. sion. were "wise in their own conceit." I 

Russia has refused the Sultan's re- Constantinople advices state that thought "there was more hope of a 
quest for modification of Armenian Russia has an army of 160.000 in the fool than of them." 
railway concessions. Caucasus. threatening India; also I saw many who had "a form of 

A German literary light has'caused that the Czar has ordered the entire godliness, but denying the power 
a sensation in Italy by declaring that army and navy reserves of the empire thereof;" and I remembered Paul's 
he has found evidence in favor of the to be mobilized. counsel to "from such turn away." 
good character of Lucrezia Borgia, The Dowager Empress of China is I saw professors of religion who 
the historically famous Italian woman said to be in hostile ·opposition to the made it a part of their business to 
of Rome who poisoned people by the "open-door" policy of western na- tattle, and circulate stories, so full of 
wholesale. A secular editor rises to tions toward China. foul expressions about· Latter Day 
remark that now she has been set General Roberts, commander in Saints, that I thought of what Jesus 
right, "may not the higher criticism chief of the British, has completed the said, "They shall say all manner of 
vindicate the reputation of Ananias, subjugation of the Orange Free State evil about you." 
'Nero, Domitian, and a host of other and holds a clear line south to Cape I saw sectarian preachers who 
unsavory persons who have been Town. He is expected to push north· would tell horrible tales about Joseph 
execrated by mankind." ward into the territory of the Trans- Smith being a •·horse thief," "polyga-

The Young .Men's Club, of the vaal. mist," "impostor," and "fanatic;" 
South Congregational Church, Chi- Russia has secured a coaling sta.tion and this scripture came to my mind: 
cago, has severed its connection with at Bourgas, on the Black Sea, from "All liars shall have part in the lake 
the church because the latter ob- Bulgaria. which burneth with fire and brim-
jected to its social programs, which A Chicago Record speciaL dated stone." 
it was alleged, included poker games Chihuahua, Mexico, March 18, states I saw men and women who said 
with a percentage of profits offered that a colony of four hundred Mis- "the Latter Day Saints are right," 
to the church. souri farmers is to be established in but they would not obey, because 

Rev. Sheldon's receipts for one the Valley of the Concho River, that t,heir system of faith was not popular. 
week's subscriptions to the Topeka State. The promoters of the scheme In meditation I was assured "they 
Capital are reported at $67,200. have purchased 200,000 acres of rich loved the praise of men more than the 

A Chicago Tribune reporter and a valleys, and some of the colonists praise of God." 
city deputy scale inspector found have already arrived. Will such I saw those who were kind to the 
bushel measures three eighths under movements affect favorably the set- servants of God, in word and deed. I 
size in thirteen hundred places, and tlement of our people in the land des- believe "they shall in no wise lose 
one fourth too small at two hundred ignated for their establishment. their reward." 
places. Representative Afrikanders met at I saw parents who had, and were 

Bro. U. W. Greene wrote to Bro. F. Cape Town, March 17. Mr. Har- training their children to be courte
E. Cochran, from Honolulu, Hawaii, grove, English author, stated· that ous, and kind. I believe they had 
that he was in quarantine prepara- leading authorities of the Dutch Re- read, "train a child in the way he 
tory to sailing for San Francisco on publics, when most successful in the should go." 
the 20th, and hoped to reach the coast field, 3,uthorized him to state they de- I saw children who were disobedi
March 27, in time to be present at sired no enlargement of territory, and ent to their parents, rude, unkind, and 
the General Conference. He was un- would cease hostilities instantly if boisterous. I thought the parents 
able to state how long the authorities their independence was assured. The would have the children's sins to an
would detain him. statement, supported by documents, swer for, and their own too. Usually 

Hongkong advices March 17 report deeply impressed the audience, which parents of such children are ready to 
China to be on the eve of disastrous pledged itself to strive unceasingly offer excuses to strangers for the ac-
civil strife, leaders of the reform for the freedom of the republics. tions of their children; but the source 
party being at work within the em- of the trouble is not difficult to find. 
pire and also perfecting means for I saw parents who are members of 
outside aid. In at least five of the RAILWAY RATES. the Heorganized Church of Jesus 
southern provinces reformist forces Special attention is called to the Christ who seldom pray in their fami-
areorganized and drilling with modern notice of the Church Secretary in lies; their spirituality was seldom of 
arms under European instructors. A present number· of the HERALD. the highest type. 
new phase of the question bas pre· Those interested should note carefully I saw quite a number of heads of 
sented itself, which threatens China's the dates mentioned and what .asso- households who have the idea that 
existence as a free power, in the ciation lines are included under such once a day is sufficiently often to have 
action of Germany in arranging for dates. Under its provisions no one family prayer. They fear if oftener, 
the practical military occupation of can purchase going tickets over West- it would culminate in "formality." I 
the province of Shantung, on the plea ern Association lines later than April thought of "good old Daniel's" "form
that China in her present disorganized 7. Parties from the Eastern States ality" and the favors he received 
condition cannot properly protect should therefore start in time to reach thereby. 
foreigners. International complica- Western Association territory in time I saw scores of smokers, chewers, 
tions, involving many U<%tions1 ~re not to purchase tickets not later than , and snuffers, or rubbers of snuff, 
unlikely, -- . j April 7. Full :pillrticul~rs, ~ notice. I numoorii of them memoorli! of th~ :Rt'e• 
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organized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints. Some of them 
are near death's door, caused by the 
dreadful curse. Others are weak and 
sickly; and nearly all are suffering in 
some way from its poisonous effects 
on the system. I remembered that 
"tobacco is not good for man," and 
"is not for the body." 

I saw some who were ordained to 
offices in the church who use tobacco, 
not "sparingly." I saw them chew 
and spit the stenchful, filthy, poison
ous fluid over a considerable portion 
of floor and hearth. I have read, 
'·Be ye clean that bear the vessels of 
the Lord;" also, "Avoid the use of 
tobacco," and was convinced that 
these were not heeding the word of 
the Lord to them and that they were 
not "converted;" for he that loveth 
tobacco in any form more than he 
loves to obey my words to "avoid" its 
use, "cannot be my disciple," would 
be the sum and substance of the 
matter. 

I saw things unbecoming: such as 
a quid of tobacco in the mouth, and 
at the same time, that same mouth 
testifying of the genuineness of this 
latter-day work; and the same ones 
members of the church. I had beard 
it said, •·O, consistency, thou art a 
jewel." Consistency is hard to find 
under such circumstances. To me 
the Lord's argument against the "use 
of tobacco" weighs more than all the 
users of it have ever said, or can say 
in its favor. It is a mystery to me 
bow the Holy Ghost can dwell in a 
bouse (human body) thoroughly im. 
pregnated with nicotine (tobacco 
poison). Man cannot explain it; it 
requires a revelation from God to 
solve this. 

I saw a book prized much by the 
owner, who loaned it to one who used 
tobacco lavishly, with a request not 
to get tobacco spit on it; and when it 
was returned, was stained on numer
ous pages. I saw the owner was 
more disgusted than ever with to
bacco users. 

I saw a lady of the world set out a 
spittoon near a Latter Day Saint (?) 
officer, and said, "You spit in this." 
llooked upon her as administering a 
stern rebuke to the use of the weed; 
but it is not likely the rebuke was 
heeded. I did not feel proud of the 
officer, but wondered if it was not a 
mistal,re made when he was ordained 
by somebody to an office in the church. 

I saw a man rise in meeting and say 
be would stop then, chewing, and 
called the assembly to witness his 
resolution; and in less than ten days 
he was chewing the very thing be had 
said he would abandon. I mused on, 
"better not vow than to vow and not 
pay." And also, if he loved God as 
dearly as be loved tobacco. be would 
be a first class Latter Day Saint. 
The words of Christ to Peter apply 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

appropriately to such officers, "When 
thou art converted, strengthen thy 
brethren." 

I saw in Matthew 24: 31, "And he 
shall send his angels with a great 
sound of a trumpet, and they shall 
gather together his elect from the 
four winds, from one end of heaven to 
the other," and felt comforted in con· 
templating that the "elect" are not 
tobacco users; that it would be one of 
the strangest sights ever seen, to see 
an angel taking a body (member) by 
the hand, or under his wing (?) (arm) 
that smelled like a tobacco bouse, and 
carrying him up to Zion to clean him 
up; quite a lot of work for angels to 
do, if that is i1 part of it. I have not 
seen it written that the angels had 
such work to do. For I gather from 
what is written that tobacco users are 
not the ''elect" to be gathered by 
angels. 

I saw that those who us'ed the most 
tobacco and snuff had the most to say. 
They t'eminded me of broken pitchers 
-everything runs out of them. They 
seem to evidence that they know as 
much, or more than some who do not 
use tobaccco. I have not forgotten 
what Solomon said, "There is a time 
to speak, and a time to keep silent. 

I saw those who said there were in 
the church men, who, when angry, 
would "curse and swear." I thought 
they could not be moved by the Holy 
Ghost to use such language. It must 
have been from the ''abundance of the 
bea:r;t" that the mouth spoke. Such 
should continue to ponder the words 
of Christ to Peter, ''When thou art 
converted, strE;lngthen thy brethren;" 
and Paul to Timothy, •·Take heed 
unto thyself, and to the doctrine." 

I saw members who seemed to be 
''a law unto themselves," and say it is 
no harm to learn their children to 
play cards, and in that way learn them 
the evil of it. I thought of the "card 
players" of which Brigham Young 
could boast; but I felt glad that the 
Church of Christ had so few in it, 
who applied the rule of learning their 
children the "trade," in order to show 
them the evil it would lead into. It 
is equally consistent to learn them to 
cpew, smoke, and rub snuff, lie, steal, 
and swear, in order that they may 
learn the evil in such things. I have 
read somewhere, •·Touch not, taste 
not, handle not the unclean thing." 
The Lord's advice is "prohibition" on 
all these worldly evils. The precepts 
and example of those who practice 
otherwise weighs but little in favor of 
the church. 

I saw members who did not like to 
pay money into the hands of the 
Bishop, or his agents, to be paid out 
to missionaries' wives and families to 
buy snuff and tobacco with. 

I saw members who would have 
means to procure tobacco and snuff, 
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but had no change to help the travel
ing elder on his way. 

I saw homes of Latter Day Saints 
(so called) where the Ensign or Herald 
is not found; and enough tobacco 
used the price paid for it per year 
would purchase all the church papers 
if double their present cost. 

I saw children nearly shoeless and 
ragged, while money was freely paid 
out to procure tobacco and snuff for 
the father and mother. 

I saw those who are dying by 
inches from the use of tobacco and 
snuff, call for the elders to administer 
to them, and they received no perma
nent benefit from the administration. 

I saw that the words of Christ were 
true when he taught that "Not every 
one that saith Lord, Lord, shall enter 
into the kingdom of heaven; but he 
that doeth the will of my Father in 
heaven." · 

I saw it is a good thing to "live by 
every word that proceedeth out of the 
mouth of God." If so, we will be 
clean in speech, in mouth, in person; 
not swearing, not covenant breakers, 
not rehearsing coarse and vulgar 
stories, in which the name of God is 
blasphemed, shoes and clothing 
bought instead of tobacco, and pure, 
sweet homes undefiled by tobacco's 
foul, poisonous stench. 

I. SAW. 

"WHO MADE GOD?" 

Sometime previous to writing this 
article, two Utah Mormon elders were 
at one of our sessions, and in conver
sation with one of them, in which the 
other also joined, in regard to their 
position as to God having a wife, 
''our mother in heaven," the follow
ing is about the result: "Of course 
we believe that God has a wife, and 
was born from some previous god. Do 
you think he sprung up like a mush
room?" You consequently believe in 
a plurality of gods? "0h, yes; there 
are many gods!" This, then, is the 
postulate you advance, as there are a 
multiplicity of gods, there is neces
sarily ar multiplication of gods-re
production of the divine species? 
•·Oh, yes; certainly. God didn't 
spring up like a mushroom (a stereo
typed phrase of theirs), he must have 
come from some previous god." Well, 
how many gods are there, at least 
four?. "Oh, yes; there are many 
gods." The four came from the three? 
"Yes." The three from the two? 
'•Yes." The two from the one? (hesi
tation.) •·Yes." Now where did the 
one come from? '•Oh, there are many 
gods; don't the Book of Abraham say 
so?" 

Another class think it is necessary 
to ask who made God, when the argu
ment is offered that a design suggests 
a designer. We will try and deliver 
the Utah elder from the necessity of 
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having progenitors for his god, and are broken when we don't observe the 
meet the question, "If God designed requirements of law. There is a law 
the world, who designed Qod ?" for moral government, but no moral 

Here is a· room 25 x 20 x 12 feet; law, ::;,s law is neither beneficent or 
there is space inside, finite space, out- demonic, it is neutral. The force 
side is an infinite vacuum. 'fhere known as gravitation is neither for or 
never was a time in Universe history against the human family, yet it can 
when space didn't extend to the infi· be made to kill a man or save a na
nite, it always will be thus. The tion. Only mind has the power of in-
20 x 25 room was designed for use. tention, good or evil. There is design 
It is embellished with pictures, bric- in law. Intelligence can't expand 
a-brae, and furniture. There is an without law, and law is. apparently 
undesigned design in space and mat· useless without intelligence. "The 
ter being in the relative proportions glory of God is intelligence." "That 
existing. Conceive space having the which is governed by law is preserved 
potentiality of solidification and be- by law, and perfected and sanctified 
coming maMer, every development by the same." Energy needs intelli
we are acquainted with would be de· gence to direct; laws, to become be
feated; all life would be annihilated; neficently operative, need mind to 
chaos of inaction would result. It apply them. Herbert Spencer is 
didn't "happen" tha,t matter didn't or quoted as saying, "There is infinite 
will not predominate infinitely. God energy," and "perfection is some
didn't so order it, but we view a pe·r- where in the universe." Now why 
petual design, without alpha or omega. the necessity of a god and goddess of 
The starry worlds of blazing suns, progeny? Why should not this "per
pale moons, asteroids, and meteors, fection somewhere in the universe" 
are but the embellishments of chan- always have been? parallel with per
deliers, mirrors, and furniture in this feet space, matter, laws, energy, com
infinite room of the Universe. It con- prehended by a perfect mind-God; 
tains the book from which the angels the •uncaused first cause, the great un
learn; in this life we are privileged to designed design, who neither made 
read a few short chapters, but the infinite space, everlasting matter, hu
unturned leaves contain our intellec- man intelligence, or perpetual laws; 
tual food for eternity. but who has infinite intelligence to 

Space and matter are not subject to use the infinite in space, matter, 
annihilation; where there is no be- energy, laws, for an infinite time and 
ginning, there is no end. Space and purpose; the extreme apex of Divine 
matter had no progenitors. The in· accomplishment being immortality 
finite is also revealed in energy. for humanity for eternity, to all those 
There is no such word as "motion· who are willing to be governed, per
less," in the vocabulary of human fected, and preserved by law. God 
thought. Energy is not the product works by laws, so does Satan, like
of so-called creation, but is suscepti· wise man. Results are accomplished 
ble of transformation. Edison hopes or destroyed by law. God is no more 
to extract electricity from coal direct. a product of law than is szJace. Only 
The earth is supposed to have been one God be::ause the infinite is not 
born from nebula, which cooled and divisible. Only one infinite space, 
solidified, yet energy and matter were one infinite universe, one infinite God, 
stored in the gaseous nebula. Taking without the possibility of beginning 
a hypothetical condition of a motion- or end, creation or extermination. 
less universe, only energy could have "Behold, I am God and change not, 
started it in motion; so energy always the same yesterday, to-day and for
was in some form, and has not been ever." "From everlasting to ever
caused. There is an undesigned per- lasting." An infinite mind and infinite 
petual design in force. There would love offering to lead humanity to in· 
be no object of space and matter with- finite possibilities. 
out force to utilize the infinite possi- Only that which has life can give 
bilities that these infinite conditions life. It may simplify the task of 
present, as means to ends. There is those who want to have a universe 
an undesigned design in shapeless without a God in it by starting man 
matter. Only the infinite One knows from floating protoplasm in the wa
of the possibilit,ies wrapped up in a ters of the ocean, but it would be as 
clod of clay. The range is from a difiicult to make the President of Har
star in the sky to a man on earth; vard out of an oyster as to make him 
from a projectile that can pierce a man direct and outright. "Intelli
eighteen inches of armor plate and gence, or the light of truth, was not 
come out with the point preserved, to created or made, neither indeed can 
a tuft of cotton that the breezes blow be." In our human experience we 
hither and thither; from a blood red only see mind in an organized body. 
rose that scents the air to a black Why not a personal God, with a body 
ebony tree that bends to the blow of of an undesigned design, with a mind 
the winds. that is the uncaused cause of the de-

It's a misnomer to say "a law was signed designs that environ us. When 
'Prok~n." Law can't bQ broken; we· we look at a watch we may ask, 

A REPLY TO "SECRET SOCIETIES." 

"He that answereth a matter before 
he heareth it, it is folly and shame 
unto him" (Proverbs 18: 13) is one of 
the statements made in the good book; 
and since an article in the Herald, on 
secret societies, written by a friend 
and brother in the church made its 
appearance, in which only one side of 
the matter was misrepresented, I de
sire to call the attention ofyour read
ers to a few facts in regard to this 
subject. 'fhe brother makes this 
statement:-

The church has ever held it to be contrary 
to the Scriptures given for anyone who be
longs to this church to join these Luman or
ganizations. 

It is an easy matter to make asser
tions, but where is your proof, 
brother? Paul says, "prove all 
t bings." I heard Brother Joseph 
Smith say, if memory serves me right, 
that he did not belong to any secret 
society, rior had he a desire to join 
any, but he had no fault to find with 
those who did belong; speaking of 
such fraternal organizations as make 
a specialty of furnishing protection 
for the families of their members. 
The brother further states. that it is 
wrong for any Latter Day Saint to 
join these secret orders, from the fact 
that the gospel is a perfect system. 

I agree with the brother that the 
gospel is perfect, and its author has 
made ample provisions fol' the wel
fare of all who embrace it; but does 
that prove that men may not belong 
to any other organization, even if 
such organization is in harmony with 
the perfect gospel law, as far as its 
own laws are concerned? I think not. 
For if this was the case, the members 
of the church could not be citizens of 
the State or the Republic, for both 
are organizations to themselves, and 
the law of God admonishes us to keep 
the laws of the land, though this law 
of the land is imperfect. 

Tbe Saints are not forbidden to be
come good citizens, and are admon-
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to keep the law of the land, 
until he shall reign whose right it is 
to reign. And I would thus argue, 
that as long as the gospel law is not 
in perfect operation, and the church is 
unable to properly care for its poor, 
widows, and orphans, it is wise for 
the Saints to make such provision for 
their loved ones as are placed within 
their reach. And I believe it is per
fectly lawful to do so, providing they 
do not neglect the duty they owe the 
church in paying their tithes and of
ferings. Nor do I only think it is 
lawful, but I believe it becomes a 
sacred duty, for the Apostle Paul 
says, in his chapter on widows, 1 
Timothy 5:8:-

But if any provide not for his own [widow], 
and especially for those of his own house, he 
hath denied the faith, and is worse than an 
infidel! 

In becoming members of these so
cieties we do this very thing. It is 
one of the means offered us by the 
world to provide for our widows and 
those of our households -the means 
of support and subsistence. Is this 
wrong? God has given us intelli
gence sufficient to look forward to a 
time when we must be taken from 
this scene of action; then why should 
we be denied the privilege to shield 
those we love from unnecessary suf
fering and want, should we be re
moved suddenly and unexpectedly, as 
is often the case. 

The gospel-with its righteous laws, its 
eternal truths, its sacred obligations and 
duties-is more than earthly blessings; is as 
far above the drapery, the mystic ceremonies, 
the hidden signs of secret orders, as the 
heaven is above the earth. 

I will agree with the brother in 
this, but would ask, Which secret or
der does make any pretensions of 
supplanting the gospel? or holding 
out to its members any promises be
yond this life? There are none. 
They all aim to add earthly blessings 
to the spiritual blessings of the 
church, with the limited means at 
their command, in a systematic and 
just manner. 

And we cannot add these human mysteries 
of earth, to the righteous spiritual law of 
God, etc. 

'!HE SAINTS~ HERALD. 

half of the latter are members of 
secret societies. 

So far as the mysteries of the secret 
societies are concerned, they are all 
known to Him who knoweth all 
things, and judges accordingly, and 
the Master said about well doing:-

But when thou doest alms, let not thy left 
hand know what thy right hand doetb: that 
thine alms may be in secret: and thy Father 
which seeth in sem·et himself shall reward 
thee openly.-Matt. 6: 3, 4. 

I believe that not one of the mem
bers of any society, whether secret or 
otherwise, need give an account of 
the transactions of their society to 
anyone, except those who are author
ized to receive such an account by the 
law of the land. The obligations and 
pledges of any of the secret societies 
do not interfere with any man's reli
gious convictions; and the principles: 
love, charity, friendship, justice, 
truth, neighborly consideration, etc., 
on which the laws of these orders are 
based, are all in harmony with the 
principles of the gospel; and as these 
orders teach to observe these virtues, 
and live according to these principles, 
they teach only such virtues as the 
Bible teaches, and are in harmonv, 
but not in opposition to God's law. 
It is true they protect t.hemselves 
against imposition from the rest of 
society, but this is no more than the 
church does; or does it scatter its 
temporal means broadcast into the 
world, regardless of whether a person 
is a member of the church or not? 
Or does God recognize any man as a 
member of his kingdom, whether he 
has been duly received into the same, 
in the prescribed manner or not? I 
think not. Could it be expected, 
then, of any secret society to extend 
its benefits to everybody, whether 
friend or foe? I say, no! True, there 
are good and bad men mixed together 
in all human institutions, though these 
secret orders try to keep the real 
bad ones out, if possible. But what 
does the Savior say in regard to the 
gospel net? It catches all manner of 
fish. Does the brother protest against 
anyone coming into the church on the 
same grounds? And the church is a 
divine institution! 'rhe brother says:-

But some of the members of the church 
The secret societies do not attempt support these orders and societies; yea, even 

to add to the law of God, but simply some of those who hold the priesthood of 
carry into effect that part of God's God join hands with the secret orders of to
law which the church has thus far day. We see the church exhausting every 

b means to raise money, but this money is not 
een unable to carry into effect; raised for the poor and the needy, nor for 

namely, the supporting of their the families of those who are sent out to 
widows and orphans, because a large preach the gospel of Christ, nor for· the 
number of those church members who orphan and the widow; but it is for thE fine 
are so anxious to raise their voices and costly churches, which have been built 

in some place, and where thousands of dol
against secret societies have failed lar~, yet unpaid, have been spent for unneces
to keep the temporal law of God, sary show and pride of a few individuals. 
and have neglected to bring their I should like to have the brother 
tithes and offerings to the storehouse show me where any secret societies 
of the Lord. I am informed by our have built any church. Also where 
Bishop's agent that out of a member- the members of the priesthood are 
ship of 426 in our branch, only 20 or I assisting secret societies in paying 
25 pay tithing, and more than one the indebtedness of any sectarian 
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church, and at the same time neglect 
to pay into their church treasury for 
the support of its needy members; 
The brother quote;s:-

The Savior said to his disciples: "What 
ye hear in the ear, that preach ye upon the 
housetops," etc.-Matt. 10:27. 

Does this have reference to every
thing the disciples should hear? I 
think not. Their teachings would 
have been a pretty mLi: up. Suppos
ing the brother would preach on the 
housetops what he sometimes hears 
when paying an official visit to some 
of the Saints? Or bow would it be to 
preach on the housetops what occurs 
in our homes, or how would it be for 
the proceedings of the branch council 
or the priesthood meetings to be 
preached from the housetops? What 
then does the Savior refer to in the 
above quotation? L8t the brother's 
quotation answer the question: "Go 
ye into all the world, and preach the 
gospel to every creature" (Mark 16: 
15). Yes, proclaim the gospel on 
every street corner if you so desire. 
He further quotes:-

If there is any good or truth in these or
ders, every principle of philanthropy and 
love would say, its benefits and blessings 
ought to be universal, and not alone to a few 
favored ones. 

The secret orders are open to any 
individual that has sufficient love for 
his family within his bosom to sacri
fice from five to ten cents per day in 
dues to these orders, and thus secure 
their protecting care; that is if he is 
morally and physically acceptable. 
The name ''secret societies" is really 
not the correct name for these frater
nal organizations, because a secret or
der is not known to exist except to its 
members. But these fraternal socie
ties advertise not only their existence 
and the objects which they are trying 
to attain, but actually send out men 
who lecture in their interest and 
solicit publicly for membership every
where. Not much of a secret about 
that, is there? If people reject their 
teaching, they do exactly the same 
thing that others do when they reject 
the gospel message, and consequently 
the fraternal orders offer just the 
sa,me opportunity to men to partake 
of the blessings that accrue to their 
members as does the church, in tem
poral matters at least, to its members. 

One more of the brother's asser
tions I will answer, a'nd then close:-

When a man joins the secret orders, they 
make him take an oath or pledge that he 
will keep t.he secrets of the order, and that he 
will keep the nquirements of the order. He 
pledges himself to all this before he knows 
to what he has pledged himself or taken oath. 

This is unreasonable. Anyone who 
becomes a member of a fraternal 
order is given every opportunity to 
become acquainted with the objects 
and requirements of the order, be
cause these are used by those who 
are already members or agents of an 
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order as arguments to induce a person 
to join the order. Consequently the 
person so solicited becomes acquainted 
with these requirements before he h~s 
even decided whether to become a 
member or not. 

As to the secrets of an order. They 
could be of no use except to members 
of the order, and are of a private 
nature, as are the transactions of 
one's own family, except of course 
the signs, grips, and passwords used 
to keep out intruders. But before 
taking the oath or pledge of secrecy, 
the candidate is assured that such 
pledge will in no wise interfere with 
his political, moral, or religious 
views. Consequently, if the pledge 
contained anything contrary to these 
convictions, he would not be bound 
to keep it. 

And now, kind reader, in conclu
sion, let me draw two word pictures. 
Here is one man who opposes all 
secret orders. He is paying on a 
home, but has only half succeeded. 
He is thrown out of work; he has no 
friends except those in the church, 
who are mostly unable to help him as 
they desire to do, and as be has de· 
clared himself against secret orders, 
their members will not do anything 
for him. He, who once bad in abund
ance, cannot now keep up the pay. 
ments on his home; he loses i.t. 
Death overtakes him, and as he 
leaves a widow with several children 
possibly, it becomes frequently neces
sary to separate the mother and chil
dren, who are often just of that age 
when they need the mother's care in 
the worst way. But the children are 
sent to strangers, and into the cold 
world, and left to shift for them
selves, outside of church influences 
probably, and as is frequently the 
case, they go astray. 

What a sad and gloomy picture! 
The church may try to help them 

some, but its means are limited, and 
so must of necessity the assistance be. 

On the other hand; here is a man 
who belongs to several secret orders. 
Through the influence of its members 
he has good and paying work, he 
prospers, pays his tithing and offer· 
ings according as the Lord prospers 
him. he is able to secure a home for 
himself and family, and when be dies 
his widow receives one, two, or three 
thousand dollars, as the case may be; 
and instead of becoming a burden to 
the church, she is able to pay into the 
Bishop's bands one, two, or three 
hundred dollars as her tithes; keeps 
her children at home, educating them 
under church influences, and make 
noble men and women of them. Yes, 
the fraternal orders will even look 
aftPr the welfare of the widow and 
orphans, and secure profitable em
ployment for them, if they are of such 
age so as to be able. to work. How 

THE SAINTS1 HERALD. 

inviting! How cheering in the hour 
of death! How much more profitable 
to the church! Which picture do you 
like best, dear reader? 

Your writer who holds tbe lesser 
priesthood, belongs to three fraternal 
orders, and should he be suddenly 
called away from this life's fitful 
scenes, he leaves with the consoling 
thought that his family will not be 
wanting. One order of which I am a 
member, paid eight million dollars to 
the widows and orphans of its de
ceased members; and thus in a sys
tematic way fulfilled the injunction of 
James 1: 27. "to visit the widows and 
fatherless," not with empty words of 
consolation, but with substantial as· 
sis;tance, because their father had ful
filled theGolden Rule, in this case at. 
least, "to do unt0 others as you would 
have others do unto you," and, "bear 
ye one another's burdens, and thus ful
fill the law." 

HENRYB. TADDICKEN. 

THE GATES OF HELL DID NOT PRE
VAIL 

In an article in Herald for January 
17 last, the writer attempts to show 
that paradise and hell are about the 
same place, because Jesus said to the 
thief on the cross, "To-day shalt thou 
be with me in paradise," and at the 
same time went to the prison to 
preach to departed spirits, and the 
thief perhaps was one of them; and 
Luke, sixteenth chapter, is cited for 
proof, because Lazarus and Abraham 
were in talking distance with the rich 
man, and he was in bell. 

Now let us examine the sixteenth 
chapter of Luke. The rich man and 
Lazarus both passed from this stage 
of action. Lazarus went to Abraham's 
bosom or paradise, and the rich man 
went to hell or the prison. In verse 
30 is shown the difference between 
the place where the thief and Lazarus 
went; and the place where the rich 
man and them that lived in the days 
of Noah went. One is a place of hap
piness and comfort, and the other is a 
place of sorrow and torments; and as 
for them being in tbe same country, 
it is stated in verse 28 that the rich 
man in hell lifted up his eyes, being 
in torments, and saw Abraham afar 
off, and Lazarus in his bosom. Now 
just how far this "afar off'' was, we 
are unable to say; but suffice to say, 
it was afar off.. And in verse 31 
Father Abraham says, and beside all 
this, between us and you there is a 
great gulf fixed, so that neither party 
can pass back and forth. Now Web
ster defines "gulf" to mean a large 
bay; but the gulf that Abraham spoke 
of was a great gulf, so at least we 
have the distance of a great gulf be
tween them. Now as Bro. L. bas held 
the idea that a, spirit may go to para
dise with the Savior, and then become 

righteous by obeying the gospel; 
please note the following:-

Btlhold, it has been made known unto me, 
by an an~el, that the spirits of all men, as 
soon as thPy are departed from this mortal 
body; yea, the spirits of all men, wt:;ethet' 
they be good or evil, are taken home to that 
God who gave them life. And then shall it 
come to pass the spirits of those who are 
righteous, are received into a state of happi" 
ness, which is called parad.sP; a state of rest, 
a state of peace, where they shall re•t from 
all their troubles, and from all care, and sor
row, etc. And then shall it come to pass, 
that the spirits of the wicked, yea, who are 
evil; for behold, they have no part nor portion 
of the Spirit of the Lord: for behold they 
cboose evil works, rather than good: there
fore the spirit of the d~evil did enter into 
them, and take posseEsion of their housP; and 
these•shall be cast out into outer darkness: 
there shall be weeping and wailing and 
gnashin~ of teeth; and this because of their 
iniquity: be in~ led captive by the will of the 
deviL Now this is the state of the souls of 
the wicked: yea, in darknes8, and a state of 
awful, fearful, looking for, of the fiery indig
nation of the wrath of God upon them: thus 
they remain in this state, as well as the 
righteous in paradise, until the time of their 
resurrection -Alma 19: 42-45. 

Now it is stated in the before men
tioned article, that it does not matter 
whether the thief was a baptized be
liever or not. Now if the thief was 
not a baptized believer, down goes the 
scriptures, for Jesus said:-

Except a man be born of water and of the 
Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of 
God -John 3: 5. 

Now this will apply to the kingdom 
of God on the other side of this vale 
of tears, as well as entering the 
church or kingdom of God upon earth. 
Now it is plain that one of these births 
or baptisms were manifested in the 
thief, and that was the gift of the 
Spirit; for the thief said to Jesus, 
"Lord, when thou comest into thy 
kingdom, remember me." Here we 
see that he called Jesus, Lord. And 
Paul says:-

Wherefore I give you to understand, that 
no man speaking by the Spirit of God calleth 
Jesus accursed: and that no man can ~ay that 
Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost.-
1 Cor. 12: 3. 

And when Jesus, in the likeness of 
his Father, cannot lie, said unto man, 
"Except a man be born of water and 
of the Spirit, be cannot enter into the 
kingdom of God" (John 3: 5), that is 
enough. to silence any oppo»er; for 
when they enter paradise they enter 
the greatest sph<3re that God bas for 
the righteous, for it was made known 
unto Alma by an angel (and that 
ought to be pretty good authority) 
that the spirits of all men, as soon as 
death, go back to God, and God sends 
them to their abiding place; the right· 
eous to paradise, (not to give them a 
chance to obey the gospel,) but they 
are in a state of rest, a state of peace, 
where they rest from all care and sor· 
row; and the wicked into outer dark
ness, where sorrow and torments 
bring weeping and gnashing of teeth; 
and this is their condition until their 
resurrection. Now when a spirit is 
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permitted to enter paradise, it is a 1 find that he went and preached unto spirit. (See Rev. 1: 7.) Even those 
righteous spirit, notwithstanding spirits in prison. The Inspired wicked murderers who pierced his 
while in the flesh it might have Translalion gives us a statement like side shall see him. Assuredly these 
sinned; but it requires a true repent- this:- have not been resurrected that pierced 
ance, for if we are permitted in the For Christ also once suffered for sins, the his side, so that they could see him in 
spirit state to dwell in paradise, we j'1st for the unjust, being put to death in the their resurrected state. Enoch spoke 
are entitled to all that God has for flesh, but quickened by the Spirit, that he of the releasing of many spirits who 

might bring us to God.-1 Peter 3: 18. h man. For proof, I cite the following:- were ln prison, and of t eir coming 
Now we see that Christ just being out and standJ.nO' on the ri'!!ht hand of He that bath an ear, let bim hc>ar what the l '"" ~ 

Spirit saitb unto the churches; To him that pGutd tof death wobu d fnot bbring us to God (Gen. 7: 64, I. T.}, and Paul 
overc(lmeth will I give to eat of the tree of o , or we see ow ar s ort it came spoke of Christ leading the captive 
life, which is in the n..idst of the paradise of of bringing the disciples to God; for spirits out of prison on this wise:-
God -Rdv. 2:7. some bad gone fishing, and some bad 

In the above quotation"we are asked E d h b d d Wherefore he saith, When he ascended up gone to mmaus, an t ey a truste onhigh,heledcaptivitycaptive.andgavegifts 
to "hear what the Spirit saith unto that it had been be which should have unto men. Now that he ascended, what is it 
the churches," for to them that are redeemed Israel (Luke 24), and an' but that he also descended fir,.;t into the lower 
members of the churches that John other would be brought to God, pro- parts of the earth.-Epb. 4: 8, 9. 
refers to, if they overcome, they are viding he could thrust his hand into Now we find that he that ascended 
permitted to enter paradise and par- his side if he could be convinced that first descended, and he tbat descended 
take of the tree of life. Who will say he had been quickened. And thus we is the same that ascended. (Verse 
that the thief was not a church mem- see that it was necessary that Christ 10.) And Jesus says to Mary, "Touch 
ber? and one that overcame by con- should show himself to his disciples me not, for I am not yet ascended" 
fessing his theft before Christ, and in his quickened state, and invite (in my resurrected body); but after 
prayed him for a remembrance when them to handle him and see, for a he did ascend, and then showed him
he should come into his kingdom. spirit bad not flesh and bones as ye self, he invited the disciples to "han
Now there is no promise of anyone see me have, to bring them to God. dle me, and see; for a spirit bath not 
entering paradise unless they over-- And how should we expect the cap- flesh and bones, as you see me have" 
come and are righteous; and if they tive spirits to be brought to God, with (Luke 24); and Paul's teaching is 
are righteous, they are made so by a more unfavorable opportunity than plain, that the same condition that 
the gospel, for the righteousness of others have, and after Peter relates Christ ascended in, he first descended 
God is revealed in the gospel through that Christ was "put to death in the and led captivity captive. And now 
fait,b (Rom. 1: 17). fiesh" and •·quickened by the Spirit," "the gates of hell shall not prevail 

Now the trouble lies here, almost that be might "bring us to God," say.s against it." (Matt. 16: 18.) 
everybody that believes in Christ's. for which cause "also he went and It is evident that the rock was the 
mission to the spirits in prison, have preached unto the spirits in prison." revealed truth, that Jesus was the 
believed and taught that while his Some may object to Christ having Christ, and upon this rock, says 
body lay in the grave his spirit was gone to the prison in his quickened Christ, "l will build my church, and 
preaching unto the captive spirits in state, for the spirits were all wicked; the gates of hell shall not prevail 
prison. And to make it strong, it is but how about the Nephites upon this against it," (the church or rock,) 
necessary to teach that paradise and land, they were sinners, and the state- which I believe he meant the last
the prison are in the same country; mentis:- mentioned (the church). In Doctrine 
and as I have always been taught this 0!1 all ye that are spared, bPcause ye were and Covenants 9: 16 I read, "Behold, 
idea, that Christ did not go back to more righteous than they [your wicked this is my doctrine: Whosoever re· 
God the Father, but went to preach brethren], will ye not nov• return unto me, penteth and cometh unto me, the 

and repent of your sins.-Nephi 4:8. ' d J b unto the spirits in prison; and for same is my church;' "an esus e-
proof we are cited to John 20: 17. The spirits in prison were as right- ing the head of the church, went to 
where Jesus says to Mary:- eous as those Nephites were. In the hell, and having "the keys of hell and 

Touch n..e not; for I am not yet ascended Doctrine and Covenants we read:- death" (Rev. 1 : 18), he could unlock 
to my Father: but go to my brethren, and These are they who are of the terrestrial, the gates or doors of hell, and preach 
say unto them, I ascend unto my Father and ... whom the Son visited, and preached the the doctrine of the church there in 
your Father; and to my God, and your God. gospel unto them .... These are they· who 

In this statement he has reference are honorable men of the earth.-76: 6. hell, and could well say to Peter, 
to his resurrected state, and not that These received not the testimony of "the gates of hell shall not prevail 
his spirit did not go back to God, for Christ while in the flesh, but after-· against it" (the church). 
Alma 19: 5, small edition, says that wards received it. And just so with PvLLocK, Miseouri. J. F. PETRE. 

an angel made it known to him that the Nephites; they received not the 
spirits of both good and evil, as they testimony of the prophets nor of Jesus 
depart from this mortal body, are until he appeared unto them. 
taken home to that God who gave And it came to pass that when Jesus had 

_ them life. So Jesus' spirit returned spoken these words, the whole multitude fell 
to the earth, for they rem em be red that it 

to God, and ·then to paradise, where bad been prophesied among them that Christ 
they remain until their resurrection. should shew himself unto them after his 
(Alma 19: 6.) So I can trace the ascension into heaven.-Nephi 5: 5. 
spirit of Christ from the cross back And why the Nephites should be 
to God, and then to paradise, where more highly favored than the prison
the spirits of the righteous remain ers is a mystery to me, seeing that 
until the time of their resurrection. when Christ finished his mission and 
And, remember, that the thief went established the church at Jerusalem 
with him (Luke 23: 43); so if any one with the gospel, it was to all the 
can cite me to chapter and verse world, and to every creature. So 
where the scriptures say that Christ's why come to the Nephites, if it was 
spirit left paradise and went to preach not to bring them to God; and if so, 
unto the spirits in prison while his why not all see him alike, for when 
body lay in the tomb, will confer a j Jesus comes in his glory, all shall see 
.favor, for I cannot find it; but I do him-those in the flesh and in the 

he11er Department. 
MOLINE, Ill., March 15. 

Editors Herald:-Bro. A. J. Keck and I 
came here on the 3d inst. and have been 
preaching at Watertown, Moline, and Rock 
Island. Some interest at Watertown, where 
we expect to follow up the work for a few 
days. 

The Saints have organized a Sunday school 
in Moline, and meet in the Moline Art 
League's Gallery. We have preaching there 
also on· Sundays, and sometimes during the 
week. There has been some opposition to 
our using the hall, by the Presbyterians, and 
some threats have been made to throw us 
out of the hall. 
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An article appeared in the Sunday Moline I every point; he got very angry and abusive 
Jou1·nal, March 11, making an attack on the at times. We are sure t,hat if the Campbell
Saints, and even insinuating that they be· ites have any shame about them they will 
lieve in polygamy. To this we wrote are· feel ashamed of his efforts at this place. 
ply, which the editor gladly accepted; and Bt·o. White won the admiration of the peo
was published in the Daily Jou1·nal for pie by reason of the Christian spirit exhib-
Marcn 13. ited to his opponent in debate. 

On Tuesday and Wednesday nights we de· We are Dow at Readstown waiting for a 
livered lectures on the differences between train to go to Rhodes, Iowa. We rejoice in 
the Reorganization and the Brighamites. the truth, and thank God for so able a de· 
We felt blessed in our effort to show the dis- fender of our work as Bro. White. He 
tinction between truth aDd error. It is a 
pleasure to us to show the pure teachings 
and clean record of the church in its early 
history of the restoration, as contrasted with 
the corrupt doctrines and' practices of the 
Brighamites. It is also a satisfaction to 
point to the character and the noble and 
honorable career of Joseph Smith's posterity. 
We take pride in poiDting to 'the fact that 
none of Joseph Smith's near Telatives,fol
lowed Brigham Young. 

Not as many of the outsiders came to hear 
us as we would liked to have seen present, 
but we feel satisfied that those present were 
enlighteDed regarding the SaiDts who wor
ship in Moline. We will continue this week 
at Watertown, and on Sunday at Rock Island 
and Moline. We expect to visit Muscatine 
enroute to Lamoni. 

Bro. W. E. Larue, president of the Rock 
Island branch, returned yesterday, after an 
absenGe of nearly two months. The Saints 
were all glad to welcome him home agaiD. 
Bro. J. B. Johnson, priest, had oversight of 
the branch during Bro. Larue's absence. 
We find a band of noble workers in the Saints 
of the tri-cities; they are earnest, humble, 
and prayerful. 

May the Lord bless his Saints everywhere. 

wielded the gospel sword with power and 
skill, and the Lord crowned his efforts with 
a glorious victory. I wish to say farther that 
I feel that I have enjoyed better liberty in 
speaking and felt more of the Spirit of the 
Master with me this winter thaD ever before. 
Let us all remember to especially pray for 
the is'Jlated oDes. Your brother in the faith 
of Christ, J. B. WILDERMUTH. 

GREENLEAF, Kan., March 10. 

Erlitors Herald:-It is possible that some 
among whom I have labored in the past will 
be glad to kDow whether 0. B. is "dead. or 
alive," "in the faith or out," at work or idle. 
If this is all, howe vel', it can be gleaned from 
the Eastern Colorado district conference 
minutes. I notice in these minutes, in Herald 
for March 7, mention was made of the very 
spiritual meeting of Sunday p. m. It was 
not until that meeting that I was able to de
cide where my duty lay for the next confer
ence year, in case I should be found worthy 
to labor on. In that meetiDg I had such a 
prophetic view of the field for tent work, for 
which provisioD is being successfully made, 
that I was no longer in doubt. Although 
tent work is sometimes attended with dis-

home while there, one young brother, resi
dent, and a number from Greanleaf were en
couraged and confirmed in the faith, and I 
believe others saw the truth of our work. At 
least, one interested listener invited the 
writer to visit him when convenient, and 
took the address to send for the Book of 
Mormon. The second debate was to be held 
at Idyl wild, but because of the burning of the 
church of the Saints there, and inclemeDt 
weather and bad roads, this one has been 
indefinitely postponed by mutual agreement. 
The next and last ODe will begin the 14th, if 
nothing unforeseen prevents. In the mean
while, Bro. Pender has been preaching at 
Idyl wild, and the writer at Greenleaf. 

The Saints here are nearly all alive, aDd 
zealous for the cause. Some interest maDi
fest by a few outsiders. One most worthy 
young lady wa9 baptized here by Bro. Pender 
one week ago last Sunday. Another is 
making inquiry, "Is it necessary to under
st:wd all the Bible before beiDg baptized?" 
The Saints here have a very interesting and 
growing Sunday school. I h9pe to be found 
in the work during life. 

In the faith, 
.0. B. THOMAS. 

MANCHESTER, Texas, March 2. 

Editors Herald:-I am still trying to carry 
the banner of the gospel of our Savior, ever 
trying to help prepare a people for the com
ing of Christ. Saints, we can talk about the 
gathering all we want to, but we will never 
be gathered until we learn to live the laws of 
God. 0, how loDg will it be before we are 
one, as our Savior prayed? Yes, brethren, 
we must be united in the bonds of love and 

Still in the fight, 
H. E. MOLER. 

couragements, the limited experience I had peace before we can live iD Zion. The gath
in the Des Moines aDd Eastern Iowa districts ering is near at hand, and we must begin to 
prevents any dread of the work, or hesitancy live as one family of God. It is the pure in 
to engage iD it, should it be mine to do. heart that will see him. So let us make 

VIROQUA, Wis., March 9. House to house work is something I thought ready to meet the greB,t day that is so neat· 
Editors Herald: - I have spent several I never could do, only for lack of courage to .at haDd. There is one of the darkest clouds 

weeks preaching Dear the above place, in a call where I have no1 been invited. But I hanging over this generation that ever hung 
Campbellite [Christian] neighborhood. The have learned during the past year that I can over any people. 
people of that faith seDt to Alma, Illinois, do that kiDd of work, where I have not the Friends, I am not guessiDg at what I am 
for Clark Braden to come and lecture agaiDst opportunity for public preaching. I find it doing. When I came into this work I did so 
the Saints. He sent me a proposition for a to be quite effective, and nearly always re- praying for the Holy Spirit that I might 
debate and next day he came. I wired Bro. ceive aD in~itation to "come again." "Don't know of God and of his work, aDd I thank 
I. N. WhLte and followed the dispe.tch by a wait to be invited," has surprised me in some him that I can say, like Brother Job of old, 
letter. Braden gave three lectures against cases. The work is onward in most places in "I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that 
us. The writer, and three others were all the Colorado mission. he shall staDd at the latter day upon the 
the Saints there were to defend the work. I have by pressing request labored in three earth." So let us pray continually that we 
Bro. White came all 0. K. and the debate places outside of the territory of my appoint- may be ready to meet him when he comes. 
began in the Christian church at Viroqua. ment, in the interest of Saints having their So, dear Saints, let us fast and pray that God 
Braden's moderator, after the first night, re· membership in Colorado braDches. From will greatly bless this coming coDference 
fused to serve Braden because Braden was so this work, have some new calls for preachiDg with his Holy Spirit in power, so that the 
abusive, he said. The Saints feel that it was to which I am anxious to respond. I am SaiDts may be edified throughout the earth, 
a sweeping victory in our favor. sure that I have not at all encroached on the and come up hig·her and prepare to meet in 

They did not debate on Sunday eve, so Bro. rights of others. I am,assured of this by the Zion in love and peace and joy. I have a 
White preached at the I. 0. G. T. hall where fact that in the field where most of this out- great desire to attend this General Confer
Braden delivered his three lectures. Bro. side work was done, I was requested by the ence, but I cannot, owing to my financial con
White also. lectured in the eveniDg on the sub-missionary in charge, Bro. W. S. Pender, ditioD. And then, labor is greatly needed 
Spalding romance, to a good house. He to act as moderator in four debates with Rev. down here, so I will strive to do all the work 
scored Braden in good shape and carried the DentoD Collins, and render other legitimate I I can, and try to be ready to meet the pure 
people with him. assistance, to three of which I could con- in heart in Zion. 

Braden was badly defeated upon the first veniently respond. The first of the three I I have just attended district conference at 
proposition, and made an utter failure upon was held at Barnes, Kansas, closing one Wilburton, Indian Territory. We had a 
his proposition. Though there are DO Saints week ago. As usual, the little band of , spirit,u~tl and peaceful conference. Bro. J. 
living in the city, the debate has won for us Saints present, Bro. and Sr. Transue, who j Cole Moxon was ordained an elder, and 
many friends. Braden was ably met 1:1pon ' furnished us a very pleasant and comfortable preached as good a sermon as I ever listened 
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to. If Bro. Moxon will live faithful and be 
meek and lowly, he will be a g-reat light in 
the church. So may God bless him with the 
Spirit of his calling. The Saints are trying 
to finish their church at Wilburton. May 
God bless them in their efforts. I think 
there is a good work to be done there. May 
God bless his work through the earth, is my 
prayer. E. A. ERWIN. 

PEKAY, Iowa, March 11. 
Editors Herald:-During the last year Bro. 

W. H. Kephart has done a great work 
around here. He has removed a great 
amount of prejudice from the miads of the 
people, especially at Eddyville. We have 
fought hard to get the gospel before the peo
ple there, but we have succeeded. Never 
before has the true gospel been pre sen ted 
there, and now we have many kind friends 
there that we hope will obey the gospel 
soon, for they are tired of being led by 
another form of doctrine that has not the 
power with it. They are anxious that Bro. 
Kephart be returned to this district., and 
this is the desire of the Saints around here. 
He has organized a good Sunday school here, 
and all seem to be interested. The wot·k is 
moving on. We think he is the right man 
to sow the good seed of the kingdom on new 
ground. We hope it will germinate and 
bring forth fruit to the honor aocl glory of 
God. 

I love this latter-day work more than ever 
as the days pass by. If we only look around 
us we can see things transpiring almost daily 
that are fulfilling the scriptures to the very 
letter. There are so many who are lovers of 
pleasures more than of God. But my Bible 
teaches me that if a man will follow Christ, 
he must deny himself, and take up his cross. 
That is what our Savior said. It means to 
deny ourselves of these worldly pleasures, take 
up our cross, and be willing to make great 
sacrifices for this work. If we do little, we 
will have a little reward. So let us be up 
and doing while we have opportunity. At 
best, we cannot do too much for this grand 
and noble work. Let us work while it is 
called to-day, for the night will soon come. 

Ever praying for toe welfare of Zion, your 
brother in Christ, 

GEORGE LONGDEN. 

SAINTS' !I:ERALl>~ 

different members of the body, from head to 
little toe, must be kept moving, in one direc
tion, too. Our great Teacher prayed that 
his disciples might be one, as he and the 
Father were one, that the world might be
lieve. 

Our mind is called back to the time when 
we were investigating the work, and of course 
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·I have seen quite a number since Bro. Sut
ton left who say they were disappointed be
cause they did not hear of the meetings in 
time to come to them. 

Bro. Rogers has moved onto his farm near 
Shady Grove. 

MARY A. HINES. 

we investigated the Saints, too, when they 
were gathered together in prayer meeting; MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., March 17. 
for instance, to soe them, from least to great- Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have 
est, get rie;ht down in humility and pour out been kept busy,"preaching and visiting from 
their very souls in prayer to the Lord, and to house to house, talking on the good old gos
see the zeal and courage with which they pel story. On January 11, I left the city and 
prosecute the work in every way. It caused went north to open up some new places, as 
us to say, "It means something, sure; all previously arranged. I had the best of lib
this means something." At that time the erty, and, in fact, at some places it seemed as 
body was alive, its officers were alive, and if I were standing in the air, so great_was the 
they were about their Master's business. power of the Spirit upon me. Our worthy 
Since that time the offices have chan.,.ed brother, T. J. Martin, of Detroit, assisted me 
hands, some of them-I have reference"' to two evenings, at Frazee City, and our souls 
this branch. The officers must be doers. rejoiced together in the service of God. 
We believe the zeal and activity of a man Some are interested at that place, and will 
should be considered, as much or more than obey in the near future. 
his mental qualifications. As officers in the I preached four times at Evergreen, being 
branches we need doers; we need men with assisted by our worthy brother, F. D. Omans, 
zeal· and courage to keep the flock and feed of Perham. From Frazee City I started for 
them and be examples to them by doing the North Dakota; stopped at Audubon, Mince
things they expect them to do. In our elec- sota; visited one day with the Saints'in that 
tion of officers is the time to act, and too, plaee; had a good visit, and then in c~mpany 
Saints, if we ever expect Zion to be redeemed with our estimable young brother, J. C. 
we should begin to be doers in regard to Nunn, of Detroit, Minnesota, went on to 
tithing. This is one part of the work that is Fargo, North Dakota. Was met at depot by 
sadly neglected and misunderstood. "0, another noble young brother, 0. L. Nunn, 
well," says one, "we don't expect Zion to be who gave us lodging and something to eat. 
bought with money." If we do not, we ex- Here we parted; J. C. remaining with his 
pect this gospel to go to all the world for a brother, the writer going on to Hillsboro, 
witness to them. We do not know just what where I was met by Bro. N. C. Anderson, of 
our Lord wants with the money, and in how Clifford, North Dakota, and hied away to his 
many ways he will use it; anyhow, he had nome some sixteen miles distant. It was 
the Israelites of old take all the gold and very cold, but we enjoyed the trip much. 
silver with them out of Egypt. And, sure I remained at Clifford and vicinity for ten 
enough, he had a use for it. The Lord wants days, preaching every nigr.t with good lib
our tithing, and we believe tithing means a erty. Visiting during the day, wa~ the 
tenth of all we have. If it does not, how can theme, and enjoyed much by the writer. It 
we know how much we owe the Lord as made my heart rejoice to meet with the 
tithing? If it means a tenth, have we Saints here, whom I had not seen for years. 
really paid any tithiug? Have we assessed Most of them seemed firm in the faith. They 
ourselves and paid the Lord, or at least given kindly cared for me while with them, and 
him credit for it? We believe t,hat would be when the time came to separate I was amply 
a good way to begin paying our tithing- supplied with the means to defray my ex
assess yourself. If you are worth one hun- penses both ways. Pardon my intrusion, 
dred dollars, ten of it belongs to the Lord. Bro. Caffall, I will try and do so again some
If you cannot pay it all, pay what you can and time. 
give him credit for the rest, and pay it as I left North Dakota February 10, and re-

MARLIN, Texas, March 6. you can. Then you will know you have paid turned to Minnesota. Spent one day in 
Editors Herald:-Time and events serve to your tithing. Let us be doers. Audubon, visiting and bidding Saints and 

impress us with the great latter-day work, Yours in bonds, friends adieu. At night I went to Perham. 
which we believe to be the grandest work we W. R. STANDEFER. It being late, I stopped at a hotel until morn-
can be engaged in; and we are especially im- ing,-then went to Bro. F. D. Omans'; found 
pressed at this time with these words of ad- all well. I stayed here from Friday morning 
monition: "Be doers." The work in this INDEPENDENCE, Iowa, March 12. until Saturday afternoon. Bro. E. G. Hunt-
locality is on the decline because there are Editors J-le1·ald:-Bro. Sutton came here ington took me to Dead Lake, where I began 
not enough doers. The branches are going the last day of February and left March 5. a series of meetings. I was greeted with 
down, Sunday schools are becoming disor- He preached five sermons, which were well good crowds most of the time, also good lib
ganized, and prayer meetings are not what received by those who heard. The congre- erty. Visited with the people most every 
they were in these parts a year ago, and gations increased to the last, and all spoke day, everything we said seeming to be taken 
prejudice and confusion within results. well of the sermons. There were quite a in; but when I began to show up the coming 
Reader, a§k yourself why, and this will be number more who had promised to come, but forth of this work, trouble began; not public 
the answer: Because there are not enough I could not get around to notify them. Bro. but on the sly. Well, it was funny. Whil~ 
doers. . Sutton blessed my son's child, whose father I would be speaking of these things some of 
. The church lS represented as a human ·died last April. He said it was not best to the kickers would nod their heads sanction
body, which, if kept inactive and in one posi-llet the interest die out, so I have written · in"' what I said and then afterwa~ds when 
tion long at a time, will go to sleep. The · to Bro. Hand to come and preach for us. I wlth others, wo~ld do the kicking. B~t they 
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took good care to say nothing to me. A 
good work will he done there. 

While tbe;·e I sold four volumes of the 
Church History, two Books of Mormon, and 
two subscribed for the Ensign. I am glad to 
say that on Sunday, February 11, Bro. F D. 
Omans baptized Miss Katie Jepson, the 
scbool-tt>acher at Evergreen, where we bad 
held meetings and baptized two in the month 
of November. She was coofirmt>d on Satur-
day, the 17th, by the writer, at Bro. Omans' 
borne, in Perham. The Spirit of God was 
with us in power. 

I went from Dead Lake to Bermidji, by re
quest of the Saints living up there. I was 
suffering with a severe cold which soon termi
nated in lagriope. I spoke once on Sunday, 
March 4, in the morning: bad good libe;ty. 
We held prayer meeting in the afternoon, 
and truly it was a time of rej'licing. On 
Monday I got worse and was cor,fined to the 
bouse for eleven days. My sufferings were ter
rible; I shall not attempt to describe them. 
I finally anointed my head with oil and laid 
my bands on it. which brought t•elief at once. 

On Sunday, the 11th, all met at a nice little 
schoolhouse and organiZ·'ld a union Sunday 
school; Sr. Emma Anderson superintendent, 
and a Miss Lyon assistant. At eleven a. m. 
I preached; bad good liberty and splendid 
turnout. I was well cared for by the Saints 
there. In the afternoon we bad sacrament 
and prayer meeting; a joyful time indeed. 
Blessed one child, formed a temporary organi
zation by appointing Bro. F. E Anderson in 
charge, the appointment being adopted by 
the Saints present. The day will soon come 
when a permanent organization will be estab
lished there. On Tuesday, the 13th, I bade 
all good-bye and was off for Minneapolis. I 
am now feeling better, but am weak in body. 

The work is gaining in all parts of the 
mission where I have been. The reports of 
my associates show that there is interest in 
their part of the mission. Bro. Swenson is 
doing good and is wei! received by all. 

Hoping and praying fo:- a feast at General 
Conference, I am still in the warfare. 

I. N. ROBERTS. 

THE SAINTS' HERAI4D. 

which I made the statement that "we ex-
1 

connection with the source of life. Only 
pected Bro. D. L. Harris last June, and when your life is hiD. with Christ in God 
monpy was sent to help him on his way." 

Lest some r(Oflections might be cast on our 
worthy brother I will say. Bro. Holt wrote 
us that Bro. Harris and perhaps himself 
could be here about the first of June, and 
that they would need some help from Port
land to this plact>; so money was sent to Bro. 
Holt to bring them both; hut I was told that 
Bro. Harri's bad been called away to another 
place, cons• quently be did not receive the 
money, be being gout>; so Bro. Holt came 
alone. Your sistPr, 

S F HOOKER 

Mothers' Home Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

whose power flows through you to your chil
dren, can you and they bear rich fruit. 

To fulfill a parent's duties aright you need 
a humble, hopeful, devout mind; hu:nble, be
cause in your own strength you can do noth
ing in child culture; hopeful, because you 
can do all things through Christ who 
strengthens you; devout, because only the 
devout soul is in an attitude to receive the 
grace of God. You need strong faith, first, 
in God, then in t.he possibilities of your chil
dren. Jen my Taylor says that all sin re
sults from lack of faith in God. It is certain 
that most family sim have their root in lack 
of faith. Culr,ivate this fait.h in yourself and 
in your childrt-n; it will give strength, cour·
age, and inspiration. 

Respect the individuality of your children. 

God never made any two people alike; for 
each soul be bas his own ideal. Tht>re are 

SELECT READINGS FOR APRIL MEETINGS questions which must be settled between it 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. and him. Lt>ad your children to Him. but 

FINALE. remember you cannot force them into the 

Three busy, happy years have been spent right way. AI bert Barnes says: ''The 
in the preparation of this book, yet it l<·aves power of the parent is to teach, advise, and 
many broad fitJlds with rich harvests still un- entreat. The duty of the child is to listen 
touched. I am content to le~ve them for with respEct, to examine with candor, to pray 
others' reaping if I have succeeded in im- over the sub} ct, to be deliberate and calm, 
pressing upon your minds three thoughts: not rash, hasty, impetuous, or self-willed. 
the possibilities of childhood; the responsi- But when the child is thus convinced that 
bilitit>s of parenthood; the fullness of grace his duty to God r• quires a particular course 
the All Father is ready to bestow. th!'n here is a highM· obligation than any 

The father of Origen used to uncover the earthly law, and be 'must obey God rather 
bosom of his sleeping son, and kissing it, say than man,' eyen father or mother.'' 
reverentially: "It is the t.emple of the Holy Sometimes Vt>ry little children seem full of 
Ghost." The father of Dr. James Hamilton perversity. Your boy of seven or eight an
wrote in his diary on the day of his son's noys you with his naughty ways almost be
birth this vow: "To devote the remainder yond enduranct>. But have patience; remem
of my life to God's glory and service; to pro- ber bow few years be bas lived, bow little 
mote the temporal comfort and spiritual im- experience be bas gained, how little be bas 
provement of my wife; to guard myself bad time to learn of goodneBs, and bow 
against levity and folly; to suppress peevish- strong within him may be the power of in
ness and irritability, and to cultivate a meek berited evil. Do not array your strength 
and quiet spirit. 0 L<Jrd, I am thine! Thy against his weakness and hope thus to sub
vows a1·e upon me." Who shall say bow due him. Ally your strength to his weak
much the reverent spirit in which these ness and help his better self to conquer his 
fathers received their sons as gifts from God evil nature. Cherish the little spark of 
had to do with the noble character developed goodness within him-for there is some good 

AVA, Missouri, March 5. in those sons! in every child-and teach him to go to God 
Editors Herald:-We are striving to serve Hare says: "Every family should be a for the strength be net>ds. The good within 

the Master the best we can here in Southern cluster of grapes banging from the Heavt>nly may seem very small, but God cares for and 
Missouri. Here is the place for poor Saints Vine." Thus banging, the life of the Vine cherishes the weakt>st things. I once spent 
to buy land cheap. A good farm of one hun-~ flow~ through all the branc~es and fulfills a stormy night on the top of Mount Wasb
dred acres can be bought for from three to Chnst's wordo: "I am the VJDe, ye are the ington. Darkness and desolation were all 
five hundred dollars. It seems as if the Lord branches. He that abideth in Me, and I in around and the wind raved as though it 
has stirred the people up to leave here and him, the same bringt-th forth much fruit; would tear the rock-bound bouse from its 
give the Saints a chance to come in. Six for without Me ye can do nothing." One foundations With the morning li11ht it 
have been baptized here since we came, and spring my father trimmed his cherry trees lulled and we went outside. There, flitting 
some Saints are moving in, and wt' are look- late, after the blossom buds were well around amid that dreary desolation, as 
ing for more. If any of the Saints who want formed, and threw the cuttings into a pile. secure as though hovering ove~ a garden of 
homes will write me, inclosing stamp, I will A warm rain came on, followed by sunshine, roses, was a frail little butterfly, teaching 
give them all the information I can. We and lo! that pile was all abloom; the buds God's care for weak things. If be thus cares 
are building a chapel so that we can serve bad opened into flowers. It was a beautiful for ephemera will he not much more care for 
God in our own house. Pray for our success. sight, yet it deceived nobody. Not even the the faintest germs of good in souls fashioned 

Your brother in Christ, little children expected to gather fruit off in his own image? Take courage, then, in 
E. W. ANWAY. that brush-heap, for all its fair promise of the care and culture of your children, even 

SPOKANE, Wash., March 6 

Editors Herald:-An explanation: In a 
late issue of the Herald appears a letter in 

blossom Those branchPs C<'uld not bear when your husbandry set>ms vain. It is only 
fruit. b caus<c' thPy were StW•·red from thc> SPcomiog. for you are workPrR togt>ther with 
trunk and the lifegiving roots. So family G(ld, aDd his wo1·k i8 never a failure. 

life may be bright with blossoms, yet bear I Often God makes a silence in our homes by 
no fruit unto eternal life, because it bas no sending Death to lay hls cold finger upon 
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lips we love. He does this not in anger, but in 
love, to teach us lessons we could learn in no 
other way. Sorrow has a· blessed ministry, 
teaching us the reality of heaven and .draw
ing us nearer it, uniting family bonds more 
closely, and above all, drawing us nearer the 
Great Comforter. Whittier says:-

"Alas for him who never sees 
The stars shine through his cypress trees;'' 

and all to whom has come the blessed minis
try of sorrow feel this truth. The stars shine 
with a holier light when shining on the 
graves of those we love; their shining spea!!s 
of that land which bas no need of the sun 
nor of the moon to lighten it, for the Lamb is 
the light thereof, and where our loved ones 
await our coming in the mansions prepared 
for us by Him who purchased our redemption 
with His own blood. 

By removlng our treasures God exalts and 
spiritualizes our love and draws us. near to 
himself. We never know his tenderness till 
"like as one whom his mother comforteth" 
he comforts us. ''God gives us love; some
thing to love he lends us." When he recalls 
his own it is not to punish us for loving it too 
well; he has a reason which when we learn 
it, as we shall in heaven, will make us glad 
and thankful through all eternity. "What I 
do thou knowest not now, but thou shalt 
know hereafter." 
L The minor keys of life's diapason often 
yield sweetest music. ''The back-log amid 
the flames sings the songs the birds sang in 
its branches. The sweetest tones of home 
music come in the flames of affliction." 

Affliction draws members of the family 
near to each other. We often see long-sun
dered brothers and sisters reunited around 
the parent's coffin. Perhaps there has been 
no visible sundering of ties, only an uncon
scious drifting apart of hearts and lives, till 
brought back to their common moorings by a 
common sorrow. Even where the union of 
heart seems perfect, Affliction's furnace has a 
welding power which Joy never possesses. 
James Russell Lowell i,n writing to his wife 
after the death of their child, says:-

"I thought our love at full, but I did err; 
Joy's wreath drooped o'er mine e) es; I could not see 
That sorrow in our world must be 
Luve's deep<·st spoke•man and interpreter. 

I felt instantly, 
Deep in my son!, another bond to thee 
Thrill wrth that life we saw depart from her. 
Ob t mother of our ange1 child, twice dear; 
Death knits as well as parts." 

There are sorrows deeper than death; sor
rows typified by the heavenly Father's lament 
over wayward, wandering, unrepentant 
Ephraim, ''How can I give thee up!" Yet 
even in these we can trust him. He is 
touched with the feeling of our sorrows, for 
he has suffered even this pang, is suffering it 
continually, and so knows how to succor and 
comfort you. 
HLord, we can trm'~t thee for our holy dead; 

They underneath the ehad •w ,,f thv t mb, 
Have entered into peace; with bended head 

We thank thee for their rest and for our lightened 
' gloom. 

But, Lord, our living-who on stormy seas 
Of·sin and sorrow Btlli are tempe~tato··t-ed l 

Our dead have reac.hed their heaven, but for the•e
Teach ns to trust th e, Lord, fur these, our loved and 

lest." 

,.-'Qfti?:dhwd; J;t.s Qar(} ({,1\~ <MUtt'((}. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

PRAYER UNION. 

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Elder David Scott, of New Albany, Indiana, 
desires an interest i.:~ the prayers of the 
Union, and all the Saints, in the name of Je
sus Christ, for restoration of his health from 
his afflictions which have troubled him so 
long. 

D2ar Sister Walker:-Will you please ask 
thePrayer Union to fast and pray for my 
husband, that if it be God's will, he will heal 
him of his afflictions and grant him health 
and strength to provide for his family, also 
that be will direct him in what be should do. 
We have a family of seven little ones, and 
his health is failing him very fast, He 
knows God is able to help him, but be feels 
his own prayers are not enough, so I take 
this step and hope and pray God will hear 
and answer the prayers of the Union in his 
behalf. Your sister in Christ, 

THIRZA CHAPMAN. 

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald. Lamoni, Iowa.") 

"That boy was well trained, who' when 
asked why be did a.ot pocket some pears, for 
nobody was there to see, replied, 'Yes there 
was somebody; I was there to see myself, and 
I don't intend ever to see myself_do_a dishon
est thing.' "-Sel. 

"TO TEACH A CHILD, BE A CHILD YOUR
SELF." 

If children are to understand the lessons 
intended for them, the teacher must place 
herself as near on an Pq uali ty with them as 
possible. Thoughts and words should be 
used that are simple and capable of compre
hension by the children. How often the 
teacher prides herself on her simplicity of 
teaching, only to discover afterward that 
some pupil failed to get what she intended 
to teach. An amusing illustratio.n came un
der our observation recently. The story of 
the transfiguration had been told by the pri
mary teacher. She told them of Jesus and 
his three disciples going up into a high 
mountain; of the visit of Moses and Elias; of 
the cloud of glory, and the voice which 
caused the disciples to fall down through 
fear. The children seemed to understand; 
but one little fellow, when the superintendent 
asked in reviewing, "What did the disciples 
do when the cloud came over them?" re
plie,d, "They fel1 down out of the mountain." 
He evidently reasoned, that as they had gone 
up into the mountain, and had "fallen 
down," they must have fallen "down out of 
the mnu'ltain'' Such a conclusion was 
natural, yet few teachers would ever have 
thought that pupils would get such an idea. 
Yet, possibly, incorrect ideas are often held 
by the little ones which seldom came to the 
knowledge of their superiors. Teachers can 
lJllttldo/ e~ot per·f\l9tivn iJ:.l lllleir WO'rk1 b'l,l~ 
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all may work toward it, and improve as the 
days go by. 

Sometimes the teacher, in looking back 
over her work, may feel that much of it is 
fruitless, especially with that mischievous 
little boy or troublesome little girl. But our 
observation shows us that the teacher's 
words sink deep into the minds of many chil
dren, though not apparent at the time. 

A little boy, who will not be four years old 
for several months yet, repeated while 
asleep one morning the golden text of the 
previous Sunday lesson. It was those beau
tiful and touching words, "We shall not all 
sleep, but we shall be changed." This little 
fellow had heard some words that lodged in 
his mind, and which furnished him material 
for bright dreams. Is it not possible that in 
that sweet hour some bright angel was help
ing to fix those grand words where they 
would remain in after life as a star of hope, 
bringing light and peace to a weary soul? 
Work on, then, teachers. Work on, you 
mothers! Cease not to sow the seeds of 
truth in the tender minds, for God's angels 
are your bel pers. It is the first step in 
redeeming the soul, and if you fail to sow the 
good seed, the enemy will come and plant 
tares so thick as to be difficult to root out. 
Though you may not see the result of your 
labors, cease not to toil, for seeds of truth 
sown in pure and tender minds cannot fail to 
bring a harvest. 

AMBITION. 

Ambition is a necessary quality of every 
individual who seeks success. Without· it, 
what advancement would be made in the 
march of truth? What development would 
there be in character? What progress would 
there be in the world of science? Of educa
tion? Of social conditions? Without it the 
world would stand still. 

A gift of God, by which man is enabled to 
reach tho ends designed by his great Creator; 
but like all of God's great gifts, it may be 
turned to evil. The first instance of such a 
change was in heaven, when Lucifer sought 
to rob God of his honor. Since then, men 
have often sought honor by robbing others. 
Instead of being masters of their ambition, 
they have become its blaves. Where it 
rules, bonor is gone; the rights of other 
men are at stake, and there is no limit to its 
desolating influence. It refuses to respect 
the ties of friendship, or the still closer ties 
of nature. Nothing satisfies its cravings but 
to rule. As one says:-

"To reign is worth ambition, tho' in hell; 
Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven.,, 

Opposed to aiLbition, and underlying the 
whole work of the gospel, is that grand prin
ciple of humility. Not that kind of humility 
which results from ir.activity and weakness, 
but that which keeps one submissive in 
working to the full extent of his powers. 
Humility in strength. Let ambition and 
humility go band in band, and our lives will 
be spent more acceptably to God; but re· 
member that alone-

"Ambition is the dropsy of the soul, 
Whose thirst \Ve must not yield to, bnt control." 

CHARLES FRY~ 
~u Fremop~ (l;ietriot ~lutdllf &ehoo! uew~r, 
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Ha~orth presented C. A. Butterworth on 
behalf of those present a purse containing £8. 
2s. 6d. as a New Year's ~ift. The report of 
committee chosen to investigate the petition 
of John Stewart was adopted. The Wallsend 
branch was rtq uested to reopen the case. 
The ordination of G. Lewis to the olillce of 
elder was ordered. W. J, Haworth was 
chosen to act as district president, Bro. 
Kaler as assistant. C. S. McLaren secretary, 
W. H. Broadway assistant. Delegates t.o 
General Conference: G. R. Wells, J. Luff, 
J. W. Wight, and Bro. Gillen, with power to 
cast full vote. W. J. Haworth was empow
ered to investigate reallowance tu delegates 
traveling to conference on N. S. W. railways. 
A mission fund was inaugurat.ed, the money 
of said fund to be used in opening up new 
places and hiring halls in those places. W. 
H. Broad way \vas chosen as treasurer of eaid 
fund. John Wright was sustained as Bish
op's agent. The Bishop's agent was au
t.boriz')d to furnish G R Wells and wife with 
£40. to pay fares to San Francisco. Hamilton 
branch invited next conference to be held 
there, which was accepted. It was decided 
that this conference through the missionary 
in charg-e recommend to Gtmeral Conference 
the appointment of W. H. Broadway to the 
fiA!d in Australia. Conference extended to 
Eider G. R. Wells and wife a hearty vote of 
thanks for the labors expended in the various 
branches, and also wishing him and his wife 
a safe and prosperous journey, and long life 
and happiness. Bro. Welts responded briefly. 
Adj•,urned to meet at Hamilton, December 30 
and 31. 

UNPROFITABLE DISCUSSION. 
The only profit in a discussion is in the 

light that comes out of it. Whether light 
may be fairly expected, depends partly upon 
the subject, and partly upon the motives 
and relative positions of the disputants. The 
discussion of those things, for instance, 
which God has chosen not to reveal, can 
never yield a ray of light. On the other 
hand, the discussion of a proper subject with 
an improper motive-as merely to get the 
better of another in an argument-is not apt 
to yield any light, though it may generate a 
good deal of heat. And, again, neither a 
proper subject, nor a proper motive, nor both 
together, can make profitable a discussion 
between two men who are immovably fixed 
on opposite sides of a question. The point to 
consider is not merely whether a subject 
properly admits of discu&sion, but who may 
be properly admitted to the discussion. Only 
as each one is willing and eager to gain all 
the light possible, even at the expense of 
"losing his case," can discussion be other 
than profitless.-Sunday School Times. 

GOOD THOUGHTS. 
Good thoughts are true wealth. They are 

fountains of living water. They are gems 
that always shine. They are impenetrable 
shields to protect the character. They are 
goodly apparel for the mind; they are right 
noble companions. They are fair angels of 
light. They are flowers of rich beauty and 
sweet fragrance. They are seeds of noble 
actions and noble institutions. They are 
moulds in which exalted characters are 
formed. They make good and great men. 
They are a nation's mightiest bulwarks. A 
good thought is a grand legacy to bequeath 
to the world.-Selected. 

Conference Minutes. 
MONTANA. 

NORTHEAST TEXAS AND CHOCTAW. 
Conference met at Wilburton, Indian Ter

ritory, March 10; Earl D. Bailey president,, 
E. A. Erwin vice president, J. Cole Moxon 
secretary. D. D. Babcock, of the ministry 
from other parts, meeting with the Wilbur
ton Saints. Branches reported: Cove 112, 
Standley 80, Wilburton 52, Shawnee 76, 
Manchester 56, Coalgate 19; total 395. A 
quiet business session was held on Saturday. 
ln the evening Bro. E<irl D. Bailey preached 
to a full house, with good liberty. The Sun
day school, although in its infancy, is doing 
nicely, and we hope will continue to grow. 
Elder D. D. Babcock preached at eleven a. 
m. with good liberty. At the afternoon 
prayer and testimony mAeting, which was 
a blessing to all present, Bro. J. Cole Moxon 
was, by direction of the conference, ordained 
to the nffice of an elder. In the evening Bro. 
E. A. E'·win occupi<cd the stand, to the edifi
cation of all. Conference adj·mrnPd, to meet 
with M»ochester Saints, on the 28th of July 
nFxt. On Monday evening Bro. J. Cole 
Muxon spoke to the Saints on the body of 
Christ, to an appreciative audience. After 
this service a meeting of the brethren was 
called, the objPct of which was to ascertain 
if the Saints could not make a united effort, 
in tbe coal mining business. We hope it 
will be heard from again. 

SYDNEY. 
Conference convened at Saints' chapel, 

Rl zelle, Sydney, December 31, 1899, and 
January 1, 1900; W. J. Haworth president, 
assisted by C. A. Butterworth, W. H. Broad
way secretary. The Sunday sessions were 
times of refreshing, the Spirit of tb'3 Lord at
tending each meeting. At nine a.m. a prayer 
and testimony meeting led by C. A. Butter
worth and E. J. Haworth. At 11 a. m. 
preaching by Elder J Kaler, assisted by A. 
Ballard. After preaching service, the dedi
cation of a sacramental set was pc;rformed, it 
being a gift of the Daughters of Zion to Bal
main branch. Elder Butterworth performing 
the ceremony, assisted by G. R. Wells and 
W. J. Haworth. At 1:30 p. m. the Saints 
assembled at baths to witness the baptism of 
two candidates by Elder G. R. Wells. Sac
rament meeting in the afternoon, conducted 
by W. J. Haworth and R. Ellis. The two 
candidates were confirmed, and one babe 
blessed. The Spirit of God was manifested 
to a great extent in this meeting. Preach
ing in the evening by C. A. Butterworth 

Conference convened at Deer Lodge, March assisted by G. Lewis. On Monday, January 
3; G. Reese presiding; John Eliason secretat•y 1, assembled at eil:rht a. m. for prayer and 
pro tern. A prayer and testimony meeting testimony; C. A. Butterworth presiding, as
was held, during which the Holy Spirit was sisted by vv;. J. Haworth. ThiR meeting was 
present to a marked degree. Branches re- another spiritual feast. G. R. Wells, R. 
porting: Victor, Anaconda, and Bridger, no Ellis, and H. Dark were chosen as a com
changes; Gallatin and D0er Lodge, not re- mittee to consider recommendation re G. 
port.Ad. Ministry reporting: G. Reese, W. Lewis' ordination to elder. Brn. Kaler, 
D. Kelley; P. W. Premo, J. E. R::Jese, A. Butterworth, and Seaberg, were appointed 
Christofferson, E. E. Williams, John John- as committee to consider the appeal of Bro. 
son, and James Emmons. Bishop's agent's Stewart. Ministry reporting: Of the Sev
report read and approved. Statement from enty, J. Kaler and G. R. Wells. Elders, A. 
Elder John E. Reese relative to district Seaberg, J. G. Dickenson, E. J. Haworth, W. 
presidency was taken under advisement, and J. Haworth, W. H. Broadway. Priests J. 
in the absence of a written resignation, Smith, C. A. Davis. Teachers G. Lewis, F. 
it was decided to sustain him as district Whaler. A. Ferrett. Branch reports: Hal
president until next session of district confer- main 115, Hamilton 93, Tuncurry 90, Walls
ence. Bro. J. W. Wight was selected to end 44, Nambucca 59. Financial rAport: 
represent the district in General Conference. Balance on hand· December 31, 1898, £53. Ss. 
The authorities of the church were sustained. 7d.; total received during 1899, £100. 12s. 4d.; 
J. W. Wight as president of the Rocky total £lfi4. lld.; paid out £91. 13o. lld.; hal
Mountain mission, tog-ether with his mis- ance £62. 7s. Auditor's repr>rt read and 
sionary force. J. E Reese was sustained as adopted. It was decided to take the pub
district president, and Bishop's agent, G. lishing- of the Ensign from Balmain branch. 
Reese as vice president and secretary. The A publishing committee was formed: Brn. 
chair appointed Brn. J. Emmons, N. Whit- McLaughlin, J. Smith, J. Kaler, A. A. 
ney, and Sr. A. Topliss as a committee to Ferrett, and Holden. R. Ellis resigned as 
secure a suitable place for holding the next one of the trustees, and A. Sea,berg elected 
session, and to solicit financial aid to bear in his place. Bro. McLaughlin was chosen 
the expenses of the same. Preaching I as editor. The other offices were left for the 
throughout by Gomer Reese. Adjourned to publishing committee to fill. Power was 
meet at Anaconda, subject to tbe call of the given to the editor to appoint correspondents 
district p-resid.e'ncy. in. eacll. branch. At 7 p. n;1. Elder W. J'. 

VICTORIA. 
Conference was held Dacember 23 and 24. 

President, Bro. Mcintosh; assistant, Bt'o. C. 
A. Butterworth; secretary pro tern., Bro. J. 
Jones. Statistical reports: Queensferry 44, 
Hastings 74, Geelong-, 31. Btshop's agent's 
report: Receipts, 1899, £34. 93. 9td.; balance, 
1898, £6. 15s. Std.; expenses, £38. 16;;.; bal
ance, £2. 9a. 6d. Audited and found correct. 
Priesthood reports from Brn. Butterworth, 
Hailey, Jones, and Mcintosh. RtJsol ved, that 
Bro. J. Smith be asked to decide how church 
should act in St•. Price's case or similar oues. 
Resolved, that Bro. Mcintosh be sustained as 
district president, and Bro. Read as secretary. 
Resolved, that conference when it adjourns 
does Fo to meet at Hastings or Geeloog, as 
decided by district president on inquiry. 
Resolved, that Bro. Butterworth and Mcin
tosh appoint preachers for conference. 
Committee decid<'d that ordination of Bro. 
Gc0orge Eden to office of deacon be proceeded 
with. R9solved, that Bro. Mcintosh be ap
pointed to receive moneys to liquidate debt 
on Hastings church. Resolved, that Bro. 
Butterworth· be appointed to draw up a 
scheme for erecting a church atGeelong, and 
to collect subscriptions and to report to next 
conference. Sacrament meeting, Sunday, at 
eleven a. m., at which many testimonies were 
given and several were spoken to in prophecy. 
The meetings were all fairly well attended, 
and a good Spirit was present the whole 
time, A motion to adjourn brought to a 
close one of the most pleasant conferences 
ever held in the district of Victoria. 

NORTHWEST TEXAS. 
According to notice in Herald, delegates 

and Saints met with Beaver branch, March 
3, to consider organizing a district. A. J. 
Moore, missionary in charge: J. M. Teagar
den chosen secretary. A. J. Moore showed 
the necessit.y, and formulated a resolution to 
organize Northwest Texas into a district, 
which was carried. James H. Amend was 
elected president, J. M. Teagarden secretary, 
and Sr. Bar·bara Giengar financial clerk; their 
term of office to be six months. The district 
is to comprise all of Northwest Texas to the 
boundaries of otber districts an e~t ami 
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south; and to be known as Northwest Texas 
district. Next conference to be called by 
president. Dcllegates appointed to General 
Conference. Preaching by Elders E. L. 
Henson, A .. J. Moore, and T. J. Sheppard. 
All services passed off nicely, and a good 
spirit manifested. 

NEW YORK. 
District conference convened February 24 

and 25, at Brooklyn, New York; Elderd W. 
H. Kelley and A. E Stone chosen to pre
side, S. Guilfoy clerk. Statistical reports: 
Brooklyn 118; absent from branch 20. Broad 
River 27; absent from branch 6. Ministerial 
reports: Elders A. E. Stone, Joseph Squire, 
George Potts, Thomas H. Truman, W. T. 
Rushton; Priests James Cocks, J. W. Burget, 
W. Hobson, Ed H. Tordoff; Teachers G. H. 
Box, Homer Buttery; Deacon Julius Cable. 
Elder W. H. Kelley, president of the Eastern 
mission, reported improved condition in the 
east, and encouraging outlook for the future. 
Bishop's agent, Bro. T. Lester, reported: 
Received during 1899, $187.57; paid out 
$187 57; received since January 1, 1900, 
$137.20. District treasurer's report: On 
hand last conference $13 27; from collections 
$3.44; expenditures $4.91; on hand $ll.80. 
Delegates to Gener-al Conference W. H. 
Kelley, M. H. Bond, G. Robley, J. W. Burget, 
G. Potts, and Elder G. Potts. In the absence 
of any one or more of the delegates, those 
present shall act for the whole body. Dis
trict officers elected for next six months: 
President. A. E. Stone, vice president Joseph 
Squire, secretary S. Guilfoy. Hereafter 
teachers and deacons are not required to.re
port at district conferences. General au
thorities of the church sustained by the 
district. Thomas Lester sustained as Bish
op's agent. Sunday morning prayer and 
testimony service in charge of G. Robley and 
A. E. Stone. Sacrament and social service 
in the afternoon in charge of Brn. Pitt and 
Squire. In the evening preaching- by Eldel' 
W. H. Kelley. Collections $11 93, half to 
Brooklyn branch and half to district fund. 
Adjourned to meet siJ> months hence, at 
Broad River, Connecticut. 

FAR WEST. 
Conference convened with St. Joseph 

branch, March 10 and 11; T. •r. Hinderks in 
the chair, C. P. Fau1 and A. Leverton secre
taries. Bishop's agent, C. P. Faul, re
ported: Received and on hand $702.66; paid 
out $629 43; balance on hand $73 23. 'rhe re
port was found correct and adopted. Branch 
reports: . Delano 111; lost one. Edgerton 
Junction 39; lost 2. St. Joseph 440; gain 12. 
De Kalb 52. Pleasant Gcove 85: loss l. Gor
man Stewartsville 78. Kingston 86 Mt. 
Hope 42. Stewartsviile 155; loss 2. Minis
terial reports: Etders T. T. Hinderks, C. E 
Guinand, F. J~ Chatburn, A. Nesser, Jr., R. 
Archibald, A. White baptized 1, H. 0. Smith 
baptized 7, J. S. Constance, T . • 1. Mauzey, W. 
E. Summerfield, R. Phillips, J. C. Elvert, R. 
L. Ware, and C. P Fa.ul; Priests W. E. 
Haden, H. B. Taddicken; Teacher R. Gar
lich. Resolved, that as a district we bold 
ourselves in readiness to be org·anized accord
ing to the law given in Doctrine and Cove
nants, section 122, paragraph 8; which we 
believe contemplates the setting of High 
Priests to preside over lar·ge branches and 
districts, who shall be under General Con
ference appointment, spending all their time 
in tbe ministry, and we do hereby petition 
the Twelve as the appointing quorum to so 
appoint and provide. After discussing· both 
pro ano con, it was moved to lay on the tabl8. 
Delegates to General CooferencP: J. C. 
Elvert, A. White, C. P. Faul, D. J Powell, 
H. 0 Smith, T. T. Hinderks. F. J. Cbatburn, 
R Garlich, C. E Guinand, W. E Haden, W. 
E. Summerfield, J. 8. Lawton, E. Morrison, 
T. J. Mauzey, B. Dice, W. Bowley, Sr. Olive 
T J(1a-g·j Sr. Emma Lewisl Sr. Zillp, Moore, D. 
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E. Powell; J. S. Constance, B. R. Constance, 
St·. Grace Krahl, F. Uphoff, Sr. M. Sbaw, C. 
Hou;;ebolder, R Winning, L L. Babbitt, Sr. 
Ann Summerfield, A. W. Head, Sr. Maggie 
Blair, Sr. G. Hipley, G. W. Best, W. Coffee. 
Tbe delegat.ion was authorized to cast the 
full vote of district. District president and 
missionary in charge to make appointment 
for services thoughout the district, in har
mony with branch authorities. Preaching 
by Elders A. Phillips, T. C. Kelley, and F. J. 
Chatburn. Social meeting in charll'e of D. 
J. Powell and B. Dice. Adjourned to meet 
with Stewartsville branch June 9, at ten a.m. 

INDEPENDENCE. 
Conference convened at Independence, 

Missouri, March 10; Elder R. May in the 
chair, D. Robdrt Winn secretary, assisted by 
Will MacLaren. Reports were read from 
seven of the branches in the district, show
ing a net gain of fourteen members during 
the last six months. Reports were also read 
from many of the priesthood and missionaries 
who have been laboring in the district. 
Delegates were elected to General Confer
ence and the following resolution was 
adopted: Resolved, that we petition the 
general church authorities to establish a 
mission in Kansas City, United States of 
America, with headquarters in Missouri. 
Among the visiting elders present were Brn. 
Joseph and Alexander H. Smith and E L 
Kelley of the Presidency; Brn. Heman C. 
Smith, F M. Sheehy, R. S. Salyards, 
William Newton (recently returned from 
England), and Gomer Wells, recently from 
Australia. Sunday services were all ver-y 
interesting and instructive, and a good Spirit 
prevailed throughout the entire conference. 
After a verv able and instructive discourse 
by Elder F. M. Sheehy, Sunday evening, 
conference adjourned to meet with the Arm
strong, Kansas, Saints, the second Satu!'day 
and Sunday in September. 

8tlndau 8Ghool 1Isso~ia1ions. 

FREMONT. 
Convention met with Hamburg branch, 

Iowa, February 8. Three papers were read 
on "What constitutes a Sunday school;" also 
a Sunday school newspaper. Sixteen dele
gates were elected to General Convention. 
'rhe following officers were elected for the 
year 1900. District superintendent, Emma 
Hougas; assistant, Charles Fry; secretary, 
Cial'lt Roberts; treasurer, Mary E. Pace; 
librarian, Blanche Andrews. A temperance 
program was rendered on Friday evening. 
The convention adjourned to meet at Hender
son just prior to the next district conference; 
time to be determined later. 
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fit themselves for their work, asking God to 
guide them and give them knowledge wher
ever needed. 

I hope to be able to visit all the schools in 
the di~trict. I feel very keenly the responsi
bility of the position, I occupy, and assure 
you that any sugg·estion, information, or ad
vice you may be able to offer will be thank-· 
fully received and appr·eciated. Let me hear 
from you. 

Hopefully, I am your brother and cola borer, 
CLAUS C. JOEHNK. 

No. 511 K Street, SACRAMENTo, Cal. ______ ",...... ___ _ 
jVIis~ellaneotls Depar1ment. 

FAR WEST DISTRICT. 
Hoping to secure a gr·eater interest and 

activity in this field, the following services 
have been appointed. Tbe brethren selected 
will please occupy as interest and conditions 
seem to warrant. 

Wamsley church, William Con.stance and 
Mark Ballinger. Gospel Hill, D. Powell and 
D. J. Flanders. Frost Prairie schoolhouse, 
A. W. Head and William Roberts. Antioch, 
L L Babbit and F. Uphoff. Carroll school
house, B Constance and David Schmidt. 
Bonaoza and vicinity, C. Cravens and Bro. 
Bryant. CamPron and vicinity, J. C Etvert. 
Hall Station, D Krahl and Bro" Cather. 

While all are urged to magnify their office 
and calling, laboring in harmony with the 
local priesthood, these brethren are appointed 
to strike for truth at these obj,•ctive points. 
The circle of your opportunity may enlarge. 
If so, lead out and preach the gospel as the 
Spirit directs, 

FRANK J. CHATBURN, 
Missionary in Charge. 

T. T. HINDERKS, 
District President. 

ZION'S RELIGIO-LITERARY SOCIETY. 
GENERAL CONVENTION PROGRAM. 

TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 1900. 
9: 00 a. m. Prayer· Meeting. Members fast

ing for breakfast. 
10:45. a. m. Business. Credentials committee. 

Rc>ports of officers, districts, societies, 
committees, etc. 

2: 00 p. m. Business. Report of "Commit
toe of Five" taken up. Other business. 

7: 30 p, m. Miscellaneous program:
Hymn. 
In vocation. 
Anthem, "Consider the Lilies," Lamoni 

Local. 
Address, "The Religio; its object," J. A. 

Gunsolley. , 
Music. 
Recitation, "The Legend Beautiful"

L•mgfellow, Martha Jones. 
Vocal solo. F. G. Pitt. 
Address, "Necessity for an education in 

To My Fellow Sunday School Workers; the teachings of 'the Bonks:' Individ-
Greeting:-HavinQ" been placed in charge of ual reRponsibility," D. W. Wight. 
the work of the Northern California District Music, Octet. 
Association, by the lr.;.te convention at San Paper, "How the ministry can help the 
J!'raocisco. I send you this greetit;Jg, and ask Religio," J. M. Baker. 
your hearty coop·eration in trying to advance Anthem, Lamoni Local. 
this great work, especially in the depart- Doxology. 
ment in which our part thereof is assigned. Benediction. 
Let us r8mPmber Paul's admonit.ion in 2 WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4. 
Timothy 2: 15: ''Study to show t,byself ap- 9: 00 a. m., Election of officers; unfinished 
proved unto God, a wc:rkman t?a.t .needeth business. Question box or Institute 
not to be aR~amed, r1ghtly d1vtd1ng the work. ' 
word of truth. 12· 00 Ad 'ournment 

It is our duty to qualify ourself the best we · m., J • 
can to do the best work we can. We must I REDUCED RATES TO RELIGIO CONVENTION. 

· use the talent God has given us before asking We are pleased to be able to announce, 
him to give us more. There is a necessity though late, that a change in dates has been 
for great effort on our part, "if we would be- secured, whereby tickets for going may be 
come a, workman that needeth not to be purchased April 2d, as ·the earliest date, in· 
ashamed." stead of the 3d, a~ formerly announced. See 

L<1t every Sunday school officer and teacher Church Secretary's notice for fuller par· 
put forth ~~;n e;;~.n:wst and persist-ent effort to ticulars, · J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 
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SPJ<JCIAL NOTICE-RAILWAY RATES. 
In order to more fully accommodate dele

gates to the Religio Convention the Western 
Passenger Association has agreed to make a 
change in dates for sale of going tickets to 
the conventions and General Conference-to 
April 2-7, instead of as previously announced. 

Please bear in mind, therefore, that dates 
in the former notices (which named April 3-
9 as dates for purchase of going tickets}' are 
hereby changed, and that purchasers must 
obtain going tickets from April 2-7 (as early 
aA April 2, and not later than April 7) over 
Western Association lines. 

The Southeastern Association has ag-reed to 
the same change in dates. The New En
gland and Trunk Line Associations have 
b"en requested to make said change, but 
have not yet been heard from. 

The Central Passenger Association has not 
yet acted upon our application for reduced 
rates. 

R. S SALYARDS. Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, low a, March 20, 1900. 

NOTIOES. 
To those interested I wish to make amends, 

as far as possible, for an oversight which I 
made in the minutes of last conference of 
Eastern Maine district. I failed to mention 
the action of the conference in r• questing (if 
consistent with the mind of the Lord) there· 
turn of Bro. T. C. Kelley to this mission an· 
other year, as his labors here seemed to 
prove very beneficial. I feel that justice to 
the conference making the rfq uest calls for 
this apology, and also to Bro. Kelley. 

A. S. KELLEY, D1st. Sec. 

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Mrs. 
Fred Maps, will please notify Mrs. Mary A. 
Rood, Lamoni, Iowa. When last heard of 
was at Newell, Buena Vista County, Iowa. 

BORN. 
WASSON.-Near Fanning, Kansas, October 

16, 181!7, to Mr. Thomas and. Sr. Eltzabet.h 
Wasson, a son; named Clifford Byron. 
Blessed February 11, 1900, at Netawaka, 
Kansas, by Elders M. F. Gowell and H. A. 
Stebbins. 

WASSON.- At Horton, Kansas. May 1, 
1899, to Mr. John and Sr. Martha Wasson, a 
~on; named Gaylord Devere. Bles;;ed at 
Netawaka, Kansas, Fehruary 11, 1900, by 
Elders H. A. Stebbins and M. F. Gowell. 
'l'hey are grandchildren of Bro. and Sr. 
William Hopkins, of Netawaka. 

MARRIED. 
DANIELSON-RUSH. - Bro. Joseph Clar

ence D<~.oielsun and Miss Hattie Caroline 
Rush were united in wedlock, at five o'clock. 
in the afternoon of Wednesday, March 7, 
11!00, by Pres. Joseph Smith, at his residence, 
Lamoni, Iowa. A wedding feast was served 
after the ceremony, and the young people 
left for a bridal trip to Chicago and tb.e 
former home of the groom. They will be at 
home April 1, on their hom<:~ farm east of 
Lamoni. . 

CONWAY-COOPER.-At the residence of 
Bro. and Sr. H. A. StebbinR, in Lamoni, 
Iowa, at noon ,)n March 12, 1900, Mr. Ernest 
E Conway and Sr. Sallie J. Cooper, daughter 
of Bro. and Sr. I. N. W. _Cooper, were united 
in marriage, Elder Stebbins officiating. 
They lt•ft the Rame eveniol!' for Galva, Illi
nois, to reside f,>r a time. ThRy desire to be
come acquainted with the K,->wanee Saints, 
and will meet with them when they can. 

DIED. 
RIDER -Sr. HelPn Rider was born at 

Crown Point, New York, July 2, 18:~4; died 
at Montrose, Iowa, FRbruary 28, 1900. She 
was ma1·ried to Eber Blakeslee in 1852; to 
them were born eil!'ht children. Bro. 
Blakeslee diAd on December 10, 1874. 
J~Uiit'·cf l, 16"1'.1, Sr. ~{)!l w~ !lJ.{l,.rii~W iiQ 
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Bro. William Rider, who survives her. 
Funeral services at the chapel, Elder D. 
Tripp in charge, Elder James McKiernan de
livered the discourse to a multitude of sym· 
pathizing Saints and friends. The casket 
was deposited in the vault at Montrose 
cemetery. 

REYNOLDS.-Sr. Minnie Reynolds, who 
was the daughter of Elder W. Vickery, was 
born near Plano, Illinois, May 15, 1871; mar
ried to Bro. Lorenzo Reynolds, November 27, 
1889: baptized by Elder J. C. Foss. She fell 
peacefully asleep in the embrace of death, 
after an illness of three days, March 5, 1900. 
She leaves husband and six small children, 
father, mother, two brothers, and one sister 
to mourn the loss of one so gentle and patient 
-taken from them just in the full bl6om of 
life. Funeral from the Saints' cturch; ser
mon by Elder E. M. Wildermuth, assisted 
by N. L. Blakely. 

TERRY.-Elder John M. Terry, Jr., passed 
&way at his Chicago home, March 13, 1900. 
He was born in Millersburg, Illinois, from 
whence at the age of four years went with 
his parents to Missouri, where he has lived 
until going to Chicago about sixtc>en months 
ago. His age at death was 25 years, 6 
months, 24 days. The last part of his life 
was speCially devoted to church work; ex
pecting to enter the permanent ministry as 
soon as health permitted. He rPceived ordi
nation under the hands of Ern. F. M. Cooper, 
G H. Henley, and his father, March 5, 1900. 
Ern. F. G. Pitt and G H. Henley held a 
sacred and solemn service at his home in 
Chicago, :J,t four o'clock on the 15th; the 
parents starting- with their last loved on 
their dark and dismal j:ourney at eleven 
o'clock p. m., arriving at Aledo, Illinois, on 
the morning of the 16;.b, from whence the 
journPy was taken overland to his final rest
ing place, where a service was held at the 
church conducted by Bro. M. D. Murdock. 
In the beautiful cemetery, by the side of his 
sister and other relatives, he rc>sts nwaiting 
the first resurrection. "FA'l'HER'' 

Words, as vessels, are too weak to convey 
our gratitude to our many, many devoted 
friends; yes more than friends, brothers and 
sisters, who have so wonderfully administered 
to us in our sad bereavement in the loss of 
our beloved and only child. May heaven 
bless you as earth cannot. 

In bereavement yet in hope, 
Your brothPr and Ri;;ter, 

J. M. TERRY AND WIFE. 

end; was well and favorably known, having 
resided in Pottawattamie County, Iowa, since 
1848. Her husband preceded her to realms 
above about two months. Sile passed to the 
life beyond, February 20, 1900. Funeral serv· 
ice from church at Grange cemetery, secmon 
by D. R. Chambers, assisted by Samuel 
Harding. 

FELKER -At Audubon, Minnesota, on 
January 30, 1900, Dorothy May, infant child 
of Bro. and Sr. Felker. She was born June 
8, Jtl99. Funer·al in the Saints' church at 
Audubon; sermon by Elder T. J. Martin._ 

LEWIS -At Rock Port, Missouri, Mrs. 
Lydia Lowis departed this life February 2, 
1900, at her residence. Lydia Mason Snow 
was born in Vermont, December 7, 1823. She 
was married to Dr. John Lewis, July 26, 1844, 
at N<tuvoo, Illinois. To this union were burn 
ten children, five sons and two daughters re· 
main to mouro. For a time after their mar
riage Dr. and Mrs. Lewis lived in Lee 
County, Iowa. From there they moved to 
Clark County, Missouri, and from there, in 
the fall of 1852, to Atchison County, Missouri, 
where they continued to reside until their 
earthly pilgrimage was at an end. Mrs. 
Lewis had been a widow for thirty-one years. 
She and her husband were among the early 
pioneers of Atchison County. They were par· 
takers of the hardships and er.j<Jyed the 
blessings of a new country. From childhood 
{about the age of twelve years) Mrs. Lewis 
was a devout Christian, her faith being that 
of the Latter D.1y Saints, to which she 
adhered until her death. It was the privi
lege of Etder Laughlin to know and visit 
Mrs. Lewis often during her illness, and, at 
each visit, she r~quest.ed that we should sing 
and pray with her. She derived great com
fort from those services. Many a home has 
been made bright by her having lived amoog 
us. She was always ready to visit and min
ister to the sick. The funeral services were 
conducted by Elder W. W. Laughlin, at the 
Cbrigtian church. 

WILLIAMS.-At Kansas City, Missouri, 
March 10, 1900, after a lingering illness of 
about thirteen weeks, Bruce Allen Williams, 
youngest son of Bro. and Sr. M. B. Williams. 
Born April 6, 1881; baptized in 1890. at Kirt
land, Obio; married Pearl Mable Williams, 
August 15, 1899, at Omaha, Nebraska. Elder 
Joaeph Emmett conducted the impressive 
funeral services at Bro. Williams' home, 
Elder Frank Sheehy preached the funeral 
sermon, assisted by Elder W. H. Garrett, in 

HYDE.-In Belmont, New York, February the Saints' church at Independence, Missouri. 
28, 19. 0, at her home on Willard Street, Sr. The remains were interred in the IndPpend
P<llly L Hyde. She was born in Corning-, ence cemetery. Bro. Bruce was a Religio 
Steuben County, New York, July 9, 1823; and Sunday school worker, and he took a 
came to this county in ] 833, where she has deep interest in the branch and church work. 
since lived. Her husband died in November, The sympat.hy and love of all his friends is 
1863 She leaves five children, She was the extended· to his beloved family, and his dear 
youogest and last one of thirteen children of companion. 
MooeR and EunicA Gorton. CHANDLER -At Des Moines, Iowa, FPb· 

YOUNG.- At Donnisport, MassacbusettR, ruary 18, 1900, William ChandiRr, aged 69 
March 11, 1900, Sr. Caroline Young, aged 7t year~, 6 months, and 2:~ days. He was born 
years and 5 months. She passed peacefully in Maine, July 25, 1830; was marrieg to 
away after a long lingering- sick oPss, and ad- Phebe Rebecca Mason, August 30, 1854. 
hered to the faith until she fell asleep in Je- Emigrated to Cambridge, Iowa, in 1851, 
sus. Funeral RervicPs at the Saints' church, where be resided till within the last few 
March 15, by EldPr John Smi-th. Music by a years. He accepted the gospel in 1883, and 
quartet from tb.A Baptist church. was a faithful follower of Christ till the last. 

MIKESELL.-D ·parted this life, March 7, He did all he could to introduce the angel's 
1900, Sr. Harriet R. L., wife of Asa Mikesell, message to the children of men by living a 
at the aj!'e of 45 years. February 17 she fell godly life and distributing church literature. 
on an icy pavement and received a broken The brother will be missed by his acquaint
ankle, from which she seemed to be recover· ances, and especially by those of like precious 
ing rapidly. whPn death came to her as sbe faith. Leaves a wife and four children to 
lay by her husband's side. She unitc>d with mourn, who are devoted to the gospel. 
the church when young, and was faithful un- LEWIS -At Cheltenham, Missouri, Feb
til the end. She leaves ber husbaod and four ruary 1, 1900, Thomas LewiB, aged about 75 
childrAo. Funeral sermon by J_ S. Strain. years. Born in South Wales, where he 
Mav God comfort the bm·eaved ones. jflined the church years ago. His body was 

HOUGH.-Cedelia Spinnings Hough, horn moved to t.he home of his dauj!'bter, Sr. Rob
in Oneida Count.v, New York, Jun" 30, 1824; 1 erts, of O'Fallon, TllinoiR, for burial. Fu
married J R Hough, April 5, 1842: unitPd l neral services by Priest G. F. Barraclough, 
with the church in March,J839 E•g-ht chi!· in the M8thodist church, pastor and choir 
dren were born to them, five of whom survive kindly assisting. He leaves three daughters, 
to mourn t.he loss of a Christian 1 two .E!ons, twenty-one grandchildren, and., 
!,l;\91;4~r· i-q t<1 1 ~~~v-eu groot-~r~ndohl.ldreu w ~~. ' · 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
81.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents • 
Dample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid tX:: 
llldvance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
:ll:ditors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances 
phanges of address, etc., should be addressed t~ 
J'rank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
lllhould be made by post office or express orders 
~h-afts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 
!>o not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
ela.ss mail matter.) 

T.l!JAU.I::U!JRS' BIBLE. "The !5elt
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same ·as the "Ox
!ord Bible," with h~lps and maps, 
m good large prmt, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ...•....•••. $2 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .....•••••.••••••••. $ 35 
Cloth ••.•• ; .••..••.•••••••••••• , 50 

Archreological Committee's Report, 
WITH 1'\'IAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Arch::eology," 
~~oppointed at the General Conference of 1&94. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
IIIIVailable source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part 2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a. summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a. list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a. list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizatioas, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya. Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
aoters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenque." · 

The committee has summarized the leading 
arcbreological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
aources not accessible to t.be average reader, 
making it a. manual of defense of its a.rchreo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, bu. t the price 
has been made as low a.s possible. 
. N~!a~ly boupd_ ip heavy paper covers; price 
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OL. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth; leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Adpress, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NEW TEST AMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ...................••...... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••. 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .................•••••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .......••••• 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••• 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ................••••••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia.. . • . • . • • • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible • • • • • • 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper .. • ...•...•.....•.•. •. •• . . $0 25 
Cloth .•.••••••••.•••••••••••• •... 35 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 2 1;0 
With music only • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 1 ~~ 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ......................•.... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . • • • . • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 2~ 

GOSPEL l'ENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvrnns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 SO 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen... 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke a.f 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather · 
backs .....•••..•••.... - .•....... $0 '15 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records .$2 ~ 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Ineorpo .. ate<l under the l!J-WS of" the State of" Iowa, July 1, 1§9S. 

Total assets ,January 1,1900, l!H33,03234; ~Iareb1, 1.90®, IIH53,29l.24. 
We pay interest <>D time d•,posite, and espeeially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
letters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of La>.noni, Iowa. 
ll§TOCKHOI.nF.RS :-Mre. D•vid Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 

Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

SENIOlt GRADll:. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIA'l'E GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper. covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, ~5 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANii CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

'WILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Quit-to-bac has cured hundreds of other&, if you 

us~ tobacco and want to quit, why delay longer? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR
ANTEE. No cure, money cheer.fully refunded. PosTAGE 
I!T.AMPS taken. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound •............••...... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • 2 59 
Full leather, gilt edges.. • • • • • • • • . 3 00 

7% or 11% Acres 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24 ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
FOR SALE 

Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

SOUTH SIDH BARBHR SHOP. 
Call and see the proprietor and get a good 

hair cut and shave. My work is of the best. 
Local residence ten years. Laundry in con-
nection. F. A. BLACK. 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally, 

It also takes into account the offl.nlal acts 
and teachings of. Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long -been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
l!.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAlllONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON,' 
Ass't Cashier. 

CoMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

CELAND .. n 

----COLLEGE, 
lllll10N!, IOWA. 

Telephone 11. 

For catalogues or furiihe:r informatioll:, 
Addres6, PROF. R. A, HARKNESS, 1 

Presidellllt, , 
or R. S. SA~LY AR.DS, Secr.e:;<llry, 

LAMONI, lOW A. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at De~ 

Moioes 6: 10 p. m. ., 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..... ~~~ ............... G • •••••• $ 75 
Leather •••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 1 00 
Flexible binding •••••••• , •••••••• 1 50 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and dea
cons' licenses, each per dozen ...•. ~ 12 
Blank preaching notices; per 100. . • 40 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2t:x:4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 '15 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 ~ 
3x51 " per 250 .••••••••••••• 1 00 

" " per 101)0 ..... , ........ Pl ~. 
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CONTENTS: J State have been the most prolific 
EDITORIAL_: . parts of Kansas for fossil hunting, 

Pros~r1pt10n not Daad, Only Scotched 193 but in nearly every nook and corner 
New~ from the South ................ 193 . f d 'd 
For Truth and Nothing but Truth ... 195 IS oun ev1 ence of what manner of 

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: creatures inhabited the State 5,000 
The Church ::-indicated .. ·:-~- ....... 197 years ago. Kansas, although young 
We S~ould Oucupy Accordm, to Our as States are reckoned has one of the 

LETTE~a~~:!:R~~E;.T;:::: ·.:::::::::::: :~g~ finest geological coll~ctions in the 
MOTHERS' HOME CoLUMN: country, and additions are made with 

How to Read ..... ·.· .................. ~06 marvelous rapidity. 
There Is no Unbelief·····:·········· ·206 "We have two great difficulties to 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: , 'd D ·w· · 
"Showing Pupils How to Prepare overcome, Sal r. 1lhston, Pro-

Their Work" ...... , ................ 206 fessor of historical Geology of Kansas 
Books in a Library·· ............... 207 State University the other day. "In 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: th fi 1 ' f h h d south Missouri ...................... _207 e rst .P ace many o t ose "!' o fin 
North west Kansas .................... 207 the fossils do not know the1r value, 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: and destroy them. Occasionally SOme-
Northwest Kansas ................... 208 one finds something that would be of 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: -1 · t d k ' th t 
Reduced Rl1ilway Rates to General va ue. 0 us an • n?wmg a w_e 

Conference ........................ 208 want It, puts such a high value on 1t 
Resolutions of Respect ............... 208 that we cannot afford to add it to our 

EXTINCT LIFE IN ~KANSAS. 

collection." 
But for all that the evidence of 

former life is being rapidly collected. 
THE MOOSE AND ELEPHANT CAME BEFORE Contemporaneously With the rhi-

COYOTE oR POLITICIAN. noceros, which was by far the com-
Time was when the moose, the ele- monest species of a. time 50,000 years 

phant, and the bison furnished the removed, were the three-toed horse, 
sport and provided the food for the the four-tusked small elephant, and 
inhabitants of the territory now the earliest species of bear and camel. 
known as Kansas. There were These came after the sea had dried 
wolves much larger than the gray and the land had been elevated. It 
wolves which occasionally make a was some 45,000 years after this be
report in Comanche County and fore any evidence can be found in 
horses very unlike those which do Kansas to show that man counted 
menial service on the roundups of among the animals of earth. The 
the short grass country. But all of lakes and ponds dried up and we come 
these roamed on what is now Kansas to another type of mammal life which 
soil before the coyote and the poli- is closely allied to that found in 
tician. various parts of the world to-day. 

Where the big packing houses now The mastodon which the magazines 
stand in Kansas City, Kansas, was a have recently called upon to form a 
range for moose, and there is proof in subject for imaginary stories, ele
plenty that men of that time slaugh- phants larger than any now living, 
tered them as ruthlessly as a more ad- four distinct species of buffaloes, a 
vanced generation, perhaps, did the half dozen extinct species of horses 
buffaloes. and camels were the larger types of 

No. 13. 

land, the western part under ocean 
water. The gypsum and salt beds 
had been formed in Kansas long before 
this period. The upheaval which re
sulted in the formation of the Rocky 
Mountains representing the period in 
which Western Kansas has been dry 
land, is less than one fiftieth geologic 
time. It was in this period that the 
Missouri and other rivers which flow 
in an easterly direction from the 
Rocky Mountain slope were formed. 
Their banks were muddy and the ani
mals which came to drink from them 
or the springs became imbedded in 
the mud and perished, to be covered 
up and preserved for the paleontolo
gist. 

Fossils of the elephant species have 
been found in nearly all parts of 
Kansas. They are most frequently to 
be found, however, in the western and 
southern parts of the State. The In
dian Territory immediately south of 
Kansas was, however, their most 
popular resort. In Lane County sev
eral years ago Mr. Charles Sternberg 
discovered in a small area not more 
than two or three rods in diameter 
portions of a score or more of these 
animals. He also found portions. of 
the horse and of a small dog. '•Every
thing goes to indicate that the spot 
was the site of some old spring, to 
which the different animals had come 
and died," is the observation of Pro
fessor Williston. 

Various species of bison have been 
found in the Wakarusa Valley, in 
Gove County, along the Smoky Hill, 
near Wellington and at Manhattan. 

An extinct species of moose was 
found in Wyandotte County, on which 
is this label: •·From the loess near 
Kansas City, fifty feet from surface." 
Its teeth are larger than any of those 
of the specimens of living moose in 
Professor Dyche's collection.- Kansas 
City Star, March 4, 1900. 

Some 50,000 years before all this animal life, and along with them camQ 
occurred the rhinoceros was a com- the living gray wolf and pocket 
mon type, and tigers one third larger gopher. In all twenty-three species 
than any of these which dance to the of vertebrate fossils found in the later 
whip of the queenly tamer in a cir- deposits are in the Kansas geological THE TOBACCO HABIT AMONG THE 
cCUS held forth. But homo sapients did collection. These deposits prove YOUNG. 
not sport with them. It is a melan- that the gray wolf is the oldest in- It is alarming to observe how 
,choly fact that he did not, for the habitant of Kansas, for he connects greatly the use of tobacco, especially 
.short grass country produced figs and us with the period 5,000 years ago. the smoking of cigars and cigarettes, 
oranges and bananas and overflowed Professor Williston has him in fossil- is on the increase among school 
with honey and reptiles. ized form in the geological collection children. With large numbers of 

But it is this later period that in- and Professor Dyche has him mounted them it has become a confirmed habit. 
terests those who are restlessly mov- as he was captured in the eastern part They seem to be either ignorant of 
.ing about the Sunflower State at of the State several years ago. or absolutely indifferent to the injuri
this time. Scarcely a month passes About nine-tenths of geologic time ous effects of its use. Some time ago 
without some one announcing through had passed when the formation from a resolution was introduced in the 
the newspapers a remarkable find Washington County in Northern School Board by Director Mitchell 
which he subsequently learns is a Kansas, through diagonally and ir- and adopted by that body making the 
part of an extinct type of animal life. regularly to a point where Dodge City I smoking of cigarettes by pupils in the 
;;.,. Gove and Phillips counties in the now stands, was formed. All the public schools a cause for expulsion. 
,extreme northwestern part of the I eastern part of the State had been If this rule were strictly enforced as 
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it should be it would do much to I The symptoms of tobacco poisoning are Pastor Weingart has been condemned as a 
break up this pernicious habit. If the familiar to most ~eople, but t~e v~miting heretic by the ecclesiastical courts for teach-

h · h 1 ld I · I caused by the smokmg of a first ctgar ts often ing a doctrine concerning the resurrection of 
teac e~s m e':"ery sc 00 wou exp am looked upon as the worst effect. That is not Christ which is claimed to be contrary to the 
to their pupils frequently how dele- so. The physical protest which the poison Scriptures and the Confessions. And yet 
terious the habit is, how it impairs l at. first causes s.oon passes awa1 but th~re even his accusers must acknowledge that he 
their health and brings them to man- follow; ne_rvous sympt~ms whiCh per~tst. has been a faithful pastor, and that, in the 
hood with shattered and ruined co . Nwotwe. 1s a_ nerve polson. I~s effect ts to main things, he has confessed his faith in 

. . . n greatly tmpatr the heart's actiOn and the the living Christ; but he cannot believe in 
stitutwns, this surely would have the respiratory function. By its action on the the bodily resurrection of the Savior in the 
effect of inducing many of them to cerebrum it causes spasms which sometimes sense that this resurrection of the Lord, who 
abandon the use of tobacco. Above amount to musuclar paralysis. ~he hand of died and was buried, could be the object of a 

11 'f . t ld l l' a person who smokes to excess will shake so sensual perception. ·This act signifies the 
a • 1 par en s ~ou on Y rea Ize mo~e that his handwriting will be seriously im· condemnation of all those in the Protestant 
fully the terrible effects upon th.e1r paired. He may even be unable to light his Church of Germany who do not acknowledge 
children of the use of tobacco in any own cigar or in any way to guide-his hand the very letter of the Scriptures and of the 
form, and exercise constant vigilance with certainty.-F,rom Annua,l Report of Prof. Confessions as absolutely binding. The most 
to prevent the formation of the habit, JJ?· B. Neely, Supt. St. Joseph, M~ssoun, Pub- famous theological professors in the country, 

h 
. ld f ll . d' lte Schools. and many thousands in the ranks of the laity 

t e practice wou soon a mto lS- · as well as hundreds among the pastors, must 
use. I have myself observed, and I fallun oer the same condemnation. It is, in 
am sure that the teachers in our GERMANY'S NOTABLE HERESY CASE. fact, the condemnation of the theological 

h l '11 fi b While American Protestant churches science of the day and of the spirit and result sc oo s Wl con rm my own 0 serva· of the best detail research in this department. 
tion, that the dullest, most listless and have been watching the ups and downs Weingart has taught nothing but what i& 
indolent pupils in our schools are of the Briggs and McGiffert heresy taught in all the leading universities, and it 
those addicted to the use of tobacco. charges, the church in Germany has is harJ to see how the church can condemn 
This hurtful weed impairs not only witnessed an ecclesiastical episode of him and yet permit the theological teachers 

to continue their work. 
the physical but the mental vigor of a similar kind which has received This decision bas filled the hearts of tens 
children and youth. With their I prompt attention on the part of the of thousands of earnest Christiuns with deep 
brains dulled, and befogged and stu-~ authorities, and which even now, after concern over the attitude of the Protestant 
pefied by the noxious fumes of this the court of last resort has spoken, is Church authorities, who in method and man-· 

d . d · h l' 1 · h h ners are approaching the models and :;pirit of 
drug no child can apply himself with 1scusse Wit IVe Y mterest t roug · the Church of Rome. We demand that the 
energy and spirit to his studies. He out the land. The leading points of rights of the more liberal-minded Christians 
will inevitably be a dullard and a lag- the case, as reported by the church be respected, and we protest against such 
gard in his class, and incapable of papers of Germany, are as follows:- heresy-hunting as has driven Pastor Wein-

p W · h f b gart out of his pulpit. He has only been true 
putting forth the effort required to astor emgart as or years een to the Spirit of the Reformation, and is a 
make a successful scholar. Tobacco in charge of a flourishing congregation representative of the best type of earnest yet 
is a poison and I believe that its use in the city of Osnabruck, in the prov- liberty-loving Protestantism. 
in any form is injurious both to chil- ince of Hanover. His ministrations Religious and political papers view 
dren and adults and to children espe- were very satisfactory; but, in a series the case in various lights in accord
cially. It is a poor argument for its of discourses delivered several months ance with their various religious 
us~ when we are pointed to the cases ago, he denied the bodily resurrection convictions. Thus the Leipsig Volkszei
of smokers and chewers who have at- of Christ and expressed his belief in tung, a liberal political journal, says: 
tained to a vigorous and healthy old one of the many "subjective" or vision "With the WJ3ingart case we enter 
age. They are at best exceptional theor~es that have bee~?- su~stituted, again into the Middle Ages." On the 
cases, who commenced the habit late espemally by the umvers1ty pro· other hand, more positive papers, 
in life, and probably would have lived fessors, for the "objective" or bodily such as the Kreuzzeitung (Berlin) 
to an older and even more vigorous resurrection of the Lord. An appeal warmly approve the step taken. The 
age if they had never acquired it at was addressed to the Consistory at majority of the church papers also 
all. With the hope that it mav possi· Hanover, and this court of thirteen approve. The Allgemeine Lutherische 
bly reach the eyes of many parents ecclesiastical and secular judges at Kirchenzeitung ridicules the attempt to 
who seem so indifferent to the use of once suspended Pastor Weingart. make the Weingart case a matter of 
this poisonous weed by their children, Appeal to higher a~t~orities, made general agitation throughout the em
I republish the following:- also by the great maJOrity of the con- pire in the interests of a radical kind 

All tobacco contains a liquid, volatile, poi- gregation in question, only ended in a of theology. It says that the liberal 
wnous alkaloid known as nicotine. confirmation of the decision of the papers need not be surprised if the 

True nicotine, fortunately, is only found in Consistory. Finally, as a last resort, present agitation shall result in no 
the laboratory of the chemist, but some of the petition was addressed to the Em- good for their cause, as they have all 
the drug is contained in every cigar and peror himself, as the summus episcopus along tried to kill all deeper interest 
f'very ounce of tobacco that is smoked. On€' 
drop of pure nicotine will kill a cat, and of the Protestant Church of Prussia; in church affairs in the public at large, 
many fatal cases have shown that tobacco and here too the decision remained the and are now reaping what they have 
juice, as expressed or distilled by the heat same. Within a period of three sowed. It cannot be denied that the 

· c'eveloped during smoking, is very poisonous. months, the case has gone throug-h all liberal church papers, especially the 
Srmnenschein relates the case of a German ~ 
b.C~dent to whom his friends for a joke gave a the courts and has ended in the final leading representative of the class, 
little whisky in which one of them had deposition of Weingart from the Chris· the Welt (Leipsic), are frightened at 
dipped a straw with which he had cleaned tian ministry of the Protestant Church the prospect that the powerful arm of 
his pipe. The victim of the joke died in ten of Prussia because of heresy. the state shall be used in the interests 
minutes. 

Even when it is applied to the skin tobacco The case has been warmly dis- of the confessional and of the long-
will often exhibit its poisonous effects. Hil- cussed by all the leading church and established beliefs of the church. 
debrand records the serious illness of a whole secular papers of the country, not on Naturally, the Catholic papers are 
regiment of hussars who had attempted to account of any special prominence of looking with interest upon this strug-
smuggle tobacco by concealing it on their th b t b f th · · 1 ] b t th t f t" · f h persons, and tells of the fate of a chemist who e man, u ecause 0 e prmmp es g e e ween e wo ac IOns o t e 
tested nicotine upon himself. He says that involved. One of the most noteworthy Protestant church, and point to this 
the man touched the stopper of the bottle to documents in the case has been issued contest as another proof of the fact 
his Hps, stare~ wildly, . fell to the floor, lately as a. special appeal to "all the that Protestantism cannot endure. 
hea;ed ~deep sigh and died. Protestants of Germany" by several Thus, the Cologne Volkszeitung, one 
. Nwo~me cannot be regarded as a cuml!la-j hundreds of laymen from the leading of the fairest and most influential 

tive pmson, but many tarry products whwh j . . I · · , 
are distilled with it can undoubtedly remain ~1t1esof Hanover. The document says Catholic JOUrnals of the country, says: 
some time in the human body. Ill substance:- 1 (Continued on page three of cover.) 
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''If ye rontim.le in my word, then are ye my disciples indee<.i1 and ye shall know the troth, and the troth s~all make you f:ree."-John 8r31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord$ b- there shall not any man among you have save it he one wife~ and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page 116, 
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LAMONI, lOW A, MARCH 28, 1900. 

PROSCRIPTION NOT ~DEAD, ONLY 
SCOTCHED. 

Brn. H. E. Moler and A. J. Keck, 
laboring in the Northern Illinois dis
trict, lately with the branch at Moline, 
Illinois, secured the use of the Art 
Gallery in that place, for Sunday 
school Sunday mornings, and preach
ing at other hours. 

It appears that the U. P's., which 
means United Presbyterians, also 
occupy the same building at stated 
hours. These became restive and 
somewhat irritated with a joint occu
pation with "Mormons" and "Polyga
mists," and the ladies entered a 
protest against our people occupying, 
and the owners or custodians of the 
gallery had to take the matter into 
consideration. 

Whatever was done the controversy 
got into the press, and on Sunday, 
March 11, a leader appeared in the 
Daily Journal in which the fact of the 
protest is stated; and some represen
tations made which are not as "Jesus 
would do," if he knew the facts. 

We give the editorial and Bro. 
Moler's reply, which we understand 
from Bro. Moler the Journal was 
glad to print in justice to the Moline 
Saints. 

The Rock Island branch is presided 
over at present by Bro. W. B. LaRue, 
elder; with Bro. J. B. Johnson, priest, 
to assist him. 

The United Presbyterian congregation is 
said to be not entirely pleased over the rent
ing of the Art Gallery, in which they have 
been worshiping, to the sect known as the 
Latter Day Saints. This sect has been using 
the Art Gallery for Sunday school purposes 
early in the forenoon on Sundays. A protest 
has been made by the ladies of the U. P. 
Church, and the matter is now under consid
eration by the owners of the building. 

There is a disposition here to treat the 
Saints as well as anybody else as long as they 
can show that they are nonpolygamists. If 
they teach plurality of wives, which is the 
cornerstone of the regular Latter Day Saints' 
doctrine, then there will be no ghd hand for 
them in Moline. But the leaders in the 
local movement are loud in their denials that 
polygamy is one of their teachings or objects. 
It is claimed that in Rock Island the Saints 
got up a protest against the seating of Rob
erts aud forwarded it to Washington, and 
t.hey are strongly opposed to the Brigham 
Young practice as Brigham w11.s in its favor. 

It is said on the other hand that when the 
Saints' proselyters called on one of the ortho
dox ministers lately to ask the privilege of 
holding meetings !.n his chur9h1 he fireg. ~t 

them a volley of searching questions regard
ing their doctines, and that they were forced 
finally to admit that they were tolerably 
good polygamists after all. One of them is 
quoted as saying to the minister: "Well, 
what if we are polygamists, whose business 
is it?" 

The outcome was they failed to get the use 
of that church for their meetings. It seems 
strange to many people that these Latter 
Saints should be against the corner stone 
teaching of the Mormon Church and yet 
choose to underg-o the infamy of adopting the 
same name. Why do they not use some 
other name and not have their intentions 
misuuderstood. 

It is well known that the Mormon Church, 
as strong believer in the union of temporal 
and spiritual power, is reaching out into 
every land for recruits, and that their zeal is 
born of a fanatical conviction that the Mor
mon Church will some day rule the entire 
earth and possibly a great slice of the solar 
system bodies. They are beginning to dis
courage colonization in Utah, which they al
ready control, but are seeking to get control 
of Arizona, and portions of Mexico. Though 
polygamy is prohibited in Utah by statute, it 
is notorious that the practice is common, but 
the plural marriages are consummated se
cretly in the church and cannot be proved un
der the law. If the local proselyters have 
any connection with the regular church they 
are strenuously endeavoring to conceal it 
from their converts. 

The Bible used in their services is called 
the "Book of Mormon." 

bership of over 1,200. The entire church 
numbers over 40,000. They hold the Utah 
Church to be their worat enemies. Their 
missionaries to Utah have never been privi
leged to preach in the Salt Lake tabernacle, 
while this privilege has been accorded to 
Presbyterians and Methodists. 

Your author concludes his article by mak
ing the statement that "The Bible used in 
their services is called the Book of Mormon." 
To this we reply: The charge is both mis
leading and untrue. While they believe the 
Book of Mormon (which, by the way, con
demns polygamy), the Bible used in their 
f:ervices is the Bible used in all churches
King James' translation of the Scriptures. 

We hope our Presbyterian friends will not 
allow their prejudices to lead them to an un
righteous persecution of an innocent people, 
who are doing more to oppose the evils of 
Utah Latter Day Saints than any other one 
denomination. 

On Tuesday and Wednesday nights at the 
Art Gallery at 7:30 o'clock Elders A. J. Keck 
and H. E. Moler will fully and clearly set 
forth the differences between the true and 
the Utah, or false, Latter Day Saints. 

II. E. MOLER. 

NEWS FROM THE SOUTH. 

The Chronicle, of Nacogdoches of 
March 2, gave Bro. J. W. Bryan, a 
very rough advertisement, as follows: 

A Mormon tramp has advertised himsel(to 
speak in the courthouse next Sunday even
ing. He calls himself a Latter Day Saint. 
He is one of the scoundrels that have been Editor Journal:-In your issue of Sunday, 

March 11, is found an article concerning the exposed and denounced many times in ad
Latter Day Saints, who meet in the Art Gal- joining counties. His polygamous poison is 
lery in Moline. Also some insinuation is made positively against the civil law and the moral 
that they hold to the doctrine of polyg-amy. code. It came nE)ar leading to fatal distur-

bances in Tyler county and he was compelled 
This insinuatiou is unjust and is an improper to leave the county, this identical bird, the 
reftPction upon a people who are strenuously 
opposed to this evil doctrine and practice. lecherous sniveling- scamp. 
No one who has any acquaintance whatever But in the issue of the same paper 
with these people can conscientiously make for March 9, there appeared a sort of 
the charge of polygamy against them. Your apology, which we suppose covers the 
author, or reporter, should have given the l f h 1 b 
name of the "leader" or Saint that admitted principa features o t e popu ar o -
that they were "tolerably good polygamists." jections to the preachers of tbe "one 
We positively and unhesitatingly deny that faith," in the South and elsewhere. It 
any such admission was made by any "leader" is about a.s follows, leaving out a 
or member of the class of Latter Day Saints . 
who meet in Art Gallery, and challenge the brief from an encyclopedm:-
production of the proof. Shall we have it? We find in a recent number of the Sentinel 

We have met representatives of the Utah that the said clerical gentleman did indeed 
Church who have made just such admissions come to the courthouse, which performance 
as the one referred to, but we wish it em- was alluded to in the Sentinel after the fact 
phatically and distinctively understood that as follows:-
the Reorg-anized Church of Jesus Christ "Rev. J. W. Bryan preached at the court
of Latter Day-Saints have not now, nor never house yesterday according to advertisement. 
have had any affiliation or connection wit.h While Mr. Bryan is of the Mormon faith, he 
the Utah Church. They hold that the Utah is not a believer in polygamy as some seem to 
contingent has departed from the original think. He represents the Reorganized 
doctrines of the church, and introduced the Church of the Mormons, which in no way 
doctrines of polygamy, blood-atonement, and favors the polygamous doctrines of the old 
Adam-God worship, which doctrines were church of Utah."-Nacogdoches Sentinel. 
never known among the early Latter Day Subsequent to this, Mr. Bryan, himself, 
Saints, but were simply innovations of Brig- became a visitor at this office, and declared 
ham Young and his colleagues, after their his grievance against the Chronicle to be in 
assumed leadership of the church. words, figures, and substance as follows: 

There were thousands who never followed That he did not draw a congregation on the 
Brigham Young, and afterward, in 1852, be- occasion of his advertisement because of a 
gan a reorganization of the church upon the defamatory article in the GhYonicle, which be 
original doctrines of the church, and from feels to have been intended t.o defeat his ap· 
that time until now have been strongly op- pointed meeting and to injure him pei'son· 
posed to polygamy and kindred heretical I ally; and that the publications alluded to in 
doctrines. The headquarters are at Lamoni, Tyler County were without foundation in 
Iowa, where they have a large and well fact, and so far as the Chronicle could know ol 
equipped publishing 4onsej and a local mem· {l;ny person of hi'l faitb. ;J.nd order visiting 
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those people and preaching, was to say the 
least of it, a case of mistaken identity, and he 
desired the Oh·ronicle to correct certain points: 
first, that he had never been in Tyler County; 
second, that he had never held to the doc
trine of polygamy and was never and is not 
now engaged in propagating polygamous doc
trine; that he is in deed and in truth sent 
abroad as a missionary minister of the Reor
ganized Church of the Mormons which in no 
way favors polygamous doctrines and prac
tices. With his statement before us, we can 
do no less than to make amends to this ex
tent, that if he is not teaching the abomina
tions of polygamous practice, he is not the 
party whom we are after, nor the one of 
whom we have been advised, and that it is 
really a case of mistaken identity. We can't 
possibly cherish any sentiment of personal 
hatred against the said gentleman, as we had 
never met him before, and if he really dis
claims all adherence to such evil practices, 
we have no attack to make upon him, even 
though he should come and preach his belief 
in the Book of Mormon, and especially as he 
claims to be of a reform br·anch of the Mor
mon faith laboring to teach and persuade his 
members of that faith and order, to cease 
their evil practices. Men have a right to 
preach their beliefs when they are not 
against the laws of God and man. 

LAMONI, Iowa, March 22. 
Editm·s Hemld:-You will I trust pardon 

me for presuming for the first time to ask 
space in your valuable paper to express a few 
thoughts which to me are of deep interest, 
and seemingly ·of v:o~st importance not only 
to me, but to all t.hat are engaged in this 
great latter-day work. In the llerald of the 
14th of March we notice the following caption: 
"Honors for Graceland," which after reading 
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paid to Mattie and Pearl, students of 
Graceland, would have reflected to 
the college, hence honor to Graceland. 
It would be an honor to any Latter Day 
Saint if, upon being called to stand be
fore kings, governors, chief officers, 
and men of other nations,, to be able to 
perform their parts with due dignity 
and grace. 

Nor are the words or work of the 
Master made of less worth because 
believers in and disciples of that word 
and work may or do stand before 
notable persons of the world in their 
sphere and wit.h the gifts of which 
they are possessed; if they then con
duct themselves wisely and with 
credit to themselves, then their fellows 
and the Master receive merited honor; 
whereas, if, when in such conditions 
they behave themselves unseemly, and 
fail to do their part well, then their 
fellows and the Master is dishonored. 
Pope had it right, · 
"Honor and fame from no conditions rise; 

Act well your part; there all the honor lies." 
All that was meant by "Honors for 

Graceland," was that honor and re
spect shown to Bro. Dan Jones and 
family for their worthiness as citizens 
of this State and the Republic would 
reflect credit on Graceland, and hence 
Graceland be honored too. 

its contents has caused me much thought, as THERE are now two great divisions 
those honors are derived from governors and of the Salvation Army; the Salvation 
others holding high po,;itions J.n the affairs 
of the world. If the position taken in that Army direct, and the American off-
article be true, and the statement made to me shoot-the American Volunteers. 
not very long since, by one holding a high That those two fighters of the vice 
office in the <Jhurch, and also one of the very and follies of the slums in the cities 
foremost in accomplishing the building of d 1 d 
Graceland; namely, that tbe college is a part are entitle to a greater or esser e-
of the work of Goa, also be true, then I must gree of credit for good work done is 
acknowledge that I am lost with regard to beyond dispute. They have done 
the teaching of the Scriptures on that point, good in many places, a.nd will likely 
and beg to be enlightened. Christ said: "I 
do always those things that please him" his do more in some other places. But, 
Father. (John 8: 29.) Again he says: "I the fervor and fury of their earlier 
receive not honot· from men." (5: 41.) What attacks on the strongholds of sin have 
bothers my mind is, H God is at the helm, in a measure abated, not from any 
how is he going to receive these honors from 
those notable men of the world? For if he lack of zeal, or opportunity; but be-
does, again we are brought in contact with cause of the fact that the public-bas 
the teachings of Christ when he says: "If become used to their methods, and 
ye were of the world, the world would- their services no longer attract the 
love his own; but because ye are not of the h 
world, but I have chosen you out of the attention they once did, ence less 
world, therefore the world hateth you." success attends them. 
(John 15: 19.) Again in 1 John 4:5 we have Besides this; the effort so strongly 
the following: "They are of the world: made to build up a home, or homes, 
therefore speak they of the world, and the 
world heareth them." resting places, or oases of comfort in 

Now it appears to my mind that if the which converts made under their pe
teachings of Christ are of any value to us we culiar methods may be housed~ fed, 
have no use for those wordly honors. But if and clothed, and thus removed from 
we must receive them, let us obey the in- h f d 
junction of the apostle, "Render therefore t. e ways o want an consequent 
to all their dues: tribute to whom tribute is temptation to sin, meeting with only 
due: ... Honor t.o whom honor." partial success, _has marked a point at 

If there is any honor due from those which the sober second thought of 
worldly governors it is due Bro. Jones and 1 
his family, and not to Graceland. the masses is taking a coo er survey 

Yours for truth, of the situation half in hope and wholly 
CHARLES H. BARR. incuriosity. Success is always admir-

Tbe brother states the point exactly. able, and commands respect. The 
If there had been honors paid toBro. object of the Army and the Volun
Jones and family, by those among teers is good to man. They affect to 
whom they would have moved on the achieve the result of salvation, minus 
other side of the ocean, so much of the gospel methods, and base their 
those honors as would have been· hope on reform in conduct from a con-

* 

viction of sin. This is always a pre
liminary step in salvation and is 
commendable. Anyone who has a 
heart to feel the woes of humanity 
may sympathize in the spirit of sacri· 
fice and labor of love exhibited by 
these workers, and one might be par
doned if on occasion he should take a 
temporary part with them, though it 
might be attend their meetings, and 
wear their helmet or bonnet, sing 
their songs, or kneel when they pray. 
It would be but worshiping in spirit. 
Of course, one would need to run the 
risk of becoming infatuated with the 
delirium resulting from the drum, the 
tambourine, the cornet, and the wild 
marching songs which lend such 
weird interest to the street service, 
all of which is to us adverse to the 
"wisdom which is from above," "first 
pure, then peaceable, gentle and easy 
to be entreated." 

''All things to all men" means much. 
We have stood by the open grave of 
one buried by his fellow craftsmen 
according to the ritual of Masonry, 
have officiated as chaplain in pro
nouncing the funeral discourse, 
marched to the grave, and with the 
comrades cast into the open grave the 
sprig of evergreen that to them typi
fied the belief of and hope in the im
mortality of the spirit of man; and 
have yet felt no sense of degradation, 
at mingling with our fellow men in 
paying respect to their dead, once 
living; and without a particle of de· 
sire then or afterwards to become an 
affiliated member of the order. We 
have so officiated with the order of 
Odd Fellows; and did not then, nor 
have not since felt that we forfeited 
our standing with our fellow church
men, or done anything to lessen their 
esteem. It was but our right and 
privilege, so to do, when occasion re
quired. 

WRITERS for the HERALD and for 
the press in general-for any publica
tion- ought to write legibly and 
intelligibly if they expect their com
munications to be published. Editors 
are too busy to rewrite matter for
warded for publication; nor should 
they be expected to rewrite anyone's 
matter. We do not mean to complain, 
but simply to call attention to the ad
monition, "Let all things be done 
decently, and in order." 

Some of the letters sent us for pub
lication, also some of the articles, 
are a mass of almost unintelligible 
matter that no ordinary printer could 
read. Writers who have neither time 
nor inclination to write carefully and 
to present their statements in reasona
ble order must learn that editors and 
printers are also busy people; also 
that while they find time to do their 
own work, they cannot find timEC~ 
enough to do the work of others. 
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In thus writing we do not wish to 
be understood as discouraging any 
but expert penman from writing for 
the HERALD; but simply to urge the 
necessity of ordinary care. What is 
worth writing is worth writing legi
bly; and what is worth writing legibly 
ought to be worth arranging logically. 
Sometimes in the h1.11rry incident to 
busy times a letter cannot be used be
cause, unreadable by the printer, and 
unintelligible, hence ''must be cast 
aside. We advise some writers to 
make both their meaning plain (as to 
the use of language) and their pen
manship legible. Certainly such re
quest or advice is not unreasonable, 
and not without interest "to all whom 
it may concern." 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

be judged simply and purely upon 
their merits and their merits alone
without fear, without partiality, with
out favoritism, but in love and with 
strict regard to truth and right, come 
from whom or whence they may. 

Jt is not who says a thing that 
should give it the sanction of accept
ance at our hands, but what is said. 
Whether the subject matter be true or 
false, correct or incorrect, should be 
the object of our investigations and 
influence our conclusions. We do 
violence to truth, and harm even 
those whom our partiality would 
favor, by doing otherwise. We love 
truly and are true only when we act 
both sincerely and correctly. Christ 
himself did not ask more. He asked 
reception of his words because he 
spoke "the truth," not otherwise. 

FOR TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT We have tried in the past to do some-
TRUTH. thing in the line of educating ourselves 

A writer should be held responsible and others to act upon principle, in con
for what be writes and publishes; but trast to action based upon policy; to 
no one should be credited with or held investigate facts, instead of being 
responsible for what he does not write governed by considerations of per
and for which he is not responsible in sonal or partisan favoritism or preju
any shape or form. dice; to build upon lines that were true 

Careless critics should learn to and strong, instead of following in the 
think with enough fairness, and to wake of worldly-mindedness, includ
discriminate with sufficient closeness ing its social shams and follies, its piti
not to saddle upon an individual the able shallowness and advertisements 
authorship of what he is nowise re- of human weaknesses, vanities, and 
sponsible for. shallow display; have tried to teach 

Conclusions should be based upon men and women to be men and women 
evidence, upon fact, not upon suppo- in fact, and to educate their children 
sition; and should not result from a with a view to becoming in fact that 
desire to place all errors upon a cer- which should be the aim and end of 
tain one, because of a desire to shield every true man or woman; namely, 
another-another favored in personal to be a t1·ue man or a true woman-that 
estimation. which is worthy of one who bears the 

The writer of this paragraph has . image of God himself, in harmony 
no objection to urge against the policy with the masterly and exalted design 
of crediting whatever of merit may at- of the great Father of the race. 
tach to his work to any more favored To be less is to miserably fail, how
in personal estimation; nor does he ever high our social, ecclesiastical, 
object to being held to strict accounta- or general position in the world, in 
bility for whatever in his work may church or state, and is to invite the 
be found to be justly censurable, or pity if not the contempt of all good 
wherein his work is lacking in merit. and true men and women, and other 
However, he does object, and herein beings whose high development must 
states his objection, to being credited cause them to regret if they do not 
with or held responsible for state- weep at our folly. To work upon 
ments written or otherwise of which other lines is to invite inevitable fail
another is the writer or author. ure; and anyone who so works must 

It is time for our people to learn to fail, and ought to fail. We protest 
judge all matter strictly upon its now as we have ever protested, 
merits or demerits, without partiality against worldly nonsense and shallow
and without favoritism or palliation. patedness among our people; also 
The writer has tried to do some edu- against any lines of action that place 
cational work along these lines in the principle secondary to or submissive 
years, few or many, during which he to policy, for personal or any other 
has written for tbe HERALD, and be- ends. We go on record in this regard, 
lieves, judging from the motives and and are personally willing to take the 
forces inspiring it, that his work has consequences of so doing. If we can
not been in vain. However, he re- not work conscientiously and in har
grets that the spirit and practice of mony with what to us is the true and 
toadyism, of partiality, of love of per- only right way to work, we do not 
son instead of love of principle, yet want to work at all. God can accept 
survives with some. May the day and bless only what is done in harmony 
come when every man, without re- with his mind and will-the absolute 
spect to name or station, and every) truth: "Zion cannot be built up ex
measure, and act, and utterance, shall cept it be by the principles of the law 
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of the celestial kingdom, otherwise I 
cannot receive her unto myself."-
D. C. 

We believe the Almighty will turn 
and overturn until the right is main
tained, however much human weak
ness, human ambition, or evil mani
fested in other forms of human 
agency, or otherwise, may assert 
itself; that every man's work shall be 
tried and tested by the '•fire" that 
separates the dross from the gold, the 
chaff from t,he wheat, the false from 
the true. 

Though the writer has expressed 
himself pointedly, it is done neverthe
less in humility, and he hopes to con
tinue to labor in the spirit of humility 
and devotion with all who love the 
truth, to the end that truth, and truth 
only, may be maintained, made para
mount, and finally prevail supreme. 

We build for God and truth and the 
real interests of fellow man when we 
build in harmony with God's will, 
among which must be a genuine, pure 
love and devoted humility. We build 
up that which is in opposition to all 
that when we suffer ourselves, either 
through perverseness, ambition, weak
ness, or from any cause, to build by 
other methods. 

Let us build with God- solidly-that 
our work shall be satisfactory to him 
and creditable to our high callings 
and grave and sacred responsibilities. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. J. F. McDowell, Fayette City, 
Pennsylvania, March 21:-

The nine sessions on, "Joseph Smith there
puted prophet and author of the Book of 
Mormon, was an impostor, and the Book of 
Mormon is a fraud," passed off after a some
what emphatic manner; yet so far as the 
writer is concerned, good-naturedly. Bro. 
R. Etzenhouser and the Saints believed divine 
assistance was granted in support of the nega
tive. "We" are never in a "hurry" at the 
opening sessions of controversy, and dispense 
evidence as the time advances. Discussion 
on second proposition opened on evening of 
15th inst. for seven sessions. "The church 
of which I, G. B. Hancock am a member, is 
the Church of Christ." Five sessions have 
passed and we do not know what kind of a 
church he represents. The last three ses
sions I have been branding it Campbellitic, 
quoting several items of interest that produce 
uneasiness in their midst. The Saints are 
quiet, and bearing "us" up in prayer and 
fasting. Some friends are inquiring "our 
way," asking for reading matter, and many 
remark, "The old man isn't in it." We close 
Friday eve this week. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. W. A. Crane, Freesoil, Michi
gan, wrote, March 18, of his interest 
in the work, expressing the opinion 
that none should permit other attrac
tions to divide his interest. He hopes 
to see a new church built by the 
Saints at Freesoil. 

Sr. Huldah Porter, address not 
given, writes of the local Sunday 
school work where she resides, that 
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it prospers and tends to build up the cles in the Servian capital see with 
work among many, young and old. anxiety the increase of Russian influ-

Mexico. It is believed the success of 
the movement is assured. 

Sr. Rebecca J. Jamison, of Ford, 
Iowa, desires the prayers of the Saints 
for her restoration to health. 

Sr. L. J. Ledsworth, Port Hope, ence in Sophia and Montenegro. In 
Michigan, describes an experience in the latter principality the Russian 
which, in answer t,o prayer, she re- representative seems to have donned 
ceived satisfactory evidence that the the role of Russian protector, and 
three standard books were of divine in Bulgaria, although the attitude Greece, hitherto unopened to mod-

ern methods of trade and influence, ongm. She writes that others may toward Servia is outwardly eminently 
b d b will be connected with other portions e encourage y her statement. correct, yet the sentiments among the 

Lieutenant Totten, formerly of people are declared to be so antago- of Europe by lines of railway to be 
Yale, known as a predicter of events nistic that they recently resulted in built at an early day . 
.founded upon his interpretations of demonstrations by a mob assembled Delegates and visitors to the con
Bible statements, "expects the battle before the Servian diplomatic agency ventions and General Conference 
of Armageddon will be won by in Sophia." should consult the final notice on rail-
Arne · E g· la d d G way rates, this issue, which contains rwa, n n , an Jfermany ''The question of the ri£<ht of free 
fi ht. · t R · " p 'bl ~ some added information of interest to g mg agams uss1a. oss1 y; speech in England is becoming more 
b t th th · t h th all concerned. u , en, eonsts mus ave eo· important daily. So many pro-Boer 
ries to exploit. meetings have been broken up and so The Sultan's irade is reported as 

Constantinople advices state tha·t many speakers have been maltreated gra~ting_ to h~s friend the Czar ~x
the Sultan of Turkey has appealed to for daring to express in public views clus1ve nghts m the B~ack ~ea basm, 
the Czar, the German Emperor, and opposed. to popula,r ideas that the an~ the whole_ of As1a_ Mmor may 
the British Government, protesting necessity for Parliamentary action 

1 

ult_1mately be mcluded m the grant. 
against the ceaseless pressure brought seems imperative." It 1s regarded as a blow at Germany. 
to bear by the- Russian Embassy to The late obstructionist tactics in the The Carnegie Company, of Penn-
obtain concessions; but without re- German Reichstag against the meas- sylvania, bas been reincorporated un
sult. "It is becoming daily more evi- ures of the government are without der the laws of New Jersey with a 
dent that Germany and Russia have parallel since the struggle between capitalization of $260,000,000, to do 
agreed upon the question of the Asia Bismark and the Catholics. Notwith- about anything and everything in the 
Minor rail ways." Russian priests h 1 d' f p f b · ll' f and the Russian officials are credited standing t e pea mgs o the ope way o uymg, se mg, manu actur-

himself, the Centrist and other leaders ing, owning, leasing, controlling, etc., 
with trying to rob Germany of the have failed to yield. The situation is in almost every conceivable form of 
Anatolian railway concession in Tur- a complex one, represented by Social- business--another trust. 
key. Various rumors and statements ists, Agrarians, and other parties, 
follow in succession; one that Ger- which indicate anything but political 
many bas completed plans for exten· unity in the empire. So of Europe, if 
sive colonization in Asia Minor, FOR BiG RELIGIOUS REVIVAL. 

not the world, in general. 
along the line of her concessions; and Cincinnati, o , March 23.-Albert Frazer 
later, that the Sultan has formally England declares her rights in of this city, prominent in church and re-
agreed to Russian demands to such an China will be fully guarded. The forma tory work, is busily engaged in mailing 
extent that the latter not only .pro· Dowager-Empress of China has ad- to the newspapers an address to the people 

vanced to positions of trust officials of the United States, advocating a national 
tects her own borders, but also ac- religious jubilee, preceded by a year of 
quires control of a large and valuable notoriously in opposition to the Euro- prayer and preparation and a national reli
territory, nearly half of the north- pean powers, and exhibits marked g·ious revival. 
ern portion of Turkey in Asia, and hostility to everything not Chinese. This address is signed. by ~he Rev . .J?hn 

The situation is o-rave· the ant,i-for- Henry Ba,rrows of Oberhn, B1shop W1lham 
gains a position in Asia Minor . "" . ' Crosswell Doane of Albany, the Rev. George 
whence she can easily watch and mgl!- ~lement g~ows m. P?Wer a;nd the I C. Lorimer, Boston; the Rev. Washington 
thwart German movements against poSitiOn of nat1ve Cbnstmns Wlth for- Gladden, Columbue, Ohio; the Rev. Charles 
her interests. eigners is one of danger. F. 'rhwing, Cleveland; the Rev. Theodore F. 

S F · ·tR th d tb Cuyler, New York; Bishop Boyd Vincent, 
A bill ceding the Danish West an r~nmsco re-p01 ,~ r~e e~ s Cincinnati; Bishop C. c. McCabe, Fort Worth, 

Indies to the United States will he from genu me bubomc p1ague m Chma- Texas; the Rev. William R. Nicholson, Phila
introduced into the Ricksdag next town. No Chinese are allowed to delphia; Bist.op Edward G. Andrews, New 
week. leave the city. Sydney, New South York, and many other distinguished clergy-

The French government's war on Wales, and Adelaide, .south Au~tralia, I m~~ the object of the movement is to awaken 
Catholics is being continued by the have been declared mfected w1th bu- a national religious revival, it proposes what 
introduction in the Chamber of bonic plague. Two deaths and one is intended to b,3 the greatest religious move
Deputies of a bill to deprive relidous new case were reported at Sydney ment ?f t?e age, embracing as it does all 

~ M h 21 H 1 1 d ll h ' denoml!Jatwns. The newspapers, secular 
orders from holding property. arc · ono u u an a ot _er and religious are requested to participate in 

'\The American Baptism Society," portions of Hawaii are reported as the movemen't. Correspondence and sugges
whatever that may be, is scheduled to now free from the plague. Influenza tions in furtherance of this movement are 
meet in Detroit, Michigan, May 23- is epidemic in Buda-Pesth, Hungary, s~lic~ted ~Y A.~· Fraz~r, 2313Nelson Avenue, 

29 in a light form, which affects the Cmmnnatl, Ohw.-Tnbtme. , next. 
Russia tacitly encourages the cham- hearing. 

pions of the independence of Bulgaria, The Sultan of Morocco protests to 
but considers the time for action now Europe against the occupation of the 
inopportune. Should she fail in her Oasis of Insalah by France. The 
demands upon Turkey, important latter has sent war vessels to Mo
events may be looked for in the Bal- rocco. Spain supports the SultaJn in 
kan states. Internal conditions in I his protest. 
the Sultan's domains furnish her Mexico has accepted the United 
abundant pretext. Sates Government's invitation to hold 

"Servia is keeping a sharp watch 1 a second Pan-American Congress, and 
upon the mysterious schemings of I will in turn invite the republics of 
Prince Ferdinand and Russia's repre· South, North, and Central America to 
sentative i.n Bnlga:ri<J, l?oliticl.l!l cir- attend said Congress in the City of 

A TABULATED list of smallpox cases now 
in the possession of Chief Clerk Pritchard of 
the Health department [Chicago] shows an 
increase in the United States during the last 
week of 1,272 cases. The State showing the 
largest number of cases is Louisiana with 
2,015, and Texas comes next with 51'1. Illi
nois has seventy-four, of which five have been 
discovered in Chicago. Following is the 
list: [Omittcd.l "This list shows that small
pox is·not confined to any one or two States," 
said Chief Clerk Pritchard, "but that the 
count.r·v is saturated with t.he disease."-Ohi· 
cago T·l·ilrune, Jtla.reh ;24, 1900. 
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Oriuinal Ar1iclss. 
THE CHURCH VINDICATED. 

Last spring, while working on a 
little country paper here in Maine, I 
found H. H. Bancroft's History of 
Utah, edition of 1890, among the 
editor's books, and it is needless to 
say I began reading it at once, and 
while doing so I made a few extracts 
for my use, which I trust will be of 
interest to Saints in general. I quote 
verbatim, only taking liberty to capi
talize a few proper nouns which he 
has neglected to do. 

This is on page 44: The elder Smith was 
poor, and the boys were sometimes ob!ig·ed to 
hire themselves out as laborers .... ln Oc
tober, 1825, Joseph went to work for Josiah 
Stoal, in Chenango County. This man had 
what he supposed to be a silver mine at Har
mony, Pennsylvania, said to have been once 
worked by Spaniards. Thither Joseph went 
with the other men to dig for silver .... 
After a month's fruitless effort Stoal was in
duced by Joseph to abandon the undertaking. 

Page 58: Persecutions continue; Brethren 
of Christ threaten to mob them. 

He refers to the Saints. 
Page 68: The same night Joseph was ar

rested by a constable on a charge of disor
derly conduct, and for preaching the Book of 
Mormon .... These persecutions were insti
gated, it was said, chiefly by Presbyterians. 
... Stories were circulated, damaging to his 
character, this time by Methodists. 

Page 90: On the night of th-e 25th of 
March, Smith and Rigdon were seized by a 
mob, composed partly of the Campbellites, 
Methodists, and Baptists of Hiram, twelve or 
fifteen being apostate Mormons. 

Page 92: Smith was poisoned, and that so 
badly that he dislocated his jaw in vomiting, 
and the hair upon his head became loosened; 
Whitney, however, laid his hands on him, 
and administered in the name of the Lord, 
and he was healed in an instant. 

Page 100: Meanwhile, clergymen of other 
denominations, and officers of the state and 
county, looked on, saying, "Mormons are the 
common enemies of mankind, and ought to 
be destroyed." 

Page· 101: The brethren were instructed 
by their elders not to retaliate, but to bear 
all in meekness and patience. 

Page 103: ''It is a disgrace to the State," 
writes Judge Ryland. 

Page 117: Right or wrong, law or no law, 
and whether in accord with the letter or 
spirit of the Constitution or government of 
the United States or not, the people of Mis
souri had determined that they would go any 
length before they would allow the Saints to 
obtain political ascendancy in that quarter. 

Page 119: 'rhey are hated and despised, 
though they break not the laws of God, they 
are hunted down and killed, though they 
break not the laws of the land .... They are 
not idlers, or drunkards, or thieves, or mur
derers. 

Page 124: They learned that a large force 
under Samuel Bogart, a Methodist clergy
man, was plundering and burning houses. 

On page 128 he describes the Haun's 
Mill massacre:-

Never in savage or other warfare was there 
perpetrated an act more dastardly and brutal. 
Indeed, it was openly avowed by the men of 
Missouri tbat it was no worse to shoot a Mor
mon that to shoot an Indian, and killin!!' 
Indians was no worse than killing wild 
bea8ts. 

Page 133: Mr. Doniphan, attorney for the 
defense, and since famed as a general in the 
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Mexican war, finaily advised the prisoners to I "You needn't talk to me, sonny; I 
off~r no defense; "for," said he1 "though a know what you believe." I meet this 
legwn of angels fro.m the opemng heavens class of people every day of my life 
should declare your umocence, the court and . . • 
populace have decreed your destruction." and the questwn comes to me aga1n. 

0 148 M B ft k and again, "Why are people deter-
. n page. • r. ancro . ma es mined to be so ignorant?" 

this quotatwn from the St. Lou~s Atlas, Here is something which I believe 
of Se_Ptem_b~r, ~841 :~- . . is to the point: Mr. Fred E. Bennett 
~he1r rehg1~~ 1s a pecuhar one; tha~ 1s, was United States marshal quite a 

neither Buddmsm, nor Mahometamsm, . . . d 
nor Judaism, nor Christianity, but it is a long t_1me m ~tah, and he had a vane 
faith which they say encourages no vice nor experrence w1th the Mormons. Some
immorali_ty, nor depar.ture from established time later he published a book en
laws .and u~ages; netther polygamy, nor titled "Mormonism Unmasked" and 
prom1scuous mtercourse. ' - ' 

Page 216: It was not a noble sentiment on page 56, remarks:-
which had actuated the people of Missouri; Indeed piety and progeny are inseparable 
it was not a noble sentiment which now in the tenets of the Mormon religion, as 
actuated the people of Illinois, thus to con- taught by the followers of Brigham Young, 
tinue their persecutions during the prepara- but cut no figure in the belief of the "Joseph
tions for departure, and drive a whole city ites," who claim that B. Young was an 
full from their homes out upon the bleak usurper, and are, in fact, the most bitter op
prairie in the dead of winter. ponents of the polygamists who reciprocate 

On page 226, Mr. Bancroft quotes the hatred." 
a letter written to the Quincy Whig 'l'hese knowing ones, who know 
by Major Warren:- more about our faith than we know 

A man of near sixty years of age, living ourselves, will always believe all that 
about seven miles from this place, was taken they read against us, but will never 
from his home a few nights since, stripped of accept anything said in our favor. 
his clothing, and his back cut to pieces with Of course such people will call Mr. 
a whip, for no other reason than because he 
was a Mormon, and too old to make a success- Bennett an ''awful liar." 
ful resistance. Conduct of this kind would Here is another statement on pages 
disgrace a horde of savages. 178, 179 of his book:-

Brother Etzenhouser has quoted 
other extracts from this "history,'' 
which I think needless to give, as 
they can be read in his work, "From 
Palmyra to Independence." 

When we consider that Mr. Ban
croft had read hundreds of books
most of which were written against 
the Saints-before writing his •·His
tory of Utah," it is evident that he 
has been quite fair in his reference to 
us; but, naturally, while endeavoring 
to be impartial, yet reading twenty 
works against to one in favor, he 
would have a tendency, perhaps very 
slight, to lean toward that side which 
furnished the more evidence, not al
ways questioning whether the same 
was true. As a rule, however, he 
has allowed both sides to speak for 
themselves, which is the only fair way 
in which to record such things as 
these. 

I find by glancing at the clock that 
the day is not half spent, and as I 
have nothing else to do, except study 
sacred literature, as to-day is Sunday, 
and I am many miles from a branch, 
I might as well keep on writing. 
Many times it is easier to write than 
to get others to read what you write. 

Do you know that it is appalling, 
and almost incredible, that there is 
so much ignorance manifested among 
people who pretend to be intelligent, 
in regard to the difference between 
our church and the Mormon Church. 
It does not make any odds whether 
the man is an educated minister or an 
ignorant vagrant, when you come to 
tell hirn of our faith, 0, he knows
you can't enlighten him any. Then 
he will give you that knowing (?), 
sarcastic smile, which seems to say, 

As has been intimated in the narrative, the 
"Josephites" (disciples of Joseph Smith) are 
at enmity with the "Brighamites" (Brigham 
Young's followers), and are bitterly opposed 
to polygamy. One of the leading lights of 
the Josephite section of Mormons is Elder A. 
[RJ J. Anthony, who on one occasion was 
proaching in a town where the other faction 
were holding a conference. A son of John 
Taylor (B. Y.'s successor) happened to be 
there and gave Anthony the lie regarding 
some statement he had made. The elder, 
who is a perfect gentleman, challenged any 
man they chose to put forward to a public 
debate, and said he would use no arguments 
but. those the Book of Mormon g-ave him. 
They were afraid to meet him, however, and 
made the excuse that he was not a man of 
reputation, though the elder is well known 
as a man of irreproachable character, as well 
as one of the best posted men in the country. 

I present you the above testimony 
from a ma,n who has lived in Utah, 
and one that claims to have arrested 
many a Mormon for breaking the 
Edmunds~Tucker law, which forbids 
the practice of polygamy. Will you 
accept it, or "pooh" it aside as the in
fidel does an argument against infi
delity, which he cannot answer. 

I ask permission to present another 
thought, which I believe to be origi
nal if it is not very deep or forcible. 
After entering the church I was al
ways on the watch for remarks con
cerning our faith in histories, news
papers, etc. Upon one occasion, 
while attending a conference held in 
a schoolhouse, I noticed an Interna
tional Dictionary on the stand, and 
thought a chance was afforded me to 
look up what it said about the "Mor
mons." While thus engaged, a 
brother (he is laboring in the Hawai
ian Islands now) came near, and find
ing that I was looking up the word 
Mormon, remarked: "You will not 
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find anything new there; I have 
looked in a great many, and it is al
ways the same old thing-•Joe Smith,' 
'polygamy,' etc." I have found, by 
investigation, that he spoke the truth. 
Most of our modern lexicographers 
are not content with branding Joseph 
Smith as a polygamist and impostor, 
but they must insert after their stale, 
threadbare statements, a big index, 
or hand, and these words: • 'This sect 
is now lcnown as Latter Day Saints." 

Now, I would emphasize the fact 
that, as far as I have ascertained, all 
these dictionaries that contain so 
much about Joseph being a polyga
mist, were published years after his 
death. 

In my possession is a "Webster's 
Unabridged Dictionary," which is un
doubtedly familiar to all who read 
this. When it was first published, 
and years after, it was considered the 
most elaborate work of its kind in the 
world. Mr. Webster spent many 
years collecting the material for this 
book. Here is a quotation from a 
memoir:-

During the spring of 1843, Dr. Webster 
revised the Appendix of his Dictionary, and 
added some hundreds of words. He com
pleted the printing of it about the middle of 
May. It was the closing act of his life. His 
hand rested, in its last labors, on the volume 
which he had commenced thirty-six years 
before. 

We learn from this that the dic
tionary was begun when Joseph 
Smith was two years old, and com· 
pleted one year before his death. 
During all these years Dr. Webster 
was collecting data for his book, and 
it is only reasonable that he bad bet
ter advantages for ascertaining the 
truth, than the majority of compilers 
of modern encyclopedias, histories, 
lexicons, etc., who have resorted to 
the novels written against "Mormon
ism" to procure reliable statements 
for their works. This is what Mr. 
Webster has to say about the "Mor
mons," as our enemies were pleased 
to call us in his time:-

MoRMON, n. The name of a sect in the 
UnitEd States, followers of one Joseph Smith, 
who claimed to work miracles, and to have 
found an addition to the Bible, engraved on 
golden plate~, which he published under the 
name of the Book of Mormon. 

I marveled as I read; nothing was 
said about polygamy. All that would 
be necessary would be a line of italic 
type and an index, if he could spare 
one, to read thus: "This sect is some
times called Latter Day Saints, and they 
practice polygamy." 

Well, I would not be beat without a 
second trial, so I turn over to the P's
surely he will say something about it 
under "polygamy." I read this:-

Polygamy; a plurality of wives'or husbands 
at the same time; or the having of such plu
rality. When a man }las more wives than 
one, or a woman more husbands than one, at 
the same time, the. offender is punishable for 
polygamy. Such is the fact in Christian 
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countries. But polygamy is allowed in some 
countries, as in Turkey. 

Not a word said about polygamy in 
tbe United States. After awhile the 
reason dawned upon me, and I was 
disgusted with my own stupidness: 
The cause of ki8 not mentioning polygamy 
as being believed and practiced by the 
"lJ!Jormons" was because such a thing 
was not lcnown among them in his day! 

This is only circumstantial evidence, 
yet the same ought to bear some 
weight with one who is not so shielded 
by prejudice that he can see only one 
side. 

It is with great hesitancy that I 
proceed to write this closing subject, 
because it will be necessary to refer 
to things which are so well known 
among even the youngest of our 
churcb. My only plea is, that tbere 
are so many outsiders who are totally 
ignorant concerning the birth of the 
Latter Day Saint Church of Utah. 
When they read history relating to 
our denomination, like the Jews read
ing the New 'restament, there seems 
to be a vail over their faces. A pre
vailing belief among a large number 
of people is, because we are known as 
Latter Day Saints, and the Utah fac
tion call themselves by the same term, 
that both churches are identical. I 
can illustrate this by stating that in a 
small town here in Maine, once lived 
a man, blacksmith by trade, who 
claimed to have been in Salt Lake 
City, and because he saw the words 
"Latter Day Saints," inscribed on 
one of the Mormon houses of wor
ship, it was sufficient evidence to him 
that every one who claimed to be a 
Latter Day Saint was from Utah, or 
intended to go there in the future. 

What profound reasoning this is! 
Verily, the Christian who says, in re
peating the Apostle's Creed, "I be
lieve in the holy Catholic Church," 
must be a Roman Catholic. 

Mr. Brigham Young was a member 
of the Church of Jesus Christ, as re· 
stored by the Prophet Joseph in 1830. 
By a humble, prayerful walk, he was 
chosen bv revelation to the exalted 
office of President of the Twelve, in 
1841. 

I beg my reader not to throw -this 
paper down in disgust, because Mr. 
Young was once a member of this 
church. If he does, in order to be 
consistent, a condemnation must rest 
upon the early church for containing 
.Judas, and even heaven must be pro
nounced a bad· place, for the reason, 
at one time, it contained legions of 
spirits who are now devils. 

From the time of the church's or
ganization in 1830, to 1844, when 
Joseph was killed, a period of only 
fourteen years, the membership had 
grown to an enormous number. 
Daniel Rupp remarks in his "History 
of Religious Denominations in the 
United States," published in 1844:-

There are no correct data by which the 
exact number of members of this now exten• 
sive, and still extending, Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints can be known. 
Should it be ~upposed at 150,000 it might 
still be short of the truth.-Page 409. 

And other authorities give the num
ber as 200,000 or more. Bear this 
thought in mind, for your attention 
will be called to it later. 

On January 19, 1841, a revelation 
was given to the church, which reads 
in part, thus:-

But I [God] command you, all ye my saints, 
to build a house unto me; and I grant unto 
you a sufficient time to build an house unto 
me. B;:tt, behold, at the end of this appoint
ment, your baptisms for your dead shall not 
be acceptable unto me; and if you do not 
these things at the end of the appointment, 
ye shall be rejected as a church with your 
dead, saith the Lord your God.-D. C. 107: 
10, ll. 

The house was never completed; 
the "things" commanded were not 
performed in the given time; and in 
1844 Joseph was taken out of the 
chu.rch, and God, true to his word, 
rejected it. This large body of 200,-
000 people was disorganized. 

Brigham Young comes forward, 
upon the death of Joseph, and makes 
the arrogant claim that the leader
ship of the church devolves upon 
him. This statement a great many 
of the saints knew to be false, as God 
had said as early as 1831, "that none 
else shall be appointed unto this gift 
except it be through him [Joseph]."
D. C. 43:2. And many of the saints 
who were contemporary with Joseph 
Smith, have made the statement, un
der oath, that they heard Mr. Smith 
remark on several occasions, that "if 
Brigham ever gets the lead of this 
church, he will lead it to hell." Fur
ther, Joseph bad already appointed 
another to lead the church in his 
stead. In harmony with God's law of 
lineage, Joseph's son, then but twelve 
years old, had been blessed and 
anointed under the hands of his 
father to fill this position. 

However, no matter how peculiar a 
view may be, there are some willing 
to embrace it; and this was true of 
the assumed leadership of Brigham 
Young-there were a number of the 
Saints who confided in him. 

We must be merciful- even pitiful, 
when we refer to them. The days of 
'44 were indeed "dark and cloudy"; 
but they were bright compared with 
the succeeding years which have been 
experienced by the little band who 
reached the desert of Salt Lake, cold 
and famishing, only to be fed on po
lygamy, and other polluting food. 

Now, I once more call your atten
tion to the 200,000 Saints who were 
deprived of their leader in 1844. Of 
that number I quote from Bishop 
Whitney's late "History of Utah,'' to 
show you how many followed Brig
ham Young to Salt Lake and became 
polygamists. The advance, or pioneer 
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company, numbered 143, who reached 
the site of the founding of Salt Lake 
City, Utah, on July 24, 1847. In the 
spring of 1848 the number had been 
swelled to 1,671, one year later to 
4,080. And, as additional proof on 
this subject, you will find by consult· 
ing ''The People's Atlas," published 
by Phillips and Hunt, in 1885, that 
the entire population of Utah-Mor
mons and Gentiles-in 1850 was only 
11,380; and the number of people in 
Salt Lake City-where nearly all of 
Brigham's followers settled-was only 
8,236 in 1860--sixteen years after J o
seph's death. Now then, allowing 
Mr. Young 10,000 of the original 
church, it leaves us the goodly num
ber of 190,000, or such a matter, who 
did not go to Utah. Notwithstanding 
all this, we see in scores of histories, 
that after Joseph Smith's death, his 
followers went to Salt Lake City un
der the leadership of Brigham Young. 

By writing to any of the Mormon 
officials in Utah, I believe they will 
inform you that the doctrine of po
lygamy was first publicly announced 
in Salt Lake City, 1852. Brigham 
then remarked that it would sail tri
umphantly over all opposition. Surely, 
the Baal god must have been sleeping 
when that prophecy was uttered. 

You are anxious to know what 
became of those who denounced 
Brigham's usurpation as a cruel fraud. 
Some died; a few separated into little 
factions; a number grew lukewarm; 
but a large number continued to lift 
their voices in tender pleadings to Is
rael's God, realizing that only by 
battling on, keeping the camp fire 
burning, and having faith in the 
Father of love, could chaos be turned 
to order; the spark fanned into a 
flame. 

Faithfulness could not go unre
warded; sorrow could not continue 
forever, else the heart would break; 
so Jesus, in the infinite mercy of his 
great love softly opened the door of 
heaven, and spoke. The saints were 
commanded to reorganize; to select 
Joseph, son of the martyr, as their 
leader, and the hallowed influence of 
the Holy Spirit would demonstrate the 
Father's approval. This was effected 
in 1860, and since then the church has 
been designated as the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints. 

Friend, do you realize that we must 
all stand before the judgment bar of 
God? And that "all liars shall have 
their part in the lake which burneth 
with fire and brimstone, which is the 
second death"? I believe this with 
all the energy of my soul, and I do 
not wish to barter my salvation for 
the sake of writing a few lies. 

Space forbids my entering into a 
review of the many conflicting ac
GOunts of the wonderful phenomenon 
called "Mormonism." In reading 
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books that give erroneous statements 
regarding dates, places, and other 
things which are absolutely ridiculous, 
when read by one that knows the 
truth, you must use your own discre
tion in believing them. Remember 
there are always two sides to a story, 
and one is sometimes good until the 
other is told. 

Anyone, and everyone have felt at 
liberty to write statements concerning 
our church. Beginning with Howe's 
work, ''Mormonism Unvailed," the 
world has been flooded with so-called 
exposes of Mormonism. The religion 
has always been looked down on, as 
was the church in Jesus' day, and 
anyone could write as many slander
ous remarks as he pleased, there was 
no one to object but the despised 
"Mormons," and their testimony 
amounted to nothing. I't was quite a 
fad at one time to write a book against 
the Latter Day Saints. In almost 
every case the work was against: it 
would never do to say much in favor. 
Why! the world would call the writer 
a Mormon, or else say he lied. And 
then, the books were made to sell, 
you know, and it would not be policy 
-from a financial sense-to disregard 
the public taste. All one had to do 
was to go and live in adultery in 
Utah for awhile, and then apostatize 
and write a book. He and his writ
ings were at once received in the ten
der embrace of all; or a good part, of 
the fair daughters of America. It did 
not matter how many lies and absurd 
contradictions the expose contained; 
not a question raised as to whether 
the statements concerning Joseph 
Smith and the early church were true; 
not a doubt expressed about how one 
book could say Joseph had forty 
wives, another only nineteen, and yet 
another twelve, and another only one, 
and all accounts be true. Really, it 
did not matter any way. It was about 
an unpopular religion, and a few mis
takes, or a book full of mistakes were 
not objected to but by the Latter Day 
Saints. 

Dear reader, I find this in every 
place I investigate. The world 
seemed to have gone crazy over the 
absurdities(?) of the new-and yet old 
--old as the earth-religion. The 
phrensy has not died away yet-even 
in the enlightened, cultured land of 
America. Every little while some 
one that has control of . a printing 
press, will publish an account (some
thing that has been exploded again 
and again,) of "Joe Smith and his 
Mormons." 

Do you wish to learn more about 
this sect that is everywhere spoken 
against? If so, read on. I am mak· 
ing no apology for the Mormon 
Church-as the Utah people are 
pleased to call themselves in their 
speeches and writings. As has been 
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well said, "It has made of Utah a de
formed child." 

Just to show you what contempti
ble ignorance is manifested by those 
whose privilege it is to know the dif
ference between our church and the 
Utah faction, I give a few extracts 
taken from newspapers, which treat 
on the subject. 

The following I clipped from the 
Bangor, Maine, Weekly News, of 
April 9, 1896:-

KrRTLAND, Ohio, April 6.-The annual 
conference of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints began here 
to-day in the old Mormon temple, with a 
large attendance. There are delegates pres
ent from Canada, California, Maine, and 
Missouri. The denomination claims to be 
the original church established in 1830 by 
Joseph Smith, and out of which sprung the 
Mormon Church of Utah, under Brigham 
Young. The reorganized sect does not, nor 
never did, practice polygamy. 

One fact is worth a ship load of 
argument; but two facts are worth 
more. So here is a statement con
tained in the Greenfield, Illinois, 
.Argus, May 24, 1895:-

Some years after Brigham Young became 
established at Salt Lake City, the remnant 
that refused adherence to this leader, set up 
a church government of their own. Feeling 
that polygamy was wrong in its very nature, 
and wishing to free the church of such false 
doctrine, they have bitterly denounced po
lygamy, denying that it was ever a part of 
the faith as taught by the prophet, and that 
it was nowhere set forth in the published 
documents of the church during Joseph 
Smith's lifetime; that these obnoxious fea
tures were an aftergrowth introduced by 
Brigham Young, for which the original 
church and faith were not responsible. 

The readers of the ElDorado Sun, 
of September 27, 1895, observed this 
account in a column of that paper:-

The R'lorganized Church, which has been 
proven the original church by the courts of 
the land, accept Joseph Smith, Jr., son of 
the original prophet, as the leader of their 
organization, and as a result their number 
has increased and their church has pros
pered. The Reorganized Church discount3· 
nances polygamy and deny the allegation 
that Joseph Smith ever gave a revelation 
concerning the same. Those of the Reor
ganized brethren whom the Sun man has had 
the pleasure of meeting are all intelligent, 
worthy, and law-abiding citizens; thrifty and 
industrious, and are earnest workers for the 
cause of humanity. They practice the reli
gion that they believe to be the purest and 
best in the sight of God, a privilege that is 
accorded to all men in this land of freedom; 
and surely no man has cause to complain. 

The New York Weekly Tribune, of 
January 12, 1898, refers to having re
ceived an able letter in reply to a 
statement published by that paper 
that "of late years it has been main
tained that the revelation sanctioning 
polygamy was received by Joseph 
Smith as early as 1831." It then re
marks that the writer "brings what 
seems to be strong evidence that the 
practice of polygamy was not known 
among the Mormons until after 
Smith's death and the removal of his 
followers to Salt Lake." 

It has previously been mentioned 
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how many of "Smith's followers" went 
to Salt Lake. 

George Q. Cannon, one of the lead
ing lights of Mormonism, wrote of Jo
seph Smith, the present leader of our 
church, in this manner, as published 
in the Juvenile Instructor, August 1, 
1885, a paper published at Salt Lake 
City:-

He himself has gone to Washington and 
urged, with cruel and hateful purpose; the 
enactment against the people of Utah, of laws 
of the most oppressive and destructive charac
ter. Others of his followers have done the 
same. They did all in their power to have 
the Edmunds bill become law. 

Most everybody knows that the 
Edmunds bill was a law to prohibit 
polygamy. 

Here are a few quotations taken 
from a short sketch of Hamilton W. 
Mabie, as given in Comfort, a paper 
published at Augusta, Maine, March, 
1897:-

Hamilton W. Mabie is a man whose influ
ence is always given towards creating high 
ideals of life. He is editor-in-chief of the 
Outlook, and has made that paper an expo
nent of his own lofty theories .... He is in 
great demand as a speaker and lecturer, be
fore all gatherings that in any manner are 
connected with the intellectual life of the 
people. He is a deep thinker, but has the 
faculty of expressing deep thought in such 
clear and simple language as to interest all. 
In a remarkable degree he possesses the 
ability of awakening thought in others, and 
that thought is a! ways directed towards all 
that is sane, cultured and gracious in living. 
... Heisanauthor as well as an editor .... 
He reaches the most thoughtful portion of 
the community. 

In one of Mr. Mabie's histories, 
entitled "Our Own Country," and pub
lished by the Monarch Book Company, 
Chicago, Illinois, he refers to our 
church on page 412, in this manner:-

It accepts three books as of divine origin: 
1, the Bible; 2, the Book of Mormon; 3, the 
Book of Covenants. The latter consists of 
the revelations given to the church in the 
present century as a guide in church govern
ment. The Book of Mormon is accepted as a 
history of the ancient inhabitants of America 
and the revelations given them by God; be· 
ginning at a period two thousand years before 
Christ, and continuing until four hundred 
years after Christ. In doctrine they adhere 
to the Trinity, to the atonement by Jesus 
Christ, to the resurrection of the dead, to 
the second coming of Christ, and to the 
eternal judgment; believing that each indi
vidual will receive reward or punishment, in 
strict measure, according to the good or evil 
deeds done in life. They bold that men are 
to be saved by faith in God and Christ, by 
forsaking sin, by immersion for the remission 
of sin, and by the laying on of hands. They 
believe that revelations of God 1we still given 
by the Holy Spirit for the guidance of the 
church, and that the gifts, blessings, and 
powers of the Holy Spirit in Bible times are 
continual. Their order of church govern
ment is such as they find authority for in the 
New Testament, and such as they under
stand that the apostolic church observed. 
. . . As to marriage, they believe that, it is 
ordained of God, and that there should be 
but one companion for man or woman in 
wedlock, until the contract is broken by 
death or transgression. They characterize 
the doctrine of polygamy, or plural wives, as 
an abomination. 

When we consider the writer of the" 
;:tbove, and what he has written, I fail 

to see why the same should not bear 
sqme weight with honest thinking 
persons, and justify them in believing 
that the world has been too hasty and 
prejudiced in passing judgment upon 
an innocent people. 

Do you wonder that I feel a down· 
right pity for the man or woman who 
will tell me, with the stubbornness of 
Abraham's mule, that '"they know 
there is no difference between my 
church and the Mormons of Utah? I 
am acquainted with a man who had 
lived all his life in the same town 
with a brother, and in cor.:.versation 
with me he was just as positive that 
the brother was a Mormon as I was 
positive that he was not. The man 
was sincere, but he cared not enough 
about knowing the truth to investi
gate, and had been under that delu
sion all his life. 

While the old earth drags on under 
its load of sin, there will be thousands 
who will never know the truth con
cerning the true Latter Day Saints. 
As Peter has said, ''For this they 
willingly are ignorant of.,. And as 
there were scoffers in his day, so shall 
there be in our day. 

One more extract and I leave the 
matter with you, praying to God in 
the Son's name, that what I have 
presented in my ignorant way may 
find a resting place in the hearts of 
honest searchers for truth, not for 
my sake, but for your sake, and for 
Jesus' sake. 

The Wright County Democrat, a 
paper published at Clarion, Iowa, 
1893, in referring to some of the eld
ers of the Reorganized Church, re
marked:-

The church that thesa energetic men rep· 
resent, cannot by any means be confounded 
with that spurious offohoot of the original 
church, now and for many years past having 
their headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Any attempt to so confound these two bodies, 
would be a manifest acknowledgment of 
unpardonable ignoranc•3, or a willful misrep
resentation of historical facts. 

RALPH W. FARRELL. 
W'"EST SuLL1VAN, Maine. 

WE SHOULD OCCUPY ACCORDING 
TO OUR CALLINGS. 

Allow me space for a few words in 
defense of the above heading. We 
are living in a most momentous age of 
the world, an age when the prophets 
of preceding ages, filled with the Holy 
Spirit, looked down the stream of 
time, and have foretold that which 
shall follow in the age in which we 
are living so plainly, so minutely, that 
we need not be mistaken in this. This 
is an age when the watchmen upon 
the towers of Zion should lift up their 
voice in defense of God's cause, and 
proclaim to the world that which 
shall come upon them. And as minis
ters for Christ, chosen in this the 
eleventh hour of the gospel dispensa
tion, our cry as watchmen should go 

out, "Prepare, 0 prepare," that there 
be no lack of care upon our part in 
discharging our duty as watchmen. 
Faithfulness upon our part in moving 
forward in line of our duty will bring 
joy and added blessings; this is a 
blessed thought, and should fill the 
soul of every one engaged in the serv
ice of the Lord. In Psalms the 
prophet tells us:-

Behold, the eye of the Lord is upon them 
that fear him, upon them that hope in his 
mercy.-Ps. 33:18. 

And again:-
The righteous cry, and the Lord heareth, 

and deli vereth them out of all their troubles. 
The Lord is nigh unto them that are of a 
broken heart; and saveth such as be of a con
trite spirit.-Ps. 34:17, 18. 

0, a blessed thought! How it 
should cheer us; that if faithful in 
discharge of our duty, the Lord is 
ever mindful of us, and that to bless. 
As servants of God we should be 
fully equipped and ready to march 
onward to victory. Steady, unmova· 
ble, forward, not backward; advanc
ing, mounting higher, achieving 
victory over sin and the Devil. ''This 
only can be done by our faithfulness 
to God and bis work." Every man 
whom God has chosen has a work in
trusted to him. He may do that work, 
or he may not; but he is simply 
chosen to give him an opportunity. 
And if he does not lay hold upon this 
opportunity and grasp it, and perform 
it, and occupy according to his calling, 
God will select others upon whom he 
can depend to carry on his work to 
victory; men who will not fail to lift 
up their voices in defense of his work 
in any and all circumstances. We 
should see to it that we are not of 
those who will fail and forfeit this 
right and privilege; this honor which 
God bas placed upon us, that we may 
lay aside all those things which are 
calculated to deprive us of our duty 
which we owe to God and our fellow
man. My experience, since I have 
been in the work, teaches me that 
neglect of duty has brought some 
cloudy days; but by the help of God 
this has been removed, and I see now 
the necessity of an onward march to 
victory. The cry was made some 
years ago, by the voice of the Spirit, 
"come up higher." How much higher 
are we to come? Until we can endure 
the presence of the Savior. Will this 
exhortation apply to the priesthood 
or people; to both, I believe. Let 
us see. First, to the priesthood, 
eminently and preeminently. Second, 
to the people, for through the priest
hood only, we understand, can the 
people be able to abide his presence . 
Who is responsible if we fail in doing 
our duty, and with the light already 
received, we begin to detract, and 
suffer Satan to begin his work, and 
finally the result is we become spir
itually dead to the work and our 
duty? 
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In section 116 of Doctrine and Cove
nants, revelation given May 4, 1865, 
paragraph 2:-

Be ye very careful, for many elders have 
been ordained unto me, and are come under 
my condemnation, by reason of neglec~ing to 
lift up their voices in my cause, and for such 
there is tribulation and anguish: haply they 
themselves may be saved (if doing no evil) 
though their glory, which is given for t,heir 
works, be withheld, or in other words their 
works are burned, not being profitable unto 
me. 

If at that time, when this revelation 
was given, the elders herein spoken 
of came under condemnation, and if 
there are any at the present time, 
would not t.his language apply to 
them? We verily think so. As a 
church and ministers for Christ we 
are looking forward for the second 
advent of the Savior. Are we pre
pared for him? so that when he 
shall come, and the opening heavens 
shall reveal him, we can say as John 
upon the Isle of Patmos, '•Come, 
Lord Jesus, come quickly." If this is 
not our condition, then we have some
thing to learn- something to do. I 
cannot lift the veil to tell yon more, 
or to behold it myself. Soon, oh, so 
soon, we all shall know its boundless, 
everlasting realities, for we are near
ing the golden gate that opens on the 
ocean beyond. I will only suggest in 
conclusion upon this subject, Seek for 
the Spirit of the living God, that it 
may enlighten our souls, and inform 
our judgments, and cast a clear light 
upon his word. Then that day of the 
coming of our Savior will not over· 
take us as a thief in the night. May 
the Lord bless and guide and save us. 

E. E. MARSHALL. 

--------+~·~-------

heHer Department. 
FIVE LAKES, Michigan, March 1. 

Editors Herald:-The Saints in this par,t of 
the district as a rule. are alive to the work. 
t:iome others are coming into the fold of 
Christ, while many are investigating this 
new but old gospel; and as they see that the 
Lord is confirming the word with signs fol
lowing, they wonder with amazement, and 
say, "Why didn't others see this before 
now?" I tell them Paul says, "How shall 
they hear without a preacher? and how 
shall they preach, except they be sent?" and 
he that is sent of God will teach the things 
of God, and those who will do the Father's 
will shall know of the doctrine. I can truly 
say, If there were no hereafter, and no re
ward when we pass from this stage of action, 
it is good to be a Saint in this life when we 
do our duty. It is a heaven on earth to do 
the Master's will, and we do know, when he 
gives such grand testimonies of his truth in 
this life, that we are sure of the rest if we 
do our part. 

I have been greatly blessed of the Lord 
this winter while laboring for him, and 
strengthened by the testimony of my breth-
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ren while trying to encourage them to press ] gospel do its work, it will make better men 
on to victery and fight manfully till we hear of us. I am inclined to think a man and his 
the welcome voice saying, "Well done." wife are not one until they are one ip Christ. 

When I last wrote to you I did not think I Then the Spirit of Christ can make them 
could get away to do any preaching this win- one, and they will seek each other's good, 
ter; but. last December my wife was called to and bear each other's burdens, and thus fulfill 
the bedside of her daughter at Bothwell, the law of Christ. Others at Goodland 
Canada, who, after a time, was restored wanted to be baptized, and would have been, 
through the ordinances of the gospel. The but they did not know I was going to remain 
last I heard, she was up and doing her over Sunday. 
work. To God be all the praise. While there I attended the Baptist pro-

While my wife was <gone I had to keep tracted meeting. Elder Stone, who was con
"batch." If any of the brethren have been ducting them, had previously held some 
left to do that, and like it as well as I did, meetings in our church at Juniata. When 
they know how to sympathize with me. I do he saw me, he came and said he was so 
not wonder at the dear wives wanting to go pleased tp see me, and inquired after the 
visiting once in awhile and get a change. I welfare of the Saints, as well as his peoplt', 
do not blame a woman for getting after her in Juniata. I gave him an introduction to 
husband in good sha19e when he leaves her a some of our people who were with me. He 
lot of black wood, and crooked at that, to invited me up on the rostrum with him, and 
cook a meal with, and then find fault with when the other two preachers came in he in
her when she complains that she can keep troduced me to them as "the Rw. Elder 
nothing clean. It is a wonder to me that McKenzie from Juniata, a friend who allowed 
there are not more broom handles than me the use of his church to hold meetings in 
brooms worn out. And if complaints we when we had none of our own," etc. He 
hear in some places are true about preach- called on me to offer the opening prayer. Of 
ers, this many apply to elders who have the course I could not make tbe same kind of a 
same fault. They should see they do not put prayer he could for the occasion, still, it was 
more burdens on the sisters than necessary. remarked by his own people, "Wasn't that a 
While doing missionary work, do not sit or grand prayer?" etc. After the preaching, 
lie around and let the fit•es all go out unless and all the mourners had been called around 
the good woman of the bouse bustles around ·the anxious bench, and prayer offered, and 
to keep up an extra fire to keep you from they were dismissed and all had. testified, 
freezing. Get a move on you. It will hurt Rev. Stone asked me if I had a word to say. 
no preacher nor lower his dignity to take in I first excused myself, as it was so late. 
some wood, if it is in the snow, or even split Then he invited the Baptist preacher by my 
it, if necessary. And when yo!l want a side, who also declined to speak. The presid
drink and find no water in the pail, do not ing elder then spoke and sang some, and 
ask the dear sister, who is doing all she can then Elder Stone called on me again and 
to make you feel your labors are appreciated, introduced me to the congregation as the 
drop her work and run through the deep ·Rev. Elder McKenzie, and told them what 
snow to bring a pail of water, when you can fine people he had found us to be; that he 
do that much yourself. Think of your dear had found me to be a Christian and a gentle
wife at home, if you have one, and say and man, and was glad to meet me and have me 
act, I'll do unto others as I would they should with them, and would be pleased to hear 
do to mine. Those who have not learned from me. AU this time I was praying to my 
this ought to keep "batch" awhile. It might Father for wisdom, and that he would give 
help them when they are out, and at home, me words to speak. And praise his holy 
too. name, he did. And while I could see tears 

Elder Durand was with us some three rolling down some of their faces, I knew the 
weeks and baptized one, and then Elder A. Spirit of God went with what I said. When 
Barr, district president, came and preached I sat down, the presiding elder of the church, 
for us nearly a week. His counsel to the Rev. Hunberger, sprang up and said, "That's 
Saints was good, and I hope will not soon be the kind of a spirit I like to see manifested 
forgotten. in a Christian; to build up the work of God 

Before he left I was called to Goodland to and not tear down," etc., and said he was 
administer to Grandma Shell, aged seventy- pleased to hear the testimony and words of 
six. I remained three day9, till she fell exhortation given by the brother; that he 
asleep in Jesus. The pain left when she was had learned something, and hoped they 
administered to, and the Lord said he would would keep in mind what they had heard; 
be with her through the valley and shadow and came across to me and shook hands 
of death, and that she was in his hands. I again, saying, "God bless you, brother, in 
preached her funeral sermon on Thursday, your work for good. Come again," etc. This 
and the following Sunday I conducted an- was a Freewill Baptist meeting, and it was a 
other burial service-I buried Bro. John close communion Baptist preacher who sat 
Johnston with Christ in baptism. This by my side. 
caused the Saints to rejoice, as well as Sr. I hope the Saints in this place will use 
Cora Johnston, who has been traveling the wisdom in their testimonies. Let us tell 
good road alone for many years, and praying what the Lord has done and is doing for us, 
that the time would come when they would and let others alone. If they are honest and 
go hand in hand. Her prayers are answered of the sheep, when they hear the voice of the 
at last. He will make a useful man in the Good Shepherd they will follow him; and if 
church if humble, as he was considered a not, we only do harm in a meeting of this 
good man before he came in, and if we let the kind to contend with them. There is a time 
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for everything, and the time to strike the 
iron is when it is hot, and not before. 

Your brother in gospel bonds, 
A. McKENZIE. 

LEEDS, England, March 7. 

Editors Herald:-Kindly permit me to con
tribute a word to your pages in ~estimony of 
the gospel and the church, and thus gratify 
a desire which arises from a knowledge of 
their divinity. The Herald is of greater in
terest to me than any other periodical, reli
gious or secular, because it is the official organ 
of the church, containing matter in relation 
to the church and its workers and members, 
and also because the greater portion of its 
contents is written by persons who have re
ceived of the same Spirit as myself. 

Though I am not acquainted with the many 
writers and correspondents, there seems to 
exist something approaching·-may I say-a 
spiritual acquaintance despite the few thou
sand miles that separate us. Surely, then, 
the gospel did come in power and has given 
life and light to those who have accepted it. 
My short acquaintance with it has furnished 
me with abundant proofs of its truth and di
vine authority, and that it is a saving power 
not alone for the next life, but for this pres
ent life also; in fact is the very thing essen
tial in order that this life may be of real 
value and purpose. It imparts to us the 
highest conception of life and prompts us to 
exclaim even amidst trials and difficulties, 
that life is a blessed thing. 

When the church first came before my 
notice, I well remember that in making an 
estimation of it, I looked at it from its out
ward appearance and contrasted it with 
other churches in respect to its popularity 
(or lack of it) the number of members and 
their social standing, the place of worshiping 
and the form of worship, and the result was 
an unsatisfactory one. I did not desire nor 
did I entertain the least hope of being a mem
ber of it at that time, but now my judgment, 
yes and knowledge too, are entirely different. 
I have learned that the religion and Church 
of Christ cannot be judged by the eye, but 
only with the heart and soul, and that we 
are not in a position to make an absolutely 
correct judgment until we have complied 
with the wishes of Christ as expressed by his 
teaching; and when compliance has been ren
dered by us, we receive the gift of the Spirit. 
Then and not till then are we in a position to 
pass judgment upon spiritual matters; for 
spiritual things can be discerned only by the 
power of the Spirit; and the gift of this 
power is contingent upon our obedience to 
Christ. 

The church which once appeared insignifi
cant is now the most significant organization, 
in my judgment. When the gospel is ac
cepted and we become members of the 
church, our souls receive "life," and a love 
for Christ springs up within us to a degree 
not previously experienced, and light dawns 
upon us to a surprising extent, and the Holy 
Spirit fully convinces us that the angel did 
indeed deliver the gospel message to Joseph 
Smith with power and authority. Does not 
~his firm conviction of our foundation supply 
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us with a cause for thankfulness? Is it not credit is due .the Saints for their untiring 
of great value to us? How many honest efforts. 
searchers of truth are there who would not Trying to be a close observer of the ways 
willingly pay a high price for such a blessed of the world, I am made sad by the many who 
assurance which is vouchsafed to the mem- are serving self and who treat invitation to 
bers of our church? This assurance must be hear religious efforts as absurd and unrea
beueficial to us in our spiritual life. sonable. The luxuries of life, with comforts 

When a man is out upon a journey, say to and pleasures, seem to fill their cup to the 
some distant village or town, and he is not brim. Under these conditions maybe many 
sure that he is traveling upon the right road, were when the Christ with deep emotions 
he walks with some hesitation and uneasi- said: "0 Jerusalem! how often would I 
ness; but when he is positiveiy sure that the have gathered you,'"' "but ye would not;" 
road is the correct one, he s.teps forward "Your house is left unto you desolate." It 
with energy and is free from anxiety tha·t proves how transitory are the things of earth 
his efforts are misdirected or futile. And so life. 
it is with those who are convinced that they I yearn for Zion's redemption, for the com
are traveling upon the right pathway to sal- ing of the Master; and yet conditions would 
vation; they are not encumbered with doubts seem to point to the dim future for these un
on this point, therefore being free from such failing pleasures. Patience and faithfulness, 
an anxiety they are in a better position to however, must have their perfect work. 
concentrate their energy and ~thought upon Your brother in Christ, 
the object in view. ALMA WHITEHOUSE. 

The gospel is eminently fitted to meet 
every rt:quirement of the soul, and if our 
soul were to respond to its every call, what 
would hinder our rapid progress in every di
rection? The secret of it all is in a living 
obedience to it, and it is under such a condi
tion that its light is most brilliant, bringing 
us increased joy in an appreciation of it. 
There is nothing of so much importance to 
man as his eternal welfare, and it can only be 
insured by a continual obedience to the 
wishes of Christ; and it is undoubtedly the 
supreme purpose of our life, and embraces 
all that is good. The gospel is a very prac
tical one, and its glories and beauties are 
best seen and experienced by a practical ob
servation of it; and being convinced of its 
truth, divinity, power, and authority, all 
that remains for us to do is to live it. May 
the Spirit aid us in this direction and thus 
give to the work the best testimony that can 
be given is my hope. Your brother, 

W. R. ROBERTS. 

ROCK ISLAND, Ill., March 18. 

Editors Herald:-Saints of the Tri-Cities, 
by their united efforts to scatter the seed of 
truth as found in the restored gospel, may 
well claim Sunday a well spent day, as Sun
day school is held in Moline at 9:45a.m., 
with occasional preaching after; and at Rock 
Island, Sunday school at two p. m., at three 
preaching or prayer service, then Religio, 
and an effort for preaching in the evening, is 
being made for Moline, we understand. 
Surely :1\ continuance will bring a reward. 

There has been some persecution, by mis
representation in the press classing us with 
those who believe in polygamy. An article 
showing error was written by Elder H. E. 
Moler, who in company with Elder A. J. 
Keck is laboring in this vicinity. They are 
certainly efficient laborers. 

On the 11th inst. I was in Kewanee and 
heard a very fine sermon by Bro. John Chis
nail. We were pleased to notice the large 
attendance of members, and those outside, of 
which we understand some are quite inter
ested in the work. The new brick church, 
which is nearly paid for, is certainly a monu
ment of beauty and attraction; and much 

KELOWNA, B. C., March 15. 

Editors Herald:- British Columbia is a 
hard field to labor in. The greed for gold 
and the Jack of an understanding of the dif
ference between our church and the Utah 
faction are the dominant evils. 

When last I wrote for publication the open 
opposition had temporarily subsided, until a 
big gun of the Advent persuasion had been 
imported from California. He attacked the 
faith, thus necessitating a discussion, which 
lasted one week. As evidence of truth's com-
plete victory seven were baptized; while 
Elder Hunt, my opponent, hastened away 
homeward. 

Although the debate killed the Adventist 
cause, it did not fix his Satanic majesty; for 
shortly after debate a crowd of unruly men 
and women assembled themselves at my place 
of service, proposing to run a meeting of 
their own. After some spirited conversa
tion they got up en masse and walked out. 
The service went on. A few weeks glided by 
and I began to think "quietness" was start
ing her reign, but no; the public was startled 
by the publication and distribution of a small 
pamphlet entitled "Origin and contents of 
the Book of Mormon," gotten up by a Metho
dist clergyman. Actually it contained at 
least one hundred and sixty-four lies. I chal
lenged his reverence, as also a Presbyterian 
divine, in the manner referred to heretofore, 
with the gratifying results of knowing their 
guns have been spi~ed; they haven't peeped 
since. 

My proceedings in Chilliwack were now to 
be cut short for the present, as a mob spirit 
was beginning to manifest its barbarous hide
ousness. Their plans were kept secret, but 
not from that all-seeing One, who, warned me 
in a night-dream to flee the community, my 
life being in danger. I promptly obeyed, 
and started in to work at Victoria, the pro
vincial capital. Was received and treated 
with all due kindness by Bro. and Sr. Lively, 
who sacrificed nobly for the spread of the 
work. Two weeks effort failed to elicit a 
responsive welcome from Gentile Victorians 
and we quit the place. 

There was nothing for me to do now only 
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to strike in where thare were no Saints. 
Arriving at Agassiz, I obtained use of school, 
announced meetings; but when evening of 
appointment came I was refused key because 
of a delegation of ratepayers waiting on the 
trustees with a signed petition declaring I 
was "a Mormon elder with a notorious repu
tation," and begging them to refuse me 
entrance to school. Hereupon one of Agas
siz' noble citizens with myself waited upon 
the caretaker of the public hall, my friend 
offering to give him two dollars and a half 
for one night's services; but lo! our oppo
nents came also, thus echoing by action that 
historical statement, "When the sons of God 
met together, Satan came also." 'Twas no 
u>se; money wouldn't tempt him! thus they 
ousted me out of the town. I may add that 
while all hands were waiting upon the care
taker a free fight started, but was quickly 
stopped. 

Going thirty ~iles up the line found me 
located at Yale, boarding among strangers. 
'Tarried here nearly a week, and following 
the suggestion of wisdom made for the next 
town. I was rather unfortunate in this place, 
as I could get no place to stop over night. I 
even tackled John Chinaman for a share of 
his oriental soul-inviting bunk, but rigidly 
refused. In a few hours a freight came 
along; I boarded it and arrived at North 
Bend, the next town. Distributed tracts 
from house to house, thoroughly advertised 
meetings, preached a number of evenings, 
but could arouse no interest. 

Wisdom did not justify my tarrying long 
in the place, as hotel expenses were high, 
hence I pushed for Lytton, the next town. 
Could get no place to preach right away, and 
as hotel fare was enormously high (two dol
lars a day) I merely distributed tracts to the 
few English-speaking people, and put for 
next hamlet, called Spence's Bridge. Only 
two or three houses here; preached once 
without attracting the city, and pushed on 
for Ashcroft, a town of considerable size. 
Hall rent here six dollars and a half a night. 
Was refused school, so I distributed tracts to 
all residences, and struck out for Enderby, 
which was reported to have a farming com
munity surrounding. Ever since leaving 
Agassiz there was little or no farming car
ried on, owing to the rough country and 
barren mountains. 

Arriving at Enderby I was about sick with 
a severe cold I had contracted the night be
fore sleeping in a caboose and station house. 
However, we managed to struggle around. 
Was refused school, refused Presbyterian 
church, and hall rent too high .• All I could 
do was distribute tracts to all houses. This 
being done I boarded an outgoing bobsleigh 
and put for the country. Six or seven 
miles out I spotted a school, but as settlers 
were three and four miles apart it seemed 
folly to attempt to hold meetings. That 
night I begged for a night's lodging, got it, 
and ·stowed away securely on a poky spring 
lounge. Morning came, thank heaven; but I 
soon learned it would take more than thanks 
to S©ttle up with landlord for the meager 
two meals and bed; seventy-five cents was the 
damage. The scanty quilts and cold night 
by no meaus lessened my cold and so confident 
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was 1 that I'd meet success at the next school LY:bNEY, Eng., March 8. 
section six miles away that I paid landlord Editors Herald:-The Herald pages are 
half a dollar to drive me three miles through perused with deep attention, as week sue
the deep snow. I fully expected my almost ceeds week, and I feel I could not afford to be 
diminished pocket would soon be repleted. without it. Since the war commenced mails 
Arrived at next school section; got school-. A have been somewhat late arriving in this 
few out first night, and to my wonder and country. We usually get the Herald when it 
surprise I was invited home with one of the has been in print about·a fortnight, but of 
trustees. Preached next night with in- late it has been mare like three weeks. 
creased audience. I was happy and hopeful. Ye editors and others are doubtless looking 
At conclusion of service I announced for forward with interest to the coming confer
further meetings, but no sooner had an- ence. We wish you a good time; we also 
nouncements been made than my landlord could wish it nearer to us, but that would be 
trustee played traitor and refused me school of no avail, as doubtless Lamoni is the place 
any longer. The audience was indignant, for business; and it looks as though the 
and in a closing peroration I painted up the ministry quorums are up to date and are go
hypocritical Methodist trustee in the glowing ing to beat all previous records this time. 
color of black. My earnest prayer is that the Spirit of 

Next day I struck a ride and reached Arm- peace and love will be present in the assem
strong, a stranger as usual. Refused public blies, and that may be done (be it little or 
school, but unexpectedly I got Methodist much) may have what the divine seal and 
church; who would believe it? Announced sanction and be confirmed in the heavens 
services, the audience were gathering and in above. 
walks two trustees producing a telegram Pleased to hear our worthy missionaries 
they had just received from their parson who arrived home safely, and I have one regret at 
was in a neighboring town (and who had present; that is, I would like for them to be 
been telegraphed to by Trustee Laurimer) just coming over instead of just having gone 
saying that their discipline forbade use of back. We appreciate very much the labors 
church to my services. Did anyone ever of both Bro. F. G. Pitt and Bro. Newton 
hear tell of a more deliberat~ lie? There's amongst us; and irrespective of the peculiar 
not a line in all his discipline suggesting as ideas of some, I would say, Send more men of 
parson said. The fact is that parson knew the same stamp over to help us to gather in 
the discipline is not widely circulated, hence the thousands upon thousands whom Christ 
worked on the ignorance of his flock to oust has redeemed. You should just have seen 
me out; but I wouldn't go, I had been pushed the remarkable way in which Bro. Pitt 
around so much that I concluded I'd make a adapted himself to every department of this 
stand and face the music. Trustees saw I great latter-day work. I should like for his 
meant business, and coolly sat down listen- equal to reside in the little town of Lydney. 
ing to the discourse. The crowd was with The liberty and freedom with which Bro. 
us. Next day I rented the hall, preached Newton held forth the faith which has again 
two nights to interested growing audiences, been delivered unto the Saints, will not be 
who gave moderate collections, and again forgotten for some time yet to come. 
was fired. The proprietor of hall was a Since opening our new church here, Octo
Presbyterian; I need say no more. The au- ber 8, 1899, three have come into the fold by 
dience was angered; another fight nearly re- baptism, and we· are hopeful of more success 
sulted. as the summer advances. Prejudice runs 

I had lots of friends, but I had to leave high against us; still we are in no way dis
town; no other place to preach; however the c·ouraged, but on the other hand some' count 
seeds of truth were left behind, as I sold it joy that they are worthy to suffer shame 
three Books of Mormon. for his (Jesus') name. 

In due time I arrived at Vernow, the next Bro. A. N. Bishop, of Cardiff, visits us 
town, a" place of considerable importance. twice per month, by direction of our late 
Got a large warehouse free of charge; spent mission president, and his labors are not in 
hours in posting notices of services; held one, vain, but on the other hand, much good is 
and was bounced again by a Presbyterian, an the result thereof. The opening services in 
editor of local press. Another hall in town, connection with the new church were fairly 
but no money to hire it. Things now looked successful. We find ourselves in debt to the 
pretty blue, I was nearly three hundred and extent of one hundred and seventy pounds, 
fifty miles from the nearest body of Saints, and as there are but few who can or who will 
tarrying at hotel, and means getting mighty give of their means to help us, we have 
meager. '.rhe prominent reason urged by agreed to p:~.y five per cent per annum in
editor for my expulsion was that they had terest on this amount and pay twelve pounds 
heard of my work in Chilliwack. Many or more if we can off the principal. 
friends and sympathizers were made. Whilst writing to your valuable columns I 

Having enough money to push on to the would like to know if section 42 Doctrine and 
next town I immediately got under way and Covenants is in force to-day. I know some 
arrived here yesterday, having but sixty will readily admit paragraph 5 is all right, 
cents on hand. Am tarrying at hotel, the which says the elders, priests, and teachers 
only boarding house; no friends nor Saints of this church shall teach the principles of 
here. I have bargained for use of hall, agree- my gospel which are in the Bible and the 
ing to give one half the collections. I preach Book of Mormon, in the which is the fullness 
to-night. Let the work roll on. I of the gospel; and they shall observe the 

In bonds, covenants and church articles to do them," 
D. MACGREGOR etc. Now, to those who believe that portion 
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come with me to verse 10; it reads: "And 
again, if there shall be properties in the 
hands of the church, m· any indivirlt!als of it, 
more than is necessary for their support, 
after this first consecration, which is a resi
due, to be consecrated unto the bishop, it 
shall be kept to administer unto those who 
have not, from time to time, that every man 
who has need may be amply supplied, andre
ceive according to his wants. Therefore, the 
residue shall be kept in my storehouse, to 
administer to the poor and the needy, as 
shall be appointed by the high council of the 
church, and the bishop and his council, and 
for the purpose of purchasing lands for the 
public benefit of the church, and building 
houses of worship," etc. 

Now much has been said of late about the 
gathering. I wonder if those who are scat
tered have done all in their power to get the 
pure and undefiled gospel before their 
friends and neighbors, so that the earth can 
be left without excuse. Query: Is the gos
pel to be preached as a witness? If so, how 
can it be successfully accomplished without 
meetinghouses, or churches, if you will 
have it? Hath not God made of one blood 
all nations to dwell upon the face of the 
earth? That being correct, are we preparing 
ourselves to have equality and all things 
common? I know I am coming to a very 
tender spot in some, but if I understand 
rightly this is a part of the celestial law, and 
he that cannot abide this law will not be 
meet for celestial glory. 

In this country there are some who are 
very much opposed to the missionaries who 
come here time after time from America. 
To .my mind this should cease to exist, as 
there is ample room for all to labor in this 
great cause without being jealous or envious 
of each other. 

Heed the com'mand, ye elders in Israel, 
Come up higher. Lay aside those things 
which will ultimately perish, and come, 
spend your time, your talent, and all the 
powers with which you are endowed in the 
service of God for the building up of his 
church aad kingdom- here upon earth, and 
assist to hasten that day which shall come 
when the will of God shall be done on earth 
as it is done in heaven. If you are faithful, 
eternal will be your glory and great will be 
your reward. 

I humbly ask an interest in the prayers of 
the Saints and hope by God's help to be faith
ful and make my calling and election sure; 
and what I desire for myself I also desire for 
all God's children everywhere. 

Your brother in the gospel, 
HENRY ELLIS. 

ECHO, I, T., March 17. 

Eaitors Herald:-The Herala is truly a wel
comed guest in our home. Were we com
pelled to be deprived of it I am sure we would 
feel like we had lost one of our best friends. 
It has often cheered me in times of darkness, 
when it semed that all my earthly friends 
had deserted me. 

Five years ago to-day I obeyed the blessed 
command of the Lord. Never, since, have I 
regretted this step. I was only twelve years 
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old then, yet I was sure that I was pleasing 
my Savior by obeying his command. The 
truthfulness of this being hia work has been 
proven to me many times since I have been 
in the church. 

There is no branch here. There are about 
eighteen or twenty members, seventeen of 
whom are Lama,nites. We have prayer 
meeting every Sunday afternoon. The Lord 
remembers us, although w~ are weak, being 
deprived of all the privileges of a branch, 
yet the good Father lends his parental care 
to even us. 

I hope and pray that the time is not far off 
when the Lord will open the way here and 
send forth the light of the gospel to the in
habitants of this land. Dear .Rerald readers, 
I ask an interest in your prayers, for all of us 
Sai[\tS in this part of the Lord's vineyard. I 
feel that it is hard to live the life of a true 
Latter Day Saint a.nd be in a scattered con
dition, deprived of the benefits gained from a 
branch. Your Lamanite sister, 

DANA CLARK. 

OzARK, Mo., March 21. 
Editors Herald:-'rhe writer bas had privi

lege of attending the South Missouri confer· 
ence, commencing March 17, ending March 
19. While there I was rebaptized and con
firmed into the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. The reason for 
so doing was because I had gone so far as to 
renounce the restored gospel and the ac· 
cepting of false beliefs and doings of the 
world; and by so doing the writer had thrown 
himself out of the kingdom or Church of 
Christ. Then as baptism is the door of the 
church, it was necessary to be baptized again. 

The writer's experience after getting dis
affected from the church, has taught him a 
greater lesson and has more firmly estab
lished him in the truth. I enjoyed the con· 
ference, and all the Saints seemed joyful 
from the beginning to the end. _ 

Prospects now are flattering for the work 
to be reestablished in this South Missouri 
district. A church will soon be built at 
Springfield and the Sweden branch, and we 
have some little prospects for a church to be 
built here sometime in the n<?ar future. 

I close, bea.ring my testimony a thousand 
stronger than ever to the restored gospel. 

QUINCY ANDERSON. 

WHAT CHEER, Iowa, March 19. 
Eaitors He·rala:-We have a small branch 

of the church here, and are trying to spread 
the good news to others, that those who will 
hear and obey may be benefited by the bless· 
ings contained in the gospel of Christ. 

We have been favored with the labors of 
Elder W. H. Kephart for three weeks, 
preaching fifteen sermons, ten in What Cheer, 
and five in a schoolhouse two miles from town. 
One was convinced of the truth, and was 
baptized; others will obey in time, I believe. 
He makes the truth so plain that some said 
anyone could not help seeing it was the right 
gospel. I hope he will be returned to this 
Des Moines district. He is an able workman 
and has done much good in this district. 

What Cheer is a hard place to get people 

out to hear the gospel; more interest in war 
news and other worldly things. Well did 
Jesus say, "And take heed unto yourselves 
lest at any time your hearts be overcharged 
with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares of 
this life, so that day may come upon you 
unawares. For as a snare shall it come on 
all them that dwell on the face of the whole 
earth." 

May we all watch and· escape all those 
things, is my desire. 

Yours in the gospel, 
PARLEY BATTEN. 

ST. Lours, Mo., March 20. 
Eaitors Herald:-We arrived here from 

Cleveland, Kirtland, and the Ohio conference 
(held at Sharon, Pennsylvania, the 4th and 
5th) on the 9~h, and are sojourning with 
daughter and her husband, Bro. and Sr. Trow
bridge.and the small "bos~" of the household 
Myron B. Glad to meet the friends of 
other days, and have been speaking to good 
audiences both Sundays, although under seri
ous physical embarrassment, as lagrippe 
seems to have "gripped" me about the time 
of my arrival. Am succeeding in loosening 
his hold somewhat, but my stomach is still in 
a st,ate of rebellion against the "mixed drink" 
in use by the denizens of this unfortunate 
city-a combination of Chicago sewage and 
Missouri mud "powerful" enough to strike 
terror to the heart of an individual whose 
habit of drink has been confined to water
just simple water; water that you' can face 
and drink with your eyes open and with con
fidence against disaster. 

The temperance crusader needn't bring his 
song here that tells us of the ''clear, cool, 
sparkling water;" for it isn't here; nothing 
but the terrible thing referred to as an offset 
to beer and bad whisky. 

I have been reading Rev. Sheldon's book, 
while partially confined to the house, and I 
wish he could write another book with a 
title and subject something like this: "What 
would Jesus do with the Mormon problem?" 
At any rate, the Latter Day Saint who has 
read Mr. Sheldon's current daily edition of the 
Topeka Daily Capital is painfully and fully 
aware of the fact that Mr. Sheldon has some 
things to learn about Jesus Christ, and that 
"reform" is needed in the manner and meth
ods of some pious people as well as among 
churchmen, saloon men, or the politicians. 

In current number of Saints' Herala, which 
I have read this morning, Dr. Josiah Strong 
and Rev. William Campbell, "a missionary 
of long service in Utah," states that the 
"Mormons" with one fifteenth of the aggre
gated number of Methodists, Presbyterians, 
and Congregationalists combined had out
numbered them all in making proselytes in a 
given period. 

Mr. Sheldon has, however, in the edition 
of March 15 of his "reform," a "Christian 
newspaper," an article written by "Richard 
Wake," dated in Salt Lake City, entitled, 
"Mormonism at home," in which he states 
that Mormonism is "making but few con
verts in Utah, and losing many;" that "forty 
evangelical churches reporting as to losses 
and gains to and from Mormonism, show that 
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during the history of those churches they 
have lost but nine members perverted to the 
dominant church, while their gains from that 
church equal forty-four. per cent of their 
present membership. The indisputable fact 
that where Mormonism is best known it has 
the least success, is eloquent in condemnation· 
of the system." This writer also states that 
"polygamy is an essential feature of Mor
monism;" that the three especial witnesses 
to the Book of Mormon all apostatized, also 
seven of the apostles, four presidents of 
seventies, high priests, bishops, elders, and 
members who have been excommunicated or 
have withdrawn; there must have been hun
dreds of thousan(j.s, etc. 

From what I have read of Celsus and other 
writers against Jesus and the primitive 
Christian Church, historians who have been 
so often and emphatically denounced by 
modern writers and ''defenders" of Christi
anity, I have concluded that Celsus, Tacitus, 
Gibbon, and others will stand well, if they do 
not have the call, in the judgment day-upon 
many of the "exponents" of Mormonism. 

To state all the facts that common justice 
-to say nothing of Christian charity-de
mands in regard to '·Mormon" history; to 
separate the truth from tbe error by drawing 
the line between the rational, Biblical, 
consistent, and preeminently Christian con
tention maintained by the church up to 1844, 
and the thing found in Utah so diametrically 
hostile, contrary, and opposed to it, is the 
very thing these pious pharisees do not pro
pose at any time to do. 

None know better than themselves that it is 
not polygamy that threatens their decaying 
and indefensible creed and church history; 
but, Brigbamism, "Adam-God," ''blood 
atonement," "polygamy," and the lying ab
surdities of Utah Mormonism are everlast
ingly and always paraded before the world, 
the truth pever being half stated, and so in
terminibly, persistently mixed, history so 
distorted, as to forever if possible prevent 
the hungry, fair-minded investigator and 
searcher after S')metbing they have not from 
finding it in the camp of the enemy. 

The hostility of man-invented religions 
and their beneficiaries has never let up in its 
warfare against the gospel of Jesus Christ, 
and the powerful and legitimately unanswera
ble argument in favor of its restoration, and 
the truth and purity of the Bible exposition
the Book of Mormon, and the revelations 
given: through Joseph Smith. The religious 
world never has nor ever will forgive that 
angel for saying, nor Joseph Smith nor us for 
proving, that ''they are all wrong." 

But "if God be for us, who can" ultimately 
"prevail against us?" is our consolation. His 
presence cheers us in our warfare against the 
strongholds of the adversary and the enemies 
of Christ and his church, and the downfall of 
Babylon, burying with her in shame and the 
just contempt of future history all of her 
abettors and supports. 

The time for General Conference draws 
near, and expectation enlivens many souls. 
If the "unexpected happens" we may all or 
some of us be disappointed in not seeing 
great things accomplished,. 
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The unstable soul feeds on sensationalism, 
but people of g·odly or Christlike character 
are liable to be in conference and association 
with that company of spiritual forces and in
telligences whose power to visit and to bles~ 
is not confined to General Conference assem
blages and long interval or periods of time of 
waiting, but, as "heirs of salvation," are sub
ject to the presence and teachings and glory 
betimes of a sweet and satisfactory and 
profitable "conference" of "ministering 
spir"its" wherever their lot may be cast, or 
the necessities of a real soul hunger and 
thirst after right and righteousness exist. 

"Some have not the knowledge of God," 
said St. Paul to those called to be Saints. 
What a pity it is that we should talk so 
much about, yet know so little of, God, as I 
fear some of us do. 

"Ye worship, ye know not what." How 
many of us, like the Samaritan woman, are 
still in the "sign" and sensational stages of 
religious experience-and what a poor 
stomach we have as yet for the real "bread" 
and "water of life." May the kind and lov
ing Father help us to a faster growth, a more 
devoted and self-denying service. Shall we 
practice in life as well as sing in the assembly 
of Saints, "We love to obey thy commands?" 

Shall our devotion be a J.ip service, or shall 
our love toward Christ be measured by our 
love of and obedience to his law? 

''Nearer, my God, to Thee 

E'en tho' it be a cro!3s that raiseth me., 

I seldom somehow care to sing that, or if I 
do there arises before me the awful picture of 
Cal vary. It is too heroic a song to be sung 
so carelessly as we sometimes sing it. My 
spirit often shrinks at a service far less 
agonizing than that which our divine Lord 
contributed upon that awful day and occasion, 
and I feel it more becoming a true Saint and 
more acceptable to our heavenly Father to 
sing along the line and in harmony with our 
small practices or accomplishment. 

May we learn to be more truly devotional
more consistent, more acceptably so, is my 
prayer. M. H. BOND. 

CHICAGO, Ill., March 21. 
Editm·s Herald:-Our weekly Chicago cor

responding missionary letter has but very 
little to say about the colored missionary in 
this city, and I think it is very necessary 
that our church papers should know how all 
the missionaries get along in this city, 
whether they be black or white; for God has 
no respect to color or persons; so I desire all 
of the Saints abroad to know that the colored 
missionary is not dead, but alive and busy, 
engaged in the Lord's work. 

My protracted meeting, which began Feb
ruary 22, closed March 16, with a rousing 
sermon by Elder F. G. Pitt, our missionary 
lately from England. I did nearly all the 
preaching myself and have a few honest souls 
investigating our claims. I had some nights 
as high as twenty people and as low as three; 
but I had good liberty all the time preaching 
the word of life. God blessed us with good 
luck to capture a very good lady organist, 
and she is a good singer. She came as soon 
?<S I opened our new he1ll, and I know Rhe wa8 
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a Godsend, for we have bad no one for sev
eral months, and I hope to see her a member 
of the church before long. I was talking 
with her last night about uniting with us by 
baptism, and she said she wanted all of the 
truth, so I think that is a good sign. 

Now a word to our missionaries, when they 
come to Chicago: Our mission is No. 508, 
Thirty-seventh Street, West, and you will 
always find a card on the door that will tell 
you where we live. It is very true it may be 
well said of J. M. Terry in his letter, when
ever the missionaries come to this city he 
tries to work them to death; but his scheme 
would not work with Bro. Joseph Smith 
when he was in Chicago, and I thank God be 
did not paEs me by like some of the other 
big fish do when they come to this city. But 
I can truly say of Bro. J. H. Lake, when
ever he is here, J. M. runs him under the 
lake, the big lake, to Lang Mission, in the 
morning- at eleven a. m., and in afternoon, 
across the lake to what be calls ''head
quarters branch," and from there to West 
Puilman, and from there to Mission No. 3, 
Parkside, and from there to railroad train, 
and when Graves Mission No. 1 looks for 
them, I can't see their heels for dust. 

I blame J. M. for all of this, for he is called ~ 

missiomwy in charge. He worked my 
brother, R. C. Evans, from my home, 
Canada, so bard in one day I s'pose he won't 
come back here except he has to come back 
this way to go to heaven; and also Bro. A. 
H. Smith, when be was here; and J. M. 
looked for Bro. Joseph Luff to pass through 
so he could measure out to him the same al
lowance; so be so passed by. So come again, 
R. C. and others, so you can get a good rest. 

So, dear brother, you must change your 
tactics and get off at some way station and 
call on me first, and I will enjoy your com
pany and see that you get rest; for J. M. is 
very greedy and wants the elders all for him
self. 

I feel very thankful for the calls I have re
ceived in the past two years: President 
Joseph Smith, E C. Briggs, J. H. Lake, F. 
M. Cooper, J. S. Keir, H. Peters, Moler, H. 
Soatbwick, F. G. Pitt. 

Those that were here that did not call on 
me: Elder H. C. Smith, Elder Wight, I. N. 
White, R. C. Evans, J. W. McDowell, E. A. 
Goodwin, J. A. Gmnt, Adam Keck, E. L. 
Kelley, Elder Burr, A. H. Smith, F. Mc
Dowell, and others of the missionaries whose 
names I did not get noted; and of course I · 
have an eye to business. 

Now, dear bretbreu, before my letter gefs 
too large, it is one request I must ask while 
the Twelve and the First Presidency are met 
together at General Conference: My poor, 
invalid wife, who has been sick and afflicted 
for twelve years this month, constantly grows 
worse and worse every year. She asks the 
prayers of the Twelve and the whole church 
in her behalf, that if it be God's will to heal 
her through prayet·s she may be healed. 
Surely, Saints, I have had a bard time of it. 
All the church please remember your brother 
in Christ. In bonds, 

G. H. GRAVES. 
P. S.-I nearly forgot to say a word about 

roy miss!o11. H is a very nice halli it will 
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seat about two hundred people; location good, 
and by the way, Bro. S. C. Good is the finest 
paper hanger I ever saw. He both found the 
wall paper and put it on the hall. You bet he is 
a big spoke in the wheel in the Chicago mis
sionary work; and also Bro. Wainright is a 
fine carpenter. He built the platform and 
did other carpenter work in the hall. May God 
speed them along. The writer did the paint
ing and varnishing; so all looks well. Please 
help to pay rent, church, and all will go well 
with me until God opens up the way among 
our people. I want books and papers for 
Sunday school. Will do all I can towards 
them. Please send all mail to No. 3628 
Armour Avenue, rear 3d Flat, Room H. 

G. H. G. 

TEMPLE, Ohio, March 20. 
Editm·s Herald:-A friend to the latter

day work has just reached the limit of 
earthly experience and gone to her rest. 
Mrs. Laura San born, widow of Alden E. 
Sanborn, came to Kirtland in 1823, being 
then nine years old. She was therefore ac
quainted with the general workings of 
church progress and declension, during the 
period of seventy years. She is said to have 
always expressed her mind freely in its favor 
and in support of its chief advocates. 

We visited her in November last by re
quest of the Church Historian to obtain some 
evidence respecting a statement made by Dr. 
Philastus Hurlbut connecting Sidney Rigdon 
and the Spalding story as the basis of the 
Book of Mormon; and although she was very 
feeble, and could talk but little, yet she 
seemed to remember with clearness a state
ment made by him to the effect that "he 
[Dr. Hurlbut] never could connect Sidney 
Rigdon with the Spalding Story and make 
that thing the basis of the Book of Mormon; 
but he made it tell like h-1 on the Mor
mons." She seemed pleased to be able to 
make affidavit to the statement, and thus 
extend a word of favor to the truth. 

In her presence her son stated that she 
was always glad of an opportunity to speak a 
favorable word for the church. Another of 
her sons said: "Had it not been for Mother's 
feeble health for the last few years, she 
would have united with your people." 

She was respected and loved by all who 
make mention of her, and so a mother has 
departed, a historical witness has left the 
stand; but her testimony will still live, be
ing supported by works of righteousness. 

By her request we addressed those who as
sembled to pay their respect to her remains. 
She died March 14, being eighty-five years 
old. 

We are having all the word March denotes 
as far as weather is concerned; four degrees 
below zero on the night of the 14th. 

HENRY C. SMITH. 

Organizers of the new Sheldon Jackson 
Presbyterian College at Salt Lake City an
nounce that they have no disposition to 
attack Mormons, but recognize their right 
to believe and teach what they please, leaving 
correction to the State if laws are violated. 
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Mothars' HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

•·Lord of the universe, shield us and guide us; 
Trusting thee always, through shadow and sun. 

Thou hast united u•; who shall divide us? 
Keep us, 0 keep us, the many in one I" 

HOW TO READ. 
Every one supposes he knows hqw to read, 

and most people enjoy reading; but the most 
people also do cursory reading, and a great 
deal of it. People read too much and think 
too little. It is like eating everything and 
digesting nothing, and in time disastrous re
sults follow the practice. 

To get all out of an article or poem that 
the author endeavored to put there, is the 
secret of profitable reading, and in order to 
do this we must stop to think. This con
sumes a little more time, but the result of 
reading and thoroughly sensing one good 
article is worth more than the hasty reading 
of a whole book. In the author's mind is 
much that the incompleteness of language 
fails to express. If we can think it out, and 
take the intended tTuths home to our hearts, 
we will find a hitherto unknown charm in 
reading, and the truths expressed will go 
deep into the heart, and its influence will be 
feltfor good in the life of the reader. 

For example, take the young girl reading 
the description of an affectionate scene in 
the modern novel. Will she not pause to 
fully digest that? She will place herself in 
the scene, and we are safe to say she fully 
comprehends the author's thought. Then 
let her give the same thought to the words, 
and as completely grasp the meaning wher
ever she. reads, and her mind will develop, 
and (it being understood that she chooses 
only good reading) her life will be benefited, 
and Ehe will be enabled to comprehend the 
feelings, the hopes and sorrows of others, 
and her sympathy will be aroused for her 
suffering brothers and sisters, and charity 
will then develop, and how far will the good 
influence extend? Think it out. When we 
sing, 

"My times are in thy hand; 
My God, I wish them there,'' 

comprehend the full significance of what we 
say, and let it voice the sentiment of the soul. 
In this way "The songs of the righteous are 
a prayer" indeed. When we listen to that 
prayer: "That they may eat in remembrance 
of the body of thy Son, and witness unto 
thee, 0 God, the eternal Father, that they 
are willing to take upon them the name of 
thy Son, and always remember him and keep 
his commandments," etc.; let us each take it 
home to the heart, ·and think-think seri
ously of the witness we make unto the 
Father. There is deep meaning there-more 
than the simple words signify. 

In this age of rush and hurry, there is so 
much good lying everywhere about us, that we 
have no time to appreciate-flowers bloom 
unheeded about our feet, overlooked in our 
effort to keep pace with the onward move. 
Unnumbered blessings and beauties inhabit 

this world with man; and could he only take 
time to look about him and appreciate them, 
and live worthy of the gifts .so freely be
stowed, contentment and happiness would 
not have to be searched for in the foreign 
clime-we could all find it under our own 
humble eaves. AGNES KECK. 

PLANo, Illinois, February 26. 

THERE IS NO UNBELIEF. 

There is no unbelief; 
Whosoever plants a seed beneath the sod 
And waits to see it push away the clod, 

He trusts in God. 

Whoever says when clouds are in the sky, 
Be patient, heart, light breaketh by and by, 

Trusts the Most High. 

Whoever sees 'neath winter's field of snow 
The silent harvest of the future grow 

God's power must know. 

Whoever lies down on his couch to sleep, 
Content to lock each sense in slumber deep, 

Knows God will keep. 

Whoever says, ''To-morrow," "the Un
known," 

"The future," trusts that power alone 
He dares disown. 

The heart that looks on when the eyelids 
close· 

And dares to live when life has only woes; 
God's comfort knows. 

There is no unbelief, 
And day by day and night unconsciously 
The heart lives by that faith that lips deny

God knoweth why.-"-Bul'wer. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Bro. W. R. Elston, of Texas, writes: "I 
have been afflicted with partial paralysis of 
my limbs for about six months; can scarcely 
walk, and desire the prayers of the Prayer 
Union, that if it is the Lord's will I may be 
healed." 

PROGRAM FOR APRIL MEETINGS OF DAUGH
TERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, 72 Saints' Harp. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, Psalm 19. Discussion of 
select reading in .Home Column. Roll call. 
Business. Closing hymn, 59 Saints' Harp. 
Dismissal prayer. 

8undau 8nhool Dapartmant 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

"SHOWING PUPILS HOW TO PREP ARE 
THEIR WORK." 

In our various conventions we have fre
quently discussed the methods for the super
intendent and teachers to pursue in the 
preparation of their work, but as yet little 
has been said as to that which is expected of 
the pupil. Is it tbat we do not fully realize 
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the importance of the pupil in the Sunday 
school? Although without the superintend
ent and teachers it would not be possible to 
conduct a Sabbath school, neither would it 
be possible to conduct the school without .the 
pupil; and for the benefit of the pupil is it 
that the various officers are laboring. But 
they cannot be successful without the coop
eration of the pupil. How many of the 
teachers pause to think that the reason this 
cooperation is not given them by all is be
cause the pupil knows not how, rather than 
because he is unwilling to give it; and, show
ing him how, ,teachers, is a duty which be
longs to you. 

Do not seek excuse for neglecting this duty 
by saying that this ·is. something to which 
the parents at home can attend. Many of 
our Sunday school children are those whose 
parents care too little for the spiritual growth 
of their little ones to so much as attempt 
teaching them their Sabbath• school lesson. 
Such children are often anxious to prepare 
and be able to deliver well the lessons mapped 
out in the QuwrtM·ly. But they fail to do 
this, and their teacher, at times, becomes 
discouraged and wonders why those pupils 
whom he knows respect and love him fail to 
do their part in making the Sabbath school a 
success. 

Before laying the blame on yout• pupils, 
search yourself and see if in any way you are 
at fault. Perhaps in asking yourself this one 
simple question you will discover the diffi
culty: "Do I explain to my pupils the way I 
wish them to prepare their lessons?" Have 
you ever heard a teacher in the schoolroom 
thus interrogated? "How shall we prepare 
this lesson?" The child knew well the lesson 
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words mechanically, which in a short time 
they have lost forever. 

The older pupils may be instructed to pre
pare their lessons so as to be able to tell it in 
story form, not simply answer the questions 
printed in the quarterly, also to express 
their own opinions upon all subjects, espe
cially those on which there is room for doubt 
in the child's 111ind as to its real meaning. 
Many persons, however, experience difficulty 
in expressing their thoughts readily. We 
frequently hear an attempt at relating some 
part of the lesson ended·with, "Well, I know, 
but I can't tell." If you have such a pupil 
you may, by encouraging him to rehearse his 
lessons to those at home, help him in over
coming this difficulty. 

Insist that each of your pupils, though he 
may study his lesson with another, does ev
erything for himself. Although a little time 
can be saved if he looks up one reference 
while his sister searches for another, he will 
have failed to gain the qualities of self-reli
ance, perseverance, and thoroughness. 

Do not allow your pupils to be content 
with using the Bible and Quarterly alone. 
Encourage them to obtain and use all such 
helps as Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Cove
nants, books of authentic history; in fact, 
anything that pertains to the principal 
thought in the lesson. This plan may prove 
an incentive to develop and widen the under
standing as well as acquaint them with the 
church works and encourage them to obey 
the divine command, "Search the Scrip-
tures." CLARA BAD HAM ROBERTS. 

For Fremont district convention. 

was to be prepared, but how it was to be pre- ·BOOKS IN A LIBRARY. 
pared, was a problem too difficult for him to The library of a Sunday School should not 
solve. Just so in the Sunday school; we be considered in the light of an educational 
must not only tell our pupils what to do, but institution alone, with food for the brain but 
how to do it. Then, and not until then, will none for the soul. And much less should it 
he take delight in doing it. be, as is too often the case, a collection of 

Someone will urge that the lack of time useless books whose contents serve no other 
prevents him showing his pupils concerning purpose than <•that of entertaining for the 
the preparation of the. following lesson. time and which give no food for after
True, the time given for the discussion of thought. 
the lesson is very limited; but we shall ad- There are at least four classes whose needs 
vance most surely when we have learned to should be considered when selecting books 
be content in making haste slowly. Locke for the library-the student, the youth, the 
says: "The chief art of learning is to at- ·toiler, and the child. The needs of the stu
tempt but little at a time." dent should first be supplied, and the library 

It. would be impracticable to prescribe a should be stored with good books for refer
set of rules the following of which will pro- ence on all subjects in which a Bible student, 
duce the ·desired results. Each teacher a Sunday school scholar, or a minister would 
must use his own individuality in suiting be interested. The works of noted commen
unto his pupils their required needs, but we tators, histories, maps, a Bible dictionary, 
may be able to make a few suggestions which etc. 
will be of benefit to him. To provide for the needs of the tired moth-

In glancing over our present Primary Quar- ers who have but a few moments at one time 
terlies the first golden text to meet our eyes is, to read, and have no unneeded energy which 
"The Son of Man came to save that which they may spend in study, for such, this li
was lost." If the Sunday previous to the brary, wbose aim is to benefit all, should 
recital of this lesson the teacher explains to furnish books clear and comprehensible, 
her pupils "who the Son of Man" is, and interesting and instructive. They must be 
what is meant by "that which was lost," written in a style which does not require a 
then when they learn that sentence, those second reading, nor perfect attention to 
words as they repeat them over and over glean the thought. Still they should be 
during the week will convey to their little teeming with good lessons, fresh from the 
minds some meaning. The thought will be one gre.at teacher. 
i.mpressed upon them and they will retain it. The characters should not be those sur
They will not have learned to repeat those · rounded by luxury, with no cares but those 
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imposed by society. Such books may have 
their place in some unawakened mind. But for 
the weary housewife with innumerable cares, 
such ideas are only fruitful of discontent. 
Let the characters be those homelike ones 
whose trials might easily be her own, but 
those who have the wisdom and ability to 
overcome each difficulty. Such books may 
be found in the writings of Mrs. Alden, Becca 
Middleton Sampson, Mrs. Mulock Craik. 
Among the good books in this line al'e "The 
Endless Chain;" "A Devotee and a Darling;" 
"Prince of the House of David:" "Ester 
Ried;'' "Titus;" and "Chautauqua Girls at 
Home." 

For the youth whose habits are not yet 
formed and who has no particular taste for 
reading, the librarian must have at hand 
books which are attractive, even fascinating, 
but which contain only the purest thoughts 
and incentives to a noble life. The young 
usually have no desire to read or to hear lec
tures. What they read must be of a different 
character. Books on natural history, biog
raphies of good men, and stories of such 
writers as Miss Alcott, Rose Carey, Holmes, 
Irving, or Roe will reach most youths in our 
schools. IDA SKANK CASTER. 

For Fremont district convention. 

GonferBnBB Mintltss. 
SOUTH MISSOURI. 

Conference convened with Bruner branch, 
at John's Mill, Missouri, March 17; H. 
Spading chosen to preside, J. C. Chresten
sen secretary.· Branch reports: Spring
field, 95. Pomona 62. Woodside, no change. 
Sweden 78. Bruner report returned to 
branch. Elders H. Sparling and J. C, 
Chrestensen reported. Priests Sidney N. 
Gray, G. W. Boatman, M. L. Da.vis, and W. 
G. Hodges, reported. Bishop's agent, H. 
Sparling, reported: Paid out $75; received 
in tithing $17 50; di.Je agent $57.50. Financial 
r,ecretary, J. C. Chrestensen, reported on hand 
last report $5.21; receipts $2. 75; balance on 
hand $7 .96. A letter from A. J. Fletcher to 
C. H. Merritt in reference to Elder J. R. 
Wedlock was read and referred back to 
Bruner branch for action. The case of 
QL1incy Anderson was settled by him return
ing to the church during conference by bap
tism at his request. Delegates to General 
Conference: W. R. Pickering, W. P. Boot
man, Sidney N. Gray, Jr., H. Sparling, J. C. 
Chrestensen, Jane Pickering, Sll.lly Spang
ler, and Mary Boatman; those present em
powered to cast the full vote. A motion 
that priests, teachers, and deacons should be 
exofficio members of General Conference was 
lost. Preachi.ng by Sidney N. Gray, Jr., 
and Henry Sparling. Adjourned to meet 
with Sweden branch in the Saints' new 
chapel, five miles east of Ava, July 7, at ten 
a.m. 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Dist.rict conference convened at Idylwild, 

Kansas, March 17; J. F. McClure president, 
Nettie C, Job secretary, pro. tern. Branches 
reporting: Blue Rapids 76; loss 1. Rural 
Dale 35. Beloit 54; loss 1. Solomon River 
15. Idylwild 99; gain 6. Homestead 50; 
gain 27. Scandia 20. Ministry reporting: 
Eiders W. S. Pender, 0. B. Thomas, J. F. 
McClure, A. Kent, W. H. Mannering, L. F. 
Johnson, S. V. Pratt. Elders acting as 
priests: V. F. Rogers and J. S. Goble. 
Priest, Frank J. Pierce. Delegates to Gen· 
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eral Conference: William Lander~, John 
Soderstadt, W. S. Pender, W. H. Mannering, 
J. M. Brown, A. Z. Smith, W. Ackleson, Sr. 
Nelson, Ella Landers. Adjourned to meet 
the first Saturday of the next reunion. 

Slfndau 8Ghool llssociations. 
NORTHWEST KANSAS. 

Suoday school association convened at 
Idylwild, Kansas, March 17; Sarah Scott su
perintendent pro tern., Nettie C. Joh secre
tary pro tern. Schools reporting: Zion's 
Hope, Blue Rapids. Greenleaf, Bloomfield, 
Hope, Zion's Hope, Union Sunday school offi
cers elected: Superintendent, Nettie C. Joh; 
assistant superintendent, Zelona Smith; sec
retary, Ella Landers; treasurer, Emma Snow. 
Delegates to General Association: W. S. 
Pender, W. H. Mannering-, W. Ackleson, J. 
M. Brown, William and Ella Landers, A. Z. 
Smith, Sr. Nelson, John Soderstadt. Con
vention adjourned. 

~1iscellansolfs Department. 
REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL 

CONFERENCE. 
CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSOCIATION, ETC. 
Ad vices from the Chairman of the Central 

Passenger Association, dated March 23, give 
notice of reduction of rates over its lines of 
road to the coming General Conference and 
General Conventions, Lamoni, Iowa, April 5-
20, 1900. . 

"The territory of the Central Passenger 
Aesociat.ion ... is bounded on the east by 
Pittsburg, Salamanca, Buffalo, and Toronto; 
on the north by the line of and including 
points on, the Grand Trunk Railway, from 
Toronto to Port Huron, thence vi~ Lakes 
Huron and Michigan to Chicago; on the 
west by Peoria, Keokuk, Quincy, Hannibal, 
St. Louis, and Cairo; and on the south by the 
Ohio River, but including points on either 
side of that river." 

The following-named lines of railroads in 
its territory agree to the reduction of one 
and one third fare for the round trip. 

Each of the following companies, namely: 
Allegheny Vall<'y R'y, Ann Arbor R. R., B. 
& 0 R. R., B. & 0. S. W. R R., C.&O R'y, 
C. & E. I. R. R , Chicago & Ede and Erie R. 
R., C. I. & L R'y, C. & M. V. R R., Cincin
nati Northern R'y, C. H. & D. R'y, C. C. C. & 
St. L. R'y. C. L & W. R'y, C. T. & V. R R., 
C. P. & St. L. R'y, C. A. & C. R'y, C. N. 0. 
& T. P. R'y Co., C. & M. R'y, C. S & H. R 
R., D. A. V. & P.R. R., D. & C. N. Co., D. & 
L. N. R'y, E & I. R R , E. & T. H. R R., F. 
Ft. W. & W. R'y. G. R & I. R'y. G T. R'y 
System, Hocking Valley R'y, I. D. & W. R'y, 
I. I. & I. R. R, J. & St. L. R'y, L. S. & M.S. 
R'y, L. E. & St. L. Con. R'y, L. & N. R.. R., 
L. E. & W. R R., L. H. & St.. L. R'y, Mich. 
Central R. R., Mobile & Ohio R. R, N.Y. C. 
& St. L R. R, N. & W. R'y, Ohio Central 
Lines, Ohio Southern R R. 0. & L. K. R. R., 
Ohio River R R., P. D. & E. R'y, Pcmna. 
Lines, Pere Marquette R. R., Pitts., Besse
mer & Lake Erie R. R , P. & L. E. R. R., P. 
& W. R'y. Pittsburg, Lisbon & Western R'y, 
St. L. C. & St. P. R'y, T. P. & W. R'y, T. St. 
L & K. C. R R, Vandalia Line, Wabash R. 
R., W. & L. E R. R. 

The same general rules already published 
govern the reduction in rate, except that 
tickets costing less than seventy-five cents 
will not be included. 

Tickets must be purchased from April 2-7 
(not earlier than the 2d and not later than 
the 7th); except where rules of local roads 
permit earlier purchasE, when necessary, for 
delegates to reach destination by opening 
date; which may be le;l.rned by local inquiry. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Passengers pay full fare on going passage 
and obtain a separate certificate with every 
ticket purchased, which when countersigned 
at Lamoni will entitle purchaser to return 
fare, unlimited, over the same route as going 
journey, at one third regular fare, up to 
April 24. 

All interested will take notice that accord
ing to notices published to date, reduced rates 
h.ave been granted by the New England, 
Trunk Line, Southeastern, Central, and 
Western Passenger Associations; the South
western (covering some, but not all, lines in 
the State of Texas) declining only because of 
limited attendance from its territory. 

All the associations named above have 
agreed to the chang-e in dates for purchase 
of going tiekets; namely, from April 2-7. 

R. S. SALYARDS. Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, Iowa, March 24, 1900. 

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT. 
Whereas, the great and supreme Ruler of 

the universe has in his infinite wisdom re
moved from among us our worthy and es
teemed brother, John M. Terry, Jr.; and 
whereas, the intimate acquaintance with his 
parents in this branch makes it eminently 
befitting that we record our appreciation of 
him; therefore, be it resolved, that the sud
den removal of such a life leaves a vacancy 
and a shadow that will be deeply realiz'"d by 
all the members of this branch, and will 
prove a serious loss to the community in 
which he lived. Resolved, that with deep 
sympathy with the bereaved parents of the 
deceased we express our hope that even so 
great a loss to us all may be overruled for 
good by him who doeth all things well. Be 
it further resolved, that a copy of these reso
lutions be sent to the Saints' Herald for pub
lication, and a copy be forwarded to the 
bereaved parents. 

Adopted by the Stewartsville branch, 
March 25, 1900. 

GEO. A. SUMMERFIELD, Clerk. 

BORN. 
·MOORE.- Near Pollock, Missouri, Feb

ruary 3, 1900, to Bro. Milo G. and Sr .. Al
manci.e Moore, a son. Blessed at home March 
8, by Elder Robt. M. Elvin, and named Leo. 

HILL -At Somerville, Massachusetts, Oc
tober 30, 1899, to Oscar W. and Sr. Annie 
Hill, a son, and named David Henry, blessed 
December 24, by Elder M. H. Bond. 

EAMES -At Providence, Rhode Island, 
.January 25, 1899, to Mr. Canly D. and Sr. 
Emma Smith Eames, a daug-hter, and named 
Claire Agusta. Blessed December 27, by 
Elders M. H. Bond and R. Bullard. 

REEVES.--At St. Louis, Missouri, Feb
ruary 4, 1900, to George and Sr. Mary L. 
Reeves, a daughter, and named Helen Ger
trude. Blessed March 11, by Elders M. H. 
Bond and J. C. Hitchcock. 

DIED. 

REESE.-A t Pleasanton, Iowa, March 11, 
1900, Elder Abram Reese, aged 76 years,. 5 
months, and 18 days. He was born in Gla
morganshire, Wales, September21, 1823; mar
ried in 1844, and came to America in 1855. 
He and his wife accepted the restored gospel 
in 1848; but when they arrived in St. Louis, 
they learned the evils of Utahism and went 
no further west. In 1867 they were con
vinced of the truth, as preached by the elders 
of the Reorganized Church, and Bro. Reese 
united with it. Thenceforth he was an 
active worker in St. Loui8 and vicinity, 
preaching, presiding, and baptizing until 
their removal to Pleasanton in October, 1881. 
Eight children were born to this couple, 
oniy three remain. By all who knew him 
Bro. Reese was held in honor for his up
rightness, strict integrity, and kind deeds. 
After fiity-six years of companionship the 
aged widow is greatly bereaved, but expects 
soon to join him on the other side. By his 
request, made some years ago, Bro. H. A. 
Stebbins was called to preach the sermon. 
The Saints' chapel was filled with friends 
and neighbors. Elder Duncan Campbell as
sisted and had charg·e of the service8. 

FISH.-At the home of Mr. James M. Ash
croft, near Mallard, Iowa, March 12, 1900, 
Bro. John Fish, aged 24 years, 11 months, 
and 27 days. Bro. John was baptized July 
16, 1899; was presidAnt of Mallard Zion's Re
ligio Society at death. His bride of less than 
a week, father, mother, brothers and sisters 
are almost heartbroken, notwithstanding 
they have hope in Christ. Services were 
conducted at the home by Elder C. E. Butter
worth, assisted by the pastor of M. E. Church, 
and funeral sermon at ihe Saints' chapel at 
Mallard, by Elder C. E. Butterworth, as
sisted by Elder Ed ward Ford. Both services 
were largely attended, as everybody who 
knew John seemed to love him. 

ASKINS.-At his home irl Gray Township, 
Huron County, Ontario, on NovEomber 5, 1899, 
Bro. John Askins; the Episcopal minister of 
Brussells conducted funeral services. He 
was respected by his neighbors and was al
ways reliable in business; quiet in manner, 
and esteemed among his ea::-ly associates. 
When he lived in Halton County he was a 
good Saint, and the last time be met in sac
rament meetlng was in June; he bore a good 
testimony, expressing his hope of eternal 
life and of continuing faithful to the end. He 
was born February, 1885, in Trafalgar Town
ship, Halton County, Ontario; baptized Oc
tober 31, 1864; ordained a teacher November 
21, 1865. 

EVERETT.-Bro .. John Everett, died March 
21, 1900. Born in Norfolk, England, March 
25, 1820, he tarried eighty years, lacking 
four days. Miss M. A. Smith became Mrs. 
Everett April 27, 1843, and faithfully, side by 
side, have they abode for nearly fifty-seven 
years. Nine children are the fruitage of 
their union. In 1849 he received the gospel 
and in 1853 emigrated to Utah. Like many 
others, they soon discovered the difference 

EATON.-A t Deer Isle, Maine, February 22, between the church precepts in England and 
1900, Elzinea C., wife of Edwin Eaton, aged church practices in Ute-h. Faith shattered 
20 years and 10 months. She was baptized and hope destroyed, they came to Nebraska. 
May 24, 1896. A husband is left to mourn. Unsatisfied and seif-criticising, he feared 
Funeral at Saints' chapel, by J. J. Billings they had judgred too hastily, therefore again 
and friends. visited the West. But more tangible were 

ROBIN8.-At Deer Isle Reach, March 3, the evidences, and more certain the conclu-
1900, Nellie F., daughter of J. H. and Myrtle sions that whatever of good might once have 
Robins, aged 8 months and 3 dayR. Funeral distinguished the church in England, the 
at house, by J. J. Billings and S. Eaton. church in Utah did not possess it now, 

MANCHESTER.-On March 7, 1900, Bro. nor seem to desire it. They there
William Manchester departed this life. He fore turned there baeks again on the 
was an aged veteran, being 86 years and 3 fallen Mecca of their ambitions and hopes, 
months old. But we feel that he is entitled and settled within a few ·miles of Nebraska 
to a "crown of life," having "been faithful, City. There they ag-ain he11rd the ''old, old 
unto death." Funeral services were held in story," as told by Henry Kemp and J. W. 
Saints' church in Kennebec, in town of Waldsmith; and Bro .. John said, "That has 
Machias. the. ring tbe gospel had in my native land." 

BROOKS.-At Arlington, Iowa, February He cast his lot with God's people, and was 
26, 1900, of diphtheria, Wallace, youngest faithful even unto death. Funeral services 
son of Bro. D. S. and Sr, Sadie Brooks, of the conducted by Elder M. H .. Forscutt, assisteq 
same place. by E;lder J, W, Wal.dsmith, 
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(Continued from page two of Cover.) 

"Modern Protestantism is no longer 
in a situation to demand obedience to 
its confessions and spirit. It lives still 
only by its inconsistencies and thrives 
only by its illogical. compromises." 
To this the great Protestant Reichsbote 
(Berlin) replies: "We do not envy 
the Catholic Church her consistency 
and her mechanical infallibility as a 
means of securing agreement and har
mony in her own ranks. This is noth
ing but the principle of brutal force, 
and not moral suasion. "-Translations 
made for '1 he Literary Digest, March 10, 
1900. 

THE CONFERENCE OF 1900. 
LAMONI, lOW A. 

The General Conference will meet at La
moni, April 6. It is time to consider how to 
get there. The Wabash Railroad is the great 
connecting link betwen the East and the 
West. It is the through line from Buffalo, 
Niagara Falls, and Detroit to Chicago. In 
addition, it has a line from Toledo and Kan
sas City, by way of St Louis, as well as via 
Decatur, Springfield, and Jacksonville. The 
Wabash runs free reclining chair cars on all 
through trains. For map and any other in
formation, write F. A. Palmer, A. G. P. A., 
97 Adams St., Chicago. 13·2t 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iow11,. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
81.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
IJample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

'I'he traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
IIIOlicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
.,_ons, and assist the publishing department. 

.Address communications for publication to the 
llllditors. · 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
phanges of address, etc., should be addressed to 
J'rank Oriley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
irafts on .Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
elass mail matter.) 

T.lliAlHi.lliRl:';' BlBLE. "The \SeU
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6b8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ........•••. $2 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers ..••.•••••••••••.••. $ 35 
Cloth • • •. .. .• •• •• •. .. .• •. •• •• •• • 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 30 and !;() 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

IS ' 
OL.3 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immedTately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, aud gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .................•.•••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia.. . . . . . • • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible. . .. • • 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .................••..•••... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . • . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible • • • • • • 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper ............................ $0 25 
Cloth ••••••e•••••••••••••••••••• 85 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides .••••••. $2 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 2 50 
With music only .. • • • • • • • • .. .. .. • 1 2!1) 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Boek 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 71> 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . • • • 1 25 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 80 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . • • 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ......•.................... $0 '11) 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records .$2 50 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. I D. F. NICHOLSON, 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSOI{,.j 
Ass't Cashier. MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Ineorpmrated under the laws of' the State o:f Iowa, July 1, 1S9S. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, ®133,032.34; Ju:aareh 1, 1900, 11!1153,291..~4. 

We pay interest on time deposit~. and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald !eaders. All 
letters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. D~rect all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

§TOCKHOJ",DEiRS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Ander•on, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
FOR SALE, 

Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

7 Acre Farm 
of nice sm')oth land, a half-mile from church, 
business ce11ter, and schools; with HOUSE 20 x 28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. bigh, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24 x 24. ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x 20 f~., 10ft. h1gh. 
Corncrib chicken house, two wells, c1stern, cellar, 
orchard ~nd small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN tlCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

------·~--
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 

JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
n.ow ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 

. new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of th~ 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
~nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. . . . . . . • . . 3 00 

SOUTH 8IDR BARBRR SHOP. 
Call and see the proprietor and get a good 

hair cut and shave. My work is of the b~st. 
Local residence ten years. Laundry in con-
nection. F. A. BLACK. 

VVILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Qnit-to-bac has cured hnndreds of others, if you 

ue, tobacco and want to· quit, why delay longer? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with P08ITIVE GUAR· 
AN TEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
R'l'AMPS taken. Address, 
- (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

~--------------------
S1.1m::ession in Church Presidency, 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incioentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
~lusi vely established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co .. IOWA. 

FURNITURE ST~RE F~R SALE! 
t(T LAMONI:. IOWA. 

- I C Will sell the stock with the building, or without the building to suit the purchaser. The stock 
consists of all kinds of Furniture, Undertaking Goods, Carpets, Shades, Mouldings, Sewing :Machines, 
etc. The business was established in 1885, and has always enjoyed a good patronage. This is the only 
store of the kind in Lamoni, and is an excellent opportunity for the right party. ·The stock will now 
invoice about $4,000. Satisfactory reason for wanting to sell furnished on application. Call on or 
write at once to the owner, 

W. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa. 

CoMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI,. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

80 
ACRE FARM..FOR SALE. Twoandone 

half miles from Lamoni, Iowa. Good 
story and a half house; barn, granary, 

· crib, sheds, large hog-tight pasture, three 
wells, orchard, and shade trees. Well set to timo
thy. An excellent small stock farm. For terms 
and further information, address, 

MRS. NELLIE HANSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICiil, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HA 'liVS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
not traceable to the original church organi· 
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 

ECE, 
Lll!AONI, IOWA. · 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
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there is a perfunctory effort made to j were in every case firmly supported 
receive Communion during paschal by the troops of Vice-Governor 
time; but even then, in most parishes, Rjewski, who assembled the audience 
more than half the population to- by force. 
tally disregard the law. Yet the mass The Czar is the real head of the 
of the Russian people are religious, church and the master of its destinies. 

MISCELLANEous DEPARTMENT: after a fashion. Like most Oriental The fact is painfully recognized in the 
Donations to Graceland.--. · · · .... · · .214 peoples they are deeply imbued with widespread servility that makes the 
Minnesota Reunion . -- ·- · ·- · · · · · · · 215 a sort of contemplative piety. In the Russian hierarchy. the most syco
Reduced Railway Rates to General peasant's cabin as well as the prince's phantic in Europe. 'Nowhere else,' 
·Conference·······-····· · · · · · · · · · · · -215 palace gilt icons, or images of the says Aksakoff, the able Panslavist 

CoNFERENCE MINUTES: Blessed Virgin and saints, share with writer, •can be found such fear of 
Kirtland···························· .2l5 that of the .Czar the places of honor. truth as in our spiritual hierarchy. 
Southern California.·········· · · · · · 215 In spite of ignorance, apathy, and And the chief cause of it all is that we 
St. Louis.············ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -215 Protestant propagandism, devotion to have so little belief in the power of 

MOTHERS' HOME CoLUMN: the saints has always kept a firm bold truth. Our church is a vast and un-
I Can Trust · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .216 on Russian life; it is the one Christian reliable flock with the police for a 

ORIGINAL PoETRY: practice that stands out most lumin- shepherd, an institution that may be 
The Missionary's Trust.····· · · · · · · .216 ously amidst the spiritual wreckage useful in the interests of the state. 

BJsHoP·s ANNUAL REPORT OF RE- with which the Photian schism has But it must never be forgotten that 
CEIPTS AND ExPENDI'l.'UREs. ·-· · · · · · · · .217 strewn the East. the church is a kingdom where the 

"The religious apathy at home has moral law ought not to be violated, 
SPIRITUAL PARALYSIS IN THE its counterpart in the feeble attempts and where infidelity to principle 

RUSSIAN CHURCH. at missionary work abroad. 'l'bough ought not to remain unpunished. And 
No more striking evidence of what the Muscovite eagles have been borne in Russia, instead of the spirit that 

across Siberia to the Pacific little has makes alive, we have an atmosphere 
a church may become under the domi- been done to spread Christianity in of death, and the sword of the Spirit 
nation of the civil power can be had their track. has become 'rusty, overawed by the 
than by contemplation of the Russian "It is fifty years since the late Mr. material sword of the state, and at 
schismatic church to-day. There is Palmer, of Magdalen College, Oxford, the gates of the church, instead of 
an article in the Catholic World Maga- in a letter to the Russian student M. the angels of God, the guardians are 
zine for April, by Rev. Joseph Boyle, Khomiakoff, severely impeached the gendarmes and police.' · 
which makes a revelation of the ineffi- utter indifference shown by the Or- "The outlook for the future is far 
ciency of the clergy, as well as the tbodox Church towards the duty of from hopeful. It excites bitter mis
degradation of the people, as a direct converting the heathen. The im- givings amongst those best qualified 
result of a church that exists simply peachment bas lost none of its force to judge, and most interested in the 
to bolster up a civil authority. for anything that has been done in the welfare of the Russian Church. 

Aksakoff says: "Our church is a meantime. The propaganda under- Amongst those who have lifted their 
vast and unreliable flock with the po- taken in Japan has yielded no tangi- voices against the aggressive agen
lice for a shepherd, and in Russia ble results. In Siberia the attempts cies of irreligion, and there are many 
instead of the spirit that makes alive to evangelize the Buryates who dwell such, two distinct currents of opinion 
we have an atmosphere of death. near Lake Baikal have not weaned are visible. A small party, strong in 
The sword of the spirit has become these people from their Buddhism. its intelligence but sadly hampered 
rusty, overawed by the material The tribes of the Ostyaks, and some in its freedom of action by police su
sword of the state." The article goes of the Samoyeds, accepted baptism pervision, follows the lead of the 
on to say:- under the gentle suasion of bayonets, Abbe Tolstoi, and sees in a reunion 

"With its pastors falling a prey to but their Christianity continues to be with the Holy See the only hope of 
such sterilizing tendencies, it would more than three fourths paganism. infusing fresh life and vigor into the 
be surprising to find religion an active As if to emphasize the utter hollow- worn-out forces of 'Orthodoxy.' The 
force in the life of the people. No ness of all this belated zeal, we had larger body of opinion, however, 
attempt at definite religious instruc- the spectacle, some years ago, of gravitates towards the enthusiasts 
tion is ever made. The elementary whole villages going over to Moham- who still believe in the inherent re' 
catechism, drawn up by command of medanism. The movement of apos- sources of Holy Russia if she were 
Peter the Great, remains the only tasy among individual Russians set free from the long frost of her 
source of enlightenment. The peas- residing in the missionary sphere political bondage. In the immediate 
ant's knowledge of dogma does not still continues, but the defections en future, at all events, these aspirations 
get much beyond the elementary facts masse have been checked, thanks to are hardly likely to be realized. The 
of curiously reversed importance con- the zeal that occasionally prompts the church has become too handy an in
tained in the Russian saying: 'The Czar's soldier to play the role of mis- strument in the schemes of autocracy 
Czar is in St. Petersburg, and God is sionary on his own account. In the to be left at liberty to attend to her 
in heaven.' Superstition is rife in foreign mission field, as at home, it is own mission. And should the rlay of 
every grade of society. Amongst the the soldier behind the preacher that her deliverance ever arrive, it is the 
upper classes magic appears to be proves the most fruitful instrument deliberately expressed forecast of the 
regularly practiced. Tbe administra- of conversions. M. 'rchiakowski, in historian Pogodin that 'one half of 
tion of the sacraments claims little of reporting the successful preaching of the pea,santry will join the sect of the 
the clergy's time, and excites less of 

1 

Pitirime, the Bisho·p·. of. Nijni-Nov· Rasskols, and one-half of the educated 
the people's devotion. To comply gorod, significantly a_dded that the classes will become Catholics.' " ~ 
with a regulation of the Holy Synod, efforts of" this eloquent missionary Catholic World's list. 
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THE SAlNT~V HERALD. 

GEOGRAPHY AND EXPLORATION 
iN 1899. 

the adulteration is harmless and the Apropos of the discussion caused by the 

No great geographical discoveries 
have been recorded during 1899, but a 
great deal of exploration work has 
been accomplished. Considerable in
terest has been taken in preparing 
expeditions of Antarctic research, of 
which the Belgian expedition has re· 
turned with some important results. 
Mr. Borchgrevink has begun his work 
at Cape Adar on the Antarctic main
land. The search for Andree has 
helped to increase our knowledge of 
parts of the Arctic coast, says Popu
lar Science Monthly. In Asia, Cap· 
tain Deasy has laid down the whole 
of the course of the Yarkand River, 
which was before unknown. 

g. oods cheapened, they should be reference ~n P;esid~nt Mc~inley's me~sage to 
the emanmpatwn or slaves m the archipelago 

marked for what they are. One of Sulu, Prof. D. B. Macdonald contributes 
method of dealing with the difficulty 1 to the Review of Reviews for March an analysis 
contemplates putting important food l o! the legal position of slaves as to ern.a~cipa-
p roducts under the internal revenue twn under Moslem law-the law whwn has 
1 · h b d 'th fl. heretofore governed the Sultan of Sulu and aw, as a.s een one WI our, his subjects. 
filled cheese, and butter. It is said 

The expeditions sent out by Cana
dian surveys are constantly opening 
up new country, and the maps pro
duced are of great value. Mr. A. P. 
Low, finds Labrador to be a country 
less bleak and hopeless than has been 
generally believed. Sir William Mar
tin Conway has done some very cred· 
itable explorations in the Andes and 
in Tierra del Fuego the scientific 
results of which are of considerable 
value. In Chili, Dr. Staffer and his 
colleagues have explored the wonder
ful fiords of the coast and rivers 
which came down to them from the 
Andean range. Dr. Moreno has de
scribed the results of twenty-five 
years' exploration of the great Pata
gonian plains, and the readers of the 
Scientific American will remember the 
article which was recently published 
on Prof. J. B. Hatcher's explorations 
in Patagonia. One of the most im
portant scientific enterprises was the 
German oceanographical expedition 
in the Valdivia under Prof. Chum, 
which went south through the At
lantic to the edge of the Antarctic ice 
and north through the Indian Ocean 
to Sumatra, and home through the 
Red Sea.-Scientific American, ~March 
24, 1900. 

THE ADULTERATION OF FOOD 

PRODUCTS. 

that the poor flour bill has absolutely 
prevented the sale of adulterated flour 
and has increased, according to Brad
street's, the sale of American flour 25 
per cent in other countries. Another 
plan contemplates the establishment 
of a board which shall fix the stand
ards for food, drink, and drugs. Of 
course, the same rule should apply to 
foreigners who manufacture goods to 
be sold in this country.-Scientific 
American, March 24., 1900. 

IMMIGRATION IN 1899. 

The total arrivals for the year end
ing June 30, 1899, were 311,715, an in· 
crease of 82,416 or 36 per cent. Of 
the total arrivals Europe furnished 
297,349; Asia 8,972; Africa 51. In all 
other countries 5,343. There were 
195,277 males and 116,438 females. 
According to age, 43,983 were under 
fourteen years; 248,187 were from 
fourteen to forty-five and 19,545 were 
from forty·five years or older. As 
to illiteracy, 60,446 could neither 
read nor write, and 1,022 could read, 
but were unable to write. The total 
amount of money which they exhibited 
to the officers was $5,414,462; 174,613 
had less than $30 each. - Scientific 
Ame1·ican, March 24, 1900. 

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS. 
At the botany section of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science 
Professor Barnes, advocating the claims of 
plant physiology for university recognition, 
said that even to well-educated people the 
word physiology, conjoined with plant, con
veys no definite idea. "Physiology" they 
studied at school that hybrid of human anat
omy and hygiene, with barely enough real 
physiology to salt it, which is inflicted upon 
immature youngsters, to the accompaniment 
of lurid photographs of an inebriate's stomach. 
What, can physiology have to do with plants 
that have no teeth to decay, stomachs to ul
cerate, or eyes to become myopic? And so 
it comes about that one must explain to the 
average man that plants are really alive, that 
they work and rest, and that they are sensi
tive to what goes on around them. 

For a considerable t,ime the Senate 
Committee on Manufactures bas had 
under way an investigation into the 
extent to which food preparations are 
made the subject of adulteration, and 
their report has been submitted to the In the chemistry section of the British asso-

ciation, Professor Ward called attention to 
Senate. The evidence seems to show various instances in the vegetable and ani
that our peppers, cinnamon, cloves, mal kingdoms where organisms existed to
and spices, generally, including gin- gether and performed functions helpful to 

d d d lt t d th each other, as was the case with the alga and 
ger an mustar are a u era e • e fungus constituting the dual organism of 
amount depending on the man order- lichens. '.rhis he termed symbiosis. In other 
ing the article; in some cases it cases one organism prepared the way for the 
reaches sixty per cent. Of course, in other, as in the conversion of starch first into 
h f b tt h d fl. sugar by a mold, and then into alchol by 

THE ARENA FOR APRIL. 
The AYena for April maintains its usual 

standard of excellence. The following table 
of contents is in evidence that the A·rena is a 
growing educator among the great monthly 
reviews: Expansion-Past and Prospective;. 
Conq nest and the Constitution; American Da
velopment through Assimilation. Irish Na
tional Reunion. The Eastern Question. 
System and Application of International Law. 
The Passing of the Mormon. Criminal Soci
ology; 1. The Making of Honest People; 2. 
The True Purpose of Penitentiary Penalties. 
Property: Its Psychology and Sociology. 
Secular Q,Iestions in the Pulpit. Genius and 
Regeneration. Evolution and Immortality. 
The Feminine Fll.ctor: 1. Woman and the 
Industrial Problem; 2. Woman in Retrospect" 
Per annum $2 50; per copy 25c. 
. THE ARENA COMPANY, 

NEW YORK. 

The Puerto Rican tariff question is editori
ally discussed in the Revww of Reviews for 
April, and in the same magazine there is an 
able exposition of the relations of the United 
States Constitution to the Territories, by 
Prof. Harry Pratt Judson, of the Uaiversity 
of Chicago. 

In the Review of" Reviews for April the meth
ods of industrial training pursued at Hamp
ton Institute, in Virginia, are described by 
Albert Shaw, who8e text is illustrated from a 
series of forty photographs recently taken by 
Mis~ Frances Johnston, of Washington. 

W. M. Flinders Petrie, the famous Egyptolo
gist, contributes the leading article in Apple
tons' Popular Science .Monthly for April. In it 
he gives a bl'ief popular account of the dis
coveries which have been made during recent 
years in Egyptian exploration. Professor Pet
rie has charge of the fund set aside by the 
British Government for archaDlogical work in 
Egypt, and is unquestionabie the greatest 
living aut,hority to· day on Egyptology. The 
historical importance of the work done by 
this fund, and the amount of light which it 
has thrown on doubtful questions of early 
history, make its publications exceedingly 
int.eresting and valuable. 

The people who want to know about the 
latest place for "getting rich quick," should 
read Prof. Angelo Heilprin's article in the 
April number of Appletons' Popular Science 
.Monthly. It gives an account of the Cape 
Nome district in Alaska, which, according to 
Professor Heilprin, who is a scientist of high 
standing a.nd whose statements ml\y be de
pended on, is an extremely promising, if not 
the most promising of all the Alaskan gold 
fields. A number of illustrations add much 
to the interest of the text, and give one an 
idea of the physical characteristics of the 
Cape Nome region. 

t e case ~ u er, c eese, an our, yeast. This he termed metabiosis. Other 
the practice of fraud can be ~ore stages of association existed up to the case . . . 
easily detected than in the fals1fica- where one organism injured the other. This I Pr_of. John :rrowbr1dg~, of H:;.rvard ~m
tion of spice The committee has state of affairs, which was exemplified by vers1ty, contributes an mterest1~g artwle, 

k th · d th t th 1 f many parasites was termed antibiosis. The j entitled Latest D<Jvelopments w1th the X 
ta en . e groun a e sa e 0 j aid rendered by one organism to another was . Rays, to the April nur;nber of Appletons' 
deleterious and unh~al.thy food prod- . the preparation of pr_oper nutritious matter I. Popular. Scienc~ Monthly, A number of 
ucts should be proh1b1ted !}Jnd where ·or the ren:;~oval of noxtous matter. curious IllustratiOns accompany the text. 
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THE HERALD. 
"li ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciple!l indeed; and ye shall know the troth, and the truth shall make you free.''-Jobn 8J31, 32, 

"He<U'ken to the word of the Lcrd1 for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifel and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116, 
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The Saints' Herald. need of thy love and the wisdom that 
is from above; therefore, feeling that 

EDITOR. I may not know how to forgive those 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, } 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

who may .have done me wrong, I dare 
CORRESPONDING EDITORS. not ask thee to forgive me my tres-

passes against thee only as I forgive 

==L=A=M=~o=N=I,=I=o=v=rv=A=, =A=P=R=IL=4='=1=9=0=0=. = I them, and feeling assured that in the 
- manner and degree that I forgive 

others thou will forgive me, for this is FORGIVENESS. 

Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive just; I ask thee, O, Lord, that I may 
those who trespass against us.-Jesus. be able to fully forgive that I may be 

Father, forgive them; they know not 
what they do! -Jesus. fully forgiven. 

As we look at the conduct of our The spirit in which a disciple should 
fellowmen in the light of the princi- pray for pardon should be one of con
pies found and expressed in the fore- scious freedom from feelings of re
going sentences, we are sometimes at sentment, or desire to punish others 
a loss to account for the motive that for wrongs done him by them whether 
lies beneath the surface of word and those wrongs have been of a public, 
deed. or personal and private nature. 

If a man pray, using the terms of 'l'he spirit of self-justification is not 
the first sentence, and placing the em- in the prayer as Jesus gave it, and 
phasis on the word • •forgive" the should never be permitted to be pres
second time it occurs, it makes the ent in the breathing of the prayer, 
sentence to read as if expressed thus: whether uttered in public, or in the 
Lord, I in my goodness of heart and closet, or the family circle. The 
holiness of purpose, do most will- terms of the prayer are of similar im
ingly, earnestly, and freely forgive port as those expressed by the Savior. 
my fellowmen, severally and collect· For with the same measure that ye mete 
ively, all the wrongs of every sort withal, it shall be measured to you again.-

Jesus. 
committed by them against me, or by For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall 
which I may have been aggrieved; be judged: and with what measure ye mete, 
therefore, 0, Lord, do thou, also, for- it snall be measured to you again.-Jesus. 
give them that those wrongs so com- If our conception of God, the Judge, 
mitted may in no way affect or prevent is that he will show mercy where 
their present and eternal welfare. mercy may be properly extended, and 

This may appear to be harsh and justice where it is due, we certainly 
egotistical when written thus: but it cannot expect him to pardon us our 
is the way this portion of the prayer is trespasses when we for any selfish 
too frequently rendered, and is as it reason, or personal cause whatever 
sounds when so uttered. The fact withhold pardon in both word and 
appears to be that even while iB the spirit from our fellow men. ·we can
act of prayer, the very time when a not offer the prayer, forgive us, Lord, 
man should be humble and free from as we forgive, understandingly, and ex
every influence of selfish prominence pect mercy and pardon unless we 
or bias, the feeling of self-justification have both felt and given pardon to 
and self-gratulation is at work and those who have wronged us. 
dictates the spiritofthe prayer. "For- "As we forgive." Here is the rub. 
give us our trespasse:o, as we forgive To be able to forgive certain kinds of 
those who trespass against us." offenses against them is very hard for 

This is most unfortunate; but who some men. The offenses which these 
shall say that the picture is over· find the hardest to condone, or par
drawn. Listen, when you hear the don, is that class which wounds their 
Lord's Prayer repeated again. self-love. It may be a personal, or an 

If the one who prays is sufficiently official slight; real, or supposed, it 
mindful of his own weaknesses, his matters but little which, for the result 
own want of broad and comprehensive is the same. It is a rankling mental 
charity towards his fellow men and sore which persistently refuses to 
fellow servants in the common cause, heal, and by long continuance begets 
instead of placing the emphasis on morbid dislike of the offender which 
the word "forgive'' in the second lessens spirituality and finally unfits 
place, he will in mind place the stress the offended for Christian duties, and 
on the word "as," thus:- the enjoyment of Christian love. 

Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive " Forgiveness is of two kinds; that 
those who trespass against us. is, one that is the result of obligation 

This is virtually to say: Lord, I to rule or law; such as is meant in the 
feel my weakness and. see IllY great answer of Jesl;1.s to the question

1 
"fi:()W 

oft shall my brother sin against me, 
and I forgive him? Till seven times?" 
"I say not unto thee, Until seven 
times: but, Until seventy times seven." 
This is from Matthew, and in it there 
is no hint of concession, or confession 
of wrongdoing on the part of the 
offender as a basis of pardon from the 
offended; but in Luke the answer is 
given thus: "If he trespass against 
thee seven times in a day, and seven 
times in a day turn again to thee, 
saying, I repent; thou shalt. forgive 
him." See Matt. 18: 21; Luke 17:4. 

Here the command to forgive is 
based upon the idea of a confession of 
the wrong; hence, seems to be im
perative. Under the force of this 
command, a man must forgive if con· 
fession is made and forgiveness asked; 
it is an enforced forgiveness, and law
ful when granted. So far lawful that 
once granted the offense must not be 
held against the offender. It is the 
forgiveness in the law. 

Although the statement of Matthew 
does not appear to contemplate the 
idea of a concession of offense by the 
offender that forgiveness may follow, 
it may safely be presumed that the 
occurrence named by Luke is the 
same as that related by Matthew, and 
if it was then the lawful forgiveness 
is intended. 

The other kind of forgiveness is 
that spontaneous going out of Chris
tian love to an offender which causes 
the offended one though smarting 
under the hurt of the wrongs done 
him to take the act of wrong and the 
offender into consideration, and ena
b]es him to see and weigh all the con
ditions under which the offense is 
given, and to discern the motive, or 
to assume for the basis of his own ac
tion that the motive is not bad, hence, 
the offense more easily condoned. It 
is Christian love for the offender, 
though the offense be deserVing of 
condemnation. It is the discriminat· 
ing love which sees, weighs, and ac
curately determines the relation of 
words and deeds to results; the effect 
of the offense upon the offender and 
the offended; the probable effect of a 
resenting of the offense, and what the 
results to the offended and the of
fender would be if the offense was 
made the cause of legal complaint, 
and prosecution before the proper tri· 
bunal for the purpose of punishing 
the offender. 

The man who can do this and fop, 
give trespasses against himself ere 
yet his offending brother has said, ~·I 
~~JJve do~e ~ron~; fc;>r~ive rnP-? + pr~;y 
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you," is large hearted and liberal 
minded; can act upon a sense of right 
doing without a fear of consequences 
to himself. Forgiveness comes easy 
to such a man. He is not easily of
fended; and can find good motives for 
men's words and acts against himself, 
and if he cannot, he is quite large 
enough to pass by what smaller men 
would be grievously offended by, and 
forgive where meaner minds would 
seek self-vindication or revenge. 

It is a pity, and we regret to con
fess it, that there are too many who 
cannot bear the wounding of their 
self-love. Whatever it is that touches 
this must be resisted and resented. 
No matter what the motive, or the 
act of the striker, the wound is in
curable and not susceptible to the 
healing influences of humble and can
did confession; the offense must be 
expiated. 

There are far too few men whose 
greatness of soul guarantees to an 
offender merciful and generous treat
ment; and possibly fewer still those 
who are noble enough to pardon an 
offense without the act of humility on 
the part of the offender, whieh says, 
''I am sorry; I pray you pardon my 
offense." There are some, we are 
pleased to record, whose principles 
are so safely grounded, and whose 
characters are so strong in the assur
ance of a hope in Christ, that they are 
not moved by slight offenses, and who 
feel pity for an offender rather than 
desire to see punishment inflicted. 
'l'hese men are generous; outspoken 
against wrong, and courageous in de
fense of truth and principle; but 
are lenient towards transgressions 
against themselves, however grave 
these may appear to others to be. It 
is but the human reflex of that divine 
nature which could say, "Father, 
forgive them; they know not what 
they do." 

We are left to the context to the 
Lord's prayer to gather the full mean
ing of the teaching of Jesus in the 
prayer. 

Jesus does not say that this is the 
formula of the prayer you shall use, 
but is a sample of the intent and 
spirit in which ye should pray to be 
accepted of the Father. In the King 
James Version, Matthew has the sen
tence thus:-

And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our 
debtors.-6: 11. 

Luke, thus:-
And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive 

every one that is indebted to us.-11: 4. 
The Holy Scriptures (Inspired 

Version), thus:-
And forgive us our trespasses, as we for

give 'those who trespass against us.-Matt. 
6: 13. 

Luke, thus:-
And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive 

every one that is indebted to us.-11: 4. 

The Book of Mormon, thusi-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our sort of peace shall we have? There 
debtors.-Book of Nephi, chap. 5. is a unity of belief upon the part of 
' This teaching follows in Matthew the Utah Church, the Church of 
and the Book of Mormon. Christ, and the Reorganized Church, 

For if ye forgive men their trespasses, who so far as the coming forth of the 
trespass against you, yom· heavenly Father Book of Mormon, and the restoration 
will also forgive you; but if ye forgive not of the gospel and its chief articles of 
men their trespasses, neither will your 
heavenly Father forgive you your trespasses. faith and requirements are concerned, 

The teaching is clear in all the and the salv:ation that is to result 
records that it was upon the lines of from an obedrence to. the terms o_f the 
injuries received, whether of purse or gospel. _What more Is to be required? 
person, in word or deed, the spirit to I '~here IS not a common ground ~pon 
forgive, to make free from COUSe- WhiCh all do stand, bu~ there lS a 
quences to follow, should be in the commo~ ground. on wh;Qh all ~ay 
heart of the devoted disciple, if he stan~, If they will. It 1s a question 
would be like the Master, the Lord of of Will largely. 
Life. Each of these several "fragments" 

No man of God can afford to hold. is possessed of certain elements of 
or to cherish ill-will or a desire for faith, doctrine, and practice, which it 
revenge on an offender. It fills the ?elieves to be essential to ?burch ex· 
mind with doubts creates clouds of 1stence. To these each chugs tena
darkness, spoils 'the mind's peace; ciously. They incl~de a code of b~lief, 
dwarfs the soul, and makes spiritual a syste_m of pra?t~ces, and a cla1m to 
advancement and enlargement impos- authonty to admm1ster. Each affects 
sible. to hold that others are in the wrong, 

"LET US HAVE PEACE." 

Under this caption there appears in 
the Searchlight, published by our 
neighboring brethren of the Church of 
Christ (the Hedrickite brethren) at 
Independence, Missouri, in its issue 
for February, 1900, an appeal for 
peace between the several contending 
factions, or "fragments" of believers 
in the Book of Mormon. We give 
this in full:-

itself alone inthe right. 
In order to a unity of effort there 

must needs be an approa,ch to a unity 
of belief first, a sufficient union of be
lief to insure cohesion of membership. 
This would seem to be imnerative. 

we shall certainly welcome the 
evangel that will bring to pass this 
unity, no matter whence he may 
come. In unity there is strength, in 
division there is apparent weakness 
if the fragments be teJken to repre
sent the whole. 

Notwithstanding the different questions at There is much good sense in the 
issue between the believers in tne Book of last sentence of the second paragraph 
Mormon, there is certainly a large common of the arti"cle. 
ground upon which all stand. That the 
scope of this ground may be largely in- "If the work of the Lord is reserved 
creased, we believe can be demonstrated for one or two of the fragments to ac
whenever those holding different views are complish, then those who desire to 
willing to meet together for a proper discus-
sion of the differences in faith, doctrine, etc. engage in the work of the Lord should 
Meeting together for the purpose of a1·guing put forth an effort to discover who 
and displaying the learning possessed by each are the favored ones, that they may 
will have but little effect towards attainino- get in line and harmony WI"th the 
the desired end. "' ~ 

It is quite certain that a great and glorious chosen." 
work is ahead of soine part, or perhaps all, of The Reorganized Church has held 
the believers in the restored gospel. If the itself in readiness to hear and counsel 
work is to be performed by all, then it be- "th th h h h ld d 
hooves the different fragmentR to get closer Wl ose w 0 may ave e • or 0 
together and attain a condition in which God now hold faith in the angel's message, 
may use them. If the work is reserved for with a view to the discovery of the 
one or two of the fragments to accomplish, golden mean, the platform upon which 
then those who desire to engage in the work all could unite if they would. Occu
of the Lord should put forth an effort to dis-
cover who are the favored ones, that they pying as they do the middle ground 
get in line and harmony with the chosen. between those who fix the termina-

To reach proper conclusions, all interested tion of the ministry of the Seer in 
must possess profound humility, coupled favor with God at the year 1830 and 
with deep faith and the broadest of broad 
charity. later to 1844, the year of his death, to 

We believe that the "Mormons" are now the extreme of fai.th in the, so-called, 
"making history," and whether that history revelation of 1843 and what resulted 
shall be g-ood or bad depends upon them- from it, after the Seer's death, the 
selves. That it may be good, let all who 
have the hope of Zion at heart, endeavor to Reorganized Church has tried to be 
promulgate a spirit of peace and good feeling conservative and avoid wild or vague 
towards all who have a common cause. theories of either faith or practice. 

We are prepared to say with our The Utah Church may number from 
brethren of the Church of Christ, '250,000 to 300,000; the Reorganized 
"Let us have peace." We have been Church one fifth or one sixth of that 
of that mind a ·long time. We are number, and the Church of Christ, 
quite willing, nay, anxious for peace. about one hundred and fifty; but as 
But, we may be pardoned if we make numbers do not constitute a church, 
inquiry, On what terms and wha.t these numbers do not make either of 
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the respective bodies the church, so I count of all work done by missiona· 
does not such numbers disprove that ries laboring under their charge. 
either one is not the church. The The General Conference of 1897 dis
claim must stand upon something be- pensed with the former practice of all 
sides numbers. missionaries reporting direct to Gen-

We hope that every one to whom eral Conference. 
this appeal to be at peace is made Russia has sent a delegate to Bul
may be led by the spirit of true devo- garia, "to regulate the finances of 
tion to truth rather than to the spirit that principality." The Minister of 
of partisan devotion to clan or men; Commerce has resigned and'the Min
principle rather than dogma; Christ ister of War has gone to St. Peters
and his work, rather than the ascend- burg, to further Russia's movements 
ancy of man and human rule. in the matter of obtaining a naval 

It seems to us now that the Spirit base near the Bosphorus. 
of the Master would surely lead to Menelek, the Abyssinian monarch, 
the unity of true believers, if the is going to Russia to purchase a new 
domination of self was eliminated. equipment for his army. 

We have long been of the opinion Even the Vatican seems to be feel-
that vituperation, doctrinal abuse, ing the impulses of the spirit of arma
and a haughty self-assertion, ''I am ment. It has ordered the Papal 
holier than thou," sort of treatment of guards to take a month's drill with 
others was not the better way to muskets, pistols, and sabers. The 
preach Christ, or advance the latter· order is widely commented upon be
day work. It is not a good way to cause there has been no such drilling 
secure peace! during the last thirty years. 

We have, also, been of the opinion Russia has a strong military force 
that any cause, or class of believers in Persia. 
that depended upon an attempt to The Viceroy of India estimates that 
make Joseph Smith to be a fallen famine relief work for the coming 
prophet, or to charge him with things year will amount to $10,500,000. 
that were contrary to the laws of God Considerable significance may at
given through him could not meet tach to the following item. Will the 
with the favor of God, and his Spirit Israelites referred to be finally obliged 
endorse their works; we think so still. to locate in Palestine:-
But we are willing to admit that in- "Bucharest, March 28.-Yesterday 
fallibility does not attach to the hu- the last of the 3,000 emigrants sailed 
man; hence the mistakes that may from Galatz for Asia Minor. All were 
have been made, ought to warn all Israelites who are driven from this 
classes of Latter Day Saints not to country by the laws which prevent 
set stakes of opinion so deep that them from entering trade and exclude 
they may not be removed by due their children from all schools. Al
proof, or the teaching of the Spirit of though thousands of Jews who were 
God. better off emigrated to America during 

Let us all be ready to hail the the fall and winter, this is the first 
"white-winged angel of pe~ce," even time the current has turned to Asia 
yet before the Son of Peace shall Minor." 
come. Germany continues to assume the 

role of protector to the Christians in 
WORTHY OF BEING REMEMBERED, certain provinces of China, and mani

fests a determination to protect, even 
~The Twelve would invite the brethren 

abroad, in obedience to the commandments 
of the Lord, to gather to Nauvoo, with their 
means to help build up the city, and com
plete the Temple, which is now going for
ward faster than it has at any time since 
it commenced. Beware of the speculations 
about the prophet! Believe no tales on the 
subject. Time will tell who are the friends 
of J·oseph Smith, who laid down his life for 
his brethren. We have no new command
ments, but beseech the brethren to honor 
and obey the old ones. For wheresoeve1· the 
carcass is, there will the eagles be gathered to-
gethe?·. More in the next •. 

BRIGHAM YOUNG, 
Pres. of the Twelve. 

Times and Seasons, Sept.·2, 1844, p. 638. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

The following is stated as informa
tion of importance to some: Under 
General Conference rules all missiona
ries not in charge make their reports 
to missionaries in charge. The latter, 
only, report to General Conference, 
and include, in their reports, an ac-

though it be necessary to absorb ter
ritory to do it. 

A Russian squadron arrived at 
Chemulpa, Corea, March 26. Later 
serious trouble is threatened be
tween Russia and Japan because the 
former demands lease of land for 
harbor and docks at Masampo. Fleets 
of both countries were held in readi
ness. Russia is pressing her de
mands, while Japan is resisting them. 

Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis, successor 
of Beecher and Abbot, in Plymouth 
Church, is threatened with a heresy 
trial because of his liberal views. He 
says:-

"The difference between the con
servatives' position and my own 
liberal one is this: 'We were both 
reared in the church of our fathers. 
The creed is like tbe old homestead. 
The conservative reveres the venera
ble building; through reverence is un
willing to alter a shingle on the roof 
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or a log in the foundation. I love it 
so much that I want to repair the old 
homestead in order to save i.t; to take 
off the old shingles where the old 
roof leaks, take out the timbers that 
are threatened with decay, that the 
structure may be handed on intact to 
our desceudants. Shall I be driven 
from the old homestead because I be
lieve in repairing it?' " 

French troops have occupied three 
more towns claimed by Morocco, 
The government is discussing plans 
for a great colonial army. 

Russia, Germany, and Turkey are 
now reported to have settled the rail
way concessions by which an amica
ble agreement has been reached, Ger
many and Russia obtaining separate 
spheres of influence. 

Vienna fears additional complica
tions in Turkey through demands 
being made by Albanians and Mace
donians. Austria also regards "the 
Czar liberator" of Bulgaria with ap
prehension. 

St. Petersburg advices state that 
the Shah of Persia has placed the 
country "under the empire's mighty 
protection." 

Our cover article concerning the 
Greek Catholic Church is from a 
Roman Catholic standpoint and should 
be taken "for what it may be worth." 

The Czar's rigid rule in Finland is 
causing the native people to flee across 
the borders, so far as they can escape 
the Russian guards. The last Finnish 
official has been removed. 

The London Standard's Odessa cor
respondent reports that Russia is 
mobilizing immense bodies of troops 
on the Caucaso-Armenian frontier, 
also the Black Sea squadron in readi
ness to compel Turkey to submit to 
her demands in Asia Minor, or to 
attack her if she refuses. 

Washington, Indiana, has purchased 
a release of its electric lighting fran
chise and has purchased a plant to be 
operated by the city. 

Postmaster Graham, Provo, Utah, 
removed because he is a polygamist. 

French troops gained a decisive 
victory over the Arabs in the district 
of Insalah, Algeria, March 19. 

The chief of the Weather Bureau at 
Washington will not permit men in 
his department who use cigarets. 
He claims that "men who use them 
appear to become deadened to the 
fact that neglect of duty means ~e
moval;" also that "cigaret smokers 
are not to be trusted with important 
work." 

A large delegation of ministers and 
visitors, too numerous for personal 
mention, is present at Lamoni as we 
go to press. A good spirit prevails 
among a happy people and a good 
conference with a general forward 
movement is looked for. To this end 
the prayers and energies of the people 
of God everywhere should be directed. 
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Those present and those absent 
should remember the interests of the 
work before the Lord. 

"William Crick, candidate for coun
cilman from the Fourth Ward, is an 
active business man of that ward. 
Re employs more men than any other 
institution in that ward with the pos
sible exception of the Wagoner Gates 
Milling Company. His record as a 
man and a citizen is invulnerable. 
Gang politicians are heralding the 
~act that he belongs t0 the Latter 
Day Saints Church. Such tactics are 
in keeping with the campaign that is 
being made against him. The Latter 
Day Saint people are good citizens, 
law-abiding, and attend to their own 
business, never dictating to others. 
It is certainly a despicable method 
and will meet with the disapproval of 
people who have no sympathy for 
such unworthy tactics."-Independence 
Daily News, March 28. 

Dr. Hillis' repudiation of predes
tination was the theme of many ser
mons in prominent pulpits on Sunday, 
April 1, and, "although there was 
some criticism, almost all admitted 
the need of revision of the Westmin
ster confession. 

The Chinese government is irritated 
because English settlements adjacent 
to China seem to be the bases for po
litical agitation. German railway 
lines are causing trouble by running 
lines whereby Chinese graves and 
temples have been disturbed. 

Explorers have located the south
ern magnetic pole. 

The Boers ambushed a British ar
tillery convoy and captured six guns 
near Bloemfontein. 

Chicago Jews are contributing to 
the famine-stricken people of West
ern Russia. 

Dr. St. George Mivart, the eminent 
scientist, and whose late writings led 
to his inhibition as a Catholic by 
Cardinal Vaughan, died suddenly in 
London, April 2. 

France demands rail way conces· 
sions from Turkey in Syria. The 
poor Turk seems destined to absorp
tion by the powers. 

The HERALD of necessity goes to 
press almost one day earlier, on ac
count of extra forms required by the 
Bishop's report. However, we have 
included all essential items to date. 

The HERALD will endeavor to fur
nish a report of the Religio and Sun
day School Conventions and General 
Conference, as heretofore. 

LB11Br Depar1mBn1. 
WOODBINE, Iowa, March 28. 

Editors Herald:-In last Herald I noticed 
an article entitled, "What I saw." In said 
article much was said about the one that 

used tobacco, which we can say amen to. numerous flats, will be noticeable from a 
While I have seen much said about the human standpoint for some time to come. 
S1.ints that chew tobacco, I never have seen But as you have recently been treated to 
anything about the Saint that is selling H. I quite a lengthly summary concerning the 
cannot see why the user of tobacco is any conference, as well as the general labors of 
worse than the one that sells it. I believe most of church appointees to the Pacific 
the Saint that sells that which God says is Slope mission, but more especially those who 
not good for man is under the same condem· (in Saints' Herald for December 20, 1899) 
nation as the one that uses it. Some have were denominated' "the rising stalwarts in 
advocated that they must handle it for bene- Zion's host," I will content myself by speak" 
fit of their trade. If this is a good drawing ing more particularly of two other mission· 
card for business, why not handle strong· aries who are considered by some of those 
drink so business will increase. It is a poor "rising stalwarts" as being back numbers, 
rule that won't work both ways. Some have because they have passed the noontime of 
said it should be kept for s-ick cattle. We life, and are now on the down grade and 
know that God said it was for sick cattle and shady side of life, having reached the three
bruises, but he never said that we should score and six and threescore and four years 
keep from one to a dozen brands on the store of their lives, respectively. 
shelf at one time jllst for sick cattle. It must In reading the late letter of this "stal
be that the people are becoming cattle and wart," I could not help but notice the wide 
all are getting sick. I know a brother who difference in space occupied by him, in re· 
is opposed to tobacco who says that the first counting the labors of these "rising stal
tobacco his boy got was out of a Latt,er Day warts," using the most of two columns in the 
Saint store. Christ said to his disciples that He·rald to eulogize their efforts, while the 
they were the salt of the earth and the light labors of those two old back numbers was 
of the world. Now tell me how a Saint can crowded into just fmtr lines. Notwithstand
be the light of the world and sell that which ing they had labored away from branches, in 
God says is not good for man. Can that man I a mountainous and somewhat thinly settled 
be blessed in his deeds? And is it any worse country, occupying schoolhouse~, driving 
for one to act in an office in the church that (and sometimes walking by choice) from two 
uses tobacco than the one that sells it? I be- to six miles each succeeding night, during 
lieve the one that is in business should be the dark, as well as the light nights, and oc
just as pure as the one that is not. If to- casionally misting or raining, over sidling, 
bacco is not good for one to chew, it is not narrow roads, holding fifty odd preaching 
good to sell. meetings, in less than two months' time (run-

The Spirit says, "Come up higher." Can ning mes.sure), while the "stalwarts," were 
parents bring their children up higher when nestling in the cities and towns, enjoying all 
Saints are setting these temptations before the comfot'ts which that kind of surround
them? and have the children come home and ings bring. The one constantly in the so
say, "If there is no harm for a brother to sell ciety and company of the Saints; while the 
tobacco, it is no harm for me to use it"? and two old men were plodding over hill and 
this is what children are doing. dale, much of the time in search of truth-

My prayer is that we may all see the ne- loving, honest hearts, to find a suita.ble lodg
cessity of keeping the law, and put from us ing place for the restored gospel; and as a 
that which will cast a cloud over the latter- result of their labors, fourteen intelligent, 
day cause. I love the work that we are in. honest souls became members of the church 
I ask for the prayers of God's people that I and kingdom of God, through the beautiful 
may always be found faiLhful. and God-given ordinances of baptism by im· 

Yours for truth, mersion, and as many more were "almost 
J. 0. BOOTH. persuaded," some of whom will unite with us 

in the near future, if the good work is prop

LOS ANGELES, Cal., March 16. 
Editors Rerald:-Our district conference 

erly continued in those places where they 
abide. 

But for fear that from what I have said 
met in the Saints' new church in this city on above, some one or more persons might con
February 16, and was quite largely attended elude that Bro. E. Keeler (my colaborer) and 
by the Saints of this, and Newport, and San self were deprived of the necessary com
Bernardino branches. A sufficient number at- forts of life and suffered from hunger or cold, 
tending to have secured reduced fares had I will just say that we did neither; for we 
the matter been properly arranged by the found either true friends, or Saints, wher
committee and carried out by those purchas· ever we went, who vied with each other in 
ing tickets; but as it was, full fares both providing us with good food and a warm bed 
ways was the result. 'l'he business sessions to sleep in. Our hardships (if we endured 
were handled in an expeditious manner by that which could properly be called such) con
Bro. Griffiths; and had there not have been sisted in rough, narrow roads, over a moun
a little friction between the f!residing officer tainous country, in dark, cold, frosty, or wet 
and one of the ministry, which cooled the nights-that is all. We ate thanksgiving 
ardor of some during the conference, and dinner with Bro. and Sr. C. E. Carpenter and 
later on has been a subject of sharp criticism daughter Iressa, of Arroyo Grande; also a 
by many, the conference would have passed two-weeks' stay later on. And while at 
into history as one of profit and enjoyable to Garey, we were domiciled at the open home 
all attending it. 'But as God's chosen minis- of Bro. and 8r. John Houk. Saints, and 
try are not yet perfect, it may be expected strangers, too, always find the latchstring on 
that a few sharps in contradistinction to the the outside of their door. We were also 
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kindly cared "for by Robert Glines, Mr. and 
Mrs. Foster, while preaching in Pine Grove 
schoolhouse. Mr. and Mrs. Richardson, and 
Bro. and Sr. W. J. Twitchel, while at Highland 
schoolhouse; and a Mr. Forester also. We 
were also kindly cared for while near Tem
pleton by Ern. S. L. and 8. M. Twitchel and 
their noble wives, Bro. R. Anderson, Messrs. 
York, Matthews, and o~hers, to whom we 
feel grateful for their kindness to the mis
sionaries. We meet many who were very 
prejudiced against us until they learned 
more of our status, and that we were not 
seeking to make converts to swell the polyga
mous law-breakers of Utah. They were very 
kindly disposed toward us and came to hear 
our message. JJfany j7·iends were made to. 
our cause in the line of our travel. We 
also blessed three children. 

I returned home on February 15 to attend 
conference, but Bro. Keeler remained in the 
field two weeks later, then went home be
cause of his wife being sick, but has lately 
gone back to the field of our labor, and writes 
me that those who were our friends while 
there are still our friends. I expect more 
baptisms will occur while he is there. He is 
the most diligent gospel worker that I ever 
knew. He says he would rathet• wear out 
than to rust out; sm·ely there is no danger of 
the latter. We averaged seven meetings a 
week for two months. Our labors were per
formed in the counties of Santa Barbara and 
San Luis Obispo. These counties offer 
splendid opportunities for a whole year's 
campaign in gospel work for two to six active 
missionaries, and t.hen not complete all that 
can be done. Many of the people seem to be 
ripe for the acceptance of the truth, and as a 
rule they are inclined to be hospitable, being 
mostly farmers or stockmen, and distar;t 
from where general supplies may be pur
chased, their tables are supplied with home 
productions, and a few staple articles of food, 
such as bacon and beans, bread, butter, milk, 
and vegetables in their season, and hen
,fruit, and quite often the hen or the rooster 
are sacrificed, or their lives are, to become a 
part of the meal, spread before the stranger, 
or weary traveler within their gates. Is not 
this kind of hospitality good enough for the 
old men missionaries? I think so. And I 
also believe that even those "rising stalwarts 
in Zion's host" might possibly subsist on it 
for a short time at least. 

If Elder E. Keeler and I can be associated 
together in these counties which I have 
named, I am willing to labor there during 
the coming conference year; or if thought to 
be more advisable by those whose duty it is 
to appoint the various missionaries, for me 
to labor in Utah, then I will consent to go 
there. 

Now a few lines or thoughts concerning 
the preaching at our late district conference 
and I will close. The preaching was all 
good, but to my mind Bro. Fred B. Blair 
preached the banner or practical sermon of 
the conference. It may be that I was partial 
toward him from the fact that he paid a fair 
and honest tribute of praise to the "old grey
headed sires, who have born the burdens and 
beat of the day," for which these old heroes, 
worthies, cranks, fogies, or back editions, 
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call us whatever they please or choose, but 
give credit where credit is due, and honor 
where honor is due; and then us old timers 
w.ill rise up and call you blessed, and join 
hands with the youth, as well as the middle 
aged, for the emanc!.ption of Zion, even 
though it cost us quite an effort to release 
ourselves from our "grooved conception of 
things and position wherein we have planted 
ourselves in the road of progress, to contest 
every forward step." Again, it is said, "He 
may not resent the discoveries of younger 
men; he certainly will not assimilate them. 
He may not oppose new methods of action; 
he certainly will not adopt them," again, 
"very few of the aged will admit this, but it 
is one of the dynamic truths of history which 
cannot be refuted." 

Now, Mr. Editor, I think this is Equeezing 
the old men harder than they deserve; and 
while the "rising stalwart" is permitted 
space in your columns to tighten the screws 
on the old men, I shall also deem it the right 
of the latter to come to their rescue, but 
with the definite understanding that no of
fense is intended by either the old man or 
the "rising stalwart." Thanking you for 
space allotted me in your columns, I hope 
that this article or letter may find room for 
publication as early as convenient. Then if 
our colloquy or good-natured controversy is 
thought to be unprofitable, use your own 
judgment in ending it. I am now in Santa 
Barbara City, doing missionary work. Suc
cess to Zion's welfare. 

R. R. DANA. 

AKRON, 0., March 22. 
Editors Herald:-As the year is swiftly 

passing by, a word from the Western Reserve, 
where the work in the history of the past 
found hundrads of adherents and thrived in 
the midst of opposition of the bitterest, 
might be of interest to many, though I can
not write of any marvelous occurrence as 
recorded in days of yore; no tarring and 
feathering as once prevailed in these parts, 
but a kind of I don't care seems to be the 
present policy. Just a few miles from Akron, 
the city where I am now penning these lines, 
is New Portage, where Joseph the Seer and 
many of the leading elders bore witness of 
the visitation of the angel message. As one 
Mr. Bunks, whose head is blossoming by age 
for the tomb certifies, better preaching was 
never heard, yet never obeyed. The work 
through this part, in branch relation, in 
many instances, has suffered for the want of 
proper government administered. I do not 
speak this way finding fault with those in 
charge of branches, or to indicate that they 
did not do the best possible to be done under 
the circumstances, but to throw a little light 
upon the subject if possible, to aid all con
cerned to discover that our rule of faith is 
"peace and good will to all men," and such 
cannot obtain unless we as intelligent mem
bers assist those in charge by our constant 
prayers. Men whose time is and has been 
spent in mines and factories for ten and 
twelve hours each day since old enough to 
work, cannot be expected to be as well edu
cated by study into these matters as one 
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whose time for years has been spent entirely 
in seeking to comprehend these matters by 
prayer as well as by book study. Hence the 
success of the work rests upon each Saint as 
an inaividual to support those selectel:l by 
their faith and prayers that God our heavenly 
Father might especially endow them with 
power, which is knowledge to administer in 
church government in the dignity of one 
sent of God in the spirit of humility. 

Each baptized believer should be a 
preacher, if not in word by acts, letting his 
light shine that neighbors may be induced 
by good acts to hear ·those who can preach. 
But so often it is all left for the traveling 
elders to do, that by the time ~hey get the 
fog cleared away their time for that place 
is spent. Like a circumstance that once oc
curred in my ministerial experience. I went 
to a place to render what assistance I could, 
and found the fog of tobacco smoke so thick. 
Of course they did not smoke before me. I 
did not see any pipes, but oh! if I had not
what did you say? Why the stench that 
greeted my smeller was sufficient. How I 
have wished they who will persist in this 
filthy habit could conceal the stench as com~ 
pletely as they can the pipe. Such condi
tions make it difficult to reach intelligent 
people, because most people that want to 
make something out of themselves quit this 
dirty, stinking, mean, and contemptible 
habit, that no Saint or sinner can follow and 
grow intellectually. And with the present 
custom prevailing of smoking rooms and cars 
to accommodate such individuals, it would 
be a difficult task for the traveling elder to 
persuade associates of such Saints to believe 
that there was not a smoking car attached to 
the heavenly train for immortal bliss. "Be 
ye pure" and "clean," is the repeated exhor
tation in holy writ. Shall we concur as 
Saints of the Most High, or allow habit to be 
our master? In the distance I hear the echo: 
"I can't quit!" Alas! sold as a slave to Mr. 
Habit. Here we find the drunkard, adul
terers, and all those who are slaves of a 
prostituted habit. If John the Revelator 
saw clearly what he outlines in chapter 19, 
and verse 8, "arrayed in fine linen, clean and 
white," not besmeared with a prostituted 
habit, but a condition where men and women 
are masters of their habits. Seventh verse: 
''His wife [the church] hath made herself 
ready." 

This is what must take place in each indi
vidual, or else we won't be ready, that's all; 
for no unclean thing can walk in the way of 
holiness. (Isaiah 35: 8.) 

It's a delusion for any sane person to con
template redemption unless they desist doing 
those things the Lord has so freque:ttly de
clared his children should not do. This, 
however, is only one of the evils. Tattling 
and quarreling are detestable, and clouds the 
path way of progress to peace and happiness 
many times among those who profess to 
know better, hence ought to do better. How 
oft the elders' time is wholly taken up in 
converting and getting Saints reconciled to 
one another before he has an opportunity to 
try to convert or preach to others, and then 
too frequently the supposed reconciliation 
only lasts while the elder is present. Too 
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bad so many Saints won't exercise their own 
mind, but lean upon their fellow. Paul said, 
"Be reconciled in your own mind." When 
this condition obtains, peace prevails and 
love surmounts every obstacle. It is neces
sary that these thoughts should be con
stantly kept before the people, that they may 
learn their duty and be urged to do it in the 
fear of God and not of man. 

The work is moving along slowly in these 
parts; an increase of laborers is necessary to 
meet present issues. I have striven to do 
the best I could under conditions existing, as 
light and wisdom is furnished by the Eternal 
One, as was mine to enjoy. I have no com
plaints to enter, but feel to rejoice in the 
Holy one of Israel that it is as well with us 
as it is. May his peace prevail in the hearts 
of his children is the prayer of your brother 
in Christ, A. H. PARSONS. 

VALLEY, Neb., March 26. 
Editors Herald:-This writing finds me 

about twenty-five miles west of Omaha. The 
latter place was reached the 3d inst. My 
stay there and at Council Bluffs was enjoya
ble. Brn. F. A. Smith and T. W. Williams 
have made big tracks at[said places respec
tively. The former has done well under the 
continued surveillance of the first and the 
latter has lost and misses the labors of the 
last. 

My trip from California was without any 
remarkable incidents. I left Los Angeles 
Tuesday evening, the 20th ult.; stopped at 
Florin, near Sacramento, the next day to 
visit relatives; also at the Capital City the 
22d, where I called on Sr. Millgate. From 
the 24th to the 28th I tarried at Salt Lake 
City, where I preached twice and attended a 
Zion's R9ligio·Literary Society meeting. At 
Denver I stopped two days and went to one 
meeting, a young people's prayer meeting. 

My stay on the Pacific slope was a source 
of pleasure and profit. One half of my 
knowledge and nine tenths of my wisdom 
were obtained there. I also had more spir
itual experience than elsewhere. 'fhe church 
there is in a better condition than when I 
went there. This is not, however, a (Jompli
ment to my work, but rather to the efforts of 
Bro. GriflHhs and those connected with him 
in regulating. I labored the most of the 
time as a missionary on the frontier. The 
evidence of the Spirit is that I shall be re
turned there som", though possibly not this 
year. 

I shall return to Omaha in a few days and 
then go on to Lamoni. I am anxious for tbe 
6th of April to come around, but since I am 
more interested in the results of the confer
ence, I am more anxious for it to be over. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
ALMA C. BARMORE. 

NELSONVILLE, Ohio, March 18. 
Editors Herald:-Some time ago I told you 

that I would write and tell you how Bt·o. 
Moler and I got along with tbe meetings in 
this place. It is a town of eight thousand 
inhabitants, and I have several relatives 
here, and once a liost of friends. But since I 
have obeyed the angel message they hardly 

know me. It makes one feel bad to think 
that they are so prejudiced, for I have made 
such a sacrifice for their good. I left a job 
at one hundred dollars per month to get 
them to hear the truth. Our people could 
not get in here till I came. They tried oHen, 
but failed. Now I came and have labored all 
I could in every way. I was shut out of all 
but the colored M .. K church. After ten 
nights of labor by Bt·o. James Moler with 
little interest, we closed, and then I secured 
a hall up in the main part of town, in which 
I paid fifteen dollars and several dollars 
worth of tracts, and published our meeting 
through the city paper. Then came Bro. 
James Moler and Beattie, and labored sev
eral days, and only one, sometimes none, and 
only eight at most, and then one, one night. 

We closed for a month, and I put up notices 
that we were going to start meetings again, 
and I received one thousand tracts on Book 
of Mormon and five hundred on Discipleism, 
and distributed them around town. Then 
Bro. F. C. Smith came and commenced meet
ings; one came out the first night, the second 
night none. I have spent about twenty-five 
dollars on this people and they will not hear. 
I have quit holding any meetings. Last 
Sabbath evening I held meet.lng and not a 
soul but Sr. Hull and Bro. L W. were there. 

Surely our skirts are clear of their blood. 
I will leave the town the flrst of April and 
go where I have an opening, where the peo
ple have come after me. This town is alto· 
gether given over to idolatry. Every whisky 
shop in town bas a string· band or piano; it is 
another Sodom. You will find inclosed a 
clipping that speaks for itself of what kind 
of religion that is in thif'part"of tiie"co~nt:'ry. 

Yours for eternal life and tbe welfare of 
the angel's message, G. W. HULL. 

GRINNELL, Iowa, March 27. 
Editors Herald:-I began meetings at Jen 

kinsville, Warren County, on the 6th and 
closed on the 21st; had good attendance; 
some nights they could not near all get 
seats, and all paid the best of attention. 
Some ten or more are about ready to obey, 
only waiting for some one to make the start. 
I concluded to let them ponder awhile and 
digest what they had heard for a month or 
two, then give them another chance. I 
stopped with the Runnells branch over Sun
day-had a fine crowd on Sunday night. 
Bro. J. McKiernan dropped in on us there on 
Saturday night; he gave them a good ser
mon on Sunday forenoon. I came home to
day to get ready for General Conference. I 
hope we shall have a spiritual time there. 

J. S. ROTH. 

f~iscellaneolf8 Department 
BORN. 

MCPEEK.-At Pawnee, Missouri, February 
28, 1899, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles McPeek a 
daughter. Blessed at Lone Rock chap~!, 
near Pawnee, March 25, 1900, by Elde;·s c. 
Scott and P. McPeek, and named Daisy 
Gertrude. 

. SCOTT.-At Pawnee, Missouri, March 26 
1899, to Bro. James and Sr. Nancy Scott ~ 
daughter. Blessed March 25, 1900, at Lo~r.~ 

Rock chapel, near Pawnee, by .Elders C. 
Scott and C. H. Jones, and named Neva. 

MARRIED. 
FERRICE-ROHRER.-In Colton, California, 

March 20, 1900, at seven p. m., Mr. William 
Ferri.ce and Sr·. Dorcas Rohrer were united 
in. the holy bond of matrimony, a host of 
relatives and\friends being present to offer 
c~ngratulations. A pleasant hour was spent 
w~th the h~ppy couple. Elder William M. 
Gibson officiating. 

DIED. 
McKEE.~At ~all River, Massachusetts, 

March 20, 1900, Sr. Susanna McKee, ag-ed 72 
years, 9 months, and 22 days. After a few 
days' sickness she peacefu!Jy .passed away· 
her last audible words were "I am going 
home." She came to Ameri~a about 1865 
and was a member of the old organ!zation i~ 
Eng~and; united with the Reorg-anization by 
bapttsm January 18, 1866, and remained a 
firm Latter Day Saint to the end. She was 
a ~other in Israel indeed: full of love to the 
Samts, and always making a welcome home 
for the ministry. Prayer was offered at the 
home before her remains were removed to 
the chap;;l? whic;h was filled bv Saints and 
svmpathtztng friends. Funeral sermon by 
Elder John Smith, assisted by R. Bullard. 
D~V!DSON.-Naoma, daughter of Jesse and 

Chr1stma Turner, was born near North 
Union, Ohio, Ma~·ch 5, 1828; died March 22, 
1900. Was married to James Davidson No
vember 25, 1849; to this union was born' four 
sons and three dau,.hters six of them are 
lef~ with the father o to m~urn the loss of a 
lovwg mother and wife. She united with 
t~e church, <?ctober 7, 1887; since which 
trme she has ltved a consistent Christian at
tending church and Sabbath school when~ver 
her health permitted. Funeral services con· 
ducted by Rev. Davis of the M. E. Church. 
~AND}".-At his home near Blythedale, 

Mtssourl, Sunday evening. February 18, 1900, 
Bro. Pas~h.al Bandy, "an "old and highly re
spected c1t1zen, and conscientious Christian " 
He was born in Kentucky, March 4, 182i, 
and was. 79 years, 11 months, and 14 days old 
at the time of his death. He was a member 
?f t~e old church, and joined the Reorgan
IzatiOn at !fenderson, lllinois, many years 
ago, "and ll verl a consistent Christian life to 
the day of his departure to the paradise of 
God." Funeral sermon in the Christian 
church by Elder Joseph Snively, of Lamoni 
''to a larl[e and appreciative audience." Th~ 
ag-ed companion, children, and grandchil
dren are left to mourn. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Western Maine district conference will 

meet at Littl~ peer Isle, May 12 and 13. 
Weather adm!ttlDI!, it is expected all who 
can will attend, especially officers, to repre
sent the work and report their labors, so all 
may be represented. We feel glad and 
thankful of the labors of Bro. T. C. Kellev, 
and hope to see him at, our May conferenc~. 
Come one, come all, and bring the good 
Spirit with you. J. J. BILLINGS, Pres. 

A. COLDY, Clerk. 

DONATIONS TO GRACELAND. 
~onations have been received for library 

whwh have not been publicly acknowledged 
as follows: Arthur H. Adams, Jasper, Min: 
nesota, a set of Kipling's works, fifteen vol
umes. Robert Garlich, St. Joseph Missouri 
two volumes American History i~ Germa~ 
language. 

The following have contributed to the 
museum and not formerly acknowledged: 
John ~ee~mark, a peculiarly shaped stone 
from Mrch_Igan;, E. P. Hawley, a good speci
men of Cahfornta Tarantula a very poisonous 
a;timal of spider species; E.'L. Kelley, Cana
dian currency: ~os~ph Camp, Magnolia Leaf, 
from Texas; Lmme Kelley, fungus growth 
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from hemlock log; Walter Bullard, Persia, r Sy~te~. Ho~-kin·;· V~lle; R'y. I. D. & w. R'y, Powell, and Sr. Minnie Russell. Those in 
Iowa, United States fractional currency: D I. I. & I. R. R, J. & St. L. R'y, L. S. & M.S. attendance at conference are empowered to 
W. and J. W. Wight secured a l:wge c0llec- 1 R.'y, L "BJ & St. L. Con. R'y, L. & N. R. R., cast the full vote of the district. David 
tion of seventy-five mineral and other RpE·ei- I L. E. & V''l. R." R L I.I ... & SLL R.'y, Mich.

1 

Allen was ordained to office of priest. Elec
mens ft·om Utah, brought us by D. W. Central R R, & Onto R R, N Y. C. tion of officers: A. H. Parsons was sustained 
Wight., donated by the following part.ieR: M. & St .. L B R, N. & W. g•y. Ohio Central as president of distr-ict, F. J. EJ:Jeling as 
D. Cooper, Mrs. Bre~r.ton, Millie Barrett, Lin.es, <?hio Soutbecn R H. 0 & L K R. R, i associ.ate; W.· J. Baldwin secretary; Ebepe
Aaron Carter, Domimcus Carter, Maud Otno R1 >"erR R , P. D. & E R'y, P"nmt. z·n· Miller Bishop',; agent. Saturday evemng 
Carter, W. C. L0gan, Mrs. Rc:;dfield, Ciarence Lines. P~re Marquett"'l R.. R., Pitt.s., Bes~e- preaching by A. H. Parsons, assisted hyW. H. 
Smith, CbarlPS Albertson. Minnie Jones, mer & Lake Erie R R, P. & L E R R., P. Kelley. Sunday morning prayer meeting in 
Mrs. A. V. Robinson, D. W. Wight, Maggie & W. R'y. Pittsburg, Lisbon & Western R'y, chai·ge of F. J. Ebeling and Eben Miller. 
McLane. St. L C & St. P. H'y, T. P. & W. R'y, T. St. Sunday, eleven a. m., dedicatory sermon, by 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Librarian. L & K. C. R R, Vandalia Line, Wabash it. M. H. Bond; dedicatory prayer by W. H. 

NOTICES. 
To All Whom It May Concern:-The min· 

istry and membershi!J of the London, Eng
land, branch of the Reorganlzed Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, desire to 
avail themselves of this opportunity of pub· 
licly placing upon record their heart,felt re
gards and esteem towards the two missionary 
brethren who have labored wit.h such devo
tion and zeal and fidelity in our midst of late; 
namely, Elders Frederick G. Pitt and Wil· 
liam Newton, and to thus publicly record 
their sense of gratitude to the Great Dis
penser of every good, that he has graciously 
protected our esteemed brethren and their 
beloved oneR upon their voyage; and b;cs 
brought them again to their desired land in 
peace, in safety, and security. Given 11th 
day of March, 1900. Signed on behalf ·Of the 
entire branch. R. CLIFT .. Peesident. 

F. R. TUBE, Clerk. 

MINNESOTA REUNION. 
The fifth annual reunion of Northern Min

nesota district will begin on Saturday, the 
16th day of June, 1900, at Perham, Minne
sota. All those who intend to attend these 
meetings are requested to notify the secre
tary, T. J. Martin, Detroit, Minnesota. The 
committee wishes to make this the best 
meeting ever held. We wish to know who is 
coming, and want to hire board so we can aJ·
range for the same at the lowest rates possi
ble. If we do not bear from you no provision 
for board will be made, therefore you wiil 
take your own chances. Committee: I. N. 
Roberts, T. J. Martin, J. C. Nunn, F. D. 
Omans, Henry Way. 

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

CENTRAL PASSENGER ASSOCIATION, ETC. 
Ad vices from the Chairman of the Central 

Passenger Association, dated March 23, give 
notice of reduction of rates over its lines of 
road to the coming General Conference and 
General Conventions, Lamoni, Iowa, April 5-
20, 1900. 

"The territory of the Central Passenger 
Association ... is bounded on the east by 
Pittsburg, Salamanca, Buffalo, and Toronto; 
on the north by the line of and including 
points on, the Grand Trunk Railway, from 
Toronto to Port Huron, thence via Lakes 
Huron and Michigan to Chicago; on the 
west by Peoria, Keokuk, Quincy, Hannibal, 
St. Louis, and Cairo; and on the south by the 
Ohio River, but including points on either 
side of that river." 

The following-named lines of railroads in 
its territory agree to the reduction of one 
and one third fare for the round trip. 

Each of the following companies, namely: 
Allegheny Valley R'y, Ann Arbor R. R., B. 
& 0. R. R., B. & 0. S. W. R. R., C. & 0. R'y, 
C. & E. I. R. R., Chicago & Erie and Erie R. · 
R., C. I. & L. R'y, C. & M. V. R. R., Cincin
nati Northern R'y, C. H. & D. R'y, C. C. C. & 
St. L. R'y, C. L. & W. R'y, C. T. & V. R. R , 
C. P. & St. L. R'y, C. A. & C. R'y, C. N. 0. 
& T. P. R'y Co., C. & M. R'y, C. S. & H. R 
R., D. A. V. & P.R. R., D. & C. N. Co., D. & 
L. N. R'y, E. & I. R. R., E. & T. H. R R., F. 
Ft. W. & W. R'y, G. R. & I. R'y, G T. Ry 

R., Vv. & L. E R R Kelley. The Spirit of God was manifest, 
The snme general rules already published and all present made to rejoice in the gospel. 

govern t,he red uct.ion in rate, except that Sunday, sacrament and testimony meeting in 
tickets costing less than seventy-five cents the afternoon. P!'eacbing in the evening by 
wlllnot be includi·d. W. H. Kelley, assisted by M. H. Bond. Ad-

Tickets must bf" purchased from April 2-7 journed to meet with Blake Mills branch, 
(not earlier than the 2d and not later than October 6 and 7. 
the 7th); except where rules of local roads 
permit earlier purchasE, when necessary, for 
delegates to reach destination by opening 
date; whieh may he learned by local inquiry. 

Passengers pay full fare O!l going passage 
and obtain a separate certificate with every 
ticket purchased, which when countersigned 
at Lamoni will entitle purcbas<Jr to return 
fare, unlimited, over the same route as going 
journPy, at one third regular fare, up to 
April 24. 

All interested will take noti.ce that accord
ing to notices publish<?d to date, reduced rates 
have been granted by the New England. 
Trunk Line, Southeastern, Central, and 
Western Passenger Aseociatious; the South· 
western (covering som<", but not all, lines in 
tbe State of TexaB) declining only because of 
limited attendance from its territory. 

All the associations named above have 
agreed to the change in dates for purchase 
of going tickets; namely, from April 2-7. 

R. 8. SALYARDS. Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, Iowa, March 24 1 1900. 

Confersnc8 ~lintltes. 

KIRTLAND. 
District conference was held at Sharon, 

Pennsylvania, March 3 and 4; A. H. Parsons 
in the chair, W. J. Baldwin secretary, David 
Allen associate. Branch reports: Blake Mills 
81, Kirtland 87, Sbamn 37, Youngstown 26, 
Akron 34, Washingtonville 30, Cleveland 62, 
Conneautville 26; 1'oledo no report. Elders 
reporting: F. C. Smith, F. J. Ebeling, Ric_h
ard Baldwin, D&vid M. Strachan, John H. 
Cramer, Robert Fuller, and A. H. Parsons. 
Elders W. H. Kelley and M. H. Bond gave a 
profitable talk on the excellent condition of 
the work, in the East. Priests reporting: 
Eben Miller, W. J. Baldwin; Teachers Jona
than Hollibaugh, E. Curry, and Andrew 
Richardson reported. Bishop's agent, Eben 
Miller, reported: Income $428,11; expenses 
$358 85; on hand March 3, $69.26. Resolve'd, 
that the tent committee be encouraged, and 
a committee of three-A. H. Parsons, David 
Allen, and F. J. Ebeling solicit money 
through the district. The following resolu· 
tion was adopted, re!erring to the petition of 
Southern California district: Resolved, that 
we, the Kirtland district, return this peti
tion to t.be Southern California district, and 
tell them that we are willing to wait and let 
the Lord direct when he is ready, and that 
we are willing to stand by t,he Lord. Re
solved, that this conference recommend the 
organization of a district Sunday school 
association, to be known as the Kirtland 
district; and that A. H. Parsons be author
ized to look after the same. Resolved, that 
we sustain all the general church officers, 
and that wo hold them in our highest esteem. 
Delegates to Gnneral Conference: A. H. 
Parsons, W. H. Kelley, M. H. Bond, Richard 
and Annie Baldwin, Sr. Hattie Griffiths, 
Eddie Garrett., David Proper, R. Etzen
houser, F. ,J. Ebeling, Lorenzo and Jennie 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 
The semi-annual conference of above dis

trict convened with Los Angeles branch in 
their new church building, corner of Wall 
and Eleventh streets, Fl'iday, February 16; 
Elders G. T. Griffiths and A. Carmichael 
chosen to preside, Ma~rgie Pankey and T. 
W. Williams clerks. Elders reporting: G. 
T. Griffiiths, T. W. Williams, D. A. Ander
son, N. Van Fleet, A. Carmichael, A. E. 
Jones, William Gibson, F. B. Blair, H. Hem
ingway, R. R. Dana. Priests, George Wixom, 
N .• J. \Vixom, Will Mills. Branch reports: 
Los Angeles, 180; San Bernardino, 269; New
port, 236. Bishop's agent's report: On 
band last report, $466 47; received to January 
1, $252 20; total, $718.67; expended, $347 60; 
balance due church, $371.07. Audited and 
found correct. Resolutions: Whereas, Brn. 
Griffi"hs, Williams, and Chatburn have evi
denced their abilit.y to cope with the needs 
of church work in Southern California; and 
whereas, they have inaugurated new meth
ods which we believe they should be per
mitted to carry out, and which if not carried 
out will result in loss to the church; there
fore, be it resolved, that we, the Southern 
California district in conference assembled, 
hereby especially request the Presidency of 
the church to return Bro. Griffiths' as mis
sionary in charge of Pacific Slope mission, 
and T. W. Williams, T. W. Chatburn, and 
D. A. Anderson as missionaries to labor in 
Southern California district. A vote of 
thanks was moved by Bro. Dana to Bro. 
Keeler for his services in the district. A 
session each to Sunday school and Religio 
was voted for next conference; time of ses
sion left to district president. Resolved, 
that our delegates be instructed to petition 
General Conference for a new division be
tween Central and Southern California dis
tricts. Preaching by Brn. Barmore, Blair, 
Griffiths, Williams, and Sheehy. Adjourned 
to meet with Newport branch Friday on or 
before full moon in October. There were 
three baptisms by Bro. Williams during con
ference. 

ST. LOUIS. 
Conference convened in St. Louis, Mis

souri, on Saturday evening, March 24; M. H. 
Bond chosen to preside, J. C. Hitchcock as
sistant, John G. Smith secretary. Reports 
from Elders J. D. White, J. C Hitchcock, 
W. 0. Thomas; Priests G. F. Barraclough, 
J. Christensen; Teachers J. J. Billinsky, T. 
J. Elliott, and F. Wiley. Branch reports: 
St. Louis 462; 4 received by letter, 3 re· 
moved, 3 died. Whearso 60. The recom
mendation of Elder I. N. White that J. C. 
Hitchcock, J. E. Dawson, and the appointee 
of General Conference of April, 1900, be ap
pointed a reunion committee, was adopted. 
Bishop's agent J. G. Smith reported: Bal
ance due church $404.82; tithing received 
$156.15; total $560 97; paid out during the 
quarter $482; March 24, bahtnce due church 
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$78.97. Audited and found correct. Dele
gates to General Conference: J. D. White, 
W. 0. Thomas, F. H. Johnson, S. A. Bur
gess, and Srs. Eveline Burgess, Florence 
Burgess, Mary G. Johnson, Frances White, 
Etta M. Hitchcock, and Daisy Thomas. 
These were authorized trJ enroll others as as
sistant delegates of those from this district 
who may attend General Conference. The 
findings of the Bishop's court in the case of 
Joseph E. Betts, Sen ; that the charges were 
not sustained by the evidence, were ac
cepted, and the recommendation of the court 
adopted, that he be reinstated in his office as 
elder. The findings of the Bishop's court in 
the case of William Jaques, that while the 
charges were not sustained, yet his unseemly 
display of violent temper and Jack of self
control were censurable. The findings were 
accepted, the recommendations of the court 
adopted, and it was ordered that his license 
as an elder be restored to him. Preaching 
on Sunday by Elders M. H. Bond and R. Et
zenhouser. Sacrament, prayer, and testi
mony meeting in the afternoon. Adjourned 
to meet in St. Louis, Missouri, on Saturday 
evening, June. 23, at seven o'clock, and on 
Sunday, June 24. 

Mothers' Home Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

THE following sweetly comforting lines 
were sent us by Sr. Burton, and we "pass 
them on," knowing many of the sisters will 
appreciate them:-

! CAN TRUST. 
"I cannot see with my small human sight, 

Why God should lead this way, or that, 
for me; 

I only know he saith, "Child, follow me." 
And I can trust. 

"I know not why my path should be at times 
So straightly hedged-so strongly barred 

before; 
I only know God could keep wide the 

door. 
But I can trust. 

''I find no answer often when beset 
With questions, fierce and subtle, on my 

way; 
And often have but strength to faintly 

pray. 
But I can trust. 

"I often wonder, as with trembling hand 
I cast the seed along the furrowed ground; 
If ripened fruit for God will there be 

found. 
But I can trust. 

"I cannot know why suddenly the storm 
Should rage so fiercely round me in its 

wrath; 
But this I know, God watcheth all my path, 

And I can trust." 

SAN AN'l'ONIO, Texas, Feb. 23. 
Dear Siste1· F1·ances:-I have thought many 

times of writing to the Home Column and 
asking the prayers of the sisters in my be· 
half, but have neglected it from time to 
time; suppose it was the lack of• faith. I 
have been a sufferer from neuralgia since 
early childhood; have. be(;)n administered to 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

a number of times and received temporary 
relief; but the attacks are becoming very 
frequent, and as there is no elder here, very 
seldom have the opportunity of being admin
istered to, so I ask the sisters of the Prayer 
Union to remember me in their prayers, that 
I may be healed if it is God's wia. 

Sr. Julia Neal requests me to ask the sis
ters to remember her also in their prayers. 
She has been affiicted with rheumatism for a 
number of mont,hs, and has not been able to 
meet with us for some time. We miss her so 
much in our prayer meetings, as she bas al
ways been an active member, and has helped 
to hold up the banner for a number of years. 

The work in San Antonio is at a low ebb. 
The elders so seldom visit us here, we feel 
that we are left to ourselves; but if we do 
our duty, I know that God will not forsake 
us. There are quite a number of Saints in 
San Antonio if they wo'uld come out, but the 
majority of them have grown cold, and only 
a few are left to battle along, ar:d in their 
weak way keep the work from dying out en
tirely. The Lord sees fit to give us strength 
and courage to go on. Though the way looks 
dark, we feel that he will help us if we put 
our trust in him. We are looking forward to 
the time when we will have a church build
ing to worship in. 

Bro. A. J. Moore has been a good helper to 
u~ in soliciting funds, and also in giving ad
vice and counsel to the Saints. I hope the 
time is not far distant when the Saints of 
San Antonio will waken to a sense of their 

Original PoB1ru. 
THE MISSIONARY'S TRUST. 

NOT ALONE. 

ELDER 'L C. KELLEY, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 

I am a st.ranger far away from home, 
No friend to greet me with a cheering tone, 

No friendly shelter from the raging storm; 
Yet God is with me-l am not ~J.lone. 

The wind is blowing cold and bleak and 
drear, 

And through the swaying pines doth sadly 
mourn; 

Yet something seems to whisper, "Never 
feat·; 

Thy God is with thee-thou art not alone." 

Lord, may I ever feel that thou art near, 
That on my path thy light hath kindly 

shone; 
And when life's leaves are growing brown 

and sear, 
Let me still feel that I am not alone. 

The dark'ning clouds obscure the sinking 
sun; 

The shades of night are swiftly coming on; 
Lord, when my life its fitful course has run, 

May I then feel thai, I am not alone. 

The withered leaves are falling from the 
trees, 

duty and carry on the Lord's work as it Al:!d lodge by bush or shrub-perchance a 
ought to be. I ask an interest in the prayers I t . 

of the Sai.nts in behalf of_ the members of I Whensfi~on~, life's tree I fall like one of these, 
San Antomo, that we all m1gh t awaken to a M I th f 1 th t I t 1 . . . ay · en ee 'a am no a one. 
sense of our duty before It 1s too late; and 1f 

it is the Lord's wili, that we may have a When I through the dark vale of death shall 
church building in which to worship. 

May the Lord bless all of his people is my 
prayer in Jesus' name. 

Your sister in the cause of Christ, 
HUTH GIFFORD. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS l!~OR PRAYER. 

Sr. Nellie Humphrey requests the prayers 
of the Union in her behaif, that if it be the 
Father's will, she may be relieved of her sore 
affliction. She has been a sufferer for many 
years, and earnestly desires the Lord to bless 
her in body. She is a faithful sister. Sis
ters, please remember her. 

Isabella J. McMillen desires the prayers of 
the Prayer Union, that she may be healed. 
She has been ill for the last three months 
with a complication of diseases. 

Dear Sisters:- We desire your united 
prayers in behalf of our little girl Birdie, 
aged eleven years. She has been sick with 
malaria or typhoid fever for almost two 
weeks, and not being a very stout child, has 
failed so fast. Dear Saints, we are isolated 
from the association of God's people at this 
place, and have never been so before. We 
ask for your united prayers that she may be 
healed. 

Your brother and sister in Christ, 
,JOHN AND FANNIE MO!{RIS. 

go, 
Grant me, 0 Lord, thy staff to lean upon; 

When death's cold waters o'er my soul shall 
flow, 

Let me then feel that I am not alone. 

And when in heaven thy glory I behold, 
And meet with loved ones t•ound thy great 

white throne; 
And with them find I'm safe within thy fold, 

Then will I know, I shall not be alone. 
OxFORD (depot building), Maine, November 28, 1899. 

Note.-On the above date the missionary 
\valked a number of miles, carrying a heavy 
satchel, arriving at the station in the after
noon, very ti1·ed, somewhat hungry, finding 
no fit·e in the waiting room, and there was 
not a soul whom, to his knowledge he had 
ever seen before. Dark, threatening clouds 
shut out the sun as he sunk toward the west, 
while the autumn winds whistled through 
the pine trees in such a sad, plaintive way as 
to make one's heart yearn for the companion
ship of loved ones and the enjoyment of 
home. And yet there was the spirit of 
peace and trust with the missionary, that 
softened the unpleasantness of his surround
ings, and he sat down in a cold, cheerless 
room in the depot and, while waiting for the 
train, the foregoing verses were written. 

T.C.K. 
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BISHOP'S ANNUAL R PO OF R IPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
OF 'l'.HE ltEORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIS1' OJ;' LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

From January ll5, 1899, to January 10, 1900. 

SUMMARY s·rATEMENT. [ EXPENDED BY AGENTs. 

RECEIPTS BY BISHOP. _ [Paid elders' families ............. , ............... $ 32,706 08 
1 

" " expense........................... .. 4,488 41 
On hand last report...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... $ 5.5:37 691 " poor........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,067 22 
Received in tithes and offerings ................... 11,093 75 " E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........................ 15,462 14 

" " " '' " from Bishop'sagts .. 15,362 14 " ao·ents' expense............................. 367 09 
" from bills payable account, and loans ..... 6,9tl7 88 '' t~xes and repairs............. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150 58 
" " " .recei~a?le account............ 900 00 " loan...... .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... 5 00 
" " Engllsh mrsswn on Herald account l4 12 " express............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 75 
" " Herald Publishing House.......... (Hl 06 " recording· deeds............................. 3 80 
" " G. H. Hilliard, CQunselor.......... 100 00 " interest...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 00 
;; ;: interest .......... ·............... 234 47 " Herald and Hope account, English mission.. 14 12 
" " s~,le real estate .................... 8,396 84 " hauling wood................................ 10 00 

farm produce................. 1 47 " hall rent.................................... 22 44 
:: diamond ring................. 55 00 " insurance ......... , ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . 32 37 

live stock..... ..... .. . .. .. .. . 10 00 " Prror in tithing.............................. 10 00 
" " 
" ., 

'\ rents.............................. 180 20 " Sand w1ch Islands
1 

printing account.......... 533 GO 
" expense rfetu.r

1
ned ....... d.. .. . .. .. . 

2 
23 51 '• George H. Hilliard, Counselor.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 00 

" 
" 

expense am1 y, returne . . . . . . . . . '31 6l " succeeding agents .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203 24 
" ~ociety Isl~n;J.s ........ · ... .. .. .... ~~ ~g Balance due church ............................... 9,20:'; 95 

" 
" 

" msurance c mm. · ·. · .. · · ..... · ·... " " " agents not reported for 1899... 274 95 
surplus............................ 100 00 T t 1 $ 66 658 14 

" 
" 
" " accounts........................... 273 69 ° a ........ · .... · .. · .. " .. " "" .. =='== 

~, tent and tract funds............... 3 00 REPORT OF GEORGE H. HILLIARD, COUNSELOR. 
Total. ............................. $ 50.2i2 43 

" 

EXPENDI'.rURES BY BISHOP. 

Paid accounts ................................... $ 621 97 
" bills payable and loans ..................... 7,767 25 
" " receivable . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 250 00 
" Bishop's agents for elders and families....... 4,035 51 
" elders for clothing and expenses............ . 3.889 57 
'' elders' families. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 764 97 
" expense, elders' courts....................... 75 07 
" " Bishop's office, stationery, fuel, etc.. 13136 
'~ " postage .......... ,......... 68 77 
" " " internal revenue........... 16 97 
:: :: :: ~xc.hange.................. 1 75 

Jam tor...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1l 40 
" " " bookkeeper, stenographers 510 00 
" " First Presidency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 35 
" " Church Secretary.................. 1 85 
" " " Patriarch...... . . . .. .. .. .. 1 70 

RECEIP'.rS. 

Due church January 1, 1899 ....•................. $ 
'l'i thes and cfferings. . . . ........................ . 

" " " from Bishop's agents ........ . 
Balance due George H. Hilliard ................. . 

Total. ............................... $ 

EXPENDITURES. 

Paid E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....................... $ 
" Bishop's agents ............................ . 
" elders' families... . . . . . . . . ................. . 

57 36 
431 71 

95 00 
47 38 

631 45 

100 00 
70 00 

232 00 
expenses...... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 15 50 

" personal and traveling expense........... . . 204 50 
" " 
" stationery, postage, etc ...................... _--,--:9_4.:::.:5 

Total. .............................. $ 631 45 
==== 

HERALD OFFICE ACCOUNT. 

" " Historian~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 83 RECEIPTS. 

" " 
" 

,, 
" " 
" " 
" " 

'' Recorder, fuel, etc.. . . . . . . . 26 881 Tithes and offerings ............................ $ 
" " salary........... 360 00 Christmas offerings ........................ · ..... .. 

Bailey-church case........ 31 80 Trr.ct fund ................................... . 
;: auditing committee........ 30 43 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ............................. . 

missions, Kirtland, Minne- Sales of Abstract ............................... . 

688 95 
1,115 15 

30 
650 00 
36 66 

apolis, Chicago........... 1
6
0
50
6 5

0
0
0 

Total. ............................. $ 
" Herald Publishing House ................. . 

2,491 06 

" insurance.................................... 26 00 
" interest.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,620 87 
" labor, church farm........................... 9 50 
" library, church.............................. 81 53 
'' '' public and State....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 15 
" poor...... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 4,622 05 
" produce..................................... 10 80 
" real estate ................................... 2,480 13 
" rent.......................................... 3 00 
" Society Islands, printing account............ 28 92 
" Temple repairs, Kirtland . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 675 00 
" " gas well .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. 250 00 
" tent fund............................. . .. .. . 2 00 

Balance on hand ................................. 14.009 55 
Total. .............................. $ 50,21243 

--~"~--

ACCOUNT WITH AGENTS. 

RECEIPTS. 

Balance due church last report .................. $ 5,278 01 
Received from Bishop............................ 4,035 51 

" " tithes and offerings ................ 56,841 11 
" " taxes returned.. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 45 
" " rent............................... 79 48 
" " interest...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 94 
" " sale of wood....................... 40 10 
" " sale of books....................... 49 30 
" " sale of hay....... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 00 
" " George H. Hilliard, Counselor.. . . . 70 00 
H f' former agents..................... 203 24 

Total,., .......... , .... ,., ........ , .. $~ 

EXPENDITURES. 

Due Herald Office last report .................... $ 155 76 
Presidency's office ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 65 
Historian's office....... .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 69 
Recorder's ofnce.................................. 12 50 
Secretary's office.................................. 4 28 
Patriarch's office................................. 1 85 
Editor's salary................................... 540 00 
Secretary~ salary................................ 100 00 
Cash to Bishop................................... 500 00 
Library church.................................. 46 40 
Library; Ohio, Omaha, Minneapolis............... 17 20 
Tract fund ....................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 86 
Wood for church offices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. 3 15 
Saints' Home account........ . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . 82 20 
Expense, Bishop's office ......................... , 1 17 
Printing and stationery, Bishop's office........... 29 75 
Printing Bishop's annual report.................. 70 00 
Graceland College, balance on Bible ........... ,.. 2 50 
Fifty-three True Su.ccessions ................. , , . . . 15 05 
Balance due church ............................ , . 824 05 

Total .............................. $ 2.491 06 
----

REPORT OF ELDERS. 
RECEIPTS. 

Balance in hands of elders last report ............. $ 764 02 
Donations by Saints and friends ................... 11,098 86 
Received from Bishop and agents .................. 7,24~ ~~ 
Balance due elders ... , .. , ......................... 2,20 __ 

rot1J,l. .. ,' ... ' .. ' ..••.. '' .. ''.' ' .... $~1,317 90 
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EXPENDITURES. 

Balance due elders last report .................... $ 1,555 03 
Traveling expenses and clothing ................... 19,004 44 
Balance due church.................. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 758 43 

Total. ............................... $21.317 90 

AVAILABLE ASSETS: TITHE AND OF
FERING FUND. 

January 1, 1900. 

Cash, Bishop's account ............................ $14,009 55 
Cash in hands of agents ........................... 9,515 61 
Cash with Herald Publishing House........... . . . 824 05 
Accounts receivable, executor Lynch estate........ 400 00 
Bills receivable ................................... 9,581 90 
Real estate contracts .............................. 7,169 79 
Abstract of Evidence.............................. 210 00 
Transcript of Evidence............................ 18 00 
Real estate last report, less $15,400 00 sold and in 

contracts ........... -.................. : ........ 39,866 29 
Real estate by Joseph and Janet Luff, omitted in 

former year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00 
Real estatfl by Henry Jones, Omaha, Neb ......... 1,000 00 
Real estate by G W. Sparks, Santa Ana, Cal. ..... 1,100 00 
Real estate by Ruth A Turner, Montrose, Iowa.... 500 00 
Real estate by R. M. Elvin, Nc1braska City, Neb... 200 00 
Real estate contract, Independence, Mo............ 190 00 
Real estate improvements.............. . . . . . . . . . . 44 40 

Total ................................ $84.729 59 

The real estate in thiB list is subj :ct to the depreciation 
and increase of values for past few years but is proper 
comparison with all former reports. 

LIABILITIES. 
Due Bishop's ag·ents.. . .......................... $ 37 71 
Due George H. HiJUard, Counselor................ 47 38 
Due bills payable .................................. 17,231 01 
Nets assets last report ............................. 59,262 79 
Gain during year .................................. 8.150 70 

Total. ..... , ......................... $tl~ 
Assets over liabilities January 1, 1900 ............ $~~ 

SAINTS' HOME AND RESERVE FUND. 
RECEIP'l.'S. 

Receipts by sales and collections .................. $ 4,384 99 
To balance ................... : ................... 5,510 52 

Total. ............................... $9.895 51 

EXPENDITURES 

Due church last report ........................... $ 6,595 68 
Expenditures per itemized list ..................... 3.299 83 

Total. .............................. $!).89551 

ASSETS: HOME FUND. ,-

Real estate and buildings last report .............. $26,600 00 
Real estate, Henry .Tones .......................... 1,000 00 
Real estate, purchase .................... , ......... 1, 732 25 
Mortgage note..................................... 125 00 

REAL ESTATE IMPROVEMENTS. 
Tiling ........................................... . 
Cisterns .......................................... . 
House ............................................ . 
Fruit trees ...................................... . 

PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

181 27 
125 00 
138 24 

40 oo 

Cattle ................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755 00 
Horses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 00 
Hogs.............................................. 90 00 
Chickens.......................................... 15 00 
Hay and corn...................................... 105 00 
Farm utensils..................................... 150 00 

Total. .............................. $31,206 7~ 

LIABILITIES. 
Bills payable ..................................... $ 2 456 29 
Accounts payable .................................. 5.510 52 
Net assets ......................................... 23 239 95 

Total. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ....... $31:206-76 

Net assets last year ............................... $21,550 64 
Net assets presetlt year ............................ 23,239 95 
Net gain ......................................... $ 1.689 31 

INDEPENDENCE CHURCH FUND. 
RECEIPTS. 

On hand last report ............................... $ 1, 727 48 
Collections.. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 100 00 

Total. ............................... $ 1,827 48 

EXPENDITURES. 
Paid interest, Chappel note ...................... $ 320 00 
Paid Oakland, Cal., church on account ........... 1,000 00 
Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . 507 48 

Total. ............................... $ 1,827 48 

E. L. KELLEY. 
L.A.MONI, Iowa, March 20, 1900. 

RECEIPTS. Bills receivable, contrib· Carpender, S. P., Wis., t.286 SO Dan, Sr. C. L., Iowa, b. o. 47 Feldhahn, Christiana E., 

Balance on hnnd ~ • ~~~d d~~es~~; ~~~~,ct~~~ 2:~fe81~g~~·Jld~~'a:~l!b'.,1t: 9~ 68 8:~?~. ~.rlf. ~~d ~~J:.t ... 11 00 ]'i~ee~~,p~"C'.';··~r:·y:·,·t:::.: ~ ;g 
January 1, 1899 .. _. ...... $o,537 o9 $2.249.46 Carney, David, Ark .. t..... 1 50 Mo., t...... ...... ............... 5 00 Fisher, B. N., CaL, t....... 2 50 

A brother and Sl~ter, Blood, James M .• ~Tis, t.. 1 00 Carter, Dr. U. D, Ill., o ... 2 00 Davis, ,V. H., Ark, t,. .... 6 00 Fisher, Mrs. B. N., 
Cal .. t ........................ ~~ ?O Blanton, Cyrus, Kan., t... 1 00 Case, Miss E. Neb., t ...... 11 211 Davis, Albert '1'., Porto Cal., t .......................... 1 50 

A brother, Iowa, t ........... 3 30 Boswell, Joseph, Iowa, t. 2 50 Cave, Jessie, Iowa. t.. ..... 3 00 Rico, ( .......................... 14 00 Fisher, Bro. and Sr. P. 
A sister, Iowa,t ............... 5 ~0 Bond, Mary. legacy ........ 500 00 Chambers, R.N., Colo.,t. ~0 50 Davis, Mary P. and son, C., N.Y., t .................. 6 00 
A s!ster, Neb., t .............. \00 .o Boston church fund ........ 78 00 Chambers, Mrs. S. P. Iowa, t ........................ 8 00 ~'iske, Mary A., Neb., t ... 1 25 
A s~ster, A us., o .............. 9 65 Boden, Albert and wife, Colo, t ...................... 5 00 Davis, Isabel, Mich, t ..... 1 00 Florid~ dist., S. D.'Al!en. 
A stster, Mo., t. ....... ..... 8 0 Iowa, t ....................... 43 00 Cheney. Levi. i\lo . t ....... 48 2B Davis, Cara B , Mich., o.. 50 agent ........................... 130 00 
A stster, Iowa, t ............. 2 gg Booth, ,JosephO., Iowa,o. 1 00 i'hapman, E!tjah, Utah,t. 10 00 Davis City branch, Io., o. 30 ~'ord, John T., Iowa t ..... 40 00 
A friend, Mo, t .............. 75 

0 
Boyd, D. S., Colo., t ..... 20 00 Chapman,Mrs.D.L, Io.,t. 35 00 Davison, William, Mo , t. 2 o~ B""'orshey, Sr. E., Ore., t ... 10 00 

A frtend. Fla., oJ "'i'T'"' 7 go Boyd. N. A., Tenn, t ..... 6 00 Chapman, Sr. M. G, Dawson, L. 0., Wash., t. 2 00 B'oss, J. C, Mo .• t .......... 4 32 
Adamson, Peter. r .. · .,t 30 Bowlby, Willis. Mo., o. ... 71 Neb. t ..................... 11 60 Denio, Evangeline. acct. 3 01 ~'razier, Sr J. E, Cal, t. 2 50 
Ahlstrand, S., Neb., t :···· 30 00 Boyns, Husan, Eng .• t ..... 72 Church, Chas. F ,Iowa, t .. 3 50 Dennis, Sr. R. K., Ill., t 25 Fraser, Mrs. David, 
Alabama, Alabama d•st.,

110 
OO Bower,Sarah E.,~ Dak ,o. 2 flO Clarey, Lettie, Wash, t... 5 00 Derry, Charles, Iowa, t ... 63 31 Neb., t ........................ 2 50 

Geo. 0. Sellers, a~t. · ... Brown, George, Iowa, t.. 3 00 Cline, Cynthia, Mich, t .. 2 OU Dingle, Eliza, Mont., t ..... 55 51 l~ulks, C. M, I. T., t ....... 1 20 
Alabama, Mobile dtst., . Brown, M. R. and A. E, Cole, Amy D., Wa'h. t .. 5 00 Dittemore Sr Wiley ~'uller, William, Cal., o ... 5 00 
Ari' 0 LA Bo?ekEf, ~~~-a"t' n ~o Ill, t .......................... 5 00 Colorado, Eastern dist , Kan , t.' ..... : ......... :...... 1 oo Gaylord, Eleanore, 
Aile 'Mn~ie i'owa ~t' ·· 20 00 Brown, H. E. and M. E., 

1 
C. E. Ev~;ett, agent .... 580 00 Diamond sale ................ 55 00 Mo, t ........................... 40 00 

en, a ' D • ..... 0 00 Cal t ........................ 30 00 Cooper, R. I , Iowa, t .... 20 00 Dorothy, Robert, Iowa, t. 2 51, Gerber, Emanuel, . 
Allen, J. S., S. ak., t ...... f

0 
Brothers, Wm. and M.A., Cooper,!. N. W.,(B rec.,) Duncan, M. E. and c. M., 'renn., t ....................... 7 :>0 

Ames. J. S., Ore., t I ...... uo 
0 

og N. Y, t ...................... 30 00 Iowa, t ..................... 21 16 Wash t 10 00 Gilbert, Sr. H B., Cal., o. 2 00 
Angell, Geo.aJnd M., o.,o. 1 0 

0 
Brothers, Wm, N Y., t... 4 15 Cooper I. N. W., Iowa, t 29 00 Duncan' c ·a· 'i{·~;;----~·--· 1o 65 Gtbbons, John F'., 

Anthony, R. ·• ret. exp · 8 4 Briggle. Jennie, Iowa. t.. 1 00 Cobb, Sr E, Iowa, t ....... 30 00 Earhatt' W E' Wa~h 'i' 5 00 Minn., t ...................... 10 00 
Anderson, An~a C · Io., t. ~ 23 Brand,Bro .. and Sr. David, < 'o ner, 0. E., Io,..va, t .... 6 50 _E~htern~cht Henr~ ., · Gifford, Sr. Merle, Io., t.. 5 00 
AAndersonF. QMumTy;,:~c~ ... 

24 
3o Ill., t ........ _. ............... 10 00 ~oiner, Ca~rie, Iowa, t.... 50 Neb., t ... : ....... ... : ....... 25 00 Glidden, Volney, 

rnold, · ., e • ... Brunson, Abbte S , IlL, t 8 00 Crow, Dav1d, Utah, t ...... 23 20 Ehlers August D J\hch., t ........ ............... 6 00 
Atwell, B A • M~ 's~~~h· 4 80 I Brunson, Abbie S., Ill., o. 4 00 ~r?w, D~vid, Utah, o ..... ? 00 Kan: t ........ . ::.......... 9 60 Godfrey, Sr. M. E, 
Bass, Seth M. an , Bradley, James, Iowa, t. 10 00 Cnley, Frank, Iowa, t ..... .12 00 Elswick, 1\L F., Iowa, t.... 1 oo Neb , t.. ................. ...... 2 00 

B
iowa, t .r .... L .... M ..... 

1
·
0
--·"t' 1~ 0

0
g Brrde!'• Ester B., Neb, t. 5 00 ~riley, Mrs Emma, Io. t 10 0~ Ellis•on, Alma and Sarah, Godfrey, M. E. and G. 

aldwm, S, · · ·• ·• · • Br1ttam, Mary, Kan., t .... 10 00 Crum, Mrs.R J ., Wash.,t. 1 Oo . Iowa, t ....................... 200 OO W., Neb"' o ..... ............. 2 00 
Barmore, Charles, IIJ, t;, 1 oO Breese, Mollie C., I. T .. o. 1 00 Crum, IlL A, Wash., t ... 10 00 Elvin, R. M., ret fam ...... ZOG 61 Godfrey, Vvm., Neb., t.... 5 00 
Bartlett, Sylvester ·• 

00 
Briggs, E. C., Iowa, t. (B. Crabb, J. C. and wife, E 

1
. h . . H ld Godfrey, S R., Neb, t ... 10 50 

Ill., t ........... >;;"""'"'"' 
15
4 rec.) ............................. 200 00 Iowa, t ........................ 49 71 ngdts HmtSSIOn, Tera Godfrey, Jno. A., Neb., t. 7 50 

Ballantyne, J. vv ·• Ark.,t. 00 Butterworth, Grace A., Culberson, Patience D., ap- ope acct., hos. Graham. Jas, fAT. Va., t.~ 8 00 
Ballantyne, Robert, Io., t. 10 00 Iowa, t ....................... 26 00 tl. Dak ., o .................. 20 00 E 'l.aylNor, CageWnt ............... H 12 Graff, Theresia, Mo., t ..... 10 00 
Ballenger, Martha E • Butterworth, R. W., (B. Cushman, S. F., Neb .. t ... 13 62 nge_. · ·• ash., t ..... 4 ?~ Graff, Louisa, Mo., t........ 50 

Iowa, ! ........................ 1 00 rec ,) Iowa, t ................ 10 00 Dakota. Northern dist.. English, F. L • Mo., t ..... 7 3o Greer, Dr. B. A., Io., t .... 39 85 
Barrett, Mrs. George, 

5 00 
Burlingame, Ruth A., R. Thomas Leith, agent ... 107 00 Enckson, C. E., Colo., t .. 4 00 Griswold, E. W., N.Y., t. 5 00 

ret. loan...................... I., t.............................. 4 00 Dakota. Northern dist, Esselstyne, Esther, Greenwood, Sr. L.A., 
Bean Bro. and Sr. J. W., Butterworth, Elsie, Io.,t. 10 00 Wm. Sparling, agent ... 51JO 00 Mich.,! ........................ 1 50 Iowa,! ......................... 1 00 

Mo.',t ........................... 106 OU Bush,Geo. W., acct ....... 2 71 Danielson, C., Iowa,t ..... 20 00 Expense returned ............ 7 75 Green, Willard E., 
Bennett, Lucretia, Cal., t. 20 00 California, Central dist., Daley, Ida May, Cal., t... 9 00 Farley. James, Iowa, t. ... 7 00 Mich., t..................... ... 5 00 
Bennett, Sr. L., Cal, t .... 10 00 A. Page, agent .............. 375 00 Da'ey, Bro. and Sr. Fales, Sarah, Mo., t....... 4 SO Green, Augusta A., 
Bishop, A. N., Pa., t ....... 30 00 California, Northern dist.. George, Cal., t .............. 30 00 Faulk, Sr. M.A., Ohio, t. 1 00 Mich.,\ ........................ 1 00 
Bills payable ................ 5,985 37 0. A. Parkin, agent ...... 303 00 Dancer, Alice P., Iowa, t.l55 00 :B.,erry, AI. and wife, Greek, A., Ore., t ............ 31 00 
Bills receivable, Weller Cadwell,EleanorS.,Kan., Dancer, Alice P., Iowa. o.3UO 00 Mo.,\ ............................ 10 00 Gunsolley, J. F., Io., t.... 8 !J5 

note ......... , ................... 90C 00 \ ................................... 30 00 Damon, V\im. A., Ala., t.. 1 00 Fcnn, Sr. M., Iowa, ( ...... 1 00 Gunsolley, 1\Iabel, Io., t... oii - . . . . . 
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Gunsolley, Mary E; ILa~oen; Mart;m, Utap, o. 10 OU Ohio, Kirtland district, Short, Ell's, Mo., t ......... 500 00 Woodhead, Sr.C., Utah, o 1 00 
Iowa, t ................... ;; .. ,, 1 00 · Lachape1le, Sr. M., S. Eben Miller, agent ...... 50 00 Sherwood, H., Mich ,o.... 25 Wolfe, S. E., Colo., t ...... 12 00 

Harder, D. 0., I. T., t ..... 2 001 Dal<., o ............. ., 5 00 Olsen, Mrs. Cora, Ill., t ... 17 00 Sisters' Mite Society, La· Wolfe, W. E. and S. E., 
Hansen. Mattie Iowa, t ... 3 00 Lamhert, Mrs. J. R., Ontario, Chatham dist, moni, Iowa, Xmas o ..... 5 00 Colo., o ........................ 1 00 
Hansen, Matt~e, Iowa, o .. 2 00 Iowa, t-·:· ........... 1 00 J. H. Tyrrell, agent ..... 250 00 Skinner, Alice. Ark., t ..... 1 25 Woodward, Mrs. A. C., 
Hansen, Mattie. Iowa, 1. .. 15 00 Lambert, Rtchard J., Ontario, London district, Skank, G. F., Iowa, t ...... 34 50 Neb., ! ........................ 25 00 
Hansen, H R, Idaho, t ... 60 00 (B. rec} Iowa, t... . .. 65 00 R. C. Evans, agent ..... l,OOO 00 Skank, Ethel I., Iowa, t .. 18 00 Woolfenden, Florence J., 
Hansen, H. R, Idaho, o. 30 Oil Lewis, E. H. and M, (B Otto. Frederick and Skank, Ada L., Io .. t ... 13 50 Wash., ( ....................... 15 00 
Hansson, Erick, Minn, t. 5 00 rec.) Iowa, t........... 5 00 Auguste, Iowa. t ........... 20 00 Skank, G. Fred and Young, Martha A., Io., t .. 57 20 
Hansson, Erick1 Minn., o. 50 T..~ewis, Hichard, Iowa, t. 25 00 Patten, t.T. F., S. Dn.k .• t... 6 00 wife, Iowa, t........... 1 00 Young, David D. and 
Hastings, Winter and Leach, R W .. S. D tk .. o. 20 00 Patio, Mrs. J.D., B C., t 10 00 Smith, Emma, Ark, t .. 10 00 wife, Iowa, t ................. 100 00 

Agnes, Wash, t ........... 14 00 Light, Hatty E., Neb., t. 6 20 Payne. J. ]', Kan, t ..... 10 00 Sl?lith, Joseph B.,Utah,o 2 00 
Hall, Emily A .. Ore., t... 6 20 Live stock sale .......... 10 00 Parker, R. ,T., Ark, t ...... 3 00 Smith, J. W. Neb., t .... 10 21 Total ............... $50,212 43 
Hnrris, John F., Jr., Louisville, Ky. branch,o. 10 8o Pearson, Saline,!. ........... 50 00 Smitn, Joseph, Iowa, t .200 00 

l'a., \ ........................... 2 00 Lockley, Mrs. A., Io .• o.. 2 50 Pement, Philemon. IlL t n 00 Smith, Effie, Utah, t. 50 EXPENDITURES. 
Hartwell, Lucinda, Iowa. 25 00 London, Eng. church, 1.. 30 44 Pethrick, Samuel N, 8mith, G."'"'., Ark, t.... 1 00 
Harp, Ed. G .. Iowa, t ...... 15 00 Loans .................... 690 00 Neb .. t ......................... 2fl 00 Smith, Joseph B. and Aid acct., care occupants 
Ha•p, Chas. E .. Iowa, t... 6 00 Lovejoy, Bro. and Sr. H. Petre, Jacob, Alaska, t ... 10 00 Effie, Utah. t.......... 5 00 at Home .................. $3,634 SO 
Harp, F. N., Iowa, t....... 2 50 E., Mo., t .............. 17 00 Petre, ,Taco b. Alaska, o... 1 00 Smith, T. J., Okla., t . . . 2 00 Anderson, Q.uincy, a ....... 5 00 
Hawley, Sr. Gid, Iowa. o. 1 00 Love, David, Mo .. t . . . .. 15 Peterson, 1\Irs. J. W., Sorensen, Lotta, Utah, o 50 Anderson, David, e ......... 40 00 
Barding. Sr. E M., lo, t. 12 05 Luff, J. J. anrl B. B., Io., t. 5 95 Iowa. t ............ " .......... 15 00 Societ.y Islands mission Anthony, R. J., f ........... 300 00 
Hager, Peter, Mien., o.. 25 Lytle, ,John B., Okla, t.. 1 26 Pennsylvania. Scranton for printing material.. 25 92 Anthony, R. J., f. e ......... 267 40 
Hawkms, Mary, Nev., t. 30 00 Lytle, Eleanor, Okla., t. 1 25 d st., A. N. B!shop, agt 50 Society Islands mission Ant?-ony, R. J., e ............ 10 60 
Hanner, William N , Lytle, Bartley C., Okla ,t 1 25 Pennsylvania, Pittsburg account ................ 20 08, Atkms. R. !.. .................. 50 00 

Ky, t . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 5 00 Lytle, Almena C., Okla.,t 1 25 dist .. L. D. Ullom, agt .. 264 55 Sparks, Sr. M. A., Io., t. 1 00 Baggerly, I. P., e ............ 33 00 
Herrick, L. M, Va., t.... 5 21 Lytle, Herbert, Neb., t.. 3 00 Pennsylvania, Philadel· Spurgin, Lillie, Iowa, t.. 25 Baggerly, I. P., f ............ 30 00 
Jl. rnck, Cattlerine, McClain, Henry T., I. phia dist, J. Zirner· Squires. J. W., (B. rec.)t. 20 OG Baggerly, Mrs. H. S., ! ... 100 00 

Iowa, t ................ 10 00 •r., t .................. , 20 00 mann,agent ............... 1,000 00 SLaute, Mrs. J. S., Nev.,t 10 00 Baggerly, JamesM., e ..... 43 00 
Herold Pun. House ...... 611 06 McKenzie, John, Mo., o. 3 00 Phillips, George D., Stedman, E. A., (B. rec.)t 41 86 Barmore. Elizabeth, f ...... l05 00 
Her> hey, Caroline, Io., t. 1 GO McCulley,Nellie I. .. Ore.,t 13 36 Ark, t ......................... 2 SO Strong, Lizzie F., Ballenger, Abigail, a ...... 18 50 
Heavener, Nettie I., Mcintyre, J. R., Cal., t .. 22 50 Pike, Emma L., Wis .. t ... 17 00 Mich., o ............... 1 00 Baker. A.M., e ............... 12 00 

Ill, t ................. 35 00 McLane, Maggie, Utah, o 5 00 Pinkerton, S. E., Mo., t ... 30 00 S rong, Catherine S., Barrett, Mrs. George, 1 ..... 5 00 
Hillio.rd, George H., McLane, Maggie, Utah, Pitt, F. G., t ................... 26 25 Iowa, t..... .. .. .. .. .. 3 00 Beach, Mary E., a ........... 10 00 

Counselor ............. 100 00 (B. rec.) ........ ,...... 5 00 Pickering, W. R., Mo., 1.1,000 00 Stoddard, Will and Ida, Bennett, J.D., a.............. 3 87 
HHc!Jeock, Cathenne, :M!:lcKenz\e, Margaret M. Pleasant Gro·ve branch, Neb., t........ ........ 3 00 Bell, Thomas J., e ......•••.. 14 50 

Mo., t ................ 5 00 L .. Ohio, t ............. 5 00 rent acct., Utah, o ........ 5 00 Stone, Albert E, Conn., Bell, 'l'homas J., f ......... , 17 32 
Hitchcock, F. P., Mo, t. 25 00 MeDonald, RobertS., Post, John H. and wife, surplus ................ 100 00 Btlls payable ............... 6,722 25 
Hit.ctcock, Abigail 111, ~l!Ch, t ............... 10 00 Iowa.! ......................... 17 32 St.errett, H. B., Utah, c.. 2 50 Bills receivable, Tapscott 

Ill .. t.... .. . . . . . . .. .. .. 6 00 McNutt, F. J., Kans., t .. 10 00 Price. Pearl 0., Cal., t..... 5 56 Sterrett, C. E., Utah, o. 1 00 note ............................ 250 00 
H1ll, Mrs. George, Neb.,t 2 00 McGuire, Benj.R ,N.J., t 10 00 Pringle, Elsie, Iowa, t ..... 1 00 Sterrett, W. G., Utah, o. 1 00 Bishop, A. N., f ............... sO 00 
IIlil Georg;, Neb, t ..... 10 00 McGuire. John A., Jr., Premo, Bro. and Sr., AI- . ~terrett, P., Utah, o. .... 2 00 Blanchard, W. W., f ........ 25 00 
Hob•on, \\ !lliam, N.J., t ................ 10 00 bert J., Mont., t ........... 2 2o oterrett, P. A., Utah, o.. 1 00 Blau, Fred B, f .............. 90 20 

Conn., t. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 00 McClenahan, Mrs. A., Produce account.............. 1 47 Stewart, J. G., Kan., t .. 5 00 Blair, ]'red B., e .............. 40 00 
Hooker, J. M. Waeb., t.. 2 00 Iowa, t ........... 10 00 Proctor, J.D. and Ida M., Strickland, Sr. N. F., Biggs, Joseph, e .............. 10 00 
Hooker, Sr. '3. M., Wash.,t 3 00 ~icM.Jlen, Mrs. B A., Okla., t ........................ 65 00 Ore., t................. 5 00 Blair, Mrs. W. W., a ........ 25 00 
Houts. W. H., Mo., t,... 7 40 Wash., t ................ 10 00 Raymond, .M. H ,_ Mont.,t. 5 00 Stone, Mrs. A. C , S. Bond, M. H., e ............... 25 00 
Howald, Anna D., CaJ.,t.124 80 Massachusetts d1st, R Raymond, Mary H.,Mont., Dak., t ................ 10 00 Bronson, H. C., e ............ 15 00 
Howard, Anna D., Bullard, agent ......... 739 .00 b. o .............................. 2 00 Steel, J. W., Cal., t ...... 10 OO,Briggs, E. C., e ............... 130 00 

Cal., o. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 76 Mad~en, C. C., Neb., t... 3 00 Rathbun, Jennett, Ill., t .. 5 00 Stuart, Laura, N.Y., o.. 2 00 Briggs, E. C., £.. ............. 325 00 
Holt, Hiram L., account. 47 Oil Manifold, Ida M., Io., t .. 5 OO,Haulstin, Nancy.J.,Mo.,t .. 5 00 Sumption, Sarah, lowa,t 6 50 Brown, J.M., e ............... 5 00 
Houck, Sr. George, Io.,t. 10 00 Mathews, S. N .. Mo., t ..... 10 oo

1
·Real estate, Monona Co., 8uddeth, Josephine, Ill., Brown, J. M., £.. ............. 12 50 

Hommes. J. 8., Cal, t... 7 UO Markland and Mathews, Iowa ........................... 399 6c legacy . .. . .. ..... 100 00 Burr, C. H., e ................. 27 00 
Hou!(as, .John, Iowa, t .. 14 40 Mo., t .......................... 25 00 Real estate,C.A.Johnson.l52 Ol Sund, Carrie, Mont.,t ... 20 00 Calhoon, John, a ............ 28 20 
Hufferd, J W ., I. T., t ... 15 00 Martin, Jeannette, Mo., t. 9 60 Real estate, Nicholson's 'raxes~ expense returned 7 36 California, Northern dist .100 00 
H•;Jse, Eliz•beth, Martin, Nellie, Iowa, t.... 1 00 Addition ....................... 100 00 Taggart, Peter C., Ill., t. 20 00 Chatburn F. J. f ............ 20 00 

Mich, t ............. 15 00 Manning. Jane, Iowa, t ... 1 00 Heal estate, Worth and 'roy lor, Dora, Wash., t .. 10 00 Chase, A,',os M., f .......... 30 00 
Hulmes, Sr. M. E., Io, t. 5 00 Mason. II. D., Mont., t ... 55 50 Ha.rrison Co., Mo ......... 600 00 Texas, Central dist., E. Clapp, J. C., e ................. 45 50 
Idaho dist., H. R Evans, Mark, Mary A., Iowa, t ... 40 00 Real estate, 1Yirs. Lucinda Bates, agent ........... 14 SO Closson, A. V., f, ............ 141 63 

agent ................. 20 00 Mather, W. J., Iowa. t ..... 60 00 Minton ......................... S49 02 Tbomas, Julia A., Me., o 2 00 Closson, A. V. e .............. 30 00 
Illinoie, Kewanee dist., Merryman, H.E., Colo, t 21 00 Real estate, John Scot\ ... 100 00 Thomas, 0. B., Iowa, t .. 6 00 Coiner, John, ',. ............... 103 28 

D. C. Smith, agent ... 335 00 Michigan, Northern dist, Real estate, Lynch es· Thomae. Ephraim, Pa., t 15 00 Cooper, F. M, e .............. 15 00 
Independence reunion,o. 5 00 J. J. Cornish, agent ..... 600 00 tate ........................... 5,64n 91 'rhorp, Nancy, Kau., t.. 5 00 Crabb, J. C., e ................. 49 7l 
Insurance claim .. _ ...... 50 00 Michigan1 Eastern dist., Real estate, tT. S. 8-nively.515 00 Thorp, Nancy, Kan., o.. 1 00 Culbertson, Annie E., a .. 10 00 
Interest .................. 2:l4 47 A. Barr, agent ............. 500 00 Real estate,expenseret'd. 1 00 Thurston, Cyrus, Mich., t 25 00 Curtis, Cora, a ............... 20 00 
Iowa, Dee_Moines dist., Minnesota dist., W. W. Heal estnte, W .lll. Harp ... 10 71 Tidland, Emily, Minn., t 1 00 Dahinda, Ill., branch, 1 ... 160 Ofl 

W C. Ntrk, agent .... .416 97 McLeod, agent ............. 323 2c• Real estate, In depend- Tinker, John B., Iowa, t 5 75 Davison, Mrs. H. J., f ..... Il9 32 
Iowa, Galland's Grvve Minnesota reunion, o ...... 15 5( ence Mo., lot ............... 19 60 Townsend, C. N., Davis, E. A.,£ ................ 25 00 

dist., C. J. Hunt, agt.2,057 70 Miller, Elmira, Kan., t ..... 15 01 Real estate. Henry Wash., t... . .. .. .. .. .. 5 50 Dav1s, R. W., e ............... 16 00 
Iowa, Pottawattamie Miller, Elizabeth, Iowa, t 5 o•. Jones, Neb ...... l,OOO 00 Tomason, Sr. H. M. lo.,t 5 00 Davis, R. W., f ............... 25 00 

dist., J. P. Carlile, Miller, J. A. and Elmira, l\eal estate, Geo. Tract fund, Mary H. Ray Davis, ,J. Arthur, f ......... 60 00 
agt ................... 1,234 00 Kan., t ......................... 10 Ol W. Sparks, Cal .. 1,100 00 mond ........................... 1 00 Davis, J. Arthur, e ......... 10 00 

Iowa, Eastem dist.,John Miller, Raleigh M., Heal estate, Ruth Umland, Mary, Neb, t ... 4 00 Davis, John, e .................. 85 55 
Heide, agent .......... 680 00 Okla., t ........................ 15 00 A. Turner, Iowa. 500 DO United Order of Enoch,o. SO 78 Davis, John, f ................. 20 96 

Iowa, Little Sioux dist., Mink, John M., Iowa, t ... 21 70 Real estate. R. M. Utah dist., Jane D. Davis, J. 'l'., e ................. 15 00 
A.M. Fyrando, agt .... 383 77 MitchelL Alice. Eng, t ... 1 44 Elvin. Neb ........ 200 00 Cooper, agent .............. 50 00 DeLong, Lizzie, a ............ 10 00 

Iowa, Fremont dist., Minor, Mrs. C. A., Or~ .• t. 10 00 Real esblte, Jo- Virginia, New Hope dist., Derry, Charles, e ............ 63 31 
Wm. Leelra, agent ..... 718 50 Missouri. Far West ctist., seph Luff ......... 100 00 Isaac Coffman, agent ... 102 00 Dukes, Lucy A., a ........... 4 00 

Iowa and IllinOlB, Nau- C. P. Faul, agent ......... 397 98 Rents .............................. JSO 20 Ward, G. Edgar, Wash ,t .. 2~ 50 Duncan, C. R., f .............. l40 00 
voo dist., G. P. L:1m- Missouri. Nodaway dist, Reams, J C., Iowa, t ...... 10 00 Waller, G. J., account. .... 51 90 Duncan, C. R., e .............. 45 65 
bert, agent ........... 150 00 H. K. Ross, agent ......... 200 00 Redfield. Elmer H., Io.,t.. 40 Wannberg, S. A., Utah,t. 20 00 Ebeling, F. J., e .............. 35 00 

Jacobs, Oden, Iowa, o ... 200 00 Missouri, N'Ortheast.ern lledfie!d,l~dward B.,Io.,t.. 40 Walters, Ignas and Elvin, R. M., f ................. 366 22 
Jeppeson, Amanda, I dist, J. T. Williams, Redfield,Bro.and Sr.H.O, Frances, Iowa, t ..........• 40 00 Etzenhouser, R., e ........... 15 00 

lowa, t ... _....... . . .. . 1 25 agent : .......................... 507 10 Io':'"a· t ....................... 5 00 Waldron, J. W., (B. rec.) Etzenhouser, R., f ........... 2~ 00 
,Jensen, Lar•, Iowa, t .... 30 00 ~hssoun, Northeastern Hedlield, H. 0. and H. L., Mo, ! ........................... 7 20 Evans, J. R., f ................. 2a 00 
Jensen, J. E., Utab., o... 1 00 dist, for Bevier ~isters' Iowa, t ........................ 10 00 Watrous, Rosa and Expense, Bishop's office 131 36 
Johusou, Mrs. Mary, W. Sewing Society ............ 40 00 Reynolds, F. M., (B. rec.,) Emma, Mont, t............ 1 00 Expense, Bishop's office, 

Va., t .................. 5 00 Moorman, E. L., Iowa, t .. 8 00 .Mo.,t .......................... 13 25 Walling,W.H.,S.Dsk ,t .. 7 Oil postage ........................ 68 77 
,Johnson, ,John, Mont., t. 10 25 Moody, Rutb T., -Reynolds, F.M., Iowa, o. 1 35 Walters, T. M., Iowa, t ..• 9 00 Expense, Bishop's office, 
,Jones, Sr. Setb, Ill., t... 2 50 Minn., t........................ 2 00 Rew, Elizabeth. Iowa, t.. S5 Walrath,Wm. and family, internal revenue ........... 16 97 
,JoneP, S. T., Ark .. t..... 2 50 Moldrup, Peter. Neb., t ... 20 00 Riggle, James E. and Ill., t ........................... 51 00 Expense, Bishop's office, 
,Jones, Daniel, Iowa, t .. 50 00 Moore, G. M., Mo, t ........ 50 00 Minnie, Ky., t .............. 10 00 Watkins, Mabel, Ore., t ... 4 25 exchange ..................... 1 75 
tTones, Hannah, Iowa, t. 5 00 Morgan. E. B and wife, Richens, M. J., Utah, o ... 1 00 VYeidman, Effie, Mo., t ... 14 00 Expense, Church :Secre~ 
Jones, Hannah, Iowa, o. 1 00 Iowa, t ........................ 20 00 Richens, Sr. C., Utah, o .. 1 00 Weed, Kate, Neb, t ........ 18 Ot' tary ............................. 1 85 
Jones, Vivian. lil., t.. .. 2 50 Morgan, E. B. and wife, Hoberts,Mrs I.N.,Iowa,t .. 15 00 Weed, Sarah .L, Neb., t .. 1 00 Expense, Church Patri· 
Julian, J. S., Cal., n ..... 17 50 Iowa, Ev. fund ............ 1 00 Hobertson. W. H.,Ind.,t .. 5 00 Weed, Jennie, Neb., t ..... 1 0(J arch ............................. 170 
Kamas, Spring River Moler, H. E., Ohio. t ........ 29 09 Rodger, J. B., Ill, t ........ 54 00 Wellington,Sr.W.M.,Io.,t 2 Ol• Expense, Church Re-

dist., J. M. Richards, ll'oore, Hillie S, Ill., t ..... 2 UO Rosson. Wm., 'l'enn., t .... 1 27 Wells, Eliza, Ohio. o...... 20 corder ......................... 26 88 
agent ................. 342 ~'4 Montague, Mrs. George, Robedeau, Mrs. M., Mo.,t 10 00 Wells, Mr., Ohio, o......... 15 Expense,FirstPresidency 3 35 

Kennicutt, Mabel, Mo.,t. 1 95 · Iowa, t ....................... 30 00 Roell, C. F A., Mo., t ..... 333 78 Wells, Margaret. Ohio, o. 10 Expense, Church His· 
Kennicutt, Mrs. Wm., Montana dist., J. E. Rogers, G. W., Iowa, t ..... 10 00 Wells, Henry, Ohio, o...... 05 torian ........................... 2 83 

Mo., t. ... . .. . .. .. .. .. 85 R.eese, agent ................. 225 00 Hogers, S. A., Neb, t ...... 35 00 Wells, Lewis, Ohio, o...... 05 Expense, Bailey-church 
Kennicutt, Maude, Mo., t 1 00 Munns, Lillie, Kan., t ...... 41 36 Roach, Mrs. Dicy, Ind, t .. 5 CO Wheeler, 0. J. and Belle, case .............................. 31 SO 
Kelley,, Edl?lund L, Myers, Joseph and wife, Roth, W. C., Iowa. t ........ 50 00 Mich., t ........................ 15 00 Expense, court, elders, 

Jr., Iowa, t...... .... .. 2 50 Iowa, t ........................ 5 75 Rowley, Samuel, Iowa, t .. 1 50 Wheeler, Jos., Idaho, t ... 4 25 stenographer, etc ......... 38 97 
Keck, F. C. and Emma Nebraska, Northern dist., Rod mall. Bro. and Sr. H. Wheeler, Geo. R., lo., t .. 4 35 Farmer, John, a ............. '<'6 61 

J., Mo., t ............. 26 30 J. M. Stubbart, agent ... 188 43 J, Utah, o .................. 2 00 Whitehead, G. A., N. Foss, S. 0., f .................. 195 00 
K1nsey, Sarah J., (B. rec.) Nebraska, Central dist., Hocky Mountain mission.. 2 00 Y .. t............................. 8 00 Gaylord, Roxanna, salary 45 00 

Cal., t .................. 831 60 Levi Gamet, agent ........ 225 00 Rood. Mary A., Iowa, t ... 3 00 Whiting, W. W., Neb., t .. 48 56 Geer, A. 0., a ................. 2 00 
King, MargaretA., Io., t. 1 00 NebrMka, Southerndist., Rutter, Nancy, Neb., t ..... 1 00 Wisdom, Belle, Iowa, t ... 2 75 Gillen, J. W., f ............... 50 00 
Ki•er, Leona, Tenn., t... 50 J. W. Waldsmith, agt ... 90 53 Ryerson, Sr. M. J ,Iowa,t. 5 00 Wilson, William, Iowa, t ~0 00 Gillen. J. W., e ............... 15 00 
K1lgore, Mrs. Robert, New York district. Salisbury,Josephine,Il!.,t 4 10 Wight, David W., Io., t .. 35 40 Godby, G. H., ! ............... 200 00 

.Ill., t . ... .... .. .. . ... .. 6 42 'l'hos. Lester, ngent ...... l36 57 ~cott, Mrs. C .. ret'd f.. .... 25 00 Vl·~ght, Estella, Kan., t ... 25 00 Godby, G. H., e ............... 5 00 
Krahl, DavtdJ., and Wife, Newtun, Wm., account ... 174 79 Scott, James G, Ind, t ... 5 00 Wilkinson, James, Io., t .. 33 00 Goodrioh, J. L., f ............ l09 75 

(B. rec.) Mo., t ......... 33 82 New, E. W., I.T., t ......... 20 00 Severance, Jennie M., Willey, C. E., (.fl, reo.) Griffiths, G. T., e ............ 50 00 
Lance, Sr. S.C., Iowa, t. 4 00 Newberry, Sr. J. W., Wash,\ ....................... 1 00 Iowa, t ....................... 42 55 Griffiths, G. T., f ........... 170 00 
J.arson, Enoch, Utah, t.. 20 Iowa, t ........................ 15 00 Sew!ng Soeiety, Pel>ay, Winegar, G. w., Iowa. t.. 6 30 Greene, Mrs. U. W., f ...... soo 00 
!,arson, Bro. and Sr. Needham, E. H. and Iowa, () ........................ ~Q QO Williams, M • .B., Mo., o.. 5 00 Graves, Ge01•ge H., e ...... 10 00 

Enoch, Utah, t.... .... 5 00 Julia, Iowa.\ ............... 20 00 Sewing Society, Arm• Williams. Phoebe, Io., o .• 1 00 Graves, George H., f ...... lo 00 
Layland, Leroy, Idaho, t. 5 00 Nicoll. J. E., Texas, t...... 5 OQ strong, Kan., o ............ 65 00 Willis, M. J., Tenn., t..... l T5 Graves, G. H, ball rent .. 50 00 
Lanyon, W. C., Iowa, t.. 93 Nicholaon, D. F. and Sheldon, T. J., Iowa, t,.. :; 00 Willis, Myrtl~, •renn., t,.. 7~ Greenwood, Mrs. L, A., a 3 25 
Laughlin, J. E. and G. Minnie. Iowa, t ............ 120 OQ Short, M. 'l'. and wife, Willis, Jenni<l, Tenn., t... ~5 Grant, J. A., e ................. 80 00 

G., Iowa, t ............ 50 GO Nunley, T. J., Tenn., t ... 10 00 Mo., o ......... 
3 
............... 25 00 Wood, John, Utah, t ........ 10 00 Haws, A., e ..................... 45 00 
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jJartwell. Mrs L, a........ 3 00 ·Real estate. N. E. L & "1'. Harriet Sheen. Iowa. o... 50 One qua.rt ink........... 42 Martin Smith, Ill., o........ . 50 
Hnyer, Eli, e ................. 10 01· Co ............................... 45 00 ;)r. C. A. Johnson. Ill., t. 3 60 Co.sh to E. L. Kelley, Joseph Rimley, Ill., t.. .... 5 OU 
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0
r[ll Real estate, accrued in- D. M. Baldwin. Ark., t..... 5 50 Bishop .............. 500 no Lum Lowry, Ill., 0 ........... 25 

" terest .......................... 13 50 .Tames Bate, OnL t......... 3o 300 envelopes, No. 10.... 75 J. A. Bensing, Ill., t ........ 2 00 
Hansen, H. N .• e ........... 20 O!l Real estate, claims Lynch Ella S. Cator, Iowa. t...... 5 00 1,000 envelopes, No. 6Y.. 2 40 G. H. Hilliard and wife, 
Herald Publishing House650 00 estate ....................... 1,550 00 L. Buell, Ore .. o ........ , ..... 75 liO 400 envelopes, No.9.... 90 Mo., t .......................... 18 50 
Henson, .J. F., f ............... 73 CO Real estate, Courtland, Julia Ann BuelL Ore., o .. 7'5 00 60 Bishop's,agent's Sr. F. A. Rosson,Tenn.,t .. 1 65 
Hilliard, George H., f ...... 75 0{• Ill.. church .................. l31 33 Eliza Benifiel, Neb .. t..... 5 00 blanks ............ eo... 50 ~rm. Rosson, rrenn , t...... 5 00 
Hodson, W. S., e ............ 10 Of Real estate, improve- L. D. McWethey, Iowa,o.. 10 100 blanks ruled......... 25 M. E. Roberts. Tenn, t... 50 
~loughton, Leonard, e ..... 10 0(1 menta .......................... 44 40 Mrs. C. C. Hurd, Iowa. t .. 5 00 One ream typewriter Annie E Hoberts/renn ,t 50 
Holt .. \1 rs. H L. L ......... 47 Oll Rhoades. W. H., e........... 5 Oil Sales of A bstmct for 1898. 36 66 paper .... ,........ .... 75 Nancy E Roberts, Tenn.,t 1 00 
Hudgen>~, J. W, f ............ 2J 00 Rich. E Franc, salary ..... 23 50 S. A. Davis, 1\fo, o ........ 2 00 Books to State Uuiver~ Nancy Griffin~ Tenn., t ... 2 50 
]!t;nt. Chnrles J., e ......... 2t 88 Hichey, Mrs. C. A., a ...... 8 0\1 LoisT. il!arsnall,Wash .. t .. 3 00 sity, Ohio." ......... 7 45 William Seaton, Tenn.,t .. 3 00 
Hyde. Polly L., a .......... 10 Oil Rodger, Mrs. ;\l, a ......... 80 00 Mrs. Louis Ron at. Ual, t .. 5 00 Books to Omaha library 2 25 Mrs. Wm.Seaton,Tenn.,t. 35 
Interest ....................... 1,620 8< Roberts, I. N., f ...... ; ....... 196 61 Laura I. Cook. Md .. t ..... 3 15 Books to.Minneapolis Nellie Seaton, 'l'enn., t... 30 

Robe1ts, I. N., e .............. 12 UO ~arah A. Hopkins.N.J.,t. 2 00 library ............... 7 50 J. T. Pendleton. Wis., o.. 25 
Hobinson, W. N., a. e ...... 9 68 Mrs. H. J. VVhitney.Ill 1t.. 5 1(1 Library1 church, freight Sr _...\Villiams. Wis., o ....... 1 00 
Robinson, H. H., e ........... 2U 00 Christiana Lqve. Kan ...... 5 00 on books.............. 75 R. Dowse, Wis., o.......... 25 
tl.obley, George W., f ...... 40 00 C. M. Fult<s. I. 'r, t......... 2 00 Library. church, one vol- Southern Wisconsin dist., 
Rocky Mountain mission, Mrs. George V\Tarlick,Ill.,t 1 00 ume IL~rald ...... ..... 75 o ................................. 2 50 

tent fund ..................... 2 00 \Irs. JIL A. Hughes. Io .. t .. 5 00 Library, church, binding August Johnson. Wis., o.. 50 
Rudd, D. M., e ............... 1B Oll Mrs. M.A. Hughes,Io.,o.. 7c 39 volumes ............ 43 30 R. B. Jones, Ohio. o ........ 1 00 
Saw ley, F. L ,e ............... 42 50 :\irs. Mary ~ahn, Iowa, t.. 25 f_~lbrary, church, book. u 1 50 Edith A. '-"yren, Ohio, o .... 1 00 
Saw ley, F. L., f ............... 40 00 Mrs. Mary Habn. Iowa,o.. 60. Postage to Librarian.... 10 Elizabeth Wren. Ohio. o .. 1 00 
Scott, Columbus, f ........... 58 011 J. L. lllyers, Neb, t......... 75 Presidency "l'homas R. Wren,Ohio,o .. 1 00 
Scott, Columbus, e ......... 20 00 'l'homas W.Lewis,~r.Io.,t 25 (•0 p 

1 
• l" 

15 
R. .May, agent. Independ-

Scotr, M. R., Jr., f ........... no o·: ~\'i!liam H. Snell. Te~ns,t 5 0!1 ... f8 age· "f'i:j' 'b."'···· .. 4 · ence, :Mo ..................... 20 00 
E.anRns, Northeastern Scott, 1\L H., Jr, e ......... 2a 0!· Elizabeth Grimmett, Id ,t 5 or ~:a1t~J.tes 0 ta ·• .. · ··· 

3 8~0 Ellis Short. ag nt ........... 10 00 
diftrict ........................ 65 Oil Scott. M. R., Sr., a ......... 90 00 D. C .• Tames. Iowa. t ...... 10 00 F.Ic IBonar

1
y .... • · .. ·d·.. 0 W. S. Goodman. Texas, t 1 00 

Kephart, W H., e ........... 17 O!l "'cott: James G, a .......... 45 0\1 T. T. H.eyno1ds, Ont .• o.. 75 -q_ved es ey cases an 
2 70 

B. F. Pollard, 'rexas, t ... 1 tlO 
Keck, f:tl. C., f ................ :126 30 Scott, James M , L ......... 170 Ot George DeSalller, Cal., o.. 50 In exes · .... H G. A. Peacock, 'l'exas, t.. 50 
~eck, F. C., e ................. 20 Oil Scott, .Tames M., e ......... 37 36 'l'. J. Ayres, Ill., t ............ 2 50 Historian. Nellie McClain. I. 'l', t ... 2 50 
Keck. A J • f ................. !0 Oil Scott. S. W. L., f ............ 10 Oil L C. Lewis, Pa., t. ......... 1 00 Postage Q4 ,Tohn Stewart, I. T., t...... 2 50 
Kent, A ,,f ...................... 2~ 00 ~heldon. T. J., e .............. 37 43 B~ll• Ba!rd, Mich., t......... 7 00 <OO long a;c~ia;s::::::: ~ 3 2o Perkins Bros., I. T., t.: .... 10 00 
Kelley, w,m. H., f.. ......... ~o3 OU '-h~ldon, T. J., f .............. 15 no l>lla Baud, Mwh., o......... 2 Oll sOO letter heads .. ,....... 1 50 Peter Adamson and w1fe, 
_elley, ~ m. H., e._. ......... 269 29 Sh1ppy, John,a ............. 27 50 \Tary E. rrurner, Kan ...... 1 90 R I. 'r.~ t .......................... 5 00 

Kelley, w H.~ Indiana, f 70 00 ·"'"hl?ppnrd, 'r. J I f ............ 65 ()() { ~hristina Olson, 'v <"JSh '0 5 on ecorder. Harriet Booker, I. T., t... 5 00 
~ellev,; H., Indiana, e 2~ Oil Sheppard, '1'. J., e ........... 20 20 }Jrs. D E. Harvey, Io., t .. 11 50 900 letter heads, printing Robert Duncan, Mo .. t..... 1 25 
~elley, · B, Jan. work 1 40 Short, Nl. T., f..., ............. 75 Oil .Josephine Poling. Ill...... 2 00 150 cards .. .... . . .. .... 2 80 Blend ville branch, Mo.,o .. 2 15 
Kelley, E. L., L ............ 675 7? tlhinn, D. L, e ............... 32 5' E. L. Kelley, Bishop ...... 650 00 Printing line on letter 0. P. Brown, Mo., t ........ 21 10 

elley, E. L., e ............... 3~7 1.3 Simmons, S. W., e ........... 39 50 W B. 'Weston, Iowa........ 5 00 heuds ................. o 40 C. C. Wilson, Mo., o........ 1 00 
~elley. Ed. L. Jr., salary 6~ 50 Simmons, 'l. W ., children's Alice Strickland, Neb , o.. 2 00 Cards, Postage, etc. ........ 9 00 A. Sutherland, Mo., o...... 50 
K ~lley, "1'. C., f.. ............. 2o 00 schooling ..................... 50 00 L'•ttie H. Wilcox, Mass... 4 00 Printing 125 postal cards.. 30 0. P. Sutherland, Mo., o.. 1 00 
r~rtland temple, gas :vvell2.5~ 00 Silvers, A. C., e .............. 33 O!· ~~I. E. Horton, Neb., o..... 50 Secretary August Deller, .. Mo., o...... 50 
urtlandJemple rep~us ... 67o 00 Smart, W. H .. e ............. 32 40 \!.E. Horton. Neb., t..... 40 • • Harry Boston, Kan ,o...... 50 

Kirtland, OhiO, miSSlOn ... 54 on Smith, Alex. H .• f ........... 72 7~) :\'Irs. B. Bardsley, Iowa, Postage ............................. 3 3D Greenleaf reunion,Kan ,o 6 00 
Lanyon, W • 0 .• a ............ 20 00 Smith, Alex. H., e ........... 59 511 t·actfund .................... 30 Typewnter nbbon and Peter Peterson. Mo., t .... 25 CO 
Labor, church farm ........ 9 50 Smith, F. C., f ................. 49 92 Sarah Headrick, Cal., o... 50 carbon J?aper............... 50 Grace Constance

1 
Mo., o.. 25 

Lane, John, a.................. 1 30 Sruitb, F. C., e ............... 20 00 A. Greek. Ore., t............ 2 00 One quart mk.................. 43 Maysville reunion, .M o ,o.. 5 00 
Lambert. J. R., e ............ 30 44 Smith, Heman c.; f ......... 35 011 liobert and Abbie Gros- Patriarch. Sr. D. L Chapman. Io .. t. 20 00 
tela_nd, fennieM., salary375 0~ ~mith, Heman C., e ........ 95 Sil ,•ett, Mic·~., t ................. 2 50 5o0 letter heads ............... 1 50 A.i\I:.Fyrando.agent.Iowa 50 00 
L ~WIS, A- ary A., account .. 440 8 ... Smith, Heman C., court ~lu':abe,th (;,.:een Iowa, t .. 25 50 Paper and envelopes...... 35 Mary A. Peasley, Iowa.o.. 2 00 
L!~rary, ;?lturch ... ,i"si"t"' 81 53 expense ...................... 1'1 2P cL A. Cunmnghnm, Me.,t 1 50 ___ "l'homas Mcintosh, Iowa,t 3 00 

1 rary, u lie aHn a e 33 15 Smith, Fred A., f ............ 71 31 'tlrs. C. L. North, P~ .• t .. 2 00 Tota! ................. $1,667 01 S.D. Gallup, Iowa, t ...... 33 00 
I.oan, L.A. and ·F ...... 10 00 Smith, Fred A., e ............ 10 OU >Irs C. A. Minor, Ore..... 5 00 ___ Mary.!!]. Hoberts, Iowa, t.. 5 00 
tock~art, Samuel, a ........ 15 00 Smith, W .• J., e .............. 5 Q(l Harriet Hogerson, Mass .. 2 50 Due church Jan. 1, $824 05 Jane Butts, Iowa, t ......... 2 00 
Mu~ oseph, f ................ 10 00 Smith, W. J., f ................ 41 00 ,;arah Rcart. Kan .. t ........ 17 00 = S. J. Parker, Iowa, t ........ 6 00 

c ethey, L. D., a ......... 9 70 Smith, Henry C., f.. ......... SO 00 W. W. Hutchings. Utah, t 5 00 REl"ORT OF ,.,EORGE Mary Chatburn, Iowa, t .. 5 00 
McD?well, W. A., e ......... 10 ?0 ~mith, Henry C., e ......... 20 00 Henry Hanna. Minn........ 2 00 .K - \If '-' Sr. E. M . .M artinl Iowa 1o. 20 
McKiernan, James, e ...... 22 25 Smith, H. o., e ............... 75 00 .Jame8 Bradley, Iowa, t ... 10 00 H. HILLIARD, Council Bluffs branch, 
Massachusetts district, Smith, David H., a ......... 12 75 J. Carnegie; .. IlL, t ........... 1 00 COUNSELOR. Io.wa, o ........................ 2 75 

R. Bullard, agent ......... 7 10 ,.m1th, Mark. salary ........ 1 00 M'rs. H.E. Vi Illlams. Okla., • MalmdaMcintosh, Iowa,t 1 00 
Maine, Eastern district, Smith. Mro. T. W., a ...... 25 Oil o ................................. 3 00 Receipts. _ Edmund Hall, Iowa, t ..... 1 00 

U. W.Kelle,, agent ..... 25 00 ~nively, J. ~-·f .... ., ......... ~0 00 :\Irs. E. G. Hodge,Neb.,o .. ? 00 Due church Jan. 1, 1S99 ... 57 36 W. A. l:Iei~teid, Iowa, t ... 1 00 
Mannering, '\\m. H., e ... 1~ 00 Snively: .J.~ I e ..... ,. ........ 20 10 PeterAdamson,~r-,I.T._,t. 12 0~ rrhomas I vie ........... ::.::-.... 3 50 D.R.J:~tle(mdwife,IQ.,O .. 6 00 
Maloney, H. M., e ........... ~o 00 SouthwiCk, Henro:. e ......... 1 00 Ir~ !'-· P. helps, Cal, t ...... 1o 6ol]'. Steffe, agent ............... 38 35 B. F. lhomas, Kan., t ...... 5 00 
Macrae, W. S., e ........... 36 00 SoCiety. hlands m1sswn, Allee~- Dempster, .Jessie Stewart, Ohio, t ..... 10 00 James W. Burns, Ran., t .. 5 00 
Macrae, W. S., f .............. 45 eo printmg account ........... 28 921 l\fon ..... t ............... 3 35llda Dalburg and daugh· Geo_. R. Ketchum, Kan.,t .. 3 00 
Mis~o~ri, Far West dist., ~tead. J.D., f .................. 1!7 40 'Y: W. g1lland, Iowa, t.. 5 00 ter, Ohio, t .................. 2 40 Rose Wrigbt. Kan, t ........ I? 00 

\\ il·.ham Lewis. agent ... 50 00 Stedman, E. A., e ........... 71) 75 1 lJ;IIza Gilland, Io.wa, t .. 2 OOIAbraham .Morgan 0 t 17 00 W. B. Thatcher, Kan., t .. 2 0.0 
Mi~souriri Far \\rest dist., Sted~an, E. A., f ......... 6 56 1 Gran~lma Cole, Iowa., o .• 1 ~0 Youngstown br~n~h, '0.,·~ 3 00 W: F. Sprague, Kan., o... ~0 

C. P. ~ani, agent ......... 50 00 Stebbms, H. A., salary ... 3GO oo;.Tenme Ward, Ill.. . .... oO John Baldwin, Pa., t ........ 3 OO AhceSp;·a(!ue, Kan., t ..... ~ 00 
M1ssoun, Independence Steffe, Frank. e ............... !97 OOIA fnend. (S. A. F.) Iowa 6 90 H Baldw•n and wife I Arthur bmith,agent,Kan .. lu 00 

~~st., R. May, agent ...... 84~ 60 Swanburg,;'lfred, a ......... 9 151 Willlam MeMurray,I. T.,t 7 75 Pa, t .. .' ................. : ...... 2 50 ::laints at Greenleaf Kan, 
.M1ssoun, ~outhern d1st., ~,wen son, Swe?, f ............ ~0 00! I\!rs: H. B. R<?o~. Cal., o. 1 00 Hannah Jones, Pa., 0 ....... 25 o ................................. ? 00 

!'I· Sparlmg, agent ....... 299 48 I erry, ,J. M., !. ................ 60 00. Cb';Istm,as oftenngs, w. J. Baldwin, Pa., o...... 1 00 James H. Scott. Kan., t.. 2 00 
Mmthorn. Mrs. George, a 10 00 Terry, ,J.JIL, e ................. 51 251 1898-1c99 .............. 441 23 Andrew Richardson Joseph L.Sawyer,Kan.,o .. l 00 
:Mission work, A-1inne., Tennis, Addison, n. ........ 5 001 Ann \Vatson, WaElh., o.. 2 50 Pa .. o ................... ~...... 1 00 M .. C. 'J.1homp_son, Kan., t.. 2 00 

apolis ................... ...... 2 50 Texas, Northern dist., A. ~achel Compton, Mass.. 2 00 L. s. Holman, Pa., t........ 5 OO Saints. and fnends, 
Morgan, E. B., e .............. 15 Oil , ,T. Moore, agent ............ 6~ 60

1 

Gertr~1de Bn~ll, Ore .. o.. 5 00 ,J. G. Holman, Pa., t........ 5 oo Bazme. Kansas, o......... 5 11 
Morgan, E. B., f.. ............ l!O 00 l'homns, 0. B., f..., ........ 7~ Ocl ~rs. E. P. ~heeler, Ill.,t 1 ~? !'annie North, Pa., t........ 1 00 John Scott, Kansas, o...... 25 
Moler, H. E.,£ ................. 40 00 rr~m~pson, M.rs. V\ m., a .. 2;) 00 C. K: Pre~ton, Neb., t... .;~ Vi~itors Kirtland temple, George Davis, Kansas, o.. 5~ 
Moler, H. E., e .............. 29 09 V\. allmg, Lydia, a ... " ....... s 00 Eno.ch Larson, Utah, t.. 7 ::D Ohio, o........................ 1 00 C. N. Lol?estone, Kan., o 2a 
Moler, James, e ............... 1~ 00 '\alling, ,W. H, f.. ......... 2~ O~l D;:v\d '\heetley, Iowa, t 8 oO George Powel, Ohio, o.... 50 Ella Davis, Kansas. o ...... 1 00 
.Moler, James.£ ............... 16 00 Wal er. ('t. J., account ..... 46 3n 1 L~nor Conety, ~Gwa, t .. 2 00 Fred Groff, Ohio, 0 ........ 50 Inman branch, Neb-~ o ... 10 00 
lllontngue, George, e ........ 30 00 \~~Jlace, Alice. a ............ 10 ou 1 ~ugh Sands, Ar~., t .... 100 00 M.s. Brewster, W.Va., 0 50 L; H. Downey, Neb., o ..... 1 00 
Moore, A. B., e ............... 16 50 Walter~, 1\hs. R. T., f ...... 41) 00 "'~r!l:n Web bAr, A.k. t ... 84 00 George Barrett, Pa., o ..... 2 00 V\im. ~-Blalock, Neb, o .. 1 00 
New1on, William, acct ..... 134 79 Weld. 1<. lll., a. e ............ 5 00 Cnnstmas uffenngs ..... 670 92 L. Lewis, Pa., o............... 1 (,0 Fred S. Gatenby, Neb., o 50 
Nutt. "~'homas, a ............. 50 00 Welsh, C. P., e.; .............. 38 00 Total ........... $2,491 06 George W. Hull, Pa., o... 2 nO John Agenstem, Neb., o .. 1 00 
OhiO dis!, S. J. Jeffers, Wheeler. Jl!rs. C. A .. a .... .1R6 on = "l'homas Edwards Pa., o.. 50 

ag nt ........................... 4? 00
1 

V\
7 
hiteaker, A. L , f.. ....... 1~ 00 E , , 't , Emeline Ferrie, Pa., o..... 1 00 

Oehr!ng. Hobert, f ........... !7o 00 \'lnteaker .• A. L, e ......... 21 00 xpehhl lU<'S, John Shotton, Pa., t ........ 1 00 
Oehnng, Hobert. e ........... !89 00 ~~. hiting. W. W ., e .......... GS 50 Balance dne Herald Thomas Gaskill, Pa·., o... 50 Bal. due G. H. Hilliard.. $47 38 
Okl~homa dis!. S. J. lil,h!te, A., L .................. 174 80 Office January 1.1RD9.$155 76 Arthur Ba,.ker, Pa .• o...... 50 

llmkle. agent ............... 50 on Wlnte, A .. e .................... 10 00 53 True Succession for James Raisback, Pa., o... 511 Expenditures. 
Page, E. L., a................. 7 13 White, I N., court ex ...... 18 no di!3tribution ........... 15 05 tTohn E. Pace, Pa., o........ 15 \Villard J. Smith, e ......... 5 r.o 
Pnyne. S. D .. f ............... 65 00 \\ight, L L,, f ............... ~25 00 One half. expense Joseph E. ll. DeF,gh, Ohio, o ..... 1 00 ~'.c. Smith. f.. ................ 12 00 
~ar"ons, A. H., f.. .......... 21JO no \\1gb!, ,f. W ., f.. ............. ~SI 011 Sm,tb.. . .......... .,540 00 A. B. Kirkendall, Ohio, o 2 00 Hattie Griffiths. f ............ 20 00 
1 arsons, A. H .. ~ ............ 20 on Wight, J. w. i' e ............... 2~ 0~ g s. Salyards, Scc'y .... 190 o~IE. c .. B.arber and wife, Eben Miller, agent, Ohio 30 00 
Parker, Hobert u ., e ........ 17 00 \1\ 1ght. ,J · V\ ·1 a e ............ 1;) 7,) Tract fU11d .•••••.•.••••• o5 80 Oluo, o ....................... ~ 1 00 Mrs. R. B. Hilliard, f ...... 200 00 
Payne, S.,u._. e .............. 15 00 '-':!ght. D~ W., e ............... ~5 ~0 Coal to Saint_s' Home ... 82 20 J. V. Cummings, Ohio, o.. 25 R. May, agent, Mo., ......... 40 00 

~~~~~0W.t;E1,I~~:.::::::::::::: ~~ ~~ ~nfi~~s~T :v w.~ ~~::::::::::7~~ 6~ B'l~~~c_e_ ~~ ~~~~~ -~~ ~~:: 2 50 ~~h~ ~~fe~00~i~:0 'o0.:·.:::·:. ;; ~~t~~ ~~~~~~o~:s;~~::·.:·:::1rg ~g 
\eak, W. E, f.. ............... 29 92 W.:ldermuth, J. B, e ...... 20 00 Fue>. .... .. .... .. .... ... 3 15 J. W. Bowen, Ohio, o...... 30 W. H .. Mannering, e........ 50 
l eterson, J. W., f ............ 15 011 Vi>_lldermuth, E. M., e ...... 10 00 Stereotype plate for let- Elizabeth Jeffers, Ohio, o 1 00 G. H. Hilliard, e .............. 204 50 
Peterson, J. W., e .......... 25 00 Worden, .Mrs. A, a ......... 8 00 ter press .... .. . . . . . . . 75 V. E Bierly, Ohio, o........ 25 stationery, postage; etc... 9 45 
Porter, C. H .. e............... 1 25 1,000 envelopes, 500 letter Alice Bierly, Ohio, o ........ 50 
Produce account .............. 10 80 Total ............... $iJG,202 88 heads . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 10 Zanie Younsr, Ohio, o...... 35 
Pruden, P. H., a.............. 1 50 ---.-,.. 2,000 n:ceipts, btndiug Annie E. Spaun. Ohio, o.. 2 00 
Revel, Mrs. Elizabeth, a .. 8 00 Bal. on hand ..... 14,009 ""I and numbering ........ 3 50 "i'. J. Beatty, Ohio. o ........ 1 00 ACCOUNTS 'V!TH 
Rent ......... .,.................... 3 00 --- Printing fifty deeds...... 2 35 Minnie Ebeling, Ohio, o... 25 
Real estate, repairs ......... 5 50 REPORT OF HER- Bishop's annual report lvzzie M. West, Ohio, o... 05 BlSHOP'S AGENTS. 
bea.l es ate, ab.stracb~...... 7 75 ., ,;, ~ in Herald ............. 70 00 Highland branch. 0., o ..... 4 50 I ABA"'r 
Real estate, taxes ............ 523 32 A LD 0 E J! ICE, 1,000 letter heads less $1 Byrneville branch. Ind., 0 1 25 A .J dJ.A, 
Heal estate, certificate Receints cr. for paper......... . 1 75 Sr. J. R. Gauger, Ill .. t ... 20 00 ALABAMA DISTRICT. 

No.111,354 ..................... 133 60 _., • 100No.10envelopes .... 50 Sr.CarolineAyers.Ill.,o 100 G 0 s 
Real estate. labor............ 9 uol· W. C. Temple, Mo., o ... $ 1 00 7,000 Bishop's agent's . David Hoover, Ill., o...... 50 eorge · ellers, Agent. 
Real e8tate, recording Ladies' Aid Society, Gal- nceipts, binding, etc. 10 00 Jesse Henson, Ill., o ........ 1 00 Receipts. 

deeds........................... 6 50 land's Grove, Iowa, o... 5 00 Bmding book of names. 50 Lester Burroughs. Ill., o.. 1 00 Due church Jan. 1, 1899 ... 23 35-
Real estate, revenue Mary Hhenogle, Mo., t ..... 18 00 500 No. 6Y. envelopeB... 1 OO!Arthur Burroughs, !II., t .. 1 00 G. F. McPherson ............ 3 00 

stamps for deeds......... ~ 2B I Dorothy Brown, Colo., t .. 10 00 500 Memo. beads, and Joh~ l!'._ Simms and wife, W. S. McPherson............ 4 00 
Real estate, title............. N oo. Mrs R. L. Gorham, Io., t. 5 60 pnntmgl,OOO.... •• • ••• 1 50 lllmOis, o .......... .,......... 50 J. G. Vickrey ........... .,. .... 12 00 

4 

J llinois, Southeast~rn 
di•trict ........................ 276 73 

Towa. Decatur district ... 2,160 Oll 
] n1'urance ....................... 26 00 
~Jnckson tT. W., f ............ 15 01 
,Jenki•·s, J.D. f ........... ., 2'1 26 
.. Jenkins. George.£ ........... 75 011 
Jenkins, George1 e ........... 15 00 
,Johnson, L. F\, f ............ SO on 
.JohrJ!-1.0n. L. ]\,e .............. 6 00 
.Jones, G. L., a .............. 11 00 

Total .................... $584 07 

TotaL ................ $ 631 45 
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J. W. Baldwin ................. G 70 Burgess. Henry, t ........... 1 OOiMcKiuley, Ada ............... 5 00 August Angst ............... 30 00 Bradshaw, L. J. and 
A .. ,J. Vickrey .................. 30 Oil Cook, Charlie, t .... , ......... 7 701Nightengale, S. 11'1 ........... 10 00 C.]'. A. Roe!l ................. 348 10 R. M ............................. 5 00 
J.D. Sellers................... 9 50 Cook. Bert, t ................. 7 55 Oblations ........................ 60 16 Peter Kaufman ............... 75 OC Bullard, Bro. and Sr. 
,J. J. Haw kin .................. 5 00 CarL ton, Etta, t ............ 5 00 Preston, 0 ,J. and wife ... 3 50 Charles E. Crumley, o ..... 19 10 .B'enner D ..................... 10 00 
M. K. Harp .................... 10 Oil Carmwhael, J. B. and Porter, E. B .................. 3 10 Margaiet Griffith ........... 2 25 Weller, Bro. and Sr.W.J. 20 00 
M. yrtle Baldwin ................ 6 00 wife, t ........................ 23 OOIPncc, J. B. and Sarah ..... 150 00 Flora Best ...................... 4 25 Tabor, Bro. and Sr. A. E .. 47 50 
Dora Vickery.................. :J 00 Carmichael, Nathaniel Parks, ,J. J\i .................... 5 00 E. Ford........................... 3 00 Ralston, Bro. and Sr . 
• J. H. 1larper .................... 10 00 and wife···t ................... 13 OOIPnce, Lottie M .............. 20 no Susanna A. PooL ........... 15 co M. F ............................ 15 00 
H. M. Long..................... 7 Oll Davis, Alroy, t................. ~ 75 Parkin, Charles A ........... 59 00 Agnes Smith, t............... I 25 McConley, G. E., 10,000 
G. 0. bellers .................... 10 00 Deuel, C. W. and w le, o .. 24 Oo I ?omroy, M. J .................. 2 00 Agnes Smith, o............... 60 shares in Colorado 
.E. P. ~ellers .................... 2 00 Deue1 1 C. W. and wif~. t .. 4 75

1

Parr, .J. fl., nnd wife ...... 10 00 George Wixom ............... 2 00 Boston Gold :Mining 
H. V. Sellers .................. 2 00 B~uller1 VVilJiam, t ........... 6 00 Peat. ,James and wife...... fi 00 Mary Grant..................... 9 20 Company. 
,J. A. Amerson and fum ... 5 00 ll"'lory, JosFph, t .............. 50 00 Howlands, Clara .............. 2 00 William Schade and wife 38 00 Ralson 1 Augusta .............. 7 95 
R B Booker .................. 15 00 Flory, Mellie A. t ........... 18 OO'Rehwald, C.~· ................. 31 8ll Ollie 0. Ames ................ 1 00 Kemp, Frances M ........... 10 00 
rr. \V. Vickrey ................. 5 00 Headrick, Barah, t, Lone Hobinscn, 8. B, o ........... 2 00 John G. Orth .................. lOO 00 Mc'\Vethy~ Bro. and Sr. F. 
A. A Weaver.................. 1 00 branch .......................... 18 !JG Russell, Sr. I................. 75 Hannah 'l'refern............. 2 l10 A ................................. 5 00 

--- Hedrick, Sarah Jane, t, Rice, C. W. and wife ...... 75 00 Addie Freeman ............... :; 70 Bullard, Mary ................. 300 00 
TotaL .................. $169 55 Santa Cruz .................. 18 00 Hiehardson, NelUe......... 1 no A sister, (P) .................... 5 00 Fishburn, Louisa ............ 5 25 

===Hawkins, L. C., t ............ 2 3il Smith. Edgar .................. 6 50 Charles Salter and wife ... 8 65 Bradshaw, Lena M ......... 10 35 
Expenditures. Lawn, l\Jamie E., t ......... 18 55! Stivers, Anna.: ................ 50 00 .P. M:. Betts ..................... 1 00 Eye, l\1. E ....................... 27 00 

:1\L M. Turpen. e .............. 40 00 Lasher, Helen, t .............. 31 59·~~ivers, Letetia ... ~ ........... 5 00 M~mi.e Slott~rbeck ......... 3 65 A_pderson, Edward ......... 10 00 
D. E. Tucker. e ............... 5 00 Lawn, Rhoda, t ............... 3 00,8Ides, Hosa .................... 7 00 Mmme Harns ................ 3 00 Westland. Martha ........... 5 O!l 
E. L. Kelley, bishop ....... 110 00 Lawn. l<'. H. and M. E., t 78 65 Saxe, .Job.~ and Mary ... 10 05 Samuel Bohren ............... 35 00 Hartley, A. L .................. 39 65 

___ McKee, R Y., t ............... 11 00 St. Cla!r, Brother . .. .. .. 3 fill W. H. Stewart, o............ 1 00 Ray, M .• } ....................... 15 10 
Total. .................. $155 00 McKee, Hetta, t.............. 1 75 ·Smith, Frances P....... 3 50 Elmira Thomas, o............ 10 Bullard, Bro and Sr. E. D. 5 00 

---Morss, Hosanna, t ............ 2 OOITaylor, B. F ............. 5 Ofl Maria rrhompson ............ 3 50 Plymate, Bro. a.nd Sr. 
Due church ............ $14 55! Moses, N. S. and wife ...... 10 00 Tupper, Harriet R ...... 45 00 Sylvester H. Garner and Benson ........................ 2 00 

~~~Montgomery. Delia, t ...... 10 00 IUrsenbach, Fre<l and wife .............................. 55 00 Kennedy, Sr. M ............... 25 00 
lii.OBILE DISTHICT McCoy, N. E., t ............... 50 wife................... 1 25 ~lla Harris'..................... 2 05 Kennedy, Eva ................. 1 30 

· · Olsen. Ole. t..... .. ......... 6 Oil Wooley, S F ............ 14 00 tlr. L. Rowan .................. 10 00 Kennedy, Ernest L ......... 1 35 
W. L. Booker, Agent. Putney, Vira E., t ........... 16 00 WilliamF, IIardinl\1 ..... 62 90 Alonzo Jones and wife ..... 100 Hopper, Ida M ............... 9 40 

Heceipts. JP;~ge, Albert. t ................. 10 001 Webber, H .• E........... ~ 96 Edna May Crumley ......... ~5 00 ~chall, Ina, t .................. 5 10 
D h J 

1 1 
I Starkey, A. D., t ........... , 3 00 Wyatt. Cha.lbS..... . . .. o 00 Olhe M. Ames ................. 20 00 Schall, Ina, o ................. 1 50 

B uekchurc Adn. t • 899 ... 1 ~61Swensen .• John, t ............ 20 OOIWannamacher, Sarah A. 14 00 Mattie Damron ............... 2 50 McDonald, Dulciena ........ 2 00 
B "\ e~tW L 't ............ i on Stt-.el, Sr. J. W,, t ............ 4 00 Wyatt, Samnel.. ... .. .. .. 5 00 i\Iinta Johnson ............... 1 00 Bradshaw, Hebecca M ..... 2 75 
H 0 \ el, S 'y ·• .............. '"I Hykes, Hester, t.............. 5 00 1 W1lle, F. W. and w1fe ... 30 00 Bettw Harns.................. 5 00 Bradshaw, Lulu B ........... 1 65 
( 00 ert · {; 'rt ·;: ........... ~5o A sister. t ........................ 1 50 Young, Anna ............ 40 00 W. 0. Weatherbee ........... 1 00 Emery, Elizabeth ............ 4 00 
C'arpen er,A • ........... o ... rrwaddle, Mary:\.., t ........ 6 25 ---Bro. and Sr.N.Paulson ... SG 20 McNemar, Myrtle........... 70 
c~~~v~~I;a.m~r\!.~'n?~~ .. ~·.: ;~ VValkm> Ser~~pta., t ........... 2 50 Total. OOHoo••••$2.023 41 Sr.~· ~mith .................. oo 1 00 Korf, Bro. and Sr. ' 
D . A p • 

1 00 
Walkei, A. E., t .............. 4 00 --- Sr. Smithson.................. 25 Leopold ...................... 70 00 

D~!Jl'!est, ld 
1 

·• t. · · ·.... 'l \':alker, J. E,, t.............. 5 60 Expenditures. Sr. H Wixom .................. 10 00 Everett, Bro: and Sr C E .. 25 80 
J<';·Pr¥'~~;,a: ~n, o...... 1 ~5 V\Illett, Hatlle, t ............ 9 00 Albert Haw•, e ......... $ 12 00 Sr. M. F. Patterson ......... 5 00 Denver Lad1es' Prayer 
Fa~~all Att 't ........ 3 00 w.eldon, Filmer, o ........... 12 OOI·Aibert Haws, f .......... 180 00 Asa M. Green ................ 3 00 Umon .... ~ ..................... 1 40 
Gc•1f D'avH/~ ........ •· 25 Weldon, Elmer, t ............ 3 00 .'I'nomus Daley, e ........ 20 50~ Sls,ter, (H) .................... 5 00 Nudd, L. S .. ; .................. 1 00 
G fl' AI'·' .......... 

1 
tO Weldon, Samuel, o ......... 5 ooj'l'homasDaley,f ....... 180 00 Sr. Cord,ell.. ................... 2 00 ,James, Hattw ................ 215 

G' tr' D tce .• llt .... .... .... d- ---,Joseph Vernon and Lenoral<reeman .............. 5 00 Bacon, Chanty L ............ 11 00 
B~_,;ardu~'ng;e~~·;: ..... 1 53 Total .................... $594 68 wife, a ................ 60 00 ~ames A. Damron........... 40 Wolfe, Sadie E ............... 10 00 
Boward' Serer a 't ....... 1 35 . Sr. W. F. Nelson, a ...... 48 00 Sr S. E. Damron ............ 5 50 Jfennedy, George 0., Jr .. 8 05 
H d' H ' • •.. .... 

7
-, Expenditures. Sr. L.A. Mor.re, a ....... 72 00 Tma S!'lter..................... 2 00 Carotbers, Cora... .......... 1 00 

L~~:~ 'Lo~f~~~ o. · ~ · ... 1 2~ Daley, Thomas, e............ 2 50 Sr. SnEie Potter. a ...... 15 00 Catherme Westfall ......... 14 00 Rchmutz, J:· A................. 5 00 
J i~ing~ A L ' 0 ....... • lO oil Kelley E. L., bishop ...... 375 00 C. J. and Jlllary 1\lonk- Mar!'are~ Johnson ........... 1 00 Johnson, ~r. 0. J\-1.. ......... 12 50 
{ong- W. w h ······· 2!1 Keeler, E., f .................... IBS 00 com, a ................. 50 00 Dan1el 9-Ibson ................. 1 50 Jol~nson,~hennon ........... 2 50 
McMllle,; ri' A. 'i' '"" .. 2 oo' Keeler, E., e .................... !0 00 Expense, fare, station- Sr. Aldndg~ ... : ................. 2 00 Ell~ott, Ell~aheth............ 2 00 
1\i'll J 'J · ·• .... "' -~ --- ery, etc ................ 11 42 C:atherme Sm1th .............. 1~ 00 4; ~Ister, (8) .................... 1o1 00 
J\ollDer, '.]J St ........... 4 8" Tota!. ................... $525 50 IF. B. Blair. and wife, e .. 65 00 ~r.A.l. Howard .............. .; 60 ]air, Dora ... ,................... 50 
111~• ?IWJ h ~ .. t""'" ~ 0~ --- ~·.B. Blan· and wife, f ... 35 00 Ollle Ames ..................... 5 00 ---
1 lY.eJ • 0 n ., "'"'"' l Due church ............ $69 18[F!orcnce McDonald a 2, oo Henry Greenman ............ 10 00 Tota!. ................... $998 62 
~:;k~~· ~"jl'• ~ ...... "" 5 ~g =Julia Howe; a ..... .' .. ::: 2g 20 Htep~en Penfold .............. 20 00 . = 
Powell' G. W '0".. .... "I NOHTHEHN DISTHICT. T. W. Chatbnrn, e ....... 88 50 Years rent ..................... 14 0~ Expenditures. 
Huble 'c ·H ~ "" "" l5 C A. Parkin Agent. H. E. and H. H. Wehber,a 59 85 Taxes ............................. 1 4·' Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... $580 00 
.. , ' '' · ·.," •••• ' · . ' F. A. Severv, I . . . . .. .. .. 5 00 Oblatwns ........................ 4.l 94 Housh, Belle B , f.. .......... l95 00 

Scax<.h!f, F. P., t.... .... 3 00 Heceipts. E L K lJ • B' h 303 OO One h<tlf ton hay ............ 5 00 G'!l J W 104 00 She mrw Nancy t 1 00 · · e ey, lS op. · · · 1 e?, · ., e ............. .. 
TiJ!n:Hn,'John, t' .:::::: 1 00 Due church Jan. 1, 1899 ... 17~ ~~ F. M. Sheehy, e ......... 66 50 Total ................. $1.855 85 Thorn as, 0 B., e .............. 36 50 
Tillman, D. w, t ........ 1 50 Anthony, J. A ................. 6? ·~ D L. Har<1s, e .......... 5 00 =•Kent, Alma, e .................. 10 00 
W''l'nmE 'r W t 1 10 Anthony. 111. E ............... 1.1 2n Albert Bouch, a . . . .. .. . 6 00 Poor ................................ 2 50 

t .. ~ ' • ., •••• ··_· ___ Askew, ,James ................. 75 00 Stockton church taxes .. 12 25 Expenditures. Roush. J. B., e ................ 5 00 
Total ............. $ 70 05 Allen, 111rs....................... 3 00 J. "';'· Peter.•on and wife,el!J5 00 Sr. H L. Holt, f .............. 420 00 Interest........................... 7 00 

=Arthur, M ....................... 10 00 <"('· .r. Gnfliths, e ........ 20 00 Sr. William Gibson, f ...... J80 0 ~ Duncan, 0. R., e .............. 15 00 
Expenditures. Bonham, B~verley .......... 1 2'1 Sarah Huut. a .......... · 12 00 Sr. 'I'. W. Williams, f ...... 36ll 00 --.-

Bonham, Alexander........ oO A. 0. Barmore. e........ 7 50 S D L H . f ,160 llO Total.. .................. $955 00 
D. E. Tucker, e ........ $ 6 00 Bell. H........................... 5 00' A B Phillips. e 12 50 r. . . arns, ............ o 
E. L. Reiley, Bishop .... 63 75 Comb, O.l\1 ...................... 2 00 " · ' • .... · · _ .. ___ R. R. Dana, e .................. oO 00 
Postage· .. ·............. 30 Cannon, Nancy ............... 5 50 'l'otal ........... $1,548 22 ~· R. Dana, t"''Ei"L'""""" 40 00 

---w Case, William................. 4 50 = xpress ms. o . . ,.. 
Total.· .. · ........ $ 70 Oo Cooper, Hhoda ............... 60 00 Due church ....... $475 19 Kell~y .......................... 2 7" 

= c,mnon, I. S .................... 4 50 = ~· rc Cranef a ................. 3~ ~g 
A U§TRALIA Chase. E. S ..................... 72 oo SOUTHERN DISTHICT. Tr. Wr,\,eir e................. 2 00 ~ Cockerton, John and wife 25 00 A C · · · . 1 mm~, e ......... ~. , , 'rhomas Leitch, Agent. 

VICTORIA DlS'l'RIOT. Cooper, A sister, Santo, ' arm!Cllael,.Agent. Hecorct;I?g deeas .............. 3 BO Recei ts 
. . , Rosa 1o 00 Receipts. ]:'<ettw llwmpson, f. e ..... 5 00 P · 

David Oratg, Agent. I Cald~;·v~~~;i,"s~;~t,"i:·.:·.: 10 00 1 Due church Jan. 1, 1899.$115 98 'Mat;ie ~~mron, a ............ 10 oo:Due c~urch Jan. 1, 1899 .. $124 65 
Recetpts. Cooper, Etta .................... 5 oojw. Sellon ............... 10 00 ~·C. Ba1more, e .............. :o ~?,j~owm~. S. J. and Hose .. 100 GO 

Due church Jan 1 1899" 32 9' C 1 E. 'ly 7 UO A Carmichael 2'1 00 'I axes ............................. 30 3" ~pauldmg, F. G ............... 20 00 
· • • • · ' u P mi .. .... ... ........ .... · .... •" "· •· --- Sp·mlding Addie 7 CO 

Baxter, Thom~s, t ....... 15 ?7 Culp, W. Alexander ........ ~ ?O A J. Damron ........... 98 §5 'l'otal ................. $1,484 78 ' ' .......... _ .. __ _ 
BJe, AdaLomo,a, o....... 1 211Dnver, Johu .................. Go .,o Sr. L. Davtdsnn ..... .... 1 oO Total. ................... $251 65 
Boe, William Frederick I Dnver, L1zzw.................. 5 00 Hugh Thornton.... . .. • 7 00 Due church ........... $871 07 

t and o . . . .. . .. .. .. •• 3 64 Dawson, F. Edward........ 25 .!!'rank Leippe .. .. .... ... 75 Expenditures. 
Butterworth, Sarah Dawson, E.'!' .................. 3 10 Sr. Cleol" Best.......... 3 63 Heceived of W. M. Mills 

Ann, t ................ 4 861Douglas.W.A.andM.L, .... 20. 00 Mmme Ebmger ......... 10 00 1ntonsofhaye,timated Sparling, William, e ...... $ 30 00 
Carmichael, Malcolm, o. 1 09 Ferris, Ella ..................... 10 00 Hermena Adams........ 5 00 value .......... : .. ~.$JO'o 00 Sparling, Emma, f ........... 60 00 
(CJrai~, SJ arab, Dt ......... 13 ~61 ~riend ofNtithing ............ 20 o

0
o
0 

{,~rn1~s H 0
. Garn

1
er ........ 6~ s6o0 

Heceived of G. w. Sp•cks ~'-Pe;r1e1Iyn.gE,< ;,7I:l•IIBamis'baogpe .. n"t:_10
5
! 0

6
0
5 ,ra 1g,.ames .. ,t ...... 7""9.jjrazler, .Lettie ............... 6 nlltam rumey.~ ..... 6 25 acres of land esti- o u n 'lc 

Crail':, J<•"!n, t ........... 4 86'j:B'erris, Epen .................... 5 00 G. W. Ola.rk, o .......... 20 00 mated value ... $1.'100 00 
Cratg, Wuham, t. ... .. .. ~ 4~ Gibbs, Nora .................... 13 81 Bertha Wixom .......... 10 00 Due from Charles Baly, 
Cra1g, Duvtd, tand o .... 1n 2alGub:rr;an, E. A. H. and ,., Alex W_Ixom .•.•........ 10 00 former agent ............... 19 75 
Eden, Albert, o . .. . . . . . 4K Kalle .......................... 18 •9 Ann A !ten. . . . .... .... .. 1 Oll DAKOTA DISTRICT. 
Ecle11, Han nab, t.. . .... 97 Hawley, Cecil ................. 3 50 Sr. A. Best.............. 3 00 COLORADO. William Sparling, Agent. 
Grdliths, Henry, Sr., t .. 15 79 Heweon, Cappie.............. 4 00 Maggie Panky...... ... .. B 00 
Hatley, Godfrey W., t ... 6 92 Hawley, Mary ................. lll 00 Hiram Rable ............ 1 fo5 EASTEHN DISTRICT. Receipts. 
Leyla_nd, Hal ph, t ....... 29 16 }~an ley, J. ,B .................. 15 00 I_lenry Panl<y ............ 20 00 c. E. Everett. Agent. ·rlwmas Leitch, former 
Minnu~, Andrew, t ....... 17 01 Loffrnan, 'lhomas and Sarah 1\hllR..................... ~ O·l H . t ngent ............................ 54 65 
Prosser, John C., t ...... 14 58 wife ............................ 5 00 A sister, (R) .................... 26 00 eceip s. Elwyn R Davis .............. 20 60 
WJfi'~n, AnDie, o ...•....• 2 68 Hart, \Yilliam ................. 10 00 Sr. L :Burgt>ss ....... H........ 25I'Dne ehurch Jan. 1, 1899 ... 12 22 Addie Spau'ding ............ 1 00 
Wiffdn, \Vm. John, o .... 1 21 Jochnk, Claus C ............ 25 00 Mary l{oberts ................. 1 OO,Kennedy, .P ... A .................. 4± 85 V\Tilliam Leitrh, Sr ......... 10 00 
Woolley, Ashton, 0..... 9 76 Kaighin.Charles and wife 70 00 Elizabeth Leippe, t ......... 9 Oll'IKennedy. Earl A............ 8 10 Fred Perchie .................. ao 00 

--- Kreshwell, Joseph ........... 31 60 Elizabeth Leippe, o......... 35 Kennedy, ,jessie M........ Z 80 B""rankSpaulding .............. 50 00 
Total. •....... ~ .... $;2!)0 59 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... lOO 09 Sr. Kitring .................... :~5 houston, James, t ........... 2!{ 00 'lll. D. Tr.omp:;on ........... 60 00 

= Knight, Jane.................. 7 50 A sister. (L) ................... 25 (JQ, Houston. James, o ........... 8 25 ~iary Moline ................... 10 00 
Expenditures. Lincoln, George S ........... 3 00 [;r. M. l\loore ................. 5 OOIJarnes. Reuben 0., t ........ 1U 00 A brother ........................ 20 00 

Butterworth, Sr.S. A.,f.$188 56 Lightowler, Martha ......... 10 ~u Emm~ Aldrige ... : ............ 2 ?~ Ja_me;, Het~b~f. C., o ...... 
0 
8 ~5 Georg?.w. Day ............... H 00 

Dtle church ...... , 1~ 0:3 Landis, L.A .................... 2 oO Harrj 8\ottmbeck ............ !9 "" ~ckl<;.son, IVIdant. II ....... 0 Ull ,John ~hompson .............. 20 00 
= Lawn, D. J ..................... 5 00 Ethel Crumley ............... 30 OOILraw.ord, R. Edwm ........ 10 00 A. 0. Strom .................... 10 00 

CALIFORNIA. Lea. John and Eva .......... 12 00 Fr~d. Reynolds............... . ](l Huddleson. Julia............ ~? John Spaulding .............. 1 00 
illcGee, Kate .................. 20 00 W1lham .'11. Mills ............ oO Oo Huddleson, Dum........... .o Pearl A. Langton............ 5 20 

OEN1'RAL DISTRICT. Matson, Ben .................... 8. 00 M. M. Green ..................... 50 Oil Scilmutz, Lenore E ......... 8 00 James Langton ............... 5 00 
Albert Page, Agent. Milgate, Anr~,ie S ............ 3.1 50 Ruth illilan...................... . 25 Brannan, Ell:;................ 6 50 William M.cLaughlin ...... 5 00 

R . McDonald, ]lorence ........ 12 00 Sr. M. J. McQmg ............ 1 3\JI,JamiSoiL M.. JL ............... 8 UO Reese Dav1s ................... 1 00 
eceipts. Morris, A: T.................... 5 00 Dorcas Rohrer................. 5(1 Lewis, Glen .b'................. 1 55 Rosa Davis..................... 1 00 

Due church Jan. 1, 1899 ... 89 28 Milgate,GeorgeG. and W. 15 00 ~dinnie Aldrige ............... 6 50 ~:n:.:is, J;., F.rank .............. 40 00 Myrtle. Dav_is.................. 1 50 
Blackleach, Hu.da, t ........ 7 Oll McDonald, Elvll'a ........... 50 ,r. Tenters ..................... 1 oo 1b1lcert, Eine ................. 1 50 J.P. Bierlem .................. 600 00 
Birdsell, Helen, t ............ 1 50 Maede, Hessa .................. 17 00 Susanna Boss ................... 30 IJOIWarren, Mary A .............. 6 50 Frances J. Darling .......... 3 00 
Birdsell, W. H., t ............ I 00 Mehrkin, E. A ................. 8 90 N. W. Best ..... 

5 
............... 100 00 Bradshaw, Elmer H ........ 8 00 Mrs. William Ringland ... 2 00 

DAKOTA. 

Due church ........... $ 43 62 

DAKO"l'A DISTRICT. 

'l'otal .................... $21\1 65 
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Martha Sparling.............. 2 00 
}~mily Sparling............... 5 00 
Wm. and E. Sparling ...... 50 00 

Total .................. $987 95 

.FLORIDA. Expenditures. Sandwich Brauch. /Ca•ol•ne Hurklow .... ...... 80 
FLORIDA DISTRICT. Viola V. Short, f. ...... $ ~5 00 Goldsmith, Lucinda........ 50 Willlam Sutton .............. 5 00 

S.D. Allen, Agent, ,Jr. H. Lake, e ............ 20 00 Partridge, Mary ............. 12 00 N"J?' GHerlbacher ............ 5 ?,.,pl 
. W. Adams, e...... .. .. 5 00 Rathbun, Jennette ......... 10 00 ° Ie o t ................... " 

Receipt~. Wilham Rhodes, e...... 2 00 Rogers, L. D .................... lOO 00 Missouri 1\'liller .............. 1 oo 
Expenditures. Dne church ,Jau. 1,1899$ 2~ 56 F. A. RuEsell, e · .... .... 5 °0 Piper City Branch. 2~~~~t~f10~~~~:'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 6 

O'J 

C 
Gu<sie Calhoun 15 00 Poor ..................... 18 00 1 00 

ecelia Swenson. f ......... 160 00 J B Eddin• .. " "" · 10 Sr. J. W. Adams, f ...... 120 00 Dalton, Johanna.............. 2 00 ,T ohn A. Bensing ....... :..... 1 00 
Emma Sparling, f ............ 120 00 Mnrv n Ed-.i'i.~s .... .... 10 E. L. Kelley, B!shop .... 335 oo Heavener, Ahce ............. 4 15 J.P. Gallaspey and wife .. 13 ou 
Money~rder, exchange, . .J. H. Eddins ... :::·::::: 10 Agent's expenses ....... 10 49 Heavener, Sr. R?bert ....... ~4 4:\ Mary Rimley ........ : ........ 3 00 

p~sta""e ...... ·: .. .. ........ Sv Jennir.> Allen............ 25 --- Heavener, Melv_rna ......... .)~ 01 

1

B. ~- Morr1s and ~1fe .....• 5 00 
E . .u. Kelley, bishop ........ 500 00 A. ,J. Vickrey, Gordon, TotaL ............ $540 49 Heavener, N ettw ........... lD 00 Loms Brown................... 5 00 

T 
1 

• Ala ................... 70 00 --- Rogers, Silas M ............... 45 00 Amanda Summers .......... 5 00 
ota .................... ~780 85 ~Iary H. Vickrey, Gor· Due church ...... $ 95 51 Seifkin, Mary ................. 2 95 W. 0. B'ishel and wife ..... i 00 

Due church ........... $207 10 Edon, t!a .............. 4 ~0 NORTHEAS1'ERN DIS· Miller Saints. ~~~t,:sl':lli~~s~~~ ;~.'{i~'.'.'.' ~ 3b 
.'n:bm~llatley ........... 20 00 TRIC1'. Anderson, A. H ................ 150 00 Luther l'impson .............. 5 00 
~· E Be~.............. 40 Went'"orth Vickery, Agent. Ha?'er, Ann ..... :............... 5 00 Winfred S. Miller............ 5 00 

ENGLISH l\HSSION 1/L j a~ ey .......... 1 00 ' - Hme, H. and Wife ............ 3 00 W. S. Miller and wife ....... 7 51) 
' ' J • h · H.'r~tghan 

1
" ...... " 

10 
r.o Receipts. Hougas. Thomas .............. 50 00 James R. Carte.r .............. 1 00 

• o n . o ns on .... _ .. __ ·_ Due church Jan.1,1899~132 10 MI,dgorden, Bro. and ' Sanutnth":8 Wetherbee. 1 00 
Thomas Taylor, Agent. Total $144 01 R H "' Sr. J ............................. 1,, On John F'. i:llmms .............. 5 oo 

Receipts. · ···· ···· ···· L~lter0ot'%ider;,;~th .. : :; ~~Hayer\ Ellen .................. 3 oo FJdwinW. Hurley ............. 7 51l 
· Expenditures. Mrs. H. Fletcher ........ "'" Selle, Sadie ..................... 2 00 NevacCarter .................... t 0't 

Due church Jan. 1, 1899 ... 264 26 E. J,, Irelley, Bt'"hop ...• 
1

.,
0 00 

Mrs M T 0 5o Teal, Nathan .................. 40 00 Josephine Upton........... 35 
:\._ ., til • • 

1 · - urn· r · · · · · · · · ·· '"'I; TeaJ, Sabma.................... 5 00 A. H. ,Johnson and wife.. 2 00 
BIRMINGHAM. D. E. Tucker, e .......... 10 00 \Ire. J. Fletcher:··· · · · f,i) Teal, Susan ................... 20 Oil E. I.. Kelley, bishop ........ 276 73 

Ada A. Mered th ............ 24 3n T t 1 --- ~~~n~,1~'ti; · ·· ···· ···· ·· 2;; Wllhan;~on.' W. E .......... 200 00 
o n . ere 1 ........... 62 ___ T. Wise ................ . 

'rota! .................... $568 98 J h E M d'th 126 o a ............ $140 CO . . L • urner .. .. .. . 2 00 "Ilmmgton Branch. ~ 
Sister M.S ...................... 5 23 Due church ...... $ 4 OJ oir•. A. Wicks........... 75 Bell, B~rbara .................. 5 00 Expenditures. 
Maud Hacker ................. 4 25 = c\. Flet,chcr.... .... .... .. 40 Bell, Mildred .................. 1 00 · 
Edith Thompson .............. 2 31 IDAIIO f'llen Johnwn ....••.... 25 on Chobar, Anna................. 65 .J. F. Henson, £. ............. 257 73 
Mary Ann Fallows ........... 1 OJ , Carrie Varland .... "" ... 5 00 Chobar, Jane .................. 1 ooiF. M. Slover, f. ................ 240 Oil 
~os~~~nMathc ws .............. 

2
: 4

3
4
5
1 IDAHO DISTRICT. ~:·E. DEewey ............ 5 oo CKhohb

1
ar, BFrebd .................. 1 oo J.D. Stead,£. ................. 71 25 

, .......................... • 1 .uary '.Lowe .......... 5 00 a er, ar ara .............. G 001 T 1 ---
Matilda Molesworth........ 851 H. R. Evans, Agent. Mary Seifkin .......... 1 44 Kahler, L. w .................. 10 oo 1 ota .................... $5()8 98 

MANCHESTER. R Nettie Heavener........ 5 95 Kahler, Sr. L. W ............ 2 001 = 
William Maddock ............ 2

8 
25 eceipts. Hie! Brunson ........... 10 00 Kahler, Elmer ................. 3 00) 

Samuel Mather............... 9 50 Addie Condit ................. $ 5 00 augusta Vickery........ 1 75 J.add Branch. · 
Benjamin F'inchel............ 97 W. L. John ..................... 10 °0 Total ............. $202 24 , Fletch. er, ~r. H............... 50 
Jno.and Martha Schofield 24 35 Addie Pettit .................... 4 50 · Fl · J 
Mary Jane Baty ............. ~·o5 Jame• Thomas ............... 10 00 =·' etcner, 8r. ................. 50 

Expenditures. 1 Malcor, C........................ 1 50 
Wm. M. Armstrong an<l TotaL ................... $ 29 50 S J H f Malcor, E........................ 1 10 

INDIANA. 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT. 

Wm. C. Marshall, Agent. 

w::M:·A~~~~;~~g'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' ~ ~~ Expendi'tures. s~: c'. ti. Is~~~: f'.'.'.'.'.'.'.·.$ ~~ g~ Wise, T ................... : ....... 2 oo Recetpts. 
Sr. G. H. Graves, f ...... 30 00 Scattered Samts. Due ch':rch Jan. 1, 1899 ... 6 20 

SALJ:!"10RD. Sr. S.D. Condit, f ......... $ 9 5C Sr. E. M. "\Vildermuth, f 30 00 Brunson, Hiel,Ashton.Ill .. 45 00 Ash, lllzzle ;··················· 50 
Annie Shaw .................... 1 46 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 20 or Sr. A. J. Keck, f ......... 40 GO Brunson,M. D. and Lizzie, Boston, Ennly ................ 1 00 
EI zabeth Baty .............. 4 87 --~ Sr. F. M. Cooper, f..... 40 00 Shaw, IlL ................... 10 00 ~oswell, John and Rhoda 7 00 
William Towers.............. 2 44 Total. ................... $ 29 50 Poata9,e and orders . . . . . 1 00 Dickey,E., Sherburnville, C,amren, Anna ... :............ 2 OU 
John Taylor.................... 65 J. Midgorden, agent .... 1 24 Ill ................................ 2 00 Uamren, E .. Jenme ......... 3 00 

LONDON. ILLINOIS. --- Gregson, Sr. C. N., Essex, Camren, PrJsmlla ............ 2 00 
Er b th T bb ,

9 
Total. ............ $202 24 IlL, o........................... 45 Chamberlain, Let· tia ...... 1 tO 

1za e u ............... ~ == Haynes. F. T ,Aurora.Ill. 5 00 Chamberlain, Ira........... 50 
A t<ister.......................... 42 KEWANEE DISTRICT. NORTHEASTERN DI'S· ,Jacobs,Odeu,Radcliffe,Io. 1 00 Chamberlain,, Corda........ 50 
Archibald Bradshaw ........ 3 04 D. C. Smith, Agent. 'l'RICT Jacobs, Goodman, Lee Ill. 5 00 Carm;ehael, Husanna ..... 5 35 
,l. W. Worth .................. 12 18 · Scheidecker, Geo., Shab· Carmwhael, Emma J ... . 2 50 
J. E. Knight................... 4~ Receipts. J. Midgorden, Agent. bona, Ill ....................... 15 00 Eyres, Robert. ............... 1 2; 
A~thur L~wrence. .......... So Due church Jan .. 1. 1899 .. $ 37 511 Receipts. Southwick, H. and wife, Ford, Ja~o.b, o ................. 2 40 
R10ha~d Clift ............... 13 39 D. I. Bat.~ and wife ......... 10 6\l Wentworth Vicker East Delavan, Wis ..... 100 O:J ~lynn, Elizabeth............ 10 
Augelma Clift ................. 1 22 Mary MLler ................. , .. 3 0~ f t y, $ 

4
, Weller, S., East Delavan, Goss, Sarah A ................. 3 00 

LEEDS. Anna Neely, o................ 2o ormeragen ......... I 21 Wis ............................. 25 00 Glen. Hurten.................. !5 

Jf!~f1J> ;::: ! ~ ~~;~~:~~~:'::'· :! ~ l1~g:f~~t··<> '! ~r:f:~'"~~::ftJ:: :::: lli~~E~~:i::L'E:,; ll 
.es otr .... " ...... • Flora Epperson ............... 9 00 Keck, A. ,J. and Agnes.. 3 00 Ill ................................ 2 02 Harbstre~t, Alm1ra ........... 1 .:0 

STAFFORD. Mary Hegwood ................ 10 OO·ILowe, Mary E. ................ 28 OO Wildermuth, L.,Sublctte, Harbstr·eit, Pearl B ......... 1 2? 
John Dyche........ .... 3 29 C. J. Clark and Wife ....... 61 18 Heal estate, house rent, 1!1.. .............................. 5 00 llarbstrCJt. Emma.......... 1 Ool 
Stafford Mite Fund ...... 1 58 B;.F·. Ordway and wife ..... JOO 00. Sr Cooper .................... 18 00 --c Hedrick, Zeruiah ............ 2 25 
Isabella Taylor 12 18 Wilham E. LaRue ........... 21 OOI'Real estate hydrant Sr Total. ............... $1 594 65 Hyde. Allen .................... 21> 
Josfph R. Greenwood . 2 44 Rr. J. B. Jo~nson, o......... 7:'l Cooper .. ~ .............. ' ..... :. 5 oo = Heinrich-.; Hannah ........... 5 20 

BROADCLIST Orval Adams. o............... 30 Rmith, Nancy ................... 35 00 Expenditures. Henry, Emma.................. 15 
: .Tewell Adams, o.............. 03; Vickery, w ..................... 50 00 Sr. A. J. Keck, f ........... $20fl 00 Harbau•;h .. Dav1d .. : ....... lOll 00 

~~ward T.ncker aud wtfe 9 74 Ina iVI. Adams................. OSiVickery, Sr. w ............... 1 00 Sr. F. J\1. Cooper, f ........ 200 00 Jolly, Philip and wife ...... 13 20 
Jesn~y W.tison and Wife. 7 31 S. i\i. Adams ................. 10 00 jVickery. Gcii!rge .............. 10 OOj ~r. E. M. Wildermuth, f .150 CO .Jobe, C,lnrmda................. 20 

Sie Pnce. ... .. . . .. .. . 49 CoraL. Po ter ........ : ....... 2 001 White. S. K. .................... 6 OOiSr. G. H. GraveR, f ......... 150 OO ._To be, Ehz.abeth............... 15 
Stephen Ireland. . . . . . 36 J. W. Adams and Wife ..... 5 00 Williams. Sr. J\1. J ........... 1 OOJSr. c. H. Burr, f ............. 150 00 Kepley, Wood W........ 7 50 

CLAy CR0'3S. L~lu. B.R Suman ............... 22 8~ I Wright, E!iza.................. 1 50 , Sr. J. H. Lake, f .............. 150 00 Lahue, Robe,;t E........ 2? 
Simon Holmer, S·· ....... 48 70 W Ilhe 'trang, o.............. 05 Wnght, Ben.................... 50JSr. J. ilL 'l'erry, f ............ 1SO 00 ~ahu",, Geor,e.......... 0~ 
Geo. and c~rolineHo'mes 7 31 ~hld.red Suman.............. 02 1 Chicago Branch I Sr. H. E. Moler, f ............ 120 00 uah;tc, Mtnme ... :.. .. .. Oa 
Wm. and Emma Ho:'mes 2 44 Lottie Warren .... '"":'"" 4 ?6 . , . · F. M. Cooper, e ............... 37 00 McC.nllough, Besste M.. 5 2:; 

. D. G. L. Young and wife .. 3 ,;0 Clark, :Mary, (Mamw) ..... 1~ 20 ,J. H. Lake. e .................. 25 00 MttcJ;Iell, Ellen . .. .... .. 05 
Wm.Ecc!eston,L"!Cester 2 44 Ja~,es Highman and wife 10 00 ~lark, Clara L .................. 1H 90 H. E. Moler. e ................. 6 00 Morns, Nancy E........ 05 
Fanme Eccleston, Let· . A. I< Norman and wrfe ... 2 00 Clark, C. J ...................... 5 Oil Postage orders a d ex- Maymon, Columbus..... 3 Oil 

cester. ... .... .... ...• 49 John Magn?.::on and w~fe. 5 00 Clark, ~1ar1e .................... 5 00 chang~ .......... ' .... ~ ........ 6 75 !Haymon, Pearl ......... 3 00 
Artbnr :Mayre, Bradf,ra 17 05 Jarne< K Cook and wife .. 10 C10 Ford. F.mma .................... 17 40 Taxes and rep · Pia 0 McPeek, Mary........... 35 
Thc-·~as 'r~vlor, Bndford 2fi 90 Mabel B;rn~s .... ·····: ...... 2 50 IIattey, Sr. 'r. ~-: ............. 70 00 property ..... ~~~.8.' ....... ~ •• 9 70 Martm, Ed~a~d... . . .. • 2 GO 
Fred rappm,.f!, Brndford. 2 44 T-~ep.ry No~ns and _wife ... 5 on .Johnson, Chr1stma ......... 10 09 Fixing pumpl Plano prop~ "Mars.hall, W1lllam C .•.• 10 O!l 
James~~ dE. Schofield, ,J ''· -~"rns and Wtle ..... 1 on Kent. Mary, payment erty .............................. 1 30 Persmger, Cornelius., .. 6 on 

Warrtn"ton ·.·... . . . . .. 8 11 RIIz" rnorp......... ...... ...... 3 ()(} of loan ......................... 14 00 Hydrant (returned) Plano Per>mger, Martha....... 4 85 
.Ja~.Sch·>ficld," arrington 12 77 Br<~ Mar~wiCk. ...... : ......... '} 00 L~?g, James ................... 15 00 property...................... 5 00 Ht~:yl, SoloTI?-on .... .. . .. 1 tlO 
Owen Owen, FleetW••ud. a Ill B.· umptwn and w1fe ..... 2 00 Ltt,le. Emma L ............... 1 00 __ cc St1tes, Davld 0 .......... 16 00 
,Jr,hn Healey. Hanley.... 2 4" I Samuel Craig..... .... ...... 7 16 Pitt, ~'. M........................ 1 Otl Total ................. $1.390 Sl Stites, Abigail .. .. .. . . . . 3 50 
Benj Green. Scotlal·.d .. 4 WI David D. \\ illiams ......... 8 00 Pitt, Alma A .................. 10 00 --· Swallow, John.......... 1 11! 
Wi1l1am Goullee, Strat· Le\"is L .Jones and wife .. 5 00 Shaw, Charles E .............. 17 00 Due church ........ $ zor~ 84 Swallow, Lucv .......... 1 00 

ford Loy ton ........... 34 09 E W Grim and wife...... 5 on Sloan, Frank B .............. 15 00 Blotter back, ElL... . .. .. 3 !hl 
--- gJizabe!h Minteer.......... 5 25 Strange. William ............ 4 Oil Slotterback, Nancy . .. .. 1 15 

Total ............. $814 75 John Crawford and wile .. 50 00 Teroy, J. M., Jr............... 3 60 SOUTHEASTERN DIS- Sappenfield, James P. 
. = Sr. M.. A A.tl<inson ........ 10 on West Pullman Branch. TRICT. and wife .............. . 

Expendttnres. Jane Watlnns ................. 10 00 A d E d Sappenfield, Charles .. .. 
Sr. F. G. Pltt, f ........ $240 09 Eliz~beth Davis ............. 2 20 B n rews, v.J'dwar ........... 10 00 F. M. Slover, Agent. Sappenfidd, Ida ....... . 
F. G. Pitt., e ............. 49 06 ~ Illwm M. Keck............ 8 Of) Benne;~· E ati1Ir ............. 25 60'0 Receipts. Scott, Rt!la ............ .. 
Posta"e and stationery 3 05 Hacbel A. Keck ............... 4 00 Burwell' Bs e ad ... S........... 0 . . • Wheeler, Thomas F ... .. 

~ _ .. ___ Rachel Palmer............... 1 50 llfWe ' ro. an r. W~ll~am Clements ........... lo 00 Wheeler, Nancy ........ . 

10 00 
4 JO 
1 40 
1 00 
5 00 
5 00 

Total $'"t·> .,0 D C. Smith ................... 20 00 R. N ~ ....... :""' .............. 5 00 Wilham C. Burroughs .... 5 00 
····· ···· ····~ Jesgie V\'eaver ................. 7 00 Earl, Franms .................. 10 00 Arthur H. Burroughs ...... 4 00 

Due church ...... $5·~1 !\50. L. G"od,.leand wife. 20 00 Grabske, Theodore ......... 25 00 ,James A. Ferguson ........ 4 00 
Total ............. $274 68 

::::== s. A. Whitehouse and He~l~y, Bro. and Sr. John •r. Curtis and wife ... 93 55 Expenditures. 
wife .................. 1 50 ~x. H ............................. 11 59 Andrew R. Boyd ............ 10 00 .· . 

J. R. Ber ja.min ........ lO 00 Kilborn, Bro. and Sr. Catherine. Wilkinson ...... 10 oo E. 
0
Cr. Bngg·,e ......... $ 10 50 

J. J. Watkins and wife. H 00 H. JL .... c ...................... 10 00 Jane Hefim..................... 25 Ge ge Jenkms, f. ...... 66 9'\ 
ENGLISH MISSION. 

Herald and llope Account. Ithamer Willis and wife. 10 00 Morgan, H. E.................. 1 20 Peter G. McMahan and M. ~·,Scott, Jr.,, e ....... 30 25 
'l'bomas Taylor, Agent. William Norris ......... 21 50 Newton, Oscar ................ 12 00 wrfe ............................. 10 OJ Agents expenses ....... 37 00 

Sr Winfred Grim BO 00 Pement, P ....................... 34 00 Amanda Yohe ................. 2 00 Poor.·· ................ 17 00 
Due churc~ ,Jan.1, 1899$29 15 Mlna Harney .... ". ' SO Pement, !<'. ...................... 7 00 Sarah E. Stead ............... 20 on W. C. Mar.hal;, e ........ 17 00 
Paid E. L. Kelley, J. Wm. Allen:::::::·:::: 1 00 Pement, B,ro. and Sr. T ... 25 00 Nanc.Y Swan .................... 10 oo W. C. Marshal., f ......... 75 00 

Btshop ................ 14 12 A. Bridgeman and wife .. 10 50 !:oberts. 8r ..................... 5 00 Ruthie K Goosetree........ 1 50 T t 1 -,;;-:-;::-0 ___ lunbral, Clar~, o............ 25 NancylvlcHngh ............... 15 00 ° a .............. ~25.l 1 

Due church ...... ~ Total ............ $63Cl 00 Vandran,Lewis ............... 10 00 William R. Smith........... 50 
=- Wright, R ....... 

6 
............... 5 00 Jane Burklow ................. 1 00 Due church ...... ~ 

= 
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THE SAINTS' I-tERAtD. 

lO'V A. Thomas, James A, t ....... 3:< ow~n, w. w ........ .. . ? oo Smith, Rosa, a ............... 10 00 ~askln~~~~l, ~ ..... ·•· r gx 
Thomas, lllary, t ............. 60 Peters, C. J .............. 7-l 00 --.-- a!ne, e 1a, · .. · · · .. · • 

DEC TUR DISTRICT Th · w·ll· H t 35 Park William &nd wife 50 00 Tota! .................... $7o5 00 Hall, Alva. t ............. 29 5a 
A · 'ru?:<~8'Am~,1~ •• :.' ••• .'.'.'.".':.' 2 oo Pratt, Henry ... :... . . : 20 00 -.-- Hall, David and 

F M Weld Agent T 1' s E M t 1 00 Pyle m 1111·am o-d wife 2 00 Due church .......... $.11~ 11 Emel!no, t ... .... .. 221 40 · ' • yrret , r. . ., ........ • " ~u • • = H 11 N 11 t 2 00 
Receipts Watkins, John, o ............ 2 oo Proeser, James .......... 10 00 r/ the 1°F .. d.G ... .i" 

Due church ,Jan.!, ; 899 $167 36 Wc~d, Mary, t ................. 6 00 Perry,EdwmE .......... 2 n FREMONT DISTRICT. ~n~a~~": .. '.~ .. .'.~~ ... 453 OO 
Acklcv. Helen, t...... .. . 3 20 \\ h;te, Elb, t ................ 1 5? Peters, Mar~ ....... " 4 Oil William Leeka, Agent. Hoisin~ton Georae A. 
A 1 J d f t 21 00 Whtte Kahe, t............... 2n Prmgle, Els1e ......... • · d H th E ~ 

1 00 1 en, ""·an WI e, · · · Whitehead Ella t .......... 50 00 Pyle, May....................... 25 Receipts. an u ., 0 • .. • ·" • ! 11
;;n, RobitM:t ",j"'·j>' i g~ Wiley, Eliz'a, o :............. 50 Hearns, J. 0 ................... 10 00 Andrews, Blanche, t ..... $ 12 50 Ho!CdFib, D~ayton A. 

5 80 A ~ct~~~~~: J p ·,at~.-~~.~ 10 00 V\ ~l~inson, ~llliam t ..... 2 00 Robinson, T.h~mas ·•·• ·• 9 00 Cla~born, Matilda, t ....... 2 50 H~fcomb~YDr~Yi~i{ A:· •• 
Ani'erwn, Wilham, t .... liiO 00 Wllllams, RIChard.,t ....... ~Oil Rawson, Wtlham ........... 2~ ~? Cl:<•born, .Jam• s, t ........... 10? 00 and Floy, o......... ... 

1 00 Anderson, Anna C., t... 6 75 \',tlhams, Joseph 'I' t .... 10 OO H~wson, Mary .... ; .......... 17 00 Chne, J. B., t ................. 3 OO Hunt, Cbas. J. and Etta,t 46 79 
A d C J t 5 00 'A tllwms, Joseph A , o..... 10 Richardson, Bess e ........ Dungee. F G , t ............. 30 00 J d G S d 
An ct erson, J' ·• h 'A"···· Williams, Emma. t......... 50 ::-.hnnel, Philip ................ 50 00 Green Frank, t ..... . ..... 20 00 °M_ ~n, eirg~ ·an 

3 
OO 

n dr~mf, t t~ey · OO --- Shimel. Jessie ................. 30 00 GJ'een: 1\tl. W. and wife, t. 5 00 J e ts~a G., ···a··· 'd 
A adn Wl e,S . h .. .. . . .. 5 00 Total.. ............... $4,771 n6 Sabin, Lenna ................. 10 UO Gtfford. Murl, t ..... ........ 5 00 . eMnrgens, eorge , an 100 00 

n erson, ara • t. · · ··· 1 = Smith, Rachel ................ 3 00 1 Goode, C F and wife, t 50 00 ary, t · · · · ·. · ·· · · · · · 
Anderson, Oecar, t ..... 65 0 I Expenditures. Smtley, Samuel. .............. 10 ooiGoode }'' and wife t ..... 30 00 Joh~eon, Morns E' t ... 5 00 
Ar.dtrson, D. and w~fe, t 1~ 00 ~ister .............................. 1 50 I Goode' Jos and wife, t ... 25 95 Jord1son, Samuel and 
Atklll80n, L a11d Wife, t 1o 49 Barrett. George, a........... 3 65 8 t 6 2o H'll S 

1 
A t 

20 00 Sarah, t ...................... 10 00 
Balif'y, Sr Fred, t ....... 2 90 Baggerly. I. P., f ............ 360 O? ~~:t:~:.:::·.::::::~·:::::::.:·.:·::::.: 6 OOIK~~p H:nlry ''sr ~·t:::::::: 5 00 Jackson. A and M. M., t .. 5 ~0 
Baldwm, M)rtle, t ...... 2 tJO Bell, •r J, e ................... 3 'lo Tl ason Osmon .. 4;) 60 K · G ' t 

20 00 Johnson, Jane, t .............. 5 oO 
BatJdV, G~orge, t ....... 10 ~0 Bell, T J., f ................... 240 00 T~~~~ S~san ...... :::::: .. :: 5 ooii_J:e~t W3f!e~ i·::::::::i','ooo 00 Jordison, John, t ........... 3'3 00 
B, II, l~d1ana, t.......... 1 ~5 Bennett. Alma, a ............ 6 50 Teakle: Corda ................ 2 oo. Moore' J. C. 1 .' ............... 10 00 ,Jordison, R. and A., t ..... 2 00 
B~IJ, G~bnel; t .... ··.··· vU Bla1r, F. B, f ................. 60 00 Westerley, George .......... 5 OO'Morti~ore A rr, t ........ 5 no !Jones, T F a~d E. 0., t .. 10 00 
Blair, (,eo \1. andw1fe, t 50 00 Blank books ................... 1 25 Watson, H T ............... 20 00 Mortimore' 8 ,J t .......... 5 00 Johnson, Jenme, t .......... 2 00 
Blarr, c. E. and Wife, t .. 10 00 Bush, George, a .............. 2 79 Wllderrnuth, J E ........... 2 oo'Needham Ge.org~ t ........ 3 00 Johnson. Wm R. and 
Blti!.e:ley, C. H. ar;d Clapp, ,J. C., e ................. ~ 50 Wasson, Melissa ........... 10 00 Roberts, J. V. ar,d wife,t .. 6 00 Jul ette. t .................... 10 ?O 

wlle, t ................. 10 00 Clapp, J. C., f ................ 366 88 Walters I. and F .......... 40 00

1 

Roberts Mrs May, t ..... 80 Jon•-s, Jesse W., t ........... 1 -~7 
RVH--'•. Ann, 0 .••.••••• 5 00 ~omer. ~John, a ............... 22 0? Veitch. Jas rr. and wife .. 5 00 Hoberts: ~Irs' LuCy, t ..... 1 45 Jones, IngvertL., t ........ 137 
Bos"ell, Josepn and 1Exchange ....................... l.J Yotmg, Josephs ............ 1 00 Roberts Char es M, t ..... 5 00 Kearns, G: P and V ~·· t 10 00 

" I , 1. . . .. . . . . . ... . 2 50 Gillen, J. W, f ............. 27o 00 ___ H M' Cl 1 ·ssa · t 
5 00 King, Dan us and Julia, t 10 00 

Box. Mmme, t . . . . .. .. . 3 00 I Hayer, Eli, f ................... 120 00 Total. .................. $942 28 s~~~ ·d~~k 't ' ... ::: 2J 00 Keck, Mary A .• t ..... ........ 5 00 
Brahy, Bessie, t.... . 20 00 Lambert, J. R, e ........... 1 SO --- ~t 

1
• A• th' .t.......... 

10 00 
Keith, Cassie, t ............. 1 Oil 

Bradfleld,Chas and wife,t 3 50 Lambert J. R., f ............ 240 110 Due agent ............ $ 5 6\1 Steehe r uJ, ":~"i""' 
100 

Leytham, RwhMrd, t ....... 5 00 
Brown. Martha 1!'., t ....... 5 00 Mcllarness. Edward, a ... 10 00 = l:;tep hens n, C~·nm 'e "i" 

1 
OO Lewis, J J. and Louisa, t 2 00 

Burk En ward, t ..... ···· ·· 3 00
11Page, E1ward L., a ......... 15 71 Expenditures. Stephen son, R ,trert t .. 

1 
OO Lewis, Leilah

1 
t ............... 2 00 

Cackler ( athatine, t ..... 6 00 Pict1:.le, Isabel, a ............. 6 00 . \y ~t en~nS ~sse ' .... 
3
o on Lumley. Frances, t ......... I 00 

Cave .Jessie, t ............... 6 75 Rwhey, Sr. C. A., a ........ 18 34 E L. Kelley, bishop ........ 416 97 \\\cox, M '''s .S ... t....... 
5 00 

Leise, Belle E., t ............ 5 00 
Cave, Lucma, t .............. 1 20\Rodger, Sr. M, a ............ 30 UOIC. Scott, e .................... 3.J OU w\ cox, E rF · k

1
·: "i""' 

16 
OO Myers, Sarah A .. t ........... 18 00 

Church. C F and wife, t .. 25 00 Salisbury, Wm. R, a...... 1 35 J. W. ~ organ, f .............. 58 00 wl cfx,M Eant m, ... · 
10 

O') i\hller, Rebecca E, t ........ 65 00 
Church, Edward. o. ...... 50 Scott, Columbus, f ......... 275 00 j W. H Kephart, e ............ 12 00 11 e, lS. ' .......... _ ... ___ McKim, David, t ............. 10 00 
~oclnan.A S, and wife, t. 10 00 Smith, A H., f ............ 396 75~~ ,]. Sheldon, e ............. 15 00 Total ................. $1,46 1 2o McKim, B';rton, t ........... 1 00 
Cochran,F F~. and wtfe, t .. 10 00 SrDJth, F. A., f .............. 4!0 00 N. Stamm, e ................. 2 00 = Myers, J. G and I. J., t .... 25 00 
Cummings. Phoebe, t ..... 1 50 bmtth, Heman C , f ........ 3Si 00 I Sr. F. J Kephart. f ........ 204 00 E nd'tures M1tchell, Julia E , t ........ 5 UO 
Dancer, Anna A, t .... !,000 00 Snively, J S, f .............. 240 oo

1

sr. T. J. Sheldon, f ........ 214 00 _xpe 1 ' McKim, W J. and C., t ... 15 00 
Buekworth. Jane, o ....... 2 OU l:;tedman, E. A, f ......... 240 00 Sr. Chubbw, a ................ 6 00 f. M. Smrth, f .......... $120 00 Marks, Lillie A, t .......... 8 50 
Elvin, H C. and wife, t ... 10 00 Teams for H.. J. A.. I ---Henry Kemp, f .......... 188 00 Myers, A. G and Nora, t 10 0') 
Evans, Sarah. t ............. ., 75 funeral ........................ 2 00 Total. ................... $947 97 Lydia Waling, a ..•.•. 10 00 Mclutosh, John A, t ...... 4 00 
Fletcher t:L A .• t ............ 1 00 Telegram}''. A. S., E. L Kelley, Btshop .... 718 50 Mcintosh, Melinda, t...... 25 
F'rance.W. A and wife, t .. 41 00 Omaha........................ 41 EASTERN DISTRICT. $ 

028 50 
Newcomb, C. J. and M., t 2 00 

Gaylord, Hoxanna, t ....... 16 00 Thomas, 0. B., e ............ 8 00 Total· ...... · ... 1 • Newcomb, Jennie, t ........ 10 00 
Hanson, A D. and wife,t .. 10 00 Thomas, 0. B., £.. ............ 200 00 John Heide, Agent. D h h $

4
.l. ~o Olson. J. M. and S. E .. t .. 18 50 

Harger, George, t ......... 10 00 Turpen, M. M., f ............ ..42<l 00 ue c urc ..... · __ .. _' _•_ Peterson, R. P. and I, t .. 20 00 
Harris. Almira, t ............ 2 35 Weld, F'. M., { ................. 216 00 Receipts. --- Pett, John, t ................... 15 00 
Hartchen, Matilda, t ........ 1 50 Weld, F. l\1, a ................. 50 00 . O H d .f t 

23 05 
GALLAND'S GROVE DIS· Pett, Wm. and Sarah. t ... 50 00 

Hartdwn, Maggie, t.. ....... 1 00 Worden, Matilda, a ......... 12 91 Batley, · ·an Wl e, .. 
1 00 

TRICT. Hay, Wm. and Lilly, t ..... 5 00 
Hartchen, William, t ...... 1 ou ---Batley, Fred ........... :........ Rent of house, Arion, Io. 22 50 
Hartshorn. S. B., t ........... 5 00 Total ........... $4,658 78 Brooks, D

8
. S. and Wife ..... 7 90 C. J. Hunt, Ageut. Rogers, Anna M., t ......... 1 00 

Hartshorn. Anna C., t...... 3 50 == Brooks, adle ................. 1 60 Receipts. Rudd, A. H. and May, t .... 25 00 
Hartshorn, Lee A., t ........ 1 30 Due chnrcb ....... $113 18 Brooks, N. 8 .. : ............... · 7 50 Dne church Jan.1, 1899$208 11 Rudd, J. R. and s., t ...... 19 25 
Hartshorn, H. A .• t......... 1 05 ~~ Bowman, JMss~ .............. ~ ~~ Adamson, Sarah J .• t.... 1 00 Hudd, Ross. t.................. 1 50 
Hauber. Kittle, t ........... 2 00 DES MOINES DISTRICT. Bowman, · ............... 

0 
o''o' Ashbaugh. Waller S. and Hudd, Vinnie G .. t........... 50 

HHyer, Eli and wife, t ..... 15 00 Bradley,_ James ............... 1 Corena M., t ......... 3 00 Rounds. 0 A. and A.,t ... 25 00 
Hayer, Oliver, o ............. 5 001 w. c. Nirk, Agent. Beal, W1llardSW., Jr

1 
........ 

5
5 0

01
0 Albertus, Mrs. John A.,t 8 8tl Roundy, Sophia, t .......... 10 00 

Hawley. 1£. P. and wife, t.. 5 00 . Drumberger, amue ....... · 1 Barker, Delphene, t..... 1 00 Rudd, Blair H., t ............ 28 
Hitchcock ~'rank. t ........ 1 00 I Receipts. Dewalt, Mtlton ............... 15 IIO BtEltdtenrawMor_t, ht'. J .• ·. L .• •• ·a·n·d·.. Shumate, Fred B., t ......... 50 00 
Hitemau brar:ch, o ........... 10 12 Atwood, P. H ......... $ 4 00 Eckhart, Mary................. 4 60 25 00 Salisbury, Herald and 
Hopkins.W A and wife, t . .lOO 001 Boatwright, V....... .... 3 50 ~ereday, Ida.................. ~ ?O Buker, James M. and Pearl. t ....................... 5 00 
Hopkins, Thomas, t ......... 5 00 Bouton, Sarah E ........ 10 00 Fulton ~ra~ch, o ............ 

25 0~ Jennie, t ............ 37 50 Shaw, Fr@d M., t ............ 9 00 
Hopkms. Hannah, t......... 1 00 Batten, Parley . .... . .... 7 00 Green, · E .................... 

4
• 

0 
Bullard, William D. and Spence, W.A. and M.E., t 2 00 

Howard, LaJune, t ........ 17 00 Buckley. Joseph ........ 10 00 Green, 0. . ................... ,J 0 Rachd A., t ........... 16 00 Spence, J.1'. and T. C., t 2 00 
Huntsman, A .. t .............. 4 291 Batten, Daniel.......... 6 00 Green, Ellen W............... 1 00 :·'<II, Thoma• •. t.... .... • 7 00 Spence, James M., t ........ 6 00 
tlervis, Li:r.zie, o .............. 5 001' Rrown, F. A .....••. •o• 1 00 He1de, Amos W .............. 1 Ot BrewF~.ter, DavL'\ t ...... 10 OU Salisbury, B and M., t ... 17 00 
Judson Glen. t............... Vii Batten, Mary............ 2 00 Heide, John .................... 68 6\1 Bnllard, Jonathan. t...... 5 00 Sheldon. F. M. and A., t .. 75 00 
Kelley, E L, Bishop ... 2,160 011 Bear, Robert W .......... 20 00 Haller, Ltzzle .................. 211 110 Bn'iard, J H. and Ed1th,t 10 00 Shaw, Mary A., t ............ 3 00 
Lane. Sr 0. tl., t............ 3 00 Brig~le, Florence........ 1 00 Harvey, Myrtle ........ : ...... 1~ ~£ Ryhee, Adelia, t....... .. 1 75 Shaw, John M., t ............ 2 00 
Leeper, llelen. t .............. 2 211 Chandler, Hattie........ 3 02 Hodges, John and Wtfe... : 01 Black, 1\IHrtha, t........ 1 50 i:Jhaw, F. M. and M.A., t 2:3 70 
Leland, ,Jennie iVI., t ........ 76 25 Chandier, Fred .......... 29 00 Jackson, George ............ 23., OO Butterworth, Charles E. Sal,sbury, G. and S, t. ... 10 00 
Lew's. M. lJ., t .............. 51• Chandler, Fannie....... 8 O·• Jackson, Margaret ........... lO Oil and Ida, t ..... , ....... 10 00 Salisbury, 0. and I, t ...... 6 00 
Lovell. ,John and wife, t .. 55 on Ctrantller, W. R ......... 15 00 Jefferson, Mary .............. 3 ?O Butterworth, Juhan E ,t 5 00 Skinner, J. E. and A E, t 5 00 
J ovell Alfred, t .............. 15 00 Clarl{, Hattie ........... 5 Oil K:lsal~, M. 111.. ............... H ~' llutterwo"th, Grace A., t 12 00 Skinner. M. B. and C., t .. 10 uo 
Lovell, Nephi, t .............. !G Oo Clark, ,James M.. ..... .. . 2 00 Kmg, Sarah ................... 

38 
~II Hutterwor<h, Ray. E., t. 05 Sweet, Mary, t................. 3 Oil 

Luff, J. J , o .................. 2 0" Clark, John . . . . .. .. .. .. . 3 00 Vlonson, August .............. ' 0 ~1 Bntterwortb. V~rg\1 L., t 10 Sweet. George L, t ........ 10 00 
.McLaughlin. William, t... 1 20 Cook, T. P . ... .. .. .. .. .. 5 00 McHae, John ................. 1° ?II Bau,hman, Hezek1ah N. Schafer, F. R and M.E ,t 35 00 
McPeek. Price and wife,t .. 1 so Cooper, Susan........... 2 on McRae, PhoebG, o ........... ~ ~~: and Irene. t ............ 200 00 ~haw, Olive, t ................. 25 
l\lader, Minnie, t .............. 15 IJ(i Coles. Nored in and wife 10 On V1audsley, ll1 ............... 

2 
.• :J Coiner, O'car E. and Truog, J. and C., t ........... 40 00 

J\'lader, l\1rs. Mary t ........ 50>~ Doss, Mary E ............ 3 00 Wyat~l Louisa ................. 1. ~ 
0
a Fannie E., o .......... 1 00 'Pruog, John, Jr., t ......... 100 

Mader, Clnra, t ............... 9 00 B,reel, Ancil ........... 2 00 Newlin, J. A .................. 2tJ ~~· Cranrtall, Albert aBd 1\asdale, Andrew, 
Mv.lcor, Clement, t ........... 1 00 Ineck, Magnolia ......... 3 nn Pals2:rove, D. LK. ·· ....... 42 ~~ Ne1lie, t ............... 6 50 James and Elizabeth, t 10 00 
Martin, James, t ............. 37 50 Gnffin. William ......... 25 01 Palsgrove, Joan ........... 3 1;:; Csrwll, l\'I. Jane and Wilcox, Wm. H. and 
Mathews. W. '1' .. t .......... 5 011 Griffin, Maud I.......... 2 7fi Potter, ~iF .................... ~ 0~ WiLia"' A., t.. . . ... .. 5 00 Marie J., t ................... 1 50 
Minton, A. V., t.............. 5 00 Hand, William I. ....... 24 01 l{oush, artha,.............. 

1 
~ 1 Croee, ~·ranees S., o. . .. 1 00 Wight, R. and B., t......... 1 00 

Moffet. L. W ., o.............. 25 Hand, H. II .. . . .. .... .. 5 01 l{ockwell. Jenme ............ " 11 CrosB, John and Frances Wicks, B. F. and C., t ..... 45 00 
Nic-hols, .John and wife.t .. 50 Ou Ha,er, EllaB ............ 4 7e Robmson, Ezra .............. ·' 11~ 8., t ................... 10 Oil Whiting. W. W.and H.,t .. 1C 00 
Nicllolson, nay. t ... ._ .... ., 2 00 Hughes, Thotuas ........ 10 0(: ~te>ll, M!J:ry ]j\ ................. ~ 8:) Dobie, Francif~, T., t .... 25 00 Young, R. L.and M.D.,t .. 15 00 
Nicholson, Walter, t ........ 3 00 Hnghes. Mattie ......... 9 31' ;;toll, Wtll ..................... 40 ?D D'x<Hl, Semnel and Ima,t 5 00 
Paul. Wilbur Band wife,t. 20 00 Hall, John and wife ..... 30 01 ~tr1ley, Emory............... ~5 Onckett, Lwa, t .......... 10 00 Total ................. $3,177 06 
Perry, ~arah, t ............... 2 00 Haver, C. F .............. 59: "'tr1ley, Mam1e............... E !wiirdR, Sarah, • ....... 4 87 
Phillips. Isaac, o............ 6 00 Halld, C. E .............. 50 0(' ~utton, Anna .......... _. ....... !~ 5il E ls0n. EliZ'\~.:. th B., t .. 1H 50 Expenditures. 
Post, John, t ................. 7 10 Hiatt, s. L. and wife .... 4 75 ~utton, J. H. and WJfe ..... 3o Otl l''nrd, Josephrne, t and o 4 00 Butterworth Sr. c. E ,f .. $240 oo 
Heese, D '1'., t .............. 13 oo' Harvey. Lena.......... . 5 00 Sutton, J H., o .............. 5 20 Feaster. Gen. and L•ura,o 1 on Derry. Charles, e ............. 10 00 
Heese, D '!'., o ............... 42 00 Hidy, John and wife.... 6 liD ~utton, G. H .................. _!0 OO Fr ·nklin, ,J, ddie M. and Door locks etc. for house 
1{.-s"eguie, Lucy L, t ...... 129 41 Jnhnson, William ....... 10 00 "chrunk, Lucy ................. aO ilO Ma,tha, o... . . . .. .. .. 4 15 A . I 1 SO 
Rhodes, Joseph. t ........... 3 00 Jones, Ethel............ 2 50 Sew. ard, Geo,rge W ........... 15 Od Franl<lin, Jeddie M. and in non, owa ............. . 

Sl C s 50 00 15 0 Hunt. Sr.' Charles J., f ..... 120 00 Hich~ Ella Franc, t ........... 8 00 Jones, Ella...... . . . .... 2 50 ,_ nppy, · ................... MHrtha. t..... .. . .. .. .. 0 Insurance on house in 
Salyards, H..S. and wife, t 2 so Jones, E. J ............. 10 0(1 Teters, Etta .................... 6 ~0 Fie'd. Aimtra. t . . . . . . . . 2i' Arion, Iowa ................. 4 00 
Salyards, Joseph H., t..... 50 .JemiEOn, Marshall T.... 95 Taylor, Mar! a.................. :)~ Field, AuriJla, t.... . . . 25 Kelley, E. L., Bishop .. 2l057 70 
Sal ards. Zaide A., t...... 50 Johnson, C. Rand wife 20 00 Voclpel, E. W ................. 10 o,J F'r<nklir, ThomasN. and McCall. 'Grandma". a ... 27 00 
fandage, Mrs C .. t .......... 25 .Johnson, George W .. , .. 10 00 W!ight, Charles.,o .......... 1 Oil Pearl t ......... : . .. 89 80 Postage, exchange, etc..... 4 50 
Sandage, oloody, t .......... 1 50 Knnx. J.P.............. 1 oo \~tlson, James C ............ 4 Sll Gonsolley,J F.and w1fe,t 5 00 Rudd, Sr. David M., f.. ... 1SO 00 
8anders, Addie ............... 5 UO Kennell, Mary J ......... 2 00 ;", <·n. John .................... ig gg Gumollev. Rut.r., t ...... 10 42 bmith, Sr. H. 0., f. .......... 175 00 
f'cntt, Jo;rn. t .................. 4 99 Lan~. w .. T. S ........... 2 00 Ztrkelback, Clara ......... ::_·-- Galla~d, Sarah E • t; 1 O!l Taxes on house in Arion, 
ShiPP?'• H. D. and L ntv., Ttlttha ........... 10 00 Total ................ :$1.0'/ 4 11 Ha• e., Nathan H. a~ d o• Iowa ...... ................... 1 40 

famtly, t ..................... 5 oo, Letun. L rs ............. 25 00 ___ Catha1me. t ........... "" 00 Whiting Sr w w f ..... 120 00 
~mith, ~-A. and wife, t ... 33 ~2 i Laughlin, S. E .......... 11 6~ Expenditures. ---~ HartshOT:n. Manly W. and 

05 00 
Wight, Sr. Ro~ana;;,, f ... 16 65 

"rrnth, ~r. On a. t...... ...... 601 Mead, W. C... . . . . .. .. .. 2o Cathtmne, t... . ....... •· __ _ 
Sorensen, Trena, t ........... 2 OO!Martin, Chas. and Nellie 10 35 Agent's expenses ........... $ 2 50 I Hartshorn, Catharme, t.500 00 Tota!. ................. $2,9o7 55 
Sparks, Sr. M.A., t......... 4 00. Myer•, Rachel........... 4 45 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 6SO 00, Hnlcomh. Chauncy S., t. 5 00 
i;tanley, Jane. t .............. 25 00

1 
M( rgan, J. W ... .. .. .. .. 1 00 Peterson, J. W., f.. ......... 60 OOJ' Hawley, Gideon and Due church ........ $ 219 51 

Stedman, i:lr. E. A., t...... 1 25i Nirk, Anna M .. . .. .. .. • 5 oo: Peterson, J. W., e........... 2 50 Mary C., t ........... 60 00 
7 
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LITTLE SIOUX DISTRICT. Roberts, L. W. and wife .. 1 001 POTTAWATTAMIE •Hattie J. Lambert. t ........ 2 70'! NORTHWEST DISTRICT. 
Alma M Fyrando Agent Seeley, F. J. and wife ..... 7 85 DISTRICT. Wm. T. Lambert,, t ......... 100 !JO Arthur Smith, Agent. 

·R 'pts ' · Swain, H. D. and wife ..... 15 00 J p C 
1 

t' Sarah E. Reese, o .... ;....... 5 00 Receipts. 
ecei · Wilder, C. M.................. I 00 · . . .ar ile, agen . Edward Giles, t............... 1 00 

Due church Jan. 1, 1899 .. $112 55 Wood, Henry .............. : ... 1~ 00 Receipts. John Luke, t .................. 1 50 Due ?burch Jan. 1,1899$ 15 52 
MagnoliaBranch. Yarrmgton,A.J.andwife 6o 00 D h hJ 1 1899 15 0• John Luke, o .................. 4 00 Edwmsandy ........... 1800 

, . . Au~ c urc A ~n. 'G ... 4 0 ° Evan Parry, t .................. 10 00 Margaret Kelley ......... SO 00 
Ben•on, G. L ......... ":""" 67 4o Little Swux Branch. ,? e~son, n ony ........ 3 0 Sarah Hooper, t ...... ........ 1 00 Mary Sears .............. 40 00 
Benson, B. F. and Wife ... 15 0(: Bower, ,John and wife ...... 2 oO Bakm, John ................... 1 00 ,John Jervis, t .......... , ...... 20 00 Adeliza A. Wolfe .. . .... 2 60 
Benson, Charles.............. 5 00 Butts, Elsie..................... 1 50 Beebe, C. A.,. ................... JOO 00 Mary Furrows, t.............. 1 00 IF. S. and Eunice Ward .. 20 00 
Benson, John ................. 10 00 Benner. 1'. M.................. 5 00 Baker, l:urriet ....... , ......... 1 00 G. Terry and wife,Utah,t 100 00 A. Z. Smitll ............. 10 00 
Berry, Emma.................. 50 · 'h A h 4 00 Beebe, Emma ................. 50 00 Carrie Parr· sh t 1 OIJ H E L'!ly 10 00 
Chambers, D R and J."E. 60 00 ~.,_, _ase, sep ·················· Briggs. Sr. C. E............... 5 00 I -. "' ' ' ·············· I · · · 1 · '' '·. • • •• •• • • •• . , .. , . · · , Chase, Sarah.................. 1 50 B , B " . I . U. Sargent, o .............. 2 00 Stlas and Mao'gle Transue 22 2o 
Chatburn, Richard........... 2 1" Chase, llfaud.......... ...... 1 01: ar~sleJ • ets"y ............ 2? 00 Ellen I. Sargent, t........... 8 00 Simon andMaryWheelan 6 15 
Emerson .• T. F ................. 1 OO Clark, G. W. and wife ..... 6 51' Chnstensen, Ellen C ...... 13 50 Eliza Ellison, o............... 50 V. ~'. Ro!(ers .... .... .. .. 50 
~~non, ~· ~ .................. 1~ ~~ Clark, Sherman ............. 1 51> gh~;s{en~an, El~e~ c.\o ... 

4
! 86 Isabella Fa>rar, t ............ 2 00 Mabel Hawkins ......... 10 00 

:B"'~ll~~: Ha.rrl~t·i:::::::::::: 8~ ~O Co~yers, Sarah............... ~ 0~ C~~i~t~1ns~~: t~o. :~d. S~: 0 
!:'r. E. H. Haverson, t...... ~ 50 Elizabeth Bunt .....•• 8 2 50 

"' E . . Da)walt, Nancy.............. ' 01· M W 10 00 Fred Johnson, t .............. 1o 00 James H. Scott......... 5 00 
~,yrando, lsie ............... 2~ 00 Davwalt, Elizabeth......... ;;o : ........................... t;r. M. ~!.Hanson, t......... 6 UO Catharine Hawkins ..... 15 00 
]yrando, A. M ............... 2o 0 G . t ~f 9 01' Christensen, Bro andSr C 10 00 Fred Sch e t IO 10 Ulara Woodford 5 00 
Hight, Edward................. 3 35 arne ' · ay .................... · ' Carlile, Bro. and Sr. J.P. 50 00 · \\- .w e:s, ............ . · · · · · ·· · • r, 
Hight, .~sa and wife ....... 87 00 Gamet, W. S ................... ~ 31: Campbell. J·. N .............. 10 00 Mane mte1s, t .............. IO 00 J,eBFie T~mpwn .... .. • oO 
Hight. May..................... ~ 00 ~a met, E':a May............ ? 01 Carlile, Isaac.................. 5 00 1 Ge~rgLe PM. La!" bert, t ........ 5~ 00 ~· L. M. rokaw ........ 10 Oo 
H . !'< Gamet. Allee L ............... D or' Ch ;\']]' 10 oo Jo n . / or~an, o .......... 2. 95 c. D. Carson .................. 8 00 
nn~~11~~!~~· ;nadd~~f·~:::::::: 1~ 6~ Jones, Mbllie ................. ~ 2i, Cn~ti~:~~~n. ~)}~~{~ . .'.'.'.'.' . .'.~: 5 00 iJ?hn L. ~~?rl?an, t: .......... 1 00 Ber~ha K,- Fender ........... 4 43 
,Johnson, Andrew............ 7 00 .fohn son. Ann ................ 6s ()(, Dodson, Emma ............... 5 ooi \\ m. ER~ Ilhams, t ......... 1 00 Mahssa c. Knapp ............ 8 00 
.Johnson, Elizabeth ......... 5 00 Jewell, Hannah F ........... n 00 Evans, Sarah................. 5 001

James
8 

lchardson, o ........ 7 5~ Harvey 8andy ................. 5 o
0
o 

K'Jt 1 . d 1 . Lytle, Ivan ..................... 5 oo
1 
El . ·k H d S Hazel rennan, t............ 16 1John Soderstadt .............. 3 0 

K
ilts, E'11~Clllb tah................. 

2
4 

0
2t"l Lane, J. W. and wife ...... 15 00

1

-, ~w1.\c1 n' ]!!0 · an r. 
100 00 1Est~er Brennan •. t............ J3j William Landers............ 5 00 

1 s, "1za e ............... , .\layo, May..................... 9 80 au, ., ............ ......... I Lon1sa Brennan, t ........... 121 ---
K>Jts, Lysa~der ............... 1 £(• Peasley, S. ,J .................. 30 00 F,:rd,.Sr. Fred ................ I oo,John Hooper, t .............. 1 00 Tota! .................... $256 45 
Lock~ng, A!~c~ ................. 2 '~ Peasley

1 
Mnry A ............. 2 05~~~e1driCk~on, L~~nra ......... 2 ogiJ. and H. McKiernan, t... 7 40 ===-== 

Loc~mg, 1-\Imfr,ed........... 2> Scott, G. M. and wife ...... 29 00 ~,'~-Ier~ .. sr G. J, .............. 9 20 Sr. C. A. Johnson, t ........ 10 SO Expenditures. 
LMaMahy, MtaG~Y· 1! ............. ! 0000 Scott. Marie C ................. 3 50 IF :.nd ·c·k• MyrtB!e ....... d ... S .... 2 00 Ellen Ross, o ................. 50rAnna Kent, f ................ l\41 60 

ere an • race ............. 3 St k II L' · 5 611 e n son, ro. an r. Dorotha Kaestne t 5 OOIJ 1 0 Mercha t J . h W 8 ~n , oc we • lzzie............ p W 30 00 r, ........ esse Thompson, a........... 0 
Mintun,nAI1c~81lf ....... .'.'.'.::: lO Silsby, Amy ................... 1 ?° Fisher, J'.'c.'.'.'.:·.·.·::.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'::: 10 00 ~· N. Cr~'g. t ................. 5 OOJ Henry Hart, a ................. 20 00 
M 1 D , 1 2 • Shaw, Rachel.................. 3 .>0~ H Fl . 2• 00 Frank Kaestner, t .......... 10 Oil, Alma Kent, e .................. 20 00 

au e, ona d ............... 0 QU Worsencroft 'r and wi~'e 17 50 ansen, emmmg ........... "'0 Alice Jacob~ t 2 50 L ], J h 15 00 
Mc~owell, Sr. J. F ......... 5 OU Worsencroft: Priscilla ... ~ .. 3 Sl· Harding, .Samuel ............ 5 00 Sr. E. J. Wh~ati~i,''t''.'.'."::; 1 00 W. s. Pe~~~~,' :::·:::.'.'.'.'.'.':: 2Z 50 
Mcl!owe.I,NumaL......... 5tl V s· kl U 5 OOi.!L,nsen. J.A ................... 10 00 KatherineRe d t 2 50 G H . C' 00 
1\'lcDonald, :s. fi. ............. 2 OU Vans~~ e, 0 i............... ,'.Hansen~ Bro. and Sr. F ... 10 00 H( K e 'S ........... r. • •• Hilliard, ou~selor. 15 
McDonald, Arthur........... 61: an ICkle, . . .............. 5 o::l Hoyt, c<arah ................... 1 00 S eJyW aifstner, r., t .... , oO 00 William H Mannermg, e. 11 00 
McDonald C! de 05 Vredenburg, Mark A ...... 40 o .. ,, Halliday Alice 10 00 r. : . ewberry, t ...... 20 00 J. M Brown, e ............... 13 00 
Sale of w~od,Y Ga;~-~~·:io Pers'a Branch. ~Jensen, i P ..... ::·.'.'.'.'.::::::: 1 5u f::~~tf~· N;r~a':; o......... g~ Agent's expenses............ 2 00 

acres ........................... 40 10 . olli\:oupal, Bro. and Sr.J.B .. 21 00 Alb G . Vlll, ............ --.--
St . t A . L . 10 00 Atkmson, James. o ......... 50 O'''·l .. 1 worth Bro d S. C 6 00 . , ert e.sch, t .............. 5 00 Total ................... $161 10 

ua.r' . nm~ ......... ...... Chambers, Mary .............. 5 0! II'_,~(,.) B' ·an~ ~.· · V\· elhngton McGahen, o... 50 
Shupe, tir. E. M.............. 1 Oil Gatrost M and wile 10 0 Laison, ro. and ioir. C. C .. 30 00 Mary E Seigfreid t 2 00 Due church ........... $ 95 35 
~hter~' Aid Society........ 4 6~ Hansen', ~.;r~derick.:.'.'.'.".':: 41 4

1

(~j) Lap worth, Bro. and Sr. J. · ' ..... _ .. _. __ . __ _ 
l'tevenson, P. L ............... 2 OU Seddon Joseph 10 01 ! 1{. ................................ 500 00 Total .................... $679 34 
VanEaton, Pearl ........... 1 00 Smith, W. A. r.nd·-,;;;£~.'.'::: 5 01,,

1

Lapwc•rth. Agnes ............ 5 00 = SPRING RIVER DISTRICT. 
lhlls receivab!e ..... $167 50 'rurney, Nannie .............. 5 on f;!entz, J.oh., ................... 4 00 Expenditures. J R' h d A 
Union Center Branch Moor- Tho ; Tho , d 'f 20 OU cKenzie, 1{obert.. ......... 51 Oil J l'rr K' 20 00 . M. IC ar s, gent. 

head. , mas, s. an WI e.. .Mc:\'!ullen, Alice .............. 1 00 ames c ~ern an, e........ Receipts. 
. Lo an Branch Macklnnd. H:Jizabeth ...... 20 Oil James 1<IcKiernan, f ........ lSO 00 

Amundson, Ole and wife .. 50 00 g Osler l\Jinnie 3 00 ,John R. Evans, f ........... 180 00 Arthur Anderson ........... $ 10 00 
Ballantyne, ~Jane ......... 6 00 Adams, A. H .................. 12 ~(lNPottc~.l''red ti·.·.:::::::·.:·::.:::100 uu Joh!l It Evans, e ............ 25 00 E~ily Anderson ............... 7 00 
Bailantyne, Myrtle ......... 21 00 Baker, A. A.................... ~ ~o Pederson, Pedrus ............ 15 co C. Scott. e....................... 0 92 Effie Anderson............... 1 00 
Ballantyne; Nelile ....... ,. ... 3 65 C~ulow, Nn,ncy ................. ·~ ol· Pederson, Bro. and Sr.C .. 24 00 F. M. Weld, e ................. ~ 40 Frederwk Anderson ........ ~ 00 
Belkham, C. W. and wife 15 (JIC ~,tviso,n, VI· Rand fam .. 2o Oil Hiley, 0. A ..................... 21 OO J.J,t. L3;mbert, e ............. 2 00 B. D. Andes ................... 2o 00 
Burk, J. W. and wife ...... 2 50 Earl, Sarah ..................... 1 00 Hutter Ann 10 Oil J. S Smvely e ............... 16 50 R M. Bradley ................. 5 00 
Bartho'omew, Mabel. ..... 23 so Kennedy, C .. s .. ,............... 7 51 Robert~. Ma~;::::::::::::::::: 20 Oll Sr. Sopha Head, a ........... 5 on Jennie ~utler.................. 25 
Barthol~mew, Emma...... 5 00 K~nnedy, Mmme L......... ~ 60 ~tewart. Lola M .............. 52 10 Sr. H. Helms, a............... 3 60 Mary Bu~l.. .................... 3 00 
Cohrt. ~. E. and Wife...... 6 7~ K~ng, Hannah ................. 2,, 00 Sisters of F'ontanel!e........ 2 50 ~r. lllary Gu,;y;att, a......... 7 00 George BI,rd. Sr............... 5 00 
<;ase, Fr":nk.................... 7o ~L:Itole, ,Jo?~ ................ 4 50 1'idwell. Helen M .. ......... 6 00 Sr. Ruth A. l.urner, a ...... 15 00 Charles Bud, ~r .............. 20 20 
~hristy, Sr. M.A .... ,. ...... 6 00 Williams, Lillie A ........... 5 Oil Underwood. Bro. and Sr.S. James Hendncks. a ......... 6 35 R:?hard Bird .................. 23 16 
Case, Hubert and Wife..... 5 00 Mondamin Branch w ................................ 10 00 E. L. Kelley, bishop ........ 150 00 \\ Ilham Bath .................. 10 0~ 
Erickson, G .. E and wife 179 63 , .. ' · • Wood. Bro. and Rr. L. G .. 30 Oil George _P. Lambert, ~· J. Carney .................. 2 5o 
Er1ckson, Wilma .............. 18 00 Case, Wilham .............. ,.... 2 2o Whitmore. Christiana ...... 1:! 30 agents expenses........... 3 05 Sr. Coop ... ;...................... 5? 
Hoffman, Joseph ........... 75 Garner, J.P. and Hat!Je .. 15 00 Woodworth Curie 2 00 Frank H. Cowan .............. 7 53 
Hoffman, A. C. and S. J .. 83 05 Gunsolley, J. E. and wife 5 JOI Walton "'Jic. ' ......... 10 01 Total .................... $625 82 F. G. Uhristie ................. 4 25 
Hoffman, Arlie. and wife .. 12 00 G~met, J ·F. and wife ...... 10 00 Wood, Ama~J~ :::::::::::::: 3 OJ; --- Mary A. Ca~ter ............... 3 00 
Hoffman, Moille ..... :........ 75 G,tmet, Nancy ...... ; ......... 2 (·0 White, Clara N .............. 4 00 Due church ......... ~ Arthur Dayis .................. 6 00 
Jensen, Mark and Wife .... lO 00 I_'ratt, J. w .. and Wife ..... ~ 00 Winegar, Emma .............. 4 ou --- w. A Dav~· ................... 10 00 
Larson, Andrew and wife 1 00 Stuart, A::n~e ................. 2 00, Wood, l>ov..................... 1 00 KANSAS. R. H. Davis ................... 10 00 
Lukecart, Mollie.............. 1 40 Stuart,>\ Illlam............... 5 00 Yochem. J: A .................. 20 00 A .. E Davis .................... S 00 
Monta·,ue Geo. and wife 7 50 M' . V 11 B h jYocum Bro and s J' 1 00 NORTHEAST DISTRICT. Ehza Dodson .................. 5 00 
Mann,,...Sr. 'Lou ................. 5 00 Issoun a ey ranc · , r, .._.s_. __ John Cairns, Agent. Francis Dixon ................. 10 Ou 
Outhouse, Aggie .............. 4 50 Currie, J. A. and wife ...... 10 00 'l'ota! ................. $1, 620 70 Receipts Robert Duncan............... 1 20 
lluthuuse, E. and wife ..... 20 00 Hirst, Addie.................... 1 00 • Susan Duncan................. 3 00 
Outhouse, Inez ............... 2 00 Hirst, Lettie .................... 2 00 Expenditures Buckley, James ........ $ 18 57,MaryEnglish ................. 4 00 
Outhouse, Mary .............. 1 00 Purcell, B. F .................. 1 I'O A It 'l'h · Burns, James W ........ 1 OOIM. M. Engl.sh ................. 2 00 
Outhouse, E. C. and wife 13 00 Pratt, C. F ........................ 5 00 Bl ropEJ. omas, a ........ $ 1 00 Baiii~e, .J~.· ssie ... .. ... • 1 00 A. P. Free ....................... 6 25 
Parker, M. and wife ........ 97 00 Parker, A. L. and wife ..... 10 00 B ~~r, 

8 
mer, a............... 8 00 Batllte, lharg~ret .. .. .. .. 20 Nellie Frick .................... 30 CO 

i:ihearer,Chloe ................. 100 Parker, T.li.. .................. 5 O·l B~· er, M' e ....... , ............ 20 Ol• BaiiJte, Jenme.......... JO Paul Frick ....................... 5 00 
Shearer, Maggie............. 1 5fl ~tewart, Carrie L ............ 10 0~) c~~ni:' EI~ry, a .............. 5 0(J R>ttllle. James, Jr....... 20 Cora Gilbert .................... 5 00 
;!hearer, John and wife ... 10 00 --- C~· a b' Iza, f ............... ISO OU Chew, Maggie........... 2 00 James A. Graves............ 1 00 
t;trand, T. 0. and wife ..... 7 ou Total ................. $2,5110 68 <~m ers, D R., e ......... 9 09 ~u:rey, Juha...... .. • .. . 6 00 Cora E Haynes.............. 5U 
Thompson, Sarah ............ I8 0(1 = ft1fbseE. tary, a ......... · 24 3t Ca~rns, Jamt•s........... 5 00 Eliza bet~ Herke.............. 2 00 
Turman, Joseph .............. s 50 E . e ey, · .................. !,234 00 Catrns, John............ 5 00 G. M. Hmkle .................. 11 25 
Townley, Mm·y ............... 2 00 xpenditures. Total. ............... $1.

481 30 
gu;;.nm~ton, Nathan S .. 

0
5 00 Rose Hinkle ..................... 5 60 

Woodbine Branch. Case, Sr. A lie~, f ............ 2<6 66 --.-- G~r!~h,'W\JI~a;;,::::: ::: 10~ gg ~·ei~~~~f~~!;t·:::::::::::::: 1~ ~b 
Asquith Alice........... IO 35 Case, Sr. ,Jessie, f ........... 20 00 Due church ........ $ 139 40 Gnrwell Abram L 19 00 T S H yto 3 00 

' · ..... C bb S J C f 160 00 --- ' . . """ · · a n ................ .. 
Ballenger, M':rtha ........... 1 00 Cha b r. S. 'j ']i""{""180 00 IO"'TA AND IL-Ll Gnrwell, Sr. ':\'!lllam.... 2 70 Nellie Hayton ................. I 50 
Blackman, Allee .............. 1 50 D am srs'E"H . f ., ..... 180 00 H - Gurwell, Nellte...... .... 4 00 Mabel Bolesworth ........... 13 00 
B?tler, Ann ..................... 2!1 50 ~trrr r. s' M "'""i't210 00 NOlS Gurwell, Enos........... 3 30 Caroline Hiser................. 4 00 
lhnnall, .Margaret ............ 2 00 Mont agu~, J' F'arfare' 

390 00 
. - •· Gurwell, Fanme .... .... 95 Ellen Jones .................... 2 00 

Bmnall, Agnes ............... 5 00 ~1
1'1 nn, IlrS ·J ''!!• ":i"""300 00 NAUVOO DISTRICT. Gnrwell,L. G ............ 17 40 R.ichard Jones ................. 30 00 

Bmnall, Emma ......... ,..... 5 00 S c ·tfw~ '\{A. f' '""'1c· 00 George P. Lambert Agent Gurwell, S. E ... •........ 1 87 Mattie. Jones .................. 10 OU 
Derry, Charles and Wife.. 8 05 .//11 1• Sr. S · " ......... ~~ 

0 
R . ' · Gurwell, W. A........... 6 GO Anna E. Ktrk ........... 18 00 

Diggle, S.C. and wife ...... J50 00 C 00
1
d,h r. ~muel, J·s""' 60 0 eceipts. Green, Jo8eph .......... 15 00 William Ktrk ............ 11 00 

Dungan, I.~ ................. 4 50 ~v·!"- aw, ro. an r. 
49 90 

Due church Jan.!, 1899 .. $ 18 03 Green, Henry............ 5 00 Susan KeJ!y. . .... .... .. 1 oo 
Duvall, Dessw ................. 1 00 0 Illajf, a ..... d."s""(i""'to 

01 
,John. !lead, t .................. 27 00 !Iodeon, W.S ............ 5 00 Sarah A. L•mb .......... 17 40 

Downs, Colby.................. 50 Go;ns, ro. an r .. , a . 
0
6 Margaret S. Wright, t ...... 13 00 ,Johnson, John T.... .... 50 Joel Lanning ........... 10 00 

Ellison, Isaac, Sr. (dec.) .. 20 oo s~ son,Jr.Ea.M .............. 7 OO Matild& M. Wooding, t..... 5 oo Johnson, Robert ........ 18 OG Helen Lng':n ... , .... .... 5 75 
Fry, Burt E ..................... 5 00 H uf.e, r. d f., a ... G.... F. M. McDonald, o ........ 1 00 Johnson. Norvil......... 50 W. H. Martm.... .... .. .. 2 05 
Hupp, FrankL ............... 20 00 an I~g ';:_00 rom ar· 

10 00 
Eliza J. McCnmi~, o ........ 1 00 Kelley, E. L., Biobop .... 65 00 R·chard Martin and wife 6 00 

Hansen, Kate E .............. 5 50 Knl~r uE i""ij'.''b'"""""33" 
7 

H.1'. Pitt. t .................. 15 00 Lofty, Frank ............ 30 00 Clara Mercer ............ 3 00 
Harper, A. F.................. 5 00 H ~Jl'eyd G ii cs op .. i'" ·3 I)~ Solomon Tripp, t ............ 10 01) Munns, Ltllie............ 6 on William Maloney........ 5 00 
Harper, Minnie ....... : ....... 5 00 MI Dar 'n J F ounse or "

9 00 
Annie Gibson, t .............. 1 10 McGalliard •. haac ....... 10 00 L. H. McCall and wife ... 10 00 

Houghton, E. and 'Yife ... 10 DO w~ 1°t~ 'w' ··e ........... 15 00 Mary A. Wallace, t ......... 2 00 Menztes, WI!Itam ....... 1 00 w. H. Magoon .......... 1 oo 
Kibler, S. B. and Wife ...... 200 00 FIg 1 d ·A '.M.e ......... t..... Sarr.h A. Davis, o............ 3 75 Pterce, Frank J .... .... • 6 00 Sr. Ptfer ................. 10 00 
Kibler, Carrie .................. 26 00 yran °• · ., agen 's 

3 9
. Sarah A. Davis, t ............ 9 25 Price, Josiah D.......... 2 30 A. Payne................ 1 50 

Kibler, L. W. and W ........ 5 00 p etpenses ............ i........ 0 David T. Reese, o ........... 6 00 Spra!'.ne, Alice .......... 3 00 J. C. Powell ............. 10 00 
Kimmish, Dan. and wife. 10 00 ~~age, re~enue, 8 a· 

3 
w• Margaret Barton, o ......... 1 25 Thomas, B. F.. . .. .... • 5 00 J. T. Riley .............. 20 00 

Mefford, George L........... 2 00 T IonerJs·9; ~""i'·"i::"'"" 10 Margaret I>arton, t ........ 50 Thomas, Harry.......... 2 50 Ida M. Randall.......... 1 75 
Mefford, Hulda............... 3 00 ~xed, • ow IS aw 13 00 

Daniel T. Williams, o...... 5 00

1 

Wis~, Ann. as .. .. . .. ...... 4 00 Curtis Rmdall .......... 2 20 
:Mefford, Mary R .............. 1 50 T an 'iiiiis"c"'"j.''j;"""" Daniel T. Will1ams, t ...... 6 Oil W!IIJams, Phmbe ........ 5 Oil sallie E. Randall. ....... 2 50 
Metford, Lemuel. ............. 2 00 ~xe~ • ow Is aw 8 60 Charles E. Burk, t ........... 4 00 Total W409 Emma Ross............. 2 00 
Martin, Lulu ................. 2 00 an .......................... _ .. _. __ John Brennan, t .............. 24 40 .... ·: ·" .. · ====.;. Francis Ross............ 1 00 
l\1artin, Maud.................. 2 50 Total $2 435 63 Clement Malcor, t ........ 50 Expendttnres. Ella Ross................ 3 50 
Mart!n. Sr. E. M ............ 1 50 ............... _, ___ Don C. ~alisbury, Sr., 

1
sr. John A. Davis, f ... ~ Melissa .Rosa ............ 2 00 

Martm, Ehzabeth............ 80 Due church ........ $ 155 05 and Wife, t .................. , 6 101 Due chnrch $ M 
09 

H. M. Rtchelson ....... 2 45 
Parker, Sr. S, J ............... l 50 Allee J. Speerss t ............ 5 00! .... ·~Ivan Rrchards ........... 5 fill 
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tHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Clara E. Richards....... 8 00 J\'IAINE. ·Haskell, W. D................. 50 Blank receipt books..... 20 1

1

, McKennon. James ........... 2 00 
J. M. Richards .......... 20 00 Harvey, Mary A............. 4 35 Blank reports .... •••• •. • 03 McKenna. J. F ............... 45 00 
Ira Richards ......•.•.•• 10 00 EASTERN DISTRICT. Harvey, Joseph ............... 4 35 Agent's expenses .••••.. 15 Oil McGuire, Thomas............ 35 
Marla Rainbolt .......... 15 50 U. M. Kelley, Agent. Harvey, A. H.................. 1 13 --- \loore, Catharme ............ 15 00 
Esley Royer............. 2 00 Harvey, Bertie ............... 1 13 Total •..••••••••.. $2tJ1 85 Moore, Lizzie .................. 1 50 
C. K. Ryan.............. 9 85 Receipts. Holman, E. E ................. 14 00 --- Moore, 'l'hos. H .............. 3 00 
D W. Snider ........... 14 9tl Due church ,Jan. 1, 1899... 44 Holman, Jennie.............. 70 Due church ........ $31 5:3 Marchington, J. and E ... 2 00 
Rose Snider ............ 1 00 Ames, J. N., t ................. 5 00 Holman, "-ralter .............. 1 7'0 Marchington, Lizzie ......... 1 00 
0. P. Sntherland ..... 70 00 Ackley, Ezra A., o .......... 25 Newman, Horace............ 20 JUASSACHUSETTS. Montgomery, I. and C ...... 4 00 
Armina Sutherland...... 9 25 Alley, George W., t ........ 3 00 Newman, Harold............ 20 11'lortimer, Sarah J ........... 2 50 
Sr. Wllliam Souders .. . 7 00 Bryant 1 Ellis, o............... 25 Newman, B.,lorence......... 0& MASSACHUSETTS DIS- Mortimer, Mary E ........... 2 25 
Zadie Souders .......... 1 00 Bryant, Sr. E. S., t.......... 25 Newman, Lucy............... 05 'l'IUC'l'. Merritt, Abbie E .............. 5 00 
Conrad Sevarien ........ 6 00 Beal, Christ anna,t ......... ~ l

0
Jo
0 
~ewton. ,Abbie ............... 1 00 R. Bullard, Agent. :"'ickerson, Nehemiah R .. '\7 53 

Hr. Sou rgeon............ 6 OU Heal, Hannah, t .............. .... I erklns, Jl. E.................. 2 6ti Nickerson, Hattie G ....... 18 90 
HelP.n Sherwin . . . . . . .• .. 2 00 i::h~~.d. A !ouz.> M., t... .. .. 5 00 Seavey1 D. 8 .................. 20 oo Receipts. Nickerson, Eva............... 25 
W. H. Thomas .......... 15 Ofl lkal, Fred G., t ... . . . . 1 oo ~tan ley, Ada F ............... 5 00 Due church Jan. 1, 1899$577 54 Nicl<er .. on, L. D .............. 1 00 
~John H. Tnomas.... 1\) OlJ Beal, A. 0., t. ...... .... 75 !Sullivan, ~a·nh M ........... 7 00 Arnold, Henry w. and Nickt·rson, A .................. 4 50 
John ~l. Thomas ........ 10 Oil Beal, Kizaboth, t. .. .... 50 ,.;hepherd, Albert ............ 1 00 Mary M ................ 15 00 Newcomb, 0. L. and H ... 27 00 
Ida 1'homas........ ..... 3 OIJ B.,al, Lncmda, t.... ... .. 50 Tainter, Emily ............... 20 01· Abercrombie, Ra'ph w. Newcomb, Clara .............. 1 00 
J. W. Tho•p ...... _ ••.• f) O!l Bt>al, L'1ifl, t.... .. .... .. . 2~ Tracy, Annie .................. 1 00 ar:d I~abella ......•••.• 10 00 ~~~(_;Otpb,_~~~~die :.:: .. :·":" 3 60 
Mary Toml,nson ....... 37 40 Beal, Archer, o...... ..... 21'i :\owle, Mary F ............... 8 Ol~ Andrews, Thomas....... 7!-l i 
Sisters Wise and Tom· 

8 
Beal, .Maggie S., t....... 2 .. ol

1
o
1 

{.~wle, ,J./..................... 5 OL Angell, Alma............ 3 tlli " , · .• ' ' ... " __ 
lins m. . .... .... .. 5 0 Betti, Su•i.,, t.... .... . ... , omas, · '!lia ................. 4 9~ Ames, I. B. and wife .... 3 ooiOatley, Florence .............. 1 50 

W. S. Taylor . . .. .. .. .. .. 1 50 Beverly, Roxilla, o.. .... 10 .. , ebster, Walter.............. 1 00 Alden, Sr .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 2 00 Oatley, Roscoe................. 1 00 
Rollin J. Wtliiams ...... 10 00 Cummmgs, Mary A., t.. 50 Wood, Mary A ............... 4 Ol) Batchelder, Inez M .... 14 01 Ph !lips, Arthur B ........... 5 00 
Oil a Williams .. .. .. .... . 7 50 Cnmmingt:t, Mary A., o.. 21 , ----- Buswl, Frank P. and Petty~ Amanda .M ............. I14 00 
D"hlla W ;se ............ 14 511 Carr, J. B., t...... . . .. .. 4 00 Iota!. .................. $171 11 Julia c .............. 36 15 Potter, Mary.................... 3 00 
C. C. Wilson ............. 109 fi5 Crowley, Delbert and = Bond, Myron H .......... 360 ou Pierce, Lulu C ................ 2 00 
N. E. W11liarns ....... 2 0' wife, t ................. 1 00 Expenditures. Bond, Nellie M .......... 9 oo l(~erce, Arthur B .............. 9 11 
William Waterman ...... 2 43 Dauphinee, Lizzie, t ... 3 00 Georgie S Blanchard, f $171 11 Brockton branch...... • 92 l1erce, Deborah .............. 5 00 
0. L. Frick. estate ...... 170 00 Dant·hinee, Lizzie, o.... 1 50 1' 0 Kelley, e................. 3 ou Bearse, Sarah J . .. • .. .. • 1 oe Perry, Carri;o ........... , ...... 43 00 

Dobbin, Ada E., t....... 1 00 Postage........................... 6\ Bradshaw, George ....... 24 01• l'ayne, G. E _.................... 7 00 
Total. ......... Uc•'J Ill •>obbin, Ellza, t . . . ..... 1 50 Boston branch .......... 33 60 Prouty, An me ................. 1 00 

=!Dobbin, ltebecca, t ...... 1 50 Total. .................. $174 71 Boston M1te Society .... 1 0( Prouty, Sarah ................ 2 00 
Ex:penditures. Dobbin, Mary, t. ... .. .. . 50 Breitsman, Ferdmand .. 4 00 I i(ayner, Damel.. ............. 4 00 

Dnsko,H.K.,o16ct.t$1 116 Blood, Kate E .......... 10 01 Kogers,MaryE ............... 8 25 
Ev.u A. Davis, f ....... $223 26i Dyer, Emeline, t .... · · · · 2 00 WESTERN DIS'l'RICT. Bradt, John H. and Clara 3 75 Rogers, Fred ................. 16 00 
Arlhur .ilL Buker, f .... .,166 ool Doyl, Lollle, t........ .. .. 1 00 T. C. Kelley. Agent. Bradt, Eleanor.......... 11 l(aymond. Frank P......... 1 OU 
J. Alfred Davis, f ....... 154 11' ~oote, El1zabet.h, t ...... 12 1•0 J urlin2:ame, Hnth A .... 38 14 Roberts, Ft·ed ................ SO 00 
W. H. Smart, e .......... 43 on ";mll<ingh~m, Eliza, t .• 1 50 Receipts. B Jan, EI 1en l\:1 .......... 10 OJ• l{oberts, A sa F .............. 5 00 
W E. Haden, e.......... 9 ou l~rav, Hattte, o.... ...... 3 00 Ames, ,J. N .................... $ 5 01 6oot.b, Nellie.... ... .... 3 01 Rich, Calvin H ............... 29 00 
Sr. Crotts, a .......... 66 U<• \nd!, Laura L, t ........ 20 00 Billings. J. J .................. 1 0< Bowers, Alfr"ed W. and Bidler, A........................ 50 
Sr. Cathet·ine Wheeler, a 45 Ol• ·'la!l, Rebecca, o..... .... 1 00 Billings. Mark E .............. 5 2o Martha................ 58;, ltobbins, Lydia A ............ 4 00 
Sr. B'. C. Keck, f ......... 10 OU ~lall,1'•1ar:v A., t ........ • 1 00 l:Hllings, Ellen ................. 1 5(1 Brown, Lottie ........ · ... 1 o, l(andall, J ........... , ........... 2 00 
Sr. Bo ;ine, a ... . ... .... 5 00 .darns, Elozttbeth, t ..... 2 00 Billings. Hho''a A.......... 1 Ul1 Brown, Eddie........... :;(. Robley, George, Jr......... 30 
'l'. J. Sheppard, e ........ 5 Ol! lnger•ol, W. N., t ....... 2 110 Billings, Pearl F ............. 5 00 Brown, Charlie.......... 51 :limpson, Hibber~ D ........ 4 00 
G. W. Beebe, Jr., e...... 1 00 Joy, Rebecca D., t....... 75 Btlli gs, Harlan H ........... 8 ou Bradbury, Will tam ...... 11 01 <impson. Cleda .............. 9 70 
Scepbeu Maloney, e ..... 8 011 .froy, Mar_v:E, t .......... 2110 Billings, Philip ............... 10 Ol• i;nrnham, George ....... 147 Sc <ister, Dennisport, o........ 50 
E. L. Kellev, Bie.hop .... 342 74 oy, Mar_tna, t ...... s. ... 25 Bill1ngs. Rhoda _M ........... 4 01: Chase, Mary R ............... 3 Of ..:ister, Dennisport, o........ 50 
Agent's expense .............. 3 00 foy, Darius, t ··· ...... ~ 1 Ot) Black, Hufus .................. 2il Uhase, Rosa................... 5l' :-lister. Denuisport, o ....... 50 

;(elley, .Mercy S., t...... 4 50 Blastow, gdwin ............... 20 Oli.Chase, Sylvia B .............. 8 45 ~ister, Denn·sport. o ........ 1 00 
"Total ................. n 031 01 Kelley, Ada S., t.. .. .. • 9 60 Bray, George W .... ,......... o;,ichase, Abbie W .............. 13 51· ~ears, 'l'ressa .................. 1 00 

Kelley. Lydia B, t .... .. 1 00 Bray, Frances................. 10 l.'oombs, Carrie .............. 10 OP ~'ears, Nettle .................. 12 50 
Kelley, Aaron W,, t...... 6 UO Bray, George E ............... 1 7i Coombs, Sarah B.s ......... 4 01 3tudley, GeorgeS ............ 4 Uu 

KENTUCKY AND Kelley, U. M., o......... 3 00 Candage, A. 0 ................ 7 011 Coombs, Frank 0 ............ 5 01 <iddell .• John .................. 28 00 
Lei~hton, U. W., t .... •. 1 00 Candage, William E ........ 1 011, Coombs, Henrietta A ...... 5 Ot· ~he herd, A. A............... 25 

'!'ENNESSEE. [dgnton, Gertie, o .... . 1 00 Candage, Martha A .......... 2 00 Coombs, Florence c ........ 1 2;, 3mith, G. H. and F ......... 27 O'J 
La.keruan, Flora, o .. .. .. 60 Carman~ Edwin F ........... 2 00 Crocker, Arthur L ........... 66 o~ ~m~th, John ................... 75 00 
Mealy, Jerre, o . . . .... .. 2 00 Closson. Almeda............ 1 00 Curter, George E ............ 10 co ··mith, Delmont .............. 5 00 

KEN'l'UCKY AND '!'ENNES· Mealy, Jetre, t...... .... 1 00 Cunningham,::; G ........... 3 oo Chedell, Ellen L.............. 11' ~haw, .Daniel T ............... 15 00 
SEE DISTRICT. i\famfi ld, Lois, t.... .... 3 00 Cunningham, H. A ......... 2 50 Cliff. Gertrude................. 71 :\hallcross. Thomas ......... 2 00 

Norton, Lucy A., t.. .... 3 Otl Cunningham, Inez........... 2 50 Cottrell, W. B................. 5 Oli Staples, Hattie E............ 2 60 
D. W. Cook, Agent. Norton,J. B.,t .......... 2 00 Cunningham, Bessie A... 5tl DennisportHelpingHand "taples,Ide!la ................. 30 00 

Norton, Susan, o... • . .. 10 Cunningham, Cora E...... 50 Society ........................ 12 01 ::ltaples, Edna M.............. 5 00 
Receipts. Noyee, W. T., t ... .... .. ~ Oil Carter, 8 J ...................... 3 00 Eldredge, Sylvia c......... 1 00 Staples, Eva S ................. 5 00 

Pray, Ada, t ........... 6 50 Ca1ter. Julia .................... 3 00 Eldredge, N.c. and Jane 2 52 Sheehy, Orllla ................. 20 00 
Due church ,Jan.1, 1899 ... 5 57 Rnmry, Nellie, o.... .... 25 Dunham, A. C ................. 2 00 B\tll River branch........... 81 ~heehy, Ruth M .............. 5 00 
'l'urner Adair .................. 60 01 ·-lttn~on, Henrietta, t.... 3 55 Dunham, Lydia A ........... 1 OP t~'all River Mite Society .. 15 Otl Suttill, .John .................. 100 00 
James H. Adair ............... 20 0( ..;tin son. Hva, t.... .. .. .. 2 00 Eaton, rrhomas H............ 7 00 B\eld, Almira.................. 1 00 Searle, Ransom J............ 5 00 
Mary L. Adair ................. 5 01 :imitb, Frank and wife, t 5 50 Eaton. Charity ............... 5 00 Fisher, M. 0 .................... 200 00 ~earle. Lillian ................ 1 50 
Elias P. Cook· ............... 100 0< Smith, Lizzie, t . . . . . .. . 75 Eaton, Henry R .............. 26 00 Fisher, E. H ................. 125 00 Sinclair, W. A ................. 6 00 
Bailie Cook ..................... 2 0\ lmitb, Henry and wife,t 10 00 Eaton, J. B ...... ,. ............. 1 50 B'rost, W. F ................. 1 50 Toombs, Delphina ........... 4 50 
'J1erah M .. Cook ............... 1 00 ~anbornj Rebecca, t. . . . 1 00 Eaton, J. E ..................... 4 75 f.<1 airclough, J\.fary J......... 1 00 1\ ornl>s, Ot·s .................. 25 
Berber Cook .................... l 00 .Vallace, Sr., Theo. D., t. 2 00, Eaton, Na.than S ............ 2 oo i''airclongh, :VI abel........... 5ll '!'a! bot. William ............ 16 14 
David W. Cook ............... 50 00 Wass, Nellie, o... .. .... 10iEaton, H.£ .................... 1 5tl B'enner, \Villiam ............. 2 5U Travers, Leah Newcomb .. 1 00 
~:ary E sook,t .............. 2 00 Watts, Sr. Percy, t ...•.. 5 OO:Eaton, Hannah ............... 3 0\' f:l'enner,Joseph ............... 100 Union v\'orkers' Soci£>ty, 
1 ,r;r"!( E Cook, o ............. 1 00 \!\Tilling \\T(lrkers ........ 2 oo:Eaton, 8. P ..................... 1 oo l:l'illmore. Gertrude........ 20 Providence .................. 6 58 
~~~~~he CO. ~ook ................. 1~ ~~ vVoodward~ Lem~"n A., t. ~ 50, Eaton, SamuelS............ 1 OP Frazer Allen ................. 5 50 Vi~kers~ W. ~.and wife... 2 90 
Ed"~\ 0

1." ................. ... g?IKelley, E. L., B1shop ... 2o OOiEatou, Mary .................... 1 00 Go,dolf., )1 and Ellen ..... 5. 501W1xon, Adelm ................. 1 uO 
L Gun ap ..................... 

15 
6~ Unknown parties . . . .. .. 2 SSt Eaton, Josef>h FL............. 50 Gondolf, Mabel............... 1 011! W!xon, Bcthnia T ........... 24 00 

R~:a LrG~~d~~·::::::::::::.: 2 50 Total $206 os·~aton, Lillie M .............. 3 og qates, Geor!le H .............. 10 :ol ~,~xon, 'l'haskfu~.A .... 1 go 
NeJre G ·m 50 ..... ........ lEaton, Hatt•e ................. 7,, Glover, Ju!Ja A .............. 3 oOI aterman, ara ....... 5 0 
tiole~lanrl-1,~~·::::::::::::::: 5 00 Expenditures= J1!aton. Otis c .................. 1 00 qlover, ~va .................... 3 u~l~ft~ImanJucy ... d".li"""'" ~5 gg 
M t A K 1 00 · Gray, Damans,................ 2 Otl hlove·r, Grace................. 1v Ul ey, m. an nn.. 4 
L "'J0 'M F. ddoonce ......... 5 00 s. o. Foss, f ............ $183 OOIH•mor, George w ........... 3 ou Granger, Ann ................. 3 ooi Whalley, Alice and Nell. 5 00 
M·a~yj. No~th~l~p·.:·:::::::::: 2 50~- 0. Foss, e .......•.... 16 00 Hall, Nancy.................... 10 qen·is~. Cla_raD .............. 24 ool~~:ton,pMjpc .............. 8 10 
W"ll· OJ" . 10 Poor..................... 6 38 Hall, Mary E.................. I 00 (,off, bemwa .................. 1 sol J te, . .. .................. 3 95 
F 1 ·~. ;vi{ ........ t ........ 

57
. Postage and registry........ 70 Harvey, A. H.................. 1 50 Grinnell, Ella .................. 10 00 1'\ ard, Abram F ............... 5 00 

Franc~s A. Rossen, ........ 
2 0

g ---Harvey, Mary A .............. 6 71 Grinnell, J:I,Jorence ........... 1 O.J Wh1pple, Palmer G ......... 1 00 
,f.~rms R. ossen, o........ OJ Total. .................... $206 08 Harvey, Berfie ............... !)0 Gilbert !John ................. 3 00 VVhipple~ Charles ............ 4 88 
M1 tt"mR ~set .............. ~ 0~ Harvey, Joseph ................ 2 00 Hemm~rly, H. E. and C ... 21 70IW)'lie, William and wife .. 15 40 
A ~a R b 0 t er s............... 3 8• WESTERN D lSTRICT. Hatch, A D.... .. ............. 1 00 Hanson. Madge p ............ 1 50 ,1'1 llkmson, Phoebe ....... . 2 50 
Joh F R ~ .... i............... 2~ Holman, Walter ............. 1 !\0 floxie Jobn E. 'r ............ 2 25:Webster, Abbw L ............ 2 00 
Nan E R ;;r .~ .............. 1 OJ W. W. Blanchard, Agent. Holman, E. E .................. 1 00 Holmes, Nellie E ............ 13 75j Welmore, Amanda......... 50 
A ]1°YR · h 0 ~ 8 .'f"'"'.... ,...~ . Holman, ~Jennie............. 50 Holmes, Ora v ............... 26 50 Wetmore, \Vallace........... 75 
I . b ·1 i~s ~n Wl e........ 2~ Receipts. Holman, Harris............... 20 Heap, ,John and Mary ..... 15 ooj Warren, Laura J ............ 7 20 
~~~a 01 . Lus ..................... 

12 0
g Andrews, W. ilL ........... $ 10 00 Holman, Ardesia ............ 3 on Howlett. H. W ................. 15 001 Warren, Charlos S ........... 11 00 

Eli~ eA. S ~now.............. 
50 

Blastow, George '\V ......... 5 00 Haskell~ Freeman ........... 2 00 Howa~d .. J....................... 25

1
1Wa~~en, C S ,_Jr........... 07 

Pet~ B · S n~w................. Blastow, J<jdwin .............. 10 00 Ha,kell. J;"nnie .............. 2 00 Joy, .Elthina. .................. 50 Wh1tmg, Beatnce............ 50 
Co· r 8 tea on ............... 3 °0 Billings, Ph•lip ............... 100 Kidder, Matilda J ........... 2 00 Jo,, Lydia ...................... 4 50

1
Whiting._~·homas ............ 13 27 

Te"' · e_t ~n .. t ................. 1 00 Billings, Harlan .............. 2 00 Newton. Abbie ............... 2 85 Johnson. Mary ............... 3 25 Wood, Welton ................ 5 lll! 
Ro~~l~ N wa on ............ ~g Billin"s, Pearl................. 1 00 Powers. ,Joel................... 1 00 Kenty, Alex ................... 20 00 Wood, Harry .................. 10 00 
Jose :h W warr-en .......... 5 OO Billings, .Rhoda ............... 4 25 Powers, Winfield ............ 10 00 Kelley. Barbara............... 751 Wood, SBrah ........ _. ............ 5 00 
AI 1" d : B 'wa1fs ........ 1 uo Billings, J. J.................. 25 Robb1ns, J. H ............... 1 Oo Linnell, !Jeans .............. 35 42

1

1\h<tehouse, Lovma S ..... 5 00 
exan ei · 1 mms... Oart~-r, Sylvia J .............. 1 00 Hobbins, Frank II. .......... 1 00 Lannon. L ...................... 1 00 Waggett, John H ............ 4 00 

TotaL .................. $3J4 67 1Carter, Georg~ ................. 1 00 HicJ;ardson, ~. T ............ 1 ~I! Linr~ey, ~rhirza ................. 12 00 Wyman, M~bel Joy ......... 1 70 
--- Dunham, A. c ................. 1 on Ranaers~ Bolus............... ;:,0 LeWIS LIZZie ................... 1 00 Watrous, :::; ..................... 10 on 
--- Eaton, HenryR............. 9 00 Shepherd. A.~!.. ............. 3 Oil Lewis. Lorenzo II........... 75 Young, Charles W ........... 15 00 

Expenditures. l£aton, z. F ..................... 1 00 Stanley. Ida F ................. 8 00 Leland, Benj. w .............. 8 00 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 7 10 
Eaton, Hosea B................ 50 Summerfield. Rosa M...... 50 Leland, Emma R ........... 5 21 ·---

~h'Uiles L. Snow, f ......... 120 00 Eaton, ,J. E ..................... 5 25 Sullivan. Sarah ~i .......... 15 00 Leland, Alice ................. 7 95 Tota]. ................ $3,40' 01 
.M. l\:1. ~unley. f .............. !65 00 Eaton, Nathan S.............. 50 )'homae, Ju1ta .. . .. .. .. 8 10 Leland, W. B .................. 1 00 
M. "- · G urpen. e ..... , ........ 15 00 Eaton, Mary.................... 50 rraey, Annte . . . . . . . . .. . 1 on Leather, Anna ................. 43 00 Expenditures. 

d • · reen and chtl- Eaton, Hattie ...... ,............ 1 79 Youug, Clara J.......... 2 EO Leather, Mary ................. 12 00 
p 1;"0 • a .. d .................... 30 00 Eaton, Ada E.................. 4 00, ___ 

1 
Lippett, Eliza ................. 10 00 Bullard, Richard, e ......... 77 45 

08 Jge an money 
1 00 

Eaton, Lillian M ............ 1 OO! Total .............. $~;j8 38 Lippett, Albert .............. 9 OG Bond, Nellie, f ............... 200 00 
A or f."" .................. ........ 

3 
Eaton, Abbie......... ...... 1 25' E d! = / Loppett, Celia .................. 15 00 Bullard, Elizabeth A .. f ... 550 00 

gen s expenses............ 2 6 j Eaton, Samuel 8.............. 1 50 xpen tures. 

1 

Leckney, Ado!J!h ............ 20 45 Blanchard, W. W., e ...... 18 00 
Total $333iiii,Eaton, Peter.................... 50 W. W.Blanchard, f .... $182 46 Lake, Charles H .............. 20 00 Davison, H. J., e ............ 10 80 

................... _.---~Farrell, ltalph G .............. 1 00 W. W. Blanchard, e .... 3 00 McPhee, Clara ................. 25 00 '!'raveling expense ........... 81 20 
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=.!Hardy, W....................... 50 orders ....... 
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Smith, ,\lex. H., e ........... 20 oo· George Schoff, t.............. 2 00 East Fremont Branch. !Onlla Laur. t ........... 27 001 Bailey, Maggie, t ............ 2 00 
Wetmore, John W., a ...... 1417 Albert Fetting, t .............. 1 00 Margaret Harvey, t ...... 2 00 Elizabeth Kilbourn, t... ~01 •aker, Clarissa, t ......... l 00 
Bullard and Alex. H. Catharine Cadow, t ......... 2

5 
0
0
0
0 

Ge.orgeCJar,k. t .......... 17 00 Edward Reeves, t ....... 1 00 1Baker, Phoebe, t ............ 2 :35 
Smith, e....................... 7 50 August Fetting, Jr., t...... El b th Cl k t 5 I Sadie B Reeves t 2'J Baker 'Iary o 15 • _

0 
1za e ar , .. .. . . .. oo · , . .. .. .. · , " , .............. .. 

Stationery ........................ 1 60 August Fetting, Sr., t ...... ~ ~Ll Jennie Clark, t.... .... .. 50 Albert Barss, t .......... 1 00 Barber, Minnie, o ........... ~:~ 
Telephone message......... 50 Jennie Fetting, t............ 

1 00 
Mary Harvey, t. ...... .. . 50 Joseph Barse, t... ..... .. 50 Barner, Thomas, t .......... . 

Joy, E. G., a .................... 10 00 John Paton, t................. Frederick Stephens, t... 5 oo,John Brown, t .... .. .. .. 25 BBark
1
, CeVil'f.·llt ...... t........... 

5 87~J Britton, Olive, a .............. 5 00 A 1 B Mary A. Stevens, t...... 6 10 Pidgeon River Branch. art ey, .: :am, ........ .. 
Reiley, E. L., Bishop .... 739 00 PP egate ranch. George Smith t 2 00 C Bartley, Wilham, o......... 20 
Kelley, W. H., e .............. 10 00 Peter Surbrook, t............ 2 50 I Charles A Bu~l~i.gh '.in(i George A. roucb, t. · · · · 1 ~0 Bartley, Sarah, t. ............ 1 00 
Kelley, Mrs. W. H., f ...... 350 00 Jane l\1. Surbrook, t ........ 2 00 wife t · 4 00 Hannah Warren, t .... .. 1 oO Barrett George. o............ 05 
Luff, Joseph, e ............... 56 94 DavidMaxwell,t............ nO 'l'h ' jj ...... t .... t .... 5 OO Nan.cyJ.Walsh,t ..... · 1 0~ Barron;CharlesS.,t ........ 75 
Robley, George W., e ...... 80 00 Minnie Maxwell, t........... 25 (' omas p empst cr, .. .. 3 00 Matilda Greer, .t ........ · 2 2o Barron, Carrie E , t ......... 3 00 
Robley, Annie, f.. ............ 350 oo Eliza Maxwell, o ............. oiJ ~reorgEll a to nth . t .. · .. · · 2 oo Alvm Smith, t · ·.. .. .. .. 2 5? Batchelder. Elizabeth, t... 2 50 
Sheehy, Orilla, f .............. 2W 00 Elizabeth M. Mills, t ....... 3 00 · ary swor ' ...... · 

25 
Albert Smith, t. ·.. .... .. 2 53 Beck, William. t ............. 4 50 

Smith, John, e ................. 20 00 Andrew Benedict, t ......... l 00 :r!lar~LHarveyt Jr., t...... o2 Ila C. Pa.ngman, o. .... .. 05 Beckley, James R .. t ........ 1 15 
Steffe, R., f .................... 60 00 Phoebe Benedict, t ......... 4 00 sva h 'irs"' df ... d 'i" .. · 60 Robert J?aunt, o. .... .... 25 Beckley, J. R and wife, t 85 tlO 

J h M'll t '1 OU ora . ra or ' . .... 1 00 B. ert Smith, t .... .. ..... 1 50 Beckley, Nancy A., t ........ 2 25 
Due church ........ $2,857 16 E

0
llanB

1
en

1
eds,1·ct, .. t .......... ·.·.· ........... ·.... Robert Paton t Mary J Corbett t 12 10 
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1 ~o SarahR.eeves,'t~:~~:~:~: 50' . ·. B '....... Beckley,FrankE.,t ....... 1 Oil 

D 
--- Calvin H. Blake. t........... ' vU James R s t 50 llenJam~n ates, t....... 4 8~ Bennett, John W., t ......... 50 00 

ue church ........ $ 546 85 Robert H. Huston, t ........ 5 '0 , eeve' .... .... 1 00 Katte.Hmton, t .... ..... 1 4? Bernhatt, Marion, t......... 1 00 
=·Jennie Huston, t .............. 5 ~fl W1rt M.:~t, n, ~ ........ 1 OO Delaria Bates, t ........ · yo Berve, Amos and wife, t. 6 50 

William Surbrook. t ........ !l 85 1 Jam a on, .... .... Wll.hal!l Bates, t ........ 30 Bixler, ~amuel. o ........... 25 
Mary E. Surbrook, t ........ s 8(1 Scattered Saints. Ju.JJus Carr, t..... ... .. .. 2 20 Blackmore, Esther D, t.. 50 
Effie Cudney. t ............... 1 25 .John Harrison. t .............. 4 00 Irena Carr, t. ·.. ..... .. .. 1 401 Blackmore, Edith, t ........ 20 
Pearl Surbrook, t............ 25 Roswell Wilson, t............ 1 00 Mmme Bates,'?········· 25/Blaedell, Bessie, t ........... 6 25 
Frank 0. Benedict, t....... 3 00 Adelbert Lewis. t ........... I 00 Clantha M. Smith, t .. .. 65 Blasdell, Frank, t............ 2 00 

Forester Branch. Margaret Powell, t .......... 1 00 Alfred Thomas, t ........ 10 10 Blasdell, Frank. o........... 50 
1 00 !2wight Mills. t ............... 1 00 Hannah Thomas, t.... . . 5 00 Blasdell, Pearl, t ..... ........ 50 

Melissa A. Rushton, t ...... 
2 00 

Clara Calderwood, o........ 75 Maple Valley Branch. Blasdell, Lydia, t............ 2 50 
Marion A. Thompson, t ... 7 25 V\:rm. o,Harrison, t .......... 3 on Anna McKernan, t ...... 10 251 Blue, Nan.cy P., t ............ 1 5~ 
Andrew Barr, t .............. o' Rena VI ilson, o............... 50 Stella Schell, t .......... 2 251Bodi, LoV!~a. t ............... 2o 

George Jinkenson, t......... 3 68 Hannah Thomas,!........... ~ 0~ \!bert Cline,\ ................. 20 00 ,Julia Schell, t. ... .... .. . 50 Boshaw, R10hard, t ......... 11 50 
li'!~1f~~ Jl:::ee~ss~::,, ~".'.'.'::: g gg ~.~a?- J. ~us~ ton, t......... 4 .. 0 G;mma Cline, t ................ < 8 00 George Wood, 0 ••..•• •• • 10 Boomer, Inez. t............... {)() 
Elizabeth Jinkenson t ..... 1 (,7 Lo~:~c~nkiY~. 

1f~: .. ~::::::::: 4 ~o Lucretia Cornish, t ........... 3 on Jennie Wood, t....... ... 1 1o Bowers, Pho~be, t ........... 2 80 
CI J' k 1 , R . ~ William Powell. t ........... lo oo Adaline Vandusen, t.... 1 5ojBracey, W1l:mm. t .. :........ 75 

arence m enson, o .... • U osalm cmith, \.............. 
5 
s~ Chester B Harrison, t..... 2 00 Amanda Young, t........ 1 251 Bracey, Wm. and wife, t. 1 31 

George H. Jinkenson, o... 15 Catha, ine A. Barr, t........ Elizabeth Robinson, t...... 2 oo Thomas Young, t .... .. • 3 00 Bracey, Ehza. ( ....... :....... 75 
Hiram Avis, o ................. ~ 

2
10·' Huron Center Branch. ~lary 'l'erry, ( .................. 1 00 Charles Wolvin, t .. ..... 5o,Brackenbury, Fred S. 

Varian Hastings. t........... ,;, ·~ \ s t 5 00 ' d 'fe 0 1 00 
:Sheldon D. Hastings, t... 65 ~fary E. McDonald, t ...... 5 01 nn ummers, ............. Cora Johnston, t.... .... 501 an WI • ................ .. 

E h L d th t 8 o1 Charles Badgro, t............ 50 8usan Koyl, t............ 501 Brackenbury, Ell~, o .,.... 05 
George Da!glish, o ........... 1 09151 c~~~Ies LeJ:~~rth, t·.·::::: 12 01 Ellen Badgro. (............... 50 c. E. Pearson, t ......... 10 00 Brackenbury, Josie, o...... 08 
.Jane Depero, o............... · l'ha 1 ll B d o 2" B k bury Lovis" o 19 Ch 1 T df t 1 45 Hugh Ross, t.................. I 01 • res · a gr 'o ...... " ll]nos Morrill, t... ..... .. 1 00 rae en • , "' ... 
Ja!re:swo~f)nO:t~'n,·~:::.'.'.'.'.' 45 ,John Hunt~r, t ............... s ~:, Viola Badgro, o............... 20 .roseph Koyl. t ............... 2 50 1Brackenbury, Cora: o ...... 05 

r~~~ ~: ~~~t'ion.g"s',"'t::::.:·.: 210_ 085}_ ~~rz':t~~ha~~~-a~i~.·: .. i::::::: ~ ~~. ~~· bB!tahckDRivert Branch. ~ci?~~~elo~ni. L:::::::::::: i g~I~~~:~~~~~~'M\~~t~fie~;;::: 5 83 
Leslie Hasting>, t............ 50 Agnes A. W.hathng, t .... 2 or ~ rza e uer, ............ 3 2f, John J. Bailey, t ............ 1 50 Brearley, Susie, t ........... 1 020o" 
nl l Sk Esth· r He,nitt t 1 "0 ito bert Diem, t ............. 11 2i G' Brewer. Charles, t ......... .. 
•·· Iar otte inner, t ........ 1 85 · ·• • ............. " c R B St. Ideon Branch. 'Bri·ntnell, Jane, t ............ 1 00 Alice ],ox, 0 .................... 50 Murdock McDonald! t..... s 2t ass iver ranch. 

St J h B h Julia McDonald, t ........... 3 5t· Christiana Gilbert, t ........ 7 sr G:liza A. ~avis, t ............. 1 76 Brmtnell, ~aron, t........... 57 
· o ns ranc . George Allen, t ............... 20 oo Sarah Brown, 0 ............... n Anna B. bier, t.............. 75 Brintnell, iram, t ......... 05 

Ida M. Sherman, t ........... 1 00 Mar!ha Hunter, t ........... 2 511 l'ho B n t 1 2' Annie 0. Brien, t ............ 1 001 Brintnell, Ida, t .............. 05 
Willia H 1:\h ffe t 6 2" E G' t 7 mas row ' ........... " Hober' Shier t 1 50•

1

Brooks, Violetta, o........... 10 
Minni:D. 'she~ma~, t··.:::: 9 nO M~:xt~a G~~~~;, •t:::::::::::: 7~ J~:~t ~~~lrs:O~~:: :::::::·:: 1 ~g rhom~s o. B~i~~:·t·.:::::::: 1 00 Brooks, H,f?S~, t ............ uo 2 50 
Robert Brown, t .............. 2 251Mar~ E. Breakie. t......... 50 Jane Simmuns, t .............. 1 25 .Jemima Davis, o............ 20·Brooks, VI'Ilham, t ....... , ... 2 00 
John McGregor, t ........... 10 00 L1bbie Ledsworth, t ........ 3 50 .John s1mmons, t ............ 75 ,Job Smith, ! .................... 4 00\Brooks, Charles, t ........... 49 
William,J. Campbell, t ... 3 50jHachelM. Coddington, t .. 5 00 ,John Henry, t ................. 9 2o Joseph Dickenson, o........ 25 Brown, Ida. t .................. 1 50 
Mary Brown, o ................ 50 Alva Watt, t.................. 1 00 Sarah Fangman, t............ 90 Esther Smith,!................ 80 Brown. Mary, t .... , .......... 6 12 
Charles E. Sherman. t..... 50 Mary Hunter, t............... I 00 Agnes Brown, t............... 6 00 Sarah Livingston, t......... 2 2g BBrown, Gb~rge E.,\....... 1 ~~ 
Hugh G. Campbell, t ...... 3 00 Calvin Ledsworth, t.. ..... 2 50 ~;Iizabeth Larmer, t ........ 2 25 John H. Shier, o.............. 7 

1

, runson. arence, ....... . 
Margare~ A. ~berman, t.. 1 oo Bay Port Branch Enos Gilbert, t................. 3 OO Levi Shier, o.................. 25 Brunson, Moses, t ........... 7 00 
Mana K.Idd, t.................. 1 00 . . · William Cargill, t........... 2 00 William Davis, t............ 5 00 I Burke. Martha, t ............ 1 00 
Hugh R1dd, t .................. 2 00 WMtlliarLn H. Dowker, t... 6 00 Vincent Chase, t ............ 1 00 James W. Davis, t ........... 8 00 Burns; Hattie, t............... 90 
Ida Farley, o .................. 25 E ary J.tson, t ............... 1 00 Charles Smith, t .............. 5 00 Joseph 0. Brien, t ......... 5 00 Burns. Nellie, t............... 85 

Flint Branch. Hmmah Dhl,~ ..... t ........... 1 ~~ Hattie Peer, t ................. 2 00 Vassar Branch. ,Burr, Mary A.,! .............. 1 °0 

6 
'0 ElalnnaD t ohw ert, ........... 7·. Henry Peer, t .................. 1 00 Barbara Hocknell, t ....... 2 oo!Burtch, Emma, t .............. 1 00 

Porter Hutchins, t........... u ,.en u c er, ............. o Mary Somes, t ................. 5 00 !Burtch, James. t .............. 1 45 
Amelia Hutchios, t ......... 6 7f> VI tl~Iam Dowker, t ......... 1 50 Williams. Bonney, t ...... 25 00 Port Huron Branch. Caldwell, James, t........... 35 
James Powers, t.............. 1 ~; ~omsa {?ute:e'i, t ""''i"" ~ ~g Manors Bonney, t............ 1 25 Josephine Cline, t ........... 1 00 Cameron, Duncan, o........ 50 
~~~t~~ t~,~~~~t 0 .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:·::: 75 F~~'Mnf:~. :~ ... ~.::: ... ::::: 10 25 Julia A. Smith, t ............ 5 00 Lyman D. Whitford, t...... 5018!:::~g:Jl: ~:~~. t•. ~:: :: 1 ~g 
Georue Burns. t .............. 2 OS Nevada Harder, t ........... 4 75 St. Thomas Branch. Lebanon Branch. Campbell, Richard B., t. 4 00 
:B'rank Leverton, t :.......... 2 25 Charles Grant, t......... 2 00 Jacob J. Volz, !............... 2 OOi C. Shaffbower and wife, t 4 00 Campbell,Eliz·ibet.h A.,t 1 Oil 
Annie Leverton, t ........... 2 25 Phmbe Grant, t . ... . .... 2 00 Emma Volz. o ................. 25 Peter McDonald, t ........... 1 OO/Campbell,Eiizabeth A.,o 10 
Henry Grove. o............... 05 Pearl Dutcher, t ......... 9 50 Lizzie Volz, t .................. 1 501 ---1Carpenter, James A., t .. 22 50 
William Collins. o .......... 20 IIaiveyDutcher, t ....... 22 00 'l'hos. Uiwson and wife, t 9 00 Total ................. $1,949 05•Cann, Ammon. t ........ 2 00 
George H. Lynch, t......... 2 55 !J. A. Grant, t............ 1 60 Laura Rosser, t .............. 3 75 == Cann, Amos, t. .. . . . .. . 05 
Bertha .Johnson, t ........... 7J 00 Anna Petty, t . . . . . . .. . . 2 ('II Richard Rosser, t ............ 6 50 Expenditures. Chamberlain, James, t.. 5 00 
Osro .J. Haun, t ............... 2 45 Elizabeth Perry, t ...... lOU 00 Samuel Hr >wn, t ............ 1 15 John A. Grant, f ............ $26o 16 Chamberlain, Agnes, t .. 400 00 
Ida Iiaun, t .................... 2 35 Rachel A. Dowker, t ... . I 25 Harriet Br.•wn, t .............. 1 00 John A. Grant, e ............ 15 00 Chamberlain, Joseph and 
Ida Lunden e. t ............... 45 Peter Petty, t .• .. .. .. .. . 4 Oil Charles !lawson, t........... 85 William Davis, f ............ soo 81 wife, t ................. 10 00 
Yrank Tree, t ................. 10 Dorinda Petty, t . . .. .. .. 75 Lena Vulz, t......... ........... 2 25 William Davis, e ............ 24 co Chapman, Daniel, t... .. 50 
~diEt~ PE. k'l'ree, t .............. no Robert, Perry, t ......... 110 00 Vina Moore, o ................ 35 Andrew Barr, f ............... 240 00 Chase, Mary A., t. ... .... 80 
m. . . c ley, t .............. 40 Lrzzle Allen, t .. . .. .. .. 3 00 Lew1s Bmder, t............... 8 75 Andrew Barr, e ............... 16 52 Clark, Hugtt and wife, t. 10 00 
Rahe Hocknell, t ........... 6 00 St. Clair Branch. Clara Bmder, t ............... 3 25 E. C. Briggs, e ................. 37 12 Cleveland, Charles and 
Mary. Be,ck~r, t .............. 11 2~1 Henry Lively t 13 00 ,John Moore, t ................ 1 00 Lizzie DeLong, a ........... 6 10 wife, t ................ • 1 00 
Soph:a Oollms t ............. 22 4o George H Skinner· t.. .. 9 75 Esther Moore, t .............. 2 20 Sr. J. A. Mcintosh, a ..... 10 10 Cleveland, Dora, t .. .. .. 1 00 
Jenne Gibson, t ............ 2 00 MarthaJ .Skinner 't ... 9 70~·~,erry Moran, t ................ 13 25 E. H. Durand, a .............. lo 00 Cook, Jeesie, t .......... 1 50 
Alll!a Ihun, t ................. 20 Ezra E Wortz t ' .... 25 73 Fredenck Volz t ............ 20 25 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ...... 500 00 Cole, Nellie P., t...... . 2 00 
EV~n~ Mehhsch, t ............. 2 83 Matthew Clela;,d. i".... 5 oo Magdalene Bmder, t........ 3 00 Postage and stationery..... 3 17 Conway, VIctoria, t..... 2 75 
\ Ilhnm Popplewell, t ..... 1 no William L Tebo 't...... 5 50 A':ly Moore. 0 ................. 35 Exchange........................ 62 Cooper Philip, t...... . 2 50 
Et.hel fopplewell, t ........ 1 25 Martha Ma Ski~n~; · i:: 4 01 Elizabeth Volz, t ............. 8 001 Registering deed, stamp, Cooper; Ei izabeth, t.... 25 
Ailey dauu, t ................. 501 Mar Br >w~ 0 ' 1 00 I Martha Volz t ................ 2 ool money order................. 1 55 Cornish Mary ,J., t...... 1 67 
Estes MeAley, o ............. 15 H Y. A d • ... .... .. 50 Isabella Nye, o ............... 25j --- Cornish' J. J. and wife t 10 00 

Buel Branch. rs en'J Clnl erJo~, o...... 5 25 Maria Yager, t ................ 1 50

1

1 Total. ............... $1,435 21 Corm•h' William J. t.'. 6 20 
N H . k t 00 Para! Cleland' ..... .... 7 Michael Yager, t ........ 68 67 --- Cornish' Bertha t ' 1 45 

ancy Ic s · ............. 2 ear e an • o.. ... .. .. 1 Alex. Trescott and wife t 5 05 Due church ........ $ 513 81 c · h' AI ;/ i · .... l 39 
!<~Iizabeth A. :Sweet, t ..... 3 OOIM:ary An~erson, 0.. .... . 20 ,John Storks, o ........ .'. 35 = c~~~::h· Lu~r~tia i' .... 1 00 
Grace Mclnnis. t ............ i ~~ Martha Lively, o ...... ·~ 50 Charles Volz t ........ 1G 00 NORTHERN DISTRICT. Caursey: Lottie. t._:: ::: 50 
~~~~~~e~e~::t~~t:.' .. ~.'::.::.: 1 ooj . Evergreen Branch. • _ Arthur Poorman, t...... 50 J. J. Cornish, Agent. Crane, William A., t .... 1 00 
Selina Baum. t .............. 2 oo ,

1

Lmcoln Ward, t..... .... 1 2a S:gel Branch. R . t Craven, Sarah o.. .... • 3 00 
George Leavett. t ............. 1 50 Amanda Ward, o........ 1 ~<I ,John G. Morgan, t ...... 15 00 ecmp s. Crawford, Catharine, t.. 2 25 
Agnes Leavett, t.............. 1 00 I <;trace Ward,~·.......... ?? James Stickney,. t ...... 1o 00 Du: churchJan. 1, 1899 .. $303 43 Dav:s, Francis,. o. .. .. .. 10 
Nina Hicks, 0 ................. 25 t:ltephen Lon~, o .... .... 2o Sarah Stickney, t ... .... 1 OO Acker, Wilham. H.,"t ...... 20 OU Demeray, Nettle, t...... 32 
Jared L. Sweet, t ........... 10 50 Emma Woodworth, t.... ~ 0~ Mabel Stickney, t.... .... 5 on Adams, Catharme E., t ... 20 00 Dodge, P1desco, t .... .. . ~ 00 
Susannah Leavett, t ....... 1 00 Arley Haun, t...... .... . ~ Oo Jane Morgan Jr t 1 OO Alldread, Wesley, t ........ 4 00 Dodl<(e, Maud, t...... .... • 00 
Edwin Hicks, t ............... 1 00 Peter G. Hager, t ........ 15 00 Junia~a ira~;h.. Alldread, W. and wife, t .. 25 00 Dodge, Loisa, t...... .... 1 00 
Mary Mcinnis. t .............. 5 00 Mattie Smith, o......... ~2 . . · Aldrid. Carl and wife, t... 1 00 Dolson. Eliz~beth, t .... 3 00 
Margaret Mcinnis, t ........ 2 70 Roy Shepherd, o.... .... 05 William Hartnell, t ...... 28 60 Allen, James A., t ........... 20 Oil Donaldson, Elizabeth, t. 10 
William Hicks, t ............. 1 00 Maud Sutton, o.......... IO Emma Watson, t .. . .. .. 81 Ammerman, Delia, t....... 1 65 Donley, Jennie. t........ 25 
Elizabeth Hewitt, t ......... 1 50 Mabel Sutton, o.... .... • 10 William Watson, t ...... 37 50 Ammerman, Altha C., t ... 2 35 Drake, Emma J., t.. .... 2 00 

Florence Sutton, o...... 11 Polly Hartnell, t ........ 27 35 An ness, George W., t ...... 2 00 Drake, Emma J., o...... 1 00 
Frederick Sutton, o..... 05 John Hartnell, t ... .... 5 15 Archer, Hannah, t .......... 2 50 Dudley, Alexander, t. ... 50 

Henry Hicket, t ............... 11 00 George Cambridge, o.... 10 Elizabeth Hartnell, t .... 5 13 Armstrong, Victoria, o .... 5 00 Dudley, LeOI,ard, t.. .... 50 
Otto Fetting, t................. 7 00 George Calhoun, o...... 29 Benjamin Kilbourn, t ... 12 00 Atkinson, Cynthia, t........ 50 Dudley, Jennie, t . .. .. .. 1 00 
Dora Stark, t .................. 2 00 Roy Bingley, o .... .... .. 12 Susan Kilbourn, t....... 3 05 Babcock, Ira, t................ 1 00 Dudley, Andrew, t...... 3 00 
William Fetting, t ........... 10 00 Neilie Bingley, o... .... G9 ~arab Kilbourn, t.... .... 1 51 Babcock, Catharine, t...... 50 D11dley, Caroline, t...... 2 75 
Elizabeth Stark, t ........... 1 00 Harry Bingley, o... .... 11 Charles Boyer, t....... . 50 !ladder, Henry J., t ......... 1 00 Durkee, George, o. .... .. 10 
Richard Schoff, t.............. 4 00 Frank Naptln, o......... 06 Elizabeth Boyer, t.. .... 95 Badder, Henry J., o ...... ,. 1 00 Dnrkee, Jennie, o. .... • 10 
Wilhelm Schoff t............ 4 00 Mehitable Hager, t...... 5 00 Thomas Docherty, t..... 25 Sadder, H. J and wife, t.. 7 40 Doty, Homer A., t....... 6 00 
Frederick Schoff, t ......... 4 00 William Stewart, t...... 5 00 Philauder Kilbourn, o.. 10 Bailey, John J, t ............ 1 ou Dutton, Mary L., o.. .... 5 oo 
Louiea Schoff, t............... 1 00 M. E. Roberts, o.. ... . .. • 10 James Laur, t ............ 27 00 Bailey, Elizabeth, t......... 1 15, Eckhardt, Jennie A., t .. 50 00 . 10 . 
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Eckhardt, Clayton P., t. 1 25 Keyes, John, o ..•.•........ ., 25 Nephew, Lewellen, Jr., t 10 Tuttle, Aden, t ................ 1 65 White, M.A., t ............... 4 50, 
Edmonds, Abraham, t.. 1 00 Keyes, Annie M., o ....... 25 Newmaroh. James, t........ 25 Tesman, Charles A., t ..... 3 50 West, Mar~ P., t .............. 1 00 
Ellis, Lucian E., t. .... .. 7; Kilpatrick, Samuel W., t. 13 00 Nichols. Edith. t 25 Tesman. Charles A, o..... 80 Wheeler, C. J., t ............ 10 37 
Ellis, St.ella K., t........ 75 Kilpatrick, Willie, o ....... 2 00 Nichols, Harvey M., t ..... 6 on Thorp, George, t .............. 4 22 Wheeler, H. Bell, t ......... 5 13 
Ellis, Wellington D. and King, Mary, t ................. 27 61 Nichols, Ernest M .. t ...... fi 45 Thorp, Martha. t ............ l 

2
50 Hartford Branch. 

wife, t ................ 14 00 Kinney, Hiram M., Jr., t .. 4 38 Nichols, Augusta, t......... 50 Umphrey, Caroline, t...... 0 B N ll' t 1 00 Elme~, Mary A., t....... 3 00 Kinney, Hiram M., Jr., o 1 49 Nichols, Herbert, t ......... 1 50 Umphrey, Susan. o ........ 25 ruce, e 19• .............. .. 
Elmes, Ruth, t.......... 30 Kinney, Hiram, Sr., t ..... 1 00 Nichols. Herbert, o ......... 1 00 Umphrey, John, t ............ 1 7" Hodgson, Nina, t ............ 3 l9 
l~lmes, Ruth. o.... . . . .• 10 Kinney, Caroline, o ........ 50 Nixon, George. t ............ 25 Umphrey, John, o........... 25 HodgsoS Dwight, o......... 02 
Emans, William H., t... 2 00 Kinney, James B., t ........ 2 00 Norton, Willis A, t ........ 25 2~ Umphrey, Nettie, t......... 10 Mane~, amantha, t ........ 1 00 
Emans, Eliza J., t .... .. 1 00 Kinney. Julia. o ............. 25 Orton. James E., t ........... 2 50 Umphrey, Matthew, t ...... 2 ~7 ~urnour, ~ules .• t t .......... a; gg 
Emans, Marv A., t...... 75 Kinney, Estella, o .......... 25 Paine, Frank C, o ........... 1 CO Umphrey, Matthew, o... 25 urnour, enme, ........ .. 
E•eeltJne, Esther A., t. 3 00 Kinney, Marguerite, o ..... 15 Palmer, Grace B .. t ......... 1 75 Van Allen, Nancy J., t.. 50 Coldwater Branch. 
Ferris, Hiram, t......... 5 00 Kirby, Joseph. t ............. 8 00 Palmer, Grace B., o ......... 4 80 Van Allen, Thomas, t.... 50 Birch. Charles, t .............. 21 00 
Ferris, Jenme, t .... .... 5 oo Ko,le. George and wife, t 20 00 Palmer. Helen. t .............. 5 00 Van Brunt, Albert F. 

25 
Corless, Hiram, t ............ 16 96 

FraJJk, Orlando, t ....... 10 00 Kissack, William, Sr., o... 10 Palmatier, Margaret, t..... 50 and family, t... .... .. 
1 00 

Corless, Ida, t ................. 16 96 
Fuller, Elizabeth S , t... 3 00 Lamb, Jesse and wife. t ... 40 00 Parks. Ellen, o ................ 2 25 Van Voltenburg, A, t .. • 

1 
Corless, Phoebe, t ........... 10 41 

Fuller, Elizabeth S., o.. 10 Kambl<in, Martha B., t ... 1 09 Paul, Charles, o ............ 1 52 Van Voltenbnrg, A., o... 0 Corless, Bradford, t ........ 6 00 
Gar bert, William H., t .. C 25 Lambk!n, Mart)la B., o ... 1 0~ Pee~. Willie E .. t ...... :·~... 33 Vennard, James, t .. . .. 5 00 Corless, AnnE , t ............ 12 00 
Gardner, Orma, t.... .... 75 Lambkm, Berme 8., t ....... 5 6o Permval. F W. and w1L,t 2 00 Wadkins, Lucv A., t ..... 2 40 Corless, George, o ........... 2 ou 
Genson, Julia t ............... J 50 Lambkin, Bernie S., o .... 6 00 Peterson. George, t.. ....... 1 00 Walt, Jennie E., t ...... · 16 Olllcorless, Starr, t............... 5 00 
Gilbert, Devi!lo A., t.... 1 CO Lambkin, Mary. t............ 2 00 Pettie. Victoria, o ........... 10 Wait, Gertrnde, t.... .... 1 00 Corless, Mary, t ............... 5 00 
Gillard, Katl!l, t.............. 25 Lambkin, Edwin, t ....... ;·. 5 R5 Pinder, Jason, t .............. 2 00 Walters, Andrew, t...... 50 Corless, Mmnie, o ... ... .. 1 25 
Gilmore !\!ito Society, o... 3 2:, Landon, Harriet, o........... 50 Pontius. Sarah, t ............ 50 Walters, Samuel, t...... 1 75 Fay, Lorenzo, o ............... 3 50 
Glashaw, Sarah, t ........... 20 Lusk, Chas. and wife, t ... 16 20 Pollard. Adam. t ............. 2 50 Walters, M~ry,, t..... .... 1 7~ Johnson, Eleanor Fay, t .. 5 10 
Godwin, Caroline, t ........ :/5 Lyke, Mary, t ........ ......... 1 25 Price. Joseph P., t........... 75 Walters, Wmme, t . .. .. 2o Kellogg, Lon, o ............... 3 50 
Goff, Abbie, t ................. 1 25 Lawrence. Sarah. t ......... 25 Priest, Charles, t ............ 7 00 Wa!rath, C: IlL, t ..... · · · 4 60 Lockerby, Elsie, t ........... 10 25 
Goheen, Thomas, t ........ 5 50 Lu• d, Gustavus. t ........... 5 00 Priest, Katie. t ............... 1 65 WaJrath, L1lah M., t ..... 1 00 Lockerby, Cornelia, o ...... 4 00 
Goodenough, C. A. and Levetts. Wm. and wife, t .. 5 00 Primm, EdwardS., t ...... 1 95 Walrath, Ruth, t........ 45 Locke, Dudley, o ............ 5 25 

wife. t ........................... 20 00 Lewis, Mury, t................. 75 Primm, Nellie, \ .............. 1 05 Ward, Mari_Ida, t .... · ... 1 ~0 Locke, Ann. t .................. 5 50 
Goodman, J. and w1fe, t .. 28 00 Lewis, Mary, o................. 25 Proper. Nancy.\ .............. 1 00 Ward, Gertw, t...... . .. 60 Lock, Maggie, o............... 1 00 
Goodwin, Christina l\1, t. 3 Oil Lewis, Charles G., o ........ 4 00 Proper: Samuel J., t........ 75 Ward, Gertie, o ..... · .. · 1 10 Perry, Frank, o............... 75 
Goodwin, Edwin A .• t ..... l 00 Lest ·r, Eliza A., o........... 40 Pyer Fred E., t............... 5 10 Ward, Manuel A., t. · ·.. 7 00 Reynolds. William, t ...... 1 50 
Goodwin,E.A and wife, t .. 5 12 Leslie, Huston L. D., o ... 1 00 Pyer: Edwina. t ............... 1 25 Warden, J .. and wife, t... 5 110 Rice, Amy,\ .................... 5 00 
Gorsuch. Herbert, t ........ 5 00 Ludington Aid Society, o 1 00 Randall. Lydia. t ............ 3 00 Warden, AIJce, t....... . 3 50 Stroh, Samuel. t............. 3 00 
Grant, John A , t............ 41 Mltrratt, Etta, o .............. 10 Rea.ms. Elizabeth, t ........ 2 50 Warden, Helen, o........ 1 011 Stroh, Alta L., t............... 3 00 
Grant, Adeline, t ............ 2 on >!atterson. Lizena. t ........ 1 00 Redclift, Margaret, t ...... 1 25 Washburn, Bell, t ....... 1 00 Stroh, Hugh, o................. 10 
Graves, Frances, t ·········· 75 Maynard, Elizabeth, t ..... 1 05 Ree" 8s. William B, t ....... 5 00 Weaver, De1p~1ne, t. .. ·· 22 Stroh, William, o............ 25 
Graves, Fra!1ces, o ........ 1 50 M"xwell, Edwin and Reynolds, :,O,a.muel C., t ... 50 Webster, Abbie W., t.... 1 00 Stroh,. Ethel L., o............. 25 
Graves, K.at1e, t ............. l 10 wife, t....... .... .. .. . 3 OO•Reynoids, Eliza, t .......... 25 Welch, Albert, t. ... .. .. . 3 50 Sperbeck, Flora, o...... 10 
Green, Willard, t ............ 5 00 'faxwell, Eliza, t. .... .. . 1 00 Richardson, Bertha. t...... 50 Welcb, Thankful, t...... 3 00 Schumaker Charlee t 1 00 
Green, Augusta A., t ...... 1 00 Max wei', Saran A., t .... 2 00 Richardson. Jessie K., t.. 25 We~t Branch •ocial, o ... 'I 25 Schumaker: Cbarles,' o:: 75 
Green, Sarah E., t........... 60 McArthu·, Alexander, t. 6 25 Rouse, Jessie. t ............... 2 00 Whitford, Tb.omas, t .... 5 00 Schumaker, Sarah, o.... 30 
Green, Charles K., t ....... 1 Ou McArthur, Alexander, o. 3 15 Rouse, Ethel. t ............... 50 Wb!tford, Elizabeth, t.. 2 00 Schumaker, Roy, o.. .... 10 
Green, Frank W., t ........ 2 ~~ l;!cArthur, Eliz•heth, t. 6 23 Rouse, Wellington, t ...... 14 UO Wh~te, EdwardS., t, ..... 1 ~7 Smit.h, Cora, t ........... 2 00 
Gro_ves, Grace, t.............. :...;) McArthur, E!;zabeth, o. 3 15 Rouse, Susie 1 t ............... 1 00 Wh~te, E. S. and w1fe, t. 5 ,5 8mith, Cora, o .. ~ ....... 1 00 
Gulenbo, John, Sr., o ...... 5 00 McArthur, Sibyl, o...... 05 Rouse, Flossie, t.............. 50 Wh.Ite, George, t; ....... 5 65 Smith, Joseph, t ........ 2 00 
Gulenbo, John, Jr., t ..... 9 Oil McC•nna, Servilia, t..... 2 25 Rusnell, Mary A, 0 ......... 1 00 Wtntenead, Archibald •.rnomas, Annie, t.... .... 1 00 
Gulenbo, John, Jr., o ...... l 00 McCom~s. Etta, t ....... 2 00 Russell, Maria, o ............ 25 and Wife, t ............. 12 00 •rnomas, Annie, o.... ... 25 
Hackert, Charles E., t ..... 2 00 McCombs, E,,ta, o....... 25 Russell. Robert C, 0 ...... 45 Wiltsie, Alfred H., t ..... 20 IJO Taylor, John. o.... .... .• 20 
Hackert, Nancy, t........... 50 McCombs, William, t ... 5 00 Sandford, Rose. o ...... .... 10 Wilson,,Ed.ltll, t ........ • 55 Willard, Vina, o.... .... . 05 
Hackert, Sarah, t ............ 1 Oil Mr.aJain. William, t .... 23 42 Saunders. Florence, t...... 5 25 Wolf, Lizzie, t.... .... .. 1 50 Willard, Belle, o.... ..... 35 
Hackert, Hattie, t............ 25 McClain, William. o.. . . 1 00 ~axton. Hannah, t ........... 25 Wolf, Theresa, t ... • · ·. ·. 2? Willard, Grace, o........ 35 
Hall, Matilda, t .............. 10 McClain, Wm. and wife,t 25 3o Schreur. Dirk, t ............... 25 00 Wolf, Edna, t ........... ·· 2o Wb.aley, Edward, o ....... 1 00 
Hall, Charles, t .............. 25 McGhin, Clara. t ....... 23 72 Sedar, Bell. t .................. ~0 Wooden, M~nme E., t... 1 50 Whaley, Charlotte. o.... 1 00 
Hanson, John E., o ........ 2 75 M ·c:~jn, Clan die, o.. ... 20 Sedar. Jacob, t ............... S!i Wooden, A~ner. t ....... 2 25 Whaley, Melissa, o .... ,. 50 
Hanson, Ellen, o ........... ~5 McCollough, Maria, t. ... 5 00 Seitz. Albert,\ ................. 1 00 Wrathell, Rrchard, t..... 1 25 Wimer, Hattie, o...... .• 1 00 
Hanson, E, ta., o ............... !II-· 05 McCullock, flcmha, t.... 4 15 Sessions, Charles L., t ..... 10 00 W1athell, E. V., t........ 2 50 r;::, Scattered Saints 
Hanscom,,,Ehza.t ............ 15 'fcCallock, Bertha. o .... 1 6:\ Shannon, Fannie,t......... 25 Wr~thell, John, t........ 25 ·. · 
Hartnell. r. and w1fe, t ... 1 10 Mcf'u\lock, Arthur B., t. 1 00 Shaw, .Tames L, ............. 10 00 Wr!ght, Edna D., t.. .... 50 Allis, Jake, o.... .... .... 10 
Hartnell. Saran, t............ 1 56 :vreaollocl<, Sarah E., t.. 1 00 Shaw, Viola M .. t ............ 50 Wr!ght, Fr~denck, t.... ~ 00 Backus, F. M., t ......... 10 00 
Hartnell, John. t ........... 15 00 Mcintosh, Alexander, Rha.w, Minnie F., t ......... 5 00 Wr.mkle, S:dney, t ...... 2o 00 Blackmore, Mary A., t.. 2 00 
Hartnell., llwhard, t ........ 2o OU Sr., t........ .. . .... .. 7 50 Sheffer. Phoebe, t ........... 5 25 Wrmll:le, Sidney, o...... 50 Daley, Mabel, t.... .... .. 1 00 
Harper, Eliz '• t .............. 50 Mclnt~•h, Alexander, Sheffer, JoseDh. t............ 5 00 Wrinkle, Mary, o..... 55 Dexter, Jos.eph, t........ 2 00 
Harper, Matthew A, t... 1 011 Sr, 0 ............ •• .. .. 3 00 Shelley. Buell, t .............. 12 00 Wrinkle, Jane, o. ... .. .. 60 Erter, Matt1e, t .......... 10 00 
Harper, Noble, t ............. 3 00 Mcintosh, Alexander, Rhelley, Corol o., t .... ; ... 1 oo Wrinlde, Jennie, t ...... 2 00 ~eke~t, Carrte, t.... .... 2 00 
Harper, Libb eM., t ....... 1 10 .Jr., t ................. , 2!5 Sherman. Charles H., t ... 5 00 Wrinkle, Percy, o....... 25 llnsbie, Eu~ene, t....... 5 00 
Harp.er, Albert, t ........... 1 25 Mcint<>sh, Catharine, t .. 11 2!\ Shippy, Georl!e, t ............ 10 oo Yager, Horatio, t .. . .... 1 75 Fraser, Nellte, t..... .. • 1 60 
Hastmgs. ~red W., t ..... 5 ~0 Mcintosh, Catharine, o. 1 25 Shippy, Amhrose, t ......... 16 00 ~ager, D~vld R., t ...... 20 00 Hetchler, Mary, t........ 2 00 
Hast!ngs, r:rcd 1y .. o ..... DO ~lcintosh, lllflry, t ....... 7 !\0 Shiopy, Alma. t ............. 3 25 Yager, L1lile, o. ... .... .. 05 K~r.by, Joseph, t ......... 2 00 
Hasbngs. ~athanne J., t .. 2 00 M··Intosn, Mar.v, o ...... 1 oo Shultz, Mary J, t ........... 1 00 Youngs, Helen B., o..... 10 Smith, Sherman I., o.... 88 
Hastmgs, t;m-rle t ........... ~ ~0 Mclnto•b, Lottie, t.... . 1 iiO R!oan, ,Tames, t ............... 2 00 Youngs, Coro, t .......... 2 00 ~m:th, Herman D, o.... 87 
Jla,t~ngs Erauk D., t ..... 3 65 \lrlntr.sh, Lnttie, o..... 60 Sloan Samuel, t ............ 5 00 Yo.ungs, Dehbv, t ...... 1 00 Smrtb, James M., t ...... , 5 00 
llastmgs, Joseph A , t..... 5 00 Me 'ntosb, II~ttie, t... . 1 70 ~loan, Samuel and wife, t.. 1 50 Zeigler, William, t.... .. 6 OU Wilhelm, Desde, t ....... 20 00 
Hastmgs. ,Robert, o......... 06 Mdutosb, Hnttie, o .. .. 1 25 Sloan, Rusie, t................. 2 00 --- Knox Branch. 
Hawley. Edward, o ........ 1~~ :l!cNamnra, B 'rnard, t.. 40 Smith. Philander, t......... 63 Total .. · ...... · .. $Z.7l2 70 L h B th t 3 00 
Hawley., Della, o ............. 2,, ~!cNamara, Thoma•, t.. 8!\ Smith Mary,(Goleman.)t.. 25 . = a0 ~e,El~r ~· ........ • 1 00 
Hawley, AJ?n:e, o............ ~5 McKnight, Avn"s. t ..... 2 00 Smith, Mary E., (Beaver- Expenditures. ee ' Jza, ·: .. ...... . 
Hawley, w_,lham, Sr' o... h!l ~ cKm!!ht, ,J. nne! wife, t 10 r,o ton) t ..... ........ ........... 15 .J. J. Cornish, f ......... $R60 00 Grand Rapids Branch. 
ll&wlef, W:H:am. Jr .. t ... 5 n \fcKnight, ,J. and wife, o 50 Smith, Mary, (S. Board- David Smith, f .......... 3D0 00 Breeden, Zon!e, t ...... 8 00 
Hawley. WJ,!Jam, .Jr, o... Me Kinzie Lucinda, t.... .'\0 man.) \........................ 3 00 ,J. A. Carpenter, f ........ 180 00 Deporter, Hattie, t...... 1 QO 
i~eimschA Chri~thtn, t ..... ~~ ~!<·Neil, J. w. ann wife, t 5 00 Smith, Cyrus. o......... ..... 10 .J. R. Beckley, f .......... 160 00 Evison, Samuel, t... .. . 1 50 
H~rron my, ............... 

5 00 
:vl.rD ma'd, O:lin H. and Smith, Elmer. t .............. 20 W. D. Ellis, f ........... 200 00 Erhart, Mr. and Mrs. J. 

111, Joseph. t ................ wife, t .............. 1 !\0 Smith. David, t ............... 5 00 E. A. Goodwin, f ....... 75 00 J., t ................... 3 00 
n~ll, Marga"et. t ............. I 00 'lcWain, Rimiro, t...... 1 4o Rmith .• T. B and wife, t ... 31 80 Tames A. Carpenter, e .• 15 00 English, Carrie, t ........ 10 00 
H1l~m;m b~~nc~, ~ .. t ...... ~ ~g ~!eWain, Emm,FO., t.... 2 511 Somes. Jacob, t............... 

0
45 navDid ERmith. e ............ 22 o

0
o
0 

Field, Mr. and Mrs. l!'. T. 10 00 
o g~ns, Iza e '• ...... Mnthner, Fred ., t . .. . 3 75 Sprague. William H., t... 1 0 W. . Jlis, e .................. 25 Field, Forrest, t.... .... . 1 30 

Moggms, robn, t............ 8 ~~ Methner. John, t........ 10 Rtarks, Noel. t ................ 1 00 ,J. J. Cornish, e ............... 27 75 Griffith, Fern, t....... ... 1 50 
o man, rena. o ........... ~!<>thner. Pauline, t ...... 1 01' Rtarks, Noel. o............... 2!\ .J. R. Beckley, e .............. 8 00 Heth, E. W., t.. . ... 25 00 

~~g::;:~: 8~=~'~: ~·::::::::: ; ~g ~m:~~·B~;j~~{~.~i~:·.:·. ~ gg ~i=!~~·.r~~~I\1:.\::::.~::.::: ~ g~ ·[;:·.~: ~:i~~~:1!:.:.::::::::::::. 1; gg MW~0:.·.~~--~~~-~~~:.J: 5 oo 
nofl':nan, Susan, o ........ 1 00 \fill en, B. and wife, t. .. 5 00 ~tewart .• John t ............. 2 00 E. H. Durand, e .............. 2 00 McDermand, Pearl, t . . . 5 25 

olhbaugh, H. and L. t ... 5 00 \lillen. a•arace, t........ 2 50 Stewart Sorah. t ......... , 2 00 E. A Goodwin. e ............ 5 00 Norton, Mr. and Mrs. N. 
Moneywell, E:llen M: I ... 2 50 \Iii! en, Melis•~. t ....... 2 00 Stocks, William, t .......... 1 00 Agent's expenses, trav ... 35 78 A., t .................. 14 50 

ower, Oscar and Wife, t 28 SO Miller, Dora M., t....... 2 00 Stover, Carrie .J .. o......... 75 Poor ................................ 100 25 Naab, Mr. and Mrs. W., t 51 00 
Hugill: R. W. and wife, t l 00 VI iller, a. a., t........... 2 00 Stover, Georgie, t........... 50 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ...... 600 00 Naab, Nettie, t .... , . . . 6 75 
Hutchmson, Dell. t .......... 2 IJ~ ~1rller, C. W. and wife, t. 5 0" Qtover, Cecil, o............... 50 Agent's expenses, inci- 8upry, Lydia, t.... .. . .. 5 00 
lrwm, Charles E, t ........ ; 2o \titchell, Su,an, t ..... '. 3 00 Stover, Leonard. o......... 1 25 dental ... : ...................... 11 49 Smith, Sr. Joseph, t..... 50 
~ack,, George, t ................ 8 14 \fitchell, S11san, o....... 6 50 •t .. ver. Elizabeth, t......... 25 West, Edith, t ............. 10 OU 

enkmson, George, o ..... .1 Oll Mogg, Ortense, t.. .. .. .. 50 Strange, Fred. t.............. 5 Ofl Total ............... $~,145 27 Wismer, Catharine, t.. .. 4 00 
Jenk!nson, Lolt!e, o ........ 1 00 Vlo~g, .Tohn, t...... .... . 4 50 Sutherland. Mary, o........ 10 D h 4 Galien Branch 
Jenkmson, Lotti(•, t......... 29 \logg, Mary, t ........... 14 3o SylveRter. Henry C, t ..... 1 50 ue churc ........ $ 567 8 · 
Johnson, Alva: E, t ......... 25 00 Mo2'g, ~nsan, t.......... 5 00 Sylvester, 1\rary. t ............ 1 50 = Alcott, Robhert1 o........ 2

2 
~55 Johnston, Meli•sa, t ......... 1 00 Mngg, Katie, t .......... • 50 Sylvester. George W., t... 4 00 SOUTHERN DISTRICT. Alcott, Cat anne, o..... • 

Johnston Rachel, t ......... 4 00 ~loon·, Herbert, t.... .... 50 f;tuck, Daniel w., t......... 15 Babcock, Margaret, t.... 7 20 
Jo)lns:on, Eunice, t ......... 1 uo l'loory, Herhert, o ....... 3 00 Taggart. Peter C • t ......... 12 00 Samuel Stroh, Agent. Babcock, Margaret, o.... 25 
Jo!ce, Charles 1:1., t ......... 5 ~? Moran, Mariah, o.... .... 25 'l'avlor. George, t ........... 5 00 Receipts. Blakeslee, Lydia, o ...... 10 00 
Jowe, Alta. t .................. 5 • o Moran, .Tohn, o.......... 3'• Tate. Rose, o.................. 05 Due church Jan. 1, 1899 .. $238 38 Hlakes~edEdwin A., o.. ~ ~g 
Joice, Alta. o.................. 25 Moran, Robert, t .. . .. .. 6 75 Tate, Ellen, o ................. 511 D' 

0 
dale a d Lans'n Clark, Y Ia, o.......... 

25 Jones, 'l'homas M., t ..... .. 2 Oil Moran, Robert. o,....... 60 T·•al. George P., t ........... 30 1m n S : ~ 1 g Cornell, Christina, o ... . 
Joslyn, Al~ce M., t .......... 3 75 Moxon, John W., t...... 50 Thomas. George w., t ..... s 50 mn 6 · Fry, W. W., o..... .. .. . 50 

~~:l~~: ~~~: ~f": t:::::::::: n g~ ~~~i~:: ~~~~A~F:1 : t'.: :: ~ 2~ ~~~:~:~~.1~~g~~. L::::: ; ~~ ~f:l'.e'C\;~~~~:'H~ ~::. t::::: 1l ~~ 3~~~~: ~~~rA~~·. to::~:.:: 2~ ~~ 
Joslyn, Willard, t. ......... 1 25 Munson, Sarah J., t ........ 1 00 Thom]}son, Maggie. 0 ...... 25 !<'ish, Mnud M., t ............ 14 04 Green, Dora, 0.......... 1 2o 
Joslyn, Howard, t ............ 1 50 Musser. Anna, t .............. 6 25 Thompson, Charles R., t .. 1 50 Grnnt, Sarah J., t ........... 3 50 Green, Ola, o .................. 1 50 
Joslyn, Mildred, t............ 23 Nash. Elsie, t ................. 211 'ritu~. Harriet o .............. 1 00 Harrown, i\L L., o ........... &0 Green, Sarah, o............... 1 25 
Jubo, Irena, t ................. 2 74 Nellis, Norman, t ........... 2 00 'l'ooker. Frank, t.............. 50 Kelley, Lillie E., t ........... 6 30 Glover, Dora, 0;.............. 50 
Keeley, Jane, t............... 50 Nephew, Mal'tha I., t...... 1 85 'rowers, Tsaa~. t .............. 1 00 Kelley, Delancy, t ........... 1 00 Harner, Permeha, o ........ 1 75 
Kemp, Goo· ge, t.............. 3 00 Nephew, L. J., Sr, t........ 4 00 'rowers. Elizabeth, t........ !\5 Lavery, Mr. and :lhs J,, t 18 00 Hooper. Mary, o .............. 14 00 
Konn"'y, li.rriet L., t ... oO Nephew, George, t ......... 1 OOj'l'ucker, .Tobn. ,Jr. t ........ 1o 00 Larkin, Carrie A., t ......... l :32 Jackson, Adaline, o......... 85 
Kenne~;y, Wm .. and wifu,t 5 00 Nephew, Hobert B., t ...... 5 00

1
Tucker, Elizabeth, t ........ 2 00 Taylor, Celia. t ............... 6 70 ,J,ackson, Da1sy, o............ ~~ 

!iennedy, W~ham, t ........ 10 00 ;Nephew, l!;roma, t., ..... ,.,. ~ V9,Ttwker, FlorencP-, t ......... 5 QO Taylor, W}llmmfl.,o ... ,. lou ho~ce, Be)!, t ...... , .. .,,,,,, <I~~. 
. J f - - ; l . ' . ll . 
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Royce, John H., o ........... 1 25 Barnhard, Abraham, o..... 5 00 Sophia Schick............... . 1 !\0 Frederick Uphoff, t ......... 8 00 B:dlenger, D. L.............. 50 
Royce, John, Jr., o ......... 1 25 Barns, Fred G.,! .......... 5 00 Ray Miller ....................... 1 60 E. L. Kelley, .Bishop ........ 50 00 Brown, Williams............ 1 00 
Rees. Frank, o................. 25 Gould, Leon A., t ............ 10 00 Alfred N. Evans .............. 20 00 C. P. Faul ....................... 1 57 Clear, Mary..................... 1 00 
Shearer, Mattie, o ........... 1 00 Gould, W. W. and wife,t .. 10 oo. S.C. Andes ..................... 4 75 Sr. E. C. Lehman, t ......... 5 00 Clark, Ann ..................... 10 00 
Thurston, Cyrus, o ......... 6 50 Griffin, C. and wife, t ...... 35 00 F. C. Keck...................... 50 C. E. Guinand, t .............. 10 00 Clements, Mary ............... 11 f>O 
Wheaton, Reuben, o........ 25 Hawks, Emma,!.............. 1 00 G. W. Beebe .................. 2 34 Sr. S. J. Baker, t.............. 5 00 Corthell, Earl ................. 20 45 
Wheaton, Emma, o......... 75 Hawks, H. T., t ............... 30 00 C. U. Lyle ....................... 15 00 Zilla Moore, t.................. 7 00 Cocklin, Elva.................. 60 
White, Carrie, o.............. 25 Interest ........................... 4 00 Lizzie Walters ............... 5 40 J. E. and L. L. Bean, t ..... 25 00 Campbell, Willis ............ 50 00 
White, Jesse, o .............. 25 Hawley, L. M., t. ............. 5 00 William Gilmore ............ 20 00 Robert Jones, t ............... 3 00 Coffin, H. J ..................... 40 00 

}farcellus Branch. Hawley, M. L., t .............. 5 00 W. W. Bass .................... 4 20 M. F. Beebe, t .......... 5 00 Clow, Robert .................. 135 00 
F' h G t 

25 
,Johnson, Brent, t ............ 9 50 Almeda Hutton ............... 10 00 Sr. Lnnpe Hovenga, t. ·., 2 00 Caldwell, L. P ................. 23 18 

Gm~ • rahe,C ']i'"i""'" 
1 

•
0 

Midgorden, Mary, t......... 75 llirs. W. W. Bass ............ 1 28 Mary C. Ode, t..... .... .. 2 35 Clemensen, James F ...... 27 00 
K0 ?f enJut • · ·• ...... 

70 
5o Midgorden, 0. li., t ......... 100 00 Rebecca Paxton.............. 2 00 Walter W. Head, t .. .. .. 2 00 Cory, Julia..................... 1 00 

ei er, o n, o ............... McLeod, Matilda, t ......... 3 00 Millie Lloyd .................... 1 00 William Hawman, t ..... 10 00 Curtis, Josiah ................. 27 40 
Buchanan Branch. ~. Martin, T. J., t ............... 10 00 Lulu Stone.................... ' 50 Sarah A. Smith, t.... .... 3 00 Clow, Carrie .................... 9 00 

Bolster, E. L., 
0

............... 05 llicLeod, W. W, t ........... 15 00 Eliza Staley.................... 1 35 Oltman Johnson, t...... 1 00 Coleman, J. A ................. 10 00 
Dahlin, Olive, 

0 
.............. 2fi Nye, Sr. S., t.................. 5 00 M. A. Evans................... 6 50 Sr. T. Hovenga, t........ 5 25 Clow, Sr. William........... 1 00 

Goodenough, Annie, 0 ..... 1 00 Nelson, ~o!'n E., t .......... 13 40 Melissa.Vau~hn ............... 5 00 Burton Bean, t .......... 40 00 Uleveland, Charlotte.... 9~ 
Listen burger, A , 

0 
......... 15 Oaks, Wilham, t .............. 10 00 A. J. Ogle•vw .................. 14 00 Albert Leaverton, t . . . . . 5 00 Connelly, G. Claud......... 5o 

Listcnburger, Sarah, 0 ..... 05 Oshner, M., t ............ 25 00 Sarah ~'aler ..................... 16 80 A. W. Head, t....... ... . 1 00 Cox. Andrew................. 1 00 
Most, John, 0 ................. 3 5o~Tah.llnt, Andrew, t ..... 1'1 50 James C. Budd ............... 40 00 Bro. ~nd Sr A. W. Head,t 5 00 Crick. William ............... 100 00 
Most. Sarah, 

0 
................ 1 85 We!ler, C., t..... .. . .. .. 5 00 Garner Collins ................ 1 00 Hartman Nesser, t...... 5 oo Dav~s, Flora, ................... 3 00 

Proud, .Jesse, 0 ............... 1 05 Wetl~r, Mrs. c., t.. .... ... 'I 00 Emma .L Goldsmith ....... 1 pn Sr. J. Carp, t .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 on DaVIS, E. s ..................... 3~ 00 
Richardson, H. A, o........ m Whrtwg,A.W. and wtfe,t 10 00 Cath.erme Mannenng ..... 5 QO Sr. M._Jones, t ........... 50 DePny, Calvm .............. 16 10 
Holings. Itoxy, 0 ............. 90 50 --- Wlll_Iam Noyes ................ 7 66 Josep_n Mome, t ......... 1o0 00 Eaton, Mary .................. 20 00 
Richardson, Lucy, 

0 
........ 01 Total ............. $416 18 Lovma Glold .................. 10 ~0 Maggie Barnhouse, t.... ~ 50 Etzenhouser,_ H,enry ....... 10 ~II 

Hoyce, ,fohn H., 0 ........... 25 . --- Abner Leeper.................. ,,o Charles J. Craven, t ..... 2o 50 Ellsworth, l.Izz,e............ 4 ~0 
Hoyce, Bell, 

0 
................. 25 Expendtture~. H. E. Goff ...................... 1 50 Sr. S. J. Watson. t...... 25 ~dwards, Jane .. ; ............ 3 oO 

Hoyce, John, Jr., 0 ......... 25,E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... $323 25 Elizabeth Goff ................. 1 00 HeB_rY G. Schmidt, t .... 2'\ (10 Etzenhonser_. El1. ........... 14 00 
Shook, John. 0 ................ 6 25:L N. Roberts, e ......... 10 00 MarthaBe!kham.............. 50 David H. Schmtdt, t .... 10 00 Ed':"ards. Mmerva, .......... 1 50 
Shook, Joseph, 0 ............ 95.Eli Hayer, e ............. 6 00 Stephen Chezem ............ 3 00 Ilarry J. Friend, t ...... 4 2!\ ffillwtt, H .• r. ................... 10 OG 
:>hook, Martha, o ............ 2 35 ,E. A. Stedman, e ....... 10 00 Eva Chezem ................... 50 Andrew Lewis, t.... .... 5 PO Emme't, Joseph J ........... 1 50 
Shook, Caroline, o........... 70 G. L. Jones, a ........... 20 00 -.--- W. M. Tillery............ 2 00 Flanders, LuCl?da ........... 7 Oil 
Shook, Mary Ann, 

0
......... 50 --- Tota] ..................... ,:lfil 69 Alma Booker............ 5 20 B'letcher, G. W ............... 13 10 

Shook, Hatiie, 0 ............. 20 Total. ............ $369 25 . =Clarence Manlove ........ So oo B'oss, J. C ....................... 15 00 
Shook. Iva, 0 .................. 20 --- . Expenditures. Ann Bin•tear!... .... .... 2 2o B'lowers, Ann .................. 81 20 
Span-ock, Lena................ 25 Due church ...... $ 46 93 Lizzie Walters,{ ............ ;; 98 3711\Iary H. Hinderks ...... 5 Oil ~letcher-JrB:E. L ............ 3.15 
Weston, G. F .................. 2 81 = Emma J. Keck, f ............ Hl 10 Catherine Fan!. ......... 5 00 ,arrett, ,·· ·: ............... 2 50 
Weston, H.l\i.................. 1 10 JUISSOURI. Cecelia Swenson, f ........... 10 oo H. B. Taddicken and • Gar~ett, Sf' A. L............. ~ 50 

Clear Lake Branch. CLINTON DISTRICT. C. P. Welsh. e................. 5 7~ I wtfe : . ............... 10 oO GGanett, NFellle................ 6 00 
IIi. L. Sory, e .................. 4 2o D. C. Kmnaman and urber, red .................. 69 00 

Baker, Julia, o................ 90·. D. C. White, Agent. Bro. !<'ewing, a ............... 1 05 wife ................... 401 2' Gurber, E ........................ 5 00 
Bailey, Amanda, t ..... ,...... 35 Receipts. D. c. White, e ................ 20 OJ C. Archibald and wife .. 4 50 Granger. John C .............. 35 00 
Bailey, Amanda, o ........... 1 10 Du, ch rch Jan 

1 1899 
$ 

15 82 Postage. and stationery ..... 1 69 n. Bar. us and wife....... 5 Ofl Hand~, W.,A ......... : ......... 15 00 
Bailey, E .• Jane, t ........... 3 50 i!i[a~thauBell<twm.' ..... :. 3 00 c. L. Brunson, a ............. 1 1'5 J. E .. F. Smith ........... ~50 Hawkms,fG. and wife ...... 23 25 
Bailey, Florence, o.......... 2 50: J T Goldsmith 

1 00 A. c. Silvers, e ..... ......... 3 10 H. Prerce ................ 13 65 Harvey, • . J .................... 30 00 
Bailey, Peter, o............... 1

1 
OU ,.Mary Ritenhour ::::::::: 1 00 Horse pasture and buggy W. C. Catbllr .... , .. .. .. 2 00

1 
HHaarrvri.eny'toFnredG .... E .............. 11<01 •05g 

Bailey, Jacob, o............... 50~ W W Kearney 5 ~o repairs ......... ............ ... 6 40 Sr. S. Hendley . .. . . .. . .. 1 01 I d _g • J. ........... 'J 

Cairns, R. M., o............... 101M· A Evans ........ • 
7 

5o Ella Miller, a.................. 1 85 Sr. E R.ipley............ 4 55 I en rickson, ames ....... 10 00 
Cairns. Emma, o.............. 1i\ I [ · · · ...... •••••• Adaline Duke, a.............. 7 00 Sr. E. Fairbanks .. .. .... 3 00 Hepworth. George ........... 11 00 
Cassell, George, o............ 1011 · 'Y· ~~berts .. "" · · · • 50 M. L. Sory, e ................... 15 00 .John Gardner, Jr........ 1 50 Harr~ngton Edgar........... 8 HI 
Davis. Enoch, o............... 1 00! A.lvm Gllck .......... :· .. 10 00 Samuel Shade a 5 oo W F .Johnson and w'tfe 7 4~ Harrmgton, Joseph ......... 40 95 

··F. M. Sharrock and Wife. 26 40 . ' .............. · ' · · " H · t I? c Davis, Ella, t .................. 2 3o, May McDaniel 3 90 Nellie Bowker, a ......... , .. 5 00 Sr. J. C. Gardner........ 3 oO arrmg on, '· J............. 1 00 
Davis, E!la, o.................. 2 55fL r II ·t· ·.. .... o· --- Sr. J. Tilden .... , ...... 10 50 Hequembough, ohn........ 5 00 
Emerick, Jonathan, o...... 25 :E~vtya arcour .... .... ~ 

00 
Tota! .................... $327 31 Joseph Camp............ 1 90 Hough, D. E .................... 4 00 

Emerick, Mary, t ............. 2 00 · oung .... · ....... •• • --- w. L. Vail............... 2 on Hawley, Gid and wife ..... 10 no 
F'alka, Lewis. o......... ..... 30 ,tlfred N. Evans......... 7 00 Due church ........... $ 34 38 Sr. T •. Niedorp .... .... .. 5 00 Hawkins. John ................ 5 00 
Goodrich, William, o....... 25 amel Palmer .. .. .... .. 3 00 --- H D Ennis 20 00 Hilliard, G. H. Coun· 
Goodrich, lliary,o............ 15 'Rebecca[.axton ......... 2 2? One horse, buggy, and ,J.·A .. Gardne·;,'j~:::::~:: 1 00 selor ................ : ............ 40 00 
Housman, Hebecca, t....... 2 00 ~ohn A. dlvefs.......... 1 2o harness on hand ......... $ 40 00 Ben Vail . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 oo Hailey, Ann ..................... 10 00 
Housman, Hebecca, o...... 2 50 M. C. M. Gaber......... 5 00 = Sr Marv Smith 2 00 Handy, Alvin B............... 1 00 
Housman, W. W.,t ......... 2 50 [,,A. L}on .............. 15 00 .To.hnlli.Taylor.::::::::: 100 Hughs, Ella..................... 50 
Housman, Nettie, t ......... 2 50 Sarah Stevens_. .......... 5 00 FAR WEST DISTRICT. Sr A Stroker 9 OO Johnston. Lida A ............ 1 no 
Healey,William,o .......... so.BooneMcDamel ....... 6011 ) Wm.Lewis,A.gent. sr:D.Price ... ::::::::::: S1aJames,Bel!eL ................ BOO 
Healey, Caroline, o......... 6'- A.. I. Roberts ........ •••• 5 00 · . G. W. Best and wife.... 2 00 James, 0. L ..................... 24 OU 
Kissinger, Oharles, o ...... 2 00 Sarah Gee .... _.., ....... 1 50 Recetpts. W. Billings ............. 10 00 James, 0. L., Sunday 
~issinger, DCora, o .......... 1 60 BI~~:~:e~r. Wllhs 

5 10 
Due chLurch Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 11 04 Sr. Jlielvia Mcilvaine.... 1 00 Ks

1
c
1
hoolEclai.ss .. B .. :··h ........... 

4
1 00 

n.issinger. atherine, o... 25 M E K ............. •• 
5

., Carrie ewis .................... 20 00 --- e ey, . ., 1s op ...... 8 9 60 
J~andis, Annie, t .............. 3 25 w· · ~rE? ._. ........ 

5 01
, !\.. L. Straker .................. 2 00 Total ........... $1,139 l:l Kelley, T. () .................. 10 eo 

Landis, Annie, o.............. 50 E a~en c warn·· .. '" 
1 01 

.J. F. Smith..................... 1 uo = Kinney, Emily..... ........... 4 00 
J,ord, H. A..................... 25 ~- • Llo~d .. S ......... • 

3 01 
Grace Constance.............. 25 Expenditures. Koehler, Ada .................. 1 05 

Lord, Harriet.................. 10 · W. Be~ e, r.. .... ... 'l. H. Constance............... 2 50 , t' t b k $ NO Kemp. Robert .................. 10 110 
Lybarger, Mary............... 2 75 A.. Ella Miller ... ···· • •••• 3 5: •). D. Constance.............. 2 50 ~gen s a_cconn °0 · · 1 Kern George ................... 15 00 
Maxon, George............... 1 75 Earl WJlCox. · .. · · · · ... • 2c W. B. Constance ............. 11 00 Cyclon~, msurance, Gos- Kinney, Margaret ............ 10 00 
Maxon, Cassie ................. 50 M,.L.Sory ............... 20G B.R.Constance .............. :JOO wp]llJ\;·\~hnrc~ ........ 210 ~b'Lee,J. H ........................ 20 00 
Story, 0. H ..................... 7 25 ~arr;; fs"d~ey ........ 12 00 .r. S. Constance ............... 13 55 E.l' · b t'l. Rrn,J · ....... 27 50 fLayton, J. W .................. 4 00 
Story, Jennie.................. 50 Aara . no grass ...... l 50 ,J. Miller .......................... 3 00 H 1(;' S "th efe 'd ...... 240 'o~ Lewis, William ............... 6 00 
Smith, Prisci11a, t ........ oooo 3 76 ·Leeper···· • · ·· · · · · • •-. 5 00 John Garner, ,Jr.............. 2 oo · · ffil ' a,n e · · · · ' 1 Loosemore, Maria ........... 18 25 
Smith, Iona, t ................. 2 45 ~ary.J.Lj!lgo ............ 5 00 Luppe Hovenga .............. 1 00 W'E" ~!eyers, :·id. jo"' · 9~ 38\Luff, JeFsie ..................... 5 00 
Smith, Peter.................... 1 75 enme 0 tpbant ........ 11 SO C. P; Fnul. .................... 10 001 F. J Chtmj,mer e ' .. . . g 00 Lytle, o .......................... 21 00 
Sm!th, Har:ison............. 50 T t 1 $185 55 

Dav1d E. Powell. ............. 10 00 J · h · V atd urn,~ .. ".... 5 0 Lewis, Joseph.................. 5 00 
Smith, Lewis, t ............... 1 25 : 0 a ............ _ .. __ · _·_ .r. E. Le.wis ..................... 10 00 Ao ~h·tan erp<>o' a.·· · 5 ~O Lloyd, T. ;E ..................... 1 00 
Sm1th, G. A., t ............... 10 00 E d't --- H. N. Pierce .................... 2 40 oi· O e, ;h ·· .......... • 1 00 1Luff, Hattie.................... 2 00 
Steinbarger, Amanda ...... 1 00 xpen 1 m·es. William 'I'illery ............... 5 00 8 !VM '(t orn, a........ g 00 Lent. l\i ........................... 1 00 
Steinbarger, William...... 1 25 F. C. Keck, f ........... $ 60 50 G. W. Best ..................... 50 Oil J<:"~h ~ re';;, \· .. " · ·.. 2 00 Leaton, Viola .................. 2 00 
Teeters, D. B., t .............. 11 00 George W. Beebe, Jr., e. 1 00 George Piepergerder ....... 10 on ii' tt·. u ~h~n WI e, a........ 8 00 l\lilotte, Alphonso ............ 8 55 
Walberry, Sarah,t ........... 1 00 R T. Walters, f..._. ...... 37 60 E. L. Kelley. Bishop ........ 50 on E"LIKJ!lapm}?i a ......... 3 7 Murphy. W. H ................. 32 60 
Walberry, Sarah, o ........... 2 15 Mrs. Anna D. Wh1te, t .. 46 28 Charles E. Hubacher ....... 65 (tO · · e ey, IS lop ........ 9 98 Mosel!, Hulda .................. 5 55 

A.. C. Silvers, e .......... 10 00 J. M. Taylor ................. 1 00 T t 1 $l 010 55 Mauzey, Thomas ............ 1 00 
Total ................. $!,131 45 C. P. Welsh, e .......... 10 10 Thomas A. Cook .............. 10 00 ° ,a ........... ..... ' Martin, W. M.... ............. 60 

. . =I. N. Wl]it!'· e ........... 1 50 D. Miller .......................... 1 SO Due church ........ $ 128 5S Morgan. Kate ... ,............... 50 
Expenditures. Alfred White, e.......... 5 00 --- Moneymaker, C. A .......... 20 00 

Briggs, E. c., e ............ $ 40 00 Postage and stationery .. 3 15 Total. ................... ~2\18 04 --- McLaren, John ................ 10 oo 
Baggerly. James M., e ... 11 75 G. W. Be~ be, e.......... 50 INDEPENDENCE DIS- McMullen, ,John .............. 5 110 
Durand, E. H., e .............. 15 00 D. C. Whtte, e .... .. .. .. 9 92 Expenditures. TRICT. Mcintosh, Alex............... 1 00 
Granger, Frank, e ............ 13 50 Total $18• 55 ,J,l\1. Terry, f.. ............... $ so 001 R. May, Agent. ~ci~toshi•:nn ............... ~ ~? 
Poor ................................ 55 08 · ········ ···· 0 Sr. M. E. Hayes, a ........... 1 50 R · t .l;rew :on, , omas ............. , ~ 
Rent, hall ....................... 20 00 = Hattie Chapman, a.......... 8 00 ecmp s Nesb,tt; George ............... 23 ,so 
l:lcott, s. w. L., f ............ 272 75 CLINTON DISTRICT. A. White, f ..................... 31 25 Due church ,Tan.1, 1899.$392 09j0lsen,, ~amuel ................ 1 20 
Scott, S. W. L., e ............ 50 65 G. W. Beebe, Sr., Agent. F.Chatburn,f.. .............. 32 00 Abrahams. Nels .............. 20 0~/Pitt,l<. G ....................... 15 0~ 
Smith, Jennie B., f.. ....... 300 00 Receipts. Poor ................................ 4 OO Abercomhee. N. S............ 1 7o Powell, Eva.................... 1o 
Smith, G. A., { ............... ]44 00 Ann Summerfield, f.. ...... 40 00 Adams. Mary .................. 7 201Pal~er, Iva .................... 3 00 
Smith, G. A., e ............... 32 OO JacobS. Andes .............. $ 5 00 C. P. Faul, ngent ..... : ...... 60 00 Allen. Arthur .................. l45 00/Robmson, John A ........... 202 50 
Smith, Heman c., e ......... l5 OO G. L. Swenson ................. 15 36 ___ Anderson. Sr. E. P ......... 20 00 Hobmson, W. N .............. H2 50 
Stroh, Samuel, Agent's E. W. Lloyd.................... 4 02 ~I'otal .................... $256 75 Ahrens, Lewis ................. 44 7Fi 1 Robinson, Mrs. J. A........ 1 00 

expenses ...................... 6 94 A. I. Roberts .................. 49 00 .. ___ Austin, Robert ................. 1 0o1Rudolph, Carl.. ............... 1 00 
Stroh, Samuel, e............ 18 49 S. ~I. Andes..................... 4 50 Due church ........... $ 41 29 Bushnell, William ......... 20 oo 1 Resch, R. F..................... 5 00 

___ L.A. L~o':1 ...................... 15 Oil =Berg, Andrew .................. 5 oo
1
Hesch, Henry .................. 12 55 

Total .................... $995 16 LS. OB. WGI!h1am~................. 4 00 ]'AH WEST DISTRICT Berg, Augusta................. 2 50 1 Rogers, Sarab. D ....... 18 50 
___ . . her..................... 5 00 • Berg, Dora...................... 60 Hamsey, Peter .. .. .. .. . . 7 00 

Due church ........... $136 29 S. N. J?iathews ............... 10 00 c. P. Faul, Agent. Bailey, Allen and wife .... 13 oo' Richard, Maud .......... 10 00 = J. A. Silvers .................... 3 40 R . Barron, Mary .................. 2 00 Smith, B. C ............. 591 55 
~IINNESOTA J. N. Stephenson............ 85 eceipts. Ballenger, Henry c ......... 10 00 Slocum, George ....... .441 35 
l • W. W. Kearney ......... :..... 1 75 William Lewis, former Blakesley, A. J and wife 7 00 Scott, B. J. and wife.... 3 00 

MINNESOTA DISTRICT. Ora. Faler ........................ 7 00 agent ......... : ................ $ 60 00 Bartholomew, W. H........ 20 Se~forth, John and wife 7 50 
W W McLeod Age t Julia Terry ..................... 1 00 Sr. Samuel Simmons, o ... 10 00 Billinsky J,ydia .............. 1o 00 Skmner, Saran.......... 3 GO 

· _-; R . ' n • '\'homas DeBery .............. 1 00 William Moore, t ............. 1 OO,Bernard.' Peter ............... 3 00 "Si~ter" ................. 19 50 
ece1pts. ~-A. Snodgrass .............. 2 00 Ben. Johnson, t .............. 1 OO'I Brackenbury, B. L ........... 1 00 Schrmmel, J. J .... .. .. .. 7 00 

Due church Ja"!. J, 1899 .. $ 43 03 Catharine Lloyd .............. 1 50 Sr. M. ,J. Head, o............ 50 1Billinskv, Laura .............. 19 00 Smith, Walter ........... 3 25 
Anderson, Lefis E., t ...... 9 00 P E. Wedlock ................. 1 50

1

1sr.l\i. J. Head, t, ............ 1 oo•r·Borbridge. A. W .............. 15 00 Snodgrass, James R .... 40 00 
Anderson, J .. "':• t ........... 18 00 M. L. Sory ....................... 21 60 Luppe Hovenga, t ......... ., 5 00 "Brother" ....................... 10 00 Skinner, W. 0........... 5 00 
}lnrnhard, W!lliam, Q ..... ~ 00 Ell!f l\lill!Jr ..................... 2 Sojfl'eriericl;: Ahl12"' t ....... ,. 1 OOJBootman, w, Q .. ,., ....... ,. 1 oQSmith, Raivh .......... , 13 og 
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Short, Mrs. Ellis ......• 20 00 Chris Knudson ............... 20 001 Expenditures. Walr<.:md, Kate G........ 50 NORTHERN DISTRICT. 
Stut~er, Sarab ............ 1 95 Andrew Jacobson ............ 25 OOIE. L Kelley, Bishop ...... ~547 10 W!ntmg, Mary, t ........ "6 00 J. M. Stubbart, Agent. 
~chr1vener, Lucmda. .... 6 00 C. C. Nelson ................ 20 OOIG •.r. Griffiths, e ............. 5 oo ~!Ide, Ja;nes, t . ·· .. oO 00 Receipts. 
Stafford, Laura .......... 5 00 Sr Jacob Hausen ........... 2 00 w. E. Summerfield, e ...... 7 50 1homaf.', Margaret, de~ ~ 
Torrance, 111_rs. J. G ..... 5 00 Stena Nelson ................. 1 00 '1'. A. Hougas e .............. 5 00 ceased, hy W. 0. T .... 100 00 Due dlU!'ch Jan.!, 1899.$ 58 08 
'l'rego, A. V. 1 00 Katie Scofield ................ 10 00 Martha Griffiths, a .......... 55 00 Thomae, Margaret. de· Mamie 8uttles ........... , .. ! 00 
Thomas, J. H .. Sr ....... 30 00 Thomas lve .................... 2 00 Bro. and Sr. A. Rice, a ..... 35 00 ceased, by C. J. R .... , 50 Rebecca Bishop ............. o 00 
Tankard, James, t .... .. 8 00 Ole Madison ................... 75 OOINannie Kay, a ................ 15 00 Roberts, Henry, t....... 5 ool~loyd ~larteeny ............. 3 00 
Tankard, James, o...... 2 00 8r. J. Wohlferd ............... 4 00 Alex G Young a 10 oo --- !!red Stanfield ................. 1l 00 
Tucker, John ........... 15 00 S.C. Nelson ................... 5 00 Age~t•s'expens~s . .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 4% Total ............. $8l\9 62 Afd~e Do~erty .................. 1 50 
Thomaeon, T. 0 ......... 20 00 A. B. Hawley .................. 10 00 ___ --- ~ 1lham Stoft.................. 3 75 
Tankard, Lydia.......... 1 00 Chr'stian Kalstrup, o ..... 10 00 •.rota! ................... $683 95 Expenditures. Ann Edwards .................. 11 00 
Tucker, Daniel.......... 9 00 Jacob Hansen ................. 5 00 --- Johns. Parrish, a ...... $ 10 00 James Huff ..................... 8 l)(J 

Webster, Sr. L ......... 16 40 R .. K. Ross ..................... 125 00 Due church .......... $ 29 26 George Edwards and E!ll~a Gardner............... 7 50 
W~Jls, J. H., Balet~nt ... 5 00 Elizabeth Bl.ack .............. ~ 40 , , , , wife, a ................. Sri 00 L1zz1eRoush............ ....... 25 
WJ•Ihamson, FranCis .... 2 00 Mother Madison .............. o 00 SOUTHERN DIS'IHICr. Bridget Mercer, a ........ HO 00 Ann Brown ..................... 5 00 
Wo_oden, Charles ........ 2 00 W. B. 'l'orr~nce and wife .. \l 50 Henry Sparling, Agent. John D. White, f ........ 150 00 A. llalen ........................ 2 00 
Wnght, C. M. S ......... 3 00 P. S. McGmre ................. 2 00 . . John D. White, e ........ 100 00 C. l\L Hollenbeck ............ , 6 00 
Weeks, ,John............ 34 Alma Hawley .................. 5 00 Recmpts. Amelia Brown, a ....... 3~ OoiiL J. Hudsol~ .................. 20 00 
Y~rrington, Tracy H.... 4 00 Christina ~rsenback ........ 1 00 George W. Anderson ..... $ 1 00 Martha Bullock, a....... 7 00 Ora Odessa Carter .......... ~ 70 
Fast Kansas C1ty T. W. Curt_1s .................... 2 511 Bro. Anway., ... ;· .............. 1 00 Maria Naiden, a ......... 1 oo,,Mary Preston ... _ .......... : .... 1: 20 

branch, o ............. 12 05 Layman K]ersner ........... 10 DO Nathaniel Bishop............ 4 00 Maria Naiden, f. e ....... 38 00 Ira C. and Lydra Lew1s ... 2~ 00 
Armstrong branch, o ... 43 41 E. S. Fannon and wife ..... J25 00 Ailen Brooner ................. 1 00 Poor ......... ,........... 1 80 Alwe? Swartz .............. o 00 
Chelsea Park branch, o .. 13 6~ Bro. and Sr. Keen........... 2 70 Henry Brooner ............... 1 00 --- S. !J' Cushman................ 3 60 
Holden branch, o, ... .... 2 22 William Froyd ................. 9 50 w. A. Brooner ................. 10 00 Total ...•...•.•... $454 80 Ehzabeth Keck ........ , ...... 20 00 

---Sarah Knowles ................. 5 00 Lula Bishop.................... 60 --- S. Branton ....................... 3 00 
Total ....•...... $4,725 88 Jacob Hansen ................. 20 00 Isabella Bishop .............. 100 <\ Due church ...... $404 R2 W. 1<'. Fetter ..................... 2 00 

= AndresJenson ................. 50 00 El'zabethJ. Cuthbert ..... 100 '.J =,John Avondet ................. 3 00 
Expenditures. C. Anderson .................... 100 0(\ Nathaniel Doty.............. 50 E; Jnck~on....................... 25 

I.N.Whit~.f .......... $4200oMaryivie ........................ 100WilliamDeimler ............ 1000 1\IONTANA. W.L.i:lpansw1ck ............ 180 
Joseph L•;ff. f ........... 432 37 Ras Lorensen .................. 10 00 Edgar Edwards ............... 2 00 MONTANA DISTRIC'r. ~I arcus B1:yne................. 1 00 

~: ~.t¥i~fe0y~"t· .. r:::::: ::g~ ~~ ~: iiiRlr{~.::::::::::::::::::::: g ~g ~r~:nG'I~~Y~~~~.~~~::::::::::: i ~~ J. E. Reese, Agent. ~lfe;, ~-;~~~;iii~··.:·.::·:.:::::: 1 ~ gg 
T. W. Chatburn, f ....... 300 00 Caroline Torrance ......... 10 Oil ,Jennie Gracy .................. 1 50 Receipts. Add1e Place..................... 2 00 
John C. Fos~. f ......... 325 45 R~ss. Grove branch, o...... 8 06 Charlie Gre§ .................... 12 25 Jame• Smort and wife. "125 no T 

1 RobertJ. Parker, f ...... 233 35 Wilham Nelson ............... 2 Oil SidneyN. Grey, Sr ......... 20 00 Edward Burrows ....... ~ 25 00 ota .................... $Zql G:l 
M.T.Short,f .•.•.•.•.... ~OO 00 Alma Nelson ................... 2 or, fenmeGrey.................... 50 W. D. Kelley ............ 10 oo Expenditures. 
R. May, f ............... 200 00 --- Willie Grey..................... 50 Emma Esgar ;; Ool 
I. N. White, e ........... 15 00 Total .................... $728 24 Thomasiiamilton ........... 1 00 P. W. Preino.: :::::::::: 5 no E. L. K"lle~, Bislwp .... $1~8 4:J 
J. W. Peterson, e ....... 80 00 . --- N. E. !'hckman ............... 2 82 Anna Premo............ 5 00 H. W. Belv1lle, f.. .......... 311 ou 
:R. May, e .. ., ............ 39 ~0 Expenditures. . ,. Freddte 0 Hezelton........ t~ Lillian Premo ........... 1 00 H. W. Belville, e ........... 2 oo 
Taxes .................. 34 26 Peter Anderson, f.. ....... $338 10 M:. G. Killebrew............. 2 2o M 0 Whitnev 5 co N. Humel, a .................... 10 OU 
J. H. Nicewanger, grave M. F. Gowell, e ............. 28 50 Lou~· Loft<?n ................. 3 00 J~cob M. Stnffas;;n:::::: 200 00 Agent's expenses ............. 1 20 

digging .............. 3 00 E. L. Kelley, J:!Ishop ........ 200 00 Car_ne M~Lam ................. 6 97 D. w. Kelley ........... 15 oo 
J. Cole Moxon, work on J. Arthur Davis, e .......... , 6 0~ ,Juha M~mecl_re ............... 2 00 William Sacrey and wife 5 oo 

books ............ ... .. 5 00 Peter Anderson, e........... 8 2o W. R. PICkermg .............. 25 00 Mary Barnard . .. . .. . .. .. 5 01' 
Check book............. 3 50 --- James R-...id.................... 50 Mary H Raymond ltl oo NOR'rHERN DISTlUO'l'. 
Undertaker, Bro. Turner 5 OU Total ................... $581 50

1

Sr. Rudd........................ 12 James Sacrey ...... 5 00 J H ff A t 
Undertaker, C. St. Clair. 12 oo --- Minnie Hudd.................. 05 JameE M Emmons"' .. • 2i 50 ames 11 • gen · 
Hear~e and hack, C. St.. Due church ........... $146 74 E. Randall ...................... 3 00 John Priichard .... :· .. : :: 20 00 Heceipts 

Clair,., ............... 8 00 ---- W. R. Steele ................. 10 00 ___ Ann Starkey ................ $ 2 00 
G. H. HIIIIard,C_ounse!or, 20 00 NORTHEAST DISTRICT. C. J. ~pur lock ................. 2 88 Total ............. $462 l\0 Liz"ie Housh.................. 1 15 
Insurance, Ens1gn hmld· J T W'll' A t Mary Steele ..................... 9 50 =Ann Edwards ................ 10 oo 

lng ............ , ....... 27 50 · · 
1 

mms, gen · Julia Schofield ............... 5 00 Expenditures. W. ]'etter ........................ ;; 00 
Error on Wm. Cnck, Receipts. Sr. J. K. Wegley .............. 2 00 Chloe M. Reese, f ...... $175 00 w. Stoft .......................... 7 oo 

tithing ................ 10 00 Due church Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 5 32 Lillie Williams ............... 2 83 A. B. Moore, f .......... 60 00 Emma Gardner ............... 10 00 
Desk, Bishop's agent's J.P. Yonng, o .. .,............. 50 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 299 48 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... 225 00 Ellen Caselton................. 50 

office .................. 11 00 Wm. and Jane Kelso, t... 2 3o --- --- Alice c. Swartz............... G OU 
Dodg~rs and posters .... 9 50 J'!hn Lilly, t ................... 7 50 Total ................... $449 88 Total ............. $460 00 Agnes Haze ..................... 1 ou 
Clothmg for poor . . . . . . . 4 50 W m. and N. Chapman, t.. 4 10 --- W. L. Spanswick ...... ...... 4 00 
Tel~phoneto Lee's Sum. John Allen, 0 .................. 1 50 Expenditures. Due church ....... $ 2 50 Daniel w. Albertson ........ 5 oo 

mit .. ,................. !J5 WilliamJ.Richards,t ..... 8 25 J.Aifred Davis, e ........ $ 2 00 = LloydMarteeny .............. ; 26 00 
Gra':e d1ggmg for Child . 2 oO Margaret Kelso, t ............ 3 55 C. J. Spurlock, e ............ 25 NEI'RA"'KA James Huff ..................... 17 50 
StatiOnery and letter Frederick T. Mussell, t... 3 00 Henry tlparling, f ........... 335 00 > o • Katherine M. ~loran ........ 10 00 

files .................. • 3 50 John J. Jones, t ......... , .... 24 00 Postage and stationery..... 8 20 C. M. Hollenbeck............ 3 00 
Revenue and postage John T. Williams, t ......... 9 011 Henry Sparling, e ............ 104 43 CENTRAL DIS'I'RICT. L. E. Hull' ...................... 6 fi() 

stamps................ 5 ~4 Alexander G. Young, t .... 1 62 , T 
1 1 

$449 88 
Levi Gamet, Agent. Ira Burdick ..................... 6 00 

1st K. C. book acct......... o5 Ch~rles F. Lankford, t..... 2 00 O a .................... Receipts. Ora Carter....................... 8 00 
Mrs. T. W. Smith, a ........ J30 20 Carrie Richards, t ..... .,.... 9 50 f!Jlizabeth Keck ............... 20 00 
T. J. Franklin, a .............. 54 05 E: E. Petre, t .................. 34 17 ST. LOUIS DISTRICT. Due church Jan.1, 1899.$ 3 60 R. McKittrick .................. 10 00 
Mrs. Fannie Nace, a ....... 8 84 William M. Richards, o ... 6 UO John G. Smith, Agent. Claus Storjohann ....... , 45 00 H. ,J. Hudson .................. 10 110 
Mrs. S.M. Barrow, a ....... 25 00 Richard J. Jones, t ......... 10 00 R . t Wm. and Samantha W. E. Palmer................. 25 
M. Givens, a.................... 7 50 William J. Griffiths, t...... 5 50 ecelp s. Moore ................ 56 09 Susan Watkins.............. 1 r,u 
A. J. Bl.akesley, a ........... H 75 Samuel Smith, t ............. 12 OO.I Due chur?h Jan. 1, 1899. $ 98 53 Bel.le Wisdom........... 5 85 Elizabeth Mae Watl<ins... 5 00 
J. H. Nwewanger and Jacob Waltenbaugh, t ..... 6 00 Alma Sawts .................... 5 00 F. S. Gatenbv .......... , 9 59 Alice Reynolds Watkins. 5 00 

wife, a .......................... 78 SO Harriet Moss, t ............... 1 25 Ashton, Eliza, t ............... 1 00 Celestine Rush .......... 47 88 Ann Galiey ..................... 1 00 
Sr. C. St. Clair, a ........... 18 70 J. T. Tryon, t .................. 5 00 Archibald, Russell, t ...... 20 00 J.P. Larson ............. 50 00 Sr. Warner .................... 1 O'l 
Ben. Richmond, a ........... 20 00 Maggie Surridge, o.... ...... 25 A small boy.................... 01 E. Downey .................... 35 oo George Murie .................. 10 00 
Sr. L. Webster, a ............ 45 30 Maria Surridge, t ............ 3 00 B~tts, Joseph E .. Sr., t ... 40 00 J. H. Jackson .................. 5 00 Addie 0. lloherty............ :l 00 
Ruth Turner, a ............... 8 65 Margaret Davis, t ............ 40 00 Billmsky, John J., t ........ 41 83 Mary Jackson ................. 1 50 John ~toft ....................... 15 Oil 
Sr. M. Bowker, a ............ 31 35 Daniel Edmunds, t ......... 9 00 Burgess, S~mue1 A ......... 10 00 Cynthia Watson .............. 1 50 Sr. Frankville .................. ;, 00 
G. H. Wells, a ................. 20 00 ,John B. Thomas, t.. ......... 2 00 Bowser, Ahce ................. 1 00 William Kester ............... 2'i 00 ,J F. Weston.................. 4 50 
Joseph Westwood, a ........ 48 95 Frank A. Dockstader, t... 7 10 Cooke, Noah N., t ............ 33 00 Jane Flowers .................. 3 00 Susanna Agenstein ........ 40 00 
Sr. B. Yates, a ................. 14 65 Thomas Perry, t .............. 50 Cooke, ~oah N., o ........... 51 00 May Downey ................. 21 uo John Agen•tein .............. 50 00 
C. W. Burgunde, a........... 6 85 Martha Griffiths, t ........... 40 00 Cooke, tlarah.................. 25 Peter Larson.................... 5 00 0. H. Potter..................... 5 00 
Fannie Hook. a ............... 43 85 Windsor Griffiths, o......... 05 Cowlishaw, William R., t 5 00 Blanche M. Slonicker ...... 23 Oil Ellen Richardson............ 5 00 
S~.JohnMun.son,a ......... 3 24 CharlesBurnham,t ......... 2 50 Cole, Joseph G., t.. ......... 4 00 Nellie Gamet .................. 100 James Huff, o................ 60 
Richard Martm, a ............ ns 50 Harriet Davis, t............... 1 00 Crowson, Ehza, t ............ 12 00 Charles A. Smith ............ so 00 
D":niel Taylor, a .............. 4 00 Maggie Richards, o......... 10 Curtis, Annie, t ............... 2 00 J.F.Lippencottand wife .. 35 00 
Ahce Bogarth, a .............. 30 00 Frederick Palfrey, t ....... 28 (;5 Crocker, Isabella............ 1 75 Hester Barton ................. 5 00 
Sr. M. Rodens, a ........ uo•·· 5 00 Robert Grieve 1 t.............. 3 40 Davies, lvor, t .. ,............. 2 65 Maude L. Fletcher........... 2 flO Expenditures. 
S. G. Mayo, a ................. 27 90 J. W. Barnett, t .............. 10 00 Dawson, Bertram C., t ..... 10 00 Lewis H. Downey ............ 50 00 Nichola' Rumel, a ......... $ 40 uo 
~ames Sheen, a ............... 12 9q Highbee branch. o ........... 1 20 DeJong. Sarah................. 25 Edith Larson .................. 1 il5 )). fi!. Rudd, e ................. 5 00 
Sr. J. L. Kerr, a .............. 7 2o George Thorburn, t ......... 10 00 Evans, Urama ................. 1 00 R. C. Wilcox.................. 50 Levi Lightfoot a. ............. 19 00 
B. B. Ballenger, a ........... 11 25 Bro. and Sr. 'l'homas Gall, Jacob]'., t .............. 5 00 John Potorff .................... 5 00 Jane Jones, a.:................ 75 
B. Lauerson, a ................. 8 50 McDonald, t ................. 10 00 Hellman, Charles K., t ... 11 00 Levi Gamet and wife ...... 5 00 James Huff, e .................. 2 ~0 
Sr. Ill. Cox, a.................. 1 20 Francis A. Evans, t......... 8 50 Hitchcock, John C., t ..... , 41 00 David Gamet.................. 25 
William Waite, a ............ 6 00 Maggie Frye, t ................ 8 OIJ Jaques, Joseph, t ............ 1 00 Abbie Logerman .............. 5 00 
Emma Parker, a .............. 8 35 Bevier Sisters' Sewing ,Jaques, Hache!, t ............ 1 00 Ella Neis ....................... 1 00 
W. H. Blatt, a ................. 12 50 Society, o ..................... 40 00 Johnson, Catharine, t ...... 15 00 w. H. Blalock................. 2 00 
L. Harmon, a ...... ; ........... 4 25 Mary Burnett, t ............... 4 00 ,Johnson, ]'red, t .............. 9 00 Julia K. Crosser .............. 1 00 
G. Ill. Farrow, a............... 2 40 Edward Anderson, t........ 1 00 Lloyd, Annie, t............... 2 25 Enos Moore..................... 3 00 
Poor children, a .............. 2 00 M.A. Pilkington, t ......... 50 Markwick, George C., t ... 2 00 c. N. Hutchins ............... 5 00 SOUTHEHN DISTRICT. 
George Syery, a............... 1 35 C. C. Petre. t .................. 25 00 Martin, Sophia................. 60 Estella Boyd .................. 5 00 J. W. Waldsmith, Agent. 
Isabella Woodsay, a ........ 21 45 Louise Palfrey, t ............ 9 00 McDonald, Mary, t ........... 8 40 William Rumel ............... 12 00 Receipts 
lda Stewart, a................. 1 35 Cammie Cochran, t......... 1 00 McFarlane, J~h.n. t ......... 10 00 Albert Gray .................... 10 00 , , 
Sr. A. Seymore, a ........... 1 85 Martin A. Trotter, t ......... 60 00 Molyneaux, Elizabeth ..... 1 00 ___ Due cnurch Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 0,\ 
Thomas Mauzey, a ........... 15 25 Catherine Rogers, t ......... 1 00 Owens, Mary M, t ........... !\ 00 Total ................... $567 61 Sr. E. C. Hillman, t ..... 9 25 
Neri Conklin, a ............... 23 00 Rosa Cochran, t .............. 4 25 Owens, Sophia, t .............. 2 00 = l!Jmma Woolse.y, t ....... 25 00 
James Farrow, a .............. 4 00 Sarah J. 'l'anner, t ........... 1 00 Patterson, Lizzie ............. , 60 Expenditures. Mary J, Meredith, t ..... 10 00 
0. Lytle, a ....................... 26 00 s. c. Williams, t .............. 2 80 Peat, Mary................... ~0 E. A. Payne, f, .... , ......... $240 00 John ClawMson, t ....... 22 00 

--- J. F. Petre t .................. 2 00 Peat, Edna, t.................... 4 oO C W p tt f 40 00 Walter A. eyer, t ...... 17 50 
Total ................. $4,139 30 M. Petre, t:...................... 5 00 Remington, Charles J., t.. 7 50 E. L ·K~~eJmJ'i~iwP'"""'225 00 E. R. Hil!}tiJ· t · · .. · · · · i gg 
Due church ........ $ 586 58 ~AT. KH'!iPksl~hiltd, t .......... 2007 0000 :~~~o~~h~l~a.t ....... 12 ~3 A~n~ Culbe;tson, a .. :::::·:: 5 00 ~g~;l~s SE. Mo~~n,t~:: :· 5 oo 

• • lC m, .............. • 'h "" •" . Albert Gray a 15 00 d L B ' ' 10 00 = Ellen Cochran. t.............. 2 00 Smith, Elizabet .. . . .... l OU p t ge a d 'ex~h~~g·~...... 2 24 Almun . urgess, t ... 
NODAWAY DISTRICT. M.A. Cochran, t.............. 1 00 Swift, Joseph A., t.... .. 6 00 T~!v~lingn expense, ag~·~t 10 60 Cha~les W. Burgess, t... 1 00 

R. K. Ross, Agent. M. M. Kelso, t ................. 2 30 Tho,!llas, W!)llam 0., t .. 100 00 ___ Dame! Brolliar, t...... .. 3 20 
R . t David L. Morgan, o......... 1 00 Thomas, Da1sy, t.... . . . . 25 Total $537 84 Eva M. Coats, t .......... 27 00 

ecelp 8· Margaret Thomas, t ........ 1 00 Trowbr\dge, Richard B.,t 11 40 ................... _. ___ !Ernest Fike, o.. .... .. .. 50 
Due church Jan. 1, !899 .. $ 29 OS T --- Tro.wb.ridge, Richard B., Due church ........... $ .2·9· _77lNellle ~Ike, t ..... ..... .. 2 00 1\.· I,eaverton and Wlfe ..... 2 00 "gtaL., ................. $713 21 (B. ~ec.)t .............. 3S 91! · · "' . Dtwld (j-raf1 t ....... , .. ,. 15 QQ 

. ... . 18 "'' ..-" ' l 
. ,, ..:; -;.:_ \.-. ~·---~ 

Total ................... $2?ll (i3 

'l'otal .................... $:321 00 

Total .................... $ 67 65 

Due church ........... $:158 35 

·------------------·---- . - ------·- -----·----·-----
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James J. Teeter, t ...... 20 00 Thomas H. Truman ......... 16 .oO Moler, Mattie, t.. .. .... .. 2 40 Higgs, William ................ 1 Uli!Brown, Robert, t ....... 19 14 
CarolineBray,t.: .••.... 70 00 William E. White ............ 17 00 Moler, H. E.,o .......... 15 00 Russell, Jennie ............... 130 Bear,Rosie,t.... ....... 50 
H. C.Fremming, t ....•. 55 00 Ellen Squire .................... 3 50 Martin, Louvisa, t ...•... 5 00 Russell, Millie ................. 4 00 Bacon,S.H.andMaggie,t 15 00 
Robert 0. and Amelia Sarah A. E. Box.............. 7 25 Nevils, Maggie, t . . . ... 5 00 Ryhal, Myrtie.................. 20 Buck, Robert and Mary,o 50 

Self, t ................ 125 50 Celia Squire.................... 25 Nevils, John W., t.... .. • 3 00 Robson, Robert............... 50 Burr, Robert, t.... ...... 1 50 
Joseph S. Nieyer, t ...... 14 10 Agnes Lester ................. 1 00 Perry. JameGR., t ....... 7 50 Shaar, Vincent .............. 1 00 Burr, Martha, t .......... 1 GU 
Cornelius Meyer, t ...... 8 00 Mary Ann Beal ............... 3 00 Perry, Joannah. t ....... 2 001Schmidt, Edwin .............. 12 OJ Carter, Julia, t .......... 2 80 
Jane Chapel, t ......... 2 00 Elizabeth Whitnen ........ 1 50 Row, William H., t ...... 2 00/•Smith, F. C ..................... 3 60 Campbell, Mary, o ...... 2 50 
Annie Everett, t . . . . . . . . 6 00 Albert E. Stone ............... 25 00 Rhoads, Emma. t........ 5 00 Stefl'e,Bro and Sr. Frank.. 3 50 Dent, Joseph antl Mar-
Rachel S. Brown, t ...... 32 oo Cora F StonQ .................. 5 00 Spann, Annie E., t...... 5 30 Stewart. Jessie ............... 6 00 garet, t ................ 10 00 
Walter M. Self, t ....... 80 00 Estella Stone ................. 3 50 Spann, Annie E.,o ...... 3 00 Stotler, Silas R............... 50 Dent, Caroline, o.... ... cO 
Jess Ervin, o.... .. .. .. • 1 00 William E. Tuttle ............ 40 CO Vernon, Isaac, t......... 2 00 Smith, Carrie .................. 9 60 Dent, John and Emma,t 2 50 
John T. Hillman, t ...... 12 27 <\.!fred Jndkins .............. 1 50 Vernon, Jane, t.... .. . . 1 00 Tate, Lillian .................... 2 91 Dent, Pearl, o.. ... .... .. 10 
C. H. Porter, t .......... 38 00 Brooklyn branch .............. 2 50 WJ!eon,Wm.F.and wife,t 11 00 Thompson, Margaret....... 25 Dent, George, o.... ..... 05 
John A. Teeter, t ....... 20 00 Thomas Lester ................. 5 00 Wilson, Clarissa, o...... 25 True, Isaac .................. 10 7<l Dent, Olive, o........... 05 
William A. Foreman, t .. 15 00 --- w;mams, D.1niel, t...... 4 75 Updyke, Clair J............... 25 Deneen, Martha, o ...... 25 
Anna Nielsen, t .......... 30 00 Total............ $188 07 Williams, David, t .. .. .. 2 82 Updyke, Hazel................. 25 Elwood, Mary, t ........ 12 14 
George M. Morey, t ...... 10 00 Wren, Edith, t .......... 13 00 Warnock, Eliza............... 3 50 Ellis, Alexander and 
Jl!. P. Mtller. t ...... , .... 10 Oll Expenditures. Wren, Elizabeth, t ...... 5 00 Warnock, Emma .............. 3 00 Mary Jane. o .......... 10 25 
JILT. and Lizzle Scuafer,t 75 50 Mary Pope, a ................. 24 00 Williams, Jane, t........ 2 00 Warner, Hosa................... 25 Ellis, Mary ,Jane, o...... 1 00 
D.B. Jarrod, t ........... 11 50! Mary Ann Hinds, a......... 7 50 Williams, Geo. and wife,t 2 00 Warner, Clarence........... 501 Eilis, Willet, o .. . . .. •. .. 1 15 
Eltzaheth Jarrad, t...... 1 35 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 136 57 Yingling, A. L., t ........ 100 00 l~:uner, Ch:<r~es .............. 13 00 Fletcher. Daniel, o.. ... 25 
Jua Jarrad. t .... .... .... 10 Wm. H. Kelley, f.. .......... 10 00 Milton branch, o ........ 1 00 Wmkler, R1ttie ............... 1 001 F1tzthomas, Edward, o. 50 
Peter Moldrup, t ........ 20 00 M. H. Bond, e .................. 10 00 --- Winkler, Sr. and daughter 1 00'! ~'ielrls. Charles, o....... 10 
Johanna Moldrup, t ... ,. 3 00 Total ............. $5~ti 79 Wise, 'rhomas 0 ............. 3 00 Finn, William, o.... .... 80 
Verna Culver, o......... 17 TotaL .................. $188 07 , = Temple basket offering.... 851 Fowler, Johannah, t .... 11 50 
George Culver, o.... .... 15 Expend1tures. Blake's Mills branch ........ 9 75~1 Green, George, t ........ 12 00 
Josie Culver, o.... .•.. .. 15 NOVA SCOTIA. James Moler, f. ........ $160 00 Butler, Mary..................... 5~ Green, G. F. and E. A., t 12 80 
Merle Culver, o..... . ... 20 James Moler, e ..• .... .. 4 58 Butler, Bro and Sr.Ornn.. 7o ~teen, K• zia, t.... ...... 2 50 
S. Culver,o .............. 2 00 NOVA SCOTIA DISTRICT. H E Moler f 120 00 --- hreen, Mary M., t .. ····· 1 30 
Lizzie Campbell, o...... lG J · L ·G d i'ch' 'i" .... ·· ·100 00 Total. ................... $746 11 Green, F. A. and wife, t. 4 25 
Grace Campbell o 07 J. W. Dimock, Agent. w' H. K00

11r ' .. . .. . .. 8 01, = Green, Philetus and 
' .. · ·.. · · e ey, e .. ·· · · · · ·· Expenditures F · Jl!~lvin Wakelin, o ...... 1! Receipts. J. T. Davis, e ............ 10 co . . · • anme, o ............ 2 5a 

Elllcst Campbell, o.... .. Oo G G Postaae stationery or- Willard J. Smith, e ........ $ o4 OoiGreenway, May, t. ...... 1 00 
.lameR A. Traek, t., ..... SO on ~o~ge, ates ................. 5 50 ders". _' .......... .'... .. 2 15 A H Parsons. e ............. 70 00 G"agg, Wesland and 
Della Spear, t ... .. . .. . . 2 Otl Lizzie ~';"eeney ............... 10 SO Agent's exoenses....... 3 90 .r. F. McDowell. e........... t1 00, Mary, t :. : . ... · ·..... 4 35 
Porter R. Robortsn11, t .. 10 00 Alfred';\ ood ; ................. 26 2o Recording deed .... .. . . 50 Hatt,e R. Gnffiths, f ...... 230 00, Gla1se'; Wilham, t.. .. .. 5 IJO 
J "mes E. R>bertson, t.. 25 Ca!"'eron Hobmson ........ 211 00 ___ Henry (J, Smith, e ........ , 10 001 Guy,';\ atson, t .............. 2! 00 
Merle Fergueon, o....... Oli LmsGraham .................. l7 OO Total. ........... $41Jg 13 ~'. J. Ebeling, e ............... 33 OO!Hampshire, G. and D., t .. 17 20 
Sr. S. A. Bnrton, t,... .... 1 00 Ann·e Wood................... 2 OO R. I~tzenhouser. e ........... 7 001 Hampshire, Hannah E., t 50 
Ed R>bervon, t.... .... 50 Leander,-Johnson ............ 5 OO Due church ..... $117 66 E L. Kelley, Bishop ...... 50 oo:Huston, Henry, t ............ 2 50 
H. C. \\Tl)cox, t ....... •• 6 I Flossie 8a.nford .............. 20 00 = F. C. Smith, e ................. 15 OOl Huston, '\Vilhelmina. o ... 2 50 
Sr. M.A. Christ.y, t.. .. . 7 00 Ada Sanf?rd .................... 15 00 F C S · h f 16' 00' Hasson Mary o 75 
Viola Burkdall, t ... ; .... 1 on H .• r. Dav!son ................. 4 00 KIRTLAND DISTRIC'r. Age~t·,:U~~pe~·~~~~::::::::::: 1~ 651 Hanson', Leah: t . .'.'.'.'."::::::::: 50 
Grace R Myers, t .. .. .. . 4 on Isabel Qmgley................. 3 00 Eben Miller, Agent. -.--.-.1 lh1gbes, Annie, t ............ 1 90 
Peter B. Anderson, t .... 10 00 ~ob1t~t t,~":c~mb............ 2

2 0
2
0
5 

Receipts. Total ................... $631 6o ·Hildreth, Maggie, t ......... 2 00 
Michael 'Idler, o ....... 2 00 a ,1 , r.Ie ............... • ----~Hockley, A. E .. t .............. 16 00 
H. w. Bdville, o.... ... 2.1 Annie 0 Brten ................ 1 7o Allen, Bee Dee ............. $ 4 75 Due church .......... $114 4tl

1
Hockley, Eululie, t ......... 2 00 

Samnel Brolliar.t ....... 50il Ma_YQuigley .................... SOP .. \llen,David .................. 1050 =JHall,Malc .. •m,o ............... 35 
W.J.Weston,o ......... 51Ed1thMcKeen ................. 251>Al!en.Joe! ..................... 700 OKLAHOJUA llntere>t .......................... 150 
E. c. Featherston, t ..... 2 oo Tamzte Newcomb ............ 1 00 Abbott, Jane .................. 2 25 • I Irving, Thos and E. t ..... 10 00 
Ella Sea worth, t . , . . . . . . 21 James Ripley.................. 3 00 Abbott, Thomas.............. 50 OKLAHOMA DISTRICT. i Jenkins, Lett~e. t............ 1 00 
Tilomae Hanoy,o ...... 1 00 Rebe?ca ~ood ................. 1 OJ Baldwin, Emma.............. 50 1 fackhn Harnet t 1 00 
Wilber SavBge, t ........ 5 on Magg•.e W?od ................ 1 00 Baldwin. John ................. 14 00 s. J. Hinkle, Agent. 1Iiimba1i. Sr. Jll~e~·:;;~::::: 4 Oil 
Sr. R. Wright, o..... ... . 50 Mag~•e Du~ock ............... 1 00 Baldwin, Richard and A .. 23 CO Receipts. Kimball, Martha, t ........... 1 00 
Ed Nelw•n, t... .. .. .. .. .. 5 oo Hattw O',Bnen ............... 1 00, Baldwin, Sarah Ann........ 50 Due church Jan. 1,1899 $ 6u 35 Kyle, David, o.................. 50 
Katrina ~Ieyer, o ............ 2 00 M!nme Gates ................. 5 ()(, Baldwin, W. J ................ 5 25 A brother Cheyenne Leverton, Mary, t ........... 10 Oll 
Rent, Blue Springs prop- •jo~'i,mwn ~~,;:r~~ce ......... 8 75 Barstow, George.............. 1 75 Okla ... .' ................. :...... 5 00 Leverton, Elizabeth A., t 2 20 

erty , ....................... 24 98 • o · o ......... ~ Bet~, Kate....................... 5 00 Aylor, w. M., Okarche, 1 Leverton, F. and E., t ..... 13 51 
Total $lt3S 30 Blau, Walter .................. 15 00 Okla ............................. oO ooiLong, E. W. and Sarah, t 7 O>J 

Total .................... $978 71 
=--=::::::::-;

Expenditures. 
Blank book. postage, 

money orders .............. $ 6 99 
W. ill. Peak, f.. ................ 305 00 
M. H. Forscutt, f .............. 120 00 
C. H. Porter, f ................. 240 00 
W. M. Se'f. f.. ................ 80 00 
Sr. E. Waldsmith f ......... 50 00 
J. W. Waldsmith, e ......... 31 5G 
Bro. Holton, ::t • .... ........... 25 
R C. Wilcox, a............... 9 00 
Nancy Hoover, a ........... 2 00 
.. Myron A. Newman, a ....•. 5 00 
'l'axes ...... .. ... . .. . . . ....... .. ... 38 38 
E. L Kelley, Bishop ........ 90 53 

Total.. ................. $978 71 

NEVADA. 
NEVADA DISTRICT. 

................... : ___ ._ Broc.kway. Bert............... 9 75 Butler, s. and A , Ring- , Leatherdale, Fl. and J., t 9 111 
Ex enditures --- Carhsle, James: .............. 11 00 fisher, Okla .................. 53 ooiiJewt?-waite,_ J and E., o 25 

P . · " Cooper, C. H ................... 1 25 Berry,T.N.,Clayton.Okla. 27 on1Meffim, Me~ns and A., t ... 10 00 
Mrs H; J. DaVISOn, f.. .... 16" 80 Cooper, Bro. and Sr. c ... 5 00 Bishop E. L. I.{elley ........ 50 oo,~hller, Lydia, t .............. 1 50 
S. 0 ~oss, e .................... 5 ~0 Cramer, Fred................. ~0 Hart, H. B. and Ina :M.., Mc~adden, Mary, t ........ ? 00 
Agents expenses.......... oO Cramer, John................. .0 Lockhart. Okla ............ 11 00 McFadden, George, o ..... 2 00 

-.-.-.-Cramer, Joh:n H .............. 1 00 Hiles. G. M.,Downs,Okla .. 1 oo·McFadden, Mary, o ......... 15 
Total .................... $161:! .'10 Crawford, LIZZie.............. 25 Hinkle, s. J., Stillwater, .McFadden. Arthur, o ...... 1 G?j! 

--- Curry, Bro. and Sr. Eben 6 00 Okla............................ 1 2! McDonald, Lena, t ........... "" 
OHIO. Curry, Edna .................... 2 3~ Hughes. H. c.andJ .. Sum- Newcomb, Luc·nda, t ...... 1 2o 

OHIO DIS'l'RICT. Dalberg Bro. and Sr. C ... 12 7o ner, Okla .................... 20 00 Nan he, M .. M, t .... ........ 5 ~0 
Darst, Bessie.................. 50 Mauzey,F.M.,Kelleyville, Outr~m, Philip Henry, t... 7 .;q 

S. J. Jeffers, Agent. Darst, Tho~as .................. 1 50 1. T .............................. 7 oo
1
0verstreet, Cora. o ......... oC 

Recei ts. Deveraux, Salhe ............ 20 00 Macrae, w. s. and Edda, Osborne, Jas. and R., o... 15 
P Edwards. George ............ 1 60 Nicely, Okla................. 3 00 I Peacock, Rebecca, t :....... 50 

Due church .Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 63 59 Evans, Dora................... 25 Pate Lewis Okarche Porter, Jan', t ............. .. 1tl 
Bowen, Walt~"· t ............ ?O Garrett, E. H .................. 2 00 Okla ..... ~ ......... : ... 8 oo'IPorter, Andrew. t ........... 1 00 
Bowen, Harnet, t ............ 4 nO Garwood, Ulysses ............ 6 00 Smitn Stephen Alpha ,Perritt, James, t ............. 5 00 
Ben~ngton, Sam':el, t ...... ~ ro G~llespie, Jno.Sr ,and M.116 90 Okla' ....... ' ....... '. 4 751Premean, o..................... 4() 
B~nmgton, Rachel, t ........ 6 00 G•bbs, John R ................. 2~ Smith, Lawrence G., Hoberts,. Rout and E., t .. 25 ?O 
Bierly. Amanda. t ........... 1 00 Gorion, Anme................. 2o Kingfisher, Okla ..... , 2 , o I Rock, Charlotte, o .......... 3? 
Blackford, Sarah, t......... 1 00 Gordon, Alex.................. 2 50 --. -.- Roblm, Betsy. t .............. 1 2o 
Bishop E L. Kelley ........ 40 00 Groff, Fred C .................. 4 00 Total. ........... $.l49 30 Reynolds. James. t ......... 2 05 
Burt, .1ohn, t .................. 10 50 Graeser, Wm and Ellen .. 6 00 . . =,Ross, '\V. L and Eulalie,t 30 00 

D. R. Jones, Agent. Bla'·,chard, Sarah, t ........ 10 45 Griffiths, Lulu................. 25 Expenditure~. 'R-1y, Alice. o .................. 1 00 
Receipts. Barton_. Addie, o ............. 3 00 GrHl~tbs, Hattie R........... 25 Postage and exchange.$ 1 50 ~impson Ann. o ............. 50 

Due church Jan. 1,1899 .. $ 26 80 Cummmgs, James V., t .. 10 ?O Halhbaugh, Jonathan ..... 9 67 Mrs. R, w. Davis, f ..... 100 l!O Shaw, Agnes, t ............... 11 UO 
A. A. Fausett................. 5 00 <;nmmmgs. Florence, t..... oO H1lhard, .G. H., Coun ...... 30 00 Mrs. R 1\1. Maloney, f.,, 105 00 ~haw, Pheland, t ........... 25 Oil 
G. Walmsly ............... ,..... 9 50 I. on~ad, Margare~. t......... 25 Hills, Alice L.................. 2 00 MrA. W. S. Macrae, f .... 13'l on Shaw. John and Ma-
John Walker ................. 5 on Dav~dson. Naomi, t ......... 5 00 Holman, John G .............. 5 00 C. R. Duncan, e ......... 10 00 l!lda t ........................ 2 30 
Jennie Spra!(ue ............... 15 oo Davis, J~hn J .•. t .............. 2 00 Holman, L. S ·:,"' .......... 5 Oil --- Swainson, J. am! M., t ..... 4 55 
William Ridlar ............... 10 00 I!uffey, Catherme, t ........ 1 00 Hostetter, Wilham........... 50 Total ............. $:JW 50 ,.;wamson. Earl, t ........... 11 10 
Mary Hawkins ................. 40 00 Itrvm, Flor": B., t ........ 10 00 Hulmes, Emma ............... 1 2~ --- ~hippy, G )!., t .............. 8 4? 
D. R. Jones .................... 10 00 Erv,m, Pbceoe. t ........• 1 00 George, Mary.................. 2o Due church ...... $ 2 80 l:il11ppy, Louts B., t ......... 2o 

--- Ervm, Annie E'~ t ...... 2 00 Jones, Hannah ............... 4 25 == Shippy, Frank, t.............. 25 
Tota! .................... $12l30"Friend,"o .............. 900Jortes,DavidR ............... 50 ONTARIO. ~milh,~laria,t ............... 90 

Expendl
,tures. Gibson, Wilham T., t. .• 2 oo Lrtke. Martha................. 4

1 
02~ CH.'. T"IAM DISTRICT. i:inuth, )Jary, o ............... 25 

Gtbson, MaggJe, t....... 1 00 Lewis. il'l:ary .................... " " r " Side, A , o ...................... 2 00 

Th D I • 8 Gibson, Kati~ .. , t ....... ~ 1 00 Longman. Sr.................. 75 J. H. Tyrrell, AQ'ent. Schrader. Penjamin, t ..... 7 g5 
omas a ey, e ............ ~ 9 50 Gabriel, Jobn, t. . ....... 5 00 Lutz, Emma.................... 95 R . co St .. John Grant. o ........... 60 

Due church $ a1 SO Green, Dav;d S., t....... 5 00 Lulz, Florence................. 50 gcelpts. St .• John, Louisa. t........... 50 
........... Humphrey, Harvay B., t 6 00 Manchester. A. R ............ 13 00 Dne church Jan. 1,1899 ,;340 OJ ~harrow. A. and R., t ...... 30 00 

Humphrey, F. S., t...... 3 50 Mann, Harry.................. 20 Arnold. Minnie, t . . .. .. 2 70 Smart, Jl'. and E., o......... 1 20 
Hill, Minnie, o.... ...• •• 05 Miller, Ebenezer, Sr ........ 28 00 Armstrong, Ida, t ........ 1 00 Haylor, .Martin, t .............. 1 00 
Hannah, Maggie, t . . . . .. 1 00 Miller, Mary Jane ............ 27 50 Annett, Levi, t.... . .. . .. 3 00 Tyrrell, J. H. and E., t ... 10 00 

NEW YORK DISTRICT. Irons, Sarah A., t.... .. . 25 Miller. Eben anti Maggie !14 85 Annett, Enzeheth, t . . .. 1 00 Tyrrell, Levi H., t ........... 2 00 
Thomas Lester, Agent. Jpffers, Elizabeth S., t .. 10 00 Miller, Robt. and Rhoda .. 13 uo Annett, Cynthia L.,o... 50 Tyrrell, Janey, t ............. 7 60 

Receipts. J, ff,rs, Delmont. II., t.. 5 00 Masters, Mary Ann ........ 5 Oil Annett, Almeda and Tomlinson, J. and M. J.,t 4 50 
.Teffers, Samuel J., t ..... 20 00 Matthewson, Agnes ......... 4 00 Alice, o . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. c,O 'l'horp, D. and E., t ......... 10 50 

Due church Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 8 42 Jones, Robert B .• t,. .. .. 4 00 Morgan, Abraham ........... 55 15 Bennett, Walter L., t.... 9 8.' Taylor, John, t ................. 205 00 
Joseph Squire, Sr ............. 12 85 Kirl<endall, Aaron B., t . 18 00 McConnaughey, James... 6 75 Bennett, William, t..... 1 00 Taylor, Geo. and Ellen. t. 18 50 
William Clark. Sr........... 50 Kriebel, :;>, B. and wife,t 15 00 McConnaughey, Daisy..... 35 Bennett, Elizabeth, t.... 3 00 'l'a•lor, W. H. and M. A.,t 5 00 
Frank N. Lester .............. 1 25 Kriebel, Edna, o ....... , 1 00 1\lcl'onnaughey, Mary E... 25 Bennett, R,;y D., t ...... 12 50 Taylor, Chas. and M., t... 1 00 
William Clark, Jr............ 50 Kimble, Mary, o .. _.. .... 50 McConnaughey, Jessie..... 10 Bannett, Richard, o. ... . 25 'rraxler, Moroni, o ......... ! 2 05 
Elizabeth 1,yson ............. 2 25 Keck, Cor!l, o.. .... .... .• 25 McKenzie, V. s ............... 8 50 Blackmore, George, o. .. 27 Thompson, C. I., t ........... 4 60 
Samuel Guilfoy............... 1 00 Mathews, Jos1ah and McMillian, Bro.and Sr. A .. 1 25 Brietol, Elizabeth, t. ... . 30 Vince, Mary A., o............ 45 
Elizabeth Guilfoy ............ 1 CO w1fe, t ................. 2fl 00 Parsons, A. H ................ 25 B•dder, Walter J ., o. .. . . 25 Walker, Geo. and H., t... 2 50 
Judson Cable ................. 14 00 Matuews, Thomas, t .... 5 00 Piior, George................ 50 Badder, John Wesley Walker, Eliza, o ............. 1 00 
Bertha Buttery ............... 4 00 Mathews, Rachel, t ..... W 0~ Powell, George ............... 2 00 and Maggie, t ......... 25 00 Walker, Alice. o.............. 30 
Homer But,ery............... 5 30 ~1athews, Mae, t .. ... . . .. 1 00 Randall, Lizzie............... 2 00 Badder, John William, t 3 00 Walton, Jas. and Emily,t.. 3 35 
George Potts.................. 1 50 Moler, James and Wlfe,o 2 93 Reese. Jacob.................. 25 Bagnell, A. B., t..... . . .. 15 00 Walton, Annie, o...... ...... 30 
Willillll! •rruUJap .............. 8 00 Moler, Abbie, o . .•• . .. • 3 00 Richa,rds, Sr.................... 05 Blake)y, N.L.and Maria,t ~5 27 West, Mary A., Q ....... .,.. 75 
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;illia~sori;ames, t ...... 2 G3 London conference col.. Annie Freeman, t............ 2 00 _Expfnditure8. \Vinship, Honry ............. 1 00 
W:~nc erW mbrose, t.... 70 lection, o ..................... 4 07 :t;'· Ov:rholt and wife, t ... 30~ 00 George Robley, e ...... $ 2o 00 Winship, Mary ............... 1 00 

I more, . and Olara,o. 25 Robert A. Bell, t.............. 1
5 

o
0
o
0 

SH. Pter.oBn and w
1
1fe, t ...... 2

1
o 0

0
0
0 

A. H. Parsons, f ......... 20 oo Fairview Branch. 
T ~--- Samuel V\'ilson, t............ a ne arnes, .............. A H Parsons e 40 oo · 

otal ................. ~l,206 51 Martba Cawley, t ............ 6 Oil Geo:ge H. Lott, t ............ ~ 00 E: L.'Keliey, l!isho.p.'.'.i·,100 00 Blake. ~lora.................... 25 
E = Richard Madge, t............ 4 00 l'ihlhe Bigger, t .............. 3o 00 ___ Carr, Will....................... 1 50 

xpenditures. Herbert M. ,Jordan, t ...... 6 00 Esther Frank, t ............... 2 41 Total $1 180 00 Dobbs, James .................. 2 30 
Jeannette A. Shields, f .. $305 00 Hiram Dickhaut, t ........... 2 50 Calista Collins, t.............. 20 '·· ···· ••·· _, ___ Dobbs, ,Jas!>er ......... ....... 30 
Catherine J. Tomlinson,f..250 oo Agnes Matheson, t........... 5 00 Sophia Eastwood, t......... 1 00 Due church ....... $1~4 33 gob~s, Gom.er ................. 20 
Benjamin 8t. John. e ...... 14 00 James Oambndge, t. .•.. 1 00 Alfred Kerr, t ................. 1 00 = ob s, Lovwa................. 75 
Bro. and Sr. Bennett, a ... 10 00 Sr. Luke Grice, t........ 5 00 William Shepherdson, t ... 8 00 PITTSBURG DTSTIUCT Dobbs, Ho,a.................... 50 
John Shields, e ............... 15 00 Daniel E. Taylor, t ...... 10 00 Mabeli~astwood, t......... 1 00 ' · Dobbs, Emma................. 20 
George Green, e ............... 7 18 Richard L. Btgger, t ..... 20 00 Sarah M<·rden, t .............. 7 00 L. D. Ullom, Agent. Dobbs, W. fl.. ................ I 75 
Daniel McGregor, e ......... 9 00 Edith G. Frazer, t.... .. . 25 Aggie Myers, t ................. 5 75 R . Dobbs, Charles............... 65 
A. E. Mortimer, e ............ 15 00 William Brain, t ........ 10 00 John E. 'Allen, t .............. 5 00 ecetpto. Dobbs, Gordon............... 60 
Agent's expenses ............. 11 31 Isaac Pearson, t..... .... 5 00 Maggie Hamilton, t ......... 1 05 Due church Jau.1, 1899.$ 34 44 Dobbs, Elizabeth ............ 3 85 
E. L. Kelley, llishop ........ 250 00 ,Tohn Harr:son andfam.,t 8 00 Thomas Berry, t .............. 10 00 P'tt b B h Dobbs, Lillie.................. 50 

--- Bowley Arnold, t ........ 15 00 Alex. McMulien, t ........... 24 00 1 s urg ranc • Dobbs, Clinton .............. 1 00 
Total .................... $886 49 Abigail Dawson, t........ 05 Archie Mathison, t ........... 5 00 Branch collections ...... $ 14 32 Dobbs, ,J. ~'..................... 90 

---George C. Derby, t ...... 5 00 D.W.Cameron and wife t 50 oo Barrett, Geo. and wife .. :35 00 Ebeling. Dena................. 10 
Due church ........... $3~0 02 Cameron Friend, t ...... 10 00 Kettlewell estate, per ' Benner, A. and wife..... 10 Harr~s. M_ary................... 1 00 

= Sarah W. Ltkens, t...... 4 50 R. C. Evans, o .............. 6"i1 15 Benner, Inez.......... . 2 50 Harns, Nancy................. 50 
LONDON DISTHICT John Wyatt and wife, t .• 2 00 Barbara Mesle. t .............. 2 00 Booher, A. K...... ...... 50 Lydick, Dora .................. 3 85 

• Edward C. Likens, t. •• 2 00 Emily Brown, r<Jt. !.. ....... 40 00 Campbell, Robert ....... 5 21 Lydick, McClellan........... 35 
R. C. Evans, Agent. Walter C. Wale, t.. .... . 3 00 Alvin Knisley, t............... 70 Corry, Lemuel. . . .... .. 3 00 Orr, Mary ... :................... 25 

Receipts. George Rodwell, t ....... 10 00 Thomas A. Phillips, t .. : ... 1 00 Curry, Laura B.......... 3 00 Smith, Allie.................... 10 
May Jordan, t ........... 3 00 A friend, t....................... 50 Crum, Jeannette........ 2 00 'rreadway. Lucy.............. 40 

Due church Jan. 1,1899 .. $651 88 Henry Frazer, t .......... 6 00 Interest on deposit ........... 52 62 Davis, 'l'homas.... .... .. 25 Wayt, Joseph .................. 2 75 
Sarah Morrison, t............ 9 00 Mrs William Dow, t.... 2 00 --- Davis, Sr........ ....... 1 00 Wayt, Jasper ................. 2 05 
Robert Brown, t ........ , ..... 1 00 James Brown, t ......... 2 00 Total. ................ $3,560 88 Daw, Mrs. E .. .. .... .... 3 00 Wayt, Estella .................. 4 15 
David Morrison, t ............ 5 00 Sarah E. Arn, t.... .... .. 75 =Daugherty, W. H ........ 10 15 Beaver Falls Branch 
W. A. B. Ch~e and wife,t 1! 00 August Hiller and wife,t100 00 Expenditures. Fairley, E. S. a?d wife .. 180 50 < ' • • 
Walter Mornson, t........... 2 50 Geo. Lindsay and wife t. 1 00 L' . E f 300 00 Forsythe, Amelta........ 25 Forbes, W. H. and Wife .... 127 90 
Hiram McDonald, t ......... 10 00 John Wilson, t ........ '.. 5 00 Al~~~e.G:;,a~~.' i"'"'""'"zoo 04 Gillespie, Mary A . .... . 25 Forbes, Thomas T........... 12 
Viola McDonald. t ........... 1 00 Mary A. Judkins Jr., t . 20 L . St gJ h' f'""""'"216 00 Gillespie, Alex.......... 1 50 Hodge, W. W .................. 4 00 
Jennie Campbell, t ......... 6 IJO Roland Minor ai;d wife,t 10 00 M~~':::fe MacG::,·g;~"'{'""' 109 90 Hadfield, T. S ........... 2 50 ~lay, B. F ........................ 9 40 
Annie Grice, t ................. 12 00 George Goheen, t ....... 20 00 El' b th M t' ' r""" 1• 00 Haskins, S. B. and family 5 30 Stmson, R ....................... 14 00 
Martha R Crake, t ........... 6 17 Philip Phillipp in, t...... 1 00 E;,~aeHow;>:1tmr"r, ...... 240 00 Handy, M. E............ 1 00 S}mpson. Beulah ............ 2 50 
William J. Evans, t......... 2 00 Mary Grice, t ........... 14 00 Alma Compton' f ............ 123 35 Lockard, J. H............ 3 15 Vi oodward, John............ 25 
Proton branch, o .............. 12 99 Maggie Rogers t 1 00 L' · T 1' ' "£""""' 50 Ol Lewis, L. C 3 00 T ----
J. H. Taylor and wife, t ... 16 00 William Armst~ong:· ;;::: 10 00 D~~l:1 E!'~c1G;~~~r ·~""" 33 00 Long, A. T ::.:::::::::::: 5 oo otal. ................. $1,194 46 
~t. ~hm';'as branch, o ...... 5 41 Job~ Hillis, t ............ 5 00 J. r.. Mortimer, e .. : ... :::::: 10 00 McCabe, George ......... 20 00 Expenditures 

D
ar .es Clark, t ...... ,. ......... 6 00 ~tlltam !"·Jordan, t.... 2 25 John Shippy. a ............... 1 00 ~lcCafer, Jul!~ .... .. ... 1 00 E L I . · . 
amel Gray and wife, t... 8 00 uome Oltver, t ...... : ... 1 00 Samuel Tomlinson, e ...... 27 00 ~1orgau, N~ttJe.. . .. ... .. 2 75 · · {e!ley, Bishop ..... $264 55 

J?seph Osbornp. t ............ 11 00 Robt. Trusdole and Wife,t 9 00 Frederick Gregory, e ...... 43 00 McD~>well, W. ,f. and wtfe 6 13 Devore, Ella R, f. .......... 180 00 
James Eastwood, t ........... 1 00 Sr. Wm. J. Jordan, t ... 10 00 A E M t' 8 on Martm, Chester ......... 3· 00 Dev?re. L. R., e ............... 18 00 
Arthur branch, o .............. 10 00 Archie McLean and B. St. J 0~ 'mer, e ............ IS OO Murry, E. W. .... . . . . . . .. 2 00 DaVIs, J. T., e ................. 15 00 
Annie Johnson, t ............ 1 00 wife, t ................. 16 00 Ed N ~. 0';;,;\~·~ .... ; ......... 25 00 Miller, C. E. and wife ... 44 50 Ebe!ing. Minnie, f ........... 144 00 
W. A Hardy aud wife, t .. 2 00 Agnes McMurdo, t .... .. 6 00 H 0 :E.;:ans e ' ......... 40 00 Notman, Sarah.......... 05 Craig, Sarah J., f ............ 135 00 
Sr. Abe Rogers, t ............ 1 OO•John Vasbindgr and J ·h · Sh' !ct' ................. 10 00 Orr, Emma S. ... .. . .... 50 M~Dowell, J. F., e ........... 28 25 
Lomsa Hunt,( ................. 4 25 wife, t ................. 10 00 Ro {! H •e 1 ~~e ............... 27 00 Omohundro, E. E. and Gnffiths. G. T., e ............ 5 00 
Cl~r~ C~mbridge, t......... 6 00 Euphemia Gerrie, t .... • 1 00 P~st~ge ':.';;d' m~~~;·~~d~~~ 19 33 wife................... 2 00 Etzenhouser, R., e........... 5 30 
Philip Vi ells. t ................. 1 00 Alex. Kennedy, t.... .... 9 00 E L Kelle Bisho 1 000 00 Rogero, Jessie .... .... .. 10 Kelley, W. H., e .............. 10 00 
Aggie Demons, t.............. 25 William Silk and wife, t. 5 00 · · y, p ...... _, ___ Hogers, J. C............. 40 Bishop's agent's expenses 9 SO 
Clara Timbrel!, t .............. 10 00 Thomas R. Seaton, t .... 10 00 Total ................. $2,565 63 Reese, Jacob............ 3 50 Eb<:ling, Francis, e ......... 63 00 
Martha Timbrel!, t ........... 10 00 James Bannister, t...... 5 00 ___ Reese, Frank ............ 10 00 Cr~ug, James, e ............... 15 00 
Ja:mes Campbell, t.......... 5 00 Frederick Gregory and Due church ........ $ 995 25 Richardson. Sarah ...... 2 50 Shmn, Sr. D. L., f ............ 240 00 
Wmdham branch, o ......... 15 00 wife, t ................. 2 00 = Robson, Hector......... 1 10 Poor ............................... 43 25 
Robert C. Longhurst, t ..... 10 00 May Perry, t "" .......... 23 60 Scott, Martha J .. .. ..... 50 ---
Lon~on branch. o ............ 15 72 James Dixon, t .......... 1 00 OREGON. Thomas, Mls. 8 ......... 1 00 Total .................. $1,176 15 
Lewis Patton •. t ............... 1 00 William Goulding, t .... 37 00 Thomae, Catharine .... , 5 00 ---
Mary A. ,J?dkms, Sr., t ... 1 17 Fannie Jewell, t . .. . .. .. 2 50 OREGON DISTRICT. Turner, Charles E....... 2 00 Due church ........ $ 18 31 
M~rtha Wilson. t ............ 2 17 William Place and wife,t 68 00 Alma Morris, Agent. Uncafer, Julia . ... .... .. 1 00 
Elizabeth Hamilton, t...... 3 25 Albert Marchment and . Receipts Young, J. N.. ........... 15 SCRANTON DISTRlOT. 
Sam~el McLean, t ........... 5 00 wife, t................. 5 00 · Young, Chloe ..... ,, 10 A. N. Bishop, Agent. 
Bethi.aTaylor, t ............... 3 00 Jason Plato and wife .... 6 00 Due church Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 30 ~8 Young, Maggie.......... 05 Recei ts 
Mmme Snell, t................. SO Charlie Hird. .... .. .... .. 01 Mary E. Web~ter ............ 24 t6 Young, .TesEie..... ...... 05 p . 
Wilham Brothers, t ......... 10 00 Nellie Elso.... .... ...... 1 00 P?llY A. Morns ............... 11 00 Young, J. s. B.......... 25 Isaac .Tones, o .................. 3 00 
Margar~t Snell, t............. 6 50 Sarah Snell .............. 10 00 L;?a. Hale ....................... 22 65 Young, Maggie B........ 25 ,Ann Jones, o.................... 50 
R. Ma~tm and wife. t ...... 5 30 Thomas Butterfield, t... 1 00 \hlhe Hale..................... 1 ?O Young, J. N .. .. .. .. .... 1 00 ralhe J?nes, o................. 3 00 
Lura Sherman, t.............. 02 Jennie Morrison t 10 00 John and Mary Holmes ... 28 20 Wh 1' B h A. N. Bishop, o............... 1 00 
Allie Forest, t ............... 00 05 Llzzie Thomnso~. t::::: 1 00 S. W. and l\L S. Moore .... 2 O(l ee m_g ranc • Ada!?- Ro~ertson, o .......... 2 00 
Earl Johnson, t............... 05 ,Jacob Taylor 'and wife, t. 20 on Frank Holmes ................. 29 9Q Branch collectwns ........... 14 47 Wllli_~m Stevens, o ......... 2 00 
\)eorge Johnson, t ........... 25 James y, Clark, t ....... 4 00 .Tane Edwards ................ 1 2o Brewster, Marys ............ 34 ~0 Wat&m Jones, o ........... ~ 
Stella Johnson, t ............ 15 Ida M. Wilson, t .. .. .. .. 47 J!!· A,· Murray .................. 10 00 B;trnes, ARnna.................. ,o Total. ................... $ 12 50 
Irene Johnson, 1.. .. :......... 05 David H. Thompson, t .. 5 00 C.>\. Knox ..................... 10 00 R1mes, ~?ecca ............ 2 00 
Isaac Taylor and wife t .. 25 00 Atmie Cameron t 4 00 P. J. Beebe..................... 1 95 Barnes, Ehph ................ 10 00 E d't 
Martha Snell, t ........ .' ..... 10 o~ George H Row~tt'"t " .. 56 00 May Maynard .................. 10 00 Bartholomew, Florence .. 1 00 xpen I urea. 
W!lliam J. Taylor, t ....... 6 00 Robert H~mJ!ton, i .. :::: 30 00 <;arl Lobst~in ................. 50 00 Corey, Thomas A ............ 16 53 John T. Davis; e ............ $ 12 00 
~Lzabeth Jaques, t......... 1 00 Henry Bigger, t . . . . . . . . • 5 00 ~ Iorence V\ olfenden ........ 14 00 Cook, J. ~....................... 8 00 E. L. Kelley, l:llshop .... ~ 
Sr. Orn, t........................ 25 ~fasonville branch 0 8 00 fhomas Davis................. 5 00 Devore, Ella R.............. 6 50 Total $ 12 50 
John Knisley and wife, t. 4 50 Alice Knisley. t .. : •. :::: 3 50 William Taylor ............... 10 00 Ebeling, J .. E .. nnd wife ... 132 00 ................. .. 
Clarence Hiley. t ............ 25 Hichard H Silk t 1 ooiN. Madden .................... 5 00 Ebelmg, Mmme .............. 1 27 
Mary E. Jackson, t .......... G 20 John McL~an, t ', ... :::.::.::. 10 R. E. W~lts ..................... 5 00 Ebel!ng, F'rank............... 50 SANDWICH IS-
Letta Sherman, t ............ 02 Herbert Rowatt, t............ 25 Hannah rr~cy ................. ? 07 ~?elmg, ?ena................. 50 LANDS 
J .. T. Butterfield, t .......... 10 50 .Thomas Timbrell, t ......... 10 00 E. A. Wa!l,tce ................. o 00 (,Ill, Har.y ..................... 5 25 • 
Km11 Cooper and wife, t ... 10 00 Mrs 1\i. J. Johnson, t ...... 5 00 -.-,.-,. G;ll, Sarah E.................. 35 SANDWICH ISLANDS MIS· 
Da.Vld Densmore, t ........ 15 00 ,Joshua Dobson, t ........... 24 88 Total .................... ~~~.) "" Gibbs, J. R ..................... 1 00 SION. 
Orilla Beemer, t .............. 2 00 Alex. Clark, t.................. 5 00 . = Hughes, Rachel............... 5 00 
Wm .. Faulds and wife, t ... 5 00 James Reilly and wife, t .. 17 00 Expenditures. Interest.......................... 82 G. J. Waller, Agent. 
Wilham Rowatt, t .......... 20 00 J. Newberry and wife, t .. 60 00 A.M. Chase, f ............... $246 75 Kennedy, Russell H. ........ 8 75 Receipts. 
James S: Ra.in.·y, t ......... 14 05 Robert Campbell, t ......... 1 75 Orders and stationery...... 60 Lucas, c,.A ..................... 5 00 Kanui, ! ........................ $ 12 00 
Luke Gnce, !.................. 3 00 G. Buschlen and family, t 47 33 , --- L~wis, Vi Ilham ............... 10 OO Maria Niau, t .................. 16 00 
Alfred Curry, t .. : ............ 2 00 Aggie Veale, t ................ 2 00 rotal ..................... $247 35 Liston, Betty ......... : ........ ~ 00 Sr. Kauhane, t ................. 9 75 
~·Beemer and w1fe, t ····· 13 11 London Sunday school, o 6 51 --- Mart.111

' tlohn and Wife ..... 20 00 Wahniealii 1 o .................. 1 00 
~harles Hannah, t........... 1 00 Hobert G. 'l'hompson, t ... 2 00 Due church ........... $ 35 81 Panhllan, '(,'eter .......... ,..... 8 00 J. Mahuka, t ................... 12 00 
Seren~ Beemer, t............ 25 Aida Likins, t ················· 2 50 = Sm:~h, ,J. F_. A. and. Wife .. 60 05 J. Namaielua, o ....•....•..••• 1 UO 
Matthias Yerkes, t ........... 15 00 G Whitworth and wife, t '10 , Senn, Lewis and Wife ...... 6~ 20 Rebekah Keaeve, o ......... 3 GO 
Lewis Sherman, t............ 02 E. Whitworth and wife t 15 00 PENN SYLVANIA. Tary, 0. J ....................... 4o 00 G W Kualaku t 44 25 
Arthur F. ~herman, t ...... 2 00 James Pycock, t .......... .' ... 7 00 PHILADELPHIA DIS· Tary, ~ertha D ............... 2 00 Mlnnle Mah~k~, ~::::::::::: 50 
Owen Wlllmg, t .............. 55 00 Maria Legge, t ................. 1 00 Teagaiden, Margaret .J ... 2 ~0 Dan l'il<thuka, o ............... 2 50 
Sarah Blazey, t............... 1 00 T. Sinclair and wife, t ..... 5 00 TRICT. Thomas, A.M. and Wife .. 10 60 Amelia Poepoe, o ............ 1 00 
R~b~rt Dobson, t ............ 10 00 Elizabeth Meddowcroft, t 5 00 John Zimermann, Agent. !Ullom, L. D .................... 10 00 ,Joseph M. Poepoe, t ........ 20 00 
rillu0m Campbell, t ........ 5 00 Henry Lonsway, t ............ 5 00 Heceipts. Fayette City Branch. Sr. W. H. Tell, t .............. 80 00 
~~f· acF~·lld~ ....... t .... 12 00 Ada.Pycock, t ................. 2 00 Due church Ja 1 1809 $ 87 3' Baker, Ellen.................... 10 Sr. Kalae. o .................... 05 
R \tw·th ar m:r· 'f .... t. 5 00 D";vid Pycock, t ............... 2 00 William F Atkln;o · 10 OO Bri"htwell, Elizabeth...... 50 Joseph Puni, o ............... 50 

• • I · row nn w~ e, 5 00 Ahce Pycock, t ............... 65 E ; n. ······ Fields, Sarah ................... 50 Annie Kawananakoa, o... 50 
~m: Const~ble and wife;t 1 25 John E. Pycock, t .......... 65 Els><:orth,B. Hull.. .......... 10 00 ~'Jelds. Henry.................. 50 Sr. Kualaku, o ................. 2 00 
L1zz1.e Morrison, t............ 8 00 Amy Pycock. t ............... u 25 p uJwe ~earn.................. 9 03 Gaskill, Porter............... 10 Cecelia Poepoe, o............ 2 00 
Dol~Ie Holman, t ............... 10 00 Thomas Northey, t ......... 5 00 ·' andrwk ..................... 1 00 Gaskill, Stella................. 10 .John Niau, e.................. 50 
R. C Evans and Wife, t ... 25 GO Rebecca Blazey, t ............ 1 00 Harry~· ~a,nn ............... 5 ~0 Gasldll. Maud................ 10 Sr. Puni, o ..................... 25 
D. McGregor and wtfe, t .. 22 40 John Deuschling Jr. Sarah C. En.!!e ............... 1 uO Gaski'll. 'rho as 14 40. Isaiah Halualaui o I 30 
Thomas Cam b 11 t.. ... 6 00 · ' ' AlbertS. Lewis............. 5 00 . ' m .............. ' ' ' ......... ' 
David Tayloi, te ... : . .. .' ... :: 

1
o oo Cl~~s~e':'i~~e .. t ............... 25· og W. S. Hettrick................ 5 oo Gaskill. Anna ................. 60 Ed Ingham, t .................. 27 00 

William Anderson t........ 3 00 Edward 'l'hri~ "i"'"""'" g 8o Harry Carr.................... 5 00 Hull, Ida........................ 7 50 ~friend, o....................... 60 
R. B. Howlett and' wife t 3 00 Mam'ie Phi s gt ............ \ 

0 
Harry C. Engle, o............ 1 00 Hull, ~rank..................... 2 50 ' ahoy, 0 

........................ 1 00 
Elizabeth Blazey, t ...... :.. 1 00 Amos SmitKP t .............. 1 0~ Archtbald D. Angus ..... 15 00 H?ll, Geor,ge W............... 9 15 ~amJi~ takMoether, o........ 50 
S. Pope and wife, t ......... 2 00 James Duck;.o·;tb."t':·:·: ... 24 2• William M. Harrison ... 43 85 Hll~an, G. W ................. 2 00 Gr.J W ll a, 

0 
.............. i .. 1 00 

J. McLean and wife, t ..... 9 50 Jane Jordan t , ..... 2 3~ Asa Copeland........... 5 00 Mo.~on, Joseph ............... 1 00 B. k. t er, t .............. ,259 25 c MeL . 1 'f t 
5 00 

H B' d • ................. • John Zimermann 1100 00 Raisbeck, ,James .............. 5 Oll oo o Mormon sales ..... 41 60 
L~ttie Jan anc WI:· .... 

2 00 
Chenry Ir • t.................. 50 " .. "-'--- Pace. George .................. 1 20 Doc. and Cov. sales ......... 7 SO 

. . agerman, ......... arlotte Shannon, t ...... 5 00 'l'otal $1 804 33 Shotton William 2 00 T ---
LIZZie Grice, t ................. 5 00 John Whitehead, t ......... 1 00 .· · ···· • ·••· _,_. ~- Shotton', John ..... :'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.: 28 00 otal ................. $1,548 71l 
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232 THE SAINTSj HERALD. 

Expenditures. NORTHEAST TEXAS AND A sister, t ........................ 19 00 A. N. Bishop, e... . .. .. 6 00 Morse Shedd, t ............... 3 55 
Sr. Kalae, a .................... 98 00 CHOCTAw DISTRICT. --- Money orders and POBt-

3 
~usan Thompson, t ......... ~ ~g 

Sr. Kau,hane, a .............. 61 00 Ellt's Short, Agent. Total .................... $257 60 age . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 efferson Thompson, t .... . 
G 2 4 00 --- .Jennie Sanford, t............ 1 00 

U. W. ,,reene, e .............. 8, Receipts. . --- 'rota!. ........... "107 36 Frank Sanford, t .............. 1 00 
W. H. I ell. e.................. ~ 50 Expenditures. "' C 
Gu'stane K. Poepoe, e .... 370 25 Peter Adamson ............. $ 15 00 J W W'u] t f 

100 00 
--- arrie Cook, t ................. 2 60 

Book of ~Iormon printing M. lviurry ....................... 2 00 s· D 'co''d\' f ................. 51' 25 Due church ..... $ 8 38 JZ?lhnhH.Sihonll!;tsdotrf, t ...... 3 gg 
account, loan ............... 5:33 00 B. F. Pollard.................. 1 00 ,~ · ndt • .............. .. ' 

7
• = I P m e 1 o, .......... .. 

--- G. H. Hath burn .. :............ 5 00 Juoney 9: ers...... ............ , ~ WESTERN DISTRICT Louisa Shaver, t.............. 1 00 
Total ................. $1.348 75 J R. Kenney .................. 2 00 JE. WA.DV\ Jght. e ............... 23 020o Ed d W II' A . Orrin Knapp, t ............... 1 52 

~~- Arthur Gillen-. ................ 5 CO · · avis. e................. war 1 lams, gent. Laura E. Fuller, t............ 1 00 
Due church ........... $200 oo J. M. Simmons ............... 3 40 ~r. ~oothnc' a ............ t s ?? Receipts. Total ...................... $56 52 

=A. z. Rudd ..................... 3 25 r. ane . ooper, agen 87 3> Evan Lewis, t .......... $ 4 87 
J ]' .. B~dwen.................. 4 10 Total............ $257 60 Dan Davies, t .. .. .. .... 41 8957 Expenditures. 
Hollis Clapp ................... 1 00 ___ Lot B1shop, t .......... .. 
Hoss Moore..................... 1 oo UTAH DlSTRIC'r~- Pontyeates branch, o.... 5 86 A. V. Closson, f .............. 48 37 
A. L. Newton .................. 90 00 · Sr. Treharne, o.......... 1 09 Books.............................. 65 

E. Bates, Agent. D. 0. Harder ................... 30 00 Jane D. Cooper, Agent. Sr. E. A. Lloyd, o.... .. .. 24 FrankL. bawley, e......... 7 50 

TEXAS. 
CENTRAL DISTIUC'I'. 

Receipts. L. S. Moore ..................... 17 48 Receipts. Total ................... $ 18 38 Total ..................... $56 52 
W. A. Helms................. 5 75 Mira M. Durham .............. 4? 00 J. W. Wight, former agt .. 87 35 
M M E '''t he! 1 '0 ,Jack p Hervy ............... · 13 00 S h S 'th t 10 00 r. · · nLl c ............ " G. w. Sloan .................... 2 011 ara rot, •. ................. Expenditures. SOUTHERN DISTRICT. 
Mary B,anew. .................. 5 5

0
0 W. M. Genkins................ 1 00 ·~Susan ];1. V\ h1te, t ............ 20 00 S J J k f $ 1 0 C C H A t 

Florence Barnwell........... 2 0 L D ]''f 1 OO A Sister, t............... ......... 5 00 r. ane en ins, ........ 7 5 • · oague, gen · 
~· M. Nunley .................. 2 50 N.an~y 'F1~~~·::::::::::::::::::: 1 00 Sr. Maren LarsonJ t ........ 5 00 D h h .Receipts. 
t-l; H. H~y._. ...................... 10 go Jessie Lancaster.............. 1 00 A stster. per J_. W. w., t .. 10 00 ue c urc ........... $ 1 33 Due church Jan. 1, 1899 .. $ 3 35 
] rank Spwer.................. 2 0 B l!' BnrceJI 15 00 Mmme Howdtge, t .. .. .. 1 00 --- Askin, Sarah .................. 7 60 
w. R. Standefer ........... ~ s.' N: Kelso ~;;d'·;;i£~:·:::::: 5 00 Frederick Christensen, t 15 00 WEST VIRGINIA. Brott, Mrs. William ........ 8 02 

Total. .................... $29 SP Whit Dolby..................... 2 00 I $ 1 3 3 Ball, Fred M.................. 4 10 
R. E. Dolby ................... 2 OO Tota ·· · · ·· ·· · ··· 5, 5 WEST VIRGINIA DISTRICT. Barnes, ,Jane .................. 3 25 
W. J. Carr....................... ; 00 Expenditures. B. Beall, Agent. Barnes, Mary.................. 2 OU 
W T Peabody 2 00 R . t Ball, Frank A ................. 75 00 w: s:Goodman:::::::::::·.::: 1 00 S. D.Condit,f .......... $ 21 88 ecetp s. Blackman, Margaret ........ 2 50 
w. D. Kittner .................. 1 oo E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... 50 00 DueehurchJan.1, 1899 .. $ 1 27 Carrington, Martha ......... 20 00 

T L 1 $29 80 George Hanover ............. 10 00 Money orders and post- Adk~ns, John .................. 1 50 Dutton, Jaspe. r 0 ........... 2 00 0 '" .................... · gms Short.. ..................... 8oo oo age.................... 60 Adkms. Mary ............... 2 00 Dutton, Hattie M............ 1 00 
J. L. Jackson .................. 2 00 J. W. Wight, f ........... 20 00 Beall, Baronet ................. 10 O? Dutton, JuliaN .............. 6 00 

NORTHERN DISTHICT. lliva M. Bailey ................. 1o 50 Sr. Boothman, a ......... 2 00 Beall, Mary J.................. 7o Dutton, o. N .................. 50 00 
A. J. Moore, Agent. E. D. Bailey .................... 1'1 50 , --- Ferrell, Thomas K ........... 16 50 Davis, Ch:.rles ................. 50 00 

C.J. Harris ..................... 15 00 rota! .............. $94 48 F~rrell, Mary, tlen ........... 2 00 Dreyer, Joseph ............... 18 62 

8 1
' --- Givens, Susan, o.............. 50 Edgington, Eliza............ 1 60 

Sr. B.]'. Renfroe, t......... " Tot 1 $1 12! 2'3 Due church ...... $ 58 87 Givens, Flora, o.............. 05 Gaylord, c. E .................. 9 00 
B. l!'. Renfroe, t .............. 2 25 a ............ ...... ' · ' = Godby, Gordon H............ 3 40 Hicks, Lavina E .............. 100 00 
C. C. Holcomb, t ............. 35 00 .Expenditures. VIRGINIA Givens, Halph................. 50 Hoague, Mary ................ 8 94 
J~; JW. NoSrhwoodk, t .... t .......... i8 ~~ One agent Jan. 1, 1899 ..... 8 45 NEW HOPEJf DIS'I;l'ICT. Givens, Martha ............... 1! 25 Hoague, Charlie C., Jr ..... 1 18 
". · uma er, ......... 0 , Hoffman, Jonathan H...... 25 Hackett, J. T.................. 1 00 
lliatilda Giengar, t ........... 106 25 l1rs C.l{ Duncan, f ...... 85 0 Hoffman, Mary............... 50 Hare, James I{............. 4 00 
J. H Amend, t ............... 100 00 S. W. Simmons, f.. .......... :!oO 00 Isaac Coffman, Agent. K M th J 1 00 H k tt El . 1 00 Hent·y Giengar, t ............ 50 00 '1'. J. Sheppard, £ ............ 275 00 Receipt". earns, Jar a ............ 00 :<C e ' . Sle ............... .. 

E A E · f 144 uo " Kelley, ames ................ 1 Hield, Effie. o.................. 2 00 
~a~tiM~~~:et t ............. 58 gg J.'w: J:~r.'~n, .. f·:::::::::::"180 on Isaac Co~man, t ....... $100 00 McCoy, Phoebe............... 50 J~hnson, E. R. and wife .. 50~ 
E. L. K 

11 
'J3j'j;~ .......... G~ 60 I. P. Baggerly, e .............. 2 00 Maggte S. Coffman, t .. ;. 7 00 Odell, Mar~ ..................... 4 50 Kunball, Walter .............. 10 Oc• 

· · e ey, s p........ J D E. . 42 00 A brother, t .............. 10 GO Odell, Wilham R............ 4 50 Lockwood, Henry............ 9 68 
T t 

1 
$4

3
'l;;: M ·B ';'m,ke ................. 2 00 0. E. Clevela.nd, t ....... 5 00 Russell, Martha .............. 1 00 Lange. Carl w ................. 10 00 

0 a ..................... · 0 El\~ R~d:;;'~nd~ ~·:::::::::::: 10 00 Dr. P. P. Stark, t ........ 50 00 Russell, James B............ 1 00 Martin, G. W. and wife .. ; ~ 00 
E G H n·u· d c 1 10 oo --- Huley, Charles J............ 25 McDowell, OhverA ........ o 50 
<xpenditures. P~or: .... ~ .. ~~~ .. : .... ~.~-~~e .. ~-~ 30 00 Total. ............ $172 00 Smith, Sophia, Sen ......... 10 75 McDowell,_ Mrs. W. A ...... 1 75 

Sr. B. F. Renfroe, f ........ $180 00 E. D. Bailey, expense to , , . = ~mith, Louella................. 1 00 Oakes, Edith.................. 1 75 
Sr. ,Julia Moore, f ............ 165 00 Wilburton .................... 8 50 Expenditures. ~aunders, Sarah............... 5~ Oates, Thornton .............. 10 00 
T. J. Sheppard, e ........... 4 25 F. C. Keck, f .................. 14 30 J. L. Goodrich, e ....... $ 70 OO tsaunders, Bennett.......... 50 Peacock, Hannah .......... 20 00 
A J. Moore, e ................. 53 00 ___ E. I". Kelle:y, Bishop .... 102 OO Trout, John W_ ................. 30 00 Pendleton, J. T ............... 27 20 
Sr E. Hensen, f .............. 30 OC 'l'ot· 1 $ 1 1, 6 2 . ___ Williams, Lucmda ........... 2 00 Pendleton, Rosella F...... 7 50 
E. Hensen, e ................... 5 00 a ................. ' '' " ~l'otal ............. $172 00 Williams, Clara ............... 1 00 Hobinson, Serena S ......... 5 00 

Wilson, Ella.................... 25 Robinson. Handal!........... 1 00 
Wilson, Isaac B.............. 25 Sperry, Ida..................... 6 60 
Wilson, Laura................. 25 Stevens, H. D. and wife.. 6 00 

SOUTHWESTEHN DIS- UTAH. EASTEHN Die'l'RICT. Total .................... $llO 72 !:lee, Mrs. E. R ................. 1 00 
TRICT. Thomas Gould, Agent. = Stevens, Kate................. 1 00 

0. D. Johnson, Agent. UTAH DISTHICT. Hcceipts Expenditures. Tree, n; .. ~ ....................... 5 00 
J. W. Wight, Agent. · Vml, VI t!ham .................. 6 00 

Heceipts. Lydncy branch, o ...... $ 12 65 G. H. Godby, f., ............. $ 66 50 West, Almon.................. 18 
h 1 J 1 1899 $ 8 10 H.eceipts. Dan Davies, t ........... J4 61 Bro. and Sr. J. Leason, a .. 22 57 Woodstock, Marion......... 1 50 

Due c urc 1 an. ' ' .. . Due church Jan 1, 1899 .. $ 2G 95 I!; van Lewis, t ........... 31 65 D. L. Shinn, e.................. 6 00 Wildermuth. J'erorue........ 7 00 
Lou Clark, t...... ...... ........ 1 00 ,.;r. lvl. Coleman. t ........... 2 00 Ann Price, o .. .. . . .. .. .. 1 22 W. H .. Kelley, e .............. 5 00 Williams, Edward J ........ 2o 00 
Lydia Curtis, t ............... 10 45 S '·I L t 3 00 J L R D • oo W k II 1 ''0 Vtrginia Hay, t .............. 4 1o r. J> • arson, .... ......... . 'l'he>mas ones, t........ 2 44 · . evore, e............... • oodstoc , enry........... " 
Lizzie Edwards, t ............ 1 25 H. Rod mall, t ................. 18 00 Henry Eilie, t .......... 29 22 G. H. Godby, e................ 6 40 Williams, Agnes .............. 2 00 
Ruth Gifford, t............... 1 oo Sr. C. Wood!1ead, t ......... 5 00 Thomas Ellis, t......... 9 74 Total .................... $1!0 47 
Maud Chuk, t.................. 5o Sr. P. Sterrett, t .............. 10 00 Aberaman branch, o.... 3 90 ---
Pearl Clark, t ................. 5o Sr. J.D. Cooper, t ........... 15 00 David Morris, t ........ <• 1 22 Due church............ 25 
Bro and Sr. w. H. Daven~ ''A brother" per E A D.lt 17 00 Lot Bishop, t............ 2 92 Expenditures. 

port. t ......................... 5 00 Sr. A. Soderburg, t ......... :5 09 Penygraig branch, o.... 4 95 WISCONSIN. W. A. McDowell, f ......... 300 00 
Bro.und Sr.O.D Johnson,t 2 UO A sister p~r D. W. W., t .. n~ 1o James Evans, t ....... ~ A. L. Whiteaker, f ........... 180 00 

-~~ Ezra Pettit, t .................. n 00 'l' t 1 $11 • 
74 

NOHTHERN DIS'rRICT. C H Burr e 15 50 
Total .......... ' ....... '

.• 33 90 Jane Pettit, t .................. 5 00 ° a ..... .. ... .. o · · • .................. .. 
~= J-ane Chase, t .................. 10 00 William: Hutchinson, Agent. J. H. Lake, e .................. 10 00 

1 Expenditures. Receipts. J. B. Wildermuth, e........ 5 00 
Expenditures. Barah Coy, t .................... 0 00 E. M. Wildermuth, e ...... 2 00 

A J 11, $ 5 00 Sr. Chapman, t............... 5 00 Due agent .Jan. 1, 1899 ... $ 29 Due church Jan. 1,1899 $ 7 75 Peter Muceus, e ............ 5 00 
•r' i ~tore, ed..... ........ 10 , 0 James 'l'oombs, t ............ 20 00 J.D. Jenkms, f ..... :.<. 77 92 Sr. C. C. Waste, t ............ 10 OU Postage money orders, 

· · , eppar • e ......... _ ... __ "_! Sr. Hills.! ....................... _ 50 I,lall rent and band hlliB. 2 44 Alex. Me;calf, t .............. 2 50 etc .... .' ........................... 2 40 
Total .................... $ 15 50i IT. Coleman, t ................ "00 ~,r. _:yvhtte, a............. .3 90 Thomas F. Ganoe, t......... 9 60 

___ ,Sr. Gardner, t ................. 4 00 B. G. P1tt, e ............. 13 39 L. L. Cook, o ................. 3 00 Total .................... $519 90 
Due church .......... $ 18 40ill;ir. Gardner, t ................. 2 00 Sr. Stev~ns, a........... 97 Minnie Lampman, t ........ 75 Due church ........... $ 41 97 

== Sr. M. Clurk, t ................. 5 00 Sr. Liddmgton, a........ 1 22 Sr. Longsdorf, t............... 25 

Expenditures. 
A. J. llioore, e ................. 15 00 
E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 14 80 

Receipts. 

Tota! .................... $439 25 Due agent ........... $ 32 02 
WALES. 

Tota! .................... $561 87 

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF ELDERS, TO DECElUBER 31, 1899 . 

Names. .Bal. due Jan. 1, 1899. Individual Rec from Total Total Balances due. 
Church. Elder. Heceipts. Bp. &Agts. Receipts. .Expenditures. Church. Elder. 

Adams, J. W. $ $ $114 17 $ 5 00 $119 17 $146 93 $ $27 76 
Allen, Arthur 4 40 4 40 7 53 3 13 
Anderson, David A. 70 85. 40 00 110 85 113 35 2 50 
Anderson, Peter 17 08 73 00 18 25 91 25 80 00 5 83 
Baggerly, I. P. 13 70 35 00 48 70 48 70 
Baggerly, J. M. 58 76 56 75 115 51 115 51 
Baker, A.M. 4 90 27 22 12 00 44 12 44 12 
Barmore, A. C. 7 55 151 91 17 50 176 96 166 21 10 75 
Barr, Andrew 42, 10 68 95 16 52 85 47 43 37 
Beckley, J. R. 1 29 30 05 8 00 39 34 39 71 37 
Beebe, G. W., Jr. 1 33 50 72 2 00 54 05 56 26 2 21 
Bell, T. J. 3 29 35 57 18 25 57 11 56 39 72 00 
Belville, H. W. 9 51 16 00 2 00 18 00 19 14 10 65 
Biggs, Joseph 3 73 13 00 16 73 17 13 40 
Bishop, A. N. 6 00 6 00 6 00 
Blackmore, Joseph 
Blair, F. B. 13 80 175 75 105 00· 280 75 273 20 6 25 
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Names. Bal. due Jan. 1, 1899. Individual Hec. from Total Total Balances due. 
Ohurch. Elder. Receipts. Bp. & Agts. Receipts. Expenditures. Church. Elder. 

Blanchard, W. W. $ $49 18 $55 00 $l6 00 $71 00 $91 06 $ $69 24 
Bond, M. H. 73 63 28 01 35 00 136 64 136 64 
Briggs, E. C. 38 01 21 70 232 62 292 33 220 24 72 09 
Brown, J. M. 22 25 18 00 40 25 40 25 
Brown, Samuel 5 10 5 10 8 64 3 54 
Burr, C. H. 5 16 51 36 42 50 99 02 105 29 6 27 
Burton, J. F. and wife 133 65 54 30 187 95 187 95 
Butterworth, C. A. 6 96 55 08 62 04 56 16 5 88 
Butterworth, C. E. 2 61 68 41 68 41 66 80 1 00 
Caffall, James 3 65 123 02 126 67 106 15 20 52 
Campbell, Duncan 10 30 10 30 10 34 04 
Carlson, C. J. 31 00 20 54 20 54 40 54 51 00 
Carpenter, J. A. 2 50 15 00 17 50 42 50 25 00 
Carpenter, C. I. 4 67 1 00 1 00 1 00 4 67 
Case, Hubert 25 92 25 92 29 18 3 26 
Chase, A.M. 27 00 91 40 118 40 118 40 
Chatburn, T. W. 22 15 94 15 38 50 154 80 125 00 29 80 
Chatburn, Frank J. 38 95 9 00 47 95 44 12 3 83 
Clapp, J. C. 11 00 19 70 53 00 83 70 116 43 32 73 
Closson, A. V. 24 69 30 00 54 69 54 69 
Compton, Ed N. 30 78 25 00 55 7!:1 59 49 371 
Condit, S. D. 40 30 62 46 62 46 66 59 44 43 
Cooper, F. M. 25 50 52 00 77 50 77 50 
Crabb, J. C. 26 60 49 71 76 31 76 31 
Craig, James 42 00 15 00 57 00 65 75 8 75 
Daley, Thomas 1 23 118 70 112 50 232 43 196 02 36 41 
Dana, R. R. 38 96 51 45 40 00 91 45 84 15 31 66 
Davis, E. A. 85 26 04 2 00 28 89 37 50 8 61 
Davis, John 77 05 5 50 85 55 91 05 10 85 3 15 
Davis, J. Alfred 27 07 21 so 2 00 23 80 34 65 37 92 
Davis, J. Arthur 17 50 16 00 33 50 35 75 2 25 
Davis, J. T. 56 24 44 33 52 00 96 33 70 58 30 49 
Davis, R. W. 5 13 20 24 16 00 36 24 61 48 30 37 
Davis, Wm. 1 51 63.35 24 00 87 35 95 00 9 16 
Davison, H. J. 11 51 79 64 10 80 101 95 99 10 2 85 
Derry, Charles 73 90 73 31 147 21 142 21 5 00 
Devore, L. R. 16 55 22 00 38 55 38 55 
Duncan, C. R. 23 60 48 01 70 65 118 66 95 06 
Ebeling, F. J. 32 45 16 15 131 00 179 60 149 79 29 81 
Ellis, W. D. 9 20 93 25 25 00 127 45 117 63 9 82 
Elvin, R. M. 7 32 Ill 67 111 67 113 93 9 58 
Erwin, J. D. 55 00 42 00 97 00 97 00 
Etzenhouser, R. 6 92 128 40 27 30 162 62 144 45 18 17 
Evans, John R. 5 40 29 40 25 00 59 80 60 41 61 
Evans, R. C. 2 20 110 49 40 00 152 69 150 12 2 57 
Forscutt, M. H., and wife 203 57 210 00 413 57 412 52 105 00 
Foss, J. C. 77 44 72 05 72 05 93 52 98 91 
Foss, S. 0. 70 99 21 00 91 99 91 99 
Gibson, Wm. 6 50 ~ 50 26 20 19 70 
Godby, G. H. 23 29 36 80 11 40 71 49 57 47 14 02 
Goodrich, J. L. 22 55 41 25 70 00 111 25 76 23 12 47 
Gowell, M. F. 4 05 46 14 28 50 78 69 63 25 15 44 
Granger, Francis 2 00 13 50 15 50 13 67 1 83 
Grant, J. A. 34 84 63 71 45 00 108 71 110 20 36 33 
Graves, George H. 44 26 10 00 54 26 59 40 5 14 
Green, George 6 50 7 18 13 68 18 34 4 66 
Greene, U. W. 32 13 49 75 284 00 365 88 364 75 1 13 
Greg-ory, Frederick 51 88 43 00 94 88 95 51 63 
Griffiths, Gomer T. 3 30 118 90 80 00 202 20 189 90 12 30 
Gurwell, L. G. 6 52 6 52 76 06 69 54 
Haden, W. E. 2 75 29 00 31 75 35 75 4 00 
Hand, C. E., $34.32 furnished by himself 21 68 56 00 56 00 
Hansen, H. N. 39 05 20 00 59 05 56 80 2 25 
Harris, D. L. 16 00 144 70 5 00 165 70 172 96 7 26 
Haworth, Walter J. 49 06 49 06 60 26 11 20 
Haws, A. 5 65 16 85 57 00 79 50 79 50 
Hayer, Eli 10 00 18 57 16 00 34 57 42 34 17 77 
Henson, J. F. 16 21 4 47 20 68 21 10 42 
Hodson, W. S. 4 61 10 00 14 61 15 20 59 
Holt, Hiram L. 20 32 233 10 253 42 205 79 47 63 
Houghton, Leonard. 11 34 21 43 10 00 42 77 56 30 13 53 
Hunt, C. J. 21 88 29 66 21 88 51 54 83 45 53 79 
Jackson, J. W. 8 50 8 50 8 50 
Jenkins, George 53 18 25 92 15 00 94 10 109 33 15 23 
Jenkins, J. D. 3 74 45 18 45 18 40 92 62 
Johnson, L. F. 71 80 21 00 92 80 1!8 00 4 80 
Kaler, John 8 00 50 65 50 65 77 92 35 27 
Keck, A. J. 2 91 67 76 67 76 63 46 1 39 
Keck, F. C. 10 96 66 13 20 00 97 09 95 09 2 00 
Keeler, E. 111 70 48 00 159 70 163 30 3 60 
Kelley, T. (). 52 65 109 90 3 00 165 55 175 61 10 06 
Kelley, W. H. 83 20 27 40 302 29 329 69 256 49 10 00 
Kemp, Henry 2 30 79 65 81 95 77 75 4 20 
Kent, A. 50 89 6 50 30 00 36 50 40 39 54 78 
Kephart, W. H 2 25 45 85 29 00 74 85 77 32 4 72 
Lake, J. H., 10 37 90 80 55 00 145 80 140 65 5 22 
Lambert, J. R. 17 00 23 76 34 24 58 00 41 00 
Luff, Joseph 61 46 56 94 118 40 118 40 
McDowell, J. F. 144 08 131 25 275 33 257 33 18 00 
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Names. Bal. due .Jan. 1, 1899. Individual Rec. from Total Total Balances due. 
Church. Elder. Heceipts. Bp. & Agts. Receipts. Expenditures. Church. Elder. 

McDowell, W. A. 58 67 10 00 68 67 68 14 53 
McKiernan, James 33 65 42 25 75 90 75 90 
MacGregor, Daniel 5 46 164 19 42 00 211 65 217 76 6H 
Macrae, W. S. 35 20 88 36 00 57 23 63 14 5 91 
Maloney, R. M. 63 52 16 90 45 00 61 90 41 60 43 22 
Mannering, W. H. 39 07 21 22 23 50 44 72 58 90 53 25 
Mintun, J. F. 10 68 65 83 65 83 68 88 13 73 
Moler, H. E. 29 09 107 94 35 09 143 03 ll8 81 4 87 
Moler, James 28 36 37 59 18 58 84 53 79 42 511 
Montague, George 5 88 4 25 30 00 40 13 33 60 6 53 
Moore, A. B. 26 80 125 90 16 50 168 80 142 00 26 80 
Mortimer, A. E. 37 50 23 00 60 50 60 35 15 
Muceus, Peter 46 37 5 00 51 37 46 81 4 56 
Newton, William 8 25 29 55 29 55 203 44 182 14 
Nunley, E. W. 11 00 11 00 11 00 
Oehring, Robert 14 50 189 00 20350 203 50 
Parker, R. J. 44 00 17 00 61 00 62 55 1 55 
Parsons, A. H. 23 23 130 00 153 23 143 74 9 49 
Payne, S.D. 37 10 15 00 52 10 49 39 271 
Peak, W. E. 66 20 84 00 150 20 142 67 7 53 
Pender, W. S. 15 73 51 32 22 50 89 55 80 92 8 63 
Peterson, J. W. 35 83 28 190 00 273 63 255 13 18 50 
Phillips, A. B. 27 70 12 50 40 20 41 29 1 09 
Pitt, F. G. 10 59 112 43 62 45 174 88 175 48 11 19 
Porter, C. H. 13 87 44 45 1 25 45 70 72 90 41 07 
Prettyman, C. W. 
Reese, Gomer, $70.15 furnished by himself, 2 50 72 65 72 65 
Roberts, I. N. 75 56 33 22 00 79 08 79 19 11 
Robley, George W. 4 96 71 80 100 00 176 76 176 76 
Roth, J. S. 52 52 90 36 90 36 92 20 54 36 
Roush, J. B. 87 45 5 00 92 45 104 85 12 40 
Rudd, D. M. 87 76 18 00 105 76 102 57 3 19 
Russell, F. A. 100 83 5 00 105 83 117 28 11 45 
St. John, B. 19 15 39 38 32 00 71 38 78 62 26 39 
Sawley, F. L. 2 50 34 00 50 00 84 00 84 00 2 50 
Scott, Columbus 573 143 61 55 92 205 26 187 08 18 18 
Scott, J. M. 21 29 23 20 37 36 60 56 39 27 
Scott, M. R , Jr. 4 29 50 25 50 25 43 75 2 21 
Scott, S. W. L. 48 25 35 50 50 65 134 40 92 74 41 66 
Self, W. M. 16 00 16 00 22 79 6 79 
Shields, John 06 46 93 25 00 71 99 70 44 1 55 
Shinn, D. L. 41 53 21 40 38 50 101 43 56 00 45 43 
Sheehy, F. M. 72 67 30 66 50 134 52 180 64 46 12 
Sheldon, T. J. 15 54 177 45 52 43 229 88 214 34 
Sheppard, T. J. 23 75 22 50 39 95 62 45 59 00 20 30 
Short, M. T. 25 16 25 16 25 16 
Silvers, A. C. 82 5 55 48 10 54 47 4086 13 61 
Simmons, S. W. 1 20 21 85 39 50 62 55 47 30 15 25 
Slover, F. M. 40 21 40 21 49 55 9 34 
Smart, W. H. 13 55 75 40 88 95 88 95 
Smith, A. H. 5 83 149 23 79 50 228 73 241 70 18 80 
Smith, David 2 30 35 50 22 00 59 80 67 50 7 70 
Smith, F. A. 2 21 64 69 10 00 76 90 75 00 1 90 
Smith, F. C. 62 85 84 35 00 120 84 121 76 1 54 
Smith, George A. 15 59 32 00 47 59 49 00 1 41 
Smith, Heman C. 6 75 110 81 110 83 228 39 238 11 9 72 
Smith, Henry C. and wife 18 32 30 60 llO 00 140 60 200 27 77 99 
Smith, H. 0. 90 95 75 00 165 95 165 95 
Smith, Isaac M. 55 126 80 126 80 111 25 15 00 
Smith, John 48 44 20 00 68 44 63 44 5 00 
Smith, S. S. 18 30 18 30 22 71 4 41 
Smith, W. A. 73 17 73 17 7:3 17 
Smith, Willard J. 32 68 13 56 44 00 57 56 71 29 46 41 
Snively, J. S. 25 40 36 60 62 00 62 00 
Snow, C. L. 87 65 8 10 8 10 60 55 140 10 
Southwick, Henry 1 00 1 00 1 00 
Sparling, Henry 16 00 104 43 120 43 120 43 
Sparling, William 8 16 62 55 30 00 100 71 92 01 8 70 
Spurlock, C. J. 31 64 25 31 89 3119 70 
Stead, J.D. 63 70 63 70 87 17 23 47 
Stebbins, H. A. 42 98 42 98 42 98 
Stedman, E. A. 41 86 35 20 86 75 121 95 80 09 
Steffe, Frank 197 00 197 00 189 00 8 00 
Stroh, Samuel 1 00 18 49 19 49 19 49 
Summerfield, William 7 62 21 45 7 50 36 57 36 50 07 
Sutton, J. R. 7 60 37 90 37 90 39 25 8 95 
Swenson, Swen 55 41 101 72 

51 25 
101 72 111 18 64 87 

Terry, J. M. 202 64 253 89 248 89 5 00 
Thomas, 0. B. 58 60. 44 50 103 10 102 82 28 
Tomlinson, G. C. 9 55 9 55 9 10 45 
Tomlinson, S. W. .7 87 60 62 47 00 115 49 116 40 91 
Tucker, D. E. 27 74 39 21 00 95 39 62 18 32 94 
Turpen, M. M. 12 94 63 07 55 00 118 07 107 45 2 32 
Waldsmith, J. W. 35 20 31 56 66 76 66 76 
Walling, W. H. 15 22 55 87 55 87 88 73 48 08 
Walters, R. T. 18 56 31 34 31 34 56 02 43 24 
Weld, F. M. 4 00 1 95 56 40 58 35 67 38 13 03 
Wells, G. R. $5 00 85 00 119 07 34 07 
Welsh, C. P. 78 47 85 48 63 48 63 
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Names. 

White, Alfred 
White, Ammon 
White, D. C. 
White, I. N. 
White, J.D. 
Whiteaker, A. L. 
Whiting, W. W. 
Wight, D. W. 
Wight, J. W. 
Wight, L. L. 
Wildermuth, E. M. 
Wildermuth, J. B. 
Williams, T. W. 
Wood, Samuel 

THE 

Bal. due Jan. 1, 1899. 
Church. Elder. 

$14 35 

75 

$ 

11 22 

2 60 
64 79 

11 20 

57 40 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

Individual 
Receipts. 

$38 21 
15 45 
8 50 

136 04 
159 50 

20 55 
59 28 

137 22 
182 36 

36 45 
19 25 
34 29 
71 75 
19 53 

Rec from 
Bp. & Agts. 

$20 00 

29 92 
35 40 

100 00 
27 00 
68 56 
25 00 
59 00 

12 00 
25 00 
12 00 

Total 
Receipts. 

$72 56 
15 45 
38 42 

171 44 
259 50 

47 55 
127 84 
162 22 
241 36 
36 45 
31 25 
60 04 
83 75 
19 53 

Total 
Exp~nditures. 

$72 36 
36 50 
23 20 

167 66 
259 50 
45 98 
63 05 

146 84 
224 56 
70 00 
31 25 
49 27 
83 75 
39 07 

$764 02 $1,555 03 $11,098 86 $7,247 16 $19,110 04 $19,004 44 
====- = 

Balances due. 
Church. Elder. 

$ 20 

15 22 

15 38 
16 80 

10 77 

$ 
21 05 

7 44 

1 03 

44 75 

76 94 

$758 43 $2,207 86 

SAINTS' HOl\IE ACCOUNT. '!Ladles' Aid Society, Fall River, Ladies' Aid Society, Buchanan, Mich., Labm, William Bell, 
Mass., 5 00 one quilt. Labor, A. L. Ewing, 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND Miranda Ballantyne, Charter Oak, Sunday school, Carson, Iowa, one Brock, H. Ewing, 

2 25 
6 75 

21 94 
EXPENDITURES. Iowa, one quilt quilt, one comforter, two pair cot- Moving buildings, Charles 

Pasturage, J. F. Cave, 2 oo ton blankets. Butler, 20 DO 
From April 1, 1899, to January 1• !900. Past.urage, A. L. Ewing, 6 75 Mrs. Roush, Lamoni, Iowa, picture. Or}(an, Mrs. C. B. Kelley, 73 00 

Receipts. Pastarage, E. L. Kelley, 4 00 Bible class, Perry, Iowa, one qtlilt. Live stock, E. L. Keiley, 35 00 
Julia A. '.fhomas, Rockland, Sale of one barrel cement, M. J. Mrs. Martha Salisbury, one comforter. Buggy, single harness, tongue, E. 

Malne, $ 1 00 Danielson, 1 75 Dora Phelp•. one quilt. L. Kelley, 45 00 
Sale of bay to Hans Hayer, 4 43 Mrs. Anna Salyards, 2 50 Beryl Kendall, Ben~n, Iowa, one pi!- Double harness and nets, E. L. 
Sale of corn to J. w. Wight, 1 oo Pasturage, Eli Hayer, 12 00 low. Kelley, 20 00 
Sale of Jive stock, T. J. Smith, 31 44 Pasturage, James Braybrooks, 6 65 L. D. S. Aid Society, Wilber, Neb., One pair blankets, E. L. Kelley, 3 00 
Sale of hay to Ed and Chas. Pasturage, A. E. Geringer, 6 50 one quilt. W. C. Lanyon, clothing, 10 00 

Church, 3 25 Pasturage, L 0. Ewing, 3 75 Mrs. R. J. Whitney, Naperville, Ill., Refine Harvey, per bill, 16 60 
Sale of corn to Mrs. R. J. Anthony, 50 Watering stock. G. M. Peters, 5 00 book mark and fancy articles. Labor, James Bray brooks, 7 13 
Sale of hay t0 John Wahlstrom, 4 00 Pasturoge, I. W. Allender, 6 24 Willing Workers Sewing Circie, Haver- Labor, A. E. Geringer, 6 50 
Pa•tnrage, F. M. Weld. 5 00 Sale of coal to E. L. Kelley, 16 54 hill, Mass., three comfortera. Labor, L. 0. Ewing, 3 75 
Sale of hay , 0 Ed Church, 3 15 John Sparks, six bushels A. G. Mumma, clock. Labor, Barney Nelson, 30 50 
E. ll. Morgan and wife, Lucas, Io., 2 00 potatoes for rent. Blair Mercantile Co., hananas. Freight on coal, 36 10 
Sale of hay to J. M. Stub bart, 6 25 Sale of coal to Mrs. J. W. Wight, 7 16 ,John Scott, turkey and dllck. Wood, 4 00 
Alfred Thomas, Gagetown, Mich., 50 Sale of coal to Ed Sheen, 3 00 George Morrill, turkey. L•p robe, 5 00 
Julius carr, Gagetown, Mich., 15 Mary H. Raymond, Helena, Mont., 2 00 Aim Johnson, one quilt, two sheets. Labor, Aaron Allen, 4 75 
Catherine Hinton, Gagetown, Mrs. Sarah Willet, 100 00 Mrs. Joim Rudd, DJW City, Iowa, one 'rhreshing corn, James Nelson, 4 00 

Mich., 25 Visitors, 2 25 quilt. Real estate, John N. Lawrence, 582 75 
Hannah warren, Gagetown, E. E. Gilbert, one dozen tea- Expenditures. Agricultural implements, 

Mich., 10 spoon~. . . . Bowsher & Biddison, 44 75 
Alice Parker, Jamestown, Neb., E. D. Bnggs, of!ermg on msur- Balance due church April I, Medtcal attendance and medi-

two quilt covers, one patr ance, 2 00 1899, $6,595 68 cine, 
shoes. Unknown party, slx spoons. Running expenses per Miss Pasturage to J. S. Snively, 

Mrs. Stedman, board, 26 75 Unknown party, six sp!lons. Dancer, 1 04·~ 63 Labor, Vernon Newberry, 
Mrs. Hanna, board, 5 oo Mel:ssa ~asson, Linden, Iowa, Coal, '121 98 Labor, Ha!e Smith, 
Sale of hay, D. C. White, 5 90 one quilt. Insurance 120 35 
Sale of hay, Oliver Hayer, 2 35 ,Joseph Mat.her, for wagon, 4 25 ' · Total 

34 85 
4 00 
1 75 

50 

$9,895 51 
Sale of bay, M. J. Danielson, 7 10 Mrs. D L. Chapman, Persia, Io., 5 00 Superintendent of Home farm, 
Rillie 8. Moore for Otis Shum- Louis Ahrens, Kansas, per M J. Danielson, 240 15 SPECIAL COLLECTION GENERAL SUN-

way, Lee Center, Ill., 50 Herald Office, 2 50 John Hougas, carpenter work, 19 40 DAY EICHGOL A680CIATION FJR 
Sale of hay, J. L. Heathman, 10 40 John Bricker, Ariz., per Herald Fruit t.rees, D. C. Oneill, 46 00 
Sale of hay, J. A. Gunsolley, 6 60 Office, 50 Produce, 54 bushels corn@ 25 ct. 13 50 SAINTS' HOME. 
Sale offnrnitnre, J. A-. Gunsolley, 9 60 Ella Baird, Mich., per Herald Horse shoeing, Hongas, Gray By A. B. Hanson, Treas. 

Bro. and Sr. S. A. Rogers, 5 00 sr?~.clf~~'rUf,oM,ont., per Her- 1 00 Id~s~ofeed and liniment, 2I ~~ '!'he following are the receipts and 
Simeon, Neb., d't f h th · 1 s 

Sale of live stock, 63 36 aid Office, I 00 Repair of chair, Heywood Bros. expen l ures o t e e spema un-
Real estate, house and lot in 0. A. Erickson, Minn., per Her- & Wakefield, 4 75 dav school collection for furnishing 

Omaha, Neb., Henry Jones, ald Office, 1 70 One barrel molasses, 10 "1 halls of Saints' Home. Ordered by 
est. value $1,000.00. Mary A. Lewis, for care to Nursery stock. Gardner & Son, 1 00 General Sunday ~c~ool Ad ssociati?n 

W. E. Price for care of Mary A. January 1,1900, 104 00 W. B. Kelley, dehorning cattle, 50 tn C'?nven~wn at .n epen ence, Mts-
Price, 10 00 Care Home occupants for 1898 John Wahlstrom, la~or, 50 21 sourt, Aprtl4, 1898.-

Pastnrage, John Wahlstrom, 5 50 from church account, 1,50 Furniture, W. A. Ichpkins, 179 94 He~eipts. 
Abbie L. Godfrey, board, 50 00 Care Home occupants for 1899 Lumber and tilin", I. W. Allen-
P t a E C Chn ch 30 from church account, 2,131 der. ~ 117 74 Total receipts from May 9 to 
J>!:t~;a~:: Guy ·Rand~ll,' 3 50 Sale of hay, Joseph J:?mith, 2'\ oo Telephone service, 7 50 August 4, t89S, $549 27 
Pasturage, Hans Hayer, 10 50 Pasturage, A. H. Smtt~. . 27 2o Swill cart, A. Heward, 6 90 Expeuditures. 
Pasturage, G. W. Weld, 5 40 Lone R?ck br_a~ch, o~e qn!lt· Hat for Bro. Harrop, 20 "' . 
Pasturage, D. c. White, 5 65 St. Lou.ts Rehgw Soctety, tor Labor, Geo. Willis, 5 07 .u.xpenses mcident to advertis-
Pastnrage, Meudall Clnm, 1 50 cnrta.m rods, ' 1 00 Labor, Austin Olsen, S 62 ing collection in church 
Pasturage, 0. I. Thomas, 4 50 Catherme Hmton, Gagetown, Labor, George Bush, 63 36 organ, and cost <!f recetpt· 
Pasturage, Lewis Gaulter, 5 00 Mtch., . 3 00 One pair blankets, z 75 IJ!g schools and mdt-. 
Pasturage, C. F. Church, 6 00 Jatp.~s '!-nd Mary E. Htf(hman, 300 herrv plants, John Wahlstrom, 75 , vtduals, . $ 9 48 
Plowing, Elbert Smith, 50 l<atrvtew, Ill., set kmves and Labor, H. Danielson, 11 25 'lurned over to Bt<hop 
Pasturage, William Bell, 5 25 forks.. . . . . Labor, Ed C. Church, 6 70 Kelley and purchas- • ~ 
Pasturage, J. H. Newman, 13 85 Ella Batrd, ~ocb., ~or qmlt limng, 1 00 Dr. J. Moore, veterinary surgeon, 4 50 mg comnuttee, $o39 ,g 
Pasturage, Geo. Bush, 9 45 Sr. A. M. Stivers, Cal., one clock, Labor, J. H. Newman, 14 85 
Pasturage, J. M. Stnbbart, 6 50 one set tablespoons, one set Labor, J. M. Stubbart, 4 05 
Pasturage, Elbert Smith, 5 35 teaspoons. C. H. Barrows, paints, etc., 127 00 

$549 21' $549 27 
Very respectfully submitted, 

Sale of bay, E. L. Kelley, 22 12 Total $4 384 99 Mowing, A.M. Newberry, 11 9c) 
William D. Cutler, mortgage Balance $s:510 5~ Brick, R. C. Norcutt, 4 50 

A. B. HANSON, 
Treas. Gen'l. S. S. Ass'n. $125.00 for care. ' --- Labor, R. Dorsey, 1 50 

Home visitor per Miss Dancer, 1 00 $9,895 51 Labor, Charles E. Franks, 4 50 LA.MONI, Iowa, March 19, 1900. 

GRACELAND COIJ
LEGE ACCOUNT. 
WILLIAM ANDERSON. 

W. F. Elswick ................ 25 00 ll'. Steffe, Kirtland, Ohio .. 1 00 Wm. Taylor, Ore............ 25 John Allen.................... 25 
E. L. Ware ..................... 5'J Wm. Maddocks. per 'r. A sister, Iowa.................. 5 2.,oo Henrv Echternacht ........ 1 oo 
Sr. \'eo. Kemp................. I 00 Taylor, England ........... 4 87 J. M. !;everance, Wash... Sale of coal to Home..... 7 48 
Davi.d Brewster ............... 2 00 V. 'r. Glidden, Mich ........ I 00 John McKenzie, Mo......... 1 00 A friend. (R B) ............. 5 00 
A fnend .......................... 1 00 W. C. Flanders, Stewarts- G. J. Waller, H. I ........... 25 UO Mrs H. B. Gilbert ........... 5 00 

Receipts. John Kirkwood ............... 30 00 ville, Mo ....................... 10 liO A. B Purfurst, Cal ........ 7 50 A. Badham .................. 1G 00 
Wm. T. Kyte ................. $ 2fi oo James Lapwortb .............. 30 00 Nellie Martin, Perry, Io .. 2 00 M. c. and E. H. Fisher, Mrs. J. H. Royce ........... s oo 
John H. Hansen .............. 50 00 ~ohn L]JP'r.rth ....... t ...... 3~ gg ~·and M.Jllger, ,Olli~: .... i go Mass ............................ 25 00 W. W. Houseman............ 1 00 
Sr. Branard, byJ. W. James M. Kipfenco t ...... 2" argaretK.' c enzie,O IO.. 0 R. H. Davis. Kan ............ 2 50 Flo. Bailey ..................... 1 00 

Wight ........................... 5 00 ames · el ey .......... ~ r.::'~c~arl:~bj~l, ~~,:,~ ..... ~ ~g Priscilla Davis, Kan ........ 2 50 Julia Baker ..................... 1 00 
Wm. Anderson ................. 30 Oo T t I $lGI sn J W . • ·• ..... Wm. C. N1rk, Iowa......... 1 00 Ella Davis....................... 5 00 

o a .................... · · Martm.................. 1 00 A. M. Nirk, Iowa........... 50 Peter Bailey................... 3 00 
= Afrien~, Neb .................. 25 00 Emma Weeks, Iowa........ 25 Mary Emrick .................. 1 00 

E. L. KELLEY. V~ra K!nne, Iowa.......... ?? Thomas Hughes. Iowa..... 25 ,Tobnatban Emrick.. ......... 1 00 
J H HANSEN R Mide Kmne, Iowa........... 2n P. W. F'redrickson. Iowa .. 10 00 L. M. Smith................... 25 

· · · eceipts. Lys!e Kin';le, Iowa.. ........ 2~ S. Bartlett, on contract ... 18 Oil Samuel and Alta Stroh... 5 00 
Receipts. Mrs. W. H. Kelley, La- Chester Kmne, Iowa........ 2o S. C Diggle, on contract .. l22 GO D. 1<'. Nicholson .............. 25 00 

D. C. Kinnaman ............ $ 10 00 moni, Iowa.................. 5 00 Lloyd Marteeny, lowa..... 1 00 A sister .......................... 25 00 Sr. B. Haws .................... 2:> 00 
Mary P. Davis................ 30 Miss J. Russell, Kirtland, John Hall, Iowa .............. 1 00 Higbee, Mo, branch........ 90 E B. Morgan and wife ..... 1 00 
W. C. Fetter................... 50 Ohio............................. 25 The following names were List per Herald Office ...... 41 06 W. A. Smith and wife...... 1 00 
Mrs. Geo. Kemp, Jr......... 50 Miss Eva Householder, not published, but amount was Annie L. Stuart............... 1 50 
]'. Good ...... , .... ., ... ,,....... 1 00 Kirtland, Ohio.............. 50 included in last report:- ,John F. H;:;rris, Jr ....... ,... 10 Andrew Johnson.............. l 00 

Tota!. ................... $110 00 

19 

·------ .... -----
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236 THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Alma Fyrando ................. 1 00 James F. Lippincott ....... . 
Sr. Thomas Thomas........ 50 C. J. Lundeen ................ . 

--- Sr. Ellen Pierson .......... . 
Tota! .................... $465 51 JohnnyT. Wood ........... .. 

= H. R. Hansen ................. . 

HERALD OFFICE. ~sa~~ ~~;lfl~ ... J~··.:·.:·::.:·:.::·. 
Receipts. Mrs J. W. Newberry ..... . 

Mrs. E. Ewhhorn .......... . 
H. T. Watson.................. 1 Oil Elizabeth Grimmett ...... .. 
George D. Satterfield ...... 10 00 Brooklyn. S. S., N.Y ..... .. 
William Leeka ............... 5 OD John Smrth, Mass ........ .. 
Clay Cross Branch, Eng .. 10 00 A Sister, Ore ................ . 
Ella S. Calor.................... 1 50 0. E Coiner .................. .. 
Henry Tabbiner .............. 5 00 '1'. J. Lawn ............. . 
M. J. Shafer .................... 5 00 James Bowman ....... . 
Robert Ballantyne ........... 2 00 Samuel Rowley ........ . 
Wallace burg Branch,Ont. 50 J. A. Pratt .............. . 
Mr. and Mrs.S .. McMullen 1 00 Laura I. Cook .......... . 
Bro. and Sr. L. Korf ....... 2 00 J. Jolley ................ . 
D M. and Nellie Rudd ... 5 00 Mrs. M. Le Gay ......... . 
G. W. Anness................... 50 Nettie Pnulson .. . 
C. ,J. Spurlock................ 51 Mrs M. H. Forscutt .... . 
John Farley.............. .. 1 00 S'"ter Eliasson ........ .. 
Youngstown Branch, 0 ... 2 00 Olive M. Ames ........ . 
Mrs. C. M. Woodford...... 1 W Clara C. Smith ......... . 
William Griffin................ 3 05 Rock Creek branch, Ill., 
E. Barrows ..................... 5 00 Mrs. E. Austin ........ .. 
Will•am Talbot............... 1 00 Mamie Paulson ......... . 
Mrs,- William Watson...... 1 00 John Day, Oreg. 
0. S. Gunnerson ..... ....... 10 
John Wood and wife........ 50 Sr. J. Remer .......... .. 
Grace Wood................... 10 Sr. R 0. Fields ......... . 
Ellen Fletcher................. 50 Sr. L. E. Fiel<ls ........ .. 
Jllrs. E'. 0. 'l'homason...... 1 00 Mrs. C. Fosber ......... . 
A. H. Adams .................. 2 00 t>r. Lina M Hale ...... . 
Mrs. Samuel Sloan ......... 25 George Gundlach ....... . 
Anna and Mary YYinship.. 60 Mrs. Carson ............ . 
A. c. Bell........................ 10 Mrs. Aida Myres ........ . 
J.l!'. l{edfield ................... 1 00 Me. Column ........... .. 
Andrew Peterson............ 1 00 Basford ............... .. 
Ella Baird......... ............. 1 00 Larry Oconar .......... .. 
Mr. and Mrs.M. W.Barrett 10 00 Mam 'l'ims ........... .. 
Auburn Branch, Iowa ..... 10 00 Mrs. E. E. Luce.... . .. 
John Hoi.1gas .................. 3 00 Mrs. Baley ............ .. 
Charles Albertson ........... 10 00 Mrs. Ashford ......... .. 
Mrs. David Dancer ......... 8 50 Mrs. McCallum ....... .. 
:Minnie Ebinger............... 5 00 Mra. :&:L E. Timms ..... . 
Ella Parker ..................... 1 00 W. W. Ager ............ . 
John Teasdale................. 50 Sr. N. A~er ............ .. 
Sarah A. Morris .............. 1 CO Sr. T. M. Fields ....... . 
JuliaN. Dutton ............... 1 00 Mrs. Rnchel Luce ....... . 
A. A. Robbins.................. 10 Bro. Alma Norris ...... . 
Leialah A. Lewis ........... 1 50 Vil!ie •r. Hale .......... . 
l\lrs. G. W. Anness........... 25 Julia Norman .......... . 
J. E. Condit .................... 1 00 C. J. Johnson .......... . 
James F'arley.................. 1 00 Mr. Aldrich ............ .. 
Clinton Williams ............ 1 00 John Luce ............. . 
Edwin Sandy.................. 1 00 Chas. Cassady .......... .. 
WillS. Pender............... 1 00 A. J. Flemmgs ........ .. 
John Dyche.................... 51 Mre. S. Hall ............ . 

1 00 Mr. Hinch... .... .. .... . 25,Mrs. A. R. Crippen......... 50 Chain............................. 10 
45 L. Hackeney ........... · · 0~ New Bedford Branch, Oliver Hayer .................. 8 00 
20 lllr. Remer.·· .. ··· .. ·.... ~~ Massachusetts .............. 12 09 Ella D. Whitehead ......... l6 50 

55~ M~~: 1Tef1":.~~.~~:::::::: 2~ lt'f· ~· ~~~~.~~·~;; ............... 1 ~g 0. H. Riggs, M.D ............ 8 00 
10 Cash .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1 10 R.' A: Gune'olley :::::::::::::: 50 Arthur H. Adams............ 2 00 

5 00 Ruth Gunsolley............... 50 E. A. Blakeslee................ 8 00 
1 00 AlbertT. Davis ......... 1 ~? Geo. H. Gunsolley........... 50 John Scott ...................... 8 00 

50 Annie Miller .......... · '' A. H. Anderson ............... 5 00 A. B. Hanson.................. 8 00 
50 Elizabeth Tucker· . . ... 25 Chain letters received by Bertha A. Greer .............. 8 00 

5 OO,.Joe. E. Ebeling ........ · 1 00 J. A. Gunsolley ............ 7 10 Lamoni I~eligio ............... 17 64 
1 00 Mrs. Eliza E.ukes........ 1 00 John G Hallam .............. 1 00 

25 fiLs. S. Turner.......... 50 Young Peoj)le·~ Mutual E. L. Kelley.................... 8 00 
1 00 Geo. ~vallem .. .. .. . .. .. 1 00 Advance i:loctety, Chain.............................. 50 

25 Mrs. B. Bardsley .. .. .. . 1 00 Omaha, Neb ......... · 5 25 A Friend ........................ 25 00 
1 00 D. F. Nicholson......... 8 oO Mary E. Turner ......... · 10 Ellis Short ....................... 15 00 
1 00 Matilda Percival . . . . . . . . 25 Effie Adams Benedtct · ·. 5 00 Rosa Wr:ght .................... 25 00 
2 00 Mrs. E. Adams.... . . . . . . 1 00 Ada B. Sanford ...... · · · 1 00 Jennie H. Newton.......... 5 00 

50 Chas. Cooper .. . . .. . .. . . 1 00 Butterworth, (Ans.)..... 1 22 Mrs. E. B. Edson............ 5 00 
1 00 Crescent t;unday school. 15 53 Sr. Butterworth, (Aus.) · 1 22 John i:lobinson, .Jr.......... 5 00 

20 Mrs. E. E. Holman...... 59 Leyland, (A us.) 61 Frances s. Cross............. 50 
10 Oliver Hayer............ 8 50 .J0hn Scofield, (Eng.) .. . 1 20 Nora Short .................... 10 00 

2 00 Chain to March 31 ...... 280 50 VIda Elvm ............ · 5 56 Mrs. Anna Green............ 10 
1 00 James Comstock.............. 50 Bro. Sheffer .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10 Mary M. Green ............... 50 

50 Mrs E. S. 'l'ainter ........... 5 00 Sr. Vanallm · · · · · · · · · · · · 10 Dexter F. Coombs........... 2 00 
1 00 ~'.G. Spaulding.... .......... 50 Sr. S. Mngg.............. 10 Frank Criley .................. 8 50 
3 05 A Sister, Cal................... 5 00 Geo. D. Satterfield . . . . . . 5 00 A. B. Hanson.................. 8 50 

10 E. A. Blakeslee ............... 8 50 HansHansen .. , ......... 100 ,Jane Fuller..................... 25 
10 Effie Adams Benedict .... 8 ~0 Mrs .. J. L, C~ddmgton... 25 Ralph G Smith ............... 5 00 

Mrs. Davrd Dancer......... 8 oO Ladies Aid SoCiety, Fall F. Christie....................... 70 
Mrs. William Nnnn......... 25 River, MaEs .. .... .... 5 00 Ellis Short ...................... 25 00 

10 Persie Nunn.................... 25 D.1'. Shaw.· .. ·......... 20 Cora Cunningham........... 10 
10 Mrs M A. Wetherell...... 50 0. H. Riggs .............. 8 50 w. L. John ..................... 2 50 
10 Inez U. Brown................. 10 Chain, from March 31, to John Scott....................... 8 50 
10 Charles Morgan............... 5ll July 27, 1899 .. .. . .. . . 8 10 E. L. Kelley.................... s 50 
10 Blanche Slonecker ......... 10 Arthur H. Adams.. . . . . . 2 00 Oliver Hayer.................. s 50 
10 J. G. Vickrey.................. 10 Bertha A. Greer......... 8 50 s. 'l'. Day....................... 5 00 
10 Mattie McPherson........... 10 Will tam Clark........... 50 J. w. Karr ....................... 1 50 
10 Carrie Sund ......... ........... 1 00 James Parks .. · .. · ..... · 2 ~0 Dow City branch ............. 17 00 
25 Emma Smith .................. 1 00 Baxter, (Aus.).. ....... til J. A. Newlin .................... 5 00 
25 William A. McClain ........ 1 OU John Jones. (Aus.). .... ~1 Arthur H. Adams ............ 2 00 
25 Ardelia 1\L Clark............ 50 Keppe, (Ans.)..... .... .. 61 Mrs. G. A. Blakeslee ...... 10 00 
10 D. A. Anderson .............. 2 00 A.. J•mson ............... 5 00 Wm. Clow ..................... 5 00 
05 Una Guthrie.................... 50 M. E. Horton .. . .. .. .... 10 Carl Rudolph .................. 5 00 
10 W. E. Williamson ........... 5 00 Bro. Blackman.......... 10 Ella D. Whitehead ......... 8 50 
25 Nathan Teale .................. 1 00 Sr. He! yea .............. · 10 A. B. Hanson ................. 8 50 
25 Mrs. Zylpha Cochran ...... 25 Sr. 'l'. Mogg ........ · .. · · 10 o. H. Riggs, M.D........... 8 bO 
10 Susie Tainter.................. 1 00 Bro. Geo. Tayl~r · · · · · ·.. 10 E. A. Blakeslee ............... 8 50 
10 'l'homas W Murphy........ 10 Effie A. Benedrct .. .. .. . 3 50 Mrs. M '1'. Short ............. 10 00 
10 Sarah J. Ross ................. 1 00 Mrs. R M. M.nard .. .. .. 10 Geo. Harrington.............. 5 00 
10 Robert. Winning .............. 25 00 Sr. Ever1tt. .... ·.... .... .. 10 G . .J. Waller .................... 25 00 
10 C. E. Blair ....................... 20 ou John Smith ........ · .. ·· 1 00 Anna Dancer .................. 8 50 
10 London Branch. Ont ....... 55 00 Nellie Booth . . . . . . . . .. 1 00 John Scott....................... s 50 
10 Nellie Nunn.................... 25 .Tohn Heap.............. 10 Oliver Hayer ................... 8 50 
10 Omar Nunn .................... 25 Edwi~ T. Da~son. .... .. 10 'l'heresa Carpenter........... 50 
25 Almua M. Snow.............. 10 Waddmgton S. S., Cal. .... 1 00 Bro Honk's boys............ 50 
25 R. W. F'illmore and wife.. 50 Sr. Eliza Anderson ......... 1 00 Mrs. E. D. Whitehead..... 8 50 
25 F'all River Branch 1 Mass .. 9 75 James Worthmgton ........ 1 00 __ _ 
25 Mrs. ~ereno S. Robinson:. 50 Sr. Wm. Worthington...... 50 'l'ota!. ................. $1,200 27 
25 Dora Vickrey.................. 10 Sr. S. Hobinson......... ..... 50 
25,John Scott ....................... 8 50 P. Peterson ..................... 5 00 

DIED. 
MEFFERD. - Virgil Mefferd, born 

August 29, 1837, in the county of 
Muhlenberg, Kentucky. With his 
parents he landed in Pottawattamie, 
Iowa, June 25, 1850; thence to Harri
son County. He was married to Jane 
C. Cadwell in 1866. Was baptized into 
the Reorganized Church by Elder 
Chal"le~ Derry, at Woodbine, Septem
ber 15, 1889. He died March 20, 1900, 
leaving a wife and three children. He 
had suffered much, but retained his 
faith in the religion of Jesus Christ, 
and it is hoped is resting in the para
dise of God, awaiting the resurrection 
of the just. He was buried from the 
Saints' church; funeral sermon by 
Elder Charles Derry, at his rEquest, 
from the words in Hebrews 9:27, 28. 
Elder Kibler, at the request of the sick 
wife, held a brief service in their 
house, prior to the departure for the 
church, which afforded comfort to the 
bereaved and afflicted companion, who 
was not able to attend the funeral 
service. May God comfort her and 
her children. 

urrection. Sister Dora was born Feb· 
ruary 14, 1881; baptized September 24, 
1893, and was 18 years, 1 month, and 17 
days old when she died. The burial 
services were performed by J. R. Mor· 
ris, a Methodist preacher. Later, 
Elder E. Keeler preached a memorial 
discourse to friends and neighbors. 

To them have been born five sons and 
two daughters, four sons and one 
daughter still remain, and are resi
dents of Gallatin County. In 1857, 
with his family, he came to the United 
States; in 1860 he crossed the plains by 
way of Utah, and thence to Bannack 
and Alder Gulch, settling in Gallatin 
County, Montana, at his present home 
in 1864. He united with the Reorgan
ized Church September 29, 1867, and has 
been an active member and worker of 
the same till death claimed him. 

HouK.- At her father's residence 
near Garey, California, Dora Houk, be
loved daughter of Bro. John and Sr. 
Angeline Houk. . Sister Dora had been 
sick some time at- her sister's home in 
Los Angeles, and improved so much 
that her mother took her home; she 
soon became worse, and in two days, 
surrounded by parents and brothers 
and sister, she passed away, and the 
sorrowing ones were called to lay her 
away to rest until the Blessed One 
shall coml:l, when we hope she wiil 
come fortn in the glory of the fi.rst res· 

SHUPE.-Riley Shupe, born in Gray
son County, Virginia, in 1830. He was 
the son of Peter and Sarah Shupe, and 
with his parents moved to Brown 
County, Illinois, in 1842; remained un
til the spring of 1846, when he went to 
Nauvoo, and started for the West, ar
riving at Council Bluffd, Iowa, in 1847. 
Came to Harrison County, Iowa, in 
1850. Was married to Cynthia Lock
ling- in May, 1851; his wife was a native 
of Vermont. Having no children of 
their own, they adopted four homeless 
ones, and educated them and cared for 
them as they would for the fruit of 
their own bodies; they with their fos
ter mother survive him. Besides his 
wife and the four adopted children he 
leaves a brother, a sister, and a host of 
relatives and .friends to mourn. He 
died in Calhoun Township, Harrisnn 
County, Iowa, August 26, 1899. Fu
neral preached at his home by Elder C. 
Derry. He was known as a kind and 
loving husband and father, and was 
loved and respected by all who knew 
him. He was a member of the church, 
but the writer does not know the date 
of his baptism. He who shelters the 
homeless, and cares for the fatherless, 
will not lose his reward. 

REESE.-John E. Reese was born 
June 12, 1818, at Carpont, Carmarthen
shire, Wales; was married to Mary 
Davis at Morristown, Wales, in 1838. 

?0 

BILLINGS.-Elizabeth C., wife of P. 
B. Billings, died at her home, Sargent
ville, Maine, March 9, 1900. She 
would have been 70 years old had she 
lived till August, and nearly forty
eight of those years were spent with 
her companion. She was a true and 
faithful wife and a kind mother. She 
never joined a church, but was a Bible 
reader, always respected religion, was 
both honest and prompt in business 
and in fact was a superior woman. Fu
neral services at the Baptist chapel, 
conducted by Rev. E. S. Drew. She 
had a sweet voice and was often heard 
singing:-

There is a place where my hopes are stayed, 
.M:y hPart and my treasures are there, 

Where flowers immortal never fade, 
And fields are eternally fair. 

That blissful place is my father's land, 
By faith its delights I explore; 

Come favor my flight, angelic band, 
And waft me in peace to the shore. 

ALLEN.-At Kansas City, Missouri, 
March 22, 1900, son of Elder Arthur 
and Sr. Jessie A Hen. He was born 
December 16, 1899. Funeral at the 
home, conducted by Elder R. M. Elvin; 
sermon by E)lder B. J, Scott. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
~===============================---

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
81.00; three months 50 cents ; single copies 5 cents; 
uample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. · 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
aolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
.rrank Oriley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
(!rafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
bo not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
<lils.ss mail matter.) 

For Sale at Independence 
An improved Building Lot, 4 blocks from center, 
for $250. Over 75 choice grape vines, a number 
of fruit trees and a good cistern on the place. 
~Will be at Conference. Address, 
2t DR. J. S. LAWTON, St. Joseph, Mo. 

'W'ILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Quit-to-bac has cured hundreds of other•, if you 

usc• tobacco and want to quit, why delay longer? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR· 
ANTEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
STAMPS taken. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

THE CONFERENQE OF 1900. 
LAMONI, lOW A. 

The General Conference will meet at La
moni, April 6. It is time to consider how to 
get there. The Wabash Railroad is the great 
connecting link betwen the East and the 
West. It is the through line from Buffalo, 
Niagara Falls, and Detroit to Chicago. In 
addition, it has a line from Toledo and Kan
sas City, by way of St Louis, as well as via 
Decatur, Springfield, and Jacksonville. The 
Wabash runs free reclining chair cars on all 
through trains. For map and any other in
formation, write F. A. Palmer, A. G. P. A., 
97 Adams St., Chicago. 13-2t 

KEOKUK & WESTERN It. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45 p. m., arrive at D619 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arri't'e 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

T.lliAvHmRS' BIBLE. "The Belt
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6!x8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ....•...•••. $2 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined. and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .••••••••••••••••••. $ 35 
Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
eizes ·I> • ·" (I ., o Q. o., o. & ~ o e ". , o SO and ISO 

I ' OL.3 
~--------~ 

takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count .of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with.the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included.. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith .and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith.. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE T 
NE TESTA E 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition--clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

RANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 7!» 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ......................•.... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•.•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .....• 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .........•.. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper .••••.••.••.•.•.•.•.•.••.. $0 25 
Cloth coe~o,eoo~e~g0oeoeQ00$e9ooa 35 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Musio 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides .•••.•.. $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . • . • . .. . • • • . . .. .. • . 2 W 
With music onlv .. .. • • • • • • • .. • • • . 1 !5 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ....................•...... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . • . . 1 25 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 30 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . . . 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor- . 
vaniserede J esu Christi Kirke a.f 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs .................•......... $0 1~ 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Brauch Records . $2 50 
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SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. .ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. D.A VID DANCER, Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. D. F. NICHOLSON, 
OSCAR ANDERSON, .Ass't Cashier. Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSO:N, 
Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
J!ncorpolt'ated under the laws of' tlae §tate of Iowa, July 1, 1!'19§, 

Total assets Ja:mmary 1, 1900, $133,032.34; Halt'ch 1, 1900, 11Hl'>3,29JJ..24. 

We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
letters of inquiry will be promptly and care!ully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

§TOCKUOJ,DJER§ :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resse~nie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopk'ns. 

,~& ~~ -~~~r 

I .. ~ · I 
~ America's Leading Review ~ 

~ ~7~1'~~: ~ ~ EDUCATION ~ 

I LITERATURE To read The Forum is to keep ~ 
SOCIOLOGY in touch with the best thought of 

~~ ART 1 
~- THEOLOGY the day. To be without it is to ~ 

11 THE DRAMA mtss the best help to clear think-
Jj MUSIC 
~ SCIENCE ing. d 

~ INVENTION I i COMMERCE ~ 

~ Subscription price, $3.00 a year. ~ 
~ Single copies, 35 centse ~ 

I ~ 
~ The ll~~:t~:ve~:~~:~i:~k. Co., ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

FURNITURE STORE FOR SALE! 
AT LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Will sell the stock with the building, or without the building to suit the purchaser. The stock 
consists of all kinds of Furniture, Undertaking Good8, Carpets, Shades, Mouldings, Sewing Machines, 
etc. The business was established in 1885, and has always enjoyed a good patronage. This is the only 
store of the kind in Lamoni, and is an excellent opportunity for the right party. The stock will now 
invoice about $±,000. Satisfactory reason for wanting to sell furnished on applicaLiun. Call on or 

~ v,~ ,'Ln_:e_,:~ ~ll~ ~F~!• 

MERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits, Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

SOUTH 8IDH BARBHR SHOP. 
Call and see the proprietor and get a good 

hair cut and shave. My work is of the b'lst. 
Local residence ten years. Laundry in con-
nection. F. A. BLACK. 

3 Acre Farm 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20x28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24x24 ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

80 
ACRE FARM FOR SALE. Twoandone 

half miles from Lamoni, Iowa. Good 
story and a half house; barn, granary, 
crib, sheds, large hog-tight pasture, three 

wells, orchard, and shade trees. Well set to timo
thy. An excellent small stock farm. For terms 
and further information, address, 

MRS. NELLIE HANSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
OR SALE, 

Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 

if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

Lamoni Sanitarium. 
Believing that there should be a place where 

Saints and others who have not faith to be healed 
can be treated with "herbs and mild food" by "a 
friend" and where surgical and other means can 
be used if needed, I have decided to open a sani
tarium at Lamoni, Iowa, for the treatment of all 
chronic diseases, also a surgical department where 
operations can be done with skill and modern 
appliances. 

Special attention will be given to diseases of 
women. ruptures, piles, and tumors. In these dis
orders I have had large experience. Testimonials 

I of cures sent on application. 
Specialists from Chicago and St. Joseph will be 

consulted in difficult cases. Chronic diseases will 
be treated largely by baths, massage, and elec
tricity. 

I have practiced medicine and surgery for 
eighteen years. I have taken special courses in 
the above-named diseases at New York City, 
Louisville, Chicago, and St. Louis hospitals. 

Temporary rooms have been engaged and pa
tients can be received at any time. Consultations 
free. Write to me about your case. 

J. H. HANSEN, M. D., Lamoni, Iowa. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion . 
.A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. .Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A.. HA. WS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
not traceable to the original church organi· 
zation. Per dozen 15 centsj $1.00 per 100, 
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CONTEN'l'S: J This army, commanded by the 
EDITC?RI;"L: . . . . 

1 

most famous chiefs, cannot whip the 
the object had nothing to do with the 
Boers, but was to denounce those of 
the clergy who received pay from the 
Church of England and at the same 
time did work for the Church of 
Rome. 

Zwn s _Rehgw-L1terary So01ety Con- Boers, who are only peasants impro· 
T;:~~~~~~i ·s~~-d~y ·s~b.-o'ol C"o'~ ;~~~ · 237 

vised into soldiers, and_ three times 
tion ............................... 240 less numerous than the1r foe. The 

The General Conference ............ 245 easy reputation is has acquired in the 
ORIGINAL POETRY: course of wars undertaken against 

Dilad and Rtsen ..................... 251 h lf 1 t' h d.d 1 
LETTER DEPARTMENT: .................. 252 a · savage popu a lOllS as SU en y 

The question of the right of free 
speech in England is becoming more 
important daily. So many pro-Boer 
meetings have been broken up and so 
many speakers have been maltreated 
for daring to express in public views 
opposed to popular ideas that the ne
cessity for Parliamentary action in 
the matter seems imperative. 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: ......... 252 vanished when it found itself before 

RUSSIA HAS NO FEAR OF ENGLAND. 

Why should England protest or 
make a. fuss because Russia has 
massed troops at Kushk and taken a 
foothold in Persia? We are at home. 
England has nothing to say about 
what we are doing within the limits 
of our own domain. 

As for Persia, she is not, so far as 
I know, a vassal State of Great Brit
ain. She is free to grant concessions 
for railroads to whomsoever it seems 
good to her, and to contract loans 
with whomsoever she pleases. Noth
ing in all that concerns the English. 

But had not England been uncom
fortably engaged in south Africa she 
might not have let these things pass 
without saying something; for she is 
a great talker. 

Unhappily, or happily, as you pre
fer, Russia is a power devoted en
tirely to works of peace. Our 
emperor is pacific, our people are 
pacific. We are all pacific. The 
puissant monarch who took the initia
tive in The Hague conference owes it 
to himself, owes it to Europe and to 
the world, not to let lodse war with
out extreme necessity. 

The question that every one here is 
asking himself is, Can we passively 
assist at the complete crushing of the 
Dutch population of south Africa? 
And it will be necessary to answer it. 
For above the interest of peace lies 
the interest of humanity. It is im
possible to disguise it; the war which 
the English are making against the 
Boers is essentially a war against 
humanity. In this regard what our 
Emperor will decide I cannot say, or 
even know, at present. But he will 
decide something, for his heart bleeds 
at the sight of what is happening in 
south Africa. If he takes his time in 
deciding it is because his decision will 
be of great weight for Europe and 
for the world. 

Whatever the Emperor decides, 
Russia will carry it out- and without 
fear of the English fleet, even admit
ting that it be what the English pro
claim it to be, invincible, than which 
nothing is less certain, because noth
ing is less proved. And we have 
even less fear of the British army. 

white soldiers and commanded in 
European style. 

If England were to have a war with 
Russia she would be irrevocably lost. 
There is not a shadow of doubt about 
that. 0! we shall not go to seek her 
out in her island, where, anyway, she 
is stifling. But we shall know enough 
to strike her where she is most vul
nerable, in India-within our reach. 

I believe she will surely defend her
self with all her strength, but that 
she will no less surely succumb. The 
day the Russian avalanche, rolling 
from the heights of the Pamire, 
crashes down upop. India with d::edal 
force, Britannic domination in the 
vast empire of the East will be at an 
end. - Count Mouraviejj, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, in Chicago Tribune. 

STAND FOR FREE SPEECH. 

At Hampstead the Liberal Radical 
association yesterday passed a resolu
tion condemning the recent attempts 
to deprive the English people of their 
inalienable right to free speech in 
public meetings, and calling upon the 
government to take immediate steps 
to secure the performance of their 
duties by the local authorities, and in
stitute proceedings against that por
tion of the press to whose incitement 
these attempts are largely due. 

The Free Speech Defense Commit
tee met to-day at Highbury, W. B. 
Parker of the London Trades coun· 
cil presiding. A free speech reso
lution was declared carried after 
considerable opposition. The po
lice were in attendance, but did 
not intervene until the close, when 
they dispersed the crowd.-Chicago 
Tribune. 

London, March 19, 3 a. m.-The 
stop-the-war advocates are having a 
rough time trying to promote their 
cause through public meetings. At 
Leeds to-day the peace lovers were 
prohibited by the authorities from 
holding a meeting at the city markets. 

Two of the leaders attempted to ad- EVIL EFFECTS OF CIGARETS ON 
dress a gathering in one of the recrea- BOYS. 
tion grounds known as Jews' Park, I maintain that cigarets, either 
when the crowds immediately began adulterated or unadulterated, are not 
shouting "Rule Britannia," waved beneficial to anybody, man or boy, 
Union Jacks, and pelted the orators and are more or less harmful to all 
vigorously with snowballs. Both es- who use them. I have no doubt some 
caped with difficulty, minus bats and people can use them without serious 
badly bruised. result if the quantity is limited, but 

A big mass meeting will soon be that is also true of alcoholic drinks, 
held in London to demand free opium, and absinthe. 
speech. I want to repeat here the statistics 

James Jeffrey of the London given by me in a recent address in 
County Council announced at a meet- Cincinnati. I said there: ''On the 
ing of the Metropolitan Radical first day of this month we had 278 
Federation yesterday that 1,000 boys between the ages of 10 and 15. 
workingmen were to be enrolled as Of 63 of this number with the aver
an army for defense for speakers and age of 12, 58 were cigaret smok
others taking part in peace meetings. ers; of 133 of them with the average 

At Wakefield the followers of John age of 14, 125 were cigaret smokers; 
Kensit, who looted a church the other 82 were 15 years of age, of whom 73 
day, held an open air meeting sur- were cigaret smokers. This demon
rounded by police. Their speeches strates .that 92 per cent of the whole 
had no reference to war, but, fear- number were in the habit of smoking 
ing a misapprehension of this in- cigarets at the time they committed 
tent of the meeting and the con- the crimes for which they were sent 
sequent attack, a Union Jack was to the reformatory; but even more as
held up by each speaker, who, to I tonishing is the fact that 85 per cent 
make it doubly sure, explained that had become so addicted to their use as 
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to be classed at the time ''cigaret 
fiends." My reason for selecting but 
278 of the nearly 1, 500 boys under my 
control for the purpose of making the 
test for this address was that this was 
the number we bad of 15 yQars or un
der, and afforded reliable evidence of 
the prevalence of this habit among 
these mere children, already youthful 
criminals. I have no doubt the same 
percentage would appear if the entire 
n urn ber had been included." 

I further said, after much observa· 
tion and study of these boys: "If 
there was nothing more harmful than 
the associations generally formed by 
the young boy beginning his first 
cigaret, that alone would often prove 
his downfall. He realizes that he 
must take his first smoke in secret, 
and to do this he generally finds com· 
panions who are victims of the habit 
and have already taken their first 
down ward step. However, the most 
harmful effect is not from bad com· 
pari.ions alone. I assert, unhesita· 
tingly, and without fear of successful 
contradiction, that the use of cigarets 
affects the nervous system, weakens 
the will power, and destroys the 
ability of the boy to resist temptation, 
and, because of this, be easily falls a 
victim to those habits which not only 
destroy the body, mind, and soul, but 
irresistibly lead him into a violation 
of the laws of his State." 

It bas been said that cigarets used 
moderately are not harmful, except to 
the young and growing boy. Conced
ing this to be true, is the young boy 
not worth saving? 

The ''tobacco heart" is becoming 
a disease known to the physician. 
We find many cases of it among boys 
coming to the institution, and it is a 
derangement not to be trifled with. 
A pulse ranging between 60 and 140 
indicates danger, serious danger, and 
yet I can point you to numerous hos
pital records that show that condition 
from over-indulgence in tobacco. 

Another injury that overtakes the 
boy that becomes a victim of the habit 
is the destruction of the moral nature. 
He will have tobacco, if be can secure 
it by any possible means, honest or 
dishonest; boys addicted to the habit 
will steal to secure it and lie to cover 
their theft.- George Torrance, Superin
tendent State Reformatory, in Chicago 
Tribune. 
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lem. These societies are organized I message they bring is one worthy of 
under national laws and are partly a hearing. But what, pray, would 
sustained by public funds. · the New England Puritans of a bun-

"lt is believed in France that these dred years ago have said if they had 
associations will be effective in divert· dreamed that within the century a 
ing workingmen from communism and Jewish rabbi was to stand in the pul
attacbing them more closely to the pit of a Congregational chapel and 
republic, with which their interests preach of the truth as he saw it? And 
are inseparably involved. what would have been the answer of 

''In 1897 there were 12 000 of these the orthodox Jew if he had been asked 
societies with 2 000 000 ~embers and to allow a woman of the Gentiles to 
to-day their m~mb~rship foots ~p to talk in the synagogue? 
nearly 2,500,000. They have dis- The indications are many that in 
tributed over $135,100,000 to their battle between the forces of right liv
needy members, have on hand ing, marshaled under whatever name, 
$57,900,000, and pay pensions to and those of wrong, non-essentials 
60,000 aged members each year. are· to be more and more cast aside, 

"There are two kinds of mutual aid and that on a man's acts rather than 
societies in France-- free and ap- his professions must depend his right 
proved. The approved society is to claim a hearing.-Chicago Tribune. 
under government control. The gov-
ernment appoints its president, but 
his name is generally proposed by the ALCOHOLISM IN FRANCE. 

societr. Any. class of citizen.s can I The danger from alcoholism in 
orgamze a somety and have It a:P-~ France is not arecentdiscovery, but the 
proved. It must be able to show Its new statistics presented by M. Guille
members ~re a:bl~ to. pay monthly met of the commission appointed to 
dues, _to. give aid m Sickness, and to investigate the proposition to make 
deposit m the. gov~rn?lent ban~. The the rectifying of spirits a government 
money deposited IS ~nvested m gov· monopoly are of interest. M. Guille
ernment bonds, whi?h never draw met shows that accidental deaths due 
m~re than. 3 per cent mt_eres~. . to drunkenness increased from 226 in 

'Somet~mes the ~remmm IS so hig.h 1840 to 473 in 1896. The suicides 
that the mterest IS less than this caused by drunkenness were 5. 3 per 
figure; ~ut the government alw~ys cent of the total in 1840, while in 1896 
app:oprmtes enoug~ money n~o !~l~~ they were 12.4 per cent. The per
~he mterest up to 42 per ce ' centage of insane whose affliction may 
lS lef.t to acc~,mulate for the old-age be traced directly to alcoholism wa.s 
penswn fund. 3 4 t · 1896 · t 1 23 Members of these societies after · p~r cen m • agams on Y· per 
contributing a small amount each ?ent m 1865. The pe!ce~tag.e of boys 
month from early childhood are paid m the !eformatory mst1tut10ns who 
a small pension after reaching the age owe thmr pres~nce there to the drunk-

f 55 Ch · T 'b enness of the1r parents has doubled. 
o .- wago n une. The intemperate form 67 per cent of 

TOLERANCE IN THE PULPIT. 

Tolerance in the pulpit is coming to 
be the rule rather than the exception. 
The time was when no Presbyterian 
preacher would have allowed a 
Methodist minister to speak in his 
church, and the same spirit prevailed 
among almost all the sects and de· 
nominations. Now, happily, the same 
hard and fast lines are no longer 
drawn. It has become the custom for 
churches of all denominations to unite 
on Thanksgiving day and other spe· 
cial festivals, holding union services 
in each of the several churches in 
turn. 

those condemned for crimes and mis
demeanors. The increase in the 
average consumption of liquors is 
well known, but it is not so well 
understood how prevalent drink
ing is in France. The nation now 
bas 425,507 dramshops, while it had 
342,622 in 1875. In the Department 
of the North there is one shop for 
every fifteen adults and in the Depart
ment of the Lower Seine there is one 
for every twenty-two adults. Figures 
such as these remove cause for sur
prise that many of the ablest thinkers 
in France believe that alcohol will 
destroy the race. 

Especially striking as marking the ADDREssEs. 

FRANCE'S STEP TOWARD SOLVING growth of a catholic and tolerant Joseph Emmett, 1720 Bellview Ave., Kan-
E sas City, Mo. 

LABOR PROBL M. spirit among the churches is the fact J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
Consul Covert at Lyons has written that Dr. Hirsch of Sinai Temple c. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 

an interesting report dealing with preached from the pulpit of Appleton George Jenkins, Plainville, Indiana. 
k . ' 'd · t' · F Ch 1 t H d C 11 1 t k M. F. Gowell, Rosendale, Missouri. wor mgmen s a1 some 1es m ranee. ape a arvar o ege as wee , Daniel MacGregor, Chilliwack, B. c. 

He says: "A meeting of the Presi· while on Sunday Miss Jane Addams Henry c. Smith, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio. 
dents of the mutual aid societies of spoke at Sinai Temple on topics in M. H. Bond, No. 103 Chapin Ave., Provi-
the Rhone recCilntly held in Lyons which Jew and Gentile are equally in- dence, R.I. . 
calls attention to a movement among terested. I E. F. Shupe, No. 2849 Curtis Street, Den-
h k . 1 f F · h j H d U • 't l ver, Colurado. t e wor mg c asses o ranee m t e arvar mvers1 y we comes men j J. D. White, No. 1903 Coleman Street, st. 

direction of solving the labor prob- , of all creeds, provided only that the Louis, Missouri. · 
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''li ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the troth, and the troth shall make you free.''-Jobn 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords fw there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife~ imd concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page116, 
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LAMONI, low A, APRIL 11, 1900. 

ZION'S REUG!O-UTERARY SOCIETY 
CONVENTION. 

TUESDAY, APRIL 3. 

The sixth convention opened with a 
prayer and testimony meeting at nine 
a. m., to which the members came 
fasting. A good-sized audience had 
gathered in the basement of the Brick 
Chapel, the young predominating, but 
among them were also the middle
aged, as well as the gray-haired, all 
alike interested in the cause which 
brought them together. There were 
present, representatives from across 
the Atlantic, and from the far east, 
north, south, and west. Probably no 
convention has opened more auspi
ciously for the Religio than has this. 

President J. A. Gunsolley and Sec
retary J. C. Hitchcoc.k were in charge 
of the meeting. Seven prayers were 
offered and twenty-five testimonies 
borne. The prayers expressed hu
mility, gratitude for past direction, 
and an earnest desire for continued 
growth "Onward and Upward" in 
harmony with the divine Mind. The 
testimonies showed the work to have 
been effective in helping the young to 
higher life and in preparing them for 
future church work; that it had 
aroused to interest and activity both 
young and old; that many had been 
led into the church through its influ
ence; and that certain classes of peo
ple, otherwise unreached, had been 
brought within church influence. 
The testimony of a middle-aged 
brQther, in particular, was, "If any
one should be thankful for the Re
ligio work, it is presidents of 
branches." Words of exhortation 
and encouragement were given by 
manifestation of the Spirit. An ex
cellent feeling was present and the 
meeting was an enjoyable one. The 
brief intermission was filled with 
greetings characteristic of Latter Day 
Saints. · 

Business session convened, Presi
dent Gunsolley in the chair, J. C. 
Hitchcock secretary. Prayer by Bro. 
F. A. Russell. 

Being so authorized, the chairman 
named Bro. Walter W. Smith, Sr. 
Florence Fisher, and Bro. A. B. Han
son a,s committee on credentials. 

LAMONI, IOWA, APRIL 11, 1900. NO. 15. 

The report of President Gunsolley 
was read:-

PRESIDEN'r GUNSOLLEY'S REPORT. 

DEAR FELLOW RELIGIANS:-

It is with feelings of satisfaction that I 
enter upon the duty of communicating to 
you my report covering the two years just 
past. In looking over the work done success 
appears in every part of the field. And in 
forecasting the future as well as limited 
vision will permit, nothing but bright pros
pects appear. 

to the spirit of the gospel. So i.s our system 
of ci vi! government, levying taxes upon the 
people, doing violence to the spirit of the 
gospel; but none of us think to rebel, or 
refuse to pay our taxes, or hesitate to defend 
our government by bearing arms, if neces
sary, taking comfor·t in the thought that all 
kingdoms are to become the kingdom of our 
Lord and his Christ. Should we be any less 
loyal to the Master's work? And. should we 
rebel and threaten to withdraw because those 
laws we have made for our government re
quire some things which we think will not 
be a part of the perfect system? Should we 
not, rather, stand firmly in defense of the 
work, looking to the time when the Master 
himself shall be our Ruler and Lawgiver? 

It would be indeed an oversight not to 
mention the work of Bro. Russell Archibald, 
our late Treasurer, and the excellent services 
rendered our society. While his resignation 
was received with regret, he goes with the 
confidence and respect of his associate offi
cers, and the recollections of his association 
will always be cherished. In the appoint
ment of his successor, Bro. S. A. Burgess, of 
St. Louis, the society gains an earnest and 
willing worker, whose devotion to the cause 
cannot but contribute materially to our sue-

Notable among the many evidences of suc
cess is the widening interest manifested. Not 
only the young, but the middle-aged and the 
old, are joining their interest with ours. Not 
only the laymen, but ministers of all ranks, 
are coming to the support of our cause. It 
has come to pass that everywhere you go, 
almost, some one wants to know of our work; 
and the feeling· grows upon the part of those 
who represent the church, that to be well 
rounded ministers for Christ they must be in 
touch with those means given us for nurtur
ing and sustaining the sheep when they are 
in the fold, as well as with the means for 
gathE>ring them in. Hence it is that both 
the Sunday ;;chool and Religio are claiming 
the attention of all, which is undeniable evi- cess. 
deuce that the Lord is with us and that we With the widening of interest, calls for 
are indebted to him ever and anew for his information about organizing became so 
tender guidance. Surely he hath led us into numerous, that to meet the demands, it was 
green pastures and beside the still waters. found necessary to publish instructions that 

Our work has not only been a widening might be on hands for distribution. Hence 
process, but one of settling as well. The the Executive Committee issued ''Leaflet of 
once prevalent spirit of sensationalism and Instruction No. 1." · 
entertainment bas lar~<ely given way to a far With thE> widening interest and the unex
heal thier one of study and investigation of pected success met with in the study of the 
the word of God. One by one the locals have Book of Mormon and archreology, came the 
fallen into line until it is now the rare excep- desire to still farther extend the good influ
tion to find societies devoting their time, or ence resulting from a careful study of "the 
any consider;able portion of it, .to simply en- books." The idea was conceived of estab
tertaining the people. And while this lishing a Home Department, the plan of 
change in many places resulted at first in a which should be adapted to the condition of 
loss of membership, in most places, the mem- the isolated ones who have not access to the 
bership is larger and interest better now meetings of local societies. Such a plan, in 
than formerly. brief, was agreed upon by the Executive 

At our last convention we took a long step Committee and published in the "Arena." 
in advance when we provided for district or- Soon a number of names were received for 
ganizations; and when we published the enrollment, some Home Classes were organ
revision of the constitution and by-laws a ized, and it was thought that enough evi
new era in Religio work dawned upon us. dence of success was manifest to justify the 
A~ this convention also began the improved publication of a second leaflet of instruction, 
plans of taking care of our membership; pro- and through the earnest solicitation of the 
viding means whereby they might and should Northern Illinois district, "Leaflet of In
receive closer attention. It wus there, too, struction No. 2, Home Department," was 
that we settled down to a course of work in- given to the public. 
volving the special study of the church As another evidence of growth it might be 
books, and we selected the Book of Mormon mentioned that to facilitate and lighten the 
as the first one we would take up. So it is labors of our Editor it became necessary to 
that with the revision and publication of the procure a typewriter. This was done by 
constitution and by-laws in 1898 our work renting a machine at a nominal monthly cost. 
took on a forward impetus which has worked Too much could scarcely be said in com-
much for our cause. mendation of the excellent work of Sr. 

One district had been formed prior to the , . 
1898 convention; and after we gave the idea Palfrey as editor of the "Arona' and Superm
our sanction and incorporated the sarr.e as a tendent of the course of study. Naught but 
part of our plan, district after district sprang her unflagging zeal and indomitable energy 

has brought the work to its present standard 
into being until now we have a goodly num- of excellence, and it is to her efforts, with 
ber of such organizations doing effective the aid of God's Spirit, more than to anyone's 
work. else, that we have moved forward as we have. 

While speaking of the encouraging features, We owe much to the zeal and hustle of our 
there comes to mind some things which in Secretary, who by writin!!' hundreds of letters 
themselves we::-e not so much so. For in- ~ 
stance, our assessmEont plan met with strong has kept things astir. . 
opposition here and there. It was urged that Bro. Campb~ll should be also mentwned as 
to exact a specified amount from each society ' one ~ho has g1ve.n. careful and J?rayerfl!l .at· 
was a species of taxation, not "without rep- tentwn to our sp1r1tual welfare, ln proVld~ng 
resentation," but one for which there is no such excellent matter for our prayer meet1ng 
warrant in the law of God; and that to thus programs. 
educate our young people was doing violence Bt·o. Ammon White as Viae President baa 
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been a wise counselor and a friend to prog
ress, alert to needed improvements. 

Thus far reference has been made mostly to 
the past in review, but the future is fraught 
with significance. Conventions in the past 
have been important. His not a question at 
this convention of life or death, but of "life 
more abur.dantly." How shall we attain to 
it? ie the question confronting us now. A 
right solution requires just as much humiiity, 
just as careful consideration, as at any time 
in our past experiences. The following are 
some of the things demanding our considera
tion. 

Our course of study should be considered. 
While the present course will cover another 
year, dealing more particularly with arcb:::e
ology, it may be necessary to do some pre
paratory work on a new course pefore the 
completion of this course, or before the close 
of the year. Our declared policy from the 
first has been to study the books of the 
church. These books consist, as generally 
understood, in the three standard books
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and 
Covenants. Since the Sunday ecbool deals 
mainly with the Bible, it follows, it would 
seem, that our only consistent course would 
be the Doctrine and Covenants, with, or 
without, Church History. 

We need to consider nlans for more effctive 
local work as to methods of class study. 
Much of our work is desultory-too indirect. 
The direct attention of each individual is not 
jlained when all members recite as one class. 
For the mature it must be too simple, and for 
the simple, too mature. The only Roltninn of 
this perplexing question appears in H:P piau 
already adopted by many locals, of di v1ding 
the societies into classes and follow methods, 
more or less, of the Sunday school. Some 
have two classes; some have as many as six 
or seven. We must appeal dicectly to the 
consciousness of each individual. It might 
give effectiveness in this matter if the Con
vention would recommend to the locals some 
sqch plan. 

Perhaps most of the members have heard 
something- about rates-special reduced rates 
to convention. The body may wish to speak 
on this question and instruct its executive 
pertaining thereto. · 

If the convention could do anything to en
courage our new department it certainly 
would not be amiss to do so. It is a com
mendable undertaking-one calling for not a 
little sacrifice upon the part of some. But 
all good work calls for sacrifice. And a.fter 
all it is not so much that one be rEquired to 
make sacrifice, as that he should be duly en
couraged in the making of it. To reach the 
isolated ones and bring them into closer 
touch with the work, is a great work, and 
should meet the commendation of every lover 
of the souls of men. 

And last, but of most importance of all to 
us is the question of our publishing interests. 
By arrangement with the Board of Publica
tion and the Editor of Autumn Leaves we 
have had the use of fourteen pages of the 
magazine for our department, to be our of
ficial organ. To edit this entails considera
ble expense. Besides, it is not sufficient 
space. The fields occupied by the magazine 
and our society are identical. Both are for 
the youth. To put both under the same 
management would be to further the intecest 
of both. It would tend to further unHe the 
forces working for the betterment of the 
young of the church. No one could have 
more interest in improving the magazine and 
enlarging its sphere of usefulness than the 
Religians. This enlargement should be in 
two directions-by improving the magazine 
itself, and by extending its circulation. 

Then there is another consideration. We 
have practically no income except by assess
ment-and this, as some can testify, is not 
wholly acceptable to all. If we could derive 
through our publication enough revenue to 
meet our necessary expenses, a very perplex
ing problem will have been solved. r,et it be 
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understood, that while we have edited four
teen pages of the magazine in the past, we 
received no pecuniary compensation in re
turn, but h::we paid our own editor a small 
amount for so doing-really paying that 
much for the privilege of using so much 
space. While the space has served us well, 
and we could not have attained to our present 
standard of excellence without it, our inter
ests will be greatly advanced by some ar
rangement by which our publication will not 
only pay for itself, but also yield enough 
margin to meet other incidental expenses. 
If negotiations could be made with the 
church whereby they would allow us the full 
management oi the magazine, allowing the 
church a stipulated compensation for print
ing, mailing, etc., giving us the benefit of 
whatever profit might accrue from its publi
cation, this question would probably be 
solved. From recent investi!.:ations it is 
quite evident such arrang-ements can be made 
with the church through the Board of Publi
cation. This convention should authorize 
the Executive Committee, or some other 
committee, to enter into such negotiations 
with the church as are indicated herein. 
This question of publishing interests is the 
great question of this convention, and should 
be faced and solved. 

It would seem unwise to revise our consti
tution touching finances at this time, for the 
reason that if after undertaking the venture 
of publishing Auttmm Leaves, there should 
still be a deficit, the first year or two, we 
could through the assessment plan make up 
such shortage. And certainly no local or 
member would object to responding to a light 
assessment .for this purpose. But the ~trong 
probability is that the venture would more 
than pay its own expenses the first year. 

In conclusion. My heart swells with grati
tude as I contemplate the Lord's goodness to 
us in the past. Evidences of his favor abound 
upon every hand. He has endowed many of 
his servants and handmaidens with the spirit 
of true sacrifice, and warmed their hearts 
towards their fellow creatures. Many have 
been awakened to a keener sense of duty, 
and have taken up the burden of humanity. 
Some have entered the field of the active 
ministry and done noble work for the Master. 
Many have toiled long and late to bring to 
pass a better understanding of God's word. 
Many have learned trust and faith in God by 
living experiences. "To be of use" is our 
ambition; "Onward and upward," our motto; 
and, if humble and faithful, "Celestial glory" 
shall be our reward. 

Secretary Hitchcock reported:-

THE GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT. 

the forty-four mentioned were formed by 
either members of locals or others, of the 
general officers, hence we cannot consider 
that the entire forty-four societies were the 
result in the absolute of the fifty-three Com
missions sent out, but it will be seen from 
this that a ,-ery small per cent of the efforts 
to organize prove failures. The new so
cieties increase our membership 929, making 
a total of about 3,094. 

At our last convention steps were taken 
providing for district organizations of the 
Religio. While it was at that time thought 
by some to be a little premature, results have 
shown it to have been a very wise provision. 
Seven districts have been organized, and in 
some excellent results have followed. Some 
have only been organized a short time, but 
the prospect is very fair for good work being 
accomplished through this medium. It will 
enable us to work much more systematically 
than ever before, and we would strongly urge 
that district organizations be effected wher
ever possible. 

Another new departure for the Religio was 
the formation of a Home Class Department. 
This was som9thing of an ~xperiment when 
we started with it a little over one year ago, 
but the surprising and decidedly favorable 
results that have followed, have exceeded 
even our most sanguine expectations. 
Through the medium of the Home Class De
partment we hope to solve a problem that 
has for a long time perplexed not only the 
Religio, but the church as well; viz , inter
esting the isolated Saints. The merits of 
this Home Class work are so numerous, and 
the good results to follow so great, they can
not be mentioned in this report. For further 
information on this point you are respectfully 
referred to Leaflet of Instruction No.2, issued 
by the Religio. 

Owing to having no regular system of re
porting until recently, we are not in a posi
tion to give the exact number of pieces of 
literature distributed, From information at 
hand, however, we can say that thousands of 
piPces have been distributed in different 
parts, considerable sent to England. This 
distribution consisted largely of Autumn 
.Leaves, Hopes, Ensigns, and Lieralds. 

A printed form of report blank has been 
prepared, and fmnished the different socie
ties, in order that a report may be received 
every six months. This will, we hope, keep 
us better posted as to the general condition 
of affairs. 

Sinoe our last report have mailed about 
1. 628 letters and 160 postal cards, besides 
Constitution and By-Laws, Leaflets of In
struction, samples of the program, etc. In 
this work have been materially assisted by 

When our last report :was made about two Sr. Hitchcock, Bro. Granville Trowbridge, 
years ago, we thought societies had been and E. C. Bell. 
formed in about every locality where it was We consider the Relig-io is in much better 
possible to do so. Subsequent results, how- condition than ever before. There are yet 
ever, have shown that in this we were very some difficulties before us, though none so 
much mistaken, for like the widow's meal, large as some we have successfully passed. 
there seems to be no end to the formation of We hope for continued progress. When the 
societies. While our growth has not been as question of our finances has been solved, we 
rapid as some might have expected, it has feel that the long list of difficulties that have 
been steady, and we believe quite firm. True, overshadowed us in the past will have cleared 
in some places the seed bas fallen on, we do away. May this convention give the needed 
not say unsuitable ground, but rather ground aid along this line. 
yet unprepared, and the societies have proven 
to be of short life. This condition is grow- Treasurer, Bro. Samuel A. Bur-
ing less all the time, and especially so since gess, reported: On hand last report, 
we commenced a systematic study of the $53.84; total receipts since, $332.16; 
Book of Mormon, wHh the lessons well total $386.00; total expenditures, 
outlined as they are. 

No meeting being held in 1899, this report $386.00. Brn. D. A. Anderson, J. W. 
covers a period of about two years. During Adams, and A. B. Phillips were 
this time have sent out fifty-three Commis- chosen to audit the Treasurer's books 
sio~B, and the a;ccompanying docu!De.nts, ' and financial account of the Secretary 
whwh, together w1th the four CommissiOns ' 
out at my last report, resulted in forty-four and later reported both correct. 
new societies, and three Commissions o;t~ at Sr. Louise. Palfrey, Editor of the 
prese~t not yet r~porte.d upon.. In add1twn "Arena" in .Autumn Leaves reported 
to th1s, have ass1sted m formmg three so- . ' . . . 
cietles personally, making a total of forty- verba11J;" .that the literary ability .of 
seven new societies. Some two or three of the Rehgmns had developed apprem!l!-

* 
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bly and that thereby her work as 
editor ha,d been made much lighter. 

While waiting for reports from cre
dential and improvement committees, 
the subject, How to improve in Re
ligio work, was discussed by several 
of the ministry present, and some ex
cellent '~houghts expressed. 

Order of business was left to the 
Executive Committee, and adjourn
ment was taken to 2:30 p. rn. Bene
diction by Bro. J. F. Mintun. 

At the opening of afternoon session 
Bro. R. Bullard offered prayer. 

The Vice President, Bro. Ammon 
White, reported:-

Doar Associates:-My labors as Vice Preei
dent for the past two years have b(Jen for the 
most part pleasant. The first six months I 
spent in the ministry, during which time I 
labored with Religio locals as much as possi
ble, also assisted Sr. Louise Palfrey in the 
Maysville reunion. A life of work we find 
necessary to all successful missionaries. 

Succeeded in effecting one district or
ganization in Independence district, which 
resulted in three new locals and the resm·
rection of a fourth. Also have assisted the 
President when necessity demanded in reun
ion work and in council. 

I know the general work is in a healthier 
condition than it was a year or so ago. I am 
free to say that as I view it, we have made a 
steady, growth. Locals are more spiritual 
than I had anticipated. Although we have 
grown, yet there are broader fields to reap 
and many points to improve upon. 

I rejoice in our ultimate success and hope 
all will occupy every inch of advantageous 
ground. 

Report of committee on credentials 
was received; committee continued. 

Committee on Improvements, J. A. 
Gunsolley, J. F. Mintun, Louise Pal
frey, and M. H. Bond, reported:-

1. Upon the subjact of the management of 
the Autumn Leaves we recommend that the 
Executive Committee consult with the Board 
of Publication, and make such arrangements 
to secure the management of the Autumn 
Leaves by the Religio Association as they in 
their judgment may deem advisable. 

2. We concluded that suitable provision 
was made for determining the Course of Study 
and revision of programs by the Constitution 
and By-Laws, page 5, section 5, 

3. In regard to the Home Dapartment we 
conclude that a demand exists for Home 
Class Work, and fully i:ndorse the movement 
of the Executive Committee in issuing 
"Leaflet No. 2" upon this subject, and recom
mend that the locals and districts seek to 
carry out the suggestions contained therein. 
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discussed, for and against, both sides 
being ably presented. Being put to 
vote, it carried, 33 favoring, 11 op
posing. 

Clauses 2 and 3 of the report were 
separately read, considered, and 
adopted. 

The chairman appointed a social 
committee composed of Sr. Florence 
Fisher, Bro. A. B. Hanson, Sr. J. C. 
Hitchcock, Bro. Walter W. Smith, 
and Sr. Emily Kinney. 

The business session then ad
journed till Wednesday morning at 
eight o'clock, Bro. A. B. Phillips 
pronouncing tbe benediction. 

The evening session was held in the 
upper auditorium, which, with the 
exception of the galleries, was filled. 
Bro. M. H. Bond offered the invoca
tion. A miscellaneous program was 
presented, the principal features of 
which were: Address, "The Religio; 
its object," Bro. J. A. Gunsolley. 
Book of Mormon exercise by eleven 
children of local junior Religio class, 
conducted by Sr. Allie Thorburn. 
Addresses, "Necessity for an educa
tion in the teachings of 'the Books;' 
Individual responsibility," Bro. D. W. 
Wight. "How the ministry can help 
the Religio," Bro. J. M. Baker. These 
were interspersed with a recitation 
and musical selections, Bro. M. T. 
Short pronouncing the benediction. 

An unusually large number of min
istry and members were already in 
Lamoni, and these were increased by 
many arrivals during the day. The 
early morning train was crowded; the 
noon train brought with it an extra 
passenger coach, which was said to 
have been literally packed; the night 
passenger from the south required 
two extra coaches to accommodate the 
gathering crowd, aud it was estimated 
that no less than 130, perhaps more, 
arrived on this train. The attendance 
bids fair to be large. 

The weather is unusually fine. A 
spirit of social good will peculiar to 
Latter Day Saints prevails; all indi
cate the spirit of cheerfulness incident 
to expectation of progress and final 
triumph in the good cause. 

4. We feel that an urp.-ent demand exists WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4. 
for a special missionary effort in the interests 
of the Religio; hence we advise that the The sun shone from a cloudless sky 
President of the Religio Association, associa- upon the large delegation which 
ted with the General Superintendent of the arrived on the 6:30 a. m. train; about 
Sunday School Association, counsel with the 
Quorum of the Twelve in reference to the seventy, it was said. 
-appointment of a missionary, having for his When the audience gathered to the 
special work the building up of the Religio eight o'clock business session, the 
and Sunday School; and that the above- basement room was well filled. 
named officials urge the Twelve to consider 
the interests of the above-named departments Bro. J. D. White invoked the Di-
of the church in the appointment of mis- vine blessing. 
sionaries to foreign lands. Clause 1, report of Committee on 

Clause No. 4, being made the order, Improvements, was made tbe order of 
its adoption was moved. ' business. After considerable dis-

At this juncture, privilege of voice cussion it was adopted. The report 
in the deliberations was extended to as a whole was then adopted, the 
all present who were interested in committee continued, and tbe Presi
Religio work. dent empowered to fill any vacancies 

The motion to adopt was earnestly that might occur. 
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The election of officers resulted in 
the choice of J. A. Gunsolley, Presi
dent; Ammon White, Vice President; 
J. C. Hitchcock, Secretary; S. A. 
Burgess, Treasurer; the election of 
each being made unanimous. 

A brief intermission was granted 
tbat everybody might greet every
body else, which proved restful. Con
vened again, this resolution was 
moved:-

Whereas, the Religio has manifested its 
desire and willingness to assume the man
agement of the Autumn Leaves; and whereas, 
the Executive Committee have been author
izJd to confer with the Board of Publica
tion, R'lsolved, that the Executive Commit
tee be instructed to labor for the removal of 
Atttumn Leaves to the Ensign for publication. 

The resolution was laid on the table, 
following which the chairman stated:-

The Executive Committee will consider the 
interests of the great work as a whole. There 
is some danger, and I think I see a slight 
tendency in this convention, to say a little 
too much about what the Religio has done. 
The fact is that the Lord has done most of it. 
In discharging our obligations imposed by 
tbis action, the interests of the Religio alone, 
and only, is not to be considered, but the 
work as a whole, which includes the Sunday 
school and church, and when there is a clash, 
the decision, so far as your president is con
cerned, will be in favor of the least clash, 
considered from the standpoint of the work 
as a whole. 

The following questions were dis
cussed: A parliamentary drill or 
program. Should persons not willing 
to become members of Religio be in
vited to take part in musical and lit
erary exercises? to what extent? How 
can each Religian be placed in pos
session of society literature, pro
grams, etc.? The relation of enter
tainment to spiritual things. Should 
fiction be printed in Autumn Leaves? 
Why should the general missionary 
not have a vote in conventions of this 
society? Dividing local Religios into 
classes. 

The minutes were read and ap
proved. 

The chairman, in view of instruc
tions passed regarding Autumn Leaves, 
regretted that the question of fiction 
had not been more fully discussed, and 
said the Executive Committee would 
welcome studied and thoughtful com
munications from anyone on the 
subject. In formally closing the 
convention, he expressed thankful
ness for Divine guidance during the 
sessions and for the peaceful and 
expeditious manner in which the 
business had been transacted, and 
said he regarded this the best conven
tion the Religio had held, which sen
timents seemed to be concurred in 
by a large majority of those present. 

Convention then adjourned, Bro. 
Ammon White pronouncing the bene
diction. 

Practically all of the $57,000 recommended 
by Indian Commissioner Jones toward na
tional government support of Indian schools 
next year wiH of ne(;le$sHy go to RmtH.H! 
Ca,tholics, 
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THE GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL The minutes of last session were we could gather in. Five years have passed 
CONVENTION. read and approved. since then and God has raised up a branch of 

about seventy-five members, a grand Sunday 
Bro. T. A. Hougas then presented school, and we have a church building free 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4. his report, which is as follows:- from debt,, and all is well." In those few 
At 2 : 30 ·p. m. the ni'nth General words by Bro. Evans was laid, no doubt, the 

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT'S RE· fo d~t· fa t k th d f h' h Convention met in the basement of un w 
100 0 

· grea wor • 6 en ° w 10 
PORT. is not yet. We trust our missionaries or 

the Brick ChapeL Superintendent Brethren, Sisters, and Fellow Sunday anyone else will let no opportunity pass in 
T. A. Hougas presided, assisted by School Workers:-Our meeting, after an ad- which they could give any advice or encour
J. A. Gunsolley, First Assistant Su- journment of two years, is one of more than agement to the workers in this line. 
perintendent; W. N. Robinson secre- ordinary interest. It is a meeting tn which A paper read at one of our reunions strongly 

H N we expect to review our work for the period, advocated the setting aside of the present 
tary. ymn O. 126 from Winnowed the meeting at which we must le-y out our system of quarterly lessons and in lieu 
Songs, "Gather t,he reapers home," plans for the work for the ensuing year or thereof have books for· a part of the grades 
was sung, and prayer was offered by years. It is more than this. While we must and lesson leafl8t8 with lessons upon the 
the Superintendent. pass through the routine, must do the me- latter-day revelations, Book of Mormon, etc. 

chanica! part of the work, it is to the spir- It. met with but vet·y little visible approval 
The chairman, being so authorized, itual , influence of these gatherings, the when read. But the thought not being a 

named Brn. F. A. Russell, J.D. White, meeting of old and loved friends, the forming new one, we resolved to try to ascertain how 
and R. Bullard as the committee on of new and valued acquaintances, yes, the prevalent those notions were. To do this we 

d l 
handshaking of and greeting of brothers and issued a circular letter and mailed copies to 

ere entia s, who immediately retired sisters; it is to these that we look forward all the missionaries in America whose ad
to prepare their report. with the keenest delight. It is this that dresses we could obtain, to all district super

The Superintendent briefly wel- has carried us along for months past with the intendents, and to many other prominent 

d h k anticipations of this hour,-this hour that is Sunday school workers, to the number of 
come t e wor ers. He said he was just a foretaste of what will be. May we all about two hu'ldred fifty. Sixty-six replies 
pleased to see the large attendance; be there. have been received which are well divided 
he expected the best convention ever We would love to dwell upon these pleas- between missionaries and Sunday school 
held, and exhorted prayerfulness and ant thoughts, but the season for work is workers. We give very briefly the results 
earnestness. short and we must "be about our Father's of this investigation. 

business." Hence, we enter atonce upon the To the first question, "What is the aim or 
While waiting for report of creden- work of the past two years and give as far as mission of the Sunday school?" several very 

tials committee, the audience listened seems interesting and necessary the items of nice answers were given. We quote from 
t h f B G the work we have done and the results some of them:-
0 speec es rom ro. omer R. thereof as they appear to us. "The mission of the Sabbath school is to 

Wells, late missionary to Australia; Since our meeting at Independence in 1898, lead the young mind to God and Christ."
Bro. F. G. Pitt, recently re\.urn•2d we have attended and assisted in eleven dis- Charles Derry. 
from England; Bro. J. M. Terry, Chi- trict conventions and institutes, four reun- '"Educate all we can reach, outside and in, 

B D W w· ht U h B ions, one g·eneral institute, and met with old and young, and hold them together for 
cago; ro. · · Ig • ta ; ro. several schools in the various districts. By further development."-M. C. Fisher. 
D. A. Anderson, California; Sr. B. C. correspondence we have reached or at- "Primarily, it is to prepare the youth for 
Smith, Independence; Bro. Holmes J. tempted to reach every organized district in a life of usefulness in God's king·dom, or to 
Davison, Nova Scoti.a; Sr. Viola the church. Some of these are alive to the lead souls to desire to do right and to obey 
Bl · St J h B A M C'- best interests of the work, some are very God's laws."-Sr. Blanche I. Andrews. 

air, -. osep · ; ro. · -· uase, lukewarm, others indifferent and still others "The aim or mission of the Sabbath school 
Washington and Oregon. either dead or dying. We have tried to en- should be to direct the children in moral and 

Credentials committee reported. courage the workers and revive the work spiritual ways of thought, and give them at 
Moved to adopt the report; but many and in many cases have succeeded in some the same time such an understanding of the 

, corrections being offered, the commit- degree. Several districts which were either word of Ghe Lord as is practicable."-Bishop 

t k d t
. t . b f b unorganized or inactive have been induced E. L. Kelley. 

ee as e 1me 0 correct It e· ore t e to take up the work and we have the hope "I have always considered the special mis
vote was taken. While waiting, the now that most of them will continue till they sion of the Sunday school to be in the inter
minutes of the convention of 1898 were can see some fruit.s of their efforts. est of the children, both in the church and 
read. Two great needs are found to exist in these out of it, and that their interests should 

As items of bU"l'ness wh·,'ch would unorganized and in many organized districts, aSlmw1.~yhs. be of first importance."-Isaac M. 
"' viz :personscompetentandwillingtolead,and " 

come up later, proposed amendments people or patrons who realize the responsi- In answer to "What should we teach in the 
to the Constitution and By-Laws, and bility resting upon them, If the leaders Sunday school?" it was almost a universal 

t f C · I could be found and put to work, the people belief that we should confine ourselves to the 
repor 0 ommlttee on mprove- would become interested in the· course of simple principles of t.he gospel, taught from 
ments, were read. time. And on the other hand, if the people such lessons from the Scriptures as will best 

Corrected report of the credentials would become awakened to a sense of their illustrate or teach the prin-ciple. 
committee was adopted and the com- duties, there would be leaders or presiding Question number three was, "If we teach 
mittee continued. officers found. What is the solution of the 'gospel' how far, or in other words, how deep 

Bro. J. F. Mint.un and Sr. Belle problem? Much can be done to relieve the shall we go?" About all said it would de-
" sit.uation by a properly conducted correspond- pend upon the ability of the scholar. They 

James were chosen associate secre- ence to create the needed interest. But would not go very "deep" except in special 
taries. Bro. F. G. Pitt was chosen there is nothing, absolutely nothing, to equal cases. 
chorister and authorized to select a personal visit by on~. gifted w~t!> proper Number four reads: "Where no actual er-

. . " . ' . · ' t.alents and clothed w1th the sp1nt of hu- ror exists in the Ki.ng James version of the 
h1s ass1stant a~d an.orgamst. Later, mility and earnestness in the work. May Bible, is it necessary or wise to quote from 
he named as h1s assistant, Bro. B. M. the day speedily come when there will be the Inspired translation, Book of Mormon, or 
Anderson. Bro. S. M. Bass was available as many as are needed of these per- Doctrine and Covcmants instead thereof?" 
chosen J·anitor· B·· Hale vV S 'th sons. Fifty-nine said, "No, it is not necessary or 

r ' 1 n. · ml • Many of our missionaries are now helping wise," three said "yes," and one occupied a 
W. r. Ross, and D. L. Morgan, ushers. along this line by lending aid and encourage- middle g-round. 

No. 183, "Send us showers of bless- ment as they pass from place to place to the The fifth question was: "Is it necessary or 
ing," was sung, and the convention fee.b~e Sunday school work~~s. A brother wise to make the Inspired Translation, Book 
adjourned till 7 : 30 p m Bro J A wrrtmg. from Can~da sa,ys: I or:ce. thought of Mormon, or Doctrine and Covenants espe-

G 1 
. ~ . · ·' · · · . · of sendwg my children to an extstmg Sun- cially prominent in the lessons of the quar

. unso ley pronouncmg the benedw- day school. Knowing they would be taught terlies-?" There were eight who would so 
t10n. some error we hesitated to do so .... We make them, four who occupied a middle 

The evening session convened in ~ttended a convention at Niagara Falls where ground, and fifty who said "No." Some an
the upper auditorium "My soul hath m the c?urse of a few remarks, Bro .. R. C. swering no gave circumstances where schools 

. . ,; • Evans sa1d: 'I would not send my ch1ld to had been broken up by unwise and persistent 
found abiding rest, was sung, and gather mushrooms where there are toad- use of the references from these books made 
Bro. A. J. Keck petitioned the throne stools too.' He spoke this for my benefit in the quarterly of some time ago. 
of Grace. An or>tet from the Lamoni though he did not know it. I saw the appli- The substance of the sixth question was, 

h 1
• d d v · th · l d cation to my case. We returned home and "Should we teach in the Sunday school such 

c 0 r ren ere an an em, entlt e ' started a Sunday school in our own house questions as the 'D"atherino·' 'dispensation of 
"I will extol thee!' teaching our children and as many others a~ I time,' etc." Seve~ answe;~d "yes," twenty· 
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three would teach them to classes especially j convention and in the few remaining years 
adapted to receive them and having a teacher that we have yet to work. 
especially fitted to teach them, and thirty- B J A G 11 d h' 
four would not attempt it at all. One ro. · · unso ey rea IS re-
reasoned thus: "How can we teach what we port:-
as a church are not agreed upon?" Another 
said, "I prefer to leave that for the ministry 
to teach. I do not understand it." St.ill an
other: "Let the priesthood deal with these 
problems either in special classes or in the 
pulpit. I cannot teach them." 

The results of this i;leaning of the field 
was to show, as we believe, that we are now 
occupying the best field of scriptural re
search,-a field approved by eighty per cent. 
of the association workers. And from the 
fact that such a large proportion of our 
schools are children either in years or in 
understanding, it appears to us that we had 
better be content to teach the plain princi
ples of the gospel, those that need first to be 
obeyed. If we can teach them what to do 
and what not to do, teach them morality, 
virtue, and kindness, to love God and Christ, 
father, mother, sister, brother, and all fellow 
creatures; inspire them with a love and re
spect for all that is grand, good, and noble, 
and with a desire to become useful in the 
works of righteousness, and to his fellow 
man, we shall have done well indeed. The 
"deep" questions had better be left to the or
dained ministry to teach or expound to those 
competent to understand. 

Two years ago we recommended that some 
move be made to supply the demand for a 
field worker. The need has been felt for 
years and is becoming more apparent every 
year. In fact the need is growing greater as 
the work expands. There are many fertile 
fields that would yield good fruits for the 
work of the right person. We have received 
many letters from persons in the distant dis
tricts who have said in substance that they 
are so far removed from the places of meet
ing of the General Association and circum
stances are such that few if any of the active 
workers ever get to the convention, and as a 
result they are placed at a serious disad
vantage and the work has suffered from it. 
Many have expressed the wish that a com
petent worker could be sent amongst them. 
We suggest that a committee be appointed 
early in the convention to take this mat
ter into consideration, and report in sufficient 
time for the convention to act upon the re
port. 

One very important matter to which we 
shvuld turn attention is the Sunday school 
literature we are providing or rather not 
providing. Our limited space in the HeTald 
is entirely inadequate to the demands of the 
"Department." At least four times that 
amount should be provided for. We have 
tried to arrange with the Board of Publica
tion for the increase of space, but so far have 
been unsuccessful. We are grateful for the 
space we are permitted to use, a'nd with the 
Hemld in its present size it is about all t.hat 
can be spared us. But that does not relieve 
the fact that we have not enough space. It 
is not sufficient to admit of any division into 
departments or arranging under various 
heads. We can simply insert about fifteen 
hundred words, more or less, of what may be 
available. Much more good could be done 
with the same material we have if more 
space could be had. 

In conclusion we would say: We have 
served the association and its needs as best 
we could. We have spared no pains or 
P.fforts to make the benefits of the association 
felt and to sthnulate and build up the work 
wherever opportunity would permit. The 
work has prospered greatly. Not by our 
hands, but by the blessing of God who will 
bless and prosper anyone who engages in his 
work with a purpose to do God's biQ,ding. 
How many mistakes we may have made we 
do not know. We trust, however, that they 
may be few and not serious. We h::~.ve done 
only that which we supposed to be right. 

May we be guided and strengthened in this 

FIRST ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S 
REPORT. 

Daar Brethren and Sisters:-
My report will of necessity be brief, be

cause I have done but little to report, al
though two years have elapsed since my 
election to this office. 

I attended the Bluff- Park Reunion in 1898 
and had charge of the Sunday school work 
there except during the time Bro. Hougas 
was with us. 

Was present and assisted in the Interstate 
Institute during Christmas holidays, 1898, at 
Independence. 

Attended reunions at Nine Wonders Park, 
near Eldorado Springs, Missouri, and at In
dependence, Missouri, in 1899, and assisted 
as I could in the work there. 

The matter of issuing the Primary Illus
tration Cards involved some little time and 
attention which I gave a8 best I could, the 
committee, however, doing most of the 
business. 

I have, in company with the Treasurer and 
with the advice and concurrence of Superin
tendent, assisted in procuring cuts for Quar
terly covers. 

Have done more or less correspondence on 
Sunday school matters, as had opportunity, 
and as necessity required. 

Local and district work, and Religio work 
have prevented my doing some other things 
which might have been done had circum
stances been otherwise. 

I am very much gr!J.tified to see the prog
ress made during the two years just past; 
and am very hopeful of the future as it ap
pears to me. We have more workers, and 
on an average, better workers, than ever be
fore. The Institute idea has done much to 
develop the workers, and should be continued 
and encouraged. A keener sense of responsi
bility is felt by us all than we have hitherto 
felt. A firmer trust in God is manifest. a 
stronger desire to know the Master's will, and 
to do it. 

I said the outlook for the future is bright 
-how much of this brightness will be real
ized,depends upon the wisdom exercised in our 
deliberation in convention. If we all seek to 
know the Lord's will as best we can, and then 
act according to our honest convictions, being 
perfectly willing that our ideas should be 
defeated if not his will, there is no danger of 
our going wrong. But just to the extent 
that any of us insist Oil having OUT way 
whether right or wrong: just to the extent 
that we contend that our way must be right 
because we can't be wrong, though everyone 
else may be against us; just to the extent 
that we are unwilling to see our ideas set 
aside and others adopted; just to the ex1.ent 
that we contend for mastery rather than 
right: just to the extent that we give way to 
any of these weaknesses, just to that extent 
do we endanger our cause, diminish our 
chances for success, and in'Cite defeat. 

Whether we adopt one measure or another 
depends upon the will of the majority. This 
will of the majority should be the will of 
God, and will be .. the will of God, if we 
will do as we ought. And if we could 
bring our minds into perfect submission to 
right, the will of God would be our unani
mous consent. 

Whatever measures we adopt let us re
member these vital facts with reference to 
our :work. We are an auxiliary to the 
church. The Sunday school is the nursery 
of the church-or a part of such nursery. 
The Sunday school is an educator to the 
young of the church-to indoctrinate our 
children. Our work, as well as the work of 
the church, is to prepare citizens for the 
celestial kingdom of God. We must, there
fore, teach the laws of the celestial kingdom. 
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Should we teach these laws in their fullness? 
If we are trying to make full-fledged citizens, 
certainly we must. Our Sunday schools are 
sectarian in the stl'ictest sense, in the most 
absolute sense, if sectarianism means that 
which is peculiar to a certain sect. The 
leader of our sect is Jesus Christ and our 
common belief is the gospel in its fullness. 

We are not non-sectarian and ca.nnot be: 
and to the extent that we try to be, to 
that extent we are not Christ's. He that 
abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath 
both the Father and the Son. To have 
the Father and the Son, means to be sec
tarian, though sectarian as generally under
stood means anything but gospel following. 

·we are not a missionary society, although 
the Sunday school has a mission. Some may 
be converted by our work, but God hath or
dained through the foolishness of preaching 
to save them that believe. 

The creed of the church is "all truth." 
Should the creed of the Sunday school be any 
less than all truth. 

Nearly every step we have taken in the 
past has been toward this high standard
''truth." Let whatever steps we take this 
year be ordered toward the same end. -If we 
improve our quarterlies or seek to improve 
them, let it be with a view to come nearer 
this standard-to present it more fully and 
more plainly. 

One thing we do need. We ne<'d more 
time, that is, some do. The Superintendent 
has many demands upon his time to which 
he cannot respond. He has many calls to 
"come over and help us" which he cannot 
answer. The highest good of the work 
would be served by loosing his hands, or loos
ing the hands of some other individual whom 
we might consider competent to represent, us, 
so that there might be help which would be 
available for district work, institute work, 
reunion work, etc., etc., etc. 

May the peace of the Lord direct our de
liberations, and lead us on from step to st'ep, 
improvement to further improvement until 
ultimate perfection of character shall crown 
our every individual effort. 

No report had been received from 
Bro. C. E. Crumley, Second Assistant 
S u perin tenden t. 

The report of Bro. W. N. Robinson 
was read:-

SECRETARY'S REPORT, 

To the Superintendent and Sunday School 
Workers, in Convention Assembled; Greet· 
ing:-

My report as Secretary for the General 
Sunday School Association for the past two 
years, is that I have labored in the otlice dur
ing that time to the best of my ability, not 
only attending to all the routine duties as 
Secretary, which comprises the copying of 
the minutes of the regular sessions and the 
answering of correspondence pertaining to 
reports and other matters statistical, but 
have attended conventions, reunions, and 
institutes; at these places, laboring in what
ever capacity seemed necessary at the time. 
During the Christmas holidays of 1898 I spent 
four days at the Institute held at Independ
ence associated with my brother officers of 
the General Association, and have since seen 
the benefit that ha.s resulted from the work 
accomplished there. 

In July, 1899, I attended the reunion at St. 
Louis, being present on the special Sunday 
school day, and rendering what assistance I 
could in the Sunday school work there. In 
August I attended the eight-days' reunion at 
Washington P~>rk, where considerable inter
est was manifested, and some good Sunday 
school meetings held. 

I also organized one district association, 
the Northeast Texas and Choctaw, at Cove, 
Arkansas. We held several special sessions 
for the Sunday school work, and found in 
that district the most exc'ellent qualifications 
among the membership, they being both 
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willing to work and anxious to learn. My 
bueiness occupations have kept me from be
ing present at different district meetings 
where we have bad invitations to come and 
assist, but 1 have, in a local way, been kept 
actively engaged, because of having been 
chosen to act as superintendent of the Inde
pendence Sunday school. 

I have written many letters in connection 
with the general work, relating to the or
ganization of new schools, answering ques
tions relative to the proper conduct of schools 
in various departments, and a num her of let
ters to different district secretRries or super
intendents, with a view to getting complete 
reports from them. In Rome cases I have 
been quite unsuccessful. Perhaps it might not 
be out of place here to suggest· that the work 
in schools and districts is retarded materially 
by frequent changes in officers; and if there 
is one thing more than another that I would 
urge in his connection, it would be when you 
have a competent official, hold him up by 
your confidence and help and keep him there. 

It would have been more pleasing to have 
received full reports from all the districts. 

The statistical report of the Secre
tary showed that in 1898 there were 
40 districts, present number 48, gain 
8; a present total of 333 schools, net 
gain 26; present total membership, 
14,816, gain 596; total number of 
classes, 894; total number of officers, 
1,193; books in libraries, 3,479. 

The Treasurer, Bro. A. B. Hanson, 
reported. The r~port was referred 
to an auditing committee composed of 
Ern. Wm. Landers, R. N. Burwell, 
and J. M. Baker. 

The audience then arose while sing
ing, "Am I a soldier of the cross," 
from Winnowed Songs. 

The Librarian, Sr. Mamie A. Allen, 
reported:-

LIBRARIAN's REPORT. 
Superintendent and Fellow Sunday School 

Workers, in Convention Assembled, Greet
ing:-

As General Librarian I submit the follow
ing report. 

Not all the districts in the association have 
appointed librarians as yet. Those that 
have made the appointment are, Clinton, 
Missouri; Central Nebraska; Central Cali
fornia; Decatur, Iowa; Fremont, Iowa; Gal
land's Grove, Iowa; Kew·anee, Illinois; Little 
Sioux, Iowa; Massachusetts; Nodaway, Mis
souri; Northern Illinois; Northeast Missouri; 
Northern California; Oklahoma; Potta
wattamie, Iowa; Southern Nebraska; Inde
pendence, Missouri; London, Ontario; St. 
L')uis, Missouri; Spring River, Kansas. 

I have written to each of these for reports 
but have only been able to hear from part of 
them .... 

In my work I have tried to do what I could 
to plan the best means to ad vance tbe 
Hbrary work. I have not been able to visit 
the schools, nor have I had opportunity to 
be present at any of the reunions, but when
ever I have been r<quested, I have written 
papers and answered questions. I have 
written a great many letters. The actual 
statistics will not perhaps be very encourag
ing, but I have received letters telling of the 
interest manifested in the little schools in 
reading one or two or more books to which 
the children have access, and so I do not feel 
discouraged. I hope and pray that the 
future will develop grander results. 

I have made an effort to become acquainted 
with as many books as I possibly could. 
Have sent lists of books to many of the 
schools. I sent out a number of letters to 
Sunday school workers, whom I thought 
readers, asking them to send me a list of at 
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least five books that they could recommend 
for Sunday school libraries. I received some 
replies and found them of good use in making 
up a list of books. 

I find that the real need is not so much 
more interest as it is more funds. I have on 
hand all the copies of quarterlies for which 
the association subscribed. 

I have some recommendations to offer that 
I think will be a bel p to the library work, 
but will present them to the committee. 

I am anxious and willing to do what I can 
to ad vance the work. 

The financial report of the General 
Superintendent was read and referred 
to the committee appointed to audit 
the treasurer's~ccount. 

A c-ommittee composed of Brn. Am
mon White, A. M. Chase, and S. B. 
Kibler was chosen to consider both 
sets of proposed amendments to the 
Constitution and By-Laws and to 
recommend regarding them. 

A number of announcements were 
made, and the audience was dismissed 
by the General Superintendent. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 5. 
Again t.he day dawned clear and 

bright. Delegates, ministry, Saints, 
and friends continued to arrive in 
large numbers. 

A prayer and testimony meeting 
had been appointed for eight o'clock. 
It convened, Brn. Hougas and Gun
salley in charge. No. 43, Winnowed 
Songs, was sung, and Bro. Gunsolley 
offered prayer. The Superintendent 
gave brief but timely instruction and 
placed the meeting in charge of 
the assembly. Three prayers were 
offered and 17 testimonies borne. A 
good spirit prevailed throughout. 
"Go forth to the field of the harvest" 
was sung and the Superintendent pro
nounced the benediction. 

After a short intermission the as
sembly convened for business. "Not 
now, but by and by," was sung, and 
Bro. F. E. . Cochran offered prayer. 
Hymn No. 30 was sung, and after a 
few cheery words from the Superin· 
tendent, the minutes of last meeting 
were read and approved. 

Question being asked as to privi
leges of general church missionaries, 
courtesies of the floor were extended 
to all interested friends of the Sunday 
school who should be present during 
convention. 

An additional report on credentials 
was adopted. 

An individual report from Bishop 
E. L. Kelley, as a member of the Re
vising Committee, was read and 
ordered spread upon the minutes. It 
is herewith presented:-

To the President and Mem hers of the Gen
eral Sunday School Association in Conven
tion, Lamoni, Iowa; 

B!'others and Sisters in the Master's work: 
-My report as a member of the revising 
board since the last convention will relate 
simply to the work of examination and check
ing of the editor's manuscripts for the q uar
terlies, as prepared from time to time, which 
I have looked after as faithfully as the limited 
time I could find to devote to this duty would 
permit; and knowing the importance of the 

work of this committee, I take this early 
occasion to suggest that the selection of 
members of the committee who can give 
more time to its work will no doubt greatly 
improve upon our work, and for this reason 
ask that the convention relieve me from act
ing the present year. 

My work in connection with the editors 
the past two years has been nothing but of 
the most agreeable and pleasant character, 
and my interest in the preparation of proper 
and convenient lesson leaves for use in the 
Sunday school work is undiminished. 

In my opinion, should the lessons be mate
rially shortened in the quarterlies and soar
ranged that in the advanced classes the 
scholar shall have the Bible text before him, 
and taught to ask questions upon the text as 
well as to answer, the step would. be in ad
vance and with the saving of much expense 
in publication. I present the thought sug
gestively as it has come to me in my observa
tion of the management of classes. 

Trusting that continued success and the 
blessing of the Lord m"'y be with you in your 
labors in the gospel lif0, I am, 

Sincerely yours. 
E. L. KELLEY. 

LHWNI, Iowa, April 3, 19110. 

The committee appointed two years 
ago to expend the special collection 
for the benefit of Saint's Home, re
ported. The report was referred to 
the auditing committee. 

The Committee on Sunday school 
song book presented the following 
report:-

'We, your committee having been appointed 
according to the following resolution, "Re
solved that a committee of three be appointed 
by this convention to solicit music and be 
custodians of the music now on hand for use 
in a Sunday school song book," beg leave to 
submit the following report:-

As custodians of the old music, we find 
most of it to be of such a character that we 
would not consider it serviceable for a Sun
day school song book. There are, however, 
about eight compositions that could be used, 
some of which would have to be corrected. 

We gave notice through the He1·ald and 
Ensign in 1898 that additional compositions 
were wanted, but during that entire fiscal 
year, no music whatever was received. In 
the latter part of 1899 we received a total of 
six, four of whicb, after correction, we would 
consider could be used. · 

Some of the committee have composed 
others until we now have a total of about 
twenty, that would be serviceable for a song 
book. 

We feel as a committee that in the church 
there is latent t.he talent that would bring 
better results than the above report shows, 
and we regret that we cannot report a 
greater interest taken in this work on the 
part of those thus talented and that we can
not report a larger collection received. 

J. L MORGAN, ~ 
W ... J. RICHARDS, Committee. 
M,!;{S BELLE JAMES, 

The committee appointed the even
ing before on amendments to the 
Constitution and By-Laws reported, 
recommending the adoption of the set 
of amendments signed by J. A. Gun
salley which were published in the 
HERALD for December 27, 1899, as 
follows:-

Art. 5, Sec. 4.-Substitute for last sentence 
the following: "He shall, as often as neces
sary, and by the ad vice and consent of the 
gener!j;J officers, notify districts and schools 
not in districts, of the General Association's 
need of funds." 

ADD THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE. 
"Art. 18, Expenses -Districts and schools 

not in a district are required, upon receipt of 
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notice from General Treasurer, to contribute 
to the support'.of the Generai. Associatipn 
from their funds, according to.theil' respeCt· 
ive ability so to do." 
CONSTITUTION FOR DISTRIC'.r:ASSOCIA'riON. 

Art. IV., Sec. 4.-Substitute for last sen
tence the following: "Upon receipt of notice 
from the General Treasurer of a need of 
funds, or when funds are needed for district 
expenses, ·he shall, by the advice and consent 
of the district officers, notify the schools of 
his district accordingly." 

Art. VI., Substitute the following: "Ex
penses.-The schools of the district shall sev
erally contribute, upon receipt of notice from 
District Treasurer of a need of funds, accord
ing to their respective ability, and promptly 
remit same to District Treasurer." 

BY-LAWS FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
Art. VIII., Sec. 9., Substitute the follow

ing: "Finances.-Each school may adopt 
such financial methods as seem best suited to 
its needs; but it shall be the duty of each 
school to respond promptly to the support of 
the district according- to its ability, upon 
receipt of notice from District Treasurer of a 
need of funds. 

The report was adopted as a whole. 
The Committee on Improvements 

presented an additional report. 
The following resolution by the Gal

land's Grove district was read:-
Feeling the need of a general Sunday schuol 

and Religio Missionary we therefore ask the 
delegates representing this Galland's Grove 
district in General Convention to present a 
request to the General Convention to request 
the church authorities for such a missionary. 
The Sunday School and Religio societies de
fraying all expenses of said missionary. 

Signed, C. J. HUN'l.'. 
JOHN BUTTERWORTH. 

The above request was adopted by Galland's 
Grove District Association assembled at De
loit, Iowa, February 16, 1900. 

F. B. SHUMATE, Sec. 
Action upon it was deferred until 

this subject should come up in the 
consideration of the Improvement 
Committee's report. 

A motion that the recommendation 
on the subject of Sunday school mis· 
sionary contained in the Superintend
ent's report be adopted, and that the 
body appoint a committee to which 
shall be referred all matter pertaining 
to the question of a Sunday school 
missionary, was lost. 

The audience stood while singing, 
"When we meet safe at home," and 
was refreshed. 

The Report of Committee on Im
provements was read:-
REPORT OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL 

COMMITTEE ON IMPROVEMENTS. 

It has occurred to us that in making the 
following recommendations w.e may have ex
ceeded, somewhat, the work expected of us 
in our appointment. But we wish to explain 
that matters have been presented to us from 
many sources with such earnestness that we 
have not known what to do other than t,o 
give them our careful consideration in ful
fillment of the faith placed in us, and the 
general understanding of om:. capacity, and 
present the matters before the convention. 
We respectfully submit our report as follows: 

At ten a. m., April 2, the committee met 
at the home of Bro. George Blair. After a 
season of prayer, we took up the following 
subjects:-

!. Teacher's Edition Quarterly. We favor 
the issuing- of such a quarterly,· associated 
with the grades of quarterlies now published, 
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to comprise the lessons of the Senior, Inter
mediate, and Primary quarterlies, and in ad
dition, to give evidence on the subjects from 
Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, 
and Inspired Translation. Also, helps drawn 
from other sources that will contribute to 
give a clearer and more complete under
standing of the subjects of the lessons. 
Teaching points and illustrations; home c!ass 
suggestions; infant class or kindergarten 
suggestions, also, to be included in this 
Teacher's Edition. 

2 We approve of the appointment of ales
son committee to decide on the lesson course. 
Further, that this committee also act as the 
revising- committee. We recommend that 
the Exeeutive Committee, associated with 
this committee, appoint the editor (the 
editor having authority to choose sub
editors), and to fix compensation. 

3. We recommend that the Hope be under 
the management of the Sunday School Asso
ciation. 

4. We are in favor of the isming of pro
grams for Christmas and Children's Day, to 
be adapted to the uses of the averag-e school. 

5. That the interests of the Sunday school 
may be more adequately represented, we 
recommend that four leaves be added to the 
Herald, at the expense of the General Asso
ciation, for the present. That an editor-in
chief be appointed by the Executive, having 
the right to appoint sub-editors. We further 
recommend that this editor-in-chief be the 
editor of the Hope. 

6. We urge the immediate publication of a 
song book, to be issued in installments, in 
cheap editions. 

7. We favor a simplification and cheapen
ing of the class book now in use. We rec
ommend that the revision of the class book 
be encharged to a committee to be appointed 
by the Executive. 

8. About the matter of a Sunday school 
missionary, we recommend that the Superin· 
tendent of the Sunday School Association, 
and the President of the Religio Association 
counsel with the Quorum of the Twelve in 
regard to the appointment of a missionary 
who shall make the Sunday school and Re
ligio his especial work in this land, and we 
further recommend that the interests of the 
Sunday school and Religio be duly considered 
in the missionary apointments to foreign 
lands. 

9. We esteem a knowledge of the standard 
books of the church to be so important ·~othe 
spiritual progress not only of the individual, 
but of the church, that special effort should 
be put forth to encourage systematic study of 
the books upon the part of the isolated mem
bers as well as those having the advantages 
of branch association; that it should be the 
united aim of the g-eneral missionaries, Sun
day school and Religio workers, to bring 
about such a systematic study of the church 
books in every family of Saints. Hence, we 
urge that district officials devote more 
earnest attention to the promotion of home 
class study, and recommend that a committee 
of three be appointed to draft a resolution to 
be incorporated in the report of the conven
tion to the General Conference addressed to 
the general missionaries of the church, in
viting them to take active part in the inter
ests of the Sunday school and Religio, two 
departments of church work, especially the 
home class work of these departments. 

10. We have to report, in addition to what 
we have given, that we recommend that a 
committee of three be appointed to assist the 
General Librarian, as per her rEquest, one of 
whom should be located in a city. 

11. In order to economize time, we recom
mend that a credential committee be ap
pointed by the executive to act on the 
credentials for the next General Convention. 
Should any vacancy occur, we advise that 
the remaining members have the right to 
make appointment to fill the vacancy. 

.T. F. MINTUN, Chairman. 
LOUIS PALFREY, Secretary. 

The chairman ruled that unless ob
jected to the paper would be consid
ered by sections. 

Section 1 was read and its adoption 
moved. 

A motion then obtained that action 
on sections 1 and 2 be deferred 
and made the special order of busi
ness immediately following election 
of officers. 

Section 3 was read, and it was 
moved that all reference to the Hope 
be stricken from this report. A 
resolution to refer all involved in this 
motion back to the committee, was 
lost. The motion to strike from the 
report all reference to the Hope was 
then put and carried. 

Announcements were made, '•With 
a steadfast faith," was sung, and Bro. 
John Hawley dismissed the audience. 

The afternoon session was opened 
by singing No. 152, ''Glad tidings." 
Bro. E. A. Blakeslee offered prayer. 
"Be joyful in God," was sung, fol
lowed by reading and approval of 
minutes of former meeting. 

Question being raised, the chair 
ruled that as only section 3 of report 
of Committee on Improvements was 
under consideration, it, only, could be 
affected by the motion to strike from 
the report all reference to the Hope. 
Bro. J. F. Mintun asked that the Im· 
provement Committee might be privi
leged to correct its report, which was 
granted. 

The election of general officers re
sulted in the choice of Bro. T. A. 
Hougas as Superintendent for the en
suing term, Bro. J. A. Gunsolley as 
First Assistant Superintendent, Bro. 
F. M. Pitt Second Assistant Superin
tendent, Bro. W. N. Robinson Secre
tary, Sr. Mamie A. Allen Li.brarian, 
and Bro. A. B. Hanson Treasurer. 
The election of each, respectively, 
was made unanimous. 

To rest the weary audience, ''Come, 
learn of the Meek and Lowly," was 
sung. 

The special order of business, sec
tions 1 and 2 of report of Improve
ment Committee, was taken up and 
section 1 read. 

Moved to amend by adding this 
paragraph:-

And that the same provision be made for 
the publication of this edition as is made for 
the publication of the present edition of the 
quarterlies. 

Amendment carried, and the section. 
as amended was adopted. 

Clause 2 was read and its adoption 
moved. An amendment to it was 
offered, to strike out the first two 
sentences, and insert instead, ''That 
the International Texts be used as 
our texts." 

A motion to adjourn to 7:30 p. m. 
obtained. Announcements were made, 
No. 120 was sung, and Bro. F. G. 
PHt pronounced the benediction. 

At 7:30, "0 my Redeemer, how can 
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I be silent," was sung, and Superin
tendent Hougas led in prayer. Min
utes of last session were approved. 

Business was resumed just where it 
was laid down, and section 2 was read, 
both as originally written and as it 
would read if amended as proposed. 
A motion to lay it on the table until 
necessary business was transa!Jted, 
prevailed. A subsequent motion to 
take it from the table was lost. 

Section 4 was amended by substi
tuting the words, ''adapted to the 
uses," instead of, "to be within the 
reach," and as amended was passed. 

Section 5 was read, also subsidiary 
request of the committee, that the last 
sentence, pertaining to the Hope, be 
stricken out. The sentence was 
ordered erased. The clause as 
amended was read and its adoption 
moved, but it was lost. 

Section 6 was read and its adoptlon 
moved. In connection therewith the 
report of song book committee was 
reread. After discussion, the motion to 
adopt section 6 was lost. 

It was voted to continue the song 
book committee. Sr. Belle James re
signed. F. G. Pitt, A. H. Mills, and 
Louise Robinson were added to the 
committee. These, with J. L. Mor
gan and W. J. Richards, now com
prise the committee, which had by 
motion been limited to :five. Voted, 
also, that the committee be requested 
and urged to secure a sufficient 
amount of suitable music for a Latter 
Day Saint song book previous to the 
convening of next General Convention. 

Sections 7 and 8, were separately 
read, their adoption moved, and both 
tabled. 

·Sections 9 and 10 were adopted. 
Section 11, was read, amended, and 

passed. As :finally adopted, it reads:-
11. In order to economize time, we recom

mend thatacredential committEe be appointed 
to act on the credentials for the next General 
Convention at close of the last session of the 
Religio convention, if held prior to the next 
Sunday school convention. 

Additional report of Improvement 
Committee was read:-

12 We recommend that the Executive Com
mittee of the General Sunday School Associa' 
tion consult with the Board of Publication in 
regard to the management of the Hope, and 
they be authorized to act as they in their 
judgment may think advisable. 

No action upon it was taken. 
Committee appointed to illustrate 

primary quarterlies reported:-
To the President and Members of the Gen

eral Sunday School Association in Conven
tion:-

We, your committee appointed for the 
purpose of illustrating the Primary Quarter
lies, beg leave to report that permission was 
given by the officers of the General Associa
tion to undertake the work sometime in the 
latter part of October, 1899. 
"· On account of the press of Christmas work 
in that line, it was then too late for us to see 
any of the sketches, as we had been promised 
we should, for the purpose of correction. We 
were obliged to be satisfied with the com
pleted plates. 
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The outline cards were chosen for the rea
son that they provided work for the chil
dren, and your committee thought them far 
in ad vance of a picture simply to be looked at. 

The cards are not what we desired but 
they have served as a trial. 

Very respectfully submitted, 

F. M. SHEEHY, ~ 
LUCY L. RESSEGUIE, Committee. 
CHARLES H. BURR, 

LAMONI, Iowa, April 4, 1900. 

It was ordered spread upon the 
minutes and the committee was con
tinued. 

A report of the committee appointed 
to employ the quarterly editors, with 
a report of the editors appended, was 
read and ordered spread on the min
utes. Both are here presented:-

'l'o the Sunday School Conv0ntion :-
We, your committee appointed to employ 

editora, and fix their compensation, report:-
Committee met in basement of Stone 

Church at Independence during S·3ssions of 
convention and General Conference and made 
the following appointments:-

!. Sr. Anna Salyards was given the poRi tion 
of editor in chief at a compensation of $25.00 
per month. 

2. Bro. Duncan Campbell was given the 
place of assistant editor at a compensation of 
$75 00 per year. 

3. The editor8 were authoriz~d to secure 
such help as might be available to write pri
mary lessons. 

We append a report of editors, as follows:
T. A. HOUGAS. 
.J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 
E L. KELLEY. 
H. A. STEBBINS. 
R. S. SALYARDS. 

Brethren of the Revising Committee:
We, the editor and assistant editor of the 

Gospel Quarterlies, desire to repot•t through 
you to the convention that we have completed 
the work assig-ned us and that the lessons are 
now prepared up to October 1, 1900. The un
published lessons now in our hands are based 
upon the teachings of Christ in Matthew 
5, 6, 7. Respectfully submitted, 

CHRISTIANA SALYARDS. 
DUNCAN CAMPBELL. 

The auditing committee reported. 
Report accepted, ordered spread on 
the minutes, and the committee dis
charged. The chair ruled that as this 
committee had audited three reports, 
they would be considered separately. 

A corrected report of tbe Treasurer 
was presented, the leading items of 
which are: Received from former 
Treasurer, $634.21; received since, 
$4,028. 72; total receipts, $21:,662.93; 
total expenditures, $3,523.87; on 
hand, $1,139. 06. The report was 
adopted. 

The :financial report of the Super
intendent showed: Total receipts, 
$152.33; total expenditures $137.41; 
balance due General Association, 
$14.92. The account. was found cor
rect and adopted. 

The report of the committee to ex
pend the • 'penny collection" for the 
Saints' Home was found to be in er
ror, and it was ordered returned to 
the party for correction. 

A motion to adjourn to April 6, a.t 
eight a. m., prevailed. Benediction 
by Bro. T. A. Hougas. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 6. 
Convention met as per adjournment; 

"Ask, seek, knock," was sung. 
Prayer by Bro. J. A. Gunsolley. 
Minutes approved. 

Report of the Second Assistant 
Superintendent was read:-

Los ANGELES, Cal., April!, 1900. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dewr Brother:-As your second assistant, I 
did some correspondence in the interest of 
the work. · That was in the early part of the 
term. Since that time, owing to circum
stances over which I had no control, I have 
had to play the part of figurehead on the 
stern of the ship, which position I have 
magnificently filled. In bonds, 

0HAS. E CRUMLEY. 
It was voted to set apart $150 per 

year to be used by the direction of the 
officers for the benefit of the associa
tion. 

The Superintendent, First Assist· 
ant, and Secretary were made a 
committee to draft the resolution pro
vided for in section 9, report of Com
mittee on Improvements. 

Bro. Samuel A. Burgess, St. Louis; 
Sr. Clara L. Clark, Kansas City; and 
Bro. Elmer E. Johnson, Chicago, 
were appointed as a committee to 
assist the General Librarian. 

The Executive Committee was em
powered to a,ppoint a program com
mittee for next convention. 

Voted that when this convention 
adjourns, it does so to meet at call of 
the Executive. 

Voted that a committee of three be 
chosen, who, associated with the Ex
ecutive, shall choose the quarterly 
editor and :fix compensation; the com
mittee also to revise the lessons. 
Brn. H. A. Stebbins, R S. Sa,lyards, 
and J. R. Lambert were chosen as 
this committee; in case of vacancy, 
the Executive Committee to :fill the 
same. 

The Committee on Improvements 
was sustained, and instructed to pub
lish their report two months prior to 
next General Convention. 

The chairman ruled that additional 
reports of the Improvement Commit· 
tee could be received by the conven
tion if not previously published. 

Minutes of this session were ap· 
proved, a vote of thanks was tendered 
the ushers, and a rising vote of thanks 
was given the general officers for 
their past services. 

In closing, the Superintendent ex· 
horted to carefulness, prayerfulness, 
and diligence. 

A motion to adjourn obtained, "God 
will take care of you," was sung, and 
Superintendent Hougas dismissed the 
Convention. 

The work of the signal corps of the army 
in the Philippine Islands has been excellent. 
The corps has handled an average of 2,500 
dispatches each day since the American army 
landed at Manila, and the maximum was 
4,000 on November 6. 
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THE GENERAL CONFERENCE. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 6. 
The forty-seventh General Confer

ence of the Reorganized Church con
vened in the upper auditorium of the 
brick chapel, Lamoni, Iowa, Friday 
morning, April 6, at ten o'clock. The 
assembly room was well filled, includ
ing the gallery. President Joseph 
Smith called the house to order. 
"Hail to the brightness of Zion's glad 
morning," was sung, and Pres. A. H. 
Smith invoked the divine blessing. 
No. 145 in the Hymnal, "Praise ye the 
Lord," was sung. 

The· conference then proceeded to 
permanent organization. President 
Joseph Smith and his counselors were 
chosen to preside over this confer
ence. To this President Smith re
sponded:-

We thank you for this token of your con
tinued confidence, and hope that things may 
so transpire in the prosecution of the business 
that is before us that you will have no rea
son to regret the trust thus reposed. 

The Secretary of the Church, Bro. 
R. S. Salyards, was chosen secretary 
of the conference with authority to 
select his assistants. He chose Brn. 
D. W. Wight and F. M. Weld. Bro. 
F. G. Pitt was chosen chorister, and 
being authorized to choose his asso
ciate and an organist, he named Bro. 
B. M. Anderson as his assistant, and 
Sr. Roxanna E. Anderson organist. 
Sr. BelleR. James was chosen sten· 
ographer for the conference. 

A resolution prevailed "that Bro. 
D. F. Lambert, being an agent of the 
Associated Press, be also authorized 
as a press committee, and that he may 
choose his ass is tan ts." 

A credentials committee was or
dered, and the chairman named Brn. 
H. E. Moler, Arthur Allen, and Frank 
Granger, and gave them liberty to 
retire and consider their work. 

President Joseph Smith then stated 
it was customary not to enter upon 
business in the forenoon, but that it 
was usual to devote the session mainly 
to short speeches, and that unless ob
jected to, this would be the order. 

The President then addressed the 
assembly as follows:-

Responding without a motion, and taking 
it for granted that you are awfully anxious to 
hear, and those of you that are not thus 
anxious, curious, I shall off8r some remarks. 

I enter upon the work of this conference 
with a good deal of diffidence and with some 
degree of apprehension. While I have no 
disposition to imagine that there are lions in 
the way, I have thought in the past, and I 
believe now that it is not the part of a 
courageous man, to be indifferent to what 
may be before him and neither to pretend 
ignorance concerniQg their existence. I 
know that there are difficulties lying before 
us that will require all the Christian forti· 
tude that we have, and a good deal more 
Christian charity than I fancy that some of 
us have, to get through with. And while I 
would not want any one person to think that 
I thus struck at him personally, I hope that 
each may take it into consideration as to 
whether or not he enters into the work of 
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this conference with a sufficient degree of There has been a good deal that has been 
Christian fortitude and Chr·istian charity very encouraging in the past. One thing 
toward the flesh, the world, and the Devil, that I have myself taken particular pleasure 
(in or out of the chprch, according to his in, is this: that wherever our brethren have 
judgment.) been under the necessity to defend the work, 

Two things have be.en fraught with a great no matter against whom it might be, wher
deal of peculiar manifestation in the minis- ever the attack was made, they have been 
terial field to a great extent, and in 'the home invariably supported by the good Spirit of 
field I may say to a still greater extent; for the Lord; and so long as they have kept 
the individual who has been out on the fron- themselves within the province of their mis
tiers hard at work for Christ, has paid little sion, they have been aided and strengthened. 
attention to the conflicts that have arisen "in There may have been occasions where indi· 
the different places where be may have viduals may have forgotten for the time 
passed through, and if he has been a wise being the principles of true Christian war
mao, he has had his ears largely closed to a fare, and in thus forgetting, lost their bear
good many things that might be in the air ings and have been discomfited. There may 
and endeavoring to be spread abroad. have been such a case now and then, but the 

The patience of the workers has been quite great majority have been on the other side. 
sorely .tried in places and at times, and I We ar'e facing new conditions, in a sense; 
have heard, my brethren have heard, conditions, however, that some of us have 
here at the center, more or less anxiety long- foreseen, and conditi.ons which I believe 
expressed in regard to the conduct of the Lord has been striving by the ministra
the leading officers of the church; and in tion of his Spirit to individuals to prepare 
places individuals have gone so far as to say the church for. How far we may be pre· 
that the leaders were acting directly con- pared to avail ourselves of these new condi
trary to the law of God. Whom they mean tions, however far we may be removed from 
by t.his word "leaders" I do not know; but it the bigotry and superstitions of the past and 
appears that individual judgment has been the legendar.y teachings of the church, and 
passed upon these said leaders; either for a these various questions that arise from the 
neglect of duty, or for a failure to do what consideration of theories, and doctrines, and 
these men have supposed the leaders should authority, how far we may be removed from 
do. To us who are supposed to be among them in order to take in the larger scope 
the leading men of the church it is very em- that is open before us I am not at present 
barrassing to have these. things said by in- prepared to state. I know what the opinions 
dividuals who have not the moral courage of some individuals are, because I have heard 
and the Christian fortitude to come to us and them express them, have heard them make 
tell what those things are of which they com- statements in regard to these conditions, as 
plain; a thing that ought not to be named if they had foreseen them and are now pre
even in Gentile society, let alone Christian pared to act upon them if opportunity of· 
organizations. fered; but I cannot tell how the general 

You have heard me say in my services at pulse of the whole ministerial field may beat 
times that if I could see mine enemy,-and I in regard to the subj~ct. I suppose that we 
think I represent the general eldership in shall be permitted during this meeting to 
saying this,-know where he was located, discover something of this in our delibera
and have a fair, open, square fight with him, tions. 
I would be content to take the battle: and I Personally, I have wrought as I thought I 
emphasize that this morning. There is not could. I am not•lJrepared to say that I have 
a man among us but what would prefer to done all I could. I am not prepared to say 
fight his enemy though it might be the arch- that what I have done has been done in the 
enemy of mankind, openly, than to fight him wisest manner, but the record of what it is is 
under cover. It is a good deal like the Boers, made. I must face it here and hereafter. 
their treatment of their British opponents. But while I occupy a peculiar position, quite 
They have tried to fight them unseen, and it different from the great mass of the elder
has been disastrous to those men of valor ar- ship, I sympathize with them. I do not 
rayed against them. These men in red would know how far they may sympathize with me. 
have been content to have faced their enemy You, all of you, know that so far as I am con
in the open field, but t,hey were not prepared cerned, I have no place to lay clown these 
to meet an enemy unseen. We are more or weapons. There is for me no stopping place 
less like these men. this side of the judgment seat. There can be 

Now I hope that ·whatever may have for me no human excuse; except death and the 
transpired abroad in the field in this regard disability imposed by the approache~ of 
may, for the time being- of our assembling death, I must continue straight forward in 
here, be forgotten, for this reason: It is irri- the course that is appointed, that is before 
tating, and however much patience a man me, so far as I may comprehend it, until I 
may have, he may sometimes think the limit· die; while the rest of you, so far as I know, 
is reached; that charity has ceased to be a could shift the responsibility and take the 
virtue, and that it is time for, if not resent- consequences here and hereafter. You know 
ment, strong resistance. ·we are admon- I am only stating a truth, but it is an unfor
ished to contend earnestly for the faith once t.unate truth in some respects, for the reason, 
delivered to the Saints, but I do not know of while other men may sometimes excuse 
any man in Christ that is authorized to con- themselves for things as they occur, over 
tend over-harsh for his own views. I do not which they may possibly have no possible 
know of the man of so much importance in power, I must take the consequences here 
this world that he can afford to ride over and het·eafter for a great many things that I 
anybody else for the establishment of his neither control, nor see other men control 
own opinions, his own views. I do not know when they could. 
of a man who ought to be so much in love Now thi.s morning while I feel some appre
with his own voice and his own opinions as hension, I feel hopeful, and I do not find 
to insist in forcing everybody else to the wall within myself a single wavering of resolu
tbat may oppose him. I believe that the tion, either in regard to the work at large or 
grandest character in Christ is the one that the work of the conference. I expect to stay 
can suffer the mJst, that can be patient unto right bere and do what I can, unless I am 
the uttermost end; and when I reflect that ousted for proper and just reasons, until the 
upon one occasion Jesus apparently lost his end of conference; and I am going to do the 
temper when he whipped the money chang- best I can to keep my temper in check, and I 
ers out of the temple with a scourge; and expect every other man to do the same thing. 
that only one sixth part of the gospel is said One thing that has pained me in the past, 
to· be of judgment, I feel humble in under- and it pains me every time I think of it, is 
taking to judge my fellow men and fo1·ce my this: That when I know a,nd hear men ex
opinions and my words upon them. Others, I press themselves that they are or should be 
of course, must feel and act as they see men of God,-and I have heard some men 
proper under such circumstances. make use of this expression with a kind of 
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tremor at heart,-I question, Do they really 
mean what they say when they say that they 
consider themselves men of God; and would 
they as men of God do things that some men 
do?oWould they? Would they, under the 
influences of the Spirit of the Master, do 
things that they see some men do? I very 
much :question it. And when Mr. Sheldon, 
down at Topeka, Kansas, undertook to run a 
daily paper as Jesus would do it, I asked my
self then th3 question, Does Mr. Sheldon 
know anything about how Jesus Christ would 
run a daily paper in a western city, the capi
tal of a Western State, like the State of Kan
sas? I subscribed for the paper, as no doubt 
a great many of you did. I wanted to see 
how Jesus would do things. And when I 
saw the paper I saw reflected through it just 
this, that the paper was conducted as a man 
wearing Presbyterian spectacles saw how 
Jesus would do i.t. And I thought about the 
little paper up there called the Herald, into 
which there never has, to my knowledg-e, oc
curred the entrance of one of those flashy, 
trashy advertisements against which Mr. 
Sheldon raised his voice; and yet I thought 
about the Herald, that in its columns men 
had advocated different views, and these 
men had stated his thought in writing, and 
another man had controverted it, and each 
man make the statement-! suppose he in
tended to do-that he was doing it as he 
believed that Jesus would do it. And they 
have sometimes written at the top of their 
writings, ''I am led to write by the Spirit, as 
I believe," and one man would write one 
view upon the topic, and another man an
other view. Well, would Jesus do that? I 
do not know. One thing is sure, that he 
paid tribute to the executors of the law, and 
in order to himself keep under the law, not 
violate it, he caused a miracle to be wrought 
when he paid his tribute of the money that 
was found in the fish's mouth. He said to 
the soldier, Be content with thy wages and 
do violence to the blood of QO man. He said 
to the man that received 'ihe customs, Be 
content with thy dues. And so he went 
through the category of those that were en
gaged in human affairs, under human laws, 
and gave each class a proper degree of ad
vice, but he never pretended to tell them 
that they should not do as the law required 
them to do as public servants. 

I have been bombarded with questions as 
editor of the Herald, and as partially repre
senting myself and the body, as to what the 
church had done in regard to this or that, 
whether the church had said this or that in 
regard to different classes of human conduct. 
Really, the church has spoken very little 
about human conduct, as a church. I may 
have my own views as to what would be right 
or wrong, what the articles of the church 
might permit and what they might not; but 
just as sure as I, as editor of the Herald, 
would answer some of those questions, it 
would come back to me as a whip used upon 
somebody's back to do them harm or injury, 
or force them into line; and "Bro. Joseph 
said this, Bro. Joseph read that; Bro. Joseph 
wrote this,,Bro. Joseph wrote that." Well, 
did Bro. Joseph speak the sentiments of the 
entire body? I think it was about three 
years ago that the body turned Bro. Joseph 
down on one of the things that he had writ
ten, notwithstanding that he believed he was 
right, and Bro. Joseph had to submit to the 
voice of the people upon the proposition that 
the voice of the people was the voice of God. 
And if there is a class of people that can ever 
convene together in this world, and especially 
in these United States, whose voice is the 
voice of God, or should be, it is an assembly 
like this, among these people. You can see 
how these things affect. My own opinion in 
regard to many of the conditions in which 
these questions are asked is this: Jesus 
Christ intended the gospel to be a renovat
ing power, to eliminate from human charac
ter the things that were not lovely, and to 
enable an individual to assimilate to himself 
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all the characteristics of human character 
that are lovely; and provided for them the 
inward monitor of the Spirit, in order that 
each individual might'!!ot be at the mercy of 
the body disposed to make rigid rules, laws, 
and governments by which everybody must 
walk, until if we were to pursue it as it has 
been thought some of us ought to do, we 
would have a code of laws a great deal longer 
than we can find in Leviticus, and every man 
would have to carry a chart of human con
duct and consult it every minute of his life, 
in order that he might not trespass against 
some teaching of the law. Then what is to 
become of that inward monitor which is to 
be unto every man given as God will to guide 
and govern him as an individual, upon the 
fact that an individual responsibility is what 
he shall answer for unto God, and not for the 
rule of conduct imposed upon him by the 
voice of his brethren. 

I know that this conference does not know 
all the peculiar circumstances that surround 
my life, that have surrounded me in the past, 
those things that have been brought to bear 
upon me to bias my conduct or my opinion 
this way or that way. They have not the 
power to comprehend; do not know. Now 
as a consequence, if it is supposed that they 
are to make a long code of laws for my per
sonal observance in personal conduct, they 
are going to remake the man. Well, I do 
not believe you brethren can do that, and I 
know some men in this congregation that are 
just as obstinate as I 11.m, notwithstanding my 
brother once told his brethren he said, "You 
think Bro. Joseph is a nice, quiet-tempered 
man, but you will find that he is just as ob
stinate as I am." Granting there are two of 
us, I am only presenting it as an illustration. 
If this cannot be done with one individual, 
can it be done with another? And if it is to 
be made an exception in favor of one, must it 
not be made an exception in the favor of 
every other man? If not, are not personal 
rights invaded? Are not the office work and 
power of the Holy Spirit supposed to be in 
every man? Are they not relegated to the 
past, and we take our places under the moral 
code and work out our salvation under that 
law with fear and trembling? But if it is 
true, let us go back, and when we sin, let us 
take our dove or our lamb, our heifer or bul
lock, and go and place it on the altar and get 
absolution for our sins under the law. Let 
us do it. 

I see things a great deal different from a 
good many people, and I know that a great 
many people see a great many things differ
ent from what I do, but please God, I am glad 
of it, and I will tell you the reason: We are 
placed under different conditions; we face 
the world under different organizations, 
mental and moral organizations. It is utterly 
impossible for each of us to see like every 
other man in the body; it is utterly impossi
ble. God never intended it to be so. Why, 
you may say to me, Are we not admonished to 
be of one mind? Yes, but in regard to what? 
To speak the same things in regard to what? 
Those things upon which God has spoken 
specifically. That is where we should be all 
of one mind, but upon this great variety of 
topics that grow out of our organizations 
upon which the law of God is either abso
lutely silent or stated in such way that it is 
not specific and definite, there we are in
debted to our various organizations for the 
final wisdom that shall crown our action, if 
we shall only be patient enough and honora
ble enough to give every man the same privi
lege that we demand for ourselves, the right 
of free speech without prejudice. Now this 
may be il!uRtrated. I will bring it home to 
you. I do not want to do it in a spirit of un
just criticism, but some things that have 
transpired in the last six months have been 
pointing in this direction. You all know the 
result of the attempt to seat Mr. Roberts in 
the House of Representatives, without preju
dice to the man in any sense, but with refer· 
ence to the principles-it is like this: The 

question now comes up in regard to the 
teaching of President Brigham Young in the 
days that are past as recorded in the Journal 
of Discourses, himself and his coadjutors, 
known unto individuals who are listening to 
my voice, who absolutely heard them and 
have read them as they were published to 
the world. Now, one of the principal lead
ing men who has charge of their journal 
says that Pt·esident Young uttered those 
things, but his teachings were not to be 
taken as an essential unto man's salvation.
Now who drove them to that statement? 
Two of their number, on being excluded from 
Denmark, if my memory serves me right, 
made the statement to the Minister of Jus
tice that they are now instructed not to teach 
plural marriage or emigration, and that they 
have neither taught, nor do teach, plural 
marriage nor emigration. How does that 
comport with the teachings of the past by 
these same people? The principle lies here, 
they are facing new conditions, the same as 
we are, largely; they have come to know 
that they cannot build upon the teachings of 
President Young and establish the church, 
and they are now going before the world and 
presenting the epitome of 1842 and 1844. 
They are presenting the teachings of the 
Book of Covenants and presenting the book 
to the people, but they forget to tell them 
that the volume they are carrying is the 
volume published by them in 1876 from which 
the marriage law of 1835 and clear down to 
1869, so far as the Book of Covenants is con
cerned, had been eliminated, and that they 
have introduced that other law, all based 
upon the teachings of President Brigham 
Young, all of them. 

Now you can see that the principle ap
plied iu the one case is good as applied in the 
other. If applied upon the opposition, it 
comes back to us, and the reflex action of it 
is this: You as a body cannot be held by my 
teachings unless my teachings are in accord
ance with the word of God, proved to be so 
upon examination. Is that statement cor
rect? So is it with each and every other in
dividual. All stand alike upon this; and 
hence, as a body, we have no right, I have 
no right, you have no right, as individuals, 
to compromise the church, and to assert that 
such and such things are the voice of the 
church, or that they are the teachings of the 
law, unless the law is specific in its state
ments. 

I have only made these statements to call 
attention to the application of the principle, 
that is all; that while we may, as individuals, 
assert a certain degree of independence of 
character, and it is necessary that we should, 
there is not expected of us that we shall so 
bring ourselves into such subjection in our 
different organizations that we all look 
through the same spectacles. I confess that 
so far as some questions are concerned, I'd 
like to have every man see as I do, but I had 
a great deal rat,her if he differed from me 
that he would honestly state his difference 
than that he would surrender his individu
ality simply because I said so-would think 
more of him-he would be a better man for 
the people, a man in whose hands the liber
ties of the people would be safer. 

So as I look out upon the field I see a great 
variety of minds at work, and it sometimes 
has seemed to me that the class of minds that 
we have are peculiar in this respect. I do not 
know that I ought to say it in just that way, 
but that the conditions seem to be so or
dered that when a representative of this 
work is called upon to defend it in a specific 
manner, he seems to have been peculiarly 
qualified, or peculiarly selected for that par
ticularly spot, at that particular time, for 
that particular occasion. I have been glad 
of that. I know some of the men that have 
met opposition for the past two years that 
have done in the controversy thrust upon 
them infinitely better than I could have done 
under the same conditions-! say infinitely 
better-! believe it. While I would have 
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i:nade shift under such conditions to have 
done the best I could, their qualifications for 
that specific time and place were better than 
mine, as I understand it. 

Now under all these conditions, I feel en
couraged this morning, and hope, earnestly 
hope, that every official member of the body, 

-every ex officio member, every delegate, every 
one entitled to voice, every one entitled to 
vote, will enter into the business of this con
ference with cheerfulness, with devotion, not 
to self, to preconceived ideas or notions, but 
to the benefit of the body, the whole work; 
and when we do that, we will have very little 
trouble-at least, it will be of that charac
ter that we can easily get along with it. But 
if any of you have brought hatchets here to 
grind, I am not going to help turn the 
grindstone, if I can help it. I have no 
axes to grind, and I have no ton::ahawks to 
be afraid of, that I know of, and I am not go
ing to help anyone to sharpen a tomahawk 
to bit me with if I can help it-of course I 
am not. I may be brought into such a condi
tion that I may be compelled to turn the 
grindstone. If I do, I will make the water 
fiy over the one that is holding the ax. With 
what I have said I shall leave the matter 
with you and call upon somebody else to ad
dress you. 

President Alexander H. Smith was 
the next speaker. He said:-

As Brother Joseph referred to me, per
haps I may express a thought relative to the 
principle that was being treated upon. He 
promised us to try to keep his temper. To 
me a man who has no temper and does not 
sometimes manifest it, is not of much force. 
The beautiful character is a man that has a 
temper and has it under control; and so far 
as obstinacy is concerned, individually, in 
my experience, I believe that the household 
of God as represented in the church, is filled 
with men that are obstinate. They ar@ affirma
tive, largely. There are very few negatives 
among them, and the battle has been of that 
character that it has made them aggressive, 
forced them to be aggressive. They are ag
gressive men, and where you find an accumu
lation of men of this character, you may 
expect, once in a while, flashes of temper. 
The metal that is the best tempered does 
not bend easily, does not break easily, and 
when it is bent will come back to its proper 
shape again. There is a spring and an elas
ticity in it, and there ought to be elasticity 
in every representative in this latter-day 
work. There ought to be stiffness, firm
ness, and elasticity. I believe this is being 
made manifest. 

I rejoice in the work, and my brother re
ferred to some things that called to my mind 
one of the principal things that makes me 
rejoice in it, that makes me feel firm in it, 
the positions taken by the Reorganization 
and the representatives of the church of the 
present have been of that character that we 
have not had to go back on any of them. 
Our advance has been, as remarked by some, 
slow, seemingly, but it has been sure. We 
have not had to yield any ground where we 
have planted ourselves .. We have planted 
ourselves in such shape that there is no 
power that has been been brought against 
the church yet that has caused us to yield 
any ground that has been won. Now I like 
that. The work is of a character that will 
call out all that there is in a man; and it is 
in perfect keeping with the thought that 
God bas expressed himself that he will have 
a proven people, a tried people. 

We are not all organized alike. As has 
been expressed, what may be temptation to 
one man is no temptation to another man at 
all. What may be looked upon as a trial by 
one individual is borne in perfect patience by 
another. The temptations that come upon 
us are as different as our organizations. It is 
proper we should be thus; it is proper that 
we should be differently organized. And 
God has promised that he would temper his 
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providences unto his people, and he will not 
call upon them to endure more than they can 
bear. If we are forced to bear and prove 
ourselves faithful, the greater will be our re
ward. I rejoice in this thought too. 

I am conscious just at this present moment 
that the Latter Da.y Saints gathered here 
are anxious to hear something relative to the 
labor of the Patriarch. It seems to be 
pressed in upon my mind just now. Two 
years ago I announced to the church my 
willingness to move forward in the office and 
calling of Patriarch. I stated some things 
that I found in the way,.asked some relief, 
and the question was propounded to me, 
"What will you do if nothing is done? If 
you receive no instructions, no further light, 
will you move forward in your work, any
way?" And I answered, "Yes; I will move 
forward and follow the direction of the 
Spirit and do the best I can, and leave the 
results in the bands of God." 

I discovered in my work that it was neces
sary that I should have some one to take 
down the blessings. In consultation with 
President Smith there was one thought that 
was settled in our minds. I received several 
communications from abroad, from indi
viduals, some of them sending means to de
fray expenses, requesting a patriarchal 
blessing, desiring that I should write out 
patriarchal blessings and send them. In con
sultation with President Smith, we agreed 
tt.at this could hardly be in keeping with the 
law, and we concluded that the blessings 
should be given by the laying on of hands. 
That was what the best record that we had, 
relative to the work of the Patriarch seemed 
to signify, that this was the order. 

The church provided no means for the pro
curing of a stenographer. The work required 
one. The party receiving the blessing wants 
a copy of that blessing, naturally. It is nec
essary they should have it. The Patriarch 
should have a copy, and it is incumbent upon 
him to record a copy of every blessing given, 
in writing, in the record book that belongs 
to the church; hence you will see that there 
is a work of this kind which is necessary to 
be done. As your Patriarch I was not able 
to hire this work done. I had to depend on 
volunteer labor. In the East, Sister Fisher, 
Sister Ruth Sheehy, and Mary Mortimer 
volunteered; and while on my eastern tour I 
was enabled to give numbers of blessings. 
Sister Belle James ha'3 volunteered her labor 
and services, and I have been enabled to give 
many blessings here in this section of the coun
try and at Independence. Sister Rich also as
sisted and gave her help, and other sisters 
have given their help. Bro. L<Jon Gould in 
the North assisted me there, but this has 
been voluntary work, and I have been ena
bled during the past two years to bless quite 
a number of individuals. 

I want to say to you that under the influ
ence of the Spirit my heart has been made to 
rejoice and I have had the confirmation and 
the evidence from God of my calling to the 
position, and I have received evidences from 
those who have been blessed under my 
hands, which indicate that they have been 
blessed, and they rejoice in the work. 

As the Patriarch of the church I discover 
•,bat there is sufficient to keep me busy; and 
wherever I go I am expected to preach the 
gospel, and in the preaching of the word I 
have been wonderfully blessed in the past two 
yearA, and I rejoice in it. 

It seems to me that the church just at the 
present time, notwithstanding there are 
clouds in the horizon, stands in a better posi
tion to receive and is calculated to receive 
greater blessings.than she has ev!Jr received 
before. If I may judge of what I have seen 
and experienced, the ministry are just in a 
condition to .receive an endowment, in a re
ceptive mood, and they have need of this 
rich endowment of the Spirit. And the work 
opening, as I believe, God will bless it and 
bring us out of the shadows of the clouds 
that are in the horizon; and the church will 
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be brighter, and better, and grander, and 
move along more rapidly .. than it ever has in 
the past. The Spirit is ready to bless and 
sanctify and help the ministry, and the word 
comes from the different parts of the world 
where there have been debates upon the 
principles of our faith has been uni versa! 
that the Spirit has aided in the defense of 
the work. God is recognizing, is ruling and 
overruling. There are still to be revealed 
those things that will make more complete 
the representation of the church as repre
senting the kingdom of God, and he stands 
ready when his people are ready to receive, 
and 1 believe that we are advancing along 
the line of preparation and readiness until it 
is near at hand when we shall receive the 
outpouring of his Spirit and the manifesta
tions of greater power as the days pa:>s and 
the time is approaching for the coming of the 
Son of God-near us, when we may see the 
evidence of God's power manifest more than 
ever before. One thing we should rejoice in, 
and that, perhaps, represents the organism 
of the individual, it is a work of antagonism, 
and we are forcing the world to recognize 
us. This church is forcing recognition from 
the Christian world and the world at large, 
and it is forcing it in such conditions that 
it redounds to tbe honor and glory of God. 
I rejoice in it. 

Elder William H. Kelley, President 
of the Quorum of Twelve, then 
spoke:-

We have a great deal to rejoice us this 
morning. The weather is in our favor and 
we enjoy bodily health. It is a good time to 
sing, "Praise God from whom all blessings 
fiow," after a separation of two years, to be 
privileged to meet under such favorable 
auspices to engage in our conference work. 

This is the first time in the history of the 
church that we have been absent from each 
other so long in a conference capacity. It is 
a new experience, but we meet this morning 
in the faith; have pa~sed through the trials 
of the two years of whatever character they 
may have been, and also good experienced. 
Both the good and the bad lie along life's 
pathway. The doctrine of God having a 
tried people is before us all tho time, and the 
idea of a chosen people, and none of us expect 
to be chosen without there is some merit at
taching to us. Merit indicates things 
brought to bear to lead one away from the at
tainment of merit, making true the state
ment that there needs to be an opposition in 
all things to develop human character to 
enable us to perform our work aright in the 
earth. 

It would be too much this morning for 
one of us to undertake to go over our 
experience for the last two years, but 
our presence here indicates that we are 
in the faith; that notwithstanding the 
conflicts and the opposition to the various 
views and ideas that we have had to meet in 
the world, we meet again this morning in the 
faith, in the Latter Day Saint faith, in the 
faith of the angel message that came to the 
world in this age of the world to enlighten 
us, to give us a better conception of revealed 
truth, of religious truth in order to enable a 
people to occupy a platform religiously upon 
which they might stand and face the world, 
giving a reason for their hope, and defying 
opposition so far as criticism is concerned, 
and overthrow us so far as relates to argu
ment. 

There is where we occupy to-day, and by 
reason of the safety of that platform it has so 
in wrought itself into our conditions that we 
meet to-day strong in that faith, strong in a 
belief of that message that whatever may be 
our conflict here in this world, triumph will 
come to it in the earth. 

I was imp!'essed with the speech that was 
made by the President with reference to our 
peculiarities, charity, manhood, womanhood, 
the diversity that is found among us and the 
world. Evidently God intended it so. It 
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gives us an opportunity to learn how to gov
ern ourselves. It is a splendid thing to be 
self-governinl?. We all delight in liberty 
and freedom, but I do not know as we ought 
to be allowed it without we do learn some
thing about self-government, and I think we 
can all take that home to ourselves, and 
perhaps each one needs a little disciplining 
in that regard. 

But meeting here in conference I appreci
ate the caution given and shall try to be on 
my guard along with the rest of the breth
ren. I am a little extreme in my nature 
sometimes, but will try to keep cool, be de
liberate, and act for the best. 

I am in the faith this morning. I believe 
that this go~pel is true and all of the prophe
cies and inspiration that have come to us in 
the past relative to it inspiring us on, will 
yet be fulfilled, will be attained by us or by 
some others, and that this work will win. 

That was a true statement made by the 
brother that it is forcing itself upon the 
world and forcing ·recognition. It is really 
getting to be rec'Jgnized now in many places, 
in places where we are best known, that the 
Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints is 
thought of in a better light than it was a few 
years ago. That cloud, that odium that has 
been upon us in the past is moving away, and 
we have never stood better before the world 
nor before ourselves than we stand this 
morning, so far as any facts have impressed 
my mind, and I have the privilege to repre
sent the Eastern Mission where I have be
stowed most of my labors and the faith has 
never stood more fairly before the world. 
The Saints have never stood together as 
coworkers with themselves and with God 
better than they stand to-day. 

It shows we are making some progress, we 
are gravitating into a greater unity, and we 
are comprehending more perfectly human 
rights and trying to become assimilated to 
act as one body to accomplish the work that 
is committed to us. 

. Elder F. G. Pitt, recently returned 
from the English mission, said:-

We certainly have much to be gra1;eful for, 
and every reason to rejoice in meeting to
gether under such favorable circumstances. 
It seems to me that never in my life have I 
enjoyed any experience as I have the last few 
weeks. 

Two years ago when it began to dawn upon 
my mind that it was just possible that I 
should have a foreign mission, and that mis· 
sion might be England, I felt to dread aod to 
almost pray that God might deliver me from 
that mission. But when the quejltion was 
asked, Could I go, I replied that I could, so 
far as I knew, and then all apprehension of 
evil left me, and not only did I feel willing, 
but really anxious to go. Quite a remarkable 
change came over my mind and I felt the 
spirit of that mission, and all the time J was 
there felt that I liad not only been sent by 
the body, but that God had a hand in my be
ing sent there. 

I wish I could give a glowing account of my 
work and tell you how greatly we have pros
pered, but I cannot do that truthfully, and 
can only report that as I see the work it. is 
only in a moderately good condition. The 
circumstances under which the missionary is 
called to labor in that land are quite different 
from what they are here, the opportunities 
for spreading the work are not what they are 
in this land. There are very few chances for 
schoolhouses and churches in which to 
occupy as you have them here. Our work in 
that land is mostly in cities and towns. Very 
little has been done in the country. Some of 
our people, I think I may ~ay the most of 
them, are hard working people. We have 
difficulties to contend with there that you do 
not l;iave here. But I think the greatest ob
stacle that has stood in our way has been the 
bad work wrought through the apostasy, in 
other words, Bdghamism, and we have had 
difficulty in getting the ears of the people on 
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account of our name. We found at last that 
we could only reach the people, that is, the 
majority there, by outdoor work. I was al
most amused amused at the efforts that the 
brethren took to advertise me and its results. 
I remember one instance in London when I 
first went there. I think they got out no 
less than ten thousand handbills. I thought 
it was rather extreme and I began to figure 
how many we might expect out to our little 
meeting room in London. I fit:l'ured if each 
handbill was properly distributed it ought to 
reach at least five people. If one half the 
people came that the handbills would reach, 
we might expect twenty·fi ve thousand people, 
and I began to·talk to the brethren about 
this, but they did not seem to manifest any 
alarm, and I found there was no cause for any, 
as I. think not more than five individuals 
were called out on account of these numerous 
handbills. People promised to come. A 
house to house canvass was made, but no 
sooner do people learn that we are Latter 
Day Saints than it is sufficient excuse for 
them to stay away. 

Not being successful in reaching the people 
indoors, we found that we would have to 
adopt some other methods. They would not 
come to us, and so, yielding to the invitation 
of the brethren there, I attempted outdoor 
preaching. I think I never had a bigger 
cross in my life than to undertake this kind 
of work, unless it was when I was first called 
upon to occupy the desk in preaching in the 
beginning of my ministry. But I attempted 
it, and I can say truthfully, that I have never 
enjoyed more liberty than in standing in the 
streets of London and other places to tell the 
people what this work was; and sometimes 
people would listen from one to two hours at 
a time, and after the preaching by myself and 
the local brethren, they would ask questions, 
and in this way the work has been advertised. 
How many will come in I do not know, but I 
have ceased to worry about pe·ople entering 
the church. My duty as I see it is to 
sow the seed, and leave the reaping to the 
higher power. 

I have rejoiced exceedingly in the work 
there and have found many good people, both 
in and out of the church, and I believe that 
the work there ought to be prosecuted with 
a kind and a firm ha11d. There are many 
Saints who are watching us here and who are 
anxious to receive help from the people in 
this land. A few men over there have the 
idea that we cannot do much in the way of 
missionary labor, and because they have been 
heard, some people have the idea that the 
English people are opposed to American 
missionaries. This is a mistake. I think 
Bro. Newton, associated with me there, will 
bear me out in this. and I know of no more 
than four or five individuals who are in any
wise opposed to American missionaries, and 
they are not as much so.as some suppose, only 
they are afraid that you might swamp them, 
like the Brighamite church is said to swamp 
some of their people over there by the great 
army of missionaries and take away the 
rights of the local brethren. I think there is 
no danger of that, but where there is a little 
of this feeling on the part of some, there is a 
great anxiety on the part of others to receive 
help from this land. 

There was one very pleasing feature of our 
work there that was encouraging. We 
found that when the servants of God worked, 
God worked with them; that they did not 
have to stand alone. In Cardiff we under
took a work in connection with the local 
brethren aod the result was, that quite a 
number of those that belonged to the Utah 
Church joined in with uR. They were quite 
opposed to us. at first. We went around from 
house to house, showing them the truth, and 
some were almost fierce in their opposition 
toward us. But these very people began to 
have visions in the night; they came to our 
meetings, and they heard the voice of 
prophecy, and the gift of tongues. They 
asked their ministers, "What does this 

mean? You have been preaching to us that 
the gifts and blessings of the gospel were in 
the church. W~q never saw them in our 
church. How is it that these Josephites 
have the gift of prophecy and tongues?" 
and while their elders tried to explain these 
things away, it left its effect, and they began 
to ask the question, are we right or not?" 
and many of them have joined in with U5 and 
are developing in the latter-day work. This 
of itself is encouraging. Another thing: I 
found that we need not be afraid of giving 
the people all the truth. We simply have to 
throw· it out among them and it will take 
care of itself. And you would be surprised 
to see people listening night after night out
doors, standing and waiting for us to come, 
and they did not go to sleep, either, as some 
people do in the house. They stood there 
and listened with the utmost attention. 

We have some good workers there; they 
need encouragement. And those who are 
sent among them need to be kind; they need 
to be firm as well. Yoa can hardly expect 
people over there, brought up under differ
ent circumstances and customs from what we 
are used to, to receive at once whatever new 
methods we may try to have them adopt, and 
for that reason those who go there have to 
carefully study the methods employed there, 
and the disposition of the people, and many 
other things. 

Then, too, you are called upon to engage in 
such a variety of work. At one time you 
have to go among the people, visit their 
houses, talk to them about the work in a 
social way. Another time you are called to 
handle the outside influences. At Nantyglo 
I was met there with a fierce kind of opposi
tion, and I had almost prided myself that 
God had so blessed me that I was able to 
bring about a good work without meeting 
serious opposition; but in that place I had to 
undergo something like that which Paul 
said he had to meet at one time when the 
people cried out, "Great is the goddess Diana 
of the Ephesians!" I faced the crowd two 
nights and the next night I felt when I was 
through that I would like to go home. I 
hardly knew whether to give it up or come 
again. "If you do preach," the brethren 
said, "you will be worse treated than before, 
because to-morrow is Saturday night ~tnd 
most of them will be under the influence of 
liquor and you will fare pretty bard." I 
tried it once more. I went there after three 
night's opposition, and then the opposition 
broke and I spoke under tho influence of the 
divine Spirit, to me, it seemed, better than I 
had ever been able to speak before; and when 
I was through, a gentleman came forward 
and wished to make a few remarks. He 
proved to be one of the officials of the town, 
a lawyer, and he bore testimony to those 
people that what I had told them was true. 
"I do not know what denomination this man 
belongs to," he said, "but I know he has 
taug·ht you the Bible and you can believe in 
what he has told you." They gathered 
around in little groups and came to the con
clusion that they had treated me badly. So 
I won the victory. To God be all the praise. 

These little incidents will show you what we 
have t,o contend with in that country. Ire
joice in the work, and while it has not all 
been sunshine,-there has been some degree 
of trial,-but like the brother stated before 
me, we have always felt nearest to the Master 
when we have been able to suffer with him; 
and I have never felt more at home in my 
mission than when I have gone about among 
those poor people, some of them just out of 
the mines, and attempted to tell them the 
simple truth as it is in Christ. As I saw 
their black faces and their eyes shining with 
interest it seemed to me as if I was fulfilling 
in a limited degree a prophecy where tbe 
Lord says, "I will send among you hunters 
and fishers, and fishers, and they will hunt 
for you among the rocks where you have 
been driven." I felt that was part of my 
mission, and while it has not all been sun-
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shine, yet the Lord has stood by me there cities had lately started; Elder Wight had 
and I have often felt the Saints were praying just organized a small bran<::h in the city of 
for me while I was under trial, and I needed Sydney, in New South Wales, worshiping in 
none to tell me that I had an interest in your cottages. Sydney is the commercial me
prayers. The more I see of this latter-day tropolis-the mother city of that island con
work the more convinced I am o[ its truth tinent; and I am pleased as I stand here to 
and its ultimate triumph. say that I left Australia feeling in my heart 

May we be enabled to endure unto the end, that I had had a part in planting our work 
is my prayer. upon a firm and I trust lasting basis in this 

E.lder G. R. Wells, late of Australia, chief city-the landing and departing place 
of our missionaries. I have a photo of their 

was the next speaker. He said:- new chapel with me. But when I first went 
Brother Pitt told you that the more he saw there apprehensio:'l came unto my heart 

of this work, the more he was convinced of chiefly because of my voice. When I first 
its final triumph. I believe the sweetest con- began to preach in Southern Missouri the 
ception that it is possible for the human soul people would say to me, "Why don't you 
to contemplate is that the great ultimate to speak louder?" They couldn't hear me half 
which we claim this latter-day movement is across the room. I thought I spoke loud 
tending may and can be reached. It is that enough. When I left for that mission I had 
which helps us to sacrifice. not voice enough to reach the back end of a 

Our president this morning stated that we room this size.. The reason for this was that 
needed in our nature to be firm and elastic. when I first started out I couldn't speak more 
I have found out after seven years of ex peri- than five or eight minutes; and my zeal made 
ence that I was too elastic in certain respects me think I must do something extra. I 
when I left here, and not enough in others; therefore sang too long and too loud. Down 
and also that if I had stayed there very much near· Nevada, Missouri, on one occasion, 
longer I would have got too rigid in some when rain kept us from dispersing, and I 
other fibers of my character. Therefore, I then and there nearly ruined my voice. My 
now feel that it was necessary that I should vocal cords and my zeal were certainly too 
go; and necessary for the cause and myself elastic, and the latter ,got badly stretched. 
that I should return. I believe I accom- I went to Australia with a crippled voice
pUshed the little that divine wisdom con tern- could not talk over thirty minutes without 
plated when I was sent. I have told my feeling a pain in the top of my head, ano I 
brethren of the Twelve that I am now satis- said, "Is it possible that the T1velve has sent 
fied (I was not just after I landed there) with me over here to ruin my voice?" Elder Bur
the wisdom that sent me to Australia, and ton had come with good voice, had crippled 
therefore am willing to trust that same wis· it-the doctors sa,id ruined it-and he left the 
dom in the next appointment. mission in that condition. I came with a 

Brother PitL's experience reminded me crippled voice-what would become of me? 
much of mine in Australia, which is popu- Soon after Elder Wight left, we made an un
lated from the home land where he was. I availing effort in Sydney and New Castle, and 
hope I do not need this morning to explain Elder Kaler and I went up the coast awfully 
that it is like the United States in regard to discouraged; it seemed impossible to accom
source of population- only more English. plish anything in Sydney. The brethren 
They have their aboriginal tribes the same would get a hall; probably one would come 
as we have here who are fast fading out un- out to hear us. They would pay about a dol
der the baneful influences of civilization's lar and a quarter, perhaps three or four 
whiskyandothercorrosiveforces. The Anglo- dollars for the hall for one nig·ht. Away up 
Saxon race which threatens to capture this in w.hat they called the "bush," in a little 
world has taken possession of that land, as it locality called the. Nambucca, yve met the 
has here. We have an area then of within a brethren (after havmg been lost m the bush 
few square miles the sa!Jle as these United 1 through. mistaking t~e road and wandering 
States, excepting Alaska. While you have or sleepw~ out all mght, under. the dews of 
seventy-three million people, they have only ~eaven,) t1red, hungry, and d~rty, and we 
a little under four million, I believe. I con- fdt as t!lough we h~d gotten mto heaven. 
sider that mission is the next best to the Here were the fru1ts of our predecessors' 
United States, because it is so similar in labors, and they received us with open arms. 
these respects. When I first went over there Here and at other places various brethren 
I learned that Bro. Burton had gone there and sisters who had never seen us shook 
with a good voice and had left it with a nrip- hands with us and said: "I have seen you in 
pled voice, because of having to do vthis vision; I k';!OW you." A local elder by the 
outdoor preaching that Bro. Pitt speaks of. name of Lovmg, a~ ~am bucca, who cou)d not 
We have heard of the marvelous success of know of the cond1t10ns of the work m all 
the early Wesleyan movement in England, Aus~rali.a, n_ot being in touc~ with it; ~et. by 
which was due to ~he fact that they left the th~ m~p1ratwn .of ~od. he sa1~ to t?e missiOn
stereotyped ecclesiastical methods and went ar1es, You~ m1sswn for awh1le will be hard, 
out unto the people in the fields and parks. It. and seem vam because of no returns for your 
was distinctively an open air movement-a fea- labor and persecutions from outsiders; but a 
ture that Methodism did not take out of En<Y- brighter time will come before you finish 
land very far. Later, the Salvation Army to;k your mission, and :-zou shall return rejoici~g." 
that method all over the world. It has com- I put that down m my d1ary at tile t1me 
pelled all other churches to break over the bar- (May, '94), and it passed away from my mind; 
riers between the church and the mass in this but coming over on the boat I got my diary 
one respect, and other churches have been fol- out s,nd began to g,o over the .incidents of 
lowing the example of the Salvation Army. work, and t?ere I came across th1s prophecy. 
'l'o the Army belongs the credit• for having I was surprised to note how my wC!rk could 
perpetuated this method. make me so bu~y that I forgot t.h1s. That 

When we went to Australia we discovered prophecy was literally fulfilled, beyond our 
that because of the mildness 'of the climate most sanguine expectation. A brighter time 
the people nearly lived our of doors. It wa~ di~ ~orne; but time wil.l not. allow me. to de
just as hard to get people inside to listen in ta1l1t to you. I went wto the work, hke the 
Australia-worse, I am certain than Bro. average American, sixty miles an hour. 
Pitt says it is in England. In England as Th~t v:-as a mistake,. in a warm climate, 
also in the northern district of this country which 1s hard on t~e hver at any speed, and 
the people are compelled to go indoors three I got down m physwal powers. 
or four months of the time at any rate. Here In my outdoor work in park and on street 
they are accustomed to worshiping in school- I found that my clarinet was a wonderful 
houses. In my late mission, the school- help in reaching this people. They loved 
houses are not available; they being under a music, and could get large crowds to stop 
more st.rict government control; no one can and listen to simple airs, and then I and oth
preach m them. ers would speak. At first I felt it beneath 

When we first went there our worl!: i!l the my dignity to go out on the ~tre~Jt ~nd 
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preach. That was my traditional <Jducation 
-the result of my environments in the 
United States. I was not responsible for it; 
but it was my business to conquer it for 
Christ's sake. I said "down tradition; up 
necessity!" and went out, as Bro. Wight used 
to say, feeling as though I had rather not. 
The knowledge that all denominations went 
out helped me a little. I banished that idea 
that everybody that prea~hed on the streets 
was a fanatic, or crack-brained; and I went 
out and used my voice, at times, perhaps un
wfsely, because I never had the advantage of 
elocutionary tt'aining; I did not and do not 
yet know the proper methods of speaking or 
singing, but I do know in spite of all of this, 
and the noise of the streets, the dust that 
was everywhere present, and all of the har
rowing circumstances that would come to 
distract attention and make the effort more 
difficult and dangerous to the voice, that my 
fears were never realized. I preached in the 
air even more than Bro. Burton did (because 
I was there longer, and we had better oppor· 
tunities in the cities), and my voice got 
stronger every month and year that I was 
there. If there is anything I am thankful 
for, it is that my voice is now stronger than 
when I left seven years ago from _conference 
in this place, when it was, as· I consider, 
crij3pled. I have heard my brethren, Frank 
Sheehy and R. C. Evans speak, and others 
with strong voices, and I have admired their 
superior endowment of voice power, because 
I felt that strong thoughts and weighty argu
ments went better to the hearts of the people 
if they were carried with a strong voice. I 
have coveted a good voice, and when I real
ized that my ordinary voice was about to be 
ruined, I felt bad about it. God will pardon 
me for wanting a good voice, and I want to 
use it in defense of this truth, not so much in 
the defense of it, either, for I have found my
self too ag·gressive at times, and that I too 
often had the battle ax in my hand, and not 
often enough the flag of love. I want to use 
it in defense when necessary, outdoors, in
doors, privately, and publiely, to build up 
the kingdom of God, and plant in the hearts 
of lost humanity, the great ideas or promises 
that have stirred some of our brethren up 
lately and make them want to hasten it, and 
the agitation is going out among this people 
and oppressed of the whole world. The 
world needs our gospel. I am glad to be 
back arnong you. 

President Joseph Smith then stated 
that unless objected to he would ap
point the order of meetings, adjourn
ments, speakers, assistants, etc. 

The President named as ushers 
Ern. C. F. Church, Daniel Anderson, 
C. B. Bergersen, H. W. Smith, W. T. 
Ross, D. L. Morgan, W. W. Smith. 
George Beebe, Clement Malcor, and 
the selections were ratified by the 
assembly. 

The order in which the assembly 
would be seated for the business ses
sions was announced by the chairman: 
The Presidency, Twelve, and Bishop
ric on the platform; the High Priests 
and Elders upon the left; the Seventy 
immediately in front; the delegates 
upon the r.ight; then the lesser priest
hood, members, and visitors. 

The order of meetings was also an. 
nounced: Social meeting at nine a. 
m., to close in time to allow an inter
m iss ion of fully twenty minutes; 
preaching service at 10: 45 am.; busi
ness session, two p. m. ; preaching 
service, 7: 30 p. m. 

Al:UlOtmcements were made, No, 
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199 in the Hymnal, "0 thou God who 
hearest prayer," was sung, and Presi
dent Joseph Smith pronounced the 
benediction. 

Regular business session convened 
at two p. m. "Awake, ye saints of 
God, awake," Hymnal No. 34, was 
sung, and prayer was offered by Bro. 
M. H. Forscutt. 

Minutes of the morning session 
were approved as read. 

Committee on credentials brought in 
its report. Corrections were offered, 
and the report was referred back for 
amendment. 

Reports were read from the First 
Presidency; missionaries in charge 
William H. Kelley, James Caffall, J. 
H. Lake, J. R. Lambert, J. W. Wight, 
and M. M. Turpen; the Secretary of 
the Church. All reports will appear 
in full in the minutes, which will be 
issued in supplement form as hereto
fore. 

Announcements were made, "This 
God is the God we adore," was sung, 
and Pres. A. H. Smith dismissed the 
assembly. 

At the evening hour Pres. Wm. H. 
Kelley was the speaker, assisted by 
Pres. J. Smith. 

SATURDAY, APRIL 7. 
The weather continues to be all 

that could be desired. 
The morning social service was in 

charge of Elders F. G. Pitt and J. D. 
White. 

At 10:35 Elder H. L. Holt was the 
preacher, assisted by Elder Arthur 
Allen. 

The business session convened 
promptly at two o'clock. "Hark, lis
ten to the trumpeters," was sung, and 
prayer was offered by Elder E. A. 
Blakeslee. 

The minutes of last session were 
corrected and approved. 

Matters arising from the reports of 
missionaries in charge were referred 
to those making the reports. 

An additional report of the creden
tials committee was adopted and the 
committee continued. 

The Patriarch of the Church re
ported, as also missionaries in charge 
Heman C. Smith, Joseph Luff, Gomer 
T. Griffiths, I. N. White, and R. C. 
Evans. 

The report of Bro. H. A. Stebbins, 
General Church Recorder, was read. 
The leading items are: Total mem
bership, 43,824; baptisms, 2,522; re
ceived by letter and other evidence of 
membership, 1,375; deaths, 441; ex
pulsions, 223; net gain, 1,866; ordina
tions, 248; marriages, 325. Net gains 
by States: Missouri 282, Iowa 241, 
Ontario 176, California 127, Michi
gan 117, Arkansas 115, etc. New 
branches, 31. The excellent assist
ance rendered by many branch and 
district clerks was mentioned. He 
also renewed his request for the ap-
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pointment of an assistant with a view 
to the release of the present Re
corder. 

"In the light" was sung and the as
sembly thereby enlivened. 

·The report of the First Presidency, 
Twelve, and Bishopric on "the duties 
of a deacon," as published in HERALD 
of July 27, 1898, was read. Its adop· 
tion was moved, but action upon it 
was deferred. 

The report of the Quorum of Twelve, 
including their action accepting the 
resignation of Bro. J. W. Gillen as a 
member of the Twelve, was received 
and adopted, including the resigna
tion. 

Preambles and resolution from the 
Board of Publication, recommending 
that Aut1tmn Leaves be transferred to 
Zion's Religio-Literary Society, was· 
read and its adoption moved. A sub
stitute was offered providing that the 
management of Autumn Leaves be con
tinued by the Board of Publication, 
and that the Executive Committees of 
Sunday school and Religio be con
sulted in the appointment of Leaves 
editor. Action upon the whole mat
ter was deferred and made the special 
order for Monday afternoon. 

The Southern and Northern Michi
gan districts petitioned for a 
change in boundary lines, and the 
Saints of Beardstown and Taylorville, 
Illinois, asked for the organization of 
a new district. Both were referred 
to a committee; viz., R. J. Parker, 
F. J. Ebeling, and E. A. Stedman. 

An appeal of Bro. C. I. Potts from 
action of the Fall River, Massachu
setts, branch, was referred to Brn. G. 
A. Smith, J. W. Brackenbury, and A. 
Barr, they to consider the matter and 
report to this conference. 

The appeal of Belleville, Illinois, 
Saints from an action of St. Louis dis
trict was referred to the Quorum of 
Twelve. 

The Daughters of Zion, through its 
Advisory Committee, asked for the 
evening session of the following Tues
day in which to present a program ex
planatory of its object, which was 
granted. 

Various items of business, subject 
to future action, were received and 
announcements were made. 

After singing, "My times are in thy 
hand," the assembly adjourned, Bro. 
Joseph Smith pronouncing the bene
diction. 

At 7: 30 p. m. the audience was ad
dressed by Elder R. C. Evans. He 
was assisted by President Joseph 
Smith. 

Joseph Smith assisted by Bro. Charles 
Derry. Prayer service at 2: 30 in 
in charge Elders John Hawley, J. M. 
Baker, and John Shippy. Preaching 
at 7: 30 p. m. by Elder J. W. Wight 
assisted· by Brn. Joseph Smith and 
Joseph Luff. 

Overflow meetings were held in the 
lower auditorium as follows: At eleven 
a. m., preaching by Bro. J. J. Cornish 
assisted by Bro. T. J. Sheldon; prayer 
service at 2: 30 p. m., preaching at 
7: 30 by Bro. W. W. Blanchard, as
sisted by Bro. U. W. Greene. In the 
evening at the college at 7: 30 preach
ing by Henry Sparling; at the Saints' 
Home at the same hour, preaching by 
Elder Thomas Hougas, of Illinois, as
sisted by Bro. M. J. Danielson. 
Eight were baptized and confirmed; 
seven by Elder A. M. Chase, one by 
Priest John Harp. A prayer service 
was also held by the young people at 
the Mite Society building at 2: 30 p. 
m., Bro. Hubert Case in charge. 

MONDAY, APRIL 9. 

At 7: 30 a. m. a young people's 
prayer meeting was held, Elders J. 
M. Baker and G. W. Robley in charge. 

The morning social meeting at 9: 30 
was presided over by Elder W. A. 
McDowell. 

At 10:45 Elder J. W. Gilbert 
preached, assisted by Bro. John Gil
bert. 

Promptly at two p. m. the chair
man's gravel called the crowded house 
to order. The assembly sang, "I'm 
not ashamed to own my Lord," etc., 
and Elder E. L. Kelley offered 
prayer. The minutes were corrected 
and approved. 

The question of the transfer of 
Autumn Leaves to the Religio Society, 
which had been made the special 
order for this hour, was taken up. 
The report of the Board of Publica
tion, the motion to adopt, and the 
substitute were read. The substitute 
prevailed by a vote of 209 for, 85 
against. 

Report of a special committee ap
pointed to confer with the brethren of 
the Church of Christ looking to a bet· 
ter understanding between the two 
bodies was read. By unanimous vote, 
the brethren of the Church of Christ 
were permitted to take part in the 
deliberations on this question. The 
report was corrected, received, and 
spread upon the minutes, subject to 
future action. In response to an in
vitation, Elders A. L. Hartley and 
George Frisbie, of the Church of 
Christ, addressed the assembly. Bro. 
Roderick May, as one of the com-

SUNDAY APRIL 8. mit tee of the Reorganized Church, re-
The Sunday services were as follows: ported his attendance at the confer· 

At the Saints' church, regular Sun- ence of the Church of Christ, 
day school service at 9: 30 a. m.; ·following which this resolution 
prayer service at nine in charge of obtained:-
Brn. J. A. Robinson and J. H. Peters. That this body indorse the appointment by 
Preq,ching at eleven o'clock by Pres. the :Presi<'!e~:~t of t4e comm.ittee to m.eet t4e 
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brethren of the Church of Christ at Inde
pendence, and that this report be spread 
upon the minutes, and the committee be con
tinued. 

The First Quorum of Seventy re
ported, recommending that Elders 
Francis C. Smith, John W. Adams, 
Arthur Allen, David R. Chambers, 

---~-and James W. Morgan be ordained to 
the. office of Seventy. It was voted 
that the report be adopted, the re
quest granted, the ordinations pro
vided for, and the names considered 
separately. They were so considered, 
and upon separate motions the first 
four named were accepted and their 
ordination ordered provided for, ac
tion on the last-Bamed brother being 
deferred for the present. 

The Second Quorum of Seventy 
recommended that Elders Richard B. 
Howlett, Benjamin St. John, Welling
ton D. Ellis, J. R. Beckley, Amos M. 
Chase, Adam J. Keck, A. E. Morti
mer, J. D. Stead, Frank A. Russell, 
and Fred B. Blair be ordained to the 
office. of Seventy. Ern. Richard 
Howlett and Benjamin St. John were 
separately indorsed and their ordina
tion ordered provided for. Action 
upon the remaining names was de
ferred pending report of the Presi
dency. 

The chairman announced Elder 
Heman C. Smith as the speaker of the 
evening, and Ern. G. R. Wells and F. 
M. Slover were appointed to look 
after an overflow meeting in the lower 
auditorium should it [be necessary. 

Appointments for Tuesday, the 
10th: Brn. F. B. Blair and D. A. 
Anderson in charge of the young peo
ple's prayer meeting at 7:30 a. m.; 
Brn. J. C. Crabb and William Ander
son to preside over the social service 
at 9: 30; Bro. C. Scott the speaker at 
10:45, assisted by Bro. A. M. Chase. 

Other announcements were made, 
the Doxology was sung, and Presi
dent Joseph Smith dismissed the as
sembly. 

WE give letter from Bro. C. Derry 
and the clipping sent by him. We do 
not now recollect that we ever saw a 
denial of the loss of the ship Presi
dent, though we have seen doubts 
expressed as to the Seer having made 
the prediction referred to. Mr. Fos
ter states that the Seer did so predict 
in a letter written us from Loda, Illi
nois, February 14, 1874, published by 
us in HERALD for April14, 1888:-

WOODBINE, Iowa, March 27. 
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH, 
Dear Brother:-It is said, ''All things come 

to them that wait," I suppose if they wait 
long enough. Years ago you published in 
the Herald an account of your father's jour
ney to Washington, from the pen of Mr. R. 
D. Foster. I cannot now tell you the number 
of the llerald, you will have it undoubtedly. 
I have long thought of inquiring from some 
reliable newspaper, if suGh a ship as the 
"President" had ever set sail, or had ever 
returned to thi~ land from England having 
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on board one "George Chigston Cookman;" 
because in the article from Mr. Foster, Cook
man is represented as opposing your father 
in Washington, Cookman being a popular 
clergyman there. It also said Joseph Smith 
prophesied of his voyage for England and 
the destruction of the vessel, the said paper 
stated the vessel was never heard of after
ward, that is after its departure for England. 
This morning I find in the Ladies' Home Jour
nal for April, 1900, pp. 13, 14, an article en
titled "The Mysteries of the Century," and 
among t.he rest is the fate of the ship Presi
dent, which part I clipped out and send to 
you, it may be useful. 

Yours for truth, 
C. DERRY. 

NEVER HEARD FROM AF'.rER LEA V • 

ING PORT. 
Sixty years ago Englishmen and Ameri

cans were rejoicing that steamers had suc
ceeded in regularly crossing the Atlantic, 
that a voyage could be made in a fortnight, 
and that the first of the Cunarders, the side
wheeler "Britannia," had come into Boston 
after one of the quickest passages ever 
kn.own. Steam, it was said, had conquered 
the terrors of the sea, and men who had gone 
to London, spent nearly a week in England, 
and come back, all within thirty-three days, 
were regarded as wonderful examples of the 
new celerity in trans-Atlantic travel. One 
of the vessels which had not long before been 
launched, and which the English-speaking 
world hailed with admiration as a steam 
leviathan, was the "President." The liners 
which now plow their way across the Atlantic 
in five days are not more impressive than 
this ship with her two hundred and sixty
eight feet in length, her sixty-four feet in 
width, and her twenty-three hundred and 
sixty tons' register was to the generation 
which welcomed her into the harbor of New 
York. The ship was less than a year old 
when, on March 10, 1841, she left her dock 
and steamed slowly down the bay, her 
figurehead, which was a bust of Washington 
after Canova, pointing proudly along the 
ocean route to England. In April reports be
gan to come from Liverpool that the "Presi
dent" was overdue, that nothing had been 
heard of her, and that great anxiety was rife. 
The only ray of light that was shed upon the 
mystery was that a Portuguese brig had 
sighted a large steamer moving slowly under 
sail, but she did not hail the brig, nor did 
she appear to be in a disabled state. Through 
the spring and far into the summer of 1841 
there was agony of suspense in England and 
the United States. In this country the su
perstitious fancied strange omens in the 
coincidence that the first President of the 
United States who died in the White House 
- William Henry Harrison - had passed 
away at the time when the ship which bore 
the name of his office began to be missed. 

Among the passengers were two men who, 
although they had little in common with 
each other, had been each an idol in his pro
fession, and who had given delight to multi
tudes in the United States. OoEl was an 
actor who for the first time had raised the 
portrayal of Irish character upon the stage 
to the level of an art, and whose rich sense 
of native humor even Dion Boucicault proba
bly failed surpass in later years. Tyrone 
Power bad been hailed in American theaters 
as the prince of comedians; he had made 
three tours of the country; he had written a 
book on his American impressions, and he 
was now returning to.England at the height 
of popularity, still in middle age. 

Even more striking was the personality of 
George Clugston Cookman, whose eloquence 
had spread his fame among American Metho
dists, and to whom even men of the world, 
like Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, lis
tened admiringly. Indeed, he carried with 
him when he went on board the "President" 
the first dispatch which Webster as Secre
tary of State bad written to Engla,nd, The 
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fate of these men, as well as of a son of the 
Duke of Devonshire, and a hundred other 
passengers on the ship,' has never been 
known. Whether the steamer foundered in 
some tremendous storm, as was thought most 
likely, or was crushed and sunk by an ice
berg, or was destroyed by fire, no man to this 
day has been able to tell. 

THE University of Chicago is groan
ing under a fresh endowment from 
John D. Rockefeller and others of 
four millions of dollars. Graceland 
College is struggling for an existence, 
with now and then a donation of a few 
dollars from a willing but a poor 
people. Surely, this world loves its 
own. It will be long before the 
Saints wi.ll be given the dominion of 
the earth, financially. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

The HERALD readers are indebted 
to Bro. F. E. Cochran, of the Herald 
Office force, for the report of the con
ventions and General Conference of 
1900. The editors were too busy with 
other duties to report the present 
year's sessions, hence delegated the 
work to one of their assistants. 

Oriuinal Poatru. 
DEAD AND RISEN. 

When I, by faith, my Lord'behold 
Upon Mount Calvary, 

With dreadful awe my heart grows cold, 
The fearful sight to see; 

For thou, the Savior of mankind, 
Is mocked and slain by man so blind. 

Is this the Son of God, Most High? 
Where, then, his mighty power? 

Will not his Father hear his cry 
In this, his darkest hour? 

He dies, with none to help or save, 
f\.nd lowly lies within the grave. 

My highest hope has fallen low, 
My faith is almost gone; 

My soul, submerged in depths of woe, 
Seems helpless now, alone. 

For he whose life had been roy own 
Is lifeless now, beneath a stone. 

But lol the stone is rolled away, 
The Savior rises now, 

The radiant light of Hope's new day 
Is beaming on his brow; 

Ah, death but laid on him its hand 
That he, for us, might break death 's band. 

Now hope arose as ne'er before, 
With Christ ascend on high; 

And, Faith, cling close to him, no more 
To fear that thou shalt die, 

And 0, my soul, in him prepare, 
That thou his resurrection share. 

ADAM J. KECK. 
PLANO, Illinoi~, June 21, !899. 

A newspaper is printed at Jacksonville, 
Florida, with the a,id of aQetylene gas !!.~ 
engine f\wl, 
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SHEF~'IELD, England, March 5. 

Editors Ilerald:-Whilst having a few mo
ments to spare whilst at work in one of the 
great arsenals of the industrial world, I have 
been very forcibly struck with the great COll

trast of things with which I am at present 
surrounded; on the one hand there is the 
con~tant whirl of powerful and complicated 
machinery, turning out weapons of offense 
and defense at a rate that would appal the 
unobservant mind at their cost of production; 
and from observations made, the rate of pro
duction must of necessity be largely in
creased. On the other band there are forces 
silently at work, (and as the mill of God 
grinds slowly) both day and night., that in 
the consummation of all things shall stay the 
mighty efforts of puny man, and cause them 

, to see the futility of their efforts, in their 
endeavors to civilize the world. 

These things of which I write fall into in
significance when the piercing light of the 
gospel is turned upon them, especially when 
we consider the saving and likewise the 
civilizing power of the gospel of Christ. I 
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'!learn that the church in· this country was es
tablished by the true and persistent efforts of 
men who were willing to sacrifice all that 
was dear to them r'or the cause of God and 
their fellowmen; and they in turn were glad 
that they had the opportunity of hearing and 
accepting the gospel that was able to make 
them wise unto salvation. If so then, why 
not now? Are there not yet many honest of 
heart who would gladly obey the truth could 
they but have it presented to them? I hope 
the coming conference will be led to appoint 
some for this English mission. I am desirous 
of seeing the work in this 0ountry grow and· 
flourish as in days of yore. 

The gathering and consecration question is 
a mattet· of interest to the brethren and sis-
ters on this side of the Atlantic; but the 
greatest question to us should be, Are we 
ready for them? Then, dear Saints, may we 
live such lives as will merit for us the prom-
ises made by our Savior. I believe the time 
is dra.wing very near when, if we have been 
faithful we shall be called to enter into the 
marriag·e supper of the Lamb. Ever praying 
for the success of God's work, I remain your 
brother in gospel bonds, 

JOSEPH ARBER. 

]VIi8BBllanBotls Dapartment 
BORN. 

HINES.-To Ransom Hines and wife, a 
daughter. Blessed March 5, 1900, by Elder 
J. R. Sutton and named Ransa May. 

MARRIED. 
ANDERSON-GAYLORD.-In Lamoni, Iowa, 

at the home of the bride's parents, Bro. and 
Sr. Elijah B. Gaylord, Elder David A. An
derson, late of the Pacific Slope mission, and 
Sr. Roxanna E. Gaylord, were united in mar
riage. The ceremony was at five o'clock on 
Wednesday evening, April 4, 1900, Elder 
Henry A. Stebbins officiating. Bro. Ander
son's purpose is to continue in the field of 
service for the Master, and Sister Roxanna 
faces the trial and sacrifice that has been 
bravely met by so many of her sex, that the 
word of God may be carried to the world. 
She will continue her work as a teacher in 
the Lamoni schools, in charge of the depart
ments on the west side. 

DIED. 

think St. Paul says truly in his epistle to LAMONI, Iowa, April 2. 
Timothy that perilou~ t_imes sh?uld c~me in I Editors I:lerald:-I wish to indorse what 
the last days. Hovv Vl vrd are his por"rayals has gone before in the Berald in favor of 
of conditions that would then obtain. What Bro. A. Hawes' book on the Sabbath Ques
power must his prophetic utterances have tion. H is a rare fund of information; not 
had with his colaborers and the church g0n- too voluminous, yet sufficiently so to enable 
erally of that day could they have seen down the reader to grasp and understand the logic 
the stream of time, and there beheld the and arguments, making his position invul
mighty handiwork of God in the word nerable. Fifteen cents, which will purchase 
spoken in their day and generation. There the book, will prove a wise and profitable in
is one most striking feature in the Lord's vestment. To be had at the Herald Office, 
work that has always been prominent wher- Lamoni. A Latter Day Saint library will be 
ever that wor~ has been fir~t. inaugurated; incomplete without it. Do you hear that? 

ROBINSON.-At her home in Oregon, Wis
consin, March 8, 1900, Sr. Serena S., wife of 
Bro. J. B. Robinson. Born October 8, 1827, 
at Bristol, New York; baptized August 16, 
1895. Funeral sermon in the M. E. church 
by Elder W. A. McDowell. She was a faith
ful and devoted Saint, and always made her 
home a home for the missionaries. 

KEIR.-Bro. John S.Keir who has been ill for 
three months at the home of Albert Blakely, 
No. 773 Sixty-sixth Street,Englevvood,Illinois, 
has passed into the bosom of sweet rest with 
his God, March 27, 1900, aged 70 years, 11 
months, 4 days. His children were faithful 
in ministering to the wants of a beloved 
father. He told us many times his sickness 
was a blessing to us and a comfort to him. 
He leaves three sons, one sister, and many 
friends to mourn. His life has been faithfully 
spent in the cause of God. His burial took 
place at Braidwood, Illinois. There was no 
funeral service, as his rEquest was for Bro. 
E. C. Briggs to preach a funeral sermon. 
Through misunderstanding of the time when 
the remains were to leave the house, Bro. 
Strange did not get there in time to offer 
parting words, but by request of the children 

namely, tbe g1fts of the Sp1r1t. In every In gospel bonds, 
instance it seems as though their very heing JAS. CAFFALL. 
has been permeated with that subtle influ-
ence, much to theit· edification. It is 
evident to my mind that our lives are far 
below the standard of Christian character; 
if not, why all this seeming apathy in the 
church? St. Paul did well to warn his 
brethren of that spiritual stupor which had 
overtaken some of the church in that day, 
and the same may be said of us. I often won
der whether we as servants of the Most 
High realize our position as stewards. I 
think not; for had we that perception and 
holy wisdom that characterized the life of 
Christ, I am led to think our walk and con
versation would be the very beauty of 
holiness. 

0, when shall we have that spiritual awak
ening to enable us to bring into activity all the 
latent forces of our· nature? Not ouly could 
we rise higher on the plane of perfection 
ourselves, but could and should be the means 
of helping others to rise from their lost and 
fallen condition. I for one have been greatly 
blessed by the faithful ministrations of the 
missionaries lately returned to Amedca; 
could there only be more such humble and 
faithful ministers as our worthy Bro. Pitt. 
I firmly believe great good would be the re
sults of their labors. 

By a perusal of the Church History we 

Albert Blakely offer up prayer. 
ACORN RIDGE, Mo., March 25. STITES.-Vincent Bradford Stites was born 

Editon Ilen:ld:-I have preached a few January 15, 1880; died March 23, 1900; his 
sermons at this place, sold two of the Book body was laid away to rest in Plainville, In
of Mormon, five Voices of Warning, one diana, cemetery. He leaves a father, mother, 

three sisters, and four brothers to mourn. 
Saints' Harp, and baptized tvvo precious He was always kind and obedient to his par· 
souls into the kingdom of God. These ents; those who knew him the most loved 
brethren baptized are heads of families and him the best. Funeral sermon by George 
are respected citizsns of Stoddard County. Jenkins. 
'rhere are about a half dozen Saints in this THOMAS.-At his home in Valley County, 

Nebraska, Isaac L. Thomas, after a lingering 
county, but they are in different localities. illness passed away February 22, 1900, aged 
This is the place where Bro. Albert Haws 67 years and 11 months. Funeral sermon by 
preached some time since; he is well spoken Elder C. W. Prettyman. 
of here, both by the Saints and others. W. MADDEN.-Bertha May, daughter of Mr. 
T. Hill, who has just been baptized, was born and Mrs. Madden, died Marcil 11, aged 3 

years and 6 months. Funeral sermon by 
in 1832, and had gone to Illinois three times Elder c. w. Prettyman. 
to be baptized. His zeal in the work is NAAB.-InfaBt daughter of Bro. and Sr. 
manifested by his request that I order six of JohnNaab, aged 6 weeks, died March 25, 1900. 
the Voice of Warning, that he may give Funeral sermon by Elder C. W. Prettyman. 
them to his friends to read. May God bless PIOKERING.-Near Seiling, Dewey County, 
him in his old age. I hope the missionaries Oklahoma, March 25, 1900, Sr. Sarah A., 
will not forget this part of the field. It is wife of Elder W. P. Pickering. She was 
quite a change to leave the Ozark mountains born in San Bernardino, California, March 
!!.nd come to this low country, but since my 21, 1858; married to W. P. Pickering, July 
arrival here my health has been fair. 17, 1879; seven children were born to them, 

I do not expect to be at General Confer- of whom three sons and two daughters sur
ence, but hope that wisdom will be used in vive her. Sr. Pickering was baptized July 
the counsels of the church, that both those i 31, 1876. She was a true Saint, and died 
present and those absent may be greatly I strong in the faith of the latter-day work. 
benefited by the work done. I think the Funeral sermon at the hall in Seiling, by 
churoh shoLJld fast and pray to that end. Elder H. F. Durfey; a large and 11-ttentive 

C. J. S:PURLOOK. congregation present, 
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Decatur County, Iowa. 
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!!ample copies free; $1,50 per year when paid in 
i~Mivance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
lllolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
Mons, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
llllditors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
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'W"ILL· U -B-NEXT? 
After Q,uit-to-bac has cured hundreds of others, if you 

us• tobacco and want to quit, why delay longer? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR
ANTEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
STAMPS taken. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive 11rt Dee 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arrl.we 

a.t Leon 11:45 a. m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect wUll 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

CRACELANDuu 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 11. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President. 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, IowA. 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 

f'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I 
' 

OL. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1. 50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2. 00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NEW TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from. same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRI LEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 7~ 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gfit edges, flexible .••••• 2 00 

:DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . • • • • . 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges ....................... ~ L\0 
With music onl:v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 U 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ....................•.•.•.. $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia ....... 1·.. • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . • • • 1 25 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 SO 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen .. • 1>0 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt a.f den Gjanor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke a.f 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........................... $0 75 

Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a. conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
lsts examined and refutedj second 
edition. 
Paper covers •••••••••••••••••••• $ 
Oloth ..•..... ~~ .••..•..•..• _ •••• ~~~ . 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
35 Paper •• • • • • • ••• • • • •• • • • •• • • • • •. tO 25 
50 1 Cloth........................... 35 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 00 
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We pay interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposils of all Herald readers. All 
letters of inqu·ry will be promptly and carelully answered. Diroct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

STOCKUOJLnEHS::_Mrs. David Da.ncer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

1~~~-~~ ~, 

I ~ 
~ America's Leading Review ~ 

I. POLITICS Jl 

FINANCE , 
cl, EDUCATION '( 

~ 
LITERATURE To read The Forum is to keep ~ 
SOCIOLOGY in touch with the best thought of 

1jj ART J 

"~rn,, THEOLOGY the day. To be without it is to . ~·. 
THE DRAMA mrss the best help to clear think-
MUSIC 

~ i~~~~~r~ON mg. ~ 
~ COMMERCE ~ 

~ Subscription price, $3.00 a year. I 
~ Single copies, 35 cents. ~ 

I ~ 
~.,· he For m Publishing Co., ~ 
~ 111 Fifth Avenue. New York. ~ 

~~~:~~-·--. ~·~~~~~'iiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiii.'l~~~ 

TEAUlil'JRS' BlBI~E. "The ::Se!t., 
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6Jx8}, mailed post-

at, })er copy, net ............ $2 00 

SEHMONS IN THACT FO!.., 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and dea
cons' licenses, each per dozen ..... ~ 12 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... '0 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

· Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • . 30 and 50 

Lamoni Sanitarium. 
Believing that there should be a place where 

Saints and others who have not faith to be healed 
can be treated with "herbs and mild food'' by "a 
friend" and where surgical and other means can 
be used if needed, I have decided to open a sani
tarium at Lamoni. Iowa. for the treatment of all 
chronic diseases, also a surgical department where 
operations can be done with skill and modern 
appliances. 

Special attention will be given to diseases of 
women, ruptures, piles, and tumors. In these dis
orders I have had large experience. Testimonials 
of cures sent on application.· 

Specialists from Chicago and St. Joseph will be 
consulted in difficult cases. Chronic diseases will 
be treated largely by baths, massage, and elec
tricity. 

I have practiced medicine and surgery for 
eighteen years. I have taken special courses in 
the above'named diseases at New York City, 
J~ouisville, Chicago, and St. Louis hospitals. 

Temporary rooms have been engaged and pa
tients can be received at any time. Consultations 
free. Write.to me about your case. 

J. H. HANSEN, Jti. D., J,amoni, Iowa. 

80UfH 8IDR BARBRR SHOP. 
Call and see the proprietor and get a good 

hair cut and shave. My work i.s of the b'lst. 
Local residence ten years. Laundry in con-
nection. F. A. BLACK. 

/7 3 Acre Farm 
of nice smooth land. a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20x28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. high, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24x24 ft., 
17ft. high. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard an!i small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
FOR SAL 

Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 

if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. . _,; 

COMMERCIAL A 
d ~ 
""' c 

""" o E 
, CD·~' j:§:: C 

LAMONI .. IOWA. .l....o • ~ 
Ample responsibility. Five per cent inte:<:l ,0 1:! _ ~ 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence .,.. "i:l o -. c 
licited. Farms and town property for salei o f$: g'5 <: 

~--------------~--~--------~--~)~ ~. - I d d l~'.l o::JO For Sale at n epen enC-.9 ~.~ 
An improved Building Lot, 4 blocks from center, 
for $250. Over 75 choice grape vines, a numbBr 
of fruit trees and a good cistern on the place. 
~Will be at Conference. Address, 
2t DR. J. S. LAWTON, St. Joseph, Mo. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, I,amon:i, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions llll Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
not traceable to the original church organi
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 
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CONTENTS: ] world of thought of revealed re-
EDITORIAL: . ligion, we can not wonder if he shows 

their antecedents, reaching ·back 
through the ages. He would have 
shown further that these proximate 
causes must also have their conse· 
quents, and these again their conse
quents, and so forward throughout 
the future. He would have shown us, 
in short, a great system of things 
reaching onward from the primordial 
Fire-Mist to the ultimate Crack of 
Doom, and maintained that to alter 
any one part would be to alter the 
whole, and then would have turned on 
us triumphantly and asked us if we 
actually believed that all this vast 
process was set in motion to drown a 
particular person on a particular day 
for her own good. The difficulty cer
tainly seems a serious one, and so 
long as we stand by the barely Posi
tivist view of Science and the barely 
Individualistic view of Religion, it 
would seem to be insoluble so far as 
the intellect is concerned. 

The General Conf~rence? · · · · · · · · · · · .253 signs of surprise and of revolt. He 
Was It an Impertmence .............. 256 h h d h' h 1 · 1 I' 
Utah Elders Banished from Denmark.257 as c ange · lS 'psyc o oglCa c I-

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: mate.' He has been living in a world 
Myths of the New World.-No. 1. .... 259 of uniformities, oJ measured spaces 
The Sabbath Day:······.········:··· ·26° and forces and times a world of Noble Utterances 1n SoClal Meetlngs.262 . . ; 

SELECTED ARTICLES: whiCh the central prmmple seemed to 
Religion ............................. 263 be its own consistent action; and the 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: world into which Revelation would 
Has~ening, ~baking, and Coming up bring him seems to be ruled by radic-

Hlgher, Time ................. , .... 264 ll d'ff · · 1 F · f 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: a Y l erent prmClp es. Or, rom 

Select Reading for May Meetings of start to finish, there can really be no 
Daughters of Zion .................. 267 doubt as to the teaching of Revelation. 

CoNF~RENCE MINUTEs: In the clearest and most memorable 
Little Sioux " ....................... 268 f h' 't 1 · th t G d' · · Spring River ........................ 268 as Ion 1 proc aims a o s provl-

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: deuce Controls in their OWU interest 
Little Sioux ........................ 268 whatsoever happens to His children. 
Galland's Grove.···················· .268 If you try to take this faith out of the MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: .. , 
Vote of Condolence .................. 268 Old Testament, Hebrew rehgwn be-

SCIENCE AND PROVIDENCE. 

~· Just as in the early ages of the 
Church Christianity found itself face 
to face with Hellenism, and found its 
energies and life crippled at every 
turn until through battle and partial 
compromise th~ issue was decided, so 
now, it is believed by many students 
of reli,gion,\ Ch~istianity must face 
Science and come to terms with it. 
So thinks Dr. D. S. Cairns, who 
writes in The Contemporary Review 
(March). "The position of Science," 
he remarks, ''is incomparably stronger 
than the medley of philosophies and 
beliefs that early Christianity had to 
encounter. No educated man doubts 
the solidity and permanence of her 

)ntribution to human thought." In 
·e light of the scientific concep-
5ns of the present day, "Christianity 
)ems an exotic," or, as Professor 
iermann more bluntly put it, "in our 

...1odern world Christianity is an 
alien." Until this difference has 
been transcended, says Dr. Cairns, 
the aggressive force of Christianity 
will be crippled and hampered at 
every "turn. One of the central prob
lems in this contemplated concordat of 
Christianity and Science is the recon
ciliation of the Christian conception of 
the world, as a realm of Divine Provi
dence, with the scientific conception 
of it as a Reign of Law: 

"We must recognize that at first 
sight the demonstration of the Reign 
of Law in nature seems to conflict 
with that view of the world which 
we derive from the Revelation 
which culminates in Christ. If we 
take a man who has been living 
purely in the world of scientific 
ideas and transport him into the 

comes a mere ruin. Take the Psalm
ists: what can shake their conviction 
that the whole power of God is at the 
disposal of the solitary faithful Spirit, 
for protection, discipline, and salva- "But in stating these limitations 
tion; what can match their magnifi- we have already indicated the lines of 
cent confidence in God as the a solution. It has become impossible 
Shepherd, the Fortress, and the for Science to remain at the purely 
Refuge of the soul? All the histories positive standpoint; and Evangelical 
in like manner are based on this religion has in like manner outgrown 
theory of human life, and tM' gigantiQ the excessive Individualism which for 
spirituaL.~ch}evement (j. f.Ii'i!>nhecy is a long time characterized it. 
undertaken and carried ·thraugh in "Take first the drift in Science. 
the strength of this faith. And when 
we come to the climax of Revelation The whole conception of Evolution is 
we find this principle expressed with teleological. There is an interesting 
a clearness which cannot be increased. passage in Mr. Darwin's 'Life' in 
•Be not anxious for the morrow,' said which this point is very clearly 
Jesus, 'for your heavenly Father brought out by him in a letter to 

d f h Prof. Asa Gray, thanking him for an 
knoweth that ye have nee 0 t ese article written in Nature, June 4, 1874. 
things.' Nor does any one of the 

d f · f 'What you say about Teleology,' he 
Apostles ever ream o movmg rom writes, 'pleases me especially, and I 
this ancient standpoint. do not think any one else has ever no-

"Some years ago the present writer ticed the point. I have always said 
remembers reading a letter relating to you were the man to hit the nail on 
the death of a friend who had perished on the head.' The passage referred 
in the wreck of an ocean liner which to in Professor Gray's paper is thus 
had gone ashore on the Spanish coast. given: •Let us recognize Darwin's 
The writer of the letter, in referring great service to Natural Science in 
to this friend, rightly, from the bringing back to it Teleology, so that, 
Christian pofnt of view, laid stress on instead of Morphology versus Tele
the fact that her death was the will of ology, we shall have Morphology 
God, and was therefore best for her. wedded to Teleology.' In the same 
A scientific writer, looking at the strain Professor Huxley wrote: 
same event, might have viewed it as 'Perhaps the most remarkable service 
part of an immense context of phe- which Mr. Darwin has rendered· to 
nomena. He would have taken the the philosophy of Biology is the 
proximate causes-the strong shore- reconciliation of Morphology and 
ward current in the Bay of Biscay, Teleology, and the explanation of the 
the mists that at that season envelop facts of both which his views offer. 
sea and land, the deflection of the The teleology which supposes that 
compass, perhaps, caused by the the eye, such as we see it in man or 
geological composition of the Finis- in one of the higher vertebrata, was 
terre Rocks, and so on. He would made in the precise structure it ex
have shown that these again had their . hi bits, for the purpose of enabling the· 
antecedents, climatic, geological, I animal which possesses it to see, has 
chemical, and so on, and these again undoubtedly received its death-blow. 

"----~-· ___ " ___ _ 
·---~··--~--·~~----· -- ---~~---" 
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Nevertheless, it is necessary to re
member that there is ·a wider tele
ology, which is not touched by the 
doctrine of Evolution, but is actually 
based upon the fundamental proposi
tion of Evolution' ('Darwiniana,' p. 
110)." 

The vital point, says Dr. Cairns, is 
that in dealing with the positive or 
physical standpoint and that of tele
ology or final causes, we are dealing 
with two worlds. The Hidden Pur
pose moves upward through the 
several strata of the inorganic and or
ganic realms unt,il the central interest 
of the divine comedy concentrates on 
the fortunes of human society, the 
last and highest result of time:-

, •If this be so, if there is a real 
climax to the long history of nature, 
then it surely must needs be that no 
part of the long chain of process 
which leads to this consummation can 
be without. meaning. Logical co
herence compels us to suppose that 
the w bole natural order is an immense 
system of fina,l causes converging at 
last upon one supreme Telos [Final 
Cause], the •one far-off Divine Event 
to which the whole creation moves.' 
It is toward this end that law must be 
working, the ocean currents flowing, 
the mists rising and falling, the strata 
being piled mountains high, and hu
man life being lavished by land and 
sea. All roads of Nature at last con
verge upon some mother city of Man. 

"But is this version of the Scientific 
Conception of the Reign of Law in 
radical antagonism with the Christian 
view of the world? If the argument 
hitherto has been a sound one, it is, 
on the contrary, in profound harmony 
with it. If it is true that Science bas 
advanced from the positive to the 
Teleological standpoint, it is true also 
that the advance of Biblical Theology 
has carried religious thought beyond 
the narrower individualism in which 
it was bound, and has given it a 
vaster horizon and a larger hope. 
The Gospels also teach us that all 
God's individual providences converge 
upon a universal end, which is noth
ing else than the most perfect form of 
Society, a union of God and Humanity 
in the 'Kingdom of God.' "-Literary 
Digest, April 7, 1900. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

but against the President of the uni- 1 foundation ·upon which the inner 
versity, Dr. William F. Warren. Jewish movement was afterward built 

This movement has taken the form up. Histranslationof thePentateuch 
of an appeal to the Bishops of the and the Psalms into classical German 
Methodist Episcopal Church in adocu- in place of the mixed Judea-German 
ment containing scathing denuncia- which the Jews in Germany and 
tions of the teachings of the school as 1 Poland almost universally used at 
being a departure from scriptural and that time, his philosophical works and 
Methodist standards. his influence with Lessing, brought a 

The appeal starts in with the ques- new spirit into the great Jewish mat
tion, ''Shall Methodism remain Wes- ters which up till then bad been in a 
ley an in type and evangelical?" and state of almost complete stagnation, 
the action is backed up by several 

1 

as a result of their warped life during 
conferences in the West, among which the Middle Ages. It is true that he· 
are the Des Moines annual conference and his friends were far in advance of 
and the Oklahoma annual conference. their times. The Jewish salons in 

The direct appeal to the Bishops Berlin, Koenigsberg a.nd Vienna, 
maintains that the teaching of Pro- which were the direct outcome of the 
fessor Mitchell embodies divergences efforts at mental emancipation made 
from scriptural truth and Methodist by Mendelssohn and his friends, be
doctrine, either by direct assertion of came in later times the hotbeds of 
denial, or by a carefully insinuated apostasy. The break was too severe 
skepticism that accomplishes practi- a one for those who made it to retain 
cally the same result; and also that that love and respect for their ances
the other professors fraternize more I tral faith which was necessary to pre
or less with him in his destructive I serve them against the allurements 
views. and blandishments of modern culture. 

They further claim that one of the Nearly all the descendants of thGlse 
gravest features of the whole situa- first reformers found their way into 
tion is the extent to which Professor the Christian Church. Yet, despite 
Mitchell's views have already permea- this fact, the seed which Mendelssohn 
ted the churcb.-Ex. and his followers bad sown fructified 

also on purely Jewish ground and pre
pared the revival in J ewisb letters 

THE JEWS. and the change in Jewish religious 
The century which is now draw- observances which came in Germany 

ing to its close has been a most during the middle of this century. 
momentous qne in the history of The political emancipation of the 
Judaism, for"uuring this time it has Jewsisdueinalargemeasuretotbein
been put severely to the test whether itiativeof France. What Montesquieu 
it contains within itself sufficient and Voltaire had done in preparing 
elements of univer;;;al religion to ena- the mind of the French people, Mira
ble it to live under changed circum- beau and Abbe Gregoire carried out 
stances and under differing conditions. in actual fact. The French National 
The history of Judaism is, of course, Assembly in 1781 granted the Jews of 
closely intertwined with the history of France complete emancipation. In 
the Jews, yet, though so closely in- Austria it was done before this, under 
tertwined, it has often gone ahead for the liberal regime of Joseph II. The 
its own sake and disregarded or been action of the French National Assem
in advance of the political conditions bly, which was completed by the 
under which its votaries lived. It is a Synhedrin called by Napoleon I. in 
singular fact that many years before 1806, served as an example, which 
the political emancipation of the Jews was gradually followed in all the 
commenced their religious emancipa- more enlightened states of Europe. 
tion was well under way, and the Step by step political. emancipation 
Jews were preparing themselves made its way, until by 1870 it may be 
spiritually to enter the promised land stated to have reached its highest 
of freedom and emancipation. While point. 
thatpoliticalemancipationcommenced The introduction of the Jews into 
only at the very end of the last cen· modern literature and modern scien· 

METHODIST STUDENTS PROTEST. . tury and took seventy or eighty years tific investigation prepared the way 
Boston, Mass., Feb. 12.-The move- in which to work itself out, the move- for the application of these modern 

ment against the doctrines of Meth- ment within the Jewish Church is of a methods to the history and literature 
odism as taught in the Boston much earlier date. of the Jews' past. 
University Theological School, which That movement is connected in its There is no doubt that the Zionist 
was formerly directed against Pro- inception with the name of Moses movement is the answer of the Jews 
fessor H~nckley. G. Mitcb~ll, alone, Mendelssohn (1720 to 1786), the _sa.ge to the attempt of the Anti-Semites to 
has culmmated m a_n orgamzed effort o.f Dessau. I~ was he who by his ~n- retard their progress and to poison 
on ~he part of the disaffected students tima:te ~cquamtance not. onl~ w1th the minds of the people among whom 
which may overthrow the whole Jewish literature and Jewish history, they sojourn nor can there be any 

. school. Especially rabid attacks have but also with modern universal history doubt that the great question which 
just been made not only against the and literature and with the new spirit I now lies before the Jews of the 
other leading professors, Dr. Borden I that had a!ready made itself felt in whole world is to be found in Zionismo 
Po Bourne ~nd Dr. Henry C. Sheldon,:, Europe, la1d the first stones of the . GusTAV GoTTHEIL. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then a:te ye my disciples indeeo1 and ye shall !mow the troth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 81 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords fat there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife~ and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116, 
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LAMONI, IOWA, APRIL 18, 1900. 

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE. 

MONDAY, APRIL 9. 

Elder Heman C. Smith was the 
speaker at the evening hour, assisted 
by Elder A. M. Chase. 

TUESDAY, APRIL 10. 
Elders F. B. Blair and D. A. Ander

son were in charge of the young 
people's prayer meeting at 7: 30 a. m. 

The social service at 9:30 a. m. was 
presided over by Elders J. C. Crabb 
and William Anderson. 

At 10:45 Elder C. Scott addressed 
the Saints. He was assisted by Elder 
A.M. Chase. 

The business session met as usual 
at two o'clock, President Joseph 
Smith presiding. "0 thou God, who 
hearest prayer," was sung, and the 
President offered prayer. The min
utes were approved as re.ad. 

An additional report of the creden
tials committee was received and 
spread upon the minutes. 

The committee on petition from 
Beardstown and Taylorville, Illinois, 
Saints, reported, recommending that 
Morgan and Scott counties be taken 
from the territory of St. Louis dis
trict; Adams; Brown, Pike, and 
Schuyler from Nauvoo district; Chris
tian, Coles, Douglass, Edgar, Macon, 
Moultrie, and Shelby from the South
eastern Illinois district, and that the 
above-named counties, together with 
Cass, Champion, Dewitt, Logan, 
Mason, Menard, Platt, Sangamon, 
and Vermillion counties, be made into 
a new district, to be known as the 
Central Illinois district. The report 
was adopted. 

Report of the committee appointed 
to audit the Bishop's books was re
ceived and spread upon the minutes. 
Brn. E. L. Kelley, F. M. Weld, Heman 
C. Smith, and Robert Winning made 
statements regarding it, after which, 
action upon it was made the special 
order for the afternoon of Thursday, 
the 12th. 

President Joseph . Smith named 
High Priests J. M. Baker, George M. 
Scott, and Richard Bullard to fill va
cancies protem. in the High Council, 
and the choice was approved by the 
assembly. 

Request for the organi:r,ation of a 
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quorum of deacons was referred to 
the Quorum of Twelve. 

Various meetings, etc., were an
nounced, ''This God is the God we 
adore." was sung, and the assembly 
was dismissed by Elder E. A. Blakes
lee. 

The Daughters of Zion presented a 
program at 7:30 p. m. in the upper 
auditorium. The main features con
sisted of papers on the following sub
jects: Opening address, Mrs. M. 
Walker. ''How may we prepare our 
children to resist the evils of the 
world?" Mrs. Anna Salyards. "En
lightened Motherhood," Mrs. Auden
tia Anderson. '•U n truthfulness," 
Mrs. B. C. Smith. "Responsibility 
of motherhood," Mrs. Eveline Bur· 
gess. "Child training," Mrs. C. B. 
Stebbins. "How to increase love for 
the sanctuary of home," Mrs. Frances 
Davis. These were interspersed with 
a recitation and musical numbers. 

At the same hour an overflow meet
ing was held in the lower auditorium, 
Elder T. W. Chatburn addressing the 
audience. · He was assisted by Bro. 
J.D. White. 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11. 
The fine weather continued until 

Sunday night. Monday and Tuesday 
the sky was overcast and a chill wind 
blew from the east, and this morning 
a light scurry of snow fell. 

At 7:30 a. m. Brn. D. A. Anderson 
and J.D. White were in charge of the 
young people's social service. 

The nine o'clock prayer meeting 
was presided over by Brn. George A. 
Smith and F. C. Warnky. 

At 10:45 Elder T. W. Williams was 
the speaker, assisted by Elder M. H. 
Forscutt. 

Business session convened at the 
usual hour, President E. L. Kelley in 
the chair. ''0 reapers of life's har
vest," was sung, and Elder H. 0. 
Smith offered prayer. The minutes 
were read, corrected, and approved. 

A motion that Brn. L. R. Devore, 
Hubert and Oscar Case, and Sr. Alice 
Case be appointed by the conference 
to represent the South Sea Islands 
mission was lost. · 

Report of the Board of Publication 
was read. It was followed by an in
ventory and financial statement of the 
Business Manager of Herald Office, 
the summary of which was read. 
Both were spread upon the minutes 
subject to future a.ction. 

The Board of Trustees, the Treas
urer, and the Board of Directors, all 
serving Graceland College interests, 

reported. The reports were received 
and spread on the record, subject to 
action. The chairman announced that 
when action was taken on the latter, 
the proposed amendment to Articles 
of Incorporation of Graceland College 
would also be considered. 

The committee appointed to con
sider the petition from Michigan dis
tricts for a change of boundary line 
reported, recommending that Oceana, 
Newaygo, and Mecosta Counties be 
taken from Southern Michigan and 
Northern Indiana district and added 
to Northern Michigan district. It 
appearing from the report that both 
districts desired it, the change was 
ordered. 

The voting list of ex oj!icio members 
present was read and perfected. 

The Third Quorum of Elders pre
sented a partial report of labor done: 
Forty-three elders had reported 3,246 
sermons, 1, 000 other meetings, 134 
baptisms, 146 confirmations, 1, 799 ad
ministrations to the sick, 96 children 
blessed, 19 marriages, and 10 ordina
tions. The quorum, having lost its 
president by death, Bro. Walter M. 
Self had been selected president, Brn. 
.John Hawley and 0. P. Sutherland 
counselors. The report was spread 
upon the record and ordination of the 
president understood as being re
ferred to the Twelve. The chair in 
answer to a question, stated that the 
counselors selected being the same 
ones who. had been ordained as coun
selors to the deceased president, their 
reordination was unnecessary. 

The Historian of the Church and 
his assistant presented their report. 
Questions were asked and answered, 
and the Historian was given per
mission to add items to the report, 
and it was ordered spread upon the 
record as it should be amended. 
A motion obtained that ''this confer· 
ence request each of the several quo
rums and all other departments to 
prepare a record of their work for the 
Church Historian for each year's 
report." 

A petition was read from the St. 
Joseph branch asking General Con
ference to authorize the Presidency 
and Bishopric to take such measures, 
harmonizing with the laws of the 
church, as, from the contributions of 
the St. Joseph Saints, would pro
vide for the payment of the debt upon 
their chapel of about five thousand 
dollars, and at the same time provide 
for branch expenses and the poor and 
needy. The request was granted. 

A petition_ from the Fanning, Kan-
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sas, branch was referred to Brn. M. 
M. Turpen, T. W. Williams, and ~
W. Chatburn. 

A request that Bro. Joseph F. Bur
ton be appointed toN ova Scotia was re
ferred to the Quorum of Twelve. A 
motion that all future petitions 0f the 
same kind be so referred without 
reading was lost. 

The Galland's Grove district peti
tioned that the Hymnal be enlarged, 
and the request was referred to Brn. 
F. G. Pitt, A. H. Parsons, and J. W. 
Gilbert. 

A petition from the Independence 
district asking the establishment of a 
mission in Kansas City with head
quarters in the State of Missouri was 
referred to the Quorum of Twelve. 

Announcements were made, the 
Doxology was sung, and President 
Joseph Smith pronounced the bene
diction. 

At the usual evening hour Elder J. 
H. Lake addressed the conference, 
assisted ·by Elder I. N. White. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 12. 

The early morning prayer meeting 
for the young people was presided 
over by Elders J. D. White and D. A. 
Anderson. One of the brethren in 
charge reported that during this ses
sion twenty-three testimonies and 
two songs were heard in thirty-two 
minutes. 

The nine o'clock prayer and testi
mony meeting was in charge of Eld
ers Charles Albertson and Holmes J. 
Davison. 

At 10:45 Elder F. C. Keck preached 
the discourse, assisted by Brn. J. T. 
Riley and Noah Karahoo. 

At two p. m. business session con
vened, President Joseph Smith pre
siding. The assembly sang, "How 
firm a foundation, ye Saints of the 
Lord," and Elder M. H. Forscutt 
offered the opening prayer. Minutes 
of former sessions were approved. 

Statements were heard from Brn. 
F. M. Weld, J. A. Gunsolley, and E. 
L. Kelley regarding the auditing com· 
mittee's report on the Bishop's ac
counts, following which, Brn. E. A. 
Blakeslee, Robert Winning, and F. 
M. Weld were constituted a committee 
to draft a document looking to the 
settlement of the question before the 
body, and requested to report at four 
o'clock. 

Committee on Hymnal enlargement 
reported that from 125 to 150 tunes 
could be electrotyped at a probable 
cost of $225, and that these could be 
added to the present Hymnal, making 
an edition that could be sold for 
seventy-five cents, probably less. 
They therefore recommended that 
conference provide for the addition of 
150 to 200 tunes to the Hymnal, ar
ranged the same as in the present 
work, index rearranged to suit, The 
report was laid on the table, 

THE SAINTS1 HERALD. 

The Patriarch's report was taken 
up and its recommendations read. 
After some discussion, further con· 
sideration was deferred. 

Third Quorum of Priests reported 
that the offices of first and second 
counselor to its president had been 
made vacant by ordination, and that 
they had chosen Brn. John Jervis and 
J. W. Layton to fill the vacancies, re
questing that the ordination of Bro. 
Jervis be provided for at an early 
date. The request was granted. 

Fourth Quorum of · Priests asked 
that the ordination of Bro. William 
H. Murphy as its president be pro
vided for, which was granted. The 
report also showed that the quorum 
bas 48 members, and that 40 priests 
had preached 962 sermons, baptized 
24, administered the sacrament 276 
times, presided in 452 prayer services, 
presided over 704 preaching services, 
made 450 official visits, and solemnized 
15 marriages. 

The chairman then announced that 
the ordinations already ordered would 
be attended to, in charge of the Presi· 
dent of Twelve, who selected Apostles 
Lake, Griffiths, Wight., and Evans to 
officiate. The assembly then sang 
No. 199 from the Hymnal, "0 thou 
God who hearest prayer," and re
mained standing while President 
Joseph Smith offered a prayer appro· 
priate to the occasion. Elders John 
W. Adams, David R. Chambers, and 
Arthur Allen were ordained by the 
laying on of hands to the office of 
Seventy by Brn. G. T. Griffiths and J. 
W. Wight; Bro. Walter M. Self was 
ordained President of the Third 
Quorum of Elders, Bro. William H. 
Murphy President of Fourth Quorum 
of Priests, and Bro. John Jervis coun
selor to the President of Third 
Quorum of Priests. 

A petition asking conference to 
more clearly define the duties of 
branch officers towards dilatory mem· 
bers was referred to the Presidency 
with the request that they express 
their opinion regarding it before close 
of conference. 

Denver, Colorado, Saints presented 
a petition asking that the next General 
Conference be held there. The paper 
was filed, with the understanding that 
when the matter of adjournment 
should come up, Denver would be con
sidered. 

The report of joint committee on 
"the duties of a deacon," as published 
in HERALD of July 27, 1898, was taken 
up and its adoption moved. An 
amendment was duly moved, but de
nied, and the original report was 
adopted. 

At the appointed hour Brn. Blakes
lee, Winning, and Weld brought in 
their report. It was received and 
spread upon the minutes. Action 
upon it was deferred until Friday 
;1fternoon at three o'clock, and it was ' * 

ordered that the report be printed 
and placed in the hands of delegates 
and ex officio members. · 

Proposed amendment to Articles of 
Incorporation, Graceland College, was 
read. It was moved that the resigna- · 
tions of the members of the Boards of 
Trustees and Directors be accepted 
and that the proposed amendment be 
adopted. By motion, further action 
was deferred until the report of the 
college Treasurer was considered. 

Formal announcements were made, 
and adjournment was taken. No. 268 
from the Hymnal was sung, and Pres. 
A. H. Smith dismissed the assembly. 

Bro. G. W. Robley was the speaker 
at the evening service. He was as
sisted by Bro. C. E. Willey. Preach
ing at the Saints' Home at the same 
hour by Bro. J. J. Cornish, assisted 
by Bro. Roderick May. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 13. 

The day dawned clear and bright, 
and the air was just cool enough to 
be bracing and healthful. 

The social service in the upper as· 
sembly room at nine a. m. was in 
charge of Brn. D. J. Powell and J. C. 
Elvert. 

At the same hour a prayer meeting 
for the young people was held in the 
lower meeting room, led by Brn. J. 
B. Wildermuth and A. J. Keck. 

At 10:45, preaching by Bro. J. M. 
Baggerly, assisted by Bro. M. H. 
Bond. 

Business session convened promptly 
at the usual hour. After singing, 
''The Lord Jehovah reigns," Bro. 
John Hawley offered prayer. The 
minutes were approved. 

Bro. J. W. Wight presented an ad
ditiocal report of the Rocky Mountain 
mission. 

The Second Quorum of Teachers 
reported the offices of President and 
counselors vacant, asking that the 
ordination of Bro. G. W. Blair as 
President and Brn. A. K. Anderson 
and N. W. Smith as counselors be 
provided for, which was granted. 

The Second Quorum of Elders re
ported 6 sessions held, 18 members 
present. An aggregate of reports 
showed: Sermons 5,220, baptisms 
330, confirmations 500, ordinations 62, 
children blessed 361, administrations 
4,248, marriages 105, etc. 

Auditors' report on accounts of 
Herald Publishing House was read 
and adopted. --

At three o'clock the matter. made 
the special order for the hour was 
taken up, the printed report of the 
committee was read, and its adoption 
was moved. A substitute was moved 
and seconded, following which a mo· 
tion obtained to defer consideration of 
the subject matter before the body 
until Saturday afternoon of the 14th, 
~nd that the substitute be printed an<l 
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placed in the hands of members of the 
conference. 

A petition from the Maysville and 
Fairland branches of Spring River 
district was referred to Brn. I. N. 
White, Ellis Short, and A. J. Moore. 

The day was warm and the audience 
weary, hence as a means of refresh
ment the audience arose and sang, 
'•This world will be blessed by and 
by." 

The report of Treasurer of Grace
land College was read and referred to 
an auditing committee composed of 
Brn. Robert Winning, W. N. Robin-. 
son, and A. J. Keck. 

Items from the Presidency's report; 
viz., request for an assistant, office 
fixtures, typewriter, etc., were taken 
up, and a motion that the request be 
granted was unanimously carried. 

That part of the Patriarch's report 
requesting the employment of a sten
ographer and purchase of a type· 
writer was taken up. A motion to 
grant the request was considered at 
length, and obtained by a vote of 142 
to 99. 

It was then moved "that it be de
clared the sense of this body that 
such stenographer be placed on a 
ministerial basis." The motion was 
carried. 

Announcements were made, No. 
1080 from the Harp was sung, and 
Bishop E. L. Kelley pronounced the 
benediction. 

The evening service was in charge 
of Bro. T. C. Kelley. The speaker, 
Bro. R. Etzenhouser, lectured upon 
the main topic of the Book of Mor
mon. The lecturer, who had visited 
the place on October 19, 1899, gave a 
graphic description of the Hill Cumo
rah, which was illustrated by a large 
panorama of the hill painted by Bro. 
Victor Kress of Independence, Mis· 

cSOUri. 

SATURDAY, APRIL 14. 
The regular morning prayer service 

was in charge of Brn. J. M. Terry 
and James Moler. The young peo· 
ple's prayer meeting at the same hour 
was led by Brn. A .. B. Phillips and 
Richard Baldwin. 

The speaker at 10:45 was Bro. M. 
H. Forscutt, assisted by Bro .. J. M. 
Terry. 

The business session was opened by 
singing, "Glorious things are sung of 
Zion," and Bro. R. May offered prayer. 
The minutes were corrected and ap
proved. 

At this juncture Bro. Joseph Luff 
rose to a question of privilege, and 
briefly alluding to the Hill Cumorah, 
the coming forth of the Book of Mor
mon, and the recent visit of the 
speaker of the night before to this 
historic landmark, in a nicely-worded 
and feelingly-delivered speech, on be
half of Bro. R. Etzenbouser, Bro. 0. 
:a:. Riggs a1;1d wife, a,nd ]:3rq. ~nd Sr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Yingling, presented President Joseph 
Smith and Patriarch Alexander H. 
'Smith each with a cane made from 
timber which grew on the ancient 
bill. 

The President and Patriarch both 
responded in a feeling manner, re
counting briefly their experiences in 
the work of the church, a noteworthy 
statement made by both being, that in 
the very beginning of their church 
work, they bad resolved to so live 
that no man, judging by their deeds, 
could say that their father was a bad 
man. In accepting the souvenirs, 
thanks were tendered the donors for 
the tokens of esteem. 

The chairman then said that it 
seemed an opportune time to sing No. 
741, and the audience arose and all 
joined in singing with much spirit, 

Book of Mormon, hid for ages, 
On Cumorah's lonely hill. 

When the audience was agai!l 
seated, it was resolved and unam
mously carried, that the conference 
tender a vote of thanks to those who 
had so kindly presented the canes to 
the President and Patriarch. 

The report of the committee ap
pointed to draft resolutions designed 
to effect a settlement of questions 
growing out of the Bishop's accounts, 
together with the substitute therefor, 
having been made the special order of 
the day, were taken up. The general 
question was discussed. A substitute 
for the substitute was then moved, 
seconded, and entertained, which was 
also discussed. Being voted upon, 
the substitute to the substitute was 
adopted by a vote of 265 to 34. 

A motion that the auditing commit
tee's report, the statement of the 
expert committee, the Bishop's state
ment and that of the committee of the 
Twelve, together with the statement 
of Miss Leland, be not published, was 
laid on the table by a vote of 178 to 71. 

The auditing committee provided for 
in the substitute to the substitute was 
then considered. From the many 
nominations made, Brn. F. M. Weld, 
R. M. Elvin, and M. F. Gowell were 
selected and their choice made unani
mous. It was also moved and carried 
that the one receiving the next high
est number of votes (Bro. J. A. Gun
solley) be chosen in case any special 
providence should prevent any of the 
committee from acting. 

A resolution that the Bishop be in
structed to have his books prepared 
for the auditing committee on or be
fore August 1 was denied by a vote of 
154 to 136. 

A petition for the organization of a 
quorum of teachers was referred to 
the (~uorum of Twelve. 

The question of place and date of 
holding next conference was then 
considered. A motion to act upo1;1 
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place and date separately, obtained. 
The following named locations were 
placed in nomination: Independence, 
Denver, Kirtland, London (Canada), 
Oklahoma City, Richmond (Virginia), 
Boston, Chicago, and Lamoni. Inde
pendence receiving 217 votes, all 
others 90, it was declared to be the 
place of next meeting and its choice 
made unanimous. 

It was resolved that the date of next 
meeting be April 6, 1901. An amend
ment to strike out 1901 and insert in
stead 1902 was lost. The original 
motion to meet on April 6, 1901, was 
then carried by a large majority. 

Auditing committee on accounts of 
Treasurer of Graceland reported. 
The report was received and spread 
on the minutes subject to further 
action. 

Requests coming from the Twelve, 
Seventy, High Priests, and Elders 
therefor, it was unanimously ordered 
that Sunday, April15, be set apart as 
a day of fasting and prayer that God 
would give light on the important 
questions before the church. 

Usual and incidental announcements 
were made, '•My times are in thy 
band," was sung, and President 
J osepb Smith dismissed the assembly. 

The speaker at the evening hour 
was Bro. F. A. Russell, with Bro. R. 
M. Maloney assisting. 

SUNDAY, APRIL 15. 

The morning prayer service was led 
by Brn. Charles Derry and M. H. 
Porscutt. 

Regular session of the Lamoni Sun
day school was held in the lower audi
torium at 9: 30 a. m. in charge of Bro. 
G. W. Blair. 

The speaker at eleven o'clock was 
Bro. Joseph Luff, assisted by Bro. A. 
H. Smith. Bro. M. H. Bond ad
dressed the overflow meeting, Bro. 
W. H. Kephart assisting. 

The services at 2: 30 p. m., were 
devoted to prayer and testimony, in 
charge of Brn. J. H. Lake and F. G. 
Pitt. The upper room would not ac
commodate all the people that gath
ered, and an overflow social service 
was held in the room below led by 
Brn. G. H. Hilliard and J. A. Robin· 
son. 

At 7:30 p. m. Bro. G. T. Griffiths 
addressed the assembly, Bro. W. H. 
Garrett in charge of the service. The 
speaker lectured on the subject of the 
priesthood, and the effort was illus
trated with a large and well-executed 
chart hung on the wall back of the 
pulpit. At the same hour Bro. A. H. 
Parsons preached at the Saints' 
Home. 

During the day five were baptized, 
four of whom were confirmed during \ 
the prayer servic~ in, the lower meet· 
ing room. 
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MONDAY, APRIL 16. 

Last night the clouds hung low and 
a warm rain fell nearly all night. In 
the morning, when the clouds cleared 
away, the earth looked refreshed. 

The regular nine o'clock prayer 
service was presided over by Brn. R. 
Bullard and J. W. Waldsmith. 

At 10:45 a.m. Bishop G. H. Hilliard 
addressed the conference. He was as
sisted by Bro. R. M. Elvin. 

The business session was presided 
over by President Alexander H. 
Smith. The assembly sang, "Blest 
be thou, Q God of Israel," and Bro. 
R. C. Evans offered the opening in
vocation. The minutes were accepted. 

Report of Treasurer of Graceland 
College was read, together with re
port of auditing committee upon it. 
The latter was adopted. 

The request of the Church Recorder 
for an assistant, with a view to his 
being chosen to fill the position per
manently, was read. Motion was 
made that the request be granted. A 
question called forth the information 
that some two or three years ago a 
similar request was made and that the 
matter had been placed in charge of 
the President and Bishop, they to ap
point when a suitable person was 
available. The request was therefore 
referred to them. 

The report of Bro. F. G. Pitt, in 
charge of the European mission, was 
read. Bro. William Newton also re
ported. 

A motion carried to take up all 
matters pertaining to Graceland Col
lege. Following this, upon separate 
motions, the resignations of the Board 
of Directors and Board of Trustees 
were accepted, said resignations to 
take effect when their successors were 
elected and qualified. 

The proposed amendment to Arti
cles of Incorporation was read, as 
published in the HERALD of February 
7, 1900, and its adoption moved. 
Brn. E. L. Kelley, J. H. Hansen, and 
C. R. Duncan were appointed a com
mittee to compare the Articles of In
corporation and the amendment, 
make the changes required, and re
port to the body. 

While the committee was conferring, 
a resolution that at expiration of 
present term, the college be closed 
until the debt upon it is paid, was 
]aid on the table subject to call. 

The committee on petition from 
Maysville and Fairland branches, 
Spring River district, reported, rec
ommending that the thirty-sixth 
parallel, north latitude, be the south 
boundary line of Spring River dis
trict, in both Indian Territory and 
Arkansas, and that this be the north 
line of the Southwestern mission. 
The recommendation was adopted. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The committee on amendment to 
Graceland Articles of Incorporation 
returned and reported that they bad 
compared the items and indicated the 
required changes in pencil. Upon 
motion, reading of the Articles was 
waived. The amendment was adopted, 
followed by the adoption of thE) Arti
cles of Incorporation as a whole as 
amended. 

After voting that no delegate be al
lowed to nominate more than one per
son, the conference proceeded to 
nominate members to compose the 
Board of Trustees of Graceland Col
lege. The following named were 
placed in nomination: William An
derson, Ellis Short (declined), E. A. 
Blakeslee (declined), R. M. Elvin, G. 
H. Hilliard (declined), W. R. Picker
ing (declined), F. G. Pitt (declined), 
E. L. Kelley, R. S. Salyards (de
clined), Duncan Campbell (declined), 
G. W. Blair (declined), F. M. Sheehy 
(declined), 0. H. Riggs (declined), J. L. 
Goodrich (declined), J. H. Hansen, 
Heman C. Smith (declined), I. W. Al
lender, W. A. Hopkins, J. A. Robin· 
son (declined), Joseph Smith, J. R. 
Lambert (declined), Daniel Anderson, 
F. E. Cochran (declinGd), D. F. Lam
bert (declined), J. W. Wight, Alice E. 
Cobb (declined), R. May (declined), 
F. M. Weld (declined), and J. A. Gun· 
solley. At this juncture it was voted 
to adjourn business till Tuesday, the 
17th, at two p. m. 

The chairman then made the follow
ing appointments: Tuesday morning 
prayer meeting, Brn. S. F. Cushman 
and J. C. Elvert in charge; Bro. F. M. 
Cooper to address the conference at 
10:45, assisted by Bro. John Shields. 
Various announcements were made, 
and after singing, "This God is the 
Geid we adore," the asse.m bly was dis
missed, Pres. A. H. Smith pronounc
ing the benediction. 

At the evening hour Bro. A. C. 
Barmore addressed the conference, 
assisted by Bro. H. N. Hansen. 

The day was warm and bright, but 
towards evening intermittent showers 
fell. Under the influence of the warm 
sun and showers, the grass is spring
ing, the buds are swelling, the birds 
singing, and all nature seems to re
joice. Notwithstanding the dampen
ing elements, the Saints are cheerful 
and earnest, and the ultimate triumph 
of the cause appears to be the inspir
ing thought that moves the great ma
jority, thatcheers through every dark 
and trying hour. 

THE Royal Academy of Sciences of Am
sterdam has paid a delicate compliment to 
the English-speaking world by ordering that 
its transactions shall in future be printed in 
English, instead of the native DLitch, in or
der that they may ba more available to the 
scientific world at large. 

WAS IT AN IMPERTINENCE? 

Last year a Bro. Quincy Anderson, 
of Ozark, Missouri, became skeptical 
in regard to the Reorganized Church 
being so far representative of the 
church of 1830 as to be the one of his 
choice. After a season of struggle 
over the situation he wrote a renun
ciation of the church in its entirety, 
and published it in two Baptist jour· 
nals. Not long after this he began to 
see things in a different light, and, as 
we understand, fell in with some of 
the elders from the Utah~·Church, and 
was disposed to accept their views. 
He then wrote a recall of his renun· 
ciation and sent us to publish, which 
for reasons we declined; he then 
wrote another, which we published. 

Some time after this we received a 
letter from Bro. Sparling, at work in 
the district where Bro. Anderson 
lived, containing the letter of C. W. 
Penrose, to whom as Editor of the 
Deseret News, of Salt Lake City, Bro. 
Anderson had written, asking con
cerning Pres. B. Young's teaching on 
the subject of Adam being God. We 
were requested to answer or explain, 
as the correctness of the quotation 
from the said sermon of President 
Young by Bro. Etzenhouser in his 
book was disputed by the elders from 
Utah. 

Our supposition at the time was that 
Bro. Anderson's letter was written to 
Mr. Penrose as editor of the News and 
a teacher of the Mormon philosophy, 
and as editor and elder a public man, 
his reply to be used in Bro. Ander
son's search after light, and in the 
controversy with us. It was with 
this understanding that we used the 
letter, publishing it without comment. 
We had no thought that it was a pri
vate and personal letter, of such a 
nature that we were treating the 
writer with discourtesy, or violating a 
rule governing newspaper correspond
ents. If the Editor of the News feels 
that we did so treat him discourte
ously, we hereby apologize. The 
principle so publicly announced by 
Pres. B. Young is what we are at 
variance with, men are but incidents 
for or against. 

We give below what Editor Penrose 
has to say in the News for March 23 
about our editorial in our editorial for 
March 14, on the subject of this, leav
ing the letter itself out, only:-

A PIECE OF IMPERTINENCE. 

A gentleman in Ozark, Missouri, addressed 
a letter to the editor of the Deseret News, a 
short time ago, asking foro information con
cerning the teachings of President Brigham 
Young in relation to Adam. A personal let
ter was written in reply, giving the desired 
explanation. The Lamoni, Iowa, Herald, 
organ of the "Josephites," prints this pri
vate letter and endeavors to make it appear 
that the writer is taking up a controversy 
with the author of a work called "Utah 
Mormonism in Contrast." The Hemld makes 
very ft·ee with the name of the editor of the 
News, and also strains a point to show that he 
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has undertaken to "apologize for the teach
ings of President Brigham Young" on this 
subject. 

We regard the action of the Herald in this 
affair as contrary to the ethics of respec·tal:He 
journalism and an unwarranted liberty to 
take with a private communication. We 
simply addressed a personal letter to a gen
tleman who made private inquiry on the 
subject mentioned. And as to the book to 
which the letter is made to refer, we know 
nothing. We have never seen the book, or 
any quotations from it, aud never heard about 
it until the article in the Herald was re
ceived, headed "Penrose vs. Pres. B. Young." 
If our correspondent ~ent the letter to the 
editor of the Herald, he was guilty of a 
breach of good manners, and if it was ob
tained surreptitiously, tne blame lies with 
the paper that published it. 

1'ltE SAINrrs' HERALD. 

speaking in the church here, gave his 
audience to distinctly understand that 
he indorsed and believed the teaching 
of Pres. Young in the Journal of Dis
courses, the Adam-God theory in
cluded. We thought him a little rash 
at the time; but as it was his volun· 
tary statement, we had no cause to 
dispute him in it. 

We are pleased to note, however, 
that Editor Penrose states editorially 
writing of the utterances of Pres. 
Brigham Young that:-

And it should be understood that the views 
entertained by that great leader and inspired 
servant of the Lord, were not expres~ed as 
principles to be accepted by mankind as es
sential to salvation. To show that there was nothing in the 

letter of which we are ashamed, or that 
might not with propriety be given to the We are pleased to learn tbis; and if 
publio if it was obtained in a proper manner we could know that Elder Penrose 
and with the consent of the writer, we here now writes for the church of which 
append it in full, as published in the Her- he · b h ld b · l' d ald: . . . IS a mem er, we s ou e me me 

Anyone who has carefully read the dis- to think it indicative of an intention 
course delivered by President Young on this to put away things unprofitable and 
subject, will perceive that our brief state- dangerous. But how shall we under-
ment of its purport is correct, that there is t d h t d? p y 
nothing in one that is in conflict with the s an ' ow 0 rea · res. oung 
other; that we have neithf:r "apologized for" said:-
no:- disputed anything contained in that one Now hear it, 0 inhabitants of the earth, 
sermon, which has been so much misunder- Jew and Gentile, Saint and sinner .... HE 
stood and perverted by the enemies of our is Ott1' FATHER and our GOD, and the only God 
late venerable President. We are familiar with whom WE have to do." [Italics and caps 
with the doctrine he taught, and which he as printed in the Journal of Discourses,] 
did not attempt fully to explain in the dis- Then follows this:-
course which has been published. And it 
should be understood that the views enter- Every may upon the earth, professing 
tained by that great leader and inspired Christians or non-professing, must hear it, 
servant of the Lord, were not expressed as and will know it sooner m· late'r. 
principles to be accepted by mankind as es- We have carefully read and reread 
sential to salvation. Like the Prophet h 
Joseph Smith, his mind was enlightened as t is sermon, upon the supposition 
to many things which were beyond common that President Young intended it as a 
understanding, and the declaration of which lesson of instruction to all the elders 
would bring upon him tho opposition of the and children of Isra.el, and the rest of 
ignorant. 

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day mankind, to be heard fJJUd believed. 
Saints has fundamental principles to present If the information purported to be 
to the world, the reception of which is essen- given in the sermon from which we 
tial to salvation. They are to be found in the quote was not intended to convey and 
written standards of the church, and are 
simple and easy to comprehend and obey. teach principles involved in the God-
There are men in the church who entertain head, including the creation, and the 
ideas of a more advanced nature, some of nativity of Jesus, why did President 
which, although they may be expressed in y k t · th h · 
public, either upon the stand or in works oung see 0 giVe em sue prom1· 
that have been written, are not put forth as nence? 
binding upon any person. This distinction It is taught in the standard works 
ought to be clear to all who interest them- of the church that Jesus Christ was 
selves in such matters. the Messiah, the Savior of mankind. 

That which President Young set forth in W 
the discourse referred to, is not preached hatever relates to him, the prophe-
either to the Latter Day Saints or to the cies concerning him, his birth, his 
world as a part of the creed of the church. teaching, his history, character, and 
In answering the letter of our correspondent l'f 11 b · t f · · 
we simply explained in private that which 1 e, are a proper su JeC S O mqmry 
was asked in private, so that he mig-ht un- and belief; and, so far as man can 
derstand the tenor of President Young's know of him, from what is written and 
views, and not with any intention of advocat- revealed concerning him, we are en
ing or denying his doctrine, or of controvert- titled to understand, and it is essential 
ing anything that may have been said upon to our salvation that we do know. 
the subject by opponents of his utterances. 
We do not regard the course of the Lamoni Paul wrote a long time ago:-
Herald in this matter as commendable, or F 
even ordinarily respectable. It is a piece of or after that in the wisdom of God the 
journalistic impertinence. . world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased 

God by the foolishness of preaching to save 
Why did not Mr. Penrose publish them that believe. 

what we wrote about the subject? The teachings of Pres. Young, 
Would not his readers have had a when uttered from the stand and pub
better chance to judge of our motive lished in the Journal of Discourses, 
in publishing his letter had he done necessarily became public property, 
so? as it was intended they should be; and 

Elder Louis A. Kelsch, President of when Mr Quincy Anderson wrote to 
the Northern States Mission of the Elder Penrose, editor of the Deseret 
Utah Church, while at Lamoni, and ·News, it was a letter to a man in the 

public service and not to a private 
gentleman; and when Mr. Penrose 
answered Mr. Anderson's letter and 
added to his signature the words 
''Editor· News," it was the answer of a 
gentleman in public life who wrote in 
his official character as editor of a 
great newspaper. If not, why should 
the words "Editor News" have been 
added to the signature? What need 
for the title if it was but the letter of 
one private gentleman to another? 

Mr. Quincy Anderson can read, and 
we are inclined to think that he will 
prefer to read, the record of what 
Pres. Young said, and credit his own 
understanding of it, rather than to 
accept the rendition of the editor of 
the News. 

UTAH ELDERS BANISHED FROM 
DENMARK. 

Charles C. Rannow and Thomas P. 
Jensen, of the Utah force of the min
istry have been ordered to leave Den
mark. We quote from the JJ!fillennial 
Star, No. 10, vol. 62, pp. 150, 151, for 
March 8, 1900. 

ELDERS BANISHED FROM DENMARK. 
President Andreas Peterson writ.es from 

Copenhagen under date of March 3, 1900, as 
follows:- . 

"Elders Charles C. Ronnow and Thomas P. 
Jensen, who were laboring in Bornholm, 
had papers served on them to leave the King
dom of Denmark at once, because they were 
American citizens and missionaries from 
Utah. 

"They then applied to the American Min
ister for protection, as being American citi
zens. He at once stayed the execution of the 
decree, until some investigation was made. 
The Minister soon found out the main rea
sons, which were emigration from Denmark 
to Utah and polygamy, hence he advised us 
to state oar views on these questions, which 
we did as follows:-

"We, the undersigned missionaries of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
hereby affirm that we have not been in
structed or advised by the President of our 

. Church, nor anyone else, to teach or encour-
age the practice of plural marriage, or po
lygamy; nor to teach or encourage the 
emigration from Denmark, or any other 
country, to the United States; neither have 
we ad vised or instructed those who labor 
with us or under our direction to teach or 
encourge polygamy or.emigration, but to the 
contrary we are instructed and we do instruct 
those we labor with not to teach polygamy 
nor emigration, but to teach the people to 
live and abide by the Manifesto issued by 
President Wilford Woodruff, April, 1890, 
and also approved by his successor President 
Lorenzo Snow; and to teach the people that 
they can live Christian lives in their own 
country as well as elsewhere. We further 
affirm that we have not at any time taught 
the. people any other doctrine than that con
tained in Holy Writ. 

"ANDREAS PETERSON, President 
"of the Scandinavian Mission. 

"JACOB CHRISTENSEN, President 
"of the Copenhagen Conference. 

"CHARLES C. RONNOW1 

"THOMAS P. JENSEN, 
"A. J. NIELSEN, 
''PETER HANSEN, 
''0LUF JOHNSEN, 
"'C. J. PLOWMAN, 
"F. CHRISTENSEN, 
"A. H. BERGMAN, 

"Traveling Missionaries. 
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"On the strength of this statement the 
American Minister demanded that the ban
ishment be revoked, but yesterday the Min· 
ister wrote to Charles C. Ron now as follows:-

" 'I am in receipt of a note from the Minis
ter of Foreign Affairs in which he informs 
me that the Minister of Justice does not find 
sufficient grounds for revoking the decree of 
l;lanishment against you and Mr. Thomas P. 
Jensen. Respectfully yours, 

'' 'L. S. SWENSON.' 
1'I have had the privilege of interviewing 

the American Minister thrice, the last time 
to-day; he is a fine man, and I am satisfied 
that he has done all that he possibly could 
for us. He read to me the full statement 
from the Minister of Justice to him, in which 
he says, that our points have been well con
sidered and have modified his views in regard 
to us." 

Our object in referring to the ban
ishment of these elders, missionaries 
of the dominant church in Utah, from 
Denmark, and quoting from their or· 
gan the letter of Pres. Andreas 
Peterson, is to put their statement on 
record in the HERALD for the benefit 
of the eldership who in the prosecu
tion of their several missions may 
meet other ministers from Utah. 

These elders in Denmark, in order 
to defend themselves against the edict 
of banishment state that they "are 
instructed ... not to teach polygamy 
nor emigration," and • •to abide by the 
Manifesto issued by President Wood
ruff." 

It might be curious to know just 
what these men might mean to convey 
by the term "the practice of plural 
marriage, or polygamy;" and also, 
what the authorities of Denmark un
derstand by the term. 

We regret to know that there is not 
to be free speech in Denmark; but 
are pleased to learn .that the men 
whose names are signed to the state
ment of affirmation have not "taught 
the people of Denmark any other 
doctrine than that contained in Holy 
Writ." And, as the affirmation was 
made to men in authority and in
tended to affect them in favor of the 
elders, it must be fair to infer that 
by the instruction given them not to 
teach plural marriage it is admitted 
that that tenet is not contained in 
Holy Writ. 

THE Topeka Capital, daily, run for 
a. week, finishing on Saturday even
ing, March 17, was but a redevelop
ment of men's failure to accomplish 
large results on a small capital. 

Mr. Charles M. Sheldon, a pro
fessed minister of an evangelical de
nomination, so-called, engaged to run 
a daily newspaper in a typical western 
city-"as Jesus would do" it. 

We subscribed for the paper, but 
failed to get it as issued, and only got 
at it last, the whole six issues in a 
l!mnch some days after the experiment 
was finished; for it was an experiment, 
shrewdly gotten up, or acquiesced in 
by the owners and business men of 

THE SA!NTS' IiERAtO. 

the firm of publishers to exploit their 
paper and coin a few dollars. 

The principle involved, that is, con
ducting the paper "as Jesus would 
do it," was catching; but how did Mr. 
Sheldon know bow Jesus would con
duct such a venture? Jesus drove the 
money changers from the temple and 
upbraided the lawyers; but Mr. Shel
don advertised the money lenders, 
the mortgage seekers, and the law
yers in his paper, and gave notice of 
the victory of the Acme ball players. 

We very much doubt Mr. Sheldon's 
mental and moral ability to measure 
or weigh each modern newspaper re
quirement, or business, or news inci
dent, and determine what Jesus would 
have done or would do in each case as 
it occurred. Jesus judged of affairs 
from divine foresight and tender re
gard for mankind. He preached for 
the benefit of the poor, without 
money, and without price. Mr. Shel
don, while ostensibly taking no pay 
for his ~ork, permitted the men with 
the finance rake to gather in the 
moneys which men paid to see what 
was Mr. Sheldon's idea of what Jesus 
would do. 

Mr. Sheldon would not print a Sun
day issue of the Capital, but he would 
and did issue a Saturday evening is
sue, one half of it taken up with the 
"sermon on the mount," and anum
ber of sermonizing articles which he 
well knew would be read chiefly on the 
Lord's day. The other half was the 
regular advertising sheet. 

Mr. Sheldon must have been of the 
opinion that Jesus would not take of 
the money that the paper might sell 
for, but .he did allow the syndicate to 
speculate off of his name and celeb
rity. Jesus had no money, but paid 
his tribute in the current coin of the 
realm. Jesus was not an extremist 
like a Kansas prohibitionist; but 
when at the marriage feast in Cana 
of Galilee, he furnished the good wine 
to the feasters after the regular sup
ply was exhausted. 

Mr. Sheldon was against the sensa
tionalism of the newspaper world, but 
managed to get some sensational pic
tures on the horrors of famine, war, 
and the army canteen into his week's 
issues. · 

As a whole we were disappointed 
with Mr. Sheldon's view of how 
"Jesus would do," as he has ex
pressed them in his conduct of the 
paper. In the next to the last issue 
Mr. Sheldon expresses himself that 
be will not conduct or have connec
tion with the Capital, or any other 
paper as editor or publisher, intend
ing to confine himself to the pulpit and 
platform in his new project of formu
lating a new religion and a new 
church to unite all churches. 

He will succeed for a time and after 
a fashion, but at the end will find 
himself too small for the task he bas 

set himself to do, as jesus did and as 
Mr. Sheldon has done are two quite 
distinct things. 

The editor of the Wichita Eagle, 
also a Kansas daily newspaper, a sort 
of newspaper lay preacher, has the 
following editorial for March 20, 
which we give because it seems to 
express the common conviction re
garding Mr. Sheldon's effort. The 
layman is sometimes a better judge 
of such effort and its result than the 
prejudiced occupant of the pulpit. 

SHELDON'S DESECRATION AND HOWE'S 
BLASPHEMY, 

Editor Howe having concluded his series 
of sermons ''as Jesus would have preached 
them," comes no nearer reaching the pattern 
set for himself "than did the Rev. Sheldon. 
Only one of Howe's sermons is devoted to 
Sheldon's venture, but that incontestibly 
shows Sheldon to be a crank. Sheldon's sole 
creed is "Crucify! Crucify!" Those who 
read the numbers of his Jesus edition must 
have been struck with the man's fanaticism 
on the prohibition question, for instance. 
For him, wine, the greater intoxicant, is all 
right at the communion table, because the 
law says it is. But beer, as a beverage at the 
social or the family table, is a crime. There is 
no more sin in the beer than in the wine, 
even though the law makes the use of the 
more innocent of the two a crime. 

Some of the papers of the country hold the 
Reverend Sheldon to be but a sensational 
mountebank, or at best an imitator of a 
Parkhurst or a Talmage, while the editors 
who know him personally credit him with 
being honest. A man can be honest and at 
the same time a fanatic, can be both earaest 
and honest, and at the same time unjust. As 
we view Sheldon, his great lack, as a minis
ter, is charity; and his great need as a pub
lic writer is liberality. He has the stuff in 
him for a witch-burner. Howe, in the ser
mon alluded to, illustrates this Pharisaical 
phase of a man who boasts a co-capacity with 
Christ. When the prohibition fight was on, 
red-hot, in 'fopeka, under the ltladership of 
men, some of whom got drunk periodically~ 
this man, Sheldon, bought or otherwise 
procured four bottles of beer from a· worthy 
old man who was then in the drug business, 
but who had been a Union soldier, having 
proffered his life in defense of his country. 
Sheldon set these four bottles of beer on his 
pulpit, on a Sunday morning, and proceeded 
to preach a sensational sermon as a result of 
which the old soldier was sent to jail. In 
that act there may have been both honesty 
and earnestness, but there was nothing of 
Christ or Christianity, nothing of charity or 
of liberality, only the fanaticism of the crank 
who is a stickler for the enforcement of law 
because it is a law which happens to coincide 
with his particular convictions. 

It may be a sin to eat hog meat, a sin to 
use tobacco, a sin to eat rich condiments, a 
sin to drink beer and coffee, that is, a sin 
from moral, ::eathetical, or physical view, 
and mankind no doubt would be better off 
without these and a hundred other things. 
But when the demagogue steps in as a legis· 
lator, in response to the cry of fanaticism, 
and makes a crime of these moral delinquen
cies or physical deteriorators, such laws, can
not, and will not, be enforced, at least with 
all the vigor desired by the fanatic. 

Howe may have no use for the mission of 
Christ, may disbelieve in him, and believe 
that this brief and unsatisfactory existence 
ends all; and Sheldon may in the name of 
Jesus call for the rack and screw of a law 
which makes crimes of mere moral delin
quencies, while incidentally making fifty 
thousand in a week; yet the fact remains 
that the love, compassion, and the charity of 
Christ were more than human; they were 
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divine. His creed was forgiveness, and only 
forgiveness. More sacred to him than the 
edicts of Cmsar, more obligatory than the 
laws of the Roman empire, under which he 
was born, were those handed down from 
heaven at Sinai, through the hands of Moses. 
But when it came to dealing with the frail
ties of humanity about him; he rose superior 
to all written laws, forgiving the very thief 
on the cross condemned to die under the one, 
and forgiving the woman who had been taken 
in an open violation of the other. "Let him 
that is without sin among you cast the first 
stone" was more than human wisdom; but 
under such an invitation Sheldon would con
scientiously throw stones an day and, fearing 
that he hadn't hit some violator of the pro
hibitory law, would get up in the middle of 
the night to shy a few more at random in the 
dark. 

Christ's life was love, and love only. He 
never called for the enforcement of any othel' 
law than the law of love. He lived for love 
and died for love, for his love of humanity, 
and his pretended followers, who howl for 
penalties, making a mockery of his infinite 
spirit of love. And whether, as Howe says, 
Christ is but mythical, there is no other 
myth of history, tradition, earth, or heaven, 
embodying so much of the best in the human 
heart, so much that is God-like, and so little 
of that preached by Sheldon in his "Jesus 
edition." 

As for anything else, nothing pertaining to 
the religion of Jesus, or the morals of man
kind; nothing making for earthly content
ment, or for the hope of happiness; nothing 
for the betterment of the dwellers of earth, 
materially, morally, or spiritually, has been 
accomplished by the constrained efforts of 
the editor or the preacher, while, upon the 
other hand, ,things and names sacred to the 
hearts of the many have been belittled and 
blasphemed, profaned and desecrated. 

Original Ar1iGlB8. 
MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. i. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

THE SAINTS7 HERALD. 

Ethnology, comparative philology, 
antiquarian research, and geological 
antiquities, each bring to us a valu
able contribution. 

Each race of men can and does trace 
back its own pedigree as anciently 
and as honorably as every other. 
Each one goes back to one creative 
god or gods, and there it starts. In 
Babylonian myths Alorus is the first 
man; this man was produced from the 
blood of Bel us and, the dust of the 
earth. In the tenth generation Xisu
thros, with some others, was saved in 
a vessel when the flood came. The 
Bible believer will at once here see a 
man made "out of the dust of the 
ground," and '•N oah saved in the ark." 

In Persia it is Ormuzd who makes a 
man and a woman, who live in peace 
in a garden; Ahriman, the evil spirit, 
plants a fatal tree in their abode, and 
sends a serpent to persuade them to 
eat of it. Woe follows. Here in this 
myth we see Adam and Eve, the gar
den, the tree, Satan (the serpent), 
and the fall. 

In India, God gave the first men a 
know ledge of letters, teaching their 
form and use in an audible voice from 
the city of God, and also the Vedas to 
guide him. Later on we see an ocean 
of death by a flood, and then there re· 
mained upon earth only one pious 
king and seven saints. Here we see 
God teaching our first parents, and 
giving them needed instruction, and 
the eight persons saved from a flood. 

In Greece it is Zeus, so Aratus 
says, who scattered o'er the sky the 
shining stars and fixed them where 
they are; man, too, being his off
spring. In Zeus we catch a glimpse 
of God the Father, and in Apollo we 
see the anticipation God's Son, who 
will judge our misdeeds and abolish 
death. So that the Bible believer 
will go through these myths and find 
in them a confirmation of his faith. 

The new world, too, has a venerable 
past; its myths and ruins bear witness 
to it, and long before our fathers 
found their way across the mighty 
deep, America had had its babyhood, 
reached old age, gone into dotage, 
and died of decay. 

The late Henry George said on pre
American civilizations:-

The new world's people, like almost 
every other people which has under
taken to relate the story of its own 
origin, has given us a confused ac
count of supernatural persons,-chil
dren of the gods,-which, in the 
judgment of more enlightened men, is 
almost uniformly considered fabulous 
and impossible. And how much of 
truth is veiled under this mythical 
dress, and where the line should be 
drawn between history and pure myth, 
is difficult to decide, and the line 
drawn by persons will depend some
what, of course, on previous training 
and present convictions. 

Two men may look up at a tree Some estimates give to Peru alone, at the 
from opposite directions, "nd each time of the Conquest, a greater population 

... than now exists on the continent of South 
will declare that it leans towards him, America, and all the indications are, that 
and if chopped down will fall that previous to the discovery the population had 
way. So in matters of religion and been diminishing. What great nations have 

l . . run their course, what empires have arisen 
po ltlCS, we can readily see that the and fallen in the "new world which is the 
weight of evidence leans towards us. old," we can only imagine. But fragments of 

A myth may have for its foundation massive ruins yet attest a grander pre
a truth. That truth as it grows older American civilization. Amid the t~opical 
b d · . h . d , forests of Yucatan and Central Amerwa are 
e~omes so covere . w1p debns .an the remains of great cities forgotten ere the 

fohage that the fact lS h1d from v1ew. Spanish Conqu·est. Mexico, as Cortez found 
This point reached, a myth i~ born, it, showed .the super~mposition of barbari~m 
and the imagination has absolute rule. upon a h1gher somal develop~ent, wh1le 

M d h . . . through a great part of what IS now the 
o ern researc m varwus hnes of United States are scattered mounds which 

·study is, however; coming to our aid. prove a once r'elatively dense population, and 
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here and there, as in the Lake Superior cop
per mines, are traces of higher arts than 
were known to the Indians with whom the 
whites came in contact.-Progress and Pov
erty, pp. 95, 96. 

Says N adaillic, 
At every turn South America presents 

vestiges of a vanquished race, of a culture 
now lost.-Prehistoric America, p. 465. 

In the primeval forests covering Chiapas, 
Guatemala, Honduras, and Yucatan; where 
through the dense undergrowth a passage 
had often to be forced, axe in hand; statues, 
columns, hieroglyphics, unoccupied villages, 
abandoned palaces, and stately ruins rose on 
every side, mute witnesses of past ages and 
of vanished races.-Ibid., pp. 10, 11. 

To erect the monuments of Mexico and 
Peru, the yet more ancient ones of Central 
America, ... must have required skilled 
labor, a numerous population, and an estab
lished priesthood, such as could have de
veloped only during the lapse of centuries.
Ibid., p. 14. 

The first Americans too were contempo
rary with gigantic animals which, like their 
conquerors of Europe, have passed away 
never to return. They had to contend with 
the Mastodon, the Megatherium, the Mylo
don, the Megalonyx, the elephant, with a. 
jaguar larger than that of the present day, 
and a bear more formidable than that of the 
caves.-Ibid., p. 15. 

Referring to the native documents, 
Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg says:-

If I may judge from allusions in the docu
ments that I have been fortunate enough to 
collect, there were in these regions [Central 
America], at that remote date, convulsions 
of nature, deluges, terrible inundations, fol
lowed by the upheaval of mountains, ac
companied by volcanic eruptions. These 
traditions, traces of which are also met with 
in Mexico, Central America, Peru, and Bo
livia, point to the conclusion that man existed 
in these various countries at the time of the 
upheaval of the Cordilleras, and that the 
memory of that upheaval has been preserved. 
-Ibid., pp. 16, 17. 

So that America, within the human 
period, has undergone great changes; 
nations or empires came and 'disap
peared again; gigantic animals passed 
away never to return, angry nature, 
too, afflicted its people, changing the 
face of their country with convulsions 
and inundations, destroying their 
homes. 

Who and what, then, were the first inhabi
tants of America? Whence did they come? 
To what immigration was their arrival due? 
By what disasters were they destreyed? By 
what routes did they reach these unknown 
lands? Must we admit different centres of 
creation? and were the primeval Americans 
born on American soil? Could evolution and 
natural selection, those principles so fully ac
cepted by the modern school, have produced 
on the shores of the Atlantic and the Pacific 
a type of man resembling the European and 
the Asiatic, alike in the structure of his 
frame and his intellectual development?
Ibid., p. 15. 

These questions of Nadaillac's the 
Book of Mormon undertakes to an· 
swer. But, la me! No good can 
come out of Nazareth! It tells of 
America's first inhabitants (after the 
flood), that they were not born on 
American soil!" They were not chil
dren of the modern school-natural 
selection. It does not admit different 
centers of creation. The American 
is an "immigrant," and that is why he 
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is a true type of man, resembling his ond people, too, in time were nearly 
brothers, "the European and the exterminated by a powerful foe; since 
Asiatic," "in the structure of his which, for centuries, the victors in 
frame and in his intellectual develop· their descendants (the Indians) have 
ment." It tells who they were, and held dominion. 
from whence they came; how they ar· But why should the author of the 
rived here in this "unknown land," Book of Mormon go out of his way 
and by what means they were led to and tell such incredible stories, and 
so distant a country; and by what "dis· why should he even name such ani
asters" they were destroyed, and how mals as swine, horses, asses, ele
their cities and palaces were left phants, cureloms, cumoms, and sheep, 
without an occupant; and it points out when there were no such animals on 
where dense populations once lived the continent in prehistoric times? 
happy, pursuing the arts of civ\lized Do we not see that there is a chance 
life, which cities were afterwards for the scientist here? Here is a 
given up to nature's forest, and were, weak fort for its author to defend. 
when discovered again, "forgotten." Why did he write about iron, steel, 
It explains how Mexico and Peru and glass, when they in those distant 
come to show evidences of barbarism times were ignorant of such things? 
resting upon a higher social develop· Why did he not say that they did "all 
ment, and how that culture became manner of fine work with copper and 
"vanquished"-succumbed to a war- stone tools, and when these imple
like and savage race. It shows that ments failed to carve the hard gran· 
they had a proud and haughty Baby· ite, they succeeded with their finger 
lon which fell and went into decay; a nails," and thus be in harmony with 
Darius defeated as at Arbela; a the modern school? Did he not know 
Marathon; a Titus as at Jerusalem, that science would come along by and 
and a Herculaneum and Pompeii. by and upset his stories, and he would 

War! war! was the cause why the thus be held up to ridicule? Why did 
Mound Builders disappeared from he thus carelessly step aside in his 
where a dense agricultural population narrative and challenge the man of 
once lived. War, an exterminating science that would look for him later 
war, in which its prisoners were of· on? Why did he not remain within 
fered up to their dumb idols in Cen· the bounds of reason, and adopt the 
tral America; such idols as are theory of his own day. and not make 
represented on the monuments and a "fool of himself?" Ah, dear reader, 
picture writings to the present day. these are the earmarks of either a true 
It is history repeated again; civiliza- narrative br of a very ignorant man! 
tions developed, and passed away. -"an impostor." Why did he talk 
Those civilizations speak to us in about Christ before there was a 
their myths, and from their graves Christ? And Christians before those 
and ruins. at Antioch? Why does he teach 

The Book of Mormon narrative is Christianity in America, when the 
plain and simple. In some respects New Testament has a monopoly on 
it seems to tell an incredible story. that line? Why should he thus lay 
It leaves itself open for attack all snares, traps, and pitfalls all along 
along the line. It invites criticism, his frontier, into which his dupes 
in which it has a long line of (appar· might fall? Does such a people as he 
ently) weak forts to defend. From describes appear in the myths of the 
how many different points the enemy New World? Can they be found? 
may make the assault! A great antiquity is sometimes 

It makes two civilizations,- two claimed for some of the native races, 
distinct races of men on this conti- which, we are told, proves fatal to the 
nent,-w'hich start to develop in two Book of Mormon theory. Yes-a 
different parts of the country; the great antiquity is also claimed for 
first one (as the writer understands it) some of the Bible lands, too, which if 
commencing in Central America, true would prove fatal to it. 
reaching to the United States; the After the fabulous eras have been 
second one commencing in South purged from Egyptian history by the 
America, south of the equator on the best writers of our time-s, we are yet in 
west coast, uniting later on with an- doubt as to its true age. Bockh gives 
other related colony in the northern the date of the origin of Egypt and 
part of South America, the two be· its first king (M'na) at B. c. 5702; 
coming one. The first civilization Unger, B. c. 5613; Marriette Bey and 
had succumbed to civil war, and had Lenormant, 5004; Brugsch Bey, 
become extinct before the second 4455; Bunsen, 3623 or 3059; Reginald 
reached its desolated country. In Stuart Poole 2717; and Sir John 
time the second civilization passed on, Gardner Wilkinson, 2691 (see Ancient 
and reoccupied the deserted country Egypt, by George Rawlinson, vol. 2, 
of the first inhabitants. p. 1); while Mr. Rawlinson himself 

Here we see, then, a chance for the makes it about 2400. (See his Egypt 
archmologist. If the myths fail to I and Babylon.) 
say anything here; archmology will That is about the same as if one 
''whisper from the ground." The sec· person guessed your weight at 150 

pounds, while others run it up to 200 
·pounds, or 300 pounds, or nearly 400 
pounds! 

But Bible countries agree with the 
Bible, not in dates, but in great pe
riods; the first great period is ten 
generations - then the flood; then 
the race starts again. So Atlantis 
has ten kings, then she sinks. In 
Chaldea, Berosus enumerates ten an
tediluvian kings. (See Historical 
Evidences, p. 277, note 68.) These ten 
kings reigned 432,000 years before the 
flood came; that, if true, would spoil 
the Bible narrative. So the legends 
of the Iranians commence with the 
reign of ten Peisdadien kings-· 'men 
of the ancient I a w." In India we meet 
with the nine Brahmadikas, who, with 
Brahma, their founder, make ten. 
The Chinese count ten emperors be
fore the dawn of historic times. The 
Germans believed in the ten ancestors 
of Odin, and the Arabs in the ten 
mythical kings of the Adites. (See 
Atlantis, p. 27.) 

THE SABBATH DAY. 

A Sabbath well spent, 
Brings a week of content, 

And health for the toils of the morrow; 
But a Sabbath profaned, 
Whate'er may be gained, 

Is a certain forerunner of sorrow. 
-Sir JJ1.atthew Hale. 

Come, let us with our Lord arise, 
Our Lord, who made both earth and skies; 
Who died to save the world he made, 
And rose triumphant from the dead. 
He rose, the Prince of Life and Peace, 
And stamped the day forever his. 

-Charles Wesley. 

I offer a few remarks on the Sab
bath as a day of rest, and give my 
reasons for believing no work should 
be done, only that which is absolutely 
necessary. Ever since I have pro· 
fessed to follow the Lord Jesus, both 
before and since I have entered the 
true church, I have always tried to 
keep the Lord's day holy, and have 
been particular not to ride on that 
day, and have found much opposition 
to such a belief; I am alone in that 
belief, :for I have never met a Saint 
who holds strictly to that belief, ex
cept a sister who lately joined the 
church. As I understand scripture, 
it is wrong to ride on Sunday, 
whether by train, tram, bus, or in 
any other way, whereby man, woman, 
or beast has to work. Perhaps some 
one will point out where I am wrong, 
or give me more light than I have yet 
discovered, in my search. 

I have found many commandments 
given to the children of Israel, that 
are just as applicable to us in these 
latter days, and whatever our ideas 
may be, we are bound to admit that 
God's wisdom is far greater than 
ours. He commanded the children of 
Israel, through the Prophet Moses, to 
do no work on that day. In the 20th 
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chapter of Exodus, the ten command- and our cattle require rest in this age 
ments all acknowledge are applicable just as much as in ages gone by? 
to us as well as to those they were Where would we find a saint to-day, if 
given to, except that one, keeping the asked, that would rather work at his 
Sabbath, and that to a certain extent usual employment on the Sabbath than 
seems to be ignored. rest? I don't think you would find one. 

Let us examine passages of scrip- Then if we like to take our rest on the 
ture, and see what commands were Sabbath, and for pleasure, ease, or 
given in the early days; and we be- convenience, employ the above men
lieve that God is unchangeable. We tioned in scripture, would that be doing 
read in Malachi 3:6: "I am the Lord, to others as we would they should do 
I change not;" and we are to live by to us? Is that loving our neighbor as 
every word that proceedeth out of the ourselves? 
mouth of God. "The seventh day is Again, let us look at Exodus 31: 16, 
the sabbath of the Lord thy God." 17: "Wherefore the children of Is
The keeping of the sabbath day rael shall keep the sabbath, to observe 
means that I should "keep from vio- the sabbath throughout their genera
lating any of the other commands tion, for a perpetual covenant [which 
mentioned. In Genesis 2:3, "God means never ending]. It is a sign be
blessed the seventh day, and sancti- tween me and the children of Israel 
fied it;" and when my thoughts are for ever." Are we not the children of 
directed to this passage on the sab- Israel by adoption? We call our
bath, I look round and see the tram selves latter-day Israel. 
cars, the bus, the cab, and the rat- Let us now see what the Prophet 
tling and lumbering in the streets, Isaiah has to say: "If thou ... call 
methinks it seems but very little dif· the sabbath a delight, the holy of the 
ferent from other days; it does not Lord, honorable; and shalt honor 
look to me much like a day God has him, ... then shalt thou delight thy
sanctified. I go in the station, I hear self in the Lord; and I will cause thee 
the engine whistle screaming; the to ride upon the high places of the 
people rushing here and there; the h " I · h 58 13 14 

ll eart . - sa1a : , . 
porters a as busy as bees; all seems 
commotion; does it look like a day of "The sons of the stranger, ... 
rest? every one that keepeth the sabbath 

Someone says, "What has all this from polluting it, ... even them will 
to do with us." "Well, if we make I bring to my holy mountain, and 
use of such means to get from one make them joyful in my house of 
place to another, what difference is prayer."-Isaiah 56:6, 7. 
there?" •·Oh! yes," says one, "if we The Psalmist David, in Psalms 
did not use them, they would go just 118: 19-24, says: "Open to me the 
the same." "True; but if I used such gates of righteousness: I will go into 
means to go about, I should feel just them, and I will praise the Lord. . .. 
as guilty as anyone else, that is if the This is the day which the Lord hath 
thing is wrong to employ such means made; we will rejoice and be glad in it." 
to get about; but if it is not wrong, Let us now see how Jesus observed 
then there will be nothing to answer the Sabbath. See Mark 1:21: "And 
for; but if it is, I am thinking that it straightway on the sabbath day he 
will be but a poor excuse to give at entered into the synagogue, and 
the reckoning day, that others did it, taught." 
and I thought there would be no harm Mark 6:2: "And when the sab· 
for me to do the same." bath day was come, he began to teach 

Let us look a little further; in Exo- in the synagogue." 
dus 23:12: "Six days thou shalt do Luke 4: 16: "And as his custom 
thy work, and on the seventh day was, he went into the synagogue on 
thou shalt rest: that thine ox and the sabbath day, and stood up for to 
thine ass may rest, and the son of thy read." 
handmaid, and the stranger, may be Matthew 12: 12: "Wherefore it is 
refreshed." See also Deuteronomy lawful to do well on the sabbath day." 
5: 12-14: "But the seventh day is the Jesus is evidently referring to the 
sabbath of the Lord thy God: in it healing of the sick, saving life, etc., 
thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor when accused by the Pharisees of do
thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy ing such things on the sabbath, which 
manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor was contrary to their traditions. 
thine ox, nor thine ass, nor any of thy Such things are necessary. 
cattle, nor thy stranger that is within This passage of scripture seems to 
thy gates; that thy manservant and be one that many of the Saints work 
thy maidservant may rest as well as upon when talking about this Sabbath 
thou." question. I have had it put to me in 

If the above was int~nded for the this form: "Suppose someone was 
children of Israel only, then it would taken suddenly ill, and sent for the 
appear to me that God· is a partial · elders to be administered to, and they 
God, for he certainly would be show· lived milf:ls away, so that it would be 
ing more favor to them than to us; impossible to get there unless they 
for don't our children, our servants, w!'Jnt by train, tram, or some such 

way, that your riding caused servants 
or cattle to help you get there." 

Well, my answer is this, that if 
there is no wrong in employing the 
above to get there as quick as you 
can; but if it is wrong to use the 
above means, I should lay the matter 
before the Lord, and having left the 
case in his hands till the Sabbath was 
over, unless the Spirit directed me 
otherwise. While it is right to do 
well on the Sabbath, or any other 
time, but we should never do wrong 
to get to the right. Another one says 
we should use the very best means at 
our disposal; true, but not to hire 
servants or cattle to help us use the 
best means at our disposal. 

I heard another say, a few Sundays 
ago, that there was nothing in the 
Bible from Genesis to Revelation 
about forbidding us to ride in railway 
trains. I thought that was rather a 
poor thing for a Saint to say. To 
work a train it takes a great number 
.of servants, and we find much in 
God's word forbidding us to employ 
such. Now if we could work the 
train ourselves, the same as we do 
tbe cycle, then I can't see where the 
harm would be to ride a cycle. I see 
no more harm in that than in using 
your legs to walk; you only use them 
a little quicker. It's not the riding 
part where the harm comes in; but it 
is the employing servants, cattle, etc. 

We may look at a few more pas
sages. Luke 23: 56: "And rested 
the Sabbath day according to the 
commandment." 

Mark 2: 27: ''The sabbath was 
made for man." (See also Acts 17: 2; 
13: 44.) 

Now let us examine a much later 
revelation, given in this day and age:-

That thou mayest more fully keep thyself 
unspotted from the world, thou shalt go to 
the house of prayer and offer up thy sacra
ments upon my holy day; for verily this is a 
day appointed unto you to rest [let us remem
ber the engine, tram, and bus drivers who 
require rest as well as we do, and many who 
would like to go to the house of prayer] from 
your labors, and to pay thy devotions unto 
the Most High; nevertheless thy vows shall 
be offered up in righteousness on all days, 
and at all times; but remember that on this, 
the Lord's day, thou shalt offer thine obla
tion, and thy sacraments, unto the Most 
High; ... and on this day thou shalt do 
none other thing, only let thy food be pre
pared with singleness of heart, that thy 
fastings may be perfect; or in other words, 
that thy joy may be full."-D. C. 59: 2, 3. 

I would now like to ask, Is there 
anything in the passages of scripture 
referred to, that would lead us to be
lieve that the keeping of the Sabbath 
is not intended for us? Is there any
thing in God's word anywhere
either Bible, Book of Mormon, or 
Doctrine and Covenants-to say that 
we in this age need not keep the 
above commandments? If so, will 
some one kindly show. Surely there 
must be something that I have not 
seen. All these good Latter Day 
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Saints in this country must have some 
word that they are relying upon. 
Yet it seems strange they have never 
yet pointed out to me anything to 
show me I am wrong in that belief in 
scripture. Of course I have had 
many things brought under my notice. 
One is this, If everybody were to cease 
from work on Sunday, we should 
never had the restored gospel brought 
from America, because at that time it 
took more than one or two Sundays to 
come from there, and the sailors have 
to work to keep the ship right. That 
to me was a most paltry excuse for 
believing in Sunday work. I wonder 
how the brother who made such a 
statement could see how it was possi
ble that a ship, perhaps thousands of 
miles from land, because it was Sat
urday night, could return to land to 
rest until the Sabbath was over. 
When a ship is on the wide ocean, 
work is necessary. Another: If 
I saw a person drowning, or my cat
tle, because it was the Sabbath, 
would I not pull them out or save 
them? Certainly; they are cases of 
necessity. 

It's surprising how far even Saints 
will go to uphold their pet theories. 
Yet another will say that I believe in 
the subject under consideration be
cause it suits me, and because I am 
able to walk. It would suit me much 
better if I could ride. Before I came 
into this church and since, I have 
walked many hundreds of miles in all 
kinds of weather, when I could have 
rode; but the greatest sacrifice I made 
was to do without my Sunday dinner. 
To me it has been a great sacrifice, 
for I am a working man, and take my 
dinner to work every day; so it is 
seldom I get a fresh cooked dinner. 
My wife nor anyone else will ever be 
able to say they stopped away from 
meeting to cook my food. I look 
after my food myself that day. 

Many similar questions have been 
put to me from time to time. I have 
been told, and so have others that 
have come from other bodies, that we 
should leave our preconceived ideas 
behind us, yet the church teaches that 
all the good we can get, no matter 
where it comes from if it is good, to 
keep it, because it is good. 

The above passages of scripture re
ferred to on the Sabbath, is a speci
men of my supposed preconceived 
ideas; and while I am a strong be· 
liever in the above, I allow every one 
else to believe what they like. I have 
never said to anyone they were wrong, 
because they did not believe as I do; 
neither have I thought so. Yet I 
have heard- perhaps not directly, 
but indirectly-that everybody was 
bad because they did not see as I see. 
I don't know how such a feeling has 
got about, certainly not from any 
word I have spoken about riding on 
Sunday. If any heart would harbor 
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a thought of that description, I am 
not fit to be a Saint; but I may here 
say, that this latter-day work is first 
and foremost with me. Stinging re
marks will never drive me from this 
work; they are only some of the items 
that go to form the evil report, and I 
promised the Lord I would serve him 
through evil report as well as good. 

Now, in conclusion I would again 
ask, Is there any portion of scripture 
stating that the above commands, 
under consideration, are not for us; 
and as I stated before, I am an un
learned man, and the way I under
stand those commands, they are 
intended for us, just as much as they 
were for the Israelites of old. I don't 
understand them any other way; and 
I read in God's holy word that a way
faring man or a fool need not err 
therein. So if I don't see or under
stand them any other way, what am I 
to do? I can't go to man and ask his 
opinion about it, for that would be 
trusting in the arm of flesh. I have 
prayed over it, but never received any 
answer to say my way of understand
ing them were wrong. So I must 
still believe that God forbids unneces
sary work on the Sabbath day, until I 
see it in God's word to the contrary, 
or that the Spirit reveals it to me. 

W. MADDOCK. 
MANCHESTER, England, December 5, 1899. 

NOBLE UTTERANCES IN SOCIAL 

MEETINGS. 

I herewith submit some extracts 
taken from testimonies given in 
Saints' meetings in the Pittsburg 
branch, which was handed me by Bro. 
C. Ed Miller, who has carefully com· 
piled and preserved the same. There 
are some grand things among them, 
and thinking that they are worth pre· 
serving, and that they will be inter
esting to most of the readers of the 
Herald, I send them for publication. 

I think that the plan of Bro. Miller 
is a good one, and is an example that 
others might profitably follow after. 

When the Spirit is present in our 
meetings, the Saints, under the influ· 
ence thereof, often utter words and 
present thoughts that are well worth 
preserving; and if published, they 
would be both encouraging and edify
ing to the reader. These are the 
reasons why I have been prompted to 
send the following. 
UTTERANCES IN SOCIAL MEETINGS. 

"I want to so build that I will not 
have to go back over my work." 

"Always try to be on praying terms 
with God." 

"After I have prayed to God I try 
to answer my own prayers." 

"There were many who wished to 
be present at the inauguration of 
Grover Cleveland as president of the 
United States. I want to be present 

at the crowning of Jesus Christ as 
king of the earth." 

"The world has too much of the 
golden calf, and not enough of the 
golden rule." 

'•Many messages come from God 
without a 'thus saith the Lord' at
tached to them." 

"Before you draw very heavily on 
the bank of heaven, be sure you have 
laid up for yourselves treasures 
there." 

''I'm glad to see the Pope is going 
to let the public schools alone. be
cause he would have ,to anyway." 

"If I was to have the gift of 
prophecy, I would want to so pre
dict that it be could be told, without 
fail, whether the prophecy was true 
or not." 

"I want to be very faithful in little 
things." 

"I want to do what is right." 
''To quote a very vulgar but ex· 

pressive phrase,. I am glad that in 
this work 'every cup stands on its 
own bottom.' " · 

"To those who think that when a 
person dies that is the e.nd of them, I 
would say: suppose that Mr. Hoe, the 
inventor of the web perfecting press, 
which prints over thirty thousand 
complete newspapers in one hour, 
after he had created such a machine 
would place a charge of dynamite un
derneath it, blow it up, and say that 
was the object of its creation!" 

"Theologically the world to-day is 
in organized confusion." 

''I think that as a people we are too 
clannish. We do not associate with 
the world enough. The salt, to pre
serve, must come in contact with that 
which it is to save." 

"When we are singing the hymns 
we should pray them." 

''Lord, don't take temptations away 
from me, but help me to overcome 
them." 

"We cannot get too well acquainted 
with God, but we can become too 
familiar with him." 

•·I don't think much of the man 
that everybody likes. If he stood up 
firmly for the right he would make 
enemies." 

"It is harder for me to take part in 
a testimony meeting than it is to 
preach a sermon." 

"Lord give us such testimonies as 
we can live by." 

"0h, how I do wish that I had 
obeyed this gospel long ago." 

"One of the great things that I 
want to be able to say is that I have 
tried to keep the commandments." 

'•w e are not ashamed of the gospel 
of Christ, but we are ashamed of what 
some people think is the gospel." 

"During the millennium w~ will not 
be loafing around picking apples from 
another man's tree." 

"We should take our worst faults, 
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one at a time, and try to overcome 
them." 

'•O Lord; deliver us from our
selves." 

"Energetic people, when they are 
on the right track, go shooting along 
with a full head of steam on; but 
sometimes the Devil comes along in 
the night, turns the switch, and away 
they go on the wrong track just as 
hard." 

"Other nations live in monumental 
history, while the Jew is still amongst 
us." 

"If we are to neglect either house
hold duties or the spiritual education 
of our children, let us neglect the 
things that perish." 

"I had a dream that there were ter
rible calamities happening on the 
earth,-pestilence, tornadoes, etc. I 
knew they were coming, but did not 
get ready for them until they were 
upon me,· when it was too late. I 
hunted for a place of refuge. It re
minded me of when I crossed the 
ocean; the passengers brought books 
and studied them at the beginning of 
the voyage, so that when they landed 
they might be able to speak English. 
But after a few days they all laid 
their books aside until the last day of 
the voyage. when they all tried to 
learn the English language in one 
day." 

"Some people are like young birds; 
they open their mouths and gulp 
down whatever is p11t in them; they 
never look to see whether it is a 
worm or an old rusty nail." 

"The Ameriean idea is, We don't 
care what our grandfathers were, we 
want to know what our grandchildren 
are going to be." 

"When everything goes all right we 
become independent and don't have 
very much use for the Lord." 

''Love has toppled over as many 
mountains as faith has." 

''When I would do evil, good is 
present." 

''When you are not in a good 
spiritual condition don't think or 
speak of other peope's faults." 

"We should feel our responsibility, 
but not our importance." 

"Every day pray for some one you 
have never prayed for before." 

''Pray for those you don't like, and 
for those who don't like you." 

"We should promulgate that which 
we assimilate, which is good." 

''When we were children we were 
troubled with growing pains. We 
get them in this work sometimes." 

H. E. MOLER. 
PITTSBURG, Pennsylvania. 

"To learn to breathe properly, inflate the 
lungs and walk for five paces, keeping the 
mouth shut and breathing through the nose, 
increasing the five paces to ten, and then to 
fifteen or more. Follow this up by taking 
several long breaths after getting up in the 
morning, and again before retiring." 

TH:E SAINTS' H:ERALD. 

is God. Wherever there is illumina" 
8BlBCrBd 1Ir1iC138. tion and life and a largeness there 

God has been at work. We are com
ing to see also that sacrifice is the 

RELIGION. universal law of love. The sacrifice 
We are all more or less conscious of Christ is the very heart and center, 

that both within and without the I believe, of Christian teaching and 
church we are passing through a Christian life. He lived an example 
great transition of belief. It is not which men can follow, he taught 
merely a change in the phrasing of truths which we can believe, he mani' 
creeds; there is a radical change in fested to us a God whom we can 
the substantial point of view. This reverence; but, more than all, he 
change in point of view does not in- sacrificed himself for us. It is right 
volve any overthrow of Christian for the Roman Catholic Church and 
faith. Rightly understood, it in- the Episcopal Church to put the altar 
volves a widening, and should involve in the place of honor in their temples 
a deepening, of religious faith. -it illustrates the truth that the sac-

We can judge of public opinion in a rifice of Christ is the heart and center 
community by the addresses which of Christianity-but it is there be
are made to it by its teachers, partly cause it is the heart and center of all 
because they reflect public opinion, noble, true living. 
partly because they set themselves to Sacrifice did not begin on Calvary, 
correct that public opinion and neu- and it certainly did not end there. 
tralize the errors which they find in Before Christ died the legend of Cur
it. Thus if we turn to the Bible to tius was told, who armed himself from 
read the addresses made by the head to foot and rode into the great 
prophets we find them inveighing chasm which threatened to swallow 
against certain sins and attacking Rome-rode into it that it might close 
certain errors, and the very fact that and he save Rome by dying. Before 
they do inveigh against these sins and the friendship of Christ for men was 
attack these errors shows them to ever written the story of Damon and 
have been common. If we read the Pythias was written. Patriots had 
Old Testament through even casually died for their country, martyrs had 
we find one of the commonest of these died for their faith, mothers had died 
errors to be one in the popular opin- for their children, long before the first 
ion about God, and we can easily century. And wherever a patriot had 
trace in the history a gradual change died for his country or a martyr for 
in that opinion. his faith or a mother for her child or 

We are now coming to see, I think a friend for his friend, there was 
-and I believe it with all my heart- manifested in smaller measure that 
that there is no dividing line of any sacrificial spirit of God which makes 
kind. God cares for all men; he him the object of our worship. 
cares for the Jews and he cares for When General Wood said, '•I will 
the Gentiles; he cares for the bap- not take the commercial place that is 
tized and he cares for the unbaptized; offered me and the fortune it will 
he cares for the elect and he cares for bring. I will not stop here to be 
the nonelect; he cares for those who feted and feasted. I must hurry back 
have repented and are trying to live to Santiago-why? Because there is 
righteous lives and he cares for those yellow fever there. I run to the place 
who have not repented and have not where yellow fever is; I do not run 
abandoned their sins, but are living from it," we do not ask whether he is 
sinful lives. He cares for them all- an Episcopalian or Presbyterian or 
the good and the bad, the elect and Roman Catholic or Congregationalist 
the nonelect, the baptized and the un- or a member of a Christian Church at 
baptized, the Jew ::md the pagan- all; we know that he is showing forth 
they are all his children. the spirit of Jesus Christ. 

We are coming to see that inspira- When a flagman sees a little tod-
tion is a universal fact in human life. dling infant on the track and runs out 
God has not made an Old Testament at the hazard of his life and catches 
simply for the Jews, nor a New Tes- the child and flings it to one side, to 
tament simply for the Christians; be himself struck down and broken 
God has not selected one nation and and bruised and killed by the onrush
talked to them to the exclusion of all ing train, we do not ask whether he 
others. John says: "The Word was is a Protestant or Roman Catholic, a 
with God and the Word was God." Jew or a Christian; we say that man 
That is, God is always a communicat- did a Christian thing. 
ing God. Never was God dumb in At The Hague last summer a body 
any epoch of the world, to any class of men discussed how the world could 
of people. Everywhere and always be rid of war. That body was made 
has he spoken. In a true sense all up of Roman Catholics and Protes
gQod literature is inspired of God. tants and unbelievers. · They all 
Goodness and God are identicaL I worked together to lift one great sin 
Wh~rever there is goodness there is from the human race by providing 
God. Wherever there is truth there something that should take the place 
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of it. They were doing Christ's work. 
The Roman Catholic was doing it; the 
evangelical Protestant was doing it; 
the unbeliever was doing it. The 
difference is that some of them knew 
it and some of them did not. 

For centuries God has been lifting 
ignorance, superstition, and oppres
sion for men. In this redemption of 
the world he has been working 
through a thousand instruments that 
did not understand him any more than 
the axe understands the woodman 
who is using it. But they are doing 
God's work, and through them he is 
lifting off the sin of the world. When 
he has finished his work it will not be 
because a few Jews, or more bap
tized, or still more elect, or a still 
larger number of intelligent and con
sciously repented sinners, are saved 
from the wreck; it will be because the 
world will be no wreck, but the king
dom of God will have come, and the 
will of God will be done on earth as 
in heaven.-Rev. Dr. Lyrnan Abbott, in 
N. Y. Journal, Nov. 12, 1899. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
to obtain an entrance. He has also said, As 
the days of Noe and Lot were, so shall also 
the coming of the Sou of man be. 

These astounding declarations of the Im
maculate One, with the following, "And it 
shall come to pass, that every soul which will 
not hearthat Prophet [Christl, shall be de
stroyed from among the people" (Acts 2: 23, 
should cause every child of the kingdom to 
stop, think, compare, and stand him or her
self up by the word of God, which will judge 
us at the last day, !J.nd not be leaning on the 
arm of flesh, nor looking for perfection in 
any one but self. The arm of fle9h will fail 
us, and to look for perfection in others will 
not help to perfect but defect us only inas
much as we shall put into thorough practice 
their examples. 

I again call attention to the fact that the 
whole ten virgins or church, both high and 
low, will be slumbering and sleeping spiritu
ally; this condition will tend very largely to 
ripen, develop, and bring forth full grown 
fruit from the two kinds of seeds sown. It 
will also develop the wis·e and the foolish 
virgins with those who have true and abiding 
faith and those that have not. 

Now it would be of very little benefit to 

heUer D apartment. you, beloved Saints, for me to close this arti
cle without giving a detector to both classes, 
by which every man. and woman that was 

HASTENING, SHAKING, AND COMING UP ever truly and lawfully born of water and of 
HIGHER, TIME. the Spirit can detect just where and how he 

Editors Hemld:-As it is generally believed or she stands, and to which family we belong. 
by the church that the hastening, shaking, Now for the detector. I believe ~hat all true 
and coming up higher time is upon us, I Saints will admit that the fruits of the Spirit 
therefore want to call not only the attention that coma through the preaching of the 
but deep and careful thought of my brethren word are faith, obedience, love, and confl
and sisters to some of the conditions that will deuce in the gospel, in Christ, in God, and in 
obtain during this time of peril. For they the brethren, and when fully born of the 
that are forewarned are forearmed, provided ~Spirit's power after confirmation, all of these 
practical use is made of the warning, espe- fruits were increased to overflowing, when 
cially when the warning is given by the Son "joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, good
of God, in whom we profess to believe and ness, faith, meekness, temperance;" "charity 
trust; for it is written, "Who may abide the suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth 
day of his coming? and who shall stand when not; charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed 
he appeareth?" (Mal. 3: 2). "Nevertheless, up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh 
when the Son of man cometh, shall he find not her own, is not easily 13rovoked, thinketh 
faith on the earth?" (Luke 18: 8.) Also, the no evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but re
parable of the wheat and the tares, when the joicethin the truth; beareth all things, be
good seed or children of the kingdom would lieveth all things, hopeth all things, enduret,h 
be sowed by the Son of God, the tares or all things. Charity never faileth;" "for if 
children of the wicked one would be sowed these things be in you and abound, they 
by the Devil. make you that ye shall neither be. barren nor 

I call particular attention to the thought unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Je
that the two families of children were to be sus Christ." 
in the church of God and grow together; 'Ihese are the fruits of a ripe development 
neither were the servants permitted to pluck of the seeds sown by Christ in the virgin 
up the tares lest they root up the wheat also; children of his church when they were born 
but they were to grow and ripen together, of water and the Spirit. Brother, sister, if 
until the fruitage or harvest time came, these fruits abound in us, are they not a sure 
when it would take the wisdom and power of detector, and can we not tell to which family 
angels or wise and chosen servants, endowed we belong? But for fear that some may be 
with power from on high to separate the two deceived, let us each one turn detective, and 
classes, the one for the burning, the other carefully examine self and see if the ripe and 
for the barns. He also says that there will fully developed fruit from the seeds sown 
be a virgin church or kingdom, likened unto by the Devil are abound in us, bearing in 
ten virgins; and that the whole church mind that if the fruits ofthe Spirit of Christ 
would slumber and sleep, and at the awaken- be not in us we are none of his, are not only 
ing tin::e only five would be wise and ready to slumbering and sleeping, but we are also 
enter into the marriage supper with the blind. "But he that lacketh these things is 
bridegroom; the five foolish virgins being blind, and cannot see afar off [to be both 
unprepared, came too late, therefore failed ' blind and asleep is a terrible condition, but 

worse yet], and hath forgotten that he was 
purged from his old sins." "Now the works 
[or seeds of the enemy sown in or] of the flesh 
are manifest, which are these: Adultery, 
fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, 
idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emula
tions, w1·ath, strife, seditions, heresies, envy
ings, murders, drunkenness, revilings," with 
faultfinding, backbfting, "lovers of their own 
selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphem
ers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, un
holy, without natural affection, truce breakers, 
false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers 
of those that are good, traitors, heady, high
minded, lovers of pleasure more than lovers 
of God; having a form of godliness, but deny
ing the power thereof; ft·om such turn away." 

But, says the good brother or sister, I have 
always thought that all of this class of peo
ple would be outside of the church. But it 
is written, "The kingdom of heaven is like 
unto a net that was cast into the sea, and 
gathered of every kind; which, when it was 
full, they drew to shore, and sat clown, and 
gathered the good into vessels, but cast the 
bad away. So shall it be at the end of the 
world: the angels shall come forth, and sever 
the wicked from among the iust." 

This parable fully and conclusively proves 
that the conditions above described will pre
vail in the church during the hastening, 
shaking, and coming up higher time. And 
it further proves that all may know self and 
our exact status, whether we are coming up 
higher or going down lower. Ye shall know 
them by their fruits. 

So, in conclusion I will say, Brethren and 
and sisters, let us be honest with ourselves, 
and search the inmost recesses of our souls 
prayerfully, and carefully applying both de
tectors, and if we have not the Spirit of 
Christ with its manifestations, then most as
suredly we ~hall have to take our places in 
outer darkness, and there weep and wail over 
our lost opportunities, and to pay the last 
farthing. 0, why will we not put away self 
and repent before the night cometh, wherein 
no man can work! Your brother in the ever-
lasting covenant. A. HAws. 

P. S.-I want to call the attention of the 
ministry and the Saints in general that my 
little book on the "Sabbath Question" re
moves all reasonable doubts on that subject, 
and when read by an honest sabbatarian, it 
shakes his faith in their theory, and if he is 
then properly dealt with, he will obey the 
gospel. So, brethren and sisters, order the 
book and get your Ad vent friends to read it, 
and thereby do them good. A. HAws. 

YOUNG, N. D., March 12. 
Editors Herald:- I enjoy'reading the letters 

from other parts of the world, and would 
also like to see a letter from my own locality 
if someone else would take it. upon himself 
to write it. We are a small band of Saints 
here, five families in all; we live in rather an 
out of the way place, with no church privi
leges, and find it rather hard to live a 
righteous life under such circumstances and 
amid such surroundings as those with which 
we have to contend. However, we are look
ing forward to a better and a brighter time. 
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Our hearts are made glad twice a year by the 
coming of Bro. William Sparling; he always 
preaches us a few rousing sermons, which 
awaken us to a sense of duty and causes our 
hearts to rejoice that we are Latter Day 
Saints, and make us long to keep him with 
us all the time. But there are others wait
ing for him just as we do, so we have to let 
him go and do the Master's will. 

It has been about four years since the Lat
ter Day Saints first came to this field. Eld
ers Swenson and Sparling came and preached 
to us a couple of weeks; six were baptized, 
three were baptized the next summer, two 
the next, and one last summer. I can say 
that I have never been sorry that I am a 
Latter Day Saint. I believe it to be the true 
Church of Christ, and feel that God has 
blessed me greatly since I became a member. 
I often feel that I am not worthy of the 
many blessings he has bestowed upon me, 
and I re11Jize that I must mend my ways a 
great deal yet before I will be entitled to an 
inheritance in Zion. I see many points 
wherein I am weak, and would like to move 
to a place where there are church privileges, 
and hope it will not be long ere I can. 

Yours in the one faith, 
E. R. DAVIS. 

OR'l'ONVILLE, Iowa, Aprill. 

Editors Herald:-The debate which was 
held here between Elder T. J. Sheldon and 
Rev. H. Ford of the Christian Church, has 
now come to a close. It began March 22, 
and was to last nine nights; but owing to bad 
weather they lost one night on the last propo
sition, but made it up by making the speeches 
longer. The subjects were the Book Qf Mor
mon and the Christian Church. When they 
got through with the Book of Mormon the 
Christian preacher wanted it put to vote to 
see whether he had gained the victory or 
not. When the vote was taken, the chairman 
said, There was not so much difference as 
there might have' been. 

As I was leaving the church I could hear 
people halloo for Sheldon, and say, "Hurrah 
for Sheldon; he's on top yet." One man said 
he never saw a man bulldose as that Christian 
preacher did. He said he could hardly keep 
from throwing him out of the window. Not 
a ~oice could be heard for Ford; he did not 
bring proof, but threw dlrt in the eyes of the 
people, and when the people got tired of it, 
they saw he was not a man that they thought 
he was. As we pass Ortonville we could hear 
the people say the Campbellites are no111[ 
down. So you can see, dear t•eaders, who has 
won the day. 

When it came time for Ford to prove his 
church, he did not do it, nor never will. All 
he said about his church was that he be
longed to the Drake College in Des Moines, 
and that he was sent to preach, and that the 
Saints could not down his church. Well, 
they did anyhow. Bro. Sheldon proved that 
the Christian Church was not of God and 
that it belonged to Rome, the mother of 
harlots. 

I am glad that our man did not throw dirt 
nor say things that were not true, for the 
people eet}m to see that way with REJv. Ford. 
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The Saints here; I think, have gained a 
great many more friends, and that our faith 
is better known, and that they sea we do not 
teach those doctrines that the Utah Church 
does. They know there is a difference be
tween us and them. 

When it came time to take a vote on the 
Christian faith, to see whether it stood the 
test, the Christians were not willing to vote 
upon it, so we let them go. But I tell you 
people, if they had voted, we would have 
gotten the best of them, from what I can 
learn outside of the church. Bro. Sheldon 
was attacked with such stories as Joseph 
Smith was married to his wives in 1849. Bro. 
Sheldon showed that Joseph was killed in 
1844, and when Mr. Ford saw his mistake it 
was too late for him to answer. 

Bro. Sheldon is a man that is well thought 
of here, more so than Ford is, and it is the 
Saints' request that he be sent back here to 
labor. I believe he can do a good work here. 
I have been in the church about three years, 
and can say the more this latter-day work is 
opposed the stronger I believe it. They can
not down the work, for it is of God, and he 
will take care of his kingdom. I am only 
seventeen years old, and am the only one of 
my people that is in the church. I was bap
tized by Bro. Morgan, of Perry, Iowa. It is 
my desire to help the work along as much as 
I can. May God bless his people in their 
work. 

I remain your brother in the one hope, 
WILLIAM C. MEAD. 

LAMONI, Iowa, April 3. 

Editors Rerald:-I wrote you from Warren 
County, Pennsylvania, in December last. 
Owing to the stormy weather I was unable to 
continue the work in that section of the 
country, so left for Philadelphia, where I 
labored among the Saints for a few weeks, 
and then went to Baldwin, Maryland. While 
in Maryland I succeeded with the help of 
Bro. D'lniel Carter, in opening a new place 
for preaching, where I think much good can 
be done; as there was considerable interest 
manifested, the meetings being well at
tended, although the weather was very bad 
most of the time. The Saints from Baldwin 
also came out and assisted in singing and 
prayer. Since I left I hear that the gentle
man who so kindly arranged the place for 
our services, has begun to remodel the room 
or hall, and will have it all nicely arranged 
in anticipation of our return. It is certainly 
a pleasure to meet with great-hearted, noble 
men in the world, who are not afraid of the 
truth. I left Maryland to attend the district 
conference at Philadelphia, where I met 
Bro. W. H. Kelley. We had a joyful time 
and felt that there was harmony and love 
among the Saints. 

I think the work looks brighter for the 
district in the future. I remained in Phila
delphia until Februl\ry 24, and then left to 
attend the conference at Brooklyn, New 
York, in company with Bro. and Sr. Atkin
son. The Sunday school convention and the 
conference were successful; perhaps not as 
successful as they may be sometime, but suc
cessful, I left for home the day after co!l· 
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ference on the Bay line steamer. A night 
on the deep, then the morning light reveals 
the old familiar scenes· along N arragan
set Bay. Home again! Home; how the let
ters glisten and glitter and shine and soften 
with tenderness and love, wet with tears and 
bright with smiles; ah! well sometime, 
somewhere. 

During March I labored at Fiskville and 
Providence, leaving home for General Con
ference last Tuesday. Wednesday morning 
Bro. John Smith and wife, Brethren Bullard 
and Blanchard, Sisters Sadie and Flossie 

·Fisher, and the writer left the "Hub" for 
the great West. We were seven. What a 
variety of good things are done up in pack
ages of sevens. I don't know whether the 
road had a special grudge against our car, 
or that the officials understood we all wished 
to be forcefully ejected at Buffalo, one thing 
is certain, the car in which we were trying 
to get some sleep was kicked and pulled, 
grabbed and yanked, until we thought it 
would never end. However, morning dawned 
at last, and the horrors of the night were lost 
in the gladness of the day. Another night 
on the road, and here we are at General Con-
ferenue. Amen. GEO. W. ROBLEY. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., March 27. 
Editors HeTala:-At time of last communi

cation I was at the pleasant home of Bro. F. 
Palfrey, at Macon. On leaving there went 
to Bevier and preached four sermons, and 
aptended the Sabbath school convention and 
district conference, both of which were of 
interest from start to finish. It must be 
gratifying to the church to observe the iw
q uirement of knowledge, and the develop
ment to. conduct and do business of our 
young people. Preaching at conference was 
by the missionaries: Arthur Allen, William 
E. Summerfield, and R. M. Elvin. The 
afternoon meeting, at which three young 
brethren were ordained, will long be remem
bered on account of the peaceful overshadow
ing of the Holy Spirit that filled our hearts 
with thankfulness, and set the seal of God's 
approval to the sacrifice and faithfulness of 
his people. 

By agreement with Bro. Allen we went to 
Sullivan County. While on the way in the 
switch yards at Brookfield, I had a close call 
of instant death; to my heavenly Father be 
all t.he praise for his watchcare. 

We arrived at Pollock in a blizzard, and 
on account of neglect or an oversight of the 
postal service, we were under the necessity 
of tramping up hill and down brae, o'er most 
woeful roads. Bro. A. on all fours climbing 
up the icy hillside, is no proof that a former 
condition of the "noblest work of God," was 
that of the quadruped, as some of the agnos
tic school would have us believe. For a 
time it looked as if our visit and efforts 
would be a failure. Because of continued 
storms and the impassable state of the 
roads, we thought it best to quit the church 
and try cottage meetings in the'd we !lings of 
the farmers. At times we were encouraged, 
and anon were discouraged; upon the whole 
we have reason to believe the cause was 
helped a,ncl tue Saio,ts strengthened in their 
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faith. Bro. A. was called home by sickness 
in his family. I regretted his departure, as 
I found him to be both a genial and willing 
workfellow. I held the fort for ten days after 
Bro. A. left me; and there was a growing in
terest, until I was compelled to close on ac
count of melting snow and endless mud. At 
no time in my ministry was I ever blessed 
with greater freedom of thought or power of 
utterance; and it was with a degree of re
luctance that I left, while outsiders plead 
with tears for me to abide until the condi
tions would be favorable to continue the 
effort, of an assurance the Spirit of God was 
influencing some. 

The closing meetings of my two year field 
were a joyful seal from on high, and to the 
Saints in other parts of the field, whom I had 
expected to visit, but was prevented by the 
smallpox quarantine. 

On leaving theN ortheast Missouri district, 
allow me-to say it is not numerically as strong 
as it was when I began labor there. The 
cause has not been unfaithfulness upon the 
part of either missionaries or local officers, 
hut the want of work to earn daily bread 
scattered many of the flook to the four winds; 
and notwithstanding that the Devil has been 
active and led a few into the dark path of 
sin, I am of the opinion that the moral ana. 
the spiritual condition· has a more positive 
and uplifting character for good. 

Saints should never, while living and as
sociating with the vain and deceitful world, 
be satisfied with their surrounoings, but ever 
strive to accept and comply with the Spirit's 
invitation, "Come up higher." Not only in 
personal appearance and in the transacting 
of secular affairs are the Saints to be the 
"light upon a hill" and the "salt of the 
earth," but in pure thought and in clean 
language are they to be examples, that they 
and their children shall be the head and not 
the tail in all things pertaining unto salva
tion and life eternal, that indeed and of a 
truth they may be able to· say unto all man
kind, Come on! 

The branch here has been improving the 
opportunity of listening to the elders from 
distant fields as they rest for a day or more 
in the "center spot" of Zion while on their 
way to headquarters to the General Confer
ence. I was privileged to hear those from 
Australia, Nova Scotia, and California. · 

In a prayer meeting, not long since, heard 
an elder say that it would not be more than 
twenty-five years to the coming of Christ. 
He repeated his statement several times. 
My prayer and desire is that God shall grant 
unto his Saints wisdom, g·race, and strength, 
that they may be ready against the day of 
Christ's appearing, whether the time thereof 
shall be far away or near at hand. 

While attending a prayer meeting, only a 
few miles away from here, I heard a Saint 
say: I want to so live that when God shall 
gather his Saints to Zion that I shall be 
worthy." This ~ounded very strange to my 
ear. Zion, the pure in heart, are of first im
portance, that the true and accepted ga,ther
ing may take place. As to the territory 
called Zion, my understanding is, that mil
lions will find ample room to live therein, 
p,ug those tl:ta t are thus privileged to dwell 
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in the goodly land are to possess "the fullness 
of the earth" as a result of their labor, and 
not as a gift of spontaneity of the soil to in
duce idleness. 

The branch here meets with a loss by the 
departure of their president for Pennsyl
vania, that he may increase his income, the 
call would be quite a temptation to many, 
even to some of us missionaries, especially 
when our Sunday best becomes threadbare 
or ragged. 

The change of railway and mail servfce at 
Lamoni causes many Saints to read the 
He1·alrl twenty-four hours later than before 
the change was made ... Cannot the old time 
be restored? 

Considerable fault is found with the books 
sent out from the Herald Office. Permit me 
to whisper a word to the business manager 
aside from the fault finders, that if indulgent 
parents would not allow their babies and 
small children to use their church books as 
playthings, there would not be so much occa
sion for fault-finding. 

On the 23d I went to Kansas City to attend 
the funeral of Bro. A. Allen's babe. While 
we have full trust and confidence in the 
promised redemption made by the Messiah, 
yet sadness fills the heart when these darling 
ones are removed from our care to the land 
of never-failing flowers. 

On the 25th, at request of Bro. W. T. 
Bozarth, we worshiped with the Saints at 
Armstrong, and made our first bow from a 
pulpit in a sunflower State. He whom we 
seek to serve forgot us not while breaking 
the bread of life to an attentive audience. 
If all shall be accomplished at the approach
ing General Conference that is looked for 
and expected, it will be without doubt the 
greatest and grandest gathering of God's 
people since the memorable day of Pentecost. 
Whether the cornucopia of Heaven's bless
ings shall be poured out fully or partially 
upon the church of God's choice, or for a 
time withheld, I desire grace to abide. 

In bonds, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

Aprill. 
Editors Hm·ald:-Brn. I. N. White and J. 

B. Wildermuth stopped at this place enroute 
from Viroqua, Wisconsin, to Lamoni the 
11th March. We obtained the Methodist 
Protestant church two evenings, and Bro. 
White delivered two excellent illustrated 
lectures, with the aid of a beautiful pictorial 
chart 24x6 feet, on the ''Rise and fall of 
Christianity," to large and attentive audi
ences. We regretted exceedingly that Bro. 
White did not have another evening in 
which to carry out the subject, as he only 
just arrived at the point where John the 
Revelator saw the angel fly in the midst of 
heaven, etc. But he had to leave Wednesday 
morning in order to meet with his quorum 
the 15th. We believe, however, that much 
prejudice was removed and that good to the 
work here will ultimately follow. It did the 
Saints good to have Bro. I. N. with them 
once more, to hear his voice, which we have 
listened to in years past (as this was his for
mer home) in admonition and counsel, still 

declaring this beautiful gospel with so much 
power and earnestness. 

Our young brother, J. B. Wildermuth, re· 
mained with us a short time and held serv
ices in Elder W. C. Nirk's house, preaching 
eight sermons here and four or five in the 
Clear Creek branch, six miles south of 
Rhodes. Bro. Wildermuth is an earnest, 
energetic worker, and we believe could do a 
good work in this (Des Moines) district. He 
buried three precious souls in the waters of 
baptism while with us: Mrs. Della Anway, 
Mandie Pyle, and Charlie Richeson. The 
latter an estimable young man, son of a well
to·do farmer living three miles from town. 
Two of these are the result of the labor of 
others; but we believe while Bro. Wilder· 
muth has had the privilege to reap where 
others have sown, that if the work is looked 
after here some one will yet reap precious 
souls from the seed sown by him in this 
place, as he left several investigating, some 
of whom we believe are very near the king
dom. After all it matters little who does the 
sowing or who the reaping, so that souls are 
gathered into the fold of Christ. 

We believe every one who is putting forth 
their best effort, time, and talent in the 
Master's service, seeking to warn the people 
and win souls to Christ, though they make 
few converts, will be entitled to an equal re
ward with those who are instrumental in 
bringing many into the fold; for the reason 
than none can be responsible for the barren
ness of the field into which they are sent to 
labor, or the prejudice which exists in the 
minds of the people in some localities that 
they will not hear. I was forcibly impressed 
with this thought while reading Bro. D. Mac
Gregor's letter in Herald for March 28, of his 
experience in British Columbia. Surely 
such persistent effort and sacrifice to get the 
gospel before the people merits a rich re· 
ward, whether there be any converts made 
or not. 

Many of our experiences in this life we 
cannot understand, and we vainly question 
why it should be so; but 

"God's purposes will ripen fast, 
Unfolding every hour," 

though we may not be able just now to un· 
derstand. 

"The bud may have a bitter taste, 
But sweet will be the flower." 

I fully expected, up to a few days ago, to 
attend General Conference; but fear I am 
destined to disappointment. About ten days· 
ago I contracted a severe cold, which has 
been steadily growing worse, until at. this 
writing I am scarcely able to sit up. I 
wished especially to attend the General Sun
day School Convention, as we are contem
plating making an effort to take up the 
Sunday school work in this place again, and 
we feel that the help which we might ha~e 
obtained at the General Convention is much 
needed. However, if we do the best we can, 
God will take care of the results, as the aid 
of the Holy Spirit is not confined or limited 
to times, places, or persons. 

Praying that the spirit of wisdom and 
peace may preside over the coming confer
ence and conventions, and that all that may 
be done may be with an eye single to the 
glory of God and for the best interest of his 
work, I &m your sister in the gospel, 

· MJss MATTIE HuG HEr;:;. 
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Mothers' HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

SELECT READINGS FOR MAY MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

From every family altar there is a ladder 
to our Father's home on high; as our prayers 
ascend his angels descend to comfort and 
strengthen. Never let this ladder be with
drawn or its rounds broken, lest you miss 
this strength and comfort, and your children 
lose an influence out of their lives no words 
can express. "Is this culture of one's home 
such a trivial matter that it must be neg
lected to gain a few minutes more for toiling 
and moiling in the fields of Mammon?" 0! 
our eyes are so often blinded to the real good 
of life, and we are unconscious of our blind
ness! Yet we can never be cured till we do 
realize it. There comes to us an old story 
from the Orient, of a noble king and his blind 
daughter. So love-enveloped was her life 
that she never knew her deprivation; never 
having seen, she had no desire to see. But 
the father mourned over her blindness and 
sought the whole world over for one who 
could give her sight. At last he found a 
sage who promised to perform the miracle, 
but only on one condition-that the maiden 
should be made conscious of her blindness, 
and desire the light. Long time they 
labored with her, telling her of the beauty of 
the sunlight, of green fields and bright 
flowers; but she understood them' not; 
patiently they continued their task, painting 
her word pictures of the majestic forests, the 
sparkling waterfall, whose m~sic she heard; 
of the starry heavens; of her mother's face. 
Slowly, discontent with her blindness awoke 
in her heart, and grew to longing for the 
light-and then the miracle was wrought; 
she saw. Thus to every human heart must 
come discontent with the lower good, aspira
tions for the higher before there can come 
for it the fiat, "Let· there be light." When 
noble aspiration is thus aroused it will lead 
to its own realization. Orion patiently turn
ing his blind eyes to the sun at length re
ceives his sight. So a blind soul, holding 
itself to the truth with noble desire, obtains 
spiritual vision. 

Cultivate, in yourself and in your children, 
. noble aspiration; not a mere desire to be 
great, or famous, but an aspiration for the 
noblest things in life. Cultivate patience; 
without it nothing great or noble is ever ac
complished. Sometimes we hear of great
ness being thrust upon men; but if it be true 
greatness we shall find that back of it, under
lying it, is a long, "patient continuance in 
well doing." "Patience and the silk-worm," 
says an Eastern proverb, "transform the 
mulberry leaf into satin." John Ruskin calls 
patience the finest and worthiest part of for
titude, and the rarest, too. We spoke of its 
seed-sowing in Babyhood; all through life it 
should be cultivated and strengthened. 

Cultivate also a thankful spirit; it ennobles 
and expands life. Sir Moses Montefiore who 
lately died, bearing on his head a century's 
prown of years an(!. b.onors, and in ]Jis heart 
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the grateful love of thousands whom his wise 
beneficence had blessed, had carved over the 
doorway of his home the motto, "Think and 
'Phank." We have but to think of the many 
mercies that crown our lives, to fill our 
hearts with thankfulness. The blessed sun
light coming to us new every morning, the 
wonderful tracery of beauty with which the 
fields are covered, the fruitfulness of the 
earth supplying the body's needs, the sweet 
companionships that feed the heart, the in
tellect which delights in grasping all prob
lems, and nature ever presenting new 
problems to be solved, the myriad mercies 
coming ever from our Father's hand-if we 
only think on these we can not help but 
thank. 

Where is the ideal home for the care aud 
culture of children, in city or country? 
Each has its advantages and its disadvan
tages, so that of neither can it be said, Here, 
only, can true manhood and womanhood de
velop; nor, Here, proper care and culture is 
impossible. David grew up among the 
sheep cotes, and Paul in the midst of "no 
mean city;" yet to each was the grace of God 
vouchsafed. 

Since with most people the location of 
their home is determined more by necessity 
than by choice, it is well to study the ad
vantages of each, that wherever we are 
placed we !J2ay learn to be content; we should 
also consider the disadvantages, as intelli
gent knowledge is the first step toward over
coming them. 

City life develops children more rapidly 
than country life does. Children in cities 
are usually "old for their years." The ten· 
dency of city life is to make children sharp, 
precocious. This is especially true of neg
lected children, as witness the multitude of 
newsboys and bootblacks in large cities. If 
you do not believe this, try addressing a 
mission school in the Five Points of New 
York, or the Black Hole in Chicago. If you 
have the slightest inclination to goody-goody 
talk, we pity you. 

There is also a tendency to superficialty in 
city life; there is such a constant succession 
of new things attracting attention, children 
can learn so much by simply keeping their 
eyes and ears open that it inclines them to 
think they know more than they do, and dis
inclines to the hard study necessary if they 
would know as much as they think they do . 

The teaching of the street forms a very im
portant factor in the education of every city 
child. There is a good element in this; 
there are also very bad ones. Everywhere, 
in saloons, gambling houses, and theatres, 
vice is made attractive; bad associations are 
ever at hand, arid vile literature is thrust 
upon them at every turn. Another disad
vantage is that in many city homes there is 
lack of fresh air within doors, and lack of op
portunity for outdoor play, except on the 
streets. 

As we saw in the chapter on Occupations, 
the work of fathers in the city is not usually 
such as their boys can share with them; the 
same is true, in a less degree, with mothers 
and daughters. From this comes the danger 
that children will grow to feel work dishon-
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orable, seeing it done only by servants. 
Again, most city fathers are too busy to play 
with their children, and often city mothers 
find so much to do in response to continual 
demands of society or philanthropy, they 
neglect this part of their children's educa
tion. Remember, "No one is required by 
any vows or consecration to keep other men's 
vineyards so faithfully that he can not keep 
his own." 

On the other hand, city life presents many 
advantages. Often it affords superior school 
opportunities, though it must be confessed 
some of the best schools we know are in the 
country. It affords advantages in the way of 
libraries, picture galleries, concerts, and lec
tures; also the privilege of seeing and hear
ing noble men and women; and this exerts a 
great influence upon children. When Wash
ington Irving was five years old George 
Washington visited New York City. His 
father carried the child in his arms to Wash
ington, who laid his hand on the little boy's 
head and spoke pleasant words to him: "The 
touch of that hand never left my head," said 
Irving, after he had gained the ear of the 
world .. 

As a general thing, we think that more 
pains are taken to make the inside of city 
homes attractive. Inexpensive adornments, 
which brighten up a home wonderfully, are 
displayed in every shop window, and few 
homes are without them. Books, papers, 
!J.nd pictures, being so easily attainable, are 
found in greater profusion than in country 
homes. 

City life gives better training in benevo
lence. Appeals to our sympathies and purses 
are so frequent that unless one is more hard
hearted than most children are, charitable 
instincts will be developed into generous 
deeds. There are homes for the friendless, 
orphan asylums, foundlings' homes, and 
other things appealing directly to childish 
sympathy. Children can be more easily 
trained to give with these objects right be
fore them, than they can by simply hearing 
about them.-Chilahood: its Care ana Culture. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

I desire the Saints, and especially the 
Prayer Union, to pray for me, that if it is 
God's will, he will heal my eyes. For the 
past two or three years they have been very 
weak and painful. I have received aid 
through administration. I do not know the 
cause of this aftl.iction, but I know God is 
able to heal. Pray that all pain and weak-
ness may be removed. BELLE E. LEISE. 

Sister Mary S. Fisk, of Guide Rock, Ne
braska, asks the prayers of the Prayer Union 
if it is the Lord's will she may be healed of 
catarrh and lagrippe. · 

Sr. Elizabeth Grimmett, of Bloomington, 
Idaho, earnestly requests your faith and 
prayers in her behalf that it may please God 
to restore her to health. 

"Nearly $100,000,000 a year is paid by the 
inhabitants of the United States for coffee." 

"Only he who lives a life of his own ca,n, 
:IJ.elp tl.).e H ve~ of t4e other men,." 
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LITTLE SIOUX. 
Conference convened at Magnolia, Iowa, 

March 3 and 4; A. H. Smith chosen to pre
side, assisted by J. F. Mintun, Nellie Ballan
tyne clerk, S. B. Kibler chorister. Branches 
reporting: Woodbine, Logan, Mondamin, 
Union Center, Little Sioux, Missouri Valley, 
Persia, and Magnolia. Bishop's agent's re
port: On hand last report $91; amount re
ceived $955 86; expended $998.60; balance on 
hand $49.73. Ministerial reports: High 
Priests George Montague, G.- M. Scott, C. 
Derry; Seventy, J. F. Mintun, H. Case; El
ders A. A. Baker, W. Cowlishaw, S. H. 
McDonald, Frank Seely, D. Palmer, A. M. 
Fyrando, w. T. Fallon, R. Farmer, 8. B. 
Kibler, J. A. Donaldson, L. Ellison, P. C. 
Kemmish, J. P. Garner, F. Hansen, F. Wat
terman; Priests J. E. Gunsolley, Frank Hill, 
R. Streeter, J. Merchant, T. W. Worsencroft; 
'l'eachers George Shearer, A. Hight, R. 
Kirkwood, D. R. Lytle. A. H. Smith made 
report of work done in district, and gave in
structions relating to Patriarchal blessings. 
Spiritual condition of branches reported as 
fair. A collection was ordered to pay ex
penses of district clerk. $2.56 was so ob
tained. District Sunday school and Religio 
report read. A recommendation from the 
Little Sioux branch for ordaining G. H. 
Shearer to the office of an elder was read, 
and by motion his ordination provided for. 
Tent was left in charge of district president 
and missionary in charge. The president of 
each branch was authorized to collect money 
to defray expenses of tent work during the 
coming year. Officers chosen for the year: 
G. M. Scott president, A. M. Fyrando and 
J. A. Donaldson assistant president, Lenna 
Strand clerk. A. M. Ii'yrando was sustained 
as Bishop's agent. Delegates to General 
Conference: G. M. Scott, J. F. Mintun, J. 
A. Donaldson, Sarah Hoffman, S. B. Kibler, 
Frank Hill, W. T. Fallon, J. C. Crabb, A. M. 
Fyrando, Joseph Seddon, Maria Scott, D. R. 
Chambers, W. A. Smith, Oscar Case, Mar
garet Myers, Geo. Montague, H. Case, Wilma 
Erickson, G. E. Erickson, Anna Stuart, Sr. 
Kibler, Sr. Mintun, J. F. McDowell, S. C. 
Diggle and wife, L. McDowell, and Carrie 
Hill. Delegates present were empowered to 
cast full vote of district. The Williams and 
Ordway resolutions were touched upon, but 
no action was taken. Preaching by J. F. 
Mintun, A. H. Smith, and G. M. Scott. One 
prayer service, during which George H. 
Shearer was ordained an elder by A. H. 
Smith and J. F. Mintun. 

SPRING RIVER. 
Conference convenpd at Webb City, Mis

souri, March 9; A. M. Baker presiding, T. 
S. Hayton clerk, A. P. Free assistant. 
Branches reporting. Weir City 91, Angola 
77, Webb City 174, Pleasant View 127, Fair
land 47, Columbus 56, Travers 45. Ministry 
reporting: Elders F. L. English, Noah 
Karahoo, W. S. Taylor, W. H. Prewit, .Tohn 
T. Riley, W. H. Smart, J. F. Gt'imes, 0. P. 
Sutherland, Ellis Short, T. S. Hayton, Z. 
Decker, J. T. Davis, J. M. Richards, G. W. 
Hobart, A. M. Baker, F. C. K8ck; Priests 
Wesley B. Hillen, J. I. Young·, George W. 
Bebee, D. N. Tillman: Teachers L. McCall, 
George M. Hinkle. Bishop's agent, J. M. 
Richards, reported: Receipts $743 84; dis
bursements $689.49; balance on hand $53 35. 
District treasurer reported balance on hand 
$40 40. Reports audited and found correct. 
Committee on organization of District Asso
ciation of Zion's Religio-Literary Society 
reported they had organized at Webb City, 
Missouri, with a membership of 146. It was 
ordered that Tiff City branch be disorgau
ized,-the branch records to be placed in the 
hands of the district clerk. belej!ates to 
General Conference; W. Kirk, Annie E. Kirk, 
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John T. Riley, W. S. Taylor, A.M. Bebee, F. 
C. Keck, Noah Karahoo, W. H. Smart, Mary 
Martin, 0. P. Sutherland, R. E. Snider, E. 
F. Holdsworth, John T. Davis; L. J. Hisle, 
Albert Richardson, Minnie L. Carr, S. W. 
Simmons, Evan E. Davis, Z. Decker, F. L. 
English, Eliza Wilson, M. S. Frick, Isaac 
Ross, W. S. Macrae. The delegates are in
structed to vote for the next General Confer
ence to be at Independence, Missouri. Next 
conference to be at Weir City, Kansas, Fri
day before full moon in June. 

Stlndau School Jlssocia1io.ns. 
LITTLE SIOUX. 

Convention met at Magnolia, Iowa, March 
2, 1900; J. F. MintulJ. superintendent, S. B. 
Kibler assistant, Nellie Ballantyne secre
tary. Short speeches by T. W. Worsencroft, 
S. B. Kibler, Marg:wet Myers, F. J. Seeley, 
and Sr. Erickson. Raport of committee on 
credentials read and accepted. By motion, 
delegates present from Logan, Mondamin, 
Missouri Valley, and West Union Center 
schools, were permitted to take part in con
vention, as their credentials were not pres
ent. The following schools reported: 
Bigler's Grove, West Union Center, Mis
souri Valley, Little Sioux, Woodbine, Pleas
ant Valley, Mondamin, Magnolia, Union 
Center, Sunny Glen, Sloan, Onawa, Persia, 
and Logan. Reports were read from super
intendents of schools. District officials re
ported. '!.'reasurer was authorized to complete 
her report by including in it all money she 
may receive up to close of convention, a;; 
some had not yet been received by her. 
•rreasurer's report: On hand last report 
$1.04; received since $9.53; paid out $24; on 
hand $10.33. Officers chosen for the year: J. 
F. Mintun superintendent, S. B. Kibler as
sistant, Lenna Strand secretary, Nellie Bal
lantyne treasurer, Anna Stuart librarian. 
Delegates to General Convention: J. F. 
Mintun, A. M. Fyrando, S. B. Kibler, G. M. 
Scott, W. T. Fallon, Sarah Hoffman, and 
Frank Hill. By motion the treasurer was 
authorized to pay bills presented by district 
superintendent and secretary. Motion pre· 
vailed that the sum of eight dollars be given 
Sr. Hoffman to pay expenses to General Con
vention. Motion prevailed that we. organize 
a district association of Religio. Th~ officers 
of the district Sunday school association 
were -selected to act as officers of R<Jligio 
until further election was provided for. Ad
journed to meet at Little Sioux. 

GALLAND'S GROVE. 
Galland's Grove district Sunday school as

sociation convened at Deloit, Iowa, February 
16 to 18; Superintendent William McKim in 
the chair, Dora Young- secretary pro tem. 
Schools reporting: Dow City, Galland's 
Grove, Auburn, Pilot Rock, Benan, Deloit, 
Harlan, and Salem; no report from Coal ville. 
Reports of officers: Superintendent McKim 
visited four or five schools; assistant super
intendent J. M. Baker, visit13d six schools. 
Tre:J.surer, Lors, Duckett, reported balance 
of $8 92 on hand. Librarian, Dora Young, 
reported two libraries in district: one at 
Auburn and one at Deloit. The following 
resolution was adopted: "Feeling the need 
of a general Sunday school missionary, we 
therefore ask the delegates of this Galland's 
Grove district convention to present a request 
to the General Convention to request tbe 
church authorities for such missionary, ·the 
Su!lday school and Religio societies defray
ing expenses of said missionary." The fol
lowing officers were elected: J. M. Baker, 
superintendent; William McKim, assistant 
superintendent; Fred Shumate, secret.ary; 
Lora Duckett, treasurer; Dora Youn!l', libra· 
rian; James Pearsall, chorister. Adjourned 
to Auburn at call of committee. -

NiscBllanBotls llspartmsnl. 
VOTE OF CONDOLENCE. 

The ministry and membership of the London 
branch of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints having heard with 
unfeigned regret of the decease of Bro. Stephen 
Woods, late of Lamoni, Iowa, North America; 
who had, during his lifetime, generously as
sisted in the erection of our chapel building, 
this branch now, therefore, desires to extend 
its sincere sympathy and condolence to the 
widow, in this her heavy trial and bereave
ment; also to any other survivors dear to our 
late departed brother who now "resteth from 
his labors, and his works shall folllow him." 
-Rev. 14: 13. 

Given with the concurrence of the entire 
branch, this 11th day of March, 1900. 

Signed on behalf of the branch. 
RICHARD CLIFT, President. 
F. R. TUBB, Clerk. 

MARRIED. 
MALCOR-EVANS.- At the residence of 

Bro. and Sr. H. A. Stebbins, Lamoni, Iowa, 
Aprill2, 1900, Bro. Clement Malcor and Sr. 
Mar.-y A. Evans were united in marriage. 
They were present attending conference from 
Lucas, Iowa, and had arranged beforehand 
for the ceremony, Bro. Stebbins officiating. 
The bride is a daughter of Bro. and Sr. Ed
ward R. Evans, of Lucas, and a granddaugh
ter of Elder John T. Phillips, a former 
missionary to ·wales. 

DIED. 
Ev ANS.-Sr. Margaret Evans was born at 

Bevier, Missouri, October 26, 1881; was bap
tized August 11, 1896; died April 4, 1900. 
Funeral services in the Saints' church, dis
course by Elder J. A. Tanner. She was well 
respected by all, as was shown by the large 
attendance of friends. She belonged to the 
order of Good" Templars, who conducted 
services at the cemetery. Was also a mem
ber of Zion's Religio. She leaves father, 
mother, two brothers, and two sisters, and a 
number of other relatives. May the Giver of 
all good comfort them. 

HOLT.-Ida May Holt, born September 16, 
1899; blessed October 29, 1899, by Elder J. D. 
Jones; died November 5, 1899. Also, the 
other twin, Lloyd Charles Holt, born Sep
tember 16, 1899; blessed October 29, 1899, 
by Elder John Chisnall; died November 10, 
1899. Funeral sermon of both from the 
house, by ElderS. Alma Whitehouse. 
. GREENWOOD.-At the Saints' Home, La

moni, Iowa, on the night of April 9, 1900, Sr. 
Lydia A. Greenwood, aged 70 years, 1 month, 
and 7 days. She had a paralytic stroke in 
1895, and has been feeble ever since. She 
was born in Oswego County, New York, and 
her parents were members of the old organi
zation, and named Cranston. After her 
marriage she removed to California, and 
many years later she united with the Reor
ganized Church, being baptized by Elder 
Walter Scott, February 4, 1896. She has a 
son in Utah and a daughter in Nevada. The 
funeral services were held at the "Home," 
the sermon being preached by Elder H. A. 
Stebbins, and Elder John Wahlstrom offered 
the prayer. 

CROWSON.-At Alton, Illinois, March 29, 
1900, Charles Crowson, aged 62 years, 2 
months, 17 days; born in Wednesbury, Eog. 
land, January 12, 1837. United with the 
church when a boy. He leaves a wife, five 
daughters, two sons, and ten grandchildren 
to mourn. The large gathering at the serv
ices and at the grave bespoke the esteem 
with which Bro. Crowson was held by the 
citizens of Alton. Funeral conducted by 
Priest George F. Banaclough. 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
~.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
81!1mple copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
!ll.dvance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
eolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
~ons, ~md assist the publishing department . 

.Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
ohanges of address, etc., should be addressed to 
i'rank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
\lr&fts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
usa mall matter.) 

•II II! I!! 

LL E, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROJ<' R. A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, lOW A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..•••.••..•••••••••••••••.. $ 71:) 
Leather .......... , ............... 1 00 
Flexible binding • .. • • • • .. • • • • • . • . 1 50 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes~ 
2lx4 inches, per . 250 .............. ~o 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
8x5i se per 250 .••••••••••••• l 00 

" u per 1000 .••••••••••••• 3 1>0 

SERMONS IN TRACT FORM. 
Paper ••••••••••••••o•••• ••••••••••. $.30 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I OL.3 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church, from that 
date: 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. · 

Address, RANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Inspired 

Translation. 

' low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; print Jd on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight? charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. ~ 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 '1~ 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................••••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible. . • • • • 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper .. ~~~ .............. " ...... .., . $0 25 
Cloth ··•••••••••e•••••••········ 35 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ..•••.•. $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • . 2 ~0 
With music only . • • • • .. • • • • .. • • .. 1 2~ 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia ........... · 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. .. • • 1 21) 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Pape1\ per dozen ................ $0 SO 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen... M 

!JANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
U dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke a.f 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........................... to '1~ 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 50 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. Lamoni Sanitarium. MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 
·Believing that there should be a place where 

Saints and others who have not faith to be healed 
can be treated with "herbs and mild food" by "a 
friend" and where surgical and other means can 
be used if needed, I have decided to open a sani
tarium at Lamoni, Iowa, for the treatment of all 
chronic diseases, also a surgical department where 
operations can be done with skill and modern 
appliances. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws of' the State of' Iowa, July 1, 1§9§. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, 111!133,032.34; April 1, 1900, l!ll162,7!i!l.07. 

We pay interest on time deposit~. and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. Special attention will be given to diseases of 
women, ruptures, piles, and tumors. In these dis
orders I have bad large experience. Testimonials 
of cures sent on application. 

f!!ITOCKU:OLDEBS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day t>chool Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INT!i:RlUEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 
PlUJ'IIAl~Y GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

prepared for small children; same lessons furthe,:: 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, lo 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tances to 

FRANii CTULEY, btmoni, Iowa. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and dea
cons' licenses, each per dozen ..... ~ 12 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... '0 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narratLve, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call' 
lng and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the y'ear 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather ... 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges. . • • . . . • • . . S 00 

TEAUl:iERS' BIBLE. "The Sell:~ 
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6i-x8!, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . • . • • . • • • • . . • . . . 30 and 50 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deaths, remov
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form ............... 0 $1 50 

True Succession in Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes :Into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

Specialists from Chicago and St. Joseph will be 
consulted in difficult cases. Chronic diseases will 
be treated largely by baths, massage, and elec
tricity. 

I have practiced medicine and surgery for 
eighteen years. I have taken special courses in 
the above-named diseases at New York City, 
Louisville, Chicago, and St. Louis hospitals. 

Temporary rooms have been engaged and pa
tients can be received at any time. Consultations 
free. Write to me about your case. 

J. H. HANSEN, M. D., Lamoni, Iowa. 

73 Acre Farm 
of nice smooth land, a half-mile from church, 
business center, and schools; with HOUSE 20x28 
ft. and 20 x 16 ft., all 18 ft. bigh, containing 9 
rooms, hall, 2 pantries, 5 closets. BARN 24x24 ft., 
17ft. bigb. COW STABLE 12x20 ft., 10ft. high. 
Corn crib, chicken house, two wells, cistern, cellar, 
orchard and small fruit. Inquire of 

JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

Latnoni Drug Store 
FOR SALE 
Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 

if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

I 
1 .. 

H. C. NICHOLSO:IIJ 
Ass't Cashier. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interel\lti 
paid on t.ime deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 1 

"W"ILL-U -B-NEXT? 
After Q,uit-to-bac has cured hundreds of others, If you 

us~ tobacco and want to quit, why delay longer? Three 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAR
ANTEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGE 
sTAMPS taken. Address, 

(Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peor>a, Ill. 

North-Leav:e Leon 2:4.5 p. m., arrive 9.t 
Moines 6: 10 m. 

South-Leave Moines !!: 15 a. m., arrlv~ 
li!ot Leon 11:45 a. m. 

Trains daily except 
C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

The work of the Reorganization is also (' hh · Tl. n 1 · 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 11l8uuatanan ueory a uB US!Illl. 
and her standing as the acknowledged ['=.A'ii.ew work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 
Church of Jesus Christ is cle&t'ly maint~J,ined Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
and the authority of her priesthood and complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
presidency convincingly defended and con- of Seve~~b-da3; Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
elusively established. l£SJefris~postpald. Address orders to 

There has long -been a demand f()r-thfs~r~--- eHERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission- or A. HA 1.VS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 
aries having used _the-book of Mr. Roberts, . 
whereve:rtheir-ministry have operated. This The factiOnS 011 Polygamy and 
book in the hands of all whE> desire the truth . . , ~:!.§>! 
will ~e effectual against the infiuence of their Sp!ntual W1fery. , .,,"' 
sophistry. A · c s · h 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 'new •tract. by Elder, Heman . , m1t , 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we Church Historian, "which shows that the 
are more il;terested in the circulation. of the factions- of the church, other than the one 
work tha!lm the profit derived from its sale. under Brigham Young were originally op-

Bound. m neat paper covers, 35 cents each. ' . 
Address, FRANK ORILEY, ~.to polygamy; hence that polygamy 1s 

Business Manager, not traceable to •the original church::organi-
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. · zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 
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THE AI TS' HERALD 
Vol. 47· Lamoni, Iowa, April 25, 1900. 

CONTENTS: I For the purpose of setting forth 
EDITORIAL: their views on the subject the Tribune 

The General Con~erence" · · · · · · · · · · · ·269 has invited a number of men in public 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES. l'f . · . 

Myths of the New World.-No. 2 ..... 276 1 e to answer a hst of questwns re-
Sermon by Pres. Joseph Smith, ...... 279 lating to the meaning of the Golden 

LETTER DEPA;aTMENT: . Rule and its applicability to the every· 
A Correctwn · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·282 day affairs of men Some have an· 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: ·. . 
How to Make Home Happy ..... , .... 282 swered the~e questions categoncally 
Daughters of Zion .................... 283 and some m a general way. The 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: • questions asked and the answers re-
Western Wales · · .. · .. · · .. · · .. · · · · .. 283 ceived are given he e 'th a d indi· 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: r Wl , n 
Sunday School Improvement Com- cate a common approval of the Golden 

mittee's Notice ...........•........ 283 Rule as a guide for men to follow in 
Correction· .. · .... ··.··············· .283 their dealings with the world and 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: each other 
Railway Clergy Permits ............ 284 · 
Committee on Histories and Encyclo-

pedias ............................. 284 
Pastoral,-James Caffall, ............. 284 

" J. W. Wight .............. 284 
Resolution of Respect ............... 284 

THE GOLDEN RULE AS A LAW 
• OF LIFE. 

REPRESENTATIYE PUBLIC MEN GIVE 
THEIR VIEWS AS TO ITS APPLI

CABILITY TO THE EVERYDAY ' 
AFFAIRS OF .THE WORLD. 

o And as ye would that men should do to you, 
do ye also to them likewise.-Luke 11:31. 

After the lapse of many centuries 
since the Golden Rule was set forth 
by Christ as a guide for human con
duct, the world is still discussing its 
applicability to the problems of life as 
they perta,in to the relations of indi
viduals or classes in society, ana to 
those of nations in the broader arena 
of the world's progress. Those who 
hope for the dominance of justice 
rather than of might in the affairs of 
nations took courage from the delib
erations of the peace conference at 
The Hague, wherein the Golden Rule 
was referred to as embodying a prin
ciple that should maintain in the set
tlement of international dissensions. 
Again in the trust conference held 
last fall in Chicago the precept enun
ciated by Christ was upheld by many 
as a rule that should be applied to the 
perplexing problems that arise con
cerning the relations between capital 
and labor, employer and employee. 

THE QUESTIONS ASKED. 

1. What is your understanding of 
the exact and full meaning of the Gol· 
den Rule. 

2. Do you believe that it is a prac
ticable rule to follow at all times, in the 
home, in society, and in business? 

3. Do you believe that its applica
tion in all the affairs of the industrial 
world would put an end to labor dis
cussions and bring about full harmony 
among all the working forces of man
kind? 

4. What progress, in your opinion, 
has been made in the last quarter of a 
century in this respect? 

5. Would you object to having the 
Golden Rule taught iri the public 
schools? 

6. In what way can the Golden 
Rule best be made popular and its ap
plication to daily life a reality? 

JOHN SHERMAN'S ANSWER. 

In answer to your questions, I say 
as to No. 1 that in its general terms it 
is admirable, but there should be 
added these words: '•u nder like 
terms and conditions." Without 
tpese words this Golden Rule would 
demand of us a degree of acquiescence 
that few if any would give. It could 
not be and will not be followed in the 
home, in society, and in business. 

Any effort to apply it to labor dis
cussions would be futile among all the 
working forces of mankind. No 
doubt the power of labor has greatly 
advanced, and this is a fortunate re
sult of our schools and the general 
education of all classes of our people. 

I see no use of teaching the Golden 
Rule in the public schools, as it is 
more properly taught in the contest 

No. 17. 

you in similar matters and under simi
lar circumstances. 

2. The Golden Rule is entirely prac
ticable if people will practice it. I 
see no clear indications that people 
are willing to adopt it as a rule of 
life. The difficulty is not in any in
herent impracticability of the rule 
itself, but in the disinclination of the 
majority of people to make the ex
periment. 

3. No; but it would greatly help in 
such matters. Industrial evils are 
the result of lack of know ledge as 
well as of selfishness. The Golden 
Rule could only temper, but not end, 
misunderstandings and troubles re
sulting from lack of knowledge. But 
it would end such troubles as result 
from instances where employer and 
employee know what ought to be 
done to be fair and honest, but 
through greed or selfishness refuse to 
do it. 

4. In legal restrictive measures 
tending to modify the spirit of selfish
ness in industry considerable progress 
has been made. But law is external 
and repressive. The growth of the 
spirit of the Golden Rule in the minds 
and sympathies of employers and em
ployees is another matter. I think 
there has been some progress in this 
direction also, but in no sense com
mensurate with industrial needs. In
dustry is still in the main a battle 
where the spoils are to the strong. 

5. No. On the contrary, to fail to 
teach the Golden Rule in the public 
schools is to fail at a most funda
mental point in the child's education. 

6. Let a few churches, ministers, 
newspapers, and reformers generally 
practice the Golden Rule, just as an 
object lesson. Let our divinity 
schools educate ministers in sociology, 
as well as theology; in economics, as 
well as exegesis. Let them be edu
cated in social conditions here in this 
world, then let them apply the Golden 
Rule to existing social and industrial 
conditions instead of to conditions in 
the time of Moses. Let the churches 
cease fighting imaginary devils with 
horns and hoofs and turn their atten
tion to devils in dress suits or in 
homespun. But best of all, let any or 
all who believe in the Golden Rule 
put it into practice as best they may. 

Soon after that conference Carroll 
D. Wright, Labor Commissioner of 
the United States, said in an inter
view: "It is my opinion that the 
only permanent solution of the labor 
problem is to be found in a thorough 
understanding of the mutual responsi
bilities and obligations of the em
ployer and employee. In other words, 
a practical application of the Golden 
Rule. Arbitration, cooperation, and 
the various other remedies which 
have been suggested I regard simply 
as steps in the right direction." 

between labor and capHal in the broad REV. F. B. o. SMITH. 

field of competition in the innumerable 1. The Golden Rule seems to teach 
industries that now occupy our people. that I shall deal with the other man 

REV. R. A. WHITE. as though dealing with myself and 
1. I understand the Golden Rule to my own, trying all the time to put 

mean just what it says. Treat other 

1 

myself in his place. Jesus did to 
people in all matters just as you others and for them what he would 
would honestly desire them to treat not have them· do for him, as the 
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mother does for her child. Immedi
ately following the Golden Rule Je
sus said: "If ye love them that love 
you, what thank have ye? For even 
sinners love those who love them; but 
love your enemies and do them good, 
and lend, despairing of no man, and 
ye shall be the sons of the Most High, 
for he is kind toward the unthankful 
and the evil." So self-preservation 
and selfishness, human nature's first 
law, is made to interpret and help the 
other man. This attitude toward in
dividuals is to be our attitude toward 
society, the business world, and gov
ernment. 

2. This rule is practicable. Truth 
and duty go hand-in-hand. When the 
husband and wife, employer and em
ployed, understand and fully sympa
thize with each other love will find a 
solution for the problems of the home 
and business. If it fails, then mar
riage is a failure, and business is war 
instead of the peaceful pursuit of 
happiness. But love never fails; we 
fail to love. 

3. If the Golden Rule is applied to 
the intricate machineries of the in
dustrial world it will adjust all differ
ences, providing its enforcement is by 
love rather than law. 

4. It would require large space to 
record and classify the details which 
indicate the advance the world has 
made toward harmonizing the work
ing forces of mankind in the last 
quarter of a century, but the progress 
has. been steady and remarkable. 

5. The Golden Rule should be 
taught the children in the public 
schools, .and this will mean a study of 
the manifold relations of men that 
should run through the grades from 
the primary to the high school. How 
can the employee put himself in the 
place of the employer unless he 
knows something of the trials of his 
employer's position? 

6. The Golden Rule can only be 
made popular by teaching men that 
even the most selfish as well as the 
highest considerations demand its ap
plication. Men need information, 
and they need more. Back vf con
duct is character, which must be cul
tivated before the highest application 
of the rule can be expected, since jus
tice a:ad love without must be the 
expression of love and justice within. 
But this is to make men Christians, 
for men must become Christians in 
character before they can· become 
Christians in conduct. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

principles of the Golden Rule will be of morals has risen much in the last 
practiced. Capital and labor, em- quarter of a century and that there is 
player and employee, should study a more widespread and earnest desire 
their interdependence. This is the for the establishment of justice and 
foundation upon which the Golden kindness in industrial relations. 
Rule must rest. .I would exalt its 5. I certainly think that the Golden 
principles. I would make it the bed- Rule should be taught in the public 
rock. All the multiplied industries, schools. Our present educational 
callings, pursuits, professions, are so system is behind the times in one im
intricately connected, so interwoven, portant particular. It has not freed 
so mutually dependent, that all per- itself from the influences of the indi
manent prosperity must be in common vidualistic philosophy of the last 
and shared by all. The arbitration of generation. Its aim is still "the bar
differences between employee and em- monious development of the powers 
player, thus settling in a court of of the individual." The social aim in 
reason instead of among impassioned education is almost wholly ignored. 
men, their grievances, is an evidence Our boys and girls should be educated 
of progress and is calculated to extol for social life. 
the idea of mutual interest and mutual 6. It is hard to say how the Golden 
dependence, mutual concession and Rule may best be made popular. It is 
mutual forbearance. Public speakers a matter of the heart. Popularity, 
instead of arraying class against class which leads to the adoption of a given 
should seek to unify, to conciliate, to course of conduct because it is the 
unite, to minimize difference and mag- fashion, would kill the spirit of the 
nify dependence. The press should 

1

1 rule. We can induce others to obey 
endeavor to mold public sentiment it only by doing so ourselves. 
along these lines. This would teach CHARLES F. THWING PRESIDENT OF 
patriotism instead of demagogy. 1 ADELBERT COLLEGE. 

Couple~ wit~ the foregoing rules for 1. The interpretation of the exact 
economic gmdance I would ~dd, as a and full meaning of the Golden Rule 
rule for the home and. soCiety, for- is: First, that I should give to the 
b~arance, gentleness, kmdness, for- other man justice; second, that I 
giveness. should give unto others such a degree, 
PROF. DAVID KINLEY, UNIVERSITY of love and good will as I would de-

OF ILLINOIS. sire to receive from them. 
1. The Golden Rule is, it seems to 2. By all means. 

me, a rule of personal conduct. It is 3. I do nottbinkthatthe application 
a command to be just and charitable of the rule would put an end to labor 
in all our dealings with one another. discussions and produce full harmony. 
Its practice involves, therefore, as Does a man ever cease discussing with 

t d d f · t' d h •t himself, or does he ever feel in per-
many s an ar s 0 JUS we an c an Y feet relations with .himself?. But 1't 1's 
as there are individuals. 

2. In a sense, yes. What is prac- safe to say that the application of 
ticable depends, however, upon con- this rule would be of great value in 
ditions which have their origin partly ending unworthy discussions and in 
in the minds of individuals. The per- creating peace. 
formance of the full measure of justice 4. I think that each quarter century 
to one may make us unable to be help- is lifting m~n from his animalism 
ful to another. into what may be called a state of hu-

3. There are several reasons why manism. This progress has been 
the application of the Golden Rule in more marked in the last twenty-five 
the affairs of the industrial world years than in any other period. 
would not produce harmony of econo- 5. I should be glad to see the Golden 
mic class interests. In the first Rule taught in the public schools, or, 
place, there are different opinions of indeed, in any school-and of course 
what would be equitable in a given its essence is now taught in our 
set of circumstances. There would schools. 
still be disputes about the fair rate of 6. One of the best methods of 
wages and the proper recognition of teaching the Golden Rule is through 
the interest of the workingman in the example and through story, rather 
business~ If such disputes were to be than through the direct presentation 
avoided, it could be only by one of the formal theory. Practical 
party's yielding to the other. The ethics belongs to the lower grades of 
more charitably inclined would be the the school; theoretical ethics only to-

JAMES A. MOUNT, GOVERNOR OF one to yield, yet his view might be the higher. 
INDIANA (To be continued.) · the just view'·and the one most ad van-

The Golden Rule involves a princi- tageous to society. Our social duty 
ple founded upon love. "Let each may conflict with our duty to particu· 
esteem other better than himself and lar individuals. The social duty ,is 
so fulfill the perfect law." Selfish- the higher, yet its performance might 
ness and greed are the disturbing cause dispute. It is hard to say l 
elements in the industrial world. We I whether justice or kindness is, in a 
are not likely to reach a plane of given case, the primary duty. 
ethics until the millennium, when the~ 4. I believe that the general level · 

ADDRESSES. 

Joseph Emmett, 1720 Bell view Ave., Kan· 
sas City, Mo. 

J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
C. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 
George Jenkins, Plain ville, Indiana. 
M. F. Gowell, Rosendale, Missouri. 
Daniel MacGregor, Chilliwack, B. C. 
Henry C. Smith, Temple, Lake Co., Ohio. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my wot'd, then are ye my. disciplles lnclee<.l; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 81 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the wot'd of the Lordi w there sballl not any man among you have save it be one wife~ and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagel16, 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, APRIL 25, 1900. NO. 17. 

The Saints' Herald. l ~. motion to req':lest Bro. G. T. 

l. Griffiths to repeat h1s lecture on the 
- - - EDITOR .. priesthood was proposed, but the JOSEPH SMITH 

R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, } 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

- AssrsTANT EDITOR. l brother offered to appear with his 
CoRREsPoNDING EDIToRs. j chart before a priesthood meeting and 

' answer questions that might be asked, 
LAMONI, IowA, APRIL 25, 1900. and the motion was lost. •·There is 

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE. 

TUESDAY, APRIL 17. 

- ' a. land immortal," was sung, and 
President Joseph Smith dismissed the 
assembly. 

Regular morning prayer service : At the evening hour President Jo
was in charge of Brn. s. F. Cushman seph Smith addressed the conference 

d W M S lf B F M C on the subject of the gathering. He an . . e . ro. . . ooper 
was the speaker at the forenoon was assisted by Brn. E. L. Kelley 
preaching service. He was assisted ' and R. M. Elvin. 
by Bro. John Shields. 

At two p. m. business session con- ; WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18. 

vened, Pres. A. H. Smith in the chair. Brn. Andrew Barr and William 
"God is marshaling his army," was Summerfield were in charge of the 
sung, after which Bro. J. W. Wight nine a. m. prayer service. At the 
offered prayer. The minutes of pre- morning preaching service Bro. W. E. 
vious session were read and ap- Peak addressed the congregation, as-
proved. sisted by Bro. Swen Swensen. 

The election of a Board of Trustees Business session convened at the 
for Graceland College was resumed. usual hour, President Joseph Smith 
Of those previously nominated, Bro .. presiding. The assembly sang, 
W. A. Hopkins declined. The follow-' "Awake, ye Saints of God, awake," 
ing named were then nominated: Brn .. and Bro. J. M. Terry offered prayer. 
S. V. Bailey, John Smith, F. M. · The minutes were received as read. 
Smith, Sr. W. R. Pickering (declined), The First Quorum of Seventy re
and Bro. William. Leeka. Being put· ported that they had held eight joint 
to rising vote, the result was as fol- ' sessions and six others, in some of 
lows: William Anderson 233, R. M. which the Bishoprlc, by invitation, 
Elvin 190, E. L. Kelley 93, J. H. Han- had been present. They had dis
sen 188, I. W. Allender 190, Joseph cussed several subjects of deep inter
Smith 21, Daniel Anrlerson 192, J. W. est, and reported that deep earnest
Wight 47, J. A. Gunsolley 192, S. V. ness, the spirit of peace, and much 
Bailey 74, John Smith 48, F. M. anxiety to come to a better unity and 
Smith 76, William Leeka 130. The understanding of duty had character
chair then declared the choice of t,he ized all their sessions. The report 
body to be William Anderson, Daniel recommended that the reports of all 
Anderson, J. A. Gunsolley, R. M. General Conference appointees be 
Elvin, I. W. Allender, J. H. Hansen, published in the HERALD in tabular 
and William Leeka, and this selection form previous to convening of con
was made unanimous. ference, as indicated in the blank ap-

Resolution pertaining to closing of pended. The report was received and 
the college was then taken from the· spread upon the minutes and the 
table. The time of each speaker was recommendations were adopted. 
limited by vote to five minutes, and a The chair announced that all new 
resolution that the previous question business, except that growing out of 
should not obtain but by a two-thirds the regular routine of quorum and 
vote was passed. Twenty-two spoke· committee reports, etc., must be in 
to the question. Near the close of, hand during the present day's session. 
the discussion, by vote, Prof. R. A. A motion to take up that part of the 
Harkness, President of Graceland, report of the Board of Publication re
was requested to give his views, which ferring to the purchase of Zion's En
he< did. The previous question was sign obtained, and it was read. In 
called, and the vote on the original brief, it stated that on November 7, 
motion was taken, 51 voting for, 167 1898, the entire plant of Zion's Ensign 
against. It was therefore declared at Independence, Missouri, including 
lost. building and business, was purchased 

A motion prevailed that so much of for $5,500.00. A motion to approve 
the report of the High Priests' Quo- the action of the Board in this matter 
:rum as refers to ordinations be re· was moved, discussed at some length, 
ferred to the Q.u.onuu of TwE31VE:J for, and on being put to vote, the motion 
examiu;3,.ttou, obtained, A resolution was &lf~.Q 

passed that the Board of Publication 
be instructed and authorized to secure 
a proper transfer of the Ensign prop
erty to the church at the earliest 
practicable moment. 

Bro. J. H. Hansen, for the Board of 
Trustees of Graceland College, made 
a brief announcement. Some time 
ago an effort had been made to secure 
one hundred persons who would pur
chase five-year scholarship tickets at 
$25.00 per year, and thus insure the 
running expenses without further in. 
creasing the debt. Thirty-five had 
been secured, and now the Board de
sired to find sixty-five more who would 
take scholarships, and thus provide 
running expenses for the next year. 

The regular order was then pro
ceeded with and the report of Second 
Quorum of Seventy was read: Total 
enrollment 46; present 31. Ten joint 
sessions and 8 others had been held. 
Forty-two reports showed 11,575 ser
mons, 761 baptisms, 736 confirmations, 
528 children blessed, 79 ordinations, 
4,069 administrations, 17 debates, 
served on 18 elders' courts, organized 
2 branches, married 58 couples. It 
was received and spread on the min
utes. 

The committee on the communica
tion from Fanning, Kansas, branch 
reported, recommending that the mat· 
ter be referred to the missionary in 
charge of Kansas. The recommenda
tion was adopted. 

A resolution was passed that the 
Board of Publication provide blanks 
to be sent to the missionaries as early 
as January 1 of each year, upon which 
they are to report to Church Secretary 
not later than March 1 to compile for 
publication in the HERALD; said 
blanks to be in accordance with the 
tabulated form of reporting as previ
ously adopted. 

The chair announced that there was 
one vacancy in the High Council, 
caused by the death of Bro. David 
Dancer, and that it was necessary it 
should be filled. His two counselors 
concurring, he nominated High Priest 
J. M. Baker to occupy the place, and 
the nomination was ratified by confer
ence. It was also voted that the 
ordination be provided for before the 
close of the day's session. 

The chairman requested the Presi
dent of the High Priests' Quorum to 
nominate members pro tem. to fill 
vacancies in the High Council caused 
by members being called awa,y. 

The committee appointed to con
sider appeal of C. I. Potts vs. Fall 
RJver 'tl.:raucb, pre§~U~~d a. wajodty 
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and a minority report. Separate mo
tions to adopt the minority and ma
jority reports were made, following 
w]:lich the whole matter was referred 
to the Quorum of Twelve. 

The Twelve reported in the matter 
of appeal from Belleville, Illinois, 
branch against action of St. Louis 
district, that in their opinion the ac
tion of St. Louis district confer
ence should be sustained. The report 
was adopted by the body. 

The action of conference two years 
ago, authorizing the Bishopric to 
make provision for the liquidation of 
the college debt, was reaffirmed. 

The Church Librarian reported, 
tendering also his resignation. A 
motion to adopt the report and accept 
the resignation prevailed. Being 
authorized by vote, he nominated 
Bro. F. E. Cochran as his successor, 
which was approved by the con
ference. 

A quorum of deacons, not yet num
bered, reported that they met on the 
evening of the 13th, Brn. J. H. Lake 
and G. T. Griffiths of the Twelve 
present, who organized them into a 
quorum, with Bro. R. Nelson presi
dent, Bro. E. Nelson first counselor, 
and Bro. W. Bowlby second coun
selor. The report was approved. 

The Third Quorum of Priests re· 
ported that four of their number had 
been ordained elders and six had been 
dropped for failing to report, making 
ten vacancies. Ten had been re· 
ceived, and the quorum was now full. 
Thirty-seven reports showed 862 ser-. 
mons preached, assisted 503 times; 
27 baptisms; administered the sacra
ment 179 times, assisted 213 times; 
presided over 509 prayer meetings, 
assisted 175 times; 5 marriages; as· 
sisted to ordain 3; attended 689 other 
meetings; 572 official visits. 

A motion providing a plan for rais
ing funds to pay off the debt on 
Graceland College was referred to the 
Bishopric. 

The Second Quorum of Priests pre
sented a report. Nine members had 
been dropped for failure to report, 
and nine had been received. Summary 
of 27 reports showed 1,374 sermons, 
4 lectures, 41 baptisms, administered 
sacrament 338 times, presided in 373 
meetings, 6 marriages, 1 ordination, 
assisted in 507 other meetings. 

Fifth Quorum of Elders reported 28 
members present, six meetings held. 
They had sustained a loss of 14, and 
had enrolled 16. An aggregate of the 
86 reports received was: Sermons 
6,654, assisted 2,344; held 1,897 other 
meetings; baptized 476; confirmed 
456; administered to the sick 4, 983 
times; blessed 282 children; 58 mar
riages; ordained 31. 

Fourth Quorum of Elders:· Twenty 
members present, 10 sessions; 37 re
ports showed 3, 712 sermons, 170 bap
tisms: 185 coufi.nt~\!Jtio.us1 children 
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blessed 153, ordinations 38, adminis-j was ordained by Presidents Joseph 
trations to sick 2,244, marriages 50. Smith and W. H. Kelley, the former 
branches organized 5. Five deaths, 2 being spokesman. 
existing vacancies, and 32 dropped The Church Librarian made a state
for inactivity and not reporting. ment, requesting that the library be 
Twenty-four new members bad been remembered by those in a position to 
received, leaving 16 vacancies. make donations to it. 

First Quorum of Priests: One ses- ~t :vas ~oved and adopted that all 
sion held. Twenty-four priests re- miSSIOnaries and d_elegat?s present are 
ported for two years, showing 580 requested to remam until the close of 
sermons, 31 bapt,isms, administered conference. . 
the sacrament 195 times, presided over Four brethren presented notice that 
385 meetings, 7 marriages, 2 ordina- a_t next General. Conference a resolu
tions. Membership two years ago 31; twn would be mtroduced to change 
present membership 48. the pr~sent system of delegate repre-

A report was presented showing sen~atwn. 
that on April16, at 7:30p.m., Breth· Bishop Kelley, ~:m b~half of mem
ren Lake and Kelley of the Twelve ber:' of the Aaromc pnesthoo~, read 
organized six brethren into a quorum notice of proposed. changes 1~ the 
of teachers, ordaining Bro. B. F. ~ules of RepresentatiOn, as p~bhshed 
Ordway as its president, Bro. J. R. m HERALD _of Januar.y 10, 190\. 
Osborn counselor. The report was A r~solutwn ac?eptmg the gift of a 
approved beautiful shell picture presented by 

. · . Bro. H. T. Watson with the request 
F1~st Quorum of Elders: Five that it be hung in the temple when· 

meetmgs held, 28 members present; built, was passed, and a copy of the 
70 bad been heard from, 64 ,of ':'hom resolution was ordered sent the 
reported 3,40~ sermons, 2~0 o_aptls:ns. brother. 
14? confirmatiOns, 14 ordi_n~twns: 223 A request from a committee of the 
cb1ldre~ blessed,2,655 adm1mstratwns, Second Seventy to make compilation 
61 marna~es. . of apparent discrepancies in church 

The B1shoprw presented the fol- publications was read and included in 
lowing:- the minutes. 

For the purpose of paying off the debt A request from the Sunday School 
against Grace!and College, subscr-iptions to Improvement Committee was read 
the number of one thousand shall be taken 
of $25 each, to be paid when the full number and included in the minutes. 
has been obtained. Persons who pay more Announcements were made, among 
than this amount shall be !JOunted per them one providing for a meeting of 
amount subscribed on the $25 basis. Parties the priesthood in fasting and prayer 
who cannot pay full amount of one shall be · h 1 d' · '"' 30 
counted as a part in proportion to amount Ill t e ower au 1tormm at I: · P· m. 
until the full one thousand subscriptions are Adjournment was then taken, "0 for 
had. a faith that will not shrink," was 

The resolution was discussed and sung, and Bro. J osepb Smith pro-
adopted. nounced the benediction. 

By resolution duly passed, all quo- Bro. C. R. Duncan was in charge of 
rums were instructed, in making re- the evening preaching service. The 
ports to General Conference, to. in- speaker, Bro. I. N. White, used a 
elude names of members received into large chart to illustrate his effort. At 
or dropped from said quorums. the same hour a meeting composed of 

Reports from Zion's Religio-Liter- the ministry present, except those 
ary Society and the General Sunday engaged in the High Council and in 
School Association were read and other duties. met in the lower room. 
spread on the minutes. Brn. W. H. Kelley and G. H. Hilliard 

Brn. J. R. Lambert and Heman C. were in charge. The meeting was 
Smith presented a document regard- devoted to prayer and was character
ing the membership of D. H. Bays, ized by a spirit of deep interest and 
which was referred to a committee of earnestness. One hundred and forty
Ern. M. H. Bond, W. A. McDowell, one were present. 
and James Craig, they to recommend 
action in the matter. THURSDAY, APRIL 19. 

The President stated that but seven A general meeting of the Daugh-
of the High Council were then pres- ters of Zion was held at nine a. m. in 
ent, and nominated the following the lower rooms, Sr. M. E. Huimes in 
named high prie·sts to temporarily charge. The work was shown to be 
complete the proper number; viz., in good condition by both written and 
Brn. J. W. Waldsmith, F. M. Weld, oral reports from general officers and 
J. S. Snively, M. H. Forscutt, J. R. local organizations. Sisters B. C. 
Evans. The nominations were ap- Smith, H. H. Robinson, M. E. Hulmes, 
proved. Clara Frick, and E. Etzenhouser were 

President W. H. Kelley, being re· chosen Advisory Committee for ensu
quested by the President to provide ing term, Sr. 0. B. Stebbins Record
for the ordination of Bro. J. M. Baker ing Secretary, and Sr. Anna Murphy 
as a councilor in the High Council, Treasurer. Other business of impor, 
made such provision, and the brother . ta.uce was traJusacted, 
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The morning prayer and testimony I M. Turpen, C. A. Parkin, J. B. Car
service was in charge of Brn. D. michael, Alonzo Jones. W. A. Mc
Hougas and James Craig. Bro. L. R. Dowell, A. V. Closson, F. M. Sheehy, 
Devore addressed the assembly at Ellis Short, John Zimermann. It 
10: 45, assisted by Bro. W. H. Kep- was moved to approve the nomina
hart. tions and provide for the ordinations. 

Business session convened at usual Before the vote was taken, those 
hour. Hymn No. 183, Saints' Harp, present, viz .. Brn. Henry Kemp, J. A. 
was sung, and Bro. E. H. Durand of- Gunsolley, M. H. Bond, A. H. Par
fered the opening prayer. The min- sons, J. T. Davis, F. B. Blair, F. A. 
utes were approved. Smith, I. N. Roberts, A. J. Moore, T. 

The Quorum of Twelve reported W. Williams, John Smith, G. A. 
the following action in the case of Smith, M. M. TuYpen, W. A. Me
Bro. E. C. Briggs: "Resolved that Dowell, A. V. Closson, and F. M. 
Bro. Briggs be suspended from quo- Sheehy, expressed themselves as will
rum privileges until such time as he ing to accept, and those absent were 
makes such restitution as the quorum indorsed by the statements of many 
shall decide sufficient to reinstate present. The vote was taken by 
him." The report was spread upon show of the right hand, and .the mo-
the minutes. tion was unanimously adopted. 

The committee in case of D. H. The report of the Second Seventy, 
Bays reported, recommending that deferred from the 9th, was taken up. 
this conference annul the action of Brn. W. D. Ellis, A. M. Chase, J. D. 
General Conference of 1889 (see HER- Stead, and F. A. Russell, present, 
ALD, vol. 36, p. 267) in which the stated their willingness to accept sub
_Church Secretary was instructed to ject to the will of the body. Bro. A. 
issue a letter of removal to D. H. J. Keck, asking that action in his case 
Bays, and that the missionary in be deferred, the nomination was re
charge of Galland's Grove district be ferred back to the Second Seventy. 
instructed to regulate this case ac- The ordination of Bro. J. R. Beckley, 
cording to the law contained in Doc- not present, to the Second Seventy, 
trine and Covenants 120: 7. The and of Bro. J. W. Morgan, not pres
report, including the recommenda- ent, to the First Seventy, were ap
tions, was adopted. proved and their ordinations ordered 

Resolutions of respect regarding provided fGr, subject to their accept
the death of Bro. J. T. Kinnaman ance. Those present and those absent 
were presented by a committee from were all indorsed by numbers present, 
the Third Quorum of Elders, and in- and the ordinations were approved by 
eluded in the minutes. a unanimous vote taken by showing 

A resolution providing that the of right hand. 
Bishop be authorized to furnish the By motion, provision was made for 
ministry, free of cost, with a book of the ordination of all present selected 
blank certificates of baptism and con- therefor at 7:30 p. m. in the lower 
firmation, was laid on the table. auditorium. The ordinations of all 

The officers of the Fourth Quorum not present were referred to there
of Elders requested that the list of spective missionaries in charge where 
elders proposed for the organization such parties reside, upon their ac
of a new quorum be referred to the ceptance. 
Fourth quorum for enrollment, and it Attention was called to the provi-
was so ordered. sion made by the conference of 1898 

The High Priests' Quorum reported for the ordination of Bro. G. J. Wal-
35 present at this conference. Fifty. ler as a high priest, and to the fact 
seven had reported. Of these only that said provision still held good. 
41 had kept statistics, the totals of Brn. T. J. Sheldon, G. J. White
these being, for two years, 4,800 ser- head, and J. M. Brown were consti
mons, 341 baptisms, 360 confirmed, tuted a committee to consider evidence 
58 ordained, 291 children blessed, of the calling of Bro. W. H. Fuller. 
3,033 administrations, 98 marriages. Bro. F. G. Pitt asked if an elder in 
They also recommended what had a foreign land, not enrolled in a quo
been concurred in by the Presidency rum, could be ordained a Seventy. 
and Twelve, viz., that the following- The chair stated the opinion that un
named brethren be ordained to the less objected to his name could be 
office of high priest: M. H. Cook, presented to the Presidents of Sev
Henry Kemp, John Midgorden, enty for consideration. Bro. James 
Robert Winning, J. A. Gunsolley, A. McKiernan, of the Presidents of Sev
E. Mortim!')r, Robert McKenzie, M. enty, stated they had considered their 
H. Bond, A. H. Parsons, W. R. Pick- safety in such matters lay in adhering 
ering, J. T. Davis, W. H. Pease, G. strictly to the law. 
P. Lambert, F. B. Blair, F. A. Smith, A resolution providing that in mat
J. A. Tanner, S. B. Kibler, A. M. ters involving the expenditure of 
Fyrando, David Snobeling, I. N. $5,000 or more, said expenditures 
Roberts, A. J. Moore, T. W. Williams, should not be made until consent 
J. F. Burton, J. B. Roush, John I thereto could be had by the various 
Smith, G. A. Smith1 0. J, Hunt1 M. districts of the church at large was 
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moved, discussed, and laid on the 
table. 

Announcements followed, "0 watch, 
and fight, and pray," was sung, and 
Pres. Joseph Smith dismissed the 
assembly. 

At 7: 30 p. m. Bro. I. M. Smith ad
dressed the conference, assisted by 
Bro. 0. B. Thomas. At the same 
hour Bro. D. M. Rudd spoke at the 
Saints' Home, assisted by Bro. Fred-
erick Gregory. . 

Ordination meeting conven~d in the 
lower auditorium at 7: 45 p. m., in 
charge of Bro. W. H. Kelley. Hymn 
No. 156 was sung. Prayer by Bro. 
T. W. Williams. The following 
named brethren were then ordained 
to the office of Seventy: W. D. Ellis 
by Heman C. Smith and J. W. Wight; 
A. M. Chase by J. H. Lake and I. N. 
White; 1!'. A. Russell by G. T. Grif
fiths and Duncan Campbell; J. D. 
Stead by R. C. Evans and G. H. Hil
liard. G. W. Blair was ordained 
President of Second Quorum of 
Teachers by J. W. Wight and Heman 
C. Smith. A. K. Anderson was or-

. dain First Counselor in the Second 
Quorum of Teachers by I. N. White 
and J. H. Lake. N. W. Smith was 
ordained Second Counselor in the 
Second Quorum of Teachers by G. H. 
Hilliard and D. Campbell. The fol
lowing named were then ordained to 
the office of high priest: T. W. Wil
liams by J. W. Wight and Heman C. 
Smith; Henry Kemp by W. H. Kelley 
and R. May; A. J. Moore by J. H. 
Lake and I. N. White; J. A. Gunsol
ley by G. H. Hilliard and R. C. Evans; 
I. N. Roberts by H. A. Stebbins and 
G. T. Griffiths; F. A: Smith by He
rnan C. Smith and J. W. Wight; M. 
H. Bond by R. May and W. H. Kelley; 
F. B. Blair by I. N. White and J. H. 
Lake; A. H. Parsons by R. C. Evans 
and G. H. Hilliard; J. T. Davis by G. 
T. Griffiths and H. A. Stebbins; F. 
M. Sheehy by Hernan C. Smith and 
J. W. Wight; John Smith by G. H. 
Hilliard and W. H. Kelley; A. V. 
Closson by J. H. Lake and I. N. 
White; G. A. Smith by R. C. Evans 
and W. H. Kelley; W. 1\.. McDowell 
by J. W. Wight and G. T. Griffiths; 
M. M. Turpen by W. H. Kelley and 
G. H. Hilliard. The first named in 
each instance was the speaker in or
daining. The Doxology was sung, 
and Bro. W. H. Kelley dismissed the 
meeting. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 20. 

The regular morning prayer service 
was led by Brn. John Brackenbury 
and M. L. Sory. The forenoon ser
mon was preached by Bro. William 
P. Robinson, assisted by Bro. J. B, 
Wildermuth. 

Business session convened at two p, 
m. Hymnal No. 188 was sung, and 
Bro. C. Scott offered prayer. The 
minutes were corrected aud approved, 
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Committee appointed to consider 
evidence of the calling of Bro. William 
H. Fuller (colored) reported, recom
mending that he be ordained to the 
office of priest. It was moved to 
adopt the report and provide for the 
ordination, but by subsequent motion 
it was referred to the Quorum of 
Twelve. · 

A report from the Presidents of 
Seventy was presented. It stated 
that in consequence of the death of 
Bro. R. J, Anthony and the ordina· 
tion of B,rn. J. T. Davis and F. M. 
Sheehy to the office of high priest, 
three vacancies had occurred in the 
Presidents of Seventy. To fill this, 
they had nominated Brn. H. 0. Smith, 
J. F. Mintun, and W. E. Peak, who 
were duly approved in joint session of 
the Seventy. The report was adopted 
and the ordinations ordered provided 
for. 

Additional report of the First Sev· 
enty urged the early publication of 
compiled resolutions of General Con
ference. It also recommended that 
Brn. B. F. Renfroe, A. L. Whiteaker, 
J. A. Grant, and E. L. Henson be or· 
dained to the office of seventy. Brn. 
Renfroe and Whiteaker accepted, sub
ject to the will of the body. Bro. 
Grant declined, and his name was 
referred back to the First Quorum of 
Seventy. Bro. Henson, not present, 
was recommended by those present as 
being worthy and qualified. The 
ordinations of Brn. Renfroe, White· 
aker, and Henson were then unani
mously ordered by raising the right 
hand, that of Bro. Henson being re
ferred to the missionary in charge, to 
be performed upon acceptance by the 
brother. 

The Second Seventy reported the 
selection of Bro. H. E. Moler as per
manent secretary, with Bro. D. W. 
Wight as his assistant, to fill the 
vacancy made by ordination of Bro. 
T. W. Williams to office of high priest. 
It also recommended the ordination of 
Bro. W. C. Marshall as a seventy. 
Bro. Marshall accepted, the report 
was adopted, and the ordination 
unanimously ordered by showing of 
the right hand. 

Additional reports from the Third 
and First Quorums of Elders, in the 
order named, were presented and in
cluded in the minutes. 

The Quorum of Twelve, in matter 
of C. I. Potts vs. Fall River branch, 
recommended that the appeal be re
ferred to the missionary in charge 
with the privilege of calling to his 
assistance whom he may select. The 
report was adopted. 

The request in the additional re
port of the First Seventy was taken 
up and a resolution obtained authoriz
ing the committee on compilation of 
General Conference resolutions to pub
lish its work when completed. 

Oomrnittee QJJ tJJ!;arnil1ation and :re· 
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vision of Church Hi;tory reported it request from Pittsburg branch re
had revised so much of the history as ferred to it, also upon a request made 
had been written. during conference for its opinion re-

Brn. E. L. Kelley and F'. M. Sheehy garding duties of the Patriarch. 
of the committee on encyclopedias, Brn. F. M. Weld, R. M. Elvin, and 
school histories, etc., reported some M. F. Gowell, the committee previ
progress. Bro. U. W. Greene, the ously appointed to audit the Bishop's 
third member, by reason of location, accounts when ready, were also made 
circumstances, etc., had been unable committeee to audit the Herald Office 
to accomplish much in this direction, accounts, also the Bishop's accounts 
and he presented his resignation, January 1, 1901. 
which was accepted and Bro. F. M. A resolution prevailed that because 
Smith chosen to fill the vacancy. of time required to audit the Herald 
Bishop Kelley moved that Bro. He- Publishing House accounts, a separate 
man C. Smith be appointed in his committee be selected to audit ac
stead, and the motion obtained. The counts of Ensign Publishing House, 
committee, composed of Brn. F'. M. J 2 1900 d B w N R b 
Sh h H C u · h d F M anuary , . , an rn. . . o -
· ee y, eman · omit • an · · inson, William Crick, and Ellis Short 

Smith, was then continued. were chosen as such committee, and 
Brn. F. M. Sheehy and W. H. Kel- their choice made unanimous. 

ley of the Archmological Committee 
reported progress. The report was Bro. Joseph Luff asked to be re
received and the committee continued. leased from the committee to meet 

Proposed amendment to Rules of with the Church of Christ at lode
Representation as published in HER· pendence. The request was by mo
ALD of January 10, 1900,. was read tion granted and the President 
_and its adoption moved. · It was authorized to appoint one to fill the 
amended by striking from it all the vacancy. 
argumentative ];!Ortion. Action upon A list of the ordinations ordered 
it was then deferred till next General was read, and by motion the chair was 
Conference, and· made the speCiaror: authorized to provide for them. The 
ger for the fourth day. President referred the matter to the 

Election of the Board of Publica- President of Twelve, who made pro
tion was then taken up. A motion to vision therefor. The oretbren were 
sustain the Bishop and his,eounselors requested to come forward, prayer 
was unanimously carried by show of was offered, and they were ordained, 
hands. The Bishop then recom· as follows: Presidents of Seventy, 
mended that Brn. Joseph Luff and F. H. 0. Smith by R. C. Evans and W. 
B. Blair be continued as members of H. Kelley, J. F. Mintun by J. W. 
the Board, and nominated Bro. John Wight and J. H. Lake, and W. E. 
Smith of New Bedford, Massachusetts, Peak by W. H. Kelley and R. C. 
to fill vacancy formerly occupied by Evans. To the office of seventy, B. 
Bro. Frank Oriley; and he nominated F. Renfroe by G. T. Griffiths and I. 
Brn. G. H. Hilliard, Ellis Short, A. N. White, A. L. Whiteaker by J. H. 
S. Cochran, E. A. Blakeslee, J. A. Lake and J. W. Wight, W. C. Marshall 
G nsollev R Ma A H Pa by I. N. White and G. T. Griffiths, the u " , . y, . . rsons, 
and Daniel Anderson from which to first named being spokesman. 
select members to fill the two remain- The F'irst Presidency then reported 
ing vacancies. Brn. Hilliard and on the missions of the Twelve as fol
Blakeslee moved that the Bishop be lows:- . 
placed in nomination, and withdrew 1. w. H. Kelley, Eastern mission; i. e., 
their names from the list of nominees. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Eastern and 
Bro. Luff declined, and the Bishop Middle States, District of Columbia, Ohio, 

the Virgiuias, and Maryland. 
was permitted to nominate in his 2. R c. Evans, Canadas. 
stead Bro. J. W. Wight. The vote a. Gomer T. Grif!Hhs, Pacific Slope Mis-
being called, stood as follows: E. L. sion. 
K ll 182 J W w· ht 172 F B 4. I. N. White, Missouri, Kansas, Southern 

e ey • · · Ig ' · · Illinois, and that portion of Indian Territory 
Blair 135, John Smith 177, E. Short and Arkansas that is embraced in the Spring 
115, A. S. Cochran 4, J. A. Gunsolley River district. 
193, R. May 100, A. H. Parsons 26, 5. Joseph R Lambert, to travel and labor 
Daniel Anderson 20. Brn. Kelley, under the counsel of the First Presidency as 

his health shall permit, 
Wight, Blair, Smith, and Gunsolley 6. Joseph Luff, Colorado, Eastern Wyo-
were declared elected, and the choice ming, and New Mexico. 
was made unanimous. 7. J. W. Wight, Iowa, Minnesota, and 

Matter of enrollment into quorums Nauvoo district. 
8. Heman C. Smith, Nurthern Illinois and 

by the Church Secretary was taken Wisconsin, except Nauvoo district. 
up, and a resolution obtained that in 9. J. H. Lake, Michigan and Indiana. 
view of the enrollment having been 10. James Caffall, Nebraska and the Da-
before the church two years, the Sec- kotas. 
retary be authorized to cancel the en- Announcements were made, the 
rollment and the brethren left free to Doxology was sung, and Pres. A. H. 
unite with other quorums. Smith dismissed the assembly. 

The Presidency stated that it would At the evening hour, Bro. I. N. 
report through the HF.RA Ln on the · White again lectured from. hifl large 
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chart. He was assisted by Bro. G. 
W. Robley. 

SATURDAY, APRIL 21. 

The nine a. m. prayer and testi
mony service was in charge of Ern. 
C. Albertson and T. J. Sheldon. Bro. 
F. M. Slover addressed the confer
ence at the forenoon hour,- assisted by 
Bro. Swen Swenson. 

At two p. m. the assembly sang, 
'•God speed the right." followed by 
prayer by Pres. A. H. Smith. The 
minutes were corrected and approved. 

The general organization of the 
Daughters of Zion presented a report 
of their work. It was read and made 
part of the record. 

The First Seventy presented an ad
ditional report, recommending that 
Bro. R. M. Maloney be chosen and 
ordained a seventy. Bro. Maloney 
being present, expressed willingness 
to accept, and his selection was ap
proved and the ordination ordered by 
uplifted hand. 

The Fourth und Fifth Quorums of 
Elders presented additional reports. 
The latter had selected Bro. J. D. 
White as counselor to their president, 
and asked that his ordination be pro
vided for. It was ordered, and the 
brother being absent, he was referred 
to the missionary in charge of his 
field for ordination. The reports 
were included in the minutes. 

A committee of three of the Twelve 
appointed by that body, to whom was 
referred the question of call of Wm. 
H. Fuller to the ministry, recom
mended that the brother be ordained 
a priest in the Aaronic priesthood. 
The recommendation was indorsed 
and the ordination ordered. 

The Presidency then offered a re
port, which had been concurred in by 
the High Priests and Twelve, recom
mending that Ern. C. A. Parkin, C. 
J. Hunt, Ellis Short, R. May, William 
Anderson, John Zimermann, R. Bul
lard, William Leeka, G. P. Lambert, 
and Thomas Taylor be chosen and 
ordained bishops. A motion pre
vailed to adopt the report and con
sider the names separately. Those 
present; viz., Ern. R. May, William 
Anderson, and R. Bullard, expressed 
willingness to serve. Those absent, 
as well as those present were spoken 
for and heartily indorsed. The breth
ren named were, upon separarte mo
tions taken by show of hands, all 
unanimously indorsed. A resolution 
then obtained that the First Presi
dency ordain these bishops at their 
earliest convenience. 

The ordinations of those present 
was then considered and the brethren 
asked to come forward. The audience 
then arose while President Joseph 
Smith offered prayer. Ern. R. May, 
William Anderson, and R. Bullard 
were ordained bishops by Presidents 
Joseph and Alexander Smith; R. M. 

SAINTS~ 

Maloney a seventy, and W. H. Fuller 
a priest of the Aaronic order by Ern. 
I. N. White and J. H. Lake. 

The following were, upon separate 
motions, unanimously sustained by 
raising of hands: Joseph Smith as 
President and Prophet of the Church; 
Alexander H. Smith as Patriarch of 
the Church; A. H. Smith and E. L. 
Kelley as Counselors to the President 
of the Church; the ten members of 
the Quorum of Twelve who are in 
good standing, with W. H. Kelley as 
President; the First and Second 
Seventy; the Standing High Council; 
the Quorum of High Priests; the 
Quorums of Elders, Priests, Teachers, 
and Deacons; the Church Secretary, 
Recorder, Historian, Assistant His
torian, and Librarian; the Board of 
Publication; the auxiliary societies, 
namely, the Sunday School Associa
tion, the Religio, the Daughters of 
Zion, the Prayer Unions, and the 
Mite Societies. Votes of thanks were 
separately tendered the following: 
The Saints and friends who had cared 
for visitors; the committee on recep
tion; Sr. Belle James, conference 
stenographer; all press reporters; 
chorister, organist, and assistants;. 
the ushers and janitor; the railways 
and Mr. L. F. Siltz, the joint agent, 
for courtesies extended. 

President Joseph Smith then spoke 
as follows:-

! wish to make a few remarks; I do not 
know that I will edify you or change your 
sentiments in any form; but I have been 
seriously impressed during the last year and 
especially for the last six months touching 
this conference and its outcome, and I strove 
earnestly and continuously that the Lord 
might in his infinite wisdom give us the in
struction that so many seemed to want, to 
desire. · 

I do not know that any of you may realize 
the condition that the position I have occu
pied has put me into; I do not know whether 
you may realize the peculiar temptation that 
would beset a man of whom so much was ex
pected and from whom so much was antici
pated in relation to the voice of revelation. 
The peculiar temptation that must neces
sarily beset a man who has strong opinions of 
his own as to church work, as to doctrine, as 
to theory and practice, to formulate his 
opinions and add a "Thus saith the Lord" to 
them. Knowing that under ordinary circum
stances a great many would receive those 
views with a ''Thus saith the Lord" attached 
to them without serious question; realizing 
also that there was an element in the church 
-must necessarily be there properly-that 
would scan anything that bears the impress 
of revelation closely, especially anything af
fecting the word as it is written to us and 
the ideas that have obtained among us upon 
that word. 

Whether the fault is mine that we have 
not had such recognition at the hands of God, 
I do not know. If I had known that I was in 
fault and in what it consisted, and that the 
amending of that fault wou~d have brought 
the desired result, I would gladly have made 
the amendment. I do not know that it is the 
fault of anybody else. I cannot say. What 
my impressions are it is not necessary to 
present. But we have come through the 
conference. I received no response to my 
prayers, I have received none to yours. I 
realir.e how many have agonized over this 
topic. I know, I believe, how earnestly many 

have sought for light; I believe I realize to a 
very great extent how continuously the 
Saints have been praying for this approach
ing conference during the last year, and 
knowing all this, brethren and delegates, I 
hope that when you go hence you will go 
with a kind of an understanding of the posi
tion that I was pla0ed in, and if in your opin
ions I have been in fault, I hope you will be 
lenient in your judgment; and if you believe 
that the fault lies anywhere else, also be 
lenient in your judgment. If satisfied that 
the conditions we are in as a people have shut 
up the approaches to us and that we are not 
heard because we have asked amiss, then let 
us be patient until we can get into better 
cot1dition. 

Let us not be careless; let us not grow in· 
different; let us not forget that God has be· 
foretimEo watched over the interests of his 
work and has finally brought it to comple
tion; he has determined that no weapon 
formed against his work shall flourish, shall 
be allowed to be successful, and if our faith 
is not of sufficient character strong and 
steady in its nature to abide under the cloud, 
pray, what profit is it and what honor is it to 
abide in the sunshine? If we cannot be good 
Saintd in adversity, how can we be and be 
approved of God in his smile, always? 

If, in the administration of the office to 
which I have been called, I have injured any
one and they will kindly make it manifest to 
me, I will do what I can to repair it. I could 
do no more than that. And if any of you 
have just cause to complain of my service as 
your colahor'er while you have been in the 
field and I at the center, I trust that you will, 
in your kindness, make it known to me and I 
will repair that wrong. I believe that I have 
conscientiously tried to answer every man 
his inquiry according to the time and oppor· 
tunity that I had, on any and all important 
topics touching his mission. I may have 
done this in some instances where local in
jury may have arisen or occurred, where my 
words have been quoted, my letters have 
been used in local controversies, and I pre
judged, perhaps, in the controversy, if it 
should arise or continue. 

I hope that none of the brethren will go 
hence with the thought in their minds that I 
have not tried and placed myself in a recep
tive position before God. I am in no sense 
what is called a spiritist. I believe that if a 
man opens the avenues of his soul to the in
comings of the evil spirits, he does it to his 
hurt, and hence I have been careful to avoid 
the approaches of the spirit of self-exalta
tion, and also of those spirits that seek to 
take captive the servants of God and lead 
them into disorder; willing only to receive 
ministration from the Spirit of Christ, who 
is the Master, the only infallible source to 
which we can look, from which we can ex
pect anything to substantially help us in this 
conflict. 

I have known for years that the church 
was approaching a crisis in this respect, that 
there mus·t be a broader charity, there must 
be a more extended influence of the minis· 
terial force, there must be a more complete 
welding together of the tenets, if we may use 
that expression, to signify the principles 
that we were to teach and to enforce among 
men. There are many things I do not under
staad touching- the work in its future, but 
this I feel I can comprehend, that God has 
intended through Christ to make our minis
try effective unto the salvation of men; and 
while there are a great many things that we 
do not understand, 3nd which if known would 
add to our knowledge and in that sense in-· 
crease oor usefulness, if we are but bent on 
accomplishing the sending of the mission of 
Jesus Christ abroad, as the angel brought it, 
the man that does it, the men who do it, will 
find ample opportunity and may be blessed 
continually in their so doing. 

And I hope that you, who, like myself, 
may not understand all that there is in store 
for us, nor comprehend all that may have 
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been written, I hope that you with me shall 
avoid the stumbling and the falling from a 
failure to comprehend those things we do 
not understand. Let us wait until such time 
as God in his infinite mercy will relieve the 
pcessure and give us light; and if I should 
undertake to answer the voice of inspiration 
at the present moment, I should predict this 
for the men who listen to me, that those who 
keep their vessels clean and who minister in 
humility of heart in the field where they are 
called to labor in the office to which they 
have been ordained, they shall find those 
places pleasant to them, and there shall open 
to them light and instruction when it shall 
be needed by them:, when they are called 
upon to stand in the difficult places and min
ister for God. 

I can say nothing farther than this touch
ing the year that is past, and I hope that the. 
mistakes we have made Will be made profit
able to us. They can only be profitable to us 
by the spirit in which we forbear one with 
each other, and by the spirit of self-abnega
tion we learn the value of the Master's 
teaching that we are to esteem every man 
his brother as himself. 

I thought I would say to you before you 
parted what I have said touching the year 
and the six months that are past; my earnest 
and continued endeavor to ask for light upon 
those topics that have been vexing, upon 
those points upon which many have thought 
we ought to have instruction from God, and 
upon which we have so earnestly sought that 
he would give us the light that so many de
sired. Whether I thought it Wlj,S better for 
me, it was better for them, whether I was to 
be benefited by it or whether ethers were to 
be benefited by it, it would be to the benefit 
of the church, the whole church, and as a 
consequence, while I have been denied, my 
faith is still as strong as it has ever been. I 
repeat what I repeated when my brother was 
taken with what seemed worse than death, 
and ,when I realized the condition of it, after 
I had agonized before God and had passed 
through a struggle such as I never want to 
endure again, I arose to my feet and said, 
looking' up to him, "I will trust thee, though 
thou slay me." And if, in the future, I can 
discover that the reason of this failure lies 
with me, I will remove it if I can and place 
myself before God and ask his blessing, in 
pardon for my error. 

I feel to express to you, .also, this after
noon, this: I have been extraordinarily 
helped in my health during this conference; 
I have not engaged in the work of a confer
ence so free from physical disturbance for the 
laat ten years as I have this conference. I 
feel to give praise to God for this and to 
acknowledge that it may have been in re
sponse to the prayer of God's people. 

The following was then unanimously 
adopted:-

Resolved, that parties ordained bishops, 
and those to be ordained bishops, he author
ized to select counselors, to be ordained by 
direction of the Presidency of the Church. 

The President then renewed the ad
vice offered to the ministry at Kirt
land, Ohio, some years ago, following 
which questions were freely asked 
and answered. 

The High Priests' Quorum having 
previously appointed Brn. William 
Anderson, A. S. Cochran, and G. M. 
Scott as their portion of the general 
committee to whom the auditing com
mittee on Bishop's accounts should 
report, the Twelve named as their 
part of that committee Brn. Heman 
C. Smith, J. R. Lambert, and J. W. 
Wight. 

The report on missions was then 

THE SAINTS' HERAI .. D, 

read, corrected, and indorsed, as fol· 
lows:-

J.oint report of First Presidency and 
Twelve of missionaries in charge and High 
Priests. 

SEVENTIES ·olziNil?li ~g IN CHARGE. 

2-1. T. C. Kelley, Southeastern mission. 
!.f2. Hyrum 0. Smith, Southwestern mission. 
53. D. W. Wight, Rocky Mountain mission. 
I 4. C. A. Butterworth, Australasia. 
?, 5. J. W. Peterson in Society I81ands until 
some one is appointed to succeed him. Tbe 
First Presidency was authorized to make 

l.urther prov' · n as ,!!£n ~~M,~_!;Jle. 
'/ C. , Scandinavia. 0-

J. Waller, Sandwich Islands mission. 

APPOINTMENT OF HIGH PRIESTS. 

1. Baker, J. M., Little Sioux district. 
2.' Bond, M. H., Massachusetts district. 
3. Bullard, Richard, Massachusetts dis

trict. 
4. Butterworth, C. E., Galland's Grove dis-

, trict. · 
5. Closson, A. V., Wisconsin. 
6. Crabb, J. C., Kewanee district. 
7. Davies, .J. 'f., Southern Illinois. 
8. Derry, Charles, Iowa. 
9. Elvin, R. M., Kirtland district. 
10. Evans, J. R, Nauvoo district. 
11. Forscutt, M. H., Nebraska with Ne

braska City an objactive point. 
12. Godbey G. H., West Virginia and North-

east Kentucky. 
13. Green, George, Canada. 
14 .• Jeffers, S. J., Ohio district. 
15. Kemp, Henry Fremont anCl. Potta-

wattamie districts. · 
16. Leverton, Arthur, Canada. 
17. Longhurst, H. C., Canada. 
1.8. May, Roderick, Independence district. 
19. McDowell, W. A., Wisconsin. 
20. Moler, James, Ohio district. 
21. Montague, George, Little Sioux dis-

trict. 
22. Moore, A. J., Southwestern mission. 
23. Nunley, E. W., Texas. 
24. Parsons, A. H., Eastern mission. 
25. Pitt, F. G., Pennsylvania, with Phi.la

dephia objective point. 
26 Roberts, I. N., Minnesota. 
27. Sheehy, F. M., New York and Pennsyl-

vania. · 
28. Smith, John, Kirtland district. 
29. Smith, F. A., Nebraska. 
30. Smith, G. A., Southern Michigan and 

Norther·n Indiana. 
31. Snively, J. S., Nauvoo district. 
32. Terry, J. M., Chicago. 
33. Turpen, M. M., Decat.ur district. 
34. Waldsmith, J. W., Nebraska. 
35. Weld, F. M., Decatur district. 
36. Williams, T. W., Southern California, 

Los Angel(JS obhctive. point. ,,) 
37. BiaLr, F. B., Northern California dist'. 

Respectfully_siJ.IJmHt.ed, 
HEM:AN C. SMITH, Secretary. 

REPORT OF THE TWELVE ON MIS· 
SIONS. 

SEVENTIES. 
1. Adams, J. W., Kewanee district, Illi

nois. 
2. Allen, Arthur, St. Louis district, with 

St. Louis objective point. 
3. Anderson, Peter, Rocky Mountain mis-

sion. 
4. Baggerly, I. P., Southwestern Texas. 
5. Barmore, A. C .. Indiana. 
6. Beatty, T. J., Ohio district. 
7. Blanchard, W. W., Maine and Nova 

Scotia. "' 
8. Burr, C. H., Vlisconsin. 
9. Burton, .L F., California. 
10. Campbell, Duncan, Decatur district. 
11. Carpenter, J. A., Northern Michigan. 
12. Case, Hubert, Oklahoma and Indian 

Territory. 

13. Chambers, D. R., Pottawattamie dis~ 
trict, Iowa. 

14. Chase, A. M., Central California. 
15. Chatburn, F. J., Northeast Missouri 

district. 
16. Chat burn, ~·. W., Southern California. 
17. Clapp, J. C., Decatur district. 
18. Condit, S. D, Rocky Mountain mise 

sion. 
19. Cooper, F. M., Davenport, Iowa, and 

Rock Island and Moline, Illinois. 
20. Cornish, J. J., Michigan. 
21. Daley, Thomas, Nevada. · 
22. Davies, E. A., Spring River district. 
28. Davies, J. Alfred, Northwest Kansas 

district. 
24. Davies, J. Arthur, Nodaway district. 
25. Davis, John, Washington. 
26. Davis, B.. W., Oklahoma. 
27. Devore, L. R., West Virg·inia, Ohio, 

and Pittsburg districts. 
28. Duncan, C. R., Colorado mission. 
29. Ebeling, F. J., Kirtland district. 
:~0. ,Ellis, W. D., Southern Michigan. 
3l.,:Etzenhouser, :Kudolph, Northern and 

Central California districts. 
82. Foss, J. C., Far West district. 
a:3. Goodrich, J. L., Virginia. 
:J.t Gowell, M. F., Southern Illinois. 
il5. Greene, U. W., New York district. 
:36. Gregory, Frederick, Canada. 
:n. Harris, D. L., Oregon. 
:38. Holt, H. L., Central California. 
39. Hunt, C. J., Galland's Grove district. 
40. Jackson, J. W., Arkansas. 
41. Jenkins, George, Southern Indiana. 
42. Kaler, John, Australasia. 
4:-J. Keck, F. C., Spring River district in 

Missou!'i, Kansas, Indian Territory, and 
Arkansas. 

44. Kephart, W. H., Des Moines district. 
45.; Marshall, W. C., Southern Indiana. 
46. McDowell, J. F., Pittsburg district. 
47. McGregor, Da.niel, Canada. 
48. McKiernan, James, Nauvoo district. 
49. Min tun, J. F., Little Sioux district. 
50. Moler, H. E., Northern Illinois. 
51. Parker, R. J., Rocky Mountain mission. 
52. Payne, S. D, Nebraska. 
53. Peak, W. E , Galien, Michigan, and 

vicinity. 
54. Pender, W. S., Rocky Mountain mis

sion. 
55. Porter, C. H., Nebraska. 
56. Reese, Gomer, Montana. 

' 57. Renfroe, B. F., Texas. 
··~btl. Robinson, H. H., Eastern mission and 

Missouri. 
5D. Robley, G. W., Eastern ·mission. 
tiO. Both, J. S., Iowa. 
til. Roush, John B., Colorado. 
62. Rudd, D, M., D-:s Moines district. 
ti3. Humel, W. M., referred to missionary 

in charge of Nebraska and Bishopric. 
64. Scott, Columbus, Michigan with De

troit objective point. 
65. Scott, J. M., Southeastern mission. 
66. Scott, M. R., Jr., Colorado and New 

Mexico. 
ti7. Scott, S. W. L., Michigan and Indiana. 
68. Sbeppard, T. J., Texas. 
69. Shields, John, Canada. 
70. Shinn, D. L., West Virginia. 
71. Short, M. T., Northeast Kansas dist.rict. 
72. Simmons, S. W., Indian Territory and 

Arkansas, 
78. Slover, F. M., Southern Illinois. 
74. Smith, David, Northern and Eastern 

Michigan. , 
75. Smith, I. M., Fremont and Pottawat-

tamie districts. 
76. Smith, W. A., Little Sioux district. 
77. Snow, C. L., Kentucky and Tennessee. 
78. Sparling, Henry, South Missouri. 
79. Spurlock, C. J., St. Louis district and 

Sol.\theast Missouri. 
80. Stedman, E. A., Minnesota. 
81. Stead, J. D., Northeast Missouri dis

trict. 
82. Swenson, Swen, Far West district, Mis

souri. 
83. Thomas, 0. B., Ohio district. 
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84. Tucker, D. E., Southeastern mission. 
85. Walters, R. T., South Missouri district. 
86. Ward, Joseph. Arkansas. 
87. Wells, G. R., Rocky Mountain mission. 
88. White, D. C., Nodaway district, Mis

souri. 
89. Whiteaker, A. L., Wisconsin. 
90. Wildermuth, E. M., Northern Illinois 

and Wisconsin. 
Ill. Erwin, J. D., Arkansas and Louisiana. 

ELDERS. 
1. Allen, S. D., Florida. 
2. Albertson, Charles, Rocky Mountain 

mission. 
3. Aylor, W. M., Oklahoma and Indian 

Territory. 
4. Anderson, D. A., Southern California. 
5. Bailey, J. J., Eastern Michigan. 
6. Baker, A. JilL, Spring River district. 
7. Baldwin, D. R., Arkansas. 
8. Baldwin, Richard, Kirtland district.. 
9. Barr, Andrew, Eastern Michigan. 
10. Beckly, J. R., Northern Michigan. 
11. Belkham C. F., Southern Texas. 
12. Bell, T .. J., Southern Indiana. 
13. Berve, Amos, Northern Michigan. 
14. Bishop, A. N., South England and 

Wales. 
15. Booker, W. J., Southeastern mission. 
16. Booker, W. L, Southeastern mission. 
17. Broadway, W. H., Australasia. 
18. Bryan, J. W., Texas. 
19. Case, Oocar, Northern Nebraska. 
20. Cather, W. C., Released on his own 

request. 
21. Compton, E. N., Canada. 
22. Craig, James, Pittsburg district. 
23. Crawley, D. S., Oklahoma. 
24. Crumley, C. E, Oregon. 
25. Cunningham, S. J., Western Maine 

district. 
26. Cushman, S. F., Missouri. 
27. Curtis, J. F., Colorado. 
28. Dana, R. R., Rocky Mountain mission. 
29. Davis, William, Eastern Michigan. 
30. Davison, H. J., Eastern mission. 
3L Durand, E. H., Southern Michigan and 

Northern Indiana. 
32. Enge, N.C., Washington until Septem: 

ber lst. 
33. Foss, S. 0., Nova Scotia. 
34. Fyrando, A. M., Little Sioux district. 
35. Gamet, Levi, Nebraska. 
36. Gibson, William, Southern California. 
37. Goodenough, E. J., Eastern Michigan. 
38. Goodrich, V. M., Ohio district. 
39. Grant, J. A., Canada. 
40. Graves, George H., Chicago, Illinois. 
41. Hand,C. E., Eastern Iowa.dJstrict .. 
42. Hansen, John, Northern Michigan. 
43. Haworth, W. J., Australasia. 
44. Hay, S. R., Te'Xas. 
45. Hayer, Eli, Minnesota. 
46. Hensen, E. L., Southwestern Texas. 
47. Hills, L. E., Eastern Iowa. 
48. Howlett, R. B., Canada. 
49. Hudgens, J. W., Northeast Kansas. 
50. Hugill, R. W., Northern Michigan. 
51. Johnson, L. F., Northwest Kansas dis-

trict. 
52. Karahoo, Noah, Indian Territory. 
5:~. Keck, A. J., Northern Illinois. 
54. Keeler, E., Central California. 
55. Kelley, W. H., Southern Indiana. 
56. Layland, A. J., referred to missionary 

in charge of Rocky Mountain mission and 
Bishopric. 

fjJ. Love, S. D., Spring River district. 
58. Maloney, R. M., Oklahoma. 
59. Mannering, W. H., Northwest Kansas 

district. 
60. Macrae, W. S., Southwestern mission. 
61. Moore, A. B , Oregon. 
62. Morgan, J. W.l Des Moines district, 

Iowa. 
63. Mortimer, A. E., Canada. 
64. Mortimer, J. L., Canada. 
65. Muceus, Peter, Wisconsin. 
66. Newton, William, Independence dis

trict. 
67. Odell, W. R., West Virginia. 
68. Phillips, A. B., Northern California. 
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69. Phillips, T. A., Canada. 
70. Prettyman, C. W., Central Nebraska. 
71. Quick, Lee, Clinton and Independence 

districts. 
72. Riley, J. T., Indian Territory. 
73. Robinson, Bradbury, under direction of 

First Presidency. 
74. Robinson, W. P., Wisconsin. 
75. Rushton, J. W .• Scotland. 
76. Russell, F. A., Kewanee district. 
77. St. John, Benjamin, Canada. 
78. Sawley, F. L., Wisconsin. 
79. Schreur, John, Michigan. 
80. Self, W. M., Nebraska. 
81. Sheldon, T. J., Eastern Iowa district. 
82. Smart, W. H., Indian Territory and 

Oklahoma. 
113. Smith, F. C., Eastern Michigan. 
8!. Smith, Henry C., Kirtland district. 
85. Sory, M. L., Southeastern mission. 
86. Soathwick, Henry, Northeastern Illi

nois. 
87. Sparling, William, Dakotas to labor 

nine months in the year. 
88. Summerfield, William, Northeast Mis

souri district. 
89. Sutton, J. R., Eastern Iowa district. 
f)O. Tanner, Joseph, Northeast Missouri, 

district. 
91. Thorburn, G. W., Dakotas. 
92. Tomlinson, G. C., Canada. 
93. Tomlinson, Samuel, Canada. 
94. Ullom, L. D., Pittsburg district. 
95. Welsh, C. P., Nodaway district, Mis

souri. 
96. White, Alfred, Independence district. 
97. White, J. D., Independence district, 

Kansas City objective point. 
98. White, T. R, Clinton district, Missouri. 
99. Whiting, W. W., Nebraska. 
100. Wight, L. L., Southwestern mission. 
101. Wight, Romana, Galland's Grove dis

trict. 
102. Wildermuth, J. B., Wisconsin. 

PRIESTS. 
1. Allen, D. L., Kirtland district. 
2. Ames, J. N., Eastern mission. 
3. Baggerly, J. M., Minnesota. 
4. Beebe, G. W., St. Louis district and 

Southeast Missouri. · 
5. Belville, H. W., Nebraska. 
6. Boswell, J. J., Southern Indiana. 
7. Fry, Charles, Fremont and Pottawatta

mie districts. 
8. Fuller, William H., referred to mis

sionary in char~re Northern Illinois. 
9. Goodwin, E. A., Northern Michigan. 
10. Granger, Francis, Southern Michigan 

and Northern Indiana. 
11. Gray, S. N., South Missouri district. 
12. Gurwell, L. G., Northwest Kansas dis-

trict. . 
13. Haden, W. E., Oklahoma and Indian 

Territory. 
14.~Eanson, A. B., Colorado. 
15:'· Hansen, M. P., Scandinavia. 
16. Hansen, Paul M., Pottawattamie dis-

trict. 
17. Houghton, Leonard, Dakotas. 
'18. Omans, F. D., .Minnesota. 
19. Pierce, F. J., Northeast Kansas dis-

trict. , 
20. Rauk, J. R., referred to missionary in 

charge and Bishop. 
2L Rhoads, W. H., Oklahoma. 
22. Rich, C. E., Oregon. 
23. Roach, W. 'l'., South Missouri district. 
24. Silvers, A. C., Clinton district. 
25. Smith, E. A., Southern California. 
26. Smith, S. S., Oklahoma. 
27. Smith, Walter W., Far West district. 
28. Sorensen, S. K., Dakotas. 
29. Stephenson, J. N., Clinton district, 

Missouri. 
30. Washburn, George D., Northern Michi

gan. 
31. Williams, David D., Kewanee district, 

Illinois. 
32. Wood, Samuel, referred to missionary 

in care of Nebraska and BishoiJric. 
Respectfully submitted, 

HEMAN C. SMITH, Secretary. 

Announcements, etc., were made. 
The appointments of the Presidency 

read yesterday were ratified. 
In closing the conference, the chair

man said he almost felt to make a 
present of the gavel to the assembly, 
as it had been of little use except in 
calling attention at the opening of 
busineEs services. He thanked the 
gathering for their excellent behavior. 

Minutes of the session were then 
read and accepted, and a motion to 
adjourn prevailed. The audience then 
sang, "0h Lord, thy people bless," 
and President Joseph Smith dismissed 
the conference. 

Bn.o. HEMAN C. SMITH has received 
a copy of the Livingston Herald, pub
lished at Howell, Michigan, for March 
30, 1900, containing an obituary no
tice of his father's brother, William 
Smith, who was a citizen of Howell 
Township, who came from Michigan 
in 1837 and to Howell Township in 
1844. He was born at Berkshire, 
Tioga County, New York, April 21, 
1815, and was at his death, March 23, 
1900, 84 years, 11 months, and 2 days 
old; a ripe old age. 

The obituary states: "His prover
bial honesty in all his dealings won 
him the title of "Honest William." 
"He lived a noble, useful life; greed 
never tainted his nature. His love 
for liberty and equal rights in his 
prime of life made him an ardent 
anti·slavery advocate, and from the 
birth of the Republican party he was 
one of its most loyal supporters." 

The foregoing from a neighbor of 
Bro. Heman's uncle evinces the worth 
of a good man in the society where he 
lived. In religion he was a Methodist, 
but according to his light he was a 
Christian in purpose. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

General Conference appointees will 
please take notice that they have been 
indorsed to General Passenger Asso
ciations, as heretofore, by the Church 
Secretary. See his notice elsewhere. 

The permanent home address of 
Bro. G. T. Griffiths is Temple, Lake 
County, Ohio. 

Sr. F. C. Redman, Cove, Arkansas, 
asks prayer that she be restored to 
health. She lives near the Saints' 
church, but is unable to attend. She 
commends Brn. Short, Newton, and 
the Saints in that region of country. 

LONGEVITY IN MENTAL WORKERS. 
Professor Manterola contributes to a Mexi· 

can scientific society a paper on longevity in 
connection with mental work. The author 
divides professions into three groups, accord· 
ing to their influence on longevity. In men
tal workers he states that the general average 
of life is above sixty eight years, and the 
average of men of science, lawyers, and his
torians is more than seventy. 
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MYTHS OF THE NEW, WORLD.-NO. 2. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

ORIGIN OF THE NATIVE RACES. 

Mr. Brinton says:-
The most that can be said with certainty is 

that the general course of migrations in both 
Americas was from the high latitudes toward 
the tropics, and from the great western 
chain of mountains toward the east. No 
reasonable doubt exists but that the Atha
pascas, A lgonkins, Iroquois, Chah ta-Mus
kokis and Nahuas all migrated from the north 
or west to the regions they occupied. In 
South America, curiously enough, the direc
tion is largely reversed. The Caribs, the 
Arawacks and Tupis, and perhaps we should 
add the Aymaras and the Quichuas (though 
their relation~hip is not wholly sure), accord
ing to both linguistic and legendary testi
mony, wandered forth from the steppes and 
valleys at the head waters of the Rio de la 
Plata toward the Gulf of Mexico, where they 
came face to face with the other wave of mi
gration sur!!'ing down from high northern 
latitudes. For the banks of the river Para
guay and the steppes of the Bolivian Cordil
leras are unquestionably the earliest 
traditional homes of all these stocks.-Brin
ton's Myths of the New World, pp. 47, 48. 

Mr. Brinton is A. M., M. D., L L. 
D., D. Sc., and Professor of Ameri
can Archreology and Linguistics in 
the University of Pennsylvania. 

That is, the South American races 
who are scattered through Peru, 
Chili, part of Brazil, and the Orinoco 
country came to those regions from 
the uplands of Bolivia from the west 
mountains. These Caribs reached to 
"Cuba and Haiti and ... the Lesser 
Antilles. "-Ibid., p. 45. 

Squier, Gibbs, and numerous other Ameri
can ethnologists believed in a migration from 
the west to South America.-Prehistoric 
America, p. 523. 

From the west coast, then, and the 
west mountains, the South American 
stock seems to have started, and 
spread northward and eastward. 

Speaking of the Lake Titicaca re
gion, Mr. Brinton says:-

Four personages, companions or sons, were 
closely connected with him [Viracocha]. 
They rose together with him from the lake, 
or else were his first creations. These are 
the four mythical civiliz3rs of Peru.-Myths 
of the New World, pp. 2ll, 212. 

That is, four companions, with 
Viracocha, stand at the beginning of 
the Peruvian civilization. Who is 
this Viracocha? Mr. Brinton says 
that Viracocha "was creator and pos
sessor of all things." (Ibid., p. 210.) 

Illatici, Viracocha, and Pachacamac 
were the highest divinities known to 
the ancient Inca race. (Ibid., p. 72.) 

Middendorf prefers for Pachacamac 
the simple meaning, "Creator of the 
World." (See Ibid., p. 210, note 1; 
compare with the Inca poem, pp. 186, 
187.) It is Viracocha that constructed 
or created the world. 

Now the Christian theory is that it 
was their Christ that did all that work. 
Christ is the Creator according to 
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the New Testament. The Creator 
(Christ), then, was known to the 
mythical civilizers of Peru. 

Peru was populated about five hundred 
years after the deluge. Its first inhabitants 
.flowed in abundance towards the valley of 
Cuz(JO, conducted by four brothers, Ayar
Manco-Topa, Ayar-Cacbi-Topa, Ayar-Auca
Topa, and Ayar-Uchu-Topa, who were ac
companied by their sisters and wives, named 
Mama-Cora, Hipa-Haucum, Mama-Huacum, 
and Pilca-Huacum .... The youngest of the 
brothers, according to the tradition, was at 
the same time most skillful and handy.-Pe
ruvian Antiquities, by Ri.vero and Tschudi, 
p. 52. 

This myth gives us quite a little 
colony; namely, the four families and 
these men's sisters. "Mama," we are 
told, means "mother." (See Pres
cott's Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, book 1, 
chap. 1, p. 31, note 8:) 

The first Peruvians, according to 
Prescott, came from the Titicaca re
gion. 

They bore with them a golden wedge, and 
were directed to take up their residence on 
the spot where the sacred emblem should 
without effort sink into the ground. They 
proceeded accordingly but a short distance, 
as far as the valley of Cuzco, the spot indi
cated by the performance of the miracle, 
since there the wedge sank into the earth 
and disappeared forever. Here the children 
of the Sun established their residence, and 
soon entered upon their beneficent mission 
among the rude inhabitants of the country; 
Manco Capac teaching the men the arts of 
agriculture, and Mama OJ!lo initiating her 
own sex in the mysteries of weaving and 
spinning.-Conquest of Peru, vol. I, book 1, 
chap. 1, p. 31. 

Another legend speaks of certain white 
and bearded men, who, advancing from the 
shores of Lake Titicaca, established an as
cendancy over the natives, and imparted to 
them the blessings of civilization.-Ibid., 
p. 32. 

The story of the bearded white men finds 
its place in most of their legends.-Ibid., p. 
32, note 11. 

In conformity with nearly every tradition 
we may derive this race from the neighbor: 
hood of Lake Titicaca -Ibid., p. 33. 

In most, not all, of the traditions, Manco 
Capac is recogniz2d as the name of the 
founder of the Peruvian monarchy, though 
his history and character are related with 
sufficient discrepancy.-Ibid ., p. 33, note 14. 

Baldwin quoting l',v.Iontesinos says 
that "the youngest" one of the four 
"brothers" "became the first of a long 
line of [Peruvian] sovereigns." (An
cient America, p. 264.) 

This golden wedge of Prescott's is 
by other writers sometimes called a 
golden ''rod," and still by others a 
golden "branch." It is by Viracocha, 
the creator, however, that they are in
structed whither to go; the spot to 
locate (at Cuzco) being pointed out by 
the miracle. This is what spoils these 
stories; it is the god Viracocha, and 
this miracle. Drop them out, then 
these myths may pass muster. 

The explanation of the original 
names of these four mvthical brothers 
is variously given. • Senor Lopez 
says:-

Ayar . . . means primitive chief; and 
manco, chalci, aucca, and uyssu mean believers, 
wanderers, soldiers, husbandmen.-Atlantis, 
p. 391. 

But Mr. Brinton says the meaning 
of the name "manco" is unknown. 
The other three names sigbify, he 
says, in the order given, "Messenger, 
enemy or traitor, and the little one." 
(See Myths of the New World, p. 212, 
note 2.) 

Manco is sometimes called Manco
Topa; with other authorities some
times Manco-Capac. "Capac meant 
great or powerful." (See Conquest of 
Peru, vol. 1, book 1, chap. 1, note 9, 
p. 31.) 

That is, these were second names 
given to these four brothers; they are 
descriptive of the men's life work. 
One is "great or powerful," one is a 
· •messenger," one is ''an enemy or 
traitor," one is "the little one." This 
''great or powerful" one is the youngest 
of the four; he is the one who is said 
to have been "most t>killful and 
ha,ndy," the same one who is directed 
by the creator where to go, etc., and 
the same one who is said in most of 
the myths to have been the first ruler 
in Peru. 

Lake regions seem to have been the 
centers of prehistoric man. In Peru 
and Bolivia it is Lake Titicaca; in 
Mexico it is around the lake Tezcuco 
the myths cluster. This reminds us 
of the Swiss lakes and ancient Venice, 
where preadamite people used to live! 
So the Muyscas of Colombia, South 
America, locate their earliest myths 
around Lake Guatavita, not far from 
Bogota, in the Magdalena country. 
They were neighbors to the Peruvians 
on the north. A culture god (Bo
chica) "taught them in remotest 
times how to manufacture their cloth
ing, build their houses, cultivate the 
soil, and reckon time. When he dis
appeared, he divided the land between 
four chiefs, and laid down many mi
nute rules of government which ever 
after were religiously observed."
Myths of the New Wqrld, p. 127. 

There is a resemblance between this 
story and the Peruvian story-"four 
chiefs" in both myths. Bochica di
vided the land between his chiefs, and 
Viracocha divided the land between 
his. (See Ibid., pp. 212, 217.) 

The fourfold division of the Muyscas of 
Bog-ota was traced back to four chieftains.
Ibid., p. 101, note 1. 

The Tupis of Brazil, which race 
"dwelt on the Atlantic coast from the 
mouth of the Amazon to the Plate 
River and along the shore and tribu
taries of the former almost to the 
great Cordillera of the west," "claim 
a descent from four brothers, three of 
whose names are given by Hans 
Staden ... as Krimen, Hermittan, 
and Coem." (See Ibid., pp. 46, 101, 
note 1.) 

Their southern relatives, the Guaranis of 
Paraguay, also spoke of the four brothers and 
gave two of their names as Tupi and Guarani, 
respectively parents of the tribes called after 
them.-Ibid., p. 101, note 1. 
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The Nahuas of Mexico much ri::rore fre
quently spoke of themselves as descendants 
of four or eight original families.-lbid., p. 
101, note 1. 

The Ottoes, Pawnees, "and other Indians," 
had a tradition that from eight ancestors all 
nations [natives) and races were descended.
Ibid., p. 101, note 1. 

The Algonkins and Da.kotas [of the United 
States] ... both traced their lives back to 
four ancestors.-,-Ibid., p. 94. 

The Creeks were at first divided into four 
clans, and alleged a descent from four female 
ancestors.-Ibid., p. 95. 

The Haytians trace back their pedi
gree, like the rest, to four women, 
and speak of ''four brothers." '•These 
brothers in time became the fathers of 
a nation, and to them they traced their 
lineage." (Ibid., pp. 95, 96.) 

Tupa, highest god and first man of the 
Tupis of Brazil, ... is depicted with horns; 
he wa~ one of four brothers, and only after a 
desperate struggle did he drive his fraternal 
rivals from the field.-Ibid., pp. 183, 184. 

Did the four brothers quarrel? Why 
did Tupa drive his rivals away? 

Another similar Tupi myth is that of Tim
ondonar and Aricou'.e. They were brothers, 
the one of fair complexion, the other dark. 
They were constantly struggling and 
Aricoute, which means the cloudy or stormy 
day, was worsted.-Ibid., pp. 218, 219, note 3. 

Says Mr. Brinton, 
Hardly a nation on the continent but seems 

to have had some vague tradition of an ori
gin from four brothers, to have at some time 
been led by four leaders or princes, or in 
some manner to have connected the appear
ance and action of four important personages 
with its earliest traditional history.-Ibid., p. 
94. 

Mr. Brinton quotes Brasseur de 
Bourbourg as saying that 

"In all the Aztec and Toltec histories 
there are four characters who constantly re
appear; either as priests or envoys of the 
godR, or of hidden and disguised majesty; or 
as guides and chieftains of tribes during their 
migrations; or as kings and rulers of mon~ 
archies after their foundation; and even to 
the time of the conquest, there are always 
four princes who compose the supreme gov
ernment, whether in Guatemala or in 
Mexico."-Ibid., pp. 96, 97. 

Reader, what does· this all mean? 
These native races nearly all tell us 
about four brothers, or chiefs, or rul
ers, or priests, or ancestors. Mr. 
Brinton thinks these four br,others, or 
chiefs, or rulers, are "the four car
dinal points"-"the four winds." But 
the writer thinks that he can see 
something more substantial in these 
myths than the "four winds." Say, 
Mr. Brinton, when the "four broth
ers," which you identify as the four 
winds, were traveling northward from 
the Titicaca region to Cuzco, which 
way was the north wind going then? 
Does the north wind ever blow from 
the south, eh? 

In Peru we notice this myth goes 
more into detail than at any other 
place. There the brothers have 
wives, who appear to be mothers. 
They have their sisters with them. 
They are guided by a providence. 
Manco Capac (or Topa) teaches the 
more rude people the arts of civilized 
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life. He becomes their first king. 
He is most skillful and handy. Capac 
means ''great" or ·'powerful." 

The Caribs, Arawacks, Tupis, Ay
maras, and the Quichuas all start 
from the same legendary home; 
namely, "the head waters· of the Rio 
de la Plata." These myths have been 
carried with them. They were born 
before these related stocks separated. 
The variety or variations are perhaps 
evidence of great antiquity. Moss
covered with age. 

We find myths of the creation, ten 
generations, the flood, the tower, the 
confusion, the serpent and the fall, in 
widely separated families. These 
myths were born before the people 
became scattered, and they took them 
with them. This is evidence of the 
unity of the race, of the fatherhood 
of God and the brotherhood of man. 

The Aztec priests never chanted more re
gretful dirges than when they sang of Tulan, 
the cradle of their race.-See Myths of the 
New World, p. 105. 

The Cakcbiquel MS. says: "Four persons 
came from Tulan, from the direction of the 
rising sun--that is one Tulan. There is an
other Tulan in Xibalbay, and another where 
the sun sets, and it is there that we carne; and 
in the direction of the setting sun there is 
another, where is the god; so that there are 
four Tulans; and it is where the sun sets that 
we came to Tulan, from the other side of the 
sea, where this Tulan is; and it is there that 
we were conceived and begotten by our 
mothers ar;d fathers."-Atlantis, p. 166. 

The birthplace of these races was 
in the east, then, on the other side of 
the sea, at a place called Tulan. 
When they had crossed the sea they 
made a settlement and called it Tulan 
also, in remembrance of their old 
country home; and besides this, there 
were two other Tulans. 

Manco-Capac, and his beautiful 
wife, Mama-CEllo, had, Squier thinks, 

So these native myths point to a "crossed the sea., (Prehistoric 
common brotherhood; to persons and America, p. 527.) 
events that stand away back in their The original eight Aztec families 
"earliest history," the memory of are represented in the Aztec picture 
which is stamped not only in the na. chart. (See John Delafield's work 
tive mind, but it crops out in their and Bancroft's Native Races, vol. 2, 
divisions of "four clans" and four di- pp. 548, 549.) Delafield seems to ap
visions of their governments. prove of Boturini's and Bullock's 

But a number of the myths point to reading, the substance of which is 
"eight ancestors;" and both the that the leader, or emperor, had jour 
Aztecs and Nahuas point to both four sons. (See pp. 98, 99.) Here the 
and eight, or sometimes to four and writer sees an explanation why the 
sometimes to eight, so that they Aztecs and Nahuas should sometimes 
either contradict themselves, or else trace back their pedigree to eight l;l.n· 
they have a double history. (The cestors, and then again to four ances
Chiapanecs and Toltecs speak of tors. The leader had four sons; these 
seven ancestors; this we will notice four sons were four brothers. Five 
later on.) persons out of the "eight chiefs" be-

Clavigero supposes the Aztec tribes longed to the same family, then. The 
came originally from Asia across the wives of these eight chiefs are also 
Pacific. (See Priest's Antiquities, p. represented in the chart. Delafield 
272.) says on page 98 that these women 

"Aztlan," the starting point of the carry as much as the men. These 
ancestors of the Aztecs, has been myths in the writer's opinion refer to 
looked for by most all the writers on the distant Orient; on the "other side 
Mexican antiquities. Brasseur de of the,sea," and Aztlan; or this Tulan 
Bourbourg places it in California; will be found ''over there." 
Humboldt about 42° north latitude; Strange as this may all appear, yet 
Foster in New Mexico; Fontaine in it is a fact that the Book of Mormon 
the Mississippi valley; Bandelier in relates stories very much like these 
Florida; Boturini speaks of the gulf myths. 
of California. (See Prehistoric In the Lehi colony there were nine 
America, pp. 284, 285, note 3.) men; namely, Lehi and his four sons, 

It is argued by all, I believe, that (beginning at the eldest,) Laman, 
in starting from Aztlan the original Lemuel, Sam, and Nephi. (See the 
colony traveled southward; that is headlines for the first chapter.) Be
why they all locate it northward from sides these five there were Ishmael 
Mexico. and his two sons and Zoram. (See 

Again, we are told by those who 1 Nephi 2: 5; 1:42.) Nine "chiefs" 
have made this subject a study, that altogether. Father Ishmael soon died 
Aztlan, Huehue-Tlapallan, • Tulan- at Nahom. (1 Nephi 5: 15.) This 
Zuiwa, and Amaquemecan are differ- death occurred before the colony had 
ent names for the same place. (See crossed the sea, so that eight only of 
Pr~historic America, p. 272, with the first leaders reached the "prom
Myths of the New World, pp. 104-106.) ised land." 
Aztlan is the birthplace of the Aztecs, ' Now the reader can see at once that 
Tlapallan is the birthplace of the the Aztec colony that is said to have 
Quiches, Tulan is the birthplace of started from the "other side of the sea" 
the Toltecs, and Amaquemecan is the looks :just like the Lehi colony that 
birthplace of the Chichimecs. started from Jerusalem (not counting 

Mr. Brinton says:- • Ishmael); namely, eight men with 
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their wives. The first leader is Lehi, 
and he has four sons! 

Another coincidence is noticed in 
the two stories. Delafield says of the 
Aztez women, that they carry as big 
loads as the men. Nephi says that 
their women, "were strong, yea, even 
like unto the men." (See 1 Nephi 
5: 17.) See how these myths will 
dovetail together! These four sons 
being four brothers, it reconciles the 
native myths, and accounts for both 
the eight ancestor and the four an
cestor myths, showing that they are 
pointing to the original colony. Ish
mael having died before the colony 
reached the promised land, he is not 
counted as one of the new emigr;:1nts. 

If the men whose names are con
nected with publishing the Book of 
Mormon in the 'twenties are the real 
authors of the book, they certainly 
made a good start, they laid a good 
foundation; they bring "eight chiefs," 
led by a prince, who bas "jour sons," 
who are '1our brothers," across the sea! 

Now when the Aztec colony started 
from Aztlan they traveled southward. 
That is why Aztlan is looked for north 
of Mexico. So the Lehi colony trav
eled in the wilderness in a "south, 
southeast direction." (1 Nephi 5: 6.) 
Is that all accidental harmony? 

The Lehi colony reached the prom
ised land. (1 Nephi5:43.) But where? 
echoes the author of "Doctrines and 
Dogmas," page 165. 

The Book of Mormon does not come 
to us as a geography of ancient 
America. Geography is only inci
dentally referred to. But H comes as 
a teacher of religion; to persuade us 
to believe in the true God, and his 
Son Jesus Christ. It does not offer to 
the Christian a new religion; but it 
comes to confirm his faith in the 
divine origin of the one he professes. 

A man, Jesus by name, was cruci
fied; died and was buried, to the 
great disappointment of his followers. 
A few days later these men say that 
they saw him alive again. This was 
a miracle-a new thing to teach. The 
Jews denied the miracle, and charged 
this man's followers with having 
stolen his dead body; thus making 
them both "liars" and thieves. 
Christianity swings on that binge. 
Is Jesus still dead? If so, our .hope 
is vain, and Christianity a "fraud." 

Now the chief burden of the Book 
of Mormon is to teach us that this 
man Jesus did rise from the dead; 
many Nephites declaring that they 
saw him alive in America after his 
crucifixion. So that it comes as a 
"witness" on a very important case. 
We now have two witnesses; namely, 
the New Testament and the Book of 
Mormon. The philosophy of the two 
witnesses is the same; namely, that 
the dead shall live again. 

The Nephites and Lamanites are in 
America· for several hundred years 
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before they reach a place which is In 1 Nephi is the account of their 
called "a small neck of land." This landing (see 5:43). In 5:45 is what 
small neck (so to speak) is the "link'' appears to be a long journey. These 
which is between the land northward four brothers quarreled (2 Nephi 4: 1). 
and the land southward. (See Alma Nephi's life was threatened; he took 
13: 11.) part of the colony and made another 

This "neck," at one place, is a day long journey, and located the city of 
and a half's journey across it from Nephi. Thus they became two peo
sea to sea. (Alma 13: 11.) At an- ples with two governments. Nephi 
other place one day's journey across prepared his people for self-defense, 
•:for a Nephite"-one person. (Hela- and taught them how to work in 
man 2 : 8.) It is called a "narrow wood, iron, copper, bra.ss, steel, gold, 
pa.ssage" in Mormon 1: 6; "narrow silver, and ores, and he built a temple 
pass" in Alma 22: 5; and "narrow like Solomon's. Says he: "I did con
pass" in Mormon 1: 7. struct it after the manner of the tem-

TheNephitesandLamanitesreached ple of Solomon, save it were not built 
this "neck" from the south, and their of so many precious things." They 
travels, centers of civilization, wars, sowed, and reaped in abundance, 
and fortifications were in a country raised flocks and herds, and animals 
they called Nephi, until the "days of of every kind. Nephi taught his peo
Mosiah;" he moved a large body of ple to be industrious and labor with 
Nephites into the country of Zara- their hands; he ruled over them and 
hemla. 'This country of Zarahemla was their. king. (2 Nephi 4:2 to 5: 1.) 
reached to this small neck of land on It was now thirty years since Nephi 
the north, and southward to:;~, water- left Jerusalem, and the children born 
shed, or to the head of the river in the wilderness, on the other side of 
Sidon. The river Sidon was a ''great sea, would now be men and women
river," and ran from south to north. children of nature-children of the 
The "head" of a great river would be wilderness; sucking the breasts of 
at a watershed. Manti is near the mothers who in the main lived on 
head of the river Sidon (Alma 13: 11), "raw meat" (see 1 Nephi 5: 17); living 
and in the southwest region, (com- by the chase (1 Nephi 5: 8). Their 
pare Alma 24: 18--22 with 26: 2,) so clothing at this time likelyconsisted 
that the head of Sidon would be in of the skins of animals- nature's 
the southwest part of the land of children wrapped in nature'e gar
Zarahemla. ments. What a job Nephi had on his 

The line between the land of Nephi hands, teaching these people the arts 
and Zarahemla runs by the head of of civilized life! assisted, no doubt, in 
this great river, a summit or water- this work by his brother Sam and 
shed would make a natural boundary Zoram. We can see here what a man 
line,-and this is what appears in the of push and energy this Nephi was. 
record. All kinds of animals in the wilderness, 

The people of Ammon.in traveling a temptation to still live by the chase. 
from the land of Nephi to the land of But no, he had a higher destiny; he 
Zarahemla "came over near the bor- planted the feet of the little colony on 
ders of the land." {Alma 15: 3.) This the sure foundation of the industrial 
"over" the writer believes to be arts. His people "loved" him "ex
"over" this summit or watershed. ceedingly." (See Jacob 1: 2.) 
This small neck is the Panama Isth· In this second colony there were 
mus, and this watershed is the "Cor- four brothers; namely, Sam, Nephi, 
dillera Oriental" range at the head of Jacob, and Joseph; also Zoram, and 
the Magdalena River. This brings Nephi's sisters. (See 2 Nephi 4.) 
us nearly under the equator. The Nephi was their king. (2 Nephi 5: 1.) 
land of Nephi was southward, and By the year forty they had already 
these two great divisions of land had wars with the Lamanites. (2 Ne
were "nearly surrounded by water." phi 4: 6.) They were "white" people. 

The physical geography of South (2 Nephi 4:4.) The brothers were all 
America answers this description; together again-a family reunion
namely, a "small neck" at the north sword in hand; Nephi fighting with 
end, the water basin leaning towards the sword of Laban. (Jacob 1: 2.) 
the north, the rivers running towards Laman seems to have had an eternal 
the north, a natural boundary by a "hatred" towards Nephi. (2 Nephi 
range of mountains across the conti- 4: 3.) He wanted to kill him soon 
nent, and a rich country south of this after they left Jerusalem (1 Nephi 
range. 5: 15); and later on to throw him into 

The city of Nephi was away to the the sea (1 Nephi 5: 27); and threatened 
south of this division line. And in his life in the promised land (2 Nephi 
this country of Nephi, on the west 4: 1). Nephi prayed, "0 Lord, wilt 
coast, was ''their fathers' first in her- thou make a way for mine escape be
itance" (Alma 13: 11); that is, the fore mine enemies? ... and hedge 
Lehi colony landed on the west coast not up my way, but the ways of mine 
of South America, south from a point I enemy." (2 Nephi 3: 6.) The La
where the water basin leans to the manites became "an idle people," liv-
north. ing by the chase. (2 Nephi 4: 4.) 
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These six brothers are all together 
in the region of Nephi; namely, 
Laman, Lemuel, Sam, Nephi, Jacob, 
and Joseph; yet it is a fact that the 
first four were married men before the 
last two were born, and the historic 
narrative for the first generation clus
ters around the four eldest. The two 
youngest being born in the wilder
ness, they would rank in the colony 
only like other children born to other 
parents in like conditions, hence are 
not counted among the "original" or 
"first chiefs," between whom the con
tentions for leadership took place. 

The city of Nephi became a per
manent place, becoming famous later 
on; but it was not the first inheri
tance. The Lamanites were left in 
possession of it after Nephi moved 
away from his brethren. The name 
of the first inheritance is not given. 
The city of Nephi became a center of 
population, first for the Nephites and 
afterwards for the Lamanites, and re
mained so as long as we can see it. 

Now, then, the myths will cluster 
around that place. It is to that also 
that the antiquities will point. The 
sciences will gradually, step by step, 
march to Nephi, and though they may 
travel by different routes, they will 
all meet there. 

SERMON BY PRES. JOSEPH SMITH 

AT LAMONI, MARCH 25, 1894. 

I will read this morning the testi
mony of St. John, from the Inspired 
Translation, the first chapter, com
mencing at the twentieth verse:-

This is the record of John, when the Jews 
sent priests and Levites from Jerusalem, to 
ask him; Who art thou? And he confessed, 
and denied not that he was Elias; but con
fessed, saying; I am not the Christ. And 
they asked him, saying; How art thou then 
Elias? And he said; I am notthatEliaswho 
was to restore all thing. And they asked 
him, saying, Art thou that prophet? And he 
answered, No. Then said they unto him, 
Who art thou? that we may give an answer 
to them that sent us. What sayest thou of 
thyself? He said, I am the voice of one cry
ing in the wilderness, Make straight the way 
of the Lord, as saith the prophet Esaias. 
And they who were sent were of the Phari
sees. And they asked him, and said unto 
him; Why baptizest thou then, if thou be not 
the Christ., nor Elias who was to restore all 
things, neither that prophet. John answered 
them, saying; I baptize with water, but 
there standeth one among you, whom ye 
know not; he it is of whom I bear record. 
He is the prophet, even Elias, who, coming 
after me, is preferred before me, whose shoe's 
latchet I am unworthy to unloose, or whose 
place I am not able to fill; for he shall 
baptize, not only with water, but with fire, 
and with the Holy Ghost. The next day 
John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and said; 
Behold the Lamb of God, who taketh away 
the sin of the world! And John bare record 
of him unto the people, saying, This is he of 
whom I said; After me cometh a man who is 
preferred before me; for he was before me, 
and I knew him, and that he should be made 
manifest to Israel; therefore am I come bap
tizing with water. And John bare record, 

·saying; When he was baptized of me, I saw 
the Spirit descending from heaven like a 
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dove, and it abode upon him. And I knew 
him; for he who sent me to baptize with 
water, the same said unto me; Upon whom 
thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and re
maining on him, the sam0 is he who bap
tizeth with the Holy Ghost. 

In this age of many beliefs it is re
freshing to us-and I believe it ought 
to be for all-that we have that upon 
which we may safely rely with refer
ence to the things which concern 
man's best welfare. And while I am 
not here this morning to endeavor to 
explore any of the mysteries that may 
surround thE:! coming of Christ, the 
wonderful things which he might have 
done for man, it is the purpose of the 
hour to present some of the faith of 
the teachings by which man's duty, 
and the things that he may do first to 
ingratiate himself into favor with God 
and place himself in a condition by 
which he may become a son of God. 
And my object in doing this this 
morning is of a two-fold nature. 
First, we have ministers-a great 
many gospel ministers-returning 
from their distant fields, and it may 
be of interest to them to know 
whether or not the home preaching 
or teaching is the same that they 
have taught abroad; that the testi
mony of him who is at home and the 
one that is abroad shall be found to 
agree. The second reason is that 
there are individuals here who are en
quiring, and upon whose minds the 
solemn question is resting-acknowl
edging that there are obligations rest
ing upon the man to obey the Father 
-In what direction shall I go in order 
that I may become a child of God? 
There are so many religions in the 
world demanding the attention of 
men, that in their inquiries to know 
what to do they are bewildered, and 
many of them are looking toward us 
to see whether or not we have that 
which will commend itself to their at
tention. 

While I have quoted from the new 
translation, or what we call the In
spired Translation of the Holy Scrip
tures, it does not differ materially 
from King James' Translation in 
bearing witness of John and the 
record which he bore of Christ 
(and in using the word Ohrist 
I mean the man Jesus Christ or 
Christ Jesus), for it is with the record 
of his life, his teachings, the promise 
which God made through him, "in 
which we have interest, and of which 
he said that he knew whereof he made 
affirmation; because that God had told 
him what he should say, and what he 
should do. And if men do not ac
knowledge this that has come through 
the Palmyra Seer, they do acknowl
edge the validity of that which has 
been long in the world. And it can 
do them no harm, and it can do us no 
harm, while it may do us good if it 
can be clearly understood that these 
records agree; for in the claim that 

we make, it is a part and parcel of our 
belief that God has promised to re
store the gospel, and we assure the 
people that in the King James Trans
lation it is guaranteed, as well as in 
the Inspired Translation, and they 
can apply that which is given them 
from the word of God, and we assure 
them that they cannot be deceived; 
and we freely confess that they have 
the right to reject that which we pre
sent that is not in harmony therewith. 
I take it for granted-whatever any
body else may do-that in reading 
this record (Bible), and laying stress 
upon any portion of it, we assume to 
lay stress upon that which we believe 
to be the best acknowledged, the best 
attested. 

We take up this record, or as we 
have it, the Testimony of St. John, 
upon the hypothesis that John was a 
beloved disciple; that he stood very 
near the Savior; that he not only 
loved Jesus, but that Christ loved him 
in return; that he was the daily com
panion of .T esus; that he studied with 
him, traveled with him, was a witness 
of his sufferings with and for the peo
ple, and there is no question-so far 
as I am concerned-that for many 
years Jesus and John passed many 
hours together, in which it must be 
evident that they talked together 
quietly, peacefully, in the still hours, 
away in the night. And I doubt not 
they saw the stars rise in flush of the 
morning in their loving intercourse. 
And hence it is encouraging to you 
and to me, that when this disciple 
placed his testimony on record he was 
so boldastosayiknow, "I, John, saw 
and bear record that this is the Son of 
God." There was that which was 
given him before he saw the 
Savior that gave him to understand 
who the Savior was. And when he 
saw the Spirit descend upon and 
abide upon him in the form of a dove, 
he did not have only the word of him 
that sent him, but he had the evidence 
of his own senses. It was immedi
ately impressed upon him that that 
which was told him was true, and that 
he carried with him the evidence in 
himself which he had witnessed, and 
that God had testified to him that 
Jesus was the Christ. This was an 
assurance to this man such as no 
human being could give him; and yet 
it was given to a human being in his 
weakness, through one of the sources 
of human observation. And if we say 
the Spirit opened his eyes by which 
he saw the dove, we have only the 
evidence of the Christ upon the eyes 
of his disciples when they saw that 
which they beheld with their eyes, 
and which signified to them that he 
was the Christ; he was the one with 
whom they walked, and talked, and 
served while he was living; and after 
his death,-when he ascended from 
the mount of Olives, when the clouds 
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received him out of their sight,-they 
saw him and they knew who he was. 
Now there are some things borne wit
ness of in this record which I desire 
to present to you. I heard a day or 
two since a kind of controversy be
tween two men in reference to what 
obligations man was under to God, by 
which he became a member of Christ's 
church. One individual stated that it 
was given us in the Greek that man 
was to be baptized, and the other said 
that a man can he received of God 
without being baptized. I do not 
doubt that there are many that be
lieve that; there may be some in this 
audience who believes that a man can 
do right without having respect. to the 

. ordinances of God. While I may ad
mit that in one sense of the word, I 
must confess that no man can do 
right, in the full sense of the word, 
unless he does that which God com
mands him to do. Whatever may be 
the sentiment of man, so long as he 
keeps himself without the reach of 
the commandments of God, he is not 
doing right, however upright other
wise he may be; however upright his 
intentions and conduct may be among 
his fellows, he cannot be right. 

In presenting before you this morn
ing some of the testimonies found in 
this word, I may not follow the rule 
given by a preacher not long since, 
that we should not preach baptism to 
an audience who believed in baptism, 
for.we are commanded to teach bap
tism and let the mysteries go. I have 
not the brains, nor have I the heart 
to hunt after the mysteries; I want to 
keep somewhere near shore, and for 
this reason I am afraid if I am not 
careful I will run the prow of my lit
tle shallop into water that I have no 
business to be in. 

In Luke's testimony we have an ex
pression that I have always thought 
to be remarkable. I will read it: "As 
I am a messenger of Jesus Christ, and 
knowing that many have taken in 
hand to set forth in order a declara
tion of those things which are most 
surely believed among us; even as 
they delivered them unto us, who 
from the beginning were eyewit
nesses and ministers of the word; it 
seemed good to me also, having had 
perfect understanding of all things 
from the very :first, to write unto 
thee, in order, most excellent The
ophilus, that thou mightest know the 
certainty of those things wherein 
thou hast been instructed." 

If this language means anything, it 
means that the historian Luke pro
poses to state to Theophilus t.hat he 
must listen to him, because he had 
been perfectly instructed. That was 
the secret of his writing; that was the 
obvious import of the reason why he 
undertook to set forth the things 
which were most certainly believed 
among them. Many had undertaken 

to set them forth, and now, be says, I 
propose to write unto thee that thou 
mightest know of a certainty the 
things that have been believed among 
us, having had perfect understanding 
from the very first. The word or in
structions which the Apostle Luke, 
or the historian had ,obtained, that he 
proposed to set in order, we cannot 
possibly call the law, but we have it 
here, in the Inspired 'l'ranslation, 
called the testimony of St. Luke; and 
that which comes to us in the law is 
the word which he testified to as be
ing given to the people to keep as the 
doctrine of the Lord Jesus Christ for 
their salvation. 

Reading in this same man's testi
mony, in the third chapter, commenc
ing at the second verse, I find this 
remarkable statement:--

Now in this same year, the word of God 
came unto John, the son of Zacharias, in the 
wilderness. [Parley P. Pratt records it that 
John came bounding from the wilderness. I 
have heard it so quoted by some elders, but 
it is only the testimony of Parley P. Pratt; 
but we have it here that the word of God 
came to John in the wilderness.] And he 
came into all the country about Jordan, 
preaching the baptism of repentance for the 
remission of sins. As it is written in the 
book of the prophet EBaias; and these are 
the words, saying, The voice of one crying 
in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the 
Lord, make his paths straight. 

This was the burden of his cry; 
this is what was to him the burden of 
-the word of the Lord, and he went 
about proclaiming it. John came for 
the purpose of crying unto the people, 
Make the way of the Lord straight; 
make it plain; prepare ye the way of 
the Lord, make his paths straight. 

·•"•V.'·"·.c•C,••···.'····o;·~~ 

read in the testimony of Mark, the 
first chapter, this expression:-

The beginning of the gospel of Jesus 
Christ, the Son of God; as it is written in 
the prophets, Behold, I send my messenger 
before thy face, which shall prepare thy way 
before thee. 

If the prophets certified to anything 
in the world, they certified this, that 
in the own due time of the Lord, 
t.here was a messenger to be sent out, 
and the office work of this messenger 
was to prepare the way of the Lord~ 
and the prophecy concerning the 
coming of the Lord would be ful· 
:filled. 

In the history concerning this same 
Jesus we have the fulfillment of the 
prophecy, and the earnest testimony 
which the prophet bore unto that 
which would take place in the fore· 
runner, as the voice of one crying in 
the wilderness, ''Prepare ye the way 
of the Lord, make his paths straight." 

Now there are Mark, Luke, and 
John all agreed in this respect, con
cerning the character of John; John 
being baptizing in the wilderness, and 
preaching the baptism of repentance 
for the remission of sins. Unfortu
nately for us, we have been engaged 
in an up-hill work, we have been per· 
sistently endeavoring to place before 
the world the gospel, and represent· 
ing the truth to the children of men, 
as it is recorded in the Scriptures, 
concerning the life and teachings of 
Jesus Christ. How could we go be· 
yond that of teaching and baptizing 
for the remission of sins? 

No matter what may be the views of 
anybody else; no matter how others 
may have oppressed us for our belief, 

When the Savior came, be came to when we take the record itself, which 
this same John, to Jordan, to be bap- was to be the word and our guide, 
tized of him. One thing this act of then we have clearly our way placed 
Jesus bears record to, and tha,t is this, before us. Now with this under
that this same man (Jesus) being sent standing of the Scriptures, as I have 
by the same power that sent John, read it, I would not dare to get up in 
recognized the servant, and the serv- your midst to preach from the Bible, 
ant recognized the Master; and if we and leave out baptism for the remis
take the testimony of the witness who sion of sins; I would not dare to do it, 
was present, Jesus went down to Jor- and I believe I have as much moral 
dan and submitted his person to be courage as any ordinary man. And 
baptized in water by this very same when a man stands in the sacred desk 
John, and that John recognized him to nreach that which is to be for the 
as the very great lawgiver, a.nd the ete~rnal welfare of man, if there ever 
only one that came from the Father. was a time that a man should be un
If this record is true, then in his derstood H is then; and for me to 
character as the Redeemer, he fas- preach that a man should receive the 
tened upon all the world the necessity gospel and be saved without baptism, 
of being baptized, not only by his pre· I would not. dare to do it. I would 
cept, but by his example. And the expect, if I did, that some one would 
fact that he came to John and sub- rise as one did on Bear Creek, Illi
mitted to him, bears record to the oc- nois, once-his name was Johnson. 
currence that John had testified to; He undertook to confound me by 
namely, that he was sent of God; and showing that he had a Bible in his 
being the lawgiver, he gave signi:fi- hand. It was along in 1867, I was 
cance to this very fact that he came preaching on Bear Creek, that this 
not to break, but to fulfill the law. took place; he tried to keep us from 
If there was nothing more than the getting the schoolhouse, but he did 
validity of this, concerning Jesus and I not so happen to do it. And while I 
John, to prove the necessity of bap- was preaching there, instead of sitting 
tism, it would be sufficient. But I down on the seat, he got up on the 
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form, so that I could not fail to see I himself to the wondrous message that to face with the record itself, and side 
him. He showed me that he had the the Father had established for life by side with those who bore testimony 
Bible in his hand. I took up this and salvation. formerly, and our testimony is that 
passage on baptism, and I quoted it Then when we add to that the testi-, the gospel is the same now as in olden 
as I have quoted this morning, and I mony which the Spirit has witnessed times. And I believe it is given us to 
thought I would get this man to read that Jesus was the Son of God, and understand, that by our testimony we 
the evidence which I had quoted, and that which he himself has borne wit- I shall overcome the world; and I don't 
after he got through he got down ness to that he was sent from the Fa- know but by our patient endurance 
from the form. ther, I have done all that .is required we sba,ll overcome the flesh, and wear 

If I undertook to quote from the of me as a minister of the gospel out the Devil,--and hence we will 
word anything that the word would message, so far as making known overcome the world, tbe flesh, and the 
not bear me out in, touching these unto you the means by which you may Devil. I never was afraid, in the 
means of life and salvation. you be brought into relationship with God. dark, of meeting with the Devil. 
would be apt to say, Now, Mr. Smith, You may characterize it as you will, When I was a boy my mother never 
why not keep the law -we have :it call it what you please; call it a milk allowed anyone to scare her children 
right here. The people of tha'G time and water gospel-it so happens that by telling of the Devil with his hoofs 
-at least those that heard this milk contains all the elements for the and horn§>; and I never knew any of 
preaching-were not so peculiarly human life, and the gospel contains her children to be afraid to go to bed 
diffident as they are at this day, for all the elements for life here and life in the dark. I don't know that I 
the record says, "There went out all hereafter. The gospel embraces not would miss it very far, if I should say 
the land of Judea, and they of Jeru- only the baptism of repentance for the that there were grown-up people that 
salem"-and King Jam(3s' Translation remission of sins and the baptism of would not go down cellar without a 
says, they "were all baptized of him;" the Holy Spirit, but it embraces love light; I have known some that would 
but this translation says, "Many were to God and love to our neighbor, and not. We still have to contend with 
baptized of him." Why were they Jesus himself testified that on tbese all our forces against the world, the 
baptized of him? Because they be- two commandments hung all the law flesh, and the adversary of our souls, 
Heved his report. They did not stop and the prophets. He also declared, for he has not changed in those things 
to cavil because he said he was the "Whatsoever ye would that men which he feels sure will· destroy that 
voice of one crying in the wilderness; should do unto you, do ye even so which is good amongst men; and just 
but there had come one sent from unto them." so far as he can, if he perceives an 
God, and it was a sufficient guarantee There is no difference here between opening in our armor, he will be sure 
unto the people in that community; the pulpit and the pew. It reaches to avail himself of it; if you will open 
and then there was such a joint testi- to the highest as well as the lowest; the door for the enemy to get in, you 
mony between the words of these two it reaches to the noble and the ig- may be sure that he will enter, and 
men, Jesus and John, they agreed noble; it reaches to the wise and the when once in he will never leave till 
and worked together, and the people unwise, to the learned and the un- he is compelled to. 
gathered together on the banks of the learned; it reaches to the entire family Never, in any sense, open the portals 
Jordan and were invited by John to of Adam~none are exempt. I used of your souls, brethren, to that which 
be baptized. We have the record of to think I would like to be exempt will take you away from your integ
John, the testimony of Mark, and the from some things that I found in the rity and uprightness amongst the 
testimony of Luke- three of the best New Testament Scriptures; but in children of men. This counsel is 
witnesses of the New Testament-tes· reading in the Old Testament -of good for us all. Many years ago I 
tifying to the teachings of Jesus the Jonah, who tried to flee away from 1 prophesied~and I am sorry to say 
Son of God. ' his duty to God, I was convinced it that in the prediction I was a true 

We have not a record of all things could not be done; he realized, like prophet~! predicted that the adver
that were done by him. John said David, that if he should take the sary would not again attempt to over
that the world would not contain it. wings of the morning and fly to the throw the church by the evil doctrine 
I would not care to have the world uttermost parts of the earth, he could which had obtained among those out 
filled with the books, because there not escape from his duty to God; if West; but that he would resort to 
would be no chance of coming to a he should descend to the depths of some new tactics to destroy confidence 
conclusion upon anything they con- hell he could not do it. At length he among fellow workers in the ministry, 
tained, and we never could come to was compelled to do the will of God, and he has been busily at work to. do 

• the same opinion any more, if we had and preach repentance unto the Nine- it. And he will do it if you will let 
ten thousand "books, than if we only vites. And when be had done that, him. We must not let hi.m. Remem
had half a'dozen. he got angry because the people re- ber the integrity of John in that 

We have seen that John came to pented, and the Lord di.d not destroy record which he bore; and if John 
prepare the way of the Lord, by the city. I think Jonah made a mis- could abide in his life, bearing the 
preaching the baptism of repentance take there,~he made two; one in try· contradiction of sinners; how much 
for the remission of sins; and that ing to escape from God, and the other more ought you and me to take cour
the people flocked to him in Jordan to in finding fault with him. God knew age, under tbe influence that has come 
be baptized of him; and that Jesus better concerning the life and sal va- to us in the sacred testimony in the 
himself submitted to the ordinance, tion of that people than Jonah did. record which we have received, which 
and I have only to submit the lan- I am reminded now of a saying, in has confirmed the testimony of this 
guage of the Savior to John, when he the decision rendered by Judge Phil· man which we find in the New Testa· 
demurred to his Master's demand for ips in reference to his opinion on the ment scriptures. Why ought we not 
baptism, to make more valid the testi- Temple Lot suit, he says, "If there is to take courage to proceed to the end. 
mony which I am bearing concerning one righteous left in Sodom, to be It is nearer now than it was then. If 
the .necessity of obedience to that saved, the promise of the covenant we could be permitted to look beyond 
command. He says to John, "S:uffer would save him;" and he makes this the confines of this world, into the 
it to be so now, for thus it becometh application to our own time, though next, and see how good it will be to 
us to fulfill all righteousness." He in this case there was more than one be found among the pure and the 
went to the one sent of God, and came righteous. And so this I good, to be entitled to dwell with the 
to the way that the servant was pre- bear witness this merciful and :just Redeemer of men, 
paring befQ:re su,bmitted we we J...,et u,s tC11ke 
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heed to that which has been witnessed 
unto us, not only the witness of the 
Spirit itself to us, but to that of men 
that have gone before us, as John de
clared, "1 John bear record." May 
peace abide with us. 

Reported by E. Stafford. 

Letter Department. 
A CORRECTION. 

Whereas, Elder R. R. Dana, in Herald of 
April 4, has seen fit to make an attack on the 
missionaries laboring in California last year, 
calling us "stalwarts," in a refiecti ve sense, 
and charging us with "nestling in the cities 
and towns, enjoying all the comforts which 
that kind of surroundings bring," and "con
stantly in the society and company of the 
Saints," while the "two old men were plod
ding oyer hill and dale, much of the time in 
search of truth-loving, honest hearts," and 
who were denominated by these "stalwarts" 
as "cranks, fogies, or back numbers," we 
take this opportunity of entering our protest 
to these statements as being unwarranted. 
The charges are not true and ill becomes one 
brother to make towards his fellows. We 
further think it ill-advised for the church 
papers to publish such communications to 
the detriment of elders in the field without 
just investigation. 

GOMER T. GRIFFITHS. 
T. W. CHATBURN. 
!<,. M. SHEEHY. 
T. W. WILLIAMS. 
D. A. ANDF;RSON. 
F. B. BLAIR. 

W ALLSEND, N. S. W., ],eb. 26. 
Dear Brother Wells:-Things are much the 

same as before your departure. I am kept 
quite busy-visiting, preaching, and attend
ing social meetings and Bible classes. We 
had our miseionary in charge with us about 
a fortnight after you left. After he left I 
discovered that a number of the Hamilton 
branch were slightly doubting the divinity 
of the Book of Mormon, and, per consequence, 
the whole work, by reason of Evangelist 
Lawson's persistE-nt reading of Bays' book 
from house to house. One certain brother 
had serious doubts, was absenting himself 
from meetings and when he did come "felt 
that he could not bear testimony." 

Seeing this state of things, I thought the 
occasion demanded a series of lectures in an
swer to the main points of said book. In the 
effort, I put the Book of Mormon on t?·ial for 
its lite. The charge was "Fraud!" "Imposh 
tion!" Each allegation found in Bays' book 
against the divinity of the work was treated 
as a witness for the prosecution, and some of 
the many evidences of its divinity as wit
nesses for the defense. The summing up 
disclosed the fact that, first twelve witnesses, 
and then tens of thousands had borne unim
peachable testimony of Hs divinity. God 
had, from the evidence, shown that he was 
in the "conspiracy" (if such it was)-inso
much. th&t thoPs;J.nd~ testify th&t he h.<Jill 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"conji1·nwd the message with signs and won
ders, and with divers miracles, and gifts of 
the Holy Ghost." The prophets also had 
foretold the coming forth of the book. 
Archmology also substantiated its claims. 
The defense had impeached the testimony of 
all witnesses for the prosecution; while the 
prosecution in one of its best ejJ'oTts-Bays' 
book-had signally failed to impeach the 
testimony of one witness for the defense. 

The Saints were strengthened-and not
ably those for whom the effort had been 
made. That certain brother can and has 
borne .testimony since, and several outsiders 
were favorably impressed. I tell you this 
so you may know what came out of the Law
son affair. I think we have lost nothing. 
Seeing in the Ensign invitations for the 
ministry to forward articles, etc., for publi
cation, and desh·ing to preserve the subject 
matter of the above for future reference, I 
think I will write up the effort for the En
sign. I do not see why I should write for my 
own benefit only, if benefit there is. 

I am trying to get the local forces in the 
New Castle district to work with me in a sys
tematic way. We now have a preaching 
plan, in which each of them take their turn 
at certain points. I expect to start a weekly 
mission at Islington soon. 

WALTER-J. HAWORTH. 

Mothers' Horns noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES, 

"l!,or the one stray soul that must walk apart, 
Leave greatness and sadness and fame, 

Perchance to die of a broken heart, 
That the world may remember its name. 

But we, who are only the rank and file, 
Whose fame is a life-span long, 

We may leave to earth the gift of a smile 
As sweet as the poet's song." 

HOW TO MAKI!J HOME HAPPY. 
We are defeated in our attempts to make 

ho::ne cheerful and happy because we play 
too much and we work too hard. We task 
and weary ourselves so much in the en
deavor to collect the materials for enjoyment 
that they can give us little pleasure when 
they are collected. It does not take much 
to make children contented and happy in 
their own home provided parents take the 
lead in simple habits, gentle manners, and 
cheerful dispositions. It takes very little to 
make grown people love their homes pro
vided they look for its chief ornaments and 
greatest charm in themselves and not in 
things that can be bought or borrowed. 
'l'he rare and costly ornaments of our houses 
give us most care and least pleasure. But 
our peace and comfort and joy come from the 
most simple and common blessings of life, 

The first lesson to learn in the happy art 
of making home happy is to be content with 
simple and common things. The farther you 
go from the everyday paths of life in search 
of happiness the less likely you are to find it. 
A thankful heart makes the best dinner, a 
pleasant voice is the best music, a kind look 
i~ !!. wore be&utiful picture th&n" was ev~r 

painted by any masters, old or new. These 
are things that all can command. They can 
be had for the humblest home without 
money and without price. If you make the 
happiness of the family depend upon things 
rare and costly, you will only multiply wants 
without increasing your capacity to supply 
them. It is impossible to satisfy. the heart 
with getting and giving. If it ever finds 
rest it must be satisfied from itself. To be 
happy with much or little we must be con
tent with such things as we have. The 
enjoyments of life do not depend upon the 
amount of possessions, but upon the disposi
tion to receive everything with thankful
ness, and give everything with love. The 
ornaments which make the loneliest dwelling 
beautiful and the poorest family rich, are 
kind looks, pleasant voices, gentle manners, 
cheerful hearts, simple affections. 

The best clock has the fewest wheels and 
makes the least noise. And the more simple 
the order of our domestic life, the better and 
happier it will be. Let there be no idle 
hands and no wasted hours. Neatness and 
order are excellent virtues in the family, 
but they may be carried to such an excess as 
to be a daily torment to everybody in the 
house. Some excellent people spend the best 
of their days in keeping a few articles of fur
niture arranged with painful propriety. 

When children grow up in such a fam.ily 
and go out into the world, they are apt to fly 
to the other extreme and become very indif
ferent about the disorder which have been 
denounced and fought against with anxious 
and angry zeal in their own homes. 

If you wait to get more money before you 
begin to make home happy you will be like 
travelers in the desert, looking for showers 
where it never rains. Seek your happiness 
now from the grateful improvement of pres
ent blessings and a cheerful submission to 
present trials, and then whatever change the 
future may bring. It will find you the pos
sessor of a happy home. 

Let all work and diversion, speech and 
silence, be chastened and purified with the 
feeling and the thought of the heavenly Fa
ther's presence. Be not slow to believe that 
he loves to see his children happy. Lie down 
to repose at night with. the prayer that he 
will give you sleep as he gives to bis beloved. 
Rise up in the morning with thankfulness 
for the new gift of time fresh from our Fa
ther's hand. Eat not the bread of cares and 
sorrows, but receive gratefully what your 
Father gives, and rejoice as if fed on angel's 
food. So shall the lowliest earthly home be 
made the entrance chamber to God's great 
home in heaven. MAY HORTON. 

[We do not clearly understand from the 
letter of Sr. Horton whether the above ex
cellent article is original or a selection. If 
the former, we feel sure that many of our 
readers will join us in our regrets that she 
has so long covered her light with a bushel, 
as well as to hope with us that she wili not 
do this in the future. And just here and 
now, let us speak to the sisters a few earnest 
words in regard to the Home Column. It is 
not being sustained by you as it should be, 
and we hope you will realize this fact, and 
~gtin~S upon it, prepare ~ow t!lose long cOl?' 
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templated letters and articles which you 
firmly intended sending, but never have sent 
to the editor, and when they are prepared 
forward them to us. "Give and it shall be 
given unto you," is as true of the helpfulness 
we endeavor to extend to each other as it is 
of anything to which it can be applied. Pass 
on to others that which has proven helpful 
to you is an excellent way in which to test its 
virtue.-ED.] 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
1\HNU'l'ES OF· GENERAL l.VIEE'l'ING OF 'l'HE 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION ORGANIZATION. 

The Daughters of Zion met in the primary 
rooms of Saints' church at Lamoni, Iowa, 
Thuraday, April 19, ]900. Meeting was 
called to order by Sr. M. E. Hulmes, chair
man of the advisory committee. Hymn No. 
475, ''My faith looks up to Thee" was sung, 
and prayer offered by Sr. M. Walker. Owing 
to the absence (because of illness) of the re
cording secretary, Sr. C. B. Stebbins, Sr. 
Audentia Anderson was appointed to act as 
secretary for the present session, and Sr. 
Viola Blair was chosen to assist her. Minutes 
of last meeting (1898) read and approved. 

H.eport of Sr. Hulmes, as president, was 
read and accepted, as also was report of cor
responding secretary, Sr. H. H. Robinson. 
Treasurer's t•eport read, also the president's 
financial report. Corresponding secretary's 
financial report was read, and by motion all 
three of these reports were referred to an 
auditing committee appointed by the chair. 
This committee, composed of Srs. Schmutz, 
J!'lsher, and Kelley, retired. 

Reports from the following locals were 
read: Lamoni; Independence; Nebraska 
City, Nebraska; Kansas City, Kansas; Pleas
ant Hill branch, Alabama; Garland, Ala
bama; Wheeling, West Virginia; Kansas 
City, Missouri; San Francisco, California; 
Stratford, Canada; Chilliwack, British Co
lumbia. 

Auditing committee's report read, ac
cepted, and the committee released with 
thanks for their service. 

Verbal report from the Denver branch was 
given by Sr. Schmutz. Chairman reported a 
new local organized at Persia, Iowa, by Sr. 
M. J. Atkinson. 

Sr. Davis talked concerning the idea of 
sending a delegate to the National Congress 
of Mothers, and moved to refer considera
tion of the matter to a committee composed 
of Srs. Hulmes and B. C. Smith, with power 
to act as their judgment shall direct, favor
ing the sending of such a delegate if found 
practicable. This was seconded and pre
vailed. Chairman called upon Srs. Walker 
and Greer for remarks, and both responded 
with helpful and encouraging talks. Sr. 
Greer spoke in favor of the good the little 
leaflets, ''A Father's Advice," and a "Mother's 
Ad vice," had done. 

It was resolved to amend Article IV., sec
tion headed "advisory committee," by strik
ing out the word "chairman" in the fourth 
line and inserting the word "president," so 
that the part should read, "The chairman 
(of the advisory committee) shall also be 
president of tb.e organi!;;atiou." In h!1rmony 

--·---~·--~-----
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with this change, Arti~le VI. (under offi~e~s) r Bro. Pitt. Re~oved ~hat "::e adjourn to me~t 
was amended by changmg the word "cnalr- at Porth, t~o first Saturda.y and Sunday w 

, ( d 1. ) t " . , t, ' August at s1x p. m., or subJeCt to change of 
man secon me o preswen . president. 

Sr. Schmutz, of Denver, spoke of the work 
there; suggested that the programs be pub- ---~--
lished in the first issue of Herald each month. 
Asked what could be done to interest the 
young mothers, and spoke of the desire they 
had to have the memory verses of the Prayer 
Union resumed. She endorsed what Sr. 
Greer said about mothers instructing their 
daughters upon personal subjects. 

By motion, election of officers was taken 
up. Sr. Walker suggested that the advisory 
committee be chosen from among sisters re
siding in the same place, and advanced the 
idea that the s.isters at Independence should 
be given a chance. The names of Srs. Eli 
Etz•Jnhouser, B. C. Smith, M. E. Hulmes, H. 
H. Robinson, Goodwin, Fl'ick, A. A. Horton, 
and Anna Murphy were placed in nomina
tion. Votes resulted in the choice of Srs. 
Eli Etzenhouser, B. C. Smith, M. E. Hulmcs, 
Clara Frick, and H. H. Bobinson. 

By motion, Sr. C. B. Stebbins was unani
mously sustained as recording sc:cretary. By 
motion Sr. Anna Murphy was chosen as 
treasurer. 

Sr. Hulmes answered some of the questions 
asked in regard to programs and work in lo
cals. Sr. Nicholson suggested that programs 
and select readings appear each month in the 
same issue of Herald. 

By motion, the meeting was ad:journed, 
dismissal prayer being offered by Sr. 
Schmutz. 

AUDEN'l'IA ANDERSON, Sec. pro tern. 
VIOLA BLAIR, Assistant. 

____ ,.,___... __ ~_ 

ConferenGB MintltB8. 
WESTERN WALES. 

Conference, was held at the Saints' chapel, 
Island Place, Llanelly, January 27 and 28; 
Elder John G. Jenkin~, district president, 
presiding; E. A. Lloyd, assistant secretary. 
Official reports: Elders John G. Jenkins, 
Evan Lewis, John Roper, J. D. Jenkins, 
Gwilym Davies; Teacher W. P. Cox; Deacon 
Howell Jones. Treasurer's report was referred 
to an auditing committee and found correct. 
Bishop's agents accounts were audited and 
found correct. Resolved that all members of 
this district not enrolled in organized 
branches are hereby requested to unite them
selves to the nearest branch, aod that the 
district secretary be authorized to issue let
ters of removal to members of disorganized 
branches for this purpose. Resolved further, 
that the president of the district. be instructed 
to furnish the branches with blank reports, 
with which the several branches shall report 
at next conference; said reports to be for
warded to the General Church Recorder as 

Stlndau S~hool 1Isso~iations. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COMMIT
TEE'S NOTICE. 

It has been decided by the committee on 
improvements for Sunday schools that all 
communications upon improvements to be 
suggested, to the Executive Committee to 
assist them in carrying out the work the 
convention has authorized to be done, or any 
instructions as to amendments to Constitu
tion and Ey·Laws, or such as should be con
sidered by the next General Convention 
should be sent to the chairman of this com
ittee, J. 1!'. Mintun, Box A, Magnolia, Iowa. 
Send such sug-gestions as soon as they occur 
to your mind, and not wait till you forget 
them, or just before next convention. We 
are instructed to have our report perfected 
and published at least two months before 
next convention. J. F. MrNTUN, 

in Behalf of Committee. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
The Philadelphia district association will 

convene at· Bald win, Maryland, May 12 and · 
13. It is requested that any of the ministry 
coming- .east who can make it convenient will 
stop and meet with us at this time. Prepa
rations are being made to have a good time. 

0. T. CHRIS'l'Y, Supt. 
E. B. HULL, Sec. 

Massachusetts district Sunday school asso
ciation will convene in Saints' chapel, North 
Plymouth, Massachusetts, May 12 and ·13. 
Business session 7:30 p. m., May 12. We 
trust every school in the district will be rep
resented, also a report from every school in 
hands of secretary one week in advance of 
convention. Ora V. Holmes, secretary, No. 
123 Sutton Street, Providence, Rhode Island. 

Sunday school association will convene on 
Friday, May 11 and 12, at Nebraska City. 
Brethren and Sisters, let us have a full report 
of all the schools in the district; let us all at
tend that ean, and bring something for the 
advancement of the Sunday school work, and 
those who cannot attend, please send some
thiDg for our Sunday school paper to Ne-
braska City. W. M. SELF. 

Convention of Galland's Grove district 
Sunday school will meet at Auburn, Iowa, 
June l. Please send your reports to Fred 
Shumate, Dunlap, Iowa, not later than May 28; 
and as I have been appointed to labor in Lit
tle Sioux district, please send your delegates 
so as to elect a district superintendent. 

J. M. BAKER, Supt. 

CORRECTION. 
soon as accepted by the conference. Re- I wish to make a slight alteration,in there
solved that Sister Pitt represent this district port of the Manchester and Sheffield district 
as deleg-ate at General Conference: also that Sunday school association of England: Clay 
Eider F. G. Pitt be recommended to return Cross is reported as not having paid to the 
to the European mission as at present; also association. I wish to report them as having 
that Elder J. D. Jenkins be recommended as paid five shillings. This will alter the income 
missionary for V\Jales. Officers were elected of the association to £1. 128. 6d., and make the 
as follows: Elder David Lewis, district balance in band £2 4s. ~d. I also wish to state 
president; Elder David Thomas reetected that Bro. Thomas Taylor, of Bradford, York
vice president; Elder Evan Lewis reelected shire, holds a Sunday school in his own 
treasurer; Sr. Catharine Treharne reelected 1 house, with the members of his own family, 
secretary; Sr. E. A. Lloyd reelected assistant I as there are. no other saints in the town. 
secretary. Bro. Pitt preached his farewell Wishing the convention every success, I re• 
sermon on Sunday evening which was en- mainyour brother in bonds, 
joyed by all, bu,t aU were sorry to part with. · ,Jmm w. TAYTN£t, Se~J, 
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RAILWAY CLERGY PERMITS. 
Notice is given to all General Conference 

appointees, that lists of namt;s of all said ap
pointees have been sent and Indorsed to the 
Passenger Associations .by the Church Secre
tary. Those making applicat.ions will there
fore find their applications duly covered by 
necessary Indorsement. 

All other than general appointees making 
application should apply to their respective 
missionaries in charge for indorsement, in 
harmony with established rule. 

R S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary. 
LnroNr, Iowa, April 2:J, 1900 

COMMITTEE ON HISTORIES AND ENCYCLO
PEDIAS. 

The above committee met at the His
todan's Office, April 23, 1900, and formed a 
permanent organization by appointing· He
man C. Smith chairman, and Prederick 
Madison Smith secretary. 

We are trying to systematiz3 our work, 
and will make an effort to correct existing 
misrepresentations in histories and ency lo
pedias as soon as possible, and will use every 
effort in our power to prevent the occurrence 
of future errors. However, we will need the 
active cooperation of all who are interested 
in this work, and hence we earnestly solicit 
the aid of Saints and friends. 

We shall be glad to have information of 
any works mentioning the latter-day work, 
issued or prospect,ive, especially the latter; 
and where practicable send us copies of 
books. Any information addressed to any 
one of the committee will receive prompt at
tention. Copies of books should be sent to 
the secretary. 

HEMAN C. SMI'l'H, 
Box 329, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Jl'. M. SHEEHY, 
5 Montl!'omery Ave., Somerville, Mass. 

PREDERICK MADISON SMI'l'H, 
17-a Box 352, Lamoni, Iowa. 

PASTORAL. 
Appointments for Southern Nebraska dis

trict, J. W. Waldsmith. W. Self, so far as 
wisdom may direct, will coiiperate with J. 
W. Waldsmith. 

M. H. Porscutt; Nebraska, N0braska City 
object.i ve point. 

C. H. Porter, former field. 
Northern Nebraska district, P. A. Smith 

in charge; Brn. Oacar Case, H. w: Belville 
under his direction. 

Central Nebraska district; L. Gamet; W. 
W. Whiting, former field, extending his 
labors into Bonesteel, South Dakota. These 
brethren will cooperate when wisdom directs 
and the interest of the work seems to demand 
such cooperation. 

C. W. Prettyman will continue his labor in 
the district, conferring with Bro. L. Gamet, 
president of the district, touching his labors. 

North and South Dakot.as, Elder W. Spar
ling in charge; L. Houghton, G. W. Thor
burn will confer with Bro. Wm. Sparling, 
Clifford, who will direct their labor. 

Sout,h Dakota, S. K. Sorensen. 
JAMES CAFFALL. 

IOWA AND MINNESOTA MISSION. 
To the ministry and Saints of the above 

mission, greeting·: Having been ll.ppointed 
in charge, I wish to say that the work will 
be divided as follows:-

The Decatur district will be controlled, as 
a "mission field," by Duncan Campbell: Pre
mont and Pottawattamie districts by Henry 
Kemp; Little Sioux district by J. M. Baker; 
Galland's Grove district by C. E. Butter· 
worth; Des Moines district by D. M Rudd; 
Easter!:\ low~ distri9t by J. R. S1.1ttoni Na,u,, 
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voo district by James McKiernan; Minnesota 
by I. N. Roberts. All others of the ministry 
will please report to the above-named, each 
reporting to the one presiding over the field 
in which labor is performed, on the first 
days of July, October, January, and March, 
giving all the items ol (1) services attended, 
(2) times preached, (3) times assisted, (4) 
other services held, (5) baptisms, (6) con
firmed, (7) assisted in confirming, (8) t?tal 
ordinations and to what office, (9) orgamza
tions effected, (10) marriages, (ll) blessed, 
(12) administered to, (13) new openings. 
Those in charge will in turn report to me as 
soon after above dates as possible, at La
moni, Iowa. 

N. B.-Will the ministry note in their 
memoranda, ,just as soon as reading this, the 
different items to be reported and the dates 
of reporting. Will the local ministry also 
keep and make a full repor'G of their labors. 
Saints and ministr·y, please report to me re
quirements of and wishes relating to the 
resident localities. Before entering into de
bate, please confer with the missionary in 
charge. J. W. WIGHT. 

LAMONI, Iowa, April 23. 

RESOLUTION OF RESPECT. 
Whereas, it has pleased our heavenly 

:F'ather in his wisdom to call ft'om our midst 
by the hand of death the following named 
brethren: Nelson Bfown, J. M. Calkins, J. 
B. Jarvis, Daniel Garner, and E. N. Web
ster: and whereas, we are thus deprived of 
their efficient labor, helpful counsel, and 
pleasant association; therefore, be it re
solved: That we, the Pourth Q 10rum of 
Elders, do hereby express our sorrow at the 
loss we have thus sustained, and our sympa
thy for the bereaved relatives and friends; 
and be it further resolved: that these reso
lutions be sent for publication to tbe Saints' 
Herald and Zion's Ens1:gn. 

H.espectfully submitted, 
M. H. COOK, } 
T. J. SHELDON, Committee. 
E. J. GOODENOUGH, 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
A regular conference of Southern district of 

Nebraska will convene at Nebraska City, 
Nebraska, Sunday and Monday, May 13 and 
14. We hope to have all branches and all 
the ministry to report. Come and bring the 
good Spirit with you, and let us have a good 
refreshing time. 

J. W. WALDSMITH, Pres. 

Alabama district conference will convene 
May 12, at 9:30 a. m., at Lone Star branch. 
Come, Saints, bring the Spirit of the Lord, 
and help make the conference a success. 

- M. K. HARP, Pres. 

BORN. 
GEESON.-At St. Louis, Missouri, JJ'eb

ruary 28, ] 900, to Mr. Henry and Sr. Theo
dosia Geeson a son, and named Arthur 
Betram; blessed March 11, by Elder M. H. 
Bond. 

BOHN.-To D. C. Bohn and wife, a daugh
ter; born January 25, 1900, blessed April15, 
by Elder George Green, and named Minnie 
Julia. 

MARRIED. 
CATON-HOOLE.-At St. Mary's church, 

Walkley, Sheffield, England, December 9, 
1899, by the Rev. Hugh Smith, Elder Charles 
Henry Caton, Sen., of Birmingham, to Sr. 
Sarah Ann Hoole, of Sheffield. Hume ad
dress: No. 189 Oldfield Road, Sparkbrook, 
Birmingham, England. 

DIED. 
BU'L'TERWORTH.-Ang-el Darling, daughter 

of Bro. and Sr. Charles E. Butterworth, died 
at their home in Dow City, Iowa, April 3, 
!17001 aged 3 years1 4 months1 1md 2() days. 

Her last words were: "I want to do good." 
Puneral services were conducted at the 
Saints' chapel by Elders William McKim 
and Alfred Jackson. 

STUDLEY.-,-At Dennisport, Massachusetts, 
March 24, 1900; Bro. George W. Studley, 
aged 72 years. Born at South D~rtmouth, 
Massachusetts, Pebruary 22, 1828; baptized at 
South Yarmouth, Massachusetts, May 30, 1882. 
Puneral services conducted by Bro. George 
W. Young, at his home. A very large num
ber of Saints and friends present. 

EARLY.-On. Priday morning, April6, 1900, 
Sr. Catharine Early passed away after a brief 
illness; she was born at Niagara, Lincoln 
County, Ontado, October 15, 1816; was bap
tized July 31, 1887, at Louisville, Ontario. 
She was also a member of the Lindsley 
branch, and bore a faithful testimony to the 
truthfulness of the restored gospel. May 
she come forth in the first resurrection. 

VAN WHY.-Bro. Jefferson Van Why was 
born Pebruary 25, 1861, in Smithfield, Penn
sylvania; died March 24, 1900, in Dunmore. 
He leaves a wife, two sons, and four girls. 
He became acquainted with this latter-day 
gospel eleven years ago, and felt satisfied 
with its principles and doctrine, and was 
born with Christ in baptism at Dickson City, 
and has been a faithful member every since. 
He was assistant superintendent in the Sun
day school at time of death. Just before his 
departure he offered a most beautiful prayer. 
Puneral at the house; Elder Tallie T. Jones 
discoursed to a large gathering. The Saints 
carried him to his last resting place in the 
Dunmore cemetery. Bro. John J. Morgan 
made a few appropriate remarks at the grave. 

BIG LOW.-A pril3, 1900, at his home in Chili
cothe, Ill.inois, Ethan C. Biglow; born Sep
tember] 2, 1834, at Halifax, Vermont; baptized 
September 3, 1899, by ElderJ. W. Adams. He 
loved to bear his testimony of the gospel; he 
a wife and four children to mourn their loss. 
He died firm in the faith. Puneral sermon 
by Elder D. C. Smith. 

ROCKWELL.-Maggie, daughter of Elder 
T. J. and Sr. M. J. Beatty, was born Decem
ber 17, 1868; baptized January 27, 1884; mar
ried to Ezra Hockwell D.3cember 7,-1886; died 
at her home in Limerick, Ohio, April 7, 1900, 
aged 31 years, 3 months, and 20 days. She 
had one daughter, who preceded her to the 
spirit land. She leaves a husband, one little 
son, parents, seven brothers and sisters, and 
many friends to mourn her Aarly departure. 
Puneral from the Saints' church, in charge 
of Elders S. J. Jeffers, V. M. Goodrich, and 
A. B. Kirkendall, the latter preaching the 
sermon. Interment in Limerick cemetery, 
where she awaits the resurrection of the just. 

ANDERSON.-Bro. Christian Anderson was 
born in Denmark, September 25, 1825, and 
was converted and went to Salt Lake City in 
the early 60's; he became dissatisfied with 
that church and returned to Nebraska in 
1866; was married to Mrs. Katie Marie Jen
sen, October 28, 1876, she having two daugh
ters at the time of her marriage, and the 
widow and one daughter, Mrs. J.P. Ogard, 
survive him to mourn the loss of a kind h us
band and loving father. Bro. Anderson 
united with the Reorganized Church in 1877, 
and was ordained a priest in 1878, and has 
been a consistent and an exemplary member 
of the church to the time of his death, April 
3, 1900, at his home in Premont, Nebraska. 
Puneral from the Saints' church, sermon by 
Elder James Huff, assisted by Elder E. H. 
Boulson. 

WILLIAMS.-Sister Phebe Williams de
parted this life April14, 1900, at Lucas, Iowa,. 
acred 50 years and 10 months. She was 
born May 29, 1849, in Lancashire, England; 
was married to Mr. John Williams, January 
3, 1870, at St. Louis, Missouri.. She united 
with the church in 1894, I believe. . She 
leaves a husband and many relatives to 
mourn her departure. Funeral sermon by 
Elder W. E. Williams, assisted by Elder T. 
A. John. Blessed a;re tlw de?>d th~~;t die itl 
th€l l;ord, · · 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

!Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
81.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
$1\Unple copies free; $1.50 per year when paid hi 
advance. 

'l'he traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
iioliclt subscriptions, make sales of church publica
t.l.ons, and assist the publi~hing department. 

A!idress communications for publication to the 
Jlditors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances 
i)hanges of address, etc., should be addressed t~ 
.li'rank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 

tould be made by post office or express orders 
afts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 

o not send checks. 
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second

eiass mail matter.) 

CRACELANDun 

............... -COLLEGE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

TelejJbons 11. 

For catalogues or further information, ', · . 
Address,· PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, lOW A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..••••••••.••••••••••••••.. $ 7r. 
Leather .. ......... til & G •• e • 0 e e • e • 0 • • • 1 00 
Flexible binding . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 50 

MINIS'l'RY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
.services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizei~ 
2lx4 inchei, per 250 ............. ~ 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
S:dl " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" " per 1000 •••••••••••••. a 50 

SERMONS IN TRACT FORM. 
Paper··'· .•••• oeo• IJOG. 001111' •••• 0.' •••. $.30 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

CH , VoL. 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. • 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

Presie nt Joseph .Smith an 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; print:ld on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

FRANK CRILEY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In" 
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 7~ 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 2~ 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•.•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edgei, flexible . . • • .. 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper & e e G •••••• 0 •• 0 ... 8 e •• 0 • •••• $0 25 
Cloth ··••••e•••••••••••••••••••• 35 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges ........•••••••.••••••. 2 50 
With music only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 D 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ....................•.••... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•••• 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . • • • 1 25 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper\ per dozen ................ $0 SO 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . . . I)() 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjeno:r
ganiserede J esu Christi IHrke a.f 

. Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ...........•.....•......... $0 'fl) 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bounrl similar to Branch Records . 132 Ill) 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
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THE GOLDEN RULE AS A LAW 
OF LIFE. 

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLIC MEN GIVE 
THEIR VIEWS AS TO ITS APPLI-

CABILITY TO THE EVERYDAY 

which has been made in the last 
quarter of a century in this respect, 
has been backward.· There is less of 
human sympathy and recognition of 
obligations between employer and em
ployee in the industrial world in the 
period you mention than in any simi
lar period in modern times. The em
ployer and employee seldom come 
in contact with each other, and while 
the relations are close industrially, 
they do not otherwise exist at all. 

5. I certainly would not object to 
having the Golden Rule taught in all 
public schools; indeed, I should be 
surprised to learn that the precept 
was not generally inculcated in these 
institutions. 

6. This rule can be best made popu
lar by the resolve of each individual 
to act upon it as far as possible; to 
make duty instead of selfishness the 
principal end and aim of life. 

G. W. ATKINSON, GOVERNOR OF 
WEST VIRGINIA. 

1. The "Golden Rule" means that 
And as ye would that men should do to you, every man shall deal honestly with 

do ye also to them likewise.-Luke 11: 31. every other man. If every citizen 

AFFAIRS OF THE WORLD. 

will gauge his conduct in life by the 
plumb line of truth and honesty, the 

CHARLES S. THOMAS, GOVERNOR OF golden age will have been ushered in. 
COLORADO. 2. I most emphatically say that the 

(Continued from last week.) 

1. My understanding of the exact Golden Rule should be followed and 
and full meaning of the Golden Rule practiced at all times in the home, in 
is conveyed by the language used to society and in business. If this were 
express it. It requires no explana- done all troubles of every kind would 
tion to any man who desires to make pass away. 
it a rule of conduct and to apply it to 3. If the teachings of the Golden 
all transactions and intercourse with Rule were practiced by .all classes 
his fellow-beings. The difficulty with there certainly could be nothing but 
the application of the Golden Rule to harmony among all the working 
the affairs of men does not arise from forces of mankind. 
any failure to understand the rule 4. I believe great progress has been 
itself, but from the infirmities of hu- made along the lines of arbitration, 
man nature. In other words, it ex- cooperation, and mutual responsibility 
presses a perfect line of conduct, but, between capital and labor during the 
as human nature is imperfect, we can last quarter of a century. I con
only endeavor to follow it, conscious fidently believe that these will be the 
of the fact that our short comings do lines that will be generally and uni· 
not permit us to literally do so at all versally adopted for the adjustment 
times. of all controversies and difficulties be-

2. I believe the rule is a practical tween capital on the one hand and 
one to follow at all times, in the home, labor on the other. 
in society, and in business. The man 5. Under no circumstances would I 
who will not follow it at all times in object to having the Golden Rule 
all the departments you mention, can- taught in the public schools. On the 
not be depended upon to recognize it contrary, I would insist that it should 
at all times in any of them. be taught in all schools of every 
1 3. If its literal and constant appli- grade and character, and in the home 
cation to all the affairs of the indus- life as well. 
trial world were possible, I think i~ 6. The best way that I can think of 
would terminate labor discussions and j popularizing the Golden Rule is: 
bring about full harmony among all First, by teaching it to the children in 

HARRY P. ROBINSON, EDITOR OF 
THE RAILWAY AGE. 

1. The meaning of the Golden Rule 
is that "ye should do unto others as 
ye would that they should do unto 
you," supposing your relations to 
each other to be reversed. You are 
to pay tribute to Cresar, but not at all 
expecting Cresar to pay tribute to you. 
You are to pay it to him as you would 
wish that he would pay it to you if 
you were Cresar and he were you. If 
you are a workman you must give to 
your employer such faithful and 
zealous work as you would wish him 
to give to you if you paid his wages. 
If you are an employer you must pay 
such wages and give your workmen 
such treatment as you would wish them 
to pay and give you if you worked for 
them. He who laid down the Golden 
Rule never preached a doctrine of dis
regard for constituted authority. 
Those who would read into the scrip· 
tures any encouragement of a propa
ganda of discontent or any COUll tenance 
for the visionary doctrine, common in 
all ages, of financial and social 
equality-those, I say, would corrupt 
the essence of his teachings. The 
Golden Rule was intended to be ap
plied then, and can only be applied 
now, subject to the general social 
conditions. 

2. I believe it to be entirely practi
cable for the individual to follow the 
rule, thus understood, at all times
at home, in society, and in business. 

3. Its universal application in all 
industrial affairs, however, will only 
be possible in a much higher stage of 
education and intelligence than pre
vails among the masses of mankind 
to-day, and only in such higher con
ditions could it, or anything else, put 
an end to labor discussions. 

4. More progress has been made in 
the last quarter, or certainly half, 
century than in all the eighteen cen· 
turies that went before. 

5. If there is any teacher in any 
public or private school who does not 
now teach the rule both by precept 
and example, that teacher is unworthy 
of his or her place. 

6. The rule is one of the few great 
realities-is one of the most powerful 
working forces-in the social and in
dustrial life of all civilized peoples to
day. We are not forever proclaiming 
the rule. Somebody has well said 
that "it is only by the strength of its 
silent virtue that the world exists." 
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RT. REV. SAMUEL FALLOWS, BISHOP ! sbould.be taught in every school and 
REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH. at every fireside, by constant repeti· 
The Golden Rule well deserves its tion and continual illustration. Its 

name. It is a rule of purest gold in success, however, will not be ad
the realm of action. It does not vanced merely by an intelligent un
spring from a dreamy, unsubstantial derstanding of it. Many noble 
idealism or transcendentalism, but precepts are well understood and 
from an eternal principle of righteous- widely acknowledged, but are fia
ness and beneficence. It is the divine grantly disregarded. 
Savior's Golden Rule, because be pre- The Golden Rule finds its greatest 
sented it on its positive and not on its opposition in the inherent selfishness 
negative side, as other teachers had that afflicts humanity. There must 
done before him. It puts one in an- be an authority back of the rule that 
other's place. It is applicable to all will secure its enforcement and move 
men at all times. It should be the men to fulfill it as a matter of duty. 
very soul of all business relations and The rule can be made popular and 
transactions. It conserves a true self. effective only through the recognition 
ness, but eliminates all selfishness. It of its divine origin and divine au
will end all antagonism between the tbority. 
SO-called classes of society. Capitaf PROF. WILLIAM W. FOLWELL, UNl-
and labor it will unite in firmest con- VERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 
cord. It will make wars to cease unto 1. The Christ proposed the Golden 

·the ends of the earth. Rule to "the salt of the earth," the 
We must not be misled in our view children of the kingdom of heaven, 

of truth and duty by miserable and exhorting them to be "perfect," even 
mischievous parodies, like that one as the father in heaven is perfect. 
presented in a popular book, which is The qualities of such children he 
full of'slang and not elevating in its named as poverty of spirit, sobriety, 
whole moral tone. We may smile at meekness, a hunger and thirst after 
its rendering of the Golden Rule, and righteousness, mercifulness, purity of 
think it striking and witty-"Do unto heart, peacemaking. He commanded 
the other fellow what he would do to them to love their enemies and to do 
you, and do it quick"- but never was good to those who hated them, that 
a rule of action more heartily to be they might be children of the heav
condemned than that. If the other enly Father, who maketh his sun to 
fellow is going to cheat you cheat him rise on the evil and on the good, and 
quick. It is the rule of vindictiveness sendeth rain on the just and on the 
and unrighteousness in every form, unjust. The Golden Rule binds all 
which the Golden Rule came to sup- who desire to "qualify" as children of 
plant. "Love one another, even as I the kingdom, and binds them to apply 
have loved you." Such a love work- its principle to all men, includ,ing the 
eth no ill to his neighbor, for it is the evil and the unjust. 
essence of the Golden Rule. 2. The Golden Rule is practicable 

REV. w. w. WILSON. just so far as men comprehend it, and 
The Golden Rule is a Christian pre- are liberated from conceit, anger, and 

cept expressing in positive form and selfishness. In society and in business 
with divine authority what men had there may be occasions when obedi
before expressed in negative terms ence will be followed by loss, but the 
and on the plane of human expedi- rule can still be obeyed if there be 
ency. It gathers into a brief and grace enough in the man. 
pungent statement the mutual rela- 3. If all men were "qualified" as 
tions of men, and emphasizes a princi- children of the kingdom perfect har
ple ofmoralconductwhich, if followed, mony would follow universal right
will promote the highest welfare of eousness. I doubt whether that 
mankind. harmony would render ''discussions" 

It was given as a practical rule of unnecessary. The right is not always 
conduct and is capable of application self-evident, but perfectly just men 
to all social relations. In proportion could reconcile differences of interest 
as it is held up as a standard and is and opinion. 
adhered to as a working principle, 4. It seems to me that there has 
the various interests in domestic, so- been some improvement in the course 
cial,. and commercial affairs will be of the last generation in social 
satisfactorily adjusted. The growing amenity, in business honor, and even 
conviction, greatly accelerated by the in politics. 
experience of the last few years, that 5. N °· 
the true welfare of society is pro- 6. By the foolishness of preaching; 

want what is fair for yourself, always 
remember that others have the same· 
claim to the fair thing that you have,. 
and act accordingly." 

2. Yes, as a motive, but not strictly 
as a program. Will any one confess
that he follows a different motive?' 
We are all supposed to believe in: 
strict justice, and that is the ground 
course of the conduct demanded by 
the Golden Rule. In trying to apply 
the Golden Rule when we are dealing 
with people who either have no desire 
to follow it or who have vicious no
tions of fairness we have to choose 
between less than justice for our
selves and more than justice for them. 
Nobody can lay down a rule that will 
fit all such cases~ 

3. Yes, if it were actually carried 
out as a program; no, if it were 
merely professed alike by our whole 
population, with the present differ
ences in points of view. Until the 
human race is closer to the angels 
than is likely for a number of cen
turies to come laws and disinterested 
tribunals will be needed to settle dif
ferences between litigants who are 
equally sure that there is no other 
side to the case but their own. 

4. Twenty-five years ago the chief 
officer of a large manufacturing com
pany in New England told me that he 
would not demean himself by admit
ting a committee of employees to a 
conference. For fifteen years con
ferences between employers and em
ployees have been matters of course 
in that city. In some cases the re
verse of this has occurred, but a large 
book could be filled with evidences 
that the men who have power in busi-

,, ness are, as a rule, more disposed to 
use it fairly if others leave them half 
a chance, than men with like power 
have ever before. 

5. If it is not taught in all our 
schools the people ought to serve no
tice on the Board of Education that its 
claims to benefits under the Golden 
Rule are outlawed. 

6. It is popular enough now, when
ever we find some one practice it 
toward ourselves. The only way to 
increase its popularity is for more of 
us to fall into line in practicing it. I 
would suggest that people who want~ 
the Golden Rule observed would do" 
well to keep out of the company of 
those who have nothing good to say 
of the churches. Whatever faults the 
churches may have, they are honestly 
trying to fill the world with the spirit 
of the Golden Rule .... -Chicago. 
Tribune, February 11, 1900. 

moted through conciliation and not by the efforts- also foolish-of teach
through cruel strife is developing this ers; by the practice .of parents; but, "Father Ig_na~ius of. the Ang~ical! Church· 
rule and making it more and more ap- perhaps, mos~ effectively, by the ex- announc~s ~,1s mtent1~n to ret1r~ 1nto "lay 

P
arent as the principle to solve all ample of publiC men. co.mmumon,. because . the Archbishops a.nd 
. . . . . B1shops, wh1le they w1ll tolerate any speCles 

drfficult1es and harmomze all differ-~ PROF. ALBION W. SMALL, UNIVER- of heresy or unbelief, are energetic in sup-
ences. SITY OF CHICAGO. I pressing Catholic worship to gratify igno-

It should be emphasized anywhere 1. I understand the Golden Rule to rant, godless bifo:ots; and even ~or~id inc~nse 
d

. . . . , to be used dur1ng the euchar1stw offermg 
an m every way opportumty offers. It mean: "Assummg that you only • though God himself commands it." •· 
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"A QUESTION OF THEOLOGY." 

The Deseret News for Saturday, 
March 24, 1900, has a short review of 
a late article in the HERALD, which 
we give place to, because of the good 
thoughts expressed and positions 
taken in regard to man's possible 
knowledge of the Godhead. We give 
this review the same as we gave the 
article it reviews, each to stand on its 
own merits, we not being responsible 
for either. 

A QUESTION OF THEOLOGY. 

A contributor to the Saints' Herald writing 
on the subject of the Godhead, argues against 
the theology that takes its position on the 
written inspired word. He endeavors tore
duce to absurdity the philosophy which 
holds that life springs only from life, and 
that every design must have a designer. 

His argument runs in .this vein: Space 
and matter had no progenitot·s. The infinite 
is also revealed in energy. Energy is not 
the product of so-called creation. There is 
an undesigned design in shapeless matter. 
Only the Infinite One knows of the possibili
ties wrapped up in a clod of clay. God is no 
more a product of law than is space. Only 
one God because the infinit,e is not divisible. 
Only one infinite space, one infinite universe, 
one infinite God, without the possibility of 
beginning or end, creation or extermination. 

On these rather incoherent premises, the 
writer in the HERALD seems to conclude 
that God is synonymous with intelligence. 
He quotes: "Intelligence, or the light 
of truth, was not created or made, 
neither indeed can be," and concludes: 
''Why not a personal God, with a body of an 
undesigned design, with a mind that is the 
uncaused cause of the designed designs that 
environ us?" Undesigned design and un
caused cause! How much more intelligence 
do those terms convey to the human mind 
than the more familiar, "Three and yet one;" 
"everywhere and nowhere;" "without body, 
parts, and passions," yet having hands, eyes, 
feet, etc., and being capable of love, hatred, 
jealousy? How much more intelligible is 
the expression "undesigned design," than 
"Eq uare circle?" · 

The failure of the writer to convey any 
light upon the subject reminds us of the fact 

origin of its parents, their labors and aepira
tions. A little child would at an early age 
admire the architectural drawings of his 
father; but it would be futile to make him 
comprehend the meaning of each line, the 
process of construction,. the cost of labor, and 
the ultin:ate ohj~ct in view. But man, frail, 
finite man, pre8umes in this stage of knowl
edge to discuss the natut·e, the attributes, 
the essence, and even the origin of God, as if 
all these questions were no more than a com
plicated problem in geometry, or alge\Jra. 

Locke, in his essay on Human Understand
ing, long ago pointed out that the finite mind 
is necessarily incapable of measuring the 
depths of some subj cts. That, in other 
words there are obj ·cts beyond the reach of 
the human understanding, just as there are 
objects beyond the reach of our seeing, hear
ing-, and other naturalfaculties. He thought 
it would save much idle discussion, if it were 
commonly agreed that such is the case, but 
mankind has not profited to any considerable 
degree by the hint of the English philoso
pher. Discussions continue every day about 
subjacts which are much further beyond the 
ken of philosophy, than are the actual condi
tions at the South Pole. 

With regard to the Godhead, all a man on 
this earth can know for cert!l.in is that which 
is written in the word of God, or that which 
is revealed by God from time to time. The 
only question in this connection is: "What 
is revealed on that subject?" There is ample 
room for discussion as to the genuineness of 
the written word, its correct interpretation, 
and the harmony of one set of passages with 
another; but when the correct meaning of 
the word has been ascertained, that ends dis
cussion. The question then is: "How do 
you read? What has been revealed?" Is 
the God of the Bible the being without parts, 
without passions, without compassion, pic
tured by modern orthodoxy? We think not. 
We believe every student of the Bible who 
will read without prearranged ideas will at 
once discard that fictitious being. 

There may seem to be discrepancies in the 
written revelations, but it is safe to conclude 
that these are but apparent and depending 
on our imperfect knowledge. The time will 
come when our knowledge shall become more 
perfect, and then we will understand, and 
know as we are known. In the meantime 
our greatest wisdom is to believe God's word. 

Abraham became the friend of God and a 
pattern to God's children in all ages, because 
he had faith in the Almighty. Through 
faith he lived as a child under its father's 
care, and through faith he was perfected 
until he became fully accepted of the Al
mighty. It is the philosophy of faith the 
world to-d;.y stands in need of, more than 
speculation beyond the boundaries of the 
world in which we live. 

that all efforts at explaining philosophically 
the mysteries of the Godhead have failed. BRO. JOHN SMITH, BUSINESS 
Philosophy has not been able to penetrate MANAGER. 
except through imagination beyond a ver 1 Bro. John Smith, the new Business 
limited space of the tangible universe. 
Every attempt at explaining the origin of Manager and Treasurer of the Herald 
God, the mystery of his Being, his qualities Office, has a card in the present issue 
and attributes, by human reason has finally of the HERALD, to which we call the 
resulted in some absurdity. Were salvation 
dependent upon a philosophical understand- attention of its read~rs. . 
ing of the Godhead, the greatest of sages We have only th1s to say m behalf 
would have bu~ little chance-in fact no more of Bro. Smith: He has for years 
than_the most Ignor~nt. . I been in the service of the church as 

It Is natural that 1t should be so. A httle . . . 
child, though fully capable of enjoying hap- a-r: elder, :n1sswna!y, b~arwh and dis-
piness1 \JVO!Jl\lp()t ~!;) ~1l:Jl!.l t() eomprf,l)leJ:~g ~llf! ~net pre~lQ.ent1 fJis,l{op ~ ~~eut, ?tc. 

in all of which he has acquitted him
self creditably to the satisfaction of 
the church. He has been successful 
as a business man in his home city, 
New Bedford, Massachusetts, where 
he stands well in the confidence of the 
people. 

We believe Bro. Smith deserves the 
support of the Herald Office patrons, 
and we trust he shall have the due 
cooperation of all interested. 

We introduce him through the edi
torial columns, and say of him what 
we believe to be true of every man, 
in every department, Let his work 
speak for him. 

THE FIRST CHURCH BUILDING BY 
THE REORGANIZED CHURCH. 

The first building built as a wor
shiping place by the Reorganized 
Church was erected in 1862-3 in Mil
ler Township, LaSalle County, Illi
nois, at a point usually called Mission, 
by the Mission branch. 

The first four mem hers of this 
branch were Levi Lightfoot, Yance 
Jacobs, Andrew Hayer and Thomas 
Hougas. Of these four, only the lat
ter is left. There are now one hun
dred and thirty members left in the 
locality. A great number of those 
once members of the branch are now 
scattered into other localities and 
have been absorbed into other 
branches, and are to the credit of 
the mother branch usually good mem
bers of church and society. Bro. 
Thomas Hougas is stiU acting presi
dent of the branch after thirty-six 
years spent in the pastoral charge. 

Our object in noticing this branch 
is that the original building had long 
ago become too small for the use of 
the congregation, and is being torn 
down and reJnoved to give place to a 
larger and more suitable edifice. The 
new one to occupy the site of the old 
one is to be 36x60, the size of the one 
at Plano, which we are almost per
suaded will be found much too small; 
either at the start, or soon after. 

The building committee are Lo
renzo Hayer, G. L. Hayer, and John 
Midgorden, all capable men, who ex
pect to have the new building ready 
by.June. We wish them the best of 
success in their new venture. 

LATTER DAY SAINTS not alone in 
financialtrouble; note the following:-

A great deal of unrest obtains among Con
gregationalists. It is occasioned by the !JOn
dition of their benevolent sooietie~. 'Pritici~rq 
j.§ blilll;rd1 especi1dly !H[l0!1g 09lJ~P~IF~ti()t!tJ!h 
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ists of Chicago, Detroit, St. Paul, and 
throughout the West, that there are too 
many societies, too many officials, and too 
little work. 

Since reform must come slowly, a step 
toward it is to be, if possible, the holdin,g- of 
the annual meetings .of all six Congregational 
benevolences at the same time and place. To 
the outsider this does not seem to be a radical 
reform, but to bring it about in 1901 active 
work is now under way. 

The Church Mission boards, whose fiscal 
years are now closing, claim they have not 
felt the effect of improved times. The 
American Baptist Home Mission society, 
which, with the Missionary union, the 
foreign organization of the same denomina
tion, was helped out of debt two or three 
years ago through the assistance of John D. 
Rockefeller, falls into debt this year $32,000. 
It has, however, added $170,000 to its perma
nent and annuity funds, and feels that it has 
had a good year. The Missionary union fell 
behind $80,000 last year, and adds $40,000 
more to it this year, all in spite of the fact 
that estimates for expenditures were limited 
to the receipts of the year last preceding. 
Baptist boards South have done better and, 
while they have made no gains, they have 
managed to keep out of debt. 

BRO. I. N. WHITE hands us t.he fol
lowing which shows t.he mercenary 
side of some of t.he attacks made upon 
the fait.h. We republish that it may 
be placed with other object lessons of 
a similar character:-

LECTURE. 
The Book of Mormon. Is it of divine 

origin? By Rev. S. J. Moore. Three years 
study of the Mormon system. Has had three 
public discussions with champions of the 
Mormon faith. 

"In any section where Mormons are trou
bling Israel, Bro. Moore is the man· to send 
for. He can do a neat job in showing them 
up, and he does it with dispatch and thor
oughness. "-W. P. Throgmorton, D. D., 
Edi.tor BrJptist News, DuQuoin, Illinois. 

Come and hear a full investigation of the 
arguments for and against this strange book 
at the Baptist church, Jackson Grove, Thurs
day evening, March 22, 1900. Admission 15 
cents. Children under 12 years of age ad
mitted free. One third to go to the work of 
gospel missions, as pastor and deacons of the 
church may direct. Lecture to begin at the 
hour of 7: 30 p. m. Tickets for sale by Pyle 
and Otterson, at Bessie, Illinois. 

WHY HE RESIGNED. 

The Wichita Eagle has the follow
ing in its issue ot April 4:-

WHY DR. HILLIS RESIGNED. 

Rev. Newton Dwight Hillis, the great 
Presbyterian divine of Brooklyn, bas sent in 
his resignation to the Chicago Presbytery to 
which he belongs, asking for a demit, to the 
end that he may attach himself to some 

. other orthodox church. His letter of resig
nation is so carefully worded and written in 
such a Christian spirit that it stumped the 
Presbytery, which referred it to a commit
tee, which committee asks two weeks' time 
to report. He was charged with heresy and 
the intention was to formally excommunicate 
him. He has been of late filling the pulpit 
of Lyman Abbott, and what he said in the 
course of a sermon last Sunday week was 
promptly wired the Presbytery at Chicago. 
He attacked the Presbyterian confession of 
faith, and this is what he said:-

"The confe~sion of faith says that certain 
men and angels are foreordained to everlast
ipg death, being particularly and unchange

. ably designed, and their m.n::nber is so certain ,.. 
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and definite that it cannot be either increased 
or diminished, and every young man who 
enters the Presbyterian church has to sol
emnly swear to believe and teach this fright
ful view .. And every attempt to revise and 
expel that statement from the creed has 
been successfully ;:nmbated by a majority 
that wishes to retain that doctrine. 

"It would seem as if a man would prefer to 
be burned at the stake rather· than hold or 
assert or charge such infinite cruelty upon 
the all-merciful and ali-loving God. The day 
the scholastics wrote that chapter in the 
confession of faith they got the Devil con
fused with God. 

"I would rather shake my fist in the face 
of the Eternal and fling every vile epithet 
toward his stainless throne, where eternal 
mercy sits with the world's atoning Savior, 
than lift my hand with that creed toward 
God's throne and affirm that I taught or be
lieved it." 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Elder John Kaler, Sydney, N. S. 
W., March 27:-

Saints all well. The bubonic plague is 
spreading every day in spite of all efforts to 
keep it down. Many are in great fear, but 
the Saints seem content to abide the will of 
the Lord and trust in him. Love to all the 
dear Saints in Zion. 

EDITORiAL ITEMS. 

Bro. Joseph Luff, who was ap· 
pointed to have the work in Colorado, 
Eastern Wyoming, and New Mexico, 
in charge, will take the watchcare of 
it; but cannot at present be in the field 
in person, conditions and work neces
sary to be attended to requiring his 
attention elsewhere for a period of 
time. Address him at Independence, 
Missouri, where it will reach him in 
person, or be sent to his temporary 
address abroad. 

The Prophet·ic News, Vol. 1, No. 1, 
for April, 1900, published at Provi
dence, Rhode Island, reaches us this 
.month. The News is an independent 
religious journal, published by John 
P. Brown, No. 121 Federal Street, 
Providence. From the familiar names 
we see in it we conjecture that it is 
some sort of a Latter Day Saint effort 
to disseminate the Christ idea among 
the people. We welcome it to our ex
change list. 

We have received two letters reply
ing to, or criticising the letter of Bro. 
G. H. Graves. But, as Bro. Graves' 
strictures were rather good-natured 
than otherwise, we see no harm to re. 
sult from them if left as they are. If 
they are magnified, or replied to as if 
they were ill·natured and intended to 
be personally offensive, considerable 
wrong might result, and trouble en
sue. We prefer therefore not to in
sert these replies, 

Sr. Emma J. Kling, of 424 East 
Center Street, Akron, Ohio, wishes to 
purchase a copy of Bro. J. J. Cor
nish's synopsis. Anyone having one 
that he will spare please correspond 
with her, naming price, etc. 

Dow City, Iowa, has responded to 
the vote of the Woodbine Reunion to 

meet in that town next fall by holding 
a meeting at their hall Tuesday even
ing April 3, last, and appointing a 
citizens' committee to act with the re
union committee, consisting of Messrs. 
Willis Wiggins, H. S. Green, T; P. 
Black, B. F. Bigelow, and F. S. 
Stone. It is said that t.he meeting 
was very enthusiastic. 

Original 1lr1iGlB8. 
MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 3. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

TRADITION ABOU'l' THE FOUR 
BROTHERS. 

About four hundred years after the 
colony had located at Nephi, and after 
the Nephites had left that southern 
country, we see that the tradition con
cerning the disputes between these 
four eldest brothers was fresh in the 
minds of the Lamanites. Lamoni's 
father '(the king of the Lamanites, 
who lived at the city of Nephi) re
ferred to Nephi as a "liar," and that 
he "robbed our fathers." (Alma 
12: 25.) 

And Limhi relates that the Laman
ites believed "that they were wronged 
in the wilderness," and ''also 
wronged, while crossing the sea," and 
"wronged" again while in their "first 
inheritance." They were ''wroth" 
with Nephi because, as they said, "he 
had taken the ruling of the people 
out of their hands," and because he 
took the sacred records. (See Mosiah 
6: 12.) 

'rhis represents the tradition as 
fresh and clear at a time when the 
principal actors of it had been dead 
perhaps four hundred years; and it 
clearly relates to Lehi's four eldest 
sons, the ones that formed a part of 
the "original colony," and between 
whom the disputes arose. 

Now the first inheritance was on 
the west side of the land (country) 
of Nephi, in the borders by the sea
shore (Alma 13: 11), the Nephites 
moving northward to Zarahemla, via 
Lehi-Nephi, the Lamanites spreading 
north, east, south, and west. 

From the foregoing we see that the 
Book of Mormon is in harmony with 
scientists with reference to that 
southern country . 

Squier thinks that Manco Capac 
and his wife had ·crossed the sea. 
Gibbs and others think that the 
southern civilization was developed 
by a colony that had crossed the sea. 
Clavigero thinks that the Aztec fore
fathers came originally from Asia, 
across the Pacific; and Mr. Brinton 
catches sight of those southern peo
ple in the great western mountains, at 
the head waters of the Plata, and at 
the Titicaca Lake. These conclusions 
are reached by these men after great 
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~a:r;and long studies on various lines 1 Ishmael) were eight men; 
of modern research. were the leader's sons. 

'rhe Book of--Mormon says that the from J e:rusalem across 

four of them 
They came 
the sea to 

of South America started from South America. 
in the land of Ne- The Aztecs traveled southward 

which land was the southern di- from Aztlan. The Lehi colony t.rav· 
South America; its northern eled southward from Jerusalem. 'fhe 

near or a.t a great water- Aztec women carried big loads like 
runs across the continent. the men. The women in the Lehi 

the city of Nephi with colony were strong like the men. 
Cuzco. 'rhe four white brothers were 'fhe Peruvian myths fit to a dot 
tbere. the myths it is Cuzco; in with the Book of Mormon story. Are 
the. Book of l\formon it is Nephi. there any truths in these myths? If 
'l'hese rnen's sisters were there. so, the Book of Mormon stands ready 

t~he myths it was Manco Capac, to bear witness to them. Is the Book 
one of four brothers, of Mormon a fraud? If so, both the 

the first one of a long Aztec and Peruvian myths are willing 
line of Pe,·uvian sovereigns. In the to bear witness to the fraud, and 
Book of l'v1ormon it was Nephi who should be held responsible for bearing 
beca,me the first king at Nephi, and false witness and the damage done. 
he succeeded by a long line of The very soul of the myths and the 

and Lamanite kings. In the Book of Mormon story are the same. 
h was Manco Capac who be- If that book is a fraud, what are the 

at Cuzco, teaching the myths? 
the arts of civillzed life. 

of Mormon this work 
Nephi. He caused t~hem 

their hands, teaching 
and how to work 
In the myths it 

who had the mi· 
raculous In the Book 
of Mormon it was who had the 
miraculous directors. - In the myths 

had for a companion-
the Peruvian 

of Mormon 
had for a companion-guide 

the Christian Creator. In 
of Peru, one of those four 

brothers was an enemy. The Book 
Mormon to Laman as the 

one who wanted to kill Nephi. In 
four brother myths of Brazil, it 

one of the four brothers, 
who drove his fraternal rivals from 
the field. In the Book of Mormon it 
was Laman who was determined to 

" and who drove his 
the wilderness. In 

Capac was most 
In the Book of 

was skillful and 
made a ship in which to 

cross the sea; some of his brothers 
he could not do it. He made 

the tools to do the work with; some 
he was a ''fool " 

throw him into these~. 

MAYA MYTHS. 

The Mayas of Central America have 
some myths of their own; they tell 
their story in their own way. 

Professor Le Plongeon says that 
according to his reading of the 'froano 
(a Maya book), their ancient nation or 
empire was symbolized by a tree, 
which was planted in the northern 
part of South America. This nation or 
empire is symbolized by the serpent 
also. 'l'be serpent's head reaches 
into the Yucatan peninsula; its long 
body is streched out at full length 
through Central America, and east· 
ward down and through the Panama 
Isthmus, with its taU resting in the 
northern part of South America. 

From these myths we can see that 
the beginning of that ancient people 
commenced in the northern part of 
South America, moving northward 
until it reached Yucatan, these coun
tries occupied by this serpent becom

the ancient dominions of the Maya 
Empire. 

These Mayas seem to trace their 
pedigree to the people of Zarahemla 
-Mulokites.. (See Book of Omni.) 
The people of Zarahemla had occu· 
pied the northern part of South 
America perhaps four hundred years 
before the Nephites-under the lead
ership of Mosiah- discovered them; 

was a genius. and even after" the union of the two 
good hindsight the man had peoples each retained its separate 

who wrote the Book of Mormon. tribal name. 
Could bave done that well? We The Lamanites were Lemuelites, 
see he llHOJ,de his story fit both the Ishmaelites, and Lamanites. These 
Aztee a,nd Peruvian myths! Who peoples united were Lamanites. The 
would have thought of fixing up a Nephites were Samites, Zoramites, 

men and making the Jacobites, and Josephites. 'fhese 
of those men such that united were Nephites. Dissenters 

both sets of myths? from either side, who went over to 
Aztec colony were eight the other confederacy, became adopted 

"the Prince" or leader had into their new relationship. Hence 
four sons. came from Aztlan or l Nephites became Lamanites, and La-
Tuh:m; from the other side of the sea. manites became but still 

death of their So the 
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people of Zarahemla became Nephites 
in this sense, but still retained their 
tribal name, and kept up like the rest 
their tribal separation. Now at the 
time of the breaking up of the N e
phite government, in the fourth cen· 
tury, we can see that in the absence 
of a central government which kept 
the tribes together in one organiza
tion, they would fall back to tribal 
rule; and after the destruction of the 
Nephite government, the Mayas 
would still retain a knowledge of 
their ancient dominion while forming 
a part of the Nephite confederacy; 
and they being the original founders 
of the city of Zarahemla and of the 
civilization that started in that region 
of South America, the Nephites but 
sharing with them in that ancient do
minion, it would be but natural for 
them to relate in their myths what 
had happened in their joint history 
with the Nephites. 

In myths a tribe will relate what 
happened to it or its ancestors, some 
events which took place hundreds of 
years before the tribe was born. For 
instance, the Fiji Noah was a Fijian, 
and the seven persons saved with him 
in his canoe were all Fijians. So 
with the Mexican Noah; he was an 
Aztec, of course. So the tower of 
Babel and confusion, it was Fijians 
that built the tower, and when the 
foundation of the tower broke asun
der it flung the people far and wide 
over all the islands of Fiji! 

So with the Mayas. They repre
sent their ancient nation as occupying 
the northern part of South America, 
the isthmus, Central America, and into 
Yucatan, when at the same time it 
was but their joint rule with the Ne· 
phites which is described in their 
serpent chart; their ancestors form
ing a part of that confederation. 

At the time the Nephites were 
destroyed, many of the Zarahemlaites 
likely submitted to Lamanite rule, 
and thus escaped destruction, and re
tained possession of their own coun
try, having moved northward like 
many others did. 

'l'his view will explain why the 
Maya myths make it appear that they 
were a separate and older people than 
other tribes in that region. 

What confirms the writer in this 
view is: 1. The Maya Empire com· 
menced where the Book of Mormon 
locates the. people of Zarahemla in 
their earliest history; namely, the 
northern part 'of South America. 2. 
This Maya Empire, Le Plongeon 
says, at one time became universal in 
its influence and power, and reached 
out to all the land. This condition of 
things we see in the Book of Mormon 
at the time that all we!"e converted to 
God. Thus the governmental sys
tem (all things common) and church 
influence were felt in all the land both 
north and south. 3, This very Maya. 
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Empire, Le Plongeon says, at one I forest region. (Ibid., p. 95.) "Quiri- I cupy about the same place in the new 
time had a southern limit at the Isth-1 gua is older than Copan," says Bald- world myths that the Turanians do in 
m us of Darien, thus showing that win, "and Copan is older than the old. Turanian means "outsid.e," 
they had a rival for dominion in South Palenque. The old monuments in or "barbarian." So the Chichimecs 
America that was pushing this ancient Yucatan represent several distinct, seem as a rule "outside," or "bar
people northward. epochs in the ancient history of that barian." 'rhe name Chichimec be-

The boundary line at the isthmus is peninsula." (Ibid., 155, 152, 159, 156, came "a general term to designate the 
pointed at in Mormon 1: 6, where he 122-128.) unconquered tribes of New Spain." 
says that "we made a treaty with the "At Palen que, as at Mitla, the old- (Ibid , p. 12.) 
Lamanites and the robbers of Gadian- est work is the most artistic and ad· Bancroft says:-
ton, in which we did get the lsJnds of mirable"- "Evidence of repeated Of the tribes that are known to have pos-
our inheritance divided. And the reconstructions." "'It is as i.mpossi· s~ssed no civilizcttion,_ ... I w.m. only men
Lamanites did give unto us the land ble to attribite them a,ll to the same tw<; the people denommated Oznc!nmecs, under 

h d. h 1 b r h 11 whwh general name were deslgnated a mul-
nort war ,'. yea, eyen to t e narrow pe?p e as to e.1eve t ey were ~' titude of tribes inhabiting the mountains 
passage wmch led mto the land south- bmlt at the same epoch .... T11e north of the valley of Mexico, all of which 
ward. And we did give unto the substructions at Mayapan, some of were prominently dependent.on the result. of 
Lamanites all the land southward." those at Tulha, and a great part of th"e chase fo~. _th~eu· s~bs1stence.-Nat1vo 

Thus we see both stories agree, those at Palenque,' are among the R~ces of the_PaclfL State .. , vol. 1, P· ~l7 .. 
both as to origin of an ancient nation, older remains. 'l'hes.e are not the From th1s we _se~ what the h1st_or;· 
its influence, and the division line of oldest cities whose remains are still ans ~ean by ChiChlmecs. · Yet this IS 

this ancient people, Central America visible, but they may have been built. the ~md of pe~-~;~ that ~ut an end to 
having at this time a dense popula- in part, upon the foundations of the gold~n age lD ~eXl?O and C_en
tion of civilized people, "covered with cities much more ancient." (Ancient tral Amer~ca. (Preh1stor1D America, 
buildings, and the people were as nu- America, p. 156) PP· 274, 215.) . . ... 
merous almost, as it were the sand of Some scientists think that the ruins These days lt lS the .~o~t. CIVIlized 
the sea." (See Mormon 1:1.) of "Copan, Mitla, and Palen que ante- that crush out the semlClVlhzed g~JV-

date every thing else in the human ernments, an~ teach them so~ethmg 
SEVEN FAMILIES FROM THE ~cOWER period of our globe." (Ibid., p. 161.) bett~r. _But lll

1 
Central ~m~nca and 

OF BABEL. The Colhuas' "first settlements,, Mexico lt was tne nomadic tnbes that 
Clavigero, explaining a Chiapense Baldwin thinks, were "on the Gulf put an end to the Toltec era: . Those 

myth, says:_ coast in Tabasco." (Ibid., p. 200.) nomads ha~ no use for the mt1es th~t 
There was a Votan who was the grandson In Central America and Mexico we ar~ found m. the dense fore~ts ;n 

of the man who built the ark to save himself read of stone, cement, and stucco rums; they did not want to hve m 
and family from the DtJluge; he was one of "bard as marble." (Ibid .. p. 157.) that way. 
those who undertook to build the tower that Making due allowance for exaggera- There were three distinct periods in the 
should reach to heaven. The Lord ordf'red . . h . h Nahuatl rule: that of the Toltecs, that of the 
him to people America. "He came from the t10n. it IS safe to say t at In t e ruins Chichimecs, and that of the Aztecs.-Prehis
.East." ·He brought seven families with him. of Quirigqa, Copan, Mitla, and Pa- toric America, p. 271. 
He had been preceded in America by two lenque are found the footprints of one Seven families from the tower of 
others, Igh and Imox. He built a great city f th I' t · .,. f f 
in America called ''Nachan."-Atlantis, p. 0 e ear Ies mvwza Ions 0 our race Babel ordered by God "to people 
3l3. this side the flood. But the exact America." That sounds so much like 

This Nachan is supposed· by De time when the Colhuas era ceased, or the Jaredite story found in the Book 
Bourbourg to be Palenque, in Central the exact time when the Toltecs were of Mormon. They too came from the 
America. Palenque (the ruins) is nearly exterminated, is mere guess· tower at the confusion of tongues. 
about fifteen miles from a modern work. The writers differ on this The Lord led them to America. Ah! 
town by that name, and is located in point, and they rest more or less on that is what spoils these stories; the 
the northeastern part of the state of legendary documents, which are but Lord is in them. · 
Chiapas, about one hundred sixty scanty at that. The number of families in the 
miles eastward of the Tehuantepec The native historian puts the Chi- Jaredite colony is not given; but 
Isthmus. Priest, quoting from a let- chimec victory over the Toltecs at there were Jared and his brother, 
ter of C. S. Rafinesque, says:- 962 A. D. to 1015 A. D. (See Pre- and their families, and their friends. 

This account describes partly the ruins of historic America, P· 282.) Other These friends consisted of twenty-two 
a stone city, of no less dimensions than writers fix other dates. And still persons (see Ether 3: 4); so that the 
seventy-five miles in circuit; length thirty- others will have it that the fall of the number in the Jaredite colony would 
two, and breadth twelve miles, full of pal- Toltec league preceded the Chichimec be about the number as found in the 
aces, monuments, statues, and inscriptions; · · mh d'ff h b · t 
one of the earliest seats of American civiliza- mvaswn. .t ey 1 er as muc a ou myths. 
tion, about equal to Thebes of ancient Egypt. the facts as about the dates." (Ibid., 
-American Antiquities, p. 241. 283.) 

This explanation of this myth would We can see, however, that in Cen· LATTER-DAY EVENTS.-NO. I. 
make it appear that a colony came tral America and Mexico it has been 
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from the tower of Babel and made a conquest a te:r conques , na wn sue-
settlement in Central America. ceeding nation; or, in other words, 

The oldest people in this region are empires rose there, ran their race, 
called the Colhuas, and Donnelly went unto decay, and died. It is suf
says:- ficient for the writer's purpose to 

The Mayas succeeded to the Colhuas, show that there have been several 
whose era terminated one thouEand years be- waves of migration or civilization in 
fore the time of Christ.-Atlantis, p. 217. Mexico and Central America. The 

This Colhuan kingdom embraced in earliest was the Colhuas; contempo· 
its ancient dominions, Baldwin says, · rary with them was the Chichimec, 
Honduras, Guatemala, Yucatan, Ta- and, strange yet true, we read of 
basco, Tehuantepec, Chiapa, and Chichimecs from the remotest times 
other districts in Central America. down till after the Conquest, so that 
(See Ancient America, p. 199.) in prehistoric times America was 

The earliest oiviJiz;eetion Wf,JJS ip the never withotlt Tb.ey oc, 

W. W. BLAIR. AT LAMONI, DE· 
CEMBER 30, 1894. 

The preacher read .for the morning 
lesson the 52d chapter of Isaiah, and 
then said: We suggest that this is a 
prophecy in regard to the period in 
which we live and is of the utmost 
importance not only to the Jewish race, 
and to the Saints, but to the entire 
world- for all the nations of the earth 
are to see the salvation of our God. 
In connection with this we propose 
to talk in regard to latter-day events. 
We believe that we are livl.ng in the 
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latter days, and that that period with all my heart, and I dare say that 
known as the latter days was pro- a large proportion of my hearers be· 
jected upon the world within the last lieve it. Others have a different un
hundred years, and more especially derstanding as to whether these are 
within the last sixty odd years. We the latter days, and it is for the 
are called Latter Day Saints. We enlightenment of those that we thus 
believe in the original doctrines of teach this morning. These texts, 
Christianity, and if we practice them when they are fulfilled, become signs 
we are worthy to be called saints, to to us. They should be signs to the 
bear the same honored title that world. They give the clearest evi
adorned the people of God 1800 years deuce that God is at work; that he 
ago. And it is worthy of note here, has foreshown the days in which we 
that God's people in every age of the live, and the important events that 
world bore the denominative title are transpiring. 
saints. We find the Psalmist prophe- God declared to Abraham, when he 
sying that in the future from his called him to go out from his father's 
time, God's worthy people would be house to a land that he would show 
known by the title of saints. The him, that he would make of him a 
Prophet Daniel expresses the same great nation; that his seed should be 
sentiment. In the days of Jesus and a stranger in a land that was not 
the early Christians the denominative theirs and should be afflicted four 
title bad by God's children was that hundred years. Time passed on; 
of saints. The common theory, in Isaac was born; afterwards Jacob was 
the past, has been that all saints born who begat the twelve patriarchs 
were in heaven, saint Peter, saint who, in the providence of God, went 
Paul, and all the rest of the saints with their families down into the land 
were all in heaven, and that earth is of Egypt, to a strange nation, and 
not a suitable place for the saints of there they sojourned and multiplied 
God. But history records that from rapidly. Years passed on until the 
the earliest period to the days of John closing of the prophetic period had 
upon Patmos God's people were called come -the ending of the four hundred 
saints. Paul-who was a scholar, a years which should mark the captivity 
precise man in word and work-al· of that people. This was a sign to 
ways directed his epistles to the that people,-and ought to be to all 
saints at Rome, at Corinth, and else- who have regard to the fulfillment of 
where, wherever he addressed his prophecy-a sign of what? a sign that 
epistles. And when we turn aside God would deliver them from their 
from history to prophecy we have bondage and bring them into the 
abundant testimony that the Lord's promised land,-a land of milk and 
people would be called saints after honey. In due time the Lord ap
the establishment of the kingdom of peared to Moses on the plains of 
God under the preaching of the gos- Midian and revealed the condition of 
pel in the latter days, for we read in his people in the land of Egypt; and 

· Revelation 14:12:- God sent that man as their deliverer, 
Here is the patience of the saints: here as a mighty prophet and law giver, to 

are they that keep the commandments of lead Israel out of the land of bondage, 
God, and the faith of Jesus. with a stretched out arm. All the 

A very significant expression, show- predicted events connected with it 
ing that God's people in that age were signs-evidences--that the hand 
would be known as saints; that their of God was extended for their deliver
patience would be tried, and that, too, ance. 
in a most imminent manner. To illustrate this point still further: 

In the 16th chapter of the Revela- God declared by the Prophet Jeremiah 
tion is revealed a power that will that Judah should go into captivity 
"shed the blood of saints and proph- for "seventy years;" and in the days 
ets;" and in the 18th chapter and the of Zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar came 
24th verse is a prophecy that God's into Judea, besieged Jerusalem in all 
people in the last days will be known its gates, and finally took the people 
as ''saints." and led them down into the land of the 

It is a matter of importance that Chaldeans, and there they continued 
we, as a religious body, understand until the seventy years expired. Now 
and be prepared to give a reason for there was a man among the children 
the hope that is within us in this of the captivity who believed God's 
matter, so that none need blush at word, a man inspired by the Holy 
being called a latter-day saint, but Spirit, Daniel by name, ahd he "un
rather rejoice in it. If any has sor- derstood by books" that the seventy
row, let it be because be is not wor· year period was expired, and as a 
worthy to bear tha.t holy title, that consequence he looked forward for the 
honored name. · deliverance of God's people from their 

We are called Latter Day Saints, captivity. This man fasted and 
and this suggests, at once, to every prayed for ''three full weeks" that he 
reflective mind, that the people that might have divine guidance with re
hear that title believe that they are gard to this longed for event-the de
living in the lattet days. I believe it 1 liverance of Judah from Babylon. 
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The angel of God instructed him not 
only with regard to that deliverance, 
but revealed to him wonderful events 
clear down to the closing scenes of 
time. The going down to Chaldea, 
and the length of time that Judah was 
to remain captive there, were events 
recognized by Daniel, the man of God, 
as signs, sure and certain, therefore 
he sought the Lord and set his heart 
to know concerning the closing of 
that captivity and the deliverance of 
his people. 

Again: With regard to Jesus our 
Lord, the Jewish world were looking 
for the Messiah, and the position of 
the world at that time was in keeping 
with prophecy that had reference 
to Judah and the surrounding nations 
of the earth, and hence that period 
was one of expectation. When John the 
Baptist came preaching repentance, 
the Jews inquired, Art thou theMes
siah? who art thou? that we may give 
an answer to those who have sent us. 
The Jews looking for the Messiah be· 
cause prophecy had revealed the time 
of his coming, and had indicated what 
the state of the Jewish world would 
be at that time. They were aware 
that prophetic periods were then 
terminating. , 

And now in regard to this latter
day work, and that we are living in 
the latter days, God has given clear 
evidences to enable his people to un
derstand the times in which they are 
living, and to enable the watchmen to 
see eye to eye in these important mat
ters and teach the people in the ways 
of God have them built up in the 
knowledge of God and be prepared 
for the events that are transpiring 
around them. That is consistent, it 
harmonizes with the dealings of God 
in the days that are past. We believe 
that in the Old and New Testaments 
there is abundant evidence to prove 
that we are living in the latter days 
and, identifying these days as the 
very time that God will carry forward 
the work of redemption, ushering in 
of the millennial age and the promised 
reign of Christ. We believe that; we 
teach that; and to my mind it is an 
important thing that the Saints of 
God should be instructed in these evi· 
deuces. 

Now we pass to the 12th chapter of 
Daniel. There we find an important 
prophecy relating to matters that are 
transpiring in these days. It reads: 
"But thou, 0, Daniel shut up the 
words, and seal the book, even to the 
time of the end: many shall run to and 
fro, and knowledge shall be increased." 
We live in that period when this 
prophecy is having its most complete 
fulfillment. No period in the world's 
history has so abounded with evi· 
denees in proof of the accomplishment 
of this prophecy as the present cen
tury. Of course we recognize the 
fact that God has been working dur-
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ing the centuries past; and notably 
since the 15th century. God has been 
turning and overturning rapidly, and 
more rapidly, and the increase of 
knowledge has greater speed and is 
being extended to far greater limits 
as the years pass by, so that on this the 
30th day of December, 1894, we are 
standing in the midst of greater mani
festations of God's work, standing in 
the midst of conditions favoring the 
complete fulfillment of this prophecy, 
than any other period you can point 
to in the past. In the future, as the 
days, weeks, and months accumulate, 
the work will gain in importance until 
the final occasion when the opening 
heavens shall reveal the Son of God. 

"But thou, 0, Daniel, shut up the 
words, and seal the book, even to the 
time of the end; many shall run to 
and fro, and knowledge shall be in
creased." When we compare the 
time in which we live, with respect to 
knowledge, with the periods of the 
past, we see it is a contrast-we can 
hardly say it is a comparison, the dif
ference is so great. Now we, as the 
children of God, believe that the Bible 
contains the word of God. In the 
days of the ancients but few people 
had the word of God to read; in the 
nature of things they could not have 
it, because it was lying in manuscript 
form and continued so along down to 
the fifteenth century, until we touch 
the times of John Guttetiburg when 
printing became established, and then 
God's word was printed. It was 
among the first books printed, and 
from that time printing and circulat
ing the Bible has gone on very rap
idly. Bible societies are established 
all over the Christian world and the 
Bible is sold very cheaply, so that no 
family need be without it. Large 
amounts of money have been given to 
send it not only to those who are 
Christians, but to the heathen world 
likewise, so that there is not a people 
or nation of any importance but what 
has the Bible. Upon this point you 
can see how it is that this promise of 
God is having its accornplishment
''Many shall run to and fro,' and 
knowledge shall be increased." The 
most important knowlP.dge that m::m 
can have is in regard to God and his 
government, touching the life that 
now is, and the life which is to come. 
That knowledge is contained in the 
Bible; and we repeat it that, in the 
time in which we now live the Bible, 
in millions of volumes, is going out 
into all lands, and the Christian, the 
Jewish, and the Pagan world are re
ceiving the Bible with its important 
evidences. This was made manifest, 
in the late "Parliament of Religions," 
held at Chicago in 1893, where were 
assembled delegates from China, and 
Japan, and from all the nations of the 
world, some of whom appeared to be 
well acquainted with the Bible and 
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notably the teachings of Jesus Christ. "Many shall run to and 
There bas been in every knowledge shall be 
department of knowledge, but ·we be- time of the end." 
lieve that Bible knowledge should There has also bsen a vvonderful 
be placed in the foregrour;d, in the increase of 
prophecy, and, as we take it, in re- surgery, and in 
gard to the word of God and his cine, all of which very 
Christ, and also in rega.rd to individu- able in its place. Skillful men will 
als called to preach the gospel. What take an individual 
wonderful improvement, has been his limbs gone, or 
made in these departments alone. body gone, and if there is 

Then in respect to navigation. In vitality left will 
reading ancient history we discover even taking 
that along up to the 15th century the patch on to a uman 
world that was known to the eastern they do it? It is done 
continent, was just a body of lajnd crease of knowled 
that comprised the continents of Af- is wonderful the 
rica and Europe, a large portion of~, bave attained in matter of sur
Asia and the islands contiguous. The gery. It would furnish an instructive 
rest of the world they knew nothing theme for us to 
about. God put it in the heart of In regard to I have 
Christopher Columbus that there was been talking with a brother who 
a country on the other side of the been to the sick bed of his 
world, and he led him to discover a and I remember, in 
new continent. From that time on that physicians 
navigation has been a very important milk to a who 
factor in carryil)g out this work of sooner than they would 
distributing "knowledge'1 upon all the but he tells me his 
face of the earth; since that time the plied freely with 
work of discovery has been progress- through a long period 
ing in various parts of the New fever. So in to 
World, and during the la.st three things in medicine, 
hundred years the work of discovery eries have been made. I n;mem bor 
has been going on rapidly in various in my younger days, would 
portions of the Eastern continent. blister, and sweat a person, 

In North and South America, in he ha.d the constitution of 
Africa and Asia, and in the islands of would live and come out of 
the sea, what wonderful discoveries they have more 
have been made preparatory to God's treat a man in that 
carrying out his marvelous work and almost like suffering a 
a wonder. pass through a 

Then again, wondrous progress has bands of what was 
been made in the fine arts and in the physicians. I believe in 
sciences. The science of astronomy, cine when properly 
of geology, chemistry, and of almost and we can do no 
every other class of scientific knowl- that God has 
edge, there has been astonishing remedy for every 
progress made; so in telegraphy, There has been a 
then again in respect to rail way sys- knowledge in this 

in m;,ture a 
curable 
vast 

it 
terns, forming parts of one great helps to fill up the sum the 
chain that has been brought into knowledge that was to t.o the 
requisition to carry forth the knowl- world "at the time of the end." 
edge of God and to make complete Again; take it in 
fulfillment of this great prophecy of a very important 
Daniel at "the time of the end," when world is full of wealth. 
many shall run to and fro, and forefathers knew little in 
kl.i'owledge shall be increa,sed. Reflect, comparison to what the 
for a moment, on the facility with day. You take the 
which people travel now, as compared zinc, copper, gold, 
with what they did in the days when come to the various 
this prophecy was uttered. Then the and a wonderful thing is 
most speedy way of travel by land There has been wonderful 

in 

was by camel. Going by sea they knowledge in this direction within the 
had to travel in slow sailing vessels, present century. 
and these were an ordinary class in Coming to farm 
comparison to those now used. And I could point out people 
when we consider our :railway sys- once used the crooked instrument; 
terns for transportation, that travel called a sickle, and then the 
has greatly increased in point of wing cradle and we then 
cheapness, facility, and rapidity, provement had come to an end. After 
many, many fold we can see that the that we got the grapevine 
age in which we now live has con- thought it could not be 
tributed prominently to the fulfill- upon; but by and by there came the 
ment of this wonderful prophecy. reaper, and after that the self 
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and self-binding harvester, all illus
strating the rapid increase of knowl
edge in that line in this century. 

Some of the young people are not 
aware how the older ones used to 
make their hay. I have had some ex
perience in that. When I was a young 
man grass was cut with a scythe, and 
then turned and then spread and then 
raked up with hand rakes, and some
times there would come a rain on it 
and spoil the wbole thing. But now 
you take your rapid mower, cut down 
the grass, and in a few hours it is 
cured and ready to be put in the barn. 
Again; in the household the women 
used to sit and sew early and late to 
make needed garments; men tailors 
used to go from bouse to house work
ing at their trades; but now we have 
the splendid sewing machine that 
lightens labor in providing things for 
the household. In a thousand things 
knowledge is being increased on these 
lines. 
"' Another most important thing that 
marks this epoch as the latter days: 
We are told in Revelation 14; 6-8 that, 
before the coming of Jesus Christ an 
angel would restore the everlasting 
gospel to be preached to every nation, 
kindred, tongue, and people. Do you 
find a people in all the land that is 
preaching precisely as Jesus preached? 
as John his forerunner preached? as 
Paul and Peter preached it? and as 
others of the early saints preached 
it? If you do you will find a people 
enjoying the same spiritual blessings 
also. Have you such a people in your 
midst? These old Latter Day Saints 
say, "Yes; we have been acquainted 
with them many years." In this you 
have an evidence that is divine-are
markable evidence that you are living 
in "the time of the end," for Paul said 
in 1st chapter of Galatians: ''Though 
we or an angel from heaven preach 
any other gospel unto you than that 
which we have preached unto you, let 
him be accursed." As I said before, 
Do you find anyone who teaches 
strictly in harmony with the divine, 
Bible pattern? If you do, you have 
therein an evidence that the gospel of 
Jesus Christ has been restored, and 
that this is ''the time of the end." 

Speaking of the restoration of the 
gospel and of the rapid increase of 
knowledge, it is proper that we should 
mention a fact tl;tat is patent to every
body that will inform themselves, and 
that is, that iniquity abounds all over 
the world. This is not a necessary 
result of the increase of knowledge, 
but it is a perversion-it is knowledge 
put to bad purposes that results in 
iniquity. Some parties in our own 
town, a short time ago, got into a 
bank, and by their skill, their knowl
edge of appliances, and the like, they 
opened the doors of the building and 
forced upon the safe, because they had 
a knowledge of means and of methods 
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by which to attain that end. The I man-remove the curse that had been 
knowledge of itself was a good thing, placed upon them and upon their 
but it was put to a bad use, a criminal land. 
use. What is true in regard to knowl- Jesus said: "Behold, your house 
edge in robbing banks is true of is left unto you desolate, and you 
everything that comes within the do· shall not see me henceforth, until you 
main of perverted knowledge. In shall say, Blessed is he that cometh 
military matters, in diplomacy, in in the name of the Lord." He said 
medicine, in surgery, in the mechanic Jerusalem should be overthrown and 
arts, men will pervert and con- be under the feet of the Gentiles until 
tinue to pervert, until they make the the times of the Gentiles should be 
knowledge they possess a curse in- fulfilled. It is no longer-in a sense 
stead of a blessing. Jesus, in the -under the feet of the Gentiles. Its 
24th chapter of Matthew says that in inhabitants now are chiefly Jews. 
the last days there would be great in- The faces of the Jewish world are 
iquity, it would be very prominent, turned towards Jerusalem. Ways 
otherwise the Savior would not have and means are being provided to es
mentioned it as one of the signs of tablish the Jews in their own land. 
the latter times-and to-day iniquity The nations are being educated in the 
abounds and is on the increase. In thought that the Jews should be 
Great Britain, in America, and in all gathered to their own land. There is 
the world at large, iniquity abounds, increase in knowledge in regard to 
and is brought 8,bout largely by the the Jews. The Christian world is 
knowledge that individuals possess. becoming possessed of it, and they 
They use means and methods that our are ashamed-many of them--of the 
forefathers knew nothing about. In- conduct of their forefathers in their 
iquity requires great skill, as well as treatment of the Jews in ages past. 
sagacity and brut<:dity, and all these This is the case with many of the lib
abound in the land. The increase of erty-loving people among the nations 
knowledge in the latter days renders of the earth. They are ashamed of 
possible an increase of villainy and all the treatment received by the Jews 
manner of wickedness. from their governments in centu-

We see a great influx of light light- ries past. The fact is that many 
ing up and blessing the world where of that despised race are now holding 
men and women use the knowledge high positions of trust, both in the 
they possess for righteous purposes. civil and military departments of the 
We see it everywhere. God blesses nations of the earth, and among them 
them, and we ought to recognize that are to be found the leading financiers 
fact. The wonderful work of God in of the world. All this helps to fur
developing the race is being carried nish evidence that we are living in the 
out by the knowledge that has come latter days. This amelioration of the 
to the world. The people of God condition of the Jewish world is pro
should stand side by side in the great duced largely by the increase of the 
work intrusted to them, knowing that knowledge of prophecy, and of his
we are engaged in that which re· tory, irr regard to the past. Thank 
dounds to the good of society. We God, the Jewish world are feeling 
should .not forget but recognize these that they are standing nearer to their 
things. GentUe fellowmen. They are more 

Another important matter indicates than ever feeling that they belong to 
that we are living in the latter-days, the great brotherhood of the human 
and that is this: You have heard it family. These things, together with 
very often said that God is blessing the gospel of Jesus Christ, will be 
the Jewish world-I am not specially preached to them ere long, and they 
in love with the Jew. I have thought will listen to the arguments in favor 
all the contemptible practices that of the Messiah that they rejected 1800 
ever cursed man have been found with years ago. For more than seventeen 
the Jew. But that is neither here nor centuries past, it is a well-known 
there,- they have been driven to it fact, the former and the latter rains 
by the bad conduct of those profess- have been withheld from the land 
ing Christianity. But it is a fact that of Judea, in fulfillment of prophecy; 
the Jewish world is being lifted up but God also decreed that in the latter. 
upon a higher plane than they have days the rain should return to the 
occupied since the days when the land land, and it is a fact. that within the 
of Judea drank from murderous hands nineteenth century God has sent both 
the blood of the Son of God. In the the former and the latter rain, and as 
age in which we are living, the preju- a consequence the land is sending 
dices that have been held against the forth its foundations of waters and is 
Jews are being removed everywhere. yielding its strength; it is being 
They are coming to the frli!nt in the "prepared," as prophets said it 
affairs of civilized life in fulfillment of would, for that covenant people of 
predictions concerning the race that God to dwell therein. These are 
was to occur in the days when God strong evidences that these are the 
would- in the latter days, in the days latter days-that this is "the time of 
preceding the coming of the Son of the end." God is working among the 
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nations with respect to the restora
tion of the true Israel. Israel is sc~;~.t
tered throughout the whole earth. 
You take the books of Esdras, and 
the history of Josephus and then we 
trace the nine and a half tribes down 
into Assyria, afterwards going north 
and out west among the nations and 
becoming scattered and absorbed 
among them, where they lost their 
distinctive Israelitish identity and 
tribal character. But when the 
gospel of Jesus Christ came in the 
last days, the first man selected was 
an Israelite, of the seed of Joseph 
and the tribe of Ephraim; and the 
second man selected was an Israelite, 
of the seed of Joseph, for God was to 
begin his work among the Israel of 
God. And he was to take the true 
Israel and graft them back into the 
true olive tree; for God has not cast 
away his people only for a time, and 
that time has come. Paul called the 
attention of the Gentile world to the 
fact that the time would come when 
God would restore Israel, and the 
literal seed would be grafted into 
their own olive tree. "For this is my 
covenant with them when I take away 
their sins."- Rom. 11:24-27. In the 
promises of the Bible it is repeated 
time and again, that God would re
store Israel; for the Lord has declared 
in Jeremiah 31:9: "They shall come 
with weeping, and with supplications 
will I lead them: I will cause them to 
walk by the rivers of waters in a 
straight way, wherein they shall not 
stumble; for I am a father to Israel, 
and Ephraim is my firstborn." The 
work had to begin with Ephraim, and 
the Palmyra Seer was the first one 
that ever made that claim. 

The Lord by David said in Psalms 
80: 1-3:-

Give ear, 0 Shepherd of Israel, thou that 
lead est Joseph like a flock; thou that dwell
est between the cherubim, shine forth. Be-

, fore Ephraim and Benjamin and Manasseh 
stir up thy strength, and come and save us. 
Turn us again, 0 God, and cause thy face to 
shine; and we shall be saved. 

Who? Israel, beginning with Ephra
im. God has already commenced his 
work to restore Israel, and began by 
calling Ephraim first. 

I am only part way through with 
my subject. I must close for want of 
time. I wanted to show you that 
these latter days were to be days of 
angelic ministrations; that God would 
reveal himself from heaven to his 
people, that he would lead and guide 
his people, as.be did in ancient days. 
God did, in a marvelous manner, by 
his word, by angelic ministrations, 
and by direct revelat.ion from heaven, 
prepare the way for the coming of Jesus 
Christ when be came with the words 
of peace and love upon his lips, with 
the word of life everlasting to be 
preached to all nations. When be 
comes in the latter days, shall not 
God prepare the way as amply, as 
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prominently and as clearly as he pre
pared the way for his first advent, 
shall he not? God's word 'in the 
Bible says he will. And if we had 
time we could show you that he said 
he would. It becomes us therefore 
as L3,tter Day Saints to be well ac
quainted with these these things, so 
that we can give solid reasons for 
what we believe. "When the Lord 
shall bring again Zion, her watchmen 
shall see eye to eye." 'rhese are the 
days when they that bear the gospel 
of God's dear Son, their feet shall be 
"beautiful upon the mountsJins." The 
world is perishing for that knowledge 
to-day; tbey need the enlightenment 
of heaven; they need confirmation in 
their own souls by the testimony of 
God's word and the testimony of God's 
Spirit, that the gospel is what it pro
fesses to be; they need the testimony 
that God's purposes and work mov
ing forward gloriously. God bless 
you, and finally crown you with ever
lasting life in Jesus' name. Amen. 

8sleutad Rrti~lBs. 

MOVE FOR REVISED CREED. 

CHICAGOrPRESBYTERY OVERTURES 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 

The Chicago Presbytery yesterday 
decided to overture the Presbyterian 
General Assembly to appoint a com
mittee to consider the desirability of 
revising the Westminster Confession 
of Faith. Charges were made that 
some of the doctrines of the church 
were expressed in archaic forms, con· 
ducive to misunderstanding and mis
representation. As regarded by the 
ministers the overture was the result 
of the stand for a new faith taken by 
Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis and Dr. 
Charles H. Parkhurst. The resigna
tion of Dr. Hillis was accepted by the 
presbytery. 

TEXT OF THE OVEI~TURE. 

The overture to the General Assem
bly read:-

In view of the widespread misunderstand
ing of what the things are that are most 
sacredly believed by our beloved Presby
terian Church, and in view of the archaic 
forms in which some of the doctrines of our 
church have expression in the historic con
fession of faith, and in view of the gross mis
representations of our faith that ciaim to 
find their justification in these, existing 
forms: 

We, the Presbytery of Chicago, do over· 
ture the Generl>l Assembly to appoint a 
committee to take into consideration this 
whole matter of a statement of our doctrinal 
standard and to report to the next General 
Assembly what in their judgment should be 
the actign of our churctl on this subject
whether'' we should issue an authoritative 
explanatory statement, or undertake again a 
revision of our doctrinal standards, or draw 
up a short creed to be appended to existing 
standards, or devise a substitute for our 
present confession of faith, or in any other 
way secure a revision of our doctrinal belief 

that would embrace< the essentials of those 
things most firmly believed by us and for 
whicb the Presbyterian Church has stood 
through the centuries. 

Dr. W. C. Gray, Editor of the In· 
terior, offered the use of his paper to 
advocate the position taken by the 
presbytery. 

The overture was presented by Dr. 
Herrick Johnson of McCormick Theo
logical SBminary. 

"It simply asks the assembly to 
take the present agitation into con
sideration for a year," he said. "The 
general feeling is that the present 
doctrine should be simplified." 

Tbe Rev. E. T. Fleming, pastor of 
Calvary Presbyterian Church, offered 
an amendment, which failed to re
ceive a second, that the assembly re
port on the question at once and 
present the matter before the various 
presbyteries for a vote. 

"I believe four-fifths of the Presby
terian ministers believe sections 3 and 
4 of chapter 3 of the confession should 
be expurgated," he said. "Dr. John
son's resolution will be reported on 
and the report will be pigeon-holed. 
These sections caused Dr. Hillis tore
sign and are causing disaffection in all 
parts of the country." 

REPORT ON HILLIS CAS.E. 

When Dr. Hillis' resignation was 
taken up Dr. J. G. K. McClure ex
plained that efforts had been made to 
induce Dr. Hillis to withdraw his res
ignation, and also that the committee 
bad been tempted to report that it be 
not accepted. The committee had at
tempted to hold a conference with Dr. 
Hillis, but arrangements could not be 
made. 

''Another letter from Dr. Hillis, 
however, compelled us to accept his 
resignation," said Dr. McClure. "Dr. 
Hillis says he has renounced the 
jurisdiction of the church and quotes 
the discipline to the effect that we can 
do nothing but erase his name from 
the roll." 

The report of the committee recom
mending that Dr. Hillis' resignation 
be accepted, which was adopted, was 
as follows:-

'l'he presbytery expresses its high appre
ciation of the attraotive personality and the 
brilliant intellectual gift8 and useful minis
try of Dr. Hillis, assuring him that he is 
held in affectionate esteem by his brethren 
of the presbytery, who will continue to pray 
that upon his heart and home and labors the 
richest blessings of God may rest. 

The presbytery admits that the words of 
chapter 3, sections 3 and 4, of the confession 
of faith, as quoted by Dr. Hillis, are to cer
tain minds a source of misunderstanding and 
embarrassment. But it also calls attention to 
the fact that subscription to them is simply 
a subscription to the "system of doctrine as 
taught in the scriptures.'' It also ,admits 
that the words as quoted by Dr. Hillis are 
not deemed necessary and essential to the in
tegrity of the creed. Neither the church 
nor the committee appointed on revision of 
the creed by the General Assembly in 1892 
regarded these words as necessary and essen-
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tial to the integrity and form of the Calvin
istic doctrine. 

Inasmuch as the letter of Dr. Hillis in 
which be IUmounces his demission from the 
ministry was presented to the presbytery 
under chapter 7, section 53, reading as 
follows: "If a minister, not otherwise 
chargeable with an offense, renounces the 
jurisdiction of tbis church by abandoning the 
ministry or becoming independent or joins 
another denomination not heretical witnout 
regular demission, the presbytery shall take 
no other action than to record the same and 
erase his name from the rolls." 

And inasmuch as Dr. Hillis has made 
formal alterations in his letter so as to state 
his request in the language of the provisions 
of the discipline, the presbytery now makes 
record of the fact that Dr. Hillis bas re
nounced its jurisdiction, and with affection, 
but agreeable to his wish, erases his name 
from the rolls. 

The report was signed by Dr. J. G. 
K. McClure, Dr. W. R. Notman, and 
Dr. W. J. Chiches~er, composing the 
committee. 

The Rev. J. A. Rondtbaler, pastor 
of the Fullerton Avenue Presbyterian 
Church, cast the only vote against the 
adoption of the report. He wanted 
the case decided on Dr. Hillis' repudia
tion of the Calvinistic dqctrine. 

METHODIST MINISTERS MEET. 

The Methodist ministers, at their 
weekly meeting, had a warm debate 
over whether the rules of the church 
against card-playing, dancing, and 
theater·going should be abolished. 
The general opinion was that the rules 
should be 'done away with, because 
they tend to induce hypocrisy and 
keep many from joining the church. 
-Chicago Tribune, Aprill?', 1900. 

HAS THEOLOGY STANDING AS A 
SCIENCE? 

A singular controversy on the 
status of theology as a science is at
tracting general attention in Germany, 
and bas called forth articles by lead
ing theological professors, such as 
Harnack of Berlin, Loofe of Halle, 
Jiilicher of Marburg, Cremer of Grei.f
swald, and Seeberg of Berlin. The 
occasion for this controversy is the 
radical work of Professor Hackel, of 
Jena, the leading Darwinian of Ger· 
many, entitled "Weltratsel," and the 
series of books being published by the 
veteran Tiibingen law professor, 
Thudichum, entitled "Kirliche Fals
chungen" (see The Literary Digest, 
January 20). In these works all the 
canons of the theological scholars are 
defied, and credence is given to such 
stories as that Christ was the illegiti
mate child of Mary and a Roman sol
dier, and that the four gospels were 
adopted as canonical by the Council at 
Nice out of fifty and more apocryphal 
records of the life of Christ, because 
these four, in answer to the prayer of 
the bishops, sprang from the floor 
upon a table in the presence of the 
ass em bled ecclesiastics. 

These works were a challenge to 
theologians that demanded a reply, 
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and this was not long forthcoming. 
The first to reply was Professor 
Loofe, who in the Ghristliche Welt (No. 
45) gave Hackel a vigorous lashing, 
denouncing his methods as utterly un
worthy of a scholar. Professor Har
nack, in the same journal, (No. 49) 
asks why it is that outsiders can, 
without fear of making themselves 
contemptible in the eyes of the whole 
learned world, venture into the do· 
main of theology as Hackel and 
Thudichum have done. Harnack 
says in substance:--

On all matters of theology, the most foolish 
things can be represented as facts, and things 
may be called into question and the best of 
authoritative evidimce be pushed aside and 
all that schmtific theological investigation 
has taught can be ignored, and yet the per
petrator can continue to enjoy the reputation 
of a learned professor. Why bas not the
ology been able to vindicate itself as a sci
ence Equal in standing to other sciences? Is 
it not because there is a general suspicion 
that it has certain secrets to hide, that it is 
not perfectly honest and open, and therefore 
not pursued on the same principles that con
trol scientific research in other lines? Is it 
not for this reason that theology as a science 
does not. enjoy the respect in the eyes of the 
learned world that by common consent is ac
corded to other sciences? Here.a great work 
is still to be done by the advocates of genuine 
theological science. 

This view of the case, however, is 
not shared by other equally promi
nent theologians, least of all by the 
more conservative. Further discus
sion has ensued. In the Berlin 
Kreu<7.izeituny (No. 593) Professor Cre
mer writes in subst::tnce as follows:-

It must be acknowledged that theology is 
looked at askance by many scholars, and 
that attacks of the most silly kind can be 
made by non-theologians upon the teachings 
of theology without their losing caste; but 
this will continue to be the case as long as 
theology must deal with ml!.tters that belong 
to a sphere beyond and above the natural. As 
long.as the fundamentals of Christianity are 
not accepted, with the great supernatural 
verities concerning the person and work of 
Christ, the Trinity, the Atonement, and the 
like, theology must despair of a recognition 
by outsiders as a science of the same kind 
with those that deal with secular matters. 
Nor can theology afford to secure for itself a 
wider recognition on the part of non-Chris
tian science by the sacrifice of any of the 
cardinal principles that belong to its very life, 
but which are not the objects of scientific 
analysis. The story of the birth of Christ, of 
the resurrection, of the ascension, must "5e 
maintained as historical truths absolutely es
sential to theology and to the church; and if 
these are the things that theology is sus
pected of hiding and not treating in the light 
of day, as Harnack seems to suppose, the re
ply must be that it would be fatal to secure, 
by a compromise of such essentials, recogni
tion as a science. 

Seeberg, the new conservative 
member of the Berlin faculty, in the 
same periodical (No. 601) expresses 
his full agreement with these views 
of Cremer, but adds the-, following 
considerations:- · 

It must not be forgotten that'tbeologians 
themselves are to a great extent responsible 
for the fact that theology is looked upon with 
ccntempt in many scientific circles. There 
are controversies in every department of 
science, but in none is the personal bitterness 
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so pronounced as in theology. Disagreement 
in principles becomes personal 11onimosity. 
This old odium theologicum which Melanch
thon so keenly deplored is largely responsi
ble for the relatively low status of theological 
science. 

In the meanwhile, Hackel has not 
been silent. In a newly established 
Leipsic monthly, called Kritilc und 
Anti-Kritilc (No. 2), he has endeavored 
to fortify his position. From this re
ply, it appears that he based his 
charges against early Christianity on 
information derived from the Talmud, 
on statements of the anti-Christian 
writers of the first centuries, and on 
other similar hostile sources. Thudi
chum has not replied; but he con
tinues to publish his little books, in 
the latest of which he practically 
makes Christianity the manufactured 
product of a priest party of the fourth 
and fifth centuries.--'lranslations mad~; 
for the Literary Digest. 

WATERLOO, Neb., Aprill. 

Editors Herald:-In the year 1872, if my 
memory serves me right, I first heard the 
gospel; on the 6th day of April of the next 
year I obeyed it, and in July of this year I 
was blessed with the knowledge of Jesus.be
ing the Christ and the Savior of the world, 
and that he would come to this earth agai-n, 
and many should run to and fro up and down 
the earth, and that there would be famine 
and pestilence and wars and bloodshed upon 
the earth, and the world of mankind would 
be in perplexity and commotion. 

This was I believe the Spirit of God, and 
it seemed to work in this manner: I had 
been baptized and had hands laid upon my 
head. I know this was in answer to the 
promise, for I had been praying within when 
there seemed to be a light around me, and 
this Spirit seemed to speak within me to my 
spirit and testify of the things I have writ
ten, if my memory serves me right. This 
bles8ing took place whilst I was working 
upon a hedge row in Missouri, July, 1873, in 
company with a man by the name of R. P. 
Hare. 

Now I will give you the evidence bow I 
know this to be a blessing from God. On the 
Sabbath day following, we were at another 
man's place, and I picked up the Bible that 
lay on the stand, and it opened at the 24th 
chapter of St. Matthew; and when I com
menced to read. I was caused to see the evi
dence of the Spirit that had testified to my 
spirit, and by this I know this is the gospel 
of the Lord Jesus Christ, and that Joseph 
Smith was a prophet of God, for the blessing 
is given according to the promise, as it was 
given to the ancients, and it imparts a 
knowledge to us that he is the one spoken of 
by Isaiah twenty-ninth, and others of the 
prophets; and that wicked men kllled him 
because they are deceived and are in the con
dition spoken of by the prophets. But 0, 
the weakness and unfaithfulness of man, and 
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the suffering he has to endure, both spiritu- (the Saints) may hold fast to the end. God 
ally and physically, if unfaithful, by bring- bas put those officers spoken of in the three 
ing reproach upon the cause of Christ, books for the edifying of the Saints. I can 
for I have been caused to suffer greatly on say this part of the work w3,s down, both in 
account of besetting sins unrepented of, or in Humber Bay and Toronto, and before I left 
other words, being young in those days, and those two places, it was my privilege to have 
not staying with brethren, or a body of our beloved president, Apostle R. C. Evans, 
the church. I am caused to regret for lost and before he left, there was the gift of 
time that could have been valua,ble; and al- tong·ues, prophecy, calling to the ministry, and 
though God may bless mankind, when be the two branches now enjoy full branch 
strives with full purpose of heart to serve I authority, and the work is onward; though 
him; but if he gives way, Satan seeks him it was cold weather, yet before I left, four 
with greater power than before. Now I more were added to the Toronto branch by 
know that I have certain besetting sins, and baptism, and one a few days after by Priest 
I do humbly ask an interest in your prayers C. Heltey, priest of the branch. /Bro. 
that if H be God's will that my mind may be Charles Neal was ordained an elder, and 
unchained from the conditions of sin, and if made president, of the branch, while Elder 
God has a work for me to do, I desire to serve R. C. Evans was there, and a Bro. 'Robert 
him the true and living God to the end, and Wilkins to the office of teacher, who was 
that, I may be able to overcome all sins, and elected teacher of Humber Bay branch. 
have a part in the first resurrection to dwell liVe received a letter from Sr. Adia Pycock 
with his blessed upon this earth a thousand the other day, together with five large bun
years, and to enjoy the advancement prom- dles of late Beralds, Ensigns, and Hopes, 
ised in his word. telling me that the said brother preached for 

Please remember me in the conference as- them and did welL The brother is not a 
sembled, to pray for my spiritual condition; year old in the gospel till the 4th of June, 
and if it be God's will that I may recover and I trust that both branches will strive to 
from the effect of broken bones and broken live that God may continue to bless them. 
ligaments of joints. And I here ask the for- The time came that wisdom directed me to 
giveness of my brethren and sisters and all go to Hamilton, so leaving Toronto, I came 
mankind, and by the help of_ God I hope to and labored, but I could only stay a few 
overcome the besetting sins and serve God days, with a promise to return as wisdom 
faithfully from this time until the end of my would direct, after giving Weiland a turn. 
life. Believing that it is God's will to for- I am pleased to report good news. I came 
give, and that all mankind might be saved. here March 16, and since that time the little 
I have felt a desire in my heart to pay my handful of young Saints have got a neat lit
tithing. I have a mortgage on one of my tle hall rented that will hold about one bun
little farllis, and I have the money to pay it dred fifty, good seating, with backs on seats, 
off and I thought I would pay the mortgage, and neatly fitted up. I put out two hundred 
although it is not due yet, and I have this fifty bills, and advertised the meetings in the 
farm listed for sale, and if I succeed in selling two papers. At times we had a fairly good 
it, I intend to pay my tithing out of this turnout; some were opposed, but truth pre
money. vailed, and ou the 16th of April I was per-

Ever trusting and praying that I may sue- mitted to baptize two more; this makes 
ceed in all good efforts for the welfare of the twelve in all, and two that Elder Dickbout 
souls of humanity, I subscribe myself your baptized, and with Bro. and Sr. Bird from 
weak brot.her, WM C. FEAGINS. St. Thomas makes sixteen, fourteen of them 

WELLAND, Ont., April 20. 
Editors !Ierald:-Having a little time this 

morning, I write a few lines to the Herald. 
It is some time since I did this, not that I am 
silent along these lines, for my whereabouts 
and labors have been made known through 
the Glad Tidings,· but as I was sending to you 
on business, I thought a few lines as to this 
mission field would not be out of place. 
While there are many who seem to oppose 
this work, yet it is like the metal, the more 
it is rubbed the brighter it gets, and brings 
to the honest investigator the facts that it is 
the brightest gift ever offered the children 
of men, being restored by the angel in these 
t.he last days. 

not a year in the gospel. There is no priest
hood here yet, but things are looking bright, 
though not without the struggles. 

I expect to remain here till the 23d, then 
to Hamilton, with the expectation of seeing 
more added to the church. After this visit 
to Hamilton, I expect to reach London, and 
see the loved ones of home, and attend to 
spring duties, that the earth may bring forth 
its increase, that those of home may eat of 
the fruit in the season thereof, and those of 
home be made glad with the presence of 
father, husband, and truest friend. I will 
close lest it becomes wearysome, 

From your brother in gospel work, 
R. B. HOWLET'l'. 

The changes, however, do not appear in the 
Inspired Translation. Not doubting the In
spired Tran9lation, why is the minister so 
mistaken? 

My wife and I are very anxious to hear 
about Eider R. Etzenhouser's visit to the Hill 
Cumorah. Very respectfully, 

H. E. MERRYMAN. 

MALAD CITY, Idaho, April 8. 
Editors He?·ald:-As I see so little in your 

valuable columns from Idaho, I thought I 
would let your readers know that I am one 
among them. Dear Saints, although our 
branch does not number as many as I would 
like to see, still I am proud to be one among 
them, as it is not the quantity but quality we 
should look to. I believe we should examine 
ourselves and see whether we are in harmony 
with the law that Christ has laid down, and 
if we are not, I believe that we should try 
and get in line, for I believe that it is too 
precious a work to lose a moment. We have 
some noble members here. Our branch 
president is quite a wide-awake man, and is 
always found ready to defend the cause 
against any opposition that might come. 
Vve have bad some good assistance rendered 
us during the past fall and winter, up to the 
latter part of January, when D. W. Wight 
left for Utah; but we are in hopes that he 
will be returned again to Idaho. I ask an 
interest in the prayers of the Saints, and 
hope that I may always be found striving -to 
come up higher, is the desire of your brother 
in Christ, ELIAS E. RICHARDS. 

MOLINE, ILL., April 22. 
Editors HemZd:-Notwithstanding the ad

versary has been striving to darken my mind 
by bringing his evil temptations and influ
ences to bear against me, to overcome me 
and lead me away from the blessed light that 
the gospel bas shed upon my life, I am still 
strong in the faith, and feel very grateful for 
the comfort and peace of mind it brings me. 
I cannot call to mind a time when I experi
enced a stronger desire to serve my Master 
than at the present time. I feel drawn 
nearer to God by the peaceful influence of 
the Holy Spirit, and 0 that I and you, dear 
reader, may put forth our best and most earn
est efforts to make ourselves fully worthy of 
God's love and mercy. 0 how weak and fool
ish I have been in the past! God forgive 
me, and also each and all my brethren and 
sisters who have likewise been overcome in 
the hour of trial and temptation. But it 
must be so; that is, we must expect to be 
tempted and tried, and if we become careless 
and neglectful at times, we should not give 
up in despair and think there is no hope for 
us; for as long as there is the slightest de-
sire within us to repent and turn away from 

Since my leaving home, January 2, I have 
labored in Toronto, Humber Bay, Hamilton, 
and Weiland, and can say of a truth, at each 
of these places the power of God was felt, 
both with the people and the writer. It was 
my privilege to see the Saints built up in 
this God-given work. I find in my short ex
perience that much of a missionary's time 
has to be spent in this direction, that they 

ANACONDA, Col., April17. our sins, just so long there is hope for us; for 
Editors Herald; Lamoni, Iowa:-In a cover our God is a God of love and long-suffering 

article of a recent number of the Herald, a patience. I know it is true, for notwith
m1nister alleges certain changes should be standing my weakness and unworthiness at 
made in" the translation, according to the times, yet in his infinite mercy and goodness 
original, in regard to the burial of our Lord, l God has admonished me through at least 
given in the Gospels. The article is in about I three of his servants to be faithful, to repent 
the March 28 Herald. The minister made of my follies and come up higher. Ah! what 
out a strong case quoting from the Greek. we need to do, dear Saints, is to draw away 
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be cheered by the presence and counsel of 
some good servant assigned to this place. 
May the Holy Spirit visit you all, and may it 
abide in you, a light unto your feet and a joy 
unto your souls. In bonds, 

L. M. PRUDEN. 
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As I sit alone to-night, far from home and 
dear ones, and isolated from "the friends of 
my Master," my mind is filled with thoughts 
of Zion and the redemption of God's people. 
Thoughts of that body of earnest men and 
women now gathered at a humble village 
on the western plain, representatives of those 
destined in the near future to be builders of 

ELLIJAY, Ga., April 8, that city wherein the temple of the most 
Editors Herald:-This part of tre vineyard high God shall be erected; and, as in fancy I 

seems to have received little, if any, atten- see them bowing together before our Father 
tion as yet from the church workers. My ac- in the sweet unison of the Spirit, pleading 

! quaintance here has been in the northern I with him to hasten his work, seeking wisdom 
1 

part of the State, once the home of the and strength for all of God's children, that 
Cherokee Nation. The country is a beauti- the work may not be retarded by willing but 

and ask•3d him ful one: low mountains covered with many clumsy hands, but speedily carried to all 
object to our varieties of deciduous trees, "With pines and nations by those strong in Jehovah's strength 

building"-seeing th8,t our 1 laurels intermixed. Between the hills are and gentle under love's guidance, my soul 
way intedere with long- narrow valleys, which frequently widen looks upward to heaven in heartfelt thanks 
"Ti:wy b0lieve there out, covered with rich soil. Streams and to God for the blessed privilege of being one 

springs of clear pure water everywhere of those called "Saints" in these lattet• days; 
abound. The climate is free from extremes of being permitted, if truly humble and 
summer and winter. The red man must have faithful, to receive a portion of that blessed 
looked back in longing, many times from his Comforter promised to the children of Christ, 
new western home, to the beautiful hills of and enabled to carry assistance and light to 
the old hunting grounds. The typical North precious souls struggling through the gross 

nmke the matter Georgian home consists of the old-fashioned darkness of error'tl realm. 
he seemed fully sat- log cabin, with its great wide fireplace built May conference now in session mark the 

PPesbyterian people I of rough unhewn. stones. The furnitur~ is beginning of a steady, rapid advance to 
statement that we homemade, conspwuous because of scar01ty. higher, sun-crowned heights all along the 
Utah Church, but The spinning wheel and hand loom of the line. May the sweet spirit of love so thrill 

'revolutionary days are to be found in nearly each attendant, and thence to the waiting 
every house. The diet of the people, in the ones of the farthest outpost and scattered 
mountain section, consists principally of hog family, that all malice and envy, worldly 
meat, coarse corn bread, homemade sorghum, pride and listlessness shall shrink back into 
and coffee. In the homes of the "better off," the darkness abashed, and the work of re
vegetables and fruit in season. The people demption roll forth unchecked by those most 

to the article are not so energetic <>s those of the northern retarding inll.uences that have hitherto been 
and western states. Farming is carried on permitted more or less space in the "house 
in a primitive manner. Corn the principal of my friends." May the absolute necessity 
crop. Tobacco is raised for home use, and is of thorough and complete consecration of 
used by men, women, and many children, body, mind, and resources by all who would 

Moler's.announce- chewing the natural leaf or "dipping" snuff. take part in Zion's redemption be so plainly 
article, the meetings The people are generous and warm-hearted, indicated to each member of the body that 

the three daily as a rule; their doors being a! ways open to the complete subjugation of self may speedily 

is no excuse for their 
in reg·ard to the name 

it implies. How
as !.hose who will not 

the wayfarer. Their homes and lives are follow. A warning of danger delayed, when 
plain and simple. In home life they appear often referred to, falls upon increasingly un
very affectionate. I have seen none of those heeding ears, so the dangers attendant 
miserable jealousies nor petty quarrels among_ upon the near approach of that day "that 
the children here, so noticeable in the homes shall come as a snare upon all them 
of many other localities I have visited. The that dwell on the face of the whole 
majority of the people are religious; a earth" ceases to cause mankind, including 
stranger being asked whether he belongs to many Saints, immediate concern. "They 

that we need not the Methodist or the Baptist Church, these shall say Christ delayeth his coming," and 
he t.hought it being the prevailing systems with party the warning cry of "prepare ye" falls on par

:J,nd nothing lines closely drawn and individuals very tially dulled comprehensions. Earthly plans 
"sot" in their opinions. A few Christians and preparations engross the mind and con

and William (Campbellites) can be found here and there, sume the time which should be applied 
their homes at Ke- but the rule is the man you may meet on the earnestly seeking "first the kingdom of God 
one of our number roads is either a Methodi~t or a Baptist. and its righteousness." The day of peril at 

aU alone since t.hey de- I Mormon missionaries have been through the length arrives, preparation for which has 
<wer near us and I country nearly everywhere, and the people been incomplete, and disaster ensues. Those 

we ara :faithful. So are generally very bitter against anything for whom so much bas been endured, for 
our dutv and leave bearing a semblance of Mormonism, more be- whom the Master suffered that they might 

vVe trust "we shall be I causa of the warnings of their respective share his glory,-because of!ack of the spirit, 
the Saints, churches than of any knowledge of the doc- lack of complete consecration of self,-find 

triumph over all / trine. Our people are classed as "Mormons," themselves weak in the faith, unable to look 
may b~ firmly es- nothing being known of the difference. This upward and benefit through the gospel bless

will be a hard missionary field, aYu1 those ings-their hands full of "nothing but leaves" 
who shall be sent to prune it will require a instead of "precious sheaves"-to be finally 

duty and ever special amount of the Spirit of wisdom, left in the darkness without oil in their 
, is my prayer. We trust 1 strength, and loving forbearance, and be pos-~Iamps or opportunity to acquire it. 
forgotten in tbe appoint- I sessed with a genuine desire to benefit hu- What bet.ter time for God's children to 

and that we may soon manity. take inventory of their spiritual wealth and 

-~---~----~~---~~---------
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value to the cause than now? the com- nor can we afford to assert our individuality. 
mencement of a new conference year. The Time is too precious for the one, and hu
past, with its pitiable weaknesses and mis- manity too fallible and weak to allow of the 
erable mistakes, as well as its times conse- other. We must be found doing all that our 
·crated by prayer, and its hallowed moments strength, talent, and means render possible; 
when our feet were permitted to stand upon laboring in harmony with the law, and con
holy ground, is behind us. Let it remain so, 

1 
jointly with those God has set in the church, 

save for the prayers we may offer for the consecrating all we have and are to the up
growth of the few seeds of love, hope, and building of Christ's kingdom until be shall 
faith, we managed to scatter along our path- say, "Well done." 
way. The future is fast pressing forward to Then, dear Saints, as we stand upon the 
meet us with its multitudes of trials and threshold of the new conference year, with 
duties. The evAr present now is here. Let the profit and loss account of the past trans
us up and be doing what we can for the ferred and closed, what are our assets? 
eternal betterment of humanity, as faithful What have we in band to offer in exchange 
men and women in Christ, retaining sweet for· the coin of heaven's realm? Is it a long 
humility and pure love as ever present com- list of successes from the past; so that as we 
panions, with God's Spirit for our guide, and stand ready to commence the conflict again, 
Zion sball soon be ready to arise in her the light of victory flashes from our eager 
strength and beauty, "a land of peace, a city eyes, and the commendations of well-earned 
of refuge, a place of safety for the Saints of achievements sound in our ears, causing us 
the most high God; and the glory of the to step forth in boldness and confidence? It 
Lord shall be there." The word of the Lord is well! Let us bow in grateful praise to him 
declares (D. C. 45: 4) "And there shall be men through whose grace we conquered, and as 
standing in that generation that shall not we bow let us remember the words of the 
pass, until they shall see an overflowing Psalmist, "In my prosperity I said I shall 
scourge, for a desolating sickness shall come never be moved," together with the advice 
over the land; but my disciples shall stand in of the Savior, ''Let him that standeth take 
holy places, and shall not be moved." "That hEed lest be fall," and casting all at his feet, 
generation" the time of the gospel's restora- let us reconsecrate self and all it possesses 
tion. How much longer can the times of anew to his service, going forth to greater 
that generation last? Look over the world victories in his name. Is it with empty 
and convince yourself whether or no the bands because of lack of effort or wisdom, so 
signs of the times do not testify of the that we stand listless and purposeless before 
speedy fulfillment of the foregoing prophecy. the Master? If this be so, let us hesitate no 
"The Saints also shall hardly escape!" Can longer, but know there is work for all to do 
we afford to run any risk? Can we hope to while it is yet day, and soon the night cometh 
e,scape if we pause in our work to utter a when none can work. Then let us hasten to 
word of complaint because of fancied or real bow before him, pleading forgiveness for 
slights? Have we time to murmur when the wasted opportunities and time in the past, and 
good ship of Zion is not trimmed just as we at once consecrate ourselves fully and unre
think proper? Dare we risk putting forth servedly to his service, remembering to seek 
our arm of flesh to steady the ark of G.Jd be- to utilize each moment of the. future as his 
cause it does not appear to be riding as Spirit shall indicate, not forgetting to keep 
smoothly as we may fancy or desire it should? our efforts sanctified and in harmony with 
Or are we, individually, in condition to at- divine wisdom tbt·ough continuous prayer. Or 
tempt the hastening process that God as- do we find ourselves bankrupt, because of sor
sures us he will attend to in its time? No! rows or weakness when we would have done 
no! dear Saints; our part is to consecrate our- so mewb? Have our feet just left the open 
selves and all we have and are to the service grave? Or have we been face to face with 
of God, possessing our souls in patience cruel disaster? Or has unrelenting disease 
meanwhile, and remembering that "all have weakened those faculties we would otherwise 
not eveTy gift given unto them," but that "to gladly have used in the Master's cause? 
eveTy man is given a gift by the Spirit of God Then let us, of all people, look up, and in our 
... that all may be profited thereby," and weakness and sorrow be strong and glad; for 
that the command is for all to "labor to- if we will search closely we shall find that 
getber with God for the accomplishment of his feet have pressed the pathway of sorrow. 
the work that God has entrusted to all," and We shall discover lonely places where he bas 
when all is not just as we deem it should be, fallen to the ground, and in agony of spirit 
or when the unskillful band of a brother or besought the Father the cup might pass; 
a sister shall slight or wound us, or when then as we with wondering love bow our 
sickness, danger, or any other thing shall beads in gratitude and worship, we can, in all 
threaten ta destroy our peace or usefulness, consistency and fervor of Spirit, consecrate 
we can go to God in confidence, and placing ourselves and our sorrows to his service, for 
the matter before him, leave it in his bands, we will have di~covered that sorrow and 
and return again in all faith and earnestness weakness are the portals through which bu
to ouT part of the great work, continuing in manity. can be led into the very presence of 
quiet patience and steady zeal to perform the their great Redeemer, and as we receive the 
part allotted us with thankful hearts, know- promised Comforter from his loving hands, 
ing that be who "seetb in secret" and "re- we shall realize that there a1·e none so weak or 
wardetb openly" loves both the work and poor, or so full of woe but can thTough pe?"{ect 
ourselves with far greater love than we can consecration be of service to heaven's king, 
measure, and that his band is at the helm. and by the close of the present conference 
No, we cannot hope to escape if we pause, year we shall understand, if faithful, that 

through much sorrow and rriany tribulations 
come the greatest successes. 

May we "trim up" all along the line, and 
see to it that we each and all are found truly 
"working togethe~ with God for the accom
plishment of the work entrusted to all," pray
ing while we work, and working as we pray. 

Humbly, in bon~s, 
G. EDGAR WARD. 

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., April24. 

Ed·itors Herald:-I arrived home Saturday 
eve, April 21, from Lamoni, Io~a, where I 
bad been since the eve of the 5th, attending 
General Conference. There was a large dele
gation present to represent the church from 
all parts of America, also from England, 
Honolulu, Australia, and Canada. The Sun
day school was also largely represented by 
both young and old. The conference all 
through was of a medium character. I was 
glad I was there, as I met many of the Saints 
I bad first learned to know soon after I joined 
this church in 1872, and all seemed to have 
yet within them the same desire as before, to 
remain faithful to their gospel covenant. I 
too, had that same desire, and so expressed 
myself in their testimony meetings. I was 
glad the church authorities were mutually 
sustained by the conference, as I honor them 
all as the servants of G;:~d, capable to rule and 
govern the church in all righteousness on 
this earth, and as such I sustain them all 
alike. 

I visited the Saints' Home for the first 
time, as it was not finished inside when I 
attended General Conference three years ago. 
I was surprised to find the inside so nice and 
beautiful and so well furnished. Truly it can 
be properly named the Saints' Home. It 
looked like a palace to me as I went from 
basement to tower. Our worthy Bishop, E. 
L. Kelley, bas surely exhibited wisdom and 
good judgment in getting such a large build
ing together for the comfort and enjoyment 
of the Saints that occupy the building as 
their home. I am unable to describe it better. 
than to state the whole int.erior is finished 
up as if it was meant for a palace. So now I 
have lived to see the Saints' Home, and 
Graceland College. 

The institution ought to be well patronized 
by the Saints who are able to send their chil
dren away to give them a first-class educa
tion. Graceland College has professors and 
teachers qualified to teach the different 
branches of learning that will fit all for the. 
different positions they may choose to follow 
in life. The college and grounds are all one 
could wish for health and beauty. 'Tis the 
handsomest location in all Lamoni; is higher 
up than any ground I saw there. All the 
rooms are large and airy, with plenty of 
light, in the shape of large windows. Both 
ladies and gentlemen can learn to sing., and 
play all kinds of instruments, so none need 
to go to New York for education or musical 
training. Graceland is fully equipped to 
furnish all the best of education, so all you 
have to do is to send your sons and daughters 
and the cash, then the college will do the 
rest, and turn out the best educated and pol· 
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ished ladies and gentlemen you ever wish to 
behold, when their terms are finished. 

The preaching and testimony meetings 
during conference were good. I heard the 
prophet, apostles, high priests, seventies, 
and elders preach in their turn; none de
clined and none failed, all did their share 
assigned. 

I talked with Elder J. M. Terry and wife 
of Chicago. Elder Terry preached here and 
was superintendent of our Sabbath school 
till they moved away in 1886, and this ·was 
the first time I had seen Sr. Terry since 1886. 
They were held in high esteem here by the 
Saints, and we liked them, and I felt glad to 
hear her talk in meeting, and that she felt 
as cheerful as she did, after burying her only 
son last month. The gospel gives all 
strength to bear all things with resignation, 
and I hope the Lord will be with them both 
to the end of their lives. 

While at conference I had a nice boarding 
place close to the church with Sr. Cave and 
daughter. I got good attention, so I could 
not wish it any better or handier; so I was 
fortunate in getting in there the two weeks I 
stayed. 

I attended two funerals: one at the Saints' 
Home, of a Sr. Greenwood, aged 70 years. 
Sr. E. L. Kelley led the singing, and Elder 
H. A. Stebbins preached the funeral dis
course. He is a nice man in his talk, kind 
and gentle in expression. The other was a 
little boy about three years old. A white 
casket was provided for him, and four girls 
were his pall ~bearers. Elder J. A. Gunsolley 
performed the sad rite at burial services. 

Desiring the welfare of all God's people, 
and the final triumph of this gospel, I am as 
ever, your sister, ANNA NIELSEN. 

BEAVER, Mo., April 22. 
EditoTs ReTald:-Thinking it possible that 

some might wonder what had become of 
J. C., he having done little ministerial labor 
during the past six months in the district, 
will simply say that I am still unshaken in 
the faith and as firm as ever in this great and 
grand latter-day work. Having taken up a 
homestead among towering mountains of the 
great Ozarks in Douglas County-the land of 
big red apples and clover, I have been com
pelled by force of circumstances to leave the 
field of active labor spiritually, and turn 
my attention to said home and dear ones. 
Through the kindness of Bro. G. W. Boot
man I and others of my family secured car
penter work on a new railroad in Southern 
Arkansas, where I have labored from Octo
ber till the latter part of March, when by the 
request of my son George, I returned home 
to attend district and General Conference, 
and later to build and improve our home, 
while he remained to make means to help us 
financially, that I might soon enter the field 
again. I had been home only a few days 
wten his as well as my plans were in a meas
ure handicapped by him getting his right 
leg broken, through the earelessness of the 
foreman under whom he was working. Will 
the Saints please remember him in the hour 
of prayer, as he is over two hundred miles 
fpom_home, !l-m,on~ strangers, and not, able t(l 
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return, having been compelled to have his 
limb reset. In the midst of trials we will 
put our trust in God, and submit to his will, 
knowing that all will work for good to them 
that love the Lord and will continue to look 
for the silver lining along the clouds. 

My trials during the past six months or a 
year have been almost unbearable; but for 
the truth's sake, or the love of the gospel, I 
will bear and forbear patiently, knowing that 
it's a long road that has no end, and be as 
cheerful as possible under existing circum
st,ances, and the truth will make us free. 

Am hopeful that more elders will move 
into the district, as the calls are many and 
the laborers few. We need a competent man 
to take charge of the district, one that will 
and can spend his whole time in the field; 
much good could be done by one that is in 
possession of push, wisdom, zeal, and bu
mility,-as well as being self-sustaining. 
Nevertheless, many of the noble-hearted 
Saints in the district will do the best they 
can to keep the wheel rolling, and others are 
just as willing that they should, and fill the 
bill as per James 2: 15, 16, with a God bless 
you. 

Hope the district will pardon me for my 
inability to labor. On January 3 I united in 
holy bonds of matrimony Mr. J. A. Graham 
and our noble young sister, Mary Ettie 
Brooner, both of Pomona, where Mr. Graham 
had provided a nice little farm home for 
them. May the Lord's blessings attend them 
and that she may be the means of bringing 
him into gospel fold, to, secure a home here
after. 

I attended one late conference at Johns 
Mills, which was one of peace; but 0 how 
sad the thought that the Sunday school work 
was not represented. Will the Saints and 
young people of the district make full prepa
rations to meet on the 6th day of July at ten 
a. m., at the new Saints' chapel five miles 
east of Ava (Douglas County, Missouri) for 
Sunday school convention and entertainment 
at seven p. m. Come prepared to take an 
active part. On the 7th the conference con
venes, and we shall look for a large delega
tion of big and little speakers. 

I was called to Springfield to preach on 
Easter Sunday, and while there Bro. and Sr. 
Nelson lost their only daughter, Sr. Carrie 
May. About nine a. m. on that passover day 
she passed over the line, and in so doing 
she turned gray, while her mother was weep
ing over the loss; but what was their loss 
was Sidney N. Gray's (lain, having passed 
over into his band, and they were both to 
blame. Bro. Gray gave me a few dollars, 
thinking perhaps I would keep still about it, 
but I will not do it. I must say that both 
made a splendid choice, both being noble 
workers in the church. May the blessings 
of God attend them all along life's uneven 
journey. They will make their home with 
her parents, hence the lost is found, and the 
gainer of a son. The writer relished the 
splendid wedding dinner provided for the 
host of Saints and friends present. Among 
the latter were Bro. D. W. Thomas and wife, 
whom I had not met for nearly twenty years, 
when we were neighbors near where Lamoni 
nqw f)t~nqe, r,rrqly i~ 1V~s-~ happy ro.eeting, 
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and with tears mingled with joy we spent a 
profitable day together, talking, preaching, 
and singing. They have located at Spring
field, and I must congratulate the Springfield 
branch and Sunday school on being able to 
secure such noble help. Wish Elder Thomas 
could have located here, as there are many 
good openings and chances for him or any 
une else that may wish to locate in the land 
southward in Zion, and on receipt of a two 
cent stamp will gladly give all need
ful information and descriptions, together 
with the facts as they are. 

In gospel bonds, 
J. C. CHRES'L'ENSEN. 

LEWIS'L'ON, Ill., April13. 

Editors Herald:- I read in my last Herald 
an article from the pen of Bro. Charles Darry 
concerning the steamship President. She 
was captured by a pirate and burned; all 
slain but four men and five young women. 
One of the men was a Doctor M. Lorner; the 
four men agreed to unite with the pirates, 
thereby saving their lives, hoping Provi
dence would open a way of escape. 

The writer of this- with his father, 
mother, and three other children, and a 
brother Latter Day Saint-sailed out of Li v
erpocl on the 28th of April, 1841. About the 
third Sunday out we were becalmed all day. 
About noon we were surrounded with wreck
age of a vessel that had been destroyed by 
fire. Then in the evening about five o'clock 
our captain espied a vessel through his glass, 
and made out she was pirate; and she had a 
boat out, full of men, rowing towards us with 
a line attached to the pirate, so as to gain so 
much on us. None but the men were aware 
of what she was. There came a storm about 
sundown, such as I never saw. The passen
gers were all fastened below. I being in the 
sailors' quarters by permission from them, 
learned the character of the vessel in chase; 
but she lost us, God having an eye on the 
few Saints on board, and of a prophecy that 
had been made in England concerning us. 

Doctor Lorner published a book in Liver
pool; in it he described exactly the calm and 
the pirate warping their ship toward us, 
and the storm, and how the pirates raved 
and swore when they lost us. They then 
made for their rendezvous; and all were 
drunk on one day. He then with his com
panions, determined to escape; but before 
they escaped two of his companions were 
murdered and the third died of his wounds, 
but the doctor carried him in the dark to the 
only boat the pirates had to go to and from 
their ship. The ship was anchored out quite 
a distance, so that the doctor left them with
out means of escape. His remaining com
panion died out at sea from his wound. The 
doctor was out in the open boat several days, 
and was finally picked up by a Dutch ship 
and taken to Amsterdam, then on to Liver
pool, where be reported the loss of the Presi
dent, and the last chase they made, which by 
the blessing of God was a failure, or this 
would have never been written. 

Our captain made the report in New York. 
The name of the ship were on was Orpheus. 
The pirate's ship w~J;s the Fl,Yin~ Mariai ~I} 
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church wait awhile until we get our new I or wrong, to a great--;xtent,-:J~~~l--------------said Dr. Lorner. I know we sailed in the 
midst of wreckage, nearly all of it charred. 
I know we were in the fie::-cest storm I ever 
saw, and the doctor told the truth when he 
wrote that they lost us, and he and his com
panions were happy. The five young' women 
they took from the President they murdered, 
on account of a mutiny that was on because 
of the women. 

I know that some say there were no pirates 
as late as lS,JJ, but I know better. The 
brother's name that wa5 on the same' vessel 
was Elijah Cheatham. If some brother in 
Liverpool would search some of the oldest 
bookstores, or in New York, they might find 
Doctor Lerner's account of the steamship 
President and her destruction. 

I am very nervous, but hope you can read 
this; it is the truth about what became of 
the lost ship. Your brother, 

T. F. STAFFORD. 

LAMONI, Iowa, April 28. 

Editors Herald:-We now expect to be in 
in our field of labor (Northern California dis· 
trict) about May 15, and desire to visit as 
many members of our district this year as we 
can find. With this in view I would be glad 
to hear from the Saints living outside of the 
branches, and will try and call on them some· 
time during the year. There is a large and 
grand work before us, and we hope that all 
the local priesthood will be about their "Fa
ther's business." My address for the present 
will be No. 3010 Sixteenth Street, San Fran-
cisco, California. In bonds, 

FRED B. BLAm. 

-----·,~----.~----

Mothers' Home noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

Dear Saints:-! am led to ask myself what 
am I doing for the building up of Zion? 
Surely we will all have to do a part. I for 
one desire to do what I can. When, 0 when, 
we ask, will Zion be redeemed? Not until 
all have done their part. God has done his 
part, and is now waiting for us. I often 
think of our missionaries how they leave 
their homes and loved ones to go out into the 
world to preaca the gospel to a people who 
are ready at all times to turn their backs on 
anything in the line of religion and truth. 
How little we realiza what some are endur
ing while we are at home living as it were in 
peace and plenty. 

I feel thankful to my heavenly Father for 
for the gospel and for the gift of his dear 
Son. 1 want to worship and adore him as 
long as I have breath. How many, 0 how 
many are my mistakes. I desire to render 
the covenant that I made when nine years 
old to serve the Lord. I want to walk nearer 
to him day by Jay, and make sacrifices for 
the cause which I love so well. When I 
think that possibly we might have to be shut 
out from his presence on account of selfish-

clothes, then we will help to build up Zion. I to lead them as 
0, how foolish we are; we the children of 1 Have so often seen those 
God, and can't gi:ve up these lustful desires. to care for, thoug-h 
I am ashamed when I think of it. I some· 
times fear that God will be ashamed of us. 
When, 0 when, will we be willing to give up to anything, yet 
this world and its sinful pleasures and serve them far more than they 
God with sincerity of heart that we might be I be too careful, and "ao 
an example to the world? My hope and 1 tree is inclinEJd," we find H 
prayer is that I may improve my talent and 
go on in the good-begun work, growing day 
by day, ever watching and praying and 
learning, here a little and there a little, as 
v.:e are commanded. J_,et us go on striving to 
overcome until the Master comes. Ever 
praying and waiting for the building up of 
God's kingdom upon earth, I am your sister 
in the gospel, 

HAT'l'IE GENEVA NICKERSON. 

TRUSTING. 
Are you trusting Jesus only, 

He who bore your weight of sin? 
Are you striving e'er to serve him, 

Casting all your care on him? 

Sister, brother, can you doubt him-,
He who ever pleads for you? 

Pause to thank him in your gladness, 
He through tdals brought you through. 

Ah! 'Tis sweet to trust in Jesus, 
Knowing he our sorrow shares; 

That in dangers seen and unseen, 
We've been guarded from the snares. 

May we e'er press onward, upward, 
Keep our Savior's path in view, 

And when ended are earth's trials, 
May we dwell among the true. 

ALICE M. JOSLYN. 
l<"c bruary 14, 1900. 

GREENBUSH, Mich., l!'eb. 4. 
Dear Sistm·s:-Having just read the letters 

from the sisters in the Home Column for the 
past week, I also feel to write, as I have be
fore been led to do so, yet neglected. I have 
been'' encouraged and cheered by helpful 
thoughts in the letters many times, and have 
been interested also in this department since 
taking the Herald. 

My mother having died ten years ago, 
when I was sixteen, I promised to keep my 
younge.r sisters and brothers together, and 
have tried to do as well as I could, though I 
realize many mistakes have been made by 
me, yet God is merciful and knows all our 
weaknesses. I realized the responsibility 
resting on me,· and tried to be guided as he 
wished to lead me. From the time I was a 
child my desire was to be a Christian, yet I 
never united with any church until I heard 
the gospel proclaimed in its fuliness nearly 
eight years ago; and looking bac\i: now over 
the years, I can see. that God led me and has 
known all my desires and helped me always. 
"Those who hunger and thirst after right· 
eo us ness shall be filled." 

'rhe responsibilit-y I was under seemed to 
make me feel more than ever the need of 
God's guiding, and before I came into this 
work, my prayers were many times answered, 
which led me to a stronger faith in God. 

cate evil seed 
minds of the young, 
g;row up, untrained for· 

We sometimes 

eveu though 
we have his Spiri'L 
will, and we know 
best, even though 
time. My greatesi·, 
may be one of G·od ':; 
inherit eternal life--the 

I sincerely echo the 
doubtless many sisters), 
Burton's life story be 
I have been encom"aged 
writings in Autumn Leaves, 
privilege of re~,ding

Spirit bore witness 
experiences when 
also say that H didn't 
(when she wrote 
the Lord, or the 

in that line seem to 
own; for I have been 
such work that I knew not 

Oh, when I t,hink of 
to me, and then that 
deseeving of it, I feel 
more determined to 
ward, and never in 
on the work we love so 

I enjoy reading~ the 
umn, and would like 
Perhaps I may 
its way to the wast3 
strive to live by 
spoken, and then we 
gret, is the humble 

Your 

PROGRAl'vl FOR JI'IA Y 

ness, I don't know what else to call it. We "Example is greater than pl·ecept," it is 
want to have something to wear as nice as said, and I early felt that I could lead the 
our neigh bot· irl tl:!t:l world, so we let the ' younger ones placed in my carol either 

Opening 
Prayer. 
Discussion of select 
umn. Roll call. Closing 

U5. Di5u1issal 
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8tlndau 8~hool Asso~iaHons. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Massachusetts district Sunday school asso

ciation will convene Saturday evening, 7: 30, 
May 12, at Saints' chapel, North Plymouth, 
Massachusetts. Branch secretades will 
please see that reports are in early to Ora V. 
Holmes, No. 123 Sutton Street, Providence, 
Rhode Island. We expect many of the mis
sionaries from General Conference to be pres
ent, as Sheehy, Bond, Hobley, Phillips, and 
U. W. Greene lately from Hawaiian mission, 
etc. An interesting- program is provided. 
We need your presence; you need our help. 
Come. M. C. FISHER, Supt. 

Sunday school convention of Northern Ne
braska district will meet at Columbus, May 
26, at two p. m. It is to be hoped that each 
school in the district will be represented by 
one or more delegates, and a report from 
each school is desired. 

AUOE C. SCHWARTZ, Supt. 

j\1is~ellaneotl8 Department 
TO THE PATRONS OF THE HERALD OFFICE. 

Having been appointed Business Manager 
and Treasurer of the Herald Office, by the 
Board of Publication, I wish to say to the 
Saints and friends that I desire their earnest 
cooperation in my endeavors to serve the 
best interests of all concerned. I accept the 

' trust as one of responsibility, realizing that 
the interests of the publishing department 
have an important bearing upon the develop
ment of the church in the branches and the 
progress of the work abroad. It will there
fore be my endeavor to meet demands upon 
this department by prompt and faithful serv
ice in ev03ry feature of its work. 

So far as in our power to avoid it there will 
be no reasonable ground for dissatisfaction 
with the office. The Publishing Department 
is the servant of the body, owned by it, and 
subject to its control, that it may contribute 
to its needs and faithfully meet all just de
mands upon it. Recognizing its legitimate 
sphere, we shall endeavor to see that it is 
made a contributor to the general good by 
frank and fair dealing with the people. 

In the conduct of business the same g-en
eral rules published in the Herald Office 
catalogue will be observed until new rules 
are found necessary. 

Mistakes, if any have been made, will be 
rectified as soon as possible to correct them. 
Write us plainly your wants and we shall en
deavor to supply them. 

The traveling ministry, Bishop's agents, 
branch and district officers, and all Saints 
are a:sked to remember the interests of the 
Herald Office. It is to the interests of the 
church and the Saints everywhere to be in 
touch with the progress of the work by read
ing the Saints' Herala, Autumn Leaves, Zion's 
Hope, Gospel Quarterlies, the standard bPoks, 
and other church publications. 

Address all orders and remittances to the 
undersiged. JOHN SMI'l'H, 

Business Manager Herald Office. 
Lock box E, LAMONI, Iowa, Apr:! 25, l 900. 

SAINTS' 

Dancer; ancl George M. Scott to act in place 
of C. E. Butterworth. 

There were two causes heard by the council. 
The Valley branch vs. B. E. Grant., on ap
peal. 

R. E. Grant appellant. 
In this case R. E. Grant was char~ed with 

adultery and unchristianlike conduct. The 
charges were heard before an elders' 
court at Grand Rapids, Michigan, August 
8, 1899, and a verdict of guilty rendered. 
From this, R. E Grant appealed to the High 
Council. 

J. A. Grant and l~. M. Cooper appeared for 
the Valley branch, and .R E. Grant in his 
own behalf. 

The decision of the council was that the de
cision of the elders' court be affirmed; and 
that t.he defendant, R. E. Grant, be adjudged 
guilty of adultery and unchristianlike con
duct, 

Done at Lamoni; Iowa, April Hi, 1900. 
JOSEPH SMITH, 

President of Council. 
R M. ELVIN, 

Secretary of Council. 

A second council was convened to hear a 
cause in which J. A. Grant and F. M. Cooper 
were complainants and E. C. Briggs defend· 
ant. Charges: Falsehood and self-contra
diction. 

There were present of the council: J. C. 
Crabb, J. M. Baker, Charles Derry, J. H. 
Peters, William Anderson, Asa S. Cochran, 
R. M. Elvin, and F. G. Pitt. J. W. Walo
smith, J. S. Snively, M. H. Forscutt, and F. 
M. Weld were chosen to fill vacancies. 

J. A. Grant and F. M. Cooper appeared for 
the one side, E. C Brig-gs with T. W. Chat
burn as counselor for the defense. 

Upon the assembling of the council at an 
adjomned meeting held Monday, April 23, 
1900, the following ac~ion was had and. or
dered placed on the record:-

We, F. M. Cooper for John A. Grant, and 
F. M. Cooper of the prosecution, and E. C. 
Briggs in his own behalf, hereby agree, that 
this cause shall be dismissed by mutual 
agreement; and that the Council Docket of 
the case shall show, that the evidence was 
not heard, the charges not proved, and the 
defendant freed from further liabilities to 
answer to the charges in this case. 

Done at Lltmoni, this the 23d day of April, 
1900. 

"Witness our hands, 
F. M, COOPER, 

for Prosecution. 
E. C. BRIGGS. 

Attest, T. W. CHATBUR.N, 
Counsel for Dofendant. 

Whereup"on the cause was dismissed by the 
agreement of the parties. 

JOSEPH SMITH, 
President of Council. 

R. M. ELVIN, 
Secretary of Council. 

PASTORAL. 
MISSOURI, KANSAS, AND SOU'l'HERN II,LI· 

NOIS MISSION. 
To All the Saints and Ministers in the 

Above Mission, Greeting:-Each district will 
be considered a ''mission field" of its own, 
without dividing·, except the St. LouiR dis
trict, and controlled so far as I can determine 
at this date, as follows: The North west 
Kansas district by John Alfred Davis; North-
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Louis and suburbs) and all of that part of 
Missouri south of the St. Louis district and 
east of the South Missouri district by C. J. 
Spurlock; Southern Illinois district by F. M. 
Slover. 

The Central Illinois district will be pro
vided for sometime in the near future, if 
possible. The Independence district will be 
under my own charge for the time being. 
Those placed in charge will instruct the l;llin
istry to report all items to them, on the first 
day of July, October, January, and March. 
Those in charge should report to me by the 
tenth of each respective month named. 

Nothing need be considered iu this pastoral 
letter to debar any.or all to write me in re
gard to their tr-ials or blessings, and the spe
cial needs of the work here and there, in 
order to secure my ad vice and assistance 
when they feel it is absolutely necessary for 
the good of themselves and the work that 
they love so well. 

Praying God that we may all labor without 
friction, and when the conference year shall 
have passed, we can look back over our work 
and truthfully say, we have done what we 
could to ad vance the good of the latter-day 
work, without murmur or complaint. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
I. N. Wnr'rJTI, 

Minister in General Charge. 
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., April 27. 

To Whom it May Concern:-By arrange
ment with Bro. I. N. White the counties of 
Worth, Harrison, and Mercer in Missouri, 
wlll be considered as belonging to the Iowa 
and Minnesota mission, as they are in the · 
Decatur district. The counties of Schuyler, 
Scotland, and Clark, in Mi:;souri, will be also 
a part of the above mission as they form a 
part of the Nauvoo district. Labor done in 
these counties may be reported to Duncan 
Campbell and James McKiernan, respectively, 

J. W. WIGHT. 
LAMONI, Iowu, April 27. 

ROOKY MOUNTAIN MISSION. 
To the Ministry and Saints of Above Mis

sion:-Having been placed in charge, the fol
lowing arrangement for ministerial labor 
have been made, subject to such change as 
the necessities of the work may demand:-

Brethren Gomer Wells and Gomer Reese, 
Montana, 

W. S. Pender and Peter Anderson, Central 
and Southern Utah. 

R. J. Parker and S. D. Condit, Northern 
Utah and Southern Idaho. 

Charles Albertson, Western Idaho. 
R. R. Dana, Ogden and vicinity. 
Arrangements for tent work will be made 

in due time. 
I earnestly ask the support and cooperation 

of al'!, that our united efforts for good may 
result in honor to the Master's cause. 

Brethren of the missionary force will please 
report promptly to the missionary in charge 
July 1, October 1, January 1, and Maech 1, 
under the following heads: 1. Services at
tended. 2. Times preached. 3 Times as
sisted. 4 Other services held. 5. Baptisms. 
6. Confirmations. 7. Assisted in confirming. 
8. ':!.'otal ordinations and to what office. 9. 
Organizations effected. 10. Marriages. 11. 
Children blessed. 12. Administrations. 13. 
New openings. My permanent home address 
is Lamoni, Iowa; will give mission addt·ess 
later. D. W. WIGHT. 

east district by M. 'l'. Short; Nodaway, Mis- To the Ministry and Saints in Northern 
BEFORE THE HIGH COUNCIL. souri, district by D. C. White; Northeast Illinois and Wisconsin, Greeting:-Having 

The High Council was convened Wednes- district by F. J. Chatb!l_rn, .assistant Joseph been appointed at the late General Confer
day, April 11. 1900, at ten a. m. There were A. Tanner; Far \illest d1str~ct by J_. C .. Foss, ence in cbarg!" _of the above-n~med ,field of 
present: F. G. Pitt, Calvin Beebe, James C. assistant Swen Swenson; Chnton .distriCt. by !.abor, ~nd destrwg- to secure t~e ~ear\.y C?
Crabb, James H. Peters, Asa S. Cochran, I T. R. White, assistant Lee Quwk; Sprmg operatwn of all wh<;J labor for Zwn s weal 1n 
William Anderson, Charles Derry, Robert 11'1. Rive; district by F. C. K~ck; So:rth Missouri un.ity and _good, fee:~ng, I h~reby address you 
Elvin John Chisnall and John A. Robinson. distrwt by Henry Sparhng, assistant B. T. this greetmg, ~rus,wg thau our future labor 
Vaca~cies having oc~urred by the death of I WaHers; St. Louis district in Illin~is, and may ~e pe_r-f?rmed in love, an_d confide.nce, 
David Dancer, and the absence of Charles E. the city of St. Louis and suburbs by Arthur I and w1th d1vme approval. I w1ll be de tamed 
Butterworth James M. Baker was chosen to Allen; that part of the S:;. Louis district at Lamoni for a few weeks, on account of the 
fill the vac<~;~cy caused by the del!.th of David situ11.ted iu Missouri (except the city of St. isi'!uing of tho third volume of Church His· 
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tory, which demands my attention. Some 
changes have taken place and complications 
arisen which may require consideration in 
making permanent appointments, but as I am 
unacquainted with the men and field, I will 
make as few changes as possible until I have 
time and opportunity to become more ac
quainted. 

Bro. F. M. Cooper has been removed frow 
Northern Illinois district by appointment 
elsewhere, hence it will be necessary to fill 
his place. I hereby appoint Elder H. E. 
Moler in charge of Northern Illinois district, 
except the city of Chicago. 

Other appointments will remain for the 
present as made by my predecessor, subject 
to such changes as conditions may warrant, 
of which due notice will be given. 

Elder J. M. Terry will continue in charge 
in the city of Chicago. 

Elder J. C. Crabb, will continue in charge 
in Kewanee district. 

Elder W. A. McDowell will continue in 
charge in the State of Wisconsin. 

Those who labor in any of these fields will 
please take notice and report accordingly, 
according to the rules governing. Please be 
prompt in reporting as to date, and particu
lar as to necessary details. The times for re
porting to your several missionaries in 
charge are the first of July, October, Jan
uary, aod March. Please make it a specialty 
to report to those in charge on the first day 
of each of the above months, in order that 
they may report to me on the lOth, and thus 
make our work regular and systematic. In 
bonds of peace and bop'l, your coworker in 
Zion's cause, HEMAN C. SMITH. 

EPISTLE. 

To the Officers and Members of Pacific 
Slope Mission, Greeting:-Having been con· 
tinued in charge another year, I herewith 
solicit your cooperation and hearty support 
for my colaborers and self. The following 
ministers have been associated with me in 
gospel work, and will occupy as follows until 
further notice:-

N orthern district: R. E I zenbouser and 
Calvin Rich will operate the tent. F. B. 
Blair will look after the work of the district. 
Bro. A. B. Phillips to labor in Modoc County 
and surrounding country. 

Central district: H L Holt and A. M. 
Chase with the tent. E. Keeler to labor in 
the wuthern portion of district. 

Southern district: T. W. Williams in Los 
Angeles. T. W. Chatburn and D. A. Ander
son with the tent. J. F. Burton and Elbert 
Smith to labor as the way opens up before 
them. Bro. William Gibson in San Bernar
dino and vicinity. 

Oregon: D. L. Harris in sub-charge; 
Charles Crumley and A. B. Moore. 

Washington: John Davies in charge; Bro. 
N. C. Enge until September 1. 

Nevada: Thomas Daley in charge. 
In this connection I wish to emphasize the 

fact that a report will be expected every 
three months, from each minister, in order 
that the missionary in charge may be able to 
make an accurate report to the First Presi
dency of the true condition of the work in 
the field. 

In order to make the tent work a success, 
we think it necessary that a special fund be 
created in the respective districts to meet 
the current expenses of tent work. Will the 
district presidents please see to ·this matter 
as soon as possible? The Saints throughout 
the mission have done remarkably well in 
obeying the temporal law in times past, and 
we have every reason to believe that you will 
continue your efforts along that line in the 
future. The maxim, "In unity there is 
strength," should be kept well in mind by 
the workers in Israel. Therefore, let us la
bor together in unison and ever strive to be 
in possession of the true charity which char
acterizes a faithful follower of Christ. We 
pjnoerel:Y trust tl:la,t, t~~ lp!)j11 officer~ wHl QQI~-
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tinue to supplement our efforts as willingly 
as heretofore. 

It is desired that those of the Seventy, and 
such Elders and Priests who are doing mis
sionary work, devote their time in opening 
up new places, thus leaving the High Priests 
and Elders, upon whom the Lord bas placed 
the responsibility of feeding and caring for 
the Saints, attend to local affairs as far as 
practicable. 

That success may crown our labors for the 
Master, that the sick an:ong us may be 
blessed and the weak be made strong spiritu
ally, I suggest that we set apart the first 
Sunday in June (the third) as a day for 
fasting and prayer. I hope that tho presi
dents of the branches will call the members' 
attention to this request. I shall enter upon 
my mission as soon <J.S circumstances will per
mit. My address until June 1 will be Tern· 
ple, Lake County, Ohio. After that time 
3010 Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cali
fornia, will be my mission address. Praying 
that success may result from our labors, and 
that the peace of God may abide with us all, 
I remain your cola borer in the Master's cause, 

G. T. GRIFFITHS, 
Missionary in Charge. 

TE~IPLE, Lake County, Ohio, April 25. 

APPOINTED. 
Bro. R. C. Evans, of London, Ontario, bas 

been appointed on the committee to meet the 
brethren of the Church of Christ, in place of 
Bro. Joseph Luff, resigned, in pursuance of 
action of conference just past. 

JOSEPH SMI'I.'H, 
President of Conference. 

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT. 
Whereas, the great and Supreme Ruler of 

the universe bas in his infinite wisdom re
moved from among us our worthy and es
teemed sister, Mary C. Nelson; and whereas, 
the intimate acquaintance with her relatives 
in this branch makes it eminently befitting 
that we record our appreciation of her; 
therefore, be it resolved, that the sudden re
moval of such a life leaves a vacancy and a 
shadow that will be deeply realized by all 
the members of this branch, and will prove a 
serious loss to the community in which she 
lived; resolved, that with deep sympathy 
with the bereaved relatives of the deceased, 
we express our hope that even so great a loss 
to us all may be overruled for good by him 
who doetb all things well; be it further re
solved, that. a copy of these resolutions be 
sent to the Saints' Hera.la for publication, and 
a copy be forwarded to the bereaved husband 
and mother. 

Adopted by the Three Rivers branch, 
Aprill3, 1900. 

JOHN MIZELL, President. 

Whereas, it has pleased our heavenly 
Father to call our president and bt·other, 
John Fish, up higher, and by his death our 
society has lost a faithful and consistent 
member; therefore, be it resolved, that we 
offer the bereaved ~elatives our sincere sym
pathy in this their dark hour of trial, and com
mend them to the wisdom of Him who doeth 
all things well. That a copy of these resolu
tions be sent to the Herald and .Autumn 
Leaves for publication. 

G. W. FEASTER, President. 

COMMITTEE ON HISTORIES AND ENCYCLO
PEDIAS. 

The above committee met at the His
torian's Office, April 23, 1900, and formed a 
permanent organization by appointing He
man C. Smith chairman, and Frederick 
Jl,'[adison Smith secretary. 

We are trying to systematize our work, 
and will make an effort to correct existing 
wi~repre~ell~~tlon~ !11 f!i~tories ll;n!l enc;ylo-

pedias as soon as possible, and will use every 
effort in our power to prevent tho occurrence 
of future errors. However, we will need the 
active cooperation of all who are interested 
in this work, and hence we earnestly solicit 
the aid of Saints and friends. 

We shall be glad to have information of 
any works mentioning the latter-day work, 
issued or prospective, especially the latter; 
and where practicable send us copies of 
books. Any information addressed to any 
one of the committee will receive prompt at
tention. Copies of books should be sent to 
the secretary. 

HEMAN C. SMITH, 
Box 329, Lamoni, Iowa. 

F. M. SHEEHY, 
5 Mont~<omery Ave., Somerville, Mass. 

FREDERICK MADISON SMITH, 
17-3 Box 352, Lamoni, Iowa. 

NOTICE OF REINSTATEMENT. 
The trouble surrounding the silencing of 

Bro. William Jacques of Belleville, Illinois, 
having been adjusted, this is to notify all 
concerned that be is again reinstated as an 
elder. J. C. HITCHCOCK, Dist. Pres. 

ST. Lours, Mo., April30, 1900. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of the Northern Nebraska dis

trict will meet with the Sain.ts at Columbus, 
Nebraska, on May 25, at 7:30 p.m. A good 
attendance is requested, as it is the election 
of officers for the ensuing year. As there is 
some expense attached to the conference 
meetings, it is requested that the several 
branches will send the finances due for the 
past year in accordance with the conference ' 
minutes. J. E. BUT'l'S, Pres. 

JAMES HUFF, Sec. 

BORN. 
GRIFFITHS.-At Lydney, Gloucestershire, 

England, March 1, 1900, to Bro .. and Sr. 
Griffiths, a daughter. Blessed in Lydney 
chu~ch, April I, 1900, by Elders A. N. Bishop 
and H. Ellis, and named Aileen Jessie. 

DIED. 
CHATBURN.-Sr. Mary Burton Chatburn 

was born in Wiswell, Lancashire, England, 
July 26, 1821; died March 12, 1900, at her 
home, Harlan, Iowa. She was married to 
Jonas W. Cbatburn in 1839; they came to 
America in 1845; to Iowa in 1850, and settled 
near Council Bluffs. Joined the old church 
in 18·16, and the Reorganization in 1869, and 
has been a consistent and devoted follower of 
Jesus her Lord, a faithful wife, loving 
mother, kind friend; she was noted for her 
kindness to the poor, and to those in dis
tress a ·friend indeed. Loved by all who 
knew her, both great and small. She leaves 
an a~red companion after sixty years of 
wedded life, and six children to mourn her 
departure. A Saint indeed gone to her rest. 
Funeral from Saints' chapel, Harlan, Iowa, 
sermon by F. A. Smith. 

MATHEWS.-Mead Burton Mathews was 
killed on tbe evening of March 6, 1900. He 
was nearly seven years old; was the oldest 
child of Bro. Reuben and Sr. Adrienne 
Mathews, and grandson of Bro. and Sr. J. F. 
Burton, and great grandson of Sr. Davison 
of Independence. Mead was a bright ambi" 
tious lad, and was delighted to lead the old 
gentle horse from the pasture to the barn. 
He evidently had tied the rope around his 
wrist; just how it happened no one knows, 
but his mother who was watching for him, 
saw the horse stop suddenly and then circle 
around, and then run around the pasture 
twice, dragging the boy by the wrist. When 
they reached him he was dead. Services 
from the East Garden Grove chapel, Elder P. 
M. Betts officiating. The grief-stricken 
parents have the sympathy of tl;].E) !')!ltire CO!!l· 
p:!.\Jl)it~, ' . . 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. · 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
John Smith, Business Manager, lock box E. Re
mittances should be made by post office or express 
orders, drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered 
letters. Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

CRACELAJ'lDun 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, /OW/1. 
Telephonlil 71. 

For catalogues or further information, · 
' Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

Preside.nt9 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, lOW A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..•••••...••••••••••••••... $ 71> 
Leather D 0. '" .. 0 0 .... 0 e •• 0 G •• 0 • 0 0. • • • 1 00 
Flexible binding . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 1 1>0 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sua.~t 
2b4 inches, per 250 ............. .lO 75 

" " per 1000 .............. a 50 
8%.51 " per 21>0 .............. 1 00 

u u per 1000 .••••••••••••• a ~ 
SERMONS IN TRACT FORM. 

Paper ····•••••••••••••••- .......•... 8.38 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

u HI OL.3 

HIS VOLUME t11kes up .the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrMive, an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apos1Je Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, JOHN SMITH, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
NE TESTAMENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

JOHN SMITH, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ....................•••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•.•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Gra.in Russia. . . . . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • . . . 2 00 

W ATSON~BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper ..... e Ill a • Cl ••••••••• 0 •• G • •• $0 25 
Cloth ••••••••••••••••••o•••••••• 35 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sidell .••••.•. $2 00 
Gilt edges ......•.••••••••.••• •.. :Ill IKl 
With music only • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 1 U 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ..................•...•.... $0 7~ 
Morocco Grain Russia ........• • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 1 2~ 

GOSPEL l'ENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper', per dozen ................ $0 8e 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . . . 1>0 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt a.f den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........................... to '15 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 H 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws of' the State of' Iowa, July 1, 1§9§. 

Total assets January I, 1900, 1111133,032.34; April 1, 1900, llll162,7Sl.0'3'. 

We pay interest on time deposit@, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
<etters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

1STOCKHOILDEHS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Osear 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
·day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
·quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates.. Paper covers; 
-5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
:prepared for small children; same lessons further 
·simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
·cents per year. Address all orders and remit-
tances to JOHN SMITH, Lock Box E, 

Lamoni, Iowa. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and dea
cons' licenses, each per dozen ..... ~ 12 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... 40 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OJ' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and! 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of th6 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
·of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President· Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
~Bstabiishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this 'despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer· 
·ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of tha 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
<ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
lf!l.nd Hyrum Smith. 
'Cloth ·bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. • • . . • • • . . 3 00 

TEAVHERS' BIBLE. "'The 5efi~ 
, Pronouncing Sunday School Teach

ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8t, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND BEBATE. 
Cloth •.••••••..••••••••••••••••• $0 40 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • . • . . 30 and 50 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deaths, remov
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form ....•••••....... $1 50 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offi.r.lal acts 
and teachings of Brigham. Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
l!.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the infiuence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

Lamonj Sanitarium. 
Believing that there should be a place where 

Saints and others who have not faith to be healed 
can be treated with "herbs and mild food" by "a 
friend" and where surgical and other means can 
be used if needed, I have decided to open a sani
tarium at Lamoni, Iowa, for the treatment of all 
chronic diseases, also a surgical department where 
operations can be done with skill and modern 
appliances. 

Special attention will be given to diseases of 
women, ruptures, piles, and tumors. In these dis
orders I have bad large experience. Testimonials 
of cures sent on application. 

Specialists from Chicago and St. Joseph will be 
consulted in difficult cases. Chronic diseases will 
be treated largely by baths, massage, and elec
tricity. 

I have practiced medicine and surgery for 
eighteen years. I have taken special courses in 
the above-named diseases at New York City, 
Louisville, Chicago, and St. Louis hospitals. 

Temporary rooms have been engaged and pa
tients can be received at any time. Consultations 
free. Write to me about your case. 

J. H. HANSEN, M. D., Lamoni, Iowa. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
FOR SALE. 
Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLS~ 
Ass't Cashier. 

CoM.MERCI BANK 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent inter~ 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence ~ 
Ucited. Farms and town property for s~ 

'W"ILL-U-B-NEXT'l 
After Q,ult-to-bac has cnred hundreds of others, If YO\'II 

use tobacco and want to ~~;uit, why delay longer? Thret~ 
boxes sent post paid for only $1.50, with POSITIVE GUAB
ANTEE. No cure, money cheerfully refunded. PosTAGllll 
STAMPS taken. Address, 

{Bro.) II. :II'. ORDWAY, Peol!ls, IlL 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at :0. 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arrlTe 

11.t Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect wM 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. · 

DANISH TRACTS. "Var Joseph 
Smith en sand Guds Profet? Udgi-
vet a.f den gjenorganiserede J esu 
Kristi Kirke," "En Indbydelse til 
Guds Rige," "Christi Lrerdom.'" 
Per dozen, 15 cents; 100 .•••••••••• tl 00 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
I' A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 
Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD Ol<'FICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new •tract by Elder,! Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, • which 'shows' that the 
factions ofJthe church, other :than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op
posed to polygamy;• hence that polygamy is 
not,traceable to•the original church organi
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 
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EDITORIAL: CONTENTS: PROFESSOR WESENER'S NEW l and successfully. How widely may 
Facts Stubborn Things ............... 301 PROCESS. be shown by the fact that in the fall 
The Famine in India ................. 301 Professor J. A. Wesener of the food of 1897 this article was a slow moving 
Banished from Hanover .............. 302 department of the Columbus Medical commodity at $1.22 a hundred, while 
Expedition to South America ........ 302 Laboratory has perfected this com- in May, 1898, the demand exceeded 
Unity Among Saints ................. 302 b' d h . l d h th 1 t ill:l 50 b A · A New Book on Colorado ............. 303 me p ysiCa an c emical process e supp Y a 'iP • a ag. s an In-
Colonel Baker's Funeral. ............. 303 and has proved it to the satisfaction jurious element, its chief evil was 
Questions and Answers.····.,··· ..... 303 of some of the greatest milling estab- shown to be its taint of sulphuric 
Conference · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·303 lishments in the West. acid. As a food element, however, it 

•0Rrti~~~gi:R:rraii8':""'"'""""""' 304 
"Underthecircumstances,ofcourse, was worthless, as a man would have 

Latter-Da.y Events.-No.2 ........... 305 my process is secret," said Professor to consume 150 pounds of it every day 
c:: Myths of the New World.-No. 4 ..... 308 Wesener, speaking of his discovery. in order to derive sufficient nutriment 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: .................. 311 "I may say that until the microscopic to enable him to work. At one time MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 
A Case of Healing Through Faith test was supplemented by the cherui· flour was on the general market coq-

and Prayer ......................... 312 cal treatment we failed to discover taining 40 per cent of this starchy 
SuNDAY ScHOOL DEPARTMENT: even a 15 per cent adulteration. Now commodity. 

The General Convention ........ , ..... 313 I am prepared to discover one-tenth Corn flour, the starch element milled CONFERENCE MINUTES: 
Southern Nebraska .................. 314 of 1 per cent corn flour more easily from Indian corn, was and is the most 

MISCELLANEous DEPARTMENT: than even 5 per cent adulterations. perfect adul~erant for wheat flour, 
Will You Help?····················· .314 ~nowing that the government's chem- J and ~h~ on~ most difficult to detect. 
Graceland College.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·314 1sts are having trouble with determi- In m1llmg 1t processes have been perTo the Patrons of the Herald Office .. 315 
Committee o!l Histories and Encyclo- nations under the Tawney law, you fected until almost the last feeling of 

pedias ............................. 315 will see the importance of these re- grittiness has been taken from it. It 
High Priests' Q1orum. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .315 sults should the wheat market take is essentially wholesome, so far as 
Pastoral,-0. J. Spurlock.······· · · · · 315 such a turn as it did a year ago." starch food is necessary to man, and 

· " John H. Lake ............. 315 C 't · t "th h t fl t d t 
" I. N. R<Jberts .............. 315 om petition in the flour trade with 1 s m1x ure Wl w ea our en s o 
" James Caffall. ...... ,. ..... 315 wheat at $1.05 a bushel led to the improve it in the eye of the public. In 
" D. M. ~udd. · · · · · · · · · · · .316 blending of flours. This enabled its raw state the blended flour is much 

C. -hange of B:sh~p 8 Agency for I many milling plants to cut 40 cents a whiter and in the high grades of 
Decatur D1strwt, Iowa .............. 316 b l . 11 d 'fl 't d b t'f. 1 Bishop's Notice ...................... 316 arre under the pnces of the pure ro .e our 1 pro uces a eau 1 u 

wheat product. With the milling wh1te loaf. Where the corn flour is 
business of the United States stand- used in large quantities, however, its 

FINDS FRAUD IN FLOUR. ing out as the largest single industry displacement of the wheat gluten 
Less than one year ago a new in the country, it was estimated 15,- causes it to produce a smaller loaf. A 

Bureau of Inspection was attached to 000 plants were "doctoring" flour in housewife, in kneadihg it, too, would 
the treasury department at Washing- ways more or less detrimental to pub- ~otice the lack of springy resistance 
ton. Joseph Leiter's famous wheat lie health before Tawney's resolutio!'.. m the dough. Such a loaf would 
deal had advanced the price of flour came before the fifty-fifth session of have a tendency to dry more quickly 
until adulterations of the product in Congress. than would a loaf of pure wheat 
hundreds of milling plants led to the bread, and distinctly it would be lack-
passage of Representative Tawney's CLAY AND ROCK USED. ing in nutrition, just to the extent 
bill, which put a special tax upon Circular letters from a North Caro· that the corn flour had produced an 
such blended flours and provided for lina manufacturing company first excess of starch in the loaf. 
the present system of flour inspection. brought the subject to notice. A 
To-day, however, these department white clay found near Greensboro had 
inspectors are unable to detect a 5 per been ground into the physical counter
cent adulteration of corn flour, while part of a first-class patent flour. This 
with wheat flour at $3.50 a barrel and substance, 96 per cent of which is in
corn flour at $2 this 5 per cent adul· soluble in hydrochloric acid, was put 
teration would mean a clear profit of on the market. For a high-grade, 
seven a half cents a barrel to any mil- patent flour the manufacturers ad
ler who might be disposed to evade vised a 15 per cent adulteration; for 
the law. According to market evi- medium grades 12 per cent; and for 
deuces there are no blended flours feed stuffs 18 per cent. Its use was 
coming under the stam,p tax of the advocated as paying $400 to $1,600 a 
Tawney law, and government inspec- car in clear profits to the miller. A 
tors every day are visiting mills and white rock was also ground into a 
taking samples of flour, in which they flour adulterant and extensively used 
would be unable to detect a profitable for a short time. Finally, however, 
percentage of corn flour adulterant. the law of gravity displaced these, 

Thus, officially by the card, no one figuratively and literally. After ship
may speak of flour adulterations of 5 ment the adulterant would be found 
per cent and under, but if such adul- settled at the bottom of bags and bar
terations are in progress the millers rels. 
so offending are menaced by the dis- A by-product of the glucose fac
covery of a Chicago chemist whose de-, tory, containing 89 per cent of pure 
terminations point to one tenth of 1. starch, with a detrimental percentage 
per cent corn flour in any mixture. of sulphuric acid, was used widely 

CORN FLOUR SOOTHES HIS 
CONSCIENCE. 

As a wheat flour adulterant the use 
of corn flour has soothed the con
science of the miller. Feeling that 
he has been putting a pure corn 
product into his finished flour, the 
measure of his guilt at the deception 
never has been greater than the mar
gin of his profits. He has given the 
trade a fancy flour that has caught its 
ey~, and, until it shall react on its un
witting stomach, he feels to have been 
conducting his business to the ad
vantage of all concerned. 

"I don't know to what extent flour 
adulterations are made at the pres
ent," said Professor Wesener. ''Every 
little while, however, a sample of 
suspected flour comes to us. Only a 
week ago I found 10 per cent of corn 
in a package of rye flour. Most of 
these tests are made for millers who 
have reason to suspect the products of 
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other plants. We simply report on 
the flour, knowing nothing of its 
manufacture or of the uses to which 
our report is put. As compared to 
analyses asked for a year ago, the 
number now received is small. To 
me, the great question is, 'If the gov· 
ernment experts cannot detect 5 per 
cent of corn flour in the wheat prod· 
uct; and if a wheat scarcity or a wheat 
deal ever should make flour adultera
tion the object it was in 1898, of what 
use is the machinery of government 
inspection?' 
SMALL MILLERS WORST OFFENDERS. 

'•I do not think any big milling 
concern to-day is using corn in its 
flour, or that it would do so even un
der stress of a Leiter deal. But thou
sands of the smaller concerns in every 
part of the country would do so, and 
to the full limit of the government's 
inability to detect them." 

One of the managers of one of the 
largest mills in Chicago refused to be 
quoted in his views of the general 
subject, but he expressed them freely. 
When investigations of adulterations 
were so prominently before the peo
ple his miller made some corn flour 
blendings, starting with 5 per cent 
adulterations. City Hall chemists 
pronounced this blend as pure, like
wise accepting 10 and even 15 per 
cent mixtures as of pure wheat. 
Many other chemists failed to dis
coyer the 15 per cent of corn flour. 

"The subject never had interested 
us save as one of the sharp practices 
of some of our competitors," he said. 
'•Our miller could detect corn flour in 
excess of 5 per cent, but from my ex
perience with chemists at large I 
doubt if the Washington bureau can 
do so well." 

The average wheat crop of the 
United States is in excess of 500,000,-
000 bushels. A 5 per cent adultera
tion of this flour product would mean 
the displacement of 25,000,000 bushels 
of the staple. In the fifty-fifth Con
gress a bill to prevent this passed 
both House and Senate almost without 
question .. If it has an organic weak
ness Professor Wesener's discovery at 
least may prove a deterrent to dis-
honest milling methods of the future. 
-Chicago Tribune, September 25, 1899. 

HOME FOR ALL JEWS, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

race, in the not-distant future, re- tive benediction a Jewish state in 
deemed from homelessness and perse- Palestine would confer on the world? 
cution and firmly planted On soil of its WOULD MAKE PALESTINE BLOSSOM. 

own. "At present Palestine is a dead 
DREAM THAT HINGES ON THE SUL· country, completely barren, in the 

TAN. modern idea. The Jews would 
Dr. Herzl took time from his multi- breathe into it the breath of life. They 

farious duties to say 'to the Record would teach the ignorant and back
correspondent to-day: "Although I ward Turk, they would build harbors· 
have practically inexhaustible means and railways, and would rapidly con
at my command to apply to the colo· struct the material elements of a 
nizing of Jews in Palestine, some men splendid civilization. Palestine now 
still declare that the project is a is closed to the world and nobody can 
dream. So it is, perhaps, but only get the land without war. The Jews. 
recently German unity was a dream, would neutralize the land and open it
and so to-day is British imperial fed- on equal terms to all races of men. 
eration a dream, yet it is not impossi- They would immensely shorten the 
ble of accomplishment. distance between Europe and Asia by 

''The scheme to translate the Jews building a rail way from the bay of 
of the world to their ancestral home Acre to the Persian gulf. Over this 
hinges, not upon surrounding inher- all peoples could pass. Nobody would 
ent differences, but merely upon the be jealous or fearful of the Jews, a 
willingness of the Sultan to grant weak people, without a government, 
such a charter as we require. I desirous only of winning happiness 
When he grants that, in the course of I and prosperity for themselves and of 
time, in my opinion, will this coloniz- promoting the general progress of 
ing movement begin. The Sultan may mankind. 
not exactly be in love with the idea; HOLY PLACES TO BE KEPT SACRED. 

but he does love money, and we are "The holy places would remain the 
prepared to pay what he wants." common property of the world. We 

OBJECT IS TO GIVE JEWS PEACE. should traterritorialize them and treat 
Concerning the character and pur- them as sacred places. Emperor 

pose of the movement, Dr. Herzl said: William told me as we stood together 
"The Jews are without a government, near the gates of Jerusalem, 'Pales
without national independence, with- tine is the country of the future.' I 
out a home. Their political, social, think be spoke as a prophet. 
and economic condition in many coun- "Dr. Hirsch thought that the fer
tries, including Russia, Roumania, tile plains of Argentina would be bet
and Austria, is most unfortunate. ter for Jewish colonies than the more 
They cannot escape from these de- barren land of Palestine. I told him 
grading discriminations, because they he was wrong, and time has proved 
have no place to go. Even the United him so. The Jewish colonies in Ar
States would not welcome an extra- gentina are now in a bad way, while 
ordinary influx of poor Jews from those in Palestine are flourishing. 
Eastern Europe, Africa, and the That the holy land is the Jews' conn
East. The social conditions of the try is written not only in the Bible 
great cities of the earth already are but in the hearts of the Jewish race." 
aggravated by the presence of large -Chicago Record. 
numbers of Jewish people among 
whom standards of~ living are low. 
The supreme demand to which this 
situation gives rise is for a place to 
which these people may go to live in 
peace. 

AIDS THE OPPRESSED AND THE 
WORLD. 

"The scheme I propose-colonizing 
them in the Holy Land-is not wholly 
egotistic. I will admit that primarily 
it is for the benefit of the unhappy 

In the Review of Reviews for May, there is 
editorial comment on Admiral Dewey's can
didacy; on the government of Puerto Rico 
under the law recently passed by Congress; 
on the proposed government of Alaska,·and 
on the developments of the month in financial 
and industrial circles. Other topics treated 
in "The Progress of the World" are the rush 
to Cape Nome, fox-breeding in Alaska, the 
April elections, the epidemic of strikes, the 
opening of the Paris fair, the military opera
tions in South Africa, and the Delagoa Bay· 
award. 

DR. HERZL TALKS OF PALESTINE. members of :a persecuted race, but 
London, April 29.-Dr. Theodore secondarily it will confer a blessing It is impossible to foresee the results of the 

Herzl, originator of the scheme to es- on the human family, without dis- peace conference at The Hague, and it is as 
t bl. h J · h t t · p 1 t• · · · f · d 1 yet too early to predict that the next cena IS a ew1s s a e m a es me, IS tmct10n o cree , co or or country. tury will be called the century of disarma-· 
now in London, perfecting the details The governments of the world would ment. But in the last few months we have 
of his great movement. Dr. Herzl is get rid of the dangerous passion of had a foretaste of this era of felicity and uni
a tall, broad man, with a heavy black anti-Semitism, and that would help versal peace, for never until just recently 
b d bl k h · fi 1 t f t h · t 11 Th 1 have we seen the conclusion of so many ear , ac air, ne y cu ea ures t em m erna y. e arge centers agreements in 80 short a time. Are they the 
and luminous brown eyes. He is full of population would find themselves precursors of one great perfect agreement?
of his subject, which he discusses freed from a considerable proportion La Tribuna, Rome. 
!ucidly, earne~tly ~nd elo9.uently. He of .~he evils of the sweating system. 1 
1~ a_Pparently ~nspired ~1th a real ~nd I T~ese would be of the nature ~f 1 J. R. Sutton, submissionary in c}largetEast-· 
VlVld expectatiOn of seemg the Jewish~ negative boons, but what of the pos1- ~ern Iowa district, Fulton, Jackson Co., Iowa" 
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HE HERALD. 
••lf ye continue in my word, then Me ye my clisdples lndee<.i; and ye shall know the troth, and the troth shall make you free.''-Jobn &1 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lo~ w thet-e shall not =v man among you have save it be one wife~ and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page 116. 

VOL. 47. 

The Saints' 
EDITOR. 

ASSISTANT EDITOR. 
JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

COURESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, MAY 9, 1900. 

FACTS STUBBORN THINGS. 

The Deseret News for April 21 has a 
column editorial explanatory of some 
of the teaching credited to Pres. 
Brigham Young in the Jow·nal of Dis 
courses. 'l'he News does this 'to set 
straight some statements said to have 
been made by the "Reorganized 
Church, or J osephites," to the dis
credit of President Young. After 
giving two of the quotations which 
have been used by some of the 
"J osephite" elders, which seem to 
have peculiar significance as teaching, 
the News says:-

Take these sentences isolated from the full 
text of the discourse, and those who desire to 
misrepresent can make a point against the 
people of these valleys. But President 
Young made tho;;e remarks in illustration of 
the saying of the Savior, that "the kingdom 
of heaven iG like unto a net that is cast into 
the sea and gathers of every kind." But 
afterwards the good were to be gathered into 
vessels, and the bad to be cast away. 

The two quotations are as follows:
Some of these Elders seem to be tripped up 

in a moment, if the wicked can find any fault 
with the members of this Church; but bless 
your souls, I would not yet have this people 

·faultless, for the day of s~paration has not 
yet arrived. I have many a time, in this 
stand, dared the world to produce as mean 
devils as we can; we can beat them at any
thing. We have the greatest and smoothest 
liars in the world, the cunningest and most 
adroit thieves, and any other shade of char
acter that you can mention. 

We can pick out Elders in Israel right 
here who can beat the world at gamblinl!, 
who can handle the cards, cut and shuffic~ 
them with the smartest rogue on the face of 
God's footstool. I can produce Elders here 
who can shave their smartest shavers, and 
take their money from them. We can beat 
the world at any game. 

If it be true that President Young 
was illustrating the "net cast into the 
sea," why should he have added the 
next paragraph, which if the whole 
context is to be taken, as the News 
states should be done, gives the reason 
for their being such extraordinarily 
expert men among the elders? and 
why did not the News quote it? It 
reads thus:-

We can beat them, becauRe we have men 
here that live in the light of the Lord, that 
have the Holy Priesthood, and hold the keys 
of the kingdom of God. But you may go 
through the sectarian world, and you cannot 
find a man capable of opening the door of the 
kingdom of God to admit others in. We can 
do that. We can pray the best, preach the 
best, and sing the best. We are the be~t 
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looking and finest set of people on the face of 
the earth, and they may begin anv game 
they please, and we are on hand, and can 
beat them at anything they have a mind to 
begin. '£hey may make sharp their two 
edged swords, and I will turn out the Eiders 
of Israel with greased feathers, and whip 
them to death. We are not to be btJat. We 
expect to be a stumbling block to the whole 
world, and a rock of offence to them.-Jour
nal of Discourses, voL 4, p, 77. 

A man who reads might be willing 
to take the explanatory statement of 
the News in extenuation of these 
boastful teachings of President Young 
on the occasion referred to, were it 
not for the statement of the reason 
why they could do all the smart 
things stated that they could do; 
"because [for the reason] we have 
men right here that live in the light 
of the Lord, that have the Holy 
Priesthood, and hold the keys of the 
kingdom of God." 

Honest-minded men are hardly will
ing to believe that God by his Holy 
Priesthood qualifies men to become 
adroit thieves, successful gamblers, 
smooth liars, and characters of like 
ilk. And when the language used 
by President Young is such that it 
bears the impress of teaching such an 
idea, there must be a better explana
tion offered than the one the News 
gives. 

The '•J osephites" have no disposi
tion to misrepresent Pres. Brigham 
Young; he has long been dead, and it 
~is wise to hope that the evil he did, if 
any, might die with him; but the con
ditions are such that the axiom, "The 
king is dead; long live the king," is 
forced upon attention. President 
Young. was a man placed by fortui
tous circumstances at the head of a 
people whom he led to the founding 
of a State; a man who shared a large 
part of the nation's attention in con
nection with the church organized in 
1830. His teachings have been held 
to be but a continuation of work be
gun by Joseph Smith, the prophet; 
and hence have been given value and 
importance. 

The Reorganized Church has held 
that President Young overstepped 
the bounds of correct teaching, 
thereby leading many astray. Such 
teaching as is given above is among 
the things held to be incorrect. 

THE FAMINE IN INDIA. 

It may be that we in this favored 
land, blessed by the things put forth 
by the sun and moon, and the earth 
so bountifully, do not prize our condi
tion as we ought; but by comparison 
we may perhaps estimate it. 

According to Lord Curzon, Viceroy 
of India, there are 61,000,000, of peo
ple in the famine-stricken portion of 
India. Of these 30,000,000, are at 
starvation's limit, and 5, 000,000, are 
receiving governmental help. 

If Great Britain would turn the 
revenues it is costing her to subdue 
the Boers and expend them in feeding 
her starving subjects _in India, it 
would doubtless save thousands of 
lives; but it is not likely that she will 
do this under present conditions. In 
the meantime the poor people are 
helpless; their condition being made 
worse by the visitation of the plague. 

Lady Curzon, formerly Miss Mary 
Leiter of Chicago, has cabled the 
Chicago committee, as fol\ows:-

UMBALLA, April 8, 1900. 
Your generous letter received. My hus

band and I will be rejoiced to receive any 
help that Chicago may be willing to give 
toward our terrible India Famine. The gov
ernment is relieving nearly 5,000,000 persons 
and the worst has not yet come. 

We guarantee that every dollar subscribed 
will go to the relief of genuine human sHffer-
ing. MARY CURZON. 

We have received from Mr. C. C. 
Bonney, the Chairman of the Chicago 
Relief Committee, the following, 
showing the situation in India, and 
asking that we as a people help in the 
relief needed:-

BosToN, Mass., Aprill6.-The Rev. Rock
well Clancy, a missionary at Allahabad, who 
is visiting his brother in Medford, said last 
night:-

"The condition of famine-stricken India 
to-day is something perfectly awful to con
template. I cannot tell anything about the 
number dying, but when I left Bombay last 
February there were some 60,000,000 people 
suffering and over 30,000,000 were in dire dis
tress, and of these but 5,000,000 were receiv-
ing government aid. .. 

"It is not the cities, but the country places, 
which are stricken, and when you know that 
it is mostly among the agricultural classes, 
and that SO per cent of the population of 
India is made up of tillers of the soil, you 
may be able to grasp in some slight manner 
the extent of the suffering at the present 
time. 

"When the famine set in the people began 
to sell everying they had that they might 
get a little grain for food. They took the 
doors from their houses and sold them; sold 
their:' furniture and farming utensils; and 
then, when they had no longer anything to 
sell, they sold their children. The boys 
don't sell well, and the traffic is largely in 
girls. 

"I saw girls in one town just before I came 
away being sold for thirty cents apiece. 
They were bought up by Mohammedans. 
But they won't buy the boys, so when the 
parents can no longer support their children 
they abandon them and henceforth they must 
get on as best they can. These cast-offs con
gregate about the doors of the graia mer· 
chants' shops, and the only way the 
proprietors can get rid of them is to throw 
out handfuls of grain 1 scattering it wide. 
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The children pick and pick all day, and at Elders Clawson and Cannon have I UNITY AMONG SAINTS. 
night perhaps are rewarded by having col- le•t.ers in D'>Seret News· for 7 A recent number of the Searchlight, pub-
lected a single handful." ai~in~ an a~count of their arraign: lished by the C~ur?h of Christ, commonly 

Rev. Rockwell .Clancy is the missionary "' "' ., . _ known as "Hednck1tes," has an appeal for 
whom Julian Hawthorne commended in the ment ana bamshment because they among those who believe in the Book 
Cm;mopolitan Magazine, during the famine of were "lVlormons." of and the divine mission of the 
1897, as one of the very ablest missionaries The spirit of for reli- Proph_et Jc;seph. ~he appeal sa~s in . 
in India and a perfect specimen of American . . ·. . , . . .. "It 1s qmte certam that a greao glorl-
manhood. gwus opmwn s sake IS not yet sufh- ous work is ahead of some part, or perhaps 

. CHICAGO, April 25, 1900. ciently exorcised to permit. Utah's 1 all, of the !Jelievers in the r_estored gospe!. 
To the. Edttor:-Inc.losed '!'e beg :to hand 

1 

elders to compare notes With the j' Jf _the work 1s to ~~ perfor,mea by all, then 1~ 
you. cop1e.s of n~w~ 1t~ms m regard to the C thol"c an -1 Lutheran faiths of Ger- behooves the d1fferent ~ragments,. ~o g~" 
India famme. S1m1lar Items have been pub- a 1 · L, • . · . closer together and at tam a conmtwn m 
lished in the Chicago papers and commented many. Truly, great IS the Dmna of vvhich God may use them. If the work is re
upon editorially. We would be glad to have modern Protestantism and the rule of served for one or two of the fragments to 
you insert as much of the matter as you may church and state. Messrs. accomplish, then those who desire to engage 
be able. B t Cl . and Cannon a;·e no'" in the work of the Lord should put forth an 

It is our purpose to solicit from your peo- ur on, · awson, . 1 . " effort to discover who are the favored ones, 
pleas much as they may be inclined to give the first who have faced tine and ll~- that they get in line and harmony with the 
to relieve this great distress. nrisonment for the sake of faith 111 chosen." · 

Will you kindly act as our agent in this the angel's message. The Saints' Herald, the organ of the Re-
matter to receive such contributions and at organized Church, copies the entire article 
the end of each week report to us and send with this comment:- · 
the funds by check or post office order, to our "We are prepared to say with our brethren 
treasurer, Mr. Keith? EXPEDITION TO SOUTH AMERICA. of ·the Church of Christ, 'Let us have peace.' 

In behalf of the distressed people of India, We have been of that mind for a long time. 
I am, Yours very respectfully, ·we learn from Utah publications We are quite willing. nay, anxious for 

C. C. BONNEY, Chairman. that a party of twenty-two, under the peace." 
Anyone who may desire to help the auspices of the "Brigham Young . ~u~ the. Hemld fin?s that ea?h of the three 

Ch. "tt d b d d " 1 ft p Ut l A ·1 1,., d1v1swns 1a possesseu of certam elements of . wag<;> comm1. ee _can o so y s~n - Aca emy, e rovo, a 1, pr1, I, faith, doctrine, and pr2,ctice, which it be-
mg thmr contr1butwns to the Ed1tor 1900, on an exploring expedition to lieves to be essentiaL They include a code 
of HERALD, who will forward to the South America. We are glad that of belief, a system of practice, and a claim to 
Treasurer E. G. Keith, 629 The Tern- men who accept the divine authenticity ~uthority to ~dmini~ter, a?d ~s long as there 

Ch. ' 'f h f h 18 not a sufficient umty of belief, there can be ple, 1cago; or 1 .t ey. pre er, t ey of the. Book of Mormon will have op- no unity of effort. 'fhe Herald, however, is 
may send to Mr. Kmth d1rect. portunity to visit the country where willing' to "welcome the evangel that will 

many of the stirring events related bring to pass this unity, no matter whence he 
therein transpired, and from their may come.'' READ the letter in this issue signed, 

"A Gray-Haired Elder," and take 
note of the significance of it. 

It is said that "To grow old grace
fally is one of the hardest things to 
learn and to do." Latter Day Saints, 
however, should be able, if anyone is, 
to learn the difficult lesson. 

A man who by earnest devotion to 
his work and unfailing steadfastness 
has won a place and honors in the 
Master's work can have no fear as to 
the final reception to be accorded to 
him. If he has outlived his strength 
of body and mind he should feel no 
spiritual disgrace at the tilling his 
place by another at the will of the 
Master. 

We welcome the phalanx of young 
workers. May the Lord give them 
greater increase. 

BANISHED FROM HANOVER. 

Spencer Clawson, son of Hon.Spen· 
cer Clawson, and Clarence Cannon, 
son of Angus M. Cannon, elders of 
the Utah Church, on a mission to 
Germany, have been ordered out of 
Hanover, as persons whose presence 
in that part of the Kaiser's realm is 
not grateful to the powers that be. 
At first but forty-eight hours were 
given them to leave, afterward two 
weeks were allowed. A stay after 
that involved a tine of from fifty to 
one hundred marks, or two weeks' 
imprisonment. 

A third, Elder Burton, was also in· 
eluded in the order to "get out." 

As in the case of those ordered 
away from Denmark, an appeal to the 
Ameri9!;1!J;J.. Qog;,ul w~;;; of uo avail. 

d · k d d t" f We refer to this as one of the encouraging 
stan pomt ma e e uc lOllS rom signs of the times. When the need of unity 
what has been or may be brought to is felt by the followers of the Nazarene, a 
light. D"reat wm·k is about to be accomplished. 

The personnel of the party is as fol
lows: President B. Cluff, Provo; 
Prof. W. M. Woolfe, Provo; Gordon 
S. Beckstead, South Jordan; Prof. J. 
B. F'airbanks, Ogden; W. S. Tolton, 
Warren Shepherd, Beaver; H. E. 
Giles, Jr., George Q. Cannon (son of 
John Q. Cannon), Salt Lake; Eugene 
Roberts, Provo; Masher Pack, Kamas; 
W. M. Hughes, Spanish Fork; A. C. 
Kienke, Nephi; Lafayette Rees, 
Wales; Christian Olsen, Ephraim; 
Heber Magleby, Nelson, Mon-
roe; Royal Woolley, W. R. 
Adams, Joseph Adams, Parowan; B. 
F. Higgs, Jr., Chester Van Buren; 
Orangeville, and Soren Hansen, Castle 
Dale. 

We wish this party success. 
Though seemingly insurmountable 
differences exist between us and the 
people with whom this party is con
nected, we shall watch their progress 
with interest, and consider their dis
coveries and conclusions with the 
same care that we have ever given to 
others upon the subject of 
American antiquities. 

.THE vacancy in the apostolic Quo
rum of Twelve, of the Utah Church, 
caused by the death of F. D. Rich
ards, was at the late session of their 
conference filled by the choosing of 
Reed Smoot, son of Bishop Abraham 
0. Smoot, of Provo, Utah. So st&tes 
the Deseret News of April 9. * ~ 

" A common ground to stand on is undoubt
edlv the first consideration, but this must 
not"be one prepared by human wisdom, for 
the accommodation of ambition. It should 
be no compromise for the sake of gaining a 
point. The g-round must be pointed out by 
the divine Master, and all must bow in hu
mility to his wilL Only so can a lasting 
union be consummated. 

The Apostle's plea for union among the 
Corinthians is applicable to the present case. 
When he heard that there were divisions in 
that branch of the church, he besought the 
brethren, "by the name of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, that ye all speak the same thing and 
that there be no divisions.'' He pointed out 
that tbere was no cause for contention, be
cause no fie3h has anything to glory in, in the 
pres;once of the Almighty, except "he that 
glorieth, let him glory in the Lord.'' There 
can be no strife about that. He that takes 
pleasure in divisions, the apostle declares, is 
yet "carnal," and unfit for the spiritual food 
that becomes a mature person. Having thus 
characterizscl the condition of "fragments," he 
points out the common ground on which all 
can unite. "For other foundation," he says, 
"can no man lay than that is laid.'' All that 
can be done is to build upon that foundation, 
and the day cometh when the value of that 
work shaH be revealed. "If any man's work 
abide which ,,he hath built thereupon, he 
sha,ll rccei ve a rewal'd. If any man's work 
shall be burned, he shall suffer loss.'' 

This gives a key to the present situation, 
as well as to the past. The foundation has 
been !:J.id by the Lord himself, and it has 
been dedicat,ed by the blood of as noble mar
tyrs as ever received an imperishable crown 
of glory. It is for us to build on that founda
tion in the fear of the Lord and under the 
guidance of his Spirit. To the extent that 
this is done, there. will be unity. To the ex
tent that selfish, "carnal" motives inspire the 
work, there will be contention. 

The key that was given to the prophet, 
when he was anxious to know the will of the 
Father, is still available: "If any of you 
l!!.ck wisdom, let him ask of God," It th€l 
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subject of unity is studied with a prayedul 
heart, God will certainly point out the way 
and grant power to follow it until the desired 
goal is reached. 

The foregoing is from the Deseret 
News for April 7, and is undoubtedly 
an expression of sentiment held by 
all genuine believers in and lovers of 
the angel's message and the mission 
of the Seer of Palmyra. • 

The difficulty in the way will likely 
be an agreement as to the "common 
g'round;" such common understand
ing as to the scope of the apostle's 
words to the Corinthians; "that ye 
all speak the same thing and that 
there be no divisions." 

Divisions now exist. How shall 
they be reconciled? What common 
denominator shall be used to bring the 
differing fragments into a unit as a 
whole? 

We suggest the standards of faith, 
belief, and practice as found in the 
Bible, Holy Scriptures, Book of Mor
mon, and the Doctrine and Covenants 
as published by believers from 1835 to 
1869 inclusive; and as stated in the 
declaration of belief published from 
the pen of Joseph Smith the Seer in 
1842 and 1844. 

A NEW BOOK ON COLORADO. 

By the kindness of P. S. Eustis, 
General Passenger Agent of the Chi
cago, Burlington, and Quincy Rail
road, we are in possession of a new 
book on Colorado, just off -the press, 
which is unusually interesting and ar
tistic. It is on the subject of Colorado, 
fascinatingly written by James W. 
Steele, a descriptive writer of great 
force. The book is lavishly illus
trated by engravings of a high order, 
and the printer's art has not been 
handicapped by an effort to save ex
pense. To anyone interested in the 
grandeur of Colorado scenery and 
particularly to one contemplating a 
visit to the country described, the 
book will be indispensable. Copies 
can be had by sending a letter of re
quest accompanied by six cents in 
postage stamps to Mr. Eustis, at his 
Chicago address, 209 Adams Street. 

COLONEL BAKER'S FUNERAL 
The funeral of the late Col. Robert Hoapili 

Baker was held yesterday afternoon at four 
o'clock from Mililani Hall. The services 
were conducted by Gilbert J. Waller, accord
ing to the rites of the Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, of 
which the deceased was a member. The 
body lay in state from two o'clock to four, 
and during t:bis time many hundreds took a 
last look at the face of the departed. As an 
Hawaiian alii, descended from the line of 
Liloa, King of Hawaii, the deceased in his 
burial received royal Hawaiian honors. The 
coffin was draped under a purple velvet pall, 
on which were arranged the many decora
tions he had received during life. Large 
kahiliH were placed at the head and foot of 
the coffin. Black clad kahili bearers waved 
k~J.hili§ over the coffin during tbe th:oe th.e 
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body lay in state. On the coftin were anum
ber of rare Oo and mamo ffeather leis. 

The pallbearers were E. K. Lilikalani, 
Samuel Nowlein, James H. Boyd, Samuel 
Parker, George C. Beckley, H. F. Bertle
man, R•)bert P<>rker, and John D Holt. 

Tbe Governi:nent Band and a detaehment 
of volice acted as escort. The interment was 
in Kawaiahao cemetery.-The Hawaiian Sta1·, 
.April 9. 

QUESTiONS AND ANSWERS. 
What is the teaching of the church in re

spect to universal salvation? 
The church as a body has not passed 

upon the question of universal salva
tion. But the consensus of belief of 
the eldership is to this effect; that the 
books of the church warrant the be
lief that through t,he atonement of 
Christ ctll men will be resurrected, he 
having won the victory of Death, Hell, 
and the Grave, saving men from the 
consequences of original sin, and per
mitting them to answer upon their 
own responsibility for their own be
lief, words, and deeds. 

The Book of Mormon clearly teaches 
that all will be resurrected; so does 
the Bible and the Doctrine and Cove
nants; but all are not raised to glory, 
honor, life, and power. Paul teaches 
the three glories in 1 Corinthians 15; 
Jesus, in Matthew 25; the Doctrine 
and Covenants in the vision. 

There is the resurrection of the 
Saints, the honorable men of the 
earth, the heathen, and the wicked. 
The universal salvation attaches to 
the gospel scheme because of the in
tervention of Christ in man's favor; 
but does not mean, or imply that all 
are saved unto the fulness of glory, 
this remains to those who are obedient 
to the commands of Jesus. 

Jude called it the "common salva
tion;" and Paul writing of the other 
calls it the "better resurrection." 

Does the church think it right for an elder 
to teach universal baptism for the dead? 

The church knows nothing of such 
a theory that we are aware of. It is 
not taught by any of the elders to our 
knowledge. 

We suppose a man would have the 
right to state his opinion on the 
subject; but would not be entitled to 
teach such a theory as the faith of 
the church, for it is not. 

Is it proper for an elder to preach and to 
give testimony as to his knowing his wife in 
t.he resurrection? Or, if so, in what sense do 
you think he is right to teach it? 

A man may hold such view and 
state it as his opinion on the subject 
of the resurrection, and the life which 
is beyond. 

Paul stated, "It doth not now ap· 
pear what we shall be, but this we do 
know that when he appears we shall 
be like him." It is therefore a matter 
of some latitude of belief as to the 
conditions which shall obtain on the 
other side of the vail. 

The church cannot suppress men's 
t4oughts t:lJUd opiniou~ tQ tb~ destroy-
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ing their right to think and right to 
speak. Hence we must permit men 
the expression of their beliefs in 
proper times and places. 

Is it sufticient ground for a charge of apos
tasy, or unchristianlike conduct, for a mem
ber to be averse to Sunday school work, and 
always talking against it and finding fault 
with the Quarterlies? 

No, we think not. Such a person 
is, however, a disturber of the public 
peace of the church, if he thus exhib
its his objection to Sunday school 
work at improper time and in im
proper places. His views are his own, 
and he may express them in proper 
time and place. 

What shall we do with a member who in
sists on having his name taken from church 
record when he is not guilty of unchristian
like conduct, and still claims that he believes 
the doctrine is true? 

The conference decided that such 
continued demand should be taken as 
evidence of apostasy, and the one so 
demanding name removed labored 
with and dealt with as provided. We 
think, however, it would be better to 
let the party go his way quietly and 
leave time and the Spirit to work a 
cure. We do not believe in compell
ing a man to commit a constructive. 
crime. If he be dealt with at all, 
comply with the rule. 

, Is it right for a lay member to superintend 
or teach a Sunday school? 

Yes; if the one so acting has the 
qualifications to superintend and 
teach. 

Is it right for a lay member to call to order 
and open and close a prayer meeting when 
there is no minister present. 

Yes; there is no reason why not. 

CONFERENCE. 

The conference which has just 
passed was one of great interest. 
Whether the work done shall be pro
ductive of good remains to be told by 
the passing of time. 

It had been looked forward to in 
great anticipation by the most of 
those attending it, and doubtless many 
went from it disappointed. However, 
the philosophic Saint (and what Saint 
is not a philosopher?) will not be will
ing to concede that he was not pre
pared for the issue, be it good or ill. 
For each carried with him from con
ference the assurance that the con
sciousness that the motives which 
underlie human action were with the 
representatives assembled good, and 
no man wrought for himself alone, 
the desire to be found doing for the 
Master being the paramount incentive 
to thought and labor. 

Much of the work done, though un
pleasant at·the time it was taking the 
attention of the body, will result in 
permanent good to the church; like 
some things bitter to the tase, it will 
leave a sense of sw~@tggatJ on the 
p~lMe ~;¥t thlil l~§tg · 
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The preaching was of an educational 1
1 from the spirited manner in which .

1

: man h~s who can in honesty say, "I 
nature characteristic of the men who they take hold of the we gather owe no man anything but my good 
taught, calculated to lead the thoughts that they fully intend an excellent will." 
to the better side of life and its issues; year's fruitage shall follow their labor. Debt is a burden, an incubus, a 
to create steadiness of mind in them May God give the inct·ease, should be canker that hurts the mind and spoils 
who heard, and to show the unchange- every man's prayer. the peace of an honest man and should 
able goodness of God, and give a bet- The aggregate of baptisms the last be avoided by irrespective of class, 
ter appreciation of the "law and the year is gratifying, and shows that the or difference in faith. 
testimony." Lord still has a people scattered He who lives in Zion must conform 

Having been permitted to attend all among the nations, waiting for the to the laws of the land, for two rea
the business sessions, we were struck voice of the Good Shepherd, whose sons; one, for the sake of a peaceful 
with the unflagging attention of the voice they know and whom they will and contented life among his fellow 
conference membership, from those follow. Strive that the next report citizens; the other, that he may keep 
who were members by virtue of office of the Recorder will show a still the commands of God free and un
tothose who were delegates only by greater increase. trammeled. "He that keepeth the 
being chosen by branch and district. While much is being said about the laws of God hath no need to break 
Many from the opening to the close gathering and more or less anxiety the laws of the land," and he that 
showed an absorbed interest in every felt about the conditions under which keeps the laws of the land may with
measure and topic presented and dis- our work is being done, the.re is a out question keep the law of God. 
cussed, and we believe that those who quiet, steady ingathering into the The conference was remarkably 
voted did so with an unusually good "regions round about.," by what we well attended. 'J.lhe room was too 
understanding of the questions sub- are fain to believe is a good, earnest, small. Not all who came could have 
mitted for decision. helpful class of Saints who will be access to the floor on which the ses-

We call attention to the fact that able to be of service when greater de- sions were held, By this we are ad
the affairs of Graceland College are mands are made upon the faithful monished that there will be an effort 
in the hands of a new Board of Trus- than have hitherto been demanded. made at the April session for 1901 to 
tees, who will act in the united ca- We do. not hesitate to advise those secure right ex officio for all of the 
pacities of the two boards of trustees who wish to get nearer to the center lesser priesthood. Should this pre
and directors, heretofore existing. and-who can do so without wasteful vail it may be as well that the confer
The men who were chosen as this sacrifice to gather into the regions ence take the matter of a place to hold 
new board are men of sterling char· once occupied by the Saints, purchas- the yearly assembly in which a house 
acter, and worthy of confidence, who ing their lands and homes in honesty large enough to hold all who may 
have the interests of the college at of purpose, and living as becomes come, including all lay as well as of· 
heart, and will do all that can be done honest men and women, much more ficial members may find place, and do 
under the conditions which exist to Saints who look for a coming Lord away with the delegate system alto
bring success to the movement. We and Redeemer. gether, thus making all who might be 
certainly ask for them that moral and In doing this adopt whatever shade present members of the assembly, en
financial support requisite to enable of political faith may seem best to titled to voice and vote. We suggest 
them to do what they were appointed your judgment; but avoid the political that this be taken into consideration 
to do. wrangles, remembering that while by those who may be chosen to attend 

A measure was set on foot during there are good men and good citizens the session for 1901. 
the session to raise the college debt in all parties, there are also ba.d men, 

APOLOGY. 

The Deseret News for April 30 pub
lishes a letter from Quincy Anderson, 
Ozark, Missouri, in which Mr. Ander
son states:-

by popular subscription, by securing unscrupulous and ambitious in these 
the names of one thousand who will parties, and that politicians as such 
give $25.00 each. We learned that are largely after the places of power 
names to the amount of over $3,000.00 and emolument in the interest of self, 
were at once secured. A list ·was and all too frequently forget the good 
printed and handed to many who will of the people in their greed. 
continue the effort at their homes. It It is our duty and business to preach I will say that I never authorized this elder 
· f 'bl h d h ld th bl h' f h h h friend of mine to let anyone else read this 
IS a easl e sc erne an s ou meet e peacea e t mgs o t e c urc letter; neither did I authoriz·3 him to send it 
with universal favor. There should and the kingdom to come; which, if to the editors of the Saints' Herald to corn
be no hesitancy in pushing the matter the principles thereof can but obtain ment on. 
to a success. Of course anyone may will make men and women good citi- This is in reference to the letter 
sign for more than one share of $25.00, zens of the state, because they are written by the editor of the Deseret 
-several did this three or four or more good men and good women. News to Mr. Anderson which was pub
times over, and it is to be hoped Zion in its best sense is the "pure lished in the HERALD with comments. 
there will be hundreds who will do in heart," in its applied sense it is the Accepting the statement of Mr. 
the same. Two or more may, also, enrolled host of the members of the Quincy Anderson showing that we 
join in one share, thus bringing the body of Christ, the church; but in a were in error in using said letter, we 
matter home to the abilities of those restricted sense it is the land of Zion, hereby apologize to Mr. Anderson 
who may be willing but not able to do the place where the pure in heart may and the editor of the News for that 
more than a little. Give it a push, dwell if they will so to do. Who· error. 
brethren! Don't let it fail! ever, then, proposes to move into 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. E. F. Shupe wrote from Den
ver, Colorado, thus:-

The Board of Publication has also Zion should do so with the full pur
changed complexion, there being but pose to live a true, devoted life in 
two of the old members on the new Christ, to be carefully industrious, 
board. Bishop Kelley is president economical, living within their means, 
of the Board, while Bro. John Smith, keeping out of debt to their enemies, The weather for April has been the worst 

in the history of the country; rain and snow 
of New Bedford, Massachusetts, is or those not of the faith, because of till there have been about eight inches of 
business manager, and will look after the trouble possible to ensue in case water, something unprecedented in the his
the business part of the Herald Office of failure to pay; an.d to those in the,. tory of April for Colorado. The ~latie R!n;r 
with zeal and fidelity. I faith because of the trouble and scan- h~s aln:o~t reached th_e dang-er liD~, and 1t 1s · · · ' · · I st1ll ramwg and snowmg. No servwes at the 

A larger number of m~ss10nar1es dal to both, m case of failure to pay, church yesterday on account of the storm. 
thatt usual has been appomted, and 1 and for the sake of the peace that the This is the second Sunday this month that it 
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has stormed the entire day, thus hindering 
church work. Our meetings at Lakewood 
are quite well attended and the people seem 
interested. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

"A decided sensation has been 
caused in Jerusalem by the introduc
tion of the electric light into a new 
and flourishing flour mill lately started 
there. Tbe building in which the 
light has been introduced is near to 
the supposed site of Calvary, and 
close to the Damascus gate. It need 
hardly be said that the Arabs and 
Jews are much puzzled to account for 
a light in a lamp in which there is no 
oil; and up to the present time, while 
gazing with wonder, have been keep· 
ing at a respectable distance." 

"Dr. Hillis, the pastor of Plymouth 
church, Brooklyn, in a letter to the 
presbytery of Chicago, declares that 
he 'became convinced that the grounds 
of the old theological system had been 
destroyed, and that a new basis must 
be found.' After several years of 
mental doubt and distress, he says, •I 
found a new basis in science, inter
preted from the point of view of the
istic evolution.' " 

Subscriptions for the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD and other church publications 
are always in order. 

LATTER-DAY EVENTS.-NO. 2. 

SERMON PREACHED BY PHESID.ENT 
W. W. BLAIH, AT LAMONI, 

JANUARY 6, 1895. 
The preacher said: By request of 

the president, I continue the subject 
that we had under consideration last 
Sabbath,· of latter-day events in the 
light of prophecy. I don't expect to 
exhaust the subject, or anything like 
it, to-day, but to proceed with it as 
far as we can. 

I read, first of all, some portions of 
Holy Scripture suggestive of the all
important fact that, God manifests 
beforehand, by the voice of his 
prophets and revelators, important 
events that are to transpire in respect 
to his people, and in respect to the 
nations and of things of heaven and 
of earth. 

There is nothing, I apprehend, un
less it should be the full, personal in· 
spiration of the Holy Spirit, that 
goes so far to beget intelligent faith, 
and to confirm that faith, as the re· 
corded revelations of God when 
supported by their fulfillment in sub
sequent events. This has ever been 
held, by eminent teachers, to be one 
of the very strongest evidences sup
portive of Christianity. 

I read here a portion of the 41st 
chapter of Isaiah, commencing at the 
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21st verse, "Produce your cause, 
saith the Lord; bring forth your 
strong reasons, saith the King of 
Jacob. Let them bring them forth, 
and shew us what shall happen: let 
them shew the former things what 
they be, that they may consider them, 
and know the latter end of them; or 
declare us things for to come." God 
is here reasoning with Israel, as to 
the evil of trusting in idolatry, as to 
their trusting in teachers who are 
not divinely inspired. In verse 23 is 
a proper challenge; it has come down 
to our day, and we would do well to 
profit by it: "Shew all things that 
are to come hereafter, that we may 
know that ye are gods." I read an· 
other verse or two in chapter 42, con· 
taining the same sentiment: "I am 
the Lord; that is my name: and my 
glory will I not give to another, neither 
my praise to graven images. Be· 
hold, the former things are come to 
pass [that is, what God had declared], 
and new things do I declare; before 
they spring forth I tell you of them." 
And so we might appeal to various 
other portions of scripture suggest· 
ing the foreknowledge of God. 

You will find in the words of Jesus 
Christ where, in speaking in refer
ence to his crucifixion, the period of 
his humiliation, Jesus foretold his 
disciples, repeatedly, that such an 
event as that. would come, and he tells 
them of these things so that when 
they are come to pass then they 
might believe; it should be a means 
of confirmation, a source of strength, 
to establish and to confirm them in 
the divinity of the work intrusted to 
them. I read now a portion of the 
words of our Savior as recorded in 
the 21st chapter of Luke, and would 
respectfully suggest a careful reading 
of this chapter in the light of re
corded history and of events trans· 
piring in our own day. I have had 
occasion to do this in days that are 
past and gone, in seasons of great 
trial, in the midst of doubts, to see 
whether I had indeed placed my feet 
upon the everlasting Rock. I went 
into an examination of the word of 
God in connection with authentic his
tory, and I found it a source of sup
port of great value to me. I will 
commence at verse 24-(the preceding 
verses relating to events that would 
transpire with the disciples, and with 
the Jews, up to the time of the scat· 
tering of the Jews from the city of 
Jerusalem), and speaking of that time 
and the scattering of the .Jews, be 
says: "And they [the Jews] shall fall 
by the edge of the sword, and shall 
be led away captive into all nations, 
[how true that has proved to be], and 
Jerusalem shall be trodden down of 
the Gentiles, until the times of the 
Gentiles shall be fulfilled." How re· 
markably, truly, this has had its ful
fillment, first under the feet of the 

Romans, then of the Saracens, after
wards the Crusaders, then again un· 
der the feet of the Turks, where it 
remains to-day. But Jerusalem is 

·passing rapidly out of this condition, 
and it is now essentially under the 
feet of the Jews, one of the most re
markable events that could occur in 
the nineteenth century to prove the 
divinity of Christ Jesus our Lord. 
Eighteen hundred years ago he made 
this prophecy, and its fulfillment is 
one of the most important, leading 
events now occurring. According to 
history, that land for eighteen centu
ries has been under the feet of Gen· 
tile nations, has been barren and 
waste in the eyes of all that have 
passed by, and God is now blessing 
it, and it is passing from its thraldom 
to Gentile power. It is prophetic, 
indeed, that the literal seed of Israel 
shall return from their captivity, but 
"Jerusalem shall be trodden down of 
the Gentiles, until the times of the 
Gen'Giles shall be fulfilled." 

We assume thatwhatisnowoccurring 
in respect to Jerusalem and the Jew
ish world, is in itself an unfailing evi
dence that we are living in the time 
when "the times of the Gentiles" are 
beiQg ''fulfilled." Jesus said then, 
'•There shall be signs in the sun, and 
in the moon, and in the stars; and 
upon the earth distress of nations with 
perplexity: the sea and the waves 
roaring." These conditions have be
gun to obtain in this nineteenth cen
tury,-signs in the sun, and in the 
moon, and in the stars, of great im· 
portance, have been seen, and are at
tracting the attention of the civilized, 
and enlightened world, filling the 
mind of all with awe and astonish· 
ment. Not only would signs be seen 
in the sun, and in the moon, and in the 
stars, but upon earth would be "dis· 
tress of nations with perplexity." 
Turn whithersoever you will, in the 
land of America, North, South, or 
Central, or whether you turn to 
Europe, to Asia, to Africa, or the 
islands of the sea, and you see that 
this prophecy of Jesus Christ is hav· 
ing its literal fulfillment, namely, 
"upon the earth distress of na"tions 
with perplexity." 

It is said by the ablest minds of to· 
day that all Europe, large portions of 
Asia, and portions of Africa, are in 
such a state of ferment, that at any 
moment the most populous parts of 
earth will be involved in warandcom· 
motion, and that of such a sanguinary 
character that it will change the en
tire political geography of the world, 
-one of the most dreadful periods of 
time the world has ever known. And 
when I state that now, in the western 
part of Asia, and in Europe and north
ern Africa, there are more than 
twelve m HI ions of men under arms, 
and that more than twenty-four mil
lions, could speedily be summoned 
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you can comprehend, to some degree, I read you another passage but can j Chris-;;-;,ould go forth conquering 
the dreadful situation of the world as only give you some of the outlines,-- ' and to conquer, to prepare a people/ 
it exists to-day. And it is by reason cannot enter into any lengthy dis- who would be prepared for his com
of this formidable armament that cussion on this important point. irrg. This confirms the teaching of 
there are such perplexities existing ,Upon last Sabbath I made brief men- the Latter Day Saints from the very 
in the land. Consider for a . moment tion of the late rapid increase of first., and, as we have said, re
the amount of labor and of wealth it crime, its universality, and made a I :futes the claims made by religious 
takes to sustain this wonderful mili· few comments upon it. We have not I teachers and ministers for the last two 
tary force, and you discover one of time to-day to give you very lengthy centuries at least. In the Doctrine 
the means of bringing about this state statistics upon it, but to invite your and Covenants, section 45, paragraph 
of perplexity. attention to it. I have here a state- 4, is a statement with. regard to the 

With regard to the condition of the ment Prof. Andrew D. White. He rapid increase of iniquity in these !at
world, the people, largely, instead of says crime is greatly on the increase. ter days, and in the book are many 
being patriotic and desiring to benefit He is giving J;tis attention to these more of the same kind. 
the entire race are looking to their matters, looking up statistics of the I introduce to you now another 
own honor, their own gain, little re- past, and of the present.. He dis- class of evidences to demonstrate the 
spect to their neighbor, and this adds covers that crime is rapidly moving in faet that we are living in the latter 
to the perplexing conditions of to-day. power, iniquity is sweeping out. like a days. 'Phe Bible clearly informs us 

Again the Master says, "The sea great fiood. In 1892 P.rof. Geo. P. in the Revelation of St. John, and 
and the waves roaring; men's hearts Upham, of the Chicago Tribune said notably in the 16th chapter, 13th and 
failing them for fear, and for looking that murder, suicide, lynching, and 14th verses, that in the latter days, at 
after those things which are coming everything of that kind, in the United a certain time, "three unclean spirits 
on the earth; for the powers of heaven St,ates alone, in ten years from 1882 like frogs" would "come out of the 
shall be shaken." Of these important to 1892 had increased "more than four mouth of the dragon, and out of the 
events predicted by our Savior, we hundred per cent." President Brink. mouth of the beast, and out of the 
have not time now to speak at length. erhoff in his address last year before mouth of the false prophet;" and the · 
Suffice it to say that, you have~ books the. National Prison Congress, said, revelator declares that 
and papers published by the church "The tide of criminality is growing They are the spirits of devils, working 
which will furnish you statistics con- stronger; it is rising with a continu- miracles, which fl:O forth to the kings of the 
cerning earthquakes abounding by ing swell." All this is remarkable, earth, and of the whole world, to gather 
sea and by land, of tidal waves upon and very notable from the fact that the them to the battle of that great day of God 
the sea, the storms and tempests claim has been put forth for more Almighty. . 
sweeping over the oce1:1.n, and these than half a century, and perhaps for a The mouth is that which speaks; 
conditions are evidences that we are full century, that the world was com- that which receives; that which com
living in the latter days. "Why," ing into vastly better conditions than municates. I have not time to enter 
says one, "there have always been it ever had been before, and that by the into an examination of this scripture 
storms at sea-the sea and the waves means· of Bible and tract societies, in all its bearings, but simply to tell 
roaring." Yes; but the Master called and various other agencies the civil- you what the prophecy declares, that 
attention to the fact that these events ized, and even heathen world will be- in the latter times, -prior to the over
would be more prominent in the last come converted, and in this way the throw of "Mystery Babylon,"-that 
days, and be signs of the near ap- 1 reign of Christ would be ushered in. three unclean spirits would go out of 
proach of his coming. These occur- I But the Bible does not teach us that the mouth of the dragon (Pagan 
rences have been more frequent and this will be; it teaches on the other Rome), out of the mouth of the beast 
notable since 1860 than ever before. hand, in speaking of the latter days (Papal Rome), and out of the mouth 

Again: "Men's hearts failing them that "iniquity will abound," and that of the false prophet (Mohammedan
for fear of that which is coming on just prior to Christ's second advent, ism); and I suggest right here, that 
the earth." Probably no time since as in Matthew 24: 12, etc. The same all these organizations have been and 
man has been upon our planet has the is set forth in the Book of Mormon, are largely actuated by demon spirits, 
race been more actuated by fear in and in the Doctrine and Covenants, spirits that are not of God. In the 
respect to future conditions of the that iniquity prior to the coming of morning of tjme, in the garden of 
world than in the times in which we Jesus Cbrist will abound. One cause Eden, Satanic power was manifested 
are now living. This in itself is are- for its abounding in these last days, to mother Eve and inlluenced her to 
markable evidence of the fulfillment "the time of the end," is the increase disobey the commandment of God. 
of the prophecy of the Savior; we see of human knowledge and increa,sed In holy writ we see how nations were 
it having its accomplishment in our opportunities by which to perpetrate finally overthrown by this same 
our own times. Again the Master crime, - these are greater thaJn in power, and we are told in the 18th 
says, "The powers of heaven shall be preceding centuries. Crime in the cha,pter of Deuteronomy, that God 
shaken." Mark you, after this, "then United States, from 1882 to 1892, in- commanded that Israel should not 
shall appear the sign of the Son of creased as we have seen more than have any necromancers among them, 
man in heaven, and then shall they four hundred per cent. Tbis is simply or a wizard, or a consulter with fa
see the Son of man coming in a cloud dreadful! It disappoints the hope, it miHar spirits, or enchanters, or a 
with power and great glory;" when refutes the claims and the teaehings witch, or a user of divination, or any
we see these events transpire, we ma,y of the religiousworld for the last two thing of the like, for, the Lord says, 
know that the coming of the Master centuries at least, while it confirms "because of these abominations the 
is nigh at hand--not five hundred, and est,ablishes the teachings of the Lord thy God doth drive them [the 
nor a hundred years off, but that it is Latter Day Saints. For, from the Canaanites] out from before thee." 
near at hand. For ''the Lord Jesus very first, when the angel first ap- These seemed to be the crowning 
shall descend from heaven with a peared to the Seer in 1827, and even sins, for by reason of them they for
shout, with the voice of the archangel, before that, the announcement was l got God. When they submitted to 
and with the trump of God, and the made that spiritual darkness and sin these workings of Satanic spirits, they 
dead in Christ shall rise first." These would sweep out upon the world; ·surrendered their personal agency 
are latter-day events, and hence it is there would be a great increase of in these matters, and they were 
that all the Saints nowadays are cer- abominations among the sons of men, liable to be led wherever these spirits 
tainly Latter Day Saints. nevertheless the gospel of Jesus would lead them, being subject to the 
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seductive, perverse influence of spir· I it. Spiritualist writers and lecturers II made use of the opportunity, for when 
its that were not of God. Ahab, king 1 usually endeavor to establish it as be- they were in prison and their feet in 
of Israel, was led to degradation and ing in harmony with Chris- the stocks, they prayed and sang 
ruin by evil spirits. They were per- tianity. In Great Mr. Owen praises to God, and by and by an 
mitted to enter into his "four hun- says, Spiritualism had its greatest sue- earthquake took place, they were re
dred" prophets, and they prophesied cess with the gentry, llolld the nobility. leased, the jailor took them to his 
to him a lie. He led his army to bat- It also obtained the attention and favor house, and a wonderful work of con
tle against Ramoth Gilead, being of the crowned heads of the world. version came from it. I mention these 
:nfluenced by what these prophets It entered the Cabinet at Washington instances to show that these manifes
said, and was slain. His death was as early as in 1864-5-6. I was labor- tations of satanic power had away 
foretold by Micaiah, a prophet of ing in Pennsylvania at the time. back in the days of the Canaanites, 
God, who, when interrogated by the Some of the leading men of Spiritual- were mrmifest also among the chil
king as to his going up to the battle, ism were consulted as mediums with dren of Israel, and in the days of the 
prophesied and said, ''Behold, the respect to our national affairs. It has Savior, and in the time of the apos
Lord hath put a lying spirit in the accomplished greatest work by its tles. This power was also manifested 
mouth of all these thy prophets, and insidious movements in the churches, in the days of Justin Martyr, and of 
the Lord hath spoken evil concerning and in the departments of govern- the early Christians. By virtue of 
thee.".-1 Kings 22:23. This one ment. It is stil~ going to the crowned the power that the church had, in the 
prophet stood there in the presence heads of Europe. The prophecy de- name of Jesus Christ they cast out 
of the king, his life in his hand, and clares that these "three unciea,n those evil spirits by their prayer and 
boldly, faithfully predicted what spirits" would go forth "unto the faith. These evil spirits were to be 
would come to pass, and it transpired kings of the earth and of the whole made manifest in the latter days. I 
as he said. world." It was to be a universal read the 16th chapter of Revela-

We don't say it in hurtful reference work. Its closing work was to occur tion:-
to any person, or any party, that we just prior to the second advent of And I heard a great voice out of the temple 
recognize modern spiritu!JJlism as be- Jesus Christ our Lord. We have saying to the seven angels, Go your ways, and 
ing in a preeminent sense this decep- proof that its work is fulfilled in our pour out the vials of the wrath of God upon 
t . th t ,d f tb f t• h h t' ·h the earth. And the first went, and poured lVe power a wou, . go or rom own 1mes, ence t .ese 1mes are t e out his vial upon the earth; and there fell a 
these three classes of spirits proceed- ones predicted-these are the latter noisome and grievous sore upon the men 
ing in these days "out o:f the mouth days. which had the mark of the beast, and upon 
of the dragon, and out of the mouth We trace the manifestations ofspir- them which worshiped his image. And the 
of the beast, and out of the mouth of l·tu<>-ll.Stl·c pow"'r fl'Om th"' niorn of second angel poured out his vial upon the sea; 

~ " "' and it became as the blood of a dead man; 
the false prophet." Suffice it to say creation to the Caananitish nations and every living soul died in the sea. And 
that much of my information on that to the days of the kings of Israel and the third angel poured out his vial upon the 
point came from m_ ore than human now we come to the davs of Jes~s of rivers and fountains of waters; and they be-

d th t t b t b .J came blood. [As when Moses delivered the 
source, an a l egan o e Nazareth :J,nd there it was manifested children of Israel out of the land of Egypt.] 
gi_ven m.e ~any _yea:r:s ago. Spiri~u- in a per~on possessed of a power so And I heard the angel of the waters say,"' 
ahsm had 1ts r1se m 1848 (m 1ts that he could not be bound even with Thou art righteous, 0 Lord, which art, and 
extraordinary and widespread mani- chains. When Jesus pa,ssed near the wast, and shalt be, because thou hast judged 
f t +" ) ' +1 St t f N thus. E'or they have shed the blood of saints 
es aviOns , m une a.e 0 ew demon spirit said to him ''V{e know and prophets, [not,ice the fact that, in that 

in the month of March. And notice, who thou art thou Son'of God· ha.st period when this prophecy should have its 
if you please, tha,t it was but a few thou come to' torment us befo;e the accomplishment, the people of God would be 
years after the g?spel had been re- time?" That spirit had knowledge known as "Saints," and there would be 
stored, and was bemg promulgated to th"t the Jewl·sh. wo~ld WI.th "11 thel·r· "prophets," and that their blood should be 

~ '-" ' "' shed-some of them-bear it in mind,] and 
the sons of .men. It :vas _only a few enlightenment did not possess,-they thou hast given them blood to drink; for they 
years after God ha,d msp1red Joseph did not know Jesus the Son of God. are worthy. And I heard another [angel who 
the Seer to lay the fom:dation o~ ~his The tabernacle of that poor man was came] out of the altar say, Even so, Lord God 
wonderful work, wherem. were. JOICe, possessed with Sat<>,nic_ power-a de- Almighty, true and righteous are thy judg-

. ~ ments. And the fourth angel poured out his 
th':'t.thes_e ~arvelous mamfestat1.?~s of mon spirit--and Jesus commanded it vial upon the sun; and power was given unto 
sp1r1tuahstlC power were exh1b1ted, to come out of him and the man waf> him to scorch men with fire. And men were 
(satanic craft and power follow close found clothed and in his right mind. scorched with great heat, and blasphemed 
upon the work of God,) and we are the name of God, which hath power over 

told th"t in about 1882 the· Spiritu"' 1- . _At Spiritualistic work man- these plag·ues: and they repented not to give 
"" "' f t d thus:- him glory. And the fifth angel poured out 

ists among the civilized nations num- 1 es '8 his vial upon the seat of the beast; and his 
bered more than thirty millions. One And it came to pass, as we went to kingdom was full of darkness; and they 
of the leading light;s of that a a certain damsel possessed with a gnawed their tongues for pain, and blas-

di.vinati.on met us, which brought her mas- phemed the God of heaven because of their 
man of influence, a great a ter much gain by soothsaying: the same pains and their sores, and repented not of 
very prominent man, Robert followed Paul and us, and cried, saying, their deeds, [Whoever will study the history 
Owen, says it was no~ their work to These men a;·e the servants of the most high of modern Rome, and especially since 1870, 
organize societies, or anything of that God, which shew unto us the of salva- will conclude that a vial bas been poured out 

tion. And this did she But upon the seat of the beast,] And the sixth 
kind; but that the genius of the work Paul, being grieved, turned to the angel poured out his vial upon the great 
of Spiritualism was one of reform, a Spirit, I command thee in the name of Jesus river Euphrates; and the water thereof was 
work of enlightenment, as he phrases Christ to come out Of her. And he came out Q.rled up, that the way of the kings of the 
it. It has gathered among.its mem- the same hour.-Acts 16:16,17,18. east might be prepared. [That was to be 

preceded by the killing of saints and proph
bers some of the moslj prominent Paul and Silas suffered it until they ets, in the order of the prophecy.] And I 
minds of America. Judge Edmunds, saw that the church was likely to be saw three unclean spirits like frogs [perhaps 
of New York, did much in the !:l,d- compromised by it, then Paul turned from their being so numerous] come out of 

d d -r f S · •t 1· d 'd t th · 't "I d the mouth of the dragon, aod out of the vocacy an e~ense o plnvua 1sm. an sa1 o e spu·1 , comman - mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of 
So did Professor Hare. In Great thee in the name of Jesus Christ to the false prophet. For they are the spirits 
Brit£Jjn, we find that many of the come out of her." And when her of devils, working miracles, which go forth 
leading minds there embra.ced it. ·masters saw that the hope of their unto the kings of the earth and of the whole 
Professor Wm. Cookes, one of the were gone, they caused the ar- world, to g!l,ther them to the battle of that 
most learned scientists of his time rest of the disciples, and they being great day of God Almighty. [Note what fo~-lows.] Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed IS 
embraced it, advocated and defended placed in the Philippian jail, the Lord he that watcheth and keepeth his garments, 
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lest he walk naked, and they see his shame. 
-Rev. 16: 1-15. 

In regard to the operation of these 
evil spirits, there are many ways by 
which they work miracles to deceive 
mankind. One is by electro-magnet
istn. By this means, this natural 
force, skilled men can operate on cer
tain temperaments, gain control over 
them, and influence them, so far as 
can be possible, to do all that the 
operater wills them to do. The ques
tion, Is it possible that these intelli
gent demon spirits, known as the 
"spirits of devils," can be brought 
into union with people through elec
tro-magnetic force and inspire them 
to do- so far as in the power of hu
man to do-wonderful miracles and 
deceive the people? A man in Kansas 
has been recently convicted of murder 
in the first degree because .he used 
hypnotic power over a man and in
spired him to go and kill his neigh
bor. A similar case is being tried in 
Minneapolis, where it is claimed Hay
ward hypnotized Blitz and influenced 
him to kill Mi&_s Ging. - In a large hall 
in Washington I saw a number of in
dividuals brought upon the platform 
by Prof. Carpenter, a hypnotic opera
tor, who in five or ten minutes had 
them under hypnotic control, and they 
would do whatever he willed them to 
do. At one time they were pro
fessedly stealing peaches. He bade 
them be careful and not make any 
noise and disturb the old farmer and 
his dog. In an unguarded moment he 
said, "Look out! the old man's com, 
ing! there comes the dog!" One of 
them started, leaped and climbed up 
the window casing, clinging to the 
framework, went up and up and never 
stopped until he perched on the top 
of the window cornice watching for 
the dog. How the man ever got there 
was a wonder to me. They had to 
get a ladder to get him down. Here 
is a manifestation of hypnotic, mes
meric, or magnetic control over the 
minds and persons of individuals. 
Now if skillful men-embodied spirits 
-can do all that, it is no wonder that 
"spirits of devils"- unem bodied spir
its--can do all that, and more, and 
cause the evils mentioned in history 
concerning their work, and what is 
predicted of them in the latter days; 
and I state it as a possible, probable 
fact that this satanic work is one of 
the leading causes of the present 
rapid increase of crime. It is causea 
by satanic power; it is influenced by 
satanic spirits that have gone forth to 
all nations, and even to the kings of 
the earth. These are important mat
ters. The prophet predicted that, 
such an event would transpire, and 
that it would be just before Christ 
Jesus should "come as a thief." We 
are living in the very time when this 
flood of satanic power is sweeping out 
upon the nations; it is the same power 
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that was manifested in the garden of performed the thoughts of his heart: in the 
Eden, also in the days oft he Caananites, latter days ye shall consider it perfectly. 
in the days of Jesus of Nazareth, in the There has never been, in all the 
days of the Apostle Paul and other history of the past, before this cen
Uhristian ministers of his time. God tury, such frequent terrible tempests, 
has declared by his prophets that in cyclones, and tornadoes, causing such 
the last days Satan would • •come destruction of life and property. The 
down among men, having great wrath, people are living in continmlJl fear 
because he knows he hath but a and dread of these things. This is 
short time." Go to the Book of Cove- true of all parts of the world. None 
nants, also to the Book of Mormon, are exempt from them. The first 
and there it is plainly revealed, and ~reat cycl_one of these latter days h~d 
the time identified, when many evil 1 Its start m Jones. County, I?wa: m 
spirits would go forth in great power June, 1860, and these wh1rlwmds 
to the world. have swept out to all the world. The 

I shall now have to say as I did last 
Sunday, We have only got into tlle 
merits of the case, but will have to 
quit. Sometime hereafter I may take 
up some other prophecies pertaining 
to the latter days. Latter Day Saints 
should be posted with regard to them. 
I can only say in conclusion, that 
prophecy clearly indicates the over· 
throw of spiritual Babylon. The 
same year in which spiritualism was 
manifested in the United States, 
namely _1848, all Europe was politi
cally convulsed, the effects of which 
are seen to-day. Spiritualism soon 
spread throughout all Europe. The 
hearts of the inhabitants there were 
touched by the insidious enemy of the 
race of mankind. The result was 
seen in its great turmoil. Spiritual
ism has affected the world in a reli
gious, political, and social way ever 
since. 

Master said that before his second 
advent "the powers of heaven shall be 
shaken." 'I'hese are the electro mag
netic powers pervading the atmos
phere. These powers of heaven are 
being shaken; they are being greatly 
disturbed in accordance with the pre
diction. 

Again, the Bible reveals that angels 
will minister unto men in the latter 
days. The Bible reveals that proph
ets will be restored in the latter days. 
The Bible reveals that revelations 
from God to man will be had in these 
days, and that the kingdom of God 
will be organized as foretold by Daniel 
2: 44. The Bible reveals all these 
leading latter-day events, and more. 
We are living in the times when these 
things are transpiring. It is beyond 
the possibility of reasonable question 
that these are the last days. God 
bless you and inspire your hearts to · 
think of these things, and be pre
pared to make the sacrifice that our 
heavenly Father requires, in the 
name of Jesus. Amen. 

'l'he Bible says in effect, that in the 
latter times, prior to the coming of 
Jesus Christ, there would come the 
overthrow of kingcraft. How true the 
prophecy! And again, th~Jt priest
craft would be overthrown; there 
would be greater liberty, on the part MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 4. 

l3Y WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

THE JAREDITE, OR COLHUAS ERA. 

of the people, to live and think and 
act for themselves. There were times 
when mankind must think along in 
the same grooves with the preacher; Acco~di~g to the myt_hs the Colhuas 
you must talk in express harmony ~nd Chich1mecs :vere tne fir~t people 
with the. priest; but, thank God, that m C~ntral Amenca and Mexwo.. Ac
time has passed away. Since t,he cordmg to the Book of Mormon It was 
opening of this lat,ter day dispensation I t~e J aredites divided into two factions. 
the fetters have been stricken off;, (See Ether 1: 1; 3: 7; 4: 1; 6: 4.) 
mankind are thinking for themselves The Colhuas era terminated, it is 
and act for themselves. 'rhen in re- said, about nine or ten centuries B. c. 
gard to human slavery, the nations of The Jaredite era, according to the 
the world, with one or two exceptions, Book of Mormon, ended about 600 B. c .. 
lo?ked upon it, unt,il of late year~, The seven families in the myths and 
With favo~; bu~ no:v t~ey denoun?e. 1t the Jaredite colony came from the 
as a. h?rnble. mst1tutwn and reJoice tower of Babel; both were directed by 
that It rs passmg away. The shackles Providence and both located in Cen
of the slaye have fallen at his feet! tral Amerida. The Colhuas were suc
~iberty is on the march! Fre~dom is ceeded by the Mayas, and the 
1!1 the ascen?ancy. In. the ~Ible. we I Jaredites were succeeded by the Ne· 
find prophemes?once_rmng wh1.dwmds 1 phites. The Mayas came from the 
that _should_go for~h 1_n the latt~r days; I northern p9rt of South Am.erica, ac
one m partwu_Ja: IS _m Jeremiah, 23: I cording to Le Plongeon's reading of 
19, 20, where 1t 1s sa1d:- the Troano and his serpent chart; and 

Behold, a whirlwind of the Lord is gone the NephHes moved up into the north 
forth in fury, even a grievous wl:lirlwind: it country (Desolation) from the land of 
shall fall grievausly upon the head of the 
wicked. The anger of the Lord shall not, re- ZarahemlaJ (northern part of South 
turn, until he have executed, until he have America) before the Christian era. 
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(Compare Alma 13: 12 with 21:8, 9; 
.23: 9; 30: 2.) 

The • 'land north ward" was the 
country which the Jaredites occupied. 
(See Omni 1: 10; Alma 21: 9.) Moroni 
called the J aredite country ''this north 
country." (See Ether 1: 1.) 

"This north country," or the "land 
northward," or the "land of Desola
tion," always commenced at the 
''neck," or at the ''pass," or ''narrow 
passage." (See Alma 13 : 11; 22: 5; 
Mormon 1: 6.) 

The Nephites sometimes divided 
America into but two lands; namely, 
the "land northward" and the "land 
southward." This Mormon does in 
Mormon 1: 6; but then these two 
great countries were divided up into 
other lands or states, and ruled over 
by local judges, or kings, or chiefs, 
something like a governor of a State. 

Now the distance from sea to sea, 
where the Jaredite country com
menced at the south end, was only a 
day and a half's journey for a Ne
phite. "A Nephite" was one person. 
The local land which joined Desola
tion at this narrow place was Bounti
ful. Bountiful, in the later Nephite 
history, occupied the "neck," and was 
a local land or state, and lay between 
the land Desolation and the land 
of Zarahemla. In this land Bountiful 
was a very narrow place "from the 
west sea, even unto the east; it being 
a day's journey for a Nephite, on the 
line which they had fortified and 
stationed their armies to defend their 
north country."-Helama.n 2: 8. 

The Jaredite country then must 
have commenced at or near the line 
between Costa Rica and Columbia. 

They built a great city by the narrow neck 
of land, by the piace where the sea divides 
the land. And they did preserve the land 
south ward for a wilderness, to get game. 
And the whole face of the land north ward 
was covered with inhabitants.-Ether 4: 7. 

Thus we see that the man who made 
the Book of Mormon was on the look
out again. In fact be is never caught 
asleep, unlike the Roman guard, who 
took a short nap, and while doing so, 
a few timid and weak, downcast disci
ples rolled away the stone, broke the 
Roman seal, and ran off with the dead 
body of Jesus, and left the guard sti.ll 
sleeping. 

The man who wrote the Book of 
Mormon must have been wide awake, 
up to date; no back number will do. 
He had one eye on the myths, the 
other on the substructure of ruins 
that lay bidden in the dense forests 
of Central America. He could see 
through the forests, the underbrush 
too. He could see that the ruins 
"stood upon older," "much older 
foundations." He could see that "it 
is as impossible to attribute them all 
to the same people as to believe they 
were all built at the same epoch." 

The author of "Doctrines and Dog-
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mas" says that it was Oliver Cowdery 
who was in the "woods" with Joseph 
Smith. Were they down in Central 
America, in these ''tropical forests," 
looking at the ruins which stood upon 
the older, "much older foundations," 
and there reach the conclusion that 
"it is as impossible to attribute them 
all to the same people as to believe 
they were all built at the same 
epoch," eh? 

If the Book of Mormon is true, then the 
authority of the Mormon Church is all right. 
But if it. is false, then Mormonism may justly 
be branded as the most stupendous frnud of 
the ages, and its advocates are left without 
even the shadow of truth upon which to b&se 
their claim to divine authority.-Doctrines 
and Dogmas of Mormonism, p. 26. 

Again he says:-
The Spalding story is a failure. Do not· at

tempt to rely upon it-it will let you down.
Ibid., p. 25. 

Glad of it; we won't have to thrash 
that old straw any more! 

"If the book is true." Well, why 
not put the "book" on trial, instead 
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another people, thus confirming the 
"fraud" on these two main points! 

BOOK OF MORMON DOCTRINES. 

We will now turn to another line of 
evidences quite different from those 
above noticed, and in doing so we are 
met with the query, Could such a peo
ple as the book describes have lived 
and taught such doctrines on the 
American continent? Is God the 
Father of all, or only the few peoplfil 
that we read about in the Bible? "Of 
a truth," said Peter, "I perceive that 
God is no respecter of persons: but in 
every nation he that feareth him, and 
worketh righteousness, is accepted 
with him." Is it so that God "hath 
made of one blood all nations of men 
for to dwell on all the face of the 
earth, and hath determined the times 
before appointed, and the bounds of 
their habitation"? If so, all stand in 
the same relationship to God, and 
may obtain his favors, because "he 
be not far from every one of us." 

of Elder Jason W. Briggs et al.? THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY. 

What if Elder Briggs did repudiate Nephi, like Job, knew that his re
his own revelation? Peter said that deemer lived; for, said he, "I hav<il 
Jesus was the Christ; but when con- seen him." (2 Nephi 8: 2.) Nephi 
diti.ons changed he ~idn't.even know taught the doctrine of the "fall," and 
Jesus at all! What 1f Julian, the Ro- . an "infinite atonement " and the res
man Emp~ror, did go back. tp ~is urrection of the body.",(2 Nephi 6: 2; 
idols? D1d that prove Chr~st1an:ty 1: 6; 6: 6.) 
either true or false? What If Arms . 
of Alexandria and Brigham Young'of Mr. Brmton says:-
Salt Lake did teach that Jesus was T_he traveler on our western prairies often 

' notrees the buffalo skulls, countless numbers 
the natural son of Joseph? They of which bleach on those vast plains, ar-
could not measure the power of an ranged in circles and symmetrical piles by 
infinite God. the careful hands of the native hunters. The 

How cunning the author of the explanation they offer for this custom ~ives 
• 1 h the key to the whole theory and practiCe of 

Book of Mormon IS. He locates t e preserving the osseous relics of the dead, as 
Jaredites in Central America and well human as brute. They say that "the 
north ward to our great lakes; and bones contain th~ spi;its of the slain anima~s, 
then he has the N ephites to reoccupy a~d that some trme m the future they will 

. - . rrse from the earth, re-clothe themselves 
the Jared country, thus rebmldmg wit.h flesh, and stock the prairies anew." 
their dilapidated structures. (Com- This explanation, which comes to us from 
pare Book of Nephi 3: 2 and Book of i?disputable .authority, sets fo~th in its true 
Nephi son of Nephi 1:3 with the an- l:ght the J;Jehef of the_red race rna ;esurre~-
. . . twn. It IS not possrble to trace rt out m 

t1qmt1es above quoted.) Thus we the subtleties with which theologians have 
have another witness-arcb:=eology- surrounded as a dogma. The very attempt 
which comes along nearly a half cen- would b~ absurd. They never occurred to 
tury after the book is published bear- th~ I~dran. He. thought that the soul ~ow 
. . . ' enJoymg the dehghts of the happy huntmg 
mg witness to the biggest fraud of grounds would some time return to the 
the ages! How does it come that a bones, take on flesh, and live again. 
very bad man can have so many dis- Such is preci~ely the much discussed state
interested persons to bear witness to ment that GarCllass? de la Ve!ja says he often 

• • ? W h d b f h heard from the native Peruvians. He adds 
his veracity • e s owe e ore t at that so careful were they lest any of the body 
both legendary and linguistic science should be lost that they preserved even the 
confirmed the Book of Mormon story pa:ings of their _na~ls and cl~ppings of _the 
in a very remarkable way· and now hair. In contradrctwn to this the writer 

' . '. Acosta has been quoted, who says that the 
arch:=eology comes and JOinS bands Peruvians embalmed their dead because they 
with other sciences confirming the "had no knowledge that the bodies should 
••stranO'e" story of the ancient nation. rise with the souL" But, rightly under-

Is this all accidental harmony stood, this is a confirmation of La Vega_'s .ac-
. . . count. Acosta means that the ChriStian 

agam? Are we w~llmg to let ~reb~- doctrine of the body rising from the dust be
ology go on the Witness stand m this inir unknown to the Peruvians (which is per
case and testify to the truth, the ~ectly true), they preserved th~ body just as 
whole truth and nothing but the 1t was, so that the soul ~hen It returned to 

' . " . earth, as all expected, might not be at a loss 
truth? How 1t whispers from the for a house of flesh.-Myths of the New 
dust" that the antiquities of Central· World, pp. 301, 302. 
America are older than those of Mr. Prescott says:-
Mexico or Peru! How it whispers On the decease of an Inca, his palaces were 
again that these cities were rebuilt by abandoned; all his treasures, except what were 
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employed in his obsequies, his furniture and 1 thou in the sky or in the earth, in the clouds 
apparel, were suffered to remain as he left or in the depths? Hear the voice of him 
them, and his mansious, save one, were closed who implores thee, and grant him his peti
up for ever. The new sovereign was to pro- tiona. Give us life everlasting·, preserve us, 
vide himself with every thing new for his and accept this our sacrifice.-See Myths, 
royal state. The reason of this w11.s the popu- etc., p. 341. 
lar belief, that the soul of the departed mon
arch would return after a time to re1inimate 

WATER BAPTISM. 

and "one for the bad." The "resur
rection of the body," "original sin," 
''spiritual regeneration," '• born / 
again," "water baptism," and the 
"Lord's communion" of "bread and 
wine." The Roman priests could see 
nothing in all of this but "the con
trivance of Satan." 

his body on earth; and they •;vished he should At appointed seasons the 'fupi priests [of 
find every thing to which he had been used Brazil] assembled the people, filled large jars 
in life prepared for his reception.-Conquest with water, spake certain words of power 

f P r l 1 b k 1 h 1 46 over them, and dippinrr in palm branches Prescott says:-o e u, vo . , oo , c ap. , p. . -. 
Their ideas in respect to a future state of sprinkled their hearers. In the elaborate Cieza de Leon, not content with many mar-

being deserve more attention. They ad- ritual of the Mayan priests the aspergillum, velous accounts of the influence and real 
mitted the existence of the soul hereafter, with which to asperge the sacred objects and apparition of Satan in the Indian ceremonies, 
and connected with this a belief in the resur- the votaries, was an indespensable adjunct. has ga,rnished his volume with numerous 
rection of thf:l body. They assigned two dis- 'l'he sacred fluid should be the dew gathered wood-cuts representing the Prince of Evil in 
tinct places for the residence of t,he good and at dawn from the leaves, or that, which bodily presence with the usual accompani
of the wicked, the latter of which they fixed flowed from a well of which no woman had menta of tail, claws, etc., as if to reinforce 
in the centre of the earth. The good they ever tasted. the homilies in his text! The Peruvian 
supposed were to pass a luxurious life of tran- The use of such "holy water" astonished saw in his idol a god. His Christian con
quillity and ease, which comprehended their the Romanist missionaries, and they at once queror saw in it tt.e Devil. One may be 
highest notions of happiness. The wicked detected Satan parodying the Scriptures. puzzled to decide which of the two might lay 
were to expiate their crimes by ages of But their astonishment rose to horror when claim to the grossest superstition.-Conquest 
wearisome labor. They associated with they discovered among various nations a rite of Peru, vol. 1, book 1, chap. 3, p. 97, note 35. 
these ideas a belief in an evil principle or of baptism of appalling similarity to their Some of the Roman priests who 
spirit, bearing the name of Cupay, whom they own, connected with the imposing of a name, 
did not attempt to propit.iate by sacrifices, done avowedly for the pm·pose of ft·eeing first visited Mexico and Central 
and who seems to have been only a shadowy from inherent sin, believed to produce a re- America tried to account for the 
personification of sin, that exercised little in- generation of the spiritual nature, nay, in Christian doctrines there on the 
fluence over their conduct. It was this be- more than one instance called by an indige- th th t St Th h d d 
l . f · th · f h b d · h 1 d nous word sl.gn1'fy1'ng "to be bo"n aga1'n," eory a · om as · a crosse w m e resurrectiOn o t e o y, whw e • I d' 
them to preserve the body with so muchso- Such a rite was of immemorial antiquity over from n 1a to this continent on 
licitude.-Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, book 1, among the Cherokees, A11tecs, Mayas, and his mission work, while others were 
chap. 3, p. 84. Peruvlaos.-Myths of the New World pp. like De Leon, who could see nothing 

Mr. Josiah Priest says:-
14~~~8~ an ancient Peruvian had laid bare but a bogus Christianity from the 

A cross made of fine marble, beautifully his guilt by confession, he bathed himself in Devil to destroy their souls! 
polished, about three feet high, and three a neighboring river and repeated this for- Mr. Brinton has another way of 
fingers in width and thickness, was found in mula: "0 thou River, receive the sins I explaining these things:-
an Indian temple. This, it appears, was have this day confessed unto the Sun, carry 
kept as sacred, in a palace of one of the Incas, them dovvn to the sea, and let them never Had the missionaries remembered that it 
and held in great veneration by the natives more a"ppear." . . . Lwater baptism] was practiced in Asia with 
of South America. When the Spaniards con- The order of baptism among the Aztecs com- 1!,11 these meanings [regeneration, etc.] long 
quered that country they enriched this cross menced, "0 child, receive the water of the before it was chosen as the sign of the new 
with gold jewels, and placed it in the cat he- Lo'l-d of the world, which is our life; it is to wash covenant, they need have invoked neither 
dral of Cuzco. But how came this emblem of and to purify; may these drops remove the sin Satan nor St. Thomas to explain its presence 
Christianity in America?- American An- which was given to thee before the creation in America.-Myths of the New World, p. 
tiquities, p. 273. of the world, since all of us are under its 148. 

Yes; "how came this emblem of power;" and concluded, "Now he liveth anew So that we can take our choice and 
Ch . . . . A . "? . and is born anew, now is be purified and 1 t th 1 t' f. th nst1amty m merwa that 1s cleansed, now our mother the Water again se ec e exp ana 1on or e appear-
what the writer is trying to find out. bringeth him into the world." . . . ance of these Christian doctrines in 

Mr. Brinton says:- In Peru the child was immersed in the America that suits our fancy. 
It is true that a writer whose personal ve- flutd, the priest exorcised the evil and bade But will Mr. Brinton tell us when 

racity i$ above all doubt, Mr. Adam Hodg- it enter the water, which was then buried in and where baptism "was chosen as 
son, relates an ancient tradition of the the ground. In either country sprinkling th . "' th " J 

could take the place of immersion.-Ibid., e s1gn 01. e new covenant ? esus 
Choctaws, to the effect that the present 'd M d 
world will be consumed by a general con- PP· 149, 150. • sa1 , "x y octrine is not mine, but 
flagration, after which it will be reformed If we formulize these feelings we his that sent me." I understand by 
pleasanter than it now is, and that then the have at once the doctrine of , 'original this that the gospel covenant was not 
spirits of the dead will return to the bones in ad t J l t R 't sin" "nd that of "spl'rl'tual regener"'- m e a erusa em, nor a orne; l the bone mounds, !iesh will knit together "' "" h h h 
their loose joints, and they shall again in- tion." as no uman pedigree, ence we can-
habit their ancient territory.-Myths of the At the festival of Raymi at Cuzco not tell just , when baptism "was 
New World, p. 302. and other places in Peru, the Virgins chosen" as the sign of the new cove-

The Eskimos have a similar myth. of the Sun would prepare "a fine nant. We read that Jesus was the 
They say:- bread or cake" from "maize flour," a Lamb slain from the foundation of the 

Then will He above blow once on the bones fermented liquor of the country be- world. If the "Lamb" is that old, 
of the men and twice on those of the women, ing prepared for the occasion, which don't we see that the plan of redemp-
whereupon they will at once start into life, t1'on 1·s that old too? beca se b t' 

1 was distributed among the people at u ap Ism and ead thereafter a joyous existence.- · t f th d' · 1 S 
Ibid., p. 303. the feast. ~ a par· o 

2 
) at 1vme P an. ( ee 

This is to take place when the earth In the distribution of bread and wine at ebrews 6: · 
is purified. (See Tales and Tradi- this high festival, the orthodox Spaniards, It is true that heathen nations, as 
tions of the Eskimo, p. 32, and the who first came into the country, saw a strik- Mr. Brinton says, taught baptism 

ing resemblance to the Christian commun- from the very remotest times. It was 
Central Eskimo, pp. 588, 589.) ion; as in the practice of confession and to them a new birth, spiritual regen-

The following is the form of a Pe- penance, which, in a most irregular form, 
indeed, seems to have been used by the Pe- eration. Does Mr. Brinton mean to 

ruvian prayer, as given by De Ore, a ruvians, they discerned a coincidence with say that after the heathen had found 
native of Peru, who held the position another of the sacraments of the Church. out what would be a good symbol for 
of Professor of Theology in Cuzco in The good fathers were fond of tracing such the new birth that Christ and the 
the latter half of the sixteenth cen- coincidences, which they considered as the 

contrivaJ1ce of Satan, who thus endeavored church adopted it as a suitable "sign 
tury:- to delude his victims by counterfeiting the of the new covenant"? 

0 Pachacamac, thou who hast existeo. from blessed rites of Chri~tianity.- Conquest of 1 Mr. Ingersoll says that "the Eucha-
the beginning and shalt exist unto the end, Peru, vol. 1, ]:)ook 1, chap. 3, pp. 96, 97. I rist, the most solemn rite of the 
powerful and pitiful; who createdst man by 
saying, let man be; who defendest us from What does this all mean? A future church, is older than the church,"-
evil and preservest our life and health; art. life in two states; "one for the good," how old is the church?-thus making 
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the doctrine older than Christianity, 
and Jesus as a repeater of heathen 
philosophy. 

How came the heathen to find out 
that the souls would return to the 
dead mummies in Peru? How came 
they to teach that the souls would re
turn to the bones in the bone mounds, 
and that they would live again? We 
can see that that would be good 
Christian doctrine if it was only in the 
Bible; but being found with the poor 
heathen, we detect "Satan parodying 
the Scriptures;" "a contrivance;" 

c "counterfeiting the blessed rites of 
Christianity." . 

Is it so that Christ bas the keys of 
death and the grave, and all are to be 
made alive in him? Thus the hope of 
immortality centers in him. Without 
him we are prisoners without hope; 
death would retain its sting and the 
grave its victory. But the hope of 
the red race took comfort in the belief 
that the bones would live again-they 
would be ransomed from the land of 
the enemy. Death to them was not 
''an eternal sleep." 

If the doctri.ne of the resurrection is 
''Christian," bow came the red race to 
anticipate it? Could they find that 
out of themselves? Ah; these things 
confirm their myths, in which they 
claim that their ancestors in Peru had 
a "divine original" for their empire 
and religious system. Their laws all 
rested on a "divine sanction."-Con
quest of Peru, vol. 1, book 1, chap, 3, 
p. 83. 

Cannot we see something divine in 
all of this? We would if these evi
deuces were found in a Bible country; 
but found so far from home, our as
tonishment drifts to horror, that Sa
tan would be so mean as to teach 
these people Christianity ''to destroy 
their souls." 

Many of the great gods of the race, as 
Quetzalcoatl, Manibozho, Viracocha, and 
loskeha, were said to have been born of a 
virgin. Even among the low Indians of Para
guay the early missionaries were startled to 
find this tradition of the maiden mother of 
the god, so similar to that which they had 
come to telL-Myths of the New World, p.172. 

Here we are again; their great cul
ture-gods born of a virgin. Isn't that 
what we Christians say, namely, that 
Christ was born of a virgin? 

Quetzalcoatl was the Toltec god, 
Viracocha was a Peruvian god, Mani
bozho was the Algonkin god, and 
Ioskeha was the god of the Iroquois. 
Thus we see this myth of a god born 
of a virgin mother. believed in from 
our northern lakes to Paraguay. Is 
this all accidental harmony with the 
Bible teaching, or had Satan been at 
work again? 

The author of the Book of Mormon 
relates a vision in which Nephi beheld 
the virgin of Nazareth, the mother of 
the Son of God, so that here again 
the myths confirm ''the biggest fraud 
of tbe ages." 

TRE SAINTS' HERALD. 

April 27, 1900. 

Editm·s Hm·ald:-We read with interest the 
letter of our California brother, of.a few days 
ago, wherein he suggested the possibility of 
undue praise being given the young men of 
the church, at the same time ignoring the 
noble work already accomplished and being 
wrought by some of the older ones. If the 
letter to which we refer was written with any 
especial spirit of animosity behind it, we mis
judged it; as it was understood by us as an 
effort to see justice and right prevail, so far 
as this part of it was concerned. It is hoped 
that no other motive will prompt anything 
that may be said herein. 

It is true many of us have been a little pro
fuse in congratulating the praiseworthy 
efforts and excellent results wrought on the 
part of the young of our church. While this 
is doubtless entirely correct, if properly ad
ministered, yet to do so to the forgetting of 
the great sacrifice and masterly effort of the· 
older men in the church would be a gross in
justice and a decided wrong. 

'l'he rapid advancement along the proper 
line made by our young peopled uring the past 
few years, assisted by means of Religio and 
Sunday school, has justly attracted attention 
and much favorable comment, and if in our 
heartfelt thankfulness our zeal has led to ex
cessive commendable expression regarding 
them, there is an element of excuse for it. 
However, this does not warrant our doing so 
to the exclusion of all others. Inasmuch as 
this question has now been raised, is it not 
an opportune time to mention what appears 
to be some very pertinent points in this con
nection? Most certainly it ought to be the 
aim of every true son and daughter of Zion, 
whether old or young, to seek to weld our in
terests and workings more closely together 
all the time. Perhaps nothing could be more 
fitting here than the old and somewhat time
worn motto, "United we stand, divided. we fall." 
This being true, we mention what follows, 
that possible errors may be corrected and 
our mutual interests advanced. 

No matter how distasteful it may be to us, 
the inevitable decree of nature is, in case we 
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see the desired results follow, that would not 
lead him to his closet and there seek help to 
overcome jealousy. We are all good winners, 
poor losers. 

Because I see young men coming up in the 
church now, having the harness of activity 
placed upon them, who are going to far out· 
strip my efforts, will that lessen in the sight 
of God the work I have tried to do? Some of 
us, yes, many of us, did not have the advan
tages of the Sunday school and Religio as our 
young men now have. Our young people to
day are slowly but surely unraveling the 
beauties of the Book of Mormon and Bible 
through these mediums. The faithful work 
and good counsel of the older ones have made 
this possible, and they should thank God for 
such a favorable condition. 

Again; it is just possible some of us did not 
take advantage of all the opportunities of
fered us. Take for example the Word of 
Wisdom. One of the greatest promises in 
connection with this is that, wisdom shall be 
given its observers. Not so many years ago 
advocates of the Word of Wisdom were 
looked upon with much disfavor. To-day the 
young man or woman in the church who 
drinks tea or coffee is considered way behind 
the times, in other words, out of date, be
longing to another generation of our people. 
True, some few of them do, but they are com
paratively very few, and we believe it to be a 
matter of a very few years until its observ
ance will be practically universal. God is 
true to his promise, and the other parts of 
the law being observed as they are, they are 
entitled to the blessing promised. The ex
peditious businesslike manner in which our 
young people transact their business in busi
ness meetings, conventions, etc., is a splendid 
place to detect improvement. 

If our children don't make better or more 
efficient workers in church affairs than we, 
they ought to be ashamed of themselves. 
Their opportunitie8 should enable them to do 
so, and we have every reason to believe they 
will. 

The lessons of life are never all learned 
until we die. We should never be afraid of 
proper criticism, and as we once told the 
people in our early ministry, if you see me 
make a mistake in the pulpit or elsewhere, 
don't be afraid to mention it to me at the 

run our full course in life, "Once a man and proper tirr:e and place, for I don't want to go 
twice a child." The church needs good sub- all through U!Y life making the same mistake 
stantial men and women, and that badly, too; over and over again. I have never as yet 
but in our judgment it does not need the'll changed that desire. No matter how much 
bad enough to force those who have made a or how little work there may be before me, 
noble and glorious record already, to stay in I hope to learn a little something daily. If 
the harness when verging onto and passing some of our elders make some little mistake, 
through their last estate on earth, thereby is it not better to in a quiet way call their 
causing them to undo much of the good they attention to it, than to all.ow their work to 
have done. It seems that sorr:e of us cannot be hindered, and the cause suffer by allowing 
quietly see the positions we have held for the mistake to be repeated? For example, 
some time taken by others without a feeling how often and often, more a few years ago 
of jealousy. Row pertinent were the re- than now, we are happy to say, did we see 
marks of our President on this point at the men who would get up and preach a good 
close of the General Conference just past. sermon, and then hang on trying to fill out 
Beware of jealousies. The Devil has used the hour, until they had spoiled all they 
this means very effectively in the past, and said, and the people go home disgusted. 
your humble servant has by no means been When explaining the gospel to a strange 
free from its bitter pangs. An inconsistent audience, this of course does not hold good, 
faith, however, that pleads with Deity to II for if they are really interested, the story of 
heal the physical wounds of his fellows, and an hour and perhaps longer might be ap-
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preciated; but reference is made particularly 
to work among ourselves. Some of our good· 
old sisters have faithfully and patiently un
dergone enough along this line to entitle 
them to a harp at leRst, in the wvrld to come, 
if our ideas of rewards and punishments are 
correctly poised. May the good Lord help 
our young men to have sufficient wisdom to 
stop at the proper time and not, make the 
terrible mistake that some of us older ones 
have made along this line. 

Again; because I was fitted for a Sunday 
school superintendent ten, fifteen, or twenty 
years ago, does not of necessity mean that I 
am to-day. That I was a good branch presi
dent in my younger days does not mean that 
I am to-day. Two years ago the suggestion 
was dropped by Bro. Alexander Smith at the 
time of the General Conference, "Old men 
for counsel, young men for war." Some of 
us, in our zeal want to be warriors and coun
selors, regardless of our age. 

Now this is not written with a view to 
asking or expecting the old men to lay down 
their arms altogether, but more that we 
should ghe the young men a chance. Not 
to think because we have been presi
dent of the branch for fifteen years that we 
must of necessity be for the next fifteen. 
That because we have preached every ser
mon that has been preached in our little 
chapel for the past ten years that we must 
for the next ten. Every young man must 
have a start. Sit in the audience and note 
his mistakes, then quietly tell him of them. 
There is work for all; how smoothly can it 
all be done, too, if "every man in his own 
order." How illy can we afford to make the 
awful mistake of thinking and talking th<J.t 
the work is sure to go to wreck and ruin the 
minute some young man may be elected to 
our position as branch or district president, 
or something of that sort. We ought to be 
proud that the church has young men so well 
equipped to take our places. Lend them our 
very best efforts, and be good and wise coun
selors to them. It is God we are worship
ing, not the good brothers and sisters with 
whom we are associating. Their association 
but lends happiness to our labor, brightens 
our life, and helps to smooth many of the 
rough places in our journey. If called to 
serve them, let UA serve wisely and well. 
When called upon by them to let another 
serve them officially, let us be just as brave. 
It is not our purpose t,o here discuss wise or 
unwise changes. Our people ought, as we 
view it, always to ask the Lord to direct 
them, especially in choosing their officers. 
When we have fasted and prayed before our 
election of officers, perhaps God will have a 
better opportunfty to work with us. 

VVhen I say that I have never had the 
pleasure of meeting the good brother in 
California, nor do I know anything about 
him whatever, save what I may have gleaned 
from his article in the Herald, he w!H know 
this in no way refers to him personally, more 
than what might be gathered from his article. 

May the Lord help us to be good and true 
old soldiers, as well as when young, is our 
prayer. 

Yours hopefully, 
A GRAY-HAIRED ELDER. 

PERRY, Iowa, April 29. 

Editors Herald:-During the last month I 
have been quite busy arranging affairs at 
home preparatory to entering into the sum
mer's campaign. Dudng- this time have 
done some calling and visiting in line of 
duty. Called on the Saints of Madison 
County, and, assisted by Bro. H. A. McCoy, 
ordained Bro. C. J. Peters to the office of 
priest according to previous arrangements. 
He started right out and preached his first 
sermon the next Sunday, thus showing con
fidence in the call, and also showing the be
lief that God's calls are for service and not 
idleness. Bro. McCoy organized a Sunday 
school at this place, and after a few days of 
labor and rejoicing we returned home. 

Next we called on the Saints of Boone, 
from which place we have just returned. I 
spoke twice to a little band of Saints assem
bled at their chapel on the Lord's day and 
enjoyed the good Spirit in my endeayor to 
teach them the law that relates to making 
our calling and election sure. I notice one 
distressing feature in my conversation with 
Saint~. -They place great stress on the dec
laration of the Savior in John 3: 5 and charge 
the disobedient as being very great sinners, 
and express wonder and surpeise because of 
their disobedience, when they themselves 
too often refuse obedience to the law that 
should govern them as citizens of God's 
kingdom, the "born again." And it seems to 
be as great a sin or greater for a Saint to re
fuse the law that should govern him or her 
as such, as the one that refuses the law, that 
gives him the name. Now it is written, "As 
God so loved us, we ought to love one an
othe:--;" and, "He that loveth not, knoweth 
not God;" also, "Put on charity, which is 
the bond of perfectness." 

Now, dear Saints, does this exist when you 
cannot or do not speak to your brother when 
before God in his house? or when circum
stances throw you together? or does God 
hold you guiltless when you will not go to 
the place of prayer because some one attends 
there who you consider has wronged you. 
And I hear it said, by deed, that, "I am 
afraid to meet them," or, "I cannot bear to 
be in their company." Again, I read that 
perfect love casteth out fear, and that we are 
to love our enemies. I am forced to the con

. elusion, sad as it may be, that if people in 
such conditions continue so, that they have 
not God, and will come far short of the mark 
of the high calling in Christ Jesus. "He 
that transgresseth and abideth not in the 
doctrine of Christ, hath not God," says John. 
Now this firstly applies to the people who 
call themselves Saints of God. So let us get 
into, and abide in, the doctrine of love. 

Once more we have a change in our minis
terial force as provided for us by conference, 
our former missionary in charge, Bro. C. 
Scott, being succeeded by Bro. D. M. Rudd, 
whom we welcome in our district. I can say 
for one that I hope and believe that the as
sociation, company, and labor of our new 
missionary will supply the wants and needs 
of our district, if such can be, and that the 
feeling of sorrow and sadness occasioned by 
the loss of one who has labored earnestly and 

interestedly for a long term, may find solace 
in the administration of his successor. 

Saints of the Dds Moines district, remem
ber that our district conference convenes 
June 9 at or with the Saints of Richland 
Creek branch in Tama County, Iowa, and be 
present, every one who can. It is our annual 
election of officers, and we hope to have a 
pleasant and profitable season. 

I go to Boonesboro the lOth of May; expect 
to meet Bro. Rudd at that place, and all 
Saints of branches will please communicate 
your wants and desires to me. Address, 
Perry, Iowa. In bonds, 

J. W. MORGAN. 

COVE, Ark., April30. 
Editm·s Herald:-This leaves me well and 

in my field of labor. I have been laboring at 
Wilburton, Indian Territory, for the last 
month. The Saints there need to come up 
higher. I am truly glad another man was 
put over this field this year. Surely a 
change was badly needed. I have many calls 
for preaching ahead of me. I hope to be 
able to reach many of them. The work at 
Cove is onward. Flne Sunday school. A. 
L. Newton and wife are of sterling worth to 
the work in this field. All Saints in Arkansas 
and Louisiana, that need my labor can address 
me Cove, Arkansas, which will be my address 
during the year 1900. 

In bonds, 
J.D. ERWIN. 

MothBrs' Horns ~oltlmn. 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

Keep on praying-
In thy distress he waits to bless, 
To him reveal all thou dost feel. 

A CASE OF HEALING THROUGH FAITH 
AND PRAYER. 

Many years ago a niece of mine lay at the 
point of death. The doctor had told all of 
us, and the neighbors as well, that she could 
not live. She believed the gospel, but like 
many others was too proud to obey. As I sat 
watching her, expecting to see the change, it 
came. Her eyes were set, and that pale grey 
hue came over her face. She was too weak 
to speak, but whispered, "I am going, Pine." 
It came to me to say to her, "No, Annie, you 
wi.ll not die, but will get well if you make a 
covenant with God that you will obey his 
gospel if he will spare your life." 

I raised her up and held her in my arms, 
and 0, such a prayer fell from her lips, I 
never heard before! With pleading and 
promises if God would only spare her life. 
While she was yet praying the doctor came 
in with her husband, and they both stood at 
the foot of her bed looking in amazement. 
When she got through praying she looked at 
the doctor and said, "Doctor, I am going to 
get well, but you did not do it. It is God 
that has dono it." 

All the doctor could say was, "I know it; 
for I thought you could not live." 
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She was baptized just as soon as she was I meek and lowly." We must become like 
able to be. Her husband was not a believer, him, then our hearts will be full of love, and 
but did not dare to refuse to let her be bap- we will lay up treasures in heaven. How 
tized. She is still living and has a family of true the saying, "Where your treasure is, 
children. A SISTER. there will your heart be also." 

How OF'l'EN, dear Herald, you cheer my 
lonely heart, coming as you do the only 
saintly visitor to our home. My husband 
and self are the only Saints living in this 
part of the State. We are over two hundred 
miles from the nearest Latter Day Saint 
church, and one hundred and fifty miles from 
the closest Saints that we know of,and we truly 
feel among the isolated ones. When I read 
the dear letters of the Saints in the Herald 
and see how others are enjoying church 
privileges, how much I long to be among 
you, and sometimes I wonder if those who 
live in towns where there is a church and 
elders truly appreciate the privilege of hear
ing the word of God every Sabbath? My 
husband and self are striving to get our 
property in such a condition that we can go 
and live among the Saints in Iowa or Mis
souri, for we feel the need of church privi
leges and associates. It is very hard indeed 
to grow in grace when one never hears the 
word preached or talk to one of God's Saints. 
When I read Sr. Mary Leavins' letter, I 
thought how much she is like myself. God 
has abundantly blessed us, and we are very 
grateful to him for the same; our prayers 
have been answered so many times. How 
loving a father we have; when we are weak 
he strengthens us; sick and in trouble he 
hears us and heals us. 

We are living among Brighamites. Some 
are good-hearted, but all are more or less 
prejudiced and make us feel that we are not 
of them, so we stay away from them. ·On 
Sundays we read the Saints' Herald and the 
Inspired Translation of the Bible, also the 
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Cove
nants. How they strengthen us! Without 
the word of God life would not be worth 
living. 

Dear saints who are living in towns where 
nearly all belong to your faith, visit those 
who do not, and give them a word of comfort 
and encourage them to go with you to your 
meeting. Do not slight them because they 
do not see as you do, for if you do you can 
never get them into the kingdom. It is only 
through love some can be gathered. Dear 
isolated sisters and brothers, I believe we 
were placed so for a wise and glorious pur
pose, either for our own good or the good of 
others. Let us be cheerful, humble, and 
prayerful, and God will bless our efforts; and 
remember we are an example for good or 
bad, and our every action is watched. Let it 
never be said of us that we were a stumbling 
block to some weak one. I believe we ought 
to be very careful of our dress, not strive to 
see how elegantly we can dress, but how 
plain and neat. Some are too poor to get 
even common decent clothes. It is not right 
for us to be puffed up in pride, for that is one 
of the greatest stumbling blocks to the poor, 
and I believe one of the hardest sins to over
come. We want to be like the world, that is 
human; but Jesus said, "Follow me, for I am 

Dear Saints, let us help and pray for the 
young of God's church, fo~: they have many 
temptations. Yours for the love of Christ. 

MARY LARSON. 

Lawndale, CHICAGO, IlL 
Dea?' Sr. F-rances:-Enclosed you will find 

an article, which you will please use as you 
see fit. I love to read the pieces in the Home 
Column, and I find much help in the thoughts 
penned, also, in the Daughters of Zion pieces. 
I wonder if any of the sisters have ever done 
as I have, that is to clip out all the articles 
from the Mother's Home Column and keep 
them, for I often sit down and look over them 
and find just what has bothered me, I mean 
in the training and bringing up of my two 
little ones, who I hope will be the better for 
my having lived in this day and age when we 
mothers can study such grand thoughts and 
ideas as are published in the .Autumn Leaves 
and Ti.erald. I have lent my .A-utumn Leaves 
to some of my lady friends, and now they 
come and·"get them whenever the new one 
arrives. Also, I have lent the Ensign and 
Herald, and plenty of tracts, so that they 
all know to what church I belong. I at
tend a weekly prayer meeting held near 
me by the Cong·regationalists, and last week 
I handed the pastor our epitome, and he was 
surprised to know that there was any differ
ence between the Utah people and us. I am 
in hopes to get an opening for one of our el
ders to preach out here. I fear I have made 
this letter too lengthy now, so ever praying 
for the welfare of Zion, I am your sister in 
the one faith, 

MRS. E. HORTON. 

PRAYER UNION, 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR. PRA Y.ER. 

A sister in Toutle, Washington, requests 
your faith and prayer in her behalf, that is 
if it is God's will, she may be healed from a 
lame knee. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE GENERAL CONVENTION, 
The ninth annual convention of the General 

Sunday School Association finished its work 
Friday morning, April 6, 1900, after two days 
of incessant work. At all previous conven
tions there has been found time for more or 
less of normal or institute work, training 
classes, and other miscellaneous items of in
terest, but with this one it was not so. With 
the ever continuous expansion of the Sabbath 
school work, the business necessary to be 
done has increased till there is not sufficient 
time in the two days to transact even a larger 
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portion thereof. Some interesting discus
sions were closed prematurely, and some 
items of business wore cut out of considE~ra
tion for want of time in tb.e which to properly 
consider them. It is always better to not 
take any ~ction at all than to take action that 
is hasty and perhaps faulty 

It may seem from the above that we are 
somewhat disappointed with the convention 
as a whole, but we are not. W 6 do, however, 
regret -;;hat we did not have more time, but 
that is the only sense in which we would con
sider the convention any less than complete. 
On the contrary, the meeting is one to which 
we shall long look as one of earnestness, har
mony, and peace. Often thE' deleg·ates waxed 
very earnest in their speeches, but these were 
simply the promptings of deep interest and 
not of evil motives. Not a jar, not a retort, 
or any unfriendly insinuation was felt during 
the whole meeting. The good Spirit met 
and abode with us. 

'l'he report of the committee o~ improve
ments contained among several others, a rec
ommendation that programs for Christmas 
and Children's Day be provided, and that 
these programs should be "adapted to the 
uses of the smaller schools." We may not be 
able to provide more than a few suggestions 
for the Children's Day program for this year, 
as time will not admit of more. We ex
pect to be able to have a Christmas program 
ready for mailing by the first of November. 
Of course notice will be given in due time. 

The constitutional amendments, as pro
posed by Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, were adopted. 
This eliminates all articles that authorize any 
assessments upon schools or districts. All 
moneys needed for contingent expenses must 
be raised, as are all other moneys of the 
church, by voluntary contribution. This 
does not free any school or district from do
ing what is its duty to do, but leaves it 
optional with them to give what they may 
think they are able to give when they have 
considered the needs and their ability to con
tribute. New "Constitution and By-Laws" 
will be published as soon as practicable, and 
will contain all the amendments to date, 
those of 1900 and also of 1898. Watch for no
tice and order one when ready for mailing. 

The work on the Sunday school song book 
is advancing rather slowly, because.the peo
ple fail to contribute music. The committee 
has worked hard to get it toward completion, 
but receiving little support, have made little 
headway. The committee is continued, and 
will continue their efforts to get material to· 
gether. But they need support, effective 
support, such as will make a Sunday school 
song book, They will probably give some 
notices from time to time, and we hope that 
all persons gifted in the musical line will 
make an effort to respond. 

One of the most important moves of the 
convention was to provide for a teachers' edi
tion of the Gospel Quarterly. This has been 
a long-felt want, and we believe it will in 
time work great good to the cause. Many 
teachers have become discouraged, because 
of not having sufficient help to make their 
work what they thought it should be. All 
of us could do better work if we had the 
benefit of helps from those of experience in 
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our lines. In this teachers' edition of the 
quarterly, we hope to be able to furnish such 
hints, suggesthns, and additional matter 
pertaining to the lessons as will be helpful 
to a better understanding of the truths in the 
lessons and an understanding of how better to 
teach them. We hope to assist teachers of 
all grades, officers of the Sunday school, and 
in fact all others who wish to use this 
edition. 

Because of the editorial work on the quar
terly being prepared ahead, in order to give 
time for the work of the revising commit
tee, it will not be possible to publish this 
teachers'_edition before the last quarter of 
the present year. We think that beyond a 
doubt we can have it ready to mail with the 
last quarter, or the October to December 
quarterly. 

All the officers of the association were 
continued with one exception, Bro. Charles 
E. Crumley, of California, not being avail
able for another term. Bro. Frederick 
M. Pitt, of Chicago, was chosen in his 
place as Second Assistant Superintend
ent. Bro. Pitt is a young man whose 
interest and competency in the work has 
won for him the love and esteem of his 
brethren, and this is what prompted them 
to choose him to this responsible position. 
We extend to him the hand of fellowship and 
hid him welcome into the councils of the 
Association, and pray God to abundantly 
bless him in his efforts for good. 

The work with our associate officers during 
the term just closed has been of the most pleas
ant character. We have not accomplished 
all that we would have liked. We have not 
done all that we could have done had we not 
been hampered by other duties. But we are 
truly grateful that we have been permitted to 
accomplish what we believe to be a great good 
for the cause of Christ. If we can judge by 
results, we have done works that are produc
tive of bountiful fruits. We trust that we 
have "built as for eternity," in some in
stances at least. We do not take this honor 
upon ourselves; it is due to Him "who doeth 
all things well." But we do rejoice in the 
thought that we have found sufficient favor 
in his sight to bl3 the humble instruments in 
his hands for accomplishing good. 

We feel assured that this unity of thought 
and purpose, and congenialness of character, 
will remain with us for the time that is to 
come. May we feel our dependence on God 
and ask him to guide and bless our every 
act. May our love and zeal for tho work in
crease, our hopes grow brighter, and our 
sphere of usefulness be widened. And, too, 
may we be able to say, when the year is 
ended, that we have done all we could do, 
that we have been faithful to the trust im
posed upon us. 

And with a pastoral thought in mind, we 
would say to all of our fellow Sunday school 
workers, that we are now entering upon a 
new year of work. And while the results for 
the past two years have in many cases been 
very gratifying, we must not for an instant 
feel that we can afford to relax our vigilance 
or energies in lines of work that will in some 
way work for the spread of truth. Unless we 
are co!lst~utly Oil the ~lert, our schools or 
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district associations will soon show signs of 
disintegration. This must not be. It is the 
duty of each individual to do his part to keep 
the schools in a live, active condition. It is 
the· duty of every worker, in every school, to 
assist the district workers to make the dis
trict work what it should be. And to the 
end that the schools may be improved, let us 
help to improve the district association. 

Our General Secretary's report showed a 
gain of eight district associations in two 
years. There are others that are even now 
taking steps to complete their district or
ganization, and we expect to get their report 
ere long. There are still other districts that 
should organize. They have the schools, and 
we see no reason why they should not fall in 
line and be receiving tho benefit of associa
tion with others of like faith and interests. 

Who will take hold in these unorganized 
districts? Do not hesitate. Do not wait. 
T_here has been too much hesitating and 
waiting now. Write us about your district if 
there is anything irregular or extraordinary 
about it. What we want is to get the Sunday 
school work upon an organized and progres· 
sive basis. May we not hear from you? 

In coi:wlusion, we wish to thank our breth
ren ana sisters of the a.ssociation for the com
pliment, and for the confidence shown by 
sustaining us in the office in which we have 
labored. For the past four years, or since we 
entered upon the work, we have done the 
best we co1:1ld, and we trust we may be able to 
continue the same. And, God being our 
helper, may we all be able to do a good work 
during the coming year. 

Your brother and colaborer, 
THE GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT. 

------~~·~~-------

ConfsrsnBR Mimnss. 
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 

Conference convened with Wilber Saints, 
January 14; J. W. Waldsmith in charge; the 
secretary being absent, C. H. Porter was 
chosen secretary pro tern. Ministerial re
ports: Seventy: W. E. Peak and C. H. 
Porter; High Priests: J. W. Waldsmith 
and M. H. Forscutt;. Elders: W. M. Self, A. 
J. Myers, and W. Savage; Priests: Jesse 
Spurgeon, S. K. Sorensen, R. 0. Self, Robert 
White, S. Brolliar, H. W. Belville, and Ed 
Robert~on; Teacher: David Brolliar; Dea
con: H. E. Christy. Bishop's agent's re
port: Received $476.72; expended $477.58; 
due agent 86 cents. On motion Palmyra 
branch was declared disorganized, and the 
district president to take charge of the books, 
and the Bishop's agent was instructed to take 
charge of the church property at Palmyra. 
The question of district expenses was called 
up and the following resolution was adopted: 
"Resolved, that we do not think it wise or 
expedient to vote a per capita contribution 
on the members of -the district to meet the 
expenses of the conferences; and be it further 
resolved, that in our judgment it is necessary 
that a district fund be created, &nd that 
wherever a conference is held a liberal con
tribution should be made to said fund, and 
that all moneys so contributed should be used 
only by order of the district conference to 
meet the legitimate expenses thereof." Re
ports were received from Nebraska City and 
Blue River branches. A letter was received 
from Bro. T. W. Williams containing a reso
lution relating to the gathering, consecra
tion1 and e~ualityi v.ud ~J.l~o !!! r\'l60lutio!l Wl;lJ6 

received from Bro. Ordway, referring to the 
delegate system, and provides for the publi
cation of all important matters in the Herald 
and Ensign three months at least prior to 
final action being taken in the General Con
ference of the church; they were disposed of 
as foilows: The resolution of Bro. Williams 
was indefinitely postponed; that of Bro. Ord
way laid on the table. Buffalo and Hall 
counties desired to withdraw from the Cen
tral Nebraska district and become part of the 
Southern Nebraska district. Bro. Belville 
was appointed to labor as a missionary, sub
ject to the directions of the district president. 
Delegates to General Conference: C. H. Por
ter, M. H. Forscutt, W. M. Self. H. W. Bel
ville, J. W. Waldsmith, R. 0. Self, and 
James Fergerson. A committee of three was 
appointed by the chair to consider the ques
tion of camp meeting and camp meeting 
work, and report at the next session of the 
district conference; the committee consiAted 
of C. H. Porter, W. M. Self, and H. W. Bel
ville. The following were sustained as dis
trict officers: J. W. Waldsmith president, 
E. D. Briggs secretary, M. H. Forscutt as
sistant. Adjourned to meet with Nebraska 
City branch in May, 1900. 

WILL YOU HELP? 
The debt against Graceland College is a 

burden to us all, but may be easily carried if 
each one will do his part. Are you willing 
to carry $25 of this load? If so, the entire 
debt will be provided for and the college 
placed upon a sound basis within the next 
ninety days. One thousand names at $25 
each will do this. No collection to be made 
until the entire amount is subscribed. If no 
one has a subscription list in your branch or 
neighborhood, please sencl to the undersi~ned 
and get one at once. Send your name as a 
subscriber. The amount to be paid when the 
full one thousand subscribers are had 
amounting to $25 each. If you can subscribe 
for two, so much the better. Some have 
subscribed already for two, four, and as high 
as twenty. We want the full list in ninety 
days. Please let us hear from you. 

By order of the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

LAMONI, Iowa, May 1, 1900. 

GRAOELAND COLLEGE. 
The General Conference of the church at 

its late session decided against closing the 
college, and elected as the Board of Trustees 
the following named brethren: From La
moni, J. H. Hansen, M. D., William Ander
son, I. W. Allender, Daniel Anderson, R. M. 
Elvin, and J. A. Gunsolly; and from Thur
man, Iowa, William Leeka. 

The board organized with William Ander
son, President; I. W. Allender, Secretary; 
and Daniel Anderson. Treasurer. 

Communications regarding scholarships, 
sale of lots, etc., should be addressed to 
President William Anderson. All remit
tances should be made to the Secretary, I. 
W. Allender. 

R. M. Elvin is authodzed torepresent the 
college and will travel in its interests, solicit
ing patronage, sale of scholarships and sub· 
scriptions, and making collections. 

Let it be remembered that in order to run 
the college without increasing the indebted
ness we should have one hundred five-year 
subscriptions, of which required number we 
now have thirty-five. These subscriptions 
are twenty-five dollars per year, and are rep
resented by scholarships for that length of 
time, transferable and good until used. Per
sons who have no children of their own to 
educate can in this way help to educate some 
w4o &J;'~ :g~Jt \lQ fort!Jl:l\lit© ~e to be able to pay 
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for a scholarship. Or where one knows of no 
one to receive the benefit of his scholarship, 

, . he can subscribe and intruet the board to 
make application to some worthy beneficiary. 

While you are helping· the Bishop to pay 
off the indebtedness, remember the board so
licits your assistance i.n mee'ting running ex
penses. You are not asked for a donation, 
but solicited to buy a scholarship at twenty
five dollars, per year, good until used. Of 
course those who desire to aid in running ex
penses, but do not feel able to take a scholar
ship, may make donations or money for this 
purpose, for which we will gladly receipt 
you. 

Your moral support is solicited at any rate, 
in case you cannot render any material aid. 
Speak a good word for a worthy institution, 
and trust for your reward in the day when all 
accounts shall be settled without default. 

Please do not consider this matter a local 
enterprise in the interests of Lamoni only. 
While a failure of the college would injure 
Lamoni more or less, yet the interests of the 
work at large would also suffer by such 
failure. 

WILLIAM ANDERSON, Pr.esident. 
I. W. ALLENDEH., Secretary. 

Board of Trustees. 
LA>lONI, Iowa, May 9, 1900. 

TO THE PATRONS OF 'l'HE • HERALD OFJ!'ICE. 
Having been appointed Business Manager 

and Treasurer of the Herald Office, by the 
Board of Publication, I wish to say to the 
Saints and friends that I desire their earnest 
cooperation in my endeavors to serve the 
best interests of all concerned. I accept the 
trust, as one of responsibility, realizing that 
the interests of the publishing department 
have an important bearing upon the develop
ment of the church in the branches and the 
progress ot the work abroad. It will there
fore be my en.deavor to meet demands upon 
this department by prompt and faithful serv
ice iri every feature of its work. 

So far as in our power to avoid it there will 
be no reasonable ground for dissatisfaction 
with the office. The Publishing Department 
is the servant of the body, owned by it, and 
subject to its control, that it may contribute 
to its needs and faithfully meet all just de
mands upon it. Recognizing its legitimate 
sphere, we shall endeavor to see that it is 
made a contributor to the geueral good by 
frank and fair dealing with the people. 

In the conduct of business the same ~:ren
eral rules published in the Herald Office 
catalogue will be observed until new rules 
are found necessary. 

Mistakes, if any have been made, will be 
rectified as soon as possible to correct them. 
Write us plainly your wants and we shall en
deavor to supply them. 

The traveling ministry, Bishop's agents, 
branch and district otlicers, and all Saints 
are asked to remembor the interests of the 
Herald Office. It is to the interests of the 
church and the Saints everywhere to be in 
touch with the progress of the work by read
ing the Saints' Herald, Autumn Leaves, Zion's 

, Hope, Gospel Quarterlies, the standard books, 
and other church publioations. 

Address all orders and remittances to Her
ald Publishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, 
pecatur County, Iowa. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 
LAMONI, Iowa, April 25, 1900. 

COMMITTEE ON , HISTORIES AND ' ENCYCLO
PEDIAS. 

The above committee met at the His
torian's Office, April 23, 1900,· and formed a 
permanent organization by appointing He
man C. Smith chairman, and Frederick 
Madison Smith secretary. 

We are trying to systematize our work, 
and will make an effort to correct existing 
misrepresentations in histories and encylo
pedias as soon as possible, an\1 wm ll~e every 
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effort in our power to prevent the occurrence been appointed. I leave the old field with 
of future errors. However, we will need the love to all and wit,h malice toward none, ask
active cooperation of all who are interested ing an intereBt in your prayers that the bless
in this work, and hence we earnestly solicit 

1 

ing of God may continue to follow my 
the aid of Saints and friends. ministrations. C. J. SPURLOCK. 

We shall be glad to have information of lliAmMm'u SI'RINGs, Ark., April 20. 
any works mentioning the lat!;er-day work, ---
issued or prospective, especi<~lly the latter; MICHIGAN AND INDIANA MISSION. 
and where practicable send us copies of To the :Ministry and Saints of the Above 
books. Any information :addr!;)ssed to any Mission, Greeting:-Having been appointed 
one of the committee will receive prompt at- in charge, I wish to say that the work will 
tention. Copies of books should be sent to be divided as follows: The Northern and the 
the secretary. Eastern districts in Michigan will be con-

HEMAN C. SMITH, trolled as a mission field by J. J. Cornish; 
Box 329, Lamoni, Iowa. and t,he Southern district, or that portion 

F. M. SHEEHY, that is in Michigan, wi.ll be under the watch-
5 Mont~romery Ave., Somerville, Mass. care of Warren E. Peck, as submissionary in 

FREDERIOil: MADISON SMI'l'H, charge; and that portion of the Southern 
Box 352, Lamoni, Iowa. district in Indiana, and the b~Jance of the 17-a 

HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM. 
Ji'or the purpose of giving the permanent 

addresses of all High Priests in the forth
coming Circular List, it is desired that Ern. 
J. F. Burton, M. H. Bond, J. B. Carmichael, 
J. T. Davis, W. H. Pease, David Snobeling, 
and F. M. Sheehy should send to me such ad
dress as they wish published. 

Also as soon as the following brethren are 
ordained, will they (or those who ordain them) 
please to send me the date of ordination, and 
place, and by whom ordained, giving 
speaker's name first: Marcus H. Cook, John 
Midgorden, Robert Winning, Arthur E. 
Mortimer, Robert McKenzie, W. R. Picker
ing, W. H. Pease, George P. Lambert, 
Joseph A. Tanner, Sylvester B. Kibler, Alma 
M. JJ'yrando, David Snobeling, Joseph F. 
Burton, John B. Roush, Charles J. Hunt, 
Charles A. Parkin, John B. Carmichael, 
Alonzo Jones, Ellis Short, and John Zimer
mann. 

When any of the brethren of the quorum 
change their addresses, if they will notify 
the quorum secretary, it will be a favor. 

All members please take notice that the 
quorum, by resolution, took action to urge 
upon all High Priests to make a record of 
"all ministerial labor performed" each year, 
and that a summary of it be included in their 
annual reports to the quorum. This means a 
record of sermons preached, meetings had 
charge of, baptisms performed, confirmations, 
ordinations, blessings of children, and assist
ing in these, administering to the sick, mar
riages performed, the number of times in 
each class, if possible. Therefore, wilt each 
one please to see that a careful record is 
made by them. With a convenient little 
book such entries can be made in a moment 
each time of officiating, and we may then 
have a summary of all. 

H. A. S'l'EBBINS. 
Secretary High Priests' Quorum. 

LAMONr, Iowa, May 3. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of South Missouri District:

Having been appointed by the late General 
Conference to labor in a new field, I wish to 

State will be controlled and cared fot• as sub
missionary by G. A. Smith. All others of 
the ministry will please report to the above 
named, each reporting to the one placed in 
charge of the field in which labor is per
formed; those in charge will in turn report 
to me, as required. I come to the. mission, 
and I wish to say to my associate ministers 
and laborers for Christ, Let us bs united in 
the labor of love, and in the sacrifice required 
of us to make; let the past rest in silence. 

Come, let us anew 
Our journey pursue, 

And nevor stand 8Lill till our ]\'[aster appear. 
Yours in the great conflict, 

JOHN H. LAKE, 
Missionary in Charge. 

Home address, •remple, Lake County, Ohio. 

To the MiEsionaries in the State of Minne
sota; Dear Brethren:-As I am again ap
pointed to take charge of the mission work, 
I do so fully realizing the responsibility of so 
doing, and humbly ask you to cooperate with 
me, that our work may be a success. I have 
prayed much to be guided by the Spirit in 
arranging ot• laying out the ground upon 
which each may occupy. Brethren Eli 
Hayer and E. A. Stedman in Southern Min
nesota, subject to change if the Lord so di
rects and the work demands. Brethren F. 
D. Omands and James M. Baggerly, North
ern Minnesota, subject to change if deemed 
wise to do so. 

Now, dear brethren, as we are favored this 
year with additional help, let us improve the 
time. Please keep me posted as to your 
whereabouts, so that if I should need your 
help in other parts I will know where to find 
you. Give me your field address to aid me in 
reaching- you in the shortest time. My field 
address is Audubon, Minnesota. Please be 
pt·ompt in reporting every three months, as 
rPquired by the former rule of reporting. 
Please look after the openings made by you 
as reported to me last year, and seek in hu
mility to gather in the >sheaves as the Spirit 
of God and wisdom may direct. Ever pray
ing for Zion's triumph, I am your colaborer, 

I. N. ROBERTS, 
Sub-Missionary in Charge. 

No. 529 James Avenue, North Minneapolis, Minn., 
April 30. 

expi·ess to you my thanks for the many acts To the Saints of Nebraska, Greeting:-For 
of kindness shown to me by you during my as much as elders and Saints participating in 
six years' missionary work among you. Truly the reunion at Shelton, August, 1899, decided 
I have been benefited by church associations that appointing a future reunion be left to 
with you, and believe that you have been the missionary in charge, I therefore respect
benefited by my counsel and example, al- fully state that in my opinion the continu
though I do not say that I have made no mis- ance of annual reunions in or for the State of 
takes. I am glad to note that three other Nebraska would be improper, as the good 
missionaries have been appointed to this thereby accomplished would not be commen
field of labor, and that Elder Sparling, of surate, with time and money thus consumed. 
Springfield, has been retained in this mis- I more readily reach this conclusion in view 
sion. You should all work with proper zeal of the fact that most of the officials being 
to move the cause of Zion in these parts dur- present at the above reunion so believed, as I 
ing this conference year. You should show , have been informed, considering that each 
your love for the work by looking after it, district might, if so desiring, appoint two 
both locally and throughout the district. days' meetings, especially in localities where 
Don't muzzle the mouth of the ox that tread- the gospel is least known. As the spread of 
eth out the corn, but rather loosen each oth- the gospel is primary, all other projects 
er's burdens, and so fulfill the law of God. I should be secondary. 
expect, by the grace of God, to enter hope- ,JAMES CAFFALL, 
fully iuto the !leld of 11/Jbor, to whic4 I hi/Jve · · Missionary in Qharge, 
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To the Saints in Des Moines District:
Having been placed in charge of your district 
for mission work, I take this means of saying 
to all of you that it will be our aim to do all 
we can for the advancement of the cause in 
every way possible. Our efforts as missiona
ries must be supplemented by the local min
istry and every member, if all the good 
possible to obtain shall be obtained. 'l'here 
are but three of us in the field who were as
signed to the district, but we will expect to 
have some help from Bro. J. S. Roth, as well 
as the missionary in charge, Bro. Wight. 
Bro. Kephart will labor in the south part of 
the district for the present at least. Bro. 
Morgan being pr·esident of the district, will 

• probably devote a good portion of his time in 
that office, which will, no doubt, binder hie 
missionary work to an extent. 

If the scattered Saints who desire labor 
done in their region the coming year will no
tify me, we will do the best we can, and have 
all the calls answered as far as possible. My 
permanent address is Dow City, Iowa. Now 
if you desire labor done, don't neglect to 
write, stating the prospects fot• an opening. 
We want to devote all the time possible away 
from branches. 

I expect to enter the mission field at Boone 
on the lOth. Have been resting (?) at home 
for two weeks, trying to do a month's work. 
Let members work together with local offi
cers and missionaries for the advancement of 
the cause of truth, then pray God's blessing 
upon our work, and all will advance together. 

Your colaborer for gospel truth, 
D. M. RUDD. 

CHANGE OF BISHOP'S AGENCY FOR DECA
'rUR DISTRICT, IOWA. 

To the Saints and Friends of Decatur Dis
trict:-Please take notice that owing to the 
call and ordination of Bro. William· Ander
son to the office of a Bishop in the church, 
and his jurisdiction in this office is now in 
Decatur district, Iowa, the Bishop's agent in 
the Decatur district will be discontinued from 
this date, and all tithes and offerings in said 
district paid to Bishop William Anderson in
stead of to Bro. F. M. Weld, the agent as 
heretofore. Bro. Anderson is well known in 
the Decatur district, and it will not be neces
sary to formally introduce him to the Saints. 
He will be ready and earnest in tb" perform
ance of all of his duties. Every one should 
put forth ail effort to aid him in his work of 
helping the ministry and poor and needy in 
the district. Note the address and send re
mittances to Bishop William Anderson, La
moni, Iowa, and sustain him with your faith 
and prayers as well, and thus all work in 
harmony for the success of the Lord's work. 

E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 
hu10NI, Iowa, May 7, 1900. 

BISHOP'S NOTICE. 
To the Saints of Decatur District:-As I have 

been appointed to look after the necessities 
of the poor and needy, also the families of 
the active ministry who live in this district, 
I desire to say to my brethren and sisters 
that while our brethren have accepted mis
sions to labor in the gospel for the salvation 
of man, it will necessarily require them to 
leave their families to our care. Shall we 
be faithful to that sacred trust? To do this 
it will take means. 

Doctrine and Covenants, section 119, para
graph 8: "All are called according to the 
gifts of God unto them; and to the intent 
that all may labor together, let him that la
boreth in the ministry and him that toileth 
in the affairs of the men of business and of 
work labor together with God for the ac
complishment of the work intrusted to all." 

Dear Saints, there is no more dangerous or 
deceptive spirit in the church than that 
which suggests to us that because sometimes 
some missionary stays a little too long at 
home, or is not as active in missionary work 
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while out in his field as he ought to be, 
therefore we will withhold our means and 
decline to pay our tithes or offerings into the 
church treasury,, as the law of God requires, 
thereby imperiling the support uf our wor
thy poor, faithful wives, and innocent chil
dren. We are not always economical and 
wise in the management of our own private 
affairs; therefore, if we should actually see 
some mismanagement with some who draw 
their support from the church, we should 
not be rash or harsh in our judgment, or talk 
too much or carelessly about these things to 
the detriment of the finances of the church. 
If we do our whol'l duty we shall be entitled 
to be heard when we may make just com
plaints. 

I have not done very much missionary 
work, but I have done .enough to know that 
any faithful working missionary makes a 
real sacrifice if he love home associations as 
well as I do, and it is fair to presume that he 
does. While it is true that if a minister sent 
out by the church who sets indolent or other 
bad habits before 'Ghe people, be is one of the 
church's worst enemies; but we should not 
be hindered in doing our whole duty or be 
overcome in any way by our enemies, whether 
they be in or out of the church. 

Desiring your welfars and best good, I pray 
God our heavenly Father that be will give us 
of his Holy Spirit, that we may see our duty 
and have the courage to do it, knowing that 
if we do our part we shall in no wise lose our 
reward. All tithes and offerings will be 
cheerfully received and promptly accounted 
for.- In gospel bonds, your brother, 

WILLIAM ANDERSON, 
Bishop for Decatur District. 

LA•roNr, Iowa, May 7. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Southern Wisconsin district 

will convene at East Dalevan, Wisconsin, 
June 2 and 3. We will be pleased to have a 
large turnout. Branches and officials, send 
your reports in time to W. A. McDowell, 
William's Bay, Wisconsin. 

W. A. MCDOWELL, Pres. 
J. 0. DU'l'TON, Sec. 

The Fremont, Iowa, district conference 
will convene Saturday, June 9, at Henderson 
branch. Sunday school convention on tbe 
Thursday evening previous, June 7, at seven 
p. m. Every one come that can, and help to 
make both a success. D. HOUGAS. 

Conference of Nodaway, Missouri, district 
will meet with Bedison branch on June 9 and 
10. Brethren, please see that full and cor
rect reports are sent in good time. 

E. S. FANNON, Pres. 

Conference of Decatur district will convene 
at LucaA, Iowa, June 9, ten a. m. Branch 
statistical and ministerial reports should 
be sent to B. M. Anderson, Secretary, La
moni, Decatur County, Iowa, by June 5, if 
possible. Please remember to report 
promptly; and branch clerks, be especially 
careful to include all items of changes made 
upon your records, such as baptisms, con
firmations, ordinations, letters of removal 
given, or received by letter, blessing of chil
dren, marriages, deaths, expulsions, etc., as 
it is very important to have them correct. 

F. M. WELD, Pres. 
B. M. ANDERSON, Sec. 

Northeastern Missouri d.istrict conference 
will convene with Higbee branch, June 16 
and 17, at ten a. m. All who can should at
tend. Election of officers will take place at 
this meeting. Bro. I. N. White, general 
missionary in charge, will be present; the 
missionaries to district a.lso expected. Will 
every local officer please send in a report. 
All reports should be sent to George Tryon, 
Huntsville, Missouri. 

J. A. TANNER, Pres. 

Galland's Grove district conference will 
convene Saturday, June 2, at ten a. m. at Au
burn, Iowa. Branch presidents, have your 
branch reports made out and sent to Sr. Nel~ 
lie Rudd, Dow City, not later than May 28. 
Anyone wanting to know anything concern
ing railroad connections, write W. A. Carroll, 
Auburn. Come with the Spirit of Christ, 
seeking to do good. 

J. M. BAKER, Asst. Pres. 

Pottawattamie district conference will 
meet at 10: 30 o'clock, Saturday morning, 
May 26, in Underwood, Iowa. Branch offi
cers, and the priesthood, are nquested to 
send all reports, one week previous, to the 
secretary, J, Chas. Jensen, No. 102 Broad
way, Council Bluffs. 

BORN. 
GUNSOLLEY.-Near Pickering, Missouri, 

March ll, 1900, to J. L. and Sofia Gunsolley, 
a daughter, and named Pearl Powell. Blessed 
April 15, by Elders E. S. Fannon and James 
Thomas. 

DIED. 
WALDMAN. -Bernadette Willow, only 

child of Mr. Jake and Sr. Ida Waldman, of 
Searstown, near Rock Island, Illinois; born 
June 23, 1896; died April 20, 1900. Brief 
service at the grave conducted by Elder Will 
E. La Rue. 

JOHNSON.-Sr. Mary F. Johnson was born 
at Indianapolis, Indiana, March 1, 1841; died 
April 18, 1900, at Cormorant, Minnesota. 
She was married to John F. Johnson, June 8, 
1859; came to Minnesota in 1879, a member 
of a Congregational Church; obeyed the gos
pel January 25, 1887, and was a consistent 
member till she died; was mother of ten 
children, five now living. Burial at Scam
bier cemetery. Funeral services to a large 
company of friends by Elder T. J. Martin. 

BENSON.-Virginia A. Benson was born 
August 8, 1829; died J·anuary 25, 1900, at the 
home of her son, William Benson, near Wa
kenda, Missouri. She was the mother of 
nine children; two sons and two daughters 
survive her. She was a :widow twenty-one 
years, and during the last nine years had 
been confined to the house from injuries re
ceived by a fall from a horse. She was a lov
ing mother, a faithful member of the church. 
Her death was rather sudden and · unex
pected, but we believe that she was fully 
prepared for the change. She was baptized 
March 2, 18R7. Funeral at the house, Elder 
Arthur Allen conducting the services. 

SHIPPY. -Sr. Rebecca, wife of Bro. 
Charles Shippy, of Grove Hill, Iowa, de
parted this life April 23, 1900. Sr. Shippy, 
whose maiden name was Platt, was born in 
McL0 an County, Illinois, May 22, 1840, re
moved to Iowa with her parents when a 
young girl, and on September 16, 1860, was 
married to Bro. Charles Shippy. Shortly 
afterward they moved onto the farm where 
they now reside. She obeyed the gospel 
October 27, 1889, being one of the first .. to 
obey the gospel at Grove Hill. She was a 
consistent follower of the Master;. all her 
life she had been a minister of blessing to 
those around, the afflicted and needy ones al
ways finding in her a friend and sister. The 
circumstances of her death were peculiarly 
touching. With Bro. Shippy she attended 
the General Conference at Lamoni, and 
while there was stricken by disease. All 
that love and skill could suggest was done, 
but in vain. Aw_ay from home and her sor
sowing children, her spirit took its flight. 
The remains werb taken to Fairbank, where 
the funeral was held at the M. E. church. 
A large concourse of people listened to Elder 
C. E. Hand as he spoke words of comfort. 
Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord. 
She sleeps the sleep of the righteous, leaving 
a husband, nine children, one sister, and six 
brothers to mourn. Her children were all 
present at the funeral as also was the sister 
and one brother, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
eolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Herald Publishing House, ·Lock Box E, Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. Remittances should be 
made by post office or express ·orders, drafts on 
Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. Do not 
send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

CRACELAND•ua 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. · 
Telephone 11. 

. For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
orR. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, low A. 

A Latter Day Sun-
day School containing lessons for each 
Sunday in year; designed for the use of both 
~eachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. Thisgradecon
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers ; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

l"RIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
eimplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, Hi 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit· 
t~p.ces to Herald Publishing House, 

.. !Jo~~ :aox J,ll, llamoni, l)l)ca~~r ~9·! loW~· 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

CHU C)"i HIST Y, VoL.3 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1. 50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Address, HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa. 

LARGE TYPE 
·NE TESTA ENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; print3d on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. Address orders to 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ....................••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia.. . . . . . . • • • • • 1 oo· 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .................••........ $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edge111, flexible •••••. 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides •••••••. $2 00 
Gilt edges .....•.•••••••••• • • • ••. ~ 00 
With music only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 U 

.THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ...................• •· ••... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 1 ~~ 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns .. 

Pape:t:, per dozen ................ $0 SO 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen... 60 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husa~dagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den GJenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs· .......••........•.• ··· .... $0 fl 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed a.nd 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 iO 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws o:f the State o:f Iowa, July 1, 1§9§. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133,032.34; Al)ll'il 1, 1900, 5162,7§1.07. 

We pay interest on time dwosit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposiLs of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
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Two Box~s of Quit=to=bac Cured Him. 
KmL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes of Quit-to-baclc sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. 1<'. ORH\VAY, Peoria, Ill. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..•••.•....•.•••••••••••••. $ 71> 
Leather... • . . . . . .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • . • 1 00 
Flexible binding .. • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 1 50 

T.liiAU.tiERS' BlBL.E. '"'The :Selt~ 
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
i.n good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OJ' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and Z 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of th111 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
!l.nd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call' 
ing and ministry, the rise of thE~ 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
®.nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. • • • . • • • . . S 00 

fHE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes •. . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . 30 and 50 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deaths, remov
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form ...•••••..•..... $1 50 

True Succession in Church 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
.Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a CQmplete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to , 
Elder C. W. -Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows -Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught inrmorality and· 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganisation is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority or her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
'3ories having used the book of Mr. Roberta, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of aU who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the in1luence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from ita sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

Lamoni Sanitarium. 
Believing that there should be a place where 

Saints and others who have not faith to be healed 
can be treated with "herbs and mild food" by "a 
friend" and where surgical and other means can 
be used if needed, I have decided to open a sani
tarium at Lamoni, Iowa, for the treatment of all 
chronic diseases, also a surgical department where 
operations can be done with skill and modern 
appliances. 

Special attention will be given to diseases of 
women, ruptures, piles, and tumors. In these dis
orders I have had large experience. Testimonials 
of cures sent on application. 

Specialists from Chicago and St. Joseph will be 
consulted in difficult cases. Chronic diseases will 
be treated largely by baths, massage, and elec
tricity. 

I have practiced medicine and surgery for 
eighteen years. I have taken special courses in 
the above-named diseases at New York City, 
Louisville, Chicago, and St. Louis hospitals. 

Temporary rooms have been engaged and pa
tients can be received at any time. Consultations 
free. Write to me about your case. 

J. H. HANSEN, M. D., Lamoni, Iowa. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
FOR SALE. 
Or I will sell a one half or two thirds_interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op
posed to polygamy; hence that polygainy is 
not traceable to the original church organi
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 

Lamon Independence. 
Saints Remember that Dr. John S. Lawton, 

of St. J o~epb, is the only oculist that we have in 
the church, he is registered and s_bould have the 
support and good will of all the Samts. 

Dr. Lawton is at present in Lamoni, and is be
ing consulted by many of the church people. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON,l 
Ass't C61Shler. 

& WESTERN R. R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at Dill!' 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. , : 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrlv<t~ 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and· dea
cons' licenses, each per dozen ..... ~ 1lll 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... 4:0 
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disposition shown to give predomi-] growth and enthusiasm, it may ap· 
nance to measures of physical and pear that God has been offended, be
medical relief, and to bring into play cause the horpe church has done too 
the culture and uplifting forces of little for the very regions in which 
civilization, as a primary aim of mis- these godly missionaries are working. 
sions.-Literary Digel}t, May 12, 1900. When they return to their distant 

Perhaps as marked advantage as fields, after telling us what God al
any that will accrue from this Confer- ready hath wrought, we pray that 
ence will be found in the personal ac- they may take home with them more 
quaintance and association of the men of our devoted hearts and supreme 
and women who are giving themselves enthusiasms than ever.-Northwestern 
to the work. It is twelve years since Christian Advocate, (1J!Ieth. Episc.) 
the last Conference was held in Lon- We do not desire to attack any one. 
don. In that time many of those But if our opinion be asked of this 
who were our leaders have fallen. To Ecumenical Conference, we give it. 
go no further than the officers of our We regard the name Ecumenical, as 
own Missionary Union, Murdock, used in this connection, as absurd. 
Duncan, and McKenzie are with us That ·word has a definite historical 
no more. A new generation is com- meaning which is utterly inapplicable 
ing on the stage. The torch is pass- to this gathering. We are interested 
ing from the strong hands that car- in the proceedings of this body. We 
ried it to new hands. A meeting like are glad to have missionary problems 
this brings the tradition, the impulse, discussed, and missionary information 
and the devotion of an older day into disseminated; but we are truly sorry 
relation with nlilw ini.nds and hearts. that churchmen have identifiedt hem
It does what the printing press can selves with it, and thus have confused 
not do. It brings personality into the minds of many. We hope that 
touch with personality: Jt bears on nothing of the kind will occur again. 
from soul to soul the sacred fire of -The Living Church (High Church Prot. 

THE RELIGIOUS PRESS ON THE MIS- self-devotion to the highest and no- Episc.) 
SIONARY CONFERENCE. blest ends.-The Watchman (Baptist). The outstanding fact about the Con-

The final days of the great Ecumen- This convention is opportune. The ference is precisely that which was 
ical Conference confirmed the opinion world never has been in a more recep- expected; the inspiration which it is 

tive mood than now. Railways, giving. The utterances of the open-
commonly accepted during the earlier steamships, telegraphs, telephones, ing meetings will long thrill through 
days of the session-namely, that it newspapers, and all manner of de- thousands of minds and warm to en
would prove the most widely at- vices for human communications thusiasm thousands of Christian 
tended and most important missionary seem just about complete. Ordinary hearts. And the inspiration will be 
gathering of the century. About people of all nations are iD:terested in all the more lasting in that it has 
2,800 delegates were present, repre- like people of other nations as never simply raised to a higher power a 
senting 150 missionary societies, before. Men are running to and fro deeply felt conviction of the impor
drawn from over sixty different coun- and knowledge increases under con· tance of missions and the incalculable 
tries and from about forty religious ditions more promising than ever. It privilege of sharing in mission work, 
denominations. The daily average is said that the Arabs of northern whether by personal service or by 
attendance at the conference-not Africa get news about the progress of financial support. 
counting the overflow meetings-was the war in South Africa almost as For it is unquestionably true, as 
estimated at 15,000. soon as the mails can carry it to was said a day or two ago in the 

Among the features most com- others. Their system of signaling is Philadelphia Press, that interest in 
men ted upon, aside from the greatness wonderful, even though its present mo- missions is not decreasing, but is be
and harmony of the gathering, was tives are sinister with respect to coming not only greater in volume, 
the general desire apparent on the Christian civilization. As sinister as but more intelligent. Nothing c~n be 
part of the delegates to leave doc- it may be, it yet proves that their in- more just than the statement o:!' this 
trinal differences in abeyance, and· terest is alive and suggests that bet- writer that 'the unfounded impression 
even to minimize the importance of ter motives may cleave their minds that what are known as liberal views 
creeds. One delegate, Dr. Behrends, when Christianity lifts her voice and in theology would decrease interest in 
of Brooklyn, who announced that he Christ is prE;lached by missionaries missions should be dissipated by the 
would gladly sign any creed that per- like tbose now gathered in New York. evidence furnished by the present 
mitted him to sign all creeds, and who The world has seemed to be stagger- missionary Conference.' This evi
later said thatwhat is most needed is ing somewhat and even the church dence is overwhelming and irrefraga
"the power to put all creeds in a pile has been more or less uncertain. We ble.-The Evangelist (Presb.) 
and set fire to them and burn up the believe that the doubt is apparent In all the speeches made at this 

·dross," was frequently interrupted by only, just as an army may appear to Protestant mission conference there 
applause, although some of the dele- bunch itself and waver, in order to was not a single allusion to the mis
gates are said to have been astonished I change its direction. The rally will sionary labors of the church. The 
at this new way of announcing the gos- come. When we have gathered all church has been carrying on this 
pel. In general, also, the press re-1 our arguments to account for some work for nearly two thousand years, 
ports call attention to the general recent depressing aspects of church and every nation that is Christian to-
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day received its Christianity from 
that church. Protestants entered on 
the work about one hundred years 
ago; in the meantime it has expended 
many millions of money, employed 
many thousands of men and women 
but it has failed to convert even on~ 
nation to Christianity. Even the 
church is hindered and crossed at 
every step, and she fails as a conse
quence to gather the full fruits of her 
missionary labors.-'l he Sacred Heart 
Review (Rom. Oath.) 

There are some who dread lest this 
•Ecumenical Conference' should be 
made a precedent, forgetting that the 
precedent was made by the Good 
Samaritan. There are those who 
think that if such a 'disaster' should 
occur as cooperation with those who 
are seeking to make Christ known to 
the world the church will step in and 
order her missionaries to the right
about. For our part, we are not sat
isfied to say that we have no condem
nation for those who may preach the 
gospel. We have a consciousness of 
fellowship with them. We would be
gin ~he world embracing process by 
commg nearer to our brethren in 
Christ, and surely such gatherings as 
those that Carnegie Hall has seen in 
these last days are such as to widen 
the heart of the most inveterate 
'episcopal politician' or ultra-Calvin
ist. Is it not a heartening and soul
inspiring thing to think of the pulses 
that are going out from our metro
politan city to the farthest India, to the 
islands of the sea, to the missionaries 
~rom t~e Arctic to Cape Horn, carry
mg w1th them words of cheer, of 
promise, and of prayer?- The Church· 
man (conservative Prot. Episc.) 

THE SITE OF OPHIR. 

Dr. Carl Peters, an African explorer 
recently returned to London, believes 
that he has found the Ophir whence 
King Solomon's gold was brought, in 
the country between the Zambesi and 
the Pungwa Rivers, in Portuguese 
Africa and eastern Mashonaland. 
Many rivers, some quite extensive, of 
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evidences must be accepted for what 
they are worth. Other explorers 
have found Ophir at various points in 
Africa and Arabia, and even in India 
and elsewhere, and have been as sat
isfied and as sure as he with their 
identifications. -Popular Sci(mce Month· 
ly, for April, 1900. 

ONE WAY OF SHOWING INFERI· 
ORITY. 

Showing due deference toward oth
ers is an indication of self-respect. 
Failing to give respect to those who 
deserve it is an indication ·of a lack 
of self-respect. Those who are de
servedly looked up to by their felows 
are pretty sure to be those who are 
most ready to give due deference to 
all whom they meet, or with whom 
they have any dealings. Those, on the 
contrary, who habitually fail to give 
deference to others, even to those who 
are most worthy of it, are those who 
have neither honor from their fellows 
nor a right estimate of themselves. 
It requires and marks a man above the 
average in the community to be able 
to know and to do his duty in accord
ance with the apostolic injunction, 
"Render to all their dues: tribute to 
whom tribute is due; custom to whom 
custom; fear to whom fear; honor to 
whom honor." But any boor, what
ever his title, can show his inferiority 
by his lack of self-respect, or of re
spect for his equals or superiors.
Sunday School Times, May 2, 1900. 

EVOLUTION OF THE "PEACE IDEA." 
The view has been very generaLly enter

tained that all efforts to promote the cause 
of peace and order in the world by cut-and
dried schemes are bound to fail, and it must 
be admitted that few truer words have been 
written than those which stand at the head 
of this article. But this truth, like some 
others,. may be abused. Evidences are not 
wanting to show that the incredulity which 
preceded the convening of the Peace Confer
ence, the skepticism which marked its first 
sessions, and a certain want of faith which 
has since been manifested in various quarters 
in the practical value of the measures adopted, 
are all mainly due to a misapplication of 
this truth. 

of the study of chemical processe~ the trans
formation of compounds within' the living 
organism, and practically all this ad vance is 
the creation of the nineteenth century. Mod
er!l ba:cteriology, a~ least in it.s practical ap
phcatwns; began w1th a chemical diEcussion 
between Liebig and Pasteur as to the natur13 
of fermentation: step by step the field of 
exploration bas enlarged; as the result of 
the investigations we have preventive medi
cine, more perfect sanitation, and antiseptic 
surgery.. The ptomaines which cause dis
ease and the antitoxins which prevent it are 
alike chemical in their nature, and were dis
covered by chemical methods. Physiology 
without chemistry could not exist; even the 
phenomena of respiration were meaningless 
before the discovery of oxygen. The human 
body is a chemical laboratory, and without 
the aid of tbe chemist its mysteries can not 
be unraveled.-Appletons' Popular Science 
Monthly fot May. 

NEW METHOD OF PRINTING BOOKS. 
. :r'h~ curved pages of the ordinary book are 
lDJUrlOus to the eye, we are told in the New 
York Medical Journal, April 14, by F. G. 
Murphy. He shows how the curved page 
causes a constant change of the focus of the 
eye as it reads from one side to another, ne
cessitating a continued tffort on the part of 
the ciliary muscles. The light also falls un
lqually upon both sides, further interfering 
with a continued clear field of vision. He 
suggests, therefore, that the printed lines 
run parallel to the binding instead of at right 
angles to it so that all parts of the line 
would be at tqual distance from the eyes 
and be equally lighted.-Literary Digest, 

Lord Curzon on May 8 reported that condi
tions in Madras and Mysore were improving 
in consequence of recent rains, but that in 
other parts matters were becoming worse be
cause of increasing heat and scarcity of fod
der. He also stated that 5,617,000 were in 
receipt of relief. 

Ex-President Cleveland, in the forthcom
ing College Man's Number of The Saturday 
Evening Post, discusses the oft-asked ques
tion: Daes a College Education Pay? and 
makes out a strong case in favor of giving a 
young man the advantages of a university 
training. 

Other contributors to this special double 
number are: President Patton, of Princeton; 
President Jordan, of Leland Stanford; Presi
dent Butler, of Colby; President Angell, of 
Michigan, and President McClure, of Lake 
Forest. The fiction features are by Ian 
Maclaren, Jesse Lynch Williams, Charles M. 
Flandrau, Stanley Waterloo and W. L. Alden. 

The College Man's Number of The Saturday 
Evening Post will be on all news-stands May 
24th. 

d t 
. d . The measures formulated at The Hague 

un e ermme origm, and traces of do not constitute a ''cut-and-dried scheme," 
ancient mining enterprises, are found but, on the contrary, they form an additional "PROFESSOR SINCLAIR, a high authority, 
in the region, and gold .is still washed step in a natural, healthy, and orderly says we are on the verge of great therapeu· 
there. One site is Fura, on the evolution of the forces of peace which have tic discoveries concerning the value of the 

M 
. , so effectively asserted themselves in the sun's rays. It can cure face ache, nervous 

mra River, about fifteen miles south improvement of international relations dur- debility, and insomnia, weak lungs, and 
of the Zambesi. The name Fura is ing the latter half of this century.-Apple- chilliness. It is a finer stimulus than wine, 
said to be a native corruption of the tons' Popular Science Monthly for May. electricity, or massage. The sun's rays must 
word Afur, by which the Arabs of the shine long on the parts affected." "To stop a bleeding nose, keep the pa-
sixteenth century called the district, CHEMISTRY IN MODERN LIFE. tient's head thrown back and his arms 
and that to be the Saharan or south The disinfection of the sick-room and the raised. Hold a cold cloth or sponge tore-
Arabian form of the Hebrew Ophir. antiseptic methods which go far toward the ceive the blood. Press the fingers firmly on 
The natives are unlike the ordinary creation of modern surgery all depend upon each side of the nose where it joins the up-

A 
h · 1 d h 1 per lip. A piece of ice or a cloth wrung out 

fricans, and have a distinctly Jewish c emwa pro ucts w ose ong list increases of ice water may be placed at the back of the 
t f f A h' f · f d D year by year. Crude drugs are now replaced head." 
ype o ace. · c 1e m orme r. by active principles discovered in the labora-

Peters concerning the position of tory-morphine quinine and the like-and .------
some ancient workings, and, follow- instead of the bulky, na~seous draughts of ADDRESSES. 
ing his directions, the explorer found old..,n time, the invalid is given tasteless cap- I R. M. Maloney, Guy, Oklahoma. 
ruins "of an undoubtedly Semitic I sules of gelatin or compressed tablets of uni- w. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 

t 
, D p t , h h d form strength and more accurately graded Joseph F. Burton, No. 3010 Sixteenth St., 

ype. r. e ers ypot eses an ~ power. A great part of physiology consists 1 San Francisco, California. 
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THE HERALD. 
"'f ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-Jobn 81 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord. b- there shall not any man among you have save it be one wiles and concubines he shall have none. "-B. of M., page 116. 

VOL. 47. 

The Saints' Herald. 
JOSEPH SMITH 
E'RED'K MADISON SMITH 

EDITOR. 
ASS'T EDITOR. 

LAMONI, IowA, MAY 16, 1900. 

WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
EXODUS OF THE CHURCH WEST? 

It has been claimed by the people of 
Utah, that as early as August 6, 1842, 
Joseph Smith prophesied that the 
church would go to the Rocky Moun
tains. Elder B. 'H. Roberts in his 
work on "Succession in the Presi
dency of the Church," page 102, 
states:-

Under date of August 6th, 1842, Joseph 
writes in his history: "I prophesied that 
the saints would continue to suffer much 
affliction, and would be driven to the Rocky 
Mountains, many would apostatize, others 
would be put to death by our persecutors, or 
lose their lives in consequence of exposure or 
disease, and some of you will live to go and 
assist in making settlements and build cities, 
and see them become a mighty people in the 
midst of the Rocky Mountains." 

Mr. Roberts gives us no reference 
to any publication or manuscript 
where this statement can be found, 
but we quote it as evidence that the 
church in Utah is committed to the 
position that the direction to go to 
the West came to the church through 
Joseph Smith. 

Elder Anson Call, also an elder of 
the church in Utah, claims to have 
been present and heard this prophecy, 
but gives the time and place as Mon
trose, Iowa, July 14, 18fr3. (See his 
Biography in Supplement of volume 2 
of Tullidge's Histories of Utah, p. 271.) 

They further claimed that a com
pany was selected on February 21, 
1844, which was during the life of Jo
seph Smith, "to explore Oregon and 
California and select a site for a new 
city for the Saints." (See "Church 
Chronology," page 24.) 

After alleging all this, now comes 
George Q. Cannon, one of the First 
Presidency of the Utah Church, and 
makes statements which are posi
tively in conflict with the foregoing 
claims. In a sermon preached by him 
in Salt Lake City, Utah, February 18, 
1900, and published in Deseret Evening 
News for February 24, he made use of 
the following language:-

In Illinois we were threatened by our ene
mies with destruction. Appeals were made 
to the governors of the various States, and 
they were asked if we could find a home 
within their borders. There was only one 
governor who condescended to reply; I be
lieve it was the governor of Arkansas. What 
were the people to do? They were environed 
by the.ir enemies, and threatened with utter"' 
destrqctioni t!+eir propert¥ W!l>e geetroyed, 
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and everything they had which could be got 
hold of w.as wasted and stolen. N<)W, the 
Lord, in the organization of this church, had 
so ordered that there should be one man, and 
one man only at a time, that should have the 
word of the Lord for the people. Others 
might have equal priesthood; they might 
express their views, might teach and ex
pound; but they had no authority to give the 
word of the Lord in written form or to give 
general counsel for the government of the 
whole people. There was. but one man who 
had that authority. At that time that man 
was Brigham Young. He stood at t.he head 
of the church, and was recognized and ac
cepted by the people as thcl mouthpiece of 
the Lord to them. He declared unto them 
what the Lord's will was concerning their 
movement; but that which he suggested was 
most trying. It tried the faith of the peo
ple, and it is not to be wondered at that 
many shrank ft•om accepting it. He pointed 
out the way of deliverance-to launch forth 
into the wilderness, putting their, trust in 
God that He would lead them to a place of 
safety, where they could dwell in peace, free 
from the annoyance and from the persecu
tions of their enemies .... 

There was no hesitation among the faith
ful, whose minds were prepared, 2.nd who 
were living in such a manner as to have a 
know ledge for themselves. Everyone went to 
with his might, including the women and 
children who were capable of labor, to pre
pare for a journey in a direction that had 
been pointed out, but the end of which none of 
them knew. I was sick in Nauvoo at the 
time. My folks expected that I would die. 
My uncle, President John Taylor, came back 

of the man who was thus directing; 
though ''the valleys of the Rocky 
Mountains- what they were and 
whether they were fit to live in -were 
not known; and" ''at that time that 
man was Brigham Young." 

Then Joseph Smith did not prophesy 
that the Saints would be driven to the 
Rocky Mountains; he did not describe 
those valleys as Elder Anson Call af
firms; there was no company selected 
in his time "to explore Oregon and 
California and select a site for a new 
city for the Saints." On the contrary, 
if Mr. Cannon is right, the people at 
the time Brigham Young assumed the 
leadership was in doubt as to where 
to go, so mqch so that they appealed 
to the various governors of States for 
shelter ere the word came through 
Brigham Young to launch forth into 
the wilderness; and they obeyed, pre
paring "for a journey in a direction 
that had been pointed out, but the end 
of which none of them knew." 

Thus does the foundation slip from 
under these would-be leaders, and out 
of their own mouths are they con· 
demned. 

from the Pioneer camp for me when I recov- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
ered a lit.tle, and took me out as far as the When a man and his wife are separated and 
camp had gone-to Mt. Pisgah, Iowa. I re- the family divided, is it not the duty of the 
member very w,ell the feelings I had in pass- priests and elders to inquire into such mat
ing the hundreds of families on t.he road, and ters and seek to 8ettle such difficulties? 
not one of them knew where they were go-
ing. They started out on this journey with· A man and his wife have no busi
out a clear conception in their minds as to ness to so separate and divide the 
where the journey would terminate. Noth- f 'l It 11 h th t h 
ing definite was known about this country. aml Y· usua Y appens a W en 
The Rocky Mountains were known, -but the they do so separate it is the result of 
valleys of the Rocky Mountains-what they long continued disregard of the rules 
wer"' and whether they were fit to live in- of right conduct on both sides and 
were not known. quarreling; a condition of affairs in 

If Mr. Cannon is right, all the which priests and elders do not care 
claims made regarding Joseph Smith to interfere, and with which the 
planning this Western Exodus and pre- parties themselves will not tolerate an 
dieting the work to be done in the interference. Both parties are usually 
Rocky Mountains, is false. Joseph in such condition of mind that they 
Smith knew nothing about it. will not listen to either teacher, 

According to Mr. Cannon, there priest, or elder. 
came a time while the church was in If such separation becomes known 
Illinois when it was threatened with to the officers of a branch, they should 
destruction; appeal was made to the make such inquiry as the case might 
governors of the various States, and require, and. if practicable seek to in
they were asked if a home could be duce the parties to be reconciled to 
found within the borders of these each other. But there are cases whe.re 
States; there was but one man who this is apparently impossible, for the 
had authority to give the word of the reason that both the man and the 
Lord to the church; "he stood at the woman will not give the consideration_ 
head of the church, and was recog- each to the other which they should~ 
nized and accepted by the people as In such cases the bond becomes in
the mouthpiece of the Lord to them;" tolerable. and in separation only can 
''he pointed out the ~ay of de~iver- -~· either have peace of mind or body. 
ance-to launch forth m~o t.he Wilder- Does a person getting a divorce on the 
ness;" "there was no hesitatiOn among ground of desertion have a right to marry 
t4E:l fa,ithf!ll;" they foHqwed the .Iell)d again <J;ccording to tqe l~w of th\l gl:mrcb.? 
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318 ... 
''Whosoever shall put away his 

wife, except it be for fornication, and 
shall marry another, committeth adul· 
tery; and whoso marrieth her which 
is put away doth commit adultery." 
(Matt. 19: 9.) 

The church does not recognize de
sertion as a proper cause for divorce. 
It is, however, plain that if either 
husband or wife leaves a lawfully 
constituted companion it is a virtual 
putting such companion, husband or 
wife respectively, away, and makes it 
impossible for such companion to keep 
the marriage bond. The law of the 
land recognizes such desertion, if 
long continued, as constituting a 
breach of the marriage contract, and 
permits the deserted party to secure 
a legal annulling of the bond. In. such 
cases the innocent party should be 
free, entirely so. Tbe church has 
said virtually that such deserting 
party, husband or wife, is guilty of 
crime against the innocent party, 
though no actual transgession has oc
curred. If the person securing the 
divorce is the one in transgression, 
and has secured such divorce from 
improper motive, he or she should not 
be received into the church, or be re
tained in the church. It is, however, 
impossible in most cases to determine 
who is in the fault. 

Where the separation is mutual, it 
would seem that the courts and the 
church are both powerless to furnish 
a remedy. 

Does the church recognize other cause for 
divorce except adultery or fornication. 

No. The church recognized but one 
absolutely justifiable cause for di
vorce, the one named in the question. 

If a woman refuses to do the part of a wife 
and mother by her family, and the husband 
gets a divorce for desertion and marries 
again, should he be expelled from the church 
for adultery? 

This would. depend upon the condi
tions of the specific case, the cause or 
causes which led her to desert her 
husband; his treatment of her, and 
whether the husband be not in the 
fault in part or in whole, ·and whether 
the wife was not justified in getting 
out of an intolerable bondage, equiva
lent in effect to being put away. This 
question would need to be determined 
in each separate case that might 
occur. 

Should such a woman be expelled from the 
church, after proper efforts have been made 
to bring about a reconciliation? 
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themselves innocent of wrongdoing, 
and let them answer to God at the 
judgment day. 

Does the committing of adultery by hus
band or wife give the other the right to a 
divorce· and remarriage, and still retain mem
bership in the church? 

Yes, as we understand the laws of 
marriage. In such case the innocent 
party is free, if he or she chooses so 
to be. In case of adultery, the in
jured party should at once withdraw 
from living as a companion with the 
guilty one, if he or she wishes to 
avail himself or herself of the right to 
divorce. 

ADDRESS YOUR MAIL RIGHT. 

We wish to call the attention of our 
readers to the notice of the business 
manager, Bro. John Smith, in this 
issue. We desire especially to call 
attention to the manner of addressing 
mail to this institution. All letters of 
business should be directed, as Bro. 
Smith instructs, to "The Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E," while 
those having personal business with 
him should direct their letters to John 
Smith. 

All matters intended for publica
tion or for the use of the editors, 
should be directed to "Editors Her
ald." It is important for our sub
scribers and patrons to remember 
this. All letters and articles for pub
lication, all clippings, papers, maga
zines, etc., and all literary matter 
should be mailed to the editors, while 
all moneys, drafts, orders for publica
tions, subscriptions, renewals, etc., 
should be sent to the Herald Publish
ing House. Remember this and tb us 
help us. 

IN passing on the train to his home, 
Bro. N. C. Enge fell in company with 
a Baptist minister of the town of 
Winlock, Oregon, who expressed a 
wish for him to come to Winlock, 
which of course Bro. Enge could not 
do. Bro. Enge failed to get his ad
dress; but as the place is small he 
thinks that Bro. Goodwin can easily 
find him. 

Bro. Enge also met two old-time 
Saints on whom be wishes Bro. Good
win to call, Nils Olsen Shauts, at the 
home of James Shauts, 107 Cord St., 
Salem, Oregon. 

We hope that Bro. Goodwin can 
make it pleasant to call on these peo· 
ple, "For the sake of auld lang syne." The answer to this question would 

be much the same as the one just 
given regarding the husbs,nd. No 
one answer will fit all cases. A woman BY the kindness of Mr. G. H. Van
driven from her home by a succession Houten, secretary, we have received a 
of indignities, abuses, and wrongs Premium List of the Iowa State Fair, 
which make her stay intolerable, which fair is to be held at Des Moines 
ought to be pitied. of both. men and 

1 

August 24 to September 1 inclusive. 
God, rather than scorned and cast out. The list shows a great increase of 
So, also, in the case of a man thus put interest and attractions. There has 
away. · They should be borne with if I been an increase in the rate of premi-

* 

ums and a decrease in cost of accom
modations for exhibitors and visitors; 
the management evidently intending 
to make this the record breaking fair 
of the State's history. 

List may be seen at the Herald Of
fice, at any time by those interested in 
the Fair. Take a look, be convinced, 
and attend the Fair. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

The Committee on Examination and 
Revision of History has been busy of 
late "reading history" in the Histori· 
an's office. 

The Board of College Trustees and 
Directors is completely organized 
now, having chosen Bro. Wm. Ander· 
son president, I. W. Allender sec
retary, and Bro. Daniel Anderson 
treasurer. Thus organized the Board 
is prepared to give prompt attention 
to matters demanding their attention. 
We bespeak for them the hearty sup
port and assistance of the Saints. 

Elder Warren E. Peak is pleased 
with his first impression of Galien, 
Michigan. So he writes us under 
date of May 7. 

Sr. E. Sartwell, of Savanna, Ill., 
writes stating that the "Saints of 
Savanna would be pleased to have the 
address of the Bishop's agent of the 
Kewanee district, Northwest Illinois, 
through the HERALD." His name and 
address is, D. C. Smith, Dahinda, Ill. 

The senior editor of the HERALD 
went to Independence, Missouri, Sat
urday, to attend to some matters of 
church business. 

Bro. Levi Gamet, writing from 
Clearwater, Nebraska, under date of 
13th in st., says he expects to go soon 
to Bonesteel, S. D., where he ex
pects to join Bro. Whiting and to 
cooperate with him in tent work for 
part of the summer. 

'fhe Graceland College Board and 
Faculty are at work upon the new 
catalogue, which they hope to have 
out soon. Friends of the college 
should see that our catalogue is placed 
where it will do good. The Board, 
no doubt, will be glad to send to any 
asking, especially to missionaries, who 
should be able to answer questions 
concerning the college. 

Our readers, no doubt, will notice 
by the heading of this number that 
there has been a change made in the 
editorial department of the HERALD. 
Bro. R. S. Salyards, who has for 
many years filled the position of as
sistant editor, has been relieved of 
this work and his place is now filled 
by the one named in our heading. 
Bro. Salyards in addition to his work 
as Church Secretary is now doing 
clerical work in the office of the 
Presidency, where, no doubt, the de
mands upon his time will be great. 
We trust the change will not be for 
the worse, at least. 
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Oriqinal 1lrti~1Bs. 

MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 5. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

THEIR GODS WAS THE CREATOR. 
QUETZALCOATL was the 'l'oltec 

creator. (See Prehistoric America, 
p. 274.) Zamna and Cukulcan are by 
Nadaillac identified as the same per
son as Quetzalcoatl. (Prehistoric 
America, p. 274.) Vivacocha and 
Pachacamac of Peru was the creator. 
(Myths of the New World, pp. 186, 
187, 341.) 

Manibozho "is ·always placed in an
tagonism to a great serpent, a spirit 
of evil." (Ibid., p. 80.) "Manibozho, 
Nanibojou, Missibizi, Michabo, Mes
sou," are "all variations of the same 
name in different dialects." (Ibid., p. 
197, compare with p. 172.) 

The Aztec people were warlike, yet 
their great god of war was said to 
have been born of a holy vlrgin. (See 
Panorama of Nations, p. 413.) So 
that all the great gods of the red race 
were born of a virgin. 

Quetza.lcoatl ... was born of a virgin in 
the land of Tula or Tlapallan, in the distant 
Orient, and was high priest of that happy 
realm .... Of white complexion, clothed in 
long white robes, and, as many of the Aztec 
gods, with a full and flowing beard. When 
his earthly work was done he too returned 
to the East, assigning as a reason that the 
sun, the ruler of Tlapallan, demanded his 
presence.-Myths of the New World, pp. 214, 
215. . 

We noticed before that Aztlan, Tlac 
pallan, Tulan, Tulan-Zuiwa, and Ama
qemecan, are different names for the 
same place or country-the distant 
Orient - to which the Toltecs, 
Quiches, Aztecs, and Chichimecs 
pointed as the birthplace of their 
"fathers and mothers." They "came 
from '11 ulan, from the other side of 
the sea." So that the native races 
above named came originally from 
the same place that their culture-god 
came from, and this god was born of 
a virgin ''over there"! What a won
derful story! Their chief god was 
the creator; he was born of a virgin; 
he came here from the east. 

Says John T. Short:-
From the fabulous Hue hue Tlapalan, this 

mysterious personage came to •rulla, and be
came the patron god and high-priest of the 
ancestors of the Toltecs .... He condemned 
sacrifices, except of fruits and flowers, and 
was known as the god of peace; for when ad
dre:>sed on the subject of war, he is reported 
to have stopped his ears with his fingers.
Nurth Americans of Antiquity, pp. 267, 268. 

Sahagun, the missionary, was asked 
by the natives "whether his home was 
in Tlapallan," thus showing that this 
distant Orient, where this culture-god 
was born, was across the sea. (Myths 
of the New World, p. 106,.) 

Speaking of these culture-gods, Mr. 
Brinton says:-

They are credited with an ethical elevation 
in their teachings which needs not blush be-
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fo~e the lofties~ precepts of o:d World rnor-~-;irgin at Tulan. Now, dear reader, 
ahsts. Aceordwg t~ tho_ earl~est and most carinot you see Jesus in this story? 
trustworthy accounts, the aoctt•mes of Tom1.pa , . . ? 
[or Viracocha] were filled with the loving JVho e1se .was ever bor~ of a Vlrgm. 
kindness and the deep sense of duty which Who else lS the creator m flesh! Ah; 
characterized the purest Christianity. the disciples never stole the dead 
"N?thing was wanting in them," says a hi~- body of Jesus because his live foot-
tonan, "save the name of God and that of h1s . . ' . . 
son, Jesus Chr.ist."-Mytbsof the New World, prmts are found m Amenca. We can 
p. 3:n. see then that Jerusalem must be the 

Yes, dear reader, Mr. Henry George di~tant Orient. When the Aztec 
was right when he said "Mexico as pnests chanted and "sang of Tulan, 
Cortez found it, showed' the supe;im- the cradle of their race," it was the 
position of barbarism upon a higher worl.d's ~amed Jerusalem that they 
social development;" had 1~ mmd. No other place or coun-

At every turn, says N adaillac, South try w~ll fit t~e myths. 
America presents vestiges of a van- , Josiah Pnest, who wrote soon. after 
quished race of a culture now lost. tne Book of Mormon was published, 

. _. . says: "The greater part of the pres-
That IS JUSt wh7t. the Book of Mor- ent American 'natives are of the Tar

mon has been te,lmg us about for tar stock." (See American Antiqui
nearly ~eventy years, and the more ties, p. 285.) That won't do; because 
t~eY: _stir up these m.yths and an- the natives say that they came from 
tJqm_tws the mor~ evJdences they the same place or country that the 
furmsh us poo_r _Ignora,nt 

1 
dupes to Savior came from. The creator, they 

make a defense m Its behalf. say, was born of a virgin at Tulan, 
These myt~s tell us that the an~e~- and that is where they came from. Do 

tors of the N ahua st~ck came ongi· we not see it will not do to bring the 
nally from the other s1de of the sea- ancestors of the red race from China 
from Tulan or Tlapallan. Then they or Japan, or Italy, because the Son of 
go on to say that a god who was born God was not born there and no other 
of a virgin in that ~istant Orien~ came place will fit the myths' but the place 
to Central Amenca or Mex1eo to designated in the Book of Mormon! 
preach to the ancestors of the Toltecs. It is said that "Joe Smith" was a 
Then he retur~ed .to. that distant "well digger" and a "gold digger," 
co':lntry af.ter h1s m:ss10n work was "an ignorant boy;" but if we make 
fimshed, with a prom1se that he would him the author of this book or Oliver 
return again. Cowdery either, don't we se~ that they 

Don't we see again that the author must have dug deep into these myths 
of the Book of Mormon had good and antiquities? They get their 
hindsight? He brings the ancestors stories about right every time. How 
of the native :race from Jerusalem do you account -for that? How fatal 
(Tulan or Tlapallan). Then he says it would have been to their story had 
that Jesus came here to America ~to they brought Lehi and Mulok from 
feed his sheep-preach to them-and Japan or Rome? If you had at
set up a Christian church in America, tempted to write up this religious 
in a Christian community, with a "fra.ud," would you have thought of 
Christian culture. That accounts for all these little things? How could 
the doctrines of Tonapa, which "were you have done so seventy years ago, 
filled with the loving kindness and the when little or nothing was known 
deep sense of duty which character- about these myths in those days? 
ized the purest Christianity." Ah, And even now, who cares to read such 
say they, "nothing was wanting in things? How many have laid this 
them, save the name of God and that paper aside as unworthy of notice, 
of his son, Jesus Christ." Does ''the looking for something better and more 
purest Christianity" come from the entertaining? If we will but look at 
Devil? Who is the author of the pur- it from this point of view we will see 
est Christianity? Could these Toltecs that the book has the right "ear
find it growing in America? Was it a marks," and that it was written by an 
product of the hllls or the valleys? eyewitness of what is related. 
Did it flow to them in their rivers, or In 1833 Mr. Josiah Priest said that 
drift to them from the ocean? The "the Peruvians were doubtless from 
author of Christianity says that it China originally, and the Mexicans 
came from above, and that is the way from a more northern region, Mongol, 
that it came to America in prehistoric Tartary, and the Japan islands." 
times. (American Antiquities, p. 342.) He 

Again; did you notice how these thinks that some Egyptians and 
myths dovetail with the Book of Mor- Phoenicians had landed in America, 
mon story? Jesus was born of a vir- in both north and south, at some 
gin, near Jerusalem; and the Lehi remote time (p. 342). Here were 
and M ulok colonies came from J erusa- Scythians, and Carthagenians, and 
lem. You see that the ancestors of Israelites (p. 344, and Atlantis, p. 
the native races came from the same 314), Hindoos (p. 181), Welsh (p. 236), 
place or country that their culture-~ Danes (333), Scotch (p. 399), Sicilians 
god came from. This culture-god (p. 106), and Scandinavians (p. 284), 
is the cre;::~,_tor, he was born of a 1 ~nd some Malays l)ill-d Polynesians 
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(p. 295). The exterminated race (the I surpassin~ strength and valor woul~ come 
Mound Builders) he thinks were Ma- frot?l the1r fathe; the Sun and subJect to 

1 ( 288) Th I~ . the1r rule the natwns of the wor·ld. "[ com
. ays see P· . · e :.,Omans were mand you," .said the dying monarch, "to 
here too (pp. 42 and 389); Austral a- yield them homage and obedience, for they 
sian tribes and Greeks, Persians, and will be of a nature superior to ours." 
even Germans (p. 399). The n~tiyes of Haiti told. Columb~s of ~imi-

M P · . th · · · h' lar pred1et10ns long anterwr to hts arrival. 
r. r1est quotes au Orltles ln IS 'rhe Maryland Indians said the whites were 

book as late as 1832-33 (see pp. 395, an ancient generation who had come to life 
124, 145, 379), and as early 1:J,s 1815 again, and had returned to seize their former 
(p. 96). One reference bears date land; and ~he Le_nape of. the Del~ware told 
1826 · 87 b d 1829 the Moravian m1ssionar1es that It was an 

, on page ; one ears ate • ancient belief that divine men should come 
on page 312; one bears date 1828, to them from the east, and for these they 
page 120; another one bears date 1826, took the firEt Europeans -Myths of the New 
paae 286 World, p. 221. 

N"' h. · t th d t , · t' · . "For a very long- time," said Montezuma, 
ow t, e pom to. e.se ~~es IS .ms · at his first interview with Cortez, ''has it 

they cover the perwd 1n wmch Ohver been handed down that we are not the origi
Cowdery and Joseph Smith are said to nal possessors of this land, but came hither 
have been at work on the manuscript from a distant region under the guidance of 
from which the Book of Mormon as a ruler who after":'"ards left us and retu;ned. 

• · . W We have ever believed that some day his de-
published. It was Cowdery, Elder scendants would come and resume dominion 
D. H. Bays thinks, .who was expect- over us. Inasmuch as you are from that di
ing "to share the profits arising from rection, which is toward the rising of the 
't 1 " It · C d th t sun, and serve so great a king as you de-
l S sa e.. lS. ow, ery no":" a scribe, we believe that he is also our natural 
takes S1dney R1gdon s place m the lord, and are ready to submit ourselves to 
Mormon fraud- "a man the equal of him."-Ibid., p. 220. 

Sidney Rigdon in point of scholastic Father Lizana preserved the follow-
attainment~ and personal polish." ing Maya prediction:
(See Doctrme and Dogmas, of Mor
monism p. 25.) But pray tell me 
where to look in the Book of Mormon 
for any "modern" "scholastic attain
ments." The man who wrote that 
book had no such attainments. He 
started out with a theory of his own, 
a theory quite different from any other 
in the 'twenties. Mr. Priest's book is 
a fair representation of "scholastic 
attainments" in those days. Why 
didn't Cowdery catch on and bring a 
colony from Japan, Rome, Germany, 
China, etc. 1 and thus make a book 
that would not fit the myths any
where? How came he to think about 
Jerusalem, and thus make that place 
fit the Aztec and Toltec Tulan, Tlap
allan, the place where our Lord was 
"born of a virgin," and became high 
priest of that realm? 

THE RED MAN SAW THE WHITE MAN 
COMING. 

"Historians have marveled at the 
instantaneous collapse of the empires 
of Mexico, Peru, the Mayas, and the 
Natchez, before a handful of Spanish 
filibusters." (Myths of the New 
World, p. 220.) But had they only 
known what their :forefathers in a re
mote time had said concerning the 
coming of the white race, they might 
have found an explan:;~,tion. Nephi 
had a vision concerning the coming of 
the white race and the rise of a mighty 
nation upon this land. He predicted 
that the red man would be smitten 
and scattered by his white brethren, 
but afterwards would be c:;J;red for by 
them and nourished. (See 2 Nephi 
11: 13; 1 Nephi 7: 1, 2.) 

When Hernando de Soto on landing in 
Peru first met the Inca Huascar, the latter 
related an ancient prophecy which his father 
Huayna Capac had repeated on his dying 
bed, to the effect that in the reign of the 
thirteenth Inca1 white \pen (viracochas) of 

"At the-close of the thirteenth Age of the 
world, 

While the cities of Itz!i. and Tancah still 
flourish, 

The sign of the Lord of the Sky will appear, 
The light of the dawn will illumine the 

land, 
And the cross will be seen by the nations of 

men. 
A father to you, will He be, Itzalanos, 
A brother to you, ye natives of Tancah; 
Receive well the 'bearded guests who are 

. coming, 
Bringing the sign of the Lord from the 

daybreak, 
Of the Lord of the Sky, so clement yet 

powerful."-Ibid., p. 222. 

Mr. Brinton says:-
The "Books of ChUan Balam" copied in 

facsimile by the late Dr. C. H. Berendt are in 
my possession. They contain several ancient 
prophecies of a similar character.-Ibid., p. 
222, note 1. 

Thus we see an undercurrent at 
work in the nativemind which many 
writers and readers have failed to un
derstand. These prophecies pointed 
to the advent of a white race from the 
east, and wrote the doom of the red 
man to submission, homage, or obe
dience. That appears to have been 
the reason why the Indians in many 
instances submitted to the white man's 
yoke. 

Mr. Brinton says:-
Few tribes were destitute of such presenti

ments. The Chickasaw, the Mandans of the 
Missouri, the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, 
the Muyscas of BogotR·, the Botocudos of 
Brazil, the Araucanians of Chili, have been 
asserted on testimony that leaves no room for 
scepticism, to have entertained such forebod
ings from immemorial time.-Ibid., p. 256. 

'Thus we see Nephi's prophecy 
crops out. These ''forebodings" had 
been handed down from time "imme
morial." 

Lizana., one of the first missionaries, 
relates a myth concerning the end of 
the world by fire, a prediction by a 
Maya priest which reads;-

"At the close of the ages it hath been de
creed, 

Shall perish and vanish each weak god of 
men, 

And the world shall be purged with a raven
ing fire. 

Happy the man in that terrible day, 
Who bewails with contrition the sins of his 

life, 
And meets without flinching the fiery or-

deal. -Ibid., p. 256. 

In his autobiography, the celebrated Sac 
chief Black Hawk, relates that his great 
grandfather "was inspired by a belief that 
at the end of four years he should see a white 
man who should be to him a father." Under 
the direction of this vision he traveled east
ward to a certain spot, and there, as he was 
forewarned, met a Frenchman, through 
whom the nation was brought into alliance 
with France.-Ibid., pp. 310, 311, and Life of 
Black Hawk, p. 13. 

But these examples are surpassed by one 
described in the Atlantic MonthllJ of July, 
1866, the author of which, the late Col. John 
Mason Brown, has assured me of its accu· 
racy in every particular. Some years since, 
at the head of a party of voyageurs, he set 
forth in search of a band of Indians some
where on the vast plains along the tribu
taries of the Copper-mine and Mackenzie 
Rivers. Danger, disappointment, and the 
fatigues of the road, induced one after an
other to turn back, until of the original ten 
only three remained. They also were on the 
point of giving up the apparently hopeless 
quest, when they were met by some warriors 
of the very band they were seeking. These 
had been sent out by one of their medicine 
men to find three whites, whose horses, arms, 
attire, and personal appearance he minutely 
described, which description was repeated to 
Col. Brown to the warriors before they saw 
his two companions. When afterwards, the 
priest, a frank and simple-minded man, was 
asked to explain this extraordinary occur
rence, he could offer no other explanation 
than that "he saw them coming, and heard 
fhem talk on their journey."-lbid., pp. 311, 
312. 

Such are some of the "presenti
ments" or '•forebodings" of the red 
man. We may be unwilling to rank 
them as divine inspirations. Sweden
borg described the conflagration going 
on at Stockholm when he was at 
Gothenburg, two hundred miles away! 

Seneca was born B. c. 2 [various 
authorities place this date from 3 to 8 
B. c.], and died A. D. 65. This man 
prophesied away back there of ''a 
New World across the waters to be re
vealed in coming ages." Mr. Pres
cott says that this "is perhaps, the 
most remarkable random prophecy on 
record. . . . It was the lucky hit of 
the philosopher rather than the poet." 
(Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, book 2, 
chap. 1, footnote, 1, p. 149.) 

Just such unconscious predictions 
may be found in the Bible. Both 
Daniel the prophet and Nebuchadnez
zar the king must have caught a 
glimpse of the New World across the 
waters ''to be revealed in coming 
ages." 

Nebuchadnezzar's metallic image 
was the coming history of the old 
world's nations; the skeleton of his
tory, human national history, repre
sented by the human body! But the 
mountain of Daniel 2: 45 was no part 
of the territorial image; it lay at a 
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distance from it, and was no part of 
it. It was not a part of the clay, or 
iron, or brass, or silver, or gold; but 
a mountain, and no part of the image 
whatever, no more than the stone was 
a part of the image. 

The old world's empires moved from 
east to west,-"Westward the course 
of empire takes its way,"-but the 
stone kingdom did not move in that 
direction, but just the reYerse; it 
struck the image at its feet. (Dan. 2: 
34.) "Then was the iron, the clay, 
the brass, the silver, and the gold, 
broken to · pieces together." (Verse 
35.) This stone, you see, did not hit 
the image on the head, or on the arm 
or breast. (The feet of the image 
were made before the stone reached 
it.) It struck the iron and clay first, 
then the brass, then the silver part of 
the image, and the head of gold last. 
Thus we see it moves from the west 
towards the east. The mountain, 
then, from which the stone was cut, 
must be found westward from the 
image, because it is the stone that 
moved eastward and not the mountain. 

Preachers sometimes tell us that 
this stone kingdom commenced to roll 
from Jerusalem nearly nineteen cen
turies ago. But that Pentecost king
dom could not have been the stone of 
Daniel, second chapter, because the 
Pentecost kingdom started at the 
wrong time and place to fit this chap
ter. That kingdom commenced to 
roll from Jerusalem,-Asia,-and that 
is where the silver and the gold divis
ions of the image were located. The 
two first divisions of the image (the 
gold and silver) were in Asia. The 
brass, iron, and clay parts were west
ward, in Europe, Greece, and Rome. 
Now then, if that stone started to roll 
from Jerusalem, don't we see that it 
would strike the image on the breast, 
or arms, or head, or neck! The feet 
and toes were not there. In fact, 
they were not made yet! 

The Roman Empire and the 
Christian Era commenced nearly to
gether. The "Augustan Age" was 
the period in which Christ was born. 
These were Rome's best days. The 
"Empire" lived and ruled the world 
about four hundred years, as one em
pire; but Valentinian, the Roman Em
peror, who ruled between 364 to 375 
A. D., "Divided the empire with his 
brother Valens, and afterwards Rome 
and Constantinople usually had each 
an emperor." (See Bancroft's Foot
prints of Time, p. 128.) Thus the two 
legs of the image appeared. We can 
see, if we will take the time to think, 
that the Roman Empire at the time of 
Christ's preaching in Asia does not fit 
the image of Daniel second chapter, 
at all, because the kingdom or empire 
was not yet "divided," which bad to 
be to make both legs. (See Dan. 2:41.) 

But after the empire became divided 
into two parts, east and west, why, 
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then it fit the image all right, by giv
ing it two legs to stand on. Before 
this division was made it was standing 
on one leg only. The legs of the 
image were made one at a time, then 
the feet and toes later on. The em
pire began to fall to pieces by in va
sions about 400 A. D., and the rise of 
our modern nations in the Old World 
made the feet and toes. And it was 
after the image was made, toes and 
all, that Daniel said to Nebuchadnez
zar, "Thou sawest till" (or thou saw
est up to the time of or until) ''a stone 
was cut out without hands," etc., 
showing clearly that "the image was 
completed and that there was a space 
of time between that event and the 
stone kingdom starting to roll from 
the west, before it struck the image. 

The ''mountain" was westward from 
the image, and no part of it; hence 
Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar must have 
caught a glimpse of the New World 
when they saw the little stone king
dom rolling eastward. 

EXTRACT FROM LIFE OF DOUGLAS. 

The circuit to which Judge Douglas 
was assigned was the most perplexing 
and annoying. It included the Mor
mon settlements, and there was a con
stant conflict between the "Saints" 
and "Gentiles." Some of the most 
exciting scenes of his life were spent 
in the judicial and other proceedings 
growing out of the turbulence of the 
people connected with the Mormon 
leaders. Joe Smith and his people 
were accused of all the crimes in the 
calendar, particularly with all the 
horse stealing committed in that sec
tion. Whether true or false, it was 
almost impossible to prove by sufficient 
legal testimony the guilt -of the 
parties accused. The consequence 
was that an embittered state of feel
ing gradually grew up between the 
Mormons and the rest of the people, 
and these exasperated feelings often 
led to deeds of violence. Joe Smith 
was the head of the Mormon Church 
and people. The people held the 
court reponsible if the prisoners es
caped conviction, and the Mormons 
denounced the court for inclining al
ways to the oppressors of the chosen 
race. One trying scene in his judicial 
career will suffice to illustrate the dif
ficulties attending the administration 
of justice in cases where the Mormons 
were parties, and at the same time 
serve as an illustration of the boldness 
and Jackson-like determination of 
Stephen A. Douglas. Joseph Smith 
had been indicted for some offense and 
was put upon his trial before Judge 
Douglas. While the case was pro
ceeding, the people who had collected 
from all parts of the country to see 
the prisoner, and, as they hoped, to 
rejoice at his conviction, became ex
cited by the thousand storie8 told of 
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Mormon outrages. Smith was repre
sented to be, as he was in fact, the 
moving spirit of the sect, and it was 
supposed that if he were put out of 
the way the entire settlement, being 
deprived of their leader, would break 
up and leave the country. Moreover, 
Smith was by the populace held indi
vidually responsible for all the crimes 
charged against his people. On this 
occasion the multitude had become 
greatly excited, and it being whis
pered that the ev.idence would hardly 
justify a conviction, it was proposed 
by some one to enter the courthouse, 
seize the prisoner, and hang him. A 
gallows was at once constructed and 
erected in the courthouse yard, and a 
body of four hundred men entered 
the courthouse for the purpose of 
taking Smit.h and hanging him. As 
the mob boisterously and tumultu
ously entered and crowded toward the 
bench, near which Smith sat, the 
judge directed the sheriff to clear the 
courtroom, as these men interrupted 
the proceedings. 'l'he sheriff, a small, 
weak man, requested "the gentlemen" 
to keep order and retire, and at
tempted to enforce the request, but 
very soon informed the court that he 
could not do it. Gaining confidence 
by the confession of powerlessness on 
the part of the sheriff, and maddened 
still more by the sight of the pris
oner, several of them climbed over 
the bar, and rushed toward Smith. 
The judge at once rose in his place, 
and, addressing by name a large-built 
man, who stood six and a half feet 
high, a Kentuckian by birth, and of 
great muscular strength said, "l ap
point you sheriff of this court. Se
lect your own deputies, and as many 
of them as you require. Clear this 
courthouse; the law demands it, the 
country demands it, and I, as judge of 
this court, command you to do your 
duty as a citizen bound to preserve 
the peace and enforce the laws." The 
newly and rather suddenly appointed 
sheriff ''obeyed orders." He ordered 
the crowd to leave, the judge encour
aging him all the while. The first, 
second, and third who refused to quit 
the courtroom were instantly knocked 
down by the powerful arm of the 
Kentuckian. Others were thrown out 
of the windows by him and his deputies, 
and the great crowd, baffled and dis
couraged by the repulse of their lead
ers, crowded out of the doors. In less 
than twenty minutes from the first 
entrance of the mob the courtroom 
was cleared. A murder had been pre
vented. The administration of law 
had been protected from a violent in
vasion. The prisoner's right to a fair 
trial by the courts of his country had 
been vindicated, and all this by the 
prompt action of the judge. A mo
ment's delay would have been fatal; 
the least sign of hesitation would 
have 8ealed the prisoner's fate; in jive 
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minutes he would have been hangecl, if 
indeed, he was not killed before taken 
out of the building. 

The above extract is taken from the 
"Life of Stephen A. Douglas," pub
lished by Harper & Brother, New 
York, 1860, pp. 48-50. I would sug
gest to our opponents that the Mor
mons, or Saints, are not guilty of all 
accused. But recently here an inno
cent person had his en tire house torn 
down and scattered. In bonds, 

D. W. SHIRK. 
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faithfully in those offices. My duty 
as an elder would be to go as circum
stances permitted, to preach to those 
who had never obeyed, and to be in 
harmony with the law and order of 
the church. 

We should be careful not to place 
responsibility on the elders that is in
tended in the law to rest on the 
Aaronic priesthood. If we do, we 
may hinder the elder from laboring in 
the field where he could do more good, 
and at the same time ignore the men 
that by virtue of their calling should 
be the proper officers of the branch. · 

LAW AND ORDER OF THE CHURCH. We are again admonished to honor 
Nearly one year ago my mind took all men in their calling. 'rhe Lord in 

up the thought of law and order of the his wisdom appointed the two priest
church, and I then wrote on the sub- hoods, and we should honor every 
ject,intending to send the same to your man in his calling when we find in him 
columns; but I laid. the matter a way, qualifications to do justice to the 
thinking that possibly later I might same. 
change my mind, or that some one Again, I have noticed a priest in 
more competent might take up the charge of a branch for months when 
thought. But on looking over the there were elders there. All will 
pages to-day, I concluded to send the agree_ with me that the order of the 
article in hopes that my thoughts may church as contemplated in the law 
do some good. (D. c: 17) is for the elder to be in 

The word of the Lord in ancient charge. (See also Book of Moroni 
and modern times, as well as 3, 4.) Here we notice the elders, 
our personal experience, teaches that priests, and teachers in harmony with 
there is safety in living in harmony the order of their calling. Now :for 
with the law and order of the us at our branch business meetings to 
church; and when we do so we place the work in charge of the 
have a just claim for needed bless- Aaronic priesthood, when there are 
ings, and when we fail we have several members of the branch hold
not. The first I will notice is the de- ing the Melchisedec priesthood and are 
parture from the law and order at in good standing, is certainly a de
some of our branch business meetings parture from the law and order of the 
in the election of officers. To be in church. 
harmony with the law, a branch prop- I remember once in one of the lar
erly organized will consist of not less gest branches of the church where 
than six members, w\th the following the work was placed in charge of the 
officers: elder, priest, teacher, and priest, teacher, and deacon, where 
deacon. It is true that the needed there were some of the Presidency, 
material sometimes will not justify the Twelve, High Priests, and :BJlders. 
formation of a complete organization; In Doctrine and Covenants 120: 8 we 
hence we sometimes, for the sake of read that the High Priests and Elders 
the work, paTtially organize, with a holding the same priesthood are the 
priest, a teacher, and a deacon. The standing ministers of the church, 
point I wish to call attention to having the watchcare of the member
is, we elect elders to serve as ship. Now, why will we ignore such 
priests and teachers, when there are a plain, positive statement, and place 
present priests and teachers in good the membership in charge of those 
standing who have labored in their who are to assist t,he above? Again, 
offices faithfully. But some one gets paragraph 2, same section, reads, "A 
the idea that as Bro. A is a good man branch may be pre:;;ided over by a 
and is an elder, that it would be wise high priest, an elder, priest, teacher, 
to elect him as priest or. teacher. or deacon, chosen and sustained by 

Now while it is in harmony with the the vote of the bra~ch." .. 
law for the elder to labor in any of I . We w~uld not thmk of placmg the 
the duties of the Aaronic priesthood ueacon m charg,e when all of the 
when appointed, still it is not in har- above were members of the ?ranch. 
mony with the order of the church to Then let us move and work m bar
elect him as priest or tea,cher when mony with the law and order of the 
there are present and in good stand- church. 
ing, priests and teachers. We are I am glad that paragraph 2 makes 
admonished by the Lnrd to learn our the matter so plain; for there are 
duties and do them. I confess that I some who take the ground that the 
would not consider it my duty to serve priest is not to take charge of meet
as priest or teacher when there were ings only when there is no elder pres
such present as were known to be ent. No matter who the elder is, 
called and ordained and had labored they say he should take charge of all 

meetings. This at one time was a 
very popular idea. 

Doctrine and Covenants 17: 9-11 is 
speaking of the duties of branch offi
cers, such as the presiding elder; 
priest, teacher, and deacon; and they 
may become officers of the branch by 
vote of the same, as is made plain in 
Doctrine and Covenants 120: 2. 

If, as some say, the priest is not to 
take charge of meetings when there is 
any elder present, then we ask, if the 
presiding elder be absent and there 
are six elders present, which of the 
six shall take charge, and who shall 
ask them? If the priest makes the 
choice, then he has power to give 
to others what he cannot take to him
self; but if he is to remain silent un
til such time as he finds no elder 
present, then we ask, Who shall ap
point one of those six elders to take 
charge? You might say the body 
will. I am glad that this church has 
long since settled this matter, and 
that according to law and order, the 
priest is not to take charge when the 
elder chosen by the vote of the branch 
is present, only by consent. Now 
does it not occur to you very plainly 
that the law and order of the church 
is to first choose the presiding elder? 
Then why ignore this· when the sur
roundings and material present justify 
and demand it, if we wm be in har
mony with the law and order? 

We read in Doctrine and Covenants 
120:2:-

If a branch, or district be larg-e he who is 
chosen to preside should be an high priest, 
if there be one possessed of the spirit of wis
dom to administer in the office of president; 
or if an elder be chosen who may by experi
ence be found qualified to preside, as soon as 
practicable thereafter he should be ordained 
an high priest, by the spirit of wisdom and 
revelation in. the one ordaining, and by direc
tion of an high council, or general conference, 
as required in the law. 

Now, to be in harmony with the 
above, we should not only choose men 
who will come from the above and 
have the qualifications, but should not 
make any more that would hinder the 
order being complied with. 

In the spring of 1894 the First 
Presidency recommended that sev
eral of the elders and seventy be or
dained high priests. I stated at the 
time that I could see the wisdom of 
the move, for there were the names of 
men that were, because of their ex
perience and qualifications, presidents 
of districts and missions, and were at 
the time acting as such; and to still 
serve as such and be in harmony with 
the law, they should be ordained. I 
noticed that many that were recom
mended would not accept the ordina
tion, yet would still serve as 
presidents of districts and missions. 
To be in harmony with .the law, if 
these brethren labored as standing 
ministry, they should have complied, 
if the recommendation of the Presi-
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dency was in harmony with the law, 
as it certainly was; then to refuse 
to accept and still serve as presidents 
of branches, districts, and missions, 
would not be. Again, in the report of 
the Quorum of Twelve bearing on the 
recommendation of the Presidency, 
they say that they place themselves 
on record as being opposed to taking 
men from the active ministry and 
placing them in the High Priests' 
Quorum, unless by revelation. We 
infer from this that when men are 
placed in the High Priests' Quorum 
they are not supposed to be actively 
engaged, but on the retired list. It has 
been a question in my mind, Where is 
the consistency in demanding a reve
lation to call men out of the active 
ministry to the High Priests' Quorum, 
and at the same time indorse men to 
that quorum who were not in the 
active ministry, but who were bur
dened with business cares? It seems 
to me that I could indorse the former 
if I could the latter, when at the same 
time and from that conference some 
who were considered as active men in 
the ministry and were named among 
the number for ordination to the High 
Priests' Quorum, were given missions 
to :fields that according to the law 
should be in charge of the standing 
ministry. Now it would not be in 
order with the law of the church. to 
give the Elders or High Priest mis
sions to unorganized fields, when at 
the same time the S@venties were at 
home waiting and ready to go to the 
missionary field. No, the law says 
that the Twelve are to call on the 
Seventy first for gospel work, to 
preach the gospel as traveling min
isters. 

See also Doctrine and Covenants 
120:3. In Doctrine and Covenants 
122: 8, 9, we have very plainly laid 
down the law and order of the church 
respecting the duty of the traveling 
ministry, the Twelve and Seventy, 
also the standing ministry. And in 
conclusion, I trust that we will in all 
our movements be in harmony with 
the law and order of the church. 

WILLIAM LEWIS. 
STEWARTSVILLE, Missouri, 1898. 

THIEVES VS. CHRIST. 

"Good morning," friend B., "could 
you please tell me why it is that so 
many professed Christians fly to the 
thief on the cross, when one is en
deavoring to point them to CLrist as 
being the true example?'' 

'·well, I think so. One reason is 
that 'birds of a feather :flock to
gether,' and 'we are known by the 
company we keep.' No true, reason
able, thinking person will look to the 
example of thieves for salvation, 
for 'thou [Christ] hast the words of 
eterpallife;' and Christ says:-

My sheep hear my voice and I know them 
and they follow me. 
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But thieves and robbers will try to 
climb up some other way, and many 
shall seek by this unlawful procedure 
to gain entrance and shall not be able: 

I am the way, the truth, and the life: no 
man cometh unto the Father, but by me.
John 14:6. 

There is none other name under heaven 
given among men, whereby we must be 
saved.-Acts 4: 12. 

Therefore thieves are out of the 
question and Christ is all and in all to 
us. C. A. B. 

possible every evil and foolish prac
tice that may have entwined its insid
ious fangs around us, this being one 
of them that is termed in the divine 
word vain repetitions, and perhaps 
may be considered the too frequent use 
of the name of the deity, aside from 
other useless sayings in vogue by too 
many of us, such as ''as it were," 
''that's the idea," ''you and I," '•crack 
that nut," with many other useless 
fillings which we might notice had we 
the ability of penmanship wisely in 
doing so. The writer himself who 

WHY NOT AVOID DOING SO? may be add,icted to some of these evils, 
There are, in the church, two priesthoods; and indeed perhaps others more in

namely: the Melchisedec, and the Aaronic, jurious to our loved cause, if induced 
including the Levitical priesthood. Why ·b b h 1 1 t th h 
the first is called the Melchisedec priesthood, Y rot er Y ove Osee em, as ere 
is because Melchisedec was l:luch a g-reat this taken out his pencil and paper 
high priest: before his day it was called the and marked down upon the hearing of 
holy priesthood, after the o1·der of the Son of God; a grand gospel sermon otherwise, as 
but out of respect or reverence to the name h d d d fift d 
of the Supreme Being, to avoid the too fre- many as one un re an een an 
quent repetition of his name, they, the another time one hundred and nine
church, in ancient days, called that priest- t~en times the name of "God," and 
hood after Melchisedec, or the Melchisedec fifty odd times the name of ''Christ." 
priesthood.-D. C. l04: 1. Evidently, my brethren, this not as it 

From the reading of this beautiful should be. Then why not avoid do
inspirational sentence, so fraught with ing so? 
direct information to the church in J.D. JONES. 
these last days, it may be considered KEwANEE, Ill., oct. 14, 1899. 

imperative to refresh the mind in one 
at least of these immutable sayings, 
and that not with the slightest desire 
to impale, or even indulge in fault
finding and picking at and among 

heHer Department 
brethren. Nay, verily; but rather WALLSEND, N. s. W., AprillO. 
with an affectionate, impressive feel- Editon Jierald:-Since last writing I have 
ing to better our condition, not only returned home, and for some months now my 
for usefulness in our several depart- labors have been confined to the regions 
ments in the winning of poor souls to I round about my home. At the present time, 
Christ, but in the continual onward besides laboring in the Hamilton and Walls
and upward trend to that perfective end branches, we are trying to plant the 
plane to which we are or should be work in Islington, one of the towns near by. 
tending. We hold a three night's mission there this 

In the consideration of this impor- week, and will establish a mission there one 
tant topic it may be wisely as well as night each week. We hope to be able to do 
truthfully said, that the go~pel call the same in some of the other towns before 
found us one in one business pursuit long; but we are greatly hampered in doing 
and one in another, unthoughtful and work of this kind by the lack of good, ear
careless of our lamentable condition; nest, capable men with the time at their dis
yes, having accustomed ourselves to posal to look after the branches. One of the 
various useless words and phrases, a branches here has lately gone through eon
very peculiar way of expression so to siderable trouble, and in the skirmish with 
speak. the enemy of all righteousness many have been 

College? Yes, you may well talk severely wounded, and consequently the mis-' 
of college, as some of us by reason of sionary must give considerable attention to 
poverty's pinch, for excessive labor ambulance work. However, we look forward 
have not been privileged of even to brighter days in this part of the Lord's 
knowing the importance of a college, vineyard. All that is necessary is faithful
let alone being allowed an entrance; ness on the part of the Saints, and the Lord 
and while remaining in one, even, of has promised us that we shall see many 
its classic training departments. But gathered into the church on this island of 
notwithstanding this, and a deal more the sea. Saints of Australia, let us hope for, 
that might be said under that heading, pray for, and faithfttlly work for the accom
it should not be for one moment ex- plishment of such a gathering into the fold. 
pected that we are justifiable in con- The Lord has wrought many marvelous im
tinuing in that crude manner in which provements here during the last few years, 
the gospel hailed us. Nay, verily; but he will do more, if we are only faithful. 
but as soon as we found ourselves That dread scourge, bubonic plague, is 
within the pales of the church law- very prevalent in the capital of this colony, 
{ully, having by the act of obedience, some one hundred cases having already de
etc., achieved a testimony not only of 
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veloped, about thirty of which have proven 
its divinity, but of the imperative ne- fatal. So far no other part of the colony has 
cessity of putting away as early as become infected. But who can tell what a 
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day may bring forth? Viewed in a scriptural 
light the wars, rumors of war8, famines, 
pestilences, earthquakes in divers places, 
are indeed eloquent signs of the wonderful 
events which must shortly come to pass. 
"Men's hearts are failing them for fear" to 
such an extent in Sydney, on account of the 
plague, that many are migrating to the 
mountains at the wrong season of the year, 
the winter, to escape it. 

How necessary, under these conditions, 
that Zion's watchmen should be continually 
on the watchtower! Saints, think of our 
responsibilities! Millions go down to death 
each year without having heard the sound of 
the gospel. What are we doing about it? 
Are we resting upon out• oars? Or are we 
doing our best to warn them? 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
WALTER J. HAWORTH. 

DEEP CREEK, Wash., April 2~. 
Editors Hemld:-In a few Heralds back I 

noticed a couple of letters from one Sister 
Hooker of Spokane, Washington. She spoke 
of money that was sent to Bro. Hiram Holt 
to defray his and Bro. Harris' expense to 
Spokane. This money was sent to Bro. Holt 
individually, to defray his and Bro. Harris' 
expense; Bro. Harris, for some reason un
known to me, did not come. Bro. Holt came 
and brought the remainder back, and it was 
given to defray his expense back to Seattle. 
So far as I know it was satisfactory to all 
those who gave to the assistance of Bro. 
Holt, that he should use this money to de
fray his expenses back. I hope this explana
tion will be satisfactory to all. 

I am pleased to notice letters from ,La
grange, Ohio, where I spent my early boy
hood days. I would be glad to know whether 
any of my old friends at that time have em
braced the true gospel with me. I have been 
a member of this church twenty years. I 
embraced the gospel in Pleasant Valley 
branch, Nebraska. Have never regretted it. 

Yours in bonds, 
W. T. HICKS, 

President of Spokane Branch. 

SWEETWATER, Texas, April 26. 
Editors Herald:-Inclosed find a clipping 

from the San Antonio Express. We forward 
for the benefit of friends. The two ladies 
mentioned are members of the Latter Day 
Saint Church. Quite a number of elders will 
remember that they have been kindly cared 
for by them. Sr. Cora is the daughter of Sr. 
Merritt, and the widow of the late Bro. H. 
P. Curtis. They have our sympathy and 
prayers. 

"Mrs. D. C. Merritt and Mrs. Cora Curtis, 
while crossing the Southern Pacific track at 
Starr Street, Monday afternoon at 4:30 
o'clock, in a buggy, were run into by a 
switch engine and four freight cars that 
were moving slowly. The buggy was 
turned over and the ladies thrown out. Mrs. 
Curtis escaped injury. Mrs. Merritt was 
badly bruised and sustained a broken arm 
and internal injuries. She was rendered un
conscious, and was removed to her home, 
1332 North Flores Street. The buggy was 
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badly wrecked, but the horse escaped un
hurt. The crossing at this point has no flag
man." 

The work here is slow; the inhabitants 
seem unconcerned. They seem to think if 
the angel has flown in the midst of heaven 
with the everlasting gospel to preach to men 
on earth, they would hal'e heard it from his 
mouth and seen his huge wings. We are 
striving as best we can to make them under
stand, using kind words. Have mad<l friend~, 
and people are beginning to think Latter 
Day Saints are not very bad folks. 

What disposition the April conference has 
or will make of me, I know not yet; but what
ever it is, I shall try to be therewith content. 
God bless the work and all the Saints, is my 
prayer. 

Yours in the one faith, 
L. L. WIGHT. 

A REPLY. 
LOS ANGELES, Cal., May 1. 

Editors Hemld:-In your issue of April 25, 
page 282, under the caption of "A Correc
tion," .Elder R. R. Dana is charged with 
making_ "an attack on the mis3ionaries labor
ing in California last year, calling" them 
"stalwarts in a reflective sense." The names 
of six of said missionaries are signed to the 
artie!<? named above; but the impress of it 
leads me to believe that it was written by 
the same person who in Herald of December 
20, 1899, first applied the name of "stalwarts" 
to the young men of the church: and in har
mony with this view, only did I intend to 
apply the name of stalwarts. Five of the six 
missionaries named are young men, and the 
other one is comparatively young. 

The word "nesting," used by me, I will 
recall, and use the word labo·ring instead; so 
that instead of "nesting in the cities and 
towns," let it read, labm·ing in the cities and 
towns; for they were not idling away their 
time, but were active in their spheres and 
callings, but short distances with sidewalks 
and lighted stl'eets to places of meeting, and 
the assuciations of Saints are luxuries com
mon to the city missionary, but not common 
to sparsely settled country districts. And so 
far as I know or have had an opportunity to 
find out, all six of those missionaries were 
stopping in the cities, or large towns of this 
State, while Bro. E. Keeler and myself were 
placed in a country district, which bas long 
waited for, and asked as well ae hoped for 
the attention of some of the leo.ding mission
aries, but have waited in vain, and thus be
came discouraged, and the only branch 
disorganized. (See T. W. Williams' letter 
in Herald of December 20, 1899, last para
graph.) 

The writer of "A Correction" says that my 
statements are "unwarranted" and "not 
true," and yet a letter written to this city 
(over the signature of he whom I believe to 
have been the writer of the article referred 
to above) said he had recommended my reap
pointment as a missionary. A strange <com
bination this! to recommend a man as a 
minister for Christ, who at the same time 
had been guilty(?) of unwarranted misrepre
sentation of his fellows. Consistency is said 

to be a jewel, and if the old and the young 
were endowed with a larger degree of it, the 
redemption of Zion, very likely; would be 
hastened. 

Now, brethren, if this explanation is a 
sufficient apology to satisfy you, then let us 
drop the controversy and meet as friends and 
brethren in Christ; but if not, there is a law 
for the punishment of calumniators open to 
all. I am willing to be tested there, if you 
demanded it, so far as I am concerned. Hop
ing this finds a place in the columns of the 
Herald, this must end the matter. Hoping 
that each have learned a profitable lesson, 
and the church and the world be none the 
worse for our colloquy, I am yours in bonds, 

R. R. DANA. 

On board steamer City of Erie, 
Tuesday, May 8, 9 a.m. 

Editors Hemld:-We left Cleveland last 
night at eight, bound for Buffalo. Thunder
storm in night, and now this morning we find 
ourselves surrounded by ice fields which we 
encountered between four and five o'clock 
this morning when about eighteen miles 
from Buffalo. 

It is now past nine, and the ice is growing 
thicker, and we are still seven miles from 
Buffalo, we are told, and we are grinding at 
a very tedious rate through the fields of ice 
that stretch away as far as the eye can reach, 
the fog preventing our seeing land if it is 
anywhere near. We hope to get iri port be
fore noon, and out on our journey eastward 
to-day; but matters look !1. little uncertain 
just now. 

A decided change in temperature from 
yesterday. Weather very warm and pleas
ant yesterday when we left Kirtland in com
pany with Bro. Stephenson, whom we met in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, three or four years 
ago. 

After leaving Lamoni on the day of confer· 
ence closing, we went to Independence, Mis
fOuri, stopping for a few hours. Taking the 
evening train for St. Louis, we found our two 
daughters, Bessie and Lottie, witl:l little 
Bessie, Baby Myron, and Richard waiting for 
us at the union station Sunday morning. A 
joyful meeting it was of IJOurse. Time lied, 
all too swiftly, and duty's call forces us to 
part from the loved ones, and Friday morn
ing, May 4, we left for Cleveland. Going to 
Kirtland, we preached morning and evening 
in the old temple, now looking quite new, 
fresh, and attractive, both inside and ol:lt. 
Felt well, especially so in the evening in 
preaching to the people; am quite sure the 
Lord hasn't got through with Kirtland. The 
hills about this historic place look lovely in 
their spring robe of verdure, and it only 
lacks the principal thing to make it a desir
able place of habitation for the Saints of God. 

Whatever may be the individual or general 
opinion of our late General Conference and 
its developments in the minds of any or of all, 
one great and altogether important fact re
mains always as the conscious possession of 
the courageous, willing, and faithful heart, 
and that is that he who watches the spar
row's fall will surely guide, lead, and instruct 
him whose eye and heart is fixed on Him and 
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whose fear of offense is toward him whose 
friendship and leadership alone can safely 
guide or permanently bless. We are feeling 
grateful to God this morning for evidences of 
his goodness and spiritual aid in the begin
ning of a new year of ministerial work. There 
can be no lack of individual endowment be
cause of failure for which we are not indi
vidually responsible, and that's the everlasting 
comfort in this great latter-day gospel work. 

The grinding' and shaking of the vessel in 
the ice makes writing somewhat difficult, and 
for fear I'll lose my reputation as a scribe or 
penman in the fog of old Lake Erie I'll stop 
for the present. 

In gospel bonds and hope, 
MYRON H. BOND. 

ROSLYN, Wash., April 24 
Editors Herald:-The Herald and Ensign 

are welcome visitors at my home, as I enjoy 
reading the letters very much. I am thank
ful to see the gospel wending its way through 
the land as there are many honest-hearted to 
be gathered into the fold before the coming 
of the great day. 

We have had no elders here since the 16th 
of October, 1899, when Ern. Holt and Chase 
W('re here and preached some to us in private 
houses. But we now have a church 24 x 36 
feet in process of erection, so when any of 
God's servants come again they can preach 
the gospel in full and not be turned out. 

There are a great many names on the 
church record, but they are scattered over a 
large territory. There are only a few located 
at Roslyn, so if there are any that would like 
to assist us in our undertaking, their assist
ance will be thankfully received. The build
ing will cost us about $500, so you see we are 
trying to make the sacrifice. All money c&n 
be sent to to the writer, or br&nch clerk, 
Thomas Holmes, Roslyn, Washington. 

There are a few who meet often together, 
and I feel that we are blessed by so doing. 
I wish to be remembered by the Saints in 
prayer. In bonds of the gospel, 

JOHN HOLMES. 

PAPEETE, Tahiti, March 26. 
Editors Herald:-We are at present in the 

midst of the scare about the bubonic plague. 
The steamer just arrived from New Zealand, 
brings word that the plague is in San Fran
cisco, and rumor basi t that the American ves-. 
sels will not be allowed to enter Papeete but be 
sent to some near island to discharge cargo. If 
so we may not be able to leave here for home 
but we still hope to be able to get off on her. 
If she does not arrive here for a few days 
from now we will be through our conference 
and will be ready to leave. The Saints are 
hoping I will stay until after conference, and 
I think will not give us our passage money 
until after conference. 

Our buildings are nearly finished and we 
hope to be all through, painting and all, by 
Wednesday. There are about two hundred 
Saints here, and some four hundred or more 
will be here this week. 

I called upon the consul a week ago last 
Saturday, and told him that as our conference 
was near the governor must soon remove his 
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restriction or there might be a collision be
tween us, as we were quite certain that there 
was no law that would sustain the governor. 
He went at once to th.t3 governor, who still 
refused. On Sunday the leading lawyer met 
the consul at the consulate and they talked 
about the matter. Oa Sunday the consul 
sent me a note requesting me to meet him at 
the consulate at eight a.m. Monday, and on the 
same day the governor sent me wot'd that he 
would like me to see him at 9:30a.m., with the 
president of the Consul General, who would 
act as interpreter for us. I went at eight with 
Bro. Peterson to the consul who informed us 
of his stormy time with the governor, and 
when I told him of his request to see me at 
9: 30, he concluded that he intended tore
tract, etc., etc. 

As the governor sent word that he wished 
to see me alone, I went. At 10: 30 we met. 
He immediately spoke of Bro. Peterson and 
of his desire that the natives should learn 
the French and not English, and suggested 
that Bro. Peterson should write his sermons 
and have them translated and read. I told 
him that our elders did not write their ser
mons as other clerymen but spoke im
promtu, and the difficulty would be for him 
at such a time to stop and write and tran
slate. He again said that he did not wish 
any foreign langu·age spoken here, and 
seemed somewhat nettled. I then said I did 
not care to talk further upon the subject, as 
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natives do not know that language; but as 
soon as his schools were established in the 
islands and the natives learned French, then 
our missionaries might learn it at our college 
in Lamoni, and when here could begin their 
work at once. He seemed pleased with the 
idea. He asked me whether it would not be 
prudent to stop the conference if the New 
Zealand steamer brought news that the 
plague was spreading. I told him that I 
would willingly assist him in avoiding the 
sprJad of the plague, but now our people 
were on their way, and being once here they 
might as well do the business of the confer
ence and immediately disperse to their differ
ent islands again. To this he agreed. 

This in brief was my talk with the gov
ernor. 

VVe feel rather more anxious concerning 
your conference than hitherto, and often lift 
our voices in supplication for aid for the 
Presidency, the Twelve, and all the church, 
now and during your conference. 

We are more easy in mind concerning our 
conference than at other times. We are well 
and hopeful. We write with many and fre
quent interruptions, and in unavoidable 
hurry. 

Will send by New Zealand steamer. 
Your brother in the one faith, 

JOSEPH F. BUR'l'ON. 

it was in the hands of the consul. He was COOK, La., April 22. 
very angry at that, but spoke of our Wlilrk Editors He1·ald:-I wish to say a few words 
here. He questioned me as to my influence to the young Saints, if perhaps I may do a 
with the natives concerning the sending- of bit, yes a wee bit of good. I wish to impress 
their children to schools, being industrious, them with the importance of prayer and con
paying their debts, collecting large sums secrati.on to God. 0 you dear young Saints, 
from them for our own personal benefit, their get low down before God; let him grind you 
dealing with traders, etc., all of which I an- down, till he gets you just where he wants 
swered. Finally he said: "I am very much you; until the last spark of self is dead and 
pleased with your work in these colonies. I gone, and then he will lift you up gloriously, 
have been informed of it all before, and am and put the living tongues of fire upon you, 
highly pleased with it." He then asked me and a power in you that will shake men and 
about our conference, sanitary measures, etc., make sinners and lukewarm professors trem
and then I told him that our conference ble. Yes he will. 0, dear Saints, lose no 
would bring natives to the island who never time in making your consecration for the in
had seen land (only coral islands), and had. dwelling of the Holy Spirit, for the world is 
known nothing of white people's ways ex- perishing around you, and you cannot move 
cept of the traders and missionaries, and that men to-day without the burning love of God 
this would give them an opportunity to vi~it and the divine fire. There is no end to what 
the stores and find out for themselves prices, he can do for you. Keep going deeper and 
so as not to be so completely robbed as they deeper, deader and deader, sinkiog in his 
have been for years by the traders. I also told blessed will, and his glory and power will be 
of a few samples of such robbery which had more and more manifested in your spiritual 
come under my observation, e. g., six pewter intensity. Her ag-gressive zeal was as a fire 
spoons being sold for $6 00 He was very in the bones that could not be shut up. Deep 
much pleased with that idea and again spoke humility, a life of prayer, careful and watch
commending me. I then said I was pleased ful obedience, constant sinking into deeper 
that my work bad been such as to commend union stirs our souls, and in loving sympathy 
itself to him, and also grateful to him for we are brought to God, that they might be 
having been so lenient with us heretofore, shaken by his mighty power. Oh, love deep 
and now that we found ourselves at one ex- and intense; love to God going out in raptur
cepting the question of Mr. Peterson, I hoped ous bursts of praise, breaking in upon all oc
he would be able to liberate him speedily. casions. Jesus seems very real and very 
Scarcely had that sentence been translated near. 0, how lovely! He is so lovely. 0 
when he spoke out, "He is at liberty; only praise him; it was love on fire not hidden, 
tell him to learn the language quickly." He ' but expressed a g-lory-lighted countenance. 
then informed me that our religion or church There is certainly nothing dreadful about 
would never be interfered with in these such an experience. One of the cleverest 
islands; but he thought we ought to send schemes of Satan is to persuade men, at 
men here who could speak French. I told every epoch in grace, that they have now got 
him we would ]Je as bad off as now, for the it all. 
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The truth is as Mr. Wesley states, That 
the riches of his glory, and the mystery of his 
will according t,o his good pleasure which he 
purposed in himself, has heights and depths 
which surpass all knowledge, even of the true 
believer. Need we fear that fire that turns on 
the searchlight that exposes the hidden hy
pocrisy; that consumes the tin and dross that 
irradiates both the inner and outer being; 
that refines the whole nature, till it reflects 
the nature of God. This is what we need, 
heart purity, which is a necessary prepara
tion to see God. Matthew 5: 8. (See 2 Cor. 
7: 1; Psalm 24:3, 4; He b. 13: 12; Acts 26: 18; 1 
John 1: 7; Heb. 2: 11; 10: 19-24.) I want to 
go there, I do. I want to go there, don't you? 
If you do, now is the accepted time. The 
word of God is sure, and never can move. 
We shall in heart be pure, and perfected in 
love. Rejoice in hope; rejoice with me. We 
shall from all our sins be free. Now make 
your consecration. Put all on the altar of 
the Lord. Lord take me and all that is 
mine. Do what thou wilt; my life, my all is 
thine. 
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ure. Do they ever giv~ anything but pleas-~ to their excellent sermons. The report had 
ure a thoughtl' If actions were to speak been going the rounds that "Doctor Miller 
their thoughts, a great many thoughts would ' and his wife are Mormons-they believe in 
be spoken. polygamy!" It had not reached our ears un-

As Saints we are so often judged by our til after this preaching was done, which soon 
actions, with people of the world. I have settled the question in the minds of those 
heard some of my brethren and sisters make who heard them that the report was without 
this remark: "It is strang-e why we as a a foundation of truth. The Congregational 
ChrisMan body of people are watched so much pastor attended both these services and after
closer than any other religious body." It ward told his people privately that should 
makes my heart rejoice to think that we are we ever desire their chapel for preaching 
a body that can stand the test of being service to "let them have it, they ·are all 
w8.tched and judged. We are living in !J, right." He has since moved away, but we 
time that we can expect all manner of evil thank him for his kind Christian advice left 
things done against us; but let this lessen not behind. 
our faith, but rather increase it. In October, 1899, we sought the trustees 

Oh for a faith that will not snrink, again for their chapel for a series of sermons 
Though pressed by every foe, by Bro. F. C. Keck. They referred me to 

T~J ,:~1

0:~~~~;~~~1 on the brink their pastor who "controls the pulpit, when 
it comes to bringing in another preacher, of 

I often think when our missionaries go into 
fields to labor where 80 much evil and un- other denominations, to hold a series of 

meetings; he holds the right to say who 
truthful things are spoken of the Sa,ints, 
probably everyone strange to them, not one 
they can call a friend, and when tl..e twilight 

shall so occupy." I wrote him and received 
the following reply:-

Thou hast a place for ev'ry one, 
And hence a place, my Lord, for me, 

Where all my lifework should be done 
'l'o glorify the Trinity. 

That place, my God, is in thy mind, 
0 help me e'er that place to find. 

I 
begins to draw around them, and they know 
not where to rest the weary body through 
the dark hours of night, surely then is their 
trying time, and a time to test their faith. 

"McCabe Chapel, Oct. 22, 1899. 
"MRS. DR. E. F. MILLER, 

"Dear Sister:-Your letter received this 
evening, and in reply will say I cannot con
sistently grant your request when I consider 
the vast difference in doctrine and plans of 
work between our respective churches. Lorc1 give me not another's p1ace, 

But give nle
1 
work entirely mine; 

Then help me do it by tby grace, 
And let all see the work is thin e. 

An inetrumento my God, Pd be, 
To work or wait alone for thee. 

In cv'ry place where thou dost see 
Some work-however great or small, 

'rhat I can, Jj,ather, do for thee, 
I'll Rladly rlo it at thy call. 

'ronch cv'ry life thou can'st through mine, 
And let the glory all be thine. 

Give me my plac~, my work, each day, 
V\Tith message frc~h for every one; 

'rtJCn work through n1e, my God, I prn.y, 
Till all thou couldst through me is done. 

Kept in my place and work each hoar, 
I would be guirled by thy power. 

MRS. M. E. BUNYAR.D. 

CAN'l'ON, Ill., April 28. 
Editors Herald:-At last, the long and 

dreary winter days having passed, spring has 
arrived, attired in her coat so green, making 
a scenery grand for the eye to gaze upon. 
And when for a moment I stop to think, the 
thought comes to me, If earthly things are so 
beautiful, heavenly things must be so far su
perior that language cannot express. Surely 
that grand and glorious place beyond is a 
place worth striving for. 0, how many will 
be allowed to dwell in that holy place? It 
d~es seem that the wickedne;;s that exists in 
the world to-day is almost, if not in some in· 
stances, inexplainable by the human tongue. 
0, what are the future days going to bring 
forth? Surely it behooves us as Saints to 
watch and pray, :a"nd pray earnestly. How 
much consolation there is in prayer. When we 
are tried and tempted, if we will only seek 
the Lord in prayer, he will not turn us away 
without a comforting word. How grand it is 
to assemble with children of one family 
in the house of prayer. It is so sad to see 
day after day, the people pass and repass the 
house of prayer, and seek the places of pleas-

It makes my heart ache when I read of how 
they suffer oftentimes by being mistreated by 
the people, when trying to preach this great 
and glorious gospel. But great will be their 
reward in the world to come, a reward that 
will far excel the $1,200 or $1,500 a year in 
this life. Precious is the gospel tbat is sold 
not, but given as freely as the air we breathe. 
.Ever striving to live a life worthy to be called 
a Saint, In gospel bonds, 

IDA L. JONES. 

WILFORD, W.Va., May 6. 
Editors Herald:-I have neglected for 

some time to write of the blessings we have 
received from our heavenly Father. We live 
about eighteen miles from any of the Saints 
and it is lonesome. Those not of our faith 
often tackle me on the scripture, but I man
age to hold my own. 

My wife was thrown from a horse last fall, 
and her collar bone wa,s broken in two 
places 8.s was also her shoulder. One night 
she awoke and said she never would get well 
until she was administered to. My father, 
Charles Moore, came and administered to 
her, and in a few days she was doing her 
work. I think that the Lord is on our side. 

JOHN MOORE. 

VERDELLA, Mo., May 1. 
Editors lleraid:-This is a new field in the 

gospel vineyard. No other Saints in this 
locality. We located here two years ago. 
People had never heard of Latter Day Saints, 
though. they had heard considerable about 
the "Mormons." We distributed tracts and 
papers occasionally, and placed a paper 
holder in the post office, and still keep it 
filled with our church literature. 

In September, 1898, the M. E. trustees 
allowed us the use of their cbat;el for Ern. J. 
D. and D. C. White to preach two evenings, 
where we had good audiences and attention 

"Very truly, 
"-- ---" 

Just as I expected! So wasn't very much 
disappointed, but at once sought the trustees 
of the Congregational church and obt11.ined it 
very freely-and Bro. Keck held the inter
esting series of meetings in November, which 
he wrote you about. Pen cannot describe 
the stir it created throughout the country. 
You will have to read it "betw"een the lines" 
if you can. He closed with the good will of the 
majority of those who were regular attendants, 
and the privilege of using the church any time, 
also pressing invitations to come to Liberal, 
where some of our hearers live, and to four 
schoolhouses in the country. 

But that "wicked one" was not asleep; he 
was slyly paving the way for his work, and 
soon Hev. Josiah Strong's. "AntiMormon 
Leaflets" found their way into about every 
house in the neighborhood and surrounding 
country; and Rev. S. J. S. Davis' "Origin of 
the Book of Morn::on, and Hise and Progress 
of the Mormon Church," was also passed 
around, in which, by the way, we have 
counted two hund1·ed and ninety-eight misstate
ments and absolute falsehoods in sixty-five of 
its pages treating upon the Book of Mormon 
and rise of the church to 1844. "Anti-Mor
mon Leaflet" Number 3 is as bad for its size, 
and others nearly so, except number 7. All 
these distributions were made by professed 
Christians. It reminded us so much of bow 
they treated Jesus; read his lamentation in 
Matthew 23: 23-34, and saddest of all is their 
fate-Rev. 21: 8; 22: 15, concerning "all liars," 
and those who "loveth and maketh a lie." 

You will riot be surprised that it was not 
so easy to obtain the church when Bro. Keck 
returned in January. Some of their mem
bers desired that a vote of their membership 
be taken. He was allowed to occupy a week 
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with the understanding that the following 
Sunday the members would decide by vote 
whether he should occupy longer. When 
their meeting was called it resulted in six 
against and seven for Bro. Keck to continue, 
so the church is open until the first Tuesday 
in January, 1901, at least. It was almost an 
exciting time. People stood around the street 
in groups awaiting to hear the decision, some 
whose hearts were beating anxiously for us, 
others hoping we would be closed out. The 
news spread rapidly and the house was filled 
with glad hearts that night. Who shall say 
God does not answer prayer? "Such faith 
cometh not but by fasting and prayer."
Jesus. 

Young and middle-aged men said they 
would build an arbor for Bro. Keck this sum
mer if t.hey closed the church. 

He continued another week with good lib
erty and in humble spirit, whhlh must surely 
bring forth good fruit. Though no baptisms 
as yet, several have expressed a belief in the 
doctrine; have "read the Bible as never be
fore," also the Book of Mormon, and other 
church literature. Frequently echoes of the 
continuous agitation of the subject of the lat
ter-day work greet, our ears. 

God speed the day when the pure in heart 
will be obedient. We almost feel like foreign 
missionaries, alone out here trying to open 
up the work paving the way for preaching. 
Our most convenient branch is Nevada, 
twenty-four miles distant. 

Yours in the faith, 
ELLA MILLER. 

PAPEETE, Tahiti, March 12. 
Edito1·s Hemld:-Perhaps a few lines from 

this corner of the world might be acceptable. 
Though we seem so far away we always feel 
rather awkward when writing to America. 
We have been so accustomed to sending you 
a letter in a few days that it really is discour
aging to think of sending a letter so far and 
by so slow a route. We let the time go by 
without sending quorum report or report to 
the General Conference, but we hope that by 
the time we get ready to leave here we will 
have learned to prepare our mail in time to 
accomplish our wish in sending it. We have 
brighter hopes for the future, however, for 
the government has recently signed a con
tract to put on a steamer between here and 
San Francisco. It will make its first trip in 
September. It is expected to make the trip 
in ten or eleven days. It will make mail 
matters much better for us, but the fare will 
be double the present price. 

We get along slowly with the language. 
It is so odd and so backward when compared 
with ours. One cannot express American 
thoughts in Tahitian; we are compelled to 
think in Tahitian. We both keep quite well, 
and if mail matters were better we would be 
quite contented. At present we are busy 
with building a house for conference, which 
will convene here in the capital on April 6. 
I think it is the first conferenee to be held 
here, though I am not certain. Both Prot
estants and Catholics are busy to stop the 
conference, but God rules over all. The 
Governor General stopped my speaking 
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through an interpreter in November. I ap
pealed to the American consul, but as yet 
the governor has made no reply. Am confi
dent of the final outcome. Pray for us. 

In bonds of peace, 
J. w. PETJ!")RSON. 

PARRISH, Ill., May 8. 
.Editors IIemld:-I am busy here In gospel 

work, and hope to be found diligent at the 
post. of duty the coming year. Bro. M. F. 
Gowell will join me here the 12th. I hope 
the Saints throughout the dist.rict will take 
notice and not forget our district conference 
which will convene at Brushcreek, June 9, at 
ten a. m. Presidents and clerks of branches 
should see that a correct report from each 
branch is sent in, in due time. Yours in 
hope of final success for the cause. 

FRANCIS M. SLOVER. 

HARLANVILLJ!"), April 24. 
Editors Herald:-I rejoice in this grand 

and glorious work of the Lord. He has 
abundantly blessed me. I have been af
flicted for nearly three years. I received a 
testimony that if I .would be administered to 
I should be healed; I called for the elders 
and was instantly healed. 

Dear Saints, we ought to live humble and 
faithful. There are great blessings in store 
for us if we will only live for them. Let us 
all press on to the mark of eternal perfection, 
determined to reap the celestial reward, that 
we u1ay come forth in the first resurrection, 
and feast at the supper of Jesus our Lord. 

We are a little band of Saints; but we 
ha.ve a little Sunday school organized. Pray 
for us that it may be the means of bringing 
many precious souls to the kingdom of God. 

Your sister, 
ANNA HERRON. 

BlTIAV.l!"]R, Texas, May 7. 
Editors Herald:-Saturday night, May 5, 

closed a debate at this place betwe·en the 
Missionary Baptists and the Latter Day 
Saints. Bro. A. J. Moore, of Beaver, Texas, 
represented the Saints, and Elder Bensen, of 
Vernon, Texas, the Baptists. We think 
good was done for the cause of Christ. 

Most of the people here are Methodists. 
The preacher (that is, the Baptist) said he 
was down here in behalf of the Baptists, 
Methodists, Christians, Presbyterians, and 
all, to fight the Latter Day Saints. Before 
the debate was over he wished he had not 
said it. Bro. Moore defended the work well. 

The Baptist had much to say about Joseph 
Smith,. and that, too, in au unkind way; but 
it was for the worst to him. After the de
bate an intelligent man, a school teacher, 
went to Bro. Moore and said: ''I never knew 
what you people taught before. I am glad I 
attended the debate, and want to congratu
late you for the gentlemanly way you have 
acted your part in this discussion." We re
joice because the people are looking kindly 
on the gospel. 

Sunday after the debate closed Bro. Shep
pard preached, and at 2 o'clock p. m. Bro. 
Moore buried in baptism six precious little 
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fellows, not fruits of the debate but children 
of Saints. At the prayer and confirmation 
meeting we enjoyed the Spirit of the Master 
sufficiently to bring tears to the eyes of those 
who do not see as we do. 

We feel hopeful for the work in '.rexas t.his 
year. Our preaching at times seems useless, 
but who can tell the results. 

Prospects for good crops was never if ever 
better than now. I hope and pray that the 
good Lord will protect the harvest and that 
the people of this part will reap abundantly, 
and that the children of God may remember 
him with his part, tithing. I believe they 
will. 

'I'wo brethren from near Independence, 
Mo., have located near here. We welcome 
them to our country. There is room for 
more. 

My prayer is that God will bless his peo-
ple. Your brother in Christ, 

ED. L. HENSON. 

PLEASANT GROVE, Utah, May 7. 
Erlitors J:lerald:-Hastening preparations, I 

left home for my field of labor, May 1, and 
aftet• making one or two stops enroute, 
reached Provo, Utah, Sunday morning, May 6. 
There I learned of the death of Sr. Sterrett, 
of Pleasant Grove, and hastened on, arriving 
in time for the funeral service at 3 o'clock 
Sunday afternoon. Bro. Condit had already 
arrived, having been called fl·om his work in 
Cache Valley by the sad event. The throng 
of people present at the funeral service gave 
evidence of the esteem in which our sister 
was held. The little chapel of the Saints 
was packed with people standing and sitting, 
and many outside could not gain admittance. 
It is difficult to appreciate the real value of 
the work Sr. Sterrett has done. She joined 
the Heorgani,;ed Church in 1865, and from 
then until her death she has been absolutely 
fearless in the defense of her faith. Her 
home has been the home of the elders, and 
there are probably few, if any of thoae sent 
to this mission who have not partaken of her 
hospitality. When she first accepted the 
preaching of gospel principles and came 
West she sacrificed every earthly tie and the 
sacrifice made in joining the Reorganized 
Church was scarcely if any less under the 
conditions then governing. How sweetly 
consoling it must be to such a one to realize 
as did Paul, "I have fought a good fight, I 
have finished my course, I have kept the 
faith: henceforth there is laid up for me a 
crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the 
righteous judge, shall give me at that day." 

Bro. Condit expects to leave to-morrow to 
resume his work in the North, and I to do 
some preaching at Provo. My permanent 
mission address will be 1509 Washington 
Ave., Ogden, Utah. 

In gospel bonds, 
D. W. WIGHT. 

"To make corn dodgers, scald one quart of 
white cornmeal just enough to moisten; do 
not make it too wet. Beat one egg, and add 
to it four tablespoonfuls of milk; add to it 
the cornmeal. 'rhis should now be a thick 
batter. Drop by spoonfuls on a greased pan 
and bake in an oven until a golden brown." 
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MothBrs' Horns 3oltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

SELECT READING FOR JUNE MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Sabbath visiting, in both town and country, 
is training many children to Sabbath dese
cration. This is a point that should be sedu
lously guarded, for the Sabbath is the key of 
all the week. 

The isolation of a country child's life is in 
danger of fostering self-conceit, narrowness, 
and bigotry. Having little opportunity to 
measure himself by others, he is liable t.o 
think of himself more highly than he ought 
to think. Feeling himself sufficient unto 
himself, his mind does not broaden as it 
might do by taking in the thoughts of others. 
Lacking the attrition of crowded city life, 
his rough edges are not worn off, and he 
sometimes appears uncouth and boorish. 
When he comes to tt.e city he is liable to be 
overcome by temptation, because it attacks 
him in unsuspected guise, and he has not 
grown strong through resisting it. 

But country life for children presents 
counterbalancing ad vantages. Its fresh air 
and sunshine; its opportunities for healthful, 
outdoot• work and play are invaluable. The 
country child is in large measure removed 
from corrupting influences and enjoys the 
companionship of his parents. There is apt 
to be more unity of family life since its mem
bers are so shut up to themselves for com
panionship. We are speaking now of farm 
life; a small village is often most unfavorable 
to childhood's proper de,·elopment, as it 
combines many disadvantages both of city 
and country. Wise and close supervision is 
necessary to guard against the evil influ
ences of the goods-box conclaves which gather 
on village street corners. 

Country life fosters habits of observation, 
especially concerning plant and animal life. 
These are safeguards against temptation as 
well as avenues of pleasure. Children who, 
like Agassiz, form the acquaintance of every 
living thing with:n the sphere of their ob
servation, have no more time for mischief, 
than he, in his manhood, had time for mak
ing money. By the way, is it not a beautiful 
compensation of Providence that gives to the 
daughter of this man, too intent on seeking 
knowledge to take time for money making, 
such wealth that she can, as she does, spend 
a million of dollars in giving the blessed 
Kindergarten to children in the crowded 
tenement houses of Naw York? Agassiz 
beautifully illustrates the benefits of country 
life for children. Longfellow says of him that 

Nature, the old nurse, tc•ok 
The child upon her knee, 

Saying, "Here is a story book 
Thy Father has written for thee. 

"Come, wander with me," she said, 
"Into regions yet untrod, 

And read what is still unread 
Of the manuscripts of God." 

And he wandered away and away. 
With Nature, the dear old nurse, 

Who sang to him night and day, 
The songs of the universe. 
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Agassiz well illustrates the independence 
of thought and character often developed in 
country children. When but a lad, laughed 
at because he would not accompany his 
school mates on what he tet·med "empty 
pleasure trips," he responded: "I will go my 
own way-and not alone," he added. "I will 
be a leader of others," which he was, em
phatically. 

It is a marked fact that many "leaders of 
ot.hers," were reared on a farm. In every 
city you will find that the majority of suc
cessful business men were country born and 
bred. Just here a word of caution for coun
try reared fathers of city bred children: 
your children need more watchful care than 
you needed in your country home. "Nature, 
the dear old nurse," had not the opportunity 
of teaching them as she taught you; tempta
tions surround your children that never en
ticed you, hence they need closer and 
tenderer care than you did in your childhood. 
Lacking this, many such children make 
shipwreck of life. 

Honorable women not a few received in 
the country the training that made their suc
ceeding city life a benediction. Alice and 
Phrebe Cary could t carcely have grown into 
the poets they were had not their childhood 
knowll the "clover-nooks" and the sweet
brier lanes of the countt·y. On the other 
hand, their genius would never have blos
somed and perfected such rich fruitage with
out the stimulating atmosphere of the great 
city. A proper blendil'lg of city and country 
seems best for full development. 

Looking over the list of lady missionaries 
one is struck by the number who were c,oun
try girls. As I write there rises before me 
the image of two young ladies, one from a 
western prairie home, the other from a New 
Jersey farmhouse; the one now teaching 
Christ in Mexico, the other in far away 
China. She was the youngest child of a 
mother widowed when she was a baby; a 
mother left with twelve children, for whom 
she must wring a living from a small New 
Jersey farm. That farm home had few luxu
ries, but it had the inestimable blessing of a 
strong-souled mother's influence, a woman 
who knew how to "serve God and be cheer
ful" in the darkest day. She infused her 
own faith and courage into her children, and 
saw them all grow into honored manhood or 
womanhood. They not only "ri~e up and 
call her blessed," but are blessing the world 
by living out the lessons she so ·patiently 
taught them. When her work was done, 
God took her home, then called her youngest 
daughter to teach Christ in China as she had 
learned him at her mother's knee. 

Winter evenings on the farm afford good 
opportunities, which, utilized by carrying 
out systematic plans for reading, may result 
ia thorough scholarship, as is so happily 
shown in the case of Mary Somerville, Mrs. 
Emma Willard, Lucretia Mott, and Maria 
Mitchell. 

Country children receive a better training 
for citizenship, so far as gaining a knowledge 
of forms and methods of government are con
cerned, than city children do. The machin
ery of city government is too huge for 
children to grasp, besides being often so cor-

rupt as to be unfit for their study. But the 
government of school district and township 
is quite within the comprehension of boys 
and girls. Most of our better country schools 
give instruction on these topics, and "school 
meeting" and "town meeting" furnish prac
tical illustrations of what the schools have 
taught theoretically. De Tocqueville says 
the township is the unit and germ of all re
publican government; from its working chil
dren gain a good idea of the methods of 
State and National government. Many of 
our best statesmen grew. up in the country, 
attended town meetings from boyhood and 
served as school directors and township 
officers. Thomas Jefferson and Daniel Web
ster are striking examples of this fact. 

The country gives 'room to grow, to de
velop originality and strength of character; 
the city opens a field for exercising this 
strength. Most persons who have done work 
which has blessed the world have lived both 
in the country and in the city, usually spend
ing their early years in the country-the 
years of preparation-and their late years, 
those of their crowning life work, in the city. 
The completely rounded life seems to need 
both its Nazareth and its Jerusalem. 

Whether your home be in town or country, 
its spirit, not its locality, determines whether 
souls shall grow therein. Old fashioned 
doors have their panels arranged in the 
shape of a cross. This is not incidental; the 
custom orignated in the days of the Cru
sades. The cross-paneled door showed to 
every passer by that the dwellers in that 
house were disciples of him who died on the 
Judean cross; while those within looked out 
upon the world only through this symbol of 
Christian faith, May every home into which 
this book comes, like those old Crusaders' 
castles, be cross-paneled in a higher spiritual 
sense than they realized, so that all looking 
out from it may see life's duties in the light 
of the glorified cross; and all who look 
within may discern not the symbol of Chris
tian faith simply, but tha perfect working of 
that faith in human lives; in every doorway 
may there stand the children's Friend, with 
the benEdiction: "Peace be within this 
house. "-Childhood: Its Care and Cultttre. 

WE feel to-day like asking the readers of 
the Home Column, Have you read the little 
book written by Bro. Albert Haws upon the 
Sabbath question? If it Rhould be that any of 
you have not, let us strongly urge that yon 
do so. This is a question which is constantly 
raising its hydra head to be met and com
batted, and it seems to us that Bro. Haws 
has furnished not only enough but a super
abundance of material for most successfully 
doing this. Wishing to say a good word for 
the earnest, persevering work of our old time 
friend, and yet not wishing to trust too much 
to our own judgment in the matter, we 
talked with a number of the active ministry 
about it, and were pleased to have our own 
opinion confirmed. 

Bro. Haws has for many years been a faith
ful laborer in the Master's vineyard. He has 
published this little volume at his own ex
pense, and by ordering one or a dozen from 
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him, you will be doing yourself a favor, as 
well as encouraging him and aiding a good 
cause. He has reduced the price of his work 
to the very small amount of fifteen cents, al
though it contains far more information of 
real value than many volumes of ten times 
its cost. This little book, "Sabbatarian 
Theories a Delusion," may be obtained by 
addressing Elder Albert Haws, No. 922 'rhird 
Street, Oakland, California. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Sr. Sarah Davis, of Iowa, requests the 
prayers of the Union that she may be relieved 
of threatened affliction. A cataract is grow
ing over her eye; which she desires to be re
lieved of, that her sight be not impaired. 

I earnestly request the prayers of the 
Saints in behalf of Sr. Sarah Weldon, that 
she may be restored to health if it is God's 
will. She is sorely afflicted in body and 
mind. She has been a faithful Saint, and 
endured many trials for the gospel. Dear 
Saints, please remember her. 

MARTHA YOUNG. 

Will the sisters of the Prayer Union please 
remember Sr. Libbie Sutton of Fulton, Iowa, 
in faith and prayer, that if it be the Lord's 
will he may restore her to health and 
strength. 

8tlndau 8~hool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE paragraphs following are given in an
swer to the question, "What is the aim or 
mission of the Sunday school?" If we can 
settle in mind the exact scope of the work of 
the Sunday school, we will be able to bettei· 
conform our ideas and efforts to its needs and 
conditions. No person has ever reached the 
limit of his power or possibilities till he has 
fixed in mind an exact aim or object to be 
accomplished, and concentrated his efforts 
in the one line. In our Sunday school work 
as well as in all other affairs of life, we should 
have always in mind a definite object to 
which to work. It may be very difficult at 
times to determine what that "definite ob
ject" should be; but till we do know it, our 
work will be fragmentary, unsystematic, and 
more or less desultory. 

Space will permit us to give a very small 
portion only of the many answers we have 
received to the above question, but they are 
fair representatives of the whole lot. From 
them we believe that you may be able to un
derstand what the almost universal opinion 
on the question is:-

The "aim or mission" of the Sabbath school 
is to teach the word of God as revealed to 
man, together with the history of his deal
ings with mankind in past and present ages. 

The work of the Sabbath school is to teach 
the truths of heaven, to wisely and properly 
present whatever God has made known to 
man, or h!!<s permitted to come to hie \l:n()wl-
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edge, for his enlightenment, happiness, and I tical, essential principles of life and salva
salvation here and hereafter. tion. I shall not attempt to say "how deep" 

In teaching "gospel" themes, the plan of to go, but would say, Don't try to go too 
salvation and its eternal rewards, there needs deep. Many good preachers have been 
to be a gradual unfolding of the prJ.nciples of ruined and their congreg·ations darkened, 
truth, according to the years and the com- rather than enlightened, by trying to go 
prehension of the children, and to older ones deep; and what is true of them is true, no 
as they may have advanced in knowledge of doubt, of Sunday school teachers, and their 
previously taught truths and evidences con- classes.-Isaac M. Smith. 
cerning God's word and work "to bring to That the Sunday school is a potent factor 
pass the immortality and eternal life of man." in reaching· the end to be attained in life is 
-Henry A. Stebbins. 3.n indisputable proposition; and if the ob-

The aim of the Sunday .school is to teach ject of life is the development of character, 
our own and other's children, and whoever then the Sunday school becomes not only a 
may come in, the tTtlB and plain principles of factor but a prime factor in that develop
the gospeL-Henry Sparling. ment. And as character must be formed 

The aim or mission of the Sabbath school and the elements or forces adapted to the 
is to be a "help" to the church, instructing formation of character are em bosomed within 
its members primarily, others incidentally. the Sunday school, therefore "the mission or 
Its grand object to be had in view is the aim of the Sunday school is the jol'mation and 
building of character by learning and apply- development of chamcte~·. By this we mean a 
ing divine law .-Adam J. Keck. real inbred cast of soul, not a reputation; for 

To tea!Jh godliness and lead scholars one may have a reputation for that which he 
through obedience to Christ, and to enable is not. The hypocrite may have the reputa
the obedient to "grow in grace and the tion for what he appears to be. The fop, the 
knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus dandy of the tailor, may pass for a veritable 
Christ." man. Character is a person's ~·eal worth; 

Teach salvation from sin through Christ, reputation is his market price. Character 
personal righteousness and the beauty of a building being the "aim or mission" of the 
Christlike life and character. All other Sunday school, it follows that the pul'e ma
teaching is but subsidiary or supplementary terial entering into the superstructure, of 
to this.-James McKiernan. which the Sunday school is a proper and le-

The aim or mission of the Sabbath school gitimate custodian, should be laid on, which 
is to induce those who constitute the school with the finishing touches develops the char
to live lives of honesty, virtue, and upright- acter of Jesus Christ, the possible type of all 
ness; to so impress their minds and influence men.-S. W. L. Scott. 
their lives that characters will be moulded The aim or mission of the Sabbath school 
like unto the grand model held up to us in should be to direct the children in moral and 
the life of Christ; to make converts to the spiritual ways of thought, and give them at 
true faith and so educate them in that faith the same time such an understanding of the 
that they will stay converted and adorn their word of the Lord as is practicable. The 
profession by lives which reflect the charac- teaching in the Sabbath school should be 
ter of Christ; to teach practical lessons il!us- lessons upon the Scriptures. This will in
trating the truths of the gospel, making the elude the gospel of Christ. 
duty we owe to God and our fellow creatures Teach the gospel just so far as the children 
apparent; that life is a problem in profit and or scholars may be able to comprehend and 
loss; that all the profits are on the side of appreciate it. 
right doing, and that loss and destruction Where no actual error exists in the King 
are on the side of sin; that sin does not pay James translation of the Bible the Inspired 
either in time or eternity.-John B. Roush. translation need not be used, except in 

"What is the aim or mission of the Sabbath classes where the text used is an Inspired, 
school?" This question takes in a wide scope. instead of the King James. The Bible should 
Briefly speaking, it is to teach to all who be taught, so as to explain and prove itself. 
attend, the principles oi eternal truth; duty It is not necessary to bring texts, either from 
to God, also to man; to so train and instruct the Book of Mormon or Doctrine and Cove
the young that they may become more useful nants, to sustain the Bible when that is the 
when they come to more mature years and lesson text book. It is better drill and exer
assume the cares and responsibilities of life. cise for the student to study the Bible and 
- w. D. Ellis. learn to support it or the .principle from 

I have always considered the special mission itself, than to undertake to support it or 
of the Sunday school "to be in the interest of principle from the other books. In his 
the children, both in the church and out of work, which is mostly with the world after
it, and that their interests should always be wards, he cannot use, to advantage, the 
of first. importance. The principles of the other books, hence should not be too much 
gospel should be taught thoroughly, and encumbered with them in his study in the 
fully comprehended by the children, I think, school of the Scripture lesson. 
before trying to teach them anything else. In lessons of the Quarterlies, under present 
The lesson may be taken from the Old Bible, conditions of the church and Sunday schools, 
lessons of faith, obedience, humility, etc., the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Cove
but should be taught as gospel principles. nants need seldom to be referred to in the 
Much more harm is done, both by the general lesson for children. The Inspired 
preacher and the Sunday school teacher, by translation should be cited where there is 
trying to delve into the deep things of the appreciable differences in the translations, 
gospel than by sticking to th~ plain1 prac- and then only; a,s t()o often citations tends to 
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confusion, and lessens the probability of 
fixing the prominent differences between the 
translations in the mind. It is all right to 
have classes in Book of Mormon and Book of 
Covenants. 

'l'each only what may be properly compre
hended.-E. L. Kelley. 

ConfBrBn~a Mintltns. 
CENTRAL CAMFORNIA. 

Conferenee opened in Santa Cruz, April t:l; 
J. M. Putney ch>tirmau, J. E. Holt assistant, 
J. B. Carmichael secretary, Sr. Mabel Root 
assistant. Ministry reporting: High priest, 
J. M. Putney; l<}lders J. E. Holt, J. B. Car
michael, Joseph Flory, J. H. Lawn, Samuel 
Welden, E. Keeler baptized 16, and Jacob 
Smith; Priests F. H. Lawn, .E R. Williams, 
John Swensen, C. W. Deuel baptized 1; and 
Daacon A. Page. Bishop's agent, Albert 
Page, submitted his report: DLW church 
last report $28 53; cash received $644.89; 
total $67342; expended $605.48; balance due 
church, Aprill3, $67.94. Audited and found 
correct. J. M. Putney was elected president 
of district, J. E. Holt assistant, J. B. Car
michael secretary for the next year. E'our 
branches reportecl: San Benito 41, Lone 
75, Santa Cruz 74, Jefferson 25. The 
committee appointed on the case of E. W. 
Scott reported an elders' court had been 
held, but said brother failed to appear, and 
on the evidence presented he was found 
guilty as charged. A motion to expel E .. 
vValter Scott from the church carried. 'l'he 
following were the speakers: Elders J. H. 
Lawn, J. B. Carmichael, E. Keeler, J. M. 
Putney, and J. E. Holt. Adjourned to meet 
in Tulare, October 5. 

FLORIDA, 
Conference of the district convened wHh 

Cold Water branch, May 5 and 6; S. D. 
Allen presiding, Jef. N. Jernigan clerk pro 
tern. Cold Water and Open Head branches 
reportecJ no change. Ministry reporMng: 
Elders S. D. Allen and L. F. West, Priest 
John H. Johnston. Bishop's agent reported: 
On hand January l:J, $4 01;. received since 
$14; on hand May 5, $18.01. Audited and 
found correct. Preaching by S. D. Allen 
and John H. Johnston. Adjourned to meet 
with Calhoun branch, subject to the call of 
the district president, he to consult with 
Bro. T. C. Kelley, and select a time when 
Bro. Kelley and perhaps other of the mission
aries could be with us. 

8tlndau 8~hool 1Isso~ia1ions, 

CONV:I<JNTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Northeast Missouri district 

Sunday school a8sociation will convene at 
Higbee, Missouri, June 14, at 7: 30 Thursday 
evening for teacher's meeting, and we hope 
that all the delegates, and the teachers a!ld 
officers of the Higbee school will be present. 
At!): 30 Friday morning there will be prayer 
meeting, business session at 10: 15, institute 
work in the afternoon, and a program in the 
evening. Send secretary's reports and super
intendent's reports to the district clerk, Bro. 
George Tryon, Huntsville, Miss,lUri. 

LOUISE PALFREY, Dist. Supt. 
:il'lACON, J\lo., i\<lay 7. 

Convention of Decatur association will con
vene at Lucas, Iowa, Thursday, June 7, at 
7:80p.m., continuing till sometime on Fri
day. The Religio will hold its convention 
Friday afternoon. Program for both will be 
;;ent to the"schools and locals soon. 

F. E. COCHRAN, S.S. Sup~ 
J.P. ANDERSON, Pt'es. Religio. 

Des Moines district Sunday school associa
tion will meet in convention at Richland 
Creek, about nine miles southeast of Tama, 
June 8. The question for discussion is: 
"What benefit to Sunday Schools is the Dis
trict Association?" Let delegates bring 
thoughts on this question. It has been sug
gested that all Sunday school repor·ts be sent 
direct to district secretary by June 1. Sun
day school secretaries will please notice this 
change. BESSY RICHESON, Dist Sec., 

State Cente1·, Iowa. 

The Sunday school workers of Northern 
Indiana and Southern Michigan will meet in 
convention at Cold water, Michigan, at 9:30 a. 
m., June 8. Will our superintendents aid us 
in obtaining full reports? A !ull attendance 
is desired. MRS J. H. ROYCE, Supt. 

G. F. WESTON, Sec, ------------
eotl8 DsparimBn1. 

NOTICE HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
The Board of Publication consists of the 

followfng persons: E. L. Kelley, President: 
John Smith, Treasurer and Business Mana· 
ger; J. A. Gunsolley, Secretary; Fred B. 
Blair, and J. W. Wight. The first two 
named are the Executive Committee. 

We hereby call upon all who are indebted 
to the Publishing House to make settlement 
as early as possible, and thus lend their finan
cial support to this important branch of 
church work. The price of the Herald will 
hereafter be $1.50 per year to all persons, and 
all subscribers who are in arrears for six 
months will be dropped from th") list unless 
arrangements are made with the Publishing 
House for payment. All Herald subscrioers 
who are now in debt will be permitted to set
tle upon the basis of $1.50 per year, providing 
such settlements are made within six months 
from this date. 

Book agents are requested, if possible, to 
make returns to this Publishing House the 
first of each month, and to cease retaining 
commissions on sales when they order books, 
~o long as they are in debt. Commissions 
when due will be allowed when settlements 
are made. "Pay what thou owest," is a part 
of the divine plan; and "Owe no man any
thing but love," should be observed by all 
Sc)ints. Prompt payments insure confidence 
in business as well as religion, and confidence 
is essential to success. 

A new catalogue of books will be issued as 
soon as possible. 

Remittances should be made by post office 
and express orders, bank drafts on Chicago, 
or registered letters. 

Send all business letters and make all 
monoy payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E; Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

Personal matters mark John Smitb. Write 
your orders plain,. pointed, and legible, de
scribing just what you want, with name and 
price as advertised, so that mistakes may be 
avoided. JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

May 16, 1900. 'It 

ments unless you notify them. We want to 
make this the best meeting we have ever 
held. Hemember the date, June 16 to 24 in
clusive. 

I. N. ROBER'l'S, Pres. 
T. J. MARTIN, Sec. 

GRAOELAND COLLEGE. 
WILL YOU HELP? 

The debt again8t Graceland College is a 
burden to us all, but may be easily carded if 
each one will do his part. Are you willing 
to carry $25 of this load? If so, the entire 
debt will be provided for and the college 
placed upon a sound basis within the next 
ninety days. One thousand names at $25 
each will do this. No collection to be made 
until the entire amount is subscribed. If no 
one has a subscription list in your branch or 
neighborhood, please sencl to the undersig-ned 
and get one at once. Send your name as a 
subscriber. The amount to be paid when the 
full one thousand subscribers are had 
amounting to $25 each. If you can subscribe 
for two, so much the better. Some have 
subscribed already for two, four, and as high 
as twenty. We want the full list in ninety 
days. Please let us hear from you. 

By order of the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

LA>IONI, Iowa, May 1, 1900. 

MINUTES OF GENERAL CONFERENCE. 
'l'he minutes of the late General Confer

ence will be published in pamphlet form, as 
usual, and issued as a supplement to the 
Saints' Herald, and each subscriber be fur
nished a copy. 

Work on the minutes was commenced im
mediately after conference adjourned, and is 
being forwarded to completion by the Herald 
Office as rapidly as possible. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
LAMONI, Iowa, May 10, 1900. Church Secretary. 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
To the Saints of the Central Nebraska Dis

trict, Greeting:-The period for tent work is 
at hand, and I wish to remind you that we 
shall be in need of some necessary funds for 
expenses. I wish also to remind branch 
presidents that last conference requested 
them to appoint a person in their several 
branches to have charge of the tent fund; and 
to those so appointed I wish to say, the funds 
so collected may be forwarded to me at Clear 
Water, Nebraska, by money order, and I will 
receipt for the same. And to all I wish to 
say, Remember your tithes and offeringG; 
and when not convenient to pay to me per
sonally, forward by draft or money order to 
meet the above address, and if I am not at 
home my wife will receipt for the same. 

Last year we made th.e best record finan
cially in the history of the district. Let us 
do better if possible the present year. 
Brother Whiting and myself are now ready 
to commence a summer campaign in the in
terest of gospel work, and we desire your 
prayerful and systematic cooperation in the 
spread of the work which we all love. 

Those having knowledge of any special 
place where meetings are needed, will please 
notify ns by mail, and we will try to attend 
to the call. Your brother in Christ, 

LEVI GAMET. 

PASTORAL. 
Elder S. D. Payne will continue in former 

MINNESOTA REUNION, field. This was an unintentional omission in 
We again call attention of the Saints and the list of appointments for Nebraska and 

friends to the fifth annual reunion of the Dakotas. JAMES OAFFALL. 
Sunday school convention of Northeast Minnesota mission. Will all desiring board, ---

Kansas district will convene at Scranton, or stabling for teams, please notify the sec- Being placed in charge of the Far West 
Kansas, June 8, at two p. m. It is hoped that l retary, T. J. Martin, Detroit City, Minnesota, district, and Bro. Swen Swenson my assist
each school in the district will be well rep- so we can make all necessary arrangements? \ ant, we would eheerfully advise those who 
resented. HARRY THOMAS, Supt. 'l'he committee cannot make any arrange- are to la,bor under our direction, to enter the 
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field as brave soldiers of the cause, wherever 
you can find an open door there enter and 
preach the gospel, and gather in the people. 
Never mind about troubles that may arise, 
but leave them for local authorities to settle. 
Push out and open up new fields and God 
will bless you with liberty and freedom of 
the Spirit to present his word. Any ad vice 
you wish, consult those in charge, and let us 
make a noble record this year to the church. 
Bro. Walter W. Smith will labor with Bro. 
Swenson, and Bro. S. F. Cushman with J. C. 
Foss. Waste no time nor ammunition, but 
let, the people know that we are alive, and 
about our heavenly :B'ather's business. Each 
one report to J. C. :F'oss your labor done, 
number of sermons preached, baptisms, and 
all items of interest, on the first days of July, 
October, January, and March, so I can report 
to I. N. \Vhite, missionary in charge. My 
field address is St. Joseph, Missouri. 

J. C. :B'oss. 
SWEN SWENSON. 

To the Saints of the Eastern Mission, 
Greeting:-It has pleased God to direct that 
we should be companions in labor another 
year in the Eastern mission, as may be seen 
by order of the late General Conference. In 
view of this appointment, I address you in re
lation to the duties that are to claim our at
tention, and to remind you that, another 
year's demand of labor and effort are upon us. 
The same important and all-engrossing cause 
is to engage our attention as in the past, and 
it is to be hoped with intensified interest, 
confidence, and zeal. The unfaltering aim 
should be success. The gospel message is as 
beautiful, important, and full of promise as 
in the past, entirely worthy of all our sacri
fices and efforts. It is God's greatest work 
that is engaging the attention of men on the 
earth, and he controls the rewards due to 
faithful service, hence they cannot fail of 
realization by those who toil and wait. Unity 
should characterize all of our efforts. Old 
scores, if any exist, should be cast to the 
moles and the bats, and so start anew in a 
better spirit and a purer and fresher atmos
phere. Every home should be made to bloom 
with love, confidence, and hope in the gospel 
message, so that angels may be attracted 
there, the Spirit abide, in order that the 
heart may be kept strong and the mind filled 
with light. 

As a means of assuring success, branch and 
district organizations should be perfected as 
nearly as possi,ble, and all act in harmony 
with the general missionaries appointed to 
labor, with a view to strengthening the work 
where already planted and extending it in 
other communities as widely and rapidly as 
possible. 

Each member should cast in their own 
mind as to how he or she may serve the cause 
best. There is an individual sphere in which 
we all occupy as well as a collective one. We 
should be diligent when left to ourselves. 
Avoid envy and jealousy. They blind and 
present things in a false light. The green
eyed monster has shown itself too conspicu
ously already in places, and is eating its way 
into the church. 

It is easy of correction if it is so desired. 
In this way, cultivate the spirit that rejoices 
at a brother's or sister's success. If "one 
member be honored, all the members rejoice 
in it."-Paul. So the gospel requires. Again, 
it is necessary to avoid the allurements and 
vices of the world. If followed after they 
will corrupt, impart false tastes, and lead you 
on the downward road to disappointment, 
degradation, and shame. The days are evil. 
Set up a high moral standard and adhere to 
it. The day of reukoning and rewards will 
surely come, and no man can hide from him
self. The kind of lives men live is revealed 
in themselves. ''The show of their counte
nances doth witness !l.gainst them, and doth 
declare their sin to be even as Sodom, and 
they cannot hide it."-B. of M., page 79. 
Again, as a reminder, the following cannot 

SAINTS' 
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fail to impress the careful ·reader, "Wo unto 
the rich, who are rich as to the things of the 
world. For because they are rich, they de
spise the poor, and they persecute the meek 
and their hearts are upon their treasures: 
wherefore their treasure is their God. And 
behold, their treasure shall perish with them 
also. And wo unto the deaf, that will not 
hea?·: for they shall perish. Wo unto the 
blind, that will not see: for they shall perish 
also. Wo unto the uncircumcised of heart: 
for a knowledge of their iniquities shl!-11 smite 
them at the last day. Wo unto the liar: for 
he shall be thmst down to hell. Wo unto 
the murderer, who deliberately killeth: for 
he shall die. Wo unto them who commit 
whoredoms: for they shall be thrust down to 
hell. Yea, wo unto those that worship idols: 
for the devil of all devils delighteth in them. 
And, in fine, wo unto all those who die in 
t,heir sins: for they shall return to God, and 
behold his face, and remain in their sins."
B. of M., page 73. Italics, the writer's. 

Hold on to your integrity, and follow in 
the straight way, and you wiil be full of 
light and life, and happiness will crown your 
years. Love one another according to the 

·gospel. In dealing with each other, make 
justice the rule, tempered with charity. 
•·For he shall have judgment without mercy 
that hath showed no mercy."-James. There 
are few that are faultless. Christ came not 
to condemn the worlo, but to save the world. 
Avoid whisperers, backbiters, and scandal
mongers as you would the Devil; for they 
make trouble for whole neighborhoods. Diffi
culties should be settled in a lawful way, and 
in charity; so as to save, encourage, and 
build up rather than destroy. Of course the 
persistent and unrepentant wrongdoer will 
have to meet the terrors of the law. 'l'he 
kingdom of heaven gathers of every kind. 
This gives chance for patience to have her 
perfect work. 

The session of the late General Conference 
was a long one, and, for some, a busy one. It 
had its encouraging and hopeful side; but 
there was that manifest in it which was both 
surprising and disappointing, perhaps more 
so than in any held in the past. It was ap
parent that envy and jealouRy had been do
ing their evil work. Some went away 
discouraged. The conference, however, it is 
believed largely took in the full situation 
and no doubt will be prepared for any event 
that may arise in the future. 

Importunity was made to the Lord for in
creased light through revelation, but_none 
was given; so that the very things that some 
thought must be done were not done at all. 
God has said that he will do his work in his 
own way, and it looks as though he had not 
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one thousand persons who may be willing to 
contribute twenty-five dollars each so as to 
pay oti the debt at a single stroke. Those pay
ing more than twenty·five, each added twen
ty-five will count for a new name. The plan 
provides that no payment of money is to be re
quired until th.e one thousand names have 
been secured. Here is a chance for every 
one who can to show their faith by their 
works, and thus help lift this indebtedness. 
It is important. Several hundred dollars 
wore signed almost in a twinkling while the 
resolution was being put into shape for adop
tion; and soon after rose into the thousands. 
Keep up the interest until the names are se
cured. Pay the debt and be happy. 

It will be seen by the minutes of the con
ference that Bro. Joseph Lutl' was appointed 
in chatge of another field. This leaves no 
associate with the one in charge of the East
ern mission, so as to make a division. In 
order, how:ever, to distribute the responsi
bility to best advantage, the following ap
pointments are made to the respective fields 
of labor mentioned in connection with the 
names given:-

To the Ohio district, James Molet. 
The West Virginia district, G. H. Godbey. 
The Pittsburg district, J. F. McDowell. 
The Philadelphia district, F. G. Pitt. 
The New York district, U. W. Greene. 
The Massachusetts district, Richard Bul-

lard. 
Central and Western New York ancl North

ern Central Pennsylvania, F. M. Sheehy. 
Nova Scotia, Holmes J. Davison. • 
These brethren will please take the direct 

oversight of the mission work in the "lields 
of labor" here indicated, and prosecute it as 
effectively as possible. The missionary in 
charge will do all he can to aid the work in 
every department. The Kirtland and Maine 
districts will be provided for later on, and as 
soon as the way is made clear. Bear in mind 
that the best time to labor is before and 
after the extreme hot weather sets in. 

Let us try to put in a good and effecMve 
year's iabor. May confidence abide, and the 
Saints kept from bodily ailments and distress 
of mind. 

No doubt this will be a year of great politi
cal agitation and excitement-a good time to 
be swift to hear and slow to speak. You are 
entitled to your franchise; so, on election 
day, vot,e as you believe will be for the best, 
irrespective of creed or party. Stand by the 
old flag. 

DJ not forget to report according to the 
rule adopted. Respectfully, 

WILLIAM H. KELLEY. 
For the present: address, rrE1UPLE, Lake CounLy, Ohio. 

changed or forgotten this. This is encour- To the Nevada Saints, Greeting:-As the 
aging. Men's haste and anxiety pass but for conferonce has appointed me to labor another 
little in this respect. It would no doubt year in Nevada mission, I ask your faith, 
prove to be just as impotent and dangerous prayers, and assistance, that each may truly 
to undertake to steady the ark by human be colaborers together with God in accom
wisdom in modern times as in former years. plishing the great preparatory work for the 
On this subject there is a chance for close coming of our Lord. God has greatly blessed 
scrutiny, examination, and waiting. our labor this last year. 1 thank you all for 

The conference declared against holding the assistance you gave, and in sustaining me 
bi-annual conferences. One trial seems to with your faith and means. 
have been enough, if not too much. A larger Now I will call your attention to the nectJs
force of laborers was sent out than by any sity of getting up a te01m and a llght spring
conference held previously, and it is desired wagon, and a tent to live in, say 10xl2 feet, 
that the Saints will take pride in sustaining aud the things necessary to camp out. One 
them. With this increased number of ap- large horse will do if the wagon is light. 
pointees sent, still there is not enough to A Saint at Reno has promised me a horse. ·If 
supply the real demands of the work. I get the necessary outfit I can travel and 

The Bishop reported that the finances were reach the towns and valleys with very little 
in a better condition than at any period in the expense. We can live in the tent, and if I 
past. This is encouraging, but it will need cannot get a building to preach in, I can 
to be kept good in order to succeed. The preach on the street, as I did last year. This 
Eastern Saints have done their part in sus- is a large State, with only 42,000 population. 
t.J.ining the finances in the past, and no doubt It costs ten cents per mile to travel on stage, 
they will take increased pride in doing so in and one railroad charges ten cents per mile, 
the future. full fare. In many places you have to pay 

The college quest.ion came up for its share fifty cents per meal and fifty cents per night 
of consideration, and the conference hit upon for a, bed. 
a happy solution of the matter by proposing I Now, beloved Saints, if you feel to accept 
a plan to relieve itself from the vexed burden or indorse my suggestions, please respond at 
of debt, in arranging to secure the names of once, for I want to be ready to start by the 
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first of June. My address will be Reno, Ne
vada. Any counsel or advice by any of the 
Saints will be kindly considered and re
ceived. 

Anyone who has a tent they can spare for 
the season, a harness, a Dutch oven, anything 
I can use, I will be pleased to accept. I have 
a partner who will travel with me, and pay 
for one half the food. May God bless you 
all. Remember we are colaborers and work· 
ers with God for the salvation of souls. God 
has given a plan by which each can be instru
mental in building up the kingdom. Let me 
hear from all who can assist. 

Your brother in gospel bonds, 
THOMAS DALEY. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Reunion of the Diamond Valley Saints, and 

other branches, will be held June 1, 1900, at 
the Diamond Valley schoolhouse, Woodfords, 
California. 

ROBERT TRIMMER, } 
D. R. JONES, Committee. 
MRS. R. TRIMMER, 

GROVE MEETINGS. 
Preaching services will be beld at -

grove, near Arlington, South Dakota, begin
ning Friday, June 15, at eleven a.m., holding 
over Sunday, June 19, under the auspices of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints. The scattered Saints in 
Howard and White counties, South D«kota, 
etc., are i.nvited, and as many as can avail 
themselves of the privilege will please inform 
Bro. A. C. Stone, Arlington, as soon as pos
sible, who together with Sr. Stone will ar
range for their entertainment; and as the 
purpose of this arrangement is to give pub
licity to the doctrine in the above locality, 
it is desirous that the Saints scattered as 
above will make an effort to attend. 

JAMES CAFFALL, 
Missionary in Charge. 

·we live two and one half miles west, and 
one and one half miles north from Arlington. 

A. C. STONE. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Chatham district will meet 

with Tilbury branch, Tilbury, Ontario, com
mencing Saturday, June 9, at ten a. m., in
stead of the 16th as per resolution of last 
conference. The date was changed in order 
that President Joseph Smith would be able 
to meet with us. All interested will please 
take notice and come praying that our heav
enly I<,ather will bless us. Officers of 
branches, be sure that your reports are 
correct in every particular. 

GEORGE GREEN, Pres. 
RICHARD COBURN, Sec. 

Kewanee district conference will convene 
at ten o'clock Saturday, June 2, at Joy, Illi
nois. Hope to see a good attendance. 
Branches, send credentials with delegates. 

J. W. ADAMS, Pres. 

Eastern Michigan district conference will 
convene June 9 and 10, at Bay Port, Huron 
County, Michigan. Secretaries of branches 
are requested to send full and accurate sta
tistical reports to Elder William Davis, Bay 
Port, Michigan. All officers are requested 
to report in writing. Elder J. H. Lake, 
president of mission, is expected to be with 
us. All other missionaries are cordially in-
vited to attend. A. BARJ:t, Pres. 
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rotary, No. 3025 Shawnee Street, Fort 
Madison, Iowa, not later than May 30. 

JOHN R. EVANS, Pres. 
J. W. S'L'OBAUGH, Sec. 

Quarterly conference of Little Sioux dis
trict will convene at Little Sioux, Iowa, 
second Saturday and Sunday following, in 
June, or the 12th and 13th. Let the priest
hood who cannot attend report in writing. 

GEO. Mt SCOT'L', Pres. 
LENNA STRAND, Sec. 

Clinton, Missom·i, district conference will 
convene at Veve chapel, June 9, at ten a. m. 
Branch clerks, please send all reports and 
credentials to Bro. A. Lloyd, Eldorado 
Springs, Missouri. Election of district offi
cers at this conference. Come in the spirit 
of the Master. 

A. LLOYD, Pres. 
ELLA MILLER, Clerk. 

Northern Ind.iana and Southern Michigan 
district will hold its semiannual conference 
at Cold water, Michigan, beginning at ten a. 
m., June 9. Many prominent workers are 
expected, amongst whom are Brn. John H. 
Lake, Columbus Scott, and W. E. Peak. 
Full reports, and a full attendance of Saints 
whose hearts are full of interest for Zion's 
cause is desired by yours in bonds, · 

. G. A. SMITH, Pres. 

BORN. 
KILBORN.-At West Pullman, Illinois, 

March 17, 1900, to Bro. Harrison B. and Sr. 
Alice Kilborn, a daughter, and named 
Lod emia Adelaide. Blessed May 1\l, by Elders 
Francis J. D. Earl and R. N. Burwell. 

DIED. 
FROST.·-At Argentine, Kansas, April 18·, 

1900, Lenna Frost, infant daugh tel(, of Stellah 
and Robert Frost, aged four weeks. A beau
tiful flower too sweet and pure for earth gone 
to join that angel band that ministers round 
the throne of God. May it be a means of 
drawing the father and mother, and leading 
them to God. Funeral conducted by Priest 
Frank Parker. 

AMES.-Louisa W. Ames was born on 
Mat,inicus Island, Maine, June 3, 1834, The 
last years of her life were spent in Brockton, 
Massachusetts. She was baptized May 2, 
1886; died April 19, 1900. Sister Ames was 
the only one of a family of nine to embrace 
the gospel. She leaves three children to 
mourn. Funeral from her late residence was 
largely attended by relatives and friends. 
Sermon by Elder Frank 0. Coombs. We 
have every reason to believe that she died in 
the full faith of thB gospel, and in the hope 
of a ~lorious resurt•ection. 

DA VIES.-March 30, 1900, aged 59 years, 
Elder Dan Davies, president of thB Abera
man, Wales, branch for nearly thirty years. 
He has been very poorly in health for over 
ten years. He died strong in the faith. He 
lived a Christian life to the end. He was a 
man of knowledge, wisdon:i, and pa.tiBnce. It 
is a great loss to our branch. Elder Evan 
Lewis preached the funeral sermon, with 
good liberty to about two or three hundred 
people, from Revelation 14: 13, "Blessed are 
the dead who die in the Lord." 

JOHNSON.-At Indian River, Maine, April 
19, 1900, Bro. Jeremiah M. Johnson, aged 74 
years and 22 days. Our brother has had a 
long and painful sickness, which was borne 
with fortitude and great patience. He was 
well known to the traveling ministry; they 
were always welcome at his home. He was 
obec1ient to the gospel and received baptism 

Conference of Nauvoo district will meet at on September 12, 1888. Words of consolation 
Burlington, Iowa, June 2 and 3, at ten a. m. 1 were spoken at his home by Bro. U. M. Kel
The ministry and branch clerks are requested I ley. We laid him away to his peaceful rest. 
to report to secretary some ten days before His memory is blessed. 
conference meets, as was adopted at confer- BAI·WEE.-William S. Barbee was born 
~n(Je some time ago. Send aP reports to sec- ,January 3, 1842, at Pittsburg, Indiana; bap-

tized January 1, 1878, at Edenville, Iowa; or
dained to the eldership October 19, 1884, at 
Clearwater, Nebraska; was married to Mrs. 
Caroline Winslow, November 28, 1895; died 
April 29, 1900, at his home in Newton, Iowa. 
Deceased leaves a wife, three brothers, three 
sisters, three sons, and three daughters. Fu
neral services in charge of F. A. Russell, ser
mon by W. C. Nirk. 

WEBBER.-At Lamoni, Iowa, April 2, 1900, 
Bro. Daniel Webbsr, aged 58 years, 3 months, 
and 22 days. He was baptized at Lawrence, 
Michig·an, February 6, 1881. He was born in 
Porter Township, Van Buren County, Michi
gan, December 10, 1841. Funeral remarks 
by Elder C. Scott, assisted by Elder Fred A. 
Smith. Buried at .Rose Hill cemetery, to 
await the resurrection of the just. 

S'L'UDLEY.-At Dennisport, Massachusetts, 
March 24, 1900, Bro. George W. Studley, 
aged 72 years. Born at South Dartmouth, 
Massachusetts, February 22, 1828; baptized 
at South Yarmouth, Massachusetts, May 30, 
1882. Funeral services conducted by Bro. 
Charles W. Young, of Dennisnort. A very 
large number of Saints and friends present. 

STERRETT.-Sr. Permelia was born Febru
ary 6, 1822, at Westmoreland, New Hamp
shire, but moved with her parents at an early 
age to New York. At the time of her death, 
which occurred May 3, 1900, she was aged 78 
years, 2 months, 27 days. She first joined 
the Latter Day Saint Church about the time 
of the death of Joseph the martyr, sacrificing 
every earthly tie in thus manifesting her 
faith. In 1850 she came to Utah, suffering 
the hardships incident to those times. Not 
accepting the doctrines introduced by the 
church in Utah, she endorsed the teaching of 
the Reorganized Church when first presented, 
and in 1865 identified herself with that body, 
thus making a sacrifice which none but those 
acquainted with conditions in Utah at that 
time could realize. From that time till her 
death, she has been firm and fearless in de
fense of her faith. At her home the elders 
of the Reorganization have ever found a 
warm welcome, and many there are to bless 
her memory. For about twenty years she 
has honored the position of· postmistress 
at Pleasant Grove, her husband having also 
been postmaster for many years previous to 
his death in 1873. She leaves three sons and 
a daughter, besides grandchildren to mourn 
her loss. The throng of Saints and friends 
present at the funeral services testified to 
the esteem in which she was held. The serv
ices were from the Saints' chapel in charge 
of Elder S. D. Condit, sermon by D. W. 
Wight. Truly after her long and eventful 
life, characterized throughout by faithful 
devotion to the right, her rest must be glori
ous. 

SKINNER.-John Elroy Skinner was born 
April 2, 1859, in St. Joseph County, Michi
gan; moved with his parents to Calhoun 
County, Iowa, in 1865; married to Miss Agnes 
Hunting, December 9, 1885; was baptized 
January 31, 1895; died April 5, 1900, and was 
buried from his residence near Auburn, Iowa. 
Funeral services were held over his remains at 
the Union church between Lake City and Au
burn, in charge of Bro. Benan Salisbury, the 
sermon by Elder H. 0. Smith, of St. Joseph, 
Missouri. He lived a consistent Christian 
life, and his nearest neighbors were his best 
friends. 

HOBART.-At Webb City, Missouri, April 
23, 1900, resulting from a blow from the fall
ing of a loaded bucket down a mineral shaft 
in which he was laboring, Bro. George W. 
Hobart, of Webb City. He was born at 
Plainfield, Illinois, August 15, 1855; bap
tized November 2, 1885, at Keighley, Kansas; 
was ordained an elder August 11, 1889, at 
Webb City, Missouri, to which place here
moved by letter December 16, 1888. He 
leaves a wife and six children. Funeral ser
mon by Elder R. M. Maloney, assisted by 0. 
P. Sutherland. A good man taken from hi& 
~aborEJ in the days of his etrengtl] .. 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
Tht> traveling ministry, district and branch 

presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church 'publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
''Editors Herald." 

Remittances should be made by post office and 
express orders, registered letters, and bank drafts 
on Chicago. Send all business letters and make 
all money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 
Personal matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELANDuu 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. · 
Telephone 11. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary; 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR A Latter Day Sun-
day School containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
5 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for· small children; same lessons further 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, Hi 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
tance~ to Her.ald Publishing House, 

Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur Ccy., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HIST 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

LARCE TYPE 
N~E TEST A. ENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printed on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type:. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ............................ $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 I 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .....................•.••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • • . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . • • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...••. Z 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .................•......... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edgea~, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper ....•••••..........••.•••. $0 25 
Cloth .• .. ...... ............ •• ... 35 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ....•••••••••••••••. $0 30 
Cloth and leather . • • • • • .. .. .. • .. . 50 
Full leather .................. ., • 1 00 
Gilt edge.s ....................... 1 25 
Flexible. e f) 0 •••• e. €1. G & •••••• e.. . . 1 5e 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sidea~ ..•.•... $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . • . • . 2 00 
With music onl.v .. .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. 1 B 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ..................•........ ~0 7~ 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. .. .. 1 15 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 30 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . . . 1>0 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt, 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke a.f 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ..................... · ..... to 'll 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ......... ·. . . . • . . 2 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ........•..••. 4 00 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws o:f the State o:f Iowa, July 1, 189§. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133,032.34; April 1, 1900, $162,7§1.07. 

We pay interest on _time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of mqn~ry w>ll be promptly and care!nlly answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

STOCKJIIOJr,DEiRS :-M.rs. David. Dancer, Geo. H. Hil!iard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Cnley, Allee P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. w. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him. 
KmL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes of' Quit-to-baclc sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORD\VAY, Peoria, Ill. 

~-----------------------·"------------"m---------~~·----~1 
THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen

dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..•.•......•••••••••••...•. $ 71> · 
Leather .........••••..•••••.•.•.. 1 00 
Flexible binding . .. • • • • • • • • . • .. . . 1 50 

T.llJAUlili':RS' BIBLE. "'The Belt
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois" 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6txSL mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

HISTORY .OF THE CHURCH OJ' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac-
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative., as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor'· 
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, side:notes for ready refer· 
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
l.ng and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..••...•••. 8 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Transh1tion. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two · 
sizes_. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . 30 and 50 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar· 
riages, ordinations, deaths, remov-
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form ..... , •......•.. $1 50 

Succession in Church 
THIS is a booli just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His .. 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose dir'ectly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official sets 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority .of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con· 
clusi vely established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
~Lries having used the .book of Mr'. Roberts 
wherever their ministry have operated. Thi~ 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold 11,t the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the proftt.derived from ita sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

Lamoni Sanitarium. 
Believing that there should be a place. where 

Saints and others who have not faith to be healed 
can be treated with "herbs and mild food" by "a 
friend" and where surgical and other means can 
be used if needed, I have decided to open a sani
tarium at Lamoni, Iowa, for the treatment of all 
chronic diseases, also a surgical department where 
operations can be done with skill and modern 
appliances. • 

Special attention will be given to diseases of 
women, ruptures, piles, and tumors. In these dis
orders I have bad large experience. Testimonials 
of cures sent on application. ,. 

Specialists from Chicago and St. Joseph will be 
consulted in difficult cases. Chronic diseases will 
be. ~reated largely by baths, massage, and elec
tncity. 

_I have practiced medicine and surgery for 
e1ghteen years. I have taken special courses in 
the .ab?ve-na~ed diseases at ~ew York City, 
Lomsville, Cbwago, and St. Loms hospitals. 
. Temporary rooms have been engaged and pa

tients can be received at any time. Consultations 
free. Write to me about your case. 

J. H. HANSEN, M.D., Lamoni, Iowa. 

Lamoni Drug Store 
FOR SALE 
Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 

if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

Sabbatarian a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The and 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the ona 
under Bri/ham Young, were,.m·lginally op· 
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
not traceable to the original church organi
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 

IOSEPH THE SEER. Hil!l pro-
. phetic mission vindicated ·and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor· 
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper . . . . .. .. •. .. •. .• •• •• •• •• • . 35 
Cloth, limp .••••••••••• , •••••.• •. 50 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. · 

H. C. NICHOLSOl«.' 
Ass't Cashier. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interelt 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence !1@

lioited. Farms and town pr'operty for sale. 

& R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:45 p. m., arrive ~>t ~ 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrl.w 
· &t Leon 11:45 a.m. -
Trains daily except Sunday; connect w~ 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and dea· 
cons' licenses, each per dozen ..... $0 12 
Blank preaching notices; per 100.. • '0 
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CONTENTS: j is much slang used in the so-called 
EDITORIAL: b t ' t y ' . . es some y. ou qmte often hear 

It is quite true that many Ameri
cans ape the English in public atnd 
laugh at them in private. The En
glish no doubt laugh at their Ameri
can cousins for their actions abroad, 
but we laugh at them, too, so honors 
are about even in this respect. 

Exlt the Searchhgh~ ................ 333 young girls say: "Well, "'dad' won't 
Feathers and the B1rds .............. 333 be hom to d' t · ht" ,, • Wh 1 1 N ? e mner omg , or 'pop 

at 8 n a ame. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·333 is going to Newport tomorrow." 
Questions and Answers .............. 334 S h 

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: uc terms were not used in the 
Myths of the New World.-No. 6 ..... 334 best society in times past toward a 
American Arcbmology .............. 337 parent. I think the expensive entertain

ments given by the wealthy people in 
society are very desirable:"' They give 
employment to a number of people 
who would not otherwise be employed. 

~~=s~i~~~ ~-~ ·s~~~~~~~t~i · :E'~b·l~~~:: ~~~ Then, too, the young men of to-day 
The Law of Offenses.-No.1. ......... 340 are given too much money to spend as 
Sacrifice Necessary.················· .342 they see fit. It makes them too inde-

LETTER DEPARTMENT:················· ·342 pendent toward their parents and at SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ......... 345 h l 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: ........ 346 t e east ShOW Of discipline On the I do not agree with Mrs. Howe that 

the wealthy classes who go abroad 
fail to get into soceity in England and 
Paris. They do succeed the same as 
some of them do here, but the best 
class of New York society care 
nothing for the entry into social 
life in Paris and but little more for 
English society. The society of Paris 
is no place for an American girl-a 
very undesirable place indeed is Paris 
in which to introduce a young Ameri
can girl. 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: part Of a father Or mother with the 
One Thousand for G:-aceland College .. 346 high-bred young man of to-day the 
Resolution of Condolence-J. T. Kin-

naman ............................ 346 young man rebels. He either leaves 
Notice Herald Publishing House ..... 346 home altogether or acts in defiance of 
Attention ............................ 346 parental commands. There have been 
Second Quorum of Seventies .......... 346 examples of this in society quite re-
Bishop's Notice,-Roderick May ..... 347 cently. The young men of society to-
Pastoral,_.:.J. H. Lake ................ 347 d 

" Henry Kemp .............. 347 ay as a rule pay little or no heed to 
:: H. E. Moler .... e, ........ • ,347 the advice of their parents or elders. 
" F. M. Slover.············ .347 Then, too, the parents make the mis-
" JD.RL. H1arris .. · · · · .. · · · · .. 348

8 take of not training· their children in . usse l Sutton .......... 34 

MODERN SOCIETY'S FAULTS. 

There is no question to my mind but 
that all right-minded persons must 
agree that the young people are not 
as respectful to their elders as in times 
past. There has been a general de
cline in this respect. The younger 
people in society seem to be getting in 
a position where they dictate to their 
elders. This disrespect for their 
elders is traceable to the parents 
themselves in most cases. 

Parents nowadays see little of 
their children. They trust them to 
governesses and nurses, who train 
them as they feel inclined. The gov
ernesses ·in the best families are of 
course highly educated and of the 
best character, but the training they 
give the children is not what the par
ents could and should give their off
spring themselves. Nothing can take 
the place of a mother's care. The 
mothers of society to-day see little or 
nothing of their children until they 
return from college. The mothers 
have permitted all their time to be 
taken up by their society duties and 
when a son or daughter returns, as is 
often the case, from some foreign edu
cational institution with a patronizing 
air toward their elders the fault lies, 
I claim, with the parents themselves. 

some profession, so that if misfortune 
overtakes them their sons and daugh
ters can be in a position to earn their 
own living, 

Too much liberty is given the young 

Society is retrograding in many re
spects.-John Alexander Van Rens
selaer, in Chicago Tribune. 

MADE CASTS OF INDIANS. 
girl of today in society. I don't say 
that golf and other healthful sports 
are not good for young women, but Prof. Frederick Starr of the Univer
they require more protection, espe- sity of Chicago has returned to his 
cially as the young men of today in class work after more than three 
·society who are going the rounds of months of exploration among tribes 
the ball rooms are not up to the stand-. of Indians with unpronounceable 
ard of the best society. They have names, in the southern portions of 
good training so far as the colleges Mexico. He has brought back with 
can give it, but they lack the moral him a large collection of photographs, 
character of the young man of the plaster casts, and information, and to· 
past. They have come to look upon day while waiting for his class to as
life through the glass of the cynic and semble in the anthropological lecture 
have not the respect for the young room of Walker hall he described his 
women they should have. There are adventures in the sunny land. ''We 
very few young men to be found in went more than 500 miles on horse· 
the ball rooms of society today who back down there," said be, "and in 
really appreciate the society of our the course of the trip photographed 
young girls in a proper sense. and measured and took casts of 625 

As to the castes in society today it natives. We brought back over 300 
narrows itself down to the three negatives, twenty-three plaster busts 
classes of society. There is a wealthy and the measurements of 625 persons, 
class, which attempts to dominate ev- fourteen measurements each of 100 
erything and everybody. Then there men and twenty-five women from each 
is a semi-wealthy set, and then the of five tribes. 
real old-time families-the Knicker- "It is needless to say that the na-
bockers. tives didn't come to us and give us 

The Knickerbockers hold aloof these of their own accord. Neither 
from the set which attempts to con· did we go with a pistol in one hand 
trol simply through the power of and a measuring tape in the other and 
money. The Knickerbockers don't take them by force. We used diplo
care what the very wealthy do if they macy, and used it frequently. And 
are not on their visiting lists. There the results are most satisfactory. 
is a class of very rich people claiming '•Down there in the southern part 
to represent the best New York so- of Mexico there are many tribes of 
ciety who seek to advertise themselves Indians of distinct types, with varying 
constantly, both here and abroad; but I languages and customs and dress. 

there they are easily detected. .•. , · The study and measurement of these 

Children educated in foreign col
leges will naturally grow to look upon 
the country they are educated in as the 
best, and ''become ashamed of their 
native land and have nothing but 
apologies to offer in mentioning the 
place of their birth." 

It is very true that nowadays 
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Indians are to-day the ~ost important '/1 ~atch forth~ m~ans ?~ subsistence, and his 
work on anthropology m Mexico. J>lw~ls wer~ m his wr1tmgs only; Burns was 

"I have made previous trips down in as ImpassiOned and as poor,, too, as the 
. . northern scalds; Scott earned piles of money, 

that country, a~d this time ":ent only yet could not pay his scot, at last; the author 
among five tnbes-the Chmatecos, of The Excursion never got his words' worth; 
Chochos Mazatecos Tepehuas and Hunt, coveting ease and tranquility, was 
Totonac~s. I knew 'none of the lan- often tempest-tossed if not. wrecke.d on a. lee 

. shore; Moore, but for hiS pensiOn, might 
guages of these people, but m every have been exiled to some desolate moor. 
village there was at least one person Even Tom Hood, with all his varied talents, 
who could speak Spanish, and, with failed to. ea;n a comfort.able livelihood, 
his help I compiled a vocabulary of t~ough his friends urned a hvely Hood after 

' . h1s death. Even our own popular Longfellow 
the common words of each tnbe. was "short" in early life.-Satu7·day Bvening 
These vocabularies are among the im- Post. 
portant results of the trip. I have 

MENTAL TYPES AMONG THE NEGROES. 
now but a single trip to make to com
plete my studies in that section-one 
to Yucatan, which I hope to make '.rhe variety of physical quality which ap-

pears to exist among the negroes is impor-
next year. tant, for the reason that it appears to be as-

"I found some very curious things, sociated with mental differences even as 
among others the primitive art of pa- great, thus affording a basis for the differen
permaking, as practiced still by the tiation of the people as regards occupations 

and consEquent station in life. It is even 
Indians. It consists in a primitive more diffioult to get at the mental pecul-
form of our own wood pulp art, the na· iarities of the several groups of black folk 
tives moistening the bark of trees and than it is to .ascertain those o~ their bodi_es, 
then pounding it out into sheets and 1 so what I shall now set forth Is state,d_ ~Ith 

drymg It. . . qualified by that of others whose judgments 
· · I much doubt. It represents my own opmwn, 

"I .went also for a VISit to Mount I have sought. In the Guinea type we have 
Malintzi and the Tlaxcalanx Indians a folk of essentially limited intelligence. 
who live there. They are a curious The children are ~ather nimble-wit.ted, bu_t 
. . . ' when the body begins to be mature It domi
mterestmg, and conservative people nates the mind. It seems likEly that thus 
and speak the ancient Aztec language." the largest element of the race is to find its 

The expedition of Prof. Starr was place in the field or in the lower stages of 
conducted under the auspices of Mrs. craft wor~. The Zulu type_ appears to me fit 

for anything that the ordinary men of our 
Frank G. I:ogan, wh? has become own race can do. They remain through life 
very deeply mterested m the study ot alert and with a capacity for a vigorous re
the remnants of the ancient tribes of action with their associates. From them 
the southern portion of this continent. may come the ~eaders of their kindred of less 

. . . . masterful quality. From the Arab type we 
With her assistance the expeditiOn may expect more highly educable people 
was fitted out and the valuable collec- than is afforded by the other distinct groups. 
tions brought back. With Prof. Starr They have more delicate qualities. The? 
were Louis Grabic of Chicago a pho· lack the wholeso:ne e~uberance of the ord1-

b 
. . nary negro, whiCh Is commonly termed 

tographer, es1des a Mexican plaster "bumptiousness."-Appletons' Popular Science 
worker and a Mexican boy. Messrs. JYionthly tor May. 
Grabic and Starr left Chicago on•Dec. 
21last and reached this city on their A. PLEA FOR TREES AND PARKS IN CITIES. 
return March 31. Their collections 
have not yet all been unpacked, but 
will be added to those heretofore se
cured by the anthropologist. 

The exploring expedition did not 
:visit that part of Mexico in which the 
Yaqui Indians are waging war against 
their ruling neighbors. The tribes 
among which it went were more peace
ful than that fierce mountain people, 
and dwell within a short distance of 
the capital of the republic. Prof. 
Starr's travels were from a point 
south of City of Mexico, around east 
and northeast of it.-Ohicago Record. 

The conspicuous absence of trees from the 
residential streets of modern New York is 
hard to explain. Rich men who live here 
only during the winter appear to take very 
little interest in their fellow-citizens who are 
compelled to remain in town all summer. In 
some instances, indeed, the absence of trees 
in front of houses situated upon our park and 
river fronts seems to suggest a fear on the 
part of the owner that foliage might obscure 
architecture, apparently oblivious of the fact 
that the beauty of a dwelling is frequently 
enhanced thereby. As it is, few of our side
streets are embellished with vegetation; and 
even along the Boulevard-an avenue highly 
favored by nature-the trees are neglected. 
This is true also of Seventh Avenue above 
Central Park, St. Nicholas Avenue, and of 
all other thoroughfares not placed under the 
jurisdiction of the Park Commissioners-a 
body which should be authorized to exercise 

POETRY AND POVERTY. . control over every avenue upon which the 

The watershed of Rock River, in northern 
Illinois, will soon be the subject of an inves
tigation by the Division of Forestry in order 
to determine the cause of the diminution of 
the stream. This is supposed to be due to· 
the denudation of the forests along its head
waters and to excessive artificial drainage 
for commercial and agricultural purposes. 
The decreas,;; in volume of water has become 
alarming, and, in response to the agitation 
of citizens in that locality, their Representa
tive in Congress, Hon. R. R. Hitt, has applied 
to the Secretary of Agriculture for an in
vestigation. G. Fred Schwarz, Field Assist
ant in the Division of Forestry, will proceed 
to Rock River in a short time to study the 
conditions and report in favor of such action 
as he finds advisable. 

Brunswick, Maine, a place of about 7,00() 
inhabitants, is probably the first municipality 
in the United States to undertake forest 
planting on a large scale, or what is prac
tically the Old World institution of a town 
forest. The town owns a tract of about 1,00() 
acres of what was once pine lar:d, but long 
since given over to fire and huckleberries. 
At a recent meeting of the council $100 was 
appropriated to improve this land by plant
ing it to White Pine. Seed will be purchased 
and a nursery established to raise the young . 
trees. At the right age they will be trans
planted in rows and set out in the positions 
they will finaliy occupy, and will then re
quire little more care except protection from 
fire. 

The land at present is absolutely unpro
ductive. If the new plan is successful it will 
not only be ornamental but profitable. Town 
forests are common in Europe and often 
furnish a large part of the municipal revenue. 

The planting will be under the direct su
pervision of Austin Cary, but the Division of 
Forestry will assist in organizing and carry
ing out the work. 

The June number of McClure's Magazine 
will contain a story of the Chinese-Japanese 
war, written in English by a Japanese, 
Adachi Kinnosuk, author of "Iroka: Tales 
of Japan." It will be very fully illustrated. 
In the same number, the Rev. C. T. Brady 
will tell the story of the greatest fight in the 
history of American privateers-Captain 
Samuel Chester Reid's historic fight in the 
"General Armstrong" against a whole fleet 
of British. 

The mountain defiles of the Caucasus 
ranges are so deep and so completely isolated 
from one another that the tribes which in
habit them have preserved their distinctive 
characteristics much more decidedly than 
most parts of the world which have felt the 
touch of European civilization. Some of 
these tribes boast of great antiquity, and cer
tain families have preserved for many genera
tions ancestral heirlooms, such as armor and 
weapons, furniture and garments,-Ex. 

"Dr. Koldewey, director of the excavations 
at Babylon, has informed the Oriental society 
of the discovery of a canal built of Aramean 
bricks, which is believed to be the long sought 
east canal. A temple called Ernach of the 
goddess Ninniach was laid bare, and stones 
found inscribed from time of Nebuchadnez
zar." 

It is true a few songsters-Pope, Tennyson, preservation of the trees is desirable. Ex
Whittier and others-have. won an independ- cept in front of St. Luke's Hospital, Morning
ence by their lyres, but they are exceptions side Drive, which is the glory of upper New 
to an almost universal rule. To go back to York, is to-day barren of trees on its western 
the earliest bards-Homer, the blind old man side; while on the historic King's Bridge 
of Scio, wandered, singing for his bread, Road the few trees still remaining are sadly 
from place to place: Dante, driven from his neglected. What must we think of a cor-
home, had but few dainties; the author of poration that recently spent the enormous ADDRESSES. 
The Faerie Queene was burnt out in winter ~um of $7,000,000 on the construction of the E. F. Shupe, 3633 Clayton Avenue, Denver 
and lost his spencer; Dryden, though he Harlem Speedway without exercising suffi- Colorado. ~""~ ~~'~ 
toadied to lords and burned incense to Charles 1 cient foresight to provide that fine avenue R. M. Maloney, Guy, Oklahoma. 
II, passed his last days in little better than 1 with a row of shade-trees for the protection !I W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
a dry den; Gay, involved in debt, often I of riders and drivers and their hor5es?-Louis Joseph F. Burton, No. 3010 Sixteenth St., 
lacked gayety; Goldsmith was often on the ~ Windmuller in the May Forum. ~San Francisco, California. 
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EXIT THE SEARCHLIGHT. 

The "Searchlight" which our breth
ren of the Church of Christ (the Hed
rickite brethren), began to use a few 
years ago has gone out. And in its 
place has now risen ''The Evening and 
Morning Star." The Star is under the 
same editorial management as the 
Searchlight was, and it remains to be 
seen whether its light will be more 
effective than was that of the paper 
the place of which it has taken. 

We have received Vol. 1, No. 1, 
which purports to be a revival of the 
Evening and Morning Star, the press 
of which was destroyed and the paper 
suppressed by mob rule in 1833. We 
give place on our exchange list to the 
Star and hope that the light which it 
may shed will add to rather that take 
from the light of the gospel which the 
Master sent by the angel. It is to be· 
published in a building on the Temple 
Lot, Independence, Missouri, but this 
fact will not necessarily give bril
liancy to its shining. 

The managing board asked for and 
obtained from the HERALD manage
ment a copy of our mailing list, with 
a view to sending to our subscribers 
something which they were proposing 
to publish, but without telling us what 
that was. So, if our subscribers re
ceive· copies of the Star, they will 
know how their names were obtained 
by the Star publishers. 

The newspaper law requires that if 
persons receive and take from their 
post offices any paper sent them and 
continue to do so they are held re
sponsible to pay for the paper. So, 
those of our subscribers who do not 
want to take the Star will understand 
that they must return the copy sent 
them, or a written statement that they 
do not want it, and after that leave it 
in the post of(ice, for the postmaster 
to return stamped "Not taken out." 

The board of Star managers evi
dently rely on some support for their 
paper from the members of the Reor
ganized Church, or they would scarcely 
have asked for our list, and we advise 
those of the Saints who choose to take 
it to send in their names and quarters 
at once, and those who do not wish to 
take it to notify Business Manager 
Hartley, at once. 

The cli:l!im of ~he {ittJr ffi!:ljg~ fo;r i~!ii 
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publishers on page two is in itself 
peculiar and may elicit inquiry, which 
we, or somebody else, may be inclined 
to make by and by. 

We neither advise the Saints to take 
nor to reject the Star; it is a matter of 
individual wish and judgment. 

FEATHERS AND THE BIRDS. 

We note with much pleasure the 
effort being made by the humane so
cieties to put a stop to the slaughter 
of the birds. 

The sisters of the church ought to 
second this effort and give it their 
moral support by refusing to buy, 
use, or wear any garment in the mak
ing or adornment of which bird life 
has been taken to furnish the feath
ers, down, or plumage, the wearing 
of which is to please the pride and 
gratify the lust of the eye. 

Beside the wanton cruelty involved 
in the slaughter of the birds, there is 
an absolute loss to the homes of the 
people in the driving away and de
struction of the song birds whose 
presence so cheer and make pleasant 
the times of their sojourn in our clime 
and part of the heritage of man. 

''The cattle on a thousand hills" 
may be the Lord's; but he grants their 
use to man, to sustain the life of the 
flesh; so are the birds in a thousand 
orchards, forests, and gardens, to aid 
in making the homes of men pleasant 
and cheerful; pity then that man 
should ruthlessly destroy these God
given messengers of cheer, to gratify 
the vanity of men and women who 
prize looks more than worth. 

More than this, it is being discov
ered that the destruction of the birds 
is becoming a menace to man's means 
of physical support in that the birds 
are the natural foes to insect life; 
the birds being depleted in numbers 
insects destructive to plant and vege· 
table life increase enormously; and if 
the slaughter continues it will be a 
question of but a few years when the 
gardens will be but things of the past, 
insects taking charge of the young 
plants to their entire destruction. 

The fashion for feathers for personal 
adornment ought to be satisfied with 
the product of the ostrich farms from 
which the supply of plumage does not 
endanger the lives of the birds. Our 
song birds and migratory warblers 
ought not to be disturbed, nor their 
lives be taken to gratify the demands 
of pride, a terribly false pride at that. 

What say the good sisters? Will 
you ~ivliJ ~!le orioles, t~naS"ers, robins, 

thrushes, woodpeckers, yellow and 
white and black, cat birds, bobolinks, 
ground birds, wrens, and other birds 
a chance to fill the mission assigned 
them to aid man to beautify, adorn, and 
make pleasant his abode on the earth? 
Will they? 

WHAT IS IN A NAME? 

'l'HE NAME SMITH. 

The New York Mail and Express quotes 
Prof. J. P. Mahaffey in the London Athenceum, 
as authority for the statement that the name 
Smith is by no means of modern, or of English 
origin. It appears that among the unpub
lished curiosities of the Petrie papyri there 
is one, containing a list of names. Among 
these names, the professor says, there is one 
which occurs regularly in the same form, 
and of which no further explanation can be 
given. This is the name of Smith-unmis
takably written Smith. The professor humor
ously remarks that it is surely worth telling 
the many distinguished bearers of the 
name that there was a man known as Smith 
in the twentieth year of the third Ptolemy, 
227 B. c. "Is there," he asks, "any other 
English name comparable to this in an
tiquity?" 

'.rhe discovery of that name among early 
E"yptian papyri is certainly of great interest 
to" philologists. It is extensively in use 
among nations of Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic 
blood-na:ions reasonably supposed to con
tain a liberal sprinkling of the blood of Israel. 
Where did ancient Egypt get it from? Does 
it actually date back to the time before 
Moses? 

The foregoing is from the Deseret 
News for May 11, 1900. There was a 
time when it was said and written 
that ''there was not a smith to be 
found in all the land of Israel." 

The idea that the Seer was reputed 
by some to be of the blood of that Jo
seph who was sold into Egypt has 
been much ridiculed. But like Prof. 
Mahaffey we may "humorously re
mark" that if there were Smiths in 
that land and in that far off time, why 
may not the Seer have been one of 
those whose "lives were hid with 
Christ in God." 

BY a clipping from the Bevier .Ap
peal, we see that the Saints of ~evier 
tendered Elder Tanner a recept10n be
fore his departure for his mission 
field. The .Appeal says:-

While it seems hard to part yet we should 
feel proud that once more a Bevierite has 
been found worthy and has been called upon 
to go forth to the mission field to make ready 
the grain for the reaper. For the past six 
years or nearly so, Elder Tanner has been 
pasto~ of the Bevier L. D. S. Church and has 
performed his duties well, and now the time 
has arrived when he has greater responsi7 
bilities conferred upon him .... May hill 
efforts be crowned with success is our prayer. 
Elder F. T. Mussell succeed~ h~rp as pa,stqr of 
t)l(l aevier churcq. . . . ' . ' . ' 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

After a priest has preached and baptized 
several persons into the church, and has 
given them gener·al instructions regarding 
the church and their duty thereto, is it right 
for the presiding elder of that branch to 
withhold the rights and privileges of the 
church from them, and not confirm them 
members of the church for eight or ten 
weeks after their baptism, all under the plea 
that the law says they shall have su.ffkient 
time to expound all things, etc. (D. C. 17: 18)? 

Answering the above question we 
should say in general terms that the 
withholding to confirm members bap
tized for the length of time specified 
would be wrong. If parties who lis
ten to the preaching of the gospel are 
usually intelligent and have accepted 
the teaching unto baptism, they are 
generally quite well informed in re
gard to the church; and if the presid· 
ing elder has been fairly diligent and 
had access to the parties, they should 
be sufficiently instructed at the end of 
a fortnight or a month, or even less 
time, to receive confirmation. 

We are awaJre that some take an ex
treme view of what is stated in sec
tion 17, Doctrine and Covenants, 
respecting having time to explain all 
things to them; and if one were dis
posed to take advantage of the state
ment in its strictness, there are some 
who would never understand the full 
import of all things; for not many of 
our ablest and best comprehend all 
things. 

It is better to confirm as soon after 
baptism as is practicable, the officer 
being reasonably sure that the persons 
baptized understand what they have 
done and are doing. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. J. J. Cornish writes encourag
ingly from Michigan. He says:~ 

We are glad to have so many more to labor 
in Michigan in the Master's cause. Since 
conference I have baptized two persons, and 
others are busy doing all they can for the 
cause and are baptizing some occasionally. 
We feel that the work must advance. I- com
mence my work since conference with a re
newed determination to assist in pushing the 
work on to victory. 

Bro. J. F. McDowell, under date of 
May 11, writes from Magnolia:~ 

Weather here spring-like, and fruit trees 
lade ned with bloom. Prospect for large 
crop is excellent. Bro. D. R. Chambers 
left home on the fifth inst. for his field of 
labor. J. F. Mintun is holding- forth at 
the Coffman schoolhouse a f0w miles from 
town during thi~ week. Sr. Mintun is bet
ter of her severe attack of rheumatie trouble. 
A.M. Fyrando is yet tarrying at his home en
during the burden of nerve disturbance. His 
kind and faithful mother is his best human 
"rod and staff," whose Christian heart warmly 
pulsates toward an only son. I leave an the 
14th inst., eastward bound. Shall tarry a 
few days in Centrs,i Iowa with relatives. 

Bro. I. N. White, writing from In
dependence, Missouri, May 14, says:-

Nearly all of the forty-two missionaries in 
my charge are now in their fields and at 
work. Elder F. C. Ke,Jk in a debate and 
coming out finely. Have cheering news 
from !lJ 11VmlJer !.lms ,:oarly. ! spol$:e twiO!l 
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yesterday and attended Saints' meeting and 
helped administer to six. Hands full but 
cheerful of good results before us. 

Sr. Vodisa Fassett, writing from 
Sandwich, Illinois, May 17, says:~ 

My eyesight is poor, but I must have the 
Herald as long as I can see to read it. If I 
live till July I shall be eighty-seven years 
old. Have taken the Herald since the first 
number came out. 

A pretty good record, Sr. Fasset. 
May the remaining portion of your 
allotted time be peaceful and happy! 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

The business department is receiv
ing many calls for Volume 3 of the 
Church History, and many become 
impatient because the order is not 
filled at once. For the benefit of 
such, as well as those who might wish 
to know, we state that Volume 3 is in 
preparation now, and work on it is 
being pushed as rapidly as possible. 
Bro. Heman C. Smith, the Historian, 
informs us that it is about half com
pleted.. Work on it was stopped at 
conference time, but has been re
sumed - and will be prosecuted as 
rapidly as possible to completion. 

Bro. P. C. Taggart, of South Frank· 
fort, Mich., now bas a place in the 
Saints' Home. He comes well recom
mended, and is quite spry and active, 
although eighty years of age. 

Elder F. C. Warnky informs us that 
he has moved from Argentine, Kas., 
to Kansas City, Mo., and says that he 
will be "at home" at No. 2422, Wabash 
Avenue, to his many friends. 

Bro. S. D. Love writes that he is in 
his field of labor in the Spring River 
district, and desires to hear from any 
who desire preaching. He fails, bow
ever, to give us his address. His card 
was mailed at Seligman, Mo. 

Bro. J. W. Wight left Saturday 
afternoon for Des Moines and other 
points in his mission field. Bro. 
Wight bas been very busy while at 
home, both as a member of the Board 
of Publication and as a member of the 
committee on revision of Sunday 
school lessons. 

Elder S. K. Sorensen departed Sat
urday afternoon for his mission field 
in the Dakotas. 

Bro. Alma B. Hanson, who for 
some time past bas filled the position 
of HERALD pressman, has left the 
employ of this office and bas gone 
into his mission field in Colorado. 
We wish Bro. Alma success, and trust 
his health may be improved. 

We hear much complaint that there 
are not so many occurrences of the 
manifestations of power now as there 
used to be in former years. This com
plaint is not well founded. There are 
as many and as varied; but having 
become more accustomed to them, 
they do not attract so much attention 
!lS they once diq, - · · ·· · · 

Oriqinal Arli~lss. 

MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 6. 
BY WILLIA~ WOODHEAD. 

ANCESTOHS OF THE INDIANS WERE 
·WHITE. 

The Shawnees are said to have claimed 
that the ancient inhabitants of Florida were 
white.-Prehistoric America, p. 526. 

The Maryland Indians said the whites were 
an ancient generation who had come to life 
again, and had returned to seize their former 
land.-Myths of the New World, p. 22L 

We can see here tha.t the Mary land 
Indians ,had some recollection of their 
white predecessors, the Nepbites. 

The Algonkins with one voice called those 
of their tribes living nearest the rising sun 
Abnakis, our ancestors at the east, or at the 
dawn: literally our white ancestors.-lbid., 
p. 207. 

Both Algonkins and Iroquois speak 
of "white and bearded men," (Ibid., 
p. 209 and note 1.) 

The legends of the Quiches of Cen
tral America say of the earliest men 
that tbey~'were . "white children." 
(Ibid., p. 208 and note 3.) 

As the Algonkins spoke of t.he' Abnakis, 
their white ancestors, as in Mexican legends 
the early Toltecs were of fair complexion, so 
the Aymaras sometimes called the first four 
brothers, viracochas, white men.-Ibid., pp. 
213; 214 and note 2. 

There is a tradition that Florida had once 
been inhabited by white people, who had the 
use of iron tools.-American Antiquities, p. 
234. 
. From the discovery of those two bodies, we 

think we ascertain the inhabitants to have 
been white, like the Europeans.-Ibid., p. 236. 

These bodies were found in Tennes
see. (Ibid., p. 235.) 

A red-beaded mummy was found in 
the saltpeter cave in Kentucky. 
(Ibid., p. 290.) 

The people on the monuments in 
Central America have beards, and the 
little Mexican idols have beards also. 

The Quichuas ... were originally a fair
skinned race, with blue eyes and light and 
even auburn hair.-Atlantis, p. 391. 

The Quichuas,and Aymaras were the 
Peruvians; and Peru, at the conquest, 
comprised the countries of Ecuador, 
Peru, Bolivia, part of Chili, and the 
Argentine Republic. (See Prehis
toric America, p. 388, and Conquest 
of Peru, p. 28, vol. 1.) 

We have noticed before that these 
Quicbuas and Aymaras claimed de
scent from "four brothers;" now we 
see that the Aymaras '•called the first 
jour brothers . . . white men," and the 
Quiche of Central America called the 
earliest men "w bite children." The 
Algonkins speak of our "white ances
tors;" and the Iroquois speak of white 
bearded men. 

Professor Wilson describes the hair of the 
ancient Peruvians, as found uoon their mum
mies, as "a lightish brown, and of a fineness 
of texture which equals that of the Anglo
Saxon race."-Atlantis, p. 189. 

The ancient Peruvians appear, from nu
merous exam pies of hair found in their tombs, 
to have been an aubum-haired race.-Nortl:]. 
Americatml of Antiq.uit;y, p. 187~ · 
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The ruins near Huamanga, Peru, 
are said in the myths to have been 
built "by beaTded white men." Atlan
tis, p. 393.) The Peruvians, then, 
that civili.zed race, were white and 
bearded. 

The builders of the Central Ameri
can cities are reported to have been a 
bearded race. (Native Races of the 
Pacific States, vol. 5, p. 77.) 

The great roads of Peru "were the 
work of the white, auburn-haired, 
bearded men from Atlantis," Donnelly 
thinks. (Atlantis, p. 394.) 

"Nowhere in the world, perhaps, has 
man displayed greater energy" than 
in Peru. (Prehistoric America, p. 
387.) So that by going over the 
ground again, we find that both the 
myths, the monuments, and the tombs 
confirm the story of the man who made 
the Book of Mormon; namely, that the 
"vanquished race" were "white men," 
"white children," "bearded men," a 
civilized race, etc. 

THE RED MAN LOOKING FOR A 

SAVIOR. 

Similar myths are found among various In
dian tribes; the legend of a deluge and of a 
Savior and benefactor of the human race ex
tends to the Alaskan tribes and is in fact al
most world-wide among all classes of men in 
some form or other. No dissemination of 
merelv Christian ideas, since the conquest, 
is sufficient to account for these myths, which 
appear to have their root in the natural ten
dencies of the human mind in its evolution 
from a savage state.-Prehistoric America, 
p. 531. 

Here we are again. Just as soon as 
the savage turned his face towards civ
ilization he diseoveTed that there had 
been a flood, and that he had a Savior! 
Is that it? The Christian believes the 
same thing; but he rests that belief on 
a revelation. The savage got by "ev
olution" what the Christian got from 
heaven! How "they stagger!" 

The Book of Mormon comes handy 
again. It says that the "white civil
ized race" had the writings of Moses, 
and the prophets down to Jeremiah. 
It tells us that the red man's ancestors 
were acquainted with these scriptures. 
In this way we can acco1.1nt for the 
flood myths of the Indians without go
ing down to evolution. The natives 
had their saviors-why not? Here is 
a list:-

Such to the Algonkins was Michabo or 
Manibozho, to the Iroquois Ioskeha, Wasi to 
the Cherokees, Tamoi to the Caribs; so the 
Mayas had Itzamna, the Nahuas Quetzalcoatl, 
the Mayscas Nemqueteba; such among the 
Quichuas was Viracocha, among the Man
dans Numock-muckenah, among the Hid
atsa Itamapisa, and among the natives of the 
Orinoko Amalivaca; and the catalogue could 
be extended indefinitely.-Myths of the New 
World, p. 192. 

These gods, many of them, were 
born of a virgin. This we have no
ticed before. Viracocha was the Pe
ruvian creator, Quetzalcoatl was the 
Toltec creator, and Nemqueteba. was 
the Muyscas creator (of the Magda-
~~!+~ colmW.v}, Mic~m\iG w~~ ttt~ 
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Algonkin creator. Zamna and Cukul
can are identified as the same person 
as Quetzacoalt by Nadaillac. Don't 
we see that they are looking for Jesus 
Christ to return-the CnatoT in jlesh 
-the one that was born of a virgin 
"at Tulan"? 

But how could this savior (the cre
ator) return, if he had never been in 
America? 

It is but a few years since the Indians on 
our reservations, in wild despair at the 
misery and deaths of those dearest to them, 
broke out in mad appeals, in furious ceremo
nies, to induce that longed·for Savior and 
friend to appear. The heartless whitt~s called 
it a "ghost dance" and a "Messiah craze," 
and shot the participants in their tracks, 
hastening the implacable destiny against 
which the poor wretches had prayed in vain. 
-Myths of the New World, p. 225. 

When the Spaniards landed in 
Mexico the natives "rushed into the 
water to embrace the prows of their 
vessels, and despatched messengers 
throughout the land to proclaim the 
return of Quetzalcoatl." (See Myths, 
p. 221.) 

We cannot account for all of this 
deep-rooted hope or anticipation of a 
Savior with the red man on the hy
pothesis of Christian teachings since 
the Conquest. When he saw the 
white man the ancient prophecies 
came uppermost in his mind. Some 
of them thought that he was the an
ticipated white emigrant, while others 
at first thought that he was their 
longed for Savior. The Book of 
Mormon I think offers the best ex
planation for this condition of the na
tive mind. Here we see the fruits of 
that Christian teaching. That Book 
of Mormon culture is found all the 
way through their myths, and the red 
man is still looking for his Savior to 
return from that fabulous Tulan. 

But if the hope of a Savior is the 
child of evolution, what about the fall, 
or original sin?· Is that a natural 
product of evolution too? What about 
the resurrection of the body, the hope 
of immortality, and two states after 
death? Did these doctrines spring up 
in the native mind without a Christian 
seed to start from? What about the 
eucharist, water baptism, the new 
birth, and spiritual regeneration? 
Did this Christian tree grow up in the 
native mind without being first planted 
there by Christian teacheri:l? Do men 
gather grapes from thistles? 

IRON TOOLS AND GLASS. 

There is a tradition that Florida had once 
been inhabited by white people, who had the 
use of iron tools.-American Antiquities, p. 
234. 

The Book of Mormon says that both 
the Jaredites and Nephites had the 
use of "irontools." (See2 Nepbi4:3; 
Mosiah 7:1, 2; Ether 4: 7.) 

Charnay, in the execution of a mission en
trusted to him by the French Government, 
went to Zula and superintended the excava-
tion of tumuli, mountains of rubbish 
prob~bly1 !+a~ 
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ries the relics of the ancient< Toltecs. One 
dwelling thus exhumed consisted of twenty
four rooms, two cisterns, twelve corridors, and 
fifteen little staircases "of extraordinary 
architecture and thrilling interest," enthu
siastically exclaims the fortunate explorer. 

"This is not all," he adds; "in the midst of 
fl·agments of pottery of all kinds, from the 
coarsest used in building, such as bricks, tiles, 
water-pipes, to the most delicate for domestic 
use, I have picked up enamels, frag-ments of 
crockery and porcelain, and more extraordi
nary still, the neck of a glass bottle iridescent 
like ancient Roman glass." 

Amongst the debris lay the bones of some 
gigantic ruminants (perhaps bisons?), the tibia 
of which were about one foot three inches 
long by four inches thick, the femur at the 
upper end about six inches by four inches. 

Admitting that there is no mistake, these 
facts are absolutely new, for previously it was 
considered that the early Americans did not 
know how to make either glass or porcelain, 
and that before the arrival of the Conquista
dors none of our domestic animals were known 
in America; but that the oxen, horses, and 
sheep living there at the present day are all 
descended from ancestors imported from 
Europe. 

The excavations have also yielded some 
little chariots that Charnay thinks; were the 
toys of children. Now, supposing these toys 
to have been a reproduction in miniature of 
objects used by men, we must conclude that 
the Toltecs employed carriages, and that 
their use was not only given up, but abso· 
lutely unknown on the arrival of Cortes. 

These discoveries, we can but repeat, 
greatly modify the conclusions hitherto ac
cepted. But are these really original produc
t.ions? May they not have been imported? 
This is after all doubtful, and new 
proofs are needed to establish certainly that 
the objects discovered really date from the 
pre-Columbian period before we can admit 
that in the eleventh century the Toltecs pos
sessed domestic animals, that they knew ho'\V 
to make and fashion porcelain, glass, perhaps 
even iron, for Charnay also collected in his 
excavations several iron implements. He 
himself expresses an idea that the material 
of which they were made dates from the 
Spanish period. He does not explain why he 
makes an exception on this point with regard 
to the glass and porcelain objects. 

It is strong evidence against their prehis
toric character that all these elements of 
an advanced civilization must have disap
peared without leaving any trace even in the 
memory of man. It is probable, therefore, 
that the ditrerent objects brought to light by 
Charnay are later than the Spanish conquest, 
and it will be wise to reserve our opinion with 
regard to them until more complete informa
tion can be obtained.-Prehistoric America, 
pp. 356, 357. . 

See how cautious these men are? 
See the difference between them and 
the man who wrote the Book of Mor
mon. Now if these doubts are re
moved by discoveries, would it not be 
strong presumptive evidence that it 
was written by an eyewitness of what 
is related? 

It is stated that "anciently the Peruvian 
sovereigns worked magnificent iron mines at 
Ancoriames, on the west shore of Lake Titi
caca." "It is remarkable," says Molina, ".that 
iron, which has been thoughtunknown to the 
ancient Americans, had particular names in 
some of their tongues." In official Peruvian 
it was called q>;,illay, and in Chilian panilic.
Atlantis, p. 451. 

From this it would appear that in 
Peru and Chili there was some recol· 
lection of the '•black metal." Has that 
myth concerning iron in Peru been 

the Ooncp:~~r;t? 
' :; ·,:~· ' ·,,;,: -... , ~ 
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Molina, like N~daillac, expresses scabbard by several rivets, the holes of which 
surprise a.t the evidence of iron in this remain in the plate. 

. Two or three pieces of a copper tube were 
country m prehistoric times, "which also found with this body, filled with iron 
has been thought unknown to the an- rust. The pieces, from their appearances, 
cient Americans." composed the lower end of the scabbard, near 

The Shawanese myth says:- the point of the sword, but no sign of the 
sword itself, except a streak of rust its whole 

Their oldest Indians say, when children, length. 
they had often heard it spoken of by the old · We learn from this that the person who 
people of the tribe, that anciently stumps of was buried there was a warrior, as the sword 
trees, covered with earth, were frequently declares; and also that the people, of whom 
found, which had been cut down by edged he was an individual, were acquainted with 
tools. Whoever they were, or from whatever the arts of civilized life, which appears from 
country they may have originated, the ac- the sheath, the flax, the copper, and the sil
count, as given by Morse, the geographer, of ver, but more especially as the silver was 
the subterranean wall found in North Caro- plated on the copper. Near the feet was 
lina, goes very far to show, they had a knowl- found a piece of copper, weighing three 
edge of iron ore, and consequently knew how ounces, which from its shape, appeared to 
to work it, or they could not have had iron have been used as a plumb, as near one of the 
tools, as the Shawanese Indians relate.- ends is a crease or groove, for tying a thread; 
American Antiquities, p. 234. it is round and two inches and a half in 

Speaking of Valley River, North length, one inch in diameter at the center, 
Carolina, Mr. Priest says:- and one half inch at the small or upper end. 

It was composed of small pieces of native 
There is also a deep and difficult, cut across copper, pounded together, and in the cracks 

a very bold vein of this rock, in pursuit of between the pieces were stuck several bits of 
me~al [in a prehistoric mine], but it is now silver, one nearly the size of a sixpence. 
much filled up, having been used subse- This copper plumb was covered with a coat 
quently for an lndian burying ground. At of green rust, and was considerably corroded. 
this place, says the journal [of Sciences and A piece of red ochre, or paint, and a piece 
the Arts], nothing short of the steel pickaxe, of iron ore, which had the appearance of hav
could have left the traces on the stones which ing been partially vitrified, or melted, was 
are found here. also found in this tumulus; the bit of ore was 

Not far from this place, have been found nearly-pure iron.-Ibid., pp. 260, 261. 
the remains of a small furnace, the walls of Pompey, Onondaga County, New York, 
which had been formed of soap stone, so as to ... is the site of an ancient burying ground, 
endure the heat without being fracturE:d. In upon which, when the country was first set
the county of Habersham, in Georgia, was tied, was found timber growing apparently 
lately dug out of the earth, at a place where of the second growth, judging from the old 
the gold ore is found, a small vessel in the timber, reduced to mould, lying around, 
form of a skillet. It was fifteen feet under which was an hundred years old, ascertained 
ground, made of a compound of tin and copper, by counting the concentric grains. In one of 
with a trace of iron. The copper and tin in these graves was found a glass bottle about 
its composition, are undoubtedly the evidence the size of a common junk bottle, having a 
of its antiquity. , . . stopple in its muzzle, and in the bottle was a 

Crucibles of earthen ware, and far better liquid of some sort, but was tasteless. This 
than those now in use, are frequently found fact was related to us by a Mr. Higgins, some 
by the miners [who were then (1833) working time sheriff of Onondaga County, who both 
the mines in North Carolina]. By actual ex- saw the bottle and tasted the liquid at the 
periment they are found to endure the heat time it was discovered, but could not tell of 
three times as long as the Hessian crucibles, what kind, as it was tasteless .... 
which are the best now in use. Bits of In the same grave with the bottle, was 
machinery, such as is necessary in elevating found an iron hatchet, edged with steel. 
the ore from the depths, as used by the an- The eye, or place for the helve, was round, 
cient nations, are also frequently found in the and extended or projected out, like the 
earth where those mines exist, which clearly ancient Swiss or German axe. On lot No. 9, 
shows those ancients were acquainted with in the same town, was another aboriginal 
the minerals.-Ibid., pp. 397, 398. burying ground, covered with forest trees, as 

S k . f k 1 t f d · the other. In the same town, on lot No. 17, 
pea mg o a s e e on oun In a were found the remains of a blacksmith's 

tumulus at Marietta, Ohio, Mr. Priest forge. At this spot have been ploughed up 
says:- crucibles, such as mineralogists use in refin

Lying immediately on the forehead of this ing metals. · · · 
skeleton, were found three large circular Within the range of these works, have 

t h · h h d d d d b 1 been found pieces of cast iron, broken from 
ornamen s, w ic a a orne a swor e t, some vessel of considerable thickness. These 
or buckler, and werE> composed of copper, 
overlaid with a plate of silver; the fronts, or articles cannot well be ascribed to the era 
show sides were slightly convex, with a deep of the French war, as time enough since 
depression, like a cup, in the centre, and then, till the region round about Onondaga 
measured two inches and a quarter across the was commenced to be cultivated, bad not 
face of each. On the back side, opposite the elapsed to give the growth of timber found 
depressed portion, is a copper rivet, around on the spot, of the age above noticed; and 
which are two separate plates, by which they added to this, it is said, that the Indians, oc
were fastened to the leather belt. The two cupying that tract of country, had no tradi
piece5 of leather resembled the skin of a tion of their authors.-Ibid , pp. 252, 253. 
mummy, and seemed to have been preserved On the River Gasconade, which empties 
by the salts of the copper; the plates were into the Missouri, on the southern side, are 
nearly reduced to an oxyde rust. The silver found the traces of ancient works, similar to 
looked quite black, but was not much cor- those in North Carolina. In the saltpetre 
roded, as on rubbing it became bright and caves of that region, and Gasconade county 
clear. in particular, was discovered, when they 

Around one of the rivets was a small quan, were first visited, axes and hammers made 
tity, of what appeared to be flax or hemp, in of iron; which led to the belief that they had 
a tolerable state of preservation. Near the formerly worked those caves for the sake of 
side of the body was found a plate of silver, the nitre.-Ibid., p. 237. 
which appeared to have been the upper part The above shows that the Indian 
of a sword scabba~d; it was s~x i~ches .long, myths concerning a civilized race who 
an~ two broad, with two long1t~dmal ridges, had the use of iron tools are confirmed. 
whwh probably corresponded With the edges . 
or ridges of the sword once sheathed by it I Yes; more than confirmed, for With 
ll!!ld appe!1rlld tQ !:!~VI'l been fastened to th~ ' the iron were ~lso fo-q.nd gla.s~ anq 

steel, and what· is more remarkable 
still, ''crucibles of earthen ware, and 
far better than those now in use." 
"By actual experiment they are found 
to endure the heat three times as long 
as the Hessian crucibles, which are 
the best now [1833] in use." The 
glass bottle may be a fraud, and the 
iron axes may be a fraud too; but I 
don't see how these crucibles can
can you? Why, don't you see that 
the man that made these crucibles 
''had a good thing" had they only 
known it? Who made them? Shall 
we charge this up to the Devil, too? 

Tbe Spaniards were puzzled at the 
execution of the great works in Peru 
when they first beheld them, and in 
their summary way charged them up 
to the Devil; "an opinion which Garci
lasso [the Peruvian historian] seems 
willing to indorse." (See Prescott's 
Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, book 1, chap. 
1, p. 37, note 25.) You see it comes 
handy to have a Devil! especially 
when studying American Antiquities! 

The author of the Book of Mormon 
did not say much about glass; but 
when describing the sixteen stones 
which the brother of Jared had pre
pared to place in the barges, he says 
"they were white and clear, even as 
transparent glass" (Ether 1: 7), thus 
showing that Moroni was accquainted 
with glass. And ''the neck of a glass 
bottle" which Charnay found in 
"mountains of rubbish probably, 
which had covered for many centu
ries the relics of the ancient Toltecs," 
and the glass bottle found in a grave 
at Pompey, New York, are but in har
mony with tbat record; so the iron 
hatchet edged with steel, and the 
copper plated with silver are all in 
line with the crucible, which is evi
dence of a "culture now lost." . From 
a tomb near Quito was "taken lit
tle copper hatchets; looking-glasses, 
some of polished stone or obsidian, oth
ers of metal." (Prehistoric America, 
pp. 429, 430.). 

The Rev. Robert G. Wilson, DD., of Chili
cothe, furnished the Antiquarian Society, 
with information concerning the mound, 
which once stood near the center of that 
town. He took the pains to write down its 
contents at the time of its demolition ... On 
a common level with the surrounding earth., 
at the very bottom of this mound, they had 
devoted about twenty feet square; this was 
found to have been covered at first with bark, 
on which lay, in the centre, a human skele-· 
ton, overspread with a mat, manufactured 
from weeds or bark, but greatly decayed. 

On the breast of this person lay what had 
been a piece of copper in the form of a cross, 
which had become verdigris; on the breast 
also lay a stone ornament, three inches in 
length, and two and a half in width, with two 
perforations, one near each end, through 
which passed a string, by means of which it 
was suspended from the wearer's neck.
American Antiquities, pp. 179, 180. 

Some thirty or forty miles below Tawanda, 
at a place called the Black-walnut Bottom, 
on the farm of a Mr. Kinney, was discovered 
a most extraordinary specimen of pottery. 

Respecting this discovery, the owner of the 
farm relll!tes, 1.\S w:e ll!re informed by !lJ c~ergy. 
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man, who examined the article on the spot, 
though in a broken state, that soon after the 
first settlements on that river, and especially 
on that farm, a great freshet took place 
which tore a channel in a certain direction 
across the flat, when the vessel which we arE' 
about to describe, was brought to light. 

It was twelve feet across the top, and of con
sequence, thirty-six feet in circumference, and 
otherwise of proportionable depth and form. 
Its thickness was three inches, and appeared 
to be made of some coarse substance, probably 
mere clay, such as might be found on the 
spot, as it was not glazed. Whoever its 
makers were, they must have manufactured 
it on the spot where it was found, as it must 
have been impossible to move so huge aves
sel. . . . But who can tell for what use this 
vast vessel was intended? Conjecture here 
is lost, no ray of light dawns upon this strange 
remnant of antiquity. One might be led to 
suppose, it was made in imitation of the great 
Laver in the court of Solomon's Temple, 
which was seventeen feet two inches in di· 
ameter, and fifty-two feet six inches in cir
cumberence, and eight feet nine inches deep. 
-2 Chron. 4: 2.-Ibid., pp. 108, 109. 

Yes; by supposing that it was made 
"in imitation of the great Laver in 
the court of Solomon's Temple," that 
lands us to the Book of Mormon 
again. The Nephites had the book 
of 2 Chronicles 4: 2 to go by. They 
had the Jewish scriptures, which gave 
a. description of Solomon's Temple, 
and they kept the law of Moses. 
(Jacob 5: 2.) And by taking this view 
it explains the Hebrew writing found 
by Joseph Merrick, Esq., near Pitts
field, Massachusetts, containing q no
tations from the Old Testament; 
namely, Deuteronomy 4: 4-9; 11: 13-
21; and Exodus 13: 11-16. 

Yes; by ·taking "this view" "we 
will catch" a "ray of light" and find 
an explanation of "this strange rem
nant of antiquity." Can this be all 
accidental harmony, or had the Devil 
been at work parodying Solomon's 
Temple? 

AMERICAN ARCHtEOLOGY. 

In the hope that attention may be 
turned in the direction this short 
paper indicates, it is penned. 

Some time after the deluge the pos
terity of Noah became dispersed or 
were allotted districts, in settled parts 
of the earth. To Sharma. or Shem 
the districts south of the Himalayas, 
and the range of mountains extending 
from the Hindu Kuh or Caucasus, to 
the European Caucasus. To Yapeti 
or Iapheth, the districts north of the 
above-named mountains. Charma or 
Ham was accursed. 

The section extending from the 
part now known as Cabul, through 
the Punjab and along the valley of 
the Ganges, to Burma.h and Siam be
came known as Bhara.ta-va.rsha.; a 
part subsequently being named Ku
mara-va.rsha.. From the countries 
adjacent to these great Asiatic high
lands, the roof of the world, the 
Pamirs, Cashmere, and Bamah, the 
Semitic tribes swarmed at intervals, 
and made their way into almost all 
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parts of the known world. They 
have left their trace marks in Egypt, 
Palestine, Hellas (Greece), Rome, and 
even America. 

The name Shem or Sharma means 
the sun. Hence Shem's descendants 
have the particular epithet applied to 
them of the solar races. This name of 
the sun is found connected with them 
under other forms, but all having the 
same meaning, at various stages of 
their history. Religious feuds divided 
this great race, from which resulted 
the formation of another great branch, 
known as the Lunar race. In other 
words, the two sections were the 
Surya-vansas and the Cha.ndra-vansa.s. 
Chandra, the moon; Surya, the sun. 
All, as to origin, were Suryas; as to 
religious distinction, the later section 
only were Chandra.s. 

The Bible tells us that Abraham, 
Laban, etc., were Syrians. Abraham 
driven out, by religious differences 
from Ur of the Cha.ldees, went to 
Canaan. The name Chaldees or Chal
deans is from the sa.nscrit, Cal, a. tribe, 
Deva, a. Brahmin. They were Brah
minical tribes, known as Chasdem; 
that is, Caucasians. They were per
secutors alike of Abraham and Job. 

The Hellenes, who gave the name 
Hellas to the portion of Europe in 
which they settled, came from the 
Hela district, see the Hela Mountains 
in Afghanistan. Now the word Hela 
or Heli in sa.nscrit and in Greek 
means, the sun, and Ina in sanscrit, a 
king or chief. Helaines whence Hel
lenes means the sun kings or chiefs. 

The names Greek or Greeks are not 
found in the original Scriptures, al

name, Mama, speaks for itself; the 
second, Canas, is from the sanscrit, 
Canyas, a virgin; the Ma.macona.s, 
were the mother superior of the vir
gins. 

The name Mexico is equivalent to 
the sanscript Makshika, which means 
a mineral substance, either gold or 
silver. This name is therefore fit
tingly applicable to Mexico. 

So far, then, are given indices, by 
which to pursue a line of inquiry 
which will lift up much that veils the 
past, the far off past. While trying 
to elucidate let us avoid as much as 
we can vagaries. To know the begin
nings, the genesis, of nations, is a 
laudable desire. To find out the links 
which unite each succeeding age with 
its predecessor, and the Divine hand 
overruling all, should be the aim of all 
claiming to be his sons or his chil
dren. To bear and forbear with each 
other until we arrive at a. united, solid 
foundation. For, whether the worldly 
wise like it or believe it, the architect 
of the universe will yet rule it by his 
Son. 

A word. In Genesis, Abraham is 
called "the Hebrew, "_being a descend
ant of Heber. In Genesis his relative, 
Laban, is called a Syrian; hence Abra
ham was also a Syrian. See also 
Deuteronomy. Syrian from the san
script Surya, the sun. Neither Abra
ham, Isaac, nor Jacob were Jews. 
They were Hebrews or Syrians, or of 
the Semitic stock. The first Israelite 
was Jacob or Israel. The first Jew 
was Judah, son of Jacob. A word to 
the wise should be enough. 

H. BRITTAIN. 
ways Hellas or Hellenes, or their varied 263 Balsall Heath Road, BIRMINGHAM, England. 

forms. The name Greek or Greece 
should never have been applied ei-
ther to the country or people called THE SEX. 
by that name. - Between the masculine and femi-

A portion of Hellas, the Pelopon- nine genders there are common 
nessus, was named Ina.chia, and in grounds, as also distinctive spheres. 
it was the river Inachus. These Man has brawn and muscle, strong 
names are from the sanscrit, Inaca, tendons, and ligaments. Steady 
the sun. nerves, toughened sinews, fibers, 

The same name Inaca. is found in tissues, joints, limbs; as well as a 
the title, the Incas. The country of large, rugged, powerful, athletic 
the Incas was Peru. Paru in sanscrit, frame. His inherent disposition, and 
is the sun. It is found also in Persia physical make-up, his natural trend, 
or Parasu-ra.ma. faculty, and aptitude qualify and en-

The vast chain of mountains known dow him for the stern realities and 
as the Andes finds its corrosponding hardy achievements of life. The 
word in the Undes, a district and agricultural, manufacturing, commer
ra.nge of mountains adjacent to the cia.l, and maritime spheres of life are 
Kailas and Himalaya. mountains. mainly conducted by the bread-win-

The great Peruvian festival was ners of the world. The high seas, 
the feast of Raymi. Raymi is the silvery lakes, and rushing rivers are 
same as Rama (sanscrit for the sun) the natural highways for commerce 
Raymi, Rama, and Rome are alike and trade. These crafts that ply 
synonymous. thereon are built and managed by 

The perpetual fire kept burning in lords of an earthly transitory herit
the Peruvian temple corresponded to age. Nautical pursuits, the mining 
the perpetual fire in the Pryta.neum and smelting of ores, the felling of 
of ,1\thens, and elsewhere. The Pe- the forest, constructing railways, ca
r. uvian attendants were known as Vir-, nals, telegraph and telephone lines, 
gins of the Sun, their overseers a.~ quarrying and cutting stone, making 
Mamaconas. The first part of this and placing bricks, building and keep· 
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ing in repair dikes, thoroughfares, 
aqueducts, viaducts, water mains, 
sewers, gas fixtures, policing the 
streets, turning the fallow,· harvest
ing the fields, garnering the grain, 
marketing, buying, selling, and a 
multiplicity of other like and kindred 
things, are under his direct control. 
The arts and sciences are his realm in 
mathematics; painting, sculpturing, 
music, astronomy, botany, the lan
guages; moral, mental, and practical 
philosophy; chemistry, civil engin
eering, surveying, navigation, po
litical economy, zoology, and in fine, 
all that is known or knowablfl are 
open to his hand, heart, and brain. 
Intellectual development, the pageant 
march of reason, the disclosures of 
scientific research, and the treasures 
and fruitage of invention are rife on 
every hand. 

The thresher has taken the place of 
the flail. The reaper and binder have 
relegated the reap hook and cradle. 
The ox yoke is supplanted by the 
dynamo. The hand cards, reel, and 
wheel are outstripped by the woolen 
and cotton mills. Propelling power 
and labor-saving machinery abound 
throughout the civilized world, and 
are constantly knocking at the door 
of the barbarous and savage nations 
of mankind. 

In governments, both human and 
divine, he is to take the lead in the 
legislative, executive, and judicial de
partments. In all earthly institutions 
he enacts, judges, and executes the 
law. He establishes tax schedules, 
collects and disburses funds for the 
public welfare; levies war, commands 
armies, and concludes peace; and 
strives to promote domestic tran
quility, prosperity, peace, and happi
ness at home and abroad. He delights 
in private and public enterprise, the 
enhancing of wealth, collectively and 
individually; and the universal diffu
sion of knowledge and morality. 

As touching the priesthood, or min
istry, the male side of the household 
of faith have ever been selected, 
chosen, called, ordained, qualified, 
and empowered of God to bear the 
burden of ruling, from the presiding 
prophet down to the latest and last 
ordained deacon. Aaron and his sons, 
the male portion of the house of Levi, 
were to minister in the priest's office 
forever, when worthy. The apostles 
of the New Testament were all men, 
as well as the high priests and elder
ship, of all times and places; along 
with overseers or pastors, bishops, 
evangelists, the seventy, etc. 

If we "be married to another, even 
to him who is raised from the dead," 
as ''our living head," we should be 
subject to this great "leader and com
mander" in all things. In like man
ner, in Christ, the wife should be in 
cheerful S\lbjection to her liege lord 
and honored husband. "As their 
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own bodies ... let every one of you tles and elders about it." (See Acts 
in particular so love his wife, even as 15.) Also, "the apostles and elders 
himself; ~nd the wife see that she and brethren send greeting," etc. 
reverence her husband."-Old Saxon Peter said, "James answered, saying, 
houseband. I look with suspicion ... hearken unto me," etc. Surely 
and disfavor upon the Fox girls that the above describes an elders' confer
originated and set in motion modern ence, and now are we going to learn 
spiritualism, in Rochester, New York, our duty, and act in our office and 
in 1848. calling? 

This would-be philosophy has gath- The gentler sex are primarily house-
erect in a vast army of female lectur- keepers; and, forsooth, it is a glorious 
ers and mediums. Mary Barker thing to float in sunshine, hope, 
Glover Eddy, of Boston, Masssachu- contentment, and providential care 
setts, starts on foot and aids in carry- throughout the corridors, halls, and 
rying forward "Christian Science chambers of a well-regulated home. 
healing." Madam Blavatski was a The long vigils over the sick, the 
celebrated promoter of theosophy. house of toil, and loneliness when the 
Female clubs and leagues, Woman's head of the household is away at 
Christian Temperance Unions, and the work, while the children are at school, 
likes are popping up all around, to the anxiety and responsibility of 
say naught of relief societies, prayer mother when some are absent, or all 
unions, the Red Cross, Bands of are present, coupled with tired frame, 
Mercy, Sisters of Charity, and the unstrung nerves, fainting heart, and 
woman's rights fad. enfeebled body is a battle field in the 

It will hardly do to bemean St. Paul, world's arena. Bring forth the larch, 
call him an old fogy, bachelor, or any· and the laurel, and the evergreen 
thing of the kind, to break down the from the mountains, and wreath 
authority as an inspired apostle and therein the choicest flowers that be
man of God. Please mind you he had deck the plain, and bloom in parks 
an abundance of revelation, was taught and gardens; arrange tastefully and 
the gospel fresh from headquarters, tenderly a tiara of beauty; place it 
and wrote the commandments of the carefully upon the wrinkled, feverish, 
Lord Jehovah. Isaiah said of apos- faded brow of care, and let the em
tate Israel, their leaders caused them brace of affection, and the kiss of love, 
to err, and women rttled over them. cause the crimson blush and smile to 

In Revelation 2:20 we learn how return to the pallid cheek, as a well
one Jezebel, a self-styled prophetess, spring of life, and a cherishing faun
taught and seduced the servants of tain. Vigilant care, kind words, and 
God to commit fornication and sacri- sympathy for wife and mother are 
fice to idols, and her fate. Anything ever at par, and always legal tender 
that partakes of a religious movement, in the domain of the heart. 
especially when it assumes organic- The babe looks to the mother for 
form, should have one or more of the sustenance, smiles, and a model. 
elders present, for the word of the From her deft touch and example it 
Lord is explicit that they shall take learns the juvenile lessons of life that 
the lead of all meetings as they shall flow on in more mature years. Her 
be dictated to or directed by the Holy example and influence will enter into 
Ghost. If an evil spirit would come the very warp and woof of its being, 
trooping in, or one or more false mani- to last the ages through. In cutting, 
festations occur, the laity could not fitting, and making, in the culinary 
detect and eject the spirit of darkness; arts; in planning, economizing, and 
therefore, the great need of ministerial saving, in numberless things she is 
power and authority to rule aright. man's superior, or substantial help-

In speaking, evidently, of judging, meet. An unfortunate old maid, or a 
administering church government, and crabbed old bachelor, is like the half 
executing wholesome discipline, St. of a pair of scissors,,-not much of a 
Paul said:- success. The former, in that she does 

Let your women keep silence in the not have the proposing, is more to 
churches; for it is not permitted unto them pity than to blame; while the latter, 
to 1·ule: but they are commanded to be under if he can find a suitor, and does not, 
ubedience, as also saitb the law. And if they is a monumental failure. He becomes 
will learn anything, let t,hem ask their hus-
bands at home; for it is a shame for women suspicious, stingy, and conch:~des that 
to Tule in the church:-I Cor. 14:34, 35, In- none scarcely are good enough for his 
spired Translation. lordship; whereas, nine out of every 

This matter of delegating even ten are too good for him, and would 
honored worthy handmaidens to have make most any man a dutiful, worthy, 
voice and vote in our quarterly or happy companion. Secret societies, 
General Conferences, is an overarch- club rooms, and eating wild game 
ing cloud and standing rebuke to our away under the cover of the wee small 
people, and the sooner this embargo hours of the night, and all intemper
is removed the better it will be for ~ll ate habits and acts jeopardize the 
concerned. Over the vexed question peace of the wife. 
of circumcision, Paul and Barnabas Read Burns' "Cotter's Saturday 
went "up ~o Jerusalem unto the apos- night," and let the light from home 
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stream across the marsh in the dusky 
eve. If from ne~essity you are . be
lated through mutual understandmg, 
there will be a light in the window 
for thee. The sparks will leap up 
the chimney, and the fire will glow 
in the grate, and within the altar of 
conjugal fidelity. If you are unkind, 
uncouth, and inconsiderate at home, 
with any or all of the household, get 
right ere you go forth· to do church 
work and convert the alien and the 

4 heathen. An ideal home, with love, 
peace, plenty, and all the good graces, 
is a miniature heaven; and sure it is 
not far away from any of us if we 
think and l\Ct all right. The aggre
gations of happy homes make excel
lent churches and stable governments, 
and soften all the rude and rough as
perities of this fleeting life. 

I remember when my Hoosier 
mother used to still my childish fears 
by singing to my childish heart of 
the "Better Land," as also when re
cently at the Washington Park re
union the octogenarian fanned me to 
an afternoon sleep, and, lo, when I 
awoke, the blue eyes and wrinkled 
hand were still on duty. We cele
brated her eighty-seventh anniversary 
at brother Ellis', the third day of this 
November, 1899, with feasting for the 
aged guests. You would look over 
this family reference, I judge, when 
you learn that for a full half a cen
tury she was the consort of my 
father, and the watchful custodian of 
a girl and five sons in succession, who 
all grew to maturity and had families 
of their own. In the fall of 1873 the 
aged pair united with the church, in 
the Spring River district. 

Now I wish, in conclusion, to bid 
all God speed in the right, and may 
the good Lord add his blessings, and 
inspire us to renewed activity, and the 
redoubling of our diligence as we be
hold the carelessness, slothfulness, 
inactivity, and downright wickedness 
of the great masses. 

Let us so live and think, strive and 
act, that we will be as Saviors of men 
on Mount Zion. May we seek for and 
not shun opportunities for doing 
good, and then we will not only save 
ourselves but all that will hear and 
heed our teachings. M. T. SHORT. 

QUESTION ON SACRAMENTAL 
EMBLEMS. 

Is it in keeping with the revealed 
law of God, as found in the books, 
to bless water for sacrament use? 

This custom which has found its 
way into the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints calls forth this 
article in search for the truth of the 
matter. In order to find what was 
used as emblems of the body and 
blood of Christ in the sacrament, we 
should go to the "law and the tes
timony." 

THE SAINTS' ij:ERALD. 

Then said Jesus to those Jews which be
lieved on him, If ye continue in my word, 
then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall 
know the truth, and the truth shall make 
you free.-John 8: 31, 32. 

It is the facts that the scriptures 
furnish us that enable us to teach any 
principle aright concerning any doc
trine or principle of the doctrine of 
Christ. Therefore, as the sacrament 
was introduced as commemorative of 
the death of Christ, it is very essen
tial to know what should be used to 
properly represent it. 

Some suppose that in the patriarchal 
age the bread and wine spoken of 
in Genesis 14: 18 that Melchizedek 
brought forth when he met Abraham 
was commemorative of Christ's suf
fering, they looking forward by faith. 
Let this ba as it may, he brought 
forth bread and wine." 

Next we find in Matthew 26: 17 the 
disciples asking Jesus where they 
should prepare for him to eat the 
passover. Then he gives instruction 
(verse 18), and they go and make ready 
(verse 19); and when "even was 
come, be sat down with the twelve," 
(verse 20), and "they did eat" (verse 
21.) Eat what? That which was pre
pared. One would suppose it was 
that which was common to the Jews, 
to whom this ordinance had been 
given. See Exodus 12:8-17. It con
sisted of "meat, unleavened bread, 
and bitter herbs." (See verse 8.) 

And as they were eating, Jesus took bread, 
and blessed it, and brake it, and gave it to 
the disciples, and said, Take, eat; this is my 
body. And he took the cup, and gave thanks, 
and gave it to them, saying, Drink ye all of 
it; for this is my blood of the new testament, 
which is shed for many for the remission of 
sins.-Matt. 26: 26-28. 

And in verse 29 he calls it the "fruit 
of the vine;" hence it must have been 
wine. The bread and wine were in
troduced at this feast to represent the 
body and blood of Jesus. Compare 
section 26: 1 Doctrine and Covenants, 
given September, 1830:- . 

It mattereth not what ye shall eat, or what 
ye shall drink, when ye partake of the sacra
ment, if it so be that ye do it with an eye 
single to my glory .... Wherefore ... you 
shall not purchase wine, neither strong drink 
of your enemies; wherefore you shall par
tak~ of none, except it is made new among you. 

Although it matters not what ye 
shall eat or drink. How is this? 

This, like the supper that preceded 
the bread and wine which Jesus 
blessed, it matters not what we eat or 
drink before the sacrament is intro
duced. It doesn't affect the emblems, 
if eaten with an eye single to the glory 
of God. As seen from St. Paul's lan
guage in First Corinthians 11, it ap
pears to have been the custom in those 
days to partake of a feast; but they 
seemed to ha,ve abused it. 

For in eating every one taketh before other 
his own supper: and one is hungry, and an
other is drunken.-Verse 21. 

Hence they did not eat with an eye 
single to the glory of God. Hence 
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they were unprepared to partake of 
the bread and wine intelligently, as 
some were "hungry" and others 
"drunken." Therefore they were 
subjects of reproof, and he would re
mind them that the object of their 
coming togeilher should be "to eat the 
Lord's supper," and that when ye 
come together to eat, "tarry one for 
another" (verse 33); or have order and 
respect, that the feast may be enjoyed 
by all, to the glory of God, that the 
Spirit of Christ may rest upon the one 
who blesses the bread, to the souls of 
all who eat of it, and be received by 
each as they reach forth the hand to 
partake, discerning the object for 
which it is blessed; so likewise with 
the wine, that his Spirit may be with 
them; hence, it matters not what we 
eat or drink in the fea,st. But the 
sacrament is represented by the pres
ence of bread and wine. But says 
Joseph:-

You shall not purchase wine, neither 
strong drink of your enemies; wherefore you 
shall partake of none, except it is made new 
among you. 

Paragraph 3 says:-
, And also with Peter, and James, and John, 
whom I have sent unto you, by whom I have 
ordained you and confirmed you to be apostles 
and special witnesses of my name, and bear 
the keys of your ministry; and of the same 
things which! revealed unto them. 

Did Jesus reveal more than bread 
and wine as emblems of his fl.esh 
and 'blood? If so, where is it to be 
found? Aga.in:-

It is expedient that the church meet to
gether often to partake of bread and wine in 
remembrance of the Lord Jesus.-D. C. 17:22. 

Where is provision for the substi
tute, water? Again, Joseph gave 

This work of wisdom by revelation, that 
inasmuch as any man drinketh wine or strong 
drink among you, behold, it is not good, 
neither meet in the sight of your Father, 
only in assembling yourselves together, to 
offer up your sacraments before him. And, 
behold this should be wine; yea, pure wine of 
the grape of the vine, of your own make.-
D. C. 86: l. 

Where does water come in? Again, 
Moroni says:-

The manner of their elders and priests ad
ministering the flesh and blood of Christ 
unto the church. And they administered it 
according to the commandments of Christ; 
wherefore we know the manner to be true.
Book of Moroni 4. 

Now if he knew the "manner to be 
true," do you think he would make a 
mistake in giving the name of the 
emblems to be used? He said they 
prayed to the Father in the name of 
Jesus to ''bless and sanctify" the 
bread, and also the wine. This being 
true, where does water come in? 

Again, in Book of Nephi 8:6, 7, we 
find "that Jesus commanded his disci
ples that they should bring forth some 
bread and wine," -and he took the 
bread and blessed it, and said "they 
should take of the wine of the cup, 
cup, and drink of it":-
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And I give unto you a commandment that 
ye shall do these things. And if ye shall al
ways do these things, blessed are ye, for ye 
are built upon my rock.-Book of Nephi 8:7. 

Now if they were to use bread and 
wine because they were built upon the 
rock, can Latter Day Saints use water 
as a substitute and not step off the 
rock? Jesus said unto them:-

But who among you shall do more or less 
than these, are not built upon my rock, but 
are built upon a sandy foundation. 

With this before us, when Saints 
use water, what foundation are they 
on? 

And the gates of hell are ready open to 
receive them. 

If this be true, who closed the 
gates? Then why use water as a sub
stitute? Therefore, I again ask, is it 
in keeping with the revealed law as 
found in the books to bless water for 
sacrament use? Remember, it is the 
facts that the scriptures furnish us 
that enable us to teach any principle 
aright, concerning any doctrine or 
principle of the doctrine of Christ. 

Now, to change the case a little, 
suppose we were to meet to partake 
of the emblems, remembering that 
Joseph said, • 'that it mattereth not 
what ye shall eat or what ye shall 
drink." We learn that we have 
plenty of wine, but there is no bread. 
What would we do? Would not a 
substitute do in regard to the bread 
in this case as well as in the other, 
seeing it matters not what ye shall 
eat or drink? Does not this expose the 
thing, and show that the language has 
reference to a feast, and not the sac
rament direct? The sacrament can 
only be properly represented by bread 
and wine. Although they may eat 
whatever they may have prepared for 
the feast, it; mattereth not, if they eat 
and drink with an eye single to the 
glory of God, although it may be 
water that compose the drink; yet at 
the close of the feast, having par
taken with order, in honor to the oc
casion, with no one hungry or 

. drunken, the bread and wine being 
blessed (as stated by Matthew and 
Moroni) by the elder or priest, they 
could in fact partake in the likeness 
somewhat at least of that which is 
written, which would bring us in re
membrance and prepare us to drink 
into the Spirit that inspired it, and 
give us strength to renew our dili
gence in anticipation of meeting at 
the great marriage supper of the 
Lamb, when Jesus will eat and drink 
with us and all those who are worthy. 

What a feast that will be, when with 
all the worthy saints of all ages, 
·•with Moroni, and Elias, and also 
John, Peter, James, and John, and 
also Joseph Smith, and Joseph, and 
Jacob, and Isaac, and Abraham, and 
also Adam, and also with all those 
whom my Father hath given me out. 
of the world," will be gathered in one, 
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to give thanksgiving and praise to 
Jesus, who at the great feast, in ac
knowledgment of their acceptance, 
will take the cup and say, Now is ful
filled that which I spake:-

I will drink no more of the fruit of the 
vine, until that day that I drink it new in the 
kingdom of God.-Mark 14: 25. 

The fruit of the vine must be wine. 
With these facts, why bless water? 
Isn't it misleading? 

L. H. EZZELL. 

THE LAW OF OFFENSES.-NO. I. 
BY ELDER. T. W. SMITH. 

It ie impossible but that offenses will come: 
but woe unto him, through whom they come! 
-Luke 17: l. 

To offend is to displease; to make 
angry; to injure; to sin. We can of
fend God, the government, (general, 
state, and municipal), our friends, 
and ourselves. 

Sin is said to be ''traQsgression of 
law;" and if so, then a violation of the 
laws of God, of the government, of 
society, and our natures or bodies is 
sin. To ''injure" another is to inter
fere with his rights, to deprive him of 
them, or prevent his use of them. 
God, the government, society, and our 
natures have rights, which we are un
der obligation to observe. God de
mands of us our love, our reverence, 
our worship, and our obedience. The 
government claims our loyalty, our re
spect, and our support. Society re
quires that we be virtuous, temperate, 
honest, and peaceful. Our natures 
insist that we be healthful, holy, and 
happy. When we fail in these things, 
we offend, we displease, we injure, we 
sin. 

The violation of law is sin, and the 
penalty of sin is death. The violation 
of the laws of God bring spiritual 
death, the disregard of governmental 
laws produces political death, the 
ignoring of society's laws lead to so
cial death, and the transgression of 
nature's laws cause physical death. 
Death, however, may be avoided by 
repentance, confession, and restitu
tion; otherwise the. penalty must at
tach, or be affixed; that is, death must 
follow. 

As regards the laws of God, there 
are at least two classes of offenders, 
one of which is in the church, the 
other is outside and with whom the 
church has nothing to do so far as 
acting as the agent of God in inflict
ing punishment is concerned. Con
cerning the class of offenders in the 
church, the law of God declares that 
the ministry or the elders are to see 
that the law of God is kept; that is, 
that it be honored and obeyed. They 
cannot, of course, prevent disobe
dience of the law, nor can they force 
any individual to observe the law 
against that individual's will. We 
mean that the elders cannot use 
physical force in compelling a mem-

ber of the church to comply with any 
commandment of God. They are, 
nevertheless, required to see that the 
"law is kept," and if they cannot com
pE:ll or force members of the church to 
do what God requires, nor compel 
them to abstain from doing that which 
he has forbidden, in what manner are 
they, then, to "see" that the "law is 
kept?" There is but one way, and 
that is to see that the wilful, persist
ent transgressor of the law is ade
quately punished; that is, they are to 
see that the punishment threatened in 
the law against transgressors is duly 
inflicted upon the unrepentant of
fender. 

The laws referred to are not the 
laws of the elders; they did not de
vise, originate, or prepare them. God 
is their author, creator, designer, or 
maker; and the penalty to be inflicted 
upon those who disregard or wilfully 
transgress his laws has been affixed 
by himself. It is not in the power, 
province, or prerogative of any elder, 
or any class, or any number of elders 
collected together in any organized. 
form whatsoever, to alter, change, 
modify, correct, or amend in any form 
whatever, in any degree whatever, 
any law that has come from God. If 
any change is made at any time, or if 
a law becomes inoperative at any 
time, it must be changed by its au
thor or maker, or be annulled by him 
alone. Laws made by him and ap
plied to a particular class of people at 
a particular time and designed for a 
particular object, may cease when 
that object has been accomplished; 
but so long as the law is in force and 
binding upon that people, there is no 
power, right, or privilege granted 
any man to alter or amend the law. 
Nor is there the least degree of privi
lege granted the executors of the law, 
whether it is the body at lll.rge, or any 
particular class belonging to the 
body, to suffer a violation of the law 
to be committed with impunity. 

Nor can the body at large, or any 
particular portion of the body, in any 
way, mitigate the punishment to be 
inflicted upon the transgressor. They 
cannot make the punishment any more 
or any less severe than the author of 
the law bas ordained. Nor has the 
body at large nor any portion of the 
body any right or privilege to make 
any rule or establish any principle or 
permit any custom or practice to ob
tain which will excuse a violation of 
any law, or that will prevent the due 
execution of the penalty a:ffixed to the 
law. Such a rule, or permission, or 
excuse is itself either a direct or an 
indirect transgression of law, and is 
therefore more or less sin in itself; 
and is, of course, inoperative and 
void; and its disregard is not only 
justifiable, but necessary. 

Mercy is a blessed quality, a com· 
mendable principle, and a happy ex-
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perience; but mercy must always 
agree with, or go hand in hand, with 
justice. Mercy must not rob justice; 
neither must justice interfere with 
mercy's claim. But it must not be 
forgotten that, so far as the execution 
of the laws of God is concerned, the 
church is not called upon to exercise 
either mercy or justice; that is, it is 
not the personal or private rights of 
the church that are being violated, but 
the rights of God; and it is the mercy 
of God and the justice of God that is to 
be considered. It is a false idea of 
''mercy" that would lead us to pass by 
unnoticed the transgressions of the 
laws of God; or that would lead us to 
refuse or even to neglect the execution 
of the law of God upon the unre
pentant transgressor. We may be, in 
such a case, unmerciful to the body, 
and may endanger the well-being of 
the whole body by our misplaced 
mercy to the individual transgressor; 
for by failing to ''purge out the old 
leaven" we may "leaven the whole 
lump." It is better, so Jesus the law
giver reasons, that one member should 
perish than that the whole body should. 

If thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, 
and cast it from thee: for it is profitable for 
thee that one of thy members should perish, 
and not that thy whole body should be cast 
into hell.-Matt. 5: 29. 

It is not mercy, but a sickly senti
mentalism that to save a persistent 
transgressor permits him to poison by 
example and most likely by precept 
also the minds of others; whereas by 
prompt enforcement of the law these 
might be saved the force and influence 
of the pernicious example. 

"But," says one, "I don't believe in 
being too hasty in executing the law." 

Well, who said anything about being 
''too hasty"? Cannot we be too 8low as 
well as "too hasty"? God has told us 
precisely what course to take; and 
when we strictly pursue that course 
there cannot be too much haste; or if 
there is, the fault cannot be ours, but 
that of the Lawgiver. In being so 
very merciful to the offender we may 
be unmerciful to the law; or, at least, 
we may not have any mercy on the 
honor of God or the good name of his 
cause. 

We have not made the laws that 
govern the church of God; if we had, 
then we might permit the violation, 
their neglect, or even their repudia
tion if we choose to; but in reference 
to the laws of God there is but one 
relation that we bear to them as eld
ers, and that is as executors, to "see" 
that they are ''kept." If we do not 
''see" that they are ''kept," then we 
must be punished for our neglect. If 
the local elders, that is, the elders of 
a branch, refuse to see that the law is 
kept, or in other words, if they fail to 
inflict or to see that the branch in
flicts due punishment upon the unre
pentant transgressor, then whatever 
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body is superior to them, whether the church, so that he may be dealt with 
district conference or General Confer- as taught in the scripture which says 
ence, or missionaries in charge, can that if he hears not the church "let 
punish the elders for neglect of, or re- him be unto thee as a heathen man 
fusal to do, their duty in the matter. and a publican." That is, cast him 
Or if the branch should refuse to exe- out of the church that he may become 
cute a just and righteous sentence an outsider, 3. That if we do not thu8 
upon an fmpenitent transgressor, then proceed with the impenitent offender 
the branch would become a trans- we will "offend him who is our law
gressor, and subject to punishment. giver." 4. That "compassion" for the 
The branch should not execute an un- offender is not to play any part in the 
righteous or unlawful sentence; but case; that is, that our compassion or 
at the same time, the elders should our mercy is not to rob justice. 5. 
not pass an unrighteous or unlawful That we are required to forgive the 
sentence; and farther, they should not offender, and may have compassion on 
sit in judgment upon accusations that him and be willing of ourselves to let 
do not come within the province of him escape punishment, yet we must 
the. law; or in other words, they execute the law upon him if he re
should not try a person not accused pents not and does not confess his 
of yiolating clear and positive law. sins, in order that "God might be 
Nor should they sit in judgment upon glorified." 6. Therefore, if we per
a case of even unmistakable violation mit our mercy or compassion to lead 
of law unless the prerequisite labor us to permit the unrepentant trans
has been performed. Neither should gressor (against us) to pass on unpun
those whose duties, or rights, or ished, we not only do not glorify God 
privileges, are to convene a court of but we actually "offend" him by so 
elders, prefer charges before that doing, and so become transgressors of 
body, which are not violations of law; the law ourselves. 
or if they are plainly such, unless the Now is it not a mistaken and an un
offender has been duly labored with authorized and unlawful exhibition of 
as required by the law. "mercy" that will permit us to let the 

It is not within the powers, rights, unrepentant offender pass by un
or privileges of either the elders, or punished? Is it not assuming more of 
the members to forgive a person who a merciful character than God him
has reached that stage on the law of self assumes? Is it not a sort of ex
offenses, which requires his or her alting ourselves above God? Had we 
expulsion. The commandment which not better have a little mercy for "the 
reads, "I, the Lord, will forgive law" occasionally? 
whom I will forgive, but of you it is And now, mark this: If we are not 
rl:lquired to forgive all men;" refers permitted to let the person who tres
solely to personal offenses, and not to passes against us personally to escape 
offenses against the laws of the punishment, how much less can we be 
church. But even of these personal allowed to exercise mercy toward the 
transgressions forgiveness is to be open or public transgressor, or toward 
based upmi repentance and confession, him who offends the "body of Christ" 
as witness the connection; we read:- or who trespasses against the laws of 

Wherefore I say unto you, that ye o-ught the land? We have no right what
to forgive one another, for he that forgiv- ever to screen the murderer, the rob
eth not his brother his trespasses, stand- ber, the thief, the liar, the slanderer, 
eth condemned before the Lord, for there the traitor, or the general disturber 
remaineth in him the greater sin. I, the of the peace, but are commanded to 
Lord, will forgive whom I will forgive, but deliver them up "to the laws of the 
of you it is required to forgive all men; 
and ye ought to say in your hearts, let God land." Compassion, or mercy, is not 
judge between me and thee, and reward allowed to interfere. And so in mat
thee according to thy deeds. And he that ters that finally come before the 
repenteth not of his sins, and confesseth h h 
them not, then ye shall bring him before the branch, in order t at t ey may lift 
church, and do with him as the scriptures up their hands against the unrepentant 
saith unto you, either by commandment or transgressor, there is no liberty al
by revelation. And this ye shall do that lowed for the exercise of mercy (ex-
God might be glorified, not because ye for- d G d d · 1 ) h 
give not, having not compassion, but that ye cept towar 0 an hiS aw , butt e 
may be justified in the eyes of the law, that law must be executed. 
ye mav not offend him who is your Lawgiver. The real meaning of a vote at such 
-D. C. 64:2. a time is this: All who wish to 

Now if this revelation teaches any- glorify God and honor his law, and to 
thing, it shows: 1. That the com- not "offend him who is your lawgiver," 
mandment to forgive refers to will lift up their hands against Mr. 
personal offenses, or trespasses com- Impenitent Sinner, that he may be 
mitted against us as individuals. 2. cast out according to the law of God. 
That even such offenses are not to be And now "all you who have more 
passed over if the offender repents pity for the transgressor than respect 
not and confesses not; but that while for the law of God, and fear to offend 
we as individuals, forgive the unre- the transgressor, but have no fear of 
pentant transgressor, yet we must 

1 
offending God, and who do not care 

neverth~less deliver him up to the · to glorify God nor to be justified in 
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the eyes of the law, but who wish to have done it unto me." Then, nega
exbibit a morbid feeling of mercy for tively, As ye have done it not unto 
those who have no mercy on the one of these, ye have done it not unto 
church or on themselves, neither re· me. Then, is it not self-evident that 
gard for God or his law, will lift up to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, 
their bands against the execution of visit the sick, is in perfect consonance 
the law of God." Ah! the negative with God's will, and it is pleasing in 
has it, and God is not to be glorified, his sight? 
and you are unjustified in the eyes of John says: "He that lovetb not 
the law. God is offended, the law is his brother whom be hath seen, bow 
dishonored, the dead branch is to re- can be love God whom be hath not 
main in the tree, the "old leaven" is seen?" And James says: "Even so 
to remain until it leavens the whole faith, if it hath not works, is dead, 
lump, and indeed it has leavened the being alone." Without works our 
majority already, because they con-, professions of fidelity and trust and 
done the offense, and have more com-· knowledge of God's .word will avail 
passion for the transgressor of the but little; or if we hedge ourselves 
law than for the law, and are in a about with a wall of selfishness and 
sense particeps crim·inis with him. shut out the cry of the poor and 

The law says:~ needy, to such the Master will say, 
He that receiveth my law and doeth it the ''I never knew you." 

samE! is m_y disciple; ~nd he that sai~h he Others, again, seem to think they 
recetye~h 1t and doeth 1t not, the same rs not can please and glorify God and do 
my dtsciple, and shall be cast out from among th' , f d th k f 
you.-D. c. 41:2. no m~ uO carry orwar e. wor o 

Therefore, the negatives are not spread~mg the Ngospel. While they 
disciples of the Lord; and it would be pr~y God to ble::;s the means that are 
in order for the . president to instruct bemg em.pl~ye~ to t~at en~, !hey _for
the teachers to labor with those who get that It requires ."'omethm"' bestdes 
cast the "negative vote., If they re- prayers and well-w1shes to clothe an_d 
pent, and confess their sins, let them fee~ _the poor preachers and th~1r 
be forgiven; but if they do not, let families and keep ~p the te:npo!al m
them be tried before a court of elders, terests of the wor~ .. Agam, .If :ve 
and if they repent not,, let them be :woul?- please and g .. onf:y God m glV-
"cast out." mg, 1t should be don_e w1tb a cheerful 

(ConclUded next wee!<.) heart and not grudgmgly. Many are 
not blessed in giving because they 

SACRIFICE NECESSARY. 

It is evident from the study of God's 
word that man was created to glorify 
him. For that cause man was created 
with the power to reason and compre
hend the wonderful nature and attri
butes of God, at ,least sufficient of his 
wondrous power and majesty to 
create within them the desire to learn 
more and more of his will concerning 
them. No one could glorify God 
without a knowledge of his laws, and 
by compliance with the requirements 
of the same. No one who believes in 
God will dispute this. As it is very 
important to know bow we may best 
glorify him, we will pursue the sub
ject a little farther. Negatively 
speaking, God is not glorified alone 
by a moral or righteous course of life, 
nor by long prayers, or an outward 
compliance with the forms of religious 
service, however orthodox these 
forms may be. All these things are 
well enough, and help to make up the 
sum of life, but it is the bumble, con
trite spirit which yearns in love for 
poor suffering humanity, and sees in 
bis fellow men the image of God, and 
who stretches forth his hand to com
fort and cheer, that glorifies God 
most. It is that one who is willing to 
do God's will by loving the humblest 
and lowliest of God's poor, n,ot for
getting that the Master said, •·Inas
much as ye have done it unto one of 
the least of these iny brethren, ye 

make no sacrifice in the giving. 
Suppose a brother is worth ten 

thousand dollars, and this is invested 
so as to give a profit of ten per cent 
per annum, and out of this he gives 
twenty-five dollars, not the fourth of 
one per cent. Is that any sacrifice? 
We think not. It bas not been missed 
out of the aggregate; but the widows 
and bumble poor of the church who 
possess no lands or weahb, and who 
give an amount almost equal to this, 
are the ones who make the sacrifice,. 
and get the blessing. When the Mas
ter saw the rich casting their wealth 
into the treasury, be saw also a poor 
widow cast in her mite and said: 
• •This poor widow bath cast more in 
than all they which have cast into the 
treasury: for all they did cast in of 
their abundance; but she of her want 
did cast in all she had, even all her 
living." What a striking lesson! 
There are members of this branch, 
and of others, I presume, who do not 
pay one farthing to either the local or 
general fund of ·the church, and yet 
retain their standing. What answer 
will they give the Master at the judg
ment? What would more conserve 
God's glory or bring greater reward 
and blessing than to sacrifice for the 
spread of the gospel and the salvation 
of dying men? 

God bas laid upon the church the 
burden of this work, chosen human 
agencies to carry it forward under the 
guidance of his Spirit. All are not 

apostles, all are not elders, all have 
not the same calling; but while the 
living priesthood of the church are 
bending their energies with might 
and main to glorify God by preaching 
the gospel, the great mass of the 
church should feel that God will not 
bold them guiltless if they neglect to 
hold up the bands of the ministry. 

Listen, dear Saints, do we love this 
latter-day work? Do we believe it is 
true? We say so again and again. 
Would we glorify God? If so, let us 
resolve to put one hundred more mis
sionaries in the field. Do you bear 
the cry of lost men and women, cry
ing, "Give us the gospel, or we per
ish"? That cry is being beard over 
all the land. Shall we see them per
ish? Shall we see them fed on the 
husks of human teaching? 0 that 
God would give us a spirit of self
abnegation, self-deniel! Then if we 
would glorify God let us love his 
work more than all else, and be will
ing to make some sacrifice. If we 
would do this, then this latter-day 
work would be known in every ham
let in this land, and in islands of the 
sea in ten years. That this may be 
realized is my earnest prayer. 

In gospel bonds, 
JOHNS. STRAIN. 

CouNciJ~ llr.uFF a, May 25, 1897. 

hBHBr Dapartment. 
ST. Lours, Mo. 

Editors Herald:-Perhaps some will re
member that about one year ago in a letter to 
the Herald we urged the idea of district re
unions. With us at that time it was all 
theory. Since then, however, our district 
has practically demonstrated the feasibility 
of such a move; and believing other districts 
might be intereste'd in the results, some of 
them are mentioned herein. Those who had 
been in the habit of attending reunions each 
year at some distant point, that is, some gen
eral or "world's reunion," were kindly solic
ited to, instead of spending their money 
going so far, give a small percent of the 
amount they would have thus spent in sup
porting our home reunion. This was readily 
done, some giving perhaps fifteen or twenty 
per cent of what attending a distant reunion 
would have cost them, others giving as high 
as fifty per cent of what it would have cost. 
Our subscriptions for the general fund did 
not, with two or three exceptions, go outside 
of this number. It was announced at our dis
trict conference that those feeling disposed 
might contribute to the general fund, but no 
special solicitation was made. The amount 
resulting from this was about two dollars. 
Hence it is approximately fair to say that the 
money for the general fund raised by sub
scription was but a comparatively small per 
cent of the amount the same individuals 
would have paid to have attended reunions 
farther from home as on previous years. 
About thirty-five meetings were held during 
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our reunion, and during all that time but 
four collections were taken. The man who 
delivered our vegetables, Mr. Evans, allowed 
us a certain per cent of all he sold on the 
ground for general fund, which amounted in 
all to perhaps five dollars. This with a little 
money gratuitously contributed by the ones 
especially pleased who visited us, raised all 
the funds necessary; and though we were un
fortunate in several things causing additional 
expense, such as losing some of the tents, etc., 
we came out with all expenses paid and $5.70 
on hand to start the fund for another year. 
Instead of our people being money out of 
pocket, they had really saved several dollars, 
as they subscribed but a portion of what it 
would have cost them to go away. So much 
for the money side of the question. 

From the spiritual sfde, the results were 
decidedly much more satisfactory. It was 
generally conceded by those in a position to 
know that no one thing ever done in the dis
trict had so effectually served to get our work 
properly before the people, or to so efficiently 
act as a welding link between our own people 
as our reunion. · The prayer meetings were 
fine. The preaching, while much of it was to 
outsiders, was very instructive to the Saints. 
The· good effects of the meetings have by no 
means yet died. · 

At a business meeting held toward the 
close of the reunion, the enthusiastic action 
taken making provision for another reunion 
this year bespoke the sentiment prevailing 
among those present as to their indiviclual 
opinion of its being a success. Many wanted 
to run two weeks, but ten days was advised 
and adopted. There are many details con
nected with the business part of a reunion 
upon which it would be wise to consult those 
who have had experience, if you contemplate 
having a reunion and have never done so be
fore, as it will perhaps enable you to save some 
expense and miss some slight shoals. 

As for speakers, besides our sub-missionary 
in charge and local district force, we had two 
speakers from abroad. 

We are firmly of the opinion that district 
reunions are a decided step in the right di
rection. There are many excellent reasons for 
this which cannot be enumerated in this com
munication; but if any who have never yet 
tried the experience are seriously considering 
same, and wish further information that I 
might be able to furnish, will take pleasure 
in going more into detail in private corre
spondence. 

The general expression of opinion from 
General Conference seems to be, "Best edu
cative Conference t.he church has ever held." 
Somehow we seem to have felt new life down 
here already, and we have every reason to be
lieve that the promise that has been given 
that this year would be an exceptionally good 
one for us will be fulfilled. Have had some 
splendid prayer meetings recently. TheRe
ligfo and Sunday school are assisting the 
work very materially, not only in St. Louis 
proper, but throughout our district. 

Brethren Bond, Slover, and Barmore, of 
the missionary force, have visited, returning 
from Conference. 

In view of a recent letter in the He1·ald, 
perhaps it is but fair to some of us "denizens" 
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of St. Louis, to state that while it is true the 
water here gets a little intermingled with 
mother earth occasionally, there is such a 
thing as a filterer known to westerners, 
whether they have them "down east" or not. 
Humanity is so constituted as to become ac
customed to their surroundings. We live on 
in the smoke and with the dirty water, ap
parently happy, regardless of how distasteful 
these things are to people from eastern cities. 
True we are in the city, but not necessarily of 
it, especially when indLilgiug in many of its 
babylonish qualities. Bro. B. seems to like 
us pretty well here, regardless of the un
savory fruits of the Mississippi, used; and I 
am quite sure many of the Saints here wel
come his brief visits as he passes through. 

Trusting the Lord may abundantly bless 
the work of this conference year, and that 
his Spirit may guide us wisely, I remain, 

Yours truly, 
J. c. HI'l'OHOOCK. 

FUL'l'ON, Kentucky, May 13. 
Editors Herald:--I have been a member of 

the Latter Day Sal.ntChurch for only a short 
time, and I find more comfort and consola
tion in this glorious work than I ever could 
have imagined before. I feel so thankful to 
God that I was brought to the knowledge of 
the gospel of the Son of God. 

When my companion first began to talk of 
the origin of this work, by whom it was re
stored, and like things, it sounded so disgust
ing, I could hardly listen to it. At first I was, 
of course, too stiff-necked and prejudiced to 
investigate it at all, for, as many say, I was 
"satisfied," and I understand that the satanic 
spirit impressed me to have nothing to do 
with this work. I thought, as most all do 
who rely on the teachings of men in place of 
God, that I had been brought, up in the right 
way. My parents were Methodists, and such 
a thought as that church being wrong did 
not bear upon my mind at alL I was not a 
member of the church, but had takeri part as 
though I was a member, and would have 
joined several years ago, but Mr. Williams 
could not get the consent of his mind fully to 
join with me, and I was waiting for him; he 
was of the same belief, so far as he was in ig
norance. So, as time rolled on he began to 
get farther from that belief. The more he 
read the Bible the plainer he could see the 
error of thE( M. E. doctrine. But I still held 
to the Methodist theory, because I did not 
read with fairness and honest judgment. In 
the early part of last fall I began to investi
gate the work. My husband earnestly in
sisted that I read the Bible. He would ask 
me to read for him, and as I would read he 
would have me stop at certain places where 
it would be so plain and would talk of the 
doctrine, .of its plainness, and on until I was 
convinced beyond doubt that the Latter Day 
Saints had the Bible for their rule of faith 
and practice, more than any of the daughters 
of Rome. 

Another reason for my being constrained 
to turn to investigate this work and glorify 
God was, that after my companion had been 
baptized I saw such a great difference in his 
daily walks and talks, that I thought there , 
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surely was a reality in the work. I was also 
impr_essed with the idea of a reality in this 
work, last August, when Bro. C. L. Snow was 
preaching- near here, for he talked more than 
any man I ever saw, it seemed, and it was 
nearly always on the scripture. It impressed 
me because our Methodist ministers never 
have anything to say about their doctrine. So 
I soon began to see that gross darkness cov
ered the people, and that they had the form 
but denied the power. I would just laugh at 
times when it would be made so plain to me 
instantly that the Latter Day Saints were 
right; it would whip me out so completely 
and so quickly. I had been reading the Bible 
all my life, but had never once stopped to 
ask God for wisdom and understanding of the 
truths of his word; but when I began to 
realize how deep in darkness I was, I began 
to pray unto God in humbleness for guidance 
and for wisdom, that I might understand his 
word with a right understanding, and I 
can say beyond doubt that I know my 
prayers were answered; and now since I can 
~ee the people walk in such darkness, it does 
seem so strange that they will read and over
look the plainest teachings that are laid 
down for us and for our perfect salvation. 

My fat.her and I have an argument every 
time I go to see them. He says he cares less 
for me than ever before, because I have gone 
off into such "stutl'." It fills my heart with 
sorrow when my mind reflects over the people 
of today, most especially my poor old mother, 
and all my relation, whom I love so, to think 
how they are deceived; realizing, too, that 
our honesty does not change God's way at' all, 
and does not make us right. 

Vvell, I wish to give a few of my ideas on 
the subject of worldly desires, that we Latter 
Day Saints should depart from. I certainly 
heartily indorse Mary Larson's statement on 
the line of dress. I was raised up to be very 
proud and dress "up to date," hold a high 
head, and shun those of lower estate. I am 
a' harned that such were my teachings and 
ways, for it does not speak well for my 
teacher nor myself. However~ an honest 
confession is good for us. My teacher is 
to blame more than myself. I was a dear 
lover of vain pride and the style 6E the day, 
striving to be up to date on everything; and 
where our treasure is, there will our heart be 
also. But I thank the Lord that I have been 
enabled since I saw the light to forsake those 
vain things of the world, and we would be 
glad to see all the Saints dress in neat, clean, 
modest apparel, as becometh Saints. Our 
light would shine brighter unto the honest 
seeker after truth. Besides, it would J;le 
more pleasing unto our heavenly Father. I 
believe the fashion and style of the day are 
mainly the works of satanic power. Some 
of the Saints seem to be afraid the people 
will talk about them if they are not up to 
date. I pity the Saint who is that way. You 
will be in a strait all your life if you continue 
in that way; and then, who are you going to 
look to for your reward? "Y e cannot serve 
God and mammon," we learn in the good 
Book of Mormon. Nephi says we must be 
stripped of pride before we are prepared to 
meet God. 

I testify unto all the Saints that I know 
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this is the work of God, for I have seen, 
as it were, the power of God made known in 
our family at different times, and know that 
the promise of God is verified unto them that 
believe. We ask the Saints to make mention 
of us in their prayers. 

Your sister in Christ, 
MRS. BOBBIE WILLIAMS. 

PLANO, Ill., May 16. 
Editors Herald:-In the establishing places 

of learning for the children of the Saints for 
the different avocations of a business life, the 
thought of a telegraphic training has not 
yet been proposed. There is at the present 
time a great demand for competent operators; 
and owing to the opening up of our new pos
sessions Porto Rico, Cuba, Hawaii, and 
Philippfne Islands, with the extensions of 
railroad and telegraphic lines on this con
tinent, and also with the enlarging of our 
army and navy, there will be a greater de
mand for efficient operators. A knowledge 
of the Morse system of telegraphy is neces
sary in all of these different departments, 
even to the great wireless telegraphy, and 
the army signal corps. Navy signals also 
require an understanding of the Morse code 
of telegraphy. 

This being the case, I have some intentions 
of starting a telegraphic school at Independ
ence, Missouri, provided I am assured of a 
sufficient number of scholars, guaranteeing a 
year'8 tuition in ad vance, in order to make 
it an inducement to fit out a schoolroom with 
the proper number of instruments and other 
furniture to make it a success. One year is 
usually the time required to fit one to hold a 
position, if proper application to the study is 
given. A diploma of graduation will be 
given each student at the time they are able 
to receive and copy promiscuously thirty-five 
words per minute. Such would be sufficient 
guarantee or recommend of competence to 
any company presented, to hold a position. 
I have had twenty-four years of railroad ex· 
perience in different departments, ten years 
in close touch with and five years actual tele
graphic duties. Therefore I can bring in 
and establish in such school all the modern 
modes and rules of the telegraphic service; 
such as train orders, blocking of trains by 
telegraph, and rules pertaining thereto. Let 
all those who desire to learn this fascinating 
and renumerative trade write me for further 
particulars. 

The most suitable age for either sex to 
learn telegraphy is between fifteen and 
twenty-five years, and those of a grammar 
school training are more apt to succeed, al
though any one can learn it and earn from 
twenty-five to one hundred and fifty dollars 
per month, according to the office held. 

Respectfu l!y, 
WILSON L. GORTON. 

Box 291, Plano, Ill.< 

No. 1224 Wall St., LOS ANGELES, Cal. 
Editors Herald:-The long-looked-for con

ference has come and passed. A short time 
afterwards my husband came home in a very 
critical condition, with a gathering in his 
head. I am sorry to say he is no better, but. 
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is steadily growing weaker. At times the 
pain is almost unendurable. He is confined 
to his bed most of the time. 

We wish to say to his correspondents that 
he will answer all letters as soon as able. 
His home address hereafter will be No. 1224 
Wall St., Los Angeles, Cal. 

Your sister in Christ, 
SR. HIRAM HOLT. 

MANCHESTER, Texas, May 4. 
Editors Herald:-A few words from this 

part of Texa~. It has been about twenty 
years since the good Lord sent the gospel to 
us. My husband and I were among the first 
to obey it. We suffered great persecution 
for the first five or six years. It was at my 
house where a mob of about thirty men 
waited on Ern. Heman C. Smith and George 
Montague and told them they must leave. I 
learned that Bro. Smith made the statement 
that they could go, but God would raise up a 
man here who would tell the gospel to them. 
God has raised up such a one, Bro. J. D. 
Erwin, who has done a grand work in the 
south. 

A good work has been done here; but it 
has taken trials and sacrifices; but I feel 
assured that God will bless Ern. W. T. 
Bozarth, Smith, Montague, and Cato for the 
work done. 

My husband paGsed away from the trials of 
life thirteen years ago. I am alone, but 
thank God not without a gospel hope. My 
husband lived and died true to the gospel, 
and I know that if I am faithful I shall soon 
meet him. 

Bro. E. A. Erwin is doing all he can to 
promulgate the gospel here. He has been 
laboring for six years to get the gospel before 
the people of Northeastern Texas, and has 
labored at great sacrifice. I live within a 
mile of Bro. Erwin's, and have been wHh Sr. 
Erwin a great deal when Bro. Erwin was 
away preaching, and I know he has done all 
he could for the cause for several years past. 
He has had to fight the battle here almost 
alone for the last few years. 

May God bless the work in all the earth. 
I ask the prayers of the Saints that I may 
hoid out faithful. I would be glad to attend 
a General Conference sometime that I might 
meet with Brn. Bozarth, Heman C. Smith, 
and others with whom I have spent many 
hours in the Spirit of the Lord. 

Your sister, 
R. C. BILLINGSLY. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., May 17. 
EditoTs Hemld:-Leaving home April 28, 

I came directly to this city, and am now en
gaged in tent work. <Started last Friday 
night, Bro. I. N. Roberts preaching the first 
sermon. The weather so far has been un
favorable, so that we have not had large 
congregations, but some interest is already 
manifested. Bro. Roberts left the next day 
for the north, and Bro. J. M. Baggerly and 
myself have tried to tell the gospel story to 
those who came. 

Last night we were reinforced by Bro. Eli 
Hayer, who played the organ and the writer 
preached. The Lord has blessed our labors 

so ·far, both in preaching the word and 
ministering to the afflicted ones. 

One remarkable case of healing has taken 
place since we came, and is worthy of notice. 
We found Bro. C. I. Shallbetter, president of 
the branch, very sick with "Bright's disease," 
and two doctors had given him up and said 
that he could not live. So, as human wisdom 
and skill had failed, there was but one thing 
more to do, and that was to petition the 
Lord in his behalf. It was a sorrowful house 
at the time, for the family had not thought 
that he was dangerously sick but needed 
rest, as he had worked hard for years. Bro. 
Roberts being in the city I went for him, and 
together we administered the ordinance of 
the Lord's house to him, Bro. Roberts 
anointing, and I confirming. I was led to 
ask that his days might be lengthened, that 
he might be able to set in order his house, 
provide and care for his companion and little 
ones until they should be safely within the 
fold. The Lord heard, and the disease was 
stayed, and he was so much better the next 
day when the doctor came that he was very 
much surprised, for he never expected to see 
him up again. We administered every day 
for four days, alternating in confirming, and 
now he goes to meeting some blocks away, 
and yesterday took a long ride in the street 
cars. We feel that good will come to the 
work in time from this, for his brothers and 
sisters knew his condition, and some were 
present when we administered to him. Much 
of the good Spirit was present in all of the 
administration, and was felt by all present. 
To the Lord be all the praise. 

I feel that this will be a prosperous year in 
this field, and pray that those sent out may 
act wisely, and be faithful to the trust im
posed, so that the Lord can bless their labors. 
Bro. Baggerly is to leave the city this week, 
when Bro. Hayer and I will continue the tent 
work for a time. 

I am feeling well spiritually, and am hope
ful for the future. More anon. 

E. A. STEDMAN. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., May 14. 
Editors Herald:-Yesterday I went to Santa 

Rosa and spoke for the Saints there in their 
neat little church. I had good liberty and 
felt well and experienced a feeling of delight 
in presenting the word. 

After an intermission of fifteen minutes we 
opened services' again to partake of the em
blems. After administering them, five were 
administered to by Bro. Ben. Taylor and my
self. The Lord was with us in the adminis
trations, and gave his Spirit to comfort and 
cheer. 

Bro. John Keefer, who lives at Santa Rosa, 
was crushed under a rock some five weeks 
ago and they sent for me. I went and ad
ministered to him under the power of the 
Holy Spirit, and again with Bro. Taylor, and 
today he is up in a chair. Everyone who saw , 
him had no idea that he could live. His 
breastbone was crushed and six ribs broken 
from the backbone.· His left foot bothers 
him now, or he would be able to walk around. 
All the Saints who knew of the case 
prayed for him many times. This is· nearly 
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a marvelous case, and we greatly rejoice that 
our Father came to the rescue. 

Trusting we may be able to abide faithfully 
with added responsibilities, rendering ac
ceptable service, that the results may be 
desirable, I am, yours in hoods, 

CHAS. A. PARKIN. 

PLANO, Ill., May 17. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. Cooper is to preach 

the memorial sermon here, the service to be 
by all the churches combined as usual. Bro. 
Moler and I expect to start the district tent 
at Wilmington soon. Bro. Wildermuth will 
remain at Plano and Sandwich for a time. 
The Mission Saints are pushing the building 
of their new church to have it ready for June 
conference. 
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sumed to believe in God's power being mani
fest nowadays. 

I might give some points brought out, but 
will just say to those who are anxious to 
know, that the cause lost nothing; but, on 
the contrary the general verdict was "The 
fleshy man [Bro. Keck] had it mostly his own 
way." 

We leave the Saints feeling well, and think 
that the work is in a fair way to prosper in 
the Angola branch. 

I will say for the benefit of the Saints of 
Oklahoma that the tent is up and working. 
Anyone desiring tent work in their town or 
locality please address me at Sumner, 0. T., 
care H. C. Hughes. ·~ 

Yours in the faith, 
R. W. DAVIS. 
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Hougas I have been awakened to a realiza
tion of what my duties really are. I feel to 
appreciate the confidencR manifested in plac
ing me in this position, and I hope that I may 
be faithful to the trust imposed upon me. 
Although J have had but a limited experi
ence, yet i love the Sunday school work, and 
shall be very glad to do whatever I can and 
to make the acqu~intance of all Sunday 
school workers. I shall be pleased to respond 
to any and all calls made upon me, as far as 
possible, whicb may legitimately come within 
my scope of office. My address for the pres
ent is 258 N. Troy St., Chicago, Ill. Hoping 
that this year may be a successful one for the 
Sunday school work, I remain, 

Your colaborer, 
F. M. PITT. 

I stopped to visit with Mr. and Sr. Bouder
man near Amboy. While there Elders Bry
son and Clayson, from Utah, presented them
selves for a night's lodging, and·got it. We 
spent the next forenoon canvassing the issues 
between us, with about the usual result in 
such cases. They are assigned to Lee 
County for labor. I hope the scattered 
Saints there will treat them hospitably as 
men, but not countenance their doctrinal 

GUILFORD, Mo., May 19. T f ll · th ht d 1 t' 
Editors Herald:-Bro. J. Arthur Davis and HE 0 owwg oug s an se eo wns are 

errors. Your brother, 
ADAM J. KECK. 

HARP, Ala., May 14. 
Editors Herald:-The Alabama district 

conference that convened at Lone Star, May 
12, was a good one. The good Spirit of the 
Lord was with us from the beginning to end. 
Much good was accomplished in unity. Bro. 
W.J. Booker, of Bay Minette was with us, and 
expressed his willingness to labor for the 
salvation of souls. May the Lord bless all 
the Saints to acquaint themselves with the 
·work the Lord would have them to do. 

M. K. HARP. 

ARKANSAS CITY, Kan., May 17. 
Editors Herald:- The Shick-Keck de

bate is a thing of the past. The discussion 
was held in a schoolhouse four miles west of 
Moundvalley. Brn. Beebe and Baker were 
preaching l.n that place last winter, and 
created quite an interest. Some of the 
Christians (Campbellites) became ala~med 

myself came to this place to hold a week's 
meeting; but rain for the last five days has 
prevented us irom doing any special work. 
We are trying to arrange for meeting at 
Savannah, the county seat of Andrew County. 
Whether or not we will meet with success, 
cannot tell. Just as soon as the weather 
clears up, will open up with the tent, which 
is now at Mound City. 

As I have been placed in charge of the 
Nodaway district, and have associated with 
me Brn. J. Arthur Davis and C. P. Welsh, I 
would ask that the Saints of the district 
would let me know where there are good 
openings for the preaching of the gospel. If 
you have any good places for tent work let 
me know, I will try to see that the interest 
is looked after. 

If there be any in the district holding the 
priesthood who desire to do mission work, 
let them report to me. Let us all push for
ward and occupy faithfully in the Master's 
cause. You can address me at any time at 
Lamoni, Iowa, and my mail will be forwarded 
to me. Your brother and colaborer, 

D. C. WHITE. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Department 
ELDER T, A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
and sent for Elder Shick, who came and (SendcommunlcationsforthisdepartmenttotheEditor 
challenged them. Four propositions were Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 
agreed upon. But when Bro. Keck and Elder 
Shick met they reduced the propositions to CHICAGO, Ill., May 14, 1900. 
two, as they embraced but two subjects. To the Officers and Members of the General 

There were eight sessions, four upon each Sunday Sehoul Association; Greeting:-Our 
proposition. Bro. Keck made an able and worthy General Superintendent has officially 
spiritual defense on the divine mission of Jo- notified me of my election to the office of 
seph Smith. All were well pleased, both Second Assistant Superintendent and has ex
Saints and outsiders. When the Christian tended me an invitation to attend the re
{Campbellite) Church was on trial Elder unions this fall and to participate in other 
Shick seemed to forget it was his duty to Sunday school work. I will say that I was 
bring it out and show its harmony with the completely· surprised when I learned of my 
church set up by Christ and the apostles, so election, because I had never thought of such 
Bro. Keck had a double task, (as usual,) to a thing, and could hardly believe the report; 
bring it out and then show its faults. but when I was assured that it was correct I 

Elder Shick was very gentlemanly in the l tried to console myself with the thought that 
first proposition; but a~ the battle waxed I it was principally an honorary position, 
warmer, he began to call for a sign, and cast and that not much work would be re
JJnrleas~J,nt ill~~!lU~tions !!It !lonyonf,l WhO pre- ~uireq Pt tnei Qut 1!in{)l') hearing from :aro~ 

furnished by our Brother J. F. Mintun:-
PREPARATION, 

All true prayer is answered in the best 
way, but God does not always give what is 
asked for. 

In announcing a new lesson, give a few 
suggestions as to how it should b,e studie€1. 

Every scholar should make the most of his 
lesson. To do this, the lesson should be 
studied carefully at home. 

The only way to do anything well is to do it 
over and over again. 

Teachers in any grade should study the 
lessons and helps of all the grades. They 
will find it very helpful. 

The lesson should not be studied for the 
facts of the lesson alone, but for the sake of 
the influence in producing and developing 
Christian character too. 

In beginning the study of a lesson, make a 
general examination of it at first so as to get 
some idea of it as a whole, then take it up 
item by item in course. 

The object of the Sunday school is the pro
duction and training of right character 
through the study of the word of God. 

The truest present gauge of the spiritual 
strength of the next generation is found in 
the quality of the Sunday school instruction 
of today. 

GOOD LESSONS AND LESSON HELPS; 
ESSENTIALS THEREOF. 

Sub-ject matter suitable. 
Systematic arrangement of lesAon. 
Illustration sufficient .. 
Adaptation to the grade designed for. 
Topical arrangement of subject matter to 

be taught. 
Numerous quotations and citations from 

Scriptures and other authentic works. 
The plan of the lesson helps should be 

prog:cessive, comprehensive, and complete. 
It is well to be definite. Many a life is 

frittered away in vague generalities. 
Any lesson system that tends to the study 

of the lesson helps to the exclusion of the 
Bible stands self·condemned. 

Unifol'm lessons reduce to a minimum the 
labor of preparing and teaching the lesson, 
greatly facilitates its study in teachers' meet
ings and other gatherings, and opens the 
way for comment on it in various periodicals. 

!)ung!lly school lessooe shoul<;l be educ~· 
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tiona!. Not to the exclusion of the spiritual, 
but educational because in this way ~he best 
spiritual results can be obtained. 

ILLUSTRATION. 

The child mind is like wax to take im
pressions and like bronze to retain them. 

"Give the children a clue to the poorest 
drawing and their imagination will trans· 
form it into an interesting picture." 

"A rude dr<twing made in the presence of the 
children and as a part of the talk about the 
lesson is vastly more effective than the most 
elaborate and artistic picture put on the 
board beforehand and shown to the children." 

"A great danger lies in illustrating by 
multiplying objects till they become a mean
ingless show, or in elaborating blackboard or 
other illustration till they confuse thought 
and hide the truth." 

We illustrate to make clearer that which is 
not understood, or to impress some thought 
already in the mind of the hearer. Unless 
at least one of these objects is accomplished, 
your illustration is a failure.-'-Ed. 

The story is told of a colored brother who 
said at the beginning of his sermon, "Bred
eren, I will read you a chapter and then 'fius
trate' it to you," meaning of course to "illus
trate" it. Let us be careful that we do not 
"fiustrate" rather than "illustrate" when we 
attempt to "make clearer" or "impress" 
a thought in a lesson.-Ed. 

QUESTIONING. 

"Questions hold the attention, stimulate 
mental action, and enable the teacher to find 
out how much of the lesson is understood." 

The answering of questions fixes the 'truth 
in the scholar's mind. 

Questions should be clear and simple, not 
too easy, and framed so that the natural an
swer will be the correct one. 

The art of questioning so as to arouse 
thought is somewhat difficult, but is neces
sary to successful teaching. 

81lndau School 1Issocia1ion8. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Convention of Southeastern Illinois Sunday 
school association will be held at the Saints' 
chapel, Brush Creek branch, at the time of 
the district conference, Juno 9 and 10. 
Program in the afternoon. Devotional ex
ercises, conducted by F. M. Slover. ''The 
aim and object of Sunday school," John 
Schell. "Punctuality in Sunday school," 
Mrs. Heppie Morris. "How to teach the 
primary class," Dollie Burroughs. "How to 
interest young men in Sunday school," I. .A. 
Morris. "Where is the dividing line be
tween the ways of the world and the ways of 
Christ," I. N. White. At night, a literary 
entertainment will be given, consisting of 
declamations and recitations, singing, etc. 
Also, the election of officers will take place. 

JOHN T. CURTIS, Supt. 
ARTHUR H. BURROUGHS, Sec. 

Sunday school convention of Kewanee dis
trict will be held at Joy, Illinois, Friday, 
June 1, at 10:45. Let the local secretaries 
please take notice and see that their reports 
~re in or~ time. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

jVIiscellaneotls Department. 
ONE THOUSAND FOR GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

Are you one of this number? And if not, 
why not? 

The proposition that one thousand subscrip
tions at $25 each be obtained at once, so as to 
clear the college of all indebtedness and place 
it where it can run without this great disad
vantage is now before us. No part of this 
subscription is to be paid unless the entire 
number is obtained. 

There are now extant in the hands of eld
ers, agents, and Saints, two hundred and six
teen subscription lists. We have two hun
dred more lists on hand and would be glad to 
supply any good brother, sister, or friend in 
any part of the world who would like to make 
the effort to help the college work. In this 
way they will also help ~he church work, and 
help to aid young men and young- women for 
years to come in gaining p!'oper information 
and training for the practical duties of life. 
There is no more worthy object to work for, 
and none where our work will have a more 
lasting effect than in this beneficent line. If 
you only have time to send in your own name, 
place it on a postal card and send it to the 
undersigned at his address, Lamoni, Decatur 
County, Iowa. 

Remember, we have but about sixty days 
now to finish the lists, the expectation from 
the time of last General Conference being 
that the lists could be completed within 
ninety days. Full list of names, together 
with subscriptions, will be published through 
the He,rald and Ensign as soon as the work is 
completed. 

The attention of all Saints and friends of 
education and the truth is especially called to 
this proposition, and now. 

Very truly and regpectfully, 
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

Lock Box 18, LH!ONI, Decatur Co., Iowa. 2t 

RESOLUTION OF CONDOLENCE.-J. T. 
KINNAMAN. 

In memory of Elder John T. Kinnaman, 
who was born in Madison County, Indiana, 
October 14, 1829, baptized December 14, 1870, 
by B. V. Springer. 

Whereas, it has pleased our heavenly 
Father to remove from our midst and take 
unto himself our esteemed brother and wor
thy president, Elder John T. Kinnaman, who 
was ordained president of the Thir·d Quorum 
of Elders at Galland's Grove, Iowa, by W. H. 
Kelley, James Caffali, J. C. Crabb, and R. J. 
Anthony, September 30, 1879, and with wis
dom and ability served until the time of his 
demise; and whereas, he was a man of integrity 
and of sterling worth to the church, a com
petent exponent of the angel's message, and 
an able defender of the truth, and ever ready 
to sacrifice for the cause he loved, and was a 
kind and loving husband and father, and like 
one of old commanded his children after him 
in righteousness; and while we, the mem
bers of the Third Quorum of Elders, keenly 
feel the loss of our· brother, his wise counsel 
and executive ability, how much more are 
those near and dear by the ties of nature called 
to mourn. 

Therefore, be it resolved, that we, the 
members of the Third ·Quorum of Elders, ex
tend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved 
family, and our prayers in their behalf, that 
the Spirit of him who is a husband to the 
widow, and a father to the. fatherless, may 
abide with them to keep them in the faith 
once delivered to the saints; and while all 
sutrer because of being deprived of the asso
ciation of our brother, yet our loss is his gain. 
May we all so live as to be worthy of the 
communion of God's Holy Spirit, that when 
the trump shall sound both loud and long, 

we come in the first resurrection, 
~X~Grtllli ty to immortillt" 

ity to meet our Savior, our brother, and all 
the redeemed of earth, where parting shall 
be no more. 

{ 

W. M. SELF. 
Committee, GILBERT J. WHI'l'EHEAD. 

WM. E. SUMMERFIELD. 

NOTICE HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
The Board of Publication consists of the 

following persons: E. L. Kelley, President: 
John Smith, Treasurer and Business Mana
ger; J, A. Gunsolley, Secretary; Fred B. 
Blair, and J. W. Wight. The first two 
named are the Executive Committee. 

We hereby call upon all who are indebted 
to the Publishing House to make settlement 
as early as possible, and thus lend their finan
cial support to this important branch of 
church work. The price of the Jierald will 
hereafter be $1.50 per year to all persons, and 
all subscribers who are in arrears for six 
months will be dropped from the list unless 
arrangements are made with the Publishing 
House for payment. All Herald subscribers 
who are now in debt will be permitted to set
tle upon the basis of $1.50 per year, providing 
such settlements are made within six months 
from this date. 

Book agents are requested, if possible, to 
make returns to this Publishing House the 
first of each month, and to ceast~ retaining 
commissions on sales when they order books, 
so long as they are in debt. Commissions 
when due will be allowed when settlements 
are made. ''Pay what thou owest," is a part 
oJ the divine plan; and "Owe no man any
thing but love," should be observed by all 
Saints. Prompt payments insure confidence 
in business as well as religion, and confidence 
is essential to success. 

A new catalogue of books will be issued as 
soon as possible. 

Remittances should be made by post office 
and express orders, bank drafts on Chicago, 
or registered letters. 

Send all business letters and make all 
money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

Personal matters mark John Smitl::>. Write 
your orders plain, pointed, and legible, de
scribing just what you want, with name and 
price as advertised, so that mistakes may be 
avoided. . 

Volume 3 of Church History is now in 
preparation and we will fill orders as soon as 
ready. 

In view of the great increase of the free 
list the Board has found it necessary to say 
that after June 1, 1900, the Autumn Leaves 
will not be sent free to the missionaries' 
families; but the Saints' He~·ald will be fur
nished as heretofore. 

Bills to May 1 are being sent to all debtors, 
and we kindly ask you to help us. If there 
are mistakes we will gladly correct them on 
evidence. JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

May 16, 1900. 4t 

ATTENTION. 
To the Hig-h Priests, and Those Approved 

by General Conference for Such omce:-A 
number of the members have e~pressed a de~ 
sire for a group picture of the quorum, &nd 
requested me to see to having said picture 
made. Will all kindly send me their photo
graph as soon as practicable (stating if they 
wish the same returned), and we will furnish 
the group picture at a reasonable price to the 
members, and others who may wish to pur~ 
chase. In bonds, -

Ro:aT. M. ELVUf, 
Bo~ 224, LAMONI, Decatur Co., Iowa. · 

SECOND QUORUM OF SEVENTIES. 
Dear. Brethren:-We would like the ad

dresses of all members who have been takeri 
into· the above quorum since April, 1897, or: 

~b,~7 teysuin~ of tl:!e J&et girQLll~r Mter, 
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We also desire the new addresses of any who 
have changed since 1897. 

Assoon as ordained, we reqHest the follow
ing brethren to send items of birth, baptism, 
and ordination, as well as address: Richard 
B. Howlet, Benjamin St. John, James R. 
Beckley, and A. E. Mortimer. Dates of birth 

-·and baptism of Wellington D. Ellis are de
sired. 

The above is desired to enable us to pre
pare a new circular letter, as provided for at 
the last conference. Address me at Plano, 
Illinois, care Box 134. 

H. E. MOLER, Secretary. 

BISHOP'S NOTICE. 
To the Saints of Independence District, 

Greeting:-It has pleased God, and in ac
cordance with the promise made to the 
church in 1873 (D. C. 117: 10) that other Bish
ops should be appointed; and it pleased God 
to designate your humble servant to be or
dained to the office of Bishop, I enter upon 
this work with a feeling of considerable re
sponsibility; yet I have the assurance that 
God, who doeth all things well, will be my 
help in time of need. I want to do my duty 
and dignify the office, and in Oi'der to do this 
I must have your cooperation in this depart
ment of the work. 

My experience in this line of work as Bish
op's agent for the past nine years has taught 
me considerable. I expect to establish a 
storehouse in Independence, or what will 
answer for the present as such, and will re
ceive tithes and offerings in moneys and in 
kind. In paying tithes and offering in kind, 
the Saints must not think that they can turn 
in everything-good or bad. Hear what the 
Lord said to Israel of old:-

"Thou shalt truly tithe all the increase of 
thy seed, that the field bringeth forth year 
by year. And thou shalt eat before the Lord 
thy God, in the place which he shall choose to 
place his name there, the tithe of thy corn, 
of thy wine, and of thine oil, and the first
lings of thy herds and of thy flocks; that thou 
mayest learn to fear the Lord thy God al
ways. And if the way be too long for thee, 
so that thou art not able to carry it; or if the 
place be too far from· thee, which the Lord 
thy God shall choose to set his name there, 
when the Lord thy God hath blessed thee: 
then shalt thou turn it into money, and bind 
up the money in thine hand, and shalt go 
unto the place which the Lord thy God shall 
choose. "-Deut. 14:22-25. 

This is good instructions to us in every 
point, and ought to be carried out now by 
every Saint in the land, if we expect to be 
blessed of God. Bind up the money in thine 
hand, to my mind, means thus: that if the 
distance is too far, turn your tithe into 
money and bind the money up in thine hand, 
or in other words, do not use it for any other 
purpose, as it is sacred money, and don't be
long to you; but bring or send it to the place 
where the Lord has appointed. 

The children of Israel seem to have been 
very forgetful of the instructions the Lord 
gave them. They used their tithing money 
as they pleased, and he came out in a fearful 
rebuke through his prophet Malachi:-

"Even from the days of· your fathers ye 
are gone away from mine ordinances, and 
have not kept them. Return unto me, and I 
will return unto you, saith the Lord of 
hosts. But ye said, Wherein shall we re
turn? Will a man rob God? Yet ye have 
robbed me. But ye say, Wherein have we 
robbed thee? In tithes and offerings. Ye 
are cursed with a curse: for ye have robbed 
me, even this whole nation. Bring ye all 
the tithes into the storehouse, that there 
may be meat in mine house, and prove me 
now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I 
will not open you the windows of heaven, and 
pour you out a blessing, that there shall not 
be room enough to receive it. And I will re
buke the devourer for your sakes, and he 
!lhli!U not destro;v the frllHI? pf ;your. err«;>und; 
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neither shall your vine cast her fruit before 
the time in the field, saith the Lord of hosts. 
And all nations shall c<J,ll yoll blessed: for ye 
shall be a delightsome land, saith the Lord 
of hosts. "-Mal. 3: 7-12. 

Can we have faith in God and trust him? 
Jesus said to the same, "Why call ye me, 
Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I 
say?" (Luke 6: 46.) How about every mem
ber of the Independence district. 

This law of tithing is also enjoined upon 
the Saints of the last days:-

" Behold, now it is called today (until the 
coming of the Son of Man), and verily it is a 
day of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of 
my people; for be that is tithed shall not be 
burned at his coming."-D. C. 64:5. 

"Verily I say un'"o you, It shall come to 
pass that all those who gather unto the land 
of Zion shall be tithed of their sm·plus pro
perties, and shall observe this law, Oi' they 
shall not be found worthy to abide among 
you. And I say unto you, If my people ob
serve not this law, to keep it holy, and by 
this law sanctify the land of Zion unto me, 
that my statutes and my judgments may be 
kept thereon, that it may be most holy, be
hold, verily I say unto you, It shall not be a 
land oi Zion unto you; and this shall be an 
ensample unto all the stakes of Zion. Even 
so. Amen."-D. C. 106:2. 

It will take about six thousand dollars for 
this district this year, for the missionaries' 
families and the poor, etc. We hope to col
lect this amount in the district, and it can 
be done if we all do our duty, and would like 
to see every name on the tithing list. It is 
the Bishop's duty to travel among the 
branches and search out the poor. We t2X
pect to give this part of the work: our spe
cial attention, that none may suffer that are 
worthy. 

It is also the Bishop's duty to be a judge in 
Israel, assisted by two counselors. We ex
pect to establish a Bishop's court. This 
court will have original jllrisdiction, as also 
an appellant court. I have chosen for one of 
my counselors W. H. Pease, High Priest, 
president of Armstrong branch, and now 
recommend him to the esteem of the Saints. 
The other one I have also chosen, but not yet 
ordained. I have chosen bishop's agents in 
the following branches: First Kansas City, 
Missouri, William McLaren; Second Kansas 
City, Missouri, Frederick Koehler; Arm
strong, Kansas, J. H. Stratton; Chelsea Park, 
Kansas, James Anderson; Lees Summit, Mis
souri, Joseph Currey; Holden, Missouri, 
Frederick Scarcliff. I recommend those 
agents to their respective branches, praying 
that the Lord may bless them in their labors 
of love for the Master. There will be no 
agent appointed for Injlependence for the 
present. Tithes and offerings in moneys 
will be received at my office, West Maple 
Avenue. Tithes and offerings in kind will 
be received at my warehouse, South Liberty 
Street, Independence, Missouri. 

RODERICK MAY, 
Bishop Independence District. 

PASTORAL. 
In my pastoral letter I unintentionly failed 

to say that Bro. Columbus Scott would have 
charge of the ministerial work in the city of 
Detroit, Michigan, and we bespeak: for him 
all help by any that may or can go that way 
and stop and lend a helping band in the good 
work. I hope Bro. Scott will not think me 
bold in making this extended invitation to 
all the traveling ministry; and I shall hope 
that the branch and local officers will unite 
with Bro. Scott in the good work to be done. 
I will assist in Detroit and through the mis
sion all I can in preaching the gospel, not 
interfering with the branches, expecting 
each branch officer to seek to learn his duty 
and see that he does his own duty. If I see 
anything that I think is out of order I will 
ask the officers of the branch to look after 

, !;l~c4 lihh:J.~Iil put in 
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As to your tithes and offerings, attend to 
them and place them in the agent's bands, 
that the mission may become self-sustaining 
if possible. As the Bishop once said to me, 
"He hoped the time would come when each 
mission would become self-supporting," so I 
hope the Saints will help in that way to 
make the misBion work a success. We ask 
all to cooperate with us to that end. 

Yours in hope of final rest, 

1'EMPLE, 0., May 14. 

J. H. LAKE, 
Missionary in Cnarge. 

To my Fellow Laborers, Brethren and Sis
ters of Fremont and Pottawattamie Districts, 
Greeting:-Having been appointed by the 
General Conference to labor with you and for 
you the coming year, I wish to say that I feel 
satisfied with my field of labor, and thank you 
all, both general appointees and the local 
force, for the liberal manner in which you so 
heartily supported ms during the last year's 
service in the Master's great harvest field, 
and for the good we were enabled to do, in 
bringing many precious souls into the family 
and fold of God, such as we trust will be 
eternally saved. . . 

I feel grateful to God .and the dear Saints 
for your support, both spirituttlly and finan
cially, and trust by the help of God's blessed 
Spirit I may never betray the trust and con
fidence of my fellow laborers and brethren. 
Dear brethren and sisters,. we want to labor 
with you and for you as the servants of God. 
Your interest shall be ours. Let us push the 
work forward to the front as best we can. 
God be with you all is and shall be our con
tinual prayer. 

Your fellow laborer in gospel bond~, 
HENRY KEMP, Sub-Missionary. 

To the Saints and Friends of Northeast 
Illinois District:-Having been appointed 
submissionary in charge in the above-named 
district, we desire to ask the hearty coopera
tion of all interested in the spread ot the 
gospel of Christ. Our missionary force for 
the present year is limited, but we hope to be 
able to accomplish something for the ad
vancement of the cause of righteousness, and 
·this can best be done by each putting forth 
an effort to carry the gospel message to those 
who are in darkness. 

It is our desire to make as many new open
ings as we possibly can during the year, and 
r,sk that the Saints give us all the assistance 
in their power to secure places for preaching 
the word. We especially ask the aid of all 
~cattered Saints in this direction. Do all you 
cs.n to get the truth before your neighbors 
ancl friends, and see to it that your daily walk 
is such that will command their respect and 
reverence for your religion. 

Any of the Saints or friends that can secure 
places to preach, please writ.e us about it, and 
we will respond as soon as possible. My mis
sion address will be Plano, Illinois, care 
Box 134. Yours in gospel work, 

H. E. MOLER. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. 
To the Saints in Southern Illinois District, 

Greeting: As I have been assigned to labor 
in your midst the coming year as best I can 
with the help of the Master, and there hav
ing been appointed with me Brn. J. T. Davis 
and M. F. Gowell, I therefore take this 
method to ask you all, both brethren and 
sisters, to remember us in your prayers, that 
our labors mav be a success to the work and 
an honor to 'the one who has called us to 
labor. And in order that we may be enabled 
to rea,ch as many of the Saints and friends as 
possible at as early a date as will be the most 
convenient, I have deemed it wise to make 
appointments for meetings to be held at the 
following places:-

At the Brown church, beg·inning Friday, 
.June 15, at eight p. m,, and lasting until the 
19th, 

tne Bgb,o()l)louse1 begi!:miug frt' 
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day, June 22, at eight p. m., and lasting until 
the 28th. 

At the Ula church, beginning Friday, June 
29, at eight p. m., and lasting until July 2. 

At Dryfork, beginning Friday, July 6, at 
eight p. m., and lasting until the 12th. 

At Springerton, beginning Friday, July 13, 
at eight p. m., and lasting uatil the 19th. 

At Bowyer, beginning Saturday, July 21, 
at eight p.m., and lasting until the 25th. 

At Kibbie, beginning Friday, July 27, at 
eight p. m., and lasting until August 1. 

At Hazel Dell, beginning Saturday, August 
4, at eight p.m., and lasting until the 8th. 

At the Saints' chapel, beginning Thursday, 
August 9, at eight p. m, and lasting until 
the 12th. 

At Brewer chapel, beginning Friday, Au· 
gust 17, at eight p. m., and lasting until the 
19th. 

Other places will be looked after later. 
Either Bro. Davis or Gowell will be with us 
at all the above-named places, and we ask the 
cooperation of all the Saints, both ministry 
and laity, in these meetings, in order that 
they may prove a success to the work. All 
are invited to come and help make these 
meetings a success. Come, and bring the 
Spirit of the Master with you. 

Remember that our district conference will 
convene at Brush Creek, June 9, at ten a. m. 

F. M. SLOVER. 
Address: Orchardville, Illinois. 

To the Saints of Oregon, Greeting:
Whereas it has pleased the conference to 
return your humble servant to your field, I 
will say, I will reach my field as soon as prac
ticable, and shall be pleased to hear from 
any and all Saints and friends as to the op
portunities for preaching in their neighbor
hood. I wish to correspond with all parts of 
my field, and to cooperate with all, for in 
"union there is strength." 

My home address is San Bernardino, Cali
fornia, and will give my field address when I 
reach 'there; so direct to my home address 
till otherwise ordered. However all mail 
sent here will find me. I will say that I 
shall need help to reach my field, and I dis
like to call on the Bishop as he has all he 
can care for in looking after the families of 
the elders and the poor, so please remember 
this, dear Saints. 

Brethren A. B. Moore and_C, E. Crumley 
are my colaborers in Oregon. I shall be 
pleased to hear from them, and we will try 
and arrange to labor to the best interest of 
the work. We hope and pray that much 
good may be accomplished this year, and 
that many may be added to the church. 

Yours for the trut.h, 
D. L. HARRIS. 

SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., May !5. 

Will the Saints and friends of the cause 
who reside in Eastern Iowa district please 
correspond with Elder J. Russell Sutton, of 
Fulton, Iowa, when desiring missionary work 
done in their locality. And, dear Saints, let 
us put forth every effort to introduce the 
work into new localities. 

J. RUSSELL SUTTON. 

NOTICES. 
A meeting of the priesthood will be held in 

the Saints' church, 7:30 p. m., June 8, 1900, 
at Lucas, Iowa, the evening before the district 
conference convenes at the same place. All 
members of the priesthood that can possibly 
be there are urged to come. 

F. M. WELD, Dist. Pres. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Annual conference Of Birmingham district 

will c.onvene at Leicester, June 2, 3, and 4, in 
Cooperative Hall, Saffron Lane, Aylestone 
J?a,rk. :13,\.leinees l;le~sign the 2d, at 7; 30 p. m. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Branches will please give statistical and 
spiritual reports, also elders and priests other 
than priests of br?-nches, whose reports must 
be accompanied with licenses for indorse
ment, as per rule of district. Visitors are re
quested to notify Elder W. Eccleston, No. 7, 
Richmond Road, Aylestone Park, Leicester. 

C. H. CATON, Pres. 
C. W AL'l'ON, Sec. 

Conference of Northern Michigan district 
will be held in Boyne City, June 23 and 24. 
'rhe Sunday school convention will convene 
the 22d, the day before the conference. We 
expect to have the president of the mission, 
Bro. J. H. Lake, with us, also several of the 
ministers, and many members. We wish 
full reports from branches and ministers. 

J. J. CORNISH. 

Conference of Southeastern Illinois district 
will convene at Brush Creek, Wayne County, 
Illinois, June 9, at ten a. m. Branch clerks 
and all branch officers, please have your re
ports made out correctly and send to I. A. 
Morris by June 5. We expect all the mis
sionary forces, and hope to have a good time. 

I. A. MORRIS, Pres. 

Des Moines district conference will meet at 
Richland Creek, Tama County, Iowa, June 9, 
at ten a.m. The train on the C. & N. W. 
R. R, due at Longpoint at ten a. m. go· 
ing east, will be met Thursday and Fri
day; the train due at Chelsea, on same 
road, going west at four p. m., will be met. 
Parties going by any other train or road will 
notify J. W. Shimel, Haven, Iowa, who will 
see that they are met by a conveyance. 

H. A. McCOY, Dist. Sec. 

Montana district conference will convene 
at Anaconda, June 16. Branch presidents 
and secretaries will see that proper reports 
are made out in due time. All the minis
terial force in the district are expected to re
port in person or by letter. 

GOMER REESE. 

Far West conference will meet with Stew
artsville branch, Saturday and Sunday, June 
9 and 10. Brethren of the ministry and mis
sionaries, please send your report to the sec
retary one week prior to the convening of 
conference; also branch clerks will see that 
their reports, together with delegate creden
tials, are in the hands of the distl'ict secre
tary one week before conference. 

T. T. HINDERKS, Pres. 
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec. 

Northeast Kansas conference will convene 
with Scranton branch, June 9 and lO, at ten 
a. m. Let all the local officers report in per
son if able; if not, send report to district 
secretary. Come all, with the Spirit of the 
Lord, that our conference may be profitable. 

SAMUEL TWOMBLY, Pres. 

BORN. 
WITCHER.-Vera Evyline Witcher, born 

September 26, 1893, at Wayne, Nebraska; 
blessed at Lamoni, Iowa, May 13, 1900, by 
Elders R. M. Elvin and William Anderson, 
at the request of the foster parents, Bro. and 
Sr. Eli Hayer; 

LODWIG.-To Bro. William and Sr. Nettie 
Lodwig, of Fairbanks, Iowa, on March 3, 1900, 
a son. Blessed May 17, by Elder J. R. Sutton, 
and named Merritt Tolbert. 

DIED. 
WARE.-Martha A., wife of Elder R. L. 

Ware, died at Richmond, Missouri, May 7, 
1900; was born at Butler, Bates County, Mis
souri, February 4, 1842; baptized in 1871. 
She leaves a kind husband and four children 
to mourn. Fuuer.~~Jl eerll:!on by Elder J. C. 
l)'o~e. 

PRICE -At San Francisco, California, 
April 8, 1900, Sarah, beloved wife of Bro. J. 
B. Price, of Oakland, California, aged 68 
years and 21 days. Sister Price, whose 
maiden name was Sykes, was born at Bramp
ton, Huntingdonshire, England, March 17, 
1832. In 1849 she with two of her sisters, 
Ellen and Anne, heard and obeyed the gospel 
as restored in latter days by angelic admin
istration, and were baptized. The sisters 
Sykes, or better known by many of the Eng
lish Saints as "The Brampton Sisters," were 
widely known and highly esteemed by the 
traveling ministry in England in those days 
for their faith and good works, their devo
tion and liberality to the cause they so dearly 
loved. In February, 1855, Sarah accompanied 
by her sister Anne hade farewell to her na
tive land, pleasant home, and loving father, 
brothers, and sisters, forsaking all purely for 
the gospel's sake, their most fervent and 
holy desire being to become more perfectly 
instructed in the ways of God, that they 
might walk in his paths. They arrived in 
Utah, October, 1855, and on the 20th of the 
following March, Sarah was married to J. B. 
Price. She and her husband remained faith
ful and devout members of the Utah church 
until the spring of 1869, when he joined the 
Reorganized Church and they left at once for 
California. She united with the R3organized 
Church by baptism at Davisville, California, 
August 15, 1875. Sr. Price was a woman of 
unswerving integrity, a consistent, devout 
Latter Day Saint, a faithful wife, a loving 
and indulgent mother, and a true &nd gener
ous friend, for which virtues she was very 
highly 'l3Steemed by her many friends and 
acquaintances. She was the mother of ten 
children, six of whom survive her. Her re
mains were interred in Odd Fellows Ceme
tery, San Francisco, April 11; funeral 
services conducted by Elder Charles A. 
Parkin. 

JESSAMIN.-Griffin Gladstone, youngest 
child of Bro. Adam Jessamin, and Sister Jes
samin (deceased), was born November 8,1897, 
and died at the residence of President A. H. 
Smith, Lamoni, Iowa, April 19, 1900. Since 
the mother's death the babe has been under 
the care of his sister, Alia, who with tender 
solicitude has provided for his every need. 
Funeral services in charge of Elder A. H. 
Smith, at his residence. Sermon by Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

Grieve not, dear hearts, nor once forget, 
Who guards your earthly state 

Can guide to yonder resting place 
WIJ.ere babe and mother wait. 

Rest, baby dear, there waits for thee 
No blame-no great reward, 

But bliss untold, and joy unthought, 
Beloved of Christ the Lord. 

CAMERON.-Near Croton, Iowa, May 8, 
1900, Sr. Ophelia, wife of Bro. George W. 
Cameron; she was born September 1, 1857, 
and was married May 2l, 1876; to them were 
born six children. Sr. Cameron professed 
faith in Christ and was baptized at Farming
ton, Iowa, October 2, 1892. For many years 
the family made Farmington their home; but 
last January they moved to the farm of her 
childhood's home, near Croton, Iowa. She 
was sick before removal and never recovered. 
So around that home clusters her earliest and 
latest recollections of earthlife. She went 
home to die. FuneraLsermon by Elder James 
McKiernan at the M. E. chapel. Interment 
at Croton cemetery. 

JUDSON.-At his son Arthur's, just west of 
Lamoni, on May 12, 1900, of old age and vari
ous disabilities, Bro. Richard Judson, aged 
76 years, 4 months, and 14 days. He was 
born in Huntingdonshire, England, in 1823. 
Came to America in 1854. Settled in Michi
gan, thence comin~r to Lamoni in 1893. His 
wife died in 1883. Three sons and one 
daughter are living. He united with the 
church August 21, 1892, being baptized by 
Elder Isaac M. Smith, at Marcellus, Michl· 
gan. The funeral was held at his son's 
house, the sermon being pre!J,ched b;y Sro, f!:, 

f.?~ebl:]h;~~~ ' · · 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Publishctl every W ednestlay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The traveling ministry, district and branch 

presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested. to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Remittances should be made by post office and 
express orders. registered letters, and bank drafts 
on Chicago. Send all business letters and make 
all money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 
Personal matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JoHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELAJiDuu 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 11. 

For catalogues or further iuforrnation, 
Address, PRO!!,. R A. HARKNESS, 

President. 
or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Sun-
day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
IS cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

:PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children ; same lessons further 
iUmplitled. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, :15 
oents per year. Address all orders and remit;. 
tanced to Herald Publishing Bouse, 

Loo:l!: :Sox E, t,!amoni, Deca~t'r Cg., lowa. 

'fHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

, VoL.3 
HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith in .1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. · 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50' 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by rtlmittances. 

LARGE TYPE 
NEwV TESTA)V(ENT, 

Inspired 

Translation. 

Low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; print3d on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or more copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow.. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .......................... -.$1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ....•......... 2 25 I 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ..................••••••••. ~0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible. . • • • • 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................... -~0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . • . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . • • • • . 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper ..••••••...•..•.•.•••••••. $0 25 
Cloth . . . • • • •• . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 35 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers .....•••.••••••••••• $0 30 
Cloth and leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • oO 
Full leather ..••••• • ••••••••••••• 1 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 1 25 
Flexible .....••........ , ...... , . . 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides •••••••. $2 00 
Gilt edges .......•••••••••••••••. i 00 
With music onl:v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 D 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 7~ 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 11\ 

GOSPEL l'ENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hvmns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 00 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . . . 60 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. C 1oth, 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book. 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gat edges. .. • • B 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws oC the State of Iowa, July 1, 1S9S. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133,032.34; April 1, 1900, S162,7SS..O:I'. 

We pay interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correepondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

I!ITOCKHOLDEiRS :-Mrs. David. Danc~r, Geo. H. Hilliard, A .. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Onley, Allee P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him. 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed '!lnd smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes o:f Quit-to-bacl.: sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ...•••••••••••••••••••••••. $ 71) 
Leather .......................... 1 00 
Flexible binding • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 1 50 

TBAUHERS' BIBLE. "The Belt
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the ''Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps; 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6b8i}, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 3 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 

• and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call• 
l.ng and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cioth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • . . . . . 30 and 60 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deaths, remov
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form ................ $1 1:10 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
crimina.li ty. 

The work of the Reorganization J.s also 
presented from . an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standmg as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Qhrist is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
s.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts 
wherever their ministry have operated. Thi~ 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the in.lluence of their 
sophistry. 

Lamoni 
FOR 

Dru-g Store 
S~LE. 

Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy ill 
not traceable to the original church organi
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 

IOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ........••.•••..•••••••••. $0 35 
Cloth, limp ...••••••••••.• • • • •• • · 50 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOL~ 
Ass't Cashier. . 

COMMERCIAL 8ANK1 
LAMONI.. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent inte:rellt 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence a.. 
licited. Farms and town property for sa.l.,. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. C8.i 
North-Leave Leon 2:45p.m., arrive at~ 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a.m., arrh• 

e.t Leon 11:45 a.. m., 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect wial 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld- • l:r' s ~ ~ 
ers', priests', teachers', and dea- "ro'O s:u 

, """la=+'"'=~coc cons licenses, each per dozen ..... '~~"~' s -:r "' ~~> a 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... 40 ~ ~ 8:~~ 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ......•...•••.••••.. $0 21:; 
Cloth . . . . •. .. . . •. . . . • •. . . •• •• •• . 40 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth • . • • • • • • • • • • •. •• •• •• •• •• •• • 50 

Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..•....••.. 3 00 

It will make a. book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 1 RULES OF ORDER AND BEBATE. 

Bound in neat paper covell:'ll, 35 cents each. Cloth • • • • ........... • .. ~-· • • •• • • • .3() 40 
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GETTING MEN TO CHURCH. 

"How to Get Men to Church" is 
the problem of greatest moment with 
the ministry of today. We doubt not 
there are many of them, earnest, 
godly men, who spend anxious days 
and sleepless nights in an endeavor 
to find out what it is that makes men 
indifferent to spiritual things, that 
makes them prefer the club room, the 
park or their own home rather than 
spend one little hour once or twice on 
a Sabbath in a house of worship. The 
Rev. C. M. Coburn, D. D., pastor of 
Trinity Methodist church, in Denver, 
who is now closing his fourth year in 
that pastorate has prepared some 
suggestions based upon his own ex
perience which ought to merit the re
flection at least of ministers who feel 
that they are not reaching men as 
they would like to reach them. In 
the case of Dr. Coburn it is stated 
that by actual count the proportion 
of men in his evening congregation 
has gradually increased until now in 
an average congregation of perhaps 
1,500, he will have from 900 to 1,000 
men. This makes his suggestions of 
more value. 

Dr. Coburn's suggestions are as fol
lows:-

Lamoni, Iowa, May 30, 1900. No. 22. 

not make all your "pastoral" calls J right manliness by acknowledging a, 
upon the sisters they will not sufier mistake if you have made one. Every 
much and their husbands and broth- man who makes anything worth men
ers need you more than they do. tioning does make a mistake occa
. Three-Cultivate the habit of look- sionally and the further we can get 
mg at all religious questions from the from appearing to claim that, we are 
business man's standpoint. You can't near relatives of the Lord the better. 
li~t a man to a higher standpoint 9. Vary your themes. --1 
Without first getting a grip on him Do not always harp on one string-; 
where he stands. however good that string may be. 
· Fourth-In urging upon men the You will find that men like an arches
need and value of making a covenant tra better than a jewsharp. 
with God and allying themselves in 10. Be as careful in every statement 
the struggle of life with the mighty of fact and every argument as if your 
Christ, use the accurate and practical whole future depended upon the exact 
vocabulary of the office rather than accuracy of your statements. If your 
technical or figurative language. men find they cannot trust your word. 
Stereotyped ecclesiastical phrase- and judgment in matters with which 
ology sounds as ob!:lcure and senseless l they are acquainted it is not very 
to the average man of business as the likely that they will take you as a re
esoteri.c terms of occultism to us. He liable guide in other departments of 
who has really thought through the faith anq. knowledge. 
essential conditions, processes and Upon the above ten commandments 
manifestations of a true religio~s ex- in the opinion. of Dr. Coburn, hang 
perience will not need to tie himself the law and the prophecy of a preach
down to phra,ses and figures of speech er's success in reaching men.-Dail1J' 
which need an interpreter to explain Iowa Capital. 
them. Let it be added that the man 
who wishes to reach men and move 
them to will and to do God's pleasurE> 
does not need much of an oratorical 
tail to his kite. Children may like 
these things, but the kites which men 
fly in these modern times have no tails. 

Fifth-Illustrate your sermons with 
incidents from the office and street, 
rather than from the nursery and the 
dying bed. 

Sixth-Preach a manly ideal of re
ligion. · Do not give the young men in 
your congregation the impression that 
sentimentality is vital piety or that 
they must become as nearly like a 
woman as possible when they are con
verted. Emphasize repentance instead 
of tears, duty and righteousness in
stead of emotionalism, the energies 
and potencies of life instead of the 
horror and danger of death. 

Seventh-Take as big themes as 
you can handle. Think out your argu
ments till you sweat and make your 
hearers sweat sometimes as they try 
to follow you. That won't hurt them 
any, nor you either. 

8. Don't dodge. Whatever issue 
comes up, meet it squarely. Be abso
lutely frank and open in the discussion 
of every question and absolutely fair 
to your opponent in every argument, 
and don't think you have proved your 
case till you have won your jury. A 
question box is a good thing; it gives 
a chance for the men to talk back-

GROVER CLEVELAND'S ADVICE. 

HIS INTERESTING ANSWER TO THI<T 
QUESTION, DOES A COLLEGE 

EDUCATION PAY? 

Ex-President Grover Cleveland 
contributes to this week's issue of 
The Satttrday Evening Post the first 
magazine article he has written since 
he left the White House. It is a vig
orous and remarkably forceful discus
sion of the question, Does a College 
Education Pay? and it is of interest 
not only to the thousands of young 
men who are considering the prob
lem, but to the tens of thousands of 
parents who may have doubts. Mr. 
Cleveland does not judge success 
simply by money-making. 

"Many a college-bred man labors in 
the field of usefulness without either 
wealth or honors, and frequently with 
but scant recognition of any kind, and 
yet achieves successes which, unseen 
and unknown by the sordid and cyn
ical, will bloom in the hearts and 
minds of men longer than the prizes 
of wealth or honors can endure," he 
says. 

Fu.rther on in the article is this: 

First--Be men. 
Second-Get acquainted 

men to whom you preach. 

. after which you can strengthen your 
w1th the I arguments, or, what is almost an 
If you do equal advantage, prove your down-

"Parents should never send their sons 
to college simply for the purpose of 
educational ornamentation. The fact 
that pa.rents have the fate of a son , 
largely in their keeping should not 
only enlist their parental love and 
pride, but should, a,t the same time~ 
stimulate their parental judgment. 
Furthermore, they should be con~ 
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stantly mindful that they ha~e in I as they may be, have a wonderful fac
charge not only a son but an uncom- ulty of taking care of t'hemselves. 
pleted man who is soon to become They put the human race, as well as 
their contribution to the manhood of dogs and cats and predatory birds, at 
the world. They therefore owe a defiance. They "paddle their own 
dual duty, which demands on the one canoe." It is therefore utterly futile 
hand that the education of the son be to denounce them for they still con
undertaken as a help to his success in tinue to multiply and replenish the 
life, and on the other that this educa- earth in their own way. Just now it 
tion shall promise for the maturing occurs to the writer to say a word in 
:man the equipment necessary to in- their favor. The grounds of the capi
sure his value as an addition to civi- tol have been for many years a regu
lized humanity. Before he leaves lar headquarters for cut-worms, at 
home to enter upon his student rife, least we suppose them to be cut-worms. 
his sympathy with these purposes These worms are about an inch in 
should be fully aroused, and he should length, black or dark brown in 
be impressed with the importance of color, and quite active and spry when 
keeping them steadily in view. He they are traveling over a smooth sur
should also take with him to his new face. After a warm rain they are 
£urroundings a love of truth and largely in evidence. At such times 
!honor, a cheerful, manly disposition the sparrows may be seen eagerly in 
and truly democratic inclinations. quest of these worms, and if one will 
With these his collegiate advent must stop to observe them he will see that 
be auspicious, and his future life well they are destroying these by the hun
guarded against failure. Lacking I dreds and thousands. It is amusing 
these, his way is made immensely I to witness the operation of half a dozen 
:more difficult and uncertain." sparrows when they are catching and 

devouring these worms. They are so 
A WORD FOR THE SPARROW. eager that one could easily reach 

The fierce war which was waged 
several years ago over 0the alleged de
merits of the English sparrow has 
well nigh ceased, although we occa
sionally notice that here and there a 
person gives it a shot. It is perhaps 
twenty-five years since two of the il
lustrious ornithologists of this country 
had a serious falling out in regard to 
this bird. These gentlemen were Dr. 
Thomas M. Brewer of Boston, Massa
chusetts, and Dr. Elliott Coues of 
Washington, D: C. Dr. Brewer 
stoutly defended the sparrow as a 
:most praiseworthy bird, alleging that 
:i.t destroyed hordes of insect pests, 
that it was not in any perceptible de
gree harmful, and that it deserved to 
be protected. Whenever he had oc

. casion to write or speak of it, he de-

them with an umbrella or cane As 
the bird picks up a worm he looks up 
with an air of exultation as he swal
lows his prey, and immediately goes 
for another. As they operate upon 
the capitol grounds, so we suppose 
they work along the streets and lanes, 
in the pastures and meadows, gardens 
and orchards. So far, so good. Give 
these little gamins credit for what 
they do in the direction of conferring 
benefits upon the farmer and gardener, 
and in fact upon everybody else. Per
haps it would be well for people who 
have been so eager to denounce the 
little foreigner to observe closely his 
habits. We all may change our minds 
and instead of denunciation find much 
in their habits to praise. At all events, 
it is a very amusing sight to see them 
eagerly devouring our vexatious in
sect pests. -Iowa State Capital. clared it a most praiseworthy bird. 

Dr. Coues, on the other hand, asserted 
that it was in every respect unworthy 
of having a word said in its behalf, THE CAUSE OF THE FAMINE. 
that it drove away our old common India is a country not quite half as 
stand-by birds, that it created untold large as the United States, with four 
filth about houses and barns, and that ti.mes its population. These 300,000,
it was a gamin and deserved to be ex- 000 people must be fed from their own 
terminated. The discussion was so crops, as there is, relatively, no manu
hot that both of these excellent gen- facturing resource to buy food with. 
tlemen lost temper. Dr. Coues pub- There are parts of India with a popu
lished a large pamphlet in which he lation of 1,000 people to the square 
published his own and the denuncia- mile; and there are millions upon mil
tions of other observers. There were lions of farm laborers, vagrants, gyp-

quantity, trouble com®s, and the 
spring and winter crops of wheat, 
barley, and pulses in the north, and 
of rice and millets in the south, begin 
to suffer. When the monsoons fail 
absolutely, there is destitution in the 
affected district, and when a persist
ent succession of failures and partial 
failures occurs, there comes a great 
and terrible famine, like that the 
country is now groaning under. Since 
the first great famine of which there 
are records devastated the land ,in 
1770, when 10,000,000 perished in 
Bengal alone, India has scarcely 
passed a decade free from scarcity of 
grain in one district or another. The 
British Government expects a drought 
about twice in every nine years, a 
famine once in every eleven or twelve 
years, and a grea,t famine like the 
present about twice in a century.
From "The Progress of the World," 
in the American Monthly Review of Re
views for June. 

Within a few weeks. we have heard of a 
yellow fever serum and a disco\•ery of the 
cause of cancer. Now a New York doctor 
announces that he has cured a case of leprosy. 
Of the three the second find is the most likely 
to prove remunerative. The rich are not so 
frequently subject to the other two diseases. 
Leprosy, however, is a horror in any case. 
The worst of all imaginings, twenty years 
ago no one dreamed of its approaching 
America. But it has come. Slowly and 
surely, as it grows on the patient, it has 
found a place in our own land, brought in 
from sources of foreign corruption and the 
depleted vitality of alien peoples. Yet in 
these days we need fear little. The "incur
able" maladies are one and all trembling in 
their boots. Experimental pathology, re
gardless of the anti-vivisectionists, is going 
right ahead with its work. In the new order 
man must die only through accident Ol' age. 
Indeed, one fears that war will become a ne
cessity. Otherwise where will the popula
tion find resting-places for the soles of their 
feet? Did the Czar think of that?-Phila
delphia Press. 

ORIGIN OF "SETTING THE RIVER ON FIRE." 
In old English times, when each family was 

obliged to sift its own flour, it sometimes 
happened that an energetic man would turn 
his sieve so rapidly as to cause it to catch 
fire. The style of sieve used in those days 
was called a "temse," and it became a cus
tomary saying that a lazy man would never 
set the temse on fire. Now it happens that 
the name of the river Thames is pronounced 
like the name of this old flour sieve, and after 
many years, when the old-fashioned temse 
was forgotten, it was thought that setting 
the temse on fire meant setting the river on 
fire, and that is why today we say that a 
stupid person will never set the river on fire. 
-June Ladies' Home Journal. 

plenty of assail.,nts of the sparrow sies, and nondescript classes, whose 
' "" ' In spite of expedients and the substitution 
while its single defender was Dr. means of living, even in times of plenty, of coal for fuel, and iron for walls, bridges 
Brewer. Wherever the sparrow has are inscrutable. In a normal year the piers, and ships, the demand for wood of all 
appeared it has generally been de- country, as a whole, produces a little kinds is still on the increase. Our immense 
nounced, and it is extremely rare in- more food than is actually necessary railroad system alone is using in this country 
..:> h h d · 1 B h 300,000,000 of wooden ties. Boxes, toys, ueed t at any man as venture to say to support 1ts peop e. ut t e crops paper, charcoal, and numberless other arti-
a word in its defense. There is one are dependent on the monsoons-the cles necessary to comfort or luxury are eating 
thing, however, that may as well southwest monsoon in the beginning up the forests C!f the world, unt~l it takes ?O 
be accepted and that is the fact ! of summer and the northeast mon. prophet to predwt .that ~he day 1~ not far di~-

h ' h · h ' · If h · · I tant when a scarcity w1ll prevail. In addl-that t e spa.rrow ~s come to ! so~:m m t e wmter. ~ ese p~rwd_w tion to this, forest fires devour hundreds of 
stay. These httle foreigners, pesky ~ rams are late, or are msuffiment m ~ acers of trees yearly.-New York Tribune. 
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"If ye rontinue in my }'<ord, then are ye my disciples indeec.i1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 81l1, 3:2. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords fw there shaJJ. not any man among you have save :it be one wiles and concubines he shall have none. "-13. of M., page 06, 
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LAMONI, IOWA, MAY 30, 1900. 

VALEDICTORY. 

'rhe writer began his editorial 
career with the SAINTS' HERALD in 
the year 1888, though not formally 
placed on the editorial staff as assist
ant editor until May, 1891. After a 
service of about thirteen years his 
editorial connection with the HERALD 
now terminates, because of appoint
ment to other duties in connection 
with his work as Church Secretary, 
by late action of the Board of Publi
cation. 

In offering a few words to· Saints 
and friends as a valedictory, I desire 
to say, that while not fully meeting 
my expectations in the work done, I 
have nevertheless striven to do what 
I could, under the circumstances of 
considerable burden of detail inciden
tal to my work. 

In my efforts to write for the HER
ALD readers I have endeavored to 
obtain and present whatever might 
have a specific or general bearing 
upon the great latter-day work, the 
signs of the times, and the develop
ments of the world in general; to 
place in the hands of the ministry 
and membership the varying phases 
of Protestantism a'nd other religious 
movements; that the conditions of 
the world and the relationship of the 
latter-day work to its problems and 
development might be more fully ap
prehened. The work has been an 
educational one, and I have been 
aware that its scope has been broad 
indeed, requiring close attention, 
wide range of reading and informa
tion, to do it justice; and, above all 
else, a highly developed and constantly 
maintained spirituality, for which 
any human instrumentality is but 
imperfectly prepared. No one could 
reasonably hope to do all that might 
be done in so vast a field. N everthe
less I have tried to do what I could, 
prayerfully and devotedly. The fu
ture alone can tell how well or how 
imperfectly my part of the work has 
has been done. 

I have endeavored to educate rather 
than to please; to do duty rather than 
seek personal favor; to contribute to 
the real needs of the people rather 

to 
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tion in my work to present the neces
sity of our people being governed 
strictly by principle, instead of by 
policy, that their work be strongly 
built, of that substantial character 
that shall endure both in time and 
eternity. In this connection the ne
cessity of a correct understanding of 
the law of God-the underlying prin
ciples and philosophy of truth, and 
careful, intelligent discrimination, has 
been emphasized, and the absolute 
necessity of close adherence to its 
provisions, without respect to per
sons, without partiality, has been 
called attention to. The writer has 
believed and still believes that careful 
adherence to principle is essential to 
our success, and that without such 
true policy strictly adhered to we can
not succeed; that the permanent up
building of the work and the moral, 
spiritual, and temporal welfare of 
God's people, or of any people, can be 
secured and maintained only by such 
lines of action. 

The tendency of the world has been 
to drift from God, to follow lines of ex
pediency for mere temporary success. 
Such lines of action have ever devel
oped selfishness and stunted moral 
and spiritual growth. Surrounded as 
we are by the world and its influences, 
and called upon to make manifest the 
true and permanent in personal char
acter and in the work of the kingdom 
of God, to the writer our work of 
genuine devotion to principles of truth 
in all phases of life has seemed appar
ent, plain, unmistakable. The sound 
and true in character, the Christ
conception and Christ-spirit, the 
masterbuilding to be wrought by his 
people through him, has been pre
sented and urged, in common with the 
efforts of other fellow workers acting 
under the inspiration of the latter-day 
work. The end sought has been God's 
methods and the ultimate results and 
happiness to the race to follow adher
ence to the principles of the law of the 
celestial kingdom. 

Though assigned to labor in other 
lines, my interest in the literary de
partment in general remains undi
minished. May success attend those 
having charge of its important inter
ests. 

Breathing a prayer for the success 
of God's work, including the work of 
the HERALP and its readers, for all 
God's peopla and ou:r fellow men, I 
remg,in, 

:Resp~?ctfully and in bonds, 
.LUlJO.kl.Ji/U s '· 

VALEDICTORY. 

To the readers of the HERALD: I 
wish to say that after five years of 
service as corresponding editor of the 
HERALD I now sever my connection 
with the editorial staff with good will 
and kindly feelings for my former as
sociates; and with earnest desire that 
the reorganized staff may be success
ful and their work and association 
may be pleasant. 

On account of my duties as church 
historian, in addition to having charge 
of a missionary field; and for other 
reasons to me sufficient, I tendered 
my resignation to the Board of Publi· 
cation. The resignation was accepted, 
and I now feel free to say adieu. I 
expect to still labor for the cause of 
Christ, including the publishing de
partment, as God shall give me light 
to do, and as my circumstance will per
mit. 

Your co-laborer in Zion's cause, 
HEMAN C. SMITH. 

SALUTATORY. 

Having received notice of my ap~ 
pointment as corresponding editor of 
the HERALD, I wish to extend greet
ing to its many readers. I am free to 
confess that the request for service in 
this particular place came as a com
plete surprise to me; and were it not 
for the aversion I hold to refusal 
when duty calls,' I should promptly 
decline. 

As it is, I enter the work in this de
partment with a sense of great weak
ness, coupled with a desire to do the 
best I can wherever and whenever my 
service may be needed. Realizing 
that in this, as in other things, a fail
ure to act in harmony with the mind 
of God will work disaster to the ex
tent of the influence wielded, I ear
nestly invoke spiritual light requisite 
for the task imposed. 

Fervently desiring the advancement 
oi truth, and trusting our mutual ef
forts in Zion's cause may result in 
glory to God, I subscribe myself, 

Your brother and colaborer, 
D. w. WIGHT. 

WHERE ARE THE POETS? 

It was some time ago that there wa~ 
an effort made to secure an addition to 
our lis~ of songs, for the use of th~ 
church. In that effort it was sug'~ 
gestep, indeed urged, that both vvo:rc1$ 
and music should be original, anq 
both t~e son~ writers and tpe writer~ 
. nm~~9 Yff}~'@ . P~~~ 1+P P~~ 
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work and help the committee to per· 
form the duty assigned them. 

We believe that Bro. J. 'f. Wil
liams gave notice in HERALD that he 
was willing to write music if the 
words were furnished him. He is 
quite a musician, and is a conscien
tious worker. We also believe that 
there are others who would be willing 
to contribute in the line of music, if 
the poets would provide the '•motive." 
Music can be fitted to words better 
than words to music, as a 

Where are the poets? 
Surely the spirit of poesy is not 

altogether passed from the Saints. 
Waken the spirit of poesy and song, 
and let us have some new songs and 
new music. 

All who have written songs send 
them to us, and we will, if desired, 
pass upon their suitability and will 
see that they reach the music writers; 
or if preferred send to Bro. J. T. Wil
liams, Bevier, Mo., direct. 

We also request Bro. Williams to 
examine the files of the HERALD. 
'l'here has been a number of songs, 
hymns, and pieces, possibly suited to 
the purpose, which have been pub
lished within the last three years. 

We believe Sister Corson, of Vir
ginia, has written a number, and that 
she will be pleased to add to the book. 
Where are the poets? 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. 0. J. Haun, writes from Flint, 
Mich.:-

I am laboring as circumstances will permit 
in this part of the district; God is blessing 
my efforts in the work. 

ITEMS. 

Bro. G. R. Wells has presented the 
office with three photographs of Aus
tralian views of interest to Latter Day 
Saints. He sends two views, one ex
terior and one interior, of the La1;ter 
Day Saints' chapel in Sydney, and one 
of the home of Bro. and Sr. Kaler. 
Thanks, Bro. Wells; come again. 

A peculiar coincidence occurred 
here at conference time. There was 
presented to Bishop Kelley, by sepa
rate parties, for the curios department 
of Graceland College, two Confederate 
$20 bills. Oddly enough, one of the 
parties was an ex-union soldier, while 
the other had worn the gray. 
are both soldiers in one cause, now,-
both are live, energetic in the 
active ministry, valiantly for 
the cause of truth. 

Bro. I. N. Roberts writes encourag
ingly from his field in Minnesota. 
Two applicants for baptism at Per· 
ham and his field laborers all at work. 
Ern. E. A. Stedman and Eli in 
Minneapolis, and Bro. J. M. Baggerly 
and Bro. Omans at Perham. Bro. 
:floberti5 polding meetipgs w ~ 
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day the 27th at Audubon. From against the Father, or the Spirit of 
there he goes to Bemidji. the Father. 

Some of our local elders are show- So we can forgive any manner of 
ing commendable activity. 'rwo of r:ers?nal abuse and in~ury. We can 
our busy ones drove. into Lamoni 1 forg1ve the man who hes about us,~
about six o'clock Monday morning, or who defrauds us of our money or 
having driven about twenty-four ~>ther property; or who ~ay harm ~s 
miles. 'rhey had spent Sunday even- many way, mo~ally, somally, p~ySI
ing talking to interested and nearly ca~ly, or pecumarly; but when m so 
convinced persons, with the result d~Hng the perso~ who _o_ffends us 
that about midnight the persons were VIolates some plam, positive law of 
fully satisfied and asked immediate ~od, w~ ~annot forg~ve that ?ffense 
baptism. The brethren complied, and oecause 1t IS not an _offense agamst us 
officiated in the ordinances of baptism onl~, that he commits, but an offense 
and confirmation in the ''wee sma' agamst God also. 
hours" of the night, and then started We_ are n_ot called upon to forgive 
on their homeward journey in the any sm agamst Go~ _whatever, except 
lio-ht of the comino- morn. upon the only cond1tlons that God bas 

"' "' said that he will forgive; nsJmely, 
---~--- repentance and confession. There is no 

THE LAW OF OFFENSES.-NO. 2. 

BY ELDER T. W. SMITH. 

Now in regard to forgiving personal 
offenses. We can and should forgive 
such, whether the offender confesses 
his fault to us or not, because we are 
not justified in holding hard feelings 
or ill-will toward any one, no matter 
how great the provocation. We are 
not permitted to ''return railing for 
railing," or "reviling for reviling," 
and must forgive from our hearts our 
brother's trespass. Even if he repents 
not and confesses not, still we must 
forgive. But why cannot we demand 
that the church shall forgive him al
though he does not repent and confess? 
Because he has not offended the 
church as individuals; but he has trans
gressed the laws of the church which 
God bas given for her government, 
and the unrepentant transgressor has 
offended God as well as us. Jesus 
could and did forgive sins committed 
against himself personally. In fact all 
manner of sin committed against him 
as "the Son of man," could have for
giveness; but sin against the Holy 
Ghost he could not forgive, because it 
was sin against the Father, whose 
Spirit was offended. Men might call 
him a "winebibberandaglutton," they 
could accuse him of being the ''friend 
of publicans and sinners;" they might 
deride him, and scoff at him, and spit 
upon him, and buffet him; but when 
they said that he cast out devils by 
the power of Beelzebub, then they 
spoke against the Spirit of God,-or 
against the "power" which the Pather 
had given him; and for this he could 
not, and would not forgive them, be
cause the sinner mttst be punished for 
that offense; and where punishment 
must be inflicted there can be no for
giveness. Jesus could forgive the in
sulting, sneering spirit that prompted 
his enemies to accuse him with being 

!J.()t the UH'<:O!.l.~!<:l 

man in the church, there is no quorum 
in the church, there is no power in all 
the ministry combined to remit in bap
tism the sins of an impenitent man 
or woman. The baptism of an unre
pentant liar, or thief, or profane 
swearer, or adulterer, or drunkard, etc., 
is null and void in the sight of God; it 
is emphatically worthless in his sight. 

The man who slanders my character, 
or who steals my property, or who 
harms me in any way, I can and must 
forgive whether he repents or not and 
whether he confesses or not; but at 
the same time I am not required to 
forgive him as an officer and member 
of the body of Christ---the church. 
Nay, I am not even permitted to for
give him in my official capacity. I 
must see that the law of God is kept, 
and that law says:--

He that sinneth and repenteth not, shall 
be cast out.-D. C. 42: 7. 

'l'he law of God says that I must de
liver him up to the church; for it says 
in express terms:-

And if he or she cunfess not, thou shalt de
livm· him or hen<JJ unto the church, NOT 'l'O 'l'H.l!: 
MEMBERS, BU'l' TO THE ELDERS.~D: C. 42: 23. 

If I screen his fault and do not de
liver him up to the church, I trans
gress the law which says that I must 
do so. That is, unless the words, 
'·Thou shalt," means that I may if I 
choose to,-but if it does so, in this 
place, it also means the same thing 
when it says, "And if thy brother or 
sister offend thee thou shalt [may if 
you please] take him or her between 
him or her and thee alone; and if he 
or she confess, thou shalt [may if you 
please] be reconciled." But there is 
no "may if you please" in the case, 
for it is God who is offended and not 
me only, and he says, "He that sin· 
neth and repenteth not, shall be cast 
out." 

I do not possess any right whatsoever 
to retain in the church, any one whom 
God says "cast out," because it is not 
rny church, but the church of God,·
it is his church. I am but an agent, a 
servant, an overseer, and not the 

" r neith~:r 
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own the church, nor am l the author 
of the rules and regulations that are 
to govern it. I am merely appointed 
to see that the Jaw of God is kept. 
That does not mean that I am either 
to break the laws or permit any one 
else to do so. 

I have no right to make a rule that 
will give liberty or license to any one 
else to break the least one of God's 
commandments .. If I have helped 
pass a rule that gives permission to 
any one to vote "No" when God has 
said "cast out" the unrepentant trans· 
gressor, I had better read and ponder 
over the words of Christ in Matthew 
in the Inspired Translation which 
read thus:-

Whosoever, therefore, shall break one of 
these least commandments, and shall teach 
men so to do, he shall in no wise be saved in 
the kingdom of heaven.-5: 21. 

If I was present at any General Con
ference and voted without due thought 
to give liberty for a negative vote to 
be cast when the finding of a court of 
elders comes before a branch, which 
finding declares that the offender has 
violated a plain, positive law of God, 
and will not repent, and confess, I re
peat, that if I have ever voted to make 
such a rule, I confess my folly before 
God and the church, and ask forgive
ness of God and the church. This is 
no trifling saying, but I mean it from 
my heart; for I feel that if I have done 
so I have sinned before God, even 
though I may have ignorantly done it, 
as I Lave no doubt all others con
cerned have done. 

Now what offenses may be consid· 
ered deserving of the severe penalty 
of expulsion? The answer is found 
in one single sentence. "He that sin
neth and repenteth not shall be cast 
out." But what is sin? "Sin is the 
transgression of the law." Law is 
defined to mean, rule of action, statute, 
decree; and so far as the laws· of God 
are concerned, they include command
ments to do certain things and not to 
do certain other things. To leave un
done anything that God has com
manded us to do or to do that which 
he has forbidden us to do, is, there
fore, a transgression of law, and 
consequently is sin. Without enu
merating the various laws or command
ments which God has given the 
church, it will suffice to say, that what
soever the Lord has given as a law 
to the church, either through Joseph 
the Martyr or through his son, the 
present President of the church, as a 
law to us, and which is evidently bind
ing on us today, is to be included in 
the list of offenses; that is, a viola
tion of any one of them is an offense. 
It matters not whether the law reads, 
Thou shalt do thus and so, or thou 
shalt not do this or that. In either 
case the will of God is set forth, and 
we are required to do that will, p:r 
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There is no offense which can be I cused is all the while ignorant of 
committed against a member of ·the having offended at all. Therefore, to 
body of Christ which is not also an cover this ground the Lord said: 
offense against God; for the law ex- "And if thy brother or sister offend 
pressly says:- thee, thou shalt take him or her be-

Thou shalt not speak ev.il of thy neighbor, tween him or her and thee alone," etc. 
nm· do him any harm.--D. c. 42: 7. That is, you who are offended, shall 

So that we are forbidden LO injure go to him or her who has offended 
him in any way whatsoever, whether you, and be reconciled if possible. 
the harm done be a moral, spiritual, See also Matthew 18: 15. Now as to 
social, temporal, or physical one. So the offending one, who knows that he 
if we do speak evil of our neighbor has given offense, the Lord said:
and do him any kind of harm, we 
break the law of God which says, 
"Thou shalt not" do it. Therefore if 
my brother trespass ag~inst me and 
refuses to repent and confess his 
wrong; although I am to forgive him 
on my own personal account, yet I 
must deliver him up "unto the church, 
not to the members, but to the elders." 
Why? Because the elders are to 
stand as the representatives of God 
and to act in the stead of or in the 
name of the Lord in seeing that his 
''law is kept;" and they are to see that 
it is kept, or else they cease to be his 
servants or his disciples. That is 
their business, that is their calling, 
and they have no right, authority, or 
privilege whatever to add to or take 
from eHher the letter or spirit of the 
law in any degree. 

As before said, the law is not of 
their originating or devising, they 
are not the authors of the law, nor 
can they alter or amend it in any way, 
much less abrogate or :repeal it. 
They have alone one thing to do with 
the law, and that is to execute it or to 
see that it is kept. As the Lord said 
to the Bishopric and the Twelve con
cerning the law of tithing, "As I live, 
saith the Lord, in the manner ye exe
cute this matter, so shall ye be judged 
in the day of judgment," so it can be 
said to the elders in general concern
ing the laws of God,'which they ar-e to 
see ''kept." 

It has been supposed by some that 
the person who commits the o.ffense is 
to go and be reconciled to the one 
he has offended. This is all right 
when the offending one knows that he 
has given offense; but it has often 
happened that the offense taken was 
not intentionally given. People have 
taken offense where none was in

Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the al· 
tar, and there rememberest that thy brother 
hath aught against thee; leave there thy 
gift before the altar, and go thy way; first be 
reconciled to thy brother, and then come and 
offer thy gift.-Matt. 5: 23, 24. 

It is therefore apparent that both 
the offender and the offended one are 
to come together and seek to become 
reconciled. The duty to come to
gether and seek reconciliation is 
equally binding on both. Remissness 
in this matter on either side is a 
violation of law. The writer has 
known of cases where Bro. A. has 
said, "Well, Bro. B. knows that I have 
something against him, because he 
has offended me, and he knows it; 
therefore let him come to me and con
fess his fault." But Bro. A. ought to 
know that the law requires him to go 
to Bro. B. and "tell him his fault" 
privately, and give him an opportu
nity to confess and make restitution. 

The writer has heard the same Bro. 
A. say, "Well, Bro. B. says that I 
have offended him, why then does he 
not come to me and tell me my fault 
between he and me alone?" But Bro. 
A. does not seem to comprehend that 
the law requires him to go to Bro. B. 
when he remembers that Bro. B. has 
something against him, because of of
fense given by Bro. A., whether inten
tionally or not it matters not, A. is 
required to go and be reconciled to Bro. 
B. However, in both cases Bro. A. 
wanted the first steps toward recon
ciliation to be taken by Bro. B. when 
he was required by the law to take the 
first steps himself. If both would 
comply with the law they would meet 
halfway, and neither party would be 
more humbled or humiliated than the 
other. In most cases both parties are 
more or less in the fault. 

tended, and those offended, planting But where one party alone is in the 
themselves upon the ground that the wrong the innocent party would most 
offender should come to them and con- likely be in a better state of mind to 
fess his fault, have nourished hard go to the transgressor and tell him his 
feelings toward the offender, and, fault and give him an opportunity to 
after waiting for him to appear and confess his wrong, than the offender 
make restitution, have gone to Bro. would be to go to the offended one, anq 
A. or Sr. B. for sympathy and have make confession; and it would justify 
related their wrongs to them and have the offended one in the eyes of th~ 
caused them to feel unpleasant toward law and would leave the offender witq~ 
the offender, and to blame him, and out excuse. The work of the offended 
perhaps to tell his wrongdoing to party is then done, save that he after: 
somebody else who were thus also in- ward puts the matter in the ha,nds of 
fluenced to feel censorious toward the the tea(Jhers, who, acting not in the 
offender. And so it until the name of the offended· individual, bq~ 
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offended Lawgiver, seeks to have the 
offender humble himself and· confess 
his fault, which if he fails to do, he is 
to place the matter before the elder's 
court and prosecute the case in the 
name of the Lord and in behalf of the 
church; and if the offender will not 
hear the church, through its represen
tatives-the elders-then he 1s to be 
sentenced to excommunication and the 
church is then to lift up its hands 
against him, that he may thereby be 
"cast out." 

It does not follow that either the 
offended one,-the teachers, the eld
ers, or the branch are influenced in 
the least degree by malice, ill will, 
anger, or even by indifference toward 
the offender,-for they do what they 
do to be "justified in the eyes of the 
law," "that God may be glorified" and 
that he be not offended, and to honor 
the law and the cause of God. In 
fact the offended one should not per
mit the case to pass out of his or her 
hands into the hands of the teachers 
so long as there is in him any ill feel
ing or hardness of heart toward the 
offender, and he should be sure that 
he forgives him for his wrong doing 
as an individual before he prefers a 
charge against him before the teachers 
and then only because the offender 
will not repent and confess his sin, 
and because the law of God requires 
him to bring him before the church. 

But when in ill will, even in malice, 
.in anger, and in a revengeful spirit, 
an offended party should bring his 
trouble before the elders and multiply 
his accusations, for the simple pur
pose of punishing his enemy, and to 
secure his expulsion and disgrace, 
then such a prosecution is ungodly, 
unbrotherly, and is even devilish. A 
court of elders is not designed of God 
as a Star Chamber arrangement or as 
an Inquisitorial Council, before which 
the guilt of the accused is sought to be 
e£tablished at all hazards; but it is 
simply a court of inquiry where the 
simple facts in the case are to be 
reached and the guilt or innocence of 
the accused is to be established accord
ing to the facts in the case. 'ro this 
end every opportunity should be af
forded the accused to establish his in
nocence, to vindicate his cause, or to 
comprehend his error and to amend 
his ways as the case may be. 

When a couple of brethren (?) bring 
charges and counter charges against 
each other, and seek by pettifogging 
and by using all the quirks and turns 
that they may see in the law and take 
advantage of technicalities, so-called, 
to get the advantage or upper hl'~Jnd of 
each other, the elders should dismiss 
their personal charges and proceed to 
deal with both as disorderly charac
ters, deprive them of office if 
hold any, and sentence them to 
sion if they do not 
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ness of heart, bitterness of spirit, and righteously, and godly, in this present 
desire for revenge exhibited under world," in order to be saved. 
such circumstances or on such occa- Mercy is a divine attribute, but so 
sions prove that both are under con- is justice. And while we extend mercy 
demnation before God, are in sin, and to the transgressor in the church let 
deserving of punishment. us be merciful to the law of God and 

Every step taken-first by the of- to the cause of truth and righteous
fended one, next by the teachers, next ness. We are to have mercy also upon 
by the court of elders- should be the weak ones in the church, and 
taken with but one object in view, upon the young and impressible ones, 
namely, the conversion of the sinner who can be influenced by the evil 
from the error of his way by his re- doer by precept, perhaps, as well as 
pentance and confession. Only when by example. Let us also have mercy 
these efforts have failed to bring about upon the honest seekers after truth 
a penitent spirit and a reformation of who are kept out of the church by the 
character in the offender should the evil conduct of some inside. It is 
elders request the church to lift up better to "purge the old leaven" than 
bands against him and thus cut him to suffer it to leaven "the whole 
off from the church. lump." It is the opinion of the writer 

A word about repentance. It is that in all offenses, save adultery and 
asked, How often can the church for- heresy, not more than the third of
give a transgressor of the law, who fense should be overlooked, and in 
confesses his fault and says he re- some cases no more than the second 
pents? It is our opinion that the na- should be forgiven. In some, such as 
ture of the offense ·should determine murder, obberry, theft, and lying, the 
that matter to a great extent. Adul- offender should be at once delivered 
tery can only be forgiven once, up to the laws of the land. 
Heresy, according to Paul, can be SAcRAMENTo, california. 

overlooked the second time only, or, 
as he says:

A man that is a beritic, after the first and 
second admonition, reject.-Titns 3: 10. 

Paul had warned the Corinthians 
and had admonished some of them for 
"the uncleanness and fornication and 
lasciviousness which they had com
mitted." He said that when he came 
to them again, that is, tbe "third 
time," ''I will not spare." 

The church must consider that there 
is not only the sinner in the church to 
save, but that the honest in heart who 
are outside of the church are not to 
be kept out by the church retaining 
in membership the person who is re· 
peatedly transgressing the laws of 
morality. 

The writer can think of a score or 
more branches where persons who 
fully believed the doctrine and were 
willing to unite, and who would be a 
benefit to the cause if they did unite 
with the church, who have said that 
they could not cons is ten tly fellowship 
certain ones who were kept in the 
church but who were clearly un
worthy of membership. 

Has the church the right to retain 
in the church those who are stumbling
blocks, not only in the way of numbers 
of honest people outside the church 
but who are also rocks of offense to 

MYTHS OF THE NEW WORL.D.-NO. 7. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

THE AGE OF THESE ANTIQUITIES. 

Mr. Priest says:-
The reader may recollect, we have elicited 

an argument, from the age of the timber, or 
forest trees, growing on the mound, at Mari
etta [Ohio], proposing to show the probable 
era when the country became depopulated; 
and come to the conclusion, that at least, 
about thirteen hundred years have passed 
away since that catastrophe. 

This would give about five hundred years 
from Christ till the depopulation of the an
cient weRtern country; so that, during the 
lapse of those five centuries, a knowledge of 
what bad been propagated at Jerusalem 
about Christ, may have been, easily enough 
by missionaries, traveling philosophers of 
the Romans, Greeks, or of other nations, car
ried as well to China, as to other distant 
countries, as we know was the fact.-Ameri
can Antiquities, pp. 180, 181. 

So Mr. Priest argues to account for 
the cr·oss, "the emblem of the Chris
tian religion," being found on the 
breast of this person under this 
mound. 

Men may figure out by the age of 
timber about how long it is since the 
Ohio Valley became depopulated, if 
they can ascertain for a certainty the 
number of generations of timber that 
have lived on a given spot. Ohio was 
formerly a forest. (Ancient America, 
p. 50.) many inside? 

Why should the church retain any There are few traditions relating to these 
mounds among the Indians, who generally 

man or woman in membership, who, deny that they were the works of their an
unless they fully and positively re· cestors.-Prehistoric America, p. 110. 
pent, "ca,nnot inherit the kingdom of The skulls in the mounds are be
God"? The mere fact of a man's lieved to represent two types of men. 
name being written in and retained These characteristics are met with in most 
upon the church records will not savEr skeletons of the so-called Mound Builders, 
him. He must not only believe and and they may even help us to distinguish be
obey the gospel but he must also tween their. bones and those of t~e more 

1 · 1 "' '11 , d modern Indwns, who often appropnate for 
CllillSEl f 01 ac an I theil: own dead the tombs of th9!7(} 
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One of the most ancient skulls which can 
be attributed to the mound period was dis
covered in the county of New Madrid, Mis
souri, under a mound which contained nu
merous human remains. This skull lay at a 
depth of about thirty feet and from the 
mound rose venerable trees, the offspring of a 
yet more ancient forest, for their roots clasped 
the old trunks of their predecessors. Since 
the erection of this mound, the Mississippi 
had accumulated alluvial deposits to the 
height of six feet. Near by was picked up, 
under identical cunditions, the tooth of a 
mastodon. Everything points to the conclu
sion that the original owner of this tooth 
was the contemporary of the man with whom 
chance had associated him in a common 
tomb.-Ibid., p. 482. 

The extent of the territory occupied by the 
builders of the mounds in Central America, 
with the number of mounds erected by them, 
proves t.he great length of their existence.
Ibid ., p. 85. 

We are very far from believing the Indians 
of the present time to be the aborigines of 
America; but quite contrary, are usurpers; 
have, by force of bloody warfare, extermi
nated the original inhabitants, taking pos
session of their country, property, and in 
some few instances, retaining arts learned 
of those very nations.-American Antiq
uities, p. 93. 

Mr. Baldwin says: "Far more than 
two thousand years, it may be, must 
have elapsed since they left the Valley 
of the Ohio," (Ancient America, p. 73,) 
while Mr. Brinton speaks of "the dis
persion of the mound builders of the 
Ohio valley in the fifteenth century." 
(Myths of the New World, p. 30.) 

"From the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon," 
says Mr. Gliddon, "we have bones of at least 
two thousand five hundred years old; 
from the pyramids and the catacombs of 
Egypt both mummied and unmummied 
crania have been taken, of still higher an
tiquity, in perfeet preservation, nevertheless, 
the skeletons deposited in our Indian mounds, 
from the Lakes to the Gulf, are crumbling 
into dust through age alone."-Atlantis, p. 
383. 

Many of the mounds are completely occu
pied with human skeletons, and millions of 
them must have been interred in these vast 
cemeteries, that can be traced from the 
Rocky Mountains, on the west, to the Ale
ghenies on the east, and into the province of 
the Texas and New Mexico on the south: 
revolutions like those known in the old world 
may have taken place here, and armies, equal 
to those of Cyrus, of Alexander the Great, or 
of Tamerlene the powerful, might have flour
ished their trumpets, and marched to battle 
over these extensive plains filled with the 
probable descendants of that same race in 
Asia, whom these proud conquerors van
quished there.-American Antiquities, p. 55. 

We can see their vast funeral vaults, enter 
into their graves, and look at their dry bones; 
but no passage of history tells their tale of 
life; no spirit comes forth from their ancient 
sepulchres, to answer the inquiries of the 
living.-Ibid., p. 55. 

Would we believe a message of that 
kind? That would be a rev;elation. 
If a "spirit" should tell where the his
tory of these millions could be found, 
what a cry of imposture we would 
hear from the preachers. 

The long existence of the Mound 
Builders is proven, not only by the 
timber of two or more generations, 
and the great age of the bones, but 
from the fact that they reach from 
our northern lakes southward into 
Oen tral America. 
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Father Acuna tells of countless tumuii in 
the Terraba plains of Costa Rica, the centre 
of a once numerous population. Other . tu
muli, no less numerous, bear witness to an
cient history in the desert stretching all 
along the Mosquito coast of Central America. 
Near the Bahze River mounds raised in 
honor of the dead and-surrounded with circles 
of stones recall the cromlechs of the old 
world.-Prehistoric America, p. 83. 

Mr. Baldwin says:-
That appears to me the most reasonable 

suggestion which assumes that the Mound
Bulders came originally from Mexico and 
Central America. It explains many facts 
connected with their remains. In the Great 
Valley their most populous settlements were 
at the south. Coming from Mexico and 
Central America, they would begin their set
tlements on the Gulf coast, and afterward ad
vance gradually up the river to the Ohio 
Valley. It seems evident that they came by 
this route; and their remains show that their 
only connection with the coast was at the 
south. Their settlements did not reach the 
coast at any other point. 

Their constructions were similar in design 
and arrangement to those found in Mexico 
and Central America. Like the Mexicans 
and Central Americans, they had many of the 
smaller structures known as teocallis, and also 
large bigh mounds, with level summits, 
reached by g·reat flights or steps. Pyramidal 
platforms or foundations for important edi
fices appear in both regions, and are very much 
alike. In Central America important edifices 
were built of hewn stone, and can still be ex
amined in their ruins .... 

The explanation appears to me very mani
fest. This method of construction was 
brought to the Mississippi Valley from 
Mexico and Central America, the ancient 
inhabitants of that region and the Mound
Builders being the same people in race, and 
also in civilization, when it was brought here. 
-Ancient Americlt, pp. 70, 71. 

This colonizing extension of the old Mexi
can race must have taken place at a remote 
period in the past.-Ibid., p. 73. 

This is the theory of the Book of 
Mormon exactly; only that book got 
about forty years the start of Mr. Bald
win. It teaches that the Jaredites 
moved up into Mexico from Central 
America, and that they were a "war
like race," their last battles being 
fought south of our great lakes, the 
"hill Ramah" of Ether 6: 6 being "the 
same hill where my father Mormon 
did hide up the records unto the Lord 
which were sacred." 

The hill Ramah of the Jaredite his
tory is the hill Oumorah in Nephite 
history. So that the great last strug
gles of both Jaredites and Nephites 
were in the same regions; namely, 
Western New York. This will ac
count then for the great number of 
"enclosures" in that region; two hun
dred and fifty of which are to be found 
in New York "resembling our mod
ern fortifications." (See Prehistoric 
America, p. 85.) 

Those ancient warriors, as Mr. 
Priest suggests, did lead over there 
"extensive plains" their armies, (see 
Ether 6: 4,) ~the plains of Agosh. 
Yes, sir; they. did flourish their trump
ets. 

Wherefore Coriantumr dill gather his ar
mies together, upon the hill Com nor, and did 
sound a trumpet unto the armies of Shiz, to 
invite them forth to battle.-Ether 6: 5. 
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They did have a Cyrus, and anAl
exander the Great, "or of Tamerlene 
the powerful." 

And it came to pass that Shiz [the rival of 
Coriantumr] pursued after Coriantumr, and 
he did overthrow many cities, and he did slay 
both women and children, and he did burn 
the cities thereof [they were of wood likely]; 
and there went a fear of Shiz throughout all 
the land; yea, a cry went forth throughout 
the land, Who can stand before the army of 
Shiz? Behold, he sweepeth the earth before 
him.-Ether 6: 5. 

Those inclosures for defense which 
were found south of our great lakes 
are a witness of a Shiz, or a Oorian
tumr, a Shared, and a Lib, and of 
the long wars of the Jaredites. They 
were not thrown up for defense against 
a foreign and strange enemy. Their 
great number proves that the struggle 
was long and severe. 

(To be Continued.) 

GOD'S ELECT. 

I will take my text from the In
spired 'franslation. In Matthew 24th 
chapter, commencing at the 23d verse, 
we find the following language:~ 

For in those days, there shall also arise 
false Christs,and false prophets, and shall show 
great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if 
possible, they shall deceive the very elect, 
who are the elect according to the covenant. 
Behold, I speak these things unto you for 
the elect's sake. And you also shall hear of 
wars, and rumors of wars; see that ye be not 
troubled; for all I have told you must come 
to pass. But the end is not yet .... And 
again, this gospel of the kingdom shall be 
preached in all the world, for a witness unto 
all nations, and then shall the end come, or 
the destruction of the wicked .... Verily I 
say unto you, this generation, in which these 
things shall be shown forth, shall not pass 
away until all I have told you shall be ful
filled.-Verses 23-25, 32, 35. 

Jesus here told his disciples that 
the generation in which the gospel 
should be preached in all the world 
prior to his coming, was the genera
tion in which the false Ohrists and 
prophets would come, and if possible 
deceive the very elect. '•Behold, I 
speak these things unto you for the 
elect's sake." 

I hear marvelous testimonies and 
wonders from the people here in the 
valleys of the mountains, and it 
would naturally cause a man to stop 
and consider whether it be the right 
church or not. The best conclusion 
to arrive at is to stand behind the 
written word, and to this we shall re
fer, dear readers, to see if we can 
point out the deception of testimony. 
If they speak not according to the 
law and the prophets it is because 
there is no light in them. 

In the first place, every so·called 
follower of the gospel under Joseph 
Smith believes that this is the genera
tion in which the gospel is to be 
preached prior to the coming of the 
Son of Man. We shall look within 
God's word to find who the elect are. 
"Behold, I speak these things unto 
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you for the elect's sake." We find in 
Doctrine and Covenants 34:5, 

And a commandment I give unto thee, that 
thou shalt write for him; and the scriptures 
shall be given even as they are in mine own 
bosom, to the salvation of mine own elect; for 
they will hear my voice, and shall see me, 
and shall not be asleep, and shall abide the 
day of my coming, for they shall be purified 
even as I am pure. 

Here God says that the Scriptures 
that he is about to give are for the 
salvation of his elect. 

Again, later on in the Doctrine and 
Covenants, 42:15, it is written:-

Thou shalt ask, and my scriptures shall be 
given as I hav~ appointed, and they shall be 
preserved in s1fety; and it is expedient that 
thou shouldst hold thy peace concerning 
them, and not teach them until ye have re
ceived them in full. And I give unto you a 
commandment, that then ye shall teach them 
unto all men; for they shall be taught unto 
all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people. 

God distinctly points out that it is 
his people that are to teach them unto 
all men; for they shall be taught unto 
all nations, kindreds, tongues, and 
people. 

Now, dear readers, remember it is 
wr1tten, 

Although the days will come that the 
heaven and the earth shall pass away, yet 
my word shall not pass away; but all shall be 
fulfilled.-Matt. 24: 36. 

God says that be will preserve those 
scriptures in safety that are for the 
salvation of his elect, and then it was 
his people that were to teach them. 
.Let us turn to history and see what 
the position of the two churches has 
been. 

For in those days, there shall also arise 
false Christs, and false prophets, and shall 
show great signs and wonders; insomuch 
that, if possible, they shall deceive the very 
elect, who are the elect according to the 
covenant.-Matt. 24:23. 
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given in 1830. Then he tells his peo
ple that they shall hold their peace 
concerning them and not teach them 
until "ye have received them in full. 
And I give unto you a commandment, 
that then ye shall teach them unto all 
men." Now we find that the com
mandments have come, that it was his 
will that they were to be published to 
the inhabitants of the earth. If there 
had been no other word than this, it 
alone is sufficient to show the scrip
tures were given, "as they are in mine 
own bosom, to the salvation of mine 
own elect." The evidence shows that 
they were completed as God would 
have them to be, but the evidence also 
shows that the people that brought 
them forth a,nd published them to the 
world, were and are the accepted 
people of God. The bringing forth 
the scriptures by the Reorganized 
Church has as much weight to show 
the accepted Church of God as did the 
bringing forth the Book of Mormon 
by Joseph to show that he was com
missioned of God to establish his 
church upon the earth. The only dif
ference between the two promises is 
this: The Nephites had to wait about 
two thousand four hundred years 
from the time Nephi made the plates, 
"for a special and wise purpose," for 
them to come forth by way of the 
Gentiles. On the other side the sun 
has hardly set, so to speak, before the 
promise comes to God's elect. We 
are living in a day that God will cut 
short his work in righteousness. 

We have found out that who God 
covenanted with should be his elect. 
Now what has been the attitude 
towards those scriptures, by a people 
that have been led here to the valleys 
by President Young? President Young 
rejected them and caused that his fol
lowers should do the same. They 
stood on the grounds that they were 
not completed by the Prophet Joseph. 
I shall not refer to Times and Seasons 
for prophecy; I presume all of you 
are acquainted with the many predic
tions of their completion, but I will 
draw your attention to the Doctrine 
and Covenants of January 19, 1841,
section 107:28:-

Some people ask me, Do you believe 
that the Utah church has the false 
prophets that Christ spoke of in the 
generation that the gospel was to be 
preached prior to his coming? Yes, 
indeed, I do believe that they par
tially fulfill that prediction of the Son 
of God, for no other people could 
show such signs and wonders as could 
a people that were once in the faith 
but were rejected through transgres-
sion. 

Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church whom 
I have called: behold, I give unto you a com
mandment, that ye shall assemble yourselves 
tngether to agree upon my word, and by the 
prayer @f your faith ye shall receive my law, 
that ye may know how to govern my church, 
and have all things right before me. And I 
will be your Ruler when I come; and, behold, 
I come quickly; and ye shall see that my ~aw 
is kept. He that receiveth my law and doeth 
it the same is my disciple; and he that saith 
he receive.th it and doeth it not, the same is 
is not my disciple, and shall be cast out from 
among you.-D. C. 41:1, 2. If he will do my will, let him from hence

forth hearken to the counsel of my servant 
Joseph, and with his interest support the 
cause of the poor, and publish the new trans· 
lation of my holy word unto the inhabitants 
of the earth. 

By this it is seen that it was God's 
will that the New Translation of his 
holy word was to be published to the 
inhabitants of the earth. "The 
scriptures shall be given even as they 
are in mine own bosom, to the salva
tion of mine own elect." This was 

Now, dear readers, you see that God 
was going to give his law that his peo
ple should know how to govern his 
church and have all things right be
fore him. "And I will be your Ruler 
when I come." Let us see what part 
of that law is which Christ was to 
give for the governing of his church. 
"And ye shall see that my law is kept." 
Turn to Doctrine and Covenants 42:7: 

Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, 

and shall cleave ttnto her and none else; and 
he that looketh upon a woman to lust after 
her, shall deny the faith, and shall not have 
the Spirit; and if he repents not, he shall be 
cast out. 

0 ye people of Utah, what are you 
doing out here? If you would believe 
the word you certainly could not help 
but see you have denied the faith and 
that is why you are cast out. "He 
that saitb he receiveth" my law "and 
doeth it not, the same is not my disci
ple, and shall be cast out from among 
you." God was going to cast those 
out from among" his church that 
claimed to believe in his law and did 
it not. I would ask you elders of 
Utah, Has not the casting out been 
your portion? 0 ,people of Utah, I 
cannot accept your testimony to be 
the accepted church. Although you 
do many marvelous works and won
ders, you are deceived; you are out of 
harmony with God's word. 

For it shall come to pass, that the inhabi
tants of Zion shall judge all things pertaining 
to Zion; and liars, and hypocrites shall be 
proved by t.hem, and they who are not apos
tles and prophets shall be known.-D. C. 
64:7. 

My heart rejoices when I see that 
though some of God's people denied 
the faith, still they shall be brought 
back in his own due time if they will 
harden not their hearts and stiffen not 
tneir necks against him. 

And pray for thy brethren of the twelve. 
Admonish them sharply for my name's sake, 
and let them be admonished for all their 
sins; and be ye faithful before me unto my 
name. And after their temptations and much 
tribulations, behold, I, the Lord, will feel 
after them, and ·if they harden not their 
hearts, and stiffen not their necks against me, 
they shall be converted, and I will heal them. 
-D. C. 105: 5. 

The Twelve would not need conver
sion if they had been in the faith and 
had kept the law that was to govern 
the church till Christ comes. 

Now, dear reader, I leave these 
thoughts with you, hoping they will 
be of benefit to others as they have 
been to me. Be earnest and faithful 
in keeping the commandments of God, 
search the scriptures and become ac
quainted with them, and bear it in 
mind that he that came that we might 
have light and have it more abund
antly, said, "If ye love me, keep my 
commandments." 

Yours in bonds, 
JOSEPH B. SMITH. 

SAm LAKE CrTY, Utah, March 3, 1900. 

"A LATTER DAY SAINT'S HOME," 

It is an old but a true saying, 
''There is no place like home." How
ever humble it is, no matter if poverty 
does exist in it, if it is the spot where 
the Spirit of God remains, where the 
dear wife and fond children are, and a 
father who is a man in every respect; 
a home where God's Spirit is continu
ally, where love exists in all the 
members,· where songs of Zion are 
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.sung, where prayers are offered morn- I split the wood, dig a well, build a I als, and like to be so recognized. When 
ing and evening in family worship, wood shed, dig a cistern, milk the a child asks a question, never say, 
where unselfishness exists in all the cows when consistent, feed calves and "Don't bother me," or answer him in 
members, where each one studies each pigs, water the cattle, and study her such a way, because a child is a born 
other's comfort, good, and pleasure, is comfort in all things; and be temperate questioner, and that is your oppor
hard to find. This should be the case in all things, constantly studying her tunity to educate him. When you 
in every saint's home. This cannot comfort, maKing everything comfort- see a child full of good questions you 
be brought about in one day, or week, able about the house, convenient, and ought to be proud, for you can soon 
or probably a year; but should be in such a way as to help her. Instead make a preacher out of him. 
constantly aimed at. of leaving her to educate the children A child can be taught to practice 

My hear'u bas often throbbed for in the gospel, let her sit and knit, or the law of tithing from six years and 
oppressed wives and children, under sew, while you spend a short time tell- up. Give him work to do, and en
the cruel hand of a heartless father, ing the children the gospel plan and courage him by paying him well. 
who never has a kind word for any, help them get ready for Sunday school, Then is your opportunity to plant the 
nothing but a growl and command to and do always those things which be- law of tithing; help him to thoroughly 
do this and that. I have seen homes long to a man around home. understand it, and allow him his 
where the father would permit the I am sometimes ashamed I am a agency in paying it. It will cultivate 
wife to carry water from a distance, man, when I see such things. Poor unselfishness in him. Tell him stories 
split wood, feed calves, milk cows, women don't get fair play. When of history, of ancient prophets, and 
and do all manner of outdoor work, used that way for years they think all let most of your home talk be the gas
while she bad a family of children, men are like that. I have heard mar- pel. 
some small enough to call babies, ried women say, "If I were single I know a family of Saints where the 
generally lugging one on her arm, again, I'd never ma,rry; no man would children from four years up pay their 
and never having time to half take ever get me." Now the trouble is tithing-father, mother, and all. In 
care of them. How on earth do such they did not get a man; they only got order to teach them the law, this man 
men (if you could call them men-I the shape. It is seldom you see a first practices it himself, then begins 
fear they only have the size of men woman unreasonable to a good man; in a proper way. He gives them good 
and really don't know what it takes to but I'm sorry to say it is often that we wages for sawing a few sticks of 
constitute a man) expect to retain the see men unkind to good women. wood. It teaches them to work, and 
love that that dear girl once had for Surely woman is far ahead of man in encourages them, and teaches them 
him. Surely she says within her purity, virtue, kindness, sympathy, the value of money. I have seen 
heart, "You cruel, unkind man; little love, and humility. them sweat and work by the hour to 
did I think when you ran after me and To make home pleasant and happy earn five cents. Now they always 
made such promises that you would unselfishness must be practiced by pay the Lord one tenth. 
sit and see my physical frame twisted, the head of the house. First practice The same parent offered one dollar 
deformed, and displacements come to a,nd then teach. Don't teach one each if they would work ha,rd to pass 
those weaker parts of my body by lift· thing and practice another. If you school examination. When the time 
ing, straining, carrying. water so far, use tobacco, don't mention the bad came two of them passed. And to 
he~ping you lift off hay racks, wagon use of it. If you swear, steal, lie, show you how unselfishness is being 
boxes, load a.nd lift beyond that which cheat, and are a crank, don't say a stamped upon them, the oldest, nine 
is reasonable, besides doing all my word about religio:1;1 to the children, years old, first pays of his own free 
own housework, cooking for you and for they will despise you. First show will, ten cents tithes, twenty·five cents 
hired men, do all my own washing, the example, and your teaching will offering, then buys his mother a pres
churning, scrubbing, and house clean- be effective. A man who is a crank ent which cost fifty cents, then treats 
ing, and if ever I get time, sewing, with his wife and children don't love his father to five cents in candies, and 
knitting, teaching the children to them. A man has a wonderful infiu- only keeps for himself ten cents. 
pray and sing, and educate them in ence over his wife and children if The other boy pays ten cents tithes, 
Sabbath school QuaTte1·lies." they see him do right. The children twenty-five cent,s offering, and spends 

If all this is not done by this dear will imitate. I heard a little boy in the balance on his own school books, 
wife, some one will say she is lazy and the church say, "Pa, if you would of his own freewill, which shows he 
slothful. When the neighbors come start to smoke, I would too." If a ·has an interest in his father's welfare. 
to see her they find her asleep in the man wants his wife to love him he That was surely a pattern. Now this, 
rocking-chair, with a child on her must first show by kind words and no doubt, is a constant thing, and was 
breast, tired out. Now I ask, Is this actions that he loves her. My mind not planted :upon their minds at once. 
not a common picture? My eyes have now comes to those thoughts:- To show how it is done, the little girl 
beheld such pictures. Kind hearts are the gardens, at four years, seeing and hearing the 

How can that mother and wife love Kind thoughts are the roots, subject spoken of, not being old 
with all her heart such a chara,cter? Kind words are the blossoms, enough to grasp the understanding of 
To my mind SlJ.Ch men deserve to live Kind deeds are the fr·uits. tithing, got a few coppers gathered, 
alone; they don't deserve a wife; they If we wish our children to love us and of her own free wUl came to her 
!J,re without natural affection, and of the we must first love them; and if we father, and said: ''Pa, here is a cop
class spoken of by Paul in the last love them, and they love us, that is per for the Lord." 
days. Have we got them in the the key to the way to train them. We Now these are facts which I have 
church? should hold family worship, and each seen. This is teaching them to over-

"What is a wife for," you say; "a take turn in vocal prayer. Pray ten come selfishness. They will grow up 
doll? Will you expect her to sit minutes and practice ten hours. At to be generous, and will bless others. 
around, hire a girl, do nothing?" meal time is a good place to have a It will be no trouble for them when 

Now reason on this. Does God ex- nice family talk. Let each in turn Zion will be gathered to lay all at the 
pectus to commit suicide? Is not the ask the blessing. Discuss the topics apostles' feet. People who do not 
former picture a true one-the next of the day. Speak one at a time. practice and cultivate a generous 
thing to killing the body? If a man Don't shut your child off when in con- spirit find it hard when the time 
loves his wife, will he see her worked versation unless by something of comes to lay down all they have to be 
to death? No; if he loves her as he importance, and then apologize for equally divided. They will not stand 
should, he'd hire her a girl. He'd interrupting. Children are individu- the gospel hammer. We are all spir· 
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itual stones in the tern ple. 
stand facing? If not, our 
will he in the back wall. 

Will we 
position 

Let us study to make home happy. 
If we live for the Spirit of God it will 
teach us how to act and conduct our
selves at home and abroad. Let us be 
Saints at home, and it will be seen by 
all people. Let us take turn about in go
ing to conferences and to prayer meet
ings, if home cannot be deserted. Let us 
study the feelings of all in the home, 
and God's Spirit will be invited in our 
homes. Rind thoughts, kind words, 
kind deeds. If we want to know how 
much religion a man has, go and live 
with him at his home awhile. Don't 
be a saint abroad and a devil at home. 
God will despise you. Let the gospel 
be the chief subject to talk on. 

In the Book of Doctrine and Cove
nants we are told if parents neglect to 
teach children, both by example and 
precept, the law of the gospel, the 
sins will be required of the parents. 
Let us beware how we build the young 
characters. 

Parents, let us make home pleasant 
by constantly striving to be patient 
under all trials. No home will be free 
from Satan's temptations. He will 
enter and try to spoil your nice home. 
By constantly striving to keep the 
law, the sweet Spirit will come, and 
all will be sunshine. 

It is not to find fault with any I 
write, but to express my views on 
what a home should and could be, 
hoping it will offend none, but rather 
beget within us fresh desires to make 
home happy, and entice God's sweet 
Spirit to come and remain with us. 

Yours in the conflict, 
GEORGE BUSCHLEN. 

ARTHUR, Ontario. 

hBHBr Department. 
BEVIER, Mo., May 21. 

Editors Herald:-I have been reading there
port of the cowmittee on song book at last 
General Convention, at Lamoni, Iowa. It 
must be discouraging to the committee to see 
the lack of interest taken in furnishing music 
for the book. Perhaps there is a just cause 
for this. Not the musicians alone are to 
blame ·ror this, but the poets, too. They 
have neglected their part in furnishing 
hymns for the musicians to set to music. 

It is not often that we will find one person 
gifted with the two talents. Music is one 
gift or talent, and poetry is another; hence if 
the musician is only gifted in music, he has 
to wait until some poet will furnish him 
poetry. A carpenter can build a house when 
he has the material.; the musician also can 
compose music when he is furnished with 
hymns. 

I think I am justified in locating the blame 
mostly with the poets. Since the appoint
ment of the committee on song book at the 
General Convention, at Lamoni, in 1898, I 
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have not received a single hymn from the 
committee, nor from any of the Saints; but I 
have been asked frequently by the commit
tee to compose music for the book. Hymns 
were not once mentioned. Hence, I was not 
surprised very much when I read that the 
committee reported so little had been done 
towards the completion of th~ song book. 

The lack of hymns has prevented the 
writer from furnishing the committee with 
more pieces. I was compelled to compose 
hymns for the few manuscripts which I did 
send. To remove this obstacle that hinders 
the progress of the intended song book, a 
contribution of good hymns, properly 
adapted to our faith, should be sent to the 
music committee'. If any brother and sister 
gifted in poetry, feels interested in this 
movement, I would kindly solicit a good, 
original Sabbath school hymn sent to the 
address below. Wake, up poets; the musi
cians are waiting on you! Wishing the 
book a success, I shall continue my interest 
as one with all the lovers of music. 

J. 1'. WILLIAMS. 
P. S.-Address to Box 444, Bevier, Mo. 

GREENSBURG, Ind., May 22. 
Edi{m·s Herald:-Brn. Geo. Jenkins and 

Wm. C. Marsh~ll have been in our midst, 
making my home the base of operations, as 
the would· be pious people of the different de
nominations have closed their doors against 
us. However, we hope and pray Greensburg 
may be another Nazareth, out of which good 
will come, as we realize there are some with 
honest hearts in this city. 

It is with pleasure I can say we are still in 
the faith; but we realize it is so easy to drift 
away from the right, to move along wrong 
lines, to indulge in dangerous extremes, to 
go too fast or too slow. May God give us 
light and a willingness to walk therein. 

We became acquainted with this work at 
Zonker, Douglas County, Missouri; and to
day, as memory fleets back over the events 
of the past it brings before us many instances 
wherein the marvelous power of God has 
been displayed through the gospel. We 
came here four years ago, and when no one 
here knew anything of this latter·day work. 
Many had read Beadle's work on Mormon
ism; and we were laughed at and scorned by 
some, and others called us Mormons. But 
we prayed for them, and prayed for an elder 
to be sent here. We also scattered papers 
and tracts, and the outcome was that we got 
some interested who seemed to think we 
were all right. 

But the work here is not very flattering; 
they want anything but gospel truth. Many 
of comprehensive minds and reasonableness 
of character are compelled to desist from 
their adherence to ·the corrective spirit of 
rule by the clergy who say, "Don't go to hear 
the Mormons·; they are the same as those in 
Utah." 

While many are misled, we hope the truth 
may be pictured out to them by the servants 
of God imbued by the Spirit that leadeth unto 
all truth. 
Ern. Jenkins and Marshall are kindly remem

bered by some of my neighbors, and often 

have I been asked when will they ever get 
round to see us again. They were blessed 
with the Spirit., and those who heard were 
made to realize the power of God. One old 
man told me today he would go a long way to 
hear such preaching. Said he and his wife 
will go with me to Wirt sometime this sum
mer. 

The above-named brethren visited Rush
ville from Saturday till Tuesday, and were 
permitted to speak in the Baptist and Meth
odist churches; They have taken the hand 
of two for baptism. They stopped with us 
again, and spoke three times as they re
turned on their way to New Marion. 

I feel to rejoice, and am truly glad that the 
time has come when a few have been made to 
sing praises in this part of God's vineyard, 
with a desire to receive more light. I do 
wish and pray tbat some will unite with us. 
We have been alone here so long it would be 
so good to have others of the precious faith 
to associate with. 

May our heavenly Father give us his Spirit 
and grace. Praying that the Spirit of God 
may guide us, and that we may have an in
terest in your prayers that we and out• chil
dren may see the redemption of Zion, and 
hoping to continue steadfast in the one faith, 
I am, Your brother, 

HI~NRY H. MONTGOMERY. 

McNEILL, Miss., May 21. 
Editors He?·ald:-Some days ago I was medi

tating upon Zion. (See Heb. 12: 22; Ps. 87.) 
In a night vision I was permitted to see the 
city. It would be impossible for me to de
scribe the city as it was shown to me. Most 
wonderfully clean she appeared, her buildings 
being of a most, substantial kind. Her streets 
were the widest I have ever beheld. 

While I was viewing the city with its wide 
and straight streets, I beheld corn growing 
in the streets, and I began to wonder wby 
tbat was permitted in such a great city. A 
voice spoke to me and said: "Because the 
elders have sown corn in the streets it is not 
doing well." 

I was troubled to know the meaning of the 
voice. It is yet a mystery to me. 

Another cause for wonder was that there 
were very few inhabitants in this wonderful 
city. Ah, very few! The city was ready, 
but only a few of those who were to occupy 
it were prepared. 

Very truly, 
A. L. LIVINGS. 

PLANO, Ill., May 21. 
Editors IIerald:-Since General Conference 

I have been busy doing ministerial labor in 
Plano and Sandwich. At the latter place the 
church is left without a pastor or preacher, 
Bro. George Howard, the president of the 
branch, being gone to Joliet to work. So 
by the earnest request of the Saints residing 
there and the consent of the sub-missionary 
in charge I have consented to remain in this 
vicinity for the present and labor, as it is in 
my field of labor. Most of the Saints in 
both branches seem to be earnest and are 
striving to be faithful. 

The union memorial services of all the 
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churches of the city of Plano will be held 
this year on May 2'7, at the stone church. It 
is expected that Elder F. M. Cooper will de
liver the sermon on that occasion. 

Ever laboring- and trusting in Christ, the 
Savior, for the ultimate triumph of the gos· 
pel, I am, In g·ospel bonds, 

ELI M. WILDEI<MUTH. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., May 25. 
Editon Herald:--Arrived in this cit.y April 

29. Was well pleased with my mission. The 
climate so far is very pleasant. At first we 
held meeting-s at the homes of the Saints. 
About two weeks ago we secured a very fine 
lom~tion for the gospel tent, on lots fumished 
free by the Minneapolis Trust Co. It is in a 
good neighborhood. Brn. Stedman, 
and self have occupied of evenings for two 
weeks, with steadily inm·easing audiences. 
Some few are investigating. It is difficult to 
get the pleasure-loving· people of. this city to 
heed our message. The lakes and resorts at
tract the great mass of the people. 

Satan is doing a big work in Minneapolis. 
The people care so little for the things that 
are true and abiding. Ungodliness and in
iquity is on the increase. The world-socially 
and industrially-is growing worse and worse. 
The poor are becoming poorer, and the rich 
more opuleni; and cruel. All ths,t we can do 
is to try to stem the great tide of lawlessness 
and irreligion, and get fm· our pains the 
scorns and buffets of the world. 

Our hope is in the gres,t future when Christ 
shr,ll smite and destroy these wrongs and 
evils, and bring about the reign of order, 
equity, and peace. 

Field-marshall (I. N.) Roberts is in the 
northern part of the St.ate, where we expect 
to join him soon. 

We expect a good time at the reunion at 
Perham, bef!inning June 16. All who can 
should attend. 

We are hopeful of a successful year in gos
pel work. We expect to busy and take 
the gospel to as many places as we can find 
openings. 

I shall leave the city this week, and my 
address will be Minn., until I select, 
a permanent one. 

In gospel bonds, 
JAMES M. BAGGERT-Y. 

SLOAN, Ia., May 25. 
EditOTB liemld:-Several months have 

elapsed since I have penned a communica
tion to you for the pages of the lierald, and 
hereby apologize for such neglect. 

I believe I was laboring at Persia when I 
last wrote in January. My labor there was 
very effectual, being associated with the Holy 
Spirit, and the united support of all the branch 
officials. Three were baptized, and many 
testified to having received help from God, 
and their joy in God's service was increased. 
The spirit of liberality was larg-ely exercised, 
by which the attire of the missionary was 
enewed. 

My labor here previously was in reply to 
an attack made on the faith by a Christian 
(?)and M. E. minister, unequally yoked to
gether to oppose us, during which defense 

much prejudice was removed, >md I enter 
upon the services here now with an expec
tation of less opposition than heretofore, or, 
if opposition is shown, in a less public way. 

Just previous to General Conference two 
elders of the Brighamite faHh came to Mag
nolia and applied for the church, and were 
granted it under the conditions that one of 
our representatives reply the same night. I 
was selected to reply, and greatly enjoyed 
laying before my neighbors and church as" 
sociates the apostasy {)f the leaders of that 
people, and the deception the representatives 
of that church were practicing. The confes
sion was made that I had forced them to de
fend the doctrines of polygamy, blood atone
ment, Adam-god theory, and a denial that 
Jesus was conceived by the Holy Ghost. A 
very unsatisfactory defense they made of it, 
even to themselves, judging from their appear
ance, and their refusal to continue any longer. 

Sever·al features of General Conference I 
enjoyed, and trust that other features not en
joyed by me may, in the carrying out of 
measures adoj)ted, result in good to tbe cause 
in a general way. 

Upon my return home I found myself in 
need of some rest, and sought it in assisting 
in making garden, cleaning house, etc. I 
found my wife's health better; but as yet she 
is not entirely relieved from the severe at
tack of inflammatory rheumatism she under
went for several weeks, the severity of which 
was minimized largely through prayer and 
anointing with oil. 

I just closed a series of meetings about 
eight miles from home, which has resulted 
in sixteen baptisms, the blessing of six chil
dren, and a much better understanding of 
duty to God, and each other. The Spirit 
bore witness of the truths presented, t>nd 
directed in the services in manifold ways. 
Was assisted by Elders J. C. Crabb and G. M. 
Scott., The results now seen are largely due 
to others, especially Bro. and Sr. Don B. 
Coffman, and the efforts now being made in 
sustaining a Sunday school in which is taught. 
the faith of the church. Previously ~o my 
labor there regular services had been held 
for several months, first beginning by Elder 
A. M. Fyrando previous to his illness, and 
continued by Elder G. M. Scott, who will con
tinue to look after the work there. 

On Monday last I returned home for a rest 
of a couple of days, and found t.hat Bro. Fy
raudo had had, and was then enduring, one of 
the most severe attacks of a nervous charac
ter that he had ever experienced. But, 
thank God, in answer to prayer and. fasting, 
and administration he was able to be out 
again on Wednesday afternoon when I left 
home. 

Expect to raise the tent and begin services 
tomorrow night to continue about ten days 
here, ere the district convention and confer
ence, which meets at Little Sioux, the 8th 
to lOt,h of June. 

I learned on yesterda.y that Bro. Samuel 
Wood had gone to Sioux City to be treated 
for his hearing. This is very sad. 

I learn that Bro. Hubert Case has gone on 
his mission. He is missed from this mission. 
His labors were much appreciated, and our 
association was very pleasant to me. I ex-

pect to bear of much good being done by him 
in his new mission. 'Tis pleasant to labor 
with and after such a one. 

As I view it the prospect is excellent for 
the ingathering- of souls; but from present 
indications the missionary force will be some
what crippled. I pray that the adversary 
may not have such power to prevent effectual 
labor as during the past year, but that God's 
servants may be blessed, and their families 
protected. 

In hopes of remaining faithful, I am, 
J. F. MINTUN. 

1862 Springfield Ave., 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo., May 24. 

Editors Ilemld:-1 see in Saints' Jiemld for 
May 9, under the title "Apolog-y," that the 
Deseret News for April 30, contains a letter 
from Quincy Anderson, in which he states 
that he never authorized me to let anyone 
else see that letter or have it published. 

Now this letter places me in a wrong posi
tion before the reading public. I want to say 
this: if there were any violations of good 
editorial law in publishing the letter of Mr. 
Penrose, Quincy Anderson alone is respon
sible for it. I have all the letters of Bro. 
Quincy Anderson which led to the printing 
of that letter of Mr. Penrose. In the first 
place I and Bro. Quincy had a number of let.
ters of controversy on "Brigham Young's 
Adam-god theory," and quoted from Bro. 
Etzenhouser's book, and in answer to that 
letter he wrote me February 24, 1900:-

"Dear Friend Henry Sparling:-! take the 
pleasure today to answer more fully to your 
two last letters. I have investigated these 
points more fully. First you refer me to the 
JouTnal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 50, and in 
this number you say Brigham Young taught 
that Adam was our only God, and that the 
virgin Mary was not overshadowed by the 
Holy God. I wrote to the editor of the De8-
e?·et News, and I send you his answer to me. 
So Brigham Young did not teach what you 
said he did." 

So you see, Mr. Editor, that letter from 
Mr. Penrose to Mr. Anderson was in answer 
to my quotation from Bro. Etzenhouser; and 
as Mr. Anderson thought that Penrose had 
flatly contradicted my quotation, he sent me 
Mr. Penrose's letter to prove to me how our 
editors misquote Brigham. And in proof of 
Mr. Anderson's statement Mr. Penrose's let
ter is sig-ned, "Editor of Deseret News." 

Now, as I did not have the Joumal of 1Jis
C01trses to know which statement was true, I 
sent the letter to the Saints' Herald, and 
asked the editor to publish it and the state
ment of Brigham, which was done. I saw 
Mr. Anderson before the letter was pub
lished, telling him I was going to have it 
published, so we would see who was telling 
the truth. He, with pleasure, said: "I am 
glad. That is jus,t what I want to see; and if I 
find that that is a true statement, I shall 
have done with Utah forever." I suppose he 
satisfied himself, for on March 17, at our dis
trict conference at John's Mills, about twenty 
miles from Ozark, Bro. Anderson came, hav
ing walked twelve miles in order to get 
there. He expressed himself forever in 
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favor of the Reorganized Church. He stated 
that he had sinned enough since he had been 
in darkness; that he desired rebaptism, 
which was granted him, as nothing else 
would satisfy him. 

On my return home I called at his home, 
and found him rejoicing in the gift of the 
Spirit, as he expressed it. If he has allowed 
himself again to be overcome by the same 
spirit of darkness, we are indeed sorry .. 

But the brother saying he never author
ized the publishing of Mr. Penrose's letter, 
is a ease of forgetfulness. Why should Mr. 
Penrose object? If his letter contained a 
true statement he had nothing to lose by a 
comparison. The Herald readers must be 
the judges, so look up Hemld for March 14, 
1900. 

Surely Springfield won't insist any longer 
that we and Utah Mormonism are the same. 
I hear that five Utah elders are preaching 
now in town; and our tent will be going in a 
few days. The difference will be made plain 
in the "old town" every night. 

Yours in bonds, 
HENRY SPARLING. 

PAWNEE, Mo., May, 1900. 
Editors Herald:-In the editorial column of 

the Saints' Herald for May 25, the editor 
says: "We hear of much complaint that 
there are not so many occurrences of mani
festations of power now as there used to be 
in former years," etc. I am of the opinion 
that something that I said in the prayer 
meeting furnished the basis for that state
ment; and as I believe I was not understood I 
wish to make an explanation. I have heard 
that some brother accused me of teaching 
sectarianism. All I have to say to that is 
that the brother or brothers making such a 
charge better learn what the doctrine of this 
church is before making such a charge. I 
was talking of my own experience·, and 
I gave as a reason for the infrequency of cer
tain miraculous manifestations the change in 
our condition. Not that the gospel has 
changed, or that the Saints are not enjoying 
the comforting influence of the Holy Spirit, 
but in the early ministry of the church many 
-or at least some-of the ministry launched 
out into unexplored fields, among strangers, 
and had to meet not only with persecution 
and slander as the ministry do now, but were 
often pinched with hunger and cold, and 
sometimes had to lie out in the woods in rain 
and mud. They did not have the pleasant 
homes to fall back on that the majority of 
the elders have now. They had nothing to 
fall back on but the Master, and that brought 
greater humility, more earnest pleading, 
and often most wonderful relief. And it was 
through such efforts that many of the pleas
ant homes were established where the weary 
pilgrim may now rest. 

Had it not been that the power of God was 
manifest in those early days more frequently 
and in greater demonstration than they are 
now, I said they could not have endured. I 
believe this is true of some, at least. 

There may be as many or more exhibitions 
of God's power in the church now a.s there 
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were then, but there were ten times as many to do service for the evil one, thus retarding 
Saints to witness and relate them., instead of advancing the cause of Christ. 

It may be true, as one said, that we have Only the diligent and faithful will be blessed 
them so common that we do not mention in their work. 
them; but it is only true in part, for I find Our Sunday school is accomplishing a good 
many who seem eager to mention things now work in instructing the youth both in and 
that would not have been noticed much in out of the church. As a result of the Sunday 
early times. school, or partly so at least, five more went 

However, I was speaking of my own ex- forth in obedience to the Master's command 
perience, and I can testify that at many and were baptized on the Hlth inst. by the 
times, when it seemed that the whole uni· writer. They were confirmed on Sunday fol· 
verse was against me, and the powers of dark- lowing, Elder Joseph Wayt assisting in the 
ness combined with hunger, fatigue, and confirmation. A spiritual time was enjoyed 
disappointment to crush me and still the by a good attendance of the Saints. All of 
great message I was trying to bear, yet in I the five were young brothers, and members 
the very moment of despair God came to the of the Sunda,y school. They were: Bro. 
rescue and brought deliverance in a most Smith's two sons, Gomer M. and Leroy E.; 
miraculous way. Yes, in such a way that the and Bro. Thomas' son, Clarence H; also Wm. 
circumstances need only to be related to show F. Myers and Ingram McVay, aged 16 and 17 
tho wonder-working hand of providE>nce. respectively, who are the first of their fami
Such experiences, perhaps, would have never lies to obey. They are truly in earnest; and 
been, had it been that a pleasant home had if they continue as they have begun will be 
been near a~ hand, or within a day or two's useful in the Master's cause. The truth is 
walk; but these conditions did not exist then, reaching the honest in heart.· There are 
hence the necessity of great and oft repeated others here who desire to obey, but are bin
power. dered at present. May God speed the right, 

But even the miraculous deliverance that I and bless and strengthen his people in every 
spoke of was nothing in comparison to the confl.ict with sin. 
witness of the Holy Spirit that testified of Your brother in Christ, 
the source whence the deliverance came. 0. J. TARY. 

Many of the young men now in . the field 
have never been half tried, and I hope they 
never will be tried as some have been; but if 
they are ever put to the test I pray God they 
may be able to stand and prove themselves 
heroes in the fight. 

I am glad that I can say of a truth that 
the work is true, and that I have been per· 
mitted to bear some humble part in opening 
the way and making the work easier for 
those who shall follow. 

There is nothing that brings a man so 
close to God as to find himself away among 
strangers, and scored and persecuted and 
destitute, and then to find every door closed 
against him, no eye to pity, no shelter to 
cover him. Then when he goes to God he 
will go in earnest, and his blessings will be 
according to his closeness to the source from 
which his blessings come. 

Yours for truth, 
J. C. CLAPP. 

WHEET~ING, W.Va., May 25. 
Editors Rerald:-It is so seldom that any 

communication from this place appears in 
your columns that the elders who have 
labored here in days gone by and are now in 
distant fields may think we are spiritually 
dead. While the work has not. made as rapid 
progress as I would like, yet the seed sown 
here by many of the, faithful servants of God 
has not been sown in vain. There is quite a 
number who are living faithful to their cove
nants and seeking to honor God in their lives 
and to help build up his kingdom on earth. 

But Satan is never idle; and through his 
cunning devices some are hindered from 
doing the good they started out to do; I 
think experience has fully demonstrated to 
us that when Saints neglect their duties they 
not only lose the blessings God has promised 
to the faithful, but they are easily influenced 

I'LL SUW OF HEAVENLY FAVOR. 
'1'une: I Love to '!.'ell the Story. 

I'll sing of heavenly favor, 
Bestowed on earth below, 

Of God who lives forever, 
Whose course no changes know. 

For he to man has spoken, 
Like as in days agone, 

Before his covenant broken, 
His Spirit was withdrawn. 

Chorus:-

I'H sing of heavenly favor, 
Of God who lives forever; 

Whose Spirit failing never, 
Reveals his will to man. 

I'll sing of blessings giYen, 
To man in latter days, 

Of Satan's darkness driven 
Before the light we praise, 

Of gospel gift reviving, 
The gift to man long· lost, 

As faithful Saints are striving 
To keep the Holy Ghost. 

ChOl~US. 

I'l! sing of faith and healing, 
Of wisdom and of tong·ues, 

Of prophecy revealing 
God's work before it comes; 

Of knowledge and discerning, 
And every gift God gives; 

For these the Saints are yearning, 
By these the church yet lives. 

Chorus. 

I'll sing of human nature 
Subdued by tha,t divine; 

I'll seek for every feature 
Of Christ to make it mine. 
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I;ll sing of virtue, growing 
From earth to heaven above, 

Of man, perfected, showing 
The fruits of heavenly love. 

ADAM J. KECK. 
MUWATINE, Iowa, Ma1ch 26, 1900. 

INVOCATION. 
Like the dew upon the hilltop in the evening 

softly falling, 
When the willows bright and golden wave 

their branches to and fro, 
Where the long grass by t.he streamlet, 

where the katydid is c:o;lling, 
Bends to dip its shining tassels in the dim

pled wave below, 
Gentle Spirit, Holy Spirit, come and soothe 

me as I go. 

Like the rain upon the meadow when the 
clover leaves are fading, 

And the wind as from a furnace bids the 
lily droop and die, 

From the west the gentle rain cloud, with 
abundance heavy laden, 

Comes to drop its fruitful coolness from the 
grey and solemn sky, 

Mighty Spirit, potent Spirit, come in an
swer to my cry. 

Mighty source of holy power, bidding flowers 
of rarest beauty, 

Lift their radiant heads of glory in the des
ert of the mind, 

Causing souls of rugged nature to come tamely 
to their duty, 

Gently holding up the weakest with influ
ence wondrous kind, 

Thou art welcome as the hand that bring
eth sight unto the blind. 

'J'hou art stronger than the earthquake, yet 
thy working goeth sweetly, 

Like the falling of the autumn leaf that 
flutters through the air. 

Thou art very, very precious; may my will 
forever seek thee, 

While I purify my body as a temple of thy 
care. 

In the name of Christ, my Father, grant to 
answer this my prayer. 

DAVID H. SMI'l'H. 
NAuvoo, 1864. 

Mothers' Homa Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

OWING to unavoidable circumstances the 
following· communication from the newly 
Alected "advisory board" of the Daughters of 
Zion has been delayed; but we trust its late 
appearance will in no way detract from the 
interest attaching thereto.-ED. 

As it seemed good to the sisters assembled 
in General Convention to select for t.heir "ad
visory board" such of their nurn ber as (because 
of location) would be able to meet together, 
some changes in the board became necessary. 
Sr. Eli Etzenhouser and Sr. Clara Frick were 
chosen to fill the places of Dr. Bartha Greer 
and Sr. Audentia Anderson. The consuita-

. tions which heretofore have been unsatisfac
tory, because of being carried on through the 
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medium of correspondence, will, it is hoped, 
by this change, be productive of greater 
good to the greater number. And while we 
as a "board," both those newly elected as 
well as those who have served in the past, 
regret to part with aid which has been so ef
ficient, we yet trust that the field at large
that field which is ripe for the sickle-will 
gain in proportion as their hands have been 
released from this special work. 

As we look forth upon the field before us 
and consider the weakness of our hands, we 
feel to say to each one interested in this 
work, "Pray ye the Lord of the harvest to 
send forth laborers into his vineyard." 

As we say, "Each one interested in this 
work," the question arises, how many of the 
Saints are interested? If we were to judge 
by those who meet with us, those who put 
their shoulders to the wheel to help roll it 
on, our hearts would be sad indeed. But we 
do not judge from this, for we know it would 
not be the basis of a correct judgment. 
While we are constrained to admit that 
many are indifferent and some few even op
pose the work, we know assuredly that the 
many are with us in /waTt if not in person. 
How can it be otherwise? Lives there upon 
this broad land today a true father, a true 
mother, who in his or her soul does not desire 
that their son or their daughter should have 
bet.ter ad vantages; greater opportunities of 
fitting himself or herself for usefulness in 
the world than ever fell to their own lot? 
Such a parent is seldom if ever found. 

If this be true of the world at large, how 
then can it fail of being true with us as 
Saints? ww who are awaiting and oft 
longing for the corning of Christ. And if by 
joining together we may gain the strength 
which union ever brings-the wisdom which 
is found in a multitude of counsel, why 
should you not extend to us the hand of fel
lowship? Why not 'come and go with us? 
Not that "we may do you good," but that we 
may do each other good. It may be you need 
us, we know we need you. 

Comparing year with year-the present 
with the past, we feel that the closing years 
of the nineteenth century have not altogether 
been unproductive of good; and while we 
have not accomplished all that we hoped for, 
and much less than we desired to have done, 
we are glad to be able conscientiously to say 
that we believe we have held our own; yes, 
even more than this, that some advancement 
has been made; and with a firmer and stronger 
reliance upon the help and guidance of God 
than ever before, we turn our faces to the 
new year of duties, t,he new century of mighty, 
unborn events, and pray that we be not found 
wanting when the Master shall call for an ac· 
count of our stewardship. Our strength is 
in the purity of our cause, and so long as we 
are true to that, God will never withhold his 
blessing. 

ADVISORY BOARD OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

AFTER reading the above we felt to copy 
the following beautiful lines of the poet, 
which will help each one of us to realize that 
"the race is not to the swift, neither the bat-
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tle to the strong," nor yet to the seeming 
victor. 

I sing the hymn of the conquered, who fell in the bat
tle of life-

This hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who died over· 
whelmed in the strife. 

Not the jubilant song of the victors, for whom the re
sounding acclaim, 

Of nations was lifted in chorus, whose brows wore the 
chaplet of fame; 

But the hymn of lhe low and the humble, the weary, 
the broken in heart, 

Who strove and who failed (?),acting bravely, a silent, a 
desperate part; 

Whose youth bore no flower in its branches, whose hopes 
burned in ashes away, 

From whose hands slipped the prize they had grasped 
at, who stood at the dying of day, 

With the work of their life all around them, unpitied, 
unheeded, alone, 

With death swooping down o'er their failure, and all but 
their faith overthrown, 

While the voice of the world shouts its chorus, its 
pmans for those who have won-

While the trumpet is resounding triumphant and high to 
the breeze and the sun, 

Gay banners arc waving, hands clapping, and hurrying 
feet 

Thronging after the laurel-crowned victors-! stand on 
the field of defeat, 

In the shadow 'mongst those who are fallen and wounded 
and dying-and there 

Chant a requiem low, place my hand on their pain-knot· 
ted brows, breathe a prayer, 

Hold the band that is hapless and whisper, 'They only 
the victory win 

Who have fought the good fight and have vnnqnished the 
demon that tempts us within; 

Who have held to their faith unseduced by the prize that 
the world holds on high; 

Who have dared for a high cause to suffer, resist, fight
if need be to d1e.' 

Speak, history I Who are life's victors? Unroll thy 
annals and say-- · 

Are they those whom the world called the victors? who 
won the success of the day? 

The martyrs, or Nero? The Spartans who fell at Ther
mopylae's tryst,· 

Or the Persians and Xerxes? His jndges or Socrates? 
Pilate or Christ? -W. W. Story. 

Is IT not possible for mothers to so train 
their boys and girls that they will never be 
accessory to crimes like the following? We 
believe it is. But certainly it will never be 
done so long as the little ones see the plum
age of these little warblers worn as orna
ments by us. Think of it mothers! Can we 
afford by our example to teach our loved 
ones such lessons of cruelty?-ED. 

THE STORY OF A CRIME. 

Here, related in the hard, unsympathetic 
language of commerce, is the tragic story of 
a crime against Nature and the Common
wealth:-

"MILFORD, DEL., March 7.-Contracts were 
closed here today for the bodies of eight 
thousand birds to be killed for New York 
milliners at from ten to fifty cents apiece. 
The contracts call for meadow larks, blue
birds, redwing blackbirds, crow blackbirds, 
English sparrows and baby owls." 

This recital means that a cruel robbery is 
about to be committed in Delaware-a rob
bery which is made doubly wicked by 
the fact that it is perfectly legal. The 
bird-life of that State is to be sacrificed to 
the whims of fashion. The farmers are to be 
deprived of eight thousand of their most ef
ficient crop-protectors and the landscape de
spoiled of a charm which nothing can replace. 
The birds called for by this contract are 
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nearly all of insect destroying species. They 
exercise a function in the economy of Nature 
which ie almost indispensable to successful 
agriculture, and aside from their practical 
value, they constitute a part of the common 
property of the people which no person has 
the right to destroy for selfish purposes. 
The lark that feeds in Farmer Brown's 
meadow and nests in Farmer Smith's grove 
belongs alike to Brown and Smith, but in no 
greater degree than to the veriest tramp who 
walks the public highway. The owl that 
roosts in Grey's forest and fattens on the 
mice in Johnson's grainfields is the property 
of the community. So are all the birds of 
the air. They belong to the people, and 
whosoever destroys them commits a crime 
against the Commonwealth. 

The responsibility for this monstrous de
struction oE bird-life is easy to place. The 

, birds would not be killed unless they could 
be sold.-Our Dumb Animals. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

A. A. Fausett writes: "My wife is afflicted 
with nervous spells at times; she requests the 
Prayer Union and the Saints to pray for her, 
that if it pleases God be will heal her." 

Sister Lydia Ogle vie of Kansas, desires the 
prayers and faith of the Prayer Union that if 
it is the Lord's will she may be healed of 
kidney disease, and be blessed with the Holy 
Spirit. 

PROGRAM FOR JUNE MEETINGS OF DAUGH
TERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, Saints' Harp 691. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, Psalm 36. Discussion of 
select reading in Home Column. Roll call. 
Business. Closing hymn, Saints' Harp 489. 
Dismissal prayer. 

8tlndau 8Ghool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communicatiQnB for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

"WE need never fear to undertake any 
work to which God calls us. He never sends 
us alone. The Spirit is with us as we walk 
the way God points out. It will assist us to 
overcome all obstacles, and give us all needed 
wisdom and strength."-Oook. 

"Of the building of life God is the archi
tect, and man is the contractor. Since God 
has one plan and man another, is it strange 
that there are clashings and collisions?"-
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"Which are the more prosperous among the 
boy sand girls of your acquaintance-those who 
lov:e and frequent God's house, or those who 
attend neither church nor Sunday school? 
If you will observe closely, you will find that 
those who prosper ia their studies, who win 
the esteem of their teachers and love of ac
quaintances, and have the most true enjoy
ment in life, generally are of that class who 
love God's house, and the services held 
there." 

"Let us never forget that the church build
ing has been dedicated to God. Let us do 
what we can to keep it in good repair, and 
free from dirt and disorder. When within 
its walls let us be quiet, reverent, and atten
tive, realizing that we are in. the presence of 
our loving heavenly Fath 3r." 

We should go to the church to be with God 
and rejoice in his presence, not to admire or 
criticise the preacher, or the superintendent, 
or the teacher, or even the singers, neither 
to notice what kind of clothing the people or 
children have on and corr:ment upon it. 

DIFFICULTIES attending Sunday school 
work:-

The work is voluntary and unpaid. 
Little time is devoted to Sunday school 

work. 
Untrained and incompetent teachers. 
Irregular attendance. 
The study of God's word not relished. 
Not sufficient authority in the school. 
Proper educational methods generally 

ignored. 
Not sufficient encouragement given it by 

the adult church members. 
Work is not properly systematized. 
Competition with a great pressure of out

side work.-Selected. 

Read before Snnday school convention, at Provo, Utah. 

"HOW TO CREATE AN INTEREST IN THE 
SUNDAY SCHOOL." 

To create an interest is to awaken a con
cern, or excite emotion, in those attending 
in and for the Sunday school. To do this, 
officers and teachers must be interested and 
have a love for the work in which they are 
engaged; and as preparation comes before 
success, they should prepare themselves for 
the responsibilities intrusted to them. This 
done, they should begin at the homes. Per
suade the parents not only to send their chil
dren to Sunday school but come themselves. 

Jf possible have a committee appointed to 
prepare the church or school room before the 
hour of commencing, thus making it bright 
and healt.hful by allowing sufficient light and 
ventilation, and attractive by using a little 
tact in tasteful decorations. 

Beecher. All officers and teachers should arrive 
Children, let us try to realize how much early, not only to set an example to the pu

God has done and is doing for us. He has pils in regard to punctuality, but to greet 
not only created our wonderful bodies and each with a handshake, a kind good morn
minds, preserved and provided for us, and ing, or smile. These cost nothing, and help 
given us home and lovel ones, but he sent greatly in removing that unwelcome, icy 
his Son. Jesus, to save us from death, and his wave that is bound to creep in where a crev
Spirit to warn us of enemies, and save us ' ice can be found. 
from their power, and to guide us that we l 7 In remembering the members of your own 
may be saved from sin, and all its results, school, do not be unmindful of strangers and 
which are harmful. visitors, but makR them feel welcome, that 

they may have a desire to come again. Let 
the opening exercises be spirited and not 
dull or lifeless. 

A variety of methods should be employed 
by teachers in presenting the lesson to the 
class, so that the most important points may 
be brought out and impressed upon the mind 
of the pupil. Do not think you are talking 
to a number of cast figures, and follow out a 
regular routine of questions, but always 
strive to draw out original ideas. Make 
comparisons with everyday life. Connect 
subjects of lessons, and with cards, maps, 
charts, and blackboard diagrams, you cannot 
fail to create an interest. 

The review should be plain, simple, and 
right to the point, so that the attention of 
the little folks as well as that of the older 
ones can be gained, thus avoiding restless
ness and confusion. 

Should the interest taken in this work be 
allowed to die out at the close of each Sun
day session? I think not. Give everyone 
something to think of during the week. Se
cure assistance of parents by getting them to 
aid their children in studying and preparing 
their Sunday school lesson at home, so that 
when they go into the class the subject will 
not seem foreign to them. 

Officers and teachers should endeavor to 
visit members of their school as often as 
possible, never forgetting the absent ones 
who are compelled to remain at home 
through illness or any other cause, making 
them feel that their places in the school can
not be filled by others. By doing this you 
will have no stray sheep in your flock. 

There are many of us striving and laboring 
under very trying circumstances; and as dif
ficulties and discouragements are sure to 
arise, do not give up and say, "There is no 
use trying," but go forth with & more resolute 
determination to make a success of the V{Ork 
you undertake. 

If your school does not number in hundreds, 
and your schoolroom is not eq nipped with 
every modern convenience, do not think for 
one minute there cannot be an interest cre
ated there. 

Open the door, not only of your church or 
schoolroom, but of your heart, and let a little 
heavenly sunshine in, and almost immedi
ately you will feel the difference in the at
mosphere. Adapt yourselves to the condi
tions under which you are placed, and make 
the best of them; always remembering that 
God will reward every effort for good. 

Above all things, be prayerful. Prayer 
will always help us to overcome difficulties 
and surmount any or all obstacles that may 
block our path or impede our progress. 

May the interest never be allowed to die 
out. As we take up our duties in the future, 
let us keep in mind, and try to profit by, 
Paul's teachings when he said: "Give dili
gence to present thyself, approved unto God, 
a workman that needeth not to be ashamed." 

FLORA PHILLIPS. 

The debts of th~ civilized nations now add 
up a total of over $32,000,000,000-,most of it 
incurred in wars. Civilization is under a 
blanket mortgage to war.-New York World. 
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Sundau 8~hool Asso~iations. 

PHILADELPHIA. 
District Sunday school association con

vened at Baldwin, Maryland, May 12 and 13. 
Supt. 0. T. Christy in the chair; E. B. Hull, 
secretary. Philadelphia school reported en
rollment 50; Baldwin 25. The treasurer re
ported on hand at last report $6.56; collected 
$6.46; expended $8.00; on hand $5.02. Reso
lution that the delegate system be dispensed 
with, providing it does not conflict with rules 
of the General Association. Resolution rec
ommending to the schools the recognition of 
the second Sunday in June as Children's 
D&y. Saturday evening an entertainment 
was given by the schools, which was enjoyed 
by all. Much praise could be given to the 
participants. Sunday was devoted to Sun
day school, social st>rvice, and preaching in 
the evening by H. H. Bacon. Adjourned to 
meet in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the date 
left to district superintendent. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
The Sunday school workers of Fremont 

district will meet in convention June 7 and 8, 
at Henderson, Iowa. First session Thursday 
evening. Conference the Sat11rday and Sun
day following. Let every worker in the dis
trict make an effort to come. The Bible 
normal work will be given the morning ses
sion, Friday. Let all who come give each 
and every subject on the program careful 
and prayful thought, and come with a deter
mination to do good and get good, and we 
will have a profitable time. 

MRS. T. A. HOUGAS, Dist. Supt. 

Convention of Chatham diskict Sunday 
school association will meet at Tilbury, On
tario, commencing Friday, June 8, at 2:30 p. 
m. All offic.,ers of district and schools, please 
see that your reports are in writing. Sem·e
taries, please see that reports are correct and 
send same not later than June 1 to secretary 
of district, Appledore, Ontario. 

JESSIE A. HACKETT, Supt. 
MINNIE KYLE, Sec. 

Sunday school convention of Nodaway dis
trict will meet June 8, at two p. m., with 
Bedison branch. It is hoped each school 
will be represented. 

THOMAS !VIE, Supt. 

Kewanee district Sunday-school association 
will convene at Joy, Illinois, on Friday, June 
1. A profitable time is anticipated. Officers, 
please see that all reports are sent in. 

MRS. ED LAMB, Dist. Sec. 
KEWANEE, Ill., 722 N. Walnut Street. 

.NOTICE HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
The Board of Publication consists of the 

following persons: E. L. Kelley, President: 
John Smith, Treasurer and Business Mana
ger; J. A. Gunsolley, Secretary; Fred B. 
Blair, and J. W. Wight. The first two 
named are the Executive Committee. 

We hereby call upon all who are indebted 
to the Publishing House to make settlement 
as early as possible, and thus lend their finan
cial support to this important branch of 
church work. The price of the Herald will 
hereafter be $1.50 per year to aU persons, and 
all subscribers who are in arrears for six 
months will be dropped from the list unless 
arrangements are made with the Publishing 
House for payment. All Herald subscribers 
who are now in debt will be permitted 
t~e upon t):l,e Of ~l-15() pet' ;rear, 
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such settlements are made within six months 
from this date. 

Book agents are requested, if possible, to 
make returns to this Publishing House the 
first of each month, and to ceas<' retaining 
commissions on sales when they order books, 
so long as they are in debt. Commissions 
when due will be allowed when settlements 
are made. "Pay what thou owest," is a part 
of the divine plan; and "Owe no man any
thing but love," should be observed by all 
Saints. Prompt payments insure confidence 
in business as well as religion, and confidence 
is essential to success. 

A new catalogue of books will be issued as 
soon as possible. 

Remittances should be made by post office 
and express orders, bank drafts on Chicago, 
or registered letters. 

Send all business letters and make all 
money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

Personal matters markJohnSmitb. Write 
your orders plain, pointed, and legible, de
scribing just what you want, with name and 
price as advertised, so that mistakes may be 
avoided. 

Volume 3 of Church History is now in 
preparation and we will fill orders as soon li\S 
ready. 

In view of the great increase of the free 
list the Board has found it necessary to say 
that after June 1, 1900, the Autumn Leaves 
will not be sent free to the missionaries' 
families; but the Saints' He1·ald will be fur
nished as heretofore. 

Bills to May 1 are being sent to all debtors, 
and we kindly ask you to help us. If there 
are mistakes we will gladly correct them on 
evidence. JOHN SMI'l'H, Manager. 

WANTED. 
To borrow money for the Herald Pub

lishing Hause, in su'IIs from one hundred 
dollars and upwards, for which we will give 
:;~mple security, and pay interest. 

FOR SALE. 
By the Herald Publishing House, one large 

cottage, with nearly two acres of land, and 
barn, fruit trees, and fine lawn, bounded by 
four streets, and near the Herald Office. 
Cash, or part payment. For particulars in
quire of John Smith, Treasurer, Lock Box E, 
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

May 29, 1900. 3t 

ONE THOUSAND FOR GRACELAND COtLEGE. 
Are you one of this number? And if not, 

why not? 
The proposition that one thousand subscrip

tions at $25 each be obtained at once, so as to 
clear the college of all indebtedness and place 
it where it can run without this great disad
vantage is now before us. No part of this 
subscription is to be paid unless the entire 
number is obtained. 

There are now extant in the hands of eld
ers, agents, and Saints, two hundred and six
teen subscription lists. We have two hun
dred more lists on hand and would be glad to 
supply any good brother, sister, or friend in 
any part of the world who would like to make 
the effort to help the college work. In this 
way they will also help the church work, and 
help to aid young men and young women for 
years to come in gaining proper information 
and training for the practical duties of life. 
There is no more worthy object to work for, 
and none where our work will have a more 
lasting effect than in this beneficent line. If 
you only have time to send in your own name, 
place it on a postal card and send it to the 
undersigned at his address, Lamoni, Decatur 
County, Iowa. 

Remember, we have but about sixty days 
now to finish the lists, the expectation from 
the time of last General Conferenoe being 
that the lists oould be completed within 
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with subscriptions, will be published through 
the He,rald and Ensiqn as soon as the work is 
completed. 

The attention of all Saints and friends of 
education and the truth is especially called to 
this proposition, and now. 

Very truly and respectfully, 
E L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

Lock Box 18, LA.MONI, Decatur Co., Iowa. ~t 

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS. 
WES'l'ERN MAINE DISTRICT. 

The Saints of the Western Maine district 
of the Reorganized Church will please take 
notice that owing to the change of the mis
sion of Elder T. C. Kelley from the Eastern 
to the Southeastern mh;sion he has resigned 
the posiJion of Bishop's Agent for the West
ern district of Maine, and Bro. S. G. Cun
ningham of West Surry, Maine, has been 
duly appointed agent in his stead. We be
speak for Bro. Cunningham the confidence, 
aid, and cooperation of the Saints in Western 
Maine district. Let each and all put forth a 
helping hand, and thus give encouragement 
to the new agent and materially aid in the 
work of the Master. 

For the faithful and timely labor of Bro. T. 
C. Kelley as agent the past two years, in con
nection with his duties as an active mis
sionary, the Bishopric extend to him special 
thanks; and we trust that the Lord will 
blEss the new agent and all the Saints• in 
their efforts to aid the gospel work. 

In behalf of the Bishopric, 
E. L KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

LA>IONI, Iowa, May 26, 1900. 

SOU'l'HERN INDIANA DIS'l'RICT. 
To the Saints and :B~riends, Southem In

diana:-This will give notice of the resigna
tion of Bro. W. C. Marshall, Bishop's agent 
for the Southern Indiana district of theRe
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints, and the appointment of Bro. 
David Hurbaugh, of Byrneville, Indiana, as 
agent. 

Bro. Marshall resigns the agency so that 
be can give more time to travel outside of 
the branches in his field of labor, and heartily 
with other of the ministry of the district in
dorses Bro. Hurbaugh for agent. We take 
pleasure in making the appointment at the in
stance of the brethren, and trust the Saints will 
find in Bro. David Hurbaugh an active and en
ergetic worker in his office. We also trust that 
no one will be found to criticise adversely the 
agent for teaching and preaching the law as 
required in the discharge of the duties of his 
office. Only make such criticism if he does 
not. 

We especially thauk Bro. Marshall for his 
faithful work while agent, and trust the 
Lord may bless him wit,h all Saints in the 
discharge of his great obligations as a mis
sionary for the Master. 

In behalf of the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Presiding Bishop. 
LAMONI, Iowa, l\fay 26, 1900. 

PASTORAL. 
'l'HE DOMINION OF CAN ADA. 

To the Ministry and Saints of the Above 
Mission, Greeting:-Having been appointed 
in charge of this mission for another year, I 
address you with pleasure. When I think of 
the years of association we have had together, 
years fraught with toil and sacrifice, sunshine 
and gloom, suspense and tranquility, my soul 
doth bless the Lord that I am permitted to 
return to you. 

Never in all the past were prospects so 
bright for the advancement of our woFk in 
this Dominion as now, and I trust that we all 
will feel that we are called of God to perform 
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m1sswnaries. By pressing the requirements 
of this large mission upon the general church 
authorities, we have secured the permanent 
appointment of those four and two oth\lrS .. 
Those six new General Conference appointees 
are all good men, and while we are all doubt
less glad to know that we have six new mis
sionaries, I trust we will all remember our 
duty to them and their families, now lonely 
at home, and give tangible evidence of our 
love for God-the work, the missionary, and 
the lonely ones at home, by paying our tith
ing, and by a life of prayer and good works, 
so that in all parts of this large mission the 
cause of Zion may advance. 

To the Saints in British Columbia I would 
say, we deem it wise to request Elder Daniel 
MacGregor to remain in charge of the work 
in British Columbia. Report your needs to 
him, and he will report to me. D. V., I fully 
expect to visit you in October. 

Let the Saints in Manitoba be patient; your 
several petitions have been heard, and after 
June conference we hope to arrange to send 
an elder to labor there if finances permit. 
Will Manitoba Saints send me their ad
dresses? 

That the many parts of this Dominion 
which have not heard the beautiful gospel 
may soon hear and obey is to be desired. I 
trust the local staff in each branch will live 
in harmony with the law, so that wisdom, 
love, diligence, and tranquility will reign in 
your respe.~tive branches. Should this blessed 
coHdition obtain, it will unshackle the hands 
of the missionary force, so they can give 
much more of their time to new and untried 
fields. 

As I have requested all the missionaries to 
meet me at the St. Thomas conference, June 
16, 17, I will not at this time make any ap
pointments. Let them remain in ·present 
field till time for conference, when they will 
receive further instructions as to future labor. 

Will each missionary obsflrve this law fully 
this year? You are requested to report to 
me on the first days of July, October, January, 
and March, giving all the items of labor per
formed. 1. Services attended. 2. Times 
preached. 3. Times assisted. 4. Other serv
ices held. 5. Baptisms. 6. Confirmations. 
7. Assisted in confirming. 8. Total ordina
tions, and to what office. 9. Organizations 
effected. 10. Marriages. 11. Children blessed. 
12. Administrations to sick. 13. New open
ings. Before entering into debate, please 
confer with me. 

I have heard expressions and read state
ments in the He1·ald that have caused many 
to think that our late General Conference 
bad much to discourage and weaken in it. 
Permit me to .say I attended every business 
meeting of the conference and of the apos
tolic quorums, and as many prayer, preach
ing, and Sunday school meetings as my 
official duties would permit me to attend. In 
the fear of the Master I say, Never in all the 
past conferences have I seen so much to en
courage, build up and strengthen, as I saw, 
felt, and realized in the conference just 
closed. It is true evil was condemned, firmer 
and more improved business methods were 
suggested; strong, g-ood, honest men gave ex-· 
pression to views regarding methods which 
they thought might be adopted for the tri
umphant, rapid march of Zion's cause. These 
methods were not matured, and the wisdom 
of adopting them was honestly questioned by 
some; while others, "true as steel," thoug-ht 
those methods were the one thing needful. 
This evinced a splendid evidence of moral 
worth, independence, and individuality, and 
forever crushed the cruel suspicion "that the 
church is controlled by a desig-ning few." To 
me all this is hopeful and encouraging. The 
Prophet never gave better evidence of being 
God's appointed leader to the church. The 
Pat.riarch never enjoyed more of the Spirit 
of his high and holy calling. The presiding 
Bishop in his report to the apostolic quorum 
said, in substance, as follows: The financial 
fr"!P of the <J4urab. was !1\3Ver Sf> ~trong f!;s !jot 
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present; you may without fear send to the 
mission field every man whom you know God 
has called to the work. As a result we have 
from this late conference sent out the largest 
missionary force ever appointed by the Reor
ganization. 

God favored his church in that at this 
conference there were more High Priests, 
Seventies, and Bishops ordained than in any 
previous conference of the Reorganization. 
Surely the white rose of hope never blos· 
somed, bloomed, nor freighted the air with 
sweeter aroma of success than now. 

May our E'ather's sweet peace be on Zion's 
children, now and ever, is my prayer. 

Your colaborer, 
R. C. EVANS. 

LoNnON, Ontario, May 21. 

To the Saints of Colorado, Eastern Wyom
ing, and New Mexico, Greeting:-By the 
concurrent action of Bro. Joseph Luff and 
the President of the church, I have been 
given the active oversight of the field com
prised in the above named territory. Breth· 
ren C. R. Duncan, M. R. Scott, Jr., J. l!-,rank 
Curtis, and A. B. Hanson will be my assist
ants in the missionary force. I also hope for 
and expect much valuable assistance from 
the local priesthood in the different localities 
where they reside. Move out brethren and 
occupy, an:d the Lord will bless your work if 
it is done in the spirit of love and humility. 
Let UH make this year a more active one than 
any heretofore in our lives. Do not bury 
your talents by allowing the things of this 
world to absorb all of your attention. You 
will suffer loss :f you do. You have said 
many times, no doubt, that you loved this 
work and desired to see it progress. Is your 
desire to see it progress sufficiently strong to 
move you to activity? I believe the Lord 
wants men who can be depended on, and who 
mean what they say. I will be pleased to 
hear from the local ministry from time to 
time as to what they are doing. I want to 
keep in close touch with all of the brethren 
appointed to this field of labor, so we may 
counsel together and try to arrange plans so 
as to labor to the best advantag'e possible. I 
will be grateful for suggestions at any time 
and trust we may labor together harmoni
ously and peacefully, helping each other all 
we can. 

Bro. C. U. Duncan and J. F. Curtis will 
have charge of the gospel t,ent work, assisted 
a part of the time by Bro. A. B. Hanson and 
others, as we may be able to arrange. 

Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., will look after the 
work in Western Colorado and New Mexico. 

Eastern Wyoming will receive attention 
from me a little later. I would like to cor
respond with the Saints scattered throughout 
the mission to ascertain the prospect for 
openings in different places. 

Dear brethren and sisters, we need your 
hearty cooperation. Sustain us by your COD· 
fidence, your faith, and your prayers, and I 
believe a good work will be done in the Colo
rado mission this year. Let us not waste our 
time lamenting over the mistakes of the 
past, but try to profit by the experiences 
through which we have passed, and try to 
make fewer mistakes in the future. Avoid 
evil speaking and unkind words about one an
other. We need more love and charity-a 
better exemplification of the divine command 
to love one another. Backbitings, bicker
ings, etc., are of the Davil, and when we en· 
gage in them we are lending our influence 
and encouragement to strengthen the enemy. 
Whatever. may be our influence in the world, 
let us see that it leads away from all that is 
sinful and impure toward that which ·ls pure 
and holy. 

I hope the success of the work in the Colo
rado mission will be a matter of perilonal in~ 
terest to·each Saint residing here, and each 
one will feel the burden resting upon his own 
heart. Let each one who may read these 

~"~ the q.uestion1 "Wh:;t am I 

doing to advance the work of God, and what 
can I do? 

This is a day of sacrifice. What sacrifice 
are you making? I would not contend that 
our ministry should sacrifice less, but I do 
believe many of the Saints cm~;ld sacrifice 
more and then the burden would be more 
equally borne. 

There will be the families of three mis
sionaries to receive their allowance from the 
tithes and offerings of this mission. I hope 
the Bishop's agent inay not be embarrassed 
for lack of means, but that you will come 
nobly to his assistance. We hope to see 
many new names on the bishop's agent's 
book this year. Make an inventory of your 
goods and see if there is anything which you 
have not tithed. Send your tithes and offer
ings to the agent, Bro. Charles E. Everett, 
No. 2925 \illest Sixteenth Avenue, Denver, 
Colorado, and have your name written in his 
book and receive a receipt in his excellent 
chirography. 

We hope Bro. Luff may. find it possible to 
be with us a little later to counsel and direct. 
Till then the brethren of the mi8sionary 
force will please report to me quarterly, so I 
may be able' to report properly to hl.m. 

I would suggest and appoint the first Sun
day of June, being the third day, as one to be 
set apart for fasting and prayer by the Saints 
of this mission, for the success of the work 
here, and that wisdom and power may be 
given to his servants. 

Your field officer is young, and I eat·nestly 
request the pt·ayers of the Saints for wisdom 
to direct the work and physical strength to 
endure. Trusting we may by wise and up
right conduct merit the esteem and confi
dence of the Saints among whom we may be 
called to labor, and above all that we may 
live so as to be worthy of the blessing and 
favor of our heavenly Father, 

I am your brother and coworker, 
JOHN B. ROUSH. 

WnAY, Yuma County, Colorado. 

To the Saints in Southwestern Mission, 
Greeting:- Having been appointed by the 
last General Conference in charge of this 
field, I have appointed my assistants as fol
lows: Texas will be in charg·e of Bro. 1'. J. 
Sheppard of Oklaunion, Texas. Oklahoma 
and Indian Territory will be in charge of 
Bro. Hubert Case of Moorhead, Iowa. Those 
missionaries appointed to labor in Arkansas 
and Western Louisiana will report to me for 
the present, or until further arrangements 
ca[! be made. All reports are due July I, 
October 1, January 1, and March 1, and 
should contain all the items named in 
adopted blanks ·for ministerial reports by 
conference. Do not forget to make full re
ports of all debates and items of interest that 
should become matters of historical record so 
that I can make a historical summary for 
Historian. I advise that no debate be entered 
into or any other measure taken that will 
materially affect the work without due de
liberation and consultation with the mis
sionary in charge. Let no jealousies arise 
among the missionary force. Let every man 
consider that his brother is equally interested 
in and anxious for the work to prospe-r as 
himself, and while we may not all see "eye to 
eye" as yet, let us remember the advise and 
counsel given by the Lord in 1894, Doctrine 
and Covenants 122: 16: "And now I say unto 
you mine elders, apostles and high priests of 
my church, Continue ye in the ministry unto 
which you have been called; and if ye cannot 
fully agree on all points of the law, be patient 
and be not contentious; so far as you can 
agree work together without heat, confusion, 
or malice. Ye are equal in worth of position 
and place in the work of the church; and if 
in honor ye shall prefer one another, ye will 
not strive for precedence or place in duty or 
privilege and shall be blessed of me." And 
in section 4: 1, 2 we read: "And faith, hope, 

and love, with eye single to the 
for the 
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Remember, faith, virtue, knowledge, temper
ance, patience, brotherly kindness, godliness, 
charity, humility, diligence;" and in section 
11: 4 the Lord says, '·Behold, I speak unto 
you, and aiso to all those who have desires to 
bring forth and establish this work; ar.d no 
one can assist in this work, except he shall be 
humble and full of love, having faith, hope, 
and charity, being temperate in all thing·s 
whatsoever shall be entrusted to his care." 
These admonitions we cannot well disregard. 
I would like to hear personally from the dif
ferent parts of the mission as to its needs for 
labor and so forth, so that I can intelligently 
ad vise my different assistants in their work. 
It will be impo<sible for me to visit all 
parts of the field during the year, but 
shall do the best I can. My home address 
will be 1321 Ridenbaugh Street, St. Jo
seph, Missouri, and my mission address 
1317 E'ifth A venue, Fort Worth, Texas. God 
expects diligence from all, and we cannot
afford to be otherwise than faithful to our 
trust. I have' letter of appointment for Bro. 
C. F. Bekham appointed to labor in South
east Texas. Will he kindly furnish me with 
his address, so I can forward it to him. With 
prayers that the year may be full of good to 
the Master's cause, I am, 

Yours in bonds, 
HYRUM 0. SMITH. 

COLORADO, EASTERN WYOMING, AND NEW 

MEXICO MISSION. 

It being improbable that I shall be able to 
enter the above-named field for some time, I 
have, with the concurrence of the President 
of the church, appointed Elder J. B. Roush 
to take the active oversight thereof. All 
laborers who have been assigned to that 
field will please report to Bro. Roush, whose 
address is Wray, Colorado, and move as he 
may appoint. 

Bro. Boush may publish a general an
nouncement for the benefit of the field and 
workers, and I will refrain from further 
counsel at present, other than to exhort all 
to diligence, patience, and humility, and to 
cooperate together for the general good. 
May the good Master crown the year with 
abundant good. In bonds, 

JOSEPH LUFF. 

This is to say that Bider R. May is this 
d;;.y appointed minister in charge of the mis
sionary work in the Independence, Missouri, 
district. The missionaries of the district 
will make their reports to him on the first 
day of July, October, and March. 

I. N. WHI'l'E, . 
Minister in general charge. 

!NDl!:rENDENCE, May 21. 

To Coworkers in Nebraska, South and 
North Dakota, Greeting:-ln view of the 
great importance <tttached to General Con
ference the necessity for a practical observ
ance of its legislative acts ought to l:Je 
apparent. You will therefore bear in mind 
th<tt individual reports will be the order for 
1901, so keep a sharp lookout for the brand 
new blank forms. Just what this new bit of 
legislation may be attributable to I hardly 
know, unless some lover of system felt a kind 
of disgust in view of the nonuniformity of re
porting at the last conference, which was so 
visible; though the stalwart advocates of an
nual conferences had a space of two years to 
learn the printed order of reporting, the con
ference of '98 having ruled thereon, page 104, 
conference minutes for 1898. 

I offer these suggestions to help you to 
practically demonstrate your loyalty to, in 
recognition of conference acts, and suggest 
that you don't over;look reporting to the sub
missionary in charge, July, October, January, 
and March, and where there is no submis
sionary, report direct to me, James Caffall, 
308 Oak Street, Council Bluffs, Iowa. And 
W!? !!;lways to that 
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ality and due diligence in small matters will 
prove a means of preparation for graver mat
ters. We can only evince our love for that 
which will elevate and dignify in the sight 
of God and truth-loving men and women by 
a practical observance of conditions and in
junctions God's word imposes, we thus 
teach. Shall we practice less than we essay 
to impose on others? If so, how will our 
righteousness be in excess of that of the 
Pharisees? Surely we cannot think Christ's 
teaching·s at fault on this point (Matt. 5: 20). 
Moreover, as ministers for Christ, we can 
hardly expect success unless living in the 
confidence and affections of those among 
whom we labor; and nothing short of a prac
tical observance of that we present to them 
as righteousness will secure this. 

To seek occasion to find fault, condemn, 
make one an offender for a word or act, 
would most effectively evince ignorance or 
revenge. Hence, putting forth strenuous 
etrorts to avoid such debasing practices were 
but a reasonable service. And yet we 
canuot close our eyes to the blighting effects 
of a universal apostasy, nor can or ought we 
to forget that the proficiency often evinced in 
evading the truth and substituting some 
cunning policy in lieu thereof is among the 
fruits or distressing effects of the apostasy, 
so find ourselves prepared to distinguish be
tween the effects of this apostasy and a love 
for that which is lovely, virtuous, and hon
est. Nor could it prove injurious to any in 

1 the remembrance of the fact that "a man 
may with Equal skill pretend to be what he 
was not, aud not be what he really was." 
"Then without injury to any, we might 
think such an one might be deeply versed in 
hypocrisy." And so watch and strive and see 
th!3.t we ourselves never get inveigled in 
such meshes. 

Then we ought to remember that in speak
ing in our own praise we add nothing to our 
reputation that it were unfortunate to do 
yvrong; but if becoming so unfortunate, it 
were better, far better to confess, with a de
termination to forsake it, though humiliating 
it be, than with a persistency essaying to 
make a wrong appear right, etc.; whether I 
survive or perish, I am glad to know that re
ligion is a personal affair. 

Then, too, I believe the success of the whole 
body is only secured by godly diligence of the 
several integral parts that no one of the body 
should stop short of or transcend law-pre
scribed duty; that to illustrate, the teacher 
is not transcending duty when moving as di
rected in Doctrine and Covenants, 17: 11. 
Nor the elder, as per request, serving as one 
of a tribunal to try an otiender; nor he or she 
when testifying before that tribunal for or 
against him or her arraigned before this tri
bunal, nor Lhe tribunal deciding against or 
for him or her arraigned in the light of the 
superabundance of unimpeachable testimony; 
for so I learn the law of God directs. And if 
God's law is perfect, its practical observance 
cannot be construed to mean an error. 

There is, I think, a material difference be
tween a wrong committed as a result of im
pulsiveness and after mature consideration, 
confessing, ::md retracting, and a wrong as a 
result of intention, because of present ad
vantage, which abiding by the right would 
deny. So I think Christ's revealed method 
of adjudication is just and right, and this 
concession involves a necessity of a su!'render
ing of preconceived opinion if I would be con
sistent. 

Don't cherish a desirv to make your life, as 
a missionary, one of pleasure, as that phrase 
is understood. Should you do this, the way 
may open for you; if so, and you embrace it, 
more than likely the conception of the grave 
responsibility assumed may lessen more 
rapidly than it would increase by due dili
gence, perseverance, and patience. For the 
fact must ever remain unchalleng-ed, tlat 
when once starting on a downward grade the 
momentum increases proportionate to the 
weight ~n\! sir.e of the object 
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On the admission that knowledge is power, 
it were much to our advantage to so study 
and live that we may obtain and retain the 
requisite knowledge, and being thus power
ful, we may act intelligently. But we should 
not be ignorant of the possibility of the exhi
bition of a zeal not accot·ding to knowledge. 

The ostensible purpose in sending General 
Conference appointees into the Lord':~ great 
harvest field is that the gospel may be car
ried into new localities. And I incline to the 
opini,on that forty sermons preached at sev
eral points within such a radius as to make 
it practicable to visit each point once a week 
would prove more effective than forty con
secutive sermons in one place. Under the 
former method time is given to the hearer to 
study and digest one sermon before hearing 
another; under the lattE\r, some might think 
they were being surfeited, and get discour
aged. I do not claim the former method is 
always practicable, but think it should be 
sought for. Christ taught thus, If they will 
not receive you in one city go to. another. 
The thought here expressed is, that the mis
sionary should exercise discretion, that by 
properly applying himself (not else) he may 
know the needs pf his field, and how and when 
to apply labor, better than those afar off. I 
reach this conclusion on the hypothesis that 
every integral part of the body is as a result 
of due diligence, powerful in his own sphere, 
according to the gifts and calling of God unto 
him. Were it otherwise, the fact of God 
having set every member in the body as it 
has pleased him, as a preventive to schism 
in the body, would have but little, if any sig
nificance. But it is possible for poor, vascil
lating, scheming man to presume more and 
accept less than God's given law guarantees; 
hbnce the prohibition to detract from or add 
to God's revealments. Are we growing? 

It is more than likely in your diligence to 
extend the gospel unanticipated, trying exi
gencies may confront you, testing your integ
rity, patience, etc. The only way in such an 
event is to remain steadfast, evincing a 
determination in God's strength to abide, 
with faith in God that will lead to a decision 
to trust him for the result. 

In view of man's will power, and the right 
to exercise the same, man is largely if not 
altogether what he desires to be; hence we 
may, though failing to sit in judgment on 
his motives which we never ought to do, de
cide as to his loyalty or disloyalty, obedience 
or disobedience if coming within our prov
ince, so to decide according to his deeds. 

The building of a character for ourselves, 
compatible with the Spirit and genius of the 
gospel we preach is most essential. 

And should we find ourselves assailed, if 
knowing we are free of that charged against 
us, we can afford to wait a favorable oppor
tunity for redress. Let us not so far allow 
ourselves to so transcend godly dignity as to 
complain in public or private. So as it were 
present ourselves as a martyr to illicit sym
pathy, or by making indirect accusations, for 
that were contemptible, for we ought not to 
lose sight of the fact that the charging some 
one of wrong doing presupposes ability to 
prove the wrong by the law-required amount 
of evidence, and if failing we would in that 
case be liable to be dealt with for scandal. 
For we ought to have learned long ere this 
that all are innoc~nt until proven guilty, 
which proof is to be obtained by a legitimate 
process. Some one or ones has been arraigned 
for being jealous and envious at the late con
ference. Wonder who he or they were? 

The innocent can better afford to wait the 
development of events, making a seeking of 
redress possible, than violate the law, in 
evincing undue haste in seeking redress. 
For one wrong is never adjusted by resorting 
to another wrong. Should it be legitimate 
to at times· assist in branches, let such labor 
be done in harmony with local authority. 
And when becoming the recipient of the hos
pitality froin Saints or friends, let gospel mod
f;li9t;)' ~overn! wb.He l)eing tJte recipien~s of sugq 
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hospitality. If advice is sought, or questions 
propounded, be ready with becoming defer· 
ence. Let the gospel be your theme, for that 
is what all need. JAMES CAFI~ALL. 

BISHOP'S COURT. 
Bishop's Court convenes in Lamoni, Mon

day, July 9, at nine a. m. All having busi
ness before the court should take notice. 

E. L. KELLEY, Bishop. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
Two-days' meetings will be held in South

ern Nebraska district as follows: At Bottom 
schoolhouse, Cass County, four miles east of 
Union, June 9 and 10. At Elmwood, July 7 
and 8. At Brownville, August 4 and 5. At 
Nebraska City, August 11 and 12. Elders 
Mark H. J!'orscutt and J. W. Waldsmith will 
be in charge, with the assistance of the local 
ministry. 

Also at .E'airbury, June 9 and 10. At Wil
bur, July 7 and 8. At Hebron branch, August 
4 and 5. At Lone Tree schoolhouse, near 
E'airfield, August 11 and 12 .. Elders Charles 
H. Porter and Walter M. Self will be in 
charge, with the assistance of local ministry, 
It is to be hoped that the Saints will try to 
make these meetings a success. 

By order of the district conference. 
J. W, WALDSMITH, Pres. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Independence, Missouri, reunion will con

vene near Independence, Friday, August 2,1 to 
September 3; speakers will be announced 
later, and fur·ther particulo.rs given. 

1 
I. N. WHI'l'E, Pres. 

CommitteB, ELLIS SHOR'l', Treas. 
H. MAY, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
William King will please make known his 

·whereabouts to the Whearso branch, near 
Linn, Osage County, Missouri. 

J". A. WILSON. 

To the Saints of Nauvoo District:-On ac
count of my affairs at home it will be impqs
sible for me to enter my missionary fie1d 
before the lirst of July. I would liked to 
have attended the June conference at Bur
lington, but hope you will have a pleasant a.ncJ 
profitable time. J. S. SNIVET"Y. 

LA:liONI, Iowa, May 23. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Not·thern Wisconsin conference will con

vene with Reed branch, at Twin Lakes, 
Chippewa County, Wisconsin, June 9 and 10. 
Those coming by rail stop off at Chetek, or 
Cartwl'ight. Write Bro. James Mair, Paulso, 
Wisconsin, or Bro. G. J. Clark, Chetek, Wis
consin, in time to meet you at either place. 
We hope to see a large turnout and a good 
time. Have branch reports prepared with 
all changes since last report. May all come 
praying, and be sure to bring the Spirit of 
God with you. A. L. WHITEAKER, Pres. 

A. V. CLOSSON, Clerk. 

CORREC'l'ION. 
Quarterly conference of Little Sioux dis

trict will convene at Little Sioux, Iowa, June 
\J and 10, and not as previously published. 
Let the priesthood who cannot attend ceport 
in writing. Hemember the time, second 
Saturday and Sunday in June. 

GEORGE M. SCOTT. 

Spring Hi ver district conference will con
vene with Weir City branch, June 8, 9, and 
10. Branch clerks will please send all re
ports and credentials toT. S, Colum
bus, Kan§as, There are 
to Come 
ter, · 

SAINTS' 

COMMITTEE ON HISTORIES 
PEDIAS. 

The above committee met at the His
torian's Office, April 23, 1900, and formed a 
permanent organization by appointing He
man C. Smith chairman, and Frederick 
Madison Smith secretary. 

We are trying to systematize our work, 
and will make an effort to correct existing 
misrepresentations in histories and encylo
pedias as soon as possible, and will use every 
effort in our power to prevent the occurrence 
of future errors. However, we will need the 
active cooperation of all who are interested 
in this work, and hence we earnestly solicit 
the aid of Saints and friends. 

We shaH be glad to have information of 
any works mentioning the latter-day work, 
issued or prospective, especially the latter; 
and where practicable send us copies of 
books. Any information addressed to any 
one of the committee will receive prompt at
tention. Copies of books should be sent to 
the secretary. 

HEMAN C. SMITH, 
Box 329, Lamoni, Iowa. 

F. M. SHEEHY, 
5 Montgomery Ave., Somerville, Mass. 

V'REDERICK MADISON SMITH, 
Box 352, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BORN. 
SHERMAN.-Myrtle Avesta was born Feb· 

ruary 20, 1900, to Bro. Clare A. and Sr. 
Mabel 0. Sherman. This precious firstfruit 
was blessed where it was born, Chicago, 
Illinois, May 6, in the arms of Elders J. M. 
'I'erry and P. Pement. In the me1lting and 
blessing there was much of the Spirit. 

HOOPER.-At Keb, Iowa, November 7, 1899, 
to Bro. John M. and Sr. Sarah Hooper, a son, 
named Joseph Smith. Blessed January. HJOO 
(no date), at Cleveland, Iowa, by Elder E. B. 
Morgan. 

HoWELLs.-At Ottumwa, Jowa, June 2, 
1894, to Mr. Thomas D. and Mrs. Annie 
Howells, a son, named Earl C. D.; also on 
September 30, 1896, a son, named Orville J. 
Blessed at Cleveland, Iowa, May 13, 19110, by 
Elders E. B. Morgan and W. E. Williams. 

DIED. 

WoODWARD.-Josephene N. Woodward, 
born April 2, 1844, at Stafford, Connecticut; 
died :May 21, 1900, at St. Louis, Missouri. 
She united with the church in Providence, 
H. I., and will be remembered by the Provi
dence Saints by the name of ''Pond," her 
maiden name. During the past twelve or 
fourteen years she has been a sufferer from 
paralysis, and ha~ been unable to attend 
church services. Having received convinc
ing evidence of the divinity of our work she 
remained a believer until thB end. Funeral 
servicBs conducted by J. C. Hitchcock. 

BmcH.-Bro. Adelbert Bi.rch was born at 
Wastanaw, Michigan, May 6, 1847; died B'tlb
ruary 14, lHOO in West Berkeley, California; 
was baptized September 9, 1895. 

HAR'l'.-Sr. Lucina, wife of Bro. William 
H. Hart, died at her home in Sandwich, Illi
nois, May 14, 1900, aged 83 years and 10 days. 
Sr. Hart was baptized October 4, 1840, in 
Oneida County, New York. Funeral sermon 
was preached by Elder E. M. Wildermuth. 

W ARHEN.-At Massachusetts, May 
10, 1900, L"'ura J. after many years 
of painful and weary sickness. Sister Laura 
was baptized September 22, 1895, and from 
the day of her adoption into the family of 
God she has manifested a Christlike spirit of 
patience and heroic resignation that was 
stimulated by the testimony of Jesus so strong 
with her unto the end of her stay here. She 
leaves husband and six children; three are 
with Brother Charles in the church, and if a 
mother's prayers prevail the rest should 
obey. Funeral at Memorial chapel, Lynn, 
where many friends and Saints paid their 
last tribute of love and respect to thB de
parted. Services by Elder R. Bullard. One 
more for .the first resurrection to greet our 
Lord when he appears. 

HOLLINGSWOR'l'H.- Near Ellston, Iowa, 
May 20, 1900, Mr. Guy Hollingsworth, aged 
about 25 years. Not a member of the church, 
but the family are friendly to our cause. 
Funeral sermon by Elder H. M. Elvin from 1 
Corinthians 15: 22, to a large gathering. An 
untimely ending to the life of a good young 
man. 

ALLEN.-Luther Allen was born May 17, 
1812; died May 18, 1900, at the age of 8il 
years and 4 days. .B'ather Allen lived a con
sistent life, loved and respected by all. He 

OGARD.-Born April 11, 1900, to Bro. f l fill d h ffi f · f h El 
James and Sr. Mary Ogard, of .B'remont., Ne· falth_u Jy e t eo ceo priest o t e -

dorado Springs branch whilB strength of 
braska, a daughter. Blessed April 26, by body permitted, and until recently was al
Elder E. H. Boulson, and named Huth ways seen at the services at the church; his 
Frances. Died the same day, after an illness of presence will be greatly missed. He had two 
five days. Funeral sermon at the house by of his daughters with him when he died. He 
Elder E. H. Boulson. 

PHELPS.-Sr. Anna, wife of Eld("r Levi calmly fell asleep in full assurance of a glori-
ous resurrection. Services at Coal Hill 

Phelps, was born February 18, 1850, in the chapel, conducted by Elder A. Lloyd. 
town of Aron, Middleosex, Ontario; died Peacefully shall he rest until the trump of 
March 17 • 1900. Sr. Phelps has ever re- the resurrection shall awaken his slumbers. 
mained firm in the faith, and died in hope of 
the '•better resurrection." She was aiHng CHARLES.- Joseph Charles was born 
for several weeks, yet not real sick at any January 27, 1856, at Dudley, England; hap
particular time until a few minutes before tized May 4, 1875, at Kewanee, Illinois; died 
she died. She lBaves a husband and seven very suddenly May 12, 1900, at Tiskilwa, Illi-
children to mourn. "Blessed are the dead noi~, working in the mines. He was 
who die in Christ." buried at and afterward taken up 

MOLYNEAUX.-Sr. Sarah Molyneaux was by the Federation of Labor and buried atKe
born November 5, 1824, at Stockport, Eng- wanee. Two daughters and one son mourn 
land; died May 12, 1900, at St. Louis, Mis- his loss. Memorial sermon at the Saints' 
souri. Early in the 'forties she united with church, Kewanee, Sunday, l\~ay 27, 1900, by 
the church in her native land, and later, the Elder William Willitts, attended by the 
descriptive powers vf the elders concerning Federation of Labor. 
the beauties of Zion induced her to come to PARK.-Sr. Priscilla, wife of William A. 
America. In crossing the plains she shared Park, died at her home near Delta, Colorado, 
the same sad and unfortunate fate as did May 11, 1900. Deceased was horn in .England, 
many other honest hearted souls. Her dis· January 19, 1843; united with Newport 
appointing experience with error, did not branch, California, March 27, 1876, After 
however, steel her heart against truth and coming- to Colorado she, with other members 
the Spirit of God, hence she united with the of her family, united with the Fairview 
Reort<anized Church at St. Louis, Missouri, branch, Olathe, Colorado (formerly Brown), 
May 23, 1864. For about thirty-six years she upon its organization, having invit.ed Elder 
served faithfully under this banner, and even James Kemp to visit her part of the State 
now her ever pleasant features will be missed the result being the above-named organiza-
in the of the Saints. fer haps tion. She leaves a husband and ten children, 
:;;omCJ of her friend£> wiU remember 1 friends, to mourn thflir loss. 

Q~ I 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The traveling ministry, district and branch 

presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
·solicit subscripti_ons, make sales of c1:mrch publica

. tions and assist the publishing department. 
Address communications for publication to 

·'•Editors Herald." 
Remittances should be made by post office and 

·express orders. registered letters, and bank drafts 
()n Chicago. Send all business letters and make 
all money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 
!Personal matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
celass mail rna tter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELA)\lDuu. 

--COLLEGE, 
.LAMONI, IOWA. · 

Telephone 11. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

· President. 
·or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

. LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Sun-
<¢iay School Quarterly containing lessons each 
·Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
·quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con
tains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
6 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
ll!implified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
,cents per year. Address all orders and remit-
1iancec to Herald Publishing House, 

Lock Box E, Lamoni, Deca~u,! qg., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

IST OL.3 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a. clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account- of leading council and 
conference actions ofthe church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

Inspired 
Translation. 

low Priced Edition. 
Bound in substantial cloth binding; printOJd on good book 

paper, from same plates as former edition-clear large type. 

By mail 65 cents; six or ~;nore copies to branches, or to one address, 50 
cents per volume, by freight, charges to follow. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 1~ 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . • • • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ..... : .................•... $0 65 
Morocco Gndn Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. .. • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edge~, flexible . • • • • • 2 00 

WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Paper •.••..••••••••.••••••••• o .$0 25 
Cloth ··•o•······················ 35 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ....•.•••••••••••••. $0 30 
Cloth and leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 50 
Full leather ..••••••• o •••••• o •• o • 1 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 1 25 
Flex.i ble .......... fl •••••• " • • • • • • • • 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. l!usdc 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides .••••••. $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . :Ill: ~ 
With music only . • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • . 1 U 

" THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ..................•.•..••.. $0 71) 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 II 

GOSPEL 1'ENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS. Forty-three select 
hymns. 

Paper, per dozen ................ $0 SO 
Heavy paper covers, per dozen . . • 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
U dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. C l o t h, 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 8 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. L . D ~· s·t 
MRS. DAVID DANCER, Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. affiOfll rug Ore 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. FOR SALE~ 
Incorporate<l undeJL• the laws of the State of Iowa, July 1, 189§. 

Total assets Jann1uy l, 1900, $133,032.34; April 1, 1900, $162,~§1.0':1'. 

We pay interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Direct all letters to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

STOCKHOLI>ER!iil :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him* 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

B>·o. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxeB of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years a.nd both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 box<'s of Qni.t-to-hack sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, witlt positive guarantee of cure or money eheerfully refunded. U. 8. postage 
stampB taken. Yuu run no rh;k, why not be free from this God~condPmnerl habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. I<'. UIUHVAY, l'eoria, HL 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
llllder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..••••....•••••••••••••••.. $ 7!!. 
Leather ..•......••••••• , ••••••.•• 1 00 
Flexible binding . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 1 50 

TEAUtlERS' BIBLE. '"The Belt
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 

~binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OJ' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and ll 
now ready.) Provided for by ao
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a ije
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impol!'
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
2f the circumstances under which 
~hey were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and See:J:, in 1805, and nar
rates the. circumstances of his call• 
l.ng and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Vol~l;lme2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges..... . • • • • • 8 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes 0 • o •••••••••• o • • 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • . . . . . an and 50 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deaths, :remov: 
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form .....••••....... $1 50 

True Succession in Church Presideocy, 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His-

. tori&n. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of aU who desire the trJJ.th 
will be effectual against the influence of t'.heir 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper ooven, 35 cents each. 

I Or I will sell a one half or two thirds interest. 
if preferred. J. H. HANSEN. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op· 
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy l.s 
not traceable to the original church organi• 
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 

PARLOR BARBERSHOP' 
Dickey, Proprietor. 

One door north of State Savings Bank. 

LAUNDRY in connection. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOL~ 
Ass't CashieJr. 

COMMERCIAL ANKl 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interedi 
paid on time deposita. Correspondence 1!1@
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:..ui p.m., arrive llltt ~ 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arrlw 

~~tt Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect w~· 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests', teachers', and dea
cons' licenses, each per dozen ..... il) 11 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... 1.0 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
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CHRIST'S LETTERS TO AGRIPPA. 

London, May 3.-Prof. George R. 
M. Murray, keeper of the department 
of botany in the British museum, when 
questioned by the correspondent of the 
Associated Press today regarding the 
reported rediscovery, after being lost 
for more than 900 years, of letters 
claimed to have passed between Christ 
and King Agrippa and to have been 
carved in stone over the gateway of 
the palace of the kings of Ephesus, 
says:-

' 'There is no doubt that the inscrip
tion found at Ephesus is a genuine 
production of the fifth century. Be
yond that nothing definite can be said 
except that it is in the nature of 
Syrian writings of the second century 
discovered a few years ago relating to 
alleged writings between Christ and 
Agrippa. The discovery of the stone 
inscription at Ephesus was made by 
Prof. Heberdey, who had charge of 
excavations there on behalf of the 
Austrian government. He published 
the resuits of his work some time ago 
in Vienna. 

"The fact that these alleged letters 
between Christ and Agrippa were used 
as a charm by Christians in the fifth 
century on thei.r linens is established; 
but this would not prove that such 
correspondence occurred. Certain 
Syrian documents, dated in the year 
200, A. D., and giving almost the same 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 6, 1900. 23. 

letters, have long been suspected of I and dwelt there many years with his 
being literary forgeries. Th~ disco:r- ~, family. At length he received a fur
ery ~f _the stone tend~ to reheve this ther divine command to set out in 
suspiCIOn and makes It tolerably cer- , . 
tain that as early as the second century I searc~ of" a promised la~d. ~fter 
news of Christ's miracles had spread . tr~ve,lm.~. nearly eas~ward f~~' mgh~ 
to heathen countries, and that the year:s, . tnro~gh a Wlldernes,., Lehl 
early Chri~tians believed that ~grippa and_ ~ 1! fa~lly ~e~ched t~e. ocean. 
asked Chnst to come to heal hun, and Heie ,.h~y bUll~ a shlp, and, 'i'Ulded by 
that Christ replied. a com~ass, smled. to Am~rwa. rr:he 

"The alleged answer is almost a, Book ot Mormon giVes ~o mformat:on 
paraphrase of much that is found in as to the part of the contment on 'Yhwh 
the New Testament. Whether it was they l~nded, but lat~r Mormon mter
actually sent, or was the result of a pretatwns o~ ~evelatwns h!1ve declared 
continuing tradition, transferred from lt to be .Chill .. In ~menca, we are 
papyrus to stone, is a question opening ~old, Leh1 and h1s fam1~y found ''beasts 
too wide a field for mere achmologists. \ m the forest of every kmd, both the cow 
Many points in Prof. Heberdey's dis- and the ox, a~d the ass, and t~e ho~se, 
co very, however, are most important., ~nd the ~oat. E?o<?n after th~lr arr:lVal 
-The Omaha Bee. m Amenca, Leh1 d1e~l, and .d1ssenswns 

A MORMON TREK. 

Much of the picturesque in Ameri
can history is furnished by Mormon
ism. The women were compelled to 
admit that even Roberts was interest
ing. Although many may doubt the 
reasonableness of a present undertak
ing of Utah Mormons, all agree that 
it shows unique faith. Three teachers 
and twenty students of the Brigham 
Young academy of Provo, Utah, 
have started out on an expedition to 
Mexico, Central America, and South 
America, in search of traces of the N e
phites, a people who, according to the 
Book of Mormon, came from J erusa
lem to America about 600 B. c. That 
twentieth century scholars should 
start out in serious search of a prob
lematical people who may have lived 
in this country 2,000 years ago, seems 
almost incredible, but of all queer 
things in this world, people are the 
queerest, and of all queer people, the 
Mormons are entitled to the superla
tive. These students announce that 
they will devote their search mainly 
to the southern part of Ecuador, 
through which flows the river Ma
rona, an affluent of the Amazon. They 
attach importance to the name of this 
river, as it was the angel "Moroni" 
who made the revelations to Joseph 
Smith. They will follow as nearly as 
possible the supposed path of the Ne
phites, and hunt for the ruins of the 
Nephite capital, Zarahemla. 

The first Book of Mormon, it is 
known, professes to be the work of 
Nephi,- a Jew, the son of Lehi, who 
dwelt at Jerusalem in the days of King 
Zedekiah, about 600 B. c. In obedi
ence to the command of the Lord, 
who appeared to him in a dream, Lehi 
went into the wilderness of Arabia 

arose between N eph1 and h1s brothers. 
We are told that those who rebelled 
against Nephi, "whom the Lord had 
appointed to be their ruler," were 
cursed by the Lord, and they and all 
their posterity were condemned to 
have dark skins and to "become an 
idle people, full of mischief and sub
tlety, which did seek in the wilderness 
for beasts of prey." This is the Mor
mon theory of the origin of the In
dians, who are consequently believed 
by the Mormons to be of Jewish race. 
Nephi died about fifty years after his 
arrival in America, and his people 
continued to be called Nephites, and 
to be governed by kings bearing the 
name of Nephi for many generations. 

Records are supposed to have been 
kept on golden plates of the history of 
the Nephites, and of their wars with 
the Lamanites, or red men. The 
Mormon students also hope to find 
records of the revolutions in the land 
of Zarahemla, which was near the 
isthmus of Darien, "where was an ex
ceeding great city." Three days after 
the earthquake had announced the 
crucifixion of Christ at Jerusalem, the 
Lord himself det§cended out of heaven 
into the chief city of the Nephites, and 
remained there forty days instructing 
them in Christianity and instituting 
Christian churches. Wars continued 
to rage, however, between the Ne
phites and the heathen red men, with 
great destruction of the Nephites and 
their populous cities. In the year 134 
the Christians made their final stand 
on the hill of Cumorah, in western 
New York, where in a great battle 
230,000 of them were slain. It was 
Moroni, one of the survivors of this 
battle, that sealed up the golden 
plates, upon which the history of the 
Nephites was written, and hid them 
in the hill where they were found by 
Joseph Smith. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

_Success to this explorin? party" of 'I ORIGIN OF OUR VEGETABLES. /to live during the winter chiefly on 
faithful followers of. Neph1_! H. they It is difficult to imagine that 3_00 salted meat. And severe winters were 
ficd no traces of tbeJr preh1stonc an- i years ago a boiled potato or a dish of dreaded on account of the terrible 
cestors, m!1y they !1t least ha_ve a 'I mashed turnips was not to be had in mortality among sheep, which were 
ple~sant tr1p _and bnng bac~ an mter- Europe. In those days people lh·ed then left out at pasture all through 
estmg ~ollectwn of kodak pwtures.- I chiefly on bread and meat and beer, the cold weather. The growing of 
Des ll;foznes Leader, lYiay 20, 1900. J and the bread and meat were, as a swedes changed all that by providing 

rule, of such quality as would cause a cheap and wholesome food for stock 
riot in the workhouse of today. when penned up. Turnips, like so 

JOHN RUSKIN. Beans they did have-at least, the many other vegetables, came from 
Ruskin was a born preacher, with upper classes had them. Henry VII. Holland about 169.0. 

1 
much of the temper of the great Flor- ·1 was fond of beans, and had a Dutch By the way, alth~ugn EnglaJ?d gen
entine, Savonarola, and with his in- gardener over, who found English erally gets the credit for _growmg the 
capacity for compromise. Of his soil would grow broad beans every . first. Eur<;>peax; potatoes, It was :eal!Y 
nineteenth century Oxford education / bit as well as Dutch. They rather Spam whiC~ d1d ~o. _The potato Is st:n 
he could not get rid, so he used it to sneered at peas in the year 1600. f~:mn~ growmg w1ld m a f~w spots m 
good purpose; but his sympathies Such as were eaten were imported the h_Igh tablelands of Mexico. 
were with the past. He was so ready from Holland. "Fit dainties for la- Omo~s and cucumbers are two. of 
to engraft that past on the present dies; they came so far and cost so the oldest ~nowr; vegetables. L1ke 
that when, in his later life, he gave dear," says one writer. But mother- 1 peas, th.e .illgyptm_ns grew them at 
himself over to social reform andes- country peas were highly cultivated least thir~y centunes ago. Indeed, 
tablished his St. George's Guild, it from early times. Last year, in the to the omo~ belongs probably the 
was avowedly modelled on the social Isle of Bute, a splendid crop of peas ho_nor of bemg the first. vegetable 
condition of Florence in the fourteenth I was raised from seed, which was at pnmeval man ever made_ tnal_of. On
century. He was, as he tells us in least 2,000, and probably nearly 3,000, wns are not foun~ growmg Wll~ any
"Praeterita," a violent Tory, a j years old. This seed came from an where, but. a kmd of. lee~ IS J?-Ot 
s~aunc? believer in kings and in a so- Egyp~ian tomb. The flower had a ~m~ommon m souther!l S1bena, wh1ch 
Cial h1erarchy. What was such a beaut1ful red center, surrounded by lS h~e _the -yvelsh ~atwnal emblem.
man to do in this century of democ- white petals, and the peas were well -Cmcmnat~ Enqwrer. 
racy, of scepticism, of revolt against up to the modern market garden 
authurhy, of contempt for the past? standard. Cabbage bas always been 
He was pious; and the world had a pet vegetable of the Dutch. We 
grown irreverent: he was an idealist; got it from them in 1510, and in 1900 
and the world, become practical as we still used thousands of pounds of 
never before, scoffed at the ideal: he Dutcrh cabbage seed. And the ex
cared nothing for riches; and found traordinary part of it is that cabbage 
the world given over to the worship is in reality a native of Great Britain. 
of money. He despised politics, hated All our garden vegetables are 
engineering, detested railways and merely types improved by long culti
telegraphs, and great cities with their vation of wild species. The wild cab
hurry and bustle, loved jealously the bage is common enough in places by 
quiet solitude of lakes and moun· the sea, but is of no use for food in its 
tains, and was in most ways at war wild state. Indeed, it will take a 
with the preferences, aims, and pleas- botanist to tell that it was a cabbage 
ures of modern life. at all. Scotland owes the cabbage to 

A very interesting paper on Mohammedan 
slavery will be found in the May Forunt 
under the title of "Uncle Sam's L~g-acy of 
Slaves," by Henry 0. Dvvight, who is uncom
monly well qualified, by residence in Moslem 
lands, to speak on the subject. The author 
is very impartial in his handling of the 
theme, holding up all the good points of the 
system while condemning it from the moral 
point of view. He shows how deeply it is 
rooted in the traditions of the people, and 
decries any radical methods on the part of 
the United States authorities to abolish it in 
the Mohammedan lands recently acquired as 
a result of the war with Spain. At the same 
time, however, he recommends a method of 
gradual abolition. 

Ruskin was profoundly religious. Cromwell's soldiers. The cauliflower 
His natural gift for exhortation an· is but a cultivated improvement on I ','The best ~cholars succeed best in life 
nounced itself when as a child he the cabbage It was brought to per- chiefly, I believe, because they have been 

d t h t' h f h, · f · · 'c d ]' 1 most regular and punctual in doing their use . o preac, ov~r e so a cus 1ons ect10n m . yprus, an was 1tt e college work and meeting their college 
at his mothers friends. It had been known until about a century ago. appointments," says Dr. Benjamin Ide 
the dear desire of his parents to bring The parsnip is another native of this Wh~ele~, president of the Uni:rersity of san
him up for the church; and his father country. You may find it along al- forma, m th~ Saturday Evemng Post. My 

b bl · ht h h · d t h d b t · · ll experience w1th college students teaches me 
w~s pro a_ Y .rig .V: en e s.~l , mos . any e g~row,. ~ lt . 1s sma that they are intellectually much nearer a 
With tears m h1s ambitiOus eyes, He and mtensely bitter m Its Wild state. level than their achievements indicate It is 
would have been a, bishop." How Parsnip is grown more in Ireland P?wer of. will more than power of mind that 
successful a bishop he would have than elsewhere. In Ulster a sort of dlliere~t1ates them. M~st and ought ~ave 
made is a question; for a bishop is an beer is made from the root. fifty time~ more stuff 10 them than might 
d . . d h d C 1 . . f G B . . and could. a m1mstrator, an one w o oes not e ery 1s a nat1ve o reat ntam. 

thrive in hot water. If eloquent It grows luxuriantly in ditches and 
preaching would have made an able brooks, but, like the others, wild 
bishop Ruskin would have done it; celery is nasty-even poisonous. We 
but we can see that his own instinct owe the delicious eatable celery to a 
decided the matter for him better French prisoner of war, Field Mar
than parental ambition. With a head shal Tallard, whom Marlborough beat 
swarming with ideas and possessed at Blenheim in 1704. 
of an eager impulse to exhortation, If asked what was the most impor· 
preach he must. His strong religious taut event in the history of British 
instinct was joined to an equally vegetables, most people would say the 

To college and business women alike, to all 
who must be wage-earners, the practical veri· 
ties appeal. Set a high value on yourself, 
dear toiler, and live up to your own estimate. 
Have before you an ideal of true womanhood, 
and pray daily that you may not fall below it. 
If the precise work you wish for does not offer 
itself, take something else, even if you do so 
only temporarily.-Margaret E. Sangster, in 
the June Ladies' Home Journal. 

strong instilact for art. He must bringing over of the potato from its ADDREssEs. 

preach either religion illustrated by home in America. They would be F. M. Cooper, No. 847 Twenty-first Street, 
art, or art informed by religion; and wrong. The introduction of the tur- Rock Island, Illino_is.. . 
by a natural gravitation he turned to I nip-that is, of the Swedish variety ~- E. Moler; misswn address, Plano, I~h
the latter.-W. P. P. Longfellow in the -~a~ of much greater yalue. Untilj ~~i~. care Box l4Z; home address, Radchff, 
May Forum. , Bntam got the field turmp people had :, w. E .. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
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"'f ye eontl.nue in my word, then ue ye my disdple11 indeed$ wd y<: ~ !mow the tNth, ~md the t!luth shall make you f:ree!'-John 81 3'1, 32, 

"Hearken to the woN o1 the~ b there llh;ill x:wt any :lllai1> ~~have ll<llft it be Qol:le w& and eonoobW.es he shall have none."--& o1 M., page 116, 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 6, 1900. NO. 23. 

The Sal.nts' Herald. j erence to the idea of the comparing j meet you, both in pl!blic an~ p~iv~te; and in
' · h h ld" t d'f asmuch as ye are 'mthful, therr sname shall ----------------- of ;Tlews ?etween t o_se . ~ mg O l · be made manifest. Wherefore let them 

JOSEPH SMITH EDITOI-t fermg faiths not of the fold. bring forth their strong reasons against the 
l!'mm'K MAmsoN SMITH AssrsuNT Enrron. 1 Corinthians 1:11. The con ten- Lord. Verily thus saith t.he Lord unto :~;ou, 
JosEPII LUFF } CormESPONDING EDI1'0US. tions here named were in the church, There is no weapon th~t is formed ag-ar~st 
D. W. WIG!l'l' t t f "t you shall prosper; and 1f any man shall hft 

no OU 0 l · up his voice ao-ainst you he shall be con-
LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 6, 1900. 

PLEA AGAINST DEBATING-BY A UTAH 
JOURNAL-REVIEWED. 

There is a little paper published at, 
St. Johns, Kansas, in the interest of 
the Southwestern States Mission, of 
the Church in Utah, called Truth's 
Reflex. In the issue for April there is 
an editorial under the heading of 
"The Bible on Debating.-Contending 
is of the Devil." 

Strangely enough the editor quotes 
the famous and oft cited statement of 
Jude: "Ye should earnestly contend 
for the faith once delivered to the 
Saints." 

It appears from the reading of the 
whole epistle of Jude that the exhor
tation of the writer to those to whom 
he addressed himself was to remind 
them that a class of specious pleaders 
was seeking to enter in and lead the 
flock astray, and his idea was that 
these men should be met by a strong 
contention for the faith once de
livered to the Saints, not that which 
was yet future, but that which had 
been already given them. 

We quote from the editorial several 
points of interest:-

The debating of truth is one of the relics 
of barbarity which is fast dyi_ng aw~y 
among civilized people. As well might chil
dren debate the merits and demerits of their 
respective parents before public gathering-s, 
as for Christian sects to debate their re
ligious faith: thus holding up to unscrupu
lous enemies, as a target for the shafts of 
vicious hate, principles that are as dear to 
the ad vocate of them as life itself. Their 
faith may be false but debating will not 
make it true: nor will vicious assaults lead 
them to renounce it. One hour's quiet rea
soning, with a calm prayerful spirit will do 
more to enlighten a man or woman, than 
months of debate. 

There are a number of scripture 
passages cited in an attempt to prove 
that the Bible condemns debate. 2 
Corinthians 12: 20, is cited; but this 
refers to "debates, envyings, wraths, 
strifes, backbitings, whisperings, 
swellings, tumults" within the church, 
and cannot have meaning to the inter
change of opinions between those of 
differing beliefs. 

2 Timothy 23 :-
But foolish and unlearned questions avoid, 

knowing that they do gender strifes. 
This is also an exhortation to those 

wit4ip tbl} fol.!l, ~pg, g~n 4~v~ P9 &et· 

Philippians 1: 15, 16. The force of founded in mv o"'wn due tim'e; wherefore, keep 
this citation is broken as an evidence my command'in.ents: they are true and faith
that the Bible condemns debates, by ful. Even so. Amen.-D. C. 71:2. 
the express statement of Paul, who This used to. be ta_ken. as. applying 
states in the 18th verse:- to the elders m the1r m1sswn fields; 

What then? notwithstanding-, every way, and they as a rule followed the instruc
whether in pretense, or in truth, Christ tion given, challenging men of oth~r 
is preached; and I therein do rejoice, yea, faiths to discussion. Why, then, th1s 
and will rejoice. change? 

The contention here was com- Jesus began his disputations with 
mended of Paul. Where, then, does the doctors at about twelve years of 
the Bible in this citation condemn age, and continued to meet _the teac~-
debate? ers and priests uu to the t1me of h1s 

The next is from Titus:- death. Paul was Lnot a barbarian, and 
But avoid foolish questions, and genealo- yet he contended in debate with ~he 

gies, and contentions, and strivings a?out teachers in the synagogues concermng 
the law; for they are unprofitable and vam. Jesus the Christ. Indeed, the gospel 

Romans 2:8:- won its way in these last days because 
But unto them that are contentious, and do of the readiness of its ministers to de

not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, fend their cause in debate. 
indignation and wrath. In the sa.me issue of the Reflex is an 

This refers to the judgment of God article the fourth one of a series, 
to be passed upon those who are writte~ by B. H. Allred, Jr., in ?on
found ultimately unwilling to yield troversy against the Reorgamzed 
to gospel influences. It cannot justly Church, in which the positions of that 
be construed to apply to the compari· church are misstated, and the harsh 
son of views and the presentation of epithets of "a fraud and a lie" are 
facts of history and men's opinions used in application to it. 
and express teachings, as between Is this in harmony with the editorial 
opposing faiths. . position that •'debating" is a "relic" 

1 Corinthians 11:16-18. Here agam of barbarism? 
the contentions and divisions referred 
to were those in the church, which, of 
course, the apostle reproved. -How MORMONS SETTLING IN CANADA. 
about his own practice of entering the The annual and periodical wave 
synagogues and challenging and dis- scare over the increase, growth, and 
cussing with the priests? settlement of the Mormons as a pea-

None of these citations properly ple is passing over the press, news
prove that debates between rival or papers and magazines. 
opposing sects are not a fair and hon- Mr. Eugene Wyman, of Caseville, 
orable means of reaching just conclu- Michigan, sends us a clipJ?ing from 
sions. the Buffalo, Express, for Apnl17, 1900: The debating of truth may not at . 

bl b h · "t "th Quebec, Que., April 6.-Some people in times be profita e; ut ow IS l WI Canada are becoming seriously alarmed at 
the opposing of error by truth, the the rapid spread of Mormonism in parts of 
overcoming of the wrong by showing the Dominion, especially in the northwes.t. 
the right, and that, too, in public. The Mormons themselves assert that withm 

The Truth's Reflex cites Paul; we the last year they have brought in more than 
2 000 emigrants from Utah alone. If this 

cite the revelation of the Lord; the ~ovement is continued, Canadian public men 
Master, and not the disciple, in a di- fear that the Mormons will shortly control 
rect command to the first elders of the large districts of the country. As the bulk 
church, and to whoever should under- of the people in Southern Alberta have come 

from Utah, and as the Mormons have a thor
stand and receive. ., Which is the better ough organization, it is dawning upon the 
instructor, Paul or Jesus? country that they may become a serious 

Call upon the inhabitants of the earth, and menace to the State, especially as there is a 
bear record, and prepare the way for the suspicion that polygamy is practiced secretly 
commandments and revelations which are to by them. Some of the elders in Al_berta.a~
come. Now, behold, this is wisdom; whoso sert that polygamy is one of the chJef prlvl
readeth let him understand and receive also; leg-es of the commun.io_n, and it is stated that 
for unto him that receiveth it shall be given in some cases the pr1v1lege has been held olt 
more abundantly, even power; wherefore, as a bait to attract convert,s. Consequent Y 
(:Onfound yo11r call unon ttJ.em to , the att~?nHon of tlH:J jSOVerD.f!16[.lt! (lf tb(l (lf!c 
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minion i~ being called to these Mormon 
colonies. 

Outside of Alberta and the other northwest 
provinces of Canada, the Morrp.ons say they 
have no less than 10,000 members in the 
Province of Ontario. The Mormon mis
sionaries endeavor to obtain a footing in new 
centers by keeping the peculiar dectrines of 
the Mormon Ctwrch very much in the back
ground until they gain the confidence of their 
converts. They use every effort in their 
power to proselytize. They keep a close 
watch over their young people, especially 
those who go away from home. Some of the 
girls in the northwest go into the towns of 
Southern Alberta and get employment, but 
they are not allowed to stay very long. The 
church sends for them to come home again, 
lest the influences of Christian teaching 
should alienate them from their own faith. 

In the Canadian Northwest the Mormons 
are following the same course of communism 
and segregation which has made them a 
power in Utah. About ten years ago a small 
body of them formed a settlement on Lees 
Creek, about 50 miles from Lethbridge and 
45 miles from McLeod. From that small be
ginning has grown the large and thriving 
community known as "the State of Zion in 
Alberta of the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter Day Saints." Just as in Utah they have 
their townsites with central church and dance 
hall, surrounding wards, church council, 
locar bishops, elders, high councils, etc. 
They are already accumulating considerable 
wealth, are doing all in their power to get 
rid of all their Gentile neighbors, are carry
ing on a most active propaganaa and are 
sending out missionades to all parts of the 
country. 

As an instance of what an enterprising 
business corporation the Mormon Church in 
Canada is, it may be menti!)ned that when 
recently a ditch 30 miles long had to be dug 
for irrigation purposes for the Alberta Irri
gation Company, the Mormon Church took 
the contract for digging it and offered to 
take pay in land. So much attention is at
tracted to the matter by the phenomenal in
crease of these people t.hat, according- to the 
politicians, the federal authorities will have 
to take some action. 

Suppose the Mormons do settle in 
the Dominion of Canada. What need 
for the Buffalo Express, or other Ameri
can newsjournals to get into distress 
about it? The Canadas are under the 
rule of the British crown, the govern
ment of which does not undertake to 
prescribe religion to its subjects. The 
intelligent Catholic and Protestant, 
the fanatical Dervish and the polyga
mous Persian are all subjects of the 
Crown; and if the nation is equal to 
the exercise of the rule and control of 
British laws and the administrators of 
them, abroad, why may not the same 
rule and administration be eaual to 
the taking care of a few thousand, more 
or less, of Mormons, than whom in the 
way of temporal and material citizen
ship CanaJda has no better. 

Presbyterians, Methodists, Catho
lics, and Episcopalians may be clan· 
nish and vote as bodies for or against 
any political measure offered to settle
ment at the polls, and nobody has a 
word to say about it; but "Mormons," 
believers in the Book of Mormon and 
the philosophies of the Christ idea as 
taught by the angel's message, must 
not be allowed to exercise the· privilege 
of standing as a unit on politic!jJl issues 
i.f they choose so to do. · 

* 
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The Reorganized Church of Latter 
Day Saints has been from the first al
most a unit upon the question of the 
selling of intoxicants, from which 
traffic so much of poverty and crime 
have resulted. What right or pro
priety would there be in depriving 
'Ghese people of the right to vote as a 
unit on this q uesti6m? 

rrhe Mormon Church of Utah has 
by proclamation stated their inten
tion to be law abiding on this nation
perplexing question of the practice of 
polygamy; and it is quite probable 
that they will not attempt to vitiate 
their possible welcome to British 
dominion by carrying a reprehensible 
practice with them. 

The practice of polygamy being 
confined to "two per cent" of the 
Utah Church in the United States, ac
cording to the continued assertion of 
the leading speakers and writers of 
the church, it is to be presumed that 
it is so confined to the few, for the 
reason that the· number of the sexes 
has been, and still continues to be, so 
nearly equal that it is God's practical 
and perpetual protest against the 
dogma and its practice. So that it 
will be an ineffectual effort if at
tempted to plant the practice in 
Canada under its laws unless British 
authorities are willing and connive 
at the introduction of it, which is not 
likely. We make no plea for 
polygamy, but are opposed to the 
senseless display of semireligious and 
partizan malice displayed toward J o· 
seph Smith and his professed follow· 
ers whenever Mormonism is treated of 
in tbe press, forum, or pulpit. The 
"survival of the fittest," is a fairly 
good axiom in the premise. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE THIRD AN
NUAL COMMENCEMENT. 

It was the privilege of the editoral 
force to attend the Third Annual 
Commencement of Graceland College, 
held in the College chapel, June 1. 

Rain had fallen during the night 
and some clouds obscured the sky in 
the early morning, but by nine o'clock 
the skies were clear. As the hour set 
for the exercises to begin drew near, 
the dwellers at Lamoni were crowding 
the roads leading to the College, 
where at ten, there was a fair and rep
resentative audience intent on enjoy
ing the hour and the occasion. 

As sometimes occurs a few pre
liminaries left over to the last 
minute made the opening later than 
advertised-but, as all waits come to 
an end soon or late, so did this one, 
and it was twenty minutes past ten 
when Prof. ·Harkness asked the senior 
editor to offer the invocation. This 
done and the commencement services 
were opened. 

A chon~s composed of D, 4. ~n<l 

Oscar Anderson and Otis White, bass; 
Roxanna Anderson, Maud Lambert, 
and Andentia Anderson, alto; R. J. 
Lambert, J. A. Smith, and Oliver 
Hayer, tenor; and Lena Church, Alta 
Mather, and May White, soprano, 
sang the chorus, '•Praise ye the 
Father," by Gounod. 

'l'his was splendidly done, the sing
ers all taking their parts in excellent 
spirit and form, Prof. A. H. Mills at 
the piano. 

Then came the program given be· 
low:-

Essay, "George Eliot," Miss Laura Mader. 
Piano solo, a ''Murmuring Breezes," Jen

sen-Nieman; b "Norwegian Bridal Proces
sion," Grieg; Mr. A. H. Mills. 

Paper, "Incentive~ to School Work," Miss 
Blanche Lawrence. 

Vocal solo, "A May Morning," Miss Clara 
Dudley. -

Recitation, "Reuben Toast's Tricycle," 
Miss Samuella Bailey. 

Piano solo, a "Prelude," Chopin; b "Invi
tation to the Dance," Weber; Mrs. Audentia 
Anderson. 

Oration, ''The Plumed Knight," Mr. James 
Kelley. 

Vocal solo, Mrs. Alta Mather. 
Recitation, "The Swan Song," Miss Floye 

Lewis. 
Piano solo, a ''Waltz, E Minor," Chopin; b 

"Minuet," Op. 14,No. 1, Paderewski; c "Piz
ziccato, from Sylvia," Delibes; Miss Maude 
Lambert. 

Presentation of Diplomas by the President 
of the Board of Trustees. 

Piano duet, "Marche Militaire," Schubert; 
Miss Lambert and Mrs. Anderson. 

President Wm. Anderson's remarks 
in giving the certificates to the outgo
ing graduates were quite felicitous and 
were well received. 

The graduates were Lermond W. 
Holmes, of Illinois, and Birdetta 
Graham, of Lamoni, Iowa, in short
hand; and George E. Snively, of La
moni, Iowa, in the Commercial Course. 

These go out to take up their work 
in the activities of the work-a-day 
world, and we hope for them a future, 
kind and successful. 

The faculty con~isting of Prof. R. 
A. Harkness, M. A., Ph. D., Pres.; 
J. A. Gunsolley, B.S., B. Acct., Sec.; 
Eleanore Hatch, B. A.; Fred'k M. 
Smith, B. S.; Alida Logan, Stenog
raphy; A. H. Mills, Piano; Viola 
Blair, Voice; were all present, except 
Sr. Viola Blair, whose work was but 
a sinecure for the term. 

The following men compose the 
Board of Trustees, most of whom 
were present: Wm. Anderson, Pres.; 
I. W. Allender, Sec.; Daniel Ander
son, Treas.; J. H. Hansen; R. M. 
Elvin; Wm. Leeka; J. A. Gunsolley. 

It is useless to state that any one 
number on the program was better 
than another, for all did well; there 
was neither slip nor break from first 
to last; each did the part assigned 
intelligently and well, and Graceland 
has a renewed hold on the will and 
popular opinion of the people, · · ··· · 
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THE firm in New Bedford, Massa- I Ori'rrinal nril'rio~r, !'present attainments; and as is said, 
chusetts, for which the Business yl fi u oo "The ~or~ ~ ~an ge.ts the. m_ore he 
Manager of the Herald Office, Bro. __ wa~ts. 'I hiS ~s true m 5-Jhnstian ex-
John Smith, did business for so many THE RELATION OF PRAYER TO CHRIS-I penence, learnmg, w~rlaly pleasur~, 
years, lately wrote him looking to TIAN GROWTH. and every ?ther pursmt, as well as m 
further engagement, and upon Bro. money gettmg. 
Smith's answer that he was now per- .No one is better qualified. to .deter- The question then reso~ves itself 
manently employed, the firm sent him mme the results of the a,pphcatwn of into this: Which of these different at
indorsement as below. We set out so principles to certain conditions tha;u tainments, or gods, if you please, shall 
that our readers may know that our he who has gone through the expen- be the object of our prayers? I be
new Business Manager carries with mental steps of the process and dem- lieve it is a rule without exception 
him in the office work, the confidence onstrated the truths of the matter. that a, man's thoughts will dwell the 
and esteem of his former employers. Different individuals ma.y observe the most upon the thing he knows the 
They write as follows:- results from somewhat different stand- most about. Likewise, the occupa

points and may in the det<JJHs reach tion or labor a man performs will, pro
different conclusions; but in the main, vided there be no adverse influence, 
in the operation of great general prin- be in the line of work in which he is 
ciples the results must be practically most skilled. 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., May 24, 1900. 
MR. JOHN SMITH; 

Nlf Dear Sir:-We offer our heartiest con
gratulations and best wishes for success to 
you in your new position, which in our judg
ment you are particularly well q u!l'lified to 
fill. We did not know of your leavmg N. B. 
So you will pardon the tenor of our letter. 
When at. home call and see us. 

Yours Respy., 
Denison Bros. Co. 

J. E. Gmns. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. Geo. M. Robinson writes from 
Vernal, Utah:--

There are no other Saints in Vernal tbat 
we know of, and we feel very lonesome. Let 
us hear if there are Saints here. 

H. E. Moler writes from Wilming
ton, Illinois, June 1:-

Bro. A. J. Keck and I are holding forth 
here in the tent, and are having some inter
est. Think that some will obey ere we close 
our effort. 

Bro. Duncan Campbell, under date 
of June 1, says:-

I start today for Centerville and other 
points in the district, via Lineville. 

Bro. J. F. Burton is on American 
soil again, as the following by card 
from San Francisco, May 31, will 
show:-

Emma and I arrived at four p. m. today, on 
the "Galilee." Left May 1. We are well 
and will write soon. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley and the 
Patriarch went to Auburn, Iowa, Fri
day, and J. R. Lambert went to Burl
ington. 

Thomas Bell reports seven baptisms 
by him in the Decatur district since 
General Conference. He left Tues
day, the 29th, for his Indiana mission 
field. 

Bro. F. M. Slover, writing from 
Pin Oak, Ill., 19th uH., wishes all the 
workers at the Herald Office success. 
Thanks, Bro. Slover, for your interest. 

the same. This brings the whole thing down 
The conclusions which I have in to a matter of education. Educate a 

mind to advance for the consideration child in music and he will, miless natu
of the thoughtful mind in this connec- rally unfitted for it, follow that as a 
tion, (for minds that are not investi- life work. Educate him in the Ger
gative will not consid~r them,) are the man language or the French, and that 
results of actual and, m a great many will be the language of his thought. 
particulars, painful experiences, eon- Teach him the principles of Confu
nected with the statements of scripture cianism and he will be a pagan priest. 
upon the subject. Educate him in Brighamism and h@ 

The particular phase of this subject will have an excuse for every blasphe
which I wish to examine has been mous utterance of that adulterous 
brought to mind more forcibly on ac- leader. Give him an unbiased general 
count of the mist that seems to hang knowled""e of all these various and 
around one clause contained in the confiictin"'a ideas and the chances are 
revelation on priesthood duty, which he will s~lect the truth from out the 
says the priest shall "visit the house midst of error. Therefore it is neces
of each member exhorting them to sary that all these different theories 
pray vocally and in secret and attend to be placed before the mind in their 
all family duties." proper light before a correct decision 

In my observation the stress has al- can be made as to which god he will 
ways been placed upon the part refer- serve. . 
ring to prayer, and especially the old When the selection is made, unless 
custom of saying grace before meals he continues to study the merits of the 
and united family prayer at night or cause he has espoused, he is liable at 
morning, or both; and that concerning any time, by some outside influence, to 
''family duties" has never been pre- be turned out of the way he has chosen 
sen ted in any degree of clearness. and led to serve some other god. But 

Now, I have some ideas on this sub- as he begins to study and learn more 
ject, and I hope the reader will follow about the God he has chosen to serve, 
me through closely and critically, for his interest increases, and as he :reads 
I am not writing this merely to force of the dispensations of goodness to 
my conclusions to the front, but be- others of His servants, his heart be
cause I believe they are right; and if gins to be drawn out toward Him in 
they are not it becomes somebody's love and adoration. And if he con
duty to present these things in the tinues to investigate the mysteries of 
correct light, that I, as well as many godliness contained in his revealed 
others, may see aright on these sub- word, the field of knowledge will be 
jects. opened up to his view in such mag-

In the first place, what is prayer? nificent splendor that to turn back 
As we frequently sing the sentiment,--. from the pursuit of the golden city of 

"Prayer is the soul's since?·e desire, Happiness and Perfection, and to 
Uttered or unexpressed, check the divine flame that has been 

The motion of a hidden fire kindled in the soul, and been leaping 
That trembles in the breast." upward in continued enraptured 

It is simply the soul's reaching out prayer, sustaining the divine life of 
after a desired object, and a commun- the sanctified spirit, would be imme
ion in thought with the object de- diate spiritual suicide and eternal 
sired to be reached. If this be the death. 

President Hall, of Clark University, ~ass., true definition, then everybody prays; The necessity of study, then, be~ 
presents in the June For1~m .an exceedw~ly for everybody possesses the faculty of comes apparent. And right here, I 
temperate and luminous critimsm of "College . b 1' l' h t · t t t 
Philosophy," as now taught in the lead~ng love m .som~ ~egree, and h;;ts son:e e wve, 1es t e moE 1mpor an par 
educational centres. He urges the teaching great obJect m hfe toward whwh he 1s of the priest's work, to advise with 
of philosophic system.s in a sympat~etic r!lt~er I constantly reaching. There is an eter- the parents as to the most successful 
than a critical way, an? defines m st~1kmg nal unrest in the human a dis" of attending to "all family du~ 
language the ~rqe l;l&Sl(l Of ~6!!,9lHng of " d t' 
~~~. .. u~ 
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a place way down in the scale of im
portance, and family prayer, way up. 
In my opinion it should be the oppo
site. 'reach a man, or a child either, 
the principles of the gospel, and get 
him interested in the unspeakable 
beauties thereof, and you need not 
worry about his prayers. They will 
follow just as surely as life springs 
into being under the light and warmth 
of the beautiful spring sunshine. 
There is one family duty spoken of on 
this wise: "Parents should teach 
their children the principles of the 
gospel as contained in the Bible, Book 
of Mormon, and Doctrine and Cove
nants." I want to emphasize this fact 
in this connection, viz., that this does 
not say ''first principles." Many Lat
ter Day Saints seem to think they 
have gone far enough when they un
derstand the first seven principles. 
And right here is what I believe to be 
the cause of the spiritual lethargy in 
the church today. We do not study 
the word and think for ourselves. 

The principle of faith comprehends 
much more than a mere passive belief 
that there is a God, somewhere, of 
some kind. Repentance means more 
than to be sorry for the sins we have 
committed before baptism and to re
solve to try to do better. Repentance 
means to stop committing the sins we 
have been subject to, and to determine 
to keep all the commands of God at 
any cost. If it does not mean that 
then it means nothing. 

'l'hen there are other principles 
which, while they may not be termed 
"first," are absolutely essential to sal
vation. Among these are justification, 
sanctification, virtue, knowledge, tem
perance, patience, godliness, brotherly 
kindness, and charity. These are 
som~ of the things that parents should 
teach their children. If they do this, 
and tell them the beautiful stories 
about the love of God to his children 
in the past and present dispensations, 
there need be no concern about the 
rest. They will love him and pray to 
him, too, and you will have no need to 
tell them about the closet more than 
once either. 

Parents, listen! What do you mean, 
on these beautiful Sunday afternoons, 
while you are sitting around in your 
easy-chair, or taking an afternoon nap 
on the sofa, while your children are 
playing on the street, probably with 
companions of questionable habits? 
How can you be content with the thirty 
minutes' Scripture lesson in the Sun
day school as sufficient training of your 
child in the development of a Chris
tian character? Why idle away the 
greater part of the day that has been 
set apart for the special service of 
God? Is it not as important that we 
be as diligent in the special work of 
God on the one day in seven as that 
we _b~ ,1\el'J,lQW? otb.er si~ in the 
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week pertaining more especially to 
this temporal existence? 

It seems to me right here is an ex
cellent opportunity for the priest to 
make his influence for good felt. 
Parents as a rule need counsel along 
this line, for it is a great and all-im
portant work, this training and edu· 
eating the child mind, and there is 
altogether too little attention given 
to it. 

Then there is not always a proper 
understanding of the relations be
tween husband and wife. Are these 
to be considered "family relations"? 
If so, are the duties connected with 
them "family duties"? What, then, 
of the priest's work here? Why, it 
seems to me, as I look at the field of 
labor open to the visiting priest, it 
appears a,lmosu boundless in its scope. 
Where is there opportunity for him to 
sit down and be content with a few 
remarks to the family regarding the 
all importance of prayer and of keep
ing up a "family altar," when, in 
many instances, the only thing the 
family- has to offer upon that altar is 
an incense of ignorance and the lamb 
of tradition? Possibly this is an ex
treme view of the matter; but when I 
look upon the dire needs of the work 
along this line it seems to me I can 
see little else but extremity at every 
point. 

Some one may wonder what all this 
has to do with the relation of prayer 
to Christian growth. What I mean 
by all this is, that the first and great 
necessity to Christian growth, is a 
careful, systematic, persistent, and 
continual study of the revealed word. 
"Search the scriptures, for in them ye 
think [and that properly, too] ye 
have eternal life." They are the 
bread and the water of life; and he who 
partakes not thereof freely cannot 
hope to even sustain his spiritual life, 
much less to grow. 

Prayer, in its relation to Christian 
or spiritual growth occupies the same 
place as does the process of breathing 
to our physical life and growth. It is 
one of the manifestations or signs of 
life. So long as we can detect the 
film of moisture upon the mirror 
which has been held before the mo
tionless lips, we know there is life 
there. But unless there can be some 
nourishing element o{ food introduced 
into this body that lies even at the 
portal of death, the breath must cease. 
It is natural for a man to breathe. It 
is next to impossible for him to stop 
the process of his own free will. The 
heart beats and the blood flows on 
without our taking any thought of the 
process. Our food is digested and as
similated to the different parts of the 
body independently of our conscious
ness. And so we deduce this great 
truth, viz.: The manifestations of life 
in the process of grqwth are natural q,n0 
spontaneous, · 

Paul says:-
For the invisible things of him from the 

creation of the world are clearly seen, being 
understood by the things that are made. 

So we may expect to find this same 
great truth prevailing when we enter 
the spiritual realm. In harmony with 
this principle I argue that there is 
little necessity for exhortation to pray; 
in fact it is no more necessary than to 
urge the physical necessity of breath
ing. True, in many cases of disease, 
as consumption, for instance, the wise 
physician prescribes breathing exer
cises to strengthen the lungs, and 
help remove impurity; but that alone 
will not effect a cure. It is first 
necessary to discover and remove the 
cause, then administer proper food in 
the proper manner, when the processes 
of life will again be restored to regu
larity. So in spiritual diseases, I 
would not detract from the importance 
of prayer, but would emphasize as of 
vastly greater importance the neces
sity of determining the cause of and 
correcting the evil by repentance; and 
then when proper spiritual food is 
appropriated from the revelations of 
God, we may expect to see the pro
cesses of spiritual life manifested in 
healthy growth. 

The conditions of growth in the 
vegetable world are different from 
those of the animal. So is there a 
difference when we come to the 
spiritual world, or kingdom of heaven. 
The plant in the vegetable kingdom 
cannot appropriate the life-giving ele
ment in the air as does the animal. 
No more can the sinner who is out
side of the heavenly kingdom make 
use of elements of spiritual life. He 
must first change his nature; he must 
be converted from a sinner to a saint; 
he must be "transplanted [or born] 
from the kingdom of darkness into 
the kingdom of God's dear Son." For 
this reason I hold that it is just as 
much folly to exhort a sinner to pray, 
or to train a child to pray, as to urge 
that the unborn infant should breathe 
the atmosphere of this world which it 
bas never known. For just as surely 
as the newborn babe struggles eagerly 
for the life-giving element into which 
it has been ushered, just so surely will 
the newborn babe in Christ take hold 
on that element of spiritual life,
prayer. 

It may be well at this juncture to 
explain my meaning on one point. I 
remarked that it was folly to train a 
child to pray. I used the word train 
advisedly. We can train a dog to 
perform tricks, or a parrot to talk; 
but neither the dog nor the parrot is 
any the wiser. So can we train a 
child of three or four years to lisp the 
words of a prayer but it would do 
him as much good if he had memo
rized one of the Mother Goose melo
dies, and repeated that. I believe in 
teachinfJ & child to pray &s ea.rly as 
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possible; but I do not believe in mak
ing parrots out of them. Paul says 
something about this subject of spir
itual food as follows:-

For when for the time ye ought to be teach
ers, ye have need that one teach you again 
which be the first principles of the oracles of 
God; and are become such as have need of 
milk, and not of strong meat. For every one 
that useth milk is unskilful in the word of 
righteousness; for he is a babe. But strong 
meat hlelongeth to them that are of full age, 
even those who by reason of use have their 
senses exercised to discern both good and 
evil.-Heb. 5: 12-14. 

No orie is foolish enough to feed a 
tender babe on tough beefsteak. Why 
should we not have as much sense 
when it comes to feeding our spir
itual babes? 

The problem of spiritual life and 
growth is a difficult one; but I find 
that a comparison of the natural with 
the spiritual clears up many questions 
that would otherwise be almost un
answerable. The Savior gave us an 
example of this in the many parables 
which he presented to his disciples. 
Let us follow in his steps. 

V. vV. GUNSOLLEY. 
WEBSTER CrTY, Iowa, Aprill5, 1900. 

MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 8. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

EXTINCT ANIM~LS. 

The Jaredites 
became exceeding rich, having all manner of 
fruit, and of grain, and of silks, and of fine 
linen, and of gold, and of silver, and of pre
cious things, and also all manner of cattle, of 
oxen, and cows, and of sheep, and of swine, 
and of goats, and also many other kind of ani
mals which were useful for the food of man; 
and they also had horses, and asses, and there 
were elephants, and cureloms, and cumoms: 
all of which were useful unto man, and more 
especially the elephant, and cureloms, and 
cumoms.-Ether 4: 3. 

Scarcely an animal named in the 
above list was found here at the time 
of the discovery of the country. 'rhe 
horses, swine, goats, asses, and cows 
had to be imported to America from 
the old countries, also many of our 
grains, etc. The first rooster the Pe
ruvians ever saw was one presented 
to the curaca at Tumbez by Molina 
"and, when the cock crew, the simple 
people clapped their hands, and in
quired what he was saying." A man 
on horseback they thought was all one 
animal! 

But why should the author of the 
Book of Mormon mention cureloms 
and cumoms? What are they? They 
are classed with the elephant as being 
useful to man- tame, domesticated. 
Why should he write so much at vari
ance with everything known on this 
subject at the date of the publication 
of the Book of Mormon? Some men 
who have undertaken to criticise its 
author have, like the Peruvians, when 
they heard the cock crow, asked, 
''What does he say?" "Didn't its au
thor know any better?" Not long 
since a minister, who was also an 
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editor of a religious paper, cited the 
writer to the fact that the Book of 
Mormon was out of joint with the 
fauna of America. 
• In a letter dated October 31, 1875, 
Ameghino related a discovery some 
twent leagues from Buenos Ayres of 
human fossils and charcoal, pottery, 
arrowheads, chisels, and stone knives, 
together with a number of the bones 
of extinct animals, "the carapax of a 
gig an tic armadillo sCientifically known 
as the glyptodon." 

The mammals, bones of which were found 
by Ameghino mixed with those of man, are: 
The Canis cultridens, the Hydrocluerus sulcid
ens, the Reithrodon, the Toxodon Platensis, an 
Equus, an Auchenia and a Oervus of undeter
mined species, the Mylodon robustus, the 
Panochcetus 'turberculat1ts, the Glyptoaon 
7'eticulatus, and the G. typus.-Prehistoric 
America, p. 29, note 1. 

These discoveries led to long dis
cussions. Burmeister, another scien
tist, "rejected the theory of the con
temporaneity of the men and mammals 
whose bones were found together. 
The Argentine Scientific Society even 
refused to listen to the . reading of a 
memoir upon the subject." (Prehis
toric America, pp. 29, 30.) 

See the difference between Bur
meister and the Argentine Scientific 
Society, and the man who wrote the 
Book of Mormon? He says all man
ner of cattle, of oxen, cows, sheep, 
swine, goats, "and also many other 
kinds of animals which were useful 
for the food of man;" then he goes on 
with his list again: "And they also 
had horses, and asses, and there were 
elephants, and cureloms, and cu
moms." You see he could not find an 
English name for the two last named, 
but says that they were useful unto 
man; that is, all these animals were 
contemporaneous with man. 

The point is this: The man who 
believes the Book of Mormon to be a 
true narrative is expecting to hear of 
just such finds as are reported by 
Ameghino, while scientists are con· 
stantly being taken by surprise, and 
move very cautiously; something like 
unbelieving Thomas, for instance. 
Now if step by step this partition 
wall is removed, which seem now to 
be between the fauna of America at 
the time of the Conquest and in pre
historic times, and fossils are found 
of such animals as are described in 
that narrative, pray tell me then who 
had the greatest wisdom in this mat
ter, the scientists and preachers, or 
the man who made the Book of Mor
mon? That narrative has been telling 
us all these years that man in America 
in prehistoric times was contempo· 
raneous with the cow, horse, ass, 
swine, elephant, etc., while those 
who did not believe it used these very 
statements as evidence that the book 
was a fraud, "and evidently written 
by a very ignorant man"! Now when 
these animals are found in a fossil 

state, what then becomes of the 
fraud? and what about that ignorant 
man? Then, don't you see, we begin 
to see the earmarks of a true narra
tive. 

Mixed up promiscuously with the human 
remains were found those of several animals, 
chiefly feline and cervine [cats and deer], 
still extant in the same region [province of 
Minas Geraes, Brazil], together with others 
belonging to species which have now mi
grated or become extinct. Amongst the last 
we may name a monkey, a rodent of the size 
of the tapir, a peccary twice as larg·e as the 
living species, a horse very similar to our 
own, a large cat bigger than the jaguar, a 
llama, a megatherium, and several others, 
such as Ohlarnydotheriu,m Humboldtii, an eden
tate of the size of the tapir, and the Platyonya; 
of Lund .... By prolonged and careful work 
he [Lund] succeeded in gathering complete 
specimens of forty-four species now extinct, 
including several monkeys, some hoplophori, 
which were as large as our oxen, and the 
Smilodon, a large feline animal akin to the 
Macha!rodus, or saber-toothed tiger, which 
inhabited Europe in post-tertiary times .... 

Several years ago Seguin collected on the 
borders of the Rio Carcarana [in the province 
of Buenos Ayres] numerous bones of extinct 
animals, including those ofa bear larger than 
the cave bear, a horse, the mastodon, and the 
megatherium. With these remains lay hu
man bones .... 

We think, therefore, with Ameghino, that 
man lived in South America with animals 
long extinct.-Prehistoric America, pp.25-3l. 

Some of these animals were very 
large. (See illustrations, Ibid., pp. 
16, 17.) 

In the lOess of the Mississippi at Natchez, 
Dr. Dixon found, side by side with the bones 
of the mylodon and megalonyx, a human 
pelvis.-Ibid., p. 34. 

In a salt mine on the island of Petit Anse, 
Louisiana, was found a mat made of inter
laced reeds. The salt occurs at a depth of 
fifteen to twenty feet, and the fragment of 
mat was found at the level of the first deposit 
of salt. Two feet above lay some fragments 
of the tusks or bones of an elephant.-Ibid., 
p. 36. 

But the recent discoveries of Dr. Aughey 
in Iowa and Nebraska have now confirmed 
them. 'fhere, too, bones of the mastodon 
have been found mixed with numerous stone 
weapons.-Ibid., p. 37. 

Everywhere these fliats, morta,rs, and 
dishes were associated wl.th the bones of the 
mastodon, of the elephant, of a large tapir, 
and of other extinct animals.-Ibid., p. 39. 

In 1857 a fragment of a human skull was 
found, associated with the bones of the mas
todon, in the auriferous gravel of Table 
Mountain, California.-Ibid., p. 40. 

Hewn stone implements, the work of their 
hands, are not the only relics of the early in
habitants of America. In many plaees hu
man bones have been found, associated with 
numerous fragments of extinct animals.
Iblil., p. 23. 

There are deposi. ts in California and Oregon 
where, to use a popular expression, the re
mains of elephants and mastodons might be 
had by the wagonload. Besides gigantic 
pachydermata we meet with the Palwolaml£, 
the Elotherium, extinct oxen, Hipparion, 
and several kinds of horses.-Ibid., pp. 41, 42. 

Charnay believes that he has found in the 
ruins of Tula [a little northeast of the City of 
Mexico] the bones of swine, sheep, oxen, and 
horses, in a fossil state, indlcating an immense 
antiquity.-Atlantis, p. 350. 

At this same place Mr. Oharnay 
"picked up enamels, fragments o:E 
crockery and porcelain, and more ex
traordinary still, the neck of a glass 
bottle iridescent like ancient Roman 
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glass," bones of animals, "several iron --in the flora-;,nd the fauna were being 1 in some localities were made by a vo1~ 
-implements," and' 'some little chariots made, and lived here before and since. canic outburst, which were witnessed 
that Charnay thinks were toys of Human relics and the bones of extinct by prehistoric Americans. Both sci
children. Now, supposing these toys animals found together in or under ence and the Book of Mormon say so. 
to have been a reproduction in mini a· the lava beds and in the auriferous Does either one tell the truth? If so, 
ture of objects used by men, we must gravels, prove that great changes which one? 
calculate that the Toltecs employed have taken place within the human And some "cities were sunk," and 
carriages, and that their use was not period. many were burned. Moroni sunk into 
only given up, but absolutely unknown The discoveries by Professors Lund, the sea, "and the earth was carried up 
on the arrival of Cortes." (Prehistoric Ameghino, Whitney, and others, upon the city of Moronihah, that in the 
America, pp. 356, 357.) which have reversed the opinions of pla.ce of the city thereof, there became 

That is it exactly. With the red scientists on these subjects, are of a great mountain." The City Gilgal 
man chariots or carriages had gone recent date, and later than the publica- was buried in the earth; so was Gadi
out of use, and so had the horses, and tion of the Book of Mormon. It de- andi, Gadiomnah, Jacob, and Gim
elephants, and iron, and steel, a,nd clared that man in prehistoric times gimno. "All these have I caused to 
plated copper, and such crucibles as in America ha,d "all manner of fruit, be sunk, and made hills and valleys in 
were noticed in No. 6 of this article. and of grain;" "horses and chariots;" the places thereof, and the inhabitants 

In what was formerly called the "silks," "fine linen," all manner of thereof have I buried up in the depths 
Wilson's cavern, on the Ohio, some cattle, oxen, cows, sheep, swine, goats, of the earth." (Book of Nephi 4: 6.) 
twenty miles below the ·mouth of the and many other animals. rrhis accounts for the human relics 
Wabash, was -in the early settlement Nadaillac says:~ under such places as Table Mountain, 
of that country found some interest- and the Calaveras skull in California. New discoveries are daily made, upsetting 
ing tokens of antiquity. In the cave preconceived hypothesis, breaking down (See Prehistoric America, pp. 40, 41.) 
were found representations of the earlier theories, and completely destroying The Jou1'nal, of Los Angeles, California, 
sun what had appeared to be the best founded con- reports that D. J. Court, a mining prospec-

clusions.-Prehistoric America, p. 250. 
in different stages of rise and declension; the tor, has r,·turned to Prescott, Arizona, from 
moon under various phases; a snll.ke, biti.1g We can see by the above that the a three months' sojourn in Hone of the most 
its tail; ... a viper; a vulture; buzzards Book oi Mormon is and has been on remote and little known parts of the Terri
tearing out the heart of a prostrate man; a tory," and says t.hat that section contains 
panther, held by the ears, by a child; a croco- trial all these years. ''New discov- more Aztec ruins [this name is given for the 
dile; several trees and shrubs; a fox; a curl- eries are daily made" "upsetting" want of better one] than any other portion of 
ous klnd of hydr~ serpent; two doves; several somebody's theories, destroying "the America,·evidence of human habitations be
bem;s; tw~ scorpwns; an eag;le; an owl; .some best founded conclusions." If the ing found from the highest pmtks to the 
guaJls; mght representations of ammals _ . _ •· lowest valley. In one place he found a road 
which are now unknown. Three out of the 

1 

Book of Mormon was not wntten by or street three miles in length, perfectly 
eight are like the el~phan.t in all respects, eyewitn~sses of w~at is related; if it smooth and straight, and sixty feet in width. 
except t~e tu~k and tne tall. Two more re- was wr1t.ten by Ollver Cowdery and On either side of the street, the entire dis
semble tne t1ger, one a wild boar, another Joseph 8mith we may expect its tance, are ruins. The road was evidently 
a sloth; and the last appei!.1'S a creature of . ' , . . built prior to some mighty earthquake, as it 
.fancy, being a quadrumane, instead of a ~heory to be u,p~et, a_nd .1ts conclusiO~S ends abruptly at the brink of a mighty 
quadruped, the claws being alike befot·e and 'confounded; but 1f 1ts hypotheSIS chasm. He dug up and found lying about a 
behind, and in the act of conveying some- stand the strain and these "new dis- great number of skeletons, which were in a 
thing to the mout.h, _which lay in t.he cenke coveries" which' "are daily made" con- fair state of preservation [remember that is a 
of the monster. Bes1des these were several . . h dry and pure climate], the heads of all being· 
fine representations of men and women, not firm that narrative, lS t a~ n?t one of alike-very large over the eyes and receding, 
naked, but clothed, not as the Indians, but the ve1·y best of proofs that 1t lS a true and almost fiat toward tbe back of the head; 
much in the c.ust?m of Greece and Rome.- record? Could you have written a jaws well developed, but front upper and 
American ~nt1qmties, p. 140. book at variance with everything else lower teeth small and sharp. The ruins 

Thus, m numerous wa.,ys w. e find on the subJ'ect, P.nd hit the nail on the show the people to have been workers in 
-~ stone, some frag-ments of work in turquoise 

that the ~trange narratiVe .IS con- head every time? Could you have being found. Every available foot of ,land 
firmed; this last reference pomts to a done that well? If scientists would had once been cultivated.-Lamoni PatTiot, 
civilized race----:-not Indians: ~his we read the Book of Mormon they would May 2, 1895. 
c.an see by their dress, yvlnch 1s much find in it a handy text-book; it answers Frank Cushing, who had charge of 
hke ',',the costu?le of Greece ::md many ohheir knotty questions. They the Hemingway expedition in New 
Rome. The ammals are. no do_ubt try to fix the age of the lava beds un- Mexico, some years ago, reported a 
such as they were acquamted With; der which human bones or relics are number of prehistoric cities in that 
but eight out c:_f th~ number are un- found, and the gravel deposits which Territory, which had, he thought, 
~nown to us. ~n thw san:e cave were overlay the Java in some places. been destroyed by earthquakes, and 

found many hieroglyphics, and rep- The Book of Mormon tells us of left desolate. The walls were of 
resenta~ions of, such ~elineations ~s some such great changes in the earth's adobe, and had fallen outward. The 
would mduce ~he behef, th:1t ~hmr surface--of great earthquakes. "The roofs falling inside, had b. ried the in· 
authors wer~, .1~1dee~, con;:tpa.ratively whole face of the land was changed" habitants alive. He found skeletons 
refined and CIVIlized., (Ib1d., p. 138.) (Book of Nephi 4: 2), thus, we see, under the debris, in such positions as 

The cdnclusions to be arrived at seem to us confirming the Nadailhw statement indicated that they had met a violent 
simple. Without doubt man lived in Cali- about "ti-;e formation of the" pres- death. 
fornia, and Whitney's narrative is one more 
proof added to those already quoted, during ent "valleys and deep ravines." The above is in harmony :tgain with 
the time when the volcanoes of the Sierra "The inhabitants were witnesses of our record, where it says that some of 
Nevada were Jn full action, before the great the convulsions of nature, of the vol- the cities which had been destroyed 
extension of the glaciers, before the forma- canic phenomena, which . brought by the great earthquake were re-
tion of the valleys and tho deep rcvines, at b 
a period when t.he flora !md fauna were about such remarkable c 4anges." newed, but ot.hers left desolate. Thus 
totally different from those of today.-Pre- (Prehistoric America, pp. 44, 37.) they "whisper" again. . 
historic America, p. 44. 'fhen the Book of Mormon goes on Some people think that Oliver Cow-

That is, the vefretable and the ani· and says, "And the highways were dery was to share the profits from the 
mal species are different in California broken up, and the level roads were sale of the Book of Mormon. What a 
now from wha,t they were at, or be- spoiled, and many smooth places be- pity that he died so early, before he 
fore the great volcanic outburst; but came rough." You see how modern knew what a good thing he had! Why 
man in America appears to have been , science is working for the Book of Mor- not share the spoils with Messrs. 
living here at the time these changes · mon? The present valleys and ravines 1 Lund, Ameghino, Bancroft, Brinton, 
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Squier, Baldwin, Charnay, Le Plon
geon, Priest, Short, Nadaillac, et al? 
Cowdery and Smith told a lot of Mor
mon lies, and then these men come 
along after, under the garb of science, 
and swear to them!! 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

lished they raised the entrance fee to 
thirty dollars, each member to pay ten 
dollars a year. Every month or six 
weeks there was a social dinner at 
midnight, and dance till morn. The 
pay was always two dollars and a half. 
The men never came to work next 
day. Too expensive for a poor man. 

ON SECRET SOCIETIES, A brother draws a sad picture of a 
I have read the discussions for and man who died, left a home partly paid 

against secret societies, and should for, a wife and children to the mercies 
like to give my experience, believing of the unkind world. I have known 
it is wise to tell what we know for men who bought a home and struggled 
good to men, leaving it with them to for years and at last got it paid for. 
judge as to the wisdom of the matter. What then? They reached out and 

I know secret societies tell a great bought some more land, and thus it 
deal of their kindness, benevolence, continued till they grew old and gray. 
and charity. I once knew of two men I never knew one of them who had a 
who went to get work in a town. It happy home, they drove themselves, 
was hard to get work there, at their their wives, and their children. It 
trade, but the grand master said two was work, work, all the time; scrape, 
men not of their order must be dis- pinch, save, no time to play. Shoes 
missed to give their brethren work. I and clothes always wore out too soon. 
was once a foreman in a mine, gave 'l'heir children were all unruly and 
satisfaction to all. My employers, self-willed, and would rather stay any
the coal company, belonged to a secret where than at home. Some of them 
society. One of their brothers was had their names on the books of the 
out of work. He wanted my place; Saints' Church; but they seldom had 
so I was dismissed. These are samples time to thank God for the blessings 
of much more of the same kind. The received or ask him for the blessings 
question is asked, Are such acts desired. There are worse things in 
charity? the condition of. men than poverty. 

• 'Oh yes," says one, ''you have your- True, some of them were applauded 
self blame, their doors are open to all." as successful men, and in t,he lodge 

I once asked the worthy noble what were made noble grand, worthy grand, 
it would cost me to become a member. most worthy, grand supreme, or some 

"0h, just twenty dollars." other title in accord with the secret 
I replie(j., "To tell you the truth, I society. The question is asked, What 

could not well give you five." will the harvest of such lives be? · 
"Oh, then we can do nothing for I know a brother whose savings over 

you." his living were over a thousand dol-
Thus it is. If you have not the lars a year. He had a nice cottage 

cash there are no benefits. The baker home of his own, and all that was 
sets a price on his pies, cakes, and needful to make life comfortable. His 
bread. If I want bread I pay his price wife had help to assist in the duties of 
and get it; but do not think he is doing the household. I knew another who 
me a charity. These societies set worked for $1.20 a day, had a _rent,ed 
their prices; if I pay and get their house. His wife had to do all her 
promised benefits, how can that be own housework, and ofttimes washed 
charity? It is simply a matter of busi- for others to get money to pay the 
ness like an insurance company that rent. These men belonged to the 
will insure your house in return for so same branch, ate out of the same plate, 
much money. If the house burns drank out of the same cup, and called 
down, the company pays theloss; but each other brother. After all that is 
none call that charity. So all the talk said about coming up higher, how 
about kindness, and charity, is simply much better are we as a church than 
the bait that catches the fish. other Christians. 

I once lived where they established The trouble seems to be with many 
a new lodge. It was a chance to get that come into the church, they have 
into the society cheap,- only fifteen not faith in God and his promises in 
dollars. About twoscore wanted to the gospel covenant. Men have faith 
become members. in their fellows who bind each other 

Some of them said, "Come, Billy, with an oath; but what a difference in 
now is your chance. Join with us. covenanting to do God's will, and how 
We will make you chaplain." hard to give up the foolishness of men 

They were all good fellows as the after we have seen the light of truth. 
world goes, some of them well to do; We read that the law of the Lord is 
but they all cursed and swore, and did perfect. Then why not obey his law 
not object to hearing or telling dirty' and be perfect? In the days of Enoch 
stories. They gave no heed to my his people were all of one heart and 
words of admonition. Some of them mind, held all things common. In the 
refused to believe there was a God. days of the apostles they enjoyed the 
What, call those men brethren? Nay, same blessings. The Nephites held 
not I! When the lodge was estab- all things common; there were none 
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rich, so none poor. All were made 
free partakers of the heavenly gift. 

For what was the law given in these 
last days if it was not to be obeyed? 
If we can do no better than buy, sell, 
pay, hire, hold to the secret rites, 
ceremonies, manners, and customs 
0f the men of the world, what good 
will it do us to know that God has re
vealed his word? Why not give heed 
to the admonition, gather together un· 
under the celestial law, and so come 
up higher in a true sense, so that we 
also may be partakers of the heavenly 
gift? 

WM. PENMAN CAIRNS. 
HA>ULTON, Scotland. 

CONFIDENCE. 
Confidence.-Trust in moral probity; firm 

belief; reliance; credit; assurance. 
Probity.-Honesty; uprightness; integrity; 

sinceri t,y; veracity.-Worcester's Dict,ionary. 

It is quite probable that often the 
Saints in their zeal for the gathering 
to Zion to take place only perceive it 
in their mind as an accomplished fact, 
and entirely overlook the preliminary 
work to be done, which is absolutely 
necessary. Confidence is one of the 
essential elements, and we might say 
the first and most important of all 
things t,hat is required in the building 
up of Zion. Without it very little can 
be accomplished. It is a principle 
that enters into all our relations with 
our fellow man in religion, business, 
and social affairs; and without it we 
would not be any better than the 
dumb animals. 

It has often occurred thsJt the busi
ness men who were reported worth 
$30,000,000 or more have, when they 
died, left property which would not 
sell for more than $3,000,000; and 
yet their fellow citizens would trust 
them in business enterprises in
volving the expenditure of many 
millions of dollars, and this be· 
cause of their great confidence in 
them, believing that they would be 
honest and keep every promise that 
they had made. 

I read when a school boy a story of 
a young man in Boston who went to 
one of the large banking institutions 
and asked for a loan of $2,000 to start 
in business. When asked what secur
ity he could give, he replied,' •My note 
and my word of honor." The banker 
refused. Not being easily discour
aged he made the same proposition to 
anot,her banker. The manner and 
look of the young man betokened in
tegrity and honesty, and the loa,n was 
granted. In after years "!:le was one 
of the most successful business men 
of that city. He paid back the money 
he borrowed, and in after years, when 
his benefactor was in financial dis
tress, he was able to loan him $75,000. 

Two things, it would seem, were of 
great importance in this business af
fair. 'rhe young man must have 
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weighed the matter carefully in his because they believe that that is eous judgment. Paul, in writing to 
mind, and saw that the chances of false, and cultivate erroneous feel- the Roman church, said:
success were so great that it seemed ings toward each other. It is said 
to him an absolute certainty, other- that, "He that believeth a lie is under 
wise he would not have taken the condemnation." How much more so 
risk. He was too honest to engage if he spread that lie all around? Er
in an enterprise that had a reasona- ror must die, and the sooner the 
ble chance for failure. He would not better. One time the family were 
borrow when he saw that the risk of speaking of the faults of a neighbor. 

· paying back was too great and thereby The head of the family said, '•Don't 
injure his benefactor. let us talk about tha,t, it only makes 

This story is told of A. Lincoln: it worse. It has a bad influence upon 
He went in business with another us and upon them." He taught a 
young man. In a very little while good principle, a truth that will stand 
his partner deserted him and left a the test of a true life. To think or 
large debt to pay. It was many years speak of good, helps ourselves and 
before Lincoln accomplished it, and stimulates to good acts, and throws 
he used to say that it was a burden good influences around us, and causes 
equal to the national debt. Although us to be meek and lowly. Good and 
his friends told him that the law ex- truth form a, yoke that makes the 
empted him, and the debt was out- burden light. 

I speak aiter the manner of men because of 
the infirmity of your fiesh.-Romans 6:19. 

God sent his own Son in the like
ness of sinful flesh. 

Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom 
of God.-1 Cor. 15:50. 

Why? Because it is sinful. 
My little children, these things write I 

unto you, that ye sin not.-1 John 2: L 

How is this? if we cannot live with
out sin, how are we going to live and 
sin not? 

Whosoever committeth sin, transgresseth 
also the law.-1 John 3:4. 

Can we be Saints and transgress 
the law of God? In the sixth verse 
he says:-

lawed, his answer was that he was It is our privilege to get into that Whosoever abideth in him sinneth not. 
morally bound to pay it, and so con- higher life that is" said to flow from And in the eighth and ninth verses:-
tinued until it was accomplished. the throne of God. Then shall we He that commiteth sln is of the devil. ... 

Is it not possible for us to do much drink of that well of living water that Whosoever is born of God doth not commit 
to build up Zion if we will live so that brings eternal joys, sweetness, and sin; for his seed remaineth in him: and he 
our brethren will have the confidence love to all. It will vibrate from one cannot sin, because be is born of God. 
in us that was placed in the two men to another, like the pebble thrown in Now let us examine sanctification. 
referred to? Suppose that Bro. A. is the water, reaching from shore to Webster defines sanctify thus:-
such a man that his brethren can shore. This is our great privilege L In a general sense, to cleanse, purify, or 
trust him. They know he is honest, right here in the eternal now, giv- make holy. 
that his word is his bond, that he will ing us strength to rise above the trifles 2· To separate, set apart, or appoint, to a 

holy, sacred, or religious use. 
keep all his promises, that be will not that might otherwise annoy us. All 3. To purify, to prepare for divine service, 
go into some scheme where he ex- that have tasted at that fountain know and for partaking of holy things. 
pects to get something for nothing, this by experience. May it be our 4. To separate, ordain, and appoint to the 
and who believes that success comes happy lot to attain to that right here, werk of redemption and the government of 

the church. 
through honest labor and in pa,tience in order that a place may be prepared 5. To cleanse from cot-ruption: to purify 
is willing to toil on, believing ths,t for the coming of the Son of Man. from sin; to make holy by detaching the af
sucdess will ultimately crown the labor Then he will come, he will come; he fectlons from the world and its defilements, 
of the industrious. He may be a will not, cannot tarry. and exalting them to a supreme love to God. 
young man, just starting out in life, SARAH WEBSTER WHI'l'E. Now let us compare these with the 
or he may have lost all he had in some LuoNI, Iowa, May, 190o. Scriptures. In Genesis 2: 3, God 
fire or sickness or in many other ways ~ sanct.ifled (set apart) the seventh day. 
that is the common lot of mankind. In Exodus 13: 2, the firstborn of both 

SANCTIFICATION. db t t"fi d d. He wants to start farming. Land in man an eas were sane 1 e ; an m 
Zion is high. He has very little Some Saints do not believe in sane- verse 12 it says they shall be set 
money, or he may not have any. Bro. tification. Are there any who do not apart. So to sanctify means to set 
B. C. and D. have been prosperous. believe in baptism? One is taught in apart. 
They have abundance and some to the Bible the same as the other. Do Now we will try prepare. In Leviti-
spare, and they say to Bro. A., •·We not understa~d me that we ~re free cus 20: 7, the Lord says:-
will help you make a start on a farm." / from temptatiOn an~ cannot sm. Let Sanctify [prepare] yourselves therefore, 
It's done. He keeps his promise. He 1 us see what the scnptures say:~ and be ye holy. 
succeeds. By and by be is able to If we say that we have no sin, we deceive Joshua 3: 5:-
help others. ourselves, and the truth is not in us.-1 John Sanctify [prepare] yourselves: for tomor· 

This same principle can be carried 1:8. row the Lord will do wonders among you. 
into all branches of business with the 

1 

·Again:- 1 Samuel 7: 3:~-
same pro~p~ct of suc.cess .. ~hi~ is not .If we.s!l.y that ':'l'e have.not si~ned, we make And prepare your hearts unto the Lord, 
a dream 1t IS a reality; 1t IS m the hun<~, hat·, and his word 1s not w us.~1 .fohn and serve him only. 
realm of practical affairs of life, and· 1:10. Ephesians 5: 26, Christ sanctified 
can be done if there is a good founda- I have heard these passages used (cleansed) the church with the wash
tion for "confidence, "-confidence in for self-justification, for sins that were ing of water by the word. 
God, in our brethren, and in the work willfully committed. Now, my under- 1 Timothy 4: 5:-
in which we are engaged. standing of what John meant is this: For it is sanctified [cleansed] by the word 

PAUL PARKER.. We may be as perfect as it is possible of God and prayer. 
for us to be in this life, we may give Psalms 73: 13:-
our whole life to God and walk with Verily, I have cleansed my heart in vain. 
him as Enoeh,did, ye~ th.e ?Iood t~at 2 Timothy 2:21:-

Come unto me, all ye that labor and are courses througn ou.r vems IS lmpure, m- Haman therefore purge himself from these, 
heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Tako firm, unholy, and smful. The life of all he shall be a vessel unto honor; sanctified 
my yoke upon you, and leal'!l of me; for I am 1 
meek and lowly in heart.: and ye shall find flesh is the blood (Lev. 17: 14); there- [purified], and meet for the master's use. 
rest unto your souls. 1l'or my yoke is easy, fore we have to war continually Isaiah 13: 3: ·--
and my burden is light.~Matt. 11:28-30. against the sin of the flesh. In John I have commanded my sanctified [purifiedl 

What is it that makes men and wo- 8: 15 Jesus says, "Ye judge after the ones. 

REST. 

men weary and heavy laden? It is· flesh;" therefore a sinful and unright- Titus 2: 14:-
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Who gave himself for us, that he might 
redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto 
himself a peculiar people. 

Now, reader, you will admit that 
we as Saints are a purified, cleansed, 
separated, prepared, appointed peo
ple. Are we not sanctified, there
fore, being sanctified by the Holy 
Ghost (Rom: 15: 16), being cleansed 
by the washing of water (Eph. 5: 26), 
being separated from the world by 
the gospel (2 Cor. 6: 17; Heb. 7: 26; 
Matt. 25: 32), being prepared by God 
(Rom. 9: 23, 24; Rev. 21: 2), being 
purified by Christ (Tit. 2: 14), being 
set apart by the Lord (Ps. 4: 3), being 
ordained (John 15: 16; Acts 13: 48), 
and being appointed to the work of 
redemption by obedience to the word 
of God (Acts 6: 3). 

Let us detach our affections from 
the world and its defilements and ex
alt them to a supreme love to God. 

G. L. RATHBUN. 
CI.ARKSVILLE, Texas, May 7, 1900. 

hBUBr DBpar1mBn1. 
GILROY, California, May 22. 

Editors Herald:-Af{ain I am in my field of 
labor and at work. On May 2 I bid my wife 
and little ones good-bye. At St. Joseph I was 
compelled to stay over night, and so hunted 
up some of the Saints, and was given a hearty 
welcome. I was privileged to attend the 
business meeting of the branch, and enjoyed 
a visit with Bro. H. 0. Smith, also Bro. Wm 
Lewis and his son Dan. I was entertained for 
the night by Bro. Dan Lewis and wife, for 
sake of "Auld Lang Syne." 

Sunday morning I arrived in Los Angeles, 
in time to partake with the Saints of the sac
rament, and by invitation assisted Bro. T. W. 
Williams to administer the same. The eve
ning hour was passed in an effort to instruct 
the Saints and friends at the chapel. How 
well I succeeded I know not. 

While at Los Angeles I was entertained at 
the household of Bro. H. L. Holt. I am sorry 
to say that he is s.till suffering very much 
with the gathering in his ear or head, besides 
being afflicted otherwise. 

Monday I had the pleasure of calling upon 
and taking dinner with Bro. and Sr. H. L. 
Tilton. I had thought to spend a few days at 
Los Angeles; but a letter received there called 
me away, so at seven p. m. Monday I took 
train for San· Francisco, where I arrived at 
ten a. m. Tuesday. Taking my little Bilhorn 
in my hand I stepped into the store of Bro. 
C. A. Parkin, where I met a very chilly re
ception until he recognized the fact that it 
was Bro. Chase with the little organ that 
some of the Sail Francisco Saints had helped 
pay for, and not a drummer with his samples, 
then the air of the place grew more sa
lubrious. 

Well, Bro. Parkin soon furnished me with 
breakfast and dinner combined, and armed 
me with the proper document so that I could 
secure myrail road permit, and by dusk I was 
at this point, at the home of Bro. Jairus M. 
Putney, formerly of Monona Co., Iowa, and in 
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consultation with him as president of this 
district and Bro. J. E. Holt assistant presi
dent, concerning the gospel tent for this 
mission field this summer. It was for this 
consultation that I hurried from Los Angeles, 
for Bro. J. E. Holt lives at San Benito forty
eight miles distant, but had written that he 
would see Bro. Putney on the eighth, at Gil
roy, and so I hurried on to see them both. 

After I had been refreshed by supper we 
made a visit to an old schoolmate of mine, 
Bro. George Ross and family. Of course we 
enjoyed the evening, and did not talk exclu
~?ively of tent. 

On the 9th we decided that it would be 
best to make a visit to Oakland, where the 
old tent was stored, and examine it and see 
whether a new one was necessary. So with 
Bro. and Sr. Putney we journeyed hither, 
stopping over night with the Saints of San 
Jose, while Bro. Holt drove back home with 
his family and then returned to San Jose for 
Sunday to look after the interasts of the tent 
there. At Oakland we were kindly enter
tained by Saints and friends, and the result 
of our mission was that a new tent was or
dered from a San Francisco tent maker. The 
Saints of San Francisco and Oakland gave us 
quite a help toward paying for the same. 

We were privileged to speak to the San 
Franolsco Saints at eleven, and to take part 
in their Sunday school at ten. Jn Oakland 
we met with the Sunday school at one, and 
were pleased to listen to a very instructive 
discourse from Bro. Putney. In the even
ing we had the pleasure of occupying the 
pulpit as speaker. When the Master be
stows his Spirit in help, as then, it is always 
a pleasure. 

From Oakland we returned to San Jose 
Monday, where we met Bro. J. E. Holt and 
drove with him to San Benito. There were
mained over Sunday and met the Saints and 
friends once at the house of Grandma Davis 
and once at Bro. Page's. Monday, the 21st, 
Bro. Holt returned to this place with n:e, 
where I am preaching this week,-not in the 
town of Gilroy, but at Pruna Dale school
house, near the home of Bro. Putney. Sun
day I am to meet the Saints in San Jose and 
hope to start the tent work there Monday 
next. 

I have found the Saints here quite alive to 
the needs of the work, and ready to cooperate 
with the missionary force for the good of the 
cause. This is as it should be. The tent is 
ordered and money on hand to pay for it. I 
hope we may be able to so occupy with it 
this year that all may fAel repaid for the 
effort and means expended. 

Bro. H. L. Holt is still sick at his home in 
Los Angeles. Pray for him that he may be 
restored. 

I find that while Bro. Putney has aged in 
the fourteen or fifteen years since I saw him 
last, he is still staunch as ever, and willing to 
do for the work's sake. That is true also of 
Bro. and Sr. Ross. 

This is quite a trying season here on ac
count of frost and drought,-the third of its 
kind in succession. 

I ~eel that the Saints here are to be com
mended for the sacrificing spirit shown in 
the effort to cooperate with us in this work. 

Surely their covenant will be remembered. 
Some have expressed surprise because I did 
not make a longer stay at some of the notable 
places on the coast before I went to my field 
of work, but I am here for work. Hardly 
think I could enjoy sight-seeing or picnicing, 
with my family back at Lamoni. .When the 
season's work is ended my picnic will come 
when I can see them once more. 

My mission address is San Jose, California. 
Yours for the work, 

A.M. CHASE. 

BLACKWELL, Okla., May 26. 
Editors Herald:-I have often thought to 

drop a line to inform the church that five or 
six Saints live in Blackwell. We are in one 
of the best business towns and hest farming 
counties, and· like it here. We never have 
had any preaching yet. Being rather poor 
in this world's goods we don't care to put the 
elders to too much expense in coming here; 
yet if they can conveniently stop off we will 
try and treat them as they deserve. Bro. A. 
F. Lambert is still engaged in selling agri
cultural implements, and sets a good exam
ple to those around. Bro. Henry Bivins 
makes wells of different slz'ls. Lately he has 
been distributing tracts and talking the lat
ter-day work to neighbors. 

I have presidEd over the union temperance 
meetings, held Friday evenings in four dif
ferent churches in Blackwell, since last 
August. Sometimes we get considerable 
gospel mixed in with temperance speeches. 
I was also elected secretary of the Blackwell 
Township Sunday school union. The post 
master is president. I would be pleased to 
receive any good temperance help, speeches, 
pieces, statistics, or suggestions. 

W. D. McKNIGHT. 

CLEAR LAKE, Ind., May 28. 
Editors HemZd:-Leaving General Confer

ence on Friday evening, April 20, we came 
directly home, landing Saturday night. Be
ing tired and sick we waited until Thursday 
the 26th, when we started for Knox, Indiana, 
accompanied by Bro. S. W. L. Scott. We 
were busy until May 1, when we came home. 
Were again sick until May 5. However we 
occupied at home church May 6. 

On the 11th we started for Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, where we found appointments for 
preaching. We occupied in the hall on South 
Division Street until Tuesday evening, when 
we were joined by Bro. S. W. L. Scott. Held 
a business meeting; assisted Bro. Scott Wed
nesday and Thursday evenings, Friday, the 
18th with Bro. Scott, we started southward. 
We parted at Allegan, Michigan, Bro. Scott 
going to Scott Center, Indiana, to fill previous 
appointment, and your writer to fill appoint
ments at Allegan. We found announcement 
for evening ad vert!sed by our good Bro. and 
Sr. Kirby, who by their Christian manaer of 
living have t.he respect of their neighbors. 
We talked again on Saturday evening, also 
Sunday morning at 10: 30; and about 12, noon, 
we, with quite a company of friends to the 
work, wended our way to the Kalamazoo 
river, where we led into the waters of bap
tism three precious souls. The sun was 
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shining brightly, making the scenery grand 
inde"d. The people assembled on the bank 
above and at the water's edge were very 
orderly and interested in the solemnity of. the 
occasion. I want it to be understood that the 
baptisms were largely due to the close living 
of the Saints, in fact the teaching and prac
ticing of good works. Bro. and Sr. Kirbv 
have been conducting prayer and reading 
meetings at their home, regularly, three a 
week. It has its influence. Saints, every
where, go and do likewise. But we must not 
forget to tell you that Sr. Larkins, of Hop
kins, came over and assisted Sr. Russel and 
others in singing, and presided at the organ 
at the G. A. R. hall in the evening. Sister 
Larkins is a niece of Bros. Norman and Sher
man Smith. This is all we need to say of her 
ability for music. Monday we went to Hop
perton, and, as agreed, visited our old veteran 
Bro. Meutze. Received his testimony of the 
truth strong as ever. Came home Thursday. 
Sacrament meeting Sunday. Are waiting 
for measies now, and district conference on 
the 9th, 10th, and 11 tb. 

Yours for work all the time, 
G. A. SMITH. 

PLAINVILLE, Ind., May 27. 
Editors Hemld:-After coming home from 

the conference I secured a house in Plainvill0, 
moved my family in it, and was off on mission 
work. Have been as busy as a bee (not a 
drone) ever since, laboring with Bro. Mar
shall through Rush, Decatur, Ripley, and 
Jefferson Counties, and some in Daviess 
County. Tomorrow am off to Wirt, Jeffer
son County to assist Bro. Marshall in replying 
to some Utah elders. Two will be there to
morrow night, and two more Friday night. 
They will not debate, but promise to stay and 
hear the reply. Quite an excitement over 
their coming and the reply. 

Everything seems to be on the move. I 
am very hopeful and encouraged over the work 
here this year. May God speed the right. 

A worker for the cause of Christ, 
G. JENKINS. 

with the baptism of Bro. J. H. Amend's 
grandfather, November, 1827, which year ter
minates the 2300 days' period of Daniel 8: 14, 
when the sanctuary began to "be cleansed"! 

He begins the period with the beginning of 
the Pelopennesian War, B. c. 473. But there 
is nothing connected with that war that, re
lates to the sanctuary, the daily sacrifice, or 
the host, Jewish nation; nor was the Christian 
sanctuary trodden down by the little horn for 
2300 days. But the vision concerns the "daily 
sacrifice," the "host," and sanctuary. And 
besides, the church on earth was never called 
a, or the, sanctuary. Christ, our great high, 
priest, has entered the sanctuary, "heaven 
itself," tbere,-"to appear in the presence of 
God for us."-Heb. 9: 24. The church on 
earth is but the "outer court" at the utmost 
(Rev. 11: 1,2), and but 1290 years-540, 1830, A. 
D.-was it not to be measured by God's measur
ing rod. And but forty-two months was it to 
be under foot of church and state united. 

I mention this as the only new idea I met 
in Elder Chism's affirmative. 

Brother Chism pretends to read Greek, but 
his translating is not good. He does not fol
low Braden and others; but seeks for new ob
jections~ realizing, no doubt, the weakness of 
former objections to our position. 

In his effort to meet us with gossip, stories, 
and detective stories, he rather exceeded, and 
did his own side damage, and so made our 
task the easier. 

Bro. H. 0. Smit.h told us quite early in the 
debate that he bad the Spirit's evidence that 
we would come out all rlght, and at the con
clusion of the discussion this was confirmed 
to me; and I felt so thankful for the gospel
the truth. I realized that "nothing shall of
fend" those that keep God's law, and that 
"great peace have they." 

My upponent admitted that miracles at
tended our mission, but asserted that they 
were lying wonders; so he defied God Jesus, 
or the Holy Ghost, or any of the Saints to 
strike him blind. But if we have not the 
truth, how can be or anyone else know 
whether the miracles wrought be of God 
or the Devil? 

Some of the Disciple friends told some of 
LAMONI, Iowa, May 29. our brethren that they had had debate enough! 

Editors Herald:-The debate arranged to be And the Saints expressed themselves as being 
held between Elder Chism and myself at Ok- sati~fied with our effort. 
launion, Texas, is an event of the past. I left Our visit among the Saints at Beaver and 
Lamoni May 10 for the field of battle, being Oklaunion, Texas, will always be remembered 
accompanied from St. Joseph, Missouri, by by us as among those the most pleasant of 
Bro. H. 0. Smith, at whose special request I life to date. They have a beautiful, health
went. He being missionary in charge of the ful country, adapted to grazing and wheat 
Southwestern mission, acted as moderator raising; and it would be difficult to imagine 
for our side. how their prospects could be brighter for 

The discussion began on the 15th inst., and crops than this year. With wheat fields, 
continued eight days, two sessions of two· iu a level country, extending beyond whence 
hours each per day. Elder Chism did well sight determines; the atmosphere clear and 
considering the cause be labored for. Disci- bracing; a bright, clear, exhilarating sun
pleism as once distinctively known is getting shine-the scene is inspiring! 
to be a thing of the past. It is grouping into I am led to believe that with the diligence 
its belief the ideas of more recent develop- essential on the part of the laborers appointed, 
ment, as illustrated in the ever-changeful and faithfulness of the Saints, a good report 
views of the popular religious world. for the year will be heard from the South-

But Elder Chism represents the conserva- western mission,-and we hope from all our 
tive wing or division of the institution, which missions in all the world. 
rejects located, salaried ministers, instru- As to our late General Conference I wa~ so 
mental music, and Sunday schools in the spiritually sustained that no misgivings en
church. He dates the rise of their church tered my mind regarding the ultimate of the 

work. The staying qualities of our brethren 
are better known than before, and this tends 
to inspire mutual faith, I think. Where 
mutual, concerted action is to be devoted to 
common cause, mutual understanding on the 
part of all concerned is essential. Without 
this, only division could ensue; a willing, in
telligent unity only, and an agreement on the 
part of alltothetruth. "Yeallarebrethren," 
equal, and no one but God is Father, will give 
us success. "Common consent" is God's pro
vided prerequisite to the success of the 
church, and no policy but that foreshadowed 
in the divine law will receive God's approba
tion and aid; and I think it more apparent 
than ever that this is the desire of the serv
ants of God. 

Some steps taken at the conference were 
surely forward, and I believe preparatory to 
more advanced movements yet to·be taken as 
God shall direct. 

I take leave of my former mission with that 
sadness that comes on separating from friends, 
I thank them for their kindness and their 
forbearance toward me in my weakness, and 
trust God's blessing·s may attend them, and 
the efforts, doubly, of those appointed to 
labor in the Des Moines district. 

Hoping to be attended by the divine power 
and direction in entering the field lately as
signed, I am, 

Your colaborer and brother, 
C. SCOTT. 

FORT WORTH, Texas, May 28. 
Edito1's Herald:-I do not often trespass 

upon your space; bu·b as I have been contem
plating the changes occurring from time to 
time in the life of a missionary this morning, 
I have been led to reflect that it has been a 
long time since the Herald readers had had 
anything from my pen, and yet the changes 
have gone on. I went to conference this 
spring with a feeling that a change of field 
and work was in store for me; but when 
asked if I would take the oversight of the 
"Southwestern" mission, it came as a sur
prise to me and I accepted it with a full con
sciousness that l.t meant separation from 
loved ones at home, and also a separation 
from those whom I bad learned to hold dear 
through the ties of the gospel, and by a two 
years' asssociation lin church, Religio, and 
Sunday school work. I accepted, because 
years ago I had vowed to go wherever the 
Master might call me, and trust him to 
qualify me for the work. 

I left Lamoni for my home, April 24, and 
began at once preparing to leave for my mis
sion, expecting to leave the 11th of May. 
Sunday, May 6, I preached my farewell ser
mon, and was assured by a resolution unani
mously passed at the close of the meeting 
that my services and work had been appre
ciated, and that the Saints of St. Joseph 
wished me well in my new field. On the 
Monday night following I wa~ surprised at 
my home by the assembling of one hundred 
or more (one hundred and two by actual 
count, if we did not miss any) of the Saints, 
bringing with them ice cream and cake, and 
what was better, an assurance of their good 
will. After the greetings were over, and a 
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few minutes of social intercouse had been in
dulged in, the assembly was called to order 
by Bro. Best, when Bro. Winning, in a well 
chosen speech on the name of "Smith," pre
sented to myself and wife, as a token of ap
preciation of our labors, a generous sum of 
money; and to me as a token of esteem from 
Bro. D. H. Blair's Sunday school class, com
posed mostly of girls just bordering on to 
womanhood whom I had baptized, a beautiful 
tie pin, representing a star and crescent. So 
Monday, May 7, 1900, will always be remem-

. bered by me as a red letter day, and will 
mark one of the brightest spots in my life. 

Bro. Columbus Scott joined me on the lOth, 
and on the 11th, at 9:25 a.m., I bade farewell 
to loved ones, and in company with Bro. 
Scott I was away for Texas,-Bro. Scott to 
meet Elder J. W. Chism of the Christian 
Church in Oklaunion, I to act as his mod
erator. We arrived at Beaver, Texas, in the 
afternoon of the 12th, where we found Bro. 
A. J. Moore, and learned that he had just 
closed a discussion with a Baptist minister, 
and from comments by outsiders and others 
we were convinced that our cause had lost 
nothing by the investigation. We further
more learned that·the Saints, under the lead
ership of Bro. Moore and his excellent 
example, had made the name of Latter Day 
Saint honorable in that region. 

We stayed here over Sunday, Bro. Scott 
preaching to a full house in the evening, and 
on Monday took train for Oklaunion, to be 
ready for the debate, which was to begin 
Tuesday, at ten a. m. We were met at the 
train by Bro. Amend and taken to his home 
a mile away. The next day we met at nine 
a. m. to arrange preliminaries for the strug
gles. Mr. Chism opened up on the affirma
tive, defending his church in a properly 
worded proposition for four days of two ses
sions each day. Bro. Scott also affirmed his 
church in four days of two sessions each day. 
It was the old story of abuse and stories on 
one side, pitted against the word of God on 
the other, resulting as we believe in victory 
for us. 

Bro. Scott did well, starting out rather 
hoarse on account of cold contracted on the 
trip down and the dampness of the weather; 
he steadily improved to the end, which we 
took as a mark of divine favor. I was much 
surprised at the attitude assumed by our op
ponent and his moderator in refusing to kneel 
when we offered prayer; and when asked for 
a reason we were told that we were ''vile de-· 
ceivers," and they could not conscientiously 
kneel with us. 

Bro. Scott certainly showed himself a 
Christian gentleman in the discussion, and 
endeared himself to the Saints and friends. 
We believe the cause has lost nothing. 

Next day after the discussion Bro. Amend 
took us in his buggy to Bro. Moore's and the 
following day Bro. Scott took train for home, 
accompanied by Sr. Moore, who went to La
moni to visit her parents. Bro. Renfroe and 
myself went with them as far as Bower, 
where they left the train to wait for the 
north bound "Rock Island," while we contin
ued to Fort Worth, where we found a home 
with Bro. J. E. Nicoll and his excellent wife, 
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to recruit and catch up with our correspond
ence. 

We found our aged uncle, L. L. Wight, 
here g11.thering a few of the Saints and 
friends together in private houses and striv
ing to instruct them in the gospel. On the 
second night of my arrival here I preached 
my first sermon in Texas with good liberty, 
to about twelve "in" and "outsiders," in the 
home of Bro. McFarland. 

My uncle left me this morning to go to 
Cleburne to visit his son "Henry, and tell the 
gospel story there. I will remain here until 
the 31st, when I go to San Antonio, and 
from thence to Pipe Creek to attend the con
ference of the Southwestern Texas district. 

The year is before us; "What shall the 
harvest be?" With requests for prayers for 
this great mission, I am, 

Yours in bonds, 
H. 0. SMITH. 

LAMONI, Iowa, May 30. 
Editm·s Herald:-As I have never written 

a letter for your columns, I thought, inas
much as I was appointed by General Confer
ence as a missionary to labor in southern 
Indiana, I would give notice of my leaving 
the Decatur district today by the way of 
Burlington, enroute for St. Louis, by special 
request of my son, Edward, and J. C. Hitch
cock, president of the St. Louis branch, 
where it is expected that I will occupy in 
gospel work over Sunday. Thence onwar-d 
to Byrnville, Harrison county, Indiana, to 
commence work in the new field. In leaving 
the Decatur district, where I have labored 
for the past three years, I wish to say to both 
Saints and the many friends with whom I 
have associated so long, that I leave you re-· 
gretting that such association ends for a 
time. I am very thankful to all for kindness 
toward me in times of need. I have not 
words to express my thankfulness to God for 
his kindness in giving the aid of his Spirit in 
preaching the word and in administering in 
the ordinances of his gospel. 

I am also pleased that since the conference 
closed I have witnessed some marked mani
festations of God's power in healing several 
sick, some nigh unto death. I am glad of the 
opportunity I have had of leading seven more 
precious souls into the waters of baptism, 
one at Benton, four at Spring Valley, and 
two at Evergreen. I leave many others be
lieving, and hope they will not put off the 
time of their coming into the fold. 

May God speed the work. 
Yours for truth, 

T. J. BELL, 

XENIA, Ill., May 27. 
Editm·s IIerald:-For the information of my 

friends and correspondents I wish to say that 
the above will be my field address until fur
ther notice. 

I left my son's home at Baker, Kansas, on 
the 11th inst., and called on Bro. and Sr. 
Buckley, at Leavenworth, Kansas, almost the 
only members in that historic and populous 
city, which is situated so near the "center," 
in the "regions round about." 

On the 12th I left for St. Louis. Occupied 

at the city over two Sundays, morning and 
evening, and in the week time in the "vicin
ity missions." Was pleased with my visit 
and reception. Especially was I pleased with 
the invitation at parting, "come again, Bro. 
Davis." 

The street car strike is very detrimental to 
travelers. Hope they will "settle" soon. 

I left for this place on the 25th, and spent 
Sunday very pleasantly with the few mem
bers found here. There is no place for 
preaching. I hope matters will put on a 
more promising aspect as time passes along 
and we enter deeper into the heart of our 
field. In bonds, 

J. T. DAVIS. 
Address care of J. R. Gauger. 

FULTON, Iowa, May 31. l 

Editors Herald:-Are there not some of the 
Saints who are desirous of adopting a nice 
baby? Sr. Teters, who died last fall, left a 
young baby. The father, Bro. Wm. Teters, 
having several small children, is unable to 
take care of it longer, and would like to give 
it to some good Saint.s. It is a lovely baby, 
now nearly eleven months old. Any one de
siring any information can correspond with 
me, as I have the correspondence in charge. 
Address me at Fairbank, Bi.whanan County, 
Iowa. In bonds, 

J. RUSSELL SUT'l'ON. 

Oriuinal Postru. 
"JESUS WEPT." 

"Jesus wept." Oh words so blessed 
As ever mortal tongue expressed, 
To feel that Christ our Savior knows, 
And enters into all our woes. 

"Jesus wept." Not this alone, 
But rolled away the massive stone; 
So rocks of error may we move, 
Our love to God by service prove. 

"Jesus wept." This was not all; 
He, Lazarus from the the grave did call. 
Let us still call and strive to win, 
Poor erring mortals lost in sin. 

"Jesus wept." Yes, words and deeds 
Go hand in hand where'er He leads, 
Our precious pattern, guide, and friend, 
From birth through life and at the end. 

"Jesus wept." May we like Him 
Weep for each other's griefs and sin; 
That mutual love may others show, 
The Christ-life began on earth below. 

"Jesus wept." Oh bless the ti.me 
That I first read those words sublime; 
Then hasten, righteous reign of peace, 
When weeping shall forever cease. 

J AlliES L. EDWARDS. 
May 9, 1900. 

In the days of knighthood every man 
carried a sword and was ready to slash his 
neighbor upon the slightest pretext. When 
friends met they grasped one another by the 
right hand, thereby indicating peaceable in
tentions, as each one thus gave up to the 
other his fighting arm. That is why we 
shake with the right hand.-Ladies' Home 
Journal. 
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EDITED BY FRANCES. 

THE BOER'S HYMN. 

"Our strength Is In our God of hosts, 
Our times are In his hand; 

The wrath of man that Idly boasts, 
We fear not In the Rand. 

From farming dale, from soli and loam, 
We're coming, God of Might, 

The ramparts of our mountain home 
To shield. Guard thou the right." 

IN THE SHADOW OF THE OROSS. 
THE SPIRITUAL SIDE OF EVERYDAY SUB

JECTS DISCUSSED. 
IN THE GARDEN OF MY SOUL. 

"There's a fence about the garden of my soul; 
I built it up, and strive to keep It there." 

In the early days, when we children had 
our gardens in a row under the south wall, 
one of my brothers set up a rabbit hutch. 
My little plot came next to his, and as the 
door of the hutch was insecurely fastened, it 
happened once or twice that the tiny plants, 
on which much care and thought had been 
expended, were nibbled to the root. 

As a means of protection I built up a little 
fence with pieces of wood. This discouraged 
the rabbits, and if they escaped in the night 
they would roam onto the meadow beyond, or 
the family cabbages, and my garden was 
saved. 

One evening it happened that after weeding 
and watering, I stepped back hastily and 
broke down the fence in one place. It was 
late, and I thought: "Just for tonight it 
won't matter; I'll mend it in the morning." 

Just for tonight! And in the morning all 
the tender shoots were gone. 

The cultivation of souls is very much like 
gardening. The digging out and weeding, 
the planting, sowing and watering, the times 
of rapid growth, the times of rest. One can 
find parallels everywhere. 

But it was when thinking of a very impor
tant part of the soul's garden-one neglected 
by many people-that the old rabbit story 
came into my mind. 

THE FENCE. 

It is possible to carry on earth gardening 
without a fence, though it is not often satis
factory; but it is not possible to work success
fully in the soul garden unless a fence has 
been built up carefully all round and is kept 
intact. 

The materials of which this fence is to be 
built are definite rules of prayer, reading, 
worship. If there is no fence, neither will 
there be any progress in the soul garden; the 
only work done will be spasmodic and weak; 
the enemy may come in and trample as he 
will if there is no barrier to keep him out. 

If you wish to cultivate your soul, please 
make this fence at once and keep it whole. 
By this I don't mean make a lot of rules you 
cannot possibly keep; the fence should be of 
the very simplest materials, only when your 
simple rules are made they must be kept. 

"There's a fence about the garden of my soul; 
I built it up and strive to keep It there

A fence of quiet thought and meditation, 
or reading of God's word, and fervent prayer. 
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"If one corner of this fence ls left neglected, 

If I carelessly omit the prayer or praise, 
Through the tiny hole my enemy may creep in, 

And undo the patient gardening of long days. 

"But if I keep my fence quite firm and steady, 
And make it stronger as the days pass by, 

The garden of my son! which lies within it, 
Will be filled with flowers pleasing to the eye," 

And not only flowers, but fruit-fruit in the 
form of some work done for love of God and 
my neighbor. 

Just think for a minute, you who have 
built your fence ana cultivated your soil. 
Ask yourself: "Where is the fruit?" and be
lieve me, that unless there is some fruit of 
work and love, the condition of that soul gar
den cannot be satisfactory. 

Real religious improvement can never end 
in the mere cultivation of self. One always 
feels, for that reason, that David's prayer, ex
pressed in the fifty-first Paalm, is wonderfully 
comprehensive. He has expressed contrition, 
prayed that the sense of God's presence may 
not be taken from him, and says: "Then will 
I show thy ways to the wicked, and sinners 
shall be converted unto thee." (By the way, 
make that Psalm a part of your fence.) 
"All may eave self; but minds that heavenward tower, 
Aim at_a wider power-
Gifts on the world to shower. 
And thi• is (not at once) by fastings gained, 
And trials well sustained; 
By pureness, righteous deeds, and toils of love, 
Ahidance in the truth, and zeal for God above." 

One thing more. Don't deceive yourself 
into thinking that "Just for tonight it won't 
matter. I'll build up the fence-say t,he 
prayer, read my Bible-again tomorrow." 
For these are the very moments for which 
your bosom enemy is looking out. 

One evening's carelessness, and the work 
of months may be undone, and careless about 
the fence is inexcusable, because it is so easy 
to keep it in repair-that is, if you are wise 
enough to make it of a reasonable size, and 
not too ornamental. 

A LAST GOOD-BYE. 

I was glancing through Collier's Weekly, 
A popular home magazine, 

Where sketches from every nation 
By artists of fame may be seen. 

There were sketches of war with its horrors, 
And sketches of scenery grand, 

And many of drama and stage life, 
So brilliant in every land. 

I was turning from one to another, 
And carelessly passing them by, 

When I came to a very small picture, 
Where was written, "A Last Good-bye." 

A soldier boy waiting the transport,
Not one of our own boys in blue,

Whose face was a face to admire, 
So noble, yet tender and true. 

And there, with her hand on his shoulder, 
Looking lovingly up to her son, 

Stood his mother-his brave little mother
Who many a battle had won. 

Ot heart among hearts is the mother's! 
God help those who send their life's joy 

To fall 'neath the enemy's rifle; 
Once this man was her dear, baby boy. 

The years have passed by till that mother 
Looks up to the face of her son; 

But time cannot alter her feelings-
He must always be "mother's dear one." 

She has watched him grow upward to man· 
hood, 

Begrudging the years in their flight, 
Till at last he sails off to the battle, 

Where death and her son may unite. 

We read of the wives and the sweethearts, 
We read of the mothers so true; 

But I fear that we just pass it over, 
As people so oftentimes do. 

Far away in South Africa's region 
Wages war with causalities great, 

While at home are the grief-stricken loved 
ones; 

Whose sorrow no tongue can relate. 

Our lives with reality's burden 
Is filled to the utmost, 'tis true; 

But we always find time to be faithful 
To those of the Red, White, and Blue. 

Let us rise above prejudice ever, 
Dip low into sympathy's part; 

For we, with our Nation's proud banner, 
Cannot stoop to be selfish at heart. 

Ask the Father in heaven to comfort 
The souls that are bursting with pain,

The home-coming step they have waited 
Never rings on that threshhold again: 

For wives and for mothers whose dear ones 
Sink low 'mid the battle's wild roar; 

For each have a heart true and tender, 
Be they Spanish or British or Boer. 

DOLLIE. 
LuroNr, March, 1900. 

--------·~----

8tlndau 8nhool Department 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa."} 

A WASTED DAY. 

Of all the griefs that fall to men, 
I do not know a heavier than 
The thought, when I kneel down to pray: 

I've spent a useless day. 

I do not find, that I have done 
A deed that might God's praise have won, 
Or paid the debt I ought to pay: 

I've spent a useless day. 

I do not find, that I have said 
A word of comfort, or have shed 
A light on some one's weary way: 

I've spent a useless day. 

I do not find, that I have tried 
To help a brother by my side, 
Or drive his heavier cares away: 

I've spent a useless day. 

Oh! that the blood once shed by Thee, 
My soul from this offense may free: 
Lord Jesus, may Thou be my stay 

In Thy great judgment day! 
-Van Bolhuys, in the international Evangel, 
St. Louis. 
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LOOK for Brother Mintun's notice in an
other column. Whoever has the book will 
please return it soon. 

NEXT week will be ''Home Department" 
week. Watch for it, and put the thoughts 
and suggestions to work. 

Following this will be "Library" week. 
Many inquiries have reached us upon these 
two subjects, and in a few paragraphs we 
hope to present a few practical hints. 

WE wish to call especial attention to the 
position in which we are often placed. We 
are sent an article by some earnest worker, 
and the article possesses considerable merit. 
It shows much study in its preparation and 
contains many very good points. But it is 
long. Sometimes they are long enough to 
fill three issues of the Sunday school depart
ment in the Herald. Some of them are of 
such a charauter that to "cut" them would 
spoil them, and to use them entire is impos
sible because of the lack of space. So from 
them we can only take extracts, and this we 
fear may be interpreted as a way of dispos
ing of them without using them. We have 
papers now on hand which we have held 
some time hoping that we would get our 
space increased, in which case they would be 
"available." There are but very few of 
them that do not possess much that is good. 
We are pleased to receive them all, whether 
we are able to use them entire or not. They 
are a very good index of the work being done 
in the various districts, and from them come 
many very good suggestions. Some of our 
best thoughts and plans of work come from a 
suggestion found here or there in some one's 
pape!'. Send in your papers, send them 
every one; and if they cannot be used, in the 
course of time they will be returned if you re
quest it. 

A SIS'l'ER who is superintendent of a district 
Sunday school association writes: "We 
would like to have you attend and take 
charge of the Sunday school work at our dis
trict reunion to be held --, to continue 
about ten days. I think you are needed very 
badly, as there does not seem to be the inter
e8t in the Sunday school work in this district 
that there should be. Some lack interest, 
and others are young in the work and need 
encouragement and teaching. I wish that we 
might haYe a course of institute work at the 
reunion." This is not the exact language, 
but it is the exact thought of several others 
who have written upon the line of Sunday 
school and Religio work of our reunions. It 
expresses the condition which, to a more or 
less degree, exists in every district in the 
church. It expresses the thought, too, 
which many have expressed, that these re
unions are very fitting places to do institute 
work for the two auxiliary societies. Many 
of our earnest Sunday school and Religio 
workers may be reached there who are not 
permitted to attend the general institute or 
convention, or even the district institute. 
They may be reached, too, by some one of the 
general officers-an opportunity somewhat 
rare, be it worth wh!l!t it may. Mu<;b, gop!} 
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has resulted from the work done at the re
unions, notwithstanding the very limited 
time and opportunity usually g-ranted. The 
workers have come in contact one with an
other and with the general officers, have ex
changed thoughts and experiences, have been 
dri.lled in the actual work of teaching or con
ducting a Sunday school, have furnished good 
food for scores of children who had naught 
else to do or to interest them, and have 
carried with them to their homes a new zeal 
and love for the work which has not been 
barren of results. 

This work has been done in most cases at 
the "off hours," or outside of the regular 
meeting hours. Sunday school and Religio 
workers have often begun their .work at half 
past seven in the morning, so as to have time 
for a session before the regular work of the 
reunion began. Another session after the 
afternoon meeting is usually held. These, 
together with the four regular sessions of the 
reunion, make a very long, wearisome day for 
the few upon whom the work must fall. But 
they have stood by the work without a waver 
or complaint; and for their extra effort may 
they be abundantly blessed. 

But we see a brighter day coming. Several 
of the reunion committees have in years past 
adopted the plan of dispensing with the after
noon preaching services upon week days and 
turning the time over to the Sunday school 
and Religio to occupy in institute and other 
work. The committees of other reunions are 
considering the matter, and some state that 
they will probably do likewise. This is cer
tainly a step in the right direction; for it is 
quite conclusive that no one has either the 
strength or the disposition to listen to three 
sermons a day for ten days and get the full 
benefit that could be derived from them were 
there fewer in number. A variety of exer
cises is what ma,kes it possible to do much 
work in a day without becoming too much 
worn out. 

If all the reunion committees will make 
provision for time in which to do the work of 
the Sunday school and Religio, strenuous 
efforts will be made to provide profitable work 
for the time allotted. But do not make the 
mistake of setting apart one whole day for 
Sunday school work and cut it out of all 
other days. Better blj jar for both the work 
of the Sunday school and the reunion that 
the work be run through four days than to 
have the four sessions in one day. To bring 
it all in one day destroys the "variety" 
spoken of before for both the Sunday school 
and the reunion proper. Set aside the after
noon sessions of each day, from Monday till 
Friday, and give the Sunday school and Re
ligio a chance, such as you would wish to 
have given you many places in the world,-a 
chance to be heard and a hearing,-and we 
believe you will be satisfied with the results. 

Last year Bro. C. P. Faul, superintendent 
of the Far West, Missouri district, and also 
one of the Maysville reunion committee, ex
tended us the very opportunity for work that 
we have just urged upon all reunion com
mittees; but circumstances over which we 
had not control prevented our attending the 
meeting. We had hope that we could attend 
t.ill it w&s too l&te to W!l<~e other.provis!ons, 
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The committee did their part, but we were 
not able to do ours. We do not mean that 
there was no Sunday school or Religio work 
done, for we received report of very good 
work done in both departments; but that the 
officers of the General Association failed to 
reach there or to provide any program of 
work. We sincerely trust that it may not so 
happen again, and that the committee will 
not feel discouraged or slighted. We much 
regret that we were obliged to disappoint 
you, brethren, notwithstanding we did the 
best we could. 

We would like to hear from every reunion 
committee, giving the probable date and 
place of next reunion. Also would like to 
hear from the Sunday school association offi
cers of the districts connected with reunions. 
Please do not neglect this. 

LOST. 
I have lost trace of a book entitled "Ob· 

jects and Outlines of Teaching," which I 
have loaned to some one. It is bound in cloth 
of a green color. My name and address is 
written on the fly leaf in front of book. Will 
the one who has it return it to me at once, as I 
need it in my work. J. F. MINTUN. 

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, May 25, 1900. 

Gonfsrsn~B Mintltss. 
EASTERN WALES. 

Conference was held at the Saints' hall, 137 
Severn Road, Canton, Cardiff, May 12 and 
13. Called to order by Elder A. N. Bishop, 
president. Appropriate remarks were made 
by Elder Bishop, in which he extended a 
hearty welcome to all visiting Saints. Elder 
T. S. Griffiths, vice president, followed with 
words of counsel and advice. Branch reports: 
Lydney, 36; gain 6. Cardiff and Nantyglo, 
no change: Ministry reporting: Elders A. 
N. Bishop baptized 5, T. S. Griffiths baptized 
1, T. Gould, T. Jones, J. Jones, and Henry 
Ellis; Priest D. Edmunds; Teacher C. Kel
sey; Deacon Moroni Bishop. District 
treasurer's report: Total receipts £2. 3s. lltd., 
total expenses 13s.; balance in hand £1. lOs. 
lHd. Bishop's ag-ent's report: Balance in 
hand last report £1. 14s. 5d.; received £3. 
lOs.; total £5. 4s. 5d.; expenditure £1. lOs. 
lOd.; balance in hand £3. 13s. 7d. Both re
ports were ordered audited and auditing com
mittee reported that reports were correct. 
Recommendation from Cardiff branch for the 
ordination of Bro. A. W. Trenchard to the 
office of a priest was then considered and 
unanimously adopted, and ordination ordered 
during this conference. Recommendation 
from Nantyglo branch for the ordination to 
the office of a priest of James Evans was then 
considered. The recommendation was unani
mously indorsed and ordination ordered dur
ing this conference. At this juncture Elder 
David Lewis president of the Western dis
trict of Wales, was called upon to address the 
conference. Resolved, that we accept the 
"rules of representation" as presented by the 
committee ordered to draft same at our 
last conference. The spiritual authorities of 
the church in America were sustained; also, 
Elder A. N. Bishop as mi1111ions.ry of Southern 
England and Wales. All the elders, priests, 
teachers, a.nd deacon• were sustained in 
righteousness by our faith and prayers. Bro. 
Bishop tendered his resign~~otion as president 
of the district, so that his hands may be free 
to labor under his appointment. Resignation 
accepted, and Elder Thomas Gould was 
Qb,oee!l, h~ ~i!l [>tep.(l.. ]:lder ',J:'. E). Griffiths, 
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vice president, Moroni Bishop, clerk; and 
Elder Henry Ellis, district treasurer. Sun
day morning, short addresses by the following 
elders: Thomas Jones, Thomas S. Griffiths, 
Henry Ellis, Thomas Gould, and A. N. 
Bishop. At two p. m., Saints' fellowship 
meeting, in which James Evans was ordained 
a priest under the hands of Elders Thomas 
Jones, T. Gould, and A. N. Bishop; and Bro. 
A. W. Trenchard under the hands of Elders 
A. N. Bishop, Thomas Gould, and Thomas 
Jones. The sacrament was then administered 
by Elders Henry Ellis and Thomas Gould. 
Fourteen testimonies and eight prayers, and 
several hymns, with tongues, interpretation 
of tongues, and also the gift of prophecy was 
enjoyed, and the hearts of God's peonle made 
glad. At six p. m., preaching by Elders A. 
N. Bishop and David Lewis. Thus ended a 
peaceable and profitable conference. Ad
journed to meet at the call of the president. 

MANCHESTER. 
The above district conference was held 

April14, 15, and 16, convening for business 
at five p. m. the 14th in South Manchester 
branch 3 Denton Street, Upper Moss Lane, 
Hulme, England. Elder Joseph Dewsnup, 
Sen., district president, in the chair. J. 
Baty, secretary. Delegate credential were 
presented and received from North Manches
ter, Elder J. Dewsnup, Jr.; Farnworth, Elder 
Joseph Harper; Wigan, Elder W. Spargo: 
Northeast Manchester, Elder G. W. Leggott; 
Leeds, Elder W. R. Roberts; South Man
chester, Priest John Foden. District presi
dent's twenty-second annual report read, and 
it was resolved to consider it as soon as all 
the reports have been read. 

F'inancial secretary's report read, showing 
balance in hand at last report £2. 12s. lOd.; 
income for the conference year £35. 4s. Hd.; 
total £37. 16s. lHd.: expenditure £27. 03. ld.; 
balance in hand £10. 16s. 10M. Missionary 
Home Fund account: Balance in hand £1. 
12s. ld.; income 18s. 6d.; total £2. lOs. 7d.; 
expenditure lOs.; balance in hand £2. Os. 7d. 
This report was referred to Elders George 
Baty and Thomas Taylor to audit and report 
upon. 

Spiritual reports of branches and mission 
read: Hunslet Car mission (Leeds) by Elder 
James Moir. Burley (Leeds) branch by 
Priest Walter Aveyard. Leeds branch by 
Elder Tom Roberts. Northeast Manchester 
branch by Elder G. W. Leg-gott. East Man
chester branch by ElderS. F. Mather. North 
Manchester branch by Elder J. Dewsnup, Jr. 
South Manchester branch by Elder J. Baty. 
South Salford branch by Elder Edwin Nixon. 
.H'arnworth branch by Elder Joseph Harper. 
Wigan branch by Elder James Spargo. 

Elders Joseph and George Greenwood of 
Stafford, Birmingham district, having ar
rived, were by vote invited to participate in 
the business and exercises of the conference. 
Ministerial reports: By resolution these re
ports, together with all the licenses of the 
ministry of the district, were referred to a 
committee of the whole to consider, and re
port on Monday. A recommendation for the 
ordination of Priest Walter Aveyard of 
Burley (Leeds) branch to the office of elder, 
was read. It was also requested that the 
case of Bro. A. E. Gayter, whose recommeda
tion to the office of priest lies on the t,able, 
be reconsidered. 

The next business was the consideration of 
the president's report. The president vaca
ted the chair, which was taken by the vice 
president, Elder Henry Greenwood. The re
port read as follows: Dear Brethren, in pre
senting you with this my twenty-second 
annual report of the spiritual condition of 
the aforesaid district. for the conference year 
ending March 31, 1900, I take the opportunity 
of acknowledging the hand of our heavenly 
Father in his care over each of us in the 
period which has now passed away, leaving 
only the remembrance of its joys and sorrows, 
pleasJJres an(l pains, wit!:! l'!ll9lf advantages a.s 
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wise men may reap from such experiences, 
conducing,. I trust, to the development of our 
integrity before God, the increase of our 
atrength and faith in the Lord, and in "the 
power of his might," with a stronger de
termination than ever to continue the "Battle 
to the Gate," so that ultimately with our 
Father's permission we may enter in and en
joy t.he promised reward. In reference to 
the spiritual condition of the district, I re
gret that I am unable to report any very sub
stantial progress in this direction. The 
spiritual condition of the district still leaves 
much to be desired. The presiding officers 
of the several branches are, so far as I know, 
in harmony with district action; and with 
very few exceptions the same may be said of 
the elders and others responsible to district 
authority. I am sorry to report that in my 
opinion the policy pursued by the mission 
authorities for some time past have been 
more or less hostile to the policy pursued so 
long and successfully by those responsible for 
the government and control of the district. 
Motives have been impugned, intelligence 
questioned, and official actions travestied. 
For proof of this I refer you to missionary 
correspondence in Herald and Ensign during 
the last eighteen months or two years, as 
well as to your own experiences at the late 
mission and other conferences. Personally, 
since the period named, I must confess that 
the relationship betwixt the mission presi
dent and myself has not been as cordial as it 
might.have been, having differed upon mat
ters affecting more or less the discipline and 
control of branch and district organization, 
the needs and character of missionary labor, 
as well as the manner and method of Sunday 
school control. These differences, if con
tinued, can only perpetuate strife, eliminate 
unity, destroy peace, and injure the work of 
God amongst us. I have therefore decided 
to place my resignation as the presiding offi
cer of the Manchester district in your hands. 
Thank:ing you for the confidence and trust 
you have reposed in me during the many 
years that you have sustained me in the dis
charge of the important duties of the office to 
which the church elected me over twenty
two years ago, and I trust that the same 
generous and trustful sympathy may be as 
freely accorded to my successor as it has 
been to myself. Still affirming my faith in 
the latter-day work, and in the divine calling 
of the martyr prophet, Jos<i'ph Smith, I re
main your brother and colaborer in the gos
pel of Christ. 

The report having been considered and 
several questions thereon asked and answered, 
the farther consideration of it was deferred 
till Monday. Nine a. m. was announced for 
committee on licenses and reports to meet; 
conference business to be resumed upon the 
rising of the court. 

The services tomorrow, Sunday, to be held 
in tbe Vestry Hall, Hulme Town Hall at 
10:30 a. m., two and 6: 30 p. m. Speakers: 
Morning, Elder George Greenwood, Stafford; 
evening, Elder Joseph Greenwood, Stafford; 
afternoon session for fellowship. 

Monday, called to order at 1:25 p. m. The 
committee on licenses, etc., reported as fol
lows: Your committee beg leave and report. 
We recommend that the license of Elder 
Thomas Hughes be endorsed and restored. 
Elder Joseph Bennett and Priest D. Aitken, 
Jun., who have failed to report according to 
district rule 5, be wri,tten to by the secretary 
asking for explanation of neglect. We further 
recommend that the license of Elder Samuel 
Bennett, Priests John Morgan, Robert Hod
son, Thomas H. Spargo, Ed Ed ward, and S. 
Warren, Teachers J. W. Fox, .Jesse Porter, 
and George Bolton be continued under sus
pension; and that the licenses of Priest B. J. 
Finshel, Teachers Joseph Laycock and F. 
Green be suspended by this conference; and 
that the license of Priest Ed win Tordoff be 
referred to the district president for adjudi
cation; and that in the case of Elder Samuel 
~ern:Jt'tt~ oomll}itt~@ l;Je t9 

gate and rl')port to next conference; and we 
further recommend that the licenses of all 
the priesthood with these exceptions be en
dorsed. There are in the district 34 elders, 
23 priests, 14 teachers, and 14 deacons. Re
port received and adopted. 

The consideration of the president's report 
and resignation was now resumed. After 
several brethren had spoken, permission was 
asked and granted for the introduction of the 
following, as it had a bearing upon the ques
tion before the conference; namely, "Re
solved, that this, the 1900 annual conference 
of the Manchester district of the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
is of the opinion that much strife and conten
tion woulQ. be avoided, the best interests of 
the work conserved, and the law of God 
observed, if the general missionary laborers 
of the church prosecuted vigorously the work 
lying before them without the limits of or
ganized districts .and branches, leaving the 
w01·k in these latter organizations to the 
oversight and administration of the local 
ministry; except where there is definite and 
distinct evidence of gross neglect of duty, or 
where invitation to labor within the district 
or branch without the limits of a district, has 
been extended by the authm·ity thereof. 
And be it always provided that nothing in 
the aforesaid shall be taken as objecting to 
wise and discreet supervision and visitation 
by the missionaries in charge or the general 
authorities of the church." 

This was discussed, put upon its passage 
and adopted. A motion to amend having 
been put and lost. On resuming the discus
sion on the report, a little time having 
elapsed in which several brethren spoke, the 
following was submitted: Resolved, that we 
regret the reasons which have caused the 
president of the district to report as he has, 
and to tender his resignation; and we very 
respectfully show our utmost confidence in 
our brother by asking him to reconsider and 
withdraw his resignation, and hereby pledge 
ourselves to severally and collectively sup
port him in his office and calling. On this 
being put to the vote it was carried by every 
person in the assembly rising to his feet. 

Elder ·Dewsnup said that in compliance 
with this unanimous wish of his brethren, he 
would continue as hitherto to serve them to 
the best of his ability; thanked the body for 
its sympathy and support. The next item on 
the agenda was as follows: The attention of 
this assembly having been called to letters 
appearing in the Saints' Herald of October 
18, 1899, and January 17, 1900, over the signa
tures of Elders F. G. Pitt and William New
ton, and it appearing unto us that the said 
communications are reflective upon the in
tegrity and ability of the elders of this dis
trict; be it resolved that we hereby place on 
record in the minutes of this conference, our 
deep deprecation of the unfriendly and hos
tile spirit that has prompted the aforesaid 
ministers of the gospel and general church 
appointees to so grossly misrepresent the 
official ministerial actions of the very large 
majority of the elders of this district. Car
ried unanimously. 

Recommendations for ordinations: That 
Priest Walter Aveyard be ordained an elder, 
and Bro. Albert Gayter a priest, was placed be
fore the meeting. The president called upon 
Elder T. Taylor to offer prayer on behalf of the 
conference, that the Spirit of the Lord in
fluence our voting when considering these 
recommendations. After prayer had been 
offered, it was moved that Bro. A veyard be 
ordained to the office of elder. This was 
carried by the unanimous vote of the confer
ence. The Leeds brethren having shortly to 
depart by train to their homes, the president 
called upon Elders Henry Greenwood, James 
Moir, and John W. Rushton, to ordain our 
brother; this was done, Bro. Rushton being 
spokesman, the Holy Spirit's presence be
ing felt by all present. Permission to ordain 
Bro. A. Gayter to the office of priest, was 
~lsQ Pll~tl~mously acQorq.ed1 subject to the ap~ 
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proval of the branch to which he belongs at 
the time of the ordination. 

The auditors presented their report upon 
the financial secretary's accounts were 
handed back for completion, reported the 
books correct and well kept. l{eport re
ceived and ordered spread upon the minutes. 
The financial secretary's report was then re
ceived and adopted. On motion the financial 
secretary and treasurer were authorized to 
open a banking account, and to place all sur
plus moneys therein. Brn. S. F. Mather, J. 
Dewsnup, Jr., W. R. Roberts, were appointed 
a commntee to inquire into the feasibility of 
running a monthly paper in the interests 
of the district. Bro. John .l!,oden was sus
tained as musical director of the district for 
the next conference year. Resolved that the 
rota preaching plan, together with the sys
tem of assistant elders to branches be con
tinued. Vote of thanks accorded to Elder 
William R. Armstrong for past labors in con
nection with tract distribution. Resolved 
that the authorities of the church-local, 
district, and general-be sustained in right
eousness, according to law. Re~olved that 
a copy of the minutes of this conference be 
sent up for publication fn the Saints' Herald. 
Resolved that the location of the next con
ference be left to the district authorities. 
Votes of thanks were given to the South Man
chester branch for use of meeting room; to the 
catering committee, chorister and musicians, 
Saints for locating visitors, etc. The presi
dent said in conclusion he was thankful to 
God for his blessing upon the conference, and 
the good feeling manifested during the whole 
of the sessions. The business of the confer
ence being completed, the session was turned 
into a fellowship meeting, Elder Henry Green
wood in charge. He made a few opening 
remarks, and thanked the Lord for the suc
cess of the conference; said he believed that 
which had been done would be of lasting 
benefit to the work of God in this district. A 
number of soul-cheering testimonies were 
borne; they were humble, spiritual utter
ances. An enjoyable conference was brought 
to a close by smgiog, and prayer by Elder J. 
Dewsnup, Sen. The Sunday services were 
largely attended, and were marked by an 
outpouring of God's Holy Spirit, cheering 
and encouraging to both Saints and stran
gers. 

POTTA W ATTAMIE. 
District conference met at Underwood, 

Iowa, May 26; Apostle J. ·w. Wight presiding, 
assisted by Elders D. R. Chambers and Robert 
McKenzie. After receiving and approving a 
report of delegate credentials, prepared by 
the secretary, statistical reports were read 
from the branches as follows: Boomer 30 
members; loss l. Council Bluffs 259; loss l. 
Crescent, 163; gain 3. Fontanelle 40; no 
change. Hazel Dell 64; loss 5. North Star 
103; loss 1. Wheeler 80; no change. Total 
branch enrollment 739; loss to the district by 
death 4, letters not returned 6, gain by letter 
1, by baptism 5; ordinations, 1 priest and 1 
teacher; marriages 5. Ministry present and 
reporting: Apostle J. W. Wight; High 
Priests, Charles Derry, C. A. Beebe, J. P. 
Carlile; Seventy, H. N. Hansen, D. R. Cham
bers, Henry Kemp, I. M. Smith; Elders D. 
Parish, D. K. Dodson, W. D. Bullard, Levi 
Graybill, Joshua Carlile, J. S. S •rain, and R. 
McKenzie; Priests Thomas Scott, Samuel 
Underwood, C. C. Larson, L. G. Wood, P. M. 
Hansen, J. A. Yochom; TeachersP. W. Fred
erickson, P. T. Anderson, Jonathan Bullard, 
A. B. Smith. By letter: High Priest, C. G. 
Mcintosh; Elders Senterlow Butler M. W. 
Culbertson, C. Carstensen, J. J. Christensen. 
The secretary reported receipts for delegates 
to General Conference from Boomer $1. 75, 
Council Bluffs $6.15, Crescent $5, Fontaneile 
$3.15, Hazel Dell, none, North Star $2.25, 
Wheeler $4.25; total $22.15. The Bishop's 
agent, J. P. Carlile, reported: Balance on 
b~nd last report, $55.56; co!looted since $457 ,. 

'fHE SAINTS' HERALD; 

80; total $513.36; paid to Bishop E. L. Kelly 
$100; to Sr. E. Caffall $45, poor $!0; total 
$455; balance on hand $58.36. Report 
received. On motion all elders, priests, 
teachers, and deacous are requeated to labor 
under- the direction of the district president. 
Elder D. H. Cbambers was elected district 
president, H. N. Hansen vice president, J. 
Chas. Jensen secretary, .J.P. Carlile sustained 
as Bishop's agent, all for three months. Ad
journed to meet at Hazel Dell, Iowa, Satur
day, August 25, at ten a. m. --

8lfndau 8~hool 1ls8o~ia1ions. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
London district Sunday school convention 

will meet with St. Thomas branch, Friday, 
June 15, at 2:30 p. m., one day before confer
ence. We heartily urge all to attend. Sun
day school secretaries will please make out 
their reports; and superintendents, write out 
brief accounts of yout· schools, general condi
tion, and the intereet taken therein by the 
pupils and the Saints. Send all reports to 
Willie Evans, 474 Adelaide Street, London, 
Ontario. 

Northern Michigan district Sunday school 
association will convene at Boyne City, June 
22, at 9: 30 a. m. A full report of schools de
sired. Come all and help us to make it a 
success and the means of advancement in the 
district. W. D. ELLIS, Supt. 

C. B. JOICE, Sec. 

Convention of Northeastern Illinois dis
trict Religio association will convene at Mis
sion, Illinois, June 22, at 3:15 p. m. (see 
conference notice in this issue for directions 
as to how to reach Mission). The election of 
officers occurs at this convention, as well as 
other important business, and it is hoped 
that all the Religio workers and friends in 
the district will make an especial effort to 
be present. Come prepared to take part in 
the convention, and to help to make it a suc-
cess. MARIE H. CLARK, Pres. 

South Mi~souri district Sunday school con
vention will convene at the Saints' chapel, 
five miles east of Ava, Douglas County, Mis
souri, July 6, at ten a. m., and close at night 
with an entertainment. The schools through
out the district should take notice, and come 
well prepared with good thoughts on Sunday 
school work, songs, recitations, essays, etc., 
suitable for the occasion. Remember, it is 
on the day before the conference, and at the 
same place. 

J. C. CHRESTENSEN, Supt. 
MARY STEELE, Asst. Supt. and Sec. 

jVlis~ellanaolfs Dapar1men1. 
NOTICE HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 

The Board of Publication consists of the 
following persons: E. L. Kelley, President: 
John Smith, Treasurer and Business Mana
ger; J. A. Gunsolley, Secretary; Fred B. 
Blair, and J. W. Wight. The first two 
named are the Executive Committee. 

We hereby call upon all who are indebted 
to the Publishing House to make settlement 
as early as possible, and thus lend their finan
cial support to this important branch of 
church work. The price of the Herald will 
hereafter be $1.50 per year to all persons, and 
all subscribers who are in arrears for six 
months will be dropped from the list unless 
a1·rangements are made with the Publishing 
House for payment. AU Herald subscribers 
who are now in debt will be permitted to set
tle upoq tije basis of $1.50 per yell!r, provi(Ung 
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such settlements are made within six months 
from this date. 

Bgok agents are requested, if possible, to 
make returns to this Publishing House the 
first of each month, and to ceast1 retaining 
commissions on sales when they order books, 
so long as they are in debt. Commissions 
when due will be allowed when settlements 
are made. "Pay what thou owest," is a part 
of the divine plan; and "Owe no man any
thing but love," should be observed by all 
Saints. Prompt payments insure confidence 
in business as well as religion, and confidence 
is essential to success. 

A new catalogue of books will be issued as 
soon as possible. 

Remittances should be made by post office 
and express orders, bank drafts on Chicago, 
or registered letters. 

Send all business letters and make all 
money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

Personal matters mark John Smitl:>. Write 
your orders plain, pointed, and legible, de
scribing just what you want, with name and 
price as advertised, so that mistakes may be 
avoided. 

Volume 3 of Church History is now in 
preparation and we will fill orders as soon as 
ready. 

In view of the great increase of the free 
list the Board has found it necessary to say 
that after June 1, 1900, the Autumn Leaves 
will not be sent free to the missionaries' 
families; but the Saints' He1·ald will be fur
nished as heretofore. 

Bills to May 1 are being sent to all debtors, 
and we kindly ask you to help us. If there 
are mistakes we will gladly correct them on 
evidence. JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

WANTED. 
To borrow money for the Herald Pub

lishing House, in su'IIs from one hundred 
dollars and upwards, for which we will give 
ample security, and pay interest. 

FOR SALE. 
By the Herald Publishing House, one large 

cottage, with nearly two acres of land, and 
barn, fruit trees, and fine lawn, bounded by 
four streets, and near the Herald Office. 
Cash, or part payment. For particulars in· 
quire of John Smith, Treasurer, Lock Box E, 
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

May 29, 1900. 3t 

BISHOP'S NOTICE. 
To the Saints of the Decatur District, 

Greeting:-The bishopric of the Decatur dis
trict is now fully organized, and the hearty 
cooperation of the Saints in this distdct is 
earnestly desired, so that the work may be 
done as it should,-that the poor may be 
cared for, that the needs of the families of 
the missionaries may be supplied, and that 
other legitimate church expenses may be 
met. This can be done only by a united 
effort on the part of all concerned-and surely 
all Saints are concerned. 

The bishop of the district and his counselors 
will receive and receipt for tithes and offer
ings wherever they may be; but for the con· 
venience of these in the several localities we 
have made arrangements with the follow
ing persons to act as solicitors, who will 
receipt for tithes and offerings and report to 
us once a month:-

In the Davis City branch, H. A. Hartshorn; 
in the Leon branch, Asa S. Cochran; in the 
Pleasanton branch, Lewis Moffett; in the 
Allendale branch, Arthur B. Whorlow; in 
the Centerville branch, David Archibald; in 
the Lucas branch, Thomas Hopkins; in the 
Cleveland branch, John Jervis; in the Rite
man branch, Sr. Ellen White; in the Ellston 
branch, Joseph A. Anderson; in the Green
ville branch, John Lovell; in the Evergreen 
branch, A. V. Minton; in the Lone Rock 
br~nch, Fr&n~ !!itchcock.;. · · · · · 
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In Lamoni, we have made arrangements 
whereby money can be paid to any of the fol
lowing: Bishop E. L. Kelley; John Smith, 
business manager of the Herald Office; W. A. 
Hopkins, cashier of the State Bank; and F. 
M. Smith, who can usually be found at the 
Herald Office. When possible pay to the 
last named or one of the bishopric. However, 
any one of the above-named will gladly give 
receipts for moneys. 

WM. ANDERSON, Bishop. 
FRANK M. WELD, l 
FREDK. M. SMITH, f Counselors. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints and Missionaries of Indiana, 

Greeting:-Having been appointed submis
sionary in charge of the above-named State, 
I desire the prayers and hearty cooperation 
of all the Saints and missionaries in the work 
of God .. We know that the laborers are few, 
but tt-ust that the moral and spiritual 
strength of the few may be equal to the task 
before us. It will be our aim to open up as 
many new places as possible, and leave the 
work in the branches with local officers, as 
much as the best interest of the work will 
permit and not injure the work at large. 

I am unacquainted with the needs of the 
work in the southern part of the State, but 
will try to reach that part before long. 

I trust the missionaries will push the work 
in their field of labor to its utmost, as we be
lieve the time is growing short for the Gen
tiles, and this gospel must be preached. We 
must not say the Lord delayeth his coming, 
and ill treat his servants, for he will come and 
reckon with his servants. So let us work 
and build up his kingdom-in fact work to
gether, God helping us to do it in an accept
able way to him. 

I trust the Saints will help with their 
tithes and offerings to keep every missionary 
in the field. Your brother for work, 

G. A. SMITH, Submissionary. 
Home address: Box 23, Fremont, Steuben 

County, Indiana. 

I have made arrangements to enter into the 
field of labor assigned me about June 1. As 
I have been placed in charge of Clinton, Mis
souri, district, with Elder Lee Quick assistant, 
A. C. Silvers and J. N. Stephenson mission
aries, I take pleasure in making things as 
pleasant for all in the district as possible. 
And to do this we must all feel interested and 
work together in the spirit of the gospel in 
this great gospel work. Those holding the 
priesthood wishing to join us in the prosecut
ing of this work will notify me of the fact. I 
will fi11d work for them. Bro. Stephenson 
and I expect to follow up the tent work; invi
tations from you for it are looked for, and 
when received will be given our careful at
tention. Address me at Lowry City, Mis
souri. A cordial invitation is given to every 
one in the district to give a lending hand. 

Yours in the faith, 
T. R. WHITE. 

To the Saints of Southern Texas, Greet
ing:-Whereas, General Conference has as
signed me, as my field of labor, in your midst 
the coming year, let me ask of you in the va
rious parts of this great field to write me 
where openings for preachinll can be had. 
And the scattered Saints are especially in
vited to correspond. Think of it,'·Saints, the 
great field of Texas, and then count up the 
number of laborers assigned to this vast field. 
Surely the quotation of Luke 10: 2 has again 
come to pass. The harvest truly is great, but 
the laborers are few. Now, dear Saints, shall 
we not marshal our small and scattered forces 
and meet the enemy on his own ground, and 
if we only succeed this year in driving in his 
pickets and sowing the good seed, surely 
there will be reaping by and by, for this gos
pel must fill the whole earth. 

C. F. BELKHAM. 
A-ddress; Deatin1 Polj,{ Co, Texas, · 
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CANADIAN SAINTS TAKE NOTICE. 
REDUCED FARES TO ST. ~'HOMAS CON

FERENCE. 
We have made arrangements with the un

dermentioned railw&ys: Grand Trunk, Carna
dian Pacific, Michigan Central, Lake Erie, 
and Detroit. Delegates must purchase first
class full fare one way tickets to St. Thomas, 
and obtain certificates to that effect on stand
ard certificate form, form 98. Ticket agents 
are supplied with standard certificates and 
are instructed to issue on application. Pur
chase your ticket and obtain your certificate 
at least fifteen minutes before train time. On 
arrival in St. Thomas present certificate to 
me; I will sign it, and you will, when you 
desire to return home, present certfi
cate to the agent and you will receive 
the following rates, as per agreement. If 
three hundred have certificates, you return 
home free. If fifty you return at one third of 
the one way first-class fare. If less than fifty 
at two thirds, of the one way first· class fare. 
This applies over all roads mentioned above. 
All members are delegates. Tickets good to 
f!O on June 13 to 15; to return from 15 to 19. 
No ~::;top over permitted. School convention 
meets June 14. Conference meets June 15, at 
ten a.m. We expect President Joseph Smith 
will be present. R. C. EvANS. 

WATERFORD, Ontario, May 30,1900. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of London district will meet 

with St. Thomas branch, June 16 and 17, in
stead of 9 and 10 as per resolution; the date 
having been changed on account of an ex
pected visit from Jo~Jeph Smith. Arrange
ment will be made with all railways of 
Ontario for reduced rates. Purchase a sin
gle ticket to St. Thomas, and ask the ticket 
agent for delegates certificate to Latter Day 
Saints conference. If fifty are present hav
ing certificates you will get home for one 
third fare, but if three hundred are present, 
you will get home free. Secretaries, please 
send statistical reports of branches to Elder 
R. C. Evans, 474 Adelaide Street, London. 
Ministerial reports should also be sent. Let 
all who possibly can come to this conference, 
and bring the Spirit of the Lord with you. 
Be sure to come in time for the Sunday 
school convention on Friday afternoon. 

MAGGIE MACGREGOR, Sec. 

South Missouri district conference will 
convene with Sweden branch, in the new 
Saints' chapel, five miles east of Ava, Douglas 
County, Missouri, commencing on Saturday, 
July 7, at ten a. m. Branch presidents and 
clerks, please take notice, and have your 
branch business meetings from eight to ten 
days before conference. Branch presidents 
and officers that have labored outside of 
branches are requested to report in writing. 
The election of district officers will take 
place at this conference, hence look for a 
large delegation. Send all reports, petitions, 
and communications to my home address, 
Beaver, Doug-las County, Missouri. 

J .• C. CHRESTENSEN, Pres. and Sec. 

Conference of Texas Central district will 
convene with Cook's Point branch, July 7, at 
ten a. m. Branch oijlcers will please see 
that their reports are correctly made out. 
Let all· officers report in person, if able; if not, 
send report to district secretary. The Sun
day school convention will convene the 6th, 
the day before conference. Come all, with 
the Spirit of the Lord, and let us have a 
profitable conference. 

S. R. HAY, Pres. 

Conference of Northeastern Illinois dis
trict.will convene at Mission, Illinois, June 
23, at ten a. m. It is expected that the new 
church will be dedicated at this time, and it 
~6 hopeg tq f!a,ve ijro .• Joseph Smith present? 

Mission is about eight miles from Seneca, on 
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific rail
road and about the same distance from Sheri
dan, on the C. B. and Q. R. R. All persons 
coming by rail will therefore please notify 
Bro. Thomas Hougas, Stavanger, Illinois, 
what road they will coml'l on, what time, day, 
etc. Do not put off writing Bro. Hougas un
til the last day, but write him in plenty of 
time, so that arrangements can be made to 
meet every one. ELMER E. JOHNSON, Sec. 

St. Louis district conference will convene 
in the Saints' chapel, 2518 Elliott Avenue, 
St. Louis, Missouri, on Saturday evening, 
June 23, at seven o'clock, and on the follow-
lowing Sunday. J. G. SMITH, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
Persons coming to conference from a dis

tance, which will be held at Tilbury, June 9 
and 10, will please send a postal card to the 
secretary, so that we may meet all. 

M. MIFFLIN, Sec. 
A. F. CARLESS, Ass't. 

BORN. 
DOOKSTADER.-To Bro. F. A. and Sr. 

Joanna Dockstader, of Bevier, Missouri, on 
February 28, 1900, a daughter. Blessed May 
20, by Elders F. T. Mussell and F. A. Evans, 
and named Ora Fay. 

DIED. 
NEIDFFER.-Sr. Ada E. Dara Neidffer was 

born April 7, 1862; died March 29, 1900. She 
was married to Samuel Neidffer, April 28, 
1888; was baptized January 1, 1880. She was 
the mother of five children; a husband and 
four children are left to mourn; also, father, 
mother, four brothers, and two sisters. 
Burial at the Plainville, Indiana, cemetery. 
Funeral sermon by Elder G. Jenkins. 

HITCHCOOK.-At Shenandoah, Iowa, May 
24, 1900, Sr. Deborah J. Hitchcock. She was 
born in Hamilton, Ohio, January 8, 1838, 
and at her death was 62 years, 5 months, and 
16 days Old. She was married to Lorenzo 
Hitchcock, at Lovilia, Iowa, September 17, 
1853. They moved to Tabor, Iowa, in 1866, 
and were baptized there October 13, 1872. 
They moved to Shenandoah in 1878. Seven 
children were born to her and her husband, 
only one of whom survives, Mrs. Mollie Mil
ler, living near Hines, Monroe County, Iowa. 
The remains were interred in the Rose Hill 
cemetery according to the ceremony of the 
church. Mrs. Hitchcock was a faithful, lov
ing, and devoted companion to the husband 
who survives her. She was a patient and 
kind mother and passed through the dark 
valleys of life when six loved ones were laid 
away with a trusting and triumphant faith. 
She was calm, kind, and cheerful to all who 
knew her and numbered many friends in this 
city who w1ll sincerely mourn her departure. 

MoiNTOSH.-At her home, Denison. Iowa, 
Sr. Maggie May, daughter of the late "Uncle" 
John A. and Melinda Mcintosh. She was 
born December 29, 1875; died May 10, 1900, 
aged 25 years, 4 months, and 12 d~~oys; and was 
laid to rest in the Saints' cemetery, Galland's 
Grove, Iowa, beside her aged father, two 
brothers, and two sisters. Graceful in per
son, Sr. Maggie was tenderly loved by her 
brothers and sisters, and she will be sadly 
missed by her aged mother, whose chief joy 
was the society of her fondly cherished 
daughter. She rests free from life's pains 
and cares and disappointments; her work 
done, awaiting the resurrection of the just, 
when she will be glad of opportunity for 
further development throughout the glorious 
millennium. A short and touching address 
was made to the many sympathyzing friends 
assembled at the home, and prayer offered by 
Elder Robert R. Montgomery; at the grave 
tbe service was concluded by Elder John Pett. 
"I.?le~~ed, ~re the ge3;g ~lla,t qie in the :r.-!ord. 'l 
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The Saints' Herald. 
( Establishefl 1860 ) 

Publishctl every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The traveling ministry, district and branch 

presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested. to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Remittances should be made by post office and 
express orders, registered letters, and bank drafts 
on Chicago. Send all business letters and make 
all money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 
Personal matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

G NDuu 
---Co LEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
TelepllomJ 11. 

For catalogues or furl her infnrrnat.lon, 
Address, PROl!, R A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
<J,ay School Quarterly containJng lessons for each 
jSunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; S cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This gradecon-

i ins the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
rm and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 
PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

prepared for small children; same lessons further. 
simplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
(lents per year. Address all orders and remit
lii!IPCe$ to HeJ;"ald Publishing House, 

Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatm· C¢ .. Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ae
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and. 
conference actions ,of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

+ 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.50 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

' 

HIS 

PROPHETIC MISSIO 

VINDICATED, 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of ormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts. each~ 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .......................•. ~. $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..••••.•..•••••••••••••••.. $ 7!'1 
Leather •.•••.•..•••••••••••••••.• 1 00 
Flexible binding .••••• , ••• , • • • • • • 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. 1Iual.c 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sid~ ........ $2 00 
Gilt edges ........•.•••••...••... 2 
With music only ••••••••••••••••. l 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Onlv. 

Cloth .......... ~ ............•... ,0 
Morocco Grain Rus.sia. . . . . . . . .. .. 1 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•.•. l 11!1-

i THE BOOK . OF MORMON. 
' Cloth ...................••••••.. $0 6f& 

Morocco Grain Russia. ........ , . • . 1 (1('1;1 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • . 1 2f& 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•.•. 2 ~ 

. DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 

Cloth · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · $0 65 U dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor-
Morooco G:ra.in Russia. ........•... 1 00 · d J- Ch · t' K' k f 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • . 1 25 gamsere e esu rrs 1 rr e a 
M 'l -" .., 'bl sidste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, orocco, e'l t C>Uges, uex1 e . . • • . . 2 00 · 1 th ·· b k $0 ,..,""· 

--------------------------------/---e_a __ e_r __ a_c __ s_ .. _._._ .. _._._._ .. _._._ .. _._._._ .. ___ , __ ~ 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular ~idition of words and 
mw!'ic, in general use. 

Paper covers ....•.••.••••••••.•. $0 30 
Cloth and leather . .. • .. .. • .. • • • .. 50 
Full leather ..................... 1 00 
Gilt edges .•••• ~ ................. 1 25 
Flexible • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Tran·slation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 OCil 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ~ 
Imitation Morocco, gUt edges ..••• 8 ~ 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. ' ~ 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
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T\vo Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured i 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

JJ-ro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to· back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years s,nd both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. • L. S. S•rALEY. 

3 lJmu•s o!f Qnlt-to-back sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, witb vositive guarantee of cure or money ebeerfally refunded. U. S. postage 
stainps taken. YoU run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORD"'\IVAY, Peoria, Ill. 
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James' Translation. 
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are practically annihilated 
by the ocean cables and 
land telegraph systems 
which now belt the cir
cumference of Old Earth in 

so many different directions. "Foreign parts" are no longer 
foreign in the old meaning of the term. Europe, Africa, Asia, 
are "next door" to us. vVhat happens there to-day we know 
to-morrow-if we read THE CHICAGO RECORD, whose 
Special Cable Correspondents are located in ez;ery important 
city in tlze world outside of the United States. No other 
American newspaper ever attempted so extensive a service; 
and it is supplemented by the regular foreign news service 
of The Associated Press. For accurate intelligence of the 
stirring events which are shaking the nations-of wars and 
rumors of wars-of the threatening dissolution of old govern
ments and the establishment of new-of the onward sweep of 
the race in all parts of the world-the one medium of the 
most satisfactory information is the enterprising, "up-to-date" 
American newspaper, THE CHICAGO RECORD. 

FREE A lttrge map of the world on Mercator's Projection, about 23Y.x16 
inches in size, beautifully printed in colors, with a large-scale map 
of Emope on the reverse side, will be maileu to any address free of 
charge on receipt of request accompa.nieu by two 2-cent stamps to 

cover postage and wrapping. The maps illustrate clearly how comprehensively the 
special cable service of 'rHE CHICAGO RECORD covers the entire civilized world. Ad
dress THE CHICAGO RECORD, 181 Madison street, Chicago. 

One door north of State Savings Bank. 

LAUNDRY in connection. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

I 
1 .. 

H. C. NICHOLSOB!J 
Ass't Cashier. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence 11&
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

KEOKUK 
North-Leave Leon 2:4§ p.m., arrive lll.t ~ 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. . 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:15 a. m., arriw 

~~ot Leonll:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect w~ 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

FO 
Desiring to continue my entire time in the 

ministry, I offer for sale at a bargain-easy 
payments if desired-my desirable store and 
residence property, Minnesota Avenue, Kan
sas City, Kansas. Water conveniences up 
and downstairs, stable on lot, etc. Address 
for further particulars, WM. NEWTON, 
23At 337 Minnesota Avenue, KANSAS CITY, Kansas. 

MIDNIGHT FLYER ST. 
LOUIS. 

VIA THE WABASH ROAD. 

On and after June 3 a new Wabash train 
will leave Chicago at 11:30 p. m. and arrive 
at Louis 7:56a.m.; returning, this train will 
leave St. Louis 11:30 p. m. and arrive Chi
cago 8: 00 a. m. Two other fast trains via the 
Wabash if this does not suit you. All equip
ment up to date. Write or call for maps and 
time schedule. City ticket office, 97 Adams 
Street, Chicago. 23-4t 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
l.sts examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers • , •••••••••••••••••. t 35 
Cloth o " ., • ~~ '* • ~ e ., "' @ 011 <II '* ., •••• ~~~ @ 0 -a • ~~~ /ill 50 

Sabbatarian· Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder ~!bert Haws• 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 aents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE., Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The factions on Polysamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op· 
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
. not traceable to .the original church organi
: za.tion. Per dozenJ5 cents; $1.00 per 100. 
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COFFEE WORSE THAN ALCOHOL 

rhythm of the beats. 
A heart beat consists of two sounds, 

one long and one short. In the first, 
blood is filling the relaxed heart; in 
the second, the heart contracts, with 
a corkscrew motion and violently ex
pels the blood through the arteries. 
It is essential to a healthy circulation 
that the first movement should be 
completed and the heart filled before 
the second is begun. Strong stimu
lants disturb this regular action, 
shortening the length of the long beat, 
and a long continuance in their use 
may make the derangement per
manent. 

The best remedy, of course, is to re
move the cause, and the doctor re
ferred to several cases where marked 
beneficial results were produced within 

AT~ LEAST IT MAy HAVE A MORE short periods. He would confine the 
INJURIOUS EFFECT IF DRANK use of coffee to two cups a day. Coffee 

IMMODERATELY. h topers are plentiful, and are as m uc 
It would shock a teetotaler to tell tied to their cups as the whisky toper. 

him that coffee drinking is more inju- The effect of the coffee upon the heart 
rious to the human system than whisky is more lasting, and, consequently, 
drinking; yet that is practically what worse, than that of liquor. It is a 
Dr. Oliver P. Rex, medical director of powerful stimulant, and in certain 
the Penn Mutual Insurance company, cases of extreme weakness is more 
says. The medical gentlemen who valuable than liquor. As a beverage 
guard the interests of the insurance it is important to use it only at the 
companies have done much to teach close of a meal, when it is said to as
the present generation how to live. sist digestion. In this respect it is 
Having the best opportunities of unlike tea, which, by its tannic acid, 
studying physiological problems, they prevents digestion. 
are able to draw accurate general con- Men and women alike suffer from 
elusions from the great number of in- too much coffee, but men alone, in 
dividual cases which come under their this country, at least, are the sufferers 
observation as medical examiners. from "tobacco heart," the result prin-

The physician for an insurance com- cipally of smoking. There is not only 
pany always makes a careful examina- the stimulus which comes from smok
tion of the action of the heart for ing and chewing alike, but there is the 
organic or functional derangements. action of the nicotine in smoking 
If he finds an organic trouble which which creates an additional disturb
cannot be removed, he usually "turns ance of the heart's functions. Dr. 
down" the applicant for insurance. Rex has found that smoking after the 
He finds plenty of cases with func- day's work is done is less harmful 
tional troubles, due to various causes, than the morning and midday cigar. 
which may be cured in greater or less In one or two cases that he mentioned, 
time by removing the causes. He de- gentlemen told him that by omitting 
tects these by listening to the heart smoking during the day they found 
beats; and to a well trained ear the va- their brains clearer for business and 
riation of these heart beats from the their digestion improved. 
rhythm of a healthy heart indicates Of course, it will be understood that 
one cause of the derangement. as the heart is the center of the circu-
:: It is easy, Dr. Rex said, to note the latory system, any disturbance of its 
difference between the '•bicycle heart," action must affect every part of the 
a. "whisky heart," and a "coffee I body; and this in turn pr<?duces dis
heart." These troubles a.re so fre- ease in other organs. It 1s not sur-

FRUIT TREES FOR HIGHWAYS IN 
EUROPE. 

Twenty years ago the picturesque 
roads of the northeast of France were 
lined with stately poplars; but al
though ornamental, their roots went 
far and wide, rendering the adjacent 
meadows sterile, and plows were con
tinually stopped by offshoots lying 
almost at the surface of the soil. The 
farmers appealed in such strong terms 
that the Communes decided on the 
fall of the poplar, and axes and saws 
were brought into requisition and the 
roads cleared of these trees in favor 
of the humble but more useful small 
plum, to the great satisfaction of the 
villagers. Thousands of baskets of 
this fruit are shipped to Paris daily. 
It is not only in France, however, 
that fruit trees have peen planted 
along the roadside; in Germany, Bel
gium, and the Duchy of Luxemberg 
the system has been greatly devel
oped, giving satisfaction to the State 
as well as to local interests. On the 
roads of Wurtemberg, for instance, 
the fruit harvest from this source 
produced in 1878 over $200,000, and 
last year the return had more than 
trebled. The annual revenue derived 
from the national roads of Saxony 
planted with fruit trees rose from $9,· 
000 in 1880 to $42,000 in 1892, furnish
ing a total sum of $340,000 for the 
thirteen years. In Belgium, accord
ing to the statistics of 1894, over 4, 630 
kilometers of roads were planted with 
741,571 fruit trees, which furnished 
the almost incredible sum of $2,000,· 
000.-Ex. 

MYSTERY OF SLEEP. 

There is a remarkable fact connected 
with sleep which must not be over· 
looked. The sleep of a human being, 
if we are not too busy to attend to the 
matter, always evokes a certain feel
ing of awe. Go into a :room where a 
person is sleeping and it is difficult to 
resist the sense that one is in the pres· 
ence of the central mystery of exist
ence. People who remember how 
constantly they see old Jones asleep 
in the club library will smile at this; 
but look quietly and alone at even old 
Jones and the sense of mystery will · 
soon develop. It is no good to sa,y 
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that sl~ep is only "moving" because it I some breathe slowly, as if asleep, some I 
looks l_1ke death. The person who is look at imaginary sheep going through 
breathmg so loudly as to take away I a gate. One of the best ways is to 
all though~ of death _causes the s~nse watch those curious appearances 
of awe qmte as easily as th_e silent which come to closed eyes, a purple 
sleeper who hardly seems to oreathe. I hare fading into a star, which becomes 

We see death seldom, but were it · an irregular line, and again changes 
more familiar we doubt if a corpse to something else. They cannot be 
would inspire so much awe as Jjhe un- seen when first sought, but will come 
conscious and sleeping figure-a smil- with a little pa.tience. In all these the 
ing, irresponsible doll of flesh and, purpose is to fix the attention on some 
blood, but a doll to whom in a second object which will arouse no associa
may be recalled a proud, active, con- tions. It requires steady effort to do 
trolling consciousness which will ride this and to prevent the thoughts wan
his bodily and his mental horse with a dering, but exercise increases. the 
hand of iron, which will force that bo<lY power to succeed. The half hour be
to endure toil and misery, and will fore bedtime should be spent quietly. 
make that mind, now wandering in -London Spectator. 
paths of fantastic folly, grapple with 
some great problem, or throw all its 
force into the ruling, the saving, or 
the destruction of mankind. The 
corpse is only so much bone, muscle, 
and tissue. The sleeping body is the 
house which a quick and eager master 
has only left for an hour or so. Let 
any one who thinks sleep is no mys
tery try to observe in himself the pro
cess by which sleep comes, and to 
notice how and when and under what 
conditions he loses consciousness. 
He will, of course, utterly fail to put 
his finger on the moment of sleep com· 
ing, but in striving to get as close as 
he can in the phenomena of sleep he 
will realize how great is the mystery 
which he is trying to fathom-London 
Spectator. 

TO BRING ABOUT SLEEP. 

Difficulties in going to sleep are 
sometimes physical; more often men
tal. The physical, under ordinary 
circumstances, are due to the circu
lation. The following are a few prac
tical hints: Some sleep better half 
sitting up with three pillows, some 
better with none; some with little cov
ering, some with much. Hot drinks 
or a hot bath just before sleep, hot 
bottles to the feet, are often useful. 
Tobacco often increases sleeplessness. 
Sometimes, after long waking, a small 
meal will bring sleep. Some, espe
cially invalids, wake after two or three 
hours; a cup of hot, fresh tea will 
often send them to sleep again. Some
times the darkness seems exciting, 
and one can sleep with a lighted can
dle. Intermittent noises, as of a rat
tling window, are always bad, but a 
continuous noise is often a lullaby. 
Moderate fatigue aids, but exhaustion 
prevent, sleep. 

RAPID SPREAD OF CHOLERA, 

London, May 31.-The Daily Ex
press has the following from Bombay, 
dated yesterday:-

"An unprt'cedentedly severe epi
demic of cholera has broken out in the 
northern districts of Bombay Presi· 
dency_, especially in the famine camps. 
The deaths have increased 40 per cent 
in three days. In the Kaira district 
there have been 1,330 deaths in seven 
days. The government has made a 
special grant of 61,000 rupees to cre
mate t,he dead immediately. 

"In Palanpur State on the first day 
there was one death, on the second 
there were eighty-four, and on the 
third there were upward of 400. The 
swiftness of the infection was due to 
the fact that the first death was near 
the only available water supply. The 
germs were thus carried all over the 
camp. 

"In the city of Bombay there have 
been sixty-seven deaths in the last 
seven days."- Chicago Tribune, May 
31, 1900. 

ALTRUISM. 

The God of things as they are 
Is God of the highest heaven; 

The God of the morning star, 
Of the thrush that sings at even. 

The God of the storm and sunshine, 
Of the wolf, the snail and the bee, 

Of the Alps' majestic silence, 
Of the soundless depths of the sea. 

The God of the times and the nations, 
Of the planets as they roll, 

Of the numberless constellations, 
Of the limitless human soul. 

For there is nothing small, 
And naught ca·n mighty be; 

Archangels and atoms all
Embodiments of Thee. 

A single thought divine 
Holds stars and suns in space; 

A dream of man is thine. 
And history finds its place. 

Still through the stress and struggle, 
Waxes the bond of love. 

Out from the ruthless ages, 
Rises like incense mild, 

The love of the man and the woman, 
The love of the mother and child. 

-David Starr Jordan. 

HE is the man who is apt to be oflended, and 
to be "hurt," as he calls it, because some one· 
passed him at the church door without speak
ing, Ol" "said things" about him-he knows not 
what-behind his back, or objected to some 
plan which he proposed, or refused to do some
thing he asked. Having worried his wife· 
about the matter, and talked himself into a 
fever of wounded vanity, he gives everybody 
to understand that he has a grievance, and 
assumes the air of a martyr. As a formal pro· 
teat he may even absent himself from church 
for two Sundays, and will be still further hurt 
if no one calls to inquire the reason. Of course 
he is very provoking, but there is no malice in 
the man and he ought to be gently treated. It 
is his misfortune, rather than his fault, that he 
has no scarf skin, and no protection against 
the inevitahle friction of life. A gentle touch 
and a liberal use of spiritual ointment will cme 
his wounds, or, rather, scratches. 

-Ian Maclaren. 

FAITH AND TRUST. 

Have faith and trust, ye wavering, 
God's ways we may not see; 

What may seem chaos in our view, 
To him is harmony, 

And when deep anguish fills our hearts, 
And tears well from our eyes, 

The ill that causes them may be 
A blessing in disguise. 

The noisome, poisonous weed which grows, 
Without a single charm, 

May hold in its obnoxious stem 
A medicinal balm. 

And tempests that o'er whelm us, 
And fill us with dismay, 

May render pure the fetid air 
And drive disease away. 

Then faint not when reverses come: 
Have faith, and hope, and trust, · 

That all is ordered for the best
That God is kind and just. 

Dwell not on evils that may come, 
Nor mourn o'er evils past, 

But nurse the precious hope that God 
Will comfort you at last. 

-Selected. 

YESTERDAY is beyond our reach. Don't 
worry over what may then have happened. 
There is no work you can do yesterday. 

Tomorrow hasn't arrived yet, so there is 
nothing you can do tomorrow just now. Don't 
worry about it-wait for it to come, but get 
ready for it. 

Today is the time to do a lot. As far as 
you know, today is the only day of the year. 
Do your level best today, without regretting 
yesterday, save to profit by its omissions, or 
worrying over tomorrow, save to provide 
against its demands.-Selected. 

ADDRESSES. 

F. M. Cooper, No. 847 Twenty-first~ Street, 
Rock Island, Illinois. 

W. H. Kephart, Lucas, Iowa. 
Isaac P. Baggerly, No. 901 South Flores 

Oftenest sleeplessness is mental, 
and springs from a want of self-con
trol. Either one subject engrosses 
the mind or a succession of ideas. In 
either case the sleepless must make 
the effort to stop thought. It is best 
done by attending continuously to 
I!!Ome monotonous and unexciting idea., j 
'Which is self-qypnotism. Some count, ' 

When the universe was young, 
Thine was the perfect thought, 

That life should be bound in one, 
By the strand of love wrought. 

Jn the life of the fern and the lily, 
Of the dragon and the dove, I 

Street, San Antonio, Texas. 
. F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
, W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis~ipl~s lnd~ed; and'ye .sh;ll-kO:ow the truth, ~ncf the truth shall make you ftee."~J~hn 8:31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord! for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifel and conwblnes he shall have none.''-B. of M., page116. 
-· -' - . -------~"-" '~ . --

VOL. 47. LAMONI, 24. 

The Saints• Herald. work of a man who was from I but I relate it for the information of 
the of the Saints fo:r t • •;v:lw ~now nothing about it. , ~o my 

OSE H SMITH EDITOR . t j certBJln lrnow!Bdgtj, m~u and \Vomen 1ert the 
J P · cause, who wrote an elD,ooraue ! counties of DJ.viess ;;.nd in the upper 
FuEu'K MAmsoN SMrTrr Assls'rANT EnrTOlt. · "expose" of "Morrrionism" as as I part of tho sta~e of Missouri fire to their 
JosEPH LuFF } ConRES1'0NDING Eorrou~. 1834, D. P. Hurlbut. It has ! own dr·ove otl' crtttle killed 
D. w. WIGH'r ever since the fruitful source whence 1

1 and could nama_ the peo-
ll h · S B · d p 1 t nad done LAMONI, IOWA, JuNE 13, 1900. a sue Writers as. · ra~ne:r . · n1~ 

1 

. these circum5taueos came under my ================- have taken the ammus of thmr artl· certain Says 1, can it be possible 
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR WORLD ON 

MORMONISM ANSWERED. 

cles. 'rhe main storv of the , that men cv,n so eorrupt, and so 
of the the tra~slation of . .

1

1 sunke?. in wickedness? I say this for the in-

Sometime in October last, Bro. 
h ·· th B k 1, M forma~wn of those who do not understand 

t e of :'·-e oo O · r or- and know· this f>·om th0 beginning. 

James Cairns wrote us from Vassar, 
Kansas, sending a copy of The GMis
tian Endeavor World "Continuing the 
Golden Rule;" for Sept. 14, 1899. 

mon, the translatmg and F,~om th" first Bro. Joseph to the 
of the Scriptures is not so day of his a better man never lived 
told in "screed of upon the face of earth.-Journal of Dis-
Pratt's;" but the anti-Christian animus cou,;:es, v~l. l, P· 40· . 
with which he starts out runs .... o reenforce these w?rds of Pres~-

This paper contains a rehash of 
the old cutting slash at ''Mormonism" 
as a whole; but especially intended as 
a make weight in the religio-politico 
war against Utah's supposed attitude 
and the seating of Mr. B. H. Roberts, 
who was then Congressman-elect from 
Utah, and to whom subsequently the 
House of Representatives :refused a 

it all. dent we ~~so g1ve the testl-
That Mr. Pratt is not well informed mony of ~ Ight:-

in the history is shown in tha,t he He was gre!',tly beloved and revered by 
h - Th the members of different churches, as also by 

gives t e name or omas as all his acquaintances •.vith the exception of 
one of the ''witnesses.'' There was the various denominations. His soundness 
no such man connected with the in the belief of t.he doctrine to which he gave 
church and Joseph Smith at that his sound, candid mind, and un-
nor never was that we have ever to do the will of heaven 

as he ws,s instructed, caused Lim to have 
read of. The writer may have meant enemies r;;mong the denominations of 
Oliver Cowdery, but if he did his as also many in his own society. seat. 
memory was at fault. difficulty orig·iuated from hi~ 

up his own fa,ith and beli.eving in 
The writer of the article was S. 

Brainerd Pratt, who wrote from Buck
land, Massachusetts. In contrast with Mr. Brainerd As many, have 

Pratt's statement that President m!staken his I, having 
One would naturally expect that a 

paper with so sounding a name, and 
assuming to follow in the succession 
of "Continuing the Golden Rule," 
would start fair in dealing with con-

ham Young never denied that acquainted with him fot' lea.st four-
character of Joseph Smith was previous to his death, take the 

That no man can dravr any 
we quote President Young's inference his religion or character from 
words:-- Salt Lake or Beaver Island. Any person or 

I . · Joseph Smith was not killed because he 
temporaneoDS re Igiomsts; but this was deserving of it, nor because he was a 
writer disposes of the chief actor and wicked man: but because he was 
moving factor in the scenes which led man. I know that to be so, as as I 
up to and included the organization of that the sun now shines. Every man and 
h h A 'l 0 1 30 woman who does the will of the E'atl:~er, and 

t e C urch, Prl ' 8 ' in this will keep the commandments of Jesug Christ, 
fashion:- may also know, as well as myself-it is their 

The story of Joseph Smlth, Jr., the original privilege. I know for that Joseph 
head of the Mormon church, need not be re- Smith was the subject fm·ty-eight law-
peated. A single statement will show who suits, and the most of them I witnessed with 
he was and whence be came. In 1833 more my own eyes; but not one action could ever 

bl be made to bear him. No law or 
than sixty of the most respecta e citizens of constitutional he ever violate. He 
Wayne County, New York, where he spent 
his early youth, testified under oath that the was Innocent virtuous; he kept the law 
family were immoral, false, fraudulent, and of his country, aud lived above out of 
that Joseph, .Jr., was the worst of the lot. forty-eig·ht law suits, (and I was him in 

Brigham Young, his most distinguished the most of them,) not one charge could be 
disciple and his successor as president, did substantiated against him. He was 

d h t h . h t b d just, and holy, as to the of the 
not euy t a 18 c arac er was a · Now this I state for the of those 

This summary way of disposing of who do net know our but the Lord 
the story of a man whose work as a and the know all it. 

Let me auother do the pea-
religionist stands out so plainly in the ple know what we were Missouri 
lives of thousands of men and women, for? An old friend of mine called upon me 
who are as good citizens of the state the day before yesterday. He said he had 
and nation as any Wayne County, N. been watching my course, had looked and in
Y., ever had, is unique, and decidedly qui.red after me, and hr~d endeavored to find 

out my history, for we were friends. I asked 
inconsistent, especially as no effort him if he knew anything about t.he Latter 
was ever made by Wayne· County Day Saints, or not? I found he had been 
officials, or any of those • 'sixty most looking after me, and had learned I bad be-

. come a follower of I Do 
res~ectable" citizens to "bring the you know our 
family, or "Joseph the worst of the his reply, I knew no'•hing 3,11 !I 

lot," to answer before the bar of it, in comparison. 
justice for "immoral, false," or l A great are in the like situat.ion .. 
"fraudulent" practices. i Now let me one item of not for those 1 

l who are wise, and to fi.Ued 1 

~h~t t§torrY of worthler;;~;q9~~ Wl:I·S . <~!t 1 

inference of his true charac-
or of the of his doctrine, from 

these two histories, would do him great in
justice, a.nd do a great injury to them-
8el ves .... 

Joseph Smith, the "author and proprietor" 
of the Book of Mormon, the founder of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
was six feet two inches high, of a form and 
figure difficult to surpass among the human 
family. He was a man possessed of a great 
shrtre of good humor. As great a lover of his 

as could be found among men. Often 
the government as being the most 

on earth. Wept over the mob of 
Missouri and Philadelphia alike. He often 
wept that mobs should arise under the glori
ous institutions of '•he United States. Al

highly of our chief magistrates 
who administered the laws.

Church His'uory, vol. 2, p. 775. 
In the same issue of the Endeavor 

World fJJre other articles reviewing the 
creed of the Mormons; but as these 
are aimed directly at the church in 

we leave :;o. correction of them 
to the it being their 

appear in their own de
h:we this to say, however, 

these quasi-religious 
Mormons and the 
including the Re

is unchristian, and 
remov0d from tJhe principle of 

Golden Rule. 
Bro. Ce-irns wrote the editor of tbf:l 
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382 THE SAINTS' -HERALD. 

statements in the article, and received We can make no ruling in the case, I QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
the following reply:- flJS it is not one which a judicial A correspondent cites 1 Nephi 2:1-

BosToN, Mass., October 20, 1899. • and _ .could be passed. 6 inclusive, and 2 Nephi, 4:40-44 in-
JAMES CAIRNS, M.D., Vassar, Kansas; offer the followmg how- and asks:-
sa~e~: ~~~g.ai~~:fcie1 ~~f~~r\ut:t;' t~e n~/I~~~ ever, Are the;e sets of plates mentioned in the 
mons or Latter Day Sain'"s (the two '~erms are Let the writer alone after due labor two books of Nephi !l,mong the people today 
synonomous) that mention should be made of in the way of o:filcial visitation, if an or is one wl"itten and the other one to com~ 
the Reorganized Church of Latter effort to rouse the interest is in the future? 
Saints, and a statement made that what called but that is done I Nephi evidently made two sets of 
said does not apply to them. I doubt 
whether vur readears know about the latter then le.:we the writer alone. Time plates, one concerning certain matters 
body of believers, and I am absolutely certain and the ever in of the other containing mat-
that there is no confusion. \iVhat.ever is said human aJffa,irs may a season of ters of revelat.ion, teaching, 
about the Mormons is taken by them as re- tern and reflection, when the a,nd other things considered to be of 
ferring solely to the Ut.ah people. 

Sincerely yours, l!,ssert its nower to hold in value to his descendants. Jacob, the 
AMos R WELLS, ~ brother of Nephi, in the opening ac-

Several years ago, when Dr. J. G. count in his first chapter, refers to 
Holland was editor of the two sets of plates, one smaller than 
Miss Ellen Dickenson wrote an imwcu· the and states that Nephi gave 
rate and unjust article the " him a commandment concerning the 
Spaulding Romance and the of sma.ll plates, and these he should 
Mormon. This article we reviewed hand down from generation to genera-
and sent the review to the re- tion. Jacob gave the plates to Enos. 
questing the publication ofit. our 1 of Christ's Jarom received them from Enos; he 
request we received the courteous re- I another to Omni; Omni to Amaron, and he to 
ply that the editor the his brother Ohemish. Ohemish con-
necessity of declining to publish, for ferred them upon Abinadom, his son, 
the reason that it introduced contro- Abinadom upon Ama.leki. Jarom in 
versy into the columns of the the loss his book, ne:u· the close refers to the 
which they were not prepared to to the sense other plates, and states that they con-
It was all right to publish an artiele the world- tain the history of their wars, and 
attacking the Mormon people, their tries the young that his brethren could go to those 
history and their faith, but wrono- to I newly received members, the plates for such history. Amaleki 
permit them a defi:mse. So with these assaile~ the attractions of closes his book, thus:-
Chr'istian Endeavm· World 1 former assomates, are all of them And I am about to lie qown in my grave; 
They do not hesitate to 1 urged those essaying to walk I and these plates ar·e full. 
colored sensational attacks on in the llJnd ii:i is not to be won- These plates, evidently both sets, 
Mormons, or any other believers in dered at that some should grow weary fell into the hands of Mormon, 
.the faith of the Book of Mormon, but and to be freed .from the conflict, Am<Ol!leki, having delivered them to 
declined to permit those assailed to a So in case of this sister. She has who put them with 
reply. Upon this of procedure tired of the so let her the other plates, handed down from 
such people will be a time "en- the benefit and solace there may king .to king, father, son, or brother, 
deavoring" before they reach the be in the reflection that she is not until they fell into the ha.nds of 
heavenly plane of the Golden H,ule. held to of mind. 'fhe chances Mormon. 

are that after a time the very things :B'rom these plates Mormon made 

HASTINGS, Australia, April 22, 1900. 
Dear Sir and Brother:-I am instructed by 

conference of the Victoria district of the 
church, to write and obtain your ruling in 
such cases as that of the author of the en
closed copy of letter. 

Trusting that you will favor me wit.h a re· 
ply through the columns of the I am, 

Your coworker in the "one 
JOHN H. N .. JONES, 

Pres. of Hastings branch. 

COPY OF LETTER. 
BEALIBA, Victoria, Nov., 26, 1899. 

Derw Jl;lr. Jones:-Enclosed with this 
find P. N. for 103., as payment for the 
sent me. Last Christmas it was 8s. \Jd. due to 
this September; as I have received them since 
please find 108.-which I should think will pay 
up to date, and then stop supply. I never 
read them, have not even opened one since 
April. I have no fault to find with church or 
people, but I have no desire for furi;her int.er
est in it. My only regret is that such deci .. 
sion means a separation from the kind hea!:'ts 
at Hastings who showed me nothing but 
love .... I have not joined any church, nor 
am I likely to; but I am tired of contending 
and proving my belief in Mormonism, and 
have concluded that life is too short to be 
spent in wo~Tying and arg-uing .... I have 
not been influenced by anyone. I b1we simply 
lost all interest .... I cannot hnnestly wish 

'to be called a Latter Da.y Saint, U I cannot be 
~loyal onfl, Yours sincerely, 

" .. ~ CI,ARIOE E. PRICE. 

which have tried her will bring the an abridged account of the things he 
reflection and conviction that she may deemed most important, history, doc. 
need to once again lead her to the trines, prophecies, teachings, testi-
true source of the ''Lord monies, exhortations, such as he 
whom we believed most necessary or pleasing 

Be and kind to to be handed down. See ''The words 
her, but let her to exercise her of Mormon." 
agency. In tbe "Book of Mormon," chapter 

Then gently scan your fellowman, 
Still g·entler sister woman; 

And if ken gaing rang·, 
. To aside is 

And as motive, let's be mute 
\'Ve never can adjust it; 

Of what is done we may compute, 
But know not what's resisted. 

--Burns. 

It has always seemed to us to be out 
of character for those professing be
lief in Christ to ·compel persons who 

perchance become or 
wea,ry of as is the case the 
writer of 

1, Mormon states that he made an 
account of all the wickedness and 
abominations upon the plates of 
Nephi; but upon the other he forbore 
making such record. 

Moroni, the son of Mormon, under
took to finish the record his father 
ha.d begun, as he states in "Book of 
.Mormon" chapter 4; the scene closing 
at Oumorah, In the 16th verse of 
same chapter, Moroni states that he 
was a descendant of Nephi, and the 
same one who hid the record, which 
was of wort.h. The plates were 
not valuable, as the Lord had stated 
that no one should have them to get 

out o' them. This statement is 
of real or true to-day, as no money has been 

We it to better to made out of the publication of the 
leave free to the reflections that I Book of notwithstanding 
time and discretion bring, when thousands of copies have been printed 

• sold, always at such prices ~;~Js 
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precluded any. p~ofit, over the ex-J head is Lord. C~rzon, whose /They will stop at one or two points in 
pense of the prmtmg and the number Lady Curzon, 1s tne daughter of Mr. '/Colorado. . 
of copies given away. Leiter, of Chicago, in relieving the A number of the HEH-ALD force at-

Moroni also wrote the Book of Ether famine distress in India. Wm. E. I tended conference ~~ , Iowa, the 
from twenty-four plates found by the Dodge is chairma,n, John 9th and 10th, as d1d also a number of 
people of Limhi. He also states that Brown is treasurer, and L. the local and laity. 
the history from the creation to the Chamberlain is chairman of the Ex- _.. . ..,.,.~--
tower was written on plates, and if ecutive Committee. 
these should be found the one The committee recommend an ex
finding them would have power tended effort, as in additiori to the 
to translate thern. Moroni gave the famine resulting from the failure of 
record of Jared and his brother. good cx'ops, the cholera, almost al- MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 9. 
Ether, chapter 3. ways an accompaniament of famine 

We conclude from this digest that has broken out in many of the affected 
the Book of Mormon is a digest made districts. 
from the plates of Nephi, both sets In the circular issued by the Com
referred to in the question, but that mittee is the following. Read and 
we have not those referred -to by reflect. 
Moroni which contain the history 
from creation to the tower, and which 
he supposes will at some time come 
forth, to the blessing of the faithful 
and upright in heart. 

The plates hidden by Moroni were 
evidently the ones on which the 
abridged record was made; and as 
those found were all of one size it is 
evident that we have not had access 
direct to either set of the two referred 
to in the question, but only to those 
on which the abridged account was 
written. 

Tradition seems to teach that some 
part of the plates was not translated, 
and that at some time future to the 
coming forth of the Book of Mormon 
this sealed part would be revealed. 

We should be familiar with the 
teaching of the Book of Mormon; and 
those who may have a taste for sta
tistics and dates can find a mine of in
formation from which much that is 
curious, interesting, and valuable may 
be drawn. 

As a fitting close to this article we 
quote a statement made by Prof. 
Azariah Smith Root now the Librarian 
of the Oberlin College Library, made 
to an Elder Snow, of Utah, who lately 
visited Oberlin and saw and read from 
the Spalding manuscript, which is 
now in the custody of Oberlin College. 
Mr. Root's statement is as follows:-

Mr. Snow, it is all humbug to say that the 
Book of Mormon has any connection what
ever with the Spalding manuscript. I have 
read them both very carefully, and am fully 
convinced that they are not in any way con
nected with each other. There is not a 
proper name or an incident in one that re
sembles a name or incident in the other, and 
not only is there no resemblance in the r3ad
ing matter, but the styles used in the two 
books are also entirely different. 

The foregoing is taken from an in
teresting letter written by Elder 
Snow and published in Deseret News 
for May 26, 1900. 

WHA 'l' MONEY WILL DO. 

Two to five cents a day will save life. 
'I'en cents a day will provide food for a 

starving family. 
Two dollars will save a life until next 

harvest. 
Five dollars will give a meal to 250 starving 

people. 
Ten dollars will support 200 workers in 

·various forms of industry for a day. 
Twenty-five dolls,rs gives an orphan boy or 

girl food, clothes, kind care and teaching in 
books and a trade for a whole year. 

Fifty dollars cloth("S 100 women. 
One hundred dollars supports the diggers 

of a village well to provide against future 
famines. 

Five hundred dollars equips a grain depot 
and lowers the price of food in a circle of 
many villages. 

One thousand dollars will maintain for a 
whole year, an orphanage of forty children 
or provide ten wells, or maintain two centers 
for selling cheap grain. 

If you canno·i; give much yourself, you mm 
collect among your friends sums that will 
save many lives. 

To remove all doubt as to the :;.ctual need 
the committee cabled to the Viceroy of India 
and received the following:-

GOVERNMEN'J: HOUSE, SIMLA, 
May 1, 1900. 

WILLIAM E DODGE, Chairman, 
Indian Famine Relief Committee:-

So far from no more funds being needed, 
every dollar is of service in saving life. We 
have five and three quarters millions on re
lief, many in extreme destitution. All help 
gratefully received. 

(Signed) LORD CURZON. 
The Saints are doing and will do 

what individuals may feel able and 
willing to do, sending to the HERALD 
what each may choose, and Bro. 
John Smith will receipt for it and 
send it to the Chicago Auxiliary Com
mittee, as it is desirable to keep the 
contributions as near together as 
practicable. 

Those who choose can send to 
Treasurer, Brown Brothers & Com
pany, 59 W1:1Jll Street, New York. 

EDiTORIAL ITEMS. 

Elder D. A. Anderson and wife left 
June 4, for Shenandoah, Iowa. From 

THE ONE HUNDRED FOR INDIA'S there will go to California, to 
RELIEF. where Bro. Anderson was 

A committee of one hundred has by last conference. 
been formed in New York City to Elder E. A. Smith and 
attempt a systematic effort to assist I for the west June 
tbe Gov~rnm~l;l, t ~t 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

THE CROSS. 

A cross was kept as a sacred 
relic was found in Peru at the time of 
the Conquest. The same cross was 
afterwards enriched with jewels and 
placed~ in the c::J,thedral at Cuzco by 
Christians. 

Mr. Priest '•How came this 
emblem of Christianity in America?" 
Then he goes to work to show that it 
might have reached America by some 
Nestorian Christians, who were in the 
service of 'o;he Chinese government in 
the thirteenth century. (See Ameri
can Antiquities, p. 273.) 

In the mound tha,t once stood near 
the center of Chillicothe, Ohio, was 
found a skeleton, and "on the breast 
of this was found ''a piece of 
copper the form of a cross." Mr. 
Priest reaches the conclusion 
(as with Peruvian cross) that the 
prehistoric inhabitants of Chillicothe 
had heard about Christ and the Chris
tiaN religion. (See pp. 180, 181.) 

On the breast of an idol at Copan 
may be seen a cross suspended from 
the neck. 

See also the rich carving of the 
cross at Palenque, 11.nd also the cross 
on the dress of the priest that stands to 
the left of the tablet, in Prehistoric 
America, p. 325. 

It is strange, yet well authenticated, and 
has given rise to many theories, that the 
symbol of the cross was already known to the 
Indians before the arrival of Cortez. 

In the island of Cozumel, near Yucatan, 
there were several; in Yucatan itself there 
was a stone and there, an Indian, con-
sidered a among his countrymen,had 
decla1·ed a nation bearing the same as a 
symbol, should arrive from a distant country. 

More extraordinat·y still was a temple dedi
cated'to the Holy Cross by the Toltec nation 
in the city of Cholula. Near Tulancingo 
also i.s a cross engraved on a rock, with vari
ous characters, which the Indians, by tradi
tion, attribute to the apostle Saint Thomas. 
In Ottj,1ca also there existed a cross which 
the Indians from time immemorial had been 
accustomed to consider as a divine symbol. 
By order of the Ce~·vantes, it was 
placed in a sumptuous in the cathe-
dral. Information its discovery, 
together with a cross cut out of its 
wood was sent to Rome to Paul the Fifth, 
wbo reoei ved it on his knees, singing a hymn. 
-Panorama of N!otions, p. 413. 

The Indian prophecy "that a nation 
the same as a should 

be 
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"And the cross will be seen by the nations I connected wHh his " But I ca~e· from "the distant Orient," to 
of men." what did it mean? which he returned after his mission 

work was ended with the Toltec peo
In Quetzalcoatl I see Jesus. 

We see by the foregoing that the 
Christians were not ashamed of the 
Indian cross! They gave it a in 
their chapel or cathedraL the 
Fifth gave it the right hand of fellow-

and Britf,in it was em
power and eternity; 

of heaven 

ship and received the heathen cross hemispher,s . . 
on his knees singinl'! a ! But t.he . or_ 'the s1gn of the !tfe t.o 

first Christian missionaries after 
the conquest thought they saw in him 
St. Thomas. But it was Jesus, and 
not St. Thomas, who was born of a 
virgin. It was Jesus who said to his 
disciples, "Other sheep I have, which 
are not of this fold: . . . and they 
shall hear my voice." (John 10: 16.) 
"Not of this fold"--the New Testa
ment fold. These other sheep were 
at a distance-some other country. 
He is the Shepherd, and knew the 
whereabouts of his sheep. 

' "" come;' aGd, m l1ll heathen commum-
how came they to have a cross, and I ties, without it was the 
what did it mean? Many writers con- tb8 sole 
elude that the red race received the Unity.--Atlantis, pp. 821, 

cross from. Christian ministers. It I . Mr. Brinton thinks tb at the cross 
was found m Peru, Central "1s but another of the four 
Mexico, and Ohio! cardinal four winds of 

The Toltec Culture God, I heaven." p. 113.) And that 
coati, is said to have worn "a mitre on I a,nd Itzamna 
his head, and was dressed in a are but of the re- The "Mexicans had a tradition that 

Qaetza.lcoatl died on a cross." (Mexi
can Antiquities, vol. 6, p. 168.) Can
not we see that the natives are trying 
to tell us about Jesus, how that he 
came on a mission to the white Toltec 
people? Cannot we see how this is in 
harmony with the Book of Mormon 
when Jesus came to the Nephites, the 

white robe to his p. 335.) 
covered with :red crosses. In his 
he held a sickle." (See 
165.) 

And who was Quetzalcoatl? 
he was a foreigner. He came "from 
the distant East" and returned to the 
East. 

The Blackfeet were accustomed to 
the glacial boulders on the prairies 
form of a cross, in honor, 
Natose, "the Old Man who senda 
-Myths of the New World, p. 115. 

The Lenape, when they wanted 
rain, made a cross on something, and 
commenced to pray. The Muyscas of 
South America had a similar custom. 

The Aztec goddess of rains bore a crms in 
her hand, and at the feas·fi celebr·ated to her 
honor in the early spring, victims were 
nailed to a cross and shot with arrows.
Ibid., p. 114. 

In the Mexican tongue it bore the 
cant and worthy name "Tree of our life, or 
"Tree of our Flesh." . . . In the Mexican 
sacred formulas the tree was 
tota, "Our Father."-Ibid., pp. 

F:-equently, therefore, in the and 
carvings from Mexico and Central America 
we find the tree of life. in the form of the 
cross.-Ibid., p. 141. · 

Quetzalcoatl, as god of the winds, boee as 
his sign of office "a mace like the erose of a 
bishop;" his robe was covered with them 
strown like flowers, and its r:~dor[',tion was 
throughout connected with his worship.
Ibid., p. 114. 

The cross, we see, was a 
symbol with the ancient peoples of 
Mexico and Central America, andes
pecially with the Toltec but 
these Toltecs were nearly 
ted many centuries before the advent 
of the Spaniards, and what we know 
concerning them we mainly 
through the Aztec via Christhm 
missionaries. 

This Toltec period is called the 
"Golden age" in Mexico and Central 
America, and Quetzalcoatl was their 
chief god. 

"new white civilized people in the land of 
the resurrection. Bountiful, "clothed in a white rqbe"? 

Some writers cross is They saw and felt "the prints of the 
older than ity; but the nails" in the hands and feet." (See 
writer believes that Christianity is Book of Nephi 5:3-6) He told f;hem 
the mother of the cross. Of course that he died on a cross. (Ibid., 12: 3.) 
the cross is older than the New Tes- Jesus, or Quetzalcoatl, having suf-

it is found in oldest ruins . fered death on a cross, the cross be-
and tombs on are much came connected with his worship, and 
older than the New But it became with the Toltecs ''his sign 

is older than the New of office." 'rhe "golden age" was in
'l'estament. It was in Eden; twduced by his preaching to the 
in the woman's seed that should N ephites, and afterwards all were 
"bruise the serpent's head." That "converted unto the Lord, upon all 
seed was Christ. Christ, then, was the face of the land, both Nephites 
preached from the Tak- and Lamanites." (Book of Nephi, 
ing this view of we can son of Nephi, 1: 2.) 
easily account for the cross. It was The Aztecs might well say that 
foreordained that he would die on a during the Toltec era there was a 
cross. He was the "lamb slain from "golden age;" but this Christian cui-
the foundation of the world." ture was in a great measure destroyed 

In section 36, Book by the Lamanites. After three gen-
of Covenants, is an extract of a reve- erations of peace those revolting from 
lation to the seventh the Church of Christ again took upon 
person line from two gen- themselves the old name-Lamanites. 
erations before the flood, in which it (Ibid., 1: 6.) And the Lamanites 
was declared that Christ the Son of nearly exterminated the Nephites. 
God would die on a cross. Moroni says:--

In the ~ookhof Molrdmd~n it was also I And I mak~ not myself known to the La-
foreseen tnat e wou Ie on a cross. manites, les.t they should destroy me. For 
(1 Nephi 3: 19.) behold, their w&rs are exceeding fier~e 

This may help us to account for the ,themselves; and because o~ thetr 
of the cross. It being fore- ·' uhey P.Ut to de:ath~very ~e~htte that 

h S f G d ld d
. ~Hll deny .he Cnr1st. Morom 1. L 

t e on o · o wou 1e 
he was the "res- We can see by that statement that 

" how natural it was a religious war; religion in 
as the of some way was at the bottom of that 

"new life exterminating war. If a Nephite 
see in the Toltec Quet- would deny the Christ, his life would 

Son of God-the God of be spared. Thus in the Book of Mor
the winds. So in Ezekiel it is the mon it was the La:nanites who ~e
God of the "four winds" that makes stroyed the Neph1tes, the wh1te 
the bones to live! (See chap. civilized race; and in the myths it was 
37: the Chichimecs who invaded the Tal-

He was born of a virgin in the land of 'fula 
or Tlapallan, in the distant Orient, and was 
high priest of that happy realm .... He too 
was represented as of white complexion, 
clothed in long white robes, and as many of 
the Aztec gods, with a full and flowing 
beard.-Ibid., p. 214. · I He 

"The cross" was "his of office," 1 

cross wa,s "his of office." tee country and overthrew their 
was born of a at Tula or civilization and culture and nearly 8::1{.-

He wore "long white terminated them. 
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The Toltecs, enervated by luxury, pleasure, 
and the most shameful debauchery, decimated 
by pestilential maladies, abandoned by 'Lhe 
allies they had oppressed and by their own 
subjects, who in consequence oi a religious 
schism had emigrated in grea.t numbers to 
more favored regions, yet gave proof, in this 
supreme danger, of manly energy. Their 
chief Acxtitl called all his subjects to arms; 
the old men and children took weapons in 
hand.-Prehistoric America, p. 283. 

We see in this story the Book of 
Mormon narrative repeated. How 
that the white civilized race was 
"vanquished" by a fierce, warlike, bar
barous people; ~,nd that at this time 
there was a "religious schism" going 
through the country like a pest.ilence; 
and those that had been held together 
by a common blood and a pure, simple 
worship, were now broken up into 
factions. Idols were introduced into 
their worship, and prisoners of war 
offered up to them. See the differ
ence between Mormon 2: 1-4 and 
Nephi the son of Nephi, one of the 
disciples of Jesus Christ, 1: 2. In the 
latter :reference we have Christian 
communities, a Christian culture, "no 
contentions;" every man dealing 
"justly one with another," "all things 
common among them;" "not rich and 
poor, bond and free, but they were 
all made free, and partakers of the 
heavenly gift." 

But in the former reference, which 
was nearly 400, A. D., it tells of war, 
in which women and children were 
offered up to dumb idols, towns and 
villages were burned, the Nephites 
took to flight, and those who could 
not escape were destroyed and trodden 
under the feet of the enemy. 

This is the narrative as given by 
the author of the Book of Mormon, 
which is confirmed by the myths from 
Central America and Mexico. And 
this is why the late Henry George 
could see that "Mexico, as Cortez 
found it, showed the superimposition 
of barbarism upon a higher social de
velopment." That higher Christian 
culture crops out here and there, even 
to the time of the Conquest, and has 
given rise to many theories. 

THE ROCK. 

We shall now examine the evidence 
at hand and see if we cannot deter
mine the character of that rock upon 
which Christ built his church. 

Inspired men of the Bible used.the 
word rock figuratively of God and 
Christ, when speaking of the relation 
of the Deity to his people; as, "he is 
the rock," "lightly esteemed the rock 
of his salvation," "their rock is not as 
our rock," "neither is there any rock 
like our God," ''thou art my rock and 
my fortress," "lead me to the rock 
that is higher than I." etc. 

Paul, in writing to the church at 
Ephesus, says:-

Ye ... are built upon the foundation of 
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the apostles and Jesus Christ him-~ Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living 
self being the comer stone.-Eph. 2:20. Gc:d. 

That is, built the same foun-, And the Sav1or closes this subject 
dation upon the and of conversation with,-

were built-the word of God Tell no man that he was Jesus the Christ. 
-even Jesus Christ. (See John 1: Thus the subject is defined "The 
14.) A very fit foundation, indeed! of Jesus Christ." The Savior 
And Paul makes this very plain in in his eulogy to Peter says,-
writing to the church at Cornith, Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh 
when he says:- and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but 

For other foundation can no man lay than 
that is laid, which is Jesus Oh'rist.-1 Cor. 3: 
11. 

Let us look at the 
this foundation 
of old were j 
thereon:-

Behold, I lay in Zlou for a foundation a 
·stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone, 
.a sure foundation.-Isa. 28: 16. 

The stone which the builders refused is 
become the head stone of tho corner.-Ps. 
118:22. 

Now let us hear the Savior"· 
*Peter.-Ed. 

says of this foundation stone:-
This is the stone which was set at naught 

of you builders; which is become the head of 
the corner. Neither is there salvation in any 
other: for there is none other name under 
heaven given men, whereby we must 
be saved.-Acts 4: 12. 

And allow me to introduce 
a histo-prophetic witness 
''rock":-

Moreover, brethren, I would not that ye 
should be ignocant, how that all our fathers 
were under the cloud, and all 
the sea; and were a,ll 
the cloud and in the 
same spiritual meat; and v.ll drink the same 
spiritual drink; for they drank of that 
itual Rock that followed them: and 
Rock was Christ.--1 Cor. 10: l-4. 

You will please note that the words 
stone and rock are used synonymously. 
(See Isa. 8: 14.) 

Now we will examine the "rock" of 
Matthew 16, and see if it does not 
harmonize with the other 
cited:-

Whom do men say that I, the Son of man, 
am? And they said, Some say that thou art 
John the Baptist; some, Elias; and others, 
Jeremias, or one of the prophets. He saith 
unto them, But whom say ye that I am? 
And Simon Peter answered and said, 
art the Christ, 'Ghe Son of the living God. 
And Jesus answered and said unto 
Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for 
and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but 
my Father which is in heaven. And I say 
also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and 
upon this rook I will build my church; and 
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. 
And I will give unto thee the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou 
shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; 
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth 
shall be loosed in heaven. Then charged he 
his disciples that they should tell no man 
that he was Jesus the Christ.-Matt. 16: 13-20. 

The-Savior's manner of 
the subject shows it to be of great im
portance, and the injunction with 
which he closes also helps to impress 
its 

Whom do men say that I, the Son of man, 
am? 

But whom say ye that I am? 

Next comes the 

my Father which is in heaven. 
Revealed what? "The divinity of 

Jesus Uhrist," without which he could 
not be the Savior of the world. 

Now, kind reader, before we go any 
farther let us mark the relative pro
noun it, which has for its antecedent 
Jesus Christ, sJs just cited, and not lose 
track of it till the subject is exhausted. 
We to be able to show you that 
in the next instance it has for its ante
cedent the word rock, which we have 

shown to mean Jesus Christ. 
And upon this rock will I build my church; 

and the gates of hell shall not prevail against 
it. • 

Now, in order to determine what the 
antecedent of the pronominal it is, in 
the second instance, as just quoted, 
we will have to be governed by the 
facts connected with the subject under 
consideration. 

The context shows that Christ's 
chief desire and whole purpose of 
conversation was to teach his divinity. 
"'"'"'"""-'• notice how he introduces and 

the subject,-
Whom do men say that I, the Son of man, 

am? ... But whom say ye that I am? ... 
Tell no man that he was Jesus the Christ. 

You will now observe that my sum
mary of this text is in perfect harmony 
with Luke's version of 

Who having had perfect understanding of 
all things from the very first. 

Christ received his virtue and saving 
of the Father; the church its 
from Jesus Christ, hence it 

must of necessity be founded upon 
him as the word of God. 

My words they are spirit and they are life. 
There is a statement connected with 

the text which will materially aid in 
throwing light upon the subject. It 
is as follows:-

And the gates of hell shall not prevail 
against it. 

The word gate denotes power, as 
power is vested in the gate; but I 
hardly suppose that these gates are 
literal. '·The gates of hell," "the 
gate of righteousness," "the gate of 
the grave." 

There is nothing connected with the 
Christian religion, that the powers of 
hell have tried harder to gainsay than 
the divinity of Jesus Christ. It is the 
central target at which all the agents 
and emissaries of his satanic majesty, 
both within and without the pale of 
the churches, hurl their fiery darts. 
And never at any time in life or death 
did the powers of hell prevail against 
Jesus Christ. 
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I-lERALD. 

But was in all are, stitute him the Savior of man. And 
yet without, in this way we have the necessary 

Therefore doth be- a,mount of revelation in the founda-
cause I lay down that I might it 
ag-ain. No man from me, but I lay tion of the church. But the scrip-
it down of myself. I have to it tures do not warrant us in making 
down, ano I ;::ave power to it the claim that revelation is the rock. 
This commandment have I received Revelation is the principle or means 
Father.-John 10:17, Hi , 

By which 3,180 he went aod unto by which Ch:ristbuilt his cln;trch upon 
the spirits in pr-isolL-1 Pet. 3: the rock, but not the rock 1tself. If 

When hs ascended up on high, he led cap- we should admit it to be the rock 
tivity captive.-Eph. 4:8. . . I wha,t then would be the means em: 

Now, in order to place this questwn 
1 

ployed? 
beyo.!!d al,l disputation, ~e will brie~y ~-- Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but 
examn1e the or some of tne he revealeth his secret unto his servants the 
counterclaims made for the "rock" propbets.-Amos 3:7. 
and ''church." No man can come to me, ~xcept the Father 

ion of the spirits which occupy our 
living bodies. It is said that "we are 
not bodies possessing souls, but we 
are souls possessing bodies." 

Psychic research is as truly a study 
of self as is anatomy and physiology, 
and as life is of more value than the 
house in which it lives, and as eter
nity outstrips time, as day is more in
teresting than night, and as God 
stands above finite matter, so does the 
science of soul stand above and out
strip physical science in value and 
interest. Paul, "absent in body but 
present in spirit," passed judgment on 
evil conduct." (1 Cor. 5: 34.) · "Foundation of the apostles and which bath sent me draw h

1 
1m -John 6:44. 

N k th t S b t th :B'or though I be absent in the flesh, yet am 
prophets, Jesus Christ himself n" 0 r;;an nowe n~ on, u e I with you in the spirit, joying and beholding 
the chief cornerstone." as FiciJther, ~nd he to whom the Father your order, and the steaufastness of your faith 
it is, this claim is not without its ad- reveals h1m. Furth~rmore; the fa~t in Christ,-Col. 2:5. 
vacates. They base their claim (not tha~ the po~e~s of hell. d1d prev~1l Notice closely the phraseology of 
argument) upon,- agau~st reve1at10n makes It ve~f pla1~ Ephesians 4: 23,-

Ye . , . are built unon the foundation of that lt could not have been the rock. Be renewed in the spirit of your mind,~ 
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ him- For tbe Lord hath ·poured out upon you the and you will grasp Paul's idea of 
self being the chief corner stone. spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your spirit. The spirit of Paul's mind was 

And they unde. rstand it, just a,s if it I eyes; .the pro~:1ets and y~ur rulers, the seers "with" the Col ossian saints "behold-
d "B 'lt th f d ,. bath ne cover.od.-Isa. 29.10, 

:rea , m upon e oun aul?n Behnld, the days come, saith the Lord God, ing," that is, seeing, and. enjoying 
apostles and prophets, .Jesus Chnst that Lwi!l send 11, fsmine in the land, not a their order and steadfastness. This 
being the chief corner stone." fami:w of bread, nor a thir~t for water, but of same spirit of his mind, "whether in 

Such a rendering of the text makes hearmg the words of the Lord.-Amos 8: 11. the body, or out of the body,, he could 
Paul openly contradict himself in his Neither could it have been the not tell, was caught up to the third 
writings to the church at·Corinth:- church that the gates of hell were not heaven, and into the paradise of God, 

For other foundation can no man lay than to prevail against. As cited before, where he both saw and heard un
thatislaid, which is Ji!susCh1·ist.--lCor·. 3:11. the divinity of Jesus Christ was the speakable things and words "not law-

Let me further say to the advocates nucleus or gist of the whole con versa- ful for a man to utter." (2 Cor. 
of this theory that the of tion, while the word church was used 12 : 1-4.) He referred to these 
shows the relation that between incidentally. And to claim that it experiences as visions. (Verse 1.) 
the words foundation and apostles, and was, is to claim that Jesus jumped Psychological students call similar 
that the words do not mean one and clear off the subject with which he so experiences telepathy; the many ca,ses 
the Sl:;lJme thing, as shown in "the gos-j impressively opened up and closed the of absent-administration and healing 
pel of the kingdom," "the of conversation. Uan we believe that he by Christ and his apostles they also 
repentance." Such a foundation would would do so when teaching a fact of couch under the same term. 
certainly present a sorry pic'mre, or such vital importance? And the fact That all the students of the various 
rather a sorry set of pictures. At that the of hell did prevail modern phychological schools make 
times it would be something like the I against church, resulting in its ministers, and that many of them are 
apostles of some of the sectarian I comp~ete apostasy, is proof conclusive tenaciously clinging to monstrous 
churches, "dead and gone to heaven." tha,t 1t was not the church that was dogmas, is not to be denied; but to 

Confession tbat Jesus is the Christ referred to. The argument t,hat I claim that such mistakes and mon
now comes in for just a passing notice. have add~ced agair;,st it bei~g the strosities invalidate the truth they 
What a contradictory muddle the ad- 1 c~mrch wh1ch w~s re1e:~ed to Will also discover is neither philosophical nor 
vocates of this theory have· gotten d1sprove t~1e cla1m t~aL 1t yvas P~ter. charitable. 'ro reject a truth and re
into. Jesus says,- Respectrully submitted m the mter- fuse its benefits simply because it was 

A house divided against itself cannot stand. est of truth, discovered, developed, or taught by 
Many confessed that Jesus was the LmvrLr,E, oregon. J. A. UPTON. some one outside of the church, can 

Christ before the day of Pentecost, ~~ be nothing short of the veriest super-
among whom was Simeon and Anna, stition. Why did God command Jo-
and no church Eb! And to TELEPATHY AND THE SUBCON- seph the Martyr to study all good 
farther enlarge this foundation, devils SC!OUS MIND. books? Simply because there are 
also confessed .Jesus Christ:- While scientific minds have been in- many grand truths to be learned, and 

I know thee who thou the Holy One of venting such methods of communica- God proposes that we learn those 
God; what have I to do thee, Jesus, thou tion as the telephone and wireless truths by study. In the forcible Ian-
Son of God the most high." telegraphy, other minds equally as guage of Bro. T. W. Williams, "We 

Revelation is also claimed by some ; scientific have been studiously inves- do not yet know all there is to be 
to be the rock ur.Jon which Christ built I tigating the possibilities of thought known." So let us keep the church 
his church. While revelation is an in- transference, and have succeeded in motto, "All truth," in mind as we 
dispensible attribute in the character 1

1 reducing it to a science under the proceed. 
of .T esus Christ, and without which he name of telepathy. I called at a neighbor's house re
could not be the Savior of t~e Vi'orld, I To save the H~mld rea~ers unneces- cently, and he remarked: "The Devil 
hencewouldnotbeJesusChr1st, Ican· sary apprehenswn I will state that is always near when we talk about 
not accept it as the' 'rock" to the exclu- there is no affinity existing between him." It is an old saying, suggestive 
sion of other characteristics and vir- spiriliism and the new psychology. of an important truth, though little 
tues of the Savior. Jesus Christ is The former claims to converse with understood. If you watch you may 
the embodiment of every prineiple and thro~gh the sprits ?f the departed 

1 
disco':"er that as you start and as you 

and virtue that is necessary to con- dead, while telepathy 1s the commun- • go With thought centered on your 
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errand, "the spirit of your mind" goes exists we shall ask what we will and 
before you; goes as you think, and it shall be given, would it be wrong 
frequently starts 'Ghe vibration of to l1Sk the of soul communion 
thought in the subconscious mind of with ones? 
those you are thinking of, and they the But many of you doubt the possi-
naturally commence talking about " bility of transmitting mental messages 
you. of the power of God. It 

Not long since I entered is well that vou do doubt it. The 
fruitless search for a passage of and enter into a writer has not intimated such a 
ture. I had never rea,d and as herea,fter thought. If there is any difference 
heard it quotf1d but once. I h13,d hardly fail to be between us it is this: I am forced by 
doubt that Bro. B. gave a genuine the Union will in like mfl,nner disz,buse careful observation to believe that 
quotation. . Two weeks passed, and I their minds of whosoever complies with any portion 
not a day but I thought of Bro. B. thize not wHh of God's fixed law, will through such 
and the quotation. Then I wrote in- • is, allow no receive a partial 
quiring of his life and the passage. ai'fliction to am surprised that some 
A prompt reply to the effect that I fail to see the great 
had been on his mind much of the will of the gospel platform. Jesus 
time for some days past was exa.ctly quests. probably never placed more stress ori 
what I expected, for there existed be- pathize not. any one point, at least never more 
tween us a natural rapport, or what reciprocal influences plainly taught any truth, than that all 
some style "elective affinity." I could As you commit the men shall be rewarded according to 
give volumes of such observations. the hands do their works. I do not believe a man 
Whoever will watch these things will they are whole a,nd can sink himself so low in the depths 
doubtless become interested and re- ye ask, believe that of sin and rebellion against--God as to 
ceive reward for the attention We have as be out of reach of the gospel influence. 

I might here refer you to direct evi- the potency I do believe the smallest kind act 
dence; that is, the testimonies of liv- reservoirs within or of the vilest sinner 
ing witnesses that well-defined mental power, r.f'fection, will be by bringing him that 
messages have been successfully sent tention, much nearer to God. (See Matt. 
and received by them with no other wisdom, 10: 42.) 
medium than the force of thought; son all harmoni- Man is surely possessed by a most 
but as there is nothing tangible in ous whole, and constitute the wonderful "undercurrent of thought 
them for you I will pass them by. faith that God at our hands. and " which is very properly 

If the spirit of Sister Emma Burton He uses these forces with though the different 
could step out of the body, across the which he has so endowed us schools agree in calling it the sub-
sea, into the cabin of a vessel which for his own glory in the up- conscious mind. Whatever you may 
lay at a foreign port, and gaze with ad- lift of afflicted be pleased to call it, it is that intellec-
miration and love on the face of her The elders when to adminis- tual force which controls the circula-
sleeping husband, :return and view her ter (Jas. 5: 14), who go as mere tion of blood, respiration, digestion, 
own body as she had left it, and then machines, anoint, lay on nutrition, waste, instinct, sleep, mem-
voluntarily reenter the body as re- pray, at the same time ory, the nerve cen-
corded in Anturnn Leaves; if the spirit requisition none of these ters, requires no superior 
of Sr. Samuel Gurley, or the spirit of except desire, and intelligence to see that these so-called 
Bro. John Burlington, could leave the distorted into anxiety, are involuntary functions are not gov-
body and be escorted into the para- meet with success. If erned chance. In the act of as-
dise of God and behold the glories ious, you are similation the closest scrutiny is 
that in like manner had been viewed I concerned, required to s.elect from a hetero-
by Paul; if Rev. Edward B. Emerson, easy, and out of with the geneous mass of food the proper rna-
Mrs. Charles Collins, Rev. William gospel of peace, or, as psychic I terial to supply the various parts of 
Tannent, Mrs. Swanson, and others student would say, out of the proper the body. Bone, sinew, nerve, 
could pass through similar experi- vibration. J blood, joint a.nd fatty tissue, all re-
ences, why should it be thought in- I can think of no class of individuals I constant nourishment, and of a 
credible that kindred spirits can who should more joyfully hail the kind. It is our subconscious 
converse with each other while in possibilities of telepa,thy than our mind, or "The spirit of your mind," 
'possession of their natural bodies? missionaries, and no class who are which has charge of this intricate 
Why should we suspicion the well- better situated to profit by it. Their machinery; and when our physical 
attested facts that are almost daily mission is one of love. They have I bodies are perfectly passive, then our 
witnessed on the public stage of our larger, better 1 spirits are ea,sily influenced and 
large cities? love instincts a.nd \aroused to intense activity by proper 

Some of our brethren say "it is too 1 the majority of and love is \ suggestions. This clearly solves the 
mysterious to believe unle,ps it be the only plane upon which telepathy problem, or at least furnishes us an 
seen;" and then when proof is offered will operate. Jealousy, bickering, I insight to the phenomena of mind 
they brand it as of the DeviL I have peccadillos, envy, strife, malice, self- I healing as practiced by various 
been confronted many times by the ishness, etc., are dead locks against, schools of the day when stripped of 
enemies of the gospel who take the telepathy; but the strong affinity ex- 1l its mystery, and of many undue dog
same stand relative to the gifts, and I isting between the messengers for, matic assumptions, where is the sin? 
think it illogical in both parties. truth and the loving ones they leave Can anyone point it out? 

I have seen but little relative to the j behind specially qua,lifies them for In.conelusion, I will give a brief ab-
efficacy of the Sisters' Prayer Union, successful operations this line. stract summary of operation:-
yet I know in reason that great good \ It is an ea.sy matter for to I First. Perfect congeniality, natural 
results. Any arrangement which "int,o the one " or to "be of affinity, natural attraction. That 
provides for unanimity of loving 1 one mind;" a.nd since Jesus promises I mysterious quality called rapport or 
thoughts at given periods of time · us that where this perfect agreement 1 electric affinity is a necessity. With-
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out a doubt the word love or r~n,rm·o'm' 
comprehended, covers 
ground, so far l!os 
cerned. 

Second. As doubt is akin 
and renders every efl'ort 
and temporary, it is necessary 
you believe, not that it is 
that some may, 
ceed. Be positive, 
assured. 

'.Phird. It is best for 
have a fixed or stated 
come to understand the power, and 
process of the need of 
time will be 

Fourth. 'rhe passive state of 
is a broad subject; all should 
familiar with it. It should be 
in every school, for 
state in which we can 
truth that is 
state in which we bear all ' 
sermons." If we are not 
grandest, the most 
ever preached is to· us 
A child when passive learns more in 
five minutes than in five years when 
not passive. To enter into a state of 
passivity, occupy the easiest 
position; let down all tension mind 
and body; relax every nerve and every 
muscle; close your eyes and your 
mind to your environments; thus be
come perfectly oblivious to your sur
roundings. With some it seems best I 
to stop thinking for a I 

, do ' ness is yet to be seen. I ask the question, 

science is in its in
should not be discour

do :not succeed. A 
success will encour
the effort. Perfect 

concentration of thou£"ht 
fail of results. 

have to 
for generations, it will 

in most cases require patient study 
repe1:1Jted effort to succeed. So 

an achievement should hardly 
all at once and at the first 

success to all who may 
test these matters, I sub· 

scribe myself, 
Your brother and friend, 

D. R. BALDWIN. 
RAVENDEN SPRINGS, Arkansas. 

"Is there a command from God for the pro
test?" The answer comes, "No." 

Now see what the word says: "I can of 
mine own self do nothing," but "my Father 
worketh hitherto, and I work." "I say 
nothing but what I was commanded to say," 
''I do nothing but what I was commanded to 
do." So the protest and the word do not 
agree-do not harmonize. 

How about Mor·monism? Hearken! "The 
designs and purposes of God cannot be frus
trated, neither doth he turn to the right nor 
to the left; therefore his paths are straight, 
and his course is one eternal round." The 
Pope changes things to suit his purpo~es and 
gain certain ends; and if there is such a thing 
as worae, and much worse, then the Protes
tants are ahead. Mormonism says God 
changes not. So the ship of Zion has her 
course. The surges may roll, the angry bil
lows may roar, but we will anchor by and by. 

I desire that the Saints in the State of 
Washington write me at Orting, Washing
ton, stating the opportunities in the several 
localities for preaching. Do not forget your 
duties to God and yourself. If you could only 
realize your duties in this generation and 
your visitation, you would never waste a mo
ment, nor lose an opportunity. 0, the many 
lost opportunities that are passed by un
heeded. As I see the day approaching I fear 
that "some will fail in a Saint's reward." I 
pray God to bless· those in this State. Peace 
be with you. Your brother, 

JOHN DAVIS. 

and. then gradually center your D 
thoughts upon the object of your de-
sire, while others succeed best by con- CHILLIWACK, B. C., May 25. 
ducting pa,ssivity and concentration at Editors Herald:-Let me draw the attention 
the same time. My observation is , ELLENSBURGH, Wush., May 30. of all kingdom extending Saints to the work 
that whenever tho~ght is sufficiently 1 Editors Herald:-I have been appointed to as it exists in British Columbia, as_ I fear.the 
cent;ered on a,ny obJeCt, one naturally I labor in this ·State with Bro. Enge, and I wor~ cannot go on unless present 1mpass1~le 
drops into the passive stsJte. The trust we are in a state of acceptance with barriers shall be beaten down. I do not w1sh 
more perfect the state of God. to assume the role of a crank, nor to manifest 
the more susceptible are we I I left home two weeks a[/'o to go and tell the any disconted spirit; but I feel that duty com-
und~sturbed interest, and the "old, old story;" or, as the apostles of old j p.els m~ to mention certain things in com:iec-
the mterest, the more completely pas- said, "We have left all and followed thee." twn with my field. 
sive we become. Therefore the act of After a three days' ride I met Brn. Enge and It will be understood that this is a new 
concentration of is not a Dawson wai.tlng for a train that was twelve field that I started in some ten months ago. 
physical effort, but squarely the op- hours late because of a wreck six miles west During that time I have been pushed from 
posite. of Thompson's Falls, Idaho. The next day pillar to post, by reason of the most unusual 

The methods in we walked nine miles and reached Bro. Shel- sectarian meanness. This going from place 
are concentration thought don's. At the end of the journey I was re- to place has cost a great deal of money, both 
your communicant. This minded of .the thought, "Wayworn and tired for board and hall rent. It has been impos-
passive state of mind. Do not we hither come." sible to confine my labors where expenses 
of them as being far away. I preached that night; but the second night would always be small, as laboring in a place 
distance. Thinknotof looked more like a disappointment than an wheretherewerebutaboutahalfdozenSaints, 
of the person a,ppointmeut, so we pre11ch"d the Jollowing and widely scattered, necessitates my striking 
if they were you. evening, and twice on Sunday. out awong strangers when the work is ac-
of your mind" has eyes, and can There is to be a lect,ure delivered here to- complished among the Saints. I have sought 
Direct those alert eyes to night by a man named Sutton; subject, to labor where a home was open, until interest 
your friend. Make a mental "Mormonism exposed." We intend to hear failE.d, and then have been compelled to get 
of him. VVhen you have them I what he has to say on the matter. To me it right out among the people. In doing this I 
visualized, when with ' 'I is somewhat s'"range that they feel it such a have been put to a big expense, as hall rent is 
eye" you can see them and feel that duty to expose the kuth. Why not expose exceedingly high, and board likewise. Saints 
there is resJly no between you, 1 error? will be informed by reading previous letters 
then spea.k firmly them the. words I Three divisions of work present thernsel ves; of my traveling from place to place, abso-
of your Silent message. Remam first, Catholicism; second, Protestantism; lutely forced to it, by reason of the ill-natured 
sive for a time and listen for the I and third, Mormonism. Two of the§e are proprietors imbibing too freely of the spirit 
but _do no1; eager nor r.nxious. 

1

1 L1Jse. If the C<:<.tholics wm·e. right then, there of Babylon, a most intoxicating spirit, in 
Fifth. In some was no need for Protestantism; bu·~ the protest many instances. 

occupy the position of a ; , is made. Whether it is made in righteous- I have left splendid crowds when turned 
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out, but could not tarry and preach, because 
of no other halis in the town. 

Someone says, "Preach on the streets!" Per
mit me, to inform all readers that it rains 
here about every other day; yes, I may say 
truthfully that all the dry days in a year will 
not aggregate three months. In one month it 
rained twenty-eight days. To think of preach
ing on the streets in any season of the year is 
out of the question. 

And now what can be done to obviate the 
the difficulty? Answer: Purchase a tent. 
Tent work ought to be most successful here, 
as, because of the exceedingly mild climate, 
it could easily be used ten months in a year; 
moreover, hall expenses which are from 
three to twenty dollars a night would be 
obliterated, and boarding expense would be 
considerably lessened by the elder boarding 
himself in the tent, 

There is absolutely no use to send an elder 
out here and then tie him up with no oppor
tunities to present the word. Being such an 
exceedingly expensive country to live in, 
we have to adapt ourselves to the conditions. 

But some one asks, Why do I ask for a 
tent through the church organ? Brethren, 
it is that I might awaken church authorities 
and,~ Saints to the demands of this arduous 
field. Let me give you a living illustration. 
When last I wrote I was opening up the work 
at Kelowna. I labored there one week, and 
then had to get up and go, as collections 
were far too small to even pay my board. I 
was among strangers, hence had to pony up 
the wherewith in an honorable way. Board 
was five dollars for the week, cheapest in 
town. I was completely broke, financially, 
and had to approach a gentile, borrowing not 
only enough to meet my board bill, but to get 
out of the place, some fourteen dollars all 
told. I was at that time some three hundred 
and fifty miles from any body of Saints, hence 
had to borrow the large sum to get where I 
could get the next meaL I merely cite this to 
show you how cold and reserved this Province 
is, and to see if perhaps some way could not 
be devised that this expense might be cur
tailed. 

I arrived home last March, and have been 
helping the Saints as best I copld ever since; 
but I've not attempted to strike out again, all 
because finance won't permit me. It is use
less to attempt getting free schools in the 
country, as firstly, the farming community is 
very small, there being little tillable land, 
or else where there are farms they are often 
very large and owned by one man, thus crea
ting a sparsely settled region. In some places 
the farms a,ce seven hundred to two thousand 
acres, all controlled by one rancher. There 
is a school, to be sure; but it gathers its stu
dents from miles around. Could it be practi
cable to hold nightly services at such places? 

Brethren, I am a servant of the church, 
but I wish the church would serve me with 
the means in the shape of a tent to reach the 
people. 

I am satisfied there are many of Israel in 
this Province yet ungathered and unfettered 
from gentile manacles; but as has been shown 
me, the difficulty lies in gathering them out 
by getting at them. For the sake of Israel 
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in this country yet unseen by naked eye, I ] ter Emma to be our missionaries in the 
feel under deep obliga,tions to plead on their South Seas. May you be well. 
behalf for the necessary help in the shape of Signed by the president of the division in 
a tent to reach them. Tahiti, D. M. POHEMITI. 

Who will respond? I am prepared to re- I also most cheerfully add my signature. 
ceive all donations from any and every source, ISAACS. HENRY. 
for surely the Son of man hath not a house, 
a chapel, nor a tent erected to his honor in 
this far-off field. Please respond all who 
will, in a demonstrative way, that my hands 
may be loosed to push out, for the hastening 
time is upon us. 

The kirks are closed baith far and near, 
'l"'he parson 'e fau ,t nae doot; 

The schills are aye refused ns tae, 
Or else we're syn tnrne"d oot. 

The rents for halls taks muckle gear, 
And freens we hae but few, 

And cash wi, us is very scant, 
Sae, what will we dae noo. 

The muckle rain maks street wark bad, 
The folk we canna' teach 

Unless some ither wye be planned, 
'L'hat they may hear us preach. 

"A tent?" why that's the very thing, 
A house that's a, oor aine, 

Where we can ask the folk to come 
Iu sunshine or in rain, 

Then, Saints, wha love the gospel true, 
We plead your help the noo; 

'\Ve,re strangers in a far-off land, 
But look for help from you. 

Address all communications to Chilli wack, 
British Columbia. 

DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

Tarona i Papeete, 'l'ahiti,Eperera te, 
6 Mat, 1900. 

Na Totefa Peretiteni no te E3alesia e te 
amui rua taa ote feia moa i Marike. 

Ia orana Iteiva o te fatu ra o Iesu arne ne 
Ua farerei aenei matou Itooutou arofa naroto 
i te mau rata Eno reira teie neio Amui roa te 
faaite atu nei i to raton arofa ia outou a 
toana e te amui raa ote feia Moa i Marike. 
Amene. 

Tefaaite atu nei au ia autou Ite parau i 
faataa hia e te amui roa o te feia moa iruru 
mai i teie nei mahana o tei 'l'amau hia irato i 
te parau No te Apoo raa aia hoi t-ani raa tu ia 
faa hoi hio mai to tatou taeae Here ra o 
Iotefa Burtone e to tatou Tuahine here o 
Ema Ei Mitinare no teis nei pae au i Apatoa 
nei. 

Ia orana outou. 
Papai hia e te Peretiteni ote Tufaa 

Tahiti D. M. Pohemiti. 

Tarona in Papeete, Tahiti, April 6, 1900. 
For Joseph, President of the church, and 

to the whole of the body of the . Saints in 
America:· 

May you be well, in the name of the Lord 
Jesus. Amen. 

We have received your salutations by your 
letters, on which account the whole of this 
assembly present unto you and ·to the whole 
of the body of the Saints in America their 
sympathies. Amen. 

I now make known to you the matter 
which has been decided by the assembly of 
the Saints which are gathered here at the 
present time and upheld in their meetings, 
viz., that they petition you to send back our 
dear brother Joseph Burton and our dear sis-

CLEBURNE, Tex., June 2. 
Ed·itors Herald:-I left Ft. Worth last 

week after shaking hands with a few warm
hearted, faithful Saints enroute for this 
place. Elder H. 0. 'Smith was their preacher 
at the time of my departure and they were 
all with one accord of one heart and mind, 
rejoicing in the Lord. 

I came here for the purpose of visiting my 
son and his little famlly hoping to preach 
while here; but through the powers of the 
elements which have given an unusal amount 
of rain and the bigotry of the divines, who 
hold to a form of godliness and deny the 
power thereof, have this far made a failure, 
but I hope yet before I go to other parts to 
enjoy the privilege of declaring against such. 
As I read the discipline of the various 
churches and listen to their teachings I can 
see more and more of their errors, and can 
realize better the truth of the angelic decla
ration of the creeds. ~This morning it seems 
to me that I can hear the soft whisperings of 
the Savior, "Blessed art thou, ... for flesh 
and blood hath not revealed this unto thee, 
but my Father which is in heaven;" "here
by kno-w we that we dwell in him, and he in 
us, because he hath given us of his Spirit." 
As there is only one way given whereby the 
Spirit may freely flow from the throne" of 
God to man, we may freely and boldly say we 
are the only people that can truthfully say 
we do know. 

I find myself alone at this place, so far as 
earthly help is concerned, amid the breaks of 
a stormy sea of prejudice, tradition, and 
ignorance. However, Bro. and Sr. Riley will 
arrive today, and I think we will arrange 
services for a day or two. 

Since coming to this place, while looking 
over the city for a place of worship, I met an 
eminent divine. On approaching him, his 
sparkling diamonds made it difficult for mfil 
to look at him; but before I left him it 
seemed to be quite difficult for him to look at 
me; not for my jewelry, but because of the 
fire darts of a guilty conscience being ex
posed, through a cross-examination. After 
making the declaration that he knew our 
position, his dignity did not allow me to 
speak to his congregation. His name is 
Smith. A Congregational minister said he 
had formerly lived in a neighborhood of our 
people in Decatur. Further particulars I 
don't remember; but of this I am quite sure, 
or least it seems so to me, that he was 
lgnorant of the righteousness of God, going 
about establishing his own righteousness. 

Today I rode out about five miles into the 
most thriving settlement I've seen for years 
passed, the finest and best arranged farms, 
the finest orchards, all kinds of berries, the 
best of gardens, good houses with yards deco
rated with the most beautiful flowers. Look 
which way we would, we could see the hoe, 
the ax, the plow, all moving, in the hands of 
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this thriving and very industrious people. 
And as we passed the shops the hammer, an
vil, bellows, and the handsaw gave unmis
takable sounds of the industry of the 
mechanic. This is Sunday. "Why all this," 
I exclaimed to myself; "0, this is a people 
that has forgotten that Christ is Lord of the 
Sabbath, and that he arose from the dead, 
ushered in a new dispensation, and a new 
commencement of counting time began, and 
that his enemies did not recognize his au
thority. I suppose they conclude that the 
Jewish authority if not the best, is the oldest, 
and worship on Saturday and work on Sun
day. Altogether it seemed peculiar to us, 
whether it be tradition or Bible. 

On ~ur return to this place it seemed al
most like jumping from one world to another, 
or out of one dispensation into another. Here 
all labor was suspended, even in the railroad 
shops. All was silent as a graveyard. May 
the Lord bless his laboret·s that they may 
labor together in unity, is my prayer. 

L. L. WIGHT. 

0ATSVILLE, Ind., June 2. 
Editors Herald:-After tarrying a few days 

at St. Louis while enroute from Lamoni 
home, I reached the latter April 30. I 
found my folks well and very anxious and 
glad to see me. Since my arrival I have 
been preaching here and round about. I 
have in the time become more convinced 
that home will bear more careful and critical 
investigation than any other place on earth, 
not excepting the house of sacred worship. 
This is so because when endowed with the 
Holy Spirit It has the elements of the latter 
as well as those which belong especially to 
itself. I am decidedly of the opinion that 
"A boy's best friend is his mother," and "I 
believe it for my mother told me so." 

Sunday, the 27th ult., I administered bap
tism to my youngest two sisters, one of whom, 
the elder, is married. Her name is now 
Mrs. Hosea Burke. The younger has been 
ready for baptism about two years, but there 
was no one to officiate. My relatives had 
not, until my return, heard a Latter Day 
Saint sermon since I left home over three 
years ago. The same is true also of other 
Saints living in this section of country. Dur
ing my stay in California some parts of the 
region I had formerly labored in were en
tirely neglected. Possibly some one was to 
blame for this, and yet it may have been 
unavoidable. The same thing may be re
peated, for I have already received notice of 
a transfer of my labors in regard to which 
the readers of the Herald will learn more 
later. This appears to be unfortunate; but 
if some one occupies in my place it will be 
all right. I do not think I could do better 
here than anyone else, but I am afraid I will 
not have a saccessor. 

My sister, Mrs. Burke, was very desirous 
of receiving some spiritual manifestation be
fortl her baptism. ·she sought the Lord in 
prayer to that end, and realized it to he!:" 
satisfaction and great joy. The Spirit spoke 
to her understanding (not by an audible 
voice, however) directing her to turn to 
Revelation, fourteenth chapter; She did 
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so and read the sixth and seventh verses. 
She did not know before that prophecy could 
be found there. She was told also at the 
same time she could teach little children. 
This was in harmony with her desire, for she 
wanted to be a worker in the church, and yet 
didn't feel that she could do anything. 
There are many in the church who need 
such a testimony; for, judging from their 
inactivity, they do not think they can do 
anything. 

I have heard some were disappointed with 
the late General Conference.· I ;am sure I 
was not. Although some things I expected 
did not occur, other things, good things, too, 
I didn't expect, dld; so I am on the average 
satisfied. 

Praying that this year will be one of great 
success to God's work, and happiness to his 
children, I am, 

Yours in hope, 
ALMA C. BARMORE. 

RADCI.IFF, Ohio, May 29. 
Editors Herald:-We are glad that we are 

still in this latter day work, although there 
seems to be darkness with some of our people 
here. -Where some go into darkness others 
are receiving light. 

While Bro. H. E. Moler was at home he 
preached a number of times, baptized three, 
and left others thinking. Some we expect 
will obey in a few days. He also organized 
Sunday school in our school district, which 
is moving along nicely. So the work moves, 
if some do turn away. May the Lord be mer· 
ciful to them. 

Work here has not moved very rapidly 
since conference. No doubt all are getting 
ready for the conflict, and will soon blow the 
gospel trump in the ears of the spiritually 
deaf. 

I would request the missionaries who re
ceive support from this district to inform me 
of their comings and goings to and from their 
fields of labor so that I may know how to sup
ply their families. 

Ever praying for the success of this grand 
work and the redemption of Zion, I remain, 

Your brother in gospel bonds, 
8. J. JEFFERS. 

343t W. Adams St., 
CHICAGO, Ill., June 4. 

Editors Herald:-It is not often that I bur
den these pages, but I thought I might be able 
to write a few items that would be of interest 
to the isolated ones; and if any of our people 
need the sympathy of those who are happily 
planted among others of like faith it is those 
who are entirely pilgrims among strangers. 
Having been baptized in Chicago a number of 
years ago by Bro. Earl, I from that time 
forth became more and more in love with all 
the ancient and modern revelations apper
taining to Zion and the regions around about. 
By study of the word, ancient and modern, 
and by the leading of God's Holy Spirit, I 
was enabled not to build air castles or expect 
too much of either the Lord, his Saints or the 
world. So having a chance to visit Kansas 
City, I took everything in a very natural 
way, and I assure you I am not disappointed, 

but satisfied beyond any reasonable expec
tancy. 

Now Chicagoans and all other people are 
generally proud of the place they live in and 
its associations. So am I, and as I took my 
pencil in hand I would mark down as the 
train sped through "the land northward" all 
the defecta as also thb good to be seen. Mis• 
souri may not in these days come up to her 
sister states in natural riches; but who can 
tell what her hills and valleys will bring 
forth when "the earth shall bloom as Eden,'; 
and the Saints possess the land. But this 
much I know, the people living there are 
better off than the average farmer of other 
states; and from the middle of the state on 
the north and east watershed of the Missouri 
River is a land fat in· cattle, cereals, and 
fruit, with a climate two months in advance 
of most places north of the 40th parallel in 
the central states. 

Arriving in Kansas City on the evening of 
May 26, we met Sr. C. J. Clark, late of Chi
cago, at whose home we stayed and visited 
for a week. They live now in a beautiful, 
hilly, suburban district, southeast of the city. 
They are a family of great workers, and our 
loss is Zion's gain. 

On Sunday, the 27th, we took the lovely 
trip on the electric road to Independence, for 
it was "annual rally day." It was the larg
est gathering of Saints I was ever in, and for 
the first time I entered an edifice that is 
owned by our people. It is a strongly built 
structure of stone directly opposite the noted 
Temple Lot, and nearly opposite the frame 
church of the Hedrickites. The car stopping 
in front of the church doors, we went in the 
basement to Sunday school, which has an en
rollment of four hundred and twenty-five 
scholars; but this day brought out four hun
dred and eighty-five, which, after the lesson 
led by Wallace Robinson, as superintendent, 
divided into classes, while a large Bible 
class, also a· large Book of Mormon clas~, 

gathered upstairs. Love and friendship l.it 
up the countenance of every face; and by the 
help of the surrounding landscape which 
stretches away for miles I could not help 
wishing that the Lord would come and dwell 
in the temple (not yet built) in the holy of 
holies, when the veil is lifted and Israel is · 
thoroughly separated from Babylon. Who 
can forecast the blessings that then will 
obtain? 

Directly after Sunday school the people as
sembled in the church, which was well filled. 
In the morning and evening service the choir 
sang a number of anthems, such as, "The 
earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof;" 
"Who is the Lord," "Let all nations bow," 
etc. The choir is made up of at least fifty 
voices, trained with much painstaking prac
tice, and led by Bro. James. I have heard 
art singing in the crystal palace and temples 
of London, England, and other cities; but 
such singing was mechanical, while here it 
was the sweet singers of Israel, a chosen peo
ple, who know who they are singing to, and 
what they are singing about; and so I believe 
they can beat the world, because after getting 
time, pitch, modulation, accuracy of measure, 
etc., they have one thing more, and that is, 
they sing by the Spirit. Bro. Ralph Smith, 
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'their organist, is fired by the same noble 
motive, as in Ephesians 5: 19. 

Then our champion, Joseph Luff, gave us a 
sermon the world ought to have heard, tak
ing Deuteronomy 32: 11, 12, and first part of 
15th verses: second reference to Psalms 24:3, 
and third part, Revelation 6: 17. He said the 
first, last, and continuous design of preaching 
is the building of character otherwise wasted 
and lost; quoting Isaiah 24: 1, 2, showing the 
time is soon to come that idols now existing 
shall bt:~ obliterated and men appear for what 
they are worth; that no credit is due anyone 
accidently doing good, and God will not 
blame a man for a wrong he did not intend to 
do; showing the attribute of justice. 

By Proverbs 29:18 Bro. L. shows that vis
ion in his case means primarily sense, na'oural 
power to see; and by John 3: 3, 4, 5, he gave 
an example as to how imposaible it is for 
some to see. 

At night the stand was decorated by ten or 
more vases of native roses and flowers, and 
the speaker was T. W. Chatburo, another 
giant. His sermon was of a memorial and 
patriotic nature. By placing a book upright 
on the pulpit he called it "Paul" in the wit
ness box. This made the sermon highly 
interesting, and called for intelligent consid
eration of the jury of hearers. Then asking 
the ladies and gentlemen to lay aside their 
prejudice one hour, saying that it makes no 
difference what we think about it but what 
does God think and say about it (the gospel). 
Many give no hearing because of objectiona
ble doctrine. Starting with Galatians 1: 6-9, 
he said: "Let us see what this man taught, 
taking the Bible as the ruling guide. Well, 
Mr. Paul, what did you teach?" etc., quoting 
all the teaching of fourteen years and the 
principles, gifts, and officers, with which you 
are all so well acquainted, such as Hebrews 
1: 2; Acts 8: 14-17; 1 Corinthians 12; 1 Peter 
5: 8; Ephesians 4: 11; etc. 

In the intermission we dined at the supurb 
home of Bro. B. C. Smith, w_ho afterwards 
showed what Missouri can do in the raising 
of flowers, vegetables, and fruit grown in his 
garden. He also took me to his strawberry 
patch, where I saw many berries the size of a 
walnut, and I can truthfully say there were 
not as many in the field when I left it. 

On May 30, we all took a trip to the hills 
of Argentine, Kansa~, where the inspiration 
of the view helped us to chat on the scattered 
conditions of the Saints and of prophecy per
taining to the near future. By the aid of a 
nickel each and six transfers, two of us took 
the street cars, seven in number, to the First 
Kansas City branch, where a week's revival 
was in progress. Bro. Hulmes as· speaker 
took his text ft·om Mal. 3: 6, showing the 
unchangeableness of God's law in everything 
we see; the perfect harmony of the planetary 
system; how the Bible is the plan and speci
fication by which we as architects can build; 
and taking the many sects as real estate 
agents, to well examine the deed so as to be 
sure of not suffering loss, etc. 

We also saw a nice church of the Saints at 
Armstrong, Kansas, perched on a high bluff. 
I became acquainted with Brn. John White, 
Pickering, Oriley, three James, Robinson, 
etc. Saw also my friends Ern. Hattie and H. 
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H. Robinson. The latter I had not seen since 
he confirmed me years ago. 

Taking another trip from Kansas City to 
Independence, I visited the Ensiqn office, and 
saw Ern. Garrett, Luffa, and Rudolph, also a 
number of our people owning their own stores 
up town. Visited the temple lot, which is a 
beautiful plat of about three acres, and the 
other 60 acres now held by our enemies. I 
also called on Zion's janitor and his wife, 
Bro. and Sr. Horton, and I hope when Zion is 
entirely free from debt and independent they 
will not forget this brother and sister; for 
here also "the laborer is worthy of his hire." 

We called on Bro. R. Etzenhouser, and al
though so busy preparing for his Californian 
mission he nevertheless kindly unfolded his 
canvas view of ''Cumorah's Hill," to see 
which is almost as good as a visit there. I 
bought from him a photo of Cumorah. 

Independence has several other big 
churches bunched together; and well can we 
say, Who art thou? It would not take us 
long to tell them why I am a Latter Day 
Saint; but it is mystery Babylon, and so I 
suppose they never will ask. Will the Lord 
always tolerate the false crafts of the modern 
Midianite, Canaanite, Hittite, Amorite, 
Perizite, Hivite, and Jubusite, etc? 

Persevering young men with a good supply 
of patience should, I think, go to Kansas City 
and surrounding towns !Wd there endeavor 
to pass the civil service examination for let
ter carrier, clerk, mail clerk, gauger, etc. 
One trouble is the cities are not la;·ge; but 
they are growing and there is no reason 
why such jobs should not be filled by our 
men, who would have to scrape rather hard 
for a little, while as a substitute. Applica
tions should be placed with the Metropolitan 
street railway and steam roads terminating 
there. There are any amount and varied 
avocations for all of us, which can be at~ 
t~J.ined by a steady, systematic effort. I 
would rather be a sewer digger of Zion ia 
the days to come than a bank teller else
where. 

But there is no use for us to flock there un
less prepared to undergo trials. We are yet 
far from perfection, and have not enough of 
the Comforter to attain it (our fault, not 
God's); therefore if any brother offends us, 
keep the tongue tied and pray, for that is 
the most effectual lever to overcome all 
things. The conditions are such that were 
every soul in Kansas City, and all the far
mers about Latter Day Saints, and all true, 
honest, law-abiding and just citizens, that 
they would be an honor indeed to the state 
and need fear no expulsion. 

The word should reecho along our lines, 
"Let us up and possess the land;" and even 
if we are too poor to possess, go anyway, but 
first by preparing the way before us by writ
ing for positions till one is found. I tell you 
there are glories near for each and every one 
of us who truly love this work, if we will let 
the Lord lead us. It thrilled me with de
light to be shown first this and then that 
home occupied by a Saint. In fact all about 
was theirs; and for the first time in my life I 
felt at home, for in the world we are but pil
grims; for the Catholic and her numerous 
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progeny have their homes and their cities. 
0 that we had more faith, FAITH; and that 
we had more compassion for one another, 
and that every man were full of truth and 
integrity! They will be some day. Judas 
and Satan shall not always wear sheep's 
clothing. 

I did not know what a drawing influence 
the Holy Spirit has over this land till I had 
to go away. As the sun was setting and the 
train carried us away from this choice land, 
my sensations were as one cast out of heaven 
to go and dwell among strangers. So passed 
from view the hills of Zion and the regions 
round about in Missouri and Kansas. Surely 
the Lord's wisdom is shown in choosing this 
center. The vistas, vales, forests, and every 
conceivable glory is there, and the ground is 
rich. Even the trees wave their sonnets of 
praise, and the rocks are full of ~oetry. 

Nothing seen of nature to distress the mind, 
but everything tends to refresh and build 
the faculties of the weary. I am not draw
ing a fictitious picture. The whole world is 
a glory unto God; but can you not see the 
earth groaning because of abominations and 
idolatry and gross wickedness. The Lord 
has designated a spot for the building of his 
temple, and where the Saints, his children, 
can five in holiness, salvation, and.glory. Ye 
scattered of Israel, take courage. Remem
ber your covenants and cast your eyes and 
prayers ZIONW ARD. .May we all be found 
worthy to abide the day of his coming is my 
prayer. 

"Shall we meet with those mvitec1 
•ro the marriage of the Lamb? 

Who shall then put on their glory, 
And forget their earthly shame? 

Shall we meet the shining myriads 
Who the songs of glory sing? 

Shall our voices join their praises 
'ro the everlasting KING f" 

Hoping I am in those holy bonds, 
ARTHUR W. GORBUT'L', 

Mothers' Home Gollfmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

~'Jesus, still lead OD 1 

Till our rest be· won; 
And although the way be cheerless, 
We will follow, calm and fearless: 

Guide us by thy band 
To our Fatherland." 

IN presenting to the Daughters of Zion the 
following, as supplying the interim between 
the old and the new courses of reading, we 
feel that no apology is needed, for its beauti
ful thoughts presented in such simplicity of 
style will endear it to the heart of each ear
nest worker in the Master's cause. Its study 
will impress anew upon heart and mind the 
great underlying truth of the gospel of Christ, 
''all ye are brethren." 

It has long been our earnest hope and 
prayer for the time to come when the Daugh
ters of Zion would be enabled to establish 
free kindergartens as a part of their work, 
and it may be this reading will appeal to 
some one competent to aid such a movement. 
God grant it may.-En. 
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SELECT READING FOR JULY MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

THE CHILDREN OF THE OTHER HALF. 

MISS LUCY WHEELOCK. 

"0h, child! oh, newborn denizen 
Of life's great city I On thy head 
The glory of the morn is shed 

Like a celestial benison-
Here at the portals thou dost stand, 
And with thy little hand 

Thou openest the mysterious gate, 
Into the future's undiscovered land!" 

Every child born, in palace or hovel, stands 
at this same mysterious portal. For every 
one the future waits. There is no manger so 
lowly, no cradle so humble that around it the 
glories of the waiting world do not shine. 
As to the Holy Child of old, so to every child 
to-day, the world comes with its gifts. The 
gentle Mary is there representing the family 
life. 'rhe humble shephercls come first, fore
shadowing the lot of man destined to live 
among the common people, to live only by 
using his own powers, and by conforming to 
the laws of life, that there is no receiving 
without giving. And yet, the glory of heaven 
had shone upon these same shepherds, show
ing that the radiance of the Divine may il
luminate even the most humble life, and the 
celestial music may accompany the everyday 
talk. Kingly power is represented in the 
group around this early cradle. The golden 
treasures of the world's wisdom are laid at 
the feet of the child standing at life's portal. 
Every poet, from the time of blind Homer, 
has sung his songs for him. Every work 
written in any tongue may be his. 

The canvass of a Murillo or Reynolds he 
may possess in the true sense of possession. 
"The world belongs to those who take it." 
The iil:cense of the lives of saints, of the 
good and holy men of all ages is wafted to 
him as a sacred gift. The faith of a Luther, 
of a Savonarola, or of a Joan of Arc may be 
his inheritance. A long procession of heroes 
and heroines, the great and mighty of the 
earth, may march across the stage of his life, 
each bringing the inspiration of his or her 
deed as a magic gift to allure to noble living. 
Such is the possible heritage of every child 
born. But alas! how often by lack of right 
environment, and by a false system of training, 
the heir fails to take possession of what is 
truly his. To defraud a man of his estate is 
a grievous sin, but to defraud a human being 
of his divine possession of himself and of his 
powers, of his joyous inheritance in this 
world of blessing, is an evil with which hu
man law may not interfere, and of which 
too seldom we, any of us, take cognizance. 
We have easily comforted ourselves by as
signing too much importance to heredity and 
too little to environment. (Let this point be 
fully discussed.-Ed.) 

To take a child of the slums and put him 
for a half a day into an atmosphere of peace 
and good will and joy, such as the kinder· 
garten o'ffers, is to make the dinginess and 
misery of the tenement house impossible for 
that child when growth shall have come. 
The child of the slums becomes vicious and 
wicked because affected by the false maxims 
of his environment. "The world owes every 
man a living," is the motto of the tramp, the 
thief, the pickpocket. The child brought up 
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with no other influence must inevitably look 
upon the world, not as his natural God-given 
inheritance to use and enjoy, but as an estate 
to which others have defrauded him of his 
natural rights. He must gain by craft and 
crime that which others have appropriated. 

Those whom we call great are so because 
they most fully accept the truth that their 
lives belong not to themselves, but to the 
race. The child standing at the portal of the 
future, wherever his feet are placed, finds 
himself confronted by the institutional life of 
man, offering varied relationships. 

To lead a human being to master himself 
and his relationships is to educate him. The 
kindergarten takes hold of the family rela
tionship and idealizes it for. the child. One 
of Froebel's finger plays names the fingers 
for the different members of the family. ·The 
children sing:-

"This is the mother, kind and dear; 
This is the father, with hearty cheer, 
This is the brother, strong and tall; 
This is the sister who plays with her doll; 
And this is the baby, the pet of all; 
Behold this good family great and small." 

As they sing, the different fingers are 
raised, and when the little one takes its place, 
the id_t3a of a perfect whole is gained. The 
finger family would be incomplete without 
the little one. The hand would be imperfect. 
Each is needed in its place to make the 
whole. The moral is obvious. Each mem
ber of the human family is needed in its 
right place to make a beautiful home. The 
little one, pet of all, must stand in its turn 
and help as the little finger does, when its 
help is needed. There are many other family 
songs which impress the same lesson. The 
mothers everywhere testify to the influence 
which is felt in the home. "My Johnny is a 
different boy since he went to the kinder
garten," says the mother. "He talks so 
pretty now, and he runs so quick to get the 
coal." 

The reflux influence of the plays of the kin
dergarten on the home is not the . least 
important of its effects. One mother was con
victed of her own unworthiness when she 
heard her Jennie singing, "This is the mother, 
kind and dear." "I haven't been a good 
mother," she confessed with bitter tears; 
"but I'd like her to sing it truly of me." 
This confession was made to the kindergarten 
for the heaviest doors will open to and the 
kindest hearts are reached by the kinder
gartner, who goes into the poorest home as the 
friend of the children. That is her only pass
port to favor, and it serves. The charity 
visit is rarely productive of good, but the 
visit of a friend is always welcome. 

The "divine discernment" is bred within 
children, who are taken from dinginess and 
strife, and surrounded for a portion of each 
day with an atmosphere of peace and good 
will. The slums will not hold them when the 
power comes to forsake the life of the tene
ment. The kindergarten, to many children, 
seems like a real heaven with blooming 
flowers and sunshine and singing birds. The 
warmth and light and kindness of the place 
first attracts, and then the love for it all 
comes. 

"The kindergarten is the largest step yet 
taken in the race with poverty." Through 
the kindergarten plays the fancy is so filled 
with the shapes of joy that the poorest and 
hungriest boy gains the power to create his 
own environment. In fancy he roams the 
daisy fields, or the green forest. Or perhaps 
the heat of the summer and the squalor of 
his surroundings are lost as he personates 
the fish diving and darting along the clear 
rippling stream. The songs and talks and 
plays "have made his mind a mansion .for all 
lovely forms," and have given him a new en
vironment. A new earth has been created 
around him, and he looks toward a new 
heaven. 

The kindergarten, too, constantly contra
dicts the old doctrine of Plato, that the use
ful arts are degrading. The work of the 
blacksmith, the cooper, the farmer, the 
miller, the clothier, are represented in the 
games of the children. It is a joy to be a 
blacksmith and to hammer well, because we 
can then set a shoe for a horse. Without the 
horse the farmer could not carry his grain 
to the miller, and the flour could not be 
ground, and the children could not be fed. So 
the beauty and honor of the work are made 
to de'p.end on what it gives to others, and in 
his representative play the four-year old may 
gain the great truth as a life possession, 
which we name the interdependence of man
kind on the solidarity of the race. 

"Everybody has to have everybody," ex· 
claimed the child on whom this great thought 
had dawned through his play. Can any min
ister or teacher phrase it better? Can there 
be any better thought for the child standing 
at the portal of the future, to carry with him 
into the undiscovered land? If everybody 
needs everybody, somebody needs him. If 
he accepts this universal relationship, he has 
already become an heir to his true kingdom. 
He has come into possession of his own. 

PROGRAM FOR JULY MEETINGS OF DAUGH
TERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn 677, Saints' Harp. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, Hebrews chapter 4. Study 
of select reading in Home Column. Supple
mentary discussion, "Making Home attrac
tive for young people." Roll call. Business. 
Closing hymn 522, Saints' Harp. Dismissal 
prayer. 

81fndau School Department 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices Of conventions, etc., 
to'' Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE HOME DEPARTMENT. 
If there is any department in all the work 

of the church today, which will thoroughly 
test the metal of which church members and 
Sunday school workers are made, we believe 
it is the Home Department of the Sunday 
school. The genuine ring of the real Chris
tian, and the false ring of the mere "pro· 
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fessor of religion" are easily detected when 
put to the Home Dt>partment.-Charles D. 
Meigs, in International Evangel, St. Louis. 

WHAT IS THE HOME DEPARTMENT OF THE 

SUNDAY SCHOOL? 

It is a Sunday school in the home instead 
of in the church, . nothing more or nothing 
less. It may require that some minor 
changes be made because of the different 
rourroundings; but they are only minor dif
ferences and serve to better fit the works of 
the school to the conditions of the home. 

Yes, a home Sunday school should be as 
nearly like a regular school as the surround
ing circumstances will permit. Your num
bers may be few and rooms small, but this is 
no reason why a good school cannot be run. 

We give a few suggestions which we be
lieve should be observed as far as the condi
tions will permit. 

1. Have a regular hour of meeting, and be 
prompt and regular in attendance every time. 

2. Have your officers and teachers, even if 
it becomes necessary for you to appoint your
self and fill them all. 

3. Secure the Quarterlies and Bible and 
study the lesson for the day. Keep in line 
with the regular work of the association. 

·· 4. Invite all the neighbor children and all 
others 'to attend aad keop inviting till they 
do attend. 

5. Keep an attendance record and report to 
the regular school if near one, or to the dis
trict association if far removed from a local 
school. 

6. These schools should provide their own 
supplies if they are ahle. If not able to do 
so, let the near-by school or the district as
sociation provide them. It is often neces
sary, however, to furnish them for the first 
quarter till the school or class is in working 
order. 

7. Classify your school properly, i. e., give 
each child the proper grade of Quarterly and 
teach them the lesson adapted to their com
prehension. It may be that two grades could 
recite together if it were necessary and the 
classes very small. But in such or any case 
simplify your teaching to the needs of the 
simplest. 

8. Have a blackboard and use it in teaching 
or in the review or both. 

9. Open and close with song and prayer. 
10. In short, make your family, and such 

others as you can induce to join with you, 
into a Sunday school, and conduct the school 
as nearly like any other Sunday school as the 
circumstances will possibly admit. 

11. Report your work to the near school or 
to your district association. 

WHO IS THE HOME DEPARTMENT FOR? 

It is for everybody who for any reason cannot 
attend a regular Sunday school. 

1. You may live too many miles from the 
place of meeting of your branch and of course 
cannot go regularly. 

2. You may be among the isolated mem
bers who so sadly miss the branch and Sun
day school privileges. The home class will 
supply much of this needed association. 

~· M~Jony !.J!Qtbers, inyp,lids1 P.-Ur~e~, pi¥ht 
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workers, and still others cannot attend for 
the time, but may keep in touch with the 
trend of the work by means of the Home De
partment or home class work. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? 

1. It helps such persons as mentioned 
above to keep the spiritual spark alive 
within them, though they be barred from at
tendance at church or Sunday school for a 
time. Branch presidents, Sunday school 
superintendents, and missionaries should 
think of this when they visit the careless, 
the indifferent, or the isolated members of 
the church. 

2. It assists parents in performing the duty 
incumbent upon them to "teach their chil
dren" etc. (D. & C. 68: 4), and sometimes, 
yes, frequently, is the means converting 
whole families through the influence of the 
little children. 

3. We know of several instances where 
branches have been organized and church 
houses been erected as a direct result of the 
home class work of some faithful sister or 
brother and his family. 

4. Full-fledged schools are commonly the 
outgrowth of the home school. 

WHO MAY PROMOTE THE WORK? 

1. Any one. You may start one in your 
own home. You may assist to start one in 
some other home. 

2. Missionaries may start them whereso
ever they can? 

3. Local Sunday school officers should can
vass their territory thoroughly. District 
officers should look after the work in their 
whole district. And the general superin
tendent should-we will see him personally. 

4. District officers should look after the 
matter of reporting the work and see that no 
reports are omitted. These reports are a 
great stimulus to good work, and should be 
the sallie in substance ae is expected of any 
school. 

CONCLUSION. 

Home schools are entitled to repr'lsenta
tion on the same basis as any school. 

Great effort should be made on this line, as 
in many places it has heretofore been much 
neglected. Many have been pushing this 
work for some time, and report good results 
following the efforts. 

Who will not make an attempt to provide 
for Sunday instruction in the absence of regu
lar Sunday school privileges? Parents can
not afford to neglect their children. Others 
cannot afford to neglect their own welfare or 
perhaps the welfare of their fellow creature. 
There is really little excuse for persons to be 
entirely deprived of all benefits of church or 
Sunday school work. If you have not tried 
it, do so now. And think of the quotation at 
the head of this issue. Many persons will do 
some work while under the iJ:lfluence of oth
ers or under temporary excitement. But the 
one who will begin this home work and con
tinue it from year to year is the one who has 
the "metal" of which true, earnest, and de
voted Latter Day Saints are made. We bave 
found a good number of these !klre~dy. How 
l!)IIJil;f ~Orf:l QIIJU we t}od? · 
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ConfBrsnus Mimi1ss. 
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS. 

Conference was held in Papeete, Tahiti, 
April6 to 13, 1900. Meeting called to order at 
eight a.m. April 6, by Bro. Joseph F. Burton. 
After singing and prayer, Bro. Burton was 
chosen president of the conference, and by his 
suggestion Brn. J. W. Peterson and D. M. 
Pohemiti were chosen assistants. The chair 
suggested Bro. Pohemiti for secretary, who 
was accordingly elected; and Bro. Tuira and 
Turatahi were chosen assistant secretaries. 
At the suggestion of the chair, J. W. Peter
son was chosen foreign secretary. Necessary 
committees were chosen to arrange for the 
care, comfort, and board of the conference. 
It was voted not to read the minutes of the 
last conference, because they had been 
printed and read in the Orornetna. Missionary 
reports were read from twenty-four mis
sionaries, an epitomized statement of which 
is as follows: J. F. Burton, preached 
many sermons, baptized 10, ordained 1 elder 
and 2 deacons, also edited twelve numbers of 
the Orornetua and the Sunday school book. 
J. W. Peterson reported for eight months; 
preached 23 sermons, baptized 3, ordained 1 
elder, 1 teacher, and 1 deacon, blessed 3 chil
dren, administered to 55 sick, and wrote the 
leEsons for this year's Sunday school book. 
Herman Jansson, preached 23 sermons, bap
tized 1, confirmed 4, ordained 3, blessed 5 
children. Pohemiti, preached 35 sermons, 
confirmed 22, baptized 3, and administered 
to the sick 10, ordained 1, blessed 1 child, 
and married 2 couples. Kehouri, "preached 
51 sermons, baptized 1, ordained 1, married 
1, blessed 1 child, confirmed 1, and adminis
tered to the sick 14 times. Taneterau, 
preached 12 times, baptized 1, confirmed 2, 
ordained 3, married 2 couples, and adminis
tered to the sick 23 times. Tapuni, preached 
50 times, . baptized 6, blessed 4 children, and 
administered to the sick 56 times. 'l'emai, 
preached several times, baptized 1, and con
firmed 1. Tahuhu, preached 45 times, and 
baptized 2. Maevatua, preached 21 times, 
baptized 3, confirmed 3, and administered to 
the sick 4 times. Vaiarei, preached 40 
times, confirmed 4, and administered to the 
sick 29 times. Maiere, preached 51 times, 
baptized 1, and administered to the sick 10 
times. Teopa, preached 38 times, baptized 
4, and acted on elders' court 3 times. Mauna, 
preached 49 times, baptized 7, confirmed 7, 
and administered to the sick 39 times. Tevivi, 
preached 50 times, baptized 7, confirmed 8, 
and administered to the sick 6 times. Taia, 
preached 24 times, baptized 1, confirmed 2, 
and administered to the sick 3 times. Tebaoa, 
preached 38 times, baptized 2, confirmed 2, 
and administered to the sick 3 times. Varoa, 
preached 40 times, and baptized 2. Teofa, 
preached 22 times, ordained 1, and adminis
tered to the Rick 30 times. Temare, preached 
30 times, and administered to the sick 17 
times. Tuterihia, preached 30 times, bap
tized 6, confirmed 10, and administered to the 
sick 6 times. Mahuru, preached 30 times, 
confirmed 2, blessed 2 children, and adminis
tered to the sick 9 times. Maivatua, preached 
21 times, baptized 3, confirmed 3, and admin
istered to the sick 4 times. Moirai, preached 
23 times. 

Following are the names of the elders not 
missionaries who reported: Tepui tu, Toarere, 
William, Mauiru, Oomita, Tera, Tahuhu, 
Tegananabau, Tara, Pooitu, Alfred, Tehau, 
Mauri, Hurihuri, Ualpori, Ioane, Buranoe, 
Mauira. Priests reporting: Rogotongo, 
Moetua, Tematahira. 

The following reports were received from 
the quorums. The Sixth Quorum of Elders re
ported as follows: April 6, 1900. Held one 
quorum meeting. Lost 2 by death, received 
2. Members present 48. Sermons preached 
1,599, baptisms 51, confirmations 86, ordina
~ions ley! chilgren, ~~e~~ed, 451 admh~ietered ~0 
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the sick 103 times, married 4 couples, debates 
9, elders' courts 61. William, president of quo· 
rum; Pofatu, secretary; Alfred, assistant. 

The Second Quorum of Priests reported. 
April 6, 1900. 8ermons preached 571, bap
tisms 6, assisted in 81 meetings, lost 4 by 
death, membership 48. Nere, president; 
Teuhi, secretary. 

The Second Quorum of Teachers reported. 
April 6, 1900. Sermons preached 105, as
sisted in 27 meetings, aud other work accord· 
ing to our calling. Membership 24. Tekaki, 
president; Tant>, secretary. 

The Third Quorum of Daacans reported: 
Sermons 53, assisted ten times, also many 
times prepared the sacrament, rang bells, 
swept floor, and waited on feasts. Taihia, 
president; Tuao, secretary. 

Branches reporting from the Tahiti di
vision are: Teona 30, Tarona 90, Tiarei 19, 
Mahu 14, Mataura 28, Tiputa 65, Panau 131, 
Apatai 50, Niau 64. Branches reporting two 
years ago from the Faakarava division were 
reread: Anaa 45, Rotoava 10, Munabi 95, 
Tahapoto 66, Takaroa 41, Rairoa 76, Tange 
37, Makimo 11, Hao 159, Amann 94, Tauere 
25, Vahitai 11, Hereheretua 30. No report 
from Tabuai and many other islands. Ad
journed to meet at one p. m. 

During the noon hour all ate at a common 
table, or rather twenty-seven common tables. 
Prince Hinoe and the princess took dinner 
with us, as 'l.lso others of the (exit) royalty, 
and many white people. 

At one p. m. the meeting was •3alled to 
order by the president. After singing and 
prayer, the minutes of the former meeting 
were read and approved. A brother was for
given for some transgression the day before. 
A matter was presented by some of the breth
ren, asking that more stringent rules be made 
for the quiet of the conference, and in har
mony with that request, the following was 
ordered. If any member, after being warned 
three times to be quiet and refuses to do so, 
was to be cast out and not allowed to come 
into the congregation. A court of elders
consisting of William, Alfred, and Kehouri
were chosen to try all cases of transgression 
during the conference, or appealed to the 
conference. A committee consisting of the 
following named brethren were chosen to 
div de the Tahiti division into new districts: 
Takakahu (sometimes called Metuaore), Ta
puni, and Temai. A resolution from the 
chair was read, forbidding any person to hold 
any office whatever in the church, Sunday 
school, or prayer union, who was living with 
a companion unmarried. A request, from the 
Teona branch, asking for the roofing of one 
of the porches on the conference house, to 
repair their church, was read. A request 
and resolution to organize a branch at Bora 
Bora Raiatia was put into the hands of the 
president of the mission, ordering him to so 
organize./ Several r<quests for ordination 
were read. Requests for the purchase of 
land at Faaona to build a church on, was 
read. The financial report from all the mis
sionaries were read. A resolution was passed 
asking the branches to paint their churches 
once a year. Adjourned to mEet Saturday at 
eight a.m. 

At 7:30 p. m. J. W. Peterson preached in 
English, and Bro. Herman Jansson interpreted 
into Tahitian. 

Saturday, April 7, eight a. m. Meeting 
called to order by the president. After sing
ing and prayer, the minutes of the former 
meeting were read and approved. The com
mittee on dividing the Tahitian division into 
districts was read and approved, which will 
appear in the election of district presidents. 
A report from Tarona, Tiona, and visiting 
Saints who bad assisted the carpenters with 
money and food while building the confer
ence house. A r<:q uest from the Third Quo
rum of Deacons, asking for the ordination of 
their president, was read, and the ordination 
ordet•ed. A resolution addressed to the 
Saints and officers in America, asking for the 
return of :Sro. a,nq Sr. Burton to this mis$io,n 
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was read and adopted. A statement from a sation, the other on infant baptism. Ad
brother asking that Hotu pay back the journed to meet Tuesday at eight a. m. 
money overpaid to him, as ordered last con- Tuesday, Apt"il 10, eight a. m. Meeting 
ference and yet remaining unpaid. The was called to order by the president. After 
matter was put into the hands,of the elders' prayer and singing, the minutes were read 
court heretofore mentioned, appointed by and approved. By vote it was decided to 
the conference. A report from the commit- meet in Papeete again next year. The time 
tee on tables was read and accepted. A vote of meeting was next taken up. Inasmuch as 
of thanks was extended to the carpenters and the Government complains that our gather
all who assisted them with money and food ing in April interferes with their gathering 
while building the conference house. Ad- on the national holiday, July 14, a resolution 
journed to meet at one p. m. was presented to change the time of confer-

Conference reassembled at one p. m. After ence to immediately after that date in July; 
singing and prayer, the minutes of the also, another to meet in April. By a vote of 
morning meeting were read and approved. 65 to 80 it was decided to meet in April. 
Heq nests for several more ordinations were Pohemiti was chosen president of the Tahiti 
read and referred to a committee of three, division, and Taneterau :president of the 
consisting of Metuaore, Pohemiti, and Pou. Faakarava division. Bro. John Hawkins 
A report from the secretary, showing who was chosen president of the Tuboi district, in 
had and who had not paid their 250 each for charge also of miesionary work; likewlse 
the expenses of the conference. Requests Vairea, Tahiti, and Morea district. '.rem·e: 
foe the next conference were read. The Rairoa, Tikehau, and Makatea district. 
names of those who had paid for the Orome- Putoa: Kaukura, Niau, and Arutua district. 
tua were read. The names of those who had Tapuni: Raratia district. Tavarea: Anaa, 
paid for the translation of the Doctrine and Hereheretua, and Faakarava district. Tuu: 
Covenants were read. 'l'be following ap· Hao and Amanu district. Te mare: Rairoia, 
pointments were made for Saturday night Tanga, and Mahimo district. 1'eato: 'l'aka
'l.nd Sunday. Saturday night Matutu (dia- roa, Manihi, and Taapoto district. Ioane 
logue) on the Sabbath question by the elders' Buraue: Haratonga district. 
quorum, assisted by a few priests. Sunday The following missionaries were also sent 
morning at eight a. m., preaching by Ta- out into thE: following districts: Herman 
puni; at ten a. m., preaching by William; at Jansson, Haratonga. Mareve, tiaiatia. It 
three p. m., prayer and testimony meeting, was ordered to refer the appointment of men 
in cha17ge of Teota and Pohemiti; evening that presented themselves, free from debt, 
preaching in English by Bro. J. F. Burton. for missionary work, in the hands of the 
Among other white folks present were the president of the mission. 
American consul, Mr. Henry our translator, Bro. Burton offered his resignation as 
several government officials, and four Mor- president of the mission, and J. W. Peterson 
mon elders. After the evening service, an was chosen to that position, providing of 
hour's singing contest was enjoyed. ''God course, he is so appointed by the authorities 
be with you till we meet again" was the in America. A vote of thanks was extended 
closing song, and many eyes were moist.ened, to Bro. Burton for his lobors in this mission. 
especially those who had heard the tune in Pohemiti was chosen secretary, and Tutatare 
their native land. assistant. Bro. Tekakahua (Metuaore) was 

The Mayor has been kind in stationing po- sustained as Bishop's agent. A motion was 
lice around to preserve order, and attending carried supporting and indorsing all the 
himself at the opening of the feast. authorities of the church in their order. Ad-

Monday, April 8, eight a. m. Meeting journed until two p.m. 
opened by singing and prayer. Bro. Burton Two p. m. Before meeting was called, the 
in the chair. After the minutes were read Saints asked for foreign hymns to be sung. 
and approved, a resolution was adopted, or- We accordingly sung. "Beautiful Zion" be
dering that the conference house be not torn fore prayer, and "In the light" after prayer. 
down, but stand to beautify the place. A Minutes of last meeting were read and ap
motion was also made to repair the mis- proved. After the reading, those chosen to 
sionary house, and other houses on the be ordained were called for, also a motion 
grounds, belonging to the church. The cost calling Varoa to the eldership was carried. 
of the conference house was, together with After a hymn and prayer, the ordinations 
other expenses, referred to a committee to .took place, as. follows: Tehani, to the office 
audit and summarize. The committee on of elder, by Bro. Jansson. Varoa, to the 
Tarona land title reported, and the matter office of elder, by Bro. Pohemiti. Moetua, to 
was put off for one year. The meeting ad- the office of elder, by Bro. Metuaore. Taru
journed until one p. m. bua, to the effice of elder, by Bro. Taneterau. 

Meeting called to order at one p. m. by the Rogatuuma, to the office of elder, by Bro. 
chair. After singing and prayer, the minutes Jansson. Neira, to the office of priest, by 
of the former meeting were read and ap- Bro. Pohemiti. Tarua, to the office~ of priest, 
proved. The names of four men were pre- by Bro. Metuaore. Tara, to the office of 
sented for ordination to the office of dc,acon, priest. by Bro. Taneterau. Roo, to the office 
two to the office of priest, six to the office of of teacher, by Bro. Jansson. Taihia, to the 
elder, and four to the office of teacher, and office of teacher, by Bro. Metuaore. Turai, 
the conference granted the request. Com- to the office of deacon, by Bt·o. Pohemiti. 
mittee on conference debt reported the eost Takinia, to the office of deacon, by Bro. 
of the conference to be $1,760 Chili coin. Taneterau. Tukau, to the office of deacon, 
$336 had been collected, leaving a balance of by Bro. Jansson. Hiti, to the office of deacon, 
$1,423. The matter was referred to a com- by Bro. Pohemiti. It was ordered that those 
mittee, consisting of the presidents of not present to be ordained, be referred to the 
branches, to pay what they could and borrow presidents of their branches for ordination. 
the rest. A census was taken of the Saints Adjournment was had for half an hour, to 
present, and it Wll.S found that the per capita give the presidents of branches further time 
debt would be $4 50. By motion, the publi- to consider the matter of conference debt re
cation of the Orometua was stopped, it being ferred to them yesterday. Reassembled at 
considered too expensive. At last conference four p. m. Several branches paid in all or a 
the Oromettta was ordered bound in book part of the debt assigned to them. After 
form, and to be bought by the Saints; but which the Quorum of Elders presented Bro. 
owing to a lack of boats, but few could get to and Sr. Burton with fifty dollars to help de
conference, and many books are unsold. By fray expenses home. Adjourned to meet at 
motion, they were put into the hands of the nine a. m. tomorrow. 
presidents of the branches to sell, and place Wednesday, April 11, nine a. m. Meeting 
the money in the hands of tbe publishing I called to order by the president. After sing" 
committee for future use. It was announced ing and prayer, the minutes or the previous 
tbat the public feast would close at supper to· meeting were read and approved. By mo~ 
night. Two matutu's were announced for it was ordered that all boats coming to 
the eve~Jingl one O!l t:P.e eleventh hour dispeD,· 1 bring coarse coral san!l 
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to make walks and fill in low places in Ta
rona land. Bro. Mararma was ordained a 
deacon, and Tuu was ordained counselor to 
the president of the Third Quorum of Dea
cons. Conference adjourned to two p. m. 

Two p. m. Meeting called to order by the 
president. After the usual opening exer
cises a sister was confirmed who had been 
baptized at the noon hour. A motion to re
consider the time of convening the next con
ference was lost. Appointments of the 
Bishop, selecting men on the various islands 
to collect tithing for him, were read and ap
proved. Bro. Burton and the Bishop's agent 
were authorized to see about borrowing the 
money from the notary, to pay off the debt 
of conference, and clearing the title to the 
Tarona land; and a tax of $4.50 was voted on 
each member to pay the loan. Bro. J. W. 
Peterson was authorized to assist to collect 
the money as he traveled among the 
branches. Adjourned till two tomorrow. 

Thursday, April 12, two p. m. Conference 
was called to order by the president, and 
after the usual opening services, the com
mittee reported that the money could be ob
tained tomorrow at eight per cent interest 
for one ot• two years. The secretary reported 
ten meetings to listen to dialogues, eleven 
singing services, twenty-two tables at the 
feast. Saints arrived in two steamers, five 
schooners, and twenty-five boats. The cost 
of feeding the conference $3,757.80, Chili 
coin. Adjourned to meet at four p. m. to
morrow to hear the report of the committee 
on borrowing money. 

Friday, April 13, four p. m. Meeting 
called to order by the president. After the 
reading of the minutes, and the usual open
ing exercise, the committee chosen to audit 
the Bishop's books reported that they find 
his report correct. This report was ac
cepted. The court of elders reported a case 
of adultery put in their hands: "No grounds 
for action, as the sister had repented and re
ceived the forgiveness of the branch. Tetuai
tevoi was granted the return of his license. 
The committee on borrowing money was 
authorized to borrow $800, French money, at 
eight per cent, for two years; and secure it 
with a mortgage on Tarona land. 

Adjourned to meet in Papeete, April 6, at 
eight a.m. 

J, W. PETERSON, Foreign Secretary. 
P. S.-The above minutes were written by 

Lillie under various circumstances; and as 
we do not understand Tahitian very well, in 
fact very little, some things may not be ex
actly correct, and some spelling may be 
wrong, but I think it is approximately cor-
rect. J. W .. PETERSON. 

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference was held at Nebraska City, 

Nebraska, May 13 and 14. 13th, conference 
assembled in Saints' chapel was called to or
der at eleven a. m.. On motion, the district 
president, J. W. Waldsmith, as president, 
and the missionary in chartZe, James Caffall 
as assistant, were chosen to preside over the 
conference; district secretary and associate 
were chosen. clerks, and the choir and deacons 
of Nebraska City branch were chosen to con
duct the music and care for the congregations. 
Three preaching services were held on the 
13th, at which Apostle J. Caffall, Priest H. 
W. Belville, and Seventy C. H. Porter offi
ciated in the order given. Two were baptized 
and confirmed during the day, one child 
blessed, and some administering to the sick 
done. The liberty of the Spirit was enjoyed, 
and good attention paid by those present. 
May 14, opened for business. Officials pres
ent 22, of whom 12 reported, besides others 
in writing who did not attend personally. 
Officials: 1 apostle, 2 high priests, 1 seventy, 
4 elders, 9 priests, 1 teacher, and 4 deacons
of whom four were missionaries in the field, 
and whose work for the four months here re
ported, showed 388 meetings~ attended, 118 
5ervices held1 l ~2 ll!ei.'W.QilS vre!l!QGeQ., 'J'qe 
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Bishop's agent's report showed a collection of 
$360.45 from tithing, and 50 cents from offer· 
lngs, during the term. One unpleasant fea
ture of the reports was the evidence that the 
district is diminishing in the number of its 
branches, instead of increasing. The reason 
for this was shown to lie in the spirit of rest
lessness that marks the western people so 
much. In some of the places where we for
merly had bran.ches, and in fair condition, we 
still have sufficient numbers of members to 
organize with, but we have n.o officials. Be
lieving they can do better financially else
where, they pull up stakes, and the people are 
left without any leaders. This fact calls for 
prompt attention, and the president and the 
missionary in charge hope to institute some 
measures for good with these facts in memory. 
It was decided to hold no reunions this year, but 
the president was authorized to call two days' 
meetings wherever he thought it would be 
profitable. It was agreed to hold the next 
district conference at Hebron, Nebraska, on 
such date in September next as the presiding 
officer shall appoint. The Sunday school and 
the Religio interests were represented as 
quite encouraging in the prospects they offer 
for the work, and in the real good they seem 
to be accomplishing week by week. The 
Daughters of Zion have come to the front. 
The Sunday school, the Religio, and the 
Daughters of Zion are all filling their places 
among the "institutions for good among my 
people." The Sunday Rchool work is in an en
courag-ing state in Wilber, Fairbury, and 
Elmwood also, in the latter place it is instru
mental in keeping alive a memory of the 
work, Heavy rains hindered the attendance; 
but it is believed that good was done by the 
conference. 

NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference of above district mc;t at Colum

bus, May 25, at 7: 30 p. m.; F. A. Smith 
president nro. tern, H .. T. Hudson assistant, 
James Huff secretary. Elders reporting: F. 
A. Smith, H. J. Hudson, J E Butts, G. W. 
Galley, and James Huff. Priests A. W. Bal
lard and H. W. Belville. Statistical reports: 
Bl&ir 30. Decatur 97; l!'ain 5. Union. now 
Fremont, 65: loss 1. Omaha 264. Platte 
Valley 61; loss 2. Columbus, verbally, no 
changE'S. Report on C. D. Stevens against 
Lake Shore branch received as follows: We 
your committee appointed to investigate the 
matter of appeal of C. D. Stevens against the 
action of Lake Shore branch would respect
fully report that we find that the saia C. D. 
Stevens did not appear at the trial, and that 
after the finding of the court he was notifiPd 
that the branch had given him six months in 
which to make restitution to the branch, 
which he failed to do. And after the branch 
had taken action on the matter, and had cut 
the said C. D. Stevens off from the church 
for his failure to comply with the notice as 
given to him, he assumes to have made resti· 
tution; but as far as we are able to find, we 
do not have that restitution before us, but it 
only 'claims to have been made more than a 
month after the time of the action of the 
branch. And as we undArstand the law, after 
a person is cut off, it is not only necessary to 
make restitution as the law directs, but it is 
necessary for them to come in again as they 
did at the first; and in this case, when the 
recommendation of the court was that he be 
silenced until he should make restitution. we 
think he should have some limit placed on 
him as to time, and we think the six months 
sufficient, and that he .is guilty as charged of 
unchristian conduct he should not be carried 
as a member to exceed the six months as 
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balance on hand $188 82. Audited and found 
correct. Bro. James Huff authorized and 
recommended to labor in Northern Nebraska 
district, as circumstances permit. Ordina
tion of Bro. Marcus Bilyne as priest, and 
Bro. Herbert Lytle as teacher at the request 
of Blair branch, provided for. Ordination of 
Bl"o. A. W. Ballard as elder, and Bro. C. M. 
Hollenbeck as teacher, at the rEquest of the 
Omaha branch, provided for. Next confer
ence to meet at Blair, Nebraska, September 
28, at 7: 30 p. m. Bro. F. A. Smith elected 
district president, James Huff secretary. 
James Huff sustained as Bishop's. agent and 
as district treasurer, and instructed to notify 
the various branches to forward the amounts 
due from them. Bro. J. E. Butts released 
from tent committee and Bro F. A. Smith 
elected to fill vacancy. Notice to be given to 
the branches that at next conference a reso
lution will be introduced to change the time 
of election of officers from May to January 
conference. The following resolution was 
adopted: Resolved that we renew the resolu
tion offered by Brn. D. M. Rudd and F. A. 
Smith, relative to the proposed change of 
district boundary lines, and that we authorize 
the district president to do all within his 
p0wer to send a delegate or representative to 
both Central district and Southern district 
conferences to urge the matter of a change 
before the next convening of General Con
ference. Report from Sunday school con
vention received as follows: "We beg leave 
to report to you that our convention passed 
without a jar. The schools reporting were: 
Omaha, Dacatur, and Columbus. Conditions 
favorable. Hoping that our efforts in Sun
day school work may be a great blessing to 
the church in the near future. Respectfully 
submitted. James Huff assistant superin
tendent, Alice R. Watkins secretary pro. 
tern." Preachin!l" by Brn. H. W. Belville, 
James Huff, and F. A. Smith. 

NAUVOO. 
Conference convened at Burlington, Iowa, 

June 3; J. R. Evans president, J. W. Stobaugh 
secretary. Branches reporting: Burlington 
112; gain 2. Farmington 66; loss 4. New 
London 52. Montrose 93; gain 1. Keokuk 
52. Rock Creek 68; loss 1. Vincennes 20. 
Ministerial reports: Elders J. R. Evans, 
James McKiernan, George P. Lambert, W. 
T. Lambert, J. H. Lambert, H. T. Pitt, 
Daniel Tripp; Priest F. M. McDonald; Teach
ers Albert Giesch, J. W. Stobaugh; Deacon 
Solomon Tripp. Bishop's agent's report: 
Balance on hand last report and total receipts 
$293.12; expenditures $174; balance on hand 
$119.12. District treasurer's report: Receipts 
and balance on hand last report $18.19; ex
penditures $12.35; balance on hand $5.84. 
Three ordinations: Geor!l"e P. Lambert, to 
the office of hieh priest; F. M. McDonald, to 
the office of elder; Thomas Brown to the of
fice of deacon. On Sunday at 2:30 p. m., the 
church at Burlington was dedicated to the 
Lord, with Fred Johnson in charge. Scrip
tural lesson by Elder James McKiernan, ser
mon by Bishop G. H. Hilliard, and the 
dedicatory prayer offered by Elder James 
McKiernan. Other preaching by Elders J. 
R. Lambert and James McKiernan. An en
joyable time was experienced. Adjourned to 
meet at New London, October 6 and 7. 

8lfndau School 1\ssociaiions. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

given by the branch; and we therefore, rec- Convention of Northeastern Illinois district 
ommend that the appeal to the conference be Sunday school association will convene at 
dismissea, and tbat the paners be all rflturned Mission, Illinois, June 22. Business session 
to Lake Shore branch. Dated May 25, 1900. 1: 30 p. m , entertainiD.ent 7: 45 p. m. We 
James Huff, of the committee. Report of trust every school in the district will be rep
committee adopted. BiAhon's ag-ent reported: l resented; also, a report from all the schools 
On hand last report $51.32: received from sent to the secretary. 
lllll sources $210; tota.l ~2(jl,&~i p~id out $7~.5Q; ·· MhMtE W~L~IAl\:ISON, Diet. Sec, 
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JVIisBBllanBotls Department. 
NOTICE HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 

The Board of Publication consists of the 
following persons: E. L. Kelley, President: 
John Smith, Treasurer and Business Mana
ger; J. A. Gunsolley, Secretary; Fred B. 
Blair, and J. W. Wight. The first two 
named are the Executive Committee. 

We hereby call upon all who are indebted 
to the Publishing House to make settlement 
as early as possible, and thus lend their finan
cial support to this important branch of 
church work. The price of the Heroald will 
hereafter be $1.50 per year to all persons, and 
all subscribers who are in arrears for six 
months will be dropped from the list unless 
aJ•rangements are made with the Publishing 
House for payment. All Herald subscribers 
who are now in debt will be permitted to set
tle upon the basis of $1.50 per year, providing 
such settlements are made within six months 
from this date. 

Book agents are requested, if possible, to 
make returns to this Publishing House the 
first of each month, and to ceas<' retaining 
commissions on sales when they order books, 
so long as they are in debt. Commissions 
when due will be allowed when settlements 
are made. "Pay what thou owest," is a part 
of the divine plan; and "Owe no man any
thing but love," should be observed by all 
Saints. Prompt payments insure confidence 
in business as well as religion, and confidence 
is essential to success. 

A new catalogue of books will be issued as 
soon as possible. 

Remittances should be made by post office 
and express orders, bank drafts on Chicago, 
or registered letters. 

Send all business letters and make all 
money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 

Personal matters mark John Smitb. Write 
your orders plain, pointed, and legible, de
scribing just what you want, with name and 
price as advertised, so that mistakes may be 
avoided. 

Volume 3 of Church History is now in 
preparation and we will fill orders as soon as 
ready. 

In view of the great increase of the free 
list the Boat•d has found it necessary to say 
that after June 1, 1900, the .Autumn Leaves 
will not be sent free to the missionaries' 
families; but the Saints' Hemld will be fur
nished as heretofore. 

Bills to May 1 are being sent to all debtors, 
and we kindly ask you to help us. · If there 
are mistakes we will gladly correct them on 
evidence. JOHN SMI'l'H, Manager. 

WANTED. 
To borrow money for tl:fe Herald Pub

lishing House, in su'Ils from one hundred 
dollars and upwards, for which we will give 
ample security, and pay interest. 

FOR SALE. 
By the Herald Publishing House, one large 

cottage, with nearly two acres of land, and 
barn, fruit trees, and fine lawn, bounded by 
four streets, and near the Herald Office. 
Cash, or part payment. For particulars in
quice of John Smith, Treasurer, Lock Box E, 
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. 
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and I trust that as our work will bring us 
closer in touch with each other, I may have 
and retain yours as well. 

I would be pleased to correspond with all, 
especially those laboring under church ap
pointment, that we may be made acquainted 
with the demands of the work as much as 
possible all over the state. 

I would suggest that we avoid debating 
with other denominations as much as possi
ble, except when they make an open attack 
and misrepresent our position to the hurt of 
the work. 

I would like to meet with you in your dis
trict conferences at the different times and 
places appointed throughout the state, that 
I may be able to counsel with you for the ad
vancement of the work in which we have en
listed. Address all your quarterly reports to 
me at Oklaunion, Wilbarger county, Texas, 
promptly on July 1, October 1, January 1, 
and March 1. 

Hoping and praying that we may all work 
together for good, I am yours in bonds, 

T. J. SHEPPARD. 

To the Saints of Little Sioux and Galland's 
Grove Districts:-Having been placed as sub
missionary of Little Sioux district, I wish to 
ask the cooperation of all; and if the Saints 
or friends want missionary work done in their 
localities, please notify me. As to Galland's 
Grove district, on account of the serious illness 
of Bro. C. E. Butterworth, I have retained 
my position as assistant president of the dis
trict Ey his request; and until Bro. Butter
worth is able, or other arrangements are 
made, I have been requested to act in his 
place as submissionary. Will the Saints and 
friends please take notice, that all may work 
together for good. Any special work that is 
needed, will you please notify me at my home 
address. 

I hope the missionaries and local force will 
take notice of J. W. Wight's notice in Hemld 
for April 25, on page 284, in regard to report
ing. Brethren of the above named districts, 
please note this and comply with it. May 
God add his blessings to our weak efforts, 
and make our work a success. As one of the 
weak ones, I earnestly hope tbat ere long 
some of the responsibility will be lifted; but 
till such time wi.ll do the best I can. 

J. M. BAKER. 

To the Brethren and Saints of Oklahoma 
and Indian Territory, Greeting:-,-Having 
been appointed submissionary in charge of 
the above named field, I earnestly solicit your 
cooperation, faith, and prayers, that this may 
be a prosperous year in the Master's cause. 
With others, I am pleased to say, that I enter 
upon this year's duties with cheerfulness, and 
a freedom of spirit surpassing any past ex
perience. Communications from various parts 
of the mission field already show ac'•ivity on 
the part of both ministry and laity; several 
baptisms being reported. 

Would like to hear from the Saints in the 
various localities as to the needs of the work. 
My mission address will be Okarche, Okla
homa, in care of L. W. Pate. The brethren 
of the missionary force will please remember 
to send their reports to me, July 1, October 
1, January], and March 1. 

Your brother in the one faith, 
HUBER'!.' CASE. 

PONDCREEK, Okla , June 6. 

OttertaJl county, Minnesota, commencing 
June 16. Perham is on the line of theN. P. 
R. R. Come all that can and make this one 
of the best meetings ever held, 

T. ,J. MARTIN, Dist. Pres. 
MARCUS ERICKSON, Dist. Sec. 

BORN. 
HOLI~ORD.-At Newerne, Lydney, En~

land, to Bro. and Sr. Holford, February 8, 
1900, a daughtAr; blessed in Lydney church, 
March 25, by Elders H. Ellis and T. S. Grif
fiths, and named Doris Bessie Irene. 

DIED. 
BINDER.-At, his home near Ruth, Michi

gan, May 2:3, 1900, Bro. Lewis Binder, aged 
52 years and 8 months. He was raised a 
Lutheran, and adhered to that faith until 
about twelve years ago, when he heard the 
restored gospel and obeyed it, and has been a 
man of unswerving integrity, a consistent 
and devout Latter Day Saint, a kind hus
br.nd, and a loving father. He suffered 
much, but relied on God's promises, and died 
with full hope of a glorious resurrection. 
He leaves a sorrowing wife and seven chil
dren, most of whom are grown up. His loss 
is deeply felt by all who knew him, but we 
know th[l,t our loss is his gain. Funeral was 
held in the M. E. church in Minden; funeral .., 
services in ch!l,rge of Elder Andrew Barr, 
sermon by Elder Thomas Rawson. Peace to 
his ashe~. 

GR,EEN.--At Pln Oak, Illinois, Bro. John 
J. Green, May 29, 1900. He was born April 9, 
1858, and was 42 years, 1 month, and 20 days 
at the time of his departure. He was bap
tized March 1, 1895. He leaves a wHe and 
nine children and a number of fl'iends and 
relatives to mourn. Funeral in the Metho
dist church; sermon by Elder F. M. Slover 
to a large audience. 

BIROHELL.-At Fairfield, Utah, June 1, 
1900, Mr. Charles Birchell. He was born in 
England, April 1, 1842. He lived an exem
plary life, the greater part of which was de
voted to the care of his mother, who preceded 
him to the grave over a year ago. Funeral 
services from the home of his sister, Sr. John 
Flack. Sermon by Elder D. W. Wight. 

HENWARD.-At Haverhill, Massachusette, 
May 29, 1900, Sr. Elmira S. Hen ward. She 
was born April 11, 1840, at Addison, Maine; 
baptized March 26, 1872. Sister Elmira was 
the instrument in the gospel to 
Haverhill; has always borne testimony to 
its t.ru th when occasion presented itself. 
Three daughters, one in the church, mourn 
·her departure. Funeral services at the home 
o! her daughter and son-in-law, Bro. and Sr. 
Frost., Haverhill, a number of Saints and friends 
being present to show respect for the de
parted and sympathy for the bereaved. Serv
ices by Elder R. Bullard, assisted by Elder 
George W. Robley. One by one the Master 
calls his loved ones home. 

FRANKLIN.-At Independence, Missouri, 
April 8, 1900, Elder Thomas J. Frankli.n, 
aged 77 years, 10 months, and 17 days. He 
was born in Carson, Wiltshire, England; was 
baptized in 1844, shortly before the prophet's 
death. He united with the Reorganized 
Church in Utah, January, 1870. He did con
siderable ministerial work in Utah inl870, in 
conjunction with Elder E. C. Brand, in which 
he baptized 101 persons, and in leaving Utah, 
he had a very narrow escape from Danite 

May 29, 1900. REUNION NOTICE. vengeance. After passing through many 
. heavy trials, and a prolonged illness of 

PASTORAL. 
.The general annual.reumon of the chu;ch several years, he passed peacefully away in 

w1~l be held at Dow C1ty, Iowa, C«?mmen~Ing the hope of final rest, glad to go to his re
Frlday, September 28, 1900, and w1ll eontmue ward. He leaves an aged wife and seven 
ten days. Fu_rther n~cessary announcements children. Funeral sermon by Elder Bozarth, 
will be made In due t1me. 1 at the stone church. 

A. H. RUDD, Sec. RICHINS.-Bro. John Richins passed away 
at his home in Pleasant Grove, Utah county, 

To the Ministry and Saints of Texas, Greet
ing:-As the missionary in charge of the 
Southwestern mission has requested me to 
take the oversight of the work in Texas, I 
wish to say to the ministry, both missionary 
and local, that it is my desire to labor to-l 
gether with you in unity and brotherly love. CONFERENCE NOT,ICES. 

Utah, March 29, 1900, aged 67 years. Born 
at Sheepcombe, Gloucestershire, England. 
He was baptized March 1R911 at Pleas1w.t 
Grove, TJtah. 

I have the utmost confidence in you as breth- The conference and reunion of Northern 
ren &nd as colaborR ill ~he work of the Master; Minnesot~ !J.istrict will be held ll;t perham, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The traveling ministry, district and branch 

presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested_ to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions and assist the publishing departmen~. 

Address communications for publicatiOn to 
"Editors Herald." 

Remittances should be made by post office and 
express orders, registered letters, and bank drafts 
on Chicago. Send all business letters and make 
all money payable to Herald Publishing House, 
Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decatur. County, Iowa. 
Personal matters mark John Sm1th. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELANDuu 
--CO.LLECE, 

l.JIMONI, IOWA. · 
Teleplume 11. 

. For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President. 
or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
clay School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. Thisgradecon
$ains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
G cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIMARY GRADE. . A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
iimplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 15 
cents per year. Address all orders and remit
t&ncea to Herald Publishing House, 

Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decat•n· Co., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
• Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac

count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of~ the church, 

.. 
Invaluable to the Student 

of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of thl!l 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.&50 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittance~&. 

J 

' 

HIS 

PRO HETIC MISSION 

VINDICATED, 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 2-5 cts each. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith . 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 1/1.\ 

THE INSTRUCTOR. .A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesu11 
Christ of Latter Day Saintm, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ...•••...•...•.•.••••..••.. $ 1~ 
Leather ..•......••••••••••••••..• 1 00 
l'lexibls binding .••••••••••••.•••. 1 H 

DOCTRINE .AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edge~, fl.exible . • • • • . 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. "l'he 
popular edition of wo:rds and 
music, ln general use. 

Paper coven .....••••••••••••••• $0 30 
Cloth and leather • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 50 
Full leather • . • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00 
Gilt edge~. 9., Go •••••• "' • ~~~ • o ~~. • • • • • • 1 25 
Flexible G ••••• 0 e ••••• It. • . . . . . . . . . 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. )l:ulill." 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth side~ ..••..• -~ 00 
Gilt edges . . .. . . . • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. :!1: 00 
With music only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 II 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth .......... 0 ••••••••••••••• o$0 11'» 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • . • . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. • • • • 1 II 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ....................••.••.. @lO 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .......••••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...••. I 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

'l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. ... o .. • .. .. .. • • • 2 M 
Imitation Morocco, gUt edges .• • • • B H 
Morocco, gilt edges ..•••...•• ~ • • • 4 00 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
Jl<f~S. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. PADLQD BADBED SHOP 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. .~"-. ~ ~""-: ~ 

STAT SAVINGS BAN 0 LAM I. 
.!Ine®ll'JHJ>rated. under the laws of' the State of Iowa, July 1, 1§9§. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133,03~.34; Ap1•H 1, 1900, $162,7§1!..07. 

We pay interest on time deposito, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Direct all letters to 

L. Dickey, Proprietor . 
One door north of State Savings Bank. 

I~AUNDRY in connection. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOL~ 
Ass't Cru;;hier. STOCKHOLDE'R§ :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar Cashier. 

Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Bro. 
dote, 
tobacco. 

Quit=to=bac Cu 
KmL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

,.,,,,.,. __ , have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two hoxes of your a.nti
I bave used tobacco for thirty years a,nd both chewed and smoked plug 

L. S. STALEY. 

3 of' q,,;t.-to-bt'.ck sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Cr.nada for 
onl5' with :pusitive guarautee of cure or rnoney ebeerfully refunded. U. B. postage 
stamps tskep. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condPmned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. OFUHVAY, !Peoria, IU. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOR OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers .... , •.• , •••••••••.. $0 25 
Cloth . . . . •. . . .. . . . . . . •• • . • • •• •• . 40 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Eeoox:di"l llA2 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without :references, two 
!lizes . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • . . 30 l!.nd 00 

LICENSES AND NOTICES. Eld
ers', priests',· teachers', and dea
cons' licenses, each per do:~~en. . . . 13 
Blank preaching notices; per 100... &0 

are practically annihilated 
by the ocean cables and 
land telegraph systems 
which now belt the cir-
cumference of Old Earth in 

so many different directi·ons. "Foreign parts" are no longer 
foreign in the old meaning of the term. Europe, Africa, Asia, 
are "next door" to us. What happens there to-day we know 
to-morrow -if we read THE CHICAGO RECORD, whose 
Special Cable Correspondents are located in ez;ery important 
city in tlze world outside of the United States. No other 
American newspaper ever attempted so extensive a service; 
and it is supplemented by the regular foreign news service 
of The Associated Press. For accurate intelligence of the 
stirring events which are shaking the nations-of wars and 
rumors of wars-of the threatening dissolution of old govern
ments and the establishment of new-of the onward sweep of 
the race in all parts of the world-the one medium of the 
most satisfactory information is the enterprising, "up-to-date" 
American newspaper, THE CHICAGO RECORD. 

FREE A large map of the world on Mercator'$ Projection, about 23Y.x16 
inehes in size, beautifully printed in q,olors, with a large-scale map 
of Europe on the revers~ side, will be mailed to any address free of 
charge on receipt of request accompa.nied by two 2-cent stamps to 

cover postage and wrapping. The maps illustrate clearly how comprehensively the 
special cable service of THE CHICAGO RECORD covers the entire civilized world. Ad
dress THE CHICAGO RECORD, 181 Madison street, Chicago. 

I L BA 

R. 
North-Leave Leon 2: 41) p. m., arrive illlt ~ 

Moines 6: 10 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8: 15 a. m., l!.mw' 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect wi6' 

C. B. & Q. at Leon. 

Desiring to cont,inue my entire time in the 
ministry, I offer for sale at a bargain-easy 
payments if desired-my desirable store and 
residence property, Minnesota Avenue, Kan
sas City, Kansas. Water conveniences up 
and downstairs, stable on lot, etc. Address 
for further particulars, W.M. NEWTON, 
23·4t 337 Minnesota Avenue, KANSAS CITY, Kansas. 

MIDNIGHT l TO ST. 
LOUIS. 

VIA THE WABASH ROAD. 

On and after June 3 a new Wabash train 
will leave Chicago at 11:30 p. m. and arrive 
at Louis 7:56 a.m.; returning, this train will 
leave St. Louis 11:30 p. m. and arrive Chi
cago 8: 00 a. m. Two other fast trains via the 
Wabash if this does not suit you. All equip
ment up to date. Write or call for maps and 
time schedule. City ticket office, 97 Adams 
Street, Chicago. 23-4t 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mo:rta.l ? Does it; survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
st111.te ? The views of mortal-soul
l.sts examined and refutedj second 
edition. 
Paper covers 0 (I e $ & Ill e e Q & qJ Gee c ll II! e 11!1 .. $ 86 
Ciotb COOC01!1@0SG001>1!1G$0QG4111>0&006JO& 00 

Sabbatarian Theory a Deluston. 
A new work of 113 pages·, by Elder Albert Haws

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
com.plete refutation of the theerJes.a.nd Mgumentm 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lam.oni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oakland, Cal. 

The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by ;Eider H.eman C. Smith, 
Churah Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than th.e one 
under Brigham. Young, were originally op· 
}'.lOsed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
not traceable to the original church organi
llllation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 pel"lOO. 1 
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energy of divine grace is at his serv- which elapsed between the time of 
the Coming ot Jesus ........... 397 to overcome his innate or ac- Khammurabi and the date of these 

Reports ..................... il97 disposition to evil and to later letters discovered some years 
'"',.,"'"'c" · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · ·. · .... 397 remake him in the of the Son ago, Babylonia became the educa-

AR;~L;S~swers. · · · · · · · · · · .. · ·398 of, God. Tbe humility comes of tional center of the Oriental world. 
of the New World.-No. 10 .... 098 self-knowledge and· the hope that The great library at Borsippa was 

Ag·ed Indian's Sta.tement of an comes of experience will keep us from the school and university not only of 
Eide;· S--, and His Own ExpE'ri- the excuse· making habit.-- Great Chaldea but of Syria, North Mesopo-
ence ................................ 401 Thoughts ' A . M' F 

The RGck-Compauion Piece ......... 401 · ana sm mor. ragments 
l>1lZ!'TER. DEPARTMENT: ................. .401 ~ of the Deluge and Creation tablets, 
ORI~r!;~~ POE'l'RY: EARLiEST LETTERS KNOWN. I dated from a period more than 1,000 

v . we · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .402 . years before Moses, have been dis-
A Prayer ............................ 40t Durmg the last few years the , 0 e d · B b 1 · r· · th f 
Anrrel M1'n1's+e s 407 B b 1 . ll . · · . . v v re m a y oma. " IS ere ore 
. ,,:,. ., u "'.r ·· · .......... ·..... .. a y oman co ectwn of the Bnt1sh 1 t · • · · 
R aultut.on ......................... .407 M h b ~· h d b h , c ear thau 1f the scr1bes of Canaan 

MoTHERs' HOME COLUMN: useum a~. een ;mllC e Y t e lill- were taught to write and use the 
Soul .................. .407 portant add1twn. 0.1. ,seve:al thousands cuneiform script through these in-
T~e Hope .................. .408 of tablets obtamea cl:nefiy by Dr. fiuences th e t h b 
!I'lr~t Do It, The<:~ Talk It ............ .408 Budge during his expeditions t,o the . er mus ave een ~orne 
::>ee1ng the Gospel. ................... 408 E· t b h· l" f h A . among them who were acquamted 
If You Wish to Cool a Room ......... .408 as 0 !1 ~ a 1 0 . t e t.rustees. mong with the traditions stored in the Chal-

SUND~Y S~?HOOL DEPAR'l'MENT: the prmmpal obJects are a large num- dean libraries. The present find · 
L1brm·;e~s and Readmg ............... 408 ber of small tablets, many of them of indeed a g t . b t . r 

CONFERENCE M~NUTI!!S: the envelope or duplicate class, which reaa:rd it ~ea one, u one ?.an on y 
WGlsconsm ................. .409 were found at 'rellsifr in South . o . t t .~ a pr~ludeh~ohstJll more 

rove.· .................. .409 B b 
1 

. . · ' . 1mpo:r an <11scovenes w 1c probably 
~ortheastern Kansas ............... .409 ~ Y oma, re~resen,tmg the anme~t will put a new aspect on the vexed 
demont ............................. 410 C1ty of Larsa (Dhe Eilasar of Genesis 1 quest1·0 n of Heb · · T 
Docatur 410 14) Th . 't f , rew ongms. o pos-'· . " · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · . . e maJOl'l y o tnese were con- · .Mob1le .............................. .410 t . 1 1 d b . . sess letters contemporary w1th the 

SuNDAY ScHoOL AssociATIONS: racts or ega ocuments, ut a~ong time of Abraham is certainly an aston-
~ewane~ .. : ... ·,· .................... .410 them ar~ man~ _letter~, b?th pnv!'1te ishing result of Oriental exploration, 
~or~heastern Kansas ................ .410 ~nd offimal. 'I hlS col1ectwn,. havmg arid one which far exceeds the wildest 

. Mobile ...... : . ......... · ............. .410 1 JUSt been carefully arranged 1s fornd d f h h · MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: . · .' ' reams 0 t OSe W 0 first revealed to 
General Church Recorder's Notice .. .410 ~- to ~on tam .one ?f .the m?~t Important!' .us the buried cities of Assyria and 
Bishop's Notice ............ .411 senes of mscnptwns. wmch h.as ever. Babylonia.- The Scotsrnan. · 

L. . ......... .411 been rescued from Or1ental rums. It J 

:; Thom~s D;;.ley ........... .4~~ is a group of fifty letters, written by j ~ 
Arthu. A}1en · · · · · · · · · · · · -~12 Khammurabi, King of Babylon, who DISTANCES OF THE FIXED STARS. 

Reunion N~~~~~~.1~~.::::::::::::: :4g reigned about 2300 B. c., and who is I The sun is one hundred and eighty-
Two-Days' Meetings ................ .412 generally identified with the Amraphel two thousand million times as bright 

of Genesis 14. We have already been as a star of the first magnitude. Upon 
made acquainted with the existence of this basis can be made an estimate of 

EXCUSES. a system of letter writing in use the distance of the faintest stars of 
The worst of all habits is the mak- among the kings of the East- at an the Milky Way on the assumption 

excuses for ourselves to ourselves. early period, as illustrated by the that they-any of them or all of them 
resolve our faults, and even our famous Tel-el.Amarna tablets. -are really as large and as brilliant 

slns, into the effect of bad influences These, we know, present the diplo· as the sun, and that their faintness is . 
'Gln us, or a bad heredity from our matic and private correspondence be- due to their enormous remoteness · 
forefathers. Or we set them over tween the Kings of Syria, Mitanni, or from us. . 
against the virtues we credit our- northern Mesopotamia,, and Babylon, Remove the sun to twice its present 
selves with possessing and find a and may be dated about 1450 B. c. distance from us and it will become 
comfortable balance in our favor. Or The valuable series of tablets which one fourth as bright; at three times 
we regard our evil act or our neglect has just been secured for our National its present distance it would be one
as an isolated fact, which stands in Museum belong to a period of 1, 000 ninth as bright; at four times the dis
no real relation to our character. Or years earlier, and are certainly the tance, one sixteenth as bright; and so 
we compare ourselves with our neigh- oldest known letters in the world. one. This is expressed mathematically 
bors and find we are "no worse than The position of those Babylonian let- by saying that its brilliance would 
other people," but perhaps a trifle ters in Oriental literature is of ex- diminish as the square of its distance 
:better. treme importance. They reveal the from us increases. 

Blessed is the man who has not ac- existence of a regular system of cor- It can easily be calculated, there-
quired the excuse habit.! He must be respondence between rulers and their fore, that to become reduced to a star 
one who has learned to live in the subordinates, and that writing was of the first magnitude the sun would 
presence of the divine holiness and to not only used to record events in need to be removed from us to 426,600 
:feel its constant summons to come royal annals, but for ordinary pur- times its actual distance, and its light, 
i!Jlearer perfection. He must be one poses. They are, besides, manifestly instead of coming to us in eight and a 
who realizes that a single cherished the models for all after time, as in the quarter minutes, as it now does, would 
and unconquered evil keeps us in case of the diplomatic correspondence be 6. 7 years in flashing across the in
touch with the whole body of evil, so in the Tel-el-Amarna tablets. We can tervening space. Removed to ten 
that he "who stumbles on one point now see how overshadowing was the times this distance it would become 
is become guilty of all." And he j influence of Babylonia over all western one hundredth as bright as a star of 
must have learned that the whole· Asia. During the thousand years the first magnitude. That is to say, 
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it would be reduced to a star of the 
sixth magnitude, and its distance 
from us would then be sixty-seven 
"light years." At ten times this dis
tance it would become a star of the 
eleventh magnitude, at a distance of 
670 light years, and still another ten 
times removal, to reduce it to the six
teenth magnitude, which is about that 
of the faintest Milky Way stars, would 
place it at· a distance from us such 
that its light, flashing through space 
at the rate of 186,300 miles a second, 
would require to cross the interval 
6, 700 years. 

So far away from us are the faintest 
telescopic stars, if really they are as 
brilliant as the sun. But are they as 
brilliant as the sun? Here is a q ues
tion that cannot be answered, and 
here is the fatally weak point in the 
calculation. They, or some of them, 
may be larger than the sun, and in 
this case the figures reached above 
must be proportionately increased. 
They may be smaller than the sun, 
and it is fair to say here that astrono
mers are beginning to think that the 
faint stars which form the ground
work of the Milky Way are, compara
tively speaking, small bodies, and 
that their distance from us has been 
overestimated. But in either case the 
calculation made above can hardly be 
far wrong up to a certain limit, and it 
serves to impress us forcibly with the 
vastness of the distance from us at 
which these little twinklers are.
Philadelphia Record. 

T~e commonest varieties.doi.ng well nearest I carriage she has! It's a pity our girls 
you 1s always bPst to plant 1f g1 ven good care, j cannot have a little training along that 
tillage, and fertility.-Bulletin No. 1 Satoth-, 1. , 
westeTn Iowa Horticulttoral Suciety. mWe.h"l h · lk d 

1 e our ent us1ast ta e , we 
thought of another kind of burden 

THE OUTDOOR WORLD. I and of how much it means to "learn 
'•There are some people so afraid of how to carry a load." Bear them we 

fresh air," laughed an old sea captain, must, of on~ sort or another:-the ~ur
"that they seem to think they can dens of grief, car~, and dlsappomt
ventilate their rooms bv opening their ment that belong to our human lot-
cupboard doors." v but we all know how differently. 

And there are people who imagine Some bend .u~der tbem an~ stagger 
that they can keep their lives fresh on complammgly, obtrudmg them 
and healthful in very much the same upon everyon~ who comes near. Some 
way. They shut off all currents from lift th.em quietly out of others' way 
the outside world. They shudder at and, smce they must need~ be borne, 
its wickedness, they shrink from its learn to bear ~hem ste_ad1ly ~nd se
clamor, they do not want to be dis- renely. The_r~ Is a gr-amous pmse _and 
quieted by its demands and so they beauty of spirit that c~n be acqmred 
selfishly shut themselves into their only by the proper bearmg of burdens. 
own interests and pursuits and begin, -The Young Woman. 
all unconsciously, to grow pinched ~ 
and narrow. · A baby's record is worth keeping for the 

Daily employments grow monoto- I mother's present personal pleasure, and fo!.' 
nous, familiar enjoyments lose their the baby's perusal and a.musernent in the 
zest and the spirit becomes peevish I future, when the first smlle, the first. tooth, 

. ' the first short dress and the first artiCulate 
carpmg, and selfish. The breath of words are things in the dim distance of the 
the outdoor world may sting, but it is past, remembered by no one, except, perhaps, 
invigorating; rubbing against other th~ devoted rnot~er herself. One of the 

People's angularities may be rasping damty b~oks prov1ded for the purpose makes 
. ' t4e keepmg of the record an easy task and 

but It smooths down our own, and all pt·eserves it for reference without difficulty, 
the rush and hurry about us, however -June Ladies' Home Journal. 
weary we grow, is better than with-
drawal and morbidness. Any out
door atmosphere is better than 
breathing over and over that of our 
own cupboards.-Selected. 

The corning century will offer and abun
dance of work in engineering fields. Sir 

HOME GROUNDS. 

1 

Douglas Fox points out to British engineers 
The horne lot or half acre should be most the following specimens of the problems of 

enjoyed, best cared for, tidiest. Open front surpassing importance that are now opening 
yard needs be about clear of trees, and be a 1 up: Trunk railways through Russia, China, 
fine turf of blue grass, kept trim with lawn Persia, Afrfca; irrigation works to supply 
mower. Trees should skirt this sernicircu- the wants of growing populations; harbors 
lar. Toward prevailing winds plant and large enough for the vessels of the future; 
have evergreens, on other side have decidu- central installations to furnish lighting, 
ous trees, tallest growers always in the rear, power, traction, and heating to whole coun
groups of low growing trees and shrubs skirt- ties; the extension of telephonic cornrnunica
ing the lawn irregularly in it. Single tree tion (with and without wires), the abolition 
or a group of cut-leaved weeping birch may of the smoke and smell of cities; the replace
be in edge near the house, groups of such • rnent of horses by mechanical power in the 
evergreens as silver spruce, mountain pine, streets; the increase of the speed of trains 
can be near edge and road. Shrubs, roses, to one hu~dred miles an hour; the erection of 
needs be planted in groups, not singly. tall buildings where land is valuable; the 

The vexed question as to whether literary 
men make good husbands will probably neve!.' 
be disposed of, as it needs must be settled by 
individual cases, and no two individuals are 
alike. The crabbed Carlyle and his high
strung Jane, the latter undoubtedly dwarfed 
in her literary product by her constant self
effacement in the presence of her moody hus
band, form the subj~ct for Miss Laughlin's 
July contribution to the Stories of Authors' 
Loves, appearing in the Dalineator. She 
gives a pathos to the subject, lacking with 
some of the harsher pens that have treated it. 

Back yards are most lived in, ought not be utilization of waste products, especially t.he 
dumping ground for wash or waste water, refuse of cities; the improvement of t.he 
ashes, tin cans, and which emit constant water supply; the reclamation of land; the 
stench and malaria. Vegetable and flower profitable working of deep seams of coal. 
garden ought be right at back door. Vege· 
tables of utility should occupy most ground 
and center entire garden should be skirted CARRYING BURDENS GRACEFULLY. 
with tall growing plants, as sweet corn, "Now watch her," said a tourist 
cannas, hollyhocks, castor beans, dahlias, as- friend, pointing to a peasant woman 
paragus. Annuals as pansies, petunias, 
phloxes, poppies, asters, sweet peas, nastur- who had lifted a heavy basket to her 
tiurns, and any of the long list of beautiful head and was walking off with free, 
flowers, should be in groups or irregular sure step. • •See how steadily she car
beds, along walks, nooks, corners, to set off ries it and how well her head is poised. 
the commoner necessities. Vines add to 
homeliness to cover outbuildings, fences, If that were one of our countrywomen 
sheds, trees, poles, arbors. she would try to carry that basket on 

JOUBERT. 
Is Joubert fallen?-that old hero dead, 

Laid low, in proud sleep with the battle
slain? 

Now, who shall grudge him glory? Not 
again 

May we behold his like, as at the head 
Of his embattled Burghers, them he led, 

Faith against Destiny, and saw them wane, 
Fighting for others' honor, all in vain,

Victorious, yet the while his own heart bled, 
Pause, Nations! and salute his passing pall. 

Here was a soldier Britons might admire
You, Frenchmen, and Americans, and all! 

And if your souls to Chivalry aspire, 
Write, in her Pantheon, Piet Joub.Jrt's name, 
To plead against oblivion for his fame. 
-Henry Tyrrell, in Franlc Leslie's Popular 
Monthly for June. 

A warm discussion will be awakened by 
the publication in the June Catholic World 
Magazine of Father Burns's artiCle on "The 
Elective System of Studies" in Catholic col
leges. It will be construed into a direct 
attack on the ratio studiorum of the Jesuits. 
The article is masterly in its grasp of its sub
ject matter. 

Tend larger vegetable and fruit garden her arm, where it would be in her own 
farther away with horse. Places planted way and in that of everyone who 
already can be slowly changed to a better 
plan. Where a balls rolls after a boy throws passed. She would shift it from side , 
it up is the plac~ to plant tre~s, vines, shrubs. to side, bending awkwardly under its ADDREssEs. " 
Plant nothmg m regular h!les, or ~Y rule. weight and reach her destination tired l F. M. Cooper,,N~. 847 Twenty-first.,Str~et, 
Use many wagon loads of riChest sot!, com- [ B h h d h Rock Island, Ilhnms. ~~ 
post rotten manure, leaf mould, yearly. Till, out. ut t at woman as learne ow 1 Arthur Allen, No. 2615 North Market 
spade, hoe, then enrich again. ) to carry a load-and what a fine, erect · street, St. VJUis, Missouri. 
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"If ye continue in my word, tt~e:n are ye my di~·~iples i:nd~ed~ and, ye ·~hallkdow -the t:ru~~ ;n.d the. t~~-:hall. rna~:;:~,---------;--;2, ·-~'!
"Hearken~~ the wor~ of theJ.ordslor there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifel and concubines he shall have none!'-B. of rv'L, 

LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 

tions for the man whose heart is pure. I 
JOSEPH SMITH EDITOR A.nother thin~ whic? results from/ 
FuEn;K MAmsoN SMrTrr Ass1su::>rT EnrroR. purity of heart IS that ''It makes 1 

Saints~ 

JosEPII LuFF } ble the carrying into effect 
D. W. WJGJ1T COHRESPONDING Em•rmt~. measures for the common good of all, 

such as societies for the :relief of men
LAMONI, JUNE 20, 190~-· _ tal, physical, or monetary 

=============== where temporary aid is 
BEFORE THE COMING OF JESUS. often works wonders for those who 
Belief in the second coming of Je- are in need; and, also, those associa

su~ is not confined to the Latter Day tions of men the objects of which are 
Samts aJone. Many agree with them to unite labor and capital in providing 
on this useful and necessary employment for 

When we take thought upon that the m~ntally willing and physically 
coming and what it portends, we able, m the production of articles 
ought not to overlook some of the which may be demanded by the 
things which must precede such com- at large. In short, the absence 
in g. the heart of selfish desires and motives 

There must be a people who are and jealousy, personal and official 
prepared and looking for Jesus to gives purpose and fidelity to the ' 
come. This preparation must be not in heart to labor for the of 
only a well-defined theory of and be· others which cannot result from ~,ny 
lief in that coming, but must also be other, or lesser attribute or 
the exhibition of a working faith that tion. It makes honest 
as "C~rist ascended" that he might fill tors in places of trust, and faithful 
all thmgs, so must he come again servitors in places where labor is re· 
that he may fulfill the prophecies long quired. 
stand~ng upo_n which _is based tho hopes All cannot be directors in enter
of believers m the righteous reign to prises where labor and capital are 
ensue after the coming and the com- united. And one prevalent cause 
plete establishment of the kingdom of why what have been called "commu
God upon the earth. nistic," or "all things common," and 

We are rather more interested in cooperative a,ssociations have so fre
this preparation of a people to be quently failed, has been that the men 
ready for the coming of Jesus Christ having the movements in charge have 
than in some of the other thinas not been free from tbe allurements 
looked for to attend his coming f~r and attractions of place, power, 
the reason that it seems to us to be a and selfish gain. While they may 
very necessary prerequisite condition have been honest, so far ~js-
that it will make easy many of the ~ntention, to do wrong at the 
other and less important attendant 1s concerned, the handling of 
events. the opportunity for display, the idea 

The referred to is first, of bemg conspicuous, and finally the 
purity tendency to larger expenditures, an 

It is understood that one of the t~n.ded to lead to a misuse of oppo:rtu
great privileges to be accorded to mt1es, selfishness succeeded in its 
those who shall be worthy of the work, and failure resulted. When 
benefits to come to men in the coming Christ shall rule, only those ' 
of Jesus, the second time "wit,hout heart" worthy of all trust 

25. 

tv,IN!STRY REPORTS. 

Onr missionaries will do well to note 
the form of 

General Conference and 
make a minute of the items required 
so that e~M:lh will be e,ble to he,nd in a 

and a,ccurate of all 
done. 'rhe form ccm seen in 

conference minutes issued as a 
to the HERALD for June 6. 

the sake of those who may not 
have seen tha·t HERALD and the sup-

we a list of the items 
called for in the form. 'l'hey are: 
times times assisted; other 

Extremes 
tremists are 
takes. 

Men 

number baptized; num
assisted to confirm; 

of services attended; 
and to what 

to the sick; chil-

EXTREMES. 

does 

and ex-

defeat their 
to occupy 

in their 

own 
con-

sin unto salvation," is that they shall placed in positions where shall I 
see him. Blessed are the pure in hold .co?tr?l of the people's as 
heart, for they shall see God." a?d ·Zwn,s exac.tors" . shal~ all "be I 

To be pure in heart means much t ngh~eous. CooperatiOn lS of 
th - . . 0 poss1ble now no scheme 

.e average man. .It 1s ~ conditiOn of been devised: that we are 
mmd and body wh1ch g1ves freedom to do awa 'th 'ddl 
from the care and turmoil of life be- Y WI ml e 
cause the mind is not fixed on th men who must be trusted the 
things of this world, nor the he~rt se~ very.n_ature of human .aff_airs and' the 
on riches. It induces tranauilit and ?ondltwns of our assocmtwn. So Ghat 
peace, at borne and abroad :t Y m every a~ venture there mudt be some t}H3 

. · one who 1s to be trusted those 
To t?e pure m. heart temptati.ons within the association and those with-~ tion for 

are no~; severe tnals, for the des1res ' out It will be a h"ppy h · f d 1 f b · · --"' w en rums o an 
;re on Yd orht ose thhmgs that a;.ake these n;~en shall be selected un- 1 A late num.ber of tbe 

.
o.hr ... hgoo , ence t e many tbmgs erring foresight ~.,."'I s"1t "",~" W lC , --~·'"" I . wl JUWl'-l;"; 

, · · no 1u , at the 
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a commendable fight against po
lygamy, contains a quite lengthy 
article filled with caustic ridicule of 
the movement mentioned. Just why 
the efforts of these men should be 
subject to adverse criticism, while 
those of others engaged in the same 
kind of work a:re to be "'-'·''"'"'"''"·"'"''""• 
the Il.insrnan does not state. How
ever, it illustrates the tendency in the 
world today to oppose everything 
that does not happen to origin::J,te with 
the representatives of one's own par
ticular party or creed. Sucb a course 
is partisan and ext,reme, and is one o:f 
the most subtle and dangerous in
fluences to be combated at the present 
time. 

We are of the opinion that the right 
should be candidly recognized w her
ever and with whomsoever it may be 
found; and that wrong should be just 
as candidly opposed, and that, too, 
from a standpoint of principle, :free 
from bias, and without regard to indi
viduals or organizations. A constant, 
independent attempt to thus discrimi
nate between right and wrong 
ples will develop the ability to make 
discriminations that are correct. 
Such a course may bravery; 
but it is the kind of bravery the world 
is sadly in need of just now. 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

not obtain. When members disregard 
this rule of the church, and refuse to 
affiliate themselves with some bra.nch, 
and live in violation of church laws, 
they should be dealt with by the district 
authorities. 'rhis opinion was ex
pressed by Pres. Joseph Smith as 

as 1867, as will be seen by the 
following extract from the minutes of 
the April conference of that year:-

In answer to an inquiry by Bro. B'or·scutt, 
the President gave ins1,ructioo that persons, 
professedly members of the church, who have 
removed from branches to where there is an 
organized branch of the church to which 
they refuse to attach themselves, and whose 
course of conduct renders them culpable, 
should be dealt with by the general authori
ties of the district in which they are located. 
~The Saints' Hemld, vol. 11, p. 142. 

This answers the question from the 
Pleasant Valley branch so completely 
that further comment is unnecessary. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Sr. M. J. Fell, writes from Bigtim
ber, Monijana, June 4:-

I cannot get along without the weekly 
greetings of the Hemld. 

Bro. E. F. Shupe, writing from 
Denver, June 11, says:-

We have the tent up and are holding· meet
ings every night, with increasing attenilance 
and interest. Sunday night there was a 
large attendance. We hope for success. 

Bro. A. H. Smith, in a letter to 
QUESTIONS AND President Smith, on the 13th inst., 

Sr. Jennie M. Leland, who was for
merly employed in the Bishop's office, 
and who has of late been doing some 
work in the Historian's office, left for 
her home in Pecatonica, Illinois, Mon
day evening. 

By the Chatham, Ontario, Evening 
Ranner, of June 11, we learn that Pres. 
Joseph Smith attended the Sunday 
school convention held at Tilbury, 
Ontario, June 8. 

Last, week a notable gathering took 
place near Lamoni. About one hun
dred and fifty or two hundred people 
gathered to celebrate the one hun
dredth birthday of Sr. Bunt. She 
joined the church in 1871, and is now 
enjoying a really remarkable degree 
of health for one so old. She bas 
numerous great-grandchildren, and 
several great- great- grandchildren. 
May her declining years be peaceful. 

The HERALD building has been un
dergoing some much needed repairing. 
'l'he design of the roof on the west wing 
was altered 1o allow of a quicker dis
posal of water, and tbe west half of the 
roof of the main portion is being re
shing1ed. These repairs were neces
sary because of leaks. Bro. John Hou. 
gas has had charge of the repair work. 

Oriuinal 1lrti~1Bs. 

Weof the Pleasant Valley branch would writes:- MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. 10. 
like to know how to proceed with members I spoke in Minneapolis last Wednesday BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 
of other branches who have their letters of night, and in Audubon Sunday morning. COULD THE PREHISTORIC AMERI-
removal, and hold them, and live in our Five we1·e to be baptizRd in Minneapolis, Sun-
midst, and are living in violation of laws of day. Go to Perham, Friday. All well except CANS WRITE? 
the church. rhcum'ltifim. They could build great cities, tern-

According to resolutions adopted Bro. Isaac True writes from Wheel- pies, and palaces, and could make 
by the General Conference of 1898 all W. Va., June 13:- great roads, which are said to be 
members are instructed to unite with expect to start in a few days as a travel- "among the most useful and stupen-
the branch nearest their places of ing missionary. I formerly lived at Canton, dous works ever executed by man." 

Ohio. abode. We quote the resolutions as (Prescott's Conquest of Peru, val. 1, 
they appear in the minutes:- book 1, chap. 2, pp. 52-59.) 

1. Resolved that scattered members not EDITORIAL ITEMS. They wrought very heavy blocks of 
enrolled upon branch records be instructed Last week we neglected to note the stone and moved them fifteen leagues, 
to unite with branches most convenient to · and fitted them in the fortress at Cuzco their places of residence. departure of the semor editor, who 

2. Resolved that members changing their left for a sojourn in Canada. He ex- so well that it was impossible to intra
residences from branches where enrolled be pected to be gone five or six weeks, duce even the blade of a knife into the 
instructed to unite with branches most con- and will visit a number of Canadian joints. (Ibid., vol. 1, book 1, chap. 1, 
venient to places where tlwy reside. 31 d b k 3 h 8 372 ) "' Wh · th , h b p. , an oo , c ap. , p. . "'· ereas, 1n e past memoer~ ave o -
tained letters of removal which they have Bishop Kelley was in attendance at Some of the large stones in the build
not presented to any branch, whereby such the last Far West conference, and re- ings at Tiaguanaco, Peru, are thirty-
names have been rernoved from the general eight feet long, eighteen broad, and 
church records of the church, ports a splendid time,-a spiritual . f t th' k Th l t t 

Resolved that letters of removal be issued feast. The prayer and testimony SlX ee lC · e arges s ones 
only to persons actually changing residence meetings were indeed spiritual ones. made use of in Solomon's temple were 
from one branch to another, and that names forty-three feet, nine inches long, 
of branches to which removals are made bo We learn from Bro. vV. D. Me- twenty-nine wide, and fourteen feet 
included in said letters of ren.wval. i Knight that Brn. W. R. Davis and W. thick. 

Thus when members have letters S. Macrae were at BlackwelJ, Kansas, Says Mr. Priest, 
of remdval they should present them June 9. Bro. McKn~ght se_nds us a And who is prepared to disallow that the 
to the nearest branch and become sample o:f the handbrlls whiCh were ancestors of the Peruvians in South America, 
affiliated therewith. If any members used to advertise the elders. Our did not derive their knowledge of stone cut
do not belong to a branch, it is obliga- men seem to be at work everywhere. ting and building, from the Jews, in the days 

of Solomon, a thousand years before the Chris
tory upon them by reason of this The brethren at Wilburton, Indian tian era, which is so wonderfully imitated in 
action of the conference that they Territory, organized a company the palaces of the Incas.-American Antiq-
should at once associate themselves for with stock at ten uities, p. 243. 
with the nearest branch. If this dollars a "The Mutual The Latter Day Saints won't, be-
action of the body is complied Coal and Mining Company;" they ask 1 cause Nephi says that he built a tern-
condition such as seem to now the of those interested in ple up there at Nephi (Cuzco), and 
in the Pleasant branch an i that "the manner of the construction 
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spacious and a throne in 
thereof, which of tlne 
and was ornamentecl wit,h 
and with thing'S. 
caused his workmen should wor·k all 
manner of fine wor·k within the walls t.he 
temple, of fine wood, and of copper, and of 
brass; and the which were set apart for 
the high priests, were r,bove all the 
other seats, he did orna.ment wit.h pure 
and he caused a breastvvork to be built 
them, that they rest their bodies and 
their arms upon, they should speak 
ing and vain words to his 
7: 1, 2. 

The above references 
the degree of civillzeJtion 
the industrial arts may 
reasonable and much lilre 

out 
attained. in 
sound un

when we read that "l:lJl modern 
sonry, whether executed in 
in America, is when 
with that of the ancient 
Incas" (Prehistoric America, 
we find relief at once! 

but 

The royal ed itices of Qui to, we are assured 
the Spanish conquerors, were constructed 
huge masses of stone, many of which were 
carried all the way along the mountain roads 
from Cuzco, a distance of severtJ.l hundred 
leagues.-Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, book 1, 
chap. 5, p. 137. 

Father Velasco declares that the 
ancient Peruvians made "an 'almost 
imperceptible kind of cement,'" '•a 
fine bituminous glue, as as the 
:rock itself." (Ibid., vol. 1, 1, 
5, p. 129.) 

At the Conquest 
took the Inca 
prisoner. Later 
his freedom at the 

The apartment was about seventeen feet 
broad, by twenty-two feet 
round the walls was nine feet the floo!'. 
This space was to be filled with gold; but 
it was understood that the was not to 

·be melted down into to retain ·the 
original form of the which it was 
manufactured, that. the Inca might have the 
benefit of the space which they occupied. 

This- is the account 
arro's secretary. 
voL 1, book 3, 
note 41.) 

The great temple of the Sun 
literally covered with plattJs of 
had entered the in'cm·io!' and 
mummies, se~J,te!i 

[the Inea who died 
celebrated birth 

in which he intra
for tll0 nobles to 
p.srforTnGd their 

national dances. 'rhe w::~s sev8n hun-
drcd feet in and th·J links 
round as a •,v!"ist.-1:bi.d., vol. l, 
chap. 2, p. 250, note 3. 

It is said tha.t the Book of Mormon 
tells some ones, but it cannot beat 
the Several hundred feet 

cut off that and the 

''the balance of trade" 
them. No foreign 

we have, to "suck 
Gentiles," and their 

wealth in the metals accumu, 
until Cortez and Pizarro opened 

which the treaures 
passed into the cof

It is worthy of remark, 
that notwithstanding the 

v::tst sum of over fifteen millions of 
was sent to Spain in a few 

these sources of national 
have about all glided away 
grasp, and left them among 
of tbe nations of Christen-

This flood of gold into Spain 
the cause of the edict of Medina 

which fixed the :ratio lOi to 1, 
1546 to 13~ to 1. 
22, p. 73.) 

the Inca, and the 
many Peruvian 

'•The lands, the per
races were par

by the 
spoils of vic

tory." of Peru, vol. 2, book 
4, chap. 7, p. 177.) Thus they were 
"smitten by the Gentiles." (2 Nephi 
11: 13.) 

Does.it look strange, in the light of 
the above, that the prehistoric Ameri
cans should not have left to posterity 
a written history? and that we are 
left to the myths and ruins (those un-

sources) to study out their 
and history? 

fortresses along the high 
of Peru mean war. They 

mean that their builders bad a rival, 
and that this rival moved northward, 
because the origin of civilization was 
at Ouzco 1J;nd southward. 

''All the indications are," said Henry 
''that previous to the discov

America] the population had 
" and Pov· 

thinks he recognizes a continuous 
of fortifications, arranged with great 

stretching diagonally across the 
from the sources of the Alle-

and Susquehanna in the State of 
to the Wabash River. Along the 

Bib H~1rper,h River, Tennessee, earth works 
num<3rous. The line of the Great 

qone of the tributaries of the 
tbree forts: one at its 

vugnoou .•• and a third at 
thls last poin'u other works 

of six miles along the 
the tributa.rios of the Great 

on the not·th and west, or ranged in 
as far as Dayton and Piqua, so as 

the line of defence. All these 
are connected with each other by iso
mounds, mostly set upon hills com-
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manding an extensive view. These lwe 
supposed, with reason, to have been used as 
sentinel stations from which to watch the 
movements of the en0my or to transmit pre
arranged signals.-Prehistoric America, pp. 
91, 92. 

General Harrison, one o.f the 
Presidents of the United States, 
speaking to the Historical Society of 
Ohio, said:-

''The three mounds that I have 
those of Marietta, Cincinnati, and that 
the mouth of the Great Miami, 
the latter, have a military 
upon them which cgunot be mistaken. 

AN AGED H'o!DiAN'S STATEMENT OF 
AN ELDEB S--, AND H!S OWN 

EXPEF:i!ENCE. 

"He came to house one 
and asked for a of water. 
asked him to take a seat while my 
little went to the He was 
sore and lame. His were worn 

to his feet which were then 
His were worn 

I found he was 
been to 

and strug-gle have ever baen tbe sad heritage man 
that I knew the 
offered to come 

me build if I would tejke 
was too tired to walk 

of humanity, and the New World wu,s not I back and 
likely to be more exempt from them th::u.t the , him 
old."-Ibid, p. 98. · 

In Ohio it is estimated that there 
were 10,000 mounds, "of which 
are enclosed." ''In New York 

I did so. 
his brother a.nd I 

our 

are 250 enclosures our I the sha.me of 
modern fortifications. , pp. . "Vi/ben we should have returned his 
85.) brother wa.s not; for him 

Two hundred and inclosures 

1

. but he 'I have 
resembling our modern and will go, unless you can make some 
mean war. • ·There are t.wo kinds of other with him.' 
skeletons found in the Ohio Valley," both 
says Professor Putnam, "the short off 
heads and the long heads." The for- and my 
mer he thinks came from the class workman. 
the shape of the head resembles '''I' he first 
of Central America and the Ind.ians of and his brother 
the southwest; the long heads came where he was 
from the north, he thinks, down to "He •He 
the coast of the two great oceans, as he is 
far as Northern California, and then 
came towards the and near 

. ' 
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offer another 
in beh::~Jlf of the 
few lines. 

' its "hunters :;~,nd 
In 

C. HAR'l'. 
Wui'l'E OAK SWITCH, LT., Jnly 8, 1892. 

ROCK-COMPANION PIECE. 

of Matthew 16, I 
Jesus ChTist the ante-

the relative pronoun it, 
not to have done to be 

with the rules of gram
a,s it is of the neuter gender, 
Jeslt8 Chr-is>t is of the masculine. 

I should ha.ve made the divinity of Je
the antecedent. But when 

of his 
we were not very 

It is his divinity 
tha,t him Jesus Christ. 

The word Tock in this text is used 
with the revealed fact 

is Christ. 
that our Savior was the 

author the statement in Acts 4: 
12 inste0,d of Paul was just a "slip of 
the 

can we not join 
and with one impulse 

•·Hock of ages, cleft me"? 
J. A. UP'l'ON. 

D 
this section met and the 1 

short heads. There is, a tine I 805 Allegheny Ave., 
of earthworks from i,he re· PHILADELPHIA, Pa., June 11. 
the Mississippi River, me ! Editors Hemla:--I arrived here, in my new 
same parallel; notable instances of in two I field, May 31. I stopped at Pittsburg and 
them being Fort Fort In all my \spent~ few days, including on~ Sunday, .with 
one in Butler County, others in Ken- It then the Sawts there. Was very kmdly recmved, 
tucky and the southern part of to me 1 and felt blessed in ministering the word. 
etc. The long heads, he evi- . Was pleased to find so many live workers. 
dently conquered, for the skeletons of dark to see ) They have secured a lot and hope to have a 
the short heads are much I was about to up !' church of their own in the near future. May 
number than those of their from t,he Lord prosper them in their effort. 
some burial places are for me to Arriving at Philadelphia we secured lodg-
short heads, others contain only We were 1 ings at Bro. and Sr. Bacon's, in a good neigh-
heads, while others have a mixture never I borhood, on a clean wide skeet near the out-
both. In answer to a question as to \ skirts of the city. Was welcomed by the 
the date these people lived Pro- was not before there was Sa,ints and assured that our labors were 
fessor Putnam stated that it was at a little branch; it seemed as greatly needed. Tlie Saints appear to 
least over a thousand be would convert every one. be alive to the interests of the work. 
being able of course to how much went in with who They have a live Sunday school and Religio, 
earlier the peculiar people inhabited to be a and a nice class of young people who seem 
the country. From the two races he willing to do their part. It is encouraging 
thinks the American Indian evolved. W3,s made to suffer to witness the spirit of unity ::md humility 

According to this, a race of ' for what he had never done. I manifest among them. They seem to rather 
heads" conquered a race of ' where the poor fellow underestimate their condition and ability, 
heads," in Ohio, a thousand years I would ride my and welcome assistance. The E\fforts of the 
or more; and the American miles any to few bave resulted in accumulating several 
evolved since from the two races. hundreds of dollars with which to purchase a 
Could they write? What the little branch lot. The erection of a Saints' church in 
reading that would be, to know how went to I have seen but Philadelphia in the near future is among the 
came about that the long heads came three or four of them in several years. i things hoped for. This is greatly needed. 
to exterminate the short heads! It is ten since we were in a At present the Saints can only occupy their 

"The exterminated race" is Saints' and we have lived so hall on Sunday. All their meetings during 
by some to have been Malay. See ex-

1 
far from '~hat we do not feel the week are held in private houses. This is 

tract of remarks of Professor Mitchell l of the name." 'I quite a drawback. I learn that there is con-
to Governor Clinton in American An- them the writer was i siderable prejudice against holding religious 
tiquities, page 288. aside and asked in tea,rs to services on Sunday in a hall. Many people 
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will attend church who will not go to a halL 
The minister cannot accompli8h much when 
he has to crowd most of his work into one 
day. 

Philadelphia reminds me of some of the 
cities in England. Many houses crowded to
gether and built up to the sidewalks. F.~w 

front or back yards. Narrow streets, well 
paved and clean. Very few fiats. Vvorking 
people's houses most.ly two and three stories, 
red brick, rents a little cheaper, I think, than 
in Chicago. Most of the working people 
seem to be in comfortable circumstances. 
There are a great many mills here, giving 
employment to thousands of boys and girls. 
There are also many beautiful residences, 
with broad, well-paved avenues, and h:~nd
some parks. The city is well supplied with 
trolley lines; but these are more expensivco 
than in Chicago, as they have a &ystem of 
"exchange" here instead of "transfers" from 
one line to another, and these exchanges 
cost three cents extra. On the whole Phila
delphia impresses a stranger as being a nice, 
clean city. If there are any slums (as there 
is likely to be a great city), I have not seen 
them yet. Weather very warm and dry. 

In bonds, 
F. G. PIT~'. 

FANNING, Kan., June 5. 
Edito1·s HeTald:-I retumed home from con

ference, the last day, for repairs; Ia 
bad its grip on me in good shape. The eare 
and caution of Viola, with the cheer and 
kindly offices of the children, coupled with 
Zion's sunny skies, and, perhaps, my desire 
to go forth soon brought me around normal 
again. 

I have spoken a couple of dozen times in 
Atchison, Baker, Netawaka, and here, and 
conducted, or attended several other meet
ings within the last month of active service. 
Two have presented themselves for baptism, 
which will claim our care this afternoon. 
Others here are more or less interested, and 
the Saints generally fef'l fairly well, I believe. 
Last Sunday night's audience was the largest; 
but, behold, this is quite a busy season of the 
year. A Catholic priest who officiates here 
was in attendance last Saturday night when I 
had occasion to speak on the vicissi·t.udes of 
the church, including the organizC~tion, fall, 
and rise thereof, or the re5toration of the 
gospel. The old gentleman came in quietly, 
took the back seat in the farthermost corner, 
and withdrew at closing· song. 

There are fourteen counties in this North
east Kansas district, with seven branches and 
some scattered members. Some live too re
rqote from places of worship to attend regu
larly and often, while others are living out 
of this jurisdiction, and elsewhere. I have 
had only local help so far, although Elder 
Hudgens and Priest Frank Pierce are under 
general appointment, and intend to operate 
the tent in the very near future. 

The foul, disgusting, enslaving habit of 
tobacco is murdering the peace, happiness, 
and usefulness of even some of the elder
ship. It is a cruel tyrant, and a hard master. 
If you do not down it it will down you. It.s 
victim is uneasy in the presence of common 

ruin ff:illO'vvship Hnd the COL.t<trnunion of St1ints. 
Some g·1ory in thh~ follyj and advt:;rtise their 
sh5mo in the streets and busy marts of life. 
Others~ out of respect, ~lvillleave their nice 
guests, goo to ths ch2Jrming outhouse9l or 
stroll sJl amld tho beautks of back 

Vi!br.;,t should we do with braneh offi
cers who use it, instead of setting a worthy 
exa~mple and exGcut]ng the law ag~dnst all 
evil doers, and thus fr,il to "see 1;hat the law 
is kept," ''made honorable," etc.? 

M. T. SHOR'l'. 

WOODLAND, J"tme 4. 
B~ay tbrough the 

colurnns of the 1le'raZd that I 2m on my way to 
r.ny field of labor in I\Tov.e. Sco'Gia. CnJled into 
the J-\roostook for a Httle vtrhile, thinking it 
wisdom to do so at rn·esent.~ as doubtless there 
will be no other elder·. ablo to go there be
lore fall~ anrt the iot0rest there vvws good 
last winter. Besides~ Hi is 2J busy time wlth 
the Nova Scotians during· their fa;•ming sea
son, but litt,le preaching can be done ex" 
cept on Eiundays. 

Expeet to reach South Hawdon about June 
26. Sr. E'oss is hoping to accompany me for 
several weeks. 

Conference wi.ll be held in South Rawdon, 
June 30. Cumberland and Kings county 

all invited to attend. Corne with 
let's have g good conference and 

renew our spiritual strength for the conf1ict 
another year. It is possible that Bro. W. W. 
Blanchard will be with us. vVe request the 
hearty coiiperation of all Hto Saints in Nova 
Scot.i.a. Let us be united cmd work together. 
Shall visit all the principal places where the 
Saints at•e located in that Province as soon as 
convenient. Hastily, 

s. o. Foss. 

'l'he Spirit atteml.od, g1 vmg comfort to ali 
who sacrificed and helped. 

Bro .• James McKiernan offered the dedica• 
tory prayer, which was eloquent and grand. 
If we could only live to be worthy of the bless
ings invoked we shall be able to wear the 
crown. To God be all the praise. 

Our conference was a success and all en
joyed being present. Our Sunday school con
vention was also a success, and every one 
seemed pleased with the entertainment. 
Two of the same program committee were 
appointed to arl'ange a ·program at New 
London next October. 

Bro. Hilliard baptized three, preached five 
sermons, anil presided over prayer and con
firmation meeting with J. R. Evans. He bore 
some grand testimonies, which with his ger
mons were elevating, and made us feel like 
striving harder and coming· up h.igber. Bro. 
J. R. Lambert g·ave us two of his sermons, 
and all know whs,t they are. Bro. McKier
mm pr·aached one sermon which was full of 
logic and was The three bap
tized were J~>ne Brown, of Monmouth, con
verted throug·h the Ensign; Zulia Duke and 
John Salisbury. 'I'he two last named are 
third cousins of t.he President of the church. 

SR. M. S. WRIGHT. 

KIRKSEY, Ky., June l. 
Editors licrald:-The wonder of the world! 

The curse being taken from the colored race! 
"Why not? I thought I would tell the readers 
of the Herald what I saw at Lexington last 
week. There was a colored woman from Lit
tle Rock, Ark., by '"he name of Frances 
,Jones, thirty-nine years old, who is turning 
white. The ch:tDge began three years ago. 
First a spot will come about the size of a 
dtme. It became larger as it faded from 
black to white. She is about half white now. 
Where she is black she is black as can be, 

BURLING1'0N, Iowa, June 7. and where white she is very white, more so 
Edito1·s Hero.lt~:--I thought possibly some tlum. most white people. The wool on her 

of the sc~.ttered Saints from Burlington head is just like other darkies, except that 
would be gla.d to betH' that we have our church where those white spots come in her head 
paid for and that last Sunday at our district her hair is stralg·bt like white people's hair. 
conference it was dedicated to the Lord. We Also on her arms where she is white straight 
were few in numbet' when we stHrted to build hair can be seen. 
it, but steady pulling together haii accom- Another feature that seems strange is that 
pllshed i"he task. We ht~d f~ good time, !l.nd her eyes have changed from black to blue; 
&he Lord surely overruled and sent his serv- also her gums were once blue but are now 
ant Bishop G. H. Hilliard our way. We bad pink. Her nose was once fiB,t but is now small 
not fully decided to have the church dedi- and nicely shaped. Her bands were once large 
cated until he c<1me on his way with knuckles l!;,rge, but now are as nice as 
to the Joy conferellce, when Wl3 decided t.J:wy any person I ever saw. 
should not have all the joy. Sc Bro. Giesch Now, don't some one say this woman was 
hustled around made up the needed painted this way, for I am sure she was not. 
amoun'o and paid off the debi;. Bro. Hilliard Dr. How:wd, of L0xington, was with me, and 
came bs.ok Sunday noon, and in the afternoon, used a magnifying glass to detect if such was 
at 2:30, the dedicatory exercises were held. the case, but we found it was no humbug. 
Bro. Johnson, our worthy president for twenty The woman was very intelligent, and was 
years and who until late has been ailing, was ready to answer any questions asked her. 
in the chair. With Bw. J. L. Wright, as She thinks it will not be long before all the 
usher, the large m·owd was seated. Bro .. J. black will fade away, if it continues as fast as 
H.. Lambert offer,lil tho opening prayet'. it has for three yeara. She thinks God is per-

After the singing·, which iu always good i fnrmiug· this work on her. She is a member 
when C. N. Craig·'s bl>ss voice is heard, Bro.

1

1 of the Baptist Church, and has been since she 
Hilliard preached the dedicatory sermon, w:J,s thirteen yeal'S old. 
(.which was seomingly from God himself,) 1 Over seven hundred doctors have examined 
showing t,h!',t if we did not bulld our spidtual 1 this woman, and some governors of the states. 
he use aright we could not inherit eternal · All pronounce her case a wonder. When I 
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iooked at her I thought of the promise the I of his brother, wher~ I was royally ~nte~istrict president. Last but not least, Noda
Lord had made to the people that the heavens I tained by both families. When I left after a way district is going to have a reunion, and 
would retain Christ until the times of t.he 1 two weeks' meeting, they gave me many in- wants Decatur and Far West districts to join 
restitution of all things. Now if the colored I vitations to return at a season of the year with them and have a g-rand good time. In 
race was once white, will it not be restored when the farmers were not so busy. We had a 'uwo weeks or so location and date of reunion 
to its original color? I think so. We read of good hearing, and made many friends. I will be given, Yours in the gospel, 
some in Book of Mormon who were once left with a promise to return in the near fu- D. C. WHI~~E. 
white but became dark. ture. 

So the Lord is truly performing his marvel- I then returned to Concord, held several 
TU'l'NALLS, Lydney, England, May 28. ous work and a wonder in these last days. meetings, organiz).;d a Sunday school, hap-

Editm·s Herald:-There are thousands upon 
thousands this side of the Atlantic who have 

Yours in gospel bonds, tized four, and while there was made glad by 
C. L. SNOW. the presence of Elder J .. W. Morgan. After 

never yet heard of the great plan of redemp
tion which is in force in these last days. The 
Church of England and about as many more 
sects a,nd systems as there are days in the 
year seem to have full and complete sway. 
None but those who have been privileged to 
stand on these shores can form any idea of 
the magnitude of the work which has to be 
accomplished here, The poet has well said:-

CLEBURNE, Tex., June 8. 
Editors Hemld:-l left Lamoni the third 

day of May for my mission field, southwest
ern Texas. I stopped for a few days at Bax
ter Springs, Kansas, to see my son who resides 
there, and a daughtbr at Galena, Kansas. 
After a short visit with them, and an attempt 
to preach in Baxter once, I started for the 
Lone Star State. Bro. Wiley Balding con
veyed me in his buggy to Shetopa, some 
twenty miles from Baxter, where I boarded 
theM. K. & T. reaching Texas the 13th, 

I stopped at Midway and held three services 
and visited witli the saints a few days. Mid
way is a place where I introduced our church 
two years ago. Some were baptized, and 
others are friendly, and some are enemies. 

I went from this point to the Mabry school
house, near Clarksville, the county seat of 
Red River county. I also opened the work 
here two years ago. Here is where Mr. 
Chism and I held a debate last December, 
one year ago. The people seemed glad to 
have us back again, and I would suggest that 
this place be looked after by those in charge, 
for there are some here near the kingdom. 

I also visited the Shawnee branch of the 
church near Lydia. Held four or five meet
ings here, and on Sunday morning Bro. B. F. 
Pollard, branch president, administered the 
sacrament. Quite a good time was had, 
Here your writer took the grippe, and has 
been in its clutches ever since. Feel consid
erable better today. 

I bade the saints of Shawnee adieu, and on 
the 6th started for this place. I was just two 
days late here or I would have been permitted 
to have met my old colaborer, L, L. Wight, 
I start Monday night next at ten o'clock for 
San Antonio, the objective point in my mis
sion field. There is one member of the church 
in this city of thirteen hundred inhabitants. 
Sister Riley and her husband make my stay 
very pleasant indeed. I may hold a meeting 
or two before I leave here. 

It is very hot. Crops fine. 
As ever in the faith, 

I. P. BAGGERLY, 

CHARITON, Iowa, June 8. 
Editors Herald:-On my return from Gen

eral Conference I visited the branch at 
Concord. On my arrival Bro. Bare, the 
president of the branch, informed me that be 
had secured the use of the Con schoolhouse, 
three miles west of Pleasantville; and al
though it was thirteen and one half miles 
away, and in corn planting, he hitched his 
horse to the buggy and took me to the home 
of his father and mother, and also to the home 

holding several meetings we took possession 
of Bro. Bare's horse and buggy and visited 
the Saints near Liberty Center, as they are a 
part of the Concord branch. On our arrival 
we found Bro. David DJ.nlels had been doing 
some preat:.hing there, and had organized a 
union Sunday school. While we do not ap
prove of union Sunday schools where there 
are Saints enough to have one of our own, 
Bro. Morgan thought best to leave it for a 
t.ime; but a change will surely take place. 

We held four services with increasing con, 
gregat.ions. I also baptized the son of B!'o. 
and Sr. Rowley, who in company with Bro. 
W!l!ltenbaugh and son and family who are 
also Saints, have moved into the neighbor
hood, and have opened a coal rdne on the 
farm of Bro. Nyswonger. This makes thir
teen Saints and many friends there. Bro. 
Morgan started a Saints' meeting to be held 
on Sunday afternoons with Bro. ·waltenbaugh 
in charge, be b.eing a priest, 

We then went to North Liberty, where we 
held three services with a fair hearing for 
the time of the year. 

I g·o to Charter Oak to-morrow to hold 
some meetings, preparatory to the organiza
tion of a branch in that place. 

My permanent, address is Chariton, Lucas 
county, Iowa, 

Yours in the one fait.h, 
W, H. KEPHART. 

"0~ 'tis pleasant, ~tis reviving, 
'ro our hearts to hear each day, 

Joyful news from far arriving, 
How the gospel wins its way." 

"Now," says some, "charity begins at 
borne." Be that as it, may, it matters not to 
some whether the word is onward here or 
t.here. Hath not God made of one blood all 
nations that dwell upon the earth, and hath 
he not also determined the bounds of their 
habitations? Again, are we not all citizens 
of one great kingdom, having- over us one 
great king, even Christ? By one Spirit we 
are all .baptized into one body, whether we 
are rich or poor, black or white, bond or free; 
and thanks be to Israel's God for the wise pro
vision which he has mad" by the same Spirit 
by which we at•e all able to say, "Abba, 
Father." 

Sa,turday and Sunday, May 12 and 13, were 
red letter days in our district, The Eastern 
Wales confe;·ence met in Cardiff, on those 
dates, Bro. A. N. Bishop, president of the 
district, in charge. The business passed off 
without a single murmur of any kind; in fact, 

BARNARD, Mo., Ju11e 12. the sweet influence of God's Spirit was pres-
Editors Herctld:-T'ne Nodaway district ent throughout the whole proceedings. The 

conference is a thing of the past. There Saints seem to be reaching a higher standard; 
was a good representation present, being a and without any flattery whatever I can 
full house at all the meetings. Business truthfully and honestly say that the labors 
passed off smootl:lly, with the best of feelings. of our late mission president, Bro. Pitt, and 
Meetings were spiritual, and the Lord truly his wise counsel have not been in vain; but 
blessed all who were present. The sermons as in .Enoch's city of old all are trying to be of 
were full of thought; every one seemed to be one heart and one mind. Wish you could have 
"the best." Two were baptizroil and four looked in, Bro. Pitt, it was the best confer
children blessed, Joseph Vaughn a.nd ence the writer bas ever attended. There 
Thomas A. I vie were ordained to the office were ten elders present and about seventy
of elder. These two brethren are worthy five Saints, young and old, Upwards of fifty 
additions to the army of the Lord. May the took part in the sacrament service. One 
good Master abundantly bless them in their aged sister from Nantyglo was present, I 
work. William Ross, a bright young man, think she was 85, with her faculties as keen 
was ordained to the office of deacon. and active as some are at forty. Sr. Jones 

The Saints of this district know how to bore a striking testimony to the goodness of 
make everything pleasant for all; good sing- God and the great cause she has espoused for 
ing, good· preaching, plenty to eat, and very many years. Two brethren were or
everybody happy, Kind friends and breth- dained to the Aaronic priesthood; Evans of 
ren donated "ye" missionaries a buggy, Nantyglo, and Tt·enchard of Cardiff. Gifts 
horse, and harness, to be used in helping to of tongues and prophecy and interpretations 
get the gospel to all parts of the district. were present; tears of joy and gladness flowed 
This will be a, great help, indeed. freely. The prophecy by Joel was there ful-

Brn. J. A. Davis, C. P. Welsh, John Haw-~ filled, the children of Zio. n were all joyous in 
ley, R. K. Ross, and many otr,ers of the eld- their kingdom, and all came to a good under
ers were present. Ed S, Fannon was chosen . tanding of what Peter meant when he talked 
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about a refreshing t.ime from thG presence of 
the Lord. To God we ascribe tb.s 

I oHeu feel unworthy vf all GJd's goodness, 
and I feel hmwred to be orw of the delegr1tes 
of the Redeemer. f pray for power to hold 
fast to the faith and preach this beautiful g·os
pGl as long· as I havG b\·eath. Myself a.ud 
others are very grateful to some (whose 
hearts God has touched by the spirit. of love) 
for a small package of whioh arrives 
here every wGek. 

Your writer has seen many of God's prom
ises fulfilled of l::;,te. Amongst others, this 
one: Some two aud one-half years ago Bro. 
Bishop sailed from here to Amedc.u .. A short 
time afterwards the Spirit of light and truth 
made known in the Lydnoy bmnch that his 
work was not ye'r, fini8hed hEJre, and L0rd 
said his servant Alm!.l, Bishop shoa!d return 
here. The correct impression was also given] 
as to the timG when he would come; l'Hlm8ly, 
two years. More was se,id which has yet to I 
be fulfilled; but he who has spoken has srtid, I 
"Heaven and earth shaH pass away, but my 
words shall not pass a;;my." "My people 
shall be willin!: in the day of my power;" ilnd 
again, "My word ... shall not return unto 
me void, ... but it shall prcsper in the 
thing whereunto I sent it." 

Now to those who ht~ve this work at heart 
and are looking to do good I throw out one 
suggGstion or request. Many whom God has 
blessed fl nancial!y have gone from these 

HERAtn. 
tend the place where God vouchsafGS to meet 
with his people from time to time. 

It is our intention to continue outdoor 
as as the weather permits; 

aud wUh this end in view and the hope that 
some tracts will arrive we labor on, ambitious 
and with renew<Od energy. ThG little hymn 
rings in my ears:-

HGo labor on; spend and be spent; 
Ti1y joy to do the Fath<>r's will. 

It is the way_ the ?\faster went, 
Should not the servant tread it sttll? 

H Mfm die in darkness at your side, 
Without a hope to cheer tbe tomb; 

Talre up the torch and wave it wide, 
T~e torch that lights time's thickest gloom. 

wroil on; faint no·; keep watch and pray. 
Be wise, the erring soul to win; 

Go forth into the wo:rld,s highway. 
Compel the wanderer to come in. 

._rroil on, and ln thy toil rejoice; 
For toil cmnel'l rest f )r exile home; 

Snon shalt thou hear the Bride_groom'a voice, 
The midnight peal, ~·Behold1 I come., 

I hops and pray that God will maintain his 
own cause, and that we his SGrvants shall 
h<1ve fortitudG of character and integrity suf
ficiGnt to GDable us to fight, our way through 
and to fiulsh the work he has g·iven us to do, 
so that at 'che last we may hear thG Master 
say, "Weil done, thou good and faithful serv
ant." God grant it may be so for his name's 
s!J,kG. Your brother in bonds, 

HENRY ELLIS. 

shores. Unto such I say: Is all your love M' ··r 
1 . MINNEAPOLIS Inn. , une 1. 

lost for your mother country, or are you l!ke I . v- • ' ' • 

P -1 ' "d '· 1 ,, d · ~ Edttm·s I:lerctld:-FLve were bapt1zsd here au \Vno sal n1s 1e&i .. G s esrro anrL pr~ye:r . 
.f I 1 tl , th · 1 t , d Q D yesterday as the result of tent work this 
or srae_ wa: .ln:, uey m!g- 1 ' oe save; · J 0 spring. 'rvvo of this number had never heard 

you also des1re tnat your follow countrvmen Th 
and women be sa.ved? Yuu prs,; the the gospel till they heard it ln the tent. e 

Lord has been with us from the first, and prayer, ''Thy come, thy will be 
much good is being dono. My subject last done, on earth as it is done in hGG,ven," and 

ask the God of Jacob to open effectual doors night was that Brigham Young, and not 

for the preaching of his trutl1, what you 
doing to hasten the redemption of Zi.on? 
Bro. Bishop is appointed as missionary to 
Wales auJ the south of Engia:1d, he being- the 
one whom God had appointed and r:iiscd up for 
that purpose, and one who is blessed whh 

Joseph Smith, was the author of polygamy. 
The tent was nearly full of adult people, and 
~he effort was well rGcei vGd. Shall continue 
for some time yet. All goes well. Bro. E. 
Hayer is with me. E. A. S'I'EDMAN. 

sound, logical arguments etnJ!Jg r·easoni!Jg VI ALLACE, Ala., June 10. 
powers. Him God hath bles3ed witi1 E 1Wors I:lerald:-Bro. T. C. Kelley as-
language, freedom, and courtesy in dm:neanm.· signed Bro. W. J. Booker to labor in Florida 
to help prepare the way for the Savior's with me, and ;ve united our forces, on the 
second advent. I ask t.he quesMon rlght 26t.h of Mc,y, by hitching our two ponies to 
here, Has anyone sufficient love God's one buggy and starting out in earnest. Each 
work to send here two or '"hree thousa::td of ub had to do some local work ere we could 
trac'vs for free distribution, so th&t when th.e en tor the field, hence the delay. We started 
servant of God shall stand up to prodaim the out in the spirit of the teaching of section 
angel's message he my,y have some literature 122: 7, 8, also, 115: 1, DC~ctrine and Covenants, 
to give to arouse the spirit of inquh·y? r,nd we have experienced the truth of the 

We held our anniversary services in con- tGaching in thesG revelations. We feel com
nection with the laying of the foundation fort and support in each other's company, in 

about thiety miles on an average to one 
preaching appointment; but we are preach
ing a great many private sermons, to indi
viduals and f~~>miliGs which we cannot record. 
This seems to be an unpopular way of doing, 
since it seems that the idea has obtained 
among the missionaries that they must 
preach nGar 365 sermons a year in order to 
make a good report to conference. This 
necessitates preaching in the old organized 
districts in order that frequent appointmGnts 
can be had. 

Bro. Booker is a ~J;enial companion and a 
zealolls worker. We have an "Abstract of 
Evidence in Temple Lot Case," also, "Was 
Joseph Smith a Polygamist," and other 
tracts, and we find no trouble in placing our 
position beforG the people. 

WG havG been interviewing some of the 
Utah mGmbers of late, and find little trouble 
in convincing the honest in heaei;. I would 
suggest that the "Abstract of Evidence" be 
used more freely by our ministry. It is one 
of the best helps, >J,nd in connection with 
Bro. HGman's "True Succession," the argu
ments become invincible. 

Our young ministers often feel weak and 
are inclined to apologize for their weakness 
when they arise to prGach to the people. 
Now, brethrGn, let us not do this. We have 
nothing to apologiza for. This work does 
not need an apology, and if we feel weak, let 
us go to the Lord who "giveth to every man· 
liberally and upbraideth not," and not go to 
the people. They cannot help us, and it only 
weakens us in their estima,tion, causing them 
to anticipate us, so that H the Lord should 
help us to preach a good sermon, they would 
not appreciate it. Don't apologize, don't 
complain. If you have a headache, or back
ache, or feel bad, or weak, say nothing about 
it, but read a text and go right ahead, and 
leave the :rGsults with God. 

We came berG from our field by :request to 
baptize some applicants, and Bro. Booker 
buriGd thrGe souls in the waters of baptism 
today. 

There is quite :om interest here, and in due 
time a good branch will be raised up if 
proper efforts ~we put forth. The way is 
being opened up for preaching the gospel in 
many nGw places, and the Lord is prGparing 
the heart.s of the people. Opposition is get
ting weaker in many places, and many are 
seeking for the old paths. 

Then let us prGss on, brethren, and strive 
to spread this truth and thereby help to reap 
this harvest, which is so white unto the 
gathering. In bonds, 

S.D. ALLEN. 

stone of our little church :J.t Lydney, on JVI!!,y I all of our labors, especially in going to the HOLLIS, Kan., June 11. 
24. On the following Sunday, May 27, spe- world. Equipped gs we are WG are enabled Editors lie~·ald:-We find the great work of 
cial sArmons were preached by Bro. Bishop. to travel withou·t depending on '&he Smnts to God advancing slowly but permanently, and 
~ubjec.t, morning.' at 10:.45, ,"Present Havel!!.-, carry us, whi~h .depe?dency in the past has can see that God is turning and overturning 
twn;" m the evemog at s1x,' The Ang-c,!'s Mes- caused the misswrmrlGS to prGttch too much to fulfill his promises to his people. Bro. 
sage." G•JOd i.ntet·est was m!r:lifest. At two in the branches, thus rGtarding MannGring and the writer preached on the 
p. m., Bro. Trenebard, d C::>rdiff, and H.ol- I the spn;ad or thG gospeL streets at Clyde. After the last sm•vice a 
ford, oi LyclnEy, preached at the Crosg, Lyd-1 I long to seG tho day when the church will gentleman came to us and informed us ·that 
ney, followed by an addr(CJSS by Bco. A. N., send all of her men two by two, and urge his hospitality was oun; to enjoy .• We found 
Bishop, which was well received. Again at them to labor in the spirit of the two afore- his wife to be a strict Methodist, but of a kind 
5: 30 we madG t.wo short stands in the town, 1 mGntioned revelations. We are not preach- spirit. The gentleman listened to Bro. C. 
giving the people a hearty invitation to at- 1 ing many public sermons, and have to drive 1 Scott preach while he livGd in Iowa. 'l'he 
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seed is sown and is germinating. Attended 
M. E. services with them on Sunday. After 
dinner we took our departure for Ames, with 
a request to come again. Have learned that 
several are interested from hearing us on the 
street. No Saints there. 

From Ames we went to Minersville. Held 
services over two Sundays, leaving with some 
interest manifest. Assisted in organizing a 
Religio. Interest plenty to do good, if pray
erful. 

We began meetings at this place on the 
29th ult. closing last night. Quite an inter .. 
est. Very busy season; most all farmers. 
During the week small attendance. Dr. Mc
Laughlin is taking quite an interest in our 
meetings. He used his influence, which is 
not a little, to interest people in attending 
services, he not forgetting to be present. 
Last night at close a Catholic, quite well in
formed, came to me, asking questions rela
tive to the Catholic Church controlling the 
literature during the dark ages. I answered 
to the satisfaction of those who gathered to 
hear, the Dr. shaking his sides in delight. 
He remembered us with $1.00, and has never 
taken such interest before. Bro. and Sr. Mor
gan kindly cared for us, and nothing was left 
undone to make the elders comfortable. At 
Minersville we were highly entertained by 
the few saints there, especially at Sr. Curtis'. 

We leave here this evening for Sterling, 
and find many calls, "come over and help us." 
We labor diligently, but work must suffer 
for want of laborers. Our motto is "onward 
and upward." Praying all Saints will be 
awake to the interests of Zion, 

L. G. GURVVELL. 

Hoori RIVER, Oregon, June 6. 
Editors Remlik-At the earnest request of 

Bro. Thomas Chapman I left my home at 
Condon, Oregon, on June 5, came to this 
place, and found what so far looks like a 
grand opening. The tent is needed here. 

This country in the Hood river valley Js 
cut up into small farms of from five to twenty
five acres, is set in berries and fruit. The 
valley, being closely settled, makes a very 
fine place for our people to work. There are 
Brighamites, Campbellites, Free Methodists, 
Seventh-day Adventists, Christian Advent
ists, Congregationalists, and Catholics here. 

Bro. Chapman and I called on the Co:tmp
bellite minister, Rev. Jenkins, and asked for 
the use of his church. He said he had nothing 
to say about it, but said that the more he had 
read concerning Mormonism the less use he 
had for it, that a revelator who did not reveal 
something new was a humbug. He said that 
he was back East last year and called upon a 
Mr. Hezekiah Bassett, of Mulberry Corners, 
Geauga county, Ohio, and that the above
named gentleman was in possession of a chair 
which belonged to one of the apostles in old 
Joseph's time, that he also had a table and a 
writing desk which were once the property of 
Joseph Smith, "Old Joe Smith," he said. 
These were sold at the time oi the failing of 
the Kirtland Bank. Of course, this reverent 
gentleman here having sat in this apostle's 
chair, he now knows that thedoctrine is false. 
I asked him if he knew that the creditors of 

SAINTS' 

that bank had all been paid, every cent. He 
said he knew they had not. 
· Well, Bro. Chapman and I a,re now going to 

hear him preach, and to see if we can ase the 
church the coming week, and will write our 
success when we come back. 

One thirty o'clock finds us home from the 
church, and were successful in getting the 
use of it for next week; so Bro. Chapman an
nounced. 

On our way home we fell in with one of the 
Christian Advent brethren, who told us that 
they had decided to let us have their church 
also, and invited me to preach, for them to
night, which I will gladly do, after which I 
will write more. 

Monday morning finds us all in good health 
and feeling elated over the outlook for our 
work here. Your writer occupied at the 
Christian Advent church last evening, with 
good liberty. Had a fair sized audience; but 
of course some must show the cloven hoof. 
One man told his wife he would leave he~ if 
she stayed to hear us; but she sta~yed all the 
same. 

Tuesday night we announced to show the 
difference between Bl'ighsmism and our faith. 
Just what will be the outcome of this labor 
remains yet to be seen. Let me say to the 
conference appointees, there is no need of 
keeping quiet. There are plenty of openings 
along this river, the Columbia, for this time 
of the year. 

I find Bro. Chapman a thoroughgoing young 
man, working hard with his loving young 
wife to make for themselves a home. May 
God bless their efforts, crowniag them with 
eternal life at the end of the race. Their ex
ample is worthy of imitation, and they should 
ever be remembered by the t.raveling mis
sionaries. They live two miles from Hood 
River. 

With kindest regards for all, I am as ever, 
your brother in the fight until death, 

W. A. GOODWIN: 

with me in this great latter day work, and the 
further realization of the sacrifice which he 
has made to defend it, should entitle him 
to evf!ry rig·hteous consideration. U we will 
not stand by one another who will stand by us? 
In the world our prestige is of no material 
c0nsequence, and from indications we cannot 
soon h0pe for a change. Then let us be found 
together with that divine and unselfish love 
which found its truest expression in the life 
of our Head. 

One hopeful sign at the conference was the 
general desire upon the part of the ministry 
to study the law of ministerial support and 
material equality. The reBults were more 
than we had hoped for. These discussions 
will bear material fruit in the not very 
distant future. 

Leaving Lamoni I stopped off over Sunday 
at Lucas, Iowa. Made my home with Bro. 
Isaac Phillips and wife. Was pleased to meet 
so many of the Saints and dear friends of 
other days,-days when I was one of them, and 
had not forsaken aH for the Master's sake. 
God bless these noble souls. Sunday after
noon although I was scarcdy able to be 
around, I, witt<. difficulty, walked three miles 
to Cleveland No.4, where the new mines are 
located, and preached to a packed house of 
Saints and old time friends. It was gratify
ing to know that "Tommy" was not forgotten. 
The faithful band of Saints here are pluckily 
striving to hold the fort both at Lucas and 
Cleveland. Was disappointed in not being 
privileged to call upon Father and Mother 
Watkins, the old standbys there. 

The next day I left for the old Pottawattamie 
district, with Council Bluffa as the objective 
point. Found a royal welcome. Was greeted 
with open arms by Saints and friends. Thank 
God for such friendship. This visit will be 
a green spot in memory. What a pleas
ure, when one has lived and labored in a 
phwe for years, 'w find the same warm spot 
remaining in the hearts of the community 
for you. 

Los ANGELES, Cal., June 6. I preached twice in Council Bluffs to a full 
Editors Herald:-This finds me at the post house. I then went to Crescent. The Saints 

of duty. My trip east was robbed of much of turned out regardless of rain. V!as treated 
the pleasure owing to my physical indisposi- royally in each of these places. While in 
tion during most of the conference. It was a Council Bluffs I stopped most of the time with 
severe trial. All trials I'm told are for some Mr. and Mrs. Snyder, both physicians. They 
good purpose. Am puzzled to know the "why" are the doctors who waited so faithfully on 
of this. A trial to be effective for good must my children when they went through that 
assuredly have its moral application. What- siege of membraneous croup and diphtheria. 
ever salutary influence there may have been Ordinarily, my bill at that time would have 
in mine is still bound up in the puzzle. been quite large; but, although they came 

I ·am in no way discouraged over the con- two and three times a day for weeks, and sev
ference. Perplexing problems and grave eral times called other doctors in for consul
conditions are not always indicative of weak- tation, yet when I asked them for their bill 
ness or retrogression. Difficulties develop they nplied that they recognized that wife 
wisdom and danger begets caution and care. and I were giving our lives for the work of 
I left the conference with more faith in the Christ and they were pleased to be privileged 
ultimate of the work than I ever had before. to do what they did gratis. It was a verita
I felt, yea, I knew, that there was a God in ble Godsend to us. When I returned to the 
and above our humanity, and when necessary city they would not let me go elsewhere, but 
his power would be exercised for the good of insisted that I make their home my head
the work. quarters. May God reward them for their 

One thing above all else that we need to kindnesses. I do not mention this to discredit 
develop, as men of God, is confidence one in any way the hospitable attitude of the 
towards the other. The worldlings are well Saints towards me; for truly many of the 
nigh destitute of this; we cannot afford to ·1 Council Bluffs Saints are enshrined in my af
imitate them. The fact that a man is allied fections. 
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SAINTS' HERALD. 

I spoke once in Omaha. Owing to ill health I have been held every year, and men have 
I was forced to tear myself away and also to 1 been appointed for the whole state of Cali" 
cancel contemplated stops enroute. I did fornia, they have felt under the necessity of 
not stop at Denver, and only remained one moving on from branch to branch so rapidly, 
day in Salt Lake City; thence home. in order to reach them all ere the year was 

I have recovered rapidly since my return, up, that our eastern elders have been dubbed 
and am now ready for active service. Expect "wandering stars" by some observant wit
(God helping) to make this one of my busiest nesses, and it has given coloring to the state
years-not particularly in preaching, but, in ment that such trips partook more of a 
attempting to discharge the dutiea which "visiting tour" and "recreation trip" rather 
the late conference imposed upon me. Shortly than a systematic gospel mission. Be that 
after my retum I was chosen president of the as it may, let us endeavor to evidence sub
Los Angeles branch. One pleasing· feature is stantial proof to the contrary. Nothing 
the general good will which now prevails. would please the California Saints better 
Bro. Earl, my predecessor, a man beloved by than to see the work expand into new and 
all of the people, displays that good will and untried fields. 
encouragement which gives inspirat.ion and I am of the opinion that it would be the 
cheer, and the Saints as a whole are evi- saving of considerable expense if missionaries 
dencing that they wish to do all they can who are appointed to California would remain 
to make this a prosperous year. Bro. Earl in the mission a number of years. To go 
and myself will be the only active elders back and forth every year will incur an enor
in the branch, and we will have all we can do. mous expense. Last conference the cost of 

Bro. Charles Crumley leaves this week transportation across the continent alone for 
for his mission field, Oregon. The Saints, the Pacific Slope missionaries was over a 
ag evidence of confidence and good will, thousand_ dollars. If the brethren who are 
contributed over twenty-five dollars to him bringing their wives with them will make up 
for the purchase of a suit of clothes. They their minds to remain a number of years ere 
also held a pound party at the home ere their return it will minimize expense. I fore
his departure. Bro. and Sr. Crumley fully see that- we cannot all go to conferences ev
appreciate this kindness. Bro. R. R. Dana ery year. 
expects to start for his mission field shortly. We are looking forward to the coming of 
He, too, was favored with the present of a Bro. Joseph to 'Ghe Coast. Come and give 
new suit of clothes from the Los Angeles impetus to the work here, and we will re
Saints. Bro. Dana leaves with our good will taliate by returning you to the bosom of your 
·and confidence, and it is our humble prayer family with renewed vigor and full of the 
that he may be successful in advancing· the fragrance of this sun-kissed land. Bro. Alex
interests of the cause wherever he may labor. ander expl'essed a willingness to come here 

And nuw, have not the Los Angeles Saints also in the not far distant future. Come. 
done nobly? They purchased a new suit of Many are waiting patiently for the time 
clothes for the write;·, and gave money when they can receive their patriarchal 
enough to Brn. Crumley, Dana, and Barmore bless,ing. 
to buy a suit of clothes each. Furnished An article in the Los Angeles Express re
money towards defraying the expenses of cently reviewing an address by President Nye 
Bro. Anderson back east, besides helping of the Utah church on the authorship of po
others of the elders. All this they ha.ve done lygamy called forth a column article from my 
bestdes raising a stipulated amount each pen challenging the proof of his assertions. 
month to apply on the church indebtedness. Up to date nothing has materialized. 

The Southern California Saints, both at Fraternally yours, 
Garden Grove and San Bernardino, have T. W. WILLIAMS. 
been equally generous as far as they were 1014 Alpine Street, Los Angeles, California. 
able. A more generous body of Saints it has P. S.-I would say that I have made ar-
never been my privilege to meet. It behoov- rangements whereby I can furnish Saints in 
eth us as elders to be prudent, b,owever, that all parts of the country with Olive Oil in 
we do not in any way betray confidence or quantities. I can get for them either brand 
become ungrateful in action of their geMr- of the pure California oils. Having used the 
osity. We look forward to this as a busy California oil I found it practically impossible 
year. to secure pure olive oil in nearly every place 

Brn. Chat burn and Anderson will be in ac- I visited in' the East. Bulk oil is seldom, if 
tive tent service most of the year. This ever, wholly pure. Avoid the cheap stuff 
means a number of new openings, and we which consists mostly of cotton seed and 
trust that the work will be thoroughly cheap animal fats. 
planted, wherever they may labor. We will 
help the brethren all in our power. Bro. El-
bert Smith will find plenty of available new ORCHARDVILLE, Ill., June 13. 
openings without the tent. Editors Rerald:-I send you the following 

Those of us in charge of the local work will statement which appeared in the Christian 
have all we can do in caring for, nut'tmring, Leader for June 12, from the pen of Rev. D. 
and pruning the church. Here in the city, Collins, of Secor, Illinois, who has been 
besides this, I hope 'ere long, to commence making himself quite conspicuous against our 
some mission work and gradually extend it work as a writer and a bebater. The state
until it will comprise a number of the subur- mentis as follows:-
ban towns. One thing that has been damag- "White is just now pressing Braden for a 
ing to our complete success has been lack debate. Braden does not seem able ·to give 
of labcr centralization. When conferences ! satisfactory indorsement to White. White 

requires the indorsement of the editors of 
the Christian Standard and Christian Evan
gelist before he will meet Braden. Cannot 
these societyite editors give Braden their in
dorsement and let him and White proceed 
with their work? Do they really thil:lk 
White is too strong for Braden? It seems to 
me an acknowledgment on their part that 
White is too strong for Braden, if they do 
not indorse him or give their reasons for not 
doing so, if they have any. The Mormons 
are making all they can out of this. It is not 
hurting the Church of Christ, but the so-
cietyites." F. M. SLOVER. 

SCRANTON, Miss., June 14. 
Editors Berald:-Our district conference 

at Theodore passed off pleasantly. Bro. 
Booker went on from there to visit different 
parts of the district and mission, attended by 
the prayers and best wishes of the Saints. 
We trust his ministry will be greatly blessed 
the ensuing year. I had strong desires to be 
in the active missionary force, but Provi
dence ruled otherwise. Yet there is scarcely 
a week but what I am called upon to perform 
one or more of the duties of an elder, and 
therefore hope to be useful and keep the 
armor on. God be with you. 

Your brother in Christ, 
FRANK P. SCARCLIFF. 

MALLARD, Ia., June 11. 
Editors Herald:-This is a comparatively 

new place, situated in the not:thern part of 
the Galland's Grove district; yet the country 
abounds in whole-souled Saints, and they 
seem to be vieing with each other in an 
effort to entertain and provide for the wants 
and needs of the missionaries. Preached 
here twice yesterday; felt well in the efforts, 
which seem to be appreciated by the Saints. 
They have a neat and well-arranged chapel, 
built at some sacrifice, yet with cheerfulness. 

Bro. Butterworth, our beloved district 
president and submissioniary in charge was 
here to help and suggest in the building, and 
it was finally completed and dedicated to the 
Lord. Bro. Butterworth is universally loved 
and respected by this people. Wherever you 
go, the first question is, "Have you heard 
from Bro. Butterworth?" He is very sick. 
Wish the church had thousands of just such 
Saints, then we would be nearer the gather
ing than we are. 

We had a very enjoyable conference at 
Auburn, June 3 and 4. Everything passed off 
pleasantly. Patriarch A. H. Smith, Bishop 
E. L. Kelley, and Apostle J. W. Wight were, 
present and did the preaohing. The Spirit 
of God was present to a marked degree, and 
everyone felt blessed and well paid for the 
sacrifices undergone. 

Bro. C. J. Hunt was ordained a bishop, 
in accordance with his appointment at 
the late General Conference. He selected 
as counselors Brn. David Brewster and James 
0. Sheldon. Bro. Brewster lives in Harlan, 
Shelby county, and Bro. Sheldon in Chero
kee, Cherokee county. Both are men 
specially adapted for the place. Who will 
say that the church is not moving forward? 

The Saints and friends at Auburn are very 
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magnanimous, looking after the wants of the 
visitors and making them feel at home. Al· 
though there are few Saints living there, 
everybody's wants were provided for. 

This is my first attempt as a general mis
sionary and it is a lonely condition, this being 
separated from home blessings, neighbors, 
and sometimes we think that if this gospel 
must be preached until Christ comes and we 
are to assist we are in hopes that his coming 
will not be delayed. 

Your brother in Christ, 
R. W. WIGHT. 

BAY CITY, Mich., June 11. 
Editors Rerald:-Our Bay Port conference 

of the Eastern district is over. We had a 
large gathering, both of members and non
members. In our preaching and fellowship 
meetings we enjoyed much of the Spirit of 
the Master. Saints were confirmed and 
built up, and some nonmembers went away 
feeling glad they were there, and leave with 
a better understanding of us and our work. 

Very truly, 
J. J. CORNISH. 

WILMINGTON, Ill., June 15. 
Editors Rerald:-We have the good pleas

ure to report that as a result of the continued 
efforts put forth at this place by Bro. A. 
J. Keck and myself eleven persons have 
been baptized and confirmed. Seven of them 
are heads of families, and all respectable peo
ple. Others are interested. We will con
tinue for nearly one week yet, or until time to 
go to the conference at Mission. We hope 
for a great work here. 

Yours in the faith, 
H. E. MOLER. 

Near SACRAMENTO, Cal., June 13. 
Editors Rerald:-Elbert A. Smith and wife, 

David A. Anderson and wife, and I have been 
in company from Salt Lake City, where we 
had a pleasant visit. Were splendidly enter
tained by Saints there, and generously sup
plied with lunch. A par;y ·of us had an 
excellent outing at the lake. Elbert did ex
cellently at eleven a. m. in his ,;ermon last 
Sunday. We are all well. Have enjoyed the 
trip. D. A. and wife stop off at Sacramento, 
the rest of at San Francisco. 

In bonds, 
R ETZENHOUSER. 

Care of 3010 Sixteenth street, San Fran
cisco. 

Oriuinal Po etru. 
BY ADAM J. KECK. 

SERVICE EXALTING. 

Oh, wonderful story of Jesus the Savior, 
Forsaking his home with the Father above, 

Where seraphs and angels adore him forever, 
And live in the light of his infinite love; 

And coming to earth as the lowest of lowly, 
Abiding with man as the poorest of poor, 

Yet living a life that was perfect and holy, 
Such life as the earth never witnessed 

he fore. 

A servant of servants, condescending 
To minister rather than favor receive; 

Yet Lord of all power, in one comprehending 
The smallest and greatest that heaven can 

give. 
He stooped to perform for his servants and 

brethren 
The menial service of washing of feet,

O'er hell and the grave, triumphant, to 
heaven 

Ascending, he rendered salvation complete. 

Oh, perfect example, oh, leader of mortals, 
From gross earthly darkness to heaven's 

fair light, 
Adoring, we'll follow past heaven's bright 

portals, 
And dwell in the day never dimmed by a 

night. 
The humblest of service, as Jesus has shown 

us, 
That's rendered in love, is God's blessed 

plan; 
With him and with Jesus in power to en

throne us, 
To glorify God and benefit man. 

WILMINGTON, Ill., June 5, 1900. 

A PRAYER. 

Father, thou in whom alone 
Faith and hope can safe abide, 

Give us faith to follow on, 
Hope to stay, whate'er betide. 

Light of lights, upon us shine, 
For our darkness give us day; 

Glory unexpressed is thine
May that glory light our way. 

Strong above the strength of all, 
Pity us and help us stand; 

We before our foes must fall, 
Save thou hold us by the hand. 

Source of love and truth that draw 
AU who love the truth to thee, 

Write within us all thy law, 
So thy truth shall make us free. 

ANGEL MINISTERS. 
High in heaven, angels dwelling, 

There behold the Father's face; 
Angels on the earth are telling 

Of the Father's love and grace; 
Messengers of his salvation, 

To the sons of men below, 
Flying forth to every nation, 

Swift from heaven to earth they go. 

Through the vista of past ages 
We can see them as they came 

To the earth at many stages, 
For their work is e'er the same. 

Oh, the joy that must have thrilled them, 
When to Bethlehem they came, 

Heavenly pleasure must have filled them 
When they spoke the Savior's name. 

Latter days have seen the vision 
Of angelic forms again; 

As of old, still is their mission 
Heavenly light to bring to men. 

They, the gospel message bearing, 
Men ordained to preach the word 

To the nations, thus preparing 
For the coming of the Lord. 

RESTITUTION. 
As when the storm comes down and sweeps 
Terrific o'er the helpless earth 
And fairest field lays desolate, 
So foul injustice layeth waste 
The fields of human hope, till life 
Becomes a scene of still despair, 
But 'neath the fair adjusting hand 
Of time, the storm-swept field shall bloom, 
Forgetting its forlorn estate; 
And yet in God's own time shall be 
Where fallen Justice sleeps awhile, 
The flowers of truth and fruits of right, 
Reviving Justice, smiling, hold 
O'er life her undisputed sway. 

Mothers' Home Uoltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"The Pessimist looked from his palace, 
Aud mournfully drooped his head; 

'Ah~ life is so dreary, so dreary, 
I wish it were over!' he said. 

"Tbe Optimist, ragged and homeless, 
With a smile on his lips, went by; 

'Oh, life is worth living,' he whispered, 
'With sunshine and trees and blue sky!'" 

SOUL DEVELOPMENT. 
It is said the soul of man has three qualities: 

the power to feel, the power to know, and the 
power to will; known as the sensibilities, the 
intellect, and the will. The work of educa
tion involves the development and perfection 
of each of these three qualities. If one re
mains undeveloped in a person he cannot 
have a well-rounded or proportionate charac
ter. Though the intellect and will should 
have been developed, what would one be who 
had but little power to feel? He would not be 
greatly different from the marble statue. A 
heart that cannot be moved by love, that 
cannot be touched by pity, nor stirred by in
dignation, is certainly very hard. 

But suppose that the sensibilities and the 
intellect have been developed, but not the will. 
Then we have a man like a locomotive run
ning without an engineer, or a ship without a 
rudder. 

God evidently designed that these three 
qualities should be equally developed; for, 
for the development of the sensibilities 
Christ said: "Love your enemies, bless them 
that curse you, do good to them that hate 
you, and pray for them which despitefully use 
you, and persecute you; that ye may be the 
children of your Father which is in heaven." 
By following this the sensibilities will be de
veloped, the affections will be brought into 
rapport with God; and love, charity, mercy, 
and kindness will aid us in working out our 
salvation. 

The same Teacher gives instructions for 
training the intellect in. "Seek ye first the 
kingdom of heaven," and in. "Ask, and it 
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shall be given you; seek, and yrf! shall find; There was only one thing the chaplain 
knock and it shall be opened unto you." could do and that was to take his coat off 
Could we find a better rule for the ~;,raining and cover the man. As he did so the wounded 
of the will than in "No man ca.n serve two man looked up in his factJ and said, "For 
masters: for either he will hate the one, and God's sake, if there is anything in that book 
love the other·; or else he will hold to l,he one, that makes a man do for another what you 
and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God hav0 done for me, let me hear it." 
and mammon." I 'l'here is a world of J;Eeaning in this inci-

Se we find that every part of our nature is dent. The need of today is the acting of the 
provided for by the Author of our salvation; object lessons that book teaches.-Exchange. 
and if we would inherit his kingdom we must I 
perfect ourselves i.u all t-hese g usJit.ies. The 
sensibility, to enable us to love and adore a 
loving Father; tho intellect, to worship him 
acceptably, and the will, to render pedect 
obedience. CHARLES FRY. 

THE !NV ALID'S HOPE. 

Strength to endure I ask, 
But not the reason why 

'l'i"i.s long·coni:inued feebleness 
Must still my hopes defy. 

I know that if thy hand 
Upon the rudder be, 

My little bark shall safely sail 
O'er calm or stormy sea. 

I know that some day soon 
This life and I must part. 

I do not ask the meaning now, 
But for a patient heart; 

For in th~.t land beyond, 
Across life's troubled sea, 

I well do my Father's love 
Will mako it plain to me. 

So, if thou wilt but give 
Me gt•ace, tbat I may bear 

.Each moment's pain as it may come, 
I shall have naught, to fear. 

I do not need to know 
What path before me lies, 

'rhe help that suits my present needs, 
My yearning satisfies. 

But oh, I would not live 
One moment without thee; 

Without the guidance of thy band 
Life seems a traekless sea, 

And so I trim my sails 

SEEING THE GOSPEL. 
"I've hea1·d the gospel fot• fifty years," ex

claimed a good brvther, whose works of 
charity and mercy were known throughout 
the community where he lived. "What I 
want now is to see a little more of it before I 
die!" 

That was a significant utterance. It touches 
the great need of modern Christianity-more 
doing, less doctrine. We have all heard the 
gospel till we know it by rote and rhythm. 
But have we seen enough of the gospel to 
make embodied Bible doctrines familiar? 
Most of us know the beatitudes by heart. 
How many of us know them by observation? 
"It is more blessed to give than to receive." 
How oft"Gn we hear that! Do we see it-do we 
exemplify it-very often?-Sel. 

IF YOU WISH TO COOL A ROOM. 
Under the above heading we find in ~n ex

change this: "If you wish to cool a room, 
wet a cloth, the larger the better, and hang 
it up in the room. If the ventilation is good 
the temperature will sink ten or fifteen de
grees in less than an hour. 

This calls to our remembrance that at the 
time President Garfield was shot we saw in 
our morning paper that he was suffering ter
ribly from heat. As soon as we arrived in 
town we went at once to our principal tele
graph station on State Street and telegraphed 
the President's pc•ivate secretl'.ry at Washing
ton to cool the President's room by cloths 
hung across it constantly wet with ice water, 
and the next morning [or the second] had the 
pleasure of seeing in our pa.per that the P resi
dent had been greatly relieved by this 
process. 

8tlndau 8~hool Dapar1men1. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

LIBRARIES AND READING. 
"Libraries are the wardrobes of literature." 

-James Dyre. 
"A taste for books is the pleasure and 

glory of my life."-Edward Gibbon. 
"The true university of these days is a col

lection of books. "-Thomas Carlyle. 
"In the best books, great men talk to us, 

give us their most precious thoughts, and 
pour their souls into ours. God be thanked 
for books."-Wm. Ellery Channing. 

. "To divert myself from a troublesome 
fancy, 'tis but to run to my books. They al
ways receive me with the same kindness."
Montaigne. 

"Books let us into the souls of men, and 
lay open to us the secrets of our own. They 
are the first and the last, the most home-felt, 
the most heart-felt of all our enjoyments."
Wm. Hazlitt. 

"Resolve to edge in a little reading every 
day, if it is but a single sentence. If you 
gain fifteen minutes every day, it will make 
itself felt at the end of the year."-Horace 
Mann. 

"Mark, there. We get no good 
B'y being ungenerous, even to a book, 
And calculating profits ... so much help 
By so much reading. It is rather when 
We gloriously forget ourselves, and plunge 
Soul-forward, headlong, into a book's pro-

found, 
Impassioned for its beauty and salt of truth
'Tis then we get the right good from a 

book."-Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
"What grand companionship awaits us as 

we turn from the noises and turmoil of life, 
and sit down for an evening amongst our 
boOks. Kings of thought of every age stand 
in serried ranks waiting to do our bidding. 
Poets of the elder time, and of these later 
years,-Homer and Milton and Pope, Long
fellow and the Brownings and Lowell-sing And bravely onward move 

Because my bark is launched upon 
The ocean of thy love. 

------ at our bidding their immortal songs, His-
PRAYER UNION. torians repeat for us the deeds of other days. 

SPECIAl, REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. Philosophers dig deep for us about the roots 
-.Sel. 

Elder C. J. Spurlock writes: "I desire my of knowledge. Shakespeare unveils for us 
FIRST DO IT, THEN TALK I'l'. name presented to the Prayer Union, that I the mystic workings of heart and mind, and 

A chaplain in '&he army during the war was may receive the benefit of their prayers, in laughs or weeps, or fights or dies for us, just 
passing over the field, when he saw a wounded behalf of my aftlicted eyes. I have had this as we desire. Great students, with dreams 
sJldi.er upon the ground. He had his Bible J affliction for many years, and I earnestly de- on fire with God, offer us the results of their 
under his arm, and he stooped down and said sire to be healed, thli/G my work in the min- life-long studies. The men of science probe 
to the man, "vVou!d you like me to read you istry may be more effective for good." nature's very heart for secrets, and lay their 
something from the Bible?" trophies at our feet. These are the grand 

The wounded man "I'm so thirsty, I and silent fellowships that wait for us. They 
would rather have a, drink of water." Alcohol is not a food for an athlete, and if have hoarded their genius to the uttermost, 

The chaplain hurried off, and as quickly as not for an athlete then not for ::wyone. It and made us, 'Heirs of all the ages, in the 
possible brought the water. After the m!Ul hardens the tissues of the body, and that is foremost files of time.' "-Elmo. 
had drunk the w!l,ter he said, "Could you lift not desirable; besides, it hardens the liver ~t The following is clipped from the Inte1'-
my head and put something under it?" J the same time. When the question arises national Evanqel:-

The chaplain removed his light overcoat, I between a man 11.nd alcohol the safe side-for J "Books largely are the tools of the student 
rolled it up and tenderly lifting the head, put the alcohol-is the outside. l\ledicinaliy, it \ and the teacher. By the invention of print
it as a pillow for the tired one to rest on. may have ita place, bub Hs use is not to be l ing, books are multiplied by the thousands, 

"Now," said the man, "if I only had some- commended either as a beverage or a food.- and all read, or may be, if they will. It need 
thing over me. I'm so cold!" June Ladies' Home Journal. not be said there are good books and bad 
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books, 'sheep and goat' books. Some con
tain the seeds of things in them; the most 
part are not worth the paper :md printer's 
ink of which they are made up. It requires 
no little discrimination to choose those which 
will prove to be nutriment and not poison to 
the mind, which will impart strength and 
fiber to it. 

"In the choice of books this general rule is 
confidently recommended: Read those which 
in the opinion of judicious and thoughtful 
men have wielded the largest influence, those 
in which thoughtful men themselves read 
profoundly and untiringly. Certain books 
are vital and spermatic, not leaving the 
reader what. he was; he shuts the book a 
richer man. They are rare; you can count 
them almost on your fingers. Like their 
authors they only appear at long intervals, 
and they give utterance to what lies strug
gling in the hearts of men, but wh3,t finds no 
voice till these most gifted ~men come and 
speak forth. 

"With a sigh we look over the monu
mental libraries of our country, the Congres
sional, Boston, New York, and others. It is 
e11sy to count the pages a diligent man can 
read in a day, and the number of years which 
human life under favorable circumstances 
allows to reading, and to demonstrate that 
though he read from dawn to dark for sixty 
years, he must die in the first alcoves. But 
nothing can be more deceptive than this 
arithmetic. There are a few standard au
thors that we may all have upon our private 
shelves; and to these the annual catalogues 
can afford only casual and slight additions. 
'The crowds and centuries of books are only 
commentary and elucidation of these great 
voices of time.' It is quite possible to fi.:~d 

compressed into a comparatively small select 
library the essence of the largest collection 
of books. 'The old rich wine' sa.y the 
Italians, 'stored in a single cask is preferable 
to the same juice watered and diluted till it 
fills a barrel or hogshead.' 

We must not be understood to be condemn-
ing the reading of fiction entirely, This 
would not be wise. For i.n fiction we "find 
some of the best thoughts yet produced by I 

any writer. Further, if we cut out all that is 
or cont.ains fiction we will have little leH, the 
Bible not excepted. Shall we cease eating 
vegetables beca.use there are ones 
found growing? Shall we cease to eat meat 
because it sometimes contains living para
sites? Shall we avoid the use of water be
cause we often fiod it impure? Shall we 
cease to breathe the air because there are 
germs of · disease Jloating therein? The 
answer could be no that we cannot 
do without these things. Shall we eat the 
poisonous or diseased foe~d? No, we must se
lect from sJl that is that which is wholesome 
food for our bodies and discard the rest. If 
un witting·ly we partake of the poisonous food, 
we must set about ~t.t once to remove the ill 
effects from our systems. The same precau
tion must be taken -with our reading of fic
tion, or of any other class of reading for that 

You would not permit a child to go to the 
woods and eat of all or any of the fruits there 
found unless you knew them to be wholesome. 
You will not eat of any thing yourself unless 
you feel quite sure the.t it will not hurt you. 
Why then will you allow yourself or your 
children to read anything or everythiDg 
indiscriminately, and take the risk of poi
soning the mind and soul? We want to here 
condemn in the strongest. possible terms the 
reading of the trashy or sensational stories 
found in books, newspapers, second-class 
magazines, etc. Note what the 
says in the paragraph quoted above. 
thoughts are correct. We have seen per
sons unfitted for business, for sociability, for 
religion, and for everything else by reading, 
reading, readi.ng,-indiecrimina,te reading of 
everything available, good or bad-yes, 
continued, protracted, habitual reading of 
"words, words, words." We have seen young 
girls and boys form this habit of noveLread
ing till they were utterly worthles.s for 
aught else. Parents, >woid this mistake. 
Guard your children ~"ga.inst i.t. Of course 
your children must. and will reHd, so must 
you. You must, and will eat, drink, breat.he, 
too; but you will not fail to select g·ood food 
and water. W/hy thn1 neglect to make a 
careful selection of the reading matt<Jr kept 
about the home? If it were necessary, I would 
cut down on the table fare and secure gool 
reading matter rather than neglect to pro
vide therefor. 

Other thoughts upon how to read and what 
to read, how to get it, etc., will be presented 
in anothel;' issue. Later will come the 
"makeup" of a Sunday scb.oollibrar·y. Sev
eral persons will na-me the "first twenty 
books for a Suuds.y school library." We be
lieve this will be of value to all interested in 
the library movement. 

"If I were asked what course of reading 
might be suggested with the expectation of 
reaping the greatest profit therefrom, some
thing like the following would be recom
mended: History, biography, literature 
(specifically), poetry, and as much of science 
as possible. Works of fiction cannot be read 
too sparingly. For, with rare exceptions, 
the thousands of novels that deluge the earth 
are mere clap-trap, with the falsest notions 
of life; filled generally with drivelling senti· 
mentality, with the crudest conceptions of 
responsibility, with immoralities often, and 
impossibilities generally. It is a singular 
fact that no habitual novel reader is a thinker. 
Indeed, nothing tends more to discolor life, 
to weaken the intellect, and to unstring the 
moral faculties. If one desires to expunge all 
taste for solid reading, to enfeeble the mind, 
unnerve the will, become aimless and vision
ary, and to have the moral perceptions sadly 
blunted; if he wishes to return spiritually 
and mentally as nearly as he may to that con-
dition of gelatinous mass and pulpy substance THE Lol(d knoweth all thing·s from the be· 
which Professor Huxley says is the basis of ginning; wherefore he prepareth a way to 

accomplish all his works among the children 
life, and which he delights to call proto- of men; for behold he hath all unto 
plasm, let him be an habitual, indiscriminate the fulfilling of all his 2: 28, 
re~der of nove~s."-!'rof. vy, G. :M:ogrhe!J,d. ' Book of 
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SOUTHERN WISCONRIN. 
The above district conference 

East D;llavan, June Z and 
was held at 

Priest W. 
the chair; 

reporting: 
A. McDowell, district 
J. 0. Dutton secretary. 
East Buckv7heat IUdge, 

no report from 
W. A. 

P. 

GALLAND'S GROVE. 
Conference convened at Auburn, Iowa, June 

2, at ten a.m.; J. M. Baker aud J. W. Wight 
DJra secretary pro tern. 

Grove 294; 
Harlan 65; loss 3. 

gain 1. Union 
Salem 64. 62; loss 1. 

from Coal ville. Elders 
N. V. Sheldon, 

B. Salisbury, A. Carroll, J. 
Brewster, R. VVight, J. W. 

William McKim, James 0. 
C. J. Carlson, F. B. Shu

Bush; Tel1chors D. Ha,in, C. 
T. Brady, T. F. Jones, C. M. 

Wilder, J. Myers, G. G. Juergens; Ddacqn 
0. Salisbury. Bishop's report: On 
hand and received since report $1,242.96; 
expended balance on hand $423 96. 
Tent fund on $23.29. 'rhe mis,lionary 

an elders' 
attend the case D. H. Bays. 

meetings were appointed. at Ddoit 
time and to 

The 
hold four ses-

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
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the missionary force, D. August Ehlers, Wil
liam S. Hodson baptized 2. Teachers, Samuel 
Lyter, Harry Boston, Joseph Weise. Dea
cons, James W. Burns and John Patterson. 
Bishop's agent, John Cairns, reported: Bal
ance and receipts $204. 79; expended $152; 
balance on hand $52.79. Referred to an 
auditing committee and found correct. 
Treasucer, James W. Burns, reported on 
hand $7.02. Branch reports: Netawaka 66, 
Baker 27, Fanning 80, Scranton 111, Atchison 
81, Topeka 23; Centralia, no report. The 
Baker report was ordered corrected by the 
clerk, and the Fanning returned for correc
tion. Fanning was chosen for the next con
ference of the first Saturday in October. 
Phineas Cadwell was elected district presi
dent, M. T. Short assistant, and James W. 
Burns clerk. Atchison branch recommended 
James W. Burns to be ordained an elder, and 
was placed in the hands of the general mis
sionary and submissionary in charge, breth
ren I. N. White and M. T. Short. The 
district sustained the spiritual and temporal 
authorities of the church. J"une 9, eight p. m. 
Bro. Harry Thomas gave the address and 
was edifying. In the forenoon M. T. Short 
spoke on tithing, and on the Book of Mor
mon in the evening. Sacrament was admin
istered in the afternoon, followed with a 
spiritual time of worshiping the Lord. James 
Baillie· baptized 2, and Phineas Cad well 1. 

FREMONT. 
The above district conference met at Hen

derson, Iowa, June 9, with district president 
in the chair. By motion Ern. H. Kemp and 
I. M. Smith were associated with president 
D. Hougas; Charles Fry secretary. All the 
branches reported, showing a net gain of 
thirteen. Elders reporting: W. W. Gay
lord, A. Badham, G. Kemp, J. Comstock, D. 
Hougas, H. Kemp, E. S. Wilcox, J. C. Moore, 
G. W. Needham, W. Schick, T. A. Hougas, 
J. V. Roberts, I. M. Smith, J. B. Cline, Wil
liam Leeka, G. Walling; Priests: J. B. 
Lentz, L. C. Donaldson, C. Fry, F. C. Dungee, 
C. C. Case, F. L. Goode, Joseph Roberts, A. J. 
Davidson, J. Vinnerd; Teachers: W. T. Gard, 
F. B. Knight, S. Dyke; DeaconS. Clark. A 
resolution was passed, requesting each branch 
to take a collection to be used for missionary 
tent work, the same to be forwarded to dis
trict secretary, Charles Fry, Tabor, Iowa. 
Tse secretary reported having collected 
$26.15 to send missionari~s H. Kemp and I. 
M. Smith to general conference, the same 
having been paid over to them. A bill of 
$2.05 for stationery, postage, etc., was al
lowed, and a collection made to pay same. A 
petition of the district convention asking of 
the reunion committee the afternoons of 
Monday to Thursday for Sunday school and 
religio work was indorsed. The reunion 
committee, through W. W. Gaylord, reported 
the location of reunion at Greene's grove three 
and one half miles aouth of Tabor, and the 
conference expressed its opinion that same 
should be held in the latter part of August. 
Missions: Bartlett, A. J. Davidson, W. W. 
Gaylord; Glenwood, G. Walling; Shenan
doah, J. B. Cline, J. V. Roberts, E. S. Wil
cox; Stennett, G. Needham; McPaul, J. C. 
Moore, L. D. Frederickson; Hastings, dropped. 
L. C. Donaldson was appointed to labor under 
president of branch where he resides. Offi
cers elected: D. Hougas president, H. Kemp 
associate president, Charles Fry secretary. 
William Leeka was sustained as Bishop's 
agent; also district· missionaries were sus
tained. Bishop's agent reported: Balance 
on hand hand January 1, $435.70; receipts 
$405; total $840.70: disbursements $656.36; 
balance due church $184.34. Report accepted. 
Next conference to be held at Thurman, 
October 6. Elder I. M. Smith preached 
Saturday and Sunday evenings, and Elder H. 
Kemp Sunday morning. The afternoon 
prayer service was profitable to 1!-1!. 'J'he 
copference was ~ood t)lrou~hout, 
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DECATUR. 
Conference of above district convened at 

Lucas, Iowa, June 9, at ten a. m. F. M. 
Weld and Duncan Campbell were chosen to 
preside, B. M. Anderson secretary, F. E. 
Cochran assistant. Ministry reported: F. 
M. Weld, Duncan Campbell, J. W. Wight, 
J. R. Lambert, M. M. Turpen, H. A. Steb
bins, J. A. Gunsolley, R. M. Elvin, William 
Anderson, J. S. Snively, W. E. Williams, F. 
E. Cochran, Price McPeek, T. J. Bell, E. E. 
Marshall, G. F. York, J.P. Anderson, E. B. 
Morgan, T. A. John, J. Waltenbaugh, C. E. 
Willey. Branches reported: Allendale 90, 
gain 6; Pleasanton 90, loss 5; Davis City 101, 
gain 2; Greenville 52, loss 1; Lone Rock 88; 
Wirt 34; Lamoni 1,307, gain 32; Cleveland 
41; Lucas 195, loss 4; Centerville 45. The 
district Sunday school association reported, 
as also the district Religio association. Com
mittee appointed to investigate silencing of 
Bro. J. D. Bennett reported as follows:-

LAMONI, Iowa, March 13, 1900. 
To the Decatur District Conference As

sembled, Greeting:-We, your committee ap
pointed at your last session in Lamoni, Iowa, 
February 23 and 24, 1900, to investigate the 
matter as to the propriety of the silencing of 
Elder J. D. Bennett; do hereby report after 
a careful hearing and examination of the evi
dence presented, that we uphold the action 
of the district officers, and find the charges 
and specifications fully sustained. There
fore, we recommend to your honorable body 
to continue his silence, as we are fully satis
fied he is not a proper person to represent 
the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

Signed, J. S. SNIVELY. 
ISAAC P. BAGGERLY. 
M. M. TURPEN. 

Moved and seconded that we affirm the 
findings of the court. Carr:ed. A communi
cation from Bro. J. D. Bennett was read, 
asking for a rehearing. A rehearing was 
denied by a vote of 19 against, 3 for. The 
recommendation was then adopted by a vote 
of 16 for, 1 against. A communication from 
the Cleveland branch recommending that 
John M. Hooper be ordained a priest was 
read, and recommendation adopted. Having 
previously been authorized, Bro. David 
Archibald was ordained an elder by Ern. 
William Anderson and Duncan Campbell, 
and John M. Hooper was ordained a priest 
by Ern. R. M. Elvin and M. M. Turpen. A 
collection for district expenses was taken up 
amounting to $9.25. A very profitable con
ference; the Spirit being present to a marked 
degree. Preaching by Elders R. M. Elvin, 
William Anderson, and J. S. Snively. Ad
jourued to meet at Lone Rock in October, at 
call of president. 

MOBILE. 
Conference of above district convened at 

Theodore, Mobile county, Alabama, June 9 
and 10 at ten a. m. W. L. Booker president, 
G. T. Chute secretary. C. I. Carpenter, dis
trict treasurer, was released, G. T. Chute 
was elected in his stead; ten cents on hand. 
Branch reports: Theodore 34, Bay Minette 
79, Bluff Creek 69; Three Rivers and Perse
verance, no report. Ministerial report: W. 
L. Booker, G. T. Chute, G. W. Sherman, F. 
P. Scarcliff; Priest T. W. Smith; Teachers 
David Tillman and James Powell. M. M. 
Turpen released Jrom tent committee. 
Bishop's agent reported: On hand last re
port $3; received $47.41; on hand $50.41. The 
general and district authorities were sus
tained. Preaching by F. P. Scarcliff, G. T. 
Chute, and W. L. Booker. Adjourned to 
meet at Bay Minette, September 8 and 9 at 
ten a.m. 

THEY that. be wise shall shine as the 
brigthness of the firmament; and they that 
turn many to righteousness as the et?~rs for· 
l;lVer ~Pd ever.-Paniell~; 3. 

81Indau 8~hool Associations. 
KEWANEE. 

Kewanee district Sunday school association 
convened at Joy, Illinois, June 1. Prayer 
service, followed at two p. m. with business 
session, which was very profitable to all 
present, and in the evening the Joy Sabbath 
school favored us with the very best kind of 
an entertainment. 

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
District Sunday school association convened 

at Scranton, June 8. Convention called to 
order by district superintendent, Harry 
Thomas; James W. Burns, secretary. Prayer 
by M. T. Short. District superintendent, 
Harry Thomas, and assistant superintendent, 
William S. Hodson, reported. Schools re
porting: Atchison, Netawaka, and Scranton. 
Program: Paper on "The benefits of an 
organization," by Harry Thomas; com
mented on by M. T. Short, Frank J. 
Pierce, James W. Hudgens, James W. 
Burns, and James Baillie. An essay on 
"Duties of parents to children," by William 
S. Hodson; remarks by James Baillie and M. 
T. Short. A short talk on "How to review a 
school," by James W. Burns; remarks by M. 
T. Short, James Baillie, and Frank J. Pierce. 
As William S. Hodson, the assistant district 
superintendent, has moved to the Western 
Kansas district, he tendered resignation, and 
F. J. Pierce wa~ cho~en in his place. The 
chairman was empowered to appoint a com
mittee to prepare a program for next con
vention; he appointed Sr. Lillie Munns of 
Netawaka, James Baillie of Scranton, and 
James W. Burns of Atchison. We agreed to 
meet the day before, and at the place of next 
conference. In the evening the Scranton 
school gave an entertainment, which was 
elevating, instructive, and entertaining. The 
report of Fanning school and treasurer's re
port were overlooked, we regret. 

MOBILE. 
District Sunday school association met in 

convention at Theodore, Alabama, June 6-10. 
W. L. Booker, district president, in the 
chair; F. P. Scarcliff, secretary. Reports 
were received from 'fhree Rivers and Theo
dore schools. District treasurer, F. P. Scar
cliff, reported: Balance on hand last report 
$1.07; C. I. Carpenter, expense bill 25 cents; 
postage 6"Cents; on hand 76 cents. A very 
interesting program was rendered by the 
Theodore school. Adjourned to meet Friday, 
at seven p. m., at same place. 

jVIis~sllansolfs Dspartmsnl. 
GENERAL CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
I again call the attention of those whom it 

may and should concern that from several 
districts the branch reports have not come 
into my hands up to this 12th day of June, 
some of which are long overdue, and I now 
give a summary of the situation throughout 
the church:-

The thirty-one branches on record as exist
ing in the South Sea, or Society Islands, have 
not been corrected by reports of gains and 
losses since 1896, but I hope that progress is 
being made by the officers there toward per
fecting their records, and with the purpose of 
supplying the General Recorder with full de
tails of changes of all kinds. 

The church in the Hawaiian Islands was 
reported up to December 31, 1899, as were 
also the branches in the Victoria district of 
Australia. The last reports of the branches 
in the Sydney district of New South Wales 
(1\ustrl},lia) brought ~1:!-e~r re9ords up tg M~rcij 
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31, 1899, those made during the past year not 
having arrived. 

Bro. James Baty, clerk of Manchester dis
trict, England, sent reports up to December 
31, 1898, but those for 1899 have not yet 
arrived. 

The records of London, England, were 
brought up to March, 1900, and those of 
Sheffield district to December 31, 1899. 

April 2, I received from Brn. Caton and 
Walton a summary of the Birmingham dis
trict, England, but no details of names and of 
birth and baptism have yet arrived, nor ac
counts of deaths and other losses dur·i.ng sev
eral years past. I am hoping that the 
brethren are doing faithful work toward 
soon supplying me with complete corrections. 

Eastern Wales' branches have been correc
ted up to April 30, 1900, which is good, but 
Western Wales has not been properly re
ported for a long time. 

In America nearly every district was 
brought up before my annual report was 
made to General Conference. For some cause 
September and February reports of Kewanee 
district did not arrive and have not yet. 

The Central California district was to meet 
Aprill3, but the branch reports have not yet 
come to hand. Hope they will soon. 

The May conferences appointed were: Ala
bama, Florida, Pottawattamie, Western 
Maine, Northern Nebraska, and Southern 
Nebraska, and the reports have already ar
rived from Pottawattamie and Northern 
Nebraska. The others are looked for. 

Conferences have been appointed for June 
in the following distriats: Chatham, London 
(Ont. ), Mobile, Northeastern Illinois, Ke
wanee, N auvoo,Southeastern Illinois, Decatur, 
Des Moines, Fremont, Galland's Grove, Little 
Sioux, Northeastern Kansas, Spring River, 
Eastern Maine,•Eastern, Northern, and South
ern districts, Michigan, Nodaway, Far West, 
Clinton, St. Louis, Northeast Missouri, Mon
tana, Southwestern Texas, Northern Wiscon
sin, and Southern Wisconsin, being in all 
twenty-seven districts holding June sessions. 
That their officers will be prompt in sending 
reports forward is expected. · 

Some conferences adjourned to meet "on 
call," and the following have either published 
no notices yet or their dates are unknown, 
namely: Eastern Colorado, Indiana South
ern, Massachusetts, Central Nebraska, Okla
homa, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, and North· 
western Texas. 

July conferences are to be held by Kentucky 
and Tennessee, Southern Missouri, Central 
Texas, and Northeastern Texas and Choctaw. 

August conferences are: Pottawattamie, 
Northwestern Kansas, New York, Ohio, 
West Virgi'lia. 

September conferences appointed: Eastern 
Iowa, Independence, and Northern California. 

October conferences: Central and South
ern California districts, and Kirtland, Ohio. 

The Nevada conference adjourned to meet 
in November. 

I again urge promptness in copying upon 
the district records the names and items and 
the forwarding of the reports to me, accord
ing to the provision in the "Rules of Order," 
sections 173, 17 4. 

Uoon the subject of district records my 
idea is that a complete and perfect record of 
every branch within its bounds should be 
kept.by each district, for the use and satisfac
tion of district officers, and also in order that 
district clerks may see that imperfect reports 
when presented shall be corrected before 
being sent to the General Records. Where 
this is done and district clerks are faithful 
and zealous, very much aid is given in per
fecting the General Records. The district 
secretaries are upon the ground, so to speak, 
and can see to details that the General Re
corder cannot attend to, or if he tries to do it 
he may be ignored, or he is too far away to 
accomplish the work needed to be done 
among local records. There are repeated 
contradictions arising in regard to birth 
da.tes and places, baptism date6 !I!Dd pl!J.ces, 
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and as to who baptized and confirmed, a~-d-as ll good men have been appointed to take our 
to ordination items, and other facts and de- places, who I trust will meet the same warm 
tails, hence 8ach district needs a live and I reception and hearty support thM we did; 
active district recorder to keep reports and , and that we wiJI all work, watch, and pray for 
records well in hand; and in this there is a I the dawning of the perfect day. Memory 
great lack in the church, only a por·j will alwa,ys love to linger around some of the 
tion of the districts having any record of scenes and events of the past three years. 
names and items, at least in an "up-to-date" I I was sick when I left that field, got worse 
manner, such as will aid t.boBe who need in-~ at conferenee, was unable to attend much of 
formation, district presidents, the General it, was administered to ar:d improved enough 
Recorder, and others. to reach home; but was taken down the sec-

Respectfully submitted for consideration, I ond day after getting there. :E'our weeks 
H. A. S'l'EBBINS, have aud I am still unfit for duty. 

General Church Recorder. My trouble mostly a gathering in my head, 
LA>IONI, Iowa, June 13, 1900, 25-2t that commenced six weeks ago; have had it 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
To the SaiDts of Florida District, Greeting: 

-Having to travel in the field and be absent 
from you, I take this means of notifying all 
that I have appointed sub-agents in the dis
trict, as follows:-

Beo. 0. 0. Simmons, of Cold water, will re
ceive and receipt for your tithes and offtJr
ings at any time. 

Bro. John D. McArthur, of Benydale, will 
officiate in like capacity to all who want to 
be laborers together for the advancement of 
this cause. 

Bro. John P. Calhoun, of Calhoun, will act 
as sub-agent in his bNtnch and vicinity, and 
accommodate all who wish to be doers of the 
word and not hearers only. 

Any tithings or offerings sent to my ad
dress, Milton, Fwrida, will be recaipted for 
by my wife, in my name. 

In D·1ctrine and Covenants 64:5, we read: 
"Behold now it is called today (until the 
coming of the Son of Man), and verily it is a 
day of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of 
my people; for he that is tithed shall not be 
burned." 

Again, in section 106:2, "Verily I say unto 
you, It shall come to pass that all those who 
gather unto the land of Zion shall be tithed 
of their surplus properties, and shall observe 
this law, or they shall not be found worthy 
to abide among you." 

We are called upon now to pay tithes on 
what we have and what we make, and if we 
cannot do this, how can we be prepared in 
our hearts to consecrate when the call comes 
to build the temple at Independenee? 

Brethren, let us remember that "the love 
of money is the' root of all evil," not the 
money itself, but the love of it. Now let us 
be careful to guard against the deceitfulness 
of riches. Let us tithe our incomes and have 
our hearts in shape to do the Master'~ will at 
all times, and not be like the man who 
hugged the lai"ge nugget of gold till he 
starved to death. 

Praying the blessings of God upon you, and 
that we may all do a good work this confer
ence year, I am your brothet• and colaborer, 

S. D. ALLEN, Bishop's Agent. 
June 11, 1900. 

PASTORAL. 

lanced twice; but the end is not yet. The 
Saints here-Los Angeles-have been very 
kind to me. How I did enjoy meeting them 
again after a year'B absence. Surely it is 
good to be a Saint in these the latter days, 
and in :Los Angeles. Two prayer meetings 
were mostly devoted to praying for me, and 
a day of fasting observed. Surely God loves 
such a people and is pleased when we love 
each other. 

One evening as I lay nursing my head, my 
wife entered the room and said, "Can you get 
up and go int-o the sitting room, it is full of 
Saints, and if you could just see the dining 
room table, I don't know but it will break if 
they continue to pile things on it." I was 
not ;,,ble to go; but, as music and song floated 
out from the room, I thought how good it is to 
be among the Saints, even if one is sick. A 
warmer, more liberal-hearted people than 
!lee LoB Ang-eles Sairits we do not meet these 
days. I am anxious to visit my own branch 
--Garden Grove: for another noble band of 
Saints live there- Saints that I have 
preached for and prayed with for the last 
twenty yeat•a. I often wonder what the com
ing twenty years will bring,-I hope Christ 
and the end of this preaching. 

Bw. Chase is in our field of work, and it is 
needless to say, is hard at work. I hope to 
be with him by the middle of this month .. 

We will be glad to hear from Saints and 
friends, especially those of the Central dis
trict of California, who want preaching done. 
Mail addressed me s.t San Jose, California, 
will always reach me. The district has a 
new tent that we want to make good use of 
this summer, and to do so must have the co
iiperat.ion of the Saints; so t.bose wanting 
tent work done in their neighborhood, please 
write us. HIRAM L. HOL'l'. 

Los ANGELEs, Cal., June 2 .. 

To Saints and Friends of Nevada Mission, 
Greeting:-Sister Jane Gault of Reno,. 
Nevada, purchased a light spring wagon, 
harness, and tent 12x14, all new, and a fine 
large horse, for one hundred and thirty-five 
dollars. All who have seen the outfit con
sider it very cheap. The above outfit is not 
for Bro. Daley, or any private property, but 
is to be owned by Nevada district when 
above amount is paid to Sr. Gault, and can 
be disposed of by the conference of said dis
trict any time they feel disposed. 

Now beloved Saints and friends, as Sister 
To the Saints of Washington and Oregon:- Gault has st9.rted me out in the mission with 

It is with feelings of sadness not unmixed a good durable rig, please remember her, 
with pleasure that I bid you adieu; sadness and help pay for the same. Please do what 
to think of the long years that will probably you can as soon as possible. All money sent 
pass ere I see you again, and pleasure in re- to Mrs. Jane Gault, Reno, Nevada, box 218, 
membering the pleasant times we have spent she will give you credit for. Should any one 
together. Memory will often call those oc- give me money to pay on the above amount, 
casions before me to brighten life's path as I I will send it to her. My missionary ad
journey on towards the better world. Three dr·ess will be Reno, Nevada. 
years ago I entered that field by direction of I will be glad to hear from any part of 
the Spirit, and I have never regretted doing the mission, from the Saints or friends to the 
so. Bro. Chase and I were ·ably assisted by .;aus'l, in regard to the work or possibilities 
nearly all the Saints of the mission. I do not of gotting new openings. I am now 1n 
now call to mind a single one who did not Smtth's valley, :Lyon county. I see no oppor
help some. By reason of this aid and that. of tunHy to hold regular preaching meeting 
our heavenly Father, we baptized over one in this valley, as there are only nlnoteen 
hundred people, and pr_eached over twelve I f1milies scattered over quite a .larg~ valley. 
hundred sermons, for whwh we feel to thank 1 rode on my wheel yesterday six m1les and 
God and the Saints. t>tlked two hours with a family of the Metho-

It has been thought best to appoint Bro. 1 dis· faith. I wm do what I can by visiting 
Chase ~~;nd tqe wrHer to !!J!lother field, bqt 1 '·>uil will go to Mason valley1 
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which I am informed has a Somerville, Massachusetts, who will gladly 
tiou; the distance from here furnish price, etc. 
I need tracts, !'.nd am not able at present to Your eomm1ttee would be ple;;;sed to know 
buy them. If one sends tracts to me for , at ouee how many are going, so that they 
distribution to Nevada, in care of Mrs. can make proper accommodat.lons. There is 
J-ane Gault, she will them to me. I lots of work for the committee, even if you 
have not one elder to help me in this mission, all try to make it as light as possible for 
so I will try and open up the work in new them. If you leave your order for tent early, 
places where there are no Saints. I will be you will supplied. H you neglect this until 
glad for any counselln regard to the location t~e last fe.w days befo.re date of opening, you 
of towns or settlements in the State, that I wrll certamly be lookmg for what you cannot 
may be able to reach. I have bantized five find, as we cannot afford to order tents that 
since my report to General Conference. will be idle. Further information later. 
Brethren s.nd sisters, give me all the counsel Com~i~~ee: R,·. Bullard, Arli~gton Heights, 
and aid you can; many are well acquainted Mas~., .tl. D. Simpson, Washwgton street,, 
with the country and towns that I can reach Malaen, Mass.; F. P. Busiel, No. 24 Melvin 
and I wi.il be pleased to hear from you: street, Somerville, Mass. 
Pray for me and the general interest of the 
work in this mission. 

THOMAS DALEY. 

To all the Saints and Local Ministers in St. 
Louis District in Illinois, and the City of St. 
Loui.s and Suburbs, Greeting:-Having been 
det:uned on account oi business, I did not, 
reach my mission field until June 9. No 
ot!te~ missionary has been appointed to this 
missiOn yet, hence I trust that the local min
istry will give all the assistance they can. I 
shall be pleased to hear from any regarding 
new openings and the needs of the work. 
The field is large, yet I feel by united and 
rightly directed efforts that we shall be abl.e 
to accomplish much good. May God bless 
each member- in this mission '&hat we mav 
feel thP,t at the close of this conferetJce ye!'.l' 
he ?as been with. U3 and that thr·ough his aid 
we nave accomplished much good. 

My mission address will be No. 2615 North 
Market street, St. Louis, Missouri. 

ARTHUR ALLEN, Submissionary. 

To the missionaries in the South western mis
sion:-! wish to remind you that reports· are 
due July 1; and as I do not know all your ad
dresse~, ~ tak~ this method of notifying you. 
All mlsswuarles will report promptly the 
first day of the month. Those in Oklahoma 
and Indian Territory, exclusive of the Spring 
River district, will report to Bro. Hubert 
Case, of Moorehead, Iowa, or to his mission 
address, which he will doubtless Those 
in Texas, to Bro. T. J. Oklaunion 
Texas. Those in ,Arkansas and t~ 
me direct. Brn. 'Sheppard !md Case will sc;e 
that their reports will reach me if by 
July 10, or earlier. All reports me will 
reach me at Cook's Point, Texas, as I expect 
to be attendance a'& the Texas Central confer
ence which convenes there on July 7. 

H. 0. Sl\H'l'H, Missionary in Charge. 
llANDEHA, Texas~ June 14. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
The Massachusetts reunion will open Au

gust 4, at Silver Lake, Plympton, Massachu
setts. A more delightful place cannot be 
found. This is tt:.e spot we have beeh seek
ing- for years, and at last have found it, The 
pine grove cannot be excelled-healthful, 
cool, and refreshing. 'I'be lake-with its 
pure water and silvet•y beach surrounded 
with wooded hills that will resound wit.h 
Zion's songs-form a pic'mre and 
grand; just far enoug'h from noise of 
~os.ton, and nea1: enough to Old Plymouth to 
1nv1te all who wrsh for a spil·it.ual and restful 
season of joy. It is twenty-eighl; miles from 
Boston, on the Plymouth division of the Old 
Colony railroad, and about nine miles from 
Plympton station. 

This will be a tenting reunion. 
The committee secure a few for 
aged Saints, and for those in health 
bu'" the rest will have tho delightful experi: 

The committee of Northern Missouri Re
union, or which is known as the "Maysville 
Reuuion," met on the 9th inst. Members 
present: T. T. Hinderks, A. W. Head, Ben 
Dice, and C. P. Faul. The committee decided 
to move the reunion, from Maysville. 

This is to give notice that the No;•thern 
Missouri H.eunion will be held in or at the city 
of Stewartsville, commencing August 31, and 
continuing to September 11. The citizens of 
Stewartsville offer the committee every in
ducement for holding the reunion in their 
city that we could ask for. We request the 
Saints and friends of the surrounding dis
tdcts to meet with us as in the past, and this 
the eighth annual reunion will be a success. 

CHARLE8 P. FAUL, Sec. 

The South western Iowa reunion of the Fre
mont and Pottawattamie districts will con
vene in Frank Greene's grove., three and one 
half miles south of Tol.bor, Friday, August 
24 and will continue ten days. Further nee" 
essary atJnouncements will be made in due 
time. 1M. W. GAYLORD. 

Committee P. \V. FREDERICKSON. 
F. BEOKSTED. 

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
Eastern Iowa district, will hold a two days' 

meeting at what is called the Ad vent school
house, with the Osterdock branch, June 30, 
at ten a. m. All come that can. We want 
the elders to come if possible. Those who 
come by rail, come to Edgewood on Friday· 
the train will be met. ' 

C. E. HAND, Dist. Pres. 

A two days' meeting will be held at Burt
ville, Missouri,. Sa.t~rday, June 30 and July 
1. All the Samts m Johnson, and also all 
others who can are especially invited to 
attend. Elder Joseph Luff will be present, 
and perha~s others. of ~he gener~l. ministry, 
together w1th the d1strwt author1t1es. Come 
one and all prepared to have a good spiritual 
feast. H.. MAY, Dist. Pres. 

A two da.ys' meeting will be held at Sa
vanna, Illinois, June 23 and 24, in charge of 
Brn. J. C .. Crabb and D. C. Smith. Clinton 
Saints, please take notice. 

J .. W. ADAMS, Dist. Pres. 

Two ilays' meetings will be held in Alabama 
district as follows: At Flat Rock, July 7 and 
8. At Pleasa.nt Hill, August 4 and 5. At 
Lone Star, Sept.eober 8 and 9. We will 
commence on Friday night before each date 
and place. We will be glad to have some of 
our missionaries with us. The Saints know 
what it will take to make the meeting-s a 
success. Then let us come praying, and ba 
sure to bring- the Spirit of God with us, and 
we will have good meetings. 

By order of district conference, 
M. K. HARP, Pres. 

ence of out.. There will be a com" 
missary on the g-rounds, and meals I OONFERJJJNCE NOTWES. 
supplied. Tents can be secured The Central Illinois district, the new dis-

.F. P. Busiel) No. 24 triot tl~?Jt w~J~s hy late Generai 

Conference at Lamoni, Iowa, will convene at 
Beardstown, Illinois, July 7 and 8, to fully 
organize and officer the district, and put it in 
running order. All the branches are re
quested to be represented with reports and 
delegatiQns. Come, Saints, and let us have a 
full delegation arid a ~·ood time. 

I. N~ WHITE, Sen., 
Missionary in Charge. 

NOTICES. 
Our district conference is passed and we 

believe and hope that the joy experienced 
and the lessons learned ha,ve fixed in the 
heart of each one a firmer determination to 
serve the Master. The reports show a steady 
growth in numerical strength, surpassing 
that of former reports.. The attendance indi
cates that the spirituality of the Das Moines 
district is on the increase, as does also the 
Spirit's power. 

Our district has again placed me a weak 
instrument in charge. I do not say this to 
reflect on the judgment of the Saints, but I 
feel very weak-I hope to meet the demand. 

Now, dear Saints, as we love the work and 
pray for its success, let us put power to our 
prayer such as we can, and wherein we can
not, God will supply the deficiency. We feel 
the need of a gospel tent, and conference de
cided to put forth .an effort to purchase one, 
placing me as your treasurer and chief 
solicitor. So please let us do our best. Then 
let the presidents of each branch take up a 
subscription in their respective branches, 
and at an early day as possible send your col
lection to me at Perry, Iowa. We would like 
to have Ollr new tent by the first of August. 
If there are any other Saints or friend» who 
may chance to see our request that desire to 
contribute to the purchase, it will be thank
fully received. 

Let all Saints of the district please take 
notice that our reunion meeting will be held 
at Col~ax, in Jasper Oount.y, about twenty
five mlles northeast of Des Moines. Look 
sharp for the date not yet fixed. Also, our 
next conference will be held at same place. 

Notice to all whom it may concern:-This 
is to certify that the Newton branch was on 
the 10th day of June, 1900, declared disorgan
ized, and all members thereof desiring letters 
from said branch will notify the district 
clerk, H. A. McCoy, Perry, Iowa; also, those 
desiring letters from the Head Grove branch. 

Your brother and cola borer in gospel bonds, 
J. W. MORGAN. 

Permanent address, Perry, Iowa. 

DIED, 
PENFOLD.-Sr. Rachel Penfold, mother of 

Sr. J. C. Clapp of Lamoni, Iowa, and Sr. Pat
terson of Garden Grove, California, died at 
San Jose, June 12, 1900, aged 78 years, after 
about three weeks' sickness. A true mother 
of Isr~el passed quietly and peacefully away. 
Her hfe was one of true piety and "pure re
ligion." Always cheerful and patient, and 
ever ready to minister to the needs of all. 
Her body was affectionately laid away in the 
.cemetery at Santa Clara, there to await the 
coming Lord. Funeral services by Elder J. 
B. Camichael, assisted by A. M. Ch.ase. 

ARGENT.-Allen Argent was born Decem
ber 23, 1826, at Stambern, England; came to 
Australia in August, 1857. Was baptized at 
Argent's Hill, New South Wales, July 31, 
1881. On March 3, 1900, he fell asleep in 
Jesus, and his weary spirit went to join the 
loved ones in ·the paradise of God. Sr. Ar
gent and nine children remain to mourn the 
loss of father and husband. Being a para
lytic for more than twelve years, he longed 
to be free from affi iction and be at rest. 
Funeral service by Elder G. T. Ballard. 

"Dear Brother, thou art gone to rest; 
We will not weep for thee; 

For thou art now where oft on eartl:!, 
'f'hy spirit longed to be." · 

-31 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every "\Veduesclay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

in arrears unless terms are made with the Publish
ing House. 

'l'he traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni. Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JoHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELANDun 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

Fur cataloguPs or fnrther inf••rmat!on, 
Addre~s, PHOB' R A HARKN[~S3, 

President, 
or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year ; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

iNTERMEDIATE GRADE. This gradecon
~ains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
form and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
6 cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 
prepared for small children; same lessons further 
iUmplified. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, Hi 
oents per year. Address aU orders and remit
tances to Herald Publishing House, 

Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decat-1" Ccy., Iowa • 

.. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

. HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
,; "' Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 

:·~ count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
<i>J daLe. 

It ineludes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of th«a 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth. $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather ,2.50 

full leather, gilt edges. $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

J 
' 

HIS 

PROPHETIC MISSION 

VINDICATED, 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts each. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. _ 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ....... : . 1 2!'1 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

t'HE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesue 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ...•............•••....... ·*' 7~ 
Leather ..........•••.•••••••.•..• 1 00 
Flexible binding . .. . .. . . .. • .. . . . . 1 1\0 

DOCTRINE AND OOVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... to 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • . . 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general. use. 

Paper coven .................... $0 30 
Cloth and leather- . • • .. • • • .. • . . • • . 1)0 
Full leather . . .. • • • • • .• • • .. • • • • • • • 1 00 
Gilt edge~~~ ....................... 1 25 
Flexible • . • .. • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • .. • • 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Musl.c 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth aid®~ ..••.... $2 00 
Gilt edges .......•.••••••••.••••. Z 10 
With music only . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 II 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... ~0 7~ 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•. 1 16 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .....................•.••.. to 6~ 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible. . • • . . I 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, 
leather backs ............. ; ...... $0 75 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 GO 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 CPO 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 8 H 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . • . . . . . • • . 4. 00 
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ANDEHSON, Pres. 
DAVID DANCER Vice Pres. 
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I 
Jilnc@:r·pm<"ate<l. 111in<ler t.lie la;~ v~ the §ta\te 9~ Jii3\Wa, Juliy ll, 1.§91\l. I,.:.~,=- I 

'li'ot!~olalilset§ Ja"mu.'y 1, 1900, tl!133,•!Nll2.34-; .&:;p:~.·n l, JW®'L\ !!:ll®2,'7§i!..O':i'. I One door north of State Savings Bank. 

A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert. Haws. 
Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of tbe theories and argumet;t.; 
o.f Seventh-day Sabbatanans. ll:J pages; p:ncr 
15 cents postpaid. Addn>ss orders to 

HERAYJD OJB'FJ!CJl:i-:, Lamoni, Iowa. 
{!>>:' A. HA "\VS, Oakland, Cal 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church oi 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Salnts, from th~ 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church Rib 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu 
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Successi<.m 
in the Presidency of the Church," and tr> 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presi.dency.n It follows Mr. Roberts closelj 
11.nd points out his .false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical Inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly ano 
:incidentally. 

It also takes in to account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
eriminali ty. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint. 
snd her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ hl clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively establislwd .. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
!l.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
l!ophistry. 

It will n:.ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 
~~·:~~ !:: nea~ ;1::p::or covers, 35 cents each. 

cm-re,,pcmceJO•De and deposits of all Hcra.ld ,·eaders. All , 

Savinge Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. I 
Oscar I 
-I 

i 

LAUNDRY in connection. 

VIA THE WABASH ROAD. 

On and aft,er .June 3 a new Wabash train 
wm leave Chicago 11:30 p, m. and arrive 
at Louis 7: 5G a.m.; returning·, t.his train will 
leave St, Luui.s 11:30 m. and arrive Ohi-

8: 00 t4, m, Two fast ti·al ns via the 
H t.his does not suit you. 
to date·. Write or ca,ll f:)r 

Clty ticket offiee, 97 
23-4t 

July 3 and 17; August 7 and 21, 
to most all states and territories, 
at one fare plus $2 00 for the 
round re\;urning 21 
days from of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

II Colorado, Utah, and the Black Hi:ls; ~ate 
of sale July 3, 17, and August 7, 21, nual 
limit for return 21 days, at one fare plus $2.00 
for the round trip. 

Biennial conventbm, National Republican 
League of the United States, St. Paul, Min

i neii>ota, July 17-19, date of sale July 15, 16, and 
=------------------~ 117 returning date not later than July 21, at 

on'e fare plus $2.00 for th\'l round trip. 
1 Annual International Convention Bapti.9t 
I Young People's Union of America, Oincin-
1 nati, Ohio, July 12-15; on: fare plus $2.0~ fo.r 
I the round trip. ExtensiOn of return hm1t 
1 may be had till August 10. 

is a ne\vspaper for bright and intelligent peo~ 
pie. It is made up to attract people who think. 

Is not neutral or colorless, constantly trin1~ 
ruing in an endeavor to please both sides, but 
it is independent in the best sense of the word. 

It llas pronounced opinions and is fearless in 
expressing them, but it is always fair to its 
opponents. 

Matters of national or vital public interest 
get more space in THE TRIBUNE than in any 
other par.er in the West .. 

For these l~easons it i.s the newspaper you 
should read during the forthcoming political 
eampaign. 

r.rHE .-.rRIBUNE'S financial columns never 
mislead the public. -

Its facilities for gathering news, both local 
and foreign, are far superior to those of any 
other newspaper in the West. 

It presents the news in as fair a. way as pos .. 
sible, and lets its readers form their opinions. 

While it publishes the most comprehensh·e 
articles on all news features, if you a1·e busy 
the "Summary of THE DAILY TRIBUNE" 
publislH"'d daily on the first page gives you 
briefly all the news of the day within one col
umn. 

Its sporting news is always the best, and its 
Sunday Pink Sporting Section :i.s better than 
any sporting paper in the country. 

It is the "cleanest" daily printed ]n the West. 

Annual Meeting National Educational As· 
sociation, Charleston, South Carolina, July 
7-13, at one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

Annual Convention Young People's Chris· 
tian Union of the United Presbyterian Church 
of North America, Denver, Colorado, July 
25-30, one standard fare plus $2 00 for the 
round trip. 

Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias, De
. I troit, Michigan, August 27-Septem ber 1, at 

one fare plus $2.00 for t.he round trip. 
National Encampment Grand Army of the 

Republic, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the 
round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Annual Convention Retail Grocers and 
General Merchant's Association of Missouri, 
and Interstate General Merchant's Picnic, 
St. Joseph, Missouri, July 24-26. Date of 
sale, July 23, 24, 25, and 26; good returning 

I July 27, at one and one third fare. 

The factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
factions of the church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, were originally op· 
posed to polygamy; hence that polygamy is 
not traceable to the original church organi
zation. Per dozen 15 cents; $1.00 per 100. 
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EDITORIAL: CONTENTS: I give some new and important views I "History knows of no extinct pea-
The Editor Abroad .................. 413 of the~e remarkable dwellings which 1 pie," says Prof. Diven. "Absorption 
A Pledge to Teach Good Morals ..... .414 have h1therto defied the efforts of the I by a conqueror is not extinction. The 
Comments on the Supplement ....... .415 photographer. - cliff dwellers were the ancestors of 
Prospects of Graceland. · · · · · · · · · · · · · .415 Not only'\vill.the Mesa Verde ruins I the Pueblos, and were driven from 
Two Guiltv of Polygamy .............. 415 b t' 11 d th hl h · d 11' ' ORIGINAL ARTICLES: e more system a lCa y an oroug y 1 t mr strange we mg oy some great 

~;.; Myths of the New World.-No. ll. .. .416 explored than ever .. before, but scien- demonstration of nature that was as 
LETTER DEPARTMEN'r: tific studies will be prosecuted in terrible as the eruption of Vesuvius 
c Genealogy of the Book of Mormon ... .418 Denver. The Colorado State Histori- when Pompeii was wiped out of ex-
0RI9¥:A~ PO~T:rf;:. -ad 422 cal society has gathered a large collec- istence. Everything proves this 
MOTHE~S'o.:r~JIIIE c~~~M;..·=·.............. I tion of cliff dweller skulls, bones, I theory of abandonment. The Pueblos' 

Bread vs. Poetry .................... .423 pottery, implements, and pictures, metates or grinding stones, their fire-
Unconscious Service ................. 424 and Dr. A. L. Bennett, an eminent places, their idols and their pottery-

~~ND~Y s(;mooL DEPA~T~MENT: anthropologist, has been engaged to all are similar in design and manu-
k.- L1brar1es and Read1n,., ............... 424 t d th' ll t' d k d d f t t h 1 f · h l'ff d CONFERENCE MINUTES: s u y Is co ec wn an rna e e uc- .ac ure o t ose e t m t e c 1 wen-

Kewanee ............................ 425 tions as to the life and times of the 'I ings. 'l'he beams that now support 
Spring Rh;er ..................... _ .... 425 lost race. Dr. Bennett has done an· the roofs of the adobe huts of the 
Eastern Michigan.·················· .425 thropological work in Africa, his ob- I Pueblos are precisely similar to the 
~~~~~~~·JYii~·hi~~~· ~~·a ·N~~th~~~-1~~425 1 servations on the cannibal "Fang" 1 charred beams thrown up by the ex-

diana: ....... :' .... : .......... _ .... 426 tribe .bein&' pu.blished by the An~hr?· 1 cavation ma~e in ~he f?an .Cla!"" ruins 
Des Momes ........................ .426 pologwal _mst1tute of Great Bntam I by the Sm1thsoman mstttutwn offi-

SUNDAY ScHooL AssociATIONS: and Ireland. cia1s. Their adobe dwellings are 
Nodaway .......................... .426 I b 'lt · t d' 'th 
Decatur .............................. 426 AN· UNEXPLORED FIELD. Ul m erraces, rece mg Wl every 
Des Moines ........................ .426 story and similar in design to the ter-
Galland's Grove.···················· .426 So far but little scientific work has raced rock cliffs that the cliff dwellers 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPAR'TMENT: · · l ft b h' d Graceland College Fund ............. .426 been dc;ne m the endeavor. to s,scertam e e m .. 
Appointment of Bishop's Agents ..... 426 somethmg about the chff dwellers. EVIDENCE OF CATACLYSM. 
College Catalogues .................... 427 Nordenskold, a Norwegia,n, has made "In my· opinion the cliff dwellers 
Grove Meeting·········· · · · · · · · · · · .. 427 II a few careful notes and measurements 
Pastoral,--T. C. Kelley .............. 427 d th t b t d th k D ' voluntarily left their residences and 
General Church Recorder's Notice .... 428 1 an a . a ou en s ' e wor · r. changed their nature and their mode 

· Bennett mtends to find out facts by of living for the same reason that 
- comparative measurements of skulls Pompeii and Herculaneum were 

DWELLERS IN CUFFS. db db t d . th tt an ones an Y s u ymg e po ery abandoned, and for the same reason 
Denver, Col., May 25.-Scientists and picture writings. What the scien- that Sodom, Gomorrah, and other 

will make a determined effort this tific world wishes to find out is to cities around the Dead Sea were de
summer to penetrate the mysteries what race and what tribe the cliff serted by their terror-stricken inhab
surrounding the history of the cliff dwellers belonged, and why they itants. Some powerful cataclysm of 
dwellers of the Mesa Verde, Colorado, chose such a peculiar situation for nature operated with irresistible force 
and to shed some light, if possible, on their houses. It is a peculiar fact on superstitious natures. The most 
the origin of the strange race, their that all cliff dwellers' skulls are fiat- casual inspection will convince one 
customs, and what was their position tened at the back, supposed to have that since those dwellings in the cliffs 
among ancient tribes. been caused by artificial means, such were constructed a terrible earth-

Many exploring parties are already as binding against a board. Dr. Ben- quake has shaken that region. In 
fitting out for the Mesa Verde. Prof. nett is inclined to think that this may some places the caves have been split 
George Dorsey, of the Field Colum- have had a psychological effect on the open, while rocks as large as houses 
bian museum, has announced that he tribe, reducing certain portions of the and bearing marks of human work· 
will visit the famous ruins for the brain by pressure and causing natu- manship lie far below, where they 
purpose of obtaining information rally courageous Indians to become could not have been hurled by the 
:about the cliff dwellers, and a party timid and to flee to the cliffs for pro- hands of men. In some places, great 
.of English scientists is equipping it- tection against enemies. rocks, falling from above, have 
self for a similar tour. This party At present, scientists do not know lodged on the terraces and tipped 
will soon leave Denver and, besides a whether cliff dwellers belonged to the back into the openings, forever clos
thorough equipment for excavation, bronze age or to the stone age. Dr. ing all egress and ingress. Along 
will carry many large cameras with Bennett is inclined to think that re· the whole front of the cliffs lie rocks, 
telephoto lenses. This will be the search will prove that the cliff dwell- great and small, by the thousands of 
first time that the telephoto lens has ers were the ancestors of the Pueblo tons. Volcanic cones and lava streams 
been used for purposes of exploration. Indians and that they were connected not far away are mute evidences of 
There are ruins in the Mesa Verde also with the mound builders. , the forces that caused this cataclysm. 
which are inaccessible to the photog- Thomas J. Diven, an eminent archre- "The greatest earthquake of modern 
rapher who carries an ordinary outfit. ologist, who has returned from an times must have been a mere tremble 
The only way to photograph these inspection of the San Clara cliff dwell· in comparison with the mighty force 
ruins is across a wide canyon, and the ings, near Santa Fe, New Mexico, de- that tumbled these great rocks about 
distance is too great for an ordinary clares that the people who inhabited in such profusion and that created 
lens to do effective ·work. The tele· the strange dwellings were the ances- such destruction in the homes of the 
photo, which combines the effective- tors of the Pueblo Indians, and that cliff dwellers. It must have been 
ness of the ordinary lens with the they cannot be regarded as a lost thought that the gods had cursed 

·Jnagnifying power of a telescope, will race. their place of abode, and the terror-
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stricken cliff dwellers fled to the SWEET VOICES. 

plains. To this day the Pueblos shun There is no power of love so hard to 
the place of the accursed. None of keep as a kind voice; but it is hard to 
them can ever be persuaded to enter get it 'and keep it in the right tone. 
one of those dwellings. This feeling One must start in youth, and be on 
of terror can be explained only as an the watch night and day, while at 
inheritance from the cliff dwellers, work and while at play, to get and 
and to my mind is additional proof keep a voice which shall speak at all 
that the Pueblos of the present day times the thought of a kind heart. 
are the survivors of this stricken tribe But this is the time when a sharp 
that· once took up its abode in the voice is more apt to be acqtl.ired. You 
cliffs." often hear boys and girls say words 

In order to preserve the cliff dwell· at play with a quick, sharp tone, 
ings for the benefit of science, the almost like the snap of a whip. If 
women of Colorado have been engaged any of them get vexed you hear a 
in the work of securing legislation. voice which sounds as if it were made 
Through the efforts of the Colorado up of a snarl, a whine, and a bark. 
Woman's club and of Congressmen Such a voice often speaks worse than 
Shafroth and Bell and Senator Henry the heart feels. It shows more ill-will 
M. Teller, a bill setting aside the in tone than in words. It is often in 
Mesa Verde as a national park will mirth that one gets a voice or a tone 
become a law. No excavations will which is sharp, and which sticks to 
be permitted unless conducted by sci- him through life, and stirs up ill-will 
entists, and the destructive work of and grief, and falls like a drop of gall 
the relic hunter will be stopped. I upon the listener. Some people have 
Already some of the finest cliff dwell-~ a sharp home voice for use, and keep 
ings in the- district have been ruined their best voice for those whom they 
by unskilled excavators and excellent meet elsewhere. We would say to all 
pieces of pottery, implements, and boys and girls, "Use your best voice 
even mummies have been dragged off at home." Watch it by day as a 
to oblivion. All this material will be pearl of great price, for it will be 
saved in the future and doubtless worth more to you in the days to come 
some definite knowledge of the cliff than the best pearl hid in the sea. A 
dwellers and their habits will soon kind voice is a lark's song to heart 
result.-Ohicago Record, May 26, 1900. and home. It is to the heart what 

WORDS SPELLED BY SOUNDS. 

The following is a unique way of 
getting round the correct spelling of 
certain words, or of showing the ex
treme elasticity of our mixed up lan
guage:-

The Northwestern Magazine gives 
the following unique composition 
written by a twelve year old school
girl. Let our young readers see if 
they cannot make it still more puz
zling:-

"A right suite little buoy, the son of 
a kernel, with a rough round his neck, 
flue up the road as quick as a dear. 
After a thyme he stopped at the 
house and wrung the belle. His tow 
hurt hymn and he kneaded wrest. He 
was two tired to raze his fare, pail 
face, and a feint mown of pane rose 
from his lips. The made who herd 
the belle was about to pair a pare, but 
she through it down and ran with all 
her mite, for fare her guessed would 
not weight, but when she saw the 
little won tiers stood in her eyes at 
the site. •Ewe poor dear. Why do 
you lye hear? Are yew dyeing?' 
'Know,' he said, 'l am feint.' She 
boar him inn her arms, as she ought, 
to a roam where he might be quiet, 
gave him bred and meet, held a cent 
bottle under his knows, untide his 
choler, rapped him up wa;rmly, gave 
h.im a. suite drachm from a viol, till·a· t l. 
last he went forth as hail as a young 
hoarse." · ' 

light is to the eye.-Boston Journal. 

THE RELEASE OF THE ROSE. 

The rose, once Queen of a fair demesne
Breathing of love and trust~ 

Is drooping now from her darkened bough 
In the prison bonds of dust. 

Her fragile red, whence the dew has fled, 
Is filled with a nameless pain; 

In yearning leaves how her spirit grieves 
For the swift release of rain! 

A sudden stir of the clouds for her, 
With the thunder's martial boom-

The lightning's flash, and the rain's soft plash, 
Unlocking the gates of bloom! 

The rose is bright with a new-born light, 
And the joy of danger past-

She lifts her head from the garden bed 
Like a queen re-crowned at last. 

- W. H. Hayne, in F·rank Leslie's for July. 

A LITTLE SERMON. 

What this troubled old world needs 
Is less of quibbling over creeds, 
Fewer words and better deeds. 

Less of "Thus and so shall you 
Think and act, and say and do." 
More of "How May I Be True?" 

Less of wrangling over text; 
Less of creed and code perplexed; 
More of charity unvexed. 

Less of shouting: "I alone 
Have the right to hurl the stone." 
More o.f heart that will condone. 

Less of ruling: "Hear! You must 
Hold this tenet, wrong or just." 
More of patient, helpful trust. 

Less of microscopic scan 
Of the faults of fellow-man. 
More of brave, uplifting plan. 

Less of dogma, less pretense, 
More belief kat Providence 
Will sanctify our common sense. 

More of chords, of kindness blent 
O'er the discords of dissent. 
Then will come the great content. 

"Just to be good, and to do good." 
Simple, plain, for him who would 
A creed that may be understood. 

-The Baltimore American, 

GETTING THE GREATEST GOOD FROM BOOKS. 
"Summer reading is often largely composed 

of fiction, and if we choose good novels and 
bright, wholesome short stories, we are not 
exactly wasting our time, although every one 
of these long summer days ought to give us a 
return in something besides entertainment 
and amusement," writes Margaret E. Sang
ster, in the July Ladies' ~Home Journal. "I 
fancy that most girls would be the gainers by 
keeping on hand a good, strong book, a 
volume of history, or biography, or travels, 
or essays, and devoting u portion of their 
time to it each morning or each afternoon 
consecutively, keeping a bookmark at the 
place where they break off and moving it on 
day by day. If, added to this, each girl would 
keep near her a little blank memorandum 
book in which she should enter dates, copy 
passages which impress her as worth remem
bering, or write her own comments on what 
she reads, she would gain an incalculable 
store of mental wealth by the summer's end."' 

The Brooklyn Eagle says: "The idea of a. 
universe without a creator is unthinkable. 
The idea of a creator not omniscient and not 
omnipotent is unthinkable. The idea of fore
knowledge without foreorder is unthinkable. 
That is the God ward side of theology. God can 
neither be postulated nor conceived nor wor
shiped nor trusted nor believed on any other 
basis." 

The Interior (Liberal Presbyterian) ac
knowledges that "there is no escape from 
this argument. We never try to resist it," 
it says, ''at the same time God says it is not 
so." "As I live," saith the Lord, "I have no 
pleasure in the death of the wicked but that 
he should turn and live."-Ex. 

As a result of the last anthropological con
gress, Prof. Virchow is less sure than ever 
about the Darwin origin of man and after 
forty years of Darwinism he says we must 
still regard the two great questions for an
thropology to be, (1) Is there a secondary 
transformation of types? and (2) Can it be in
herited? That is, the fundamental questions 
of the "descent of man" are still open. Dr. 
Bumiller showed that the supposed middle 
link between men and monkeys, the "Pithe
canthropus erect us," found in Java, is nothing 
but a baboon. The missing link is still miss
ing.-Ex. 

Modern church methods are inadequate, ac
cording to Rev. Johnson Henderson. Says 
he:-

"The church is deserted by the masses, 
and every vagary in the form of divine heal
ing, ethical culture, Christian science, spirit
ualism, and theosophy recruits from its ranks. 
The church is too frightened of criticism and 
too cowardly to be aggressive, It is so afraid 
of being contaminated by the world that it is 
losing its power to save."-Ex. 

ADDRESSES. 

Arthur Allen, No. 2615 North Market 
street, St. Louis, Missouri. ::::::1 ·~ 

Frank Oriley, 609 Main street, Kansas City, 

I Missouri. 
Alma. C. B!llrll!ore, 8 Waterloo '.l.'err&!)e, 

I Toronto, Ontario. · 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples :indeed111M-ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free,"-John 13! 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the wom of the Lo:r& fur there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and co,-,cublnes he shall have :no:ae.''-B. of M., pag-e116. 
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The Saints' Herald. 'I far East, and a few whose names we I tire conference. Of course this did 
do not recall. not include the work done by the 

JOSEPH SMITH - EDITOR We reached the hamlet of 'rilbury, members in preparing food and caring 
FuEn'K Mani.soN SMr7·rr AssisTANT EmTon. and were met at the station by Brn. for the tables, but did include cost of 
~~~~liJ~~~~- } CortREsroNmNa EmTORs. R. C. Evans, B. St. John, and J-ohn hire of the rink, and lighting at night. 

Shields, and were soon at the plajce of Delegates and visitors slept at the 
meeting, where we found the_ district houses of the various members, their 
Sundayschoolconventioninfullswing, friends, and hostess to those who 
it being Saturday, June 9, Sr. Jessie chose them. 

LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 27, 1900. 

Hackett., president of the district asso- We have never known a conference 
THE EDITOR ABROAD. 

LONDON, ONTARIO. ciation, presiding. taken care of at so little expense. 
The Editor left the office and the The conference began, and in due The food was good and abundant, and 

time closed on Monday, June 11, the the sociability of the plan commends 
time having been occupied by the ex- it to the consideration of branches in 
ercises incident to such occasions. districts where conferences are held. 

routine of office duties on Thursday, 
June 7, for a tour of church work, the 
objective points being conferences of 
the Chatham and London districts in 
the Province of Ontario, Dominion of 
Canada; a churoh opening at Niagara 
Falls, on the Canada side, and a possi
ble church dedication at Waterford, in 
the London district. 

The Chatham conference was held 
at Tilbury, a point on the Michigan 
Central Railway, some thirty-five 
miles east from Detroit, Michigan. 

The crossing of the line between the 
territorial possessions of the two 
governments, the United States of 
America and the Dominion of Canada, 
a colonial dependence of Great Britain, 
is always accompanied by speculative 
thought, and, we confess, to a sense 
of partial irritation caused by the fact 
that the personal belongings of the 
person crossing are subject to an offi· 
cial examination and inspection by 
officers of the respective governments, 
the object being to prevent the bring
ing into the countries which the offi
cers represent any of those various 
articles of commerce upon which the 
respective governments have chosen 
to levy a duty for the purpose of the 
protection of industries within their 
jurisdiction, or for the raising of a 
revenue for governmental expenses. 
And, as the travelers as a class are 
innocent of intention to become smug
glers, the sense of suspicion irritates 
to some extent. However, as we are 
admonished to be subiect to the 
powers that be, the editor, with quite 
a goodly number of the Saints, dwell
ers in Detroit, put grips and satchels 
at the mercy of the inspectors for her 
majesty, Queen Victoria, and were 
pleasantly passed, no article subject 
to duty being found with any of us. 

The party comprised Bro. N. F. 
Lyddy and wife, Sr. Mary and son, 
Sr. Monroe, Sr. Watt, of Toledo, Ohio, 
and daughter, Sr. McDonald, Bro. E. 
Claus, Mr. R. Sevanayaka, of Co-
1om bo, Ceylon, a on from the 

Bro. George Green, president of the The work of preparing the place of 
Chatham district, presided, Bro. R. C. meeting, securing food supplies, 
Evans, missionary in charge, and the cooking, and arranging tables and 
editor being associated in presiding waiting on the guests at table, was 
duties, an arrangement which duly all done by volunteers of the branch 
recognized and respected the official and whoever had time and 
standing of the several persons and disposition to help. 
yet preserved the even balance of 
b . From 'I'ilbury to Chatham, is a 

usmess affairs by having them looked short run on the c. P. R., which 
after by the local custodians of the mesjns Canadian Pacific Railroad. 
rights of the Saints. 

It was a very pleasant gathering, Quite a number of the Saints from the 
and was ably conducted in its material east of Tilbury were passengers with 
features. the editor on the short run. 

The Saints at Tilbury, some forty At Chatham, two meetings were 
or more in number, had appointed a held; one on Monday, the other Tues
committee of reception and entertain- day evening. Both were well at
ment. This committee hired the rink, tended, so far as the Saints were 
had the earthen floor covered with a concerned, but only a few of those 
thick coating of sawdust, insuring outsider the church cared to attend. 
cleanliness and dry footing, arranged Bto. Ernest Long presided, and the 
the stand and seats for the accommo- streets had been well covered with 
dation of several hundred, if they posters advertising our meeting; but 
chose to come. ''Bobs" (Lord Roberts) would have 

The rink made a pleasant, large, drawn a larger crowd. We were 
and comfortable place of meeting. Ad- blessed in our effort, though the 

crowd was absent. We remembered 
joining the main floor, there was a words we had once received in re
smaller space running the whole 
length of the rink. Here the com- buke for refusing to speak because 
mittee had made three long tables of the people did not turn out, "In the 
trestles and lumber, two of thirty-two morning "SOW thy seed, and in the 
feet in length and one of forty-eight evening withhold not thyband; thou 
feet. These were spread for the knowest not which shall prosper, this 
meals, and all ate at them, both resi- or that," and did the best we could. 
dents and visitors, making it a regular From Chatham to Detroit by boat 
family arrangement, which was quite is a very pleasant trip; some eight
convenient. We did not learn how een miles down the Thames river to 
many were in attendance, but it lake St. Clair and across the lake 
reached above two hundred. No some twenty miles, gives a chance 
charge was made for entertainment, for change, pleasant and exhilarating. 
no collection taken to repay the The day, June 13, was wondrously 
branch for any expense; but the fair, the waters of lake and river 
visitors voted an amount from the dis- placid, the speed of the boat creating 
trict treasury, as a small part of as- breeze enough to givepiquancy to the 
sista.nce. At the closing session, by atmosphere. The party, consisting 
request, Bro. Miffiin, chairman of of Mr. Dunne, jeweler of Chatham, 
the branch committee, handed up a his wife and her sisters Maggie and 
bill as a matter of information, and to Anne Hildreth, Brn. F. Gregory, R. 
our surprise it was to the effect that C. Evans, and the editor, made the 
at an actual expense of less than $37, time pass pleasantly. Sisters Dunne 
the br!l!nch h~d taken care ot eno Hildreth provhled and 

------·----
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so the inner and outward man were Victoria, wound up the evening's pro· 
not forgotten. gram. 

At Detroit the party was met by Sr. Everywhere were the flags, the 
Lyddy, son Ralph, and Sr. 1 cross of St. George, the Union Jack, 
who kindly us to the Belle I and the arms of the Empire, singly 
Isle, in the a beautiful and in groups, large and small. An 
summer resort where the usual amuse- estimate of 15,000 people is probably 
ments of the pleasure-seeking citizens, too small to measure the number. It 
with wives, and children, was a characteristic, enthusiastic as-
lovers, and tired toilers may sembly of British subjects, boisterous 
minutes and hours in idle or gentle but orderly, with camp police in 
pastimes, to their heart's content and scarlet and black, instead of the blue 
their money's worth. Part went boat- coated ' of United States mu-
ing, another of which the lat- No one was hurt that 
ter class the editor was not one. of. We saw no one that was 

The return from Detroit to Chatham under the sway of Alcohol, or 
was varied from the common the ill-natured. 
rising and of a Reflections upon the uselessness of 
accompanied by some wind. war, the national wickedness of shed-
however, kept an even keel and no ding of the wasl;e of life and 
one was seatossed or seasick. Sleep treasure in the South A.frica by the 
was welcome when it came, boat get- British the same sort of 
ting in at nine o'clock. It was the edi- waste now going in the Philippines 
tor's first experience on a fresh water by the United States government, and 
lake. speculation as to how· both wars 

A run to London occupied the fore- would terminate served to fill the 
noon of the 14th, where letters from time while the spectacular show was 
home and elsewhere were going on. 
received, and gave an afternoon's em- Notwithstanding the repulsiveness 
ployment in replying to them. of war and bloodshed for national 

trees, shrubs, and trailing vines it still 
deserves. It is the home of our active 
elder and missionary in charge, R. C. 
Evans, for many years known 
throughout Ontario as the "Boy 
Preacher;" but who now is growing 
stout, and from his years and dignity 
has outgrown the appellation. He is 
nearing the forty year mark, but as 
yet shows but little the wear of years 
and labor. · 

We have spoken twice in the Saints' 
church on MaHland street, to fair 
audiences. Bro. William Fligg is 
presiding, a genial, whole-hearted 
man, anxious for the good of the 
work. He was sorely disappointed 
that his advertisement of our coming 
did not fill the house with anxious or 
curious listeners, and so expressed 
himself; but we consoled him by as
suring him that we understood both 
his love for the progress of the work 
and the causes which operated to 
keep people from attending a June 
week night meeting, and that no harm 
was done our self-love, by the house 
not being full. 

June 2l, 1900. 

The queen's government has a mili- glory, there was something attractive A PLEDGE TO TEACH GOOD MORALS. 
tary school of instruction at London, in the sight of the men in scarlet and 
buildings, parade grounds, and other black ''panoplied as if for war," in 
necessary paraphernalia for the witnessing the serried ranks of 
warriors of Canadian subjects. There armed warriors marching to the stir
was a twelve days' gathering of the strains of martial music, which 
clans in progress. Some 3,000 colo- seemed to make even the air throb 
nial troops, including a cavalry divi- with excitement as well as to stir the 
sion, commanded by Col. Aylmer, were blood to quicker pulsations. 
in camp, and undergoing the drilling The "setting off" of the picture of 
processes through which the citizen is Queen Victoria was the signal for de
developed from an independent moving parture, and with the national air, 
thinker, to a conscious, self-acting "God save the Queen," the thousands 
machine-a soldier whose first, last, of civilians left t.);le camp to the men 
and only duty is to "obey orders, "and. in uniform, who would bivouac in 
kill, maim, and wound, and be their tents whose white tops shone in 
wounded, maimed, or killed, for the the partial light of the flambeaux, and 
glory of the flag, as the fortunes of the quiet stars shining for 
war may determine. there was no moon. 

Bro. R. C. Ev~ns and family with London is a typical city of some 
the editor climbed the hill to the forty-five or fifty thousand inhahitan ts. 
camp, and witnessed the evolutions, It is in its residence and business por
and heard the music in the afternoon. tions, a model city, clean, airy, and 
In the evening a grand tattoo was deservedly healthy, so far as munici
held to witness the and see pal care can make it so. The streets 
the fireworks. The crowd was simply are wide and made to the boulevard 
immense. A roped enclosure, seated pattern. The houses are set back 

Attempts have been made at times 
to take advantage of and disparage 
the statement of the President of the 
Reorganized Church at the time he 
was chosen to preside at Amboy, 
Illinois, April 6, 1850. 

The statement referred to is as fol
lows:-

In conclusion, I will come to you if you will 
receive me, give my ability, and the influence 
my name may bring, together with what .lit
tle power I possess, and l trust by your prayers 
and faiti:l "to be sustained .. I pledge myself to 
promulgate no doctrine that shall not be ap
proved by yo11, or the code of good morals. 

The objection seems to be that this 
pledge is construed to mean that the 
president would not present anything 
to which the people should object, no 
matter whence he might receive it. 

Those who make this objection neg
lect, to take notice of what had pre
ceded the statement found fault with; 
and also fail to give the credit to the 
statement itself that is due to it. We 
quote two of them:-

I have come here not to be dictated to 
with chairs, had been by from the street. quite a space, the by any men or set of men. r have come in 
some beneficent society, lawns nicely sodded and covered and obedience to a power not my own, and shall be 
sion of the authorities, in surrounded by shrubs and shade and dictate~ by ~he power thl;'t sent me. 
sons could secure seats at ten cents ornamental trees hard and soft maple I beheve w the doctt-l.nes of honesty. and 

h ·. W . t t . d h 1 b 1'd h ,. ' 1 truth. The B ble contams such doctr1nes, perc air. e were con enu to stan . as , e m, ox e er, c estnut, moun- and 80 do the Bvok of Mormon and the Book 
outside where but little could be seen tain ash, and a variety or two that we of Covenants, which are auxiliaries to the Bi
by reason of the density of the crowd, do not recognize; these also line the ble. 
the ground being level. There were sides of the streets, often shading the The spirit of fairness would lead a 
torch light bearers, marching of the strip of grano1ithic walk, a kind of man to take the whole discourse as the 
soldiery led by bands, both orchestral artificial stone formed of cement, index to the man and what he stated. 
and military, trumpet, and gravel, and sand, very smooth and The man who was present to be put 
bugle, competing with organized hard, and making a splendid sidewalk. on an acceptance to the office of presi
bands of wind instruments. London was at the first a city in a dent, or to be subject to a rejection, had 

At the close, fireworks, rockets, forest, and obtained the nttme of "The already stated that he had been led to 
shedding showers of colored fires, Forest City," which name still sticks them as a people by what he believed 
roman candles, and two set pieces on j to it, and which because of the to be spiritual direction. That he 
frames, Lord Roberts and Queen abundance of shade and ornamental • came as dictated by a power not his . . 
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lished at Lamoni, Iowa. It contained the I an agreed s'oatement of facts that the de
proceedings of the General Conference of I fendant. b.au married her several years ago, 

own, and would be dictated by that 
power. That be did not come to be 
"dictated by men or any set of men." 

He then goes on to state that there 
was a principle taught that he held in 
''utter abhorrence." He referred to the 
dogma of plural marriage. 

Following this, in its place, he 
pledged himself not to teach or pro
mulgate dogma or doctrine which 
should not meet the approval of the 
people, or "the code of good morals." 
Whatever doctrine would be contrary 
to the code of good morals, found in 
the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doc
trine and Covenants, which he had al
ready given as the basis, the standards 
of decision and avowed his adherence 
to as teaching the "doctrines of hon
esty and truth," which doctrines he 
said he believed, he would not promul
gate. 

There is not a word in that state
ment of position that bears a mark 
that the man making it would hesitate 
to declare what should come to him 
from God; not a word that will justly 
bear the implication that he was to be, 
or pledged himself to be, subject to 
the dictation of the people, in regard 
to what he might receive as the word 
of the Lord, or preach to them as doc
trine; but there is a direct pledge that 
what he should promulgate should be 
approved of by them, or lacking their 
approval should be approved by the 
'•code of good morals." 

It is entirely within the rule of right 
principle that whatever a leader or 
presiding officer should present to the 
fiock should bear the closest scrutiny 
in regard to morality; and now, after 
forty years of association with the 
people, the man who gave that pledge 
is prepared to answer to his record, as 
to whether or not he spoke without 
due regard to the truth of God's word, 
or in what he said did violence to prin
ciples of honor, uprightness, and 
virtue as God has given them to 
the church. 

COMMENTS ON THE SUPPLEMENT. 

The following excerpts are from two 
of our exchanges:-

We are under obligations to The Saints' 
HM·ald, an able advocate of the Mormon faith, 
published at Lamoni, Iowa, for· a large and 
comprehensive manual, being the minutes of 
the forty-seventh General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter Day Saints held in Lamoni, Iowa, during 
the early part of last April. The minutes 
show an immense and unremitting amount of 
labor zealously performed by the leaders and 
officials of that body. This organization of 
religionists have a stronger necleus about 
Lamoni than at any other point in the world, 
and through a former personal acquaintance in 
that vicinity we are led to believe that a more 
intelligent, decorous, industrious, and perse
vering community 'of worshipers would be 
difficult to find.-The Cordell (Oklahoma) Mes
senger. 

One of the most comprehensive supple
ments we have seen issued in a long time 
came l!l.st week with the f::Jaint.s' Herald, pub· 

the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of at t~nPs lived at her bouse while he bad 
Latter Day Saints, held in that a wife living at Centerville, Utah. 'I' he 
April, and consisted of 306 pages. I was out but fifteen minutes.-Chicago 
proceedings we note the name of Elder E. 
~{eeler, wh? used to .be ir.: bus~ness I This of the ques-
w Grant City. He m now Callfo1·nu1.--·· I t'o . f 
Worth County (Missouri) Times. ,'1 n o · we presume, 

1s not a11 by the church in 
Utah. 'l'hat two of their leading and 

PROSPECTS OF GRACELAND. men, one a church :repre-
On another page will be found a senta,tivo and also a politician, and 

"notice" given by the Gnwela.nd Col· the other a holder of a government 
lege board. We would call the atten-~ in one of their cities, should 
tion of the Saints to it. The board be declared breakers of the law 
has been energetically at and 

1 

that 
are earnest in their zeal for the wel- in a light. 
fare of our church schooL claimed that 

The personnel of the with the 
next year has been It and that 
will be about the same as it was hM>t no more mmsed them to be 
year, except that the musical variamce with the United States' 
ment will be under the control government. Amnesty was granted 
dentia Anderson instead of A. H. them on eonditions that such was the 
and Ruth L. Smith will resume 'l'heir leaders vouched for the 
work in the course in elocution. of' the church members to the 

Not many of the missiona,ries have laws meant to stamp out the detesta
reported on the matter of the sub- ble practice. The question naturally 
scriptions, but the reports received comes to one, if their leaders have 
are encouraging, and the is been breaking this law, 
sanguine of the results, and thinks 
it is only a question of a short time 
until our college debt will be 
out. 

Thus the outlook is not at all dis
couraging. All that is needed is for 
the Saints to be more united. 
should remember that Graceland is a 
church institution controlled by con
ference action as much as is the 
publishing department. Graceland's 
welfare thus becomes of personal in
terest to every member of the church. 
The school is entitled to assistance 
from every Saint who is able to 
assist. 

We have a church college, let us 
support it generously, and pray :for 
the hastening of the day when in
stead of one school we can point with 
pride to many schools under our con
trol. 

TWO 

The religionists who 
in the Salt Lake valley have fared 
badly of late. Two of their number 
have been tried by the courts of the 
land and found guilty of unlawful co
habitation. 

On May 26 John C. Graham was 
declared by a jury to be guilty, and 
on June 11 he appeared before Judge 
Norrell for sentence, and was fined 
$250, or confinement in the county jail 
for two hundred and fifty days. It is 
expected that the case will be ap
pealed. 

B. H. Roberts was the other guilty 
one, as the following will show:-

Salt Lake City, Utah, June 21.-B. H. 
Roberts, the Utah congressman who was 
ousted by the House of Representatives, was 
today found guilty of unlawful cohabitation 
with Dr. Margaret Curtis Shipp Roberts on 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley writes from 
Creolo, Ohio, June 20:-

Bro. 0. B. Thomas is here. There is a 
Nl:ethodist. in the village who seems 
to be for debate. Bro. Kirkendall 

him. He talks Greek and 
so I shall leave him in the ten

der care of Kirkendall and Thomas: I 
don't think his teeth ar0 very long anyway; 
bu~ a combination of poetry and Greek is 
enough to scare any ordinary mortal. 

Bro. A. C. Barmore, on June 20, 
wrote from Toronto, Ont. :-

By agreement bet.ween Bm. R. C. Evans 
and .J. H. Lake, I have been transferred to 
the Canada mission. My address is 8 Water-
loo Toronto, Ontario. 

Bro .• J. Jones, writing from Ke-
wanee, Ill., under date of June 18, 

that since 1897 the Kewanee 
have reduced the debt on their 

church from 300 down to 
less than and expresses the hope 
that the debt will be entirely wiped 
out soon. He also says:-

It was Children's Day with us yesterday, 
and the heart was made glad to hear the 
sweet little buds of promise recite, and chant 
their thanks and praise. Elder Crabb last 
evening· gave us another of his soul-saving 

Bro. H. Walling, under date of 
June writes from Custer, S. D.:--

Am preaching every Sunday to good 
audiences and attentive listeners. 

Bro. G. A. Smith, in a card to Bro. 
R. M. Elvin, writes from Fremont, 

June 18:-
c. Scott is with me. Our distrfct confer

ence was exceedingly good. A wonderful 
degree of t.he Spirit manifested; the Saints 
comforteil. cheered, and encouraged to go on. 

Bro. Elvin says he has received 
several su,~h encouraging reports 
from members of the High Priest 

The work is onward, 
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Bro. W. M. Self writes 
ingly from his Nebraska field. 
has visited a number of 
reports that the Saints 
alive to the interests 
He is at and is active. 

From the 
learn that Bro. B. Hanson is 

resembling the Chinese characters.-Ibid., 
pp. 90. 

On pages 93, 94, Mr. Priest says:-
The etching on the square sides of those 

rings of in characters resembling Chi-
shows m::wufacturer, and the nation 

he wa.s a member, to have had a 
of evenonthe 

time, 
the common Iqdian West knows 

Colo., or was at that show 
... The chat't1cter·s on those 
ancient 14-.moricans to have 

D. Bullard is with him. J the 
We have received from Robert ' South 

of letters. 
wild and savage 

Low's Son, New York I di1~'tous 
in the of books. It called the 1 

.. ~.merica, are of 8 p:ro~ 
on whose smooGh and 

which seem once to 

"Turtle " It con'~ains I 
pages, on book psJper 
in two colors of and 
There are fifty-two 
verses by Charles J. Budd 
A. Opper, representing turtles as 
doing and saying many queer 

We are asked to call the attention 
of the traveling ministry to the fact 
that Bro. and Sr. Geo. 
good, staunch Saints, live close to 
the depot at Middletown, Conn., and 
will welcome at any time of the 
Saints. Their address is 
street. Call on brethren. 

There seems to be a on the 
part of the members of the 
branch to stay away from the 
night preaching service. Last 
night there were about one 
and twenty-five people in the 
gation. The question be 
Will it not pay to dispense with 
evening service? 

MYTHS OF THE NEW WORLD.-NO. II. 

BY WILLIAM WOODHEAD. 

THEY COULD WRITE, AND DID WIUTE. 

The Mexican calendar stone shows 
that they could not move 
stones, but that they could engrave 
also. 

figures of animate objects accompanied by re
productions of inanimate objects, geom.et,rical 
fig·ures, and lines of dots ditrorently combined. 
The same are met with, and this is a 
fact worthy attention, constantly repeated 

This stone was found near the sit.e of the and always in a similar order. Ameghino 
present city of Mexico, buded some feet be- considers these inscriptions to indicate a com-
neath the soil, of the same character on which plete system of writing, made up of 
was engraven an almost infinite number of figures and symbolic characters, of 
hieroglyphics, signifying the divisions of purely phonetic characters; and he is even 
time, the motions of the heavenly bodies, the disposed to adiJ..tlt thiJ/u these are the remains 
twelve signs of the Zodiac, with references of ancient Peruvian writing, which has been 
to the feasts and sacrifices of the perpetuated far fr·om the district where it 
and is called by Humboldt, the Mexican first came into existence. Aecording to Mon-
endar, in relief, on basalt.-Ameriean Antiq- tesinos, this writing was proscribed by Pacha-
uities, p. 246. cuti III., one of the fabulous of 

I 'fi · 1 h'll 't M · the historic Incas; he even an amautct [a 
n an artl ma 1 opposl e an- priest, or learned man] burned for having 

etta, on the Ohio, a Mr. Ash, a,n Eng- dared to infringe his orders.-Ibid, pp. 455, 
lish traveler, in 1826, found a skeleton 456. · 
and some human relics, which Mr. See the very close resemblance be-
Ash describes in this way:- tween the Egyptian letters, according 

Under a heap of dust a_nd tenuous shreds of to Champollion, as quoted by Profes
f~athered cloth and ?alr: a parcel of brass sor Rafinesque and the American let-
rings, cut out of a sohd p1ece of metal, and . t th ' t f p 1 · 
in such a manner, that the rings were sus- .. er.s o~ e mo?umen so. .a .en que, m 
pended from each other, without the aid of Pnest s Amer1can AntiqUities, page 
solder or any other visible agency whatever. 118. 
Each ring was th.ree inches i~ diame~er, and In Professor Rafinesq ue's first letter 
the bar of the rmgs an half mch thiCk, and t Ch ll' fi d t' f 11 
were square: a variety of characters were O ampo lOll, we n ne o OW· 
deeply engraved on 'Ghe sides of the 

It is false that no American nations had 
systems of writing, glyphs, and letters. Sev
eral had various modes of perpetuating ideas. 

4t,h Serles.-Wampums or strings of shells 
arid beads, used by many nations of North 
America. Similar to those used by some an
cient m· rude nations in all parts of the world, 
as tokens of ideas. 

5th Serles.-Runic glyphs or marks and 
notches on twiga or lines, used by several na
tions of 'North America. Conaimilar to the 
runic glyphs of the Celtic and Teutonic na
tions. 

EH.h Ssries.-Runic marks and dots, or 
symbols, not on strings nor lines, 

rows; expressing words or ideas; used 
the ancien'c nations or North America and 

erct. 

the Talegas, Aztecas, Natchez, Pow
etc.; and also the Muhiz

Simi!ar to the ancient 
of the Etruscans, Egyptians, Celts, 

and the Ho-tu of the Chinese, invented 
ou1w·•·ne. called also the J(o-teu chu letters, 

use in China till 827 before our 

7th Series.--Alphabetical symbols, express-
syliables or sounds, not words but grouped, 
the groups disposed in rows, such is the 

graphi.c sys·~em of the monuments of O~olum, 
ne:u· P:~leuque, the American Thebes. Con
similar 'Go toe groups of alphabetical symbols 
used by the ancient Lybians, Egyptians, 
Peraians, and also the last graphic system of 
the Chinese, called Ventze, invented by Sse
Twang. 

8th Series.-Cursive symbols in groups, and 
tho groups in parallel rows, derived from the 
last, (which tire chiefly monumental,) and 
used in the manuscripts of the Mayans, 
Guatamalans, otc. Consimilar to the actual 
cursive Chinese, some demotic Egyptian, and 
many modifications of ancient graphic alpha
bets, grouping the letters or syllables. 

9th. Series.-Syllabic letters, expressing 
syllables, not simple sounds, and disposed in 
rows. Such is the late syllabic alphabet of 
the Cherokis, and many graphic inscriptions 
found in North and South America. Similar 
to the syllabic alphabets of Asia, Africa, and 
Polynesia. 

lOth Series.-Alphabets or graphic letters, 
expressing simple sounds and disposed in 
rows. Found in many inscriptions, medals, 
and coins in North and South America, and 
lately introduced everywhere by the Euro
pean colonists. Similar to the alphabets of 
Asia, Africa, and Europe. 

llth Series.- Abbreviations, or letters 
standing for whole words, or part of a glyph 
and graphic delineation, standing and ex
pressing the whole. Used by almost all the 
writing nations of North and South America, 
as well as Asia, Europe, and Africa. 

12th Series.-Nu'lleric system of graphic 
signs, to express numbers. All the various 
kinds of signs, such as dots, lines, strokes, 
circles, glyphs, letters, etc., used by some na
tions of North and South America, as well as 
in the Eastern Continent.-American Antiq
uities, pp. 305-307. 

Thus we see that the ancient Ameri-
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cans had several systems of writing, 1 from that Christian union of all 
which are said to be similar to the Old common. We can see how easy, 
World's systems. The eighth series at this revolt, it would be for a 
il;; cursive symbols in groups, and simi· of · 
lar to the Chinese, and the demotic der" to a foothold, and the in
system of Egypt, which is "derived" dustrial ar1s to be neglected, and even 
from the seventh series, thus showing lost. 
the changes in their ancient writings. 'fhe third was ''the 

Now this is about what the Book of who revived 
Mormon says about the Nephites; the empire." 
namely, that they wrote in Egyptian, 'fhe second 
but this Egyptian with them was a thous1:1Jnd yesxs. _ ''Pachacuti III., 
changed from time to time. They one of the fabulous predecessors 
could write in Hebrew also. (Mor· t,he historic " was very 
mon 4 : 8.) Some of the inscriptions one of the rulers in this middle 
are Jaredite writings, no doubt; but who proscribed, as Montesinos says, 
the Book of Mormon says nothing their ancient system of writing, a,nd 
about them, so that there is no line even burned to death those who dared 
drawn between the first and second to infringe his orders .. This order of 
writings. But they could and did Pachacuti III., and this long 
write, and may have written such of decline, which lasted till about 
a book as the Book of Mormon is. the thirteenth century, will account 

We see then how the above har· for there being no such records in 
monizes with everything else on this Peru as the "plates of " which 
subject. How that the ancient Peru- are quoted from the of the 
vians (the Nephites and the early Book of Mormon. But we 
Lamanites of the Book of Mormon) from the myths of that that 
could and did understand a complete Nephi was there; his brothers and 
system of writing. It says that they sisters too. His life work is 
wrote in Egyptian, which "system" out. "He was most 
was changed by them from time to hajndy," the myths say. The Book of 
time. (1 Nephi 1: 1; Mosiah 1: 1; Mor- Mormon says that he taught his peo-
mon 4: 8.) ple "to build and to work 

These "figures of animate objects in all manner and of iron, 

or Quirigua. (Ibid., vol. 4, pp. 113, 
124, 126. 127, 128, 130.) 

Says N adaillac, 
engraved on 

being taken by 
matters. Stanley 
at Wane-Kirumbu, 

accompanied by of in- and of and of brass, and of ' 
animate objects, geometrical figures, and of and 
and lines of dots differently combined," of precious ores, were in 
must have been far superior to the Pe- abundance." (2 Nephi 4: 3. 
ruvian quipo, or strings of different Nephi was a capable man 
colors tied in loops, etc. It is evidence part men t of life~a and 
of a "culture now lost," and of a "van- too; and the 
q uished race." top a, their 

say that Manco
king, was just that 

It is now agreed that the Peruvian an- kind of a man! 
tiquities represent two distinct periods in the ''Nowhere in the world, perhaps," 
ancient history of the country, one being says N adaillac, "has man displayed 
much older than the other. . . . Cuzco of 
the Incas appears to have occupied the site of greater energy" than in Peru. (Pre· 
a ruined city of the older period.-Ancient historic America, p. 387.) The tombs 
America, pp. 226, 227. of Peru bear witness that the ancient 

"The older period" was the Nephite Peruvians were "robust;" "their 
period. This first period was put to bones are and massive," and 
an end by the Lamanites taking the "every thing with them indicates 
country. The Nephites--who would great muscular force." ,p. 503.) 
---moved northward. (Omni 1: 6, 7.) Such gold plates as are said to have 

Again, it is said that .there were been used and made Nephi and 
three periods in the history of Peru. Mormon to write were 
The first, "which began with the ori- common in Peru at time of 
gin of civilization, and lasted until the conquest. They were, many of them, 
first or second century of the Chris- about the size of our common "legal 
tian era." (Ancient America, 264.) cap," and no says Squier, 
This period will answer to time ''than " 
when the people of South America In -America is found abun-
appear to have "revolted from the dant proof that its ancient inhabitants 
church" (Nephi 1: 6), and "there be- could write. The museum of Mexico 
gan to be Lamanites :in the possesses a whole series of paintings 
land." This was in the year 194 A. D. or picture writings, showing the edu-

Second, there was a period of disintegra- cation of children, the food given to 
tion, decline, and disorder, introduced by them, the tasks set them, and the 
successful invasions from the east and south· · h h 
east, during which the country was broken pumshments w ic were inflicted upon 
up into small States, and many of the arts of them. (Native Races of the Pacific 
civilization were lost.-Ancient America, p. States, vol. 2, p. 539.) 
264. · Hieroglyphics a.re met with on the 

The second period was the end of monuments of Chiapas, as on those of 
the Christian era in Peru~by revolt- Yucatan; on the walls of Palanque 
ing from the Christian Church, and and Copan, as on those of Chichen-Itza 

'•fire in 
the ore." 

But the Central Americans, Nadail
lac S!:lJys, htJ,d letters, and these letters 
"were sculptured or engraved on gran-
ite or on !" When their poor 
rude gave out at working such 
hard stone, as is described, they could 
fall back to their finger nails! They 
had hieroglyphic signs, and then 
these ''signs were replaced by let
ters, and an alphabet was complete." 
(Prehistoric America, p. 377.) He 
speaks of "a hieratic writing, known 
to the initiated [priestly class] only." 
And ' Diego de Landa speaks 
of a graphic system; he has even pre
served an alphabet of thirty-three 

' p. 378.) 
published a Maya al-

in .. Sacred Mysteries," 
which is very much like the Egyptian 
alphabet, as published by Professor 
Bunsen and others. They wrote on 
"real paper." (Ibid., p. 379.) 

The Troano manuscript is written on a 
strip of paper fourteen feet long by about 
nine inches wide. The characters, which are 
red, brown, sometimes blue, according to the 
text to which they relate, are written on 
both sides. The paper opens out as does a 
fan, and each leaf thus represents thirty-five 
pages.-Ibid., p. 379. 

Humboldt mentions books of hieroglyphi
cal wdtings among the Panoes, which were 
"bundles of their paper resembling our 
volumes in quarto."-Atlantis, p. 451. 

It is known that books or manuscript writ
ings were abundant among them in the ages 
previous to the Aztell period. -Ancient 
America, p. 187. 
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says that Races of the Pacific States, vol. 5, pp. 
95.) 

'I'hese last :relics, Mr. Brinton thinks, 
are not native relics, but are 
the products o! foreign civilization or simply 
frauds. Not a single coin, inscription, or me
morial of auy kind whatever, has been found 
on the American continent showing the em
ployment, either generally or locally, of any 
other means of writing [warn pum, hieroglyphs, 
etc.] than those specified.-Myths of the New 
Vvorld, p. 28. 

Thus Mr. Merrick's rawhide and 
and that nice stone slab on 

which were written tbe ten command
ments go by the board at one dash of 
Mr. Brinton's pen. He says, how
ever, that the Aztec paintings-some 
of them-were not pain~ed, but "ac

with movable blocks of 
on which the symbols were 

carved in though this was 
249); probably "COnfined to those in tended 

Lick- I for ornament only." (Ibid., p. 24.) 
and The reader will bear in mind that 

Ver- scientists, like preachers, don't always I 
; agree,_ even on "first principles." 

A round copper coin with a serpent stamped 
on it was found near Palenque.-Atlantis, p. 
345. 

Another coin was found in Guate
mala with a serpent 
entwined around a tree 
very much like a Tyrian coin 
p. 444). 

A relic of antiquity discovered at 
Cincinnati is a curiosity. 

It is a spherical stone, found on the fall of 
a large portion of the bank of thc; r' vcor. It is 
a green stone, twelve inches b dfameter, 
divided into twelve sides, and s:de Jnto 
twelve Equal pll.i"ts, and each P'"'t distin
guished by hieroglyphical 
American Antiquities, pp. 137, 

Greek letters are said 
been found on a tombstone 

Wherever there is room for doubt, 
some one of them will be found there 

Dr. West, of Stockbridge, relates. that an 
old Indian informed him, that his fathers in 
this country, ha,d not long since, been in the 

of a book, which they had, for a 
carried with them, but having lost 

the of reading it, they buried it 
with an Indian chief.-American Antiquities, 
p. 67. 

Is that myth a fraud? Had some 
like Cowdery, been at work 

with Indian's fathers? Or was 
this the Devil again at work with 
these Indians, parodying the Book of 
Mormon? Which? 

We see that prehistoric Americans 
could write. 

The historian Torq uemada asserts that five 
cities [in Mexico] alone yielded to the Span
ish governor on one requisition no less than 
sixteen thousand volumes or scrolls! Every 
leaf was destroyed. Indeed so thorough and 
wholesale was the destruction of these me
morials now so precious in our eyes that very 
few remain to whet the wits of antiquaries.
Myths of the New World, p. 25. 

A thing it was that one book 
was ! 

HELENA, Mont., Jan. 30, 1899. 
in Brazil. And on the Genesee Editm·s Hemld:-Elder Charles Derry mar
United States, was found a silver relic, ried Mr. Benedict and I, and after the cere
on Which were engraved • 'Arabic rr;ony he and his good wife presented us a fine 
figures and the year of our Lord 600." large copy of the Book of Mormon. When 

Hebrew letters were found written we reached our Montana home, I was nearly 
on a parchment by a .Joseph surrounded with strangers; so embraced 
in the year 1815, near Pittsfield, Massa- the opportunity my quiet home life gave 
chusetts. The relic, Mr. Priest me to read books I had been wishing to read for 
is of great antiquity. a number of years; but my very busy business 
tiquities, pp. 65, 66; Races life had prevented me from doing so. The 
of the Paci:fic States, voL 5, p. 93.) Book of Mormon was among the first I read. 

A st~ne slab is ~lso reported to ha.ve 
1

1 I not only read it, but studied it; and to help 
had wntten upon It "the ten command- me get a clearer idea of the relation of people 
ments in ancient Hebrew." (Native I mentioned and to fix the dates in my mind, I 

made a sort of diagram, like the accompany
ing one, and named it, "The genealogy of the 
Book of Mormon." When Bro. ,J, W. Wight 
was visiting us, about the first of last Decem
ber, I happened to show "my picture" to him, 
and he suggested I send it to you or to the 
Herald Office, and perhaps some use could be 
made of it that would help others, as it did 
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me, while reading the Book of Mormon. It 
has been almost six years since I" made the 
diagram. My impression is that I felt quite 
certain that it was correct. If you detect 
any mistakes I'll be grateful to you or to any
one for correcting or revising the same in 
any way. I had thought, too, that sometime 
I would arrange the dates differently, as, for 
example: state how many years B. c. that 
Enos kept the record instead of 179 years since 
Lehi left Jerusalem. 

Your sister in bonds, 
EFFIE ADAMS BENEDIC'l'. 
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WILMINGTON, Ill., June 19. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. A. J. Keck and. I 

have just closed a series of successful tent 
meetings at this place. Thirty-one services 
were held, including one social and sacra
mental service, and eleven persons were bap
tized and confirmed members of the church. 
All those baptized are people well respected 
in the town, and seven of them are heads of 
families. Our meetings were nearly all well 
attended, and, with but few exceptions good 
attention was given. 

The singing. and music wet•e attractive 
features of the meetings. Bro. Elmer Kahler 
lead the music with his violin, St•. Jennie 
Allott played the violincello, while Sr. 
Marchia Robson presided at the little "Bil
horn Organ" which belongs to the tent. 
These, together with the congregational 
singing, made very enjoyable music. 

One of the sisters baptizM was the leading 
worker in the Methodist Church here, and, 
up to the time of her baptism, served as class 
leader. · She seems to be very earnest and 
sincere, and we think that she will be the 
means of accomplishing good in the interest 
of the truth in this place. Others here are 
believing, and we think that in time they 
will be with us. There iB such interest mani
fested here that we think the work should 
not be neglected, but should be carefully 
looked after. We are hopeful of much good 
being accomplished. 

Bro. Henry Southwick came in on us last 
Friday, and has been with us eince. He, 
Bro. Keck, and myself will leave together on 
the 21st., for the district conference to be· 
held with the Mission branch. Some five or 
six others of the Saints in this place expect 
to attend also. We anticipate a pleasant 
and profitable time at the conference. 

As soon after the conference as is con
venient we want to take the tent to Peca
tonica, in the upper part of the district, 
where there is already some interest mani
fested, due to the efforts of Brn. C. H. Burr, 
F. M. Cooper, and the writer. 

We are still in the conflict, and hopeful of 
the final triumph of right. 

In gospel bonds, 
H. E. MOLER. 

STRAWBERRY POINT, Iowa, June 19. 
Editors Hemld:-I came to this place and 

began meetings on the tenth, and have had 
real good interest. I have preached thirteen 
discourses, and splendid order has prevailed 
on all nights except the first. A man came in 
the meeting and remained about ten minutes, 
when he arose and made for the tent door, 
cursing and swearing, saying, "Damn such 
preaching," etc. Just as far down the street 
as we could hear, the man was still voicing 
such foul words. A greater degree of preju
dice I never saw manifest in so small a place 
as this. Yet I believe there are honest people 
here who will yet obey the truth. 

I have been blessed with excellent liberty 
since coming here. I expect Bro. Hand to
day. From this place we go to Lamont, where 
we hope to create a good interest. Bro. 
Weston lives there, and we will make our 
home with him. 

THE SAINTS' 419 

I hope the brethren throughout the district I I am sorry to say that difficult,ies have ap-
will do all in their power to open new fields. peared in the Little Sioux and Galland's Grove 

Brethren, all of you who hold the priesthood, I districts, the,t would appear to retard the 
strive to magnify your ca,lling. By permit- spread of the truth, in the aft[[ction brought 
ting opportunities, which present prospects upon some of our best and noblest workers. 
for accomplishing good in behalf of the king- Bro. A. M .. F'ryando has been rendered unable 
dom to pass unimpeoved, you will be held ac- to do act,i ve labor for many months, and he is 
countable. I beli.eve if those who hold the gre~•"tly missed in the field; but when I saw 
priesthood do not strive to magnify their him last he seemed cheedul, full of zeal, and 
calling, they will die spiritually. desirous to go forth, as of old, and thrust 

May all the local ministry keep an accurate in his sickle to reap in the vast field, and 
account of all labor done, that we may be able bring his sheaves into the garner of the 
to make an intelligent l'eport at the end of Lord. I felt encouraged to believe that his 
the year. My peemanent address is now Fair- bands would be broken and he be permit·· 
banks, Iowa. ted to carry out the righteous desires of 

Anyone in the district having· in their pos- his heart, which may God grant. 
session the book, "Life of Joseph Smith by Bro. C. E. Butterworth was hindered from 
Lucy Smith" with my name in it, will you be attending the General Conference by the 
so kind as to send it to me? I have loaned t,he sickness and death of his child; and nearly 
book to some of the Saints, but have forgot- ever since then he has been stricken down 
ten the one. with fell di.sease that has come near taking 

I feel strong in the faith. his life. He has been administered to many 
Your brother in Christ, times; and although in almost every instance 

J. RuSSEL SU'L'TON. he has received, temporarily, physical and 

VINCENNES, Ind., Juno 19. 
Ed·itors Hemld:-As I am one of the isolated 

ones, and far away from any of the Saints, 
I have cone] uded to start a ft·ee reading room. 
Any suggestions from those who have had 
any experience in running one will be gladly 
received. I have only .the Herald and En
siqn. If any have back numbers of Autumn 
Leaves, I would be glad to have them sent to 
me. 

I have written Bro. Jenkins, and am expect
ing him here soon. We will try to arouse an 
interest here. Half of tho people are Catho
lics. It will be hard to get an interest. I 
hope that the Lord will bless. every honest 
soul interested in the truth. 

In the one faith, 
M. ULMER. 

WOODBINE, Iowa, June 21. 
Editors Hemld:--Since General Conference 

I have been trying to do "something -for the 
cause of truth, but am not aware that. I have 
accomplished much. 

Perhaps I am not so optimistic of my efforts 
as some others, and possibly I lack the power 
to accomplish the amount of good that others 
do; but I try to do what I can. I am glad, 
however, to notice from the reports of others 
that where I have labored to sow the seed. in 
the past, while there appeared no signs of any 
immediate fruit beyond the recognition of the 
truth of the doctrine we teach, others have 
.been enabled to reftp, a,pparently a goodly 
harvest, so that while ''Paul planted and 
Apollos watered, God has been pleased to give 
the increase." To him, the giver of all good, 
we cheerfully give the glory. 

I have had the privilege of attending two 
quarterly conferences, and am pleased to say 
that was notonly apleasanttimeonjoyed, but 
there seemed to be a growing disposition on 
the part of both officers and members to cling 
to the Rod of Iron, the word of God, that leads 
to the tree of life, and to push forward the 
cause of truth. The apparent obstacles that 
stand in the way do not deter such from using 
their endeavors to spread the truth. 

spiritual relief, he has had numerous setbR.cks 
which made his recovery appear doubtful. 
Yet on my last visitation to him, which 
was on June 20, I felt encouraged. His eyes 
looked brighter, he had but little pain, he 
rested easier, and expressed himself as feel
ing better. His affectionate family, and all 
the Saints, have shown him all the loving 
care it was possible for them to do, and .he 
appreciates their loving kindness. All who 
know him earnestly desire his recovery, and 
long to sit under the sound of his voice as he 
shall deal out to them the precious truths of 
heaven. For the comfort of all who know 
him I wish to say that when I left, his condi
tion, though very low, was favorable. He 
still feels, however, that he needs the ear
nest prayers of all Saints in his behalf that 
he may be restored to his family and the 
work of God under his charge, which I 
pray our loving Father to grant in his own 
good "time, in the name of Jesus Christ. 
Amen. 

Bro. Romanan Wight was called from his 
field of labor to attend to his very sick wife 
last week, and he found her very low. In 
addition to this heavy blow to a loving hus
band, on Monday evening, the 18th inst., his 
youngest son, about seventeen years of age, 
was badly mangled by a corn sheller, losing 
all tho fingers off his right ha;nd, and part of 
his thumb. His breast was fearfully lacer
ated, and his arm badly hurt, and his face 
cut. I visited the distressed family, and in 
company with his father administered to him 
the healing· ordinance. On behalf of these af
flicted ones I request the prayers of all Saints. 

I am in tho enjoyment of a fair degree of 
health, for which I thank my heavenly 
Father, and see no reason why I should lay 
down my armor. I have no desire to do it. 
I do see every reason for greater diligence 
and faithfulness, and if I cannot do now as 
much as in the past, I am determined to do 
what I can to roll on the work of God. I 
found our missionary in charge preaching 
here this week, and hope his labors may be 
beneficial to all. I can say to my younger 
brethren in the ministry, after more than 
half a century's labors in the great gospel 
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field, I have found the.promises of God, "Yea, 
and amen," according to my faithfulness and 
diligence, and so will you. 

"Faith, hope, charity, and love, with an 
eye single to the glory of God, qualifies for 
the work. Remember, faith, virtue, knowl
edge, t.emperance, patience, brotherly kind
ness, charity,' humility, diligence. Ask and 
ye shall receive, knock and it shall be opened 
unto you. Amen."-D. C. 4: 1, 2. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
CHARLES DERRY. 

ARLINGTON, 8. D., June 19. 
Editors Hemld:-As per arrangement, I ar

rived at the place appointed for a series of 
grove meetings, adjacent to Bro. Stone's 
private residence. Bro. Stone's diligence in 
the preparatory work was soon made appar
ent. 'Tis always stilpulating to see Latter 
Day Saints diligent, according to the gifts 
and calling unto them; but such diligence, 
bein~ attributable to constant BfLlrts in as
pirin!! to a gospel Equilibrium, we appear 
perhaps too slow in evincing gospel diligence. 

The stimulants to holding series of grove 
meetings were: first, it affords scattered 
Saints, within a radius of fifty or sixty miles, 
an opportunity to meet, and enjoy the privi .. 
lege of worshiping together, which privilege 
they seldom enjoy; second, to oiier an oppor
tunity to those unacquainted with our doc
trine to hear, for grove meetings seem more 
attractive to some than gatherings in puolic 
schoolhouses, and I believe time and money 
thus utilized is proper, the spread of the gos
pel being the sole purpose. 

The prospect for a large gathering on Sun
day was flattering, the event having been 
widely advertised; but rain began falling 
two or three days before the appointed time. 
After a lengthy drought in parts of Minne
sota, South and North Dakotas, proving very 
injurious to growing crops, the copious rain 
was therefore a blessing for the country. We 
therefore bore the disappointment .of meet
ing in grove with, I thought, a becoming 
resignation. With the consent of Bro. and 
Sr. Stone we met in their private house, at 
eleven a. m. sharp on the 15th, the writer pre· 

pitious, we would have been confronted with a 
congregation during Sunday services of one 
hundred and fifty or two hundred. As it was 
we were satisfied, having done the best we 
could. 

A little work, well and legitimately done, 
brings solid peace, tending to build up and 
establish in the faith. While work consum· 
mated, whethet• little or much, necessitating 
the evasion of some established truth or prin
ciple, would be as effective in causing dis
tress, etc., as that rightly done is in giving 
peace and satisfaction. 

Three were baptized between the afternoon 
and evening services, which ceremony was 
witnessed by a goodly number, who were or
derly and respectful. But the evening serv
ice consisting in explaining the laying on of 
hands, and confirmation, seemed the climax of 
satisfaction of the three days' worship. For, 
despite our crowded condition inside, and the 
number on the outside, a quiet order and a 
solemnity prevailed during the entire service, 
that was inspiring, as if the good Spirit 
reigned supreme. What may be the effect 
of this reunion on so small a scale I pause not 
to divine. 

At an_early hour on the 18th, twenty souls 
finding shelter under the roof of Bro. Stone's 
dwelling were astir, some preparing break
fast, others looking to, and pl'eparing te'ams, 
others gathering and folding quilts, etc., 
packing them in the respective vehicles 
ready for departure. Breakfast being over, 
then came the parting, the sadness of which 
can only be fully realizad by God-fearing 
Latter Day Saints, who share the blessedness 
of gospel fellowship and unity. The words 
good-bye reverberate, the three teams disap
pe>~.r, the writer, Bro. S. K. Sorensen, Bro. 
Stone and family are left alone. 

Services to continue during the week, Sun
day, June 24, in the grove, weather being 
propitious. Bro. S. K. Sorensen, rendered 
good service, but he is restive. Having be
gan his ministerial work in McCook and 
Miner counties, S. D., thinks he ought tore· 
turn. In bonds, 

JAMES CAFFALL. 

siding, Bro. S. K. Sorensen acting as secre- PORCUPINE, Wis., June 7. 
tary. Three services were held on the first Editors Herald:-Again I am with the dear 
day and four on the two succeeding days. Saints of Porcupine. Bertie comes home 
The Saints were social, united, and hv.ppy, I from college this week. His eyesight is 
evincing appreciation of the hospitality of nearly restored, and hence he will not re
Bro. and Sr. Stone, whose highest ambition turn to the college for the blind any more. 
appeared to be the comfort and convenience To God be all the praise. He has received 
of the visitors, to the very extent of their this blessing through administration, as was 
ability. promised. On June 7, started for Twin 

There were six from Howard, fifty miles; Lakes, a distance of seventy miles, to attend 
five from Pipestone, sixty miles; traveling district conference. Nine buggy loads of 
with teams. A few others from Howard an- Saints camped for diJ;Iner the first day at a 
ticipated coming, but it was presumed the in- certain place on the road according to pre
clement weather prevented. vious arrangement, and at night we stopped 

A few strangers were in attendance at each at a large farmhouse, and spent an enjoyable 
meeting held in the house; but on SuDday the evening singing hymns from the hymnals, 
house, with three rooms in close proximity, there being a fine Kimball organ in the 
was by far too small. The evening was pleas- parlor. Before separating for the night 
ant, yet the ground was too damp for grove Elder Hutchinson was led to pray God that 
meetings. 'rhe three ordinary sized rooms all scourges and the destroying augel might 
were all occupied, and it was thought that pass by that house and no harm befall the 
there were more outside of house than inside. friends residing there because of their kind
It ls safe to say, had the weather been pro- ness to God's children. 

The next morning, early, we were again 
on our journey. Camped again for dinner 
and arrived at our destination about five, in 
time for supper and evening meeting. Bro. 
Burr talked to us, and all separated at night 
with a feeling of unity and that it was good 
to be a Saint of latter days. 

Saturday the usual business was transacted 
and in the evening Bro. Muceus spoke to us 
upon the Word of Wisdom. He is a young 
man of promise. 

Good prayer meetings, with the gift of 
prophecy and tongues and interpretation of 
the same. 

Bro. Closson preached Sunday morning 
upon the Organization of the Church. Had 
good liberty. Prayer and sacrament meeting 
at half past two, which was enjoyed by all. 

Bro. Burr spoke in the evening, his subject 
being, The Resurrection of the Dead. It was 
an excellent discourse; and it being a part of 
the gospel plan very dear to me, I enjoyed 
~he sermon very much. 

Adjourned to meet at Porcupine, Wis., in 
October. 

Monday morning the Saints went to Fish 
Lake to catch fish. The brethren caught 
twenty-five or more. The sisters fried them, 
and we were hungry enough to do justice to 
the dinner set before us. Next day we 
started homeward. The Lord with his Spirit 
went before us, and we found kind friends 
again to minister to our wants. Arrived 
home safely, and when asked how we enjoyed 
the conference, we all said, with one accord, 
"Fine." 

I feel that the Lord is watching over the 
work in northern Wisconsin, and that much 
good will be accomplished for Zion's cause 
the coming year. 

I believe I am firm in the faith, and desire 
to endure unto the end. 

MARY A. WHI'l'E. 

CREOLA, Ohio, June 20. 
Editors Hemld:-After the closing of the 

recent General Conference, I made a visit to 
Mills and Pottawattamie counties, Iowa, 
where I met a number of the Saints who 
were following their usual vocations. The 
gospel was a theme of first importance, and 
the work of the conference was being scanned 
with interest by them, and all with whnm I 
conversed favored the movement to pay off 
the college indebtedness, and approved the 
method adopted by the conference to raise 
the means. The only thing seemingly stand
ing in the way of immediate success is the 
proneness of some people to lie back and 
wait for others to do the work. "Let's see 
what thelf will do" is a common remark. Bet
ter cease to hesitate and pitch in and help 
while there is an opportunity, and be found 
among the valiant workers in the cause. 

Saturday, the 5th, I tarried over night 
with Bro. C. A. Beebe, at Council Bluffs, and 
on Sunday morning following aided him and 
Bro. Dobson in the church services, and at
tended the Sabbath school, which was well 
conducted. There was a sacrament and 
prayer service held, followed by preaching, 
and an excellent spirit prevailed throughout. 
Bro. Beebe presided with ease and ability, 
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and I noted that among the busy ones aiding 
in carrying on the meetings were a number 
of young people. 

At one time, in my early schoolboy days, I 
made my home with Bro. Beebe, since when 
there has lingered a feeling of interest and 
friendship between us, born of early asso
ciations, and my visit was ma,de very pleasant 
by the family, which was enhanced by the 
presence of one Sr. Cisiley Chatburn, who is 
always interesting by reason of her enlarged 
views of things and fidelity to the faith. My 
short stay here wa,s of the kind that one 
looks back to with pleasure. Scarce as it is, 
there are few things that afford a greater 
amount of happiness than true friendship. 

Every Monday morning following, I was in 
Lamoni, where I was engaged a few days with 
the revising commit~ee on Church History, 
in preparing m11,tter for the third volume. 

The 19th, I started for southern Missouri 
and Arkansas, in order to visit relatives as 
well as saints. This trip had been in con
templation for twenty years or more, but 
postponed waiting for something to "turn 
up" so that it might be made with but little 
sacrifice of time or means. "Down south in 
Arkansas" always seemed a long way off. 
But, concluding that men owe something to 
their relatives as well as to other people, I 
determined to turn something up myself, and 
so started, believing in the theory that, "The 
way to resume is to resume;'' and the way to 
make this trip was to start and go. Evening 
found me in Independence, Missouri, in 
company with Srs. Robinson and James, 
whom I chanced to fall in with on the elec
tric car out from Kansas City. Sister James 
insisted that I stop with them during my 
stay at the "center spot," which I did, Bro. 
James renewing the invitation on returning 
home from business. We got acquainted. 
Had an old-time viiit, including Bro. and Sr. 
Robinson, the young man and wife, and in 
turn, the new arrival that keeps folks amused 
and laughing at his queer squints and ma
neuvers as he sniffs and flutters in the brac
ing morning air, while getting acquainted 
with the jolly folks standing around making 
cute remarks. Bro. and Sr. James' home is 
one to which a person wished to return after 
having once been there; call in when passing 
by, to see if there is as much sunshine in the 
morning as at evening, and at noon as in the 
morning; take a sun bath and so go on 
his way rejoicing. Little Pauline has some
thing to do with it. 

Sunday was a bright day. Leafy trees, 
sightly bowers, blooming flowers, and songs 
of birds presented nature in her attractive 
dress. Smiling faces and cheerful greetings 
were seen and heard in every group. Inde
pendence never looked better to the eye of 
the writer. Order, decorum, system, disci
pline were seen at the Sabbath school. We 
joined the Book of Covenants class, and the 
lesson was made interesting. At eleven 
o'clock, Bro. T. W. Chatburn discoursed flu
ently at an attentive audience. The sermon 
was studiously arranged and well delivered. 
Things said on purpose. We were interested. 
The evening was occupied by the writer, un
der considerable physical disability, but there 
was some meat in what was said. Brn. I. N. 

THE SAINTS' 

White and Joseph. Luff occupied the stand 
with the speaker. Bro. Luff's invocation was 
a well-worded and earnest appeal for needed 
help and guidance. Bro. W. H. Garrett is 
in charge of branch and is doing well. 

At the solicitation of Cousin T. C. Kelley, 
who was to accompany me South, I remained 
at Independence until Wednesday. Tuesday 
evening was set for commencement exercises 
at the high school, and T. C.'s oldest boy was 
in the graduating class. They have a very 
substantial and attractive high school build
ing at Independence. On the occasion re· 
fered to, there were thirty graduates, some of 
them children of Saints, and what seemed 
strange enough, nearly all of them were girls. 
It was a pleasing sight. They were seated 
in a semi-circle and the girls were all arrayed 
in white. The programme was well ren
dered. 

It is a hopeful feature to see the youth of 
the land animated with a desire and ambition 
to secure an education. Education leads; 
and from it is derived the greatest amount of 
pleasure and benefit in the affairs of men. It 
is a prize to secure a scroll tied with a blue 
ribbon at the hands of a professor, indicating 
merit and attainment. It is more to be de
sired than wealth, or pleasure, or amusement, 
or fashion. Educate! Educate!! 

We left Independence on the 23d, Brn. 
George H. Hilliard and Rudolph Etzenhouser 
accompanying us to the depot, and at about 
three p. m. we arrived at Webb City, Mis
souri, and soon after found the home of Bro. 
0. P. Sullivan, where we were kindly re
ceived and tarried over night. The time of 
the evening prayer service was given to us, 
and we occupied with ease and pleasure, and 
what seemed to be interest to others. There 
were a number present whom Bro. George 
A. Blakeslee and I haptized some eighteen 
years ago while in Manitoba. We had not 
met since. It was a pleasure all around to 
meet again. 

Webb City is rather of an attract! ve place, 
and much larger than we expected to find it. 
A chief source of wealth is from the lead 
mines inactive operation there. They have 
a splendid high school building, and there 
are signs of thrift. The Saints continue zeal
ous and enterprising, and are pushing ahead, 
ambitious for a new church building. 
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We were now over the line, in the State of 
Arkansas. 

The church at Seligman having been pro
cured by others for Sunday services, we con
cluded to leave an appointment, and on 
Saturday gp to another neighborhood some 
twenty miles east. A heavy rain defeated this, 
however, but Sunday morning, the 27th, 
Earl and Frank arrived with the team, a lit
tle mule that looked to weigh about four or 
five hundred pounds and a young horse to 
match. They were hitched on to a spring 
wagon, and we were otl', Orson joining us 
further on. For a few miles the road led 
along a level country, with wheat and corn 
growing on either side, which looked well. 
The outskirts were timber, and we were soon 
on the flint rocks moving down a steep hill 
nearly a mile long, into Roaring river bot
tom. High hills covered with timber 
all around. The water of Roaring river is 
clear and swarms with small fishes. Looks 
beautiful as it rushes along over the bright
looking, clear-washed stones at the bottom. 

On the way we fed and uined with Mr. 
Charles A. Munsey, who married Orson's 
daughter. His father was from Massachu
setts, l!,nd he appeared to be happy with his 
young wife and family in their home by the 
gurgling waters of Roaring river. 

The little mule was an attraction on this 
trip. Its feet would stick to the ground in 
spite of the weight of the wagon, its muscles 
swell and it wvuld push forward with amaz
ing strength. It is as slick as a deer, and 
when animated its eyes are as expressive as a 
gazelle's; and all this is no reflection upon its 
mate. 

Passing on, after having crossej Roaring 
river, by fording eleven times, the little 
mule drinking every time, we landed at 
the foot of a rather steep and rocky hill, 
which had to be surmounted. We alighted, 
as cheerfully as if members of the humane so
ciety, and walked it, in order to help the 
mule. 

Soon after, we arrived at Cousin Christo
pher G. Kelley's; captain, doctor, farmer, and 
preacher, the oldest of the family. We had 
attended school together when young boys, 
and had not met since. He is now over sixty 
years of age. Is living with his third wife, 
the first and second deceased. He has seven-
teen children in all, the larger number by the 

Next morning we arrived at Seligman third wife. They range all the way from 
having started early, and soon thereaHer babyhood to "grown up." His wife is a typi
found the home of Cousin Orson Kelley, and cal southern lady, from-near Paducah, Ken
soon after met Aunt Keren Happuch, now tucky. Has a florid complexion, and bids 
in her 83d year and almost blind. Her hus- fair to survive the doctor. 
band died a year and a half ago. She be- This is a prolific country, and we soon learned 
longs to the church, but the others of the .that we had over a hundred relatives some
family know but little of the faith. Been where in these parts. We were kindly 
in the wilderness, mixed up more or less received. 
with the Campbellites-neglected. Later, Monday, the 28th, we went to see the young
we called on Cousin E. F. Hyde and sons, est of the family, Cousin Rhoda, said to live 
one of whom had just entered the marriage six miles away, but turned out to be nearer 
state, and appeared serene and ha·ppy. twelve. It was eclipse day. The clouds 

Next day we called on Mr. Leonard Tracy gathered and obscured the sun. It rained, 
who married a cousin of ours. He served the road was rough, but the mule and mate 
three years in the late war. Seemed at were Equal to the task. Up one hlll and 
ease before his old fashioned fireplace. Has down another, across White river, the jack
two bright looking boys, in their teens, I oaks hugging the road in places so that 
whom he thinks to send to Lamoni to edu- umbrellas had to be closed down, the rain 
cate and develop under better surroundings. coming down in such torrents that we had to 
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stop and wait. Then on and over into Owl 
creek, where there was an old over-shot mill, 
out on dry g·round. We forded the stream 
and started up a steep hill, the roadbed 
being of solid sandstone, ascending· by stops. 
The mule's feet stuck as if soldered to the 
rock and he laid forward and broke his 
singletree. But difficulties were made to be 
overcome, so by the aid of a jack knife, an 
oak stick, and some hickory bark, repairs 
were made and we were soon on our way. 

Were soon at Golden, a village on a hill. 
Two miles farther and we were at our desti
nation. F01md Rhoda surroun~ed by her 
family of seven children, looking serene 
and happy, her husband absent. Six girls 
and one boy, ranging all the way from small 
to "grown up." The boy's name is William 
Roy Oliver Hiram Jennings Bryan McCarty. 
(It was not necessary 'w inquire into their· 
politics.) Four girls about grown, with dark 
eyes and hair, white skin and comely fea
tijres, and literally without opportunity; 
their surroundings being against them. Two 
miles to a school, and up hill at that, and in 
this country it seems to be up hill going both 
ways. Yet some people cannot appreciate 
opportunities-an up-to-date school at their 
own doors. Those who cannot should take a 
trip to this part of the country, and observe, 
in instances, how richly nature has endowed 
the people, but who are destitute of the 
means of culture and growth as is known 
further north. Schools and proper social 
relations and surroundings, with religious 
training, are what help the youth ahead. 
But conditions are said to be fast improving 
there, the older ones, however, except the 
favored, will have to die in the wilderness. 

After dinner Mr. McArthur returned; then 
a short talk, a heavy down-pour of rain, and 

divine authority are likely to dovetail on to 
his Campbellite notions remains to be seen. 

Early next T. C. left for his m.is-
r,ion field, and that day I baptized four per
sons, and with the assistance of Bro. Cato; 
confirmed them. Preached at evening 
to an interesting audience. The young peo
ple took charge of the singing, and did 
nicely. 

There is an opportunity for some one to do 
a good work here, but it cannot be done in a 
day. It is in Bro, I. N. White's field. Should 
not be neglected. We hope to turn the at
tention of relatives and others from the wil-
derness of sectarianism to the way of light, 
progress, and hope. 

Next evening found me back at Independ
ence, lodged with the family of Bto. T. C. 
Kelley. The family was well but the milch 
cow had run off or was stolen, and they were 
in distress. By accident I met a jolly few at 
an ice cream and strawberry festival at Bro. 
Joseph Luff's. It was similar to the one at
tended at Bro. George H. Hilliard's on my 
way down. All went well. 

Satur~day evening following found me at 
Lamoni; Iowa, the event of the day being a 
conversation with a Cumberland Presbyterian 
preacher on the train out from St. Joseph. 
He was interested in securing something that 
would defeat Adventists' views on the Satur
day question. One of their men had been 
defeated, and they were taking it to heart. 
I cheered him by letting him have one of 
Bro. Haws' little books on Sabbath keeping, 
a Voice of Warning, and some talk besides, 
all cf which appeared to be appreciated. He 
has all the points of a candid and honest man. 
So time moves on. WM. H. KELLEY. 

we were off on a return trip, our minds GUY, Oklahoma, June 14. 
crowded with thoughts in regard to the dif- EditoTs Hemld:-There is a vast country 
ference in surroundings and opportunities of here, where for a hundred miles in a place, 
people of this world. When three or four perhaps, the latter-day work has never been 
miles on the way, going down hill, the front presented. No railroads near to travel on. 
axle of the wagon broke and let us down; but I started out in a buggy last Sunday to 
foPtunately no one was hurt. We were near open up some new fields for labor. Preached 
a house where we borrowed a lumber wagon to a fair audience after their Sunday school, 
and so went on, leaving the broken one be- at. three p. m.; and left another appointment 
hind. At dusk we were back at Captain some twelve miles north. Went on, asking 
Kelley's. the Lord to guide me. Near sundown met 

The 29th T. C. and Frank returned to re- an old man with team, and told him my busi
pair and bring the wagon left, as well as to ness. He said it was a bad place for preach
take the borrowed one home, and the doctor ers; they had just treated one, a Seventh 
took his team and conveyed Orson and I back Day Adventist, to bad eggs a short time be
to Seligman, arriving in time to fill the even- fore, three miles west. Upon learning my 
ing appointment at the Union church. A faith, said I might get the same treatment. 
good audience was present. I tarried over I soon learned the preacher had baptized 
with Bro. Solomon Beirley where, also, Bro. two married sons and a sing·le daughter of 
A. J. Cato resides. his, and his wife and another daughter, and 

The following day T. C., Earl, and Ft·ank several of his neighbors were firmly believ
returned with the team and the wag·on, the ing, and he was in great trouble. He lived 
latter repaired with a new axle and single- four miles northeast; and upon my inform
tree, m~de of the best seasoned hickory wood, ing him that I would gladly give my assist
all for $1.75. This gives the cue to the busi- ance to help him in his trouble, he invited 
ness of the t.ountry. Farm hands received me home with him. 
from $10 to $13 per month. Some of the land The Advent preacher was away, to return 
is good, but can be farmed only in patch;'Js, in two weeks. He went to their schoolhouse, 
much of which is so poor that it is disheart- where the Christian Endeavor had met, when 
ening to even look at. More exist than live. the old gentleman told them there was a new 
In the evening we preached again in the preacher in camp, who claimed to under
church to an interesting audience, Dr. Kel- stand something about the Sabbath question . 

. ley being present also. How our views on 1 The Christian minister in charge said they 

would gladly give way, if I would preach 
upon that subject. I did so, the Advent mem
bers present taking notes for their minister, 
asking me i.f I would debate the question 
when he returned. They seemed surprised 
when I told them yes, as he had claimed that 
no man would meet him. there, and that he 
had defeated three this year, baptizing one 
of them. 

By request, preached on the second advent 
of Chrfst on Monday evening. Nights being 
so short and farmers so busy, could get no 
hearing through the week. The Adventists 
invited me to preach to them after their 
Sabbath school on Sunday, 23d, when t.heir 
preacher will be present. I accepted the in
vitation. 

The old man's daughter referred to as be
lieving the Ad vent faith, a very intelligent 
school-teacher, took her Bible and had me 
trace out my objections to the seventh-day 
theory, until she frankly admitted there was 
no truth in it, and asked, "Who, then, has 
the truth?" As I declared unto her and 
others of the family, the angel's message, 
and the wonderful mission of Joseph the 
Seer, from his first vision onward, she sat 
for hours listening, and her eyes filled with 
tears. She wanted the Book of Mormon, 
read Jacob's teaching on polygamy, declar
ing it to be God honoring, and asked if we 
had the gifts in the church as the Adventists 
claimed to have. I gave her Herald, of 
August 23, where the great miracle was per
formed as recorded in the Detroit papers, 
and other evidences, They insisted I must 
visit them when I returned. 

Returned home preaching on the way to 
different ones. Am going tomorrow some 
twenty miles southeast, into True Follower 
settlement, where twenty-five have lately · 
joined them, to see what I can do there. 
Feel the need of tracts and Voice of Warning 
to aid me very much. As ever, 

Yours in the one faith, 
D. s. CR.AWLEY. 

~------~~~--------

Oriuinal Postru. 
THE GOSPEL RESTORED. 

TuNE.-"! love to tell the story of Jesus and his love." 

I love to tell the story 
To eyery list'ning ear, 

Tha'• from the realms of glory 
An angel did appear, 

Restored the blessed gospel 
As preached in days of yore 

In its entire fullness, 
With priesthood,-spirit power. 

CHORUS:-
! love to tell the story 

Unto the youth and hoary, 
The old, old gospel story, 

In fullness now restored 

I love to tell the story, 
Make plain each gospel rite, 

As Christ to Nicodemus 
Declared the same by night: 

To enter in my kingdom, 
Ye must be born again 

Of water and the Spirit, 
Thus, cleansed from ev'ry stain. 
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CHORUS:-
I love to tell the story, 

As brethren told it me 
When rapt in sin's dire mantle, 

In death and misery; 
Although the world derided, 

As if a thing of naught, 
But for the truth decided, 

I did as Jesus taught. 

CHORUS:-
I love to tell the story, 

At morning, noon, and night, 
Delight to meekly reason 
-On what I think is right. 

'Tis God, the Father's ruling 
His Spirit to make known, 

His saving truth to all men 
Who will the Savior owll. 

CHORUS:-
I love to tell the story, 

But live it, more than all; 
Complete my earth life mission, 

Like the Apostle Paul, 
Be in tha.t happy meeting 

When the dear Lord appear, 
To live and bask forever 

In his celestial sphere. 

CHORUS:-
JOHN D. JONES. 

KEWANEE, Ill, June, 1900. 

Mo1hBr8' Horns noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"What silence we keep year after year, 
With those who are most near to us and dear; 
We live beside each other day by day, 
And speak of myriad things, but seldom say 
The full, sweet word that lies just in our reach, 
Beneath the commonplace or common speech." 

BREAD VS. POETRY, 

I watched a star at eventide 
Rise in the heavens blue. 

I followed it in joy and pride, 
All worshipful and true. 

And as the lark beyond the mist 
Ascends through smiles of scorn, 

My spirit rose on wings, star-kissed, 
Into a new world born. 

I sang a song with heart and soul, 
The me1ody was sweet; 

I listened to its echoes roll 
In happiness complete. 

My dear ones heard the graceful rhymes, 
And much admired the tune. 

They likened it to distant chimes 
Of church bells in the moon. 

I set my sponge at evening, 
In the good old·fashioned way, 

And rose upon the morrow 
At the first faint gleam of day. 

The snowy flour was waiting 
In the big old wooden bowl 

For the restless, foamy leaven 
To uplift its latent soul. 

I mixed them, and when molded 
Into rounded forms of grace, 

The oven in its bosom 
Held the loaves in hot embrace. 

S.AlNTS' HERALD. 

When at last upon the table 
Lay the slices, soft and light, 

Beside the golden butter, 
They were a tempting sight. 

My darlings looked up naively, 
And said with energy: 

"This bread is so much better 
Than any poetry !"-Sel. 

[WAS not the same brain working, together 
with willing hands, for the production of one 
as of the other?-ED.] 

On board the Galilee, May 1, 1900. 
WHILE our ship is still at rest-in the har

bor of Papeete-I will sketch our leave-taking 
of the Saints here in these islands, after a 
stay among them of three years and five 
months, most of which time we have spent in 
Papeete. For six months or more we have 
anticipated returning to America on the Gali
lee, if circumstances would permit. Her t.ime 
for sailing was first. reported to be on the 12th 
of April. Therefore, it seemed necessary to 
absent myself from conference much of the 
time, and make ready for our voyage. But 
before all was completed, the sailing time 
was postponed a few days longer, on account 
of the difficulty the government was causing 
both the captain and the consignees. So 
we felt thankful that we were not going to be 
hurried off till everything was done that Mr. 
Burton deemed it his duty to do before leav
ing. 

When conference was over, the Saints ~ll 
proposed remaining until we left, thinking it 
would be but a few days or a week. But when 
one sailing time was reached, another would 
be appointed, and another, and another, until 
the whole month of April d.windled away! 
During which time a portion of the Saints had 
left for their respective islands, and ul ti
mately Bro. and Sr. Peterson also had gone 
on the steamer to Rairoa-left on the 26th. 

It will be seen by the above that we have 
been in a semi-packed condition for a month; 
therefore, were well pleased when wor-d came 
yesterday afternoon to send our bo.xes on 
board, preparatory for an early start in the 
morning, and permission from the Captain to 
come on board ourselves in the evening if we 
preferred, and we concluded to do so. It being 
Monday evening, was not our regular meeting 
night; but the church was lig-hted at an early 
hour, and well filled with Saints, who still 
remained at Tarona,-and many friends also, 
for a good-bye meeting. During the meeting 
the pilot came in and bade us good- bye, with 
wishes for a pleasant 1=1nd successful voyage 
home. The meeting was tearful and impress
ive. And while the closing hymn was being 
sung,-"God be with you till we meet again," 
the voices of some grew husky and refused 
to sing. 

When meeting was dismissed, all wended 
their way to the shore. The pilot having 
kindly pr,offered his boat for conveying both 
our effects and ouraelves to the ship, we re
paired to her mooring place on the govern
ment grounds. There was no moon, but the 
evening air was so still the Saints carried 
with them eight lighted lamps, together 
with lanterns, and placed them on the ground 
in the oval-shaped arena, around which the 
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mass of the people stood. Joseph and I stood 
in the arena. After singing again and 
prayer, we took affectionate leave of the 
whHe people first, then the Saints in line as 
they came to us; first Metuaore, followed by 
the children. Then the sisters, afterward 
the brethren; !l,nd last of all, Paiour, staunch 
and ever ready friend and helper in those 
islands. 

Many bestowed tokens of regard; some 
in ten, and twenty cent pieces; for their 
money is now sca1·ce, s,lbeit Pai's was a dollar. 
He never gives less. Some in flowers, natu
ral and artificiaL One gave me a silver ring, 
made, I presume by the donor. 

When seated in the boat, and pulled off 
a rod or so from the shore, the men rested on 
their oars while those on shore sang again 
one of their plsJntive airs, and continued 
singing till we reached the ship, which lay 
near the island fort. A pleasant and sat.is
factory closing of our mission to the people of 
these islands; a mission fraught with much 
labor, care, weariness, and petty sacrifices, 
notwithstanding the kindness of the people, 
which kindness afforded many an oasis bright 
and pleasing to look back upon. 

I might with propr-iety include the entire 
day Sunday and Monday in our leave taking. 
The Sunday services were very enjoyable, at 
least to me, more than for a length of time. 
The church was packed during all four serv
ices. Four extra benches had to be brought 
in during the ten o'clock service, which util
ized all the usually vacant space. The after
noon prayer meeting was well attended as 
the morning· service, which was quite ·un
usual; and the Spirit of light, lov.e, and peace 
was with us. And the brethren seemed. to 
enjoy speaking by or in its influence, so that 
before one would sit down another would be 
standing ready to occupy. 

After meeting was out, several came in for a 
sJcial talk. Oclt' evening meal was partaken 
of early, to give opportunity to go and bid 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry good-bye, and at the 
same time have one more evening walk along 
the water front, my favorite street for an 
evening walk, returning in time for evening 
preaching. 

On Monday, among other calls, we drove 
out to the residence of the widow of the late 
ex-consul Hart. We had not visited the 
family si'nce our first coming in the Evanelia; 
but felt impressed to call on them before 
leaving. They now live out near Papau. We 
were received most cordially. Mrs. Hart said 
she had been greatly desiring an interview 
with Mr. Burton in regard to the probable 
condition of her husband since departing this 
life. That she had been much troubled in 
mind concerning him. She wished to learn 
from Mr. Burton if there was, in his religion, 
or the gospel he preached, any hope for those 
who died without professing religion. And 
when Joseph made known to her some of the 
precious truths contained in the gospel, as re
vealed in these last days, she was much com
forted. And a,s we took leave, she said, "You 
had ought to nome back to Tahiti; everybody 
wants you to." 

But here comes the tug to tow us down the 
harbor; just outside of which stands the 
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~chooner Tropic Bird, ready to be towed in as 
1 

draws the reader on, yet they may be full 
soon as our lines are cast off. What a pity our of vicious thoughts. It was said by Sterne 
Captain cleared last night! that 'vice loses half its evil when it loses its 

More anon, 
E. BURTON. 

UNCONSCIOUS SERVICE. 

"The Bee"-she sighed-"that haunts the clo
ver 

Has Nature's errand to fulfill: 
The bird that skims the azure over, 

Bears living seeds within his bill: 

"Without a pause his flight pursuing, 
He drops them on a barren strand; 

And turns, unconscious of the doing, 
The waste into a pasture-land. 

"I, craving service-willing, choosing 
To fling broadcast some golden grain,

Can only sit in silent musing, 
And weave my litanies of pain." 

"I, making answer, softly kissed her: 
All Nature's realm of bees and birds,

Wha,t is such ministry, my sister, 
Compared with your enchanted words? 

"The seed your weakened hand is sowing, 
May ripen to a harvest broad, 

Which yet may help, without your knowing, 
To fill the granaries of God!" 

-~Margaret J. Prescott, in October Lippincott's. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Bro. J. 0. Booth of Wood tine, Iowa, earn
estly requests the faith and prayers of the 
Prayer Union in behalf of his little daughter, 
who -has for months been sorely afiiicted, that 
God may restore her to health. 

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for'this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions~ etc.~ 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

LIBRARIES AND READING, 
WHAT SHALL WE READ? 

Samuel Smiles, in his essay on "responsi
bility," says: "Bad books are worse than bad 
words, Like evil deeds, they mould the 
thought and will of future generations. The 
printed book lives, while the author is dust 
and ashes. The bad author lives forever 
in his race. His book continues to dissemi-

grossness.' But this is a mischievous idea. 
Grossness may revolt us, but covert abomina
tions, clothed in sprightly words, may sink 
deeper into our minds. Look, for instance, 
at the scrofulous novel read by our young 
ladies. It is written in a brilliant style, 
though it is full of unchastity, impurity, and 
moral poison, It often begins with a murder 
and ends with unchasteness andadultery; as if 
the objects of these writers were to display 
the cancerous rottenness of life." 

'fhis class of books or of authors we cannot 
condemn too strongly. 

Of another class of reading, Smiles says: 
"Then there is the book that kept one in the 
state of constant giggling-a. sure sign of a 
shallow mind. Ill-natured chaff, sarcasm of 
the good, praise of the bad, is a frightful 
sight. How different from the good book or 
the good novel! Not the 'goody, goody' book; 
but the book that inspires health and purity 
and courage. Lockhart said of his father-in
law, Scott, 'We may picture to ourselves in 
some measure the debt we owe to a perpetual 
succession of books, through thirty years of 
publication, unapproached in charm, and all 
instilling a high and healthy code; a bracing 
and invigorating spirit; a contempt of mean 
passions, whether vindictive or voluptuous; 
humane charity, as distinct from moral laxity 
or from unsympathizing austerity; sagacity 
too deep for cynicism, and tenderness never 
degenerating into sentimentality; animated 
throughout in thought, opinion, feeling, and 
style by one tmd the same pure energetic 
principle-a path.and savor of manhood, a.p· 
pealing to whatever is good and loyal in our 
natures, and rebuking whatever is low and 
selfish.' The praise is great, but it is de
served." 

Sir WsJter Scott, upon being congratulated 
upon the purity of his words at one time near 
the close of his life, remarked: "I am draw
ing near the close of my career. I am fast 
shuftl.lng off the stage. I have been, perhaps, 
the most voluminous author of the day; and it 
is a comfort to me to think that I have tried 
to unsettle no man's faith, to corrupt no 
man's principles, and tht~.t I have written 
nothing which on my death-bed I should 
wish blotted." 

We believe that as much could truthfully 
be said of Dickens. He has been called by 
Smiles "the apostle of the people." The 
Bishop of Manchester said of him and his 
works: "I have read most of Mr. Dicken's 

nate vice, immorality, and atheism." works, and, so far as I can remember, there is 
Frederick Schlegel, in the history of liter- not one single page, or one single sentence, 

ature, remarks: "The art of printing, in tainted with any impurity or anything that 
itself one of the most glorious and useful, has would suggest a vile or vicious thought. I 
become prostituted to the speedy and univer- believe that the literature of which he was 
sal circulation of poiwnous tracts and libels. the author has been pregnant with conse
It has occasioned a dangerous influx of paltry q uences of incalculable benefit to our people." 
and superficial compositions, alike hostile to "The good book, like the bad book, will 
soundness of judgment and purity of taste.?' live long after the author is dead. A book 

Further, he says of authors: "They are re- written two thousand years ago may fix the 
sponsible for the good they do as well as for purpose of a. life. The remembered sentiment 
the evil they inculcate. The leprous book of the speechless dead may arrest the atten
gets into our libraries; it gets into our homes. tion and transform the character. On the 
The books may be very clever. Their style , other hand vicious books still lift their voices 

and urge the young to deeds of shame and 
crlme." 

It is not now a difficult task to decide to 
read the good and reject the bad. But it 
is not always an easy task to know which 
is good or which is bad. Emerson, in hi~ 
"Society and Solitude," gives some very good 
suggestions and rules. He says: "In contem
poraries, it is not so easy to distinguish be
tween notoriety and fame. Be sure, then, to 
read no mean books. Shun the spawn of the 
press or the gossip of the hour. . . , The prac
tical rules I have to offer are these: 1. Never 
read a book that is not a year old. 2. Never 
read any but famed books. 3. Never read 
any but what you like." 

Lord Lytton's maxim is: "In science, read 
by preference the newest books; in literature, 
the oldest." 

There are enough standard books in every 
line to supply any possible want, and there is, 
therefore, no use in selecting anything that is 
not known to be all right in all respects. 
There is no excuse for resorting to the "clap
trap" class of novels to find fiction. Go to the 
class of fiction which is standard; which por
trays character worthy of emulation; which 
describes conditions, customs, and peoples as 
they are; which holds up only the true and 
laudable notions of life; which is correct as to 
history, geography, and the like; and which 
carries with it the power to transform a char
acter of its reader, if needs be, to make it as 
it should be-to pu~ within it a desire for 
something better and an inspiration to higher 
and more useful life. No one can carefully 
read a selection from this class of books with
out being the better therefor. But on the 
other hand, no one can read a selection from 
the trashy or sensational class of novels and 
say they are the better therefor. Not one 
person in many but that would be the worse 
for it. 

The same might be said of all classes of lit
erature. The biography is valuable reading in 
just the degree that its subject is good for ex
ample or study, and in which the work of writ
ing is done. But there is much less danger of 
being deceived in the, reading of biography, 
for the characters are more true to life. Yet 
care in the selection of biographies is a very 
necessary thing. 

A mistake very often made by many of our 
people is to rely solely upon the reading fur
nished by the cheap newspaper. Newspapers 
are good in their place. We could not well 
do without them. But they contain much 
that should not be read by anybody. The 
continued or the short stories are not stand
ard fiction; the details of murder, theft, di
vorce, and other crimes should not be read; 
accidents need only a notice; the sporting 
news furnishes no improvement to any one. 
Scan your papers and read what is necessary 
to be known, and leave the rest. 

In the family a standard magazine is worth 
many times more than the newspaper. They 
contain a far better grade of literature, and 
as a rule, what is purported to be true may 
be depended upon. Of recent years the price 
of our best magazines has been reduced to 
within the reach of anyone, and as a result 
they are fast entering the homes of many 
people of mod"lrate circumstances and taking 
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the place of the story paper and other publi- Sheldon, DavidS. Holmes, and c-:-J. Clark., Skinner,Oharles Whitford, P. W. Surbrook, 
cations. Priests: J. B. J. H. Norris, DaleS. Otto Fetting, William Fetting, J. L Sweet, 

We should not confine our reading to one Holmes, J. M. and J. W. BBan. W. H. Hunter; Teacher William Hartnell. 
Teachers: William Rlley Duncan, / Bishop's agent's report: Total receipts, in-

line. Such a course would in time tend to and Charles Holmes. re- eluding amount on hand, $1,628.19; total 
narrowness of thought. Of course the spe-1 port: On hand last expenditures balance on hand 
cialist must throw the most of his energies $294.46;. paid out $338.67. correct. Bro. 

d th ht · th 1. r h' . . k RcJsolutwns were Frank Benedict was a committee 
an oug ·S m e me 0

L 
18 speCla! wor ; charge of the of with the right select an assistant, 

but he cannot afford to entirely omit the Adams, to Bishop's and report to 
study of other lines of work. If he does, he and F. A. RusselL That the each cordorence. B.fLJ:T was 
will become "out of balance." 1'he mind of branches in the dis!;riet be chosen distric'G and Willi<un Davis 

. . . . . mattet' of a collectiOn once a month secretary. of ·t,wo days' 
a thwkmg person grows m the lme he thmks the season to meet the meetings was left, president. 
in. And to give him a complete control of the their respective aCJd A collection of $7.60 was ta.ken for the pur-
that mind, to make it of the most service to collections be sont to F. A, Ru:3sell, pose of a monument to mark the 
him he must cause it to grow in more than direct. Bro. Rus3ell is now at Illinois. I resting place of Robert Davis. Elder 
one ~irection. I• h ld b " ll d ,, I Th!>t the local ministry of the be re- II A. Barr 'Nas sustained as Bishop's agent. 

"s ou e a we -rouu ea their office <>nd Flint, Michigan, was chosen as the place for 
mind. He who thinks he cau confine his over t.he district. next conference. A vote of thanks was 
study to an exclusive line will find sooner or 'fhat conference be held the first tendered the Saints and friends of Bay Port 
later that he has impaired his usefulness. Saturday and Sunday in of for ·~heir hospitality in caring for visitors. 
As long as we have to deal with all conditions September as previoLwly held. when Preaching· by J. A. Carpenter, F. C. Smith, 

this conference adjourns it does so to meet at D&vis Smith, J. J. Cornish, and E. A. Good
of life, just so long it will be necessary for us Canton, per resolution. Two days' meeting's win. Adjourned to mee'~ at call of president. 
to know something of all things. And dis- were for the places: Sa-
tributing our reading along severallinee will June 23 and Millersburg, 

September 15 and 16; Pleasant Au-
give us some knowledge of all things and gust 11 and 12. These 
make us stronger for the special line in which charge of the district 
we move. sionary in b!Joea.kews 

It would be difficult, indeed, to say exactly enee were G. 
what would be best for anyc,ue to read, as the Cooper, and J. C. Crabb. 
tastes and requirements or individuals vary. ------------
But remember the advice given by Emerson, SPRING RIVER. 
''Be sure, then to read no mean books." Our Conference convened at Weir' City, Kansas, 
general librarian has been at work for some .June 8; A. 1vL Baker T. S. Hayton 
time in the preparation of a list of books to clerk. Visiting Sain·"s of 

taking part. Report F. 
which no legitimate objection could be r11oised, c. Keek baptized 7, 8. D. Love, 
and from which individuals and Sunday 0. P. Sutherland, Noah Karahoo, W. 
schools could select in the purchase of books Smart, E. E. Bradley, F, L. Euglish, Z. 
or libraries. We advise all schools who con- Dacker, E. A. Davis 2, 1/ll. S. 

'faylor, A. M. Be~ker, J. W. H. 
template making a purchase of books, how- Prewit 1, A. H. Herke 1, 
ever small, to correspond with her, and get J. M. baptized T. S. J. 
the list she has prepared before making your C. Severine; Priests H. Curtis, H. E. 
selection and purchase. We cannot be too Jones, W. B. Hillen, J. L Young, M. A. 

Love; Teachers L. H. McCall, - Bullard, 
careful in the selection of literature which Richard Bird. Branch weports: Blend-
we place in the reach of anyone, and espe- ville 136; 11. Columbus 57. \Vebb 
cially of children. Our general librarian, is 177; gain Weir City 94; gain 3. 
M. M · A ll f View 134; gain by baptism 3, by letter 6. 

Iss amle · A en, 0 Lamoni, Iowa. Loss by letter 1. Trawerse 45. Fairland 46; 
Write your district librarian, if you have one, loss 1. Maysville 82; 8. Bishop's 
or the general librarian, or both if you prefer. agent's report: Balance report $54.35; 

receipts $137 .33; expendHures $152 50; balance 

Next week we continue the subject 
considering "how" to read, and 
thoughts growing out of it. 

in treasury $39.18. District t1•easurer reported 
above, balance -in tr·easury $46.05. Both reports 
other audited and found correct. E. A. D<1vis was 

elected president, and '1'. S. Hayton secretary 

Bro. W. N. Robinson, of Independence, 
Mo., wrote under date of June 11: "We had 
a very nice children's day exercise at our 
Sunday suhool yesterday. I baptized twenty
five, one of whom was an adult. The others 
are the product of the school, and is no mean 
showing for that department of the work, is 
it?" Reports of other children's day exer
cises have reached us, but we have not space 
for them now, and they are too good to pass 
with only a mention. We will give them 
another time. 

ConferBncB Mintltss. 
KEWANEE. 

Conference met at Joy, Illinois, June 2 and 
3; J. W. Adams presiding, J. C. Crabb assist
ing. Officers reporting: High Priests G. H. 
Hilliard and .J. C. Crabb. Seventies: F. M. 
Cooper, J. W. Adams, and F. A. Russell. 
Elders: E. T. Bryant, F. Needham, T. J. 

and treasurer. The of Fairland 
branch was g·ranted, J. D. Kelley was 
ordained to office of elder. The time for 
holding our reunion was from Sep-
tember to August. It was that the 
district reunion be held beginning on Fdday, 
August 10 on Cherry Creek, about two miles 
west of Sherwin Junction, on t,he S. L. & S. 
F. R. R. The next conference will be at 
Blendville, Miswurl, to begin Frida,y before 
full moon in October. 

EASTERN MICHIGAN. 
Conference convened with Bay Port 

branch, June 9 and 10; J. J. Cornish was 
chosen to preside, A. Barr assistant, William 
Davis secretary. Branch reports: Bay Port. 
93, Port Huron 32, Bell River 15, St. Clair 26, 
Applegate 37, East F'remont 41, Huron 
Center 75, Fiint 24, Five Lakes 72, Pigeon 
River 28, St. Thomas 37, Cass River 54, 
Black River 29, Evergreen 119, St. Gideon 
51, Cash 36. Minist,erial repClrtll: Elders F. 
C. Smith, E. J. Goodenough 2, 
William Davis baptized 2, Thomas 
William Dowker, 0. J. Hawn, J. J. Bailey 
baptizsd 4, A. Barr baptized 2; Priests W. 
H. Collins baptized 1, W. 0. Harrison, G. H. 

NODAWAY. 
Conference of above district convened at 

Union church wit.h Bedison branch, June 9 
and 10; E. S. Fannon pre;;iding, W. B. Tor
rance secre~ary. Ministry present and re
porting: SeVfmty D. C. White and J. Arthur 

I 
Davis; Elders C. P. Welsh, J. Hawley, Ole 
Madison, C. C. Christcmsen, William Wood-
head, C. C. Nelson, H. K, R;)ss, and E. S. 

Priests Andt·ew Jensen, R. Soren
sen, J. Vaaghn, R. F. Hill, and W. B. 
'rorrance; Teachers K. C. Knudson, Hans 
Froyd, and J. Rowlett; D~acons J. Hansen, 
R. Nelsoo, and Thomas Ivie. Statistical re
ports of branches: Sweet Home 41, no 
cl:mng'e: Platte 96, no chlHJge; Bedison 42, 
loss 2; Hlsing Hope 13, loss 9; Hoss Grove 43, 
loss 4. Total branch enrollment 235; loss to 
the district death 2, letters not returned 
15, gain by 4, vote on evidence. of 
membership l; ordination, 1 deacon; 2 mar
riage8. Bishop's agent received $366.4 7; paid 
out $414. Tent committee reported on hand 
$2.14, and was continued, consisting of dis
trict president R. K RJss and Robert Nelson. 
The different branch pt•esidents were contin
ued as a committee to solicit means for tent. 
A friend tendered the use of a horse, to be 
known as a missionary horse. Bro. Ross 
knew of a buggy that could be had for $10. 
The tent expenses being $1.50, the printing 
of a thous:wd bills was $2.25; in all the 
amount would aggregate $15. These state
ments were followed by a motion ordering a 
collection to defray these expenses, and $9. 7Ei 
was collected. District treasurer reported 
on hand 71 cents. The district Sunday 
school associal;ion made report through its 
superintendent and secretary, noting a 
gradual development. A statement was made 
by Bro. D. C. White concerning Bro. and Sr. 
E. C. Wildermuth, of Skidmore, desiring to 
become members of Ross Grove branch. 
After much questioning and discussion, it 
was moved that thi~ matter be placed in the 
hands of the district secretary to correspond 
with the district which Bro. and Sr. Wilder
muth belonged to. Recommendation of 
Pl11,tte branch that J. C. Vaughn be ordained 
to the office of elder, was considered: and by 
motion the recommendation was accepted 
and the brother's ordination provided for. 
Bro. C. P. Welsh suggested a d.strict re
union this fall. It was then moved and car
ried that we hold a reunion of this district 
this fall at some place and time that shall be 
agreed upon. The district president and sub
missionary in charge were authorized to 

time and place of holding reunion, 
also empowered to appoint all other 

committees needful. The motion that was 
tabled at our last district conference, in re
g-ard to the or·dination of Bro. Thomas A. 
Ivie to the office of elder, recommended by 
Bedison branch, was taken up and disposed 
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of by ordering- his ordination at this confer
ence. Bro. E. S. Fannon was elected district 
president for ensuing quarter, W. B. Tor-
rance secretary. Time and of holding 
next district conference was to the dis-
cretion of the district president. A recom
mendation from Hosg Grove branch to ordain 
Bro. William T. Ross a. deacon was con-
sidered, accepted, and ordered for. 
Preaching by D. C. White, .T. A. and C. 
P. Welsh. At nine o'clock Sunday morning 
a spiritual prayer meeting was held, at, t,he 
close of which the three brethren recom
mended for ordination were ordained. Four 
children were blessed. 

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AJIW NORTHERN 
INDIANA. 

Conference convened at Coldwater, Michi
gan, June 9 and 10; J. H. Lake chosen to 
preside; assisted by G. A. Smith, district 
president; Francis Granger, secretary; Sr. J. 
H. Royce assistant. B,·anohes reporting: 
Hartford, Gaiien, Cold water, Clear Lake, 
Buchanan, Gt·and Rapids, and Knox. Minis
try reporting: Elders J. H. Lake, G. A. 
Smith, E. H. Durand, W. E Peak, K K. 
Evans, B. Corless, William I~eynolds, and S. 
W. L. Scott. by letter, J. Most; Priests George 
Corless, J. Emerick, George Weston, S. Stroh 
by letter, John Sb.ook; Teacher Hiram Cor
less; Deacon Joseph Shook by letter. S. 
Stroh, bishop's agent, reports as having re
ceived since last conference $587.49; balance 
on hand at last report $125.02; balance on 
hand $48 64. Samuel Stroh was ordained to 
the office of elder, Otto Story and William 
Shaub to the office of priest. Preaching by 
A. C. Barmore, C. Scott, J. H. Lake, and W. 
E. Peale Monday forenoon was devoted to 
social service, and had a splendid meeting 
and enjoyed by all present. Adjourned to 
meet with the Gallen Saints by call of district 
president. 

DES MOINES. 
Conference convened at Richland, Iowa, 

June 9; district president, J. W. Morgan, in 
the chair, D. M. Rudd, associate chairman; 
H. A. McCcy. secretary. Branches report
ing: Clear Creek 19: no changes. Rich· 
land 85; no changes. What Cheer 28; bap
tized 1, removed by letter 1. Des Moines 
Valley 124; no changes. PetTy 84; baptized 
1. Boonsborough 64; baptized 2. Des 
Moines 146; baptized 1. Concord, first re· 
port, 36. Branches reportiug: Des Moines, 
Des Moines Valley, Boonsboro, What Cheer, 
Clear Creek, Perry, Richland, and Concord. 
Ministry reporting: J. W. Morgan, W. C. 
Nirk, D. M. Rudd, Parley Brc1tten. J. S. Roth, 
N. Stamm. M. H. Uook, W. H. Kephart, C. 
J. Peters, W. W. Owens, H. A. McCoy, Rob
ert Barr, J. Waltenbaugh, G. W . .Johnson, 
l!'red Chandler. The report of the elders' 
court a.t Perry was received and the report 
referred to the Perry branch. The matter 
of disorganizing Newton branch was taken 
h·om the table and considered, and was left 
in the bands of the district president. The 
district president was instructed to visit 
Head Grove and Edenville branches and con
fer with the members, and then act as wis
dom directs in regard to disorganizing them. 
District treasurer reported on hand $4 35. 
The secretary's bill for $5.45 was allowed and 
a collection of $2.68 was taken up, and the 
treasurer was ordered to pay the bill. The 
resolution passed at last conference relating 
to ministry reports was ordered expunged 
from the records; also resolution relating to 
revoking licenaes by district conference and 
district president, subject to approval of dis
trict conference, was ordered expunged. 
Bishop's agent's report was read, referred to 
a committee to audit. and ;•eported correct. 
W. C. Hidy and G. W . .Johnson were ap
pointed a committee to see about buying a 
new tent for the district, and branch presi
deuts and the traveling mi11istry were ap-
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pointed a committee to raise funds to pay for 
the tent. J. W. Morgan was elected treas
urer of tent fund. The resolution to hold 
conference once in six mouths was rescinded, 
and it was moved to hold the next conference 
the first Saturday of the reunion, at Colfax. 
J. W. Morgan was elected district president, 
T:I. A. McCoy secretary and treasurer. W. 
C. Nirk was sustained as Bishop's agent. 
Preaching by D. M. Rudd, J. 8. Both, and J. 
l!~. McDowell. 

NODAWAY. 
District Sunday school association assem

bled in convention at two p. m. June 8, with 
Bedison school. District superintendent, 
Thomas A. Ivie, in the chair; W. B. 
'forrance secretary. A report from the 
gram committee was called for, but not 
materialize. District officials present and re
porting were: T. A. lvie, W. B. Torrance, 
and William T. Ross. Superintendents of 
schools: R. Larenaen, of Bedi.son, Ike Ross, 
of Pleasant Grove, and W. B. Torrance, of 
Plal;te. District treasurer reported, through 
Sr. McGuire, fifty cents on hand. Statistical 
reports of schools: Platte 34, Sweet Home 
24, Bedison 40, Pleasant Hope 34. Moved 
that when this convention adjourns it does 
so to meet on Friday, at two p.m., before our 
next dfstrict conference, at the same place. 
The order of the next convention was left to 
the district superintendent. The district 
superintendent and E. S. Fannon were re
quested to give a talk on Sunday school 
work at the evening session, and that we 
have the reading and discussion of the 
"Echoes." It was moved and carried the 
Echoes be continued, and that ·the superin
tendent appoint the editors. Srs. Eliza 
Byergo and Annie I vie were appointed edi· 
tors. 

DECATUR. 
The above district Sunday school associa

tion met in convention at Lucas, Iowa, .June 
7 and 8; F. E. Cochran superintendent, 
Clement Malcor associate, J. P Anderson 
secretary. Reports were received from 
thirteen schools, th1•ee being received too 
late to be read at the convention. There are 
fifteen schools in the district, two being 
newly organized. Reports received indicate 
a total enrollment for the district of about 
1,200. There was a short prayer service, a 
Sunday school newspaper, a paper and dis
cussion on "the library," and short talks by 
the district officers. The afternoon of June 
8 was gi von to the Religio for their con ven
tion. A good spirit prevailed throughout. 
Adjourned to meet at call of district officers. 

DES MOINES. 
The Sunday school workers of Des Moines 

district met in convention at Richland Creek, 
June 8; Superintendent H. A. McCoy being in 
charge, Berry Richelson secretary. Reports 
from the following schools were read: Char
ter Oak, Des Moines Valley, Oskaloosa, 
Incline, Clear Creek, Des Moines, Head 
Grove, Grinnell, Perry Hope, Eden, Bones
bore, and What Cheer. Most of tbe 
schools show an increase in attendance, and 
the superintendent reports the organization 
of severai new schools, which is good news to 
those who are heedi.ng the admonition, "Feed 
my lambs." The matter of Sunday school li
braries was presented by the secretary, and a 
communication read from the general libra
rian. Complying witb her request, a district 
librs,rian was elected, Sr. l'Vfattie Hughes 
being the choice. The treasurer's report 
shows the amount on hand last convention 
to have been $6.80; amount on hand June 

8, $15.951. The question, "What good, if any, 
has the district association done your school?" 
was discussed by Sr. Mattie Hughes, H. A. 
McCoy, Elders C. E. Hand, J. F. McDowell, 
D. M. Rudd, and George Shimel. Adjourned 
to meet the day previous and at the same 
place as the next district conference. 

GALLAND'S GROVE. 
Association convened at Auburn, Iowa, 

June 1; J. M. Baker in the chair, Dora 
Young secretary pro tern. The following 
officers reported: J. M. Baker, superintendc 
ent; William McKim, assistant supepintend
ent; Dora Young, librarian; and Lora 
Duckett, treasurer. Treasurer's report 
showed a balance of $11.99 on hand. Librari
an's report showed that two schools had 
libraries. J. M. Baker resigned office of dis
trict superintendent and R. Wight was 
elected to fill the vacancy. Bill of $6 travel
ing expenses of William McKim was ordered 
paid. A pro rata assessment of $10 was or
dered to be made by treasurer. Privilege of 
calling on treasurer for moneys to defray ex
penses, was given superintendents. Such 
bills are to be presented afterwards to the 
convention for ratification. Schools report
ing: Dow City, Auburn, Benan, White 
Chapel, Union, Galland's Grove, Pilot Hock, 
and Salem. Harlan and Deloit reports re
ceived too late. Adjourned to Galland's 
Grove, Friday before next conference, at ten 
a.m. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE FUND. 
There are at this date two hundred and 

thirty-eight subscription lists in the hands of 
Saints and helpers in the Lord's work, and 
from those who have thus far made report, it 
is encouraging to note that the effort to 
obtain the one thousand subscribers bids fair 
of success. May the Lord bless the workers, 
the donors, a.nd the work. We have also 
quite a number of requests by mail from 
Saints, where no parties have gone with 
lists, to place their names among the sub
scribers. This is encouraging indeed, show
ing that each is striving to bear his or her 
part, whether the special solicitor calls or 
not. 

The first to report his list filled is Elder 
Charles Derry, and instead of intimating 
that he was glad to have a hard task off of 
his hands, he asks us to send him another 
blank to be filled. 

Well, the Lord be thanked for such helpers. 
as that. Let us urge upon all the necessity 
of completing their lists within the next 
thirty days. If our collections are made 
within the next six months it will save 
several hundred dollars interest. 

As Aver, hopefully, 
E. L KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 25. 

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS. 
To the Saints in Nova Suotia:-At there

quest of Bro. J. W. Dimmock, of Ardoise, 
Nova Scotia, to be relieved from the duties 
of Biship's agent for the district of Nova 
Scotia, and upon the recommendation of 
Bro. Dimmock and others in Nova Scotia, 
Bro. Robert Newcomb, of Delhaven, Nova 
Scotia, has been appointed Bishop's agent 
for said district of Nova Scotia for and in be
half of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

Bro. Newcomb is well known to the Saints 
in Nova Scotia, and we earnestly hope and 
trust that they will give him material sym
pathy and support in the performance of the 
duties of this office, putting forth in every 
time of ~Jeed a helping hand in order that the 
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gospel may be preached in the providence, You can were held; two 
and the worthy poor cared for according to a scholarship one or five and testimony, 
the wisdom manifest in the law of the Lord. transfentble and one for confirmation 

All tithes and offerings of the Saints in the have £or the sacrament. 
said province or district of Nova Scotia hundred such On account of rainy and cold weather the 
should be sent to Bro. Robert Nevvcomb, at equivalent; we now have services were cont.inued in the house, al-
Delhaven, who will issue a receipt for all will make one of the remaining a beautiful grove had already been 
offerings of every description so placed in Thel"e is another wa.y you can the col- with seats to accommodate those 
his hands. Remember the Lord helps those lege, and that is by being· one of the t,housand be there to listen to the sound of 
who make an effort to help his cause, and who are to pay twenty-five dollars each to yet we fell; not to complain, as the 
that all who put forth a hand to help move liquidate the present indebtedness. Think I rain was indeed a great blessing to the fam-
the cause of Zion will be strengthened and of the church paying fifteen hundred doliar·s . many thousand acres are now 
blessed in their efforts and finally receive a year in interest, when you can the debt I And while we rejoiced 
the reward that belongs to the faithful doer with your twenty-fivE> doll!J;rs, you be I' in blessing of Lhe Lord in that. dh·ection, 
of the word of life. one of a thousand who shall each be ready we truly did also r:ejoica in the showers of 

Ever confident in the full fruition of t,he when the shall announce that the one ilown us through our 
promises made in Zion's behalf, I am, I thousand have been received. who spoke as 

Hopefully in the faith, yours, Then there is another The prayer services 
E. L. KELLEY. the interests of our college, and confirming; und very 

LA:&'lONI, Iowa, June 19. 

DISTRIC'l' OF MONTANA. 

The Saints in the Montana district of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ will 
please notice the change in the agency of the 
district by the death of Eider J. E. Reese, of 
Bozeman, Montana. 

Bro. Reese was a worthy and faithful serv
ant of J,he Master, and answered the call to 
the other side while striving for the truth 
here, and we miss him in the financial work 
as elsewhere. His son, Gomer Reese, of 
Anaconda, Montana, has been appointed 
Bishop's agent in his stead for the Montana 
district, by advice of the Montana conference, 
and we trust the Saints will give to the new 
agent their hearty support. Let each help, 
now the Master calls for workers, for it is but 
right to serve the Lord, and we will desire 
the reward of the well doer by and by. 

Remember the address of the new agent, 
Bro. Gomer Reese, and send him some help. 

Hopefully working for the Master's cause, 
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 23. 

COLLEGE CATALOGUES. 
SPECIAL NOTICE. 

We are sending out catalogues, and desire 
the cooperation of all friends of education. 
We call attention to the following items 
which we desire all!to notice:-

We are sending catalogues to all the 
General Conference appointees, to their mis
sion address when known, and to their home 
address when the former is unknown to us. 
Will the familie~, when the catalogues come 
in the absence of the missionaries, kindly 
forward the same to them, as this class of 
mail is not forwarded by the post office de
partment without additional postage. Will 
not those of our friends where missionaries 
have been stopping, but have cha.:1ged their 
address, please do likewise. The object of 
sending out these catalogues is to inform the 
representatives of the church abroad as to 
the progress and condition of the college, as 
well as to solicit students. Therefore, we 
earnestly solicit your cooperation in this 
way. 

We desire to place our catalogues in the 
hands of as many young people as possible 
who are contemplating attending college. 
Therefore, you can aid us in another way, by 
sending us the names of young people whom 
you may meet or whom you may learn of in 
your travels who are interested, or the names 
of parents who have children who oug-ht to 
become interested, so that we may send them 
our catalogues and announcements. 

You can aid us in another way, by talking 
up the interests of Graceland College where 
there is opportunity of gaining a student. 
Many young people who go to college could 
be turned in our direction, if their attention 
were only called to the fact of there being a 
college in Lamoni, and its good qualities 
mentioned, and reasons given why it is as 
well to come here, and in many respects 
better than to go elsewhere. 

library, books of referencs, strengthening to sca.ttered Saints in the 
standard literature, etc. We. now have fv,ith, who are scattered from forty to sixty 
twelve hundred volumes of books and pam- miles apart. 
phlets, and we hope soon to have several The were all well attended, con-
thousand. Why should we not have them? atmosphece conditions. 
How many can you Sunday was a bright and beautiful day, and 

Yet another way which you can be of as a result, the house was not larg·e enough 
use to the work. We now have a nice little to near accomodate alL At the close of the 
museum of several hundred nlce specimens, afternoon service the whole con-
represent.ing· collections from several states went to water, where Elder 
of the union, Hawaii, I buried three preeious souls 1n the 
and Central America. Let waters of baotism. one of whom was on the 
men and women of the church, especiaHy, re-I Sunday pre~ious 'elected superintendent of 
membar our museum, and we shalJ soon have the Latter Day Saints' Sunday school at 
a collection of which we need not be ashamed. Howard, South Dakota. He has for some 
Saints enga!:;ed locally, too, please do not time post done a good work for the church 
feel that you are slighted in this invitation, at HowaYd. Hope his usefulness may in
for you are cordially invited to contribute of crease. On Sunday evening the house could 
your possessions to build up the college not hold more than half of the congregation. 
museum. The evening was devoted to an explanation 

There are many more ways in which the of the laying on of hands by Elder Caffall, 
college can be helped. Some of these will after which the three candidates who had 
suggest themselves to the thoughtful work- been ba,ptized, were confirmed. This was 
ers of the church, and they in turn can sug- followed with the administration of the 
gest them t,o the less thoughtful. A strong sacrs,ment. Elder Caff;1li then announced 
healthy sentiment in favor of the college is meeting night during the week, and 
needed as much as anything, and to this twice on following, in the grove. 
every one can contribute if they will. Let us This closed the series of meetings as pre
not talk of the mistake that was made in viously announced, to the seeming interest 
building the college prematurely, or of and satisfaction of all. Our appropriate 
ing too much for a building, or of not Hymn was sung, and benediction by the 
the faculty on a ministerial basis, or of writer. S. K. SORENSEN, Sec. 
employing teachers of our faith. Or if you 
do talk of these, remember that "Rome was 
not, built in a day." Tho present Board, and 
the former ones, too, are in favor of making 
advancement along these lines just as rapidly 
as they can do so consistently and safely. 
When you are inclined to think that things 
in connection with the college work should 
be done differently; why not write to the 
Board of 'l'rustees and tell them just liow it is 
to be brought about. But don't wit.hdraw 
your support thinking that when thinga get 
to going your way, you will but help 
anyhow, and, then let your voice influence 
be heard and felt go 
way, or at least some way 
under the circumst~nces. 

Yours for progress, 
J. A. GUNSOLLl!W, 

In behalf of Board of 'l'rustees. 

GROVE MEETING. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Southeastern Mission Saints:-To 

eall attention to one or two pressing needs of 
the cause in this mission, I now address you. 

First: To hold what vantage ground we 
necessary, and will evince a 

vsJiantness of a highly com
character; while to fail would be 

an evidence of uofi tness to occupy as trusted 
se<·vants of God and soldiers of the cross. 
Let each one, therefore, see to it that in pre-

and they do their part in 
the and repelling all the at-
the enemy. L'lt us be united; let 

love continue; let harmony pre
vail. not jealously, evil speaking, or 
evil surmising, Iault finding, harsh judging, 
or anything of a kindred nature have place 
in your hearts. Let the injunction: "Seek 
first to build up the kingdom of God, and to 
establish his righteousness," be heeded by 

Arlington Grove meeting, South Dakota, all who faith in the latter-day work, 
June 15, 1900. The Saints assembled at Bro. then Satan have no power to overthrow 
A. C. Stone's, at eleven o'clock, as per previous or destroy. 
arrangement; ca,l!ed to order by Elder James Second: It is desired to open up the work 
Caffall. S. K. Sorensen acted as secretary. in new fields, and thus attack and clefeat the 
Meeting opened in due form. Elder Caffall enemy on his own ground. Here again is the 
briefly informed the Saints of the object in old adage true," "In union there is strength." 
view of this meeting toget,her, and it being Will the Saints in all parts of the mlssl.on, 
too cool for meeting in the gl'ove, he sug- and those who bave friends living in the mi.s
gested that we hold service during the day in sion, and especially those who hold .the 
the house. Offered an address from Philppi- priesthood and hold positions of trust in the 
ans 4:8. Adjourned to moet at three o'clock. church, please help in this work. How? did 
Elder Caffall being the speaker at that hour', ask? By writing to your friends, talk-
assisted by the writer. At the close of the to them and to others, sending them 
service, the speaker announced the order of and i.n every laudable way creat-
the meetings fot the succeeding days as fol-1 ing- an Gat out appointments, and 
lows: At nine a. m. prayer service, at eleven I if are an officer, fill them; or if you are 
preaching, and at three l:Uld eight p. m. an officer, go with your branch vmcers, 
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and hold up their hands by your faith and The Central California district was to meet I delegates. The district Sunday school dele
prayers, and don't discourage them by re- Aprill3, but the branch reports have not yet gates will meet on the 27th, so come prepared 
fusing to recognize them in' their calling come to hand. Hope they will soon. to assist in this important feature of the 
becauae they are "nome folks." The May conferences appointed were: Ala- work also. "Come, let us reason together," 

God can accomplish his worl~ through any bama, Florida, Pottawattamie, Western and surely the Lord will bless us the more 
one who will be humble and true. And he Maine, Northern Nebraska, and Souther.n abundantly. EARL D. BAILEY, Pres. 
will do so, no matter who does or does not N~:braska, and the reports have already ar- J. COLE MoxoN, Sec. 
recognize their worth. So don't wait for rived from Potta,wattamie and Northern 
some missionary, ot' missionary in charge, Nebraska, The others are looked for. 
apostle, high priest, or seventy to come Conferences have been appointed for June 
along; but put your t.rust in God and go to in the following districts: Chatham, London 
work to do good, and thus glorif.V his oame. (Out.), Mobile, Northeastern Illinois, Ke
You can not fail of some measure of success. wanee,Nauvoo,Southeastern Illinois, Decatur, 

After a careful of the situation, I Des N!:oines, Fremont, Galland's Grove, Little 
am unable to make a arr1mgement of Sioux, Northeastern Spring Rlver, 
fields of labor than the following:-- Eastern Maine, ·Eastern, and South-

Bro. M. L. Sury ()ot and near Memphis, 1 er·n districts, Michig·an, Nodaway, Fa.r West, 
Tennessee. Clinton, St. Louis, Northeast Missouri, Mon-

Bro. C. L. Snow, Kentucky and Tennessee 'Lana, Southwestern Texas, Northern Wiscon
district, tog-ether with middle Tennessee and sin, and Southern Wisconsin, being in all 
central Kentucky. twenty-seven districts holding June sessions. 

Ern. S. D. Allen and W. J. Booker, Florida. That their officers will be prompt in sending 
Ern. D. E. Tucker, and W. L. Booker, repm·ts forward is expected. 

southern Alabama, Mississippi, and eastern Some conferences adjourned- to meet "on 
Louisanna. eall," and the following have either published 

Bro. Jr.mes M. Scott, eastern Kentucky and no notices yet or theit· dates are unknown, 
Tennessee. namely: Ell,stern Colorado, Indiana South-

This arrangement, I believe, will give ern, .Massachusetts, Central Nebraska. Okla
every part of the mission as good supply of homa, Pittsburg, Philadelphia, and North· 
labor as is possible with our limited number western Texas. 
of men, and will reduce the expense for travel July conferences are to be held by Kentucky 
to the minimum. May abundant success and Tennessee, Southern Missouri,. Central 
crown the labors of each one, is my prayer. Texas, and Northeastern Texas and Choctaw. 
I trust, also, that the local force will assist Augu~t conferences are: Pottawattamie, 
all they can, and that they be abun- Northwestern Kansas, New York, Ohio, 
dantly blessed in the same. May grace of West Virg-i•1ia. 
God, our Father, and our Lord J"esus Christ, September conferences appointed: Eastern 
abound with you all. Amen. Iowa, Independence, and Northern California. 

T. C. KELLEY. October conferences: Central and South-
Permanent address: Independence, Mis- ern California districts, and Kirtland, Ohio. 

souri. 
PunYEARl Tenn., June 22. 

GENERAL CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
I again call the attention of those whom it 

may. and should concern that from several 
districts the branch reports have not come 
into my hands up to this 12th day of June, 
some of which are long overdue, and I now 
give a summary of the situation throughout 
the church:-

The thirt.y-one branches on record as exist
ing in the South Sea, or Society Islands, have 
not been corrected by repot"ts of gains and 
losses since 1896, but I hope that progress is 
being- made by the officers there toward per
fecting- their records, and with 'the purpose of 
supplying the General Recorder with full de
tails of changes of all kinds. 

The church in the Hawaiian Islands was 
reported up to December 31, 1899, as were 
also the branches in the Victoria district of 
Australia. The last reports of the branches 
in the Sydney district of New South Wales 
(Australia) brought their records up to March 
31, 1899, those made during the past year not 
having arrived. 

Bro. James Baty, clerk of Manchester dis
trict, England, sent reports up to December 
31, 1898, but those for 1899 have not yet 
arrived. 

The records of London, England, were 
brought up to March, 1900, and those of 
Sheffield district to December 31, 1899. 

April 2, I received from Brn. Caton and 
Walton a summary of the Birmingham dis
trict, England, but no details of names and of 
birth and bapt-ism have yet arrived, nor ac
counts of deaths and other losses during sev
eral years past. I am hoping that the 
brethren are doing faithful work toward 
soon supplying me with complete corrections. 

Eastern Wales' branches ha,ve been correc
ted up to April 30, 1900, which is good, but 
Western Wales has not been properly re
ported for a long time. 

In America nearly every district was 
brought up before my annual report was 
made to General Conference. For some cause 
September and F'ebruary reports of Kewanee 
district did not arrive and have not yet. 

The Nevada conference adjourned to meet 
in November. 

I again urge promptness in copying upon 
the district records the names and items and 
the forwarding of the reports to me, accord
ing to the provision in the "Rules of Order," 
sections 173, 174. 

Unon the subject of district records my 
idea is that a complete and perfect record of 
every branch within its bounds should be 
kept by each dist.rict, for the use and sattsfac
tion of district officers, and also in order that 
district clerks may see that imperfect reports 
when presented shall be corrected before 
being sent to the General Records. Where 
this is done and district clerks are faithful 
and zealous, very much aid is given in per~ 
fecting· the General Records. The district 
secretaries are upon the ground, so to speak, 
and can see to details that the General Re
corder cannot attend to, or if he tries to do it 
he may be ignored, or he is too far away to 
accomplish the work needed to be done 
among local records. There are repeated 
contradictions arising in regal'd to birth 
dates and places, baptism dates and places, 
and as to who baptized and confirmed, and as 
to ordination items, and other facts and de
tails, hence each district needs a live and 
active district recorder to keep reports and 
records well in hand; and in this there is a 
great lack in the church, only a por
tion of the districts having any record of 
names and items, at least in an "up-to-date" 
manner, such as will aid those who need in
formation, district presidents, the General 
Recorder, and others. 

Respectfully submitted for consideration, 
H. A. STEBBINS, 

General Church Recorder. 
LAMONI, Iowa, June 13, 1900. 25-2t 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Northeast Texas and Choctaw Nation dis

trict conference will convene at Manchester, 
Texas, July 28." Come all who can, and assist 
in the Master's duty, remembering that they 
who labor will be blessed. The work of the 
past is commendable, so let us try to keep the 
good work moving along. Let all the 
branches report, not only by letter but by 

BORN. 
0RAWFORD.-Lorin Lenzo, son of Bro. and 

Sr. R. E. Crawford, born March 31, 1900, at 
Kirk, Colorado; blessed June 17, by Elder E, 
D. Bullard. 

MARTIN.-To Mrs. Martha and Andrevv 
Martin, of Strawberry Point, Iowa, on No
vember 9, 1896, a son; blessed June 19, 1900, 
by Elder J. B. Sutton and named Nelson 
Perry. And on September 24, 1898, a son; 
blessed and named Henry Jay. 

SUTHERLAND,-! blessed two babies on 
Sunday, Julie 10, 1900, daughter and son of 
Bro. and Sr. W. R. Sutherland: Caroline 
Christiana, born June 27, 1899, aod Hyrum, 
born June 20, 1897, Custer, South Dakota. 

W. H. WALLING. 
MARRIED 

KNOWLTON-TURNER-Mr. A. E. Knowl
ton and Sr. Anna M. Turner were united ·in 
marriage at Hines, Iowa, March 20, 1900, by 
Priest Jacob Waltenbaugh. 

McBIRNIE-RisK.-At Boonesboro, Iowa, 
May 22, 1900, Mr. Robert McBirnie to Miss 
Minnie Risk. Elder J. S. Roth officiating. 

PRATHER-WALLS.-At Grinnell, Iowa, 
May 29, 1900, Bro. Charles Prather to Sr. 
Ella E. Walls. The presents were valuable 
and numerous. Elder J. S. Roth said the 
words that made them one. 

EMMERSON-KILTS. -At Tacoma, Wash
ington, June 8, 1900, Bro. William E. Em
merson, of Eatonville, Washington, to Sr. 
Elizabeth M. Kilts, of Magnolia, Iowa. Rev. 
W. G. Olin~Zer officiating. 

DIED. 
BROWN.-Bro. George Brown was born in 

Perth county, Ontario, October 12, 1846; died 
in St. Joseph, Missouri, June 18, 1900, aged 
53 years, 8 months, and 6 days. Oa June 3, 
1874, he married Miss Mary A. Gray, aud to 
them were born three eons and six daughters, 
all of whom are living. They removed to 
Lamoni 1 Iowa, iu 1890, and after that lived in 
Ringgold county, thence removing into Mis
souri, south of Lamoni, three years ago. 
He became deranged in mind and had to be 
placed in an asylum. He endured great 
mental suffering, and his family could not be 
with him even in the hour of his departure. 
The burdened wife and mother almost falls 
beneath the blow. Several of the children 
are small, and their circumstances such as to 
call for the deepest sympathy of all who 
know the situation. Three daughters are 
married, the other six are at home, one son 
being just twenty-one. Bro. and Sr. Brown 
united with the church June 24, 1878. He 
was ordained a priest and labored in Canada 
and in Iowa in branch work. He was· of a 
strong nature, and very determined in his 
ways, but was honest in his dealings, and had 
a fine reputation, until the malady gradually 
overcame him and destroyed his mind, and 
finally his life. He was brought to Lamoni 
for burial, Bro. H. A. Stebbins being called 
upon to preach the sermon. Bro. William 
Anderson. assisted in the service. May the 
Lord kindly give strength to the mourning, 
and direct their ways into lasting good. 

JONES.-Elder David M. Jones was born 
Februarv 12, 1815, in Cwm Clydach, Llangy
felach, South Wales; died June 11, 1900, at 
Bevier, Missouri. Services were conducted 
by Elder F. T. Mussell, assisted by Rev. T. 
D. Rhys, of the Congregational Church. 

PAYNE-Minie Ethel, youngest child of 
Bro. and Sr. S. D. Payne was born February 
18, 1899, and died March 16, 1900. Funeral 
services in charge of Gottlieb Keller, as
sisted by Bro. A. W. Easterday. 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every ·wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
Tbe paper will be discontinued when six months 

in arrears unless terms are made with the Publish
ing House. 

'l'he traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all buRiness letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELANDuu 
--COLLEG 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Teleplume 11. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROl!,. R. A. HARKNESS, 

President, 
or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun· 
day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
tllachers end scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
qum"ter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con· 

tiains.t.l:te l!!ssons of tbll Senion·G· radein .... sim.pli~ed om 11ot1d for cor:respo.nding dat~. Paper covers; 
oents per quvter, 15 cents pel' year. -
:f'RIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

pyepued tor smlt).l,chilCU'eJJ,; s.a~el!!S. son.s fu~ther 
tlmplifled. l.'apw oov;ers; 5 eent&i per quart!lt, U:l 
-~ per ;rear. Address aU orders and remit
~to · B:~alcl hbliiibtng House; · 

Lock Box E, L!lmOai, D~C~., I_OWtll• 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Byrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that, 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of tht 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.00 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

J 

' 

HIS 

PROPHETIC MISSION 

VINDICATED, 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper- covers, to be closed out at 25 cts. each. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ....... -. . 1 2~ 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 15 
Morocco, gilt edges •............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 '1ll 

THE ·INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ........................... t '7i 
Leather ... """"'"""""······,.········ 100 
l'lexible binding • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • . 1 10 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .........................•. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ....•.•••••. 1 00 
Imitation Moroooo, gilt ed.ge~~.. • • • 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edge~~, ftexible ..•••. 2 00 

THE SAlNTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular 84ition ol. words and 
music, ba. arenenluo. 

Pap~r OOTU'lll •••••••••••••••••••• $0 30 
Cloth and .... taw . • • • • • • • • • . • . . • . 60 
Full leath• . . .. • • • • • • • • .. .. • • .. • 1 00 
Gilt edgM . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 15 
Flexibl• ...••••.. 41 ••• e .... e. • • • • • • 1 10 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. )!w;io 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth 1idea ..•••••. $2 .co 
Gilt edges ....... , ..•••••••••.•••. lli H 
With music only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. 1 li 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book. 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................•.. $0 '71'11 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • • • • . 1 001 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 Ill 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................••••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia.. . . . . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edireS, flexible ...••. I 00, 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. C l o t h, · 
leather backs .................... $0 7t> 

l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume, 

Leather back and QOrneriiJ ........ t,2l H 
Seal Grain Russia... .. .. . .. .. .. .. • 8 M 
Imitation Morocco, Bil~ ~gea. . • • • I H 
Morocco, gill edlgea: . . • • • . . . • • • • • • ~ M 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pre~. 
l""tl.S. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. ~scii:tHf~~~~~og~s~:~,·t cashier. I PARLOR BARBER SHOP 

SAVI S BA OF LAMO L L. Dickey, Proprietor. 
Jin~-OrJiHl>rate<l under the laws of Uu~ §tate of Iowa, ,'July 1, 1§9§. 

Total ~§§llt!!l Janu11ry 1, 1900, $133,032.34; April 1, 1900, 1llil62,~§l.O'd. 

We pay interest on tim~ deposite, and especialiy solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct alUetters to 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

§TOCKHOLUEillt§ :--llirs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Cu 
do to, 
tobacco. 

KlEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 
been ennbled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti

used tobacco for thirty years a.nd both chewed and smoked plug 
, L. S. S'rALEY. 

of 'C,ltoit-to-baek sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stan1ps taken. ru.H no risl{:, wby not bo free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. OUDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

And How It 'IViU Be Accol~l]Jlished. 

C Read the PROPHETIC NEWS, a fearless 
and progressive monthly journal devoted to tho 
interest of advanced thought, religious, sodal, 
and scientific. Three months TEX CE:-;rrs. 
5-4t 121 FEDEHAL STREET, Providence, R. I, 

Theory a 
! A new work of 113 pages, by Elder A!beJ:t Haws. 
Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 

'complete refutation of the theories and argumento 
1 of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; prier 
'15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 
i HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 

or A. HAWS, 922 3d St.. Oakland, Cal 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church ol 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from thE 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His, 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu· 
·tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood aml 
Presidency." It follows Mr. R.oberts closelJ 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
eriminality. 

The work . of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission-

- aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever tli.eir ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of aU who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the proftt derived from ita sale. 

Bound in neat paper oovem, 35 centli each. 

Desiring to continue my entire time in the 
ministry, I offer for sale at a bargain--easy 
payments if desired-my desirable store and 
residence property, Minnesota Avenue, Kan
sas City, Kansas. Water conveniences up 
and downstairs, stable on lot, etc. Address 
for further particulars, WM. NEWTON, 
23-4t 337 .Minnesota Avenue, KANSAS CrTY, Kansas. 

II 

I 
II 

I 
is a newspaper for bright and intelligent peo· 
ple. It is made up to attract people who think. 

Is not neutral or colorless, constantly trim8 

ming in an endeavor to please both sides but 
it is independent in the best sense of the ~ord. 

It has pronounced opinions and is fearless in 
expressing them, but it is always fair to its 
opponents. 

Matters of national or vital. public interest 
get more space in THE TRIBUNE than in any 
other parer in the West. 

For these reasons it is the newspaper you 
should read during the forthcoming political 
campaign. 

THE TRIBUNE'S financial columns never 
mislead the public. 

Its facilities for gathering news, both local 
and foreign, are far superior to those of any 
other newspaper in the West. 

It presents the news in as fair a. way as pos .. 
sible, and lets its readers form their opinions. 

While it publishes the most comprehensive 
articles on all news features, if you are busy 
the "Summary of THE DAILY TRIBUNE" 
published daily· on the first page gives you 
briefly all the news of the day within one col· 
umn. 

Its sporting news is always the best, and its 
Sunday Pink Sporting Section is better than 
any sporting paper in the conn try. -, 

It is the "cleanest" daily printed in the West. 

One door north of State Savings Bank. 

LAUNDRY in connection. 

MIDNIGHT FLYER ST. 
LOUIS. 

VIA THE WABASH ROAD. 

On and after June 3 a new Wabash train 
will leave Chicago at 11: 30 p. m. and arrive 
at Louis 7:56a.m.; returning, this train will 
leave St. Louis 11:30 p. m. and arrive Chi. 
cago 8:00 a. m. Two other fast trains via the 
Wabash if this does not suit you. All fquip· 
ment up to date. Write or call for maps and 
time schedule. City ticket office, 97 Adams 
Street, Chicago. 23-4t 

a. m.., aiTl'Nll 

connect w~· 

July 3 and 17; August 7 and 21, 
to most all states and territories, 
at one fare plus $2.00 for the 
round trip, good returning 21 
days from date of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS, 

Colorado, Utah, and the Black Hills; date 
of sale July 3, 17, and August 7, 21, final 
limit for return 21 days, at one fare plus $2,00 
for the round trip. 

Biennial convention, National Republican 
League of the United States, St~ Paul, Min
nesota, July 17-19, date of sale July 15, 16, and 
17, returning date not later than July 21, at 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

Annual International Convention Baptist 
Young People's Union of America, Cincin
l:lati, Ohio, July 12-15; one fare plus $2.00 for 
the round trip. Extension of return limit 
may be had till August 10. 

Annual Meeting National Educational As-
sociation, Charleston, South Carolina, July 

I 
7-13, at one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

Annual Convention Young People's Chris
tian Union of the United Presbyterian Church 
of North America, Denver, Colorado, July 
25-30, one standard fare plus $2.00 for the 
round trip. 

Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias, De
troit, Michigan, August 27-September 1, at 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

National Encampment Grand Army of the 
Republic, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the 
round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Annual Convention Retail Grocers and 
General Merchant's Association of Missouri, 
and Interstate General Merchant's Picnic, 
St. Joseph, Missouri, July 24-26. Date of 
sale, July 23, 24, 25, and 26; good returning 
July 27, at one and one third fare. 

FOURTH OF JULY EXCURSIONS 

To any point on Burlington Route lines, 
within 200 miles of selling station, July 3 and 
4, good returning July 5, at one and one 
third fares. Minimum selling rate 50 cents. 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 centsj per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limu.. . • • • • • • • . . • • 20 
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EDITORIAL: 
A Plea for Grace land. ................ .429 

and the ........... .429 

" 
Two-Days' 
South western 

CRADLE OF RACE IN 

........... .429 

other 
the 

have returned one of the 
froir:r accounts of new the century; J. A. 
discoveries about that most marvelous suit of whose seven 
of all native tribes in North or South I in the 
America, the of Yucatan. Ar- Biologia 
chre?log.ists have been in- cana; Cyrus Thomas of the 
vest1gatmg, and a Smithsonian Institution; Dr. -D. G. 
hund~ed years and more to _ out Brinton of the University of Pennsyl
the h1story of these strange folk, who vania who has done brilliant work in 
care little for the world outside their decipherina Maya inscriptions· and 
own dwelling place, or that they are Dr. Willia~ H. Holmes, curator ~f the 
~e::haps the oldest of the peoples now Department of Anthropology in t)le 
hvmg on the earth. Field Columbian Museum. Professor 

Students from France, Germany, Putnam of the Museum of Natural 
Spain, Engla~d, and the Un~tedStates, History in New York is now arrang
not to mentwn New Mexwo, where ing in the new wing of the museum 
the government h.as done much wo.rk, what is by far the best collection of 
have sou~ht to d1s?~ver the meat;lmg . reproductions of Maya architecture, 
of the picture wntmgs, bas. rehefs, .· carvings, and inscriptions in the 
the sculpture, and the architecture world. 
which are the relics of the Mayas of 
olden time, and to connect this distant YUCATAN BORN FROM THE SEA. 

past and its imposing civilization with Dr, Holmes, who has been to Yuca-
the rude simplicity of today. Students tan recently, gives a good general de
agree that the Maya of today is of the scription of the country and of the 
same race as the ancient Maya, for Mayas of today. He sa.ys: "We are 
when the Spaniard discovered him told by the early Greek historians that 
four hundred years ago he had written a broad continent known as Atlantis 
books in which he used the same char- once spread out over what is now the 
acters that the old sculptors used in middle Atlantic Ocean; that this land 
decorating the walls of the ancient was inhabited by a vigorous and cui
palaces and temples. I tured race of people who carried their 

Priests burned up the books because arms eastward to the farthest limits of 

pro
caving in, 

in the bottom 
of sparkling 

water. From these reservoirs 
the ancient inhabitants obtained al· 
most their entire water supply." 

DWINDLING OF MAYA TRIBE •• 

When the Spaniard came the many 
tribes of Yucatan were at war, but 
they united against the invader and 
would have kept him off that part of 
the earth had it not been for his gun 
and horse. It is said that at the time 
of the invasion the Maya tribes num
bered two million persons. They 
were all over Yucatan and reached out 
to the south and west. Today there 
are fewer than five hundred thousand, 
probably, of whom two hundred and 
fifty thousand still speak pure Maya. 
In the northern part of the peninsula 
there is now a half Maya, half Spanish 
race; but in the interior the tribes are 
today as free as they were 400 years 
ago. These hold to the temples of 
their ancestors, and defy all comers, 
white or red, or half and half. 

Physically they are short, sturdy, 
and dark, with the general character· 
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THE 

istic.s of red .me~ .. They have Ltwo I poses. Tne. . saw m~ny of 
1 
wi~h a crust of cor?, stuffed with 

stones of thmr ongm-one that ~hey I the Maya ntes. Thmr most 1mpor- chicken, andloaded w1th red pepper
came over the ocean, or through it, taut buildings were devoted to the a sort of tomale. The Maya farmer 
ages ago, wHh their hero Itzamna, gods and to the There puts a ::;,t each corner of his field, 
and another that they came from the I are temples and shrines in ~,lmost soaks of them in balche liquor, 
west with a warrior god, also a hero. I every group of ruins. It is evident and leaves one rumless, in case a tee-

There are few language ties between these were unfitted for the totaler should chance along. This 
the Mayas and the Aztecs or other purposes of dwelling, assembly, or balche is made of balche bark soaked 
Mexican peoples. In culture they defense. They are so solid in con- in honey and water. It is strong stuff. 
stood at the head of all the American struction and overloaded with mytho- The Mayas use it at all their feasts 
tribes; though still barbarous, they logical embellishment as to be and ceremonies. 
were on the threshold of civilization. inconsistent with the requirements of THEIR MEDICINE MEN. 
They were the only people on the ordinary secular uses. The 
Western continent to use a phonetic dwelling houses, of wood are sick they try herbs; 

call an Indian doc
to discover who 

1 has the He thinks 
'1 he can do it if the good folk of the 

system of writing. 'l'hey made paper thatch, have disappeared, 
of maguey, and three of their books- probably like those the 
all that are known to have escaped day. 
the burning desire of the 
now in European and show 
advanced skill in pictographic and 

SUPERSTITIONS. . • house will to him :JJl he can 
accom-j eat and for three days and will 

glyptic writing, as well as a fertile f her 
imagin21,tion. I 0 

Their calendar was ar~ "::nor~ 
and accurate. Von W~le fiv? . 

boldt it must have been bor- I auded to (hen· own 
rowed from the far but Dr.l have a va,st store 
Brinton believes the worked it the, . , 

' ()•f n''~lViO l"""~Q <1·•n out for themselves. 1s 
1 

,1 """ .:l .,"'"'"""' "'
1 

v 

It, is more like sucu as tne 
other American tongue. 

was less cruel 

let him have of sleep. On the 
third he in balche until he 
rolls over. he comes to he fusses 
round under the hammock . I and some sort of small 

fanmes 1 the cause of the disease. Then he 
1 t[lJn:;s his fee and the doll and 
1 If the recovers the 

me- 1 man is If the 
.

1 

dies-that was divine 
which the medicine man 

1 to do." 
+ln "'":r 1 
Vavl 0 says:-

[), I . .. . 
1 to notiCe llke all the 

+" l have described the 
"'-' I that caused the sub-

1 the 'Land of Mu' 
I mentions the 

a I of countries or as Plalio 
did. Can this be a mere coincidence 

1 or was it actual knowl-

1 

on the 

MAYA ARCHITECTUHE. , ca~ses led to the of 
architecture," says D.c. words and doesnot I the communications between the in-

Holmes, "with its associaJted sculp- questi~ned about the old ruined cities 'habitants of the western continent and 
ture and painting, constitutes the best he says the alux or dwarfs built them, the dwellers on the coasts of the Medi-
remaining index of the achievements and declares the the souls of terranean after they been renewed 
of the race. The seventy thousand those dwarfs, haunt houses a,t. the Carthaginians. It is evident 
square miles of the Maya territory night, coming in whether the doors the mud spoken of by the Egyp-
are so dotted with the ruins of are open or not. 'l'hese alux corre-. tian pries~s had settled in the courE;e 
towns and villages that the traveler spond to the 'little of Ireland. of centuries and that the seaweeds 
is seldom out of sight of some mound They disturb tired by shaking mentioned. by Han::Hco h2.~ ceased to 
or pyramid or other massive struc- their hammocks, they lash those who be a barne! suffic~ent to 1mpe~e. the 
ture. The preservation of these sleep too heavily, they throw stones, I passage, smce tne Carthagmmns 
remains is wonderful, considering and they whistle. They have enor- I reached the shores of Yucata_n . at 
the four hundred years of decay mous appetites and are great thieves.,least 500 years before the Chr1stmn 
and destruction through which they ''Another spook is Xtabai, a wicked, e:ra. "-Chicago Tribune. 
have passed. There is hardly a vil- deceitful phantom that haunts high- 1 

_ ~ 
lage or town on the peninsula of Yu- ways at night. It appears as a beau- ========="='= 
catan that is not built in some part of tiful wo'man, always combing her TO THE DEAF. 
materials derived from ancient struc- luxuriant hair with a comb known A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

Y th k f d l . · h b f x· b · • Sh · 'k noises in the head by Dr. Nwholson's Artifi-tures. et e wor o emo 1t10n as 't e com o t,a a1. e IS ll .ely cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
still goes on, and presently, unless the to run away at ones approach, but lJ a so that deaf people unable to procure the Ear 
Mexican government takes adequate lovesick laddie does succeed in clasping Drums, may have them fr~e. Addres.s No. 
measures to preserve them, the traces her in his arms she changes into a 

1

3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Elghth 
of the race and its strange art will ex- sack of thorns that rests on two d~cks' Avemw, New York. 

27
rlY 

ist only in books. feet. After hugging this bag the 
The question as to the purpose of youth always has a fever. Balam, the I ADDREssEs. 

the many buildings now going to de- god of agriculture, is another trouble Arthur Allen, No. 2615 North Market 
cay in the Maya province has come to the Maya mind. He has whiskers, street, St. I;ouis, Misso!u:i. --, "'~ 
up again and again and still remains l walks in the air, and, like the alux, he ~rank. Crrley, 609 Mam street, Kansas City, 

imperfectly answered. In the main I whistles. He must have the first of j M1~~U:1'c Barmore 8 Waterloo Terrace 
they were devoted to religious pur- • all the crops. He likes pies made· Toronto, Ontario. ' ' 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disdples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you tJ:'ee. "-John 8:31, 32, 

"Hearken to the wot'd of the Lords for there shall not any man amo:aJ< you have save it be one wife, and concubines he shall have none."-B, of M,, page116. 
------------------ ----------------------------------··-----------·---·--··-

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, JUI_j Y 4, 1900. NO. 27. 

1 many. We need better equipment. I criminal negro, and many of t,h; 
----------------- We need additions to our collections I colored raee have been swung into 
JOSEPH SMITH EDITOR of books, specimens, etc. ' the air ruthless mobs, when the 
Fmm'K MA.DrsoN s~rrrn AssrsuNT Emi'OH. little helps," says the old adage. offense committed was but trivial. 

erald. 

b~s~:uw~~~~ } CoHREsPoNDrNG EmTou~. I "littles" help. not alone in a material J We. b!li~we t,ha~ i~h~/a~ia.l ,hatre~ is 
-~·------ way, but by Ieason of the growu1~, 1ess 1U uhe oouuh, and w1th 

LAMONI, IowA, JuLY 4, 1900. ment offered to those who are a of the tense strain has 
charge when they realize on the re- come a better sense of justice which 

A PLEA FOR GRACELAND. 

'rhe year 1899 was a record breaker 
in many ways~ It was a remarkable 
year in the number and size of 
donations made to educational institu
tions. The year 1900 promises to be 
fully as noteworthy in this respect, as 
is shown by the following extract 
from one of the daily papers:-

It is already apparent from the record of the 
first half of the year that the tot,al donations 
for l!JOO will equai, if they do not exceed, the 
large and unprecedented aggregate of 18!J9. 
The total thus far reported, contributed in 
sums of $100,000 and upwards, is $14,734,000. 
The smaller sums will swelt this total to 
nearly $20,000,000. SelecHng only the larger 
amounts, institutions of education have been 
benefited as follows this year: Washington 
University, $5,000,000; Cooper Union, $800,000; 
University of Chicago, $713,000; Harvard Col· 
lege, $356,000: University of Topeka (Kas. ), 
$:250,000; Vanderbilt University, $250,000; 
Columbia Colleg·e (Roehester, N. Y.), Me
chanics' Institute, and Washington and Lee 
University, $200,000 each. St. Paul's School 
(Long Island), Newton (Mass.) Theological 
Seminary, Yale College, and Bowdoin Col
lege, $150,000 each; Brown University, $125,-
000; New York University, Wellesley College, 
Keuka College, and Barnard College, $100,-
000 each. Libraries have been assisted as 
follows: Pittsburg, Pa., $3,600,000; Newport, 
R. I., $900,000; and Evanston, Ill., Charleston, 
S. C., Elizabeth, N. J., and Conway, Mass., 
$100,00 each. The fine art institutions have 
not been forgotten. The Buffalo Art Gallery 
has received $300,000; the Chicago Art Insti
tute, $300,000; and the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts, $140,000. 

Nine-tenths of these sums have been given 
outright by donors while living, who will 
thus be enabled to see that their generosity 
is not misapplied by the beneficiaries. They 
will also have the satisfaction of knowing
that their munificencs cann')t be prejudiced 
by the litigation of heirs or the uncertainty 
of wills. In spite of the pessimists, this is a 
generous old world.-Chicago Tribune, May, 
31, 1900. 

Since the publication of the above a 
number of magnificent donations have 
been made to various colleges and 
universities. 

ceipt of the littles that the sympathy impels the to await the some-
and moral support of the donors are what slow usually sure action of 
extended to the school. the law. 

In the way of financial support, we One of the most potent factors in 
are confident that our people can do the eradication of race troubles has 
more than they have. There is no been, is, and will be, the educational 
better way, no nobler way, of endear- elevation of the colored race. With 
ing one's name to posterity than by mental powers comes a 
forever associating that name with clearer a,nd keener sense of moral ob
some institution of learning by liber- ligations. The effect of civil eduea
ally and generously endowing the tion upon the negro will be to lift his 
whole or a part of it with means suffi- race up to a plane near that occupied 

"cient to guarantee its permanency. by the white race. 
While this church has comparatively The superstitious negro is naturally 
few wealthy men, as the world goes, devout. Remove his superstition by 
we have a number who are educating him, and his nature will 
able to endow chairs in Graceland. 'mrn him towards religion. To edu-

For instance: Let us suppose some cate then, means to Christianize 
earnest Saint desires to aid Grace- him. 
land in a permanent way, and is de- Booker T. Washington has done a 
sirous of having his name associated noble work, and who can say but what 
with the school a.s a benefactor. If to his efforts the credit is largely due 
he be not able to give the school for the improved condition of the 
enough to place it at once on an inde- in the South. 
pendent financial footing, he could be sure, not only negroes are 
endow a chair, say a chair of mathe- lynched in the South, and lynching is 
matics, a chair of Greek, or a chair not confined to the South. The law
of history. He would do this by less is far too prevalent 
giving a sum of money large enough among us, and it is to be hoped that 
so that when invested it would yield every year will see less of it. The 
an income sufficient to pay a professor press of the South can do much 
of mathematics, Greek, or history. towards suppressing it, and more of 
This chair could be called in honor of the Southern editors should "fall in 
the endower. If his name be Jones, line" and lend their influence against it. 
the chair could be called the "Jones "Vengeance is mine, saith the 
chair of mathematics," etc. Thus "we should abide his time. 
would his name be always remem-
bered, generation after generation, 
and he be called blessed. 

Two, or three, or several could 
combine forces to endow one chair, or 
one man could endow severaL Surely 
there is no better way of endearing 
your name to posterity. 

Many are making noble sacrifices 
for Graceland, and many others will. 
Will you be among that number? 

"NOT HUSBANDS ENOUGH." 

It appears that Utah is unique in 
several ways. In the 8alt Lake 
Tribune, for June 12, 1900, in a report 
of a eonference of theY. L. M. I. A., 
occurs the following:-

Miss Sarah Eddington and Mrs. Maria Y. 

It is hardly to be expected that 
Graceland will be fortunate enough to 
receive any such endowments as are LYNCHING AND THE NEGRO. 

Dougal made brief remarks to the young 
ladies, congratulating them upon the prog
ress they have made and are making in their 
improvement work. Mrs. Dougall said that 
marriageable girls are so much more nu
merous than marriageable young men, that a 
good many of the girls must necessarily re
main single, and so she ad vised them to fit 
themselves for the missionary field, saying 
she was confident that women could preach 
the gospel as forcefully and as logically as 
their brothers. 

recorded in the foregoing. We wish, It is pleasing to note the stand the 
however, to call the· attention of our southern editors are taking :J,gainst 
people to the manner in whieh some the horrible practice of lynching. Of 
of the schools of our country are be- late quite a number of editors through
ing supported by sympathizers and . out the South have placed themselves 
friends. Surely our people have not on record as opposing the practice; 
less interest than others. even in the case of negroes. The South 

The !leeds of our school ar~ has always merciless 9!1 

For some time past there have been 
telegrams in various papers some" 

like the 
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sons 
news 

One fact oug"ht to be 
ni.sh a sul'ficient refu!~ation 
that wired from Denver. 
hosts of marriagaab"le 
Utah who are 
opportunities of 
state. It is something· 
plored by thoughtful -
general welfare. There 
tlement in Utah without a large 

Of ll\/1,['['JlWH. 

what prevalent among our 
ligionists that there is 10m 

for husbands. Of 
must married; 
not men to marry 
The Salt Lake 
wonderfully 
mony, and 
the some way. 

THE 

One hundred and 
has the return of this 
with the 
One and 
have we existed as a 

The progress and 
government is of 
Latter 
work had 

wise than that 
our church is 
powerful 
outcome 
ment of 
truth 

the reunion to be held t.here 
Miscellaneous 

and we 
Brn. HarriB, 

us, but are pre-
to m1sswns. We expect 

Anderson, Smith, r1nd Burton 

in a Jetter 

S. f.If~yton w·n~s vvith us 
us. He b~.pMzed 

from 

writing 
June 25, 

people 
makes 

to be organ
if it is ·the L'Jrd's vvilL 

EDITORIAL lTEMS. 

The Graceland 
for 

board has sent out many 
Those who desire them, 

those who think of at-
school next school year 

write to L W. 
Allender. Send the names of those 

to go to college 

are con
advocates a 
has taken a 
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ran 
line 

river. 
southward to a 

is 
the land 

from this 
of Zarahemla vms 

into a "small neck of 
to Bountiful. This 
is what those conn-

from be
There is 
Mormon 

was the Ja
is called Desola

to the whole 
the first 

and 
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432 SAINTS' HERALD. 

previous to that been left d;sola.te I If the Book of Mormon is confirmed ' shaking constantly from overwrought 
(the Jaredites having been extermi- I the same kind of evidence-then zeal, or some other cause, uncon-
nated by civil accounts for the I Is that a Godsend too? Or is sciously inflicted the most suffering. 
reconstruction of which I t,hat the Devil our souls? 1 Her prayer was greatly hindered, and 
appear so plain in the ruins. N e- If the concrete facts ·as re- I it was such a relief when their hands 
phites, too, were ex1;erminat,ed the vealed by scientific in our own were removed from her head. Since 
Lamanites, or nearly so; those who day are then eannot at different times when being 
would ''deny Christ" were be false. facts are buttresses to in t,imes of affliction 
would appear from what Moroni built up of different materials, and are the same torture has been inflicted, 
thus leaving the Lamanites and growing As dis" until she feels it a duty to beseech the 
senters in possession of the coveri.es to learn how to lay on hands 
This Lamanite vietory over the are tenderly, carefully. 
phites is the Chiehimee ~.l!nd are solved. Where 1 have often wondered how children, 
the Toltecs. The narrative is and it rests from old and upwards, 
white civilized race, on its own I am have without screaming or 
culture. The Toltees were a white to wai.t and let science n the sa,me thoughtlessness 
civilized people with a Christian eul- very "stones" in time I believe, has been allowed. 
ture. 'rheir eulture hero eame from be made to ' out," "Blessed be t.he If you do not believe this, I would 
Tulan, and was born of a name of God and ever, for suggest that you prove it to your own 
etc. 'l'he Nephites were wisdom &,nd are his. . . He satisfaetion by seating yourself in a 
our Lord in person-in Mexico. revealeth the deep and secret chair and allowing two or three strong 

There had been three eras a a Lund, persons to grasp your head in the 
Nahuatl rule; 1. the Toltec; "He knoweth what is in manner indicated, so that you cannot 
Chichimee; 3. the Aztec. "but these men will re- or dare not move a muscle of your 

The animals are all on ; they are honestly neck, and see the effect it will have 
more too. Professor on their investigations in upon your head and neck. 
learned Dane," reports research by their different Now, I know there is not an elder 
tinct animals in South and reach eertain eonclu· in all Israel who would knowingly be 
Among the number are the and that identical with the guilty of sueh carelessness, and I also 
horse. statements made ln that "strange" know there are not many who would 

'rhe metals appear in the myths and narrative. This is as when, starting ever mention it to them, for fear of 
in the ruins. They could write, but on any of the tire of a wheel hurting their feelings. I assure you, 
the Toltec writings were destroyed by ~nd passing down the nearest spoke, it is with a desire to see not only the 
the Chichimees and Aztecs. But all these diverse spokes lead to one elders, but all God's people "come up 
after all, the Toltee era is referred hub. One travels on the spoke of higher" in the plan of perfection, that 
to by the Aztecs as "the golden age." mythology, another the linguistic I write the above truths. 
In turn, the Aztee writings were de· spoke, and one on the arehreological 
stroyed by the Spaniards, who wanted spoke, and another on the geological 

A SISTER. 

to wipe out the past, beeause their spoke. Now the Book of Mormon A MONTH IN THE SOCIETY ISLANDS. 
writings, they said, the being the hub of Ameriean antiquities, 
work of conversion." they all fit into it nicely. This they 

BY J. W. PETERSON. 

NO. I. 

The book buried with the chief would not do if it was false; but 
seems to be a recollection of the plates true, they could not do anything else, 
of Mormon (Book of Mormon). or the because with the truth all things that 

In order to extend more widely in 
America and among the Saints a 
knowledge of what missionary life 
among the islands of the Pacific ocean 
really is, I thought to copy from a 
few leaves of my diary, and fill out 
and enlarge upon the points noted 

plates of Nephi, from which Mormon exist are in "' 
quoted; or the plates of brass (the 
Hebrew writings down to Jeremiah) 
which were all hid up unto the Lord 
by Mormon and Moroni. This book 
myth is significant. It shows the an
cestors of the man who related it to 
have been familiar with some such 
book as the Book of Mormon. Or was 
that a fraud too? And then, it 
is related by a person in the region 
where the Book of Mormon was hid by 
Moroni, who was a ehief of ten thou
sand. The book and the myth are 
found nearly together. If the Book 
of Mormon is not that Indian 
then it is buried yet, and may be 
found. 

If the Book of Mormon is a fraud, 
and was conceived and written by Oli
ver Cowdery and Joseph Smith, as 
many wise men now say and conscien
tiously believe, even then we meet 
great difficulties, because the fraud is 
growing bigger "every day." Is it 
common for frauds to be confirmed by 
scientific research? The Bible is con
firmed by both myths and archreology, 
and this is taken by its believers as a 
"Godsend" in days of 

LAY ON HANDS LIGHTLY. 

Perhaps there are few who need therein, according to the best of my 
sueh advice; but if there are any, I knowledge. I think it best to begin 
hope they may receive this in the with October 15, 1899. In order to be 
same spirit in which it is written. To well understood, however, it will be 
make my meaning plain, I will give a necessa,ry to mention a few things 
little experience. Several years ago that transpired before that date and 
a sister was baptized, and, as usual, whieh are connected with matters 
at the next meeting was confirmed. afterward mentioned. 
When the elders approached her to Arriving at Papeete, a city of about 
lay their hands upon her head, she three thousand inhabitants, composed 
closed her eyes and began to pray in of people of many nationalities, we 
her heart that the promise of our found a colony of Latter Day Saints 
heavenly Father might be realized, living on about three aeres of land lo
and the Holy Spirit be given her. cat.ed in the eastern part of the eity. 
But they grasped her head in a firm On this land is located a frame church, 
way and held it as in a vise, and with built of flooring and roofed with gal
a bearing down pressure upon her vanized iron, a missionary .house built 
neck, until, in a moment of time, such of the same kind of material, and 
a torture was infiieted upon her that twelve other residences mostly built 
the pain was almost unbearable, and in the same way. In the missionary 
nothing but the fear of doing some- house live Bro. and Sr. Burton at 
thing unheard of prevented her from present. In one other house, wife 
putting up her hand and loosening I and I were very comfortably located 
their grasp from her head. One of during our stay there. 

in whose hands were This latter house is to be the "Lane-
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shine house" or printing office. It is As most of the Saints gathered at 
the same house in which most of our the little island of Hikueru about Oc
missionaries have first made their tober 1 to dive for pearls, we thought 
homes after arriving here. it a good time to get acquainted with 

East of the printing office the mis- them and a good opportunity to in
sionary house (now sitting back) is to struct them, as also to receive a few 
be moved and repaired. When moved dollars for the many expenses of 
it will be on the corner of the block printing and improving at Tahiti. 
on front street facing the bay. West Bro. Burton's health not being very 
of the printing office the church (also good, he sent us here to look after 
now sitting back on a dark street) is the interests of spiritu3,lly, 
to be moved, repa,ired, and repainted. and to assist the bishop's agent t,o look 
West of the church the new taberna- after the financial affairs, should he 
cle is to be built for the April confer- any help; or in other words, 
ence. It is to be one hundred by to regulate, if regulation was 
eighty feet. Immediately back of it, I needed. Besides this, the Saints 
and not far from the center of the had sent us to pay our fare to 
block, a new hydrant is to be situated. Hikueru; and so October 
A splendid new picket fence, built of found us aU packing 
New Zealand red gum, now surrounds satchels, etc., to steamer 
the block. The land is not quite paid next day for Hikueru. 
for yet, and the improvements will Sunday, October 15, 1899, 
cost some hundreds of dollars. But a. m., listened to one of the native 
as it is all done by direction of the an- missionaries preach. A fair effort, 
nual conference, no great fears are not a very long one. At ten 
felt as to the outcome. There are not a. m., Bro. Burton in native 
far from two thm:~sand Saints in this tongue on the necessity of obeyin·g the 
mission, and in this country everybody law in order to enter the celestial 
goes, or tries to go, to conference; so kingdom. After the Sunday 
that a few dollars from each would school convened. They the Bi-
soon liquidate a large debt. ble by subjects. First the Sunday 

Nothing is needed here for winter school book refers them to a lesson 
necessities, as the climate is nearly which in the classes, then 
the same the year round, and frost is the asks twenty ques-
unknown. Besides the continuous tions on the subject matter in the les
supply of fish and fruit, there ~tre cer- son, which are in the book, as 
tain coral islands that furnish pearls also the answers, often quoting various 
and pearl shells amounting to several other texts to prove the lesson true. 
hundred thousand dollars annually, These answers are all to be '-"-'"''-'-''-'L 

and many thousand dollars worth of and not read out of the book. 
cocoanuts are exported annually be- continue the lesson until it is memor
sides. Bro. Burton says these people ized, if it takes two months. They 
are the wealthiest in the world, but try to learn out here, and not simply 
they are swindled and robbed on every to get with the book. 
hand by the traders. Of this we will After the school, my wife 
have more to say in another place. went over to the to borrow 

By the above the reader will dis- a song book from which she desired 
cover that the annual conferences here to copy a few songs. (Ah, if we had 
are almost as large as the General Con- only known what we needed how 
ference in America. American Saints much more pleasant it would 
seem to think they are the whole thing I been.) The Adventists, true to their 
when you mention the -church; but calltng, were on Sunday. 
when we send up to the General Con- Wife was asked by the minister what 
ference over eighty Lamanite dele- she would say at, the j when 
gates from here, some of you may she was asked if she kept the 
alter your minds. 'rhe entire sixth Sabbath. 
quorum of elders are Lamanites, and She said, "I will answer him that I 
dwell upon these islands of the sea. was not a Jew but a Christian, and 
Bro. Johnson says there are enough therefore kept the gospel of his Son." 
to half fill another quorum. Quite a long argument followed 

Bro. Burton edits an eight-page about the law and the gospel, in 
monthly paper, called Te Orometua if I am any judge, the minister 
(the Instructor), in the native Ian- came out at least second best. I was 
guage. He also issues an annual Sun- warned the Spirit as to what was 
day school book of questions and occurring, and so prayed that my wife 
answers. Besides, many of our tracts might have the Spirit to answer the 
have been translated and published, Lord's foes. 'iVhen she returned she 
also some new ones are in circulation; said, "Words and arguments came to 
one excellent one by Bro. Mark H. me that I never thought of before." 
Forscutt. The Doctrine and Cove- At 2: 30 p. m., attended prayer and 
nants is being translated, but we testimony meeting. At seven p. m., 
hope to get that published more · it fell to my lot to speak in English. 
chea,ply at Lamoni. For all this of jIhad announced the "Second coming 
course, money is needed. of Christ as my subject. Several Ad-

ventists, two Mormon elders, a few 
other white folks, and several natives 
were in attendance. 

After church, most of them came 
over to the missionary house for a so
cial chat. Among others were some 

people from Shenandoah, Iowa. 
the Mormon elders I learned 

that they have twenty-four mission
aries in these islands. We have four, 
and our membership is twice as large 
as theirs. The captain on the Tropic 
Bird down from San Francisco 
told me he was informed by cer-
tain Mormon missionaries who had 
traveled with him on his last trip, that 
they were going down to swamp the 
Reorganization. During the balance 
of the night we were mostly engaged 
in fighting mosquitoes. Two and a 
half months' experience had at least 
quall:fied one of us to chase a thou

and two to put ten thousand to 

October 16. Early in the 
Saints began to bring in 

pineapples, oranges, and co
coanuts us to take along with us, 
as at Hikueru nothing grows but co
coanut trees. Boxes, bundles, trunks, 
and to the number of twelve, 
were soon in ship shape; and some of 
the brethren pulling a wagon, hustled 
them off to the boat. 

Just as we were getting ready to go 
to dinner at Bro. Burton's, the black
smith called with a pair of iron hinges 
which I had ordered made two weeks 

to get them in time to 
to our fence up before I 

left, as Burton has about all he 
can see to wHh the pen. . I had over-
seen the up of the fence and 
the of gates at odd times 
when I nothing else to do. Not 
.uu•cuu.;;:.. the kind of hinges we wanted, 
I ordered a new kind made that 
would allow the gate to swing either 
way and always swing shut. The 
blacksmith had done as good a job 
as I could have gotten done in America, 
and I am not sure but the iron is better. 

After dinner several of the Saint:~ 
gathered in, and we had a short prayer 
meeting, after which we all went 
down to the wharf, and found that 
the boat would not leave till about 
four p. m. However, we went aboard 
and enjoyed ourselves for awhile, Bro. 
Burton soon leaving to look after 
some type just arrived from the Her
ald Office, though having been ordered 
and paid for several years ago. 

About four o'clock in the afternoon 
we steamed out of the harbor, having 
on board a very heavy cargo of fruit, 
merchandise, lumber, and coal. The 
coal was for the United States steamer 
Albatross, now on a scientific explora
tion among the coral islands, of which 
we w1ll have more to say, as we expect 
to meet them again at Hikueru. Be
sides our company, consisting of the 
Bishop's agent and family, and wife 
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and I, 

priest. 
The sea was almosii 

glass, but it looked 
ahead. We fine 
land as we steamEld out 
is 
we shr.ll vlsit on lihis 
reefs. We 
dark. 

and 
us 
lumber 
sent us 
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who was aJmost the 
of some Saint 
come:Js it that 

look so much like the Saints and not 
others? One word answers it: ' 
raim." As as there is a 
heaven, so these 
the generality Saints are of 
blood. Asl 

of its truth. 
of the 

order to furnish them 
would be useful for them in 
Catholicism. After 
school conducted 

t,hat after the 
two Mor

wife. Four 
other Mormons had been 

·wrong. 
like some 
dwell here. 

Thus 

still 
chased 
worth, 

October 
at t.he 

some cloth 
we 

24. - Brethren 
house. Pur

dollars' 
and 

proinises 

-~~--~ --·---·-~----

NECESSITY OF 

pre
nc:r;oru~. that, the 

which he 
L&d.ni2~nites migbt 
their fathm·s. 

fulfilled, 
and that the 
knowledge of 

said unto you, I, 
am God, have given these 

unto you, my servant Joseph 
and have commanded you that 
stand as a witness of these 

See sections 9, 

I h~owe re-
intrusted 

for a wise pur
to your tes

servants, 
whom I 
... yea 

these 
will I de-

also sec-
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tion 10, revelation to Hyrum Smith, 
paragraph 10:-

Behold, this is your work, to kenp my com
mandments; ... study my word [the record 
of the Jews] which hath gone forth among 
the children of men, also study my word 
which shall come forth among the children 
of men, or that which is now translating 
[Book of Mormonj. 

See section 15, revelation given to 
Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, and 
Martin paragraph 2:-

SAINTS' HERALD. 

of the gospel when practically followers should teach, than any rec
ca~rried out, not in word only, but in ord extant. 'rhe plan of salvation, 
acts of kindness, justice, and mercy. the principles of the everlasting gos
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God pel, are set forth in a plain and sim
with all thy heart, and thy neighbor ple way. It sets forth that certain 
as thyself" seems to be the basic ones were called by Jesus Christ and 
principle of all that is good in this were given power to baptize those 
life and that which is to come. who truly repented and desired hap
Riches and poverty have been mixed tism, that only those who had power 
up in the history of the race, and an and authority given them could 
improper and unwise use of the pro- legally baptize. It also defines most 
visions God has made has been the clearly the exact mode of baptism, And ye shall testify that ye have seen them 

[the plates], even as my servant Joseph cause of much that is sorrowful and and the words or formula to be used 
Smith, Jr., has seen them, for it is by my distressing to contemplate. in order to constitute a~ valid baptism. 
power that he has seen them, and it is be- These people, because of their Jesus says: "According as I have 
cause he had faith: and he bas t.ranslated the 
book, even that part which I .bs.ve com- abiding faith in God and their faith- commanded you, thus shall ye bap-
manded him, and as your Lord and your God ful obedience to his commandments, tize." The memorable sermon on the 
liveth, it is true. were entitled to the abundance of the mount, as taught at Jerusalem, is re-

Section 17:2 says in speaking of manifestation of the Holy Spirit, and produced with all its spirituality and 
Joseph Smith, the first elder of this that shed a heavenly light and luster power, setting forth in plainness the 
church, that- over the weakness and defects of both brotherhood of man and the father-

God ministered unto him by an holy angel rich· and poor. This brought them hood of God. It teaches the sim
... and gave unto him commandments which on an equality before God and each plicity and necessity of prayer, so 
inspired him, al)d gave him power from other, and of them it could justly and that the weakest can express their de-
~~e~!;~d [trri~~n~e~~su;~i~!],'~~rfra~~~~~: truly be said, "As himself each loved I sires and heartfelt thanks to our 
the Book of Mormon, which contains a record his neighbor; all were of one heart Father in for the kindly pro-
of a fallen people, and also the fullness of the and mind." vision he has for ·universal man. 
gosr;el of :Jesus Christ to the Gentiles, and 'l'hus was manifest the power of the . It shows the effects and benefits of 
to the Jews also. gospel; and because of its wonderful living up to the golden rule as taught 

Section 3:14, 15:- and transforming effects they desired by Christ,, how there were no conten-
Behold, I am Jesus Christ, the Son uf God. that this same gospel should be made tions, and every man dealt justly one 

. · .. I am he who. said, Other· shee~ h.ave I 1 known or preached to those who with another, because of the love of 
whwh are not of tlus fold, unto my diSclples, I should live after them both Jew and God which dwelt in the hearts of the 
and many there were that understood me not. . ' . . 
And I will shew unto this people, that 1 had Gent1le. Hence we smg wtth the peop~e. Surely there could not be a 
other sheep, and that they were a b1·anch of 

1 

poet, happier a people among all those who 
the house of Jacob; and I will to light B k f M h'd f had been created by the hand of 
their marvelous wor.ks, which .they . in my r; ~ or~~ni 1 

1 °~ ·~fes God. Such was the testimony of one 
name; yea, and I w1H also bnng to hgbt my ,n umora s one .Y 1 .' . 

41 gospel, which was ministered unto them, and, Wr,tten by those anment s~ges. . of the wnters of the Book O.L Mar-
behold, they shall not deny that which you Whom Jehova~ t~ught his Wlll, mon. 
have received, but they shall build it and Glad we bail It, . In the years 1829 and 1830 this same 
shall bring to ligb t the true my Fullness of the gospel still. gospel was again restored, committed 
doctrine; yea, and the only which is Hail the glorious light of Nephi, J h S · h d 01' C d 
in me; and this I do, that I may establish my Hail the truths that Alma taught; to osep mit an lVeMr ow ery 
gospel, that there may not be so much con- We will trust in God like Lebi, by a heavenly messenger, oroni, an 
tention. Seek the Lord as Mormon sought; angel from heaven, declaring the ful-

In these quotations given by Jesus Like Moroni, fillment of the prophets and ordaining 
Christ to different persons, as stated Buy the truth and sell it not. Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery to 
in Doctrine and Covenants is made It has been .said the same cause will the Aaronic priesthood, promising 
known the will and purposes of God produce the same or like effect. If them if faithful they should in due 
in bringing forth these ancient rec- we, with Israel, Laman, and Judah, time recehte the Melchisedec priest
ords. They are said to be of great gather round this gospel standard, if hood. This is in harmony wHh the ex
worth because of the important mat- we follow this guiding star, this law ample of Christ among the Nephites. 
ters therein contained pertaining to of God, this new covenant with man, It also agrees with John the beloved 
the generation in which we live. we can receive and enjoy just as great apostle, on Patmos:-

These records show in some degree blessings by every man dealing justly I saw an another angel fiy in the midst of 
the peace and harmony that, existed and honestly with the others. Right heaven, having the everlasting gospel to 
in the church among the Nephites. doing between man and man, right preach. 
Nephi tells us the disciples of Jesus doing before God, will bring about These men to whom power and au
had formed a church in all the land the gathering, about which so many thority to preach repentance and hap
round about, and in thirty·six years are anxious; will help us to become tism had been given, weak and simple 
from the coming of Christ among to see eye to eye, to help all as they were, were abundantly blessed 
them on this continent the people drink into the one spirit; will cut off in their efforts. Many believed their 
were all converted unto the Lord, contention and discord; will place testimony, the signs that Christ prom-
both Nephit!~s and and a man on an equality with his fellow ised were manifest, and they were 
happy state of existed. There man. Neither rich nor poor, class confirmed. Their faith increased 
were no contentions or disputations nor distinction, will he know, because every step they took, though they 
among them, and every man dealt of '~hat love which unites all the chil- met with scorn and severe persecution. 
justly one with another, and had dren of peace. This seems to be the The Lord blessed them, and rriany be-
all things common among burden of their prayers, the main and came obedient to the gospel. A church 
There were no rich, no poor, because sole object in bringing forth the Book was organized, officers were appointed 
every man dealt justly and hones1;ly of Mormon. to watch over the iiock; revelations 
with his neighbor. This book shows more clearly the were given guiding· and directing both 

We can hardly conceive or doctrine of Christ, the plan of salva- officers and members with instructions 
to your minds such a what he did and bow it was to the elders to see that the law and 
things; but we believe it is a natural done, what he taught and how his rules given of God were kept. 
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Behold, verily I say unto you, I give unto 
you, this first commandment, that ye shall 
go forth in my name, every one of you .... 
And ye shall go forth in the power of my 
Spirit, preaching my gospel two by two, in 
my name, lifting up your voices as with the 
voice of a trump, declaring my word like unto 
angels of God.-Doc. and Cov. 42: 2. 

In section 52 instructions to go two by 
two were given to the elders journey
ing to Missouri. Also in section 61: 6, 
they were to journey together, or two 
by two, as seemed rigbt under the 
conditions. In section 115 this com
mand was renewed in 1865, showing 
that it was still the mind of the Lord 
and the will of God given to the 
elders:-

My elders in going t.o declare my gospel to 
th.e nations, shall observe the pattern which 
I have given. Two by two let them be serl1,, 
that. they may be a help and a support to 
each other in their ministry. 

Again in section 42, paragraph 5:
The elders, priests, and teachers of this 

church shall teach the principles of my gos
pel which are in the Bible and Book of Mor
mon, in the which is the fullness of the 
gospel, and they shall observe the covenants 
and church articles to do them. 

In 1831 it was said to the elders:
By the prayer of your faith, ye shall re

ceive my law, that ye may know how to 
govCJrn my clm~·cl~. 

Reader, have you thought seriously 
of this matter? The Church of Christ 
is to be governed by law, the law of 
God, and the Lawgiver said,-

He that receiveth my law and doeth it, the 
same is my disciple. · 

Only those who abide within the 
limits of this law belong to the Church 
of Christ. Only those who are willing 
to be governed by this law have the 
promise of the Holy Spirit for their 
guide, who shall not be deceived. Let 
no man deceive you. Let no false 
spirit deceive you. Do not deceive 
yourself. The Spirit of truth, the 
Comforter that Jesus promised, is 
governed by law in its operations, and 
it depends entirely on whether you 
and I abide in the vine. 

He that abidetb in me, and I in him, the 
same bringeth forth much fruit. 

The principles of the gospel as 
taught in the Bible have been taught 
to some extent. The fullness of the 
gospel as taught in Book of Mormon 
has been to a great extent neglected, 
lost sight of, treated lightly. The 
faith and prayers of those ancient 
worthies have not been respected. 

In 1832 (section 33, D. and C.) a 
revelation was given to a number of 
the elders, and in paragraph 8 a 
severe rebuke was given because they 
had treated lightly the things they 
had received, and brought the whole 
church under condemnation. Their 
attention was called to the new cove
nant, even the Book of Mormon. 

What is our duty? It is evidently to 
comply willingly and cheerfully with 
the former commandments; as repre
sentatives of the church remember 
the Book of Mormon as God's new 

SAINTS' 

covenant with man, and according 
to that which is written as the full
ness of the gospel. Then contention 
will cease, and our love to God and each 
other will grow and increase, and we 
shall warn the world by acts of :righte
ousness, and prove our right to the 
tree of life by virtue of doing accord
ing to that w.hich is written. 

We commend a careful study of the 
Book of Mormon and former com
mandments to both officials and mem
bers,-to all who are or can be called 
Saints. GEORGE DERRY. 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 1, 1900. 

HOW THE EARLY CHRISTIANS WERE 
TREATED. 

Ye shall be betrayed both by parents, and 
brethren, and kinsfolks, and friends; and 
some of you shall they cause to be put 'to 
death. And ye shall b·~ hated of !tll men for 
my name's sake.-Cbrist (Luke 21: 16, 17). 

If ye were of the world, the world would 
love his own; but because ye are not of the 
world, but I have chosen you out of the 
world, therefore. the world hateth yoli.-Christ 
(John 15: 19). 

Being reviled, we bless; being persecuted, 
we suffer; being defamed, we entreat; we are 
made as the filth of the world, and are the 
off,;couring of all things unto this day.-Paul 
(l Cor. 4: 12, 1:3). 

We are troubled on every side, yet uot dis
tressed; weare perplexed, but not in despair: 
persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but 
not destroyed.-Paul (2 Cor. 4: 8, 9). 

Nothing more injurious can be conceived 
than the terms of contempt, indignation, and 
reproach which the heathens employed in 
expressing their hatred against the Chris" 
tians, who were called by them atheists, 
because they derided the heai,hen polythe
ism; magicians, because they wrought mira
cles; self-murderers, because they suffered 
cheerfully for the truth; haters of the light, 
because they held religious assemblies in the 
night: with a multitude of other ignominious 
epitbets.-,-Ft~om note l, by Dr. Maclaine, in 
Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, vol. 1, p. 
149, edition of 1797. 

Tacitus reproaches them [saints] wHh the 
odious character of haters of mankind, and 
styles the relig-ion of Jesus ~'• destructive 
superatition.-Ibid., p. 73, note m. 

Mosheim himself remarks on the 
same page:-

The Romans coneluded that the Christian 
sect was not only unsupportably daring and 
arrogant, but, moreover, an enemy to the 
public tranquility, and every way proper to 
excite civll wars and commotions in the em
pire.-Vol. 1, p. 73. 

Again, I quote from Lardner's 
Works, London ediliion of 1788:-

"thy faith will save thee;" and, "the wisdom 
of this world is evil, and folly good." These 
are their institutions: "Let not any man of 
learning come hither, nor any wise man, nor 
any man of prudence; but if any man be un
learned, if he is ignorant, if be is silly, let 
him come without fear." Thus acknowledg
ing, that these are the men who are accepta
ble to their God; and thereby manifesting 
that they are neither willing nor able to gain 
any but the foolish, the vulgar, the stupid, 
slaves, women, and Ghildren.-Vol. 8, pp. 23, 
16. 

The following is also from Lard
ner:-

Coecilius Natalis, a heathen, arguing 
against the Christians, speaks to this pur
pose: "As for the feast, it is a well known 
thing: everybody talks of it. They come to
gether upon an appointed day, with all t.heir 
children, their sisters and mothere; persons 
of each sex, and of every condition. And 
after feeding plentifully, when the lights are 
put out, they practise promiscuously, incest, 
and all mr,nner of uncleanness."-Dialogue of 
Minutius Felix. Published A. D. 210. 

Robinson, in Ecclesiastical Re
searches, page 49, edition of 1792, 
quotes •:eertullian as saying:-

You tax us with killing and eating chi.ldren. 
The charge is absurd and cruel in the ex
treme, and we cannot, conceive how you came 
to invent such a scandalous calumny. We 
defy you to prove it. Why do not the magis
trl1tes examine us,o.:~ this subject? , . . But 
you hate us, even the bare name by which we 
are called, and without giving yourselves any 
trouble to examine, you say all manner of 
evil of us. 

I do not know that Latter Day 
Saints have been accused of eating 
children, but I guess every ot;her 
crime has been laid at our door. And 
why is this so? Because, "All that 
will live godly iu Christ Jesus shall 
suffer persecution." (2 Tim. 3: 12.) 

Ah! brother and sister, remember 
the early Saints-
were stoned, they were sawn asunder, were 
tempted, were slain with the sword: they 
wandered :J,bout in shPepskins and goatskins; 
being destitute, affllcted, tormented; of 
whom the world was not wort.hy. (Heb. 11: 
:37, 38.) RALPH W. FARRELL. 

n 
BYRNEVILLE, Ind., June 23. 

Editors Herala.·-As we have been made 
overseer again over the flock at this place, 
we feel it our duty to let the membership 
know how we are getting along. Elder 

What the crimes were, which were laid to Bell, of Lamoni, Iowa, has been with us for 
the charge of the primitive Christians, we 
know from diYers writers, Greek and Latin- several days, and has preached some splen-
from whom it appears that, besides atheism, didly good gospel sermons. If our district 
or impiety to the established deities, they was filled up with such elders the work would 
were charged with having their· wives in build faster than in the past. His expressed 
common, with promiscuous lewdness in their opinion is that if an elder is in the active 
assemblies, with incest, and eating human 
flesh, especially young children, whom they ministry he should move out in the world and 
first killed and then ate, at their nocturnal preach "while it is called day, for the night 
meetings, where persons of each sex IJ,nd cometh when no man can work." 
every ag·e were present.-Vol. l, p. 240· Elders Geo. Jenkins and Wm. C. Marshall 

Lardner, in vol. 8, p. 3, quotes were also here with us. They, too, are alive 
Celsus, who says:- in the work, willing to make sacrifice of home 

Jesus taking to himself ten or eleven ab- and all that ls dear to us. The membership 
je!"t, vile publi.cans .and sa_ilors, w~nt about should receive these brethren at all times 
w1th them gettmg h1s subsistence m a base . ' 
and shameful manner .... Some of them and give them a word of encouragement, for 
say: "Do not examine but believe;" and, I we feel they are doing God's bidding. 
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Our is getting aloDg· nicely. We 
have received several by baptism and 
some by letter. We number now about sixty. 
We have all the district officers associated 
with us. Bro. Marshall, of U aion br11.nch, 
being placed in the active ministry, resig·ned 
the office of Bishop's agent, and was suc
ceeded by Bro .. Hurbaugh, of our branch, and 
we feel that the rig·ht, man is in the right 
place. So we are moving along, 2,nd every
thing is working for our good and for the 
upbuilding of the work. May the Lord bless 
the labors of the faithful! 

JAMES P. 8APPENlciELD. 

CAN'l'ON, Ill., June 23. 
li!clitors Herald:-On the 21st inst. myself 

and daughter Lula bade loved ones farewell, 
which is always a :md task to perform, and 
started for my mission. At present we are 
visiting my youngl'St sister family, 
whom I had not seen for some ye11rs. Expect 
to spend the Sabbath here, the place vrhere 
I was baptized tv<enty-throe years ago the 
22d of last April, and was ordained the same 
day. The following day I started on my first 
mission, and have been actively eng.aged In 
missionary work ever since. However, since 
that time I have passed through varied and 
peculiar scenes, however feel stronger in tbe 
faith of our blessed Lord, and more desirous 
to continue in the conflict than ever before. 
I can testify after twenty-three years' service 
for the Master that it is good to sm·ve the 
Lord. I sincerely hope that I sh11ll ever be 
able to continue true and faithful to the 'kuat 
that my heavenly Father bas committed to 
my keeping-. I feel a;\ peace with all man
kind, for which I thank the Lord. 

Since I last wrote, Brn. D. L. Allen and E. 
A. Smith have been assigned labor 
Pacific slope misshm. 
with Bro. E. Keeler until further notice. 
The latter will be associated with Bro. R. 
Etzenhouser. Both of these young men are 
able and willing workers, and stand high in 
the estimation of the Saints in their home 
districts. Bro, C. H. Rich, who was to la
bor with Bro. Etzenhouser, informs me that 
he is not able to enter upon his mission a'" 
present. In the arranging of tbe ministry 
in my field of labor I have tried to keep in 
harmony with command to go tl':ro and 
two, so that they may be a comfort and sup
port to each other. 

Let us all guard against tbe spirit of jeal
ousy and be true to each other. If thGre 
should be cause for compl:>int, let it be m:~.de 
known to the proper authori'Gy whose duty it 
is to regulate suoh matters. Let us never 
allow ourselves to speak or write di.spar3.
gingly of another's efforts, for there is no 
necessity, and the law forbids that we should 
publish one a,,nother's weaknesses from "Dan 
to Beersheba." 

Considering the number of the present 
force in my field, and the encouraging pros
pects before us, we should be able to do a 
good work during 'fihe current. yer;r·. All the 
missionaries of Californiz, are expected to re
port directly to me every three months. 
Address 3010 Sixteenth street, San l~rancisco. 

Am sorry to learn of the death of our 

fa~ithful and worthy r;isters} Price and Penm 
fold. Both will be greatly misRed in the 
~.ssem blies of the Sain'"s, and especially by 
tbe traveling ministry. Whi.le we sympa-
thize with who have cause to mourn, 
and reallze great loss, it should be a 
consolation to them ~.nd us '~hat they were 
ready to enter upon the promised rest. 
comfoct and blesfJ the bereaved ones and help 
them to prepare themselves to meet those 
who have gone before. 

Yours in haste, 
G. T. GRil!'FI'l'HS. 

V\TILLIAMSTON, Mich., June 24. 
.Editors I-lemlct·-I have been holding meet

ings in this section for lJ,bout ten days, with a 
fair interest. The time of year is not as fa
vorable as it might be, because of the busy 
season. 

I vvent some miles south :1nd east of 
hel,re last Saturday to hear the Utah elders 
who have been belding forth around here for 
several months. Of course we had to cross 
swords, shacp and heavy, and it will pro)Ja
bly result in a public exchange of thoughts 
on succession of authority. 

I thl:nk there is a large field for a good 
work in the near future. The school houses 
are all, or nearly all, open for meetings; and 
as soon as the busy season is over I purpose to 
see what can be done in the way of spreading 
the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

'There is no branch he!'e; but the few Saints 
havro hired small ball, seated r,md lighted 
it, ::md are endeavoring to do all that lies 
in their powee to spr·ead the work. Four 
Saints have· done all t,be work, and 
propose in the strength of the Master to keep 
it up until help comes. There 1we only eight 
Saints here. Some of them are not financially 
able to help, but all anxious to have the work 

!U1d arG doing what they can. 
Hoping· and praying fm· the advancement 

of the cause and the upbullding of tbe king
d'lm, I am, 

Youm in tbe gospel of Christ, 
E. H. DURAND. 

GREENVILLJ!i, Conn., June 20. 
Editors Hcra.ld:·-Tb.e weekly visits of your· 

paper to our house are very welcome, indeed, 
as you come laden with the "good things" 
from ali. quarters, furnishing food for thought, 
which we all so much need, and especially 
those to whom this is the only source of com
munication with the ehurch. How encour
aging it is to have some one to buoy us up 
and point out the dangers that lie ahGad of 
us. 

Bro. Kelley's letter in the late Jiemlrl was 
indeed a grand one,. and in it was so much 
thzt was good, I rGzd it twice. I was re
joiced to see the article on Hfeathers." I 
have D.(J'L wor!l feathers for a number of years. 
0, H we could only realiza what manner of 
persons we ought to be, and how careful we 
shou.ld be in our dr!\)Uy \VSJlk conversation, 
so that we shall give no cause for offense to 
our brother or sister, and bow closely we 
have to watch ourselves to see that our mo
tives are pure. It requires constant labor; 
for when we think we have overcome one 

fault, then is the time danger, for we are 
!l,pt. to relax om· diligence and. be overtaken. 

1'be word has been spoken, "Corne up 
higher." Surely, God does not expect us to do 
some'ohing· more than we know. What, then, 
does this mee,n except to more closely observe 
what he has already told us. Are we living 
by. "every word which proceedeth" out of his 
mout,h, as he has commanded? Are we keep
in~?~ tho word of wisdom concerning· the eating 
of meat; and are we "retiring and arising 
early that our bodies and minds may be in
vigorated"? 

But these are not given by commandment 
or restraint. Truly so. Nevertheless, it is 
written, "Man shall not live by bread alone, 
but by every word which proceedeth out, of 
the mouth of God;" and these are received by 
the church as coming from the mouth of God. 
Then shall we live by them? 

Also the word on clothing: "Let all your 
garments be plain." Is that being observed? 
Is not the failure to do so depriving the 
church of blessings, both financially and spir
itually? The ve.dous colors and fashions to be 
seen !lot church are very distracting to me, and 
to an extent detract my tbougb ts from the ob
ject of the meeting. What is true in my case 
may also be true of ·other persons. Can there 
be as great unity of thought and purpose 
when there is so much in other dir"ections to 
engage the thought? The mind is capable of 
holding only a certain amount, and these 
things of fashion only crowd out that which 
might be more profitable to us if there were 
room to receive it. We cannot serve two 
rnaster8. 

Just think.of the extra time we might give 
to the i.rnpeovement of our minds in studying 
tbe "books" if we lived more simply, which 
would do away with the extra stitches and 
extra ironing. It would save also the fretting 
and ''planning" of in selecting tbe style in 
which to make our garments. 

"Thou shalt not be proud in tby heart." 
What does that mean? 'fhese are things 
that I have been seriously considering of late, 
and I would like to be able to understand 
them and do them aright. 

Yours for Zion's weal, 
SR. LILLIAN WHIPPLE. 

DENNISPOR.T, Mass., June 25. 

Editm·s Remld:-Down by tbe sea, speak
ing peace to the troubled souh; that will lis
ten to the grand gospel stot·y. I wrote you 
w bile at Lamoni, in April. Since then I have 
been trying to do what I could in the gospel 
work, I wish I could report splendid inter
est and grand progress and baptisms by the 
hundreds; but facts are hard things to deal 
with, and have an uncomfortable way of look
ing one in the face. However, we rejoice to 
hear of the success of our brethren in the 
grel),t West and feel glgd that they (the peo
ple) are uo'o sufficiently "cultured" to reject 
all gospel truth. 

There are a few honest souls among the 
millions here hear the word with glad
ness, and are willing to obey. And to such 
then comes joy and peace. We struggle on, 
looking not back, but forward. 

Yesterday a young sister put on Christ by 
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baptl.sm; and as I led her robed in becoming the power of God's word, as set forth in the James McKiernan made a good effort at 
white, into the cool depth of t,he foam-crested Bible. T. B. HARJ)ER.'·' .., 10:45 a. m., on Sunday, and Bro. G. H. Hil-
waves, my soul was tilled with divine love, Mr. Ha~der's brother· preaches for them. liard another one in the afternoon, on the 
and pe~:.ce t'e8ted upon us all. This may somewhat account for his state- occasion of the dedication of the church. On 

Some years ago, while la.bor'ing here in ments. I met him a few days after, and he the same day Gso. P. Lamber·t was ordained 
Dennisport, I was called upou to administer still afficmed that my card denied the of to the office of high priest. Three were 
to a little girl, the daugMer of Sr. Joy, who salvation. I said: "Mr. Harder, there is no bapt.lzed by Bro. Hilliard. 
had a sad affiiction, being· unable to use one such a thing on n;y card." From Burlington I went to my old home in 
of her limbs. Sbe could wa.lk only by using "\Nhy," he said, "Don't your card say, Illinois, and visited wi~h my aged parents, 
crutches. She grew worse untH the doctor 'We believe the Bible cont.airis the word of also with brothers and sisters, and brothers 
had no hopes of her over being able to use God so far as it is translated correctly'?" and sisters-in-law. Spoke .B'riday and Satur
her limb, a.s the one afflicted had ceased to I answered, "Yen, sir; but does it say that day nights, and twice on Sunday, in the 
grow. We adtPinistered to her, and she we do not believe in the Bible, or that it Rock Creek church, aud I felt well in minis-. 
began to recove,•, laid s,side her crutches, I does not teach the plan of salvatlon?" tering the word of life to those among whom 
and today she walka, rmJd, rides a bicycle, "0, that is just what it say8." , I had labored yes,rs ago. 
and none could t,c3ll that she ever was lame. After trying to show the man just what my June 12 found me at Montrose, Iowa, where 

What dld that.? Was it, a "happen-so," or card did say, I not get him to see the I preached at 8 p. m., made a short visit 
did the Master hear the prayer of his serv- truth of it. So I him that he was blind. with my eldest brother and family, and on 
ants, and answer for the good of the child. Bro. Cushmo.n !l.nd myself spoke in the the next day repaired ·to Burlington, where 

I expect to be here until after the t.wo- schoolhouse, and at house of Bro. B,, L. 

1 

I made pleasant visits with Sr. Herrick, my 
days' meeting th&,t will convene next Sa.tur- Ware to the few came out. Showers of niece, and Bro. and Sr. Geisch. I also at-
day and Sunday. Yours in the confEct, rain hindered the people ft·om coming; bui; tended, and by request took charge of, the 

GEO. W. ROBLEY. on Sunday I bapthad Emma B., the wife of weekly prayer meeting. 
Bro. Gra.ham. Her parents live at Inde- For valid reasons, which do not need to be 

CLIPFORD, N.D., June 21. pendence, Missouri. I am looking for others named, I present the following incident: 
Editors Ilerald:-Desiring to let my ma.ny to follow. More than twenty years ago a sister was liv-

fdends know of my where!!. bouts, and what I Bro. Cushman spoke at eleven a, m., on Sun- ing on a farm near Persia, Iowa. She and 
am doing, I addeeas your valuable paper. I day, and gave very good instruct.ions to both her husband bad a sick pig to doctor. The 
left home on May 5, stopping· e,t LucJ.s, Des ! ~ld and young. He is now v.is~ti~~ t.he Wa- swelling on its head, or throat, was lanced 
Moines, :u'raser, and Coa,lvllle, Iowa. Arrived I f:l:enda branch. I expect to JOll1 nan there, and rele.nced, but Hs recovery seemed doubt-
at Brinton, s. D .. on the seventeenth. Ex- I July 8. Yours truly, ful. At this juncture the sister made a vow 
peoted to meet Bro. Sparling there, bnt on J. C. Foss. and promise that if the pig reeovered she 
account E!ickness in his family he could not -----------~ would the proceeds of its sale to a oer-
come. While there my home was princi- D'"" uOINEN I " J 2... tain elder. She wants those who were con-~f:) 1.11... 1 b 1 O!NB~i une ;cj, • ~ q 

Pally with Bro. and Sr. Bierlein, and i;hey E '"t R "-"' I h 1 , t' i versant w1th to.e !Hlove facts to know that 
a~ ors e~·atu.:·- ave os. some 1me s nee 1 • 

certainly made it like home for me. " 1 C f b • . k b t she has redeemed her pledge and pa1d the ,_,.enera on erence, ec8.use or sw ness, u" . • . 
It being my first experience as a mission- am at my Father's business again. $5.00, the sale Pl"lce of the pig, to the ·elder 

ary, and being alone, I .was timid about I b"ptized another fine lady at Grinnell, on referred to. J. R. LAMBEI\.'1', 
starting out; but knowing that, God was in I the 3d inst., also two at Boonesboro, two 
this work, I announced for a week's meeting, weeks ago. We converted a nice woman 
determined to put my trust in him who doeth from the Brighamite church at Boonesboro, 
all things well. I got along· all right for four and her husband told me he would soon be 
nights, aud then it looked to me as t.hough I 
hB<d told them all there was in the Bible; felt 
llke I wanted to quit. I asked God In humble 
prayer to strengt.hen me for the occasion. 
The fift.h night came, !md I was det.er
mined to make the effort. I selected a sub
;ject, and gathered all the scriptures to be 
found o!J it., thinking that if I could not talk 
I could read to thorn. Am tha.nkful to say 
God blessed me with an abundance of his 
Spidt, and I made the best effort of my life. 
This wrH.ing finds me at Clifford, holding 
meetings every night. I expect to be in this 
neighborhood till about July 1, and then jol.n 
Bro. Spaeling at Leeds, N. D. 

Yours for the truth, 
GEO. W. THORBURN. 

baptized, too. He said he was done· with 
those deceivers and false teachers of Utah. 

As soon as I get through her'3 I will go to 
New London and other parts of the Nauvoo 
district, till fail, then to eastern Iowa during 
the winter. In bonds, 

J. S. HO'l'H. 

COUNCIL BLUPFS, Iowa, June 25. 
Editm·s Hentld:-Since the adjournment of 

the General Conference I have been able to 
do a litt.le for the cause we love. Several 
times I met and sat with the revising com
mittee on Church History. Spoke once at 
Lamoni, with fair liberty, from John 18: 36, 
with Doctrine and Covenants 102: 1, 2. Dif
fering and urgent dem[>nds call for different 
lines of thought to be expressed by the min-

RICHMOND, Missouri. isters of the word. 
Editon; Jierald:-I came here a few days May 12, I went to Cleveland,-?. new mi.n-

·ago, and obts.ined consent to hold a few moe'&- ing town, sprung up as if by magic, near 
ings in the Christian union church; but as I Lucas, Iowa,-where I preached once. On 
entered the house, a young lady presented the 14th we organized a branch to be known 
me a, not.e from her father, as follows: "Mr. as the Clevela,nd branch. The opportunities 
Foss:-There are obj ctioDs to your preach- for doing· a good work at this place seem to 
ing in this church, so you will plea.se leave be more than ordinary. 
no other appointment after tonight. We see On June 2 and 3, I met with the Saints of 
by looking over your card or code of disci- I the Nauvoo district, in conference cs.pacity, 
pline, that you deny that the Bible sets fortiJ I at Burlington, Iowa. The conference was 
the plan of salvation. Hence we don't want I fairly good. The writer spoke on Saturday 
that man to preach in our family who denies evening, and Oil Sunday at 8 p. m. Bro. 

SANTA ANA, Cal., June 24. 
Edito1·s IIentld:-On account of the fright 

about the bubonic plague being in San FJ·au
cisco and in Auskalia, the government offi
cers in Papeete lnauguraLed strict quarantine 
laws, and especially so with the San Fran
cisco mail vessel, and we were therefore 
delayed and did not leave Papeete until May 
1, instead of April 12 to 15, the regular time. 
We were to go on board in 'ohe evening of the 
last day of April, as the tow boat, was to tow 
the vessel out to sea early in the morning. At 
seven p, m., the Saints and several not mem
bers of the church met in the chapel, and 
after singing and pri1yers for our safe journey 
home, several made speeches in which they 
reviewed the work of the church during our 
stay among them. We all then repaired to the 
beach, where the pilot,'s boat was awaiting 
us to take us Oil board, as the Galilee was out 
moored to the buoy. When we arrived near 
the boat they set their lamps and lanterns on 
the ground, and gathering around us 'again 
sang and offered prayer. One of the four 
verses of the hymn tl;)ey sang was as follows, 
to the tune of "God be with you till we meet 
again." 

Ei t.e Atna tatou i teienei 
I to taton nei taa e raa; 

N n. te Atna c aratai 
Tae ~tu ai i te farerei raa mau. 

Farerei, farerei faahou? 
1 to pae R"~ltle no Ietu; 
:B-,arerei1 farerei faahon~ 
Tei te rai te farerei raa mau. 
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A free translation is as follows:-

God be with us now 
In this our separating; 

By God may we be Jed 
Until the time of the true meeting. 

Meet, meet again, 
At the feet of Jesus; 
Meet, meet again 
In the heaven we'll truly meet. 

Then after the closing prayer and benedic
tion they came and bade us good-bye, shaking 
our hands warmly. A French family was 
present, and pat•taking of the feelings of the 
rest bade us good-bye with trembling voice 
and wetted cheek, and wished us bon voyage. 
After this we shoved off from the shore a 
little ways, when they sang another farewell 
hymn, and then we rowed out on the bosom 
of the beautiful harbor of Papeete, and got 
on board of our vessel, and found all hands 
had gone to bed, for it was late. 

In the morning the Eva towed us out to sea, 
· and after the usual incidents of such passages 

we arrived in San Francisco, whose harbor 
we left on the day on which the people elected 
William McKinley president of these United 
States, nearly four years ago. 

At the time of my departure Uncle Sam 
was at home on his own farm, inside of the 
ocean fence. Since then he, like the young 
man, having obtained his freedom suit, has 
gone abroad to seek his fortune, and neces
sarily has become mixed in the affairs of 
republics, empires, and kingdoms of the 
world, and possibly is now standing at the 
head of them all, perhaps !;he greatest of 
them all. And whil('l the ambitious, go-ahead 
citizens relish all this and see coming glory 
in it all, the more conservative mistrust it, 
and with doubts and fears are trembling for 
the results. 

I sincerely hope the Saints will not drink 
into the bitterness of feelings which may 
grow out of these affairs in our nation, and 
avoid the asperities engendered by political 
disputants in these tumultuous days. Let us 
possess our souls in patience, until our 
King comes, and setting up his kingdom and 
righteous reign, govern men in righteous
ness and peace. 

Our meeting with the Saints of San Fran
cisco, Oakland, San Jose, Gilroy, Mulberry, 
San Benito, and other places, was very joy
ous and pleasing to us, and a feeling of sin
cere gratitude to the great Giver of every 
good was ever present with us as we met the 
dear Saints again with whom we had toiled 
and labored, and been blessed in heavenly 
peace in the days gone by. He has spared 
us, and in peace we were permitted to meet 
them again. Some have passed on to their 
reward. For the first time the angel of 
death claimed one of our grandchildren. 
Little Mead entered, through a rough path
way, into the shining path which leads into 
the blissful rest of the children of God. 

On our way south we stopped off at Tulare; 
and on Tuesday, June 19, we laid the body of 
Sr. Mary Twaddle to rest in the cemetery in 
Tulare. On Sunday morning she and her 
mothe1· started for church, a fifteen mile 
drive, as we were.informed. The horse took 
fright, and overturning the buggy so injured 
her that she died within two hours: The 

SAINTS' HEltALD. 

mother is improving. All the Saints were 
present, and quite a number of friends. The 
services were in the Methodist chapel. At 
the request of the president of the branch I 
spoke, my brother assisting. Bro. Flory 
and all the Saints of his branch will miss Sr. 
Twaddle, as will all the Saints of the Central 
district; and many of the poor and discour
aged of that city will miss a generous friend 
and a kind benefactor. 

We had a good resting place at Bro. and 
Sr. Clarke's in Tulare. Always kind, gener
ous, and hospitable. May peace abide with 
them, and may God in his loving kindness 
heal her and bless her with peace and com
fort. 

After a stop of an hour or two at Jewetta, 
with Sr. Cockerton and family, we took the 
nine p. m. train for Los Angeles; and on the 
20th inst. we met our children and grand
children, of Los Angeles, and soon will meet 
those of Santa Ana and San Juan. 

My address is Santa Ana, Orange county, 
Califoenia. Your brother in Christ, 

J. F. BURTON. 

Mothars' 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

HIS REFERENCE. 
"Good-bye. Tomorrow by this timt'l I shall 

be well on my way to Chicago." 
"I shall miss you more than I can say; but 

I suppose that it is an opening you cannot af· 
ford to refuse." 

"I would not refuse it for anything. It 
may be 'ohe means of my getting into the of
fice here, a thing I have tried for over and 
over again without success. If I manage t.hat 
I shall be home again in a year or two. You 
will certainly writE~?" wistfully. 

''To be sure I will." 
"And go to see mother often?" 
''0! course." 
It was storming hard the next morning, but 

in spite of tha.t Alice told her mother that 
she had decided to go to town. "You dun't 
mind, mother, do you? To tell the truth, I 
feel all turned about by Will's leaving. I'm 
going to miss him so. I would go to see his 
mother today, but I know perfectly well that 
the moment she began to talk about him I 
should cry, and I don't believe that would 
comfort her much. I love the snow, and I'll 
go and see some pictures and take lunch with 
Laura if you are willing." 

"Perfectly willing, dear: only, if you find 
that there is going to be any trouble on the 
road you will come home on an early train, 
won't you?" 

"Yes, indeed. Good-bye." 
Alice had had her outing and was just 

seated, and the train on the point of starting, 
that afternoon, when somebody asked: "May 
I sit beside you?"-and at the sound of the 
familiar voice she looked up, her eyes wide 
with astonishment. 

"Why-why, Will!" 
"I do not wonder that you are surprised; I 

can hardly realize myself that I am here," he 
said, as he took the seat beside her. 

"But you should be half way to Chicago by 
this time. You told me that they would only 
hold the position for you until tomorrow?" 

"Yes," quietly, "but-I have given up the 
position, Alice." 

"Given up the position! That means giv
ing up all hope in the home office? Do you 
mind explaining, or would you rather I would 
not ask?" 

"No, I do not mind explaining-to you. It 
is simply this: I found that my mother was 
breaking her heart over it-my leaving 
home, I mean. She tried her best to hide H, 
but I found it out last night aft.er I left you." 

"But-what a terrible disappointment!" 
He did not reply at once; then, with his 

eyes bent upon the ticket which he was snap
ping· between his fingers, he said, quietly: 
"Yes, it is a disappointment, and the more so 
for the loss of hope for the future here; but, 
Alice, there are two things which I have 
promised myself never to do. One is," lifting 
his head, "that for no earthly consideration 
will I commit a dig honorable act, in or out of 
business; the other, that I will never, God 
helping me, grieve or disappoint my mother. 
There are, perhaps," with a faint smile, 
"other positions in the world; there is but 
one mother." 

An old gentleman, seated directly behind 
them, who had glanced up at Alice's words, 
now rose and changed his seat. "I don't be
lieve all that was meant for my ears," he 
growled, "and I suppose I ought to be 
ashamed of myself for listening. But I'm 
not! I don't know that I ever did a better 
thing- in my life. But how will I ever man
age it? I wonder where he lives? I believe 
I'll speak to him!" 

But before he had decided what to do the 
train stopped and w his dismay the two young 
persons in whom he had felt such deep inter
est got out and he sank back in his seat with 
an expression of disappointment upon his 
kindly face. 

"Now, who would have thought he was 
going to leave so soon? Well, I suppose 
there's nothing for it but to go hunting aU 
over Heathdale for a handsome young fellow 
answering to the name of 'Why Will!'" And 
with an inward chukle at his own wit, he 
took up his paper and began to read. 

But in leaving the train at his own station, 
a few miles further up the road, he glanced 
involuntarily at the vacated seat and saw t.hat 
a book had been left there. Picking it up 
eagerly, he turned to the fly leaf, while wait· 
ing for the train to stop. 

"Not his, but it will serve!" he exclaimed 
with satisfaction, as his eye rested upon the 
name, "Alice M. Rowland," neatly written 
there. "I'll save the company the trouble of 
taking charge of it." 

The next evening, when Will Stanley 
stopped at the post office on his way home 
from the station, he brought the Rowland's 
mail as usual. 

"An interesting looking parcel, Alice," he 
said, "and a letter directed in the same hand." 

"Why, I wonder whose writing it is? I 
never saw it before. But, Will, have you 
found anything today?" 

"No," he replied quietly. There was some
thing in his voice which made her change 
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the subject inGtantly, with a throb of pity at went to a conference in another part of the that habit of mind which corresponds to di
her tender heart. di~trict, a short time since, and left Bro. gestion. Meditation is to the intellect in 

"Now," she said, "we shall what this mys- Smith thel'e; but he will soon return to San reading books what the gastric juice is to 
tory means." And tearing open the letter, in Antonio again. Bro. Baggerly is with us at · the food we eat. That wonderful solvent God 
what Will always called her "womanish man- present. Both have been doing some good has provided must separate and dissolve the 
ner," she glanced at the signature. work here. It is not often that we are fa- food to the end that it may be assimilated, 

"No help herel" she exclaimed. "Who-~ vored with such efficient laborers. 'fhe work and mu·ried through the system, repairing its 
ever is James T. Worthington?" is on the move, to success, in this part of the wastes, supplying fresh elements of combina-

"James T. Worthington? Why, he's the vineyard, and I think if every one will put tion of its various parts; feeding the blood, 
head of the home office. Why, Alice, what is his shoulder to the wheel, much good will be keeping that life-current full and strong, and 
it?" For the girl had sprung to her feet and accomplished. so by it pouring into the farther streets of 
was fairly dancing about the room as she Ever praying for the success of the work the body the tide of health. The most 
cried: "Will, Will, listen to this!" And everywhere, I am your sister in the conflict., wholesome food would be poison without that 
turning again to the letter, she read:- JULIA V. NEAL. solvent. Reflection is to the mind what th~tt 

"My DeaT Miss Rnwland:-I return your ______ .,_ __ _.,_____ is to the body. We might learn a profitable 
book which you left in the tnJ.in last evening lesson from the quiet ruminating habits of 
thanking you heartily for so doing, as the D the cattle. 
finding of it has helped me out of a difficulty. "Re!l.d all solid books slowly. The best 
I have to confess to having overheard a few ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDF.rOR. readers seem the most plodding. Few can 
words of a conversation between you and your Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. turn the pages with the rapidity of Macauley 
friend, as I sat directly behind "OU. I only for very few possess his splendid gifts and 

J (Send communicfLtions for this department to the 
listened to a few sentences and then changed Address minutes and notices of conventions, capacious memory. Robertson tells us that 
my seat. But the result is that I wish that to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") it would rrquire him six months· to read a 
you would oblige me by requesting Will·- small octav0 volume on chemistry. 'But 
pardon me, but I know him by no other name- LIBRARIES AND READING. then,' he adds, 'I could stand an examination 
to come to my office tomorrow morning. He HOW TO READ. on it.' Har·riet Martineau often read a page 
will know where to find me. I wish to make It seems to be thought by some that the in an hour, but she thought enough to fill 
him the offer of a position the value of which amount read is a guage to the accomplish- 'Gen. Resolve to finish but a few pages each 
he will understand more fully than you. A ments of the individual. Nothing could be da.y; if valuable at all, the book is worth 
man who has two such aims in life as he de- further from the trutJ:-~ than this. Vilhile it reading thus. Think over each chapter or 
clared himself to have, is the man I want. I is a fact that the requirements of an educated paragraph; examine yourself mentally with 
require no other reference. person include considerable reading, it is not shut eyes upon its principles and doctrine. 

"Gratefully your friend, the amount of matter read, but the manner This is the way to read, not many books, but 
"JAMES T. WORTHING'l'ON." in which it is done that accounts for good. much, and one read thus, carefully, will 

-Anna L. Hannah, in OhTistian Observe?·. And upon the assumption that it is not the result in g-reater good to the reader than 

SAN ANTONIO, Texas, June 21. 

Dea1· Sisters of the Praye1· Union:-It has 
been a long time since my name has appeared 
as a contributor to your columns, although I 
have felt, sometimes, that it was my duty to 
write, if for nothing more than to tell you 
that I am still interested in the good work. 
Some time ago Sister Ruth Gifford sent my 
name up to be placed among the special 
requests for prayer; from this I have received 
great benefit, also through administration. 
I feel to thank and praise the Great Physi
cian for his loving care and watchfulness over 
.me. 

Dear sisters, I come before you now to 
make a special request in behalf of our aged 
sister, Grandma Kuykendall. She is almost 
entirely blind, in fact, she can't distinguish 
objects at all, though she can discern a small 
degree of light. They have spent a great 
deal of money with doctors to no purpose. 
There is some kind of an obstruction growing 
over her eye, which entirely covers the sight. 
Now I suggest that the Thursday after this 
appears in the Berald, those of the sisters 
who feel like it, fast and pray with me, that 
the obstruction may be removed, if it be the 
kind Father's wilL 

Some twenty years ago, Grandma acciden
tally got one of her eyes put out, and now the 
other one has become affected in sympathy 
with that one. She has been a member of 
the church for many years, and belonged to 
the old church. She says that she has heard 
Joseph the Martyr preach, and was intimately 
acquainted with his wife. 

Bro. H. O. Smith has be~;~n here, W~;~ aU 

quantity but rather the quality of reading twenty skimmed. The old scholastic rule 
that is desirable, we look first to discover has never been repealed or improved: 'not 
"how to read," or "how to use books." We many but much.'-(Non multa sed miltum.) 
quote again from Professor Morehead in the "Our reading should be methodic. By ju-
International Evangel, St. Louis. · diciously systemizing our work it is astonish-

"!. The primary element in reading is ing how much may be accomplished. Method 
meditation, thoughtfulness. Too much read- helps a man to saH right on his course; with-

. ing without reflection will produce the effect out it he is perpetually on the tack. Labor 
of a lamp inverted, which is extinguished by without system is a dead lift. Some of the 
the very oil that was meant to feed it. 'Mul- busiest people have the least of a busy look. 
tifarious reading,' writes Frederick Robert- The most tiresome person is the fussy one. 
son, 'weakens the mind more than doing He is also the most idle. Of real work he 
nothing; for it becomes a necessity -at last, knows nothing. All true students are meth
like smoking, and is an excuse for the mind odic, careful, quiet. Albert Barnes wrote all 
to lie dormant, whilst thought is poured in his commentaries in the early morning. 
and runs through, a clear stream, over unpro- When the clock struck nine, he resolutely 
ductive gravel, on which even mosses do not laid aside pen and books, and turned to his 
grow.' pastoral duties. A German pointed out one 

"Coleridge divides readers in to four classes: of our characteristic weaknesses as a people 
'The first may be compared to an hour-gl!l.ss, when he said, 'I cannot comprehend how you 
thei!' reading being as the sand; it runs in Americans accomplish anything working as 
and runs out and leaves not a trace behind. you do largely without system. All I have 
A second class resembles a sponge which im- been able to do I owe to my habits of study.' 
bibes everything, and returns it in nearly the At ten in the evening the historian, Neander, 
same state, only a little d.rtier. A third used to retire. His rooms might be crowded 
class is like a jelly-bag, which allows all that nightly with distinguished scholars, never
is pure to pass away, and retains only the theless, he would cheerfully bid them all 
refuse and dregs. The fourth class may be goodnight. At five in the morning he was 
compared to the slave of Golconda, who cast- with his amanuensis, and till nine the toughest 
ing aside all that is wor~hless, preserves only problems in ecclesiastical history and exege
the pure gems.' sis were grappled with. As his secretary 

"Our danger is, not that we read too much, used to put it, 'it rained Greek and Latin from 
but think too little. Some of the wisest mel:! the fathers for four stricken hours.' Mr. 
read sparingly, traveled none scarcely, but Moody reserved the morning hours for his 
thought profoundly. What they read, how- scripture reading, meditation, and prayer. 
ever, lay in their minds fructifying, and ''Then, too, we should read and study to be 
came forth at length a living tree with -fruit more helpful to others. We a!'e not educated 
and leaves. This grappling with the subjects I for our own pleasure, to gratify our own indi
of which one reads is intUspensable. It j.s · vidual tastes and vanity. If_what we learn, H 
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the powers that unfold within us, by ~.ssidu
ous application, be not employed in God's 
service and for others' behoof, our reading 
will be in vain. V\Teare to be pitied lf we are 
merely receivers; we are to be congratulat,ed 
if we are both receivers and distributors. All 

unable to do any other kind of reading if you action. Letters of removal were g·ranted to 
ailow yourself to form that indolent habi'G. Sr. Haley North and Bro. James 
It is an indolent h!!,bit and deserves to be of the disorgoa,nized Butler 

branch. · Bishop's 
condemned, If you have but two minutes to rn;nn;;•bc><'l receipts 8i.nce last UV.LHCnC>UL"O 

read, read something will be food for $238 $202.77. On 

the wate.rs flow into t.he sea: but the gene1·ous 
sea gives them back a.gain to the earth in the 
form of rains and snows, vapors and dews. 
Let us be like the sea in this respect. 

th w ,,.. t' d" t d th" l'd ton was ordaHJed to the office of The 
future growth. We have heard people say I fl·om . ~w. Jes8e W. 

· ey ere GOO ,1re 0 rea any - mg 80 1 • executive committee of: ohcJ reunion re-

hes. It 1s not tho tu·edness, but rather the near El Dorado 3. Bro. 
~hey ar~ mistaken ~s to where t,he trouble I ported that it._ would meet a;t, Nine. 

habit of indolent mindedness that we spoke Budd was added to selected at 
. , , the .last reunion. Voted that we Bro. 

"Let readers and students remember sug- of above. This comes fl"'om the ha.bit of reaa·j Alexander Smith, Patriarch, and 
gestive words of Boaz to his reapers in ing "just for pastime." If one is really too , to attend our next r·eunion 
behalf of Huth the Moabitess: 'Let some hand- tired to res.d carE3fuHy, hio ls too tired to re!l,d I and that we t.heir 
fuls fall on purpose for her.'" at ail. He ha.d better ;;leep. We a1:e a m,:J,n- I Lamoni here; and The 

• , - '" . . . , distdct, oflicers r·esultf:d in 'ohe choice of Eider 
Lord Bacon s!l.ys: "Some books !J,re to be ualla,borer ana lind that ClO ma'""er· how 11rea 'I'. H. White as and Sr. Vina H. 

tasted, others ar-e to be swallowed, and some we get, reading and reading studiously will Goff as clerk. grf!nt Elder \l\1. H. 
few digested." Holmes expresses much the rest us. It takes the mind entirely away LOW'3 a new license to replace his former 
same thought when he says: "Some books from that which became wearisome. Mind . lost by fit·e. A uast from the dis-

. . . , ~ trict school for one ·V'.(bole 
are edifices to stand as they are built; some work w;n :rest the bo.d;r, and vw: ve1·s~, bodily j day, and one hour other 

flees; some are from which stones made mind work. to oonvetw at 
are hewn stones to form It part of future edi- work v.nll rest t.he m. md. Readmg snould be .j t.he uext reunion for Sunday." school 

are to be split for shaping and after use." You have now :read this a.rtiolo il,bou·~ pf the moon in October. 
Yes, we have books that must be literally through. Please try this. R3ad it again ---------· -~~ 

digested if we get !MlY benefit from their Md mark with your pencil every g·ood ST. LOUIS. 
reading. A casual reading or anything less thought you see. If it is especially good, Conference convened in St. Louis, Missouri, 
will be wasted. No benefit can be derived underscore it. If do not :J.gTee with H, or Saturday ev_ening, June 23. E!der Arthur 

A lle11 W"" cnosen to with Elder J. from a slipshod way of reading anything, and wish to add to it, make a brief note on it at C. Hitch~"ock • 
it. is especially true of this class of books. In 

1 

the bottom. 'l'alk with ot,hers about it., Elders 
this class we might mention Samuel Smiles' This talk- will interest them and benefit you H. 
works on "Duty," "Cha,·actet·;" Emerson's all whether you see a3 we seem· not. And if I Priests G. 
essays; :Macauley's essays; scientific works; I you feel like going f11t·ther still, and write me Teachers J. J. 
and many others which must be studied as 1t letter about it, I shall be greatly pleased, 
you read if you would get the full benefit to indeed. But whatever you do, m0"ke an l; a and teacher 
be derived therefrom. effort. to improve your way of reading. Not I ;•;,m:::JVc~~ _?Y lette: 5. 

Another class i.s to be "s•,val!owed." That "How much "but "How well" do you do your no.Vl!l;.; ar, anged for 
, . ' · reuniOn 2 W 12, 

is, we must read them in such a way that worK. St. 
they will each be underBtood as a whole. In the near future we will hand!e the gen· line of 
This class, like the former, must be studied eralsubject of a Sunday school library in its agent, J · G. 
with Bxtreme care, but will not require the detail. But for some reason, we have notre- on hand $7S, 97 ; t 

depth of study or the of study that ceived replies from all the persons from ou 
the former requires. In this class we would which we desire to be8.r before we put out 
expect to find such works as "David Copper- this number. 
field," by Dickens; "John Hallifax," by Mrs. 
Mulock; "Ivanhoe," by Scott; "Ben Hur," 
by Wallace; and a host of others. They are 
not, however, necessarily all of fietion. For 
there are also many works of travel, adven
ture, biography, etc., that may well be 
classed as books that may be "swallowed." 

The books that are to be "tasted" are 
many and varied in character, from the dic
tionary to the tedious Gibbon's Rome, or 
kindred books of complete history. We 
keep many books for reference only. To 
make a regular reading of them would be a 
loss of time, if not worse. l<'or what purpose 
do we keep our complete histories of nations 
or countriGs, our encyclopedias, our dictiona
ries, manuals, compendiums, atlases, etc., 
more than for reference? We "taste" them 
when we need something upon the line 
treated in them. We turn often to the dic
tionary or cyclopedia as we pursue our regu
l~J;r course of study or reading to get light 
upon something not fully understsod. 

Thus we see that "some books are to be 
digested, some to be swallowed, and some to 
be tasted." But whether we digest, swal
low, or taste, it should be done in a careful, 
thoughtful, and thorough vvay. Read for 
some particular object. Think about what 
you have read. 

"Jj""""~or the book is in my heart, 
J_.ives in me, wakes in me, and dreams in me; 
My daily bread tastes of it-and my wine 
Which has no smack of it, I pour it out; 
It seems tmuatural drinking.-E. B. Browning. 

June 
\iV. 

J. F. 
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Kibler and A. M. Fyrando to the office of 
high priest was presented J. W. Wight., 
and their ordination was the con-
ference. Bro. Kibler being 
dained by Ch;;;.rles D0rry 
A committee of 
J. M. Baker, 
merson, was to 
mat.ter of a silence placed 
district president, they 
act as court of elders if 
collection was ordered taken up fot· the 
pose of purchasing an organ and 
stove to g·o with district tent; was re-
ceived. Bro. C. F. Pratt offered the loan .of 
his living tent. A. M. Fycaodo 
sustained as Preach LI'rTLJll s:mux. 
\V. i\.. Convention mt:rf. J...1lt"tL:; Sioux. 
and J·. M. One social see vice , 8 9. Officers present: .L . D'. 

to meet at Moorhead, Iowa, Saturday, Sep- tre11surer; 
Sunday school session was held. Adjourned I LeJJn:>, tlDr~cnd, Qa''""'"-~ ,., 

tember 1. cituart.. RtHJe:l.ved report;s 
eleven schools and two Heligios. Reports 

ALABA!l!IA. 
Conference met with Lone S'ar h-"' ncb 

May 12; President M. K. Harp in" tb,;'·c"bair: 
J'. T. Raines secretary tern. Elders re-
porting: M. IC and W. 
J. Booker; Priests . E. Miller Vff. D 
Clark. Branch reports: Pleasa,nt Hill 
Flat Rock 50, Lone Star 122. A 
meeting will be held at each branch in 
district before next conference. 
agent's report: Oo hand last 
received since $87,50; paid out 
$53.05. Bro. G. 0. Sellers was 
look after the interest of t.he 
work in the district. The 
general authorities of the church 
tained. Preaching by J. G. 
J'. Booker. Adjourned to meet with 
Hill branch, September 29, at tens,, m. 

FAR WEST. 
Conference convened with Stewartsville 

branch, Missouri, .June 9 and I. N. Vv"hite, 
E. L. Kelley, and T. T. ln the 
chair: C. P. Faul and A. Leaverton 

of Missouri Hope, 2md M<~gnolia 
schools received latE\ convention. 
Union Center, of Neola, was not hear·d. from. 
'There are fifteen schools the disteict, show

a meDJ bership of Hbout 665 1 in four-tBen 
Two new schools have been organ· 

ized sincl-7 last convention two discon
tinued. Treasurer's report sbowed amount 
on hand of $9 53. The two heard 
from shewed a membership of The fol-

·were chosen officers of district Zion's 
.J. M:. Baker, 

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN' 
INDIANA 
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D 
OF BISHOP'S AGENT. 

friends of t.he Reorganized 
for d ist.ric1; of 

W. w. m.<O.LJ'c>U>A, 

for 
church have con1e into his hands. We 
ex tend special thanks to him .for his aid to us 
in this wmk, and algo besoeak word for 
the new Eider Floi·erwe Omans. 

direction of the Lord in 
the past, I am, in behalf of 

res pee tf u 1l y, 
E. L KELLEY. 

LAThiONr~ Iown, ~June 29. 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE, 
To the Saints of Southem Indiana Dis-

l.riet:--On of Br·o. W. C. 
I ws,s recom
Kelley. Bro. 

the offiee ou account of 
the acLive ministr·y, and 

away from home and out preaching 
in new could not have 

1 rn. uch Mrn.e to de vote agency. So 

I
I upon this t~tatement and these reasons I be

came '"he of Southern Indiana district. 
I ask the assistance and 
of all Saints that desire to 

I 
see the move smoothly, and in a 

way. We now have active working 
in .soutbGrn Indiana this year. They 

taries·. Bishop's C. P. Faul, 
On hand M!Ol,rch received f the cause in wor·ds the I 

ought to do much and present 

.or lattel'-day work,-in some new places, and 
1 make many fr'i0nds to our fr1ith. \fve give on hand June 4, paid out $137.41. 

Auditing committee: J. Constance, D. E. 
Powell, and Biehard Head. Branch reportB: I had 
Stewartsville loss 2 Delano 118; 2. at 
Wakenda 59; 1. DeKalb 52: no keeping our number 
German. Stewart~ville 77: loss 1: St. Joseph I 'The secretary's bill of 
448; gam 9. Kmgston 87; gam 1. Mount The treasurer, John 

·Hope 42; no change. Ministerial $1.14. Short addresses on 
Elders T. T. Hinderks, Ben. Dice by Elders C. 
S. F. Cushman, D. J. Powell, Sweo and J. Lake. Sr. Mary 
R. Phillips, J. C. Alma J. to General 
baptized 1, Russell J. S. 
J. C. Foss, E. C. baptized 2, 
Shaw, Jacob Snider, A. W. Head, L, L. Bab
bitt, I. N. White, Wiill<cm Lewis, D. E. 
Powell; Priests T. H. Hindorks, J. W. Rob
berts, H. B. Taddicken, B. Constance, D. 
Schmidt, F. Uphoff, and J. N. York. Teach
ers C. J. Craven, John Piepergerdes, B. 
and William Haman. Stewartsville 
recommended Br·o. J. William Roberts be or
dained an elder; ordained by I. N. White and 
E. L. Kelley. Election of officers: T. T. 
Hinderks, president; J. S. Constance, vice 
president; C. P. Faul and A. Leaverton sec
retaries; C. P. Faul was sustained at Bishop's 
agent. The following missions 1md those in 
charge: J. H. Snider, C. T. Orr, and C. J. 
Craven, Kingston and vicinity; L L, Babbit.t, 
F. Uphoff, Antioch and vicinity; J. C. Elvert, 
Cameron; A. W. D. E. Powell, Andrevv 
St. Lewis, Charles 
Starfield, and vicinity; Iv1ark Ballenger, 
liam Constaoce, Mabel and surrounding coun-
try. All others &re requested to work and 
labor all they can. Saturday 
in~r by Bt~o" Gwen Swensen~ 

1 them our and send our out 
1 for them, if they labor we will 

I 
try to their families we can. So 
now, this all means that 
vie must some tithes to those 
collectors each that the work may 
move along, and furthermore when we pay 
our tithes we are keeping one of the com-
mandments. D. HURBAUGH. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Oklahoma Saints:-At our last 
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were never better than they are now. Why 1 prieed or inclined to resent (as some do) the 
not all the Saints in Oklahoma arrange liberty of a st-ranger addressing them. 
to attend and renew your streng-th and zeal Asking for an interest in the fai.th and 
in the cause? If you intend drop a prayers of the Saints, I remain, yours in 
card to Bro. G. ]);1, Hiles, Downs, , bonds, . J. W. RUSH'l'ON. 
'fhe committee desires this I Home address: 34 Compton row, Hudson 
Please don't omit it. Any road, Englar:d. 
desire in regard to the boarding tent, Field . 13 Gladstone street, Burn-
to the above brother, or the writer. Re- brook, Ham1lton, Scotland, care W. Penman 
member the time, August 3 to 13; place, Cairns. 
four miles east and two and a half south of 
Hennessy, Oklahoma. W. S. MACRAE. 

Box 155, Blackwell, 0. T. 2t 

We are going to have a reunion in southern 
California this year, commencing August 10, 
and continue over the 17th. It will in all 
probability be held in Sycamore grove, 
within the incorporate limits of Los Ange
les, and is one of the very best places for a re
union in this country. We are fully expecting 
one of the Presidency to be in attendance. It 
is very probable that Bro. Joseph will be the 
"one." It is pr·oposed to continue the "com
munity table" which wa5 so in evidence last 
year. This will save much time and worry 
for the sisters. 

T. w. 'WILLIAMS. 

The Des Moines district paving· secured 
the Chautauqua grounds at Colfax, as 
the place to hold their annual reunion, 
set the date of August 31, 1900; reunion to 
run ten days. L0t all concerned take notice 
and govern themselves accordingly. All 
parties desiring tents, will notify Bro. G. W. 
Johnson, Youngerma.n block, Des Moines, 
Iowa. The following are the prices for ten 
days, according to size: A 14x21, 5 rooms 
$5.00; 14x14, 3 rooms $4.00; 10xl4, 2 rooms 
$3.00: 14xl6, $2 50; 12xl4, $2 00; 10x12, $1.50; 
7x9, $1.25. 

Furniture. Cots, canvas, 15 cents; cots, 
wire single, 25 cents; cots, wire double 40 
cents; chairs canvas, 10 cents; chairs wood, 
15 cents. Gasvline stoves two burners, 50 
cents. We extend a cordial invitation to all 
Ssaints to come and enjoy themselves with 
us, not of Des Moines district only, but every
body. We have a very nice place, well 
adapted for just such a gathering. Good 
water, hay, and corn at reuaonable prices. 
This is an established grounds of the Iowa 
Epworth League and good railroad accom
modation; some five trains per day. 

BY REUNION COMMIT'l'EE. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of Chatham District, Greet

Ing:-Having been appointed to labor in your 
midst, we would ask the cooperation of all in 
the district who may be interested in mis
sionary work. If you know where an opening 
could be made; a schoolhouse, or a hall, or !!, 

grove could be got for preaching, kindly let 
us know. We also have the use of the dis
trict tent this summer; anyone knowing 
where the tent could be set, up to ad vantage, 
will kindly let us know, and we will attend 
to you as soon as we can. 'Trusting we may 
have your hearty support, we are hoping and 
praying for success in this great latter-day 
work. Address all communications to Box 
20, Ridgetown, Ontario. 

Elders B. ST. JOHN. 
T. A. PHILLIPS. 

TWO DAYS' MEJ]]TINGS. 
will be a two-days' meeting held in 

of Central Nebraska district, 
It is expected that some of 

oo·'""''""" force will be present 
GAME'l', Pres. 

'fwo days' meetings will be held at the fol
lowing places on the dates named:-

Chicag·o, ,July 28 !Uld 29, in charge of John 
M. Terry and Henry Southwick. 

Sandwich, August 4 and 5, by Henry South
wick, Thomas Hougas, and Frank Izatt. 

Ladd, August 11 and 12, by Henry South
wlck and John Midgorden. 

Mission, September 8 and 9, by Henry 
South wick, Henry Atkins, and George How
ard. 

Cortland, September 29 and 30, by John 
Midg-orden and F. T. Haynes. 

Wilmington, October 13 and 14, by H. E. 
Moler and A. J. Keck. 

By order of district conference, 
HENRY SOU'l'HWICK. 
J. MIDGORDEN. 
H. E. MOLER. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
To the Saints of Northeastern Texas and 

Choctaw District:-As our district conference 
convenes July 28, at Manchester, Texas, we 
hope you will all feel a deep interest in this 
meeting, and as many attend as possible. We 
think there will be a good representation of 
the ministerial force present, so come pre
pared to stay three or four days if necessary. 
Bring the spirit of peace with you, and the 
result of our meet.ing will be favorable. I 
shall make a strong- effort to be with you. 

ELLIS SHORT, 
Bishop Northeastern Texas and Choctaw 

District. 

Massachusetts district conference will con
vene August 11, at Silver Lake, Massa
chusetts. The above date is the second 
Saturday of the reunion, so we expect a 
large gathering, as both sessions of the work 
can be attended at the same expense. As I 
expect to be away from home much of the 
time between now and the 1st of August, I 
would ask the branch clerks to kindly assist 
me by having· their statistical reports with 
me not later than July 15. Let as many 
come to the reunion as possible, and remain 
to the conference. 

M. C. FISHER, Clerk. 

NOTIOES. 
Sister Mary Jane .Tenkins, Spiders Castle, 

Porth, who has left, and whose whereal:!Qr\l.ts 
are not known, you are hereby notifieji! to 
appear before an elders' court, on Saturday, 
August 25, 1900, to answer the charge of 
adultery. Court to convene at the town hall, 
Porth at eight p. m. 

By order of Penygraig branch. 
W. P. Cox, Ptesident. 

has ordered this notice to be published in 
both Herald and Ensign. Signed, W. P. Cox, 
president; L. Bishop, secretary. 

White Eagle branch will have meetini!B at 
Eliza, Illinois, in the hall, Sunday, July 15, at 
10:30 a. m., and at 2:30 and 8 p. m. Also bas
ket dinner. Come and have a good time, and 
hear the gospel. All are welcome. 

J. W. ADAMS, Pres. 

SOUTHWESTERN MISSION. 
Editors Herald :-Please say to the mission

aries in the South western mission that while 
their permits read, "Not good locally in 
Texas" over the International and Great 
Northern, I was informed by the general 
ag·ent in tvis clty today that the restrictions 
and exceptions had been removed and that 
half fare tickets would be sold locally over 
that road the same as any other. 

H. 0. SMI'l'H. 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, June 28. 

BORN, 
MoDONALD.-At Fresno, California, July 

31, 1899, to William J. and Sr. McDonald, a 
daughter. Blessed May 9, 1900, and named 
Edna Bernice. 

RANKINS.-On June 10, 1900, the following 
named children of Bro. Robert and Sr. Mary 
Elizabeth Rankins were blessed by El.der T. 
J. Sheldon: George Edward, born November 
12, 1891, Muscatine county, Iowa; Albert 
Ft'anklin, born May 16, 1894, and Edith 
Luretta, born September 25, 1897. 

W. H. WAHL. 
DIED. 

PE'l'ERSEN.-Sr. Mette Stina Petersen died 
June 23, 1900, after a protracted illness. She 
was stricken with paralysis at the home of 
Bro. and Sr. Andrew Jensen, her son-in-law 
and daughter, near Bedison, Mi8souri, over 
two years ago, and last April was removed to 
the home of ·her sons, Nels and Hano Peter
sen, near Weston, Iowa, where she died. Sr. 
Petersen, was born November 9, 1825, on tho 
island of Moen, Denmark; came to America 
in 1877, and shortly after became acquainted 
with the latter-day work, accepting the g-os
pel and was baptized in 1882, by Elder R. N. 
Hansen. She suffered much during her ill
ness, but when the end came, passed away in 
peace, having retained her faith in God and 
in the gospel until the end. Her body was 
laid to rest in the Hazel Dell cemetery, by 
the side of her husband, who preceded her 
about eighteen years. She leaves two sons, 
one daughter, one adopted son, and several 
grandchildren, who mourn. Funeral sermon 
in the Saints' chapel at Haztll Dell, by H. N. 
Hansen. The family wish to express their 
gratitude to Saints and friends, both in Mis
souri and Iowa, who ministered to the comfort 
of their mother during her affliction. 

I expect to reach the mission to which I 
have been appointed, ScotL<J;nd, on or about 
July 20, ·after having made the necessary 
arrangements for leaving my employment, 
and also attending to the necessities of home 
preparatory to such acourso. 

RANDALL -May, the only child of John 
and Lizzie Randall, born F<Jbruary 26, 1897; 
died June 22, 1900, at Sharon, Pennsylvania. 
Little May was a favorite among all who 
knew her. She met her sad end by being 
thrown violently from her buggy, while out 
with two girls to have her picture taken. 
While descending an incline the buggy got 
away from them, and throwing her out on 
the hard paved street. She was unconscious 
most of the time from four p. m. until she 
died at one a.m. next morning. About eight, 
her uncle, Richard Baldwin administered to 
her, when she immediately came to herself 
and recognized all the family, but shortly fell 
into a peaceful sleep, from which she never 
woke. Services at the house, conducted by 

This is to certify that Elder J. D. Jenkins, , Elder F. J. Ebeling. 
late u1issionary of Wales, has been excom- · HOLMAN.-Mr. James Holman, aged 72 
municated from the Reorganized Church of years, died at Jefferson, Ohio, June 21, 1900, 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sttints for adul- whilst on his way from Chh;ago to visit his 
tery. We take this m~ans of warning the people. Was brought to Conneautville, 
Saints, and all the members of the above Pennsylvania, to his brother, Bro. J. G. Hoi-

If there are any of the Saints who have 
relatives or friends in Scotland, whom they 
have reason for believing that the gospel 
would be welcome, will they kindly forward 
to my aildre~;s the names and addresses of 
such, and at the same time ad vise their 
friends of this1 so that they will nqt be sur-

church in country, against this man, where services were held, conducted by 
in of Penygraig E;lder F. J. Ebeling. · 
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THIS is a book just issued by Board of 
Publication oi the Reorga;,uized Church of 
Jesus Christ oi Latter Day S11ints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
!lentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretationsj 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
eriminali ty. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the a.uthority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the inlluence of their 
l!lophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be IBOld at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
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as a correct 
as a means of 

and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against th~ 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
11.nd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 

·of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of- Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call' 
l.ng and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . • . . • • • 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges .......... , S 00 
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The Factions on Polygamy and 
Spiritual Wifery. 

A new tract by Elder Heman C. Smith, 
Church Historian, which shows that the 
'factions of tlie church, other than the one 
under Brigham Young, wel.'e originally op-
1posed to polygamy; hence tluot polygamy ill 
'not traceable to the original churc-h organiJ 
i Mtion. ~ Per, ii.2~!!U!.9!l.!1Ps;. $},. 00 per 100. 
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CONTENTS: 
EDITORIAL: 

Another Testimony for the Book of 
c::::::: Mormon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .445 

Another Exposition of Mormonism .. .445 
The India Famine ................... .446 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: 
A Month in the Society Islands.-

No. 2 ............................. .447 
The Miraculous ..................... .449 

of th~ narratives on w~i~h it is based j thought and belief was different from 
relatmg to those old mt1es of Yuca- that of Eaypt and Assyria. But I 
tan were not wholly imaginative. I won't talk"' about that until I have 
don't feel at liberty to discuss the studied the matter ~ore. These 
matter at length, for you see I only theories are simply theories, based on 
;vent alo~g b~cause of my knowledge the most cursory study. It's a field 
m ~ertam h~es of archreology, ~n about which no one can say anything 
tram:t;~ ou_t rums .. I have helped dtg positively." · 

The Sin Against the Holy Ghost .... .451 
Australia's Ensign .................. .452 
A Mistake . . . . . . .................... 453 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: ......... , ....... 453 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 

Prepared· Reading for August Meet-
ings of Daughters of Zion ........... 455 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: 
Class of Literature for Sunday School 

Libraries .......................... 456 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: 

~mt mtte~ m Assyria and have worked Mr. Compston left last night for 
m Persia and Egypt, and so, of Santa Fe, where he will examine the 
course, I can trace the lines of old collection of cliff dwellers' relics and 
cities and of fortifications by signs will then go to Salt Lake City to sub
that would be all but undiscerni_ble to mit his share of the reports in advance 
a man t~at had not that expene~ce. of the return of the expedition.-The 
But wh1le I shall leave the deta1led Denver Republican, June 9, 1900. 
reports, with references to the Book 

Western Maine ....................... 457 
Northern Michigan ................ .457 
Montana ............................. 457 
Northern Minnesota ................. .457 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 
Nauvoo ........................... .457 
Fremont .......................... .458 
Northern Michigan .................. 458 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
Wight and Otteson Debate .......... .458 
Boundary Lines of Districts, etc ..... .458 
Northern Minnesota Conference and 

Reunion ........................... 458 
Reunion and District Conference ..... 459 
Pastoral,-Wm. H. Kelley ........... 459 
Two-Days' Meetings .................. 459 
Reunion Notices .................... .459 

of Mormon and all that sort of thing 
to the representatives of that church 
with whom I am working, I can say 
this, that we found cities and settle
ments that fitted into the accounts of 
cities and fortresses in the Mormon 
bible in a way that could not have 
been accidental. We found bas re
liefs describing battles, and journeys, 
and religious observances, exactly as 
described in the words of Joseph 
Smith. 

How do I explain it? The only ex
planation that seems possible to me, 
for of course all the talk about the 
Angel Moroni showing Smith how to 

BOOK OF MORMON HAS SOME BASIS. read the golden plates is nonsense, is 
Emmett S. Compston, who is con' that some traveler must have studied 

nected with Harvard University, has those ruins carefully, must have seen 
become convinced that Joseph Smith them in a much better state of preser
did not make up all of the Mormon vation than when we saw them, and 
bible. The book on which the Mor- then Smith in some way got hold of 
mon faith is based purports to tell of his writings, or talked with him, and 
the peoples who inhabited Central made his discoveries the basis of the 
and South America centuries before pseudo bible. 
the arrival of Columbus. The race I hope to go down there again, with 
perished in the terrific cold of one of a party that is less trammeled. This 
the glacial periods, according to Mor- time we went to prove one particular 
mon calculations, but the last sur- thing, not to make a study of the 
Yivors buried the golden plates on ruins from a scientific standpoint. We 
which were inscribed the history and went to places where I am sure no 
an account of the religion of the race, white man had been for centuries, 
and these plates were miraculously cutting our way through the most 
revealed to Joseph Smith, who trans- tangled jungle you ever could think 
1ated the inscriptions. of, and crossing swamps and rivers 
'sAn expedition from the Mormon where it was a fight to make every 
church is now in Mexico and Central foot of way. But the ruins are more 
America looking over the ruins of interesting and I believe more impor
great cities and places of worship, taut than those of Egypt and Assyria 
seeking for proofs of the authenticity on which so much time has been 
of their bible. Mr. Compston, who spent. 
is an authority on archreology, was in- Do I think there is a connection be
vited to go with the party, but re- tween this civilization and that of the 
turned because he feared the hot I Old World? No, I don't, or if there 
weather, having already had a touch was any it was very remote. Of 
of the fever which prevails in Yuca· course there are resemblances, the 
tan during the rainy season. touches in sculpture and arrangement. 

"I can't say that the Mormon faith that mark the handiwork of all man
appears any less preposterous to me kind, from the Esquimaux to the Hot
·than it did," Mr. Compston said at the tentots, but there are very wide 
Brown Palace hotel last night. "But II differences, too, differences that show 

. I am pretty well convinced that some to my mind that the whole basis of 

MAXIM PREDICTS A GREAT WAR. 

Hudson Maxim, one of the greatest 
inventors the world has ever produced 
and a man who might very properly 
be called the king of high explosives 
and death dealing instruments of war, 
predicts that the world is upon the 
verge of a great war. It will be a 
war between giants, he says, will be 
fought to a finish, and will be the 
greatest the earth has ever known. 
"It will be replete with horrors, will 
wipe out nations, and will be short, 
bloody, and decisive," is the manner 
in which he sums up an article which 
he has written upon the subject for 
the Home Magazine. '•The Coming 
War," is the title he gives his article, 
and he begins by stating the matter 
with a number of questions. For 
instance, he asks what is the meaning 
of the standing armies of Europe, for 
what reason is England straining 
every nerve for the increase and im· 
provement of her army and navy, 
what meaning was there in Lord 
Salisbury's appeal to the people of 
England to form rifle clubs and go out 
into the fields and learn to shoot, why 
is Lord Roberts asked to send home 
one hundred thousand of his South 
African troops before October 1, and 
why is Russia working night and day 
to complete the Trans-Caspian and 
Trans-Siberian railroads? Then he 
adds:-

"An outbreak is at hand. The 
United States war department has 
already ordered military representa
tives to Peking and Tokio to watch 
proceedings. General Sakorov, chief 
of the Russian general staff, has 
started for Manchuria, where six forts 
will be immediately erected. Russia 
is seizing the excuse offered by the 
Boxers against Peking to rush every 
available man on to the disputed 
ground. From the foothold thus ob
tained it will be difficult to dislodge 
her, unless steps are taken at once to 
block her game. Japan seems ready 

--- ·--·--·-.. ··-····-· ··-······-·-· ·-·---
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and anxious to. do this thing. And 1 yields only good to mankind. Every 
fr?m the confl.tct thus begun may force in the universe or in society and 
arise the world war so long threat- every faculty of the individual has its 
ened and ~o long fear_ed." beneficial uses. Men, through igno-

. We believe,_ an~ hope, that . the ranee sometimes, sometimes through 
VIews of the situatiOn as entertamed greed and maliciousness, wrongly use 
by Mr. Maxim are pessimistic, and these beneficial forces, and evil fol
that _co!ld.itions are oyerd:awll:, but lows. The heart of things is good. 
certan~ It 1s that ~be situa~w.n IS th_e The purposes of God are good pur
worst 1t bas been m years, If mdeed It poses. Nor can we conceive a better 
has ever before been so grave. We arrangement for a world. Through 
h_a-.;;~ e~ough faith in. Christianity, evil and ignorance the world climbs 
CIVIlizatiOn, and humamty, however, toward the good and the true. Evil 
to b~lieve that ~be ~errible conflict has its uses, compensating in the long 
predicted by Maxim Will be averted.- run for its injuries to men. 
Registe1._ "An ignorant or malicious hu-

manity, misusing beneficial forces to 
EVIL IN MODERN LIGHT. evil ends, is the only devil known to 

"There is no personal devil, though modern knowledge. There are devils 
there are plenty of devils," said the enough, devils in homespun and rags, 
Rev. R. A. White yesterday morning d?vils i,n dress suits and immaculate 
at Stewart avenue Universalist church. kids. rh~re are hells.enough-hells 
He was preaching on "Evil in the -yvhe_re ?hildren are damn~d, w_here 
light of modern knowledge; or, who I JUStice 1s perverted. Ev1l abides. 
is the Devil?" Elucidating his sub- J But we no long~r fight horne~ and 
ject, he said.:_ clove~-footed de_Vlls, but the evil and 

"Evil is whatever harms mankind. the Ignorance m_ men. Slowly the 
Good is whatever benefits it. To the shadow~ grow famter, and over the 
primitive man the world was full of world or human thought falls slowly 
evil. The sun scorched, the cold but s?rely the dawn of God, ~,he 
froze, the seas engulfed, the fire con. br~akmg ~ay of a greater good. -
sumed, the storm destroyed, disease Ghwago Tr~bune, February 22, 1900. 

killed, men wrought harm to their 
kind. Some contend that the habit 
of worship began in devil worship- EFFECTIVE PREACHING. 
propitiation of the forces of evil. In an article in the Homiletic Re-
When it is remembered that much of view Joseph Parker draws the line 
so-called Christian worship in the sharply between the preacher and 
past has been a system of appeasing the essayist who reads his pulpit ad
God and averting his anger it seems dress. According to the London 
likely enough that primitive worship clergyman the effective preacher is 
was to appease the powers that not the one who delivers a set ora· 
harmed men. tion. The reader stands at a dis· 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness &nd 

noises in the head bv Dr. Nicholson's Artitl.
cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
so that deaf people u12able to procure the Ear 
Drums, may have them free. Address Na. 
3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avenue. New York. 27rly 

CHILDREN'S PRIVILEGES IN PUBLRl 
LIBRARIES. 

The separation of children from the adult 
users of the library, by means of a room of 
their own, originated in the public library of 
Brookline, Mass., which in 1890 set aside an 
unused room as ~ children's reading-room. 
In 1893 the Minneapolis Library fitted up a 
room for the young people which has tha 
lar·gest number of clllldren's books provided 
by any public library in the country. Tile 
Denver Public Library also o.pened a circu
lating library for children. and by 1896 Bos
ton, Omaha, Seattle, San Fr·ancisco, Detroit, 
New Haven, Buffalo, Pratt Institute (Brook· 
!yn), Pittsburg, and Kalamaz:Jo had followed 
suit. The Chicago Library has no specia.l 
room for children, and they are expected to 
use the branch libr-aries. Out of 125librariee, 
31 have some sort of childt·en's reading-room. 

At present there are four principal kindff 
of children's libraries: 

1. That represented by the New York Free 
Circulating Library, in which children are 
served with adults. 

2. That of the Utica Library, in which ju
venile literature is given a. special set of 
shelves. 

3. That of the Pratt Institute Free Li
brary, in which the children have a separate 
room opening out of the room for adults. 

4. That of the Minneapolis Public Library, 
in which the children have a room on the 
ground floor entirely separat,e ft·om the part 
of the building devoted to adults, and need 
not enter the main part of the building.
I(Ihtherine .Louise Smith, in Review ol Reviews: 
toT July. 

In the August number of the DelineatoT Dr. 
Murray handles very thoroughly a subject of 
grea.t interest to mothers. The sudden at
tacks of croup with their very distressing 
symptoms, and the alarming dangers of diph
theria are treated with professional thoroug·h
ness, but in such a way that unprofessionaL 
people can understand and act upon the ad
vice at the outset of an a.ttack. Of simil!u~ 
aid and help to mothers in the same number 
is Miss Lina. Beard's very clever article on 
Pastimes for Convalescent Children. 

ADDRESSES. 

Arthur Allen, No. 2615 North Market 
street, St. L"Juis, Missouri. :.-::l 

Frank Oriley, 609 Main street, Kansas City, 
Missouri. 

Alma C. Barmore, 8 Waterloo Terrace, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

E. J. Goodenough, Crosswell, Michigan. 
F. M. Cooper, No. 847 Twenty-first Street, 

Rock Island, Illinois. 
Isaac P. Baggerly, No. 901 South Flores 

Street, San Antonio, Texas. 
F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 

Philadelphia., Pennsylvania.. "'""'·{:j;i9 

W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
H. E. Moler; mission address, Plano, Illi

nois, ca.re Box 142; home address, Radcliff, 
Ohio. 

"Modern knowledge may not yet be tance from his bearers, while the 
presumptuous enough to pretend to preacher appeals to them personally. 
satisfy every requirement of a final Mr. Parker considers Beecher, Spur
explanation of evil, but a few propo- geon, and Moody the three best 
sitions about one of the natural preachers he has beard, ranking them 
elements may clear the subject some- in that order. Beecher used the few
what. Fire bas seemed the devil of est possible notes, which would be 
destruction. Property and life are its unintelligible to any one else and gave 
victims. To be noted, first, fire is a no hint of the store of eloquence 
necessity; second, its power t.o benefit which they would suggest to him. 
the world is inseparable from its Spurgeon wrote down catch-words 
power to injure the world; third, its and a few beginnings of sentences. 
power to injure mankind is propor- Both Beecher and Spurgeon trusted 
tionate to its power to b(mefit it. The almost entirely to the inspiration of 
greater its power to do good, the the moment to secure fit words in 
greater its power to do evil if tha which to clothe their thoughts. 
opportunity offers. Fourth, the primal Either could expand a slight idea into 
purpose of fire is to benefit mankind, I an indefinite number of charming 
and its benefits are infinitely beyond words, while either was also a master 
the evil it works. That it works evil of short and pregnant sentences, some 
at all is due to the wrong use of it by of Beecher's aphorisms being among 
ignorant or willful men. A good in- the best in any literature. Moody 
tention puts the match to the fuel used no notes at all. '•Can any one 
under the boilers, and the steam soon imagine Moody standing up in the 
hisses and the machinery hums. A pulpit, taking out a sheaf of paper, E. F. Shupe, 3633 Clayton Avenue, Denver 

Colorado. 
bad intention puts the match to a putting on his spectacles, holding R. M. Maloney, Guy, Oklahoma. 
building filled with human beings, and down his head, and reading a ser- Joseph F. Burton, No. 3010 Sixteenth St., 
we have a tragedy. , mon?" Instead, he spoke extempo- San Francisco, Calif<?r~ia. . 

"Evil is only the result of the 1 raneously and passionately, appealing J. R. Sut~on,_ submlsswnary 10 charge East-

f h t 
· d d f I t " · f 1 h t , rn.. I ern Iowa d1strwt, Fulton, Jackson Co., Iowa. 

wrong use o w a. w~s mten e or 1 o. sm u uman na ure. -vnwago Joseph Emmett, 1720 Bellview Ave., Kan-
good, and what m 1ts proper use Tr~bune. ;, sas City, Mo. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then •u·e ye my disciples and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you l:i'ee.''-John Bs 31, Jl, 

"Hearken to the wo>:>d of the Lordl for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife< and concubines he shall have noue.''-B. of M., page U6. 

NO. 28. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
FHED'K MADISOX SMITH 

EDITOR 

OF MORMON-,1 and trouble. Imagine our surprise and 
ISM. disgust, then, on carefully perusing 

We have received from the Pente- 1 the expose, to l~arn tba~ the_ wornout 
costal Publishing Company, of Louis- Solomon Spaldmg "H1storwal Ro
ville, Kentucky, a copy of a book mance" was the bas~s for, the Book of 

ASSJSTAN'f EDITOH. 

JOSEPH 
D.W. 

written Rev. S. J. S. Davis, called, Mormon. Dr. Pnestly s book on 
"The of the Book of Mormon American antiquities was, we are told, LAMONI, IOWA, JULY 1900. 

ANOTHER TESTIMONY FOR THE 
BOOK OF MORMON. 

We have given space on the cover 
of late to several articles on archm
ology which vindicate the position of 
the Book of Mormon. This week we 
give space to another from the Denver 
Bepublican, for June 9. It is the tes

together wilih an Account of the Ris~ the stimulus for Spa~ding writing ~is 
and Progress of the Mormon Church." roma~ce. Mr. Spaldmg becam~ swk 
The book is sold for twenty-five and <hed before be_ had opportumty to 
cents per copy. 'l'be publishers get the manuscnpt prmted. After 
deemed it necessary to apologize for his death, Mr. Davis t~lls us, '_'eff?rts 
placing the book before the people, and ,were_ he~e made for. Its pubhcat_IOn, 
offers such as apology the statement out It d1sappeared m a mystenous 
that there were hundreds of mission- manner, and what became of the 
aries preaching, and distribu- manuscript copy was never certainly 
ting literature and · what else known." Then he significantly adds 

of E. S. Compston, who is con
with Harvard University. He 

was invited by some of the Utah peo
to accompany them on an exploring 

could to 'make converts" to the as an introduction to the chapter in 
faith. The following is which he gives the history of Joseph 

from the publisher's Smith:-
The people want to know something of t.his 

among the ruins in Mexico strange sect, :and they wili find the desired in
Central America. He did, and he formation in this little volume. The author 

some strong evidence which will is a local preacher of theM. K Church, and 
gratefully received by our people. has the hi~hest indorsements as a man of un

questioned integrity. We have allowed him 
He, of course, ridicules the idea of to tell his in his own way, having only 

any divine aid being given changed the in a few places. We 
Smith in translating the assure the reader statements in the 
attempts to account for the appearance following narrative are in perfect harmony 

with those of other writers of Mormon his
of the book through human agencies. tory, thoug·h very much more condensed. 
He thinks that Joseph Smith heard The revolting facts here given are well at,
some traveler relating scenes in the tested and 5hould be known, in order that the 
countries to the south, and that this people may be protected against the wiles of 

these apostles of darkness. This is the only 
formed the basis for the work. apology we have to offer for placing: the book 

Mr. Compston says:- before the people. 

I can ss.y this, that we found cities and Thus does the reader receive the 
settlements that fitted into the accounts of indorsement of the publishers, and 
cities and fortresses in the Mormon bible in we are told the author is a M. E. 
a way that could not have been accidental. 
·we found bas reliefs describing battles, and preacher ·of standing. From 
journeys, and religious observances, exactly the author's preface we learn that he 
as desuribed in the words of Joseph Smith. . gathers much of his information from 

He then goes on to give his those "who lived in the immediate 
of the origin of the Book of Mormon, vicinity of the where the first 
as we mentioned before, and then Mormon was organized, and 

described some of the were well acquainted with all the 
he saw. He said that members both- before and after the 
places where he was organization." The author says:-

no white man had been fo:r years,- My boyhood and early manhood were 
places where they were obliged to spent near the cradle of Mormonism. Here 
use their axes to cut their wfJ,y have I seen and heard their preachers, and I 
• 'through the most tangled jungle have here met with many others who, after 

Living near and having access to the office 
where the manuscript was last heard of, were 
so'IIe personages whom it will now be neces
sary t.o introduce to the reader. I will de
scribe them as they were described to me by 
those who knew them well. 

He then describes Joseph Smith as 
a man of low cunning and unscrupu· 
lous principles, who would steal to 
satisfy his covetousness. Mr. Davis 
quotes the language of his uncle, who 
said:-

He was fond of dress and display and could 
sometimes so far lose his prophetical dignity 
as to drink like a sailor and swear like a pi· 
rate. 

Then is introduced to the reader in 
similar language Sidney R-igdon and 
Oliver Cowdery, and accounts for 
Smith getting possession of the 
Spalding manuscript in this way:-

It is generally believed that Rigdon, an oc· 
casional printer, saw the chance in Spalding's 
manuscript, and by some means placed it in 
the hands of Smith and Cowdry, and then 
disappeared for a time, his absence causing 
no comment as he was, by habit, liable to 
come and g·o at any time. Now with the ma
terial at hand, and the idea of engraved 
plates, how easy it was for Smith, who was 
alrefidy in communication with the cei.estial 
world, to have an angel direct him to the hill 
Cumorah, where he should come into posses
sion of plates containing a new revelation to 
mankind! a short trial, have become disgusted with, 

you ever could think of, and crossing and left them. These and other circum-
swamps and rivers where it was a stances which I will not here have Thus does this M. E. preacher in 
fight to make every foot of way." We conspired to furnish me with fr"cts here· good standing resurrect that dilapi, 
are 9,fraid that upsets his theory of tofore made known to the public. dated theory of the Spalding romance 
t.he traveler telling his tales in the When we rea,d this, we were some- being the origin of the Book of Mar
presence of Joseph Smith. It must what pleased, in a way, for we pre- mon, and puts it forth to the world as 
have indeed been an "angel" who sumed that thi.s author would tell us being facts never yet presented to the 
could give Joseph Smith so minute an something about "Mormonism" which world. 
account of places where white men we had not heard. We thought that After presenting to the reader this 
had not set foot for centuries. he would tell us all about how the history of the origin of the Book of 

It is pleasing to us to see how Book of Mormon Mormon, he pretends to give a history 
scientists are, unknowingly to them· thing new in the way of a theory I of the church and an outline of some 
selves, slowly but. surely vindicating which we account for the of the things taught and practiced. 
t.he claims of the so c~J,lled "Mormon" of that which has causedj As might be presume~ from his hit~;, 

so of or the ~QQ~. of 
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Mormon," he has -----~ harmony of the 
sented the facts of historv, and the Ma.ster when 

of the words of 
said: "In::JJsmuch 

unto the least of 
ye have done it 

attributed to the mind of I as ye have done it 
Smith some of the most these my 
practices and doctrines that one can unto me." 
imagine. If Mr. Davis, as a M. E. 'fhe people of the United States 
preacher in good standing, really be- have come to the rescue of the famine 
lieves that Joseph Smith was such a stricken people but not 
man as he is represented to be in t.his too much so. 
book, we certainly think that there is 
one M. E. preacher who is an object 
for the sympathizing of every 
intelligent person. It is aston-
ishing to us that one can live this 
enlightened period of free thought 
and rapid dissemination of knowledge 
and really believe such rot as he pre· 
sents to the public in his when 
it is so contrary to the real facts of· 
history. We cannot believe that a 
man would maliciously present to his 
readers such falsehoods, and so we 
simply presume that the man is 
ignorantly deluded, and to him 
our earnest sympathy. 

THE INDIA FAMINE. 

The famine in India is still engaging 
the attention of. the philanthropic, and 
funds from all parts of the United 
States and the world are being sent to 
the stricken district. Much as has 
been done by way of relief, thousands 
are perishing, and thousands more 
will before the conditions are suffi
ciently changed to check the famine. 
In the interim, it is devolvent uDon 
Christian countries to pra,ctic~ 'the 
principles of their religion and do 
what can be done to alleviate the 
awful suffering the poor Indians are 
undergoing. 

In Calcutta, the Viceroy said:-
If any rich man in this city is in any doubt 

as to whether he should subscribe I would 
gladly give him a railroad ticket to a famine 
district, and take what he chose to give me on 
his return. He might go with a hard heart, 
but.he would come back with a broken one. 
Nor need any poor man desist from otrering 
his mite. A mite to him may be almost a 
fortune to the starving. 

On May 21, Bishop Thorburn, of 
India, said in Chicago:-

All India, I may say, will feel grateful for 
the help that you are sending at this time. 
Ten dollars will buy food for a family for 
at least six months-only one family, but that 
may be all you are accountable for when you 
stand before Him who said: "I was hungt·y 
and ye fed me." You may not have another 
opportunity like this till you stand before the 
jud~rment seat. 

The Chicago India Famine Relief 
Committee, at 629 The in a 
letter to us on July 3, said:-

Six million persons are receiving relief, 
the greatest charity of all time. Many more 
millions need it desperately. We entreat 
your prompt and liberal help. 

The attention of the Herald readers 
has been called to this matter before, 
and our only excuse, if any is needed, 
for again mentioning the matter, is 
that any help extended to these poor, 
suffering mortals will be in direct 

EXTRACTS LETTERS. 

Sr. N. V. Pearson writes, June 29, 
from San Antonio, Texas:-

Bro. L P. bas been holding 
meetings since 
in a grove neal' the 
South Flores street. B!'o. 
reached here Wednesday, so both are preach
ing now, with very good s,ttendance. One 
lady is to be baptized Sunday. 

The following letter from one of 
our brethren breathes a spirit of bon

and interest in the work of the 
department, that is highly 

\Vill you please send me my account at the 
Herald Office. I have an old account of 
about $5, had about seven or eight years 
Please send it with interest, and also 
dues.-

Bro. J. C. Hitchcock sends us a 
copy of the St. Lmds Rept~blic for June 
24, 1900, and says:---

I sent you today a copy of the Republic 
containing a picture of the Washington 
University Class l!lOO. No. 12 is Bro. S A. 
Burgess, son of 8. R. Burgess. Sammy stood 
first among the eighteen boys in the class. 

We congratulate our young brother 
on his excellent record. 

Bro. ]'. M. McDonald writes from 
New London, Iowa, and says:--

Brn. J. R. Evans and D. Tr'ipp are here 
with the tent and ready for business. They 
are intending to col.ilmence meetings tonight. 
We celebrated part of the 4th in the tent. 
ThB Saints met at three o'clock, and Bro. 
Evans compared the two translations. All 
felt well paid for the hour and a half 
there. The Saints of the Nauvoo 
will be pleased to learn that the· tent is in a 
fair condition. Bro. Tripp spent the 4th at 
home. 

F. A. Smith, under date of 7th 
inst., writes from Omaha:-

Well, the Fourt,h has passed, but we can
not say quietly. It was bedlam turned loose. 
The noise was terrific. Casual ties very light, 
considering the crowds and the many oppor
tunities there were for accidents. I spent 
the most of the day reading; went to one of 
the parks in the evening awhile. Every
thing moving very nicely here. We have a 
few sick people, and very hot weather. Nice 
shower last night. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Patriarch A. H. Smith returned 
Tuesday from a trip into Minnesota 
and other parts. He the Saints 
in Minnesota as spiritually alive. He 
brings with him Bro. Leon Gould, 
who will act as stenographer in the 
Patriarch's office. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley returned July 
3, from Independence. Reports things 
moving nicely. 

Bro. F. A. Atkinson writes us a 
short article on "the rock," maintain· 

ing that when Jesus spoke to Peter 
he meant the word. He says, "'fhe 
stone is the word of God." 

Bro. D. C. White, missionary in the 
Nodaway district, spent the Fourth 
with his family in Lamoni. 

It is with sadness that we chronicle 
the death of Sr. Campbell, wife of 
Bro. Duncan Campbell. Her influ
ence has a,l ways been great in the 
Sunday school, where she will be 
greatly missed. While Sunday school 
workers will feel they have suffered 
the loss of an earnest worker, it i.s 
only in her home where the real ex .. 
tent of the blow will be felt. To 
Bro. Campbell and family we extend 
our heartfelt sympathies in thus be
ing robbed of a kind wife and a 
mother in,Israel. 

·Lamoni Saints were saddened in 
the midst of the festivities on the 
Fourth, '~o learn of the death of Bro. 
Thomas France, who died suddenly 
on the evening 6f July 3. We extend 
to his family our sympathies. We 
have no need to call their attention to 
that glorious meeting in the future, 
for they are well grounded in the 
latter day faith, and grieve ''not as 
those without hope." 

Our business manager has received 
for the India Famine Relief fund, 
some $46, which have been sent to 
New York headquarters. 

By a clipping from the Arlington 
(S. D.) SLm, for June 25, sent us re
cently, we notice that Bro. James 
Caffall, one of our able veterans, has 
appeared in print to offset some errors 
which had previously appeared in the 
Sun. Bro. Caffall's watchfulness and 
zeal bave become proverbial. 

Bro. A. J. Keck writes from Chi
cago, Ill. July 5, stating that in the 
HERALD June 20, in the hymn, 
''Service Exalting," second stanza, 
first line should read, "A servant of 
servants, in love condescending." 
The words "in love" were in some 
way omitted. 

The Patriarch is '•at home" now in 
his new office in the building just 
south of the Herald Office. . He has 
furnished the room anew, and it is 
fast assuming a real ''office appear
ance." Bro. Leon Gould, secretary 
to the Patriarch, is very busy on the 
records, and "Uncle Alex" seems 
happy in his work as "father to the 
church." 

When last heard from Pres. Smith 
was at Waldemar, Ont. 'l'hat was on 
the 7th inst. From there he expected 
to go to Detroit, on the 12th, and 
from Detroit he will go to Chicago 
for a short time. There he will look 
up some of his cousins he has not yet 
seen. 

Work on the third volume of the 
Church History is being rushed. 
Over seven hundred pages are al
ready set. Send along your sub
scriptions. 
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A TH !N THE SOCIETY 

NO. 2. 

BY J. W. PETERSON. 

October 25.--Moved in 
our things not moved yesterday. 
Wife went to get some sugar out of 
the box, dear me, sakes 

couldn't see the sugar :for ants! 
are as bad here as 

Tahiti. There 
here <>vP<>nt. 

and and they 
on Tahiti. Commenced making 
also some legs on the 

set them in cans o:f 
Found some very good tools 

work with. At dinner we had to 
one of our number to shoo the 

away while we ate. Screen doors 
are unknown and on a niau house 

would do no anyway. In 
'Ghe we a walk around 
town, and to our astonishment almost 

native had a 
Have also seen a number 

of native women pushing their babes 
the road in baby In 

I saw a few of laJtest 
shotguns, 

here I 
hear that 

is a small island not far from 
here where they hunt a kind of 
fowL Saw also bycicles and nice 

clocks. We also saw the 
with China dolls, rubber 

glass marbles. We 
etc., on one cor-

ner we a crowd listening to 
one of Edison's latest phonographs. 
What a from what we expec-
ted! We one man's house who 
is said to worth a million dollars. 

On home a sister pre-
sented us a mat for our floor. I 
can describe these mats to 
Americans. There is :JJ kind of bark, 
also the leaf of 8J that grows 
on some of the that use 
for mats and hats. If any of you ever 
sa,w Bro. Joseph's hat that was sent to 
him from here will know what 
kind of material mats are made of. 
It is almost as as buckskin and 
not far from the color. Some very 
nice hats are also made from split 
wood :J,nd split bamboo. We saw on 
our way some of the quilts 
that I ever rested 

At to one of the 
'I'he authorities 

here in the wanted Lillie to sit 
up front on the platform. This she 
positively refused to do. But they 
said Sr. so-and-so and so-and-so sat 
right here and the white missionaries 
with them. She "Sisters don't 
sit on the with the elders in 
America, and I must not do here what 
r r 

est. 
and even 
isn't it? 
when a mist 
pose it 
sank and 
out the fire 
I am not 
but it 

While in 

447 

to God." ball about eight inches in diameter 
'w do aud I re- and an inch in thickness which had 

hut be sure been let down in the sea (I think nearly 
chose to fom· and the water had been 

the pores of the glass 
half filled with water. 

Anoliher glass, or rather, a piece of 
t.h~\ same thickness, was shown 

us which had been crushed by the 
of the water. And yet coral 

they say, work down there (?) 
Some of the crew of the Albatross 

attended our church one Sunday eve-
in and would have at-

here and reproduced one of the 
for t,hem, but Professor 

son was sick at irhe French 
in Papeete, so he was anxious 

to return, and could not remain over 

aboard the Alb01,tross shown their 
collection of sea fl.sh and sea 
A wonderful was that. The most 
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Friday, October 27.-In the fore
noon made a mattress to go under our 
bed, out of cocoanut boughs. Read 
Church History and studied Tahitian. 
In the Church History I noticed some 
points on lineal priesthood, pages 47, 
72, and 139. Also read over and over 
again Bro. H. C. Smith's tract in the 
Herald on, "Was Joseph Smith a 
Polygamist?" An excellent little tract. 
When I get back to Papeete where 
I can do so, I am going to send money 
enough to Bro. Oriley to pay for mail
ing one of those tracts to every news
paper in some county in Iowa that I 
shall name. If every Saint in America 
would do that I think our work would 
soon be better understood. In all my 
missionary work in Wisconsin and 
Iowa, ninety-nine out of every hun
dred persons really believe Joseph 
Smith was a polygamist. 

In the afternoon some of the elders 
came in and I read to them from the 
Book of Mormon of Hagoth's leaving 
America about 37 A. D. and never re
turning, also others left in like man
ner, and that I thought they were 
some of those who left. Showed them 
a copper cent and compared their 
color with that, and explained to them 
that their brethren the Lamanites, in 
America, were that color, just like 
themselves. They seemed to have lost 
almost all tradition of their origin. Al
most to a man they seem to think they 
came from America. 'rhey have great 
love for anything American. It is 
strange that here under the French 
government they seldom talk or 
to talk French, but many of them 
speak a little English. A real old man 
showed Bro. Hawkins by the first 
compass he ever saw, where they 
came from, and following the direc
tion would land one in California. 
Their acts, looks, and ways are purely 
Indian. 

For dinner we had fresh fish. To 
our taste all salt water fish is so very 
fresh, and no amount of salt will make 
it taste otherwise. We have only 
really relished one meal of fish since 
we came, and much of the fruit in Ta
hiti is· the same way. The much 
talked of bread fruit and feis (fayee) 
taste very much like a raw squash or 
pumpkin, and cooking or seasoning 
does not seem to alter the taste. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

at a county fair than a whole year's we might expect at the judgment 
schooling. I don't know that that is should our lives be found to be out of 
my fault, either. Think I will get out harmony with the gospel. After 
among the brethren and learn the preaching, Sunday school convened 
language that way, if possible. In with four hundred twenty schol
the evening took a walk up town to do ars. After Sunday school about a 
some purchasing and observe. Think dozen engaged in a discussion as to 
my prospective qualities rather over- the meaning of the passage of scrip
balance my reflective. Paid $2.50 for ture where Jesus says, "In my 
a pair of tennis shoes for wife,-the Father's house are many mansions," 
only pair of ladies' shoes be bought whether it was paradise or the celes-
in town. Everybody goes barefooted tial kingdom. I find the natives to be 
here, to clmrch !J,nd everywhere. This quite intelligent. They remind me 
of course does not include American ·more and more of the old Nephites, 
missionaries. Following are some of or rather Anti·Nephi·Lehies (B. M. 
the prices here: Small smoked hams 269: 3.) 
five pounds, $7.50 each. Glass jar At three p. m., Saints met to organ
of dried prunes, three pounds, 80. ize a branch out of all the branches 
Rain water barrels, $17.00. Cloth gathered here, some twelve in num
shoes, rope bottoms, $1.40. Leather ber. A temporary organization had 
shoes, $6.00to 00. Salmon 50 cents been effected before I arrived. I was 
per can. Boiled beef 80 cents. Most chosen to preside and given the privi
other canned stuff, cabbage, fruits of lege to choose my assistants, if I 
all kinds, 80 cents per can, and this is wanted any. I made choice of Tane· 
cost (?) price to missionaries. The terau (president of this division I sup
natives perhaps will pay two or three pose it might be called, in one sense, 
times that much. Prices vary accord- a stake, of which we have two in this 
ing to the conscience of the merchant. mission) as one assistant, and asked 
The government is doing a great deal. them to choose the other. They 
to help the natives '"nd against the made choice of Tapuni, a missionary 
traders. The French are very good from the Tahiti division. The priests, 
to the natives. Personally, I would teachers, deacons, and secretary for
rather they were under French than merly chosen were sustained. Meet
either American or English rule. No were ordered to continue in the 
white man is allowed to dive for their same order as fomerly: Preaching 
pearls, and no tax is on them Wednesday and Friday evenings; 
but road tax. The home government prayer meeting on Tuesday evening; 
is out several thousand dollars an- women's meeting Thursday evening. 
nually to support their government Singing Saturday evening. Preach
here. They are indeed nursing fathers ing Sunday at seven and ten a. m. 
and mothers to the natives. 'I' he na- Sunday school at eleven a. m. Prayer 
tives, too, are up to their treat- and testimony meeting at three p. m. 
ment by the traders. This Sunday evening was turned over to 
as we were in one of the stores the president to use as he thought 
came that all the natives had struck best, after that, singing for about an 
for higher wages, and that they wel'Ji hour out in the yard under the cocoa
thoroughly organized and determined. nut trees. Bro. Tapuni was placed in 
Think of a organized strike charge of the singing. Arrangements 
among these people on a little island were also made for the branches who 
in the midst of the Pacific, and then camped on the other side of the island 
say, if you can, that civiliz:1tion (?) is during the week, to have services. 
not advancing. All sick were to be reported to the 

Shaved myself, and shined my shoes presidency, but if on the other side, to 
and otherwise made preparation for the the president, of the various branches. 
Sabbath. Attended song service in For all this I had permission from 
the evening in front of the church. Bro. Burton, president of the mis
How these people do love to sing! and sion. That no one might be slighted 
we love to hear them. Some have or considered above another who 
said they sing out of harmony, some held the priesthood, we ·placed all 
high and some low, and all degrees their names in a box and drew out 

At seven p. m. listened to one of the between. I have heard none of such the names of those the previous 
native elders present the gospel in singing since I came. One reason I week who were to speak or have 
Tahitian. I rejoice to hear the gospel like it is because it is in perfect bar- charge during the coming week. I 
being presented in other tongues than mony. They never strain the sounds am trying to impress upon them the 
English. Shows we are growing. to make harmony or rather strain the idea that we are all equal when not in 

Saturday, October 28.-Haven't an harmony to make sounds. transgression and all are alike unto 
almanac or even a calendar, so have Sunday, October 29. At seven a. God. We think the instruction found 
to guess at dates. A very convenient m., listened to the presented in Doctrine· and Covenants 122: 16 is 
mission this, but I like it for all that. l by one of the elders, a,fte:r 1 ne~ded instruction or else it would 
Read ·Church History all forenoon., which the saints desired to hear my I not have been give~. It reads as fol· 
Studied a little on the language certificate of read and 

1

. lows·-
'Tisn't natural for me to learn by j translated to which was done, y · 

1
. th f .,. d 1 b k I l l d b ' · h 1 · f B e are equa 1n wor o pos1o10n an pace oo s. a ways earne o serva- togetner Wit some etters rom ro. 1 in the work of the church; and ifin honor ye 

tion. Could mo:rt;:l 1 At ten~- m. I on ~)!hall one ?Jnother, ye will Pot strive 
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for precedence or place in duty or privilege, the human rises oft~~above the divine l could copy them when translated. Had 
and shall be blessed of me. and desires to rule rather than be a talk about Brigham as sucessor, and 

We know one reunion in Missouri ruled. But with all that, they are in answer to their question, explained 
conducted on thi:s plan, and the Saints very respectful to the ministry. Noth- how Salt, Lake City was not in the 
talk of it yet as being a grand spirit- ing in their whole lives would do thfJpl lake nor on top of the mountains. I 
ual feast. We are of the opinion that as much good as to see Bro. Joseph. told them of Joseph's prophecy that 
a poor speaker will do better before a Even outsiders often inquire if he is Brigham would lead the church to 
good crowd than a small one. Two not All expenses would more hell. They replied, "We know that, 
small points together do not even up than willingly be met them. but the Utah elders say that was true, 
very well. After all regulations were The afternoon meeting was well im- he led them to a desert country among 
arranged prayer and testimony opened. proved. , Many earnest prayers and wild, ferocious Indians." I could not 
One brother (formerly a spiritualist, testimonies were heard, we trust by but laugh at that, how they admitted 
but now a very faithful Saint, and who our heavenly Father. At seven p. m. that Utah was hell. I then told them 
was president before I came) related a I spoke on the subject of "the person- the story of the Dutchman and boy 
vision, how two brethren now dead ality of God," and it was translated by who were traveling by team through 
had appeared to him and told him to Bro. Janssen. After preaching, the to California in an early day. One 
prepare himself to go to America. The regular singing service took place in evening desiring to camp for the night, 
brother, though very sick at the time, the churchyard. Many outsiders and not far from Salt Lake City, the 
arose from the vision a well man. gathered to hear the singing, so the old gentleman was walking ahead 
This also brings to mind a brother I Saints sang some of thdr rnat?ttus, looking for a pla,ce to camp. He spied 
saw and conversed with in Papeete which are short questions on the gos- a sparkling spring of water, and 
who had a very large tumor in his pel sung by the bass and tenor and hallooed to the boy, "Ve sthop here, 
stomach, and was told by all the doc- answered by the soprano and alto. It Chon. Here is blenty of vater," and 
tors and friends that he could not live sounds pretty, and is instructive lying down to drink put his lips and 
over two weeks. One. of the doctors Monday, October 30. In the fore- nose in a spring of boiling water, 
was the doctor from a French man-of- noon I read a book on "Salt La,nd when he jumped up and shouted, 
war. But the man about that time heresies," Bro. W. C. Cather, of "Dhrive on, Chon, dhrive on, kveek! 
heard and accepted the gospel with St. Joseph, Missouri, also Church Hell is not far from here." 
all his heart, and demanded baptism History on how Joseph the Seer We are anxious for rain. Water is 
at the hands of Bro. Burton. He was ca,used certain ma,tters which were to very scarce, and well water here is 
carried to the water, and his feet had be considered by the whole church, to simply a,wful. However, we have a 
no sooner touched it than all pain left be presented first to the then little yet that we got on the steamer 
him and has not returned since, and I I to the teachers, priests, and ascending before we landed. This idea of dying 
think his baptism occurred something rather than descending, including the for water when you can see nothing 
like two years ago. But the tumors Aaronic as well as Melchisedec priest- but water, sounds queer. Today two 
still remains, perfectly healed over. I hood. (See vol. 2, p. 28, pars. 6, 7.) hundred jugs of water from Papeete, 
saw the man and talked with and Thermometer at noon eighty-five de- four hundred miles away arrived, which 
questioned him, and saw him going grees Farenheit in the shade. After sold readily for one dollar per gallon. 
about the town, the wonder of every- dinner I made a mattress of cocoanut I The judge told our people today if we 
body. To me it is the most wonderful leaves to spread our bedding on. One were bothered with drunkards cross
thing I ever beheld. A man with a can all kinds of necessary furni- ing ou·r just report the matter to 
stomach on him almost as large around ture here if they have money enough, him, and he would take care of them. 
as a barrel going about his work with-~ but such unnecessary things as chairs, ~ 
out pain, and all healed in an instant tables, and_ bedsteads are only to be THE MiRACULOUS. 
of time. Wonderful! He also told me bought of white folks in Papeete. 
of a sister who had been healed of the It was reported to me this afternoon All things under human control are 
leprosy. In this country, as every- that the Protesta,nts and Mormons had but the varying expressions and forces 
where else, all do not have the faith to composed a letter and sent several of_the natural, as s_een in_the art~, the 
be healed. Several of our Saints at around to various parties to the effect smences, and multiform :ndustnes of 
Tarona had to be sent out to a little thc.t Joseph Smith was not orda,ined th~ world. In the botamcal g_ardens 
country place Teona, (Zion), on account by his father and that one of our own 

1 
abou~d an almos~ endles~ variety of 

of their leprosy. books the sworn statement I b~.n·st1~~ buds and bloommg flowers, 
It is a custom here for parents to of three times to that effect. dlvennfie~ and wonderful to behold, 

give away their own children, for say Most the brethren here have the and pleas~ng to the sens~ of smell. In 
they, we are too tender-hearted to pun- idea that Joseph was ordained by his the chem1Cal l~boratones and work
ish them, and our love for them causes father, and they have been fighting shops of man~md a~e produc~~· from 
us to let some one else care for and the Mormons for years with that point. the raw matenal, thmgs of ut11_1ty and 
correct them and we will do the same So when thev learned from his own beauty too numerous and varwus to 
for some on~ else. Not a bad idea, 

1 
testimony that he was not, they felt n::ention. Artistic skil_l and s?ientific 

after all. They are true to their· very bad. They came to me and disclosures have contn_but~d hberally 
charge. A little boy in the Tarona wanted to know what to do and how to our wonder and adm1r~twn, as well 
branch at Papeete was being raised by to answer. I could not help from a,~ very greatly acceleratmg our hap
one of our sisters (president of the noticing how sad they looked .. I told 1 pmess and usefulness. The rude say
women's meeting), but was found to I them that Joseph was right. That if a,~e, or e~en the uncultured s~am 
have the leprosy, and was banished. Joseph was ordained president by bis falls to drmk ~eeply fron;t the rrch, 
Can you, sisters in America, imagine father, then his father no longer held sweet, everfiowmg well~p:mgs o.f na
this woman willingly going with this that office, which was not true, as he ture; ~hereas t~e Chnst1an phlloso
boy to care for him who was not her was president when he wa.s killed. I pher w1ll regale m her fo~ntams, and 
own child, and that for life? Scarcely told them tbat he was anointed, set look up through the handiwork to the 
any family here are raising their own apart, and appointed as the successor, great Workman. 

· children, yet you would never know to be ordained at the time and by It is superhuman to organize, set in 
hut what they were their own chil- I would write motion, perpetuate, and assign metes 
dren by their attention to them. it all out and it to them, giving and bounds to the heavenly bodies. 

I observed that here as elsewhere them quotations and references so they Their martial array, or goings forth 
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in their respective orbits and 
because of their silent 

mails are surfeited with this 
diabolical stuff. Dr. Welt

not ranked as miracles, 
demonstrations are both wonderful 
and glorious to contemplate. 
same power that originates, 
changeth as seemeth his 
ure. Direct, or through 
agents, or often inanimate 
miracles have been 'l'he 
Lrod spoke, chaos heard, and a world 
emerged into being. 

The mineral substances form the 
basis on which rest the veget3,ble, and 
they both support the vitB,lity of the 
animate creation. The phenomenon 
of life and the emotions of existence, 
the accretions of the physical and de- well-informed 

of 

'l'he evil one 

cay and dissolution of the are agency is '0he future often and the battle 
chimes from the watchtower of well understood from ellents. , rages fierce, because time and 
The restless sea ebbs and flows, the J I are limited. The lines 
springs fail not, the river is the cban· ers, i:md wizards haNe ever life will be more and more 
nel for the flowing water, and mi?Xl. is been Satan. When evident as falsehood ::wd death writhe 
in the long caravansary that waiteth ~1ny in the throes of disso-
never for either tide or time, lutiorL 
nity or convenience. 'l'he 
reason and the torch of nature 
burn low, and go out in if 1 

they were not supplied from eu1 inex-1 in every clime. 
haustible urn, or a boundless forth- , It wi.thout that the well- ness; 

murder and 
shadow of a 

malevolent 

suicide 

coming treasure. This general I and warlike of Chris· 
1

. day, and 
department weds time to · and the barbarous savages of sions; the corruption 
binds the creature to the All J the are not under the I and the of the 
assuages grief, mitigates re- The rank file of the I very fountain of arid ten l!housand 
t,rieves loss; dispels dark clouds; dis- all with often evils elicit! a pass· 
solves distracting doubts; sweetens an to say of the comment. 'rhe news 
otherwise bitter cup; pav.es the 
highway of life; flJnd buoys on to con
quest and victory. 

In the "Oxford Sunday School 
Teacher's Bible" are chronicled, in 
tabulated form, fifty well-authenti
cated miracles of the Old 
howbeit the words and works of 
are more or less miraculous all 1 cated 
the way. A full half score of I of 
sent upon Pharaoh and· the of earth. 
as also the strange j demonstra,tion is 
Aaron's rod, the at I divine a,ttestation that the 
Hed Sea, the forty years in the wilder· thencof is in the unac-
ness, the crossing of l,he .Jordan, the row way, or that he and marvelous 
downfall of Jericho, the l<lJnd the truth v,s and 
of the land, '~heir peace pros· 1 Christ. A or a wonder 
perity, their vicissitudes and humila· 1 to go forth and render hon-
tions are strange but, I even from blast the cha:rac· 
their leader was a wonder-worker in the moul;h the false and ruin the life of the 
had infinite resources at his command. II wicked Aha,b. Lucifer his deadlv work rolls 
The magicians of old with accelerated • The orthodox 
upon by and inspired occult I iH1d the and are hu-
fluence and subtle power of the adver·· /1 and m~~intained 

1 

man vehicles his aitn 
sary counterfeited some of the came out all. and are out with 
performed by the Lord of hosts I wishes his to stand I effect. 
through Moses and Aaron. 'l'he grea,t ! aloof' from 'l1 he fraudulent and faJse miracles 
Hebrew lawgiver and eman· 1 the works of I cannot overcome the no more 
cipator of eBslaved, effemi-.. 'l'he child who in tbe dirt will th~1n a base coin can the 
nate Israel knew, s,nd ! clean. 'l'he timo has not true, or an rose can rival the 
from observation, of j co. me that kid is. safe in the 'I real; Solomon in all his 
God. His birth, and on the ! eompany of wolves ;;md could not come or 
Nile; his rescue, and bringing his I cious or a tender Iamb even the 
valor, flight, and wedlock; and I be :J,ml.d lions. fiow13rs of the 
the burning bush to his I 'l'he unwary who seek after can I 
grave in the mountains of are a I have their morbid intensified are 
prodigious wonder, and an :

1 

the arch deceiver. his 1 evidences of an 
marveL From the hands of God wonders are the I of adamantine 
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is in you," by the presence and in- r occupy. Meager attainments should 
dwelling of.his Spirit, you are armed not be thought of; but growth and 
and equipped against the shafts of the development ought to be the rule 
most powerfully adroit enemy. It is when our eternal interests are at 
worse than of no avail to pray and not stake. The unbounded fields of wis
obey. Supplication in deceit, and dom lie open to the humblest, feeblest 
coupled with vanity, pride, and by- petitioner for needed grace. Demons, 
pocrisy, is adding insult to injury. masked in human form, may rage, 
Honesty, sobriety, fidelity, humiHty, and fallen angels may do lying won
submissiveness, veneration, devotion, ders, and the denizens of all hell may 
earnestness, piety, and the likes, exert their utmos'l! miraculous endeav
ought to accompany our petitions; ors; but, know this, that God is true; 
and then when the heavens deign to and his arm is plentiful, strong, all
bless, even marvelously, we are all sufficient, and altoget.her reliable. 
safe and right if we have embraced Believing let us go forth in 
the gospel, obeyed the ordinances, and the power of Israel's 
been fait.hful. Such loyal subjects God, we will know of no 
who walk in the light, love, a,nd filial disaster or defeat; but a prosperous 
fear of God can have wherewith to try campaign a.nd a speedy victory will 
the spirits, discern aright. Rebuke and be emblazoned the standa,rd of 
disfellowship the evil in all phases and truth and the of righteousness. 
forms, and both adhere to and promul- And now to our good Lord be the 
gate the great antidote and panacea, praise and honor, through Jesus 
for sin, even the pure gospel. Christ, henceforth and forever. 

Portentous, wonder-working frauds Amen. 
pander to the lusts of sign seekers, 
and fatten on the gullibility of the cu-
rious, the rabble, and the baser sort. 

MORRIS TRIMBLE SHOR'l'. 

Mediums, clairvoyant doctors, mag- THE SIN AGAINST H-IE HOLY GHOST. 

netic healers, hypnotists, Christian(?) Wherefore I say unto you, All manner of 
scientists, necromancy, magic, en- sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men 
chantment, witchcraft, sorcery, etc., who receive me and repent; hut the blas-

phemy against the Holy Ghost, it shall not 
conjure up evil spirits, that supply the be forgiven unto men. And whosoever shall 
ever increasing volume of their be· spe!!-k !J, word the Son of M>w, it shall 
nighted votaries. Iniquitous environ- be forgiven but whosoever speaketh 
ments of the popular throng is a against the it shall not be for-

given him; in •,vorld; neither i.n 
swelling tumult, and a hilarious up- the world to come,-Matt. 12: 26, 27, I. T. 
roar. Backed by pelf, patronage, and Mark records it:-
power, and made potent by hoary age But he answered them and said, Verily I 
and supernatural attestations and unto you, All sins which men have com-
verifications, lo and behold we have a when they repent, shall be forgiven 
foe that will try the temp8r of our them; I came to repentance unto 
steel. There is no caution and profit the sons of men. plasphemies, where-

with soever they blaspheme, shB,llbe forgiven 
in treating this wonderful phenomenon them that come unto me, and do the works 
as an idle tale. To know somewhat which see me do. But there is a sin 
of the strength of an adversary will. which not be forgiven. He that shall 
be a wall of defense, a shield from the blaspheme s.gainst the Holy Ghost, -ha,th 

never forgiveness; but is in danger of being 
darts, and a thoroughfare for invasion cut down out of the world. And they shall 
and conquest. The buckler of Jeho- inherit eterna.l damna'r.ion. And this he said 
vah, and the battle-axe of Omnipo- unto them because they said, He hath an un
tence, and the eternal power of the clean spirit.-Mark: 3: 22-25, I. T. 
Spirit, including the whole armor of Blasphemy is defined in "The 
the God of all truth and righteousness American Educator": ELymologically, 
should be in constant demand to pro- it denotes so as to strike or 
teet, direct, and perfect the vigilant. hurt; the to a person's face re-
I believe it was the late lamented P. proachful or insulting expressions." 
P. Bliss who said,-a short while be- As there are means prepared by 
fore he went down to a sad death, and which man can obtain pardon for all 
an untimely grave, at the Ashtabula, "manner of sin and blasphemy," ex· 
Ohio, wreck,-that he had rather be cept "the blasphemy against the Holy 
with God in the dark than to walk Ghost," it becomes quite important to 
alone in the light. know what is considered blasphemy 

In the faithful administration of the against the Holy Ghost." "But who
ordinances, and in the legitimate exe- soever speaketh against the Holy 
cution of law and order, and in the Ghos'G, it shall not be forgiven him," 
piety and sacrifice of the Saints, the shows that speaking "against 
blessings, glory, and power of godli- the is blasphemy, and 
ness is manifest to the spiritual- but whether that is 
minded people. The carnal are which an unpardon· 
sightless, so far as the eyes of their a,ble sin can be committed, is a ques
understanding are concerned. A lit- I tion. We cannot condemn a person 
tle power and authority is dangerous; I for "blasphemy," a,s it is defined, till 
and great light augments the peril if he had spoken "against the Holy 
we do not put all to a good use and Ghost;" but God looks at the heart, 

45i 

and judges maR according to the 
thoughts ;:md intents thereof; and it 
is not necessary for the overt act to 
be committed, to bring the individual 
under condemnation. And as the 
acts of man speak for his nature or 
disposition, and many times louder 
than his words, let us see if we are 
not justified in coming to the con
clusion tbt~,t many "blaspheme against 
the Holy Ghost," and thus commit un
pardons,ble sins, that never deny its 
operations. 

For he hath made it impossible for those 
who were once enlightened, and have tasted 
of the heavenly gift, and were made partak
ers of the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the 
good word of God, and the powers of the 
world to como, if they shall fall away, to be 
renewed again to repentance; seeing they 
m·ucify unto themselves the Son of God 
afresh, ann put him to an open shame.-He b. 
6: 4-6, I. 'I'. 

We are not informed in these verses 
to what extent we must "fall away" 
to reach the condit.ion that makes it 
impossible "to be renewed again to 
repentance," neither are we told that 
this impossibility will remain "in the 
world to come." But by turning to 
the Doctrine and Covenants we find,-

And now, behold, I speak unto the church. 
Thou shalt not kill; and he that kills shall 
not have forgiveness in this world, nor in 
the world to come.-·42: 5. 

This only to those who 
"were once enlightened" and have 
fallen "away," to the extent that they 
become murderers. This crime, then, 
must be included in the sin of "blas
phemy against the Holy Ghost." 

Foe if ye sin wilfully after that we have 
received the knowledge of the truth, there 
remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a 
certain fearful looking for of judgment.
Heb. 10:26,27. 

The same thought is presented in 
this verse, that if we go on in wil
ful rebellion to God, by committing 
sins that we know is forbidden, we 
will reach v, condition when these sins 
will not "be forgiven in the world to 
come." Be as though no ''sacrifice 
for sins" had been made for us. Can 
this condition be reached without 
"speaking against the Holy Ghost" or 
committing murder? Let us turn 

to the Doctrine and Covenants:-
Thus sait,h the Lord, concerning all those 

who know my power, and have been made 
partakers thereof, and suffer themselves, 
-~hrough the power of the- Devil, to be over
come, ,.nd to deny the truth, and defy my 
power; they are t,hey who are the sons of 
perdition, of whom I say it had been better 
for them never to have been born; for they 
are vessels of wrath, doomed to suffer the 
wrath of God, with the Devil and his angels, 
in eternity, concerning whom I have said 
there is no forgiveness in this world nor in 
the world to come; having denied the Holy 
Spi.rit, after having received it, and having 
denied the only begotten Son of the Father; 
having cruci.f!ed him unto themselves, and put 
him to an open shame: These are they who 
shall go away into the lake of fire and brim
stone, with the Devil and his angels, and the 
only ones on whom the second death shall 
have any power.-76:4, 

The particular thought we desire to 
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and ye camo unt.o me. 
answer him 1 sB)ying~ 

Lord, when saN we thee· an hungered, and 
fed thee; or thirsty, and gave thee drink':' 
When we thee a stranger, and took thee 
in; or and clothed thee? Ot when 
saw we thee sick, or in prison, and caml'l 
unto thee? And the king shall answer and 
say unto them, Verily I say unto you, inas
much aa ye have don'l it unto one of th"l least 
of these my brethren, ye have done it unto 
me. Then shall he say also unto them on t,he 
left hand, Dilpart from me, ye cursed, into 
everlasting fire, preparBd for 'the devil and 
his angels. For I was an hungered, and ye 
gave me no meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave 
me no dduk; I was a and ye took 
me not in; naked, and me 
sick, and in ye visited me 
Then shall answer hlm, 

shows thGl,t the ''terrest:ri!>Jl 
those of the ''celestial 
resurrected at the 
and those who come 
second resurrection will be in the 
"telestial " or else must inherit 
·'a kingdom is not a 
of glory." 

As those of the celestial and terres
trial orders were raised at Christ's 
coming, and were with bim during 
the thousand years' ; and there 
are only two more classes of human 
beings-those who are of t,he telestial 
order and the sons of 
all are to come forth the second 

emphasize in the above quotation 
the "sons of perdition" have "no for· 
giveness in this world nor in the world 
to come;" and they are "the only ones 
on whom the second death shall have 
any power." These have known the 
power of God and have' 'suffered them
selves, through the power of the Devil, 
to be overcome." The particular 
crimes that all had committed, when 
they were "overcome" are not stated. 
But if we can learn what crimes or 
sins, when committed, places man in 
the condition that the second death 
shall have power over. him, we shall 
know what will make a "son of perdi
tion" out of us, when "overcome" to 
the extent that we commit them. 

Lord, whon saw we thee or that did not have 
athirst, or a or or. 01' in ' tne first we conclude that those 

and did tnee? I ' '' I resented on the and left hand And verily I say unto you, as I have said be
fore, He that looketh on a woman to lust after 
her, or if any shall commit adultery in their 
hearts, they shall not have the Spirit, but 

not one I our Savior, "as a shepherd divides 
ye did it no'o his from his goats " came forth 

into eyet 1 in the second resurrecti.o~. The ones 
m 

0 
1 on the ''left hand" had been "over-

shall deny the faith and shall fear; wherefore, 
I, the Lord, have said that t.he fearful, and 
the unbelieving, and all liars, and whosoever 

' 

come" after received the 
" and the reason a.cts 

come • d L th · ~ ''t · · t' 
loveth and maketh a lie, and tho whore
monger, and the sorcerers, shall have their 
part in that lake which burneth with fire aod 
brimstone, which is the seeond death. Vedly tions" 
I say, that they shall not bave part in the Th' _. 

, d h<>' " ll ., . SvOO t•O mr crem lS In ne 
an-. w ~~ a . !1 a,- following:-

first resurrection.-D. C. 63: 5. lS IS 
oefore l:nm. When I shaH to the that he 

From the above we learn of a larae I reign," for 
b 

class who were "overcome" in differ- man 
ent ways, and they all are subj~ct to com'l~g of . . ~ohn saw t,he same 
the "second deat,h;" and as we have al- evenl> 1:md d1scnbed 1t thus:
ready learned, that none are but the And I saw i;he dead, sm~J.t! and 
"sons of perdition , and for them there stand before God; and the books w_ere 

shall surely live; he trust his own 
eousness, and commit iniquity, all his 
eouaness shall not be remembered; for 
hi a iniquity that he hath committed, he shlJJl 
die for it.---Ezc:kiel 33: 13. 

Let us so live that we will not be 
''overcome." W. E. PEAK. 

· " f · ' , f . , ~ IIJ.nd another book wao whJCh was the 
IS no org1veness, we are orceu LO book of life: and the wm~e out of 
the conclusion that "the bla,sphemy those things which wore written in books, 
against the Holy Ghost" has a wider according their works.-Rov. 20: 12. 

GAL~EN, Michigan. 

AUSTRALIA'S ENSIGN. 

meaning than is sometimes supposed. 'fhose who were on the "right In 1899 a small mission 
This is in harmony with Revelation " which 
20: 13-15:-

started in Australia, run 
advertisements. By this means our 

And the sea gave up the dead which were I for work was before 
in it; and death and hell delivered up the the but for giving many had 
~ead which were in the_m; and they wore I t il .· k t n f th. ,. 1-"I ' , f been in 
JUdged every man accordwg to their workP. I o Arw o un o od.3 .o . e~e :_u;,.e ones a.:~P o_ 
And death and hell were castinto the lake of col~ w,,ter 1!1 tho n"me.of a d:"c1ple, small, the 
fire. This is the second death. And whoso- _v~rily I he shallm 00 wJse lose decidedly good; but after 
ever was not found written in the book of liie hls . . 42 · . splendidly for eight months it been 
was cast into the lake of fire. And for s1m1lar. _ a,ct~ of kmdnes~. · shipwrecked-stranded on the 2,d ver-

From this we lear,n that one class The other class did not even have tl::ns tisement sandbank. But "Nil Desper-
who are raised at the last resurrec- to their credit. andum" is the motto of Australians. 
tion will have their names ''written in I Those who . the of the We have our hearts set upon launch-
the book of li.fe," and they will be re·, ' "or the "moon," are resurrected a larger but we want to have 
warded "according to their works;" 1 at . of the millennial a propelling sufficiently 

of perdition," and subject to the And then shall the heathen nations bs re- shoal -- advertisement. The 
but the other class, who are the "sons 

1 

as 1s seen the :- to it of that 

"s_econd death," are "cast into the 1 deemed, au;d they t.hat knew no law shail I power by which it could be pro-
lake of fire." hav_e m the fiest and lt nelled of which we have any knowl-

shall tolerable for them.-D. C. 10. • ' . . 
The Savior throws additional light . . 1 edge at 1s that wh1ch would 

on the subject, in the following While the heathen Wlll have ' I come from five subscribers at 
parable:- is seventy-five cents each per ye:ow. 

When the Son of Man shall come in his we Australians (Saints) m·e not numer-
glory, and all the holy angels with him, means ous enough to furnish the 
then he shall sit upon the throne of his And We believe 
glory; and before him shall be g·athered all behold, and 
nations; and he shall separat.e them one from tr;rrestrial, 
another, as a shepherd dividet,h his the church of tho 
from the goats; the shPep on hi~ right these are they who died 
but the goats on his left. And he shall also they who are the 
upon his thronA, and the twelve apostles whom the Son 
with him. Then shall the king say unto , gospel unto them. , .. 
them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of who are honorabh3 
my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared '76: 6. 
for you from the foundation of the world. This shows t.hat ''the " l of Zion's each 
For ~ was an. hungered, and ye gav;e me who died without " I each subscriber we could 
meat, I was th1rsty, and ye gave me drwk; I . h fi ._ · , I f t · ., one 
was a stranger, and ye took me in; naked, have "a In t e _rs~ resurrectw!l, I :ree to ou SlUers. 
and ye clothed me; I was sick, and yo visited are in "terrestrial glory," whwh good would be accom-
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i.f the American Saints can and to become acquainted with many more 
only see their way to favor us in kind and noble Saints. 
this matter: First, we would be able We stopped wlth Bro. and Sr. Edward 
to point to a respectable sheet free of Whaley. Their kind hospitalit.y will never 
advertisements; second, those who be forgotten by us. 
subscribed would be brought more in I am one of the isolated ones and since 
touch with t.he work in Australia; returning to my 'little home, feel more iso-

besides having a copy for them- lated than ever. Am eleven miles from an 
selves, each subscriber would be who love or care for me; no Saint nearer than 

a copy of a. paper, filled with three miles. The days are very sad and lonely. 
our doctrine, into the hands of some How thankful I would be for words of cheer 
one whom we cannot v,t present reach and comfort from all with whom I've ever 
in that we corresponded. Letters addressed to Pingree, 
h::we in Livingston county, will alwa.ys reach me. 
an area A j Such let'uers would help to brighten life's 

live take the I path way, and you know it's our duty to do all 
of one or and be 1 we can to lighten the burden for each other.' 
invaluable our work more .

1 

I know Father's work is all 
We along the line. May we all as Saints live 

us." 1 so true to what is required of us th~.t the 
cents for the gathering time may soon come. 

vVe Your sister in the faith, 
this A. J. DALEY. 
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more for the cause this present year than 
ever before. 

I have just returned from a missionary 
trip out in southern K:>nsas. The wheat 
yield is immense. Kansas is wearing her 
"Sunday clothes" this year. 

up PERHAM, Minn, June 29. 

I J!Jditors Iierald:-Our reunion is a thing of 
'~he past. A joyful time it was to all until 
Saturday, the 23d, when about half past three 

year, 1901, 
make 

While at Elk City, I made arrangements 
for a week's meeting in the Adventist 
church. The people were curious. They 
came and looked in the windows and passed 
on. Some wanted to know if I was related to 
Brigham Young. Well, the first night my 
congregation numbered six, so I bade farewell 
to Elk City pride, amJ. came to more inviting 
fields. However, if I had had enough means 
to pay my board for a few days I would have 
labored hard to secure a congregation. 
Sleeping out doors does not agree with the 
physical constitution or that of the Uni.ted 
States. Before leaving this section I opened 
up the work ten miles sout.hwest of Elk City, 
in Bro. Anderson's neighborhood. They are 
excellent Saints and always stand up for this 
latter-day work. It is up hill work for an 
elder to labor in a place where their own 
members deny havlng any relationship with 
t,he gospeL How m1n Saints p0rmit pride to 
lead them astray? May the Lord help us all 
to be strong in the faith. 

the re
we will 

the Herald to send 
We do not wish 

now, for the reason 
number of sub

we could 
paper, to send 

cause needless 
that we shall have 

responso from those who are 
able to us. Write now, and ad
dress your communications to Elder 
Walter J. Martin 

New WrJJles, Austra-
lia. 
~~ 
--~------· 

A f1liiST tl.KE. 

In of the New 
for June 1900, 

three lines 
rev,ds: '•The second was the 
end of the Christian era in Peru." It 
should 'rhe secoud 
rnenced at the end of the 
in Peru. 

BAI<NARD, l!Io,, June 30, 1900. 

·-----+-~-4l!------

n 

whi.le arranging to go to the lake to 
baptize, our worthy and much esteemed Bro. 
Maynard Ochsner dropped dead from heart 
failure. It was a hear~rending affair. 

In gospel bonds, 
A.M. BAKER. 

As it was underatood that another should . . . . . WRAY, Colo., July 3. 
w,r1te up.the re}unon I wlll say no.more about JIJditoTs Rerald:-I reP,ched my mission 
tna!;. S1pce I left my home, Apr1l 23, I have fi ld c .1 d th · ht ' M 28 . . . . . e , o ora o, on e mg o, .ay . 
been very ousy m the worK arrangmg for my F d B J B R h t h' ' t th' . . · oun ro. . . .ous a 1s nome a 1s 
e,ssocrates 1n the work. I am glad to say that place. The branch place of meeting is about 
thus fg,r all have been busy, f!,~d have do~e good I nine miles south, in the country. Some of 
[NOd work. I have c~lls commg from d1fferent the Saints here live in Wray, and some out 
pH,r~s of the st!>,te urging some one to come and by the place of meeting, 
preach. We shall do all in our power to sup- The Sunday after my arrival I met with 
ply all demands for labor. I wish we had a · the Saints in sacrament services. A plea8-
dozen more missionaries up here. Br·n. ant time wae had, and the Spidt was present. 
Omans and Baggerly have labored acceptably The filling of a preaching service appoint
in their part o! the mission, as have also Brn. ment at night was prevented by a rain. 
Hayer and Stedman. That is right. On- 'l'he following Sunday I preached at Haig-
ward, my brethren, and God will bless your ler, Nebraska, at eleven a. m., at Laird, 
tffurts for good, Colorado, at three p. m., and at the Seward 

There have been twenty·three baptized since schoolhouse at eight p. m. Good slzed con
General Conference; E. A. Stedman 3, Eli gregations and marked int,erest. On the 
Haye'l' 2, Alonzo Whiting 3, T. J. Martin 1, Thursday afternoon following, I went to a 
F. D. Omans 1, a,nd the writer 13. I am much meeting of the M. E. Missionary Society, at 
pleased to see the work broadening', and hon- Wray, where the subject of ''Mormonism" 
est souls obeying i'&. With kindest wishes to was to be discussed; but before the meeting 
all, I am, Yours i.n haste, began was told by the pastor that my "pres-

I. N. ROBER'l'S. ence would be embarrassing." Of course I 
,__ could do nothing but withdraw. I tried to im-

OPOLIS, Kansas, June 28. press upon his mind that all I wanted was to see 
Editors Herald:-'I'he work in this district that they did not class the Saints here and 

seems to be onward. Our district conference those I represented with the Utah people. I 
passed off very plear,antly. It appears t.hat do not think they threw any new light upon 
some Saints imagine if a stand is taken the "Mormon fraud." 

PINGREE, Mich., June 26. against any measure thgt may be introduced The Saints here are living so that they 
JIJditm·s llentlr:l:-It is a long time ~ince you that, "war" is declared immedis,tely. command the respect and confidence of all 

heard from this part of the Fe,ther's vineyard, We have ~ome broad, liberal minds down liberal·minded people. Elder E. D. Bullard 
The few Saiubs here, four in number, are try- here, and we hope to see the work rise far 1 is the branch president, and it has been 
ing to live at 'uheir best. above perscmll,l Certainly God has 1 through his labors largely that an organiza-

I had the pleasure of enjoying the late con-~· to work at a great disadvantage when he I tion has been maint.ained in these parts. 
ference at Coldwater. It was grand; some- uses humanity !l,s an agent to represent his Saturday, June 16, B1·o. Bullard and I took 
thing long be remembered by one who i cause. However, we expect to see it triumph an overland trip to the "South Divide," fifty 
never had the privilege of one I some day. miles away, to see the Saints there. Found 
before. It was a peaceful, happy g!l,thering. My experience at General Conference was them firm in the faith, and the few members 
How pleasant to meet with those we know i an interesting one, and I am desirous of doing ' there now trying to keep up a Sunday school 
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and prayer meeting. There is a branch or
ganization, but most of its members have 
gone away, crop failures being the cause of 
emigration. Bro. Zimmerman and wife kindly 
threw open their doors for meetings; and we 
held two services on Sunday, and one Monday 
night. Splendid interest manifested. Good 
liberty in presenting the word. 

The large Book of Mormon map that the 
Lamoni Religiu presented me on my depart
ure to my mission field has come into good 
service. I use it to so much advantage in 
teaching the Saints the Book of Mormon 
story; and it is so helpful in my efforts on: 
that subject before the world. 

Sunday, June 24, Bro. F. E. Bullard, priest, 
oldest son of the pre;,ident of the branch, 
filled my appointmen'o at Haigler, and did 
real well, on the subject of "the moral man." 
I on the same date filled my appointments at 

' Lail·d and Seward schoolhouse. On the 27th 
ult., I preached the funeral sermon of an in
fant granddaughter of Elder Bullard. 

June 29, Elder Bullard and I started for 
the home of Bro. and Sr. Lee Korf, about 
forty-five miles northeast of Wray. Found 
them anxiously looking for us. Sunday fol
lowing we held two preaching services and 
one prayer meeting. Bro. and Sr. Chas. Cur
tis live near Bro. Korf, and treated us royally, 
and helped to put out the appointment. 
Later on we expect to do some more preach
ing in that vicinity. 

We would hold nightly preaching meetings, 
but it is too busy a season of the year. After 
harvest we expect to begin. Plenty of school
houses that can be obtained and the people 
seem glad to hear us. 

The Eastern Colorado district conference 
will convene at this place on August 18, on 
which occasion we expect t.he tent. 

Crop prospects are excellent. A better 
wheat yield has not been had for years; and 
a general good feeling and brigl:!.t outlook 
exist. While I am not always satisfied with 
my weak efforts at presenting the word, yet 
I am determined to persevere. The cause is 
of the Lord, and why should mortal man 
shrink from his part. I ask for the prayers 
of all. Your brother in Christ, 

ALMA B. HANSON. 

PLYMOUTH, Mass., July il. 
Editors He~·ald:-In company with Ern. 

Bullard and Busiel we left Dennisport yes
terday morning, where we had been attend
ing the two days' meeting, which was fully 
as successful as we expected. We had in 
mind to visit the new location selected by 
our committee for the holding of our annual 
New England reunion, which is to commence 
on Augus'r, fourth, and we are not sorry for 
the expense or trouble of our visit either. A 
lovelier spot for reunion purposes would be 
hard to imagine; and it must be a chronic 
grumbler indeed who would fail to appreciate 
t.he natural and scenic beauty of the locality. 
Nothing approaching it in this line has ever 
been had by us as a district, so far as I know. 

Silver Lake, properly so·called, is about 
seven miles in circumference; three miles 
long, one mile wide. It is one of the most 
beautiful bodies of water I have ever seen. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Cottages of dwellers nestle here and there for that kind of accommodation. Boat or a 
around its borders. Its waters are clear as fine path to camp ground. 
crystal. Its shores are sand or gravel; no Arrangement for tents have been made and 
swamps, nor malaria. There is on its south· notice given. Commissary arrangements, 
west shore a lovely forest of tall pines, just provision for board at about the rate of three 
thick enough to make a fine shade and wind dollars and fifty cents per week, will no 
protection, which with its soft, dry carpet of doubt be had. Tickets for meals, allowing 
fine pine needles looks out upon a scene that latitude regarding expenses, etc., are to be 
might furnish material for artist brush or provided, we understand, for those who do 
pencil. Here should Saints who are privi- not wish to board themselves. 
leged to come, with the love of God and good Let all make preparation to come and have 
will toward all in their hearts, find one of a good time by helping others to have a good 
God's most beautiful "first temples," a place time. Be prepared to put up with little in
for wholesome recreation, physical help, and conveniences for the good to be obtained and 
social and spiritual delight and profit. the good that may come to others through 

The grove is three minutes' walk, only, this effort at spreading the gospel light in 
from Plymton station on the Plymouth and new places. 
Boston branch of the N. Y., N.H., ami Hart- A sad accident occm·ed here about eight 
ford railroad, and eight miles from Plymouth, o'clock last evening. Sr. Addie Nickerson, 
not Plympton, as late Hemld notice has it. twenty years old, a fine girl and good Latter 
It is twenty-eight miles from Boston, fifty- Day Saint, was thrown from her wheel by 
eight from Providence, via Plymouth by rail- collision with another rider. \Ve thought 
road, and about the same from Fall river. she was dying. She was carried, unconscious, 
Fare from Providence to Plympton by rail- to the home of Bro. Leland. Has regained 
road for excursions or mileage book rate is her consciousness this morning, and will 
one dollar and sixteen cents, single or regular without doubt recover, though badly hurt. 
fare about one fifty. Almo~t direct connec- M. I-I. BOND. 
tions at Plymouth for Plympton. For those ~---~------

who can make arrangements to ship their SAN AN'l'ONIO, 'l'exas, July 2. 
camping outfit or such things as they might Editors Hera,ld:-On the 12th day of June, 
carry as hand baggage, the expense of get- our worthy missiona.ry, I. P. B!loggerly, made 
ting there from :rovi~ence c~n ~e made his appearance in San Antonio, and in con· 
much less by commg v1a electrw line from nection with the oresident of the San 
Providence to Taunton, Brockten, Whitman, i Antonio branch, Br~. T. J. Jett, began at 
and railroad from Whitman; nine miles to 1 oncB to arrange for g series of meetings, 
Plympton. Connections sure enough to which lasted two weeks closing last evening. 
secure early arrival if starting in forenoon. The meetings were well at.tended, and very 
Fare in electric line this way from Providence, instructive and encouraging to us all. Our 
seventy-five cents to Plympton. A lovely chief H. 0. Smith, came to our 
ride it is! About the same rates from Fall 
River; something less from Attleboro, etc. 

Some dissatisfaction or disappointment has 
been expressed that a location near to salt 
water, for bathing privileges, was not secured. 
There are plenty of bathing privileges here; 
and if weather is warm the lake will be none 
too cool, and with no out.side or public inter
ference, as we control the grounds. If salt 
water bathing becomes a necessity such as 
have wheels can have fine bicycling roads to 
Duxbury and the Miles Standish monument, 
three and one half miles away. We have 
control of boats, sailing privileges, and other 
advantages which with advantage of being 
much nearer than Dennisport to center of 
population and where the majority of Saints 
live, lessening the cost of attendance, making 
it more practicable and possible for them to at
tend if but a portion of the time of reunion, 
more than offset, in my opinion, all claims to be 
justly allowed for the absence of salt water 
privileges. We shall have, besides, n,oJw au
diences, many strangers to our faith and who 
have never heard of the angel's message. We 
have sole control of the grounds and fts 
privileges, and we feel quite sure of the gen
eral verdict when Saints behold the choice of 
location made by our committee, Two or 
three cottages one third or one half mile from 
ground or camp across the corner of the lake, 
and beautifully located, with bed and house
hold arrangements, stove and everything 
ready for sojourn, neat and clean, have been 
secured for invalids or those who want to pay 

assistance the last week, and rendered valua
ble assistance. At the conclusion he ad-
dressed the Saints, and gave valuable 
instructions and answered some questions, 
satisfactorily to all, th!l,t have been quite dif
ficult for some of ·t'he Saints to understand, 
and I believe all the Salnts feel more en
com·aged, If the instructions given by Bro. 
Smith are followed out I bell.eve that they 
will unify ·Lhe branch. 

One noble lady was baptized Sunday in the 
San Antonio river, by Bro. Baggerly. 

\Ve h:we postponed our meetings till after 
the celebration on the 4th of July, as the 
people here are making gTeat preparation 
for the celebration. Then it is the intention 
Of Bt·o. Baggerly to prosecute the work to 
the fullest extent of his ability. Bro. H. 0. 
Smith leaves here on the 5th for Cook's 
Point, Texas, to attend the Central Texas 
district conference which convenes there on 
the 7th. We feel encouraged in this grand 
and g·Jorious work. 

Your sister in the gospel, 
MRS, CORA CURTIS. 

13:\2 N. l''lores St. 

LAMON'l', Iowa, July 6. 
Editors Herald:-Came to this place yester· 

day. Will begin meetings in the tent tonig'ht. 
Baptized two at Strawberry Point last week, 
and left others very near the kingdom. 
While there we had a round with D. H. 
Bays, and I do not think him a very strong 
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I am certain he is not government not upon him be in bar- Some fine natures there are whQ seem to be 
strong spiritmtl.ly. 'TheM. E. preacher there mony wii;h the l:>,ws of God as found in nature instinctively possesged oi this rat·e faculty of 
sent for Bays as we afterw>'.rd learned. and revealed in his word? discrimination, but by far the larger part of 

A strange incident occurred the evening (Sisters, discuss this freely before you pass us need all the help obtainable along these 
came. Just as I had finished my dis- i;o consider the next.) lines. Is there a mother who will read this, 

cours,~, Mr. Bays asked the privilege of ask- •.vho sometime in the past has not said, "Who 
ing questions. I answered them; and then Htwe you ever gi.ven close attention to the is equal to these thi.ngs?" Now, perplexed 
by the spirit of discernment was made to results of t,hought and labor bestowed upon mother, it may be there is more th3,n one 
know that he was D. H. Bays. I then spoke prevention of wrong or evi.l in any of its other mother who could help you in just 
his name, which surprised him, I assure you. thousand shapes, as opposed that bestowed 1 this perplexity, and there are points upon 
He then asked me how I knew him. I told upon cm·e? Vlill not each one of you call to which your experience would be invaluable 
him I knew it, for all I he~d never seen him mind and state for the benefit of the others, to her and many others as welL Vlill you 
before. I then asked bim when be told the some case illu~trating this? 'Take for in- not use it for the common good? Surely you 
truth, when for twenty-seven years he testi- stance contagious disease. Do you not, re- b:we it in your heart to help those needing 
fled that be knew 'obat Smith was a 1 member a, time when the governments of help. '.rhen why not join with us and bear 
true prophet and the Book of Mormon of countries, cities, or towns, took no measures us company? "As iron strengtheneth iron, 
divine origin, or now, when he made the to prever.1t the spreading- of these? How is it so doth a friend the face of a friend:" There 
statement that Joseph Smith was !Ml im- now, and are results better? is one great need of this organization as indeed 
postor and the Book of Mormon a fraud? If then prevent,ion is the better method of I of all others. If there was in each br:~nch of 
Well, ?is a?swer was ri_diculous. He said he disposing of an evil which endangers society I the chm·ch ~w? _or three earnest workers, 
was raised m the church, and that he always in this 01113e, might it not be better in all zealous and willmg to lend a hand, who would 
heard his t,alk that way, and of course cases and with all classea evii? If this shaH put their shoulders to the wheel, the results 
he grew right up with the same lie i.n his be answered in the affirmative, then the quee- of such work would soon be apparent. And 
mouth. So you. see instead of his being a 1 tlon which most m>,turally follows is: Where now, my sister, you whose conscience is even 
man he was only a talking machine, a shall prevention begin? now asking, "Am I doing all in my power for 
gra_phophone: he did us no harm I am sure, .1 ..•. h . b . G .,, b d _ t .... t' . my children?" will you not. just while you 

; k ·. d · t' · ,. . · t d ~r t e pasG e m oa s .an . and. ue. utm•e . · . . 
'.l.'ne wor • w on war 1n ,nls Ulstrwv, an d '"t , f ll are reading th1s, resolve ths,t you w1ll be one , . _ assure to no man or woman. 1 mus" o ow . . .. 

Bro. HJ.lhara's presence among us for a tl t , . • . th ld, t .,. . to help start. this work m your lom1l!ty? S1t 
, . . 1 . . ···a c\a tne presenu>lB · e go en oppor unr.y. . .. . 

season, ana h1s tune y mstruct.wns, cu us TIY . b·it , f t f "h I right down and wrlte to Sr. Hulmes, Presl-vv e D:Hl·Y weep 1; er "ears o regre .or " e 
much good. h t . ·n· h . ht h b dent of our Advisory Board, at Independence, 

· o• • list for ours pas In w lC we m1g ave eon .. . 
I have i!l6o.OO on DJY k .,h G .. . '·. th' th b tt Missouri, and she wlll not only g1ve you all wor erS\Vl£ .,.Oalntna&\:lDg LlSear eu er; 

Graceland college. but the reg-ret which does not lead to ricJforma- needed inst:uction, but will welcome you to 
Ju the one hope, tion is time wasted and avails in no way to our ranks with gladness and offer you every 

J. R. SU'l."l'ON. better mankind. Blessed is that mother then help and encouragement in her power. 
··----~--- whose soul has been awakened to the Upon another and previous occasion we 

EDITED BY ll'RANCES. 

PREPARED RE.ADING FOR AUGUS'l' MJ!llliTINGS 
OF DAUGB.'l'ERS OJ!~ ZION. LOCALS. 

baby~ ag'ain. look into my eyes, 
I look into thine; 

11 flgethcr we~li spell life~s lesson out; 
'l'hy faith shall still teach: mine. 

"All that thy clinging helpl~ss love 
Has told me I should be-

All that thy fond hope prophecies
I'll strive to be for thee." 

Daughters of Zlon:-Fully impressed with 
the fact that the present year is to be t,he cru
eial period of our existence as a society, I ask 
the privilege of changing somewhat the 
usual order of our meetings-of 
with all formality aud drawing· near to each 
other in a spirit of helpfulness and also of in
quiry. The two must go hand in hand. We 

g·rand possibilities of her calling, and who have referred to the parental instinct of dumb 
has felt that in comparison with the crown of animals and birds by means of "which they 
mothe;:hood, all fame, honor, or glory was in· warn and protect their young, teaching them 
signifimmt. There have been many such in how to discern the approach of danger and 
t,b.e past, and we are g·lad there are many how most successfully t,o avoid and outwit 
such in our day. their enemies. This has been recently illus

But, sisters, the world is moving. In trated in the most touching·ly beautiful man
m,my directions rapid ad v;wcem.ont is being ner, by Ernest Seton Thompson, author of 
made, but in none more along the lines volume, "Vvild Anima,ls I Have Known" in 
of seeking to know and understand chlld-life, his "Wild :~~imal Play." . And .just ~ere let 

I in order that those who have to deal. with me say thJs 1s a book whwh w1Jl enrich the 
children, especially teachers, and mothers, I mind of any boy or girl r~~ding it, to an ex
may understand the child and underste,nding·l :en~~ha.t fe'w :ol.umes will: for we are :er· 
him may work intellig-ently to the accom- ~~aa~d ~hau hi>Vl~g read :t t?~Y will. ever 
plishroent of the good each seeks to do. And afte: fee; a. _keen Interest 1n tms ~ortw~ of 
this good? Is it not that by developing· all Gods creat,wn. and reg~rd these wlld. thmgs 
that which i& best in the chiid's nature, the of the wooo. w1th a lovwg wonder m.1xed al
tendencies to that which is not good will most with awe. But mothers, we have re
be dwarfed or entirely eliminated? Can we ferred to this play which you will find in the 
then 8,8 parents, having the oppm:tunity of I July Laclies' Horne Joumal, ~eca~se we ;vish 
meeting and consulting· toge'"her that we may you to note one of these amma1s espec1~lly 
aid each other, afford '"o slight this oppor- and the words whl.ch l'.fr. 'Thompson puts m:o 
tunity? her mouth as also those of her son. She 1s 

cannot help each other unti.l we know each There is yet another class-and it is a large not a lordly animal, but simply a common lit· 
tle rabbit whom the author names Molly and 
who says of herself:-

other's needs. one-who equally with mothers need thls 
Because of this fact, let all questions con- training. We refet• to the many young 

tained in this reading be hones'&ly and fear- I girls engaged as teachel's in the Sabbath 
lessly answered, not alone by the member\ I school. I7 order th~t the best results may J 

who is present, bui; by the one not present, follow then· labcrs, tney need to understand 
and especially by those sisters who may never chHd. nature. Not only to recognize the fact 
ha.ve i.n the past, felt ths,t it was their duty to that the child is posseesed of a threefold na
attend. ture, each throwin[.; out tendrils for its share 

Doubtless the quesMon has often been asked of the nourishment which is to develop a per
you (but have you given it the serious thoug-ht feet whole; but that they must understand the 
which its importance demands), where is laid kind of nutrimen'o demanded by each, in orcler 
the corner stone, the foundation of chm·ch th[l,t they may be workmen equipped for the 
and state? Jesus Christ being himself the task of helping to train i;l>ll immortal soul for 
chief corner stone, can that home or that life and immortality. 

"I am wee, shy "Mollie Cottontail, 
'!'he least of the woodland band; 

I lived with my chrld in a willow swamp wild. 
In the midst of the sportsman's land. 

"I set all my heart on my baby, 
For him I was hold in t.he strife; 

I taught him how wits may be stronger than 
strength, 

And loved him far more than my life." 

Then her baby, in whose defense she finally 
lost her life, speaks up:-

"I am Ro.gg;y, the cottontail rabbit, 
'£hat lived in old OlifanVs swamp; 
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I'm living there yet, and unless it is wet, 
I'm outoevery night for a romp. 

"I was trained in the college of woodcraft, 
The college whose hall is the trees; 

I learned how to swim, play back-track, end limb, 
And puzzle, and side-track, and freeze. 

"So well did I study at college 
That I know how to baille my foes: 

For Molly has taught me to run with my wits 
And trust in the sweet-brier rose," 

And now finally appears upon the scene the 
Angel of these and all Wild-things, and after 
giving various commendations to each one, 
she says:-

"But you, dear little, true Molly Cottontail! 
You sought the success of your son, 

You trained him up right, equipped for the fight, 
And he entered the fig~t and has won. 

"Then hail, Mollie Cottontail, Queen of the woods I 
Her duty she did as she could; 

She died. so must all, but in triamph she died, 
So Mollie is Queen of the woods." 

It is at least a beautiful conceit of the 
author and suggestive as well. He had 
watched this little rabbit as she taught her 
baby the lessons which saved him from his 
enemies, had seen the baby rabbit grow up to 
practice up and many a time by so doing 
escape dangers and snares set for him. 

Why go to the animals-the lower creation 
of God, for an example? Is not this instinct 
God-given-direct from the hand which has 
fashioned all things in wisdom? "Go to the 
ant, thou sluggard; consider his ways and be 
wise," was the injunction of the wise man, 
and there is ringing through our heart this 
morning as we write the words spoken by 
Jesus: "Do not their angels always behold 
the face of my Father who is in heaven?" 
Mothers, in His fear then we appeal to you to 
so be faithful unto your children-the chil
dren God from his own family has loaned to 
you for a season-that their angels who al
ways behold God's face may witness for your 
faithfulness even as the angel of the wild-wood 
creatures witnessed for the faithfulness of the 
shy little rabbit mother. 

PROGRAM FOR AUGUST MEETINGS OF DAUGH
TERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn 685, Saints' Harp. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, Matthew 7:1-20. Study 
of select reading in Home Column. Supple
mentary discussion: Is there danger of go
ing to an extreme in trying to give children 
pleasure. Roll call. Business. Closing 
hymn 268. Dismissal prayer. 

SULTAN'S CRIMSON SWORD. 
Since 1604, when the Persians surrendered 

Armenia to Turkey, the numerous sultans of 
Turkey have never sheathed their swords in 
regard to the former country, save in the 
flesh of the inhabitants. True, every now 
and again, when matters are very slow in 
European politics, some country becomes 
righteously indignant, and a concert of 
Europe is called and a note sent to the sultan. 
Still, the fighting goes on-or, rather, the 
butchering.-New York Telegram. 

11t.E SAINTS' HERALD. 

Sunday School Dspartment. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

CLASS OF LITERATURE FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL 
LIBRARIES. 

THE AIM 

of the library is to entertain and instruct. 
In our Sunday school libraries we are anxious 
to furnish as much as we can of the best lit
erature, to help the young to acquire a taste 
for the pure and good. In making our selec
tion it would be well had we more books 
written by our own members that would 
teach the doctrine of the church, such as 
"The Silver Thimbles," "Pattie, or Leaves 
from a Life," "With the Church in an Early 
Day," and others. 

Many of the so-called Sunday school library 
books contain stories that are too improbable 
to be true; and while the imagination must 
play its part, principles of doctrine should be 
as nearly true as possible. For our libraries, 
these l:Jooks should be carefully read by some 
one competent to judge before being placed 
on the library shelves. 

IN THE FIELD OF HISTORY 

are many books written in child-language, 
and in most interesting style. We ought to 
encourage the reading of such books. The 
series by C. C. Coffin, "Boys of '76," "Boys of 
'61," "The Drumbeat of the Nation," are ex
cellent examples. Where these are placed 
in public libraries the worn condition of the 
books tells its own story. The boys particu
larly enjoy them. Facts of history are ac
quired in this way that are of incalculable 
service. Rose G. Kingsley has written 
"Children of Westminster Abbey," a story of 
royal children buried there, furnishing the 
youth of America with a knowledge of his 
English cousins. 

Not many have the opportunity of spending 
YEARS IN TRAVELING 

to become acquainted with men and customs 
of different nations, but the press has supple
mented the lack of time and money by giv
ing us books to read. 

Hezekiah ButterwoFth, in his "Zigzag 
Journeys in Europe," in classic lands, in 
Australia, in the Orient, in the Occident, 
etc., takes the boy and girl on a tour around 
the world, and introduces him to men of all 
nations, acquaints him with the habits and 
customs of men of other nations, and stores 
his mind with much useful knowledge. 

This is the great age of · 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SCIENCF], 

and many books have been written for chil
dren, which give a good idea of the funda
mental principles of scientific knowledge. 
The young boy and girl will read these 
books and enjoy them and his time will be 
well spent in reading them. "History of a 
Mouthful of Bread" and "Servants of the 
Stomach," by J. Mace, teach physiological 
principles. 

A very large number of books on plant and 
animal life can be obtained, and nearly every 

' ' 
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child is interested in the little pets he sees 
about bis home. "My Little Neighbors" 
tells him stories of bird life, and will do 
much towards creating a love for God's 
creatures and taking away the desire to kill 
for amusement the little songsters. "Who 
was the First Architect?" takes him to the 
life of the bees, their busy career, their 
ingenuity, etc. "Who were the First Weav
ers?" acquaints him with the habits of the 
spider, the spinning of its web, etc: 
''Prang's Natural History Series," in rep
resentatives of each class relates stories of 
Wading Birds, Cat Family, Birds of Prey, 
etc. 

"Effie and her strange acquaintances," by 
J. Crofts, gives natural history stories in 
fairy language. 

IN THE FIELD OF' GEOLOGY, 

too, are many facts told in child language. 
"Madam How and Lady Why," by C. Kingsly, 
gives in an interesting way knowledge about 
earthquakes, volcanoes, coral reefs, etc. 

"Dame Nature and her three daughters," 
by X. B. Saintine, are stories told about 
plants and s.nimals. "Story Mother Nature 
told her Children" tells how Indian corn 
grows, tells about. tadpoles, etc. 

Passing from the realm of science, 
BOOKS PORTRAYING LIFE 

in different conditions, under various circum
stances, are good. "Child Toilers of Boston 
Streets" gives stories of newsboys, flower 
girls, rag pickers, and other poor· children. 

"Children of Olden Times" describes dress, 
games, toys, and employments of English 
children. 

IN THE FIELD OF POETRY 

we find the sublime thoughts of many authors. 
What we can do by means of our libraries to 
encourage the reading of this department of 
literature cannot be done without good re
sults. Comparatively few really enjoy sitting 
down and spending an hour reading poetry, 
but I believe it. is here we find the real music 
of the soul, and there never was a time that 
the reading of poetry was more needed than 
now. The progress of science and the devel
opment of ideas pertaining to what is most 
practical and to material affairs has a ten
dency to draw us away from poetry; but it is 
here the soul finds harmony. As William 
Henry Hudson has said in an address to young 
mE>n and women, "Make the poets your 
friends, your counselors, your daily compan
ions. They will be ministers of true delight; 
they wm bring you inspiration, comfort, 
strength." 

First of all in this department we place 
"Hesperis" by David H. Smith. Then "Af
terglow," a collection of poetic gems. "Hy
patia," by Charles Kingsley, gives a story of 
the decay of Greek influence in the fifth 
century. "Maurine," by Ella Wheeler Wil
cox, and "Katharina," by J. G. Holland, are 
rich in poetical eloquence. 

But aside from these different divisions I 
have mentioned is the very large field of 

FICTION. 

Here is the place where perhaps most care 
must be taken i.n a selection. Among 
our well-known authors are to be found many 
good books, not only for the reading matter 
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but the manner of expresston. While some l While our libraries may ·be small, yet if 
condemn fiction entirely as.a waste of time, I good they can do their part in training the 
disagree, thinking that here is to be found young mind to appreciate the pure and the 
some of our most interesting and instructive good. 
literature. In this paper I have tried by examples to 

Hawthorne, in his "Scarlet Letter" and give my idea of what we ought to have in 
"Marble Faun," has given us the fruit of a our Sunday school libraries. I hope the 
master-mind. In each of these he aims at work may prosper. MAMIE A. ALLEN, 
some moral principle. Cooper's "Leather General Librarian. 
Stocking Tales" open to the boy some things 
in pioneer life, in plain, pleasing style. Sir 
Walter Scott, in his "Waverly Novels," gives 
much history of Highland life. In "Rob 

nonfBfBllCB Minutes. 
Roy" he describes Scotch character, man.- --
ners, antiquities, and scenery. In "Kenil- J WESTERN MAINE. 
worth" he describes Queen Elizabeth and Conference convened with Little Deer Isle 
her court. In ''Ivanhoe" he gives us a story ~ranc?, Aprill~ and 13; President J. J. J?il
of chivalry. George Ebers, in "An Egyptian hngs m the cha1r, Bro. U. W. Greene assist-

. ant, Sr. A. L. Col.hy anJ W. W. Blanchard 
Prmcess" and "The Bride of the Nile," has secretaries. Branches reporting: West 
opened to view many things of the history of Surry, last report 30, present 39; Bray's 
Egypt. Mou~tain, last report 2~; no changes; Gr~en's 

These that I have mentioned are for the Landmg, last report 92, present 93; Little 
~ Deer Isle, last report 57, present 53; D14field 

most part historical fiction, and it may be, as Center, last report 28, present 29. Elde.rs re-
one opposed to fiction reading has said,, that porting: W. G. Pert, 0. E. Eaton, S. 0. Foss, 
a great deal has to be read before getting at E. E. Holman, W. W. Blanchard, J. J. Bil
the facts the author aims to teach. But, in lings, U. W. Greene, S. G. Cunningham; 

Teachers J. H. Robbins and Hollis E. Sanders; 
my work with boys and girls I have found Priests J. N. Ames, J. E. Eaton, and W. A. 
that "all work and no play makes Jack a dull Tingley; D\:lacon Hosea B. Eaton. No Bish
boy," and especiaJly is this true in his read- op's report. Voted to sustain the present 

district officers. The conference received a 
ing. It is well to give the children books request from Bro. Levi Gray to send an elder 
that are nothing but plain facts, but it is to Brookline to attend the funeral at their 
better to vary his reading and give him home. Bro. W. W. Blanchard was sent. 
some that is easier. So, I think, good, Officers' reports accepted. Preaching by El
healthy fiction ,is the right thing for young ders S G. Cunningham, J. J. Billings, S. 0. 

Foss, U. W. Greene, and W. W. Blanchard. 
people mixed with other literature. Vote of thanks given the people of the island 

Much of the late popular fiction is good. for kind entertaioment. At the close of con
"Red Rock," by T. N. Page, is a fine story of ference, went to the river and one young man 
the reconstruction period in the South. was baptized. Adjourned to Lamoin, Sep-

tember 8 and 9. 
"When Knight,hood was in Flower" gives 
quite vividly an account of the days of Henry 
VIII. and the demands made of a pl"incess. 
But for the small child let the fiction be less 
of romance and more of pure stories, such as 
the "Dotty Dimple Series," "The Kathie 
Books," Louisa M. Alcott's books, "Little 
Men," "Little Women," "Jo's Boys," etc. 

Perhaps I have written enough of thes.e 
different kinds of books, but before closing 
let me say, by all means, let the Church His
tory be in the library, . together with the 
three books. Also, books of instruction for 
teachera ought to find their place; "Bible 
Dictionary," "Nor mal Methods," etc. 

If some good periodicals could be obtained, 
such as "St. Nicholas" or "Wide Awake," 
they would form a valuable addition. 'rhe 
monthly numbers could be arranged with a 
temporary pasteboard cover at practically no 
expense and after being read be preserved" 
and bound, thus forming a nice volume of 
good literature. 

We cannot overestimate 
THE VALUE OF GOOD LITERATURE. 

The reading of a good book, the reading of 
a poem, may change the whole career of a 
life. The boys and girls who have formed a 
taste for good reading are t!J.e boys and girls 
upon whom we can depend and to whom we 
look for our strong men and women in good 
deeds and efforts to uplift mankind. The 
boy finds it pleasanter to spend his evenings 
at home with some master mind in literature 
than to l;Je 1')\'lel;l:ing the haunts of !lin and_ 
crime, 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
Conference convened at Boyne City, June 

23; J. H. Lake chosen to preside, J. J. Cor
nish associate, C. B. Joice secretary. Branch 
reports: Fork 44; Kingsley 47, loss 1; Cole
man 144, gain 6; Mikado 19; Freesoil 159, 
gain 7; Brinton 18, loss 2; Boyne City 60, 
loss 1; Kasson 43, gain 3; Glovers 21, gain 2; 
Valley 87; Chase 47, loss 2; Beaverton 57, 
gain 4; Star 22, gain 2; South Boardman 89, 
loss 1; Cadillac 48; Greenbush 37, gain 3. 
Ministerial reports: J. J. Cornish baptized 
2, J. H. Peters baptized 4, R W. Hugil bap
tized l, W. D Ellis baptized 10, C. G. Lewis, 
David Smith baptized 10, J. R. Beckley hap· 
tized 9, J. A. Grant baptized 2; Priests 
James Davis, F. S. Brackenbury, A. Burr 
baptized 9, G. D. Washburn baptized 9, C. E. 
Irwin baptized 4, E. A. Good win baptized 2, 
J. E. Hanson; Teacher A. Whitehead. Bish
op's agent's report read, audited, and ap
proved. Oa band last report $844.36; total 
receipts $1,564 05; total disbursements 
$1,785.38; due church $623 03. Resignation 
of J. J. Cornish as di1:1tric~ president ac
cepted, and J. A. Grant elected. R. W. 
Hugil vice president, C. B. Joice secretary, 
J. J. Cornish Bishop's agent. Preaching by 
J. H. Lake, J. J. Cornish, J. A. Grant, and 
J. R. Beckley. Adjourned to convene with 
Beaverton Saints, October 6 and 7. 

MONTANA. 
District conference met at Anaconda, June 

16 and 17; G. Reese, president; G. Wells sec
retary. Ministry reports from G. Reese, G. 
Wells (seventy); A. Christofferson, J. H. 
Wells, P. W. Premo (elders); Andrew Han
sen, E. E. Williams, John Eliasson, and John 
Johnson (priests); Thomas Reese (teacher). 
,Br~nch reports: Gll!llp,tin lOZ; loes gne b1 
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death. Deer Lodge 45; no change. Anaconda 
24; no change. Victor 35; oo change. Bridger 
20; gain two by letter. Elder G. Reese, act
ing Bishop's agent, reported: Received from 
former agent $20; from members $10; from the 
Bishop $50; total received $80; paid out by 
order of Bishop $75; balance on hand $5. Ap
proved. Officers elected: G. Beese, district 
president; G. Wells, vice president; Frank 
Christofferson, district secretary. Resolu
tions were received from Deer Lodge, Victor, 
and Bridger branches, favoring Elder G. 
Reese for Bishop's agent. He was duly 
chosen and recommended to the Bishop. 
Elder J. H. Wells, of Bozeman, was sustained 
as district missionary, to labor as circumstan
ces permit. Collection was taken up amount
ing to$17 .57 to defray conference expenses. $10 
was paid to Anaconda conference committee 
for hall rent, the balance turned over to the 
Bishop's agent's fund. Gospel services as 
follows: On Saturday afternoon, preaching 
by G. Wells; in the evening by G. Reese. 
Sunday morning prayer meeting; preaching 
in the forenoon and afternoon by G. Wells. 
At eight p.m., sacrament, and preaching by 
G. Reese. Adjourned to meet at Bozeman, 
the second Saturday and Sunday in Sep
tember. 

NORTHERN MINNESOTA. 
Conference convened at Perham, June 16; 

T. J. Martin president, M. 0. Erickson sec
retary. Branches reporting: Oak Lake 6:3; 
Union 112, gain 1; Audubon 62, gain 3; 
Minneapolis 58, gain l. Eiders reporting: 
I. N. Roberts baptized 7, E. A. Stedman bap
tized 3, Eli Hayer baptized 2, A. Whiting 
baptized i.l, T. J. Martin baptized 1, W. Barn
hard, H. Way, M. 0. Erickson, Swen 
Swenson baptized 4, Andrew Tabbutt, and 
President A. H. Smith; Priests J. M. Bag
gerly, F. D. Omans baptized 2, R L. Powers, 
William Oakes, Charles Pierce, and W. W. 
McLeod; Teacher A. Whiting. Petition 
from Audubon branch that Bro. F. D. Omans 
be ordained an elder was granted and the 
brother was ordained. Bishop's agent's re
port read and referred to an auditing com
mittee and found correct, as follows: On 
hand and received from January 1 $234 84; 
expended $232 02; on hand $2 82. Bro. Mc
Leod's resignation as Bishop's agent accepted, 
and Bro. F. D. Omans recommended for ap
pointment. I. N. Roberts was elected district 
president, T. J. Martin clerk. The fall con
ference to be held at Audubon when called by 
district president. Voted that we have a 
conference and reunion next June, at Clither
all. Reunion committee for next year: W. 
W. Gould, A. Whiting, William Oaks, 
Charles Pierce, and I. N. Roberts. Pres. 
A. H. Smith was associated with Bro. 
Roberts as president of reunion, Charles 
Pierce usher, William Oaks special police
man. Preaching by A. H. Smith, I. N. 
Roberts, E. A. Steadman, Eli Hayer, Henry 
Way, F. D. Omans, A. Whiting, J. M. Bag
gerly, and T. J. Martin. Meetings well 
attended; preaching inspirational. All serv
ices spiritual. Eight were baptized and con
firmed June 24. Bro. Leon Gould was ordained 
to the office of priest. Reunion closed Sunday 
evening June 24, after extending a vote of 
thanks to the citizens of Perham for favors 
received, and to Bro. F. D. Omans and family 
for their untiring effort to make it a success. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Rs&oBiations. 
NAUVOO. 

Sunday school convention met at Burling
ton, Iowa, Friday, June 1; Marjorie Wright 
secretary. The reports of Sunday schools 
were received. Addresses were made by J. 
R. Evans and George Lambert. The pro
gram committee was appointed, consisting of 
:;;r. Marjorie Wright, ,J, W· Stobaugh, an~, 
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Mrs. Lottie T1•ipp. The 
ductiug no business in the was sus
pended, and the treasurer's report was 
received. A reg·ular Sunday school session 
was carded on. J. R. Evans and George 
Lam bert acted as teachers. Responsive 
reading fl'om Matthew twenty-sixth chapter, 
beginning with the thirty-sixth verse. In 
the evening a program consisting of recita-
tions and music was enjoyed the conven-
tion. One particular feature a dialogue 
entitled, "The crowning of Sunday 
school angeL" Two essays were writ-
ten by Elder Wildermuth and Mrs. of 
Keokuk. Adjourned to meet one day pre
vious and at S<lme place !i,s next conference, 
at 10: 30. 

FREMONT. 
Sunday school convention convened with 

Henderson branch, June 7 and 8. The 
time was devoted t,o the of busi-
ness, the reading and discussion of papers, 
and a temperance program. Six schools re
ported, showing an enrollment of 318 pupils 
in the district, and an average attendance of 
207. One new school was ae 
been or(!'anized. The 
three librarits in the district. The coDven
tion a,djourned to Thurman. Clara Roberts 
secretary. 

NORTHERN 1>'1IOHIGAN. 
District Sunday school associ"'tion con

vened at Boyne City, June 22, in charge of 
superintendent W. D. C. B. Joice sec-
retary. The following reported: 
Elm Flats 35, Integrity 33, Grove 40, 
Kingsley :n, South Boardman Zion's 
46, Boyne City 46, Cadillac 30, FreesoH 
Perseverance Hi, Coleman 118, Calkinsville 
:36, Beaverton 34. The superintendent re
signed, and C. E. Irwin elected as district 
superintendent. Papers read: "Attenilt!,nce 
of parents to Sunday schools," by F. D. 
Hastings; "The three books," James Davis; 
"El!.rly training of children," C. E. Ir·win. 
"The association, its object and benefits," C. 
B. Joice. 'l'he evening was in enter-
tainment by local school, was not 
entertaining but instructive. Adjourned 
meet at Beaverton, October 5. 

CONVENTION NO'I'IOES. 
Eastern Iowa district school asso-

ciation wiil meet in at Clinton, 
Iowa, August 18 and Hl at ten a.m. Will the 
schools please send in their in ample 
time. Come all who can, and us do all we 
can to help the work. 

J. R. SUT'rON, Supt. 

D 

''RULES. 

"1. There shall be th;·ee sessions 
hours duration on each the 
affirmative to open and the negative to close 
their No new evi-
dence to i.n the final negatives. 

''2., The duration of each session shall 
COD.sist of four half hour alterm1t,; speeches. 

"3. Each disputant shall a modera-
tor; the third, whose duty H be to pre-
side, Bhall be upon. 

"4._Each session be open,ed and 
closed by prayer, and shall commenc.e 
eight m. 

"5. Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doc-
trine and Covenants (published prior to June 

184o'l,) shall be the stauilard of evidence; 
other evidence to be subj:;ct to rules gov

in courl;s of law. 
shall be accepted as 

Elder .T. R. Lam bed acted as moderator for 
Elde.r Elder D. 0. Wadman for Elder 

Mr. --- 1<-,ields for .,.,,,N,""" 
The wer;,ther was and the 

a;ttendance not large; but the writer believes 
that was !.!Ccomplisbed, and it was, un-
der circumstances, a necessary 

it~ was 
teach and 
''the true 

WIGHT AND OTTESON DEBATE. established 
FrS ORIGIN. 6, 1830 .. 

Several of the Utah eldet·s were in consul- could no 
tation with B1·o. Riley, of Council Bluffs. , he ot·>o~~~<>crl 
Elder Riley said to them, in substance: "It usual 
is strange that you will teach these things in 
pri vats, but will not meet the elders of the 
Reorganized Church in public debate." The 
elders reported to Elder Nephi Otteson, who 
is reported to have said: "We wiil meet 
them in public debate. Would be glai:l to ilo 
so." When in the city, (the matter 
been duly reported to Elder J. W. 
missionary in charge,) the Utah elders were 
called upon with the foliowing results:-
' 'PROPOSI'l'IONS AND RULES FOR A 

DISCUSSION. 
"We, the undersigned, hereby 

discuss in Council Bluf[s1 

'ohe most glol'ious and desira-
t,here is in this and it never 

appears better s,d vantage when com-
with error. I believe the Devil knows 

hence his continued effort to the 
into by God's 

ters and people and wrong. 
Yours for the gospel. 

,J. J~. LAMBERT. 

BOUNDARY LINES OJ!' DISTRICTS, ETC. 

LA'ThiONI, Iowa" Juno 29. 

not 
district. 

Chm·ch Secretary. 
3t 

NORTHERN 1\HNNESOTA CONFERENCE AND 
REUNION. 
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the following elders: Alexander H. Smith, 
I. N. Roberts, E. A. Eli Hayer, J. 
M. Baggerly, Lon Way, F. D. 
Omans, and T. J. Martin. those holding 

William Oaks, Charles 
Pierce, assisted in various 
ways. 

The meetings were orderly and very sph·
itual throughout the "entire series. Holv
ever, a gloom was cs,st over the closing 
sessions owing to the death of Bro. M. 
Ochsner, which occurred in the street near 
the tent, as the result of heRrt failure. It 
has been said tha'G it is glorious to die on the 
"field of battle fighting for one's country. It 
is also a blessed thing to die while at work 
in the Lord's vineyard, full of faith, zeal, and 
hope, as was the case with Bro. Ochsner. 

the reunion and 

REUNION AND DISTRICT CONFERENCJil, 
Massachusetts reunion. A mistake was 

made in last notice; it should read nine 
miles from Plymouth instead of "nine miles 
from The selected 
for our thi8 to get her 
a large body of The lovely grove 
wit,h its healthful perfumes, carpeted with 
pine needles, should cause promp'u orders fm· 
tents, lest there be not enough on hand. The 
cool refreshing breezes from the lake kissing 
the cheeks of the fair sleepers will make the 
spot and occasion akin to p!l,radise. Saints 
coming from Providence, Fali River, New 
Bedford, and Plainville, not bringing trunks 
or heavy baggage, can take electric cars and 
ride through a delightful part of the country 
to Whitman. via Taunton and Brockton. 
'l'ake train from Whitman to Plympton. 
Fares: Providence to Plympton, seventy
three cents; Fall Biver to Plympton, same 
price; New Bedford, one dollar. This is for 
those coming on electric cars. Those trave
ling on steam cars all through can travel two 
cents per mile on mileage book. Meal tickets 
will be issued to those requiring board, on 
reasonable terms. Dinners twenty· five cents, 
other meals twenty cents each. Two small 
cottages, furnished, have been secured for 
those who are unable to tent. The commit
tee cannot insure a whole room to one person. 
Send in your orders for tents to Bro. F. P. 
Busiel, 24 Melvin street, Somerville. Prices 
of tents for ten days, or during reunion: 1Qxl2, 
$2 50; 12x15, $3.00. Let ·an come with a 
desire to make our reunion a success. Come 
with hearts prepared for a Father's blessing. 
Come with joyousness of spirit, and a good 
supply of patience. Come with a word of 
cheer for what has been done to make you 
comfortable. Murmuring and faultfinding 
strictly forbidden. Saturday, August 4, at 
2:80 sharn, the opening will be sung. 
Address for information D. Simpson, 
Washington street, Malden; R. Bullard, 
Arlington Heights, Massachusetts. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of the State of Maine and the 

Province of Nova Scotia:-Notice is hereby 
given, that Bro. Holmes J. Davison is ap
pointed in charge of the State of Maine as a 
"field of labor," and Bro. S. 0. Foss to a 
similar charge in Nova Scotia. The Saints 
will please consult them in regard to labor to 
be done in tbe respective locaiities where 
they reside, and other matter affecting the 
work when needed, and also aid them in ex
tending and strengthening the work, so far 
as they may be able to do. Bro. W. W. 
Blanchard will labor in each one of these 
"fields of labor," as wisdom may dictate. It 
is to be regretted that more laborers could 
not have been sent into this vast area of 
country the present season, but they were 
not at hand to send. Thus the wisest provls· 
ion that suggests itself has been made. May 
success crown the efforts of the and 
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those to whom they minister and aid in the 
work. Other aid will be sent if practicable. 

WM. H. KELLEY, 
In Charge of Eastern Mission. 

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
There will be two days' meetings held at 

the following places in Eastern Michigan 
district: At Cash, Sanilac county, July 28 
and 29; at Grant, Huron cmmty, August 4 
and 5; at Shabbona, Sanilac county, August 
11 and 12; at Daanville, Lapeer county, Au
gust 18 and 19: at Riley Center, St. Clair 
county, August 25 and 26; at Minden City, 
Sanilac county, September 1 and 2. Mission
aries and local officers are cordially invited 
to attend to help make those meetings a suc-
cess. A. BARR, Pres. 

APPLEGATE, Mich., July 3. 

There will be a two days' meeting at 
Baroda, Michigan, beginning Friday even
ing, July 13, and continuing over Sunday, 
Bro. G. A. Smith in charge, assisted by Eld
ers S. W. Scott and W. E. Peak. 

G. A. SMITH. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT. 

Arrangements have been made for holding 
our district reunion August 2 to 12 inclusive. 
We have secured the use of Normandy grove, 
a beautiful place for holding such meeting. 
Conditions were such as to render it inad
visable to again secure the use of Ramona 
Park, but so far as we can now see, Normandy 
grove is much better adapted in almost 
every way for our purpose. lt is located on 
the suburban street car line, about eight 
miles from the city, two miles from Wellston. 
Fare from the city this year only ten cents. 

'rents to be furnished for the entire ten 
days, put up and taken down, 10xl2 $1.10; 
12x14 $1.50. Those desiring tents will please 
write Bro. J. E. Dawson, 2510 Garrison ave
nue. He will arrange for you a tent.. Cots 
and camp chairs same as last year, twenty
five and ten cents respectively. 

Arrangements have also been made to con
duct an eating house for the benefit of those 
coming. The same will be in charge of the 
reunion committee; fifteen cents per meal, 
seven for one dollar. This for the accom
modation of those who do not wish to do their 
own cooking. Extra tents will be arranged 
for those who only want to stay one or two 
evenings, charging so much per day, proba
bly about fifteen cents per night or less. 

We expect two or three speakers from 
abroad, and it is to be hoped that every Saint 
in the district who can possibly arrange to 
come without too much inconvenience, will 
be present. If there are difficulties in the 
way that WA could consistently remove, write 
us. Possibly we can help you out. Please 
advise about the tents soon as possible. 

Committee, ARTHUR ALLEN. 
J. E. DAWSON. 
J. C. HITCHCOCK. 

The Clinton reunion will convene at Nine 
Wonders, one mile and a half southwest of 
Eldorado Springs, Cedar county, Missouri, 
on Friday, August 3, and continue ten days. 
The Saints and friends of the surrounding 
country are earnestly invited to attend and 
help make the reunion a spiritual feast in
deed. We have the use of the large amphi
theater building. The grounds will be 
prepared and spring and wells cleaned, so 
good water will be plenty. Bro. A. H. 
Smith, the patriarch of the church, and his 
stenographer, have been invited, and are ex
pected to be present. Bro. I. N. White is 
also expected to be present. Bro. Gunsolley 
in the interests of Sunday school and Religio, 
and other good faithful brethren will be pres
ent to give good instruction. The Sunday 
school will have one hour each day from 
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eight to nine, and Friday, the lOth, will 
be given entirely to Sunday school exercises. 
All wishing tents should write to John Hard
acre, Veve, Missouri, ,.,t once, what size, etc. 
The runt of tents will be fiity cents apiece 
for the entire ten days. Hay, corn, and pas
ture will be furnished at reasonable prices; 
wood and straw at cost of hauling. Bread 
and meat supplies can be had from Eldorado 
Springs. So come all who can and enjoy the 

"reunion. Committee: G. W. Beebe, A. J. 
Oglevie, John Hardacre, Wm. Lowe, C. A. 
Budd. 

Reunion camp meeting of the Nodaway 
district will be held at Barnard, Missouri, 
August 4 to 18. Bishop E. L. Kelley, J. 
Arthur Davis, C. P. Welsh, D. C. White, 
and others will be the speakers. The grounds 
are nicely located, just a few rods from town. 
Plenty of water, hay, wood, and straw. 
Pasture for horses about five cents each per 
day. Those wa,nting to rent tents, report at 
once to Ed S. Fannon, Bedison, Missouri. 
Rent of tents: 9xl2, $1.25; 12xl4, $1.75, freight 
added. Decatur and Far West Districts in· 
vited to join in and make the reunion a 
grand success. Music in charge of Miss 
Arletta Byergo and Ed 8. Fannon. For 
further information write Ed S. Fannon, 
Bedison, Missouri. Committee: William 
Woodhead, Barnard, Missour·i; D. C. White, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

Spring River district reunion will begin 
Friday, August 10, in a grove on Cherry 
creek, about one mile west of Sherwin Junc
tion, and about two miles east of Hallowell, 
both on the St. Louis and 8. F. R. R. The 
public wagon road runs from both stations 
past the reunion grounds. Our reunion 
committee, W. S. Taylor and L .. J. Mc
Call, of Sherwin Junction, Kansas, and 
Jasper Richards, of Pittsbuq~, Kansas, 
extend a cordial invitation to the min
istry . and Saints to come unitedly, and. 
heartily join in tho services. Several visitors 
are expected whose presence and teachings 
may cheer and strengthen our faith in this 
grand latter·day work. For further particu
lars or information, wrlte to any of the com
mittee whose names already appear, or to T. 
S. Hayton, secretary for Spring River dis
trict, lock box 493, Galena, Kansas. 

Oklahoma Saints:-At our last annual re
union a committee was appointed to consider 
and report on the advisability of a coopera
tive boarding house at our reunion this year. 
The committee have canvassed, and after re
porting, were authorized to arrange for a 
boarding place, where all Saints who attend 
can get their meals at the actual cost of pre
paring them. Such arrangements are now 
in progress. The plan is about as follows: 
The committee provide a place, hire a cook, 
provide provisions, etc. At the close of 
meeting, the entire expense is summed up, 
the cost per meal determined, and those 
boarding pay their proportion according to 
number of meals taken. An estimate dis
closes the fact that meals can be prepared at 
a cost of about seven cents. One among the 
many commendable features of this plan is, 
it relieves the sisters of the labor of cooking 
during the meeting, g'i ves them much needed 
rest, and leaves them free to devote their 
minds entirely to the services. 

The prospects for the work in Oklahoma 
were never better than they are now. Why 
not all the Saints in Oklahoma arrange 
to attend and renew your strength and zeal 
in the cause? If you intend coming, drop a 
card to Bro. G. M. Hiles, Downs, Oklahoma. 
The committee desires this very much. 
Please don't omit it. Any information you 
desire in regard to the boarding tent, write 
to the above brother, or the writer. Re
member the time, August 8 to 18; place, 
four miles east and two and a half south of 
Hennessy, Oklahoma. W. S. MACRAE. 

Box 155, B!acl!well, o. 'r. 2t 
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The annual reunion of Spring River dis- I gust 11, at ten. A full attendance i~ de,;ir-;d~ti.MPBELL.-Lid!!., of Herman 
trict will convene August 10 and continue as it is expected that some special business and Elizabet.h Hulse, was Augu§t 11, 
until the 20th. The committee has located will be presented tbe whole district. in the township of Mentz, Ca,yuga 
it in Cherokee county, Kansas, one and one M. RUMEL, Sec. New York. When about twelve 
half miles east of Hallowell, one and one with her she moved 
half miles west of Sherwin Junction. There Southern Indiam1 conference will conven8 until her 
will be free pasture for all the stock that with Byrnville August 11 and 12. October 
comes. We are expecting Pres. Joseph Missionary in H. Lake, G. A. herself profes-
Smith and other prominent speakers will be Smi.th are be with us. ex- :Michigan State Normal 
there. Good new tents 10xl2 can be furnished peot to have a report from all the branches and devoted sev-
for $1.25 apiece. Those tents must and local laborers. Come and have a good in the public 
write J. M. Richards, Pittsburg-, Box t.ime. WILL KELLEY, Pres. of that State. With her husband she 
446, not later than July 20. Please rem em- JOHN T. Scor•r, Sec. to Decatur county, Iowa, in the spring 
ber the da,te. and the following· April settled 

Committee, J. M. RICHARDS. on the home, near Pleasanton, they 
L. H. MCALL. BORN. have continued up to the present time. To 
W. S. TAYLOR. ARMSTRONG.- At D:"s Moines, them were born ten children, four of whom 

------ 13, 1900, t.o Bro. !l,m1 Sr. Sheldon survive. She united with the church during 

NOTIOES. 
To the Ministry and Saints of the Galland's 

Gt·ove District:-I wish to state that by the 
time this notice reaches the reader, I will, 
by the help of God, be able to resume the 
discharge of my duties, so far as correspond 
ence is concerned. I will respond to calls 
for preaching- as health and strength will 
permit. Any information with reference 'Go 
the needs of the work, or opportunities for 
preaching,. will be gladly received from 
either members or friends. 

Bro. James M. Baker is still acting as 
assistant president of th8 district, and will 
answer any communications addressed to 
him. C. E BUT'I'El{WORTH, 

President of Distdct. 
Dow CITY, Iowa, July 2. 

Notice is hereby given to the Saints at 
Stockton, California, and the church abroad, 
that Eider Walter Scott was exDelled from 
the church by vote of Central California. dis· 
trict conference held at Santa Cruz, April 
13 to 15. J. M. PUTNEY, Pres. 

J. B. CARMICHAEL, Sec. 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
Persons desiring gilt names put on books, 

whether of individuals or branches, will be 
charged 15 cents per book. More than one, 
12~ cents each. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 
July 11, l!JOO. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Those coming to conferenee which convenes 

at Manchester, Texas, on the 28th of this 
[month not given] by rail irom the eastern 
part of Choctaw Nation a.nd Arkansas, will 
come to Texarkana, and there take the Texas 
and Pacific for Bagwell Station, fourteen 
miles south of where conference will convene. 
Those coming from the western of the 
Choctaw Nation and Missouri, come to 
Paris, on the Frisco, and there take the Texas 
and Pacific for Bagwell. There are two 
trains a. day running east and west from 
Texarkana and Paris. All part,ies comieg by 
rail will pli:ase notify me at Manchester, five 
days prior to their arrival at Bagwell, and I 
will have teams there to convey them to the 
place of conference. Sunday school conven
tion convenes on the 27th, so if you can, get 
to Bagwell on the 26th. Come one, come ii.H. 
We are looking forth to a j;!'rand spiritual 
feast. E. A. ERWIN. 

Conference will convene with Mt. Zi.on 
bc'ci,nch a.t Goose Creek, Ritchie county, West 
Virginia, on Saturday before the fourth Sun
day in August, at half past ten. All a.re in
vited. Come on the evening or morninl{ 
t.rains to Cornwallis station, on B. and 0. R. 
R., the day before confflrence convenes, 
where you will be met with teams. Hope 
missionary in charge will take notice and 
put in an appearance. 

G. H. GODBEY, Dlst. Pres. 

Conference of Central N ebra.ska district 
'?'!Till convene a,t 

a son; named Harold Alma. Blessed June the summer of 1876, in the faith of which she 
by J. s. Roth and M. H. Coole continued until her demise in the early 

M:ARRIED 
ANDES-SWENSON.-Bro. hwob L. Andes 

a.nd Sr. Minnie J. Swenson were united in 
marriage at Lebeck, Missouri, June 
a.t the home of the bride's 
presents were received. 
officiating. 

DIED. 
COPEJ~AND.- Near Merced, 

John F. Copdand, aged 51 
and 8 days. H8 lflaves a 
Copelan9, a.nd six children to mourn 
loss. He wa.s a husband a.nd father. 
Interment at Burwood, San 
California. Funeril.l services by 
of Oi!kdale. 

NICKERSON.-Lost a.t November 26 or 
27, in the vessel the James B. 
Hace, J. eldest son of Mr. 
Daniel H. and Sr. Dora and hus-
band of Sr. Honena 24 years. 
Funeral services at the chapel in 

Massachusetts; sermon by Elder 
George He leaves a young wife 
and child to mourn his departure. 

Noble boy, the sea has claimed thee, 
And the waves ruah o'er thy head; 

But we hrpe again to sec thee, 
When the sea gives up its dead. 

CHRISTIANSON.-·Near Rolfe, June 
20, 1900, Bro. James Chdstil.tn£01 just 
left his house to assist a neighbor to put his 
team in the which on account of a 
storm coming on drove up. After 
the team they were out of the 
at the when <J, bolt 
the barn ran down the 
he was He was born in 
Decem her 27, He w11,s 
13, 1897; was ordained a 
1899. Buried June 22. 
companion. Service was a.t the 
sm·mon by Elder Edmund Ford. 

OCHSNER.-June 23, of hes,rt 
our brother, 
dropped at the reunion at Perham, 
Minuesota.., just as we were getting to 
go to the lake for He was 
January 22, at Switzerland; 
baptized July 27, Eldet• S W'l!l S wen-
son, a.t Audubon, Funeral was 
held on Monday the Detroit, NHnne-
sota; the sermon assisted 
by F. D. Omans. good 
sister and the four 

JACK-At May 6, 
Jinnie Ellen Evans, the youngest 
of Bro. and Sr. Cathren Jack, 

· 2 months, and 20 days. On 
church she fell down and in an hour and a. 
half she was dead. Elder James McLean 
preached the funeral sermon. She leaves 
father and mother, two brothers four 
sisl;ers to mourn. 

KOEHLER.-
born 31, 
Buried Union 
Missouri. Elder 

Cleveland 
died June 

He was the child of Fred and 
Koehler, who with their 
Gr<108 p:lOUr.q t,his hrief Qc.·nn~"'''"n 

morning of July 3, 1900. She leaves her bus
one daughter, and three sons. She was 

intere§ted in work of the Sunday 
and kindred and at the 

time of her death was superintendent of the 
Saints' Sunday school at Pleasanton. To the 
extent oi her strength and and means 
she was ever ready to and the 
needy. Funeral services the home; sermon 

Bishop William Anderson, services in 
of Elder M. M. A large 

of friends esteem in 
which deceased was held. Interment 
beside a number of her chlldren, in the home 
burial plat. 

ou the even
France 

to the paradise 
at the house not 

when he 'Jvas found dead 
of some kind 

quickly the from 
tenemeut. He was born i.n 
cashire, England, January 1, 

68 years of age. Hfl heard latter
message and was baptized September 17, 

when past twenty" He married Miss 
Alice Carter, October 28, 1855, and they came 
to America in 1859, but did not go to Utah. 
They lived in Kewanee, twenty-six 
years, then came to Lamoni, in Of the 
eight children born, there live William 
and Charles, and Srs. Jane Stanley, Mar-
garet Baguley, and Elizi1 Chase,-two sons 
and three daughters. The blow to Sr. 
France and family is a 
ing so entirely When 
he was reading his paper l'md 
well as usual. He united 

Church 27, 1867, under the 
of Elder ,J. and was or-

dained an elder in 1868. all through 
was one of the 
laws of and man with a full and 
having no trouble with any one. He was 
oons'ua.nt in attendance at services, a.nd at 
ne«.rly e.ll he took 
often and 
that he knew existsd in etBrmll 
where God and the just dwelL Elder H. A. 
Stebbins preached the sermon after 
the twenty-sixth Psalm a.s 

of Bro. France. 
the 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every ·wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

In arrears unless terms are made with the Publish
Ing House. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lam.oni, Iowa, as second" 
class mail matter. · 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

GRACELAN nn 

4P""W COLLEGE, 
1../fMONI, IOWJI. 

r e!ephom; 11. 

Fur eatalogtws or further information, 
.Add;~ebo, PROB' H A H AHKN !<:SS. 

President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 
LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
clay School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers e.nd scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This gradecon-

~
ains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
orm and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 

cents per qu_arter, 15 cents per year. 
PRIMARY, GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

Fepared for small children; same lessons further 
flimpl:ifled. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, HI 
oents per year. Address all orders and remit;. 
tances to Herald :Publishing House, 

Lock Box E, Lamoni, Decat'l'l' C~ .. Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
,o; ~ Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical a.c· 
· count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 

date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of th~ 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1. 50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather $2.1.'i0 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

J 
' 

HIS 

PROPHETIC MISSION 

VINDICATED~~ 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Morrnon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts each.. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 76 

DOCTRINE .AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Gra.in Russia. . . . . . . . • . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge111.. . • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . . . . . 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in genera.!. ua. 

Paper coven ............•....... $0 30 
Cloth and leather . . • • . • . .. . . . .. . . 50 
Full leather ..................... 1 00 
Gilt edges... • • .. .. .. . . • .. . .. • • .. 1 25 
Flexible ••.••••••••••.. ·~ ..•.•.•. 1 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR. .A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesu11 
Christ of Latter Day Sa.int11, by 
!elder G. T. G:riffi.tha. 
Olo"th ••••••••···~~~·• .. ••••ca••••••·• 'fl 
Leather ..•.•... •••·•,•••·•••«~••tt•••se l M 
flexible bbadma • • • .• .. • • ... .. .... •• • 1 H 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. )Iusic 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth side~~ ..•..... $2 00 
Gilt edges .......•..••••.•...••.. :Ill 00 
With music onb • • •• • • • • • • • .. • . . . l II 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
. -Words Only. 

Cloth ...................... , •... $0 'l~ 
Morocco Grain Rum>ia ........••.. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. .. • . 1 II 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
U dgivet og ]'orlagt af a en Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••.•... $0 6~ 
Morocco Grain Russia ..........•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. I 00 

fHE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa

. ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia .............•.. ~ .M 
Imitation Morocco, gUt edges. • • • • 8 M 
Morocco, gilt edges . . • • • • . . • • • • • • 4 M 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
)f~S. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incor]Jor;lted under the laws of' the State of' Iowa, July ·1, ums. 

Total assets Jannliry 1, 1900, il!ll33,032.34; April 1, 1900, illll62,7Sl.07. 

We pay interest ~n .time deposit•, and eepecially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
<Jtters of mqlllry w1ll be promptly and care!uily answered. Direct all letters to 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 

STOCKUOLDEHS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins: 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him. 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Ero. Orr/way:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote. (Qult-to-back) I have used tobacco for thirty years a.nd both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes o:f Quit-to-bacll: sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. !<-,. OitD'\VAY, Peoria, Ill. 

THE FALL OF MODERN BABYlON 
And How It 'WHl Be Accomplished. 

Read the PHOPHETIC NEWS. a fearless 
and progressive monthly journal devoted to the 
interest of advanced thought, religious, social, 
and scientific. Three months TEN CENTS. 
25-4t 121 FEDERAL STREET, Providence, R. I. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
,complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
·~f Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HEHALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
o:r A. HAWS, 922 3d St~ Oakland, Cal 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board ol 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from thf 
.pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His· 
tori:a.n. It is a complete answer to and refu· 
tatlon of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and tc 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood anc 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closeh 
a.nd points out hfs false statements, misrepr~
llentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
!!bowing conclusively thai they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
®riminali ty. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
·and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
Bnd the authorit.y of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
.clusi vely established. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSOII. 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interB 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence ~ 
licited. Farms and town property for si!J& 

WABASH MIDNIGHT 
TO ST. LOUIS. 

FLYER 

Spend the evening at home or at the thea
tre, leave Chicago at 11:30 p.m., and be in 
St. Louis before eight o'clock next morning. 
Try this popular train. 28-3t 

LAMONI HOME 
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN 

If taken within 30 or 60 days. Three 
blocks from business; two blocks from school. 
Must sell. For particulars address, 

BOX 104; or, W. W. SCOTT, 
Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:25a.m., arrive 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. · 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B & Q. at Leon. 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
July 3 and 17; August 7 and 21, 
to most all states and territories, 
at one fare plus $2 00 for the 
round trip, good returning 21 
days from date of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

"ll .,., . 
·~ ~ 

' 
~ ~ ·~ 
-"' ' 
~ ~l 

J d)-~"~ 
limit for return 21 days, at one fare plus $2.00 ~~CCI 
for the round trip. ,... o <D cc 

Colorado, Utah, and the Black Hills; date 
of sale July 3, 17, and August 7, 21, final 

Biennial convention, National Republicar•·:r.; ~»EI ~ 
League of the United States, St .. Paul, Min;;; .<:J@ g 
nesota, July 17-19, date of sale July 15, 16, an<D;;;; S 2 2 
17, returning date not later than .July 21, ~;; ~ ,.c; m -~ 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. ~ <D ~ ~ E-

Annual International Convention Bapth 0 ;! fl: .-<:1 
Young People's Union of America, Cincin<e·-~···I ·
nati, Ohio, July 12-15; one fare plus $2.00 fol' 
the round trip. Extension of return limit 
may be had till August 10. 

Annual Meeting National Educational As
sociation, Charleston, South Carolina, .July 
7-13, at one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

Annual Convention Young People's Chris
tian Union of the United Presbyterian Church 
of North America, Denver, Colorado, July 
25-30, one standard fare plus $2.00 for the 
round trip. 

Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias, De
troit, Michigan, August 27-September 1, at 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

National Encampment Grand Army of the 
Republic, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the 
round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Annual Convention Retail Grocers and l ~ 
General Merchant's Association of Missouri, 
and Interstate General Merchant's Picnic, 

1 St. Joseph, Missouri, July 24-26. Date of 
sale, July 23, 24, 25, and 26; good returning 
.July 27, at one and one third fare. 

NEW MORNING TRAIN TO 
DETROIT VIA THE WABASH. 

A new Wabash morning train for Detroit 
now leaves Chicago at 9:25 a. m., and ar
rives Detroit 6:30 p. m. Through cars. 
Other trains for Detroit via the Wabash 
leave Chicago at 12:40 noon, 3:15 p. m., and 
11:00 p. m. 28·3t 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limn .... '. . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . 20 

FASTER TIME VIA THE 
WABASH. 

CONTINEN'rAL LIMirED. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
aries having used the book of Mr. Robert~;~, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the infiuence.of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
&re more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OJ' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 3 
now ready.) Provided for by a.o
tion of General Conference of th011 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph· 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and I),S a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call' 
ing and ministry, the rise of thi!. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
~nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cl th b d ~~o1 "'0 Commencing .June 27 the Continental Lim-
Cl~th l~~~e~· b~~k~· ~~d· ~~~ · · '~ · · <e> 2 "00 ited leaves Ch.icago at 12:40 noon, instead of 
-m..

111
• ner · · 12:02, and arr1ves New York 3:15 and Boston 

JC u eather : ·: · · · · · · · · · • • • · · · • • · 2 50 5: 20 the following afternoon. Through 
Bound J.n neat paper covers, 35 cents each. Fl.lllleather, gllt edges· .• • ...•... S 00 I sleepers to both points. 28-3t 
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OJI'FIOI.Ala ~'.nON C1JI TBlll REORG.A.NlZED OHUROB OF JESUS ClHRIST OF LA~~ ~R DAY SAINTS. 

Lamoni, Iowa, July 18, 1900. 
~~ 

No. 29. 

EDITORIAL: co~TENTS: And the gifts of men and women of j gath~r our precious knowledge of the 
From the Editor's Notes ............. .461 liberal means to education are coming phys1cal earth. 
Growth··········........ . ......... 462 to be simply stupendous and munifi- The recent and wonderful advances 

ORr:r~!~P 2~~~~E~~d His Cigar.······ .462 cent. In the year 1898~'99 Harvard in medical and surgical knowledge 
A Month in the Society Islands.- University received more than $1,500,- ha':e not been made by men in the 

No. 3 ............................ .463 000 in private gifts. In the last dec· actiVe practice of a great profession 
Rise and Decline of Popedom ........ .466 ade Columbia University has received so much as by tireless investigators 
On Man's Ag-ency · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .467 $7,000.000, and the Un 1· versity of Ch1'. in chemical· and bioloe:ical labora-From What Plates was the Book of ~ 

Mormon Translated? .............. .468 cago $11,000,000 in benefactions.· A tories. 
LETTER DEPARTMENT: ................. 469 trustworthy estimate of the amount We never blundered into what we 
MOTHERS' HoME CoLuMN: given to education in the last year know of electricity. Scholars searched 

Homeward Bound ... ··············· · .473 places the sum beyond $70,000,000. it out, JJnd devised the instrumen· SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ........ .4 7 4 
CONFERENCE MINUTEs: And no less noteworthy than the talities for its use. It was found by 

Chatham ............................ .475 multiplication of schools and the evo· scientific eyes, and it has materially 
Southe>1stern Illinois ............... .475 lution of school systems l·., t.he cen- changed our manner of life through J::lUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: u. " ·~ 
Constitution and By-Laws of Sunday tury has been the widening of the hands guided by scientific instinct. 

School Association ................. 475 range of study and the chanaes in The evolution of machinery has not 
MISCELLANEous DEPARTMENT: theories of intellectual develo'='pment be_en in the shops so. much as in the 

Appointment of Bishop's Agent ...... 475 d I h 1 Th h 1 h 1 Reunion Notices ............ ,. ...... .475 an in processes of instruction. Ev- 1 sc oo s. e. tee mea sc oo s are 
Chm·ch R'lcorder's Request to Reun- ery phase of intellectual activity is 1 not only makmg better homes and 

~or; Officers .... : ..... ~- ............ .476 being stimulated, bu1j the applica.tion h_i.~her livi~g for .us. bu~ they are in· 
M1sswnary ~ppowtn:en~.: ........... 476 of learning to life is being made im- mtmg the mdustnes, :fixmg the chan-
Boundary Lmes of Dtstrwts, Etc ..... .476 perative. Facilities for the most ex- nels of commerce, equipping armies 

·1 bausti.ve research are being provided and navies, and helping the intelli
EDUCATlONAL ADVANCE OF NINE- at public cost. To the three original ~ent powers of. the world to unques· 

~TEENTH CENTU 'learned professions a dozen more have twned leadership upon the earth . 
.13y A. s. DRAPER PRESIDENT OF UNI- been added, and men and women are The multiplication of schools and 

vER"ITY ~ NOIS being trained for them at a minimum the evolution of natural systems of 
j "" F ILLI · • cost. Every son and daughter of the schools is not a mere circumstance 

The nineteenth century can hardly I state is urged to come and take the and without known cause. This 
'fail to be known as the century of best there is. The individual student growth is the product of a philosophy 
educational advancement. and cer- 1 ha_s been set upon: a pedestal. Every- of educat.ion w~icb. has .had its devel· 

. , . . . ,_ 1 thmg between h1m and natural law opment, 1f not 1ts b1rtb, m the ceJJJ.tury 
tamly o.L educatwnal drffuswn. A~ 1 has been removed. He has been en· whose long shadows now encompass 
its beginning there was no such· thing joined to elect his course, and he has us. 'fhe century was four years old 
as a national system of schools for been taught to do, not by lecturing or . when Pestalozzi established the 
the masses anywhere in the world. by discussion, but by demonstration. J s?ho<?l through whi;:;h the doctrine of 
At its close there is not a people in the What has produced such an accu· 1 h1s hfe, that nothmg should be al-

. mulation of knowledge of the earth lowed to come between nature and the 
of natwns, no matter what the and its people, and such changes in indiyidual chil~ and that education. is 

form of government, which is not mov· economic conditions in the last one the mherent nght of all, was earned 
ing towards such an ideal. The Ameri· hundred years? Is it a mere disposi- to a demonstration and given t~ the 
can people broke out the roads and led tion to roam, only a spirit that dares? world. There he successful!y Illus
tbe way. rrhey took one step at a time. Not at all. It is the spirit of science trated one of the aphorisms of 
Experiences pointed out the impor- in the breasts of heroes. The great Co.me~~us. that "we learn to do ?Y 

expeditions which have added to the domg. And there be started a dis· 
.tance of succeeding steps, and they world's knowledge of the world in cu~sion which result.ed in a new 
were taken, regardless of cost, with recent years have been organized and ph1losophy of educatwn and a new 
unflagging courage and undoubting supported not by adventurers, but by science of t~aching, the logical 
confidence. The result is that we men yearning for more knowledge, sequence <;>f whlC~ was the. laboratory 

and they have been carried out by system of mstructwn, electlVe courses, 
have a free elementary school within men trained in scientific methods who schools of all grades. for all, and at 
the reach of every home, a free sec· have well realized the danaer~ and the cost of all, and which in the end 
ondary school in every town, a free were ready to go to the de~h in the was to engage the a~tention of the 
college and university but a few miles search for scientific truth. Franklin, millions and produce such educational 
away. Hayes, Kane, Livingston, Stanley, De awakening as the world had never 

It is a peculiar satisfaction, too, to I Long, Greeley, Nansen, Andre, Peary, seen before. 
know that the rich as well as the poor are names that have a place in the 'J~here are few of us who believe 
hold these theories and have these list of the world's scholars, as well as that any system of philosophic rea
desires. Too often the rich are mis· the world's heroes. They have car- soning can take the place of our 
judged. Much of the cost of the com- ried the telescope, and the sextant, Christian religion, and there are few 
mon schools falls upon them, and too and the microscope, and the theodo- of us who believe that those elements 
commonly their children do not attend lite, and the test tube, and the bal- of a religious belief which are super· 
them. Yet their complaint at the ance, and a knowledge of how to use natural can long satisfy the souls of 
cost of an elaborate education at the them, into the jungle and over the an intellectual race of men. Philoso
common cost bas never been serious I desert, and through the Arctic seas, phy is intellectual, and religion is 
a.nd has now practic~lly disapp9ared. and over the everlasting snows, to spiritual; philosophy is reasoning, 
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and religion is feeling; philosophy is WHAT CAUSES EYE TROUBLES. r 
the deduction of mental processes, The changes which come to the eye : 
and religion is founded upon faith. I as a result ef age are beyond the I 
surmise there a~e few of us who. do power of the individual to remedy. It j 
not feel that this wondrous creatiOn . . . 
in which we live is the work of a J IS true that tbe t1me for the wearmg 
creator outside of and above all, and of glasses may be hastened by abuse 
that our spirits, if ripe for that life, of the eyes, but with all possible care 
will in his time enter into a new and that one may take the eve that hith· 
higher relatio!l w_it~ almighty power. erto has been norU:al will.need shortly 
We feel all th1s; 1t IS not repelled by . 
the known facts of creation and there· before, or 1t may be shortly after, the 
fore our intelligence supports our age of forty-five the aid of glasses .. 
feelings, and we accept it and act So universal is this that an oculist, in \ 
upon it But we cannot and we ought his examinations of the refraction of 
not ~o forget that from the b_e~inning I the eye of his patient can determine 
of history one svstem of religiOn has ' 
supplanted another, and that while accurately the number of his years. 

When in prayer they cry to thee, 
Do thou hear them: 

From the stains of sin and shame 
Do thou clear them; 

'Mid the quicksands and the rocks 
Do thou steer them; 

In temptation, trial, grief, 
Be thou near them. 

Unto thee we giva them up; 
Lf)rd, receive them. 

In the world we know must be 
Much to grieve them

Many striving oft and strong 
To deceive them; 

Trustful, in thy hands of love 
We must leave them. 

-William Ct•llen Bryant. 

'1.'0 THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cn,.Pil of her deafness and 

noisE's in the bead hv D•· Nicholson's Artifi· 
cia! Ear Drums, gave $1 v,000 to his Lnstitute, 
so that deaf people m:b.Oie w procure the Ear 
Drums, may haVd thum free. Address No. 
3!00 c, The Nichobon ln~titute, 780 Eighth 
Avenue, New York. 27rly 

our own system has stood the test for The responsibility of much eye · 
centuries it has not been without trouble, however, can be brought I 
modifications. Every system bas ap· directly home to the individual. It is 

1 
pealed in gre~.ter or less degree to due to the reckless expenditure of the · 
the superstitious tendencies of the eyesight. The service of tbe eyes is 
ignorant. As intelligence has ad- . demanded in any and every light. 
vanced the dread elements have been I The eyes are most tried by reading COLORADO vs. SWITZERLAND. 
put away. In all ages the religion of ! fine print or doing the fine stitches of ! A cOMPARISON. 

a people has rc fleeted their intelli· sewing or embroidery. If the print 8 ., 1 d "T! 1 
gence quite as much as their feeling. is on glossy paper whose smooth is vf;i,:e

3J :~n;lally1~0YP 0ayv"e"Tolu"uOdOoOfAEurop~," 
D l f f:l t · l'k h 1· h r u, merJCan ogma cannot ong successfully op- sur ace re ec s, mirror I e, t e 1g t, tourists and invalids. Why? 
pose the reason of a people. Nature the effect is bad upon the eyes. If While the Alps have isolated peak8 such as 
cannot supplant the God of nature; on the embroidery is to be done on sati.n, Mont Blanc (15,781 feet), an~ the Matt~rhorn 
th 

- ·- . , 1· ,. G "th 't b 'ld ·- (14,836 feet), the mean elevatiOn of the hwhest e contrary, om rea 1za.wns of od or upon canvas, WI 1 s ~w1. ermg Alpine chain is from only 8,000 to 9,000~feet. 
grow sweeter and stronger, and more maze o~ meshes, the stram IS soon Colorado possesses more than 120 peaks over 
satisfying as we know more of his shown m tbe redness and the weari· 13,_500 feet in altitude, of which no fewer than 
works and we are bound to repel a ness of the· eyes. Women's eyes thirty-five peaks range from 14,000 feet 

conception. of God which is ~ppos~d suffer gr~atly from the tax of v~i.ls. ~:~~tw~~v!h!;u~~~1~~~:k~~~,n~:~e are 
to ascertamed truth concernmg his It only snows the great adaptab1hty The highest village in Eur·upe is Avers 
works. which the eyes share with every ~latz _in Swit.zer)and (7 500 feet); the highest 
· If we seek the great cause of these other part of 'Ghe body, that the veils, r8nhaBbited PdOI.nt m ~ul'ope is the Hospice of 

. . 'th th · · t · t h d t. ernar m Swltz~rland (8,200 feet). In 
many changes we have little difficulty Wl d mtr 1~ ,rrcba e "dmes esdanh 0 ?

11
m· Colorado the mining town of Leadville, with 

in finding it. It is in the marvelous erous o so. em. rm ery an c _em e, 15,000 inhabita!Jts, is 10,200 feet above sea 
evolution of political moral and in- do not occasiOn more trouble With the level; other mming camps are still higher 
tellectual independen~e of the people eyes than they do. The first thing to and 1s~medgolfd and silver mines are worked at 

· d · 1 · ·1 'f b. an a t1tu eo over 12,000 feet 
w b.1ch has taken place in this century. 0 Ill se ectmg ~vel • 1 ~ne as mercy The highest wagon road i~ Europe is said 
The foundation for this were not laid upon. the eyes, lS to test 1ts effect_ upon to be the Stelvio Road in Switzsrland (9,170 
in this century. The bitterest strug- the sight, to see that the weave IS not feet). I~ Color~do the railroads cross the 
gles came before its dawn The confusing, and that the dots do not crest of tne cont1nent at ~I·emont Pass (11,328 

· · th t th · If, , feet), Marshall Pass (l0,8D2 feet) t<,nd 'fennes-
glonous people who dared and died come a war e eyes. - arper 8 see Pass (10,433). Switz"rland does not pos-
in the making of them builded better Bazar. se~s, even in. the f:>mous St. Gothard line, any 
than they knew, and placed all pos· ra1lroad engllleerlng surpassing, if equaling, 
t · t • d d bt tb rh · h these. There are wagon t•oads over numerous 
en Y un er. a e to em ":' lC can WAR. passes in Colorado ranging from 12,000 feet 

never be discharged save m tender upwards, the highest being Mooquito Pass 
and appreciative recollection and in As we read of these great nations, (13,700 feet). 
an heroic amplification of the results And their banners waving high In Switz'lrl~J:nd the cog-~a~lroad from VHznau 

b.' b. tb. · b. · d 'bl Above the homes of freedom, to th0 summ1t of th l R1g1 Kulm (5,900 feet} 
W IC mr er01sm rna e ~oss1 ~· We ask the question why. has a length of four and a haif miles, in which 
B~t the results haye been gatnered m th~ ascent is 4,072_feet. Tu Cohlt'ado the cog-
th1s century. Tnose results have Why are there tears and sadness ra!lroad from Manrtou to the summit of Pike's 
been great and they have poured di- In so many homes tonight, Ptlak (14,147 feet,) has a length of eight and 
rectly out' of the scientific invest'g Instead of J'oy and gladness? three-quarter miles, in which the ascent is 

t
. d th h'l h' h' k' 1 a· 8,100 feet, or an average of 846 feet per mile, 
lOllS an e p Losop lC t m mg of Can we say that this is right? the maximum grade being 1,320 feet. 

people who are free in all save in the Is it right to rob the fireside One class of. Switzerland's finest scenery is 
right to violate the laws of being and along the V1a Mala, the Scbyn Pass and 
th t t th f Of the husband, father, son,- Urnerloch. In Colorado, the Canon of the 

e. power O arres e progress 0 · And plun,ge the nations deep in grief Arkansas with the Royal Gorge, the Black 
their fellow-men. For-"A victory won?" Canon of the Gunnison, the Canon of the Rio 

Reason about it as we will, differ -Our Dumb Animals. de las Animas, the Canon of the Grand River, 

b t 
't ' h f h and others, are all much longer, quite -as 

a ou I as we may, t e act . as come grand as and more varied in character than 
to be clearly revealed that there is no THE MOTHER'S PRAYER. the best passes in Switzerland. The walls of 
place on the globe where a people can the Canons of.theGrand River, the Gunnison 
rest unless they are prepared to do as Starting- forth on life's rough way, and the Arkansas rise to a sheer height ol 

h t d l h 
Father, guide them; more than 2,000 feet. 

muc 0 eve op t e resources of the 0, we know not what of harm As Colorado can be reached by at least one 
earth and as much to advance intel- May betide them! railroad-the Burlington-in one night from 
lectual and moral freedom as some I 'Neath the shadow of thy wing, either Chicago or St. Louis, it is hard to un-
other people are able and ready to do. I Father, hide them; j derstand why more Americans do not travel 
-Chicago Tribune. t Waking, sleeping, Lord, we pray, West instead of East in search of health and 

GJ beside them. ~ pleasure. · 
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"If ye continue ln my word, then are ye my in.deecl; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you lr.ee.''··-Joh:n 5~ 

"H&arkeu to the wo~d of the Lat'<il for there shall not.auy man amouR; you have save it be one wtie• snd c"o.cublnes he c.baH have none.''--B. 

JOSEJ2II 
~..,HED'K MADISO.N S:vriTIT 

COltRESPOXDING EDITOES. 

JULY 1900. 

been a/G the St. 
and aided in the song service 
the session. 

care of Bro. 
house of 
all 
ready for dedicB,tion 
which had been set for June 
We arrived in time. on the morn-

of the 24th we assembled for 
8: 1iind for two 

~~n ;.,,~, and 

now 
a monument 

near the 
the British 

the little hamlet 
down the river 
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evening service 
strong reasons 
of preexistence, 
death, and the 
'l'he day was 
night almost 
were largely One 
feature was the presence of 
away, of Arthur, with her 
children, Ira, 
aged about seven. 
lent voices, and 
ously good. At 
these little 
sweet songs of 
Little Ira, though 
large, made the crowd 

This closed the 
day, in which the 
people. The bra,nch is in I 
and Bro. John has reason to 1

1 

feel well over the success of his two 
days' meeting. 

discussion was well advanced, and, as soon as 
he could get the floor, said:-

"I smoke, and I shall continue to smoke. I 
don't believe the use of tobacco is as bad as 
it, has been described; I believe it is all a 
piece of will worship. God has never said 
anywhere that we shall not be ministers of 
his g·oapel if we do use it. God provided for 
every need in nature, and I thank God for my 

result1:l,n t from council then dropped the tobacco 
aJl agree that 

1

. questlon. 
sufficient element for our To Bishop Stevens the Lord has 

not as he has to us. We can-
many makt3 I not conscientiously thank God 
tha,t the assimi-

be not 
c. 

has he spoken, and we 
a constantlv 

with what 

field is 
whoso desh·ei;h 

sickle bis. 
reap ~/vhHe the day ls.~stg,"-D. C. 10: 

All mv,v not labor same way, weed. 
but therev is o,JJ the that all can 

and no room for idlers. Bishop's declaration that he 
we believe would continue to smoke in spite of 

on the of J the among the members of 
and trust it I his to the use of tobacco comes 

until everv far from being in the spirit of the 
~vorker in a I words of Paul when writing to the 

to Uw \>7ill of our !I Corinthian saints:-
will 

1 
Wherefore, if meat make brother to 

and re- , I will eat no flesh the w:orld 
Zion become an accorn, lest I make my brother to offend. 

Let us grow. 
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

GROWTH. BISHOP STEVENS AND 
Bro. Alexander H. Smith, writing 

from Battle Lake, Minnesota, June 
stated:-In the physical 1;he 

growth depends first ago, the 
lation of necessary and sLruck us as 
second upon the muscuhtr action nee- the attitude 
essary to make the a of other 
useful one. It but little I the readers 
vation to determine the fact that as- it 
similation of food of itself is not son:
sufficient for a healthy 
laborer and idler eat 
and while the muscles of 
become hard and 
the j~.tte:r ~J,re 
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is ren::oved. There is a better force in the 
field than for a long· time, and I believe those 

good sister proved efficacious. He as some I have witnessed. Here the 

of the mini6ky <tre better 
Bro. Eli Hay0r is 
Bro. Stedman has 
He delivered some fine sermons 
reunion, so fiue that i.t was said of him an 
outsider: "That whiskered man is one 

has been doing some 
thinks a good work can 
he has been if the can be 
followed up. Hopes that some elder 
will call. on them before long, and 

watches a chance to close 
rather than to continue it. 

elose 

of their best, and I thought so, too, would like to see Bro. who J' 

is acquainted there, and is fot 
news. 

and 
that our are 
able defenders of the 
their number 
fame never become less. 

and 

into 
May 
their 

Bro. William who, together 
with his a constant 
::md liberal to the build-
ing and maintenance of Graceland 
College, sends from 
July 8, the 

I herewith enclose a list of names with 

Expresses a prayer that God will I 
call more laborers into the field. that notie0s 

We learn by letter from Bro. W. S. must be written 
Macrae that the Oklahoma Saints have I 
met with a severe loss by the death of 
Elder Stephen Butler, who for many and 
yeaxs has been a diligent worker for 

1 

the cause. Not the Oklahoma Saints met 
only will miss for the influence , 
of staunch defenders of the faith ex- J up notices of 
tends more or less throughout the I asked 
church, and their death is felt. It law his 
makes us sad t.o see them fall, but we of notices 
can be comforted by the that He became angry a,nd 
many able men are to take to argue the mal;ter to cmne up the amount subscribed each individual to aid 

of College debt. I 
from home most of the time 

the dropped by the stricken office. I told him I did not want to 
"'"'"'"m"'" and for thl!,t. reason 

neglected to look after . this matter as I 
should have done had I been at home. I 
heartily indorse this method of obtaining 
funds for church purposes and trust the full 

of Christ. We condole with argue the matter, but I wa.nted the 
the Oklahoma Saints in their loss. law for it. He ''You haven't 

called on me since have been 
here." I I h3Ne not 
intended a more than 
you have shown not call-

amount may be subscribed to liq ui-
rlate the and relleve the church 
from any further embarrassment in the mat-~' 
ter. 

Bro. R. B. from A MONTH 

' ing on me. He then to go 
IN THE SOCIETY iSLANDS. I away, when I. told hiJ? I wa,s no!' 

I
I a.nd: that I d1d not wax[t to 

says:-- NO.3. be hw when 
BY J. W. PETERSON. I had come for then held 

I have Tuesda.v, October 31.-This morn- 1 wanted to know I want(;ld. I told 
ing the Bishop's agent came in and him I wanted to know the law about 
showed me the deed to the church 
~"'n"''"''"'"'' and said it was not worth 

paper it was written on, because 
there were no witnesses. The man of 
whom the land was bought is a Mar-

EDITORIAL ITEMS. mon, but says he will make a new 
We wish to mJJll the attention of our deed after while; that there is some 

readers to a correction which appears trouble over the title he has. Later 
among the Hera,ld House the agent came in again with another 
notices. It would also be for our deed of land on which a church is built 
readers to note what the at Taenga, which deed is also worth-
business manager says less, as it deeds the land to no one. 
money. In this country the law does not 

On July 10, Bro. W. Ray, who mit property to be deeded in It 
has been janitor of the Herald Offiee must be deeded to some individual and 
for several years, was sixty-two a citizen, and then the law also pro-
old. So is he of the vides that at the man's death all 
he is years and is still the erty descends to his heirs. So 
spryest ma,n the office th::J,t he it can easily be seen that it is 
treated the office force to lemonade, a matter of time and all the 
and the whole force in wishing the church now owns will pass 
him many returns the day, and a other hands unless some provision can 
peaceful journey on the latter of be made through Paris and Washing-
life's road. ton. Yet it appears to me that one 

Bro. A Whitehead writes living in a foreign country and owning 
Cadillac, Mich. land here could compel them to give 
the Herald its him a deed to that property though not 
writers. He Is with sorrow a citizen. Already the Catholics have 
when he sees those fall away from some of our property inher~tance. 
Christ who have once known his I A very great trouble here, too, 1s that 

up notices. He sa,id he was 
and if I would excuse him 

at the office he would talk 
I told him I would do so. 

one of our brethren was 

At-
even-

ing the matter 
selves, 
ment,) 
public 
m. I 

eleven 21,. 

and he was 
But the 

must 
sond an officer take 

goodness. He his love for 1 to change t~e title o.f land costs an or receive 
the work and a to it along, .enormous pr1ce (I thmk one fifth the 

at the grave in 
been 

Reports a time at the City value of the land). 
conference, and returns to Thermometer at twelve m., eighty-
God for his little from five In the evening we at· 
the sick bed it was tended It 
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several brethren 
talk on the 
I 

sweet 
peas for dinner-

man. Thermometer 
On.e of the 

in a box of the 
ever ate, both 

at 77 
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our mail. 
November 11.-Will some 
tell us if there are su.eh 

io the United States as 

eat. 

former in debt 
their shells. 
the Paumot,u 

be true. 
November 12.--At seven 

n1. Bro. Taneten:m 
John 14: 6 on the 

exercises were 
when the storm burst 
the roar of waves and 
sound of the ra,in on the 
gether 

r.bout the Sain'us in 
s1ze of the branches 

for 

have 
America as 

one is drowned. 
to t,he prayer 

thei.r feelings, I, 
some writing 

\'\Thich we went 
discovered that 
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much fcvster~ ~I~hese 
shame mrtny others in 

In we took a. waik 

selves to H f:l,nd 
awhile \vhen 
leave 

seeJ shells. 
were inhabited. It 

see a shell run-

libe sin of 
is sin of these 
and our civilized(?) sailors from 

America and elsewhere do not 
m.atters when visit these shores. 
'I'he their wine, are a 

direction also. The 
natives are dying off by hundreds 
with diseases introduced by civiliza
tion(?). Hundreds of others and 
their children suffer untold misery. 
I have seen little children less thfm a 

old literally covered with sores. 
Lord, come and put an end to such 

wickedness. My mind revolts, and 
my heart is sick at beholding such 
corruption. From T. W. Smith down 
to the last missionary sent here from 
America, all h;we puzzled and puz
zled to know just bow to act with re

to this sin. We have forbidden 
but married folks to be baptized 

there are good reasons for 
them Many children 

most of them are 
before they married. 

No unmarried man is sent out on a 
mission. With all their goodness, 
with aU their faith, with all their 
charity, this sin swamps the 
young of the whole here, and 
many, many of the older ones too. 
After the sermon an earnest prayer 
was uttered for the preservation of 
the divers, then w-ere off in their 

for the diving, leav
and wife and a few 

to care for camp till 
The divers do not return for dinner. 
The of the branch is conn

about everyt.hing. Was amused 
this at a little two-year-old 
whose older sister had taken an 
onion away from him. Aft.er crying 
awhile he sai.d he vwuld tell Tapu 

of the branch). When 
came in a few moments after, 

he him with as much earnestness 
as an older one would in a lawsuit In

f.md the president lis
tened ::J,s attentively and as gravely as 
a too, and soon straightened 
out difficulty. That simple cir-
cumstance left a deep impression on 
mv ·mind. Some circum-

" here. One will 
they lose 

A first-class boat 
a fence a,nd 

was too 
of it 

and then 
reason it and he 

in to ask wha,1; would 
four inches too 
but the was 
not to laugh at 
instruct tbem. 

vve need here are good, kind, 
men to instruct them, for in 

matters they are the same as in 
ones. During the day we 

talked Tahitian. About 
two o'clock there was a bustle about 
camp, when we inquired the cause, 
we were told that a man was drowned. 
On further inquiry we learned that he 

but to a 
the He 

he went down. Bro. 
T::J,neterau went down after him. We 
took a walk in the and noticed 
that with all their 

are far the best on 
islands. Returned and answered 

manv about America and 
American cit.ies, and size and height. 
of Also some 
themes. we retired. 
Thus ends the of our 
We are too busy to continue it. 

RISE AND DECLINE OF THE POPEDOM. 

So he carried me away in the Spirit into 
the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon 
a scarlet colored full of names of bias-

having- seven and ten borns.-
3. 

Boniface III., Bishop of Rome, the title 
ecumenical, or ulliversal, 

in Pces\de,oy <md Priesthood, p. 
We now have the head of this apos-

church located in the of 
the seven-hilled We will 

look after au-

Ravenna 
of St. 

History, p. 248. 
And it is at this point ... that the proper, 

history of the papacy begins. Charlemagne 
and succeeding added other 
inces to the 
der the 
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the close of the eleventh century, the claims 
of the Homan pontiffs to supremacy over all 
tho sovereigns of the earth were boldly as, 
serted as the base of the political system of the 
papacy.-Wilson, in Presidency and Priest
hood, p. 304. 

It is historically stated that in 
eleventh century the pope 
arrogated to himself godly titles 
tributes, Kiug of Kings, Uuivers:J"l 
Master of the World; set himself S;bove 
laws, human and divine; [he introduced] new 
modes of worship, ... ~nd supported him
self by the most infamous frauds .... The 
most powerful monarchs were powerless be
fore him. Emperors led his horse and held 
his stirrup. I{ings were stripped by him of 
their. honor and power. 

That he dethroned 
and subjected 

ON MAN'S AGENCY. 

common belief that the spirits 
had a but there 

revealed word as to 
what t,hat existence was. We learn 

I from section Doctrine and Cove-

most and I And shall 
punishment at will and pleasure and obsJl 

b f P 
. fire. 

l 
nants, the rebelled against 

her desolate and God. There was war in heaven. 
flesh, a,nd bu.rn her I And also a third of t,he hosts of heaven 

turned he ... because of their agency; may be y re erence to resl-
dency Priesthood, 
and White's Elements 
page 304. 

Pope Martin V. is 
ing he-
was Arbiter of heaven and Lord of the earth, 
master of the universe. 

And Pope Gregory VII.,--
All should kiss the feet of the pope. 

him it befongs to dethrone emperors . 
. . . He alone may annul the judgment of 
all ma.nkind. The pope cannot be judged 
any man. The Roman church never 
and .never can err. 

When this 

which was thus I and v;rere and thus became 
28, par. 10. 

and in I A · · t f the church, there . n IS one who ac s or an-
countl·ies. I.Ier priests were. I other, underst'3Jnd the word. 

maosacred, silve;· shrines and Bfmint,s I un';,o him t,hat, he should be an agent 
were turned into money for t.he of u ,.

0 
c 28 g 

the troops, bells were llu • : ·, 

cannons~ and her churches con VEnoted int~o 
, bar1·acks for soldiers. From the Atlantic to m3,n the 

Adria0lc she but one' will to do 
spectacle. She shed \;he blood 

1 
-

and 1Mld God now gave her blood to j TfH1t 

of her 
her plagues. 

those 
the 
to the '-'"''·nno 

I 

I 
the Father i 

this I 
a.nd I ways 
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the and an 
evil lose t,beiragency, no more hav-

fn~e will for shall bH sub-
be serv::mts of the ~v'Iost 

; but where God and Christ dwell 
CEUJ.not corne, worlds without end. 
view of these who can tell 

of the 

were named "Plates 
2:27, small edi-

call them of 
of Na. 

of 

the archives of the 
Mormon ·1: we be· 

to them. 
of these 

us 
he 

that 

a,n 
or secular 

set was all 
when he 

mention 
occurred and hi.s son 

Moroni does the same in his 
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Another 
found in the 
Mormon are 
son, that is, the 
speaking of what 
heard, and what has 
day. For 
Nephi, proceed 
''Behold, I am 

" etc. 
fifth verse of the 
on to the Book of 
to 482-the statements 
third person, 
abridger quotes the 

So we have Book of M 
a,nd 

vve could see the 
behind the 

died out, but Cull" 

see thern within a year 

of both R>:Jligio aud Sun .. 
association, VVho can say God 

tbiB work? No·G until 
put our shoulders to the wheol and did our 

did the darknesS roll away~ or God do 

no hrancb. here, but hope God 
one up so1ne day. Until 

ourselves alive and ac·· 
1Give, un1;il t.l1e elders kindly eomo feed us 

req<1lred by the spirituGJ body. 
not) to do it a.ll. 
sorne"thit:<g yourselL Start 

Lhe wheel to mlling, and if you are f2,Hb!ul 
and prayerful in the wm·kG0d will not see it 
fali back. Althcu;;,h t,):H; seed you. sow may 

to yon, yet God 
time this seed, 

b. is 
fruit. 

Throug-h 
Lyke we had 

on the 
up. Jt 
did not 

of 

of 
or 

WJ'LWoWcH·u bound..'1 t-he 

w0 gracefully submitted. 
<'ide was enjoyabifl, for om· 

took JJ1enty of tirrH3, while we all 
\Ne landed home before dark, and 
'Ne dismonuted from the ha.yrack 

byes were sgid. r-rhus 
of J'uly picnic. 

in humsJn weaknes[~J to (lo 
a.rn, Your sister, 

ELSIE K RUSSE'LL. 

D1~'rROI1]_1 1 Mich., July 10. 
Bainto' llt/ta£d:·--I re8A3hod this clty~ 

n1y r:oisslon, Ss~tu:rday? 
8th, '.Vith 

siz,;.;d, a"ttenti ve audiences~ be .. 
in the forenoon by Bro. Genero, 

by Bto. Liddy, h:c~s lately 
elde:r, and seems snerg'etic 

'rho Bi.sters here a,re pushing" 
by some of 
is moving. 
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We are now expecting President Joseph 
Smith, westward bound from Canada, to be 
with us from the 12th to the 15th insts. 
Shall be glad to see him, and will do what we 
can to notify the city of his presence, and 
hope he may be privlleged to tell some of 
them of t,he great work. Rain here quite 
often lately. Yours hastily, 

C. SCOTT. 
482 Scotten Ave. 

AOORN"RIDGE, Mo., June 29. 
Editors Herald:-No doubt some of you 

would be glad to hear from southeastern Mis
souri. This is a new field, and the few 
Saints living here are very scattered. Bro. 
C. J. Spurlock and myself are the only mis
sionaries of our faith in this part. This is 
not in an organized district, and there are no 
local preachers to help us. A part of our 
field is very rough and rocky, and part in the 
low or· swamp lands. :E'armers living in the 
lowlands are quite discouraged, because of 
the great amount of rain this spring and 
summer. Most of them are poor, and cannot 
lose a crop without it distressing them con
siderrJ,bly. The land is quite fertile, the 
worst ob;iection being that the climate is in
salubrious, because of standing water, and 
the gPeat amount of decaying timber. 
Nearly everybody who has lived here long 
has chills. We hope to so keep the Lord's 
commands and the Word of Wisdom as toes
cape this dreaded affliction. 

People are more sociable in this country 
than many other places. We have been well 
treated, though among strangers and some
times among those not of our faith. We 
have a horse and buggy, but the roads have 
been so bad that it is necessary for one of us 
to w£J,!k in many plll.ces. Our buggy is now 
at the shop for repairs. We are holding 
meetings in a Christian (Campbellite) 
church, four miles northeast of Acorn Ridge. 
There are no Saints in this immediate neigh
borhood. We came here strangers to every
one, and people seem a little slow about 
asking us home with them. Thus far, how
ever, those who did not want to see us left in 
the cburcbhouse would linger till most of 
the people had gone, then come and ask us to 
go home with them. 

The boys in this community behave badly. 
Last night some of the boys herded a bunch 
of sheep about the cburchhouse. One sheep 
had a bell on. Thus they prevented the 
people hearing wha~ was said. They tell us 
it is not uncommon for the boys to act this 
way. Vve have some friends here, but it 
seems no ono wants to be fi1·st in trying to 
enfo1·ce good behavior. 

Bro. A. Haws is respectfully remembered 
here by several, he being the first of our 
preachers iu this country. 

There are two Saints living about six miles 
from here, both heads of families; also two 
or three more in Stoddard county whom we 
have not met yet. 

If any of the Saints have relatives or 
friends living in southeastern Missouri, 
where there can be an opening effected, we 
would like to have their names and ad
dresses. Address Bro. C. J. Spurlock, Acorn 
Ridge, Stodde,rd county, Missouri. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 
We hope to sow the gospel seed unspar

ingly on good ground, that this country may 
develop a goodly harvest in the future. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
GEORGE W. BEEBE, JR. 

GUY, 0. T., July 5. 
Editors He~·ald:-Ou June 15 I was asked to 

re·turn to the Advent settlement, I spoke of in 
my la,st, as they had sent for their preacher. 
I went on the 19th; but he did not come, but 
was expected the 23d. He failed to come, 
and I preached p.pon Ad vent errors, and upon 

ARODISE, N. S., July 4. the restoration of the gospel. My wife went 
Editors Herald:-The conference of theN ova with and greatly assist.ed me. Returned 

Scotia district convened with the Saints in home the 26th, and found Voice of Warning 
South Rawdon, June 23 and 24. A very and tracts at post office, and returned the 
pleasant and agreeable good time was had. 27th and distributed them among those ap· 
Not a large delegation in attendance. Peace parently most interested. One Adventist 
and harmony prevailed throughout the ses- said my wife was a better preacher than I; 
sion. The Sisters Clara and Tamza Newcomb had converted his wife "to be a Mormon." 
were in from Delhaven; Bro. James Ripley, I went on, fifty miles from home, to the 
from Cumberland; and Sr. Davison and Advent tent in Woodwar(L Heard them 
two children were in from Lockhart ville. The preach on the "Pope changing t.he Sabbath." 
house was comfortably well filled with seem- Got privilege to state my objections. They 
ingly eager listeners, most of the time during soon stoped me, declaring controversy "must 
preaching services. The testimonies were stop." It was all of the devil. Denounced 
very good at the social services, and all went me as trying to prove something· from the 
out in a seemingly satisfied mood. Scriptures that I knew I could not do. I 

This district holds but one conference a year, then asked permission to in their tent 
as the Saints are very much scattered, thus upon my reasons for keeping first, as they 
making it inconvenient and expensive to 1 had denounced all suet:. being the "mark 
meet. of the beast." My request refused. In· 

It has been very dry during the month of vited him to discussion, tvhich he refused. I 
June, so_ the old fields look scathe and dry, as then told him I was the one who had been 
does also the grain, thus holding out but little l tr0ubling his flock Elm Grove, thirty-five 
encouragement to the husbandman. Of late miles away; that I was informed that seven of 
t_he rain has been falling copiously, and an them had turned away, four that 1 knew of, 
occasional burst or sunshine is felt and seen, I and many of them and all the other people 
which offers hope and cheer to the farmers. were very anxious to have hl.m come down 

On last Sunday, .July 1, just as meeting com· and defend what he hll"d taught, saying if he 
menced, Bro. and Sr. Cameron Roberson, I did no·~ his cause was dead there. This he re
from Massachusetts, came in, thinking it the fused to do. He hll.d sent, me a written cha,l
time of our conference. All were glad to see lenge for me to :•ffirm ·that the first day was 
them, as they were former residents of this the Sabbath. This I "oold him I would accept 
place. rather than have him the people, and 

It is hard to say what can be done to ad- to·give him a chance to defend his faith. He 
vance the work in and about Rawdon. Many I said he would have nothing to do with me. 
of the young people have gone into the States I returned home after preaching several 
and. other places, and some of them were our times on the streets, having good attention. 
best singers. This wilL serve to make our Am to pre3,ch the 7th and 8t,h in the Ad vent 
congregations small; yet the few left are sett.lement. 
good and willing workers. This gives the Ern. Hubert Case and Wm. Aylor will be" 
the missionary courage to try to help them. gin to preach here in the branch tonight ... 

July 9.-Since writing the above we have The brethren built an arbor tod!l.y, it being 
come on to Williamsdale. Our meeting last very hot here now. In the faith, 
night was quite largely attended .. Some in D. S. CRAWLEY. 
that have never been in the church before. 
The best of attention was given the speaker 
while he discoursed upon the kingdom of God 
and the need of being established in its right
eousness. 

We shall hope to advance the work as best 
we can; yet at the best cannot expect to do 
justice to tbe work in all Nova Scotia, being 
alone. The country is large, and the Saints 
very scattered. Expect Bro. Blanchard soon. 
This will greatly expedite the work. 

Best wishes to all in the faith, 
s. 0. Foss. 

NEWARK, 8. D., July 6. 
Editors Herald:-Elder G. W. Thorburn 

was with us, and preached some excellent 
sermons. The gospel was never made plainer. 
He has good wisdom, and I very much en
joyed hearing him. He promised to visit us 
again next fall. Hope he will. 

LIZZIE SCHULTZ. 

BAY CFl'Y, ,July 10. 
Editors Hemld:-I have felt it would not be 

amiss for me to write s, few lines as to my 
labors and experiences since I have been in 
the mission assigned me. I went to Detroit 
and met with the Saints in the hall they 
have rented and neatly furnished,. We had 
some meetings, and the Lord 
blessed us by his Holy Spirit's presence. 
Two were cailed to offices in the church,-an 
elder and a teacher. They were so ord::J,ined. 

By invitation I crosssd the line over into 
Canada and preached in the home of our 
brother and friend, William Lively. Felt 
well in present,ing the gospel to those pres
ent. I went to Cold water to attend the con
ference. Elder Durand went with me. We 
had a pleasan1; trip. Were met at the station 
at Coldwater by Bro. Bradford Corless, who 
took us home, and we were macfe welcome by 
Sr. Corless. 
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At the conference we met many of the 
Saints of the district, and I also met with a 
number of my associate laborers in the mis
sion. Without nB,mi.ng them all, I will say 
I felt I had met with those who had taken 
hold of the plow not to look b1wk but to press 
on to victory. The conference ws,s a peaceful 
one. The good Spirit prevailed. Three 
were ordained-one elder and two priests. 
The gifts of the SpirH were manifest, and 
the Saints were comforted and encours,ged in 
the warfare. The conference was good from 
commencement to close. 

From here I went to Reed City and met 
with Bro. J. J. Cornish at the station. He 
was just returning from the Eastern district. 
He went there to attend their conference 
held at Bay Port. He says they had a good 
conference, and peace and good will pre
vailed. Bro. John took me to his home, ~:md 
I was made very welcome by all-Sr. Cor·nish 
and the children. Bro. John said: "Bro. 
Lake, feel at home when you stop with us." 
I remained with them two days. Bro. 
Cornish was very busy preparing his report. 
for the conference of the Northern Michigan 
district. He was well assisted by his 
daughter Berthe.. He is the Bishop's agent 
of the district, and I would judge from his 
report that he is a good one, and that the 
Saints were alive to duty. 

We went to Boyne City t.o attend the con
ference of the district to be nn the 23d and 
24th of June. Met with of good 
Saints, and the conference was a specially 
good one. Six were baptized and confirmed, 
and the Spirit of the Lord was felt and en· 
joyed by many, and the gifts were maniiested 
to the comfort of many. Here I met with 
some of the missionaries that I !level' met be
fore. All seemed alive to duty. The con
ference was all that we could reasonably e.sk 
for. 

After the conference I went with Bro. 
Thomas Hartnell, in his ca.niage. It was 
about thirty miles, and we had pleasant 
trip. We stopped on our way at "' brother's 
(I have forgot,ten his name). We were re· 
freshed by dinner, and rested and visited by 
relating some of the experiences of lHe. ·we 
then went on our way rejoicing, and felt 
thankful that we were Saints of latter days. 
We reached Bro. Hartnell's 11bout nine p. m. 

While I remained in that 
had three meetings in their school.hoqse, 
and I met with the Saints in the Star branch. 
Bro. John Hartnell is president. We had 
pleasant time. 

From there I went to Prescott, to attend a 
two days' meeting held on the 3d and 4th of 
July. We reached there on the 2d nine 
p. m. The next morning we met at nine a. 
m. to enjoy a prayer meeting. We had 
preaching at 2:30 and at 7:30 p. m. Quite a 
number of the Saints and friends were in 
attendance, and we had a pleasan'o day. 

On the morning of the Fourth wo could 
hear the rumbling of the salutes at Prescott, 
but the Saints prepared to meet at their 
church at nine a. m. for prayer and praise to 
the God of Israel, and him who had raised 
the ensign to the nations. We had a sweet 
and enjoyable time, rejoicing and 

God, At 10: 30 the wri.ter spoke. I felt well 
while addressing· those present 1J,nd the 
Saints who had eome from difforGn·t 
branches, some diet!l.xwe of thirty and forty 
miles to spend their Fourth in rejoicing with 
the Saints rather than meet. with the wodd. 
We had a time that be comforting' to 
remember, that we met and rejoiced aml 
praised God, on the one hundrod t.wenty
fou;·th anniversary of the ne;t.ion. 'I'o me J.t 
will be a bright spot in life's his tory. 

I have me·~ with a number of the Saints of 
Michigan. So far, I am well pleased with 
their a(;quaintanee. Some I ha,d met in 
Canad~, in years past. 

I am now at Bay City and we are holding 
meet.ings on tbe si;;"eot corners. Vve met 
with a number last evening, fl,t 7:30, but the 
Salvation Army tried to freeze us out. We 
got a bearing, however. 

The Sa,int.s here met with a loss. The hall 
thaij they had rented was burned, a,nd their 
organ with all the furniture was burned. 
They al'e getting· a new te.ut for the district, 
"'nd are to have it here for :J,while. 

So far as I h1we been through the mission, 
I am well pieasecL l\riost of the Sa,ints seem 
alive duty. feel hopeful that good will 
be done and many added to the church this 
year by bapt.ism. So fal' as I 2.m informed, there 
is no serious trouble. Hope none will arise. 

Truly yours over~ 

J-. H. LAKE. 

PALMER., Pa., ,July 9. 

EditoTs licn;,ld:-I am cheered and com
forted every time I up the Herald and 
rea.d of t.he good stwcess of the brethren in 
the field, God is blessing them wit.h 
t,he Holy Spirit of light and liberty attend
ing·. which gives such 

l~ntdiinR" peacs to the strug
recognitlon. or God 
his mJ,rrlG. All the 
which bind us so 

father., mother, wife, and child, bave 
but pls,ce, 

SIDce conference I h!J,ve been labo;·ing in 
this vicinity, opening up new places and sec-
onclJng' the efforts othees st;veral places" 
Most the Bro. Rich'1rrl Bald win, 
who i:1 on his rnission of love, hs)s been s.sso
ciated wi~;h n1o~ Fie cheerfully leaves 3"ll 
and eutars into the ;u·£,na w·ith commond8,ble 
zeal and humility; !J,nd if he cont.inues in the 
spirit ill he has begun, 
work of his ambHion. He is 
ing H.nd a!nxious to loa:rn. Exper.i:. 
fellows the conference year. by two is 
the or·de;- of Lo;·d, and I firmly believe if 
observed acco·?dic.gly much greater results 
for good wm that. t.hi.s 
order bec~.me binding upon the church a.s 
soon ;;;s she sent out second mission!l.ry. 

Hr,ve just; l'ed a, letter fc"Om Bro. and 
Sr. Forbes, of Beaver Fs~Hs~ contairdng 
agreement t.o put their names my blank 

the cancel!!! tion ~he college debt. Now 
brethren, we only neeil_ 999 more such saints 
and the church will breath much easier. 

While I was one of few advent,uresome 
who voted to close the college, but was ovcr
ruled by tho I enter heart and 

1 

hand with them to accomplish the laudable 
design. Althoug-h 1:1, movement may be an
tagonistic my personal feelings, !md I may 
never be able to conscientiously indorse it, 
you will never find me autag·onizing that 
which hv,s been done. by an honorable rna· 
jori ty decision. 

Bro. H., N., your iurn comes next. I shall 
try to raise the amount you ask, and hope 
you will ha.ve no trouble in liquidating your 
church debt, and !;hereby be free to worship 
God in his house, insi;ead of 'Ghe bond hold
er's. 

I extend greetings to Brn. Bar-
more, and Goodwin, my room mates at the 
comfortable home of the congenial Lamoni 
post, master. 

Farmers are quite busy pu·tting up their 
hay, consequently our rrwetings are not so 
very wvell ,g,ttended, but in the midst of all 
the clr>sh and tumult for hucn~,n exisl;enoe, 
we find scnne who ha"Je a littlo tirne for re~ 
llgi.fms refieet.ion. Bro. Bald win bapt.lzed 
three about the 20th ult. 

Ma,ny cl!Jls for preaching and some flatter
ing· ones to open up in new places. \Ve shall 
begin a thorough canva,ss of them shol'tly. 

Hopefully your~, 
F. J. EBELING, 

ABERAJVIAN, Wales, ;)uly 2. 
Edito~~s Ilerr·o,ld:---I now for tho first tlme 

try a fGw lineEl to your columns, as I 
know 'uhB,t this the work of God. Wb8.t a 
vast difference there J.s bet. ween this glorious 

and the different denominations sur
rounding us. 'l'he chief difrerence to ·my 
mind is different amounts o.t charity 
among the people of God the 
religions. undoubtedly is one of the 
gre&Jl/test and grBJndf,s1:; gifts of the gospel. 
There different kinds, such as in the gos-

!Mld worldly charity. 'I'he Apost.le Paul 
speaks a 

Charlt.y iu the world is t.o do a kindness 
one for aoothet• or to do a favor; here 'tie find 
that eharHy ie G;Jdly love. The 2.postle. says, 
in 1 Corinthians 13: 3, that if he g;we all his 
goods to feed tj:lo poor, and even gave his 
body to be burned, s,nd have no charity, he is 
as iu "uhe sight of God. What does 
Paul m.ean by these words? 

was worth a gre;;.t deal of money as a 
brother in the church of Gorl, aud there was 

among us in the branch, and I 
gave gome of my money towards the poor in 
s~JJd branch or churoh and only gave it for 
shs,me, beeause I had plenty. Now, I would 
nut be givlng from my hea.rt with love, 
The Apostle Paul meant thB,t if be g:ne all he 
had :1,nd had not c1:n!,r-ity he would be as noth
ing in t-he sight of God. We will be none the 
better for helping each other unless we do it 
in love and havo charity. Charity is a great 
gift if we could only reallz9 it. 

In 1 Peter 4: 8, it says: "And above all 
thing·s have fervent charity among yourselves: 
fm" charity shall covEJr the multitude of sins." 

What grand thing it must be! Suppose 
tha.t a brother or a sister should eommit 
wrong. If we have chai'i1;y of the love of 
God in our souls 'IVe can e8,sily forg,ive. 
Charity comes not by itself. ·we must exer-
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cise it by doh•g good and being prayerful. 
Prayer is the entrance into the doors of 
heaven, 

When we pr·ay, let us ask ()rod for his 
Spirit, because the Spirit of God is love or 
cha·rity. 'fho says chat·ity is kind; 
"charity envieth not, , .. seeketh not her 
own; . . . thinketh no evil; ... endureth 
all things!' 

Agal.n: Though I speak with the tongues 
of men and angels, and have not char·ity, I am 
become as sounding brass, or !i, tinkling 
cyn1bal." 

We ca.n thus see what a grand thing it is 
to luwe eharity or the love of God in our 
hearts. It is WOi'tb striving for, to gain and 
to keep. It says in 1 13: 8:-

"Charit.y never 
be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there 
be tongues, 'obey sh!1ll eease; whether there 
be knowledge, it shall fai.l." 

Those blessings shall aU vanish away when 
our Savio1· will come to reign on earth; but 
as for eharlty, it nover faileth. We shall 
pos£KJ8S it as long as IN6 are iu exist0nce. So 
let us exercise it hm·e on earth and have 
eharity ;:,ee towards :wot.her, and towards God 
and his Christ, so that we may reign a thou
sand years on er•rth in peace and love is my 
dosire. Yours fra1;erna!J.y, 

HOWELL JONES. 

MALAD, Idaho, July 10. 
EcWors Herald:·--I a,rrived at this place 

,June 31, ij.fter an absence of five months, and 
was pleased to fiild the work in good condi-

all thiugs considered. The Saints 
under the care of Bro. William John are 
workiilli" nicely, ami are to be commended 
for theiP efforts to improve their chapel by 
adding certain desirable fixtures, including 
an orga,u. vve feel gr~J,tified ·~o note that the 
young people have labored faithfully in the 
Sunday school and are manifesting improve
ment in their work 

Two chief barriers to success confront us in 
this mission wilerever I have been. First, the 
laek of inter(CJSt and energ-y on 'ohe part of many 
of the older members who eould wield au influ
ence fm· good if they would; and, second, the 
social condition, for whieh the predominan'" 
church is chiefly responsible, so influences 
the gener11tion that a very large ma
jority atoe unwilling to receive pure gospel 
teaching and put it into pt"actioe. I think I 
am quite safe in asserting that the saloon and 
dancing hall catch 1J,t least ninety-five per 
per eent o( the younger cla.ss. Yet we have 
some noble workers, both young and old, 
who set br:ight of diligence and 
spirituality. Surely a bright reward awaits 
them H they faint not. I sincei"ely hope and 
pray that oue people, amldst the pleasure 
and revelry the day will see the necessity 
of avoiding· amusements that draw a ques
thmable elass of society. 

The same day of my arrival here, Elder B. 
H. Robor·ts also eame in, and the next day 
preached in the tabern~.cle. 'l'he occasion 
was the Malad stake conference of young peo
ples' assodb:tions, and the subjeet of his ser
mon was Suceession, which naturally brought 
forth references to our positions. At the 

frHE SAINTS' HERALD. 
conclusion of his remarks I secured permis
sion to ask a question providing it should not 
be one of a controversial nature. I then 
asked Mr. Roberts if he or any representative 
of his faith, would meet at any suitable time 
and place a representative of the Reorganized 
Church, whom we mig·ht select, in public 
discussion on the question of Succession. The 
answer came quickly, but decisively, "For 
myself, I respectfully decline." In our own 
chapel last Sunday night I reviewed his lec
ture in the presence of a crowd that more 
than filled the house. 

The incident has caused quite a stir and I 
am informed that some of their people are 
not pleased with his refusaL However, that's 
about all the effect it has upon them, besides 
putting a quietus on their boasting. For my 
own part, I desire to see the supremacy of 
truth, but realize that "whatsoever a man 
soweth that shall he also reap." As I under
stand it, our duty is to warn the people and 
leave results with God. 

Prospects throughout the mission are not 
particularly discouraging, neither are they 
of such a nature as to make one sanguine of 
great results. Brn. Parker and Condit at 
last reports were having fair interest in '~he 
tent at Richmond, Cache Valley, Utah. Bro. 
Gomer Wells in western and Bro. Reese in 
eastern Montana are conducting the work in 
that state. The tent, in the vicinity of 
Provo, is in care of Brn. W. S. Ponder and 
Peter Anderson, the latter also having 
charge of city work. Bro. Dana expects to 
reach Ogden soon. Bro. Albertson reports 
work done in the east, and expects to reach 
his field in Idaho in the near future. The 

filled. Bro. Rlehens 2,lso to his rest 
during Ute la'"tar ol the winter. He 
came to Utah in early day ('56 I believe), 
and later on bec!l,me identified with the Re
organized Chuech. He Pemained till death 
a faithful mtlmiBr, respected both by Saints 
anci friends. 

My faith in the g·ospel work grows 
brighter, and I hope to consecrate what little 
I have, without reserv<3, to its interest. 

In gospel bonds, 
D. W. WIGH1.'. 

MANCHESTER, Texas, July 10. 
]lJditors Ilerald:-The work in northeastern 

Texas is progressing some. The honest in 
heart are seeking the truth. We have in 
the last few days baptized two men. One of 
them heard only one sermon. I went in his 
vicinity to preach, and they locked the 
church house against me, ;:mil this man in
vited me to his house, whore I preached one 
sermon and went on my way; One week 
from that day that man walked 
miles to get me to baptize him. The other 
man came ten miles to be baptized. So the 
honest in heart are seeking aner the truth. 
I met some very bad mobs this spri.ng, but I 
have baptized some noble men and wo;:nen in 
the kingdom. 

I believe in the final triumph o[ dght and 

1 
believe that justice will yet rule the earth; 
also that the white banners of universal 
peace shall suppla,nt the blood-red flags of 
wz,r. False doctrines ma,y rise and fall, 
tee.chings of men come and g·o, force and 
fraud may yet rule t.he day, but yet and ever 
yet I believe that right men slt. on the 

Salt Lake branch has been reorganized, with throne of the world and rule the hearts of men. 
Bro. Peter Anderson presiding elder; Bro. The gospel of Jesus Chdst, with its wings of 
George Chrestensen, late of the Council inspiration, wlll rise high ahove all the dark 
Bluffs branch, priest; Brn. T. Thorson and clouds, and with one loud fierce cry 
C. C. Larsen, teacher and deacon. The last speak justice to all mankind. 
two brethren mentioned were formerly mis- Bro. D. D. Babcock is with me t"lt present. 
sionaries in the Mormon Church, baptized He is a noble soldier in the cause, and it is 
last winter by Bro. H. N. Hansen, and are good for him to be here. Although he has 
taking hold of the work in a way that will do I seen a sample of the moh is too old 
good if they continue faithful. The Ogden to be frlgbteued. 
Saints expect to build a chapel this fall. '\'lfe are anticipating 8, l:wg·e m·owd at dis-
Their effort in this direction, if successful, trict conference, w hlch the 28th of 
will undoubtedly be of great benefit to the this month, aud vve pc;J.y splritu2,l fea8t. 
work there. I Yours in bonds, 

I have a deep IJ,nd increasing interest in E. A. ERWIN. 
the college, and was made sad when the 
clouds overhanging its success grew some .. ' ~=-~~~~~~--· 

what heavy. However, I realized that every 12. 
institution for good has its crisis, and we Editm·s Herald:-Sinee 
could hardly expect Graceland to be an ex- May 12, I have \vi.th my""'-"''""""'"
ception to the rule. I shall pray and work Slover, been quite busy. H:we lost but little 
for its success, and believe the future will time, though ~he busy season (with short 
see the college a power for good, if we do our nl.ghte) is usually somewhe,t restrlcii.ve of 
part. missionary effort. Vila have labored mostly 

We hope to meet many of the Saints at our 1 in the branches thus far, though one of these, 
reunion to be held in Pleasant Grove, Utah, Brush Creek, including· as H does numerous 
the first week in Sept.ember. We had an en- schoolhouses and several chm·ehos open for 
joyable time at Provo last year, and trust we preaehing, i8 ll.l.m;Js·~ a rniasioa fit!ld of itself, 
shall have another plc;asant gathering this Truly "t,he labnrr3rs :M·e few," when we con
year. side!:' some of the branehes, almost without 

At Pleasant Grove some familiar faces are officers. I am not ready to say, "all is well 
missing. Sr. Johnson, an effective helper in i.n Zion," but am cheered and encom·v,ged as I 
the Sunday school, concluded to go east, and I meet faithful Saints and those of the priest· 
seems to think too much of her Iowa home to I hood striving to do all in their powm· to ad-
return. Sr. Sterrett's doath, previously 11ance t~e gre~t work.l"''e are engaged i~. 
noted, leaves a vacant place that cannot be The s1gns or the t1mes and the affa1rs of 
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nations s!gnif] to the wise tb.:;;t, the time is I thought perhaps the "Column" readers 
short, a.ud all should arouse to 9, faithful per- would like to hear some of the doings !md 
formance of duty. s!J,yings generally about conference time: and 

Bro. Slover myself have pui; in most, of 1 since I wrote some time ago of how things 
our spare while g·ning the rouno.s in I were and were to be, some may be interested 
studyin~;- the o! the church, Bible, I in knowing how they are. But where shall 
Book of Mormon, and book of Doctdne and I I commence? Oh, yes; with the month of 
Covenani;s, specially tho two liJ,t,ter, forming March! That is when the rain commenced, 
sort of a r.oinlatuce "8chool of the prophets," I and with the exception of a few days, con
and I acknowbdge having' been greatly bene- tiuued the entire month. It did seem as if 
fited. Expect to keep it up, according to the prince of the powers of the air was trying 
the comu:ucwdment in Doctrine r,nd Covenants either to frustrate the work, or make it as 
85 : 21, "Teaeh one another the doctrine of disagreeable as possible. But our native 
the klngdom, teach ye diiigentiy and my brethren are accustomed to much rain, so it 

The General made little difference with them, personally. 
. a iiNoat lack of 'rhey simply doffed all unnecessary clothing, 
~&he necessJ.t,y of and went right on with their work. 
book Doctrine Quite a number had gathered for the work, 

CuveniJ,nt,s. I hope by diligent study be· and after the church at Papaoa had been 
tweon that the ministry taken to pieces and floated down to Tarona, 

rwarly united in and the old cookhouse-where the first cook
ever be- i1Jg was done for the Evanelia crowd--was 

fare, in studying taken away, and the Papaoa church was re-
the 'thr>t ttw Lord wm do his pr,1•t constructed, setting so the front was just a 
in pouring out his Spirit upon us that we few steps back of Haroatua's house (I write 
may understand them, for it is written, "Thy names for the better understanding of those 
watchmen shc~ll see eye to eye when the Lord who have been here, and who will likely be 
shall bdng again Zion."-Isa, 52: 7. While the most interested), the grounds took on the 
we pray brElthren sisters everywhere, appearance of a game of "puss in the corner" 
"thy kingdom come." etc., let. us see to it that being played by all the small houses, seeing 
we do all we can ourrJelves to answer the they had to be started and sidetracked to 
prayers we offer. Your brother, make room for others to pass. But finally 

l\1. F. GOWELL. by means of rollers-Jogs from the cocoanut 
P. S.--My v,ddress for the present is ZenHh, tree-and much prying, pushing, and shov-

Wayne county, Illinois. ing, all were >quared around in systematic 

~-------~----~·~·~- order, and that too by man power only. The 
mission!>ry house being the largest, was the 

ROSTOOK, Ont., July 5. most troublesome to handle. We were a 
lfJditm·s J-Iera!d:--I cBme to this place on 

the 20th ult. Have been assisted by the Mas· 
tor. Have baptlzed one, and others are near 
the kiog'dom. The Saints have enjoyed spir
itua.l blessings, and have thereby been 
brought, nearer the Christ. Pe.aee and unity 
are enjoyed by this littl•o baud-eighteen in 
all. L11st night eight hundred 1Ioliars were 
subscribed for the building of church, which 
will be comple'oed as soon as possible. Thus 
Zion prospers, and welL I expect to go 
from here to the McKillop branch. 

C. G, TOMLINSON. 

----·--~~----

EDI'.rED .BY FRANCES. 

""l'he tim.es want 8chols.rs-scholars who shan shape 
'rhe doubtful destinies ot dubious years, 
A:ud land the ark that. beam onr country's good, 
Safe on Fome pcace.fnl Ararat at Jae-t. 

"'The age wants heroes-heroes who shall dare 
rro struggle in the solid ranks of tl'uth; 
'l'o clutch the monster error by the throat 
And lead a universal freedom in. n 

B:Ol\(IJ<lW ARD BOUND. 

week on the road. True, there were other 
houses moved, and cocoanut trees cut down 
during the time, by way of clearing the 
track. 

Sr. Peterson and I improved the opportu
nity while the house was empty* to clean the 
walls. And when the house would take a 
start on those uneven rollers, it was like 
:riding on an earthquake. The rain coptinued, 
aud 0 such mud we never had before, while 
part of the grounds were under water! Some 
portions are naturally sandy, but the continu
ous tramping of so many, got the mud and 
sand badly mixed. 

When the house reached its destination, 
and was yet on stilts about four feet from the 
ground, there came the heaviest squall of 
rain and wind we have witnessed since we 
came to the islands-a prolonged squall too. 
The roar of the rain on the iron roof was 
something terrifying, at least deafening. We 
hC!;d to shout at the top of our voices to be 
heard by each other. What an opportune 
moment for the opposing power, if in reality 
such were at work. The front porch and 
porch roof were off; no window glassses; no 
weather boards under the eaves; no sill under 
the front door, nor screen over the vent.ilator 
above the door, and night was coming on 
apace. I think it would have been amusing 
to:!!; looker on, had he seen John, Lillie, and 

Ms,y 8, 1900.• 
This is our eighth day a,t sea. Crossed the 

"line" yestm·day. Therefore i;hose acquainted . Joseph with broom weapons, opposing with 
with the distauce will knovv we have had a their most lively movements the flood of 
good fresh breeze all the time, which of , 
course makes our teack too bubbly for good I' .*Neariy all the movable fu. rnitur.e .wa .. s c.ar. ried. over. to 

_. the ~hurch whe.re we ate our m~~ls,:and where ,John !In(! 
but it wHJ. h~ 11ll in au,, :[,1lhe Rlept d,unn!ij tlle tr~n~Ll;; · 

water that C!l;me in under t;l:w door, over the 
door, and through the slat blinds, and a dozen 
or more places in the roof. Joseph was rush
ing the main pool of what ca.nw in the bed
room, out into the fr·ont room-both dom·s 
being near together-John was, directlng the 
scattered pools and st.reams towards the front 
door, and LUlie was forcing' what she could of 
all combined out under the door, whiie I was 
strewing om" bed with basins and dishpans, 
bits of oilcloth, and whatever I C(•Uld find, to 
keep it from being satur·ated. The bedroom 
being a part of the front of the house also. 
The rain was being driven with such force 
under the mwE:s and slat blinds, that. it 
not only satm'::;,ted the tester canopy, so 
that it was coming through in streams, but 
wet the wails on the opposite slde of the 
house clear up to the bearns, and alas, m.y 
lawn dresses too, as ~well gs rnaps, n.nc1 every~ 
thing else JIJhaJt bung a,gaiust the w~Hs. 

When the Eq uall was over, only one small 
corner of dry flom· appeared iu the whole 
house, and nearly everything else in the 
ho::~se wa.s wet, ourselves not having escaped. 
All this were not very mueh when there is a 
prospect for getting lhy again; but in this 
country one has to wait for the sun to do the 
drying, for there are no fires. So in that 
mirth-provoking, forlorn condition, and a.t 
belated hour too, as women folks sought to 
prepare supper, with the additional. di ffi. 
culties of finding just when needed, that 
the greatest part of our food, dishes, and 
cooking utensils were over in the cburcl:::. 
Well, they would have to stay there, at least, 
for the night, seeing it was still raining, 
though more quietly, and dark too, we 
had no lantern. Supper being over, we turned 
our mattresses upside down, and end for eud, 
to get the dryest. places to lie on. Our covers 
were not all dry, and the nettiog curtains 
were every stitch wet, but there wz;s no help 
for it, so we made the best of the situation 
and went to sleep. 

,We were suddenly wakened il'l the night by 
a bang of the door, the roa1' of the raiu, and 
Lillie's voice in a key sayi.ng something 
about the house blowing· over. Added to 
this Bro. John though'• the ocean was corning 
in, and both of them were scampering about 
the room, fight.ing the rain again. But the 
ocean did not come in, nor the house bhHv 
over; neither was the eq uall so bz,d as the 
one in the evening, so we were soon settled 
down t,o rest again. 

"Aud this," said Bl'O. PElterson, "is mis
sionary liie in the South Sea Islands!" 

"Yes, a portion of the damp side of it,·' 
was the reply. 

Fortunately the sun came out for an hour 
or two the next morning. But it was not my 
intention to enter into details, but simply 
sketch the leading features. Here is the 
position the houses are now in, those that 
were moved. Tapuni's two houEes set back 
to the Frenchman's line fence, towards the 
west end, one occupying a portion of the 
ground on which the church stood. Keavea's 
house sets close in line with Tom's old house 
on the west side; and Haroa!;ea's sets where 
Keavea's did. 'l'he missionary house on the 
front corner, back far enough from the road 
t{l l. n line the o:r oonf!3rfm!•.R 
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building. I think I said in my last that the 
church intended t,o buy tho Tapunl house >J,nd 
reconstruct i.t into a printing office, but 'I'a
puni concluded not to sell. ThB conferencB 
house is built thus, firs'" the church 
minus the baek end, and the T!M:·ona church 
setting directly in line, but sixteen feet back 
of it, minus the front end. 'I'hls intervening 
space is floored and roofed over level with 
and the two buildings, hut was 
not walled in, it being the main entrancB 
from either side. 'I'he dimensions of both 
these churches were forty»t,wo by twenty-four, 
thus with the. added space, ml1king building 
one hundred feet long. 'l'he shHtter·s weee 
taken off of t,he church sJ, the back, also the 
bm;,rds beneath the window fl·ames, leaving· an 
open sp3ce tb.e wid tb. of the vrindO\V frame clea.:r 
to the floor on ee,ch side. 'l'his aftBr building, 
including the addl.tiom1l six1;cen feet, hr;,d 
porches fifty-two feet wide feet 
being their len;tth), all nicely over 
with iron roofing·. '.rhis p:;,ct ·w hBre 
porches wer·e, was the feast house, the 
Papaoa church beiug worship only. A 
curtain was made t,he width of the chm·ch 
and height of the ceiling, which droppod 
during mealtime and raised again for services, 
or the matutus. Thls was only intended for 
the time being, it was the origina:l desig·u to 
t.ake away the piece between thB two 
churches as soon as couforence was over, a,nd 
close in t,he ends of both buildings; the onfl 
in front to be the permanent) chureh~ and the 
other p:1r'G of it. at least ~.,vas to be s~ for 
the Saints vrho came frora the· Paumot.us 
from time to time. But whPn i·t w::,s decided 
to have conference ag-ain next ye~.!', Papeete 
was the chosen location, so the house re
mained as was. 

I must not forget to mention the pPetty lit
tle belfry, •,vith a spire, built over the squar·e 
platform in fr-ont. think tbB natives took 
more pride in that belfry, and the lhg pole, 
than in all the rest. 'I'hey took much pr;,J.ns 
in m~king· and pai.ntfug i;he pillars thu1t 
upheld it, •.vith pale blue and deep bl.ue, skill
fully cut the arches over tbe front f&nd two 
sides, there being steps leading up to each, 
and ceiled it overhead, thus shut,ting tho 
bell from sig·ht in a dainty house wlth tiny 
green blinds on each side. One would scarcely 
believe how much more clearly and music
ally the ringing sound peals forth to call 
the people to church, than when it hung 
to the cocoanut tr-ee. 

The cook houses were put as far b1tck from 
the church as the grounds would penni.t. 

vVhile these works wero slowly prog-ressing· 
in Tarona, there was a commotion minds 
of the people of Paproete, and the government,, 
and an increasing anxiety about tho spread 
of tho bubonic 1'he steamer from New 
Zaaland had not allowed to come to the 
dock to land her cargo for tbe two last times, 
fearing some of the cargo had been sent from 
Honolulu or Australia. A.nd her last coming· 
brought the depressing and unwelcom.e news, 
and untrue too; but we did not know it at the 
time, that the plngue had broken out in San 
Francisco. The steamer had order's not to 
return if there in New 
ZBaland, and 

Wll!S 

THE 
monthsj not even ~~llo~vh1g· free intercourse 
bei1ween 1~a,hlti and tbe Paumotus. Forth~ 

with there "caruu:~' all the flour 
in Tahiti. Individuals could not buy any. 
Most of it was being sent to the Paumo'ws, 
because the people thoro would only have 
fish and cocoanuts to when they of 
Tahiti would have var·ious fruits and veg·eta· 
bles. SR. E:MMA BUR'I'ON. 

(Concluded next week.) 

SPllJCIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER, 

('I'~ he earnest iai th ~-tnd PI"&ysrs of tho Prayer 
Union are rf'qnested ln behalf Bro. Niles, 
resldinf~ in Kansas~ who afflicted) thsJt the 
Ltwd ml.ght restore him health. 

~-------:!,p>-~-·-----

D 
ELDER ':r. A .. HOUGAS~ EDr.rOH.. 

·Several persons were askBd. 
fir·st twenty books 
in the order in l;hey 
ehased.." V\Te suppose th3t the necessar·y 
B~blesj song books~ etc.) been supplied. 
W!e give tho with the accompany
ing explanations. 

I Sf.Jnd you the foll0'07ing list of tv·;enty 
boooks:-

1. "The s:lver Thimbles," by Mes. Stebbins. 
2. "A New Baby World," by Mary 

Dodge. 
3. "Feisnds in Feathers 

Thorne Miller. 
4. "Vilith the Church in 

]j'rauces. 
5. "Boys of '76/' by C. fJ. (Joffin. 
6. of '61," f~.Y C. C. Coi'fh:. 
7. "Hesperia," by D&,vl.d H. Smith. 
8. "MatH'ine," by Ella Wllcox. 
9. 'fLittle Ttlfen~" by Louie::t Aleott. 
10. "Little Womc}n," by M. Alcott. 

"Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush," by Ian 
1vlaclaren. 

12. "The Story of Pa,tey,n by K!!,to 
Wig-gilL 

13. "Footsteps of Jesus," by Mrs. S~ebblns. 
14. "Stories Mo·ther Nature told her Chil

dren," by Jane And;·ews. 
15. "Patt.ie, or Leaves from Life," by Eieanor. 

16. "Drumbeat of the Natiou," by C. C. 
Coffin. 

17. "Kathdna," by J. G. Hoiland. 
18. "Beautiful J"oe," l:)y Marshall Saunders. 
19. "Madam How Lady Why," by 

Chas. Kingsley. 
20. "A Song of Life," by 

Numbers 1, 3, 12, 13, 

Morley. 

books for 
children under Dine years; numbers 5, 6, and 
16 are historlorJ; numbers 7, 8, and 1'i are po
etry; numbers 3, 14, and 19 are scientific. The 
arraugement is miscellaneous1 since I think 
a in starting a library will give an 

to tho loca,l libcm·ian to observe 

what, departments of literature it would be 
vvell to make additions to the library. 

MAMIE A. ALLEN. 

After those supplies necessary to a well 
conducted school as Bibles, song books, etc., 
thosB works that will enable the teacher to 
prepare t,he lesson well: Concordance, Bible 

church history, etc., etc. The li
brarian should seek to build up the library 
in these respects first, I think. Supposing a 
library weli supplied with these essential 
woPks first, I give tbe following list:-

For children:-
SCIENTIFIC. ILLUSTRATED. 

1. "Wonders of the Vegetable World;" 
Vvonder Lib;·ary for Young Folks. 

2. "Half Hours in the Tiny World;" Half 
Hour Series. 

3. "Half Hom·s in the Deep;" Half Hour 
Series. 

4. "Fcolicso :l :: E'risk and His Friends," by 
1\IIrG. Tenny, 

BIOGRAPHY. 
5. "Poor Richard's Story," by Henry C. 

V?atson, 
PA'l'RIO'l'IC. 

6. "Young Invincibles," by I. H. Anderson. 
7. "Do1·a Darling and Little Sunshine," by 

Jane G. Austin. 
CLASSIC, 

8. "Little Lord Fauntleroy," by Mrs. Bur-
nett. 

9, "Little Women," by L. M. Alcott. 
'l'RAVEL. 

10. "Zlgzv,g Journeys Around the World," 
by 

.B'or and Seniors:-
H. "Successward," by Edward Bok. 
12. "Pushing to the Front," by Marden. 
13. "Self Made Men in America," by Gro

ver Cleveland. 
14, "Poor Boys Who Became Famous," by 

Mrs. Bolton. , 
15. "Girls Who Became Famous," by Mrs. 

Bolton. 
16. "Westward, Ho!" by Kingsley. 
17. "Scottish Chiefs," by Jane Porter. 
18. "Life of George Washington," by 

Henry C. Watson. 
19. "lntBllectual Life," by Hamerton. 

SCIENTIFIC. 
20. "The Story of Earth and Man," by Sir 

.John VV, Dawson. 
It is hard to stop at twenty, but I have 

chosen books of story, biography, science, 
and travel, inspirational books, that teach 
high ideals and noble thoughts, for I have 
always believed that one reason so many peo
ple are content with the material things of 
life is because their minds were not fired 
with high examples in childhood and youth. 
Boys, for instance, naturally like stories of 
lJ,d ven.ture and heroism. Give them lives of 
true heroes to read, examplBs of patriotism, 
etc., and they will not seek the false excite-
ment of dime novels, LOUISE PALFREY. 

"I send you list of books, but I hardly 
know which to select, there are so many ex
cellent onBs." 

1. "Child's of :F:ngland," by Charle('! 
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2. "Winning His Way," by Charles Coffin. 
3. "Boys of '76," by Charles Coffin. 
4. "Boys of '61," by Charles Coffin. 
5. "Prince of the House of David," by 

Ingrah~m. 

6. "Eugene Field's Poems." 
7. "Afterglow." 
8. "Beautiful J'oe," by Saunders. 
9. "Black Beauty," by Anna Sewell. 
10. "Litt.le Men," by Louisa M. Alcott. 
11. "Little ·women," by Louisa M. Alcott. 
12. "Beside the Bonnie Br·ier Bnsh," by 

Ian MacLaren. 
13. "Uncle Tom's Cabin," by Mrs. Stowe. 
14. ''Ben Hur," by Lew ·v\hJ"llace. 
15. Dcumm.ond's "Addresses." 
16. Emerson's "Essa.ys." 
17. "Sesame and Lilies," by Ruskin. 
18. "Autobiogrtilphy of Joseph Luff." 
19, ''Ivanhoe," by Scott. 
20. '~PilgTim 's Progress," 

DORA YOUNG. 

L "The Autobiography of Elder Joseph 
Luff." 

2. "\'\THh the Chureh in an Early D;J,y." 
:3. "Pattie; 0!" J~eavGs from a Life," by 

Eleanor. 
4. "The Church History," by H. C. Smith. 
5. "Abraham Lincoln, the Backwoods Boy; 

or How a Youug· Ra.il SpUtter Became Presi· 
dent," by Hoeatio Alger, J·r. American Pub
lishers' Col'poration, 810 Sixth avenue, New 
York. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

ConfBrBnBB Mintl1B3. 
CHATHAM. 

Conference of the above district met with 
Tilbury branch, June 9 to 11; George Green, 
Joseph Smith, and R. C. Evans presiding; R. 
Coburn and S. Brown, secretaries. Branches 
rBporting: Green Valley 18, Chatham, 87, 
Ridgetown 78, Z:me 54, Battlehill 21, Buxton 
18, Tilbury 47, Wallaceburg, 52, Petrolea, 57, 
Blenheim 46, Wabash 42, Lindsley 54, Long
wood 30, Cedar Springs (new branch) 20. 
Bishop's agent, J. H. Tyrrell, reported: To
tal receipts $1,239.51; paid out $666.19; bal
ance on hand $573.32. District treasurer, 
John ·w. Badder, reported: Receipts $17.83; 
paid out $14 46; balance on hand $3 37. The 
above reports were audited and found correct. 
Ministry reports: High Priests, George 
Gr·een and A. Leverton baptized 1; Seventy, 
S. Brown; Elders J. H. Tyrrell, A. E. Morti

James Williamson, G. M. Shippy bap-
2; Priests, A. Ellis, John Taylor, M. 

Traxler, W. H. Taylor baptized ~; G. L. 
Blackemore; and Teacher, John W. Badder. 
The secretary's expenses of $2.31 were or
dered paid; also, $1.27 to J. H. Tyrrell on the 
tent fund; also, $2.14 to Bro. George Green, 
broing balance on expenses to General Confer
ence. A collection was ordered taken up at 
the close of each preaching service for the 
district expenses. Bl'n. R. C. Evans, A. Lev
erton, and George Green wel'e appointed a 
committee to make inquiries and ascertain 
the cost of having the church incorporated in 
the Dominion; also, that they invite the 
c0operation of the London district. Resolved 
that we invite Bro. A. H. Smith to visit the 
Canada mission at his earliest convenience. 
Brn. George Green and J. H. Tyrrell were 

6. "Life of J'ames Russell Lowell," by E. E. appointed a committee to see the railroad au· 
Brown. E. A. Weeks & Company, 521 Wa- thorities, and get the best rates possible for 
bash avenue, Chicago. the fall conference. On motion, a collection 

7. "John Greenleaf "Whittier. His Life, was ordered taken up in each branch on June 
23, and sent to Bro. J. H. '.ryrrell for the tent 

Genius, and VJ'riting·s," by W. Sloan Ken- fund; also one on the 8th of July, for the l:iene-
nedy. E. A. \Necks & Company, Chicago. fit of the India famine fund; the same to be 

8. "Henry W. Longfellow, Biogrgphy, I sent to J .. W. Ba.dder. ReEOlved that ten d?l
Anecdote Letters and Criticism" by ·w. la~·s be g1ven T1lbury branch out of the dls-
~ ', . ; r "'' • trwt fund, to help them b~ar the expense of 
Sloan Kennedy. :E,. A. Vleeks & vomp<iny. the conference. Preachmg on Saturday 

9. "The Scadet Letter," by Nathaniel evt?ning by Pres. Joseph Smith. Sunday 
Hawthorne. New York Home Book Com· services: At eight o'clock, prayer and testi-

a 43 v oe" strae'& mony meeting and sacrament serviced: at 
P ny, . e 0

• ·' ~ • , • 2:30 preaching by Pres. Joseph Smith; at 
10. "PllgTJ.rn's Progress rrom this world to sevon o'clock, preachinR" by R. C. Evans. 

that which is to come," by John Bunyan. Adjourned to meet in Chath11m, on the sec-
Donahue, & Company, 125 Dear- ond Saturday in October [13th]. 
born street, Chicago. 

11. "Self Help," by Samuel Smiles. Dono· 
hue, Henneberry & Company. 

12. "The Wrestler of Philippi. A tale of 
the early Christi.ans," by Fannie K New· 
berry. David C. Cook & Company, 36 
Washington street, Chicago. 

13. "Titus; A Comrade of the Cross." A 
tale of the Christmas tide, by Florence M. 
Kingsll'Y· David C. Cook & Company. 

14. "The Prince of the House of David," 
Rev. J. H. Ingraham. Cook & Company. 

15. "Happiest Christmas," Callie B. 
Stebbins and Mary J. Garner, Herald Office, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

16. "Black Beauty; the autobiography of a 
Horse," by Anna Sewell, 1'~. M. Lupton Pub
lishing Company, New York. 

17. "The Four Girls at Chautauqua," by 
Mrs. Alden. 

18. "The Boys in Norway." Oliver Optic 
Series. 

19, ''Little Men," by Louisa M. Alcott. 
20. "Little M. Alcott. 

F. 

SOUTHEAST.I!lRN ILLINOIS. 
Conference met with Brush Creek branch, 

at ZBnith, Illinois, June 9; High Priest John 
T. Davies presiding, assisted by Elder I. A. 
Morris; F. M. Slover secretary pro tern., and 
M. F. Gowell aRsistant. Statistical reports 
were read as follows: Dry Fork, gain 1; 
Parrish, gain 1; Tunnel Hill, gain 9; Brush 
Creek, loss 1; Kibbie, loss 2. '.rota! enroll
ment of branches reporting 637. Ministry 
present and reporting: High Priest John 'I'. 
Davies; Seventy F. M. Slover, M. F. Gowell; 
Elders I. A. Morris, M. R. Brown, S. D. 
Goosetree, J. F. Thomas, Charles J. Hawkins; 
Priests J. F. Simms, C. A. Griswold, J. M. 
B~.tss; Teacher James Brown. The Bishop's 
agent, F. M. Slover, reported: Receipts 
since November 18, 1899, $367.05; expendi· 
tures, F. M. Slover $210.20, J. D. Stead $24.15, 
Bishop E L. Kelley $95.00, balance on hand 
$37.70. Report audited and fouud correct. 
The district officers, branch officers, and 
missionary iri charge to consult together 
with reference to missionary local laborers. 
Bro. J. D. Stead's resignation as district 
clerk was accepted and a vote of thanks ten· 
dered him for his faithful services. Bro. 

Bensing was elected to fill the unex· 
l!!!il dil;ltt'~Gt ijrQ, f, M;, 
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Slover tendered his resig·na tion as ass is tan t 
president of district; 
by M. F. Gowell, J. '.r. 
Slover. Adjourned to meet at 
Saturday, November 17, at ten a.m. 

8tlndau 
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF SUNDAY 

SCHOOL ASSOCIATION. 
The revised edition is now ready, including 

all recent amendments. The plan of finances 
is entirely changed, and every district a,nd 
school should procure the revised edition at 
once. 

Old price, per dozen ten cents. If ordering 
only one copy, enclose one ccmt for postag-e. 

SIGNED BY EXECUTIVl~. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Spring River district Sunday 

school association will meet at Weir City, 
Kansas, Aug·ust 3, at 9:30. All Sunday 
school wot·kers take notice and remember 
that this convention is to be held iw:lerJeJJtd 
of the district conference. Let 
send a full delegation and a full 
this convention-some of the have 
not report.ed for some time. Columbus has 
not reported since November, 1897; Galena, 
since May, 1898; Angola, sinee September, 
1899. E. E. GILBERT, Sec. 

~------~------

n 
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT. 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS DIS'l'RIC'l.\ 

To t.he Saints and Friends of Central Illi
nois Dlstrict:--Upon the organiza'Gion of the 
new district known as the Central Illiaois 
district by mem hers of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of LD"tter 
and the further recommendation 
pointment of :8!0.er J·. D. mead 
agent for said district, all 
will please take notice of 
Bro. Stead as agent of the of the 
Reorganized Church in and for the same. By 
such appointment he is authorized to receive 
and receipt for church funds contributed by 
members and friends, and also out the 
same in accordance with the and regu-
lations of the church governing in said mat
ter. 

Trusting that aH will be inte!'ested and 
give support to this of the work in the 
new district, as every pa1~t of the work, 
I am, in behalf of the Bishopric, 

Very respectfully, 
E. L.. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 

LAMONI, Iowa, July 10. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
A spiritual feast is anticipated by those 

who are making preparations for the Inde· 
pendence, I\'rl.ssouri, district reunion, to be 
held at Washing·ton P>hrk, from 24 to 
September 3. Beautiful grounds, pa-
vilion, abundance of water, and very re13,son· 
able rates for provisions for bo\:h man and 
beast. Four miles from l',nd 
right on the electric line from 
sas City to Independence, and a mgg·nificent 
place for camping, with every desired con· 
venience within easy reach. Tents of most 
any size can be secured if the committee is 
notified in time, at very reasonable rates
from two dollars to tht·ee dollars per tent. 
Some of the most able ministers of the 
church will be present to interest i%nd in

if) PO 1:\l!J;S()Y,\ to r),gqh,t 
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Rjuuion ccn:.nnitlee, L N. ·wHrrJ~. 

The 
n1iesion 

The reunion of 
will be held 

where n1saJ.s 
ceed ton cents 
vided ft•eo. 

Irnport:1nt notice 
Massachusetts 
come and 
tend 

nn the 

R 
ELI .. J.S SHOH.'l\ 

More than one, 

JOHN SMI'l'H, Manager. 

Oklahoma have any tithing 
right along. We need the 

We must raise quite a 
and we ask that 

which they know to 
8. J. HINKLE. 

NOTWES. 
district will con

on Saturday, 
se(;re>tane are re

to JYiiss J1,1ag-gie Me
secretary, F<tirfield, Utah, by 

D. W. WIGH'l'. 

conference will con
August 25 and 
to help encour-

of the distl"ict. 

Independm:we, Missouri, June 
Kllrtz, daugh·~er of Sr. 
was born i.n Preparation, 

February 1, 1864. 
severe. A husband, 

mother and two sisters 
Funeral SGrvice at 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every ·wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price. $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

kl arrears unless terms are made with the Publish
Ing House. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requeste~ to 
11olicit subscriptions, make sales of church publwa
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald.'' 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Hera1d Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office. Lamoni, Iowa, as second
«"Jass mail matter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

l.AlV!Oii!J, W!!/A. 

For catalogu~~s or· fnrth~r infnr~tn~tlnn. 

Addtess, l-J?O~' R. A HAR.KN~~BS, 

President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 
LAMONI, Iowa. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
l!ay School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars.. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This gradecon-

~
ains the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
orm and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 

cents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 
PRIMARY GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

for _smllll children; same lessons further 
ed. I:aper covers; 5 cents per quarter, Ul 
r year, Address all orders and remit. 

~ceo to He:rald Publishing House, 
Lock ~x E, Lamoni, Decatu.l' CQ:, Iowa. 

TH:E SAINTS' HERALD. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
(§) Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 

count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an a.ccount of leading council and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

thll.l 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1. 50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2.00; full leather 

full leather, gilt edges. $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remitte.nce!!. 

RO 

' d the D ne 
defended and mai 

gin of the Book ormon 
ned. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts each. 
----------------,----------------------
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In

spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 O!t 
Sheep or library binding ......... ·1 ::!5 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 T5 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 ::!5 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 7~ 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russie.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . . . 1 25 
Morocco; gilt edges, flexible ..••.. 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of wordz and 
music, l.n general. ue. 

Paper covers ..........•.•.•••.•. $0 30 
Cloth and leather . • • • • • • . • . • • . . . . 50 
Full leather ...••••••.••••••...••. 1 00 
Gilt edges. . . • • • • • . • . • • • . . • . . • . . . 1 2f> 
Flexible ................ ~ • • • • . .. . 1 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
cUum of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
llder G. T. Griffith~. 
Oloth ····~····~·················• Tl 
Leath~r .......... .•.•. " .••.•. e ...... 1 M 
J'laible bbadma • • .. • • • • • .. •• .... • • • 1 M 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Jlurtic 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth l!id@i.. • • . . . . 00 
Gilt edges . . . .. .. .. . • • . .. . . • . . . . . M 
With music onl:w . . • • • • • • • .. • .. . . . 1 :U 

THE SAIN'I'S' HAHP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '11 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • . . . 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt l!ldgeil. . . • • 1 II 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. C l o t h, 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON, 
Cloth ................. , • , •..•... $0 66·· 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 OO·' 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . • . 1 211, 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible. . • • • . I OOi 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ t2 It 
Seal Grain Russia ................ I N 
Imitation Morocco, gtlt edgelll. • • • • I N 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. ' M 
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THE INTS' lrKRALD. 
·---·-_-:::-:7·.::::--==-::.:::-_-_-_:=::==:;:=.--:=: ___ ;==================::::::;===========:======== 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DA VlD DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. PARLOR BARBER SHOP 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

TATE IN S BA OF LA L 
hworporate<l ..... der the l"ws of Ute !§tate of l!o .. va, July 1. f>!l"l. 

Total asset!'! Janu!!ry l, I900,_lll!l33,03:2.341-; April l, HHW, $]0~~.'d'SL07. 

We pay interest on time depositEZ, and especially solicit the co_rrespondence and dep;.,.,lL.S of all Herald !:<--ttders. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and care!ully answered. Direct all letters t.-. . . , ,w. A. HOPKINS, Caslner, State Savmgs Bank of Lamom, Iowa 

I!IITOCKHOLDERS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, L';ICY L. Resseg)lie, Oscaz 
.Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. HopkJDs. 

Quit=to=bac Cured 
Bro. 

dote. 
tobacco. 

KIEL. Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 
rmw•:·••:--< have been enOibled to quit tollacco after the use of two boxes of your anti~ 

I have ustld tobacco for thirty years a,nd both chewed and smoked plug 
L. S. STALEY. 

sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
nositive g11c:rantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 

Ym~ run no risl;;:, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. , 

3 bo:.o", s of 
onlv $ J">O. 
stainps taklm. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

Theory a 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Alber: Ha" S· 

Recommended leading ministers as an able anf. 
of the theories and argumen tr' 

Sabbatarlans. llB pages prier 
cents Address orders to 

!H•:l.tAJJD OFI<~HJE. Lamoni, lowa. 
922 3d St .. 

THIS is a book just is8ued by the Board 
Publicati.on of the Reorganized Churcb " 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from '"h 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church Hb 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu 
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Successio< 
in the Presidency of the Church," and t 

Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood IH<e 

Presidency." It foliows Mr. Roberts cloe,'l;' 
and points out his false statements, misrepn 
sentat.ione, historical !.naccuracies, illogim• 
arguments, and untenable interpretation>': 
while answering. Mr. Penrose directly 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offiGlal act:-
and teachings of Brigham and his as-
llociates from June, 1844, to 
showing conclusively that they 
from the faith, and taught '-UJ.l.llo.,nnH'" 
e:riminali ty. 

The work of the Reorganization is alcio 
presented from an affirmative standpoint. 
and her standing ~>s the acknowledge(; 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
t~.nd the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
ulusi vely established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in cousequence of the Utah mission·· 
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested !.n the circulation of the 
work than il!l the profit de:rl.ved from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper ooven, 35 cents esch. 

'HSTORY OF THE CHURCH OJ" 
CHRIST OF LATTER 

SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and I 
now Provided for ac-
tion of Conference thii!J 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Saints. and 

President 
and Apostle Heman 

Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive in meeting old and 

urged against the 
It contains 

tant documents connected 
and internal 

and "'"'"~''""""" 
The 

are in~ 
in with accounts 

of the circumstances which 
they were given. 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer-
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
~-'"'"ni1At.a,nd Seer, in 1805, and nar-
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin-
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
~.~;nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound .............. , ...... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 2 50 
Full leather, gilt eqges .•••••••••• S 0'0 

L. Dickey, Proprietor. 
One door north of' State Savings Bank. 

LAUNDRY in connection. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN co. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6:05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 

at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B & Q. at Leon. 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS, 
July 3 and 17; August 7 and 21, 
to most all states and territories, 
at one fare plus $2.00 for the 
round trip. good returning 21 
days from date of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

Colorado, Utah, and the Black Hills; date 
of sale July 3, 17 and August 7, 21, final 
limit for return 21 at one fare plus $2.00 
for the round trip. 

Biennial convention, N~J.tinnal Republican 
League of the United States, St. Paul, Min
nesota, July 17-19, date of sale July 15, 16, and 

1
17, returning date. not later r,han July 21, 
one fare plus $2 00 for the round trip. 

I Annual International Convention Baptist 
Young People's Union of America, Cincin
nati, Ohio, July 12-15; one fare p1us $2.00 for 
the round trip. Extension of return limit 

be had till August 10. 
National Educations,l As-

South July 
for the 

.LHou.uuu Conclave Knights of De-
Michigan, August 27-September at 

one plus $2.00 for the round trip. 
National Encampment Grand Army of the 

Republic, Illinois, one fare for the 
round trip; date sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Annual Convention Retail Grocers and 
General Merchant's Association of Missouri, 

' and Interstate General Merchant's 
J St. Joseph, Missouri, July 24-26. Date 

I sale, July 23, 24, 25, and 26; good returning 
July 27, at one and one third fare. 

I 
A new Wabash morning train for Detroit 

now leaves Chicago at, 9: 25 a. m., and ar-
rives Detroit 6:30 m. Through cars. 

i Other trains for via the Wabash 
lle~ve Chicago at 12: 40 noon, 3: 15 p. m., apd 
1 11.00 p. m. 28-3o 
I 
' 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO~ 
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
a.nd doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen;$1 00 
Cloth. limn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

FASTE}R TIME 
WABASH. 

CONTINENTAL LIMI·rED. 

Commencing June 27 the Continental Lim
ited leaves Chicago at 12:40 noon, instead of 
12:02, and arl'ives New York 3:15 and Boston 
5: 20 the following afternoon. Through 
sleepers to both points. 28-3t 
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T.H.E SAINTS' HERALD. 

whatever to do with the phenomena I specially adapted to the task of ele
attributed to them,"and t~at t~es~,are r' vating the race to a higher plane of 
due o~l! to. the exter10ratwns of civilization. Here again much might 
the Spn~.tuahsts themselves. The ad- . . 
mission of this theory destroys, of be sa1d m regard to what has been 
course, all the religion which the I done. The roll of na~es of college 
Spiritualists founded upon assumed j ~en who have helped tne world_ along 
spirit communication.-New York Trib- IS a long one. But a~ter all It. h~s 
une been largely unconsmous and mm-

. dental. These personalities have been 
developed primarily for themselves 

ETHNIC VIEW OF COLLEGE EDUCA- and not for the race. The spirit of 
TION. higher edutmtion is still individual-

By I. w. Howerth, Professor of Political Economy in the is tic. The 150,000 young men and 
, Chicago University. young women now in our higher in-

When we come to consider the in- stitutions of learning are being trained 
crements of knowledge provided by not primarily for social service but for 
higher education they are so numer- success, and if statistics show that the 
ous and important that it may seem in majority of them succeed higher edu
this respect to be completely fulfilling cation is content. But success is some
its function. It would be easy to times the opposite of social service. 
name a long list of academic discov- The fact that so many college men 
eries which have proven to be invalu- succeed may be a severe reflection on 
able. There are two criticisms, our colleges. It may indicate that 
however, which are at once suggested they are merely trained to exploit 
by an ethnic view of the subject. In their fellow-men. The race is not in 
the first place, knowledge is accumu- terested primarily in any one's suc
lated without regard to its possible cess, but in the manner of his success. 
social utilization. Much of it is, Does he produce heathful commodi
therefore, not appreciably dynamic. ties? Does be increase wealth or 
All knowledge is valuable, but all is illth? Does he promote life or death? 
not equally valuable. Higher educa- Does he make the world a better place 
tion seems to proceed on the assump- in which to live? These are the ques
tion that one discovery is as good as tions in which the race is interested. 
another. An illustration of what I The whole criticism of higher edu
mean may be found in the doctors' cation from the ethnic point of view 
theses of our various universiti~s. may be summed up in a few words. It 
Many of them are on such subjects as is loosely organized from the stand
the finEJ.le in Chaucer or the dative point of social economy. It is too 
case in Sallust, which, however im- conservative in everything but re
portant from a linguistic standpoint, ligion. It grinds out knowledge with 
are not of present and pressing im- almost contemptuous indifference to 
portance to the race. Some of them its social timeliness and use. More 
represent toilsome pursuit of insig- time is given, for instance, to the 
nificant bits of knowledge which, study of entomology than to the study 
when found, are about as valuable to of anthropology, to the study of bugs 
society as the individual acquirement than to the study of men. Domestic 
of the power to balance a straw on science and sociology :tre of less im
one's nose. In the second place, portance than Latin and Greek. It 
higher education over emphasizes the turns out men and women with highly 
importance of original investigation trained powers, but often without the 
in comparison with intellectual or- spirit to use these powers in conscious 
ganization and distribution. Its re- service of the race. It is significant 
wards are for the investigator. It is that the church is expected to provide 
almost as much as a scholar's reputa- this spirit by conversion. In evolu
tion is worth to undertake to popular- tionary terminology the variations em
ize his knowledge. And yet the phasized and produced by higher 
successful distributor of knowledge education are socially advantageous 
performs a vastly more important only when they happen to be so. There 
social service than the average origi- is too much waste. In a word, higher 
nal investigator. Many college and edu£ation acts unconsciously as an 
univarsity professors hold their posi- ethnic force. It is still under the 

A NOTABLEill CHANGE IN THE MAGAZINE -
WORLD. 

The Popular Science Monthly, which was 
established in 1872 by the Appletons and 
which has at present the largest circulation 
of any scientific journal in the world, is now 
being edited by Professor James McKeen 
Cattell, of Columbia University, and pub
lished by McClure, Phillips & Co. Professor 
Cattell is well known as a psychologist and 
as the editor of "Science." 

THE WORD OF GOD. 

I hear a Babel, an alarm of tongues, 
And a wild whisper on the lips of :B'ear: 
"Say, will the ancient R:;fuge of the Soul 
Be broken down by rude irreverent hands?" 

Nay, fear not, for God's truth is secure
The Trutll, the high Truth of Humanity. 
It is the Light behind our broken light, 
The fire whereat men warm their wintry 

hearts. 

After the tug and roar of centuries, 
The ·word will still endure, immutable
Still through the sh~dow of the letter shina, 
As fire in ashes, as a star through cloud, 
As soul behind the body. Rest in peace. 

It will endure: no power can braak or bind 
Its inaccessible maj 'sty and might. 
It was anterior to Aldebaran; 
And will endure, impeccable and strong, 
And seraphs will climb onward in its light, 
When Earth has faded as a whirl of smoke, 
And the last sun withers in the wl'inkling 

skies. -Edwin Markham. 

In an exhaustive and clearly written analy
sis of "Child-Study and its Relation to Edu
cation," in the August Porum, Prof. G. 
Stanley Hall, of Clarke University, makes a 
strong plea for paidology. He examines the 
obj 'ctions advanced against the subjecting 
of children to reseaech, and points out that 
if tbe data needed are gathered by p!l.rents as 
an office of love, that in paidology, as in 
natural science, love and research strengthen 
instead of interfering with each other. He 
cites the help which the mispi·onunciations 
of children have giv Jn to the clearer under
standing of phonic laws and vowel changes, 
and points out various easy methods of gath
ering valuable data. 

THEY have had a dispute in England this 
year in regard to the date of E~ster. The 
astronomical full moon falls on April 15; the 
prayer book calendar says that if the full 
moon falls on Sunday, the following Sunday 
is Easter; so say the wiseacres, the legal 
Easter is April 22. But the prayer book 
table, distinguishing between the ecclesias
tical and the real moon, puts the full moon 
on Saturday, the. table makiog no pretense 
to astronomical exactness. Hence the per
plexity of the moonstruck bankers, espe
cially, who are in trouble to know which 
Monday is the legal bank holiday.-Ohicaqo 
Tribune. 

tions, not because they are teachers sway of natural evolution. It illus- ADDREssEs. 

but because they have hunted down trates the economy .of nature and not E. Keeler, Pacific Grove, California. 
some more or less important bit of the economy of mind.-Chicago Trib- E. L. Henson, care G. L. Gifford, corner 
knowledge. This is why some of the une, July 15, 1900. ~fo~t~e~~~~es and Mitchel streets, San Anto-
worst possible teaching may be found Arthur Allen, No. 2615 North Market 
in our universities. Some of us know street, St. L'Juis, Missouri. 
by painful experience that this is TO THE DEAF. Frank Criley, 609 Main street, Kansas City, 

Missouri. 
true. These two defects in higher A rich lady cured of her del!.hiess and Columbus Scott, 482 Scotten Avenue, De-
education an ethnic view will tend to noises il!l the h~d by Dr. Nichol~on's ~rtitl- troit, Michigan. 
remedy. cial Ear Dr\lmB, gave $10,000 to h1s Inst1iute, Alma C. Ba~more, 8 Waterloo Terrace, 

Among the progressive elements I so that deaf people unable to procure the Ear Toronto, Ontarw. 
. ll b d f h" h Drums, may have them free. Addres~ No., E. J. Goodenoul('h, Crosswell, Michigan. 

rightf'! Y to e expecte rom I~ .er 1 3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 E1ghth F. M. Cooper, No. 847 Twenty-first Street, 
educat1qn were cultured personalities ·· Avenue, New York. 27rly 1 Rock Island, Illinois. 
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E AI T 
"If ye continue in my word, then <~re ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the troth,· and the truth shall make you l:ree.''-John Bs 31, 32:, 

"Hearken to the wol.'d of the Loro1 for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife, and c=ubi.o.es he shall have none."-B. of M., page 116. 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOvV A, JULY 25; 1900. NO. 30. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
FRED'K M"'DISON SMn'II 

is not a polygamist, however, he says, and made upon it, and in spite of the disfavor it 
never has been. Neither is he in sympathy has fallen into Rway from home, the Mormon 

EDITOR with such practices. At the Hotel Seattle church was never so prosperous as at the 
Ass£s

1
'AN'r EmTon. yesterday he talked freely of his mission, present time. The tithing system, which 

which he says he feels sure will be successful. was allowed to lapse during- the times of de-

Herald. 

J. OSEPII LUF. E' } 
D. W. WIGH'r 

CmmEs1'oNDING EDrrcms. "There are nearly 30,000 eeceders from the pression, has again been called into action, 
orthodox Mormon church," he said, "These and a large amount of money is flowing into 
are divided into many small branches, but the ecclesiastical coffers. 

LAMONI, JULY 25, 1900. with the exception of one sect known as the "A new and vigorous set of men are in 
===================- Hendrickites, all are of what is known as the charge of affairs, and they are seeing to it 

Reorganized Church of the Latter Day Saints. that the people yield one tenth of all their 
Joseph Hendricks is the leader of what is gen- substance to the church. with the result that 
erally considered the most important branch prosperit-y is abundant. · This being true, it 
of the seceders, and his following is espe· is possible for the orthodox church to take 
cially strong in Missouri. All branches back the seceders and fulfill the prophecy of 
seceded because of the revelation Joseph Joseph Smit-h by building another city of 
Smith claimed to have had, directing him to Zlon at Independence. This, I believe, will 
establish the practice of plural marriages. all eventually be done, and during its prog

"MORMON CHURCH TO REUNITE." 

We have received from two sources 
clippings from the Seattle, Washing
ton, Post Intelligencer. It is similar to 
what occurred in the Chicago Record 
sometime in March last. We quote 
the one from the Intelligencer of July 
5:--

MORMON CRURCH TO REUNITE. 

"Five months ago President Snow, the ress the Mormon church will continue to 
head of the orthodox church, issued a roani- grow. It will never be a political body, and 
festo forbidding the further practice of po- was not during the Roberts campaign. It is 
lygamy. The people of Utah did not take for a Mormon first, of course, but that roan 

An event of as great importance to the the matter very seriously, for proclamations must be worthy." 
Saintly Mormon church as anything that has of a similar nature have been made before. Mr. Boardman expects to complete his 
bs,ppened since the followers of Brigham However, I wish to say t.hat polygamy is not work by Augus'~ 1, by which time he 
Young were driven from Nauvoo to Utah, is generally practiced in Utah. A few excep- says the other commissioners will be 
about to take place. The church split is to tions may be made among the older Mormons, through, when all will report to President 
be healed; the seceders are to be taken back but among the younger it has become a dead Snow, and in all probability a proclamation 
within the fold and the parent body of the letter. to a, united Mormon church will be issued 
organi:oat.ion, so it is said, is about to absorb shortly thereafter. 
all t.he off-shoot organizations, some ten in "When this manifesto reached the eyes of 
number, that split away from the orthodox the Hendrickites they sent two representa- Anyone acquainted with the under
church just before the killing of Prophet Jo- tives to confer with representatives of the hand methods pursued by the Utah 

h s · h T +h h h other branches of the Reorganized Church, 
sep mlt . Ln " ese outcasts, as t ey ave and the result was that commissioners were church to get before the world false 
been called for years past by the head org·ani- sent to Utah to confer with President Snow impressions which are intended to 
zation in Utah, are about 30,000 souls. They 
are scattered in little colonies in the western and the twelve apostles with a view to secur- place that church in a favorable ·nght 
st:>tes and across the line i.n Canada. Them- ing a coalition. . could readily guess the source of the 
selves not gi von to explaining the details of "The commissioners were given encourage- Intelligencer' 8 information, even if the 
their creed or the troubles of the church, it ment. '!'hey were assured that polygamy 
is not to be wondered at that it is not gener- was to be permanently eliminated from the reporter had not said that it came 
ally known there is a difference between the faith and that church officials would not from a "commissioner" from the Utah 
Mormons scattered about in little groups on countenance its resumption. The dissenters faction. The article abounds in mis
the western plains and the giant body that then asked that in case they should return to representations and false statements. 
holds rule in the state of Utah. Yet it is the fold they be given a representation in 
said that har'dly can it be found where any the apostles' quorum and the first presidency. We will notice a few briefly. 

of these scattered colonies can agree upon This demand has retarded negotiations some- In speaking of t.he '•offshoots" of 
points of their religion, and so they have what, but will eventually be settled satisfac- the ''orthodox" church, the article 

made settlements distant ft•om one another torily. says there were "some ten in numo 
where can practice and follow the die- "There are something like 3~0,000 Mor- ber, that split away from the ortho-
tates of own consciences. mons, and the seceders figure that with a 

Some five months ago a movement was repr~sentation of 30,000 they should be recog- dox church just before the killing of 
started in Utah, having as its object the ce- nized in some material way. Prophet Joseph Smith." Here his
menting together of all the branches or stubs "This reunion has long been sought by the tory has been misrepresented. The 
of the church. First came ~w order from orthodox Mormon church. One of the main , 'factions" did not come into existence 
President Snow, of the orthodox church in reasons, outside of a union of strength, is a 
Utah, forbidding the practice of polygamy little square of land owned by the Hendrick- until after the death of Joseph Smith, 
by any members of the church. This caught ites in the town of Independence, Missouri. ·when Joseph Smith was killed the 
the eye of the Beorganized Church and of the It fell to them when the main body of the church was intact. The factions 
sect known as the Hendrickite~, the two church .:,arne West, and it is the one spot were created by influential men reo 
strong"est offshoots of the old church, and a hallowed by Mormon tradition. The Mer-
correspondence ensued. mon church of Utah is desirous of securing belling against the usurpation of 

A month ago five commissioners from Presi- this tract, which can only be done by getting power by Young. Strang, Hedrick, 
dent Snow were appointed to visit in person the Hendrickites back into the church. Rigdon, William Smith, and others, 
the different colonies in the United States "If a prophecy made by Joseph Smith is refused to follow Brigham Young, 
and Canada and endeavor to bring about a ever fulfilled a Mormon temple will be 
reconciliation. The work has progressed far erected on this Fquare, and around it will be and each had followers. Every one 
onough at the present time, it is said, to war- built a cit.y of Zion. The Mormon authori- of those men were staunch supporters 
rant the assertion that a reunion will be had. ties in Utah are very anxious to have it for of Joseph Smith the Prophet when he 

Among the five commissioners delegated to their own, and on its account will grant was at the head of the church, and 
t.he work was Maxwell G. Boardman, of Salt more to the seceders than otherwise. 
Lake City, Utah, who arrived in Seattle yes- "The Hendrickites are aware of this factions came into existence because 
terday en route to pay a visit to two colonies prophecy and also of the desire of the ortho- Young and his adherents corrupte~ 
in British Columbia and one at Cardston, Al·· dox church to fulfill it, and, therefore, are the doctrines and practices of the 
berta. Mr. Boardman is s.rroed with full au- prepared to make their demands. As long church. And for this "commis
thodty from the head of the Mormon church as they hold on to this hallowed land thev 
to settle the differences. He has been have it in their power to fulfill or not fulfiil sioner" from Utah to represent to the 
through Wyoming and Montana, where he the prophecy. At the present time they are reporter of the Intelligenoer tha.t the 
says the branches of the Reorganized Church too poor as an organization, to carry out the . splits occurred before the deP,th of 
ure ready and willing to f!ook back to the wil~. of the pro~het,_even sh0l.J1d they desh:.e I Joseph Smith is but in · with 
fold. to !!O so, and tnererore the Utah ohureh l~ 

I only pne . I 
. sp1te of beet! 1 
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the Utah faction is the "orthodox" 
church. 

Not content with such distortion of 
the facts of history we are next pre
sented with another misrepresentation 
when the article states that the scat
tered factions are not given to explain
ing the ''details of their creed or the 
troubles of the church." In this way 
is it accounted for that the fact is not 
well known that there is a difference 
between the other factions and that 
of the Utah church. The untruthful
ness of this will be seen, when it is 
known that since 1860 there has been 
a paper published, one of the main 
objects of which has been to offset the 
pernicious doctrines presented by the 
church in Utah as religious principles. 
That paper is the official organ of the 
Reorganized Church, the HERALD. 
'l'he elders of the Reorganized Church 
have for years tried to get the elders 
of the Utah church to debate in public 
the differences existing between them. 
Until recently they have been unsuc
cessful, the Utah people absolutely 
refusing to meet us. We have noth
ing to conceal, they have. That is 
why they will not meet our men. 

We are told that when President 
Snow abolished (?) the practice ·of 
polygamy that "correspondence en
sued" between the Utah church and 
the Reorganized Church and the Red
rickites looking to a union. We can
not say whether the Hedrickites did 
or not; but as for the Reorganized 
Church, we can say that we have had 
no correspondence whatever on the 
question with the Utah people. And 
we can say farther that polygamy is 
not the only issue between the Reor
ganization and the Utah people. We 
do not believe that polygamy is a 
dead issue; for, from statements made 
by their elders and in their official or
gans, we are of the opinion that the 
doctrine is held to yet, though not 
openly, as a sacred institution. If it 
were abolished, forever abolished, the 
differences between that church and 
this would be far from settled. The 
Utah church has taught and does yet 
teach many things other than po
lygamy which we believe to be 
diametrically opposed to the teach
ings of the Bible or of Joseph Smith. 
Polygamy is one of the issues, but 
not the only one contested by the 
Utah people and us. 

Joseph Hendricks, we are told, is 
the leader of the strongest branch of 
seceders. That's a new one on us. 
We never heard of the man. 

''All branches seceded," we are 
told, "because of the revelation Jo
seph Smith claimed to have had, di
recting him to establish the practice 
of plural marriages." That's exactly 
one of the points our elders have been 
anxious to debate publicly with the 
polygamists. The elders of the Reor
ganization are con:fiqeqt they can show 

'!e' 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

that Joseph Smith never claimed to 
have had such a revelation, that the 
"claim" was made first about eight 
years after Joseph Smith was killed 
at Carthage. If Joseph Smith ever 
went on record on the question of 
polygamy, it was in opposition to the 
condemnable practice. He did con
demn it in unmistakable language. 

As to the statement that the Hend
rickites (Hedrickites) "sent two rep
resentatives to confer with represen
tatives of the other branches of the 
Reorganized Church," with the result 
that commissioners were sent to Utah 
to confer with the authorities there 
we will say this: 'rhe Hedrickites did 
send representatives to us, and they 
also sent representatives to Utah. 
The Reorganization, however, con
ferred only with the Hedrickites. 
This church sent no cornrnissioner-s to 
Utah with a view to sec'ur-ing a coalition. 
We have sent elders to Utah, but 
they have gone as missionaries with 
the object of converting those people 
by preaching to them, not to negoti" 
ate terms of coalition. 

Now -as for the numbers of the 
Reorganized Church. The article 
says there are in the aggregate out
side the Utah church 30,000; but the 
Reorganized Church alone numbers 
about 44,000 actual members. The 
Recorder's books showed last March 
an actual membership of 43,824, as 
shown by his report to conference in 
April. Thus one can easily figure 
that by the most conservative esti
mates the Reorganization wields an 
influence among not less than 100,000 
people, and we believe that such esti
mate is more conservative than that 
which places the numbers of the Utah 
church above 200,000. 

We have touched but "a few of the 
misrepresentations of the article in 
the Intelligence1·. There are many 
others which we will not take the 
space to answer. We have presumed 
that the Intelligencer- was misinformed 
by the wily commissioner from Utah; 
but does it care to make matters right 
by presenting to its readers the true 
situation? 

PRESIDENT SMITH IN DETROIT. 

President Joseph Smith has been 
quite well received by the press of 
Detroit. In the Detroit Evening 
News, for July 14, is printed ;om "in
terview," which quite fairly repre
sents him in his views. It also 
contains a fairly representative cut of 
President Smith. The News says in 
part:-

News reporter. "In the doctrine of cove
nants it status: 'We declare that we believe 
that one man ~hould have one wife, and one 
woman but one husband.' 'l'his was the 
original Mormon boliof, and was accepted by 
all until August 2\J, 1852, when Bt•igham 
Young declared for polygamy. 'l'he Jlrst ser
mon was preached in its favor the same day 
by Orson Pratt. None of my family accepted 
thi~ teaching, and I soon began to work as a 
missionary against the spread of the obuox
i.ous creed. 

"I was born at Kirtland, Ohio, November 
6, 1832. My fa,mily moved to Illinois in 1839. 
I was educated in the public schools. In 
18-14 f:1ther, the originator of the Mor-
mon was killed. A press was destroyed 
at Nauvoo, and [ather with sixteen others were 
arrested for riot. They obtained baiJ, but 
were soon after arreuted for treason. They 
wet·e confined in the Carthage ja.il. Before 
being· tried a mob assembled, and both Jo
seph Sm.lth and hls brother were shot .. When 
I came of age I took up the cm,ade 
polygamy. My followers then 
::lOO. Now there are 50,000 baptized believm·s. 
f live at Lamoni, where I have been 
editor of the 8oiint8' for ~!0 years. I 
have been to Utah four times as a missionary 
against polygamy." 

SCHWEINFURTH HAS RECANTED. 

George Jacob the 
Rockford Messiah, has that 
he was a much deluded man, l:l,nd has 
turned squarely about on many of the 
doetrines advocated by him, and ls 
now a disciple of Mrs. Eddy. His 
"heaven" he has abandoned, and his 
community will follow him into Chris· 
tian Science. In telling why he left 
the "church triumphant," he says, as 
reported by the Chicago Tritnme:--

I am naturally a man of revolutionary ideas, 
especially as to social and commercial ques
tions. I believe in the order that existed in 
the early Christian church---they had all 
t,hings in common. I do not believe the Holy 
Ghost made a mistake. Worldly minded men 
can not conceive such a condition as J e8us and 
the apoetles sought and found. Whereas I 
lacked respect in a great degree for the soeial 
ins1;Uu tion of marriage, I came to view lt in a 
different light and regard as the 
most nearly heavenly thing on earth. to the 
question of community of goods, that is some· 
thing that will have to be worked out by so
ciety. It is a state where selfishness is at the 
lowest possible ebb. It seems the highest 
possible attainment of the spirit oi altruism. 
'ro insist on such a spirit now would shut one 
out from the world at large and minimize 
one's usefulness. 

I never have claimed to be t,he Messiah. 
My people have had a way of speaking of me 
in that sense, but; I never· have claimed it or 
taug·ht it, except in the sense that it is given 
to all men to be divine. Our plan was that of 
the cady Christian ehurch--of having all 
things in common. 

Although we were a large household, we 
had few incidents to mar the general 
nes&. I ehanged my ideas becauBe I saw 
the animo.eity of the community towat·ds 
what was Wl'Ongly considered our standard of 
conduct brought many experiences. 
It is easier to be wrong right. 

This is a day of '•Messiahs." 
"We are known as Jose phi tes, while the come forth claiming to be Christ or 

people of Utah are called Brig·hamites," some of his anaels, as Gabriel, etc. 
Elder Joseph Smith, president of the Heor- ,., 
ganized Church of Latter Day Saints, told Usually their influence is not extended; 
the News. He is in Detroit to proselyte for but in the case of the "Rockford Mes" 
his church, and says the Latt~r. Day Saints , the influence wielded by him 
are the descendants of the or1gmal church. . -.:::1 "We differ from the Mormons in that we do was qmte powerful to an extent. .L e 
not believe in polygamy," he explail:led to ;;1, . held his followers with peculiar 
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is his influence among them 
have swallowed their pride 

and have followed him into a new re-
ligion. 'l'hose cannot but feel 
wounded and to think how 
they have been deluded in paying di-
vine to a man, one who now 
claims to a man of "revolutionary 
ideas." They have unitedly ad-
hlitted their error, their confidence 
in the man is that they follow 
him even now. 

It is well that the Bible has told us 
so how the Savior will appear 
a,t second else we might 
be deceived the pretenders. 
Well Bible believers, how-
ever, are not usually imposed upon. 

It is for us to see by such as 
the movement, how 
easy it is for people to be deluded. 
It also aids to appreciate somewhat 
the of the Jews in rejecting 
the They believed him an 

as we believe and know 
and others are who 

claim now to be Christ. We can bet-
ter too, by these incidents 
how was the faith of those 
who the of humanity 

divine in the Savior of 
who came as did other men. 

instances of the pretenders 
the matter and we 
materia,! In thinking 

the the ha.ppenings and 
of old times become 

somewhat ethereal in our minds, and 
we think of Christ as a divine and all 

being, one who unfailingly 
and face of undenia

W e are inclined to for-
that was a, man like as are we, 

and we wonder it took faith and a 
revelation from to ground those 
of his time in the belief that he was 
Christ. Then we are reminded of his 
human garb, his even his tempta

and understand why many 
while few 

of the flesh 
and subject to human conditions, it 
indeed took a faith strengthened from 
above to recognize his heavenly attri
butes and mission. It enhances the 

of the faith of the old time 
saints thus see and our own faith 
is at the same time and our 
hopes Surely he 

will come to 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

President Smith, under date 
of Det:roi t, Mich., 
as 

The papers of the city forecasted my proba
ble course as a preacher and divined that I 
would measure some of the differences be
tween our Utah friends and ourselves as 
churches. So, my work being cut out for 
me, at 10:30 yesterday morning I proceeded 
t,o show our attitude toward the church in 

by presenting our reasons for holding 
monogamous r!!,ther thv,!J, to 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

plural. There were six Utah elders includ
ing Wood, Adams, Condie, and. Dotson, ln 
line to hear me. I felt well, had excellent 
liberty, and my effm·t was well received. 
How received by the Utah contingent, I do 
not know. 

I spoke again in the evening toe, house full. 
Among the auditors was Prof. McChesney, 
professor of languages in one of the leading: 
universities of the state, now retired from 
active teaching. He was passing, dropped 
in, became interested, and stayed to hear, I 
was introduced to him at the close. He 
stated he would attend tonight. 

It was very warm all day. The ha,ll was 
crowded. 

Under date of July 4, Bro. A. N. 
Bishop writes from Cardiff, Wales, as 
follows:-

We have had large congregations listening 
to us on the high ways with good attention. 
We have sown the seed, and leave the result 
.with our heavenly Father. I hope in due 
season we may reap. What I need very 
badly is a good supply of tracts on "The E'irst 
Principles of the Gospel," to give to the mul
titudes on the street. Is it possible to get a 
supply? I believe there may be some people 
in the church in America from Wales who, 
in their love for the land of their birth, will 
be willing to send me a good supply for the 
summer months. It is rather hard to reach 
the people, and the ·only sucuessful way is by 
out-door preaching; and if we had a good 
supply of church literature to distribute 
freely among the people it might bear some 
precious fruit. , 

On July 16, Bro. C. J. Hunt writes 
from Deloit, Iowa:-

I have been cheered and blessed in my labors 
as bishop. As a general rule I find the Saints 
prospering and feeling hopeful in the Mas· 
ter's cause. Letters of substantial worth and 
abiding faith and confidence in the final 
triumph of the great latter-day work reach 
me from many points of the district. 

Bro. E. L. Henson writes from San 

the Beardstown, 
sent us Elder L 

t,ha,t he ha,s sue
his lectures and 
edition of tb.at 

he Is ''a,t 

Antonio, Texas, July 15, as follows:-
11 

On July 5, bade farewell to loved ones, and I 
with a sad heart left for my mi~sion field, 
southwestern Texas. Though sad to leave the , we 
loved ones, yet I wa~ glad that we could make that Bro. J. A. 'ranner has 
the sacrifice of separation for the gospel's in that to :refute 
sake. I met Bro. Sheppard on the train, and . h" 
we had a pleasant journey to l<"t. Worth, ments t, at : 'Latt~r 
where we arrived about five p.m. We met Sr. a, branch of the 1\1o:rmons r~nd 
J enn:l;' Mc¥'ar}and, and could not resist her have discarded polygamy." He 
pressmg mv1tation t? supper. Met Bro. the readers of the Advertiser 
McFarland, of St. Loms, and sp&mt the even- t ' . d '"h t ·we 
ing pleasantly with him. In the evening we uO un<:-erstan ~ a 
left for Coldwater, Texas, near where the hne of u"''""'<'""'"u, 
Texas Central district conference conven~d gives a brief but, concise 
next day. On the tenth went to San A~tomo, 'Ghe church and out some 
where I met Br·o. I. P. Baggerly. Ram has d.ff . , b d h U h 
hindered our meetings, but we will labor to- I erence et,ween us a1n t e ta. 
gether in this mission, and desire the co- Mormons. 
operation of the Saints and friends, that the 
work may prosper. 

Elder H. E. Moler writes from 
Pecatonica, IlL, July 18:-

Bro. A. J. Keck and myself are at this 
point engaged in tent work, and are havin~? 
fair interest. We will continue as long as 
the prospect is encouraging. The ra!.na have 
hindered us some. 

EDITORIAL iTEMS. 

We wish to call the attention of the 
readers of the HERALD to Bro. Kel
ley's article in this issue on ''Clark 
Braden's Indorsements." He shows 
up the weakness of Mr. Braden's po· 
sition, in strong language. Bro. 
White also has something tQ on 
the que~ti,orJ iu his letter, 

by Herman 
from Business," by Townsend v;.;nucu"'" 

"The American Psychic Atmosphere," by 
Charles Johnst.on, M.H. A.S; ''Some An
tiquity in America," by Frances Hart; "The 
Expansion of Life," by K. L. Butter-
field; "Tbe Inner of the Settlement," by 
Ma,y Brown Loomis; "Women as School Offi-
cers," Dus,ne LL. and "Sex in 

by A. L. 25 cm1t~ 
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Oriqinal 
CLARK BRADEN'S INDORSEMENTS. 

If there was before 
the part of the readers 
as to the Rev. Clark Braden 
the indorsement of his 
asked by Elder I. N. 
Reorganized Church, 
must be dispelled by 
attempt of Mr. 
White's demand as shown in Mr. 
Braden's circular of himself now upon 
our table. In this circular is found 
the opinion of Mr. Braden of himself 
to be that he is a verv man ttnd 
a wonderful "sound in Chris
tain doctrine and 
methods; but the seems to 
be in getting anybody else to say so. 

Elder White, who has held several 
debates with Clark Braden and 
learned at the conclusion of these 
debates that the Christian 
bellite) people whom Mr. Braden 
claimed to represent, were in the 
habit of turning around aJ; close of 
the debate and saying 'Ghat Bn:tden 
was not sound in the faith in their 
church anyway, and that 
not responsible for what he 
last January made an 
this child's play work, 
that before he could 
Braden further as a 
that he present an 
the accredited representatives of his 
own church· as follows: "1. That 
he [Braden] is sound in the faith as 
they hold and teach it. 2. 'rhfiJt he 
is a Christian gentleman to an oppo
nent." Had not Mr. Braden at
tempted to comply with this 
the claim might have been made 
some show of propriety that White 
did not care to debate, and therefore 
made this demand. But White 
seems to have measured his man to 
exactness. Of all the 
efforts at indorsement 
Mr. Braden, not one 
sound in the faith as that 
holds and teaches it; or that 
Christian gentleman to an 
If Mr. Braden undertook to 
with the demand of Elder 
this failure, if he is sound 
faith as the Christians 
hold and teach it, and 
gentleman to an 
tirely too weak for 
Christian Evangelist, as 
represents him, to say: "'rhere is no 
doubt but that the church to which 
he belongs would him a certifi-
cate of Christian ~,s as 
any Mormon elder or representative 
Mormon could secure." Well, if ever. And 
would do so, why don't do vocl'!Jtes of any 
Mr. Editor of the Evangelist, and end l does not 
the matter. A certificate of Christian 
ch~r~J;cter woqJ,d to ' 

it. Then why 
among ourselves? 

to eye." 
so far 

is the writer 
he has more 

to let his promise 
and take the conse

quences, and has there let it rest, till 
another sermon the subject has 

and upon re
the promise 
the prompt
. to write, 

After 

is 
12: 1-4), 
because 
me not, 

<:OJOJv<:JJC\UO;jU," etc. ; 
one scripture to 

the conclusion that when 
"Into hands I corn

descended to 
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locat1on of in order to recon-
cile Jesus' words to the thief 
those to Nicodemus in John 3: 5, 
then turned to the and said to 
the audience, "Bro. Thomas will tell 
you that that thief was a fol
lower of Christ." What WB,s to be 
done? To would be to 
surrender honest convictions. To :re
ply in the gentlest manner, would be 
to leave the hearers of the 
world) to say, "Dissension. And 
yet these things of no 

It may be said that. wfl,s so 
that it does not need any 
now. Twice since have we 
to a discourse, on district 
occasions, when the 
paradise in the 
next door to 
Jesus from 
without ; also to make 
ble the conversation :recorded 
16 as 
Abraham 

what is 
call at 
three 
these 

ThreJe 
of the 

Acts 8 declares th:JJt after the 
tif:;m of the 

48i 
world's congress in 

Christi:J,ns of America, agree among your
~elv~s, and then come over and convert us 
neatnens. 

Jesus 
Father, ... I pray not for the world, but 

for them which thou hast given me ... out 
of the wm~ld, that they all may be one, as 
thou, F~J,ther, art in me, and I in thee. 

But say, "These are non-essen-
is considered a non

essential nearly all the Christian 
world. We must be one as God and 
Christ are one. Who ever read of the 
Father and t;he Son disagreeing on 
nonessentials? In bonds, 

0. B. THOMAS. 

THE ROCK. 

In the Saints' Herald of .June 13, I 
find an a,:rticle under the above cap
tion. One reason why I presume to 
notice in this manner, is because 
in times I have read in the Herald 

articles bearing upon the 
which ran in the same 

subject matter of our theme 
rock" - is one that should 

handled, because our 
depends entirely upon 

being firmly placed upon the 
which Jesus himself built 

He assuredly did not build upon 
himself, further than the position he 

as the chief corner stone of 
of the church he built. 

chief cause for this writing is 
the fact that in the articles 

to, tbe eternal Father 
no credit for anything 

his revealment to Peter 
of .Jesus Christ." This 

objects Jesus had in 
the minds of his apostles 
he held this conversation, 

as shown his closing request. But 
it wa1s not the only one, which may 

be observed by reading and 
the full expression of the lan-

gua,ge u;;ed; and to my mind it does 
not need any deep grammaljcal con

from the fact that the minds 
he was speaking to were 

as the most ignorant 
Jewish nation. The other 
Jesus wished to and did 

was, that the church 
he was to build would be built 

him in full accord with the revealed 
of his Fa,ther unto him; and I am 

somewhat at the manner in 
which those spoken of who dare 
believe that the revealed will of God 
the Father is the rock upon which 
Jesus the Christ built his church, and 
tha,t Jesus, as the divine builder, 
was the chief corner stone in the for
mative structure of that church. 

Jesus was not the rock spoken of in 
the a,nswer to Peter, upon which that 
structure was built. Jesus never 
made such a claim, neither did his 

who received their instruc-
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And are built 
apostles and 
being the corner 

the foundation of the 
Jesus Chdst himself 

in whom all the 
building fitly framed 
an holy temple in the 
LT. 

"~·•=••'·" unto 
2:20, 21, 

J<"'or other foundation can no man than 
that is laid, whieh is Jesus Cor. 
iJ: 11, I. T. 

Jesus ''U oon this rock I will 
build my ;; and he beeame the 
chief corner stone in the foundation of 
t,hat What is a fmi.ndation? 
'I'he basis or lower of an t'ldifice. 
'I' his is the Jesus 
was to build a The 
basis or foundation o.f this church was 
eternal The Jirst basic 

other words the first 
course is faith in 
our Lord Jesus Christ. Hi: 31.) 
And this first course in the foundation 
is one solid stone, beneath 
all the walls and corners of build-
ing to be erected, thus in 
fact the chief corner stone. The re·· 
mainder of this founda,tion is com

in the several courses, of the 
from dead 

in water for the :re-
mission of of the of 
hands for the va''"""''+i 

Ghost, of the resurrection of the 
and of the eternal 
6: 1, 21, six fundamental 
C()urses in this foundation. 

This foundation was laid upon a 
which cannot be sha,ken. The 

revealed will of arc hi-
teet of this we must 

''without faith 
him" 

will to his first 
Son who became the great 

of 'Ghis church. The above 
described foundation built upon this 
rock became the foundation of the 

and 
We are 

revelations of 
away back in the 
formation of this ea.rth was 
and its purposes 
mind of God as a residence for man, 
in the council that was Jesus, 

and besL of the sons of 
chosen to become 

to his 
Jesus t)hen 
work he had been 
all this for th(~ benefit 
the of God. 
Son of I read: ·--

and 
of man and 

of this 

SAINTSj HERALD. 

All things were made by him, and with· 
out him was not anything made which was 
made.-John 1:3, I. T. 

During all the formative part of 
this work,· and indeed until the time 
appointed for his coming to this earth 
to perform. the work which would be
come necessary for the redemption of 
mankind from the effects of the fall of 
Adam., he, Jesus, had had the com
panionship and counsel of his 
heavenly Father. The question then 
naturally arises, when Jesus came to 
earth for the purpose of redeeming 
man from. the effects of the fall, and 
also to establish a plan by which man
kind might by obedience to the re
quirements of that plan be brought 
back to the presence of and an eternal 
inheritance with God, did Jesus do 
all that he done here entirely upon 
his own volition, based upon his re
membrance of that which he had 
learned before? The answer comes 
through the voice of prophecy, the 
history of events as they transpired 
and his own word, he did not. God, 
speaking of the coming of Jesus to 
Mosas, said:-

I will raise them up a Prophet from among 
their brethren, like unto thee, and will put 
my words in his mouth; and he shall speak 
unto them all that I shall command him.
Deut, 18: 18, I. T. 

When Jesus began to be about 
thirty years of age, and had passed 
through the door into the sheep
fold,-

Then Jesus was led up of the Spirit, into 
the wilderness, to be with God. And when he 
had fasted forty days and forty nights, and had 
communed wit.h God, he was afterwards an 
hungered, and was left to be tempted of the 
deviL-Matt. 4:1, 2, L T. 

And Satan found himself com
pletely nonplussed. 

For this purpose the Son of God was mani
fested, that he might destroy the works of 
the devil.-1 John 3:3, I. T. 

We discover that Jesus held com
munion with God for forty days and 
forty nights. In this time we have a 
right to presume he had received his 
instruction in regard to his mission 
here and its final outcome, as may be 
discovered from his teachings to his 
disciples and others,-

For I can of mine own self do nothing; be
eause I seek noG mine own will, but the will 
of the Father who hath sent me.-John 5: 31, 
I. T. 

I<'or I came down from heaven. not to do 
mine own will, but the will of him that sent 
me.-Johu 6: as. 

My doetrine is not mine, but his that sent 
me. If any man will do his will, he shall 
know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, 
or whether I speak of myself. He that 
speaketh of himself seeketh his own glory; 
but be that seeketh his glory that sent him, 
t,he same is true, and no unrighteousness is 
in bim.--John 7: 16-18. 

And the Father himself who sent me, hath 
borne witness of me.-John 5:38. 

Then said Jesus unto them, When ye have 
lifted up the Son of Man then shall ye know 
that I am he, and that I do nothing of myself; 
but as my Father hath taught me, I speak 
these things. And he that sent me is with 
me; the Father hath not left me alone; for I 

do always those things that please him . ..:._ 
John 8:28, 29, I. T. 

Ye have heard how I st~id unto 
awiby, and come 
me, ye would 
the ]'ather; for 
-John 14:28, I. . 

These are the 
Christ, as given us 
loved disciple; and is no evi-
dence in them that he was the 
of anything he either said or 
but gave all the glory '~o his 
God. All power has been given t,o 
Jesus by the 11-.,ather, that he may ac
complish all that his Father gave him 
to do. 

For he must reign, till he hath put all ene-
mies under his feet. The last death, 
shall be destroyed. lJ'or be saith, it is 
manifest that he bath put all things under 
his feet, and all things are under, he is 
excepted of the l!-,ather who all things 
under him, And when shall be 
subdued unto him, then shall Son also 
himself be subject unto him that put all 
things under him, that God riiay be all in all. 
-1 Cor. 15: 25-28, L T. 

It would be 
follow the writers 
the sake of argument, because re
vealed will and purposes of God are 
firm, and steadfast as the rock of 
ages, and never can be thwarted nor 
set aside; but will be in 
his own due time, and the of 
hell shall not prevail 

WILI~TAM HAWKINS, 
Vome, Missouri. 

THE COLLEGE. 

While my anxiety is not in the least 
abated concerning the of 
the college debt, as well as the needed 
increase of patronage which would 
put it in a situation to be self·sustain-
ing, or more I must confess 
that so far as the I had 
to do in the way of 
scriptions, or even 
is waning. I have as yet 
few who are in a financial 
to help, and still fewer 
able ones) who are in 
it, I am fearful t,hat the 
I shall be able to make 
toward lifting the burden. 

courage 
with so 

condition 
the 

with 
wb.ich 

do little 

It is strange to me that those who 
profess so great love for the work of 
the Lord in these latter would 
rather see the college after the 
outlay that has 
allowing what has been 
to be a total waste, or 
make an effort to assist in 
they have not approved. 

I have met but one young man who 
intends to take a college course since 
the conference. I solicited his pat
ronage, not only for the sake of 
strengthening the college so far as 
the patronage of one would go, but 
gave as still more considerate reasons, 
the great benefits to be derived for 
this life, as well as for from 
the most excellent 
and spiritual influence 
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moni. While this young brother 
expressed a ready willingness to con· 
sider this opportunity while making 
choice of a place to complete his al· 
ready well begun education, the de· 
cision would very naturally and 
properly, too, rest with his father, 
who, though a warm friend and helper 
of the church work, is not himself a 
member. I felt it wiser to leave the 
suggestion for the brother himself to 
present to his father. So can only 
hope for the best. 

I have yet only one $12.50 subscrip
tion on my paper. Of course I shall 
keep trying. It is possible better 
success may attend before the year 
ending March 1, 1901, shall roll 
around. Shall send in the very small 
personal donation promised soon as 
possible. I can, further, only pray 
our heavenly Father to move upon 
the hearts of his people to awake to a 
sense of their whole duty. 

It is with this as with the "redemp
t.it:m of Zion." While many would 
like to see the work 
and are praying for it, and expect to 
be there, few seem to realize the por
tion of the work that rests upon thern. 
Nor is this to be so much wondered 
at, when we behold the lament,able 
lethargy in the church. So many are 
passive members not seeming to 
think that anything is required of 
them as workers in the kingdom of 
God. Content with having obeyed 
the gospel. Safe within the fold, 
with nothing t,o do. In 1 Corinthians 
3: 8-Hi, we learn that "every man 
shall receive his own reward accord
ing to his own labor," and that there 
is such a thing as mere salvation in 
the great day of final accounts with
out any reward. '•But he himself 
shall be saved so as by fire." 

I know that many feel that they 
took no part in the voice of the church 
in General Conference, by which the 
building of the college was provided 
for, and hence nothing should be ex
pected of them toward sustaining it. 
While, in a sense, this may be strictly 
true, they seem to forget that their 
allegiance to God, and consequent af· 
filiation to the church, places them 
under any obligation. They seem to 
forget that the precious promise of 
the Savior, that t.he giver of a cup of 
cold water in the name of a disciple, 
should be rewarded, covers also the 
ground of reward for every gift to the 
cause of Christ and the interest of 
humanity. They seem to forget that 
their reward will be according to the 
work done, both in kind and amount. 
Instead of thinking, "How much can 
I do?" the inquiry seems to be, "How 
little may I do?" Actions 
louder th::m words. 

Again, many of us seem to think 
that it is not of us to give 
more than that we can conveniently 
spare after our own wants are all sup· 

plied. In Psalms 50: 5, we read: 
'·Gather my saints together unto me: 
those who have made a covenant with 
me by sacrifice." If we make no sac
rifice, will we be gathered? No won
der the Savior represented the "king· 
dom of heaven," (not the world,) as 
''five wise and five foolish." I wonder 
sometimes if those whose generous 
hearts so abundantly give, not only to 
church work, but to suffering hu· 
manity, not knowing the truth, will 
not finally receive a greater reward 
than the children of the kingdom, who 
are making no sacrifice. 

0 that God would send the convinc
ing power of the Holy Spirit into the 
heart of every one of his Saints, until 
there shall not be one who does not 
realize the responsibility resting upon 
him. 0. B. THOMAS. 

RAnm:.n'F, 0., July 14. 

POND CREEK, Okla., July 12. 
. Editors Herald:-We closed our tent meet· 

ings at Morrison, Oklahoma, fore part of 
June, and through the kindness of Bro. S. T. 
Button moved to Blackwell, where a pressing 
invitation had bsen extended for more than 
a year by Ern. W. H. Bivens and W. D. Me 
Knight. Five were baptized at Morrison. 

A two week's stay in Blackwell resulted in 
one baptism, Mrs. Grace Taylor, Shawnee, 
Oklahoma, an excellent lady, and one whom 
we helieve will be useful to the cause. Others 
there are "not far from the kingdom." 

A liberal advertising by Bro. McKnight 
placed our position before many. The epitome 
appeared in each issue of the Daily Spoon for 
one week. n·was in one of the weeklies be
sides other items of favorable mention. Bro. 
and Sr. A. F. Lambert added to the comfort 

·of our stay by their characteristic hospitality. 
While there had the pleasure of meeting 

Bro. E. L. Basket.t and family, formerly of 
Knob Noster, Missouri, but now of Nardin, 
Oklahoma. Found them firm in the faith, 
and zealous for the spread of the gospel. He 
had secured the Christian church for a series 
of meetings, but a revival by theM. Es. ne
cessitated a postponement till after our re
union in August. 

We removed to Pond Creek, June 27. Ern. 
Case and Aylor had ·held a meeting in the 
country near here, baptizing four. Brn. An
drew Crofford, A. E. Shaw, and Jos. Cooper 
live near here, and Bro. Shaw had made a 
good impression for the work by replying to 
an attack on the faith made by Rev. Monday 
of the Campbellite Church. Bro. Shaw made 
a good defense of the faith, and offered to 
furnish a man to discuss, but the Reverend 
gentleman refused. 

Ern. Case and Aylor went west into Dewey 
county, leaving Bt·o. R. W. Davis and writer 
with tent., we were joined later by Bro. S. S. 
Smith. 

The minlsters of Pond Creek made a house 
to house can vas, telling the people to stay 
away from our meetings. It was very ef-

fectual, but we repaired to the street and 
told the story there. Had good hearing. 
Rev. Mr. Laird of the M. E. Church pitched 
into.us, and went away, no doubt, convinced 
that controversy don't pay. He was so of· 
fensive in his methods that the police invited 
him to hush. As a result of the skirmish the 
Christian minister told his congregation we 
routed theM. E, Reverend, and said, "Those 
boys are on to their job." Our first street 
preaching, but we enjoyed it, and feel well in 
the conflict. 

We moved the tent on the 7th five miles 
southeast, near Bro. Shaw's, where we are 
having small but interested congregations. 

Our hearts were made sad indeed, Friday 
the 6th, when we received a telegram calling 
us to Kingfisher to preach the funeral of our 
beloved and faithful brother, Elder Stephen 
Butler. With the death of Bro. Butler the 
church loses one of its most faithful, devoted 
members. Nowhere will this loss be more 
keenly felt than in Oklahoma. When there was 
means needed to sustain the work, Bro. Butler 
was the first to come to t,he relief. When 
there must be some one to take the elders to 
the extreme east or west of the Territory, 
Bro. Butler was ready with horse and buggy 
to respond to the demand, in cold or heat . 
When there was some one needed to fill an 
appointment, far or near, Bro. Butler was 
ready to go. For months he kept up a regu
lar appointment twenty miles from home. 
Bro. J. R. Lambert opened the work fif
teen miles southeast in '93, baptizing a few; 
and from that time till his death, he missed 
but few times filling his appointment there 
the first Sunday in each month. He filled 
his regular appointment just five days before 
his death, preaching from 1 Thessalonians 4: 
13-18, his favorite theme. Death came unex
pectedly. He was well and cheerful till one p. 
m., July 6, when he complained of a pain in 
his stomach and laid down on the sofa. A 
physician was summoned, kind hands did all 
in their power, but the messenger had come 
to bear his noble spirit away. He passed 
peacefully away at 1: 30 p. m. 

Don't forget time and place of our reunion, 
four miles east, two and one half south of 
Hennessy, Oklahoma, on Rock Island railway, 
August 3 to 13. A boarding tent will be on 
ground to accommodate all who come, at ac· 
tual cost. In bonds, 

W. S. MACRAE. 

Permanent address, Box 155, Blackwell, 
Oklahoma. 

BRIDGEPORT, Wash., July 9. 
Editors Herald:-I have been looking in 

vain for five or six years for an elder to come. 
I have done all circumstances would permit 
to set the gospel before the people. We 
have here a large, prosperous country in 
which the gospel has never been preached, 
I understand that the gospel is to be preached 
to all nations be-fore the Savior comes. I am 
not an elder, but if one of our men comes I 
will do all in my power to start the work 
here. 

I am not ashamed of the gospel of my Lord 
and Savior. Have not heard a sermon for 
years, and am getting lonesome. I have had 
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great evidence of the latter-day gospel. 
It is a great source of comfort to me to hear 
of souls being born into the kingdom of God. 

If an elder comes to Spokane he can come 
by rail to Coulee City, and thence by stage to 
Bridgeport •. 

I ask the prayers of the Saints that I may 
be faithful and be the means of bringing 
many souls into the kingdom of God. 

Your brother, 
J. W. WHITLEY. 

CAYUCOO, Cal., July 11. 
Editors Herald:-Since my last appoint

ment I have been in new territory where the 
gospel has never been preached, and the only 
thing the people have ever heard about the 
Latter Day Saints is ''Mormonism" as taught 
by the Brighamites. The first thing I have 
to do is to show them that Brighamism is no 
part of the restored gospel, and that we have 
no connection or affinity with them. Now, 
this may sound strange to people in the East, 
for I thought before coming here that the 
Herald was giving the Brighamites a great 
deal of free advertising; but now I see that the 
people do know of but one Latter Day Saint 
Church. To be sure there has been so much 
published that -everybody ought to know the 
difference between the Reorganization and 
Brighamism; but I find hundeeds of people 
who have heard of but one "Mormon" church, 
and that was Brighamism. 

The Lord has opened the way for me to 
enter in and occupy. I have found open doors 
everywhere. Although prejudice is very 
strong against me, there are those that have 
the courage of their convictions, and will stand 
by me in my defense of the truth. They say 
that I come to them with an open Bible, and 
only ask them to believe just what they have 
always professed to believe, the Bible. The 
reason the reverends warn their flocks to stay 
away is because they are afraid of the open 
Bible, and fear that the weakness of their 
creeds will be made manifest. One man, an 
apostle of the ''Holiness" faith, challenged me 
to discuss the differences between us, he to 
affirm that church organization was not nec
essary, and that water baptism was not essen
tial to salvation. We agreed for six nights 
discussion, Bro. H. H. D:ana acted as time 
keeper and moderator fo;· both of us. The 
reverend was so sure of his posit.ion that he 
did not want anybody to represent him, he 
was able to take care of himself. Al; the 
close of the second night he failed to fill out, 
his time, and acknowledged to the audience 
that he was "knocked out," and vmuld not 
continue the debate any f<u·tber. 

I perhaps exceeded my authority in accept
ing a challenge without conferring with the 
missionary in charge, but it was such a good 
chance to g·et the truth before the peopl€3 
t.hat I accepted his challenge and took the 
chances of being reprimanded by my superior. 

I am now in the coast range of mountains, 
and I find them full of people who are willing 
to hear. It will be necessary for me or some 
one else to go over '6he same territory again, 
for the gospel seems so new to them that they 
want a little time to invest,igate. Wherever I 
have been the people are anxious for me to 

SA tNTS~ RERAt:O. 
come back. I have promised that I would or 
send some one else. 

Before starting out on my mission this time 
I had a very impressive dream. I was fishing 
alone, and caught so many fish that I could 
not carry them. I had them strung on a rod 
o~ iron about a quarter of an inch in diameter. 
I brought the ends of the rods together, and 
then could not carry them. I called to a 
young man who was passing to come and help 
me, he came, and together we walked away 
with the fish. I will know the young man 
when I see him, but I have not caught the 
the fish yet. Feel confident that I shall, for 
I have never dreamed of catching fish that I 
did not baptize some, and the prospects are 
good for a realization of my dream. > 

'I'he newspapers are giving me favorable 
comment. My daily prayer is that God will 
hasten his work by sending more laborers to 
the fl'ont, for here is room for young men to 
develop in the ministry if they are not afraid 
to walk and put up with rough fare. 

Yours in hope of eternal life, 
E. KEELER. 

July 14, 1900. 
EditoTs Herald:-What a plea from the far 

off land of Australia,-three missionaries for 
an area of country of three million square 
miles. Concerning Australia's Ensign, the 
writer says, "We have set our hearts upon 
launching a larger craft, but we want a pro
pelling power sufficiently strong to keep it 
clear of that dangerous shoal-advertise
ment," and thinks that five hundred sub· 
scribers at seventy-five cents each, per year, 
would prove an effectual preventive to that 
dangerous shoal. Continuing, the writer 
says, We believe that the stranded Ensign 
was propelled by one hundred and thirty sub· 
scriber power on1y. No wonder that strug
gling Ensign went aground. 

eral leaders as common to the people <1s the 
policeman that parades the streets of a big 
city; and who can justify this expenditure 
when thinking that half or less of this money 
thus annually spent might send the gospel 
souna to hundreds of thousands in a short 
time, who have never heard it. 

This outlay does not end with the expense 
of going to and returning from the fashion 
gatherings, for frequent additions to the 
already stock of dresses, shoes, etc., greatly 
augments the expense. 

Let us think on these things, and by no 
means turn a deaf ear to this Australian plea 
for preaching and spreading the gospel, or 
the adoption of measures therefor, should be 
first, all t,hings else secondary. Are we sac
rificing for the gospel's sake? or fai.ling to 
properly utilize time and money? Which? 

JAMES CAFFALL. 

BEARDSTOWN, Ill., July 16. 
Editm·s Herald:-I have been busily en· 

gaged in a series of meetings at Be~J,rdstown, 
Illinois. On Sunday, the 8th, at 2:30 p. m., 
dedicated their new church, h1:wing a 
crowded house and fine interest. The 
brethren and sisters are to be congratulated 
for the pluck and energy .put forth to build 
and finish in such complete style a church 
28x40, with a ten foot vestibule in front, aod 
a 6xl0 alcove for pulpit, with a nice cemented 
font beneath. Finely lighteel and seated, 
and a large blackboard put upon rollers, etc., 
etc. 

I closed my meeting·s last night, having· 
had excellent attention and good liberty in 
presenting our work. On the night of 14th, 
after service, I dedicated the new font by 
baptizing Albert B. Abbott, Henry F. Rey
nolds, and Leah Alice Shoemaker. We hope 
these will prove to be excellent S.fl.int~, aud 
an honor to the work at this place. 

''If we," says the writer, "could get about I leave today for Taylorville, Illinois, 
five hundred of the American Saints to help where I commence meeting tonight to con
us, we could publish a sheet about the size of tinue for a week. 
Zion's Ensign each month, and for each paid The renewal of the street rail way strike in 
subscriber we could distribute one copy free St. Louis, may greatly hinder the reunion to 
to outsiders." Surely such a plea to forty be held there from Aug·ust 2 till13. We are 
thousand members of the Reorganlzed living in "troublesome times." I note a pre· 
Church of Latter Day Saints ought not to go diction in my diary for December 2, 1899, 
unheeded. We ought to encourage the few while I was at Jefferson City, Missouri, that 
struggling Saints in that far off land. trouble was soon to arise in China, and the 

Three missionaries to an area of country of United States would send troops thel'e to 
three million miles. It should not be. Why assist in quelling the disturbance; and the 
not two thousand; aye, five thousand come to end is not yet. How true! We are the chil
the front, planking down seventy five cents dren of the light (if living· dght), and why 
per year, that those struggling and talking should we be in ignorance of the signs of the 
on such an economical plan, may circulate times? There are yet 1vonderful things be
five thousand copies of the prospective Aus- fore us, which will soon come to pass. I hope 
tralian Ensign free, instead of the pal try our people will not, be asleep, and will keep 
number of five hundred. Are there not five themselves free from the many secret organi
thousand Latter Day Saints with sufficient zations that are "binding themselves into 
gospel love in their hearts for those sitting in bundles to be burned." The admonition i.s: 
the ,valley and shadow of death, in a spir· "Come out of her, my people, that ye; be not 
itual sense, willing for instance to sacrifice partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not 
the gratification in attending big reunions of her plagues." 
for two or three years, to help start the con- "Our gospel" opens an avenue to meet 
templated project outlined in that plea? every and all the emergencies of life; we 

Who can estimate the thousands of dol- want nothing better. Every addition will be 
lars spent in attending reunions and General I a hindrance. Our people should not be so 
Conferences held in localities where the gos- absorbed in politics as to forget that they 
pel is an old song to the people and the gen- must render unto their neighbor the same 
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privilege to think for as they de
mand for themselves. God has not forg·otten. 
this nation yet, and we will do well to not 
wound our neig·hbor with radicalism in our 
political views. We are not to the place yet, 
where we can see "eye to eye." Be p::J,tient, 
longsuffering, and brotherly. God still 
rules. Some ::J.re writing and asking me 
about Braden. Well, Braden's big knife is 
broken at the hilt. My circular challenge 
demanding him to be indorsed by t,he chief 
editors of. the Ohrist·ian Evangelist and Chris"' 
tian Standani, as being "sound in the faith 
as they hold and teach it," an "a,ccredil;ed 
representative of their church, bas placed 
Braden before the public in his true light. 
The editors have been pumped and inveigled 
by Braden and his admirers for such an in
dorsement as my chal!eng·e calls for, tm 
has stirred the inside circle of 
and yet no such an indorsement bas been fur
nished me. Braden has put out a sickly 
pamphlet of indorsements (?) and then asks: 
".Has Clark Braden more than met the de
mands of the printed circular of L N. 
White?" Well, he knew that the dema.nd 
ha,d not been met. Let these editm•s say: 
"Braden is sound in the faith as we hold and 
teach it;" that "Braden is an accredited rep
resentative of our church," then will he 
have met some of the demands of that chal
lenge. When this is done I expect to 
pare a creed for Campbellism .frm:n t.he 
writings and sa,ying·s of Braden. But, Bra
den's rusty blade to destroy Mormonisr::~ is 
b1·oken at t.he hilt, he will go down to 
his grave in dishonor and shame because of 
hiE! unfair· way meet.ing the trut,h. 

I. N. WHITE. 

VINCENNES, Ind., Ju1y 13, 
Editors Jierald:-I c&me here Wednesda.y. 

Commenced looking for a building· t.o pre.ach 
in, but have not y(-lt f'ucceeded. I gave a 
l,alk at the Christian Church Wednesday 
night on the necessity of studying the 
mm·e-and to learn more about its tea0hlng. 
Maintained that creedism was abroad iu the 
land today as it was in the apostles' day, 
hence the necessity to know what the Bible 
te!whes and what God wants us to do. Those 
present were somewhat interested. I will 
know on Sunday morning H I can ge·~ their 
house. Lll,st night I went to the F'cee 
Methodist church to see if I could get the 
use of their house. The refused on 
t.ho ground that, I was a stranger; so tonight 
I go to the Holiness meeting to try. 

Yesterday I advertised free reading 
room in the daily, so this morniug reporter 
called on us for information, he promising 
me he would notify others of our work. He 
seems to be fair, promising to do all for us h<= 
could; so if we do not get, church to preach 
in we can do a good woK'l~ our reading· 
room. If I could remain at tho room ail tho 
time to answel~ the calls that at·e m.ade, .wfl 
could get our claims before t,he people. It 
will take lots of patience and work to 
get the work in here; but once estabiished it 
will be all honor to our cause, The reading 
room is at the Ulmer residence, on l;he cor
ner of Eighth and Scott streets, No. 802. If 

anyone can send us any reading matter, send 
it to the above addr·ess, to Sr. M. Ulmer. 

Sister Ulmer Is one of Bro. M. ~r. Short's 
converts~a good work 1 Bro. Short. SlHJ was 
bi!.ptized in March, 1877, and is one of our 
faithful workers who does not propose to 
give up the until the is won and 
she is permit.ted to wear the cwwn. I wish 
we had more e!l,rnest and zealous workers 
like her. 

I shall endeavor to do all I can to get the 
work before the people. Shall try through 
the press as well as from the pulpit and the 
street corners. Ls~ the watch word be, 
"Don't give up the ship." 

I am in the conflict for victory ovel' the 
enemy of truth. G. JENKINS. 

PERSIA, Iowa, .July 14. 
Editors Herald:- Although not a sub

scr1bm·, I enjoy <·eading the Herald, espe· 
cially the letters l;ha,t, come weekly. vVe 
have many a la.ugh over Peterson's let
'vers from the islands. Oh! no; we do not 
wish ourselves tlnre; a,J r,houg-h if we were 
sure the Lord '\V!M1~ed us for ll.ny particula;' 
work, like Bro. Peterson, we would put our 
hs;ad to 'obe plow <md say, "Here am L" 

Here Persia, we have a, branch of, I 
i;hink, 154 members. The third Tuesday of 
every month is Prayer Union, with Sr. At
kinem:; as leader, as earnest a worker in the 
cause as can be found a,uywhere, and I want 
to tell the sisters, if you are blue, puzzled, in 
doubt, any subj;:Jct pertaining to the war
f!kre of life, just go to Sr. AMdnson's when 
she is alone; and while she is resting on the 
couch, and Uncle Jimmy swinging i.n the 
han:omock on the e!>st porch, all you have to 
do is rest easy In the rocking-chair and 
listen, listen quietly, and if you don't go 
home feeling s,s though you hE,d s.dvanced 
one step the road to Zion it, i.s your own 
fault. 

thought forcibly impressed. on 
day. Why should we doubt? 

sickj send for the elders, they adnJ.in~ 
ister to us, and God to forg·ive our 
sins and heal us, 

our ailments, for another 
to rack bodies. Tbe watching for· pain 
expresses a doubt. It would be much better, 
i.f when we ask our he1.wenly Father for any
thing, v1e would leave it all vvith hlm, IJ,ud 
w3,tch hl.s blessing·, knowing· that he 
doet..h an things V?€:11. JtespectfuHy~ 

JEdit01'S 

M.T. 

YOUNGSVILLJ~, Pa., July 14. 
ttP.1'0.IfJ,:·-VVe are still in the one 

faith and art; trying to live ra, Christilke J.ife, 
""07e are the only ones here who bear the rHune 
of Saints, so we have much to fight to keep the 
narrow way; yet we st,rive to llve humble 
and prayedullives. We desire t,o get where 
there is a branoh as soon as the Lord ·will 
permit, which I hcpe will be soon. 

Some time ago I saw J.u the J.lemld that 
some Saints wm·e coming eas·b from the far 
west,, to Johnstown, Pa., nr near there, ob
tain work. wish to say to those, if you 
came, and see this letter, please write me, 
as I wish to go there myself if there be any of 

the ss,me faith; or if any are living there 
please write to me. 

May God bless all his childr'Em, wherever 
they are, in their efforts to do good. May 
we all so live that we will be permitted to 
reign vvitb Christ. when he sha,ll come. 

Box 200. GEO. H. PARKER. 

CLEAR LAKE, Ind., July 19. 
EditoTS Hemld:---Le.ft home July 5, for the 

two-diJ,ys' meetings at Summerville and 
Baroda, Michigan. I stopped CJ>t Coldwater, 
and was accompard.(~d from. thence by Bro. S. 
Vv. L, Scott, Bro. Grangm· ha.ving preceded 
me two days on the way. We started on the 
7th, but faiied to mako regular connections 
at Niles, Michigan, r,nd had to walk out on 
Sunday However, arrived in time 
for mornlu!; services. We found Brn. L>tke, 
Gr>J,nger, Shook, alld Weston, of the minis
terial force, a1l on t,be watch towe.r of Zion. 
Well, we occupied in the forenoon, a,nd Bro. 
Scott after dlnuer. 

Bro. Tritt, had arranged meotings in a 
beautiful maple grove on his farm; but the 
weather being r~1iny, the meetings were held 
in his farmhouse, it beiug quite a larg"e 
brick bui.ldiDg, \fie were royally enter
tained. Bro. Scot,t gave us a. good taik again 
in the evening, at the conclusion of which 
our hearts were made gl!l,d. when our Bro. 
and Sr. 'l'ritt announcEld. th!!,t they were 
ready for baptism. After a good night's rest 
we at·ranged for bR.ptism the foilowing Sun
d!l.y, at the two-da,ys' meeting at Baroda, and 
Bro. Granger remal.rwd to hold meetings on 
Monday evening. Brn. Granger and Tritt 
landed us at the depot, Pokagon, where we 
boarded Na.hum's chariot for Lawton. From 
thence to Hartford, where we held meetings 
until Thursday evening, included, when we 
held a sam·ament service with the good Spir
it's influence present. 

On the morning of the 13th, I left Bro. 
Scott to continue tho meeMng until Satnt'day 
evening, and went to Wgt,ervliet. ¥vas en
tertained by Bro. and Sr. Hodgson, and dis· 
tributed (or rai;her Bro. Hodgson's little boy 

girl did) some bills annonncing· pre:.wh
ing by S. w·. L. Scott in the pavilion at Paw 
Paw lake, at 2: 30 p. m,, the ] 5th. On the 
morning the 14th, I started for B:woda, 
via St. Joseph, arriving on the a. m. train. 
Found Bro. Peak had occupied on t,he street 
the evening previous, and meeting announced 
for the evening of tbe 14th at same place. 
Bro. Peak occupied Saturday evening with un
favorable environments,-- very disagreEJable 
indeed,·-·-but he pre.ached an exceilent ser
mon on Sunday mm·ning. Vve occupied at 
two p. m,, Bro. Peak in the evening, and we 
again in the hall in Baroda, the ten a. m. 
and two p. m. meet.ings being held in tho 
dooryard or lawn of Dr. Royce, also the 
morning· social meeting in the doctor's com
modious house, many of the Saints coming 
from Galien, p,mong them Bro. E. A. Blakes
lee, Bro. and_ Sr. Green, Mr. and Sr. Clark, 
Sr. J·ackson, Srs. Emm:;, V\Theaton and Iola 
Green, and Sr. Field of Chics,go. All as
sisted In making the meeting a succes,;. 

A.nother sister from Chicago, a friend of 
Sr. Boyce, was with us, and furnished. the 
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lobsters for dinner, all being nicely enter
tained by Bro. and Sr. Royce, over seventy 
eating at the table for dinner. If Bro. W. 
H. Kelley should see this, he can know she 
was a queen bee then and is one now. 

'l'be meeting was a success in every way, 
and we rejoiced when we were permitted to 
bury two EJxcollent ones, husband and wife, 
in the waters of baptism, not far from Bro. 
Royce's home. The day was fine, and a 
goodly nurnbor wore witnesses of the cove
mJ,nt entered into. The brother and sister 
have been investig·ating foe some time, I be
lJ.eve. Bro. John Shook ilrst called their 
s.ttention to the latfior-day work. They are 
going· to form a nucleus for an opening in 
their neighbor-hood. May the Lord bless 
them with wisdom on their way. 

Am. getting ready for our conference in 
southern Indiana August 11 and 12. 

Your brother in bonds, 
G. A. SMITH. 

SHENANDOAH, Iowa, July 20. 
JJJditm·s }{erald:-We >~.re moving along in 

this rmrt of the Lord's moral vineyard slowly, 
doing the best we can under the circum
stances. Weather being warm, and nights 
short, everybody busy. It is not tho most 
eneouraging time of t,he year for preaching 
the What we fail in preaehing we 

up in visiting the Saints and friend~ in 
their homes, teaehing and instrueting them 
in the things of the kingdom of God, and al
ways finding ample opportunity to defend our 
g·lorious work, which thousands love and ad· 
mire but have not the moral courage to come 
out of Mystery Babylon and obey. All our 
coworkers are doing, as we believe, the best 
they can, both local and general appointees. 
We are truly a unit in our labors together 
for the good of the cause. 

The debate between Bro. J. W. Wight of 
our faith, and Eldel' Otteson of the Utah 
faction, held in the Saints' church at Council 
Bluffs, as already stated by Elder J. R. Lam
bert, had a tendency to open to view satis
factorily to the minds of our own people, and 
others as well, that the position occupied by 
the Ueorganization is a. correct and true one, 
and th~t all lovers of truth may, if they will, 
know the difference between us and them. 
"Truth is mighty and must prevail." 

We hope to make our camp meeting, 
reunion, to commence August 24, in the 
grove of Bro. Frank Green, three miles south 
of Tabor, Iowa, one among the best of the 
many we have held in the years passed, and 
earnestly hope that the Saints of the Fre
mont and Pottawattamie districts will do 
J,heir best to this end. We cordially invite 
our friends of other districts to eome and 
I~artake with us the rich blessing promised. 
Our ministers are of the best, J. W. Wight, 
missionary in charge, I. M. Smith, and three 
or four other missionaries in our own ileld, 
and other leading ministers of the church, 
with all of our local force which is up to date. 
Sunday school work eonducted in an able, 
and interesting manner by our general su
perintendent and assistants. We feel safe in 
promising all who attend a joyous, good 
time. Commit your temporal interest to the 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 
care of the Lord for a few days, and come up 
to the help of the Master once more, and re
ceive his approbation, and the spiritual 
blessings which he surely will bestow. God 
speed the work in all the earth, is our con-
tinuous prayer. Yours in bonds, 

HENRY KEMP. 

DE'l'ROIT, Mich., July 18. 
Editors IIerald:-After my return from 

Texas, and a week's work at home, on June 
4 I left home for the mission assigned me,
Michigan and Detroit. My first stopping 
place was at Galien, whence we removed to 
Lamoni, 1892, and had not returned since. 
After an absence of eight years our meeting 
with Saints and friends there was cordial, in
deed. Of our brief and numeroas visits I 
cannot write in detail, but was glad to find 
the Saints, most of them abiding in the faith 
of the gospel restored, and others had been 
added t::~ our numbers since we left eight 
years ago. We were happy. We laughed 
and we wept as we visited. Surely there is 
no relationship so strong, so high, so grand, 
as that formed of our Father by the gospel. 

I met with Sr. Blakeslee for a few moments 
only, but ·our vish at Mr. Charles Clark's was 
pleasant. Brethren B. B. Wheaton, ,T. D. 
White, Charles Greene, B. Aleott, and their 
wives, who have stood by the work at Galien 
so long, yet stand, and their children are 
joining the ranks and joining in the Sunday 
school and Religio work. 'fhis makes us to 
rejoice greatly. Bro. W. E. Peak, with his 
little family (for his wife and three ehildren 
are all small), had arrived, taken their abode, 
and he was ready for his work in the mission 
to which he has lately been appointed. 

I had time to preach at Galien but once, 
and had good liberty. Bro. E. A. Blakeslee 
was on hand at the service, being at home at 
the time. Looks well, and seems to be feel
ing well, and alive to the work. 

Our visit of two days at Galien was cut 
short, for on Thursday, June 7, hastened on to 
Cold water, to attend the Sunday school con
vent.ion and district conference to occm· on 8th 
to Hth, Bro. Peak accompanying. On arriv
ing at Coldwater, my mother, now more than 
seventy years of age, yet standing erect as in 
other years, was the ilrst to g-rasp us by the 
hand on arrival. The greeting of all at 
Coldwater was as cordial as those at Galien. 

The interest in the Sunday school work 
was warm and stiring on the part of both old 
and young, and the subjects relating to the 
work were discussed withardor,andinvestiga
tion was animated and fruitful. May it ever so 
continue, that the end sought may be attained. 
The eonference was presided ov:er by the mis
sionary in charge, John H. Lake, and the dis
trict president, G. A. Smith. The sessions 
were very peaceful and spiritual. Nothing oc
curred to mar the peace and great grace was 
upon the Saints. Bro. Samuel Stroh was or
dained to the office of elder, and Ern. Otto 
Story and William Schaub to the office of 
priest. Brn. Lake, G. A. Smith, Peak, S. 
W. L. Scott, Granger, B. Corless, and others 
of the minist,ry gave encouraging reports. 
Dinner was served in the basement of the 
church, on Sunday, of which all attending 

were invited to partake. So far as I know 
ample just.ice was done to the repast, and all 
seemed joyous. 'rhe power of God was 
present in all the sessions, and the joy and 
consolation of the Holy Spirit was upon all 
the Saints as a mantle of peace divine. 

Conference over, arrangements were made 
for two or three days' visit, before entering 
upon the missionary work. The time thus 
occupied g·oes by almost unnoticed, and so 
the time to go is upon us. Arrangements 
having been made by those in authority, we 
went to Clear Lake, Indiana, Thursday, .June 
14,-a ride in a two-seated surrey, with the 
driver and four other passengers, a distance 
of twenty-two miles. Bro. and Sr. Delaney 
Kelley, of Lansing, and Srs. Carry White 
and Ola Greene, of Galien, being our party. 
The weather was warm, and we were 
crowded, but we tried to keep up good spirits. 

We began services at night at the Saints' 
chapel at Clear Lake, continuing over Sun
day, baptizing a very estimable lady, in t.he 
Clear Lake, where I had baptized quite a 
number years ago when laboring in this now 
the John H. "L(tke" mission. 

Bro. G. A. Smith joined our labors here,
taking charge of serviees, insisting that I do 
the preaching. 

We next went to "South Scott," a large 
brick church southwest of Clear Lake some 

. ten miles, where the Braden-Scott debate 
was held some five years ago, and .where a 
number have since embraeed the gospel, and 
are strong and sound in the faith. Here re
side Ern. Frank Dell!1r, Maxton, Ca.stlel', and 
others. Country rich and well developed. I 
might here add that such a poor crop of 
wheat has not been known before as this year 
in Michig·an and northern Indiana. Much of 
it did not pay for saving. 

'l'he opening and stand for the work was 
made at this point and immediate vicinity by 
Bro. I. M. Smith. And "Leonard" and "I. 
M." tumble around at the top of the half
bushel among the big potatoes, with the peo
ple, till, if ye little missionary were inclined 
to be jealous, he would be able to see but lit
tle di!l'erence between the beautiful green 
meadows and other material. 

A good people have found the gospel at 
South Scott, and I wish we had many more 
such good laborers in the Lord's harvest. 
And I pray God for his truth's sake and the 
people's s»Jvation sake, to continue to em
power his faithful ministry and send many 
more faithful ones into his great harvest. I, 
Clark, is of no reputation among the people 
of any soeiety thereabout. A week at this 
place, good, blessed liberty in preaching, 
Saints cheered, some neat· the kingdom, and 
Flint, ten miles west of Angola, is the next 
point to visit. An old town, nestled among 
beautiful lakes, no railroad. A beautiful 
stream, Pigeon river, fourteen feet wide
average-and i1 ve feet deep, drains the coun
try. \?Vater clear; a beautiful sight. Saints 
hungry for the living bread and water, and 
here we st!l,y from the 25th to the 29t;h of 
June, and pr•Jach each evening but one. Bro. 
G. A. preached on Wednesday evening,-the 
only time he handled the oars while I was 
with him; but he does quite effective work at 
helm. 
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July 1 found me at Coldwater !l.g·ain, 
Preached twice. But I must not forget to 
say that a nuru her of ki.nd, 
Saints, who love the work, --and some of 
whom take the Herald, some the Ensi(Jn, 
some both, whilEl some take neither, reside 
at and near B'lint. How any of the Saints 
can do without, the Her·ald and Ensign, in 
these stirring times and days of strange 
events that are moving the world as never 
before, is str>J,uge to me. The political up
heavals, wars, revolutions, great fe.mines, as 
now raging in India, and in parts of H.ussia, 
and undefinable spirit of unrest that tK·oublcm 
nations 5 that eager expectancy that son:1e~ 

thing, t,hey know not is to como, 
oughi; to rouse all the Sain'•s to dili[.;once s,nd 
faithfulness to God and his cause, as never 
before, and put, l.hem on their wat.ch tower, 
cause them to be looking forth the signs 
of Christ's eoming in glory, (Doc. and Cov. 
45:6,) being those found fai t,bful befote him. 
Our books and church publications out 
to the church mem.bership and the world by 
the agency of the church of God, will euable 
the bumble, faithful Sa.ints to see in the 
strange events of the times, that which the 
world, looking only from natural stand" 
point, are not able to see in t.hem. The old 
world eould not see in the building of No:>h's 
ark the destruction of the world by fhJod, 
but Noah eou1d. The ;rows did not see the 
destruction o.f Jerusalem by the of 
THus, but; the f::ihhful disciple of Jesus did. 
The world now does not see t.he near ap .. 
proach of the overtbrow of nat.ions and the 
end of Gentile times, and the end of the 
world, but Saints should. Saints, do we dis" 
cern the signs of t,he times? If so, what is 
our duty? Is tho church aH a church duty 
bound to "owe no man anything,'' trw 
same moral principle 3,s the individual is in 
duty bound to "owe no anything"? 
Reader, stop here! Look at t;bls! Are you 
a part of the chureh? Do you feel resting 
on you a.ny part of the responsibility that the 
church owes? If not, wby noi;? /\re you 
expecting any of the glory that. is to be be·· 
stowed on the church for well doing? If 
reproach comes to the church for a failure to 
do right, are you responsible of 
that Al'e you going to fail oven 
if the church does? Are you going to share 
in tho glory of its success, if you stand idly 
by and bear no share in t.he labor necessary 
to its success? If so, what for? Because 
you did nothing to this end and purpose? 

In the light of these Interrogations, think 
oJ our G1·aceland debt, and efforts 
the church to liquidate it befol'e the end of 
the centm·y, and, the relation t!w,t yon bcctl' to 
that ~tfm·t! And then, when this debt is 
blotted ou~, and passes out or our w:J.y, then 
let us consider how much obligation we are 
under to the eause among OUI" fellow
men because our Father ha.s sent tho gospel 
t,o us and saved us. I believe I owe t.o man
kind all I can do by God's help, as a gospel 
laborer. Do we owe it to our children, when 
we pass along to the other side to leave to 
them the church free of debt, and in good 
running order? Or will we have lea.ve to 
them a doubtful faith, a church not (to us) 
worth redeeming from debt, a clouded hope, 

a 
brotJJ.Grj think 7 then act promptly. 

this, tho objcctive point of my 
the 'ith of July. Since which we 
visit £ron1 Brother n1a£1e 

profitrtble tbo and other8 of the 
ci.ty, by his o:ffort.s in setting the work beforo 
us in j,hree public oi'fori.s, the hearing we 

the city consequent upon his 

moverneut 
. Liddy was ordained 

to tho eldm~ship recently, Br·o. P. 
Ifager5 a t~eacher, work 
will accomplish muoh to duty. 
'rhey wm·e ordained by Apostle J. H. Lake, 
whose recent visli;s to U1o city have done the 
Saints i;ood. 

the eypx'ead of tl1e wo:rk.i 
Sc!Yr~e. 

ALDR.IDGui, ,July 
J:!Jit:ilors .1.1emlit:--·I came to this plgce 

week and bave been prc:whing every night 
to a .falr and attentive audience. am stay· 
ing home Bro. E. E. vVllliams, for· 
merly of M!n•coline, Missouri. It h1 due to 
hi.8 behalf of tho cause 

have opening hero. Ile 
family h:wo the respect of t.he community, 
and undoubtedly beon the means of re" 
moving much pre;judico. The people here 
seem very friendly to us, as thoy gave sub
stanti~J evidence of at my last meeting. 
Whoh they bid ye missionary good-night, 
some pla,ced money in my hand, and ot,hers 
would leave some money on the sto,nd .as 
they passed out. I must confess to the credit 
of those friends thgt I have received 
kinder treatment at the hs.nds our own 
people. May God abundant.ly reward and 
bi8ss them. 

This is a co!i.l camp, locs,ted near the 
National Park line, and is away up in the 
mount!',ins, 
gather·ed into 
large field 

hopf~ sonJ.e see so1ne 
the chureh here. There is 

this part the stat~tr that has 
never been touched. Montan>~ ls sulroring 

the prolom;ed d t'OU'uh, There 
will 

bonds, 
GOMI~g HEESE. 

a pleasure to lfo·t. our friends knovv that 
we h:c~ve beeu enjoying a shower of blessings 
at Boonville. A. Tauner, Bovler, 
made us a days' visit and prer;,cherl t,he 
\Vord it~s purity 3JD.d wlth rnuch assurejnce. 
vVe did not hav<l large audloncos but those 
who did at.tend were interost.ed. It may take 
years to reveal the amount of good done; but 
we know the good seod sown will bring forth 
fruit to His name's honor ami glory. 

The Saints hero feel encour;>ged and are 
trying to li vo their religion. Tho people of 
Boonville are more style popul~"rHy 

t.han the truth, Paul preached. At pres" 
en'~ the Arm.y is h.olrllug· tont meet-
ings in out town. It draws quit.o a ct'o:wd to 
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hear the sounding brass and tinkling cymbal. 
We hopo tho time is near 'Nhen some of our 

dear fr·iends will be led to aecept the pure 
gospel. Bro. Tanner di.d his ps.rt well, }1nd 
those who would not oorno to h0ar had the 
pd vi.lege of were not Mor· 
mons the columns of the paper·, 
The Holy Spirit was present in every meet
ing, and wo bs,vo tt"uly been blessed. 

Your siste1· through love to Christ and his 
CAMMIE COCI!RAN, 

"BhaB wrench from n1y Hnger Uw rinp; 
'Po enst to the traP.lP nt, my door Y 

~~hall J tcnr otr each lumi:tlOIHl thing 
drop iu the paln1 of the poor? 
Rhnll l do to be just? 

~eeach me, oh, .vein the light. 
Whom the poor anct the r1eh alike trm<t: 

JVty heart is nJlnro.c to he right." 

liOli!JilWARD BOUND, 
.. l\:rnong other upheavaJs, our conference 

w~J,s to bo st.opped, >;,nd the poople not allowed 
t,o land. two weeks or more before 

setting· of conference, So 
.Joseph vlsited the Go•mrnor· a.nd held long· 
interview with him, Lawyor Bonett being 

and got permission to go on with 
tho conference and feast. And not only that, 
but the governor g·~:morously proffered the use 
of the government grounds, opposite 'J'arona, 
or such portion of them as the Saints needed 
to camp 

It vms under the above specified gloomy 
outlook, when a br·ead famine was the general 
topl.c of convers!J,\;ion, that the ftrst. of April 
dawned, but preparations wore not sufficioni,ly 
completed to commence the feast, so it was 
postponed until Thursday, tho 6th. I do not 
think the brethren over thought of giving it 
up, oven if 'Lhey would have to live on fish 
and coco!l"nuts the rest the yo3,r. Our con· 
vention very poody attended, and conse· 
quently lacked the usual int;erest. The 
flll,gpole--forty foot in leng·th --wa,s broing 
r!l.ised that mm·ning, which req uir'ed the as
sistance of quite a number, and took the at
tention of many whose assistance was not 
really needed. And ag:~in, the bulk of tho 
people had only arrived the day before, and 
had not then got thoir cookhouses in order, 
and were otherwise occupied. 

'The afternoon was better repre-
sented than tbe morning.. In the early part 
of th<l afternoon the l!'t•enoh flag was hoisted; 
tho people all gat,hered :u·ouncl the polo; a 
French was sung by tho Niau branch, tho 
Hag i'Un up, and a round of three cheers given. 

I beliovo th·~ number of saints on the 
grounds, including those of Tahiti, wero six 
hundred. The Mayor, the Prince, and the 
Quoon, tha'o is, tho wife of the Princo, she is 
now caHod the Queen, togethe!' wii;h other 
members of the royal family, honored us with 
their presenee at the feast; also a number of 
our English speaking friends. All had been 
invitod. 'l'be tables looked pretty, and the 
food was good. The two guest tables were 
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next ·the curtain between the church and feast 
house. On the day of the opening of the feast, 
as soon as breakfast was over, and while all 
were yet at the t:J~bles (ten o'clock breakfast), 
t.he curtain was raised, revealing a crowd of 
prettily dressed children,· and some adults, 
in class form. They went through with their 
exercises of the day previous. This was got
ten up especially for the entertainment of the 
mtJ,yor and the prince, who had not attended 
the "Mahana oaoa," and some others also. 
Many spoke their surprise that native chil
dren could do so well. One lady who had 
always held the pof!it.ion that time and money 
spent in missionary work among the natives 
was all lost, it would never do any permanent 
good, said to me at that time, "Well, you 
may make something out oi them yet, in a 
generation or two." But it was the evenings, 
the singing, and the Matutus that drew the 
crowd. The grounds were well lighted, and 
it was moonlight besides. Not only was the 
house crowded, and lots all around it, and as 
many as could crowd on the fron~ platform 
and steps, but from the church to the broad 
opEm gate, and all along in front of the place 
outside the fence was a moving mass of peo· 
ple. It seemed as if all Papeete was there. 
The men who keep fruit stands about the 
ma!'ket square forsook their old haunts and 
followed the crowd, and put up their stands 
on the side of the road opposite the grounds. 
After t.he first evening the most perfect order 
was maintai'ned about the grounds and out on 
the street among the st.ands. Several tem
porary policemen were appointed from among 
the brethren for keeping order about the 
grounds, and the real police manifested a 
most friendly interest. 

The Matutus were good; to a g·reat many 
the subjects were new and interesting. Their 
subjects were all scriptural, some on doctrine, 
some on the restoration of the gospel or the 
apostasy, consequently much instruction and 
knowledge of the faith of the Saints were 
imparted that caused some to become quite 
interested in the subject of the gospel. Each 
year shows an improvement in the knowledge 
of the scriptures, and in their manner of 
speaking. Here again men of understanding 
-merchants and lawyers-expressed them
selves as being surprised that natives could 
stand up before such an audience and speak 
as they did, and also were surprised at the 
clearness of J,heir reasoning. 

True their Matutus were all learned by 
heart, bu'u they had first reasoned out the 
matter themselves, backed up with quota
tions from the scrjpture, and no one would 
ever know they were reciting. Much preju
dice was allayed, and good done for the cause 
by having the conference at Papeete. The 
government officials could no longer be de
ceived by misrepresentations concerning mo
tives and doings B,t our conference gatherings. 
People had seen with their own eyeR, and 
heard with their own ears, and given their 
approval. Even Mr. Rawlix, who was the 
most l'mrelenting enemy to our conference 
gatherings, expressed himself thus, 

"I was your enemy once, but I am not an 
enemy any longer." 

Resuming the thread of local matters, the 
Galilee arrived the last day of March, having 

Ttrn SAINTS' RERAL:D .. 
a clean bill of health, and reporting no plague 
in San Francisco. But the news that came 
by way of Auckland was later from America 
than that of the Galilee, consequently she 
was detained in quarantine waters, and the 
passengers after remaining on board a few 
days with the hope of being soon pet·mitted 
to land, were transferred to a small island a 
little way around the northeast side of Tahiti, 
to serve out their fourteen days of quarantine. 

Many had been the rumors before the ard
val of the Galilee as to what would be done 
with her and her cargo, and various places 
had been named where she was to be sent; 
but when the proposition, request, or com
mand whichever it was to go elsewhere was 
communicated to Captain Dinsmore, he coolly 
replied that his ship was chartered for 
Papeete, and if they wished him to go else
where, they must charter again, and main
tained his position, while the government 
officials and the mer~hants were in daily 
counsel contending about the landing of the 
cargo, which resulted in permission to land 
on a small island near the quarantine grounds, 
all except the flour. That much needed art.i
cle was forbidden to be handled lest the sacks 
may have been made in an infected China
town. And that that was laaded must needs 
go through a fumigating process. I will 
leave it to some more ready· pen than mine 
to give a digest, providing it ever is given, 
of the art and skill (?) attained by those 
French officers in disinfecting goods. Suffice 
here to say, that the things of an explosive 
nature that went into the heating oven never 
came out again; while others, such as canned 
milk and potatoes, came out half cooked; and 
shoes showed their teeth, the uppers having 
turned up, and the soles turned down. 

Time being one of the things that cannot 
be detained, it continued to move steadily 
onward, b:-inging.in its train the appointed 
time for the arrival of the New Zealand 
steamer, if all was well. And with the time 
came the ship, the sight of which sent a 
thrill of joy to the hearts of the English 
speaking people at least; for it foreshadowed 
no plague in New Zealand, and she repqrted 
none in San Francisco, nor ever had been. 
San Francisco was declared an open port. 
Yet, while the steamer was allowed to go to 
the dock and land her cargo, the Galilee was 
still kept in quarantine, her crew not allowed 
to go on shore. Why, is not yet known. And 
only after much difficulty, and vigorous ef
forts on the part of the consignees was she 
allowed to come farther up the harbor and 
land her flour on a small motu in the harbor. 
But on shore the usual tranquility was again 
established, and all fears of a bread famine 
vanished away. 

I havCJ given this sketch of local matters, 
thinking some may be interested in i;he 
varied phases of experience in the far off 
islands. 

Saturday, May 19. Nine days have glided 
pleasantly away since I commenced this arti
cle, and we are gradually getting nearer San 
Francisco. On the 15th, two weeks from the 
day we left Papeete, we were beating past the 
Hawaiian Islands. A fine run. Too far west, 
to be sure; but we hoped to get, and are now 
getting the wind a little more westerly; but 

it is lighter and the sea is smoother than in 
the Southern Pacific. There are ten cabin 
passengers; all are social, courteous, and 
pleasant, with the exception of one poor un
fortunate, who scarcely retains the balance 
of his mind. I had thought, with all the 
perplexing annoyances the captain had been 
subject to while being detained thirty·one 
days in port without. being ashore except to 
clear his vessel, he would likely be as cross as 
two sticks; but was agreeably surprised to 
find him kind and obliging, ever seeking in 
his quiet way the well-being of his passen
gers. The Japanese steward is ever ready to 
render service, no one is sick, ·and all moves 
on peacefully. 

Tomorrow will be my birthday, a day I had 
anticipated spending with children and grand
children; but perhaps we will enJoy another 
day as well when the meeting takes place, to 
which we are counting the days. Mr. Burton 
was well all the time during conference, and 
during the voyage, so we hope the trouble, 
whatever it was, has left him. 

SR. EMMA BURTON. 

8tlndau School DBpartment 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to''Editors Herald~ Idam.oni, Iowa.'') 

THE new edition of the Constitution and 
By-Laws is now ready for mailing. Prices 
same as advertised in Quarterly,-one cent 
each or ten cents per dozen, postage prepaid. 
Everyone should procure the new edit.ion 
and then destroy the old one, as it is not 
wholly reliable now. This new edition con
tains all the amendments of 1898 and 1900, 
and is therefore correct up to date. Send 
your orders to the Herald Publishing House, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE reunion season is now about to open 
upon us. They are many and not very far 
between. We have seen notice of five for 
one date. This is as we' think it should be. 
Let them come and let the Saints of each 
district or sectioa turn out en masse and enjoy 
ten days of spiritual feasting, for such it 
really is. But while we are feasting, let us 
not forget the work for the children-the 
Sunday school. 

We believe that every reunion should de
vote a few sessions of the meeting to the 
advancement of the Sunday school work and 
the teaching of the children. Experience 
has taught us that these few sessions can be 
made very profitable to the cause in general. 
While we are benefiting the Sunday school 
cause directly, we are helping the whole 
church work indirectly if not directly. 
'I'here is no better place to train teachers 
and officers. We can reach new workers and 
get them started on the right track, when 
they will then go it alone. We hope to get a 
good report of good work done at every re
union held in 1900. 

The general superintendent has arranged 
to attend some six of the reunions in the in-
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All took part in reading t~esson-verse l ganized on Sunday, 01· had forgotten it. Sr. 
about, and he asked questions, and explained Devore further says: "Just before Bro. 
the lesson to them. Forscutt left, he started a Sunday school at 

terest of the Sunday school work, and the 
first assistant superintendent will attend 
about four others. The second assistant and 
general secretary will attend two or three 
each, as circumstances may permit. We 
trust that opportunity will be afforded them 
to do justice to the work they come to rep· 
resent. Several of the committees of our 
best or largest reunions have very kindly of
fered us the afternoon session for four or five 
days in which to do our work. We hope to 
occupy in a profitable manner. 

We believe that at every reunion there 
should be held not less than three sessions of 
real Sunday school, for the benefit of both 
the workers and the children. Thus the chil-
dren are being taught and the officers and 
te11ehers are getting actual experience in 
conducting Sunday schools. If they are not 
in charg-e they can observe what is done by 
other officers or teachers. Many of our best 
points for work we gain from others. Make 
these sessions as nearly like the regular 
Sunday school as is possible under the cir
cumstances. Make them interesting, keep 
them full of life, and get everybody to at
tend them. 

In addition to the sessions mentioned 
above, there should be as much institute 
work as time will permit. Select such sub
jects for consideration as are most needed in 
your particular locality. Discuss them fully 
but not at such length as to become weari
some. If you have a paper upon a subject, 
discuss the contents of the paper, but it is 
not necessary to conline yourself to the paper 
if there are other good points on the subject 
that the paper does not touch. 

SR. EMMA BURTON, who has lately re
turned from the South Sea Islands mission, 
has sent us an account of the progress of the 
Sunday school work in the islands, which 
will be of interest in many ways. Read and 
contrast, bearing in mind that they are 
working with "grown up children" all the 
time, and in a strange land, with a strange 
tongue and strange customs. We are indeed 
surprised that they have done as well as they 
have. Laboring as they do with so many 
things against their progress or to overcome, 
isolated and without the help of the associa
tion, practically, their progress evidences 
their untiring etiorts and unflagging zeal for 
the work at hand. Let those who think they 
have a hard task here in America to keep 
the Sunday school moving where they have 
all that could be desired to make the work 

"After his Sunday school question book was Tarona [Tarona is often used interchangably 
printed in the Tahitian language, the schools with Papeete, for the reason that it l.s within 
learned the questions and answers from H, the limits of the city of Papeete. Yet it, is 
and Thomas would ·explain the answers more not Papeete proper; but. the locality of the 
fully. They learned many verses to recite. Saints on the outskirts of the town] as near 
Maui (a sister), at Tiputa, learned eight chap· like those in America as circumstances would 
ters in Luke, so that she could recite the permit .... After Bt·o. Forscutt left, I 
whole without making a mistake. Also sought the Lord with all my <Joul, to inBtruct 
Tuana, the wife of Metuaore, twelve chapters me to reach their understanding, to n1ake 
in Matthew, from the second to the thirteenth, them capable to fill a teacher's place. I be
inclusive. And the father of Roo, of Rairoa, gan to get up questions ~nd answers with 
ten chapters. These all learned these verses, their help, and found that that course was 
and Thomas would give explanations on bringing out their best talent and equipping 
them." them to fill that position .... With this 

These were the first steps in the Sunday start at Papeete, I went to the April Confe!'· 
school work, and the sum of progress made ence, (held at ol{e of the islands in the Pan
during Bro. and Sr. '1'. W. Smith's mission. motus writer,) with a few chapters of 
The questions and answers in his book were Matthew cut up into questions and answers, 
not confined to any scriptural lesson, but on and two witnesses to tes·~ify t.hat I had been 
topics containing more of "strong meat" than set apart for the Sunday shool work by the 
the "milk of the word," calculated for elders laying on of the hands of the missionary in 
in advanced knowledge. charge, M. H. Forscutt, and a written recom-

Concerning Bro. arid Sr. Devore's work mendation to Brn. Devore, Newton, and Gil-
Metuaore says: "Luther held not his bert, and the conference. And in order that 
schools on Sunday, but Monday, Thurs- the nat-ives might see my method of pro
day, and Saturday evenings, after the same cedure, I asked permission to call a gather
manner as Thomas' Sunday schools. But ing for a sample Sunday school so that they 
when Mareko (Bro. Forscutt) came, he or- could all vote understandingly for or against 
ganized the schools for the Sabbath, and me. It was a.unanimous vote in favor of me 
was the first to divide them up into classes, going on with my work. Then came the cry 
and chose Sr. Devore as superintendent of from every island represented there, for me 
the Sunday school work in all these islands, to go to their island." 
who put away Thomas' book and made a new In this gathering we discern the germ of 
one after this manner. Gathering all the the Sunday school convention in these is
Saints and elders together, she would ask a lands. It is apparent that Sr. Devore ap
question, and all would give their views of plied herself diligently to her work, for she 
it, then conclude upon the proper answer, accomplished much. She says: "The 
whether quotations from scripture or other- schools I organized were at Tiona, Makatea, 
wise. These were written down, and be- Tikehau, Rairoa (two, one being at Avatoru 
came the question book." and one at 'fiputa writer), Niau, Kaukura, 

It will be seen farther on that Sr. Devore Arutua, Apataki, Manihi, Takaroa, and 
had a purpose in view other than simply Takapoto. The only new method I adopted 
forming the question book, viz., that of pre- was that of getting up questions and answers 
paring her teachers for their class work. on every verse, (nothing else would do thorn,) 
Again, we can readily understand her reason and bringing all the peoof from the scrip
for putting that book away and forming one tures we could find bearing on the subject 
of her own, having been in the same position presented. Writing the answers btJcame a 
ourselves. The book was in the Tahitian necessity, and writing them for all the teach
language, of which she haj a limited knowl- ers, so that all might teach alike, and hold
edge, and having no English for it, was not ing these teachers' meetings on all the 
in a position to teach and explain it under- islands that all might, be instructed alike." 
standingly; possibly not even able to read it (To be continued.) 

understandingly. -----·~---~ 
How many of those schools continued after 

Bro. Smith left their islands, or whether any 
of them did, save the one at Anaa, I do not 
know. 

ConfBrBnBB 
pleasant and profitable, and much to encour
age them, "think on these things." Sr. Devore says: "Bro. Devore had them to 

hold one Sunday school at Papeete. Whether 
THE SABBA~'H SCHOOL WORK IN THE SOUTH they had departed from the original or not, 

TEXAS CENTRAL. 
Conference was held at Cook's Point, July 

7; S. R. Hay presiding, James '\IV. as-
sistant, C. M. Mitchell secretal'Y· SEA ISLANDS. we could not learn; but it was very much 

'I'hinking it would be well to put on record like their rnatutus; it was not a Sunday 
a synopsis of the rise and progress of the Sun- school. Then Bro. Devore organized like we 
day school work in the South Sea Islands, I have been taught, and with our help it did 
have gathered some information for that pur· well enough till we went to the Paumotus; 
pose. Metuaore says: "The Sunday school then it went down, to rise no more." 
was first started by Thomas." (T. W. Smith. It will be seen that there is a difference in 
It will be remembered his mission to the is- the foregoing statement and that of 
lands commenced in 1884, and ended in 1890.) Metuaore's. It is probable that Metuaore 
"He organized one on as many islands, as he was at another island during that period, and 
vi;,ited~:l:mt they we:re not divide!}, !~:~to c!li!~seey, . either h!l.d not le~rned of the 6clwol or· 

reporting: High Priest, E. W. Nunley; 
Seventies, H. 0. Smith, T. J. Sheppard, and 
E. L. Henson (present), but not being in the 
district long enough to do a,ny labor, made no 
report. Elders S. R. James W. 
baptized 2, W. G. Allen, . L. Veale, 
Standifer, B. F. Spicer, and W. W. Squires; 
Priests C. A. Schustel', J. M. Nunley, and 
Johnie Hay; Teacher, E. W. Herron. Branch 
reports: Cook's Point 89, 
hart 31, Texas 
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left to the di:ocretion 
c0rs were ·elected 
w. 
C. M. 
assistant. 
'l' .. J. 
Bryan. 
Sunday mot·nwg· 
meeting. 

J<JASTI~f,',llf 1\lfi\.INE. 

rofor1·ed to an 
G·reene aJnd S. Cunning'ham). reconJ.-
mendation from. Oli VtJ br"uoh N. 
Alnes t,o the otiiee of elder was read and 

U. Ivl" was suatained as 

ton WHAJ ehosen 
thankll was extended to 
past services. Mr. Charles 
chosen as ehof"istor. 
G1·eene, J. N. 
W. W. Blanchard. Socia,l 

Bro. J. N. Atw''l 
Bl<mchard and E 

thanks was extended 
friends fer thei I' 

assiBtaneo 
and 

8 

Leig-h· 
A vote of 
Kelloy for 

Pur kin~ 
u. w. 

THE TEACHERS' QUARTJi1.RLY, NOW READY, 
At the last. General Convontlon steps 

taken toward 'J:eaclwrs' 
editor of the 
proparo it. 
in announcing that this Quarterly is in 
course of preparation and will be published 
with the next quarter, beginning with 
October. 

It will contain all the lessons of t.he threo 
grades now in use, wUh such other matter as 
'will be helpful and to teachers, 
both ln the the lGfJsons in 

editor ha~s 

PilJllSENTA.TION AND ADDRESS. 
S•r. 'fHOlVIAS, Ont., June 15. 

Mus. Chilliwack, B. C., 
Dettr nncl. .!Vltwh S~oteT:-At the semi-

annual convention of the London district 
school assochttion, held at St. 
June It was by l'ljSO!ut.ion ordered 

er.dlection t~1ken from. t~he associa~· 
to be sent as a token or t·espect, 

•Nhich is held by the Sunday 
to Sr. Maggie 

ou.r na:trnes as com-

l!lOO, 

by 

to the Q""''"''·'"''" 
to ljhe opening 

l\To. 76, Syearnore E1vonue; 

EDGAR IL SMITH, Sec. 

Northwest Kansas district Sunday 
will convene :B'riday, 

T, 
of 

of 14, 
Sunday school and 
thaqt Sundav school 'vvorker 
1;rict make a special efl'ort to be 
and if you are not a worker you 
so come We wish that, 

in part of the tl me 
of be there convention 
be of institute work as 
to Bibles, and 
at Come prepared help and to re-

and shall have a profitable 
NF.'I'TIEC, 
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SECOND QUORUM SEVEN'l'Y, 
Deae Brethren:-Do you wish your 

addr·esses placed in the new circular 
that you have authorized your officers to get 
out'? If so, then please give this matter 
yom· immediate attention. Only two of our 
number, so far, have responded to our former 
notice. We desire the present addr·ess of all 
those who have been taken into the quorum 
since April, 1807, and also the addresses of 
those who bave ma.de changes since the 
aforementioned date. If you desire tbe let-
ters then please assist us by being 
prompt. me at Illinois, care 
box 142. II. E. Sec. 

SOU'l'H MISSOURI. 
Our conference 

chapel, east of 
well attended. 
into tho 
homes, 

On the 4th 
held at this 
to build a 
J. :BJ. Swegarl; wore chosen 
committee, with nnth,nr1t" 

man, solicitors, etc. 
center of South Missouri 
to build as large and 
incoming rrwans will 
with ext<'lnd a 
contribute 
ing of this 
that it shall 
open Bible to all 
in use by tho Saints. 

We make this request because most all of 
us are poor in this wol'ld's goods, but we 
need the house and are willing to under-
take the task, quite well that the 
sacrifice upon om· will he great at best. 
All moneys may be sent to the writor, or J. 
E. Swegart, who will keep an accurat,e ac
count of same, and give due credit to all for 
moneys, labor, or material fuenished. Small 
favors will be tha,nkfully received, and larger 
ones in propm·tion. As Beaver is not a 
money order office, orders may be drawn on 
Granada, Missouri, but sent to our home ad
dress. 

We are determined, the assistance of 
our great master builder Christ, that 
the work in this d1strict shall move upward 
and onward to victory, regardless of varlous 
hindrances, and with Elder D. W. 'fhomas 
at the head and in command, we are 
ful of success. 'fhis hope will be 
enod by the missionar·y brigade, who are 
now all in the field of battle. Ever labor
ing and praying for the welfare of Zion, I 
t·emain your brother in gospel bonds, 

J. C. CHRB;S'l'ENSEN. 

SOUTHERN CAI,IFOIWIA REUNION. 
'l'he annual reunion of Southern California 

will conveno in Sycamore Grove, one of the 
best natural groves in the and situated 
within the limits the city of 
Los Angeles, about three miles from the 
post office. 

All facilities for a ten days' sojourn out
doors are here afforded. Plenty of 
unexcelled and a for 
service, with room as many camp-
ers as may desire to come. Past experience 
has revealed the fact that the first day is in
variably consumed in getting ready, so we 
have announced the meetings proper to com
mence on Saturday, Aug-ust 11, and to con
tinue over Sunday, the nineteenth. 

The following brethren of the general 
missionary force will be in attendance. Mis-
6ionary in G, T. a~socie,tefJ 
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J·. F. Burton, T. W. Chathurn, D. A. Ander
son, Elbert A. Smith, William Gibson. 
These will be assisted by numbers of the local 
force: Albert Carmichael, A. E. Jones, C. W. 
Earl, George Wixom, and others. 

Best of all, we are able to announce that 
one and possibly two of the Presidency will 
be in attendance. We fully expect Brn. 
Joseph and Alexander, and have the assur
ance that ·if it is possible they will both be 
here. Here is an opportunity which may 
not come soon again to the Saints ol the 
Pacific coast. I trust that all the Saints will 
app1·eciate this and, as many as possible can 
do' so, will attend this reunion. We hope to 
make this one of the largest attended reun
ions ever held in the State. You, by a co
operative effort and a complete trust in God, 
can make it the veTy best. 

Forego something which is not of so much 
vital interest as the development of your 
spiritual nat,ure, and come and unite with 
many others of your brethren and sisters in 
singing praises to your God. 

Tents can be secured at the following 
rates: 10x12, $1.95; 12xl2, $2 30; 12x14, $2 60; 
7x9, $1,40; 10x14, $2 20 This includes put
ting up and taking down. You will have 
nothing to do save to move in and out. 

Provisions will be delivered on the grounds. 
G1·ocery, meat, milk, and vegetable wagons 
will visit t,he ground daily. There will be an 
abundance of city water. The grounds are 
lig·hted with electricity. 

Parties coming should in no instance fan 
to secure from the agent ·where they pur
chase a ticket a certificate to the effect that 
they have paid full fare one way. If fifty 
parties are in attendance it will entitle t,he 
holder of each certificate to return at one 
third fare. Please rememue~· this. It was the 
failure to secure said certificates which lost 
to us the rebates at our last conference. Get 
certificates on whatever line of road you 
travel. We shall endeavor to make arrange
ments with the Santa Fe railroad to stop 
opposite the grounds. Those coming direct 
to t,he city will take the Pasadena car and 
get off at "Sycamore Grove.·" 

Those desiring t,o participate in the "com
munity tahle" should notify the undersigned 
to that effect at their earli.est convenience. 
Some of the objectionable features which 
necessarily could not be avoided last yt?ar 
from lack of experience, will he entirely elimi
nated this time. 

Come, brethren and sisters, one and all, and 
make t,his one of the grandest reunions ever 
held in the State. 

On behalf of the committee, 
T. VV. WILLIAMS. 

1014 Alpine Street, Los ANGELES, Culiforuia. 

TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
SPECIAL NO'l'ICE. 

In ordering supplies for schools much in
convonience and positive annoyance to the 
otnce results from carelessness, which may 
be avoided by following these suggestions: 
(1) H there is a branch agent for the Herald 
Publishing House in your branch, let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When ordering for the Sunday school, when
over a new person orders, be sure to give the 
name of the person to whom the supplies 
have been vreviously sent. This will nrevent 
tho frequent annoyance to both the office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3) Be 
sure to sign your name to every order. If 
the order is not signed it will not be filled. 
(4) Send eash with order when at all prac
ticable and save hook accounts. (5) Add1·ess 
all orders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

SCATTERED MEMBERS. 
To the scattered members of Oakwood 

branch, which was disorganized by the Feb
conference of the Southwestern Texas 

those who hfl!VtJ not 

receivr"d letters of membership, nor ;joined 
other branches, will please send me their 
names and addresses, so that lettm·s may be 
forwarded to them. Addre,ls me at Ban
dera, Texas. 

W. H. DAVI~NPOR'l', Clerk. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S REQUES'i' TO REUNION 
OF~'ICERS. 

I make this suggestion and 
presidents and secretaries of the 
unions held throughout the ohureb., 
that they see to it that a record. is nHJ.de 
all baptisms i.hat take place their 
gatherings. By 
brethren who officiate in 
all names and items of 
confirmation 
in eaeh case) erw. be 
each reunion, and thi.:3 
me after it is past. BeclMJso of lack of 
care, some names have been lost r<3cord, 
and in other cases only Imperfoc'& records 
could ho mlJ,de, those from mEmlOI'Y· There
fore I call ai.i;ention to tho need of being 

and if the s"nd. secr·e1.t~:H'ies 
wm to it, of tho eam::e 
will be ser·ved. 

H, 

BOUNDARY LINES OF DIS'l'IWJ'I'S, lilTC. 
It is necesRcH'Y to have on record a desel'l.p

tion or statement of the bounda!'ies of 
-for the use of the 

o11iclaJs, ])iBtrict 
and se(~rotarios1 aro t,herefore 
forwat·d st.atemon'os of tho uuuucmn<m 
respective districts. 
to give lists of names b1·anchos in their 
district,s. If boundaries have 
defined, or not specified at 
port, and as promptly as 
district contemplates 
lines, please its 
its further when 
sary to complete the record as soon ::~,s pos-· 
sihle. District officials are requested to be 
prompt, that, 
may he avoided. Please not, 
names of bt•anchc's ineyour distriet. 

R S. SALYARDS, Church Seeret.a!'y .. 
LA:!.\IONIJ Iowa~ .June 2tl. 

PAS~~ORAL. 

To the Officers of Branehes, and all Sa.in ts 
of Northern Michigan District, Gr·eeting:-
You will notice in the minutes of the confer
ence which convened at Boyne City, .June 2:l 
and 24, that your humble servant was chosen 
to preside over the district, assisted by Bro. 
R W. Hug-il. I can truly say that I feel 
my responsibility has been increased. We 
therefore do earnostly solicit your coop
eration, as well as your faith aml pr!!.yers in 
our behalf, that we may, by the g-race of God 
assisting us, be enabled to acquit ourselves as 
true servants of Christ. And we do humbly 
pray the good Lord to bestow upon us the 
spirit of wisdom, faith, patience, and il.l.scePn
ment, that by these necessary qualitlcatiom3 
we may pre~ide with equity and justice. 

There is a work for us all to do, and I 
trust we may arise in the st!'eng·th of Israel's 
God, and work while the day lasts, as we are 
admonished by our blessed Master. .!!'or he 
has said that when W£J have done all that is 
in our power to do, we have but, done our 
reasonable duty. Can we expect the prom
ised blessiui~S unless we phce ourselves in a 
proper condition to receive? C<m we expect 
the M;J,stec wi.ll usc us as instruments in his 
hands unless we place ourselves in a proper 
attitude? Nay, verily; unless we are hun
gering and thirsting after righteousness, 
unless we offer our bodies as living sacrifices 
to him, unless we keep his commandments, 
we cannot hope to receive ~nything from. t,\JQ 
:rjord,, 
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I trust that the officers in each branch will 
labor in love for the up of 
the great which is iutru.;ted out· 
care. 

In secLion saventeeu of DJcl;rine and Cove
nants the duties of the various office;·s are 
plainly g·iven. Let us each strive to labor in 
the calling whereunt:J we have been called, 

each other in their offiee :;ud calling. 
By so we thus honor God and his law. 
We as his sel'vauts are admonished to see 
that his law is 

I have visited 
branches since 
to visit all Oi' 
eastern side of tbe 
ference. It was au 
Bro. 

briJ,ncll.es in 
before the fall eon

und,3rstanding between 
that he would visit 

could over 

visit 

NOTICES. 
HERALD PUBLISHiNG HOUSE. 

rfhe attention Of those doi:og busirH-)f.\8 with 
t,he Her>.~ld Publishing House is reg uired in 
the obsorv<mce of the following, as a m0ans 
of help: you send give t,he 
name :.md of the sender. 
we receive valuable letters 
lnforml'~tion or name what•ever. We 
now one envelope containing stmnps and an-
other order, for a claimant. 
We state for benefit of who send us 

that for all money recoi ved we send 
within tl,\'0 and s.ny persons 

not receiving· a reasonable 
time should mako at this 
offieo, whieh 

Persons 
whether of 
eharged 15 eont.s per book. 

cents each. 
readers of chm·ch 

cially the 
"True Succession Church 
pag·e 118, the g notation fmm Jm1.rnal of 

volume 2, pag·e 89, should read p11.ges 

of 
foro. All 
the sem·etary as 
sittinE! of conference" 

. Secretaries, W. R. ARMSTRONG. 
S. F. MATHER. 

Northwest Kanclas conference will 
.c\.ugust 11, at ten m, on reunion 
seven miles soutiHJaet of 
all of thfJ priesthood 
haw their wr·itten reports n~·m··"·'''"" 
in befor·e t.l:~ce of 

of 
reunion ~"nd 

in Okl2,J:wma 
effort to attend. 

us each do our 
the cause 

H. l\L MALONEY, Pt·es. 

Saints will rem0mber the two-
to held r.nd Satur-
!UHl 12, at Iowa. All 

are Brothers 
rally and make i.t an time. 

REUNION ~TOTICES. 

can't decide aoout coming until almost 
cou"le anyway; we will make provision 

for yon . you arrive. vYould prefer to 
hear earlier, ho~vever, 

Committ•3e, Al~'l'HUR ALLEN. 
J. E. DAWSON. 
J 0 c. Hl'l'CHCOCK 

Johu and JIIIrs. Bosa 
Missouri, October 7, 

July 17, 1900, by 
Tanner, and named Adaline 

CLAIBORNK-To Archie and Mary C!ai-
of Me 

Blessed 
J, MOOJ'e, 

10, a 
and 

WEDLOCK.-Harold Arden Wedlock was 
born at Iowa, ]l;la;·ch 12, 1900, the son 
of Silas F. . Co1·a Wedlock. Blessed July 
1, by B. l~. Wicks at SB-ints' ehapel. 

MARRIED. 
WHITE-VENN.-At .u<>w.oucl. 

15, Mr. Frank White and 
Venn were in 
M. at the home of Sr. E. Cobb, 

Smith resides. Neither of the 
belong· to the 

the groom is a son 
White, who has held the 

The young 
home. 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(EstabUshed 1860.) 

Published Every Wednesday, at Lamo11.i, 
Deootur County, Iowa. 

l!!ubseription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six montle,s 

!In arrears unless terms are made with the Publisn
mgHouse. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
11olicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and ~~tssist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JOHN SMa'H, Manager. 

mll!llil! 

EC 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

For catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. RAnKNESS, President, 

or I. W . .ALLE:\DER Secretary, 

LA~roNr. DECATl'R Co., IowA. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun
clay School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
I!Junday ip. the year ; designed for the use of both 
teachers ~nd scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTEit-MEDIATEGRADE. This grade con· 

•

ab.l.s the lessons. of the Senior Grade in simplified 
orm and for qorresponding dates. P.aper covers; 

oents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 
fRIMAM' .GRADE, A Lesson Quarterly 

Jrepared for. Bmtdl. children ; . S&lQle les110ns further 
IU.Diplified, l"apei' oovers; G.eeutll per quarter, 15 
•ts per ye· all orders and remit-
tiucea to H . ublishing Houee, · 

Lotlk Box Lamoni, Decat'!tr Cey., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

OL. 

HIS VOLUME takes up the events immediately following the death of 
~ ~ Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical a.o· 

count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading council an4 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account ot the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
·moth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corhers, $2.00; full 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders m~t be accompanied remittance!~. 

I 

' gm the ook ormon 
ntained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts each. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In- I 
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. I 

Cloth ........................... $1 Otl 
Sheep or library binding ......... 1 21'1 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1- 'l'fl 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2f> 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 1~ 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... 4l0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . . . . . 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of worda and 
music, ll!l. genen.l Wl6. 

Paper coven ........•.•.•••••... $0 30 
Cloth and leather . • • • • • .. • . . .. . . . 60 
Full leather ..................... 1 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 1 25 
Flexible •.••••••••••••• n • • • • • • • • 1 50 

ZION'S HOPE. A large, four-page 
Sunday school paper for children; 
illustrated; edited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year. . . . . . . . . . . • 00 
In pkgs. of 4, 1>, or 6 to one address 40 
In pkgs. of '1 or morfl.. • • .. .. • • • • • • U 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. Ctoth ......... $1 60 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper ..•..••••••••..•.••••••••. $0 15 
Cloth ..•.•••••.•••••.....•••••. , 25 
Cloth ...••.•••••••..•.•...••••. , 35 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-o<r Husandaat. 
Udgivet og Furlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kir'ke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. C 1oth, 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

THE BOOK 0}1' MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, g,ilt edges, flexible ....•. 2 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth .................•.•.•..... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • . • . • • . 50 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers .................... $0 25 
Cloth 0 • " " • " ... e II • II ••• 1111 0 ••• 4 e •• 0 e 0 4.0 
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THE SAINTS' 

WM. ANDEHSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Rres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

s S BANK OF 
1h.~('\l)l\''[H:H~ated un<1e:R.~ tl;,e lil'Ff§ (:f the State of' Iowa, oJU!J)' ~ E~i9~. 

Total as~et§ Januc;ry ll, 1000, l!lH33,032.34; April 1, J!.90>t>, :ll!JlG:~.':'i~L07. 

We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald rooaders. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Direct all letters to 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa' 

WA " 
A CHEESE MAKER. 

Must be up to date. Address the LEWIS 
CREAMERY, S'l'. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. 

30-4t 

A good stock of Groceries and Notions for 

IITOCKBOLDEiilS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Osclll! I 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

~~~~~~~· ~~-~=~--~~-·"~ !sale in Lamoni on reasonable terms. 
Call on or \Vrite 

it=to=bac Cu i ~ I Man!?r~t\~.~fb~~e. 
Bro. OrdvJay:-I 

dote, (Quit-to- back.) 
tol;;acco. 

KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 
!:).een enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two ,:~oxes of your anti· 

hBFVe used tobacoo for thirty :v~ars aJUd both chewex and smoked plug 
. L. S. STALEY. 

"""""'-'·""' sent po~tpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 

run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. . 
Address, (Bro.) B. F~ ORDliVAY, Peoria, IH. 

'{_.aynoni, 1io·~vs .. 
ol~ A~ :!t:lL ... '11. ~,q;<FS, £>22 'SU St" .. tJaJrJ.a:wd. C.a l 

A VOICE ()]' W ARNLT':G AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PJW

An introduetton to the faith 

'r:sxs is a 
Publ.ics,tlon 

pen of Elder 

Church of Jesus 

torian. It is to and refu 
tation of Elder B. H. Robec·ts on "SuccessioD 
in f;he Presidency of the Church, H and tt 
Eldor C. W. }?enrOS!r1 ''}"'l'h:~!.bo:1d a-c 

· Presidency." follow" Roberts closel) 
and pointn out hls f&lae statements, misrepre· 
sentations, hlsto;:1cal "tna.ccuracies, illogic~:.) 

arguments~ o%nd un'tenable iD.t.:~rpretations; 

while ifi,nswe<·ing Mr. Penrm;e directl~ and 
incjdentally. 

It also takes into :account the official actf 
and teachings of Brigham and his as· 
socia.tes from 1844, to present, 

fro!lll faith, and 
eriminali ty. 

thll,t they departed 
immorality &l:~ 

The work of the Reon;(ani:l:ation is also 
presented from an affirmative 2tandpoint, 
and her !l.s the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con· 
elusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
aries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will make a boall of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
a.re more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper ooven, 35 cent!! each. 

and external 
of the church. 
giyen in this 
serted, in with accounts 
·of the circumstances under which 
they were 
sketches, 
indexes, sidenotes for 
ence, etc., are some of the 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar-
rates the circumstances of his call• 
ing and ministry, the rise of the. 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin-
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
~nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.... . . . • • . . S 00 

A bright, active, eong;;nial young man of 

I 
L. D. S. ol\Ureb, seventeen to t,w,;nty years 
of age 1 to work h.1 a g-euerfd store, with op ... 
port,unity for adva~nce in retnnner·ation. To 
reside wi t·h th~:· Locr21t:ion in Penn .. 
sy l vat~ l a. For a.d dress, 

.J. ]i'RANKLIN,. 
70 Water SL, \l\7 hee1ing~ W. Va. 

EXCURSIONS. 

and the Black Hills; date 
and At;g·ust 7, 21, final 

at one fare plus $2.00 

for the ""l p. 
Encampment Grand A<·my of the 

: Illinois, one ffcr·e 1or the I round s0Je 25, 26, 27, 
1 and 29, not h;,ter September 
1 Annual Convention Retail Grocers :and 
1 General Merchv,n·t's Association of Missouri, 
1 and Interstate General Merchant's 
:

1 

St. Miseoud, 24-26. Date 
sale, 24, 25, and l"eturning 

1 July 27, one and one 

j,-· 

I 
I A new Wabash 
!now leaves 
1 rives Detroit 6: 
: Other trains for via the I leave Chicago at 12:40 noon, 3: 15 p. m , and 
jll: 00 p. m. 28-3t 

I 
I 

North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at Des 
Moines 6:05 p. m. 

South-Leave Des Moines .8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 
at Leon 11:45 a. m. 

Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 
B. & Q. at Leon. 

FASTER TIME VIA 
WABASH. 

CONTINENTAL Lili'I:I'rED. 

Commencing June 27 the Continental Lim· 
ited leaves Chicago at 12:40 noon, instead of 
12: 02, and arrives N.ew York 3:15 and Boston 
5: 20 the following afternoon. Through 

, sleepers to both points. 28·3t 
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HERAI_.~D: 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF ~.JUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Lamoni, Iowa, August I, 1900. No. 3 I. 

CONTENTS: I and even if never pursued further I ness. The entire subject is a fasci-
!Emr.g>:;~~rk in the South Sea Islands I ~laces its possessor in a ~etter posi-' natir:g one f_rom every point of view, 

Blessed ......................... ~ .. 493 t10n than one not so equ1pped. To- and 1s growmg more popular every 
Selfishness .......................... 493 day the value of the kindergarten is day. Every investigator of it be-

, ,Questions and Answers .............. .493 unquestioned. It is the basic form of comes its advocate as soon as be be-
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: manual traininoo and of almost incal- gins to look into it As I said at the 

As I See the Perfect Law ............ 494 1 bl b fi "'· . l I · · f · b fi Who is the "One Mighty and cu,a e ene t m 1ts resu ts. t was outset, 1t IS o vast ene t to many 
Strong?"............. . ........... 497 only a few years ago that a child was and can harm no one. With that alone 

LETTER DEPAR'l'MENT: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 498 confronted with the alphabet in large to its credit it would need no further 
-0RIGINAL Po~TRY: letters on a blackboard and made to advocacy.-Ghicago Tribune, Jtrly 22. TheBeautlfulStory .................. 503 't . t N 't · ' 

A Morning Hymn........ . ......... 504 comm1 1t o memory. ow 1 lS ========== 
Latter Day Saints ................... 504 taught in conjunction with a multi- OLDEST BOOKS IN THE WORLD. 

MoTHERS' HoME CoLu~N: tude of little practical arts and sug-
Keep Near Yom Ch1ldren ............ 504 gestive associations. The oldest books known have been 
The Church · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- ... 504 Th 1 h d t' t' translated. They are Egyptian. The 
God's Answer.······················ ·504 eon Y ar ques ·lOll presen mg work of translation has been difficult, 
Lying to Children ................... 505 itself is the limitation to be put upon 

SUNDAY ScHooL DEPARTMENT: . . a manual training course. The possi- and it is within the century that a key 
The Sabbath School Work m tne bilities cover such a wide range that was found to the old writings that 

South Sea Islands .................. 505 .. d'ffi l '- . k h made the whole body of Ea-yptl'an CONFERENCE MINUTES: It lS I CU t tO say Wuere to mar t e . "' 
C 1 Ill . · 506 b d 1· records available to scholars, whether entra mms....................... oun ary me. 

t;uNDAY ScHooL AssociATIONS: It onlv needs the manual branch of cut on stone, impressed upon bricks, 
South Sea Isl~nds .................... 50'3 education now to perfect the system; or traced with reeds or brushes upon 
The Teachers Quarterly ............. 507 k b . d' 'd l l ll papyrus or cloth Thl's key once MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: tO IDa e t e Ill lYl Ua a Comp ete a ' 

507 d tT t b' lf d th known, the task before those who TFo SuDnday Sch~ol·.ls:··· .............. 507 I roun. u lity o lmse. an. e co~- souoaht to lift the dense veil that 
ast. ay for _R~ tg1ans.--. · ..... · ·. · mumty. He learns how to use h1s 

R~u~wn Not10es .... ~ ............... 507 hands intelligently and to deal in re- separated them from the distant past 
Mtsswnary Report Btank · · · · · · · · · · · .508 1. · d h' · d f · 1 was defined. Ancient letters were en-Two-Days' Meetings .................. 508 a Ities; to o t mgs mstea o simp y 

theorizing upon them. riched with many translations of the 
Knowledge is of several kinds. first importance. But although the 

VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING. • One may know a subject perfectly and way was thus opened, it was not made 
By Frank 0. Lowden, President of the Puilman Manual k · · b bl clear and easy for those WhO trod the Traming School. yet not now 1t m a way to e a e to h . h h 1 · t t h 't t th L'k different pat s w1t opefu persist-

one Cannot r "'ali'ze untl'l. he begt'ns lmpar or eac l o o ers. 1 e- d "' · t t ence. In those old ays no system of 
to Study the SubJ·ect and g"ther the WISe one may possess a vas amoun d d "' f k 1 d · 1 b · record was rna e as to times an dates 
Opinl'ons of others, the full extent" and 0 now e ge on a partiCu ar su Ject · h k' 1 d t b bl t l 't t th except by nammg t e mg or ru er, 
possibilities of manual training as a an no e a e 0 app Y 1 0 e and the genealogies were kept in 
Part of the modern educational equip- creation of anything. h · b d 
·ment. Manual training in its generally ac- sue varymg terms t at to some e

gree they remain sources of disagree-
There was a day when the idea:was cepted form will complete the con- ment among the most accurate and 

fostered and encouraged that the nection between theory and practice careful students. The spellings also 
honorable occupations were limited to along certain lines that are now were without law and remain so to 
the professions, the law, medicine, broken at intervals. - this day. Each savant chose a pref
etc., but now happily that notion is no In permitting a youth to choose his erable one for such reasons as he saw 
longer a prevailing one. I believe , career in life it provides a view of the fit, rwjecting others from a number 
that it will not be long before the field more clearly than a college that successfully appealed for support 
manual trades will be given the same course does. It more nearly repre- with many. This condition presents 
respect as was formerly accorded only sents the occupation as it really is a difficulty to those who read the 
to the professions. than does the classical course. works that have issued on the vast 

It can be stated as a general propo- A college graduate in law, medicine, subject which the early history of 
sition that training the mind and or architecture bas a hard term of Egypt presents, and their knowledge 
the hand to work together will be of something akin to manual training in taken from these intermediary sources 
immense benefit to a great many, and the interval between his college days is harrassed by apparent contradic
will of a certainty injure no one. That and his established practice, but un- tions which the savants themselves 
is a fact which no one can question, der a properly devised manual course are not entirely able to reconcile. 
so it is evident that systematic manual the student leaves the school almost, Descriptions of and the translations 
training is a step forward in the ad- if not entirely, equipped to assume of the three oldest books have been 
vancement of education. The regular his place with little additional train- made by Dr. Isaac Meyer. The old· 
college courses are good. They fill ing. It makes the transition from tb~t 1 est is known as the Prisse Papyrus or 
entirely the requirements for which school to actual practice far more Book of Ptam kotep, which is sup
they are intended, but there is many easy than it would be otherwis~. posed to have been written about 2800 
a splendid artisan and many a splen- Aside from providing a career suita- B. c. It contains eighteen pages of 
did mechanic lost for lack of the pe- ble to the student's disposition manual writing, being a treatise on manners 
culiar teaching best adapted to de- training cares for the physical educa- and morals supposed to have been 
velop his inherent faculties. tion often too much neglected. It af- composed by one of the Pharaohs 

It does not necessarily follow that fords an intelligent mental direction about 3766 B. c. The maxims deal 
a manual education commits the stu- of the physical faculties so that they with a great variety of subjects. The 
dent to the artisan's trade. It is a I can be used to the best advantage and proper treatment of a wife by a bus
splendid adjunct to any education, with the least pm;sible loss of useful- band is thus indicated:-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"Fill her stomach with food, clothe copper ore, as well as gold ornaments 
her back; these are the cares to be and a piece of beautiful turquois. 
bestowed upon her body. Caress her Twenty-five pieces of pottery of great 
and fulfill her wishes during the time bea11ty and brilliancy of colors were in 
of her existence; it is a form of well- the room. They were heavy, fully 
doing which does thee honor. Be one quarter of an inch thick, and 
not brutal; good manners will infiu- decorated inside and out with unique 
ence her better than force. Give her designs showing some degree of uni
what she longs for. It is these things formity. One of the designs repre
wbicb make steadiness in the bouse; sented the picture of three frame 
if thou repellest her it is an abyss." buildings, with a smokestack and 

The Book of Ptah-hotep was first smoke curling out of it. Each com
made known in 1858 by M. Francois munal building had a different set of 
Chabas. According to him, M. E. designs for their pottery. ·Some 
Prisse d'Avennes, who gave this woven cloth was found. It was 
papyrus to the National Library in woven in spirals almost like a huge 
Paris in 1847, had acquired it from spider's web. 
one of the fellahs whom be employed Around the fireplace in the room 
in making his excavations in the which was excavated stood a dozen 
N acropolis of Thebes. It was found large pots, each with buffalo bones in 
in the tomb of one of the Entews them, showing that the inhabitants 
(also named by some Egyptologists abandoned the room while preparing 
Antufs or Antefs, Kings of the a meal. Near some of the smelter 
eleventh dynasty). The large and slag was found scorched corn, to
solid character of the writing on this I gether with the bones of birds and 
papyrus leads to the opinion that its I other animals. Several baskets in 
date is before rather than after the the room were more beautiful than 
twelfth dynasty, circa 2778 2563. He those woven by the Navajos of today, 
divided it into pages and plates; the but they crumbled to dust when 
origina.l was written on a long sheet, touched. Iron knives, stone battle 
which was rolled up. In its present axes, polished stone reflectors, awls, 
state it contains eighteen pages of several musical instruments, includ
magnificent hieratic writing. The ing fifes, were in evidence and well 
characters are large, full, and assured, preserved. Many human bones were 
approaching closer to the hierogly- found in the regulation burial mounds. 
phic type than any other known test. The scientists who made the dis
As the hieratic writing, which is a coveries are: Dr. George I. Cole end 
simplification of the hieroglyphic, be- Fay C. Cole of Los Angeles, Cali
came more and more cursive, it de- fornia; Professer- R. W. Buller of 
parted from its primitive type, and Greeley, Colorado, and the Rev. G. 
these pages use a type the least cur- S. Madden of Bland. They announce 
sive.-Ghicago Tribune, July 22. that the relics found will be sent to 

RICH FIND IN NEW MEXICO. 

Santa Fe, New Mexico, July 24.
-Important discoveries from which 
the Northwestern University at Evan
ston, Ill., will benefit have been made 
by a party of scientists which reached 
this city today. 

A building of 1,200 to 1,500 rooms, 
only one of which was excavated, was 
found in Pajarsto Canon. The struct
ure is 560x450 feet, and constructed 
entirely of carefully dressed stone. It 
1s situated between Bland and Espa
nola and is only one of a large num
ber of similar ruins. 

the Northwestern University. 
MANY SIMILAR RUINS. 

There are hundreds of similar ruins 
in the twenty-five miles from Bland 
to Espanola, showing that in that dis
trict at one time lived more people 
than are in New Mexico today. There
gion has not yet been touched by sci
entists and explorers The Rev. Mad
den's theory is that about 500 or 600 
years ago the dwellers of that region 
who left their records in numerous 
hieroglyphic inscriptions had been 
driven out either by an earthquake or 
by the invasion of a stronger race.
Ghicago Tribune, July 25. 

REVISION OF PRESBYTERIAN CREED. 

in the public service when desired, 
leaving the old confession stand as it 
now does. So far fourteen presby
teries have named committees or 
taken other action looking to the 
furnishing of the general assembly 
committee with the required informa
tion. This year's assembly modera
tor, the Rev. Dr. Charles A. Dickey,. 
of Philadelphia, is chairman of the 
committee, and other members of it. 
are: Clerical the Rev. Dr. Herrick 
Johnson, Chicago; the Rev. Dr. S. j_ 
Nicolls, St. Louis; the Rev. Dr. Wil
liam McKibbin, Cincinnati; the Rev. 
Dr. S. W. Dana, Philadelphia; the 
Rev. Dr. S. P. Sprecher, Cleveland; 
and Presidents Stewart of Auburn,. 
and Fisher of Hanover; Elders Hon. 
Benjamin Harrison, Indiana; Justice 
Harlan. Baltimore; John E. Parsons, 
New York; W. R. Crabb, Penn
sylvania; Elijah Fraser, Michigan; 
E. W. C. Humphreys, Kentucky, and 
D. R. Noyes, Minnesota. -Iowa State 
Register, July 22, 1900. 

TO THE DEAF 
A rich lady, curril r,f her deafness and 

noises in the head h:v Dr Nicbolson'R Art.ifi
cial Ear Drums, gave $10.000 t.o his Institute, 
so that deaf people ur:. ... b,u •u procure the Ear 
Drums, may have them free. Address No. 
3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eig-hth 
Avenue. New York 27rly 

The Hon. Charles Denby, late minister to 
China, recounts most interestingly in the 
August Forum "How Peace Was Made Be
tween China and Japan," and sets forth the 
difficulties that beset the American officials 
wbo were generously acting as in t.ermediaries 
in the negotiations between the resp ctive 
antagonists. Coming- at the present time it 
is a pungent comment on Chinese diplomacy 
and its devious ways. 

Two articles in the August number of the 
Review of Reviews have to do with phases of 
municipal art. Mr. Ernest Knaufft describes 
the new Appellate Court Building in New 
York City-an imposing architectural crea
tion; and Mr. Archibald Hadden tells how a 
half million has been expended, in recent 
years, by Mr. Charles H. Hackley in beauti
fying and otherwise improving the lumber 
town of Muskegon, Michigan. Mr. Hackley's 
efforts should be object-lessons to other 
American millionaires. 

In the Review of Reviews for August, Mr. 
William Ordway Partridge, the sculptor, 
makes a plea for an annual national art exhi
bition in this country, on much the same 
lines as the Paris Salon or the English Royal 
Academy, but comprehending allied branches. 
of art. 

The structure was two or three 
stories high originally, but now only 
walls six to ten feet high remain 
standing. The upper story evidently 
was open to the sky, and upon this 
the dwellers of the building probably 
spent both night and day. 

Creed revision discussion among ADDB.&ssEs. 

Presbyterians has now progressed far E. Keeler, Pacific Grove, California. 
enough to make it certain that the E. L. Henson, care G. L. Gifford, corner 
Creed Wl.ll be revised, or that a new South Flores and Mitchel streets, San Anto-

nio, Texas. ' i'cntaa c:::J 
creed will be formulated. The matter Arthur Allen, No. 2615 North Market 

CONTENTS OF THE ROOM. has gone too far to be dropped. It is street, St. Louis, Missouri. 
But it is the finds in the room nine said that the Rev. Dr. John De Witt ?rank_ Oriley, 609 Main street, Kansas City, 

by twelve that was. excavated, .t~a:t will be put on th~ revisioJ?- committee M~~f~~bus Scott, 482 Scotten Avenue, 'jfe_ 
are the most suggestive of the ClVlh- to represent Prmceton m place of troit, Michigan. 
zation of the ancient people. An old Prof. B. B. Warfield, who resigned. Alma C. Ba~more, 8 Waterloo ·Terrace, 
furnace or smelter was found, near I So far as can be judged the sentiment Toronto, OntarlO. a CJ C=::l ~ c:::J 
which was a large iron bar deeply in- seems to be in favor of a short state-j E. J. Goodenoug-h, Crosswell, Mwhigan. 

. • . . F. M. Cooper, No. 847 Twenty-first Street 
crusted With rust; also p1eces of riCh. ment of fa1th, one that may be used tRow Island, Illinois. ' 
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AI 
"If ye continue in my word, then at'e ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the tr~tth shall make you fJ:'ee/'-John 11:31, 32!, 

"Hearken to the wot'd of the Lordi for thet'e shall not any man among you have save it be one wife, and concubines he shall have none.''-B, of M., page 116. 

LAMONI, IOvV A, AUGUST 1, 1900. NO. 31. 

erald. 
.JOSEPH SMITH EDITOR 
FnED 1K MADISOX SMrrn AssiSTAN'I' EDFl'OR. 

JosrnPrr LuFF t CormESPO:o<rDING EDITOH~. 
D. W. WIGIIT ) 

LAMONI, IowA, AuG. 1, 1900. 

OUR WORK IN THE SOUTH SEA 
ISLANDS BLESSED. 

It is with considerable pleasure 
· that we to the letter from 

Bro. J. this week. He 
tell news that will bring joy to the 
hearts of all who are so earnestly 

the work in the South Sea 
Islands. It will be especially good 
news to those who have labored so 
hard in those islands to upbuild the 
natives, and we wish to congratulate 
t.he worthy missionaries on the good 
results of their work. 

It is gratifying to know that the 
real intents of our labors there among 
the natives is at last being un
derstood by the government in power 
there. For many years have our mis
sionaries been sent there and kept in 
the mission, when to many it seemed 
that it was a waste of time and money. 

obstacles have been met and 
overcome dint of arduous 
and much sacrifice. Some of 

our people have returned from there 
broken in health. Sr. T. W. Smith 
practically sacrified her life for the 
sake of the work there. Sr. Devore's 
dE;votion to and the cause of 
Christ in those away lands has 
cost her as much. Many of 
our men have gone there strong men 
l.'l,nd returned injured in health. Has 
all l;hat been undergone from selfish 
motives or for gain? No. 
The mission of our men there has al

te:r. 

been one of love. Love for the 
and for the cause of our Mas-

then, are we, to see such 
the self-sacrificing labor done 

our men. It is not because some 
our people have been raised into 

of power and honor that we re
for such brings added responsi

aud cares. It is because our 
there have been brought up 

a condition where f;uch honor can 
upon them worthily. It 

volumes for the work of our 
The natives have been 

disciplined, 
some are worthy to fill 

the highest position in their islands. 
Surely, God is with us, and is open-

up the so r,nay 

We, wish, too, to congratulate our I When our ministers are working 
brethren in the South Sea Islands, for self or in the interests of personal 
that our Lord has so signally blessed J gain, are not doing work for 
them, and we trust that the blessed Christ. cannot serve two mas-
Spirit may guide them in their new I ~ers, we are to~d,_ and wheJ?- self is b~
places of trust. We pray that they may mg served, Cnnst and h1s cause IS 

always have a spirit of humility, yet being neglected. We must be pre
withal a firmness and strength in the eminently altruEstic in religious work. 
right. They should not become It is the of our cause. What so 
proud, for pride "goeth before a fall." purifies and sanctifies the love of a 
Tr1;1st in God. mother if not the absence of selfish-

ness in it. What makes the memory 
SELFISHNESS. of mother so dear to us? What causes 

There is probably no one thing that j a mother>; ~~veto ~?ine so b:r~ghtly to 
mitigates more against the progress all mankma. It 1s because 1t makes 
of the work than selfishness. No that _dear mother unself}sh. Her love 
missionary can do the work for which eradwa_t~s her selfishness and makes 
he is sent into the world in an en- her sohmtous of the welf~re of ~thers. 
tirely acceptable way who is in any Blessed be our J:?Ot~ers m the1r love 
way selfish. Just so much as he and self-abnegatron. 
lacks in control of his selfishness, just 
so much will he lack in being what 
the Master desires him to be. Self 
must be put down entirely. He is out 
to work Ior others. 'fo learn self
abnegation is to approach the perfec
tion of the Master. There is no 
other attribute of the Master which 
so preeminently places him above all 
mankind as his complete control of 
self, his perfect self-abnegation. 

Our most beloved men are the ones 
in whom there is the least selfishness 

·to be seen. There is nothing which 
will so quickly lower a man in the es
timation of the people as an exhibition 
of selfishness. There is nothing, 
which makes a man's memory so 
pleasant to people as to know that he 
was entirely free from selfish motives. 

The work of a missionary, espe- . 
cially one in our church, is neces-

THERE is a great need for us to 
pray the following prayer of Canon 
Wilberforce:--

Lord, for tomorrow and its needs 
I do not pray; 

Help me from stain of sin 
Just for today; 

Let me both diligently work 
And duly pray, 

Let me be kind it! deed and word 
Just for today; 

Let me be slow to do my will, 
Prompt to obey; 

Help me to sacrifice myself 
Just for today. 

Let me no wrong nor idle word 
Unthinking say, 

Set thou thy seal upon my lips 
Just for today. 

So for the morrow and its needs 
I do not pray, 

But keep me, guide me, hold me, LOt·d, 
Just for today. 

sarily one of sacrifice and love. Christ QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
entered upon his work for the benefit Is it not the duty of an elder in the field 
of mankind. "I will go, Father, and when he baptizes where there is no br~o>nch 

h of the church to send the names and items of 
thine be the glory,, breat es the those baptized to the general Church Re-
very opposite of selfishness. We corder, t.hat he may have on the records the 
should be like him. We should not names of all those baptized? 
work because of any glory that might Yes. The Church Recorder has re
accrue to us because we are enga.ged peatedly called the attention of the 
in such work. Our first thought elders to this, and holds himself ready 
should be, "How much good can I do; to furnish blank forms to the elders 
how much will the cause of Christ be who need them to report such hap
benefited?" tisms. Where members are baptized 

We have many men who are imbued I into a branch, i;he elder need not re-
with the spirit of the Master, and. the I them to the recorder; but where 
result of their work is good, has been, are not in a branch, the 
and will be. In nearly every case should be reported to the 
where trouble has come to the cause recorder. 
it has been through the selfishness of Is it oc is it not the duty of such membBrs 
some who should have been imitators to join the branch ne!J,rest to where they re· 
of the divine example of Christ but side? 
who had not the moral courage and Yes. That question has been an· 
strength to subdue self and give the swered lately. See HERALD for June 
glory to tb.e QJJ.f) tq whom i.s 20, 
due, 
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he refuse to go and administer to the sick l 
because there was not another elder to go Ml'ch J. 

'th h' ? . J ., 

Wl liD. . . . I alw:llys w8,nt to Herald,. 
We would not so consider 1t. In I all weil. The work is moving along slowly. 

our opinion an elder should go at the Three b3.ptlzed lately. 
call of the sick if he is situated so 
that he can go, irrespective of whether 

·· he is alone or not, or whether it is in 
accord with his wish or not. We have 
heard of elders who refused to go be
cause they did not think that the sick 
ones need such administration. In 
our opinion it is not for the elder to so 
decide. We believe that he should go 
and leave the merits of the case and 
the results with Him above. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. Charles Derry writes from 
Woodbine, Iowa, July 25:-

Today is the 7Hh anniversary of my birth. 
My health is fairly good, and my desire for 
the onward cause of God, and the coming of 
his glorious kingdom, is unabated. My wife 
is far from well, but not entirely down. If 
she is so improved that I may deem it wise 
to leave, it is my intention to start for 
Mallard and other places north tomorrow. 

Bro. J. M. Baker writes from 
Sioux City, Iowa, under date of 
21:-

Bro. Mintun and myself have held five 
weeks' meetings in the tent at Scr-get~nt 
Bluff, seven miles south of here, with but 
little interest and through some very hard 
storms of wind and rain. We have held two 
meetings here. Had a good audience last, 
evening. Seems to be some interest and we 
hope to put the work on a firmer basis. 
Find Bro. M. P. Berg a very liberal brother 
in a financial way. We ace finding mem
bers every day in different parts of the city 
who did not know that there were othcJr 
Saints in the city. Hope that we can get 
them together and make some kind of an or
ganization, so that they wiil come together 
once or twice a week. My family is with me, 
and we are tenting near the large tent. 

Bro. J. C. Vaughn, of Rea, Mo., 
under date of July 23, writes:-

The work is in a fair condition here. 
Saints as a rule are striving to live the 
gospel. 

Mrs. C. Ralston, writes from Ser
vado, Okiahoma, under date of July 
22:-

I am not a member of the cbureh but ex- State Fair ever 
pect to be at the first opportunity. We are tractions are and the "'"''''·"'''·"·''" 
among the isolated ones of Oklahoma. Have informs us the demand for catalogues 
been here only a short time-not quite a year. 
Hope to be a good Saint some day. was never before so 

A few days ago the Herald Otlice I Sr. Clara 
received a letter from Louisa M. Oliver, 
dated July 20, and written in a very I week 
legible hand. She ordered several 
books, etc., and sent the money, too. 
She closes her letter thus:-- the First 

I am eighty-nine yea,rs old today. I t.bank went to St. 
God for his watcbcare over me, to mee'G with St. 

Under date of July 23, Bro. l{. C. , Ern. G. H. Hillh1rd and 
Evans wrote:- Blakeslee met, with Bro. E. L. 

Fred Gregory star·ted fur Manitob3, one some last week. as 
week ago today, and I pas$ed London were 
and remained over Sunday to see off. I to thPm 

AS I SEE THE PERFECT LAW. 

our elders go they her
law," "The law of 

perfect converting the 
Here are shoals upon which 

stranded on every hand. 
the soul" to the wisdom 

law" of Christ. How 
in its application is this 

law? Is it not to govern by its con
verting power all that we think, say, 
or do? "My people are destroyed for 
lack of know ledge," evidently of the 

to all our desires of this 
"perfect law." There is a disposition 
widespread in the Christian ranks to 
modify the law to our convenience. 
It is easy to talk about it, but to ap

to our salvation now, to crucify 
natural cravings of carnal desire, 

a,nd what this good, perfect will 
of is, appears to be the ''dead line" 
of carnality which few. even of pro
fessed Saints, approach with a firm, 
elastic step. The dividing line be
tween saint and sinner must exist 
somewhere, or who can ever prove the 
perfect will of God for themselves, 
and he be able to walk in holiness be
fore the Lord? As an ambassador for 
Christ, it is my duty to live it, and 
teach it by voice and pen. ''For the 

lips should keep know ledge," 
-feed the people on knowledge,
' 'for he is the messenger of the Lord 
of hosts." When the soul is con
verted, the whole man or woman is 
converted, and if it be by the Spirit 
which gave the perfect law, then its 
sanctifying, saving, healing balm will 
be felt from the soles of the feet to 
the crown of the head; bringing into 
captivity to the Lord of glory every 
desire of the heart and graciously de

to honor him with the firstfruits 
and deeds. As untold war is 
upon the body through appe

tite, or strictly speaking, the "living 
soul," it should be a Saint's duty to 
prove the will of God in eating 
or fasting as they may elect,-to learn 
the law of life through the "eternal 

" as it relates to eating, drink
or fasting, or in all that we put 

our minds or bands to perform. Jesus 
sa,ys as he said centuries ago,-

1 Be ye therefore perfect, even as your 

'

·Father which is in heaven is perfect, 
and he means just what the words im

to learn and apply to O'UT lives 
law of life and liberty as 

taught in days of old, and 
still continues to teach to all who are 

from on high." 
returned Mon-1 'l'he word oi the Lord is given to the up-

and right. 

wish we could give both him and D.:~u more 1 ~ •• 

help in British Columbia and Manitoba. I 'I he First 
Since leaving London I have preached at l from their St. 
Cherry Grove, St. Marys, Rostock, and that a 
Arthur. Lizzie is with me. We tr;,del on! Hilliard went 
our wheels. Get up five a. m., and are off. One . . 
day made sixty-five miles by noou. Preached t.o hJS home m 
every night on the way, ! Blakeslee to 

time was II The gift of the Ghost is con-
from there ferred for the express purpose that 

and Bro. I those who will hearken to and heed 
! its words of and wisdom may 
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prove what the perfect will of the a favorite with the Master. Well, I l selves, apparently special privileges, 
Lord is. When saint or sinner from dare say the "holy men [all should be] and I often felt ashamed to follow 
the least to the highest treat lightly of old" who "spake as they were what my heart prompted to. Time 
the wisdom of the Lord for the tern- moved by the Holy Ghost" were flew swifter and swifter, apparently, 
po:ral salvation of man, they simply favorites, too. Yet there is no good I and as I had been naturally strong, I 
betray the fact that they are slow to reason known to me why all the felt a weakness creeping upon me 
learn and apply the law of life-the human race should not be holy men which I strove with all my powers to 
perfect law. As a servant of the or women, the only hindrance being a withstand, but when I thought over 

"Most High, I want to take special willful disposition to have their the matter, words would force them
to "live by every word that wishes satisfied in desire and carnal selves into my mind: "Have I ever 

proceedeth out of the mouth of God" appetite gratified instead of learning spoken to you in vain? Will you not 
l)y counsel or command. I know pro- the voice of the Good Shepherd and accept my gift and improve your 
fessed Saints have said so often to me, walking in his counsel. So many time in righteousness, and use all 
"We might as well use tea, coffee, have hands laid upon them for confer- your powers to turn the hearts of 
tobacco, and liquor, if we choose, as ring the gift of the Holy Ghost and go sons and daughters unto me? An 
to leave these things out of our fare, on from year to year, and apparently open door is before you; come, now, 
and pay the money over to other fami- never hear its words of admonition, and take your place in the ranks 
lies who will do so. We might as well warning, or comfort; indeed, the per- where you listed to serve when I 
have the use or misuse of our money. feet law, its saving power to the adopted you as my son. Can you not 
If the Lord says they 'are not good "living soul," is a sealed book, or serve my cause with the same fidelity 
for man,' it means them as well as page, at least. Years ago I concluded and zeal t,hat you served your coun
us." How often have I looked wist· if the Comforter was actually con- try's flag?" This appealed so strongly 
fully towards the eastern horizon as ferred by the "laying on of hands," that I wept bitter tears over what 
if to catch the first glimmer of the there must develop in me a force not seemed so clear, a need for willing 
day when man shall not teach his possessed by those not accepting that workers. A most bitter experience 
fellow man and say, "Know ye the ordinance, or there was no virtue in wove its story in my life, along these 
Lord." For those who truly know the imposition of hands. I remem- years, and still I was somewhat indo
the Lord unto "eternal life," no such bered Paul's injunction to Timothy lent in spiritual work, but seldom for 
inconsistencies will be truthfully pre- and to others, "that thou stir up the a day did I not feel I was losing vir
ferred against them. gift of God [blessed thought] which tue in spiritual and physical strength. 

And every man that hath this hope [of is in thee by the putting on of, my I was reminded many times of this, 
eternal life] in him purifieth himself, even as hands," (no mere form or sign was and yet was cheered with the words 
he is pure. this,) something not in the wisdom of that a most blessed pathway was 

He wants to be worthy to associate the world, was so graciously con- open for me if I would only shake off 
with the Lord of glory, and can only ferred in the Lord's own simple way. all allegiance to every infiuence but 
be so by abstaining from any appear- First Timothy 4:14-16 is another love for truth, and obey the voice 
ance of sin, and we must know the earnest appeal to Timothy to dili· which would lead me into a light 
source of every thought or desire we gence, to honor the gift and truth of which would captivate every impulse 
cherish. It sho.uld need no argument God. Many times have I pondered of my being. Rheumatism in hands 
to prove that perfect obedience to the over these and the Savior's words, and feet,, lumbago also troubled me, 
perfect law of love, in two or three (John 14:15-17, 21; 16: 13, 14; 1 John and I thought, sometimes, Surely 
generations, at least, would extin- 2: 27,) and many other scriptures, these troubles must be shaken off by 
guish the seeds of disease from those "able to make" me "wise unto salva- some means, and I felt in my heart 
affected. tion." there must be a pathway out of such 

But they that wait upon the Lord shall re- I was never of a disposition to con- entanglements of the flesh; when the 
new their strength.-Isaiah 40: 31. strue what was written to mean some- voice of the Spirit, which thri.lled 

People say, "I do not know about thing else than what was said, and through my being and always gave 
that;" this is parried and mollified by concluded as I had become an adopted such sweet sensations of peace and 
gainsayers and stiff-necked .people in son, if I were a son indeed, then my assurance when I yielded myself to 
every way. Still, that is what is body should be the temple of. the its influence, would say, "Let go of 
written for our comfort in the scrip- Holy Ghost, and if I could live pure the cares of the world and give your 
tures. Testimonies are in order, and keep myself circumspect, the time and energy to my service, and I 
sometimes, so I will offer one; nor do Comforter would direct my mind to will heal you, and you shall again feel 
I claim to be more than ordinary mor- understand what the will of the Lord the buoyancy of youth, and you shall 
tals, nor of finer clay, neither do I be- was for my good, and for others as know t,hD,t I am your Redeemer and 
lieve that the Lord is a respecter of well; for we must live for the good of the Holy One of Israel. I will mani
persons, as that word is generally re- others, if we fulfill the promptings of fest myself to' you, to delight your 
ceived. When I quit toiling in ''the divine love. Many incidents occurred eyes and heart. I will be with you by 
affairs of men" as a keeper of cattle from time to time to confirm me that day and by night, and you shall feel 
and gardener, I had the advantage of the Lord was gracious enough to use hand in love. Study my word 
a little schooling in the way and conn- my tongue to express his will, as on appeal to me in spirit continually, 
sel of the Lord, which roused into one occasion the voice of the Spirit, and you shall tread the land as if in a 
activity a relish to satisfy to the after repeatedly chiding me for lack new world; for the shackles of disease 
ut,most of my powers of body and of diligence and zeal in the Master's shall be loosed and you shall be free 
mind what the law of life and peace cause, admonished me that unless f indeed." How fully these words have 
in the Redeemer's love might work was more faithful, the Spirt should been verified, especially in the last 
for my good in the present life; that be withdrawn and my bodily vigor year, so far as bodily vigor is con
I might be helpful to my fellows. I and strength should wane. I thought cerned, none can know so well as L 
am a convert to "what is written," over this much, for in my circum- I will say, Never could words be more 
that the Lord honors those who honor stances I did not see many good open- truly confirmed. 
his advice, and accept it as the law of ings to show my zeal for good works. I never could believe this life was 
life, fully as much as if he had said, I Several times I was reminded of my ever intended to be other than a joy
"Thou shalt." I know some dull apathy to step up and improve op- ous existence. I meet with two 

stiff-Decks rsa.;v I am :po:rtllnitilillil which presente9, r classes of people 
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desiring to be 
and multitudes of 
heart. If either 
choose to open their ears to 
Spirit says, become 
unto salvation in 'I'o-
day is the day of salvation to me. To 
you as well as myself the 
are open to make us "wise unto s?.lva
tion." 

I started this letter with the inten
tion of appealing to the reason of ali 
who read it not further advanced. 
"Keep your mouth shut and " is 
a very trite saying, rich in wisdom. 
It is better to eat to live than live to 
eat. How much we learn from these 
thoughts depends on what we read be
tween the lines, as well as the lines 
themselves. Some 
fast." To these I 
you please. In 
this, but I pity all such 
might do no good for me 
length on eating and 
as in all ages, carnal 
been pandered to, 
if life consisted in a 
of eating and 
giving in marriage. 
these needfuls when 
them in honor to the Lord. 
have intimated I am 
womankind, or that I do not feel that 
affinity for the gentle sex common 
man. No greater a mistake could 
made. When I consider the a.ctua,l 
difference in what I see of the sexes, 
it seems to me that woman 
crowning work of God. 'rhe 
though, as to the 
pies in the economy of the ' 
law," must be largely learned 
individuals themselves. K"'""'.,.."'· 
stances of fasts of 
corded in scripture. 
the king's dainties and 
ring his pulse. 'rhis 
devotees of 
Melzar, who was to 
and his fellows. Says 

And I set my face 
seek by prayer and 
ing, and sackcloth, 

Again:
In those days I Daniel was moutHing 

full weeks. I ate no pleasant ;:wither 
came flesh nor wine in my mouth, 

What comes the 
denial and earnest 

Fear not, Daniel: for hom .tho first 
that thou didst set thine heart to 
and to chasten thyself before thy God, thy 
words were heard. 

After all that is written 
fasting, the object was and is to com
pletely subjugate the will of the fiesh 
to the will of the subdue 
every fleshly desire honor to the 
Lord. All along the line the ba,ttle 
rages, and victory is won or lost a,s in 
firmness we stand or 

Each 
Some 

will help you, 
tfl 

learned to keep 
mouth shut and live, or learned 

e:a,t to live. I am as certain the 
will offer truo wisdom to keep 

and preserve the body, as for any 
o"bber cause. Disease is the result of 

immediate or remote, and attuned 
to the divine la,w disease is unknown. 
Love is a agency, 
and if above the sensual plane, 
in "~ime a most salutary influence 

one under its influence. As 
is true platonic, it becomes 

active tonic to every soul, young 
as a restorative. Who walks 

earth with so elastic a step as 
tbose under its control? Verily, it 

u, hundredfold day to love 
Lord with the heart and 

never let its fervor wane. Then how 
the reward to those who will 

to the Lord in the days of 
How highly should 

of ours, which are so 
the of our Creator, 

we shall pas
eternity. How 

be to keep them in 
and never misuse 

any unhallowed pur
we dishonor the 

the Creator. No 
weary and exhaust 

their normal powers, Nothing taken 
into the stomach which is not proper 
rood well ordained in 

our clothing 
care for comfort, 

who wrought us so 
would have us use 

and mind to serve 
his that 

in his love, 
precepts 

nor drink 
with the 

would in
and 

use of all 
we serve our own good in 

and ''shine as 
Anything less 

to learn how to 
law of life and peace 

shows of the 
holiness." night feasts 

the internal machinery 
of living God, with 
that chokes down the 

and brings the 
for outraged 
health. Let 

law" and hide it 
of 
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of the Comforter, 
and plumb, the 
work. To learn 
world of 
happy life on 
sanctified clothed in 
Of the Father and the Son. 

If thou criest after and liftest 
up thy voice for uuderstanding; thou seek-
est her as silver, and searchest for her as for 
bid treasures; then shalt thou understand 
the fear of the Lord. and find the k,;:wwlodgo 
of God.-Prov. 2: 3-5. 

To seek after 
wisdom of the Lord for our 
in all that we do will us the 
love and favor of the Prince of PtCJa,ce 
that we may be from 
The most useful of the 
wisdom. 
compreht.mds 
liness; to lif~:o in this 
life in its fullest 
the whole economy of 
here solely to lea,rn and 
wisdom of the Lord as the 
Spirit of the Lord. Wisdom is nee:-Ied 
in all things a,nd in all the a,ffairs of 
life. Charity, or is the 
fruit of divine infl.uence 
on earth or in heaven is so blissful 
love; yet wisdom must direct or 
best fruit of love will not, ma,ture, or 
will be dwarf fruit, 'rhe Lord is pre
paring a flock of lambs and for 
the world's fair-the millennium. 
who are appointed overseers of 
flock should look wellto their 
garment and not 
wear it gracefully. is modeled 
order, and should fit all alike. 
garments and armor do not fit 
are deformed, and not the 
If we can wear the 
great shall be 
even 
and 
sweet by and 

Ever and ever for Zion's 
CHARLl~S ALBER.'!'SON, 

~--~~ -----------~-~-·-

WHO IS THE "ONE MIGHTY f'<N 
STRONG?" 

The ''one mighty and 
perform such an 
among the people of This is another 
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him which calls for great wisdom and 
Just the kind of work our 

will do when he comes. 
he Sll5d unto him, Well, thou good 

servant: beca,use thou hast been faithful in a 
h~J,ve thou authority over ten 
the second came, saying, Lord, 

hath five pounds. And he 
to thou also over five 

But there was an unfaithful servant 
and while he was 

equally with 
one ''pound," 

him and he found 
no inheritance in that day. Those 

were to receive inheritances from 
the ''one and strong" had · 
thoir names ''enrolled" ''in the book 
of the law of God." How are we to 

our names thus "enrolled?" is 
It is an

of the letter, 

to the will and command-
of God those who receive not their 

inheritance b.Y consecration, agreeably to his 
ls,w, which he hs,s given that he may tithe 

people to them against the day 
vengeance and should have their 

m;,mes enrolled with the people of God; ... 
their names shall not be found, neither the 
n'%mes of thE, the names of the chil-
dren writteu in the of the law of God, 
Raith the Lord of Hosts.-History of the 
Chureh, vol. 1, 259. 

From this we learn that only those 
who receive "their inheritances by 
consecration" can have their names· 
enrolled ''in the book of the law." 

receive their inheritances 
to his law" before the 

and strong" comes to 
lot their inheritances." 

The they receive "by 
consecration" which entitles them to 

their names "written in the 
of the law" are given by the 

and are to possess them 
till of Christ. See Doc-
trine ::md Covenants 51: 1:-

servant Edward Par
he has chosen, in 
appoint unto this 

every man equal ac
accordlng to their 

circumstances, ::md their wants and needs; 
lot my servant Ed ward Partridge, when 

shtJ,H a, man his portion, give unto 
a that shall secure unto him his 

shall hold it, even this right 
inheritance i.n the church, until he 

tn1nsgresses is not accounted worthy by 
the voice of tbe church, according to the 

covena,nts of the church, to belong 
Lhe church; and if he shall transgress, 

1c!,ccounted worthy to belong to the 
he shaH not have power to claim 

which he has consecrated unto 
for the and the needy of my 

shall not retain the 
have claim on that por
unto him. And thus all 

things sha,ll be made sure according to the 
laws of the l!wd. 

'rhis is the first inheritance to be 
received t,he Saint, and is the re
sult of the means God has ordained 
that he may tithe his people to pre-
pare them the day of venge-

on ance and " By complying 
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with the law thus given, we have our 
names "written in the book of the 
law," and the one mighty and strong 
will give final or eternal inheritances 
to those who have received them "by 
consecration." This thought is clearly 
expressed in Doctrine and Covenants 
38:4:-

And I have made the earth rich, and, be
hold, it is my footstool: wherefore, again I 
will stand upon it; and I hold forth and deign 
to give unto you greater riches, even a land 
of promise: a land flowing with milk and 
honey, upon which there shall be no 
curse when the Lord cometh; and I will 
give it unto you for the land of your in
heritance, if ye seek it with all your 
hearts: and this shall be my covenant with 
you, Ye shall have it for the land of your in
heritance, and for the inheritance of your 
children for ever, while the earth shall stand; 
and ye shall possess it again in eternity, no 
more to pass away. 

The gospel is calculated to remove 
the effects of sin from both man and 
the earth, and when that spot is re
deemed by faithful Saints, the curse 
will be removed and there will be such 
a place when the Lord comes. How 
large a territory will be included in 
this glorified condition, we are not in
formed, but the land given for the in
heritance of the Saints shall have "no 
curse when the Lord cometh." 

In the present condition of the 
church the president has the regu
lating power of the whole body, and 
the bishop the giving of inheritances, 
and as Christ is to purify his people 

· (Mal. 3: 3) and is to reward every man 
"according to his works" at his com
ing, (Matt. 16: 27,) I conclude that the 
"one might and strong" spoken of by 
Joseph Smith, in his letter toW. W. 
Phelps, November 27, 1832, is Christ. 

May we be prepared to obtain an 
"inheritance in that day" and enter 
into our "everlasting habitations." 

W. E. PEAK. 
GALIEN, Mich., July 20, 1900. 

____ ___......_ __ --

hsHBr Dspartmsnt. 
DUNSEI'l'H, N.Dak., July lS. 

EditoTS Hentld:-~rhe present writing finds 
your correspondent in company with Br·o. 
Thorburn, battling fot• the truth, on what 
may appropriately be termed "tbe frontier," 
Am glad to report to Bro. T.'s many friends 
that his earnest, cheerful deportment com
mends him to all, and we hope to return him to 
Lamoni perhaps a lit1;le ''tougher" but "largo" 
as ever. Results at Leeds di.d not meet our 
anticipations; however, three were bold 
enough to step out from the world and ac
knowledge Christ,. and we can only pray for 
another half dozen hesitating ones, who have 
advanced so far as to say they are convinced 
of the "truth" of the doctrine. 

We arrived at Bottineau on thA evening of 
t':!e 13th and put up at the "Anderson House," 
and for the first time in our ministerial ca
reer had all our necessities supplied, free of 
charge, at a public house; thanks, Mr. Hod
ney. May God reward him at the final ac-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

count. Next morning, fresh and vigorous, 
we took a four mile constitutional, most of 
the time the scribe two rods in the rear. 
After due time the genial voice Of Bro. Stow
ell greets us, we partake of dinner, teams 
begin to arrive from all points of the compass, 
and we are invited to preside at the "annual 
branch meeting." Bro. Salu Stowell was 
reelected president; Bro. L. Trowbridg-e, 
teacher; Sr. Addie Spaulding, clerk. A total 
membership of forty reported, and a good pros
pect of additions by baptism and otherwise, 
the opening of the "Turtle Mountain Reserva
tion" having attracted a number of scattered 
Saints. 

This week we are holding forth in the 
Methodist, church, attendance meager, the 
one word dead expresses the situation fully. 
Sunday next we "flee to the mountains.'' We 
expect a little fight. Well, so be it; anything 
but stag-nation. 

By letter from Bro. Houghton, he is hoeing 
a hard row. Let us cheer up, brethren, all 
along the line. Let us "look upward" and not 
"downward." We can accomplish more. 

Yours hopefully, 
WM. SpARLIN G. 

SHARON, Pa., July 20. 
Editors Herald:-Some three months have 

passed since leaving the scene of the late 
General Conference. During that time I 
have labored in Missouri, Illinois, and Ohio. 
Time and space forbid a detailed recital of 
all that has occurred in the busy weeks of 
missionary life. Suffice it to say there is a 
host of kind, faithful, and noble Saints all 
along the line striving to live and preach the 
gospel. There are a few "don't cares," 
"slotbfuls," and "headys" who are no help to 
the work, and who will sooner or later 
"peter out." But the Saints as a people are 
the best in the world. Of late I have beeri 
playing "second piano" to A. H. Parsons, 
who is president and missionary in charge of 
the Oh.io district. He is a faithful, earnest, 
wise, and energetic soldier, and withal" an 
all around good man to be with, and is held 
in high esteem by the Saints in the district. 
I think they did well to hold him another 
year. 

About one more week will finish up my 
labors in this field, then on to Massachusetts 
and Maine, where, as has been announced, I 
am placed in charge. Let me say to the 
Saints of that region, that if all goes well I 
expect to reach you soon after the Massa
chusetts reunion, possibly in company with 
the president of the Eastern mission, W. H. 
Kelley. Hope so, at any rate. Address me 
at Silver Lake, Plympton, Massachusetts. I 
shall endeavor to learn your requirements as 
soon as possible, and will try as best I can to 
arrange for them. Would ask the hearty 
cooperation of every live Saint in tho district, 
especially the officers of the church. 

There is good material in Maine. Let us 
make the cause grow like the mustard seed 
and plant, that there may be many birds of 
the air lodg-ing in the branches thereof. 

To all those who so kindly ministered to 
my necessities in all the places where I have 
been of late, as well as those who would have 

had they the opportunity, I wish to say that 
it is all appreciated and if their names do not 
appear on these pages, remember there is 
another record kept, upon which even the 
cup of cold water will not be overlooked. 
With a prayer for the welfare of the church, 
I am still striving to fill the place of, 

A brother, 
H. J. DAVISON. 

LAUREL, Neb., July 19. 
Editors Jiemld:--I claim an interest in 

Zion's weal, and as a worker with all others, 
am watching- and praying for her upbuilding. 
After conference I visited Independence, 
Missouri, for a few days, also Bolivar, Mis
souri. Some good faithful Saints are needed 
in Bolivar who can and will let the gospt~l 
love and light shine brightly, .that those 
who hunger and thirst for righteousness 
might feel and see the warmth and light, 
and be won from the idolatry of this genera
tion. There is good material in Bolivar for 
Latter Day Saints. There is some beautiful 
country, and the people seem thrifty between 
Kansas City and Bolivar. So nea;· "the cen .. 
ter stake," and yet the people as a whole 
know little of the doctrine of the church in
trusted with the message of "the everlastiug 
gospel" to preach to men of "every nat.ion, 
kindred, tongue, and people" "in the hour of 
God's judgment." 

I have not yet reached my own field (western 
Idaho), but shall get there shortly. The first 
General Conference I ever attended was last 
April, and as I had not seen the home of my 
boyhood for over ten years, and some of my 
home folks for thirty-five years, I concluded 
to tarry amon·g relatives awhile, and tell 
them the story of the cross as committed to 
the children of men, for the last time before 
the coming of Zion's King. It may seem as 
a dream to some who are kindly w~J.rned to 
repent and obey the "gospel of the kingdom," 
but t.o do so acceptably to him who sent me 
on this errand, is my fi.rst duty, whether the 
people say aye or nay. It. is a most solemn 
mission, to call upon saint and sinner to 
hearken to the voice of him who "stands l!;t 
the door and knocks," and knocks. Throw 
wide ajar the door to the citadel of the 
heart, the parlor· door, and in your most wel
come tones invite the royal guest to come in 
and make thy home his ~>bode forever. I 
have not tarried from my appointed field for 
pleasure or ease among friends, as time will 
tell, for my Master's friends are my friends, 
but blood relatives are dear, too. A desire 
to sow the seeds of truth and offer the bread 
and water of life to them has been the con
stant desire of my heart. I found Bro. Dan
iel J. Dierks, of Amber, Iowa, ever willing as 
escort, and assistant in services, and to the 
warm hearts about Amber, Viola, Stone 
City, Center Junction, Green Valley, Canton, 
and Fulton, one and ail, "God be with you 
till we meet again." Dear Saints, let us 
wake up and be worthy to be "Jiis jewels," 
putting on the whole armor of righteousness, 
and as good soldiers of .Jesus Christ ever 
stand upon the watchtower. 

'£here must be no sleeping; soldiers, 
In the army of the Lord. 
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.He is calling now to battle, soldiers in the army or the Lord." 'The fruit the work a careful investigation and seemed 
Both the aged and the youth. we bear as a bnu:1ch will be second or t,hird quite well pleased with her research. Crip-

If any Sainte who may read these lines grade, for some seed which fell on good ple Creek is about ten thousand feet above 
have friends, or know of Ss.ints in western ground only produced thirty to sixty fold. sea level; but I do not know that its prox
Idaho, Caldwell or Payette country, I would Beware, think well, and be not overcome. imity to heaven causes the air to be any more 
be pleased to have addresses, if agreeable to Return to your first. love, quickly too. None sublime, or righteousness to thrive any bet
them, or about Boise City, Idaho. This ls a of us will have too much time to perfect holi- ter, for the usual amount of drunkenness and 
new field and needs visiting, and I feel that ness. Let us not become reprobates by :JJ- seemed prevalent there as in 
there are sheep and lambs there who need I lowing any root of bitterness to spring up and other mining camps. The effect of the alti
seeking after. In so many places where I I defile ourselves or others. tude on me while there rather discouraged 
go, there seems a strong dispositlon to ch;ss Man was created ~J,nd his agency given him me in the ambition of trying to get any 
all Latter Day Saints as peaa of the U~:>,h that he should cultiV!i;te and educate himself nearer to heaven under present conditions. 
variety. No chance should be lost to g·et the up to the divine standard thus be pre- Perhaps when this body shall have been 
true condition before the people through the pared and worthy of the fullness of the glory divested of its blood and supplied with a 
press, by at least getting our literature on of the JI\1<ther and t,he Son, a,nd be one with newer a,nd better element I may be able to 
their desks, in reading rooms, public or pri- them. Anything short of this standa,rd is endure height better, but under present con
vate. Let us take lessons from the ants, the below our privilege, and assuredly we will c!itions, Cripple Creek is about as high as I 
bees, and the English sparrow, which, have a long time to repent of our in can stand. 
though hated and despised, written ag-ainst this the greatest privilege t,hat God can grant. After thirty-six hours spent on the road, 
and shot at on every side, its chatter and Life is but a great school, in which move all most of the time spent in waiting for trains 
bustle is everywhere, and to bless. ·when grades of students, from the dullest to the to make connections, I arrived at Monte 
we begin to understand our true errand and brightest. Here are students in training Vista the 21st, where I was domiciled with 
possibilities under the favor of Israel's God, and education the lowest depths and the Bro. ami Sr. G. 0. Kennedy. We obtained 
every energy of body and mind is enlisted to highes'o height,s. Wft.w but an aU-wise and the use of the Christian church there and I 
reach the highest excellence in the gift of loving Fii.the!' could have thus provided for preached about a half dozen times to rather 
heaven's King. l<Jarth and heaven become his children "sons and 'Qa,ughter8 unto God?" small audiences, the effort being not alto
one vast schoolroom under the care and in- "Darkness covers the earth, >nul g·ross da!'k- gether satisfactory to me, still I think it was 
struction of the great Teacher. "I will keep ness the minds of the people," concerning not, made in vain. The evening of the 27th, 
him in perfect peace whose mind is staid on their former estats; why here, (to them a invited guests arrived at Bro. Kennedy's 
me," says the still small voice which whis-1 world of darkness and trouble,) and whence to the number of about forty to wit
pers tbrough, and pierces all creation. The 

1 
they tend? Chris'" prayed the Father to ness the marriage of Sr. Jessie M. Ken

Saint,s have scarcely begun to wake up to glorify him with the same glory he enjoyed nedy to Mr. George H. Chase. The writer 
their possibilities in the flesh. 'l'hey are before 1;he world was. It is fol" us as his chil- was master of ceremonies. The brevity, 
looking for a glory in the "sweet by and dren to keep our vessels in sauctifieation a,ud neatness, and yet comprehensiveness of our 
by," which is largely within their grasp honor to the Lord of glo1'y, that we may marriage vow always attracts attention. I 
today. We at•e in the strife to win; to ''awake in his ilkeness." Vl!e dwellers in received some pleasing compliments at the 
weaken and scatter the powers of darkness the flesh, at·e here of our own choice, and close, and a b~mdful of silver to replenish my 
before us, and eternity but restores to on1· .,,,·e not destitute of knowledge of the bliss we 

1 

purse whose sides were clinging close to
vision, our life record, and it will need no I left, for we long to be clothed with immor- get,her, all of which was duly appreciated, 
one to read it, for or against us. , tality. Then'l is in us a spark of the divine · especially the latter. 

Life's privilege is a mos1; precious blessing nature which needs feeding· on out· part to I was programed for an address July 4, at 
-when used in the wisdom of the Lord. cause it to grow into a fiory fhme as refin- my home town, but could not be present, but 
What an gaen is before mankind, if be would er's fire, purifying all our inward parts. This with other speakers and the omnipresent 
only live according to the "perfect law of fiery love element, which loves purity, longs small boy and the firecrackers to entertain, I 
liberty.'· So many who are caliod Saint,s t,o reunii;e with its fountain head, in Chri.ot. suppose their patriotic zeal blazed just as 
there be who abide not in their first love, hut As ever, for Zion'B weal, b1·ightly as if I had been there. I went out 
allow the cares of life, pleasme of the world, CHARLES AJ~BEHtrsoN. with a picnic party and got, caught in a rain, 
and lust in its multitude of forms to enter in ·'"·---~~-----·~·~-~ ate our dinners under difficulties, builded a 
and crowd the precious tree of life. So many fire to keep from chilling, and did a little 
grow cold or lukewarm because of various FUL'l'ON, Iowa, J·uly 19, fishing without getting even a "bite," save 
offenses, in and out of the family of Saints. Editors lierald:-June 2 I went to Denver by mosquitoes. Uncle Sam may have felt 
Many run well for a season-while nothing to assist in getting the gospel tent started. gratified by the effort we made to celebrate 
hinders, but convenient sins are not washed After considerable red-tape in getting· pe;_·- his birthday, but we plodded homeward 
out of the heart that does not love righteous- mits from the different authorities, we through the mud, singing with the spirit 
ness and hate iniquity or sin. In our first erected the tent on t,he corner of Curtis and I and the understanding, "Home, home, when 
newborn love in the Spirit, the world is a 'fhirtleth streets and beg1m meetings the shall we get there?" 
dear little paradise, and the family of Saints, evening of the 5th. Bro. R EtzcJ!lhouser, ! Bro. C. E. Erickson kindly took me by 
where our love lies at anchor. The Sun of enrou'"e to Callfornis., spent few days with I buggy to Antonito, a, distance of forty-five 
rigbteousnes hs.s cast his rays around our us and preached the first sermon in the new I miles, where I spent one Sunday with the 
pathvv_ay, and .we walk freely justified, in the tent-:-:-laying fou,ndat.ion. strong a,n.d deep for I scattered Sai~ts ~nd .adminis~ered the sacra
true hg·ht of Its glory. We see naught but J the cuscourses tv 10l!ow. ment. Ant,omto Js snuated m the southern 
"beauty all around," because sees no I remained over Sund&y the lOth and as- part of the San Luis valley and presents a 
motes in the eyes of those we love, and sisted with the services, and departed the I very field for labor. Bro. C. B. 
sweetest of all is the ecstasy of "peace with first of the week for Cripple Creek, leaving Moyers, who is engaged in the mercantile 
the Lord." We bathe in a sea of love, and the tent in charge of Brn. C. R. Duncan and business there, and who seems to enjoy the 
drink an elixir of which the worldly mind J. F. Curtis. Vvhile !It Cripple Creek I was confidence of the people, is a good and 
may only dream, but they awake to realize a kindly cared for by Bro. H.erbert E. Merry- willing helper to the missionary who goes 
taunting dream, of a "river of pleasure." If man and his estimable wife. Preached a few there. Bm. M. R. Scott, Jr., and J. J. Bos
we stand not in our integrity before the Lord times in private houses there s,nrl at Victor. well will likely reach that locality in a few 
day and night, in love for the graces which Administered the sacrament to the few scat- days. 
mark the perfect son or daughter, we cannot tered Saints of the Cripple Creek district, Called on Bro. and Sr. W. E. Wolfe at 
overcome and wear the crown of life promised also blessed a chi.ld of Bro. Merryman's and Pueblo on the home route. Found them firm 
the "tried and true." If we grow weary and administered to him for his eyes. His wife in faith and active for the good of the work. 
shun the battle's strife, we are not ''valiant does not belong to the church but is giving· They are deprived of church privileges, but 
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500 THE SA TNt'S' HERALD. 
take all the church papers and the Sunday 1 the Shawnee branch and three miles from a no
school quarterlies. . table watering place called "Dalby Springs," 

I reached home at Wray the 11th and the waters of which are impregnated with 
inade hasty preparations to leave for Iowa some kind of mineral. About eleven a. m. 
the next day, to visit my aged father and we arrived at the house of Bro. J. Hervey. 
mother. Found my father in a very bad con- His son James met us at Shawnee and rode 
dition, with but little hope for recovery. home with us. Bro. Hervey and some neigh
Aside from an adopted girl who is married bor friends had arranged an arbor in which 
and away from home, I am the only living to hold meetings, but on Saturday previous 
child. Three boys who reached manhood to our arrival the Missionary Baptists had 
having succumbed to the dread disease, con- started in with a protracted meeting. This 
sumption, bence I feel a greater obligation we were not aware of until our arrival in the 
toward my parents. From the window where neighborhood. We had an appointment out 
I am writing three graves are plainly visible for Monday night, which was filled by Bro. 
on the hillside. As I visit at the old home- Erwin and an appointment left for Tuesday 
stead, every place of which is linked with night for the writer. But during Tuesday 
some tender memory, I seem to live over the whisperings were floating about of a threaten
past and seem to be with the boys again ing nature that the Mormons must stop 
under the parental roof. In my fancy I al- their preaching. Our place of meeting was 
most forget that summer winds and sun and near :J, mile from where the Baptists were 
rain and winter's blasts and frost and cold holding their meetings. Had we known of 
have whispered, smiled, moaned, and wept the protracted effort by the Bapti~ts we 
above them, biting and blighting the ten- would have postponed our meetings. Of 
derly planted flowers with which affectionate course our meetings were sparsely attended, 
hands have decked their tombs, for once, aye but those attending were our friends. We 
for twice and thrice since my fancies 'Nere held the meeting Tuesday night and left an 
realities, I am consoled by the thought that appointment, for afternoon of next day, and 
they died in the faith to which my life has went to Bro. Hervey's. Just after 
been consecrated and to which my best days prayer service, as we were retiring, some 
have seemingly been given. three or four persons appeared at the gate 

I cannot say now just how long I may be and called Bro. Hervey out, wanting to know 
detained here, but will return t.o my work as if we intended continuing our meetings. 
soon as circumstances will justify my leaving These parties pretended to be friends who 
here. My health has been better this year had come to inform us that threats of via
than for five years before, for which I am lence had been made and we had better stop 
very thankful. Bro. Thomas will, no doubt, our services. Only a few attended, and these 
be reminded by this of the promise to me by 1 we felt sure were friends whom we could 
the Spirft at our last district conference. reach in their homes. So we concluded that 

Your brother in bonds, discretion was the better part of valor and 
J. B. ROUSH. postponed further services for the time being. 

----------- During the Tuesday evening meeting three 
young men put in an appearance wheu the 

MANCHESTER, Texas, July 19. meeting was about half through, staid a few 

mit was used which, in that case meant to 
set aside, but remission, he said, could not 
set aside, did not remit sins. The burden of 
their preaching was, only believe on the 
Lord Jesus Christ, and you shall be saved. 
They quoted Paul's teaching to the jailor to 
believe, but took pains to leave out the bap
tizing. Should we get back into that vieinity 
again, we shall try to show what t,he Bible 
does teach about baptism, provided a hearing 
can be had. 

Saturday, 14th, started on return trip. Ar· 
riving at the "Springs," by invitation we 
took dinner with Mr. Dalby, proprietor and 
friend, and visited until about five o'clock, 
when, accompanied by his sou we proceeded 
homeward to hold a meeting in t,he neigh· 
borhood of t~e younger Dalby, who is very 
friendly to the cause, and with whom we 
staid over night. A goodly number came 
to hear, it being the first meeting held by 
any of the elders in that vicinity. We h!!.d 
strong invitations to return, which we will do 
if nothing prevents. Sunday morn, came on 
to Shawnee, expecting to meel; the Saints in 

·social service, but they were slow to be thero 
on time, so we turned the n1eeting into 
preaching service. Appointed preaching at. 
four p. m., but the meeting was cut short by 
wind and rain. 

Monday, 16th, started homeward to Bro. 
Erwin's place. Had a good deal of black soil 
road to travel over, which was now bad and 
sticky on account of recent rains. Arrived 
at Bro. Erwin's about five p.m. ]l'ound all 
well. Several of the brethren had come to 
fix an arbor to hold the eoming couferenm'l 
under. If the weather is fe.ir we are expect
ing a large gathering, and hope to have a 
general good conference. Hope that all 
Saints coming will bring a good portion of 
the Holy Spirit, and may we have a time 
long to be remembered. 

My home post office is Cove, Polk county, 
Arkansas. In gospel bonds, 

D. D. BABCOCIL 

Editors lle1·ald:-The present finds me at minutes, and then went as they came. Next 
this place. I came into tbis region of coun- day the information came to our ears that 
try the last of June, arriving at the home of these same young men had been scouring the 
Bro. Brannon, about eight miles from this ueighborhood .for stale hen fruit,-rotten 
point, where I sojourned until the 5th inst., eggs,-to be presented to us after the manner 
when Bro .. K A. E:win ca~e along wi.th a I in which mob courtesy generally proceeds to COOK'S POJN'l', Texas, .Tuly 18. 
two-horse r1g. Havmg prevwusly notified do such things. But we were spared the Editors Herald:-About the middle of last 
him of my ~here~?out.s, a.lso. having lev,rned I presentation on account of the scarcity of that month I went to Chilton, ·Falls county, this 
that he was wtenaHJg a tr1p mto the south- kind of fruit. Of course we were not sorry. state, and corr:rnenced meetings iu hH·g·e 
es.st of the county to visit. among the Saints As there are some Saints and. friends living schoolhouse. Small turnouts at first, but 
and preach, I decided to accompany him. On 

1 

about nine miles further to the southeast, continued to increase until I closed the meet
the afternoon of the 6th we bade Bro. Bran·. Bro. Er•,vin thought to go and call on them ings on account of a Baptist meeting corn
non and family good-bye and p<"oceeded on ! and hold services a couple of days, while the mencing in same place. This preaching was 
our way, arriving at Bro. G. H. \ writer stayed, visiting and presenting the the first that had been done by any of our 
where. we rem.ained. over' night, hold~ng / gospel story to the friends in their homes, preachers here. Interest good. Bro. D. A. 
preach1ng serv1ces lll 'ohe Presbyterian 1 also attending the Baptist meetings. I took McAllister lives here. It was through him 
chapel--first servicos ever held therein by any /1 notes of the wonderful teachings of the rev- and family the opening was made. 
of ye "Mormons." Only a few out, and oppo" , erend divine, Elder Selmann, of Oklahoma, are whole-souled Saints and know just how 
sition strong in the air. The 7th, bade good· 1

1 

who in one discourse took particular pains t,o to make a missionary feel at home. 
bye to Bw. Rathbun, (after administering to show to his audience that baptism was of no I went out in the country east about two 
a sick son,) and arriving at t.he Shaw~ee consequence; could not be a saving ordinance; miles and preached once to a small turnout 
branch about four p. m., we held preachmg and that God did not command it; man could but good interest, then I went north to 
services at night, also held social meeting on be saved without. In the evening another Dallas county, to where Bro. B. F. Spicer, 
morning of the 8th. Preaching at eleven a. elder followed Elder Selmann in the same Sr., lives. They are another family of good 
m., and again in the evening. But the even- straiu, quoting Peter's command which he Saints. Here I preached several tlmes to 
ing services were cut in two by an approach- I gave to the people on their inquiry, "What small turnouts but good interest. People 
ing storm, the place of meet.ing being under II shall we do?" "Be baptized for the remis- very busy in crops and some sickness in that 
an arbor. sion of sins," This the elder denied; it was section. 

We had appointments ahead for Monday ! not to remit sins. Remission and remit had I then went, with Bro. Spicer and family on 
night and all the corning week at a place I different meanings, he said, and proceeded Sunday to visit a family by the name of Me
called Ward's Creek, about fifteen omiles h·om I to explain a case in court, where the word re- ' Graw, near Eagle l:<-,ord, on Trinity river. 
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Here I found 
of 'uhe church 
isolated from the church, 
Her husband is 
believer iu ·the doctrine we 
me he would die he would 

I left thorn 
stopped a fevv days, and. ~hen returned horne 
to attend district ocmfu:enc•~ nea,r our house 
at Cook's Point. We met the 7th iust. 
with a g·ood uumbcr tJ:re S&ints, among 
them a number pr·eachers, three ·missona
ries, Brn. H. 0. Smith, 'I'. J. Sheppa,rd, Ed 
Henson, \711 e good a,nd 
nearly a week'0 DJ.·.3ettngg hope 
for good results. 
us for Oentiral branch.~ excepAu 
who went Autnnio. 

I am left at home a 
on thG 21st inst. to com.mence 

seven miles south of 
SUCCBESful meeting·. I 

expect Bn~. Hgy p,nd Renfroe 
pect to be at Philadelphia, 
county while in that sect.ion. 
president of the Texas Central 
pect to visi.t aH tho bL"anches of t,he dis~0rict 

before the next conferenee. 
members the dist;·ict coi)perJ,te 
me in tbe \\fork in the district, eupeciaHy iihe 
officers in the several b<·&x,ches. 
openings for preaching, 
me hear from you occt1sion8Jly, 
we can for the advancem.ent 
CB,USe in this of TexeJJs1 so 
have a good report to mr;J:;:e 
ference. We y•Ju 
when it will meet in due time. 
one move forwa;cd 
tain fm~ help, 
he desires you 
sult, w lth the 

Russell 
most of the 
two weeks 
.interest. 
ag'c, Have 

in g. 
ago axtd 
and the 

ever, 
E. Y\f, NUNLIQY, 

whom heard Bro. Short pre&,ch 
a few years at;;"o. The two h~op~~ized 2Jt Eliz3.; 
were the fruits th0 labor of othe.t·s. 
Others here are believing, but it te"k.es com~
age to stem the tide. May God be pleased to 
gra,nt them strength enough to come 
Babylon. 

We expect t.o close here 1-'hursday, ihe 
and go to New Windsor, where Bro. C. went 

will pres,ch in the hall till the 
tent ar-rlves. Expect go from New Wind
sor Ivioline, as the Saints at that place are 
a.sking for it, and have informed us that they 
have the mon2y raised to pay the freight. 

There will bo a two days' meeting at Plea,s-
ant Valley, six mlles east of August 
11 and 12. All are invited. 

Your brother in bonds, 
J. W. ADAMS. 

Dow Iowa, July 22. 
.EcUtors lle'rala:-It, has been a long time 

since I i'ew lines for the letter de-
pal·tment the Hentld, I have often 

as thou~rh I would like Sick-
ness has been the hindering cause. I am 
jus'& recovering from a relapse of ten days 
durat.i.on, during which time I suffered much. 
'I' his maJ:~es a, bout twelve weeks tha.t I have 

confi1H3d to my bed too full of pain to 
enjoy listening vv bile others read. 

Fiowevoe, all the way through my illness I 
as though t,he divine power wll,s ever 

presen'; to spe!i.k peace to the souL It is 
to feel when one is thus afflicted that 
of t,he Saints gre irnportuning the Lord 

his behs.lf to know that God is pleased 
to bestow a blessing upon his people when 

Upon one occasion, during 
recent illness, when my feet and limbs up 

my knees we!'e swollen very tight with the 
there seemed to be sp~cial faith 

to me that if I was administered to for 
trouble I ahould he healed. I sent for 

of t,he bretbz·en, who cs,me and anointed 
limbs head, and administered 

me. By the next morning, if my memory 
S<3rves me right, dropsy was all gone 

returned since. The attending 

way that dropsy has left your feet and limbs." 
V\Tith these fo.cts look:L:xg- one in the face 1 

seems straD_g'e tha,t I could not muster f2'~ith 
to he hea.led other aUments ths'o kept 

eoniineil. to my bed. Yet such was the 
Vl/lly it was so I am not able to- say. I 

administered to many times, and bene
fited each time, and I feel very grateful for 
the blessings thua bestowed, and ;Etl-so for the 

of the 81J,in'"B which I know ascended 
God in my bshalf. I am still very 

faith and prayers. 
'J'hree times since I have been a member of 

T hava been brought so near to 
in vision, dream, or by the 

the mind_ have I seen myself 
in the coffin, and laid to rest. 
experiences I have learned this 

The restored gospel, which 
brought us so 1nuch pertce~ joy3 and satis

whHe in health, wlll do to li.ve by and 
do to die by; for the gospel of Christ, 

believed, obeyed, aud lived by, removes the 
bitterness of death. The Lord 

"And it shB,ll come to pass that those 
in me shall not taste of death, for it 

be sweet un""o them.-D. C. 42:12. 
out of the minis

te:daJ field when there is so much to do, yet 
bre'ohren who are older and wiser than 

myself have admonished me in kindness to 
be very c~,reful and not undertake to preach 
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until I have recovered my health and 
strength to a large degree, at least. Evi
dently it is best that I should do so; and all 
that I can say is: I am in the Lord's bands 
and am ready to work as he shall furnish me 
with health and strength tu perform my 
part. I h;we no doubt or fears but what the 
work is of God. 

In looking over the conference minutes since 
I have been able to be up, I notice that a 
goodly number of brethren were added to the 
High Priests' Quorum, and as a member of said 
quorum I wish to say to each and all of those 
brethren, I bid you welcome to our number, 
and pray that God may give you fai.tb, wis
dom, charity, and grace sufficient to enable 
you to properly discharg-e your duties ~ts 

shepherds of the flock of God "which he has 
purchased with his own b]o:~d." 

The saint~ of the Dow City branch are giv
ing their chapel a thorough repairing inside 
and out at the cost of something over three 
hundred dollars, which will make it the neat
est house of wot•ship in town. The repairs 
were much needed, and their el'l'ot•t in 1;his 
direotion is a commendable one. Those who 
have directed the work deserve much ceedit 
for the good judgment manifest. With kind 
regards ll!Jd best wishes to all Saints, I re-
main, Your brot,her in Christ, 

CHAnL ES E BuTTERWOR~rH. 

LAR.ISSA, Mo., July 20. 

.Editors Ilm·ald:-Two years ago there were 
only two Latter Day Saints bere, and they 
were sisters. VIle came here, and there wail 
much prejudice; but now we have a church 
of our own. There have been some baptized, 
making four families. Our church is not 
finished, but we had conference in it, and I 
think we had a good time; all, or most all, 
seemed to enjoy it, and much prejudice was 
removed. One was baptized by Wm. 'f. 
Roach and confirmed by Henry Sparling, a 
Httle boy of Bro. Taylor's, a fine little lad; 
we hope God will always be nelJ,r to guide 
him in the way of truth. Oohers ::~,re near the 
kingdom; we hope to see them come in in the 
near future. 

Bro. Taylor came here from Oregon, and 
seems to be well pleased with the country . 
Two others are here looking for homes; but 
have not settled yet I think. We are looking 
for more before the summer is gone. There 
are still plenty of homes to be had here, and 
cheap. Some that wrote to us last spring 
did not get their letters, for they returned 
to us "not called for." \life did the bes·L we 
could. Vve answered all that came, 
in all. V'f!e want to see the Saints come, but 
prefer that they come and see for themselves 

not depend on what we say, or what any
else says, but to come and see, and if not 

12:o where they can be satisfied. 
We have a Sunday school organized at our 

The name of our branch has been 
vu._~,.v~ from Sweden to the Ava branch, tho 
Saints have moved from Sweden. We have 
three families from other parts here now, 
in all seven families, all seem to be wide 
awake in the work. 

Bro. Syuney N. Grey, Junior, and Bro. W. 
'£. Roach, priests, are here. The rainy 
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weather has kept them from holding meetings 
this week; but expect to commence Sunday 
next. We hope to have a good time. 

E. W. ANWAY. 

VIOLA, Ill., July 23. 
Editors Herald:-Just a few words from this 

part of the field, that you may know we are 
at wor·k. After a short series of meetings in 
Millersburg in May, we turned our attention 
to tent work. We decided to make an effort 
to reach the people of Galva. Apparent re
sults were not flattering, to say the least. 
Handbills, personal invitations, and articles 
in the city paper proved to be of but little 
value in bringing the people out. We told 
them, those who came, the gospel story plain 
as we were able, bore our testimony, and 
pulled stakes. Here we felt the need of an 
organ very much. Accordingly l boarded 
the train for Chicago, leaving Bro. Adams to 
ship tent to Viola, our next objective point. 
I staid in the city over night, being very 
kindly cared for at the home of Bro. F. M. 
Cooper. Having purchased a Bllhorn tele
scope organ, and after attending to some 
minor matters of business, I find myself at 
the Union Depot with a company of the 
Chicago Saints, ready to start to Mission 
conference. And let me say, Bro. Terry, 
that while I was pleased to meet with your 
noble band of workers, yet I do not think I 
have any feeling of envy, for we have some 
good workers in Kewanee district also. But 
I shall not soon forget my very pleasant trip 
to the Mission conference. Arriving at 
Sheridan we transfer, and after about a ten 
miie drive find ou,.sel ves at Mission. So far 
as entertainment is concerned, the Saints at 
this place know how to make one feel at 
home. The writer was domiciled a greater 
part of the time at the home of Sr. Hansen, 
sister of Bro. Eli Hayer, and my acquaint
ance with the latter makes me feel doubly 
"at home." But this is no plaee for details. 
Suffice it to say, the new church, a monu
ment of love, sacrifice, and industry, was 
solemnly dedicated to God. May the wor
shipers at its shrine ever remember the 
sentiments expressed by the speaker of the 
occasion. 

Our tent having been shipped to Viola, we 
opened fire on the city on Tuesday night, 
June 26. 'rhe enemy had exploded some 
mines ere we had begun, and false reports 
were numerous. The wife of a United Pres
byterian minister warned her "Junior 
League" not to go near the tent, as those 
men were bad, and would catch little girls 
and send them out to Utah to be servants, 
and several of them wives of one man. Well, 
you will likely not be surprised if I tell you 
those "little girls" haven'~ much confidence 
in what that woman tells them now. We 
have done our best to get the ministers of 
the town to attend our services, but not yet 
succeeded. The husband of the above woman 
has heard four or five sermons, one night 
venturing within five feet of the tent. My! 
isn't the enemy brave? Several holes have 
been cut in the tent and seats, presumably 
by boys. Two were baptized on Sunday
Mrs. Mcintire and her niece, Mrs. E. H. 

TilE SAINTS@ 

Pine. Guess Bro. Short will remember 
them. Others seem to be deeply interested 

may have a crumb or a loaf, just as you 

and near the kingdom. Expect to move to I desire to see the best books read more 
New Windsor this week. Let us as Sunday school teach-

Yesterday we were permitted to attend the ers and parents teach the young to read 
meetings of the Mercer County Ministerial these books in their homes. It is not enough 
Association. Judging from the manner in to read and study them one hour each week. 
which they discussed "church union," we I believe it is the earnest desire of every 
are impressed that that ia something scarcely true Saint to look up and lift up; so if we lift 
to be mentioned. The prophet bas well said 1 up the ones that have strayed away and the 
that ''gross darkness shall cover the minds 1 ones in darkness, let us earnestly read these 
of the people." . I books that God has given us. We know that 

Bro. J. C. Crabb has been with us for the I many others are good, but these are the best. 
last ten days, We appreciate his counsel, Ever desiring to do God's will, 
and as one man said concerning his sermons, Your sister in the gospel, 
"He is no disgrace to any man's platform." MRs. MARY D.RIGGS. 
May each of us so live, whether preacher or 
laymembe;·, that we may be no disgrace to 
the cause we love. 

With many discouraging things to meet, 
both inside and out of the church, yet ever 
trusting that God will lead us to final 
triumph over the enemy, I remain, 

Yours hopefully, 
F. A. Hussi<::LT". 

JOPLIN, Mo., July 25. 
Editors llemld:-I left Waco early Monday 

morning, for "Tuckahoe" mining camp, 
where I have been preaching since Monday 
night in the Presbyterian "mission church," 
with good crowds and splendid interest. A 
family of outsiders has been caring for my 
necessities, I expect to continue till over 
Sunday and part of next, week if the "council 
doesn't turn me out." I haven't as yet se· 
cured their consent; but the Sunday school 
superintendent, who held the keys, said he 
would open the doors, if I would preach. 

A.M. BAKER. 

WHEELING, W. Va., July 21. 
Editors Heraid:-Pitched tent here 10th 

in st.; began a series of meetings on 11th. 
Attendance quite good, as also interest. 
Bro. V. M. Goodrich, of Ohio, arrived on the 
17th to assist in ministering the word. 
'l'hink we shall go to Bellaire, Ohio, from 
bore. The brethren there have secured a 
location fOl' the tabernacle. Saints assisting 
in music and in other ways. Of course the 
ministry eat food, and we expect the mem
bers to supply it. 

J. F. McDoWELL. 

KINGS'l'ON, Mo., July 21. 
EditO?'S He1'ald:-A Hev. Mr. Hessenfiow, 

living near Chillicothe, Missouri, a preacher 
of the New Light Church has been saying 
often of late, that lie wanted to debate with a 
Mormon minister, and that he'd bury Mor
monism in thirty minutes. Bro. R. S. Par
ker, Chillicothe, informed me of him. His 
great desire was to get a good rap at "Joe" 
Smith. So I sent to Bro. Parker the follow-
ing propositions for debate, for the gentleman 

SLOAN, Iowa, July 24. to sign, and I would meet him, and measure 
Editon Bemld:-I have juat finished read- swords: First, w~.s Joseph Smith a true 

ing in the lfemld the names of l'O many good prophet of God? J. C. Foss affirms, Mr. Res
books for t,he Sunday school. Ma,ny of them sen Bow denies. Second, is the church that 
I have read, and I love to read them; and as Rev. Hessenflow stands identified with, in 
I desire to see the Sunday school work ad- fact, the church of God, harmonizing in faith, 
vance in God's own way, I want, to encour- I doctrine, organization, and practice with 
age the young people to read good books, the Church of Christ set up by divine au
that their young minds may become enlight.. thority eighteen hundred years ago. 
ened by reading and seeking for that which Mr. Hessenflow not being in the city, a Hev. 
is good and be led to seek for et,ernal happi- Mr. Johnson signed the first proposition for 
ness. I desire to tell you, de:fi,r saints, of the him, thinking in the meanwhile they would 
best books I have read. They are, the Bible, cut the Mormon balloon loose and let it burst 
the Book of Mormon, and the Book of Doc- in the air. To the second proposition, Mr. 
trine and Covenants. They teach me how to Johnson signed the word, nfttsed. I sent the 
live in this life and how to prepare for ps,pers back, and after two weeks' trial, the 
eternal life. These books are the only ones Hev. Hessenflow arrived in the city, and after 
that work, others sparkle, but these lift. the threatened storm of destruction, the rev
Put yourself under the influence of i;hese erend gentleman would not sign the proposi
books. There are no t.yrants among spiritual tions. Said it was against his conscience 
truths. In these bpoks there is more that belief to sign them, but would debate as long 
finds me than in all others put together. as I wanted to. Bro. Parker says that's an. 
The truths that are from God through his e~,sy way out of the battle. 
Son Jesus Christ find me at the gre!J,test Yes! Bro. Parker, Latter Day Saintism is 
depths of my being, and whatever finds me not buried. It's alive, and will live on, and 
brings with it an irresistible evidenee of its on, when all other isms are a thing of the 
having proceeded from the Holy Spirit. God past. 
appreciates honest searching for truth; but I will be here over Sunday the 22d, and 
there is no hope for anyone who comes to , on Tuesda.y will go to Chillicothe for a few 
these books searching for errors. What I days. The cause is onward. 
t,hese books bring to you will depend in large Your brother, 
measure upon what you bring to them. You J. C. Foss. 
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CARBEELRY, Man·[toba, July 23. to make t,hem honorable men and women, and 
Editm·s appointed to labor what had been witnessed at our conference 

and if possible establish our work in Mani· and Sunday school convention far Rurpassed 
toba, I wrUe to ask the Saints of Canada and anything which had ever been witnessed in 
elsewhere who know of Saints living in this the South Sea Islands. The intellig-ence dis· 
province, or neighboring districts, to please played by men, women, and children was to 
send me the full name and address. Since the Tahitians most remarkable, and when 
coming here I have by inquiry through the the mv,yor of the city, Monsieur Cardella, 
mails learned the whereabouts of over fifteen listened to the children's classes reciting 
Saints, wattered for the most part. What I their pieces, carrying on their ili2.logues, 
wonder at is that they move away from singing, and a prayer while kneel· 
Ontario and other places, s,nd remain so ing with their clasped, and uplifted 
quiet and require hunting up. This mistake head, the tears coursed down his manly 
can be obvis,ted if Sil.ints intending moving 

1 

cheeks and he murmured, "Vvonderful! ex
out into some new part would communicate cellent! remarkable!" 
that fact to the president of the mission, who 'I One of the matutus lasted nearly an hour 
has charge of the Canadas. I emphashe the and a half. :Metuaore was the leader. It 
last word, for some think only of Ontario. was divided into five classes, the object be· 
Our missionary in charge is a pusher, and ing to prove that young Joseph was in the 
wishes this gospel of the kingdom to be direct lineage of t,he seed of the woman which 
·sounded from one end of Canada to the other. was to bruise the serpent's head, following 

I left home and loved ones Monday, the from Eve to Abrah&m, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, 
16th inst., reaching here Friday last. Same Chl'ist; then from Jacob, Joseph, Ephraim, 
day I secured the bes·L hall in town for wha.t .Joseph the Martyr, and then J·oseph the son. 
we have a mind to give. Bro. and Sr. Jor· E11ch class had i1;s di.viaion of the subject ~o 
dan, with whom I am domiciled, think '~;he and proved the points by many quota· 
proprietor has forgot·Gen himself; but if he Mons from the Bible, Book of Mormon, and 
has, amen to it. May he never be himself Doct;•ine and Covenants. Each class bad its 
till tho people of Carberry become tired of teacher, who asked questions of his class, 
our errand. Yesterday the 22d), and farther elucidated the answers as he 
we commenced oper~:~,tions by two services. I was led. 
About fift.een of a congregs,tion in afternoon, One full day and six or more evenings were 
fully one hundred at nigh1;. I r~m announced I fully occupied \NUb such matutus and sing
for tonight and i;omorrow night. May the ing, and conference house, 100 feet long, 
Lord give me the honest,, for his name's 56 feet wide, 58 feet of the length and 
sake. Ca1·berry bas one thousand fi.ve I 2'l feet wide for the other 42 feet was filled 
dred inhabitants. FH.EDEitiOK GrmGORY. flt'"entive listeners, besides many hun· 

SAN'I'A ANA, CaL, :ruly 24. 
Editors Herald:- I received"' letter yester· 

ilay from Metuaoro, dated May Hi, from 
•rahi.ti, in which he tells me the good news 
that the French Governor had dismi.ased 

dreds in the yard, and so Papeete was cap· 
tured from our enemies and God blessed the 
Saints, !J,nd now has turned the officers of the 
government towards us. May God in his in· 
finite love and mercy bless with wisdom, un· 
derstanding, humility those brethren 
who have; been thus promoted and. placed in 

eleven Catholic governors of the different such honorable and responsible poaitions. 
tuamo:us (islands), and had. appoi:1ted the 

1

. How gls,d wHI be the hearts of B_ro. and Sr. 
followmg men as governors m theu" ste~,d, Devore, Bro. and Sr. Case, Ben. Gilbert and 
everyone of them members of our church: i Newton, and all the missionaries who by 
Tahuhu, governor of Makatea; of I their patl.ent toil and prayerful labors have 
'l'ikaha~; 'futeit'ihia~ o~ Panac:; 'l'ane, of 8,ssisted in bringing· the Saints up to such a 

Apat~k1; ~:~.man.u, ,~t N1a~ .Tcnho, .~~ Ho: I happy ~U.d h~nora~le cond.ltion .. A. nd I know 
toava, M<>hl, of ... ek;mac.u, Harouea, or they w1l1 umte with us m ask1ng the great 
Temarie; Tehiki, of Tuuhora; Tumatau, of God to endow those governors with 
Tematahora; and Parepare, of Takapoto. meekness, wisdom, and firm integdty in per· 
These changes were made about the time we forming their duties under the law. 
left :Papeete, which was on May l, and were May peace abide with the good, noble, in· 
made because the governor from France bo- telligent, faithful Saints of the South Sea 
lieved the heads of the Catholic Church in 
those isls.nds interfered in the proper admin
istration of the lii!,vvs, and, Metuaore says, be
cause he did no'r, see or find any trouble in 
our conference in Papeete, 

Island-s mission. 
Your brother in Ch:-ist, 

J. F. BUR'l'ON. 

'fhe president of the highest leg·i.slative FAmBANK, Iowa, July 2o. 
council in PJ,peete told me at our conference Editors Henrld:-Some time has elapsed 
that our enemies could not again persecut.e since I wrote to your valuable columns. I 
u.s}s hitherto, as t:he government an~ the I began labor with Bro. J .. R. Sutton, July 11, 
CHlzens of Papeete had learned by vvhau they I at Lamont, Iowa. Good mterest was mani· 
had seen at the conference, the .business per· fest throughou~ our ent,ire stay at that place. 
formed, as well as the preachu:~g, and the Last two serviCes held there were excep
matutus, singing, and Sabbath school exer-1 tionally' well attended; tent being filled to 
cises, that t~e miss.ionarie;, ol cmr church its eni;ire sea,ting capacity. -we believe 
ha~ not been :dle, n::>r wen-s <rLy tnere t~ ox· I muc!:l goo.d ~as .been do~e, and are certain 
plmt the natives, to get rrc-::ey tnem, much pre.1udwe m the mmds of the people 
bu'G to help them, to teach thorn truths, and J has been removed. Some are near the king-
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dom. Others are studying and thinking 
over the matter. One wants baptism soon, 
and so we move along, sowing the seed. Let 
others water, and God will give the increase. 

While at Lamont we stopped with Elder 
Wm. Weston, who with his good-hearted 
companion, made it pleasant for us. May 
God bless them and theirs. 

We struck tent at Lamont, Monday the 23d, 
and moved to this place. Had meeting on 
Tuesday, the 24th. Had good attendance the 
25th, Interest good. Bro. C. E. Hand will 
be with us soon, so he writes. 

We believe the tent, is the best way of pre
senting the work in new places. People 
will come to tent meetings befoee they will 
go to church buildings, at least it has been 
so in our experience. And by short sermons 
and good management can get them to stay 
by us till we give them the whole gospel. 
Then they must judge for themselves. 

\IVill continue here two or three weeks or 
as interests may lead. Expect to attend the 
Sunday school convention at Cliuton, Iowa. 

May the Lord bless us all in our efforts to 
JWesent his word. 

Your brot,her in Christ, 
ORA H. BAILEY. 

Oriuinal 
THE BEAUTIFUL STORY. 

BY A. R. COH.SON. 

Oh! have you ne'er heard 
'£he beautiful story? 

How .Jesus, our Lord, 
Lsft the mansions of glory; 

Took an infant's frail birth, 
Took humanity's sorrow, 

That this sin-cursed earth 
Might attain a glad morrow? 

Yes; the blest Son of God, 
So pure and so holy, 

Took up his abode 
With the poor and the lowly; 

And he marked out the way 
To the kingdom of heaven, 

And none need e'er stray, 
So plainly it is given. 

At his word lived the dead, 
And his touch carried healing; 

For the life that he led 
w·as the Father revealing. 

'fhough by cruel men slain, 
Yet a conqueror glorious; 

.For in rising again, 
He o'er death is victorious. 

'Twas for love he came down-
Oh! the wonderful story-

For the cross left the crown, 
:B,or the shame left the glory, 

L'Jft the throne for the tomb, 
Drained the cup of man's anguish, 

That no longer in gloom 
Without hope need he languish. 

Oh! what wonderful grace; 
What sweet condescension, 

'ro a lost, ruined race; 
Love beyond comprehension; 
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Yet we know it is true, 
For the Spirit he giveth, 

Bears witness to you 
And to me that he liveth. 

And he cometh again. 
Yes, the glad day is nearing, 

When the children of men 
All who love his appearing, 

Whose hearts are made pure, 
And who walk in the Spirit, 

In His kingdom secure 
Shall there a portion inherit. 

Let us strive, then, to keep 
Our lamps trimmed and burning, 

Nor so carelessly sleep, 
While we wait liis returning, 

Signs in sun, moon, and sky, 
Are betokening hls nearing. 

"Go ye out," sounds the cry, 
"vVatch ye for his appearing." 

A MORNING HYMN. 
L0rd, safely through the night's dark hours, 

Again thy love has kept 
Its watch; and from all harmful powers 

Safe sheltered have I slept 

In gratitude for. all thy care, 
My thoughts to Thee I raise; 

And li.ft my heart in humble prayer; 
My volce in songs of praise. 

Lord, what am I that thou shouldst be 
Thus mindful, day hy day? 

Such loving watchcare keep o'er me, 
Who am so prone to stray? 

0, let me feel it more and more, 
The wonders of thy love; 

A full and never-failing store, 
As every Saint doth pwve. 

And as the morning light I greet, 
I would renew each vow; 

And Jay my offering at thy 
As worshiping I bow. 

Of worldly wealth I have no store, 
All I can bring to Thee 

Is my pOOl:' life; I can no more, 
Thine hencefoeth sLall H be. 
38~9, 4th St. Fulton, lUchmond, Va., June 7, 1~00. 

LATTER DAY SAINTS. 
BY MRS. C. RALSTON. 

Ob, how happy are they, 
In this great latter-day; 

Who know of a surety and truth, 
That the gospel's restored 
Through Jesus our Lord, 

And is h·ee to both aged and youth, 

There are gifts from our God 
That we learn through the word, 

Of prophecy, tongues, and of power, 
Which will lighten our cross 
And consume all our dross, 

As a bee drains the sweets from a 
flower. 

There are blessings of love 
Sent to us from above 

By our Father, all-wise, great, and good, 
In return for good deeds 
\iVrought hy Saints, and our needs 

Are supplied and our wants understood. 

THE SAINTS~ 

So, then, let us with pr1l,yel' 
Give heed and greab care 

To the gospel set fort,h by our Lord, 
That his Spirit may dwell 
In our hearts; we can tell 

It will strengthen the power of our 
words. 

MothBrs' 
EDITED BY FRANCES, 

'".Be brave, dear heart, for soon or late 
Thy ships shall homeward bear to thae 

The waited, longed-for~ 1nead of freight 
From alien shores beyond the sea. n 

KEEP NEAR YOUR CHILDREN, 
I think parents lose much of plo1:l.sures to 

themselves and in influence o•·er their chil-

had they remembered this. Trifles make up 
our lives, and one half of our sorrows come to 
us because we are not fully understood. Little 
attentions are dearer to the heart than costly 
presents. 

Join in your children's games; encourage 
them to express their. preferences and wishes. 
Never laugh at a child for relating its simple 
thoughts; nothing checks frankness so much 
as ridicule. Give them your love and it will 
bring you s, rich reward. Be not too impa
tient with their play; the time may come 
when you would give all that you possess to 
have your. house troubled by their little 
bands. Encourage them in their undertak
ings, whether they be great or small in your 

I 
estimation. 

In conclusion, keep nearer your children. 
Let the tendrils of your heart twine around 
them, and in old age their. love wm be your 
support and comfort. A SISTER. 

dren, by assuming· when io their presence, THE CHURCH, 
too great a degree of dignity. Exclusiveness "'h Ch h f nod g 

0 
"h ay 

. b , ,_,. . .L ou, urc o "'" , o n " y w , 
Is a ~r to all confi.dence, and. tn~ cu!ld that Fill all the earth with truth divine, 
experiences a feehng of awe 111 the presence I A d . •h f It · . . . . , .n Wh a never a ermg ray, 
of Its parents will withhold 1ts confidence , T .

1 
., · 

1 
d h' 

from them, and will soon learn to deceive. I 
.u! re yom_,er sun m sp .en or s me. 

Go forth in power to sin's domain, 
Wrest from its coils the souls sincere, 

Who earnestly have sought in vain 
For freedom from its bondage there. 

Fear not, but know thy Monarch reigns, 
In truth and righteousness above; 

The power is his to wipe thy stains 
Of sin away, through his great love. 

do not belleve in encouraging children to tell 
each little incident, or to relate ali their 
chats with their playmates or fl'lends. Such 
a course, I think, would tend to excite them 
to gossip, which is a habit that all should 
guard against in their children. Its ten·· 
dencies are low and debasing-leading- often
times to its sister evil--lying. Gossips are 
almost universally flatterers, and are anxious 
to please and gain the confidence of those By him sust,ained, thy victory's sure, 
around them, and do not hesitate to sacrifice Thy enemy shall vanquished be, 
truth, if hy so doing they have hopes of El:;ernally thou shalt endure, 
pleasing you while they deceive. From sin and bondage ever free. 

Manifest an interest in children's sports-- The'n let thy righteousness shine forth, 
their joys and sorrows. Speak to them freely For Christ thy Monarch soon will come, 
of all that interests them. Show them that 

1 
And gat.her from the south and north, 

you sympathize with them in their little 1 Thy children to his glorious home. 
troubles. Encourage them in their good en- I CHARLES FRY. 
deavors, and b.y those m~ans ?rove to them I -----
that you are mdeed the1r friends, and you AM OHAM.Ml~DAN makes confession with the 
will win a response from their young hearts 
that will gladden many an hour of life. 

I pity the man or woman who cannot re
member a Ut·tle petting or a few kind words 
when they were children. The hunger of 
the childish heart exercises an l.nfluonce over 
its whole life--giving to its expori·· 
ences. It feels its lonely, unloved condition, 
and carries with it all through life a too vivid 
memory of its want of love and trust. Alas, 
that there should be so many into whose 
childhood hour entered those sad experiences, 
these littlE: wants. Kind words and aets vvill 
mould the child's mind and develop its na
ture into the desir·ed sh.ape, just as w!l,rmth 
softens the wax and renders it pliable to your 
purpose. Who shall tell how many children 
there are whose hearts have starved for sym
pathy until the unsatisfied want has made 
them become reckless, and they have ceased 
to try, try again, for the reason that they 
have no incentive to try? When we have 
grown too old to remember how we felt when 
we were young, we shall no longer be fitt;ed 
to guide one of those little 011es. Many fa
thers and mothers might have been happier 

utmost readiness and fluency, but the expres
sion he uses is we have sinned, 
not "Achtet," 1 have ~inned. Some one has 
said that the collective pronouns are like 
moral urn brellas which shelter us hy shed
ding off the blame on others. 

-Anonymous. 

GOD'S ANSWER. 
The cry of man's anguish went up unto God, 

"Lord, t.a,ke away pain! 
The shadow t,hat darkens the world thou 

.bast made, 
The close-coiling chain 

That strangles the heart, the burden that 
weighs 

On the wings that would soar
Lord take away pain from the world 

hast made, 
That it love thee the more!" 

thou 

Then answered the Lord to the cry of his 
world; 

Shall I take away pain, 
And with it the power of the soul to endure, 

Made strong by the strain? 
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Shall I take away pity that knlt:o heart to 
heart 

And sacrHice hig·h? 
Will ye lose all your heroes that lift from 

the fire 
White brows !;,o the sky?"---Sel. 

LYING TO CHILDREN. 
The Rev. Robert Hall had so great an aver

sion to every species of falsehood 
sion, that he sometimes exp1·essed 
very strongly on the subject. The following 
is an instance, stated in his life by Dr. 
Gregory: Once, while be was spending an 
evening at the house of a friend, a lady, who 
was there on a visit, retired, that her little 
girl of four years old might go to bed. She 
returned in about half an hour, and said to a 
lady near her, "She is to sleep; I put on my 
night-cap, and lay down beside her, and she 
soon dropped off." Mr. Hall, who overheard 
this, said, "Excuse me, madam; do you wiEh 
your child to grow up a liar?" "Oh dear, no 
sir, I should be shocked at such a thing-." 
"Then bear with me, while I say, you must 
never act a lie before her; children a,re very 
quick observers, and soon learn that which 
assumes to be what it is not, is a lie, whether 
acted or spoken." This was uttered with a 
kindness which precluded otfense, yet with 
seriousness that could not be forgotten. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Mrs. Mary C. Bastian, of Washington, 
wishes to have her name presented to the 
Prayer Union for special prayer. She was 
thrown from a buggy four wee.ks ago last 
Friday, and had her left shoulder dislocated 
and broken, her left leg broken, and her 
right hip broken. She wishes to be healed 
if it is the Lord's wilL 

8tlndau 8Gho 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDl~'OR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iow". ") 
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ready writer, and applied herself to that to some at those places, and not a small par·t 
work almoet exclusively from April, 1896, either. Not merely the organizing of those 
shortly afi;ep bm: return from Baratonga, schools, but the staying with them; the con
until October when they went to Hikueru, tinual watchcare over a school of two hun
and a great deal afterwards, but not so dred or more, and where in most instances 
steadily. She says, "I cannot tell how many the teachers needed as much looking after 
books and parts of books I wrote. Honestly, as the scholars; with the added ditl:lculty 
I do not think people would believe me if I of thei.r being of so many different islands, 
knew &,nd could tell." But it is not my pur- which difficulty is best known to th~ workers 
pose here to state the amount of work done in the mission-they do not like to asslmi
by those sisters, nor the disadvantages under late and soon get into a quarrel. We were 
which t,hey labored; neither the privations eyewitnesses, for the space of three months, 
they endured, or seasickness they suffered to her big school at Hikueru. It was an in
while performing their labors; that is best teresting school, at least to look upon; that 
known to ·themselves and the Master who is, each class appe~,red to be giving itself to 
sees and knows ali, and the reward is sure. its work, and splendid order was kept, 
My purpose is to not.e some of the leading though Sr. Case would often feel like throw
fe~>tures, and gi 176 the •result of the labors of ing herself on the bed and panting when she 
each in the Sunday school work when they got home. 
left the mission. Sr. Case also visited as many islands where 

The rnahana oaoa was also instituted by schools had already been organized as oppor
Sr. Devore; i. e., a day set apart during the tunity would affJrd, to assist, strengthen, 
time of conference gathering-- the 5th of and encourage them. For it must be remem
April-for class exercises and recitations, bored that the work was so new to them that 
and she did the first work of drilling and when left to themselves they soon drop back 
preparing· the natives for those recitations, into an easier way. Whether they will over
which was not, an easy task to do without of- come that practice or not remains for the fu
fending- some or becoming wearied in pa- ture to reveal; some islands are making 
tience. progress in that direction. 

I will here digress, and add a scrap ')f per- I have never learned whether it was in the 
sonal knowledge. Sr. Case and I, with oth- year '95 or '96 that the Sunday school asso
ers on the Evanelia, accompanied Sr. Devore ciation and convention was fully organized. 
to Makatea when she first undertook to pre- Neither do I know who organized the schools 
pare them to march in a procession bearing on the islands of Tupuai, or under whose 
a Sunday schoor flag. It was the first at- auspices. Have understood that there were 
tempt at Makatea. It was like trying to get three schools on that island, one in each 
young colts to stand still and be harnessed. branch. Have had reports from two only. 
She had to place them again and again. It Now this is the sum of the dev0lopment of 
seemed as if they could not star;d still. The the work during the mission ot Bro. and Sr. 
smalleat were in the lead and were so curious Devore and Bro. and Sr. Case. Seventeen 

know what was going on behind them they permanent schools organized by them and 
not only turned around, but ran back to see. four others in the mission, one organized by 
Sr. Case and I lent our assistance. Some we Bro. Forscutt, and those three on the island 
fairly had to hold to keep them in position of Tupuai. I will here state that the Tiona 
till the line was formed. But when they- school had ceased to be before we carne, the 
the gr·own-up people-once understood what leaders having .moved away. Therefore 
was required of them, and became somewhat t':.ere were twenty schools, an association 

1 
accustomed to the routine, each year would and yearly convention,. with mahana oaoa, 

I some small addition of their-own in the custom of Christmas offerings, and a 
j position, ste~, or moveme~t. And t~ey al~o number of books written and placed in the 
· se'ected the1r own exermses and d1d the1r schools. A good work indeed! The bulk of 

own pt'!Wticing, where there was no white which was acco'llplished within four years, 
missionary. dating from the time Bro. Forscutt left the 

THE SABBATH SCHOOL WORK IN ':rH:El SOUTH After Sr. Devore left, Sr. Case being then islands. 
SEA ISLANDS. in charge of the Sunday school work, chosen I have not mentioned the names of the hus-

(Concluded from last week.) Sllperintendent of the Sunday school associa- bands of these sisters in connection with the 
According to wbat we have tearned here, tl.on, wen'" right on with the good work as it Sunday school work, neither those of the 

this question book when completed was had been stat·ted. In answer to my inquiry other white missionaries. I have no doubt 
placed in the hands of the missionaries then if there were any changes or additions made but all helped in orie ws.y and another, but 
in the mission for their inspection, correction by her in the developing of the work, she not having the record, am not able to state 
if needful, and sanction. Then tran ;lated says, "I made no changes in Sr. Devore's in what way. Those schools are organized 
into the Tahitian language by a professional methods. They were as nearly like what and conducted after the manner of those in 
translator in Papeete. Then into ·they were here in America as was possible -the church in America before the memory 
nicely bound blank books. And each br·>mch with the lack of books, etc. I instituted the verse, golden text, and responsive reading 
paid '1 certain sum for the books, thus the Christmas offerings. , .. I organized schools were introduced, with the excsptions I shall 
money was collected to defray the expense of 

1 

at Raroi.a,. I1iarutea, and Taenga: reorganized mention. 'l'bere are no treasurers or libra
translating. 'fhe book thus bought was held at Hao and Amanu, and at several diving rians here, there being no need for those 
by the superintendent of the Sunday school. 

1 
places, but those of course would not be officers. There are no funds to handle. No 

In time all the schools were supplied with taken into account." expense is incurred in running the schools 
one, and many teachers also. Some who had True, those at the diving places were only except that of the lesson books, and that is 
not the whole book had portions of it. Sr. to continue dm'ing· the time of t,he diving,- provided for in other ways, consequently there 
Devore wrote a number of them, but I am where no branch of the chur·ch existed,-but are no collections in the Sunday school. No 
persuaded that Sr. Case wrote-or copied--a it was a part of the establi§hing and develop-~ books for a librarian to care for. Those 
far grea.ter number, ~141' being a GWift of the altogether new . bool>;s 6rs. Pevore ancl C~JJse wen:J 
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held by the superintendents and teachers as 
though they were personal property. At, 
Tarona there are some six or eight 'I'esta
ments that belong to the school in general. 
These remain on the stand, or steps, lead
ing up to it, when not in use. Most all bring 
their own Bible or Testament. But says one, 
have they not song books? The songs are 
carried in their hearts or memory. Natives 
seldom sing from a book. In church the 
leading singer has a book. But tb_e children 
lead in the Sunday school and use no books. 
There is also one difference in the routine of 
the school. We will say there are fifteen 
questions and answers in a lesson, and 
five classes in a school. 'l'he superintend
ent copies the questions-or perhaps only 
the answers-each on a separate slip of 
paper with each one numbered corres
ponding with those on the book, and dis
tributes them equally among the classes, 
in order. The fir·st class would have r:;um
bers l, 6, and 11; tbe second class would have 
numbers 2, 7, and 12, and in the same order 
all through. Of course those slips would be 
distributed a week in advance, so those who 
had them could commit them to memory. 
During class time, questions are asked on the 
lesson as it is read. When all are through 
with their classes, the superintendent reads 
the questions from his book, and those. who 
have learned the ausweJ'S stand up and recite 
them one in each class, going the round 
three times. Such were the whools here on 
our arrival. During the mission of Bro. and 
Sr. Burton, all these remain as they were, 
and. have in addition the memory verse, re
sponsive reading, and the golden text before 
closing. There has also been an addition of 
fourteen hundred lesson books printed and dis
tr-ibuted among- the Saints in these islands; 
not altogether after the order of the Quar
terlies; that would be too great a stride. 
"Sidelights," "home study," and all those 
other helps found in the Quarterlies, are 
omitted in these books. This is the order of 
them: First, tbe number of the lesson; the 
method of opening the school; where the les
son will be found in the Bible; the memory 
verse; then the lesson, consisting of twenty 
questions and answers; then the golden text. 
Such is the ordet• of each department. 
Twenty-five lessons completed the first book. 
Those lessons are not copied verbatim from 
the Quarterlies. Our lessons are larger and 
we only had one number of the Senior Grade. 
Bro. Peterson formed the lessons for the 
present year, fourteen only, since they seldom 
have more than one lesson a month, and the 
first book had not been gone through with. 
Since those books have been printed it is no 
longer needful to copy from the question book 
for the scholars. There beiug a book in each 
family, all can learn from it. We h2.ve also 
the addition of what we :are pleased to call 
the "review." 'fhis takes place on the first 
Sunday of every month, when it is supposed 
that all the school know the whole lesson by 
heart. Upon that day the scholars do not 
answer by routine. 'Nhen the question is 
read out, all who know it raise the ha,nd, 
and the superintendent calls upon who he 
chooses to give the answer. If there is only 
a l')mall showing of hands, they are very 

THE SAINTS' 
to be given the lesson again 
month. 

As for my own part in the farther develop-

CEN'I'RAL ILLINOIS. 
ment of the work, I have Httle to say. From 
choice I accepted the pos. tion of fir8t coun-
selor in the association instead of superin- Conference convened Beardstown, Illi-

Eider I. N. White chosen 
tendent, and had all the freedom of action to l\1. R. Shoemaker secretarv. The 
that I would have bad aa superintendent. I names • by 
It was my g1·eat desire to bring more chil- last, General 
dren into the exercises of the mahana oaoa., 

1 
since the Sunday ~chool is preeminently for Logan, 
the benefit of the children. I did not wish and Ver-
to crowd anyone out, as I told the sisters, but million, ~ere. read by • officer, 
to bring the children in and to this end I and a mOulO~ t.:; .hem as . the 

' Central Illmms was earned. On 
worked "':ith pleasing su:~ess, as will be .seen I mooic;n, the Rules of Order and D':'bate were 
by the m1nutes of the d1fterent. couventwns. unammously adopted to m the de-
l feel deeply grateful t,o the Saints for their liberations of th.e Oa motion ~he 
ready response to my suggestions since the de!egate system lS not to ,be enfc•rced durmg 

' Uns as the orancnes have not 
bulk of the work was theirs. I gave sugges- come it. Report of Taylorville 
tions, wrote letters of encouragement, got up a membership of 
simple lessons for the children, and taught certificate 

letters· other branches them hymns. During the past yoat" I wrote 
of removal total loss l, 

a series of questions and answors on the II Qn·"'"'"'"' by said July 
nativity of Jesus and John the Baptist, mak- branch showed a 
ing nineteen lessons in all, and sent one to membership of 24; eertifica'Ge of baptism 20, 
each Sabbath school, 3,nd can say that the vote on evidence of membership 4; 2 mar-

2 moved still holding member-
little olies added greatly to the interest of otherwise no The secretary 
the mrihana oaoa. Have organized, or was instructed to make an effort to find 
caused to be organized, a new school on the names of officers in the scattered Alma 
island Raiatea and at Faaone on the island. of br~,nch and Pike branch. of 

. . . , prwsts, teachers, and were and 
Tah1t1; reorganized at Twna and Anaa (and . !i.pproved. Bro. I. N, White suggested a 
instituted the "review"). The second asso- I consideration of the names of 
ciate counselor, Pou, of Manihi, organizsd I . . Beoad ~o ~he office o~ ~riest, and 
one school at Faka.rava makin<>' five perma- Lo:1,her_.Slmpwn >J,na M. R Shoom.tker to the 

'. "' 1 office or elder; he also talk 
nent schools. The mtro;;Juction of the the a,d of the 
memory verse, rcsponsi ve reading, the Lord fm· the 
golden text, and the review, with the addi- ceive, aud the:eby in a , 
· f God and rece1ve more. was cneermg 

twn of ourteen hundred lesson books marks and H wa,s then decided to take 
the sum of increase or expansion during the up defray the expenae of buy-
past three years. There are now twenty-five record and minu'oe book, and 
permanent schools in this mission. I omit at next meeting. Prayer and 

was announced for thirty 
those organized at diving places Ot' bufa M. Shoemaker, who was pre-
rahuis since they are made up of the mem- the Spirit was present with such 
bers of other schools. There remains now I the was prolonged f?r an. 
but three islauds without a Sunday school were g1ven; 
where there is a branch of Lhe church. 
Those are among the far wind war'd islands. 
I know not when they have been visited by a 
white miGsionary. Sr. Peterson rendered 
valuable service in the Hikueru Suudr.y 
school by rEestablishing and maintaining 
order during her stay at that island. 

There is a work to be done now in connec-

Bro. L had an open vision of pe-
culiar note, while Srs. Shoemaker and Alice 
Simpson were Sr. Simpson 
in some cheering ,..,,.,~miQA 

to to the covenant. 
At the I. N. White took charge 
or the and the following business 

tion with the convention, in making known ~t, as 
to the native Saints the object of the ctmven- I m~us 
tion, other than simply to choose officers for I 
the year and read reports. At the conven

Bl'o. J. D. Stead was chosen 
elder of the disr,rict, unt.il next con

also commended to Bishop K·~lly to 
agent for the district. St. Alice 

was chosen secreta!'y by u.nani
M. R, Shoemaker, tr-easurer. Ad· 

Saturday, 
ad

meeting·s under 
branoh. tion of 1899 I made the proposition that at 

our next convention there be an hour or so 
granted for g·eneral talk on Sunday school 
work. The proposition was readily accepted. 
But our "next con ven'Lion" was a disappoint
ment. The interest Was elsewhere, so I said 
nothing about it. The work is onward. 
May God bless it and the workers; and all 
those who will in future labor and pray for 
its continuance and farther development. 

SR. EMMA BURTON. 
PAPEETE, April, 1900. 

8 
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS. 

Sunday school convention of the South Sea 
Islands mcJ'o April :l, in T"'r·ona, Of-
ficers chosen: assist· 

'I aut; E. secretarv. all the 
the associa,tion rH\d and 

A TRUE Christian will always be 
board in what he does. God has hls 
interpreters, a child may teach a man. 

j . incres,se of foul' new ~chools organ-
above • lzsd Nme schools reported. 

ll I Officers year: Tapu, 

f~et your recreationt3 be not sinful, 

sma 1 and Lillie 
I secretary. 

Christ·, 
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· mas offerings banded in $53.40. By vote this !ish hymn, "Take it to the Lord in prayer;" flicted, and unless he shall receive material 
help from the Lord, and that soon, his days 
of usefulness in the church are about num
bered. Bro. E. E. Johnson, of Chicago, is 
rapidly declining, and it' is desired that we 
should all unite our faith and prayers in his 
behalf that the Lord may see fit to prolong 
his days, and spare him to the work which is 
in such need of tfficient helpers. 

was put into the hands of Metuaore, the and the other wife had a class of 
Bishop's general agent for those islandB, to- children prepared in manner to sing the 
gether with $:34.90 of oll'erings sent from Australian tune of "I~oses and lilies are his." 
Hikueru, which was already in the hands of But on account ot some previous trouble 
Metuaore: total $88.30. All the officers of with the governor in regard ·w Bro. Peter
the church in America were duly sustained son preaching in Eoglish, those exercises 
in their quorums, and individually where ' weee abandoned. 
quorums uid not exist. After which the 
president of this mission and the missiona,ries 
of the church in this mission were in like 
manner sustained; also the superintendent of 
the association in this mission, and each otli" 
cer individually. A vote of thanks to Emma 
for her labors in behalf of the Sunday school; 
also to the secretary and associate 
superintendents, teachers, and secretaries 
all the Sunday schools in all these islands for 
their work. Announcement for the Mahar:m 
oaoa for the following day from to 
eleven, and from one to five. were 
requested to sustain the officers for the com
ing year, with their help and their prayers. 
Singing, then prayer by Tapu closed the ses
sion for the year 1900. 

'rhe Mahana oaoa dawned clear and bri~ht, 
and the usual pleasing excitement character
ized the early preparations and the day 
throughout. There were seventy"five exer
cises on the program, of which thirteen 
classes consisted entirely of children, and 
some other classes were nartlv of children. 
As usual, they acquitted thems'8lves well. 

When sending the lessons to the various 
branches, we suggested that a child lead 
each class, since it was the desig·n that all 
should join in a children's prayer at the close 
of those lessons. Much to our surprise as 
well as amusement, some selected the small
est child in the class. The Niau class was 
led by a little girl not over four years old
the adopted child of Pohemiti's daughter. 
And the Arutua class by the adopted son of 
Tapu, perhaps a few months younger. The 
maiden was somewhat bashful, so her papa 
walked with her, though she asked the ques
tions promptly: but not so the little man of 
Arutua. He walked his class around the 
arena like a young general, and when in the 
proper position, he suddenly wheeled on his 
heel and called a halt, by throwing up his 
tiny hand at arm's length in such an earnest 
matter·of-fact way that his class could not 
quite keep their faces straight; but not the 
shadow of a smile flitted across his face. He 
resolutely called out his "Uiraas" (questions), 
six of them, which were as long as ordinary 
Bible verses, and were promptly answered. 
When through with the questions, he led off 
in singing a hymn. All were amused to see 
the· American-like manner in which he 
opened his mouth, making his baby voice 
heard above the rest. Then all dropped on 
their knees, in a reverent attitude, and re
peated a prayer. Although the children 
held the most riveted attention, I would not 
overlook the larger classes or withhold due I 
credit. 

Among other exercises a French air was 
sung by the Niau Saints, quaint, soft, and 
melodious, much to the gratification of the 
visiting French people. And the .Saints of 
Hao and Amann sang in the Manareva lan
guage. All, both young and old, did well, 
remarkably well; but for method and variety, 
the general class of Anaa was the "banner 
class." It consisted of a captivating etiusion 
of recitation and song, a var·iety of 
leaders taking- the place of 
scholars of leaders. The easy grace of 
young leaders was remarkable, although it 
was something quite novel. Haroatea being 
the originator and teacher. When it is remem" 
bered that only a very few of those children 
who took part in the exercises of the are 
able to read, one can form an estimate the 
time and pains taken by their parents and 
teachers. Since the answers were simultane
ous, each child learned the whole lesson. So 
far, all have been New Testament lessons 
simplified. Sr. Peterson had a class of adults 
well prepared to sing, very an Eng, 

THE TEACHERS' QUARTERLY. 
At the last General Convention steps were 

taken ·towan1 a Teachers' Quarterly, and the 
editor of t,he quarterlies was authorized to 
prepare it. 'I'l:le association takes pleasure 
in announcing that this Quarterly is in 
course of preparation and will be published 
with t.he next quarter, beginning with 
October. 

It will contain all the lessons of the three 
grades now in use, with such other matter as 
will be helpful and suggestive to teachers, 
both in the preparation of the lessons and in 
teaching them. The editor has spared no 
pains to make them of use to the teachers. 
Teachers having this Quarterly will not need 
s,ny of the others, for the text of the other 
grades appears in this just as it is in the 
others. Of course this Quarterly will not 
take the place of the teachers' meetings, but 
t,o such teachers as cannot attend teachers' 
meetings, and to such schools as do not find 
it convenient to hold such me<Jtings, it will 
go a long way to supply this lack. 

Although this Quarterly contains much 
more than the present Senior Gt"ade, the 
price is within the reach of all, being but 
slightly in advance of the Senior. The price 
is ten cents per· quarter, or thirty-five cents 
· year. Every teacher of any grade ought 

have this Quarterly, and it is hoped that 
teachers will avail themselves of this oppor
tunity to make their work more effective, as 
well as more easy, and send their orders 
promptly. 

Address Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Iowa. --------

B Department. 
TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS, 

SPECIAL NO'l'ICE. 
In ordering supplies for schools much in

convenience and positive annoyance to the 
office results from carelessness, which may 
be avoided by following these sugg_estions: 
(1) If there is a branch agent for the Herald 
Publishing House in your branch,· let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When the Sunday school, when
ever a new person orders, be sure to give the 
name of the person to whom the supplies 
have been previously sent. This will prevent 
the frequent, annoyance to both the office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3) Be 
sure to your name to every order. If 
the order not signed it will not be filled. 
(4) Send c&sh with order when at all prac
ticable and save book accounts. (5) Address 
all orders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

DAY FOR RELIGIANS. 
consideration of all the Re
is invited to the following 

'l'he day of the first meeting in August is 
hereby set apart as a day of fasting and 
prayer in behalf of Bro. Johnson. Let the 
following order be observed so far as practi
cable: Abstain from morning and midday 
meals, so far as wisdom will admit, and then 
all the local societies meet at accuE>tomed 
time and place, for a season of prayer. In 
case of this arrangement not being consid
ered wisest, locals can make such arrange
ments as will be most convenient to them, 
observing this order as nearly as practicable" 
Let Home Class members join in this also, 
praying at home at the stated hour, if not 
convenient to assemble. In the meantime 
let us as members, and as societies, remember 
him in our prayers. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, President. 

REUNION NOi'ICES. 
Ho! singers and musicians who expect to 

attend the Dow City reunion, beginning Fri"· 
day, September 28, to run ten days. We 
have received notice from the committee 
that we have been chosen to take charge of 
the musical department. We will urge all 
to bring Winnowed Anthems No. 1, and 
practice· in your home choirs all you can, so 
when we get t,ogether we can soon render 
good music. All who can assist in this de
partment owe our ·services to this gathering 
just as much as do the elders who shall de
clare the word. Let us prepare and go to 
sing with the Spirit and understanding also, 
that the song service may be beneficial. 

8. B. KIBLER. 
JAMES PEARSALL. 

Northern Missouri reunion will be held in 
the beautiful city of Stewartsville, twenty.
one miles east of St. Joseph, fifteen miles 
west of Cameron, Missouri. This will be the 
eighth annual gathering of Saints from 
Northeast Kansas; Northeast Missouri; De
catur, Iowa; Nodaway, Independence, and 
Far West, Missouri, districts. Come 
again, Saints, and enjoy a spiritual feast with 
us. We are looking and expecting to see 
you again at this reunion. There will be 
Sunday school and R;,ligio wor·k during the 
meeting. Bring your children so they can 
enjoy a ten or twelve days' camping in the 
beautiful grove of Bro. Ben J. Dice, only 
one fourth mile from the city limits. The 
committee will spare no effort to make you 
feel at home. Tents are cheaper this year: 
Dhl2 feet, $1.45; 12xl4 feet, $1.65. Straw 
free. Make up your minds now to attend 
Stewartsville reunion. Board can be ob
tained on the ground at reasonable rates: 15 
cents for regular boarders, 20 cents fortran
sient. Order tents from the secretary as 
soon as possible, so he can send for them in 
time for you to occupy. 

CHARLES P. FA UL, Sec. 

The annual reunion of Southeastern Illinois 
district will be held in Brushcreek branch at 
the Saints' chapel, in our hwge district tent, 
September 6 to 13 The place selected is 
beautiful a,nd healthful; plenty of wood free; 

Lr;rd has graciously answered our good water on the grounds. In addition to 
<1nd fasting a number of Mmes in the our splendid missionary and local forces, we 

iu behalf of our' convention work, and in , expect Bro. I. :r\r. White to be with us. Feed 
some of the locals in behalf of our sick. This furnished will be at reasonable cost; pasture 
should us with faith to come to him free. A restll.urant will be run by one of the 
in every of need, especially when t,he brethren, where board by the week or meal 
need is of that character that it is impossi- can be had at the very lowest rates. Anyone 
ble for us to it of ourselves. wishing tents, write to I. A. Morris, Zenith, 

One of our workers, both as regards Illinois. Let all the Saints of this district 
local and district is very sorely af- fee! that this ls their meeting anct come pre" 
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pared to 
meetinf!' 
trict. · 

make this the very best camp 
has ever been held in this dis

Committee, I: A. Mmmrs. 
F. M. DAVIS. 
FRANK BENSING. 

1\'liSSIONARY REPORT BLANK. 

Whole No. of 
services 
attended. 

'l'imes 
preached. 

'liimcs 
at~sisted. 

Other services 
held. 

Number con
firmed. 

'"rimes assisted 
to confirm. 

NOTICES. 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSl!":i. 

JOHN SMIT'H, Manag-er. 
July 11, 1900. 

OONFEREl'l"OE I'l"OTICES. 
of Eastern Color~.do 

181 at ton 
m. vvi11 re~ 
port;' please see to it that your reports aJre in 
the hands of the district, t.ime: 
also attend to the appointing of · 
also r0port condition of branches, 
that we may whether are hot 
cold. or only luke wa.rm. all repor·ts 
A. E. Tabor, Wray, Colorvdo. 

E. F. SHUPE, Pres. 
A. E. TABOR, Sec. 

TWO DAYS' liJ!EE'I'INGS. 
There wil.l be 

Bellail"e, Antrim 
mencing 
tiuuing over 
charge,· assisted by others of the 
who can make it convenient to 
address is No. 913 N, vYalnut street, 
Bay City, Michig·an. 

your 
lected or 
ably 
notify us, and we will arr;:,nge 
Everyone work to 
meetings. 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

l!lubscription price. $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

!In arrears unless terms are made with the Publish
lug House. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
110licit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business !etters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
:matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELAJiD••n 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

For catalogue o:t: further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLE"'DR:R. Secretary, 

LAMONI. DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun· 
· day School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
Sunday in the ;year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This gradecon-

5
ains the lesson!! ot the Senior Grade in simplified 
orm and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 

cents per quarter, 15 cents P!31' year. 
i"RIM4R¥ GRADE. A Lesson Quarterly 

Jf~i!pared tor Sl!l~All children; same lessons further 
ihnplified. P,a.per covers; 5 cents per quarter, 1!J 
~nts per year. Address all orders and remit
e.-noes to Bt'/r&~.ld Publishing Bouse, 

Loo~ Box Ei Lamoni, Declllt"~J,! qg., Iowa.. 

IST y, OL.3 
t.akes up the events immediately following the death of 

\§ Joseph and Hyrum S.Li;i; in lE-11, a·d gi',·es a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading &.>uncil and 
conft:r-ence actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

a11d the acLive participant in present church work. A b: ·.ef account of the 
v:.uious factious is also included. Written and compiled by 

Pt·esident Joseph Smith and 
Apo::;:tie tleman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1. 50; cloth, leather backs and corners, $2. 00; full leather $2.50 

ful11"~1hn~\ s-i1t. P:1~"~'" :::'.:1.n0. Orilers mnst b8 accomnaniefl hy remit.t.c.nr""-

J 

' 

HIS 

PROPHETIC MISSION 

VINDICATED, 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts. each.; 

I' .HE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ......... 1 26 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 7~ 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ............ , •••••.. $0 30 
Cloth and leather . • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • 50 
Full leather . . ... • . . . • • • • • . . . • . • • • 1 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 1 25 
Flexible a". 0. Ill. Ill • • " $" •• fl. 0 • ••• 0 e II 1 50 

DOCTRINE AND OOVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia.. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge~~. . • • . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt ed~, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

ZION'S HOPE. A large, four-page 
Sunday school paper for children; 
illustrated; edited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year. . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
In pkgs. of 4, 6, or 6 to one address 40 
In pkgs. of 7 or more.. .. .. .. .. . . .. ~ 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. Cloth ......... $1 00 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ...................... , .... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kir'ke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, · 
leather backs .................... $0 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .......................••.. $0 6& 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•... 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ..................•••••.••. $0 3{) 
Cloth sides, leather back . • • • • • • • • 60 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper.covers ....•••••..••.•••••. $0 25 
Cloth . , ... 41 •••• , • • .. • .... • .. • • • • • • • • • 40 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDEW:30N, Pres. 
:MRS. D"\ VJD DANCER. Vice Pres. WANTED .. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 

OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE BANK OF LAIVi 0 i'~ 1. A CHEESE MAKER. 

ln<'OrJHH'aied 11nd.er tbe laws of tbe §tate olf Iowa, July 1, H~9§. CREAMERY, ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. 

I 
Must be up to date. Addre<'s the LEWIS 

Total assets ,Ja .. unry 1, lC~O. '.ll33.<l>2.:-l4; April I, 1900, :~~;H::c.'C!';LOW. 3o.4t 

We pay interest on time deposit~. and especially solicit the correspondence and deposiLs of all Herald '"aders. All' I -------------------
@tters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to . 

. w. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa' · 
DTOCH.HOLDEBS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, o- I GROCERy STORE 

.l!.nderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. w. Blair, w. A. Hopkins. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Hi 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, HlOO. 

Bm. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit to~?acco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dotP. (Qnit-to-baek ) I have uRed tobacco for thtrty years a,nd both chewed and smoked plug 
t~•hacc-o. L. S. STALEY. 

3 bmws o:f Qnit-to-baclc sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
onh- $Lri0. with positiv0 gDtwaut<>e of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U.S. postage 
"'~ anws taken. You run no I'isk, wby not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

.. Address. (Bro.) B. F. ORD-WAY, Peoria, IU. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new ·work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Rt~commended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and argument, 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
lli. cents postpaid. Address orders to 

l:::ERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St.0 Oak}a!_l~'- Cal. 

A VOICE OF WARNll'\G AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limn .............. , . . . . . . . 20 

Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the R·oorgaoized Church of 
JesusChristof L':.ttcr D! S•.i:ctc, from the 
pen of Eider Hcm<>n C. Smith, Church His
torian. His a complete answer to and refu
tation of Etder B. H. Roberts on· "Sqccession 
in the P,·esidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. PtJurose on ''Priesthood and 
Presidt'ncy.", It follows Mr. Hob,:rts closely 
and points out his falsb &tatcments, misrepre
sentationd, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
:arg·uments, and untenable interpretations; 
whiie answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
'iucld.entally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as· 
sociates from June, 18±4, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an bffirrnative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
pr·esidency convincingly defended and con
clusively establishc:d. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in cons cpence of the Utah mission
'1t"ies having usc·d the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministr·.v have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will rr:ake a book vf about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the l(m·est possible price, as we 
lM'e more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICH0LSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BAN 
LAMON!,; IOWA. 

Ample reEponsibili y Fhe pH' cent interest 
paid on time depcsi ts. CorrespondPnc'' so
licited. Farm6 aud ,, wn prop:orty for sale. 

-------------------------
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 

JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative,· as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. · 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges .........•. 3 00 

HHANUH ltEUORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides printed 
headings, and ruled for ~ecord of 
names, blessing of children mar
riages, ordinations, deaths ~emov
als, and other changes in systematic 
and concise form .....•....•..... $1 50 

A good s tcck of Gwccries and N utlons for 
sale in Lamoni on rAa,onable terms. 

Call on or write 
JOHN SMITH, 

Manager of Herald Office. 

READ THIS-WANTED. 
A br1g h t, act1 vo, eon gem~ i young mn.n of 

L D. S. churcb, seventeen to twenty years 
of age, to work In a general store, with op
ponum ty for ad vaned in remuneration. To 
reside w i Lh the lam \Jy. Location in Penn-
sylvania. For !Jo.r·ticuiars address, 

.). FRANKLIN. 
70 Water St, Wneeling, W.Va. 

Juy3<v«i l7: i\ugusc 7 and 21, 
to moor. ·il "'"'''sand r.·rritories, 
at one f•tre 1-.J us $2 00 for the 
round t,·ip, good re;.urning 21 
days from date of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

Colorado Utah, fled t.he Black Hills; date 
of salB July 3, 17, and August 7. 21, final 
limit for return 21 days, at one fare plus $2.00 
for the round trip. 

,Annual Convention Young People's Chris
tian U oion of the Uni >,pi) Presbyterian Church 
of North America, Dcmver, Color·ado, July 
25-30, one standard fare plus $2.00 for the 
round trip. 

Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias, De-

l. troit, Michigan, August 27-September 1, at 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. 

National E'lcampment Grand Army of the 
R<>public, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the 
round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Annual Convention Re.tail Grocers and 
General Merchant's Association of Missouri, 
and Interstate General Merchant's Picnic, 
St. Joseph, Missouri, July 24-26. Date of 

, "ale, July 23, 24, 25, and 26; good ret,urning 
j July 27, at one and one third fare. 

I KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. co. 
I Nortb-L"ave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at Des 
i Moint;s 6:05 p. m. 
1 Soutb-L' ave D,s Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 
j at LPon 11:45 a. m. 

Trair'" daiiy PXcept Sunday; connect with C. 
B & Q. at Leon. 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mo-rmon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leatb.er back and corners ..•••••. $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ...........••• , • 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges . . .. . . . • .. .. • • 4 00 

WHAT IS MAN ? By Elder J. R. 
L!!.mbert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
11tate? The views of mortal-soul
~U! examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper oovers ••••••••••••••••.••. $ 35 
CJ.Otb _a! ~!-'.--fi...&~-~- tll_..!_ e !': 9 o_~ o ll_e ~ s !__" __ • o e_ e • 50 
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1~1-IE J\I l-l1\:RAI <'D. 
rn 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATiON OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST (¢< ~~">-Tl'.olR DAY SAINrS. 

VoL Lamoni, Iowa, August 8, I 900 No. 32. 

CONTENTS: j creek near the shores of Halfmoon every one can easily get out of doors 
EDITORIAL: b h d b d 't d t h ' d fi d b b h f From the Editor Abroad ............. 509 ay a . een epos1 e a t e pom t an n t e way to t e ouse o wor· 

Q1estionsand Answers ............... 510 where found by a stranded ice floe ship; that the gentle pealing of the 
Do Not Write on N0wspapera ........ 511 brought down from the far north at Sabbath evening bell should be looked 

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: some remote period .by the ocean cur· upon as a call, the heeding of which ''And the K1ngdom Sh1ll Not Be Left h' h 
to Other People" ................. 512 rent w lC sweeps down the western would be a pleasure; that the hymns of 

Theater Going ...................... 514 coast of the contment. praise floating out upon the night air 
LETTER DEPARTMENT: ................. 514 The only evidences of the mam· should be an inspiration and in which 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: th }'f h' h · h b' d b 1't should be tl1e Wl.Sll of "1 1 to 'o' Prepared R ·ading for September mo 1 e w lC once . lll a lt~ . t. e Q L J m 

Meetings of Daughters of Zion ..... 520 earth found anywhere m the vwmtty with "the spirit and with the under-
SUND~~ SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: were the footprints of the mammoth standing, also." 

Dthgence · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .522 sloth which were uncovered in the With Dr. Cathell's thoughts fresh 
!CONFERENCE MINUTES: C ~ (N ) d · · · d J-, • ' k d S Kentucky and Tennessee ............. 523 ar"'o~ .ev. san stone quarnes. m mm we Ltave JUSt pte e up am 
~UNDAY ScHooL AssociATIONS: ........ 523 Wyommg IS the most fertil(;J field on Clark's Keokuk Gate City of Sunday 
:MISCELLANEous DEPARTMENT: this continent, outside of Alaska for morning, and read with much interest 

Reuo~n Notices ... ·:· ...... · .. · .... 5~3 the fossil remains of the gigantic' ani· an editorial entitled, "Vacation for 
Pastoral,-H. 0. Smtth ............. 524 1 h' h · t d h · t th Ch h ., Tt t' 1 · To Sunday Schools .................. 524 rna .s w lC exts e ere ~n pa~ geo- ~e urc es. · 11e ar lC e m ques-
Two-Days' Meetings .................. 524 loglCal ages The TJmvers1ty of tion is characteristic of the writer, 

;================.Wyoming has secured from the sand· and therefore interesting, and we re· 
stones of that state the largest and produce it. It reads as follows:-

MAMMOTH REMAINS, most perfect and complete collection "Today ends, in most of the 
The evidences of life belonging to of these fossil~ in existence. chu'rches, the services for the season. 

'the preglacial age are rare in Califor- If any of these gigantic animals ever The pastor will now begin his well 
nia; still a specimen has been 'aiscov- had their habitat in California, the deserved vacation. The people will 
-ered near the coast in San Mateo changes which ice and flood and other arise on Sunday morning and seeking 
county, if the statement contained in agencies have since produced have the open air will find their sermon in 
a Halfmoon bay dispatch may be re- swept away all traces of them. nature. Or preferring the easy chair 
lied upon, says the San Francisco The Calaveras skull of prehistoric at home will find in it-the Sunday 
Chronicle. A well-preserved skull of man which Bret Harte immortalized, newspaper. 
the mammoth is said to have been re in verse belongs to the world of fie- "It is well that there should ·be 
cently taken out of the bed of Pilar- tion, not of fact .. E 17en. tho;:agh. we these interstices during the heat of 
'Citos creek by some boys who were are short on foss1l remams, 1t m1ght the summer. Not that our religion 
remployed in hauling sand at a point no~ re9-uire much straining of t?-e _im· should be allowed to lap>le, for it can
about a mile east of Halfmoon bay. agmatwn to assume that the. d1mmu- not, with the true man. Nor heat of 
The skull is reported to be about five tive horned toad of the southern summer, nor cold of winter can come 
feet in length and portions of the tusks counties is the degenerate descendant between us and our ideals. But aside 
a foot long are attached to it and are 1 of the horned dinosaur, which ranged from the consideration of the deserved 
six inches in diameter at the junction from twelve to fifteen feet in length, rest of the godly man who has spoken 
with the bone. These extend into the and whose fossil remains have been words of comfort and cheer to us dur
.cerebral cavity. Bones of the mam- excavated from the plains of La-ramie, ing a season, aside from the enerva
moth were also found in the neighbor- or that the nimble lizard found every- tion that a sweltering morning in a 
hood some years ago. where in the state is the direct de- crowded church would bring, the idea 

The discovery of these remains is scendan~ ?f the gigantic saurians of of a vacation is a good one. 
no proof that the mammoth ever wan- the rept1han age. "'I'here is growth in a change. 
dered at .larg~ during life in these ·1 ~ G;rowth for bo~h.the fl~clc and its ~d-
parts. Tne evidences are, of course, v1sor. The mm1ster, If he be a w1se 
indisputable that great herds of these' THE CHURCH'S VACATION. one, does not betake himself to some 
preglacial beasts pastured in the val- The Rev. Dr. J. Everest Cathell, in summer school or the lecture plat-
ley of the Yukon and on the shores of his pulpit at St. Paul's Episcopal form. A wise man will seek perfect 
Siberia and the Behring sea. During church Sunday evening, in announcing rest. His tastes may lead him to the 
some violent convulsions of nature that the service would be the last to city, to the seashore, to the mountains, 
great ice sheets enveloped the far be held on a Sabbath evening until but he will find other occupation than 
north, and many of their carcasses the autumn time, stated that he did so brain work. It is by the exercise of 
have been preserved therein up to with a heavy heart; that he in com- that organ that he has satisfied his 
the present time, hides, hair, flesh, mon with all clergymen cdeprecated parishoners, and it can b®st be fresh
bones and tusks being found in per- the thought that so many people I ened and renewed by perfect rest. 
feet condition. Mines of mammo~h 1 should becom~ imbued with the idea For man.y ministers feel that. they are 
ivory were profitably worked m that the op>mmg of the heated term not keepmg ab:reast of the t1mes and 
Alaska long before th~ territory be- should be accepted as a signal to re· that some theological halls must be 
came a field for the search of gold. linquish churchly activities, and feel haunted to gain what has been lost 
These mammoth remains have been that absence from the sanctuary was while they have been attending to their 
discovered in the placers of the Klon· absolutely essential to a perfQct sum- Master's business. They do not seem 
dike and at other points in the frozen mer's rest. The good doctor called to feel that the time to gather in these 
banks of the Yukon and its tributaries. attention to the fact that the summer much desired ideas is during their 
There would be nothing improbable time was especially. adapted to the every day work. A minister is a stu
in the assumption that the mammoth duties of Sabbath evening church at· I d€lnt, it is true, and his natural bent is 
remains now unearthed on PilarGitos, te!ldanGe: t!::lat it is a peT:oc! in which s:udy. Bu~ that ~iTiiste:r wtc woc;!S. 
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look to his own best interest, will rest 

1

, against the absurd method of having may attend without too great incon-
. during his vacation. two to four organizations at work in venience. The churches began to 

"And the growth that the flock the same fields. Some discussion.was wonder whether, as years go by, the 
may gain by the absence of the minis- also had about the cost of administra- boards have not become self perpetua
ter is no stigma upon him. It has tion, especially of the expense of ting bodies through the election of 
been faithful Sunday after Sunday maintaining from five to forty field the same men over and over again. 
and each week it bas taken home food secretaries who draw salaries from When it was sought to accomplish 
for reflection that bas made the whole missio·n funds to go to the churches certain things in one of the boards the 
week better. To sit during the sum- and beg the gifts. discovery was made that nothing could 
mer season perspi!ing and sticking This latter point bas long been be done because the board opposed, 
through twent;y: mmutes or an hour pregnant of discussion by the congre- and that the churches which contrib
~f sermon, as 1t may. be,. 'Yould be gations. Too many officers for the ute the funds are powerless to change 
likely to take away the msp1nng effect amount of work accomplished has the executives. 
of th~ minister's _words, and instead been the charge. A salary and ex- Last February there was a confer
of gomg ~orne w1th new and noble pense list running a long way above ence of executives of the six boards. 
t?oughts, Ill humor w~:mld be more $100,000 a year has been claimed to be It made as a conference certain recom
hkely to be the "compamon. excessive. Criticism, in so far as it mendations and they being accepted, 

"So a changeis good for all. Let has taken definite form, bas been a committee of nioe resulted. It is 
us all rest, and when the work starts aimed at the executives of the princi· made up as follows: Judge J. H. 
in ane~ i~ tli~ fall, let it be. with a pal boards; namely, the Congrega- Perry, of the Home Missionary So
f~esh msp1rat1on to. ~ccomphsh the tional Home Missionary, the American ciety; Cbas. A. Hull, the American 
highest that our rellgwn teaches us Missionary the American Board and Missionary; A. E. Dunning, editor of 
during the following ~onths." . the Church Building Society. The the Congregationalist, the ,,Sunday 

Thus we. have the v1ew of the pu~p1t secretaries have not escaped, the School Society; R. T. Hall, the Build
and the VIew of the pew ?oncermng I claim being general that there are too ing Society; W. H. Wilcox, the Edu
the churche.s summer vacatwn. Both I many of them, too many secretaries, cation Society, and S. B. Capen, the 
are e~presswns of honest hearts; both and too much office and field machinery. American Board. These six named 
contam food worthy of our deep re- The.. committee of fifteen which three more; viz.: Dt. L. C. Warner, 
fiection.-Iowa Capital. represents the churches, st~rted out New York; W. H. Strong, Detroit, 

with enthusiasm. The Hon. S. B. and H. H. Proctor, Boston. This 
Capen, of Boston, was made its chair- committee had one meeting recently 

CONGREGATIONALISTS CONFLICT. man, for he more than anyone else set and made a report which has not yet 
Nevv York, July 21.-Appearances the agitation on foot which resulted been published. It decided to select 

point to serious differences among in the naming of the body. St. Louis, no chairma'1, but to let each serve in 
Congregationalists. The trouble is Chicago, Cleveland, Boston, New York turn. 
over the administration of that religi- and other Congregational centers It represents the six boards, and 
ous body's benevolences, and affects were represer t Jd. One meeting was appears to be in conflict with the com
almost every Congregational church held and a report made upon finances. mittee of fifteen which represents the 
in the country. Discussion that is not It was not a radical report, but was churches. If it is not so, its exist
always unmixed with criticism is gen- one looked upon as a good beginning. ence, many say, i-s unnecessary, since 
eral. It is from the churches, and is People said that at last the churches the fifteen committee is already in 
directed toward the six missionary were in a fair way to gain control existence and must remain in existence 
societies. It is not new, but there is over their own boards, to correct until the next meeting of the national 
a new phase of it. It is called the wrongs in administration, and to les- council. It is known that prominent 
committee of nine. In order to undel' sen cost and increase results. members of the executive committee 
stand the matter some history and The retirement of the late Rev. Dr. of at least one of the boards is work
more explanation is needed. Both are Storrs, of Brooklyn, and the death of ing night and day to defeat the propo
interesting, however, and the inter- the Rev. Dr. Lamson, of Hartford, sition to change the membership and 
ests affected are large and far reach· made necessary the election of a new secure some sort of rotation. If suc
ing. president of the American board. cessful in this organization, the annual 

'rhe committee of nine represents The man selected was the Hon. S. B. meeting of which is soon to be held, 
the six boards. There is a committee Capen, of Boston. He was the father . the contest will be pushed to other 
of fifteen which was appointed by the of the committee of fifteen and its societiesandconstitutionalenactments 
national council, and presumably rep- president or chairman. Soon after requiring such rotation, already 
resents the churches .. As far as any· his election to the board his resigna- adopted, will be repealed if possible. 
body can find out the objects of these tion from the committee, not its 1 'rhe committee of nine has adjourned 
committees are not identical, or if they presidency, but the committee, was I to meet again in September. 
are so, they indicate a desire on the announced, and a few months after Government of Congregational af
part of the boards to do what the that he was found wholly to have fairs is by conference and committee. 
churches have expressed a desire that changed views upon the advisability Interests affecting a membership of 
they should do, but to do it, not pre- of such a body as the committee of 600,000 and $2,000,000 a year are in
cisely in the way or the time of the fifteen und'ertaking administration or volved.-Iowa State Register, July 22. 
churches, but according to the notions even advisory functions upon the same 
and opinions of the executives of the level of authority, much less higher 
boards. authority, of the executives of the 

The national council's committee of various boards. 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi
cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
so that deaf people unable to procure the Ear 
Drums, may have them free. Address No. 
3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Aven1.1e, New York. 27rly 

fifteen was appointed at Portland two A point of attack on the part of the 
years ago. This council voiced the churches, an attack started two years 
churches in saying that while it is ago, was the succession in executive 
true that larger contributions are de- membership of the boards. ThEse 
manded, it is also true that the boards, having headquarters, three in 
chur~bes o~gh~ to have t~e. larg~st 1 New Yor~ and three in Bos~on,. have ADDBEssEs. 

poss1ble vo1ce m the admm1stratwn I of necess1ty members who hve m or j u w Greene 230 Pulaski street Brook-
of the boards. Protest was entered near these cities, in order that they. lyn,.Ne~ York. ' ' 
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' 
"H ye continue ln my word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the troth shall make you lree.''-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the wot'd of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife• and caneuhl:neshe shall have none."-B. of M., page116. 

LAMONI, IOvVA, AUGUS'l' 8, HJOO. NO. 32. 

JOS!I:PH SMITH EDITOR 
FHEU,K MADISON SlVJl'l'JI ..... 1\SSlS'l'A~'l' EDI'l.'OH.. 

LUEF [ a 
WJGllT l COHIWSJ!ONDI)I"G EDl'l'OHS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, AuG. 8, 1900. 
- ----------------

FROM THE EDITOR ABROAD. 

It was a chill ride that the editor 
had from the hospitable home of Bro. 
Alexander in '·Gara," to Fer

in Erin township, to reach the 
of the Grand Trunk road. Bro. 

Clark took him over the country in 
his buggy. It was a d;nk, cloudy, 

morning, and overcoat, mittens, 
and laprobe were essential to for
bearance of the weather, to say noth
ing of enjoyment. It required an 

' early start, so that ordinary breakfast 
time found the two, the editor of the 
Herald and the teacher of the Gara
fraxa branch, on the road. 

Tbe crops were at their finest, the 
road runs through a picturesque re
gion skirting the Grand River, and, 
but for the chilliness of the air, the 
ride would have been very pleasant. 
Bro. Clark's knowledge of the locali
ties and those living along on either 
side of the road made him a pleasant 
companion. His running comment on 
places and their former and present 
occupants gave spice to the way, and 
one was almost sorry when at last we 
drew up beside the track at the sta
tion. 

The way Guelph, Stratford, 
Port Sarnia under the river that 

n<t.l'<l.lfAQ Her Majesty's domain from 
Uncle Samuel's cities, villages, and 

the tunnel to Port 
side, ended in a 

three hours, including 
time from eastern to 

central But as time waits not 
on ms,n's will or his convenience, the 
wait ended at last, and the iron cou
rier was harnessed, and with a mixed 
lot of the editor was off for 
Detroit. 

Friends of the Master and the cause 
met him at the station, and by a ride 
over one of Detroit's handsomest 
streets the home of Bro. N. F. Lyddy, 
(commonly called "Nap,") was 

where greeti.ngs were ex
tended from Bro. C. Scott, missionary, 
Bro. Robert McDomdd and wife, Bro. 
Robert Monroe and wife, Ern. Shin-

Mellich, Hager, Jr., Srs. Wood
and Hunter, and the host, and 

hostess Bro. and Sr. Lyddy. It was 
a 

on Friday evening, and 

Sunda,y school picnic on Saturday selves Saints, he sent his man of 
afternoon on beautiful Belle Isle filled business to Nauvoo to make inquiry 
the week full, including a visit to the as to the people and their faith. 
city waterworks, where ponderous en- 'rhis man of business wenti to Nau
gines pump the water supply from the voo, made the necessary inquiries of 
grandest of ;pature's reservoirs, which the proper authorities, and received 
will never be exhausted until the the "articles of faith" which were 
rivers are dried and the lands married published in the Dernocmt and in the 
according to Holy Writ. 'l'irnes ancl Seasons, at Nauvoo. 

The grounds about the works are Subsequently, in 1844, the same 
beautifully laid out. There is a water authority, Joseph Smith, wrote a 
clock, the face of which is covered chapter for the work of a Mr. I. Dan
with green verdure,· while its hidden iel Rupp, then being published in 
mechanism was run by the water. Pennsylvania, the title of which was, 
How? Don't ask the editor. It "History of Religious Denominations 
stands anent the entrance way to the in the United States." In that chap
park, and is seen by all passers; and ter these "articles of faith" were sub
while it does mark the time of day it stantially repeated. So that by public 
keeps its secrets hidden under a green declaration in 1842, and again in 1844, 
but smiling face, a thing of beauty the articles of fait,h constituting the 
and of usefulness. doctrine of the church in Nauvoo, un-

Prayer service, preaching, Sunday der the presidency of Joseph Smith, 
school, and preaching at night filled were unmistakenly given by him. 
the Sunday hours. When in attendance at a mass meet. 

The editor's work had been fore- ing in Farwell Hall in Chicago, held 
shadowed, if not predetermined by in February, 1882, the editor took oc
the press of the city papers, his com- casion to ask Hon. Wentworth, also 
ing heralded, and his subject mapped present at the meeting, whether he 
out; it may have been presumptu· did send such commission to Nauvoo, 
ously, but what could be done. and did publish such articles of faith 

There is a corps of elders from in his paper in Chicago, to which 
Utah at work in the city, Adams, questions the honorable gentleman 
Condie, Dotson, and three others, replied that he did. The editor then 
names not secured; and by the ironies asked him whether he would tell the 
of fate-and the press -all were at audience if there was any provision 
our meeting Sunday morning. for polygamy or plural marriage in 

The subject named by the journals such articles of faith. To this the 
was, The attitude of President Smith Hon. John Wentworth replied, with a 
and his church toward the Utah Mor- voice like the roar of a lion, "Not a 
mons. Taking this as the suggestion line, sir." 
of the providence ''which shapes our 'rhe editor then showed that such 
ends," the editor proceeded to his "articles of faith" was the faith of 
task. the church at the death of Joseph and 

Taking a personal card given him Hyrum Smith, that it was the faith 
by one of the Utah elders, on there- into which his father had baptized 
verse side of which is printed "Arti· him, and from which he' had never 
cles of Faith," and signed at bottom apostatized, or been deprived of his 
by Joseph Smith, the editor pro- membership in the church and under 
ceeded to show where and how and the faith into which he had been bs,p
by whom said articles were given to tized, by any church tribunal what
the world. ever. Hence had an indisputable 

They were first published in 1842. right to defend that faith from being 
At the time an effort was being made changed, or corrupted, no matter who 
in Congress to secure national recog· should make the attempt to do it. 
nition and Congressional redress for He tben showed that the articles of 
wrongs inflicted by lawless mobs in faith agreed with the Bible, Book of 
Missouri and consequent protection Mormon, and the revelations in the 
in Illinois from the same sort of vio- Doctrine and Covenants, as the same 
lence, Hon. John Wentworth, com- had been published from 1835 to 1876. 
monly called "Long" .John Went· He showed still further that the 
worth, because of his extreme height, command in section 49 of Doctrine 
was a member in Congress. He was and Covenants which made it lawful 
at the same time publishing a news- '!for a man to have one wife, was in 
paper in Chicago, called the Dernocrat. keeping with the Bible, the Book of 
In order to satisfy himself in regard Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants, 
to the people at Nauvoo calling them- and agreed with the facts of cre1'l!tiQP 1 
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the .flood, the flight from Jerusalem and after he had given them a course 
by Lehi; and the physical fact that of instruction, we learn that he ad-
there were more men born into the ministered to the multitude, his pea-
world than women. · This was en- the sacrament, and that these 
forced by the fact that in Utah the a ·men served in ministering to 
ratio was about as 12 men to 11 the audience. In chapter 8, verse 24 
women, as shown by the census. (large edition), he says:-

Whether edifying to the Utah men, ) Behold. there shall be one ordained 
the effort of the editor was sat- corps not you, and 'to him will I give power that 
isfactory to the Saints and visit-J fare. shall break bread, s.nd bless it, and give it 

f h · f d f unto the people of my church, unto all those 
ors, some o w om w. ere m or me . or I the Lord who Bhall believe and be baptiz 8 d in my 
the first time as to how the ~---·--~~--,~ name. 
ized Church justified their ·--~---"- It f tl · th t tb 
toward the Utah church. It is all I f THIS from the Pre.ss ' . seems rom ms . a ere 

19 will for Bro. I oe~n none as_ yet ordamed who . 
easy enough when understood. ~or (.)f the Indiana field: thlS power: ln ve!se 51, chapter 8, 1s 

The editor spoke in the hall the followmg, whlCh forms another 
on Sunday evening and the LA'l."L'ER DAY SAIN'I'S. link of the chain:--
evening following on Ind. July 19.---Elder And it came to pass that when Jesus had 
to the faith. over six feet tall, made an end of these sayings, he touched 

The editor will not soon is attract- with his hand the disciples whom he had 
religious one by one, even unLil he had touched 

untiring kindness of the Saints in De- that of the Chun;h of j them and spake unto them as he touched 
troit, the kindly attentions of Bro. Jesus Christ of Saints. This them; and the multitude heard not the 
Lyddy, who did· all he could to make I creed, with the words which he spake, tbArefm·e th0y did 
the st_ay one of instruction I of God not bear record; but the disciples bear recm·d 

h d f I that he gave them power to give the Holy 
t e mty an 0 per- ion in wedlock, eHher man or Ghost. 
sonal comfort. I The general head of t.he church maintains It seems that he bestowed 

Bro. Columbus Scott was in the an ~lder'a fam.iiy_ and pays his exp_enses wh_ile 
city and was expecting to make a I he .1s m1sc,.wnary work. Elaer Jenkms first the Aaronic priesthood, and that 

. ' · . · cla1ms to refused 1JJter he had given them instructions, 
vrgorou~ effor~ for a heanng. ,. ates in oth.er . . In in and administered the sacrament to 

The mty hall force has a or j order to stwk to h1s convlCtimH H' has L' _ , h d th . tl- . , 
electric lighting by which a welcome . . ~o audiences i". '" city at 1 ~one~: ana _1a em serve .. le P80:P 1

:' 
· · · d"-' f fi ~ .,. " Ctms'&lan Free Nietbod1su chur·cnes and 11sten tnen to further mstructwn, 
1~ gi;en m ~o:h" 0 reb ll uc.,o.,s and in the Salvation Army camp. He ex- he bestowed upon them the Melchise-
t e r~nt o . " e a,. . on pects to a ~ontb ~ere. in dec priesthood and made them 
the arnval of the , work aud establlsb. a cnurcn. After ., ~ ,·. · . ~' 
Gibbons and a division of tho Colum- · he will return twice a mon'uh 'w hold serv- :;pccml Wltnesse, to the word. . 
b . C 'th 1· S ' 1~ h d ~b -I ices. In chapter 9, verses 38-40, Jesus 

rand d a ? lC . cnoo ,h a · eentha? Mrs. Jerre Ulmer, the wHo of a retired commanded the twelve whom he had 
cor e. a vVE~COME tot e lS . is the me:nbel'_of ~he chosen as follows:---
electncal display of Jz;d Day w thiS Clty. And it came to pass that he [Jesus] brake 
Bro. Lyddy solicited of came a member in 1877 · bread again, and blessed it, and gave to the 
of aldermen a similar welcome to 1 j disciples to eat. And. when th0y had eaten 
"Our President." The. of I . QUESTiONS AND ANSWERS he com. mand~d t?-em that they s_hould break 
th est nd the "- , 't' · I bread, and. g·1ve It unto the multttude. And 

e requ · a 1_0rL:e Wl n 
1 

Whll.t did Christ confer upon when they had given unto the multitude, he 
the asked for concesswn was seconded the when he appt'ared to them on also gave them wine to drink, and com-
by some in the aldermanic this as told in BCJok o£ Mormon, manded '~hem that they should give unto the 
staggered the mayor, who refused to larg·~ type . page :393? multitude. 
put a motion to this When Chnstcalled unto Those who claim that only one was 
that Mormonism should receive no I also 'uhe others on whom bestowed to be ordailled to the. office work of 
such courtesy from the the the record narrates as the bread and wine 

But, the wedge was The I follows what he said to them:- ought to see that all of those whom 
proposition was laid on the and And the Lord sai,d unto him, I unto Jesus chose upon the occasion re· 
the murmur amid the you power that yo snall i. ptJople, ferred to could and did administer in 
"A d l . .. t P t when I am Into heaven. •h ental "ce If tho 'e d', ccor equa pnvueges o ro - And the called others, and said u~ e sacram s?rv1 . . s lS-
estants, Catholics, or Saints, or unto likewise; and he gave unto them mples were ordamed at first to the 
all alike." I power to baptize. Aaronic priesthood, which has the 

What the result be remains to Th·en followed to baptize. as they were in-
be seen. But the served to the act of on 393 to do, ad-
advertise us, and the press of the city I as ministered him as will be seen 
showed us favor. I From it is in verse 24 page 404, and this occurs 

One of our Utah friends I what before the statement that he touched 
ingly said, that we were heard J holders one by one, as found on page 
they were not were shown So that in this 406. 
respect where met have bestowed either. In the history given in the Book of 
We could not to tbis verse 31, of tbe same we Alma, chapter 4, it is stated that-
had been said learn that the number of those After Alma had made an end of speaking 
commanded we should "'lnd favo"' in he ,.,;:lled o t this time was and unt~ the p~opl~ of ~he chu~ch, which was es-

- ; 
1 ~ • ..., : "" • 

1 

1 

tabllshed H! the ctty ·of Zarahemla, he or-
the eyes of tne people, ii',nd so It were 1t not from wnat appears suose- dained priests and elders, by laying on his 
must be. . _ . j WB here conclude t~at 1 han~s acco1·di~g to the order· ?f God, to 

Bro. Lyddy came out of the Uatho- was tnat pres1de and wacch over the churcn. 
lie Church, and while he makes no ·he had conferred and these were We understand the eldership to 
war on that body, he is to be the twelve apostles. That they hold the Melchisedec priesthood. and 
earnest that equal are were the twelve we have no in the verse quoted the two officers 
right of all; and he cono J . but as to let us l named it be that 
tended. May his see. both of the 

noun;,,rm to I : 
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16th. I do not k~ow why. As to.the success-] doing- quite. well~~ndthe work -is J.; 
of th.e tent work m Colorado Spring~, I .am fair condition." 

And further it is evident that Alma 

not, Informed. Bro. Alma Hanson IS domg B Q · A d t- ;tt . 
nobly in eastern Arapahoe county. ro. umcy n ers?n 1Hl.S wr. en a 

was also of the priesthood, as 
found in verse 6, of Alma. 

And Alma went and began to declare the 
word of God unto the church which was es
tablished in the valley of Gideon, according 
to the revelation of 'ohe truth of the word 
which had been spoken by his fathers, and 

to the spirit of prophecy which 
according to the testimony of 

.Jesus the Son of God, who should 
come to redeem his people from their sins, 
a.nd the holy order by which he was called. 
And thus it is wr1tten. Amen. 

Bro. Joseph R. Lambert reports, ~~pl~ ~ Elder Spl:!,r~mg's let~er re
,July 9, 1900, having done all the labor ,ard~n, the let~er o, th.e .~d1t~r rof 
possible. Branch at Mondamin doing DeseJ et Ne.ws t_o h1m. He couects El
well, but at other places not so well. ~er Sp~rlmg m som~ statements, feel
Of the new branch at Cleveland he mg thav he wrJ,~ misunderstood a:nd 

· consequently misrepresented. W1th 

DO NOT WRiTE ON NEWSPAPERS. 

Brethren must remember that the 
United States mailing laws forbid 

on newspapers which are to 
through the mails. Whoso· 

ever does subjects the paper he so 
writes upon to a charge at letter 
postage rates. We believe that the 
person sending may write his name 
on the but must not write any 

or other communication 
whatever. Whosoever does it is 

of a breach of the mailing laws. 
NO'l' DO IT, any of you. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. H. 0. Smith writing of his 
field the Southwestern mission, under 
date of states:-

writes:
The new branch at Cleveland, has splendid 

opportunities before it for a good work, or so 
it seemed to me when there in May. 

Bro. D. R. Chambers, under date of 
July 23, writes from Fontanelle, 
Iowa:-

The work is moving along nicely in this 
district. Have baptized seventeen or 13igh
teen ,since June 1. Praying for the success 
of the cause. 

Bro. W. S. Pender, under date of 
July 28, writes from Heber, Utah:-

Tent services are being well attended. Suffi
cient opposition to incite interest and kt~ep 
us feeling well. Expect to begin at Heber 
next week, but return to Provo for Sunday. 

Bro. T. C. Kelley, in charge South
eastern mission, under date of July 
30, states:-

Much rain and busy season has made it 
very hard to do work that will show up to 
any great advantage on paper .... AU is 
peace and harmony among the missionary 
forces, and hopes are entertained that g-ood 
will be accomplished ere the year has flown. 

Take courage, Bro. Kelley; the vic
tory is not always to those who are 
the noisiest combatants. Do your 
work well, and the Lord will look 
after the results. 

Elder Sparling's letter and Bro. An
derson's reply it must be a closed 
episode so far as the HERALD is con
cerned. 

The Toronto Evening News is mak
ing a terrible howl over the effort that 
Bro. A. C. Barmore is making in a 
tent pitched on Spadina street, off 
Queen, in that city. The News is very 
untruthfully uncomplimentary as to 
the personal appearance and diction 
of Bro. Barmore. But we suppose 
that it was intended to be sensat,ional. 
Its virulence will defeat its object with 
sensible people. 

HERALD patrons have in the month 
of July contributed to the India fam-
1ne relief fund, $33. 96. 

Good reports come once in awhile 
from Bro. E. A. Smith, who is on a 
mission to California. Herald office 
employees are especially interested in 
his success, because he was so long 
employed here as a binder. Regrets 
at his leaving are counteracted by the 
confidence we have in him to make a 
success as a defender of the faith. 

All the men are now in the field so far as 
known. No ~edous trouble of any nature 

anywhere .... Two debates have 
held, one at Bev,ver with the Baptists; 

and one at Oklahoma, with the Christians. 
Both with good results. 

Bro. A. H. Adams writes 
per, Minn., July 29:-

Bro. C. I. Carpenter, of Mississippi, 
from Jas- is now busily at work in the Record

Bro. Smith reports thirty-one ba.p-
tisms for the quarter June 30. 

Bro. D. W, Wight., Rocky Mt. mis-
sion, eight baptisms. 
He states:-

I reorganized the Salt Lake branch think
inj;r it wise to recommend Bro. Peter An-
deraon as elder there on account of 
conditions past The work there 
is more encouraging usual. 

Bro. T. J. Martin writes from De
troit City, Minn. July 24, that three 
young men had baptized at Per
ham, who were the fruits of the 
labors of Brn. Shockow and Conway. 

men were anxious to 

Brn. Hayer and Sted'man closed tent 
meetings at Pipestone, Minn., a week ago to
day. There has been a number of efforts 
made there, but with little success. Wife 
and I enjoy reading the church papers, as it 
is the only gospel food we get here that sat
isfies. 

Bro. W. S. Pender, on July 31, 
wrote from Provo, Utah:- _ 

I go with tent to Heber, Utah, tomorrow. 
We are having splendid attendance imd in
terest in tent work. Don't feel in the least 
discouraged. One gentleman told me last 
night, at close of the tent ser'vices here, that 
he would go to our reunion at Pleasant Grove, 
and would unite with the church soon. 

word in their EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

had arranged for Under date of July 4, Bro. A. N. 
was filled by Brn. Bishop, of Wales, writing from Can

and Shockow. ton, Cardiff, states that he had bap-
Of the meetings he tized six. 

'l'he Spirit was present to inspire the Bro. W. H. Kelley, in a late letter 
and the audienct"'?ls twhere20inthtet'eGstedd. gives quite a comprehensive digest of 

un '1 e · 00 th k · h' fi ld H' f ''"n'"~n~•"H,~m• numbered about 40 8 WOr ln lS e . lS OrCeS are 
and made many engaged and are active all along the 
to come again. !line from Ohio to Maine. Prospects 

There is more work. to tl.o th~re yet, anp. if fair, a number baptized. 
looked afJ,er. more will come Jnto the kmg- B I 1n Wh't t' f th dom. ss.ints all welL ro. . ,n. 1 e repor mg or e 

Bro. E. F. writes from Den· quarter ending Ju.ly 1, states _that 
ver, Colo., as follows: there hdaveh?een 

1
s
1
1xftyh-.five bapt1sms 

The weather has been 'very warm, but is reporte to 1m, a o lS men report· 
more pleasant, the past few days. Our mis- ing but five out of forty-two. Pretty 
sionary force is limited. Bro. Luff has good work this, thirty-seven out of 
not yet arr-ived. Roush has been called f t t · th fi ld t ' · 
to Iowa on account of sickness of his father. or y- wo, 10 e e no oemg pre-
Ern. S..:ott and Bosw-ell ardved in the vented by untoward events. He 

f:lt~tes, '\[\JJ, 

er's office. He has been there for 
some weeks now, and seems to be en
joying his work as assistant recorder. 

Bro. D. J. Krahl. formerly of St. 
Joseph, is now busy in the Bishop's 
office, at work as bookkeeper. He 
has moved his family to Lamoni and 
has located on the west side, near J;he 
church. We have not yet learned 
how Sr. Grace likes the change. 

Bro. F. R. Tubb informs us that he 
has removed from No. 12 Paragon 
Road, South Hackney, where he had 
lived for eight years, to No. 31 Chat· 
ham Place, Hackney, London. Those 
having business with him ~A> clerk of 
the London branch, please note. 

In one of our extracts from letters, 
it is stated that Bro. Luff was not yet 
in Colorado. From other sources we 
learn that he reached Denver on the 
28th ult., and occupied there on the 
29th in the morning services. 

Rev. Baumgartner, a Congrega
tionalist minister of Newton, Iowa, 
made the Herald office a pleasant call 
last week. On Sunday morni.ng he 
was invited to occupy the stand with 
President Smith, and did so, offering 
the opening prayer. 

Patriarch A. H. Smith and his sten
ogrc.phlilr, Bro. Leon Gould, left Au 
gust 2 for Omaha. From there they 
went to California. He will ordain, 
while a, bishop a,nd a. 
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2. His it the church that Jesus set 
up?" We answer, it is not. Christ 
foretold an apostasy. The prophets 

''AND THE KINGDOM SHALL NOT BE and apostles expected one, and 
t..EFT TO OTHER PEOPLE." warned tbe saints against it. The at

titude of the reformers plainly tells 

Oriqinal 1lrtiGlB8, 

The above heading is found in Dan- us that an apostasy has taken place. 
iel 2: 44. It is part of the description If there had been no apostasy, no 
Daniel gave of a kingdom which the reformation would have been neces
God of heaven 'should set up in the sary. The religion of Jesus needed 
latter days. In my opinion it is diffi- no reforming. It was "Romanism" 
cult to find a scripture which has been and other "isms" that needed reform, 
more misunderstood. A few elders if indeed any good can come out of 
-though a very few I am glad to say reformed "isms." (I am of the opin-
-understand this scripture to refer to ion that it is not the reformed "ism," 
the American Republic. The world but the principles of truth, when they 
in general has understood it to refer were carried into effect, which did the 
to the church that Jesus Christ him- good that was done.) 
self set up. As to its reference to the It is frequently the case that sec
American Republic it could be dis- tarians, in defending their claims, 
missed with a single sentence, but as lose sight of the prophecies relating 
some may be misinformed, we will en- to the apostasy -or twist them so 
ter into an investigation of it. The that they do not apply. When re
argument made ls, that the other viewing their history, origin, and 
kingdoms referred to are political antecedents, they think that a corrupt 
kingdoms, namely, Babylon, the tree can bring forth good fruit; or in 
Medes and Persians, the Greeks, and other words, Protestants agree that 
the Romans; therefore, the kingdom Rome fs a corrupt tree-a bitter faun
which God would set up should be tain. But say they, the kingdom was 
political also, and it shall break in not to be left to other people. "It 
pieces and consume all these other was to stand forever; therefore, we 
kingdoms and stand forever. To must be the kingdom of God, for we 
prove the argument it is noted that are a continuation of it." When they 
kings are trembling and thrones are are driven from that position they 
being cast down, and the republican take refuge behind Matt.hew 15: 18. 
form of government is gaining favor. Christ said he would build his church 
These are facts we are willing to ad· on a rock and the gates of hell should 
mit, but unwilling that they shall be not prevail against it. We answer 
misapplied. that the rock referred to is the knowl-

1. If God sets up a kingdom, it must edge that .Jesus is the Christ, the Son 
be God's kingdom, and God be its of God-a truth that can only come 
king a;nd lawgiver. The framers of through revelation; and when one has 
the Constitution of the United States received this knowledge, the gates of 
were probably guided, but it does not hell could not prevail against it. It 
follow that God is either king or law- was that represented by the pronoun 
giver of the United States. Christ is "it" that was not to be prevailed 
the light of the world, and lighteth against. Church is not the ante
every man that cometh into the world; cedent of "it." A pronoun must agree 
and when men are guided by that with its antecedent in number, per
light they are blessed and do good son, and gender. The word "church" 
things. But notwithstanding this, it is of the feminine gender, while "it" 
is not right to say that some good is of the common gender. If in the 
act they do is the kingdom that "the face of this it is contended "that it is 
God of heaven would set up." That the church that was not to be pre
kingdom "shall not be left to other vailed against," we call attention to 
people, and it shall stand forever." the fact that the church is Christ's 
We read:- body- his bride- and when in the 

But the saints of the Most High shall take early centuries· she departed from the 
the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for- faith, he no longer recognized her as 
ever, even forever and ever.-Dan. 7: 18. his bride-the "woman clothed with 

The kingdom of the saints is to be the sun, and the moon 'under her feet, 
forever; but the American Republic and upon her head a crown of twelve 
and all the earth shall be given to an- stars;" but he called her t.he "mother 
other people. So it is written, "the of harlots, and abominations of the 
meek shall inherit the earth." Even earth," and the Scriptures teach that 
the kingdom, "and the greatness her reign was over all "kindreds, and 
of the kingdom under the whole tongues, and nations" (Rev. 13: 7). 
heaven, shall be given to the saints So in any case the church as an or
of the Most High." Surely no one, ganic body ceased to exist. The 
when they look at the facts in the church was a visible organization, 
case, will conclude that the American having a head composed of three, 
Republic "shall stand forever," or called "the First Presidency." 
that "it shall not be left to another I The next in office were the twelve 
people." apostles. Then followed the proph-

ets, then the high priests, then the 
evangelists, next came the elders. 
The bishops came next in order, then 
the priests (or pastors), teachers, and 
deacons. When this organization 
ceased to exist, the church was pre· 
vailed against. Thus we see that the 
church Jesus established was not the 
kingdom spoken of by Daniel. A text 
is to the point, as follows:-

Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom of 
God shall be taken from you~ and given to a 
nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.
Matt. 21: 43. 

It should be given to another nation, 
or in other words be left to another peo
ple. The very opposite was to hap· 
pen in this case, as compared with 
the kingdom of which Daniel spoke. 
It was not "to be left to other peo
ple." We must look elsewhere for 
that kingdom. In America we have 
many privileges that some nations do 
not enjoy-"a land where all have the 
equal right to life, protection, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness." In 
this land we will look for that king
dom that shall stand forever. 

Not wishing at this time to trace 
out the prophecies, for that would 
make too long a paper, we will trace 
events backward and come to the 
same thing. All you have to do is to 
see that there are no breaks in the 
chain of evidence, and you will not be 
deceived. 

In the second epistle of Peter, the 
second chapter, an apostasy is fore
told. The apostle says:-

There were false prophets also among the 
people, and there shall be false teachers 
among you -2 Peter 1:;: 1. 

The "you" refers to the saints, or 
to them who bad obtained like pre
cious faith. Then the apostle tells us 
what these false teachers would do:- -

1. Bring in damnable heresies, even 
denying the Lord that bought them. 
2. Through covetousness make mer
chandise of the brethren. 3. Pre
sumptuous, self-willed, speak evil of 
dignities. 4. Speak evil of the things 
they understand not. 5. Having eyes 
full of adultery. 5. Beguiling unsta
ble souls. 7. Exercising their heart 
after covetous practices. 8. Cursed 
children. 9. Forsaking the right 
way. 10. Followed the way of Ba
laam. 11. 'rhey allure through the 
lusts of the flesh. 12. They "escaped 
the pollutions of the world through 
the knowledge of the Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ," and were "overcome," 
and their "latter end is worse with 
them than the beginning." 

We will look at some of the things 
resulting:-

1. Many shall follow their perni· 
cious ways." 2. "It should cause the 
way of truth to be evil spoken of." 
3. "Those who were clean escaped 
from them who live in error." 

We here see a partial apostasy, 
but the "clean ones" should escape 
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from them who live in error; and the 
way of truth is the way represented 
by those who escaped-not only es
caped-from these false teachers, but 
also from the pollutions of the world, 
a9d they know the right way-the 
way of truth. They were found 
''clean," or in accordance with the 
right way. This apostasy being only 
a partial apostasy, cannot refer to the 
church Christ set up. That was over
come; but Peter says some of these 
"were clean and escaped." Then it 
would seem to refer to another work. 

There is a movement that has chal
lenged the attention of the world, 
and calls for investigation. The 
movement to which I refer is in Utah; 
a church claiming to be the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Let us see if this extraordinary claim 
agrees with the extraordinary things 
the Apostle Peter talks of in this 
chapter? 

1. "Bring in damnable heresies, even 
denying the Lord that bought them." 
Brigham Young, speaking of Adam, 
said:-

He is Michael, the Archangel, the Ancient 
of Days! about whom holy men have written 
and spoken-He is our Father and our God, 
and the only God with whom we have to 
do.-Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 50. 

He put Adam in the place of God, 
and so denied the Lord who had 
bought them. 

2. Through covetousness they made 
merchandise of the brethren; they 
coveted the wealth of many of the 
saints- and got it. 

3. They were presumptuous and 
self-willed, in that, contrary to all 
usages and laws of the church, they 
assumed power and leadership, and 
sacrificed principles of truth to their 
own selfish wills. 

4. They spoke evil of the things 
they understood not. In the Millen
nia,l Star, vol. 17, p. 195, March 31, 
1855, the statement is made concern
ing Abraham, Isaac (who only had one 
w'ife), and Jacob, and concerning 
the polygamic revelation (so called):-

And because they did none other things 
than that which they were commanded, they 
have entered into their exaltations, accord
ing to the promises, and sit upon thrones; 
and are not Angels, but are Gods .... Thus 
we have a succession of gods from Adam 
down to Christ and his Apostles at least. 

Yes, Brigham, you agree with Paul; 
he says, "there be gods many and 
lords many;" and you also disagree 
with him, for he also says:-

But to us there is but one God, ... and 
one Lord Jesus Christ.-I Cor. 8: 6. 

Mr. Brigham, if you had under
stood as Paul did, you would have 
known he referred to idols who are 
called gods and you would not the'n 
have "spoken evil of the things you 
understood not." 

5. "Having eyes full of adultery." 
Their lust and polygamy answers to 
that. 
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6. '•Beguiling unstable souls." 
Many who followed Brigham and his 
associates were unstable souls, and so 
by him were beguiled. 

7. "Exercised their heart after cov
etous practices." They coveted the 
highest seats and exercised their 
heart (affections) after them, and 
when they took these seats, practiced 
things that brought riches to them. 

8. '•Cursed children." When chil
dren born of polygamy understand 
things correctly, they consider that 
their parents put a curse upon them. 

9. "Forsaken the right way." They 
forsook the way that said, "the truth 
shall make you free;" for they de
clared things that were false. 

10. "Followed the way of Balaam." 
The way of Balaam contains fornica
tion (see Rev. 2: 14), and it is not 
difficult to connect this with "Utah 
Mormonism." 

11. "They allure through the lusts 
of the flesh;" and in this manner they 
made many converts, both in the 
States and in Europe. 

12. They had escaped the pollutions 
of the world, through the knowledge 
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ; 
"and were [afterward] overcome-and 
their latter end was worse than the 
beginning." 

They had once been God's servants, 
and their heart had departed from 
him. Summing up, we may say: 1. 
They trusted in man. 2. They were 
led captive through the lusts of the 
flesh. 3. Their heart departed from 
the Lord; and therefore the way of 
truth was evil spoken of, and those 
that were clean and escaped from 
those who lived in error, were de
spised because of those who had done 
wrong. Jeremiah speaks of this par
tial apostasy. He says:-

Thus saith the Lord: Cursed be the man 
that trusteth in man, and maketb flesh his 
arm, and whose heart departeth from the 
Lord.-Jer. 17:5. 

The Utah Mormons filled these con
ditions. They trusted in man (in 
Brigham Young and others) and were 
led astray. They made flesh their 
arm, when they forsook God for po
lygamy. Their heart departed from 
the Lord. But whoever fulfill these 
conditions, the last clause shows that 
they were once right. It says, 
"whose heart departeth from the 
Lord." If the heart had not been 
with the Lord, it could not depart 
from him; so at one time they must 
have been God's people; and the next 
verse shows that it was the Utah 
Mormons who fulfilled these things. 
The sixth verse reads as follows:--

For he shall be like the heath in the des
ert, and ~hall not see when good cometh; but 
shall inhabit the parched places in the wil
derness, in a salt land and not inhabited. 

From this we see that some reli
gious people, who bad departed from 
the Lord, should inhabit "a salt land 

and not inhabited." The great Salt 
Lake valley is inhabited by some peo
ple who have departed from professed 
principles. It was not inhabited be
fore those people went to inhabit it. 
It is a salt land, both the lake being 
salt, and salt is found there. It was 
a parched place in the wilderness, and 
it would grow crops only by the pro-
cess of irrigation. . 

The Utah Mormons are that people; 
"and their hearts have departed from 
the Lord." The verse says, '•They 
should not see when good cometh." 
That is equal to saying that good 
would come. How would the good 
come? It would come through the 
"clean ones," through them who 
escaped from error; and the Reor
ganized Church goes forth today and 
says to them that they are clean, but 
they don't believe it; they can't see 
when the good cometh. But the 
world is largely ignorant that there is 
a difference existing, and yet the 
scriptures show that a part of the 
church in the last days should aposta
tize, but that the church should not 
be prevailed against, for it should be 
reorganized. 

Let us examine the seventeenth 
chapter of Jeremiah, beginning at the 
fifth verse. The fifth and sixth verses 
show a partial apostasy; the remain
ing part of the chapter indicates "a 
reorganization." 

Blessed is the man that trusteth in the 
Lord, and whose hope the Lord is.-V. 7. 

While false teachers had bruised 
and smitten them, they still hoped in 
the Lord, and surely he would deliver 
them. (See verses 14 and 15.) They 
that trust in the Lord cry unto him 
and say:-

Heal me, 0 Lord, and I shall be healed; 
save me, and I shall be saved: for thou art 
my praise.-V. 14. 

God speaks now and says:-
Behold, they say unto me, Where is the 

word of the Lord? let it come now.-V. 15. 

Surely the good Father in heaven 
would answer that prayer! He says 
he heard it, or words implying that 
he heard it, and John says:-

And if we know that he hears us, whatso
ever we ask, we know that we h·ave the 
petitions that we desire of him.-1 John 
5: 15. 

So we are assured that God would 
bear his church. What did he do? 
He told them that Joseph Smith, the 
son of Joseph, should take his place 
at their head. In 1860, Joseph did 
take his place as God had said. But 
he did not come till God called him to 
come, and that is what the Prophet 
Jeremiah foretold. Joseph prayed 
unto the Lord, and waited till God 
directed. Hear what Jeremiah says: 

As for me, I have not hastened from being a 
pastor to follow thee, [or as the marginal 
reference bas it, "after thee."]-Jer. 17:16. 

It would seem that some had has
tened from being pastors to follow 
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him-, i. e., they had hastily departed 1
1 · tHEATER GOING. 1 if Vanderbilt you 

from being pastors (the proposition What about those elders who go to have no business there. If it not a 
"from" implies departure), but the theaters? I am surprised that men goo~ place; if its influence is not pro
one in the text did not hastily depart claiming to have been called of God ductiVe of good we should not 
after the others. He did not. follow to teach his gospel, both by precept there, no matter if some other 
Brigham Young. H13 did not act and example, should be guilty of at- money is spent. Our example is just 
hastily, but waited until God called tending such places. I say guilty, the same. It was not a question with 
him, and directed him. Hear his for I regard it as a crime against the the above mentioned sister a,s to how 
words:-- church. It may be said that there is the elder got there; whether he 

Neither have I desired the woeful day; no law against theater going-nothing the money some one or if 
thou knowest t,hat which came out of my in the Bible forbidding it. No; nor is some one ·spent it him. The 
lips was right before thee.-V. Hi. there against card playing, horse question was, "Is this a good place?" 

'rhis clearlv refers to the son o.f racing, and dancing; but there is an "Yes; .f_or here are the elders;" and 
.Joseph, who is now the president of unwritten law forbidding all such that that is the way our elders should be 
the church. He did not hasten; he is recognized by the Christian world. regarded. We are before the world 
waited till the Lord directed. And Are we not commanded, and is it not as examples. That is so whether we 
the Lord directed· him to those who time, that we should come out from want it so or not; and it is setting a 
were still "clean"-to them who bad the world and be separated from it? poor one when we do . that m~n
said, "Where is the word o.f the Lord? And not only shun evil, but the very 1sters of other churches wlll not do. 
let it come now"-to the Reorganiza- appearance of it. How an elder can We are q~ick to ~ind fault with them 
tion, and God had said to them tbat sit in one of our modern theaters and about thmr teachmgs; could well 
Joseph should come to lead them. think he is shunning evil, is a mystery find fault with some of our 
(Did you know you were fulfilling to me? Or how men can feel happy It may be said that some the 
prophecy, Bro. .Joseph, when you in such a place; men called to be min- plays are not. hurtful. True. The 
were waiting for God to direct you?) isters of heaven seeking the powers same is said of horse :racing, card 

In conclusion I call your attention of heaven with these words so re- playing, and dancing; but can we as 
to the fact that notwithstanding a, cently spoken to him is a mystery:_ a church indorse such 
partial apostasy, the authority ~till When it is learned that an elder has 

h h l h There is a great work to be done by mine 
r~mained wit t e c ean ones "w o elders, and that they may be fitted to do this been in attendance at a do 
(hd not go to the salt land, and the work and the accomplishment thereof be not ple usually inquire who all was 
power that could at first organize 1 prevented, it is enjoined upon them that they bow late thev danced, or if it was a 
could afterward reorganize (when shall not only be kind of heart and of a lowly select affair?. And if so decide 
G d d d) . h "Th R _ spirit, that their wisdom may be the wisdom 0 ~omman e ' ence, , e. e of the Lord and their strength the strength that it was all right for to be 
orgamzed Church of Jesus Uhnst of of -~he Spirit, but they shall lay aside light- there, or if seen at the :race course, 
Latter Day Saints;" and the kingdom ness c:t speech and lightness of manner when whether he bet? Not as bet-
was not nrevailed aaain"t nor left to standwg to declare the word, and shall study ting is the business at such it 

th 
1 

] I "' "a' th vb-' to approve their ministrations to the people 
o ~ e:r .P~op_e. t s_eeme , as ou, by candor of speech and courtesy in demeanor, is ta,ken for granted that in some 
Jeremran prayed m benalf of the that as ministers of the gospel they may win he was financiallv interested. 
"pastor who should not hasten," and souls unto Christ.-D. C. 119: 2. racing is little better than horse :rac-
ml:id:-- Can he feel happy in such a place? ing. But some one will 

Let them be confounded that persecute Does such a place and scenes help an condemn the elders so? 
me, but let not me be confounded: let them elder to fit himself for this great work wrong fo-r the members? Yes; but 
be dismayed, but let not me be dismayed: L h h h h 1 d h + "11 -1' 11 
bring- upon them the day of evil, and de· the ord ere says we ave to w ere t ey ea , t e resu Wl ... o ow, 
stroy them with double destruction.-Jer. do? 'fhe influence of such a place is be it up or down. 
17:18. exactly opposite to the condition we I do think that 

The pronoun "them" has its ante- are here commanded to strive for. and wine, and going to 
cedent in those who should inhabit No, brethren; if we wish to do this wrong practices for men of 
the ''salt land" (the Brighamites). great work, we must keep away from called to be of truth and 
'l'here is no wonder in them not de- theaters. Time is too short, and our examples of good. know some will 
hating tbe question with tbe "Heor- calling too sacred, and our example call me a crank for and 
ganization." Why? Because "they far too potent for us to attend such it may cause the 
are confounded"---"they are dis- places o-f amusement. It is time the pany to defend such 
mayed;" that is why. Jeremiah's church should settle this theater- am satisfied if we ever 
prayer is destined to be a,nswen'ld, going question-if it is a question. power of the Spirit, we will 
and Daniel's prophecy must be ful- If the church indorses it, then there is be more holy; there must be a 
filled, and as we review the history of no use in some of us teaching against difference between us !J,nd the world. 
the past, note the present happen- it; if it does not, then elders who go to Trusting that we will heed the ad
ings, and are guided as to t.he future such places should be regarded as monition to "Come up " I re-
success of this work, we feel to re- doing wrong, no matter if they are main as ever, HIRAM L, HOLT. 
joice and know that before long the considered leading men. ______________ _ 
world will beg_in to realize with us While conversing with a sister over 
that the kingdom shall stand forever; thi.s matter, a few days ago, she made D 
then we shall rejoice to know that we this remark: "Well; if I did go, I 
are numbered with those who h:we had the elders for company. As soon 
said, "And the kingdom shall not be as I was seated, I looked around, and CoLORADO SPmNGs, Colo., July 2:3. 
left to other people.'' who should I see there but Elder--. EditoTs He~·ald:-No doubt there are some, 

T. J. SHELDON. I just thought if some did not think it especially in the Colorado mission, who 
~ a good place for Saints, we had the would like to hear how we are getting along 
----~----------- elders with us anyway." Now, who with the gospel tent. Bro. J. 11~rank Curtis 

When wit is kind as well as playful, when was most to blame? The elders, of and myself were appointed by the missionary 
information knows how to be _sil~nt, as well course. I have had them say: "0, it in charge, Bro, J. B. Roush, to operate the 
as bow to speak, when .good wtllls shown to I did not cost me anything; Brother so . tent during the season. The tent was first 
those who are absent as well as to those who "d · d h · bl · · -
are present we may know that we are in and so pal my way 1n, an . e lS a e I pttched m Denver for a few days, an account 
good society.-A11gu.st Lad·ies' Horne Journal. to." It does not make any difference of which has been given by others through 
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the church papers, hence need not be re- do, No one should refuse to assist in t.he Elder Sparling says he has all the letters I 
peated here, On June 15 we took the tent work simply because it is not being done in wrote him; if he has, he bas this one, I did 
down and shipped it to Colorado Springs, and their own vicinity, Vve have moved accord- not receive any answer to this letter, A few 
on the 17th we pitched it again, on the cor- ing to our judgment and in harmony with dll,ys after, Elder Sparling stopped at our 
ner of Oak and Stillman streets, We con- the counsel of the missionary in charge. We house on his way to quarterly conference. I 
tinned at this place for four weeks, holding shall do our best to succeed. We have our asked him, in the presence of my mother, if 
services each evening· and twice on Sunday. seasons of encouragement and discourage- he had that letter, he replied "I sent it to 
Sometimes we bad quite good congregations ment. Vve hope, however, that in writing Bro. Joseph" (editor of the Hera,ld). He 
and sometimes we had very small attendance. an account of our labors that we shall ba able said also that Brigham Young did use those 
While the effort was hardly what we had to state facts as they are. Brethren, let us very words, and the sermon of Brigham 
reason to expect, we are satisfied that it was avoid making "big I" too prominent in our Young in full, with Mr, Penrose's letter was 
not in vain by any means. Probably six or writings. Our chmch papers could be going to come out in that, week's Heral(l 
seven persons are really interested in the greatly improved by the omission of things (March 15th). Mother said: "Is that so? I 
work from the ell'ort, and we think that it complimentary to ourselves. am glad. Good," or words to that effect. I 
would not be unreasonable to expect some of Yours in hope of eternal life, then said, if the sermon would come out in 
them to obey tho gospel in due time. I con- C. R. DUNCAN. I full, and Brigham Young taught such that 
sider that Colorado Springs iss, hard place to P. 8.-Latter Day Saints visiting Colorado Adam overshadowed the Virgin Mary, then 
establish the church, yet I believe that it can Springs are invited to call on us at 421H East I would be forever done with the Utah church. 
be done, but it will require persistent effort. Vvillamette street. But where he says that I said, "Good, I am 
Such effort should be made. We are now --~----~.~~~-~~-~ glad of it," namely, Penrose's letter to me 
"breakingo the ice, "and that is no small thing OzAHK, coming out in print, I did not say it. It was 
to do, in view of the conditions that exist hero. Editm·s IJentld:-In a late issue mother that said it, and not myself, and I 
The Ut,ah people have p!~eceded us and hs,ve ald is a lett,er from Elder Hemy asked mother before wriMng this, if this was 
accomplished nothing for themselves, and Sp!'ingfield, Missouri, concerning a letter of correct. She said H was. 
have succeeded in disgusting most people unt,il Mr. Penrose, editor of the Dese1·et lfews, to Two days after Elder Sparling told me he 
it makes it much harder for us to reach the I me: I wish to correct Elder Sparling. F'irst, had sent the letter to the Hemld, the Hemld 
people. On the 17th inst. we moved the he says, if any one is in blame for Mr. Pen- came out, with a part of Brigham Young's 
tent to Roswell, a suburb of Colorado Springs, rose's letter bei.ng published, it was I. He sermon on Adam-God, and also Mr. Penrose's 
and began services the eame evening. Thus says, he and I bad some controversy in our letter to me, and comments under it. 
fa;· we have found the people quite socia,ble correspondence about the Adam-God theory, Of course, I knew the letter would be in 
and ready to listen to our message. \llfe and that I wrote Mr. Penrose about the doc- the Herald, as he told me it would be, but he 
have had quite good attendance with the ex- trine, and that Mr. Penrose am:wered me, did !lOt tell me, or write me so until two days 
ception of one evening. Last night the and '"hat I gave him Mr. Penrose's answer. before. the Be?Ytld came to me, and by then 
largest attendance greeted us that we have In reply to this, I will say, that last winter or it was already in print. 
ever had in the tent. We have street car fall I came to sympathize with the Utah So you see, Mr. Editor, I did not know any" 
connections with the city, and severs,! persons , church, and as Elder Sparling was a friend of thing about that letter being published untH 
came out to attend the services yesterday. mine, I wrote him explaining my reasons for it was already in print. Elder Sparling did 
We now have ten Latter Day Saints in the in the Utah church, and that I not ask me if he might send it to the lleralcl, 
cit.y, including Sr. Grace Overcash, of Grin- thought Bt·ig-ham Young was misrepresented, and I did not know when he did send it. 
nell, Iowa, recently arrived. like Joseph t,be martyr was. Eider Sparling I My reasons fo.r sending Mr. Penrose's let" 

Eldet' W. T. Bozarth and wife rendered ac- and I had considerable correspondence. He ter to Elder Sparling was because we had 
ceptable assistance in the meetings during quoted to me from the Jmtrnal of" Discourses, our private correspondence, and I sent him 
their sojourn at Manitou, Bro. Bozarth which contains the sermons of Brigham the letter to prove to him that Brigham 
p;·eaching several times. Bro. E Curtis a,lso Young and others. He quoted to me fwm Young did not teach that Adam overshad
came in and preached several times with vol. 1, page 50; like thi.B: "'I'he Virgin M1:1ry owed the Virgin Mary, and that Adam was 
good effect. was not overshadowed by the Holy Ghost, not our only God; and I placed confidence in 

On May 23 our little Maude (aged three I but by. Adam." I did not believe FJ!de<~Spar- FJlder Sparling as a friend, and a brother in 
years) fell from the porch and broke her leg. , ling quoted it right, and I wrote him in an- the church. When I told him when he read 
A surgeon was called and the ft·actured limb 1 swer that if he could prove Br·igham Young Mr. Penrose's letter to send it back to me, or 
was set. For five weeks she lay on ber back, said these very words then I would believe to keep it until I came up to see him, as I ex
causing us great anxiety at, times. -After Brig'l:Hl>m Young t:cmght false doctrines, and pected then to do; or to bring it when he 
the removal of the cast.an X ray photograph I not before. He wrote me again and told the came to see me, I expected him to do so; and 
was made which showed '~hat the bone 11ms same thing. Not telling Elder Sparling, I if I had had the least idea he would have 
not in proper position, but was considers,bly 1 wrote the Editor of the Deseret News, asking done o'r.her•vise I would not have sent him 
bent from t.he natural position, causing some .him if Brigham Young ever said tho Virgin th!J,t, leti,er. While there was not anything 
shortening. A heavy \veight was attached Mary was not overshadowed by the Holy in the letter I was pa,rticular for people to 
to the limb, and after two weeks' time an- Ghost, but by Adam; I also asked Mr. Pen- see, I Wl'Ote Mr. Penrose a personal letter 
other photograph was taken, which showed rose, if Bdr.:rham Young ever said Ad11,m was wlth no intention of letting anyone see it. 
much improvement over the first. We think our only God. V'lhon I wrote Mr, Penrose, I I M.r. Penrose gave me an answer to the ques
that in time the limb can be nearly did not dream of sending the answer to Elder tions asked. As you editors have explained 
st1·aight. I make mention of this Jor tho I Sparllng, or anyone else and lt wus sevorDJ that you didn't know that Mr. Penrose's let
reason that many desire to know her condi- days after I got my reply from Mr. PenroscJ ter to me was private, I do not have any 
tion, and also to call attention to the useful- before I sent the letter to Elder Sparling. kick against the editors of the Hewtld. 
ness of the X ray. No wonder that the My reasons for sending that letter was be- Elder says he supposed I was sat
ancient prophet said that "knowledge should cause it answered the last two letters of his isfied, as I walked over twelve miles to con
be increased" "at the time of the end." in regard to Adam-God <.md other things, ference to be baptized and bore my testimony 

Unless some one or several per&ons shall then I told him he quoted from the informa- there t,hat I had a thousand times greater 
come to our help financially, we will soon be tion I got from Mr. Penrose, and inclosed testimony to the divinity of the restored gos
under the necessity of storing t,he tent for him Mr. Penrose's letter to me, telling him pel. Yes, this is so: but I did not, bear my 
lack of means to carry on the work. Don't t.o send the letter back, as I wished to keep t.estimony to tho Reorganized Church, that I 
ignore this appeal, brethren, and then find I it. 'I'o this letter I received no answer, knew it was the only true church. But I 
fault with the missionaries for not continu" neither the letter. After a week or so I thought it, or I would not have been bap-
ing tho work. We are now occupying "new wrote again him to forvvard Mr. Pon- 'I tized. What made me change so quick was 
:fields," just as we have been commanded to rose's letter. that Elder Sparling gave me a tract I never 
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516 THE SA TN'rS' HERALD. 
saw before. Quotations from the sermons of I this whole nation. Bring ye all the tithes I of Hennessy, Oklahoma Territ~ry, is the 
Brigham Young on lying and stealing and into the storehouse, that there may be meat place. Come, Saints, and bring your tithes 
playing cards. When I was convinced that in mine house, and prove me now herewith, and offerings up to the reunion. There will 
he taught such, I then thought probably 
J:lrigham Young taught other false doctrines 
and for this reason I walked twel v.e miles to 
be baptized; but even after I was baptiz,3d I 
had lots o! doubts. While I did not doubt 
the restored gospel Yet I doubted whether or 
not Brigham Youngtaught false doctrines. 

As to the sin Elder Sparling said that I 
said I was io, and thought I bad done enough 
sin to be baptized again. Yes, I tLought I 
did do enough sin to be baptized again; and 
think so yet. I had no reference to sinning 
in that I thought the Utah church: was right, 
for it is foolish to suppose a person does 
wrong in believing in any church. The sin 
I had reference to was renouncing the angel's 
message after I knew it was right. I was 
discouraged because some elders tore down 
the church. This led me to renounce Mor-
monism; and, after going off in to divers be
liefs, such as hypnotism, magnetic healing, 
Christ.ian Science, Millerism, and seeing as 
I did the humbug in these things, I took 
back my renouncement of Mormonism. After 
I renounced Mormonism I did other wrongs, 
and this was what I had reference to when I 
told Elder Sparling I had done enough sin to 
be baptized over. 

Hoping I have explained myself on these 
points and that I was not responsible for Mr. 
Penrose's letter being in print in the lferald, 
I remain, in t,he restored gospel, 

QUINCY ANDERSON. 

saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you 
the windows of heaven, and pour you out a 
blessing, that there shall not be room enough 
to receive it. And I will rebuke the de
vourer for your sakes, and he shall not 
destroy the fruits of your ground; neither 
shall your vine cast her fruit before the time 
in the field, saith the Lord of hosts. And all 
nations shall call you blessed: for ye shall be 
a delightsome land, saith the Lord of hosts." 

Those are grand promises. We could not 
ask more. In this country the law i.;, if we 
pay one half our taxes by Dacember 20 there 
is no penalty, and Saint and sinner alike 
swarm to the treasurer's office, fall in line, do 
without their dinners, and stand, and stand, 
until worn out, in order to pay their taxes 
and miss the penalty. That is all right, pay 
your taxes; but don't altogether forget your 
tithes. 

be someone ther·e to receive them, and 
Lord will bUrely reward you. 

Your sister in Christ, 

the 

ANNA HINKLE. 

AVATORU, Rairoa, May 2:3, HJOO" 
Editm·s Herald:~-I have not written much 

to the church papers sinee coming hrore, for 
the reason that we scarcely understEmd the 
situation yet, and do not care to write of that. 
we do not understand. Of course we might 
write as we see or as things appear to us, 
but that would not be very reliablo, though 
it might furnish some notes so that those 
coming after us may luwe some idea of their 
experience before them. We couid form no 
idea whatever of the mission before we ar .. 
rived, and what we read in the church papers 
was rather on the comical side. One can 

We read in 1 Corinthians 9: 13: "Do ye scarcely ba blamed, however, for writing a 
not know that they which minister about few of the comical thlngs that occur, and 
holy things live of the things of the temple'? besides, to relate such things rather relieves 
and they which wait at the altar are par- the ever preseut lonesomeness a little. 
takers with the altar?" · A few days ago we received the mail from 

I have heard some say, "They (the mis- America for March, and the last week of 
sionaries) will just have to stop preaching February. We are interested in many of the 
and go to work." Dear Saints, it is not left articles appearing in the church papers of 
to their option whether they preach or stay late. Gathering and consecration does not 
at llome and work. If it were, I assure you bother us so much as it seems to some others, 
Oklahoma would be left without one mis- though we think some of the brethren may 
sionary in the field; but their calling makes have been lead to stir up thought on tho 
it necessary for them to go and preach. Let matter. A letter on ail things common from 
me read you what Paul says in 1 Corinthians a brother in Kansas City seemed to fit my 
9:16: "]'or though I preach the gospel, I idea very well, entitled something like 

BLACKWELl .. , 0. T., July 24. have nothing to glory of: for necessity is laid "Charity, Brotherly Kindness, and Consecra-
Editm·s Herald:-I think it is the duty of upon me; yea, woe is unto me, if I preach not tion." His idea seems to be scriptural in 

the Saints to subscribe for the church papers. the gospel!" Saints, do you see the position part, at least; and if adopted divides the re
When they once take them I don't see how they are placed in? sponsibility, placing it upon the branches in 
they Gao get along without them. We take Then we have the will of the Lord concern- part, and thus relieving- t,hose alre2,dy heavy 
all the church papers except the Hope, in- ing tithing in a later dispensation, even in ladened from such a mighty care and respon
cluding the Gospel QttaTterly. the latter days. You will find it in Doctrine sibility. The centralization of power in the 

This is a lovely country, and Oklahoma is and Covenants 64: 5: "Behold, now it is church will doubtless work harm, and is op 
coming to the front fast. Our people here as called today (until the coming of the Son of posed to the law as I see it. In a muititudo 
a general thing are prosperous. I believe I Man), and verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a of council there is said to be wisdom, which 
am safe in saying, they are above the l!.Ver. day for the tithing of my people; for he that if true would mean, the larger the council 
age. They are, so far as my observation ex- is tithed shall not be burned." the gr<:<,ater the wisdom. The la,w says re
teuds, at least. The Lord has blessed them I will here relate a dream my husband peatedly "All things shall be done in this 
bountifully in this wol'ld's goods. This is a had a few years ago, at the time we had only church by common consent." Whatever else 
splendid year for Oklahoma, one of general paid a small amount of tithing. He this expression may mean one thing appears 
g!.lod crops. Rave had abundance of rain and dreamed a gentleman came into the room to be certain, all have a right to voice and 
all things seem on the advance. Now, in the where be was with a large grip or valise, and vote, and should share the responsibility. 
face of these faets, let me make a few state- sat down opposite him, and opened it, and i.t Each should learn his duty and do it. One 
mento: I had the privilege of looking over· contained papers of a legal nat,ure, notes, duty being to create <qual right of speech, 
the Bishop's agent'" books, and what did I mortgages, deeds, etc. He picked up one and responsibility aceording to calling. Per·' 
find there? I found there had only been after the other, telling what paper was good hap3 it may yet be diseoverod that all have 
$!85.77 paid in tithes and otl\Jriogs since last and what was not, until he came to one something· to say about all things common. 
November, in all Oklahoma. Just enough to Hinkle. ''That man," be said, "is good. He I do not feel quite so willing as some to leave 
supply one missionary'sfa~il.y,and. that a s~.all ~s stra.ight, and is not,ed i'l particular for pay- j i.t a~l to one or two ~u~rums as som.~ do, 
one, and there ;we four mtsswnaeles' families wg h1s debts except the debt he owes the statwg that they are wllhng to leave H en· 
to.li.ve out; ?.f ~hat .. How rnany of us would be I Lord. That ~~bt he w.on't pay." That was tirely in the bands of a fe:"' to direet". If that 
wtllmg to dtvtde tnat sum among three other just the condttwn of thmgs. We could have were the law I would gladly subrmt, and I 
families and be obliged to live on it for nine paid our tithing, but just didn't, as the man think the leading quorums are not willing 
months? That might do very well for India, I said, "wouldn't." I wonder how many Saints nor anxious to shoulder the bm·den. 
but not for America under her· present pros- are in just the same condition, "pay all their If the quorums would discuss these matters 
perous conditions. We read in Malachi debts but tbe one they owe the Lurd?" of law and compare ideas in their quorum 
3: 8~12:- I think I have said enough on tithing and sessions it is just possible they may accom~ 

"Will a man rob God? Yet ye have robbed probably more than some would like to hear i plish the work they were called into exist
m3. But ye say, Wherein have we robbed from a sister. I ence for, rather than bothering about 
tilee? In tithes and ofl'cJring"s. Ye are cursed Our Oklahoma reunion convenes August 3 conference resoluti.ons one year, to be laid on 
with a curse: for ye have robbed me, even · and continues ten days. Six miles southeast the table next, or forgotten entirely. At 
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least that is my thought, without complain- quat'antine, we were charged $5 extra for our 
ing or finding fault, but as I see it, stating board, but did not eat,., bite during the en
facts. tiK'e trip. We go from here to 'rikehau and 

We do not see at all according to an article return, and go from here to Manihi and ad
of Bro. Winning, of St. Joseph, Missouri, on joining islands. Expect to be at Aratua in 
all things common. To us it does not seem October during tho rs,hui (open season for 
to alter the present condition of affairs at all, getting shell). 
but seems to aim at excusing the pt•eseut For the benefit of those who desire to pro
evil, A comp!l,rison with '"he following quo- nonnce the words properly that are sent from 
tation seems to ju~tify me in my conclusion: j here, I will say: The pronunciation of the 
"Ye shall be equal in temporal things." I letters are the same a,s in the Germ:J.n alpha
think I have given the quotation about cor- bet, only the letters here have but ono sound. 
rect. Thus a is ah; e is exactly as our a first sound, 

For the praise of the brethren whose and i is exactly as the first or long sound of 
hearts have been stirred in thls matt,er, and our e, u has but one wund, and is like the 
the hope of the future, it mig~~ not be out of I German, ·uh. ;;vith these few explanations, 
place to say that after rerea(.llng the many and remembermg to accent most frEquently 
passages in respect to equality we seem not on the first syllable, except propet· names, 
to have taken one step in ad vance of the I you can read Tahitian all right, that is, to be 
time when the commandment,s were given. rel!AJing; it in America. 
Think of it; fifty-nine years ago we were told Many of the Saints have not yet returned 
to be equal in tern poral t.hings, and we from conference. The wind has been very bois
haven't done it yet or attempted it. But I temus since. Vve expect the voyage of Bro. 
must stop, or I will reveal the faet that I am Burton and wife was delayed on that account. 
more interested than I thought. We left Papeete befure they did, and heard 

We were quite a litt,le interested in the that left five days afterwa,rd. Hope we 
Hoberts case, though we are the opinion h:we help sent us soon. We will do the 
that our Protestant enemies will use it best we e>:ln till then. Am 1nterested to know 
ag-ainst us, and make it harder for us to ob- the results of the deb~J,te of White and Bra
tain places to preach in, in America. The den at Viroqua, Wisconsin. He,ve traveled 
Mormons here are very mum about it. 'I'wo I on foot all around that country, and lived on 
Mormon elders sailed for Amerioa in the one can of sa.rdines a day, and am satisfied 
same bo~t with ~ro, <J,n~- Sr. ~urton. ~ ex-

1 

that not.hing short of a debate would call out 
pect to near of lively tunes aooard. F"lder a crowd; and even then I am not sure but the 
Isaac L. ·wmie was one of them. He and I people would rather believe the other side. 
talked debate here, but the government VI/ill venture the guess that Bro. White will 
would not allow it in English, and he would think tho home of hit: Satanic majesty near. 
not debate with a native. I transfer the J. vv. PETERSON. 
matter to those in chal"ge of Ut.ah. Mr. Wi!- I 
lie's home is in Bountlful, Utah. Have 
heard but very iittle from my relatives in I . NEW LONDON, Iowa, July 23. 
Utah sinee the debate. EditoTs Heralcl:--Bro, Dan 'l'dpp and I 

The conrerenee pa,ssed. off much as other I closed a very intore~tlng meeting here last 

Davis and I have made a new departure for 
us, to got tne business men of town to hear. 
The mayor gave us permission to pt•each on 
the streets, so we opened at about five p. m. 
on the 25th, whh a good hearing; and on last, 
evening they lined the streets for almost 
hundred yards, and with the best of <wder, 
and we placed before them some of the facts 
of the coming forth of "a marvelous work 
and a wonder." There seems to be a "buzz" 
and a "stir" among the people, and no doubt 
good is being done. 

We expect to continue here up to August 
1, and then to the Barnard reunion of A.ugust 
4 to 13. Everything looks bright now for a 
grand, good time at the reunion. Everybody 
come th11t can. Yours in bonds, 

D, c. \VHFlTEt 

PLAINVILLE, Ind., July 27. 
Edito1·s He1·ald:--Since General Conference 

I have been associated with Bw. George 
Jenkins. I lind him agreeable t~nd desirous 
of doing much good for tho work. We bt> 
gan our wot·k at Greensburg, Decatur county, 
on May 3. We looked for a place to hold 
some meetings, but did not succeed, owing to 
a prejudice existing there cr,used by the 
Utah elders who had been there a short time 
previous. We proposed to ca!lvass the di.f
ference between the Brighamite s,nd Reor
ganized Churches, but the people would not 
listen. 

However, we commenced meeting in Bro. 
H. H. Montgomery's house, about one mile 
from center of the city. Held four services, 
Meager attendance, but some very good, iu-

1 

iluential men and women were quite a little 
interested. One placed some money in our 
hands. His father, a very kind old gentle-
man who has passed three score and ten, 
tr-eated us in the ss,me courteous manner. 

conferences do. lii/e sent the minutes to the I Good crowd every night when the May God bless these dear b1·ethren. 
lleraltt. Hope they will not get lost. I weather permitt,~d. :'?day the tent will go From there we we'lt . to l'\,u.sh ville, B.ush 

My wife and I are both well, except thGt I to Mt. Pleasa::lL >Or a vlme· •hen we.. expect I county, did not succeed in holdi.ng any serv
have about the worst cold ths,t I ever 1 to go to West Bm·li.lg·ton. I like Bro. Tripp ! icEs, having no acquaintances. From there 
I suppose that soauds queer to some. A cclld i as a colaborel', he is congenial and careful. we went to Haner, and succeeded through 
in that hot climate? Yos, I have seen hottor I Keeps in shaliow w:o.tm·, and does not specu- the influence of Bro . .J.D. Porto!' in giving a 
weather in Wisconsin than I have yet seen !late theories. I will g·o to .Amber to lecture on Sunday school work, in the Hap-
here. The quarantine at Papeeto has shu& j marry >UJouple, and to baptize one at tist church, Sunday morning. Bro. Jenkins 
off our flour supply. We have had brer:,d i then back to tent, work ag·~,in. preached. in the M. E. church in the after· 
for two weeks. Yesterday we ba,d for dinner i J. S. ROTH. I noon at three p. m., the writer occupying 
one sweet potato, some ha1:d tack, tH1d r:1oin I ~-·--~--~-----~- I the Baptist church again at 7:30 p. m, 
water .. For ~upper we .fared bette~. vve SKIDMORI~, Mo., July 27. Many invitations to re~urn. Vve shall so do 
had frted chwken and f1sh to go w1th ou1· Editors Iferald:-On t.he 18th, .J. Arthur as soon as opportumt.y i~ffords. To our 
bard tack and rain water. 'I"here is plen-ty I Davis ::md myseH visited this place to ar- knowledge the Utah elders have never vis
of tea and coffee, but we did not come out i range for tent meeting, Davis l"ernaining and ited that place as yet. 
here to break the word of wisdom. 'l'he 1 preaching s,t the house of E. C. Wildermuth, From there we returned to Greensburg-, 
Saints and even Catholics are ve;·y kind to ! and I returning to Maitland and seeing to preaching three times. Thence to Osgood, 
us. 'fhey are most distracted over our I getting· the tent brought up, which was done, Ripley county. Thenee to Vvhito Hall, 
having any bread. Vve tell tbem aita pewpea I on the 21st we set it up in the yard of I where we held meetings over the next Sun
(no trouble), tut t.b.ey know our feelings I Bro. Wildermuth, and have been holding day, and '&he next Sunday found us l!.t this 
pretty well. forth each evening wit.h the best of interest. place to preach funeral sermon of Bro. Stites' 

I have preached each Sunday since coming Our audiences are l:!Ot large, but the best of daughter Dora. 
here, and when I get to understand native order prevails. Our tent is located about On Tuesday following, May 29, we went to 
little better I intend to preach every night. one mile out from town. We had to do this Union to combB,t the efforts of the Utah eld
·we are to spend t,his year traveling from because the Free Methodists are holding a ers, who commenced nltletings there on that 
island to island, but get our mail at, P!l.peete. tent rneeting at the same time in the west date. They labored hard to ests,blish the 

We l:u;,d a fearful storm coming up on the part of town. This, no doubt, is one reason Adam-God theory from Book of Covenants, 
steamer. The captain and all tho crew were why our audiences are only fair; but I be- admitted their belief in polygamy, but on ac
sick; and as for me, well, we'll just draw a Heve we l!,re "holding our own," and i.t gives ~~ count of the laws of the land were not prac-. 
line here. the a good chance to compare this tieing, believing it right to be law abiding 

Provisions having raised in price since t.he work the "isms" of the day. citizens. 'rhey also admitted blood atone-
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5 THE SAINT& 
ment to some extent, a,ll of which we think good turnout. How we would like t,o see S;•. returning home I haven't heard a gospel ser

mon so tocli>y I 'ohought that I 
would go and hear the Christian (not Camp
bellite, for it makes them mad to call them 
th<•.t) minister preach, and I didn't hear· one 
word of gospel, though they claim to "speak 
where the Bible and where the Bible 
is silent they are silent." 

were timely answered. Anyone desired Jeanette and the others of our list he;·e to 
could see a vast difference. enjoy the evening with us; but if we canno'G 

Sunday, June 9, found us again in Ripley enjoy such here on earth, let us strive to 
county, remaining a few days; thence to do so in another and better world. With 
Byrneville, Harrison county, to t.urn over love to and prayer for all, we are with you in 
books to the new and worthy Bishop's agent, the work, L. S. 
Bro. Daniel Hurbaugh, who is certainly the 
right man in the right place. Sustain him, 
dear brethren and sisters, by your prayers, as 
well as by cont,ributions. He certainly means 
to have all moneys paid to missionaries' 
families under his care duly earned. I re
ceived a letter from him recently in which 
he says: ''No work, no pay; little work, lit
tle pEy." To the mind of the writer this is 
certainly right. Wish such a plan to be 
universal. May God bless all in doing right 
and restrain us from error. 

Preaching twice at Byrneville, returned to 
Greensburg, expecting to occupy the court
bouse yard; but, on account of the busy sea.
son, our friends thought it advisable to 
postpone for a time. Thence we returned 
home, spent ten days in assisting·, not preach
ing, but in the harvest Jield. 

w·e came to this place the 20t,h, in defense 
of the ca;:tse we love. One Rev. Covert be
gan & series of lectures here the 21st, on the 
subject of spiritualism, an exposition. The 
first lecture he struok a slight blow at the 
Book of Mormon, but at close of service 
stated he was referring to Utah book. 

We are looking forwaed to the coming con
ference with deiight, expecting Brn. Lake 
and Smith to be with us, praying for the 
Master to be there also by hls Spirit, Ever 
prayiDg that we may all be ready when Jesus 
comes, I am, in bonds, 

W. C. MARSHALI,. 

LADD, Ill., .July 31. 
Editors 1£emld:--We are still in the line 

and we are going to st.ay, Though we a.re 
few and not very str011g, still we struggle in 
the strife. Several from our ranks h~we gone 
to other fields and we believe :u·e yet alive, 
but we !eel the loss, for we do not like to get 
left or be ld t (as you plea,se ), fer we feel there 
is too few of us now. We have good meet
ings and our share oi the Spil'it. We have 
just started with our new officers, and hope 
we may have another good term with them. 
One of our brothers, T. F. Turner, has re
ceived a .rood testimony of our faith, being 
given up for death by our best medical men, 
but we h0ld a men's meeting, administering 
and prayer, and he has been blessed so be is 
again making up his mind for work. Our 
election resulted as follows: President, Bro. 
Frs,nk Izatt; presiding priest, Bro. T. F. 
Turner; cle1·k, Sr. Sadie Boswell; treasurer, 
Bro. T. F. Turner; corresponding secretary, 
Bro. Leon Snow; janitor, Bro. Tom Weise. 
Our attendance is good. 

V\Te hold our meetings out of town, Ern. 
South wick and Midgorden will be with us 
August 11 and 12 for the good of the work 
here, and we wish that all of our absent 
members and our ft'ieuds might also be 
here to enjoy a good time. Our ladies 
give a ,,upper tomorrow, August 1, for 
the good of the church, and expect a 

MOUNTAIN GROVE, Mo., July 26. 
Editors Herald:-The writer is at present 

at the home of Bro. and Sr. Schofield. It 

This work is beyond the comprehension of 
man. It is moro than a great work, and the 
more our enemies oppose it the brighter it 
will shine. I never have had yet what we 

seems like old times to get. back here and 
westerneTs call a "set to" with any o.f these "de

visit the Saints again. The Campbellites 
· vout worshipers," but I trust to be able to 

are holding a tent meet.ing here, and are . n _ .. f , . . • 

having large turnouts. Maoy are asking glv~" r~ason l~r- t~e h~pe th~t I have. , 

h t t 'll b h I I am glad that r.be unlea, ned man was 
w en our en Wl e ere. suppose we 1 • . · 1 . . h G - , · · 

ld t d h .. t b t th t t llnskun_neuta __ . m Lhe ands of 0(1 m brwgmg· 
cou ge a goo earmg ye,, u • e en f ... h h "·ncJ "' _,_, · · h " 
h b d d tl t 

't. 1 t Or t t e .~t.c> eu ooo;s: contaunng t e ever-as ecome so amage now 1a 1. 1s a.mos, . . . _ . 
t fi 

. · 
1

1ast1ng gospel'·-the truth that_ snould sprmg 
pas xmg. ' h I l . h . 

Th k · • d d b t f th 1 t f 1 out 01 t e gl'oun.c1. am~ ud t. at Jerusalem e wor 1s nou ea ; u _or e as our . b . . h . . . 11 b 
years e couu ry an t e ranc es WI .n uw.o , . th t d h b h 't' • 11s e1ng m abrted without wa. s, and t at 

t . h d 1-. t 1 •h" k .. h· tne Jews are gathermg home; that Lebanon excep wns ave gone own; uu ..•. " In . Wl u • • .. _ 
b f d

. t · t tl' d f . b.a.s become a frmtful fHJl.d·-the resuli; of t,he 
a c ange o 1s nc o wers an our nns- I , 1 "'. , . . " , '" 

· · ht t b bl • · 'l th early and .atter nuns, !J,nd that .Ja..,oo ~ face swuar1es we oug o e a e uO glV(-l >u e 
1 

• 
1 

h . 
1 1 

tt d S · · ll d It • t' .,1 no .onger neeas to wax pa e,-s owmg c ear y sea ,ere a1nts a ca , an ruau nere Wll - · • 
and intelllgently that God remembers his an

be a general awaking all along the lino. 
Bro. Thomas, our new district president, 

cient eoven~.nrt SurBlyj •tit is 
days." Hopi.ug 

comes to-us highly recommended as a fll,ith- . f , . , 

f l 1 b I t t 11 b h fl
. .

11 
and praymg _or tne rs,pld spreau of the gos-

u a orer. rus a ranc o 1cers w1 . . _ · 
It 'th h' • 'b · d" n' ,1 , 1 • pel and ·~bat we may all attmn unto that per-consu w1 1m as ,,o t e1r nee s, "'n,. >bso , f . 

1 
. , T 

11 tt d 8 • t 1 't 'f I ectwn as revev, ed In tne law, .1. am, 
a sea ere a:n s, P esse wr~ue me 1 you i Your brother in the t1·ue os ol 
can secure opernngs. We hs.ve some good i .J g ~ ' 
men in this field who are anxious to preach. I AMES CHOFIELD. 
Help them all you can. You will find Brn.l ~~-~-~-~~~~~~---

Hoach and Grey exc.ellent workers, kHld I SIOUX CI'l'Y, Iowa, July 26. 
Bro. Walters there 1s no better preacher. I 1 YP, ., , _ ,. . . _ • ,.. , , 

b '-1] d f G S' . T l 27 u l .cdt%1,0?8 I1e.alit.--\fle _m ho,_A3S uhat the am 1 e or cove pr1ngs, .,uy ·. 1>Jy '.,. . . " 
h dd · 18a 2 8 -. fi ld I " ... o.ru may so wor-k w1th us tha" there may be 

orne a ress IS ", , pr1ng e avenue, 'I • • • • , 

S · fi 1d ~.,. . I t'll orgamzatwn eff<;ctt~d nePe oefore we leave 
prlng· e. , 1v.~.1ssourL um s 1 .. I 1-. • 'll , · 1 o • 'h b 

t d 
't 1 tuat Wl . ormg t 1e oawts togeo eras a and, 

agen ; sen your ml es a ong. h . · · 
H S and that t ey may recm ve that sp1r1tual food 

· PARLING. , that is so ne~ded everywhere. How are the 
-~----~--- I different branches and the scattered mem .. 

STANBERRY, Mo., July 31. hers to receive this spiritual food; and what 
Editors He~·ald:-H:wing obeyed the angel's are we gaining to con vert and baptize ind i

message, I thought perh~"ps some of my old 1' viduals into the church when we leave them 
acquaintances would like to hear from me. , starve? I known some one will say the law 
I am thankful that this message makes an j of God pNvides for cadng for the flock, and 
individual consider the gre11tness and power. 1 it is i;b.e dut.y of tho local officers of t.be 
of God, and that thousands are in church to keep them alive. I well know 
the precious rays of light revealed to them tb!l,t is true; but how many of the local 
on life's rugged path way. officers are doi_ng this as tho Ja,w provides? 

I am now back in the Ad vent settlement Hovv often do we hear i.t said, I have not, the 
where I used to take part in church work and time or I am not prepared. For example, I 
where I listened to them expose what they know of organized branches that have 
called "Mormonism," but I am so g·lad t,hat preaching services only whsn some visiting 
the truth, which is mighty in pulli.ng down brother happens along· and preaches for 
strongholds, overpowered me so that I had them. I know not i\ few cases of trouble 
to give up my own ways and submit to the that have exi.sted for years which the local 
"gospel ?f Christ." I used to. think therej officers ha\Te failed to settle accor~ln~ to t.he 
was nothwg better than Ad vent1sm, but novv I law of Goa. I know when the m1sswnar1es 
since obeying the gospel I believe that I h. ave hil.ve labored hard and loog to plant the gos
found something that is eternal--something pel and some have been baptized, and yet 
that brings life and happinass to mankind. there is no one to look aHer them., and they 
My experience in this work so far is grand, are actm;,lly starving to spiritually, I 
for there sMms to be an enlarging of 1;he mean, Please some one give us the remedy. 
mind, enabling one to comprehend the geeat Again, how often clo we hear it said, 
things of God. Though I am isol!l,ted I am "VIlell, I wish Bro. so and so would come and 
receiving light. To God be all the praise! 1 preach for us, he is such a good man, and he 

I had the privilege of being in Lamoni for I is such a good preacher." These same 
, two months, where there is an excellent body p:uties are members of au organi7:ed branch, 

of Saints, and where one has an opportunity of I and have a baud of officers who under their 
receiving light and inst.ruction,. both in. the circumstanc~s are doing th.~ best the~ ~an, 
Sunday school and prayer meetmgs. Smce ' and are havmg regular mee1mgs; yet rt Is a 
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c. 
f 

rare thing if at any time there is over h11lf of three weeks. Saints were very much inter· ambitions for pleasant homes and the com
the available members out to meeting, unless ested, ""nd all cooperated with us to make the paniouship of husbands, 11n<'l s.ssume all of the 
that good m!uJ. or that gre!l,t preacher comes meetings a success. Eleven were baptized, responsibilities and cares of the family; ac
along. When he comes he never says a word one baby blessed, and several sick adminis- cept of the catio of help from the church 
about the duties of our officers, nor does he tered to. Bro. Aylor and the writer did which can be afforded, and be satisfied; vvhile 
tell the members anything about their duties most. of the preaching and were ably assisted I their husbands go and preach the gospel to a 
towards their officers. Again, please give by Btn. Maloney, Crawley, B,hodes, Durfey, perishing world. I felt to say in my heart, 
us the remedy. Vrooman, Pickering (branch president), and Thank God for such noble aspirations in the 

Now do not think that I am faultfinding several other local brethren. young men and women of tho church, for of 
just to find fault, nor think that I cannot Our reunion begins at Hennessey, Okla- this class,-young or old,--are they who will 
.look on the bright side. I know there aee homa, on the R. I. railroad, August 3, and move the cause of Zion, and bring the r·eign 
many good and faithful local officers, and a 11asts ten days. .. of "peace on earth, good will to men." 
great many good and faithful members; but I Your brother in the con[Uct, cheerful and On the 13th, at 12:25 p.m., the tra.in left 
we all need to b0 taught so we will know ' hop::-;fu!, HUBERT CASE. the depot for Ogden, and at 5: :JO p. m. next 
what and how to do. P. S.·-If any oi the Herald readers know day I found myself on ground trodden over 

To the Saints of the Little Sioux district I where .John H. Smith and Sarah Smith live, many times when boy. A peculiariy 
will say, that so far as I have received your I wish they would let me know, The last I strange feeling took possession of me because 
calls for preaching I have tried to consider heard of them they were in Minnesota. I of the remarkable change that had spread 
all of them, and will respond as fast, as we ta.ve their ba.ptiBmsJ certificates, and wO"uld over tbe whole face of t.his cfJuntry, where, 
can. Remember, at present i;here ill"e but like t.o send them to them. My mission ad- forty-six years ago a few log and. :•.debe 
two of us, and as long as the tent runs dress is Oka.rcbe, 0. T. houses composed the only habit:J,tions of the, 
will keep tho two busy, and I do not think ---~- early settlers. Now, a modern city of fifteen 
the tent can reach more than one place !lAter CORREL Minn . .July 30. to twenty thousand inhabit.ants, full of life, 
this, and it has been promised to the people Editors Herald:-We in' l;his vicinity are and bn3y with the affairs i,hereof, has grown 
or Pisgah ~.fter t.h~ meetings ~o~e here. We j' hungering and thirsting· after rig·hteousness up. A great ra!lroad centet·, constantly ex
are expec.mg B,n, J. W. vv1ght and C. , and want to be filled, and there is no one to tending its Hnes, and adding millions of dol
Derry to ao tent work at Pisgah. Sr. Baker I prepare the food for ·the repast. It a.ppears la.rs to the wealth of this intermountain city 
~s with m~ .. Weare te .. n ... t.ing .. -~he isco?kin.g I as if some of the eldet"s might make. it a and country, now occupies an ii:npc1rtant and 
tor ye m1sswnary and presullng at tne or- point to come here after the reunion in the central plat of g!·ound, near the center. 
gan, being ass~sted. by 'Bro. Mi.ntun's d. a. ugh-~· Des Moi.nes district, on th .. e 31st of August, Larg·e business block's, with modern school-
tor, Ruth. All gomg well. at Colfax, Iowa. It will not be far from houses, academies, high school, Ca,tholic and 

J. M. BAKER.. there here. Many undoubtedly will attend other sectarian church buildings, al2,o the 

I
' conferences and reunions at farther distances Mormon tabernacle and several ward meet

where they have the gospel pl'eached con- inghouses, help to adorn this city of broad 
WAUKOMIS, Okla., Augast l. tinuallv, and none he•·e but mvself know streets and avenues and sidews,lks, beauti-

Edito?·s !ferald:-Bro. Aylor and t~e wr~~er I what it is to heae it. · I fully shaded by box elder, poplar, and other · 
made a tnp to Dewey county to assiSt bm,d- Co;:wreP"ational church is open and ready 1 native trees. · 
ing up the work in western Okl;;,homa. After for al!M de~ominations to preach the gospei. Washington avenue, one hundr·ed thirty
staying over night wlth Bw. and Sr. Butler, A Dowieite came in, but after the first nig·ht, two feet wide, is the chief thorough.fM·e, con
near Kingfisher, June 30, we left that staunch when the house was crowded he had no necting with all other streets and avenues of 
ma~.of God, ~eem~ngly in 7ood h0alt.h,, ~x- heiJ!,rel"S. ·where sound doctrin~ is preached the city; also leads all of the o~tside sot
pec"Ing to.reourn m a montn and meet mm good attention and interest will be mani- tlements, north and sout,h. On th1s avenue, 
again. But life is uncertain. Only six days J fested, I have done what I can to set them at No. 1509, is the commodious home of Bro. 
later our beloved brother was called from J to thinking but I am a poor stlck to set a and Sr. Wolls Chase and their family, con
this _life o! ?ares, ~o one -;:ore bli.~~ful t'o hi~. I fire to blazidg. I ha>'e only given texts of si's,ting ~f" himself and ~ife, th~i: olde: 
We ,vent uhlri.y mlles we, ton the r,ack co VV~&,..J scriotu!'e to study out and present a few daughte,, or. N. D. CoopGl and her ,,on, aL ... 
tonga. Here we stayed with Sr. Cochran :smd ids~s which have been seeming·Jv well re- 1 their youngest child, Geneveve, an excellent 
her large-hearted son Claud Russel, who J ceived. · . j young sister in the church, and thrae grand
provided a way for us to g<Jt '"weive miles 

1 
Bro. I. N. Roberts is in this mission but I children, Pauline, Edna, and Wells, the ch il

fartber on our way, where we met Bro. do not kno\V his address. I will help to pt~y dren of a deceased daughter of Bro. and Sr. 
Maloney at Bro. Cochran's, and then began expenses as far as 1 ca,n. Chase. Fl ve other daughters, all me::rJ hers 
our first experience riding on a, freight Hoping to hear fwm some one, I am, of the Beorganized Church, are married and 
wagon across these western prairies and Yours in the love of Christ, have families and homes of their own, and 
over the saud hills. Our team was quite JAMES M. BLOOD. live sons the same; but none of the latter 
unlike those little mules that Bro. Kel- I hs.ve yet identified themselves with the 
ley so vividly describes, and especially I 
that one that would roll his eyes and "swell 

1 
OGDEN, Utah, July :10. 

his muscles," etc .. ; for, notwithstanding I .Editm·s Jieralcl:--I left. home for my field 
the little Iri:shman used ~ll the persuasive j of labor on the. 10th, intending .to ~top at 
powers at h1s command, Jack stood !J,t the • Sacramento unt1l the Hltb, but tne mtense 
foot of a hill, e11.rs drooping, and seemingly I heat there caused me to push on. I got 
unconscious of the fact that Sr. Maloney 

1 

there on IN edne.8day and attended the weekly 
was patiently waiting, and been for about prs.yer meeting that evening, ::,nd by request 
three years, for that, load of lumber to malts , took charge. '£hose present were mostly 
a Jloot· in their house. Finally we unloaded I young married people, brothers and sisters, 
part of our load, and a neighbor came along who all took part by prayer and testimony, 
and helped· us up the hill; but we had to 

1 
speil,king of the goodness of God to 'ohem in 

leave pa.rt of that lumber, and about confirming their faith by strong evidences in 
sundown of the second day we arrived at the proof of the work. They also stated their 
settlement of t,he Saints in Dewey count,y. willingness to make any sacrifice necessary 

On July 5 we began a series of meetings in to assist in pushin~ the work to completion. 
an arbor, which we erected same day. vVe I was forcibly impressed with the determina .. 
continued meetings every night through the I tions of those young sisters who attested 
week and held three services on Sunday, for I theh· willingness to sacrifice their worldly 

church. 
How peculiar it ls that the gentler sex, as 

a rule, have more reverence for spiritual. 
things than tho male portion of humanity. 
Mary and her sister Martha were among the 
most devout and close friends of the Ma.ster. 
The large parlor of Bro. s,nd Sr. ChfMe, at 
present, as in the past, has been the princi
pal place for holding meetings and Sabbath 
school of our people; but a building has been 
purchased, torn down, and the lumber is now 
on the lot (dons,ted by Bro. Chase), and a 
suitable building for a place of meeting will 
be erected before the winter sets in, when It 
is hoped and believed that a larger repre
sentation of outsiders and the membership 
will come to listen and take more actl ve part 
in the church work and t,he investigation of 
gospel truth8. At present, Sabbath school 
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and branch meetings are held on alternate 
Sundays. Sr. N. D. Cooper is superintendent 
of the former, and also Bishop's agent for 
this mission, and a thoroughly active and in
teres·ted worker in the church, while Elder 
James Toombs, is the president of the Ogden 
branch. Bro. and Sr. Chase have been the 
"power behind the throne" in keeping the 
work alive in this place. Their home has 
also been a home for the various missionaries 
sent here to labor. One room of their house 
is especially set apart for this purpose, and 
the writer is now in full possession of that 
room, with the privilege of going and re
turning (while in this city) as he pleases. 

Since my arrival I have visited among 
members, relatives, and friends, and occu
pied as speaker the two last Sundays, and as
sisted in Sunday school. Am well suited 
with fieid of labor and hopeful for the accom
plishment of good and final triumph of the 
truth. In bonds, 

R. R. DANA. 

DEER LODGE, Mont., July 31. 
Editon Hwrald:-Since arriving in this 

field in April, have occupied as opportunity 
afforded, and with much pleasure, specially 
at my birthplace, among my own kin and 
early schoolmates in Gallatin valley. Most 
of them remembered me only a~ a boy, and I 
could discern a sympathetic interest, sprin
kled with curiosity, in the excellent atten
tion granted me, the times I spoke in their 
midst. 

We had an excellent conference at Ana
conda, in June. Met and dined with a niece 
of Apostle G. T. Griffiths, and in her album 
saw his photo when a young man, which I 
looked at with interest. The next confer
ence will be in Bozeman, the 8th of Septen:
ber, when we hope to see a branch organlz3d 
there, and a good attendance from all parts 
of the district. 

We feel cheered at the prospect of having 
help sent up from the force working in Idaho 
or Utah. Montana has plenty of field not 
yet touched by our workers. 

My visit in the home circle was very pleas
ant and enjoyable after so long time away. 
They thought I was much older and "worn 
looking," and I could return the compliment 
regarding some of them. 

Myself, wife, and baby are now located in 
Deer Lodge for the winter, where there is a 
branch of forty-five, mostly living in the 
country parts. 'I'hey have a nice little 
chapel, as approved in design as any I have 
seen. It needs paint, it is warping for want 
of oil. It has stood some four years with not 
even a prime coat. Everybody is busy, and 
weather unusually hot. Can preach only on 
Sundays during this harvest time. I will 
pull of[ my coat and go to painting tomorrow. 
Painters usually ask three dollars per day, 
and a small branch cannot afford it. We 
hope to see the building free from debt and 
dedicated at no distant day. Through the 
kindness of a sister, the paint is placed at 
our disposal. "A friend in need is a friend 
indeed." 

Not far from here there are two large 
cities, the chief industry of which is mining 

1'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 
and smelters: Butte, with fifty thousand I Present themselves to occupy in the open air 
people, and Anaconda with fourteen thou- until we can meet with a suitable room. 
sand, some twenty·fi ve miles apart. 'I' be The Utah Mor·mons are strong here. In
largest smelters in the world are here. 'I'h "Y deed, they seem to be gaining prestige very 
are notoriously wicked- especially Butte. rapidly in Britain. Quite a number of elders 
They need the gospel very much, but their from Utah are proselyting both in England 
wants are Bot in harmony with their I and Scotland, but, take great care to avoid us 
needs. The very atmosphere is vile, and as much as possible. In Bradford a fortnight 
vegetation dies for ten to fifteen miles ago I m<:lt a young man who had only been 
around. We are glad Deer Lodge is some I here six weeks from Utah. He did not ap
twenty-seven miles away; yet the poisonous/ pear very intelligent, being ignorant of the 
smoke skirts our hills. On approaching Book of Mormon denunciation of polygamy. 
these cities on the train one thinks of the He stated that the president of the European 
traditional teaching and pictures of hell. mission, Platt,e D. Lyman, testifies that his 
The moral and spiritual atmosphere reminds mother was a wife of Joseph Smith, but, did 
one of Sodom and Gomorrah. not stay to confirm his allegation. Asking 

We have a small branch near Anaconda for your prayers in .behalf of the work here, 
and the Utah people claim a large branch of with best wishes, J. W. RUSHTON. 
sixty or seventy, with a bishop-organized as Care of Wm. Cairns, Bent View, Burnblea Street. 

a "stake," I understand. ·--------· 
Deer Lodge is a place of twelve hundt·ed 

population, and several colleges (sectarian), 
also waterworks and electric !ig·hts. 

I am pleased to see one of our leading 
American elders lately speaking a word for a 
paper in Australia, which is better than if I 
spoke it; for ~hat would be quite an expected 
thing.- I like to see an apostle's interest 
world-wide,-not localized. They do need a 
mission paper in that far-off country. The· 
Saints' Berald does not meet the demand, by 
reason of distance and local requirements. 
Hope all will help who can. "Go ye into all 
the world." GOMER WELLS. 

HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

PREPARED READING FOR SEPTEMBER MEET
INGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS. 

HWe are living. we are dwelling 
In a grand, an awful time; 

In an age on ages telling, 
'l"'o be Jiving is sublime. 

"Will you play then, will you dally 
With your music and your wine? 

Up, it is Jehovah's rally! 
God's own arm has need of thine,,' 

HAMILTON, Scotland, July 23. If there ever was a time since the coming 
Editors Hm·ald:-I reached my field of !a- fol'th of this latter··day work when the above 

boron Saturday morning, July 21, at eight a. stanzas would seem to be applicable, is not 
m., and the brethren here, namely, Ern. that 'time the present?-K· But one thought 
Cairns and Miller, found me a room, which I stands connected with this selection to which 
shall make my home until such time as bet- we wish to call your special attention, 
ter arrangements can be made. Since receiv- namely: "GoD'S OWN ARM HAS NEED OF 
ing my official notification I have continued THINE." 
laboring in the Manchester district, preach- Have you thought of it, mothers? Have 
ing eighteen times in Burley, Hunslet, Brad- you fathers considered it? You are longing 
ford, Whortley. -Had charge of one meeting. and praying for the redemption of Zion! Do 
Administered once to the sick. you realize that it largely depends upon you 

I gave notice to leave my employment on to bring to pass this redemption? Why? 
Monday, May 14, having received appoint- Because God must and will have a people 
menton the 8th. Left my employment July prepared to meet his Son before he permits 

him to return again to this eart.h. This dec-14, and arrived here as stated. 
laration, that a people must be prepared to 

Sunday, July 22, I met with Bro. and Sr. meet Christ before he can come to earth 
Cairns, and Bro. Miller, in the former's again, was made through the Prophet Joseph 
house, where we had a meeting, the Saints Smith in an early day of th ch ch and 

'f . h l h e ur , 
test1 ymg to t e ove of t e church and this preparation must begin in the home. 
pleasure that the church had appointe.d In f!<Very properly organized home, father 
some one to, labor here, and expressed the1r and mother will be found working in har
willingness to help all the~ could.' ~n the I mony for the accomplishment of the desired 
afternoon we held an open a1r servwe ;n the end: the raising up of a pure family; sons 
cent~r of the town, and also an~t~er m th~ and daughters who shall go forth from its 
evemng, at the same· place, at wmch we haa shelter to contribute their full share towards 
a good bearing, and di~tributed a number of the ~nrification of the world. As the years 
pamphlets. I have wrrtten today to a Mr. roll by, the Father is permitting his spirit
Black, of Edinburgh, who has expressed children to enter into tabernacles of .flesh. 
his belief in the work, and has purchased a Pure, spotless, innocent babes they are, given 
good number of the works of the church, and into your care. You are the heaven-appointed 
desired to be baptized. I have informed him 
of my arrival and readiness to supply him *We suggest that some member of each local be ap
with any information within my power. I pointed by the president of the same, to prepare a paper, 
purpose commencing today a house to house I giving a brief summary of the leading events now making 

. • . . . history among the nations of the earth. The appoint-
Vlsttatwn, leavmg hter~ture for the people ment can be made by note from the president to the sis-
to peruse and shall contmue as ter selected.-Ed. 
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guardians of your children. In many w!l.ys 
you'are seeking light and knowledge to guide 
you-seeking it because you feel your need of 
it. Are you seeking it as parents, or do you 
not feel your need of it here? 

Looking fonh upon the world today, we 
see so much of honor, nobleness, and truth; 
so much of genuine philanthropy, of loving 
self-sacrifice, that we cannot help question
ing: is it really to be at Christ's coming as 
it was in the days of Sodom? And while the 
answer comes back to us, the Savior has 
spoken it, there are times when we cannot 
realize the fact. But these times are when 
we look only upon one side of life. They are 
when we see it at its best. It is a day of 
large enterprises, a day when many things 
are done upon a colossal scale; but in order to 
arrive at correct and just conclusions, it is 
necessary for us to remember that this scale 
applies not only to that which is good, but to 
that which is evil as well. The one seeks 
the light, the other avoids the light and 
works in darkness; hence we are more liable 
to be deceived in regard to the extent of its 
power, and this should lead us to greater 
watchfulness. 

All which is best in life is bought with a 
price. You wish to aid in the establishment 
of Zion? Are you willing to pay the price? 
By this I mean, are you willing to cultivate 
within yourself everything which is pm·e, 
noble, and morally right, in order that you 
may transmit the same to you!' children'? 
Willing to wage an earnest and unrelenting 
warfare against all which is evil, in order 
that they may not enter the race of life handi·· 
capped by the mistakes and sins of their par
ents? 

In an address before the National Congr·ess 
of Mothers, Prof. Elmet• Gates, of Maryland, 
makes the following earnest appeal:-

"And now I would like to utter an appeal 
through you to all mothers: The incoming 
generation looks to you to be well born. It 
is seen to be a fearful responsibility to b!'ing 
into the world a human being, when we re
alize that we have it in our power to direct 
for weal or for woe the intellective and emo
tive character and moral disposition of the 
child yet unbot•n and uncreated. '.rherefore 
it falls to the duty of parents to make ade
quate preparation for the creation of a child; 
the whole question of hereditary transmission 
and mind-building, and allied subjects, 
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transmitted will be arrested or augmented 
according to the kinds of products thrown 
into the blo~>d by the mother's emotions. A 
mother knowing this dare not harbor in her 
heart any of the evil emotions, and knowing 
that happines', serenity, and love, and all 
pleasurable emotions create nutritive prod
ucts, do you think she will neglect to bring 
into her mind daily and systematically all of 
these conditions? She will go by herself an 
hour or more each day, in quiet and silence, 
and away from all distr-acting influence, and 
call up each one of these desirable emotional 
conditions to the fullest possible intensity 
and joyousness and worshipful adoration; 
and oh, mother, if it be your privilege to cul
tivate your good emotions one year before 
the creation of the child, excluding all wrong 
and selfish emotions; and if it be your fur
ther privilege to have created in your brain 
ail kinds of intellectual structures from a 
stu 1y of the sciences, you will then have a 
fair chance to create a better child. 

"Our country demands and your mother
love craves such a child, and I believe that 
in hringing about such a state of things we 
must look most to the influence of the 
mother·s. 

"A wife's love is something for which a 
man will strive; therefore, let the wife give 
her creative love only when a man is worthy 
of it, only when he has for some months at 
least, been leading a noble, courail;"eous, un
sBlfish life. 0, do not create a child during 
the months of dark despondency and wrong
doing, if such come into your life, but wait 
until life is cheerful and morally clear! A 
wife can control this fountain of life; she can 
grant her privileges only for worthy motives 
and any man worthy of them will lead such a 
life as to deserve them. 

"Produce great persons--great pe?·sons and 
all other things follow. To create great per
sons is the divine task of parentage-to give 
to ·the world greater and better men and 
women. America asks for such men and 
women, and in the words of the poet she s.ays:-

H 'Bring me men to match n1y mountainsl 
Bring me men to match l!ly plains, 

Men with en1pires in their purpose, 
Men with eras in their brains. 

•• 'Bring- me men to match my prairies, 
Men to match my inland seas, 

Men whose thoughts shall pave a highway 
Up to ampler destinies.' 

should be studied systematically and ex- "Oh, the gt·eat and glorious task of parent
haustively in biological and psychological age! It seems to me that the most responsi
laboratories, the data carefully verified and ble position in which a man and woman can 
the knowledge diffused in such shape that be placed is that of begetting and rearing a 
parents can apply it .... L'lt this be done, child. It requires the most preparation, the 
then will the next generation have less sor- highest knowledge, the greatest self-control, 
row, war, crime, and disease, and the number the supremest patience, self-sacrifice, and 
of defectives will be less. love. It seems to me that the religion of the 

"I wish to reiterate that every conscious future will center closely around the conjugal 
experience creates in some part of the brain life and the cradle, and that art and philoso
a definite structure, that. every evil emotion phy will be content to bring their fairest gifts 
m·eates in you poisons, and that good emo- I to the hymeneal altar. The mother must not 
tions create nutritive products, and you can I be enthroned merely in our love, but she must 
regulate these conditions at will. Those sit enthroned over the weal of the incoming 
emotive and intellectual activities of your generation; she has the making and training 
mind, which you have not systematically ex- of the fathers and mothers of the future. 
ercised so as to create structures in your "I believe no possible training after the 
brain before the creation of a child, will not child is born can equal in importa.nQe what 
be transmitted to that child;_ and what is ca.n be: done before birth. 
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"Oh, mothers of America, my appeal is 
that you study the laws of life and mind, the 
laws of transmission of character, and learn 
enough about your own minds to enable you 
to eliminate all undesirable emotions and 
bring in to activity the desirable ones! I be
lieve that only by experimental study ean we 
arrive at the knowledge of parentage we de
sire .... 

"Let me repeat, that mind activities build 
brain structures, and according to the sys
tematic character and emotive qualities of 
those activities will be th::~ character of the 
structures which you will transmit to ·your 
child; and after the creation of the child the 
growth until birth will be promoted or hin
dered according as the mother throws into 
her blood the nutritive products of thc1 good 
emotions, and keeps out of her blood the 
poisonous p1·oducts of the evil emotions. Ac
cording to your skill in doing this will you 
convey to your child the best and the noblest 
of all legacies-a capable and moral mind." 

If America--Joseph's land-demands men 
and women to· watch her spreading lakes, far 
stretching prairies and lofty mountains: men 
and women filled with lofty purpose, and 
brains enabling them to put those purposes 
into execution, answer me, What does the 
living God demand of his people? If such 
are the demands of this land choice above aH 
other lands, what are the dGmands of the 
fullness of the gospel restored by the angel 
and sealed by the blood of many martyr·s? 

You mothers of Zlon who are standing re
garding this work, regarding the few, cor.n· 
paratively speaking, who are struggling 
along, laboring with all the energies of soul 
and body God is giving them to move it. for
ward, can you feel, do you indeed feel that 
you are excusable in the sight of God for this 
position of apparent indifference? Let us 
again say to you that we need you-yes let us 
repeat it-we need you--and what is infinitely 
more to the purpose, God needs you, and the 
church needs you. You know the impor
tance of this work, you do not oppose it; but 
that is not enough. We need the encourage
ment of your p1·esence at our monthly meet
ings, and to receive there the benefit of your 
experiences and the inspiration which comes 
from the consciousness of your sympathy and 
support. We need-and you need-all the 
light which can be thrown upon these mat
ter~, wb.ether it be furnished by science or 
drawn from your own experience. 

And you fathers who will read this, yes 
you· young men, (especially those of you 
called to the ministry,) who aee not yet 
fathers, but hope to rear sons !tnd daughters 
who will be pillars in the Church of Gof!, flo 
you not need to study these things and con·· 
form your lives strictly thereto? Do you 
need that I, with my gray hairs and the 
weight of years upon me, should bear wit
ness to you that I know from my own experi
ence there is truth--solemn and awful truth 
-in what the writer whom I have quoted has 
said; and that I know he does wei! when he 
includes the father, for while none of his 
lifeblood goes to feed the unborn babe, yet 
the concentruted essence imparted in the life 
germ will and has often_ out-wei~hed many of 
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the noble emotions of the mother as well as Elder P. Cad well writes: "'\'Vill you kindly per day for the things which perish? Can 
much of environment after birth. request the Prayer Union to remember Sister we not devote one little hour each day in 

Fathers, the chur·ch needs your in rluence, Eleanor S. Cad well in their devo"Gions that m·eparing ourselves for that work which will 
and t,oday she is calling loudly for the in.fit<- 1 she may be restored to sight as one eye is bring not only to ourselves, but to many oth
ence of her ministry, that her sons and daugh- blind and the other nearly so." ers, perhaps, those riches which time cannot 
ters may be educated in regard to those A lady of the Methodist faith (Mrs. Taylor) dest,roy. In six hours of diligent study much 
things which pertain to the redemption of requests your praye;·s in behalf of an aftlicted may be accomplished. But let us not wait 
Zion and the ultimate salvation of the huma.n cousin. She claims her children were healed till all other duties of the day are done, and 
race. through your prayers a few years back. God's then when wearied in mind and body think 

"'l'o cnrc, is tho voice ofthe past; Spirit be with you. Your sister in the one to accomplish any very good results in the 
'l'o prevent,, the divine whisper of today." faith, FERGUSON. way study. Let us give our very best 

Do you feel your weakness, struggling and I would like the prayers of the Saints that thought to the Lord's work, anil. be assured 
overburdened mothers? As one whose feet I may be healed of cancer. that time thus spent will not be lost. It is 
have passed ove!" the Yvay (and many times HAT'I'IE E. li'ARR. writt,en: "Cast thy bread upon the waters 
stumbled therein), let me warn you against aud 'ohou shalt find It after miJ,ny days." And 

~~~cing a~ythin~ ~bo~r~ th~- care of ~our, PROGRAM FOR SEPTEMBER l'l'l]JJiJTINGS OF the poet beautifully expresses it thus:-
chlldren a~d for their sakes-11 f?r no ~vher I DAUGHTERS.' OF ZION. Cast thy bread upon tho water, 
-the care vou owe yom·solf. L1 ve plawer, W"ft it 011 wit" praying hieath, 
dress plain~r if need be, that you may feed I Opening hy~n Hl S~!uts' Harp. Prayer. (0, how much may be accomplished by 
yom· mind and clothe your soul, tbus fitting Scnpture read!~~· ~atmew 25 : 14·-30· Study em·nest prayer.) 
yourself to be companions for your children, I of prepared r~aam~ Jn Home. ~olumu. S~p- Yon may think it lost forever, 
directing their minds, weaving about them plementary ?lscus~l~n, Is work ll1 model~atw:1 But as sure as God is true, 
as it were a subtle web of thoughts, s'tories, good for .chL~dl'en. 1f so, bO\i\J shall we 1;eacn In this world or in the other, 
and songs, which shall enclose them in the them to hke 1t? Roll call. Business. Clos- It will yet return to yon. 

world in which you live, 9,nd by its chords ing hymn 200. Dismissal prayer. One great hindrance to pr:ogrcss of the Sun-
woven and interwoven, shield them from the · 1 aay .• scbo~l work is inc?mp.etent teachers. 
evil iDA.uences of the world without. Offerings for Home Column fund, from the •

1 

As lo reqmres close apphcatwn to study to 
You have no hours for retirement and lei- South Sea Islands, by the sisters: Of Tarona fit one for the position of teacher in our pub

sure! I have been there. Been where the branch-, $14. 70; Niau, $11.20; T'ikehau, $15 80; lli.e schoo1s and colleges,_ so als~ does it require 
cat.es of life pressed heavily; and toil, inces- Anaa, $4 30; Manihi, $12 30; Avatoru, $8 (iO; study and PTaye?jtcl study, to nt, one to teach 
sant toil from early morn till late hours of Arutua, $2.00. I correctly the things of God. You must be a 
the night was my pm·tion. I did not see it E. BUH'l'ON. studious scholar before you can be a compe-
theo, bn'L looking' back, I do see clearly today -----~---- tent teacher. 
that much of this toil might have been, m; PUNC'l'UAL. 
should have bcen lessened. In the midst of 8 D jl Another hindrance to the Sunday school 
it I found time to commit to memory many a 

1 

work is a lack of punctuality on the part of 
little poem, many a story, which while my ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDI'l.'OR both officers and scholars. vVhy not be on 
hands were busy with other things, I told Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 1 time? \Vhy not go about the Lord's work as 
my. little ones, or i'ecited to them as I put I as we do about our own? . If there 
them to sleep at night. But ah, the heart- 1 was to be prize given every Sunday to 
ache comes that I did not do more, far more 1 every member of the school whr; was present 
of this~ Do you not see, weary, busy mother, DILIGENCE. 1 five minutes ?efm:e the op~ning of the school, 
tbe double, yes tt·eble purpose this is serving!' Head before the Des Jl'[oines District Sunday School J how many thmk you woula be absent. 

Por instance: you are busy at you 1• ironing; Convention, ,Jane 8, 1900, by Mattie IInghes. I once heard an elder say, "lf you make a.n 
select and lay upon the far corner of your Every person who truly loves God has· a appointment to meets:~ a certain hour, and 
table a poem-one which your children can desire to see his work progress, and every in- invite the Holy Spirit's pt·eselJCe, be assured 
undeeatand and enjoy---and while your hands stitution and organization which has for its he will be there at the appointed Mme; bui; 
move the iron rapidly, commit this poem to object the elevation of man and the bettering if you are not there, he will very likely take 
memory. Your labor has by this simple act of the human family prosper. And all true his depart.ure." 
been rernoved from the realm of drudgery; Christians have a desire (or should have) to There is t;·uth in this! 
the time has seemingly been shortened, and bear some part in such work. But the gues- I believe we often grieve the Iloly Spirit 
if perchance you bear benenth your heart tion arises, how can I do this? \'Vhat is re- by our slothfulness. 
another throbbing life, that precious life is qui red of me in the great WOl"k of evangelizing The superintendent should set the exam-
being fed and nourished by the very food you the world? ple of punctuality, and open the school on 
are preparing for those who are older. You Let us not look too high nor too far away time, if there be but one present besides him
need strength and help! Oh, thank God for for a field in which to labor. Perhaps our seif, lMld ulso close on time. Should the 
the mercy seat, but especially thank l::im that 1 work lies very near us, and is of such ana- superintendent chance to be late, let the 
~ri!.yer ~ay f:;o up from the hear·t when there I ture that rna~~ would consider ~~ery insignifi·· 1

1 

a,ssista~L ~~pel'int~ndent begin the ~~ork; and 
18 not t1me to bend the knee and fold the I C!l,nt. It might be welt to il!'St make a snould oovh supermtendent and assistant ·be 
hands i~ supplica~ion; a~d th~t you may make self:ex~~inati?n and ascertain the p!~?e 'to I' late, let s~me one of ~he .teachers ~pen the 
evo1·y tnal, every nardsl1lp (w1th perhaps one beglll 18 not m our own he!l.rts and nves. school ana proceed w1th che exero1ses. Do 

by the heroic cheerfulness with Paul's admonition to Timothy was to stud1J not think because your &-chool is a small one 
which vw me<3t them, stepping stones for to show himself approved unto God, a work- that punctuality and order are of minor im
yourself and the children God has given you, man that needeth not to be ashamed. Then portance. If you come together late, and 
to a higher, nobler life. if it was necessary for to study to huay through the first exercises, omit sing-

-~--~----,---- p!"epare himself for the work before him, , ing save it be a verse or two perhaps, omit 
that he might st.and approved before ,. responsive hurry through the lesson 

PRAYER UNION, cau we do the work required of us in an ac- and close without a review, who is benefited? 
SPJWIAJ" R,EQUESTS FOR PEA YER. ceptable manner without study? How often I How much of spiritual strength have you 

Sr. Minda Carsner, of Wagner, Oregon, do we hear the complaint from Sunday school obtained? How much knowledge? 
desires your faith and prayers in behalf of superintendents, teachers, and scholars, "I I hope there is no school represented here 
~er l~ttle gra~dson,, Ed~y Gee, wh.o i~ suffer,' j have no time to study .. " like the one described above; but if there 
lllg trom spinal ·r,rouole. She 1s 1solatea 1 Who gave you physwal strength and men- should be, let us when we return from this 

needs your to !J,new, t~wd to 
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school, howe.ver small, a model school. Do 
not spend time in discussing unimportant 
topics, and on the other baud do not over
look any impm·tant truth without trying to 
impress it upon the rniuds of your class. 

Be patient, persevering, and prayerful. It 
is said that patience and perseverance con- I 
quer all things. :.rhen if things do not move 

SAINTS' HERAI,D. 

L. Snow, T. C. Kelley, and P. B. Seaton. 
Prayer meeting at four o'clock. Adjourned 
to meet at new church, near Swan, Kentucky, 
October 26. 

8 
as we should like to see '&hem, let us not be-~ CONVENTION NOTICES. 
come impatient or discouraged, but move of convention of Independence 
quietly along in the line of our duty, faith-,' Sunday school association, Arm-
fully performing our pttrt, that we may stand Kansas City, Kansas, .B'riday, Septem-
approved before God. i\.nd remember that 

1 
2: 30 P· m. Opening exercises, 

credenti11Js. Routine 
by prtl.yer and persistent effort difficuitles j of reports of 
may bo removed, obstr,eles surmounted, and 'I office1·s, committees, 
weaknesses nnd irnperfections oveecorne. school interchange 
'I'berefore, let us ask God's blessing upon our .

1 

of experiences of three 
minutes 7: 30, after opening 

efforts, and then not forget to m!l.ke the d · fi · h d b · ·-· . song an Invocation un ms e usmess, 
effort. We may by proper effort do a gTeat ! the sub:jects will be presented: 
deal toward answer\ug our own prayers. I in om district, as it is, as it 

The Sunday sc.Jbool work is moving· a,nd we. . ~· bow to ~btai~ me:u~.s to ge~,books; 
t b ·, k tl , 1 . .• wb~" to begw w1th. 'reacher~ meet-

mus e Wlo.e-awa _e s.nu.. very sLuol,ous, u vqe 1 dlstricti conventions. Tbe most impor-
keep pace with it. Let us be colaborers in j featuce of work, and the 
deed and in truth, bel ping one another in the 1 mother's part school work. 
work. None of us can stand alone- we all I' musicBJ nu;:nbers be.interspersed, 

. ' all mterested will come pre-
need all the help we c~.n get from every pos- I notes and make the convention 
sible source. It is written: "Iron sharpeneth II best we have ever had in our district; 
iron, so a man sharpeneth the countenance of and may the Spirit of the Master come with 
his friend."--Prov. 27:17. us. ABBIE A. HOR'l'ON, Sec. 

Then let us unite our forces, for in union Pottawattamie district Suaday school con-
there is strength, and in counsel there is vention will convene at Haz"l Dell, Friday, 
safety. Let us not be content to remain I August at half past; ten. L'lt all schools 
aws.y in the rear of this work, or depd ve our- b'" in repot•tillg. Forenoon session at 

10: and reports from district 
selves o[ tho benefits .of this unity and cou.n- •

1 

oflicers ll.nd local sunerintendents. After-
sol by rema>ining outside of the General noon: ''Benefits of a district organi-
Sunday School Associat.ion. But let us zation," Sr. Unflerwood. "How to review 
hasten to p]a(•e ourselves where we can aid by I the . "Bro. L G. Wood. Paper, "Par-

. · ·l ,J d · .,£1, .: : •l'o , .. ,1 j ents' duty Sunday school," Sr. J. R Lap-
our counse an. l!l uenc.e m '· luCO\e,_ng the , worth. Address, Bro. P.M. Hanson. Paper, 
best ways and means of promoting this part j "The Sunday school librarv "St·. Julia Han
of church work. son. Opportunity will be gl~en for discussion 

Some of the best talent in the church is en- I and criticism eac~ subjoc~, hence let all 
d · 1 , . , ·'- 1 ~,, ,. , • , 

1 
come rev,tew an.d tmpart kno;nl-

gage m t 1e Suaday sc"oo Wv. L, but do aou 1 sesswn Wlll be occupted 
think bec::mse you are not talented there is I the after which an ad-
nothing you can do. God will require a.n im-· II . ress be given by superintendent, Elder 
provemen.t of the one talent just the same !J,s D. R. Ch.ambt;t•s, .and perhaps others. Every 
h - !" h ,. one cordially mv1ted. 

e aoes o L e 11ve or ten, 1 JENNIE E. SCOTT, Sec. 
HJ)' yon cunnot speak like angeis, I --- -

1f yon cannot preach like Paul, New Ym·k district Sunday school conven-
Yon can tell tne love of Jesus, J tJ.on will convene Monday morning, Sep-

You cnn say he diec1 for alL tember i3, at t.en a. m., at Broad Hiver, 
If you car"'ot rouse the wicked, 'I Connecticut. All interested in the progress 

Wlth the judgment's dread ulanm<, of J,he school work will please try 
Yon can lead tbe little children ! f.!Jd be to discuss matters of impor-

To the 8avior's waiting arms.''' to elass work teachinR", and 
in anything that will tend to benefit the 
work of this department. 

A. E. STONE, Supt. 
ES'PELLA M. 8'l'ONE, Sec. 

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE. I' 

Conference D 
branch, 

~s:~~~e~ ~~ports: I NOTHJES. fiOUSE. 
~i~~~tr;l~e~~~\li~g-: HERALD PUBLISHING 
L. Snow baptlzc;d 6, T. C. I The attention of those doing business with 
Seaton, and S. Priests R. the Hel'ald Publishing House is required in 
E. P. Cook, W. F. 

1 

t.r;e observanco of the following, as a means 
Snow and Jamea of help: When you send money, give the 
vailed to hold a reunion in connection nll.me and address of the sender. Sometimes 
conference, beginning in October. A corn- I we receive valuable letters containing no 
mittee on arrangements for the reunion was information or name whatever. We have 
appointed. Motion that confer- now one envelope containing stamps and an-
ence grant license to who have been other a money order, waiting for a claimant. 
ordained to office in this district, :~.nd have We state for the benefit of those who send us 
not been fur•nisbed. them. Clerk authorized that for all money received we send 
to issue them. Volunteer by T. £, j' within two and any 

aud f\ u, ~ ",.,ov''''"'"'" 
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time should make further lnq uiry B,t this 
office, which will receive prompt attention. 

Persons gilt names put on books, 
whether of or will be 
charged 15 cents per book. one, 
12~ cents each. 

All readers of church 
cially the note tho 
"True Succession Church Presidency," 
pag-e 118, the q uotaticm fr-om Jonnwl of' JJ·is
cotLrses, volume 2, page 89, should read pages 
8 and 9. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 
July 11, 1nuo. 

To Whom This 
renee of the Firs'u 
Stubbart is hereby appointed labor in the 
Galland's Grove district for the ensuing part 
of this confer·ence year. 

J. W. WIGH'l', 
Missionary in Char-ge. 

LA:i'!t:ONI, August G. 

Will the following named brethren who 
have been em·oiled in i,he Second Quorum of 
Elders please send their address am! items to 
me. J. Brigg·s, .James F. Curtis. V\Tilsou H. 
Forbes, Peter Harris, James Hull', Oka J. 
Terry, and Homanan Wight. F. C. Warnky, 
secretary of Second Quorum of Etders, 2422 
\'Vabash Avenue, Kausas City, Missouri. 

Correspondenee for parties attending New 
England reunion commencing- August 4, 
should be Siiver Lake, Plymouth 
county, care of camp ground. 
Plympton iB the name of rai.h·oad station, and 
not the post office address. 

M. H. BOND. 

A standing invitation to the 
passing through St. Joseph, Missouri. 

·make it convenient to stop over Sunday with 
us. Drop us a card and we will announce the 
appointment. ·we have at eleven 
a. m., and eig-ht, p. also 
eight p.m., on .B'riday the 
We have preaching in four places on 
and can give you a heart,y reception and 
.hearing. 

S'l'. JOSEPH BRANCH 0F'F'IOERS. 
Add1•ess, Tbe Lewis Creamery, or G. V'·l. 

Best, 820 N. liltb street. 

REUNION NO'l.'IClllS. 
The reunion of Northern California ms

trict will convene at Bush rod park, Oak
land, August 81. The location is ·a beautiful 
one, and can be reached by either the Tele
graph avenue or Shattuck avenm'l street cars. 
The grounds, lights, and water will be fur
nished to us free of charge. 'l'he committee 
can furnish tents for eamping at $1 50 aml 
$2 00 for the time of the reunion. w· e ex
pect to havo a cooperati vs eating- establish
ment, where meals can be ha.d at a mini.rnum 

1 cost. Two days will be devoted to district 
conference, and one day to Sunday school 
work. There wili be a good repec<<entation 
of the general force present, in-
cluding the missionary char·ge, Apostle 
Gomer T. Griffiths. We t.o have on8 of 
the .First Presidency us also. The 
Saints of the Central California district ani 
most cordially invited to meet with us. 
Those desiring to rent tents, please write 
Elder R. Ferris, 630 Chestnut street, Oak
land, the secretary of the reunion committee. 
Now, Saints, let us m3.ke the reunion the 
subject of our prayers and then come to
gether in the spirit of love and 
will have a time long to be 
order of the eornmittee. 

F. R BLAIR, Pres. 
R. J:i'ERRIS, Sec. 

The annm•.l camp meeting of Pottawatta
mie and Fremont diGtricts will be held in the 

three 
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tember 3, inclusive. Able speakers will be 
present. A supply tent will be on the 
g~ound, where all will be furnished with 
eatables. 'l'ents to rent will be furnished at 
cost to all of'derB icbat ara in by 20. 
Foed on the grounds for horses. are in-
vited to come and m3,ke the meetings a suc-
cess. J. 1.<'. GREENE, Sec. 

The annual reunion and semi-annual con
ference of Northern California district will 
be held >>t Bush rod Park, Oakland, beginning 

and continue ten days. 
and Tbursday, September 5 

set for conference. As 
of branches is an im

portant feature the business pertaining 
thereto, we caution all branch clerks to use 
the utmost care in pr·p,paring- tbeie reports, 
with the aim in view of obtaining correct re
sults, thereby avoiding a great deal of uno 
necessary correspondence in correcting er-
rors. E. S. CHASE, District Clerk. 

PASTORAl,. 
'l'o \J\Thom it Concero:-This is to 

notify the Saints friends of Oklahoma, 
that with the concurrence of the Bishop, I 
ba110 appointed Bro. W. R Smith to labor in 
OklabomEI for the rest of the conference 
year; and do hereby recommend him to the 
eare and bospitBJity of the Saints in said ter-
ritm'y. H. 0. SMITH, 

In Charge of South western Mission. 
iHA.NCHF.STE:U, rrexas, J nly 30. 

TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS, 
SPJ<JOIAL- NO'l'ICI~. 

In ordering supplies for schools much in
convenience and positive annoyance to the 
office results from ca1·elessness, which may 
be a voided by following these suggestions: 
(1) II there is a branch agen·t for the Herald 
Publishing House in your branch, let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When ordering for the Sunday school, when
ever a new person orders, be ilure to give the 

of the to whom the supplies 
have sent. This will nrevent 
tbe fr, annoyance to both the office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3} Be 
sure to you!:' name to every order. If 
the order not it will not be filled. 
(4) Send eash order when at all prac-
tieable and save boilk accoun1,s. (5) Address 
all orders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

'!'WO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
']'here will be a Sunday school picnic and 

two days' meeting at Gilmore, Isabella county, 
August 25 and 2\i. Elder J. J. 

missionary, and C. I~ Irwin, 
of Sunday school association, 

be in attendance, assisted by others who 
eao make it convenient to attend. Como one, 
come all; bringing with you the Spirit of tbe 
Master, that we m~.y have a time of rfjoicing . 

. J. A. GRAN'l', Pres ol Dlst. 

The two d:J.ys' 
Deanville, 
read !81,h of 
and 12th, as in your issue 
held on 18th and 19th of August, at F'lve 
Lakes, Lapem· county, Nlichigan. 

Thero wiil be a two 
Glover, thr·ee miies north 

A. BAH.R. 

county, Michig·an, Saptmnber 15 and 
A .. Grant in charge, assisted by others of 
ministry, wbo can make it convenient to at
tend. Everybody welcomed. 

J. A. GRANT, Pres, 

I forwarded a uotiee to you a few days ago, 
sent me from Bro. J. A. for a two 

second S~1turday 
·will you please ehange 
August 25 and 2\i, to 
Sunday in September. 

H. B. CAMPBELL. 

lnctependence d'strict conference will con
S and 

will be 
colected and many other of impm·-
tanci:l will be attended to, and a full 
tation from every branch in the is 
desil'ed. Would li.ke to have branch clerks 
mail their statistical and c!'edentia,ls 
so as to reach me by 6 if 
Would also like to have those 
priesthood, who have been 
district, send a of their wod{ 
least three days the convening of eon-
ference, so that I be BI.HJ.bled to arrange 
reportG and avoid un· 
necessary delays 
ference sessions. Addrass: 
avenue, Kansas City. 

D. HOBERT WINN, Sec. 

Cunfereuee of Southern Vvi<consin 
will convene at BLwkwheat Hid!le, 
countys SeptPrr1bt:.:t"' 8 :add 
(Meetings will on Friday evening· thco 
7th.) The above ls 1; milos e<tst of 
L;•ncaster, and eight nurth west of 
Platteville. Those who train from 
Janesville go to Platteville hb), and 
all west of J!!.nesville go to (on 'ohe 
7t.h ), aocl. you will be met. AU branch and 
offidalreports be sent to W. A. McDol'7ell, 
Lancaster·, Wisconsin, not later than Sep-
tember 7. W. A. McDOWELL, Pres, 

J, 0. DU'l''I'ON, See. 

BORl'L 
Mr. H. Carl and Ella A. 

July 26, 
Llewellyn 

seven pounds and 
1;he bouae of Haw-
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The Saints' Herald. 
( Establisned 1860.) 

Published Every \Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

In arrears unless terms are made with the Publish
limg House. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requeste~ to 
1110licit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald.'' 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark Jobn Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
elass mail matter. 

JoHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELAJ{Dun 
---COLLEGE, 

UfriONI, 10111/i. 

'For catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HAEKNESS, President, 
or I. W. A~.~LE~\DER, Secretary, 

LAliiOKJ, DECATUR Co., IowA.. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Saint Sun· 
!lay School Quarterly containing lessons for each 
!!Iunday in the year; designed for the use of both 
teachers and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 
quarter, 25 cents per year. 

iNTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con· 

i ine the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
rm and for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
oents per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

c HI T Ol. 

takes up the events immediately following the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac· 
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading Muncil and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and the active participant in present church work. A brief account of the 
various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and will fill orders as soon as ready. 
Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, ~2.00; full leather $2.50 

full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

J 

' 

HIS 

PR PHETIC ISS ION 

VINDIC TE 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts each. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ......................... -.. $1 Ou 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. . . . 1 1~ 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 'lti 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ....•••••• , ••••••••. $0 30 
Cloth and leather •••• ,., •••••• ,.. 50 
Full leather , .•• , ••••• , •• , ••••• , • 1 00 
Gilt edges o ., & e., & o • o ". Q e e ~ =. ~~~~ & .. 6' ., • 1 25 
Flexible . (I. o. , ., ., •• ., e. iiJ 0 ., • 6) e ._, ~~~~Oil e" 1 50 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ..................•......... to 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . • . • . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

ZION'S HOPE. A large, four-page 
Sunday school paper for children; 
illustrated; edited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year. . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
In pkgs. of 4, 5, or 6 to one address 40 
In pkgs. of '1 or more. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 35 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ....................•. , .... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kir·ke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og p,,,·J:l;ct ~r cl0n Gjenor
ganiseredt• .J,•su Cfl!·isti Kirke af 
sidste-Dag1•s !J,.j Cloth, 
leather baL·ks .................... $0 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ....................•..•... $0 65> 
Morocco Grain Russia .......••... 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gi1t edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ................. , ••••••... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . • • • • • • • • flO 

tRIMARl: GRADE. A. Lesson Quarterly 
prepared tor smaU children; same lessons further 
~b:i:ipli.l!ed. Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, Ul 
oents per year.· Address all orders and remit;. DISTRICT RECORDS Printed and 
tancei to Herald :Publishing House, 1 • • h R d <!!!2 50 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers .••..•.••••••••••••. $0 25 

Lock BoltE, Lamoni, Decattt1' C~J., Iowa. bound similar to Branc ecor s ·., Cloth . • e .. e • • • , e • • • • • • • a t G e. G !II e a • o 40 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDEHSON. Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDEHSON, Ass't Cashier. ANTED .. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONL A CHEESE MAKER. 

Must be up to date. Address the LEWIS 
CREAMERY, ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. l!n<'OI'JHH'a~e<i nnde•· the laws ®f the §tate of Iowa, ,JuiJ· 1. IS!~"!. 

Total assets .Janmn·y :1, 1900, I!H:l3,032.34; April l, 1900, $H;:<!,7SI..O'd'. 30-4t 

We P"'ll' Interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposiLs of all Herald ~eaders. All 
lilltte~s of inquiry will lle promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to · I · 

IW. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa' 

DTOCH.HOLDEBI§:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. Il. IliUiard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, o- GROCERy STORE 
.Anllerson, Wm. Anderson, Frank CrUey, Allee P. D~tncer,:ll:ll& D. Whlteilead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Bopki .. s. ' 

A good stock of Groceries and Notions for 
sale in Lamoni on rea3onable terms. 

Call on or write 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Himo JOHN Sl\'UTH, 
Manager of Herald Office. 

KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 
Bro. Ord·way:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti= 

dote, (Quit-tu-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

READ THIS-WANTED. 

3 bons of' <:~uit-to-back sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $!.50, wit.ll positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

A bright, active, congenial young man of 
L D S. church, seventeen to twenty years 
of age, to work in a general store, with op
portunity for ad vance in remuneration. To 
reside with tbB family. Location in Penn-

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
' A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Ha w6. 
ll:ecommended by leading ministers as an able and 
ilomplete refutation of the theories and argument.> 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
lli> cents postpaid. Address orders to 
: l:CERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
l q:;r A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oak}a,!,l~ •. Cal. 

A VOICE OF WARNlNG AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PI;E. An introduction to the faith 
s,nd doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints.· 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth. limn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

Presidency. 
Tars is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the RcJorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter D.1y Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. His a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession· 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Eider C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historicgJ inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

it also takes into account the offinial acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
socia~es from Ju_ne, 1814, to the present, 
showmg conclus1vely that they depar·ted 

the faith, and taught immoralit,y and 

The work cf the Reorganization is also 
presented f~om .an affirmative standpoint, ! 

&J:.nd her scandmg as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
c;lusi vely established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in conseqnence of the Utah mission
?.des having used the book of Mr. R·Jberts 
wherever their ministry have operated. Thi~ 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will rr.ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

COMMER lA 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

0 I. IOWA. 
Ample rBspousibili 1 y Five per cent interest 
paid on time depr•s ' Correspondence so
licited. Farms aud ·, ·. '' n property for sale. 

--.--~----------

sylvania. Fur particulars address, 
J. FRANKLIN. 

70 Water St, Wheeling, W. Va, 

HOME SEEKERS' E:1(CURSIONS. 
Juiy 3 and 17; August 7 and 21, 
to most,'all states and territories, 
at one fare plus $2 00 for the 
round trip, good ret.urning 21 
days from date of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER Jl:XCURSIONS, 

BHANOH RECORDS. Leather back Colorado, Utah, and the Black Hills; date 
and .corners, clot,h sides, printed of sale Juiy 3, li, and August 7, 21, final 
headmgs, and rwed for record of limit for return 21 days, at one fare plus $2 00 

bl · f for the round trip. 
n.ames, essmg o children mar- B' · 1 c 1 · h 

d
. . ' 1enma one ave Kmg ts of Pythis,s De-

:nages, or matwns, deaths :remov- troit, Michigan, August 27-September i, at 
als, and other changes in systematic one far.e plus $2.00 for the round trip. 
and concise form ................ $1 50 . National Encampment Grand Army of the 

---------------------~ Republic, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the 
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 

and 29, returning not later than September 1. 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 

KEOKUK & 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6:05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B. & Q. at Leon, 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth .. " t:l (I G 0 0 il> e .. ~ @II .. f> 6 to 9 0 1!1 & G 1' $ G ~ 0$0 
Least her., <& "' e "' <I ., e ~ "' II' e • Ill sIll (II Ill "' e a • ll:l e @ l 

of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de- ,, :5 
fensi ve weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor-
tant documents connected with the NEBRASKA THE LAND OF PLENTY. 
establishment,growth, and internal I .wonder why i~ is that so many men spend 
and external affairs and progress the1r days worlnng hard on rented farms 
of the church. The revelations barely making enough to get along, with n~ 
given in this despensation are in- great prospect ahead of owning their own 
serted, in connection with accounts homes, when wit.hin a few hours' journey is a 
of the circumstances under which land of plenty-N·~braska-where all kinds of 
h grain and fruit can be raised with the least 

t ey were given. Biographical amount of labor; where cattle and bogs fed 
sketches, illustrations, complete on corn bring a handsome profit; where the 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer- climate is healthful and churches and schools 
ence, etc., are some of the features abound; where land is cheap and can be 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with bought on very easy terms. 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the Think of this, and if you want information 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar- about the country send to me for "The Corn 
rates the circumstances of his call- Belt," a- beautifully illustrated monthly 
ing and ministry, the rise of the pa,per that tells all about N cbraska, and also 
church in 1830, and until the close for ."The "iJ?'est. Nebraska Grazing Country," 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contl.Il- an wterestwg Illustrated booklet containing 

a large sectional map of Nebraska. 
ues the history up to June 27, 1844 On the first and third Tuesdays of each 
-to the assas-sination of Joseph month during the balance of this year cheap 
and Hyrum Sm.ith. excursion tickets will be sold over our road 
Cloth bound .........•.....•..... $1 50 to Nebraska, so that people may go and see 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 I fo~ themselves. Ask your ticket agent about 
Full leather ............•...•. • • • 2 50 II thGis. '1 p ' A C P. S. EUSTIS. 
Full leather gilt edO'eS 3 00 en ass r gt. · B. & Q R R. 

' · " o · • • • • · · • • • · 32-3t Chicagn, Illinois. 
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OFFICIAL .PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATT; ¢. DAY SAINTS. --------------------
VoL 47· Lamoni, Iowa, August I 5, I goo. No. 33. 

CONTENTS: ] it is the difference between a defective 
EDITORIAL: d l b Jr. d ' From the Editor Abroad ............ 525 an a~ even Y. a i:lillCe eqmpment. 

Are We Mormons? .................. 525 The wnter contmues:-
'The Spirit of Violence······:······· .526 '"Criticism, in the highest sense of 
Int.olerance at Mansfield, OhiO ....... 527 the term, is a serious matter. It must Ch1na...... . ..... . .. .............. 527 
A True Prophecy ................... 528 rest upon the broad foundations of a 

ORIGINAL ARTICLEs: generous culture, and must also ex-
::The House ?f tbe Lord," ........ ,., .... 528 hibit that intuitive insight into the 
Interpretatwn of Revelatwn 13, .... 529 l l t' f th' h' h · •h 

A Thought on the Sabbath and Its . re_a re a lOU o. mgs ~ lC lS ~ e at, 
Observance ....................... 530 tnbute of gem us. In uhe first place, 

King of Glory . . . . . . ............... 532 it must know the method of science 
Ignorance or Misrepresentation- and seize the full import of its mes· 

. LETTE~~~~:RTMENT:.:::::::::::::::: :·~~~ sage: Goethe was a better critic of 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: art and literature because of his re-

The Oril!in, Ohject, and Design of searches in optics and morphology, 
the Prayer Unwn. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .537 and Lowell franklv confessina that SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPA.RTMENT: , ' . ; b 

Some Ways of Intertlsting Sunday he . bated smenc~, confessed also, 
School Pupils ...................... 539 however unconscwusly, to a weak 

Reunion Work in 1900 ................ 539 point in his armor. Few of our 
CONFERENCE MI_NUTE~: critics have had the scientific disci· 

Northea~t "MtF~oun · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5~9 line, and the lack of its salutar r re· South M1s~oun ...................... 539 P .} 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: ........ 539 straints is marked in the loose logical 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: texture of their thought." 

land; or that he will write either 
much better or much worse only for 
having sailed across a thousand 
leagues of brine?' What is here said 
of our first century of detached life 
applies with equal force to~ our sec· 
ond, and it is not surprising that Pro· 
fessor Tyler's exhaustive history of 
our colonial literary period should be 
made up of a succession of studies of 
individual writers, chronologically 
arranged in the groups suggested by 
an elementary classification of their 
subject matter." 

To Sunday Schools ................... 540 
Grove Meeting. . .. . .. .. . .. ......... 540 
Reunion Tents ....................... 540 

In our own age, continues the 
writer, there bas been a revolution of 
the human spirit, produced by the 
evolutionary theory; it has trans
formed, it has circumscribed, it has 
settled disputed philosophic questions, 
it has been an onslaught upon the 
strongholds of irrationality. In the 
same spirit in which an Englishman 

Impressionism is not criticism, and exclaimed, "We are all socialists 
it is important, continues the writer, now," we may exclaim, "We are all 
to realize that ethics and. esthetics evolutionists., Hence, says Mr. 
rest . upon a bedrock. ~f smence,. and Payne, we may take a priori ground 

R9union Notices ..... , .............. 540 

AMERICAN CRITICISM AND THE DOC- herem many of o~rcntws ~~v~ f~1~e~. in declaring that American literary 
TRINE OF EVOLUTION. But, on the other hand, -cnerr muei· 'criticism must have been influenced 

Evolution the watchword of so much lectual equipment has bee~ of the by the doctrine of evolution. But, to 
of our nineteenth-century philosophy, best.; Emerson, Lowell, Lamer, Sted- apply an evolutionary treatment to 
has not left untouched the sphere of J man, Professor Norton, Professor literature, we must look into it a little 
letters. Having given us a new bi· Matthews, an~ others. are and have more closely. Literary criticism has 
ology, a new geology, a new sociology, been , expert~. 1~ specml fields, and been divided into the general beads 
and a new psychology, it is quite thus •our crrtimsm ass.ur~dly does not of subjective, depending more or less 
natural that evolution should pave suffer from the provmmal ou~look, upon the individual, and objective, de
the way to a new criticism of litera- and the tendency of our ~duc~twn to pending upon fixed principles; and we 
ture. Mr. William Morton Payne, separ:;tte, and ev:en _to b~ml? 1.nto an- shall see that "fixed principles are 
writing in The International JJ'fonthly tagomsm, ~h~ SClentrfic dlsmplme and more lasting than individual impres
(July), propounds the question: "Has the humamstw culture, may at l~ast sions, and the more completely the 
it [evolution] shifted the emphasis I be counted upon to keep our honzon personal element is eliminated from 
from the deductive to the inductive free, although perhaps at ~om~ ~cost to criticism, the more enduring its influ· 
aspect of literary study, thus making th~ stanc~ness of ~:mr ~crentltiC and ence will be." But, adds Mr. Payne, 
criticism essentially the natural his-~ philosophical moormgs. "what we fin:d in practice ... is that 
tory of literary productions, rather From a critical standpoint, America critics of one class hold the objective 
than the application of rigid standards · is too young to have had many char· aim chiefly in view, while those of the 
to every work upon which judgment acteristic phases. Only when consid- other class, with frankly subjective 
is to be passed?" ered in relation to England is a larger. intention, take the reader .into their 

The question, thinks Mr Payne, field and more significant one opened I confidence and endeavor to persuade 
could be more readily answered in to investigation. Mr. Payne writes:- him into their own likings and dis
Europe than in America. Wbi.le with "American literature before 'Than- likings by the claim of their manner 
us the critical energy is strong, it is atopsis' is so obviously a belated rather than by the cogency of their 
not yet a creative energy, nor is it imitation of English models-and for reasoning." The late J. A. Symonds 
concentrated into determined chan· the most part of arid and worthless divided critical methods into types of 
nels, The work of Professor Child in models-th2t its examination reveals ! the judge, the showman, and the 
the study of English balladry, of Dr. nothing more" than persistency of 1 natural historian, corresponding to 
Furness in the •·Variorum" Shakes· I type in a changed environment. I the classic, romantic, and scientific. 
peare are instances of critical edi- •Ought one to wonder,' asks Professor The critic as judge umpires; the 
tions rather than independent critical Tyler, 'if in the American literature I critic as showman elucidates; but, 
movements; and the reason of this is, of the seventeenth century he shall I wrote Mr. Simonds, the critic as 
says Mr. Payne, that "there are few find the distinctive traits, good and 

1 
natural historian is one who "must 

Americans who have pursued literary bad, which during the same period 1 become the n&tural historian of art 
c:iticism w_ith sufficient single~ess of charac~erized Englis~ literatu_re? _How I ~nd lite_rature,_ must study each obj~ct 
a1m to achieve results of defimte and could 1t be otherw1se? Is 1t likely 

1
m relat10n to 1ts antecedents and 1ts 

commanding significance." It is the that an Englishman undergoes a consequents, must make himself ac· 
difference between the general prac· literary revolution by sitting down to \ quainted with the conditions under 
titioner and the specialized autho'rity; write in America instead of in Eng- which the artist grew, the habits of 
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his race, the opinions o~ his age,. hi_s 1 
DR. G. L. COLE FIND~ OLD RELICS." 1 ble to suffer from inftammation _of the 

physical and psycholog1cal pecuhar1- \ Further traces of chff dwellers, th1s ·eyes produced by constant .stram. 
· 0 1 f h · · time in the vicinity of Parajito canon I A less common defect 1s long or 

t~es. n y a ter. avmg consmen-1 New Mexieo have been found. Th~ I farsightedness . or hypermetropia. 
t10usly pursued. th1s ~ethod may he news comes \n a letter received yes- This is tb~ opposite of myopia, the 
proceed to dehver JUdgments; and terday by the Rev. R D. Sheppard of eyeball bemg ft~ttened or shortened 
these will invariably be qualified by his Northwestern university from Dr. and _the rays of hght consequ~ntly not 
sense of relativity in art and litera· George L Cole, of Los Angeles, Cal., commg to a _focus by the t1me they 
ture." who was sent to that section by au- reach t~e retma. 

thorities of Northwestern. In th1s case the eye often corrects 
Herein lies the evolutionary princi- While working in the canon near the def~ct more or less. successfully 

ple, a method anticipated in part by the site of his first discovery Dr. Cole by makmg ~he cryst~llme lens more 
Taine, who foresaw' 'the evolutionary unearthed a temple of similar appear- convex, but It does th1s at the expense 
philosophy as applied to literature ance to the one first found but of of the sufferer's nervous force, and so 
before that philosophy had been a much more massive build. ' we often find tired and congested eyes, 
developed by its acknowledged spon- Continuing his investigations Dr. headaches, indige~tion, and even seri
sors." The "individuality of the Cole located several other buildinas ous nervous affectiOns. The effort to 
writ~r," ~r. Payne claims,. is _the similar in size and appearance to the correct the vision is entirely involun
psycnologlCal analog of the bwlog1cal h' h h f d on J. uly 20 tarv and can be overcome only by the f " t · t' , one w lC e oun . <t 
terms. o . spon aneous varia IOn. Among the things which were found fittmg of. suitable convex glasses. 
He wntes. -- . . . . within the temples were ten polishing The third and most common defect 

"The ev:olutwnary crJtlC of litera- stones fifteen stone axes four stone is astigmatism. In this condition 
t?re, for h1s ~art, closel.y follo~s the hamm~rs, seven mortars ~ith pestles, there is some irregularity of the sur
line o~ rea~onmg thus giVen hlm [b.Y stone knives of all sorts stone drills face of the eye or the lens, by means 
the bwlogist] for a model. ~e. ac- I two mortars with pulieys rasping of which the image as it reaches the 
cepts t?e :na~y spontan~ous vanatwns I stones, a perfect stone d~or, stone reti~a is. distorted. Untreated astig
thatanse m llteratu_re, d1scer~s t_he fit- ipes bone musical instruments mat1sm IS a frequent cause of head
ness. of some partiCular vanatwn to ~ostly flutes, and human bones.-Oh/ ache and other nervous disturbances. 

b
survi_vet, andf pbrotceeds t_o shfiotw ho":t· cago Record, August 9. The only relief is. the w~aring ?f r VIr ue. 0 t a S';!pen~r ness, l glasses, at least While readmg, Wrlt· 
displaces 1t~ competitor~ 1~ the strug- ing, or when near objects are looked 
gle for existence, unt1l m the end, at.-Youth's Companion. 
either by reason of a changed envir- COMMON DEFECTS OF VISION. 

onment of the emergence of a varia- The three defects of eyesight which 
tion still more fit to meet the existing are most commonly encountered in TO THE DEAF 
conditions, it becomes transformed otherwise healthy persons, and which · A rich lady, cured of her deafness a!ld 
into a new species, or disappears al- can be more or less perfectly over- I noises in the head by· Dr_. Ntcbol~on's ~rtlli-

h · · 1 1 cial Ear Drums, gave $10.000 to h1s Inst1tute, together. . . . One furt er prmmp e come by means of g asses are near- so that deaf people ucable to procure the Ear 
needs to be mentioned before closing sightedness, far-sightedness, and Drums may have them ft·ee. Addrt~ss No. 
this examination of the essential aims astigmatism. These are all impor- 3400 c,' The N~~holson Institute, 780 _Eighth 
and methods of an evolutionary criti- tant, for, besides the discomfort and Avenue. New York 27rly 
cism. In dealing with the history of annoyance of imperfect sight, the in
any literature, it must be recognized voluntary effort which the sufferer 
that some writers express far more makes to see better strains the eyes, 
fully than others the inmost ideals of and not only injures them, but also 
their nation. •Writers of the center,' gives rise, through reflex action, to 
Matthew Arnold styles these faithful headaches and various nervous dis
exponents of the genius and aspira- turbances. 
tions of their :race. Such writers in Near-sightedness,short-sightedness, 
English literature are Chaucer, or myopia, as it is variously called, is 
Shakespeare, Gray, and Tennyson. a condition of the eyeball-- usually a 
Such writers Swift, Byron, and Oar- lengthening-in consequence of which 
lyle are not. In French literature, M. the rays of light are brought to a 
Brunetiere makes much of the similar focus in front of the retina, and so 
distinction between Bossuet, Pascal, the object is blurred. 
Racine, on the one hand, and Rous- This condition may exist from birth, 
seau, Lamartine, and Hugo, on the but is usually the result of too much 
other. It thus becomes an important and too early use of the eyes, as in 
function of the evolutionary critic to the case of students, engravers, 
emphasize what is racially or nation- women who do fine sewing, and so 
ally typical in writers of the former forth. Thus we may say that putting 
class, and to trace the alien influences children to work at some of the kin-

APPRECIATION OF ART IN AMERICA. 
The first of a series of Art Articles by E. 

Valise, a conscientious critic on original lines 
relating to pictures, reproductions of which 
connoiseurs will be glad to preserve, appears 
in the August issue of "The National Muga
zine." Many of the pictures which appear in 
this series have never before been reproduced 
in any magazine. Such as are more familiar 
are plates which cannot be too often repeated. 
Something interesting about every artist 
represented will be developed in every in
stance. Future subjects under contemplation 
for early insertion are: "Flight in Art," 
showing beautiful specimens of winged figures; 
"Music in Art," "Dancing in Art," "Laugh
ter in Art," "Tears in Art," "Chess in Art," 
etc., etc., treated in a popular and not too 
technical way, proving that the editorial 
management is willing to undertake expen
sive forms of entertainment for readers of 
"The National Magazine. 

that have shaped the thought of dergarten exercises, S)lCh as perf.ora- MOOSWA OF THE BOUNDARIES. 
writers of the latter class."-Literary ting and drawing, is in a double sense The possibilities of the ''animal story" are 
D . t J z 28 1900 h t · ht d d remarkably well shown by Mr. W. A. Fraser zges , u Y , · a s or ·Slg e proce ure. in his new tales, entitled Mooswa of the 

Many near-sighted people refuse to Boundaries. These are stories of Rod, the 
wear glasses, preferring to deprive Boy, and the fur-bearing animals of the 

The September number of The Dcllineator themselves of sight for everything be- Northwest and the half-breed trappers who 
d h th th t · · hunt them. Each of the tales teems with touches upon the infinite pathos of the life of yon t e nose ra er an o lllJ ure curious bits of wood-lore and little-known 

Char"rles Lamb. Clara E. Ll1.ughlin, of ''The th~ir perst;m~l appearance, a~ they facts about the moose, beaver, bear, lynx, fox, 
Interior," who is makilng fame for herself by thmk. Th1s lS another short-sighted and wolf. 
this series, "The Stories of Authors' Love," policy, for, besides losing much of Mr. ~rth!lr Heming, who has illus~rated 
b · th t t d l' t b th 1 the J"oy of existence which comes from 1 the stortes, Is. a sportsma-n and naturahst, as rwgs e u mos e wa.cy o ear upon e 

1 
• • • [ well as an artist. 

subject of Charles Lamb aad his Dream Chil- , seemg the beautiful thmgs about a~d . The first of the Mooswa stories will appear 
dren. 

1 above us, such persons are very ha- · in The Saturday Evening Post of September 1. 
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1' ER_AI---~0. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the troth, and the troth shall make you tree.''-John Bs 31, 32. 

the wo,.d of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife• and coocnhi:nes he shall have none."-B. of M., page U6. 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, AUGUST 15, 1000. NO. 33. 

jOSEPH SMI'.rH 

--------------------------------------------------~-

Fra~cis D. Earl an earnest and fait.h-
1 

to the 30th July, making for the editor 
ful worker, who presided at the serv- ten successive Sundays away from 

EDITOR ices. home services, in ten different places, 
]'"""'K MAmsoN s~rFr'n Assls'rANT EmTOH. The editor here met a number of and speal{ing from once to twice each 
~~s~:1\v~~~~- r COitHES1'0NniNG Em~·on~. the former members of the Plano, Sunday and 0~ week nights occasion

Illinois, branch, witb a number of the ally between t1mes. 
LAMONI, IOWA, AuG. 15, 1900. citizens of the little town where the 

years intervening between 1866 and 
FROM THE EDITOR ABROAD. 1881 were spent by the preacher in ARE WE MORMONS? 

The run from Detroit to Chicago an endeavor to honor God and keep 'l'he reading of the letter of Bro. 
over the Wabash road was made by his garments unspotted from the vices Carl W. Lange, found elsewhere in 
the editor Tuesday, July 17, from of the world. this issue, suggests the inquiry, Are 
7:40 a. m. to 3: 35 m., a hot, dusty The editor confesses that for a lit- we Mormons? 
ride for the most the way, relieved tle time he was overcome with the The doctrines which the cbt\rch 
by passing through a rain belt in the emotions which the sight of so many teaches did not originate with Mar
afternoon. old time friends called up, and in mon, whoever he may have been, nor 

Brn. J. M. Terry and Frederick M. spite of attempted strong control the however good a man, he was not the 
Pitt, son of Bro. F. G. Pitt, met the tears did flow. one to whom we are directly in moral 
editor at the station and escorted him The reception was a flattering one. debt for the doctrines we teach. 
to the home of Bro. W. H. Deam, at It was encouraging to longer con- The writings of the prophet Mor-
86 N. Paulina street, where he was to tinuance in the gospel economy and mon cover about nineteen pages in 

during his visit to the great city. life, so far as strength and wisdom the large type edition of the Book of 
editor hunted up some cousins on should be granted. Mormon, including the "Words of 

the maternal side of his house during The reflection would come that Mormon." His book is more a history 
his stay, besides visiting some of the of the troublous times immediately 
S · d d" h members of the church and people h 

amts, an atten mg t e weekly outside of the church to whom the life preceding his deat than it is a digest 
meeting, at their hall, 716 W. of doctrines of faith. 

Buren street, where he was and daily walk of the editor had been Moroni, the last of the writers of 
pleased to meet the earnest band so known for :fifteen years in one town the Book of Mormon, has eleven pages 
well to the readers of the HER- where he could always get an audi- in the same book. The :first six chftp
ALD through the pen of Bro. John M. ence if it was known he was to occupy ters are descriptive of church work, 
'ferry, the hard laboring John M. the pulpit, remembered him for his manner of baptism, formulas of words, 

Whatever else the editor found in occupation's sake, and were pleased etc. Chapter seven repeats the 
his visits to the places where the to once more greet him as a preacher, teaching of Moroni's father Mormon 
Saints are living and working, he no- confidence unbroken, faith still un- upon the subjects of faith, hope, and 
ticed that the devotional exercises of changed. The editor praised God in charity. Chapters eight and nine are 

Chicago branch were quite mark- his heart and gave thanks with his epistles to Moroni written by Mormon 
edly spiritual. There were a greater lips, and presented the words of life upon tbe principle of baptism, the in
number of prayers offered during the as best be could, and as be was led. utility of baptizing of children, the 
session at which the editor met the From West Pullman back to the office work of the Spirit, and a !amen
Saints in the hall on Van Buren city, where at evening time in the tation for the evils that had fallen on 
street, than at any other meeting of a hall, Bro. Terry in charge, the editor the people and their depraved condi
similar character, at which he was again essayed to speak in defense of tion of heart. Chapter nine is a clos
present while on his trip east. They the Reorganized Church. ing up of the whole book, and an 
were fervent, spiritual prayers indi- In this visit to the great city of the exhortation to faith and constancy in 
eating strong desires for the better West the editor was much pleased to Christ. 

and a greater usefulness in the note the special activity of the The First and Second Books of 
work. Brn. J. M. Terry and younger element. Bro. F. M. Pitt is Nephi occupy ninety-eight pages of 

S. C. Good were in the stand and pre- in his Sunday school work a special- the large type edition, which, taken 
sided with due dignity and care. ist and a power, fertile in resources with the Book of Nephi, the son of 

At this meeting the editor met Bro. and of a pleasing address. Others, Helaman, which bas :fifty-three pages, 
Simeon Townsend and a Sr. Steele, old too, are coming to the front rapidly. makes a whole of one hundred and 
time Saints. We sincerely hoped while there that fifty-three pages of history and doc

is a very large city. To the Chicago branch had seen its dark- trinal teaching. 
go from one home of a Saint to an- est days. Alma, justly considered by some as 
other often requires a walk or ride of We met Bro. George H. Graves, being the greatest teacher who wrote 
several -and from one place of who said he was getting on nicely and whose writings are found in the 
ministerial labor to the others is a with his mission work. Book of Mormon, has one hundred 
long, long ride. However, on Sun- Returning to Lamoni found that and fifty-five pages. It may be said 
day the 22d of July, under the kind death had been busy with the aged of Alma that he was the writer on de· 
care of Bro. F. M. Pitt, the editor ones, but a greeting home was cheer- velopmental issues par excellence. 
visited the West Pullman branch, to fully accorded to the W13Jnderiug The doctrine of Christ is given iJ+ 
which an appointment had been sent . editor, 1 Second Book of Nephi, and if we wer,q 

Bro. Terry for the hour ! A visit to St. Joseph, Mi~!]louri, on J to tal~e on the name of a 9~ 
J th~ j of doctrine it 
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Almaites than it would be to allow 
ourselves to be called Mormons. 

words of the 
up his m~·ticle 

1 are threatened by "violent and bloody 
his notes after minded" men. 

Jesus stated, in the seventh of 
John's gospel, that his doctrine was 
not his, but was the Father's who sent 

Pres. Smith 
t,he interview. 

at the close of It does not matter whether these 

him. 
My doctrine is not mine but his that sent 

me.-John 7: 17. 

It would be quite out of character 
for us to call ourselves Godi tes as 
distinctive name or familiar 
tion. But we may submit to 
called Christians, as this means 

Bro. has not at time ad-
mitted correctness of called 
Mormons until1852, or to any o'0her 
time. He has never admhted that the 
title was a correct one, and does not 

admit now. If at Bro" 
has used the 

lowers of Christ. trines of the 
To permit ourselves to be called "With the statement that 

Nephites might be construed a?,n in· the terms were used as the world uses 
dorsement of that the terms and not as 
for the practice of which they were '1 to either 
condemned by the prophet Jacob as doctrines of the 
bein_g more unrighteous than the La- 1'he world calls the whole 
manites. To be called Lamanites and "Mormonism." But is it? 
not remonstrate might be consenting known and called the early elders 
to the curse put on them because of I the of the Jesus Christ, 
their wickedness. The Great, work of the Latter Days. 

Nephi. first and second, Mosiah, Later on the name has stood for a, sys· 
Alma, Mormon, and Moroni were aJl 1 tern that we believe and 
good men, and in their way able men; Smith and 
and one of them, Nephi, wrote thus:- we are not under to accept 

Ye must take upon you the name of Christ, 
which is my name .... l<'or if "church be 
called in Moses' name, then it ba Mos•.cs' 
church; or if it be called in the n:Hli'l of a 
man, then it be the church of ~.man; but if 
it be called in my name, then it is my church, 
if it so be that they are built upon my gos
peL-Book of N0phi, 12: Hi, 17. 

Arguing in this strain, if we 
the name Mormons, as 
us as a band of believers, 
Mormon's church, or the church of 
Mormon, and by so doing we discredit 
Christ's name, thus repudiating his 
doctrine and dishonoring him by evad
ing his name. 

the because to do so is to 
the world is right 

us with the church in 
is a grave mistake. 

Bro. Lange is a'G liberty to accept 
the appellation of JJiorrnon as applying 
to himself because of his belief in the 
Book of Mormon if be chooses; and 
the same privilege to all 
others who may choose so to do; but 
for ourself, and the church for which 
we have the to speak, we do not 
accept t,he notwithstanding we 
believe in the which Mormon 
and tbe other writers of the Book of 
Mormon have written in that book. 

THE SPIRIT OF ViOLENCE. 

assassins in fact and would-be mur
derers act upon their own volition 
without accomplices, or accessories, 
or are but the chosen instruments to 
carry into execution the will of plot

schemers political, or otherwise, 
the principle is wrong, tbe acts con
demnable and wicked. 

The objects sought to be accom
by such assassinations, and 

unlawfui killings, cannot be reached 
those plotting them or those carry

ing them into execution; for the 
reason that provisions are made in 
each government deprived of a ruler, 
for a succession to the throne or chair 
of oilice; and so soon as one king, or 
ruler is killed, the cry of the heralds 
who proclaim the news is, "The king 
is dead! Long live t,he king!" A 
change is wrought in the administra
tors, but none in the principles of the 
government, or the principles of ad
ministration. Nothing is gained to 
the assassin but a legal death if he be 
without aiders, or abettors; and death 
for the principal, and death or im
prisonment for associates if the work 
is the result of associated conspira
tors. There are mourning and tempo
rary delay in governmental affairs, 
after which the current of public 
events flows on as before. The gov
ernment has lost a ruler, a citizen, 
executed a murderer, been put to some 
unnecessary expense, which is paid 
out of the treasury of the people in 
whose fancied interest the murder was 
done. 'fhe dead ruler is praised, the 
assascin is denounced and demonized. 

What a mistake these misguided, 
warped-minded men are making. 
Legalized murder i.u open warfare, or 
for the protection of society, and the 
suppression and punishment of crime 
is bad enough, but assassination for 
selfish ends, to do the bidding of a 
secret order or society, or a political 

It is far safer for us to disgrace the 
name of Mormon, or in a sense to dis
repect the Book of Mormon, than to 
show disrespect to the one through 
whose divine revelation the book has 
come to us. His teachings should be 
ours, his doctrines ours, his name 
our name. We should prefer to be 
known as believers in Christ first, all party scheming for ascendancy in 
then believers in whatever 
tains to bis work on the earth 
can well afford to disown the name of 
Mormon, or any other man; bul1 the 
name of Jesus Christ we cannot af-
ford to disregard, or disavow, or ' 
another in his stead. I North 

'rhe president ofthe church did say in 
at Detroit that he was not a seems 
that we, meaning the are not of 

are inexcusably evil and should 
no voice so vile as to defend them. 

Intimidation by threats of violence 
the to · of rulers, or to society with 
the to bring to pass economic, so-

negro in . or political changes, are but the 
of Goebel I unlawful measures of over-zealous, 

men, blinded by false esti· 
was the mates of what they deem to be exist-

Mormons. He so writes llOW. And that our own land 
wrongs, for which remedies are 

sought by them. They misunder
stand the conditions and wrongfully 
conclude that the putting certain 

does so having not one whit less faith 
and confidence in the Book of Mor
mon than those profess to have who 
care to be called Mormons and their 
faith Mormonism. rather 
tianism, or Christianity. 

Pres. Joseph Smith used the 
"'fhis was the faith of the original 
church," in respect to the one wife 
system. The words, '''fhis was the 
original Mormon belief" were 

~ 

men out of public life by death 
they will right those wrongs, or 

French ge- avenge those suffering from them. 
of the They mistake, for neither result fol· 

rulers lows. The wrongs still exist, the vic-
and ele- tims still suffer, a"Q.d the act of murder 

the voice of the peo- done in misguided zeal to better the 
of 1 condition adds to the wrongs the ad-

1 ditional burden of being partners to 
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the erime. Men pity, but condemn as 
well. 

reports, and so unreliable the sources 1 fostered by weak kneed ofticials who 
of information, little is known or the do not dare to enforce the law. 

The killing of King Humbert, the 
attempt upon the life of the Shah, th•~ 
threaJts uttered against the Cz'llr, the 
Prince of Wales, Presidents Loubet 
and McKinley may be the work of a 
band of associated anarchists, of na
tive or of foreign birth, whose acts 
are intended to mean war on law and 
order in society; if so there can be 
but one end and that is swift and sure 
discovery and adequate punishment of 
the wrong-doers. 

real situation. It is to be hoped ljhat Mr. Dowie and his people have the 
the climax is reached, and the news right to the use of their privilege of 
that the ministers of foreign po-1\lers free speech. No one needs to hear 
will indeed be permitted to communi- them who does not want to, and none is 
cate with their respective govern- compelled to believe who ehooses not 
ments, and the truth be that China to. So, what have the citizens of 
has really not been in the fault for the Mansfield to fear? Dowie's elders 
insurrectionary movements and blood- should have the right to be heard ln 
shed that have already occurred. their own defense. But, so h goes. 

Whatever the moving case there is 
no palliating circumstance. Murder is 
:reprehensible and not to be tolerated. 

'rhe wars in the Philippine Islands, 
South Africa, and the peculiar condi
tion of things in China are sources of 

And, although we may be looking 
for the occurrence of war, bloodshed, 
famine, pestilence, dread diseases, 
and • 'distress of nations," let us hope 
that out of it all when it does come 
the Lard may bring to pass good for 
Zion. 

:grave anxiety to all classes of Ameri- INTOLERANCE AT MANSFIELD, OHIO. 

can citizens, not only because of the Three of the elders of John Ahlx
shedding of blood and the cost of each 
and the loss to the commercial world ander Dowie, general overseer of the 
through interruption of trade condi- Dowie Zionite movement at Chicago, 

lately visited Mansfield, Ohio, and tions, but because of the uncertainty 
as to what the end will be. Whether procuring a hall proceeded to en-

D d s lighten the citizens of that place. 
the . nite tates will be able to keep But, some intolerant spirits raised a 
out of any general war between the 
nations remains to be determined, but cry about them and they were mobbed 
it must be the hope of all. As things out of the city, being pretty roughly 

handled. They persisted, however, appear at present writing the national 
horizons show red and lowering im- and sent notice that they would visit, 
ports of war, the "abomination that the place again and expected to be 
maketh desolate., heard. Mr. Dowie notified the mayor 

The allied forces of Japan, England, of Mansfield of the matter and de-
Germany, France, Russia, and the manded police protection, and ordered 
United States of America, are on the his elders to renew their effort. This 
march to Pekin, China; the ambassa- they did, or tried to do, but were pre-

vented. Some three thousand of citi
dors of these nations are beseiged in zens waited at the station to watch 
their various legations at Pekin, 
either by the forces of the Chinese the elders come in, determined to mob 

them again. The police boarded the 
government, or by insurrectionary train, and by blocking the passage
hordes of religious fanatics bent upon 
driving the "foreign devils" out of way prevented the elders landing, and 
the country or killing them with the advised them to go home and stay 
intent to close China to all foreigners. there, or they would be severely han-

Whatever the cause for Chinese dled. The elders determined to· hold 
hatred towards foreigners, err who their ground, tried to get into the city 
may have been in blame for the origin by a return train, but th;:~ police again 
of this outbreak, the evidences in pos- interfered and prevented their getting 
session of the public are too frag- off in the city, when they returned to 
mentary to permit a decision. But Chicago. 
Christian missionaries and their con- Mr. Dowie is incensed, and has 
verts are being killed, if reports be called the mayor and officials hard 
true, with but little prospect for bet- names. called his elders cowards and 
ter conditions, until the smouldering or-dered them to return to Maus:lield, 
fires of international strife have at aU hazards, while he goes to 
broken into flame and the :!ires of war Europe for six months. 
have been quenched in blood. This is the situation at present 

Russia, to some tradi- writing, August 7. 
tional teaching one of the forces to be We have little sympathy for the 
engaged in the battle of Armageddon, Dowie movement, it having taken on 
is fighting China in the north, Man· the form of a huge monetary specula
chooria district, and the local tion on the part of John Alexander_. 
Chinese forces before them. The Dowie, but we have no word of cor .11-· 
southern provinces are being roused mendation for the methods purs• J(cld 
into insurrection. The Cheen Dow- by the Mans~e!d authorities to pre
ager is unable, or unwilling to con- vent Mr. Dowie s elders from pr.e:ach
trol affairs, and it would seem that ing in that city. It is prose ,rh:Jtive 
there is no re~lly fi~ed administrative intolerance on the part of (fl!=l ·mob 
gover~ment m extstence, but that who assaulted the elders and, 'threaten 
there 1s nearly a condition of anarchy I yiolence for the?l, if t~ey r,'fyturn, this 

Bvt flO \Oli:r~ the l.utoteri;l!llCE:l bewg wmr-.. !:!8'' at anq 
'{ <,:· ·:-. 

The citizens of Mansfield condemn the 
Boxers for the proscription and kill
ing of Christians, Catholics, and Prot
estants in China by the Chinese, but 
mob men who are white men, believers 
in God, and that sickness is evil, who 
desire to preach their religion in 
Mansfield. Surely inconsistency could 
hardly do worse than this. Dowie 
should have the right to be heard if 
any want to hear. 

CHINA. 

We have received a copy of an at
las of China, published by Hand, Mc
Nally and Co., of Chicago, which is 
of interest at the present time, be
cause of the concentration of the pub
lic attention on that country now 
because of the war which is being 
proseeuted there. The at.las not only 
contains some good maps and illustra
tions, but the maps and illustrations 
are accompanied by concise descrip· 
tive and historical reading matter, 
which to the majority of the people 
of the United States will be new and 
interesting. 

According to this atlas, the Chinese 
Empire is divided into districts or de
pendencies, Manchooria, Mongolia, 
and 'rhibet. These dependencies are 
each inhabited by various races, so 
that the Chinese dynasty controls a 
people composed of many d~stinct 
types. We are inclined to_ thmk . of 
the inhabitants of the celestml empire 
as more or less homogenous, but such 
seems not to be the case. 

The atlas says:-
The population of the entit·e country has 

been variously estimated, but cannot fall far 
short of 402 700 000 which with an area of 
somewhat o'vor '4 000 000 square miles, gives 
an ave:rage of ab'out' 100 inhabitants to ~he 
square mile, in some provinces the propot·twn 
reaching 400 or 500, 

Again. it says:-
I.t may be noted that the . con.templative 

p·.a.Hoso,ph.:v and spiritual exal :atwn of the 
religion expressed in Brahmamsm ~nd. Bud
dhism :nave been the theme of aom1rat10n as 
well as of study among Ctn·istian schol~rs, 
many oJ tho tenets embodied i~ the practwttl 
essence reflecting, together w1th much that 
to rr:och 1rn ideas is pur0ly fanciful, a moral 
su blimi ty scar·cely concei v~d. by. those ~~~~a
miliat• with tbe sacred wntmg~ of the ii;Ub_t. 

A sklk 'ng instance of mysticism a_nd asce_tw 
mi:dita.t on upon Buddha, combtn~d w1th 
activr" l[:xerciso of priestly control, Js_found 
in tbs ~a, ·luded monasteries ( Lctmas~nes) of 
Thibet;':> W> t>re the devote_es of _L'tmaism con, 
stituteh '·· "archy of no littho wfiuenee, evetl 
in affairJi ordinary impm;tance; streng~h~ 
rJned by :sing cerernQlH~16 ~nd !'; studJ.<'JQ 
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display of power, to which the popular mind 
is readily susceptible. 

The government is an absolU"te 
monarchy, the present dynasty being 
of Manchu or Tartar origin. This 
Manchu dynasty has flourished since 
1644, the present ruler being the 
ninth in succession. The late 
"Boxer" movement is said to have for 
its object the overthrow of this 
nasty and the expulsion from 
country of the foreigners, who num
ber in all about 12,000. 

Of the system of 
atlas says:--

The system is, bdelly, a patt·iarcbal deti
potism, in which the interests and welfare of 
the sovereign and his subjects are reci 
the emperor being theoretically the 
the people, whose happiness is his l:irst, care 
and whose preservation from harm is his 
paramount solicitude. This paternal principle 
is derived alike from the teachings of C(m
fucius and thoseof ~he Mencian philosophy
the latter even asserting the rights of rebel
lion and penalty of death should the monarch 
prove recreant to his obligations as "a min
ister of God for I!OOd." 

The religion of the country is a sort 
of ancestor worship, and is universal. 
The domestic life of the Chinese is 
noted for its filial piety and affection. 
the possession of children being ac· 
counted the chief blessing of life. 
The enforcement of the criminal code 
forms a marked contrast to the do
mestic relactions. The code sanc
tions horrible torture and final 
decapitation. 

Korea once acknowledged the 
suzerainty of China, but hy the late 
war between China and Japan, this 
dependency was made an independent 
government. 

Bro. J. W. writes on j c~ived from the same source within 
9, from Nebraska - , these walls; that the same signs that 

M. H. Forscutt I were Brown- I were promised to them were also 
ville last Sa;;urd<>y and TCf8ld some ' 
very interesting there. "-H~d a fair to these latter-day disciples; 
turnout, and good and the result was, they went every-

Brother John Hinderliter, writes where preaching the word, and there 
from L<mcaster. Ill., under date of I were added to their numbers for the 
August 3:- · first fourteen years at the rate of 

Nothing but man-made creeds here. It about thirty-three per day, ten hun
seems stl'ange to me that none of our eldera dred per month, or about twelve thou
c~me here to preach the pure go,;pd. r ... ots sand per 
or good here, whom I bel.ieve would 'I'hat wo k of b ·ld' th t 
g-ladly g-os l.hll. r m mg e em-

· had been done by hand labor, was 
~~~· ~-~-· -~-· -· =-~=,., to completion in the short 

EDiTORIAL iTEMS. space of two years and eight months, 
Bro. H. A. Stebbins left last Wed- , or, from twenty-three, eighteen 

for where 'I hundred three to March eigb-
]'ri teen and thirtjy-six, archi-

to attend 

1 

tects who view it, say, "There is no 
a reunion. now used that can do this 

F. A. Smith writes from work;" say, ''There is no 
August 13, that he baptized building in Cleveland superior in 
the 5th. architecture to this." So we are con-

President Smith was slightly "un- strained to believe it to be one of the 
der the weather" the first of this week. evidences of divine favor 

We note a "special edition" of the personal recognition to this gen-
Premont County Journal, published at eration; and we here feel to congratu
Re](burg, Idaho. It is a "boom" edi- late the bishopric and the church for 
tion, printed on book paper, and is the effort in recovering the title and 
illustrated by views. placing in repair this worthy struct
The Jowrnal has been on tbe HERALD ure which now commends itself and 
list for a number of and we ~he people who builded and repaired 
believe, a in the in-

1
1t to the thousands who visit it; yea, 

terests or the Church. Their to the whole world, as the only house 
is a good one. of worship built by divine command 

on this land, and the fame of this 
house has reached around the world. 

"THE HOUSE OF THE LORD." 

But a few weeks since we received 
a letter from a gentleman in Calcutta, 

nearly opposite to us on the 
globe, wishing us to send him the 
Book of Mormon, and his superscrip-

"'l'he House of the Lord" at Kirt- tion was a novel one. Here it is: "'fo 
A TRUE PROPHECY. known to us as •·The " the one in charge of the Smithite 

Last September, while at the dedi- one of the salient in Mormon Temple, Kirtland Hills, Ohio, 
cation of the church building built by history of the church; and around U. S. A." It took the letter thirty 
the branch at Creola, Ohio, a prophecy which cluster the reminiscences of the to reach us. 
was delivered that the influence of the labors, trials, and sorrows of that in- on leaving the house 
meetings then being held should be dustrious, zealous little band of work- "l am happily disappointed 
productive of great good to the work ers known to the world as the in what I have seen and heard today;" 
of the church and the church should followers of Joseph is now and some rem<1rk, "I have been here 
increase in numbers and power. commanding the respect and admira- three or four times before, but every-

Bro. A. B. Kirkendall, writing from tion of many people. thing seems fresh and new, and am 
Creola, to Bishop Kelley, under date When its walls, sixty feet more pleased with my visit than be-
of August 6, states:- · examined and found so fore;" and very many remarks show-

I inclose you appraisement of our church true, its dimensions so ing an appreciative public. 
here. I do not know that it is necesEary to its stately Clergymen visit us often, and some, 
send to you, but it will ?o no harm, and ·you beauty so two and three times, and seem quite 
can see hoW. we are movt_ng out. Bt·o. James I and architectural beau anxious to talk "'nd dr·aw out I·deas 
Moler baptized t,wo precwuo souls llolst, even- "' 
inl!; A teacher, formerly county school ex- the ere: so. sy~ by the character of the 
am mer, and his wife. Just an increase of one so suohme m 1ts character house; even the Catholics, etc., would 
hundred per ce_nt since SepteJ:?ber 10, '99. eral that in many like to have us to say that our Presi-
No froth 111 the wcrease; all solid body." the viewers are led to dent and Prophet is infallible. 

and astonishment, even We are not a little surprised as well 
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. reverence; so that we take as amused to hear the following ques-

Sr. Eliza Maxwell, from in the source of the tions: "Have you any secret rooms 
Central Lake, Mich., under of I to be the God of the instru- about the house where you do not 
July 31, says:- ment, the unlettered man of allow visitors?" "Do you allow 

We are isolated from other Saints. There twenty-seven years be strangers to attend your meetings?" 
are only three of us, and we have a nice lit-~ Smith, and that the de.sign and object "Does your Prophet wear robes?" 
tie Sun~ay school. My three children and of its erection had been accomplished ''Do you kneel when you pray~." "Do 
grandchildren and a few others make a nice (' 

0 

-

little school. We take a collection 
1 

m at ; ,that the endowment consider your prophet infallible?" 
Sunday, but it takes awbile to ; to the numble followers of etc. 
@!lOUgh to OlJr . . . . 
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to advertise our work. 
bad two hundred and 
Temple viewers, and we 
let one go away wHhout 
some of our literary works; 
Bishop has our thanks for the bundle 
of tracts just received. We 
many of the church books for 
also photos of the cabinet 
size, by mail. twenty-seven cents. 
We have also Bro. Albert Haws' most, 
excellent little work, "Sabbatarian 
Theories a Delusion," on sale at tifteen 
cents. 

One thing we need in connection 
with this ·'House of the Lord," and 
that is a good hotel. I think it would 
add much to the interest and progress 
Of the WOrk. HENRY C. SMITH. 

TE>rPLE, Ohio, August 2, 1900. 

~ 
-~--~------~~--
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zealous the defense of the religion 
of his fa,thers, having discovered that 
heretical literature of Luther and 
Z was percolating int,o England, 

set his hand against the inno· 
and set the machinery of civil 

and ecclesiastical law in motion to 
root, out the evil. himself took up 

cudgels and wrote a book 
claims of the pope and 

the doctrines of Roman 
Catholicism. The disagreement be· 

was t,ween Henry and Rome was not 
mit to caused her theology, but because 
was not an the pope could not, for politic reasons, 
cause wonder in the for since see hjs way clear to divorce Henry 
the year 590 when Gregory the Great from his legal wife, who was a virtu
ascended the papal throne and· laid ous woman, so that he might marry 
the foundation of papal Rome's fu1oure one of, his mistresses, Anne Boleyn. 
greatness as one of the world's Catharine of Aragon was sister to 
est political powers, by his executive Charles V., and in 1527, just when an 
genius (doubtless acquired when he important embassy was leaving Eng-

"INTERPRETATION OF REVE- served Rome as prefect) there was land to discuss the divorce, which had 
LAT!ON 13" more or less continual warfare with been negotiated for in 1526, the im-

I read in the Herald for June the papal authorities against kings, periallst army stormed and sacked the 
1899, an art,icle entitled, "Interpreta- emperors, and sometimes the city of Rome, Clement VII. being 
tion of Revelation 13," in which the fortune of war, or more often the made the prisoner of Charles V., 
writer claims the following: "The diplomatic duplicity of the brother to the wife of the regal peti
first beast" is the church of Rome. turned events in his favor and some- tioner for divorce. This at once 
"The deadly wound" was the impris- times him. The event of 1527 altered the complexion of the whole 
onment of the Pope by Charles V., was one of the papacy's reverses, an case. Clement, no longer a free 
emperor of the Roman empire in 1525, omen presaging the near approach of agent, had to issue commands and de
which caused "all the world to won- I the downfall of this pretentious hier- cisions dictated by the emperor, and 
d~r." "The second beast" is tl1e I ar~hy, whlch ha.d long. ruled the con- as might be expected, were opposed 
kmgdom of England under smences of n0,t,wns and to sanctioning such an actrocious deed 
VIII., who espoused the cause of and had the thunders of as illegitimatlzing his own sister's 
Pope against Luther, and ca,used the against all who dare marriage, and more especially when 
people to worship the Catholic oppose any scheme propounded it,s had been in league with 
Church, and wrote a book on the sub- immaculate (?) pontiff. Clement and others against him. 
ject, receiving for this t,he title of I At this period (1527) was I On July 13, 1529, Clement, still un-
"Defender of the Faith," etc. most emphatically Catholic. In 1521 der the domination of Charles, ad-

I do not purpose entering into a some books had been surreptitiously voked the cause of Rome to be tried 
polemical correspondence re the in- imported into this written by and decided in his own court. On 
te:rpretation of the chapter, any fur- Luther, the G-erman they hearing this, Henry, in his passion, 
ther than to state that "the facts of were publicly burned at St. struck down all authority of Rome, 
history" do not accord with the state- Assuming the writer of the article 1 disrobed Cardinal Wolsey of all his 
ments of the writer of the article re- named be correct; in his honors. who died under the over-
ferred to. we shall have a whelming disgrace; and in December 

Fitst. I would correct the mistake of 1530, a,ll the clergy were incrimi-
made in designating Charles V. as nated, and on the 16th of the follow-
the emperor of "the Roman empire." ing month, the terrified convocation 
The Roman empire had long ceased of the southern province met to learn 
to exist, for after the death of Theo- the terms of their pardon. After 
dosius (395) the empire was divided " much discussion it was agreed that 
into two parts, the eastern and the VIII. had taken lead of eccle- the convocation should pay the king 
western empires, which was a fatal , sub- £100,000, and submit to the following 
mistake and materially hastened its I to the of I formula: "We acknowledge his rna· 
downfall. Successful invasions of VII. I jesty to be the singular protector only 
the barbarians followed in suc· The the most and supreme lord, and, so far as the 
cession. Alaric in of I authentic to this law of Christ will allow, the supreme 
Suevi, Burgundians, and I are as course l'ime head of the English church and 
others in Africa, .Spain, and and space a concEmtra- clergy." A few weeks later the con-
and of the Saxons in Great Brita,in. tion. voca,tion of York had to pay £18,000, 
In 476 Romulus Augustulus laid down When ascended the and submit to the same formula. Thus 
the insignia of the empire before all owned the swa,y of was laid the foundation of the Episco-
Odoacer, king of the Heruli, who the I~oman pontiff, hence were essen- pal Church of England in opposition 
claimed the east sovereignty of and prac- j (not indorsement) of the church of 
with the title of imperial to the Rome; and slowly and cautiously the 
Rome, during this period being taken rec- l doctrinal, as well as ceremonial, wor-
by Alaric, king of the west Goths, ruler I wa,s changed into its present 
and by Genseric and the VandaJs. of form. 
The eastern, which had its capital at with 1 In 1535 the first alteration was 
Byzantium (the modern Constanti- well versed in the 1 erasing the name of the 
nople), lasted nearly a thousand years and was very· pope all the service books. In 
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1536 Coverdale's translation of the scintillated on the axe of the heads- ; intense hostility to and he 
Bible was permitted by the king to man, as it rose and fell to wreak the . made the people not the 
be circulated t,hrough the country; vengeance of Mary, t,he papacy's ·Catholic Church, but a church of his 
the "Ten Articles" were then drawn royal advocate. So many died by own ereat,ion, of which he was the 
up; after which, t,here was published "violence, sword, and fire.," who fell recognized and executed or im· 
in 1537, by the king's authority, lihe under the displeasure of the Anglo- prisoned all who would not so do. The 
book of religious instruction, known Spanish queen, that she earned for English Church does not in any way 
as the "Bishop's Book," which in herself the ghastly title of "bloody claim to be the imitator or an image 
turn was followed by t.he King's Mary." of the Church of Rome, any more than 
Book" in 1543; which in 1545 was sup- But, still again there is a change in the Lutherans, Wesleyans, Metho
plemented by "The Primer," com- the tide of events; this time in favor dists, or other sects do. Por in 
piled by tbe king, and authorized by of Protestantism; for on the broad reality the English Church received 
him and the church. With unneces· bosom of its irresistible flood, the all the life she possesses (?) that is,. 
sary cruelty and rapacity, Henry de· cause was borne to victory and per· priestly authority, from t,he Church 
stroyed Catholic monasteries, robbed manency with the ascensiOn of of Rome, and oniy recently t.here was 
the churches of their tithes and Elizabeth in 1558. The Book of Mar- much discussion between Catholics 
revenues, slew and imprisoned man:Y tyrology opens now at the page of and Episcopali~-ns, in which t,he pope 
papal dignitaries and clergy in Eng- Catholic devotees, who paid the pen- himself participated, as to the validity 
land; indeed, it is recorded !,hat alty for the adherence to the cause of of Anglician orders. The English 
70,000 perished by the law during his the pope, and by the st.rong will and Church, "as I?Y law established" in 
reign. passionate nature she inherited from the reign of Henry VIIL, absolutely 

Henry died in 1547, and was suc· her father, Henry Vlll., Elizabeth declared idolatrous and of Pagan ori
ceeded by his son, Edward VI. Being grasped the questions of the age in gin the use of altar lights, candles, 
but a boy of weak health, and lacking her land and established the Episco- and all or nearly all the so-ca,lled 
decision of character, his uncle. pal Church upon a firm, immovable miracles. were not believed in or ac· 
Duke of Somerset, made himself lord basis, and England continued amid cepted; and today they are not believ· 
protector, and in reality governed the many changes to be a Protestant na- ers or teachers in or of supernatural 
nation. The whole reign was one of tion, and still as such remains. manifestations, etc. In the reign of 
misery for the people, because of The Tractarian movement, with its Edward VI. thB doctrine of transub
the insatiable struggling and fighting undoubted Romish ritual tendency, is st,antiation was erased from the lit· 
among the nobility for wealth and practically a modern development, urgy, and any one conversant with 
position, and vacillation, and change which had its birth in 1833. and was the Prayer Book, containing the doc· 
for the church. To suit more radical aided by such as Busey and Newman, trines and rubrics of the church, 
Protestantism, one by one the old and though the Oxford movement know that their teaching is rigidly op· 
dogmas of Homish origin were being (as this element is now called) has la- posed to all the peculiar and unscrip· 
eliminated from the Episcopal lit- bored assiduously, secretly, and pub- tural tenets of Roman Ca,tholicism. 
urgy, and the "Book of Common licly to bring in the mediawal ritual .T. W. RuSH'l'ON. 

Prayer" was made to supersede the of the church, they have failed, for the 
"King's Book." Orders were given general public will not tolerate such 
for the destruction of images and degrading innovations which have, 
stained gla,ss in the church windows. we trust, been forever erased from 

In .July, 1547, the Book of Homilies the ecclesiastical and civil law of the 
was drawn up, still more radical in land. The severe agitation of the 
tone. But another change was at past year in the Episcopal Church 
hand. Mary, who ascended the gave evidence that Protestantism was 
t.hrone in Hi53, was a staunch Catho· not now comprehended in the Church 
lie, and she swept away with ruthless of England, but all the different 
hand all, almost all the labors of the shades and factions of nonconformity 
English reformers; and once more was a power to reckon with of no 
Catholicism reared up its head su- mean dimension and force. The peo
preme in the land, not because the ple have learned (at least to some ex· 
people desired it, but tired B,nd discon- tent) the value of liberty of conscience 
solate because of the long continued and the blessings accruing therefrom; 
turmoil of nobility, church and state have been and still are too pronounced 
fondly hoped for peace, now that and manifold for them to forget that 
Mary, the legitimate child and right- their fathers have waded through fields 
:ful heir, c ccupied the thmne; but of gore" to liberate themselves and pos· 
ala,s, they were doomed to disappoint- terity from the chains of sacerdotal 
ment, for the pusilianimous nobles, slavery and ignorant superstition, 
whose greed for gold and position which served the place of religion in 
caused t.hem to stultify their noble their experience, and have won for 
quali'Lies, played the sycophant; themselves the position and esteem 
"principle," "honor," and "sincerity," that they have for genera.tions occu· 
being almost unknown qualiti<=>samong pied. 
them. veered their views and ideas to Therefore, I conclude that the in· 
suit the queen, encouraged Mary once. terpretation of Revelation 13, as given 
more to open the sluices of sorrow, by M. L. Sory, does not harmonize 
and deluge the people with grief, by with the statements of facts, for 
bitter persecution of those who re- Henry VIII. did not cause the people 
tained t.beir integrity and still main- to worship the Catholic Church after 
tained their Protestant principle. The th~~ imprisonment of Pope Clement. 
bonfires of dea,th were ignited, and but the restoration of liberty to the 
while many were being burned to pop1~s two years after was the very 
deatt, the lurid glow of iihe flames · time of Henry's active opposition and 

-~ ··--~-- ··------~·-·-------- .. ···-·-·--- - -~-----· 

A THOUGHT ON THE SABBATH AND 
ITS OBSERVANCE. 

In number 16. volume 47 of the· 
Saint8' Herald, Bro. Maddock writes: 
on the sub:ject of the sabbath day .. 
He says he is an unlearned man andl 
asks that he may receive Now 
while I am also an unlearned man, 
yet Bro. Paul tells us in his first epis
tle to the Corinthian saints, 

But God hath chosen t.be foolish things 6f 
the wol'ld to confound the wise; and God hath 
chosen the weak things of t.he world to con
found t.he things which are mighty.-]: 27. 

I take courage this to write a 
few words. believing that ·what shall 
be revealed to me through the scrip-
tures is directed i;he and 
will of God. Now seems me that 
in order to keep the sabbath as a day 
of rest as commanded, it is necessary 
that we understand the ex-
act time of its its end· 
ing. God in the says that 
t.he evening and the were the 
division of time that a 
day. In order to divide the twenty
four hours of our time into the even
ing and the morning, we commence at 
twelve o'clock, noon, and follow the 
declining rays of the sun until t.he 
sun is bidden from our view the 
earth coming between it and us, a,nd 
so continue until twelve o'clock mid
night, and then from midnight it is 
called morning until twelve o'clock, 
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noon. Thus we see that it wD,s not Moses to govern the children of Is-
called day and night as called by rael. and wrote for him a code of laws 
sabbath keepers of the present to them in subjection, and af-
So we see that they by commencing fixed such penalties as he saw fit, 
the sabbath at six o'clock in the even- which laws were to serve as a school-
ing, have been laboring sbr hours of master to bring us to Christ, that we 
the time they should have been rest- 'Then we find that not be justified by faith. But after 
ing. Others commence at sundown. I work there, but went on and that faith is come we are no more 
In this case, a part of the year grow out of the under a schoolmaster or law, thus 
would begin to rest a few minutes 1 t,hat was to be H1e that those laws were only in-
after four o'clock, and then not man, and caused it to increase so that tended to apply to Moses and the chil-
until nearly eight o'clock in our lati- as man would multiply, would dren of Israel. Among those laws 
tude, and a still greater variation in not lack for if their the first rest or sabbath day was made 
other latitudes .. Moses. tells us:- which which for man, as we find in Mark 2:27. 

And on the seventh day God ended his for the The sabbath was made for man, and 
work which he had made; and he rested on not man for the sabbath. Now the 
the seventh day from all his work which he of power of the law is not in the law 
had made.-Genesis 2: 2. benefit of itself, but in the penalty attached and 

Now does not this indicate that God man and beast a,nd the fowls of the 'Ghe execution thereof ... We find that 
labored on the seventh day, as we see he still eontinues his work of for- this sabbath law, as well as others of 
that on that day he ended his work? mati.on of beasts and fowls (see verse the had the penalty of death af
Now if he finished his work on the sixth 19), and also womi:w, whom he did not fixed for t.he transgression of it. We 
day, what did he have to do on the form out of the but took a find in liJxodus 35:2, 3 the penalty was 
seventh that be might end his work on of the man he had formed death for doing work therein; no 
that day? We are not told that he did out of the dust of the ground and mention of necessary work, but the 
not do any work on the seventh d::J;y, formed her that they might be joined kindling of fires in their houses was 
but that be ended his work on that day the same flesh, forbidden. Now if thi.s law and 
and rested from all bis works which a more refined were given for the observance 
be had made. He does not tell us that or For this reason the people of the whole world, how 
God rested throughout the entire she was given into the hands of man many of the northern latitude could 
seventh day, but t,hat he blessed the for from the baser obey the commandment and survive 
seventh day and sanctified it. because of and the inclement winters? Thus we see 
that in it he had rested from all his meet for him in that Christ came and fulfilled the law, 
work. He does not tell us the exact ings w and made us free .from the law, 
length and division of the seventh and becoming our Savior, by us 
as he has in the six days that God was We are not told just obedient to the glory of the 
employed in the creation of the gen- was employed in the Christian economy as found in Colos-
erations of heaven. Now as it is all the sians 2. We find in the 14th verse 
given to me, God in the creation of but I think would be safe that :J,s many as obeyed he forgave all 
the six days' work was dealing with to conelude that it would have taken their trespasses. Then we find that 
heavenly or spiritual things. But hi.m as long to form them a,s it did to be blotted out the handwriting of the 
after he had rested for a sea,son from create them and speak t,hem into ex- ordinances (which according to Web-
the labor· of creating heavenly things, Yet we have 1 ster means law) that was against us, 
then he took up the task of producing from which was contrary to us, and took it 
earthly things, for Moses tells us that out of the way, nailing it to his cross. 
every plant and herb of the field was caused This shows conelusively that the laws 
created before they were in the earth tha,t were given to Moses were not to 
and before they grew. 'I'hus it is I to on. the hi.s ' be on those that accept Christ 
shown that it was a spiritual rest that word as he II D,s their law and Savior. But all that 
God had rested. but earthly work had at the and all were under the law were to submit to 
not commenced yet, as we find in the I into full form in a moment of t,ime? \ the law (even Christ). Thus we find 
5th verse that God had not caused it I or was he six literaJ or w11s he 

1 

him observing the sabbath until he 
to rain on the earth. So we see that six thousanfi ym;,rs or of the had established the new cove-
the first work he did on earth was to and then ceased from his labor nant sealed it with his own blood, 
cause it to rain he did this of formation? or is he still 1 then he was freed from the power of 
causing a mist to go up and water and out of the I the and so aU were freed from 
whole face of the ground. Then be as we now them on fJvery the law that accepted the risen 
was ready to plant the seeds of pla,nts and every In Savior. This we find recorded in 
and herbs of the fields. no account of rlis Colossians 1: 20, 21. 

After he had done Neither do we find Now we find in Mark 16 that Jesus, 
there was need of having something over s~~id that man after he had risen from the dead, met 
more than the spiritual man to care of rest since he with the eleven and upbraided them, 
for these plants and herbs, as the and was not for the nonobservance of the ten 
ground would need tilling in order to commD,nded but for their unbelief 
complete the work of the for- it. We resurrection and for their not 
mation. So God took of M1e dust of the report of those that told 
the ground and formed a machine of his to them. Here we also 
wherein God's Spirit eould find him commanding them to go into 
and do this earthly labor, all the world and preach the gospel to 
machine was called man, and he was this time ever observed a every creature, but not a word about 
to have dominion over all things that I But we find that the the observance of the sabbath. But 
God had created and would cause to wandered from God he says, ''He that believeth and is 
grow out of or upon the face of the j holy law and to h:we God to baptized shall be saved." Thus we 
whole earth. And when God had· govern them. So God appointed conclude that the sabbath was not a 
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saving law to the people that would work; twvertbeless, nothing Hhollld b" p9r- proceedeth forth from him and 
believe in the gospel of Christ. We mittui to go \o ':"asteon t.hat day, nor should the immensit,y of space. 
find in John 20 that of all the times' nee• Bsary w()rk oe n<"gl• ct<'d. the heavens, t.he sun, the moon, and 
1'hat' Jesus met Wl.t.h h1· 8 dt'"'c•.J'nle.s , 0 ! Thus we see that the L')rd's teach t (S D t • d ro ~- . • s ars. , •:e oc ;nne an, vove.nanis, 
break bread or worship after his res- ings are tb~ same i~ these last days as sections 85 <1nd 90.) 'rhe light. of the 
urrection, be never observed the they were m the cays when lle was ld . J K- l' 

h . t .b d Ph . wor Is esus .. _wg o 
seventh-day sabbatb. So we conclude teac · mg among !· 18 scrl _es a? an· .Jesus said,-
that his commandment to observe t.he sees. I have wntten thiS Wlth a de- He tlu .. t fullowetb mo ,hal not wttlk lo 
sabbath day and keep it holy was to si~e that.it may eniighten some one on dark"''""· but shall l1av'" t.ho lq.>;ht of llfli
the children of Israel under Moses. tbJs subJect, and not only that, but John 8: 12. 
But the first day of the week seems t,o that it might .cause s?me one 'Yith a Simeon said,-
be the one chosen for the worship of m.or~ suscep_t1ble bram th~n mme to A Jig·ht to 
the disciples of Christ. But, at no giVe mstruct.wns on the subJect. As we glory of thy 

and the 

time after his resurrection did Christ are all to come to perfection as Saints He is the only of the 
speak of a sabbath day. for the greater work of the ministry, Father, who is full of grace and truth. 

We pass on now do~n the stream of for the_edifying of the body ~r c:hurch He is the roo1; and offspring of David; 
time, and we find the Lord talking to of. Christ, and become a umt ~n the the bright and star. He is 
his people through the prophet., Joseph faith and knowledge of the ~on of Jesus our Savior, the of Peace. 
the Seer, promising a blessing upon God, we s~ould labor to enllghten He shall reign as of kings and 
them insomucn that if they come up each ot,he~ m love, that ":e may ~e· Lord of lords. He is gn~a·t eh1E,f 
unto this land with an eye single to come_ one m t~o~ght and mmd. While Judge whom the heavens must receive 
his glory. according to his command- I belleve that ~tIS necessary for us to until tbe restitution of aJl things 
ments, one of the blessings promised keep the ~ord s day as a_ day of rest spoken of by the mouths of all his 
is those who live shall inherit the and worship, I cannot beheve that the holy prophets since the world began. 
earth and those who die shall rest sabbath that was given the Israelites 'fhen he will come with from 
from 'an their labors, and their works is binding on us at the present time. above to meet Zion of who 
shall follow them, and they shall re- WM. TAYLOR must be fair as the sun, clear as the DRAIN, Oregon, Mily 10, 1900. 
ceive a crown in the mansion of the ~ moon, and glorious as an with 
Father. (D. C. 59: 1.) These are banners. His judgment shall 
not the commandments he gave to KING OF GLORY. he will judge, and reward 
the children of Israel under Moses Good thoughts are a light to the according . to their works. is 
when he brought them up out of the 1 mind, as the sun is a light to the wort?y! Worthy to be crowned 
land of bondage, but they are the , earth; they are to be prized as treas- I of kmgs and Lord of lords. Jesus 
commandments and promises given ures from the storehouse of God. The our King of Glory; glory be to his 
through Joseph for the people that light from many good thoughts soon name. CHAHLI~S K CULVER 
came up unto the land of Zion, who dies out, for the reason that the CHICAGo, lilinois. 

have obeyed the gospel. In them the I thoughts are not recorded. We can == 
Lord promises a rest, but not in this thank God for the inspired writers of IGNORANCE OR MISHEPRESENTA~ 
world. Also he appoints a day in the Scriptures, whose thoughts still TION--WH!CH? 
paragraph 2 in these words:-- shine as the stars in the heavens. The Sabbath of J 31, 

And that thou mayest more fully ke<'p thy- Alth_ough they have e;:J.tered into their the official organ of the f 
self uo~.potted fmm the world; thou shalt go\ glorwus rest-, yet their works do fol- 0 

to the bOtwe of prayer and offer up thy sac- low them for their works are as God, has 'Lbe following under the 
ramentsuponmyholyday; forver.ilythisisa k f 'a ld .1 d . heading "Editorial Notes:"--
day appointed unto you to rest from your "wor s 0 oO ' Sl ver, an precwus 
Jabor8, and to pay thy devot.ions unto the stones, that cannot suffer loss, for There is talk of tho Salt Lake Mor·molB 
Most High. they are grounded on the rock, where and the Reorga.ni"cd Mormons unit,ing. Why 

not? There is but little dif!\;rence between 
Here he calls it the Lord's holy day, no storm can beat them from off the them. Both par~ies believe in the Book of 

not the seventh as was named to the eternal shore. Mor~on as. a gu,ld~ to the ?burch, and boHt 

1
- l't Tb b th The carnal mind is at enmity with part.les believe toa .. Joe [thls shows that he 
srae 1 es. us we ave ano er · ' _ . . . is prejudiced] Smith was a true prophet. 

proof that the seventh day srJ,bbath God. To .b~ carnall_v: mmd~d 1~ death, Polygamy has been set aside by our law
was not for Christ's people i:ll these to be sp1ntually mm~ed IS hf~. and I makers and can. no longer •; be practiced. 
lasli days. Now it seems that the pe.ace .. To have ?ur mmd <;>D. sp1ntual Hence. we sa~ agam, Why n1~t. 
sabbath became a bone o£ contention thmgs 1s to be ahve to the mterest.s of Th1s editor seems like one who 
not only in the different churches, but God'~ W?rk. beateth th~ air, or like a 
among the Latter Day Saints, and in- It lS hfe. eternal to know God and man grabbmg at a straw. He starts 
quiry was made unto 1.he Holy Spirit. Jesus Chnst whom t?ou has se~t. 0, out by saying there is sorr;e "ta!k." 
and in Doctrine and Covenants 119:5 mortal man, open wide the wmdows and before he gets ne arnves 
the Spirit saith concerning the par- to. thy soul and let th~ ligbt from the at defi~ite c~nclusi::ms saying 
takinQ' of the sacrament on a certain 1 Kmg of Glory come m, and the day "there 1s but llttle d1fference between 
day, ""' star wil.l arise i~ thy h~art! them." If I was an and 

Who 1s the Kmg of Glory? at the head of a church, and knew no 
For whether it be upon the first Lord's day 

of every month, or upon the Lord',; d&y r.f 
every week. 

And then again, paragraph 7:--
And the Spirit sail.h further: Inain:nuch as 

thPre has h,,en much discussion in the past 
concerning t.he Sabbath of the L(Jt'd, the 
ehmch is admonished that until furth••r rev8-
lation i,; received, or the quorums of the 
ehurch are afsembkd to decide concerning 
the law in tho cburcb articles and covenants, 
the saints are to obs(~t·ve the first day of the 
week commonly called the Lord's day, as a 
day of r<'SI-: as a day of worship, as given in 
the covenants and commandments. And on 
this day they should refrain from unnecessary 

He is t.he Lord of Hosts, the Bishop · better than that., I would let my 
of our souls, with power to save. He remain silent. The 
is the only mediator between God and Church has never talked of uniting 
us. He is our High Priest, who is with the Salt Lake Mormons, and 
not entered into a temple made with have repeatedly invited them to dis
hands, but into heaven, to appear in cuss the differences between the two 
the presence of God for us. He is churches. And, I want to remind 
plenteous in mercy, and long suffering you, Mr. Editor, that there is a vast 
towards us all, not willing that any difference between the 
should perish; but desirous that all Church and the Salt Lake Mormons. 
might, be partakers in a full salvation. You seem to think that because 

The glory of God is intelligence; or "polygamy has been set aside our 
in other words, light and truth. It law-makers" that the Reorganized 
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would-\:;e teachers 
know it. 

that 
1;he law 

Polygamy is not the only issue be
tween us. They believed that H was 
necessary, in case one should 
tize, to shed his blood to atone 

believed and tha,t 
blood atonement., po

lygamy, that Bri&rham Young was a 
prophet of God. We differ from them 
on succession, and many ot~her 
of doct,rine, and this editor says 
"there is but little difference between 
them." Why not this so-called Church 
of God unHe with the Seventh-Day 
Adventist Church? Of course there 
has been some '•talk" of and ''there 
is but little difference between them." 
They came out from the 
Adventists during what was 
the "lowtt Rebellion." and 
it under ·the na,me "Church 
and then read wHb 
"Unto the Church 
Corinth." Not a word 
commanding them to 
institution. Are they 
to say with Alexander Campbell, ' 
the Lord should behold it [the 
he would doubtless weep at it"? 

.Now that I am identified with 
true Church of Christ, 
divine I intend 
May the truth and 
fall from this 
him to see the 
the prayer of U1e 

S·rANBEHRY~ MiR~Souri. 

ll 

JoY, Ill., August 2. 
E(lilm·s Hem,lrl:-I notice in the Editorial 

Items, last issue. of liemJrl, that Sr. Alice 
Corson will write words if some one will 

-write musie. I have repeatedly offcJred my 
serviees, and believe I can •,vdte music for 
Sunday school use or for hymns; at least I 
will do my b(4St, and the music committee 
can judge; but I would rathm· have the words 
written first because I believe that is the 
proper way. The committee on music sent 
me some words which I set to music about 
two years ago, btit they gave me such short 
time to do it in that I did not. have time to 
do my bGst. Accompanying this you wHl 
find a specimen of my work. The words s,re 
froi:n Saints' Harp. It was sung in the M. E. 
Sunday school hem, ancl every one thought 
it good. Respectfully yours, 

W. M. KECK, 

=======---------~---~ 

Box 28, CLEVELAND, Ohio, August 5. 
J!Jrlitors Herald:-The Saints here are en

deavoring to keep the ship afloat. Some are 
as they will be found when Christ, comes
asleep on their oars. Others are wide awake 
and progressinp:r on spiritual lines. Since 
district conference I have done the best I 
could in visiting other branches and dispens
ing the word of life, more especially on tith
ing. Lar•t Saturday evening, after business 
ca,ros wore somewhat laid aside, I journeyed 
to Toledo, to asctrtain why their names wet·e 
not rEcorded on my ti\.hing book. The trip 
paid both ways. Those I met with listened 
to the tempm·allaw, asked questions, became 
satisfied, and were in the faith. I inquired 
of them how much better were they than the 
Pharisees, who bad paid tithes and were not 
saved, and those who he,d obeyed the spir
itual law and not obeyed the temporal law. 
How long will it be before the Saints awaken 
to the fact that the temporal Jaw is an im
ports.nt factor in purchas_ng them an inherit
ance in the thousand years reign? 

When I left Toledo I received tithing, with 
the statement th11t I should hear from them 
again, and that I had done good to them. 
It is a satisfaction, sometimes, to know one 
has done some good. I am not able to do 
much, but am a willing coworker. 

We are fortunate or unfortunat,e to have 
slx Ut,ah elders in our city, making a house 
to house canvass, with literature and Joseph 
Smith's mune attached to it. It's a glaring 
fuJsehood they lay the foundation of their 
work in, :u1d hO>'l they expect to reap it in 
truth is 2, conundrum. We shall keep a close 
watch on them and inform their hearers, if 
they speak on the street corners, who they 
are. 

We have a struggle to keep going. Our 
president of the branch followed in the line 
of the last one. The first one went to Canada, 
the last one to Kansas City. Some are await
Ing to preach our funeral sermon, here in 
Cleveland, but I suggest they had better 
stay away, as we are quite alive yet. We 
can live until R. M. Elvin come&. We he~:H· 

he is to come-the word echoes in our e~w, 
When? However, we intend to keep our 
guns loaded and trained on the enemy. With 
good wishes and Zion's weal at heart, I re-
main, A coworker, 

.~~BEN MILLER. 

VIOLA, Wis., August 4. 

Eriitm·.~ 1-lerald:-A cert,ain elder and mis
sionary handed me a card with his name and 
faith printed upon t,be same, indorsing the 
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Do0trine and 
Covenants, winding up with, "I am a Saint, 
but not 'l.l. Mormon." This idea of being 
looked upon as a Mormon seems to become a 
great bugbear to tbe members of the Reor
ganization who repudiate th<o name of that 
system called "Mormonism" for which 
Joseph and Hyrum. and many other noble 
souls laid down their lives. Pres. Joseph 
Smith, in an interview at Detroit, stated 
that in the Doctrine and Covenants the dec
laration is made, "We believe that one man 
should have one wife, and one woman one 
husband. This was the original Mormon 
belief, was accepted by all until August 
29, 1852, when Brigham Young declared for 
polygamy." Here Joseph Smith aclmowl
edged the correctness of being called Mor
mons until 1852; then wby not any longer, 
even until1900? 

Does not the repudiation of the name cast 
a stigma upon the book and system as unfit 
for recognition, when at the same time the 
Book of Mormon and its importance to man
kind is set forth more strongly than ever, 
but apparently without much success? And 
no wonder, when the people are under the 
impression that the Book of Mormon is the 
originator of the Utah abominations. 

The question, ''What's in a name?" is 
easily answered, as by the name you judge of 
the article represeoted by the same; there
fore the successful iotroduction of the Book 
of Mormon depends upon the restoring· upon 
that "pristine purity and import" of the 
"name" so highly honored of God, and pre
eminently due to the Book represented by 
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the sam•e:; and the disres{'Ject shown to the 
same is a disgrace and a device of the Devil, 
who, after h:\'ltilling disgust for the name 
will do so for the book also. 

I am now seventy-six years and six months 
old, and have been known as anrl called a 
Mormon for t,bese last forty-six years; and I 
am willing to be called so as long as I indorse 
"Mormonism," for consistency is a jewel und 
worth living up to. I am confined to my 
bed. Yours respectfully, 

C. W. LANGE. 

COLFAX, Iowa, August 5. 
Editors Heralcl:-I came to this place the 

31st of July to look after some matters rela
tive to llUr prospective reunion to be held 
here from August 31 to September 9, on the 
Epworth park grounds. To my surprise, the 
Methodist ministers of the Epworth League 
committee had found a clause in their law, 
where they hung out the sword against t,he 
"not Christian people," as they were pleased 
to call the Saints, which cut off our claim as 
p~r contract. Immediately upon learning 
the decision of this Methodist committee, I 
went post haste to their headquarters, as the 
Epworth League association was in sesaion, to 
lear·n the real cause of the objection from 
their own lips, and it was this: We do not 
considlw you people a fit class to allow on the 
grounds. I reasoned for possession according 
to contract, but they had spoken, and all 
reasoning seemed to intensify their stub-

' bornness. I then gave up the cont,ract, and 
' we proceeded to issue some bills of public 
, challenge, distributing about eight hundred 
in and around their camp. The bills are as 

cfollows:-
"PUBLIO CHALLENGE! 

'"The Des Moines district of the Raorgan
'ir.ed Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
:Saints did, on the 23d day of June, 1900, en
ter into a written contract with the Iowa 
State Epworth League to have and occupy 
the Epworth Park at Colfax, Iowa, for a ten 
days' term of religious services. Said con
tract is signed by P. H. Cragan, on the part 
of said League, and by J. W. Morgan, on the 
part of said church. Now, 

"Whereas, The above contract was ob
jected to by members of said Laague, 'Minis
ters of the Met.hodist Church,' upon the 
grounds that the above Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is not 
considered by them a religious body suffi
ciently moral to be allowed on the grounds; 
and, 

"Whereas, R':lv. D.ty, a Methodist Minis
ter, Member of said League Board, did state 
to the undersigned, J. W. Morgan, that our 
people are polygami,Sts, and that the Book of 
Mormon teaches polygamy, and that our 
theology throughout is but manology; and 
notwithstanding that we had, in good faith 
in our con tract, advertised our expected re
union to begin on August 31, 1900, and h"'d 
made all necessary arrangements therefor, 
the Ministers of said League did, in posses
sion of the above facts, positively refuse us 
peaceable entrance into anrl occupancy of the 
grounds on the above false charges, thereby 
compelling us to cancel said contract to 

THE SAIN':rS' HERALD 
avoid litigation, and maintain on the part of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints their moral character and 
dignity. For this reason the committee of 
this church having the utmost confidence 
in the honesty and sincerity of the local com
mittee with whom we contracted for said 
grounds and who are among the leading men 
of the city of Colfax, Iowa, do hereby ex
onerate them; now, 

"Therefore, because of such erroneous and 
false charges we, the elders and committee 
of said district and church, do hereby chal
lenge any minister or ministers of said 
League and church they represent to meet 
us at Colfax, Iowa, in an honorable public 
debate, each disputant to affirm his respec
tive church to be in harmony with the 
Church of Christ set up by divine authority 
as found in the New Testament, in faith, 
doctrine, organization, and practice. 

"W. C. NIRK, 
"J. W. MORGAN. 

Committee. 
~'CoLFAX, Iowa, Aug. 4, 1900." 

Now beloved Saints of the Des Moines dis
trict and others who may be interested in our 
reunion, let us now try harder tha!l ever to 
make our meeting on August 31 to September 
9 a grand success. The citizens of the town 
are on our side. One storekeeper said: "Well, 
I am a red hot Methodist, but I do not ap
prove of any such work." The mayor and 
banker and other prominent men all protest 
and express their sympathy for us and their 
objection to such a course. 

'.rhe majority of the people around here 
will be looking forward to our reunion with 
an intensified ambition to see for themselves 
what we are. This little eruption has 
aroused them. We have procured other 
grounds here, and a nicer shade and grass, 
but no buildings. So we desire to purchase 
our district tent large enough for an assem
bly tabernacle, so please send in your dona
tions, quickly and liberl'llly, to help the cause 
now assailed. 

J. W. MORGAN, Treasurer. 

FAIRBANKS, Iowa, August 7. 
Editors Hemld:-We pull up stakes here 

this morning, and will move from here to 
Cedar Rapids. We have not accomplished 
anything here to speak of. The people 
would not come to hear; bu·t the warning 
cry has been sounded, and this people are 
left without excuse. 

Elders C. E. Hand and 0. H. Bailey will be 
with the tent at the Rapids. I must needs 
attend the Sunday school convention to be 
held at Clinton, August 18 and 19. 

I will say to the missionary force of the 
district: Please be present at our confer
ence to be held at Muscatine, September 8 
and 9, and we will try to lay our plans for fu
ture work in the district. And further, I re
quest the brethren that they leave such 
matters as oblation, consecration, and these 
side is'§ues out of their discourses. Please 
preach the plain principles of gospel truth, 
and le~tve mooted questions alone. For an 
elder to go into a branch and stir up the 
minds of the Saints over the "gathering," 
"consecration," and the like, leaving nothing 

but confusion behind him, that will take the 
branch president weeks and months to settle, 
is wrong, and we hope will not be further in
dulged in by the brethren of the field in this 
district. Ever in the faith, 

J. R. SUTTON. 

WEBB CITY, Mo., July 28. 
Editors He1·ald:-I have been a member, so 

far as joining the church can make one, for 
near four years. Have done nothing but try 
to learn the will of God, anrl perhaps have 
not tried as I should have done. Have been 
negligent; but for the last two weeks have 
been feeling like new life had been given me. 
I am praising and trusting our divine parent 
as I never have before. I realir.e I have not 
been as prayerful as I should, but with re
newed hope I can do much more now. 

I rejoice in this work sincerely since receiv
ing the blessing on Sunday, the 22d inst., 
when I was administered to. 

Secret prayer is the keynote to success in 
this good work. I know this is of God. I 
am striving to do all the good I can for my 
Master. I am very thankful I followed this 
glorious plan of salvation. I hope this year 
may be a greater harvest time than ever has 
been in the past. 

Saints, let us try to live such pure lives 
that we may be able to overcome the great 
trials we will have to undergo in the near 
future. 

Last Sunday, whil~ Bro. Macrae was 
speaking to the Blends ville branch, he warned 
them to be faithful, that they might be pre
pared for the sorrowful time spoken of. The 
was with us, truly. 

Children, don't get weary, 
The work is going on; 

Keep your lamps trimmed and burning, 
!<'or the work is almost done. 

A sister in gospel bonds, 
M. LULA BRA-SHEAR. 

DUNSEITH, N.D., August 2. 
Editors Herald:-Since I last wrote you I 

have been laboring with Bro. Sparling, and 
find him to be of a kind and generous dispo
sition, and an able defender of the work. I 
joined him at Leeds, where he had been 
holding meetings every night for about three 
weeks. We continued one week more. We 
baptized three, and left others who, I think, 
will come in soon. 

Taking Nahum's chariot {or Bottineau, ar
riving there in the evening and finding none 
of the brethren there to meet us, we con
cluded not to be like Ern. Caffall and Swen
son last fall, who "'tarted out and got lost, so 
we went to a bote!. After eating, I offered 
to pay for supper; but to my suprise the pro
prietor would_ not take a cent, and insisted 
we should stay all night, saying it would not 
cost us a psnny. I feel to thank God for his 
goodness in opening up the way all along the 
line. 

Next morning we walked out to Bro. 
Stowell's, where we held three services with 
good attendance. Leaving there, we came· 
to Dunseith, and held one week's meetings. 
Poor interest. The pc~ople are mostly 
Catholic. 
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Sha'ki'ng the dust off our feet as a testimony, 
we wended our way up into what 'are called 
the TurHe Mountains. This is the country 
that was he!d as a reserve, but was thrown open 
for settlement on the third day of July last. 
The mountains are about forty miles in ex
tent :ast and west and about fifteen miles 

times sinco, have begun to be fulfilled. going on in its pages, and made the remark, 
There have been times when it seemed that "A house divided against itself cannot 
those p!"omises could not be fulfilled, but stand." Then she went on to tell how it was 
our faith in them has never wavered, and now , utterly impossible I or such things to be al
that some of the obstructions have been re- lowed in their church papers, or magazines, 
moved aee willing to trust God still for the drawing the comparison between the re
future, that, othet·s may be moved away, and spective org-anizations. 

north and south. Parts of the mountains are that we will be able to accomplish the work Like Mrs. Gates, we think there is too 
covered with thick timber, and 
dozens of beautiful lakes. 

there are we have undertaken. mueh controversy allowed in our publica-

We held meetings for a week, with good 
interest and good congregatiOl'lS. Yesterday 
Bro. Spading buried six honest souls under 
the liquid wave, and we feel that they will 
•be a ereCt to the church. Bro. Sparling 
left for home yesterday, to take care of his 
crop. I in tend to stay here for a w bile and 
·do what I can. It is harvest time, and quite 
hard to hold meet,ings. 

Recognizing the fact that this is God's tions; and many 11~ time I have held back a 
work, it is our desire to keep self in the back- paper from going the rounds, circulating, for 
ground. If humility shall go with diligence, that very reason, not wishing outsiders to 
and fa,ithfulness with our prayers, then God see there was any contention among us. 
may bt'l able to work through us to the ac- While we do not believe it is wise to arhi
complishment of his designs and the ful- trarily refuse the privilege of discussing any 
fillment of his promises. Not for worldly article or letter appearing in our publica
honor but for the salvation of souls and the tions, still it would not hurt to limit or cur
glory of God do we wish to labor, and so long tail the desire to appear in print, so much; 
as we are worthy !lo we hope to so work. the desire t.o make some one feel little and 

The Saints are all good and kind, aod seem 
'to want to do what they can for the ad v1l,nce
;ment of the work. 

Joy and peace have come to us in our ad- others big. 

Your brother in Christ, 
GEO. W. THORBURN. 

ministrations thus far, because of the Spir- The writer met with the Saints at Salt 
it's enlightening influence, which has sus- Lake City, and was sorry to see so few out at 

1 tained us while presenting the truth, and services, as I cannot bring myself to think 
1 under its tutorship we hope to develop into that the twenty-two that were at church 
1 an efficient worker for the Lord. comprise the total strength of our pe.ople in 

ADA, I. T., July 31. w·e feel to express here our appreciation that city. 
Editors .1Hera.ld:-Myself, husband, father, of the fatherly counsel and brotherly cheer We admil·ed Salt Lake City very much, 

mother, and sister-in-law were baptized into O'f om· beloved missionary, Bro. Henry Kemp. and the many handsome buildings there. 
this eh·unch five years ago, at the Shawnee His fait.hfulness is a worthy example for all Very wide st,reets, too wide, when the quos-
branch, Red River county, Texas, and moved 1 to follow. May God sustain him through tion of paving them comes up. 
from ther<J to Wilburton, L T., where we his remaining- yea,rs as he has in the past. We arrived safely at home last Friday, and; 
lived two years. If any of the elders ever May. God be wi.th his people. would be pleased to see any of the ministry. 
come to Ada, inquire for J. s. Reed. The In g-ospel bonds, 

1 

or Saints passing tbrough our town. 
people here need the gospel. All kinds of CHARLES FRY. Your brother, 

h . pt •' ' I J. E. NICOLL. preac wg exce , •. ne gospe1. ~~~-- 1317 Fifth avenue. 
It is the first time I have been isolated 

from the Saints, and it is very lonesome; but FORT WORTH, Texas, August 7. 
Edilors HeTa.ld:-Wlfe and I attended servby the help of God I will t.ry to live my J'e-

ices at the Mormon tabernacle in Salt Lake ligion and let my light, shine. 
Your sister contending- for the faith once City, Sunday, July .29, and while we enjoyed 

delivered to the saints, 1 the singing, we did not take the same inter! es'& in the preaching services. The services TANNIE REED. . 
occupied two hours, and three persons held 
forth duriog that time, two being missiona-

IMOGENE, Iowa, August 8. ries just rRtm·ncd. ft·om their mission, and 
Eilitors JfeTald:-As soon as possible after wbo related their 0xperionces while out in 

<General Conference wo finished up our tern- I the field, so tha.t t,hei.r preaching part;oQk of 
poral affairs and made ready to enter i.nto 

1 

tho natu1·e of a testimony meeting. The 
·our "Father's business." For several weeks other speaker was John Henry Smith. 
we labored at or near home, preaching in While the preaching of the last-named gen
our home branch at Tabor, also at Bartlett, I tleman !llight have been edifying to the 
'Thurman, and McPaul. .TunG 14 we packed members of that body, it certainly was not so 
·onr grip and started forth into the harvest 

1 
to us, and we ·w·er·e not sorry when he fin

field, nreaching at. Hamburg-, Hlverton, and ished. He did not seem to have ~much use 
once at Shenandoah. Bro. Henry Kemp came few the Bible or any other church work, at 
to om· help at Hiverton, aLJ.d we believe that least we did not hear him quote from them. 
good was done, one being baptized and others The la.ity t•eemed to be devout and very sin-
near the kingdom. cere, but we cannot so- think of the leaders. 

Last Friday we commenced meetings at I Leaving Salt Lake Sunday evening, we 
the Keystone schoolhouse near this place, j traveled in compa.ny with one of Brigham 
with fair audiences and good interest since. Young's !h•ughtel's, Susie Young Gates, and 
Brn. George Kemp and W. W. Gaylord drove one of his granddaughters, a Miss Gates, as 
eighteen miles from Tabor to lend a helping far as Provo, and spent the time canvassing 
hand, which they did, to the comfort and our respective doctrines. Mrs. Gates strenu
satisfaction of all, Bro. Gaylord administer- , ously upheld the doctrine of polygamy, but 
ing the sacrament and Bro. Kemp preaching ! failed to impress us that it was a good or true 
once on Sunday. Meetings will be c0ntir.ued I doctrine; but she did make an impression on 
over next Sunday with an omisRion of two us in another direction, namely, too much 
nights. We tr·ust good may he done. controversy in our church papers. She said 

In entering upon the work to which we some one was sending her the Au.tumn 
have been appointed we look fonvard with Leaves, and she thought there was much 
bright hopes for the future, knowing that truth in that magazine, ::md liked it very 
the promises of the Spirit made to us at our much, but was surprised to see, or rather 
baptism fourteen years ago, and at various read, of so much backbiting and controversy 

MILO, Iowa, August 8. 
Ed-itoTs Herald:- I have been trying to get 

acquainted with the needs of the field, so the 
labors of the missionaries can be placed 
where the greatest need exists. 

In the latte1· part. of .June I had four nights 
discussion wit.h Elders Hawkoswood and' 
Mortensen, of the Utah church. They were 
carrying around a certificate copy of some 
parts Qf the Nauvoo Exporoitor, t,hat was de
clared a nuis~"nce by the city council and 
ordered destroyed, and heralding it abroad 
as an "official document.." That it had tbe 
"Seal of the State of Iowa" upon it. The 
seal was a natorial seal to the effect that the 
paper thus exhibited was a true copy of what 
was in the Expositor. It was pronounced 
official, for it had a ten cent revenue stamp 
upon it. They also declared that Joseph 
Smith was a polygamist, and that they could 
give names of his wives and dates when they 
were married. I challenged them repeatedly 
to do so, but they did not. They evidently 
had met some of our elders upon that ques
tion before, and they didn't want the testi
mony of those women examined. I believe 
one of them said he had met H. N. Hansen 
and bad been abused by him. I suppose Bro. 
Hansen told him some things he knows, and 
possibly told some things Brigham or some 
of the rest have said, and that would be 
abuse. The truth looks brighter the more it 
is contrasted with errors. I am thankful 
that there is no history of our past that 
makes us feel bad if the curtains are drawn 

. a3ide and our past is brought to the light. 
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The district conference held at Richland 
Cr·eek b;·aoch was a pleasant, peaceable, and 
profitable one. All seemed to feel well, 
spir·iLually. Tbo pr·euching- all seemed to be 
or the pmctic<JJ kind. <'Xhorting the Saints 
to a eiosel' walk with God. 

[ have been wiLh Bro. K··p!1art for nearly 
four weeks, preaching to the Saints and 
frier.ds where he had opened the work. I 
have done most of the pr·eachfng, as he in
>;isted that the people have heard him so 
much. Bro. K. has done a good work in open
ing new fields, and I believe that is his espe
cial calling. I find noble Saints trying to let 
their· light shine, all through the district; 
but in places there are some who are a 
hindrance to the work. We are sorry that 
it is so, for their own and for the work's sake. 

It will bo my aim to reach Eagle Grove 
about December first, and opan up new work 
southwest of town, where I had a good hear
ing and a pressing invitation to return, last 
J tlne. July ilO I preached the funeral sermon 
of Bro. Weldon, at Oakaloosa. He had been 
a helpless invalid for, I believe, about six 
years, and his good wife, who was loved for 
bet· own worth and highly spoken of by all 
the Saints, had broken down under the strain 
of constant care of husband and family and 
had been taken to the hospital for insane a 
few weeks before. It was, .indeed, a sad 
family of bereft children that sm·rounded the 
bier. Text for the sermon was, "0 death, 
where is thy sting." It seems that under 
such circumstances death would not have a 
bitter sting, but would .be "swallowed up in 
victory." 

Bapt.ized one at 0->kaloosa, Sr. Maggie 
Baxter. I am sure she will be an honor to 
the work if she is raised under the influence 
of Sr. Young, with whom she was then stay
ing. She is an orphan fifteen years old. 
St'. Young is one of God's noble women-a 
woman with a heart to sympathize with, and 
hands to help, the needy at all times, day or 
night. It is very wearing on the body, but 
she can truly say, "I have done my duty." 
Would to God there were many more like 
her, then it would not be so hard on anyone. 

I hope to see Saints from all parts of the 
district at our reunion at Colfax, August ill 
to September 8. Your brother in Christ, 

D. M. RUDD. 

SILVER LAKE, Mass., August 6. 
Eclitm·s Hemld:-The Massachusetts re

union opened here last Saturday. Twenty
five tents and a commissary, assembly tent 
on t.he ground. A number of persons are oc
cupying houses. The attendance is not large; 
rather tame for a, Massachusetts reunion. 
The grove is large and beautiful, lying along 
a delightful, fresh water lake. The fresh 
water is the only disappointing part. It 
det.racts from the enthusiasm of bathing. 
Salt water is preferred, both for pleasure and 
health. There are no attractions but the 
grove and lake. The community knows but 
little of us, hence a chance for missionary 
etiorts. 

Of the missionary force, Brn. M. H. Bond, 
F. M. Sheehy, George Robley, U. W. Greene, 
Holmes J. Davison and wife, George Gates, 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

George Smith, F. G. Pitt and wife, Richard 
Bullard (Calvin Rich) are present, together 
with the brave workers of the district, both 
brethren and sisters. Yesterday's services 
were good. Two were baptiz ·d. The li'Lsher 
boys, Bro. Busiel, etc, are in evidence. 
Saints are well and all goes finely. 

WM H. KELLEY. 

SAL'!' LAKE CITY, Utah, August 8. 
Editors Herald:-Owing to sickness in my 

family I was unable to leave home for this 
field until June 1. I visited and preached 
some in Council Bluffs and Hazel Dell, Iowa, 
reaching this city June 12. 

I was placed in charge of the work here, 
but, so far, hav.J spent but little time in the 
city, excepting on Sundays. For several 
weeks I assisted Bro. Pender with tent down 
in Utah county. As a rule we had good at
tendance and a lively time generally. People 
seem more willing to investigate and reason 
upon the points of difference. Last week I 
went to Sandy and spoke several times to the 
Scandinavian people. In the city we have 
three preaching services on Sunday, two in 
English and une in Scandinavian. 

During my absence of nine years from this 
field conditions, so far as I have been able to 
observe, have changed materially; but as yet 
they do not do like we have done to their 
elders-invite them to preach in our 
churches. Some of the bishops even refuse 
to read our notices. 

I have it from good authority that po
lygamy among the old stock is in a flourish
ing condition; but there is but little danger 
of the younger generations perpetuating that 
crime. Not long ago I heard a young lady 
make the statement that she was raised in 
polygamy, that she "just hated it," that her 
father was a regular old fanat.ic religiously, 
and that if she ever married a man it would 
be with the understanding that he should 
have but one wife. A young man, born and 
raised under similar conditions, upon being 
asked to state candidly what he thought 
about polygamy, said that be did not need to 
give his opinion, but simply state that his 
mother upon her deathbed, called him and 
his sister to her side and made them promise 
that they would "never enter into it." 
Strange that a people claiming to believe in 
the Book of Mormon would allow the history 
contained in Jacob 2: 2, to be repeated among 
them. 

On the 24th of last month some additions 
to the Brigham Young monument were made 
and unveiled, consisting of bronze figures of 
an Indian and pioneer. The crowd was not 
very large on this occasion, nor was the en
thusiasm very great. George Q. Cannon, 
among others, made ~a little speech, praising 
B. Young in particular, for his wonderful 
feat in leading the people to this desert 
place. He iterated the silly statement, that 
nothing in history could compare with this 
wonderful work of B. Young. The one ap
proaching the nearest unto it, he said, was 
Moses leading the Israelites out of Egypt; 
but even that was comparatively insignificant 
in many respects. Listening, I wondered if 
Cannon and others, who talk so foolishly, 

ever read carefully the account of Moses and 
the Israelites. Comparing the two events, 
one can hardly avoid the conclusion that 
George must be gettiog weak-minded. 

A biographical sketch of Brigham Young 
and his wives has lately been pu blisbed here, 
according to which be bad in all twenty-six 
wives. Ten of those women had no children, 
six only one child each. I mention this for 
the reason that the socalled revelation on 
polygamy says, respecting the "muchly" 
married man: "They are given unto him to 
multiply and replenish the earth'' (para
graph 63). Either those women were given 
to the wrong man, or else the lord who re
vealed this arrangement was unable to ac
complish his purposes. 

This strange report comes from a late con
ference held in Logan: "He [G. Q. Cannon] 
went into a detailed explanation of the failure 
of the church to elect a president of the Quo
rum of Apostles. He told of Brigham 
Young's claims and said they were submitted 
to the full quorum, the result being that 
while Brigham was known to have been 
ordained an apostle before Joseph F. Smith, 
there had been no public notice of it served 

-.upon the people, and hence Joseph F. was 
ranked above Young. The latter, he said, 
had agreed to abide by this decision. 

"Two points in this speech strike me as 
being very peculiar, and can be· explained 
only upon the hypothesis that a change of 
policy respecting succession in the presi
dency is imminent, for which leading men 
are now preparing the minds of the people. 
First, it is a well known fact that according 
to the precedent established by this institu
tion, it is the right of the present B. Young 
to be president of the Twelve, and, when 
Mr. Snow dies, to become president of the 
church. And still they failed to elect him. 
Second, why should Joseph F. Smith be men
tioned at all in connection with this affair, 
being that he is not now, and has not for 
many years been, a member of that quorum? 
He has acted as counselor to John Taylor, W. 
Woodruff, and L. Snow, the quorum of the 
twelve being full without him. It is said 
that the people do not want a second Brigham 
Young. But why not? If B. Y. number 
one was such a great man, why not have 
another, he being "a chip of the old block?" 
Are they going to go back on the only rule, 
on the strength of which alone Young, Tay
lor, Woodruff, and Snow, have been made 
presidents of their church? Have they de
cided to have a Smith next? And is that 
Smith going to be Joseph F.? We shall see. 
But why not take another step, and acknowl
edge the right of the literal descendents of 
the chosen seed to whom the promises were 
given. (Doctrine and Covenants 104: 18.) 

Another encouraging feature of the situa
tion here is that the people are taking more 
kindly to the Inspired Translation of the 
Scriptures, by Joseph Smith, it being quoted 
in their magazines, etc. We used to be told, 
when presenting that work, that it had been 
"perverted by the Josephites." 

The Scandinavian population here seem to 
take hold of our work more readily than oth
ers, and I think that · Sandheden's Banner 
should be started again. The paper would 
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now be read by many who would .not look at 
it before. The Scandinavian membership 
having increased in the church considerably 
since its suspension, 1 think the paper would 
be sustained and do good service in this and 
other states. 

It is generally supposed that the Brigham
ites have done wonders in the Scandinavian 
countries in making converts, but their own 
statistics show that, notwithstanding they 
have had hundreds of missionaries over there 
right along, only 12,317 from Denmark, 2,312 
from Norway, and 6,942 from Sweden have 
come to Utah the last fifty years. These 
figures were brought out in a speech during 
the Scandinavian jubile0 held here in June 
in remembrance of what they term the in
troduction of the gospel in Scandinavia fifty 
years ago. 

Bro. Albertson spoke for us last Sunday 
evening. Elders coming this way, pleas~ in
form me in time, and stop and give us a ser
mon. Address me P. 0. Box 168, or No. 118 
Center street. Hopefully in the work, 

PETER ANDERSON. 

GRAYSVILLE, Ohio, August 6. 
Editors Herald:-Some may be wondering 

what I am doing, or have been. On return
ing home from General Conference, I found 
Sr. Devore almost prostrated. She grew 
worse and worse until we called in a doctor, 
and she is still under his care. Thus I have 
been prevented from doing any missionary 
work in my field. Though she is slowly im
proving, we think it will be several weeks 
before she will have so rallied that I can 
leave her. We ask the prayers of the Saints 
in her behalf, In hope, as ever, 

L. R. DEVORE. 

CHEROKEE, Iowa, August 9. 
Editors Hemld:-At Mallard, one week ago 

today it was my privilege to lead four precious 
souls down to the waters of baptism; and 
there they entered into solemn covenant with 
God to serve him with all their heart, might, 
mind, and strength, and then in token of that 
covenant they submitted their entire beings 
for burial in the water, thereby signifying 
their entire consecration to God and his 
Christ. They were also confirmed in a meet
ing of the Saints at the house of Brother 
Truog, near Mallard, that they might re
ceive the baptism of the Holy Ghost, which, 
undoubtedly, they will be able to enjoy, in
asmuch as they seek unto God with all their 
hearts. It was indeed a pleasant sight to be
holJ, an intelligent man and woman, with 
two intelligent daughters, grown to woman
hood, thus bowing in obedience to the divine 
law, ''Ye must be born again." "Born of 
water and of the Spirit." May God help 
them to keep their covenant to the end, then 
eternal life is theirs. I have no right to 
claim these converts as the fruits of my la
bors. Other U).inisters had broken the ground, 
planted the seed, and tended it. I 'had only 
watered it, but I felt it an honor to discharge 
that duty. Brethren Ford, Butterworth, 
Hunt, Whiting, and Baker and perhaps oth· 
fl}:'S dO!)e they lJq.l)j: Qf, tge l ll,l;l), 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

glad to let them know their labor had not 
been in vain. 

I preached six sermons in the Saints' 
chapel at Mallard. I would have preached 
more, but the farmers were all busy in the 
harvest field, and I do not like to overtax the 
people. I visited among them, and sought to 
give encouragement to alL Audiences were 
not large. The Saints seem in earnest and 
very desirous to see the work spread. They 
have a good Sunday school, in which all, 
young and old, seem to take great interest. 
If the Saints remain true to their covenants 
with God, they will yet-see a good ingather
ing of their children into the gospel fold, and 
they will come understandingly, and devo
tedly to the work. 

Parents, do not let your anxiety overbal
ance your wisdom. Never make religion a 
bore to your children. Seek pr~per oppor
tunities to present the claims of God and 
Christ upon them. Let your examples illus
trate the truth, and your lives be continual, 
living, gospel sermons; and your prayer will 
not be uttered in vain. Then your children 
will call you blessed. 

Religio friends will be glad to know that 
every Sabbath evening they have a Religio 
meeting; but as they gave way fol' preaching 
services. I did not witness their doings, but 
from the general expressions I judge they 
are interested, and I trust good will result. I 
was treated with great kindness by all the 
Saints, and I truly appreciate the same, and 
may, if God wills, visit them again, when it 
will be more convenient to hold meetings 
than now. 

May God in his kindness bless them and 
give them grace to endure to the end, for, 
"He that endureth to the end, the same shall 
be saved." CHARLES DERRY. 

Mothsrs' Horns fioltlmn. 
EDITED BY Jli'RANCES. 

!(.Prayer is the soul"s E!incere desire 
Uttered or unexpressed, 

The motions of a hidden fire 
Which trembles in the breast. 

'"Prayer is the simplest form of speech, 
Which infant !IpS can try; 

Prayer the sublimest strains which reach, 
The Majesty on high. 

THE ORIGIN, OBJECT, AND DESIGN OF THE 
PRAYER UNION. 

ITS HIS'l'OR Y. 

Dear Siste·r Walker:-To write upon this 
subject has long been upon my mind, and of 
late there have come urgent requests that I 
do so. Twenty years ago the writer left the 
Baptist Church and became identified with 
the Latter Day Saints. I had not previously 
had any association with the Saints, and that 
which struck my attention most when I came 
among them was what seemed to me a great 
lack of spiritual religion. I do not mean 
emotionalism, but a calm abiding reali;;;ation 
of the divine presence-a realization that 
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upon our daily conversation and conduct; 
that rejoices in the service of the Lord'ci 
house, and the study of his word. It seemed 
to me there was almost an entire absence of 
these things among the sisterhood, and the 
youn~r of both sexes, even among the priest
hood to my discernment, it was not remarka
bly great for, how can a man be spiritual 
minded when that which is esteemed. the bet· 
ter half of him is engrossed in worldliness and 
frivolity? 

Sunday school in those days among the 
Saints was very ct·ude, where any existed, 
and very difficult to maintain an interest in, 
with either the young or the old. While in 
the homes little or nothing seemed to be done 
towards spiritual instruction or moral train
ing. There were exceptions of course in all 
of these respects, but exceptions are said to 
prove a rule. This state of things seemed 
strange, and disappointing to me, in a people 
who believed in a continuance of divine com
munication with men, and the association of 
angels. About five years later the Mothers' 
Home Column was started in the .Heralcl, in 
the effort to awaken both the church and the 
home to the needs of the children. While 
this was largely blessed in its appointed 
work, it did not reach all the evil. Then 
came the call of the Spirit to the church to 
''Come up higher," and the question presented 
itself, What can be done to bring the sisters 
to a higher plane of thought and enjoyment 
in the Christian life? As the result of this 
thought, this question which was borne in 
upon the deepest consciousness of two of the 
sisters, myself being one and the editor of the 
Home Column being the other, came the de
sire to labor to this end. Accordingly being 
one in heart, and both feeling most keenly 
the need above referred to, we agreed to 
make this question one of private and special 
prayer, each at her own home, and as the re
sult of much earnest prayer and consultation, 
a plan was formulated for the purpose of 
bringing the sisterhood everywhere into a 
closer union and more active cooperation in 
training and instructing their children and 
leading them to the fountain of living waters. 
This plan contemplated the study of the three 
standard books of the church in the form of 
memory ver~es, which it was intended the 
sisters should commit to memory, and in Lhis 
way would be storing the mind with gems 
of divine truth, elevating their thoughts 
above the groveling level of every day gossip 
and drudgery, and cultivating their higher 
naturt' in ob:dience with the divine injunc
tion to "Come up higher." 

In accordance with and carrying out the 
above plans a list of subjects for prayer was 
written and published in leafhlt form, to 
be distributed on application. This was done 
in order to save space in the Home Column 
by the necessity of constant republication. 

The subjects for prayer and the plan of op
eration as then outlined met the approval of 
both Bro. Joseph Smith and his associate, 
Bro. W. W. Blair,-the latter affirming that 
he believed it to be an inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit. 

The plan wa§ that all sisters, young or old, 

especia,lly the of '"'""'''·'..,''"D·· 
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unite in reading- the books, the lessons to be 
selected and published each week, and 
in prayer fm· the subjects named on 
the leaflets; for one hour in one day in 
each week. These subjects were divided 
into four part~, one for each Thursday 
in the month, and one extra when there 
should be a lifth Thursday; but each month 
should begin with the first and proceed 
through the month in the order in which 
they appeared, so that there should be a 
union of petition and study. They were as 
follows:-

"B'irst Thursday. :B'or the church; its min
isters and membership. That righteousness, 
love, and ztJal in the work and spread of the 
gospel may increase, and to this end the 
Saints with one heact and mind bring their 
tithes and offerings into the Lord's sto:-e
hou~e. That God will continue to reveal hiB 
mind to his servants i.n the direetion of the 
affalt·s of the church. 

"Second Thursday. Pruyer for out• fami
lies by name, and for the families of each 
other, and those of ~he ministry; for the 
youth of tho church in general. 

"Third Thursday. F'or missions and Sun
day scho<Jl work, and the church publications; 
also for the poor, sick, and aftlicted. 

"l<'ourth Thursday. H'or Zion, out· country, 
its welfare and prosperity; and its speedy 
puriliuation by the reception of the truth; 
that the scattered remnants be gathered in, 
and the kingdom of Christ be .established. 

'"l<'ifth Thursday. The gathedug of Israel 
to their land, and the restoration to them of 
the pure gospel in i.ts fullness, and its accept
ance by them to their everlasting peace." 

In addition to these subjects which eauh 
one uniting with us obligat<Jd herself to pray 
for, all special requests for prayer coming 
from the sick and afflicted, were to receive 
attention, and the passages of scriptm·e desig
nated as "memory verses" were to be com
mitted to memory. 

A REVIEW Oli' RESUL'l'S. 

THE SAINTS' 
sooiations? Our poor have been provided 
with a home and care. Our heads have been 
more sympathizingly united in bearing each 
other's burdens, and love for each other has 
resulted, 

In these times of wars and r'l.l!IlOrs of 
wars, how have our prayers for our country 
been answered in her preservat.ion, and as 
the dangers increase about her, how impor
tant that she beat· a part in our petitl.orm. 

'l'HE DESIGN. 

Prayer Union. In any case nothing PO given 
imparts authority to the one to whom given. 

It is my opinion that, if the Prayer Union 
is continued, it should confine itself to t.be 
subjects given, as they have been approved; 
and embrace everything which makes for 
righteousness, har·mony, and peace; ·and the 
work outlined by them give full scope to all 
the energies that we hs,ve to spare. The 
permission and approval given by tho beads 
Df the church to the sub,iects of prayer for 
the objects named, should not be made to 
cover all the innovations that may he brought 
into the local unions. To my own knowledge 
there are organizations calling themselves 
Prayer Unigps, which are wide apa!'t as the 
poles from its object. This should not be, for 
it does harm to the union, and creates dis
order while they act under the sanction given 
to the union. 

In the bonds of the gospel, 
ELEANOR 

Present address 1104 E. Allison street, Ne-· 

Something of this will be understood .from 
the preceding; but further we would note 
that there was no org·anizatiou contemplated, 
each home and each family Wllil:l to be as an 
altar· to God. But many sisters found it in
convenient to keep tha hour at home, being 
subject to interruptiom;, and such desired 
that they have the pri vllGge to meet together, 
and that proposition was made in the Home 
Column, but met opposition f!'Om some fevv 
of the priesthood. The opinion of the heads 
of the church was asked, who decided that : wada, Missout'i. 
there was nothing in the law to prevent the 
slBters, or any other lay mern bet·s from as-
sembling for such purpose as set forth in PRAYER UNION. 
thes~ articles. . SPECIAI, REQUESTS FOR PRA YEB:. 
Acti~g on this deci~iou, those sisters who I CEN'l'El~ JUNC'l'ION, Iowa, Aug. o. 

found It most c~n. ~~~wnt to do."~o,, met ~o-~ D.· dar Saints and.· all readers of Zion';; .Hope,. 
gether and orgamzed local. UuiOns, wh1le the thought comes to me that perhaps you do 
others who so preferred, contuJUed to obser·ve not know that Sr. Ella J. Green the editor 
the ti~e alon·e·i~ their o.';vn homes, .w.ith such 1 of the last page of Iiope, is vory' sick. Pray 
of the1r fam1lle~ as. were able to JOin them. 1 for her that God in hb infinite wisdom may 
A gener.al orgamzatwn was proposed, or su.g-~ r·aise her to health and strength again. 
gested, 1n the Home Column, so that the ElS- A sister in the same branch 
tors attending General Conference would be 1 CORA E. 'WEIR. 
enabled to hold meetings, but no such organi-
zation was ever effected to my knowledge. 

In conducting the local unions they were 
distinctly instructed that :no question affect
ing branch governmental affairs should be 
discussed or brought before the Prayer Un· 
ion in any way. The last clause of the first 
subject containing all that we need to pray 
for regarding such matters; "That God will 
continue to reveal his mind to his servants in 

8cho 
ELDER 'l'. A. HOUGAS, EDI'.POR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

(Send communications for this depurtment to the Editor 
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 

to H Editors Herald 1 Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE following list of books is furnished by 
a boy of thirteen years, and is the product of 
his own mind. He is almost a prodigy in the 
history line. It will be remembered that he 
had a "History of the United States" run
ning in the some time ago. We give 
his list as food for thought for the thought
ful.-ED. 

In these it will be seen that it Wa8 sought the direction of the affairs of the church." 
to embody all that is nearest and dearest to Observe, we are not told to ask the Lord to 
the hearts and the faith of true ·Latter Day reveal his mind to us, but to his servants who 
Saints. They were written twelve years ago; have direction over tho affairs of the church. 
let those who have been in the uburch long As long as sisters in the church are recipi
enough compare those times with the status ents of the Holy Ghost, in common with the 
of the c;. urch at the present time and see brethren, it will bo their privilege to enjoy 
how far those prayers have been answered. spiritual gifts which are likely to be maoi
Ha,s not righteousness, love, and z,ml in tho fest; but let wisdom be one of those gifts. If 
work iccreased wonderfully, among the the Lord is pleased to reveal his mind to "My list of books is given below. It may 
siBterhood at least'? And the consequent, them, in the Prayer Union, let it bo used for not be anything like the other~, for ma.mma 
spread of the gospel bas followed. 'l'he law their own instruction and not :1s usurping ~ould not let rne .look. at the hsts published 
of tithing was then but little understood or authority, and it should be especially borne , m the Herald unt1l mmo was made ~ut. It 
observed, though it hact been a law of the in mind that our meetings are for prayet· and was very ha,rd to cut the books out un~1l th~re 
church from the beginning. Now this is a not for testimony. were only twenty, a~d so I had to 1magme 
systematic part of the work, and only now Instruction in the settlement of branch that the others would be bought afterwards. 
the Lord has anything like a "storehouse" in matters should be given in the branch meet- The following are my choice:-
any place. ings alone, if the Lord is pleased to speak HISTOJUCAL. 

More care is now tak•3n in the faYtJilies of through a sister, for there the priesthood 1. History of 'l'he United States, by Rid-
Saints in Jll'Oper training of their children, have opportunity to judge of the spirit that path. 
and more responsibility realized. The youth moves the speaker. 2. Conquest of Mexico, by Prescott. 
of the church have been b.lessed by the es- That which is given us in private, whether 3. Young Folk's History of Greece, by 
tabli8hment of the Be!igio, and in many it be by answer to prayer, dreams, visions, or Yonge, for intermediates and seniors. 
other ways the church is showing its care I the word of prophecy, should be considered 4. Child's History of England, by Dickens, 
for them which then it did not. Who then private instru. ction to the individual for their for intermediates. 
foresaw the present proportionR and system- own guidance; it is not always the part of 5. American History Stories, by Mary L, 
-~~tic order of the Sunday ss:hool, its a~- · wisdom to rel?>te; Just so Jt, may be t)J.e fo:r 1.\nr).er 12. 
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RELIGIOUS WORKS. 

6. Talks to Children about Jesus, for pri
maries. 

7. History of the Church, by H. C. Smith. 
8. With the Church in an Early Day, by 

Frances. 
STORIES AND FICTION. 

9. Boys of '76, by Coffin. 
10. Oliver Twist, by Dickens. 
11. Under the Lilacs, by Louisa Alcott. 
12. Little Men, by Louisa Alcott. 
13. Eight Cousins, by Louisa Alcott. 

NNl'URAL HIS'l'ORY. 

14. Natural History, by Wood. 
15. Stories Mother Nature Told Her Chil

dren, by Jane Andrews. 
BIOGRAPHICAL. 

16. Lives of The Presidents, by Russel and 
Conway. 

17. Life of Franklin. 
18. Life of Webster. 

POETICAL. 

19. Poems of Longfellow. 
20. Poems of Whittier. 
There are many others I would like to put 

in but have put in only those I knew well. 
HEMAN H. SMI'rH. 

SOME WAYS OF INTERESTING SUNDAY 
SCHOOL PUPILS. 

In our Sunday school we have tried many 
ways to induce the pupils to study their les
sons, but have not been as successful as we 
desire. The plan which has worked best is 
as follows: We have had badges printed 
with the words, "Bcmner Glass," and if all 
the pupils in the class have studied their 
lesson, the teacher is accorded the privilege 
and pleasure to wear this banner during the 
last march and the remainder of the session. 
This seems to interest the pupils, as they 
take pride in having their teacher wearing a 
ribbon banner, as it advertises their class. 
(By the way, Miss Jennie Page, Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama, care of Brice Hospital, painted our 
banners, and we consider the work very 
nicely done. For Sunday school work she 
will paint six or more ribbon banners at ten 
cents apiece, when the ribbon is furnished. 
She cannot paint on satin ribbon, but desires 
a sleek surface, as watered ribbon or many 
other kinds that are furnished at the stores. 

Day, and Christmas. We considered our 
Children's Day entertainment a success this 
year from the compliments we received. We 
had an exercise for some of the primary 
pupils (some are too little and timid to 
speak) entitled, "A Few Nevers," as, "Never 
chew gum in Sunday school or church," and 
"Never whisper or rattle your pennies in 
Sunday school when some one is offering 
prayer." We also had an exercise entitled 
"Children's Day" for larger pupils, where 
each letter was represented by a verse in the 
Bible recited by that number of pupils. Two 
of our young men, each weadng a white rib
bon bow, acted as ushers, and escorted the 
children in their march down the aisle and 
up to the platform. The children enjoy any
thing out of the ordinary, and it is remarka
ble how well they perfol'm when on dress 
parade. What seemed to please most of all 
was the "Flower Drill" by eight girls, rang
ing in ages from ten to thirteen all dressed 
in white. Each girl carried six paper roses 
in each hand, made in the design of a dumb
bell. Some were all red, some all pink, and 
others mixed red and pink. The girls went 
through a number of calisthenic exercises, 
and the etiect was very pretty in the even
ing. We had .the platform enlarged so there 
was plenty of room for marching. The girls 
marched with their partners, singly, diagon
ally across the platform and crossed each 
other, or rather passed in front. The ushers 
also escorted them on to the platform. 

We also have marching in our Sunday 
school before and aftel' class. We think the 
superintendent should not offer prayer half 
of the time, have some of the teachers, other 
officers, have different ones to review the les
son. Any one who could not make a short 
prayer under any circumstances, should 
never be asked to pray for the little folks. 
We believe if we would follow the example 
of our Master, we would not make. the little 
children weary. We also have a birthday 
box to receive all the pennies for our Christ-
mas offtlring. 

Trusting that this paper contain~ some 
good thoughts, and asking God's blessing in 
our Sunday school work, I am 

Yours in the best of causes, 
· ALICE C. SOHW AR'l'Z. 

The ribbon should be two inches wide, either REUNION WORK IN 1900. 
white or cream, or light yellow, pink, or The General Superintendent left his home 
blue, and each banner should be one third of August 7, en route for the reunion at Hen
a yard in length. We consider this a good nessey, Oklahoma. And after a long, hot, 
investment; and it will also help our invalid and dusty journey, reached the camp ground 
sister, as she is not possessed of much wealth in time to hear the exercises of the "He
and she enjoys painting. Please try this ligio." We found a nice, shady ground, on 
scheme, and see if you will not profit by it. which were encamped about one hundred 
In our Christian work let us reach out and happy Saints. They were fea8ting on spir-
help those who are suffering, and the Lord itual things from the stand and on worldly 
willt·eward us. "Cast thy bread upon the things from their ','community table." 
waters, and it will return after many days.") '.rhe afternoon session was devoted to He-

Now let us return to our Sunday school. liglo work, which was good and well received. 
We think o~e of the principal reason: chil- We are glad to note the progress made in 
dhren grokw' t1red of ~he Sunday school Is that , that line. The Sunday school work will open 
t e wor 1s not var1ed enough. Many of the up at eight a. m. tomorrow, with a teachers' 
older ones grow tired, also. Their instruct- meeting in charge of the General Superin
ors do not realize that they must have a tendent. Sunday school in the afternoon at 
h Th . . . four o'clock. A good representation was had 

c ange. ey cannot be staid and dlgmfied and considerable interest manifest. Insti-
like old folks. Make just as much of the tute work and Sunday school !l!t9~ day till 
~peci~l days as possible, Easter, Cb,i!.d,r,en'~ Sunday is H:w order !!!rr<~.nged, · 

ConfBran~B Mintltes. 
NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 

Conference convened at Higbee, June 16 
and 17; Jo5eph A. Tannet· president, George 
A. Tryon secretary. Reports were received 
h·om Higbee, Bevier, Salt River, and Pol
lock branches. Ministry reporting: Elders 
H. M. Elvin, J. A. Tanner, W. Summerfield, 
F. J. Chatburn, F. T. Mussel, J. '1'. Williams, 
B. R. Jones, Charles Perry, J. E'. Petre, P. 
Palfrey, F. Evans; Priests D. L. Morgan, 
Robert Thrutchley, M. Surridge,, William 
Kelso, William Chapman; Teachers H. W. 
Gipson, E. E Petre. Btshop's agent's report: 
On hand last report $23 93; re.Jeived to date 
$170 35; disbursements $102; on hand $\l2.28. 
Treasurer reported: On hand last report 
$23 72; receipts $7.15; expenditures $26 3\l; 
balance $4.48. The reports were audited and 
found correct. Chairman of tent committee 
reported, and as not enough money was re
ceived, committee was continued. Bills of 
expense of president $3.50, and secretary 85 
cents, were allowed. Bro. Joseph A. Tanner 

. was ordained a high priest, and William 
Chapman an elder. Election of otficer·s re
sulted in the sustaining of Bro .. J. A. Tanner 
as president: W. Summerfield vice president; 
George A. Tryon, secretary and treasurer. 
Bro. J. 'f. Williams was sustained as Bishop's 
agent. Adjourned to meet at Pollock, Octo
ber 6 and 7. 

SOUTH MISSOURI. 
Conference of South Missouri district con

vened at the Saints' chapel, 11 ve miles east of: 
Ava, July 7, which was fairly well attended>. 
by Saints from various parts of the district .. 
They seemed to be very much intereBted in· 
the day's proceedings, realizing that they· 
had come for the purpose of transacting busi
ness to the honor and. glory of God. The 
following otficers were chosen: D. ·w. 
Thomas, district president; S. N. Gray, Jr., 
clerk; Charles E. Gray, treasurer. A decis
ion was granted to chan~re the name of 
Bruner branch to that of Johns Mills. A 
committee was appointed, consisting of Brn. 
H. Sparling, H. T. Walters, and D. W. 
Thomas, to arrange for the reunion to be 
held during- the next district conference 
which will be at Springfield, Missouri, com
mencing October 5. The Sunday school con
vention held the 5th, was also enjoyed by all 
present, also the entertainment at night was 
very interesting and enjoyable. 

8tlndau 8~hoo1 AssoGiations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

The Des Moines district Sunday schools 
have arranged to meet in convention at Col
fax, Iowa, August, 31, the tirst day of the 
district reunion. Let those who are inter
ested in this part of the Master·'" work be 
on•the grounds Thursday evening preceding 
the convention. A grc>at deal of special wor·k 
has been planned along Sunday school lines 
to be accomplished during the reunion. Let 
each one discharge his personal responsibility 
and our· schools will receive such impetus as 
never before known in the district. Among 
the questions to be discussed during there
union are: "Is the Sunday school work as 
important. to the church as the preaching of 
the word\'" ''The pupil's part in the Sunday 
school." "Would a good library increas{) 
the interest and attendance of the schools~'/ 
"Is it right to hold festivals, suppers, and 
sociables to raise money for Sunday school 
purposes~" There will be a literary and 
musical entertainment Friday evening, Au: 
gust ;n, l<e~ .e&Gh oue come prepar)'ld tO ~~7 
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sist and if possible notify the secretary in 
ad vance as to what part you will take so that 

· the program may be partly arrauged. The 
superintendentB of schools will please see 
that secretaries properly fill out in every p(Xr
t'iculwr t.he blank reports sent them and re
turn them to the secretary several days prior 
to the convention. H. A. McCoy,' Perry, 
Iowa, superintendent; Bessy Richeson, State 
Center, Iowa, secre',ary. 

[The following is, presumably, the program 
for Northeast, Kansas convention, although 
it omits to say when and where the conven
tion \,; to be held.-Ed ] 

Why this convention? by B'. J. Pierce. 
How can the officers of a Sunday school create 
and maintain an interest in the school? Abra
ham Gurwell. -what are the benefits of a 
dictrict organization? Harr·y Thomas. In
strumental music, Minnie Warnock. What 
should be the character and qualifications of 
a Sunday school superintendent? Elmira 
Miller. Recitation, Nellie Williams. A few 
points on :::>unday school work, Alice Sprague. 
Vocal duet, Srs. Miller and Munns. Why 
should the aged take an interP.st in Sunday 
school work? Mary Hopkins. Paoer, Robert 
Warnock, he to choose subject. Vocal duet, 
Sisters Fannie and Helen Gurwell. We hope 
each will prepare to take the part assigned. 

LILLIE MUNNS 

The Sunday school workers of Independ
ence, Miswuri, distriet will meet in conven
tion September 7, at Armstrong,. Kansas. 
:B'irst session on Fdday at two p. m. Let 
eV<3ry worker in the district make an extra 
e!Iort to come. Let all who come, come with 
a determination to do good and get good, and 
wr' will have a protitable session. Will the 
officers of schools please ~ee that. all reports 
at•e sent on time. Send to Mrs. Abbie A. 
Horton, Independence, Missouri. Let us do 
all we can to help the work. Any informa
Hon with reference to the needs of the work 
will be g·ladly received. 

EVA M. BAILEY, Dist. Supt. 

B D 

TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS, 
SPECIAL NO'l'ICE. 

In ordering supplies for schools much in
convenience and positive annoyance to the 
office results from carelessness, which may 
be avoided by following these suggestions: 
( 1) If there is a branch agent for tbe Herald 
Publishing House in your branch, let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When ordering for the Sunday school, when
ever a new person orders, be sure to give the 
name of the person to whom the supplies 
have been pTeviously sent. This will prevent 
the frequent annoyance to both tbe office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3) Be 
sure to sign your name to every order. If 
the order is not signed it will not be fi.lled. 
(4) Send cash with order when at all prac· 
ticable and save book accounts. (5) Address 
all orders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

NOTIOES. 
HERALD PUULISHING HOUSE. 

The Herald P11blishlng Department will 
be represented at the Independence, Mo., 
Stewartsville, Mo , and Dow City, Iowa, re
unions by an authorized agent, who will 
have books for sale, and will give his per
sonal attention to the business of this 

GROVE MEETING. 
The annual grove meetiug of New Marion 

branch will couvene September 1, at the 
usual place of meeting in Ripley county. Let 
each branch in the district be repre-
sented, and especially the ministry. cor-
dis.l invitation is exteuded to all. Those 
wishing to come by rail can be met at 
nearest railroad station. Come one; come 

M. ANNA CAMEIWN, Sec. 

REUNION TENTS. 
For the] annual reunion which will be held 

at Dow City, Iowa, commencing SeptembeP 
2H and continuing ten tent8 can be 
rented as follows: 10x12, 12x14 $1 85, 
and 14x16, $2 10; 25 cents extra for setting 
up. When ordering tents, send money along. 
Tents must be. paid for if ordered. Plaee 
your ordee as soon as possible. Address tent 
order to A. H. Rudd, Dow City, Iowa. 

t11ke notice and have their reports ready, 
also a full of the ministry is desired. 
Members come preps,red to act in the 
matter of the proposed change in district 
boundary line on the north. Come and act 
intelligently. By order of dis tdct president, 

J. W. WALDSMI'l'H. 

Flodda district wlll convene with Calhoun 
b;anch, ~ctober 7, .1900. The attendance 
01, Bro. 'I. C. ls hoped for, and any 
otner of the who can come. 
The branch officers are r"q uested to report 

.and a full attendance is requested. 
meeting will probably be held after 

the confiinmce. S. D. ALLEN, Pres. 

Conference of Little Sioux district will 
convene at Moorhead, Iowa, September 1 and 
2. Brethren the priesthood, we 

2t A. H. RUDD, Sec. 
;~~'ant to hear from of you, what you have 

1 

oeen :~ud what labor you vvi.ll be able 
to do in fail for the Master. 
Send and reports to Lenna 
Strand, Iowa. REUNION NOTICES. 

In a meeting held by the reunion commit.
tee it was decided for Sr. Carrie Lewis to 
take charge of the singing, Bro. Charies J. 
Craven to assist. We kindly ask the choirs 
<,f the several branches to practice on the 
followin(! numbers in the Saints' Hymnal:-

1, 116, 185. 28, 138, 200, 4, 117, 188, 
205, 5Lll9, 19\), 53, 142, 207, 14, 120, 
152, 208, 15, 133, 193, 64, 155, 211, 21, 134, 
69. 156, 213,24, 135, 199, 72. 161, 216, 75. 
217, 80, 16D, 218, 81, 171, 2W, H4, 172. 
174, 227, 86. 176, 228. 93. 177, 230, 9tl, 178, 
100, 180, 102, 181, 103, 184. 

From Harmony and Harp: Hi5 words, 108 
music; 470 words, 270 music; 588 words 298 
music. Thursday, September fi, wili be 
special Sunday school day. We invite all 
the Sunday schools to prepare a short pro
gram. Come, superint.endents, bring your 
schools. Remember the date, Au,-ust :H to 
September 11. Committee: 'f. T. Hinderks, 
Charles P. E'aul, A. W. Head, B. J. Dice, 
Ben Hawley. 

All who attend the reunion at Oakland Cali
fornia, August 31 to September 9, incl~sive, 
can procure rebat,e certificates of C. A. Par
kin, 3010 Sixteenth street, Sau 
California. Alexander, and 
Smith will be present, and is 
there will be a large attendance. 

C. A. PARKIN. 

SCO'l''l', Pres. 
LENNA S'l'RAND, Sec. 

BORN. 
CA'rHER.--'l'o Bro. W. C. and 81·. Mattie 

Cather, at St. Joseph, Missouri, July 7, 19!)0, 
a son, named H.ornRr !<jllis. Blessed .July 27 
by Bishops E: L. Kelley and E. A. Blakes: 

at the Saints' church. 
-To Bro Milton and Sr. Lilly 

Dewald, 3. son, July 2D, lDOO, named Oren. 
Blessed August 6, 1900, by Eider C. E. Hand. 

MARRIED. 
ELLIS-WINDOWS.-At Lydney, Eoglt~nd, 

July 28, HJOO, Bro. Thomas, youngest son of Mr. 
Thomas Erlis, of English Bicknor and Sr. 
Margaret Phylis Windows, only da'ugh ter of 
Mr. Maurice 'Windows, of Lydney were uni
ted in marriage. The happy couple first pre
sented themselves in the Church of Eng-land 

. 1md honored the law of the land, and then 
r~turaed ·to the s.aints' church, Lydney, 
wnere Bro. A. N. Btshop pedor·med the final 
ceremony according to the faith and practices 
of the church of the living God. We all 
wish the brother and sister a happy prosper-
ous, and useful life. ' 

DIED, 
PRYOR.-At Gladstone, Illinois, July 25, 

1900. Elnore Pryor, aged 14 years, 10 monttm, 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. and 20 days. Was baptizo>d August 2'1, 18D8. 

, Funeral in charge of F. M. McDonald, 
Conference of Eastern Iow!lo district wiil "Blessed are the dead which die in the 

convene at Muscatine, Iowa, September 8 1 Lord." Surely she was one of those. 
and 9, 1900. Branch. c.ler_ks will please be I McGALLIARD -Isaac Everett McGallial·d 

, very ~are.ful and sena m rull and correct re- was born July 20, 1867; married to Sarah A. 
p~wts.tn ttr!w· Send all reports and commu- Pdce September 3, 1890; baptized January 
mcatwns 111 care of C. G, Dykes, Muscatine, 16, 1894; died at his hom'3 three miles south 
Iowa. J. R. SUTTON, Clerk. of. Fanning: K3:nsas, July 26, 1900, leaving a 

w1fe and an e1ght, yv<J.'r old son to mourn. 

Des Daines district conference will convene 
on Saturday, September 1, at nine a. m., at 
Colfax, Iowa, being the commencement, of 
the second annual reunion of the Des Moines 
district. H. A. McCOY, Sec. 

Semiannual conference of New York dis
trict will convene at Broad River, Connecti
cut., September 1 and 2. Business session at 
7: 30 m. September 1. A full 
tion desired, and those of the 
are requested to report actuallabol' 
Reports should be in the sem·eta!'y's 
by August 30. A. E STONE, Pres. 

S. GUILFOY, Sec. 

Thus has passed from us t.he fond and loving 
husband; the tender and devoted father· the 
noble and beloved brother; the ear'nest 
steadfast Christian, and the honorable and 

citizen. A true steadfast worker in 
cause of Christ, whose beacon light of 

love and compassion was cast athwart the 
tempestuous sea of faint and weary brother·s 
and sisters, guiding them into the safe and 
sec11re harbor of the V1mb of God. Few 
were the of his labor in the field of his 

abundant will be the harves·~. 
death has intruded and consigned 

his ge!l tle form to. the cold earth, rudely 
sundermg the cher1shed bonds of a1Iection 
and leaving the hearthstone desolate· and 
Time obliterate the impressio~s of 
friends bury them deep beneath the rub-
bish of cal'es,-still the soul-

his name is engraved 
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i'he traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
Fesidents, and Bishop's agents are requeste~ to 
oolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publwa
tions, and assist the publishing department. 
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"Editors Herald." 
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Box E, Lamoni, Decatu~ County, Iowa. Personal 
l!lllatters mark John Sm1th. 
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CRACELAND···· 
---COLLECEJ 

LAMONI. IOWA. 
Telt~plume 11. 

lrw catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

SENIOR GRADE. A I,.atter Day Saint Sun
hool Quarterly containing lessons for each 

in the year ; designed for the use of both 
s and scholars. Paper covers; 8 cents per 

flllarter, 25 cents per year. 
INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This grade con

the lessons of the Senior Grade in simplified 
and ,for corresponding dates. Paper covers; 
ts per quarter, 15 cents per year. 

.<\JitY GRADE. A Lel!son Quarterly 
for ~Wm&ll chl.ldren; same lessons further 
, :Paper covers; 5 cents per quarter, 10 
yea,r, .Address all orders Wid remit

oes to Herl'ld Publishing House,· 
LeebBox Jil, Lamoni, Decat.,,. 0!;~., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

1ST y, 
HIS VOLUME takes up the event~ immediately following the death of 

~ Joseph and Hyrum Smith in 1844, and gives a clear, philosophical ac
count of the Reorganization and progress of the church from that 
date. 

It includes with the regular narrative an account of leading C~J,mcil and 
conference actions of the church, 

Invaluable to the Student 
of Church History 

and tbe active pa,rticipant in present church work. A brief a~~ount of the
. various factions is also included. Written and compiled by 

President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle tleman C. Smith. 

Now in preparation, and \Vill fill ·orders as soon as readye (!I 

Cloth, $1.50; cloth, leather backs and corners, ~;2 00; full leather $2.50 
full leather, gilt edges, $3.00. Orders must be accompanied by remittances. 

J 

' 

HiS 

PROPHETIC MISSION 

Vll~D!CATED. 

And the Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon 
defended and maintained. 

Book of 204 pages, in paper covers, to be closed out at 25 cts each. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .............. , ............ $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ....... -. . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 2t> 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 'I'~ 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in genera! use. 

Paper covers ........... , • • • • • • • 30 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ....................•.••••. $0 'illi· 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 1 26 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
sidste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, · 
leather backs" ......... ·' ........ $0 75 

Cloth and leather................ 50 . ----------------~ 
Full leather . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00 I 

Gilt edges .. $ • (I • ~~ Gl • e 9 o • o • o " e • il 0 (I ~~~ e 1 25 
Flexible ••••••••••••••••••••••••• "1 50 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ..................... : ..... $0 65 
Moroooo Gr:al.n Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge11 ..... 1 25 
:Morocco, gilt edges, fiuible . . . . . . 2 00 

ZION'S HOPE. A large, four-page 
Sunday school paper for children; 
illustrated; edited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single coples, per y~ar . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
In pkgs. of 4, 1>, or 6 to one address 4.0 
In pkgs. of '1 or more. . . • . . .. . . .. . . ~ 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
boend 111imlll.l' to 'Branch Records . $2 60 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ................. , .....••.. $0 6:) 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

.'TEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translartion. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ...................••..•••. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • • • • • • 50 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ....•••.•.••••••••.. $0 25 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . •. . . • • ••. • • 40 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDEIU30N. Pre,, W. A. HOPKINS. Cashier. 
MRS. DA VJD DANCER. Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDEB.SON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONi. 
.in~orporated under the laws of: the !!!tate of Io..va, July 1, 1S9S. 

Total assets January l, 1900, 1!8133,032.34; April l, 1900, i!U62,7SL07. 

We pay Interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald !·eaders. All 
CDtters of inquiry will lle promptly and carelnlly answered. Direct all letters to 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa' 

(8TOCKHOLDJERS:-Mra. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lncy L. Resseguie, Oi!eN 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him. 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

B1·o. Ordwa.1J:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti· 
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years a.nd both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 bmr"s of Quit-to-bade sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. t:'!. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORD,VAY, Peoria, Ill. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Albert Haws 

Recommended by leading ministers as an a b!e and 
· complete refutation of the theories and argunHnH> 

of Seventh-qay Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 
16 cents postpaid. Address orders to . 

l~ERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oak]a!_tq, Ca!. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at Dee 
Moine~ 6: 05 p. m. 

South-Leave D2s Moines 8:25a.m., arriYe 
at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 

Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C 
B. & Q. at Leon. 

True in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Rsorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Da.y Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
·Sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
-and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
'lries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will rr:ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
LAMON13 IOWA. 

Ample responsibi!hy. F1ve per cent interest 
paid on t.ir:ne deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale, 

----~------------·---

GROCERY STORE 
A good stock of Groceries and Notions for 

salf' in Lamoni on re~oonable terms. 
Call on or write 

JOHN STh'HTH, 
Manager of Herald Office. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative,· as a means of :
conversion to truth, and as a de- j 
fensive weapon in meeting old and ' 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call-
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin-
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

WANTED .. 
A CHEESE Th'IAKER. 

Must be up to date. Address the LEWIS 
CREAMERY, ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. 

3C·4t 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS, 
July 3 and 17; August 7 and 21, 
to most all states and territories, 
at one fare plus $2 00 for the 
round trip, good returning 21 
days from date of sale. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

Colorado, Utah, and the Black Hills; date 
of sale July 3, 17, and August 7, 21, final 
limit for retul'o 21 days, at one fare plus $2.00 
for the round trip. 

Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias, De
troit, Michigan, August 27-Septem ber 1, at 
one fare plus $2 00 for the round trip. 

National Encampment Grand Army of the 
R'publw, Cbicago, Illinoi~, one fare for the 
round t.ri p: dal,t) of sate August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returnin~ not later than September 1. 

Old Soidier,.;' Reunion. Grant City, Mis
scmri, Augw;t 21 w 2-± lHOO Tickets on sale 
August 22 and 23 good tn returning August 
25, at one and one third fare for the round 
trip. 

Democratic Stat,G Cncvention, Cedar Rap
ids, Iowa, Augu<;t. JG Tiek~ts on sale August 
15 and 16. Good returning August 18, at one 
fare for the round trip. 

Iowa State Fair, D~s Moine8, Iowa, August 
24 to September 1, 1900 Ooe fare for the 
round trip. Dates of sale August 24 to Sep
tember 1. Good returning September 3. 

St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missouri, 
Septembei' 17 to October 20. One fare and 
third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep· 
tember 16, 18, 20, 25, 27, and October 2, 4, 9, 
11, 16, and 18. R·~turning good five days 
from date of.sale. 

Corn Carnival, Atchison, Kansas, Septem· 
ber 20, 1900. One fare for the round trip. 
Dates of sale September 19 and 20. Good 
returning September 21. 

St. Louis Fair, St.. Louis, Missouri, October 
1 to G, 1900. S'illling dates September 30 to 
Octo bet· 5. Good returning October 8. One 
fare for the round trip. 

Fall Festivities, Kansas City, Missouri, 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep
tember 29 to October 6. Good returning Oc
tober 8. One fare for the round trip. 

NEBRASKA THE LAND OF PLENTY. 
I wonder why it is that so many men spend 

their days working hard on rented farms, 
barely making enough to get along, with no 
great prospect ahead of owning their own 
homes, when within a few hours' journey is a 
land of plenty-Nebraska-where all kinds of 
grain and fruit can be raised with the least 
amount of labor; where cattle and hogs fed 
on corn bring a handsome profit; where the 
climate is healthful and churches and schools 
abound; where land is choap and can be 
bought on very easy terms. 

Think of this, and if you want information 
about the country send to me for "The Corn 
Belt," a beautifully illustrated monthly 
paper that tells all about Nebraska, and also 
for "The West Nebraska Grazing Country," 
an interesting illustrated booklet containing 
a large sectional map of Nebraska. 

On the first and third Tuesdays of each 
month during the balance of this year cheap 
excursion tickets will be sold over our road 
to Nebraska, so that people may go and see 
for themselves. Ask your ticket agent about 
this. P. S. EUSTIS. 

Gen'l Pass'r Agt. C. B. & Q. R. R. 
32·3t Chicago, Illinois. 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ..••••••••••••••••••••••••. $0 '11 
Leather .. e ~ o e ··~I'll •••• ~~~* ... "'e. e. e •• " 1 Of 
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TI-lE AI T t1ERAI--~D. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUl rJ, IRIST OF LAT I'ER DAY SAINTS. 

~~--------------------~~~==~====~~:=~------------------------
Vol. 47· Lamoni, Iowa, August 22, 1900. No. 34. 

CONTENTS: 
EDITORIAL: 

Healings. By What Power? ......... 541 
B. H. Roberts, on "Doctrine Develop-

e=_- ment in Nauvoo," ................. 542 
Some Pertinent Questions, ........... 544 

ORIGINAL AR'l'ICLES: 
God;s Methods and Unchangeability, .545 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: ..........•...... 549 
ORIGINAL POETRY: 
CJ Prayer, ............................. 553 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 

Plaint of the Pine, ................... 554 
The Night Express, .................. 554 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ......... 554 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: 

Victoria, ............................ 555 
lduNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: ........ 555 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 

Pastoral-James Cafl'all, ............. 556 
, G. T. Gr·iffiths, ............ 556 
, Hyrum 0 Smith, .......... 556 

Lu~e's story in the Acts of the death / ~oment would have exercised his di
of Ju~as.. . . vme power to save himself and con-

This similarity between the story found his enemies. 
of Jurtas and Nadan seems to have 
been the chief cause of leading to DID JUDAS BETRAY .msus? 
Professor Harris' investigation. This, Nowhere does Professor Harris 
he declares, leads to the "conference" touch affirmatively or negatively upon 
that the one story has been the model the truth of the story of the betrayal. 
for the other, or, at least, that the It may be that he takes all the rest 
method adopted by the narrators of for granted though he does not say so. 
the two stories is a conventional one Of the two stories of Judas' death, he 
in which case the latter series of leg: says that after all the fantastic efforts 
ends becomes as unhistorical as the at harmonizing them had failed, writ-
former. ers might have let the subject, alone 

MAY HAVE BEEN BORROWED. ar.d waited. 
"When, therefore, we say that Ju- "But," he writes, "a continuous 

das is a legendary imitation of the stream of fallacious exegesis has flowed 
fictitious Nadan, we mean either that on, -nor does there seem to be any 
the first narrator of the horrible death prospect of its intermission." 

HOW DID JUDAS DIE? of Judas actually imitated the story Professor Harris thinks Matthew 
Doubt as to whether Judas com- of the end of Nadat~t-a legend which may have beard the story of Judas' 

mitted suicide is expressed in an arti- may be shown to have been well bursting upon the ground and written 
cle in the American Journal of Theology, known in New Testament times-or it "~anged" in orde~ to avoid the re
edited by the divine faculty of the that he imitated the early story in an pulslVeness of the pwture. 
University of Chicago. St. Matthew unconscious and indirect manner by I STORY OF' NABAN. 

using the same conventional method Then, assuming that the account in 
says th.at af.~er the betrayal of J~~us of getting rid of the villain of his the Acts is correct, he traces the story 
the traitor went and banged hlm- traged;y-. We can see, hc:wever, that I of Naban, nephew of the Grand Vizier 
self," but the writer of the article does , there IS S? much parallellsm bet, ween Ahikar of the court of Senna
not accept this statement as conclu- the_ two ctmracters in question--the cherib in Assyria. Sennacl::terib, it 
sive. ~ra1torous Nadan and Judas-that it appears, was worried at the growing 

The man who casts this doubt on 1 ~ ex~rem~ly probable that the ques- age of Ahikar, and the fact that he had 
the Biblical account of the fate of the twn IS a direct one. I? ~ny cas~ •. the no son ~pon whom to impress his wis
traitor is an authority on Biblical exe- v~lue of th~ early Chnstmn traditiOns dom and statecraft. Accordingly the 
gesis. He is J. Rendel Harris, a pro- Wlth re.gar~ to the manner of death of King toldAhikar to adopt Naban, son 
fessor of Cambridge University, and the traitor IS reduced almost to zero." of Ahikar's sister, and rear him for a 
well known to Biblical scholars as an WHERE DOCTORS DIFFER. future Vizier. 
authority in his particular branch of Drawing conclusions in the final Nahan grew in wisdom and in vi-
tbeo~ogy .. ~e finds several reasons paragraph of his article, Professor ciousness in proportionate degree. 
for d1scred1tmg the generally accepted I Harris says:_ _ One day he wrote treasonable papers, 
story ?f the t!aitor's suicide. One of "It appears, then, that all matter of stamped them with the seal of the 
t~ese 1s. that m ano~h~r part of the this kind is pseudo-historical and re- Grand Vizier, and caused his uncle to 
B1ble, m the Acts, 1t IS asserted that quires to be treated with extreme cau- be deposed, imprisoned, and finally 
he bought a field with the pieces of sil- tion. The historical nuc:eus, if one sentenced to be beheaded. It chanced 
ver, and t.hen, •·falling headlong, he exist, is for the most part microscopi- that Ahikar had befriended the execu
burst asunder," which Professor Har- cally small. Nor is it safe for the tioner on one occasion, and the man 
ris believes means that Judas died of historian to make an idol out of either secreted Ahikar until occasion rose 
dropsy. Another reason given by Josephus or St. Luke." when the repentant king had need of 
the scholar is that the suicide is not in I As between the New Testament Ahikar's counsel. The executioner 
ke,epin~ vyith Ju~as'.cba;racter, and in I yersions and Professor Harris' opin- confessed that the vizier was living; 
this opm10n be IS supported by the 1ons, Dr. Euvene s. Talbot of Chi- he was brought out of his retreat and 
opinion of many neurologists. . cago, authority on degeneracy, accepts saved the kingdom. 'rhen, just when 

Taken as a whole the Cambndge the story of the suicide as told in the vengeance was to have been wreaked 
authority thinks the story of Judas Bible. upon Naban, the seditious one 
belongs largely to folklore. The On the other hand, Dr. Oscar A. ''swelled up and J:>urst asunder." 
means adopted by Judas to take his King, neurologist, considering Judas 

1 

Professor Harr1~ marks the unusual 
own life do not harmonize in the vari- as a mere literary figure, speaks out mode ?f ~eath ascr1bed t~ ~be two men 
ous books of the New Testament, and of his experience with the criminal . as pomtmg to the fictitiOusness of 
the attempts of men to harmonize neurotic to say that if ~ucb a charac- b.oth deaths. He makes ~o s.ugges
them he regards as bordering on the ter as was Judas' commits suicide it is twns as to how Judas d1d d1e, but 
ridiculous, especially in those "ration- nev®r from seeing the results of his throws out every effort of later writ
alizing" methods employed by Papias plotting and conniving; that such ers to s~ow ~bat Judas may have 
a:nd Cosquin. The professor estab- types justify themselves, rather in a.ll hanged h1mselr, and burst, too. 
hshes the fact that the legen~ary 1 cases; that judged by the Bible story RECONCILING THEORIES. 
death of Nadan, nephew of Ah1kar, of the betrayal, Judas did hang him- Among thes~ "rationalizing" efforts 
the Grand Vizier of Sennacherib of j self, but because be had expected in to make harmony of the two stories, 
Assyria, wa:5 in accordance with St. the betrayal, that Christ in the last Professor Harris points out the theo-
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ries in general that the rope broke, demned, repsnted himself and brought THE MODERN JERUSALEM. 
letting the body fall, and that the again the thirty pieces of silver to the Bote aus Zion, a mission journa~ 
rope was cut, letting it fall. chief priests and elders. published in Jerusalem, gives an ac-

Especially Professor Harris singles "Saying, I have sinned in that I ' count of the modernizing of the an-
out the theories of Theophylact and have betrayed innocent blood. And cient Jewish capital, which is of 
Papias for contravention. they said, 'What is that to us? See special interest in connection with the 

Theophylact has assumed that thou to that.' Zionist congress. During the present 
Judas, in betraying Christ, had a sub- I "And he cast down the pieces of century the sleeping city has been 
lime confidence in Christ's power and silver in the temple and departed and thoroughly modernized, and it is since 
willingness to save himself from his went and hanged himself." that time that Christians have been 
enemies, and that when he saw prepa- AS TOLD BY PETER. given the right to acquire property, 
rations for putting Christ to death, for, until recently, even in official 
disappointment was more the cause of In the Acts of the Apostles Peter is utterances Christians were designated 
suicide than remorse could have been. made to tell of the death of the trai- as "dogs." Recently the city has 

LIKE HEROD'S DEATH. tor:-- prospered greatly, the population-
" And in those days Peter stood up having increased from 23,000 in 1851 

Professor Harris goes further and in the midst of the disciples and said to about 60,000 in 1900. Pilgrims 
brings in Josephus, not to bulwark (the number of names together were from all parts of the world go there 
Scripture, but his own reasoning. about an hundred and twenty): and there has been a great revival of 
Josephus' story of the death of Herod "'Men and brethren, this scripture trade and business. Modern hotels
the Great was that the man "swelled must needs have been fulfilled, which followed the construction of the rail
and burst." All these kindred stories the Holy Ghost by the mouth of roadfromJa:ffa,andduringthelastfive· 
of death by bursting the prof~ssor David spake before concerning Judas, years telephones, telegraphs, and other· 
shows to have been of convent10nal which was guide to them that took modern inventions have been installed 
form, and he refers to Cosquin's find- I Jesus. in the City of David. Some of the more 
ing, which is that the story of the I "For he was numbered with us and conservative people, not only Moham
suicide was "canonical, but not his- had obtained part of this ministry. medans but others with a Ruskinian 
torical." ''Now this man,. purchased a field longing for the discomforts of our 

Writing of M. Cosquin's harmoniz- with the reward of iniquity; and fall- ancestors and a despising of modern; 
ing of the story, Professor Harris ing headlong, he burst asunder. things, regard these changes as van
says:- "And it was known unto all the dalism. Yet they are to be com-

"If he wishes to say that this story dwellers at Jerusalem; insomuch as mended if only because they make 
is a romance with a moral intention that field is called in their proper the ancient city the Mecca of more 
he may obtain our assent at the ex- tongue Aceldama, that is to say, The pilgrims from all over the world.-
perise of our faith in the documents, field of blood." Chicago Tribune, August 20, 1900. 
but to apply an apologetic method of 
this kind to the New Testament is to 
introduce a critical factor that is dis
turbing to something more than the 
decrees of the councils. Clearly, we 
shall have to interpret the New Tes
tament, with allowance for possible 
folklore throughout. Nor is it even 
certain that all the cases that may 
turn up will show a moral intention 
as the kernel of the non-historical 
incident." 

Between the lines at least Professor 
Harris has said that Judas did not 
commit suicide. He attempts no 
analysis of the traitor's character to 
disprove the story. He expresses no 
opinion of Theophylact's argument 
that Judas himself was disappointed 
in the submissiveness of Christ to his 
murderers. He argues only that be
cause "swelling and bursting" was a 
common means of death ascribed to 
semi-mythical characters in history, 
the death of Judas by that improbable 
form is of folklore origin. 

REMORSE UNLIKELY. 

As a neurologist, having experience 
of criminals in many types, Dr. Oscar 
A. King was asked as to the likeli
hood of the Judas of popular fancy 
killing himself from remorse. 

"I should say that he would not," 
said the doctor, emphatically. "If a 
man can deliberately plot to sell the 
life of another for money, knowing 
that the life will be sacrificed, he is 
not likely to experience remorse. 
Almost without exception the crimi· 
nal blames some one else for his acts 
or his condition. 

''In my experience of neurotic 
types, where men have come to me 
blaming themselves for some wrong
doing, they have been, almost without 
exception, guiltless of any wrong. 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and. 

noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi
cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute,. 
so that deaf people u12able to procure the Ear 
Drums may have them free. Address No. 
3400 c,' The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avenlle, New York. · 27rly 

SONG. 
As a lark with broken wing, 

Fluttering in the lowly grass, 
Ne'er may soar, yet still may sing 

To the dream-white clouds that pass, 
Scorned of fate, and maimed by wrong,. 
Still to thee I lift my song. 

As a star with faithful light, 
Hidden by the glorious day,. 

Keeping still its lustre bright 
Till the glory dies away, 

If thy happiness should fiee,. 
In the darkness turn to me. 

-F-rank Leslie's Popula-r Monthl1J fo·r August. 
"The question as to whether Judas 

committed suicide is a question sprung 
at the wrong end of the proposition. ADDREssEs. 
If Judas lived and followed Christ, U. W. Greene, 230 Pulaski street, Brook-

lyn, New York. 
finally to betray_ him as he is supposed Isaac p Bagge ly No 901 South Flores 

ST. MATTHEW'S VERSION. · r • · to have betrayed him, the further Street, San Antonio, Texas. 
Accerding to St. Matthew the story Bible accounts as to his death should F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 

of the scene in the temple after the not be questioned. "-Chicago Tribune. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 

betrayal reads:- H. E. Moler; mission address, Plano, Illi-
"When the morning was come all nois, care Box 142; home address, Radcliff, 

the chief priests and elders of the Lucy M. Garnett, a writer well known in Ohio. 
People took Counsel Of the People to h 0 l 't •t · t t' k t h E. F. Shupe, 3633 Clayton Avenue, Denver t. e osrnopo ~ an, wr1 es an m eres mg s e c Colorado. 
put him to death. of Salonica in t.he Catholic Wm·ld Magazine R. M. Maloney, Guy, Qlklahoma. 

"And when they had bound him for August. She calls it 1'A New Jerusalem" Joseph F. Burton, No. 3010 Sixteenth St., 
they led him away and delivered him owing to the great number oi Jews which San Francisco, California. 
t P t . P'l t th G 1 . . J. R. Sutton, submissionary in charge.East-

0 on ms 1 a e, e overnor. have settled there. It 1s old Thessalomc~, j ern Iowa district, Fulton, Jackson Co., Iowa. 
"Then Judas, which had betrayed l to whose people St. Paul wrote one oi his Joseph Emmett, 17£'0 Bell view Ave., Kan-

bim, when he saw that he was con- 1 Epistles. 1 sas City, Mo. 
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AINT· HERALD~ 
·---- --------

"If ye continue in my wol'cl, then are ye my disciples indeecl1 and ye shall know the tl'uth, and the truth shall make you !i•ee.''-John 81 31, 3:1!, 

"Hearken to the wci'd of the Lord: Ior there shall not any man among you have save it be one wHeo and concubi11es he shall have none."-B. of M., page 116. 
----------------------------------------------------··--· 
VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, AUGUST 22, 1900. NO. 34. 

Herald. 1 A brother writes us to state that 
·------------·. , some of the Saints go so far as to pay 

JOSEPH SMI'I'H - EDI'IOR money to learn the lessons of healmg, 
l~Jtrr:u'K MArHS(JY SMI'I'D.· As"IS'fi.NT Eur•ror> f c• "·" '- . •• pro essing to endow inanimate arti-
.Tos~l'II LUF]' i c. . 

D. w. WIGH'l' f CommsPoxDING Eurrmts. cles, handkerchiefs, cloths, etc., with 
--·-··------------·------ healing virtues to·· be sent to the 

LAMONI, IOWA, AuG. 22, 1900. ailing and the sick. 
·---,-- - This has a sound of compliance with 

HEAUNGS. BY WHAT POWER? apostolic usage; and instances have 
So many queries arise concerning occurred in the later history of the 

healings among the Saints and the church in which articles have been 
power or powers through which the blessed under priestly bands, .sent to 
healings are had, that no one general sick persons at a distance, to whom 
answer seems to cover all cases. there was neither time nor oppor-

For instance. It is held by some tunity for an administration by elders 
that healings are wrought by mag- in person and good resulted there
netic force; that some are more from. 
largely endowed nature with the The operation of mesmerism, mag
magnetic forces than others, and that netism, and hypnotism is largely that 
these are healers. To us, as we un- of human powers alone, while that of 
derstrand the subject, mesmerism, per- laying on of hands is of the spiritual, 
sonal magnetism, hypnotism, faith and its presence and employment un
cure, and Christian Science, so-called, der the control and direction of the 
are all of one and the same origin, and Divine mind, exercised according to 
il>re not parts of the "anointing with the divine knowledge of the subject 
oil and laying on of hands" provided and his surroundings and conditions. 
for in the scriptural injunctions. Uponno other hypothesis than the 

'"They shall lay hands on the sick above can we account for t.be fact 
and they shall recover." that some are healed by administra-

'rhis is a part of the Divine tion, while others are not, under con
economy; so far as is known, ditions which seem to be alike to 
there is no warrant in Holy Writ for human eyes, but may be widely dif

with any minor and merely ferent in the eyes of God. 
human agency humanly directed and 
controlled, such as magnetic, mes- Hypnotism, magnetism, mesmerism, 
meric, and hypnotic undoubtedly are. are all exercised upon professed 

As to Christian Science, it is a con- knowledge on the part of those who 
jointure of human faith and an appar- practice them. There is no claim to 
ent faith in God, proceeding in divine direction, no trust to divine 
methods not laid down in Scripture, wisdom; it is human power under hu
and apparently assumed to evade plain man control, exercised at the direction 
provisions of the word itself. of human wisdom. In the one ease it 

We know something of mesmerism, is man's will, in the other it is the 
magnetism, both of the human body Divine will. 
and of the mechanica.l, biology, or the The Saint who pays money to learn 
science of the hypnotism and the mode of operation in either of the 
health science, and are quite sure that three named influences, may obtain a 
none of these are in any wise related species of knowledge of human possi
to the scriptural method commanded bilities, within human reach. But, as 
in Mark 16, and the statement of our experience has proved to us, no 
James 5. permanent o.r lasting good has come 

Having had some 1wquaintance with from such knowledge, it is to us of 
the methods of those first named, long doubtful propriety to become learned 
before engaging in the spiritual work in this direction. It is better to know 
of the church, we have for forty years of the things of God, so far as these 
now been able to contrast those meth- have been revealed. 
ods with those last named and recog. That Christian Science has done 
nize the dissimilarity existing between some wonderful things may be ad
them. mitted, but th.at success follows the 

The results which follow anointing ministrations to the diseased in any 
with oil and the laying on of hands, extraordinary degree is very doubtful. 
are not traceable to the arts of either That success does not always follow 

magnetism, or hypno- · the administrations of those who be
tism, or. the exercise of human will, j lieve and practice the laying on of 

numan arf) er9ployed I! hands may be admitted, also, for it is 
· , Rnt, 

~-~" ~~ ; 

while benefit and recoveries are the 
rule. 

We are impressed that "the spirit" 
by which healings are accomplished 
in cases where magnetism. mesmer
ism, hypnotism, health science, and 
Christian Science methods are em
ployed is practically one and the sarr.e, 
and is the ''spirit of man which is in 
him," and is neither the Spirit of God 
nor the spirit of the Devil. We do 
not believe that all disease is of the 
Devil by instigation, or a direct inter
ference with the powers that be to 
inflict annoyance, distress, pain, sick
ness, and death upon man. Much of 
the sickness among the Saints is due 
to departure from the rules of health 
and right living. for which the suffer
ers are alone to be blamed. We know 
of numbers who have succumbed to 
death because of violated laws, for 
whom no intervention was had through 
administration, for the reason that the 
causes which brought upon them the 
condition of sickness were continued 
by a persistent following in the course 
of conduct which created the condi
tions at the first. Healing given of 
God under such conditions would be 
in effect an indorsement of the evil 
producing cause. 

Of course such conditions do not 
exist in all cases. Many women and 
some men are compelled to live in 
sickness-producing surroundings, and 
under conditions imposed upon them 
for which they have no means of el
leviation. It is hard in such cases to 
be reconciled to the results which fol
low; but, where no responsibility can 
be·fixed and a remedy applied to alle
viate the conditions those who suffer 
to the limit of death ''die in the Lord." 
So stat.es the word. 

There is absolute safety in the 
method appointed in the word. 
There is spiritual danger to a greater 
or lesser degree in every other, no 
matter what its name, or however 
specious its promises. 

Instances in which the Devil is re· 
sponsible for the sicknesses of man 
are rare. None such may come, ex· 
cept for cause. or for trial of faith 
and integrity. If for cause it is when 
men open the avenues of their being 
to the incoming of adverse spirits 
and deliberately invite them to come 
in and possess their tabernacles. Such 
will pay dearly for t.heir temerity, by 
loss of faith, by loss of control of 
themselves, by created mischief to 
others and by final loss in spiritual 
life here and hereafter. A 
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own to enter and occupy his body, in 
pursuit of knowledge, once; but 
should he do this the second time he 
does a foolish thing to his sorrow, to 
be manifest soon or late. 

There are some who are constantly 
seeking for manifestations of promise 
for good concerning the sick when 
loved ones of their own or others are 
afflicted, and by reason of importunity 
besiege the Lord, for signs corrobora
tive of their desires, and becoming 
impatient if their implorings ·and 
pleading do not meet with favorable 
replies. Such lay themselves liable 
to imposition from themselves in mis
leading and misunderstood or misap
plied manifestations. Many of these, 
we believe the greater part of them, 
are the result of personal solicitude 
and enthusiasm-prophesying out of 
their desire rather than the voice of 
the Spirit. These prophecies are 
hurtful, because so man.v of them fail. 
Paul's instruction in 1 Corinthians 13, 
that, ''Whether there be prophecies, 
they shall fail," is aptly applicable to 
these mistaken and misapplied 
prophecies. Faith, hope, charity, 
these are of the best. Faith and hope 
may abide; but charity is the best and 
the greatest, for it endureth forever
the love of God. 

It is better that in the practice of 
administering to the sick the elders 
confine themselves to the anointing 
with oil and the laying on of bands, 
"praying over them," w bo ask for the 
ordinance, exercising all the faith 
needful so far as they can, and then 
just leave the matter with Him whose 
wisdom directs his own acts of power 
in earth or heaven. Do not seek to 
know what God may do, and let 
patience and faith have their perfect 
work. "If they live, they live unto 
the Lord; if they die, they die unto 
him." So, whether they live or die 
they are the Lord's. To seek by im
portunity at the throne to force a 
manifestation of promise from God is 
an evidence of little, or weak faith. 
To go about one's business after hav
ing kept the law by administration, 
and to trust the issue in the Lord's 
hands is evidence of strong faith and 
trust more effective and worthy of 
blessing than an importuning spirit 
would be; and we believe such is more 
acceptable with the. Lord. 

Several instances are known to us 
where persons have been sick and 
have been administered to, and in 
which prophecies have been made 
that the sick would live and recover, 
and instead of recovery death has oc
curred. We have been asked, Were 
such prophecies from the good Spirit? 
We could hardly say, yes. Well, 
then they were of the evil one! We 
think not. They have been the untu
tored declarations of weak, human 
nature struggling to lead, or force 
divine power a,nd wi§dom to accept 
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and indorse the desires of the proph
ets. Let us take heed how we per
mit ourselves to be led into such lap
ses of personal spiritual failure. It is 
enough to suffer, to know that 
·'whether there be prophecies, they 
shall fail," and to be compelled to en
dure sorrow and grief, and, there
fore, let us keep our faith that it fail 
not. 

B. H. ROBERTS, ON "DOCTRINE DE

VELOPMENT IN NAUVOO." 

During all the trying- experiences of the 
church while in New York, Kirtland, Ohio, 
Missouri, little or no rest from trouble
some enemies bad been possible, but in Nau
voo there was a period of about two years of 
comparative peace enj,Jyed by the people, 
and this time the Prophet used marvelously 
well in the development of the doctrines of 
the church. Pl'ior to this period we knew 
but little concerning the Holy Ghost; the 
mysteries of the God head: Salvation for the 
dead; the eternity of the marriage covenant, 
and plural marriage; the resurrection, and 
the final destiny of man and the earth upon 
which we live. These and many other ad
vanced principles of the gospel were given to 
the wodd by the Prophet Joseph at about 
this time .... 

It was here that the Prophet gave forth 
that elevating doctrine. "That God once 
was as man is, and man may become as God 
is." Among some of our people there is an 
impression to the effect that this did not em
anate from Joseph Smith. "L9t me correct 
this error, because," said the speaker, "tl:e 
idea was first enunciated by him if it was not 
couched in the above language." 

The speaker said many of the discoarses 
and sayings of the Prophet which have come 
down to us were taken down in long-hand 
and cons<quent.ly are only a synopsis of what 
he said on different occasions; and while we 
accept his sayings and discourses along with 
the other standard works of the church, as to 
the doctrine of the Church, we should say 
that we accept only "the well established 
sayings and discourses of the Prophet Joseph," 
and not every rumor that is said to have come 
from him. 

Again, it should be remembered that the 
Prophet had a sense {){ humor, and that he 
was a man; and many times he maniff'sted 
this side of his nature by speaking in a jocu· 
lar strain. For instance. he was once asked 

. the cause of the ebb and flow of the tide He 
at once replied, "Why, the earth breathes, 
and in the expansion and contraction of the 
earth, causes the rise and fall of the tide." 
But misunderstanding arose because too 
many people think that a prophet is a! ways 
speaking as such, and should never speak as 
a man, or be humorous, and hence took what 
he said on such occasions too seriously. In 
studying the manual this fact should be kept 
in view. 

The foregoing extracts are from a 
discourse by Elder Brigham H. 
Roberts, before the Mutual Improve
ment Association, in Social Hall. Salt 
Lake City Sta)ke. July 11, 1900, as 
given in Deseret News of the 12.th. 

It is news that prior to the socalled 
"period of peace" passed by the peo· 
ple at Nauvoo, but little was known 
"concerning the Holy Ghost," "the 
mysteries of the Godhead," and other 
doctrines. 

The Lectures on Faith, priesthood, 
and other topics, elaborated and pub
lished presumably under the immedi
a~e eupervision of the Prophet Joseph, 

Sidney Rigdon, and others, deal with 
the mysteries of the Godhead, the 
Holy Ghost, and a variety of other 
subjects connected with the insti
tuting and establishing of the church 
in 1830, the gospel of salvation, and 
the promulgation of the doctrines and 
theories of organization and govern· 
ment of the church so organized. 

Joseph Smith reached Commerce, 
afterward Nauvoo, in 1839. It was in 
September, 1842, that the letters on 
the baptism for the dead were written, 
and 1841 when the last revelation on 
church organization was given; When 
was this period of rest? The clouds 
of opposition began to rise in the 
Harrison campaign of 1840, and in 
1842 the hunt against the Prophet be
gan. 

During the persecution in Missouri, 
the destruction of the press, the tar
ring and feathering of Bishop Par
tridge and layman Allen, at Indepen
dence, in 1833, the driving out from 
Jackson county, that year and the 
succeeding one, the subsequent trou
bles in Davess and Caldwell couQ.ties, 
and the arrest and imprisonment of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith, their 
escape, and the expulsion from Mis
souri, the church was under a con
stant stream of instruction by 
revelation from God. Included in 
the revelations given during this 
period of storms, is the vision, one of 
the grandest ever given, and section 
85, (88 Utah edition of 1876), in which 
the Comforter, the Holy Ghost, is 
made the especial topic of the Divine 
communication. 

Just when Mr. Roberts would locate 
the beginning of the ''period of 
peace" is not clear, but the revelation 
of January 19, 1841, is the last set 
revelation by date, given by Joseph 
Smith and published in the Book of 
Doctrine and Covenants in 1846, under 
John Taylor, and in 1852, in Liver
pool, by S. W. Richards, for the 
church in Utah. This revelation of 
1841 is not the last section in these 
last named editions, for the letters on 
baptisms for the dead, the articles on 
marriage, and laws and governments, 
and the martyrdom of Joseph and 
Hyrum Smith occur in the book after, 
but in point of date it is the last given 
and published. 

There is nothing authentic from the 
sermons and writings of Joseph or 
Hyrum Smith known to the public, or 
accessible from which their connec
tion with the doctrine "That God once 
was as man is, and man may become; 
as God is," • •the mys

6

teries of the 
Godhead; salvation for the dead; the 
eternity of the marriage covenant, and 
plural marriage, the resurrection, and 
the final destiny of man and the earth 
on which we live," as their putative 
authors, may be discovered as those 
dogmas have been held and taught by 
Mr. Roberts and the meq pf Utaq 
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whom Mr. Roberts represents. Mr. I attested discourses, or sayings of the 
Roberts may therefore well say that 

1 

Prophet Joseph. 
we should, "accept only 'the well-es· For the doctrine of baptism for the 
tablished sayings and discourses of the dead, or as. Mr. Roberts puts it, the 
prophet,' and not every rumor that is "Salvation of the dead," there is a 
said to have come from him." better warrant, for Joseph Smith, the 

Mr. Roberts states that the idea Seer, wrote two epistles on the sub
that "God once was as man is, and ject dated respectively September 1 
man may become as God is, •was first ai)d 6, 184~. 
enunciated by the prophet' if it was In the first o! t?ese t~e Prophet 
not couched in the above language." wrote ~t the begmnwg of It thus:-

From what "well-authenticated ser- Forasmuch as thB Lord has revealed unto 
d. · f J h S · h me that my enemies, both of Missouri and 

mon or lSCOUrse O osep mlt was this stat,e, were again in pursuit of me; and 
this idea taken? The King Follet inasmuch as they pursue mtl without cause, 
Eermon? If so, what was the King and have not the least shadow, or coloring of 
Follet sermon? It was a long hand justice or rig-ht on theit· side in getting up of 
report of a sermon said to have taken their prosecutions against me: and inasmuch 

as their pretensions are aU founded in false
two hours and a quarter·in its delivery. hood of the blacke•t dye, I have thought it 
It was not published until after Joseph expedient to leave the place for a short 
Smith's death, was never revised by season, for my own saf;~ty aud the safety of 
him, and may be read in fifteen this people.-D lcLrine and Covenants 109. 

(Utah edition 127 ) 
minutes. By whom is this sermon 
authenticated? The dogma built on The- period could not have com
it is not well grounded in the "estab- menced then, or the Prophet mistook 
lished sayings of tbe Prophet Joseph., the revelation; for he gives the church 

to understand that the Lord had 
The promise that men may in some shown him the beginning again of 

future time be where God and Christ persecutions against him. 
are, is clearly given in the Scriptures. It could not have been during the 
Some who are worthy shall ''be time from 1839 to 1842 that these doc
caught up" to meet the Lord, "come trines .referred to by Mr. Roberts 
with him," and so be "forever with were given to the church, as there is 
the Lord." Other classes cannot come no mention of them in the covenants 
where God and Christ are "worlds or the history, for the first written 
without end." teaching of baptism for the dead be-

The doctrine of eternal progression gan in 1842. 
for God, if it involves the proposition From the date of the revelation that 
that if man may become what God now his enemies were in pursuit of him till 
is and God be removed from man as far his death the Prophet had no peace. 
as he now is, then where God is man Beside this the date of the teaching 
may never come; which instead of be· that "cursed doctrine" "plural, or 
ing an "elevating doctrine," is a dis- spiritual wifery," is given by Mr. 
tracting and a disheartening doctrine, Roberts and others of his fellows as 
for as immeasurably distant as God 1843, a period when the Prophet was 
now is from man, so will he be from annoyed by prosecution after prosecu
man when man attains to what he tion and was obliged to keep away 
now is. Man will not know him then from the public eye to avoid persecu
better than he does now, hence he tion. It was during this st6rmy 
will not, cannot be with God. period which finally ended at · the 

It is proper for us to have the am- tragedy in Carthage Jail and the ex
bition to emulate Jesus, to become pulsion of the church from the state 
like him, a god if need so be, but in that the thing which was called by 
the absence of that, a man "in the the Lord as "abominable" was con
fullness of the stature of a man in ceived, secretly taught and still more 
Christ Jesus," is open to us all. secretly practiced, if the tales of po-

I£ there is no hope to be where God lygamists and qefenders of the dogma 
and Christ are, that is, in the realm are to be believed. 
where Christ is to have the rule and It was not until such alleged secret 
reign over subjects made righteous work had continued for over eight 
through the gospel ministration in years after the death of Joseph and 
the continued and friendly relation of Hyrum Smith in Carthage jail that 
king and subject, with a personal in- Pres. Brigham Young brought into 
terest in the government and a direct the light of day the alleged copy of 
access to the throne, if this hope be an alleged revelation on celestial mar
eliminated from the Christian economy r'iage as a basis for Utah polygamy. 
by this transcendental progression And in an effort to account for the 
theory, then it would be as well that silence of the Prophet from the al
we stop where we are and cease striv- leged date of the revelation, July 12, 
ing for the prize of a rest and reign 1843, President Young asserted that 
on the redeemed earth. Joseph Smith did not make it known 

This dogma which Mr. Roberts earlier because his life would have 
styles an elevating doctrine, is :nei- been in danger, had be done so. Un
ther"wholesome, nor very full of com- fortunately for the integrity of this 
fort.'' Nor is it b!.\!sed upon tbe well t&.le, told though it may have b~~P. by 
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the leading polygamist in the churci:J, 
Joseph Smith, no!" his brother was 
neither a physical nor a moral coward. 
His life had been in danger from the 
hour that he stated that he had re
ceived an angelic message. His life 
was in danger, and was taken while 
yet no knowledge of plural marriage 
was had by those who slew him. If 
known to any. it was but to "very, 
very few of his most intimate friends," 
as we once heard Bishop A. 0. Smoot 
state in the tabernacle at Provo. Did 
these secret friends kill the Prophet 
Joseph because they knew this awful 
secret? 

Joseph Smith had not up to Sep
tember, 1842, neglected or refused to 
declare the counsel of the Lord given 
to him by revelation, and the state
ment that he suddenly turned to be a 
moral coward and refused to put a 
revelation received from the Lard be
fore the church because his life WO'uld 
be in danger, comes with extremely 
bad grace from a man who, if his word 
on the subject should be believed, 
kept the same thing secret, locked 
up in a desk with a patent lock on it, 
from which desk no whisper of its 
awful contents was ever heard, for 
eight years after Joseph and Hyrum 
Smith's death. How could Joseph 
Smith's life have been in danger from 
the publication of said alleged revela
tion, at any time from June 27, 1844, 
to August 29, 1852, a period eight 
years and two months? Was the life 
of Pres. Brigham Young in danger by 
reason of such publication when it was 
made? Was not Pres. Brigham Young 
a moral coward for over eight years? 
A worse coward than Joseph Smith, 
for Pres. Young had not the enemies 
to hate and persecute him that Joseph 
had. He was in the heyday of his 
rule in Utah long before 1852. His 
word had become law. His policies 
had shut men's mouths and tied men's 
hands. Many had become his part
ners in crime past concealment, and 
yet, he waited eight years before he 
appeared with an alleged copy of an 
alleged revelation, the original of 
which he alleged a "jealous woman" 
burned. The copy, if it was a copy 
of an original, was surrepticiously 
obtained. 'l'he "jealous woman" who 
Pres. Young declared burned the 
original always, and on every oc
casion when inquired of persistently 
denied having seen, heard, known of, 
or burned any such document. And 
now Elder Roberts comes to the front 
with a statement that it was a "period 
of peace" when this delectable, perni
cious doctrine was given to the church. 

We are thankful that we do not have 
to believe Mr. Roberts, either as to this 
alleged period of peace, or as to the 
dogmas said to have been evolved in 
it. There are no "well established 
sayings and discourses of the Prophet 
,J O~f9ph," ch1:11llenging u~ to belief in 
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this which the church in 1835, when 
the pathway of the believers was 
blazoned by revelation and the teach
ing of the Holy Ghost, solemnly de
clared to be a ''crime." 

We do not believe Mr. Roberts' 
statements, in regard to what he is 
pleased to call "advanced principles 
of the gospel." For there is not a 
line in the standard works of the 
church, nor the "well established say
ings and discourses" of the Prophet 
Joseph Smith, that proves him to have 
taught them, as parts of the gospel, 
referring of course to the Ad?.m God 
idea and plural n11oo.cd 
Mr. Roberts. 

SAINTS' 

is questionable, and the rude 
profane word greet our ears, and re
tain the of our work? Can we 
gossip, backbite, entertain jealousies, 
evil etc., and as 
we should? we to the ne-

the hour? Do we know 
means to be a Latter 

we continue to be 
minded and follow the 

ways and fashions of the world, its 
pride and and be to meet 
our Savior when he comes? 

These questions and many others in 
to our manner of life and serv-

ice to God must be ansv1rered eacli I individual and t;he 

I 
church as a has us 

instructions bot,h former 
SOME PERTINENT QUESTIONS. in to holiness 

It is a principle in nature that the which we thin it will be well 
accomplishment of any work and heed. If we wis.h to be 
upon the application of the rules gov· to the children of men, we 
erning. All things are governed must rise above them, that the char-
means of law. (See D. C. sec. 85. 1 acter of our work be seen and 
Certain definite bounds and conditions the world attracted 
being established, no one can reasona- The task before us is a 
bl1' expect to rea~h a desi~ed. end glorious one, but one that 
w1thou~ first apply~ng th_e prmmples energy, and 
~overmng the a.ttammenu of the ob· voti.on to· right. 
Ject sought. And much as we I Shall we not heed the 
desire at times to avoid the monition of the >w 'eome 
requisite for the accomplishment. of " aside all 
any desired result, we are a.l ways met ' m in any way 
with the stern decree that "whatso- an 
ever a man soweth, that shall he also pers·evere in the 
reap." We believe this to be a just we earnestly pray that God 
principle, although men often become give his strength to resist 
discouraged when the difficulties con evil, the gopd, that 
fronting them are greater than they may not fail this time in 
anticipated. the redemption of Zion. 

The wise laborer, 
ascertain, so far as he can, the nature 
of the work he undertakes, the results EX'I BACTS FROM LETTERS. 

to be reached, and if the end 
justifies the effort necessary, will per· 
severe in reaching it. With reference 

from To-
of the 

to the plan of salvation, Latter Wfe ardved one week ago to-
Saints present such as niRht, I<'L>nnd Bro. A, c. Ba,rmOl'El 
to the world, . We are often led to in t?e.,t~~t He is doing nicely here, <md 

d "f •d t'- f welll!i<:bc•, I 
won er 1 we cons1 er He o I I found the still in the or-
such teaching when to our d0red them Monday morning six 
work after having ourselves <)'clc•ek ·che house was down, v.nd 
with the body of Christ. good bmba:-

to old Bro. to Since then we 
A careful reading of Doctrine and b\\ve been ~,·cit seven a rn to ni.ne 

Covenants, sections 36 and 83, will all but Alma and the women who 
present to us something of the sacred 
nature of the work in which we are 
engaged. Here we a.re in sub-
stance, that the city of the New 
Jerusalem, is to be built, 
prepared to meet Enoch and 
band, with Jesus Christ and his serv-
ants when he shall come to with 
his people on the earth. 
that we are engaged in this 
great as any ever committed 
we think the following 
pertinent:-

To what extent can 
with the world, indorse their 
ures, and partake of their 
out endangeri,ng 

Bro. Wm. H. Kelley, of the Quo· 
rum of Twelve, in a note, under date 
of August 14, wrote thus cheeringly:- -

Tne Mas•acbusetts reunion and conference 
closed yesterday. Some have gone home; 
others remain, and meetings will be con· 
tinued on the ground for a few evenings, The 
reunion gained in interest from the begin
ning to clos9. Rose to the height of an ideal 
Massachusetts reunion. Cheerful faces, 
peace, and unity prevailed everywhere; and 
I think there was not a case of sickness on 
the ground. We hear nothing but praise 
fl'OID the neighbors regarding the Saints. 
Not a single criticism; but greetings, "Glad 
r met you;" "Sorry you are going;'' "We en
j the meetings:" "will be sorry when 

close." Bro. Hilliard took up a good 
subwriptiou yestm·dt~y in favor of the col-

Though so far I tbiok some of 
the t•eunions tbe West, next 

Brn. G. Pitt and George W, 
to the Pi:liladelphia district.; Bro. 

to Western N•3W York; U. W. 
Greene to N"w YDrk district; Bt·n. Calvin 
Rich and Holmes J. Davison to Maine; Brn. 
G. H. Hilliard and W. W Blanchard to 
Maine: the latter to Nova Scot.ia in a few 
weeksi Brn. M. H. Bond and Bullard in the 
Massachusetts district. We are thus de
ployed out for the fall campaign. 

Bro. D. W. Wight, on August 13, 
wrote from Perry, Idaho:-

Bro. Parker: and I have a gr0at interest 
here. It is new point. 

some 
th.i}Jt 
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our young brother, James eternal And yet it is true, the 
·is at work. He appeared in the eternal men of the earth have been 
Superior Evening Telegram in a five that whenever he of lowliest origin. But they were 
column article in refutation of the send a servant or stands not selected by their fellows because 
claim that we were affiliated with 'uhe at their and whatsoever they of that but God who "setteth 
Utah -church. In the same issue be teach or do in with his un· up the basest or humblest of men" has 
also had notice of preaching services. his called them to carry out his will 
The Minneapolis Times also noted Bro. divine seal and sanction; but if among the kingdoms, and has endowed 
Baggerly's work in West Superior. deviate from his word and ordinances, them with power to accomplish his 

Bro. Geo. H. Hilliard of the Bish- he is not bound their a.cts, and purposes; so we see God's ways are 
opric reports the Saints' reunion in their works will hurried. (John equal both in affairs of earth and in 
Massachusetts a success. Along with 15: 6; 1 Cor. 3: 12, 15.) God's method of spiritual things. But the ways of 
other encouraging work at the reun- working, in the past, among ~men has men are inconsistent and unequal, for 
ion a subscription of $310 for college been to call men by his own voice, or while are ready to honor and 
was secured, part of which was from by .the o~ .angels, or his applaud m9n who seemingly, have 
outside the church membership. The Hoiy Spirit, VlSlOn or as themselves to the front by 
eastern Saints are far away from the in the instances of Samuel, I own prowess and power, they 
place where our college is located and Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel, reject and treat with contempt those 
the best of schools and colleges at and the other prophets and servants who come in the name of the Lord, 
their doors as it were, and yet they of God, to be his messengers and co- with his word upon their lips, and hum
readily lend a helping hand to the workers; sometimes he to bly seek to bless their fellow men, 
educational work of the church.· This them in person, as to Abram, Moses thus proving tbe words true:-
is in keeping with the progressive and on the Jacob on the plains. If ye were of the world, the world would 
wideawake spirit of the New But he always revealed himself unto love his own; but because ye are not of the 
lander. We expected as much. Bro. them by some of these means, and world, but I have chosen you out of the world, 
Hilliard has appointments ahead as made known unto them his will and therefore .the. worl~ hateth you.-John 15: 1~. 
follows: Sunday, August 19, Boston; purpose, for he always chose mem- Now 1 ~ lS evident. from Holy. Wnt 
26th, Dixfield, Maine; September 1 hers of the human to be his th~t Gods purpose ~n the creatiOn ?f 
and 2, conference at Lamoine, West- messengers to the nations, and he this a~~ pla?mg. man upon It, 
ern Maine; September 8 and 9, Indian authorized them to act in his name, ;;;as ~~ est~b1Ish his lnngdom. here: 
River, Eastern Maine district confer- and to be in his hand to 1. o thl::s beai all the prophe_ts witness, 
ence; Stonington, Deer Isle, about his EJte:rnal on I but I would espemall~ mte you to 
September 16. After September 16 the earth. Bear in I Psalms 2: .8; 72,: 8; Damel ~: 44; 7: 27; 
he will return to Massachusetts and are not as our ways (Isa. 55:8, 9); Ma.tthew 6: 9-12; Revelatwn 5: 9, 10. 
Rhode Isla,nd, visiting Paul tells us in 1 Corinthians 1: 26-29: T~ls p~rpose was _not to _be acco~-
F ll R . d th · t s er .. . '· . pllshed .m. the J.?O.rnmg of t.1me, nor In 

a 1ver, an o er pom s a P . Not m.any w1se. men after Lhe not the merJdlan of time, but m the full-
future arrangements. many mighty, not noble, aro : f h h th h .11 Elders F. A. Smith and Columbus but God hath ohosen foolish of ness o w en t e ear s a 
Scott have been home from their mis- the world to confound the have been ''filled with the measure of 

hath chosen the weak things of world to 1
1 man to his creation before sions some of late, visiting family and r d 'h - · b' - - ' ' con oun " e t.tnngs·w wn 11,r.e m.Ignt.y; ~ua the world w. as " when all the human 

looking after business matters. base of the ana things whwh ' .. 
Bishop Kelley went to· are hath vea. and shall have had the pnvllege of 

Stewartsville and St. Joseph. things, are not, to bring • n~ught, or rejecting God as their 
The extremely hot weather of late tl;ings that are: that no Aesh should glory in king. this purpose the Spirit of 

does not seem to hamper our local hls presence. God has been striving with men in all 
ministry much, as i.he usua.l number 'fhe above truth . cannot bt) too to them for the glory 
of appointments near Lamoni were b . human revealed, when the 
filled Sunday. . 1 .ecause 1t t~ the -ways which Christ taught his dis-

1 
of men (Isa. 55: 8, m all ages to pray shall be answered: 

·'------------- of world the masses have rejected kingdom come. Thy will be 
of because, in their done in earth, as it is in heaven." Oriuinal were the least and most in- For this purpose prophets have been 

instead of and sent to call upon mankind to prepare; 
as men call greatness. As an and Christ and his apostles preached 

GOD'S METHODS AND UNCHANGE- of God's the kingdom of God. The Apostle 
ABILITY. of says:- P::Mll said God had-

Veriiy I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall 
bind on earth shall be bound in and 
whatsoever ye shall loose on ea.l'th br~ 
loosed in heaven.-Matt. 18:18. 

He that recei veth you reeoi V<-Jth 
h"' that receiveth me receiveth him 
me:-Matt. 10:40. 

:Verily, verily, I say unto you, 
ceiveth whomsoever I send receivet.h 
and he that receiveth me receiveth hlm 
sent me.-John 13: 50. 

The foregoing is the warrant which 
Christ gave unto his disciples when 
he was with them in the flesh, and 
sent them to preach his 
Paul bears this testimony of 

Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and 
and forever.- He b. lil: 8. 

This language im-
mutable character the 

made known unto us the mystery of his will, 
to his good pleasure which he hath 

himself: that in the dispensation 
fullnes of tinws he might gather to

who gether in oue all thing·s in Chdst, both which 
a car- are in heaven and which are on earth; even 

led the Jews to in bim:-Eph. ,1: 9. 10. 
or one I Isa1ah tel1s, of ''a marvelous W?rk 

the world, as and a wonder, and of a book commg 
'fhe dis"'iples whom 1 forth; and--

' · '"."' a 1' h I The d<'af [shall] hear the words of the book, 
• l1IS mes,a,..,e uO t e and the eyes of the blind shall see out of ob-

nat.lODS were bumble a .• nd unlearned I scurity, andout of darkness. The meek also 
'rheir MastE~r was de- shall increase their joy in the Lord, and the 

and the question 1
1 mAn shall rej_oice in . the Holy 

• , ' For the ternble one IS brought 
com-:_ o~t to and the scorner is consumed, and 

was decreed 
But lt all watch for iniquity are cut off.-Isa. 

''he shall be 29: 18-20. 
called a N az::H·ene" 
Thus vie see, God's ways 

2: 23). This 
are not as , will all 

and these prophecies 
been fulfilled when that 
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"old serpent, which is the Devil, and 
Satan," is bound and cast into the 
bot,tomless pit for a thousand years 
(Rev. 20). But before all these things 
are fulfilled, Christ says:-

This gospel of the kingdom ~ball be 
preached in all the world for a witness unto 
all nations; and then shall the end come.
Matt. 24: 14. 

As an evidence that the churches 
have not been preaching the pure gos
pel of Christ, compare their creeds 
with the word of God, and then see 
the divisions among them; and the 
contention and overturning of nearly 
every creed in christendom. Paul 
and the other apostles foresaw the 
great apostasy. Paul declared:-

That day [the coming of Christ] shall not 
come, except there come a falling away first. 
-2 Thess. 2: 3. 

Again,-
The time will come when they will not en

dure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts 
shall they heap to themselves teachers, hav
ing itching ears; and they shall turn away 
their ears from the trut,h, and shall be turned 
unto fables.-2 Tim. 4: 3, 4. 

Peter says:-
But there were false prophets also among 

the people, even as there shall be false teach
et·s among you, who privily shall bdng in 
damnable heresies, even denying the Lord 
that bought them, and bring upon them
selves swift destruction.-2 Peter 2: 1, 22. 

God showed John upon the Isle of 
'Patmos that the gospel should be re
stored:-

And I saw another angel ftying in the 
midst of heaven, having the everlasting gos
pel to preach unto them Lhat; dwell on the 
eat·th, and to every nation, and kindred, and 
tongue, and people, saying with a loud voice, 
Fear God, and give glory to him; for the 
hour of his judgment is come: and wor8hip 
him that made heaven, and earth, and t,he 
sea, and the fountains of waters.-Rev. 
14: 6, 7. 

This is to be preparatory to Christ's 
second coming. (See Matt. 24: 14.) 
God told Malachi:-

Behold, I will send my messenger, and he 
shall prepare the way before me: and the 
Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to 
his temple, evc'ln the messenger of t,tte cove
nant, whom ye delight in: behold, he shall 
come, saith the Lord of hosts. But who may 
abide the day of his coming? and who shall 
stand when he appearetb? for be is like are
finer's fire, and like fuller·'s soap: and he 
sball sit as a refiner and put·ifier of sil V<"lr; 
and he shall pur·ify thfl sons of Lovi, and 
pm·ge them as gold and "ilvrcr, that th<>V may 
otl'c'l" uuto the Lord an offering in righteous
ness. Th<'n shall the otl'aing of Judah and 
Jerusalem be pleasant unto tne Lord, as in 
dr.ys of old, and as in formAr years. And I 
will come near to you to judgment; and I will 
be a swift wit.ness agai.nsr, the sorcArers, and 
against the adulterers, and against false 
swParers, and against those that oppress the 
hireling in his wages, the widow, and the 
fatherles~, and that turn aside the stranger 
from his riQht, and fear not me, saith the Lord 
of hosts.-Mal. a: I ·-5. 

This prophecy could have no refer• 
ence to Christ's first corning, for the 
following reasons: 1. Tbe Lord did 
not then suddenly come to his temple. 
2. All men could abide the day of bis 
first advent; they could mock, deride, 
and persecute him. 3. He did not 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

then come as a "refiner's fire," he did 
not ''purify the sons of Levi, and 
purge them as gold and silver;" they 
were his greatest enemies. 4. They 
did not then "offer untc the Lord an 
offering in righteousness." With 
"wicked hands they crucified and slew 
him." 5. "The offering of Judah and 
Jerusalem" was not "pleasant unto 
the Lord, as in days of old." 6. He 
did not then come "to judgment." 7. 
He did not come then as a "swift wit 
ness against the sorcerer," etc. He 
came to "call sinners to repentance." 
Hence the messenger spoken of by 
Malachi as preparing the way before 
the Lord was to come just prior to 
Christ's second advent; when, as Paul 
says, when speaking of that advent, 
'·the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from 
heaven with his mighty angels, in 
flaming fire, taking vengeance on 
them that know not God, and that 
obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus 
Christ." 

Bear in mind the fact that .Jesus 
mentions the preaching of the gospel 
in all the world for a witness, as one 
of tne signs preceding his second 
coming; and also the further fact 
that John saw that in the hour of 
God's judgment an angel would bring 
"the everlasting gospel to preach 
unto them that dwell on the earth." 
This gospel is the means of prepara
tion of mankind to receive the coming 
Lord-the only means whereby man 
can be saved. We have seen the 
Christ and the apostles foresaw that 
there would be a general apostasy 
from the true faith, hence the neces
sity for its restoration. 

On the 23d day of Decem her, one 
thousand eight hundred and five, 
there was born to Joseph and Lucy 
Smith, a son, whom they named after 
his father, .Joseph. This son was born 
in the town of Sharon, Windsor 
county, Vermont. When this boy 
was about ten years old the family re
moved to Palmyra, Ontario (now 
Wayne) county, in the state of New 
York; they afterward moved into 
Manchester, in the same county of 
Ontario. When .Joseph was about 
fifteen years old there was an unusual 
excitement on t-he subject of religion; 
his mind was greatly exercised 
t,hereby. His parents were of the 
Presbyterian faith. The youth was 
led to seek unto the Lord for light, 
because of the confusion of creeds 
and doctrines; and while thus exer
cised, his mind was directed to a pas
sage of scripture, in the epistle of 
James, the first chapter and fifth 
verse, which reads:-

If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of 
God, that, giveth to all men liberally, and up
braideth not; and it shall be given him. 

To use his own words,-
Never did any passage of scripture come 

with more power to the heart of man than 
this did at this time to mine. It seemed to 

enter with g-reat force into every feeling of 
my heart.-Cburch History, vol. 1, p. 8. 

He obeyed the injunction, feeling 
his great need of divine guidance. 
After bumbling himself before the 
Lord, and while pouring out his soul 
'in earnest prayer, he tells us tnat he 
saw "two personages (whose bright
ness and glory defy all description) 
standing above me in the air. One 
of them spake unto me, calling me 
by name, and said, (pointing to tbe 
other,) ·This is my beloved Son, bear 
him.' "-Church History, vol. 1, p. 9. 

Joseph inquired which of all the 
sects was right. He was answered 
that they were all wrong, and that he 
must join none of them, that all their 
creeds were an abomination in the 
sight of the Lord-that "the profess
ors were all corrupt," and the person
age said:-

They draw near to me with their lips, but 
their hearts are far from me; they teach for 
doctrine the commandments of men, having 
a form of godlineas, but they deny the power 
thereof.-Cburch History, vol. 1, p. 9. 

Gentle reader, startle not at this 
declaration as coming from the divine 
lips, but look abroad and see t,he mul
titudinous divisions in the so-called 
Christian world, and ask yourself, Can 
they be of God? Is God the author of 
confusion? then read the God-dishon
oring doctrines of Popery, Calvinism, 
etc., which have permeated the whole 
professedly Christian world, and 
against which there is a general re
volt in nearly all of the churches. 
What does this remodeling of creeds 
mean which is going on throughout 
christendom? If their creeds were 
once divine, are they not so still? If 
they are corrupt now, were they not 
always corrupt? Does the truth of 
God change with the rolling seasons? 
Has God varied in his plan of salva
tion? Or did he fail to comprehend 
the true condition of humanity? 

The only correct answer is, The 
sectarian creeds are not of God. • ·He 
is too wise to err, and too good to be 
unkind." He would not subject, hu
manity to peace-destroying and strife
breeding creeds that have deluged the 
world with blood. He seeks to 
"gather together in one, all things in 
Unrist, both which are in heaven, and 
which are on the earth." Division, 
confusion, and strife are from beneath. 
I know the professors of religion raise 
their hands in holy horror when . told 
the creeds of the day are corrupt, b11t 
let us see what Alexander Campbell 
says of these matters:-

We are fully convinced that neither popery 
nor any of its pr·otestant reformations is the 
Christian institution delivered to us in the 
Holy Scriptures. What is popery but the ex
treme of deflection and apostasy? What is 
prelacy but a reformed modification of 
popery? What is Congreg-ationalism, but a 
reform of P1·esbyterianism? What is Wes
leyan Methodism but a popular emendation 
of Eng-lish episcopacy?-Campbell Baptism, 
Introduction, p. 16. 
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Mr. Hopkins says:-
There is no reason to consider the anti

Christianspiritand practice confined to what 
is now called the Church of Rome. The 
Protestant churches have much of anti
Christ in them, and are far from being wholly 
reformed from corruption and wickedness. 

Dr. Guthrie says:-
Tbree hundred years ago, our church with 

an open Bible on her banner, and this motto, 
Search the scriptures, on her scroll, marched 
out from the gates of Rome. Did she come 
clean out of Babylon? 

Spurgeon says:-
The Church of England seems to be eaten 

through and through with sacramentarian
ism; but non-conformity appears to be as rid
dled with philosophical infidelity. Those of 
whom we thought better things are turning 
aside one by one from the fundamentals of the 
faith. Through and through, I believe the 
yery heart of England is honeycombed with a 
damnable infidelity, which dares to go into 
the pulpit and call itself chdstianity. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
Reader, don't you think it would 

have been presumption for a boy of 
eighteen years of age, then only 
known to a very narrow circle, and 
considered of no standing in society, 
·to have conceived the idea that his 
name was to be known among all na
tions? Would he be likely to have 
the audacity to declare that an angel 
of God told him so? especially if he 
was the base and thievish character 
that his enemies declared he was? If 
he was such a character, none would 
know it better than himself, and 
would he be likely to tell his neigh
bors that an angel of God had conde
scended to visit him? He would 
know that thev knew his character, 
and consequently would treat him 
with the utmost contempt; and if his 
story was false, he would not have 
dared to tell it to those who knew 
him so well. But he told the story, 
and persisted in its truth to the day 
of his death. But· if the statement 
originated in his own brain, and was 
not told him by an angel of God, how 
does it happen that it comes to pass? 
Can you point to any land where 
modern civilization has gone, where 
the name of Joseph Smith is not 
known? Can you point to any land 
where that name is not had both for 
good and evil? for good by those who 
have honestly and fairly investigated 
his prophetic claim, and rendered 
obedience unto the fullness of the 
gospel as taught by him; but for evil 
by the hireling clergy, and all who 
are too bigoted to honestly investi
gate his claim? And be it remem
bered that against this man, and the 
church, under God, founded by him, 
the professedly pious and the 
avowedly impious-the minister in 
sacerdotal robes, and every grade of 
filth and debauchery that is found 
among men, all · unite together to 
brand this man, J osepb Smith, as an 
impostor, a false prophet, a thief, a 
wboremonger, and guilty of every 
crime their unhallowed tongues can 
give utterance to. 

How is it, gentle reader? Can you 
find a better answer than that given 
by the Savior? 

(The latter utterances are copied 
from "Great Controversy," p. 384, E. 
G. White.) In view of these state
ments, and many more which might 
be given from men whose names stand 
foremost among sectarian leaders, is 
it any wonder that the divine being 
should tell the earnest, anxious youtb, 
seeking divine direction to "join none 
of them," that "all their creeds were 
an abomination in his sight;" that 
"those professors were all corrupt, 
they draw near me with their lips, 
but their hearts are far from me?" 
Why should the followers of Campbell 
raise their hands in holy horror be
cause Joseph said the Lord declared 
this was the condition of things in 
professed christendom, when Alex
ander Campbell, as we have seen, 
testifies to its truth? If the church 
which Campbell founded stands for 
anything, it stands as a protest 
against all Christendom outside of its 
narrow boundaries, hence is an em
phatic denial of the divinity of all 
creeds but its own. Was it any less 
a truth as it fell .from the lips of the 
Savior, and recorded by J osepb Smith, 
than when uttered by Campbell and 
the other professed divines? The 
majority of the churches are testify
ing to its verity, by throwing aside 
their old creeds, or they are guilty of 
apostasy today in their departure 
from them. If they are false and cor-

t tb 1 If If ye were of the world, the world would 
rup now, ey were a ways so. love bis own: but because ye are not of the 
they were true in the beginning, they world, but I have chosen you out of the 
are true today; but God's word is world, therefore the world hateth you.
against them, because they are from John 15:19. 
beneath. Again:-

But to return to the testimony of Know ye not that the friendship of the 
the youthful seeker after wisdom. He world is enmity with God? whosoever there
tells us that upon another occasion fore will be a friend of the world is the enemy 
while engaged in prayer a heavenly of God.-James 4: 4. 
messenger appeared to him in his The world is and always bas been 
room, who called him by name and corrupt; therefore, if Joseph bad been 
said:- the corrupt person that the profess· 

That he was a messenger sent from the edly pious and avowedly impious pro
presence of God to me, and ... that God claim him to be, they would love him 
had a work for me to do, and t~at my name and applaud his name to the skies. 
should be had for good and ev1l, among all B t G d b tb b h · t f 
nations, kindreds, and tongues. --Church u as o a c osen 1m ou o· 
History, vol. 1, p. 12. I the world, therefore the wo;rld bates 
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him as it did the Master and his serv
ants in every age. 

This boy testifies that the messen
ger declared that "great judgments 
were coming upon the earth in this 
generation, with great desolations by 
famine, sword, and pestilence;" thus 
harmonizing with the cry of the angel 
seen by John in Revelation 14• 6. 

Reader, was the statement true? 
Look around, and read the terrible 
panorama of events as they pass be
fore your astonished vision, and fill 
the hearts of men and nations with 
fear, because of those things that are 
coming on the earth; then compare 
them with Christ's predictions, as 
found in Matthew, Mark, and Luke 
concerning the signs that should pre
cede and presage the coming of the 
once crucified but now risen Redeemer; 
when as Paul says;-

When the Lord Jesus shall be revealed 
from heaven with his mighty angels, in 
flaming fire taking vengeance on them that 
know not God, and that obey not the gospel 
of our Lord Jesus Christ.-2 Thess. 1:7, 8. 

It was an easy matter for anyone to 
say that this was the generation in 
which Christ said these things should 
come to pass; but it required more 
than human power, wisdom, and cun
ning to bring these terrible events 
about-to place signs in the sun, 
moon, and stars which Jesus foretold, 
and which this youthful seer declared 
were now at band, and which scien
tists of every civilized land have been 
and are recording as almost everyday 
events, but which were not visible in 

, such degree as they have been since 
this youth declared the heavenly mes-
sage. Mark the terrible famines, the 
devsJstating pestilences, the desolating 
wars, the numberless destructive 
earthquakes, the devouring fires, the 
dread cyclones, the vivid lightnings, 
the dreadful commotions among the 
nations, as well as the disruptive 
elements that are dividing the 
churches and tearing the time-hon
ored creeds to fragments and hurling 
them away as filthy rags, then ask 
yourself if anything less than the in
spiration of the Holy Ghost could 
have enabled him to foresee and fore
tell so clearly what would be the state 
of the world in this generation; and 
remember, that Christ says:-

When ye see these things come to pass, 
know ye t,hat the kingdom of God is nigh at 
hand.-Luke 21: 31. 

While you are reading, throw away 
prejudice, judge as you would be 
judged, and be assured, "whatsoever 
measure you mete unto others shall 
be measured to you again." Then 
take the doctrine that he declared was 
delivered unto him from heaven, com
pare it with the teachings of him who 
"spake as never man spake;" and if 
you find in it that which is contrary 
to Holy Writ, you are at liberty tore
ject it; but so surely as it agrees with 
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God's unchangeable word, just so called from the sheepcote to be his 
surely you will be condemned if you prophet king? And of Jeremiah 
reject it. Do not measure it by the whom God ordained to be a prophet 
unequal creeds of men, nor by your unto the nations. who said, Ab! Lord 
own traditions; measure it by the un- God, I cannot speak; for I am a child? 
erring word of God. Littleness of fame, humbleness of 

To the law and to the testimony: if they birth, and insignificance of standing 
speak not according to this word, it is becau"e in society are no barrie.rs in the eyes 
there is no light in them.-Isa 8: 20 of the Omniscient God against being 

This is the divine rule by which all called into his service, nor are they 
must be tried. any excuse for rejecting those whom 

None have fairly examined the doc- God has chosen. "But he has a bad 
trine taught by .Joseph Smith without name!" Who gave him a bad name? 
being impressed with its perfect bar Did you ever bear his friends speak 
mony with all that God bas revealed evil of him? Did you ever know a 
to man, and with the teaching of disinterested person who knew him, 
Christ and his apostles; and many and knew his life, and hence a really 
have declared they could accept it, competent witness, speak evil of him? 
but they cannot believe Joseph Smith I have known many who professed 
was a prophet. That was the case in great piety, and professed to be well 
nearly every age of the world. The acquainted with him, slander his char
generations among whom prophets acter, claiming to know that their 
appeared could acknowledge the di- charges were authenticated facts~ 
vinity of the mission of the prophets and when they came to be closely 
whom their father8 8lew, but when questioned they had never seen the 
prophets appeared in their day they man, had not even been in the neigh
rejected and persecuted them, as their borhood where had lived, but they 
fathers bad done before them, even to had heard some pious (?) minister tell 
the immaculate Son of God, and he what some dear old pious (?) sister 
said, '·The servant is not greater than stated she had heard some one else de
his lord; if they have persecuted me, clare, who had gone to school with 
they will persecute you also." Every him. 
generation that bas rejected the If time and space would permit we 
prophets whom God bas sent bas, and could give hundreds of contradictory 
must, bear the terrible consequences stories that are told of him, but they 
of that rejection. have no foundation whatever. One of 

Joseph Smith never claimed to be t,he latest was published in the New 
anything greater than a humble roes- York 'Fribune, said to be "told by an 
senger of Christ. He never demanded old woman," "who once lived in the 
that the world should believe in him vicinity where 'Joe' Smith first 
as the means of salvation to man. He started on his religious campaign." 
presented Jesus the Christ, as that '·At that time," she said, "be was zeal
prophet, foretold by Moses: "The ous and devout, attending all the pro
Holy One of Israel." Book of Mor- tracted meetings for miles around in 
mon, large edition, pages 15, 45, 64; t,he winter, and the camp meetings in 
that "1'here is none other name given the summer, and yet his wife and six 
under heaven, save it be this Jesus children were left for days and weeks 
Christ of which I have spoken, in a cabin on the edge of the wood, 
whereby man can be saved," page 84, frequently without food or fuel, when 
and a thousand other statements bear- I neighbors would come to the rescue." 
ing similar testimony that Jesus, the It would be a great pity to spoil this 
Christ, is the only Savior of men. pious old lady's story when it is just 
But this same Jesus has declared, as as true as hundreds of other stories 
written at the beginning of this arti- told about him by both press and pul
cle, "He that receiveth whomsoever pit. 
I send receivetb me; and he that, re- , But the facts are Joseph Smith was 
ceiveth me receiveth him that sent I between fourteen and fifteen years old 
me." 1 when in answer to prayer he received 

Kind reader, if you reject those his first vision, and by this time he 
whom Christ sends; can you receive had ceased attending revival meetings. 
Christ? Is it not 'implied in the above On the eighteenth of January, eigh· 
language that if we do not re~eive the teen hundred twenty-seven, he was 
se:r:,vant we cannot receive the Master,. married to Miss Emma Hale, be being 
and we consequently reject God the' then twenty-two years old. In that 
Father? "But he was an insignificant same year he "fairly began his cam
boy/" Do you not remember how it paign," receiving and translating the 
was written, ' Out of the mouth of I Book of Mormon. 
babes and sueklings thou hast per- Reader, was he not rather young to 
fected praise?" What was the little J be the father of six children? Besides 
dE)spised dreamer whom his brethren he was only just married! And be 
hated and sold into Egypt? The lit- i was not quite thirty-nine years old 
tle Samuel whom God called to be his 

1
1 when he was cruelly murdered; and 

. prophet, empowered to anoint kings? only five children bad been born to 
What of the shepherd lad whom God . him then. The dear "old lady" must 

have bad a strong, mind 
But what minds they must have who 
gulp down and take pleasure in ped
dling the ridiculous story! '·O my 
soul, come not thou into their secret; 
unto their assembly; be not thou uni
ted, for in their anger slew a 
prophet of the Most High!" 

In conclusion we challenge t,he 
world to compare the revelat,ions re
ceived by him and given to the world, 
with the stupendous events that have 
taken place during the last sevent.y
five years; namely, .The lifting the 
Gentile yoke from the neck of the 
Jews, who were sorely oppressed by 
all nations, the preparation of the 
land of Palestine for the return of 
God's ancient covenant people, by the 
return of the "former and latter " 
which had been withheld for many 
centuries, and the commencement of 
the return of the Jews to their own 
land, which the Book of Mormon de
clares shall take place in the genera· 
tion in which that book should be 
brought forth. 1'hen the terrible 
condition of the nations of the earth 
from wars and rumors of wars; 
lences, famines, earthquakes; 
in the sun, moon, and stars, presag
ing terrible events; "blood, fire, and 
smoke," the abounding of iniquity in 
high and low places, and ''the Jove of 
many waxing cold," as evidenced 
the universal loss of confidence 
in men and nations. These ev~nts 
filling the hearts of men with fear, as 
declared by the Savior (Luke 21). 
'l'hen compare the order of the church 
which under God he founded, with the 
church of the New 'l'estament; the 
doctrine and ordinances thereof; the 
promises declared by him to be the 
rightful heritage of the sons and 
daughters of God in this as in days of 
old, and then ask the hundreds of 
thousands of men and who 
have received his teaching, those 
promises have been fulfilled in pro
portion to their faith in and faithful
ness to God. And I hear one vast 
shout from the dead and the living 
Saints, declaring that God bas bon· 
o:red his word through the 
Seer, as be did in all ages through 
the prophets, ac.d th.at as many as 
have received this mctn eleva 
hated, but God honm·ed have 
in their own hearts the realiza.tion 
that they have received both God and 
Christ. Thus it will be that 
God's warrant to his servants is no 
idle word, that it remains uncha,nged, 
and that "no weapon formed against 
them shall prosper;" a,nd though he 
was permitted to be slain as Christ 
and his apostles and prophets were 
slain in their day, yet his work, like 
theirs, remains, and cannot be thrown 
down, for it is sealed and ratified by 
both the Father and the Son, both in 
the heavens and on the earth . 

Then, kind reader, be careful how 
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you treat the mission and message of the greater benefit, the vbited or the visi
tor. this latter-day If you 

you Christ who sent After spending a few pleasant days and 
him, and both the prcmching a few sermons there, we moved 
Father and Son. not the idle sixt.een mi.les further north, to Ono, where a 
stories told from press and and week'a grove meeting had been provided for. 
echoed in the slums and but 'l'here, again, we found old time friends. The 
investigate for wis· grove meetings were not all we .':Jad hoped 
dom o{ will not turn you I for. Outside attendance was not as large as 

HJUO. 

D 

CHAS. DEH.HY. it might have been, but we can only hope for 
the best and leave the work in the Master's 
hands. Three wore bap.ti,;ad, a,ll young peo
ple, and our prayer is that their faith and 
example may be one worthy of the name 
they have taken upon them. 

ll'rom Ono we went to Lost Creek and put 
ONO, Wis., August 9. in a few days there, and from there to 

.JJJditors Herald:-So far this year I have Brasington, where we hoped to g·ather 
not contributed to your columns; but because sheaves, but only found thorns and thistles; 
siient it does not necessarily follow that I hence our stay there was necessarily short, 
have been idle. preaching but twice, and at the close of the 

As soon as practicable after returning from last service walking out of the town by night 
conference I went to our capital city, Madi- to find shelter in a friendly haymow until 
son, where I joined Bro. W. P. Hobinson, the morning· light revealed the road to Ono. 
who had preceded me a few days. Vve con- And last Thursday morning·, August 3, leav
tinued in th:o city until M:ay 27. On the 21st I ing Bro. Mucous to fill appointments here, I 
preached a funeral sermon which I believe boarded the train for Minneapolis, to visit 
did much towards removing prejudice from Saints and friends there, and hoping, yet lit
the minds of some. tle expecting, to find some of the missionary 

On the 25th four were baptized and we force in the city. In this case, however, our 
closed there with a good intereBt. The fol- hopes were happily realized, for no sooner 
lowing weEJk we returned home to attend hll.d I found the Saints than I learned that 
district conference, .June 2 and 3; and a few I Bro. K A. Stedman and Eli Hayer were 
days later, in eompany with Bro. Peter I there conducting a tent campaign in the city. 
Muceus as a traveling associate for the sum- 1 When we began to inquire where we would 
mer, took our way northward to Twin Lakes, ,. be likely to find them we learned that the 
Chippewa county, to attend the Northern much used and much abused name of Smith 
Wisconsin district conference. I was quite common in the city and that we 

Our old soldier b1:other, George Clark, would find one at Bro . .Jack Smith's, and one 
was in waiting for us at Chetek, and alter I at Bro .. Jay Smith's, which we take as evi
supplying the wants of the inner man at the ' dence that the Smiths are a hospitable peo
table de hot.e, stowed us away in his carriage, ple, and during our stay in the city we 
and we were soon enrouta for branch head- proved it to be true. 
quarters at Twin Lakes, whlch was reached Well, to cut the story short, we soon found 
in due time, and we soon discovered we were Bro. Stedman under tho shade of a tree, try
not the only ones interested in the proceed- ing to endm·e life and a tempe1~ature up in 

the growth if slow is sure, and a healthy one, 
which to our mind is to be preferred to a 
more rapid and yet uncertain gain. 

Ever praying for :6ion, and desirous of do
ing what I can for the interest and advance
ment of the truth, I am, 

Your brother in bouds, 
CHAS. H. BURR 

DIAMOND, Parke county, Indiana. 
Editors HeTuld:-I was baptized at Bevier, 

Missouri, by Bt·o. R. M. Elvin, on June 19, 
1899, and since then I have been trying to 
walk in the right and narrow way, but have 
met with many obstacles ·and temptations, 
some of them very hard to overcome. 

Owing to the work getting slack in Bevier, 
I went to Keb, Iowa, a plaee I thought among 
strangers, but was greatly pleased when I 
learned there were a few Saints there. I had 
a few hard trials where I stopped; hut I 
wasn't ashamed to own that I was a Latter 
Day Saint. 

Work getting slack agal n, I returned to 
Missouri where I stayed a few months and 
then came to Indiana to see relatives, where 
I am now. 

I am not sorry that I became a member of 
this church. I'm proud of it. Am sorry 
that I did not join sooner, for I firmly be
lieve it is the only true Church of Jesus 
Christ, for I've never before received so many 
blessings. 

There are no Saints within miles of me that 
I know of. I miss the church meeti ng·s very 
much, especially the Religio, and I have none 
of the churt.h books or papers to read. l ask 
an interest in each of your praytws, that I 
may hold out faithful and improve. 

If any of t,tw missionaries or elders, or any 
of the Saints, will call on me, I shall be very 
pleased to give them a warm reception. 

Your brother in Christ, 
JOHN L. ,) ONE 

ings there. Othet• arrivals were soon an- the nineties. Later on, Bro. Hayer's_ genial BEEVILLE, Texas, August 11. 
nounced; and visiting Saints to the number countenance smil.od upon us. ln ]l'aith to the LatteT Day Ohwch. Dea?· 
of forty or more, coming by team across the We found the brethren busy, happy, and Ohu?·ch:-I now say that which, poorly said 
country a distance of from sixty-five to hopeful in tha work and on the alert to im- as it i&, I certainly hope may benefit somo 
seventy-five miles, showed their love fo~ gos- prove every opportunity to further the inter- one. In 1893 I had two children in very bad 
pel truth and communion of Saints. And if 1 est of gospai work. We presume it was to health, and had ditrerent physicians with 
we are competent to judge in this matter, we I carry out this principle that they pressed the them, but it seemed that all had done but lit
believe t~at before the good~·byes were said I writer into service and nearly c?mp.elled h~m tle good. I had at that time a dear friend, a 
and the JOUrney homewat•d oeg·un, each one to occupy a greater portion of tne t1me wh1le member of your church. She would often 
could have said th_ey had bee·n· amply repai~ I there. \Vel!, that's all. ~ight, ?oys,. but. just say: "Why don't you send your children's 
for the efforts made, and additiOnal strengtn I come over on the east Blue of tne b1g r1ver, names up to our church? Don't you believe 
had been gained an·d renewed determinations and we will "git aven wid yees." that the prayers of our chureh, united with 
made to press on in the struggles :1nd con- However, we had a very pleasant time and yours, would be a great help?" I would say, 
.flicts of life, louking forward with joyous I are glad we went; and if we did no good our 1 "Yes, I certainly believe in the prayers of a!J. 
hop.e to the meeting time whera. no partings I prayer is that we m~>y have done no harm. C.hristians." Yet procras. ti~ation too often 
will be. Tomorrow wo expect to go again to Porcu- gives trouble; I went on until my baby boy 

Ye missionaries remained in Chippewa pine and hold a two weeks' series there, and had a very bad place on his limb. The phy
county until the last of the month, and then then bid the Northern Wisconsin Saints what sician, after treating it for some time, said 
to meet a previous appointment we shipped we expe.ct will be a last good-bye in this world, that if it was not better in a, few days the 
ourselves to DLlrand, Pepin county, and from unless we may meet some of them ln the land chi.ld would have to be put.under the ir.llu· 
thence to Porcupine, the scene of former day of Zion. We expect to move on towards the ence of chlorofm·m, the limb split to the 
missionary labor, where in years gone by, in southern p"'rt of the state and to attend the bone, and the bona scraped. Oh, how could 
oompa~y ":'ith Bro. H. P. Cu:tis, we raised [ Southern distr.ict conference which convenes he stan~ this?. The physician ~aid many dis
our vowes m defense of gospel truth and for at Buckwheat Ridge church, September 8; heartemng thwgs . 

. the first time the scwnd of the restored gos- and from there go to home and loved ones. The next day I sent the names of my two 
pel was beard in their valleys. It is needless So far as we are able to judge, we can say children to your church, asking that they 
to st~y we found a warm welcome, and per- the work is onward. Not so fast, parhaps, as pray for them. The physician did nothing 
haps it would be difficult to say which feit 1 some would like to see it move; but we think more for them, but they mended from that 
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day until they were well. The oldest one is 
eleven years old now, and is one of the larg
est, finest boys for his age that I ever saw. 
The youngest appeared to be in perfect 
health for three years, since which time he 
bas been sickly part of the time. 

I t,ruly believH that the dear God blessed 
them through your prayers, united with ours. 
I now, just I have often before, deep down iri 
my heart, bid every Christian of your church 
Godspeed. May we meet you all in heaven. 

Now I bring to you the name of my cousin, 
Sammie Norfleet, asking your most sincere 
prayers that God may spare him, a well 
Christian man. Seems he is needed so badly. 
Now will you please remember me and my 
two little boys, and pray that I may keep and 
raise them to be good, Christian men. 

I wish you all Godspeed, that we may all 
meet around the great white throne, where 
,t,her<~ will be no strangers, is the prayer of 

Your Methodist friend, 
MRS. L. E. TAYLOR. 

WEYERHAUSER, Wis., Aug. 10. 
:Editors JieTald;- We are still at work, and 

·are trying to keep the banner of King Im· 
manuel afloat, so it may not be trampled un
der foot by the cunning craftiness of men. 
Bro. A. L. Whiteaker and the writer came to 
Chetek about a month ago. We held several 
meetings at the Reed bJ•anch, at Tillinghast; 
alBo a few meetings at the Rice schoolhouse, 
about fifteen miles from the central part of 
the Reed branch, where the work had been 
newly opened up the year before. As a re· 
sult of our labors, Bro. Whiteaker baptized 
three, all heads of families. 

We are now in the great logging regions of 
northern Wisconsin. Last week we took a 
fifteen mile ride on the running geat•s of a 
wagon, with Bro. Hewett, to Weyerhauser, 
little !un:bering town, where we secured the 
use of the M. E. Church. It is a new place, 
and the people seem interested. We are 
preaching each evening t,o fair audiences. 
Just what the results will be we cannot tell, 
but here and there we find some of the "lost 
sheep," that are willing to obey the gospel. 

So the good work rolls on. We hope to 
open up many other new places. 

In the faith of Christ, 
J. B. WILDERJY[UTH. 

LADD, Illinois, August 13. 
Editors Berald:-I come again to tell of the 

blessings we are receiving in our little cor
ner. At a special meeting on last Friday 
evening it was our intention to transact busi
ness for the branch; but there seemed to be 
too much of the spirit of worship among us, 
so we turned it into a prayer meeting, ar
ranging at the close for a council to be held 
on Sunday morning. 

Brn. Southwick and Henley were with us, 
and we determined to make the best of it. 
Bro. Henley made a few remarks, but was 
overpowered by the spirit of tongues and 

. prophecy, and spoke to Bro. Turner who had 
been so signally blessed, as I wrote in a for
mer letter. Afterwards the interpretation 
was given, and Bro. Turner was told that he 

THE SAINTir HERALD 
bad been healed, and that inasmuch as he 
would be faithful he would be blessed. 

Then Bro. Southwick made some remarks 
that were very interesting. As he finished, 
Bro. Henley was again filled with the spirit 
of prophecy. This time he spoke to Sr. 
Snow, warning her to humble herself, for the 
Lord had a great work for her to do. Then 
he turned to Bro. Snow telling him that if he 
would humble himself his tongue would be 
loosened, for the Lord had a special work for 
him that no other could do. 

Bro. Southwick said in his remarks that he 
felt that this would be a meeting never to be 
forgotten, and I believe that all agree with 
him, for there never has been such a display 
of the Spirit here before. I am sorry that 
our brothers and sisters who are absent were 
not here to enjoy this time with us, but we 
hope that they have the same where they 
are. We never hear from them, but they 
have our prayers, and we trust that we are 
not forgotten by them. 

On the next Saturday evening Bro. South
wick addressed the friends at the church. 
On Sunday forenoon we held our council, and 
had a lively time. We all had a good time 
at the prayer meeting in the afternoon. One 
child -was blessed in tongues by Bro. Henley. 
In the evening Bro. Henley spoke to us from 
the text, "What shall I do?" His talk was 
grand. We wish we might keep him and 
Bro. Southwick with us always, but it will 
not do to be selfish. LEON SNOW. 

DELOIT, Iowa, August 14. 
EditoTs Herald:-Eight weeks ago last Sat

urday I was called home to find my wife pros
tra'te, sick of typhoid fever. This was on 
Saturday. On Monday my youngest son 
went to a neighbor's to help shell corn and 
accidentally caught his fingers in the gearing, 
cutting all the fingers off his right hand. 

My wife has regained her health, and the 
boy's hand is about healed, so I have re
sumed my work. Came to Deloit last Satur· 
day, and met with the Saints yesterday, and 
will continue here a short time, and then 
proceed elsewhere in the district. 

My troubles have seemed very grievous; 
but r· suppose others have their share, and 
the Lord has said that he will have a tried 
people, so I will try and not complain. Am 
in hopes to so live and labor that when 
Christ comes I will be worthy to sit down to 
the great marriage supper. 

Your brother, 
R. WIGHT. 

the house "full of Saints and friends in an 
effort characteristic of the man, in which he 
sought to show the utility of the Book of 
Mormon as another witness to the divinity of 
Christ. At night the writer sought to pre· 
sent the financial system of the church. 

All the Sunday sessions, except the 9: 30 
prayer and testimony service, were well at
tended; and the general verdict was that the 
conference was a success. 

I would not be fair not to mention the fact 
that on the lOth, at 1: 30 p. m., the district 
Sunday school convention met in business 
session, and at night an entertainment con
sisting of music, songs, recitations, and 
papers, occupied a house nicely filled with 
attentive listeners, all of which gave evi
dence that the Sunday school arm of the 
church is still active, and bids fair to be 
more so. 

In gospel bonds, your brother, 
LEVI GAMET. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., August 11. 
Editors Hemld:-Since May 2, I have been 

associated with Bro. E. A. Stedman most of 
the time here, in tent work, except that I 
was at Pipestone for two or three weeks in 
July. Cannot say any great advancement is 
being made, but am quite safe in saying we 
think good has been done all along the line. 
A better understanding is being had hy those 
who have attended our meetings, and the 
difference bas been seen between us and those 
of the Utah faith. Bro. Stedman has from 
time to time discussed that point, and made 
it clear, to all thinking minds at least. 

Five have obeyed the Master's voice and 
taken upon them his name. We hope his 
Spirit may guide them along tho pathway of 
life, so the great reward may be secured, 
even eternal life. Some of the Ad vent faith 
are attending our meetings now, and ex
press themselves favorable; but the Sabbath 
is still in the way. We trust all may be made 
clear to them. Bro. S. will speak on that 
subject tomorrow evening. I hope that 
God's Spirit may guide the speaker in his 
effort. 

In tent meetings we cannot tell how many 
are listening. Outside the tent, often as well 
as at the houses, can be seen people who are 
listening, and who have a desire to know 
what we are telling the people, but seem to 
be timid in coming to the tent. We hope 
sufficient may be heard that it may be a wit
ness unto them of the restored gospel in this 
day of confusion. The pleasure ef this world 
seems to prevail here, the most of any place 

CLEAR WATER, Neb., August 13. we have been. 
Editors Hemld:-Last night closed our dis- We were made happy last week by a visit 

trict conference. Elders Caffall and Pretty- from Bro. C. H. Burr, of Wisconsin, who 
man of the confereiJCe appointees were with stayed over Sunday with us, and spoke three 
us. The business, although somewhat tedi- times, to the satisfaction of all. We were all 
ous in part, was transacted without friction, sorry to see him leave us. Come again, Bro. 
and with a decidedly brotherly feeling. The Burr; we need aid and encouragement. 
Sunday morning prayer meeting was a peace- The Perham reunion was a great feast to 
ful, enjoyable session. The morning preach· ' me. I met many of the noble Saints of that 
ing hour was occupied by Bro. C. W. part of Minnesota whom I had never met 
Prettyman. Then followed Sunday school before. All seemed to come to do their part, 
service. Then a basket dinner and all-round and therefore made it enjoyable, indeed. Bro. 
visit, interspersed with the songs of Zion. A. H. Smith gave us some good instructions 
At three p. m. Elder James Caffall addressed I trust we shall never forget. He truly is a 
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faithful servant of the Lord. The meetings think she has been ordained) in the way of 
there were spiritual and strengthening to all opening church doors, etc., as they have a 
and all felt well. fine place of worship in the place, and there 

tent to LP,mont, and set stakes. Brn. Sutton 
and Sheldon went to work preaching-. Had 
a fair turnout each night. Br·o. Sheldon was 
called home by telegram, his wife being vet·y 
sick. 0 H. Bailey took hie place with Bro. 
Sutton and they p1·eached about two weeks. 
Left a good fc;eli.ng, and some near the king
dom. 'I'wo or three are to be baptized this 
fall, when they can return to preach, 

At present the rain is hindering· our tent is room for a good work to be done there. 
meetings some, but we feel hopeful. To all L8t Him who has peomised to remember the 
tbe Saints in Southern Minnesota I wish to i islands of the sea be heard and iu his owo due 
say that we will reach them as soon as I time. My pt•ayer is that at 18ast two of the 
ble, and when we can do work among farmers. leading quorum will be delegated here, for 
Trust our faith and prayers may be united the field is whi.te to the harvest and tho I 
that good may be done. May we realize the laborers are fow. I helped to pull up stakes again at this 

place and move to :D'airhanks. The intere2t 
there was good, but the turnout was not so 
good. I was with them part of the time. 
Bro. Hand joined them there, where t.bey 
preached about two •.veeks, when thoy went 
to Cedar Rapids, Iowa. After Bro. Sutton 
shipped tho tent he came to my place and we 
went to Strawberry Point to see some of the 
Saints he had bapti:oed. He had a holy con-
versation wlth them and they greatly re-

statement of the Master more fully day by Bro. A. N. Bishop is doing a good work in 
day, "He that endureth to the end, the same 1 this mission. He distributed all om· litera
shall be saved." Chrigt evidently knew the I ture in Lydney and Aylburton from house to 
weakness of man and the possibility of fm·- i house, and has been successful as an exponent 
gett.i.ng his duties and obligation to his I of God's truth in the open air. In the vari
Maker. I desire to continue in good. Lest I ous places where he has lifted up the ensign, 
worry you sh!!ll close. hundreds have stood and heard the angel's 

Hoping and praying for the establishment message, and it now rests with those of the 
of truth among men, local ministry to heed the commandment, 

Yours for truth, "Be without blame in word and deed," r•3-
ELI HAYER. membsring God has said by the Psalmist, My joiced. My love is in the work. 

LYDNEY, England, July 30. 
E<ZitoTs Heral{J,:-I take pleasure in addi.Dg· 

a few lines more to your interesting columns, 
more especially to reply to kindness exhib
ited by some your side the blue waters in 
sendiDg tracts and Ensigns. First two years' 
numbers of Ensigns and a large packet of 
Hopes arrived in answer to our recent appeal. 
On label attached was the name, Mary Lewis, 
Saints' Home. I presume th:J.t is the kind 
sister who sent them. Yet again we received 
five dollars' worth of tracts which were paid 
for by Sr. Martha Woods, widow of late Elder 
Stephen Woods. They are the best assort
ment we have ever bad, 3,nd while Ensigns 
and Hopes have good articles, yet to my mind 
t1·acts on first principles and Epitomes, etc., 
are much the best. We convey to Sr. '1)\Toods 
our heartfelt gratitude s.nd all tho good 
wishes one Saint can have for another. 0.1!' 

prayer to Israel's God is that he will bless the 
silent meBsages of salvation, and ma.y the 
seed thus sown germinate :a,nd produc0 an 
abundan.t harvest. May his blessings also be 
enjoyed by the sender, and if it bs hi~ divine 
wiil to give her length of days, may her lat
ter days be the brightest of a.ll. If, on the 
other hand, the timo is short (as sooner m· 
later all of us will go to me,et our beloved 
ones in the great beyond), may the end be 
peaceful, even a sweet transmission. 

A few weeks ago your writer visited L1an
nelly in South Wales. 'l'he words of the 
Savior repeated themselves to me again and 
again: "When the Son of man cometh, shall 
he find faith on the earth?" There is a little 
br!linch in that place of about seven members, 
and one of them, the president, lives about 
six miles out. s~. Treherne has passed her 
seventieth miles tone in life's journey and is 
quite bright !Wd active, and as firm s.s the 
rocks of Gibraltar. She has been in the 
church over fifty years; believes like some 
others that we ought to obey God rather 
than man, and consequently she never ac
cepted any Bl"ighamism nor any other ism 
contrary to the truth as written. All this 
sister's family are brought up in the faith of 
the Nazarene and are endowed with fortitude 
of chal'acter. Sr. Elizabeth A. Lloyd per
forms a portion of the deacon's work (don't 

people shall be willing in the day of my w. B. Wl<]S'l'ON. 
power, and the word he h;>s spoken will 
surely pr·evaiL As Latter Day Saints we are 
all fond of singing the little hymn asking AUGUSTA, Ind., Aug. 20. 
God to speed the right. Unto all, myself not Editors .Herald:-I came here yesterday 
omitted, I give anothm· few iines of poetry, from our conference and be>g<m work. I feel 
and pray that the Lord of the harvest will loneeome after having been i.n sueh a good 
give us grace as our day sha.ll be, and q uali.fy conference. H was one long to be r~emem
us for tbe work he has designed for· us to ac- bered by the writer, because of the many 
com plish, giving· to each one the necessary good instructions given the Sal n t.s and all 
gri.t and integrity, and teach us to number present by the worthy colabor6ro, Lalw !l.nd 
our d~tys that we may apply our hearts unto Smith. Truly the right men in t.tw right 
wisdom, that our wisdom may be of the Lord place and at the right time and the right 
and ouP strength be of the Spirit, th3.t our things done. ·when I see wit.h what gr:we 
ministrations may be approved and lld minis- firmness, serene calmness and humility of 
ters all mrty win souls unto Christ. God help heart and :oeal Bro. Lake moves, it only re
us !lJl not to be harsh in judg·ment but to be I minds me of the "Lako" of Gali.!ee, when Je
merciful in this and not make a m!J,n an of- sus said, "Peace be still." A8 the sea thug 
fender for a word, but to cultivat.e that g'ift obeyed the voice of the Lord, so also Bro. 
of charity which will eoa.ble us as members! Lake moved in hiB work. Jie wa.s calm and 
of one family to seek each ot.her's intorest, snbmissi ve unto the voico and command of 
and welfare. May his peace be over alL God. Oh! how I wish we had mMe such 

I Smiths and Lakes in the work. We have 
Sound the battle cry! 
see! the foe is ni~h; -

1 

Reen lakes surging to and fro with here and 
Haise the staudarcJ high thm·e a whit.e cap rolling and bubbling· up 

PortheLord; 1 and Lursting a,s its mad waves w]t,h .its .foam 

Gird your armor on, ,- heaved and rolled on, but not so "'.'ith J. H. 
Stand firm every one; 
1~.est yonr cause upon Lake. Our conference passed off quietly. 

His holy word. I B;·o. M. R. Scott, Jr., was elected district 
Oh! thou God of all, I p.t.·esi.dent., because Bro. Luff had released 
IIearnswhenwecall; him from his Colorado and New Mexico 
Help us one and all mission. J. T. Scott was sustained as clerk 

By thy grace; I of the district, and Bto. D. Hurhaugh Bish-
\Vi1e11 the ba.tt.le~s done, op's 32'ent. We hope and trust that all the 
And the vict.'ry won) n 

May we wear the crown Saints wlll assist all those brethren in their 
Before thy face. work, as they will need "cooperation." Do 

Still yours in the one ft~ith, " not forget to send your tithes and offerings 
HENRY I~LLIS. to Bro. Hurbaugb. He will do all he can 

for this department of the work, as well 11§ 

these other brethren; but. as members we 
LAMON'!.', Iovva, August 8. 1

1 

must do our duti.os. We cannot afford to 
Editors IfeTald:-We are still in the one set down and let some one else do a.ll the 

faith, D.nd are trying to live 11, Chdstliko life. work, for t.he Bible teaches us we will be 
'~Ne are the only ones here who bear the rewarded for what we do, and not for what 
na.me Saint,s, so we h!J,ve much to combat to some ono else does. We cannot say, Let 
keep the na.rrow way, yet we are striving to this brother do so ancl so. If they do the 
live humble. Elcler Sutton preached thirteen work and W(l do not they will get the re
discourses in Strawberry Point in June last. 

1 

ward and we nat. Let each of us do all we 
Elder Hillia1·d preached one. h was time can, so we ean all receive a reward. This 
well put in. Left a good feeling in the town i is a glorious work we are engaged in; no 
with some. Baptir,ed four noblo souls. 1

1

. time for idleness. "Let the watchman in 
'fhey feel joyous in the restored gospel. the tower keep his post with sleepless 

I helped to pull up tent stakes and ha>~led I eyes." We have the devil to meet on all 
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bands. As I was receiving change for two 
dollars yesterday from the book agent on 
the train, he counted out to me five q uar
ters and fifteen nickles. I saw it was cor
rect,, so he put the money into my hand. I 
put it in my pocket loose. He said I'd bet
ter put it in my pocket book; but I did not 
·do this, so he walked out. I took the money 
from my pocket to put it into my pocket 
book; but on counting it saw he had slipped 
·seventy-five cents back, leaving me only 
:gn 25. When he came through the coach 
again I stopped him, and told him to tell the 
conductor to come in. He wanted to know 
what I wanted with the conductor, and I said 
I had some important business with him. He 
went forward into the next coach, then re
turned with the two dollars, saying that the 
conductor had gone out on the engine. He 
said if I did not care he would give me the two 
dollars and take the change back. I took the 
two dollars and handed him the $1.25, telling 
him he had stolen the seventy-five cents. He 
had been trying to sell me some books, so I 
handed him the books, they being the ser
mons of Mocdy, Spurgeon, and Talmage. I 
told him to take them and to get away, and 
to say no more to me. When the conductor 
came in I told him and the brakesman what 
he had done, so they stopped him from sell
ing any more of the books and papers, and 
assured me they would put him off at night. 
So the rough was caught, and I got my 
money. I give this, as it will help others to 
be on the lookout, for this trick was done so 
quickly that one could hardly see how it was 
done. I was watching him closely. 

Be careful how you take change from such 
fellows. Let themcountoutthe money, then 
you pick it up. If they pour it into your 
hand it, is so easy for them to hold back some 
of it. 

Ever watching "now" and praying for the 
advancement of the cause of Christ, I remain, 

Your humble servant, 
G. JENKINS. 

EAGLE CORNERS, Wis., August 15. 
Editon .He1·ald:-I am sure there are lots of 

Saints in the world who will be glad to know 
that old Bro. "E. M." is still laboring in the 
vineyard of the Lord. I believe I have the 
honor of being the only one left of the char
ter members of the Reorganization who is 
actively engaged in the ministry-out in 
the front on the "picket line." This is my 
eighth summer in gospel tent work. I am 
hale and healthy, and enjoy my work real 
well, and so far as I know will be able for 
eight more years of this kind of work. I al
ways feel well when I am busy in the Master's 
work. 

The gospel work here in Crawford and 
Richland counties was never so encouraging 
as at the present time. We are having our 
tent filled each evening with interested, in
telligent people, who seem to be seeking 
more gospel light. There is quite a large 
church building in this village; but no 
pastor-no meetings, till we reared our gos
pel tent in their midst. Brn. Peterson and 
Pender I know will be pleased to hear that 
their pioneer gospel work of ten or twelve 

years ago, here among the hills and valleys 
of Wisconsin was not in vain. The boy 
preachers have many friends here; among 
them I might mention Mr. Garner. We 
have baptized eight, all adults, since we set 
up our tent, the 20th of last June; and the 
best of all, we have left a splendid impression 
and interest wherever we have been, and 
many are very near the kingdom of God, and 
will no doubt come into the fold of Christ if 
the work begun is followed up properly. 

Elder Sawley is a very pleasant as well as 
an able and useful associate and worker in 
tent work. We regret very much that Sr. 
W. (my wife) was compelled to leave the tent 
work and return to her home in Plano, Illi
nois, a few days ago because of rheumatism 
contracted by living on the damp ground in 
the tent for six summers. Well, she stuck to 
her post faithfully, as long as it was wisdom 
for her to do so. The people here have de
cided to hold their Sunday school in our tent 
while we remain here, although they have a 
good church building right here in town. 

May the Lord bless his people and prosper 
his work in the lanp, is the prayer of 

Your colaborer in the gospel, 
- ELI M. WILDERMUTH. 

ROCKVILLE, Mo., August 14. 
EditoTS Herald:-Perhaps some would like 

to know how our reunion came off in Clinton 
district. The Saints went into camp at the 
Nine Wonders park, on the 3d inst., and 
broke camp on the 13th. There were about 
two hundred in the camp. We were all 
pleased to see Bro. I. N. White come among 
us on the morning of the 11th. The meeting 
was, to the mind of the writer, a grand suc
cess. Bro. J. A. Gunsolley gave us some 
valuable instructions in Sunday school and 
Religio work. The principal speakers were 
Apostle I. N. White, Elders J. A. Gunsolley, 
R. T. W.alters, T. B. White, G. W. Beebe, 
Sen., A. Lloyd, William H. Lowe, and J. N. 
Stephenson. 

There were nine who yielded obedience to 
the angel's message. 

All went away feeling greatly. benefited, 
and with a greater determination to press 
forward iu this grand and glorious work of 
the Master. 

May God bless all the Saints assembled in 
reunion as he has us. 

Your brother in Christ. 
A. C. SILVERS. 

" 
SHABBONA, Mich., August 14. 

Editors Herald:-Our two days' meetings 
held at Grant and this place are over. They 
were fairly well attended, and we were much 
blessed by the good Spirit of the Master, es
pecially so at this place. I am to attend the 
next one at Five Lakes, to be held next Sat
urday and Sunday. The following Saturday, 
Riley Center, and on the first Saturday and 
Sunday, one in Minden. After attending 
those and helping what I can, I am to return 
in time to attend the one to be held in the 
Northern district, at Gilmore, September 8 
and 9. 

Many have been and are attending these two 
days' meetings, both members and non mem-

hers. Much .good is being done, and preju
dice is fast giving away. Four were baptized 
here yesterday by Bro. Wm. Davis. So the 
work moves on. 

Ern. Davis and F. C. Smith go with the 
tent to Ubly. Others are working else
where to good advantage. New places .are 
being opened up, and the work is widening. 
Our faith is being better understood; and as 
a consfquence prejudice is falling, and the 
cause advanced. In the true faith, 

J. J. CORNISH. 

HEBER CITY, Utah, August 15. 
Editors Herald:-For nearly two weeks Bro. 

W. S. Pender and the writer have been oc
cupying in the tent set up in the courthouse 
yard in this city, known as the "gem of the 
Wasatch." Population is about two thou-
81l.nd. Interest has been splendid. From one 
hundred to three hundred have gathered in 
and about the tent each night. 

As usual, the opportunity to ask questions 
and talk has been used by the Mormon eld
ers, to our advantage, and to the interest of 
many as indicated by the usual remarks, "It 
is better then a theater," etc. One young 
lady, who undoubtedly will be with us ere 
long, says she has fun enough each night to 
last her two days. 

Our meetings were largely ad vertlsed at. 
the stake conference, 12th and l;{th inst. 
Apostles Lyman and Smoot endeavored to 
establish their work by testifying that the 
apostles were continually led by inspiration, 
and they alone had authority to select and or
dain a president; that there was no rejection, 
etc. Apostle Lyman said they (the church 
here), only, were doing the important work 
required for the dead, and that his "father 
had taken one of the many wives of Joseph 
Smith, and had raised up a beautiful family 
to him, by her," and that Brigham Young 
and Heber C. Kimball had in like manner 
proven faithful to the prophet Joseph, in that 
they had taken of his wives and raised fami
lies. 

However, they and stake president, Abra
ham Hatch, especially the latter, dealt very 
courteously with the Josephite matter, and 
told the people to go and hear, President 
Hatch suggesting that we were within one of 
being right, and if one couldn't be a Mormon 
he had better be a Josephite. Monday night 
the acme of interest was reached, when, ac
cording to prearranged plans and announce
ment in their conference, Elder Cummings, 
of Salt Lake City, took up the question of re
jection with Bro. Pender, and in two half 
hour speeches each, the evidences pro and con 
were presented to perhaps tb,ree hundred or 
many more listeners, as the tent seemed to 
be quite as full outside as in. Bro. Pender 
scored some good points t,hat will no doubt be 
remembered by many. Reading from Doc
trine and Covenants section 42: 7, "Thou 
shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, and 
shall cleave unto her and none else; and he 
that looketh upon a woman to lust after her, 
shall deny the faith," etc., he made the ap
plication in Brigham Young, who, having 
taken many women, had denied the faith, and 
substituted for it "Adam-God," "blood 
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atonement," Christ not begotten by the Holy 
Ghost, etc., these being evidences of a rejec
tion. 

Having agreed on ten minutes added talk 
each, Elder Cu_mmins closed by an examina
tion of the Spencer interview with Joseph 
Smith, as reported by them. We had, on a 
previous evening, denied the truthfulness of 
their statements, and so simply dismissed 
them with the promise to examine that in
strument for just what it was worth the next 
night,, but, we were greeted with about a dozen 
hearers. They apparently thought this the 
opportunity they had been lookin~ for to 
honorably ( ?) discharge themselves from 
services against the enemy, and turn their 
backs upon them. 

Well, we don't feel that our efforts have 
been in vain here; but as our bait seems to have 
been taken, in harmony with a dream of Bro. 
Pender's, we will likely try another pool to 
fish in. Charleston people five miles south, 
have tendered us their chapel, and we will 
bPgin there Friday night. We expect tore
turn to the Idaho district after the reunion 
at Pleasant Grove, in September, and desire 
to visit the scattered Saints in Idaho as 
largely as practicable after the fall confer
ence. Will be pleased to hear from any one 
desiring ministerial labor. 

s. D. CoNDIT. 
Home address, Logan, Utah. 

CANTON, Ill., August 15. 
Editors Herald:-As the waves of the great 

deep toss to and fro, so the mind travels from 
one thing to another, and in its extensive 
travels there are things that transpire that 
the mind cannot quite comprehend. Just. a 
few days ago, we, as a branch, with the loved 
ones, were made to mourn because of the de
parture of our dear sister, Winifred Grim. 
Though she was just in the budding time of 
life, God, in his infinite mercy and love, saw 
fit to take unto himself this dear one. We 
know not the reason; but we feel and realiz'Ol 
that we mourn not as those without a hope. 
The thought that has greatly been impressed 
upon my mind is this: Although we are 
young (and because of this the thought may 
enter the mind that we have many years yet 
to live), yet how quickly can our young lives 
fade away, just as the rose withers and fades 
from the heat of the noonday sun. It be
hooves young as well as old, to prepare for 
this departure, for we know not how soon it 
will come to each of us. 

While some of us have not filled out many 
pages in our great book of life, and as each 
day is a page, no doubt we can each see much 
room for improvement. When thinking of 
the pE>rilous times that we are living in, we 
cannot thank our heavenly Father enough 
for the wonderful kindness that he bestows 
upon us. While we are needy cre&tures yet 
we rejoice that we have a father who will 
hearken unto the cries of his children. The>'e 
are tJ;ying time$ that come, when seemingly 
life is almost crushed. When such tirqeli! 
come, let us at least "try" to turn the eye 
heavenward, and say:-

Be thou near us~ blessed Savior, 
Still at mom and eve the same; 

Give us faith that cannot waver, 
In 11:~ i;\~~vll!j ·~ ov~n 
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What a grand reunion it will be when all ting, and we have good reason to hope that 
the redeemed of earth will be gathered others will follow soon. 
home. 

As for myself, I want to press onward and 
upward, and never grow weary in well·doing. 
How sweet are these words to us as Saints:

The straight and narrow way we've found, 
Then let us travel on; 

T1ll we in the celestial world, 
Shall meet where Christ has gone. 

Your sister in the true gospel, 
IDA L. JONES. 

SIOUX CITY, Iowa, August 17. 
Editors Hemld:-Inclosed find notice of the 

books of the church placed in the public 
library of this city, which notice was pub
lished also in the Tribune and Times, both 
dailies. The books were received with 
thanks by the librarian, and cheerfully ac
corded a place on the shelves of the library. 
Here is the notice:-

OHURCH OF LA'rTEI!, DAY SAIN'l'S. 

Sioux City, August H.-To the Editor: 
'l'hrough the kindness of the bishop and 
president of the board of publication of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
D&y Saints, and the librarian of the Sioux 
City public library, I have been privileged to 
place at the disposal of the reading public of 
Sioux City six volumes, representing the 
faith, doctrine, polity and history of the 
church organiz9d in 1830 by Joseph Smith 
and others, and showing the doctrinal and 
historical claims made that the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
is the legal successor to such church. These 
volumes have been listed in the public li
brary by name and number as follows: "The 
Inspired Translation of the Bible," 220-Bs; 
"The Book of Mormon," 298.07-B; ''The 
Book of Doctrine and Covenants," 298 07-S; 
''The True Succession in the Presidency of 
the Church," 298.01-S; volumes 1 &nd 2 of 
"The History of the Church of Jesus Christ. 
Organized in These Latter D&ys," 298 09-S. 

I, as a general representative of said 
church, kindly urge all who are fol,' any 
reason interested in becoming acquainted 
with the works and history of this church to 
call at the library and secure these books to 
read. Yout·s respectfully, 

J. F. MINTUN. 
-Sioux Oity Jonrnal, August 12. 

The condition of the Saints in this city 
represent the result of not being fed the 
bread of life, neither in word nor through 
the ordin&nce of the Lord's Supper. Once 
there was an organization here, now in a 
latent state; some moved away, others be
came offended at what they saw in their 
brethren or ~isters or were led astray by the 
social conditions, and their experience has 
been a trying one; and the habits contracted 
and subjection to conditions existing are 
hard and somewhat unpleasant to correct; 
but we have hopes that with the instructions 
given, and our associations with them, that 
spiritual strength will be given so they may 
unite their efforts, and overcome all condi-. 
tion& displeasing to the heavenly E'ather, and 
by partaking of the emblems of the body and 
blood of the Christ may become a means of 
good to others in leading them to see what 
the gospel has done and will do for God's 
creatures. But they need a located pastor 
who can give all his time to the work in this 
city and in this vicinity. It has never been 
my: lot to minister where so many praying, 
and seemingly honest, earnest people live, 
who are members of no church, and most of 
them advocate against all church organiza
tions, claiming they at·e all of human origin. 
These same people believe in the spiritual 
gifts, especially healing, and claim they en
joy this gift. I cannot but believe that God 
has a few in this city of about forty thousand 
inhabitants, but on the account of social con-_ 
ditions, and previously contracted habits, it 
will take titntl to turn their attention to. us, 
as the people, whom God has raised up to 
o.ff0r an asylum to the tried and struggling 
one's on life's ocean who have neither com
pass nor rudder to direct. 

We continue here something more than a 
week, when the conventions and conference 
of the Little Sioux district occur at Moor
head, to which place we will go. 

Ever hopeful of final triumph, 
.J. F. MINTUN. 

Oriuinal Poetru. 
PRAYER. 

How often in the mountain 
Christ spent a night in prayer; 

Struggling with unseen troubles 
Till strength came to him there. 

How oft in early morning, 
. Before the break of day, 
That busy burdened Son of Man 

Would take an hour to pray. 

Could we but see the mountains 
Of troubles roll a1~ay, 

When mortals follow Jesus 
And take an hour to pray, 

We'd often go in secret, 
And tell our toil and care; 

And come away encouraged 
From that sweet hour of prayer. 
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------~~apabilities~trwn we should rest upon the We are traveling safe and warm; 

EDI'l'ED BY FRANCES!. 

''Patience stnmgLheus the spirit, sweetens the temper, 
stiflcEI anger, extinguishes envy, subdues pride; she bri
dles the tongue, refruius tile hand, and tramples upou 
tempt11tionL~. ,, 

I found a pine th11t shot its sokmn bole 
Twice fifty feet againRt the summer sky, 

From out a sunless gorge. And sad of soul 
It seemed, until I sought to quc~t.ion why; 

Wher·eat the tree moaned darkly, made this 
~trange r·eply :-

laws of life, and with the faith of a little child, With our little baggage of cares; 
feel assured the F«.ther is all good, and what Vvhy tease the peril that yet would come 
is, m· must be, is best. If we faithfully do I Unbidden and unawares? 
our duty, and repose in peace upon the will The are lonely still, 
of the E'ather for results, we may have the And the friend has another friend; 
freedom from anxiety that gt:es ea~h mo- Only the idle heart inquires 
ment of rest thorougtl relaxat1on ana pleas- The distance to the end. 
u~e. It is the useless worry that ages, and 

I 
robs mature life of its beauty and power. We pant up the climbing grade, 
E'retting and worrying never turned a wheel And coast on the tangent mile, 
or brought sustaining help in any crisis. We V\TI:lile the Dr·iver toys w~th t.he t~rottle-bar, 
are but children in the arms of an infinite 1 And gathers the track m h1s srmle. 

Fat.her, and rebellion breaks our powers upon 
1
1 The dreamer weary of dreams, 

the wheel of the law but does not change the The lover by love released, 
turning of the wheel. In harmony with t.he ' Stricken and whole, and eager and sad, 
law we are carried onward and upward. Re- Beauty and waif and priest. 
sistance is our own destruction. That we 

All these adventure forth, 
cannot.make Ol' ~reak is not our care. When Stran ·ers thou. h side b side 

"I am troubled betimes, I am :sad in my sleep, our dmly duty 1s done to the best of our 
1 
w· h gh g f t' y . 'th 

"' b " t'· d I · 11 d - 1 f 1 , .1. t . h t d 1t t e tramp o 1me m e roaring ,<ore oumg ne ay sna st.agge1· an leap c >eer.u ao1 tty, we mus rest HI . ear an 
And tremble through tempc,>ts o'er seas that I brain, in soul and body, and feel tho wisdom ,w~eehls, . h h d t 'd 

! . • • - Anr, t,Je aste lll t e s a ow s r1 e. are deep. ' that produced the marvel of hfe has a crown · 
· for its bt·ave fulfillment. Thus petty trials The star that races the hill "They will fashion me forth for a ship, they 

will make are forgott.en, and great ones dlgnified. 

My stature and girth but a mock, they will 
break 

My branches and rend me for merchanting's 
sake. 

"Eternal unease ~hall be portioned to me, 
A creature firm rooted and fair so to be,
Eternal unease Pn the shifting, loud sea. 

"For each to his nature; and mine ls to grow 
Tall, somber, and stedfast, and gravely a-row 
With brothers as grave, while the centuries 

go. 

"I am troubled betimes, I am sorely oppressed, 
As I ponder and dream on my mother-earth's 

breast, 
With a fear of the ocean, tha.t knoweth not 

rest. "-Sel. 

ARE there not many of us, dear Saints, who 
may take home to our hearts the lesson in
tended to be conveyed in this poem~ Do 
we not climb the hill8 so far nmwved from 
us, that but for our own anxiety our feet 
would never have touched its b111Se, and may 
we not truthfully say that at least, one half 
the pctt,y anxieties and cares of life we go 
forth to mcet, when had we but abided in our 
tents they had never come to us. 

'l'his is not as it should be. It is not seek
iog for neither is it claiming" ao a part of our 

THE NIGHT EXPRESS. 

Out through the hills of midnight, 
Hm·tling and thundering on, 

The night express from the outer world 
Speeds for the open dawn. 

Out of the past and gloom-wrack, 
Out of the dim and yore, 

Freighted as train or caravan 
Was never freighted before; 

Built when the Sphinx's query 
Was new on the lips of peace; 

Hurled through the aching and hollow yo1u·s, 
Till time shall have release: 

Stealing and swift as a shadow, 
Sinuous, urging, and blind, 

Unpent as a joy or the flight of a bird, 
With oblivion behind; 

Down to the morrow country, 
Into the unknown land! 

And the Driver grips the throttle-bar, 
Our lives are in his hand. 

The sleeping hills awake; 
A tremor, a dread, a roar; 

The terror is Hying, is come, is past; 
'!'he hills .can sleep once more. 

divine inherHance, that peace which the A moment the silence throbs, 
Savior left as his richest and best legacy to 1 The dark has a pulse of fil·e; 
his disciples, s.nd the "eternal unease" of the And then the wonder of time is gone, 
restless, moaning pim; of the forcst, becomes A wraith and a desire. 
our self-sought portion. In view of. truths 
like these-truths which come under our ob
servation almost every day of our lives-is 
the:"e not mueh in the following to command 
a careful reading""and prayerful application? 

Demonish, toiling, grim, 
In the ruddy furnace Hare, 

While the Driver finge!"s the throttle-bar, 
Who stands at his elbow there? 

When you work, work with all your might, Can it be, this thing like a shred 
says the Gh1'ist?:an Iclect(~lcl; but wben the I Of the firmament torn away, 
measure of one's duty lS done, then thor- Is a boarded train that death and his crew 
oughly relax. There is as much virtue in 
refreshing soul and body by yielding up all 

Consorted to waylay? 

responsibility and care, as '"here is in the His wreckers, grinning and lean, 
courageous meeting of active obligations. Are lurking at every curve; 
;vhen.~e have done our best, say~ a. thought-~ But the Driv~r plays with the throttle-bar; 
,ul wrHer, and wo,rked t0 the Iu.:rpt of our . :Ue has the n·on nerve, 

Shows yet the night is deep, 
But the Driver humors the throttle-bar·: 

So, you and I may sleep. 

For he of the sleepless hand 

I 
Will drive till the night is done-

Will watch till morning Bprings from the sea, 

I 
And the rails grow gold in the sun. 

Then he will slow to a stop 
.

1 

The tread of the driving-rod, 
When the night express rolls into the dawn; 

, For the Driver's name is God. 
BLISS CARMAN. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. I My mother (MI"s. M. Spauswick of Omaha) 

' desires me to ask you to request the prayel'S 
of the Sisters' Prayer Union in her behalf, 
and !!.lso the prayers of the church in gen
er·al, believing that "the prayers of the faith
ful a,vaileth much." She has been suffering 
for ye<trs and has tried many remedies, all of 
which have failed. She is now far advancr:d 
in year-s, and does not expect to live much 
lonv,er, but she desires the prayers of the 

I 
Saints in her behalf, that her pain of body 
may be lessened and that the few remaining 

1 days of her life may be spent in peace. 

I 
8 ol Department. 

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDI~~OR. 

Henderson, J'IIills Co., Iowa. 

(Scr<ti wmmtm\cations for this department to the Biditor 
Address minutes a:ud notices of conventions, etc.~ 

to "EdiLors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

I .As WAS mentioned last week, the general 

I 
superintend.ent attended .the reunion of the 
Saints near Hennessey, Oklahoma, which 

1 closed Sunday, August 12. The program as 
then g·iven was carried out, and much of good 
was accomplished. 

Our brethren and sisters there are scattered 
over a large area, and this is a great obstacle 
in the way of their work. But, notwith

they manife~t, i;iuc4 a :r,eal for, 
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and interest in, and a determination to do, 
the work needed to be done, as we do not find 
in all sections of the country. We heartily 
commend their z~al and pray for their suc
cess. 

There were more than one hundred persons 
encamped on the grounds all of whom had 
come for the good of the meeting rather than 
for an "outing," as is often th€l case with 
some. At our opening ~ession of Sunday 
school work, we earnestly requested all to 
come, and stated that we would be glad to see 
100 per cent of the entire camp at our meet
ings. At the close of our first session there
after, Bro. Maloney arose and stated that we 
bad the desired 100 per cent. And so we had. 
This is the first time that we ever saw every 
person in camp out at any service in an ex
perience uf fifteen years with reunions. At 
one other session our attention was called to 
the fact that we again had our 100 per cent out. 
This is indicative of an interest that will lead 
to much good. 

One session was devoted to the "Religio" 
work, and a good program rendered. We 
are pleased to see the work of our sister so
ciety finding favor in the new fields. 

The time of the Sunday school work was 
spent upon subjects that were of especial in
terest to the workers there. Many expressed 
themselves as having a deep-seated love for 
the work, and renewed their determinations 
to do something to build up the work. The 
meetings were of a very spiritual turn 
throughout, well attended and enjoyed. 
Those acquainted with the reunion pro
nounce it the best yet held in the territory. 
Truly, Oklahoma is a fertile and p.romising 
field. 

On the Monday afternoon following we 
arrived at the camp of the ·northwest Kansas 
Saints located near Minneapolis, Kansas, and 
opened up work the next day. The camp is 
not large, but it does not require a great 
number to make a profitable meeting. 

The general order here will be institute 
work and Sunday school each day till Satur
day. Interest in the work is good, and the 
work well appreciated. 

THE following is an extract from a letter of 
Bro. Joseph F. Burton to Bro. Hubert Case. 
It will be remembered that Bro. Case and 
wife were once missionaries in those islands, 
and that Bro. Burton has very recently re
turned therefrom. 

We give place for it here, as it is the im
mediate result of the Sunday school work as 
established by Bro. M. H. Forscutt and 
Sisters Ella Devore, Alice Case, and Emma 
Burton, into whose especial care the work 
has been intrusted in turn. They will think 
of these things with a great deal of satisfac
tion and thankfulness to God. Until very 
recently the work of our missionaries has 
been serio).)sly interfered with. They have 
been forbidden to preach it~ public or even to 
post public notices of their meetings. And 
in many other ways have exerted an injurious 
influence against our work. But now the · 
.conditions are changed, and we are truly 
grateful for what God has done for us. We 
;!JlSY plant and "Go\l will give tge in~re!l.se." 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Speaking of the work in the Society Is
lands, Bro. Burton says:-

''Metuaore tells me that inside of two weeks 
after we left, the governor removed eleven 
Catholics from the governor's offices in the 
Tuamotus [group of atolls] and put in eleven 
of our brethren. That was a great thing for 
our work. He and all the officials and people 
generally in Papeete were captured during 
conference by the "matutus" and "himenes" 
[religious dialogues and hymns]. Mayor 
Cardella, while listening to the childrens' 
classes, kept murmuring', "wonderful," ''as
tonishing," "beautiful," and the tears coursed 
down his cheeks at what he saw and heard. 
It was like a revelation to all Papeete. They 
did not believe the natives capable of such 
intelligent exercises. 

"Lawyer Bouet, the governor's legal coun
selor and president of the great council said 
to me: 'Mr. Burton, your enemies can never 
again persecute your people. These exer
cises have opened their eyes. The whole city 
is amazed at the intelligence of these people, 
and at the pure sentiments taught in all their 
matutus and himenes.' " 

"The governor sent for· me and compli
mented me very highly for the stand I took 
in favor of the natives and against the rob
bery of the traders, and also in my church 
work. And told me that although some of 
the enemies of the foreigners among the 
French officials might persecute some, yet he 
would immediately redress any wrong our 
church might receive fr()m such persons. 

"It needs a strong, firm, elderly, fatherly 
man to take care of that mission, and I hope 
that God will bring to the front such a man 
and make him known to the presidency." 

~onfersnce Minutes. 
VICTORIA. 

Conference held at Hastings, N. S. W., 
April14 and 15. President, Bro. Mcintosh; 
as'3isted by Bro. Butterworth. Statistical re
ports: Hastings 79; gain by baptism 5. 
Queensferry (too late fot· conference)"44; no 
change. Geelong; no report. Bishop's 
agent's report: Balance due church last re
port £2. 9$. 6d.; receipts since last report £26. 
7s.; expenses since last report £13 ; balance 
due church to date £15. 16s. 6d. Priesthood 
reports from Brn. Butterworth, Mcintosh, J. 
H. N. Jones, Mackie and Woolley. Moved 
that reports be received and adopted. Bro. 
Butterworth reported progress re church 
building at Geelong. Moved ~hat Bro. But· 
terworth be continued as committee till 
further light be received. Moved that a fast 
be held for first two meals on bunday. Moved 
that one or more missionaries be appointed 
from Victoria. Moved that Bro. Butterworth 
forward above motion to proper quarters. 
Bro. Mcintosh was sustained as district 
president, ·and Bro. Read as district secre~ 
tary. Letter from Sr. Wood requesting 
prayers of conference, received. Next con
ference to meet at Queensferry, last Saturday 
and Sunday in August. Moved that Bro. 
Mcintosh's motion that a member of Victo
rian ministry be ordained to office of high 
priest stand over till next conference. 

About the time people make as much fuss 
over their religion as they do over their 
politics the millennium WiJf ge ~long.-7'he 
§atu?·day Evening .f.'ost; 
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Stlndau Snhool AssoBiations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Decatur Sunday school and Religio associa
tions will meet in convention at Evergreen 
chapel, six miles south west of Lamoni, I<'ri
day, Saturday, and Sunday, September 7--9,. 
Program will be sent to each school later. 
A large, ent,husiastic gathering <>nd a pr•oJ:\.ti>~ 
ble time are anticipated. 

F. E. COCHRAN, 
J. P. ANDERSON, 

Su perin tenden ts. 

Edito'rS Herald:·-Please state in Hemld 
that James W. Burns sent the program 
signed Lillie Munns and forgot to send the 
explanation. Sr. Lillie Munns arranged it 
and asked me to send to vou. The program 
is for the Northeastern Kansas district con
vention to be held at Fanning, Kansas. 

JAMES W. BURNS. 

Program for Sunday school and Beligio as
sociations to be held at Moorhead, Iowa, 
August 31, and September 1. 

10: 30 a. m.-Opening exercises. Address 
by district president of Relig!o. Song. 
Regular session of Beligio-last lesson for 
August. 

Two p. m.-Opening exercises. AddreEs 
by and report of district superintendent. 
Reports of other district offi0ials. Reports 
of Sunday schools. Reports of superintend
ents .• Reports of Religios. Business of con
vention. Question box. 

7: 30 p. m.-Opening exercises. Normal 
work. I. How to interest parents in Sunday 
school work? l. Why they shoulcl be inter
ested. 2. Benefits by their interest. 3 How 
to gain their cooperation and 4. How to re
tain their cooperation; in charge of S. B. 
Kibler. II. What is a convention and its 
work? in charge of J. F. Mintun. 

September 1, eight a. m. I. Use of class 
books illustrated; by district secretary. II. 
Practical teacher's meeting. Lesson for 
September 2; in charge of district superin
tendent. IlL Program committee of Beligio. 
1. Their work. 2. How best accomplished. 
(a) Duty of assigning parts. (b) How to adapt 
lesson to children from eight to sixteen years 
of age. In charge of Sarah J. HotTman. 

J. F. MINTUN, 
Dist. Supt. S. 8. Ass'n, 

J. M. BAKER, 
Dist. Pres. Religio Ass'n. 

We have received word from our general 
Sunday school superintendent, Bro. T. A. 
Hougas, that he will be with us during our 
reunion, AuguBt 31 to September 11; also 
several of the leading elders of the church 
will be here. The Religio will be repre
sented by one of the head offi<Jers; so come, 
bring your families; that they may g(,t the 
bc1nefi t of the inRtruction from these repre
sentative men. RBmember, tents arn ofiered 
a~ follows: 9h12, iH feet wall, $i 45; 12xl4, 
3t feet wall, $1.65. Straw fi'ee; plenty of 
wood on the ground. There will be a board
ing tent on the ground, where you can get 
your meals. The grove is only a quarter 
mile from the city limits of Stewartsville. 
Don't forget to bring your Qtmrterlies, Au
tumn Leaves, Bibles, song books, etc., as 
you will need them. Order your tents from 
the secretary. Feed for horses on tbe 
ground, pasture close to the grove. All 
these things will be as cheap as at your 
homes. So come, and pray that the reunion 
may be a success spiritually. 

CHARLES P. l!'AUL, Sec. 

----~-

Nations as well as individuals have a per
fect right to do good unto others, but they 
make a great mistake when they try to beat 
it ij:\tO the~.-The Saturday Eveninq .Po6t. 
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NiiaGBllanBotls Dspartment. 
PASTORAL. 

To Whom it May Concern:-Whereas, after 
frfquent solicitation, by the members of 
Shelton branch, Nebraska, to be detached 
from Central Nebraska district, desiring an" 
nexation with, or to t:iouthern Nebraska dis
tdct, the brethren of Central Nebraeka 
district, in conference assembled, on the ll th 
da;r of August, 1900, did unanimously agree 
to submi.t the matter to the missionary in 
charge. I, therefore, decide to grant there
quest of the above branch, by which grant 
they are detached from Central Nebraska 
district, refening the matter to Snuthern 
Nebraska district, for their action. l!'urther 
with this grant Buffalo aod so much of Hall 
countic-ls as has been a pat·t of Central Ne
braska district is ceded to Sou :.hern Neb rat ka 
district. All of which, as I suppo~e, will be 
ratified, or set to one side, as per action of 
General Conference, 1901. 

JAMES CAl<'l<'ALL 
I 

To the Of'licers and Membero of Sc>uLhern 
District of California, Greetlng;-I herewith 
g·i ve notice that Bro. T. W. Chatbura, of the 
seventy, has belen appointed in sub charge by 
me of the above-named district. Please refer 
all matters requiring the attention of the 
missionary to said brother. His address is 
Santa Ana, California. 

G. T. G.RIFI<'I'l'HS. 
Missionary in Charge. 

This is to inform the Saints and miflistry 
of Arkansas and L•misiana that I have ap
pointed Br-o. W. S Macrae as missionary in· 
charge of Arkan~as and western Louisiana 
and I hereby commend him to you as a min' 
ister for· Christ worthy of your esteem and 
eonfidence, and trust that you will by your 
faith, prayers, means, and deeds sustain him 
in all rig'hteousoess in the performance of a 
duty that is at tbfl best arduous, and without 
the sustaining influence of Saints doubly so. 
I trust that no jealousy or enmity may be 
shown in consequence of the appointment, 
but that all desire for place or precedence 
may be swallowed up iu our great love for the 
work, and time, which tests all tbings, will I 
believe, show the wisdom of the appointment. 

Bro. Macrae's address is Blendsville, Mis
souri, where all communications will reach 
him, and all letters in regard to the needB of 
the work in the field named should be sent to 
him. 

I have only received reports of two of the 
conference appointees for Arkansas-Ern. 
Eewin and Jackson; Brn. Baldwin and Ward 
having failed to report on June 30. All re
ports hereafter will be sent to Bro. Macrae. 
The two brethren last named will please 
make full report from March 1 to October 31, 
to Bro. Macrae. 

We also failed to get reports from Brn. L. 
L. Wight, A. J. Moore, S. R Hay, and C. E. 
Belkham. Vot these brethren take notice 
that a report is expected. thoug-h they have 
done nothing. Bco. E. A. Erwin has received 
appointment for northeast 'rexas and is 
recommended to the Saints and friends of 
that mission. HYRUM 0 S!VII'l'H, 

Missionary in charge of Southwestern mis
sion. 

CONFERENCE :tl"OTICES. 

'THE SAINTS' 

G~ M. Scott, President; J. l!'. Min tun, super
intendent; J. M. Baker, president of Religio; 
Lenna Strand, clerk. 

WELLS -Near Woodruff, Idaho, July 28, 
1DOO, Erastus N. Wells. He was born iu 
Pennsylvania, February 18, 1835, and emi
grated to the west in 1850 Though not, a 

Central California conference will meet member of the church he had been a be
October 5, ~t 10:30, in Tulare City. Will liever for years, and h~d already requested 
branch presidents and secretaries see that , baptism. His death came suddenly, Gircurn
rep?rts are forwarded; the ministry are also 1 stances in the meantime having prevented a 
not1fied that all reports are to be presented compliance wit.h his request. Funeral ser
in V?riting. We. expect Pres, Alexander H. mon by Elder D. W. Wight. 
Smith, G. T. GrJ~ths, and others of General TANNEHILL -Lavina, infant daughter of 
Conference appomtment to be present., ~~t Bro. Clark and Sr. Anna Tannehill, born 
us .all p_ray for !he. pres~nce of the Sp1r1t May 17, died July 12, 1900. Blessed by E!-
whwh directs ar1gho, so ·.hat the work may I ders Emmett and M. B. Williams. 
be advanced, and peace h~ spread to alL'" Buried ~lairsto1vn, Missouri. Bro. and 

J. B. CARMICHAEL, S,_c, Sr. Tannehill are members of the Second 
Kansas City branch All that could be, was 
done, and t,he parentr, and friends unite in Conference of Idaho district will be held 

at Malad City, begin,ning September 22, 
at ten a. m. We trust reports may be bad 
from all who hold the priesthood throurrhout 
Idaho, as to the part they are taking ,;~. de

-sire to take in the g·ospel work; also from 
scattered members who are not able to at
tend, as to conditions and opportunities for 
labor being done in theh· localities. A good 
missionary force is .expected, some of whom 
will continue in the district,. We tl'U8t open
ing!§ will be made for them. 

. S. D. CONDI'l', Dist. Pres. 

NOTIUES. 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE 

The new catalogue will be ready for de-
livery by September 1, and all doing 
business with the P11blish ing are re" 
quested to note carefully the changes in 
pl'ices and otherwise, all books will be sold 
by number, and per9ons sending or-ders. will 
find what the title of the book is, but order 
from the office by number only. This done to 
lessen mistakes if possible, and to make it 
easier for those who do business with the 
office. . 

Commencing with this week a portion of 
the catalogue will be printed on the J-lerald 
cover, and continued until a copy of the whole 
has been printed, and persons may by pre
serving it have in their possession a copy, or 
if desired, one will be sent from the office. 

The Herald Publishing Department will 
be represented at the Independence, Mo., 
StewartsvU!e, Mo , and Dow City, Iowa, re
unions by an authorized agent., who will 
have books for sale, and will !live his per
sonal attention to the business of this depart-
ment. JOHN SMITH, 

Manager. 

DIED. 
CHESLI,NG -Ralph Dewey, aged one yEar, 

eleven months, and twelve days; the only 
child of Mr. and Mrs. Cheslin!r. of Eagle 
Grove, Iowa, died on August 1, 1900 Fune~al 
service at Head Grove church, in charge of 
Bro. V. W. Gnnsolley. 

BELL -Barbara Lee was bo1·n in the state 
of New York, March D, 182D: was married to 
Thomas Bell, with whom she emigrat,ed to 
Illinois in 1867, where she has since lived. 
Her husband preceded her in death nine 
years. Her residence since coming to Illi
nois was in and about .Wilmington. Twenty
five years of her hfe was spent in the 
Reorganization. leading a faithful and con-
sistent life. Five of the nine children re

''Lord, thy will be done," and live in 
of meeting t,he lit.t.le one in a puri

wben she comes with the He-
deemer power and great glory. 

YANOEY.--At the home of her daughter, 
Sr. Annie Milgate, [no town given,] May 12 
1\JOO, Sr. Mary R Yancsy. She- was th~ 
mother of ten chiidren, seven of whom are 
living. She was. born in New York, Septem
bll!' 2!, 1812; baptizod in Now York, in 1835, 
by Benjil.min \Vinchester. Tht'ice mu,rried. 
All of her husbands preceded her to the 
grave. She kn'ew old Joseph and nearly all 
of the leading men of the church in those 
days. She was a true-hearted woman, and a 
faithful Saint until the hour of departure. 
She was beloved by all who knew her. 
Funeral sermon by Bro. George Daley. Our 
loss was her gain, for bet• spirit rests in the 
paradise of God. 

GRIM -Another spirit has entered into the 
rest prepared for the right,eous. Sr. Wini
fred Grim, after a lingering· illness of several 
months, passed away at th'e home of her par
ents, in Canton, Illinois, on the 7th of Augu~t, 
HlOO. She was born near the same piace, 

14, 1878 On the 4th of September, 
she made her covenant with God, bcJing 

by Elder F. A. Russell, and con
firmed by Elder J. S. Patterson. The same 
night she bore a beautiful test.imony regard
ing the truth; and from that day till she. wae 
summoned home, her faith ever grew 
stronger. Many are the blessings she re" 
ceived confirming her hope, even to the end. 
Her kindly acts and mitll,;trations, her highly 
deveioped sense of right, and the pure mo
tives which had ever guided her, beam<ld 
with exceeding brilliance when touched by 
the of her Maker, all of which witness 
that of life, though short, was well 
writt,m. • Friday, August 10, a large num-
ber of relar,ives and friends assembled at her 
fonner home to the last loving tribute. 
The beautiful emblems attested the 
esteem in. which she was held by all. . Fu
neral serviCes conducted by Elder J. S. Pat
terson, assisted by F. A, Russell. 

"Still let b~r mild rebull:ings stand 
Between us and the wrong, 

And her dear mem,l·y serve to mal:re 
Our faith in goodneSs stroug. ,, 

MORGAN.-Bro. John W. Morgan was born 
August 21, 1854, in Wll.les; baptizc"d in 1867, 
at Mineral Ohio; rnarried September 
21, 1880, to Sarah Ann Lewis, to this 

union iour childr,Jn were borri On 
22, 1900, he was hurt in the mines, 

a large rock falling on him. Si nee that 
be has been a great sufferer, but bear

the bm·den with much Christian patience 

main to mourn the loss of mother; all of 
whom were present at the funeraJ, which 

Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux was at the home of Bro. L W. Kahler, Wil
diotrict will meet at Moorhead, Iowa, Sep- mington, Illinois, July 31, lDOO; sermon by 
tember l, at 10: 45. Ail branch clerks are Elder J. M. •rerry. A larl.{e attendance at
nquested, by resolution of last conference, to tested the high esteem held for the deceased. 
bring or send branch records to district con- Peace to her ashes. 

fortitude; and on August 6, HJOO, he 
passed to rest until the resurrection morn. 
He wr;,s a faithful, consistent brother, true to 
the faith, and always ready to assist in any 
possible way. He leaves a wife and th!'ee 
childrea. Funeral services at the church. 
conducted by Elder .T. A. Tanner. · 

STONE- Waldo Reynolds, son of Bro. 
ference. Sunday school and Zion's-Religi.o KELLOGG.-Edward Kellogg died July 29. 
Literary Society at same 49 Has been a member of 

r:ie~K;:npt Sect"et:~ ! ~~§ Bro. Pars~~~s~t five ~~~11~~~ 
and Sr. Maud Stone, was born at 

April 15, lDOO; died April 
rest in Henderson ceme

Q~ 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

l!!lubscription price, $L50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when sixc months 

lin arrears un}ess terms are made with the Publish
bgHouse. 

The traveling minio;;try, distr:ct and branch 
!Fesidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
~~>licit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
Mons, and assist the publishing department. 

Address · communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." . 

Send all business letters and make all remit
&ances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
dass mail maltter. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELAJ\!Duu 

--COLLECE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

J'or catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

SENIOR GRADE. A Latter Day Sa,int Sun· 

~ 
SchooLQuarterly containing lessons for El'ach 

nday in the year ; designed for the use of botli:' 
chars and scholars. Paper covers ; 8 cents p!l'r 

quarter, 25 cents per year. .... 
INTERMEDIATE GRADE. This gradeoon· 

'atns the lessons of the Senior Grade in sfmpliified 
form and for oorrespondmg dates. Paper. covers; 
!Iii cents per q.uart&", 15 cents per year. 

PRIMAR'Y GRADE •. A ~on Quarterly 
)fepared for smoll chilQhm"; slime tessons further 
i!mpllfied. Paper cover's; 5 cents.per quarter, 15 
~ents per year. Addres£ all orders and rexmt
ti!l.llOO$ to BeraJ:d Publishing H.;~use, 

Look SOx E, L~tmon:t, Decatu.,. C~., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired translation, by Joseph 
Smith. 

78. Cloth ......... · .............. $1 00 
79. Sheep, library binding ....... 1 25 
80. Imitation morocco, gilt edges 1 75 
81. Morocco, gilt edges .......... 2 25 
82. Flexible binding, gilt edges .. 3 75 

:-JEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. 

173. Cloth, limp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
83. Cloth sides, leather back.. . . . 50 

:-JEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Tt·anslation. Large type edi
tion. 

84. Cloth ...... ; . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
85. Cloth, leather backs and cor-

ners ........................ 1 00 
86. Seal grain russia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
87. ~al grain russia, gilt edges .. 1 50 

300K OF MORMON. 
88. Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • 65 
89. Morocco grain russia . . . . . . . . 1 00 
90. Imitation morocco, gilt edges 1 25 
91. Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .. 2 00 

GOOK OF MORMON. Large type 
edition. 

92. Cloth, leather backs and cor-
ners ........................ 1 50 

93. Seal. grain russia, gilt edges. . 2 00 
109. Flexible, gilt edges .......... 4 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS. 
94. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
95. Morocco grain russia . . . . . . . . 1 00 
96. Imitation morocco, gilt edges, 1 25 
97. ~~rocco, gilt edges, flexible .. 2 00 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Tes
tament. Inspired Transla
tion; large type, in one 
volume. 

98. Leather back and covers. . . . . 2 00 
99. Seal grain russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 

100. Imitation morocco, gilt edges, 3 50 
101. Morocco, gilt edges .......... 4 00 

SAINTS' HARP- HYMN BOOK. 
Words only. 

102. Cloth ..............•••••••• , 75 
103. Morocco grain russia . . . . . • . • 1 00 
104. Imitation morocco, gilt edges, 1 25 

SAINTS' HARMONY. Music and 
words combined. 

105. Leather backs, cloth sides. . . 1 50 
106. Gilt edges .....•...••..•..... 2 00 

)A TNTS' HARMONY. Music only. 
107. Cloth, leatlJPr backs ......... 1 00 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music. 

198. Paper covers, each ......... . 
Per dozen ................ . 

110. Cloth, limp .....••••..•.•... 
Per dozen ......•.•..•.•... 

111. Cloth and leather ..••.•..•... 
112. Full leather ........••....... 
113. Gilt edges ................ .. 
114. Flexible. leather ............ . 

30 
3 20 

35 
3 751 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

Per dozen ....••.• , . . . • . . . . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp ...... ; .......... .- 25 

Per dozen ....•.....•.•.•.. 2 70 
117. Cloth .. .. . ....... ,. . . .. ... 35 

Per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 3 75 
118. Flexible, g\i t edges. . . . . . • . . . 50 

?ORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION. 
154. Paper . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • • • 25 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH O:B' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume ......... 1 5@ 
120. Leather back and corners, ner 

volume ................ ~ .. 2 Olli>' 
121. Leather, per volume ......... 2 50 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ....... 3 O!Ji> 
Third volume not yet complete. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Cloth . 0 .. 0 • G a 0 0 6 0 ~ ., e ~ e " ..... " & 0 75:·l 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEM· 
PLE LOT SUlT. 

124. Cloth ............. , ......... 1 5~ 
BRADEN- KELLEY DEBATE. 

Report of the discussion be
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized . Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

125. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . 1 5() 
JO::; B-:PH THE SEER. 

129. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • 25> 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75' · 
127. Leather ..................... 1 00• 
128. Flexible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50. 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each................. 1(!1 
Per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132 .. Paper...................... 25 
133. Cloth. . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • . . . . . 4() 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . '2'5> 
135. Cloth.. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. . . . 5() 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • 3~, 
137. Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • !)(}. 

AFTERGLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . : - , 

MANUSCRIPT .ll'OU.N D. This IS 
the notorious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tified copy of the original now· 
in Oberlin College, Ohio. 

139. Paper .• , • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 1~ 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. :B.. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth.. . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0® 
COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 

141. Cloth ................... , ••• 75> 
174. Flexible .................... 1 50c 

)EJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVEN ANTS, AN
SWERED AND REFUTED: 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • 25 
143. Cloth . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • • • • • .. 40 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. Al\'lJEllSO~. Pre~. 
MRS. DAVlD DANCEH. Vice Pres. 

EXCURSIONS. W. A. HOPKINS. Cashier. I HOMESEEKERS' 
OSCr\H ANDEB.SO~. Ass't Cashier. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAM Nl. Biennial Con€llave Knights of Pythias, De
troit, Michigan, August 27-September ~' at 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. Incorporated. under the laws of the State of Iowa, July 1. Hm"'. 

National Eocampment Grand Army of the 
Republic, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the 

_round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Total assets Jamun·y 1, 1900, $133,032.34; April l, 1900, iil62.7!H.O:I'. 

We pay Interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposiLs of all Herald ce>Jders. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and care!ully answered. Direct all letters to ; 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni,. Iowa. 
Old Soldiers' R :union, Grant City, Mis

souri, August 21 to 24, 1900. Tickets on sale 
August 22 and 23, good to returoing August 
25, at one and one third fare for the round 
trip. 

(liTOCK.HOLDEBS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. An8erson, Lucy L. Resseguie, 0-
Ailderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank CrUey, Allee P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W • .A. Hopl<i"lll· 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him .. Iowa State Fair, Des Moines, Iowa, August 
24 to September 1, 1900. One fare for the 
round trip. Dates of sale August 24 to Sep
tember 1. Good returning September 3. Krli)L, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit to~acco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-back) I have used tobacco for thirty years fund both chewed and smoked- plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missouri, 
September 17 to October 20. One fare and 
third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep
tember 16, 18, 20, 25, 27, and October 2, 4, 9, 
11, 16, and 18. RJturning good five days 
from date of sale. 

3 hox<'s ot' Quit-to-back sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.t>O. wirll positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. 1:3. postage 
stai.nps taken. '\'ou run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

Sabbatarian Theory a Delusion. 
A new work of 113 pages, by Elder Alben Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an "ble awl 
complete refutation of the theories and arg-ument.> 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; pr lee 
15 cents postpaid. Address orders to 

I.<ERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa. 
\ or A. HAWS, 922 3d St., Oak_la!;tS!_,. Cal, 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. ru., arrive at, Deo 

Moines 6:05 p. m. 
South-Leave. Dc'B Moines 8: 25· iL m., arri-ve 

at Leon l 1: 45 a. m. 
Trains daily rxco·pt Snnday; connect with C 

B. & Q. ut Leon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAIN'rS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct· 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external a.ffairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
FuU leather ............•...•.•.. 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. . • • . • • • • . 3 0(1 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BAN 
LAMON!~ IOWP. .. 

Ample-responsibili1y. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits .. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and luND property for sale. 

Corn Carnival, Atchison, Kansas, Septem
ber 20, 1900. One fare for the rouud trip. 
Dates of sale September 19 and 20. Good 
returning September 21. 

St. Loub Fair, s·. Louis, Missouri, October 
1 to 6, 1900. S'llliog dates September 30 to 
October 5. Good tcltur·ning 0-:nober 8. One 
fare for t'1e rouod trip. 

Fall Fclsti vi ties, K'1nRas City, Missouri, 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep
tembir 29 to Octob,r 6. Good returning Oc
tober 8. One fare for the> round t.rip. 

01\ NTSH HYMN BOOK. Sal me- NEBRASKA THE LAND OF PLENTY. 
bog Til Kirke-og Husand:::wt I wonder why it is that so many men spend 
U dgivet og Forlagt af den their days working hard on rented farms, 
Gjenarganisersde J esu Christi barely making enough to get along, with no 
K k f · d D great prospect ahead of owning their own 
· lr e a Sl ste ages Hellige. homes, when within a fe;v hours' journey is a 

__ 14_9_._c_lo:--t_h_,_I_e_a_th_e_r_b_a_c_k_s_._· _· ·_·_·_·_·_· __ 7_5 land of plenty-Nebraska-where all kinds of 
grain and fruit can be raised with the least 

True Succession in Church Presidency. amount of labor; where cattle and hogs fed 
on corn bring a handsome pro!it; where the 
climate is healthful and churches and schools 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of abound; where land is cheap and can be 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of boug~t on ver:y easy t_erms. . . 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints from th 1 Thmk of thrs, and lf you want mfqrmatwn 

. . ' e about the country send to me for "The Corn 
pen of Elder Heman C. Sm1th, Church His- Belt" a beautifully illustrated monthly 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu- pap~r that tells all about Nebraska, and also 
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession for "The West Nebraska Grazing Country," 
in the Presidency of the Church " and to an interesti!Jg illustrated booklet containing 
Eld c W p "P . ' a large sectwnal map of Nebraska. 

e~ · ,· enrose on rlesthood and On the first and third Tuesdays of each 
Presidency. It follows Mr. Roberts closely month during the balance of this year cheap 
and points out his false statements, misrepre- excursion tickets will be sold over our road 
sentations, historical inaccuracies. illogical to Nebraska, so that people _may go and see 
argu ments a d u t bl · t · t t' for themselves. Ask your t1cket agent about 

. , ~ n ena e m erpre a 10ns; this. p. s.. EUSTIS. 
wh1le answerwg Mr. Penrose directly and Gen'l Pass'r Agt. C. B. & Q. R. R. 
Incidentally. 32,3t Chicago, Illinois. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1814, to the present 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
<tries hav.ing used the book of Mr. Roberts 
wherever their ministry have operated. Thi~ 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the 1nfl uence of their 
sophistry. 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A 
LIFE. 

144. Cloth ..••.......•••••••••••• 

MANUAL OF THE PRIEST-
HOOD. By Elder C. Derry. 

145. C_loth, limp ................ . 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS, WITH EPITOME 
OF THE FAITH. 

146. Paper, per dozen ........•... 

SONGS OF ZION. By Elder T. 
W. Smith. , 

147. Paper, each 5o., per dozen ... 

It will rcake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lo~est possible price, as we \. iCRlVI AN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
are more interested in the circulation of the Harfe.) 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 150. Leather ..........•• ··•• .. ··• 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 151. Gilt edges .........•.•••••••• 

75 

25 

25 

50 

40 
60 
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF, ~~US CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAIN'I'S. -------------------------------------------------------- w ____________________________________ __ 

Vol. 47· Lamoni, Iowa, August ~), I goo. No. 35· 

CONTENTS: I and endurance, but who have been I off) had applied to be engaged as 
Em'if.RIAL: ~ 1 forced to earn their living in that way ladies of the corps de ballet. The 

M\~~~~~ 'i~ ·r:,~~g.~· Typ~· iiciit'i~;; ~f ·th~507 bec~use. circumstances ';'ere against story went further on to .say that the 
New Testament........ . ......... 558 their bemg able to do so m any other, unfortunate managers, distracted by 

Questions and Answers ............... 558 and who have conquered the natural this sudden invasion of beauty and. 
Public Beauty Clubs · ·. ·. · · · ·. · · · · · · .559 horror that all women have of being fashion had asked for time to con-

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: bl' d t ·. ' l' · th 'd ~h 't' b f . Will the Gathering Take Place WHh· o Ige o appear m puo .w m e Sl er t ~ pos1 IOn e ore. acceptmg 
out Further Revelations from God? .560 dress they must necessarily wear. the services of these lad1es. There 

Honorable Warfare ................. 561 There is many a girl on the stage was no question of their being obliged 
Office:s of the Church and Their whose cheeks burn with shame, and to take this step from necessity or 

Duties ... · .... · .... ··· .............. 5~2 whose whole soul revolts against what want, because most of them asked for 
An Inqmry Answered ............... 563 h 'd b l · 1 b · 
The Rock ............................ 564 s e cons1 ers to e a owermg and de- no sa ary, or, at est, only a p1ttance. 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: grading position, but which she pur- to make some show of excuse, we 
"Nauvoo the J?eautiful". · · ···· · · · · ·· .565 sues because she is likely obliged to imagine, for their request. We alsQ 
Barnard Reumon · ........ · ...... · .. ·567 be the partial if not the sole bread- hear that the applicants were all fair ORIGINAL POETRY: . ' . ' . . . 
The Saints' Jubilee ................... 569 wmner of a dependent fam1ly; and the and d1vmely tall, some of them bemg 

MOTHERS' HoME Oo~uMN: ............... 569 cry of the hungry brothers and sis- over six feet. The cause of their de-
~e Do~th ~ll T~mgs '?Vell · · · · · · · · · .570 ters, or the pale face of the anxious sire to appear was the occasion of a 
S1sters Unwn A1d SoCiety ........... 570 oth h · ·11' b 11 t b' h 't · ·a t SUNDAY ScHOOL DEPARTMENT' m er, urges er on m a ca mg new a e w w , 1 1s sa1 , was () 
Reunion Work of 1900 ..... .' .......... 570 which she would give much to aban- give them an unusual opportunity of 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: don, but which she can only renounce displaying their charms. It is not 
Eastern Colorado.··················· .571 at too great a sacrifice for others. yet known what .the managers' de-

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: G' . · · · d tb l d' t'll 't Graceland College Notice ........... 571 1bbon pomts out that one of. the I ?ISlOn IS, an e a 1es are s 1. wa1 • 
Bishop's Notice ...................... 571 signs of the decline and fall of the mg, and let us hope they w1ll ever 
N~w E~gland R~unio~ ................ 571 Roman empire was the adoption by I wait in an agonized uncertainty. One 
Bishops ~gent~ Notwe .............. 572 women of the pursuits and occupa- cannot but treat the story as a myth. 
Two-Days Meetmgs .................. 572 . . . d t 't · tl t d dl 
Reunion Notices ..................... 572 t10ns of men, and thmr des1re and I an . ye 1 IS so_ curren y repor e an""' 
Reunion Tents ....................... 572 alacrity to show themselves in public beh~ved (and 1t has never been con-
To Sunday Schools ................... 572 as actors in the shows and amuse- tradwted) that one has a melancholy 

ARE WOMEN DEGENERATING? 

BY LADY JEUNE. 
The tendency of life today has been 

to elevate the professions in which 
women embarked, and the most sweep· 
ing change has characterized the con
duct and life of women in some of the 
less intellectual professions. The 
standard of morality for women on the 
stage, in music, in artistic life, has 
risen enormously. We welcome as 
our friends and companions the 
actresses of today, and the Queens of 
Song in England are some of the most 
enchanting and delightful of Eng
land's daughters. In every class the 
cosmopolitan spirit of English society 
has spread, while many women, who 
thirty years ago, either from indolence 
or indifference, were never seen ex
cept in their professional capacity, are 
now the ornaments and centers of 
some of the most exclusive and agree
able circles. 

It is the seriousness and earnest
ness of women's work that has placed 
them in this position, and bas elevated 
their profession, whatever it may be, 
into a definite calling. No ope objects 
to any profession a woman adopts, 
provided she does so meaning to at
tain the highest perfection, and that 
her ambition is to excel in what is an 
honorable and decent way of earning 
her livelihood. There are many strug
gling ballet girls and circus dancers 
whose lives are examples of courage 

ments of that pleasure-loving and li· ' feeling it may be true, though the 
licentious age. ·One of the most idea is so repugnant as to be disgust
impressive and interesting portions of ing. Can it be doubted that genuine 
his history is that in which he de- talent stands a poorer chance of recog
s~ribes the amusements and occupa- nition todar, when nearly all that is 
twns of the highborn Roman women, necessary IS that the .performers .or 
and the connection be drew between actors on any stage or m any capacity 
their conduct and the fall of the of life should be possessed of a name. 
greatest empire of the world. He or be in some way known to the pub-
tells us how they rode, drove, fought, lie? . . . 
and fenced with men; bow they en- W,e cannot lf!l~gme mther that the 
tered the arena and took their part in foolish ec_?entriCities of a few empty
the games and pageants of their day, he~ded g1rls are to destroy the repu
and how, with the disappearance of tatwn of the wo~en we. know and 
the modesty and reserve which are respect, or that their stup1d escapade 
natural characteristics of women meets with any feeling of sympathy 
they lost whatever influence of an ele~ among their sisters. In these days of 
vating or purifying nature they pos- sensationalism, of searching for new 
sessed. We do not want to draw a excitements and interests, a few may 
parallel between that era and our have been led away, but that English 
own, but there are signs, and signifi· women ha':e. altered in the essentially 
cant ones, that women are in a great great quallt1es they ha':'e always pos
measure divesting themselves of the sessed we refuse to belleve.-Ohicago 
dignity and reserve of th"eir prede- Tribune. 
cessors. ========== 

There are, however, indicatiOns It is stated that of a thousand volumes of 
that there are women who, not from travel which Dr. Edward Leigh Pell ex
necessity but from choice, wish to en- amined in the preparation of his latest book, 
ter the lists, and that they are crowd- "The Bright Side of Humanity," scarcely 
ing into professions which hitherto two hundred dwelt at any length upon the 
no woman has chosen except Jrom the virtues ot' the people whom they profess to 
pressure of competition in those from describe, while most of them faithfully mir
which she found herself shut out. rored all the vices in sight. · "The Bright 
Some time ago there were paragraphs Side of Humanity," is the first serious at
in many papers announcing that at tempt that has been made to present the dis
certain music halls in London a large tinguishing noble traits of all races. It will 

b f · · t ( lll be published by the B. F. Johnson Publish-
num er o . wo~en m . SOCle Y we ing Company, Richmond, Virginia, and win 
born, we 1magme, and comfortably be ready September 15. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

iNTERNATIONAL ZIONIST CON- j they outdo- the wild Beduins in all the i built of sun-dried brick or roughly 
GF~ESSES. 1 sports of the free life of the desert. I dressed stone, and were fairly sub-

\By Leon Z·>lotkcff, Delegate to Three ZioniEt Congresses. I A type of a Jew has thus be_ en pro- stantial houses. The which 
"There was an openmg and there i duced who never experienced the are to be found in the greatest num

was a closing-the fourth congress." demoralizing feeling of humilia,tion bers-in endless number wherever in 
If there ever shall arise a Jewish and homelessness, and who combines the State there is trace of an early 

'historian to describe to future gen- in his nature .Maccabean daring with 1 watercourse or pond-were built over 
:erations the almost miraculous move- modern culture. The idea of creating 

1 
excavations perhaps three feet deep. 

ments gone through by Israel a home for the Jewish homeless While making her Miss 
resurrected in its attempts to rise out masses bad naturally suggested itself· Ney discovered what believed to 
of the chaos of dispersion he will, in to the mind of a phila,nthropist, have been the palace of a and 
:all probability, paraphrase a Biblical but it waited for champion who which consisted of a mound nearly 
verse in the manner indicated; for would ut,ilize the national feeling of forty feet high. On of it were 
everything reh-1,ting to creation of the people for that purpose and give oak trees al, least 400 years old. In 
order out of chaos would suggest it- it expression and form. the mound were many broken dishes, 
self to his mind by the association of That champion appeared in the and a number of small images be
ideas. The annual Zionist congresses, person of Dr. Theodor Herzl, whose lieved to have been gods. They are 
the fourth of which adjourned last name will indelibly be associated with ugly, repulsive in appearance, and 
'week at London, England, subject to the great Zionist movement. rudely carved from stone. 
:the call by the Executive committee, When Dr. Herzl called the fourth Close at hand was another mound 
'Will have to be considered by that; Zionist congress to order last Monday nearly 100 feet high, believed to be a 
historian as being of such paramount at the Queen's at London, he temple. In tbe top of it was found a 
;significance to Israel's regeneration placed Zionism in a position more that contained a big sacrificial 
as were the newly born days in the critical than any it has occupied, even of granite seven feet long by four 
nrst week of the world's creation. I since he first introduced it in its pres- wide lying across an altar four feet 

Zionism represents the na,tional idea I ent form. It was putti?g Zionism to high. Near at hand of a 
of Judaism, the fervent of a severe test. London 1s a unfi'G god, hooknosed and enormous 
the Jews to become unHed once more I for -dreamers, and were not A the sun 
:into a nation, inhabiting tbe land that, I . to to t~e -:erdict of Beside 

to the scriptures had been 1 world of to tne J of 
them God. That long- 1 of t~e Jews it could have I and there were stone on 

was for many centuries the I survlVed the 1 the floor to have been used 
to their · and of Dr. Herzl to as an 1 for In another build-

and in the new Asiatic I believed 

'l'he marvels of intercommunication 
of the nineteenth whieh con-

space and the eon·ti-
:nents nearer to each and the 
bitter hatred which characterized the 
attitude of the world toward the Jew 

I 
and London understood him to been intended 

well; he of a ' secured Montezuma. 
home" for homeless Jews Pales- about these settlements the 

under the of the Sul· and the hills 
and London was with Miss 
earnestness of the assertion. It somewhere there 

thus becomes evident Zionism be a vast accumulation of 
has now taken the 1 made and hidden away 
definite of 1 historic SI:e has , 
porary ; become a move- 1 for so far has founu 
ment which not alone the Jewish 1 here there rich 

but the world must take ac- 1 or valuable statues of the 

the second half of the nine-
1900

_ 
century, the 

1 

of.-Chicago Tribune, 19, i meta,l. She has found a 
blind now, who lived for 

:Consciousness to the masses ~ 
that the majority of their people is I G!RL FINDS ANCiENT IDOLS IN 
still without a home. TEXAS. 

What was more natural for the 1 Images of t,he gods of 
Jewish masses under the circum- 1 toric inhabitants of the of the 
stances than to make another attempt I Colorado and Rio Grande rivers have 
. toward the realization of their ancient been unearthed recently near Marble 

among the 
old wom;:m tells 

of the gold that is hidden where the 
Comanches can find it. Miss Ney be
lieves the tale and will continue a 
search for it.-Chicago Au
gust 19, 1900 . 

dream? History repeats itself and Falls, by Miss Alma Ney, an --~---
heredity is a potent factor in directing enthusia,st~c explorer and 1 TO THE DEAF. 
human thougnt. and energy. At first archre?log1st St. Trac~s of I A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 
.only a few piOneers proceeded to the existence of at least three d1ffer- noises in the head by Dr. Nichelson's Artiti
Palestine, under the most trying diffi- 1 ent- types of men at three different cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 

-culties and as "farm hands" entered epochs in the world's history have I so that deaf people u~?.able to procu~e the Ear 
. .' · . . . · , Drums, may have them free. Andress No. 
there mto competitiOn Wlth the natlVe been found there by ner, and the 3400 c The Nicholson Institute 780 Eighth 
fellahs, whose needs in life are ex- sacred images are believed to have be· Avende. New York. ' 27rly 
'Ceedingly limited. Others followed longed to the latest, or about the time 
·suit. Several agricultural and vino· of the Aztecs. ADDRESSEs. 

'Cultural colonies have been estab- That these three different types of u. w. Greene, 230 Pulaski street, Brook-
Iished; schools and libraries opened; men existed is shown by the radically lyn, New York. 
::an attempt to revive the language of different types of abodes that have Isaac P. Baggerly, No. 901 South Flores 
h h t d t b b h d · h 1 Street, San Antonio, Texas. • _ ·,t e prop e .s prove o e a success een uneart e m t e exp oratiops. F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 

:and the younger generation of Rishon· There are some which are entirely Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
le-Zion, f. i., is now expressing 1 subterranean, in ramifying burrows W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
modern thought and joys and sorrows I like enlarged rabbit warrens. Others M. H. Bond, No.l03 Chapin avenue, Provi-
<Of life in the language of Isaiah. I which were probably the homes of I de_re:H:~;· 205t Polk t t s F . 
Models of civilized agriculturists, ~ people of Aztec or Toltec blood were ~ Cal." ' 

8 
ree ' an ranclsco, 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you .tree,"-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the woJ.<d of the Lords for there shall not any man amonR: you have save it he one wife• and concubine<: he shall have none."-B, of M., page 116. 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOvV A, AUG US'.r 29, 1000. NO. 3G. 

erald. I It is evident that under the law a I peace and happiness, or annoy a com
------------------ divorced woman could marry ag·ain, panion will be studiously avoided by 
JOSF.:iPH SMITH - EDITOR I the only restriction being against her both husband and wife. It is a part, 
FHED'K MAmsoN Srvn·rn AssrwrAN'r Em1·on. 1 first husband. Now, if a woman a vital part, of the covenant, based 
JosErn Ll~FF } COimEsPoNnrNo EnFrous. guilty of wron~ doing is made to be upon the true meaning of ••keeping D. W. WIGHT ~ 

free to marry again; by what rule of 

1 

yourselves for each other and from 
LAMONI, IowA, AuG. 29, 1900. right is a divorced woman, put away all others, so long as you both shall 

for no act of wrong doing on her part 1 live," "observing the legal relations 
DiVORCE. 

There are so many queries arising 
in every quarter where the HERALD 
is taken in reference to the "law" of 
divorcement that a little upon the sub
ject may be pardoned, notwithstand
ing the much already written upon it. 

There is in the Scripture but one 
justifiable cause for divorce given, 
fornication or adultery. No one need 
be in doubt in regard to this. 

Under the Mosaic code, under which 
it is stated polygamy flourished and 
was provided for, there may have 
been several causes for divorce. In 

. Deuteronomy 24:1-4 it is provided 
thus:-

When a man hath taken a wife, and mar
ried her, and it come to pass that she find no 
favor in his eyes, because he br,•th found some 
uncleanness in her: then let him write her a 
bill of divorcement, and give it in her hand, 
and send her out of his house. 

made an adulteress and prohibited 1 of this covenant." 
from marrying again? Yet this is the From such consideration as this, it 
usual attitude taken by extremists is easy to draw the conclusion that 
from the Savior's words, Matthew 19, when persons have entered into the 
Mark 10. It is to us a very improper marriage relation, if either husband 
rendition and full of opportunities for or wife does that which annoys, dis
mischief. turbs, distresses, or destroys the 

The _P~>Sition of woman under su~b peace and pleasantness of the mutual 
a rend1t10n of the law, tha.t any fa1l- home, or that which put.s a companion 
ure to please a husband, mther :from in hazard of health, bodily comfort, 
natural defec.t or from disabiJity .the and produces injury to person or life; 
result of environment and educatwn, such person is guilty of a violation of 
would be sufficient ca,use for a bill of his or her part of the. contract; and if 
divorce written by the husband, is a the offense is persisted in it is a direct 
travesty upon the marriage relation, breaking of the bond, which not only 
and could not fail .to result in a de- destroys the peace of the offender, but 
cline of .value of. woman as a wife and prevents the one offended from keep
compamon. It 1s clear that no such ing the bond on his or her part. 
estimate was J?U~ on marriage by All of the foregoing may be done 
~~sus, for ~e ~hst~nctly affirme~ that and yet the one offending be not guilty 

m the begmmng 1t was not so. And of the one designated crime, adultery. 
further that,- But, when a long continued course of 

For tho hardness of your hearts Moses suf- such conduct, finally drives the tor
She could then be married to an- fered you to put away your wives.-Matt. 19. tured one from home to seek among 

other; and if the second husband bate These considerations fully establish strangers what is denied him or her at 
her and divorce or he die, the first the sacred nature of the marriage re- home, is not the putting away as com-
husband could not again marry her. lation as shown by the Bible. plete in spirit as it is possible for it to 

One of tho schools which existed This is fully corroborated by the be in fact? Is not the offender guilty in 
before the Savior's time, held that a revelations to the church. "Marriage the truest sense of such a putting 
man could not be lawfully divorced is ordained of God unto man." The away as should make the bond void as 
from his wife unless she should have church indorsed this in 1835, when it to the one put away? In such a case 
been guilty of infamy, or a crime enacted that "All legal contr~cts of the offender should be the one pun
against virtue. But another school marriage entered into before persons isbed and not the offended. The 
taught that any reason which the hus- are baptized into this church should one thus putting away, whether hus
band might deem sufficient warranted be held sacred and fulfilled." The band or wife, should be adjudged as 
the giving of such divorce. terms of this sacredness are "keeping guilty as of the crime of adultery, 

1. If she were not agreeable to him. yourselves wholly for each other and which should make the other free. 
2. If he found any uncleanness in her, from all others, so long as you both Such course of conduct makes it 
i. e. anything disagreeable to him. 3. shall live." impossible for the innocent one to 
Or if he found a woman whom he To the truly wedded, the law of keep the covenant, however desirous 
liked better. divorce means nothing. To them such one may be. 

It would seem tha,t under the law there is neither desire for its inter- Jesus said, in Matthew 19, "whoso-
and in the practice of polygamy wives vention for them, nor fear of its con- ever shall put away his wife, except 
were subject t,o divorcement upon the sequences. They appreciate the it be for fornication, and marrieth an
mere whim of the a very in- sacredness of the bond which they other,commiteth adultery;" and Mark 
considerate and unwholesome arrange- have entered into and cherish neither adds the words "against her," refer
ment, one totally iua,dequate to the intention nor desire to lessen the rlng to the husband. Mark, also, 
keeping the state free from immor- term of its continuance. Neither will malres the same statement to apply to 
ality. by word or act render the keeping of a woman who puts away her hus· 

Both Matthew and Mark give the the bond irksome for the other. Each band. 
saying of the Savior against divorce will strive to enrich the life of the We do not believe that Jesus in
except for the one cause. other in the dearest of all fellowships, tended to make persons innocent of 

In order to keep within the lines of and the name husband or wife will offense in the rupture of the married 
just and honorable dealing it is neces- convey to either the tenderest, truest, bond to be criminals or to impose un
sary to put such a rendition on the .. most faithful and sacred emotions of just disabilities upon them. Hence 
statement as will free it from cruelty which the human heart is capable. I when either husband or wife makes 
and injustice to the innocent of wrong Anything which in itself or its rec. the keeping of the bond according to 
doing. .sults is calculated to hurt, disturb the its holy institH.tiou then 
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the innocent one should be held to be 
free. 

'I'here are 
ried couples 
that one is 
alone 
some 

that the one 
seeking to be free. 
solute rendition as 
word, as H stands 
Mark, must be 
there is some 
husband or wife. 

'fhe church is 

-~-"-""'"""""'...,.,_~~-.-==-"""~d="' ------------------·--· 

MISTAKE IN LARGE TYPE 

THE NEW TESTAME!'rL 

Bro. A. J. KtJCk writes:--

Either brother or 
be visited ajnd 

sister must first 
with proper 

.{OF> 

ornce:rs 
offense. 

tried any 

mis
dis-

troublo between two of 
o.trended 

adjust
sec-

such a casf) as 
would 

Es-
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in full, 

and one half 
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Times. 
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from Sioux City, 

Other::; much in-
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WiLL THE GATHERING TAKE PLACE 
WITHOUT FURTHER REVELA

TIONS FROM GOD? 

It is not expedient in me that there shall 
be any stak:s appointed until I command my 
people. Wnen 1t shall be necessary I will 
com man~ that they be established. Let my 
commandments to gather into the regions 
round about, and the counsel of the elders of 
my church guide in this mat.ter until it shall 
be otherwise given of me.-D. 0. 117: 11. 

As the church increases in numbers 
and advances in spirituality, we ca~ 
expect a gradual fulfillment of the 
promises made by our Lord. Among 
the most interesting to tbe of 
God we find tbis :--

And truth will I cause to sweep the earth 
as with a flood, to gather out my own elect 
from the four quarters of the earth unto a 
place which I shall prepare; a holy city, that 
my I?eople . glrd up their loins, and be 
look1ng forth the time of my coming; for 
there sh!!,ll be my tabernacle, and it Bhall be 
called Zion, a New Jerusalem.-D. 0. :36: 12. 

The Sa.ints are expecting the com
ing of our Savior in glory; but the 
above gives us to understand that we 
need not expect this glorious event 
till after the Saints are gathered to a 
place which the Lord shall prepare. 
When the Saints are gathered, and the 
events spoken of by the prophets are 
taking place, they will know that the 
time is drawing and shall "be 
looking forth for time of" his 
"coming." And as we are not in a 
~athered condition at the present 
tn~e, and bave no authority to ap
pomt "sta~es," or places of gatber
mg, nor Will any be appointed till the 
Lord spNl;ks from heaven and "com
man~s that they be established," all 
the rights ',ve have in t.he matter is to 
"gather into the regions round about " 
and this is to be done by ''the couns~l 
of the elders" of the ''church." At 
least one of the commandments here 
referred to is found in section 58: 12, 
and reads as follows:-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"guide in this matter until it shall be 
otherwise given of" the Lord. 

We may be very anxious for the 
gathering to take place, and as a re
sult of this anxiety, formulate theo
ries as to the way to bring about this 
conditio~; but we need not expect any 
change m procedure "until it shall be 
otherwise given of" the Lord. The 
instructions here promised will be 
given as soon as we, as a church, are 
p~epa:ed for an advanced step in this 
d1:ect10n. So let us be patient and 
fa1thf?-lly perform the duties required 
of us m the present condition. There 
are many statements in the Doctrine 
and Covenants which, to me, convey 
the thought that we must wait till 
further instructions are given by tbe 
Lord before the gathering will take 
place, so let us notice a few. 

Zion. shall be redeemed, although she is 
chastened for a little season.-97: 4. 

The promise of Zion's redemption is 
cheering, but it will not take place 
till after she has been "chastened for 
a little season." When will this "lit
tle season" be passed? Has it passed? 
How can man tell unless God reveals 
it? One may say, "I am sat,isfi.ed it 
has passed, and we can now proceed 
to gather and carry out the provisions 
of the law which shall obtain when 
Zion is redeemed." But we have 
one through which such information 
is to come. When he presents us with 
a revelation of such vast importance 
it will. be examined and adopted as th~ 
law directs. It can be readily seen 
that it was useless to endeavor to "re
deem Zion" while she was under the 
chastening hand of the Almighty· 
and as she was to be in that conditio~ 
for ''a little season," when did that 
time expire? The same thought is 
expressed in the following:-

And the servant said unto his lord When 
shall Lhese things be? And be said ~nto his 
servant, Wbe~ I will: go ye straightway: 
and do all tbwgs whatsoever I have com
manjed you .... And his servant went 
straightway, and did all things whatsoever 
his lord commanded him, and after many 
days all things were fulfilled.-Doc. and Oov. 
98: 8. 

And let the privileges of the lands be made 
known, fr·o~ time to time, by the bishop, or 
the agent or the church; and let the work of 
the gat?ering be not. in haste, nor by flight, 'fhis is a part of the parable that 
but let n be done as rt shall be counseled by the Lord said be should "show" unto 
the el~ers of the church at, the conferences, 
ac?ordmg to_ the kn_owledge which they re- his people, that they might know his 
ce1ve from t1me to trme. "will concerning the redemption of 

This informs us when the "counsel Zion." (See Doc. and Cov. 98: 6-8.) 
of the elders" is to be had-"at the The servant desired to know wben 
?onference?." The may be this redemption was to take place 
mcluded w1th tbe we doubt and the time when they were to pro: 
that it refers to them only. 'fhe work ceed to move into the land lost to the 
of the ' is definitely pointed enemy, and the lord said, , •When I 
out in tbis verse, which was to make will." Is it his will now? If so, who 
known "the of the , knows it? There is one important 
while the counsel "the elders" "at feature of this servant's work- he did 
tb~ conferences" was to prevent the what "his lord commanded him." 
Samts from in "haste., They were instructed in the same 
While this referred to gathering revelation--
before the Saints were driven "from tJ purchase all the lands by money, which 
Jackson yet it throws can be purchased for money, in the region 
the way the ·· a.re to round about the land. which I have appointed 

to be the land of Zwn, fol:' the beginning of 

the gathering of my saints; all the land which 
can be purchased in Jackson county and the 
?oun~ies round about, and leave tb~ residue 
m mme hand. Now, verily I aay unto you 
Let all the churches gather together all thei; 
moneys; let these things be done in their 
time, be not in .haste; and observe to have 
all things prepared b(3fore you.-98: 9, 10. 

We desire to call attention to the 
fact, that "these things" are to be 
done in their time, be not in haste." 
There is a "time" wben it will be op
portune for this work to be done· but 
if we proceed before tbis time, w~ will 
be "in haste." Some have concluded 
tha~ w~ as a church are neglecting our 
duties m regard to the gathering; but 
are we sure that if we should proceed 
now, we would not be hasty in the 
matter? If it should be shown that 
the time has come for this work to be 
done, then every exertion within our 
power should be made. 

.And let honorable men be appointed, ev.en 
w1se men, and send them to purchase these 
la~ds; and every church in the eastern coun
tries when they .are built up, if they will 
hearken unto th1s counsel, they may buy 
lands and gather together upon them and in 
this way they may establish Zion.-98': io. 

As this land is to be ''purchased f~ 
money, in the region round about the 
land" which the Lord has "appointed 
to be the land of Zion," it may be nec
essary to learn how far this ''region 
round about" extends from Independ· 
ence, Missouri. The president of the 
church has repeatedly informed us 
that if we were within one day's 
travel, by the best means afforded, to 
Independence, we were in the ''region 
round about." One can leave Detroit 
Michigan, and arrive in Kansas City' 
Missouri, in about twenty-two hours: 
Less than one day. You can calcu
late the boundaries in other directions. 

. There is even now already in store a suffi
ment, yea, even abundance to redeem Zion 
and establish her waste places, no more to b~ 
thrown down, were the churches, who call 
tbemselv.es after my name, willing to hearken 
to my vowe.-98: 10. 

This was given shortly after the 
Lord permitted ''the affliction to come 
upon them wherewith they have been 
afflicted in consequence of their trans
gressions" (98: 1), whereby they had 
been "cast out of the land of their iJJ.
heritance." They did not fail at first, 
because there was not a sufficiency to 
carry on tbe work; nor did they fail 
to redeem Zion because of their ina. 
bility for lack of means but because 
of "their transgressions.'" They failed 
~o "redeem Zion," by not being "will
mg to hearken" to tb,e voice of the 
Lord; . And as a result of being in that 
cond1t10n, tbe Lord would not permit 
them to remain in Zion. 

For, shall the children of the kingdom pol
lute my boly l.and? Verily, I say unto you, 
Nay.-D. 0. 8:3: 8. 

The church was not in a condition 
to '•establish Zion no more to be 
thrown down," then, and tbe all im
portant question comes at the present: 
Are we prepared now? Are we suffi-
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ciently willing to hearken to the voice 
of the Lord at the present time? If 
we are, I believe the Lord is suffi
ciently near that he can tell us of the 
fact. 'rhen we will be not only worthy 
to ma~e a success in the undertaking, 
but w1ll have the proper desire to do 
the work. '•Be not in haste." 
Again:-

. Therefore, in consequence of the transgres
siOn of my people, it is expedient in me that 
mine elders should wait for a little season for 
the redemption of Zion, that they themselves 
may be prepared, and that my people may be 
taught more perfectly, and have experience, 
and know more perfectly, concerning their 
duty, and the things which l require at their 
han.ds; ~nd this cannot be brought to pass 
unt1l mme elders are endowed with power 
from on high; for, behold, I have prepared a 
great endowment and blessing to be poured 
out, upon them, inasmuch as they are faithful 
and continue in humility before me; there~ 
fore, it is expedient in me that mine elders 
should wait for a little season for the, redemp-
tion of Zion.-D, C. 102: 3 ' 

The "transgression" of his "people" 
made it necessary for the elders to 
"wait for a little season for the re
demption of Zion;" and this "little 
season" was allowed that they them
selves might "be prepared.,; This 
work was of such a character that it 
could be accomplished in a certain 
way only, and the elders must "have 
experieJ?-ce, and know more perfectly, 
concermng their duty" than they 
knew at that time. "And this cannot 
be brought to pass until mine elders 
are endowed with power from on 
high." Have they bad the necessary 
"experience" to give us the required 
knowledge of our ''duty" that is de
manded, before Zion can be redeemed? 
Who but the Lord himself can tell? 
The elders of the Reorganized Church 
have never received such an endow
ment as is spoken of in Church His-
1iory, volume 1, page 475, to my 
knowledge. "Zion cannot be built up 
unless it is by the principles of the 
law of the celestial kingdom;" and as 
the articles which have appeared in 
the Herald and Ensign on this subject, 
and the speeches- made by several of 
the elders have differed so widely, 
that one is forced to the conclusion 
that the necessary ''experience" and 
"endowment" have not been enjoyed 
by us as a church; and if this is the 
case, then, it is "expedient" in the 
Lord that his "elders should wait for 
a little season for the redemption of 
Zion." 

This harmonizes with what was 
given in 1894:-

Therefore, the law given to the church in 
section forty-two, over the meaning of some 
parts of which there has been so much con
t~oversy is a~ if it were given today; and the 
b1shop and h1s counselors, and the high coun
cil, and the bishop and his council, and the 
storehouse and the temple and the salvation 
of my people, are the same to me now that 
they were in that day when I gave the reve
lation.-D. and C. 122: 6. 

Turning to section forty-two we 
find:-

'THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
Thou sh.alt a_sk, and it shall be revealed I There were certain laws to govern 

unto you 1n m10e own due time, where the in the g the > t t d t · 
New Jerusalem shall be built .... And ye a rea s a e, an cer am 
shall hereafter receive church covenants commandments to be observed, and 
such as shall be sufficient to establish you: we are instructed to-
both here [Kirtland] and in the New Jerusa
lem-D. and C. 42: 18. 

It was afterwards revealed that "the 
city New Jerusalem" was to
be built, beginning at the 'l'emple Lot, which 
is appointed by the finger of the Lord, in the 
western boundaries of the State of Missouri. 
-D. and C. 83: 1. 

But the revelation known as section 
forty-two, in the Doctrine and Cove
nants, does not authorize the Saints 
to proceed to build up Zion or "the 
city New Jerusalem;" but they were 
informed that they would "receive" 
instructions by revelations from time 
to time, such as should be "sufficient 
to establish" the Saints, "both here 
and in the New Jerusalem." They 
could not have proceeded and "built 
up Zion," or "the New. Jerusalem" 
without further revelations than the 
one in section forty-two. It gave 
them to understand that they must 
have additional instructions, pointing 
out the location, the time for com
mencing of the temple, and the nature 
of its construction. "Therefore, the 
law given Jo the church in section 
forty-two ... is as if it were given 
today." Again, 

And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor, 
and consecrate of thy properties for their 
support, that which thou hast to impart unto 
them, with a covenant and a deed which can
not be broken; and inasmuch as ye impart of 
your substance unto the poor, ye will do it 
unto me, and they shall be laid before the 
bishop of my church and his counselors, two 
of the elders, or high priests.-D. and C. 42: 8. 

This should settle the question in 
our minds as to whether the Lord re
quires us to "consecrate" all our 
property or not. The plain statement 
is, ''thou wilt remember the poor, and 
consecrate OF thy properties," instead 
of consecrating all thy property. The 
first statement shows that a portion is 
required, but not all. This portion, 
that those who love the Lord will con
secrate for the poor and the needy, is 
understood to be the tenth. This is 
not a temporary law, one to be ob
served for a few years and then dis· 
carded, for we are told:-

And this shall be the beginning of the tith
ing of my people; and after that, those who 
have thus been tithed, shall pay one tenth of 
all their interest annually; and this shall be 
a standing law unto them forever, for my holy 
priesthood, saith the Lord. 

Verily I say unto you, It shall come to pass 
that all those who gather unto the land of 
Zion shall be tithed of their surplus proper
ties, and shall observe this law, or they shall 
not be found worthy to abide among you.-D. 
c. 106:1, 2. 

As we shall pay one -tenth of all our 
"interest annually; and this shall be 
a standing law unto them forever;" 
and if we "shall not" "observe this 
law," we will not be permitted tore· 
main, I see no place this side of ''for
ever" for abandoning the law of 
tithing. 

Lst those commandments which I have 
given concerning Zion and her law, be exu· 
cuted and fulfilled, aftur her redemption.-D. 
c. 102:10. 

We should be careful not to con
found the laws and commandments 
which are to be observed and en· 
forced after Zion is redeemed, with 
,those that should prevail in her scat
tered condition. The Lord said in 
1834 that "my people must needs be 
chastened until they learn obedience, 
if it must needs be, by the things 
which they suffer." And one of the 
thiugs that they had failed to learn to 
obey is expressed in the words, "and 
do not impart of their substance as 
becometh saints." (D. C. 102: 2.) 

The need at the present time 
is for us as Saints to "learn to be 
obedient to the things which" are re
quired of us, and develop in such a 
way that we will be qualified to assist 
in carrying on this great work. 

And no one can assist in this work, except 
he shall be humble and fHll of love, having 
faith, hope, and charity, being temperate in 
all things whatsoever shall be intrusted to 
his care.-D. C. 11:4. 

When we as a have those 
traits prominently manifested in our 
characters, we will be prepared ·to 
live in Zion, or her stakes, which the 
Lord in his own time will ''command 
that they be established." This will 
necessitate additional revelation. 

W. E. PEAK. 
GALIEN, Mich., August 6, 1900. 

HONORABLE WARFARE. 

There can be no or nobler 
calling for any man to be called 
to represent the work of God in the 
world. His mission is to not only 
stand as an exponent of the purest 
and noblest of principles, but to 
furnish the world, as did his Master, 
an example in his own life of the 
practical application of his own teach-
ing. The principle his 
calling is that which the 
whole work of redemption, and that 
which moved the great, mind of Deity 
to make the provision he did for the 
race of mankind-' will to men." 

Whoever looks at the life of a rep
resentative of Christ on has a 
right to expect something of a repro
duction of the Christ character; to 
find his actions by tbe same 
spirit; his warfare to be 
honorable in every sense, and above 
deception or anything that resembles 
trickery for the of 
his purposes. Can he as a rep-
resentative of the truth, striving to 
have men and women acknowledge 
the truth and live in with it, 
consistently act out an untruth him
self in an effort to bring his mission 
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and 
tween t,hem 
proceeds with a 
tion of 
evils. Is 
we want to 
would it not 

and Hs 
honorable warfare? 

love to our 

on the street, 
better to select a, con-

the Fatherhood 
brotherhood of man. 

J. B. HOUSH. 
WRAY, Colo., Ang.l~'. 

are to administer 
D. C. 104: 7.) 

law:-
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often, and also 
their 
meetings i>he absence of 

and is to be assisted 

build 
from the of a. 
closely sJlied to 
the deacon 
vol. 86, p. 402. 

Deacon's 
The teacher . 

inallbis dutic11 R 

cons H occasiorr 

Deacons ... shm1ld be 
over the church be 
unto the church.--D. C. 83: 

A.N ! QU RY 

Box ~2~. 

To the 
lows:-

I answered as fol-

for a man to 
U:~an one. Inasmuch, 

as this affirmation is incor
churches M'e incorrect who 

And no matter how correct 
be all their other te:;~Jch
incorrectness this one 
proves most conclusively 

of them is the Church of 
of 
be 

a church 
God omits 

how 
be 

be
with 

Where 

oth<3r churches are wrong. can-
not do because there are 
no two churches and no church 
but what differs 'in some respect from 
all others. 'I'his makes the matter of 

which is the right church 
one indeed, one 

the salvation of all peo-

remarks made, I 
th::~Jt some progress has 

been ma,de as in relation to the 
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methods which individuals are to 
obtain t,his most incalculable satisfac
tion. One method is, by proving that 
a church contains unscriptural prin
ciples. Another is, to prove that one 
or more scriptural principles or or
dinances are omitted. 

Now you will be likely to inquire: 
If a church teaches no error, and 
leaves out no essential truth, is it the 
church of God then, and am I safe in 
becoming a member of the same? 
My answer is, not necessaTily. This 
will involve another method still, and 
one which I fear I shall not be able to 
explain in this first let,ter to you. If 
I come to treat this, it will doubtless 
be more interesting than anything I 
have hereunto written; and if you 
will only be kind enough to acknowl
edge receipt of this (if only by postal 
card), I shall have much pleasure in 
continuing the subject and in sending 
to you the grand sequel I have led 
up to. ALVIN KNISLEY. 

THE ROCK. 

As we examine the words of Christ 
to find their real meaning, there are 
four considerations to be especially 
borne in mind. 

First. The poetic eastern style 
common to the Hebrew prophets, and 
their bold and symbolic figures of 
speech; and that Jesus' style is ex
acyly the same, in fact could not be 
any other, for t,he same Spirit spake 
through them and inspired their 
minds. ''I am the door." ''I am 
that bread of life." "I am the vine." 
"My sheep hear my voice." If we 
would understand Christ's language 
we must not overlook the character
istics of the figurative language he so 
largely used; for it is written, "he 
spake to the multitude in parables, and 
without a parable be spake not unto 
them." But to his disciples he ex
plained himself. 

We must not re.gard Christ's teach
ings as those of a dry scholastic, or a 
metaphysical moralist, but as those of 
a profound poet, and a grand Master 
in the realm of things spiritual. 

Secondly. We must remember that 
we have but fragmentary reports of a 
very small portion of Christ's teach
ings. He was engaged in active mis
sionary work about; three years, yet 
all the various words of his teachings 
found in the New Testament would 
not occupy more than five hours to 
read. Only a small portion of what 
he sald has been transmitted to us; 
for the Evangelist declares, "'l'here 
are also many other things which 
Jesus did, which if they should be 
every one written, I suppose that the 
world itself could not contain them." 
The ark wherein was kept the scroll 
of the law could not contain them. 

Thirdly. Jesus adopted and ap· 
plied to himself and kingdom the com-

~rHE SA TNTS' HERALD. 

mon Jewish phraseology concerning 
the Messiah and 'Ghe events that were 
expected to attend his advent and 
reign. But he did not use these 
phrases in the perverted sense held 
by the Jews in their corrupt opinions 
and earthly hopes. He used them in 
the sense which accorded with his 
messianic mission and the messianic 
dispensation. 

Fourthly. Every investigator of 
the scriptures should 0bserve this 
fundamental rule of interpretation; 
namely, that the student of a book, 
especially an ancient, obscure, and 
fragmentary book, should imbue him
self as thoroughly as be can with a 
knowledge of the spirit, of the opin
ions, events, circumstances, and in
fluences of the time when the book 
was written, and of the persons who 
wrote it. Only in this way can we 
distinguish between what the speaker 
or writer really meant, and what his 
reporters and hearers tho'Ught he 
meant. It is certain that the Savior 
was often misunderstood, and some· 
times not understood at all. Even 
the apostles frequently failed to ap
preciate his spirit and aims. "How 
is it that ye do not understand that I 
spake it not to you concerning bread, 
but that ye should beware of the 
leaven of the Pharisees and Saddu
cees." Jesus uttered in old estab
lished phrases new and profound 
spiritual thoughts. The apostles 
educated in and full of the dogmas, 
prejudices, and hopes of their age 
and land, would naturally misappre
hend his meaning to some extent. 

In the days of Jesus the Jews were 
looking for an earthly sovereign to 
appear, who would rise up.in the line 
of David, and by the power of Jeho
vah deliver his people, punish their 
enemies, subdue all the earth, and 
rule and reign a greater than Solomon 
in magnificence, and than Nebuchad
nezzar in power. By the terms, 
"kingdom of God," ·'kingdom of 
heaven," they understood the per
sonal reign of the Messiah in J erusa
lem, and evidently the apostles 
cherished these ideas and expressed 
them in the terms common to their 
countrymen. But Jesus employed 
this and kindred language in a purer 
and deeper sense. At one particular 
time the Master wishing to know if 
the twelve really understood the full 
import of his claim that he was in
deed the Son of God, asked them the 
question, "Whom say ye that I am?" 
for he had all through his ministry 
professed himself to be the Son of 
God, and the redeemer of the world. 
Others had appeared before him, 
claiming to be the Christ. But a 
short time before, one had appeared 
who called himself, "Bar co Chebah," 
the son of the star-meaning the star 
that was to arise out of Jacob. He 
and many of his followers perished 

miserably, so <dso bad other 
false Christs. Jesus him-
self "the way, the a.nd the 
life," the "Son of " and when 
called upon the higb priest, "I ad-
jure thee living God, that thou 
tell us thou be t,he Christ, 
the Son of God? Jesus said unto 
him, Thou hast said." Again, "Art 
thou the Christ, the Son of the 
Blessed? And Jesus I am." 

Some of these were spoken afLer 
the question had been asked of the 
disciples, but doubt,less the Master 
had instructed them concerning him
self and mission before that time. All 
through his missionary life he pro
claimed himself to be the Son of God, 
but very few believed him. Many 
thought he might be one of the old 
prophets risen from the dead; per
haps Elias, perhaps Jeremiah, or it 
might be--John the immersor, but all 
regarded him as a great thauma
turgist. 

Some accused him of being an am
bassador of Satan, and of casting out 
devils by the power of Beelzebub-
their prince; but they never believed 
or thought him to be that which he 
declared he was, the Son of God. 
Hence the· question to the twelve, 
"Whom say ye that I am?" Not you 
Matthew, not you nor you 
James, but all of you, whom do you 
believe me to be? For many months 
ye have been with me, and have heard 
me declare myself to be the Son of 
God and redeemer of mankind. What 
say ye? Do you believe me to be that 
which I say I am, or an impostor? 
Then up spake Peter, saying, "Thou 
art the Christ, the Son of the living 
God." No impostor are you, but in
deed t,hat which you :represent your
self to be, and the answer comes, 
''Blessed art thou, Simon, son of Jon as, 
-for flesh and blood hath not made it 
known unto thee but my Father 
which is in heaven, and upon this 
rock," this fact, this truth, that I am 
in every deed, what I say I am, "I 
will build my church, and the gates of 
hell shall not prevail against it." 
Nevertheless, Peter nor the other. 
disciples, could never have known the 
truth, had it not been revealed to 
them by the Father. Neither can any 
know it unless they receive it in the 
same way, as it is "If any 
man will do his will he know of. 
the doctrine, whether it be of God, or 
whether I speak of myself," for none 
can know tha,t .Jesus is the Christ, 
but through the testimony of the 
Holy Ghost. Evidently then the 
church is founded upon the truth that 
Jesus is indeed that which he pro
claimed himself to be, the Son of God 
and Savior of men; and j nst as evi
dently this great truth can only be 
known by revelation, for "the testi
mony of Jesus is the of 
prophecy." This being the case, that 
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"can that Jesus is the Lord 
the Ghost," we can see a,t 

that without revela/uion the 
caunot nevertheless 

at the "secret closet" meant the lessening of 
individual exchequer to the t.une of ten cents. 
A risability m11de itself apparen·t 
in our guide, and more especially so :JJter an 
mwalled for exhibition of volubility feom ths 
female side of the bouse far more expressive 
a.nd emphatic tha,n polite. De~irons of ap-

lous probation as a peacemaker, we jocularly in-
ful terfered, and the rising storm abated. Our 
In his case i'G was a guide opposed the principle instead of the 
was an unbeliever amouut; but his ready exhibition in favor of 
of Jesus the Christ. principle convinced me that a defender was 
it comes silent as at hand while in his company. We did not 

Not spake in words, nor bl2zed on scroll, go in. Our credulity was not sufficient to be 
But borne and graven on the soul, taken in by secret closets! The harness 

is the glorious confirmation from God I thrown in the hallway; the poverty-stricken 
to. the truth of the of Christ.~ mules in the dooryard; the trees in the lot to 
Grander than the sun is the the eastward broken and gnawed; the high 
sublime than , weeds in the back lot; t,he unkempt and in-
words can ' dolent looking household-the entire exte?'ior, 
unutterable, in fact, all betokened the need of a change of 
the of tenants. 
eye while dimmed with tears We next wended our way to the graves of 
ness sparkles with the the , the martyrs, and found them overgrown with 
life to come and in the straggling lilac bushes, and upon the very 
highest, peace on will spot pointed out as Hyrum's grave lay a sow 
to all men. Jesus lives and know giving nourishment to her litter! We are 
is the heart and soulful cry .

1 

n?t, or try not to b~ superstitious; but t~e 
our srght was so repuls! ve to the soul that It 

"We know what we know," and haunts us still. The old house is tenanted, 
none can us of that knowl- but Oh! such tenants! A cow lay peacefully 

pledge 
the purcha,sed 
certainly be 
ance that ' 

ourselves. by the house, the inner gates stood ajar-half 
is also a broken from their hinges, all betokening not 

Father that cat·elessness alone, but indolence. The lot in 
will most which the grav"s are found was covered with 

the locust, and all showed the want of care. 

thi.s body, yet in flesh shall I see 
Superstition has wrought its destructive 

iDfluence in all ages, butwe should not go so 
far to the other extreme as to become palpa
bly careless in our negligence. Mentally we 
problemized. A membership of 40,000 at one 
cent each, and we h>we $400. Enough, Mr. 
Editor, to place a good iron fence around the 
lot, and put it in repair. For the sake of the 

God, and eyes shall behold him." 
It is also or ratification 

by our of the 
nant between you a,nd him a,t 
and which you alone 
you will receive back 
that which vou lost 

endow"ed with 
ance of life, in 
forever. The church 
upon the Rock of 
fact that Jesus is 
the Son of 

, memory of the men who laid their lives upon 
. 11e~a.u~: I the altar of what to thorn was the truth of 

;w~ w~d I God, if for nothing else, we should see to it 't ~ounded I that this matter is taken in hand. For their 
t e sons to lead in the movement would be to 

place them in an embarrassing position. I 
believe if the bishopric would take hold of it, 
the accomplishment would be assured. 
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reason why it should be so, yet the tourist 
cannot fail_ to note its listlessness. Where 
vintage and other cultini'Gion do not exist, 
tall weeds are found in vast profusion. Why, 
the bwad river with its rippled bosom and 
dot.ted here and there with cute little islands, 
is a very inspiration in itself to incite to en
ergy, as it gracefully curves around what 
must once have been a location of beauty for 
the "weary traveler," and yet there is a lan
guid air even bordering to indolence. The 
mighty stretch of water afront the Nauvoo 
House is dotted here and there with the 
boats of fishermen, and the entire picture of 
today seems but the fateful consequence of a 
failure to listen to the voice of God and the 
"servants" whom he had appointed to "lead" 
his "people." J. W. WIGHT. 

TORONT~On~, Aug. 1~ 
.Editors 1-Ierald:-Since coming to this mis

sion, s,nd especiaily to this city, I have been 
very busy, preaching thirty sermons a month, 
besides performing other gospel work. How
ever, local officers have administered in the 
baptisms which I have attended. 

Our tent meetings have been well attended 
on the average; but recent.ly there has been 
a decrease in the attendance of Saints, be
cause the brethren wot·k in the evenings on 
the new church now being erected. I work 
on it also, most of the day, but lay off in the 
evening on account of the preaching. 

Bro. Evans is here, and is a busy man. He 
is chairman of the building committee, and 
works on the church as well as attends to all 
work that comes up in his line. He mixes 
talk with his work, and says in his humorous 
way something to or about everybody on 
deck. The man who gets the worst of it en
joys what is said, knowing it came from R. C. 
de seems to be a privileged character. He 
can say with impunity what would call forth 
bitter resentment if s11,id by some. There is 
more in who says a thing, and how it is said, 
than in the thing itself. ;r oking, for instance, 
is a g·ood thing in the hands of those who are 
adapted to it, but if a person is not a natural 
joker the sooner he fi.nds it out the better. 

When I undert,ake to joke, there is too 
much gravity and truth about what l say to 
be well taken. It sometimeB gives offense. 

revelation, for "wi thou·t revelation the 
people-church--perish." 

,J. J. STAFFORD, M.D. 
LATh10NI, July 21, lDOO. 

Our visit to t,he N:o~uvoo House convinced What one is best adapted to he is usually 
me 'chat in its design and the evident intent I p1•acticed in and c::m do it well. V'lhen he 
of its final accomplishment there wa,s an in- gets out of his usual line he soon betrays it by 
spiration worthy of so great a cause. Iis his awkwardness. For this reason I shall not 
keystone fittings, and the wear of stone and insist upon any man doing things as I do. If 
brick t.hrough all these years, cannot fail to he ''sticks to his own bush" be can command 
convince one of the honest, workmanship in greater confidence and gain n:w're prestig·e. 

"NAUVOO 'l'HE BEAUTIFUL." its const;·uctiou. I notice in your last week's issue a refer-
VINCENNES, Iowa, Aug. 17. From here we visited the still well-pre- ence to the representation the Evening News 

. .Editors .FI~raZd:-E.mbracing t~e opporl,u- I s~rve.d residences of th~ more "n'oted" ones .of of. this city has. given ~s. Sensible fa~r-
mty to grat1fy :;, desH·e of years, w company toe time, and co>.Jld nou but remark the ar·1s- mmded people w1ll not give credence to 1t, 
with Bro. J, S. Snively as "'uide I cr·ossed tocratic "distinction," even in construction, and besides the News is not considered a re
the Father of ·wat<ws by ferr~~ fror~ Montrose, which unfortunately was and is, but should liable paper. However, people will some
and spent. an afternoon in visiting this his- never be found among the people of God. times believe things about Latter Day Saints 
toric place. From the wharf eastward a half Vve 'uramped on up the hill; saw the grace- which they would not accept if told about 
mile or less, and we are in the street (Main) ful sweep of the majestic river around the anything or anybody else. Like the church 
upon which stands many of the historic build- beautiful cu!'ve; stood on the now barren but II of Christ in ancient times, we are everyw\l:ere 
ings constructed a, half century a.nd more once consecrated spot where the "temple" spoken against (Acts 28: 22); not, however, 
agone. We turn westward and make our was rea,red--unfortunately never to its final I by everybody, for some have too much regard 
first stop at the Mansion House (the name as We traversed the streets of the I for the truth. In evidence of this, I inclose 
a hotel). To view the inside and take a peep modern town, and while there is no apparent a clipping from the Toronto World of July 
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30, which breathes a very different spirit 
from that of the NBws. 

Some of the Canadian Saints say I remind 
them of Bro. John Shields, and others of Bro. 
.Fred Gregory. To these two brethren I shall 
put the qu!Jstiou, Is this complimentary? 

Everyt,hing- is going well here. Prayinge 
that, God's blessings may rost upon his cbil
dr®n, I am, 

Yours in hope's brilliant clasp, 
ALMA C. BARIVIOI~E. 

'J7EMPLE, Ohio, July 2. 
Eilitor.s He1·alil>-Yesterday was a good day 

here. There was held a Sunday school, a 
prayo1· meeting, and two preaching services. 
A goodly number of outsiders, together with 
the Saints, were in attendanc,-, the preach
ings, and a spirit of cheerfulness and interest 
was manifest by those present. 

Temple visiting is active and interesting. 
Some thirty persons were shown through 
yesto~day. Bro. Henry C. Smith has his 
part of the work well in hand, and is finding 
out wh2t sotne others are slow to see, that 
Kirtland ls of impori.<Hwe to the cause, that 
there is opportunity to do effective work 
not found elsewhere with people who come 
to you. 

A week G.go yesterday I tarried over at 
Wheeling, West Virginia, with Bw. 0. J. 
Tary, the president of tho branch. Sunday's 
meetings were good, Including t.hose of the 
Sabbuth sohool. Their numbers have in
creased of late, and I think I was never pres
ent in a prv.yer meeting before of the same 
size numerica,lly, where so many real young· 
Saini;s took such an active part. Things 
soe'Tled to be g·cing well with the Saints. 

Bro. Joseph .F. McDowell was p;:-esent,, and 
diecoursed effectively on Sunday morning. 
Tha,nks to Beo. a.nd 81·. Tal'Y for kindnesses, 
with others of the Saints, including the 
pleasfi,nt farewell oend off by S1·s. Brewster, 
Betty, Clyde, :M1d Bro. J. Frank on Monday 
morning. We spent an hour pleasantly to
gethm· just before tho train started for 
Blakes Mills. 

At noon, I mot Brn. A. H. Parsons and 
Holmes ;r. Davison at the last named place. 
We counseled over the propriety of purchas
Ing· p, tent with which to do work 
in t,be district. Decided to purchaBe provided 
the other committeeman was in harmony 
with tho movem.ent, and the Pittsourg dis
trict would sell their tent, :lhS proposed.. It 
was a roasting hot day. We dined together 
at the liber~JJ table of Bro. Warner. Late at 
night I ar·l'ived in Cleveland, and stayed over 
night with Bro. and Sr. Smith, No. 180 
Clenton st.reet, where field laborers always 
find a welcome. The following day I visited 
committeeman, E. Miller, who concurred in 
the move to purchase the tent. Brn. A. H. 
Parsons s,nil J. P. McDowell, representing 
the respective distrlets, were appointed to 
perfect the deal; but finally the Pittsburg 
district refuRod to sell. It now being late in 
the season the tent business was abandoned 
for th~:?J year. 

~while at Creola, Ohio, Bro. 0. B. Thomas 
and the writ.er, along wit.h Bro. Aaron 
Kirkendall, held several services in the 

church. The Saints are doing fairly welL 
Quite a change has taken place since the 
church was dedicated there last fall. The 
Methodists have erected a church building 
just across the street in the rear of ours, fmd 
of nearly the same size aud pr,ttern now 
nearing completion. 

A tent meeting was g·oing on, of the excit
ing "balleluiah" kind. "Come to Jesus"" 
"All who wan·t to be saved rise up." "There 
are but two steps into the kingdom, f<~,ith 

and repentance." "Come on fl'iends." "If I 
can only get you through dog days, you wHl 
be safe," etc. Judgi!lg from the present tem
per of things, they will accomplish but little 
there. The conflict is on, however, between 
light and darkness. Bro. Kirkendall 
associates are keeping 1;he work alive, of 
whom Sr. Kirkendall is an animating fac'"or. 
Bro. 0. B. Thoma'! was introduced into the 
mission here, and was well received. Filled 
the bill as a preacher. 

While in this section, by appointment, I 
met, Bro . .James Moler, V. M. ~,nd J. L. Good· 
rich, with officers of the Byer branch to 
adjust some mattm·s pending, that bade fair 
to become injurious to the work. The 
brethren came together in a good spirit, 
however, and after two or three hours of in
vestigation the matter was and 
settled, to the sa!5sfact.ion of all present, and 
they went away in a good spirit. I spent the 
"glorious Fourth" in Cleveland, Ohio, with 
brethren, by the lake side. 

July 11, I was in Brooklyn, New and 
iu the evening uni t.8d in marriage Bro. Wil
liam White and Sr. Ellen Squire, at t.he 
resideuce of the bride's f~J,t,her, Bro. Joseph 
Squire, No. 2·.!7 McDougal street. Over 
fifty. guests sat down to a bounteous repast. 
The bride and groom looked their best, and 
their many friends gave them a pleasant send 
off on the matrimonial road in the way of 
gifts and cheering words. 

The 14th, I joined the Brooklyn Sunday 
school in a picnic in tne park. It was a per
fect day, the surroundings ideal, food supply 
good, and youog s,nd old joined in the me:rri
ment until near sundown. Bro. U. W. 
Greene arrived in hi.s field of Ja.bor. All 
went weli, except for sore muscles a few days 
following. 

The next day, Sunday, Bro. Greene, Elder 
George Potts, and the writer led the meet .. 
ings at the Saints' hsoll, and an excellent feel
ing prevailed during the entire day. Bro. 
Greene's discourse was well deHvered. 

Capt. Goo. Potts and family, together with 
Sisters Anna Bon and Ethel Tison, were 
ready for an outing among the hig-h copjes in 
Pennsyl vanl!l,, one hundred and fifty miles to 
the westwat·d, and urged tha,t the writer join 
t,he party for s, week at least. Not, feeling 
well physically, and hot weather being ou, 
the invitation was accepted. So that even
ing, the 17th, found us at Equinunk, Pa., 
on a high hill, with Mr. Hankins, the farmer, 
where cool breezes swept through the leafy 
trees. Entertainment was and 
napping in hammocks, football, lawn tennis, 
promenades, bathing, etc, were the order. 
It was haying time, and the golden-rod deco-
rated· the hills in profusion; hence the end 
of the week a cold and a touch of fever 

and grippe. I returned to the city, worse for 
wear. Cough! cough! sneeze! which has 
hung on, unrelenting, up to the present, 
thGugh modified in intensity. 

Sunday, the 2.9th, I was in Philadelphia, at 
tho home of Bro. John Zimermann. Two 
days befol·e, Bro. Stone, having run his race, 
at a good old ago was laid away in the ceme
tery, Bro . .B'. G. Pitt officiating at, the fu
neral. 

The Sunday services were good, including 
th[t~t of the SHJbb~th school, although the at
tcnda~nce was not htrere. The weather was 
very warm. Pitt preached ;:;, good dis
com·se at evening. There are staunch sup
porters of the work here, and signs of suc
cc:Jss, The Saints a~rn supported by the truth, 
which nerves them for the conflict,, while 
they are confronted by an overwhelming op
posing force. Their progress must neeos
sn.rlly be slow, but, we trust, sure. An 
anim:J.ting int.erEmt was manifest at tbfl 
Heligio meeting held at the house of Bro. J. 
Zimermann on the 13vening of the 3ls1;. 

F!'iday, .August il, in company with Bro. li' 
G. Pitt, and wife, Bro. U. W, Greeno, I ar
rived. t.he reunion gronuds at SH ver Lake, 
Massachusetts. The reunion was a success. 
The Massachusetts saints usu!J,lly arise to meet 
the demands of an occasion, and they did this 
t.ime. Bro. F. G. Pitt was put in charge of 
the department, and it vvas lJ, splen
did success. Vve gTew in favor with the 
people as the reunion on. 

The evonit1g of ·the 14th, Bro. G. H. Hill
iard and the writ•cJr met with tho Saints at 
their business meeti.ng in Plymouth, Massa
chusetts, Bro. Nehemiah Nickerson in 
charge. By vot,o of branch Bro. M. P. Han
sen was ordained a priest under the hands of 
Geo. H. Hilliard, a.nd N. Nickerson, and W. 
H. Kelley. A hopeful feeling seems to be 
animating the here, and there are 
signs of success. were made comfort!l,ble 
al; the pieas!J,nt home of Bro. Nickerson, aod 
cheered by his friendly !J.mJ. devoted family. 

Yesterday I camel to Boston, from the re
union, in company with Sr. Florence Fisher, 
and at, evening, sJong with Bro. Pitt, t,ook 
charge of tho SllSnts' prayer meeting. 

A desired &cti.vity and earnestness was 
manifest. in the meeting. After which in 
company with others, I returned to Bro. K 
H. Fisher's to receive kind c!l,re, and where 
I conclude this communication, August, 16. 
Begun July 2, to date. 

WM. H. KELLEY. 

CINCINNA'l.'I, Iowa, August HJ. 
"f!Jditors Herald:-Your weekly visits are 

a.pprcciated. You e,re om· most constant 
preacher, as there is no branch of the 
church here, the nearest branch being Cen-

and it is ninG miles away. I make 
the trip every Sunday when t,he weather is 
fine. The Saints at Centerville hs,ve rented 
!J, hall in town and commenced to bold Sun
da.y school and social meetings and preaching 
every Sunday. The officers are working 
hard to bring about a renewed 3octivity, and 
the prospects are bright for the future prog
ress of the branch. 

This town is growing fast. The gospel 
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should be planted here I should like 
see 2JJ branch orgad-:dzsd bere. 

I will say to those brethren who are 
at mining camps ttnd wish to change 
t.hat this is good location for a miner wbo 

mined 
ing for chUdr·e:n, 
college ii they desi;'e. 
Ri nco la.st October, 
I bave for 

.. 'Tis~ 
How glol'ious will be 
Christ will come 
be rel't.dy 
ing tbe whole law~ roy 

BEDIBON, Mo., A.ug·. 2.0. 

delight. One 
good, bye, telling all 
and hll.ppiest 
c11me from 
a,go. A 

union." The w·gJy the 
and miles around 

are. '"There see]n8 to be quite 
between so·osJled Mormonism 
Saintls1n. '~ ; t1~hes8 
fr·iendly; they you 
you, and can speuk you, 

Only one, very promising young sist•:r, 
was bapt.lzed; bui; there were several 
were thinking and we hope they 
will choose tbe right. Wo think the 
of prejudice removed from 
minds w!l,s the best work of all. 
our two noble missionaries in 
places in the district, and make every Saint 

up klnd 
gone, and may God 

them for it! He will do so. 

stir.r:uJ.1 at.es us to renew OiJr ener~ 

oug· h t t~o "~agree disagree." 
• 'Yon people believ~.; 

death, do ycm noi;?" 

the tveek 

not 
:1s in 

I3efore 

in touch 
Said 

after 

I TI.na ''"'''"""'" of those peo~ 
died hs"ving never hos:rd t.,he 

they are the Lord's hands." 
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"That is the kind of probation we believe 
in," I replied. 

We then called O!l one of Marne's well
known citizens. Found that he has, like 
many others around here, been sickened and 
disgusted by the religions of men, creeds 
which men claim sparkle with divinity, but 
which instead are fading with mortality. 
He has a hall well seated, and told us we 
could have it without a cent of expense. The 
day following, when we stepped in, he told 
us his wife was opposed to the meetings being 
held in the hall, said his wife was a member 
of one of the churches that closed their doors 
against us, and that would explain the bar
ring out. He felt very sorry that this op
position was shown, and did for us all that 
he could, for which he is to be commended. 

People here know nothing of our faith. 
Some are so superstitious that to touolh our 
tracts would be awful; while others believe 
in going in and out and finding pasture. 
When I saw by the actions of the ministers 
that they wanted us to move on, I firmly 
made up my mind to stay. I concluded I 
would preach on the streets to the people be
fore I would move on. Having been shut out 
from Atlantic and Marne, we went over all 
the country telling the people that the "Lat
ter Day Saints" not the "Brighamites" would 
hold meetings over in the house of Bro. 
Wells. Two meetings were held here and 
but few attended. 

All the while my eyes were turned toward 
Marne, and finally decided if Marne would 
not hold us in her parlor we would hold 
meetings on her doorstep, so moved out and 
soon got the permission of a schoolhouse near 
the edge of town. Notices of the meetings 
were put up in the town, tracts were dis
tributed here and there, and this, toge1lher 
with the people hearing of the churches 
closing their doors against us, caused the 
people to ask, "Who are these persons who 
have come to turn the world upside down?" 

Considerable interest is awakened, and the 
attendance is growing stronger. One very 
intelligent young lady has said, if her father 
does not forbid, she will be baptized when 
our ministry again calls arocwd. Others are 
very favorable. They invite us to their 
homes and say our doctrine i.s from the Bible. 

Yesterday a Dunkard minister invited me 
to his home, and I soon learned that our 
church is an apostate church because we fol
low a wrong mode of baptism. 

"All the teachings of Christ," he said, 
"teach men to go forward. Nothing in the 
whole Bible teaches t,hat men should go 
backward; everything teaches a forward ac
tion, not a backward one." 

He said, we baptized with a backward 
action, and, consequently, are wrong. When 
I called his attention to the fact that when 
they baptized with a forward action, face 
foremost, the first thing they did when 
coming from the burial to "walk in n~:wness 
of life" was to come forth with a backward 
action, and then start with a forward action 
toward the Christian life, silence reigned. 

"But you are most awfully out of harmony 
in your church, because you haven't feet 
washing! Didn't Christ wash his disciples' 
feet, and say, "If I, then, your" Lord and 
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Master, have washed your feet, ye also ought 
to wash one another's feet?" 

When I reminded him that in that day it 
was the apostles who practiced feet washing, 
not Dunkat•ds, and that now it is the Dunk
ards and not their apostles, I could only won
der in silence, What next? 

Some of the neighbors here were advised 
by the minister at Marne not to attend our 
meetings; "for," said he, "you might influ
ence others to attend." No wonder there are 
so many sickened and disgusted. No wonder 
so many non-church members and semi
Christians. "Babylon is fallen" will soon be 
a thing of the past. We can already hear 
her walls creaking and see her tottering to 
her fall of death. Will any Saints be found 
amidst her ruins? "Come out of her, my 
people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, 
and that ye receive not of her plagues." 

Bro. Wells has taken an interest in setting 
up the work here, in distributing tracts, and 
in trying to live an exemplary life that is not 
too often done by the Saints. God has 
blessed what he put his hand to. 

I am encouraged. God has not forgotten me. · 
Am saying to the Saints, the infants of "Zion," 
"Thy .God reigneth!" To the world I say that 
God has spoken from on high, and that men 
are everywhere called upon to throw away 
their soiled clothes and put on the garments 
of Christ. In doing this God has stood di
vinely near. His promises to me have been 
verified, and surely the God of the Saints is 
to be adored. 

Why not begin now in making our souls 
pure, so that Zion may be our habitation? 
Who will enter Zion? The vain, the sensual, 
the passionate, the worldly? Or will the 
humble, the meek, the self-denied? Those 
who adopt the maxims of the world? or those 
who live by the principles of the gospel? 
'Tis good to be engaged in a work in which 
the still small voice says, "Go on, the work it 
is divine." 

Hoping to endure and be saved, 
P. M. HANSON. 

to instill interest and arouse action in this 
line of work among members of the church. 
Sessions of institute work was taken up at 
the conclusion of the afternoon preaching 
services, Bro. J. A. Gunsolley taking charge. 
His services and instructions in teaching and 
general management of Sunday school and 
Religio work were gladly received and highly 
praised by teachers and members generally. 

Friday afternoon was taken up by Z. R.-L. 
S. A program was introduced consisting of 
numerous subjects which related to theRe
ligio work, and were profitably discussed by 
Sisters Mollie Davis, Rebecca Bradley, and 
Sherwin, Ern. M. B. Love, F. C. Warnky, E. 
E. Davis, A. M. Baker, J. C. Severino, E. A. 
Davis, and M. S. Frick. A new feature of 
the Religio work-"the Home Study depart
ment"-was explained by Bro. Gunsolley. 
At the conclusion of this service the baptism 
of William Sherwin and Maud Thomas oc
curred, Bro. F. C. Warnky officiating. The 
presiding and the preaching was done by the 
following of the priesthood: Ern. E. A. Da
vis, T. S. Hayton, F. C. Keck, F. C. Warnky, 
J. M. Richards, W. H. Pruit, J. A. Gunsolley, 
W. S. Taylor, S.D. Love, M.A. Love, A. ?yr. 
Baker, E. E Bradley, Noah Karahoo (Laman
ite elder), E. W. DePue, John Thomas, W. 
B. Hillan, H. Thurman, J. W. Thorp, J. T. 
Davis, J. C. Severino, W. E. Hayden, J. T. 
Riley, M.S. Frick, W. S. Macrae, J. Briggs. 

The preaching throughout the entire ten 
days was stamped with latter·day thorough
ness. Ern. Keck and W. S. Macrae arrived 
on Monday, the 13th, from the Oklahoma re
union, Bro. Macrae leaving for home on 
Thursday on account of sickness of wife and 
child, Bro. Keck going home Friday. On 
Thursday Ern. J. T. Riley and W. E. Hay
den, from Indian Territory, and S. W. Sim
mons, of Arkansas, arrived. The latter was 
sick on arrival; he was relieved by adminis
tration but did not feel well enough at any 
time to fill his appointments. On Sunday, 
the 19th, he returned home. 

The Saints were immeasurable built up 
through the inspiring character of the prayer 
and testimony meetings. The word of the 

-Camp Grounds near Lord being confirmed to his people by speak-
SHERWIN JUNCTION, Kan., August 20. ing in tongues, singing in tongues, interpre-

Editors Herald:-The Spring River district tation of tongues; prophecy and revelation; 
reunion began on Friday, August 10. By the the melting influence being present in great 
energetic supervision and labor of the com- dower. At one session at least I believe that 
mittee on arrangements, Ern. •.ray lor, Rich- every one of the large audience was shedding 
ards, and McCall, the pleasant grove of tall tears. Many persons present exclaimed that 
oaks and hickory was made in readiness to re- they never before saw such evidences of the 
cei ve all who were willing to come. The divinity of this latter-day work. 
large pavilion was reared in a convenient We were warned against the results of the 
location, and although it covers a large area ineffective discipline in homes of his people; 
it would not accommodate all the attendants that he was pleased with our good desires, 
at all times. The services were in charge of but was grieved that our actions were not 
Bro. E. A. Davis, om: district president. The more in harmony with our desires-that on 
arrangement of the services was such as is the rising generation depends a great work 
usually followed at reunions. After the and upon the present fathers and mothers 
arrival of Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, on Tuesday rests this great responsibility. Another con
morning, from eight to nine o'clock, we held firmed this in speaking by the power of the 
a Sunday school session, and repeated the Spirit that parents should see to preparing 
same program on Wednesday, Thursday, and their children, for it would be the children 
Sunday mornings. of this generation that would have to meet 

Thursday afternoon was occupied by the the great and trying events just preceding 
Sunday school workers. Ern. E. A. Davis, the coming of the Savior. Another declared 
M. S. Frick, and J. A. Gunsolley occupying that the children of this generation would be 
most of the allotted time in talks calculated · those who would be tried as by fire. 
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These were indeed joyful sessions and the 
outpouring of the Spirit of God at the dif
ferent meetings was like showers in a very 
drouthy season. The sermons preached were 
highly instructive, and never more enjoyed. 
The weather was all that could be desired 
throughout. It is too dry for the farmers' 
best interest-roads are very dusty. 

The attendance was good, about forty 
families camping on the ground. Some of 
our Lamanite brethren from Indian Territory 
were present, and to our Lamanite Bro. 
Karahoo was delivered a great promise 
through prophecy. 

I will not forget to mention that the sisters 
did not fail to remember the prayer union on 
Thursday afternoon, when they had a good 
spiritual feast. Sunday evening, the 19th, 
closed one of the best reunions ever held 
in the southwest. A resolution was passed 
that we ask next district conference to take 
into consideration the time and place of are
union next fall. On Sanday, at one p. m., ten 
more were baptized. By a vote of the con
gregation this Sunday p. m., the district 
president, E. A. Davis, was requested to 
preach the closing sermon. The whole 
community for miles around came out. 

Truly yours, 
A BROTHER. 

WESTON, Iowa, August 20. 
Editors Herald:-I.see in Jetter from D. M. 

Rudd, in Herald for August 15, that elders of 
the Utah church have complained of being 
abused by me. I wish to say that I do not 
believe in abusing anyone, but wish to treat 
others as I would like to be treated in return. 
I did meet Elder Mortensen a little over one 
year ago at a two-days' meeting held at 
Boomer, Pottawattamie county, Iowa, in 
charge of Bro. D. R. Chambers and myself. 
Learning that Mortensen. and his then asso
ciate, Elder Rasmussen, had been at work 
among the scattered Saints and those friendly 
to the Reorganization, I improved the oppor
tunity to show up the difference between 
Utahism and the true church, quoting largely 
from their own works. But desiring to be 
fair with the strangers, they were given a 
chance to speak for themselves, which they 
did. They both expressed themselves then 
as thankful for kind treatment, and it seems 
strange that Mortensen should now regard it 
as abuse. If it was abuse, I hope their peo
ple will abuse our elders now laboring in 
Utah the same way. Should I be permitted 
at any time to labor among that people again, 
I shall be thankful for that kind of abuse 
every day. 

Elders Otteson and Hansen, also represen
tatives from Utah, were in this neighbor
hood lately. They did no preaching with 
the exception of making short speeches at 
our Sunday night meeting, being invited to 
do so by Bro. Christensen, the presiding 
elder. I wonder if they will also complain 
of tre.atment received. They told me that 
Ern. Baker and Mintun had refused to meet 
them in discussion in Sioux City. Otteson 
also said that he remembers well a couple of 
years ago when I was trying to obtain a house 
in Provo for Bro. J. W. Wight tonspeak in, 
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that the authorities had said, in their report 
regarding the matter, that they had refused 
on the grounds that they did not consider it 
proper to open their houses to men who had 
been cut off from the church for crime. How 
is that, Bro. Wight? 

I hope that our ministry as well as the laity 
will continue to treat the representatives of 
that church, as well as all others, both with 
kindness and all the liberality consistent. 
We can afford to. be liberal, yet need not 
compromise truth with error. 

I think, with Bro. Anderson, that Sandhe.
den's Banner should be started again. I was 
sorry that it was discontinued, and believe it 
was a mistake; but I am anxious to help re
vive that work again, and believe that it can 
be done. One brother told me recently that 
he was willing to give ten dollars a year to 
keep it going. Will the Scandinavian Saints 
unite once more to have a small paper in 
their native language? It is one of the op
portunities wherein we can help the work 
onward. Your brother, 

H. N. HANSEN. 

84 Wyndham Crescent, CANTON, 
Cardiff, Wales, August 1. 

Editors Herald:-For the first time L write 
you. We are still moving onward in Cardiff. 
I inclose for publication, if you think worthy, 
a paper prepared by Walter T. Gould, a 
scholar of fourteen year~, and read before 
our Mutual Improvement Class. There are 
other papers I would send to follow, if 
worthy. Brother Pitt will see ·his work was 
not all in vain. I have great hopes of seeing 
some of the Cardiff Sunday school scholars 
come out good defenders of the faith restored 
in these last days. I am pleased to say there 
is at present a good spirit among our young. 
We have not a very large school, but some 
bright, intelligent scholars, who, I think, are 
a credit to our church. Sister Lilly Bishop 
teaches the primary class. She is very faith
ful in her duties, and is a model Saint. I 
wish we had many more such noble-hearted, 
self-sacrificing workers. To be always-pres
ent in all winds and weathers, takes a little 
grit and manifests a spirit of something more 
than human. I teach the intermediate. May 
our Father in heaven bless all such is my 
prayer. 

I feel proud of this work, and hope to be 
able to overcome, although we have our share 
of difficulties and troubles. The Saints in 
Cardiff are passing through some trials. For 
some I fear, lest the evil one will overcome. 
As an elder in Israel I desire to do my duty 
and prove worthy of the trust committed to 
my care. Yours Tespectfully, 

THOMAS GOULD. 

----------~~---

Oriuinal Po atru. 
THE SAINTS' JUBILEE. 

How blest are the dead who have died in the 
Lord, 

For they rest from their labors and are 
free, and are free. 

They have fallen asleep' in the Master's arms, 
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There to rest till the great jubilee, jubilee, 
They'll awake at the great jubtlee, jubilee; 

They have fallen asleep in the Master's arms, 
There to rest till the great jubilee. 

When the times are fulfilled and the trumpet 
shall sound, 

They'll come forth from the earth and the 
sea, earth and sea, 

For to meet their dear Lord as he comes in 
the clouds, 

At the dawn of the great jubilee, jubilee, 
They'll awake at the great jubilee, jubilee; 

They have fallen asleep in the Master's arms, 
There to rest till the great jubilee. 

Then the earth will be blest, and will bloom 
as a rose, 

And from sin, pain, and sorrow 'twill be 
free, 'twill ba free, 

For the Bridegroom will come, and will take 
home the bride, 

At the dawn of the great jubilee, jubilee. 
They will meet at the great jubilee, jubilee, 

For the bride shall prepare and the Bride
groom shall come, 

At the dawn of the great jubilee. 

Lord, hasten the time when the truth will 
be spread 

O'er the face of the earth as a sea, as a sea; 
When the church of our Lord will be 

gathered in one, 
Called home for the great jubilee, jubilee, 
Gathered home for the great jubilee, 

jubilee, 
When the saints from all lands shall be 

brought to their home, 
There to rest through the great jubilee. 

JAMES J. STAFFORD .. 

Mothers' Horns fioltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

Home is the sweetest spot on earth, 
Though far our feet may roam, 

All thoughts come back to home at last, 
All paths, they lead to home. 

The little cot is dearer far 
Than castle old and grand, 

And who forgets, with seas between~ 
The touch of mother's hand. 

HAMBURG, Iowa, June 4. 
Sisters of the Home Co!umn:-While read

ing the excellent article of Sister May Hor
ten, and the request of the Editor that the 
sisters .should help to sustain the Home 
Column, the thoughts came forcibly to my 
mind, Am I one uf the number failing to let 
my light shine, or will I be held accountable 
for folding my talent away in a napkin, be
cause but one has been given. If not folded 
away, will it become lost in the cares and 
toils of everyday life? It is the tendency of 
the age for the mother to become a mere 
household drudge in her endeavor to educate 
her children, and before she is aware of it, 
her boys and girls have outgrown her men
tally, and she has in a manner become a 
stranger to them. Would it not be much 
better to interest the girls in all the house
hold duties, and thereby have them better 
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place of home rnakers 
when thls duty ft>1lls them? In this v.Nay 

the mot,her'a eat"es 't-Vill be lig'htened, and she 
V'till stndy 2!.rDd 

keep pace 
pared 

()n 'tJ1e -;:·;:_~Gurrection_ 

J nne 10, HJOO. 

kendall 

th,o truth 

S o be must be supplied 
fed. 

0 1 the glor·ious g·ospe1 
latt1tH" days~ 

c 

I 

the go8pel to 

souls 

daily 

clothudj 

E. 'lNOOD. 

feU; that nig·ht when I ct~lled my family to
~;e~Ghtrr for' pr&fuyOK"'! VVben we are impressed 
by to 'Nrite, I believe we should 
make the effort, rw m11tter how simple the 
~vords may be~ as doub'~ there will be ;a 

message that will do somebody a great 
good, 

August 20. 

~"'"'ill ;you all join 
will hus-

!lueuce of the 
my f:1mily 

pl-ay
I rern!J.,hJ. 1 

1\ SJS'r.Er-t 

tho Northwest K.anaas 
Mouday, 

spot on the ri vor.J a smtdl b&J:od of 
family, thenl fer t,he 

worship of the upbuilding of the 
wm·k mutual boueil.L '1/<le say a 
"small baud" because local hindrances had 
prevented many fr·om coming and tho attend
ance not as large usuf.%1. l3ut being 
corr1paratively in uurnboro does not often 
discc.Kn'a~·e Latter· Day 8~1ints. Sorne ~lli.,~y 

have fehi 
multitude then:;; tnay 
have been of dis~,ppointment, was 
fully r·et.rieved by the b]essing·s enjoyed in 
the course ol' the meeting8. 

opened up 
orgfu1ization 

wodc The reunlon 
necessity the 

s.nd ''l~eligio~' wo1·'k~ very 
kindly protl'ared us the whnle of the Mteruoon 
sessions therefor~ ~nd g8ve all of Friday for 
'Ghe distriot convention and other· Sunday 
school work. This enE1bled us to present 'iihe 

a wa;y and in sufllcient qu9~nlty to be 
of benefit the 'WOrkers dis~ 

trict. .And tlv.:; way they stovved the 
"good things" in mind and wiih ll()tebook 

they expected to 

prayers 
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encourag·ing and songs of praise 
made it a profitable and eujoyable Heason. 
The eleven o'cloek hour was devoted to a 
lecture by the Gener·al Superintendent on 
the "duties of parents to their childl'en," and 
"what shall we read, and what shall we pro
vide for our families to read?" 

Sunday school conventions IJ,nd entertain· 
ments. 

In many places where there is no Sunday 
school, he can induce Saints to organize one 
by teaching them the importance of the 
work, Among scattet•ed membors he can 
benefit the cause by in'Lroducing the study of 

The business of the district convention wRs the Quarterly. 
travlsiJ,cted as quickly as could be done con-

lllASTERl\f COLORADO. 

sistently, and the remainder of the ~.ftornoon 1 
was devoted to the reading and discussing of I 
papers prepared for the occasion. The night. I 
session was devoted to work partaking as I 
much of the "Heligio" nature as of the 
day 8chool. After ~he session ha•l been 1 Dintrict 
closed., thev wero RP,,·ain called 'oo and I 

conferc.noe convened at 
Shupe l.n the chair~ 

.. '~o"~r"l I a short address was made by "Jho u uv .... 

Superintendent in interest of the "Beligio" 1
1 

work. Questions and an8wors followed. 
Upon the whole, the work was very sa tis .. II 

factory to the S2,lnt:; and, we tr·u8t, pleasing 
to God. 

Saturday we clasped bauds I 
parted from t.he dear Saints whobe ;J,ssaci>;, .. j1 

tions we had enjoyed so much, and hastenod 
to other fields of labor. Thus ended our I 

A, 1~. Tabor secretary. 
Elders E. P. ShupE\ 

J. F. Curt1s 1 Jij 
2Jnd Jacn.es 

D. Bul-

second visit to the S8Jnts or this district. I and 
May the l<'ather· of all be to you a I $37. Sl. .L 
f.ather and his Spi!'it attend your evm·y etrort I and A. E. T>•.bor 

six months. Next 
for good. 1 conference to convene Denver, the third 

1 Saturday in February, 1\JOL 

I"~-· 
THE following is a paper by Br·o. ·vv. II. 

Mannering, a missionary in the Northwest 
Kansas district, Being a missionary he 
speaks his own standpoint of view~ and 
gives us a few clear cut, 11wJ, we believe, cor-· 
r·ect views upon "what the missionary cc.u do 
I or the Sunday schooL" We sincorely hope 
that every missionary will read it awl re!l.ect 
carefully npon each point. 1t is eepleto with 
good thoughts. 

WHA'l' 'l'HI<; 

SUNDAY 

Evm·ybody having a degree of influence, 
the conduct of tho missionary toward the 
Sunday school work c11nnot he withou'o errect. 
Ilis very peesenco tt~t the sor·vices is encour- ! 
:•ging to the members; and by g·ett.ing his I 
lessons he can enter the spirit of the work II 

and become a factor·. When in
instruction on some I 

pal"t of the lesson to my good ad vant.age. 1 

By reason oi his calling, the missionary is I 
esteemed a worthy leader in divine thing·s, I 
and his example of pl"ep~wed lessons lUJd 1 

prompt when pot>sible, c!l,nnoi but 'I 

be followed, by parents and childl'en with 
good results or gaining· their confideuce 1 

through entertaining the younger students I 
at other tha.n Sunday school hours, they 1.>vill 
take increased interest i.n the lessons ho rec-
ommends to them. 

D 

GRACELA.ND COLLEGE NOl'IClli. 
Gl'acehwd College will open on the 11th of 

September. Cuuont. expenses will have to 
be mot. Bro. B. M .. Elvin has been requested 
s,nd authorhed by the trustees to visit the 
different br·anches and soHci'~ 

yours for 
stitution, 

the · 

BISHOP'S NOTICE. 
the StJ,ints of Galland's Grove, Iowa, 

District, member of 
church imgbt and 
God for tno growth 
zation is and never decline to accept 
added when they :are assured 
the their service. Our cause 
will bless so let us be persevering 
in our work, then victory will come to us by 
a.nd 

with the duties of the bishopric of a district, 
also the duties !U.od of the 
Sltints. Let us "have in God" and 
awake to our 'Lhe gospel 
law in all to pay into 
the Lord's ·~reasury the and offerings 
which belong to him. Do not oti till to-
morrow what you can safely If 
you can some!.hing don't but 
send it We have one thousand 
Saints i.n district and we want every 
name upon our books before this closes. 
"Is my name written there?" In 
that new set of books the of the dis-
trict has opened We thiDk should 
for we m·e that tho Lord is 

I 
with the "doer of the word." 

The bishop of the dbtdct and his 
ors will receive and receipt fot· tithes and 
ofierlngs '<'ITherever be; but as the 
district io and convenience of 

in [they 
res pee~ 

solicitors or I the 
w bo will receive receipt for 

I and offerings and report to me at 
statod tlrn:::;s:-

1 Salem, James IL Bullard. 

I L. Carmichael. H1wlan, Davhl 
Coalville, John Jm·dison. 

Dow l't, H. 
0. Galland's 

The 

profit we can take counsel f!'Om the 
"A.lll1t·e called aecording to the 

gifts unto and to the intent 
that all may labor let hi.m that 
laboreth in the ministry and that tolleth 
in the all'<llirs of men and of business and of 
work labor wil;h God for the accom-
pli8hmon,t of work int!'usted to all."--D. 
C. :3ec. 110: 8. 

Also, the 
about and 
IJ.fter the 

"should travel round 
the 

by 
sec. 8:3: 2:3. 

Ever praying and 
eontinue to come to tho 
your servant and co-wocker, 

that good may 
causo 1 I am 1 

CHARLES J. HUN'l', 
B!shoo for G::d!and's Grove District. 

DELOl'l\ Iowa; An.guBt 23, 1900. 

NEW ENGY-'AND REUNION. 
The reunion of Massachusetts district and 

Now Saints was held at Silver Lake, 
August 4 to the meetings 

howGver~ until 10tb 1 when 
>~nd hmlvy rains elo5ed 

and increasing· attendancG 
· strangers up th0 last; and so far as 

this featu£"< roes, it was far the most. suc-
cessful of any reunion thi~ 
The weather was 
and well received 
Many friends m.ado 
a large amount of 

strangers. 
the causei .~:Mlcl 

and mis
place was 

beautiful, lomJ,ted for Saints in dis-
trict, and the verdict must be that of 
satisfaction success. 

Pres. W. H. Kelley, R. Bullard. and M. IL 
Bond were chosen as presiding office• s, Brn. 
Kolley, and Bond as committee on 
press report. 1<"'. G. Pitt as chorister 

He can advise '~he indifl'erent parent on his and leailer of forces needs 
duty to the Sunday school with more th!i.!l mention as a the success our 
usual etiect. In his correspondouce to Saints · meetings. The was excellent, fully 
on church .work he can do ,fNOd by mention.. enjoyed by Saints, spectators and strOJ.n

gers delighted. Sr. Ashton's work at the or-
ing what should be their attitude toward the have chosen David gan needs no praisG. Altogether the music 
Sunds,y school cause. lllan, and James 0. of ·cherokee, as was a success, of which we all felt proud, and 

When he acknowledges the .student.'s su- counselors, who have been . and i grateful for :J,s well. 
periority to his own on the answering of no;w recommend them to tne esteem the I Bro. G. H. Hilliard's arrival upon the 

. h ff , 
1
.,.. T • Samts. grounds t.he following the 

questwns, t e e1 ect IS up Ltmg. He. c~n I careful of th,e Book of Doctrine of reunion was a surprise, 
much all. !Ud m may oeGome ;:J,n.CJ work IJ,s 
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572 THE SAINTS' 

and eojoy the influence and 
Holy Spirit, as God shall be 
stow it his people. The 
good and we 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
CHANGE OF TIME. 

Montana district conference will be held 

adviser was enjoyed and appreciated. Bro. 
W. H. Kelley, though not feelin~~ well, gave 
us characteristic sermons and timely service. 
Other ministers present occupied the preach
er'S place during reunion. Ern. U .. W. 
Greene, F. M. Sheehy, G. W. Robley, H. 
J. Davison, F. G. Pitt, R Bullard, M. H. 
Bond of missionary force, and George Smith 
of local workers. The burden of tent service, 
looking after wearisome details of commis
sary work, providing shelter and accommo
dation for Saint and stranger, falling almost 

room for all may come. An 'effort is be- the 28th of October instead of Septem-
ber 7 8. Montana Saints, please note the ing made to secure reduced rates over the 

lines of "The Western Passenger Associa
tion." If the effort proves successful we will 

change. GOMER REESE, Dist. Pres. 

altogether upon the shoulders of the commit-

give notice of the same as soon as 
In behalf of the reunion 

J. M. 
C.K 

tee, brethren Bullard, Busiel, and Simpson: 
not to forget Bro. Myron [i'i>her's good serv- REUNION TENTS. 
ice in the work of the commissary depart- For the annual reunion which 
ment. at. Dow City, Iowa, 

The number of baptisms are not recorded, 21-l and continuing ten 
four or five I believe, but tbe work of seed rented as follows: 
sowing, and of getting the latter-day work and 14xl6. $2 
before strangers has never been equalled. I up When m·11 ,_,,.,,, 9 

The Spirit's presence and aid in preachiug, I Te~ts must be 

1 0R'l'LEB.-To Bro. and Sr. William Ortleb, 

I at June 22, 1900, a daugh
Blessed August 

DIED. 
June 28, 

80 years, 
Webster 

March 16, 
Church 

She first heard the re-
years ago and 

by Elder John 

the ,exce.ll~nt social .s~rvice proved again for your order 3.c1 soon as 
us toe dl v1ne recogn1twn of effort to hecomfl order to A. H. Rudd. 
"workers together with God" in the spread 2t ' 
of the glorious latter-day evangeL The or-
der of service was: Prayer and testimony the for the in§ane, 
me_;Jting nine a. m.; preaching 10:45 a. m,, I TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS August 8,1900, Sr. Sarah 
ana 7:30 p. m. The afternoons were largely · ' Iowa, wife of Bro. 
occupied by a session of children's Book of 

1 

SPECIAL NO'l'ICE. aged years, 1 month, 
~1o_rmon exercises, S??day school and ~e- In or:dering suppli~s. for schools much in- and 16 days. 'l'he circumstances surround-
ligw work, .respectnely-all good "nd couvemence and positive anooyance to the ing her death are sad and in the 
profi~~ble ~esswns. So~e took a:ctyan~age ?f I office ~esults from ca;elessness, which may extreme. a devoted and a loving 
t.he ulme v.~d, ~PP?rtumty to VJSl~ h1st.orrc be avmded by followwg thescl and unselfish she sacrificed her life 
~lymouth, e1gn" mile~ a~ay. Bathwg, bo~J.t- , {1) If there iA a branch agent for· Herald for her invalid husblMld and depeBdent, chil-
mg, a.nd pleasant somal lnt_ercourse filled all Publishing House in your branch, let all dren. unable to longer bear the strain 
the. t1me, and .forced . the hours past us so supplies be ordered through thls agent. ('l) of mind body, her - and mental 
r~p!dly that e:~. we ,';ere aware almost, the When ordering for the Sunday when- some ago, which 
tlme for separaLlOn nad come; Ba?k .to our ever a new person orders, be sure to the resulted in removal to the hoe-
homes, or away and out to tne m1sswnary name of the t.o whom the supplies where her poor tired spirit took its 
field, or w?erovet· called,_ or to whatever have been sent. This wlllJJrevent 1 , a little over one week af~er the 
t~sk-pleasmg or tl:le Master may as- the frequent annoymJce to both the office and 1 of uer hu~band. The cloud_ w~wh set-
slgn, lies the .for the ye:;-r. or schools of sending duplicflte orders. Be 1 tled over her mmd we cannot but ,oehe\·e ':'las 
untll another reunwn. d1 vme sure to your name to every If 1 a cloud _of mercy to sent by t~e ~erClful 
p,o.wer a~d .g~ace pn~servo a good and the ordet• not it will. rwt' be filled. l htJ:ud of our . . re.l:evwg he: 
f!uthful oel V!Ce. M. H. BOND. {4) Send cash order when at all mwd of the straw whw~ she en 

ticable and save bo0k accounts. I durei~ &O • ;v:e~~s- .. She was fmthful and 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
a.ll ?rders and remHt3.nces to . . Pub- ~t~a~,.~~t_m o,ed:f m the gospe:, and ~a~ 
hshmg House, Lock Box E, Lamom, Iowa,, a. vO~~.wtent memoer of the church, was bap 

To the Saints in Montana:-Piease take no
tice that Bozeman is my permanent address. 
In sending money, be sure and address me at NOTWES. 

t1zea m 1898 Bro. W. H. Kephart. Inter-
cemetery for the time 

the above-named place. I am thankful for HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
Rhode Island, July 
daughter of Adam 

t~e su~port I have thus far received ~s The new will be ready 
B1shop·s agent. tha.t tb; Lord vnll livery by s,Dd all 

Kate Fox. was born in Chi-

~bundantiy rewar·d. f_or the1r efforts, trus~- business the 
w.~ that .t.h~ Sa1_n rs w1~l ?Ot slacken the1r I quested to note 
efforts, bt<t bend w yom mrtes. , , " prices and otherwise, all 

GOMER HEESE. by number, and per~ons 
---- find what the title or the book 

The Saint,s and friends of Minnesota are from the office by numbu· only. 
hereby notified that we are needing lessAn mistakes if ami 

Iilinois, November 17, 1876. Though 
a member of the church, Sr. Kitty was a 

in good e,nd was moving toward a union 
will sold I with us; called fM the administration of 
orders will elders, p,nd the Spidt's p;•esence in 

but order was to us a confirmation of the gospel 
done to those who are doing the best they can 

very much. Send tithes and o!Ie1·ings tu F. easier for those 
Omans, Bishop's agent, box ;337, Perham, office. 
Minneseta. The Herald 

--~--- be represented at the 

to make it the ci!'cumstances. Her mother and brother 
with the • Ed win are sadly stricken at this loss. The 

I 
room was filled with floral tr·ibutes of esteem 

Department will and affection !rom the church and from 
IVJ:o., friends, and a large attendance at funeral 

TWO Dl'-YS' liiEETINGS. 
Stewartsville, Mo , ~•nd Dow 
unions by an authorlzod 
have books for sale, and 

Iowa., re- ' which we1·e conduci;ed by Elders M. 
who will and U. W. Greene. 

There will be a two days' meeting held iu 
the Wilde~ schoolhouse, five miles east of sonal attention to the business thls depart .. 

.10HNSON.-Sister Sa.llie Johnson, wife of 
1'homas Johnson, was born in Yazoo county, 

Evansville, Rock county, \Visconsin, 
ber 29 and ao. M0oLlng-s will begin 
evening. On Saturday- evening the 
will hold a ente1·tainmeut. 
Heman C. Smith H. A, Stebbins m·e ex--
pected t.o be present. 

W. A. McDOWELL, Dist. Pr•(:JA. 

ment. JOHN SMITH, Niississippi, May 1880; at death was 20 
IY.Ia:oager. 2 t>nd days old. She united 

with about seven years ag·o, was 
Jn Qn+ho~i<y +he ,.,1.1u c' firm in and never .doubted tho lat-
..u v'"" ' '' ' v< l:' ,l) t d I t' Q t • ht ll of Pittsburg-, Peom ylvania er--' ay WOl:'K. rexre. a mg as we 
branch .. ple~,s~ ~s commo .. n, 1~ut he;· ,~us band was awake~ed 

report if you at·e fm· cause I "n i.h~_ ~orn.,Jg by nE, for bre.>th 
in your localities, for mis- 1 and m a few moments . was She 
sionary effort. District extends th;, mothtlr. of four ch1ldren. A husband 

REUNIO.N NO~ICES. eastward in line. of ,. , .. t".ree . c~1ldren, f':,th~r . a~d mother, 
The General Reurnon w1ll convene at Dow seventy-sevent,b from south lme b.o,ners and ~lsters mou.n ,heir wss. 

City, Iowa, 28, and will continue J to north line of the and westWfH'd to ------
for ten days, the Lord is willing. Presi- westRrn line except Erie, 
dent Joseph Smith and a goodly number of and Lawrenee counties. Jefferson and I A French naturalist 
1;ble ministers are expected to be with us t.o mont, Obio, and Marsbali and Ohio counties Science. lfewii asserts 
conduct the services. An invitation is ex- in West Virginia. Do not thls. Lot should become 
tended to the miRsiumtries and local ministers us know where you are, etc st.,,temen.t habit it after nine 
and Saints <WGrywherc.•, but especially to t.o J. F. McDowell, No. 4729 Jacob street, the and 
those of the Galland's Grove and Little Sioux Wheeling, West Virginia, not later than the 
districts, to come and take with us We Bept,ember 4. Conference meets September 
want you to come to God and reeelve 8. J. F. MoDOWEI,L. 
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Saints' erald. 
(EstabUshed 1860.) 

Published Every at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

!!lubscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

~arrears unless terms are made with the Publish-
1l!!ilg House. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
!Jll'!lSidents, and Bishop's agents are :requested to 
·lliOlic\t subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
mark John Smith. 

at post office. Lamoni, Iowa, as second
matter. 

.JoHN SMITH, Manager. 

ilm: catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDEH, Secretary, 

LAMONI, D.EoATDR Co., IowA. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH 0:1!' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LA'l'
TEH DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume ......... 1 50 
120. Leather back and corners, ner 

volume ................ ~ .. 2 00 
121. Leather, per volume ....•.... 2 50 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ....... 3 00 
Third volume not yet complete. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Cloth . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 7tl 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEM
PLE LOT SUIT. 

124. Cloth ............. , . . . . . . . . . 1 50 

SAINTS' HARMONY. Music and 
words combined. 

105. Leather backs, cloth sides. . . 1 50 
106. Gilt edges ................... 2 00 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

1. The Nature of Is He 
Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. '!'ruth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good SD.epherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit;· per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad-
minister, per dozen 15c.; 1 00 

7. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. J!"ullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. . 60 

11. Tbe Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive 

dozen 15c.; 1 00 
14. Pratt; per 

100.............. 00 
15. 

30 
16. it an 

of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100 ..... , . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonrment of Christ and 
the l<'inal of lvian; per 
dozen...... . . . . . . . . . . 50 

18. for a 
tion of 30 

19. A Statement and a. 
of per dozen lOc.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle .. 
ship and Under the Apostasyf 
per dozen Hie.; 100 .......... 1 00 

21. Truths by Three vVitnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen 1 Oc.; 100. . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 60 
2·1. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. La.ying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? peor dozen 20c. 100 .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath ; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
30. 'l'he Pactions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15e.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

39. 

The Church or Kingdom of 
God: What is It? 'Nhenee 
Com'es It'? per dozen 5c. · 100 

of the · 
100 ....... ' '' ............... ' 

'10. What We Ddieve; per dohen 

30 

1() 

1 Oc. ·: 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
41. 'l'he· Gospel anrl of 

:B'a.ith · per do,;en ik.; HiO . . . . 20 
42. of 1he Church; per 

dozen 10e. · 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
43. 

44. 

4:8. 

40. DANISH TIL\.CTS. "Var 
Smith en sand Gm1s 

af den 
Jesu Kristi 

til 

50 

20 

1 00 

Guds Rige," ' i Laer· 
dorn ;" pe1; dozen l:Jc.; "J 00 ... 1 00 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. '.!'he : each.. . . . . . . . . . 06 
51. 'l'he ' 0'ach . . . . . . . 05 
5~. 'I'ho the 

e~n ..................... 00 
DB. rrhe 02 
5-1. The :::. 

four each. . . . 25 
[)j, Die 'I'au a German 

tra.nslation of the ''One 
·" each... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 01 

of tracts bound to order. 

SPlRITU AL GIPTS AND THE 
SEER OP PALMYRA. By 
J<jlder M. H. Bone!. 

134. 
135. • • ~ • _o • 6 • • Q ~ <> "' <> e <> & ~ ~ <. • 0 • 

HCH}!I!OLOGICAL COJYJ:MI'rTEE 

136. 
137. 

REPOHT. 
of the Book of 

vd.th Inaps. 

AFTEHGLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ................ .. 

~5 
50 

30 
50 

'Y1ANUSCRIPT .l!'OUND. 'l'hls 1s 
the notorious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tified copy of the original now 
in Oberlin College, Ohio. 

139. Paper . .. . . . • .. . .. • .. • • • • • • • 10 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth........ • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1)0 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • .. '15 
17 4. Flexible . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

:)nJECTlONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVENANTS, AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper...................... · 25 
1 ,13. Cloth . . . • • . . • . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • 40 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . • . 75 
127. Leather ..................... 1 00 
128. Flexible . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • . • . 1 50 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
KRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws of the State of Iowa, July 1. lS~)!J. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, II!Ll33,032.34; April 1, 1900, $162,7Si.07. 

We pay Interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Dir~ct all letters to . 

;W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa! 

~(JKU:OLJ»EBS :-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Bessegnle, o
ADE!erson, Wm. Anderson, Frank CrUey, Allee P. DanC~~r, Ella D. Wl!.ltel:Aead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopki!d. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him .. 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-! have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti• 
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years !lind both chewed and smoked ping 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY, 

3 boxes o:f Quit-to-bac.k sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You :run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. , , 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
A. HAWS, 205J.o Polk Street, 

~an Francisco, Cali:fornia. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at De< 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arri·ve 

at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 
. B. & Q. at Leon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac-
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of ·' 
conversion to truth, ·and as a de- _ ~ 
fensive weapon in meeting old and -J 
new objections urged against the - " 
latter-day work. It contains impOI:'· 
taut documents connected with the .
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in· .. 1 
serted, in connection with accounts < 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the . ' 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar· 
rates the circumstances of his call-
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin· 
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound .............•.•.•... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ............•••.•. , •• 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges .••••.•••• , 3 00 

D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL BAN·K 
LAMONI .. IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. Salme
bog Til Kirke-og Husandagt 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den 
Gjenarganisersde Jesu Christi 
Kirke af sidste Dages Hellige. 

149. Cloth, leather backs .....•.•. 75 

True Succession in Church Presidency. 
THis is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His· 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre· 
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the official acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. . 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission-
13.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts 
wherever their ministry have operated. Thi~ 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will n:ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias; De
troit, Michigan, August 27-September 1, at 
one fare plus $2.00 for the round trip. = 

National Encampment Grand Army o'f the· 
Republic, Chicago, Illinois, one fare for the· 
round trip; date of sale August 25, 26, 27, 28, 
and 29, returning not later than September 1. 

Iowa State Fair, Des Moines, Iowa, August 
24 to September 1, 1900. One fare for the 
round trip. Dates of sale August 24 to Sep
tember 1. Good returning September 3. 

St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missouri, 
September 17 to Octobec 20. One fare and 
third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep
tember 16, 18, 20, 25, 27, and October 2, 4, 9, 
11, 16, and 18. R3turning good five days. 
from date of sale. 

Corn Carnival, Atchison, Kansas, Septem-· 
ber 20, 1900. One fare for the round trip. 
Dates of sale September 19 and 20. Good• 
returning September 21. 

St. Louis Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 
1 to 6, 1900. Selling dates September 30 to· 
October 5. Good returning October 8. One 
fare for the round trip. 

Fall Festivities, Kansas City, Missouri, 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep~ 
tember 29 to October 6. Good returning Oc
tober 8. One fare for the round trip. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In· 
spired translation, by Joseph 
Smith. 

78. Cloth ............•• , •• , •••.. $1 01}· 
79. Sheep, library binding.. • . • . . 1 25 
80. Imitation morocco, gilt edges 1 75 
81. Morocco, gilt edges .........• 2 25 
82. Flexible binding, gilt edges.. 3 75· 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. 

173. Cloth, limp .. .. .. . .. . • .. • ... 35 
83. Cloth sides, leather back.. .. • 50 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large type edi· 
tion. 

84. Cloth ..................•••• , 65·., 
85. Cloth, leather backs and cor· 

ners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . 1 00·· 
86. Seal gmin russia .........• , • 1 25 
87. Seal grain russia, gilt edges .. 1 ~0 

BOOK OF MORMON. 
88. Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • 6~· 
89. Morocco grain russia . . . • • • • • 1 00 
90. Imitation morocco, gilt edges 1 25 
91. Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .. 2 01}· 

BOOK OF MORMON. Large type 
edition. 

92. Cloth, leather backs and core 
ners .......................• 150 

93. Seal grain russia, gilt edges.. 2 00 
109. Flexible, gilt edges ..•••••••• 4 00·· 

JOSEPH THE SEER. 
129. Paper ..............•••• , •• , 25.:. 

MANUAL OF THE PRIEST-
HOOD. By Elder C. Derry. 

145. C_loth, limp .. . . . . . • • • .. .. .. • 25 

GOSPEL TENT AND MISSION 
HYMNS, WITH EPITOME 
OF THE FAITH. 

146. Paper, per dozen .•••••••••• , 25,. 
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Had better filtered fH1d· 
drink 

Unless you 
Can hsJve go::-.t tiO 

pure as you 

are you: 

unsound 
1~p:·ounde. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

'But of all things the most I would hava ye your duty to obey me. All the authority of 'j oKNOWLEDGE of the Bible will refine, en-
beware law and custom demand it. You must!" The large, and elevate the vocabulary of any one, 

-~r breathing the poison of once-breathed air American parent says: "I shall be dis- and the girl who studies her Bible daily and 
w·hen in bed, whether out or at home you pleased if you don't obey me, and you reads Shakespeare, Scott, Macaulay, and Rus-

may be shan't have any more sugar plums." Both kin will be a better talker than she who 
.Always open your windows and let it go free. systems have their advantag·es and disad- limits her reading to the daily newspaper or 

Wlth cwt.hwg and exerCise keep yourself personal fr·eedom, anj is consister!t with the eray, William Black, Blackmore, Barrie, 
. , . . I vantages. The American way allows more the latest agreeable book. Dickens, Thack-

warm, . . spirit of the American Constitution; but I Crocket,t, Mrs. Oliphant, aod George Eliot 
,And. chaDge your clothes qmckly lf drenched sincerely believe that the Chinese method are all helpful to those who would be good, 
·~, ~ Hl a s~torm, c·' .;.. , . I makes children mc;re obedient and re~pectft;l. brigh ~· varied, and entertaining ~alkers, be
.. 1' or a cold cau,;;nt by chunng tne outs1de Hespect to elders 1s one of the cardmal v1r- cause mall these authors you coutmually find 
.. skln, ,. .. . .. . I tues inculcated by our great sage Coniucius. wholesome thoughts expressed in forceful 
cFhes at. once to the dencate lunng wnhw. , In our eyes, it is a sin to disobey one's par· and strenuous and bit by bH. you re-

. dl k , 
0 

11 ents; a brea.ch of duty not to support them in ceive of the these masters of Eng·lish 
,.,:\ll who thus km Y ta e car~ 01 Y ur old age.-Hon, W~t Tingfartg in Ftank Les- have so carefully bestowed upon their work . 
. And att,end to i.ts wants without and within, I lie's fen· SepternbeJ'. -Septernbe1· Lad·ies' Home Journal. 
Seed never of cholera have any fears, I 
,And your skin may last you a hundred years. 

-Si1· .AJt"red Power. China may now be included in that class of I AN IMPORTANT RAILROAD EXTENSION. 
problems popuh>rly known as "burning- ques~ ' An.nounc~ment ha.s been made tha.t the 
tions," and the September Forum contains Burllngton s ne;v llne bet:;veen Alliance, 

DIVINITIES IN INDIAN ART. two articles thereon that are as timely as Neb., _and Brusn, Colo., w1ll be formally . · · . I they &l.re interesting. Prof. Paul S. Reinsch opened to general trafilc September 15. The 
So bemgn was his rel!g-.wus. s,vs,em that considers the~queQtion from the point of view new branch is 149 69 miles long, and is laid 

Bach_depar~ment o~ the ~n;~al ~1ngdom ~as of "China against the World." He examines with 85-pound steel rails. It will make a 
_}Jt'OV!~e~ Wlth a httle dli'l.n~ty ,"o }~ok after I the rise and progress of the present Boxer short route between D8nver and the rich 
;:,ts ai'imrs. ~ Thus the Sp!nt of' "?1~ Great Movement, surveys its course down to the I mining districts of Sonth Dakota and Mon-
.::owan looked after all swans, the 8p1rn of the sent ti e give' d 'olJs cone ruing the I tana. 
Great Turtle con.trolled all t_urGledom, an_d so f~~ee poli:c~l parties~~" China, :eprecatin!'" I The new line connects with the system's 

throt;gh the list, ev~ry kl~~ of an amrr:al any possible division of that ancient Empir';; Guernsey extension at NCJrthport, Nab., and 
Its own pr.otec.tmg splr.lt to ~~ard l~s by the Powers. Supplementing this article I practically opens up a new transcontinental 

and pumsh 1ts enem1es. 'Inese d1- I . b M· D w· St the P"ese , railway between Colorado and in Mon-. · t" h . d th t 1 f t' IS one y r. . . evens. . n" . 
·vu::n le~-;w. o were un er . e cor;.,~o o ne I Counsef to the Japanese Lcogation at Wash- tana, Washmgton, and the Pacific 
oGreat Sp1r1t-:;-felt a great mtere~u 1n the hu- in ton. Mr. Stevens has had wide experi- ~cast. Under existing conditions the, Bur
n;;an race,. a_na any ?ne of them m;1Sht become en~o in both Chinese and Japanese politics, lington's traffic between D.mver ana the 
tne protecwag gemus of any P.a':"wular ':'an. and from his position he is entitled to speak Black Hills must be handled by way of Lin-

To find V:h~t.one of these S!_:llrlt~ was ._hue I with authority on the question of "Japan's coln. The ne~v cut-off will reduce the pres
concerned w mm, the youth HI al1 the tr1bes Attitude toward China, He ridicules the ent distance 673 miles. A paGsenger will be 
went apart to fas~ and pray, He cho_se some I idea of the "Yellow P~ril" which has b~en able to leave Dead wood in the morning and 
secluded spot ana constructed for hu:~self a so harped upon by a certain portion of both reach Douver the same night. 
bower, or place of concealme_nt, by tymg to- the English and American Pl'ess; shows ths.t The new line will be_ of ma~·ked impor~ance 

the t?ps of a few saplmgs and cover- •he very !'"enius of .Janan's and prog- to the lumber and shmgle mterests of the 
. the.m .,~lth fre~n boughs. Here he sat ;ess is uonalterably • to any union I Puget Sound dis~rict, as .it will open up a 
1? medltauwa, 'a~tl:g. for two days-:-some- with China; cites the unselfish attitude of new m>'.rket. Th!s trade ls now to a great 
:t!mes fOl: a longet p~rwd-a.n~ from tlme ~o J.,pan at the end of the late Chino-Japanese extent shut off from the Colorado markets 
t1me calhng on the Great Sp1r1t. When h1s War as a guarantee that Japan has no feeling because of the long haul. 
fast was done, he stepped forth from the a· Ch' . h . d'ff · d . 

If the first animal that appeared to reg·ar mg _ma 1 at 1 ;"rs m any egree 
was a rabbit, then he knew that the I from the. feelwg ?f the Um~ed St,ates hersey ABOUT NEBRASKA • 

.Soirit of the Great Rabbit had st:nt this rep- toward .h~t an<;.le_nt Empire, and ~e?la;:os Nebraska has no bonded debt. 
resentative of his kingdom, so that the youth , t~at J!'pan 8 bes". mt.erests do n?:!le m •J:e The last bonds outstanding were redeemed 

understand that this particular spirit dlr~ctwn of te/'rltorlal aggrana:z."ment In and canceled June 2, 1900. 
be his presiding genius through life. Ch~na, .but tha. the .truest exposl_twn of her During the past twenty years the wealth of 

If possible, the youth secured the rabbit that pohcy ls to b~ !ou,u~ m +those por.twns of her_ Nebraska has increased 155 per cent. 
:had brought this message and preserved its late t_reaty wlt~ Chma uhat provide for com Statistics show that in Nebraska only 31 

~na· this he kept near "t hand while he mercial expansiOn. 
w - people out of 1,000 cannot read or write. 

At times, some other characteristic This is the best showing made by any state. 
part of the animal was preserved, as the Eighty per cent of Nebraska farmers own 
:rabbit's foot. And this may have been the KING HUMBERT AND VERDI. their own farms. 

of our superstition concerning the He was a man without any literary tastes, 1 In Nebraska originated Arbor Day. In a 
extremity of that creature, the south- who seldom or never read any books, and single year Nebraskans planted 66,937,494 

ceru negros deriving the belief from the took absolutely no part in the intellectual forest trees. 
1Cher·?kees. Henceforth, t_he rabbit would be movement of modern Italy. Neither had he In '~he whole United States, 722 out of 
:to .this youth .a sa~red ~mmal, !lnd ~e must any taste for the drama. It was s~id o_f ~im every million inhabitants are convict,s. In 
cne1ther harm 1t nor partake of 1ts fi\-Jsh. In that he never entered the theater w b1s hfe; Nebraska alone the ratio is only 369 in every 

-.:after :rears, wh~n on the war-path, the youth but this is an exaggeration, for upon cere- million . 
. and .h1s compamons would ~o~ set out guards I monial occasions he has entered the royal In 1898 1,100,000 sheep were fattened for 
:at ll;lght, ex~ept under. cond1t10ns of extreme box. One of these r1we visits was made re- market in Nebraska. 
JlGR"lL Sue .• ~ precaut~ons w?uld be, snper- cently when the production of Signor Verdi's ------
liuous and. irreverent, f~r. ".he yo;nh com- I "Falstaff" was made the occasion of a national 
mend:d h1~self to the ;:;p1r1t of tne Gre~t , demonstration. The King was present in the 
Rabblt, wJ::ll.e .t~e others appealed tc: thelr royal box, and the performance from the be
tute!ary d1~m1t1es, a~d all reposed m the ginning was an immense success. When the 
r.ample secur~ty of ghosoly guard1ans.-Oharles second act was over, the King said: "There 
.R. Ba?·tle&t, ~n the Ofwutauquan for September. is now no doubt as to the success of the piece; 

SUGGESTIONS FOR AMERICAN PARENTS. 

let us send for Signor. Verdi" (an act of hom
age which was usually paid to the successful 
author only at the end of the play). Verdi 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi
cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
so that deaf people m~able to procure the Ear 
Drums may have them free. Address No. 
3400 c,' The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avenue. New York, 27rly 

The attitude of American parents and chil- was duly sent for, and when he appeared in 
·i!ren toward each other always surprises a the royal box the unprecedented honor of a 
\Chinaman, and impresses him unfavorably. 1 summons before the close of the performance ADDRESSES. 
:His whole nature is imbued with filial ideas 1 was enthusiastically applauded as testifying U. w, Greene, 230 Pulaski street, Brook-

radically different from those current to the honor in which the King held the lyn, New York. 
that it is almost impossible for him to I composer. The approval which signalized Isaac P. Baggerly, No. 901 South Flores 

cappt·eciate the American point of view. The I the summons to the royal box was consid- Street, San Antonio, Texas, 
\Chinese parent expects implicit obedience on 1 erably abated when the curtain rose for the I F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 
:the part of his child, and he is not disap-

1 

third act and it was discovered that the King Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
:pointed in his expectations. American chil- had left the theater. He had anticipated the W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
'dren are sometimes obedient, but not always. call to the author simply in order to escape j M. H. Bond, No. 103 Chapin avenue, Provi
·"rhe Chinese parent governs by authority, ! from a performance which bored him.- deuce, R. I. 
·the American by affection. The Chinese l American Monthl1J Review of" Reviews tor Sep- ! A. Haws, 2051 Polk street, San Francisco, 
,}j)arent says solemnly to his child.: "It is 1 ternber. Cal. 
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"If ye continue in my wo1·d, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the L'"Ulh shall make you l!•ee.''--John 81 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the wol'd of the Lord! for ther-e shall not any man among you have save it be one wife• and conc,.bbes he shall have none."-B. of M .. pageU6. 

vOL. 47. LAIVI:ONI, IOvVA, SEPTEMBEH 5, 1900. 36. 

knowledge,--things that will help i sentence to which we 
them in the battle for the gospel's , wish attention. It is 
sake. The elders from the valley of , comes from a maD 
salt are active, and it very often hap- ! who representative. 
pens that our elders come in contact! Simihu· statements or statements 
with and are obliged to in I significance have been 

to do so our men must be as so that we are tirm in our belief that 

FRED'K MADISON s~nTH AssiSTANT EDITOR. 

JosEPH LuFF } ~ 
D. W. WIGII'l' CORRESPONDING BDlTOHS. 

LAMONI, IowA, SEPT. 5, 1900. defense of the truth as we see and .

1 

made missionaries from Utah, 

PRESIDENT SMITH AT WASHINGTON inuch as possible in wl:w,t church 1

1 

the people of that church as a rule 
PARK. in Utah is really The Utah s'Gill believe polygamy or the law of 

President Smith, after attending elders adv8,nce all of , to be a principle of 
the Tabor reunion, went to Independ- arguments, and often claim the ! to them, that they 
ence, where he was in attendance at only difference between them and· the I by be "exalted be-
the reunion held in Washington park. Reorganized Church is the doctrine of I the " 
He preached there on the 30th ult., polygamy. Then they say thaJt as the We present the above so that our 
and the papers of Kansas City and doctrine of polygamy has been abol- men will have matter at hand so that 
St. Joseph gave him a fairly good ished or eradicated from their church I when the elders from Utah say po-
representation as he explained the there is really no difference now. is a dead issue, it can be 
differences between us and the Utah Such statements must be met by our that they are trying to de-
people. The St. Joseph Gazette-Her- men. The Utah people have 
ald quotes him as follows:- edly refused to meet our men in 

"In the Doctrine and Covenants of Jo~eph 
Smith, published in 1835, and publish< d 
again and again after that, plural marriage 
is forbidden," said President Smith. "The 
covenants are unmistakable. No one of us 
at that time ever thought of plural marriage 
until Joseph Smith, founder of the church, 
died. Then, a few years later, that branch 
of the church which had gone to Utah pro
claimed its belief, through revelation, in 
plural marriage. The D•Jctrine and Cove
nants were published in Utah with that sec
tion eliminated which forbade plural 
marri!;,ge. The section forbidding plural 

is contained in every edition until 
thB chur-ch published its own edit.ion. 

"We Latter D<1y Saints are heart and soul 
opposed to plural We believe that 
bigamy no part teachin!!S of our 
church. fHther has been dead fifty-six 

I consistently followed my 
teachings. 

"I am here the representative of the Rem·
jl'anized Church of Jesus Christ of Latte!' Day 
Saints. I am also here as the son of my 
father. I am trying to follow out the doc
trines of my church and t.o rescue my father's 
name from obloquy. My father was not a 
law breaker, neither was he a polygamist. 
It is for me to say that the American 
people may not injure church and do my 
father a wrong." 

WHAT OF POLYGAMY? 

cussion, so it is sometimes difficult for 
our elders to offset some of the things GRACELAND COLLEGE OUR SCHOOL? 

presented by the Utah Graceland College opens Septem-
unless they are in possession of ber 10. President Harkness has been 
real facts in the case. at work in the interests of the insti-

We have before stated that we tution this summer, and it is to be 
not believe that the doctrine of that the attendance will be bet-
lygamy has been abandoned by ter than it was last year. There 
church in Utah. Continually do we seems to be a better feeling through
see things in their papers which 1 out the church in to the col-
ground us more firmly in the belief than ever before, and 
that they still continue to hold that it should better supported by the 
abominable doctrine to be church members in the of send-
One of the latest that has come to our their children here school 
notice is the following from the Vernal than sending them off to other 
[Utah] Express, of August 18. It is 
from a two column rep~ort of the con- , The curriculum offered b;r Graceland 
ference held th~re, and is a synopsis 11s as as can be des1red, and ~s 
of a speech delivered by Apostle M. far as takes the the work Will 

F. Cowley before the Mutual Improve- be as as in any school, s.o that 
ment Association:- our members need have no hes1tancy 

in men and 
Apostle M. F. Cowley said that the first women to an education. 

step in the Mutual Improvement is obtaining 
the companionship of the Holy Spirit. Gave In fact, the attendance having not 
wholesome instruction regarding the forming- been very it gives the student, a 
of connubial ties among the young- people, much better chance than if he was 
and other things pertaining thereto. De- h tb 1 1 I th 
scribed the condition of people at, the resur- w ere. e c asses were l:lJrger. n e 
rection and pointed out the path in which small classes the student comes in 
Saints should walk. He gave the origin of closer touch with the instructor, re-

There may be some who object to secret organizations and their power and de- amount of his per-
seeing so much in the HERALD about fects, showing that the gospel of Christ em- and the results are 

1 braced all that was necessarv -for sustenance 
po ygamy, and other and mu1ual protection, counseling the Saints to the student in the way of 
things of a Hke nature, discussion of not to join them. He discoursed at some and thorough work. The 
which is brought into our columns be- iength upon spiritualism, giving its origin is enabled to better under-
cause of our to the church and some of its mediums and their workings, stand the needs of the student, can 
· Ut h T 1 d referring to instances that had come under 
m a · O po ygamy an his notice of professed communion with locate mental difficulties better, and 
its concomitant subjects is not pleas- spirits beyond the g-rave and said that he knows better what remedy to apply. 
,ant to us, for to us it is an abomimt- wished the Latter Day Saints to write it In the small schools the advantage is 
t iOD and we woulu' be glad 1·f 't ld down and remember, that those who · f • tb t d t 

' · ~ 1 · wou in that practice would dwindle ln ~avor 01 _e s u en ·. 
nev~r a~am be necessary to brmg the physically and spiritually, 'l'he lavv plural The tha~ ~as been done m 
subJeCt mto the columns of our church J marriage i~ God given and as eternal as any I Gracela .. nd so farm 1ts course has been 
organ. law ever g1v".n by. the n:at.her, and that up to and will com-

One of the chief objects of the HER- per~on who disbelieved It or to pare with done in any 
ALD l·s to our m· . te . f d behwd the government or the I b l . l Wh"l . . . . 

lUIS I'S m or me manifesto, or were afraid to ad vocate its SC ,00 S ln t le l e l t lS Hl l tS 
on matters which they have a principles were not Latter Day Saints. I work it is essentially a 
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574 THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
Latter Day Saint school in that it is whom the "words of a book" should be deliv
supported by the Saints, and as such erod? (Verse 11.) 
't t 1 k · · ll t th 3. Who, or what "unlearned man," if any, 
1 mu~ 00 . prmmpa Y. 0 e mem- received the book? (Verse 12.) 
bersh1p for 1ts support m the way of 4. What "marvelous work and a wonder" 
attendance. It was founded for the is referred to in verses 13 to 16, which 
purpose, principally, of affording the I '~bo~~l~" and ';,wort~" s~~,ms shoul.d p~ecede the 
young of our_ church a p_lace where {;r)mt.y of Lebs,non (Palestme)r (Verse 

they can acqmre an educatwn as good 5. Is the book of verses 12 and 18 the same 
as any, and yet be under such infiu- book? 
ences as will not be detrimental to 6. Are they who "ened in spirit" to come 
their development as Saints or good to an "und~rstandin~'~ and .,"learn doctrine" 
h h b G l d fill ]: out of the sealed book. (V."rses 11-24.) 

c urc mem ers. race an s t 1e 0 E k' 1 
bill nicely, and as it has been founded n ze 18 

:--What is meant by the "stick of Judah" and 
by the people of our church and so the "stick of Ephraim, or Joseph?" (Ezek. 
far supported by them, it surely be- 37:15-20) Does the first refer to the Bible, 
hooves us to see that it has a chance and the eecond to a record? 
to fill its mission. It is not a Lamoni After giving the answers to these 
institution, it is a church institution. questions as given by the ministers 
Its interests should be of personal in- and commentators, Bro. Hunt says:
terest to every member who is active It has been with a degree of satisfaction 
in the development of tbe church and that _we have sought for, secured, and com
its work, and we trust that the man- piled the foregoing replies to the questions 

named, together with extracts from many 
agement this yea~ will have no reason Bible commentators. In the varied 
to complain of not being supported in and answers it will be observed 
its efforts, both in the way of financial that the prophet was inspired of 
aid and in attendance. Let us second God when he wrote, "The wisdom of their 

wise [worldly wise] men shall perish [fail to 
its every effort! We can well afford understand the true and literal meaning of 
to, for Graceland is our school, and this chapter], and the understanding of their 
its success will be our pride -its fail· prudent, men shall be hid." (Isaiah 29: 14.) 
ure our disgrace. We have, then, proven it to be true beyond 

the possibility of a doubt. 

BISHOP C. J. HUNT'S BOOKLET. 

The Board of Publication bas put 
another booklet on the market. It is 
by Bishop C. J. Hunt, and is en'Gitled, 
"The Opinions of Sixty-five Leading 
Ministers and Bible Commentators on 
Isaiah 29: 11-24, and Ezekiel37: 15-20." 
In this little work of fifty-six pages 
Bro. Hunt has collated some matter 
which will be of much interest to our 
ministry and laity. It is now ready 
for distribution, and will be mailed to 
anyone for the small price of ten 
cents. 

Bishop Hunt has presented the 
matter in a fair and unbiased way, 
and follows the wise plan of allowing 
the reader to draw his own conclu
sions, largely. 

It is evident from what is presented 
in the little volume that there is a 
great diversity of opinion among the 
ministers of this country on these two 
important portions of scripture and 
after the opinions have all been pre
sented, Bro. Hunt presents a few re
marks calling the attention of the 
reader to certain things and points of 
especial interest, and leaves the mat
ter with the reader and the various 
ministers whose opinions have been 
given. 

To secure the opinions of the vari
ous ministers, Bro. Hunt addressed a 
set of questions to each minister 
whose opinion he desired, and the lit
tle hook contains these answers. The 

Then follows a discussion of the 
Book of Mormon and its history, and 
the last two pages contain an epitome 
of our faith or "what we believe." 

The work will be valuable in the 
hands of the ministry, and Bro. Hunt 
is to be commended for his zeal and 
enterprise. The spirit manifested by 
Bro. Hunt is also commendable, when 
in a letter to th!'J editors he said, as he 
submitted the manuscript:-

I s,m qla,d to be able to put them [the 
opinions] on record. 

Bro. Hunt gets nothing for his 
labor. He gives that to the good of 
the cause, and offers to buy a large part 
of the edition. The Board appreciates 
his zeal. and is offering the booklet at 
a very low 

THE Daily Iowa Capital, in its issue 
for August 31, has the following to 
saJl of the assistant editor's visit to 
the State Library:--

The grandson of Joseph Smith, who has 
been spending state fair week in Des Moines, 
was a caller at the state library this week. 
His wife was with him, and the two enjoyed 
a chat with State Libru.rian Brigham over 
the books of the day and some of those of a 
pt1st da .. v. The g·randson of the famous Mor
mon is Frederick M. Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa. 
He is an anti-polygamist Mormon, and enter
tains broad, liberal 'views. He and his father 
are associated in editing some of the Mormon 
periodicals which are issued from the head
quarters of the colony at Lamoni, and Fred
erick is the editor of the ''Lamoni Chroni
cle." He and his wife are well educated and 
conversant upon themes of the day. 

questions he asked are as follows: -- EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 
On Isaiah:- Bro. C. J. of Deloit, Iowa, 

1. What or where is the "book that is I wrote August 23:-
sealed"? (Isaiah 29: 11-24.) At this writing I am doing gospel work in 

2. Who wa\'J the "learned man," if any, to the north of the sts,te, · 

Bro. W. A. Goodwin, Condon, 
Oregon, wrote the 23d ult. :-

Five baptized here on the 12th. 
Bro. J. W. Adams, Moline, Illinois, 

August 28:-
We are here with tent. Are having good 

attendance, and interest is growing. 
Bro. Thomas G. Whipple, writing 

from Greenville, Conn., August 25, 
says:-

We would be glad to have the elders call 
upon us. I have a nice horse and buggy that 
can be used for gospel work. Bro. Bullard, 
cannot you and Bro. Bond or Robley come 
down this fall? I am alive in the work, and 
while everything does not go to suit me, yet 
I am striving to live up to that law which 
will give us the right to dwell in the pres
ence of our Savior. 

Business Manager Smith, under 
date of the 28th ult., writes from In
dependence, Mo.:-

The meetings here are fairly well attended. 
Today is very warm. Yesterday forenoon 
we had a thunder shower. The preachers 
are having good liberty. 

Bro. E. A. Erwin, under date of 
August 28, writes from Manchester, 
Texas, in a happy vein, rejoicing over 
the good times had at the Northern 
Texas and Choctaw district, held at 
Manchester on July 28. He speaks in 
commendation of the officers of the 
district and the mission. He says:-

The preaching at the conference was done 
by Brn. H. 0. Smith, J. D. Erwin, Ellis 
Short, J. Cole Moxon, and D. D. Babcock. 
The Lord blessed them in their efforts. About 
five hundred were in attendance, and about 
one hundred Saints camped on the grounds. 
We feel that good was done. Since confer
ence I have held two meetings, both in new 
places, and had good audiences. Quite a. 
number are interested, and some are ready 
for ]Japtism. The outlook for the gospel in 
this country is good. Laborers are greatly 
needed, and we are glad to see a number of 
our good men stepping out with their Bibles 
in band. 

Bro. J. B. Roush, writing from 
Wray, Colo., August 30, says:-

Our tent meetings have been in progress 
here since the 18th inst. Fairly good at
tendance and some interest manifested. 
Think considerable good is being done. A 
much better feeling is obtaining among the 
people here in regard to our faith. Bro. 
Luff was with us a. few days, and gave a. 
couple of sermons, which will be long remem
bered by·the Saints and friends of this place. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. H. A. Stebbins returned on 
tbe 28th from his trip into Kansas. 
His objective point there was the re
union at Minneapolis. He reports 
tbat he was gone twenty days and 
preached seventeen sermons, besides 
doing other mfnisterial work. Be
sides Minneapolis he visited other 
points in Kansas and Missouri. 

Bishop Kelley returned last Thurs
day from the Independence reunion, 
and left Sunday for the Stewartsville 
reunion. 

The Herald Office has in press a 
Danish tract by Bro. Peter Anderson 
which w1ll be of great interest and 
use to our Scandinavian brethren, as 
it trell!ts of the le~dership of Brigham 
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Young in a conclusive and emphatic 0 • • 1 n • } the Word of Wisdom with ease and a 
way. It is entitled: "Brighamismen fllllila nf11G eheerful heart; but this is denied 
Afioret; eller Brigham Young som them, and what can they do? They 
Leder og Profet." We expect to have MORE LIGHT, PLEASE. are told it must be obeyed, otherwise 
it ready soon. it is amen to their spiritual salvation. 

Business M:;~,nager Smith was in at- I most earnestly desire to call the If this is so, why did not Joseph 
attention of all the res,ders of 'Ghe tendance at the Independence reunion teach it as such, and why do not the 

representing the Herald Office. Herald, and especially the ministry, presiding elders of the church enforce 
Elder F. A. Smith left home last to the Word of Wisdom, and particu- it todav? 

Friday to att,end a two days' meeting larly to the part which says "strong I understand U1e Word of Wisdom 
in the Des Moines district. He went drinks are· not for the belly, but for was given for a temporal salvation, 
in response to a call from Bro. J. W. the washing of your bodies." and not made an essential of spiritual 
Wight, who is a.lso there. "Strong drinks;"_ what are strong salvation. I read faith in God, re-

Bro. N. C. Enge, late of Liberty, drinks? We want light, and that pentance, for the remission 
Washington, accompt1nied by his four- badly. Has the church collectively, of sins, the laying on of bands for the 
teen-ysar-old son, Axel T., arrived in or the Presidency, ever defined what, of the Holy Ghost, the gifts of 

Sunday, the 26th ult., re- is meant by the tel'm '·strong drink"? gospel as seen in first Corin'uhians 
maining unti.l evening, the 30th, when Some say it means alcoholic drinks, 12th, and Ephesians 4th, for the per
father and son left for the Atlantic while others contend (and they ha,ve fectiou of the Saints (nothing said of 
coast. The two expected to be joined a right to, in my opinion, unless it is the Word of Wisdom); the fruits of 
at Boston by Bro. M. P. Hansen, of defined) that strong tea, coffee, cocoa, the Spirit, as seen in Galatians 5: 22, 
Plymouth, Massachusetts, and the ginger beer, etc .. is meant as ~puch as 23, such as love, joy, peace, long
trio would embark on the steamer alcoholic drink; while· others go far- suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, 
Ivernia the 8th inst. for Arendal, Nor- ther still and claim that this Word of meekness, temperance, are the essen
way. At last General Conference Wisdom is strictly essential to spir- tials of spiritual salvation. 
Brn. Enge and Hansen were appointed itual salvation. This, of course, has On the other hand, if man will obey 
to the Scandinavian mission, where caused a lot of contention, and this is the Word of Wisdom, he shall be 
they now go to prosecute gospel work. unseemly and unprofitable to one and saved temporally; that is, I under
We understand that both brethren all alike. What shall we do, then? stand the Lord will save him from 
have been in correspondence with The first thing required is to have disease, and pain, and affliction, etc., 
friends of our work in Scandinavia, the term "strong drink," as contained if he will not obey it he must suffer, 
and that some are waiting admission in the revelation, defined. If this has and it is left. for the Lord to do with 
into t.be fold of the Good Shepherd. been done, I do not know it; and him as seemeth good unto him, there 
Bro. Enge hoped to be at his father's therefore I say, until it is defined, any being no promise. 
home on the birthday of the latter drink, whether alcoholic or not, is in- But some will urge that if he obeyed 
(the 27th September) and then and eluded, if it be strong in any sense. the word he would find hidden treas
there preach his first sermon in Nor- I do not consider it wise to silence a ures of knowledge. I admit this, for 
way. We bid these brethren God- man because he will have a glass or God has spoken it; and if he does not 
speed, and hope to hear of their so of strong drink, or alcoholic drink obey be will not find this treasure. 
labors resulting in great good. if you please, for his supper or din- But this fact does not prove that he 

It is the season of reunions. For ner, as the case may be. These men, will lose his salvation in God's spir
some time the"miscellaneous" columns in some cases, are men who will labor itual kingdom. God hath said "Inas-
of the HERALD and Ensign have con- diligently and faithfully in all much as man drinketh wine or 
tai.ned numerous reunion notices. branches of the work, and how great strong among you, behold, it is 
Over all the land are they being held, is their loss, and how trifling thei.r not good," etc. I personally believe 
from the east to the west. We do offense. iihis, for '~his reason: There never was 
not believe the Latter Day Saints Again, in America, where fruit is so a drunkard who was not once a mod
have ever held so many as are being plentiful and cheap, it is an easy mat- erate drinker. To be drunk is to sin, 
held this year. It almost looks as ter to do without these drinks, when and drunkards have no part in God's 
though every district is t.rying to bold you can sit under your own vine and kingdom. Others say if a man drink 
one. It is well, too, for encouraging pick grapes until you are satisfied, and alcoholic drinks, even in moderation, 
reports are coming from all held so where you can obtain peaches, melons, the Spirit of God will gradually leave 
far. The Saints are naturally gre· oranges, figs, apples, pears, and all that man, until it is gone forever; for, 
garious. 'l'hey love to gather and kinds of choice fruit,s very cheap, if say they. the Spirit cannot dwell in 
tell of the good things they enjoy and you do not grow them yourselves. an unholy temple .. This last asser
of the blessings of the Master. These To keep the Word of Wisdom under tion I admit, but Christ said it was 
reunions truly reunite. Old friends these conditions, is easy. But how that which proceedeth forth and com
meet again to exchange. friendly different in this country! Here these eth out of the man which defileth, and 
greetings, and new friendships are fruits are so dear that people who not that which went in. How arewe 
formed. Then, too, others see the work for their living cannot afford to to destroy this plain statement? 
peace and joy of the Saints, listen to buy them, and scarcely if ever get Still for a man to go to a public 
the "good news," and are desirous of any. Imagine a man working from place for drink, or to put a pipe into, 
being one of the "household of faith." ten to twelve hours per day in a tin his mouth to smoke, is a bad example. 
Let the work of the reunions grow mill, or chemical works, or on a rail- I believe these actions are unfruitful, 
apace, but not too rapidly. way, and coming home to find a repast unprofitable, and cannot assist in any 

Dr. J. H. Hansen preached to the spread before him consisting of bread way to forward the work of God. There
Saints in Lamoni last Sunday morn- and cheese, or butter, or jam, with no fore I say, Saints, until such time as 
ing, on the subject of "healing." He fruit whatever. Can these men exist the presi.dency or the quorums of the 
holds views on this subject, and follow their occupation on such church, or the General Conference 
and he presen~ed them in a forceful food, with the addition of a little ~ilk II sh~ll define . what is really strong 
way. It was h1s farewell sermon, as 1 and water, or water alone to drmk drmk or unt,J1 such law that governs 
he will move his family to Roswell, I with it? Does the Lord expect it? I this Eastern District of Wales_ be re
New Mexico. The HERALD wishes Could they but obtain plenty of nice scinded, honor the law, avoid these 

11ew fruit they cqu,ld, l:ul,:r{l- obey . 
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strife will cease, and we shall have I 
unity and love in our which 

1 
Let the 

will lead us to perfection, without, i for if there is water in or near 
which we cannot inherit the kingdom the church. 
of heaven. Put on gloves, adjust 

If we will give heed to the counsel but make your toilet at home. 
of God we shall be wiser and better watch and shut 
laborers, and shall in this life obtain snap a dozen times 
a greater knowledge of a.ll things sermon. 
taining to his church and ; Show lack of interest and attention. 
but I cannot be so bold as to say, if Look but IN, if the elder 
you do not these things will lose mentions f21.ults and dur-
your spiritual salvation; one thing ing his discourse. 
is certain, you will lose your tempoJ;al I 
salvation and thus suffer with the 
world. 1 

I pen this with one object in view, 
that is, to get more light, in order 

· that we may come to a and 
correct ·understanding 
the Lord has spoken. 
us for his name's sake. 
in Christ, J. E. HOLI<'ORD. 

LYDNEY, England. 

[WE had never supposed that it was 
needful that the officers of the church 

tell 
his sermon if it 
is no flatterv 

Be boister.ous and 
soon as benediction is 
"Th~:3 whereon thou standest is 
holy ground." 

LA CANADIENNE. 

should define the term ' CREDIBILITY OF TESTif~r10NY. 
as it is used~in the Word of like all other essential 
"Wine is a mocker, strong drink is means,- has its basis certain fixed 
ragi~g." "Give . drink to him J principles the correct use of which 
that 1s ready to pensh. the truth or of the ends de-

In· these expressions it is under- be easily ascertained. If a 
stood that neither wine, nor any other the relative 
mild drink is meant; but that drink 
that would intoxicate, is. 

Until the church chooses to 
nate what particular liquors may 
classed as strong drink, it should 
understood that the ' drinlr" 
referred to i.n the Word of 
that which intoxicates~all 
ing liquors, of whatever 
JOSEPH SMITH. 

DON'TS FOR CHURCH GOERS. 

DON'T 
Wear to church clothes conspicuous 

for either oldness or newness of style. 
Be punctually half an hour late, 

especially if your shoes have the 
"wealthy squeak." 

Forget your hymn book, collection, 
fan, etc., then send the children home 

because he bad studied 
that the principles of 

acted to the opposite. 
and prejudice are op

nevertheless, there are thou
sands w bo will disregard principle 
and install prejudice as the main 
factor in reaching conclusions. Please 

this in mind, for we wish to 
it to our religious students who 

the cause but deny the 
effects if anyone should be bold 

to lay claim to them. 
would be an excellent rule to 

test the statements of Joseph Smith. 
If the facts from which be claimed to 
received his revelation do not exist, or 

some philosophical deduction the 
is proven false, no further 
is necessary to justify any

one in decla,ring his testimony a base 
fabrication; but, to the contrary, his 

has been rejected by the 
very ones who unreservedly acknowl

the existence of the fixed and 
laws governing the cause 

from which he claimed to have re
ceived his revelation. 

Wba'G would you think of a professor 
of mathematics who, while admitting 
the correctness of the rules, would 
ridicule a student who, by applying 
the admitted rules, reached the desired 
result? That is just what the Chris
tian are doing today, while 

~he infallibility of the rules 
laid down in the word of God for ob

correct answers to faith, 
prayer to an unchangable God, which 
presupposes an answer; and if some 

hungry, thirsty soul, desiring 
bear from God upon questions too 

and perplexing for the human 
to fathom, humbly and earnestly 

the rules that be might re
a correct answer, they are the 

very first ones to hold him up to the 
blaze of ridicule. The philosopher 
above mentioned rejects the statement 
of his friend because not in harmony 
with naJtural laws; but the religious 

for it after you are seated. 
Push past the usher to ~:uwther 

seat, but take the one he assigns you. 

(?) rejects the statement 
Smith because not in 

with their peculiar preju-
dis· I conflicting dogmas. 

If Mr. Smith had given his revela
tion to a people who never heard of 

Wet thumb in mouth to turn leaves 
in hymn book or Bible. 

Wait until second or third line of 
each stanza before joining in 

Try to always lead in singing, etc.; true carried 
we cannot all be ''bell sheep." I we 

Whisper, giggle, eat candy, etc., or absurd in conflict 
turn around to see who is in. and immutable laws 

Take the sacramental in 

1

1 ca.use a,nd 
gloved band. fur'Ghe:r in our 

Pass the wine to the one next J in 
you, but back to or elder if a 
who is passing it. were upon a 

Work so late Saturday you 1 and the should 
cannot stay awake during the services. cause of the 
"The Lord giveth his beloved. " was the attractive 
(at the proper the 

knew nothing of the nature or 
laws of such a being, for them to re

and ridicule him would 
a not appear so strange; but coming 

its from a people who tacitly believe in 
a stakJment 1 the Bible, which reveals to us a being 

with the fixed II unchangeable, infinite in love, truth, 
the and goodness, and sending petitions 

we need no to him daily, seems more than pass-
are I strange. When the Dutch trav-

at once. For , eler 'Gold the king of Siam that in his 
and a friend j' water froze so solid that an 

could walk across it, it does 
that the not seem strange that he replied in 

the volcano these words: "l have always thought 
to be a man of truth, but now I 

~0~,..,,,"."' you lie," This was contrary 
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to all his experience,. and he knew J are 
absolutely nothing of the laws of I 
heat, in the icebound regions of the to 

our I An ignorant may reject the testi-
of !!, in regard to the size 

north; but had he been a philosopher, 
understanding the laws affecting such 
unheard of change, he would have 3,c
cepted the traveler's testimony upon 
the principle, whether he had ever 
seen ice or not. 

of moon, because he thinks he has the 
evidence of his senses that it is only a foot in 

and a person, holding a respecta
ble rank society, is said to have received 
with contempt_ the doctrine of the revolution 
of the earth on its axis, because he was per
fectly satisfied that his house was never 
known to turn wHh its Iront to the north. 

If those modern teachers had hon- of 
When the King of Siam was told by a 

Dulch traveler that in Holland, at certain 
seasons of the year, water became so solid 
that an elephant might walk over it, he re• estly examined the principle and con-~ etc. and first 

ditions obtaining when Mr. Smith in ' 
made his remarkable announcement written for the vindication 

"I hrtve believed many extraordinary 
which you have told me, because I 

you for a man of truth and veracity, but 
now I am convinced that you lie." This con
fidence in one's own expedence, as the test of 

to the world, and had not conde- the characters of this latter-
scended to ridicule the bare state- Note 
ment, and had found it out of and characterizes a mind which is 

confined its views and limited in its ac
q uiren:ients; and the tendency of it would be 
the rejection of s,ll knowledge for which we 
have not evidence of our senses. Had the 

with all precedent, and had is to 
it, it would have been more in the fro 
ing with their calling, instead of tum- out of the 
ing Pharisee and persecute, an individual's of Siam once seen water in a frozen 

he would not only have been put right 
to this fact, but his c0nfidence 

because not in harmony with and rejected 
preconceived notions. nature, bu'r. the 

We shall now examine some of the his have been shaken in his experience as 
the test of probability in other things, and 
he would have been more disposed for the 
further reception of truth upon the evidence 
of testimony. 

conditions obtaining when Mr. Smith 
asked and receivEd his wonderful 
revelation, and associate them with 
the immutable nature of God. 1. He 
was an unlearned boy, and greatly in 
need of Divine wisdom. 2. Failing 
to receive it from the wisdom of the 
world, he sought God, tbe eternal 
embodiment, of all wisdom. 3. He 
took up his Bible and read, "If 
you lack wisdom, let him ask of 
that giveth to all men liberally, and 
upbraideth not." 4. He believed God 
meant just what he said, and would 
hear him. (I here ask the 
professors, if there is anything wrong 
with that. They will be compelled to 
say no; for outside of the Catholic 
Church they all admonish their flocks 
to become acquainted with Bible. 
The only difference between the Prot· 
estant and Catholic is that the one 
will not allow their people to read the 
Bible at all, and the other advises to 
read it but not believe it. Where is 
the difference? Who is the more con
sistent? The ones who never read it 
and believe it all, or the ones who 
read it and believe only half?) 5. He 
took God at his word, and verily be
lieved he would receive an answer. 
6. In that answer God told him to 
join none of the churches, for all the 
creeds were an abomination in his 
sight; and authorized him to establish 
the church after the original pattern. 
7. The primitive church had 
into Roman apostasy, which the 
Protestant world admit. 8. He went 
forward as commanded, and received 
all the bitter indignities which an 
unbelieving and jealous world could 
heap upon him, and finally met his 
death, as have all the prophets of 
God, for the testimony he bore. 

Now, if the above cannot be suc
cessfully contradicted, why should it 

'Thus, in knowledge is not con-
fined in results to the mere facts which 
we acquire, but has also an extensive infiu
erwe in enlarging the mind for the further 
reception of truth, and setting it free from 
many of those prejudices which influence 
men who are limited by a narrow field of ob-
servation. Ther·e bo cases in w hicb, 
withouL any regard the- veracity of the 

a cultivated mind perceives the ele
truth in a statement which is 

rcj'octed iu.terior minds as altogether in-
l' 1 1 1 - f credible. ingenious writer supposes a 

t~m.\1~ o~ 0~ Kno~·Ledge 0 I traveler of rather doubtful veracity bringing 
""1~.'

1 g~"bc o- • tA rou¥ ou~ o;:nd I into the countl·y of Archim.Jdes an account·of 
ar " .d srea vl' , 18 p_rocm v the atc•om His statement is re ·ected 

··· w1 lS rec··'l ved bv ~u J 
. "' "- . -· ·· ."· '· 1 his as altoooether incredible. 

ev1qence_ testlmoDy. But, m re- entirely at varis,nce v';it.h their experi-
'" factP- ~~ tht~. manner, ~;e ust;~Uy pro- J ence, and they think it much more probable 
~~e?. 

1 
mOlL cauc-llOn, ~~.an wn~? tney come I th:>t the traveler should lie than that.such a 

uo us .Jy . • ut:J ~.r m wn. ~~ e are much tlnng should be. But when he descr1bes to 
, . m .he fit st J?lace, Ly our confi- I Archimedes the arrangement of the machine 
aoiJcil m. veracny ot the and the philosopher perceives the result and' 
our knowLedge of the he without any consideration of the veradity of 
has ot ~eert~}, , . fe.ct~ he pro,fess~s the decides upon the evidence de-
to , .dJu~ ,rn; 11

1 
pe.rb.0 ~ on. ,vho.~e rived from relation of t,he facts them

·Ne hav~o .• ormer.y recel ved 10: por- selves, and their accordance with principles 
H>Lern,en whwh have turned ou.t "o ~e which are known to him that the statement 

correct, we are th: more to receive hiS I is ulJquestiouably true. ' 
rf he be a to us we I · 

if he has We sum up the foregomg as fol-
suspicion jlows :--

1. Most all we know is from the · 
of others. 

a,re much influenced by our 
in the veracity of the nar
our knowledge of the op

which he has had of 
the facts he professes to 

Mr. Smith testified to, 
best of opportumty of 

we.nt direct to the 
great head of all knowledge. 
as directed in the text book for all 
Christian philosophers. 

3. Some of the most remarkable 
of the age were made by 

be thought a thing so str::mge and in- which never 
credible for anyone to have their li';Uited 

which had their literal fulfill
ment, hence another spoke in the 
wheel of evidence, th1'!,t the testimony 
he bore was true. 

· t ll" tl d h I mmd, prayers m. e 1ge~ y answere Y'. en makes its o·.vn extent of ob-
the necessity existed and cond1t10ns servation the standard and test of probability. 

4. We are much influenced by their 
accordance with facts with which we 
are already acquainted. 
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Mr. Smith's l with to the resurrection of 
agrees with all the ancient worthies [ very base of their hope, why 

. with whom the Bible us. I will not the same rule of vindication 
Did not Moses, hold with regard to some recent 
Daniel, Zechariah, Peter, characters who figured in events more 
Paul, John, and many all have I or less improbable. 
angelic visitation? Did not all!' The Book of Mormon had twelve 
receive communication from eter- wi~nesses testifying to its divinity, 
nal Spirit? Did not some of then~ re-~ whose last breath was spent in re
ceive commandments to usher in a a,ffirming their testimony. I hold it 
new dispensation and establish the does no'G 'oax one's credulity any more 
church? Further, I presume our in believing these witnesses of latter
crHics will agree. Hence, another days than those of eighteen hundred 
spoke in the wh<;el of evidence. yelus ago. 

5. We should use caution in mE~,king 2. We think it no more improbable 
our own observations the test of evi- for God to ra,ise up twelve witnesses 
dence, lest we be like the of t.o the Book of Mormon than twelve 
Siam, reject some grand witnesses to the resurrection of Jesus 
remember, "An unlimited skepticism Christ. Cannot men tell the truth 
is the pa.rt of a contracted mind which today as well a,s then? 
never reasons nor thinks." 3. The witnesses to the resurrection 

6. Like Archimedes, we should ex- of Christ suffered all kinds of perse
amine a testimony upon the relation it cution for their testimony, and finally 
bears to the acknowledged principles met death rat,ber than deny it. So 
calculated in their nature to produce did the Book of Mormon witnesses, 
the results stated by the narrator. and thousands of others who believed 

Page 63 gives "Hume's celebrated their testimony, and many suffered 
argument against the resurrection of death. 
Christ," and of course against the 4. They did it without the least 
Christian religion. Stated a little hope of gain in this world. So did 
more fully, it is this:- ti1e Book of Mormon wit.nesses; and 

"Twelve witnesses," he says, though not some gave all they had of earth's 
exactly in these words, "I admit,, agree in riches to send its precious contents to 
testifying that a man rose from tho dead. l gladden the hearts of others. 
am, <10nS<'quently, compelled to believe one of 5, If it is less improbable for twelve 
two things, either that twelve mcm ~>greed to 
tell a lie, or that a man rose from the dc:ad. men t,o conspire to tell a lie, without 
Either of these suppositions ie, I conf>.1ss, hope of compensation, relative to 
ver.y extram·dinary; but a,s one or the other Christ's resurrection, would it not be 
must b0 true, I must admit the one th<lt is just as improbable for twelve men, 
least extraordinary. Now it seems to me 
more probable that men should than that without motive, ''to conspire t.o tell a 
one who bad been several days should lie" relative to the Book of Mormon? 
return to life again; for it is a If one falls, so must the other, for 
thing in this world for men to both are st,anding on the same 
but it is contrary to all experience a £'rounds. 
man should rise from the dead." co 

To this Christian writers reply, in sub- The reception of facts upon the evidence of 
stance, as follows: "We admit tJ1e alterna· testimony must t,herefore be considered as a 
tive; viz, that we must believe t,bat twelve fundamental principle of our nMure, to be 
men testified falsely, or that one man roile acted upon whenever we are satit>fied that the 
from the dead; and we also admit that we testimony possesses certain characteristics of 
must believe the least improbv"ble of the two. credibility, These are chiefly referable to 
But we denv that the former is the least im- ·Lhree heads: that the individual has had suf
probahle. For it is not very improbable that ficleut oppoetunity of ascertaining the facts; 
the Creator should wish to make a communi- that we h~.ve confidence in his pov;er of judg-
cation to mankind, and \f so, to life ing of their accuracy; and that we have no 
the who brouQ'ht, b'cJ a ollollioiou of his b.eing influenced by p;;,ssion 
very and ·· modo of or in his tfcotimoriy,-or in other 
authenticating it. But is contrary to all I WE' believe him to btl an honest 
exp2rience, and all probitbility, that tw"l Vtl witness. Oc1r confidence is furth<:~r strength
men, without mo1ive, should conspire to f<J.b-~ enod by sevEH'&l wit.nesaes concurring in the 
ricate and disseminate a lie. In r•'gard to earoe test.imooy, each of whom has had the 
the mode by which the Ct·eator would au- ;;ame oppm·tunity of a<certainiug the faots, 
thent.irJate a. messaf!e r,o r_oeD; we havcJ no tho sar.ne charact8rs of truth 
experlencP; and there is certainly no pr-e- >md On such t,estimony we are in 
sumption ftgft]Hst the one in In r·e~ tht~ constant habit of receiving statements 
gard to m~n's falsifying· word, in the w hlcb a<·e much beyond tbe sphere of our 
cau··e of vh·tue~ and avaiust t~heir own i11ter* personal observations~ and ¥J'idely at variance 
ests, we have a gre~t deal of experienc<;, and wi.th cur expedence, These are the state
it is all against it." me;nts which, for the sake of a name, we may 

The above brief and clear· cut a;n- cE~ll. marvelpi"ls. Tn. regard to sucb, the fou~-

M IT , d . 1 , • datwn of mcreduhty, as we have seen 18 
swer to r. ~ume s eep 1 y aec~pt1ve 1 gene:·ally and it is interesting to 
arg~m~nt agtmtst the resurrectwn of 'I t,!'lW:' tlw . by wb~ch a ~a? of cul-
Chnst lS as and as has 

1 

0na ed 1~ 1n recPlvtng upon 
ever been our to :read- t,e,timony, b 1 ti,t<cmPnt_~ wbic~ .are r•oj3cted by 
· , f t' the vulgar a9 rncred1b:e. 
mg, ana ·rom n:cJ 1 1. He is by the reco11ection that 
ing:- . . . I many things 0!1(1 tlme appea~~d to him 

1. Thls bemg a shield used the J h~ now knows w be trr:e. 
. . . " . .And h~ concludes that there may stlll 

Cbnstmns m protectmg. themselves be in nature many phenomena and 'many 
from the attacks of the mfidel world I principles with which be is entirely unac· 

q ua,inted. In other words, he has learned 
!i·oru experience not to make his own knowl
edge hi~ test of probability . 

2 He is greatly irdluenced by perceiving· 
in the statement some element of 
or any kind of s~quence or relation 
the alleged fc.ct may be eonnecccd 
ciples which <We known to him. It is in 
mnnner that the freeziog of water, which 
was rej"cted by the of Siam as an in-
credible falsehood, have appeared 
credible to a philosophet" wbo had attended 
to the properties of he~J;t, because; he would 
have perceived in the statement a chain of 
relations connecting it with facts which he 
knew to be true. 

3. He is much guided by his power of dis· 
criminating t,be credibiiity of testimony, m· 
of distinguishing that and that 
amount of it, which he to unworthy 
of absolute credit, ft·om that on whicb he r·e
lies wit.h as implicit confidence s,s on the 
unif:Jt•rr:ity of the course of nature. The vul
gar mind is often unable to make the neces
sary discrimination in this respect, and 
therefore apt to fall into one of tho extremes 
of cr-eflulity or skepticism. Mt·. Hume, in
deed, bimsolf admits that there is a certain 
amount of 'Lestiruony on which he would re· 
ceive a statement widely at variance wl.th hi8 
own uniform experience, :>.s in t,be hypo-
thetical case which he account 
of a tot,al darknc·ss over earth, con-
tinuing- for eight days, 1 wo hundred years 
ago. The evidence which he requires for it. 
is simply tho concurrence of teatimonies,
namely, that all authors in ail h1nguages de· 
scribe the evcmt; and that travelers bring ac
counts from ail quarters of traditions of thB 
occurrence b'ling st,ill strong and lively 
among the people. On such evidence he ad
mits that philosophers ought to receive it as 
certaiu. 

From the above we give the follow
ing digest:-

1. The testimony of Mr. Smith con
tains all the characteristics of credi
bility, and perfectly in harmony with 
God's unchangeable laws. 

2. As already stated, 
opportunities for 
facts were the very best. 

3. We have beard many hard things 
said of him, but have never heard him 
called a fool; our "confidence 
in his power of judging of their accu
racy." 

4. We are certain that he was not 
"influenced by passion or prejudice" 
in giving his testimony, because he 
could have had no 
making issue with the 
world, knowing, a,s he it meant 
universal and a life of sac
rifice of all that was most near and 
dear to him of earth's sweetest com
munion. 

5. Many witnesses have concurred 
in the same testimony. 

6. The cause of rejecting testimony 
is generally ignorance, as in the case 
of the king of Siam. 

7. If a person has once acknowl
edged the prineiple of communication 
from God to man ever in opera· 
'Gion, however contrary it may be to 
their schooling, it would be a part of 
a "cultivated mind" to honestly ex
amine, and, if found in harmony with 
the principles governing, accept it in 
the light of "a chain of relations con-
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THE SAINTS' 
necting it with facts which he knew of every candid inquirer; the two latter fix 
to be true." themselves upon the conscience m· moral 
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In regard to our darling babies, 
Calvin misrepresents God in those 
horrible and unhuman words:--8. Mr. Hume admits there is cer- feelings of all classes of men with an impres

sion which is irresistible. 
tain testimony he would receive; The striking parallel which ex- Reproba.te infants are vipers of vengeance 

el 'f an e ent was cert1'fied to by which God holds over the flames of hell, nam y, 1 . v. 1's+ed 1'n the cond1.t1'on of the relie'ious 1 b f 11 " - ~ until they turn and spit venom in God's 
"trave ers rmgm·g· ac~?unts rom a world when Joseph Smith made the face.-Calvrn's Institute, vol. 1. 
quar~ers of traditiOn. Mr. H?me bold announcement that all the creeds This was the prevalent idea of God;s 
certamly t~en vyould have to believe 'I were wrong, and mankind "had wan- character when Mr. Smith made his 
the narratives m the Book of Mor- dered far from the truth respecting debut to the Christian world. He 
mon, for every traveler, from what- God," farther than those when John found them worshiping a vindictive 
ever part of t~e globe he _came, :Vho the Baptist was ' in the wil- fiend instead of a loving Father, and 
has ever exammed the rums of uhat derness, saying, straight the rescuing Friend. Were the sects of 
long-lost people of whom the ~ook <;>f paths" will hardly go unnoticed by eighteen hundred years ago any far
Mor.mon acc_ounts, all concur m their the most casual. Accordingly, there- ther removed from the "truth respect
testimony, m some degree, _at leas~. fore, we claim the mission of Joseph ing God" than the sects of today? 
The wond~rful_ corroborat~ve evl- Smith (or some similar character) was Hence, an absolute necessity for a 
d~nce, commg m almost dailJ; from as much demanded as that of John modern prophet, inspired of God, to 
w1tn~s~es from far and near, IS _most the Baptist. call the wandering nations back to 
grat1fymg to the advocates of this re- We submit the following from the the true idea of God, and tbe primi· 
markable book. quotation just made:- tive mode of worship; and, therefore, 

Something more appears to be necessary 1. As to the capability of the power compatible with a most urgent "moral 
for fixing the distinct belief of a miraculous producing the manifestation which probability." 
interposition; and this is an impression of a was received by Mr. Smith, no one 3. No refor.mer this side of Jesus moral probability. This consists of two 
part.s. (1.) A distinct reference of the event will question it. Christ has taught truth more beauti· 
to a power which we feel capable of produc- 2. The moral probability which ex- fully blending with the truths relating 
ing it; namely, a direct interposition of the isted when he made his wonderful an- to the cha,racter and perfections of 
Deity. (2.) The preception of an adequate h ld · h 
object, or a conviction of high moral proba- nouncement to t e wor. was, m t e the Deity; the "high and refined mor-
bility that an interposit.ion of Divine power highest degree, favorable to such "a ality of the gospel;" and the adapta-
might be exerted in such circumstances, or divine interposition;" because, the tion of the whole provisions of 
for the accomplishment of such an object. human mind "had wandered far Christianity to the actual conditions 
Such are the miracles of the sacred writings. the truth respecting God·," (b) they f 1 b · " th th 
As events opposed to the common course of _ o man as a mora emg an ose 
nature, they are, by the supposition, phys- were worshiping a mythical god, ab- taught by Joseph Smith. The Chris
ically improbable in the highest degree. solutely unable to hear or answer any tian world has been trying for three 
Were they not so, were they in the lowest petition that may be intended for him; quarters of a century to find some dis-
degree probable, according to our conceptions because, logl'call" meant b h' h t.h · h' 
of the course of nature, they could not be J crepancy Y w lC ey mig u con-
miracles, and consequently could not answer nothing, as declared in all the demn his work; but, like all genuine 
the purpose for which they are intended. creeds and disciplines of the day. metal, the more you rub it the brighter 
But, notwithstanding this species of improba- Church of England, article 1:- it becomes. Allowing the "high and 
bility, they carry with them all the elements 
of absolute credibility; namely, the highest There is but one living and true God, ever- refined morality" of this latter-day 
species of testimony, supported by a moral lasting, without body, parts, or passions." philosophy to speak for the "credi-
probability which bears directly upon every Methodist idea of God:- bility," or "probability," the thunders 
element of th'l statement. This may be f M t s· · k l d t th 
briefly referred to the three following heads. There is but one living and true God, ever-~ O O?-n . mal .spa e no OU er , 0 . e 

1. The human mind had wandered far lasting, without body or parts; of infinite Israelites m evidence of Moses mis
from truth respecting God; and on the great power, wisdom, and goodness. sion than the work of Joseph Smith 
question of his character and will, a future Baptist Church, contributed to the I in evidence of his mission, for every 
state, and the mode of acceptance in his , ... Eld R C E d r h d d' t · 
sight, the light furnished by reason among Saints Herald, uy . er . . vans:- wor , me, p rase, an lC urn IS 

the wisest of men wa·s faint and feeble. On We believe that there Is but one God. . . . redolent with moral beauty. 
points of such importance there was the We believe that God is revealed to us as We come now to the strongest spoke 
highest moral probability that the Deity Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Each with in completing the great wheel of evi
would not leave mankind in this state of distinct personal attributes, but without dence. I quote from pages 71 and 72: 
darkness, but would communicate to them division of nature, essence, or being.-Manual 
some distinct knowledge. of Baptist Church, Port Col borne, Catechism. Thus, if we find a man who in other re-

2. It is further probable, that if such a The God of the sects is no better spects shows every indication of a sound 
communication were made to man, it would mind, relating an event which happened 
be accompanied by prodigies or miraculous than the Hindoo god, which is thus under his own inspection, and in such cir
events, calculated to show beyond a doubt represented:- cumsts.nces that he could not possibly be 
the immediate agency of God; and thus toes- Being immaterial, he is above all concop-

1 
de_cei ved ;_ if his stat~ment ~e sue~ as con-

tablish the divine authority of the record. tion· being inviRible he can have no form tr1butes m no respeLt to h1s cred1t or ~d-
3. There is no improbability that the fro~ what we b;hold in his works we may vant:>g:e; but, on the contrary, expos:s h1.m 

power of the Deity should produce deviations conclude that he is eternal, omnipotent, to r1~w~le, ?on tempt, a~d persecutw'!; ~f, 
from the usual course of nature capable of knowing all things, and present everywhere. notwtthstaudmg •. he steadlly pr~sever·es lD 1t, 
answering such a purpose. For what we -Contributed to the Saints' I-Ierald by R. M. under every :spectes of persecutwn, and even 
call the course of nature is nothing more El . to the snffermg of death; to suppose such a 
than an order of events which he has estab- vm. . . testimony intended to deceive, would be to 
lished; and there is no improbability that (c) As to h1s character and Will. assume a deviation from the established 
for an adequate end he might produce a Many believed that only a few, his course of hun:an ?haracter, as. remarkable as 
deviation from this order. eternal decree, would be saved; the any event wh1eh 1t could posstbly convey to 

4. An important branch of the moral us 
probability of the whole statAment of the remaining teeming millimis to be con- ·Aa . e 73 d 74._ 
sacred writings arises from the characters of signed to endless torment in literally ,_,am 0~ pag -S . a~ · . . 
the truth themselves, challenging the assent burning ovens a,nd would sing:- ~ut ther~ 1s also a prmmple of ~mfor~1~y 
and approbation of every uncontaminated ' whwh apphes to the whole spemes; ana m 
mind. This part of the subject resolves There is a never ending hell, which we confide as regulating every man of 
itself into three parts; namely, the truths And never dying pains, sound mind. Thus, if the statement of a 
relating to the character and perfection of Where infants must with demons dwell, narrator contain circumstances calculated to 
the Deity; the high and refined morality of In darkness, fire, .and chains, promote his own advantage, we calculate on 
the gospel; and the adaptation of the whole Have faith, the same with endless E!hame, the probability of fabrication, and reject his 
provisions of Christianity to the actual condi- For all the human race, evidence, except we had previously acquired 
tion of man as a moral being. The former For hell is crammed with infants damned, l absolute confiilence in his veracity. But, if 
carry a conviction of their truth to the mind Without a day of grace. on the contrary, his statements operate 
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dictive pens from press ma,y made no difference how much of 
but as as the sun gives light own 
the moon the earth by night, 
God in the heavens above and carne 
ma,n lives the work begun by 1 perished. 

Smith will march from victory Moses was ca,lled of instructed 
unto until the glorious con-I of him, and sent 10 deliver the Israel-

when perfect peace and ites from 'l'he in-
shall sit enthroned the was 

fallen morta,ls tmd en· to eternity. And to with him, he 
is too vvell known your humble servant went down into 

to need comment; we con- li'. J. EBELING. posing power. 
elude "thahnothing could make him ~~ ha,ve inspired t,hat? to frus· 
adhere to such a testimony bu'& an trate all the of Moses, and over-
honest conviction of its truth." F!GHTING•AGAINST GOD. throw his and still his work 

On pa~Ze 74 is given another infalli- Breth;·en, my heart's desire and prayer to was God's and he was doing 
~ I God for Israol is, th:J,t thr'y might be saved. 

ble proof of the divinity of the 1<-,or r hear them record that they have a z:al God's will. The he met 
of Christ, which can be ' of G,.;d, but not according to knowledg·e. was inspired the of truth. 
plied to the restored Fot they, being ignorant of God's righteous· The of ~~~.loses not con-
last days:-· and going about to establish their own vert or idola,trous, but 

h~ve not submitted them-
Much corroboration of testimony righteousness of God.-Rom. still he was presenting the words of 

be obtained from our knowledg·e of God. This was the religion of God. 
such a nature as, without They had religion of their own; a.nd 
upon the statements to which th'" while endeavorin!! to establish their 
refers, Ci>rmot bo accountbd for on ~ 
suppoBition t,bau the conviction own righteousness overlooked 
statements being true. This the righteousness of And while 
plies, in a remarkabie manner, fi~hting against the ·truths 
lous histories of the sacrHl 
know, ss ao histot'icu,l the Moses, they were 
in which the Cbd:;t,ian God. 
in the early ages, Jesus the Christ, wa,s sent of God. 
ble opposition, and He came to do the will of the li"'ather. 
human instruments. are told that this He lived in continual revelation from 
was owing to the conviction produced 
miraculous displays of divine power; we heaven; angels continually admin-
that the known effects with the 1 Consider the case of Enoch. Under istered to him, and he had the Holy 
alleged cause, and ':ha~it be accounted 'I the law to him by our heavenly Spirit given him without measure. 
for on any other pt·wclple. · d b, b He w· ent "·'oout a11d an .ls ecame so per- ,. .. 

In t~e s~orwt period .. of fo~!~t;en ~- fecttbat continually.- visited harmed no. man. He was pure and 
years the Cnu,ch of .Jesus ChdSu of and walked the streets of wit,hout sin, but still they 
Lat,ter Day Saints ~ade t,he that city and conversed with Enoch, him in 
nal growth_ fron: Slx obsc;2rE~ men~~ as one friend talks with another; and to death. was 
be:rs orgamzed m the ba~"-woods 0~ the inhabitants of the city God inspired all he did. What was it 
western New York, to 2tJ0 000; and under the teachings that inspired those who persecuted 
that, too, in the midst of the mc~st, of that the entire citv wa,s him? It was surely Satan. Who was 
unrelenting persecution. No faJr- t 2.,ken away from the earth. "Those i.t that thus hindered his work? It 
minded person can loo~.at these fa?t,s were in favor with God. They was i;he the scribes, 
and say !o,seph Srmtn vms an Im· were inspired by his Spirit. What Pharisees, - the high 
postor. If tne remar~able of shall we say for the rest of 'Ghe world priests and elders. Those who were 
the , . of 1:~0 at that t,ime? What spirit inspired trying to establish their own 
d~e to d1vH1e r~cogmtH::m;, cer- them? Surely it was the spirit of the righteousness fMJ.d neglecting the 
tamly, Mr. Smnh must nave bee? ! for had they been inspired righteousness of God Jesus was 
thus fa,vored. And to r_na.ke the testl- the of God, they would have teiwhing the what they must 
mony doubly strong; smce the ,"dark , served as Enoch and his people do to be 
and c~oudy days," when tl~:'l cnurct:l I did. But the spirit that led them the gospel to 
-yvas nven asunder ev11 a-~,,,· "' blinded. t~em t<? the rif?hteousness of righteous 
m~ . the rer,wm,~d and m thmr opposmg the people his work were 
fa1thrul been m I of were fighting aaainst After Christ's , ] . , '] ' · a o 

- numoers anc 1 wm (~ tne God preached the 
ot?ers ~ontinue windle. f}D,n all ·N;mh was a of righteous l'md God was 
th1s be_ done hu,a:;a,n mst,ru: I nflt>S. He preaehed to the people one The was 
mentaht~,?. 1 he~e must I hundred and twenty years, and miracles and 
be someunmg lt from of future events. He Angels a,Jso visited them. and 
beginning to end. the flood and the destruction had great power them of 

I believe I h<we examined a,nd com· of the wicked. He wa.s commissioned and he their work. vVhat 
pared about a,ll the of God to the righteousness of spirit was it Paul to per-
which this gentlema,n God. He was led and directed by I secute and oppose Surely it 

the Christian re· continual revelation from him. God was not the Spirit of for he was 
Jigion tbe at,tacks of the I wa.,s. with aiding and inspiring with tha,t litHe ba,nd ol' and he 
skeptic, ;wd which is :Just him. What was it tben that in- would not them to do work 
ble to t,he devotees of tbls the t,o him and and also Paul to 
work as those of former his work? It was the throw it. was honest 

of the evil one. It led them to he did, and he says his ''conscience 
and oppose him in all was void of offense toward God and 

that he did. It ca,used them to over- man." But that did not make him 
the vin- look the righteousness of God; and it right. In all he did in persecuting 
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had 
and the 
had and then realized 

work he had been 
inspired by and was not serv
ing God, but was fighting against him. 

The church in the first 
to the wish our 

his inspira
tion the officers of the church were 
"set" in their places by him: apostles, 
prophets, pastors, teachers, deacons, 
etc. These officers are men-
tioned as the ' that Christ 
to the church, he 
his Fo,ther. If then they were 
in the church our 
the command 

it was the evil 
influenced him in 
fighting God. 

Paul '''Ghe principles of the 
Christ" are faith, 

on of 
and 

If these form Christ's 
doctrine, a,nd that is God's doctrine, 
as Christ said it was, wh<J,t spirit was 
it that men to c:1st aside 
nearly all these and sub· 
stit.ute others? gave the 
world all kinds of doctrine as the doc
trine of Christ? 
opposing 
changes, men were 
God. were 
lish their own 
failed to see the 
which is revealed 
posed of these 

Jesus told 
Jews should be scattered in all the 
world, and that Jerusa;lem should be 
trodden down the until 
the fullness of the Gentiles should 
come in- or the time of the Gentiles 
be fulfilled-or the end of the Gentile 

That is set time. 
the time is 

by when the power the 
hold over the Jews is to come to an 

and that end is to eome at the 
time God has set. Jerusalem is to be 
trodden down them until that time 
comes. Jesus also told them that 
there should be left one stone of 
their that should not 
be thrown 
after 
Roman 
city, ra,zed 
a million Jews, thousands of 
them into slavery, and drove the rest 

or 
two 
of dollars and lives of five millions 
of the most able- bodied men of E 11rope. 
The of these wars was to re-
claim and wrest it from 
the hands of the Mahommedans. 
Jesus had that the work 
should not 
time of the Gentiles 
these millions of 
be Christians, were 

to prove Christ's 

ar
man could not be "saved" 

in any other way than this 
one church. This then being di-
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of tongues. 
by our 

that men might 
whether it was 
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spirit of Satan, the opposer of the 
truth, and all who~so teach, no matter 
how zealous they may be, are fighting 
against God. 

In Revelation 14th chapter, Isaiah 
29, and Ezekiel 37, we are clearly 
shown that God was to perform a 
wonderful work, and restore the gos
pel in the last days. 

THE SAINW HERALD 

ancient saints, and the signs to fol
low the believers now as they did 
anciently? the gift of the Holy Ghost 
to operate now as it did then, and the 
necessity of authority to act in the 
name of God? What spirit is it that 
inspires them to teach that all these 
things are done away and no longer 
needed? Is it not the spirit of Satan 
leading men to fight against God and 
his work? and are not all church 
members who are so teaching trying 
to establish their own righteousness 
and failing to heed the righteousness 
of God? GEO. S. LINCOLN. 

WHAT FAMOUS PEOPLE HAVE SAID 
ABOUT MOTHERS. 

That work was begun in 1829, as 
we can abundantly prove. 'l'he fer
tility of Palestine and the gathering 
of the Jews in evidence, teaches that 
the fullness_ of the Gentiles is now 
about at an end; and the fullness of 
the gospel now being preached is a 
proof that the angel has brought the 
ancient gospel to earth again. As all 
this was foretold by the prophets un-
der the inspiration of God, and as the All that I am my mother made me. 
same spirit witnesses to the fulfill- -John Quincy Adams. 
ment of these statements in our day, Nature's loving proxy, the watchful 
what spirit is it that inspires men mother.-Bulwer. 
now to oppose the work and do all The mother's heart is the child's 
they can to hinder its progress? schoolroom.-Henry Ward Beecher. 
Again, it is the spirit of Satan, lead- All that I am or hope to be, I owe 
ing men to fight against God, and to to my angel mother.-Lincoln. 
go about trying to establish their own Let France have good mothers, and 
righteousness, but not yield to the she witl have good sons.-Napoleon. 
righteousness of God. ·Unhappy is the man for whom his 

We learn from the scriptures that own mother h~s not made all mothers 
our heavenly Father is going to send venerable.-Rwhter. 
a prophet-his messenger-to prepare The future destiny of the child is 
his way, in the last days. That he .,always the work of the mother.
will be chosen for that work while he Napoleon. 
is a young man, and that he will be I would desire for a friend the son 
unlearned, as far as this world's wis- who never resisted the tears of his 
dom is concerned. mother.-Lacretelle. 

As Joseph Smith filled all these . If you would :eform tb~ world fr?m 
predictions, and as the work he did ~ts errors and VIces, b~gm by enlJst
proves that God was with him, what mg the mothers.-C. S1mm~mds. 
spirit is it that inspires mim to op· If there be aught surp~ss.mg human 
pose his work reject him, and teach deed, word, or thought, It IS a moth
that there are 'to be no more prophets er's love.-Marchioness de Spodara. 
and that the world does not need Who can fathom the depth of a 
them? Is it not the same spirit that mother's love? No friendship so 
led men to persecute and kill God's pure, s.o devoted. T~e wild sto:m of 
holy prophets ever since the world adversit.y, and the b~1ght sunshme of 
began? and in doing this, are they prosperity are all alike to her; bow
not fighting against God? ever unworthy we may be of that af-

Angels have always been sent to the fection, a mo~her never ceases to love 
earth to communicate with men when- her every ch1ld. Often, when alone, 
ever God was about to perform any as we g.az~ up. to .the starry h~aven, 
important work upon the earth. In- can we m 1magmat10n catch a gllmpse 
stances are too numerous to need men- of the angels around the great, white 
tioning. Revelation 14: 6 states that th_rone, and among the _brightest and 
one is to be sent in the last days; and fa1rest of. them all 1s our sweet 
Zechariah 2: 3, 4 says it will be just mother, ever beckoning . us onward 
before Jerusalem is inhabited. As and upward to her celestml home.
that angel has already come and re- R. Smith. 
stored the o-ospel, giving men Copied from McCaWs JJ!lagazine for 
authority to build the church of Jesus Saints' Herald, by 
Christ, and reestablish the kingdom FLORALICE MILLER. 
of heaven, and all this under the 
direction of our heavenly Father, 
what spirit is it that inspires men to 
teach that angels' visits ceased with 
the apostles, and that no more are to 
visit the earth? Is it not the oppos
ing power leading men to fight against 
God? 

What spirit is it that leads men to 
deny revelation from God-the gifts 

· Qf thE!' gospel as enjoyed by the 

---------------
"How McGrath Got an Engine" will be the 

title of Frank H. Spearman's railroad story 
in the September McCLURE'S. Mr. Spear
man has already, in the August issue, written 
of "Conductor Pat Francis;" later he will 
tell stories about the switchman, the yard~ 
master and so on; in the September number 
he will relate the daring adventure of a young 
and inexperienced "wiper" in .the face of 
great danger. 

heUsr Dapartmsnt. 
0AKNOOK, Manitoba, August 23. 

Editors Herald:-At last writing I had just 
commenced labor in Carberry. Since then I 
have finished, and came on to this place. 
Carberry is a hard place to work; the people 
seem very much interested in farming and 
appear to have little or no interest in reli
gion. With them it is good enough for the 
aged and the sick. However, I preached 
twenty-two sermons in the to1vn. Some were 
interested but none obeyed. Two gave me 
their names for baptism, but when the time 
agreed upon came they for reasons best 
known to themselves, thought otherwise. 
Others believe thoroughly but lack the cour
age to obey. My only regret is that I should 
spend so much time teaching them the way 
of the Lord and they after acknowledging it 
to be the right, refuse acceptance, but such 
is missionary life. 

I wheeled sixteen miles to Arizona and ob
tained use of schoolhouse for three nights, 
but had to cancel each service as the nights 
came. Mostly indifference I think, yet some 
prejudice exists. My comforts were not 
many, I assure you, but after my time had 
been put in I wheeled back to Carberry. 
Yesterday I came here and am kindly cared 
for by Bro. and Sr. McCrea, formerly of 
Monmouth township, Ontario. I was met at 
Dauphin, the nearest town and railroad sta
tion, some twenty miles distant, by Sr. Mc
Crea's son, Bro. Burton. 

We left Dauphin Tuesday night after tea, 
and had just got started nicely when it be
gan to rain, and it did rain, hard and long. 
When about midway we thought best to turn 
in and stay over night in some farmhouse, 
there being an occasional one along the trail. 
It was so dark that we could not see the 
horses, trail, or anything else, and having 
got into a hole, nearly causing an upset, be
side being wet, we turned into a farmhouse 
for shelter, Our host did not care to enter
tain us over night, but we were just deter
mined enough not to care whether he did or 
not, so long as he did not put us out by force. 
Four men constituted the household, but if 
they ever knew or heard anything of civiliza
tion they most certainly had forgotten it. 
We helped ourselves to chairs and talked 
together while the others sat reading. Soon 
all rose at once and went off into one room to 
bed without a word, but one of the younger 
men first threw down an old deer skin for us 
to lay upon, which we did, having for a 
covering a heap of rags, but which many 
years ago served as a bed comforter. Our 
pillow was of like material. We lay with 
our head almost under an old home-made 
bookcase, consisting of a number of plain 
board shelves nicely filled with musty smell
ing books. In addition I lay with my head 
next to an old bedstead, under which it was 
apparently too much trouble to sweep. The · 
smell was quite ancient, but in good harmony 
with the rest of household effects. I tried 
to do without breathing, but you know how 
hard that is. Then I put my hand to one 
side of my nose to draw air from the east, but 
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i was doomed to breath that stench, or stay 
out In the cold rain. Bro. Burton said he 
slept but I had too much company. Unlike 
my host, they were giving me a right royal 
welcome. The elders wHl know my appre
ciation of daylight, which seemed a long 
time in coming. 

At 4:45 a. m. the alarm clock sounded, 
which we took as a quiet hint to arise and 
vacate tbe premises. Bro. Burton was out 
trying in vain to locate some hay or grain, 
but I took the hint good-naturedly, put on 
my coat and hat (for I slept in other gar
ments), seized my valise and umbrella, and 
walked out. The horses during the night 
got cast and one of them injured her eye and 
knees seriously. Taking our departure I left 
the following note where it could be seen: 
"Mr. McNeil, Dear Sir:-Before leaving we 
have to thank you for the kind and generous 
hospitality shown to both man and beast," 
and to which I signed our names. Finally I 
got here, six miles from post office, and 
mail once a week. Glorious! but if one soul 
in t,his neighborhood hears and obeys the 
gospel through my feeble ministration along 
with the angels', I will try to rejoice and 
count as naught the sacrifice made. I com
mence preaching Sunday, the 26th, in school-
house. In the struggle, 

1<-,REDERICK GREGORY. 

SEATTLE. Wash,, August 24. 
Editors Hemld:-I am a subscriber to the 

lierald and have been watching for a letter 
or notice of reunion from this district, but so 
far have been disappointed. 

I do not know whs), I would do for spiritual 
food if it were not for the very valuable 
Saints' Herald, away out here in the far west. 

. It has to supply both food and water; in 
other words, it is the spiritual refreshment, 
and when one takes up the various subjects 
discussed, both pro and con, and withdraws 
or digests, so to speak, the information to be 
gleaned from the writings, one has the valu
r,ble food so necessary to retain the 
which so soon weakens from the absence of 
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No, no, brethren and sisters, as long as there of the young sisters or brethren of the East if 
is life there is hope, and there is life abund- any can spare the t.ime to write, as I have no 
ant here; but the hopes-where are they? I communica'G'ton with any Saints here, being 
have met no one here with the pure gospel, a stranger from San Francisco. I intend to 
and why not? It is true that the harvest is locate here permanently, hoping to see tbe 
great but reapers few, and the few are con- good work started here soon and that I ma.y 
spicuously absent here, This city may b101 be a g·reat help to the continuance of the gos
likened to a grand central depot, where the I pel when once started. I shaH wait patiently 
traveling public concentrate in countless for the coming of 'uhe mesaenger which I be
numbers and take passage for China, the lieve will come in God's o1vn due time. May 
Philippines, Honolulu, all parts of Alaska, that time be soon. I will close by asking the 
and all parts of the Pacific coast south, and prayers of the Saints in my behalf that I may 
most all stop over here for a short time. be steadfast in the faith. My heart is with 
Furthermore, this is the gathering place for you all at your reunions, and ml1y you 
numberless sma.iler towns on the sound and breathe one prayer for me. I am faithfully 
inland from where people come to pass t,be your brother in bonds of love and light and 
Sunday. Seattle has received such promi- truth, J. 0. GREGORY. 
nent advertisement throughout the world 111 Sixth avenue, SouTH SEATTLE, Wash. 

that a vast population is settling here and 
building rapidly, so now is the time to plant 
the banner of God. Let us be up and sow the 
seed now that we may he ready when the 
harvest comes. 

The Herald contains many letters from the 
middle states, but nothing from the border
laud. God has not forgotten to bless this 
country with good crops, but the spiritua.l 
blessings, where are they? They are left 
with his servants to scatter the seed. Let us 
look to parts where the seed has not ag yet 
been sown, for cert.ainly the people need the 
gospel here. Shall we have it? The ques
tion may be answered. What wiil be the 
answer? I do not believe I am the only one 
here that has received the truth. I will 
pledge to give five dollars per week to the 

LEHIGH, I. T., August 27~ 
EdUors Herald:-By invitation I came into• 

this part of the field. from bhe Manchester 
conference and haYe been laboring among the 
Saints at Coalg1>.te and at Lehigh, Indian 
Territory. Mo6t of labor done was to build 
up and strengthen the Saints, which was 
needed, and I believe has been appreciated. 
Was unable to procure a bouse from any of 
the different sects for our purpose. Finally 
we got the use of the opera house three 
evenings, including a Sunday. Very few 
came out and no interest of any consequence 
manifest by outside people, although our 
meetings were well advertised. Cause, prin· 
cipally, bad conduct, of the Sa,ints, which has 
almost entirely destroyed the work in t.hese 

support of a missionary while here if one is • par us. 
sent, and .would li:e to see one ~ere 800~· Came to Lehigh and tried for a house here, 
Shall there b~ one. My. heart fmrly ach,s with about the same results, with the excep
wheh~ I rebad. 01 the workh In other places and tion of getting the privilege of addressing a 

' ' . ~ . congregatwn of colOred people yesterday, the not mg emg done . ere althouuh I am I . , 
happy to know that the work Is prosperJng· ')6<h It b f , h 1 th · th 

,_, !; • ) may e some o r~ e Jre ren 1n . e 
elsewhere. I find a great deal of pleasure in ' aouth t • fi -. ~ _ may wan uO ,na fault for so doing. 
read1ng the letter department, and I hope if 

But that makes no difference to me, as I un
this is published that Saints who live here or 

derstand the gospel is to all people, no mat
in near by towns who mt1y read this will be 

ter what color or race. T'ext, Acts 17: 26: 
kind enough to write to me, as it is very· "And hath made of one bloof: all nations of 
lonesome here with no one of the same faith 

men for to dwell on all the faoe of the earth." 
to communicate with. It seems that I have 

the husbandman, the teacher, or minister of After th'o introduction by the presiding elder 
been completely forgotten. Even my sisters 

the gospel. I have not had the opportunity and a few preliminary remarks I introduced 
do not write me any mot"e since I became a 

to hear the gospel since last May. Here in the text and proceeded with the discourse, 
· Latter Day Saint, so if it was not for the 

this cit.y of over fifty thousand people one presenting the gospel principles, its powers, 
Hemld, life would be indeed lonely. 

cannot fiod the true gospel as Jesus Christ prerogatives, etc., that they w0re for all peo-
would teach it. I have attended ot,her so- I have just realized what I have missed in ple and time, and as I proceeded, having ex-
called churches of m&nr.nade craeds, but they the three years I have been a believe!' in the ce1lent liberty, you cr;uld hear from one part 
are only like so much mockery to me that I latter-day work. I was seven years a Camp- of the bouse, and then from another, "Dat's 
do not like to attend them, and that is why bellite, and first learned the truth in San natura,l bo'n gospel." "Dat's so." "Amen." 
the He1·ald i~ so much food and water to me, Jose, California, but am sorry to say that. the 'Come on." "D;~t's so." "Ha, ba; just 
and I b.elieve I voic3 the sentiment of many person who was instrumental in chaug·ing me right .. " "Give us more," and so on to the 
other scattered Saints. afterwards apostatized to the Salvation end of the discourse for an hour and a half. 

Seattle could well be called a cit.y of Army; but hope she will sometime realize They had a baBke'G dinner, and sn it was that 
churches, as one cah stand in any part of the the mistake and return to the fold. I will after dinner, about three o'clock, I addressed 
best parts of the city al'ld look about and not be again without the Herald as long as I them, a.fter which I distributecl a lot of 
count from one to six church buildings can get the money to pay for it, as it does me tracts. 'I'hese people are very religious, but 
within one mile around, Every denomina- as much good as the old-fashioned Methodist lacking in knowledge. In their religious 
tion of any importance is represented here, camp meetings would do a backsliding mem- services they sing many songs after the man
and still they cry out that this is a wicked ber, when they would jump and shout, "I ner of those which used to be sung on the 
city. I have been in smaller ones that were have got salvation again." It is the match plant&tions in slavet·y times. What effect 
worse. When I came here I looked e,boutfor to make the light when the light is on the the discourse will have, time will tell. 
the gospel in its purity. I did not find it. wane, so just.keep t!le ma~ches moving, ~ro., Somehow I was not impressed to make any 
Why not? Can it be that the Latt,er Day I Jose~h, and ohe Smuts wlll keep the hght further effort at this time. 
Saints have heard so much of the wickedness burmng, or endeavor to, at least. 1 Yours for truth, 
here that they believe it beyond salvation? I would like to exchange notes with some I D. D. BABCOCK .. 
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Editors He?·ald:-Sunday, August 5, I at
tended reunion at Porth, of the Eastern and 
Western districts of Wales, and gave the 
first address to conference, of fifteen minutes 
duration, with good effect. After the morn
ing meeting I was introduced to many of the 
Saints, this being my first conference in the 
Western district. Missionary A. N. Bishop 
then proposed that a few elders should preach 
in the open air, in four different places in 
Porth. Elder Evan Lewis, Aberaman, said 
he could not preach in the open air, so I was 
appointed to take charge of meeting to com
mence at five p. m. and finish by six p. m., so 
as to attend inside meeting. We took our 
stand by a river bridge, and preached the 
first principles of the gospel, and enjoyed a 
great degree of the Spirit. 

After I had spoken for about thirty min
utes, it seemed that all of my brethren were 
filllild with the power of tho Holy Ghost. 
The moment I finished my address the 
brother wbo had never spoken in the open 
air commenced preaching in the Welsh lan
guage, and I received the interpretation of 
it. The power of God rested upon the large 
assembly of people, who listened to themes
sage of salvation with rapt attention. 

Monday morning attended business meet
ing, at which I was appointed one of the 
committee of four brethren, two from each 
district, to more closely unite the districts, 
that our coming reunion would be of great 
success to Wales. 

Attended Saints' meeting from two to four 
p. m., at which assisted in administering 
the sacrament. The sacrament administered 
the meeting was opened for prayer, praise, 
and testimony, the Hnly Ghost rested upon 
the whole of the assembly. The Saints 
spoke in tongues and prophecy. It was the 
grandest Saints' meeting I ever had the 
pleasure to attend. 

At night Bro. Bishop gave a lecture on 
"Ancient America," which was very appro
priate, very ancient, and yet new to the peo
ple of Wales. He brought such proof of the 
ancient race that the congregation was edi
fied and interested. 

Thus ended the most enjoyable reunion 
ever held in Wales. 

Yours for the truth, 
ALFRED W. TRENCHARD. 

PITTSBURG, Pa., August 20. 
Editors Herald:-We want to talk to all 

former Pittsburgers and others interested 
that we can reach, in regard to a church 
building we are making an effort to put up. 
We find that meeting in a hall, located right 
in the heart of the business part of the city, 
situated on the last floor, is becoming more 
and more of a drawback to the development 
of the work here. People think we have 
only located temporarily; but when we tell 
them we have met here in halls for over a 
quarter of a century, they think we are a 
non-progressive people, and likewise our re
ligion must be lifeless. The facts are we 
ba vo paid out in rent and sent enough money 
away from this branch in the form of tithing 
and free will offerings to put up a half-dozen 
churches, and it does seem unjust that there 

is no provision made whereby the church 
can help as faithful a branch as the Pitts
burg organization has been. The strength 
of the church may not be confined exclusively 
in one particular channel, but the financial 
and spiritual condition of the branches reflect 
largely the condition of the whole church, so 
its fostering care should be over its branches; 
but while we don't expect the church to help 
us any, we do hope any individuals who have 
received any benefit from the Pittsburg 
branch will avail themselves of this oppor
tunity to reciprocate. We are practically 
the mother of the branches around us and 
here is a fine opportunity for them to show 
some appreciation of that fact. 

We have sent away thousands of dollars 
since the branch was organized, are still pay
ing money as regular as we a! ways have in 
tithing and offerings, and expect to do so 
right along as the church requires; but it 
would seem more just if there was some kind 
of a provision made whereby we could more 
fully help ourselves. With hall rent, tith
ing, freewill offedng,, and this effort to 
raise enough money to put up the chut·ch 
building, we are carrying a burdensome load, 
nearly _all of it., out of a membership of about 
one hundred sixty, resting on thirty persons, 
all of whom are only working people. 

We often wonder if souls are not as precious 
here as anywhere on earth. If so, why should 
there not be some provision made whereby 
we may be supplied with facilities that will 
be some inducement to people to come and 
hear. A third fl.Jor hall don't give us much 
prestige with the people. We have to deal 
with people as they are and not as they 
ought to be. 

We have been asked if it would not be 
wiser to "help build up Zion" than erect a 
church in Pittsburg; but what definite knowl
edge have we when Zlon is to be built up? If 
it depends upon the people reaching a certain 
condition, the rich and the poor, what 
prophet will predict when that will be? But 
in the revelation quoted hereafter, provision 
is made for building houses of worship and 
the New Jerusalem at the same time. 

We may have different notions just what 
is meant by section 42: 10 of Doctrine and 
Covenants, which reads: "Therefore, the 
residue shall be kept in my storehouse, to 
administer to the poor and needy, as shall be 
appointed by the high council of the church, 
and the bishop and his council, and for the 
purpose of purchasing lands for the public bene
fit of the church, and liuilding houses of worstu:p, 
and building up of the new Jerusale'm.'' 
Here it is recognized that it is the duty of 
the church at some time to build "houses of 
worship" somewhere, out of the same fund 
that the poor and needy are supplied with. 
Whether this is inside of Zion or not it looks 

ing of the people, these last named being 
within the province of the presidency, the 
twelve as a quorum, the councils or other 
officers of the branches or stakes where houses 
of wmship are to be bttilt, the conferences and 
the general assembly of the church, and the 
direction of the Lord by revelation." It 
would seem from this that "branches" had 
the authority to put up houses of worship if 
they saw fit and if the revelation is in force 
today, and it is good sense to put up a church, 
why should they not do so, and why should 
not the church help, under circumstances 
stated above? 

The cut above was made from the plans for 
a brick church that will cost about three 
thcusand dollars, not including the base
ment, which would be dispensed with. The 
branch owns a lot, free from all incum
brances, and we want to get a building on it, 
but we don't want to go over two thousand 
dollars in debt. The present revenue of the 
brancl]. is sufficient to pay the interest on two 
thousand dollars ancl giving an annual bal
ance of two hundred dollars that could be ap
plied to the principal, but with the church 
up I believe our revenue would almost 
double. 

more like justice than our present system of We propose to have a rally meeting of the 
a branch putting up a church without any branch, Sunday, September 16, to try and 
help whatever from the church and then the boom the matter, so any former Pittsburgers 
church owning it after it is built. who can give us the "glad hand"-why, we 

It seems that the Lord, in the revelation of are waiting for you. Our present effort is to 
1894, referred to section 42, in the following raise a thousand dollars so we can go ahead. 
passage: "Nor was it designed that the Who will help us? 
high council should dictate in the matter of I c. EDWARD MILLER, 
purchasing lands, building houses of worship, President of Branch. 
building up the New Jerusalem, and the gather- 112 Lillian st., PITTSBURG, Pa. 
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TEMPLE, Ohio, Aug. 24. 
Editors Herald:-Will you allow me a little 

space as I wish to say, Ho! to the watchmen 
and fellow laborers along the mission line. 
All is moving fairly well in southern Indiana. 
Bro. G. A. Smith and I have had a short 
visit in that part of the mission, and met 
with the missionaries and district officers 
and Saints and friends in conference at 
Byrne ville branch on the 11th and l~th of 
August. We had a peaceful session, and I 
trust it may be profitable to all that wt~re 
present. We met with Ern. Jenkins, Mar
shall, Kelley, and a host of Scotts, and others 
(that I cannot name, for my memory will not 
serve me) of the missionary and local force. 
All seem quite alive to the work. Some met 
with us from Louisville, Kentucky, from 
Bro. T. C. Kelley's mission. The preaching 
was said to be good, and the singing was 
good and animating and cheering, and the 
prayer and testimony meetings were peace
ful and spiritual in true worship. We had a 
council with the officers of the Byrneville 
branch and the district and some others, to 
talk over some points of law and its applica
tion, and I hope good will result therefrom. 
I can say I learned some new thoughts from 
the exchange of ideas. Bro. G. A. Smith ac
quitted himself as a man of God, worthy to 
be intrusted with the watchcare of the mis
sionary work and to care for the Saints, by 
his practical teachings and patience mani
fest, and his wise counsel given. Hope he 
may be successful in his labors. 

Bro. Smith and I went over to Louisville 
and had meeting in Bro. Metcalf's house. 
Quite a few out for the short notice they had. 
Felt well in telling the old story to those 
present." Hope Bro. T. C. Kelley will excuse 
us for crossing the mission lines, for I wanted 
to see Louisville. We did not call for any 
old rye or bourbon, but we saw signs that in
dicated that it was kept there. 

From there we went to the branch where 
Bro. Marshall lives. We had three meet
ings. Not many out. A camp meeting near 
there was the excitement, and the weather 
was, oh, so warm! I have said I could stand 
more heat than cold, but I felt like saying, 
Let us get north, and I shall be more inclined 
to warn the people to keep from the warm 
place than I have heretofore. 

We then started for Clear Lake, Indiana. 
We hope to return there when the weather 
is some cooler. 

Good reports come to me from the brethren 
in Michigan of tent work and of some two 
days' meetings. One watchman says it seems 
harder to get the people to hear the gospel 
now than it did twenty years ago; more for 
pleasure than to hear the glad tidings of a 
crucified and risen Redeemer. But, breth
ren, there can be no furloughs granted until 
his summons home are heard. Therefore let 
us be firm and diligent and move out into 
new places much as we can. Care for the 
districts and branches when it is necessary 
and the officers think it would be well to 
have a series of meetings in their branches. 
Honor and respect all the officers in their 
several places of duty, as the Lord has coun
seled his servants to do. 

I have felt well in the discharge of duties 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

in m1sswn work. Brethren, I will soon be 
out with you in the harvest field of the Lord. 
All feel free to write to !Ile to cheer me on in 
the great warfare. But make your reports 
to the one in charge where you labor. Let 
the watchword be, "Onward and upward." 

Yours as ever, 
J. H. LAKE. 

DENVER, Colorado, August 28. 
Editon Herald:-The conference of this 

district, held at Wray, on the 18th and 19th 
inst. was a season of peace, pleasure, and 
profit. The tent was moved from Colorado 
Springs and raised in the town and the meet
ings were well attended, the audiences being 
nearly as large outside as within. The 
preaching was by Elder E. F. Shupe and the 
writer. Ern. C. R. Duncan· and A. B. Han
son (formerly of Herald Office force) re
mained to continue tent meetings as long as 
interest may warrant. Bro. Hanson is mak
ing a good impression, and is developing 
well. His initial labors as a field man are 
commendable. The absence of Bro. J. B. 
Roush was cause for regret, but the word re
ceived from him was assaring, accompanied, 
s,s it was, with a promise to be back within a 
week, which promise he has made good. 
Sickness of his father had occasioned his trip 
to, and delay at, Fulton, Iowa. 

The work of the brethren named has been 
all that could be expected under the circum
stances attending in this field. More work
ers are needed; but as this year is being 
monopolized by politicians, and people gen· 
erally are more anxious over campaign 
issues along that line than over religion, we 
will wait till next conference before pressing 
the demand. 

Sunday, the 12th inst. was spent by me in 
preaching to the congregation at Conifer, 
about forty miles from here, up the moun
tain course. My home while there was with 
Bro. and Sr. James Kemp, who, with a few 
others are struggling to keep the banner fly
ing in that region. The trip was mucb. en
joyed by me, though my physical condition 
was not all I could have desired. The Mas
ter was present with help, however, in the 
preaching of the word as bas been the case 
here and at the conference. 

My home here has been, and is, with Bro. 
and Sr.Joseph Schmutz, whose hospitality and 
saintly worth have become proverbial. Bro. 
Schmutz is at present in the hospital, a suf
ferer from a chronic and distressing ailment. 
His recovery is a question of grave doubt 
with the physicians, but of hope with the 
Saints. With him it is resignedly left for 
God to decide, and without any expressions 
of strong preference. 

'l'he climate here, while very helpful to in
valids of a certain class, shows but little con
sideration for the victim of nervous prostra
tion or the nervous dyspeptic. My return to 
the home region, will, therefore, likely 
occur in the quite near future, where I hope 
to carry out a program aiming at physical 
good to myself and greater good to the cause 
later on, should my life be spared. Elder J. 
B. Roush, whose address is Wray, Colorado, 
will rerru~in~in charge of this mission, includ-
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ing Colorado, New Mexico, and eastern 
Wyoming, and to him all communications 
regarding active work should be addressed. 

Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., at his request, on ac
count of failing health, has been released 
from t.his mission, and will, doubtless, be 
heard from in Indiana. 

With unfaltering trust in the wisdom of 
the Author of our faith, and with hope of a 
blessed outcome, 

In the service, yours, 
JOSEPH LUFI". 

P. S.-My permanent address is Independ .. 
ence, Missouri. Knock there when you wish 
to locate me. 

MT. PLEASANT, Iowa, August 21 
Editors HeTald:-The te~t arrived here 

July 23 after the meeting at New London, 
Bro. Daniel Tripp, of Montrose, and myself 
holding the fort for the first week. The 
Lord did not forget Bro. Tripp, ·for he was 
wonderfully blessed, and preached some 
grand sermons, and the people were well 
pleased with them. But it was necessary for 
him to go home, as his little girl, Susie, fell 
and broke her arm. Bro. J. R. Evans, our 
old stand· by, came to our rescue on Sunday 
night, the 29th, and preached some fine ser
mons. Tuesday, the 31st, Bro. Tripp bap
tized his convert and then went home. The 
next day Bro. J. S. Roth arrived, and then 
the fun began, as there were a number of 
Adventists in the congregation. The second 
night Bro. Roth preached, one of the Ad
ventist brothers handed me an envelope witb 
four sheets of paper full of questions for Bro. 
Roth to answer, which he did. The next 
night the Adventist came back with five 
sheets of foolscap paper full of questions, so 
Bro. Roth took the next night to reply to 
them, and I never saw anybody get such a 
whipping as those poor people got. The con
gregation (except the Adventist part) was 
well pleased with tbe reply. One man who 
favored the Adventists (in fact, his wife is a 
member) told me that was the best thing he 
ever heard. He said, "That old evangelist is 
a giant." 

Well, the people were well pleased with 
our ministry. They said they were the best 
and smartest preachers that ever came to 
the town. You see it is all man here; they 
don't give God any credit. I don't blame 
them, for a God without body, parts, or pas
sions needs no credit. 

We had a fine hearing here. When Bt·o. 
Evans came to look up a location we we'nt all 
over town and were refused every place that 
would do. It looked very much like Satan 
was going to beat us out. So we went home, 
and Bro. Evans sized up my lawn, and said: 
"There is room for the tent." So we put it 
in my yard, right up against the house on the 
north, and it was a fine place, too. It beats 
going eleven miles to meeting, as I have to 
do. 

The tent is standing it well. They moved 
from here and went about three miles south 
of New London. It was to go to Lowell, 
Iowa, but they could not get a location; but 
since it has beeu put up where it now is, Bro. 
McComas1reports & location at I,owell. Bro, 
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Snively is with the tent. Some of the people 
told me Sunday night that that shotgun 
preacher shot the hardest and best of anyone 
they over heard. Well, the tent has dono a 
grand work here which we could not have 
done without it. Then why argue some that 
tents do no good? As ever, your brothel' in 
the one faith, F. M. McDONALD. 

----~Iii:>---+-----

Oriuinal Poetru. 
THE LAMB OF CALVARY. 

My Savior, 'tis of thee, 
Dear Lamb of Calvary, 

Of thee we sing. 
Thou who for sinners died, 
Who conquered death and pride; 
We in thy word abide, 

Dear Lamb of God. 

My Savior, 'tis of thee, 
Thou Lamb of Cr,lvary, 

Of thee we sing. 
We love thy doctrine, Lord, 
Thy truth, thy precious word; 
0 save us now, dear Lord, 

Thou Lamb of God. 

My Savior, 'tis of thee, 
Who died on Cal vary, 

Of thee we sing. 
Let all tho world awake, 
The hills and valleys quake, 
And praise 't.hy holy name, 

Dear Lamb of God. 

My Savior, 'tis of thee, 
Source of salvation free, 

Of thee we sing. 
0, may this world shine bright 
With gospel, holy light! 
0, save us by tby might! 

0, God our King! 
THOS. HAMILTON. 

Mothers' 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

It takes two for a kiss, 
Only one for a sigh; 

'l'wain by twain we marry, 
One by one we die. 

Joy is a partnership, 
Grief weeps alone; 

:Many guests had Cana, 
Gethsemane had one.-Sel. 

THE SAINT& HERALD. 
look around at the beautiful country." Tho Then came the lesson to be learned. 
words startled me, as I was not thinking of He said, "This sunshine reminds me of tho 
looking for beautiful scenery. My friend Spirit of God. When the light of the Spirit 
said she saw I was missing so many beautiful is thrown upon the lifo, upon our actions, we 
things, and Bho wanted me to see all I could can see our faults and our sins, and they 
of their beautiful country. She called my at- show very plainly. Without the Spirit they 
tention to certain things she thought worthy are not noticed, but they are there, the same 
of notice. as tho dust was in the room, but not noticed." 

I now looked and realized what I had boon Dear readers, shall we not let the blessed 
missing before. It was a beautiful day, light of tho Spirit shine in upon our hearts 
though very warm. There was not a cloud and minds, showing us the defects of our na
to be seen; the sky was one vast expanse of ture, and thus help m to conquer tho evil. 
blue, and all seemed calm and quiet. I looked The Spirit will purify our lives, even as the 
first in one dire'Jtion, and then another, and sunshine purifies the room. 
thought she did not need to call my atton- "The same hand governs in April that 
tion to any special things, as all were beauti- governed in January."· Only a sentence in a 
ful. I had been passing along, not noticing grammar lesson for parsing and analyzing. 
the woods, tho rolling land here and there, To me it was more, it was a sentence full of 
and all covered with grs"in. It was a new beautiful thought. The cold, stormy winds 

I 
road and all strange to mo. I thought how of January, how different from the warm 
often it, is thus in lifo. We pass along with breezes of April, which call the flowers out 

, our eyes open, but not seeing the many won- from their hiding places. 'rhe stormy, blus
derful things around u~; things beautiful, tering days of Janus,ry, when the whole 
too, :J,nd intended by our Maker to make us earth is mantled in white, how different from 
happy. Tbwe are so many lessons we might tho balmy days of April, when the earth is 
learn by having our eyes open, and our minds being carpeted with green, and the flowers 
ready. to appreciate the good and beautiful. are peeping from their hiding places; every- , 

It w~as too late now to see what we passed; thing seeming calm and quiet, except now 
but after this I was quite obsorvan~, and I and then a shower which only aids the earth 
thought how unwise we are. We become so to don her beautiful robes of summer. Still 
abs:)rbed in thinking of tho unhappy, that I it is tho same hand governing all the time, 
we do not notice the blessings, tho gifts that and giving to tho earth what is needed. 
surround us. Our eyes, our minds, our The sentence made me think of a day a few 
hearts do not appreciate the great love and years ago. It was one day in May. Every
care God has for us, and rocog·nize tho worth thing was suffering for the want of rain. 
of what we have. .!!~armors said if rain did not soon come, the 

'rhere are so many beautiful and good oats would amount to nothing. The corn 
things, that as I heard one say lately, "we was up, and much of it would not grow if we 
ought not to look at the bad, or that which is did not have rain before long. One day tho 
not beautiful, nor think about the sad and hearts of all were made glad by the long 
unhappy things." How often though we wished for rain being sent. By the way tho 
look for a thorn evet•y time we find a rose. rain poured down it would seem that tho 
Better 'twould be to look for a rose every clouds bad been gathering and storing up 
time we find a thorn. Since that day have I rain for some time, and wore now g·iving tho 
often thought of those words, "Lift up your thirsty earth an oversupply of drink. Nor 
eyes;" and when feeling sad and discouraged will I soon forget the day. I was in the 
t.heso words have helped mo. schoolroom, :wd it seems as if one gets the 

It was a bright, sunshiny morning, just the full benefit of a storm there. The children 
kind of a day that makes one feel happy, and seemed frightened as tho rain did not come 
makes people rejoice and p1•aise the Giver of quietly; but the wind fairly shook the build
all good gifts. I had just finished sweeping ing·, and tho roar of the thunder, and tho 
a room, and tho sun was shining in through flash of the lightning, was terrible. For 
the windows of another room into the one their sake I endeavored to be calm, and we 
where I had been sweeping. We wore busy all tried to keep at work, as work is a remedy 
doing the housework, as we were to have for a great many troubles. At last, however, 
preaching service that morning, and wanted I had to dismiss all thoughts of hearing 
the work done early. Just as I had finished classes, as with the raging of tho elements 
sweeping, Elder -- stopped into the room out of dom·s nothing else could be heard. 
and spoke about it being such a pleasant The storm lasted not only that day, but 
morning; but said he, two more; though its fury was decreased. 

STR.A.Y SUNBEAMS. "Why do you let the sunshine come into The last two days it was only a quiet rain; 
While riding along through a beautiful the room in this way." and at last the sun shone bright again, and 

country I was not noticing tho beauties on At first I was a l_ittle surprised; but soon we were all happy. Often during that term 
every hand, but was looking at the ground, thought his object was to g·ain some lesson of school did we stand at the door and notice 
which was nothing· but dust. It was a loyoly from this, so I replied, "That is just what I tho field across tho road. Before tho storm 
day in August, very warm, and everything want. I li.ke to have the sunshine como it was thought that there would be no corn to 
sadly in need of ra,in. I had always been able streaming into tho room." amount to anything in that field. After 
to gain help and comfori; by noticing the "Yes," was the reply, "but see how it this, how it did grow; and as the children 
beauties of Nature; but at this time, while shows tbo dust. Where tho sun does not used to say, "We can almost see it growing." 
not having my eyes closed, still they did not I shine, the dust ca.nnot be seen so plainly. The rain had done its work, not only with 
see. I was feeling sad, and was busy think- See how plain it shows where the sun shines; that field, but with others as well. Yet 
~ng. I was arous;,d from rny r~v?rie by hear-,1 and in other. places you ~on_'t notice it." what a storm it had been to accomplish the 
mg these words, As we are r1dmg along, I "Yes," sa1d I, "but 1t 1s there just the work; and all tho time God was ruling. 

;you to lift your o;yes now and then1 :;~,nd sames evel:l H ~t doe8 uot l'JQQW so plain." Thus1 ~ !t is in our lives. Re rulei<i 
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during the sorrows as well as the joys of life; 
and when the storm seems hardest, and 
everything seems at war with each other, 
then it is still a loving Father's hand direct
ing. The result may be, if we but patiently 
submit and bear the storm, a life better pre
pared to do good, , and better prepared to 
gladden the hearts of those around, by pos
sessing a patience born of suffering, and a 
purity of heart and nobleness of character 
that is the result of storm and not of sun-
shine. NETTIE I. HEAVENER. 

Sunday School DBpartmBn1. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

(Send communications for this department to the Editor 
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 

to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

WHILE the general superintendent was 
operating with the Sunday school workers at 
Oklahoma reunion, and the first assistant 
superintendent, Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, was at 
Clinton, Missouri, district reunion at ONine 
Wonders park, pushing the interests of the 
Sunday school and Religio work, our ever 
live and energetic general secretary, Bro. W. 
N. Robinson, was at the St. Louis, Missouri, 
reunion, to make stronger the strong, to en
courage the weak, and to inspire the indiffer
ent with a new zeal for work in the Sabbath 
school cause. We asked him for a "few 
items," that we might the better understand 
what was done at the reunion last refer!'ed 
to. We take the following from a letter of 
August 22, which we think will be read with 
interest by all:-

"! have your request to send. a few items 
for information regarding the St. Louis re
union. Without going too much into detail, 
the following is about what we found. The 
St. Louis district reunion was held in a grove 
about two miles from the limits, in the 
northwestern part of the city, called Nor
mandie grove, the camp being situated upon 
high and dry ground, with sufficient shade to 
make the surroundings very pleasant. On 
account of the nm.uber of young people en
gaged in mercantile puruits in the city, it 
was thought best to have no afternoon meet
ings whatever. But on Friday, Bro. W. N. 
Robinson, general secretary, arrived, and at 
the morning service a meeting was called for 
all who could attend that afternoon to discuss 
the Sunday scbool work. A fair-sized audi
ence was present to discuss the needs of the 
Sunday school workers after the institute 
plan of discusli!ion, and a goodly interest was 
aroused. Especial attention was devoted to 
the duties of the Sunday school officers and 
the need for cooperation of teachers, it being 
decided that without cowork in all depart
ments, a school would not be a complete 
success. 

"The subject of the teachers' meetings was 
discussed, and it was decided that teachers' 
meetings, of a necessity, should be held in 
the Sunday school: First, for the better ac
quaintance of the lesson; Second, for the in
terchange of thought regarding disputed 
points of 11. lesson; Third, to enable puvns 
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throughout the school to be taught uniformly; 
Fourth, to enable the superintendent to re
view the school intelligently; Fifth, to bet
ter fit the teachers with methods to handle 
different cases arising while the teacher is in 
charge of class; Sixth, to enable the officers, 
who should be present to share the responsi
bility with the teachers in conducting 
classes. 

"Although the 'time allotted for the meet
ing had been reached, it was unanimously 
decided to continue the discussion of these 
important subjects for thirty minutes over 
time. 

"Saturday was the day set apart for joint 
meetings of the Religio and Sunday school. 
At nine o'clock a joint prayer service was 
had, in charge of Ern. J. C. Hitchcock of 
Religio and W. N. Robinson of the Sunday 
school. A goodly portion of God's Holy 
Spirit was manifest. After this service the 
balance of the morning session was devoted 
to Sunday school work, one of the features 
being a very interesting paper by Sr. Bur
gess on the relationship of the home to the 
Sunday school, the especial plea being made 
that more visiting be done among the homes 
by teachers and officers, that a more thorough 
acquaintance with the conditions of the 
pupils and their environments be had. 'The 
aim of the institute' was a topic for discus
sion, in charge of W. N. Robinson. This 
was shown by a practical illustration of in
stitute work, the duties of the district offi
cers, and especially that of the district 
librarian in conjunction with the local school 
librarian as outlined in the constitution, be
ing dwelt upon. In the discussion it was 
strongly urged that the local librarians take 
more advanced interest in their work along 
the line of, First, know what books are in 
the library. Second, suggesting to pupils 
what books to read. Third, securing the 
interest of those who are not readers in read
ing some of the useful books of the library. 

"The afternoon session was devoted to Re
ligio work, which no doubt will be r(3ported. 

"In the evening of the 'special day' a very 
interesting program was rendered, and that 
part especially relating to Sunday school 
work being an intellectual treat in the way 
of a paper by Bro. Samuel Burgess on 
'library work,' and an excellent paper on 
'district work' by Bro. J. J. Billinsky, dis· 
trict superintendent. 

"Sunday morning at eight o'clock an inter
esting session of the Sunday school was held, 
being superintended by Bro. J. J. Billinsky, 
all the little ones and teachers who were at 
the camp being in attendance. 

"Good work is being done by Sr. Hitch
cock, Ern. Randall, Dawson, and a number of 
others of the faithful ones, besides those 
mentioned above and the desire of the differ
ent schools in the district seems to be to 
'Come up higher.'" 

A man who holds his head high may stum
ble, but he never crawls.-Saturday Eveninq 
Post. 

If we get a slice of China, our ethnological 
collection will be the most complete in the 
wor1Q,.-8at%rday Even~nli! I:ost,. 

---- ·~~ ·------ ·-·~~--·---· 
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ConfBrBnBB Mintl1Bs. 
OKLAHOMA. 

Conference was held August 7, at Frakes' 
grove, Kingfisher county; R. M. Maloney, 
district president, in the chair; S. S. Smith, 
clerk. All visiting elders and Saints were 
invited to participate in conference delibera
tions. Elders reporting: R. M. Maloney, H. 
0. Smith (missionary in charge), R. W. 
Davis, D. S. Crawley, W. P. Pickering, H. 
C. Hughes, F. M. Mauzey, S. J. Hinkle, W. 
R. Smith, W. S. Macrae, H. Case, T. J. 
Smith, W. M. Aylor, W. H. Smart; Priests 
w. H. Rhoads, H. K. Rowland, S. S. Smith, 
H. Bivens; Teachers T. Cochran, L. W. 
Pate; Deacons C. E. Williams and J. M. 
Volgamore. Monument committee reported 
through R. W. Davis. Committee discharged 
and money on hand turned over to Sr. S. J. 
Hinkle, she being chosen as custodian of 
monument funds. Boarding house commit
tee reported through G. M. Hiles, showing 
that the project was a decided success. 
Branch reports: Oak Grove, present num
ber 26, gain 6. Canadian Center 48, gain 5; 
1 death. Oklahoma, no report. The presi
dent and clerk of Still water branch were au
thorized to grant letters of removal to all 
members of said branch desiring them. 
Bishop's a!l"ent's report was audited and re
ported correct. Adjourned to meet at 
Canadian Center branch, November 30. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
Conference convened at Silver Lake, Au

gust 11 and 12, during Massachusetts district 
reunion. The presidency of the reunion were 
chosen to preside: W. H. Kelley, Richard 
Bullard, G. H. Hilliard, F. G. Pitt, and M. 
H. Bond, and the other reunion officers; sec
retaries accepted were appointed to act;. W. 
A. Sinclair associate clerk. Missionaries re
porting: Bishop Bullard, M. H. Bond, G. H. 
Gates, G. H. Smith, N. R. Nickerson, and 
Teacher John Marchington. Branches re
porting: Providence 226; Boston 178; Fall 
River 122: Plain ville 102; Dennisport 60; 
Cranston 37; North Plymouth 35; Brockton 23; 
New Bedford 21; Little Compton 14. Bishop 
Bullard reported receipts and expenditures 
since January 1, last. Report referred back 
to be completed. Bishop Bullard tendered 
his resignation as district president. Re
quest granted, and retiring president give~ a 
rising vote of thanks. The vacancy to be 
filled by selection of missionary in charge. 
Recommendations from Cranston, Boston, 
and Providence: Delmont Smith, teacher; 
E. L. Traver, deacon; J. T. MacKi:nnon, 
teacher; Mills B Cottrell, teacher, respec
tively. One baptized during conference. Ad
journed to meet at Providence, Rhode Island, 
the last Saturday in February next. 

POTTA W ATTAMIE. 
Conference was held August 25, in Hazel 

Dell, Iowa; was called to order by the presi
dent, D. R. Cbambers; J. C. Jensen secre
tary. All the branches in the district were 
represented, and reported. Boomer 36 mem
bers; gain 6. Council Bluffs 259; no change. 
Crescent 176; gain 13; ordained 1 priest, 1 
teachf'r. Fontanelle 42; gain 2; ordained 1 
priest. Hazel Dell 65; gain 1. North Star 
110; gain 7. Wheeler 79; loss 1. Net gain 
by baptism and letters from abroad 26. Re
ports were read from C. A. Beebe, C. G. Mc
Intosh, J. P. Carlile, H. Kemp. D R Cham
bers baptized 21, I. M. Smith, H. N. Hansen, 
R. McKenzie, J. S. Strain, C. Christensen, 
W. S. Gladwin, Alex. Liles, M. W. Culbert
son, D. Pari~h, S. But.le1·, W. McKeown; 
Priests S. C. Foote, T. Pilling, John Lentz, 
C. C. Larson, P. M. Hansen, L. G. Wood, 
Thomas Scott, S. J. Roberts, Samuel H:wd
in§?1 J, B;, ijaker1 f. R,a,smuesen1 M. F. El~· 
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PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of District:-

At your late district conference the appoint-
ment of a for the district was re .. 
ferred to missionary in for the 
reason that the conference was ·not 
sion of a sufficient knowledge 3,s to 

remainder of the term. AJI who mav 

SAJNTS' HERALD. 

Conference of Northern Nebraska district 
will meet with the Saints at Blair, Septem
ber 28, at 7: 30. We desire to have a good 
attendance, as business of import:J;nce is to 
come before and espPcially do we 
want, all members of the priest-
hood in district. 

F. A. SMI'l.'H. Pres. 
-JAMES HUFF, Sec. 

REDUCED RATES TO REUNION. 

available for the position, and relleved from 
secular duties so aB to serve. After making 
due inquiry, Bro. F. 0. Coombs was chosen, I 
and received the appointment to act for the 

wish to consult may do so addressing .

1 

the assista.nce of Bro. George N. Derry, 
him at his home office, Massa- .Iowa. we have been enabled to 
ehusetts. Bro. Coombs can give his time to, secure rates of one and one third 
the work on afternoons and Sundays l on t.he certificate over the lines 
until Pxpecte to be more of Western Passenger to 
at liberty. will be those s.tt<·mding the annual l'Punion at Dow 
agreeable to all and he prove to from 28 to October 7. 

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
Two days' meetings will be held at the fol

lowing plaees: Joyfield, Benzie county, 
Michigan, September 22 and 23, and Freesoil, 
Mason county, Michigan, September 29 and 
30. Those coming to Joyfield, by train, take 
Toledo and Ann Arbor railroad to Beulah, 
where train will be met Friday evening and 
Saturday morDing. Take P. a.nd M. railroad 
to Freesoil. We hope Ern. Cornish, Berve, 
and all others of the ministry who conven
iently can will attend. 

J. A. GRAN'l', Pres. 

A two days' meeting will be held at Mil
lersburg, Illinois, September 15 and 16. 
Come all who can !J,nd have a good time, and 
hear the g·ospel. Hope to see the Saints in 
the district turn out well. 

J. ·w. ADAMS, Pres. 

NOTICES. 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSEL 

The new catalogue will be ready for de-
livery by September 1, and all doing 
business with the Publishing are re-
quested to note carefully the changes in 
prices s"nd otherwise, all books will be sold 
by and orders will 
find what of the but order 
from the office by number only. done to 
lessAn mistakes if possible, and to make it 
easier for those who do business with the 
office. 

'l'he Herald Publishing Department will 
be rAnr<'>R~In at the Stewartsville, Mo., and 
Dow Iowa, reunions an authorized 

will have for saie. and 
give his personal attention to the· busi

ness of this department. 
JOHN SMITH, 

Manager. 

be a profitable and reunion should come , 
WM. H. as we at least one hundred I Don't be stuck up. 

by the third day of the session, creep under. 
If you can't climb over, 
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Saints' 
(Established 1860.) 

""'"'"'n'" Every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

~ultlsCJriul;ton price, $L50 per year. 
will be discontinued when six months 

unless terms are made with the Publish-

traveling ministry, distr:ct , and branch 
FllSW.em;s, and J3isbop's agents are requested to 

make sales of church publica
publishing department. 

communications fo:r publication to 

--

·'il'or catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, . 

LAMONI, DEOA'l'UR Co., IOWA. 

.GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Publisbed the General 
Sunday School i'cssoci.ation. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued quar
terly. 

73. Senior Grade, per quarter . . . 08 
Per year, in advance......... 25 

74. Intermediate Grade, per quar-
ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 
Per year..................... 15 

75. Primary Grade, per quarter.. 05 
Per year.................... 15 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen., . 2 50 
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK. 

77. Limp, 15c. each, per dozen ... 1 50 
The office will procure for its patrons 

any ')ook that is obtainable. 

:SAINTS' HARMO~Y. Music only. 
107. Cloth, leatlH·r backs ......... 1 00 

?fHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church. and E:irt

'land Temple Suit;' per dozen 
3c.; 100 ............. :....... 15 

5. Questions and i'u'lswers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
ministm·, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 · 

'l. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10· 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe-
. stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozdl 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

15. How to Enter the E:ingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100 ... ,-. .. . . .. .. 60 

l'l. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen lOc.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle .. 
ship and Under the Apostasy; . 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 1 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. ... .. .. . . .. .. .. 20 

22. Faitb and Repentance; per 
dozen lOe.; 100.. . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 60 
24. The E:ingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per-dozen 20c., 100 .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
30. The Pactions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15e.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

31. What is 'rruth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

= 
34. The Church or I\:ingdom of 

God; What is It? Whence 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the Hebcllion; 
100......................... 10 

40. What We Believe; per dozen 
10c.; 100 .................... 100 

41. 'l'he and of 
Faith; per dozen 3e. ; 100 . . . . 20 

42. Re:jection of 1he Churc:b; per 
dozen 10c. 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery each f>c.; 
per doz•n.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50 

44. Crooked per dozen Hie.; 
100 ...... ' .................. 1 00 

4G. 'l'hc Pure 
dozen ik. ; 20 

48. or per 
15c. ; J 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 00 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Ltirdom; per dozen 
10c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each. . . . . . . . . . . 15 
51. The Repentance; each....... 05 
52. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each........................ 06 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each.. 02 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
55. The Truth; each.. . . . . . . . . . . . 05 

Any number-of tracts bound to order. 
Prices on application . 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. 
Elder 1\1. H. Bond. 

134. Paper ..............•....... 
135. Cloth ............•.••.••.... 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper ..............••.••... 
137. Cloth ...............••••••.. 

AFTERGLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ....•...•.• • .. · · · · · · 

MANUSCRIPT :B'OU.ND. 'l'hls 1s 
tbe notorious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer· 
tified copy of the origil;al now 
in Oberlin College, Oh10. 

139. Paper .............. •••••• •• 
WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 

Lambert. 
140. Cloth ..••••••.•••••• ••• • • •• • 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 

:::5 
50 

30 
50 

10 

141. Cloth .................. ••, •• !5 
174. Flexible .................... 1 oO 

J nJ EOTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVEN ANTS, AN· 
SWERED AND REFUTED. 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. •• • . 25 
143. Cloth....................... 40 

KiNG JAJ\H~S 'l'RANSLATION OF 
THE BIBI~E. Self pronounc
ing, with footnotes and full 
index a.nd references. 

179. J3'lexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun-
day school teachers' Bible, 
flexible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . . . 80 
157. Cloth, without references.. . . 30 
158. Cloth, without references.. . . 50 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMO I. 
Jl:neorporated under the laws oi" the State oi" Iowa, Jul.y l, 1§9§. 

Total assets JaJIUUiry 1, 1900, $133,03~.34; April 1, 1900, ®l6~,7§li..O':!'. 

'We pay Interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the cor:respondence and deposiLs of all Herald readers. All 
~~~tters of inqniry will be promptly and carefnlly answered. Direct all letters to 

iW. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, 

•OCKHOLDEiUih-1\l.rs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hillillrd, A. K. Anderson, Lncy L. :Resseguie, Oillllili 
Anderson. Wm. Anders(/n, Frank·Crlley, Allee P. DoC4!E, :IliA D. Whitehead, G. w. Blair, W. A.. Bopkb>®. 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him,. 
. KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your antis 
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes o:f Quit-to-back sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. Yon run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. , -. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, IH. 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD Ol'<'FIC!<J, Lamoni., Iowa, or 
A. Ht1L.WS, 205J,i Polk Street, 

~an Francisco, California. 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. 

Ample responsibility. Fl ve per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and town pt•operty for saie. 

HOMESEEKERS' 
SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missouri~ 
September 17 to Octobec 20. One fll,re and: 
third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep~ 
tember 16, 18, 20, 25, 27, and October 2, 4, 9> 
11, 16, and 18. Returning good five days. 
from date of sale. 

Corn Carnival, Atchison, Kansas, Septem· 
ber 20, 1900. One fare for the round trip. 
Dates of sale September 19 and 20. Good: 
returning September 21. 

St. Louis Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 
l to 6, 1900. Selling dates September 30 to 
October 5. Good returning October 8.l_.One 
fare for the round trip. 

Fall Festivities, Kansas City, .Missouri. 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep
tembel' 29 to October 6. Good returning Oc
tober 8. One fare fnr the round trip. 

Sunday School Supplies. 
i SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

I 
56. Paper ...................... . 
57. Cloth, limp, double size .... , 

58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen.,, 50 
·~ TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 

---~-----------! REPORTS, 
& 

North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Des 
Moines 6: 05 p. m. 

South-Leave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arri·ve 
at Leon 11:45 a. m. 

Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 
B. & Q. at Leon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. \Vritten and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invnluable as a correct 
historical as a means of 

and as a de-
old and - j_ 

the 

tant documents connected with 
and internal 

and 

gilt edges ....•.••••. 

50 
00 

2 50 
3 00 

o A NIRH HYMN BOOK s~Ime- 59. Blank statistical for Sunday 
"' schools to district associa-

bog 'ril Kirke-og Husandaat tions; per dozen .. , .........• 
U?givet og Forlagt af d~n 60. For districts to General Asso· 
G]enarganisersde Jesu Christi 
K 

ciation; per dozen .....•...• , 
irke af sidste Dages Hellige. 

149. Cloth, leather backs.. . . . . • • . 75 ·~· THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
""""'=""""""""'------------~ A book for children. 61. Cloth ...••.•• , ••••••• , , , • , .• 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It is a complete ans'.JVer to and refu
t.ation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows lVir. Roberts closely 
r~nd points out his false st~,tements, misrepr~
sentations, historical illogical 
arguments, aud unt?Jnable interpeets)tions; 
while answering Mr. Penrose .directly [~;nd 
incid,en tally. 

I ENVELOPES. I 62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 
· CARDS AND TICKETS. 

BJoberts9 
have operated. This 

dcosi;~G the truth 
i LflUence of their 

r.cake a book of about 160 
will be sold 2-t the lov, oat, 

63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50 .. 
64. Small, ten kindE'; 100 ...• , • , , 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100 ................ , • , • , 
66. Per .... · ...... , .. , •.. ; • 1 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK

THE 

ETS. 
Per 100 ............•••. , . , • , 
Per 

SONGS. 
Each . ~ .. ~ \} . " ..... ~ ~ .. ., ; ., ~~ ~ a .. :~ ~ o 

Per dozen o .. ~ 'J 'ill~ ~~" ,. .., , ~ o <~ ,; 1'l ._. :~ \ll 

in arrears. 
Il'TS'I'RlTC'rOl~. 
dim1:1 of faith 
trines of the church 
G. T. Griffiths. 

1 

10 

are more J.ntereste,d ln of the 
work than in ~he prcfit derived from itB 2ale. 

126. 
127. 
128. 

Cloth .......... o • • • • • • • • • • • • 75 

Bound in neat paper covars, 35 cents each. 
Leather.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Flexible .......... o.......... 50 
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION 

and a, 
has been has 

and almost revolu- wha,t considers is 
in the external de- link. Professor Clement's 

church administration and have been made 
Some of these are recalled in ten mound builder mounds near Old. 

to our attention Rev. Dr. J. H. Chickasaw Chickasaw 
Ecob, in (August). frorn be has 
He writes:- than fourteen 

•·Consider the single item of church tons of a race whose skulls were al· 
music. the distance of a movement in most fiat on the crown and whose 
diameter lies the church church has adv~:mced from forearms very in 
music of the and the end of mental idea of God to the with The mounds 
the the dismal From to Father is a the west side of the 
hymns, to more dismal1 astronomical, and Little Cedar about one mile 

and the fugues, as dull I has to meas- and a half below the town, at the bar-
and involved as an medicine- divine is der of a terrace twenty to feet 
dance. Our fathers did not rise up on like the Spirit, above the flood at its base. The 
a certain day and say, ·Henceforth we upon the chaos of human society. important discovery was made by 
are done with them!' But as the musi- Under its mighty influence a new Webster himself. About,360 yards to 
cal cultivation of the people advanced, world is gathering its forces and sbap- the southeas'G of the mounds is a, 
church music perforce shared in the ing its forms. Not only do men now spring. The mounds are from two to 
general movement. It is sadly true see that the church is a true home, five feet apart, they are circular, 
that bigotry bas succeeded in holding but that the world itself is simply a round-topped and measure from 
the church pretty steadily to the rear household of the children of God. twenty-two to fifty·one feet in diame
of the advancing column, but no in- Everything human must be vitalized ter and from one and three-fourths to 
stitution can live wholly outside its by the Spirit and cast in the mold of I five feet in height. 
own generation. The bigotry which the common family life." The first mound opened measured 
has piously shut the best music out of The Sunday school, the numerous twenty-two feet in diameter and about 
the church is a survival of that asceti- young people's associations, and the one foot in height. A few inches 
cism w bich nipped, like a killing settlements are a further extension of above the original surface was a thick 
frost, everything vernal in the re- the idea of the divine Fatherhood and bed of charcoal and a large thoroughly 
ligious life. But as the rigors of his nearness to the human family, burned oaken log eight, feet long and 
bigotry have softened in the growing says the writer. They can no longer I twelve inches thick. There were no 
warmth of general enlightenment,and be called "outside agencies," and soon skeletons i.n the first mound, but the 
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THE SAINTS' 

·:Eecond yielded a find which exc1'tG.d d t d 1 d ~' a ranee an not actua_ eath Ever." Northern man who trave1's ;11 
seven the staid, scientist, who has been t'1e p b b'l't f 't 1 · ' 

1 

• - ~~ ro a u y o .. 1 s 1appemng is so the South and Southern man 
inured to stranee and valuable finds sl1'gn· t t' · t d b d' b ~ na one nee not e 1stur ed who travels in the can bea,r 
all his life. The mound had been b th • f · t l Y e rear o- 1 s to .1imself witness to the influence of rail-

" ~ • · "' ' lS nen s. ways in two sections 1'nto graded almost level 11ear.s a£:o the 0" on"' of h' f · d 
:husbandman, the site of the mounds It b d being on the farm of R. H. Gordon. - may e prevente the closer All has fact of death verified by some the shown that civiliz_ ation follows l1'nes 
1I'hese mounds and the scientific find r l'abl -" d h Th .e 1 e 01 eat·. "ese are for of communics,tion. The ma-.gnifi".·.ent 
.made by Professor Webster are sure tb t b d h f '"' -' ,e mos ase on t e ,act of the Roman r.oads, all narts of 
to attract archmolo£"ists from all over ce~·ati'o ·f b 'h · l t' d ' = · :::.:,; , · no o~ mrcn a wn an res- t. he emp1re, were civil1'zi.ng 
the countr.r. Professor Webster is h l'f ' , " w en ,1 e waves tae mfluences of •- 0 quote 
devoting his life to scientific researc'11 h · t -" · '" - w ereas m ranee or Lam -for the than 
and has headquarters in this city.- feeble but not wholly any- I can an de-
1owa State Ca1~ita.l. thA hea"'t co t'n e ~ b t t d ., · n 1 u s uo ea a livere by Justice Byron of the 
~ even ·~hough it does not send a pulse· Supreme Court of .Wisconsin in 1870 

;::t3URIALS ALIVE AND HOW TO PRE- wave along th_e arteries! ausc~ltation on the of railroads. He sa,id:-
VENT THEM. of ~he hear~ wi_ll ... detect 1ts feeole ''They are the most marvelous in-

BY ~~BERT H. BABC?CK, M. D. satH?1~S, b_,Y fam~ sounds vention of ~odern times. have 
'l'he aa1ly press occasiOnally prints fan;tLl.a~ "0 . _ If a . done more to and 

accounts of persons ha,ving I strmg oe tled around resources, to 
buried alive. Such are the fing~~· of a corpse . of the reward the and 

?ased on the discovery when ~nger WI:l not ?ha~~,e m '· while general C?mfort and 
coffin 1s opened of the having I m tb~ ca:::.e of s1mu1aped dea"h. ex- country tnau 

turned over and of signs of hair t~emJty ?eyo~d _the hgat~re Wlll grow 1 all other mere causes com-
having been torn out and the clothino- lmther of a readlsh _or blmsh hue. I bined. There is not a man 

supposedly in the agony of th~ A .far more certam is obtained I woman, nor . whose interest o~ 
person having awakened to conscious- an comfort has not been in some ,,,..,~,,~ 
ness and found himself pent up in his ·e~ye: So soon as dea,th causes- subserved by them. They bring to 
narrow quarters. Such accounts lead t_he ces::;atJO~ of the blood-flow to t?e our doors the productions of the 
'?a~urally _to the query whether or not I ~~e _the retma b~;omes p~l~ an~ Its earth. They enable us to anticipate 
1t 1s poss1ble and of ~requen"G occur· ~v;tral n a~tery di~appears, m SI~ilU· and prot~act t.he seasons. 'I'hey en
l'ence for people to be mterred during ia"e~ doach, on th~ . the ret- able the mhab1tants of each clime to 

.. -~trance. -~a IS seen to retam I~~ ro~;r: hue and enjoy the pleasures and luxuries o:fl 
That such things are possible no tne bloo~ vessels are. Eml_l Vls.lbl.e. To all. They scatter the productions of 

cone will deny; that take place 1 det~ct Signs of resplratw~ 1t. IS cus- the pr~ss and of literature broadcast 
frequently can be safely As tomary ~0. hold a fea~her m front of througn the country with amazing 
;recently as 1883, and it may be even the ,noEanls or a mirror before the rapidity. There is scarcely a want, 
cnow, travelers in Bavaria, notably in mouv~. If the pers~m bre!l'thes, how· wish, or aspiration of the human heart 

. Munich, used to be shown in the ever lightly, the feather Will be gently which they do not in some measure 
·,cemeteries certain buildings in which w~ved or the ~surface 0~ the U:irror help to gratify. They promote the 
the dead were exposed to public view Wlll become sLghtly m01st.-Tr7bune. pler.sures of social life and of friend-
for several days before burial. Each ~ sbip; they bring the skilled physician 
body lay on a table and had connected CIVILiZING INFLUENCE OF RAIL- swiftly from a distance to attend the 
·with one of its fingers a wire which ROADS. sick and the wounded, and enable the 
,]ed to an adjoining room and there BY GEORGE R. PECK. absent friend to be present at the bed-
was fastened to a bell in such a man- It cannot be doubted that railroads side of the dying. They have more 
'ner that if the dead person proved to are the most important, or at least one than realized the fabulous conception 

.. be in a trance and not really lifeless, of the most important civilizing influ- of the Eastern imagination, which 
• :he would on awakening move his hand ences in modern life. This is true in pictured the genii as transporting in
.. :and ring the bell. This would be the United States perhaps more than habited palaces through the air. They 
·beard by the janitor, who would at in any other part of the world, al- take a train of inhabited palaces from 
'once hasten to the assistance of the though everywhere the railway is a the Atlantic coast and with marvelous 
:reviving individual. The custom of potent force in the advancement of in· swiftness deposit it on the shores that 
.so exposing the dead was said to have telligence and civilization. Our great are washed by the Pacific sea. In 

·.been instituted some centuries ago in transcontinental roads have opened war they transport the armies and 
·•consequence of the discovery of some vast areas of country to settlement, supplies of the government with the 
·one having been actually buried while and regions which forty years ago greatest celerity, and carry forward, 

.·.alive when supposedly dead. Never- were inhabited only by the Indian and as ~t were, on the wings of the wind, 
:theless, although such extraordinary the buffalo are now the homes of in- relief and comfort to those who are 

, _precautions were observed, no in- dustrious, prosperous, and educated stretched bleeding and wounded on 
• ~tance of the revival of a supposed people. Towns in the interior of the the fi~ld of battle:" 
, .,corpse had been recorded in Bavaria continent are placed in easy communi- Th1s language IS perfectly true, and 

:since the previous century. This il- cation with both oceans. The wants it can be said without exaggeration 
ll.ustrates how infinitely rare must be and necessities of the people are sup- that it sums up the whole question of 
.instances of interment before death. plied, newspapers, magazines, and the civilizing influence of railroads. 
Again, it has been argued by non- books are brought daily to their doors, -Chicago Tribune. 
believers in the possibility of such and, in short, all the appliances of ~ 
occurrences that the evidences of a civilization are placed within the TO THE DEAF. 
:struggle in the coffin are in a reality reach of every family in the land. A . h 1 d d f b d f n·nd 

1 
· d' t' f th b d h · M h . riC a y. cure o >er ea ness .,u ,~on y m wa Ions o e o y avmg uc has been sa1d recently, and noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi· 

!been mov~~ by the action of gases of particularly within the last two years, cial Ear Drnms, gave $!~,000 to his Institute, 
decompos1t10n formed after the coffin of the reconciliation and good under- 1 so that deaf people unabte to procure the Ear 
has been laid in the ground. Grant-j standing between people North and Drums, may ~ave them fr~e. Addres.s No. 
1ng, however, the possibility of burials ~- South. -'- ! ~~:n~e:r'~::v~r~~on Institute, 

780 ~~~~th 
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e 
JOSE:F~H SIVliTII 
FnEn'K Iv.1ADISON SMrr:rr .. AssrsTAN'l' EIH'l'OH. 

JOSBP~ LUFF } ~ 
D. vv. WIGHT COlmEsPoNvrxG EnrTons. 

LAMONI, Sr~PT. 

THE ASSiSTANT EDiTOR 
IN DES MOl ES. 

1900. 

WIFE 

Week before last the assistant edi-
tor and wife had the of 

a, few in Moines. 
were domiciled while 'uhere at the 

home of Sr. 
whither we were 
W. Johnson. Thanks to Allen 
and Bro. we were well cared 

as he stood near us ;w.d 
future "'""'.o··~">u·,, 

we d.o. 
tbem to knmv his 

has left on 
which the 

may know his 
leet. The closeness of the 

the <Htist of the ma,n 
us us to look with :.:JJdded inter
est, at 'the other f:ctces we had not seen 
in life. Iowa's was :reflected 
from the 
in thm:r 

for. the excellent 
Two places we visited we be- of notable men 

lieve, be of sufficient interest to the I zeal had col-
Saints to in the HERALD. lected and displa,yed, it was with pe-
One is the culiar of pleasure that we 
the other the State saw among one that has been 

The Historical familiar to us from early childhood. 
visited first. The It was a good of an oil 
north and west from the and which hung in sitting room at 
has been finished i home, looking silently upon all our 
we made our way to the I circle gatherings. It saw ns 
of the curator and Mr. C. at a happy, peaceful gathering. 
S. Aldrich. We had often read of' Then the quiet face seemed to 
him, and had some with smile the pranks of boisterous, 
him, but never met so we and girls as they 
were somewhat curious to know if the and out the family 
real Mr. Aldrich would to childish fun while 
the ideal we had of assiduously toiled 
his writings, etc. As to his work. It has looked 
appearance our ideal was its silen'G soul was 
the intellectual or mental line It has 

the We fonnd 
1 

seen some of those boys and 
a I cold and the chill 

rying, no 
or portrait 
lected oil 
of Iowa, from the down 
date. Other characters 

a coffm. has seen the stricken 
seemed 

1 
round bier of that 

~ 1 
• 3, mother whose un-

ber family and others 
and suffering to her 

Death to her was rest, 
· sweet rest, and · took her from 

of her to 
were on the o'Gher 

It was with 
that we saw among 

other notable men the ~r.~+~n·i 
Joseph 

It was placed at the dis· 
of the Historical department by 

by invitation 
the work of 

of Independence, 
which has been in 

the history of Iowa were also for many 
very sented in oil colors. The 

pleasant face looked out from a 1 n1 us as a 

and has proven him
man who is willing to let 

everyone his own side. He 
was most considerate in his conduct 
towards us in our visit to his depart

and we shall remember him 

the Historical building and 
its courteous curator, we wended our 
vvay towards that magnificent struc
ture, the Iowa St;ate building, in which 
is housed the SJ;ate library. 

We introduced ourselves to the 
Mr. Johnson Brigham, and 

we met with kind and courteous 
treatment at the hands or one who 

us with his generous and 
thought. TNe conversed pleas

antly with him as he showed us 
through the book rooms of the mag
nificent library, about books of the 
day and of past times. We found him 
to be a connoisseur of books, and as we 
have a great love for books, we lis
tened to him with satisfaction as he 
told us of those on the shelves. It 
was a pleas:~nt hour that we spent 
with him, and were sorry that time 
would not us to linger longer 

the 'lights of other days." 
is probably known to 

of readers of the HERALD 
as founder of the JJfidland llfonthly, 
a magazine which was published in 
Des Moines for a few years. While 
he was its editor and proprietor there 
appeared in it a fairly a,ccurate article 
descriptive of Lamoni and the Latter 

Saints. Afterwards he extended 
Smith the privilege of 

some errors that occurred 
a privilege which was 

leaving the library we left the 
capitol, for the time we had allowed 
ourselves was gone, and regretfully 
did we go, for t,here was much to in
terest and instruct. 

GROWTH OF THE REUNION iDEA. 

In the days of the church it 
was the custom to hold semiannual 

one in the spring and the 
other in the After some time the 
fall conferences were discontinued 
and only annual conferences were 
held. This has now been the custom 
for many years. 

The discontinuance of the fall con
ferences was what gave rise to the 
idea of reunions with us. The S&,ints I missed the fall gatherings, and in at-

frame on the and we could I 
I 

1 

to substitute SOU)-ething that 
he . the of the I . i ,_ 
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opportunity to assemble in 
bers for meetings, 
and social, the plan 
"reunion" was hit upon, and Wt~ 
had reunions ever since. 
years only the one ' 
held, and it was 
tral and western Iowa. 
place of the fall 

So have been 
these reunions of 
the idea 
the members of the and 
there are reunions and reunions. And 
while there are so many, 
some of them that 
the so -called 
Iowa. 

We think thesE! 
lific of good 
lieve that the 
reunions is better tha,n 
one big one. The Saints 
tered that it is almost 
hold anything like a 
for there would be 
be totally unable to 
demands requisite to 
These very ones a:re often 
who receive the most 
unions and like 
holding of district reunions 
them to gratify the 
with many Saints. 

Hence we are glad to note the num
ber of successful reunions that a.re 
ing held this We trust, how-
ever, that the in their ze3J to 
make the best of will not 
overdo, and take to 
that the interest will die 
underfeed the people on 
than to overfeed. 

AN EXAMPLE OF CARELESSNESS. 

The business does not 
mind being put to some exl)ra 
but the clerks in that 
ject seriously to being 
an item of business like 
ing:-

John Smith, de:J.r brother. 
ninety-five cents inclosed for 
were not paid for, and I it to you, :u1d 
you can hunt it up and mark it paid. 

That's all there was in the 
except the ninety-five cents worth 
stamps. It was not bore 
date, and there is no c:ew 
as to where it came from, as the 
mark on the was so blurred 
that it was illegible. 

Such carelessness is inexcusable. 
The business department cannot in 
any way know where to 
nor how to trace the account. 

was an 
vidual 
might possible to locate 
of the above letter, 
ever received letters 
But it would be 

the 

suppose 
goods if 
'•}:!...,," at 

and explicit in 
of address, 

sets forth most convindngly 
the articles of his church 

creed. 
is located in the thPifty and 

con:nnurd.t .. v a,t Steele9 near Decatur, 
It is erected farmers •Nho 1i ve 

cum posed of the 
denominations, 

differences 
and 
the 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Sr. M. Walker, editor of Autumn 
Leaves and Zion's Hope, has been en

a much-needed recreation, vis-
among old schoolmates, 

in St. Louis and other 
Sr. Walker's devo

duties as editor of the 
Leaves a,nd t.be Hope has been close, 
and her vacation will do her 

Under date of September 
wrote from St. Louis:-~ 

visit here amon:.(" old 
schoolm:ttes and Have not seen the 
Saints yet, but will meet with them on Sun
day. 

Bro. Baker writes from 
to the 

conference 
of the good times 

hoped to have. He also ex
matter of the Utah elders 

him and Bro. Mintun, 
it much the same way as 

Mintun in his letter in an-
Speaking of the work 

Bro. Baker writes:-
Bro. Miutun and the writer elosed tent 

meet~in.gs in Sioux City last Sunday night" 
after an effort of nearly six week8. Eig·ht 
wm·e baptized, and about twenty Saints 
found in the city and vicinity. A committee 
was appointed by the Saints to obtain a place 
where religious services cs.r1 be held. I hope 
that those Saints will be remembered by the 
members and miniBtt'y of t,he district in a 
practical as well as spiritual way, at least un
til they become able to stand hy themselves. 

I expect to go from here to Pisgah for a 
week, and then home to assist in completing 
arrangements for reunion. Please all note 
the date and the notice regarding tents. 
Send your orders promptly, and all come 
prepared to have a good and spiritual time 
before the Lord. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS:· 

The Deseret Semi- Weekly News for 
August 3 contains about the same thing 
as we quoted last week from a St. Jo
seph, Mo., paper. The News, how
ever, has it under the heading, "He 
Misstates History. Josephite Leader's 
Reference to Bible Doctrine of Plural 
Marriage." It does not attempt, how
ever, to show wherein history has 
been misstated. 

Bro. F. M. McDonald writes from 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, saying that he 
baptized two on August 29. 

By the Whitesville Banner, of Whites
ville, Mo., in issue of August 31, we 
see that Bro. D. C. White has been 
there, and has been preaching to 
large audiences. We also note that 
he has explained the difference be
tween the Reorganized Church and 
the church in Utah. 

By the program supplement to the 
Wray Rattler, of September 8, we learn 
that Elder J. B. Roush is on the pro
gram for "preaching," Sunday after-. 
noon, September 16, at 3 p. m. The 
program is for the ''Beecher Island 
Celebration." 

We notice also that Priest A. B. 
Hanson was his printing knowl• 
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edge by helping the Rattler out during 
a rush of business. Tent meetings 
are still being held there. 

Decatur Sunday school and Religio 
associations held a joint convention of 
nine sessions at Evergreen chapel, six 
miles southwest of Lamoni, Sept. 7-9. 
Special features: Unique way in which 
interests of both organizations were 
blended; discussion of "Our condi
tions," church, Sunday school, and 
Religio; "Our needs;" and a sermon 
on ''Charity." Large attendance. 

Oriainal 1Ir1i~les. 

CHRIST, THE SIMILITUDE OF MOSES. 

For Moses truly said unto the fathers, A 
Prophet shall the Lord your God raise up 
unto you of your brethren, like unto me; 
him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever 
he shall say unto you. And it shall come to 
pass, that every soul, which will not hear 
that Prophet, shall be destroyed from among 
the people.-Acts 3: 22 23. 

Tha,t Prophet was Christ. Just as 
absolutely essential to do "all things 
whatsoever" one said, as the other. 
The utter cutting off of Israel by the 
Romans, A. D. 70, for refusing to 
"bear that Prophet," was a fearful 
fulfillment of Moses' prophecy con
cerning Israel as a nation. As all 
things whatsoever Moses said must 
be strictly and literally observed in 
order to obtain temporal salvation, 
even so "all things whatsoever" Jesus 
commanded must be strictly observed 
in order to obtain eternal salvation. 
This Jesus taught in John 3:14, 15:-

And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the 
wilderness, even so must the Son of man be 
lifted up; that whosoever believeth in him 
should not perish, but have eternal life. 

This was to illustrate to a "ruler of 
the Jews" the necessity of being born 
again, "of water and of the Spirit," 
in order to enter God's kingdom, or 
be saved. He being well versed in 
Jewish history recorded in Numbers 
21, knew that it was absolutely neces
sary for every Israelite bitten by the 
fiery serpent to look at the brazen 
serpent raised upon a pole by Moses 
at God's command in order to be 
saved from temporal death; that 
avowed faith alone in what Moses 
said would avail them nothing, but 
that they must also do what he com
manded or die. "Even so" must all 
men do "all things whatsoever he," 
Jesus, "shall say unto you," in order 
to enter God's kingdom or be saved 
from eternal death. All his queries, 
"How can these things be?" availed 
him nothing, as the immutable decree 
was,-

Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a 
man be born of water and of the Spirit, he 
cannot enter into the kingdom of God. 

His query about being born the sec
ond time of his mother shows that he 
well understood the nature of a birth; 
that a nu~,n could be born again only 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

by being brought for1;h the second 
time. Hence in order to be born of 
water he must be enveloped in that 
element and be brought forth there 
from. Then and not until then would 
he be born of water. Jesus, 
taken upon himself flesh and 
became a man, and must be 
again in order to enter his !1--,att1::n:'s 
kingdom, giving us an 
we should follow in his 
hence he demanded baptism 
saying,-

Thus it becometh us 
eousness, 
or do all that is 
Father commanded And not 
he came up out of the water was he 
publicly owned by his 
descent of the Holy Spirit, 
proclamation,-

This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well 
pleased. Hear ye him.-Matt. 3:46, I. 'l;, 

After ''the Son of man" h20,d been I 
"lifted up," then he sent forth "in to I 
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Colonel 

all the world" his Fa,ther's I, 

decree,- l availed 
He that believeth [the gospel] and is . law 

baptized shall be saved; but he tha·t believ- 1 
eth not [consequently woul~ ~ot be baptized] 

1

, E. '.ren ·wben the 
shall be damned.-Mark 16.16. . ., . · ,, ., l ' 

A M d bt t h t H ·th t 1 m. n1s :mnnue ove :J,nn 
s oses no ou aug "• . e .a I mu-d<"r"'I''' TIC·'·'·'·''""'''" 

believeth (that God has given you a , " ' v '' " 

ransom) and doeth what he com- I Fatbm·, rorglve them; for they know not 
mands, looks at the brazen serpent, · what they do, 
shall live; and he that believeth not we have no evidence thaJt God did so 
(consequently would not shall until his law was but to the 
die. Just as absolutely to on Pentecost t.ells 
do all that Jesus said (as, "him shall had crucified the to 
ye hear in all things whatsoever he for the remis-
shall say unto you") in order to ob· that God 
tain eternal life, as it was for Israel 
to do all Moses said in order to obtain 
temporal life. In vain do men teach, as 
we so often hear, "Come up and con
fess faith in Christ, and through our 
prayers God will wash you white as 
snow and fill you with the Holy 
Ghost," when even Moses, nor the 
"Prophet like unto" him, never had 
power to prevail with God to confer 
blessings without implicit obedience 
to every law given for the purpose of 
obtaining the. desired blessing. A 
notable instance of their failure is re
corded in Numbers 12, when Miriam, 
Moses' sister, was stricken with lep
rosy, when in the anguish of his 
great, loving heart he cried out,-

Heal her now, 0 God, I beseech thee. 

Yet notwithstanding he had power 
with God to bring all the plagues on 
Egypt, divide the waters of the Red 
Sea, smite Horeb's rock and the wa· 
ters gush forth, etc., as all this could 
be obtained through the prayer of 
faith, as there was no other law gov
erning the matter, yet when asking 
something contrary to law, God 
merely called his attention to the fact 
that a law had been given for the 
healing of leprosy which in every 
case must be strictly complied with, 
otherwise die a leper. In Leviticus 

with the law 
Pet.er and 

prayed give baptized believers 
the Holy Ghost, yet he did not do it 
as in the other cases referred to until 
they had with the law given 
for that purpose. Not until they had 
submitted to the ordinance of the lay
ing on of hands did God confer the 
Spirit. (See Acts 8.) Who gives 
ministers more to obtain 
blessings from today through 
prayer than Pet,er, John, Moses, or 
even the Savior possessed? Yet 
those who admit that all Moses' law 
had to be observed in order to obtain 
the blessings will 

is no need of complying 
all of Christ's law in order to ob

tain eternal life, claiming salvation by 
faith Pvlone in Christ without works, 
when this same Jesus says,-

Man shall not live [be saved] by bread alone 
[faith, we might say], but by [obedience to] 
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth 
of God.-Matt. 4: 4. 

Again:-
Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, 

Lord, [confesses him as Lord,] shall enter the 
kingdom of heaven; but he that the 
wm the my 
Father 
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mission of sins," as at 
lem by Peter on Pentecost, was, after 
producing faith in them by introduc" 
lng evidence that Jesus was the 
and they
were pricked in their heart, and said unto 
Peter, ... Men and brethren, what shall we 
do? Then Peter said unto them, Bepent, 
and be baptized every one of in the name 
of Jesus Christ for the 
hence repentance and 
means of obtaining 
that "should be 
among all nations, 
salem." John the 
the crooked paths 
tize in the wilderness, and 
baptism of repentance for 
sion of sins" (Mark 1: 4) to the Jews. 
Jesus extended the great commission 
to "all nations" after he was "lifted 
up." (Mark 16: 18.) The same to 
Jew and Gentile, 1:1,s Peter who was 
tell Cornelius, 

HERALD. 

Why is it that men must repent, and be 
in water? And the Lord said unto 

... I g·ive unto you a commandment, 
these things freely unto your chil-

that ... inasmuch as ye were 
born world by water and blood, and 
the spirit, which I have made, and so became 
of dust a soul; even so ye must be 
born the kingdom of heaven, of 
water, of the Spirit, and be cleansed by 

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, 
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; 
but he that doeth the will [counsel] of my 
.B'ather which is in heaven.-Matt. 7:21. 

Btessed is the man that walketh not in the 
counsel of the ungodly.-Psalmsl: 1, 

but in the counsel of God. 
blood, even the blood of mine Only Begotten; Him [Jesus] shall ye hear in all things.-
thi!,t might be sanctified from all sin: and Moses. 

words of etm·nal life in this world, 
life in the wodd to come; even His disciples were to teach "all 

For, by the water [by hap- things whatsoever I have commanded 
ye the commandment; by the , (M 28 20) d f p t 
ye <u·e justified; :.md by the blood ye you att. : ; an a ter e er 

are sttnetified .... And, behold, all things had taught repentance and baptism 
have their and all things are for the remission of sins, on Pente-
?r~ated an.d made to record o.f ~e; b?th cost, with the promise of the Holy 
thmgs whwh are and t_hmgs whwh Ghost to all-

... B.;ll things 
Gen. 6:54, 61-63, 66. 

are m the heav- 1 

which are on the afar off, even as many as the Lord our God 
record of me.- shall call. And with many other words did 

this with Paul's writing 
he testify and exhort, saying, Save your
selves from this untoward generation. Then 
they that gladly received his word [includ
ing the "many words" that he spoke, besides shows re-

to what ar.e were ])apti~ed: 
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;arne day there were added unto them about l able and would be God with 
1
-animal B::daaJm rode would be found 

three thousand souls.-Acts 2: 39-41. inju~tice and ; and so in s;:wed with him for the same reason. 
A~ded to .the church or king~om by every other place, because there is no If this W:l;S the pattern as claimed for 

bapt1sm, hemg "born [or baptized] of record made of as at Sam!U'lio~J. Gentile conversion, why did Paul not 
water and o,: the Spirh;_ for other'?'ise Some lay great stress upon the fact the Gentile ''disciples" 
they could not enter mto the kmg- that God gave to the household of but after that lay his 
dom of God."-John 3:5. Cornelius a manifestation of his th:lttheymightreceive 

For by one Spirit are we all baptized into Spirit without laying on of hands or Ghost? (Acts 19: 6.) Why 
one body [church], whether we be Jews or even baptism; claiming therefore that Cornelius' case, give them 
Gentiles.-1 Cor. 12:13. the Gentiles were to obtain the manifestations before hap-

Hence at Jerusalem they must have and consequently salvation, ,on of hands, if that 
been all baptized for the remission of either baptism or laying on of If baptism and lay-
sins, then baptized "by one Spirit" ignoring the fact that 'Ghe hands were not essential to 
into the "one body," as Paul said. As teach this as a specia,l why did Paul not only 
only a very brief synopsis of the Providence in order to the second time, but 
wonderful events of Pentecost are re- Jewish saints who them after baptism? 
corded, we have to go elsewhere to that the Gentiles were baptism was of no 
learn what transpired there. From salvation. This is evident of God because un-
Mark 16: 20, we learn that the Lord Peter's defense when By reading chap-
worked with his disciples who bap- the council by those brethren it is presumable that Apollos 
tized on Pentecost, "confirming the ing to the Gentiles. (See Acts had baptized them,-
word with sie-ns following," • 'every- When they "spake with ~ eloquent man, and mighty in the 
where." And in order to learn how magnified God, then ... fervent in the spirit [his 
the three thousand at Jerusalem re- Can any man forbid that these he spake and taught diligently 

· d th H l Gh t th of the Lord [as he understood celVe e o y os , as e same should not be baptized, which received unauthorized of God], knowing 
gospel message was to be preached the Holy Ghost as well as we?-Acts 10:47. of John [water baptism].-
everywhere (Luke 24: 47), "beginning "Then answered Peter." Who did Verses 24, 
at Jerusalem," we go to Acts 5: 32, he answer? Those who had forbade I . Fo,r he ~'''h!lm T , h~th sent speaketh the 
where Peter tells us that God had "water, that these should not be I woras of Goo.--.,onn 3. 34. . 
given the Holy Ghost "to them that tized," and gave his reason II Not of them, only. No man 
obey him." And in Acts 8 we learn should be bapth:ed, which was, 

1 
was ever sent of God ~o preach who 

that Philip preached the same gospel "have received the Ghost as water baptism. Apollos, 
at Samaria as Peter did at Jerusalem; well as we. And he commanded "more perfectly" in-
and that after both men and women them to be baptized in tbe na,m<:J of stru:c~ed in 'the ":'ay of God," became 
had been baptized, and had great joy, the Lord" (verse 48) "for the remis- a, mn:uster of Ch~1st (verse 28): ~fter 
yet God had not been obeyed in all sion of sins" (Acts 2: 38). I have Paul had baptized those diSCiples, 
things, for they had not yet received placed this in connec'Gion as this was then-
the Holy Ghost. This state of affairs what Jesus had said should whPn P"ul had laid his hands upon them, the 
was reported at Jerusalem, and Peter be preached for, ''among all Ghost came on them; and they spake 
and John were sent down, who prayed beginning at Jerusalem." Who tongues, ;omd prophesied.-Acts 19:6. 

for the believers,- dare accuse Peter of Paul instructed to ''lay hands sud-
that they might receive the Holy Ghost: tism for one purpose at on no man" (1 Tim. 5: 22), mean-
(for as yet he was fallen upon none of them: and not for the same first instruct them in regard to 
only they were baptized in the name of the H 
Lord Jesus.) Then laid they their hands on where? ence, ,, I its purpose. Would he not do s~ be-
them, and they received the Holy Ghost.- receiving a manifestation or . fore on hands? In Galatians 
Acts 8: 15, 16. Spirit for a, special when I' 1: 12 that he received the 

Who can for a moment suppose that that purpose wa,s must ' revelation of Jesus 
God gave those baptized at Jerusalem enter the kingdom as I neither men nor angels 
the Holy Ghost without the laying on being "born of .w~Jter and of the I could other than what 
of hands, and yet some of the same Spirit;" i. e., baptism for the rem is- without being "ac-
men who helped baptize at Jerusalem sion of. sins, and laying on of hands w::;,s written to profit 
had to be sent to Samaria to lay hands for continuation of the abid· all saints (2 Tim. 3: 16). 
on them, after water bapt,ism, in I ing Comforter. No more evidence and elsewhere, 
order that they might receive the that because of the Spirit had received the 
Holy Ghost? itself through Cornelius for a the laying on of hands, 

Simon saw that through laying on of the purpose that it would continue do of receiving the 
apostles' hands the Holy Ghost was given.- so, than in the case of the ass th::~,t re- they received, was 
Acts 8: 18. ceived the same manUesta,tion to what Paul preached. In 

'W;ho so destitute ofthe sense oflogic as recorded in Numbers 22:28: "And Hebrews G: 1, 2, he enumerates the 
as to doubt that the laying on of the Lord opened the mouth of the of the gospel, or doctrine 
hands was therefore the last act of beast." And as in 2 Peter 2: of revealed to him by the 
obedience required by the L8rd in or- speaking of Balaam,- Savior as "repentance from dead 
der that he might give them the Holy But was rebuked: ... the dumb ass spei!,k- and of faith toward God, of 
Ghost? And as he "is no respecter ing with man's voice forbade the madness of I the doctrine of baptisms, and of lay-
of persons," could he in justice with- the prophet. . , on of hands, and of resurrection 
hold his Spirit from the baptized be- Surely no greater m Cor- 1 from the and of eternal judg-
lievers at Samaria, until men were nelius' case than that of the dumb 1 ment." Jesus says:-
sent from Jerusalem to lay hands on brute. And if, as many Cor-j .. 
them (Philip evidently not holding nelius would have been saved in What therefore God hath JOined. together, 
h h · ) d h , 'th t b t p t I let not m2,!J put asunder.--Mark 10. 9. t at aut or1ty , an yet confer it eaven w1 ou w .a e En' 

upon those baptized at Jerusalem commanded, without or the . This wa,s said in regard to husband 
without the laying on of hands, when laying on of hands, because of \and but wil~ ~pply equally to all 
all the apostles were in their midst? received the spiritual , has JOmed together, and 
The very idea is altogether unreason- 1 from the same parity of reasoning, the l in 2 9-11 we read:-
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594 SAINTS' HERALD. 
W.twsoever his law; as from Numbers 

1I.nf tt~e doctrine of , b . ·t 15: 31 we learn that some "despised 
nere como any aj~'i :"ln.o· n<;' 1 h L d" · h h 

this doctrino, receive ~, i;to ~yom· t,be worn of t .e or giVen t roug 
neither bid him God : for he 1 Moses; as Paul said, "despised Moses' 

him Goa speed partaker of ' " ' sticks on the sabbath 
his evil deeds. was stoned to death without 

F:om t,his we learn that no (verses 34-36). Even so in re-
differsnce how honest he may who , Christ's law. 

not thls a,ny i For Moses truly said unto the fathers, A 
other, 
as 
John 

or leaves of 'J Prophet shall the Lord your God raise up 
unto you o! your brethren, like unto me 

I 
[whose law must not be despised, but observed 

. G ·;, 1n every part-icular]; him shall ye bear in all 
. ~~ to xOu; are I wt.atsoever he shall say unto you. 

of wnl. a ow much more sball come to pass, that every soul, 
to God a,re t.hose who which will not bAar that Prophet, shall be 

James sa,ys in I deatroyed from among the people. 
Be condemned. As temporal death 

t;hG whole 
is guilty of 

'I'his seems until we under-

and was the penalty for rejecting the 
least requirement of Moses' law, even 
picking up a few sticks on the sab
balih da,y, even so will eternal death 
result from rejecting either principle 
of the "everlasting gospel" law, that 
"came Christ." In 1 Corinthians 
10 Paul reasons that all the Jews' 

stand him from his illustration. Hear 
him:---

filled 

He tbrtiJ despitH~d l~oses' lu.w died \vithout 
mercy un[h;r two o.r three witnesses: of how 
much sot·er purd.shrnentj shall he 
be thoueht, who under 
foot the Son of etc.-Hebrews 10: 28, 29. 

from Egypt to Canaan, 
strict, laws, and judgments for break

being destroyed by ser
etc., all "happened unto them 

ensamples [types], and they are 
wrh1ien for our admonition" (verse 11). 

in Romans 15:4:-
·wbatsoever things were written aforetime 

were written for our learning, etc. 
0. that all would be "admonished," 

that Jesus 
Chdst and law are the ''same yes-

and'today, and forever" (Heb. 
That as Israel had to do ''all 
whatsoever" God required 
Moses in order to obtain tern-

salvation, even so must we hear 
the "Prophet like unto" 
all things whatsoever he 

has said]. unto" us, in or
eternal salvation. 

D. S. CRAWLEY. 

"BIND YOURSELVES.'' 
.JEsus, Doc. AND Cov. 43: 3. 

Man shall not ii ve by bread alone, but by 
word that proceedet,h out of the mouth 

of 4:4. 
I. the Lord, am bound when ye do what I 

say, but, when do not what I say, ye have 
no C. 81:3. 

minds in times past have been 
because of unbelief, and because 

you have t;res,ted lightly the things you have 
whieh vanity and unbelief hath 

brough'o whole church under condemna
tio!i. .1\nd this condemnation resteth upon 
the children of Zion, even all; and they shall 
rem:::.in uuder this condemnation until they 

t ac.d remember the new covenant, even 
Book of Mormon and the former com

maud.ments whieh I have given them, not 
to but to do according to that which 

that they may bring forth 
fruit meet for father's kingdom.-D. C. 
83:8. 

And all they who receive the oracles of 
lei; them beware bow they hold them, 

le~t are accounted as a light thing, and 
are brought under condemnation thereby; 
and stumble and fall, when the storms de
scend.-D. C. 87: 2. 

After considerable study . of the 
revelations of God, ancient and mod-

ern, and after having noted the effect 
of an intelligent and strict observance 
of the same upon individuals, the 
writer is thoroughly convinced that 
much more importance attaches to 
such admonitions as the above than is 
generally appreciated, even by the 
Saints themselves. He therefore in
vites a rereading of them, believing 
their value merits especial considera
tion. 

These texts are applicable to every 
part of the entire system of salvation 
devised by our heavenly Father, as 
defined in all the revelations which he 
has given to his church. 

In this article we only care to dis
cuss briefly the possibility of apply
ing them to the injunction of the 
Savior, which constitutes the title of 
this article; namely, "Bind your
selves." 

The context reads:-
And now, behold, I give unto you a com

mandment, that when ye are assembled to
gether, ye shall instruct and edify each 
other, that ye may know how to act and 
direct my church how to act upon the points 
of my law and commandments, which I have 
given; and thus ye shall become instructed 
in the law of my church, and be sanctified 
by that which ye have received, and ye shall 
bind yourselves to act in all holiness before 
me, that inasmuch as ye do this, glory shall 
be added to the kingdom which ye have re
ceived. Inasmuch a.s ye do it not, it shall 
be taken, even that which ye have received. 
-D. C. 43:3. 

By reading the introduction to this 
revelation, "0, hearken, ye elders of 
my church, and give ear unto the 
words which I shall speak unto you," 
we learn it was addressed to the 
eldership. At times of district con
ferences, and at reunions, the elders 
"are assembled together," in some 
instances a few of them, and in 
others, many. At such times, the 
elders frequently hold priesthood 
meetings and ''instruct and edify each 
other;" but, so far as the writer 
knows, no effort of any kind has as 
yet been made to carry out in any 
way that part of the divine injunction, 
"Bind yourselves to act in all holi
ness before me." Tbe importance of 
doing this is made enticingly clear 
by the clause which follows, "That 
inasmuch as ye do this, glory shall be 
added to the kingdom which ye have 
received." But the voice of. warn
ing immediately added, "Inasmuch as 
ye do it not, it shall be taken, even 
that which ye have received," strik
ingly and startlingly emphasizes the 
necessity of intelligent and strict com
pliance therewith. 

Should it be thought by any that 
the ·pronoun this, though singular in 
number, may be properly applied to 
other matters referred to in former 
parts of the sentence, such as "in
struct and edify," "be sanctified," as; 
well as to "bind yourselves," it cer
tainly includes, as antecedent, the lat
ter. If we cannot or do not ''bind" 
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ourselves "to act in all holiness be
fore" the Lord, as required, ]s there a 
probability we can successfully to our
selves and acceptably to the 
carry out the balance of the instruc
tion, namely, ''instruct and edify each 
other," "be sanctified by that which 
ye have received"? If t,bis question 
can be consistently answered affirma
tively, are we even then justified in 
treating "lightly" and neglecting to 
comply with the requirement, "bind 
yourselves"? If we do treat this ad- I s~,y unto 
monition thus "lightly" by neglecting , a . . _, one 
to comply with it, are we living by I D. c. gJ: J.H r.be school of 

the mouth of God"? Are we . Wuil:~ ,A::_.tLn. 43 
"every word that proceedeth out of 

1 

10
, ~ , ,., _. pv, 

what he has said? If not, have we ter Into d":t.L'l!!ls as to how 
I "'houl--' ''''IJ<v·" <-.l·'·t~"''"-lV"" any "promise". that "glo.ry shall be · ~ , u , '· ,:~':' •::~ ~~,'~~ . ·~~· 

added to the kmgdom wh1ch ye have all n?hne.,s bcru_,, the 
received"? Or, are we not rather d?;s It h~:Ve :>,ny referene~; to 
standing beneath the shadows of the sc,lool of tue 
threat, -;-,Inasmuch as ye do it not, it i 85• " . 
shall be taken, even that which learn uom tbu:; 
ye have received"? We, therefore, set method 
ourselves at once to the inquiry: when 
"What is meant the 
•Ye shall bind yourselves to act in r~ll i 
holiness before' me; and how may this II o"• 

be done"? 01 

There are different methods by I for' . .,,_,. ~· .wh~t h,~J~B,~' 
which person~ m_aY: bind t.~emselves 1 ~~e ~~~:\u':~w.n ~~ ?'n~ .. 
"to act in all holmess heron;" t,he 1 <Aivt lu ~l,, noh~c,,s hef,Jre 
Lord. In the act of baptism I be c:j.rnea ou" l~ soma 
really "bind" themselves thus to do, In the . rl~e 
and in the most solemn manner. . thm e !W 

What have you against baptize~ in I 'R<~ube>;_ N ' Z. 
the name of the Lord, as a bcmre I --''"h ~-0- '-].-; ,~ 
him that have entered into a covenant "! '"- Ec~d1 OthlE.L 
with him ye will serve him and ke·"P his twned m lihese 
commandments? ... And he sald, I of fruitful results. 
Helam, I baptize thee, I Z H 
from the Almighty God, as a 1 , · ~ · 
ye have entered into a covon2,nt to serve him 'j ~he 
until you are dead; as to the mm'tal body.-- follows:~ 
Mosiah 9:7, 8. II .At, time I 

But the "binding" referred to in 
1 
Beu~lsn Nr3wldrk, 

the title of this article was I bnntwr. 1 
and distinct from baptism, for was 1 ~~d •Jllith 
add;ressed to the elders, and they had 1 in holdiD5;' 
already been baptized. Also, per- 1 day . 
sonal vow to God, privately I w<~ '''"a a 

· h "b' d" h' lf d - t _!_ ner a on.e mig t :n 1mse to o cer a1n wi·.nes'', we would 
thmgs. Th1s comm::mdment, how- nounc.~ t;Jl r.l:.at claimE:d 
ever, could hardly be thus t.ake the t_he., I.~n?k . ,"'.-".·, "-''"~· 
with for the "binding" of the Covenants '"ne Elmy Spu·n for our 
, , ' . . , ... A few days a-ft.'.:H" \V~ 

to act m all holmess was to be this covemmt, while Bro. 
"when ye are assembled together." the 
Hence, we infer this ''binding" was to 
be done in a collective capacity, in 
some kind of an open, formal manner. 
So far as the writer understands, this same g"ift aml These gifts were 
revelation makes no reference to the first h;uits of ~be reforms,tion. 
school of the prophets. But when To enter into such a, 
that school is organized, there is a these revelations would 
"salutation" by which every person is fraught with disaster who aHer-
accosted as he enters the house, ward so violated its conditions as to 
which is a covenant by which he break the covenant made. To fail to 
binds himself "to walk in all the com-, reach 
mandments of God blameless." 

When any shall come in after him, let the 
teacher arise, and, with uplifted hands to 
heaven, yea, even directly, salute his brother 
or brethren with these words: Art thou a 
brother or brethren, I salute you in the name 
of the Lord Jesus Christ, in token or remem-
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to the work we are en
and which we all hope to 

"Inasmuch as ye do 
sh~,n be added to the king

have received. Inas-
much as ye it not, it shall be taken, 

1Nhich ye have :received." 
among the 

<'• few are willing 
the responsibility of such 

now? If not, for the 
we are "in a straight betwixt 

a desire for H1e promised 
" but no disposition or 

what the Lord has 
AMANTE LUCE. 

aGswertld and sa.id unto him, Verily, 
I r:-r~y unto thee, Except a man be 

he c&nnot see t.he kingdom of 
saith unto him, How can a 

when he is old? can he enter 
time into his mother's womb, and 
J-,,sus answered, Verily, verily, I 

a man be born of water 
CfHlnot enter into the 

'l'h.at which is born of the 
that which is born of the 

Ivlat·vel not that I said unto 
Yo must bo born again. The win~ 

where it list~cJtb, and t,hou hea.rest 
but canst not tell whence 

so is every 
Nicodemus 

hin1 9 Ho'H" can these 

he us with the word 

Paul said:~ 

these quotations to 
When a man is be

Spirit he receives life 
'rhen and there com
being a child of God. 

he commences to 
a prudent use of the 
the Lord has appointed, 

which is fa,ith and repentance, being 
drawn to God by his Holy Spirit, for 
it is "No man can come unto 

Father . . . draw him." 
received of the Spirit unto 
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That which is born of the flesh is 
and that which is born of the Spidt is 
Marvel not that I said unto Ye must be 
born again. The wind where it 
listeth, and 'ohou bearest the sound 
but canst not tell whence it cometh, 
whither it goeth: so is every one that is born 
of the 8 .oiri. t. · 

This is the modus operandi by which 
a mt~,n's spirit is born of the Spirit of 
God. 

Next question. When is a mMl born 
of the Spirit? We a,nswer: At the 
time he is baptized, if he is a proper 
subject, and is baptized a ad-
ministrator. We see the 
comes to the individual that is 
tized like a so the 
is complete. 

But, sayB some 
Spirit Is received 
of hands. 

I ask, Where did you learn 
Jesus 

Except a :tnan b;) born of wg,tor 
Spirit~ he cannot eniier into the kingdom of 
God. 

Then 
The lavv and the 

since th.a/t. tinJe klns:;·dom 
preachedj and every mtJ.n presset-h 

of wa)t.er and the 
that John 
au1;hority to 
ception of the 
that the members 
were not born of t,he 
on of 
the 
hands. 
of bands 

sa,y 
on thern 

that should be saJvf~d9 
on of ha,nds is not i'J condl

of sins or an entrav.ce 
I ha.ve searched 

and 
intima1tion -tha\J 

is for t.he birth of 
any brother can find 

will do me ::1, f£wor to 
or writl'l an article for one 

contl:l,ined 
referred to, 

three 
on of hands is 

for the of 
those who have 

Ghost 
the 

by reference 
to Acts 8: 17; 9: 17; and 19:.6. We 
could refer you to many other 

Bible, Book of 
trine and Covenants, 
sufficient. · 
P~ul said-

B·::cautle are 
the Spirit~ hi.s Sen 
Abba~, Father. 

K W. NUNLEY. 

it see;neth 
of the elders 

rt~irB;eles thnt our fathers 
6: 13, 

a:lonb1Jfu1 outside as well as 
to tell bow God's hand is not 

neither is h'is ear heavy. 
Yet he doth not for the sake 

to morbid or sensual, 
but out of a merciful doth 

pra.yer of when his 
before him with a pure· 

married life, and 
a Methoaist. 

confident of the divinity of 
Church as I was the 

in the heavens. With 
and by a 

went for
and for 

so 
of or four 

three months' labor I 
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sufficient money to take us west. 
Every muscle and fiber of my 
was like a piece of steel; never was 
the same amount of work done by me 
before or since, and I never heard of 
man doing anything like it. Should 
any Canadians wish to know, I will 
personally write them--it seems too 
extravagant to write here. Suffice it 
to say I purchased tickets for Keokuk, 
Iowa. I knew nothing of the country 
or its resources, but ventured to 
reach the Mississippi. When I ar
rived in Burlington, Iowa, I could not 
think of stopping there, so on to Keo
kuk I would go. We were only well 
seated when a gentleman addressed 
us. 

"You are strangers, traveling?" 
"Yes, going to Keokuk." 
"Got work there?" 
''No." 
"Relatives?" 
"No." 
''Seeking a location?" 
''Yes." 
"My advice would be," said he, "to 

stop off at a small town, say Montrose, 
locate your family, then look around 
and get properly settled, finding what 
is suitable to you." 

We heeded the advice, got off at 
Montrose, Iowa. At once fell in with 
one of the elders, Joseph Snively, 
who took us to his home and made us 
welcome. I hated to be in the hands 
of or under obligations to a hated 
Mormon, yet his goodness won my 
esteem so far that I was glad. 

Now to the point. Wife had 
prayed to get among the people of 
God; a stranger directed us to Mon
trose. About that time the little town 
bad a band of about one hundred 
Saints, and what was best, they were 
living their religion. God's Spirit 
was abundantly poured out in tongues, 
prophecies, healing, miracles, visions, 
and the other various gifts of the 
Spirit. 

Now as I look back, after a quarter 
of a century has passed, I see old 
Father Doty rise in his place to tes
tify of the goodness of God and his 
knowledge of the work, and, while un
der the influence of the divine Spirit, 
break forth in tongues. As soon a,s 
he sat down, Father Burley, of 
blessed merr:ory, his fa,ce shining 
with the light of the Spirit, would 
give us in our own language the inter
pretation of the tongue. Another 
would speak in prophecy; another 
would sing a hymn by the Spirit, and 
perhaps give the interpretation also. 
I now look back and see Sister New
berry, Sisters Simpson, Ruby, Bur
ley, and many others; Bro. William 
Anderson and others,-all earnest, 
humble, and prayerful. 

Wife had received an answer to her 
prayer. She found "God's church." 
How she could get consent of her 
prejudiced husband to unite herself 

our in 
cept herself. 
assented
the gospel. 
witness the 
asked. No; 
witness the 
ing with that 

Time 
church, meet at the door and 
drive off; after service vvas over would 
come for her. I was 

trose. 
hear him. ''No. go and 
the son of the J',if.ormon 

I wish you had 
it was the best sermon I 
wife said a,fter l;he sor

mon. I listened with a sneer. 
summer, our little 

Belle, not two Wi0l1 

to the 

We vvere 
fuw~ T~ ~ 
ruary, 1871, we c&Jlled on M:r. and 11/(rs. 
Pruden-the lat·Ler was a, member of 
the church and a fast of 
of course-and invi'Ged them to take 
Sunday dinner. A visitor wa,s pres
ent. 

sta,tement of Mr. 

cold sta.,nd off shake-
have SElCm ldnd before. 

ask our friends without 
their and so I "Elder, you 
come also." 

We visited the Sta,te 
I was asked to teMh a clg,ss. The les

flrst Corinthians twelfth 
For the life of me I could 

Iviormonism in everv 
I had hea,rd lit

a 

ha.~ve any 
Barson administer 

her blindness?" 
a n1oment--I wished her 

but to be 

The 
I 

to fea,r not, 
and she 
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gan to say to wife that if the Lord had Father Burley, also gone; F!JJther 
a hand in healing the child of blind- Lambert, of Rock Creek, Illinois (the 
ness, why did he not heal the disease father of Joseph and Daniel 
of her face at the same time. Lambert, of Lamoni, 

Her glad heart responded, "We and H. Lake, now president 
only asked him to heal her blindness.[ the Canada mission. I do not remem·· 
We will see him heal her of this also." ber who anointed the but Bro. 

'l'he first Sundav in March was dis- John H. Lake after the anoint-
trict conference. "It was held at Mon- ing. He to argue the case be-
trose. I invited Mr. and Mrs. Pruden fore the Lord; this child n+3ym· 
to accompany us. Hired a surrey, sinned; it was diseased because of an 
took little Belle with us. For the epidemic that the summer before had 
first time I attended a meeting of the left it afflicted. Jesus "Of such 
Saints. One or more offered pra,yer. was the kingdom of heaven." He 
Several testified they knew the work then pleaded for God's frwor to be 
they were engaged in was divine. given ·to the as he was 
Two people, a man and woman, on the same God all 
spoke in tongues. Father (Elder) old called and he 
Burley interpreted both tongues. blessing for good it would 
Meeting closed and preaching by they desired in their 
Elder David H. Smith. I did not give said he, "in the name of 
it much attention. Afternoon meet- whose servants we 
ing, Elder John H. Lake in charge. this disease to 
Contrary to usual custom, as I after- tern, and be thou whole 
ward learned, the brother for one crown of thy head to the soles of 
hour preached to me. I know it was· feet. Thou shalt be a 
to me. Never did twenty minutes angel to a,nd shalt do 

a marvelous work and a won
Leba,non was being made 

Palestine being inhabited. 
two sticks united, Bible and 

Book of Mormon as a sign to Israel 
th!!,t God would them from the 
north them from 
the coasts 

I bowed to the ordina,:nce of bap
tism on the of August 13, 
18'1 l. I was led into the Father of 

Elder John H. Lake, and 
for the remission of my 

was confirmed for 
which I have 

was worthy by 

and her officers 
I with all the 

so this body of 
for that 

continue 
to small and 

that God 
church as at the first 
as at the beginning, 

and blessings prom· 

times and oft the 
pass I there saw for the good in We se:1l 
first why it was I could not blessing, <with 

I 
ised 

bhis I of this has come to me and I have 
witnessed it in others. Thanking my 

God for Christ's sake t,o speak peace you in the name of 
and pa,rdon to my soul when I bowed Even so. Amen." 

Father for blessings, 
him for future I am 

the Methodist knee-because God had These are as near the words o:r the yours in 
never promised any such to a brother as can call I said 

1 

. A. RoBINSON. 
sinner. 'l'he dear brother to myself, " I INnEP!IlNDENc~<. 1\Io., July 26, 1895. 

the principles of the hitched it was ·-----____,.~,__,_____ 
God's servants about a scab formed j 
the people, J'ohn over the in five months .. 

. (Ma,rk 1st), Jesus-like The second it was quHe the I 
Petc?r-like (Acts 2 : 38), Philip-like third day it was like a bone. 
(Acts 8: 38), Ananias-like (Acts 22: 16), fourth day it commenced to fall off un- BEVIER, Mo,, Sept 3. 
buried with Christ in Paul- der the right eye. I it Edito·ts Hemlcl:-We were much pleased in 
like (Romans 6: 3-6), receiving the looks like the disease . dried up; having the privileg€J to discourse to a goodly 
Spirit through the laJying on of hands but there must be a terrible scar there attendance of Saints Sunday at our home, 
Jesus-like (Luke 24: 50; John 20: 22), sure." notwithstanding it is said a prophet is with
Peter and John-like (Acts 18:17, 18), "We will see," was her meek an- out, honor in hls own country. The branch 
Paul-like (Acts 19: 6). And while he swer. here is ~.bly presided over by Elder F. T. 
was counting on his fingers the p:rinci- The fifth day it was almost gone; a I Iviussell, assisted by the ever energetic Priest 
ples of the doctrine of Christ as found pink flesh or like a new born 'I D. L. M()rgan, and Dr.Jacon J. W. Rudkin, 
in Hebrews sixth chapter, laying on babe's, covered where the sore was. Eider F. A. Evans being recently elected pre-
of hands one of them, Bro. Alex· The sixth day the scab h1.J,d siding· teacher. The z;o,al of these young 
ander H. Smith held up his watch so disappeared, the face sound and brethren is commendable. They labor six 
that Bro. Lake saw it. He then came no scar, nothing to mar the facial ex- d11,ys a week in the mines, and frequently on 
to his senses that he had overstepped pression, as perfect a face as the week evenings and Sabbath morn t.hey are 
the bounds of time. the child was born. From that seen out on duty visiting the Saints, trying 

Sacrament' was administered. Tes- to this she has been and to reclaim the wayward ones and strengthen 
timonies like the service were eyes and face and confirm all. Surely the Lord will revvard 
enjoyed. At the close S•3rvices wife made to bless God for the this kind of work. They also have the con-
came to me and said, ''I would like to gospel through her efforts fidence of their flock, and are well spoken of. 
have the elders administer to Belle sermons of the elders before On the 18th ult. we were called to Boone-
for this dreadful disease." thus fulfilling the ville to administer to Sr. Cochran, who was 

I said, "Alright." shall be a blessing very low. I was very much pleased to see 
I will here state that never did I see your day." bhe kindness and patience of her daughter, 

a more corrupt fa,ce than this child Now I had heard the Rosa, who nursed her mother night and day, 
presented. No weak person, ma,n or Christ, and I knew the fasting· and praying for her. Such love and 
woman, could look upon it. We low them that believed. attention is commendable. Through good 
it covered as much as possible. that in organization the church was nursing and the heavenly Father's assistance, 
said, "Brother Lake, will you admin- as that of old; that the :restoration of Sr. Cochran was on a fair way to recovery 
ister to my child?" the church was a fact as Peter said when we left. 

"Yes, sister, let us retire to a pri- (Acts 3: 19), and John said (Revelation There are but four Saints in Booneville, 
vate house." 14: 6) that the ministry was authorized but they are ~J.n honor to the 0hurch. 

Accordingly we went to Elder of God. (Hebrews 5:4.) This minis-~· The once lively Higbee branch is now in a 
Frederic Burley's. There was pres- try called of God as was ::md weakened condition, many of the staunch 
ent of the elders, Father Dunham, of finding that the sealed book of Isaiah I Saints having left to seek employment else
Burlington, now gone to his rest; twenty-ninth chapter was to come l where, because of poor work. Another shaft 
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is being sunk there now, and there is lialk of 
starting one that is shut down, so we hope 
things will be favorable for Saints to return. 
Elder Wm. Chapman and Pdest Vvm. Kelso 
are laboring b~xd to keep the bra.uch to
gether, and we pray the Father to bless them 
in their work. Thoy s,ro worthy Dl"ethren. 
Our trip to H.umibal was a profitable one. 
Some who were in b>ickg·round were revived, 
and friends won to the cause. There are 
some noble Saints there. 

The work in some parts of tbo district is 
not as we would like to see it, the main 
trouble being that there is no one to feed the 
flock. We look for better conditions in the 
future. 

While this is my first year as a missionary, 
I can say that God has blessed me in 
ing the word, and assisted me in my·adminis· 
tering throughout the district. I find many 
noble, self-sacrificing Saints. May God bless 
them to the good of his work, and us all 
to magnify his cause. J. A. TANNER. 

MOORHEAD, Iowa, August 31. 
.EditoTs Henxld:-This is to notify the read

ers of the Saints' Eleruld, and Elders Otteson 
and Hansen of the Ut~,h or Brlghamite 
Church in that Elders Baker and 
Mint.un never refused to meet them or a,ny
one else in public discussion in Sioux City. 
The facts are briefly these: Eiders Hansen 
and Bickmore attended one of the services 
we held in t.he tent iu Sioux City, and 
at the close askGd me two questions, viz.; 
Why do you C<1ll u.s "Mormons" and your
selves Latter Day Saints, and, What became 
of the 190,000 membees that were in the 
churcll in Nauvoo if only about 10,000 went 
to Utah? In to these questions I 
said that which caused Elder Hausen to say 

the issues between us, you can be accommo
dated." 

Elder Hansen said, "I did not wish to be so 
understood." 

Elder 0Lteson was not present; a.nd could 
know nothing but what he heard. \Ve wm 
now say to Elders Hansen and Otteson that if 
they or either of them vvish to discm:s the 
issues between us, or now will say tha.t •,vbat 
Elder Hansen said in our conversation at 
Sioux City was an invitati0n to discuss the 
issues bet;veen us, we will accommodate both 
or either of them, and enter a.t once into such 
arrangements as will be mutually satisfactory, 
as to proposition, time, and place. Send on 
your proposition if you wish to discuss, and 
we will consider it, just as Elder Hansen was 
invited to do at Sioux City by Elder Baker. 

Yours for the truth, 
J. F. MIN'l'UN. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 3. 

some of the younger attendants at the Sun
day school who were mere children a few 
years ago are now young men and women, 
while those who. were then babies now take 
part in the class work. 

vVe also attended services at Moorhead, 
and thct~·e met mauy old and dear friends. vVe 
vwr<'J h!rieved to find Sr. Thompson snil'ering· 
severely feom a fsJl caused by the hor,>e she 
was driving becoming unruly. 

011r hearts were se,ddoned on receiving the 
last Hemid to read of the illness of Sr. Ella 
J. Green, and our hearts went out to God, 
pleading th!l.t sho ml;~ht be spared, as the 
church as well as her home circle would 
sadly miss such a noble worker. May she 
long be spared to carry on her work for t.he 
advancement of the cause. Let. us unite our 
prayers to this end. 

Your sister in bonds, 
CORA B. COHRT. 

Editors Herald:-In this Herald will be 
f 

REA, Missouri, Sept. 5. 
ound an obituary of a child who died in Ed•to~s '· , He?·ald:-On August 16 I open up 

Rushville, Buchanan county, Missouri, 
A 

25 
d I 11 h . f h at thi.s place with the g-ospel tent. Brn. M. 

ug~st ' an ca · _ ~ 8 • attentwn ° t. e F. Gowell and Puter Auders·on remember 
president of Far West d1~trwt, or of the mw- th' 1 Th h t . . . . · 1s p a.ce. ey were •ere some wo years 
swuar1es th.erew, to t.he fact that two mem-~ . 'th t" t t b .. ld • • th . . . . ago Wl ue en , Uc COU noc ge;, 8 peo-
bers hve a~; RushVIlle, a, brother Johnston 1 t t t h A h h 

., r , '" . h .. 1 P e o come ou ·O ear. c ange as come. 
anu. Sr. Sarah lLwe Dy,;:,.s. At t e funera cr'h fi' t · I h d t' t , t f ll ... e rs even1ng a ne ·.eut aoou u , 
there was m~J-nifest a very serious and earnest 

and tonight, will make three weeks, and 
!l.ttent.ion to the word spoken, and the proba-

every night the tent has been full, and a 
bilities are that a good hearing can be bad. number of times not more than half of the 
Sr. Dykes writes me since, that they •;vill be people could get in. A young ms,n cut one of 
ve1·y glad to hs,ve ministers come, and will 

the guy ropes one evening, and the postmas
ca.re for them while they stay aud preach. ter had hlm arrested, and he was find one 
Will some one in aut.hority please take this 
up as soon as may be? 

Your btother in Christ, 
H. A. STEBBINS. 

dollar and costs, making $7.95. The order 
since then has been the best evet• ·h&d at any 
prot;·acted meeting in this pl:we, so I am 
told. 

The tent is located right at the side of a 

in substance: "l would like to h:we these LARISSA, Mo., Sept. 3. "union church" (?), but not union enough to 
permit La,tter Da.y Saints to preach in it. 
'l'he trustees havo refused to open the church 
for us, and there seems to be q uii;e !J, division 
among the peoplG. 1\'Ir. Watson, the Meth
odist preacher, wanted them to open the 
church for us, bul;, no, we are not "orthodox." 

matters examined more fully in publi.c." Editm·s .Herald:-A few of ua he!'e are try-
I understood him to indirectly request to I ing to keep our lamp~ tl'lmmed and burning. 
use the tent with us in a public exchange of 1 We would like to have more preaehing, but 
views. I told him we did not.feel free to use 1

1

: cannot compllJ,in very much. We havo Sun
the tent in that way, and he replied he did . day school every Sunday. 
not intend to be understood thus, that, he did We would like l;o get some L!'.tter Day 
not request the use of the teBt. I then Saint to rent a fm·m if we can. A house and 
asked him whs,t he did mean. He said he everything t.hat a man needs to work with, 
only meant that they eould publicly repre- • such as f!l.rm tools, etc. If anyone wants to 
sen~ their side and ·we could ours as we were I try this country before buying, let them 
doing, but did not wish to be understood as write to us. This fall is the time to rent to 
asking for this to be done in the tent. At put in wheat, and if any of the Saints want 
the close of our convm·sation Elder Baker to get home-dl'ied peaches and apples cheap, 
asked Elder Hansen what he moant by his address us at Larissa. 
expresBion, whether he meant it as chRl- Your brother in bonds, 
lenge, or as an invitation to a rublic dis- E. "'vv. ANWAY. 
cussion. 

It looks a little queer t.o see the tent right 
at the side of the church. When the time 
came on Saturday and Sunday to hold meet
ing (both of our services were at the same 
hour) I had most of tlHl crowd, tent being 
full. The next Sunday, meeting was an
nounced again in the church, but they found 
they could not get the crowd, and only 
preached at three p. ro. I went to hear the 
preacher and he came to hear me. He seems 
to be a very nice man nnd was sorry I could 
not occupy the church. Wanted to know if He answered: "No; for," said he, "we do 

not challenge anyone, but we will discuss if 
we are challenged." 

SMITHLAND, Iowa, Sept. 2. I would go in if they would open it up. I 

Elder Baker said we were no'o out to chal
lenge anyone unless especially necessary; but 
if they wanted a discussion they could be ac
commodated. 

Elder Hansen said he did not wish us to un
derstand that he had invited us to discuss 
him by any thing he ht>,cl said. 

Elder Baker said: "We wnnted to 
understand you, and if you meant what you 
said as a challenge or invitation to discuss 

Editors Hecrald:·-We s.re still in the faitb, said, '·No, unless the trustees say so." So 
though :>.ccomplishing little or nothing in the matter stands. It will be a "death 
the way of church work. We seem some- blow" to some of their membership in closing 
what isolated here, surrounded by wooded us out. 
hills, our only companions the wild songsters; We have baptized four and others are al
but wild as it seems in our woodland home most ready for the water. Bro. J. Arthur 
we are only a little over a mile from civiliza- Davis came just a week ago to help me, and 
tion. his assistance was timely, t.oo. I was almost 

While on a visit at my old home at Soldier worn out.. Tent work is too much for one 
recently, we were privileged to tJ.ttend meet-~ man. 
ings at the schoolhouse. It seemed natural Tonight will close our meetings here. 
to meet with the Saints there again; but Our closing subject is on the Book of Mor· 
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mon. We go from here to Rosendale to con
tinue from the 6th to the 16th. 

Men tell us that there has never been 
meeti!!gs held in this section of country t.hat 
have enlightened the people on doc
trine as much as these, and prejudice, almost 
like a mountain, has been moved from the 
minds o:f the people. May the Lord bless the 
seeds of truth that have been sown in the 
hear'cs of good, honest ones. 

I am your colaborer in the gospel, 
D. C. WHITE. 

SHERWIN JUNCTION, Kan., Sept. 3. 
EditoTs HeTala:-The reunion held in the 

Spring River district is a thing of the past. 
It passed off nicely. The preaching was 
grand, and the prayer services could not 
have been better. The good Lord made his 
will known to his Saints. The Sabbath 
school work was very good. Bro. J, A. Gun
salley is the right man in the rig·ht place. 

A pl'ofessed Christian h~ts said to me that 
the doctrine taught could not be gainsaid. 

Praying for the ad vaucement of Zion's 
cause, I remain, yours for the truth, 

W. S. 'I'AYLOR. 

MINDEN CI'l'Y, Mieh,, Sept. 3. 
Ed·itors HeTald:-We have been having 

some good two days' meetings, and good 
preaehing, in the eastern Michig·an district, 
and also grand feliowship meetings. Four
teen were bapt.izsd at the different places. I 
believe, also, tha.t much prejudice has been 
removed in many places, and many are look
ing upon us with favor n.ow, when in the past 

·they were opposed to us and our work. 
Those of the ministry are i!l good faith and 

hope, and the cause is gaining in many places, 
J. J. CORNISH .. 

PICKERING, La., Sept. 3. 
JIJditoTs Jfe?Ytltt:-It has been months since 

I have written to your paper. Some find 
fault with my letters and say I write such 
awful thiu~!;s; but if my letters accomplish 
good, I care nothing about who objects. Peo
ple have told me I was a good preacher if it 
wore not for th3,t awful Mormonism. The 
awful Mormonism, as they call it, is the 
doctrine ever offered to the human family. 

I arrived here Saturdlly night, 
1. Began meeting Sunday, eleven a. 
Fine congreg·ation out last night. 
bid fair for us to have a fine meeting. 
person gave in her name for baptism, 
'will t;::~ke ph3K:e at three o'clock today. 
mak38 two I have baptized from the Ut,:ah 
church, and I have never been on mission 
to Utah, either. 

The st,ate of Louisiana needs missionary. 
A m1:m should bo located here, and the oppor
tunity is fine to open up the work all up and 
down the line of the P. G Railroad. I see 
Bro. IN. S. Macrae hl !i,ppointed to Arkansas 
and Louishtna. I hope ha will reach Picker
ing by October, anyway. What we need in 
this rfiission is men to push out and get the 
gospel before the people. There is not much 
to preside over in this country yet. 

I learn or hear Dr. W. B. Tony will he at 

Cove, September 25, to anD.ihiJs,te Mm·Inonism, 
I have written him I would be theJ·e, and 
he comes and \<Vill debate fair propositions~ 
we will have a deb>d;e in Cove, Arkansas. 
However, I don't look for him. I've met 
other men than W. B. aud uever saw 
the doctrine of Jesus Christ annihilnted yet. 
Some Saints say to fish for tho blg fish and 
let the chubs go. But t.hese kind cf fisher
men neYer catch any fish. All we can do is 
to let down the net and ask God to g·ive tho 
increase, and H eels, turtles, gars, craw.fish, 
and a few snakes get in tbe net, we can't help 
it. Do our duty, preach and live the gospel, 
and God will bless us. In bonds, 

J.D. ERWIN. 

ll!lDI'I'ED BY :FRANCES, 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION AT INDEPENDENCE 
REUNIOl'I. 

Tuesday, August 28, the Dltughters of 
Zion met in the pa,vilion at Independence, 
Missourl, reunion, held at Washington par'k. 
''0- Jesus, the g·iver," was sung, pray!W was 
offered by Bro. E. L. Kelley, hymn, 
"Nearer, my God, to thee," after which the 
president of the advisory board, Mrs. M. E. 
Hulmes, opened the meeting by rGmarking 
that it was not with any desire to infringe 
upon the time which the Saints had set 
apart for worship, but because Of an earnest 

that a better mJ.derst1l,nding of work 
obtain among the people that we had 
of the reunion management a brief 

of time in which to present its 
and earnestly req nested of any who 

an interest in it that they feel free to 
express t.heir views 5 and. if there should be 
those who perhl!.ps were not in fuli sympathy 
with us, that they would not hesitate to 
state their objections or ask any quesl;ions 
which will lead to a mutuv,l understanding, 
and if any had a WOt'd of cheer or encourage· 
ment, we would be glad to hear it. 

A of courtesy and kindness, breadth 
of purpose and depth of t.hought cha;·aeter
ized the speeches mado by the different sis
ters and brethren present. 

Sr. M. \7\lalker, of Lamoni, wil.s firs\; to 
respond, remarking:-

"As it is the desire of the mothers and sis· 
ters, whose cause we are here to represent, 
that the church should more fully under
stand tho nature of the work we a1'e trying 
to dol I c&n think no better which 
to present it. to you than bJ referJ"'lng you to 
our constitution. And I trust you will per· 
mit me to say just here that I know person
ally in rega!'d to the origin and incept,ion of 
each work which is now moving on as helps 
to the church,-the body of Christ, whlch 
has many membe-rs, hut is one bndy,--aud I 
ca,n testify to you today that the same Spirit 
which moved to the orgs,niz11tion, fi1·st of 
the Prayer Union, afterward the Sunday 
School Association and Religio, moved also 
to the organization of the Daughters of 
Zion. If one is of God all are of him. H one 
is a mistake, all are mistakes. And will it 

not be a happy day for the church when ali 
who are working for the common cause---the 

bB content t.o la,bor each 
jn the to which t,hey 2"re best, adHpted 
and in which their la,bors are crowned with 
most succ,oss, without or envy one of 
another, but realizing in its fullest import 
tba/.J must be one if we ~vould be Christ's." 

Then, the firsG clause of the consti-
tution, she added:-

''It is a day in which many influences com
bine to destroy the sacred altar of family and 
home llfe. It is our aim to d8fend our homes 
from those influences and do all in our power 
to render them attractive, that our children 
may love them, and to educate them in the 
principles of the gospc>l, that they may love 
all which is pure and hea11tHul in the world 
aDd shun thKJ.t which is evil.. It has been 
said, 'The limit of a civilization is bounded 
by the aspirations of its motherhood,' and be
lieving this to be true, let me ask you, What 
limit ought there to be to the aspirations of 
the motherhood of ·bhe church of the living 
God? Ia it not our hope-our aim-to obtain 
a Cfolestial glory? 'ro inherit the kingdom 
of God Md enjoy tho companionship of Christ 
and his angels, as weli as of the just and holy 
ones who have entered into the rest prepared 
for the people of God? There should be no 
limit to the aspirations of the motherhood of 
'~;he church. For tho purpose of hetping to 
rm~ke our children instruments of good this 
work pla.nnod., with the end in vitlW that 
as they go out into the world they might be 
the means of and o!Wing others. It 
is God's world, v.nd each child born into it 
haa a, cl:a,im to a bir'£hright of purity, and for 
this purpose Christ commanded the gospel 
to be pn:mched in all the world." 

Sr. B. C. Smi.th followed with a few well
chosen words, expressing the thought th:J,t 
the gospel ls all-sufficient; but is the gospel 
lived up to in our homes? Let us search into 
these thing·s, 

~!.P.'l the neoessit.y of such 
an sh'" greatly rejoiced in 
its existence, although she was not a member, 

Sr. Mina Cock Hs,rt, student under Prof. 
Oscar Chr1.sman o! t.i:w State Normal Uni.
versit.y of Kansss, and !"ditor of the maga-
zine, Paidology Cbild Study, said:-

~~']_,here is nothing nJore beautiful or more 
pcofi table than ·the study of 'r.he child. God 
ha.s permitted the'chUd to have parents, that 
they mig·ht gum·d and guide him while he is 
not capable of guidicg himself; and there
for·e these parer;ts will be held responsible to 
God for tho way they v.nd guard him. 

effeei.uaHy do this they must study him 
carefully, that t.hey m&y know the meaning 
his every look and Ret, encouraging the good, 
discour·,!ging· the bad." Her remarks upon 
this very interesting. 

Bro. E. L. Kelley said:-
"My 'ivife is a Daughter of Zion, and I am 

as much in sympathy them as she is (or 
more eo H possible). I thank God that he 
has raised up the Daughters of Zion, that 
while I am away preaching the gospel they 
may a.sslat my wife in caring for my 
and t,hat when they see them doing anything 
contrat·y to th•3 laws of God they, as mothers 
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and Daughters of Zion 1 irlterest 
in them, and go to Lhem 
their own, and danger. I 
thank God for you-r org~MJ1z;;Jtjou, and pray 
his blessing upon you." 

Sr. Harring·t,on s~id that she 
great encourag·(:nnent help 
Daughters of Zi.on! B~nd. that she had recently 
received word f1·om h(_::r BO:J~ who is ~1w:ady 

from home~ assurtng hEW' that its teachings 
had helped her in her work wl.th her chil
dren, She felt great interest in its prog~
ress~ and. "vvherever she could say a v;rord 
it she intended to do so. 

Swen 8wenson:-
~·My 1nother WD/3 a Daug-hter Zion, and 

my wife is a Daughter of Zion. I much 
to tb11nk my mother for, because she t.aught 
me in my' ear'ly years to be pure in body and 
in mind, and she said, 'Swen, keep your body 
·pure, and when you want a companion for 
life, ask the LO!'d anc! he will give you one 
who is pure, because you have kept yourself 
pure.'" 

Bro. R. M. Elvin ss,id:--
"It is without hesitation or an apology 

that I respond to the request to before 
and for the daughters of Zion, fm· I believe 
this association to be a part of God's work. 
The reason for ~accepting is, because an an
cient American by the name of Moroni said, 
'WhatsoevGr inviteth and entioeth to do good 
is of God.' And I believe that the Daughters 
of Zion are an organization for good. 

"Mook modesty is a fruitful cause of sin 
in the world, for fathers and mothers fail to 
properly teach their· children. The children 
are therefore not prepared to meet and resist 
the in vi.tation and allm'ements wrongdoing. 
My teaching to my children has l:Jeen not to 
speak a word or do an act t,b.at they would be 
ashamed to say or do in the presence of 
father or mother, or any good person. 
Judge ye if I have rightly taug·hL! 

"There is a law for our rnm·al nature as 
there J.s nlso provided law for our spiritual 
nature, and likewise s, law of our physical 
nature, 11nd a full redernp'uion is that we re
turn both spirit and body pure !•o our Gnd. 
There is ample room in this field for thB 
Daughters of Zion to accomplish a great 
work. 

"I met a minister of another church. He 
made inquiry reh.J,tive to a slater of the 
church-a Daughter of Zion; and with 'uears 
in his eyes he thanked God for the infh.:ence 
of that sister in her youthful lifa upon him, 
which bad kept him from many wrongs, 

"If the young sisters of the church would 
accept of my advice they would become a 
power for good, namely; let them pledge 
themselves: The lips that use tobacco or 
liquors shall never touch m.ine. 

"May God bless, guide, and aid the Daugh
ters of Zion, is my prayer." 

Bro. Columbus Scott sald:-
"Daughters of Zion is !In organiz:~,t.bn, au 

auxiliary of the church, desig·ned to develop 
the true method of up the homo, 'ohe 
instruction of the children and youth of the 
church (and others) in the of life; 
teach them how to avoid the evils and to be 
prepared to meet emergencies arising, and 

be their evil 

"Some of the problems to be solved rel at
ing· to t~h.is grgve subject are~ How to ma~ke 
home the most desl.rv.ble place for the chil
dren_ IIovv to dGvelop to supreme degTee 

spiri tu:JJ facu1 ties of the chil
h~.;y such a foundation in their 

cb.&jracter tlu~t, they );;:ill incline to the truth 
tl:nm the evil. How to 

them to avoJd the reading· of dis
sipating~ <and poisonous fiction, and other lit~ 

erv~turb J.s rnining the lives of millions 
th.is u1g'e in the aud abrofMi. Hovv to 

develop l.i ves pui~ity :as aga.iust the erying, 
corrupting', degrading' sin -or the age, that 
carl'"ies so ·tnany of our young· annusJly to un
timely and unhonored g:ravos-sexual crilne. 
Hovv to the time and renevv the 

life, give ample time for serv-
ice to and God, by learning to g·i ve our 
llfe-cnergies to the study and practice of that 
only which contl"ibntes to the ne'!cessary 
aud pr1l.ctical- \;he rea1iy needful- to 
life and its true and legiti.rnate ends. 
How avoid the mistakes so common in the 
eonsun;.rns.tion of holy m~2Jtr~.mony, through 

unions formed, and the worm
wood tHJd g';,ll-Hke trouble and sorrow con
sequent upon such matrimonial unions. 

"All of •;vblch, with much more, that is all
essential to succeEisful, upright, holy, s,nd 
Godly !i ves. To these dangers now 
so common among earth's children is to ap
peal to the membership of the Daughters of 
Zion, to set abouUhe application of the meas
ures to the end sought. Ti:leir work is one 
of the greatest relating to the welfare of 
home e.nd em·th's children." 

Bro. J. A, Gumsolley gave forth one of his 
pithy "The Lord couldn't be 
evm·ywhore., so be made mothers:" He said 
while the br"ethren are seeking to teach the 
pura principles of the gospel, the Sunday 
school, the Religio, and the Daughters of 
Zion a!'e furnishing materials in this the 
hastening time wherewith to bring about the 
redemption of Zion. 

Spt~ce will not permit us to quote there
marks of several of those present: Sisters 
Stetl<Jr and May spoke in earnestness of- the 
good done by the auxiliary orgv,nizations of 
the church. Tr·uly a hal.lowed influence 
seemed to rest over the meeting, and at the 
hour appointed for closing, all seemed to feel 
that it had been a p1·ofitable and enjoyable 
session. 

After thanking the bret.hren for the kind 
words of encom·agerneut, B,, dismissal hymn 
w:J,s sung, and Bro. El. vin pronounced th(o 
benediction. MRS. ABBIE A. HOR1'0N. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL IGEQUESTS FOR PRAYER .. 

Sr. Anna Lacy, of Nebrs,ska, requests the 
prayers of the sisters in behalf of Bro. 
Walter Lacy, her son, tLat he may be made 
whole and strong. He has been afflicted for 
ovsr year. 

Bro. D . .H. Sr. Mary B. Whetsel re-
quest the prayers of the Sisters' Prayer 
Union, and also of 1;he church, in behalf of 
their 'uwo boys, aged three and five years, 
who are subject to convulaions, that if it be 

will be 
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Sr. Mary Britain writes: "I request the 
prayers of the Prayer Union and of the Saints 
in behalf of Sr. Agnes Britain, whom they 
have taken to the hospHal Topeka." 

8 D 
ICJ.DJ.>::;:t ':!'. A. HOUGAS, EDI'I'OR. 

Henderson, Jlllill.s Co., Iowa. 

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO ASSIST IN 'l'HE 
UP OF' THE SUNDAY SCHOOL 

WORK OF THE D:lilS MOINES 
DIS'fRICT? 

Read before the Sunday Scnool ConvenUon of the Des 
I\loines DiBtrict held at Colfuxl Iowa, Augne.t :31, 1900~ by 
Sr. Elsie Rnssell. 

To me this is a very lrnpor'~!l.llt question. 
First let us take a brief review of what the 
Sunday school is. Ce1·ta.inly there is no one 
who would say it was not an auxili!J,l'Y of the 
church. NeHher do we for one moment con
sider the Sunday school work of a minor 
character in any respect, but we consider it 
a work which should be the closest com
panion of the mission field, for we believe 
"the Sunday school of today is but the church 
of tomorrow." 

It is during the Sabbath lesson that the 
Bible story is enthrUled into the students' 
minds. It is in the Sunday school where 
many are taught to prr,y. Tben, too, we 
would say it is here where all the true prin
ciples of Christ and his gospel are taught in 
their greatest simplicity, endeavoring thus 
to adapt ourselves to the child's mind. 

Above all, it is a home. Yes, a horne, not 
merely to the children, but for the young 
folks and older people as well. It is a home 
where we all have a work to perform. 'Not a 
work for a hmnan me,ster, but for the Master 
divine. It is not here that. we are working 
for hire, but for more than ·that; we are 
working for souls. Then as we see them en
ter into the door of his kingdom we can feel 
that we are ''laying up treasures in heaven 
where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, 
neither thieves break through and steal." 
What a blessed privilege to have such a borne 
to work in, and to know we have such a lov
ing Father to assist and reward us. 

But we think we hear some one saying, 
"Yes, it would be grand if we only had a Sun
day school to work in, but as we have not, 
we rnus·t wait fOt' God to build up one." To 
those individuals we would say, ''Why stand 
ye idle wai-ting fm· reapers more to come?" 
'vvhy not "thrust in your sickle" and do your 
shaee toward building up a school in your 
vicinity? And though your harvest may be 
but sm3,ll, just remember what was once re
corded, "Paul sowed, Apollos watered, and 
God giveth the increase." 

You cannot do your brother's nor your sis
ter's work, neither can they do yours. Each 
one must work out his own salvation, and be 
his allotted work great or small, he must do 
it or lose his reward and thereby fall short of 
the every Latter Day Saint should be 

to obtv,i.n, np ~~me ·t;n 
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602 THE SAINT& HERALD. 
~==~==========================~~ =========- ' -
spare. Our lives are given us for a purpose, 1 have proven the joy and comfort that is to be 1 the distr.ict. 
so let us be cs,reful and not them care- J obtained by in i.t, I do beseech of ! branch, 1,0 

, 1 the fourtn 

Adjourned to meet with Wayne 
county, on Saturday before 
in August, 1901. lessly. j you, Be not slothful. If you never have en- .

1 

-

Some say, "The Sunday school work is all ' listed in this work, do not delay, but firmly 
right for the young, but I am too old to be resolve this moment that by God's assistance ! NORTB:Wl!JS'l'ERN vYISCONSIN. 
eng~ge.~ in a work of that kind." We are you wHl ma~e a.st.art and do, what you. can: I 
afra1d ttwse very peopl(3 hs,ve forgotten the Th("n,upon tet.mnwg home uo noo forgeG thf, 1 , 

foe> t. ha+ +h.oy m't"'ht .,oo(ot, n, 0 Vf'U""'e!' ones ! resolution, but put it into practice. Let us ! cLuo;le:a _ . 
~u. iJ J.>. ·u iii w E> ~I.:>.:;J ... , .... i!.!.U. oJ _. --~ • ' 'j ' . . . Pei:-s,;o arad 
:md we are sure we are always made to feel I endeavor to retnember t'l!at it is our duty to i H\ltchineon were ""tn . A. V. 
a sense of encouragement when we a.re , "Lovingly, tenderly watcll o~er the children 1 I C.losson was chosen pres1dstr~ .of north western 

P·~r·- Dear litUe hnnbs of the fold; district, e.ud Louisa M. Sh,wer grtiJnted their presence ?und assitrt.~)nce, 4J N · 'h b 1 h Ever rrJect. em, uta ways receive t em Bt•a;:tches Frankfort 110; 
euts, if it is worthy of your children's eon- With kindness as He did of old." 1 Reed 5l; 5. 80; loss The 
sideraHou, is it not wort.hy of Vve feel -·-~~~~~-- I elders A. v. Closson 
assured that in every other case you would A CHRIS'l'IAN woman said: "My highest 82 . . adminis-

, '· 'l to ~ k ·o·u ·· ch1'ld· en ~ot •o go . . . . · to the S!Cl{ 59 never "a1 uS :li K r u " • !deal m hfe lS to help somebody up." Do ! 40 sermons 
wber0 you could not be present. Now lf I you thlnk there could be a moiee 0xalted mis- i ::md did other labor.'. 

yo~r ":ss:s.ta.~c~. is neede~. in ever: ot~1~r I sio.n? \iVbe,t is yours, deal:' primP,ry .. t~acher? 31 
why exclude almply tlus one and ~ay they Is 1t to have the largest elass Ul your 
don't need you there? 'l'hey do. 1 village? Is it, to teach beautifully illustrated 

and admi.nis
Willlam 

E. Ltvingstou, and 
S psakers during 

H. Burr, A. V. Closson When .Jesus was here among men, he for·-~lessons, so that you sh>J,!I estabLish for your
go'G not the little ones, but s<~.id, "Suffer the self 11 reputation as a brilliant teacher? Is H 
little ones to come unto me aud forbid them 1 to win t.he love of the childr·en tha'G you m!l.y 
not." Ag·ain we read. of him even stooping fill your heart with this sweet joy, and sur
to take the little ones up into his arms and round your life with its sunshine? Is it to 
bless them, and then he tells us that we mus•\ be an effieient l.Jjd to the 
beeome like unto them or we cannot enter 
into his kingdom. Now, how dare we sll,y 

that. they are not wor·thy of a portion of our 
time~ talent, and intere.f::Jt, ~vhen they were 
worthy of our Savior's time. 

S0mo say, "I don't know how to make a 
start." Perhaps a few suggestions might as
sist you in knowing how to enter into this 
work of the Sunday school. Fi!'st, Do not de
ceive yourself 2,nd say, "I cannot, "but put your 
shoulder to t,he wheel and s!J,y, "I will try." 
Second, Seek God's guidance and assistance, 
for if we wish to promote the spiritual growth 
of a Sunday school we must first seek and ob
tain from the fountain head a portion of the 
Spirit of our Master before we can diffuse to 
those around us any portion of it. 

Now the question is, after receiving this, 
"How are we to impart it to others?" Being 
once in possession, we can no more retain or 
keep to ourselves this God-given quality than 
can the rose absorb all the light she receives. 
Our very natures will beam forth and run 
over with kind words, actions, and deeds to 
those around us, who in turn cannot help be
ing imbued with the same spirit, causing 
them to look up higher and seek to receive 
of it more abundantly. To do good in any 
cause we must be earnest workers, letting 
our light shine that thereby others may be 
benefited. 

Patiently and earnestly does the gardener 
work day after day among the plants, loosen
ing the moist earth around ·them and remov
ing any obstacle whieh .might retard their 
growth, and destroying any insect whieh 
would be apt to mar their development and 
beauty. Should we not work as diligentiy as 
does he? Are the plants we have in eharge 
of less consequence than his? Christ said 
the Spirit of God would not dwell in unholy 
temples. Then to your task and remove 
evet·ything of an evil nature which will pre
vent the entrace and growth of the Spirit, 
and in so doing become soldiers in our Mas
ter's great "army." 

So then, dear Saints, we who have enlistEd 
in this great Sunday school work, and who 

whom you esteem and hOJwrP Then you 
have not fOUi'Jd the true aim, the big·he8t 
ideal -of the vl'imltry tE:1acher. Your aim, I 
your one ever-present purpose should be, to 
win the children to rig·hteousuoss. The 
word means, not only u, true life but the one 
'righteous life. Lead the children to know 
and love th2,t life. 

We need Christian manhood and woman
hood; teacher·s, preachers, citizens, who have 
been "kep';; unspotted from the world." We 
have them all in our prima~y classes. Dear 
teachers, let our prayer be that of the 
Ma.ster's: "I pray not that thou shouldst 
take them out of the world, but that thou 
shouldst keep them from the evil."-Sel. 

WEST VIRGINIA. 
Conference convened with Mount Zion 

branch, at Goose Creek, Aug·ust 25 to 28; 
Brn. J. F. MeDowell and G. H. Godbey pre
sided, J. B. Russel secretary. Branches re
porting: Buffalo City 22, Wayne 49, Bell
grove 40, Mount Zion 23, Ha.rmony 27, Cabin 
Run 28, Clarksburg 26, Union Grove 23, 
Mount Wayne 11, Fairview 37. Ministry re
portinl!: Elders L. R. Devore, T. K. Ferrel1, 
L. D. Ullom, G. H. Godbey, W. R Odell, D. 
L. Shinn, J. H. Huffman, .John Carpenter; 
Priests B. Beall and J. M. Kelley; teachers 
J. M. Jeffries and J. B. RusselL Bishon's 
agent reported: On hand last report $14.05; 
received since $190.45; naid out $165.47; bal
ance on hand $24 98, Election of officers: G. 
H. Godbey was sustained as president of dis
trict; B. Beall, Bishop's agent, J. B. Russell, 
secretary. Preaching hv· Elders J. F. Mc
Dowell, G. H. Godbey, V. M. Goodrich, and 
J. L. Goodrich. Officers present: High 
priests 2, seventies 2, elders 5, priests 2, 
teachers 2. The following brethren and 
sisters were elected to represent us at General 
Conference: G. H. Godbey, W. R. Odell, B. 
Beall, Sophia Smith, Louisa Oaner, 'f. K. 
Ferrell, J. F. McDowell, J. L. Goodrich, V. 
M. Goodrich, Mary J. Beall, J. B. Russell, 
Clatrie Williams, L D. Ullom, A. McCoy, L, 
R. Devore, J. M. Kelley, J. H. Huffman, J. 
W. Trout, Mary Huffman, Lucinda Williams. 
The district was well represent,ed at the con
ference, and w11.s o;:"~. of the best ever held in 

Conference to 
Pepin county, 

-·---~--

at 
s. 

on the re-
schools, 430 67 

June 3, at m., a pro-
Ct7ss1on of ::md schools 
mt-~rehed to Hulme town headed by the 
concertina band. Service in hall was de-
voted to short speeches and At the 
close the and re-
turned to Manchester room for tea. 
At six p. m. the was again formed 
and marched to town hall for evening 
service. Presiding bt•ethren Elders S. F. 
Mat,her and H. Greenwood. Solo by Bro. H. 
Palmer, "Our life is like a stormy sea;" trio 
entitled "Knocking," was g-iven by Bro. and 
Sr. Green and Bro. Mather. The meeting 
was then addressed Elder J. Dewsnup, 
Sen. He was not to present his 
views of Sunday school work, but felt he had 
not had much experience with little ones. 
Sunday school work of the church was in its 
infancy, and the Manchester district had 
been one of the first to take it up. Push and 
doing were rEquired; and doing 
works and the church considering 
the school work as it is part of God's 
work, Spirit it,. Building 
cba.ra<Jter was to of charac-
ter, as obedience to tbe commands of the 
law. It is the duty of La,tter Day Saints to 
teach their children, and mothers should 
know and be able to teach good principles. 
Children learn quick, and are difficult to 
change. We should consider our duty to 
God. Precept and example bas s::>mething 
in it, for like begets like. The Jews show 
more filial affection than us, and if we cannot 
honor parents we cannot honor God. Chil
dren were stoned for disobedience. Parents 
should 8,ttend Sunday school and learn God's 
law and teach their children. The present 
gathering was a testimony of work done. 
Zion is the pure in heart. Hymn, "Will 
your anchor hold," was sung, and the meet
ing closed by prayer, after which two verses 
of the English national anthem was sung. 
Monday, June 4, the following schools re
ported by letter: Clay Cross, Farnworth, 
Leeds, London, East Manchest,er, North 
Manchester, South Manchester, Salford, 
Sheffield, Wigan. The report of Northeast 
Manchester was given verbally. One school, 
Hunslett C111r, had not reported. The report 
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of banner committee received and committee 
retained. East M0Jnchester school received 
as a member of the associal,ion. A discussion 
and review the rels,tions of the 
Sunday school and church districts 
(Manchester and Shdfisld). After 
two questions were rwesn;t.rJd by 
Sunday school: L the sch(?Ol au 
altogether ind·Jpemle•Jt It 
was re5ol vcd the 

III 

W. n. }<'1n£l,!J0l!J,l ~P<C.l"f'l.;;.,•v 

Palmer. Tl'easurer . ·w. 
that the officers of the 
confer with the officers of the M:a&whester 
d.istrict the harmor.y of the asso
ciation 

SUNDAY SCHOOL PROGRAM AT DOW CITY 

exercises. 
sion, lesson 1. 
m. Religio, regular lesson 
tember). Four p, m., 
lesson 2. Wednesday, 
Sunday school work. Four 

of school 
in the district desiring be en-

rolled ln the district association wm please 
t.o the district convention. All schools 

to attend the convention will 
to render the selec-

92, 100, and 

approbation of the 
work of that character 
nearer to God and in closer 
each other in the of love and 

Address me at Iowa, or 
Ana, Califomia, 

Yours for Letter work, 

603 

to the program D. A. ANDERSON, Sec. 
we desire ~~ fun SA.N'l'A ANA, Cal., Sept. 1~ 1900. 

IND:l<JPENDENClli REUNION. 
Heunion of Independence district 

Ji'Ili'lJ.'R QUORUI\'1 OF ELDERS. 
':J:o Fifth of ElderG; Dear 

Brethrren.1:--I b.ave each a 
eopy of our circular and made 
some ol most, if not, of you in 
regard our work. I now make follow-
ing general requests: Do all in power 
to make 2. success of Look on 

Conference minut.es A. 
aceurate accou. nt of your I Etvin. 'l'he 
that blank-never get a i,he 

1, 1901, ei t down and 
report from the dato of ' 
from Nlarch l, 1900, 

Iowa. I wi.ll 
to that M.nJ.e. 

from Au.aust 
"~ Bmi'th.nand 

the 

correspondence. Inq uj ries _ 
- a.nd any infor- A. H. Hulmes, C. 

t.hink tend towards I El!i~ Short, Newton, and John 
the of our work will be duly Wnn':. , . . 
considered by the officers. Durwg .t.he meetwg S!X we.re baptized, and 

If have failed to receive the circular threo ctnldren blessed. Tne weather was 
m", and one will be mailed you quite wurm during the whole session aud had 

school session, lesson 5. October I m l t , 'd h l' f 
4, 2:30 p. m., 8unday school Pour p. J.D~ c 'e t;,r,' oeS1 .e.s "t e Ist ~ 
m., Sunday school session, lesson 8. Fdday, name",o,t i.~e membds, contam~ the follow-
October 5, 2: 30 p. m., Religio work. Four p. wn,ch JS of interest to :o.ll the members 

I 
quorum:--

two rain storms, nevertheless the campers 
seemed cheerful and happy. 

By motion and vote it was decided to hold 
another reunion in 1901, time and place left 
to the exeeutive committee. 

m., Sunday school session, lesson 10. S~J;tur- The resolutions that are neces-
day, October 6, four p. m., business session. 

Missionary in charge and Bishops Short 
and May to constitute the executive com
mittee. Sunday, October 7, 7:30 a. m., Sunday school I to observed are the resolution gov-

session, lesson 13. 

1 

the resolution eoncerning the 
B · B'bl B k "M 0 l' use and st.rong drink, the one re-nng 1 es, oo OI ormon, ,uarter 1es, ,. _, , h'" · 1 · d h 

Autumn Leaves Winnowed Songs and a quesomg reporu Oc .lbtOrlCa 1terns, an t e 

The Sabbath school, in charge of 'v\f. N. 
Robinson; Zion's R'lligio-Llterary Society, 
in charge of J. A. Gunsolley; Daughters of 
Zion, in charge of Mary E. Hulmes; and The 
Sisters' Prayer Union, in charge of Margaret 
Windsor, occupied the afternoons. 

prayerful heart.' Come prepared to take one regardin~ fees. . 
part in all these exercises, either as teaehers , The r~solutwn gove~~mg reports, ad?pted 
or scholars, preparing lessons as far as possi- m 1897, 1s as follows: Re.st;lved, that 1f any 
ble beforehand. Teachers' meetings will be member of the quorum falls to r~port an-
held frEquently. May God's blessings attend as prescr:?~d quo.ru,m l ules, .the 
all in their preparation to come, and in the . . shall nO•lf;y . of uhls res?l~twn, 

The general health of the campers was 
good, and notwithstanding the opposing in
fluence of the world, the flesh, and tbe Devil, 
the preaching was earnest and uplifting, and 
the prayer services calm, peaceful, and soul
cheering. Kansas City papers were fair and 
manly in reporting the reunion. 

labor assigned, that all done may be both and 1f he . to ma1w proper explanatiOn or 
pleasant and profitable. send ~eport to quorum at nex,~ s,n'!ual meet-

Committee on program tne quorum sh~ll be at nber•y to drop 
' J. l!-,. MINTUN, from mombersh1p." -

J. M. BAKER. In regard to the use of tobacco and strong 
DORA YOUNG. drink, the following resolution was adopted: HOBT. M. ELVIN, Sec. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Northeast Kansas district 

will meet at Fanning, October 5, at 10: 30. 
The morning seseion to be devoted to 
and short talks on Sunday school 
invite all Sunday school workers to be 
present, that we may have a profitable con
vention. 

HARRY THOMAS, Supt. 
J. W. BURNS, Sec. 

Sunday school convention of Northern Ne
braska district will convene at Blair, Satur
day, September 22, at two p, m. It is 
earnestly rEquested that each school in the 
district will be represented by one or more 
delegates. If impossible to send delegates, 
be sure to forward a report of your school, so 
it can be read at the convention, 

ALICE C, SCHWARTZ, Supt. 
JAMES H1:Jll'F, Asst. Supt. 

Sunday schools of Kirtland district will 
meet in convention at Blake Mills, Ohio, 
Monday, October 8. It is expected that 
Elder T. A. Hougas, Geueral Superintendent 

"Resolved, that from now on, we neither re-
ceive, nor retain, as a member of this quo- PASTORAL. 
-rum, an elder who is known to use tobacco or 
strong drink." To the Saints of Northern Nebraska 

The Church Historian desires information District, Greeting:-We have been looking 
on all items that might be of interest to the over the field the past summer and find there 
church. 'l'he passed the following is great need for a more earnest and deter-
resolution, nquires members of this mined effort upon the part of each member 
quorum to report to our Secretary, Bro. D. to live as becometh a follower of the Christ. 
A. Lamoni, Iowa, all items of There is a disposition to become so wrapped 
news that in judgment may be deemed up in the things of this world that we cannot 
of interest to the church. "Resolved, that spare the time, energy, or means that might 
we nquest the members of the Fift.h Quorum be required of us to give to God some Htt.le 
to report all items of news of sufficient im- tribute of praise, and a small but reasonable 
port to our secretary, he to transmit the service in the interest of his work. 
same to the historian." Now, Saints, this should not be! We 

The resolution regarding fees to the effect should be active! This work is worth all the 
that fifteen cents be rEquested from each labor we can bestow on it; and when we find 
member, each year, as dues for current ex- a branch too indifferent to hold services. and 
penses. This was passed in 1898. where they do have serviees only two or 

In to applieations for missions; the three come out when there should be sixty or 
rule is all applications for missions shall more, it is evidence of coldness in the work 
be made to the missionary in charge of the and of a very poor condition, very discoura
field where applicant resides. Particulars giog- to the few active workers. 
should be given as to number of dependents, For shame on such a condition. 
amount required for family, and preference, Blessed with the grandest work in the 
if any, of fields. world, and the greatest privileges of any pee-

Dear brethren of the quorum, Jet us labor pie, we should find no effort or sacrifice on 
during the coming year· so as t,o receive the · our part too great to make in the interest of 
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fit 

6, at ten o'clock. We sincerely hope all will 
be present, especially all the officials with 
their reports, letting love abound in our 
hearts. P. CADWELL, Pres. 

J. W. BURNS, Sec. 

Conferenc3 of Northern Minnesota district 
will convene with Audubon branch, October 
13 and 14. Send branch reports to T. J. 
Martin, Detroit City, Minnesota, by the lOth 
of the month. Elders, priests, teachers, and 
deacons, please report in person. Come, 
Saints and all, and let us have a g-ood confer-

. ence. I. N. ROBER.TS, Pres. 
T. J. MAR'l'IN, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 

The new catalog·ue will be ready for de~ 
li ve1·y by September 1, and all persons doing 
business with the Publishing House are re
quested to note carefully the changes in 
prices and otherwise, all books will be sold 
by number, and per~ons sending orders will 
find what the title of the book is, but order 

serv- fr•om the office by number only. This done to 
J. C. lessen mistakes if possible, and to make it 

easier for those who do business with the 
office. 

out-to be trodd,cn under ~uhe of men. 
The Herald Publishing Department will 

be represented at the Dow City, Iowa, re
unions by an authorized agent, who will 
have books for sale, and will give his per
sonal attention to the business of this de-

Shall it be of us t~hat~ have 1otSt our 
savor? 

a light to the 
·:Jovver set uuon a 

\".~o our CfH'~eless-
beeoPJB as a 11vith 

. h is as ma,ny as every one, 
w pone- and if you cannot all, attend all you 

t.he small I c~n F M WELD D' t P there. w • • - • ' ls . res. 
mem.b;;::;r to be ~~~---

partment. JOHN SMITH, 
Manager. 

BORN. 
CoHRT.-At Smithland, Iowa, November 

6, 1899, to Eider F. E. and Sr. Cora B. Cohrt, 
a daughter. Blessed February 10, 1900, hy 
Elders Hubert Ca~e and F. E. Cohrt, and 
named Muriel Bethine. 

WIGHTMAN.-To Bro. Sherman and Sr. 
Cora Wightman, of Lake Park, Washington, 
(formerly of Lamoni,) a daughter, March 10, 
1900. Biessed August 20 by Bro. N. C. Enge. 

SA WYER.-To Mrs. J. A. Sawyer, a son, 
May 5, 1900, near Albion, Idaho. Named 
Raymond Clay. Blessed by Elder Charles 
Albertson, August 19, 1900. 

DIED. 
MURRAY.-Irene Olivia, daughter of A. F. 

and Alice Murray, at Sixteen, Montana, 
August 24, 1900, aged 6 months and 1 day. 
Funeral· service at the Saints' church at 
Reese Creek, in charge of G. Reese. 

DYKES.-At Rushville, Missouri, August 
26, 1900, Bessie, daughter of Mr. George and 
Sr. Alice Dykes, aged 9 years, 23 days. Bes
sie was not a member, but she believed the 

outre- gospel and had faith in God's healing power. 
this and I But the elders were so far away none were 

to con- obtained for her. Word was sent to Atchi-
October 1, son, Kansas, and Brn. R. Warnock and H. A. 

missionaries to do this for you when adil.l"ess reports to Klng- ~treet, West Stebbins (the latter happening to be there) 
they arc not members tbe district., take Toronto. -· JOHN L. BURGER, Sec., wentover. Theformerof!'erEdafeelingprayer 

much interest you do manifest I G. T. R. Roundhouse, St. and the latter preached of the atonement of 
inttlrest to eo me yoursel ve:l, or even --- Christ, the resurrection, and the hope of 

send N[lre38ntatives imJtances? You I Northeast. Missouri district conference will eternal life. The face of the child bore wit-
should -manifest ln the bu;;iness convene at Pollock, October 6 and 7. We de- ness to the reputation given that she was in 
that may come t.hese conferences, !J,nd sire all who conveniently can to attend; life an obedient, loving, faithful, and truthful 

should be n1sde times refreshing, re- bring with and let us use one; pure in heart, and ready for the land of 
tbe ''my them for of the con- the blessed, Wa!Jting to be baptized, but hav-

ference. please for- ina: no opportunity till death came. 
George A. Tr·yon, TEAKLE.-At Runnells, Iowa, August 30, 

1900, Mrs. Cordia Laughlin Teakle. She was 
born December 30, 1866, in Stark county, 
Ohio; was baptized in 1883, and since that 
time has lived as a prayerful, consecrated 
Christian, ever ready to defend the faith she 
so dearly loved. Through all her suffering 
she was qot heard to murmur. A husband, 
an aged mother, one sister, and two brothers 
mourn her departure. Funeral sermon by 
Elder J. C. Clapp in Saints' chapel. The 

that of Northeast Kansas district body was taken to Olivet for burial. An im; 
?,t th\l ~t the depot, ·· 
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(Established 1860.) 

Published Every at u"'"'"""• 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

to 

letters and make all remit
to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 

Smith. 
office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-

,) orrN SMITH, Manager. 

If~ catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLE:\'DER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the General 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued quar-
terly. • 

73. Senior Grade, per quarter . . . 08 
Per year, in advance..... . . . . 25 

74. Intermediate Grade, per quar-
ter......................... 05 
Per year.................... 15 

75. Primary Grade, per quarter.. 05 
Per year.................... 15 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen ... 2 50 
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK. 

77. Limp, 15c. each, per dozen ... 150 
The office will procure for its patrons 

a,ny ')ook that is obtainable. 

SAINTS' HARMONY. Music only. 
107. Cloth, leather backs ......... 1 00 

SAINTS' 

1. The Nature of Man, Is He 
Possessed of Immortulity, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. T'ruth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 .. .. .. . . .. . 30 

4, Epitome of Faith and ~oc
trine of the Church, and Kn·t
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per doztm 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''OneBrtptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad-
minister, per dozen 15c.; 1 00 

7. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 
The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10· 100..................... 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 ...... o . . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15co; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15co; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100........... 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen lOc.; 100.............. 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorguniza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen 10c.; 100 .... 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle--

60 

ship and Under the Apostasy; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

21. Truths by Three '0litnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100. . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen lOc.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100 ........... 0 • • • 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100. . . . 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100 ............... 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100 .. 60 
30. 'l'he :b"'actions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per . 
dozen 15r-.; 100 .............. 1 00! 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Chlireh? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 .. 0. 20 

32. Which is the ChLlrch? per 
dozen 5c.; 100 ........... 0 .o. 30 

34. The Church or of 
God· What is lt? beuce 
Corn'es It? per dozen 6c. · 100 ·BO 

39. Prophecy of the ; 
100......................... 10 

40. ·what We Bdieve; per clo;cc!n 
lOc.; 100 ................... 1 00 

41. The Gospel and of 
Faith; per dozPn :h; 1UO . . . . 20 

42. Rejection of the Cbun-h; per 
dozen lOc. 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery · cacb 5c.; 
ner doz~n.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . 50 

44. Crooked Paths, per dozen 15c.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 

46. The Pure of 
per dozen i3c.; 20 

48. One or per 
: dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

I SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
lOc.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each .......... . 
51. The Repentance; each ...... . 

15 
05 

52 .• The Principles of the Gospel; 
each .......... 0............. 06 

53. The Epitome of Faith; each.. 02 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
55. The Truth; each. . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 

Any numberortracts bound to order. 
Prices on application. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper ..............•. , .... . 
135. Cloth .............. , ....... . 

A RCH1EOLOGICA L COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper .......... , , •••...••.. 
1370 Cloth .........•..•. , .•• , , -•.. 

AFTERGLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ....•••.•......... · · 

MANUSCRIPT FOUND. 'l'his 1s 
· the notorious book written by 

Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tified copy of the origh;ml now 
in Oberlin College, OhlO, 

139. Paper Goeooeo;o•eHlo•o"'•"'•••-o-oo 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth .•••••••• , •••• •• •• •• •• • 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 

~5 
50 

30 
50 

10 

1410 Cloth .................... , •• '15 
17 4. Flexible .• , • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

JJJJEOTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVEN ANTS, AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper .................. , • .. 25 
143. Cloth ... , .......... • • • • • .. • 40 

KING JAMES TRANSLATION OF 
'I' HE BI !:3LE. Self pronounc
ing, with footnotes and full 
index and references. 

179. Flexible ............. 0 ...... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun
duy school teachers' Bible, 
flexible ............... o . . . . . 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . • . 80 
157. Cloth, without references.... 30 
158. Cloth, without references 0. . . 50 
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WM. ANDER.SON, Pres, 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCDRSIONS, 

l!.ncorp®['ated n•ui<e][' the laws o:f the !§tate ®1' l!.®wa, July 1. l!Sfll§, 
Total a®setl!l Jammu•y 11, !90®, !!i133,03~.34; Apdlli, li900, i!!lli<&:<:,4SLO'<l'. 

on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All I 
wm l:le promptly and careiully answered. Direct all letters to L · . . · M' · ,w.A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, St. oms Expos1twn, St. Loms, £ lSSOUl'l, 

H ~ 1 September 17 to Octobe,• 20. One fare and 

tember 16, 20, 25, 27, and October 2, 9, 
· I third for the round t.rip, dates of sale Sep-

~===========~==========================~ 11, 16, a~ Re~ro~g good fi~ !I' from date of sale. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit 
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for 
tobacco, 

3 boxes of' Quit-to-back sent postpaid anywhere 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or 
stamps taken. You run. no risk, why not be free 

Address, 

i Corn Carnival, Atchison, Kansas, 
ber 20, 1900. One fare for the 
Dates of sale September 19 and 20. 
returning· September 21. 

St. Louis Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 
1 to 6, 1900. Seiling dates September 30 to 
October 5. Good returning October One 
fare for the round 

Fall City, 
October I to Tickets on sale Sep-
tember 29 to 6. Good returning Oc-

-~-----~~~,-~--·-··-~--, ---------~~~~---~~--- tober 8. One fare for the round trip. 

A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 
Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERAJ~D OJ:''FIC!G, JU<<rnm••· 
A. HAWS, Polk 

North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at DeB 
Moines 6: 05 p. m. 

South-Leave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arThe 
at Leon 11:45 a. m. 

Trains except Sunday; connect with C. 
B. & Q. I.,eon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided .for by ac· 
tion of G0neral Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Saints. Written and 
compiled President Joseph 
Smith and A nostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invalu.able as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting- old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor-
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete~ 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call-
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin-
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ........... , ...• , •... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ............ , ... , .••• 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

I ,,_. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ans't Cashier. 

Fi Vel per cent interest 
Correspondence so

Farms auci town property for s<>le. 

D A NifiH HYMN BOOK. Sal me
bog Til Kirke-o.a 
Udgivet og Fo~lagt af 
Gjenarganisersde J esu Christi 

SECRETARY'S RECORD. 
56. Paper ............... , , ••• , , 
57. Cloth, limp, double size .... " 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen,, , 

REPORTS. 
159. Blank statistical for 

schools to district associa• 
tions· per dozen .. , .....• • • ·, 

60. For districts to General Asso• 
per dozen .••••.••• ,, 

. Kirke af sidste Heliige. 
149. Cloth, leather ..... , , . . 75 1 'I'HE 

-·~--' ~---1 61. 

HAPPIEST 
A book for children. 
Cloth G 0 "0 0 e "' " (1,"' @ <::o 1(1 Q@ ~@ li}"' '.ll 9'& 

H'"' 
a! · ENVELOPES. 

------ I 62. For collections; 100 15c.; 
THIS is a book just issued by the Boa.rd of I 
Publication of the Reorg~nized Church of 1 ""'-'"'·'·•"-''-' 

Jesus Christ of L<1tter Day Saints, from the : 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His- I 
torian. It is a complete answer to and refu- 1 
tation of Elder B. H. t;toberts on "Succession I 
in the Presidency of the Church," anfl to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 1 

AND 

i Presidency." It follows Ivrr. Roberts closely -
PROMPT 

ETS. 
67. Per 100 ... , , ...... , 
68. Per 

and points out his false statements, misrepre· 

1

1 
seutations, historical Inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; I 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and For 
lnciden t,ally, local, 

It also takes into accoun'. uhe official acts i 69. Per dozen· • '' • · '• 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as· I WINNQWED SQNGS. 
sociates from June, 1814, to the present, 1 1'1 t; 
showing conclusively that they departed , 7v. -!"ach · · • • '' •' "' • 

the faith, and taught immorality and,,, ~l. Perdozen ••••• 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is cleariy maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

There bas long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
aries having· used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

ZIO~'S :HOPE. 

I 
72. A large fovr-p 

children, i!JSU 
M. Walker, E 
~ingle copies, p$r y~~f. 
In packages of toll~ to 

one address; e~<;tli •• ; • 
In packag\lS of sM'el'l_ or 

tO one address; eac~:.• , • ~ •• 
D!scQp.tinued when 6hi!ll ~~~'t 

ib arrears. 
'I'HE INSTRUCTOR. A compen· 

dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. 

10 

10 

1 

1 

It will n:ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lov.est possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

126. Cloth ........•••••••• , , •• , • • 75 
127. Leather .................. , •• 1 00 
128. Flexible ........• , •• , , • • • • • • 1 50 Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 
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E AI T fiRAl-~D. 
lCi 

OFFICIAL PUBLICA"TION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY S UlfTS. 
. ·~-----------

Vol. Lamoni, Iowa, September 19~ 1900. No. 38. 

CONTENTS: I known. Their stone partition walls I primitive looms. Feather cloth gen-
EmTORIAL' · · th t · t · h+ 1 l' d th d t d d th' Gracel~nd for 1900_01. ............... _605 i JOlU e ex enor ones a true r1g u I e;·a 1y wrappe.. e epar e , an---~ 

One of Joseph Smith's Murderers ..... 6051 angles. . 

1

. snroud was variC<;>lored. . l _____ ...._ 
The Flood at, Gal~eston ............... 606! They had fireplaces with plastered Probably the h1g~est at.taunnent~?f 

ORIGINA~ ;'\RT~CLES. . ' flues extending from base to summit I these early people mart IS shown.m, 
Admrmsterwg to the Swk ............ 607 •. h d t · · their potterv and they were their "Be Ye Perfect" ..................... 609 anu t ey were ma eon as rue prmm- J' • • 

Which Is Right? ..................... 610 ples to insure draft as we have today., most treasured possesswns. In the1r 
Secret Societies . . . . . . . . ........... 611 That they used beams in their great graves were found over a hundred~ 
Graceland College ?pening ........... 612 houses showed that they also had a I diffe.rent ~haped vessels, and the~e 

LETTER DEPARTMENT.················· 613 k 1 d f h. t ·1 t th f bowls or p1tchers were placed therem ORIGINAL PoETRY: now e ge o t e ens1 e s reng · o . . . 
Nearing .............................. 616 timber. These silent walls tell so by lovmg hands co~t~mm~ f?od for 
As I View It .......................... 616 much and the accumulated tons of the support of the spirit on Its JOurney 

MOTHERs' HoME CoLUMN: . debri~ are mute but posi~ive witnesses to another world. So they did not 
Select ReadinQ' for October Meetmgs " b l' · t 'h'l t' b t · 

of Daughters of Z'on ............... 616 of the advancement of these early I e t~ve m u. ter anm I"a wn, u 1~ 
SUNDAY scnooL DEPARTMENT: people on our continent. I the 1mmortahty of the soul. '+-'f4 

The Need of Variety in the Sunday The way in which the base of these ~he great mesa ~ock where these 
School. ....... ···· .. · ........ ··.· ... 618 h t d 1. ~ rums are located nses about three 

Discoura~:rement ...................... 61S ouses was cons ructe exemp lhes h d d f t b th b d f h t 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: that they also lmew of the force of un re ee a oye e e 0 w .a· 

L d 618 · b h was once a great mland lake. On 1ts on . on .. -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pressure, masmuc as eac story was . . . 
Mob1le ............................... 619[ made of less thickness as less pressure eastern s1de IS still a belt of the _old 
Eastern Iowa.·.····················· .619 1 d Th h' h I lake bed about one and one half m1les Northwest Kansas .................... 619 was exerte . e mortar w lC was . 'dth d fi .1 . 1 th 

SUNDAY ScHooL AssoCIATIONs: I used is now almost as bard as cement m Wl . an ~e ml es m en~ · 
D t 5191 h · · d h 1 1 From 1ts opposite base extendmg eca ur ..... : ........................ : w ere 1t IS now expose to t e e e- . ' . 
Pottawattam1e ...................... -~~9. ments and seems to have been from a 1 some ~fteen mile~ toward the s_outh-
Northwest Kansas .................... (H9 •1 . . b 'd f . west 1s a deposit of lava bavmg a 
Sunday School Session at Independ- SOl contammg muc perox1 e o 1ron d tb' f h d d f t d "" 

R · 6"' d · f · 1 h 11 f · ··a· ep o over a un re ee an cov· ence . eumon ....................... '" an In usona s e so marme on,m, . h f b d d h 
MISCELLANE~us D~PARTMENT: . as they did not know the properties ermg more t an our un re t ou· 

Tw? J?ays ~eetmgs .................. 6~0 of burnt limestone. , sand acr~s. . 
Rel!g~o Not1~es .................... 620 . . 1 There 1s a theory that these bmlders 
Reunwn Notwes ..................... 620 . Their cuttmg tools 'Yere .made from 'lived prior to the time of the lava 
To Sunday Schools ............. ····· .620 Igneous rocks and w1t,b these they overflow and that the heat and noxious 

dres,sed the hardest sandston.e; thou- gases arising from the molten 
TRACES OF ANCIENT AMERICAN sanas of ~quare. yards ~f wh1ch m~y caused their destruction. Such would 

RACE. be found m a smgl": rum. In a rum follow, had they then lived, during 
The whole scientific world is inter- at Aztec, New Mexico, there are at the tertiary period, for then the over

ested in V8,st and extensive ruins re- lea~t 10,00? tons of stone brought by flow occurred. There is no evidence 
cently unearthed in New Mexico and p~tlent. tmlers from a. qu_arry two of the great glacial epoch; there are. 
southern Colorado. In all parts of mlles distant, for at this time. there however, some traces of a merely 
Europe, as well as among students V?ere no beasts of burden on thiS con- local glacial deposit.-Chicago Tribune, 
and members of the faculty from tment and the shoulders of the me~ Attgust 26, 1900. " 
many of the colleges and institut,ions were the bea.rers of the quarry dressea 
of learning in this country, the matter stones. In a width of fift,y feet eyery 
is receiving so much attention that stone has been cast aside and these A SERMON BY WILHELM 11. 
arcbreologis;tS flOCk tO the region. nOW form tWO great ridgeS Of I'OCkS, Delivered on board the yacht Hohenzollern, off the CORS 

Sleeping 'neath a forest of pinon between which these sandle·shod of Heligoland, July 2D, 1900. Tranelated by the Rev. 

h b 'ld d th · t d BJ 'er~'1:nDickie, D. D., pastor of the American church, 
and cedar, acres in extent, on Monte- ome- m ers pace mr o an .. 
zuma mesa, aJre the thrice ancient from work with their loads stone. And it came to pass when Moses held :up 

· f · · h t 1 l · h With such a -~'ew primitive tools it is his hand Israel prevailed; and when he let rums o a gigantiC OS e ry, W 1lC · ~ ' · · down his hand Amalek prevailed.-Exodus 
from gathered data must antedate wonderful what they accomplished. 17 :2. 
hundreds of thousands of The A civil engineer of today would L.o~; ... Who does not understand what 

hands and active which !1 now locate better than they our text seeks to say t.o us ? 
planned and created this buildina as those cycles years ago, their miles Once more the heathenish 
well as of the smaller "'~nes I of ditches cemented gravel, spirit uplifts itself furiously in far off 
which have imbedded so or lava, and rock s,nd with Asia. With great power and cunning 
and so down in mother such a uniform grade. of the with fire and sword it 
must have existed ages large reservoirs which seeks to the passage and the 
ages time that scientists structed are now used progress of European commerce and 
have man inhabited the of water. civilization, and to stem the victorious 

There are hundreds of rooms in this 
great hotel and the · nterior 
are of stone a foot in thickness. These 
builders possessed some knowledge of 
architecture, for the walls of their 
several storied houses are vertical; 
the greater the strength of the walls, 
when the several courses of stone 
formed overlaping joints, was also 

In one of these old ruins a smelter tide of Christian faith and 
was found, ar d near this old furnace morals. Once more sounds out the 
was a large iron bar covered with command of God, ''Choose out men, 
rust, also some copper ore, some gold go out and fight against Amalek." A 
ornaments, and a piece of beautiful fierce and bloody conflict has begun. 
turquoise. Some pieces of cloth were Already many of our brethren stand 
also found, and one piece was woven yonder in the :fire; many are journey
in spirals something after the manner 

1 

ing towards the enemy's coast, and ye 
of a huge spider's nest. Wild flax and have seen with your own eyes the 
the plumage of birds were used in their thousands, who, at the call: "Volun-
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THE SAINTS~ HERALD. 

teers to the front! Who will be the I endure their wounds; and that God i not sink till the victory is won. Let 
defenders of the empire?" have as- i may give to those who fall under fire I our prayers be a wall of fire around 
sembled themselves together, that I a blessed end and the reward of the the camp of our brethren. How will 
with banners flying they might enter 'faithful; in a word, that He may bring the thought strengthen, inspire, in
the arena of the strife. them home with laurels upon their flame them-the thought, thousands, 

But we who must remain behind in helmets and the badge of honor upon nay millions at home bear us upon 
our homes; we, who are held back by I their breasts, to the land of their their praying hearts. 
many sacred duties . . . tell me, hear fathers. The King of kings is calling: "Vol· 
we not the call of God that comes to Have we no faith in the sacred unteers to the front. Who will be the 
us, and says even to us: "Go up into power of intercession? Well then! intercessors of the kingdom?" Oh! 
the mount. Lift up your hands to what saith our text? When Moses if it could only be said here also, 
heaven. The effectual fervent prayer held up his hand Israel prevailed. "The King called, and all, all 
of the righteous man availeth much." The earnest prayer of a Moses makes carne." Let not one of us fall. He is 
Well, then, yonder, in the distance, the sword of the enemy blunt. It a man, who can pray. 
the host of warriors ... here at home thrusts itself as a wedge into the 1 The history of the world will one 

·the army of intercessors. Such is the serried ranks of the foe. It caused day describe the war of these days. 
sacred war picture of today. them to waver and it made victory to But man sees only what meets his 

Let this quiet morning hour remind light on the fluttering flags of Israel. gaze. He can only tell what the wis
us, let it admonish us of the holy duty And if the prayers of Moses accom- dom of the leader, the bravery of the 
of intercession let it remind us of the plished all that, shall not our prayers troops, and the sharpness of the 

1 sacred power ~f intercession. . . . also likewise prevail? God hath taken weapons accomplish. Eternity will 
Christians! in order that our breth- back no syllable of His promise. one day re.veal much J:?Ore~ It will 

ren out yonder may remain cheerful True prayer cal?, even today, lay the ma~e mamfest the mighty fac~or, 
. in their most pressing need, may re- Dragon banner m the dust and plant I wh1ch the se.cret prayers of the faith
main faithful in the severest duty, the b~nner of the cross upon the ful b~came m th1s. struggle; ho';, the 
undaunted even in the greatest danger enemy s ramparts. Nor does Moses I promise _was agam fulfilled, Call 
. . . for this they need, more than stand alone in his intercession. Look Ur;>on me. m the da;r, of trouble and I 
munitions of war and deadly weapons I forth! there, upon the hei~hts ab?ve w1ll. deln:er the~. And therefore 
-more even than youthful courage S?dom, stands ~brah.am mte:ce~mg contmue mstant m prayer. Amen.
and flaming enthusiasm, ... for this I w1th God, and w1th hm supp~wat1~ms Ex. 
they need blessing from on higb; he prays Lot out of .the burr:mg mty . 

. otherwise they can neither secure nor I And .shall r:ot our mter~esswns sue- TO THE DEAF . 
. retain victory. And that world on ceed m~praymg our fightmg comrades A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 
high opens itself to prayer alone. I out of me nre of battle? noisl:'s in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Arti!i-
Prayer is the golden key to the treas-~ Look yonder! there in Jerusalem cial E11r Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
ure house of our God. But he who lies the young Christian church upon so that deaf people m·abie to procure the Ear 

· ·· · k . h · 1 d , h · f ~h Drums, may have them free. AddrAss No. 
has this has also the prom me, "He l~S . nee~, t mr e~ er' t mr at er 3400 c, The Nicholson In6titute, 780 Eighth 
that asketh, receiveth." Or shall we lies 1mp!1sone~ and m fetters; and be-~ Aven11e. New York. 27rly 
lay our hands idly on our bosoms? hold! w1th thmr prayers they summon 
Woe to us; woe to us should we be, the angel of God into the prison, and Th H f c . .1 . 

· · · · h 1 d p t , f 1 t A d h 111 e ouse o ommons ordmar1 y Slts five thus.lazy and sluggish wh1lst they are e. ea .s e er. sa e Y ou · n 8 a days in the week. Durlng the entire session 
passmg through the hard and bloody not our praye1s have power to burst of 1898 it sat but once on a Saturday. On 
trial! Woe to us if we only look upon ?pen.the doors of the oppressed, the Wednesd,ays the Speaker. takes ~he chair at 

·the great tragedy with eager curiosity 

1

1mpnsoned and the persecuted, and to twelve o clock an~ rem~ms u_nt1l half past 
· · h 1 f G d t th · 'd ? five, when the buswess m whiCh the House from behmd the scenes, w hllst they set t e ange s o o a mr Sl e. is engaged ceases and the other business 

are engaged in deadly conflict! That Yes! the eternal God liveth still. proper for that day is postponed to the next 
would be Cain's spirit with the cruel ) Our mighty Ally still reigneth. The day unless t~e House orders anothe; day for 
cry, "Am I my brother's keeper?" I Holy God, who cannot allow sin and t~e next actwn on any of the pe~dmg ques-
Th t · d d t h t · d . h b d' h twns. If at 5: 30 p. m. the Committee of the a were m ee reac ery o our w1cke ness to trmmp ut 1rectet Whole is sitting it rises and the Chairman 
brave brethren, who have put for the things that are holy in his sight, reports. ' 
us their lives in jeopardy. Never! 1 will rise against an ungodly nation. . On Mondays, Tues~ays,. Thur~ays, and Fri· 
Never! We will not merely set bat- The Almio-hty who can pierce oays the House begms l~s se.ssH;ms at three 

. . . "' : , o'clock and may work unt1l m1dmght, except 
tahons of warnors m battle array. through the th1ckest wa1ls as though during the short period when the Speaker 
. . . No, but also a holy legion of they were spiders' webs and can scat- retires informally for tea. At midnight the 
praying people. ter the strongest hosts as though they business, w~e~her in ~ouse or Commi~tee, 

Verily how much there is to be pe- were sand heaps-+he merciful faith- c~ases, and lf m Commltte<>, t~t; Comm~ttee 
. . ' " rtses and reports. The remmmng busmess 

t1t10ned for on behalf of our brethren ful God, who bears the weal and woe appointed for that day is postponed to the 
going forth to battle. They are to be of his children upon his fatherly heart, next day unless bhe House selects another 
the arm of strength, which metes out hears their every sigh and sympa- day for any measure. No o~posed business 
punishment to the murderous assassin. thizes with their every need. Holy ca.n be taken up, and u~ually m three or f~ur 

. ' . . mmutes the House adJOUrns. If when mld· 
they are to _be the ma1led h~nd t~at prayers ~pen h1s _fatherly hand and It I night arrives, or half past five comes on 
cleaves for Itself a pathway mto tne IS filled With blessmg: Earnest prayers Wednesdays, and the debate on a measure is 
chaotic turmoil; sword in hand they open his fatherly ~heart and it is ~~terrupt~d, any member may mov~ the 
are to O'O forward in defense of our full oflove. Yes faithful persevering closure, . ar:d t.he Speak~r or ChalrJ?lan 

"' . . ' . • ' must remam m h1s place unt1l all the motwns 
most .sacr~d possessiOns. Th_erefore prayers ?ru~g the l.1vmg God. down needed have been put.-Hon. Thornas B. 
we Will g1ve them convoy With our and set h1rn m the m1dst. And 1f God Reed, in The Saturday Evening Post. 
prayers across the stormy sea, upon be for us, who can be against us? 
their long marches, into the thunder ... Moses held his hands on high ADDREssEs. 

of the battle, and into the stillness of until the going down of the sun. J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
the hospitaL We will pray God the Then had Joshua already smitten c. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 
Lord, that they may manfully stand at Arnalek with the sharpness of the R. M. Malon~y, Guy, O~lahom~~;. 
their posts fight their battles with sword. Our conflict will not be I George Jenkms, Plamvllle, Indmna. 
h ' f h 11 d d I · . G. R. Wells, Box 41, Deer Lodge, Montana. t e courage o ero~s, a un aunte , brought to an end m a day, but let l H. o. Smith, Wilburton, Indian Territory, 

that bravely and Silently they ma.y · not the hands grow weary; let them · care of Peter Adamson, until October 15. 
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THE ERALD. 
":Uye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth,-,~>nd the truth shall make you li'ee."-John 8!31, 31, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lot'd1 !01' there shall ,not any man amons.nyou ha-ve save :it be o.ne .,.Ufe, and concubine~ he shall have none."-B. of M .. page 116. 
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GRACELAND FOR 1900-01. 

Among others we were permitted 
to be at, and participate in, the open
ing exercises of Graceland for the 
school year of 1900-01, and like others 
who are interested in the welfare of 
that worthy institution, we were 
pleased with the outlook as it was 
presented at the opening of another 
year. In another column will be 
found a description of the opening 
from the pen of Professor J. A. Gun
salley, hence it will not be necessary 
for us here to say anything of that, so 
we will present some thoughts that 
have come to us regarding Graceland 
and its mission. 

As an alumnus we have a peculiar 
and strong interest in Graceland
an interest which is only strengthened 
and intensified by reason of our being 
a Latter Day Saint. We glory in its 
success and become happy when the 
sun of prosperity shines upon it; we 
deplore there being any obstacles in 
its pathway of progress and are sad
dened by any shadow cast upon it by 
any cloud blown up by the winds of 
adversity. Graceland, we believe, 
has a distinctive mission in the world, 
and we also believe that there was 
wisdom in the movement that was 
inaugurated to bring it into existence. 
Believing thus we cannot but feel that 
as the Saints as a church are respon· 
sible for its existing now, they are 
morally responsible for its support. 
Being brought into life by the Saipts, 
it is of necessity dependent upon them 
for the means to keep it in existenc-e 
until it will have fulfilled its mission. 
Are we, any of us, prepared to say 
that Graceland has already done that? 
If we are, then can we rest upon our 
oars and decline to give it our fi.nan' 
cial and moral support. Its mission 
incomplete, its support must be as
sured, else the work will suffer loss. 

Graceland's work is being appreci
ated, and the young of the church are 
coming from far and near to enjoy its 
blessings. Some of our young breth · 
ren now in attendance have passed 
excellent schools on their way here. 
They have been attracted by the con
ditions surrounding our school which 
m.ake it pleasant and profitable fo.r ~:nu: 

young to be at Graceland in prefer-/ Resolved that this conference recommend 
ence to other schools. for the consideration of. t?e 'l'~elve a~d. t_he 

. . ,. / general church authortttes, tne feastbtllty 
When 1t was demded by vhe church and advisability of establishing a school for 

that the time had come to found a the education of our own young men, with a 
church school, a number of men were view to the ministry; an~ t~at th.e question be 
selected, and upon them was placed broug~t up at the next stttwg of the General 

b d f -f ..:~,. h . . Oonfm ence. the ur en o ounLamg sue mstitu-
tion. Zealously did they work, and In a somewhat l~ngthy prea~ble to 
in good faith. Belie~ring, as we do, the. above resolutwn, oc~mrs }ne fol
that men working for the interests of l?w~~g somewhat ~peculiar sugges
the cause of our Master are entitled to tJOn :-
a degree of inspiration proportionate A q uat~tet· section of land could be pur
to their devotion and faithfulness, we chased, a building erected, the land fenced 

and broken. profe-ssors elected, and the land 
cannot but believe that the zealous worked conjointly by professors and st~dent.s. 
and devoted first .. workers in the Four or five hours a day of close study 1s suffi· 
Graceland College movement were cient, six or eight hours a day of farm labor 
divinely led in their work. Do we would contribute to the health of body and 

mind, and by this means a school could be 
not, then, owe it to them, to their de- made both e'fficient and self-sustaining. 
votion to the good of the work, to the From this it would seem that the 
inspiration which was undoubtedly in "college" idea has existed in the 
the college movement; do we not, we minds of the Saints since 1869 or be
say, owe to those men and their f.ai_th- fore, and it certainly seems as though 
ful zea\ our earnest and unt1rmg the idea has had plenty of time to 
support. - , 1 mat·ure. Had the suggestion above 

The _men who now have the burden'. noted been followed 011t, it is our 
~m their shoulders are also God-fea:- opinion that the church today would 
mg men, men whose very souls are m have had a self-supporting school sur
the latter-da~ w~rk, and :ve. owe to ,I r"ounded by a well-improved tract of 
them our unfimchmg and w1llmg sup- ~~ valuable land. 
port. It ~ould be grossly wrong for 1 Be that as it may, it is evident 
us to appomt a b~dy ?f ~en as trus·l Graceland was founded as a result of 
tees for such an mst1tut10n and then the cumulative effect of the "college" 
leave them to make the fight alone. idea which has been in the minds of 
We must h~l~ them! . , our people for many years. Grace-

The cond1t10ns surroundmg C.-race- laud Colleo-e now is! It is a Latter 
land now are s_uch. tha:t if it mak":s a Day SaJint school; and we have 
success as an mst11tutwn of learmng, enough confidence in the movement to 
it reflects upon us as a church great • believe that it will be a Latter Day 
glory and honor. If it fails it 1~aves 'I Saint success. 
to us wh_at can'!wt but be conside.red an It has now fully entered Up<;m an
everlastmg_ di_sg_rac~ and a sha!I]e.

1 

other college year under brighter 
G::ac~land 1s d~stmct1vely ~church m- prospects thalJ. ever, and we trust our 
st1~utwn, and Its success IS a ma~ter college debt will be entirely wiped out 
of mterest to every Latter Day Samt. before the year closes! 

We have heard some of our men 
make the statement that the Graceland' 
movement was premature, and we ONE OF JOSEPH SMITH'S MUR-
have heard them persist in such state- DERERS. 
ments after the school was started and We have indulged the hope that the 
busy fulfilling i'tts mission, when to us actual murderers of Joseph and 
the statements sounded like crying Hyrum Smith would live and die 
over spilled milk. 'Conservatism is a without making any sign of their 
good quality in men and leaders; but complicity in that crime. But from 
ultraconservatism has always been an what we publish below, taken from 
obstacle to the progressive spirits, the Globe-Democrat, of St. Louis, 
though it may have acted as a balance Missouri, for September 10, 1900, we 
wheel to steady the movements of I are informed that there is one ~ho 
those impelled by the spirit of blind 1 has told the record of shame on him· 
innovation. 1 self. We pit,y the fate of such a man, 

We do not believe that the college i for the Lord said a long time ago, 
movement was premature. The ques- !i "Vengeance is mine, I will repay." 
tion of a church school was early j DEATH OF CALVIN coLE. 

agitated, as Will be shown by the fol- Oalvin0ole,aged84years,diedat,fouro'clock 
lowing. reso.lu.tlon introduced at, the yesterda,y morning at the t·esidence of hiE' 

· daughtst·, Mrs. Carrie Messenger, 3326 Bell 
Annual Conference of 1869, held in SJ;. avenue. He has been liiJin.g in St. Louis 
Louis,· i:u sl.1Hle lR!J:i, b1:~:t. W)l,fl Oll.e of tli~ pioneer' settlers 
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THE FLOOD AT GALVESTON. 

One of the things for which we of 
the latter days were to look as having 
been foretold by prophetic utterance 
was the "sea heaving itself beyond its 
bounds." One of the most disastrous 
and appalling of this sort of happen
ings has lately o.ccurred at Galveston, 
Texas. Sit11ated on an island of sand 
off the south coast of the state sepa
rated from the main land by a bay, 
and exposed to the Gulf of l\1exico on 
the other side, the city is peculiarly 
exposed to the ravages of those storms 
for which the extreme south is not,ed. 

On the evening of Septem her. 7, 
such a storm came, and by a terrific 
wind drove the waters of the gulf and 
the bay upon and over the low island 
until the city was buried to the depth 
of ten to thirteen feet. The waters 
lashed to fury beat on the foundations 
of the devoted city while the fierce tor
nado tore to pieces the superstruc
tures built on them until more than 
half qf the buildings, public and 
vate, were either~ swept away, or 
utterly ruined. It is estimated that 
five thousand lives were lost in the 
city, more than an eighth of the popu
lation of forty thousand with which it 
is credited. 

So great indeed was the destruction 
of life, that all effort to secure an au
thentic statement o.f the number of 
the dead was and the 
corpses of men, women, and children, 
and animals were burned in the debris 
of ruined buildings, and loaded on 
barges were towed out to sea and 
thrown overboard, to be the prey of 
the fishes, to sink to the depths 
whence the trumphet caJll shall sum-
mon them at the last or to drift 
back to the shores to confront 
the living with the lWJture of 
the storm that took them out of lif,~. 

Newspaper men, tired of the effort 
to describe the effect ::w.d. J7nin of this 
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. A. Whitehead writes from 

writing 
Sep-

A very 
for this 

report for 
baptisms in 

fairlv 
partial 

conditions. 

Cadillac, Mich., Sept,ember 5:- to the Lamoni 
The good work is movi_ng o~ in this place. I Saints morning. He reminded 

Eleven more have found 1t the1r duty to obey them that it Wi:!JS not riO'ht for Saints 
the gospel here. My prayers and my labor·s · Pb ,1 • • 
shall ever b9 for this cause that it may ad- to m ana acKbltmg. 
vance. R. M. came home last week 

Bro. S. W. Tomlinson, under date of to see to some of his duties as a member 
August 18, writes from Tory Hill. of Graeeland board of 'Grustees. Sun-
Ontario:- he dellvered a discourse on 

The work is progresRing slowly in these the of Graceland College, giv· 
parts. There is lots of opposition. The ing some of his in solicit-
enemy is hard at work. 'I'wo schoolhouses etc. 
closed against us. Here two weeo baptized H c-. F 
last Sunday; one a promising young lady, a . A. i:j ~~3bbins left last ri-
school teacher. We expect to baptize two for Wisconsin to do some mis-
more tomorrow. sionary work 1J,nd to recreate awhile. 

Some time ago Bro. Eben Miller His wife him as far as 
sent us copies of some hand bills he BurHngton, Iowa. 
had distributed. They were arranged The St. 
in the shape of a warning against the noted the fftct 
Utah deceivers, and invitation to 
come and hear the truth. Concerning 
them, Bro. Miller wrote:-

w e have five thousand of these 
after these Utah elders. It will make 
teresting for them as they move along. We 
do not, d•3Sire to go to sleep or take a vaeation 
while life lasts.. The evil one never takes a 

It,gave a 
and 

vacation during hot weather, and why should n John Al o D · · 
Saints? n,ev. exsmaer . ow1e lS not 

P · h A H s · h well reeeived the London press. at.narc . . m1t , wrote from I . ., , . f 
San Francisco, Cal., September 10, as , t lS of we , tr;.ls pr? essed 
follows:- 1 nt"a,J_er c:r m0n s woes 1s qmte too 

The reunion is a thing of the pas'~. There I anx1?us ~or converts who have mone_y 
was a profitable gathering, and the to a1d h1s merce1H1,ry schemes. H1s 
wacJ of a? unusu[!.ily high ~m1er. J followers in the persons of Elder 
ers acqmttc.'d .t~flmselves m a l?asterly man- I' and a Mr. Lni have been 
nnr. The Splrlt was present, m power, and. and the 
all (lojoyed them;;el ves, so far as I could 1 run of 
judge. There were six baptisms at the re- house of the Ia,tter wrecked a mob, 
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Oriuinal 1lr1iBles. 
ADMINISTERING TO THE SICK. 

It is seldom we see anything of late 
touching spiritual gifts, as set forth 
in the revelations, or the signs de
signed of God to follow the believer, 
-notwithstanding their prominence 
and importance in the gospel of Jesus 
Christ, and to the children of God. 

The spiritual gifts are among the 
gospel promises relating to this life, 
made to those who obey the gospel. 
They are to follow the believer. This 
is so set forth by our Lord, and must 
not be lost sight of. The gospel is 
based on principles. Principles are 
basic, all essential and eternally im· 
mutable. Principles are the elements 
of law. We read of "the principles 
of the law of the celestial kingdom," 
and "the principles of the doctrine of 
Christ."-D. C. 102: 2; Heb. 6:1, 2. 

And unto every kingdom is given a law; 
and unto every law there are certain bounds 
also, and conditions. 

This is an important statement, and 
bears its truthfulness on its face. 
Principles and laws are arbitrary and 
absolutely unyielding in their nature. 
Hence, we read:-

And again, verily I say unto you, That 
whicb. is governed by law, is also preserved 
by law, and perfected and sanctified by the 
same. That which breaketh a law, and 
abideth not by law, but seeketh to become a 
law unto itself, and willeth to abide in sin, 
and altogether abideth in sin cannot be 
sanctified by law, neither by mercy, justice, 
or judgment; therefore, they must remain 
filthy still.-D. C. 85:8. 

All laws have conditions. To go 
outside of these conditions is to break 
the law. To break the law is to go 
beyond the reach of mercy, justice, 
or judgment, according to the fore
going statement of God. It some
times occurs that it is sought to get 
around these conditions by citing the 
statement: "All things are lawful 
unto me, but all things are not ex
pedient." A statement that with a 
moment's thought carries falsehood 
on its face. It was no more lawful 
for Paul to lie or steal, or break 
any other law, than for any other 
person to do so, and that which is 
unlawful cannot be expedient. Paul's 
real statement is, 

All these things are not lawful unto me, 
and all these things are not expedient. All 
things are not lawful for me, therefore I will 
not be brought under the power of any.-1 
Cor. 6: 12, I. T. 

Paul never departed from the di
vine law for any purpose whatsoever 
(1 Cor. 9: 21), "being not without 
law to God, but under the law to 
Christ." 

Our Savior says:-
For verily I say unto you, heaven and 

earth must pass away, but one jot or one 
title shall in no wise pass from the Jaw, until 
all be fulfilled.-Matthew 5: 20. 

After saying this of the !a.w of 
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Moses, a temporal, a law not de· ' come to naught were considered great 
signed to save men hereafter, wha.t by those among whom they labored. 
did he say of the divine law of life? God's complaint is, your ways are not 

Whosoever, therefore, shall break one of my ways. (Isa. 55 : 8.) They have 
these lea~t commandments, and sbali teach transgressed the laws and broken the 
men s_o to do, he shall in no wise be saved in everlasting covenant changed the Or· 
the kmgdom of heaven; but whosc)ever shall d' I 24 5 '5 ) 
do and teach these commandments of the mance. ( sa. : , · 
law until it be fulfilled, the same shall be Why do ye make void the law of God by 
called great, and shall be saved in the king- your traditions? 
dom of heaven.-Matt. 5: 21, I. T. But in vain do they worship me teaching 

A statement of Paul is here ap· for doctrines the commandments. of men.
Matt. 15: 1-9 

propriate. It reads:- Ye have said, It is vain t.o serve God; and 
He that despised Mo6es' law died without what profit is it that we have kept his ordi

mercy under two or three witnesses; of how nance, and that we have walked mournfully 
much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall before the Lord of hosts?-Mal. 3: 14. 
he be thought worthy, who hath trodden David the king, while viewing pro
under foot the Son of God, and hath counted phetically the deplorable state of af
the blood of the covenant, wherewith he 
was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath fairs to characterize the world 
done despite unto the Spirit of grace? For religiously in latter days, declares:
we know him that hath said, Vengeance It is time for thee, Lord, to work: for they 
belongeth unto me, I will recompense, saith have made void thy Jaw-Psalms 119: ll:6. 
the Lord. And again, The Lord shall judge 
his people.-Heb. 10: 28-30. 

A degree of mercy, so·called, that 
brooks the law, is an attempt to abuse 
that divine attribute, and diverts it 
from its divinely intended avenue, 
and through a pretense causes it to 
look upon sin with impunity. And 
policies that seek justification at the 
expense of the law will as surely come 
to shame in the end as that fire burns 
those who wade through it regardless 
of the conditions governing. God ap
points the way he wills his work to be 
done, in all particulars, and does not 
sanction devising of human ways of 
doing that work, by human wisdom 
under the specious plea of expediency. 
Human expedients as substitutes for 
God's way of accomplishing his pur
poses have always ended in failure 
and disgrace, and it is right that it 
should be· so, for all such attempts 
reflect upon the divine wisdom and 
will. 

Man's eminence among men, among 
the servants of God, matters nothing 
to Deity, as witness:-

Remember, remember, that it is not the 
work of God that is frustrated, but the work 
of men: for although a man may have many 
revelations, and have power to do many 
mighty works, yet, if he boasts in his own 
strength, and sets at naught the counsels of 
God, and follows after the dictates of his own 
will, and carnal desires, he must fall and in
cur the vengeance of a just God upon him.
D. C. 2:2. 

THE ORDINANCE MADE -vOID. 

After citing the foregoing as a basis 
in general, and as foundational to the 
subject of this paper in particular, we 
now consider the subject of the ordi
nance of administering to those ail
ing,-more directly. The ordinance 
which men say it is "vain" to observe, 
and that men have strayed from is 
thus divinely stated:-

They shall lay hands on the sick, and they 
shall recover.-Mark 16: 18. 

Is any sick among you? let him call for the 
elders of the church; and let them pray over 
him, anointing him with oil in the name of 
the Lord: and the prayer of faith shall save 
the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; 
and if he have committed sins, they shall be 
forgiven him.-James 5: 14, 15. 

This law, ordinance, has for its 
ba,sis, faith in God and his Son, Jesus 
Christ, *lind therefore implies positive, 
active faith in the gospel of Christ, of 
which it is one of the gracious ordi
nances. An acceptance of the admin· 
istration of the ordinance implies faith 
in the divine calling or authority of 
the elders who administer; and its ac
ceptance further implies faith on the 
part of the recipient in the divinity of 
the church of which the elders are 
members and ministers. Anything 
short of this is inconsistent. 

This like all other laws, has bounds 
and conditions. 'rhis law does not, as 
given above, generally apply to those 
out of, not members of the church. 

The history of the world from the James addresses his language to the 
days of the Tower of Babel, through church, as may readily be seen by ref
all the ages down to the Babylon of erence to his epistle, and Jesus says; 
latter days that shall fall, afford les- "These signs shall follow them that 
sons teeming with information show- believe," the gospel he was then au
ing the utter futility and folly of man thorizing the eleven apostles to de
attempting to do works for God, that clare to all the world. The elders 
he never appointed, and in ways dif- who administer in this ordinance can
fering from his expressed will. not in righteousness transcend the 

Man has not only walked differently bounds of hi.s authority. I would not be 
to God in regard to the teaching and 1 understood as asserting that the elders 
application of his law and ordinances, may not administer to those. out of 
and the way of building up his church, the church, providing such have 
but they have taken license to exer- faith, but the law in tbe premises 
cise a censorship over his holy word. 1 does not authorize it. Healing is a. 
(Deut. 12:32; Jer. 36: 32.) And the I' gift" (1 Cor. 12: and is a, 
long list of workers whose · Ghost 
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on those administering, and can only But our Lord met this predicted : armor by and aside the earthly 
be exercised in harmony with God's reproach by the history of the Jewish tabernacle,-should .we not be re-
will. people, thus:·- if called to Rea,d:-

But all these worketh that one and the 
selfsame Spirit, dividing to every man sever
ally as he will. 

Can any one of the spiritual gifts 
be exercised righteously contrary to 
God's will? As a protection against 
all imposition, this ·'gift healing," 
in its administration, carries with it 
the recognition of Deity, being done 
in the name of the Lord Jesus, recog· 
nizing him to be all the gospel claims 
him to be,-not oaly a perfect man, 
but "God with us;" "the Lord from 
heaven;" "Prince of life;" our Medi
ator, Redeemer, and Savior, and our 
atonement, the only one through 
whom eternal salvation can come to 
man; "The way, the truth, and the 
life;" "the resurrection and the life;" 
the only door to the fold of glory. 
The administration of this ordinance 
of healing recognizes the Holy Ghost 
as one with God and Jesus Christ, in 
operation and purpose. It recognizes 
the gospel of which it is a part, i::I.S 

being "the power of God unto salva
tion to all who believe," and it be
comes a witness to the truth of all 
these propositions. 

The administration of this ordi
nance implies the existence of the 
Church of Jesus Christ as divinely 
set up and of that nature and form of 
organization, as described in the New 
Testament, as otherwise; the elders 
to be sent for would not be at hand to 
occupy in this function of their office. 
Evidence of this is manifest in the 
absence of this ordinance in many 
forms of religion now extant. So we 
see that to hold to this ordinance in 
its consistency is to hold to all the· 
Scriptural teachings t.hat relate to the 
whole system of religion, of which it 
is a part. Anything short of this is 
absolute inconsistency. 

By the later revelations given to 
the church we are taught that,-

And he said, Verily I say unto you, No Aud whosoever are sick, and 
prophet is accepted in his own country. But have not fait.h to he but believe, 
I tell you of a truth, many widows were in shall be nourished with all tenderness with 
Israel in the days of Elias, when the heaven herbs and mild and that not by the 
was shut up th;ee years and six months, hand of an enemv. the elders of the 
when great famme was throughou~ all the church, two or · sh1l.ll be called, and 
land; but unto no Be of ~hese wa;s_ Elias sent, Rhall for, and theil" hands upon 
save unto Sarepta, _a City of Swon, unto a I them my and they die, they shall 
woma~ that was .a w1dow: And m~.ny 1 die unto and they live, they shall live 
were m Israel m the time of Edseus unto c. 42:1:2:. 
prophet; and none of them was cleM•scJd, 
saving Naaman the Syrian.-Luke 4: 2·1-27: · This statement is most obviouslv 

And in his own country Jesus "did reasonable, viewed in the light of all 
not many mighty works there, be- · human conditions,-mortality, sinful
cause of their unbelief." I of men, and the 
13: 58.) Unbelief among those out- present character of their existence. 
side forbids the reception of the bless- But the administration to the ill is 
ing; but for some divine reason or to be fulfilled to those who are 
other God's people must sometimes be ask or request it, and, 
denied. As example see the multi· hence 
tude of illustrations cited the I B. 
Apostle in Hebrews, chsJpter . 
To many it was given to have wg 

except I shall com
out devils; heal

poisonous ser
and these to "subdue kingdoms," "escape the 

edge of the sword," "quench the vio
lence of fire," out of sickness were 
mad_e strong, "turned to flight the C. 23:6. 
armies of the aliens," raze to the It is from this passage of the 
ground ~he walls. of cities, have their I divine that the service of ad min-
dead ra1sed to hfe, and work right- istering to 'Gbe sick is to be ten-
eousness, and have all emergencies de:red when It not to be 
met, while others, through those who do not request 
endured cruel mockings, stonings, it from 
scourgit~gs, wander in sheepskins, the that of a mi-
goatskins, and inhabit _dens and the 

1 

raculous natR~e_ is not to 
caves of the earth. Fa1th to endure us, whteh I u we are 
all reverses, while the prayer seems i not to God for ---unless we ma.y 
to us not to be answered, is a most know by commandment and revelation 
wonderful faith. Who has it? Who from God that lt is his will that we do 
can glory in tribulation now? so, and th<•t he will the miracle 

And ye have forgotten the exhortation to be done. It may th;~,t a lack of 
wMhich speake.th unto you as unto, chi.ldren. knowledge of this . has 

y son, despise. not thou the cha"temng- of caused some of the Sa1nts 
the Lord, nor fawt when thou art rebuked of , 
him: for whom the Lord loveth he cbast•m· ment, and U:?LS 
et.h, and scourgeth every son whom he receiv-j of them to cen~ure so~e of . 
eth. 1 on some occaswns. We Samts 

Suppose the Lord laid his hand on I will note and particu-
on~ c;>f his children to chasten lar and the passage of law 

the elders to administer? Will the I can remember that on 
affiwtwn of body, and they summon I the Doctrine and Covenants. 

I;ord change his intention concerning one _occasion vvhile were preach-
FAITH IS ESSENTIAL, tne matter because the elders pray? I m southern Brethren W. 

in both those who administer to the Will he lift his hand short of the . Blair and :Bj, Banta, were called on 
sick, and those to be administered to, accomplishment of his purpose? Paul to administer in a very serious case, 
in order to realize the end sought,-a argues, as above, that he chastises for one of affliction. No 
restoration to health. And the faith hi.s children's good. Will he stop his ehurch Pxisted there at 
to heal or to be healed is a gift from work short of bringing about that numbers were seriously 
God, as see:- good, because of the prayers of the the them be-

And again, to some it. is given to have faith elders? Some get out, of patience declared. this 
to be healed, and to others it is g·iven to waiting on the Lord, and send for the advisement, and 
have faith to heal. f. ·.h· Abnd ~ll tf.hese gi~ts doctor. Will the doctor get through over the matter, accompanied 
cometh from God, 01' " e enefit o J,he ch1l- "th th ' h h L dren of God.-D. c. 45: 7. Wl ? e W?rK sooner t an t e ord for four hours, 

For reasons known to our Father could., Will our ~ather the of the had liberty 
he does not always will to give the doctors work ~o mterven_e between to to the call. 
faith to heal and to be healed. And the ~ord ~n~ hls purpose m the ma~t- with others, 
this is not peculiar to the latter day ter m _hand. I kn~w. of . , In the of the 
work alone, but has characterized our _falth to I?r?hlblt ~am cs, em- up, and she lives 
God's work 1·n all ages t J ploymg the physiCian,-bu" sboutd the of blessings 

, pas . esus L d " · h" , · f 1. B says to Jews in olden da s:---- .or raise .1m up, m a o from aeaven. . ut suppose 
. Y .

1 

s1x months or less, as soon least a,s tlce b "' l af' <r "' 'tbout a· · Ye Will surely say unto me this proverb th" k h d "ll l I + .1 ~ reoC;I'PI1 ·1 .• '-' ";·un.~ Wl.' lVlne 
Physician, h~al thyself; what.soe.v.er.· we .bav~ we , m t. e o_ctor W,l • 1a.s n?,j ~he sEmction under the and 
heard done m .o~ ,..1,0 here in Lord fulfilled h1s wmd? 1f the administrz,tion been without re-
th;v I time has come to who tell what resultP', 
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might have been? It is wise 1

1 under my power shall be made strong, and 
t ' d th not shall bring forth fruits of praise, and wisdom, 

0 n;~e 8 
, according to the revelations and truths 

miracles except I command you. which r have given you. And again, he that 
And the cases as de· is overcome and bringeth not forth fruits, 
sired by the even according to this pattern, is not of me; 
cardully the I wherefore by this pattern ye shall know the 

We find h;m our 1 spirits in all cases, under the whole heavens. ' · I And the days have come, according to men's 
ticular. Those who to faith it shall be done unto them. Behold 
him seeking his aid this commandment i'l, given unto all the 
he never denied. elders whom I have chosen.-D. C. 52: 4, 5. 
when really feelina the need God's laws, ordinances, and gospel 
h l b trut.h must be believed and taught, 

e p,- r f Ch · 
Ask, and ye shall seek, and ye I and the spirit of humi 1ty, o r1.st, 

shall find; knock, and it opened unto must be accepted, taught, and earned 
you. out in the lives of those administering 

Divine healing, so called, is in the ordinance of laying hands on 
very popular the sick ~,nd afflicted, and anointing 
of the supernatural them with oil in the name of Jesus 
of God. How Christ, according to the pattern above 
deception? Were given, or it is not of God. To be safe 
on to answer, the . is always to abide, and be on t~e side 
easy: but our answer thiS: of the law, that we be not dece1ved. 
Latter Day Saints Church has For ye shall do according to that which is 
served the ordinance of written. C. SCOTT. 
to the sick, including its laws, 
and conditions. 

To the law and to the if they 
speak not, according to this it is be-

"BE YE PERFECT." 
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father 

which is in heaven is perf~ct.-Matt. 5: 48. 
This command was given by Jesus 

Jesus says:- Christ, the Lord of light and glory. 
I. am come in my Father's name.-John , What importance attaches to it? 

cause there is no light in them.-Isaiah 8: 20. 

5
: ~·~-r I have not of myself my J might be asked.. Th~t will depend 

own authority]: sent 1 on how we receive h1m. If we re-
me, he gave me a what I ceive him as God intended, it will 
should ~ay, ~J;nd what I shou~d. And I have very great weight with us. If 
~now t,nat h1s commandmeno Is everlast- we examine God's word we find that 
mg.-..,ohn 12: 49, 50. h 

And backed the of 1 e- · . 
God's command states in the 1 So loved the world, that he gave. his on~y 

. .' ' . begotten Son, that whosoever believeth 1n 
gospel commlSSlOn, that of believers- him should not perish, but have everlasting 

In my name ... they shall lay hands on life.-John 3: 16. (See also Rom. 5:8 and 1 
the siek and they shall recover.-Mark John 4:9.) 
16: 17, 18. I If God gave his Son to the world 

James says that "elders of the that they might have everlasting 
church," are be C!J,lled to do , life, he must have designed a 
as before cited. t,he I means by which it should come to 
his Son and the elders divinely I them. The means is through the Son, 
authorized, the lawful ones to I for: he said:-
officiate. believer in God and I I am the way.-John 14: 6. 
Jesus Christ is the and the , I am the door: by me if a_ny man enter in, 
Holy Ghost, his gifts healing, , ne shall be saved.-John 10. 9. • .. 
is the almighty active which I We gather from these test1momes 
the work of is that God designed to save the world 

In latter-day revela.tions we are through the agency of his Son. Hence 
thus instructed and warned:- we read:-

Wherefore, are oeeeived, Behold, I have given him for a witness to 
and that ye be -seek ye I the people, !1 leader and commander to the 
earnestly the g·ifts, always people.-Isamh 55: 4. 
for what they are given; for If thl.lJt be true, his words and acts 
you, they are for the are far above any who may assume to 
who l?ve me aH be teachers He also has said:-and h1m that so to " · 
be beneti ted, that seekei;h or All that ever came before me who testified 
me, that asketh and not fo;.' a not of me are thieves and robbers.-John 
may consume it upon his 10: 8. I. T. 

A further safeguard We discover that the greatest 
tion is given in the weight attaches to the words of Jesus, 
ing:- even that his word shall judge us in 

And again, I will give unto you a pattern the last day (John 12: 48.) We there-
in all things, that not. be deceived; fore rea,so:nably conclude that when 
for Satan is abroad and he goeth h d t d t 
forth deceiving the \lvberefore he he gave t e comman we quo e a 
that prayeth whose spirit cont.rite, the the commencement, that there must 
same is accepted of me, if he obey mine ordi- be a way or means by which that per-
nances. He that speaketh, whose is fectio:n may be reached. It is not 
contrite, whose is meek, edi- sa1'd that man shall attain that 
fieth, the same is of if he obey mine or- per· 
dinances. And again, h.e that trembleth fectiOJa in this mortal probation. No 
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time is given, only that it is to be 
man's aim. Paul alludes to it thus:-

Let us go on unto perfection.-He b. 6: 1. 

God the Father had said so, long 
ages before, in these words:-

Walk before me, and be thou perfect.
Gen. 17: l. 

So we see the Father and Son agree, 
and that it was their intention that 
man should be perfect. It would not 
be reasonable to suppose that man 
would be told to be perfect and not 
tell him how it could be accomplished. 
From the nineteenth Psalm and 
sevent,h verse we learn that "the law 
of the Lord is perfect." And-

To the law and to the testimony: if they 
speak not according to this word, it is be
cause there is no light in them.-Isaiah 8:20. 

They are in darkness, hence with
out God, for-

God is light, and in him is no darkness at 
alL-1 John 1:5. 

Application to God's law brings 
light, and finally perfection. Notice, 
God gave to man a perfect law or 
rule of action. What for? That he 
might become like the law; hence we 
discover the means by whie;h perfec
tion is to be reached. It is nonsense 
to talk about believing himself into a 
perfect condition, for if the law makes 
man perfect it will be when he has 
made application of it as a whole. 
Supposing the law is represented by 
one hundred per cent, if you obey 
ninety-nine per cent, will you be like 
the law? No. Why? Because you 
lack one per cent of having observed 
the law. 

Whoso looketh into the perfect law of lib
erty, and continueth therein, ... this man 
shall be blessed.-James 1:25. 

It is not the person who looks into 
the law or obeys part of it, but the 
one who continues to observe its 
teachings until he is like it-perfect. 

Bleosed are they tbat hear the word of God, 
and keep it.-Luke 11: 28. 

No use to hear the law, and not 
keep it. 

He that turneth away his ear from hearing 
the law, even his prayers shall be abomina
tion.-Prov. 28:9. 

Condemnation rests on those who 
refuse to hear and keep the law. 
God's law relates to man in all the 
conditions, from birth unW he shall 
stand before his Maker, the law hav
ing done its perfect work. 

And the Lord God formed man of the dust 
of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils 
the breath of life; and man became a living 
souL-Gen. 2:7. 

And the very God of peace sanctify you 
wholly; and I pray God your whole spirit 
and soul and body be preserved blameless 
unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.-
1 Thess. 5: 23. 

I quote the first to show that the 
rean entire, is a living soul," and the 
second to show that man has a body 
and spirit; and Paul prayed that both 
might be preserved. Now God knows 
all this, and as he has designed to 
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save man entire (and tbe body is to 
be resurrected) is it not reasonable to 
suppose that his perfect law shall re
late to both, and have the ultimate 
salvation of both in view? And also 
that both may be fed and cared for 
until the end in view has been accom
plished. 

This life is the time of probation; 
we are proven in it; that is, we show 
what we are, whether we are willing 
to be guided by the all-wise One or be 
rebellious. God offers a test to the" 
people in these words :--

SAINTS' :it:ERALD. 
one tenth of all their interest annually; and 
this bhall be a standing law unto them for· 
ever, for my holy priesthood, saith the Lord, 
-D C, 106: 1. 

Observe, this is (in connection with 
the quotations going before, and 
many others of similar character) a 
part of God's perfect law for the per
fection of man. , The law as a whole 
relates to man entire; that is, spir 
itual and physical nature. The more 
light we turn on, in the examination 
of the law of the Lord, the more beau
tiful it appears. Saints, let us all 
strive to be perfect, and remember it 
can only come in the one way, God's 
way. C. A. PARKIN. 

SAN FRANcisco, Cal., June 29, 1897. 

Will a man rob God? Yet ye have robbed 
me. But, ye say, Wherein have we robbed· 
thee? In tithes and offerings. Bring ye all 
the tithes into the storehouse, that there 
may be meat in mine house, and prove me 
now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts.-Mal. 
3:8,10. WHICH IS RIGHT? 

The tithes and offerings are offered The seventh day advocates lay 
to the people as part of God's law to great stress upon the words for ever, 

-be observed, for by not doing so they while trying to prove their seventh 
"rob" him. "Render unto God the day sabbath; but when they run onto 
things that are God's." •·Man shall the words in trying to prove their 
not live by bread alone, but by every soul-sleeping theory, they say, 0, 
word of God." We are shown more well, that don't mean that way! And 
of his purposes in the following:- by changing the punctuation marks, 

I, the Lord, stretched out the heavens, and such as a comma or period, they can 
builded the earth as a very handy work: and prove their points. For instance in 
all things therein are mine; and it is my the case of the thief on the cross. 
purpose to provide for my saints, for all They say the comma ought to be 
things are mine,-D. C. 101:2. 

As a logical sequence of these placed after the word today, instead 
claims we have the following strong of after the words unto thee. That 
words in the same paragraph:- would let the thief's request be 

granted; namely, to be remembered 
Therefore, if any man shall take of the 

abundance which I have made, and impart when he (Christ) comes into his king-
not his portion, according to the law of my dom, 3, 000 years or so after that time. 
gospel, unto the poor, and the needy, he So you see the thief would have a 
shall, with the wicked, li.ft up his -eyes in good long sleep. 
hell, being in torment.-D. C. 101:2. Now, as to that word for ever I will 

God has made all things, and it is quote the last part of verse 6 of Ex
his purpose to "provide for his od us 21 :-
Saints." For this :reason be says to . . . 
his adopted sons, brethren of Chris'G, _AM hts master shall ~,ore his ~ar through 
what we have last quoted. He w1th an awl; and he shad serve htm for ever. 
wants us to work according to his Does that .mean that that s~rvant 
purpose. He is wiser than we. We I shall serve h1~ master .worlds 'Yltbo~t 
are commanded to "impart according end? or ~~es It mean ~ust durmg his 
to the law of my gospel." Anil what natura~ h.e? That view should be 
is that? I ~aken m seventh day observance, as 

B h ld th . · h t th L d . f 1t was to Israel a schoolmaster, only 
e o , 1s Is w a e or r<qmres o t b b d · 1 d 

every man in his stewardship, even as I, the 
1 

o e o serve . as a memona ay unto 
Lord, have appointed, or shall hereafter ap· 1 them of the trme the Lord led them 
point unto any u:ao. And, behold, 11( ne are! out of bondage from the land of 
exempt from t~~~ law who belon~ to the Eaypt or until he had made unto 
church of the h vwg God; yea, ne1ther t.lte I "" ' . 
bishop, neither the agent, who keepclth the , tbe~ a new covenant, WfHCh was in 
Lord's storehouse; neither h•3 who Is ap· I Chnst. I quote Galatians, which 
pointed in a stewardship over temporal says:-
things; he who i13 appointed to ad minister , . 
spiritual things, t.he same is worthy of his But before faith came, we.were ~ept under 
hire, even as those who are appoioted to a the law, shut up unto the faith whlch should 
stewardship, to administer in temporal afterward~ be revealed. V:berefore the l_aw 
things; yea, even more abundantly, which was our scn.oolmaste~ to ?rlng us un~o Chr1st, 
abundance is multiplied unto them throngh that we mJg_ht ~e JUStified by fatth. But 
the manifestations of the SpirH: nevertbe· after that faith IS come, we are no longer 
less, in your temporal things you shall be under a schoolmaster.-Gal. 3:23-25. 
equal, and this not grudg_ingly,, otbe1·w1:se Can anything be plainer? Now as 
th~ ~bundance ~f the m~mfestai.wn8 of tne to the proof that the Lord gave them 
Spmt shall be w1tbhelrt-D. C 70:3, . 

Verily, thus saHh the Lord. I rtqu!re all the old co:enan.t as a memonal to the 
their surplus property to put into the hands day of the1r deliverance from bondage 
of ~h~ blsh_op ?f my church of Zion, for ~he and from the land of Egypt, I 
bmldi;og- or mme bou;;e, !J,nd for· the laywg quote·-
tbe foundation of Zion, and for the priest- - · 
hood, and for the debts of the presidency of And the Lord said unto Moses, Write thou 
my church; and this shall be the beginning these words: for after the tenor of these 
of the tithing of my people; and after that, words I have made a covenant with thee and 
those who have thus been tithed, shall pay with IsraeL-Exodus 34:27., 

I am the Lord thy God which have brought 
thPe out of the land of Egypt, out of the 
house of bondage.-Ex. 20: 2. 

Also in Deuteronomy we read::_ 
Therefore the Lord thy God con:i.manded 

thee to keep the sabbath day.-Deut. 5: 15. 

And to show that that day was not 
observed prior to that time, I quote 
Deuteronomy which says:-

The Lord made not this covenant with our 
fathers, but with us, even us, who are all of 
us here alive this day.-Dwt. 5:3. 

This shows that it was especially 
meant for Israel, and only a similitude 
to the sabbath at the creation. Again: 

And to offer all burnt sacrifices unto the Lord 
in the sabbaths, in the new moons, and on the 
set feasts, by number, according to the order 
commanded unto them, continually before 
the Lord.-1 Chron. 23: 31. 

Behold, I build a house to the name cf the 
Lord my Gcd, to d(dicate it to him, and to 
burn before him sweet incense, and for the 
continual shew bread, and for the burnt offer
ings morning and evening, on the sabbaths, 
and on the new moons, and on the solemn 
feasts of the Lord our God. This is an ordi· 
nance for ever to Israel.-2 Chron. 2: 4. 

'l'bis is Solomon talking, not God. 
I quote the above merely to see bow 
long the words for ever were to stand, 
which will be seen farther on. While 
the above is sufficient to show that the 
sabbath spoken of then was only for 
Israel, there is also just as much proof 
that they should observe the first day 
as a sabbath. Read Exodus 12: 16, 
and Leviticus 23:7, 11, 16, 21, 31, 32, 
35. Some may say that the first days 
spoken of here were only the first 
days of the feasts of weeks, but if you 
will notice in verse 11 it was the day 
to make a wave offering, and that it 
followed next after their regular sab
bath. Evidently the Lord got dis
pleased with that kind of worship, for 
in Isaiah we read:-

Hear, 0 heavens, and give ear, 0 earth: for 
the Lord hath spoken; I have nourished and 
brought up children, and they have rebelled 
against me. The ox knoweth his owner, and 
the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not 
know, my people doth not consider .... 
Bring no more vain oblations; incense is an 
abomination unto me; the new moons and 
sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot 
away with; it is iniquity, even the solemn 
meeting.-Isa. 1: 2, 3, 13. 

Now we turn to Hebrews eighth 
chapter, and we see God did do away 
with that old covenant and made a 
new one. Notice more especially:-

But now hath he obtained a more excellent 
ministry, by how much also he is the media
tor of a better covenant, which was estab
lished upon better promises. For if that 
first covenant had been faultless, then should 
no place have been sought for the second. 
For finding fault with them, he saith, Behold, 
the days come, saith the Lord, when I will 
make a new covenant with the house of 
Israel and with the house of Judah: not ac
cording to the _covenant that I made with 
their fathers, in the day when I took them 
by the hand to lead them out of the land of 
Egypt; because they continued not in my 
covenant, and I regarded them not, saith the 
Lord .... In that be saith, A new covenant, 
he hath made the first old. Now that which 
decayeth and waxeth old is ready to vanish.
Isa. 8: 6-9, 13. 
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And further, I quote Hebrews:- \ would have a different world than the I "There are afforded opportunities by 
F0r the prieBt,hood beir>g ther0 is , one we have. But by reason of man belonging to the lodge that will bring 

made of necessity a change >Jlw of law. I having his agency, God has left him us in closer relationship with our fel-
.B'o_r t~w l~w mad;:;. perfect, but ~~e to do as he feels disposed. God will lowmen-make us more popular in 
brmgmg m of !J, by ,,ne I f h. b h . t - h b . . l f 
which we draw nigh unto 7: l2, l9.1 n~t _orce ~s to come t~ 1m, ut a~ s.~me Jy, am.ong ~ e usmess c:rc es ? 

Now read in connection with this le1t 1t so, ~hosoeve~ w1ll m~y come. h1e, an,d ':"hen m need of _fnends, m 
Galatians 4: 21~31. But notice:- Therefore 1t remams w1th man c~se O.L s1ckness ?r finanmal depres

whether he comes or not. And so swn, the demand IS met and our wants 
Which things are an allegory [figurative l" d ' 'l'h 

speech]: for these are t'he two covenants; the far as the written word is concerned, supp 1e . ' en if that be it, the 
one from the :Mount Sinai, which we have been "given all things per- world will love us; for that seems to 
to bondage, which is Agat·.-G<ll taining unto life and godliness," and me to be living in favor of "the 

Conclusion. Now as I was not, born need not be in the dark or in the back world." Now we need no "inter
an Israelite, I am not therefore bound 1 ground, regarding anything affecting preter" to give the meaning of these 
to observe their memorial days; but our salvation. words:-
being born a Gentile, am a branch If it does not matter in whom we If ye were of the world, the world would 
grafted into the true which is trust, why do we find the thought un- love his own; but because ye are not of the 
Jesus Christ. (See John 15: 1~6.) I de:rlying every sentence in the re- world, but I have chosen you out of the 
ought therefore to observe the in I vealed word that we are to put, our world, therefore the world hateth you.-

John 15: 19. 
which our Savior conquered whole trust and confidence in God? 
hell, and the and arose to new-~ What would have been the fate of Does the world love us because we 
?ess ~f . the new covenant, I Daniel had he belonged to some ''se- belong to the lodge, or does it hate us? 
m whiCh 1t cret o:rder'' when the decree came for What child could not answer that 

I will put laws into their and j him to bow in submission to the King? question? Sure no one who has re-
write them in hearts: and I will to 1 He would have given the distress sig· ceived the angel's message, as spoken 
them a ?od .. and they shall be to me a peo-\ naJ to some of his "fraternal friends," of by the beloved apostle in Revela-
pl~~H~~~ ~-s~~~meth one above another: I calling on them to come to his ~escue tion 14: 6, 7, will say, that he belongs 
another esteemeth every alike. Let to change the decree of the kmg or and remains in the lodge because of 
ev.ery man be :uny in his own I stop the mouths. of the lions. But it the unbounded friendship and love for 
mwd.-Rom. 14.5. . was not so! Damel had been educated his brothers in the secret work. 

Let no man therefore m m":ao, or , b h · · 1 t ht · Shift the scene, and find yourself in in drink, or in or of .

1 

to o serve t e prmCip es aug m 
the new moon, or which the first commandments, "Him only a congregation of Saints, where the 
:>rea sha_dow of body shalt thou serve." What folly it spirit of this latter-day work is thrill-
Is of Chrlst.-Col. 2: I would have been for the three Hebrew ing the heart. See the tears start 

october, 1894. W. L. GOR'l.'ON. children to have depended upon "lodge from the eyes, as they sing with trem-
~- I members" to come rushing in with bling voice the words of the poet,-

SECRET SOCIETIES. suffici~nt ~umber of ~arrels of water The friends t.bat most cheer me on life's rug-
- 1 to extmgmsh the burnmg flames when ged road, 

ARE THEY APPROVED OF GOD? ! they were threatened with sudden Are the friends of my Master, the children of 
In the sixth of Matthew we I death. Where is the man who has God. 

have a valuable which will, become acquainted with this latter- Let us not only tell the truth, and 
lead us to trust in God :rather thilJU I work who will give expression to sing the truth, but let us live the 
mammon, the of the if/ the thought, that we are not living truth; fo:r the truth alone will save us. 
we would but the 1 in the days of Daniel, or the three It is "Ye cannot worship God 
Christ's :JJnswer to the Hebrew children, and therefore can- and mammon." Would belonging to 
to what the greatest not afford to trust in God as they did? "secret orders," and that, too, be-
gives us to understand that we are to Some may try to excuse themselves cause we love them, be called worship· 
be devoted to we are to love him in belonging to "the lodge" because ing mammon? Paul says, ''Without 
and him alone. word comes di- of hard times, when in fact these same faith it is impossible to please God." 
rect from the fountain of all knowl- I "institutions" have to a great extent If we have implicit faith and confi
edge, and says, "l am e, jealous God." I been the cause of hard times. It is a deilce in God, it doesn't seem to me 
Why jealous? We may truthfully I flimsy excuse and a weak remedy. that we would have time to think of 
conclude that it is because God wants We have only to glance back to the trusting in the ''combinations of men," 
us to love him more than we do the age of the world when God wrote when we can look up to the God of 
things of 'Ghe world; a,:nd too, for upon "tables of stone" to see there the Israel and receive of his protecting 
the reason that so it will weak condition of humanity! They care. 
bring us back to secur- couldn't endure a better law, so they These institutions have upon their 
ing for ourselves salvation in his were given the law of Moses as a face the promise that they will pro-
kingdom. schoolmaster to be educated by, until teet a man, his family, and all that 

We often hear '"It they were able to receive a higher pertains unto him, from loss or from 
takes all kinds of and more glorious one. Then when danger of any kind, and will assist 
world." Yes, it it came were not able to receive him to be more honorable, and shield 
ent kinds of to make a world it. Just so it is with many, yes him and his family from disgrace. I 
like this we are as there are I thousands today. They are not able have no objections to men being be-
in it. But we do not need to to put their trust in the sublime prin- nevolent toward their fellow man. I 
that it ta,kes all these different kinds I ciples of the gospel of Christ; so they wish they were more so. But I do 
of people to make the '"ideal world." j unite with some "secret order," think- not see the consistency in a man 
We say "different kinds of people" the :ritual of the lodge is furnished claiming such wonderful love andre-
because of the different principles principles sufficiently pure to gard for his neighbor, that he says 
they are would guide awd govern in the affairs of life, he would die for him-- make any 
be the same kind and furnish friends who will supply sacrifice in his power, by reason of 
were governed by the same I all 'their earthly wants. his unbounded love-then walk down 
And if all the principles govern If that thought does not give the from the lodge room and get beastly 
in this world were the pure p:rinci-1 reason for belonging to the secret drunk before he gets home. That 
ples of the gospel of Christ, we' order, may we try another, which is: man simply don't know what common 
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sense is. If he ever knew, he bas for-i We may glean another thought to if we can but put our faith and confi
gotten how to handle ·Lhe truth-- he! discourage us in belonging to "secret dence in him. 
has overlooked the cause. I am not, societies" by reading the words of In the language of the apostle I can 
in this, making a fight against intern· Christ in St. John 18: 20:-- truthfully say; ''The things that I 
perance; but against the principles Jesu~ answered him, I spake openly to the once loved I now hate." 
that govern these institutions called world; I ever taught in the synagogue, and R. M. MALONEY, 
"secret societies." in t.he temple, whither the Jews always re· NoRilrAN, Oklahoma. 

Now some one may say that this man- sort; and in secret have I said nothing. 

ner of getting drunk, unrighteous lives, Our infallible guide and lawgiver 
bad conduct in any way, is forbidden spake openly-did not, work in se
bythelodgerules. Suppose so. Does crecy; and why should we? We are 
that make the principles of the lodge instructed to be like him in all things. 
the ones inculcated in the gospel of Paul writes to the Romans 6: Hi:
Jesus Christ----those which if we obey 
will claim for us celestial glory? For 
my part I have no use for ''lodge," nor 
any other cunning picture that bas 
been drawn to lead men's minds from 
God and get, him to follow after the 
ways of the world. And I do not see 
how others can live for years in actual 
service in this latter-da,y work without 
finding out the damaging effects of 
putting their trust in the "combina
tions of men." 

One of the greatest drawbacks we 
find to the spread of tbe gospel, is 
that, men have become established in 
their own ideas, and are unwilling to 
give them up, no matter how plain 
and positive the scriptures speak to 
the contrary. "It don't mean this, 
and it don't mean that. It means just 
what I thought, it meant," comes the 
answer from all quarters; and when 
those believing in divine guidance are 
met with a new idea, no matter how 
true it may be, they are just as unwil
ling to yield, get just as indignant as 
others when crowded too closely. 
And when the scripture plainly de
clares, "Cursed is the man who t,rust
eth in man and maketh flesh his arm;" 
''be not conformed to the things of 
the world," and many other references 
upon the same thought, why are men 
so slow finding out the true spirit of 
the word? The good man Job didn't 
have his house or goods insured by 
some ''secret society," so far as the 
written word is concerned. Yet he 
had an insurance that was worth ten 
thousand times more than all the in
surance companies and lodges of the 
world combined. 

Attachment is a wonderful power 
in the world. We become attached to 
ideas and notions, till we think our 
salvation depends on our holding t,o 
them. I find that to be a fact in the 
sectarian world. It is no less a fact 
among those who deny being sec
tarian. As a body of peonle we claim 
to be followers of Christ;" not only by 
observing t,be first principles of the 
gospel, but in all things. The words 
are often repeated, •·When the scrip
tures. spe.ak, we speak; where they 
are Silent, we lHe silent." It is writ,. 
ten:-

B!e,sed are they that do his comrnanJ
ments, that they may have right to the tree 
{)f life, and may enter in through the gates 
into the city.-Rev. 22: 14. 

Know ye not, that to whom ye yield your
selves servants to obey, his servants ye are to 
whom ye obey; w.hether of sin unto death, or 
of obedience unr.o righteousne~;s? 

I fail to find one line of scripture 
where it says that God has authorized 
these "secret insti'Gutions" to be or
ganized. And if our Supreme Ruler 
had wanted his ehildren to be mixed 
up with such things as the lodges of 
our day, he would have said some
thing about it. The instructions come 
quite to the contrary. 

Please read in Book of Mormon, 
Helaman 1: 9, 10; 2: 29, 30. No one 
need be misled as to the author of 
these combinations. No one will dare 
to offer the excuse for belonging to a 
secret order because they are not as 
corrupt today as they were in the 
days of Gadianton and Kishkumen. 
Yet that is brought as an excuse. 
Improvements are always commenda
ble! These people out in the west 
come with the same pitiful cry, and 
say, "Oh, we don't, believe nor prac
tice that doctrine that was so preva
lent in Salt Lake Valley some years 
ago. It was all right for awhile; but 
we · believe in revelation and •our 
church' received one, [under the cap
tion of the Edmunds-Tucker bill, 
however, and signed by Uncle Sam,] 
stating that that doctrine was not to 
be allowed any longer." 

I wonder! It would seem that 
"blindness in full had happened to 
Israel." How can we be mistaken 
·when we read from the sacred word, 
that those "secret combinations" 
originated from the author of all sin. 

There is relief in the scriptures for 
eve:ry ailment in life; and for this one 
it comes from our Lord and Master, 
in these words: "Can a bitter foun
tain bring forth pure water?" Let us 
go to the fountain head to find out, re
garding what society we should join, 
and seek to serve God in Spirit and in 
truth. 

If our homes are in danger; if our 
lives are in danger, or our families in 
want; anything that, this world could 
give any assistance that could be ob
tained from belonging to all the ''se
cret orders" in the world, can we not 
remember that all these things are in 
the hands of the great God who rules 
the worlds and holds them by the 
word of his power, and that he will 
grant unto us all that we need in life, 

GRACELAND 'COLLEGE OPENING. 

Tuesday morning, September 11, 
amid the thrilling blasts of the rear 
guard of the Texas hurricane, young 
men and maidens were seen hurrying 
on their way t,o the eastward of town, 
up College hill towards the beautiful 
structure of brick and stone which 
graces the summit. The time an· 
nounced for the fall opening of Grace
land College had arrived, and with it 
had come to many young hearts ques
tions the solution of which is calcu
lated to materially affect their life's 
course. Some, for whom every ar· 
rangement had been made by loving 
parents or kind friends, animated with 
the prospect of an education, are 
wondering just what studies to pur
sue. Others, with inquiring anxiety, 
are going to see whether they can be 
permitted to enter, not, possessing the 
necessary amount of means t,o pay 
tuition and other necessary expenses. 
Many others, not present, having read 
the catalogue are wishing that, by 
some kind providence they might be 
favored with opportunity to take ad
vantage of the liberality of our noble 
Graceland. 

Inside the building all is life and 
activity. Students discussing their 
proposed work with each other and 
with the teachers, and teachers advis
ing students, and enrolling them for 
their various courses, all give an air 
of life pleasant t,o behold. 

At the hour appointed for chapel 
service a nice little congregation 
gathered in the auditorium, a number 
of visitors being present, among 
whom were several members of the 
Board of Trustees. Mrs. Audentia 
Anderson, teacher of piano, presided 
at the piano, and "Praise God from 
whom all blessings flow" was sung. 
F. M. Smith, former Professor of 
Science and Mathematics in Grace
land, and her first Alumnus, read a 
scripture lesson in Provebs, and Wm. 
Anderson, president, of Board of 
Trustees, offered prayer, after which 
all joined in singing "Ho, Reapers of 
Life's Harvest." The earnest deter
mination depicted upon each singer's 
face (and all sang) needs to have been 
seen t,o be appreciated. The various 
teachers present made announcements 
of work, and all dispersed to their 
several duties. When all had regis
tered it was noted that a larger num
ber had been enrolled than at, any 
time for the first day, there being 
about forty in the regular literary 
and business departments, twenty in 
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fnusic, and fifteen in elocution and 
oratory, aggregating seventy-five. 

Thus opened the sixth year of 
Graceland, with prospects for a suc
ceE)sful year's work. May fondest 
anticipations be realized. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 
I,AMbNI, Iowa. 

SOMERVILLE, Victoria. 
Editors Herald:-We are still pursuing the 

usual course in this part of the Lord's vine
yard, and find by past experience that it is 
far more beneficial to the cause of Christ to 
be slow and sure than to rush matters and 
excite people in order to get a few baptized 
and then have the most of the work to undo 
or do over again, to the shame of all con
cerned. "The foundation of God standeth 
sure," and I am fully satisfied that if people 
are fully instructed in the plan of salvation 
and have a knowledge of just what is re
quired of them in order to "make their call
ing and election sure," there would not be 
half the trouble to keep them in the line of 
duty that there has been in the past. 

The Lord has said that the burden of this 
work rests upon ali, and in order that the 
unction from the "Holy One" may rest 
equally upon all, they will certainly be re
quired to observe all things, or in other 
words, live by every word that proceedeth 
forth from the mouth of God. 

We have often been warned concerning our 
present and future welfare, but being some
times eareless and prayerless, have fallen 
among briers and thorns, from which it has 
bt1en most difficult at times to extricate ou;
sel ves. I find that the nearer we live to the 
mark of "our high calling," the less are the 
complaints and faults seen in others, and 
greater is the peace of mind and blessing 
that pervades the soul. Faultfinders as a 
rule I have found to be transgressors, and 
greatly have need to remove the "ship's 
mast" from before their eyes, in order even 
to see any one else. . 

Well, I am pleased to say that the work is 
gradually gaining ground, and we hope fot• a 
good harvest in the future. Some remarka
ble prophecies have been given of late, 
which comfort the Saints very much in these 
trying hours. Also a few cases of healing, 
through tlle ordinances of the gospel. To 
God be all honor and praise, for from him 
all blessings flow! 

Of late the brethren have been making an 
opening in the city where there are about 
half a million people, and things have been 
pretty lively the last two Sunday evenings. 
With Ex-Priest Slattery entertaining about 
fifteen hundred upstairs, and second day Ad
ventists, temperance lecturers, and Latter 
Day Saints down stairs in the same building, 
there is quite a stir among the people. 
Slattery is guarded to his lodgings by about 
twenty-five police, with plenty of "Orange
men," while we have found the armor of 
righteousness to be sufficient thus far along 
life's jqurney. 

THE SAIN'rS' HERALD. 
One has been baptized and others are in

vestigating, but the cause moves very slowly. 
In my visiting I have found about six Utah 
Saints, one an old elder, who often talked· to 
Bro. Rodger when he was here, and I find 
their polygamous shell uncrackable, and 
have thought best to leave their case to the 
instruments of the next world. Their strong 
point, is "I know, and can testiflf that Presi
dent Snow is a prophet, seer, revelator, and 
translator." By what power this is known is 
a mystery to me, for John says, "He that 
sai.th, I know him, and keepeth not his com
mandments, is a liar, and the truth is ~ot in 
hi.m." To believe the testimony of people 
who believe in, and practice what the Lord 
says is "abominable," and "which thing I 
hate" is more than I am prepared to do. If 
having a score of wives before the "mani
festo" was given was polygamy, and punish
able in the eyes of the law, it certainly would 
be the same after, and of latter they are 
guilty. See! John Henry Smith said in his 
address in the Tabernacle at their last April 
conference, speaking with reference to the 
work of the officers: "Which shall so dis
tribute their labors that my wives, and my 
children," etc. Again, in speaking of the 
sires of the church, he said: ''They be
lieved it was true [the gospel]. I believe 
they were right. I not only believe, but I 
know they were right; and if I can write this 
knowledge upon my wives and children," 
etc. This is plain English, and law-breakers 
ought to be made to feel their position. 

Ex-Priest Slattery said the Catholic chil
dren were taught that"the priest was another 
Christ," and I see that the Utah people have 
President Sn:.Jw in the same box; for Pres. 
G. Q. Cannon says (page 12 of conference 
minutes): "Now we have a man who has 
taken the same place, by selection and ap
pointment of the Almighty-Pres. Lorenzo 
Snow. . . . He stands in our midst as the 
prophet of God, the man holding the keys, 
the man who can bind on earth and it will be 
bound in heaven, the man who can loose on 
earth and it will be loosed in heaven, the 
man who has the power (which, however, he 
exercises very rarely, if at all) to forgive 
sins, to curse and they s'hall be cursed, to 
bless and they shall be blessed." Renee, if I 
am to judge every tree by the sample of fruit 
produced, I must confess that this polyga
mous bush of Utah produces a kind of which 
I care not to partake. I think that vengeance 
and remission of sins should be left with the 
Almighty, and let him repay. 

I am still in the latter-day work and am 
confident that the Lord will accomplish the 
building up of Zion and the salvation of his 
people in his own due time. I wish to be 
true to the end. In bonds, 

C. A. BUTTERWORTH. 

GLADSTONE, Ill., Sept. 11. 
Editors Herald:-Elder J. S. Snively and I 

are on the Mississippi bottom opposite Bur
lington, six miles southwest of Gladstone, in 
Illinois, holding tent meetings, in a new 
place to us, but it is a familiar place to the 
mosquitoes. They blend their music with 
our songs, add points to our sermons, and 
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give exercise to the audience so that none get 
sleepy. -We began here September 8, and so 
far have had good interest. Today the wind 
has been blowing a severe gale, so we lowered 
the tent to the ground and put weights on it 
to prevent the wind wrecking it. Will re
main here about a week yet, guests of Ern. 
Lawrence Willey and Allen Prier. 

Yours truly, 
JAMES McK.IERNAN. 

Bent View, Burnblea Street, 
HAMILTON, Scotland, Aug. 29·. 

Editors Herald:-It will doubtless be inter~ 
esting to some of your readers to know how 
we are progressing in this land. I have been 
here now six weeks, and find that one elder is 
not capable of startling one city or town, 
much less a whole country. The opportuni
ties for presenting our work to the people are 
not many. We have not sufficient members 
to have a branch organized, and so all the 
preaching we can do is in the open air and in 
the room of Bro. and Sr. Cairns. The great 
obstacle in the way of progress is the pro
found indifference with which most people 
seem to treat all religious questions. If only 
we had opposition we could tb en ad vertlse 
more effectively our claims. Perhaps this 
will be best illustrated when I tell you that 
Brn. Miller and Cairns (the only two brothers 
here besides the writer) hired a hall and ad
vertised it in the local papers. We also had 
pdnted one thousand circulars on which we 
advertised some lectures; and though we 
tried it for a whole month, not a single per
son came to hear us. 

We have been a number of times to Glas
gow, and occupied on the green, in entering 
into discussion with different men of as many 
different views, and have always been well re
ceived; but the trouble is we are getting 
known now, and as a consequence are avoided 
by those whose reputation and craft would be 
in danger if they were too venturesome. Still 
we get occasionally one or two interested, 

We have met a quantity of Utah elders who 
are diligently proselyting this coantry, and 
have had one or two encounters in public; but 
they have never yet had the courage to meet 
us on the issues between us in a fair and open 
manner. A few Sundays ago aft.er occupying 
on the green we hun·ying away to get the 
train for home when we came across a com
pany of them holding open air service in the 
main thoroughfare. We waited and listened. 
to them, and after they had held forth quite 
a time they closed their meeting and did not 
tell the crowd who they were; so before the 
crowd dispersed the writer stepped into the 
audience and told them that these men had 
been assailing our churches and chapels of 
the present day, denouncing them all as apos
tates from the truth because, say they, "They 
have transgressed the law, broken the ever
lasting covenant, and changed the ordi
nance." It is only right and just to the 
public that they know that these ~eople hail 
from Utah and are representing a body of 
people who are the w-orst of apostates, for 
they have broken the law of God and changed 
his ordinances and dragged the name· of God 
and Christ and the man we revere as a 
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prophet in these days through the· mire of in
iquity by preaching and practicing under the 
name of religion that detestable crime of po
lygamy, and have also introduced the system 
of ecclesiastical murder known as "blood 
atonement;" also "Adam-God worship." 

Well, their five elders stood right by all 
the time and never uttered a word in defense. 
'l'he crowd closed in and waited for a reply 
and asked if they had anything to say, and 
their reply was that thay were not going to 
discuss on a Sabbath-that was not their 
business. We felt sorry, and so expressed 
ourselves, and did not desire to be thought 
as persecutors of either men or churches, but 
it was certainly our duty to tell the truth 
and warn people of so base a deception. 

It would consume too much space to tell of 
all the incidents and experiences with this 
people up here, but I can truly say that I 
never met a people before who were so afraid 
of confronting the truth and pubiic investi
gation as the Utah people. They are as 
bitter toward us as the Roman Catholics are 
toward the Protestants. One of their people 
followed me one day this week and told me I 
was "an apostate," "fighting against God," 
"doing the Devil's work," "a liar," and 
everything else that was bad. 

We have found that going from door to 
door with tracts has been the best way to in
troduce the gospel to the people, but this 
takes money, and if you will permit me I 
would like to solicit financial help of the 
Saints who are interested in this land of 
Scotland. We only have two brothers here 
who are able to contribute, Brn. Cairns and 
Miller, and they are only working men, so 
their means are limited, though they have 
done nobly for the work up to the present; 
so if any of the Saints can help us in this 
matter we shall be very grateful if they will 
forward to us at the above address what they 
can. If any of the members have any rela
tives and friends in Scotland I should be 
glad to know of their whereabouts, so that 
we could acquaint them with the work. 

We have had the pleasure of baptizing 
Bro. Black, of Edinboro, a fortnight ago, in 
the River Clyde. He .is a brother of Sr. 
Hanna, in Pittsburg, I believe. Praying 
that God will bless his work and people in all 
the world, Yours in bonds, 

JOHN WM. RUSHTON. 

Ed·itors Herald:-I have been trying to 
keep alive in the gospel work, which re
quires quite a struggle and effort to what it 
did when I first obeyed the gospel. The 
Lord has blessed me in many ways, and 
given me many evidences of the truthfulness 
of this being the work of the Lord, and these 
evidences have strengthened me in the hour 
of temptation and have helped me thus far 
on life's journey to find it one of my gt•eatest 
pleasures to be mingled with the people who 
try to be Saints of God. 

Time is hastening onl Only a few W!;leks 
and we will meet in convention . and confer
ence with the Saints in Chatham, to give a 
report of our work since last we assembled. 
The summer has come and gone, the harvest 
is nearly over, "what have we done?" Have 

our weak efforts all been in vain? We hope 
not, and press on. 

A week ago last Sabbath, Elder George 
Green led four precious buds of promise into 
the waters of baptism on the shore of Lake 
Erie. They were children of Bro. and Sr. 
Fred Smart, Allen and Johnny, and two of 
Bro. and Sr. John Dent's children, Olive and 
George. We hope they may be spared to ac
complish much good in their day. Let our 
Sabbath school workers be cheered with this 
thought that the lambs well cared for make 
good sheep. Your sister in the gospel, 

MARY M. GREEN. 

COLDWATER, Mich., September 13. 
Editors Herald:-While recuperating for a 

day or two, preparatory to autumnal cam
paign, perhaps justice demands that I report 
progress. If name and minutes of work have 
not emblazoned your columns, I trust it will 
not be received as evidence of silence in the 
matter of work, which goes to make up the 
final record. 

The cause seems to be maintaining its own 
in this region of the Lord's vineyard, and I 
dimly discern that it is surmounting and 
overcoming, to an extent, the difficulties 
which have retarded hitherto. But we 
ought not to overlook the fact that each wall 
of difficulty that falls down reveals a higher 
one behind; and let not the glamor of one 
victory in the rear make us blind to the fact 
that there are battles yet to be fought. 
When the Cumberland was crushed, the 
Monitor was just behind her. But in it all, 
"our sufficiency will be of God." Sometimes 
there are spiritual famines as well as tern· 
poral or physical ones. And as we lean on the 
replenished bin during physical want, so 
should we lean on the never-failing treasury 
of heaven in times of spiritual drouth and 
perplexities, remembering that all power, all 
glory, and all victory cometh through our 
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. 

But to itE:mize: Paul, speaking of faith, 
says: ''By it the elders obtained a good re
port."-Heb. 11. And it seems that if my 
"report" should fall below it would evince a 
lack of proper faith, or an insufficient quan
tity, if the proper kind. 

Be this as it is, on July 7, in company with 
the district president, we visited Pokagon, 
Michigan, where I was permitted to talk 
twice, with that liberty which to me is al
ways evidence that "there's fish in the 
stream." So it proved to be. Two baptisms 
on the following Sunday. 

July 9, in the afternoon, found us at Hart
ford, where we preached till the 16th, occu
pying with fair liberty, we trust to the good 
of all. One service we will ever remember. 
Not because of t~he overwhelming audience, 
or the overshadowing of the mantle of inspi
ration, nor the light which dawned upon the 
speaker's mind, for all was muchly limited. 
The scenery was sylvan and delightful, the 
environments lovely and tasteful to eye, and 
ear also, for ravishing chords from string, 
harp, voice, and lute were wafted far over 
the waves. Evidences of the Apostle Paul's 
seeric powers were noticeable. He pene
trated the dark and webby curtains of the 

modern apostasy and saw that "lovers of 
pleasures more than lovers of God" would 
swarm to the gilded palaces of vice. This 
appointment was advertised by three ht)ndred 
posters to be occupied in Forest Beach .Pa
villion, at Paw Paw Lake. We met with a 
few. One from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, two 
from Chicago, one from Benton Harbor, and 
about one dozen Saints from Hartford and 
Watervleit. We preached, or attempted it, 
and with what good or evil results, futurity 
will disclose. 

July 21, boarded cars and landed in Angola, 
when after riding in company with Bro. 
George Maxton and wife three and one half 
miles north of Braden-Scott battle ground, 
we lectured to a crowded house on the sub
ject of "Utah Mormonism" contrasted with 
the Reorganization, continuing for four serv
ices. Many surprises were evoked. 

July 28-30, filled appointments at Hall's 
Corners, where I met Mr. Musser eight even
ings in debate, some three years ago. At 
this appointment I rode over to Clear Lake 
on Sunday p. m., and buried with Christ by 
baptism unto death, Bro. William Monlux. 
He is a young man of whom we expect good 
things, if faithful to his trust. We preached 
there three times, and presided at a prayer 
service. 

August 4-6, I filled appointments at same 
place. We have about one dozen good, 
staunch Saints there, seals of my ministry, 
mostly after the peculiar conflict with Mus
ser. 

August 17, again at Angola. Traveled 
west of that place eight miles to Flint. Held 
five services there and returned to Scott 
Center (where I lectured July 21) to begin a 
series of meetings, beginning Thursday even
ing and concluding the following Wednesday 
evening. Nine sermons, one each evening, 
and three on Sunday. These services were 
largely attended. House packed nightly. 
That the speaker enjoyed liberty and light 
can be attested. Indeed, such a spirit of 
power and joy was present on Saturday even
ing, that some of our brethren could not 
sleep "till 'way in wee hours," and no serv
ice that we did not see the tear course down 
the cheeks. Audience was mixed, as to re
ligious proclivities, but largely Campbellite, 
as they are quite strong in Steuben county, 
Indiana, and conduct the Tri-State Normal 
College at Angola. 

One man-a skeptic-whose hospitality I 
shared one night and one day, said: "Well 
Bro. Scott, I bid you Godspeed, you have 
agreeably surprised the people. While I 
cannot see the supreme authority of the 
Bible, your doctrine strikes me as most 
reasonable, and is bound to revolutionize 
society. And I should think those who at
tempt to oppose it, would have a very diffi
cult task, from a common sense standpoint." 
I was glad to hear this expression, even from 
the lips of an infidel. He is an elderly man, 
and an unprejudiced investigator. My can
did belief is, there are future Saints at that 
point. 

Returning to Flint, we resume the thread 
of work, and after six sermons to large and 
increasing crowds we were permitted to lead 
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'riiE SAlN1'8' REllAtD. 
into the beautiful waters of Pigeon Creek, l sion that through the "Book of Mormon" 
four persons, heads of families-Bro. Henry the "Mormon Church" was born, clears good 
Bodie, Sr. Mary Chamberlain and her two 1 old Mormon from being- the originator and 
daughters, Srs. Lue Phillips and Lillie Comp- head of the same, and no man-church was 
ton. The scene was solemn and beautiful, as ever organized or enjoyed the peculiar gifts 
mother and two daughters moved off by the and blessings of the true Church of Jesus 
bath of regeneration into the kingdom of God. Christ. But with this church these bless
May their lives be ever as adorning as their ings existed from the very beginning, nei
baptism was beautiful. Four others prom- ther did I find them in the Utah Church, and 
ised to obey at the two days' meeting, Octo-~ therefore it is a libel on the "name and Book 
ber 6 and 7, I believe. of Mormon" to refer to them as Mormons in 

Northern Indiana is an "open door" to the their apostate condition, strengthening 
preaching of the word. We only wonder thereby the belief that there is no difference 
why the missionaries go so far away from between us and them. -
this part of the district, incurring a big ex
pense, and their stay so brief that ~o little 
opportunity for good is granted. But I pre
sume the gospel must be preached in all the 
world ere the end come. And it does seem 
that the end is nee,r, taking for evidence the 
preaching of the gospel, and that other 
large, irresistible class of evidence-latter
day judgments. The voice of modern proph
ets yet echo words of warning-voice of 
thunder, voice of lightenings, voice of hurri
cane and "waves of ·the sea heaving them
selves beyond their bounds"-see Galveston, 
Texas, devastated by waves of gulf and bay, 
singing the requiem of five thousand dead! 
Note the increase of deaths by the light
nings the past summer! Note the universal 
embarrassment-"All things shall be in 
commotion.'' Let us pray to abide. As ever. 

In Hope's beautiful embrace, 
S. W. L. SCOTT. 

VIOLA, Wis., August 25. 
Editors Herald:-As an answer to the ques

tion, Are we Mormons? I say Yes! and will 
point you to the statement of Pres. Joseph 
Smith to Elder Littlefield, of Utah, as an 
affirmation, if others are not sufficient. 
"That Book of Mormon is one of the essential 
features of 'Mormonism.' It should be to 
you and all other 'Mormons' what the 
Koran is to the Mohammedans, the Bible to 
the Christians, the ends of disput.e. With
out it the 'Mormon Church' had not been 
born. It is the Golden Bible to the 'devout 
Mormon.' From it I have the undoubted 
right to select those portions of the text 
that confirm and sustain my faith in Christ 
as 'primitive Mormonism' has revealed 
him." (''So Mormonism is a reality after 
all.") 

In 1884 two of my articles were published 
in the Herald in the defense of the name of 
Mormon, and favorably received; but times 
and sentiments have greatly changed since 
then, for then the being a "Mormon" was not 
denied when preaching "Mormonism or Lat· 
ter Day Saintism," and no doubt ere long the 
preaching and accepting of the Book of Mor
mon will be left optional, which will greatly 
please and satisfy Lucifer, who is very partial 
to and assumes the garb of a Saint to commit 
his hellish purposes and cruelties as in the 
persecutions and destructions of Joseph, Hy· 
rum, ar.d their compatriots, who all sugered 
and died for "Mormonism," which is of course 
for "Christ and Christianity," thereby setting 
a bright example for candidates of glory to 
follow, even to the laying down of their lives 
for "Mormonism," as they did, and thereby 
prove to the world the trut,h of the same, for 
we want no cowards in our band, but those 
that, will stand firm for the ensign and stand
ard, the "Book of Mormon," and not be 
ashamed of the name. 

Lucifer's fall was caused through pride or 
undue ambition, as also of individuals and 
nations, and the Saints will not be excepted 
if their lives and actions do not correspond to 
that of their file leader, Jesus Christ. If the 
"name of Mormon" is so repugnant or objec
tionable to the members of the Reorganiza
tion, why is the same so invariably and often 
used by them to denote by it the apostate 
Utah church? who is no more Mormon than 
Satan is angelic or godly. It is inconsistent 
and discreditable to them, while thereby the 
belief is confirmed that the Book of Mormon 
is responsible for the Utah abominations. For 
the disproving of this the Saints ought to be 
proud in upholding the purity and importance 
of the "name" which would enhance the cir-

This ought to answer the question if sound culation of the "book" when soon its claim 
arguments and language can be relied upon. and true value would be found out and appre
No sophistries can change the import of the cia ted. Consistency dictates the contending 
same. My belief in the Bible caused me to for the faith so amply tried by me and otb
accept the Book of Mormon, and of course ers, for St. James is correct, that "double 
Mormonism this last forty-six years. I went minded ness is very unstable," and therefore 
to Utah, found out my error, and accepted unreliable; or, as Bro. Paul expresses him
young Josephism so-called, which I advo- self, "they are ever learning, but never come 
cated to the best of my ability by preaching, to the knowledge of the truth." 
until temporal circumstances compelled me A ten years' schooling in Utah convinced 
to desist; and to find out now that "Mormon- me of their error. I hope thirty-six years 
ism" is only a hoax is rather tough. experience in the Reorganization will not be 

The converts to the Book of Mormon are attended by the same results; but as we are 
Saints, and as"Mormonism anJ Christianity" liable to err, if sound arguments, backed by 
are synonymous, the repudiation of one is the law and the testimony, prove me to be 
also the repudiation of the other, caused by wrong, I would capitulate, I hope with honors 
the spirit of pride, the hankering after popu· of war, or unconditionally. 
larity, prejudice, and ignoranqe. The admis- I Please publish this on comments made o.n 
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my letter, and oblige, Yours for truth and 
consistency, CARL W. LANGE. 

[The Mohammedans were not called Koran
ites, nor their religion Koran ism, but Moham
medans, or Mahometans after Mahowet, or 
Mohammed, just as the name may be spelled. 
But we let the matter rest. here without further 
controversy, preferring the term Saints, or 
Latter Day Saints, in token of recognition of 
the former day Saints, accepting as our dis
tinctive title the name Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints; honoring 
Christ thereby, rather than any man.-ED.] 

SLOAN, Iowa, Sept. 7. 
Editors Herald:-On the 1st and 2d inst. 

was held one of the most spiritual confer
ences experienced, two businEJss sessions, one 
prayer service, and three preaching services. 
Five children were blessed, and one name 
given for baptism, which ordinarnce was at
tended to immediately after adjournment of 
conference. 

Made a twenty-four hours' visit at home on 
Monday and Tuesday, finding iamily in the 
best health they have enjoyed for months. 
Called on Bro. Alma Fyrando and found him 
improving. 

Held services at Moorhead, Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights, and came here and held 
services last night. 

Crops are looking quite well; and unless 
the Saints have too much to care for they 
should be happy this fall, and enter into 
reunion services with hearts full of gratitude 
for the bounteous giver. 

A great many deaths are occurring of ,late, 
and some affliction that is very trying. 

Looking up the scattered ones, efforts to 
purge out iniquity being made, and the cor
recting records in this mission seem to be a 
few of the hopeful signs of a preparation for 
Zion. Your brother, 

J. F. MINTUN. 

LYDNEY, England, Sept. 2. 
Editors Herald:-The writer had the pleas

ure of being present at Western Wales con
ference on August 5 and 6, on which dates a 
reunion had also been arranged, which proved 
to be successful in many ways. Self and wife, 
Bro. Trenchard, of Cardiff, and Bro. A. N. 
Bishop and family were present of the East
ern district, and memories of those happy 
days will linger long with us alL Before 
this is penned the secretary will have re
ported all business items, and it remains for 
me now as an eye-witness to give a brief out
line. 

On Sunday morning we had quarter of an 
hour speeches by four of the brethren, two 
in the Welsh language and two in English. 
The afternoon session was again devoted to 
preaching, as had previousl,y been advertised 
and Elder David Lewis, district president of 
Llansamlet, was the preacher (in Welsh) for 
upwards of an hour, followed by some ap
propriate remarks by Bro. Bishop. In the 
evening Elder Bishop was the speaker. 

On Monday morning business was on the 
agenda, and if all topics opened up in busi
ness are put into practice, Bro. Stebbins will 
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receive accurate reports from the above dis
trict at no distant date. Monday afternoon a 
prayer and testimony meeting at two p. m., 
in which Bro. David Edwards was ordained 
to the office of deacon, and the prayers offered 
were not a few, neither were the testimonies 
of a weak nature. The good Spirit was pres
ent, and we had a realization of the fact that 
by one Spirit we are all baptized into one 
body, whether we are Welsh or English, 
bond or free, for our God hath made of one 
blood all nations upon the face of the earth, 
and hath determined the bounds of their 
habitation. In that assembly was the prom
ise sealed which Jesus made. God was not 
slack in his promise. The blessing followed 
the believers as in days of old, and all were 
:again confirmed in the faith and a renewed 
desire to press forward. 

At all the before-named services the dis
trict president and Bro. A. N. Bishop were 
in charge. Porth was the place where the 
Saints had secured the commodious town 
hall, also an anteroom, where that to supply 
the needs of the inner man was laid out in fine 
style. In fact, the arrangements on the 
whole far surpassed anything the writer has 
yet witnessed. I should think they believed 
the command, "Come up higher," for my 
humble opinion is, some have a long way to 
go to get as high in many directions as those 
in that corner of God's vineyard. I should 
not forget to mention that Bro. A. N. Bishop 
delivered an interesting and instructive lec
ture on Monday evening, August 6, which 
was well received. The subject under ctJn
sideration was the ancient inhabita'tts of 
America. 

On the Sunday at five p.m., four companies 
were organized and went out in different por
tions of the town and sounded the gospel 
trump to large concourses of people in the 
open air. Surely the spirit of inquiry is 
amongst the people, or a certain longing or 
reaching out for that which they have not 
yet obtained. 

We are pleased to inform you more tracts 
have arrived on first principles, for which 
we are very grateful, also a packet of Hopes 
from a young sister in Blackfoot, Idaho. 
The tracts are grand for distribution and 
cannot fail to do a great deal of good, and 
there is no doubt in my mind but that we 
shall all reap if we faint not. The object of 
all Latter Day Saints to my mind should har
monize with the words of the poet; namely:-

sound the battle cry! See I the foe is nigh; 
E.aise the standard high for the Lord l 

Gird your armor on, stand firm every one; 
E.est your cause upou his holy word. 

Strong to meet the foe, marching on we go, 
While our cause we know must prevail; 

Shield and banner bright gleaming in the light, 
Battling for.the right we ne'er can fail. 

Oh l thou God of all, hear us when we call; 
Help us one and all by thy grace; 

When the 'battle's done and the vict'ry won, 
May we wear the crown before thy face. 

A special word of praise is due to all who 
took any prominent part or assisted in any way 
to make the Western district conference and 
reunion a success. Especially would I men
tion Srs. J. G. Jenkins, Roberts, L. Bishop, 
of Dinas, and Edwards, of Penygraig. Last, 

but in no way least, Bro. David Edwards. 
May God's peace be upc;m all, and may all 
soon come to a unity of faith and see eye to 
eye and be of a kindred spirit, is my prayer 
in Jesus' name. And may the day soon ar
rive that all will arrive at a good and proper 
understanding of God's laws, which convince 
me we are all members of one another, and 
that there should be no schism in the body, 
but that all the members should have the same 
care one for another; and may we so live that 
being engrafted into Jesus, the living and 
true Vine, we may and shall partake of his 
divine nature, and receive strength and vi
tality to equip us and to enable us to perform 
the duties which may fall to our share, not 
aspiring and conspiring and trying to be 
lords over God's heritage, but being servants 
of each other and seeking each other's inter
est and welfare, always endeavoring to es
tablish righteousness and peace upon the 
earth. Still yours in the conflict, 

HENRY ELLIS. 

Original Poetry. 
NEARING. 

I am nearing the end of the race, 
Father, dear; 

Thou settest me so long years ago; 
My trembling hand and faltering pace 

Admonish I'm nearing the goal. 

E'en my friends are noting the change, 
Father, dear. 

I can tell by their looks askance; 
My fast ripening locks are getting more 

white, 
By father Time's tireless advance. 

The songs of my youth leave me now, 
Father, dear, 

And memory is sluggish, I trow; 
Yet the little that's left of life's pleasant sail, 

Bids me look o'er the ship's pointed prow. 

The haven of rest will soon be in sight, 
Father, dear; 

I may count the days o'er and o'er; 
Wh:le anticipating the joyous acclaim

When I reach to the ''life evermore," 

Where all of our songs of youth or of age, 
Father, dear, 

Will blend in the light of thy love; 
And the cross and the crown, the smile and 

the frown, 
Will merge in the pleasures above. 

JOHN CHISN ALL. 

AS I VIEW IT. 

Wanted in God's kingdom, 
Presidents of purity and power, 

Who will never flinch or falter 
In temptation's darkest hour. 

Apostles, ever bearing 
On their face the sign of peace, 

Who can point the burdened sinner 
To the One who gives release. 

Seventies, whose light i.s ever shining, 
Spite of scoff and sneer; 

And who dare to preach the gospel 
Without a thought of fear. 

Bishops, who in their daily duty 
Prove the keeping power of Christ, 

Knowing much of Satan's lurings, 
Though ne'er by him enticed. 

Elders, who work their hardest 
On full salvation lines, 

Who'll win the praise of Jesus 
When the working day declines. 

Priests, laboring in the vineyard, 
Filled with holy love and fire; 

The Savior's glory ever being 
Their supreme desire. 

Teachers, filled with wisdom, 
And with courage to express 

Their safety in Christ Jesus, 
Helping others to be blest. 

Deacons, whose lamps are always burn" 
ing 

With a steady glowing light; 
Proving to God's whole creation 

That the truth will win the fight. 
E. J. HOLFORD. 

England. 

Mothers' HomB fioltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

One small life in God's great plan, 
How futile it seems as the ages roll, 

Do what it may, or strive how it can, 
To altar the sweep of the infinite whole l 

A single stitch in an endless web, 
A drop in the ocean's flow and ebb I 
But the pattern is rent where the stitch is lost, 
Or marred where the tangled threads have crossed, 
And each life that fails of its true intent 
Mars the perfect plan that its Master meant. 

-Susan Coolidge. 

SELECT READING FOR OCTOBER MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

CAN HEREDITY BE MODIFIED? 

It has been well said by Herbert Spencer 
and others that the question involved in the 
discussion of heredity is not a temporary 
issue, and that "its solution will affect all 
future thought." Whether or not acquired 
character is transmitted to children is the 
most important question that confronts the 
human race, for it is upon the character of 
the :.·ace 'that depends and will depend the 
condition of the race-its prosperity, its de
velopment. 

No school of scientists questions the fact of 
heredity; but there has been a warm and 
greatly misunderstood contest over the exact 
method used by nature in the transmission. 
Now so far as the general public is concerned, 
so far as the sociological features of the case 
go, so far as personal conduct is involved, it 
does not matter a straw's weight whether the 
theory of heredity held by Lamarck and Dar
win, or the one advanced recently by Weis
mann, be correct. 

It matters not whether a man's drunken
ness, for example, is transmitted to his chil
dren directly as plain drunkenness, or as "an 
undue appetite for stimulants," or whether it 
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descends to him as a merely weakened and 
undermined "germ plasm," as Weismann 
held, which "will tend to inebriety, insanity, 
i~abecility" or what not. It matters not a 
hrthing's worth, from the point of view of 
the laity, whether the transmission is direct 
via "pangenesis," or whether it is indirect 
via a weakened and vitiated "germ plasm," 
as per Weismann, or whether the exact 
method and process may not still lie in the 
unsolved problems of the laboratory. 
Whichever or whatever the exact process 
may be (which is the province of scientists 
only) the facts and results are before us, and 
concern each of us more vitally than does the 
question of what we shall eat or what we 
shall drink, or wherewithal we shall be· 
clothed .... 

One sometimes hears, also, from these 
half-informed jubilators that "Weismann 
does not believe in heredity; that the old 
theory is quite exploded." Now the fact is 
that Weismann is particularly strong in his 
belief in heredity-so strong as to give al
most no weight to any possible process of in
tervention in its original workings. He 
simply holds that the transmission of "ac
quired character" is not proven, and he 
doubts the facts of these "acquired" trans
missions. In his illustrations he deals chiefly 
(when in the higher animals) with bodily 
mutilations, and in the human race shows 
that the most proficient linguist, for ex
ample, does not produce children who can 
read without being taught. All of which is 
readily granted by his opponents. This type 
of "acquirement" has to do with knowledge 
and not with character in the fundamental 
sense of blood and nerve, condition and 
quality. 

Of course, there are many and varied 
points in his theory of heredity with which 
only the biologist is capable of dealing. But, 
as I intimated at first, the Lamarck-Darwin
Weismann controversy, so far as the socio
logical aspect of the question is involved, 
does not touch us. It belongs to the labora
tory-to ho10 and not to the fact of transmis
sion. But since the opposite impression has 

_ taken root in even some thoughtful minds; it 
is well to meet it in a direct and easily 
grasped form. There is a simple and direct 
method: I undertook it. I went to a number 
of well-known biologists and physicians and 
asked questions. 

I thought it best to go to specialists in 
brain and nerve disorders, and to those who 
had had large hospital or asylum experiences. 
One of these, Dr. Henry Smith Williams, re
plied that there could be no doubt of the fact 
that such ''acquired" characters or conditions 
are transmitted. One case which he gave 
me, however, from his private practice, will 
illustrate the point most clearly._ B, a healthy 
inan with no hereditary taint of the kind, 
acquired a certain disease at a given time 
and in a known way. Before this time he 
was the father of one daughter. Several 
years later another daughter was born to 
him. The first girl is, and has always been, 
absolutely free from any and all taint. The 
other one has all the inherited marks of her 
father'ii! "acq,uired character" and condition, 
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which even went the length in her case of 
producing the recognized change in the form 
of the teeth due to this disease. Now for all 
practical purposes it does not matter, in the 
faintest degree, whether that transmission 
was in accordance with pangenesis or by 
means of a vitiated environment of the "germ 
plasm." The fact is the appalling thing for 
parents to face. And I give this case only 
because it was one of a vast number of simi
lar ones which came to me in reply to my 
questions addressed to different practitioners 
and specialists. 

Among other places, I went to the head of 
a New York maternity hospital. This is 
what I got there: "If anybody in the world 
doubts for one second the distinct, absolute, 
unmistakable transmission of acquired dis
ease of a kind which will and does modify 
'character,' both mental and physical-if he 
doubts its results on humanity-he. has never 
given even a slight study to the hospital side 
of life. I can give you hundreds of cases 
where there is no escape from the absolute 
proof that the children are born with the 
taint of an 'acquired character' from which 
they cannot free themselves. Sometimes it is 
shown in one form, sometimes in another, but 
it is as unmistakable as the color of the eyes 
or the number of the toes. To deny it is to 
deny all experience. I am not a biologist, 
and I do not undertake to explain how it is 
done," the doctor went on to say, "but I will 
undertake to prove to the satisfaction of the 
most skeptical that it is done. Come in this 
ward. Here is a child whose parents were 
robust, healthy, strong country folk until," 
and then followed the history of the parents 
who had "acquired" the "character" which 
they transmitted- which had made the 
mental moral and physical cripple in the 
ward before me; "Now here is what they 
transmitted," be added. "Do you fancy that 
if that half-idiot should ev6r have children 
of its own that they will be 'wbole?' No 
argument but vision is needed in a case like 
this. That child's condition is the result of 
acquired character. Its children and its 
children's children will carry the acquire· 
ment-for we are not wise enough yet to 
eliminate even such as that from among ac· 
tive propagators of the race. If it were pos· 
sible (which, thank heaven, is not likely) 
that the other parent of this half-imbecile's 
children, should it ever have any, would be 
of a sane and lofty type there might be a 
modification upward again in the progeny, 
but even then we would not soon lose the 
direct, undeniable, patent 'acquirement' 
which you see here." 

It was the same story from each and every 
practitioner. The hospital and asylum ex
perts, the specialists in diseases of mind and 
body, which were due to direct acquirement 
(such as drunkenness, acquired epilepsy and 
certain other diseases of an even less pleas
ant nature to discuss) were particularly 
strong in their contempt for even the theory 
that acquired character and condition are 
not transmitable. One doctor, himself a 
famous surgeon, laughingly said: "I'll grant 
if I cut off a man's leg or a few of his fingers, 
his Ghildl'en will .!l.Ot ba likely to be deformed 
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because of that operation. This is not a per
meating constitutional condition, it is a mere 
local mutilation. But if I were to take out a 
part of his brain so as to produce (acquired) 
epilepsy upon him, I believe his children 
would be affected, and if he is badly diseased 
in a certain way (acquired) I kno10 his chil
dren will be. Mind you, I don't say exactly 
what they will have, and they may not all 
have tl:,e same thing, but I do say that their 
'g-erm plasm,' or whatever they come from, 
absolutely will carry the results of the ac
quired condition and character." 

So I beg of you to remember that, while 
the fact and law of heredity is as certain as 
death itself, its cmtrse of action, its variability 
of operation, is as the March winds. To say 
that the constitutions and characters of your 
children will be determined, in great part, 
by the condition of your body and mind is but 
to utter a truism; but to say exactly how-in 
what given channel this effect will flow-is 
not, in the present state of biological and 
medical knowledge, possible. 

Therefore, I repeat that so far as the public 
is concerned, so far as the sociological fea
tures of the problem of heredity are involved, 
so far as the Weismann theory relates to 
conduct and to physical and mental condition 
and their transmission, this controversy be
longs wholly to the laboratory-to the how and 
not to the fact of hereditary transmission, as 
I trust the above illustrations (which might 
be multiplied a thousand times), will serve to 
show. 

Again, to me it is a strange thing to find 
people looking upon this discussion or theory 
as something new. "The sins of the fathers 
shall be visited upon the children to the 
third and fourth generation" is not new. It 
comes from a book which most of you accept 
as having authority. It does not, and it 
never did, apply to a mere theological pun
ishment in some future life. It was a recog
nition of the facts of hereditary transmission 
which the ancient Hebrews understood, and 
which the race illustrates within itself in all 
lands. The persistence of inherited condi
tion, character and type-as to race-can
not be better shown than to point to the 
Jews. 

A Jew is in no danger of being born a Mon
golian. American or English parents will 
not give to the world Hindu children; Ne
groes are not born white and with straight 
hair. These are race types. Thi.s is racial 
heredity. But family heredity is just as cer
tain, just as absolute. All Jews do not look 
aod act exactly alike. Neither do all Eng
lishmen or Germans, but the race type per· 
sists and continues the same. All me1:llbers 
of a family are not exactly alike. There are 
a thousand modifying reasons and conditions. 
The same parents are not always in the same 
physical, mental, or moral condition. I could 
tell you of certain records that are now being 
kept, ar:d which were never before kept 
scientifically, that is, not until the last thirty 
years-that would show· you, as do the 
guinea-pig experiments-how even moral 
traits and conditions are transmitted, and 
how and why they do differ in the same 
family. 

(Continued) 
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PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Sr. Belle Wisdom, of Inman, Nebraska, 
secretary of Central Nebraska district Sun
day school association, writes: "It is ear
nestly desired that the Saints will remember 
in prayer Bro. L'lwis H. Downey. He is 
seriously ill of typhoid fever in the Emanuel 
hospital in Omaha. Sunday school workers 
are espeeially requested to make him a 
special subjc;Gt. Bro. Lewis is our superin
tendent and formerly district secretary." 

Sr. Lena Christenson of Henry, Idaho, 
writes: "I ask the faith and prayers of the 
Prayer Union in behalf of my husband, that 
if it be the will of God he may be restored to 
health. We have six children living. My 
husband is not a member of the church, and 
we hardly ever see a member-have not seen 
a missionary since Bro. Anthony was here 
two years ago. We were very sorry to hear 
of his death., 

PROGRAM FOR OCTOBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn 361 Saints' Harp. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, Judges chapter 13. Study 
of select reading in Home Column. Supple
mentary discussion, cooperation of parents 
and teachers. Closing hymn 577. Prayer. 

Stlndau S~hool Department. 
ELDER T. ·A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

(Send commnnications for this department to the Editor 
Address minntes and notices of conventions, etc., 

to" Editors Heraid, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE NEED OF VARIETY IN THE SUNDAY 
SCHOOL. 

In considering this subject, ''The need of 
variety in the Sunday school," let us first 
think what the word variety means. Web
ster defines it as "change or difference." In 
every work or duty in life we find that the 
mind becomes tired of the same thing con
tinually. The most pleasant occupation, or 
even recreation, if constantly performed be
comes drudgery. 'Tis an old saying, "Va
riety is the spice of life." We find this as 
true in the Sunday school as in any other 
work. Therefore, Sunday schools, (not Sun
day school superintendents only but Sunday 
schools, inc! ud ing officers, teachers, and 
scholars,) study to show yourselves approved 
of God, workmen that needeth not to be 
ashamed. 

Be progressive. It is so easy to keep on in 
the same old way. But togo onward requires 
an effort. True progress will alwayo mean 
something overcomo. D.m't get into a rut 
and st;,ty there Sunday after Sunday, year 
after year. Don't ·conduct your Sunday 
school so nearly the same each Sabbath that 
the secretary can write the minutes as well 
before as after the session. Everything in 
nature teaches change. As the poet has said, 

Ail things m us1 change, 
To something new to .e.omet.hing strange, 

Nothing that is can panse or stay. 

It is indeed true, "Nothing~ that is can 
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pause or stay." Wherever there is life, there I Of course this idea of variety in the Sunday 
must necessarily be change. Does not each school, like everything else, can be carried to 
day bring to us something new? Who can extremes. Be careful not to do this. Make 
say that this morning was exactly like any no such decided changes that your school 
other morning of our lives, or that the each week will wonder what you are going to 
changing clouds of today or the sunset to- do next, but vary your exercises just enough 
night ever have or ever will again present that the work may not bacome monotonous, 
the same picture. and that those who come to the Sabbath 

Everything in the life and teaching of 
Christ gives the same thought, I do not 
think in all his teaching we can find that he 
used the same illustration, the same parable 
twice. To the fishermen by the sea of Gali
lee he said, ''Follow me, and I will make you 
fishers of men." As he stood 'neath the 
brilliant lights of the temple he declared 
himself to be the "light of the world;" at the 
waters of Siloam, "If any man thirst let him 
come unto me and drink." At other times 
he referred to himself as the "Good Shep
herd," the "Rssurrection and the life," t,he 
"Son in the Master's home,'· and many other 
ways. He always adapted himself to the 
place, and to the ch:>racter, temperament, 
and occupation of tho.se whom he taught. 
To ba successful Sunday school workers we 
must also learn to do this. He had many 
different ways of illustrating one great prin
ciple. So it should be with us. I do not 
mean that the whole plan or outline of the 
Sunday school should ba changed each Sab
bath, for that would produce confusion rather 
than understanding. Have a definite object 
in view, a definite plan or oqtline to follow, 
then frequently change the minor details to 
prevent monotony. 

Superintendents, don't always have the 
same opening or closing exercises. Teacher;;, 
don't always conduct your classes in juiJt the 
same way. For opening services, we might 
sometimes have some special responsive 
scripture and song service. Thi6 could be 
prepared and written out by the superintend
ent or some one chosen by the superintend
ent, and distributed at the opening of the 
school. Again we might have prayer by one 
person or have suhool repaat Lord's prayer, 
and sometimes have it sung or chanted. 
Sometimes prayer might be dispensed with 
at opening of school and have scripture read
ing instead. For closing exercises we could 
sometimes have benediction, at another time 
repeat the Lord's prayer, at another have 
responsive dismissal service. The twenty
tourth 'l.nd twenty-fifth verses of Jude are 
very appropriate for this, the superintendent 
repeating the twenty-fourth verse and she 
school responding with the twenty-fifth. 
Other good selections are found in 1 Cor
inthians 16: 23, 24, also Romans 16:27. Some 
special song or song service might sometimes 
be prepared, or a talk on Bible history or 
archaeology given. Of course some subject in 
connection with the lesson should be chosen. 

In changing the way of conducting the 
recitations, we could one Sunday have the 
Quxrterly used in class, another the Bible 
only, again recite without any reference at 
all. Sometimes have the clase ask the ques
tions on the lesson (without any t•eference of 
couroe). Give them certain subjects to look 
up or Scripture verses to learn. Sometimes 
give a Bible drill. 

school simply for the enjvyment they find 
there may not lose interest, but be led to a 
higher purpose. To the thoroughly inter
ested, live, wide awake, Sunday school 
worker, many new ideas will present them
selves as needed. May God help us all to be
come this kind of workers. 

In the Sunday school work let us strive to 
go on unto perfection and remember that "all 
things are possible to him that believeth." 

NETTIE C. JOH. 

DISCOURAGEMENT. 
Disappointing facts do not warrant dis

couraging conclusions. It is not likely that 
Caleb and Joshua were delightfully exhila
rated by the sight of the giants, and the 
walled cities, any more than the other ten 
spies were. The giants were actually no 
big·ger, and the walls actually no hig-her, to 
the ten, than to the two. The facts were the 
same, but Caleb and Joshua concluded differ
ently. Why? Because they included differ
ently. The ten faced the situation by 
themselves; the two faced it with God. The 
"ten judged God in sight of their difficulties, 
and said, It cannot be done." The two judged 
the difficulties in the sight of God, and said, 
"We are well able." If, in the bright lexi
con of youth, there is no such word as fail, 
so in the records of our lives as Christians, 
who trust in the living God, th(lre never 
should be written, "And they brought back 
a discouraging report." L'lt the odds be 
against us, and ob3tacles seem insurmounta
ble, we have but to include the Almighty in 
fai tq, and ourselves in fideli tv, and let God 
draw conclusions. "He shall not fail, nor be 
discouraged," is the Divine intention con
cerning every soul, trustful and true.-Sun
day School Times. ------------

nonfBfBllBB MintltBS. 
LONDON. 

Conference convened at St. Thomas, On
tario, June 16. Elder R. C. Longhurst chosen 
t.o preside; assisted by Pres. Joseph Smith 
and Elder R. C. Evans; Brn. John L. Burger 
and John Shields secretaries. The elders' 
reports were read; all were encouraging, and 
expressed a desire on part of the writers to 
continue in the good work to which they are 
called. A lot of new members have been 
added to the church, and several new places 
for gospel work have been made in the past 
nine months. Branches reporting: Arthur, 
Corinth, Ellice, Egremont, Garafraxa, Hum
ber Bay, Kinglake, London, Masonville, Mc
Killop, Oliphant, Proton, Selkirk, St. Marys, 
Stratford, St. Thomas, and Toronto. District 
treasurer's report: On hand last report 
$2& 60; October conference collection $37. 72; 
total expenses $15.89; balance on hand $45.43. 
Prayer and testimony meeting Sunday morn
ing. Many testimonies and prayers were of· 
fered, showing a determination to press on
ward and upward fo1-· that great prize that i.s 
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laid up for the faithful. It was encouraging 
to those who did not take part to listen to 
those owho were telling how finely the work 
is progressing in.every locality. Our beloved 
president, Joseph Smith, spoke many words of 
encouragement to the Saints and counseled to 
try to live pure and righteous lives before our 
fello•.'V men that many others may be per
mitted to enjoy this great and glorious gospel. 
Preaching in the forenoon in the opera house 
by Elder A. C. Barmc.n·e. In the afternoon 
Pres. Joseph Smith spoke to a large audi
ence oin the same place; and Apostle R. C. 
Evans spoke to another large audience in the 
evening. On Monday morning the Saints 
ag-ain assembled for prayer meeting, and all 
enjoyed a good spiritual blessing. Three 
were baptized at this conference by Pres. 
Joseph Smith, and four children were 
blessed. Bro. R. C. Longhurst was sus
tained as president of district, Broo John H. 
Taylor vice president, Bro. John L. Burger 
secretary, Bro. Samuel Pope treasurer. Vote 
of thanks was tendered Sr. Maggie McGregor 
for past services as secretary. Adjourned to 
meet at Sto Thomas .the first Saturday and 
Sunday in Octoober. 

MOBILE. 
Conference convened at Bay Minette, Ala

bama, September 8 and 9; W. L. Booker 
JY!'esident, G. T. Chute secretary. Visiting 
brethren invited to take part. Branch re
ports: Bay Minette 77; E. A. Bankester 
recommended for ordination to office of 
teacher. Three Rivers 98; 17 reueived by 
letter from Pascagoula. Elders reportin2': 
W. L. Booker, G. To Chute, W. J. Booker, F. 
P. Scarcliff, and G. W. Sherman. S. D. 
Allen, missionary from Florida, had labored 
some in district. Tent committee report re
ceived and committee discharged. Tent was 
put in hands of Bishop's agent, he was au
thorized to make early examination, and if 
found fit for use to make some disposition of 
it and report to next conference. Bishop's 
agent reported from January 1 to September 
1: R~cei ved $84. 92; paid out $20; on hand 
$64 92. Audited and found correct. It was 
resolved that the Mobile district as it now 
stands occupies too much territory, and that 
we ask missionary in charge to take proper 
steps to have it divided. That Baldwin and 
Escambia (west of Big Escambia creek) 
counties, Alabama, and E5cambia county, 
Flodda, comprise a new district to be known 
as Bay Minette district. At seven p. m., 
S. D. Allen, from Florida, gave an able and 
instructive lecture from his chart of Jaredite 
and Nephite settlements in North and South 
America. Prayer meeting at 9: 30 a. m. 
Preaching at eleven a. mo, by W. L. Booker. 
Prayer and testimony at three p. m. E A. 
Bankester was ordained a teacher. Some 
were administered to and some children 
blessed. At seven p. m., preaching by G. T. 
Chute. The conference was quite well at
tended and was of a spiritual and instructive 
nature. Adjourned to meet at call of W. L. 
Booker, president. 

EASTERN IOWA. 
Conference met with Muscatine branch, 

September 8 and 9: district president, C. E. 
Hand, in the chair; J. Ro Sutton secretary. 
Branches reporting: Osterdock, Fulton, 
Powersville, Olin ton, Grove Hill, Green 
Valley, and Muscatine. Elders reporting: 
C. E. Hand, J. R. Sutton, T. J. Sheldon, 0. 
H. Bailey, W. B Weston, John Heide, and 
Jesse F. Rulon; Priests D. J. Dierks and C. 
G. Dykes. Bishop's agent's report: On 
hand February 12, $351.11; received since 
$649A5; total received and on hand $1,000 56; 
expended $770; on hand September 6, $230 56. 
Audited and reported correct. A motion 
prevailed that the "Rules of Order and De
bate," as published by the church, be adopted 
as the rules to govern the proceedings of our 
conferences henceforward. The reports of the 
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brethren laboring with the tent were re
ceived, and ordered spread upon the minutes. 
The report of C. K Hand showed that the 
district was indebted to him to the amount of 
$3. 73, he having paid the freight of the tent 
to different places. Report accepted and an 
order for the amount on the district treasurer 
granted. A program committee was ap
pointed. consisting of W. LaRue, C. G. 
Dykes, and J. L. Terry. A resolution was 
adopted, providing for a reunion, to be 
known as Eastern Iowa district reunion. A 
committee was appointed, consisting of Ern. 
0. H. Bailey, J. R. Sutton, W. B. Thomas, 
C. G. Dykes, and T. J. Sheldon. This resolu
tion provides for the reunion tn be held some
time during the month of September, 1901. 
Officers elected: C. E. Hand, president; 0. 
H. Bailey, vice president; J. R. S•.itton, sec
retary; C. G. Dykes, treasurer. Preaching 
by T. J. Sheldon, John Heide, J. W. Adams, 
J. R. Sutton, and C. E. Hand. The confer
ence was a very spiritual and profitable one 
to all present. Adjourned to meet with Ful
ton branch sometime in February or March, 
1901. 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Conference was held August 11, on camp 

ground at Minneapolis. District president, 
J. F. McClure, in charge; assisted by H. A. 
Stebbins; Ella Landers clerk. Ministry re
porting: Elders W. H. Mannering, J. A. 
Davis, A. Kent, William Landers, and J. F. 
McClure; Prie'sts L. G. Gurwell and W. S. 
Hodson. Branches reporting: Blue Rapids, 
Idyl wild, Rural Dale, Solomon River, Beloit, 
and Scandia. Branches not reporting: Nor
catur and Homestead. Bishop's agent, A. 
Smith, reported: Amount on band last re
port, March 17, $132 75; received $224.95; 
paid out $158 25; balance on hand, August 10, 
$199.45. Bookd audited and found correct. 
Officers elected for ensuing year: A. Kent 
president, Ella Landers clerk, E. Sandy 
treasurer. Motion carried to buy a horse 
and buggy for our missionaries. Presidents 
of branches appointed a committee to solicit 
money for this purpose. Clerk and mission
aries to ask help from scattered members of 
district. Money, when collected, to be sent 
to A. Smith, Bishop's agent, Idylwild. Ad
journed to meet at Idyl wild in light of moon 
in November. 

Sundau School llssociations. _ 
DECATUR. 

Sunday school and R21ligio convention of 
above district convened in Evergreen chapel, 
six miles south west of Lamoni, Iowa, Sep
tember 7-9. There were two prayer and tes
timony services, three sessions devoted to 
the consideration of topics of interest to Sun
day school and Rsligio, one session devoted 
to short speeches, one sermon, one Sunday 
school session, and one business session. Our 
conditions, our needs, the library, and the 
visiting committee were discussed. The at
tendance and interest were good, the Holy 
Spirit being present in a goodly degree, and 
we believe good was accomplished. Adjourned 
to meet at call of district officers. 

POTTA WATTAMIE. 
District Sunday school association con

vened at Hazel Dell, Iowa, August 24; D. R 
Chambers, superintendent; Jennie Scott, 
secretary. Short speeches by D. Ro Cham
bers, George Underwood, J. A. Hansen, C. 
Rasmussen, H. N. Hansen, Frank Hough, 
Sam Roberts, Minnie Underwood, C. Wright, 
and J. S. Strain. The following RChools re
ported: Council Bluffs, Creston. Underwood, 
Hazel Dell, Carson, Wheeler, Honey Creek, 
Grand View, Fontanelle, and Ransom. Dis-
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trict officials and superintendents from the 
schools reported. By motion the secretary 
to return the school reports that are incor- -
rect to the secretaries of the various schools 
for correction. The Ransom school to be re
ceived as a member of the association. By 
motion when this convention adjourns it does 
so to meet as two days of normal and insti
tute work. at Underwood, the second Satur
day and Sunday in December. Moved and 
carried, when this convention adjourns it 
does so to meet as a convention at Cresent, 
the first Saturday in February, 1901. Paper, 
"Benefits derived from a district organiza
tion," by Sr. George Underwood. Paper, 
"Sunday school libraries," by Julia Hansen, 
which were open for discussion. Adjourned 
to meet at Crescent. 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Sunday school convention of above district 

met at Minneapolis, August 17. General 
superintendent, T. A. Hougas, in charge; 
Ella Landers, secretary. Schools reporting: 
Gaylord, Beloit, Greenleaf, Blue Rapids, 
Sterling, Minersville, Idylwild, and Minne
apolis. Homestead not reported. Reports 
from superintendents and treasurer. Sr. 
Stella Hart elected district librarian. Vernie 
Nelson, O.ive Grout, and Nettie Joh ap
pointed program committee for next meet
ing. Adjourned to call of superintendent. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL SESSION AT INDEPEND
ENCE REUNION. 

The Sunday school work at the Independ
ence reunion began August 25 at 2: 30 o'clock 
in the afternoon, when the WO!'kers met in 
the large pavilion and an organization was 
effected as follows: W. N. Robinson super
intendent, assisted by the superintendents of 
the various local schools present; F. M. P1tt 
secretary, Sr. Ballanger treasurer. Follow
ing this Ern. W. N. Robinson, J. A. Gun
salley, and William Clow were elected a 
committee to arrange for future meetings 
and programs for the same. Although the 
day was rainy, there was a goodly number 
present, and all felt quite happy in the short 
talks that followed by different ones suggest
ing the outline for the future meeting for the 
benefit of the program committee. 

Sunday, August 26, a regular session of the 
Sunday school was held composed of nine 
senior, eleven intermediate, and nine primary 
classes. The total attendance for this Sun
day was 449 with a collection of $5.93. The 
sehoul was very nicely superintended by Bro. 
Robinson, and it was an inspiring sight to see 
such a large gathering working together so 
systematically. Almost if not perfect order 
obtained. The music and singing was con
ducted by Bro. 0. James. Sr. 0. James 
played the organ, Bro. John Robinson the 
cornet, and Bro. Bachelder the violin. This 
part of the program was simply grand. The 
burden of the secretary's work fell to the lot 
of St'. Flo McNichols, who is very apt in that 
line of work, and who is the present secretary 
of the Independence Sunday st.hool. Bro. J. 
A. Gunsolley conducted a short but very in
teresting review of the lesson, "True Riches," 
using the blackboard to illustrate and bring 
out the different points. Good attention upon 
the part of both teachers and scholars was 
paid, and it was quite evident that the lesson 
had been learned because of the prompt and 
correct answers to the questions that were 
asked. I was not able to remain until the 
following Sunday, but have learned that the 
attendance at the Sunday school on Septem· 
ber 2 was 564 with a collection of $(:) 350 At 
this session Sr. Nellie Chatburn played the 
piano, Sr. James the organ, and wi.th several 
stringed instruments and corYJet the music 
was said to be inspiring indeed, and the march, 
no doubt, was a beautiful sight. 

On Monday, August 27, two hours of the 
afternoon were spent· in the consideration of 
two important subjects as follows: 1. The 
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use of blackboard and object lessons in the 
Sunday school; 2. Home work department. 
The latter subject was conducted by J. A. 
Gunsolley, and the former by the undersigned. 

August 31, Sr. Mina Hart, of Kansas, gave 
some very valuable instructions under the 
heading of, Kindergarten work in the Sun
day school. We were very favorably im
pressed with the ideas presented, and believe 
that this is a step forward and in the right 
direction. 

September 1, a short business meeting was 
held, at which regulation votes of thanks 
were tendered and an appropriation of five 
dollars was made to help pay the expense for 
tbe use of t.be park. We were pleased and 
encourag-ed with the interest manifested and 
counsel given by the traveling missionaries. 
I can truly say that it was a rare treat for me 
to bs able to mB'lt with so many good earne&t 
Sunday school workers, many of whom I was 
acquainted with in my boyhood days, while 
many other faces were ne-w to me; but this 
great and grand work made us feel as though 
we had always known each other. All who 
attended tbi~ reunioQ no doubt will go back 
to their different localities with a renewed 
zeal and energy, and a stronger desire and 
determination to accomplish good than they 
had wbPn they came. 

Your colaborer in gospel bonds, 
F. M. PITT. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Northeast Missouri district 

will convene with Pollock school, October 5, 
at two p. m. for business. Remember, there 
will be an election of a superintendent at this 
meeting for the remainder of the term. At. 
7: 30 representatives from the schools, to
gether with the Pollock school,. will give a 
literary entertainment, consisting of recita
tions, papers, and songs. Let all attend that 
can, so we may have a profitable time, and 
let superintendent,s of the schools not forget 
to send reports to Bro. Gsorge A. Tryon, sec
retary, at Huntsville. Missouri. 

MARY RICHARDS, Asst. Supt. 

Clinton district Sunday school conven
tion will meet at Rich Hill, Missouri, Friday, 
October 12. 'rhe presence of the teachers in 
the district is requested, as the work of the 
convention will be principally devoted to 
their instruction and the need of more 
thorough consecration to duty. Do not ex
cuse yourself if you are not a teacher, you 
may be some day. Come praying for the suc
cess of the work. 

MINA KEARNEY, Supt. 
WARREN McELWAIN, Sec. 

----$-·--s--+----

jVlisGellaneotls Depar1msn1. 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. 

St. Louis distr·ict conference will convene 
Sat.urday evening, September 29, at seven 
o'clock, in the Rock church, Glasgow avenue 
and Dickson street, St. Louis, Missouri, for 
the transaction of business; and on following 
Sunday for worship. 

J. G. SMI'l'H, Dist. Sec. 

Conference of Eastern Michhran district 
will convene October 6 and 7, at Flint. 
Branch presidents and secretaries will please 
make out reports, and address them to Elder 
'V'l. Davis, Flint, Michigan. Elder J. H. 
Lake, presi.dent of mission, is expected to be 
with us. All others are cordially invited to 
attend. A. BARR, Pres. 

CHANGE OF DATE. 
For reasons which will be explained at the 

proper time, the date of holding- Ohio dis
trict conference is changed from October 6 to 
September 29, just one week earlier than 
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formerly announced. Branch officers will 
please prepare their reports accordingly. 

JAMES MOLER, Pres. 

ConfE)rence will convene at the Saints' 
chapel, Galland's Grove, Iowa, Saturday, 
Octobe:- 27, at ten o'clock, continuing over 
Sunday. We hope that every branch will 
forward reports to secretary, Sr. Nellie 
Rudd, Dow City, Iowa, at least five days be
fore conference. All local ministers and 
branch officers will please send individual re
ports ln due time. In addition to your 
reports to conference it is necessary that 
every q~inister and branch officer should send 
an itemized report of labor to C. E. Butter
worth, Dow City, Iowa, by the first of Octo
ber, January, and March, in order that he 
may be enabled to make a full report to the 
missionary in charge, J. W. Wight, in har
mony with instructions received. We have 
prepared and sent you blanks on which to 
make out your reports, hoping that all would 
report promptly. 

C. E. BUTTERWOR'l'H. 
J. M. BAKER. 

Conference of Decatur district will con
vene at Lone Rock, Missouri, Saturday, ten 
a. m., October 6, continuing over Sunday, 
the 7th. Branch officers will please see that 
their respective branches are correctly and 
fully reported. The ministry are required to 
report !n writing, so please see to it that your 
reports are in. Come prepared ,.for a good 
and profitable time. 

B. M. ANDERSON, Sec. 

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
There will be a two days' meeting Septem

ber 22 and 23, near Arlington, Iowa, in Ar
lington branch. All are invited to come, 
and bring the Spirit of the Master with you, 
that we . may have a good time, not of a 
worldly kind, but a spiritual good time. 

C. E. HAND, Pres. 

RELIGIO NOTICES. 
Northeastern Illinois district Religio as

sociation convenes at the stone church, 
Plano, Friday, October 5, at 3:15 p. m., for. 
business. An instructivE) program will be 
rendered at 7:30 p. m. 

ADAM J. KECK, Vice Pres. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
At the general reunion which will be held 

at Dow City, Iowa, from September 28 to Oc
tober 7, there will be preaching services only 
in the forenoon and evening from the lst to 
the 5th of October, arrangements having 
been made by the Sunday school and Rsligio 
committees to use these afternoons in their 
work. 

Board without lodging can be had at hotel 
and private residences at three dollars per 
week. Board with lodging $3 50 per week. 

The reunion committee will be running a 
boarding tent on the ground, where single 
meals can be had for twenty-five cents, five 
meals for one dollar, or three dollars per 
week. All who can are requested to patron
izs the boarding tent, because any profits de· 
rived therefrom will go towards defraying 
the expenses of the reunion. The committee 
will donate all their labor and will do all in 
their p0wer for the satisfaction of its patrons. 

Board for teams can be bad at livery barns, 
where they will be fed and cared for at fifty 
cents per day; barn room without feed 
twenty~fi ve cents per day. 

Bed ~prings can be rented for twenty-five 
cents d)lring the session, and cots for twenty 
cents. 

The grounds are in good condition, and the 
citizens and their committee are doing- all in 
their power to make ou.r meetings a success, 

and the town council have especially favored 
us. 

We especially urge all who want tents, 
springs, or cots to send their orders at once 
to A. H. Rudd, Dow City, Iowa; and all who 
have any business with the committee in any 
other way to either write to A. H. Rud.d, 
secretary, or J. M. Baker chairman, Dow 
City, Iowa. 

NOTICES. 
To Scattered Members of N 01•th west Kan

sas District:-We have not names of all, so 
take this means of asking you to help in buy
ing conveyance for our missionaries. We 
have been offered a buggy or road wagon at 
reduced rates, or at cost. Now is our chance 
.to give in a much needed cause. It will be a 
great saving for us all, as well as provide 
a way for our missionaries to travel without 
depending on railroad trains, and enable 
them to reach points that are now somewhat 
neglected. Please read action of district 
conference as reported, and send remittances 
t.o Bishop's agent, A. Smith, Idylwild, Clay 
county, Kansas. 

The following-named persons are requested 
to report to Atchison branch: James W. 
Jones, Bertha Quick, Joseph Stawpert, Adah 
Stawpert, John W. Ard, Theodosa Stawpert, 
James R. Thatcher, and Anna Estella Buck. 

ALICE E. SPRAGUE, Sec. 
ATCHISON, Kan., 1114 Walnut Street. 

TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
SPECIAL NOTICE. 

In ordering supplies for schools much in
convenience and positive annoyance to the 
office results from carelessness, which may 
be avoided by following these suggestions: 
(l) If there is a branch agent for the Herald 
Publishing House in your branch, let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When ordering for the Sunday school, when
ever a new person orders, be sure to give the 
name of the person to whom the supplies 
have been previm~sly sent. This will prevent 
the frequent annoyance to both the office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3) Be 
sure to sign your name to every order. If 
the order is not signed it will not be filled. 
(4) Send cash with order when at all prac
ticable and save book accounts. (5) Address 
all orders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

MARRIED. 
HATCHER-LOVELL.-At the home of the 

bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ransberry 
Lovell, near Lamoni, Iowa, September 12, 
1900, Mr. Harry Hatcher and Miss Mabel 
Inez Lovell were united in marriage, Elder 
H. A. Stebbins officiating. Mr. Hatcher is 
the son of Bro. and Sr. John Hatcher for
merly of Green county, Iowa. ·A large number 
of friends were present at the ceremony and 
feast. that followed. 

DIED. 
YOCHUM.-Z3hpba, infl!.nt daughter of Jo. 

seph A. and Jessie Yochum. Born July 14, 
1900; died August 10, 1900. Services at 
Pleasant Hill M. E. church, Pottawattamie 
county, Iowa. Services in charge of Thomas 
Scott, sermon by D. R. Chambers, interment 
at Perry's cemetery, a large concourse of 
friends attending. 

FISHER.-September 7, 1900, at the resi
dence of Sr. Rachel Fisher, Burlington, 
Iowa, her granddaughter, Ida Fisher, aged 11 
years. She was born in Burlington, Novem
ber 2, 1889; was blessed by h8r great-grand
father, Elder John Bauer. Funeral services 
were conducted ~>t the family home by Elder 
James McKiernan; interment at Aspen grove 
cemetery. 
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The ~aints~ Herald. 
! (Established 1860.) 

Published Every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
/Decatur County, Iowa. 

l'!!ubscription price. $1.50 per year. 
'1'ha ~an~,. will be discontinued when six months 

!In unless terms are made with the Publish-

~h~- trmveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
oolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
hnces payable to Herald Publishing Hous·e, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni. Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
doss mail matter. 

J onN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACELANDumm 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

F!~.r catalogue or further inforn:;;_tio,;; ~ddi;~;s,' 
PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 
or I. W. ALLJ<~NDER, Secretary, 

L.uro:Nr, DECATUR Co., Iow.L 

FOR SAL 

HERALD OFFICE 
AN INTERESTING 

BOOK OF 56 PAC S 
JUST ISSUED. 

BY H1DHR c. J. HUNT. 
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINISTERS 
ON ISAIAH 29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL 37: il.5-20. .. .. .. 

PRICE .. 10 CENTS 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The ''OneBaptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

'1. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 ............. ; . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 1 5c.; 100. .. .. .. . . .. . . . 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . SO 

Hi. Polygamy. Was it an Orig-
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100 .... _.. . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen lOc.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy; _ 
per dozen 15e.; 100 .......... 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen 10c.; 100.. . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen lOc.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . .. .. .. . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100 .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. Tbe Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen lOc.; 100.. 60 
30. The Pactions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100 ............... · 30 

34. The Church or Kingdom of 
God; Whut is It? 'vVbenee 
Comes It.? per d(lzen 5e. ; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the He bell ion; 
100.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

40. vVbat We Ddieve; per dozen 
JOe.; 100 .................... 1 00 

41. The G and I~;;itnme of 
Faith; pr·r doz<'n 3,·.; 100 . . . . 20 

42. Rejection of 1he CLunh; per 
doz<.•n 10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery Letters; each 5c.; 
P•'~' doz •n ....• '"............ 50 

44. Crook(,d Puths, p<·r dozen 15c.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 

4G. Tbe Pure Gospel o£ Christ; 
per dozPn 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . 20 

48. One Wift>, or Many; per 
dnzr•n. 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
lOc.; 100 .. -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each.. . . . . . . . .. 15 
51. The Repentance; each....... 05 
52. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each........................ 06 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each . . 02 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
55. The Tru.th; each............. 05 

Any number-of tracts bound to order. 
Prices ,)n application. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper .............•.....•.. 
135. Cloth ...........•.••.•••.... 

,!o.,_ RCHJIWLOGICA L COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper ..............••..•••.. 
137. Cloth ..............••••..... 

AFTERGLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ..•....••.•......... 

MANUSCR.IPT .!!,OUND. This 1s 
the notorious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tified copy of the original now 
in Oberlin College, Ohio. 

139. Paper .................. u •• 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. B. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth ...................... . 

25 
50 

30 
50 

10 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth .. .. .. . . .. . .. • • • • • • • • •• '15 
174. Flexible •••••••••••••••••••. 1 50 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVENANTS, AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • 25 
143. Cloth . . • . .. .. . .. • • • • • .. • • ... 40 

KlNG JAMES TRANSLATION OF 
THE BIBLE. Self pronounc
ing, with footnotes ·and full 
index and references. 

179. Flexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun
day school teachers' Bible, 
flexible ..................... 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . • • • 80 
157. Cloth, without references.... 30 
158. Cloth, without references.. • • 50' 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
IIRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDEHSON, Ass't Cashier. HOMESEEKERS' EXCL1RSIONS, 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCUi~SIONS. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK 0 
:Incorporated uu•der tbe laws o1' tbe §tate ®f Iowa, July 1, l§~N'l. '9SDO.J:i 

Total assets Janu1n.·y 1, 1900, $133,031!.34; AprH ll., 1900, ll!i162,7§LO'il'. 

-~:~rJ:'!! -We pay Interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All 
~rs of inquiry will be promptly and careinl!y answered. Direct all letters to ,w. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, 

!I'.I'OClllli:JIIlOLDERI§:-li!.rs. David D11.noor, Geo. B:. Bllllud, A. K. Anderoon, Lncy L. Resseguie, ~ 
Aalierson. Wm. Anderson. Fmnk CrUey, All.cli P. DIID-, :llla D. WhlteheMI, Q. W. Blair. W. A. Bopk •• 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured " 
KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 

Bro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes of' Quit-to-back sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. , -

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, IU. 

St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis,S I ,~uri, 
September 17 to October 20. One· fare and 
third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep
tember 16, 18, 20, 25, 27, and October 2, 4, 9, 
11, 16, and 18. Returning good five daye, 
from date of sale. I Corn Carnival, Atchison, Kansas, Septem· 

I ber 20, 1900. One fare for the round trip. 
1 Dates of sale SeptembEr 19 and 20. Good 
I returning September 21. 

St. Louis Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 
1 to 6, 1900. Selling dates September 30 t() 
October 5. Good returning October 8.[_ One g; b! 
fare for the rcund trip. ~ .S 

Fall Festivities, Kansas City, Missouri~~£ i>l 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep- (J) r;,;J :j 

I tember 29 to October 6. Good returning Oci-~"'- ro 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~b~8. Onefurofur~eroundtrip. , 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OPFICE, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
A. HAWS, 205~ Polk Street, 

San l<'rancisco, Calif'ornia. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at De• 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arri·ve 

at Leon 11:45 a. m. 
Tr;>ins daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B. & Q. at Leon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIS'f OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2: 
now ready.) Provided for by aQo> 
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de- _ :: 
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelationlll 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biogr_aphical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin-
ues the history up to June 2'7, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ...........•...••..•. $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • • • 2 
Full leather, gilt edges.. • • • . • • • • • 3 

D. F. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. 

H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Ass't Cashier. Sunday School Supplies~ 

COMMERCIAL BAN 
LAMONI~ IOWA. 

Ample responsibility. Five per cent interest 
paid on time deposits. Correspondence so· 
licited. Farms and town property for sale. 

· SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

I 
66. Paper •.. · .........•.•••••••• 
57. Cloth, limp, double size ...... 

58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen •• , I 
TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 

-------------- : REPORTS. 59. Blank statistical for Sunday 
VALUABLE INVEN ONS. schools to district associa-

Ha-ze several very valuable inventions of my own origin, tl'ons,· ·per dozen ............ . covermg both the method also the mH.cbine for manufac-
turing a very valuable product with an unlimited demand. flO. For districts to General Asso-
Demonstrares its own value. Need m•'ney to push it to ""iation,· per dozen .• ,.,.,.,,, . the front. Any brDther having money waiting for in· "' 
vestment, please investigate. Addre•s, 0. E. MEAD, THE ST CHRISTMA"' 

'"'' ·~~:::::·i;~";:"'"""'· w•;;::;dency. I EN~~!!t:~r· ~~~.~~~· ..... · · -~ 
I 62. For collections; 100 15o.; 

THIS is a book just issued by the Board of CARDS AND TICKETS. 
Publication of the Reorganized Church of • 

I 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50., 

Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 64. Small, ten kinds; 100.,,, ••,. 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His-
tor~an. It is a complete answer to. and refu· .. 

1 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
tatwn of Elder B. H. Roberts on ''Succession 65. Per 100 · · · • • • '• • • • • • • • • •'• • • • 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 66. Per 1,000 · ""' •• " •• ., •• •• • 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 1 PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK· 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely i ETS. 

1& 
1 O!J 

and points out his false statements, misrepre·l 67. Per 100 · · · •" "" '• • • • •" • • • 
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical . 68. Per 1,000 ·" • · • '" • •• • ii • • .. • 1 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; ' CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and For the government ofsc~ools; 
Incidentally. local, district, and genetal. 

Italsotakes into accoun'" ~he offinial acts 69. Perdozen •• ,; •••••••• ~,.· •••• 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
!lociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively thaG they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorg·anization is also 
presented from an affirmative 
and her as the 
Church of Jesus is clearly 
!l.nd the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con
clusively established. 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each •.••• , • , • • , , , ,1. Perdozen,. ,, .. ,,,Ji 

HOPE. 
A 
children, 
M. Walker, Editor. 
Single copies, 
In packages 

one address; 
In of 

m arrears. 

"' 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission· 
'l.ries having used the book of Mr. Roberts 
wherever their ministry have operated. Thi~ 
book in the hands of tl,ll who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their THE 
sophistry. 

INSTRUCTOR. A compen~ 
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder . 
G. T. Griffiths. 

It will rr:.ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lov;;est possible price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat paper covers, 35 cents each. 

126. Cloth ......•.•••••••••••••• , 15 
127. Leather ..................... 1 00 
128. Flexible ........... : •....... 1 5() 
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AI T HE\RALD. 
~ 

OFFICIAL-PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF .uATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 47· Lamoni, Iowa, September 26, I 900. No. 39· 

CONTENTS: J it may be argued that it was foreor- ., tunity to receive the truth and serve 
Em~~:t~~s ........................... _621 dained. ~ut _the scriptural doctri_ne God ~ill b~ afforded them, and re-

Reunion in Lieu of Fall Conference ... 621 of foreordmatwn does not necessanly demptwn will c~me even to the ,re-
Motive .........................•..... 622 imply the awful human theory known lieving from pumsbment, when tuey 
Succession in Church Presidency ..... 622 as predestination. It declares that freely and gladly accept the means of 
Qlestionsand Answers ............... 622 certain individuals were ordained be- salvation. Cbrist died for all, and all 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: · d b d d 'f h "ll Sermon by R. M. Elvin ............. :623 fore they were born, for a statwn, an ruay ere eeme 1 t ey Wl .. 
For the R·ornission of Sins ............ 626 a work to which they would be The foreknowledge of God IS often 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: adapted, at given times and places on confounded with predestination. It 
For Free Spe?ch ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6~6 earth. They were to be ''raised up" does not follow because he foreknew 
The Other Stde ..................... 6~7 f h . l d' . l . th t Ad ld . th t o fi st Justice .............................. 629 or t e spema purpose 1vme y m- a . am wou sm, a _ur r 

ORIGINAL PoETRY: tended, with environments and cir- earthly parent was predestmed or 
Since I Have Been Redeemed ........ 631 cumstances tending to favor their de- foreordained to sin. It was the fore-
A Song of Praise.··················· .631 velopment and action on the lines knowledge of his transgression that 
The Banner of Love .................. 631 . d B th' d t . l t d th f d' t" f Ch . t MOTHERS' HOME CoLUMN: reqmre . ut 1s oes no 1mp y promp e e oreor ma wn o ns 
A Prodigal's Retu!'n ................. 632 their salvation or condemnation irre- to be the Savior, "the L'1mb slain 

SUNDAY SCHOOL J?EPARTMENT: spective of their merits or demerits, from the foundation of the world." 
Methods of Pr1mary Work.······ · · · .633 or interference with the exercise of He came and performed his mission 
The Teachers' Q,1arterly .............. 633 h . . d' 'd l d '11 l t "1 d · d th d f CoNFERENCE MINUTEs: t e1r m IVl ua agency an Wl . vo un art. y, an g~me e r~war o 
European Mission ....... , .......... 633 The great leaders of mankind in re- free obedience. I;I1s example 1s offered 

SuNDAY ScHooL Ass?CIATIONs: ligion in science in art in coloniza· to others who 1f they choose may 
Northeast Missour1. ................. 635 t' .' 1 t.' · ' · "follow in his steps" southern Nebraska, .................. 635 10n, 1n exp ora lOll, m war, m peace, · . 

MrscELLANEous DEPARTMENT: in statesmanship and in all other de- Thus, as we have shown, while the 
Bishop's Ag~nt~' Notic:s ............. 635' partments of human life and progress, terms predestin~tion and foreor~in~-
Southern Illmo1s R'3?nwn · · · · · · · · · · · · 63~ were thus foreordained to be born tion have technwally the same si.gm
P;~.st,~ral,-~.' ;f,·.;h\1~.~-.-.·.·.·.·.:::::: :~~~ when and where they would be needed, fication, their meanings in th_e. sense 
Notice to Auditing Committee ........ 636 in the plans and purposes of the in which they are often rehgwusly 
Reunion Notices ........ ·: .. ,. .... : ... 636 eternal Fillther concerning the human used are very different. God's fore· 
Gra!-le.land C?llege Subscr1ptwn Lists.636 race. As Jeremiah was known to, ordination and some men's notion of 
Rehgw Not~ees · · ........ · .. · .. · .. · 636 God before he was formed in the body, predestination, are as wide apart as 

THE SAME YET DIFFERENT. 

We are requested by a friend to ex
plain the difference between predesti
nation and foreordination. There is 
a philological and also a theological 
meaning of those terms. In the strict 
word signification they express the 
same idea. To predestine an event 
and to foreordain it, are merely differ
ent terms for the same thing. But 
predestination has obtained a theolog
ical signification which conveys a dif
ferent meaning to foreordination. It 
is that, we suppose, that our corre · 
spondent wishes explained. 

According to tlie Calvinistic doc
trine of predestination, the Almighty, 
before the foundation of the world, 
determined that a certain number of 
the souls he would create-the chil
dren whom he intended to bring 
forth-should be everlastingly saved 
from sin and perdition, through the 
merits of his Son Jesus the Christ 
alone, and all the rest should be 
eternally doomed to ceaseless tor
ments in hell-fire. The few to be 
"saved from the rubbish of nature," 
not for any good that they themselves 
might do, and the majority condemned 
not for evils of which they might be 
personally guilty, but their fate was 
fixed beforehand, all for the praise 
and glory of God in the exercise of 
his sovereign power. 

This being predestinated of course 

and ordained by him to be a prophet the heaven prepared for the righteous 
to the nations (see Jeremiah 1: 5) so and the punishment reserved for the 
other prophets were similarly selected. wicked.-Deseret ·Evening News, Sept. 
Napoleon was thus, as he said, a "man 15, 1900. 
of destiny." So was George Wash-
ington. The same may be said of 
Lincoln and many others of modern THE RIGHT USE OF MONEY. 

times, also of Abraham, Moses, David, mfn~t!~.e Rev. Charle~ Gore, D. D' Canon of West-

Cyrus, Alexander and the grand In the parable of the unjust steward 
heroes, poets, sages, and seers of religious people have their attention 
former ages, as well as of the latter directed to the extraordinary intel
days. They were chosen from the lectual activity and promptitude of 
beginning, but not predestinated to be worldly people, in order that they 
saved or damned on the Calvinistic might be stirred up for shame to no 
principle. less intellectual activity. We have 

Foreordination to a given work on no exact information in regard to 
earth, was predicated on foreknowledge legal property or the duty of stewards 
of what they would do when placed in in those days. Details, therefore, are 
their several spheres of action. No more or less obscure, but the main 
compulsion was or is exercised upon principle is clear. This county prop
them from above or beneath. They erty was managed by a steward, who, 
were and are left to their own volition, like th:e Queen's Viceroy in India in 
and will be judged "according to their our days, had almost plenipotentiary 
works." Their merits and demerits power. When about to lose this po
will count for what they are worth. sition he declared he had not the 
In eternity they will be what they are, physical strength to become a laborer, 
and will occupy that position for and, having always been in a respecta
which they are fitted, determined by ble position, he was naturally ashamed 
their earthly acts, and their adapta- to beg. But, wringing his hands in de
bility for a higher, or lower, or inter- spair, he determined to ingratiate 
mediate place in the "many mansions" himself with the tenants, and so gain 
of the Father of all. time to look around. There were still 

Salvation is a.ttainable to every soul a few days or hours before his loss 
who will receive the Savior and obey would be known. He would use that 
his word and will. None will be lost time by lowering the rents suddenly. 
that can possibly be saved. In the I In course of time he was found out. 
body or out of the body the oppor- Apparently, however, it was too late 

--~·-~--~·--·----~---·--·---------
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to alter what he had done, for he had 
put the agreement in writing. This 
man was a rascal, but a clever rascal
he was an unscrupulous man; but we 
are struck with the intellectual faculty 
so quickly brought to bear upon his 
one chance. Well, we profess to be
long to a different world. Why did 
we allow the children of this world to 
exl:;tibit so much more intelligence and 
cuteness? Why were they so much 
wiser and sharper than the children 
of light? That was the main point. 
Our Lord applied it to mammon, or 
money, addressing his disciples, who 
had no personal possessions except 
what was given to them for their own 
support, and other people (especially 
charitable women). 

But our Lord has observed a ten
dency to take too much satisfaction in 
what was supplied. Judas kept the 
bag. Judas was thoroughly worldly. 
Our Lord recalls religious people to a 
sense of responsibility in the use of 
money, which can be used to make 
bad men good and good men better. 
It can be used to knit the bonds of 
friendship closer and to arouse grate
ful and friendly relations generally. 
Money is a little thing, but it is some
thing. We live in a commercial age. 
There is no question at all that our 
faculty for in.telligent calculation is 
directed in an degree to 
commercial methods. 

Commerce is to a 
Ib leaves 

<J;nd it is the 
out that God is J 

world that for no end will he 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

means, have yet brought up their 
children far more strictly and frugally 
then men with one tenth of their in
come; people who have lived simple, 
unostentatious lives in order that 
they might have more to spend on 
others. We know there are children 
who must go to ruin, body and soul, 
unless they be taken away from their 
present surroundings at home and 
abroad. 

The question of questions is, "Will 
we do it?" Will we deny ourselves 
and economize in order to save the 
children? Religious people must re
member that they are richest when 
they can say, "Silver and gold have I 
none, but such as I have give I thee." 
--Chicago Tribune, September 7, 1900. 

THE PiTHECANTHROPUS. 

in the Garden of Eden and at whose 
grave Mark Twain wept so profusely. 
It will settle, however, many moot 
points in natural'history and perhaps 
explain some of the attributes that 
pertain to human "cussedness." Per
haps, also, it will throw light upon 
the question why some men have 
plenty of backbone and some have 
none at all. Incidentally., this expe
dition in quest of Pithecanthropus 
suggests that even millionaires are of 
some use in the world, and that they 
are not altogether heartless is shown 
by Mr. Vanderbilt's desire to find the 
tie that binds us to the humble beasties 
of the earth, so that we may all re
joice in a common brotherhood.-Ohi
cago Tr·ibune, September 9, 1900. 

TO THE DEAF. 
The Vanderbilt millions have several A rich lady, cured of her deafness and\ 

t . b d' d f h fi ld f · noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi.
lmes een 1verte rom t e . e o cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 

finance and commerce to enrich the I 80 that deaf people ueable to procure the Ear 
interests of art and science. They I Drums, may have them free. Address No-. 
brought a Cleopatra needle to New 3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
York, they established a university in Avenll.e, New York 27rly 
the South, and they contributed to 
the Art Museum of New York some of 
its rarest treasures. Now George 
Vanderbilt of Biltmore has applied 
the necessary funds for the fitting out 
and dispatch of an expedition under 
the auspices of Yale College to dis
cover the who is :re

to be somewhere in the Islan.d 
and him or her to thi.s 

MINING ACTIVITY IN THE BLACK HILLS. 
There is considerable mining activity in 

the Black Hills, and a nu171ber of new mines 
are being· opened up. Comparisons made ba
t ween the present condil>lon of mining in the 
Black Hills and that of Colorado, Idaho, and 
other western precious metal states are not at 
all unfavorable to the former. Last year up
ward of $8,000,000 W!l~S taken from Lawrence 
County mines, one of them being the Home
stake. There is said to be not more than one 

mill idle in the county. And 
is the ye.t Bla,ck • can be 

. sa1d to be there 
the lower are great areas will 

mals and all the evolutionists from of productiveness that yet 
all their Darwin down have been ' and unexploited. 

J it." It is an agile creature. evo· 
, lutionists have many times been close I TO TELL FRESH FISH. 

·how rapidly can ac- I its track, or rather the track of The signs of frc~hness ·are the same for 
quire What I . for the breed is but 11:11 fish; .and let it be borne in mind that 
trouble we to understand 11t has them. fish, unhke other meat foo~, must .be fresh 

b · d h 1' 1 .,now however th"'t it hns to be good. A stale fish 1s a spmled and methods of us1ness, an ow 1tt e . • ' ' .. "" "' unwholesome one. "From water to pot" ex-
to understand that volume mtely located and cannot make its presses the ideal of but few. are 
the messa,o·e of which we escape. are so sure have they who can gelY their fish cooking so 
acknowledge to be most interest-! it cornered Professor of soon after they a:"e . If,, when ta~en 
. b l . th l J I th the most eminent of the German !rom t~e . a fish lmmedmtely buried mg 00 I lD. e wor a· e sons I . . . m fine we 1 t be good for several days-
of this wm.·ld are infinitely wiser than ~volutwmsts; Will al_so sta,rt. for Java 

1 

ten, fish-dealers say; but this period should 
the children of light. m quest of Pithecanthropus, but as he be ''shaded." Frozen fish will keep all win-

Let us apply our money so that it does not sail until October 1 the Yale ter-tha'u is, the;y will not decompose-but 

h 11 b d t b d d University expedition will be on the 1 they lose everyth1ng that makes them goo~. 
s a a men o e goo an - '-' . , . I To tell a fresh fish, see t,bat the flesh w 
good men be better. There was an ground ~efore and Hi IS ~o be firm-too firm to admit of pressure leaving a 
admirable lay sermon in a newspaper ~op,ed Will secure first s~e~1men, I dent-;that, the ~y~s are full, scalf's br~ght, 
recently in the form of a letter on the If tnere be more than one P1tnecan- fins st1ff, g,lls bright-no~ pale or dark hver-

. th d th dd th f th colored-and that there 1s no marked odor. use of money among the middle classes ropus, an · us a. ano er .ea er When it will stand these tests it is both 
and the growth of luxury. The things to the cap of AmeriCan enterprise and fresh and in its right season for eating. 
we use but which we could do with· "get there." As a general rule very large fish should be , 
out increase, and the amount we If Pithecanthropus shall prove to boiled, medium-si~ed ones bak~d or broiled,--' 

d h l 'd b b " h · · l' k , M and small ones fned, from whwh they take spen on our o l ays ecomes greater e t e m1ssmg m , young r. the name of ''pan· fish."-EllaMorris Kretsch-
and greater, and we value plain living Vanderbilt's money will not have been mar, in the Octobe1· Woman's Home Compan
and high thinking less and less. A thrown away. All the great scientists ion. 
tendency in this direction has rotted have searched for it most assiduously 
nations. It is a question for indi- and "mourned because they found it ADDREssEs. 

viduals. We could bring up our not." Its discovery may tend to hu- M. F. Gowell, Rosendale, Missouri. 
families to live a simple life, which miliate proud man by confirming his J. W. Adams, New Boston,,Illin0is. 
alone dignifies a man. We are not simian ancestry and will make sad [ U. W. Greene, 230 Pulaski street, Brook-

without splendid examples of people j havoc with the 'curren~ biographies of 1 lyl~a~~wP:"'K!g.gerly, No. 9tH south Flores 
who, though possessed of ample;. our supposed progemtor, who dwelt I Street, San Antonio, Texas. ..:__ 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you fJ.'ee.'"-John 81 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among: you have save it be one wife. and concubine.« he shall have none."-B. of M., page 1.16. 
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·REUNIONS. 

TABOR, INDEPENDENCE, AND 
STEWARTSVILLE. 

The editor was absent from home 
some three weeks, beginning with 
August 23, attending reunions held at 
Tabor, Iowa, August 24 to September 
2; Independence, Missouri, for same 
dates, and Stewartsville, Missouri, 
from August 31 to September 10; and 
taking a more or less active part in 
each of them, as opportunity and duty 
demanded. 

The reunion at Tabor was noted as 
one of the most satisfactory in its 
general results ever held in the 
region. We were in attendance dur
ing the first fc ur days; the business 
of the session being under the super
vision of Brn. J. W. Wight, Henry 
Kemp, I. M. Smith, and Daniel 
Hougas. Bro. Wight arriving on 
the ground Tuesday, August 28, Brn. 
Kemp and Smith in charge till his 
arrival, he having been delayed at 
Benan by a previous arrangement. 
None were baptized while we re
mained, nor have we heard whether 
any baptisms occurred after we left. 

The outside attendance was large, 
all the country side turning out to the 
Sunday meeting of the 26th. 

From Tabor, we went on the 29th 
to Independence, where we found a 
large company of thE'! Saints and out
siders holding possession of a one 
time pleasure resort, Washington 
Park, the services being held in the 
pavilion. 

The editor was made one of the 
presiding authorities, but his asso
ciates, Brn. I. N. White and R. May, 
did the chief part of the work, in 
pleasant and effective way. Here, as 
at Tabor, the Sunday services were 
largely attended. Six were baptized. 

At one of the sessions when the 
editor spoke, there were six of the 
Qlders of the Utah church present. 

The services closed on Sunday, 
s;eptember 2, Bro. Columbus Scott 
preaching an excellent sermon on the 
second coming of Christ. On the 5th, 
in company with Bro. Scott, we 
reached the camp at Stewartsville, 
which we found in charge of Brn. J. 
C. Foss and Temme T. Hinderks, mis· 

sionary and president of district 
respectively. Here we aided what 
we could, and found that great spirit
ual peace and unity. prevailed, quite 
in advance of any reunion held in the 
district before. It is the Far West 
district, and emphasized the fact that 
in the waste places the gospel work is 
being revived. The services on 
Sunday, September 9, were largely 
attended, the tent being full and over
flowing. 

We had the benefit of the labors of 
Brn. C. Scott, J. S. Roth, and J. M. 
Terry from their respective fields. 
Thirteen were baptized. 

The services closed on Monday 
evening, the 10th, under the visita· 
ti.on of a storm of wind and rain, 
which abated, however, in time for the 
people to get home and to their tents 
without getting wet. 
. We are pleased to record that so 

far as we are able to see and weigh 
what transpired at these three re
unions, they were the source of re
newal of strength to the Saints, and 
attractive and instructive to those of 
the outside. The best of order pre
vailed at each, and the attention was 
profound, respectful, and sincere. 

REUNION IN LIEU OF FALL 
CONFERENCE. 

Referring to that portion of Bro. 
James Caffall's letter in which inquiry 
is made as to "when the church discon
tinued the semiannual conferences and 
ordered big reunions in lieu thereof;" 
we note as follows: Extracts from 
the minutes of the April session of 
con~erence for 1883, held at Kirtland, 
Ohio. The first action occurred 
April12; the final action was on April 
13. See Herald for May 5, 1883:-

Brn. Charles Derry and John Hawley pre· 
sented preamble and resolution, authorizing 
the holding of annual reunion meetings:-

"Whereas, in consequence of the church 
dispensing with the Semiannual Conference, 
the Saints in the Western States feel there is 
a great void, and also one great means of 
spiritual strength taken from them; and be
lieving as we do, that not only can the Saints 
be strengthened in their faith and hope, but 
also that the people of the world will be in
duced ,to attend such meetings, as shall be 
hereinafter named, and that thereby much 
good may accrue to the cause of God in gen
eral. Therefore, be it 

"Resolved, 'That this General Conference 
does authorize the holding of yearly meet
ings in the fall of each succeeding year, at 
such time and place, or times and places, as 
shall be deemed wisdom in the mind of the 
conference, such meetings to be called An
nual Rem~ion Meetings of Latter Day Saints. 
Be ~~ further 

"Resolved, That this privilege be extended 
to all sections of the church wherever it may 

be desired; and further, that a committee be 
appointed, as may be deemed proper, to 
select such time and place, or times and 
places, for the holding of such meetings as 
shall be most convenient for the section or 
sections where such meeting or meetings 
may be held." 

Moved by E. C. Brand and G. Hicklin, 
That we adopt the preamble and resolution. 
Spoken to by W. H. Kelley, C. Darry, and J. 
Hawley. Ern. Z. H. Gurley and C. A. Beebe 
moved as a substitute, "That the chair a1> 
point a camp meeting to be held this coming 
autumn in Western Iowa, and that he be au
thorizad to associate with himself a sufficient 
number of the eldership to perform said 
work." Spoken to by E. C. Brand, J. H. 
Lake, E L. Kelley, G Hicklin, C. A. Beebe, 
H Kemp, and R Etzenhouser. Ern. W. W. 
Blair and E. C. Briggs moved as an amend
ment to the substitute:-

"Resol ved, That this conference recom
mend that mission or district authorities of 
the church arrange to hold the reunion meet
ings each autumn within their respective 
limits for religious exercises." 

Moved by F. G. Pitt and G. S. Yerrington 
to refer the whole matter to a committee, ap
pointed by the chair. Motion to refer pre
vailed. 

The chair appointed on said committee: 
W. W. Blair, Charles Derry, John Haw
ley .... 

Brn. W. W. Blair, Charles Darry, and 
John Hawley, the committee on reunion 
meetings, reported:- , 

'"The committee to whom was committed 
the papers in respect to reunion meetings by 
the church, beg leave to report that they re
spectfully recommend that this conference 
ad vise that mission and district authorities 
arrange for such reunions for religiou9 serv
ices, when and where it may be by them 
deemed best." 

Moved by Ern. G. H. Hilliard and G. T. 
Griffiths, that the report be approved. 
Motion prevailed and the committee was dis
charged. 

The last semiannual conference was 
held at Lamoni, in the fall of 1882, 
and in 1883 the first so-called general 
reunion was held, in pursuance of the 
above recited action of conference. 
This reunion has been succeeded 
every year since then, its perpetuity 
having been provided for by each re
curring session, by regular action 
through motion, discussion, and vote. 

The conference action not only pro
vided for the one reunion, but gave 
permission for others, wherever the 
proper mission and district authori
ties shouJd deem it practicable or 
proper to hold them. 

We presume that there is no prac
ticable way to ascertain the aggregate 
amount the several reunions held 
throughout the church have cost, in
cluding the costs incurred by indi
viduals in attending them; but it is no 
doubt considerable. But it may, we 
think, be safely left to the discretion 
of those who choose to attend, 
whether they will forego the pleasure 
and the good they take and receive in 
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attending reunions and place the esti
mated cost of such attendance in the 
church coffers to be used as suggested 
by Bro. Caffall, sending elders and 
literature where such may be needed. 

The editor has attended several of 
these annual reunions each year, and 
is quite prepared to state that, with a 
few exceptions the good wrought by 
them has largely compensated for the 
individual and collective outlay in
curred by holding them. Especially 
is this true of those held in western 
Iowa, which replaced the fall, or 
semiannual conference. 

MOTIVE. 

Doubtless many of the actions of 
men, that to outward observation are 
apparently righteous, would seem 
quite different were we able to view 
the motive by which they are 
prompted. An act, which in itself 
seems to be right, appears detestable 
when we discover that the motive un
derlying it is a selfish one. 

The purpose of the gospel is to 
develop faultless characters, and the 
only way we can reach such a condi· 
tion is by doing right because it is 
right. Thus only can we completely 
eliminate selfishness from our minds; 
for so long as an improper motive ex
ists, there must remain a degree of 
selfishness. 

The Prophet Mormon offers the fol
lowing excellent thought upon this 
subject;-

For behold, God hath said, a man being 
evil, cannot do that which is good; for if he 
offereth a gift, or prayeth unto God, except 
he shall do it with real intent, it profiteth 
hiw For behold, it is not counted 
unto him righteousness. For behold, if 
a man being evil, giveth a gift., he doth it 
grudgingly; wherefore it is counted unto 
him the same as if he had retained the 
wherefore be is counted evil before 
And likewise also is it counted evil unto a 

if he shall and not with real in-
of it profiteth him noth-

ing; for none such; wherefore, 
a man cannot do that which is 
good; he give a goed glft.-
Moroni 7: 1 (SmsJl Ed). 

Thus it that when our acts 
are the balances of God's 
justice will not be altogether what 
we have done that will justify us. 
The motive as well as the act will be 
taken into consideration. Isaiah, also, 
in speaking of Christ says that ''he 
shall not judge after the sight of his 
eyes, neither reprove after the hear
ing of his ears." The outward act, 
the outward appearance, will not 
alone constitute the criterion by 
which God will judge the characters 
of men. 

This being true, i.t follows that the 
self-examination which Paul admon
ishes the Saints to make, should be 
an internal as well as an external one. 
Fortunately we are not left without 
the ability to make such an examina
tion. Much as we may lack the 
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power to sit in righteous judgment 
upon the actions of our fellow men, 
the inmost recesses of our own souls 
are open to our inspection, and if we 
neglect to examine, we do so at our 
peril. 

When we pray, then, is it "with 
real intent," from the heart, or merely 
as a form? When we sing hymns of 
praise to God, do we do so that God 
may be glorified, or that we may be 
heard of men? Whenever we labor in 
our respective callings, ostensibly for 
the purpose of doing good, are we 
sure the incentive is a righteous one? 

A self-examination in the light of 
motive may be severe and oftentimes 
humiliating, but it will work wonders 
in the transformation of character. 
All affectation will disappear from the 
actions of one who persistently does 
right because it is right. A character 
so formed is a light to the world, an 
honor to God, and a menace to evil 
wherever it may be found. 

SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESI
DENCY. 

The following, which was sent to 
the Ensign by Bro. W. S. Pender, will 
be of sufficient interest to our readers 
to justify its reproduction here. It 
appeared in the Ensign for September 
20:-

AFFIDAVIT OF MARTIN HARRIS' NIECE, 
MRS SOPHIA K. COOK. 

PROVO CITY, Utah, 13, 1900. 
With no other motive than the truth 

may be known by all men to whom this affir
mation may come, I, M:rs. Sophia K Cook, do 
hereby solemnly swear that I was born near 
Pontiac, Michigan, July 28, 1828. I was 
tized into the Church of Jesus Christ of 
'Ger Day Saints in Missouri, in my girlhood, my 
parents previously united with that 
church; that am now a of the 
Church of Latter Day Saints, the 
ters of which is located at S.al t Lake 
though I do not indorse polygamy; that 
was present in a meeting held in a bowery 
in Nauvoo, the date of which, to 
the best of the spring 

I was sit-
only a 

few feet: at this meeting I Joseph 
Smith, of the Church of .Jesus 
Christ Ls.tter Day in sub-
stance: "I have often been would 
sncceed me as the prophet to the church; he 
is here in the stand." H9 then turned and 
led bis son, Joseph, before the audience and 
said: "My son, Joseph, will be your next 
prophet." Approximately, I should say 
there were several hundred people present at 
this meeting. ' SOPHIA K. COOK 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
13th day of September, A. D. 1900. 

JOHN U. BUCHI, 
SEAL. Notary Public. 
My commission expires February 5, 1904. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
Will you please give space to interpret 

section 4, p. 9, in Rules of Order and Debate, 
which reads: POrganizations [of branches] 
may be effected by the missionary in charge, 
or by the district president, with the consent, 
knowledge, and direction of the missionary 
in charge, when circumstances prevent the 
latter from being- present; or by order of the 
conferences." Question; Can the missionary 

in charge (of the twelve) delegate authority 
to the submissionary to organize a branch? 

He can so direct, if need be. 
Have members who have refused or neg

lected (having been rEquested to do so) to 
put in their letters of removal and become 
members of a branch a right to a vote in a 
business meeting of said branch? 

No one who is not a member of the 
branch can vote in its business meet
ings, except by the courtesy of the 
branch expressed by vote. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. J. W. Wight writes from Mt. 
Pisgah, Iowa:-

Bt·o. Dorry and self are having fine hearing 
here in tent. Steps taken last night looking 
to the erection of church building here. 

Bro. J. :F': Patton, under date of 
South Dakota, September 12, writes:-

I am glad some one has had the courage to 
state the condit1on of the graves and the 
home of the Martyr Joseph and his brother. 
I will give ten cents, for a start, to protect 
the spot once so dear to the Saints. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

It was with feelings of sorrow and 
grief that we learned on Saturday 
morning of the death of Bro. John C. 
Hitchcock, president of the St. Louis 
branch. He died at his horne in that 
city September 21, at ten o'clock p. m. 
Although quite a young man in the 
work he was an energetic and earnest 
worker, and in the St. Louis branch 
and district he has long been looked 
upon as a pillar of strength, always 
ready and anxious to give his time 
and attenion to the good of the cause. 
In the Religio he will also be greatly 
missed, as he was one of the fathers 
of the society, and an active 
worker therein. He has tried in 

of and 
of To 

wife and the 
HERALD extends sympathy con-
dolence. We grieve with the bereaved 
ones. 

Mansfield, has been 
most unenv.iable record of late in 
treatment of the Dowie elders. The 
town seems to be suffering from an 
anti-Dowie and the elders 
who have gone to the town have been 
run out continually. On the 24th the 
Mansfield citizens added a most dis
graceful page to their history. Two 
of the elders were tarred, beaten, 
hooted at, pelted with missiles, and 
sent out of town. Such work is highly 
condemnable, and smacks loudly of 
the spirit of ignorant intolerance. It 
is disgusting that there should be such 
contemptible work practiced in this 
day of enlightenment and free thought, 
and reminds one of the days of Salem 
witchcraft, the destruction of the 
press at Independence, and the tarring 

'and feathering of Bishop Partridge 
and Elder Allen, at Independence, 
Missouri, and Joseph and Hyrum 
Smith at Hiram, Ohio. 
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SERMON BY R. M. ELVIN. 
Delivered at Washington Park Reunion, Saturday, 

'September 1, 1900. , 

"Wise men lay up knowledge." You 
will find this statement in the lOth 
chapter of Proverbs and the 14th 
verse. 

Prior to my baptism into the church, 
I might say that if there came to me 
any aspiration in life it was that I 
might become a politician and a law
yer--that was the profession that 
seemed to have attracted my youthful 
attention; and after I had accepted of 
the gospel, it was but a very short time 
until I was requested to submit to an 
ordination, and the first question I 
asked of those who presented this 
proposition, "What will be my duty?" 
The elder kindly brought to me the 
Book of Doctrine and Covenants, and 
on a piece of paper marked out the 
pages pointing to the duty of the office 
to which they proposed to ordain me. 

I asked for time to study and to 
seek for divine guidance, that if it was 
the Lord's will that I should take this 
office and responsibility upon me 
that I might feel that it was right, and 
before I had given my consent, there 
came a direct revelation to appoint me 
to another office, that of elder, and 
with the revelation came the evidence 
that it was my duty to accept, so that 
before I was twenty-one years of age, 
I had begun in the active ministry as 
an elder in the church. 

From the time of my entering into 
the work there settled upon my soul 
the conviction that the thought sug
gested in the text was the all im
portant one, that I should acquire 
knowledge. I do not believe there 
has ever been a time that has come 
and gone since the time of my uniting 
with the church but my soul has 
thirsted, and my prayer has gone up 
to my heavenly Father for more 
knowledge, and for that divine knowl
edge that will assist me in accom
plishing good for others. The 
crowning glory that comes to man is 
a manifestation of divin9 knowledge; 
it is that which should be the pass
port into the circle of the redeemed 
ones and will take away the veil from 
off our faces, that we may stand in 
the presence of our Redeemer and 
Mediator and the holy angels, and 
that without fear or shame. 

It must be apparent to the thought
ful ones that a disparagement in 
knowledge here is a barrier to those 
who are further advanced in education 
and the science of life and the affairs 
thereof. I have had some lessons, 
object lessons, that taught me clearly; 
I could not misunderstand that fellow
feeling that is in our hearts, of a dif
fidence that we experience in the 
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presence of those whom we consider 
our superiors. I remember that for 
five years while serving the govern
ment, that men far in advance of me 
in education and with wealth beyond 
everything that I have ever had any 
thought of, that those men would 
come in, remove their hats, pay re
spect to me, that I could not under 
any consideration expect of them, and 
the only reason that I can now assign 
for it was that it was not to me, but 
to the position that I occupied. If 
you should enter into the presence of 
a judge, a governor, a senator of the 
United States, or the President of the 
.United States, there would come from 
your heart feelings of deference for 
the position that the individual oc
cupied, and you would pay respect 
and deference to this individual that 
you would not did he not occupy the 
place that he does. 

I have heard many, very many of 
our elders express themselves that 
they would rather take a good sound 
threshing than to stand up and preach 
in the presence of President Joseph 
Smith, or in the presence of some of 
the twelve apostles, and I remember 
my first experience of this stage 
fright that came over me in 1869, in 
returning from the Galland's Grove 
conference. I was the companion of 
the president of the church, and as 
we went to the schoolhouse he says: 
"Robert, you will have to preach to
night." It frightened me, and I pro
tested that I possibly could not do so. 
Years have come and gone, and there 
has come to me this conviction, while 
I may have the same respect, the 
same love for men and office now as I 
had then, a refusal to discharge my 
duty will not excuse me to my heav
enly Father, and I have reached the 
conviction that I am not the servant 
of the president of the church or of 
any leading man in this church. I am 
their fellow colaborer, and the serv
ant of God and the Lord Jesus Christ; 
and while I recognize them in their 
places, and ofttimes think, as I have 
this morning, that that which I have 
to present to you might be presented 
better by some one else, that does not 
for a moment release me from there
sponsibility that rests upon me. 

I have heard the president of the 
church say that no man was excused 
until he had first made the attempt to 
do that which was required of him; so 
remember, you who are younger in 
the ministry than your speaker, if the 
president of the church ever asks you 
to do any thing, go and try to do it, 
and if you fail, let me tell you, you 
will never find a kinder or more sym
pathetic friend than in him who re
quests you to do that work; and I 
believe that this is but a manifestation 
of Him whom we seek to serve, that 
when He asks us to discharge a duty 
and we shall make the effort, then He 
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will help us, and our infirmities will 
be an appeal to His sympathy to give 
us strength that we need in the hour 
thereof. 

Simplicity, to me, is the strongest 
evidence of a desire to do right, and I 
have thought often of the poor colored 
man who was tempted, and an effort 
made to discourage him in his reli
gious efforts w ben the infidel said to 
him: "Sam bo, you are very religious, 
you believe in God. Now what would 
you do if God commanded you to 
jump through that stone wall?" The 
poor black man looked at the wall and 
looked at the one who had made the 
proposition, and said: "Massa, afore 
God, if God commanded me to jump 
through that wall, it would be my 
business to jump; it would be God's 
business to put me through that 
wall." 

If God requires me to do anything, 
it is my business to try, and leave the 
results with my heavenly Father. 
Now, "Wise men lay up knowledge." 

I am glad this morning, glad from 
the deep recesses of my heart, that I 
can look up toward my heavenly 
Father and say, As wide and as far as 
my association with the L1.tter Day 
Saints has gone, there is a universal 
testimony that rises up from all direc
tions, that our people desire to become 
wise and acquainted with all the du
ties that God has imposed upon them. 
Somewhere back in the tradition· of 
the elders--I do not know when, 
where, and how it came about, but I 
can remember it in my early youth~I 
hear but very little of it at the present 
time-it was so frequently said to us 
that all we had to do was to go out 
and open our mouths and God would 
fill them. There is a degree of truth 
in this, there is a degree of what is 
right in this; but it is my understand· 
ing that I shall not go with an empty 
head, that there shall be stored up in 
the storehouse of knowledge that 
which will be for good and the good of 
my fellow creatures, that I have laid 
to heart the lessons of the past, and I 
have been studiously engaged in gath
ering together a goodly store of that 
which shall help me in the discharge 
of every duty; and then when the 
hour and the necessity comes, and I 
stand up, trusting to my heavenly 
Father, the Spirit of God will go to 
that storehouse of knowledge that I 
have laid up and he will bring out of 
that storehouse, and bring on the 
tongue such words as shall be words 
of comfort, and cheer, and instruction 
to those who shall hear. 

For one, I pledge you this morning, 
that I refuse to become as a fledgeling 
in the nest and open my mouth to re
ceive bug or worm as the mother bird 
may bring them without first knowing 
what it is. I have reached that stage of 
manhood that I do not propose to re
ceive and adopt as a part of my belief 
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the 
tended that 
the answer 
the hour that 
You wiH not be at a 

willcome t~l 
will be the proper answer to 

that is 
Now there is 

while our 
of a 

GRACELAND COLLEGE NOTICE. 

Graceland College will open on the 11th of 
September. Current expenses will have to 
be met. Bro. R. M. Elvin has been requested 
and authorized by the trustees to visit the 
different branches and solicit subscriptions 
to help pay the running expenses, which will 
be at the lowest calculation three hundred 
and fifty dollars per month. We cannot af
ford to borrow any more money to run the 
College. We have about forty yearly 
twenty-five dollar subscribers. We need 
sixty more. Will the Saints and friends 
of the College come to the rescue? Trust· 
ing that the Saints will receive Brother 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
paragraph thirteen of the revelation received 
during conference and by agreement between 
the qU(~rums affected, the first presidency, the 
twelve, and the bishopric met in joint council 
in the editor's room of the Herald Office at 
nine a. m., Friday, April 20, 1894. There 
were present: Joseph Smith and W. W. 
Blair, of the first presidency; Alexander H. 
Smith, E. C. Briggs, Jarr.es Caffall, W. H. 
Kelley, J. H. Lake, J. R. Lambert, Heman 
C. Smith, Joseph Luff, and Gomer T. Griffiths, 
of the twelve; E L. Kelley, G. H. Hilliard, 
and E. A Blakeslee, of the bishopric. 

President Joseph Smith was chosen to pre
side, and E. A. Blakeslee to act as secretary. 
A. H. Smith offered prayer, after which the 
president made a few remarks bearing upon 
the object of the council, and advising for
bearance and toleration in speech and feel
ing, regardless of the distance between those 
present in their judgment upon the matters 
under discussion. 

A number of questions were named and 
noted for discussion, and considerable in
formal talk was inciulged in, after which reso· 
lutions were presented, discussed, and 
adopted in the following order, all decisions 
being finally made unanimous, with the sole 
exception noted:-
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might receive the same opportunity i "Go ye into all the world and preach 
and the same privilege. It is to be a 1 the gospel to every creature," is a 
house of learning, not a bouse in I component part of the mission that we 
which preachers will be made-far be have to perform, and there came to 
it from the church that we should me a beautiful lesson of the necessity 
reach the conclusion that we must of this knowledge. I once beard 
have a place after the manner of the Representative Dolliver, of Iowa. He 
world to prepare our ministry in the sits in the halls of Congress, and was 
college and send them out. That a possible candidate for president or 
would be incompatible with the teach- vice president of these United States. 
ings of theehurch for the.past seventy In that speech be told us that when 
years. Do not for a single moment Dewey went down to Manila and sank 
think that the church is changing Montejo's fleet, and the question was, 
from its position, that God bas the I What was the Government going to 
right to select his ministers wherever do with Manila and the Philippine, Is
he sees fit to select them, whether lands, the next question was, Where 
the man is incapable of reading a sin- are they? He says, "I took the atlas 
gle verse in the Bible, or whether be and I looked around Cuba and those 
may be a graduate from the best col- southern islands in the Caribbean Sea 
lege in the land. That is not the con- and Gulf of Mexico, and I found no 
dition or status of qualification. The Philippine Islands, and then I looked 
qualification that God looks at is the up and down the shores of the Pacific 
purity of the individual's intention and I saw no Philippine Islands, and 
and his desire to serve God and his I wondered what about my geography. 
willingness to work for God; but if Where are these Philippine Isla,nds? 
God shall select him while he is un- I thought they lay right at our door; 
able to read "A B C," it is no reason but," be says, "I bunted and I 
in the world that he should remain searched, and after I g-ot ten thou
there. God expects him to become a sand miles away, I found them, and to 
student and to advance steadily. my astonishment I found more than 

The world bas said that the puta· a thousand of these Islands and more 
tive founder of this church was an than ten millions of people occupying 
ignorant man. Possibly in a certain them there." 
sense that was true· but if true when I do not know how many elders 
God first called hi~ in his youth, it if. bad been to tell when 
was not true at the time that be laid · th1s wa,r first broke 
down his life for the testimony of the been asked concerning 
Lord Jesus Christ. It was true ~Ghat the of the Philippine 

never bad the Islands, .would have been prepared to 
the school room more answer. But here is a commandment 

eleven months of his but because back there in the 
the location of and is 
vented me in that we are to have 
was no reason and countries 

this life 
read and and be able to 

to and tell them 
of Just so 

I am a student at 
man who can 

know ledge, and 
to 

and after I 
down this the school I 
expect still to be a student at the feet 
of the teachers ln that sweet 
bye 

Now this book tells me that we are 
to seek for this knowledge. I turn to 
section 90, paragraph 12, page 239. I 
find here an additional encouragement 
for my thus seeking knowledge:-

And verily I say unto you, that it is my 
will that you should hasten to translate my 
scriptures, and to obtain a knowledge of 
history, and of countries, and of kingdoms, of 
laws of God and man, and all this for the sal
vation of Zion. 

My view of Zion and her work, is to 
lift it up and make it a cosmopolitan 
work, a world work. I believe that 
the eternal God foreshadowed in the 
thought presented by the Lord Jesus 
Christ to his apostles when he said, 

is for 
There is the reason for it. God 

a vain word to his peo-
we have been neg-

for all these many years in 
the knowledge. 

it is a of 
the church that 

vidual thereof make a study 
of every nation, her laws and the gov
ernments of every island, and 
wherever the face of man is found, 
that we should become acquainted and 
be well prepared to answer when God 
shall say, Go hither with the gospel. 

Now the college has fallen into the 
misfortune of fighting debt, and some 
have thought that this debt was in the 
building of it. Part of this debt has 
been accumulated by reason of borrow
ing money for the running expenses 
and the increase of interest. I believe 
in round numbers the church is paying 
about fifteen hundred dollars a year 
interest upon the indebtedness, and 
the effort was made last April, and it 
was a wise movement, I think, in 

which there were sent subscription: 
lists throughout the church that yon 
should subscribe twenty-five dollar 
and only a thousand of these su 
scriptions would meet the entire in·· 
debtedness of the church upon the.? 
college, so your twenty-five dollars; 
pays the entire indebtedness. I was; 
talking with Brother Kelley the other· 
day about this, and he told me that: 
he was going to call these subscrip· 
tion lists in the first day of next: 
month and make an immediate effort 
to settle the indebtedness; Bro. Kel· 
ley will take care of that, but then:c 
is something else that we trustee~"' 
have to look after, and that is t,bis 
the college will have to be ruo, and: 
we will have to ra,ise money from the 
Saints. We have novvbere else to go, 
and as you read in this notice, about 
three hundred and fifty dollars 
month, for ten months will be 
five hundred dollars per year we 
have to raise. 

The raising of the thou-
sand dollars to pay the embar· 
rasses the Bo::ud of 'rrustees for the 
reason that those that contribute to 
the paying of the debt do not feel like 
paying for the expenses, and 
the embarrassment for this will 
be the hardest year that 
College perhaps will ever have. We. 
have here blank contracts. These cou
tracts propose to you th?.t if you will 
take one of these contracts 
for five 
dollars 

"~'""''~to meet this immediate 
further with 

mediate 
you can 
the broad land receives 
tions from those who can 
We ha.ve not received a 
from any individual for a dol· 
lars, more or but we will be sat-
isfied with the or the 
fifties or the hundreds as they 
come to us. But this is a work of 
church. The responsibility rests 
upon you, and as a trustee, recognized 
of my fellow brethren of the trustees" 
I feel the responsibility resting upon 
me to present this matter plainly to 
you and tell to you that I believe it will 
be disastrous to the church if you fal.I 
and allow that college to go down. I 
believe it is to the interests of the 
church, to the interests of our work 
now and for all time to come that it-. 
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shall be sustained and made a success. 1 earthly rights. Where is the man 
'Ve need more than your money, we who will say that these "rules estab
need your words of encouragement lished by earthly authority" should be 
and cheer. We have a library, we ignored? Can he be found among the 
need what b?oks you may feel able to clergy? 0, no! They are too patri
donate to 1t. We have there a otic, too level headed. But is it not 
museum, we need what curiosities you passing strange that these patriotic 
may send there to attract the atten- lovers of earthly order become so bel
ti.on. I f<;>und a very beauti~ul one, a ligerent when as we ,present to their 
corn cob m shape of a complete hand, neighbors the fact that these cere
thumb and four fingers, ~hB, complete ·monies and ordinances of the gospel, 
ha;nd of a man. at the enct o~ the co~n these ''rules established by authority" 
coo. I am gomg to place 1t there m of the almighty God should be 
the museum. We have many curiosi· obeyed? 
ties and these are a~tractive. I think that any child who can un-

We have a h~rbarmm there! and we derstand why a marriage ceremony, 
need the selectwns of vegetatwn !rom or official pardon, or the oath of office,· 
aU parts of the world. I have wntten or coronation, or naturalization is nee
to England,. .to ~he Sa.nd wich I_slan~s, essary unto the conferring of their 
and the Ph1hppme Islands, C(l,llforma, respective blessings should be com
aJ?d el~ewhere asking for help in that petent to answer the question, How 
du:ectwn. We want to make it a sue- can baptism wash away our sins? I 
cess; we want our y~ung men and ask again, Where can we find one op
women that shall go m there, shall posed to all law and order in state 
come o~t bri~ht people •. not only in affairs? We must go into the haunts 
the affmrs of life and eq mpped to bat- of vice and search for one whose 
tle with the affdirs of life, but we want honm~ morality, and philanthropy is 
that whep they. come out of there, if b_lunted by selfish and sensual appe
God sha1l so d1rect them, that they t1tes. I will carry the comparison no 
shall be grander and better able farther. D. R. BALDWIN. 
3/J:ld fitted tO represent thiS gloriOUS RAVENDEN SPRINGS, Arkansas. 
work,-this truth of heaven. 

-Reported by Belle Robinson .Tames. 

FOR THE REMISSION OF SINS. 

Many seem lost when asked, "How 
water baptism effect the remis· 

sion of sins?" and, like a clever 
Yankee, answer it by asking, How 
could dipping seven times in Jordan 
cure the leper? or marching around 
Jericho seven times cause the walls 
to fall? 

Some people are not satisfied with 
that kind of an answer, so I venture 
another solution. 

Webster says baptism is a religious 
ceremony or ordinance. The latter is 
a rule established by authority.· Now 
as no immunity can be conferred by 
either church or state without a cere
mony, 1: will present for an object 
lesson a few particular privileges, 
p:refixed by the ceremonies attending 
them, or by which these privileges 

SAN ANTONIO, Sept. 17. 
Editors Herald:-I love this glorious work 

I am engaged in, although I feel that I make 
mistakes daily, and at times feel as though 
my feet were slipping from under the burden 
they have to bear. But I thank God that I 
can realize my condition before I have drifted 
too far from shore, and redouble my efforts 
to return and pray more earnestly that I may 
not go entirely astray. If we could all real
ize when we become careless and pray the 
more I feel sure that the Lord would take us 
by the hand and gently lead us back to the 
right path, that we may continue on in the 
way he has marked out for us to follow. 

Yesterday I met with Bro. and Sr. North 
who were reported to be drowned in the over
flow at Galveston Island, about a week ago. 
Their names appeared in the paper among 
the dead and we all sorrowed for about a are conferred:-

1l. Oath of alle
giance. N aturaliza
tion. 

Suffrage; a right week as we were acquainted with them and 
to vote. they had met with us in meeting, at this 

2. Coronation. 
Inauguration; 
of office. 

4L Official pardon. 

Sovereignty. 
Official rite. 

place. But what was our joy yesterday 
morn when we learned that they were within 
a q'Jarter of a mile of us. This strengthens 

Freedom. Release me and makos me feEJl that the hand of God 
from incarceration. is over his people. 

iti. Marriage cere- Legal union. It seems that Satan is desirous to over-
mony. th h k 6. Baptism by im- Remission of sins. row t e wor entirely at San Antonio. A 
mersion. few Saints have been meeting with us in 

'1. Laying on of Gift of the Holy prayer meeting for over a year at our house, 
hands. Ghost. as we have no cburch, and the few that did 

I have placed the physical first, not meet were pres3ed financially and couldn't 
b;ecause of their superiority, but that rent a house. Satan has tried to influence 
the casual thinker by contemplating me to ask the Saints to discontinue meeting 
them may be prepared to see more at our house as there appeared to be so few 
e:E~.sily that a ceremony is as needful to : who were tr~ing to keep up the little spark. 
oonfer spiritual benefits as it is to give 

1 
But I thank God that he let me see this was 

the wrong spirit before I had acted upon this 
resolution. I ask all to remember the Saints 
at San Antonio, ,for we need your prayers. 

Your sister in Christ, 
RUTH GIFFORD. 

Los ANGELES, Cal., Aug. 30. 
Editors Hemld:-We are doing what we 

can to keep the "camp fire blazing." Think 
there is something more than smoke. Bro. 
Chatburn has been warming up the Brigham
ites, as you will see by the inclosed clippings. 
Compare the charge made by the "elder," 
and then read the "vindication" by the Santa 
Ana city marshal. Have the Ucah people 
reformed? I have been crossing swords with 
a Rw. Houz.!, of Riverside, through the col
umns of one of our leading dailies, the Even
ing Exp1·ess. DJ not know how long we will 
ba permitted this courtesy, but think I am 
entitled to the last word-why not? 

Our ten days' meeting was a success in 
every way. 

Brn. Griffi shs, Burton, and the Patriarch, 
A, H. Smith, and "scribe," Bro. Gould, have 
gone north to attend the reunion at Oakland. 
Bro. Chatburn is at Santa Ana. Brn. Elbert 
Smith and William Gibson are doing what 
they can at San Bernardino. Bro. Anderson 
is with Bro. Chatburn. Some indications of 
an early fall here. The last two days the 
wind has been rainward. The Saints of 
southern California need the prayers of the 
Saints everywhere that God may come to 
their relief this year, for, if we have another 
dry year, nothing but God's intervention can 
save many of the people from actual suffering, 

Yours, pledged to establish confidence and 
good will among the brethren, 

T. W. WILLIAMS. 
1014 Alpine Street. 
[Here are the extracts to which Bro. Wil· 

liams refers.-ED,] 
FOR FREE SPEECH. 

Latter Day Saints Complain of Treatment at 
Santa Ana by Reorganized Church. 
Editor Evening Express:-Through the 

kindness of the Express we wish to present 
to the public the following account of an at
tempt to drive two elders of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints from the 
streets of Santa Ana. For some months past 
these or other elders have been holding 
meetings in that city, placing before the 
people in a quiet, unassuming manner the 
principles of their faith. 

On Saturday evening, August 4, Elders R. 
S. Sutton and Harvey Ross held a meeting, 
at the close of which they were accosted by 
the Rev. Chatburn, of the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
The gentleman intended to ask questions of 
the elders and enter into a general contro
versy before the people on the street, but the 
elders refused to enter into any discussion in 
that manner. However, they did invite Mr. 
Chatburn to their headquarters, where they 
promised to talk with him. This proposi
tion failed to suit Mr. Chatburn, who at once 
began an exhibition of his "Christian~~love 
and good will to all men" by abusing .. the 
characters of the elders and vilifying the 
people they represented. He further~ an· 
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nounced that he would appear again next 1 t bey desired on any of the side streets. 
Saturday night to continue his exposure of However, they appealed to the mayor and 
the doctrines of "Mormonism," making city council and were promptly turned down 

. everything vile, low, degrading, and criminal by having the whole controversy referred to 
a synonym for "Mormonism." the city marshal and the committee OD police. 

On the following Saturday night the two Now, I do not take sides with either of the 
elders held their usual meeting and, asap- parties, but condemn both for disturbing the 
pointed, Mr. Chatburn appeared and contin- order of the city and interfering with the 
ued his abuse and slander. He was sur- traffic on the main thoroughfare. Business 
rounded by all the people of his own faith is business and right and justice had full sway 
and belief that could be present, there being in the matter, and the wail that goes up from 
two hundred or more present. The crowd these abused and "persecuted elders" comes 
prevented the elders from leaving, which from souls so small that a broad-minded man 
they desired to do, as they had closed their rather hesitate~ to bold them ot.her than in 
meeting in peace and did not care to enter contempt. All I desire in a criticism of any 
into any controversy. of my official acts is the 1rruth. I am willing 

Mr. Chatburn was able to so prejudice the to face anything I do, either in public or 
people (his own followers) and even affect the private life, and I do not hesitate to say that 
police so that they went up to the elders and neither I nor any of the police of this city 
told them they must hold no more meetings desire to abuse or mistreat anyone, or to 
on the streets. Knowing they were not re- allow anyone to be mistreated inside cf the 
sponsible for the confusion created, the limits o(our city. 
elders appealed to the mayor, who rfquested So now, Mr. Derrick, let's be fair and 
them to appear before the city council. honest in this matter and. if you cannot re
Tbey did so and laid before them the facts in ceive sympathy from a truthful statement of 
the case, which were agreed to by the same facts, go without it. 0. P. PAYNE. 
officer who had ordered them to discontinue SANTA ANA, Aug. 27, 1900. 

====---
I notice in the second He-mld I think for 

the month of September a claim of an 1n
creas~d interest in t"eunion!'; but the writer 
didn't know but it might be carried too f:ar, 
but I did not catch on, in what sense. H this 
be the Lor·d's method of spreading the gospal 
among men, the z~alous ones therein engag.ed 
could not go too far. And then, I wondered 
if anyone would assume the task of dernD:n
strating the fact that the many thousan(Jcs of 
dollars spent the last ten years for reuninns 
has done baH as much good for the spr•·!H] of 
the gospel as if one half of the mom;y tlms 
used, bad been spent. in sending eldc'f'S and 
literature where ignorance and darkness Jlre
vail amon~ men. Then, too, it would he 
interesting to know when the church di:'GOn· 
tinued the <emiannual conferencr s and or
dered big reunions in lieu thereof. But 
perhaps I am digressing. 

I wish to inform the body that self and 
Bro. S. K. Sorensen are at our postR, wh,~,-e
unto by act of General Conference we were 
sent. Where else should we be? If annua_ 
conferences are so vi tal, surely their legls1a
tive acts should be practically ob9erved. 

If a public appointment be a public trust, 
how shall those who voluntarily accept such 
appointments show themselves worthy of the 

their meetings. The unanimous conclusion 
was reached that the elders were not in any 
way to bls,me for the confusion and they were 
praised for their orderly manner of conduct
ing meetings and preventing arguments on 
the streets. 'rhey wm·e accorded the same 
privilege as others of holding meetings on 
the streets, and promised protection in the 
same. Now we ask, ''Who are the cowat·ds?" 
\Vho exhibited the most "Christian" .. like 

South Dakota, Sept. 15. confidence of those appointing them unless 

spirit? Who ever heard of a true minister 
of Christ who would stoop to calling men 
such names as "liars," ''thieves," "seducers," 
and the like? H. W. DERRICK. 

'l'HE OTHER SIDE. 

To Those Concerned:-In view of the partial giving· evidence of the needed diligence, etc.? 
arrangement made at 1900 conference, in be- In view of the fact of my acceptance of su<".h 
half of Bro. TN. M. Ru~el, it is possible some an appointment, by the exercise of my win 
may have anticipated the benefits of his power, it thus being voluntary on my part, I 
labor during tbe fall and winter seasons. But only show a consistency by keeping an agree
I have just been informed by him as to the mentor ccvenant tbus made inviolate. 
impracticability of m~king .the rcqnisite ar- I God's everlasting gospel ll.nd 
rangement to leave h1s fam1ly, and my confi- covenant one the same. 
dence in his veracity after years of acquaint.- I '''Old covenants have I caused to done 
ance is such that I believe he talks advisedly 

1 
away ... and this is a new e,nd evel'lastiug

::md truthfully. Bro. Rumel will contiuue to\ covenant."-D. C. 20:1. 

l
lab~r and travel' as his circumsta.nces ~llow. I "And e;en sr: I b2,v~ sent mine ~verlasting 
Ana I may assure the body he w1ll m1ss no covem'Plt uno t.tw world, to be a llght to 

Santa Ana's City Marshal Gives His Version .
1 

opportunity to, d_o good f~r. the ca~se. The I world, an,d to be _a standard ~or people, 
of Alleged Persecution of Mormon Eiders. latter-d8,y worK 1s the rehgwn of his youth, and for toe Gentiles to seek ;t and to be 
Eclitm· Express:-Your issue of the 24th his parents watched over him whiie in the I messeng'er to prepsn·o the before me. 

inst. contained an article by H. W. Derrick, of youth, not in vain. He has I C. 45: 2,, 
headed ''Free Speech," in w_hich that gent!.:> done muoh :ab~r i~ Om.aha and the Northern 

1 

'rhon, lD (!U!' acc2 p.>tance of the gospel) v.r'~ 
man makes statements whwh are far from I Nebraska chstrwt w years past. enter into this everlasting covenant, '"I 
correct, although it is quite probs,ble that While at the Central Nebraska district I will bring into the bond the covenant .. " 
his ,igno.ranc~" of the f~cts had quite as mnoh I ?onference I lear~~d th~t ~zoo. W, W. Whit- (Ezekiel 20:37.) A~d bein.g brought into 
to ao vnth hla _blu~derm_g a.ttempt to I mg had loca,ted h1~ !~m1ly Hl Gregor~ county, covenant, at our wductwn into the klng· 
an offense as d1d h1s preJudwe. South Dakota, and 1u may be some trme, how I dom, our subs( quont labor 01 t:z"Ds of the 

His statement, "The people prevented the '!long I don't know, before he will again be ac- kingdom, our wil:ingnesG to ccvince the n> 
elders from leaving, which they desired to tive in the Lord's harvest field, but I am sat- qulsite diligence ill·JSt be tantamount 
do," is absolutely false, as the "elders" cou!d isfied he will waste no time. Bro. L Gamet makiDg, .. , or [(ev:dently page of mane
have walked away at any time they might (probably assisted by Bro. W. C. script gone and ~0 Jess diligent, 
have desired to go. They were surrounded will see to those places in Nebraska where in taking observations. We have striven 
by the chance passers-by and not by Chat· Bro. Whiting's labors have created an inter- open several new but our success thus 
burn's followers. J est pushing their labors in new as far has been meagre, attributable to busy 

As to Mr. Chathurn's pr' judicing the far as possible. Christ commanded his disci- times among farmers, and strange, though. 
police, I have only this to remark: I am one ples, if the failed to hear them in one true, the little pesGilentia.l should 
of them and do not care a fig for Mormonism city to go to another, which shows that he have contributed to this but g.o i't 
in any of its varieties, although I rather like desired '"hey should properly utiltze their i;;, on this wise: 'Tis claimed that the num
to:hear the elders tell their tale of woe. I time, evincing some discretion and judg- b::Jr of this pest has been much in ad vance 
was the officer who warned Mr. Chatburn to ment.o I believe some of the old beaten this season in numbers than former seasm:~>~, 
hold no more meetings on Fourth Street, for tracks should be abandoned for a time at aud some have claimed that in consequence 
the reason that it caused the street to be- least, and!new ones sought, with less inclin:::.- of this they have been necessitated to wai't 
come blocked, and when I told him he tion to consume time in traveling around to long after dark before they could milk their 
agreed to bold his meetings on a side street, conferences and big reunions. cows, therefore could. not come to meeting. 
as I suggested. The city marshal accosted There is no reason for anticipating the Then the stolid indifference evinced by the 
the "elders" and warned them against hold- conversion of the world ere Christ comes the masaes on the vital question, the intensity of 
ing:meetings on Fourth Stt'eet, but told them J second time, but the gospel is to be preached the love of pleasure, and the facilities w.f
they were at liberty to hold all the meetings for a witness. forded to participate in the coveted pleasuz·e 
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games of baseball and excursion trains 
:running to grounds where stalwart men are 
<~ngaged in throwing, striking and catching 
""'ball, and others scrampering- in a pell mell 
:'fa-shion, perhaps, and all this in a Christian 
".land on Sunday. Nor has a superabundance 
.,;af rain for the past two months proved ad van
:!:;ageous to missionary work. But we survive, 
:"l:'eady by the grace of God to preach the gos
::fl'el, to few or many when coming together, 
::heing always ready for duty, performing the 
·.~arne as best we can, leaving God to take care 

.. ·of results, in the far off and somewhat in
'j'Jiospitable region, South Dakota. 

After several attempts we have the promise 
::J;f the Seventh Day Advent church, for two 
'nights, possibly longer, possible not, at 
:Madison, Lake county, South Dakota. 

My colaborer seem3 at timss ready to paes 
.·uwer into the realm of impatience. He 
'r,Jhinks when the gospel, the only method of 
Balvation is offered and explained it should 
be accepted. And at times soars a.ud delves 
:having something to say about big salarie~, 
'Sodom and Gomorrah, etc. Then I suggest 
ithe wholesome advice of Paul, v:z., "Let 
your moderation be known among men," and 
Bro. Kris looks sober. 

I suppose Bro. W. Sparling is at home, he 
heing by virtue of an understanding due in 
'itbe field but nine months in the year. Bro. 

·Thorburn wrote Bro. Sorensen a few days 
:ago from North Dakota. His experience is 
EJimilar to our own. I have heard nothing 
fll'Om Bro. Houghton since July, but suppose 
he is doing his best. 

The politieal campaign is on, and corre
. csponding excitement is evinced, which will 
nothelp us. In bonds, 

JAMES CAFF ALL. 
P. S.-We are having a cold snap, Septem-

'oer 15, South Dakota. ' 

QUINCY, Mo., Sept. 11. 
'Editors Herald:-This afternoon while I am 

· :;:omfortably situated at the home of Mr. and 
1\tlrs. William B. Bridges, I pen a few lines 
to your columns. Most of the time since 
.,June 1, Bro. J. N. Stephenson and I have 
:labored together. We attended the June 
district conference held at Veve church, 
which VIas a spiritual one. We met there our 
much esteemed young missionary brethren, 
L,ee Quick and A. C. Silvers, and a goodly 
mumber of brethren and sisters who were in 
.attendance. 

Conference over, we, the missionary force, 
started out feeling better prepared to push 
the work before us. We had not been out 
!ong until word reached us that Bro. Quick 
had dropped out of our ranks, because his 
ilamily needed his assistance, for which we 
.1elt very sorry. 

At our reunion held August 3 to 12, we 
;again met each other, excepting Bro. Quick. 
We Eon joyed another spiritual feast at this re
nnion, so much so, that it wa;; deoided to 
have another one next year. Nine were bap
\tized. By the assistence of Bro. ~1,. T. Wal
ters, of the South MiEsouri district, k·r about 
·~hree weeks, we were enabled to ~ t:,l't out the 
district tent, he and A. C. Silvers in cb&rge. 
:They report their tent meetings at Wan, r, 
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Missouri, largely attended, also with same 
result at Bro. Kinnicut's, near Ohio, Missouri. 

We learned that Bro. C. P. Welch has 
been sent to our assistance, for which we feel 
very glad. Bro. J. N. Stephenson and I 
have been busy preaching in the counties of 
Benton, Bates, Cedar, St. Clair, and Hickory. 
We began meetings in the last named 
August 31, in a grove belonging to Mrs. 
Palina. Paxton, four miles north of Wheat
land, in the Wheatland brancb, and contin
ued up to September 5, holding four services 
on Sunday, prayer at 9: 30, preaching at 11, 
basket dinner at 12:30, preaching at 2:30 and 
at night. Two promising young people, 
Miss Laura May and Willie, children of Bro. 
and Sr. Wayne Paxton, were baptized and 
confirmed the day following. Others were 
near entering the kingdom. The Wheatland 
Saints are a warm-hearted people, and gave 
us a hearty welcome to return. We are at 
present at Square Prairie schoolhouse, 
preaching. Will close here tonight.. A Mr. 
Isaac Eldridge gave his name for baptism. 
Will attend to it this evening or in the 
morning. There is a lady ready for the 
water, but her husband is not at home, so 
she has decided to await his return as she 
thinks he will follow her, as he is favorably 
impressed. A Mr. J. W. Hobbs, not a mem
ber of the church, has offered to fit up a 
grove (and it is in a place where churches 
and schoolhouses are locked against our peo
ple) if we will come and preach for them. 
He said we could have his house, but it was 
too small. We told him we would try to ac· 
commodate him about the last of September 
or first of October if the weather was not too 
cold. So you see we are not standing still. 
God bless the work. T. R. WHITE. 

Golden Gate Station, 
OAKLAND, Cal., Sept. 14. 

Editors Herald:-Since writing you last we 
have been hard at work. I think I never 
worked harder and with as little visible re
sults as I have the past four months. Since 
putting the tent in operation we have held 
meetings with it at San Jose, Encinal, Moun
tain View, Gilroy, Sea Bright, Capitola, and 
Santa Cruz. At the first six places I was as
sisted by Bro. D. L. Allen. While at Capi
tola Bro. Holt joined us, and Bro. Allen went 
to Monterey to join Bro. E. Keeler. I found 
Bro. Allen a very pleasant companion. 1From 
Santa Cruz we moved to the reunion at Oak· 
land. There we had a busy time, and had 
the pleasure of seeing and helping the Sun
day school workers carry on a daily Sunday 
school. This was called the ''children's 
hour." It was an effort to obey the, injunc
tion, "Feed my lambs," and to demonstrate 
practically the utility of that branch of the 
"helps" which ''God hath set in the church." 
Why should not our little ones and ,older 
young people be entitled to an hour out of our 
everyday service at such places? They are 
there, surely they have the right to be •fed. 
I am of the opinion that an early hour of each 
day <hould bJ so devoted at these places. 
This, we think, would be infinitelyj better 
than doing pa.rade work in our especial days 
allotted to us. 

Well, our work here was not all Sunday 
school work. We were placed as chorister 
of the meetings, and tried to make that 
feature of the meetings (the music) a success .. 
Here we wish to thank those of the local 
talent who so cheerfully helped us in that 
work. 

Well, "ihe powers that be" have seen fit to 
take us out of the Central California district, 
and the remainder of the year I am to be as
sociated with Bro. Phillips with the tent in 
this district, and then am to go north into 
Oregon. Expect to reaeh Oregon about No
vember 1 to 15. Have written Bro. Harris 
for direction for the campaign there. I will 
be pleased to hear from the Oregon Saints 
also. 

With Bro. Phillips we opened the battle 
here last night. Bro. H. L. Holt was with 
us, and as we always use (or try to) the best 
material at hand, we g-ladly listened to him 
instead of occupying ourselves. Brn. Holt 
and Allen leave for operations with the Cen
tral district tent today. I believe their first 
point of operations is Hanford. Brn. F. B. 
Blair, Price, and Pa.rkin, and Sr. Parkin 
from San Francisco were with us last night, 
also Bro. and Srs. Day and Williams, of 
Berkeley. 

The reunion, in most particulars, we vote 
quite a success. However, will let others 
describe it. Well, I am in California. My 
address is Oakland. 

As ever, in the battle for truth, 
A.M. CHASE. 

September 15, 1900 . 
Editors Herald:-Once more the joy and 

gladsomeness of reunion experience are 
things of the past for the Des Moines dis
trict, so far as the mingling of people is con~ 
cerned, and the village of white canvas that 
sheltered Israel of latter days thus assembled. 
But the effect of that animating and all per
vading influence of the Holy Spirit so pre
eminent throughout the entire assembly will 
stand in evidence of the event until the sands 
of life are run out, and the feet of them that 
trod the shaded ground made sacred by the 
presence of God through the Spirit stand on 
the more blissful and sacred ground of his 
eternal realm. God was in the camp and his 
best gift as found among the gifts of the gos
pel, "Charity," ruled supreme, so that the 
effulgence of her brightness rendered there
union in every feature a soothing balm to the 
tired soul of spiritual pilgrimage. The 
word of truth was declared, not with enticing
words of man's wisdom, or by the excellency 
of humanly acquired eloquence, but in the 
demonstration and power of the Holy Spirit, 
and left the heretofore inimical persons with 
broader and deeper conviction of the truth, 
and friendlily disposed. So•,we have every 
reason to believe that good was accomplished 
through the name of the holy child,Jesus. And 
let me gently say to you• who were there 
and who were made the happy recipients of 
divine light and glory, your responsibilities 
are increased. Walk in that light and have 
fellowship one with another, and not witl:t 
the unfruitful works of darkness. And let 
me say further to the Saints of the Des 
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Moines district, you have made one soul re
joice at your ready and willing response to 
the call when a tent was needed. Of the one 
hundred and twenty-seven dollars it cost 
there are but ten dollars yet to be paid. You 
can guess who it is, no doubt, and by your 
glad faces and hearty handshakes your confi
dence thus reposed in God and this latter
day work was so apparent as to furnish that 
one material for a more studious and careful 
reflection of individual responsibilities. 

Our conference passed pleasantly and 
profitably. Two of the brethren of the Perry 
branch were ordained to the office of elders 
who were before priests. They were H. A. 
McCoy and Elber E. Earhart, and were or
dained by Elder D. M. Rudd and High Priest 
M. H. Cook. Those men both promise by ap
pearanca to be useful workers in the vineyard 
of the Lord. 

Elder H. A. McCoy and Priest C. J. Peters 
both received district appointment. McCoy, 
who for years has acted as district clerk, will 
devote his entire time to the work both of the 
Sunday school and ministry, and will be found 
a willing and useful worker in his calling. 

The next reunion will be held at Rhodes, 
Iowa, on the Milwaukee railroad. Our next 
.conference at Des Moinee, in February, 1901. 

I am yet feeling sore and somewhat weak
ened by the exertion of reunio·n labor, and if 
it were not for the strength received by the 
inner man I would feel doubly worse. We 
moved the tent off the camp ground the 11th 
Qf this month, and with a feeling expressed 
by the poet thus:-
With all the joy and gladness we had known, 
There comes a tinge of sudden sadness that onr parting 

must be shown. 

And shrouded by sadness on our taking 
leave, we turned our faces and hearts to meet 
the stern realities of active missionary life. 
Accordingly we pitched our tabernacle and 
hoisted the banner on the 13th, at Baxter, 
Iowa. Two nights we met a small crowd of 
outsiders and broke the bread of life as best 
we could. Elder William Kephart is with 
me and we expect other help also. In bonds, 

J. W. MORGAN. 
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and gave Bro. Porter the subject of the beast 
to preach upon the following evening (Rev. 
13). Monday at ten a. m., met again at the 
residence of Bro. Porter Robertson for busi
ness, perfect harmony prevailing. The Saints 
of Hebron branch were cheered and com
forted, and are better prepared for the work 
intrusted to their care. With love to all 
God's people, I am, as ever, 

Your brother in Christ, 
W. M. SELF. 

GLOVER, Mich., Sept. 17. 
Editors Herald:-The two days' meeting 

advertised to take place here on the 15th and 
16th inst, was well attended, and the Spirit 
of the Master was with us throughout. El
ders J. J. Cornish, J. A. Grant, and Willam 
Dowker were with us, and being blessed with 
the splrit of their calling and good liberty, 
the Saints enjoyed a real spiritual feast. The 
only drawback and sorrow felt was the part
ing of the Saints at the close of the meeting, 
when our brothers and sisters left for their 
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itual gifts-true and false. As it commenced 
to rain, and the wind blowing hard, only 
about one hundred were present to hear the 
wise instruction given. Thus closed the best 
reunion ever held in the old Far West dis-
trict. Yours truly, 

J. c. Foss. 

WEST BAY CITY, Mich., Sept. 18. 
Edito1·s Herald:-The two-day meeting at 

Glover passed off very pleasantly. It was 
fairly well attended, all seemed to enjoy 
themselves, and many expressed themselves 
as being glad they are Saints in latter days. 
Brn. J. J. Cornish, William Dowker, and the 
writer did the preaching. May the Lord 
water the seed sown is our prayer. 

Yours for the final triumph of Zion, 
J. A. GRANT. 

·JUSTICE. 
Editors Herald:-ln a late issue of the Her

ald the statement is made that G. T. Grif
fiths declared the Southern California 

homes; but we feel to thank our heavenly reunion off. In justice to Bro. Griffiths we 
Father that the time will come when the wiah to correct the statement. The reunion 
faithful in Christ Jesus will meet where part
ing will be no more, where we may ever be 
with our brothers and sisters basking in tbe 
sunshine of our Older Brother and blessed 
Savior, who died that we might live. Let us 
be faithful, dear Saints, and give heed to the 
beautiful sermons and admonitions of the 
servants of God who have so plainly told u~ 
our duty that we may be profited thereby. 
Hoping the Saints may enjoy at all their 
meetings what we have enjoyed for the past 
two days, and that God . will bless his people 
everywhere, I am, 

' Your brother in the faith, 
THOMAS MCNAMARA, Clerk. 

was declared off by the concurrent action of 
missionaries and district officers. The mat
ter of finance was considered, and because of 
the drouth the Saints were very hard up; 
therefore it was agreed to by all the officials 
and missionaries in the district. 

Yours, 
T. W. CHATBURN. 

ORCHARDVILLE, Illinois, Sept. 15, 
Editors Herald:-The Southe~stern Illinois 

district reunion, which was held from the 
6th to the 13th inst., was a success. The 
preaching was by J. T. Davis, M. F. Gowell, 
Arthur Allen, F. M. Slover, I. A. Morris, J. 
F. Henson, and J. E. Bozarth. The prayer 

STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., Sept. 11. services each day, at nine a.m., were good. 
Editors Herald:-The Far West, Missouri, The Sun.day school exercises were interesting 

district reunion which was held at Stewarts- and instructive, each of those of the priest
ville, from September 1 to 10, was a grand sue- hood who spoke giving good words of en
cess, under the presidency of T. T. Hinderks couragement to this department of work. 
and J. C. Foss. The preaching was by Pres. The congregations that assembled were or
Joseph Smith, Bishop E. L. Kelley, Ephraim derly and attentive. Those who were atten-
Summerfield, Swen Swensen, J. A. Gunsol- . tive at all the exercises and took part in the 

BEATRICE, Nebraska, Sept. 14. ley, J. S. Roth, J. C. Foss, S. F. Cushman, J.M. Lord's work were bleased. Voted to have a 
Editors Herald:-Conference of the South- Terry, John Smith, C. Scott. Ern. T.A. Hougas reunion next year. F. M. Davis, David 

ern Nebraska district convened with Hebron and J .A. Gunsolley represented the interest of Hoover, and the writer were chosen as a com
branch, the 9th of September, at eleven a.m., the Sunday school and Religio work. Thir- mit tee to select time and place. We hope 
Bro. Waldsmith in the .chair. Bro. Porter teen were baptized. God's Holy Spirit was for better results next year, and the com
was the speaker for the hour, at the end of present to aid in presenting the word of life. mittee has decided to do what it can to have 
which one promising young man offered him- Tongues and interpretation, and several it so. You will hear from us later on. If we 
self for baptism. The Saints brought their prophecies were given, which greatly helped want good results to come, let each individual 
dinners with them, and we had quite a re- to cheer us on our way. Many that were do what he can to bring them to pass. This 
union and enjoyable time, the good Spirit sick were administered to and received the is a day of sacrifice, and the Lord will not do 
being present. At three o'clock Bro. Caleb blessing. We had the pleasure of listening it all. We are workers together with him, 
Blodgett was the speaker and we were en- to the Stewartsville brass band two days on and must do our part of the work if we get 
couraged and strengthened. Bro. Caleb is the camp ground. the benefit promised. There are a great 
feeling well in the work. After the services Ern. Head, Ben Dice, and their noble many things for us to do after we get into the 
we went to Little Blue river, a distance of saintly wives did well to feed the multitude church by faith, repentance, baptism, and the 
six miles, and in the liquid wave Bro. Wald- that came on the ground. C. P. Faul acted laying on of hands. We get the Holy Ghost 
smith buried our worthy brother, Oscar Lar- well his part as usual, to collect money to pay by complying with those principles and are 
ratt. May the blessings of God be with him expenses, and seeing that the elders did not then commanded to go on to perfection, and 
always. At eight in the evening our young leave the ground without enoagh to purchase if we stop we are not keeping the command
brother was confirmed by Ern. Porter and their ticket. (That's right, Charley.) ments, but are transgressors, and sin is the 
Blodgett. Your humble servant was the Pres. Joseph Smith was made the choice transgression of the law. Keep the com
speaker for the hour, with good liberty, the to deliver the closing sermon on Monday mandments, or, as the apostle says, "Go on 
house being full. An Advent came forward. evening, and delivered a fine sermon on spir- · unto perfection," should be the watchword 
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all along the line; and all those who fail to deed, to have such grand blessings-the buy the lands;" and secondly, gather together 
heed the above admonition will fail to get powers of darkness dispersed frcm before us, upon them and keep the law and thereby 
the great reward. Jesus is the great leader. and the heavens to shake for our good and sanctify the land of Zion. "Wherefore, 
and commander, and he has said to come and his name's glory. But how is the church to meaning the church, thou shalt give heed 
follow me. "Live by every word that pro- he the recipient of such blessings\' Liston, unto all his words and commandments." And 
ceedeth out of the mouth of God." Doing the dear reader, while I repeat: "Wherefore, we have certain men who have already been 
things which God Las commanded brings us meaning the church, thou shalt give heed chosen and ordained whose duty it is to gov· 
near to him, and failing to do the things unto all his words, and commandments, ern the affairs of the property of this church. 
which he r<quires separates us from him. which he shall give unto you." All, in this (Sec. 38: 8.) Bishop Hilliard has already 
Darkness comes through disobedience. case, does not mean a part. placed himself upon record concerning the 

The Lord said to the church in 1882: ·"And Now, as the church is commanded to give above law already raferred to, in the follow- .~ 

your minds in times past have been d:wkened heed unto all his words and commandments, ing words, in Saints' Herald, January 4, 1899. 
because of unbelief and because you have I now refer to some of those words which the Therefore our duty is clearly to call Oll the 
treated lightly the things you have received church has been told to give heed unto: Saints ill all the world to comply with this 
which vanity and unbelief hath brought the "Again, verily I say unto you, I will show law, and send in their moneys, that we may 
whole church under condemnation."-D. C. unto you wisdom in me concerning all the buy up lands in Jackson county, or the coun-
83: 8. churches, inasmuch as they are willing to be ties round about, as wisdom may direct, and 

They were to "remain under this condem- guided in a right and proper way for their our ability permit, and in this way obey the 
nation until they repent and remember the salvation, that the work of the gathering to- instruction given in 1873. Now, as we have 
new covenant, even the Book of Mormon and gether.of my Saints may continue, that I may a number of other bishops we would be glad 
the former commaDdments," "not only to say build them up unto my name upon holy places: to hear from the.m also along this line. "A 
but to do according to that which" God bas for the time of harvest is come, and my word land of peace, a city of refuge, a place of 
"written, that they may bring forth fruit must needs be fulfilled .... Therefore, a safety for the Saints of God" ,;annot be estab· 
meet for their Father's kingdom, otherwise commandment I give unto all the churches, lisbed except by the church giving heed unto 
there remaineth a scourge and a judgment to that they shall continue to gather together all his commandments. Tithing, consecra
be poured out upon the children of Zion." unto the places which I have appointed; tion, and gathering is a part of the things to 

The Saints failed to heed the Lord's ad- Devertheless, as I have said unto you in a which we are told to give heed and should be 
monition, and in 1833 they were driven out form_er commandment, let not your gathering observed. Zion cannot be built up oo!y 
of Jackson county, Missouri, and finally out be in haste, nor by flight; but let all things through the means which God has ordain~d. 
of the State into Illinois, because they were be prepared before you; and in order that all Yours in hope of final success for all de
slow to hearken to the voice of the Lord. "In things be prepared before you, observe the partments of the work, 
the day of their peace they esteemed lightly commandments which I have given concern- F. M. SLOVER. 

my couDsel."-Sec. 98: 3. We claim that the ing these things, which saith, or teachetb, 
church bas been reorganized by command of to purchase all the land~ by money, .which 
God, and we as Saints of the Reorganization can be purchased for money, in the region Editm·s He,rald:-I have seen so much in 
should profit by whatsoever things vvere round about the land which I have the Herald about dancing that I wiU say a '\ 
written aforetime, and not make the same to be the land of Zion, for the beginning or few words. I was baptized years ago by Bro. 
mistakes which were made by the church the gathering of my Saints; all the land T. W. Smith, but have always looked upon 
from 1830 to 1844. We as the Reorgauization which can be purchased in Jackson County, Bro. Charles Derry as my father in the 
claim to be the true and lawful successor to and the counties round about .... A11d let church. He by his wise counsel and Chris-
the church organized in the da,ys of the honorable men be appointed, even wise men, ~ian deportment set ~e ~0 thinking and read-
Martyr, and we have placed ourselves upon and send them to purchase these lands: and. , Ing and at,last ~0 ~e~re.vwg. Bro .. Derry has 
record and pledged ourselves to take the every church in the eastern countries when I not forgotuen hls VlSlt "0 our home In Buffalo, 
three books, Bible, Book of Mormon, and the they are built up, if they will hear-ken unto Iowa, I am sure. 
Book of Covenants, with the Holy Spirit, for this counsel, they may buy lands and g-ather I was young when I joined the church, and 
our guide. together upon them, and in this way they dancing was my delight, I danced even 

God is no respecter of persons; and if fail- may establish Zion."-D. C. 98:9, 10. after I became a member of the church. I 
ing to keep the law brought the old church In section 45:12, we are told: "With one had danced in my girlhood days, 1md it was 
under condemnation, the same failure would heart and wHh one mind, gather up your bard for me to give it. up, for I had never 
bring condemnation to the Reorganlzation in riches tha'o ye may an inheritance looked upon it as being wrong·. 
like manmlr. And if keeping t.he law, the which shall hereafter be appointed unto you, The position my husband held on the boat 
whole law, will bring greater blessings to us and it shall be called the New Jerusalem, a as "pilot," threw me into the company of 
as a church, the sooner we get at it the bet- land of peace, a city of refuge, a place of pleasure-seekers, I spending much of my time 
ter. No use for us to "We thank thee, safety for the saints of the most high God; with him the first years of our married life. 
0 God, for a prophet, to guide us in these and the glory of the Lord shall be there, and There was hardly a trip made without an ex
latter days," unless we as a church are will- the terror of the Lord also shall be there, in- cursion aboard. They came for recreation, 
ing to keep the revelations and command- somuch that the wicked will not come unto and pleasure., and dancing was the order. 
ments which that prophet has given. That it; and it shall be called Zion." And as a natural cons€quence they expected 
is tho only way that we could be guided by a Here we are told in plain words what to do the officers of the boat and their friends to 
prophet; that is, by keeping the word of the in order to establish Zion; that is, gather to- join in helping to entertain, the boat being 
Lord through him; and that is just what we gether our moneys and appoint wise men and our ''little world," as it were. Our "cabin 
as a church are instructed to do. Listen: send them to purchase the lauds as God has boys" carried a "string band," and every 
"Wherefore, meaning the church, thou shalt commanded, and after they are purchased night, as soon as the last meal was out of the 
give heed unto all his words, and command- that "my saints should possess them accord- way, they would clear the cabin and take 
ments, which he shall give unto you, as he ing to the laws of consecration which I have their places and ,begin to play, and the dance 
receiveth them, walking in all holiness be- given." The Reorganization has been in ex- was on. My dear husband did not approve of 
fore me; for his word ye shall receive, as if isteDce for more than forty years, and if Zion my dancing, but being ever kind and indul
!rom mine own mouth, in all patieDce and has been established it has not been done ac- gent, gave his consent. 
faith; for by doing these things the gateA of cording to the word of the Lord through the Since writing the above I have read an 
hell shall Dot prevail against you; yea, and latter~day seer. l Zion cannot be built up un- article on dancing by Bro. C. Scott. I am 
the Lord God will disperse the powers of I less it is by the principles of the law of the with him in the mr.in. His article is full of 
darkDess from before you, and cause the celestial kingdom {sec. 102: 2); and one of I truth; and while I cannot see the wrong in 
heavens to shake for your good, and his i those principles is for the Saints "to gather the dancing itself, it certainly is wrong for 
name's glory."-D. C. 19:2. Wonderful, in- together their moneys and send wise men to t "Latter Day Saints" to dance, for we a.re told 
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to come out from the world. He asserts 
that dancing arouses the evil propensities of 
the human nature. That may be so in some 
cases; but such I would not .like to trust in 
any company. 

When I danced I did it for the enjoyment 
of the dance, and I judge others by myself. 
I seemed to be lost to everything around me 
only the sweet strains of the music. 

But what does he think of those detestable 
"kissing" parties? There is where his "Sa
tanic Majesty" enters in. I know Saints who 
will allow their sons &nd daughters to go to 
them when they would hold up their hands 
in "holy horror" at the thought of a dance. 
I think a well regulated dance is credita
ble to them. Batween two evils it is best to 
choose the least. I have wondered why I 
have never seen anything in Herald about it. 

Original PoBtru. 
SINCE I HAVE BEEN REDEEMED. 

BY SISTER ALICE. 

How precious is my Savior's name, 
Since I have been redeemed; 

His goodness would I e'er proclaim, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

His loving kindness dries my tears, 
Since I have been redeemed; 

His smile dispels my foolish fears, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

CHORUS:-

Since I have been redeemed, 
Since I have been redeemed, 

I will glory in his name, 
Since I have been redeemed, 

I will glory in the Savior's name. 

Ohl would I had a trumpet voice, 
Since I have been redeemed 

P. 

To bid the world make him their choice, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

To tell to all his matchless worth 
Since I have been redeemed, 

And sound his goodness over the earth, 
Since I have been redeelJ:led. 

CHORUS. 

His love is all my song by day, 
Since I have been redeemed; 

My meditation by the way, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

The pillow of my rest at night, 
Since I have been redeemed; 

My food, my drink, my chief delight, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

CHORUS. 

Though earthly wealth I may not gain, 
Since I have been redeemed, 

Nor worldly honors e'er attain, 
Since I have been redeemed, 

Yet I can count them all as dross, 
Since I have been redeemed, 

And glory in the precious cross, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

CHORUS. 

Farewell, earth's follies, all farewell! 
Since I have been redeemed; 

r:go with Christ, my Lord, to,dwell, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Toward his throne I have set my face, 
Since I have been redeemed; 

And in this strength will win the race, 
Since I have been redeemed. 

CHORUS. 

A SONG OF PRAISE. 

Come ye that love the Lord, indeed, 
And join me in his praise; 

Whose souls from bondage have been freed, 
Your grateful voices raise. 

Oh, were the power but mine to sing, 
My wondrous joy to prove, 

Loud should the vaulted heavens ring 
With anthems of his love! 

He heard my cry of deep distress, 
While wand'ring sad and lone; 

He sought me in the wilderness, 
And he will lead me home. 

When mists of doubt hung o'er the way, 
And the path seemed dark and dim, 

He lit the lamp of faith, whose ray 
Guided my steps to him. 

While travel-worn, heartsick, and faint, 
No rest or succor nigh, 

He quickly caught my feeble plaint, 
And from his rich supply 

Brought wine to cheer my fainting heart, 
And balm tci make it whole; 

With oil he soothed each sting and smart, 
With manna fed my soul. 

His sweet voice quelled my rising fears, 
He bade my doubtings cease; 

With tender hand he dried my tears, 
And gave me rest and peace. 

My cup of mercy runneth o'er, 
My table is supplied 

With bounties from his heavenly store; 
What need I ask beside? 

To sing my love if power were given, 
Methinks the angelic throng 

From o'er the parapets of heaven 
Would lean to catch the song. 

And answering back the rapturous strain1 
Would strike their harps of gold, 

Till o'er all heaven's shining plain, 
The echoing anthem rolled. · 

THE BANNER OF LOVE. 

I have taken my stand 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

With Christ for my Captain and King; 
His sweet call I heard, and accepted the word, 

And my all to his service I bring. 
I have taken my stand 'neath the banner of 

Love, 
Too long have I lingered, but now 

I have made him my choice, and my soul doth 
rejoice, 

As in humble submission I bow. 

CHORUS:-

! have taken my stand 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

I'll desert its fair colors no more, 
And no foe need I fear with my Captain so 

near, 
Soon, soon will the conflict be o'er. 

I have taken my stand 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

A:1d here will I ever abide, 
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With naught to alarm, for safe from all harm, 
Is the soul that keeps close to his side. o 

I have taken my stand 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

And the armor of Faith have put on, 
At the word of command to go forward or 

stand, 
Keeping guard tillthe vict'ry is won. 

CHORUS 

Neath the banner of Lwe is my shelter and 
shade, 

My refuge when danger is nigh; 
All my wants I may bring to my Captain and 

King, 
And my needs he will freely supply. 

'Neath the banner of Love there is rest, 
peace, and joy, 

U ashaken by conflict or storm; 
No cares can oppress, nor griefs long distress, 

The soul that doth lean on his arm. 

CHORUS. 

And while I abide 'neath the banner of Love, 
And walk with my face to the light, 

No enemy's dart can enter my heart, 
Through the breastplate of righteous 

bright. 
While onward I march 'neath the banner of 

Love, 
Whatever the powers that assail; 

With Truth's keen-edged sword in the 
strength of my Lord, 

O'er my foes I will surely prevail. 

CHORUS. 

For the battle we fight 'neath the banner of 
Love 

Is a conflict with Satan and sin; 
And though fierce the war wage, though all 

hell should engage, 
Yet Christ will the victory win. 

Then why not enlist 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

Since Christ is our Captain and King, 
This warfare to wage 'gainst the powers that 

engage 
Your souls into bondage to bring. 

CHORUS. 

Who would not enlist 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

And to the end bravely endure 
A:nd on Canaan's fair shore when the confiict 

is o'er, 
A home everlasting secure? 

Who would not enlist 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

Since the Captain stands ready to pay 
In heaven's pure gold every soul that's en

rolled? 
Oh! why should you longer delay? 

CHORUS. 

Oh! come and enlist 'neath the banner of 
Love, 

That floats from the ramparts of heaven; 
Rich bounties to all who answer his call, 

The Ca-ptain has said shall be given. 
Oh! come and enlist 'neath the banner of 

Love, 
And angels thy helpers shall be; 

And a bright crown of life at the end of the 
strife, 

The Captain has waiting for thee. 
CHORUS. 

G:mNITo, Virginia. 
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Mothers' Home Coltlmn. 
EDITED IIY FRANCES. 

One stitch dropped as the weaver drove 
His nimble shuttle to and fro, 

In and out1 beneath~ above, 
Till the pattern soemed to bud and grow 

As if the fairies had helping been-
One small stitch which could scarce be seen; 
But the one stitch dropped pulled the next stitch out, 
And a weak spot grew in the fabric stout; 
And the perfect pattern was marred for aye 
By the one small stitch that was dropped that day. 

A PRODIGAL'S RETURN. 
Low on the crimsoned waters hung the 

ocean sun, shedding its glory on the surround
ing heavens, and far out on the calm, wide 
sea, tipping the crests of the dancing waves 
with gold, till the somber deep seemed trans
formed to a thing of splendot·. Overhead the 
sky was cloudless, and, aro. far as the eye 
could see, stretched the beautiful horizon, 
where sea and sky seemed to meet. The 
whole scene was a perfect eventide, that hour 
that turns the traveler's heart, wherever he 
may be, to his native land; that hour when 
the fond mother pauses to wonder where her 
children are now that have left the old house 
to wander over land and sea. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

supposed to be asleep, came that of running 
away with a bad man from my good home. 
So now tonight you are all going home, but I 
-I know not whether I am to be received or 
refused," and he burst into tears. 

"Poor boy," said the captain; "Robert, 
you are like the prodigal son, but are you so 
truly repentant as he?" 

"Indeed, sir, I am willing to go back as a 
servant, only to have their forgiveness, for I 
have God's pardon and trust in him ever 
since I first wanted and missed the care of 
my parents; but God was so merciful he has 
kept me through all," and his face lighted as 
he thought: no man need be without One to 
care for him. 

The great ship glided steadily on, till now, 
as the moon shed her white light over the 
waves, the welcome harbor lights began to 
glitter and sparkle in the distance,_ and 
warned all to prepare for Peparation, each a 
diff8rent path. 

"Now, Robert," said the good captain, 
"may God be with you, and may you be wel
comed home; go to the dear ones, confess all, 
and humble yourself. Live, with God's aid, 
a goQd life; and now good-bye; we may never 
meet on earth again, but strive to meet in 
heaven. May the Lord keep you, Robert. 
Fa.rewell." 

And they parted amid the bustle of reachSo, what wonder, then, that the music of 
th t · t 1 · "H S t H , ing the port and landing; everyone was soon 

a Imm.or a piece, orne, wee orne, on his own way. Rubert, with a heavy 
rang out m the great homeward-bound vessel h d t h h th 't d 
h d.1 . . . eart, passe on ou t roug e c1 y, an 

t at was stes" 1 v p1y1ng 1ts way to the har- ' d 
1 

. t d H 
•• • • 1 I starte on a ong, qme roa . e remem-

bor, that now appeared llke a low c.oud on b d th t · , d d th L d . ere e cap am s wor s an e 0r was 
the honzon; what wonder that the crew 'th h' ' 
joined their voices in those loved Wl lm. 

The road was so long and the night was so words with all the vigor of manhood, all of 
still that Robert's spirits fell still lower. them but one, a tall, sad-faced young man, 
Above, veiled by the fleecy clouds, the moon• who stood apart from the rest, looking out 

on the waters over which night was fast 

He had caught nothing of the light-heart
edness that filled his companions ~.s they 
thought of meeting friends once more; but 
indeed, turning from them, he sat alone. 
He was noted for his steadiness, and the cap
tain admired the lonely youth who, tho ugh 
quiet, was the best worker on board: so, 
crossing over, he laid his hand on the lad's 
shoulder. 

looked down and the stars twinkled bdgh tly 
in the dome of the heavens, while the deli-
cious breeze of a beautiful summer night 
stirred the leaves of the trees that cast 
grotesque shadows on the path. 

As he reached an opening, Robert paused 
and looked through. There miles and miles 
of green fields and low hills lay in the moon
light and far off he saw a silvery stream, it 
was the river, he knew it well. How often 
in boyhood's sunny days he had lain in the 
shade beside it and listening to its gurgling, 

"Robert," asked he, "why are you so imagined it was a magic tongue that told of 
silent, and especi'ally tonight, when we are all the scenes it passed and how, though its 
all so joyous at the thought of meeting home beginning was a thread of a brooklet, it 
and dear ones again?" ended in the boundless main. 

"Home and dear ones?" repeated Robert. And Robert wept as he thought of those 
"I had them once, sir, but cannot claim them hours that perhaps would never come ag·ain. 
now, for one night, seven years ago, I left Hark! From some distant tower came the 
the home, where I had lived so happily, for sound of a bell. Nine clear strokes broke 
sea, against my parents' will, with a captain t.he silence, then all again was still. 
whose character one can judge by his con- , Nine o'clock, the traveler hastened, though 
senting to take a boy of thirteen without his foot-sore and hungry, for he had not re
parents' permission from a good home where freshed himself since he left the ship, but 
there was plenty of everything to make a had hurriedly gained the'path and pursued 
boy's life happy. He proposed and I ac- his way. 

A choking feeling came in his throat as he 
looked. 

"I'll hurry," thought he, "they used to go 
to bed at ten, and it is better I know my fate 
tonight than bear the suspense longer," and 
he quickened his pace till he reached the 
bridge. 

Here he paused again and stopped to listen 
to the murmur of the tireless stream. It 
seemed to say, "Go no farther, rest here, cast 
your weary self into the depths of these cool 
waters and over you they shall close, no man 
ever knowing." 

Not having strength to listen to the river 
voices beckoning him, he unwillingly walked 
away, saying to himself, "If I am not wel
comed there, here is a near grave," and with 
tottering steps the prodigal son walked up 
the path that led to the rear farmhouse door. 

Here the sight of rose bushes and woodbine 
climbing affectionately around that low, 
wide door cheered the lad's heart, for bow 
could anyone entering through that door be 
but welcomed? 

Ar;d Robert crept up to the window and 
peered through the lattice. 

There was the whole family at prayers; 
but 0, how changed they all were. His 
mother's hair was white as the snow, his 
father was a wrinkled, gray-haired man; the 
children were all grown now and he would 
never have known them had he met them 
anywhere but home. 

He crept to the door and knocked softly, 
and trembiing· in his heart as he heard some 
one approach the door; it opened and there 
stood his father and behind him his wife. 

"Have you shelter for a poor wanderer to
night?" he asked timidly. 

"Why, yes, come in and refresh yourself 
and stay with us till the morrow," answered 
his father, "it is so late we are just about to 
retire," and they brought him and poor 
Robert was seated in the old rocker he had 
fallen asleep in so often when he was a boy. 
"Hurry, wife," said his father, "our friend 
here must be hungry," but "wife" only stood 
and stared at "our friend." 

Suddenly she cried, "James! Children! it 
is our RCJbert." 

'Then what a clamor there was, what em
bracing, wha•t hastening to . prepare the 
dainty meal for the returned prodigal! How 
glad they all were to see him, why had he 
stayed away so long? Robert confessed all 
and was freely forgiven, and as soon 11.8 re
freshed was shown up to the same little 
room, and sinking in the pillows, after thank
ing the One who had guided him safely 
home, sank into the 5weetest sleep he had 
known for many a year. 

And if earthly parents can give such a 
welcome to their children returning home, 
what will the welcome be in heaven when 
weary of the world we turn to our last and 
eternal home to our waiting Father? 

ELFRIDA MCINTYRE. 
JERSEY CITY. 

cepted, though I would never had I not read He reached the top of the hill he had been 
a book my father had forbidden me to handle; ascending and looked down into the valley. 
one of those books that wrecks a structure of Here and there stood a farmhouse or barn, 
character the parents have tried to build, just as he had left it that night long ago. 
and fills the young mind with impossible And there, just at the end of the valley, He that goeth about as a talebeare~ reve~l
glories and escapes; so out of the evil of across the river, near the bridge, nestling eth secrets: therefor~ ~eddie not w1th h1m 
reading this book at night, when all were . among the trees he saw his father's house. , that'fiattereth with h1s hps.-Proverbs 20:19. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

The teacher should be with her class each 
sabbath, and be there on time. A tardy teacher 
will soon ruin the best class. The teacher 
should strive to fully understand the lesson 
before trying to teach it to her class. She 
must not expect to make a success of teach· 

(Send communications for this department to the Editor 1·ng others what she does not know herself. Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editorsllerald,Lamoni,Iowa.") Do not pretend to be interested in the lesson 

METHODS OF PRIMARY WORK. 
(For Northwest Kansas District Convention.) 

What does the word "primary" mean? We 
will see what Webster says: "Primary, first 
in time, dignity, or importance; preparatory 
to something higher; that which stands first 
or highest in rank or importance." So pri
mary signifieE< something very important; the 
preparatory steps to "come up higher." Then 
we should not consider the primary depart
ment of the sabbath school merely the "lit
tle tots," but the most important part of .the 
school, remembering "as the twig is bent, 
the tree's inclined." We should obtain the 
very best teachers for this department. When 
we have secured the right kind of teacher, 
they should be kept as long as possible; and 
as long as they remain in the line of duty, 
they should be sustained by paren'us and su
perintendent. 

when your thoughts are far from it. A real 
live teacher will love her work. She will let 
the children see that she has an especial in
terest in them. She will·make them feel as 
the lad said when asked why be was going to 
Sunday school, "I'm part of the concern. My 
teacher says it wouldn't seem like Sunday 
school if I wasn't there to say my text. I just 
have to go." If they know they are needed, 
they will be interested in going, and will try 
to be in their places each sabbath. Pray to 
God that his Holy Spirit may direct in teach
ing these little ones, that they may "remem-
ber their Creator in the days of their youth." 
Pray earnestly for them; teach them the ne
cessity of prayer; have them repeat the 
Lord's prayer in concert; explain to them 
the meaning- of the words they use, and littla 
by little they will learn to ask God for what 
they desire, and to thank him for the bless
ings they receive. Help them to realize 
there is much depending upon them. 

The class should ~ot be too large, better Always notice if any are absent, and if possi-
have two or three primary classes. It see~s ble find out the cause of their absence. Let 
useless to state that the Gospel Quarterh.es i them know you missed them. Encouage 
sho~ld be used, as th~y are suppose: to be m I them to study by allowing them to tell 
all schools of }he Sa,nts. The claos. should (in their own language) what they remember 
be .so formed unat the teaches may gatne~ the of the lesson. If the parents have an inter
children about her and talk to them m a est in the spiritual welfare of their children 
friendly manner. they will encomage them to study, by help-

When addressing the class the teacher ing them all they cau. When explaining 
should speak in a low but very distinct tone; 

1 
Jesson to them, try ·to compare h to some 

by so doing she will keep their attention 1 event in their own lives; for instance, the 
without disturbi~g the other , cl!>.s. ses,. for :\· travels of the apostles in former days was 
there are very 1ew schools w1th separate very much like our eldePs as they travel from 
class rooms; and we must remember that 1 place to place, todz,y. Always use a larg,e, 
others have rights as as ourselves. The ' bright colored map when possible to obtain 
class offering should be taken as soon as the ! one; the bright colors will attract their at-
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to do the same. So it requires constant 
thought and care on our part that we may 
not lead the little ones astray. We must at. 
all times practice what we teach. 

ES'l'ELLE HART. 

THE TEACHERS' QUARTERLY. 
Owing to unavoidable circumstances we 

have to announce that the Teachers' Quar
terly could not be issued in the form originally 
intended for the quarter-October, Novem--
ber, and December-but the matter for teach-· 
ers, supplementat·y to that found in regular 
qu:.trterlies, is being issued as a supplement 
to Senior Qua.rterly. Further announcements 
will be made as the work progresses, and re-
mittances already received will be applied 
when the quarterly is issued. 

J A. GUNSOLLEY, for Executive. 

EUROPEAN !!fiSSION. 
Annual co:nfGrence met in the South M:an-

cbester meeting Denton street, Hulme, 
at six p. August. Elde:,Thom~s Tay~ 
lor in the ass1skd ~!ders ". Dews-

Sr., and C. Caton, R. Armstrong 
F. Mather secre·oaries. It was resolved, 

the of this conference of 
have full powers and 

"~<,,,, . ., . .., when over 
G-eneral 

of missionaries. 
Bro. 

to the bad 
·wales. It 

following 
Saints had t"eq· 

the work 

all in their places, so their minds J tention, and will enjoy looking at It as 
b f . ll fitt' t' ,. I sniritual COD.·-may e ree trom ::.~, care, so · mg ·hem "o most children love bri!!'ht D, ictures .. Point " 

,. B:rmingham more fully enjoy the lesson. Then, too, out t,he places you study about, as you come work 
there will be no danger of pennies being to them in the lesson. Then as a kind of re- his district a cunan,on. No 
dropped, for oft.en as small a thing as that j view, let them. find the places as you as.k I serious tr(·JU. ble exis.ted bt·anches 
creates great confusion in t.he class, and so I about them. They may not be able to read ::u;d the were their· best. 

· · R•nce last 'f'yler arr· for the draws the mind away from the I or even know the bu'u they will soon """ brother. of -;.n·d ~eal, · 
lesson. learn the location of the different places, a.nd I · Elder John 

During· class work the superintendent that will help them to remember the names. condition 
should especially visit this department of the Ellcourage them to learn the golden text., ofo Clay Cross 

w ..,s prospects. It<, ttee 
school, aud thus encourage both teacher and it will strengthen their memory. Never place laud on which to build a. 
pupils. He should see to it that the little make light of their little mistakes or odd Manchester was by 
ones take an active part in the general re- speeches. They will soon learn to place a who said there 

influences milita· view. It is a pleasure to all, but especially great amount of confidence in their teacher, 
the work during to their children to watch the eagerness 

1 

and if she is the right kind of a teacher, her exercise of faith 
with which they listen to every question. influence will go w!tb them all through life be done. One 
How their little faces beam with pleasure and help them to overcome a great many at Leeds, called 
when the superintendent says, "Let some of difficulties that would otherwise seem almost apparently g·ood pr-os-

is Walter Aveyard. Of the little,folks answer this question." And impossible to them. tbe other he said the majority of 
if parents and teacher have done their duty I think the method to pursue in primary the officers and members were trying to ad
they will be ready to answer. They may not work first, iast, and all the time is, love the vance spiritually .. Sever~l members ha~ 
give as complete an answer as some of the work and the cause you are working for·. We been added by .b~ptlsm durmg t.he ~ear, ana 

. , . . , some of the m1mstry were puttmg forth re-
older ones, but 1f they try to do the1r part, should always kee p m mmd the thought, I newed efforts. Western Wales was reported 
and do it the best they can, the superinten- am teaching these little ones how to fit them- by Elder Alma Bishop hopefully, although 
dent himself could do no better. Of course selves for life here and hereafter, and that :,he work was at a low ebb. The Bishop's 
to conduct such a review successfully, the we are responsible for many of their thou.,.hts agent's report w~s here p~·esented and re-

. ."" ferred .to an auditmg committee. 
lessons from all grades should be prepared by and acts. They thmk, my teacher sa1d or On Monday morning the conference cater-
the one conducting the review. did so and so, and it must be all right for me ing committee of 1899 presented its report. 
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The total receipts were £9. lOs. 7d. and ex
penditure £4. lSs. Hd.; leaving a balance in 
hand of £4. lls. lHd. This report was pre
sented to an auditing committee. Report of 
~ommittee on revision of rules called for, 
when C. H. Caton said the calling together 
of the brethren appointed was found imprac
ticable, and therefore nothing had been done. 
"This report wae received and the committee 
discharged. With reference to report of 
committee on "missionary labor," it was re
solved to receive the report of mem hers of 
the committe present., after which the com
mittee was discharged. Report of auditing 
eommittetl on catering reuei ved and adopted: 
We report our labor for couference of 1\)00: 
We received £7. 12s. lOd. and expended £8. 
Hs. 2d., leaving a deficit of 18;.. 4d , which 
we made up from balance of last year. L'ln
don branch was reported by R Ciih for 
Thomas Bradshaw. It showed the spiritual 
eondition "same as at last repnrt," h::Jpeful. 
Some were living faithfully. Eight nam•os 
.bad baen taken off the b >oks; thAy were 

· those who had not at~ended service for years. 
At eleven a. m. the question of Sunday 
ilChool organiza.tion was considered. Eider 
John Taylor gave a synopsis of the business 
affecting the question. Bro. Mather briefly 
placed the matter for consideration before'
the conference. Rosol ved, that in the opin
ion of this conference it is desirable that 
Sunday school work, in connection with the 
"branches of the church in this country; be 
:placed under the control of the branch and 
district organiz.'1tion. At 2:20 p. m, the 
.auditing committee on Bishop'$ agent's ac
count reported account correct; but find no 
l'eceipts from Bro. and Sr. Pitt for amounts 
they received, which we consider not busi
nesslike or fair to the Blshop's agent. R~
port adopted, spread on the minutes, and 
committee discharged. Rosolved that con
Jerence proceed to a temporary organization 
llOnsequent upon General Conference not hav
ing appointed an official in charge. Whereas 
the church in America has not appointed a 
missionary in charge of the work in this 
coun~ry; theref01·e, be it resolved that we 
request High Priest and Bishop designate 
Thomas Taylor as the highest authority in 
this country to take charge of the interests 
of the work in Great Britain, and that we 
J<ive him our full confidence and assistance. 
That Bro. W. R. Armstrong be appointed 
secretary to Eider Thomas Taylor ap
pointed in charge of the interests of the 
work of Great Britain. The resignation 
of Elder Mather, assistant secretary of 
European Mission, was accepted. A vote 
of thanks was awarded him for past services. 
Resolved that the balance from conference 
committee's account of 1899 be handed over to 
conference committee of 1900. The secre
tary's expenses account was presented and 
payment authorized. R~solved that we sup
port the general and local authorities of the 
church. R'lsol ved that the conference ex
press its pleasure and great gratitude at the 
appointm3nt of High Priest Thomas Taylor 
as Bishop to this country. Resolved that a 
Yote of thanks be awarded the brethren and 
.sisters, the catering and locating committees 
lor the way they have attended to our wants 
during conference. Resolved that a copy of 
the resolution of the conference of 1899, with 
reference to the appointment of a bishop and 
quorum of elders, be forwarded to the gen
eral church authorities. Notice of motion by 
Elder Meredith: that at next conference he 
would move that the time of holding confer
ence be chang-ed. R9sol ved that this confer
ence now adjourn~, and that a C<~nference of 
the elders of Great B~its.tn is hereby snm
moned to meet on the Saturday preceding 
the August ba.nk holiday of 1901, cont,inuing 
over the two fo1lowiag days, and that t.he 
place of holding conference be left in the 
hands of High Priest, Thomas Taylor in 
eharge. And be it further provided that thP 
secretary under the direction of Elder Taylor 
notify the districts, branches, etc., as usual. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
On Sunday morning at 9: 30 met to partake 

of the sacrament. The meeting was a profit
able one. At 10: 30 the Saints met in Hulme 
vestry hall for preaching; an attentive and 
appreciative audience was present. At 2: 30 
p m. a fellowship meeting was held. At 
6:30 preaching by Elders Caton and E R. 
D ewsnup. Oa Monday evening a closing fel
lowship meeting was held. There was a 
good attendance and some very good testi
monies were born. An enjoyable conference 
was then brought to a close. 

DES MOINES. 
Conference convened at Colfax, Iowa, Sep

tember 1; presidents, J. W. Morgan and D. 
M. Rudd; scretaries, H. A. McCoy and Shel
don Armstrong. Branches reporting: DJs 
Moines, D~s Moines V~lley, P0rry, Ooka
loosa, What Cheer, Clear Ct•eek, Concord, 
Rlchland, and Boonsboro. What Cheer and 
0 ;kalooaa reports were referred back to the 
bcanches for correction. Ministry reporting: 
E\ders J. W. Morgan. D. M. R11dd, W. H. 
K~pbart, M. H. Cook, N. Stamm, and G. W. 
Shimel; Priests Jacob Waltenbaugh, W. C. 
Earhart, C. B. Brown, R W. Bare, J. R 
Eppers:Jn, C. J. Poters, and H. A. McCoy; 
Teacher Aiwil F<·eel, and DJacon J. S. Young. 
The Bishop's agent's report showed total <JOI
lections $339.46; expenditures $26 7 66; on 
hands $7 t 80. Audited and found corrent. 
Perry branch requested the ordination of 
Brethren W. C. E trhart and H. A. McCoy to 
the offi0e of elder. Request granted and ordi
nation attended t.o. The committee ap
pointed at last conference to purchase a new 
district tent reported having purchased the 
tent. The work and report was accepted and 
the committee discharged. The committee 
to raise m::mey to purchase tent reported. 
Report accepted and the committee con
tinued. J. W. Morgan was elected treasurer 
of tent fund. H. A. McCoy was given a dis
trict appointment. C. J. Paters was given a 
mission in Madison and adjoining counties. 
Adjourned to meet in D)s Moines the second 
Saturday in February, 1901. 

PITTSBURG. 
Conference asEembled at Fairview, West 

Virginia, September 8; J. F. McDowell and 
James Craig chosen to preside, James Rais
beck and J. E. Ebeling ~ecretaries. Branch 
reports: Pittsburg 16l; Wheeling 160; Fay
ette City 60; Fairview 50; Beaver Falls 15; 
Banning, no report. Elders reporting: James 
Craig baptized 3, V. ·M. Goodrich, J. B. Wayt, 
J. F. McDowell, C. Edward Miller, L. D. 
Ullom baptized 6, W. H. Forbes, R. Perrie, 
0. J. Tary baptized 5; Priests John Bright, 
W. W. Hodge, Louis A. Serig baptized 1, J. 
F. A. Smith, W. E. Rush, Thomas Gaskill; 
Teachers H. L. Benner, T. S. Hadfield; 
Deacons J. E. Ebeling and E E. Omohundro. 
Bishop's agent's report: Receipts $1,135.47; 
expenditures $954 32; balance on hand $181.15. 
Reported audited by L. A. Serig and Robert 
Perrie and found correct. Bro. McDowell 
made a statement as to the condition of the 
work in the district, and the growing inter
est in the financial part of the work. Bro. 
Craig spoke of the condition of the work as 
seen from his viewpoint, Statements were 
heard from two of the delegates to General 
Conference. Upon recommendation from 
Fairview branch, Bro. Jasper Dubbs was or
dained a teacher and Bro. McClellan Lydick 
a deacon. J. F. McDowell was sustained as 
district president and James Craig as asso
ciate president, E. E. Omohundro as Gecre
·tary, and L. D. Ullom as Bishop's agent. 
The routine business of conference having 
now practically closed, action was taken by 
those interested in organiz\ng a district Sun
day school association, the schools in the dis
trict favoring such action. The following 
brethren were elected as officers until next 
conference: J. F. McDowell, superintendent; 
James Craig, assistant; L. A. Serig, secre-

tary; J. E. Ebeling, treasurer. At social 
meeting with sacrament, a few sick ones 
were administered to; after this service Bro. 
Craig baptiz9d a Mr. Carr. Preaching by 
.J. F. McDowell, James Craig, and Robert 
Perrie. Adjourned to Wheeling, West Vir
ginia, March 2, 1901, at two p. m. Sunday 
school association on Friday evening, March 
1, at 7: 30. A peaceful spiritual season was 
enjoyed throughout. 

SHEFFIELD. 
Semiannual conference of above district 

convened in the Saints' meeting room, Clay 
Cross, England, July 14 and 15, J. Austin in 
charge, J. Roberts clerk. Rt~ports of priest
hood were read, the following having 
reported: Elders J. Austin, J. Roberts, 
C. Cousins, S. Holmes sen., 8. Holmes 
jun.; Priests W.Sharpe, J. Arber, J. Holmes, 
H. Taylor, J·. H. Holmes; Teachers W. 
Holmes, E. Wragg. Spiritual and finan
cial reports of branches were passed as read. 
The following resolutions were then passed: 
Resolved that in future the district treas
urer's accounts be audited and reported upon 
at every conference. Resolved that we re
gret the nonappointment of a president in 
charge of the European mission. :B,esolved 
that we sustain all general church authorities 
by our faith, prayers, and means. Sunday 

·services as follows: Morning meeting, J. 
Austin in charge; addresses by Brethren 
R"'llings, RJberts, Taylor, and E Wragg. 
Afternoon, 1 :45, Sunday school; G. H. 
Holmes in charge. Brethren J. Austin and 
J. RJberts addressing the scholars. Fellow
ship meeting at three, in charge of C. Cous
ins. Evening preaching services, C. Cousins 
in charge. Speakers, S. Holmes jun., and J. 
Austin. The conference then adjourned to 
meet at call of president. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 
Semiannual conference of above district 

convened at Bushrod park, Oakland, Sep
tember 5. Elder G. T. Griffiths chosen to 
preside, F. B. Blair associate, E P. Schmidt 
clerk. Ministry reporting: Elders G. T. 
Griffiths, R. Etz9nhouser, A. B. Phillips, 
George Daley, J. A. Anthony, C. A. Parkin, 
E. P. Schmidt, and F. B. Blair. Branch re
ports: San Francisco 143, Oakland 124, Sac
ramento 188, Sant!]. Rosa 155, Irvington 30, 
Alma 26, Stockton 76, Humboldt 40. Lower 
Lake and Mountain Home branches not re
porting. C. C. Joehnk, in charge of district 
tract fund, reported as follows: Expended 
$20; received $6 85; balance due $13.15. The 
following district officials were sus~ained: F. 
B. Blair president, C. A. Parkin treasurer, 
E. S. Chase clerk, and C. C. JoE:hnk in 
charge of district tract fund. Resolved that 
all the authorities of the church be sustained 
in their respective positions. Adjourned to 
meet in Sacramento at call of district presi
dent. 

UTAH • 
Conference of above district convened at 

Pleasant Grove, Utah, September 8; Elder D. 
W. Wight chosen to preside, Elder W. S. 
P0nder secretary. Branches reporting': 
06den 63, Pleasant Grove 72, Salt Lake 160, 
Provo 90. Ministry reporting: Elders W. S. 
Pender, Ptlter Anderson, R. J. Parker, S. D. 
Condit, R R. Dana, D. W. Wight, H. B. 
Sterret; Priest James D,Jwns; Teacher John 
Hendrickson. Bishop's agent reported: Bal
ance on hand last report $58.87; receipts 
$229 60: expenditures $202.99; balance on 
hand $85.48. Officers elected: Missionary 
in charge chosen president; Sr. Maggie Mc
Lane, sustained as secretary; and Sr. J. D. 
Cooper, Bishop's agent. The following 
named were elected as delegates to next Gen
eral Conference: Brethren John Hendrick
son, Peter Anderson, R. J. Parker, S. D'. 
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Condit, W. S. PendeP, D. W. Wight, R. R 
Dana, and Sr. Flora Phillips. Adjourned 
subject to call of the president. 

8tlndau 8Ghool Associations. 
NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 

Convention of above district met in Higbee, 
June 14 and 15. District superintendent, Sr. 
Louise Palfrey, being absent, assistant super
intendent, Sr. Mary J. Richards, very ably 
superintended the meetings, George A. 
Tryon was secretary. Bevier and Higbee 
Sunday schools reported. Superintendents' 
reports were had from Brn. Robert Thrutch
ley and David L. Morgan. Treasurer's re
port was read, referred to an auditing com
mittee, and found correct, as follows: Balance 
February 8, $5.86; receipts $6.84; expendi
tures 20 cents; balance on hand $12 50. 
Librarian of the district, William Chapman, 
reported. The report was adopted, and on 
motion his rcqest to get report books was 
granted. Bills of expense were allowed: of 
superintendent 75 cents, assistant superin
tendent $2 40, secretary 71 cents, and 
librarian 12 cents. Resignation of Sr. 
Louise Palfrey as superintendent of the dis
trict was accepted, and election of one to 
take her place was deferred till next conven
tion. Bro. Frank J. Chat burn was chorister, 
with Sr. Pearl Davis as organist. The local 
choir with the assistance of Sr. Thol'burn 
helped in the convention to the pleasu're of all 
present. Considerable time was spent in insti
tute work in discussing questions of interest 
to workers in the district. School on Sunday 
morning was well attended. All the district 
officers were present except one. The school 
was divided into six classes; there were fifty 
in attendance. After class work, the school 
was reviewed by Bro. I. N. White. Although 
the work in some parts of the district was 
slow the convention was an enjoyable and 

table one. Adjourned, to meet at Pol
October 5 .. 

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 
school association of Southern Ne

braska convened with Hebron branch, 
September 9, at t,en a. m. An interesting 
session was held. Our district was 
read by Sr. Myers, of 
a very good recitation; also short 
speeches by Bro. Myers and others. At 
three p. business session. Bro. Barss 
chosen tern. Four schools re-
ported; we proceeded to 
a Sunday Bro. Ed ward 
was chosen and Sr. Mary 
Duncan Secretary and treasurer 
chosen also; and we named this new school 
Good Adjourned to meet with Wilbur 
Saints in The schools in this dis-
trict are in condition, and the work is 
onward and upward. To all the superintend
ents and officers, let us be faithful to the 
work intrusted to our care, for it is worthy of 
our best efforts. The Sunday schools of to
day are the church of tomorrow. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. C35 

Sunday schools of Central California dis- i Do we want the Lor~ ~o remove the.curse 
trict, prepare to take part at the convention : from us and our ~round? If so, Malachi tell£ 
to be held at the di~trict conference at Tulare, 1! us how . we can find favo: wlth God, returl! 
in October next. Please be present as n..any unto hnn, and keep h1s commandm~nts, 
as possible. JOHN SWENSEN, Supt. What were they? The same that was g1.ve~ 

through our modern prophet (Joseph Sm1th,J 
that I have first quoted above. In taking 
away the curst>, what were some of the thingg 
be would du:' He would ,·ebuke the deYourer 
that be will not destroy the fruit of your 
ground. We discover by comparing the 
prophecies o! the past with what has beel1 
revealed to us in these last days, the law re· 
lating to the gathering of God's people is oow 
just what it has alway~ be<n; there bave only 
been a few of all the people that have inhabited 
t,his globe who Wtre willing to keep the 
law by which t,hey could be gathered, accord· 
ing to the ~criptures. Encch and a few of the 
people who lived in hi8 day kfpt tbb law. 
(D C., SPc 36) 

Sunday school convention of Nauvoo dis
trict will meet October 5, at New London, 
Iowa. We would like to have all reports and 
credentials in by Friday morning, so that all 
business can be transacted in the morning. 
The afternoon will be devoted to class work, 
and the evening to an < n•ertainment.. Re
ports may be sent t') Marjorie Wright, 1001 
Maple street, Burlington, Iowa, before Thurs· 
day preceding the convention. 

GEORGE LAMBERT, f:lupt. 
MARJORIE S. WRIGHT, Sec. 

-------~~--------

jVlis~sllansotls Department. Christ wept over Jerusalem and said he 
had often wantf d to gather the Jew~, but 
they would not let him. He could only do so 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICES. by their obedience to a fixtd law, "the celes· 
To the Saints of Central Illinois District, tiallaw," which includes the law of gather· 

Greeting:-In the conference minutes of Cen- ing, '·the law Enoch and his people observed." 
tral Illinois district I notice J. D. Stead was He says be bad sen~ unto them the prophets 
recommended to E. L. Kelley, Bishop, to act (Reb. 1:1, 2), evidently for the purpose of re· 
as his agent for that district. And in the vealing his Jaw to thtm, and they bad killed 
S rr 1 18 h · · them, and were now ready to kill him. 

aints' .uerala of Ju y appears ls appmnt- The people of today are no exueption to the 
ment by the Bishop. f 

For this recommend of the Beardstown rule, in disregarding tbe commandments o 
conference of July 7, and the appointment of God. We can never make a success of the 
our Bishop, I have no apology to make; it gathering until it is done in the Lord's own 
was all done without my knowledge or con- way; the Jews never made a success of the 
sent. I would have been glad had you chosen gathering, for the reason they were not wil· 
some other man to look after this part of the ling· to keep his commandment.s. They re
Lord's work; howbeit, since I have been your jected the law when it was given to them 
choice, I will endeavor to prosecute this work through the prophets. And when Christ 
as faithfully as any other part of my work came to them, for this they were 
which bas been entrusted to me. always scattered (not ::md. the 

To as many of the sa,ints and friends of curse is still hanging over them. 
Central Illinois district as have received the With the history of the 
gospel, I appeal, to giYe as the Lord has pros- both Jewish and that of this 
pered you; or in other words, give up the continue to do as they have dmw, 
Lord's part, one tenth. The prophets of the the law, contir.ue to live under the curse, and 

accused a people who called themselves then at last be cut off from the presence of 
people of God vf robbing hlm (Malachi 3), the Lord?• O::" ;~.ill we. r,is; in, o~~ mi~ht an~ 

and makes himself understood by saying they ! k~ep the ,vholv law, leot1n;, otnc.ro do as theJ' 
were withholding that part that belonged to I Wlll. 
the Lord, and goes on to tell them for so do- J' Let the Saints of 

they were cursed; and in order to have i[J th~ very formation of 
Lord remove from them this curse, they g1n r1ght and 

must return unto him and keep his willing to make 
his commands. What were :you do 
into my storehouse all the tithes, will be Jowa. 

there may be meat in house; and prove to have their name on the 
me herewith, and see I do not remove try and you 
tbrl curse from off moneys sent Ever 

Dear Saints, if and it can I working for the redemption 
be shown from the given in 
these last that the same conditions ex-
ist now as then, would it be out of place 
for a servant of God to call your attention t,o 
these facts? Let me a commandment 
or two, which seems be right in point: "If 
thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep 
all my commandments. behold, thou 
wilt remember the poor, consecrate of 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS REUNION. 
The sixth reunion of Southeastern Illinois 

district was held at 
September 6 to 13. John T. 
Slover were chosen to preside, 

thy propel'ties for their support."-D. C. 42: 8. 
Again: "Verily thus saith the Lord, I re
quire all their surplus property to be put 
into the hands of the bishop of my church of 
Zion, ... and this shall be a beginning of 
the tithing of my people; and after that, 
those who have thus been tithed, shall pay 
one tenth of all their interest annually; and 

Kewanee Sunday school association will this shall be a standing law unto them for
convene at Canton, Illinois, Friday, October ever, for my holy priesthood, saith the Lord. 
5, at 10:45 a. m. Canton Sabbath school ex- Verily I say unto you, It shall come to pass 
tends a cordial invitation to all schools to that all those who gather unto the land of 
take part in an entertainment to be given Zion shall be tithed of their surplus proper
Friday evening. Any who are willing to ties, and shall observe this law, or they shall 
take part will please notify Miss Ida Jones, not be found worthy to abide among you. 
Canton, Illinois. Officers will please see to And I say unto you, if my people observe not 
their reports, and local librarians will please this law, to keep it holy, and by this law 
re~ember our district librarian an.d send in 1 sanctify the land of Zion unto rue, that my 
the1r. repo~t .to her (Mrs. Bess1e Clark, I statutes and my judgments may be kept 
Peoria, Ilhn01s), that she may be able to thereon, that it may be most ho~y, behold, 
make out her report. verily I say unto you, It shall not be a land 

MRS. ED LAMB, Dist. Sec. of Zion unto you."-D. C. 106:1, 2. 

secretary, Arthur· Burroughs chorister, 
Martha Bing organist. F. M. Davis, John 
Phillips, and James Brown were chosen to 
act as finance committee. The following 
brethren did the preaching and presided at 
the prayer meetings: John T. Davis, F. M. 
Slover, M:. F. Gowell, Art,hur Allen, I. A. 
Morris, J. F. Henson, J. E. Bozarth, M. R. 
Brown, John Thomas, Louis Brown, James 
Beown, J. Kurtz. 

Two sessions were devoted to Sunday 
school work; profitable and interesting .talks 
were made by the elders and some of the 
lay brethren and sisters. 

A Religio service was also held, in charge 
of Bro. Arthur Allen, and considerable in
terest aroused. 

A spirit of unity, peace, and love pre
vailed during this reunion, and it was enjoyed 
by all. Some doubts of success existed in the 
minds of the promoters, but foreseeing ob
stacles, those who had it in hand and in. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
l.heart, by centering and uniting their efforts, I REUNION NOTICES. 
um:ade this reunion a blEssing to themselves j South Missouri reunion, which was to con
;.and ot~ers. Th_e weather was perfect,. the 1 vene October 5, will be postponed for this 
iiJreachmg ~as excellent,, the prayer meetmgs 1 year. Circumstances over which the com
c:Strengthemng; the outs~de ~ttendance. g?od mit tee have no control have made this change 

Conference will convene at Plano, Illinois, 
October 6 and 7. Branch officers will please 
see that the respective branches are correctly 
and fully reported. The ministry are re· 
quired to report in writing. We would also 
extend an invitation to all to come and bring 
the Spirit of the Master, that we may have a 
time of refreshing from the Lord. 

·on th~ average, and at t10~es .arge .. It~1s uhe necessary. D. w. THOMAS. 
~xper1en?e of those who "'"te~d re~mon~, t.hat HENRY SPARLING. 
JJ.f full enJOyment and benefit 1s gamed, Sawts 
<>hould prepare themsel vas to ca1'1Jp on the 
,ground and remain throughout, if possible. 
:Solomon's ad vice will apply to reunions
·"whatsoever thy hand finds to do, do it with 
:fill thy might," or in other words do it with 
all thy heart, doubt not, fear not, and full 
satisfaction will be realized. Half-hearted 
cefforts mean partial results. It is hoped that 
Saints throughout the district will begin to 
;prepare their minds for the next year's re· 
nunion (time and place of which was left to the 
·committee appointed: D. Hoover, F. M. 
'Slover, and F. M Dwis treasurer) and by so 
doing receive a blessing beyond computation 
in dollars and cents. A tent committee was 
:appointed, consisting of Lester Burroughs, 
. Louis Brown, and Will Clements. 

M. F. GOWELL, Sec. 

PASTORAL. 
To Whom it May Concern:--This will give 

,:notice that the appointment of Elder A. J. 
Layland, referred to the Bishop and the 
missionary in charge of the R)cky Mountain 
,mission, has received their concut·rence, and 
':he is hereby recommendel to the Saints 
.:among whom. he may labor. His field of 
labor will be eastern Idaho and western 
Wyoming, and his address, Thomas Fork, 
J:daho. D. W. WIGHT, 

Missionary in Charge. 

This is to certify that Bro. Earl Corthell is 
··:appointed to labor in Clinton and Independ
-ence, Missouri, districts, in the stead of Bro. 
Ltle Quick, who has been released at his own 
.request. 

Also that Bro. R. T. Walters has been 
transferred from South Missouri district to 
<Jentral Illinois district, to meet an urgent 
demand. We cheerfully commend Bro. 
Walters to the confidence of all those whom 

.lhe may labor among. I. N. WHITE. 

NOTICE TO AUDITING COMMITTEE. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 19, 1900. 

:BRO. F. M. WELD, Lamoni, Iowa; 
Dear Si·r:-Yours making inquiry as to 

:proper time when books would be ready for 
'auditing committee received, and replying, 
will state that we expect to be ready by the 
dose of the Dow City reunion. I think that 

· ;eloses about the 6th or 8th of October; so 
that any time that your committe sees fit to 
Rrrange for between that time and the 15th 
would, I think, be suitable to us. I notified 
the members of the committee, who were 

·-away in July, that they could come the first 
{)f August if they eo desired, but received a 
Teply that it was preferable that all the post
ing be done first, so we have taken time to 
do that. I have also notified the other mem
bers of the committee that they could come 
.in October if they desired to do so, as both of 
them had written me to give them notice in 
:the matter. 

Very respectfully yours, 
E. L. KELLEY. 

Having received the above from thF 
Bishop, I publish this notice in harmonY 
with section 134, pag-e 115, Book of R.ules. • 

Will Brn. R. M. Elvin and M. F. Gowell o: 
the committee please take notice and ar· 
range their work so as meet me at nin' 
o'clock a. m., October 15, Bishop "'JVillian 
Anderson's office, Lamoni, Iowa, to make al 
:necessary preparation for our work. 

If this date is not satisfactory to all, pleas 
motify me at once. Any others ha.ving anJ 
thing to present to the committee relative t' 
;their work please take notice. 

F. M. WELB, Temporary Chairman. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
CHANGE OF TIME. 

South Missouri district conference which 
was to convene October 10, will be changed to 
meet on Saturday, October 13, at nine a.m. A 
report from all the priesthood will be expected, 
branch officers included. So all come pre
pared to have a spiritual time, and leave the 
spirit of faultfinding and private grievance 
at home, if you have any. 

D. W. THOMAS, Pres. 

Kewanee district conference will convene 
at Canton, Illinois, October 6, at ten o'clock . 
Prepare branch reports and send them in. 
Hope to see a good representation present. 

G. W. ADAMS, Pres. 

Clinton district conference will convene at 
the Saints' chapel in Rich Hill, at ten o'clock, 
on Saturday, October 6. 

T. R WHITE, Pres. 
VINA H. GOFF, Clerk. 

Northern Michigan district conference will 
convene at Beaverton, October 13, at ten a. 
m. We hope there may be a good represen
tation, both of officers and members. Branch 
secretaries, please see that statistical reports 
are properly made out and sent in. Elders 
priests, teachers, and deacons, send in writ
ten reports, as the laws and usages of the 
church require, and if convenient be present 
in person. Please send all branch and minis
terial reports to C. B. Joice, South Board
man, Michigan. After October 6, to Beaver
ton, Michigan, care of J. A. Carpenter. 

J. A. GRANT, Pres. 
C. B. JOICE, Sec. 

Conference of Not·theastern Illinois district 
convenes at Plano, Illinois, October 6 and 7. 
Branch clerks will please have their reports 
up to and including September 22. 

HENRY SOUTHWICK, Pres. 

Conference of Nodaway district will con
vene with Sweet Home branch, Missouri, on 
October 6 and 7. Let us have full reports 
from all parties, and come praying that the 
blessings of our heavenly Father will be ours. 

E. 8. FANNON, Pres. 

Far West district conference will convene 
with Delano branch, four miles north of 
Cameron, [?] Missouri, September 29 and 30. 
We trust we may have a good representation. 
Send in the branch repprts and delegate cre
dentials not later than September 23. 

T. T. HINDERKS, Pres. 
C. P. FAUL, Sec. 

HENRY SOUTHWICK, Pres. 

Visitors to Eastern Michigan district con
ference at Flint, October 6 and 7, will be met 
at the depots by the branch reception com· 
mittee, who will wear a white ribbon. All 
cordially invited. By order of branch, 

BERTA H. JOHNSON, Clerk. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE SUBSCRIPTION LISTS. 
All persons having in their hands subscrip

tion lists for cancellation of Graceland Col· 
lege debt are hereby r<quested to make 
return of the same by the 15th of October 
next. It is desirable to get the full number 
in and ascertain how many, if any, of the one 
thousand subscribers are lacking. Any 
parties who have lists in their hands and who 
have not presented them to branches and in· 
dividuals as requested, please do so at once 
and then forward subscription list to the 
undersigned and oblige. We have on lists 
already returned a goodly number of sub· 
scribers, and if those to come in do as well 
it will place our educational work where it 
should be. 

To those who have not subscribed to this 
fund already, we hope you will do so at once, 
and if subscription list is not presented to you 
by local agent, please send your name to the 
undersigned at Lamoni, Iowa, and oblige. 
Do not delay this a day. We will give due 
notice when the lists are filled to the amount 
of one thousand $25 subscriptions, and sub· 
scribers will have due notice and opportunity 
to fulfill the obligations. 

Desiring to hear from one and all by the 
15th of October, 1900, I am, in behalf of the 
Bishopric, Very respectfully, 

E. L. KELLEY, 
Presiding Bishop. 

LAMONI, Iowa, 24th September, 1900. 

NOTICES. 
The presidents of all branches comprising 

Northern California district are hereby re
quested to appoint one to make collections to 
apply on district tract fund. All moneys re· 
ceived may be sent to C. C. Joehnk, 511 K. 
street, Sacramento, California. By order of 
district president. 

E. S. CHASE, Clerk. 

RELIGIO NOTICES. 
Far West district convention of Zion's Re

ligio-Literary Society will convene at, De· 
lano, Missouri, four miles north of Cameron, 
September 28, at eight p. m. Let all the 
Religians come and enjoy a good time. 

WALTER W. SMITH, PRES. 
CARRIE LEWIS, Sec. 

District conference will meet in Chatham, 
Ontario, October 13, at ten o'clock. We hope 
all secretaries of branches will see that their 
reports are correct, and that every item re-
quired by the district secretary and church DIED. 
recorder are on them. Arrangements have PRIOE.-Howell, son of Howell and Jane 
been made with the C. P. R., G. T. R., L. E. :price, died at Keb, Iowa, September 11, 1900; 
and D. R. R., and the Wabash, to give the born July 31, 1900, at Ottumwa, Iowa. He 
usual reduction in passenger rates. In order was a lovely child, and has gone to Him that 
to secure the reduction, persons on starting said, "Suffer little children to come unto 
must inform the ticket agent that they are me." Funeral service conducted by Elder 
traveling to Chatham conference. Pay full John R. Evans. 
fare to Chatham and get a certificate for the LOCK.-Earl Dudley, son of Joseph and 
same. This is called a standard certificate, Maggie Lock, and grandson of Bro. Dudley 
and permits the traveler to return to the Lock, was born in Quincy, Michigan, July 
starting point at reduced fare. If you are - 11, 1896; died August 24, 1900, aged 4 years, 1 
traveling over two lines of railway !!.nd have month, and 13 days. A large attendance at 
to purchase a ticket over each, get a certifi· funeral services, which were conducted by 
cate with each. GEORGE GREEN, Pres. Elders Samuel Stroh and G. A. Smith. In-

. c=::l RICHARD COBURN, Sec; terment in Quincy cemetery, 

I 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published Every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

lubscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

iil:llilrrears unless terms are made with the Publish
!!illli:House. 

The traveling ministry, distr:ct and branch 
p-esidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
tllolicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
hnces payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
~s mail matter. 

JoHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACE i!lilllllii 

lroor c6!ta1ogue or. further info:rmation, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, Presidsnt, 

oor I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

J~AMONI, DECATUR Co., Iow.&. 

AN INTERESTING 

JUST ISSUED. 

BY HR C. J. 
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINISTERS 
ON ISAIAH 29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL 37: ltf--20. .. . . . . 

PRICE • 10 CENTS 

'rRE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth ·Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; iOO.. .. .. .. .. . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 15 

!>. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''OneBaptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

'1. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen Hie.; 100 .............. 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100.... . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig-
inal Tenet of the Church; per 

34. The Church or ICrugdom of 
God; \Vhat is It? vVhenee 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the nebdlion; 
100........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

40. What \Ve Bdiuve; per dozen 
1 Oc~. ; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

41. The Gospel and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery Letters; cal'h 5c.; 
per doz ~m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

44. Crooked Paths, per dozen 15c.; 
100... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

46. The Pure Gospel of Christ; 
per dozen ilc.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . 20 

48. One Wife, or Many; per 
dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. Eri Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . .... 
38. Den Gode Herdens Ri.ist, and 

Kristi Liirdom; per dozen 

3(} 

10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
GERMAN TRACTS. 

50. The Baptism; each ......... .. 
51. The Repentance; each ...... . 
52. The Principles of .the Gospel; 

each ....................... . 
53. The Epitome of ]'aith; each .. 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each ... ~ 
55. The Truth; each ... · ......... . 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth ................. ' ••••• 
174. Flexible ................ ~· •. 

1 SAINTS' HYMNAL. \Vords and I ~B. mucic. 

15 
05 

06 
02 
25 
05 

75 
1 50 

i3 

dozen lOc.; 100 ..... , ....... . 
17. The Atonement o.f Christ and 

the Final Destiny of Man; per 
I 

llO. Per dozen::::.':::::::::::: 
60 111. Cloth and leather .......... .. 

35 
3 75 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50. 

dozen ............... . 
18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-

tion of the Church; dozen, 

j 112. Fr1ll leather ................ . 
50 I 11:3. Gilt .. ' ................. . 

114. 1i'lex1bte. leathGr ............ . 
SO AFTERGLOW. Selected poems. 

19. A Statement and a 
of dozen 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the · 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

21. Truths by Three 
and Epitome of per 
dozen 3c.; 100 ........... : . . . 20 

22. ]'aith and Repentance; per 
dozen 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen lOc.; 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100 .... 140 
27. The Sabbath QU'estion; per 

dozen Hie.; 10.0. • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100 ........•...... 1 40 
29, The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
30. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ...... , . . . .. .. 1 00 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Qhurch? Ol.nd Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 .. .. 2~ 

32. Which is tl:i'e Church? per 
dozen 5c. i 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

138. Cloth ..........•........••• , 
WHAT IS MAN? Elder J. 

Lambert. 
140. Cloth ....••••..••. • • • • • • • •• · 

KiNG JAl\lES TBANSLATlON OF 
THE BIBLE. Self pronounc

wlth footnotes and full 
and references. 

1 2!'f 

179. Flexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun-
day school teachers' Bible, 
flexible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 

with references ...... . 
without references ... . 
without references ... . 

so 
30 
50 

he same as in the 
rchreological Com~ 

mittee's Repo can 
be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition 
of the Book of or-
mon. 

Complete set of six, 
www.LatterDayTruth.org



ffHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

ANDERSON. Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier, HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
ll.n<•.orporate<l un<ler the laws o:f the State o:f Iowa, J"lY 1. 1i'l9'1. 

Total assets .llannu·y 1, 1900, liH33,032.34; April :l, HIOO, I!U.<;~.7SL07. 

WI!¥ P'!f Interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All. 
~of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to . 

iW. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, lowti St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missouri, 
~KHOLDE.Bi!!h-llbs. David Dueer, Geo. H. Hllil&rd. A. K. A.nilerl!olll, Liley L. :Resseguie, ~ September 17 to Octobec 20. One fare and 

u~erson, Wm. Anderson, J'mnk CrUey, .ADee P. DeneN, Blla D. Wll!te!i.ead, G. w. Blair, W. A. Hop~. third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep-

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~mb~l6,18,2~~.~. MdOc~b~~~~ 
Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured Him .. 

- KIEL, Oklahoma, March 29, 1900. 
l!Jro. Ordway:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco .after the use of two boxes of your anti· 

d!~e, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years a.nd both chewed and smoked plug 
~acco. L. S. STALEY, 

'3 boxes o:f Quit-to-back sent postpaid anywhere in the United States or Canada for 
OO'lllly $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
s'it&mps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. , ·' 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill. 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A ~ew work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

~J;mmended by leading ministers as an able and 
ceo,m.p1ete refutation of the theories and arguments 
~'Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
,_;n_ts postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFi<'HJ!i.J, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
_c_-\.. Hc\. WS, 205Jz Polk Street, 

San Francisco, CaH:fornia. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
N:Orlh-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at De;; 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
~o!!!th-Leave Des Moines 8:25a.m., arri-ve 

Leon 11:45 a. m. 
daily except Sunday; connect wil:h C. 

& Q. at Leon. 

[IIISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
.JESUS CHRIST OF LAT
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
. President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 
Cloth, per volume .... , .. .. . 1 50 
Leather back and corners, per 

volume ........•.•.••.••.• 2 00 
Leather, per volume ....••••• 2 50 
Gilt edges, per volume ....... 3 00 

"Third volume not yet complete. 

e~UTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

,123. Cloth ..•• ,,,, •••...•........ 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEM
PLE LOT SUIT. 

124. Cloth .• , •••••• , .••• , • • • • . . . . 1 50 

BRADEN - KELLEY DEBATE. 
Report of the discussion be
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

U5. C1oth ....•••••.•.•....... , . . 1 50 

~AINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115: Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 15 

Per dozen ..............•.. 1 60 
-u6. Cloth, Iimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 

Per dozen .... , ....... , . . . . 2 70 
117. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 35 

Per dozen. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 75 
:US. Flexible, gilt edges. . . . . . . . • . 50 

D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

COMMERCIAL B NK 
LAMONI~ IOWA. 

Ample responsibili1y. Five per cent interest 
paid on time depos'ts. Correspondence so
licited. Farms and iown property for sale. 

VALUABLE INVENTIONS. 
Ihvc several very valuable inventions of my own origin, 

covering both the metbod also the machine for manufac
turing a very valuable product with an unlimited demand. 
Demonstrates its own value. Need money to push it to 
the front. Any brother having money waiting for in
vestment, please investigate. Addrees, C. E. MEAD, 
1915 Hammond Ave., West Superior, Wisconsin. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths • 

126. Cloth .•••••••••••••• , • , ••• , • 75 
127. Leather ..... , .......... , •••• 1 00 
128. Flexible • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each................. 10 
Per dozen . . $ .. " .. "e ~~Ill ... "'" $ c • 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp ••••••• , ....... , • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • • • • .. 25 
133. Cloth .•••••••••••••••• , • • • • • 40 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper ...••• , •.•• ,.......... 25 
135. Cloth. . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . • . . 50 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • • 30 
137. Cloth.. • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • 50 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A 
LIFE. 

144. Cloth.... • • • • • • • . . . • . • . • • • • • '15 

I
ll, 16, and 18. Returning good five days 
from date of sale. 

St. Louis Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 
1 to 6, 1900. Selling dates September 30 to 
0Jtober 5. Good returning 0Jtober 8. One 
fare for t':le round trip. 

Fall Festivities, Kansas City, Missouri, 
Oc )ber 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep· 
te::nber 29 to October 6. Good returning Oc· 
to'1er 8. One fare for the round trip. 

Sunday School S :.tpphes. 
;ECRET ARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
57. Cloth, limp, double size.. . . . . 75 

rEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen.. . 50 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa-
tions; per dozen...... . . . . . . 10 

60. ]'or districts to General Asso-
ciation; per dozen........... 10 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 20 

ENVELOPES. 
62, F'or collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 25 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. 75 
64. Small, ten kinds; 100. . . . . . . . 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
66. Per 1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK
ETS. 

67. Per 100..................... lQ 
68. Per 1,000 ................... , 1 00 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the goven•ment of schools; 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen.. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 10 

WINNOWED SO.NGS. 
70. Each....................... <~;Q 
71. Per dozen ................•.. 4 50 

ZION'S HOPE. 
72. A large fogr-page paper for 

children, issued weekly. Mrs. 
M. Walker, Editor. 
Siagle copies, per year. . . . . . . 50 
In packages of four to six, to 

one address; each . . . . . . . . . 40 
In pacl¥tges of seven or more 

to onE3 address; eacJl. . . . . . . 35 
Discontinued when one year 

in arrears. 
OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 

MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVENANTS, AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper.,.................... 25 
14:3. Cloth .••• -.............. •• • .. 4D 

MANUAL OF lTHE PRIEST
HOOD. By Elder C. Derry. 

145. Cloth, limp ..........• , •• , , • :15 
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E ' 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZF...D CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LA'l'£.EJR DAY 8AlNTS. 

Lamoni~ Iowa, October 3, I 40. 

CONTENTS: j taken out of men's mlnds vain opin- .. 1 and not; uYJon the fee" Th.e··re 1's no 
EDITORIAL: . fl_ tt . h f l l I •• l t. h .. u. ,_, • 

, ... 
1
-ormo",·sm, • M· hn d . 63~ liOns, a ermg opes, a se va ua- , viCe t 1at dot" so cover a man w1th 

u. • u. . nov o ;;omme amsm.. , · · · · ' - . 
Fd.mily Pcayer ........ _ ............ _637 twns_, 1magm~Jtwns as one would, and , shajme as to be found false itnd per-
A Relief Scheme for G:>lveston ....... 637 the llke, but 1t would leave the minds· fidious. And therefore Mont;aigne 
The Need o~?e.:~"· ........ _. ........ 638 of_ a number of men poor shr~nk~n saith prettily, when he inquired the 
B. R Tyler~ V!~lt to Lamom · · · · · · · .638 thmas full of melancholy and md1s- reason v"'hy the mord of th 1' ~ ORIGINAL ARTICLES' .0 • ' • • ., " e h::; 
Baptism.-No. 1.: ................... _639 positiOn, and unpleasmg to them- should be such a disgrace and such an 
Baptism of Alexander Campbell. ..... 644 selves? One of the F<J,tbers, in great odious charge? Saith he, "If it be 
Interpretation of D.1niel, Second severity, called poesy vinum dae- well weighed, to say that a man lieth 

, . ~hap,ter .. · .. ~ · .. _..... .. ........ · 6!~ monum, because it filleth the imagina- is as much to say, as that he is brav~ 
LETTER DEPARTM~NT. ' ................ 64b t' d t 't . b t 'th th l d d G d ORIGINAL PoE'l'RY: wn; an ye l IS u Wl . e s 1a ow to war s o and a coward towards 

'l'o the Memory of Georgie ........... 649 of a lie. But it is not the lie that men." Fur a lie faces God, and 
Mo~l;IERS' ~OME COLUMN: passeth through the mind, but tbe lie shrinks from mllln. Surely the wick-

' Hom?J 
1

· ·: · · ·: • · · · • · · • • · • • • • • • • • · • • .649 that sinketh in and settleth in it, that edness of falsehood and breach of 
fhe Bw.e 111 Llterature ............. 649 d th tb h t h k f f · h . "The Btidge of Trouble," ............ 64rl 

1 
o · e ur ; sue as we spa e o a1t cannot possibly be so highly ex-

The Name of Jesus ................... 650 before. But howsoever these things pressed, as in that it shall be the last 
SuNDAY ScHOOL DEPARTMENT:. are thus in men's depraved judgments peal to call the judo-ments of God 

SHunday SchAoo! otn Ctam
8
p Gr<?und.d. · · t' .650 3,nd affections, yet truth which only upon the generations gf men· it being 

ow an ss1s an, uperwten en d h · d · lf b h ' can Assist .... , ................... _651 ,. ot . JU ge 1tse , t.e~c e_t that the foretold, that when Christ cometh, 
CONFE~ENCE ~INU'rEs: . mqu~ry of tru~h, Wh;lCh, 1s the love- "he shall not find faith upon the 

Pmladelpb1a ......................... 6?1 makmg of woomg of It, tne knowledge earth. "-Francis Bacon. 
Western Wales.···· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6:>1 of truth which is the presence of it 
New Y~rk · ..... · .... · .......... -.... ·651 and the 'belief of truth, which is th~ South e. n Ind1ana .................... 651 . . · 
Eastern Maine ....................... 652 enJoymg of it, is the sovereign good THE TEMPLE LIBRARY AT NIPPUR. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIA'l'IONS: ........ 6521' of bu.man nature. MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: The remark3,ble discoveries made by 
GrovJ Meeting ....................... 652 The first creature of God, in the the Pennsy lv:ania University expedi-
To Sunday Schools ................... 6521 works of the days, was the light of tionat Nippur under Prof. Hilprecht 

==========·====== the sense; the last was the light of have awakened great interest, as by 
ON TRUTH. reason; and his Sabbath work ever these discoveries the history of 

"What is truth?" said jesting si~ce is the illumin~tion of his spirit.. ~a?ylonian civiliz_J.tlon has been car
Pilate; and would not stay for an an- F1rst be breathed hght upon the face neo. back t~ a p~rwd more than 7;000 
swer. Certain; there be that de- I of the m~tter. or chaos; then he B. c. Prof. Htlprecht has now re
light in giddiness, and count it a bond / breath~d hgbt mto the face_ of !Dan; tur~ed to Constantinopl~, and has de
to fix a belief; affecting free-will in a;nd st~ll he breatheth and msp1reth sc~1bed ~orne of. the cb1ef ~esults of 
thinking as well as in acting. And I hght mto the face_ of the chosen. I t~ns years work m the old City. The 
though the sects of philosophers of The poet th~t b:aut1?-ed the sect that llbrar.y of the gr~at temple :vas the 
that kind be gone, yet there remain w~s otherw1se mfenor to the r.est, ! most Important :hscovery wh1ch was 
certain discoursing wits which are of s::uth yet excellently well: "It IS a made. Prof. Hrlprecht stated. some 
the same veins thouo-h there be not pleasure to stand upon the shore, and eleven years ago that the remams of 
so much blood i~ the~ as was in those to see ships tossed upon the sea; a the library would be found a.t the very 
of the ancients. But it is not only I pleasure to stand in the window of a place where the discovery was n;!;ade. 
the difficulty and labor which men 

1 
castle, and to see a battle and the ad- In three mo_ntb~ no _le~s tb~n lr,2~0 

take in finding out of truth; nor vent~res thereof below; but no pl~as- tablets bearmg mscr1pt1~ns m cunei
again that when it is found it impos- ure 1s comparable to the standmg fo,rm characters ha~ oeen found. 
eth upon men's thoughts; that doth upon the vantage ground of Truth (a Tney relate _to busmess c::mtracts, 
bring lies in favor; but a natural h1ll t;to~ to be commanded, and where c<_mveya~ces,_letters, etc. Tne latest 
though corrupt love of the lie itself the a1r IS always clear and serene) and diScovenes d1sclose the fact that the 
One of the later schools of the Gre: to see the errors, and wanderings, and tablets are historical, philological, and 
cians examineth the matter and is at mists, and tempests in the vale below," literary, treating of mythology, gram
a stand to think what shouid be in it so always that this prospect be with mar, lexicography, science,..- and 
that men should love lies, wher~ pity ~nd n_ot_ with swelling or pride. mathematics. It. is thoug?t that 
neither they make for pleasure, as Certamly, 1t, 1s ~eaven upo_n earth. to when t~ey have all been d~mphered, 
with poets nor for advantage as have a mans mmd move m char1ty, they w1ll enable us to obtam a very 
with the ~erchant; but for the'lie's rest in Providence, and turn upon the adequate idea of life in Babylonia. 
sake. But I cannot tell; this same poles of truth. None of the documents ~ear a later 
truth is a naked and open daylight To pass from the theological and date than 2280 B c. It 1s probable 
that doth not shew the masks and philosophical truth, to the truth of that the library was destroyed during 
mummeries and triumphs of the civil business; it will be acknowledged the invasion ?f the Elamites, which 
world, half so stately and daintily as even by those that practice it not, that occurred at this date. 
candle lights. clear and round dealing is the honor Prof. Hilprecht considers that at 

Truth may perhaps come to the of man's nature; and that mixture of the present rate of working, five years 
price of a pearl, that sheweth best by falsehood is like an alloy in coin of will be necessary to excavate and ex
day, but it will not rise to the price of gold and silver, which may make the amine the contents of the great 
a diamond or carbuncle, that sheweth metal wo'rk the better, but it embaseth library. He considers that the unex
best in various lights. A mixture of it. For these winding and crooked plored part will yield 150,000 tablets. 
a lie doth ever add pleasure. Doth courses are the goings of the serpent; We know that the library was of great 
any man doubt, that if there were which goeth basely upon the belly, importance in early Babylonia, and 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

was the chief college for instruction 1 ties are greater and steeper, its form. view point carefully, and it should be 
in law and religion, as well as in all being almost conical. It is believed as impossible to see God in the deso
other studies. It is probable that no to be the spot where the ark rested, lati.on of Galveston as it is to see him 
example of a literary treasure trove but there is a tradition that Mount in the deeds of the ghouls who robbed 
in the world's history, not even in Judi in southern Armenia was the the bodies of the dead and dying. No 
Egypt, will result in so complete a spot The mountain is of volcanic one thinks of saying that God had 
recovery of the records of ancient origin and was in eruption in 1785, 1 anything to do with the awful work 
civilization. The work of exploration and in 1840 there was a vast discharge ' of those brutes, and no one should 
has been stopped on the library in or- of sulphurous vapors from its sides, think that he had anything to do with 
der to continue the work at the tern- and a tremendous earthquake shook the storm. Dr. Youker believes that 
ple and to complete the examination t,he surrounding country. There is man has no one to blame but himself 
of the southern and eastern lines of considerable literature devoted to the for the disaster t,hat came upon him 
the walls of the fortificatir.ons. 'rhe mountain.-Scienllfic ArneTican, Sep-~ by that storm.-Iowa State Register. 
numerous weapons were found along ternber 15, 1900. ~ 
the fortifications in t,hfl lower strata. ~~ 
This affords material for determining TO Tl:IE DEAF 

~ "GOD AT GALVESTON." 
the methods employed the besieg-
ing armies in the bloody early period The Rev. J. Clayton Youker, of the 
of Ba,bylonian history. In the course Eu?lid Avenue Methodist Church in 
of the present excavations the palace ChiCago, last Sunday on the 
belonging to the periods subject at Galve~ton." .He 
was uncovered an accumula- began by t.hat this wanmg 

A rich cu;·ed ;;f l,er deafness and 
noises in the by (),• r-.:-.eholson's Artili· 
cial Elir Drums, gav•, $1:1,000 to his Inst.it.ute, 
so that deaf people ueuoiu to procure th,e Ear 
Dtums. have them iree. Address No. 
3•-WO o,- The Institute, 780 
Avenll.e, New 

tion of 70 feet of rubbish on the century has to the United 
sout.hwestern which divided I ~tates no ~wr~ terrible ob,jec~ less?n FENELON'S IN'l.'ERPRKTATION OF RELIGION, 

Prof vf the destr uct1ve of wmd and 1 Th . . 1 ~, 1 , 1 "' b G l , d ere IS no o 1:1 oPe on:::; c_1ar~ 
""'"-"'-·"'· has 

1

. wave t .an , ·a veswn, a.n I ttcter from religion. be w:>s 
will bow reconmle such a honor w1th amiable, high· 

of , t.he of this world a . but ha~<; been en· 
m; f I God unsolvable dowed. who ~enr acrneved 
1. ne ew b elevatiOn of cnaracter we call 
va.lttabl'e to t "" was F6Belon's 

It is sometimes 
that 1

1 

st.orm, . na'mra,l conditions that his idea of religion was 
duced aJnd th1J,t and 

1 "What a 
"'"-·ct: 1 '''l'hls is a J.l! ;..";J i 

ex~ 1 

I it 
I 

on the! Dr. T 

csJnal con- I "Much 
I man 

are 1 a 
A 1 eare 

ar· 1 must sow 
. teet-God 
1 

made I not 
l 

1900_ llar. An 
I worth a 

sense. 
THE GREAT ARARAT ASCENDED. wrath of 
The Ararat Mountains in Armenia men. The 

comprise two situatBd seven cleanliness next to 
miles are known as I Wrecked G3Jveston is not a sign of 
Great Little Ara,rat, and are re- I the disfavor of God; but an evidence 
spectively 17,260 and 320 feet above I of the unwitting foolishness of those 
the plain. They partially belong to who founded her upon the sand. 
three countries, Russia, Turkey, and "God is in the midst not to alter na
Persia. The mountains are covered ture's courses, but to keep them cer
on the tops with perpetual snow, ice, tain, and thus contribute in the 
and glaciers. The summit of the highest degree· to human welfare. 
Great Ararat was reached in 1829 by The immutability of God expressed in 
Prof. Parrot, and on September 2, unchanging nature is the providence 
1900, a member of the Russian Geo- to which man should cling. It enables 
graphical Society named Peoggenpohl him to make brick, weave cloth, and 
ascended the peak with a considerable raise grain. By it he imports and ex
party. The difficulties of the ascent ports. It is infinitely better that na.
are very great, and his successful ex- ture should be controlled by God's 
pedition will be welcome news in geo- changeless representatives, cause and 

the 
and 

have been by himself, for 
purposes, this was Fenelon's practical expo
sition of the system, the~ one which be ac
cepted as the rule of his own life.-Charles 
JJL Stuart, in the Chautauquan jm· Octobe1·. 

Perhaps there is not one woman who is not 
honestly trying to better herself, to leave the 
world from a higher level than the one on 
which she entered it. But they are deadly 
tired as they work. You can tell an Ameri
can woman in any country before she ·speaks 
by her anxious, eager eyes. Even the baby 
on her breast faces the world with a nervous, 
knowing look, while the beautiful Englisb 
and Italian children are but fat, mindless, 
happy animals.-"An Ame'rican Mother," in 
the October Ladies' Home Journal. ~ 

graphical circles. . Ascents are rare, effect, than by divine caprice." ADDREssEs. 

having been made in 1834, 1843, 1845, l Dr. Youker said that the statement A 0 . h 1 A h - 0 l"f · R 1 1850 d 18. 56 L"ttl A t · G d · h , · · th" th t . armw ae , na e1m, a 1 orn1a, ura , a~ . . .1 e ra;a 1s e:re? 1 " o 1s everyw ere 1s soma mg ~ Delivery No.1. 
more d1:fficult to chmb, as 1ts d,echv1- ·should makte every man select h1s · M. F. Gowell, :Rosendale, Missouri. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then lli'e ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you fi'ee. "-John 81 31, 3::1!. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wiles and C011CUbio.es he shall have none.''-B. of M .. page 11.6. 
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taching to a ruler, the other the exer-/ the suggestion, why write of the duty 
cise of a supposedly religious dogma; . of prayer, Mr. Editor? Do not all 
the only resemblance, if any, beirig I Saints pray~ 
that in either case the few were per-

1 

To this thought we rep!y that we 
mitted the enjoyment of the right. fear not. We hope all do; but it is to 

LAMONI, IowA, OcT. 3, 1900. 

"MORMONISM," NOT MOHAM
MEDANISM. 

FAMILY PRAYER. 

Praye:r is one of the safeguards of 
the soul. It is the key to the favor of 
heaven. Whoever sincerely prays is 

"The administration should go slow in its within the reach <:>f safety. Whether 
co.ndemnation of 'Mormonism,' so long as it 
keeps the Sultan of the Sulus on its pay-roll, prayer is vocal or is the silent invo
and provides for the maintenance of his cation of the spirit within, it demands 
harem," says the Sacramento Bee. the ear of DJity and is heard, unless 

Our contemporaries should go as slow in h · · · d · Wh 
drawing comparisons where there are no t e pet1t10n IS rna e amiss. oever 
points of resemblance whatever, lest they in- neglects to pray is near the line of 
jure their own logic beyond repair. There danger to himself and his hopes of 
is nothing in "Mormonism" tha'o justifies heaven. 
anyone in branding it as Mohammedanism. The Savior impressed the necessity 

· There never was. Celestial marriage, as 
formerly taught by the "Mormons," was, of prayer upon those whom he taught, 
both in principle and practice, as different and suggested the nature of the peti
from Mohammedan polygamy, as is heaven tion. "In this manner shall ye pray." 
from earth. h h 

"Mormonism is not polygamy. It existed T ere is not ing selfish in this 
before the principle of plural marriag·e was prayer. It identifies self with all 
given by the Propht•t Joseph. It lives and within the care of God. "Our 
flourishes now, although the rules founded Father," is the aspiration of a soul 
on that principle have for years been abro· having a desire for the good of all. 
gated. There was at one time an erroneous 
impression that "Mormonism" would go if No selfish heart can breathe that 
one of its peculiarities were abandoned, but prayer in its truest meaning. 
the reports from the missionary fields should "Who art in heaven." This is a 
convince all the world of the error of this 
supposition. "Mormonism" is a message direct acknowledgment of the source 
from God to man. It is not affected by non- to which men should look, and whence 
essentials any more than are the contents of they may and do receive help in the 
a letter by the color and texture of the paper time of their necessity, and should 
upon which it may be written.-Dese?·etEven- always be borne in mind by him who 
ing News, Sept. 21, 1900. 

prays. 
We have long contended that "Hallowed by Tby name." That is 

"Mormonism," using the term as ap- to say, I remember thee, thou Divine 
plying to the system of faith intro- One, with reverence of spirit, and 
duced through the angel's message by hold thy name sacred, recognizing 
Joseph Smith, as used in the forego- thy might, tby majesty, thy good 
ing, taken from the News, is not and ness, and thy . love. And in this 
never was "polygamy." We have spirit do I address my petition to 
further contended that polygamy was thee. Saints should be admonished 
not and could not properly be made by tbe teaching of the Bible, the 
"Mormonism," or any part of it. So Book of Mormon, and the later reve· 
that when the organ of the Utah lations, that there is efficacy in 
church now assumes the ground prayer. No one should fail to be im
taken in the extract we see it as an pressed with the obligation to ob
encouraging omen of a return to bet- serve the service of prayer, at home, 
ter things on the part of those once and always when it can be done; and 
misguided. no trivial excuse should prevent it. 

The period when the church flour- The Book of Mormon enjoins the dis
ished best was before the introduction ciples to pray over their flocks and 
of polygamy, and if it is' now once herds; their every possession, in fact, 
more flourishing it is since the rule all in which they have an interest. 
founded on the principle of polyga- Prayer brings relief from mental 
mous marriage has been abrogated, trouble; and gives strength to the 
which we sincerely hope has been fainting spirit and body, ofttimes re
done once for all time. creating the failing nature so that the 

The government may deal with the man is renewed in courage to con
Sultan of the Sulus as conditions may · tinue the struggle before all too hope
require; but, as suggested in the ex-~less in prospect, and provides for 
tract, there is no similarity, for one victory at last. 
is the exercise of a barbaric right at- As we write we cannot help feeling 

be regretted that now and then there 
is a family in which no altar bas been 
reared, for reasons which may not be 
known. It is sometimes neglected in 
families in which father, or mother is 
of the faith, the other is not; hence, 
what one would do the other would 
not, or if acquiescing would do it in 
such a way as to make it irksome to 
the prayerful, if prayer was openly 
offered. 

Sincere devotion in such case is 
a.lmost out of the question; for the 
coldness or indifference of a com
panion is never felt so keenly as when 
one kneels in such presence to pray, 
if the prayerful is sensitive. But in 
such case tbe closet or secret prayer 
is left, and should be employed. 

Among the duties of the elder and 
the priest is that of teaching and ex
horting to pray vocally and in secret, 
to erect the family altar and offer the 
incense of grateful prayer thereon, 
t,hat the favor of God may come to the 
household. It is the priest's duty 
especially to warn and exhort mem
bers to this duty of prayer. And in 
cases where it is neglected or denied, 
the priest should report to the pre
siding elder that he may absolve riim
self from blame. There the duty of 
the priest ends. He may not make 
trouble by attempting to force men to 
pray. That must be left to the 
promptings of the Spirit, and the 
communings of the soul with its God. 

None can long resist the promptings 
to pray who feels that he has a soul 
to save, a pathway to be made smooth, 
or help to carry a burden. "Pray 
al wa.ys," is a safe injunction, meaning 
that one's life should be a prayer to 
God constantly. 

A RELIEF SCHEME FOR GALVESTON. 

Clarence 011stey, publisher of the 
Galveston Tribune, has some three or 
four thousand volumes of a work en
titled "Picturesque Galveston," which 
was gotten up before the terrible 
storm devastated and destroyed that 
city. It was said to be one of the 
most beautiful cities of the world. It 
i.s a book of over a. hundred pages, 
printed on eighty pound paper, filled 
with views of the city as it was be
fore it was destroyed. These are of
fered to the public for sale at $2.00 a 
copy, the proceeds to go to theGrelief 
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fund of the city. Those wanting a! i_te Morm~ns" or_the "Reorganizc:d Church of i Have been here ten days with good crowds, 
Souvenir of the citu can get one and ' Jesus Chr1s1 of Latter D.1y Saints." A son and I think some will obey before I leave . 

.J of Joseph Smith, thtl original Mormon The work is truly onward. 
help the victims in their trouble at prophe~, is a c~tiz ·n of this place. I have A brother who signs himself J. W. 
the same time. If yon send for a heard .tnat "he 1s a better prophet than was . O C 

1
. · 

H 1 his father." The "Josephite Mormons" are IV., wntes from akland, a 1forma, 
copy mention the ERALD, Pease. opposed to polyg·amy. <iormons of this va- September 20:-

THE NEED OF TEXAS. 

We give place to the following sent 
• us by the governor of Iowa with re

quest to publish. Tnose who can 
with propriety help the cause of the 
citizens of Galveston now have the 
opportunity to do so. 

AN APPEAL 
To the p,"ople of Iowa:-I fclel it ioeumbent 

on me to call upon ;,be p ople of Iowa w con
tribute of their ll.buodanctJ to the help of the 
communities that ar" today sufl'coring because 
of the cah1mity which bas, with appaliiog 
efLct, recently sw' pt over· parts of th0 staw 
of Texas, destroying thousands of lives and 
millions of dollars' worth of property, and 
leaving the survivors in pitiful destitution. 
There is urgent necd of help for the affi cted 
loca!i ties Shall not. 1 he peor•le of Iowa ren
der liberal assistance whr'l'e there is such de
mand for it, and render it promptly? How 
can we better manifest our thankfulness that 
we were not similarly viBited than by freely 
:remembering tbe affi cted communities 
which have passed through such horrors of 
stor·m and fi ;od? 

The following gentlemen in tbe city of Des 
Moines havB kindly consented to act as a 
committee for receiving and transmitting 
contributions to the ~fli cted district: Hon. 
Frank D. Jackson, David F Witter, Isaac 
Brandt, Very R·~ver·And Michael Flavin, 
Reverend J Ev,rist Cathell, Hon. William 
L Carpenter, William W. Witmer, .James 
G. 0 m~ted, J. D Whisenand, Hon .fames 
G. Berryhill and Rev. Dr. Horae<? L Stetson. 

Contributions may also be sent direct to the 
Governor of the State of Texas, at A.ustin. 

LESLIE M. SHAW. 
September 15, 1900 

B. B. TYLER'S VISIT TO LAMONI. 

Not very long ago there was a 
reverend gentlemen of the Christian 
Church who made Lamoni a visit, 
sight seeing. He had read somewhat 
of our people and L<1moni, and so im
proved the opportunity, while visiting 
in Leon, to see Lamoni and the ''pe
culiar" people who live there. He 
came and spent a few hours in our 
town, visiting the "Home," the Col
lege, the Herald Office, the church 
building, etc. The gentlemen was 
Rev. B. B. Tyler. Since leaving La
moni he has given the public through 
the columns of the Christian-Evan
gelist, of September 20, the benefit of 
what he learned about '•Mormons" 
wbile here. It is found in an -article 
headed "B. B. Tyler's Let~er," which 
is signed with the initials, B. B. T. 
After speaking of Leon and the coun
try surrounding, he says:-
II!The principal churches in the town are 
Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, and Chris
tian. There is no Ruman Catholic Church 
in Leon. Some mil •s from town there is an 
Irlsh settlement a;, 1 >J, cbur.ch owing alleg-i
ance to Pope Leo X I H. There are small 
Advent and M~;n·mon chur0hes in Leon. La
moni, a Mormon headqua~tera, is in this 
county about fift.een miles distant. In fact, 
Lamoni is the headquarters for the "Joseph-

riety seem to be about a:l well thought of We had fine times at our reunion, Bro. A. 
here as any people. The uaiform testimony H. Smith giving the Saints patriarchal 
is that they are good citizens and good blessings and fine instructions. Brn. Grit
neighbors. I hav J been told that Mormons fiths, Etz Jnhouser, Chase, and a host of oth
are teachers in t,be public schools in Lc;on. ers did well. 
The county treasurer is a Mor~on elder. W. H. Pease writes from Kansas 
u,ually the people when. speakmg of the c· M S b 20· 
Mormons use the words "Church of Jesus 1ty, 0:' eptem er .-. 
Christ of Latter D.,y S;;ints," or simply Everythlng 1s movwg along m_cely at the 
"Latt8r Day St~ints." Their printing house Armstrong branch, and we ~re JUSt on ~he 
is located at Lamoni. A grandson of Joseph ~erge of opemng up tent wor;r this ev~m~g 
Smith, Fcederick M Smith, is the editor of 1n Kansas Cny, wnn E<der J: D. Wh1te Hl 
the Lamoni Chronicle. The "Saints" in La- charg8. We hope to acco:nphsh some good. 
moni do not like the Salt Lll,ke City "Saints" Am well and f-~el1ng good ln the work. 
a little bit. Mormonism is a power to be 
r,ockoned with in the U ,ited States. R B 
Neal. of Grayson, Kentucky, and others who 
are fightiog this system, are not engaged in a 
bout with a windmilL This remark applies 
especially to the U ',ah Mormons. 

THE following may be of interest to 
some of our readers:-

_suEs HEAD OF MORMONS. 

Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 27.-A sensa
tional action was begun in the courts here to
d!l.y by three sons of Lorenz,) Snow, president 
of the Mormon Church, who charges that 
their father has refused to support his legal 
wife>, their mother, and that she is in need. 
They also declare that the favorite wife with 
whom the Mormon leader is living is using 
every effort to induce him to .deed his prop
erty to her and leave all his other wives and 
children in poverty The action has caused 
a great sensation among church officials.
St. Joseph Gozette-Herald. 

MANSFIELD, Ohio, if one is to 
judge from the reports that con
tinually come from there, is made up 
largely of a lot of mobbers. The 
Dowie elders who have attempted to 
go there have met with violent oppo
sition, and have been forcibly ejected 
from the town. Besides thus mal
treating the missionaries of Mr. 
Dowie, some of the citizens crf the 
place have met with the same kind of 
treatment, and other residents of 
other states have been forced by mobs 
to leave the town. The authorities 
(?) seem both unable and unwilling to 
control the mobs. The Philadelphia 
Times speaks thus of the matter:-

Once mob rule is established it has no 
limit. The same persons who are now mob
bing the Dowieites may themselves be 
mobbed should a more numerous mob take it 
into its head to undertake the jnb. The idea 
that mob rule can ever be or ever has been a 
reformative agent is dangerous humbug. It is 
quite time for the goyernor of the state to 
interfere in this matter. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. S. G. Cunningham, under 
date of September 24, writ.es from 
Mountainville, Maine:-

The work is moving on nicely this way. 
All are trying harder than ever sinee Bro. 
R:illiard left. He did the people good. Sev
ral have quit the use of tea and coffee and 
·•b<cco and are trying to keep the "wod of 

, wisdom." The interest in this place is good. 

EDITOR•AL ITEMS. 

Bro. N. C. Eng;:;, writing to Bro. R. 
S. Salyards, under date of September 
16, from Queenstown, Ireland, less 
than eight days from Boston, states 
that he and Bro. M. P Hansen had a 
pleasant passage across the Atlantic, 
and were well and quite pleased with 
the prospect for getting to their field 
of labor. They would soon sail for 
Norway. Brn. Enge and Hansen ask 
intenst, sympathy, and prayers of 
the Scandinavian Sc~,ints, especially, 
for the success of their mission. They 
will be pleased if Saints having rela
tives or friends whom they can reach 
to send the names and addresses to 
Bro. N. C. Enge, Homborgsend, 
Portadbneri, pa Lillesand, Nor\V'.ay. 

Elder I. N. Roberts reached home 
on the 27th, for a few days' visit with 
his family. He reports favorably for 
the work in his field. 

Mrs. Celesta Baty, of Grantsburg, 
Indiana, would like some of the elders 
to call there. Some of the Brigham
He elders having been laboring there; 
hence her desire f(')r men of our faith 
to come. 

President Joseph Smith left last 
Wednesday for Dow City, where he 
will attend the reunion. 

Bishop Kelley and Elder R. M. 
Elvin left Friday night for Dow City, 
to attend he reunion. 

The Herald Office is being repre
sented at Dow City by Business Mana
ger Smith, who left for there last 
Frid.ay. 

Elder I. N. Roberts returned Tues
day to his Minnesota mission field. 
Elders Stedman and Hayer also re
cently returned there, having spent a 
few days at home with families. 

The pulpit in Lamoni was occupied 
Sunday morning by Bishop Wm. 
Anderson, and in the evening by Bro. 
G. J. Whi.tehead, while Bro. C. I. 
Carpenter preached to the folks at 
the Saints' Home. 

Services were held at Pleasanton 
Saturday and SuQday, in charge of 
the district ·president, F. M. Weld. 
R. S. Salyards assisted him, as well 
as local laborers. 
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Oriuinal 1\rti~les. 

BAPTISM.-NO. I. 

BY R. M. ELVIN. 

Webster gives the following defini
tion of baptism:-

The application of water to a person, &s a 
sacrament or religious ceremony, by which 
he is initiated into the visible church of Christ. 
This is .Performed by immersion, ~prinking, 
or pourwg. 

Both Blackstone and Greenleaf tell 
us that words are to be received in 
evidence as they are locally under
stood. To illustrate: should I enter 
a Baptist church and ask the meaning 
of baptism, they would answer me 
promptly- immersion. Whereas, if I 
should to a Catholic church, they 
would me the manner of ad· 
ministering the ordinance was by 
sprinkling. Should I choose to knock 
at the door of a Methodist church for 
admission they would 
give me the of sprinkling, 

immersion. S. M. Mer
of the Methodist 

says:-
It is known that, as a Church, we 

three modes of 

p. 
Education and 

are 

as revealed in 
wrote:-

. <;>ne Lord, one faith, one baptism.-Epb. 
4. D. 

The same author said:-
. Jesus Christ i;he same yesterday, and today 
and forever.-Heb. 13:8. ' 

said:-

gift 

the Lord's 

good gift and 
aDd cometh the 

with whom is no variable
of turning.-James 1: 17. 

was a gracious and perfect 
God, the especial ministry 

was the preaching of 
when he was inter

the subject, his answer 

·of John 
baptism; 
viewed upon 
was:-

A man can reqeive nothing, except it be 
given him from heaven.-John 3: 27. 

. A baptism that is not from heaven, 
will not avail in our salvation. The 
testimony of the Apostle James was 
that with God there is "no variable
ness." It is with the understanding 
of the unchangeability of God and 
his laws given for the redempti~n of 
man that this compilation is made. 
As foundation texts of scriptures I 
here cite:-

The law ·Of the Lord is perfect, converting 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

the soul: the testimony of the Lord is sure, 
makiog wise the simple.-Po. 19:7. 

To the law and to the testimony; if they 
speak not according to this word, it is be
cause there is no light in them.-Isa. 8: 20 

Baptism is a 
SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE, 

and was incorporated in the great 
preaching commission of our Lord:-

Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, 
baptizing them in the name of the Fa,thel', 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
Matt 28: 19. 

Again:-
He that believeth and is baptized shall be 

saved.-Mark 16: 16 

The language of the commission 
does not circumscribe the ordinance 
to either time or locality; its universal 
and divine character makes this ordi· 
nance of considerable importance to 
all those who desire to do the will of 
God, and obtain the crown and the 
palm, with eternal life. The high 
and holy nature of baptism is mani-
fested in the following:- · 

He that sent me to baptlza with water.
John 1: 33. 

This man confesses to his <~.nnnm 
ment from God to practice 
The Great Teacher said:--

If love me, keep my commandments.-
John 15. 

guage 
Shew 

I will 
James 2: 18 . 

The 

that the 
militant and 
be obtained. God never 
any of his children 
nonessential unto their 
the case of 
God sent "an 

that Peter sent for, 
words of the angel were:

He shall tell thee what thou oughtest to 
do.-Acts 10: 6. & 

And when the apostle came and 
learned what had transpired in the 
house of Cornelius, he at once ''opened 
his.mouth" and preached the truth to 
all present, and closed the sermon 
with:-

And he commanded them to be baptized in 
the name of the Lord.-Acts 10:48. 

Stronger is the proof of the neces. 
sity of baptism in the act of Christ:-

Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordav 
unto John, to be baptized of him .. But Johl 
forbade him, saying, I have need to be bap 
tized of thee, and comest them to me? Am 
Jesus answering said unto him, Suffer it to bt-

6~9 

so now: for thus it becometh us to fulfill all 
righteousness. Then he suffered him.-Matt. 
3: l:i-15. 

Here is the exhibition of that child
like submission and obedience that 
was so characteristic of the Sun of 
God, for his affirmation was:-

For I came down from heavc;n, not to do 
mine own will, but the will of him that sent 
me.-Jobn 6: 38. 

The deduction seems clear that 
Christ understood that it was his 
Father's will that he should comply 
with the ordjnance of baptism. a,nd in 
so doing "fulfill all righteousness." 

Reader, let me ask you: If it was a 
duty imposed on our Savior to submit 

baptism, how do to 
enter the "holy city, Jerusalem," 
and have a right to the "tree of life," 
if you refuse or neglect the means 
God hath given that "all 
ness" be fulfilled? Can we 
be more favored t.han was the ' 
tle and Priest of our 
Christ Jesus"? No! and for that rea
son it would be weil for all to give 
heed to the counsel and ad viee of our 
"advocate with the Jesus 
Christ,, tbe 11 Jobn 2· 
Hear what he says:- ' -- . 

I say unto be of 
wa;,ter and of tb" euter into 
the king'dom of 

This most teaches of the 
new and the elfJments thereunto 
are: first,, ' a:nd the 
"Spirit;" and the word of God teaches 
that th<o Spirit is obtained after 
sion. Paul inquired of the ' 
disciples":-

Have ye received the Holy Ghost~since ve 
bdieved?-Acts 19:2. ·· , • 

After some explana1;ion to these 
people, "about twelve" men were bap
tized, and afterward received the 
"Holy Ghost." 

I next pr~sent some evidence as·to 
who are proper -

SUBJECTS FOR BAPTISM. 

The reason for so doing lies in the 
fact that a large majority of professors 
of religion, at the present time, never 
consented and have no remembrance 
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of the act called their baptism, which 
is both unreasonable and unscrip
tural. 

Faith and repentance-which are 
also principles o.:' the doctrine of 
Christ-must always precede the act 
of baptism. To constitute a true bap· 
tism, the following is required. 

1. An intelligent candidate who 
shall comport with the following:-

All those who humble themselves before 
God and desire to be baptiz~d, and come 
forth with brGken hearts and contrite spirits, 
and witness before the church that they 
have truly repented of all their sins, and are 
willing to take upon them the name of Jesus 
Christ, having a determination to serve him 
to the end, and truly manifest by their works 
that they have received of the Spirit of 
Christ unto the remi~sion of their sins, shall 
be received by baptism into his cburch.-D. 
c. 17:7. 

2. Water sufficient in which to im
merse the whole body of the subject. 

3. A God-appointed and duly or
dained minister to officiate. Calvin 
says:-

Because Christ requires teaching before 
baptizing, and will have believers only ad
mitted to baptism, baptism does not seem to 
be rightly administered, except faith pre
cede.-Poed. Exam., vol. 2, p. 272. 

Mosheim, writing of the first cen
tury, says:-

In the earliest times of the church, all who 
professed firmly to believe that Jesus was the 
only Redeemer of the world, and who, io 
consequence' of this profession, promised to 
Jive in a manner conformable to the purity of 
his holy religion, were immediately received 
among the disciples of Christ. This was all 
the preparation -for baptism then required.
Part 2, chapter 3, verse 5. 

He writes in the same verse:-
Then none were admitted to baptism, but 

such as had been previously instructed in the 
principal points of Christianity, and had also 
given satisfactory proofs of pious disposi
tions, and upright intentions.-Ibid. 

In harmony with the above is the 
statement found in the ''First Apology 
for the Christians, to the Emperor 
Antonius Pius," by Justin Martyr, 
who said:-

As many as are persuaded and believe that 
what we teach and say is true, and undertake 
to live accordingly, are brought by us where 
there is water, and are regenerated in the 
same manner that we were ourselves regen
erated.-Chapter 61. 

By implication and our knowledge 
of the order of the gospel, we are led 
to the conclusion that Cornelius was 
"instructed in the principal points" of 
the doctrine of Christ before Peter 
"commanded" him to be baptized; 
therefore it is not strange-

When they heard these thing~, they held 
their peace, and glorified God, saying, Then 
hath God also to the Genti!Ps granted re
pentance unto life.-Acts 11: 18. o c:::::1 CJ 

Repentance follows faith, and:rg~es 
before baptism. This will explain 
the action of John in sending away 
the "Pharisees and Sadducees" from 
his baptism,-they gave no evidence 
of faith, and were lacking the proof 
of true repentance, hence he said to 
them:-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
Bring forth therefore fruits meet for re

pentance.-Matt. 3:8. 
These, unlike Cornelius· and his 

household, had not been ''instructed," 
and were therefore not proper sub
jects for baptism. Belief precedes 
baptism in Mark 16:16, and the want 
of belief brings condemnation. The 
minister that instructed the people of 
Samaria was sound in the doctrine of 
Christ, for it is written:-

When they believed Philip preaching the 
things concerning the kingdom of God, and 
the name of Jesus Christ, they were bap
tized, both men and women.-Acts 8: 12. 

Here we have manifested the true 
rule of action; people hearing and be
lieving the truth and then complying 
with its requirements. Guided by 
the Holy Spirit, Philip preached unto 
the eunuch, and when the latter asked 
for baptism,-

Philip said, If thou believest with all thine 
heart, thou mayest. And he answered and 
said, 1 believe t,bat Jesus Christ is the Son of 
God.-Acts 8:37. 

No one can doubt that the eunuch 
was a properly prepared subject for 
the ordinance of baptism. Next comes 
the conversion and baptism of the 
prison keeper, who asked:-

Sirs, what must I do to be saved? And 
they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, 
and thou shalt be saved, and thy house. And 
they spake unto him the word of the Lord, 
and to all that were in his house. And he 
took them the same hour or the night, and 
washed their stripes; and was baptized, he 
and all his, straightway.-Acts 16: 30-33. 

This man, with his household, at 
midnight, heard the "word" preached, 
and they rejoiced, as does every one 
who loveth righteousness, for they 
believed on the Lord Jesus Christ, 
and were baptized. Without doubt 
Paul taught as be received the gos
pel; and in explanation he said:-

Whereupon, 0 king Agrippa, I was not 
disobedient unto the heavenly vision: but 
shewed first unto them of Damascus, and at 
Jerusalem, and throughout the coasts of 
Judea, and then to the Gentiles, that they 
should repent and turn to God, and do works 
meet for repentance.-Acts 26: 19, 20. 

The relationship of repentance and 
baptism is fixed and sealed in the 
statement of Peter on Pentecost day, 
when he said unto them:- . 

Repent, and be baptized every one of you 
in the name of Jesus Christ.-Acts 2:38. 

At the beginning of his preaching 
the Savior said:-

Repent ye, and believe the gospeL-Mark 
1: 15. 

Repentance, as well as baptism is a 
factor in the gospel, and the object of 
believing the gospel is the inspiring 
hope of improving the spiritual condi· 
tion here, and to be entitled to the full 
fruition of rest, peace, and glory in 
the unending hereafter. 

I close this part of the subject with 
an extract from Alexander Campbell. 
He writes:-

so that, in the Four Gospels, and in the 
Acts of the Apostles, reaching down to the 
year of our Lord 63, in which we have the ac-

counts of many myriads of converts, com
prising Jews, Samaritans, and Gentiles, we 
have no example of the baptism of any other 
than believing and professing persons. May 
we not, then, say with the utmost assurance, 
that, so far as all sacred history deposes, 
there is not any evidence whatever that a 
single infant or non-professing person bad 
been admitted to baptism during the lives of 
the Apostles?-Christian Baptism, p. 234. 

It would be difficult for a careful 
reader of the Bible to arrive at a dif
ferent conclusion. 

Having ascertained who are proper 
subjects for baptism, the next con
sideration will be the 

MODE OF BAPTISM. 

Perhaps no item of ecclesiastical 
economy has been so fruitful of con
troversy as the mode of baptism; and 
no wonder, for men of marked ability 
have championed the issues upon the 
question, until churches and nations 
have taken sides, and adopted or 
sanctioned modes. The authorities 
are divided and the common people 
are distracted, resulting in some think
ing that baptism is not essential unto 
salvation, while others are of the 
opinion that one mode is just as ac
ceptable to God as another. That 
widely-read and wellnigh universally 
accepted church historian, Mosheim, 
says:-

There is no institution S'l pure and excel
lent which the corruption and folly of man 
will not in time alter for the worse, and load 
with additions foreign to its nature and 
original design. Such, in a particular man
ner, was the fate of Christianity. In this 
[second] century, many unnecessary rites and 
ceremonies were added to the Christian wor
ship, the introduction of which was ex
tremely offensive to wise and good men. 
These changes, while they destroyed the 
beautiful simplicity of the gospel, were 
naturally pleasing to the gross multitude.
Part 2, cha,p. 4, verse 1. 

With the above we connect the 
prophecy of Isaiah, which reads:-

The earth also is defiled under the inhabi
tants thereof; because they have transgressed 
the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the 
everlasting covenant.-Isa. 24: 5. ,:!!' 

This historical statement and Bible 
citation will prepare the reader to be 
on the lookout for, and calmly con
sider the attempted or accomplished 
change in the ordinance of baptism. 
During the times of John Baptist, 
Christ, and the apostles, applicants 
for baptism were immersed wherever 
sufficient water was found, and the 
only preparation was of the heart and 
mind, by being instructed in the prin· 
cipal points of the doctrine of Christ. 
Tertullian, A. D. 204, says:-

There is no difference, whether one is 
washed in a sea or in a pool, in a river or in a 
fountain, in a lake or in a channel; nor is 
there any difference between them whom 
John dipped in the Jordan and those whom 
Peter dipped in the Tiber.-Campbe!l's 
Christian Baptism, p. 182. 

The violent opposition that Chris· 
tianity met with in the first century 
gave an occasion to adopt some 
changes, and the first change per· 
mitted was but the entering wedge 
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for many other changes that followed 
in rapid succession. The first noted 
took place in the first century. 
Mosheim, in part 2, chapter 4, verse 9, 
says:-

The sacrament of baptism was adminis
tered in this century, without the public as
semblies, in places appointed, and prepared 
for that purpose, and was performed by im
mersion of the whole body in the baptismal 
font. Those adult persons that desired to be 
baptized (among the collegiants) received 
the sacrament of baptism aooording to the 
ancient and primitive manner of celebrating 
that institution, ever by immersion.-Tracts 
for the People, pp. 3, 4 

This account explains the change 
from the sea, pool, river, fountain, 
lake, or channel to the "font." Also 
the exclusion of the public, so that 
only the church members and candi
dates were permitted to be present. 
Dean Stanley tells us of another 
change of those early times:-
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Sad indeed becomes the heart when rubric in the Public Baptism for Infants en
examining the havoc wrought during jlins that, unless for special cases, tbey are 

to be dipped, not sprinkled. But in practice 
the dark ages, when the divine and it gave way since the bel!inning of tbe seven
pure principles of the gospel became teenth century. With the few t:xceptions 
humanized by the admixture of anti- just mention2d, the whole of thA Western 
Christian ceremonies. We will let in Churches have now substituted for tbA an

cient bath the cer·emony of sprinkling a fow 
a little more light, by running up the drops of water on the face. The reason of. 
curtain of history. Eusebius says:- the change is obviou,;. The practice of im

The first law for sprinkling obtained in the mersion, apostolic and primit,i ve as it was. was 
following manner: Pope Stephen II., being peculiarly suitable to the t:;outhern and Et~st
driven from Rome by Adolr;hus, king of the ern countries for which it was designed, and 
Lombards, in 753. fiod to Pepin, who, a short particularly unsuitable to the tastes, tbe 
time before, had usurped the.crown of France. convenience, and the feelings of the countries 
Whilst he remained there, the monks of of the North and West.. Not by any decree 
Cressy, in Brittany, consulted him whether, of Council or Pttrliament, but by the general 
in case of necessity, baptism poured on the sentiment of Christian liberry, this great 
head would be lawful. Steuben replied that change was' ff cted. Not beginning tili tbe 
it would. But though the 'truth of this fact thirteenth century, it bas gradually driven 
be allowed-which, however, some Catholics the ancient Catholic usage out of tb(c whole 
deny-yet pouring, or sprinkling was ad- of Europe. There is no one wbo would now 
mitted only in case of necessity. It was not wish to go back to the old practice. ft had 
till the year 1311 that the legislature, in a no doubt, th"l sanction of the Apostle,; and of 
council held at Ravenna, declared immersion their Master. It had tho sanction of the 
or sprinkling to be indifferent. In Scotland, venerable Churches of the early age~. and of 
however, sprinkling was never practiced in the sacred countries of the East. Baptism 
ordinary cases till after the R 9 formation, by sprinkli11g was rt j~cted by the whole an
( about the middle of the sixteenth century.) cient church, (except in the rare case of 

There was, as a general rule, but one hap- From Scotland it made its way into England deat.hbeds or extreme necessity,) as no bap
tistery to each city, and such baptisteries in the reign of Elizabeth, but was not au- tism at all. Almost tbe fir8t exception was 
were apart from the churches. There was thorlzed in the established churcb.-Tracts the heretic Novatian. It still has tb(' sane-
but one time of the year when the rite was h p 1 52 tion of the powerful religious community 
administered-namely, betwe<>n Easter' and fort e eop e, p. , · which numbers among-st its membe~Ji such 
Pentecost. There was but one personage Thus we have traced the change· noble characters as John Bunyan, Rober·t 
who could administer it-the presiding offi- from immersion to sprinkling, from Hall, and Havelock. In a version of the 
cer of the community, the Bishop. There Rome to France, thence to Scotland, Bible which the Baptist Church has compiled 
was but one hour for the ceremony; it was for its own use in America, where it excels 
midnight. The torches flared through the and to England, where it was not in numbers all but the Methodists, it is 
dark hall a~S the troops of converts flocked favorably received, if we are to judge thought necessary,and on philological grounds 
in. The baptistery conshted of an inner and from the following by John Wesley:..:_ it is q•1ite col:'rect, to translate John the 
an outer chamber. In the outer chamber Baptist by John the Immerser. It bas even 
stood the candidates for baptism, stripped to Mary Welch, aged eleven days, was bfJ,p- been defended on saniLary g-rounds. Sh· 
their shirts; and turning to the west as the tized according to the custom of the first John Floyer dated the p1·evalance of consump
region of sunset, they stretched forth their cbm·ch, and the rule of the Chm·ch of Eng- tion to the discontinuance of l:mptism by im
hands through the dimly lit church, as in a land, by immersion The child was ill then, morsion. But speaking generaliy, the 
defiant attitude toward the Evil Spirit of but recovered from that hour. . . I wa8 Christian civilized world has decided against 
Darkness, and speaking to him by name: "I asked to baptlzCJ a child of Mr. P.trker's, it. It is a striking example of the triumph 
renounce thee, Satan, and all thy works, and second bailiff of Savannah; but Mrs. Parker of common sense and convenier;ce over tbe 
all thy pomp, and all thy service.<' Then told me, "Neither Mr. P. nor I will consent bondage of form and custom. Perhaps no 
they turned, like a regiment, facing right to i~s being dipp_e?·". I answ~red,, "If you greater change has ever taken place iu the 
around to the east, and repeated, in a form cert,Jfy that your ch1ld ls weak, 1t will suffice outward form of Chr-istian ceremony with 
more or less long, the belief in the Father, (the. rub1:~c sayR) to po~: w;:>ter upon it." She I such general agreement. It is a change 
the Son, and the Spirit, which bas grown up replled, Nay, the chlld Js not weak, but I even than that which the Catholic 
into the Apostles' Creed in the West, and the am resolved it shall not be dipped." This Church has made in administering the "acr».
Nicene Creed in the East. They then ad- argument I could not refute; so I went home, ment of the Lord's Sunper, in the br·ead 
vanced into the inner chamber. Before and the child was baptized by another per- without the wine. For 'that W!B a change 
them yawned the deep pool or reservoir, and son.-Tracts for the People, p. 19. _ which did not, affect the tbing that was 
standing b;y the deacon, or the deac~ness, as I Mr Wesley was far more tenaciouN signified; •Nhereas the change from immer-
the case m1ght be, to arrange that alL should ·. . . . ; tS, sion to sprinkling has set aside tho iarger 
be done with decency! the whole troop un- consCientwus, ~n regard to the ongm~l part of the Apostlic language regarding 
dressed completely as 1f for a bath, and stood I mode of bapt1sm than many of h1s Baptism, and has altered the very meaning 
up, nakeo, be!ore the B~shop, who put to professed followers are. of the word.-Dcan Stanley on Baptism, pp. 
each the questwns, to whwh the answer was D S 1 f h bl t 21-23. 
returned in a loud and distinct voice as of ean tan ey, one 0 t e a es . . . . 
those who knew what they had undertaken. churchmen of the present age, writ- No mor~ h1stor1cal proof lS needed 
-Dean Stanley on Baptism, pp 5, 6. ing upon the changes in baptism, to est3Jbllsh the fact t~at a grea;t 

After reading the foregoing it must says:- change has ta.ken place m the ?r.dl-
appear clear that more attention was We now pass to the changes in the form nan~e of b~ptlsm. Wh.en the dn:me 
given to the ceremony and prepara- itself. Fo: the first t~irteen cent~ries the law m relat.wn to the nte of b~pt1sm 

. . almost umversal practwe of Baptism was was proclaimed to the world, It was 
twn of the person than to mstruct the that of which we read in the New Testament · l · 't l' t' to all · d d b'd · th · I' 't f ' umversa m 1 s app lCauiOn un mm an a 1 e m e Simp· lCl y o and which is the very meaning of the word Th d f H l W 't · . 
the ordinance. This was nothing "baptize" (it is aiso the meaning of the word ?;en. 9 w.or ,? " o Y . n 18; 
strange when we consider that:- tanfen "dip")-that those -yvho were J;iaptized Teach all natw~s. Go ye mt<? ali 

The public t.eachers and instructors of the 
people degenerated sadly from the apostolic 
character. They seemed to aim at nothing 
else than to sink the multitude into the most 
opprobrious ignorance and superstition, to 
efface from their minds all sense of the beauty 
and excellence of genuine piety, and to sub
stitute, in the place of religious principles, a 
blind veneration for the clergy, and a stupid 
zeal for a senseless round of ridiculous rites 
and ceremonies. This, perhaps, will appear 
less surprising, when we consider that the 
"blind led the blind;" for the public ministers 
and teachers of religion were, for the most 
part, grossly ignorant.-Mosheim, cent. 6, 
part 2, chap. 3, verse 1. 

were plunged, submerged, 1mmersed mto the the world." ''Thls gospel of the kmg
water. That practice is still as we have dom shall be preached in all the 
seen, continued in Eastern Churches. In the ld f · t 11 t' » 
Western Church it still lingers amongst wor or a Wlt~ess un o a. na tons .. 
Roman Catholics in the solitary instance of "To every nat10n, and kmdred, and 
the cathedral of Milan, amongst Protestantil tongue, and people." But what if the 
in the. austere seo.t of the Baptists. It lasted word of the Lord shall come unto the 
long mto the M1ddle Ages. Even the Ice- l . 
landers, who at first shrank from the water peop e.- . 
of their freezing lakes, were reconciled when Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways, 
they found that they could use the warm and see, and ask for the old paths, where is 
water of the Geysers. And the cold climate the good way, and walk therein, and ye shaH 
of Russia has not been found an obstacle to find rest for your souls.-Jer. 6: 16. 
i~s continua~ce throughout that vast e~- Dean Stanley, answering for the 
p1re. Even m the Church of England it IS · l ld . "W ·n t 
still observed in theory. Elizabeth and Ed- peop e, wou say· e Wl no 
ward the Sixth were both immerse.d. The walk therein." ''We will not hearken. '3 
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•'There is no one who would now 
wish to go back to the old practice." 
wo.nderful bow Jeremiah prophesied 
of !religious conditions of the present 
time. The following scriptures in· 
dieate the true mode or action of bap· 
tism. Speaking of the people who 
accepted the gospel under th6l preach
ing of John:-

And were baptized of him in Jordan, con
fess~ng their sins.-Matt. 3: 6. 

It was in the river Jordan that John 
did this baptizing, a fit place to im
merse those people. 

And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up 
st,reightway out of the water.-Matt. 3: 16. 

Think of it., reader; the Son of God 
·was in the river Jm·dan when he re
ceived baptism. 

.'fesus answer<ld, V c:rily, verily, I say uuto 
tb.ee, Except a man be born of water and of 
fihe Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom 
>9'EGod.-John 3:5. 

Fathers! Mothers!! and all Minis
tersm Think of this beautiful simile 
employed by Christ to typify the 
ordinance of .baptism. The coming 
out o41 the water into the air, is as 
c~:nnplete a change of environment of 
element as takes place at time of birth. 

And John also was baptizing in Enon near 
to: Salim, because there was much water 
there: and they came, and were baptized.
.Tohn3: 23. 

Had sprinkling been the rule ~of 
ptr'actice, th'lre would have been no 
~essity for ''much water." 

And he commanded the chariot to stand 
stHl~ and they went down both into the 
water, both Philip and the eunuch; and he 
bt!kptized him. And when they were come up 
out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord 
caught away Philip.-Acts 8: 38, 39. 

[n this instance both the minister 
and the candidate went "down into" 
an.d. "came up out" of the water. 
This is perfectly natural in the action 
.of immersion, but wholly unnecessary 
and inconsistent if sprinkling had 
been the rule or practice. 

Another type is employed by Paul 
as follows:-· 

Know ye not, that so many of us as were 
b&E~tized into Jesus Christ were baptized into 
his death? Therefore we are buried with 
:him by baptism into death: that like as 
·Chr-ist was raised up from the dead by the 
glor-y of the Father, even so we also should 
wa.lk in newness of life. For if we have been 
planted together in the likeness of his death, 
we shall be also in the likeness of his resur
re~tlon: knowing this, that our old man is 
crtJ~cified with him, that the body of sin 
might be destroyed, 'that henceforth we 
shan:ld not serve sin. F"r he that is dead is 
fr.eed from sin.-R1m. 6: 3-7 

Archbishop Tillotson says:
Anciently, those who were baptized were 

immersed and buried in the water, to 
MI:>resent their death to sin; and then did 
rise up out of the water, to signify their 
entr-ance upon a new life. And to these 
customs the apostle alludes, Romans 6: 2-5.
Chr-istian Baptism, by Campbell, p. 162. 

Bishop Nicholson says:-
1:n the grave with Christ we wen'· not; for 

OU'I:' bodies were not, could not be buried with 
h!is; but in baptism, by a kind of analogy or 
!1:"15Semblance, while our bodies are nnder the 
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water, we may be said to be buried with him. 
-Ibid., p. 163 

The world-known John Wesley 
says:-

Buried with him-alluding to the ancient 
manner of baptizing by immersion.-Ibid., p. 
163 

The able lawyer and great apostle 
to the Gentiles wrote:-

Buried with him in baptism, wherein also 
ye are l'isen with him through the faith of 
the operation of God, who hath raised him 
from the dead.-Col. 2: 12 

Say, pilgrim to eternity and candi
date for eternal life, can you expect to 
wave the palm and wear the crown in 
the kingdom of our God and his 
Christ, if you neglect or refuse to be 
buried in baptism with him? Arch
bishop Seeker says:-

Burying, as it were, the person baptiz~d in 
the water, and raising him out again, with
out question, was anciently the more usual 
method; on account of which St. Paul speaks 
of baptism as representing both the death, 
burial, aod resurrection of Christ, and what 
is grounded on them,-our being dead and 
buried to sin, and our rising again to walk in 
newness of life.-Christian Baptism, by 
Campbell, p. 162 

Whitby says:-
It being so expressly declared here, Ro

mans 6: 4, and Colossians 2: 12, that we are 
buried with Christ in baptism, by being 
buried under water; and the argument to 
oblige us to a conformity to his death, by 
dying to sin, being taken hence; and this 
immersion being religiously observed by all 
Christians for thirteen centuries, and ap
proved by our church, and the change of it 
into sprinkling, even without any allowance 
from the author of this institut,ion, or any 
license from any council of the church, being 
that which theR'Jmanist still urges to justify 
his refusal of the cup to the laity; it were to 
be wished that this custom might be again of 
general use, and aspersion only permitted, as 
of old, in case of the clinici, or in present 
danger of death.-Ibid., p. 163. 

Whitby seems anxious to have im
mersion restored, while Stanley 
thinks no one J!Ould desire to return 
to the ancient practice. 

On several separate scriptural texts 
on this subject, Wall says:-

As to the manner of baptism then generally 
used, the texts produced by every one that 
speaks of these matters, John 3:23, Mark 1:5, 
Acts 8: 38, are undeniable proofs that the 
baptized person went ordinarily into the 
water, and sometimes the baptist too. We 
should not know from these accounts whether 
the whole body of the baptized was put under 
water, head and all, were it not for the two 
later proofs, which seem to me to PUT IT OUT 
OF QUESTION: One, that St. Paul does twice, 
in an allusive way of speaking, call baptism 
a burial; the other, the customs of the Chris
tians, in the near succeeding times, which 
being more lsrgely and particularly delivered 
in books, is known to have been generally, 
or ordinarily, a total immersion.-Ibid., p. 
162. 

On the 
MEANING 

of the word baptism, let the scholarly 
men of several denominations testify 
in an impartial manner, as to the 
m~'anhag of the word in the early 
times, or primitive church. 

John Milton answers:-
Under the gospel, the :first of the sacra-

ments, so-called, is baptism, wherein the 
bodies of believers, who engage themselves 
to pureness of life, are immersed into the 
water.-Tracts for the People, p. 60. 

Milton was a Baptist; but the next 
witness was a Quaker, and they do 
not believe in ordinances. 

2. Robert Barclay:-
The Greek word baptizo signifies immergo, 

that is, to plunge, and dip in; and that was 
the proper use of water baptism among the 
Jews, and also by John and the primitive 
Christians who used it.-Ibid, p. 61. 

The next witness was a Universalist 
preacher and scholar. 

3. Samuel Scarlet:-
Tell us how he rendered baptizo, in his 

version of the New Testament, published in 
London, 1796? Answer, "immerse."-Ibid 
p. 62. 

4. Dr. Tholuck, Professor of Theo
logy in the University of Halle, of 
the Lutheran Church, gives this exe
gesis of Romans 6:4, "buried by bap
tism:"-

Fur explanation of this figurative descrip
tion of the baptismal rite, it is necessary to 
call the attention to the well-known circum
stance, that, in the early days of the church, 
persons when baptized were first plunged be
low,and then risen above, the water; to which 
practice, according to the direction of the 
Apostle, the early Christians gave a symboli
cal import.-Ibid., p. 62. 

5. Rev. Lyman Colman, of the 
Presbyterian Church:-

Immersion or dipping. In the .primitive 
church this was undeniably the commoa 
mode of baptism.-Ibid., p. 68. 

This is valuable testimony coming 
from one who believes in sprinkling. 
Here is another of equal value, and 
for the same reason. 

6. Moses Stewart, of the Congrega-
tional Church:- " 

It is, says Aguilti, a thing made out; 
namely, the ancient practice of immersion. 
So indeed all the writers who have thor
oughly investigated the subject conclude. I 
know of no, usage of ancient times which 
seems to be j:nore clearly and certainly made 
out. I canni')t see how it is posaible for any 
candid man· who examines the subject to 
deny thii!:'-Ibid., p. 68. 

Amen to the testimony of Mr. 
Stewart. 

Rev. E. T. Hiscox; D. D., in his 
"Star Book on Christian Baptism," 
gives the following authorities, who 
all agree and unite that the meaning 
of baptizo is to immerse: Scapula, 
Schleusner, Schrevelius, Parkhurst, 
Greenfield, Green, Donnegan, Robin
son, Liddell, Scott, Stevens, · Alsti
dius, Passow, Schoettgen, Stockius, 
Stourdza, Sophocles, Anthon, Stuart, 
Rosenmuller, Wetstein, Leigh, Turre
tin, Beza, Calvin, Witsius, Luther, 
Vossius, Wilson, and Campbell. Mr. 
Hiscox, gives the words of each of 
these witnesses and cites the books 
from which he copies, and then writes 
thuS>:-

Very many other competent scholars and 
critics familiar with the Greek language 
might be cited to the same effect. Can there 
be any reasonable question that the true, in
deed, the only proper meaning of bapti$o, is 
to dip, to plunge, immerse, or bury in water 
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-and that baptism can only be performed by j And now why tarriest thou? arise, and be I behold, all things are become new.-2: *;:};:~:;.~. 
burying the candidate in water?-Star Book baptized, and wash away thy sins, calling on ! 5: 17. 
on Christian Baptism, pp. 9-12. the name of. the Lord .. -~ct_s 22: 1~. Tbe church is composed of the 

OBJECT OF BAPTISM. If the sm of an md1v1dualis washed gregation of individual members, 
Through the transgression of Eve away,_ pardon ~urely has taken _plac~. the "washing of regeneration" must 

and Adam in the garden of Eden, the Paul m speakmg .0 : what Christ did apply to the individual,_ s.o that each 
whole race of mankind fell into the for the church, said.- member separately obtamwg a pardon 
deplorable condition of- That he might sanctify and cleanse it with of sin, the church fills the description: 

the washing of water by the word.-Eph. 5: 26 That be miaht pre"ent 1. t to hi'mself a g5n--
Being aliens from the commonwealth of "' o --

Israel, and strangers from the covenants of The word of the gospel is, that peo- rious church, not haviug spot, or wrin~ds, 
promise, having no hope, and without God in pie should repent and be baptized; or any such thing; but that it should be ho:l_y 
the world.-Eph. 2:12. upon their so doing, the promise is and without blemish.-Eph 5:27 

One of the enabling acts by which made that they shall obtain a forgive- This grand result can only be a>.e-
amnesty is granted unto all those re- ness or remission of sin. Again, in complished when the individual m-em
turning to their allegiance to the gov- explaining the folly and sin of those bership, for themselves, obtain ar~d 
ernment of God, is this provision:- in the world, and how the change of retain a remission of their sins. Men 

For as many of you as have been baptized heart or life is accomplished, we are of wide experience and learning e:x-
into Christ have put on Christ.-Gal. 3:27. told:- press themselves freely that baptis.m 

It is impossible to put on Christ and Not by works of righteousness which we is for the remission of sin. Martm 
abide in sin; hence, one of the objects have done, but according to his mercy he Luther, the great Reformer, says:-----
of baptism is that the individual may saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and This is not done by changing d a g~>rmen5, 

b d 
renewing of the Holy Gl::wst.-Titus 3: 5. or by any laws or works, but by a new bil,tn. 

o tain a par on of sin, ''the beginning · Baptism is not a work of righteous- and by the renewing of the inward 
of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son t b t rt f tl which is done in baptism, as P<>ul saith, 
of God" (Mark 1 : 1) contained this ness upon our par ' u q u e req uen Y ye t.hat are bapt' zed have put on Christ,.:" 
provision of pardon:- a work of humiliation and pardon of sin Also, "According to his mercy he saved u:5•, 

John did baptiza in the wilderness, and 
preach the baptism of repentance for tl:fe re
mission of sins.-Mark 1: 4. 

The scheme of salvation, and the 
means of forgiveness of sin, is out· 
lined in the words:-

Wash ye, make you clean; put away the 
evil of your doings from before mine eyes; 
cease to do evil; learn to do well; seek judg
ment, relieve the oppressed, judge the father
less, plead for the widow. Come now, and 
let us reason together, saith the Lord: 
though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be 
as white as snow; though they be red like 
crimson, they shall be as wool. If ye be wil
ling and obedient, ye shall eat the good of 
the land: but if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall 
be devoured with the sword: for the mouth of 
the Lord hath spoken it.-Isa. 1:16-20. 

The foregoing may be interpreted 
and understood by the following:-

How shall we escape, if we neglect so great 
sal yation: which at the first began to be 
spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto 
us by them that heard him.-Heb. 2:3. 

The beginning of the gospel was 
preached by John. 

And he came into all the country about Jor
dan, preaching the baptism of repentance for 
the remission of sins.-Luke 3:3. 

The responsibility placed upon the 
apostles by the Master was:

Teaching them to observe all things what
soever I have commanded you.-Matt. 28: 20. 

In compliance with these instruc
tions the apostles in opening their 
gospel campaign to evangelize, that 
there might be "added to the church 
daily such as should be saved," taught, 
when inquired of:-

Men and brethren, what shall we do? Then 
Peter said unto them, Repent, and be bap· 
tized every one of you in the name of Jesus 
Christ for the remisBion of sins.-Acts 2: 37 ,38. 

The answer given by Peter is as 
true now, and as binding upon those 
seeking to serve God, as the day it was 
uttered. Ana.nias had the same un
derstanding of what was required of 
those coming into the church, aml:the 
object of baptism, for he said to Saul 
of Tarsus:-

granted to us through the immersion by the washing of regeneration, and rene""·
of our person, is by the "mercy" of ing of the Holy Ghost" (Titus 3: 5). Foe hf~1-
God, and thereby works for us a sal- sides that they who are baptized are regetC.-

erated and renewed by the Holy Ghost to a 
vation in the kingdom of God. For heavenly righteousness and to ,,ternal Ji:l:~''' 
indeed it is to us a "regeneration," there riseth in them also a new fLtme; tbeTe 
going down, as we do, into the water riseth in them new and holy ,llf~ctions, as 
in the likeness or nature of th 9 "first the fear ol God, true faith, and assundi 

hopes, etc. There beginneth in them also 
Adam" to "die unto sin." . new will, and this is t.o put on Christ 
-Often those who oppose the ord1-

1 
and according to the gosp<'l. Therefore, 

ance of baptism take refuge in the 
1

, righteo~sness ?f the law, ?r of ?ur c'"'rn. 
statement: "The blood of Jesus wor~s, ~~not g1_ven unto us In baptism; 1::tt0.; 

Ch · h' S l · , • Chnst himself IS our garment_ N·Jw ChriE;!; 
nst IS oncleanseth frol? a l.sm. is no law, no law giver, no works, but a 

But those who make the claim of par- divine and an inestimable gift, whom C,od 
don fail to inform the inquirer as to ~at~ given unto ~s, that be migh~ be 
the mode or method of the applica- JUSttfier, our Savwr, and o~r Red~eme~·. 
· f h bl d -M· d I Wherefore to be appareled wlth Christ a.,3-

twn O t e .o? · an ~e~ not pos- cording to the gospel, is not to be apparels d 
sess the ab1hty to admmrster the with the law or with works, but wit.h ::.n -La
blood of Christ to his fellow man; comparable gift; that is, with remission ·of 
neither can man give to his fellow the sins, righteousness, peace, consolation, joy 

H l S 
· · d spirit, salvation, life, and Christ himself~-

0 Y p1nt, an yet we are told,- Luther on Galatians: Phili. 1801,8 vo., P- 3!:~2 .. 
The:e. are three that bear witness in earth, · Of equal worth is testimony of Jotrn 

the sp1r1t, and the water, and the blood: and C - . _ 
these three agre6 in one.-1 John 5:8. I alv~n, as follows, on the ObJect of 

All must concede that it is God that baptism:-
grants the pardon of sin to the indi- From bapti~m our f_aith deriv;es. three &::1-

. vantages, whiCh req mre to be distmctly con-
VIdual, and the pardon takes place at sidered. The first is, tba.t it is p1·oposed 
the abode or throne of God. Christ us by the Lord as a symbol and token of o:n:rr 
has left the earth and is ''set down purification; or, to express my meaning ll:l(Wc 

with my Father in his throne " (Rev. fully, it resembles a. legal instrument 
. . ' erly attested, by whwh he assures us 

3: 21). In th1s connectiOn read:- our sins are cancelled, effaced, and obliter·-
For this is the love of God, that we keep ated, so that they will never appear. in hl:s 

his commandments.-! John 5: 3. sight, or come into his remembrance, m· 
B t' · d t Jes-us imputed to us. Fo1· he comnw.nds all who 

ap Ism IS a Cornman men · lieve, to be baptized tor the remission of tl~f;i·r 
further said:- sins. Therefore, those who have imagiooi.'r 

If a man love me, he will keep my words: that baptism is nothing more than a mark c.r 
and my Father will love him, and we will sign by which we profess our religion befoll'e 
come unto him, and make our abod•" with men, as soldiers wear the insignia of their 
him.-John 14:23. sovereign as a mark of their profession, have 

It would not be a very great stretch not considered that which was the princi~-all 
thiog in baptism; which is, that we ought to 

of either faith or imagination to ac- receive it with this promise, "He that oo
cept the thought that the blood of lieveth and is baptized, shall be saved.'~ 
Christ meets us, and works our par- Mark 16: 16.-Christian Baptism, by Camp
don in our baptism. Notwithstanding bell, P· 261. 
we go down into the watery grave in Timothy Dwight, president of 
the nature of the "First Adam," we College, says:-
arise-a.re resurrected, in the life or To be born of water here means baptism," 
nature of the "Second Adam," for we and in my view it is as necessary to our ad
were buried with Christ in baptism:- mission into the visible church, as to be bmra_ 

of the Spirit is to our admission into the in-
Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a visible kingdom. It is to be observed, thl'l>t; 

new creature: old things are passed away; he who understands the authority of this in-
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stitution, and r.:,fuses to obey it, will never 
enter into either the vlsible or the invisible 
kingdom -Ibid .. p. 263 

Remission of sins by baptism is 
conceded by these wise men, as they 
read the word of God. 

(To be continued.) 

BAPTISM OF ALEXANDER 
CAMPBELL. 

Perhaps the following account taken 
from the Millennial Harbinger, vol. 5, 
pp. 280-283, and written by Alexander 
Campbell himself, might be of interest 
and use to some of the brethren. I 
have in my possession volumes 4 and 
5, published in 1847 and 1848, re. 
spectively. Mr. Campbell was pro. 
prietor and conductor of the paper; 

Under the heading, "Anecdotes, In· 
cidents, and facts connected with the 
origin and progress of the current ref. 
ormation, some of which have never 
been before published," I find the 
following:- .. 

I will go no farther back than my arrival 
in the U aited States in 1809, and note a few 
matters very trivial in appearance, but im
portant in their bearing and results. 

The first proof sheet I ever read was a form 
of my father's DECLARATION AND ADDRESS, 
in press in Washington, Pennsylvania, on my 
arrival there in 0Jtober, 1809. There were 
in it tbe following sentences: "Nothing ouqht 
not tn b9 rPCPi?;~il intn thA fryith or worship of 
the church, or be nu•u" 1:1. t<:>rm of communion 
amongtiL Christians, that is not as old as the 
New Testament. Nor ought anything to be 
admitted as of divine obligation, in the 
church constitution and management, but 
what is expressly enjoined by the authority 
of our Lord Jesus Christ and his Apostles 
upon the New Testament church; EITHER IN 
EXPRESS TERMS OR BY APPROVED PRECE
DENT .... 

While reasoning with myself and others on 
these matters, I accidentally fell in with 
Dactor Riddle of the Presbyterian Union 
church, and introduced the matter to him. 
"Sir," said he, "these words, however plausi
ble in appearance, are not sound. For if 
you follow these out you must become a 
Baptist." 

"Why, sir," said I, "is there, in the Scrip
tures, no express precept for, nor precedent of 
infant baptism?" 

"Not one sir," responded the Doctor. 
I was startled, and mortified that I could 

·not produce one .... 
And entering into conversation with my 

father on the subject, he admitted there 
was neither express terms nor precedent. 
But, strange to tell, he took the ground 
that once in the church, and a participant 
of the Lord's supper, we could not "un
church or paganiz'3 ourselves;" put off Christ 
and then make a new profession, and com
mence again as would a heathen man and 
a publican .... 

At length I told him, with rrPat reluc
tance, I must dissent from all his reasonings 
upon that subj ;ct. and be baptized. I now 
fully and conscientiously bPiieved that I 
never had b8en bapt.izAd. and, consfquently, 
I was then. in poiot of fact., an unbaptized 
person; and hence coulrl not con~iRtently 
preach a baptism to Olh<'rs, of vv hich I had 
never been a subjqct myself. 

His resn•·m.e wa>: ' I rH v··, then. no more 
to add. You must, pl<'a.~A your8r-lf." 
FOn leavin~r. in t.hP mnrniPI', hP aok• d m• 
?JJhen, where anfl IJ.•twhnm. T intpr(JPd t.r> be im
mersed. A« t.n """ plac•'. I prr-ferred to bP 
baptized near horne, amonl!' tho>e who were 
accustomed to my preaching; lf,S to the time,. 
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just as soon as I could procure an acceptable 
Baptist minister. The nearest and, indeed, 
the only one known to me was Elder Matthias 
Luse, living some thirty miles from my resi
dence. I promised to let my father know 
the time and place, as soon as I obtained the 
consent of Elder Luse. 

Immediately Mr. Campbell went to 
visit Elder Luse, and after having 
made known his errand and reasoned 
some with him on the subject, per
suading the elder to dispense with 
the regular formula and ceremonies 
observed by Baptists in this case, that 
gentleman asked Mr. Campbell:-

"Wher'l do you desire to be baptized?'' 
"In Buffalo Creek, on which I live, and on 

which I am accustomed to preach. My 
Presbyterian wife,'' I added, "and, per hap~, 
oome others will accompany me." 

On the day appointed Elder Henry Spears, 
from the Monongahela, and Matthias Luse, 
according to promise, met us at the day ap
pointed. It was the 12th of June, 1812, a 
beautiful day, a large and attentive concourse 
was present, with Elder David Jones of 
Eastern Pennsylvania. My father made an 
elaborate address on the occasion. I followed 
him with a statement of the reasons of the 
change of views, and vindicated the primi
tive institution of baptism, and the necessity 
of personal obedience. 

To-my great satisfaction my father, mother, 
and eldest sister, my wife and three other 
persons besides myself were that same day 
immersed into the faith of that great propo
sition on which the Lord himself said he 
would build his church. The next Lord's day 
some twenty others made a similar con
fession, and so the work progressed, until in a 
short time almost an hundred persons were 
immersed. This company, as far as I am yeo 
informed, was the first community in the 
country that was immersed into that primi
tive, oimple, and most significant confession 
of faith in the divine person and mission of 
the Lord Jesus Christ, without being brought 
before a church to answer certain doctrinal 
questions, or to give a history of all their feel
ings and emotions, in those days falsely 
called "Christian expm·ience;" a.s if a man 
could have Christian experience before he 
was a Christian! 

Italics are all Mr. Campbell's. 
PETER ANDERSON. 

INTERPRETATION OF DANIEL, 
SECOND CHAPTER. 

The writer, who has himself been a 
close student of prophecy for the last 
half century, having observed in the 
Saints' Herald of May 16, 1900, a brief 
exposition of Daniel second chapter, 
agrees with the writer of the article 
that the mountain was no part of the 
metallic image. The question then to 
be answered right here must be, 
What and where is the mountain here 
spoken of? 

In turning to the second chapter of 
Isaiah, I find it thus written:-

And it shall come to pass in the last days, 
that the mountain of the Lord's house shall 
be established in the top of the mountains, 
and shall be exa.lted above the hills; and all 
nations shall flow unto it.-Isaiah 2:2. 

"The mountain of the Lord's house" 
I understand to be the kingdom of 
God upon earth, which is to be es
tablished in the top of the mountains 
or the kingdoms of this earth, and ex
alted above the hills or smaller 

powers. '•And all nations flowing 
unto it," shows that it has reference 
to a time yet in the future. 

And many people shall go and say, Come 
ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the 
Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and 
he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk 
in his paths: for out of Zion shall go forth 
the law, and the word of the Lord from Jeru
salem.-Isaiah 2: 3 

This also has reference to a time in 
the future, when the law shall go 
forth out of Zion and the word of the 
Lord from Jerusalem. 

And he shall judge among the nations, and 
shall rebuke many people: and they shall 
beat their swords into plowshares, and their 
spears into pruning hooks: nation shall not 
lift up sword against nation, neither shall 
they learn war any more.-Isaiah 2: 4. 

This is also a prediction which re
mains to be fulfilled in the future. In 
reference to the stone kingdom, it is 
universally admitted that Nebuchad· 
nezzar's image represented the king
doms that were tu govern our earth 
from that time down to the second 
coming of Christ. The first four 
parts of the image have had their ac
complishment in the rise and fall of 
the Babylonian, Medo-Persian, Gre
cian, and Roman empires, each of 
which has in its turn borne rule over 
the leading nations of this earth. We 
are now in the feet of N ebuchnezzar's 
image, a time of comparative peace 
and safety among the powers which 
formerly comprised the Roman em
pire. It is said that the empire was 
never equally divided into exactly 
five kingdoms on each division, but it 
is distinctly shown in Revelation 17:12 
that there will be but ten kings who 
are to make war with the Lamb at his 
coming. These ten kings are identi
cal with the ten toes of Nebuchad
nezzar's image; and the stone which 
falls upon them represents Christ at 
his coming, when the kingdoms of 
this world are to be destroyed by him 
and utterly done away with as is here 
compared to the chaff of the summer 
threshing floors, which is to be car
ried away by the winds. (Dan. 2: 35.) 
The stone is here represented as be· 
coming a great mountain and filling 
the whole earth, showing conclusively 
that the kingdom of Christ must 
eventually prevail and cover the whole 
earth, quring the first one thousand 
years, of which Satan is to be chained 
and shut up in the bottomless pit (see 
Revelations 20: 3), after which he 
must be loosed for a little season. He 
then goes forth to deceive the nations, 
and to gather them together to battle. 

And they went up on the breadth of the 
earth, and compassed the camp of the Saints 
about, and the beloved city: and fire came 
down from God out of heaven, and devoured 
them. And the devil that deceived them 
was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, 
where the beast and the false prophet are, 
and shall be tormented da.y and night for 
ever and ever.-Rev. 22: 9, 10. 

fli+ short, the toes of N ebuchadnez· 
zar's image are not yet developed, as 
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they are to be the last ten kings who 
are to govern the ten Roman states. 

These shall make war with the Lamb 
[Christ at his comingl and the Lamb shall 
overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and 
King of kings.-Rev. 17: 14. I. S. H. 

hsttsr DBpar1mBn1. 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Sept1 22. 

Editors Berald:-Received account of Her
ald subscription just previous to the Galves
ton flood. Will see to same as soon as able. 
Wife and I and three children went down in 
the old Col. Baker residence on the corner of 
Thirty-third street and Avenue Q, with 
fifty-two in number, counseling the people to 
trust in the power of God; and we were 
saved, only five of our number being lost. 
Quite an ordeal, I tell you! And right here, 
for the benefit of Bro. James W. Bryan, of 

'Texas, and all Saints and friends interested 
in my welfare, I will say, I and family are at 
2002 So rth Flores street, San Antonio, penni
less but not friendless. Expect to locate 
here. Please give this space, as we have 
been reported lost in the fl•)od. As ever, 

Your well-wisher and brother, 
WILLIAM G. NORTH. 

MILLERSBURG, Ill., Sept. 25. 
Editors Berald:-The two days' services 

held here recently were pronounced a success 
by all those who attended. I arrived here on 
Friday evening, and went with others to the 
beautiful little church ~here we found quite 
an audience mostly of Saints . eager for the 
success of the meetings ready to begin. El
der J. L. Terry, the branch president, in
vited me to preach, but I felt that it would 
be perhaps more beneficial:for us all to en
gage in a social service, and! we noted marked 
evidences of increasing spirituality and devo
tion to the cause of Christ, many earnest 
prayers being offered for the success of the 
services. Brn. Frank A. Russell and John 
W. Adams, of the missionary force, were in 
evidence, as well as a host of local brethren 
from this vicinity, who did all they could to 
contribute to the success of the meetings. 
The preaching was begun on Saturday after
noon, at 2: 30, Teacher William Allen, of 
New Windsor, being the speaker. 

After this service we adjourned to the 
Edwards creek, where Elder Russell in
ducted three souls by baptism into the 
earthly kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
At 7:30 we met for confirmation services, in 
which we enjoyed the Spirit's presence, after 
which the writer spoke from the words, 
"Whosoever hea.reth these sayings of mine, 
and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise 
man." 

Prayer and sacrament services at 9 a.m., 
Sunday morning, in charge•~of Brn. Terry 
and Adams. At 10: 45, preachingj, by Elder 
Russell, assisted by J. W. Bean. Both of 
these brethren took• occasion·,to mention in 
prayer, as also in preaching, the improved 
.condition of the building, its clean, bright 
appearance andl new alcove addition which 
the Saints here have annexed and turned the 
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seats and pulpit right about face, which adds 
wonderfully to its appearance. We felt in
deed that the building was thus consecrated 
anew to the service of God. 

At 2:30 Bro. Adams discoursed with good 
liberty, assisted by J. M. Keck. At night 
Bro. Russell again preached, assisted by Bro. 
W. P.Terry. 

Thus ended a very profitable gathering of 
the Saints, and all seemed to be refreshed 
and renewed in determination to strive on
ward and upward in the building up of the 
kingdom of God. May we day by day renew 
our desires and take courage to press on in 
the conflict until we gain the crown; and 
that the Lord may now move Zion to dili
gence and duty is the prayer of your brother 
in Christ, WILL E LA RUE. 

ST. LOUIS, Missouri, Sept. 25. 
Editors Herald:-The church in St. Louis 

feels almost overwhelmed by the crushing 
blow that has fallen upon us. Our beloved 
president, John C. Hitchcock, has been 
called to the world beyond, and the first feel
ing of unbelief, a feeling that the sorrowful 
fact could not possibly be true, has been fol
lowed by anguish of heart and an almost 
unbearable sense of oppression. Yet with it 
all such a blessed feeling of sympathy and 
love has drawn us together, for grief is a 
bond that unites more strongly than any-
thing else. · 

Of his life, to know him was to feel that it 
was one of purity, of self-denial, of tireless 
energy in working for all that is good and 
noble. The example he gave us by living 
his belief so thoroughly speaks to us even 
more eloquently than did the sermons which 
were wont to encourage and inspire us. This 
example will always remain in our minds, 
urging us on to ambitions of the noblest sort. 

He was born on December 19, 1867, at 
Ai:wona, Livingstone county, Illinois; and 
the never-to-be-forgotten night when he 
passed away from us was Friday, September 
21, of this present year, 1900, at his home in 
this city. Between those dates how much to 
tell! and how impossible to tell it all in 
words! He united with the churuh in 1888, 
on February 5, at Lamoni, Iowa, and came to 
St. Louis about nine years ago. We are so 
thankful for the privilege of having known 
him during these years. 

Seven years ago, when the Religio, which 
has spread so well, was first thought of and 
begun, he was one of its originators, being 
its first general secretary, the office he still 
held at the time of his death. It will serve 
to show how great was the growth he helped 
to accomplish in the society, and also his 
own ceaseless labors in that direction, to say 
that in those seven years this young people's 
work had grown to such size and importance 
that during his last term he sent out 1,628 
letters, and 160 postal cards, besides Consti
tution and By-Laws, leaflets of instructions, 
sample programs, and the like. 

He was ordained a teacher in the church 
on November 5, 1893; a priest on December 
13, 1896, and an elder on March 13, 1898, all 
at St. Louis,, Missouri. Two years ago he 
was chosen as presiding elder of our church, 
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and not long past was superintendent of our 
Sunday school, perhaps the most thorough 
sod earnest we ever had. All of this, too, 
while he wa8 filling a rather important posi
tion as one of the most trusted employees of 
the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas railway, and 
was in daily attendance at his work there. 
To think of it all is to be filled with wonder 
at his determination, his strength of mind 
and spirit. 

i).nd now, just as we have obtained, with 
him at the lead and mainly through his 
efforts, a beautiful rock church, so much 
larger and better equipped than ·the little 
chapel we used to have, he is taken from us, 
and at first we feel as though our rejoicing is 
all turned to bitterness. On the first Sunday 
in the new church ho was so pleased and 
happy; on the second he was feeling ill, but 
preached in the morning and evening not
withstanding, as our missionary elder was 
away; on the third Sunday he was not able 
to be out; and on the fourth Sunday, sorrow
ful congregations with bowed heads met 
throughout the day, and wandered between 
the services to his home, to gaze in a sort of 
daz7d wonder at his face, so beautiful and 
peaceful in its last sleep. 

The next day, Monday, September 24, the · 
funeral was conducted from the church 
which he obtained for us, and from which 
(Oh, the crushing irony of the contrast!) he 
was the first to be carried to rest. The ser
mon by Elder Arthur Allen was a touching 
as well as comforting one. It included the 
dates we have given in his life, and also the 
fact that on January 9, 1895, he was married 
to Etta M. Izatt. A son blessed this union, 
who, with his mother, survives him. 

Besides his own consoling words, the 
preacher read us the poem, ''There is No 
Death," which is said to have been our dear 
brother's favorite poem, and which there-

. fore seems to come as a blessed message from 
his lips. The church was full, as he would 
so love to see it; the scene was one of im
pressive and solemn maj3sty: The interior 
draped with black, the awe-struck crowd, 
the minister whose voice would falter even 
as he spoke words of oheer, the flower-laden 
casket, and himself the most peaceful and 
mo'!lt majestic figure of all. 

And now, since first the sense of his de
parture was borne in on our unwilling and 
unbelieving hearts, the question uppermost 
in our minds has been, "The Religio! the 
Sunday school! the church!-what will they 
do without him?" Yet we feel that we must 
not give up, we know that he would not wish 
it so if he were here, that he does not wish it 
so. And thus there comes a strong determi
nation to be brave, to be far more diligent 
than ever, and carry on the Master's work 
after the manner that he did, as nearly as 
possible. 

Things that he said are so apt to come 
back to us now with renewed force, and there 
comes to me the remembrance of a sermon r 
once heard him preach, in which he spoke of 
the different degrees of glory, the celestial 
being the highest, and the one ~which aspir• 
ing souls would aim to reach. He described, 
too, a vision he had had, representing the 
beauties of heaven. The ending of that ser-
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-mon clings in my mind-it was so impressive. 
The last words were: "As for me, I shall 
never be satisfied until I see the gates open, 
and hear the Great Kiog say to me, 'Enter, 
into thy celestial rest.'" Ob, we feel that he 
is sure of that entrance now, and so he is 
satisfied. And if he is satisfied, why should 
we mourn? 

At another time he read in the pulpit that 
beautiful little poem called "Sometime." 
The words I cannot quote, but it expresses 
the thought that sometime the clouds of 
my5tery and darkness will be swept away 
and we shall understand; and then, so the 
last starza concludes, "I think that we shall 
say, 'God knew the best.'" How appropriate 
that is now and how comforting, when we are 
so puzzled in our grief as to what good reason 
there could be for his departure being so 
sudden and sorrowful. We pray that some 
enlightenment and comforting assurance may 
be given us, clinging to this hop<: that, even 
if not given soon, we shall know all "some
time." 

I wondEr if Whittier ever wrote anything 
prettier than those lines:-

HAlas for him who never sees 
'rhe sun shine through his cypress-trees I 
Wllo hat~ not learned, in hours of faith, 
That truth to flesll and sense unknown, 
That Life is ever lord of Death, 
And Love can nev,_;r Jose its own.,, 

It is true that we cannot lose him, we have 
not lost him, we who loved him as pastor, as 
friend, as brother. He is only waiting for us 
in those shining realms of glory he spoke 
about. 

And so we hope that the spirit of love 
which has come to us and drawn us together, 
and also the resolve to strive to the utmost 
in the gospel cause, may never grow less than 
now; that our sorrow may be accompanied by 
peace instead of bitterness, but that that love 
and that resolve wllich are born of our sor
row may never alter, except to grow even 
stronger. Then we can hope to meet him 
ere long in that place of which it is written, 
"God shall wipe away all tears from their 
eyes; and there shall be no more death, 
neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall 
there be any more pain." 

FLORENCE BURGESS. 

VINING, Woods County, Okla..., 
September 23. 

Editors Herald:-After the General Con
ference the writer came immediately to his 
field of labor, in company with Bro. R. M. 
Maloney. After partaking of Bro. Butler's 
hospitality for a day or two, we proceeded to 
a place east of Okarche, to hold a two days' 
meeting which had been previously ap
pointed, thence to Dewey county, the next 
Saturday and Sunday, for the same purpose, 
remaining until the reunion of August 3 to 
10. Afterward we assisted Bro. R. W. Davis 
in holding a few meetings in the Christian 
church at Nordin, with fair attendan~.>e con
sidering the excessive dust and the hot winds 
which were prevailing at that time. 

We next moved to Pond Creek, near where 
the writer held six services, Bro. Davis be
ing unable to do anything on account of his 
ill health, and also receiving a telegram of 

the death of his sister. Bro. Aylor came to 
my assistance one week ago, and through the 
instrumentality of Bro. A. M. Crofford we 
are occupying in new ground with good in
terest so far. Expect to continue this week 
yet, then move east about nine miles to 
occupy in Sr. Stulls' neighborhood. She is 
an old time Saint. Was baptiz~d when she 
was twelve years old; is now seventy-two, 
and quite active. ExpEct to return again to 
Bro. Cooper's, south:ast of Pond Creek, to 
hold a series of meetings. So we have work 
planned ahead for some time. 

I have been enj<)ying a good degree of the 
Spirit since coming here, and thereby have 
had good liberty in presenting the glad tid
ings to the people. Ever praying for the 
triumph of Zion, I am, 

Yours in the codLct, 
W. H. RHOADS 

VINCENNES, Ind., Sept. 25. 
Editors Hemld:-As I feel somewhat disap

pointed this morning I will write to you and 
let my wants be known. I was expecting 
Bro. Jenkins. I just received a letter from 
him and he did not say anything aliout com
ing, -and is going to build him a house at 
Plainsville. Now what I want is some one 
who will stay here all winter. We have a 
large house with eight rooms, and we are 
alone. We have a free reading room, and a 
good supply of reading matter. Thanks to 
the donors. 

A word to the missionary in charge. Can
not some one come here and help? I will 
keep an elder as long as he will stay, if it is 
till the April conference and longer. We 
live on Eighth street, No. 802, not far from 
the union depot; so please some one come 
soon, and come to stay if you can, for there is 
surely a great work to be done here by some 
one. M. ULMER. 

September 23. 
Editors Herald:-This afternoon dark 

clouds hang heavy and thick around me. I 
feel that all is dark within and around. me. 
I am called to pass through many trials from 
time to time, and I ask my dear brethren and 
sisters to remember me in their prayers that 
I may have strength to bear my trials with 
more patience, and that I may have more 
faith, so that when I go to call upon his holy 
name I may receive comfort and satisfaction. 
I am a sister young in years and in the work, 
yet I know this work is of God, for he has 
blessed me many times, and I know that he 
will not forsake me now if I but have faith 
in him 

0 for a faith that will not shrink, 
Tho' pressed by ev'ry foe,

That will not tremble on the brink 
or any earthly woe. 

prayed for strength to bear my testimony to 
the truthfulness of this work, and pray and 
trust that the Spirit will rest upon the faith
ful, and that we may live to be bright and 
shining lights to those around us and be the 
means of helping others to see the light of 
the or.e blessed gospel, although at times the 
way seems very dark; yet we have one dear 
Friend in whom we can trust, and the nearer 
we draw to him the nearer he will draw to 
us, and that to bless. 

Ever praying for God's people, 
A YOUNG SISTER. 

GATEWOOD, Mo., Sept. 22. 
Editors Herald:-Priest George W. Beebe 

and the writer have been laboring in Ripley 
county for some four weeks. While holding 
a series of meetings at Gatewood, Bro. George 
took the chills, and was quite sick for a few 
days; but by the blessing of God in prayer 
and the use of that which wisdom directed,· 
he is now well. While preaching, in the 
Christian church at Gatewood, I was chal
lenged to debate. I accepted, and so we had 
a debate on church propositions, whi<Jh lasted 
for four days. We did not have a large 
crowd out to hear. We are all very well sat
isfied with the results of the debate. 

Would love to see more letters from the 
South Missouri district. Brethren and 
sisters in Christ, let us not become weary in 
well-doing. We should not boast, but we 
should be meek and humble, watchful, and 
prayerful always, and truly we shall be 
blessed. I praise Goq for his goodness to us 
in this mission, and trust we shall be wise 
eervants and do ml.lch good while here. 

C. J. SPURLOCK. 

DURAND, Mich., Sept. 23. 

I often wish I had such faith as this. Soon 
after I came in the church I was at a little 
prayer meeting and my brothers and sisters 
were all bearing their testimonies. How I 
wished that I could rise and speak, if it were 
but a few words! I felt as though I would be 
blessed. All at once I felt as if a strong arm 
had clasped me about the waist and I was I 
raised to my feet. Since I have always 

Editm·s Herald:-For some cause the Pastor 
of the Baptist church of this place has been 
making an onslaught on the Latter Day 
Saints, making no distinction between" the 
Brighamites and the Reorganization. I pre
sume it is because we have one family in this 
city trying to hold up the true gospel. They 
have been here several years. Bro. Carpen
ter and family have ever endeavored to oorry 
the truth with them, and are noble workers. 
There being no branch here, they usually go 
to the Baptist church. Sr. Carpenter has 
taught the Bible class for several years. 
Was relieved of her position by the pastor 
taking her place. He then commenced a 
tirade of abuse in his sermons. I just hap
pened to drop in here and purpose to go and 
hear him tomorrow morning. It seems that 
the W. C. T. U. have been circulating a book 
among its members called, "The False Star." 
It purports to be an :expose of Mormonism. 
It has raised quite a breeze here. I am after 
them in the1name of the Lord. 

There are several places in this part of the 
district that are almost ripe for work. Many 
are becoming dissatisfied with their churches, 
and I think the time is not far distant when 
there will be a reaction. 

Yours in I:!'C'Spel bonds, 
E. H. DURAND. 

Direct Box~343, in care of P. Carpenter. o 
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WETUMKA, I. T., Sept. 23. 
Editors Herald:-I have been here, about 

ten miles from Wetumka, I. T., for the last 
seven years. Myself and wife, and Bro. T. N. 
Smith and wife and daughter who came here 
last fall, are the only members here; but we 
never had any preaching until the first of 
this month, when Bro. W. H. Smart came 
and preached a week, and the people are well 
pleased with it, so far as we have heard. I 
think there c~n be some good done here if 
the effort of Bro. Smart is properly followed 
up. We have a railroad running through 
Wetumka now, and if any of the elders are 
passing through and can stop with us a few 
days, please drop me a card, and we will meet 
you at our town and bring you out. As ever, 
your brother in gospel bonds. 

W. R. WEBB. 

NEWPORT, Mo., Sept. 24. 
Editors Herald:-This is a lonely place 

without any Saints here. No elders have 
ever been here that I know of. I think it 
would be good for some elder to come and 
preach the pure gospel. There are some 
honest in heart here. Could get church or 
schoolhouse. Most of the people are Ad
ventists. When they ask me what our 
-church believes in, I tell them our doctrine. 
They say they never heard it preached. I 
ask the brothers and sisters to pray for me 
alone here with my family, that I may ever 
be faithful to the end. A sister in the Little 
Sioux branch, L. B. DAVISON. 

CENTERVILLE, Iowa, Sept. 24. 
Editors Herald:-I want to fill the promise 

I made to the Saints at the Stewartsville re
union, that is, to write after I get well again. 
I never so fully realized the truth of the 
26th verse of the 12th chapter of 1 Corinthi
ans as I did when I was sick at the reunion: 
"When one member suffers all the members 
suffer with him." Even our worthy presi
dent included; for he and a large number of 
others came to Bro. Dice's to see me before 
they left for home. That did me more good 
than medicine. By the good care of Sr. Dice 
and her noble daughter, Minnie, I was ready 
to start out Saturday morning; but they in
sisted on my staying over Sunday. As I had 
no appointments ahead I consented, and 
preached in their church in Stewartsville at 
eleven a. m. and 7:30 p. m., to good sized and 
very attentive congregations. I was blessed 
in presenting the word, and a number ex
pressed themselves as being edified. 

On Monday I started for Iowa. Got to 
Cameron in good time for the train north. 
With two !:).ours to wait, left my grips in the 
Q baggage room, and went to Bro. J. C. 
Elvert's for dinner. Got back to depot in 
time for my train on the Rock Island, but my 
grips were locked in the Q. room, ~nd the 
agent did not come till thirty minutes after 
my train had gone, Got my;:grips•and went 
back to Bro. Elvert's to wait for next train. 
I can see the broad smile on Sr. Elvert's face 
yet when I told them I got left. The first 
thing she said was, "Now we will have 
preaching tonight." I said: "YouJget the 
erowd, and I will do the preaching." -

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

They both started out, and at 7: 30 Sr. Lay
ton's .two rcoms were well filled with peo
ple, and in the niQ8teen years of my ministry 
I never met a congregation who seemed so 
eager to drink in the truth. God blessed me 
in telling them the old, old story. One lady 
of the Christian (Campb9llite) faith of more 
than ordinary intelligence said she learned 
more of the plan of salvation in that one ser
mon than she ever knew before. (Not so 
fl~ttering for the Christian Church.) She 
said that many things which were dark to 
her were explained clearly in that sermon. I 
believe she will yet come out of Babylon into 
the Church of Jesus Christ. I left Bro. and 
Sr. Elvert feeling happy, and I felt well paid 
for missing the train. 

Tuesday I came here. I was impressed 
that I must stop here for a short time at 
least. When I got here, Bro. D. Archibald 
said he had been praying God to send some 
one to aid and strengthen them, and we con
cluded I was there in answer to his prayer. 
There is a fine band of Saints here, although 
some few are asleep, and I fear unless they 
wake up soon, will not have oil enough to 
light up. 

I had the great pleasure to be in company 
of eight Angels some two or three nights 
while here, and we had a nice time sure. 
Bro. George, his noble little wife, four frolic
some little boys, and two nice little girls, are 
the family of Angels. May God bless them! 
There is good interest here. Some are inves
tigating. Last night had a good crowd out, 
but the weather is so against us. Rain every 
night; so I will close tonight, and wait for a 
more convenient season. J will wend my 
way toward the New London conference. 
May our God bless the Saints and friends 
here for their kindness, for all seemed to vie 
with each other to do honor not only by word, 
but by deed also to the preacher. Bro. D. 
Archibald, president of the branch, seems to 
have the respect of the branch, and also of 
the outsiders, as have most all the Saints 
here. 

Saints everywhere please remember me at 
the throne of grace. I am scarcely able to 
travel. If my work is not done, I would like 
to be healed of some or all of my affi ictions. 

J. S. ROTH. 
Home address, lOU Summer street, Grin

nell, Iowa. 

GALIEN, Mich., Sept. 26. 
Editors Herald:-As I was appointed by the 

last General Conference to labor in the 
Southern Michigan mission, I concluded to 
move my family from Netawaka, Kansas, into 
my field. I soon had the arrangements com
pleted, and arrived with my family in Galien, 
May 1. We were met at the depot by Bro. 
E. A. Blakeslee, who conducted us to his 
uncle's, Bro. R. Alcott, who gave us a royal 
welcome, and to understand that we were to 
stay with them till our household goods ar
rived. The clear, running streams and taU, 
beautiful trees were greatly admired by my 
little girls, who were used to broad, rolling 
prairies, but not to such timber as we find in 
Michigan. We tried to adapt ourselves to 
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our surroundings, and soon began our work 
as a missionary. 

There has been but little preaching here 
for several years and as a result, the work is 
not in as fl•.mrishing a condition as might be 
desired; yet we have a number of faithful 
Saints in this region and we hope to see are
vival of the work before long. The interest 
in Galien is on the increase, as we had the 
largest audience last Sunday evening we have 
had since we came. The missionaries in my 
charge have done nobly and they have been 
well sustained by the Saints. My labors 
have been mostly confined near home, but I 
expect to be able to open up a more extended 
campaign soon. 

On Sunday, the 16th inst., a daughter came 
to enliven our home. Mother and child do
ing nicely, while I have been promoted to 
general manager of affairs. This afternoon, 
while I was warming some catnip, a knock 
was heard at the door and on opening it Bro. 
Charles Greenncame in carrying a large box 
covered with paper. He sat it down and 
handed me an envelope. On opening it I 
found a card containing these words: "Com
pliments of the Social." By examining the 

·box, found that it contained a set of one hun
dred and fourteen dishes. We were not ac
customed to such treatment, and to say we 
were surprised hardly expresses it. Well, 
we were glad Bro. Green had left the house 
before we found out what the box contained. 
We have three little girls learning to wash 
dishes, and this will account for the fact that 
we needed a supply. If my little girls de
velop the same spiritual qualities that have 
been manifested by their mother and grand
mother (Sr. J. T. Davis), Elder Peak's home, 
.some day, will not be a bad place for a young 
missionary to come, when looking for a com
panion. See! 

We are glad to see such favorable reports 
of Graceland College. We believe it will 
succeed and b_ecome a power for good. I 
never was so much impressed with· the fact 
that the rising generation needs a thorough 
education as now. The young man who fails 
to obtain an education makes a mistake, and 
a great one. 

But, by the way, why not have a theologi
cal department? I am of the opinion that 
the time will come when Graceland will not 
be a. "nonsectarian" school. It is just as im
portant, yes, more important, to have an un
derstanding of the gospel than the sciences. 
If I should ever send my girls to Graceland, 
nothing would suit me better than to have a 
course of study on the principles of the gos
pel. Let a boy or girl obtain an understand· 
ing of the gospel as it is taught in the Bible, 
Book of Mormon, and the Doctrine and Cove
nants, and when they go out into the world 
they will be prepared to teach and defend it. 
If the Lord should call some of the young 
men, who have thus been trah;ted, they would 
be far better prepared to enter into the work 
of their calling because of having this train
ing. This would not be educating men for 
the ministry as the world does, for they or

. dain the students, when they are able to pass 
a. certain examination; while with the ~aintl!l 
we wait till God calls. It is just as pleasing 
to God for our chjldren to obtain a know!-
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edge of his word in the college as it is in the · Baker a very helpful companion in tent 
Sunday school, Religio, or meeting house. work; in fact, he bore the heaviest of. the 
If ~orne experienced elder had charge of a burden. When tent was down or torn, as it 
class in Graceland, I believe he would do frequently was by the winds, he was always 
more good tban in the field, and it would on hand to repair and replace whatever was 
create a greater interest among the Saints out of order; and his ministry of the word 
in favor of the college and greatly increase was quite acceptable. He won the hearts of 
the number of students. But say some: ''The the people by his plain, straghtforward man

The church is to be owned and controlled by 
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day 
Saints.·- May-God speecCtililwork! ---·--

CHARLES DERRY. 

WATERFORD, September 27. 
c Editors He1·ald:-I cannot say that there is 
any special news in this vicinity in regard to 
getting the message before the people. We 
had a few sermons by Bro. E. Compton some
time in July which the Saints appreciated 
very much. He is a very forcible speaker, 

world would not send their children." Pos
sibly not; but this is not an institution of a 
worldly character. It is a Latter Day Saint 
College. For the especial benEfit of Latter 
Day Saints. Why not arrange it so it will 
help Saints to the fullest extent. But this, 
as everything else, must be done in its time. 
"Be not in haste." But the school once es
tablished in Kirtland, Ohio, and the revela
tions and everything else point to the fact, 
to me, that our children should have the 
principles of the gospel taught to them in 
Graceland. 

I am feellng well, physically and spiritu
ally, with more reasons for loving this great 
work than ever before. 

May God bless and prosper Zion. 
W. E. PEAK. 

WOODBINE, Iowa, Sept. 28. 
Editors Hemld:-Having rested from my 

northern tour in the Galland's Grove district, 
I went in company with Elder J. A. Donald
son to conference at Moorhead, Monona 
county. Elder Geo. M. Scott, assisted by 
Bro. Donaldson, presided. We had a fair 
representation of officers and members, and 
unity prevailed. Submissionary in charge 
w,as present, and declined to occupy the 
chair, desirous of honoring every man in his 
cailing, which spirit is commendable in all. 
A desire to display authority is unseemly, 
and brings down contempt on the head of 
those who manifest it. "He that would be 
the greatest among you, let him be your 
servant." True greatness is not manifest in 
the de&ire to rule, but is manifest in willing
ness to perform even the humblest part, so 
that we can bless others and advance the in
terest~ of truth. The general desire for the 
success of the Redeemer's cause was evident 
among all present. The Saints at Moorhead 
kindly cared for all visitors. 

From the conference I was conveyed down 
to Pisgah, (a new town on the Mondamin 
and Wall Lake branch of the C. N. W. rail
road) by Bro. Julius McDonald, of Magnolia 
branch. I had been invited to assist Elder J. 
W. Wight in a series of tent .meetings in 
Pisgah; but as~prior appointments hindered 
him from being there at the time set for 
meetings to •begin, Elder James M. Baker 
kindly consented to assist until Brother 
Wight could come. On the 3d inst. the 
brethren Oturned out and assisted Brother 
Baker in~ putting up the te.nt, I 'acting, 
mostly, as looker on, lending a hand 
when I could. On the 4th we commenced 
our meetings, each !of us occupying alter
nately. We had good audiences and splendid 
attention;:;and the Holy Spirit's power was 
manifest:in the preaching of the word. Bro. 
Baker rematned with me until the lOth, 
when his duties as a member of the reunion 
committee called him away. I found Bro. 

ner. 

On the 11th, Elder Wight came. He had 
been rf quested to carry on these meetings 
and myself to assist him. He was well re
ceived by the people, they having known 
him in his earlier day~, and they had fre
quently beard him heralding the story of the 
cross. 

The interest continued unabated, and the 
Holy Spirit's influence remained with the 
speakers, and, I believe, with the hearers; 
but what the result will be remains to be 
seen. I found Bro. Wight, like Bro. Baker, 
a pleasant and helpful fellow-laborer. No 
assumption of authority; no dictating as to 
what, when, or how the work was to be done; 
no claiming the best opportunities for preach
ing, and ignoring his fellow laborer, but wil
ling to be in harmony and prefer another 
before himself. Such is the Spirit of the 
Master, and this course endears a man to his 
feliows and begets confidence on all hands. 

I would to God all our brethren would 

and"'WaS'WeeT1ikeln;y-"th8'saint'sa;(fth'e""fe'W 
outsiders who attendPd. Had the interest 
been·good we should have been delighted to 
have hc.d him remain with us for some time; 
but the weather was very warm and it being 
a very busy time of season we concluded to 
close the meetings until later. With the 
majority of people their occupations fill their 
minds more than the desire to attend church, 
and circumstances have to be about right to 
bring them out. "Lovers of pleasure more 
than lovers of God." To the wide awake 
Saints this state of the world is quite evident. 

I am sorry to say (nevertheless it is a fact) 
th&t it takes a very small ·matter to keep 
many of the Saints away. This should not 
be, when we know what is at stake. We 
should put forth an effort to attend the dif
ferent meetings of the branches. Some will 

learn the lesson! Humility is one of the attend when there is to be preaching, but 
brigbtest ·gems in the gospel character. will absent themselves from prayer and other 
"Pride goeth before destruction, and a meetings. Since Bro. R. C. Evans held a 
haughty spirit before a fall." How weak is series of meetings last fall our prayer meet
the man who thinks he possesses all the ings have been well attended. There has 
wisdom! ''A fool is wiser in his own conceit been a slight failing during the hot weather, 
than seven men that can render a reason." but a little cool weather will revive them. 

Please tell Sr. Pauline Ruby that I have We have started a Bible class Sunday 
not forgotten my visit to her hospitable home afternoons, and we hope it will be a success, 
in Buffalo, over thirty years ago. Nor have and it will be if we are diligent, 
I forgotten Jerome's generous treatment We have one of our old time members back 
when it was necessary for me to travel on the with us in the person of Sr. Likins who 
Father of Waters; how he would furnish me joined the church when the work was first 
with means, and give me a share in his bed opened up in Waterford. She moved to,Lon
as he acted as pilot on the steamboat. I don sometime after, and now has moved back 
love to be grateful! But what pleases me in our midst. We are truly thankful for it, 
better than all, is to learn from her pen that for she is a true Saint, and is a good church 
my humble instrumentality was used by the worker, and will be a splendid help to the 
Master in leading her into the kingdom of branch. 
God. How sweet to realize that our labors We have been waiting patiently to secure 
are not all in vain! May God grant that all the Presbyterian church of this place. It is 
my work may be acceptable in his sight. a nice building, and if weuget~it this branch 
May Sister Ruby find in her decliningwyears will have one of the finest:places of worship 
that God is her stay and staff, and that the in the country; 80 I have heard from those 
"Everlasting Arms" are around her to uphold who are in a position to know. Then we ex· 
her in the way of righteousness to the end! pect more preaching, and hope a good work 

I had almost forgot to tell you that the can be done. 
people in and around Pisgah desire the Until a year ago this ~branch had been 
Saints to build a church there, they offering seriously neglected; but by the untiring zeal 
to assist liberally to that end. Bro. Wight of a' few of the faithfal ones the fire was kept 
presented rthe matter to the meeting. It alive. Of course, when we know what a 
met the approval of all. A soliciting com- large fieldothe ministry have to go over we 
mittee was appointed, a locating committee, cannot expect!them to do much in one place. 
and a building committee. Outsiaers cheer- I joined then church~·in November, 1899. 
fully consenting to act as well as to contribute. Was baptized by R. C. Evans, and his word 
It was stipulated, however, that we should has proven true,to me that I would never re
build in accord with our means-a wise pro- gret the step. So•far it is true, and hope it 
viso. A lot has been secured, I believe, from always shall be. Though I am a weak Saint, 
the railway, and the intention is to push the yet I have tried to live up to my privileges, 
work to completion at as early a period as and have been blessed. We must be on the 
posoible. The motto at the head of subscrip- watch con!inually. In hopes, 
tion list: "A free pulpit and an open Bible." 1 P. YERKS. 
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ST. THOMAS, Ont., Sept. 28. 
Editors Herald:-Dear Saints of the Chat

ham district: I was appointed by the Gen
eral Conference to labor in your midst as a 
missionary, to commence the 15th day of 
.June last. I was sent by our worthy presi
dent, R. C. Evans, to labor with Elder St. 
.John in tent and other work as the Master 
led us. I have done so to the best of my 
ability. We had the tent working' in Til
bury, Cambell's Side Road, and Both well. 
The tent was at work about seven weeks. 
We have had some good interest. I have 
visited Ridgetown, Blenheim, Cedar Springs, 
Buxton, Dentville, Tilbury, Bothwell, Chat
ham, Longwood, St. Thomas, Glencoe, and 
Appledore. The last named place is the 
home of our worthy president of Chatham 
district, Elder Green. We also visited Bro. 
and Sr. Traxler, the son and daughter of Sr. 
Traxler of Lamoni. Bro. St. John went to 
more places than I did, because he had his 
horse and buggy. He would go to different 
places on Sundays, while I worked the tent 
with local laborers. We did the best we 
could to encourage those in the faith, also 
tried to win others not of the faith to see the 
truth of the gospel. Bro. St. John has bap
tized six. I have baptized six, and expect to 
baptize five or six more at Longwood in a 
few days. Three more are waiting for me 
when I go back. 

I thank the Saints of the Chatham district 
for kindness to me everywhere I have been. 
Don't think any of you are slighted, but take 
this as my heart's love to you all. You have 
cared for us both. If any have seen me do 
anything unlawful, or said anything to hurt, 
I hope they will pardon me. I do not wish to 
hurt anyone, but my desire is to do you all 
good. If it is God's will for me to be returned 
to Chatham district again, I will try to do 
my best for you.· I see room for improvement 
in some things along the line of church work. 
We must go as best we can, that our faith 
fail not. I hope God will keep us in the 
hollow of his hand. 

In the Longwood branch God has been good 
to us. A few more honest souls have been 
added to his kingdom. I thank you all for 
your goodness and kindness to me, and I can 
vouch for Bro. St. John also, I am pretty 
sure. Pmy for us. Come all who can to 
Chatham conference, and have a good time 
in the Lord, on Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 
and Monday, October 12, 13, 14, and 15 next. 

Your brother in Christ, 
T. A. PHILLIPS. 

Oriuinal Postru. 
TO THE MEMORY OF GEORGIE. 

· God in his infinite wisdom 
Has taken our little son, 

And we in the depth of our sorrow 
Would say, "Thy will be done." 

Those whom he loveth he chasteneth, 
And we meekly pass under the rod; 

The pure, white soul untarnished, 
We have given again to God. 
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They bave taken the dear little body 

In the little white coffin away, 
'Neath the snow, on the dreary hillside, 

In the cold, dark grave to lay. 
A treasure has slipped from our hand, 

Over death's shadowy brink, 
And left, in our little band, 

Forever a broken link. 

A pearl has silently dropped 
Out of life's diadem, 

And unto the crown ofglory 
Is added a priceless gem. 

A beacon is set on high, 
To lead us gently on; 

We will not question why, 
But trust. Thy will be done. 

MothBrs' Horns Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY li!'RANCU. 

Let this and every dawn of morning be to you as the 
beginning of life, and let every setting sun be to you as 
its close; let every one of these short lives leave its sure 
record of some kindly thing done for others-some goodly 
strength or knowledge gained for yourselves.·-Rnskin. 

"HOME." 
Home; what does this mean? Just simply 

a place for shelter when tired, hungry, or 
sleepy! Ah, no; to me it has a far greater 
meaning than this! In my judgment, if we 
would make home as God intended it, then it 
would be a paradise on earth. First, in 
choosing a companion for life, we should 
choose one whom we love and respect, and 
whom we believe loves and respects us in re
turn. 

Never marry for money or fame, for money 
never made a happy home; but love one an
other, and be kind and pleasant to your hus
band and family. By so doing, the 
honeymoon never ends; and if the father and 
mother are loving and kind to one another, 
the children will follow in their footsteps, 
and will all join in unison and make. home 
happy. 

Do not go about finding fault, and grumb· 
ling and growling about every little thing, 
but strive to make home happy. Too many 
homes are mere places for shelter, and I know 
it is all for the want of love. Was it not love 
that called our Savior to leave the realms of 
glory and come to this earth to save fallen 
humanity, and give them a perfect home in 
eternity? In order to obtain that home, we 
must live the gospel law; but to make our 
earthly homes what they should be, we must 
do as God commanded us, love our compan
ions with all our heart, and cleave unto them 
and none else, or our home can never be 
happy. Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, 
I am your sister, EVA DENIO. 

THE BIBLE IN LITERATURE. 
It is safe to say that there is no other book 

which has had so great an influence upon the 
literature of the world as the Bible. And it 
is almost as safe-at least with no greater 
danger than that of starting an instructive 
discussion-to say that there is no other 
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literature which has felt this influence so 
deeply or shown it so clearly as the English. 
The cause of this latter fact is not far to 
seek. It may be, as a discontented French 
critic suggests, that it is partly due to the 
inborn and incorrigible tendency of the 
Anglo-Saxon mind to drag religion and mor
ality into everything. But certainly this 
tendency would never have taken such a dis
tinctly biblical form had it not been for the 
beauty and vigor of o~r common English 
version of the Scriptures. These qualities 
were felt by the people even before they 
were praised by' the critics. Apart from 
all religious prepossessions, men and women 
and children were fascinated by the native 
power and grace of the book. The English 
Bible was popular, in the broadest sense, 
long before it was recognized as one of our 
noblest classics. It has colored the talk of 
the household and the street, as well as 
'Ilolded the language of scholars. It has 
been something more than "a well of English 
undefiled;" it has .become a part of the spir
itual atmosphere. We hear the echoes of 
its speech everywhere, and the music of its 
familiar phrases haunts all the fields and 
groves of our fine literature. 

It is not only to the theologians and the 
sermon makers that we look for biblical 
allusions and quotations. We often find the 
very best and most vivid of them in writers 
professedly secular. Poets like Shake
speare, Milton, and Wordsworth; novelists 
like"jlcott, and romanancers like Hawthorne; 
essayists like Bacon, Steele, and Addison; 
critics of life, unsystematic philosophers, 
like Carlyle and Ruskin-all draw upon the 
Bible as a treasury of illustrations, and use 
it as a book equally familiar to themselves 
and to their readers. It is impossible to put 
too high a value upon such a universal vol
ume, even as a purely literary possession.
The Century. 

"THE BRIDGE OF TROUBLE." 

Do not cross the Bridge of Trouble 
But stay this side, I pray; 

The burdens are so heavy, 
Just rest awhile today. 

And smooth out all tbe wrinkles, 
Pack frowns quite out of sight, 

And tuck the little worries 
Into their beds, for n!ght. 

Don't cross the Bridge of Trouble, 
So iqsecure its piers, 

Built on the weak foundations 
Of sighs and groans and tears; 

Oh, bide this side, I pray you, 
Lest others follow on 

Unthinking, in your footsteps, 
Till joy and hope are gone. 

Don't cross the Bridge of Trouble, 
Just on the other bank 

Lies Care, a town most dismal. 
Whose mists so dark and dank 

Are sure to breed the dolefuls, 
And cause attacks of blues, 

That make life seem a pictura 
Of most funereal hues. 
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I all, far abovd t.hem, you may write the name I attend, were soon dispelled by the earnest-D·~ln't cross tbt-:- Rr.idge uf Trouble, 
A heavy toll you'li pay, 

Just take the narrow footpath 
That leads the other way. 

O'er meadows bright with sunshine, 
Through sweet fields of content, 

Where streams of peace, like mirrors, 
Rc fiect a life well spent. 

-Lizzie de Armon<l. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Knowing the e:fficacy of united prayer, I de· 
sire to ask the Prayer Union to pray for my 
son, who hs.s epilepsy, that the Lord will 
heal him if it be his will. 

Sr. L. B. Davison, Newport, Missouri, 
writ( s, requesting prayers in behalf of a lady 
friend, not a member of any church, that if 
God so wills, she may be healed; and that 
she might hear the gospel and obey it. 

The rrquest for prayers for Bro. Wilson, 
of Blandville, Missouri, coupled with a re· 
quest lor a fast day and setting a date for the 
same, came too late for the announcement to 
reach our readers in time. 

THE NAME OF JESUS. 
Sometimes a name represents a memory, 

and sometimes it represent a hope, and some· 
times a principle. Some n!l.me& are degraded. 
They have been tarnished by those who once 
bore and the stain clings to the name 
as it descends to the generations following. 
The name of JudtJ.s is the synonym of t'l'each
ery. VVo seldom write it, hear 
it without thinking of the man whose sole 
distinction is his treason; and if anyone 
should be so unfm·tunate as be called by 
that nl!,me, he would always feel that those 
who gcwe him the name placed on him a 
stigma. 

There are many honorable names which 
have been made noble by the conduct and 
character of those who once bore them. 
These gre.,,t, good men and women have 
trau.;mitted halo of glory with their names. 
The name of Washington suggests patriot
ism; the name of Harvard, philanthropy; the 
name of Grace Darling·, heroism. These are 
honorable names, c:xalted, fragrant names. 

What a splendid ,list of names the Bible 
furnishe~! Each one of these names repre
sents some worthy principle. The name of 
Abraham represents faith; the name of 
Moses, meekness; the name of Joseph, purity, 
the namo of Solomon, wisdom; the name of 
Nehemiah, heroism; the name of Jeremiah, 
tenderness; the name of Daniel, fidelity; the 
name of Samuel, integrity; the name of Paul, 
courage. But the name of Jesus outranks 
them all, for he exemplified, not one great 
virtue, but all the virtues, and that, too, in 
the highest conceivable degree of develop· 
ment. This name stands for faith, courage, 
tenderness, fidelity, heroism, and every noble 
quality that can enter into the character of a 
great and good man. 

Write down the names of all the great and 
good, whose deeds are recorded in the Bible 
and in all history, and opposite each name 
write the peculiar feature of goodness which 
distinguished him; and then above them 

of Jesus, for his name represents every good ness exhibited by those present. Sunday 
principle known to man. Besides all" this, school sessions were held each morning for 
there is no spot on his name. While the several days, and some kind of institute work 
best names recorded in the Bible and in his- the balance of time and also in afternoons, 
tory represent many good qualities, each one occupying from eight o'clock to nine in ~the 
represents some weakness. Every one had morning, and from four to five-thirty in.Jhe 
faults. But Jesus was singularly free from afternoons. 
sin and weakness. He was altogether lovely. Thursday was set apart as special Sunday 
His name is above every name in respect to school day, which began with Sunday school 
the character which that name represents. prayer meeting at eight a. m, Sunday school 
It is like ointment poured forth. at nine. A miscellaneous program of ad-

"How sweet the name of Jesus sounds, dresses and music at ten forty-five, a program 
In a belit-Vtn~s earsP, of recitations and music ajt two~tJhirty, :and 

-The OhTistian Advocate. 

D 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR.. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

(Send communications for this department to the 
Address minutes and notices of conventions~ 

to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ON CAMP GROUND. 
J. A. Gunsolley, First Assistant Superintender,t. 

The writer of this sketch left home August 
first for a campaign in the interests of Sun· 
day school and Religio work in particular, 
Graceland College also, and all church work 
in to represent same at various re· 
unions. 

preaching in the evening. Friday, and what 
time was at our disposal on Saturday, was 
devoted to Religio work, so that our Sunday 
school ended with a fine session at eight a. 
m., the last Sunday. 

A very enjoyable, and certainly profitable, 
time was had. A more earnest and efficient 
band of Sunday school workers it certainly 
would be bard to find than lives in the 
Clinton district, and it makes the heart glad 
to see the radiant cheek and glistening oye 
speaking volumes of appreciation. At seven 
p. m., we boarded the train, and turned to
ward our next point of operation; Sherwin, 
Spring River district, Kansas. 

Bro. William Jordan, of Nevada, Missouri, 
was our host during the night of Sunday, and 
Monday moruing, at about ten o'clock, found 
us upon the beautiful grounds of the Spring 
River camp, a little distance from 'Sherwin, 

After a stopover at Independence, Mis· Kansas. Our coming was expected, so we 
soud, of two days, the camp ground at Nine did not surprise anyone. 
Wonders Park, near· Eldorado Springs, in The :reunion committee had teen .-ery 
Clinton district, Missouri, t_he first object iiberal, indeed, having voted us five after· 
point was relJ,ched Saturday afternoon, Au- noon8, provided so much time were needed, 
gust, 4. This is a beautiful and leaving us to make our arrangements. After 
though small in numbers, an e:;,rnest band of consultation with local workers, a visiting 
genuine Saints was found Sljourning in some committee was appoin·~ed to visit each tent 
dozan or fifteen cotton houses, whioh number on tho ground and notify them of the fact 
was increased by several in the close of the that there would be Sunday school the next 
meeting. TJ:!ough everyone tried to keep up morning, and to solicit the attendance of all 
a.ppearances, aDd tried to be cheerful, it did children and as many of the parents as could 
not require a prophet to discern that there do so. So 'l'uesday morning, Aug·ust 14, at 
was a feeling of sore disappointment at first eight o'clock, we introduced the work 

many who had an idea that for a reunion with an interesting session of Sunday 
to be a success it was highly necessary that school work. Willing helpers were· found 
certain "big guns" should be on the grounds here, also. The writer was chosen super
and it had been learned that though some intendent, ar;d Bro. M. S. Frick, score
were invited none could come, This feeling tary of Spring River district, was chosen as
did not long continue, however, for sistant superintendent. We also had Sunday 
that the artillery of lessor caliber must be school on Wednesday morning, also sessions 
depended upon, the Saints began to pr!l.y of institute work in afternoon. Thursday was 
earnestly for the Lord to bless the "little special Sunday school day. 
guns," and as a result the etrongholds of error A progrl!.m'of addresses had been arranged 
and tradit-ion suffered a ten days' seige of I for by the local workers, which was carried 
very telling marksmanship, out with'interest and profit to all. Another 

Sunday school work commenced, Sunday I session' of'•institute work was held at four 
morning, the 5th, with a good attendance o'clock. 
and a fine interes.t. The writer was chosen Friday•was Religio1day, and much interest 
superintendent-, Sr. Ida Keck, assistant, the was manifested by those present, and preju
latter being assistant superintendent of Clin· dice gave way. 
ton district Sunday school association. The Had another session of Sunday school Sun
fine park-pavilion afforded excellent oppor- day morning, which ended a season of work 
tunity for marching, and it was a pleasing both pleasant and profitable. 
sight, as well as a striking one, to see the The spirit accompanying the work here 
veterans of '61 and the little children in the was of that convincing and confirming kind, 
same line of march, the one enjoying it quite which undermined opposition and beat down 
as much as the other. The feelings enter- prejudice. Some who had not hitherto been 
tained by some that our work would be a active workers determined now to booome so, 
failure owing to so many not being able to and some who had labored under discourag-
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ing conditions were renewed in spirit. Dis
trict and local officers gained light on 
methods. All learned, who had not before 
known it, that the Sunday school is a neces
sary auxiliary to the camp meeting as it is 
auxiliary to the church. · 

ROW AN ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT CAN 
ASSIST. 

Read before the North west Kansas :district convention, 
by J. E. Soderstodt. 

The office of assistant superintendent is not 
generally considered very important or neces
sary, although to my mind it is as necessary 
as any offi,Je in the school. The duties of 
the office are generally supposed to be to take 
charge of the school in the absrmce of the 
superintendent, and when he is present there 
is nothing to do. This should not be the 
case. The meaning of the word assistant is, 
"one who assis-ts or helps." .:A;good, active 
assistant can find plenty of work to take up 
his time if he will only launch out and try to 
work wherever a chance shows itself. What 
we need is more active offi Jers in Sunday 
school work who will fill their places the 
best they know how, those who will be 
enthusiastic and desirous of seeing the work 
progress. In many schools :the officers do 
not launch out and establish• new methods, 
but follow in the steps of their .grandfathers. 
Because the assistant never used to this and 
that they will not do so now. They simply 
hold the office, and that is all. 

A good active assistant is only~ preceded in 
authority by the superintendent, and should 
help to control the school. He should be 
ready to give the superintendent advice in 
all matters pertaining ,,to Sunday school 
work. He is a counselor to the superinten
dent, and the superintendent should confer 
with. him in all business matters. If in a 
large school he should have control of part of 
the classes, see that they have teachers, 
visit classes,, give ad vice, '':invite visitors to 
take places in classes, greet all strangers and 
find seats for the same. In the opening of 
school he can give, very. valuable assistance 
in leading the responsive: reading for the 
audience. He can visit ~absent members, 
also sick members, and recruit• the school by 
inviting new scholars .. 

The constitution gives us to .. understand 
that the assistant should aid ;in selecting 
teachers for the primary and· .intermediate 
classes. This I find, is not practiced in many 
schools. The superintendent:simply appoints 
a teacher and does not ask the 'assistance of the 
assistant. This should aot be so. J He should 
seek aid from the assistant,~and in doing so 
he will get the good will of him and also 
make him feel he is really a factor after all, 
and so get him to work and help him in many 
ways. And in so doing will make the old 
saying true, "two heads are better than one!" 

What we need to do is to get the assistant 
interested. Make him feel ·that his work is 
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assist the superintendent as occasion requires 
and take charge of the school in the absence 
of the superintendent." I believe that the 
superintendent in charge should at difftJrent 
times let the assistant take charge of the 
school so that he will be able to run it in ab
sence of the superintendent. 

ConfaranBB Minutes. 
PHILADELPHIA. 

Conference convened at Bald win, Mary
land, August 25; George W. R')bley chosen 
to preside, F. G. Pitt associate, E B. Hull 
secretary. Branch reports: Philadelphia 
107, a gain of 2; Baldwin 57. no change. 
Ministry reporting: Eiders F. G Pitt, G. 
W. Robley; Priests D. C. Carter, H. H. 
Bacon, M. 0 Matthews; Teachers A D. 
Angus, J. V. Carter; Deacon H, Hargon. 
Treasurer reported: On hand at last report 
$3.11; collected $:1 65; expended $4 25; bal
ance $3 51. The license of D cacon John 
Swank was ordered recalled. F. G. Pitt 
was elected district presidemt, E. B Hull 
secretary and treasurer. John z;mermann 
was sustained as Bishop's agent. Preaching 
on Saturday and Sunday evenings by F G. 
Pitt, and on Sunday afternoon by G. W. 
Robley. On the 26th, Priest M 0. Matthews 
baptized his daughter, Lulu E Matthews; 
also Ira Hum'"s was ordained a deacon. Time 
and place of adjournment left to district 
president. 

WESTERN WALES. 
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by .Elder D&,vid Lewis, in English by Elder 
A, N Bishop. Sister Bessie Bishop gave a 
recit!J,tion, which was enjoyed by a.ll. Mon
day afternoon, Saints' fellowship meeting; 
sacrament was administered. Bro. David 
Ed wards was ordained to the offi,~e of deacon. 
Monday evening, Elder A. N. Bishop gave a 
lecture; suhj ct- A'1cient and Modern 
America, wbich was enj()yed by all. Chair
man, Elder Trenchard, of Cardiff A hearty 
vote of thanks was accorded lecturer ar d 
chairman. RBsolved that we appoint a com
mittee to prepare for a reunioo, to bE held 
this time next year. Brethren Trenchard, 
Ellis, Evan L'wis, and John G. Jenkins were 
appointed. A vnte of thanks was accorded 
the committee, Saints, and friends of Peny
graig, for their kindness and able manner in 
which they have catered for the comfort of 
the visiting Saints; also to Bro. and Sr. 
Jenkins, of Spiders CaRtle, for providing all 
the milk free. Adjourned to meeting at 
Llanelly first Saturday and Sunday in Novem
ber. 

NEW YORK. 
Semiannual conference of above district 

conwmed at Broad River, Connecticut, Sep
tember 1 and 2. Dist.rict president, E·der 
A. E. Stone, chosen to preside; Elders 
Joseph Squire and U W. Greene associates; 
Samuel Guilfoy, secretary. Brooklyn branch 
126; gain by baptism 6, letters from other 
branches 2, absent from branch 20. Broad 
River branch 26; loss by death 1, absent from 
branch 5. Ministerial reports were read 
from Eiders A. E Stone, U. W. Greene,JoReph 
Squirl, Geor~Ze Potts, F. H Truman, W. T. 
Rushton: Priests James Cocks, William Hob
son, E. H. Tordoff, J. W. Burget, S.1muel 
Guilfoy. Financial secretary's r8port: On 

Conference of above district was held at hand last, conferece $!1 80; half of collections 
Porth town hall, August 4 Elder David $o. 96; expenditures $7 LO; on hand $10 66. 
Lewis, district president, presiding; Elder Bishop's agent, Thomas Lester, reported: 
A. N Bishop, missionary, associate presi- Receipts from January 1, to August 30; 
dent; Cathrine Treharne, secretary. R-1- $259.40; paid out $170; on hand $89 40. Offi
sol ved that brethren from the eastern district, cers elected for next six months: District 
also Bro. W. E L'lwis from America, have president, Joseph Squire; associate, A. E. 
leave to take part in the business. Eider A. Stoae; secretary, Samuel Guilfoy. Half of 
N. Bishop gave a fe1v words of counsel and conference collections to district fund and 
ad vice to the assembly, which were appreei- half to Broad River branch. l)istrict fund 
a ted by all. He also reported having labored I to be drawn on for traveling expenses of those 
and preached in the following localities doing missionary work in New York district, 
within the limits of the district: Porth, and a committee appointed to provide ways 
Penygraig, Gilfach Goch, Mardy, Aberaman, and means of enlarging the district fund. 
Llanelly, and Pontyeates. Officers report- Sunday services: Nine a. m. prayer service 
ing: Eiders David Lewis, Evan L<Jwis, J. 0 in charge of Brn R•1shton and Potts. Bro. 
Evans, L0t Bishop; Priests W. P. Cox- and U. W. ·Greene speukcr f01· both pr2aching 
John Salathiel. Bishop's agent reported: services. Bro. Potts in charge of sacrament 
Received £6. Us. 7d.; paid out £6 lOs.; bal- service. All church authorities unanimously 
ance ls .. 7d. Auditing committee reported sustained by the district conference. Vote 
accounts correct, and vote of confidence of thanks tendered Broad Rl ver Saints and 
passed on Bro. Edward Williams, as Bishop's friends for care and attention to the visiting 
agent. A recommendation from Penygraig Saints. Conference collections $10.70; to 
branch was given to ordain Bro. David Ed- district fund $5.35, to Br·oad River branch 
wards to the office of deacon. Said brother $5.35 Collected by committee for district 
stated his desire to labor in the kingdom of fund $3. Bro. Greene baptiz3d Faith, the 
God. It was therefore resolved that the daughter of Eider George Putts, on Sunday, 
brother be ordained at .the call of district September 2; confirmation at sacrament 
president. Branches reporting: Aberaman, service. Adj<mrned to meet six months 
Morriston, Penygraig. Bro. E·lward Wil- hence, at Brooklyn, N0w York. 
liams and Sr. E. A Lloyd were appointed to 
audit accounts of district treasurer, and re-
ported them correct. R'lsol ved that the dis
trict treasurer be released, and that each SOUTHERN INDIANA. 
branch appoint a collector to defray expenses Conference convened with Byrnville 
of district. The tobacco question was left on branch, August 11; J. H. Lake and G. A. 
the table until next conference. District Smith chosen to preside, J. T. Scott clerk. 
offieers appointed: District president, Elder Branches reporting: Byrnville 59; gain 9. 
David Lewis; vice president, Elder Lot Union 46: New Marion 2l. Eden 30. Plain
Bishop; secretary, Sr. Cathrine Treharne; ville 28 Elders reporting: G. Jenkins, W. 
assistant, Sr. E. A. Lloyd. Resolved that C. Marshall, M. R Scott jun. baptized 3, 
we uphold all the authorities of the church William H Kelley baptiz9d 5, T. J. Bell; 
in our faith and prayers. Resolved that we Priests P. A. Flinn, J. J. Boswell, S. M. 

needed and his offi0e is important and you uphold Elder A. N. Bishop as missionary. in Scott baptiznd 2, J .. T. Scott. Bishop's 
will soon be able to work together; and doing our faith and prayers. R'lsolved that all offi- agent's report: Received $l07 27; expended 
so you will find the school willa be better and cers send in their reports, also licenses for $77 67; balance due chur?h ~29.60. ~ext con-

endorsement seven days before convening of ference to be called by district president. M. 
grow faster. . . . I next conference. Sunday and Monday, Au- R. Scott jun. chosen pre~ident of district, J. 

We further find m the Const1tutwn and gust 5 and 6, was a reunion of the Eastern 
1 

T. Scott clerk. Preac~mg by T. J. Bell, J. 
By-Laws the duties of the assistant are ''to and Western districts. Preaching in Welsh H. Lake, and G. A. Sm1th. 
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EASTERN MAINE. 
Conference convened with Indian River 

branch, September 1 and 2; Brn. U. M. Kel
ley and W. W. Blanchard presided, Ne_ttie 
Leighton secretary. Branches reportmg: 
Olive 150; gain 5. Indian River 67; gain 1. 
Ministry reporting: Elders W. W. Blanch
ard, U. M. Kelley, J. N. Ames, J. S. Walker, 
and A. W. Kelley; Priests L.A. Woodward, 
John Richardson, and F. P. SmHh. Bishop's 
agent's report read and referred to an audit
ing committee and found correct. The same 
officers. were sustained. Martie Whiting 
chosen chorister, L. A. Wood ward chosen 
district treasurer. Remarks by Bro. G. H. 
Hilliard on the Saints' duty. P:-eaching on 
Saturday- evening by W. W. Blanchard. 
Prayer and testimor;y meeting Sunday, at 
nine o'clock, in charge of J. N. Ames and 
U. M. Kelley; sacrament administered and one 
baptized. Preaching morning and evening 
by Bishop G. H. Hilliard, and in the after
noon by W. W. Blanchard. A vote of thanks 
was extended to the Saints and friends of 
Indian River for their hospitality. The 
preaching was earnest and uplifting, and the 
prayer service calm, peaceful, and soul-cheer
ing. Adjourned to meet at Jonesport, De
cember 1. 

8tlndau 8Gboo1 Associations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Northern Michigan district Sunday school 
association will assemble in convention, 
October 12, at 9: 30, at Beaverton, Glad win 
county, Michigan. 
. CHARLES E. IRWIN, Supt. 

A CORRECTION 
The convention notice of Clinton district 

which 'lppeared in last week's Herald should 
read, Oiltober 5, instead of October 12. This 
is my mistake, not yours. 

· WARREN McELWAIN, Sec. 

Convention of Sunday school association 
will meet at Chatham, Ontario, Friday, Oc
tober 11 [12?] at 10:30 a. m. All officers of 
district and schools please see that your re
ports are in writing. 

JESSIE A. HACKE'l'T, Supt. 
MAGGIE BADDER, Sec. 

The convention of Northeastern Illinois 
district Sunday school association will con
vene at Plano, Illinoi@, October 5, at two p. 
m. Let all attend that can, that we may 
have a profitable time; secretaries, please 
send reports to me, at Norway, Illinois. 

MAMIE WILLIAMSON, Sec. 

j'JlisBellaneotls Department 
GROVE MEETING. 

The annual grove meeting of the New 
Marion branch, Ripley, county, Indiana, was 
held September 1, continuing over the 9th. 
The district president, M. R. Scott ju.n., 
being present, presided. W. C. Marshall was 
chosen chorister. M. Anna Camron secre
tary. Sunday morning the stand was occu
pied by W. H. Kelley, assisted by George 
Jenkins, subject, ''Two Covenants." 2: 30 p. 
m., M. R. Scott jun., a~:sisted by David Hur
baugh, taking up the subject of "The Plan 
of Salvation." 7:30 p.m., W. C. Marshall 
and J. J. Boswell addressed the audience, 
speaking on the duty of the "Creature to the 
Creator"- "Narrow Way." Monday eve, 
George Jenkins and J. · J. Boswell were the 
speakers. Subject, "Duty of the Creature to 
the Creator." 

Meetings were held each evening during 
the week with increasing interest~!IOn Sun-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
day the crowd was immense. The work was 
nobly defended, and the banner of King 
Emanuel did not suffer loss. In all it was a 
profitable meeting, and has made a bright 
page in the history of Ripley county, which 
time cannot erase. There were many visit
ing Saints from other branches, whose cheer
ful faces were gladly welcomed, but space 
will not permit us to give their names. We 
would like to give subjects and speakers dur
ing the week, but our article would be too 
lengthy; at all events the work did not suffer 
loss. 

TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
SPECIAL NO'l'ICE. 

In ordering supplies for schools much in
convenience and positive annoyance to the 
office results from carelessness, which may 
be avoided by following these suggestions: 
(1) If there is a branch agent for the Herald 
Publishing House in your branch, let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When ordering for the Sunday school, when
ever a new person orders, be sure to give the 
name of the person to whom the supplies 
have been previously sent. This will prevent 
the frequent annoyance to both the office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3) Be 
sure to sign your name to every order. If 
the order is not signed it will not be filled. 
(4) Send cash with order when at all prac
ticable and save book accounts. (5) Address 
all or'ders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Semiannual conferenc€l of Southern Cali

fornia will meet October 26, at ten a. m., in 
the Saints' chapel, Garden Grove. Branches, 
please take notice and thus be properly rep
resented by delegates. The Sunday school 
association will meet on Saturday afternoon. 
Come, Saints, bringing the Spirit of .the 
Master, and thus keep in touch with the lat
ter-day work. 

A. CARMICHAEL, Pres. 

Conference and Sunday school convention 
of London district will be held at Toronto, 
Ontario, October 6, 7, and 8, instead of Octo
ber 5 to 7, as announced by Secretary John 
L. Berger in Herald of September 12, page 
604. 

BORN. 
GREEN.-To Bro. 0. E. and Sr. Ella J. 

Green, a boy, July 28, 1900. Blessed Septem
ber 20, by Elder J. R. Sutton, and named 
Paul Raymond. 

MARRIED. 
JONES- MORRIS.- At Nantyglo, Mon

mouthshire, England, August 27, 1900, Sr. 
Alice Jones, third daughter of Elder J. 
Jones, to Bro. George Morris, also of 
Nantyglo. 'The ceremony was first enacted 
at the established Church of England, accord
ing to national laws. The bridal party then 
returned to the home of the bride's parents, 
and there Elder A. N. Bishop performed the 
impressive rite according to the laws of God. 
The happy pair, with parents, brothers, sis
ters, and friends, then partook of a wedding 
breakfast, at which all enjoyed the good 
things of the earth. Many presents were re
ceived, both useful and orname-ntal. Bride 
and bridegroom have the best wishes of the 
household of faith. May their lives be long 
and happy. 

MEREDITH-JONES.-At Aberaman Gla
morganshire, Wales, Sr. Elizabeth Meredith 
to Bro. Howell Jones, both of Aberaman 
branch. The ceremony was first performed 
according to the law of the land, then at the 
home of the uncle of the bridegroom, Elder 
Evan Lewis, the ceremony was performed 
according to the law of the Church of Christ 

by Elder A. N. Bishop. A happy time was 
then enjoyed byfriends, and the presents to 
the happy pair were useful. They have the 
good wishes of all, and n:!ay God bless them. 

DIED. 
ALLEN.-Near Paige, Texas, Eppie Bel

zora, oldest daughter of Bro. W. W. and 
Mary E. Allen, aged 7 years, 4 months, and 
26 days. Funeral service by Elder Mobley 
of the Baptist church. 

BEIRLY.- At her home, near Seligman, 
Missouri, September 7, 1900, Sr. Martha J., 
wife of Bro. Solomon Beirly. Deceased was 
born June 19, 1849; united with the church 
in 1886, being baptiz :d by Morris T. Short, 
during a series of meetings held at that place. 
Sr. Beirly was among the first to unite 
with the church at Seligman amid bitter 
persecution. She ever afterward was a 
staunch and able defender of the faith, spar
ing neither time nor opportunity to try to 
assist those around her to see the beauty and 
grandeur of the latter-day work, and was in
strumental in bringing quite a number into 
the church. The home of Bro. and Sr. Beirly 
was the home of all the elders lioing mission
ary work in that locality. Although her 
sufferings were great, they were borne with 
patience and fortitude, and she rejoiced in 
the thought that she was going to her re
ward which had been so richly earned, and 
which to her seemed so certain. Just a few 
moments before her spirit took its flight, 
sotne of the brethren on the outside of the 
house heard heavenly and angelic music, 
which seemed to come and rest directly over 
the house and over that portion in which she 
was lying; and she seemed to c lmprehend it 
fully, although life was rapidly passing away; 
and now as life's scene closes with her, can 
anyone say that her spirit's rest will not be 
most glorious? She leaves a devoted and faith
ful husband, also three daughters and one son. 
Funeral sermon to a large and interested 
audience by Bro. James Grimes; 

HORTON.-At Manistee, Michigan, August 
28, 1900, Bro. Wesley B. Horton. He had 
lived in Manistee for thirty-three years; was 
an elder in the church, but did no active 
service as such for a number of years. .He 
was superintendent of public schools in Man
istee for two terms. Has held the office of 
supervisor, then superintendent of the poor. 
Keeper of Manistee county poor fa~m for 
nineteen years. He was also county agent of 
the State Boara of Charities. He was widely 
known and respected. Leaves a wife, one 
daughter, five grandchildren, and one 
brother, George Horton, of Independence, 
Missouri. 

MAXWELL.-At Cadillac, Michigan, Au
gust 30, 1900, Bro. E. Maxwell. He was born 
in Canada, M'arch 8, 1865. With his parents 
moved to Michigan in 1879. On April 25, 
1888, our brother was united in marriage to 
Sr. Jessie Kennedy, who survives him. 
Funeral services from the residence, con
ducted by Elder J. R. Beckley. 

RoYCE.-Dr. J. H. Royce was born in 
Cayuga county,New York, June 3, 1831; died 
at his home near Baroda, Michigan, August 
31,1900. He came to this State ln 1850; studied 
medicine and became a practicing physician 
sooa after, which profession he followed till 
death. His cfirst wife died about fourteen 
years ago, and his second marriage was w.ith 
Sr. Bell Babcock, which union was blessed 
with one son. He was baptized about two 
years ago. His love for the work was 
stt-ong, and his greatest desire was to ad
vance it; always willing to help to make a 
meeting a success. His beautiful and pleas
ant home was always open to the Saints, and 
especially for the elders, who always felt at 
home when under his roof. He was well 
known ·throughout the county, and an 
immense crowd attended his funeral, which 
wa~a conducted by Elder E. A. Blakeslee. 
Brn. F. Granger and W. E. Peak preached 
the funeral sermon. He leaves a wife, son, 
and a host of friends to mourn his departure. 
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AN INTERESTING 

JUST ISSUED. 

BY RhDRR G. J. HUNl 
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINISTERS 
ON ISAIAH 29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. . . . . . . 

PRICE • 10 CENTS 

,-RE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS .. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4.. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

1>. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

T. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100............... 30 

8. Fullness of 'che Atonement; 
per dozen Hie.; 100 .......... 1 00 

l'b. Spiritualism Viewed • from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

10. 'The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100.............. .. . ... . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. per 
dozen 15c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive 

dozen 15c.; 1 00 

17. 

1 00 

30 

60 

I
I 

18. 

19. 

:i!O. 

per 
50 l 
30 ! 
~ •. I 100... "" I 

Church Under I 
and Under the i 

per Hie.· 100 .......... · 1 00 ~~ 
Truths 
and 
dozen 20 
Faith and Repentance; per 

60 
I 

dozen lOc.; 100 ............. . 
Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 1 
The Kingdom of God; per I 
dozen 3c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 20 

21. 

22. 

25. Laying on of Hands; per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga
:r;nist? per dozen 20c., 100. . . . 1 40 . 

27. The Sabbath Question; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . .. . . . . .. .. .. 1 ~0 

28. ~postasy or Perpetuity; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

29. The Mmmtain of the Lord's 
:S:ouse; per dozen lOc. ;ff 100.. 60 

30. The Factions o:g. :Polygamy 

81. 

82. 

·and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen Hie.; 100 ..•..... , .. , .. 1 00 
What is Truth? TJ!.ue Ortho
d,oxy? and. an· Ewmgelic~l 
Ohurch? an:d Epito,~e of 
F!!<i tb; per dol'"m $c. ; 1!10 . . . . 20 
Which is ~~ Church? per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SO 

34. The Church or Kingdom of 
God; What is It? \Yhenee 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 '3{l' 

39. Prophecy of the Rebellion; 
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lfr· 

40. 'Nhat We Believe; per dozen 
10,;.; 100 ................... . 

41. The Gospel and Epitome of 
Faith; per d0zrcn 3c.; 100 . . . . 2()) 

42. Rejection of i he Church; rcr 
dozen 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6('; 

43. Cowdery Letters; each Gc.; 
per doz em. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

44. Crooked Paths, per clozen15,:.; 
100... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0(9 

46. The Pure of Christ; 
per dozen 3c. ; .......... . 

48. One Wife, or :Many; pc1· 
dozen, Hie.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 01) 

SWEDISH 'l'RACTS. 
•37. En Inbjudning 'l'ill Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100 .......... . 
38. Den Gode Herdens IWst, and 

Kristi L~irdom; per dozen 
10e.; 100 ................... . 

GERMAN 'l'RACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each.. . . . . . . . . . 15 
51. The eaeh ...... . 
52. 'fhe the 

each................... . . . . 06 
53. The 02 
54. The 25 
55. 'l'he each. . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 

:.:m1 PI~NDIUM OF F AI'fH. 
141. Cloth .. .. .. . . . .. ..... ,. • , 
174. ]'lexible .... ,.."", ,.,,,,,. 

Vv. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ............. , .... , , , 1 

ONG Ji\ 
'II~f 

'rlC)N OJ~-l 
prono:1tiC" 
- and full 

ftnd rcft.Tcuces. 

155. refer-
Sun .. 

3 0!) 

flexible .................... 2 
vvith references ... Q o ~.. 80 
without references.... 30 
without references .... 

Words and 
music. 

108. covers, each ......... . 
dozen ............• , • . . 3 20 

110. Cloth, limp ..... , , , , , , , ••. , . 35 
Per dozen ... s ~ o" o .. g .. " .. ., ., ., e 3 75 

111. Cloth and leather .......... .. 
112. Full leather. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . 1 01} 
113. Gilt edges .................. 1 2f0 
114. Flexible, leather......... 1 

WHAT IS MAN? Elder l. 
Lambert. 

140. Cioth...... •• • • •• •• • • •• •• •• • • 

The same as in the 
Archreological Com
mittee's Report; can 
be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition 
of the Book of Mor
mon. 

Complete set of six, 15c~ 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

BA I. 
SPECIAL SUMMER. EXCURSIONS. 

iJ.iJ<l'4!Jifi'R}~,a·ate'-~ unt~J.t-'i~ the la'\'1\rs (!If" the ~tate o'f .1-t~"'t~'-a. <!:l;,a~'\. . ~f.';~~~s:.. 

'Fetal a§,ets Jlanu,a·y !, 11~&0, IIH33,032.34; Apr:iil 1, l·~ou, ·illlH>;2_d11i.O'd'. 

Ve 'fJ'iY Interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald r<Oaders. All 1 
~rs of inquiry wlll l>e promptly and carelnlly answered. Direct all letters to i 

jW. A. HOPKINS, C&shier, state Savings Bank of Lamon!, 1 St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missom·i, 
B. B:!Uiud, A. Js:. Andereon, Lney L, Resseguie, ~ I September 17 to Octobec 20. One fa.re and 

:Ill~> D. '!lf!llltelMlad, G. w. Blllk, w . .&.. Bop!Uu. I third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep-

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~mb~l6,18.~.~.~. ud Oc~b~2.~9, 
1 11, 16, and 18. RJturning· good five days 

i 
KIEL, Oklahoma .. March 2!l, 1900. 

Bro. Ord>nay:-I have been enabled to quit tobacco after the use of two boxes of your anti~ 
dote, (Quit-to-back.) I have used tobacco for thirty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 boxes o:f Quit-to-back sent postp~id anywhere in the United States or Canll.da for 
only $1.50, with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U. S. postage 
stamps taken. You run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria, Ill.. 

A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 
;Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
<Clf Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HER.~LD OFFICi~, l;amoni, Iowa, or 
A. H '-'\VS, 2:05J.o Polk Street, 

San F'rancisco, Calii'ornia. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at D<O< 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
i&outh-L:>ave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arrhe 

at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 
Trai.ns daily except Sunday; connect wHh C 

B. & Q. at Leon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH 0])' 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume ......... 1 50 
120. Leather back and corners, ner 

volume., ............ .-.-... 2 or 
121. Leather, per volume ......... 2 50 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ....... 3 0\: 
Third volume not yet complete. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Cloth ........• , . . . . . . . • . . . . . 75 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEM
PLE LOT SUIT. 

124. Cloth ............. , • . . . . . . . . 1 50 

BRADEN- KELLEY DEBATE. 
Report of the discussion be
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

125. Cloth .• , .•••• , •• , •••••. , , • • • 1 50 

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION. 
154. Paper . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • . • • 25 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

Per dozen ....•.•••.•. , . . . . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp .. • .. .. . .. .. •. .. . 25 

Per doz.,, ...••.••••.•.•••. 2 70 
117. Cloth.... . .. ... ........... 35 

Per doze n . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . 3 75 
118. Flexible, g: t edges .. . .. .. .. . 50 

D. F. NICHOLSON, H. C. NICHOLSON, 
Cashier. Ass't Cashier. 

I L 
I~ IOWA. 

Ample responsibility Five per cent interest 
paid on time depos' 's. Correspondence s'o
licited. Farms and iuwn property for sale. 

VALUABLE INVENTIONS. 
H .v2 several very valuable inventions of my own origin, 

covering both the method also the machine for manufac
turing; a very vgJuable product with an unlimited demand. 
Demonstrates its own value. Need money to push it to 
the front. Any brother having money waiting for in· 
vestment, p1eas3 investigate. Addre'?s, C. E. MEAD, 
1915 Hammond Ave., West Superior, Wisconsin. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth .. . . • • • • . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • '15 
127. Leather .. , .................. 1 00 
128. Flexible .••••••• , . • . • • • • • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each ..••••••.• ,...... 10 
Per dozen.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . • .. .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • .. 25 
133. Cloth .••••• , •••••••••••• , • • • 40 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper . . • . .. . . • . • • .. .. • • • • .. 25 
135. Cloth. . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 50 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • 30 
137. Cloth.... • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • 50 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A 
LIFE. 

144. Cloth.. • • • . .. .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • 75 

from date of sale. 
St. Loui8 Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 

1 to 6, 1900. 8'3liing dates September 30. to 
October 5 Good returning Oc~tober 8. One 
fare for tile round trip 

1 Fall Festivities, Kansas City, Missouri, 

I 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep
tembEr 29 to October 6. Good returning Oc
tober 8. One far•3 for the rouod trip. 

Sunday School Supplies. 
SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper ....... · · · · · · · · • • • • • • • 4
7

Q 
57. Cloth, limp, double size...... 5 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen... 50 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa
tions; per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . • 10 

60. For districts to General Asso-
ciation; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . 10 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . . . • . • • . • . . • • • . • . . . • . 20 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 25 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. 75 
64. Small, ten kind8; 100 .....• ,, 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100 .............•....• , • 

1 
~l} 

66. Per 1,000 .............••. , . • vO 
PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK

ETS. 
67. Per 100 .....•..•••• ,, ,, ••••• 
68. Per 1,000 ............••. , ... 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
:F'or the government of schoolsj 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen .................. . 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
10. mach o • ~, ~oil G e Ill 'J q $(I 01 0 9 {I Ill"'_ D 1110 e 

71. Per dozen~ Ill ~~., ~~I') • <6 ~~~ $ @!II .tl.,. I') 0 g 11 3 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the General 
Sunday School 1\-ssociation,, 
Designed for use in $abbath 
school work. Issued quaro 
terly. 

73. S,enior Grade, per quarter.,. ()~ 
Per year, in advance... .. . . • • 2u 

74. Intermediate Grade, per quar-
ter ......•...••............ , 
l?er year .. ,,, •....•.......•• 

75. Primary Grade, per quarter .• 
Per year ..................•• 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per doz<m .•• 2 50 
PRl;M ARY QUESTION BOOK. 

77. timp, 15c. each, per dozen .. ·. 1 50 
The office will procure for its patrons 

any ~ook that is obtainable. 

c 
c 
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CONTENTS: j but it is simply due to the fact that 
EDITORI~L: . . . people have not thought wise to con· 
c Heahng- by.Human and Dtvme Means.~o3 tribute to a society to sell Bibles as a 
e: Poor Boys 1n Coll, gtl ................. 655 f b l · ll 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: matter o enevo ence when equa. y 
Baptism.-No.2 ...................... 656 as good or better Bibles could be se-
Healing ............. : . .............. 658 cured elsewhere for less money. 
Rapen~ance ~nd Forgiveness.······· -~~0 The reduction in the price of Bibles 
The M1llenmum .................... 661 h b · Ed' · h 
Barnacles and Clogs ................. 662 as een amazmg. 1t1ons t at a 

and the strikingly ol"iginal portraits of Cleve_ 
land, Biaine,Qciay, Crokee, Bryan, and others, 
lend espEcial inter,ost to this papee on the 
tactics of party manag-ers in the Presidential 
campaigns of the past twenty five years. 
The author has been in the thick of the fight 
and has evidently been brought very closely 
into contact with the great leaders in the 
battles which he describes. 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: ................. 663 few years ago could only be secured 
MOTHERS' ~OME COLUMN: for $9 or $10 can now be secured for CHAUTAUQUA. 
SUN~~~YS~~~~~~ Dc;;~~TMEN·T; .. · .... " 665 $3 or $4; and serviceable i~itation of Chautauqua has become an America Insti-

Our Need as a District Association ... 666 them for even less than $1. Never tution and an household word. From a little 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: has the Bible been in such demand; beginning it has attained a greatness which 

Far West .......................... 667 never has it been so much studied as has not yet stopp<"d growing. Chautauqua 
Western Ma~ne.. .. . . . . . ........... 667 during the last year. It has been has high ideals and has had the practical 
Southe~n W1sconsw ................. -~~7 S"l'd t·hat "thl's resent ne lect of the wisdom to make them real and operative. 
St. Loms ........................... 667 "' p g . Chautauqua has touched and broadened the 

SUNDAY ScHOOL AssoCIATIONS: Bible, however, cannot be called sur- intellectual life of many a community-nay 
N Yo \r 667 I · t 1 more, h has given to many a community its 

ew r · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · prismg. t IS a na ura consequence first intimation thRt there is au intellectual 
MISCF!LLA~Eous D,EPAR~MENT: 6,,8 of the discredit thrown on the scrip· life. Of the Summer Chautauqua. everybody Btshop s Agents Notwe ............ · · u b l d h 

Resolutions of Sympathy ............. 668 tures even y c ergyman an teac ers who knows anything knows. Of the Winter 
Pastoral,-J. W. Wight .............. 668 of theology. The Bible is no longer Chautauqua CourRe d Home Study not so 
To Sunday Schools ................... 668 distinguished by them as the infallible many know, alt.bough over two hundred and 

IS THERE A DECREASED DEMAND 

FOR BIBLES? 

sixty thousand readers have taken advantage 
word of God, but is apologized for as o' its instruction. Its social influence has 
mere 'literature,' disfigured by human 

1 

penetrated almost every city, town, village, 
errors, the guile of priestcraft, and and m~c~ny foreign countries. During the 
the ignorance and credulity of semi- past summer one . hundred an~ tw~nty 

. , . . . Cbau :auq ua Assem biles were held tn thirty-
barbarous. compilers. ~ow, lt IS true I four different state,, end territoriet, the at· 
that the VIews of the scnpture stated tendance at which aggregated a million of 

Much is being made of the fact that in this quotation are held even by men people. The season at the Mother Chauta~
the American Bible society in its recent in the ministry but there has not I' 9- ua, N. Y ., was one of th.e most successful m 

t ll f t f 11. ff · ·.~ ,, .-' ~ 'r f h~ B;bl ., . h • 1ts twenty-five year'8 histo_ry. Over forty 
:report e s o a grea a lng o lll an.,en '" neg.tecv o t ~::> , e '-rom t a" i thouaaud people att6aded tne lectures, cou.-

BY THE REV. R. A, TORREY, PASTOR OF 
MOODY'S CHURCH, 

the demand for Bibles from that so- -for the Bible is not neglected. These i certs and entertainments, while two thou
.ciety. It is said that "over 400,000 views might naturally be supposed to sand six hundred ~nd fifty students pursued 
more Bibles and 'restaments were sent produce a neglect of the Bible but the one J;lUndred an~ six courses under seventy-

. ' two Instructors m the summer schools. 
out by- the American Bible society t~uth IS that the men who hold th~se The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific 
five years ago than are sent out now, v1ews do not get much of a hearmg Circle was organized at the Chautauqua Sum
and its receipts in money have fallen from students of the Bible. Those mer Assembly in 1878. Its purpose is to pro
off nearly one half., From this fact who really desire to study the Bible v~de a s:,:stematic co_urse of reading in 

· · d h h · · ' history, hteratm·e, smence and art. It 
the mference IS rawn t at t ere lS a and do study 1t, are perfectly aware secures to those who have been denied col-
great falling off in the demand for that these views are arrant bosh, and lege opportunities the college student's gen
Bibles. This inference is entirely un-j that, while men seek to foist them e:al outlook upon the world and life.. It also 
warranted by the facts. Many other· upon the public as new truth, they- are· g~ves colleg~ gr:=tduates an ?Pportumty tore· 

· · h · t'<- · h ld l d d . f I Vlew the s"ud1es of earher years. The 
s~met1es ave n.sen as. compe ~oors s1mply t. e o exp o e . n'?t10ns o Circle is not a college either in its courses of 
w1th the Amerwan B1ble soCiety. Tom Pame and other mtidels re- study or its methods. But its influence in 
These other societies have taken to vamped. The falling off of the busi- thousand of home~ has ~een to ayvaken an in-
p opular methods for the sale and dis- ness of the American Bible society is t~rest and enthusiasm m the hlgher educa-

. · f h B'bl d h . twn among young and old. 
tr1but10n o t .e l ~· an ~o ave ll:ot du.e .to them. b~t to the competl- A regular four year's course is provided, 
left the American B1ble somety far tiOn of other somet1es that have seen each year being distinct from the rest. The 
behind in the competition. The In- fit to adopt the business methods of mem?er. d?es not bind himself by any pled~e. 
ternational Publishers, tha Oxford the day. The md1v1dual rea?er may pursue the entire 

· · B H l , . course alone, but mrcles of three or more are 
B1ble somety, agster, o mans, Conferences for B1ble study are recommended. These circles or clubs hold 
Eyre and Spottiswoode are seUing springing up all over the land, and weekly meetings and pursue regular pro
Bibles by the hundreds of thousands; have a large attendance. Men who gram<> of readings, discussions, papers, etc. 
besides these many newspapers have preach the Bible are demanded for o.ver forty supp~emeutary courses are pro· 

' ll' f B'bl · Vlded for spemal students. A monthly 
takell: to the fi!o.e mg o. . l es as pulpits, large and small, a~ nev:er be- magazine called The Ohoutauquan is pub-
premmms. A smgle rellgwus paper fore, and the men who beheve m the lished with readings, notes, programs, and 
in the City of New York disposed of Bible and preach it, and not their own announcements. The Ohautauquan is consid· 
several hundred thousand Bibles last theories are the men who have the ered by ma_ny to be unsurpassed for cont!lnts 

· B'bl · ' . O . , . of current mterest and for permanent hter· 
year . as premmms. I es are now crowds to hear them.-- hwago Tnbune, ary, educational, and historic value. Special 
sold m the great department stores, September 23, 1900. review outlines are given in the books and 
one firm alone in one of our Eastern required readings. Twenty minutes a day 
cities selling far more Bibles than any will cover the rrq.uired reading, an~ the 
b k · h · u'CLURE'S total expense entalled amounts to $tJ,00 a 

00 store lD. t e mty. . •u. FOR OCTOBER. year, less than fifteen cents a week for a 
So far from there havmg been a The October number of McClure's opens period of nine months. A diploma is 

falling off in the sale of Bibles in the with an article on "The Strategy of National awarded at the end of the four year's course, 
last five years there has been a mar- Campaigns," attractively illustrated by Jay and seals are bestowed. for written review 

1 . I · th Hambidge. The frontispiece, showing Gov· work and for extra readwg. The advantage 
ve <;ms mcre!l'se. t lS true e .one ernor Roosevelt and Senator Hanna in confer· of a systematic plan of study is apparent to 
somety ment10ned has fallen behmd, enoe at Republican National Headquarters, anyone who has had occasion to compare the 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

results of a year of desultory reading with \every mongoose were swept off the islanil. ~danger or of venture, and it is not in Christian 
the outcome of a twelve month in which the· Wnen the animal had succeeded in doing nature to disrt"gard the divine command to 
books and magazine articles read, whether away with the snakes, and made the rats g-o into the world ~tnd teach all nat.ions.-Hon. 
few or many, have been chosen with a defi- seek safety in the cocoanut trees, it went for Charles Denby in Octube:r Forum. 
nite aim in view. the chickens. Naturally, prices rose sky- •· 

The general subj(·cts of The Chautauqua ward, and it was considered a luxury 
Four Year's Course are as follows:- to have poultry on the table. Wit.h the A PUEBLO LEGEND. 

1900-1901. destruction which the tick now does 
to the young mongoose, it is said by those Through all. ~he ~rr~te>q ue ~arkne.ss ?f 
who know that the ground-laying birds Pueblo sup~rstltJOn, wrPes MariOn Hill In 
are, once more appearing. ana it is furth<•r Fnmk Leslte's Popula1' Monthly for October, 
suggested that more birds should be im·1 runs a bright thread of poet:c legend; and 
por·ted. The cattle owners will welcome the one legend, sine<~ it is woven around the 
feathered agency that formerly minimized , ruined .est.ufa in t.h:e ruined Pueblo of Pecos, 
the_effect of tbe ticks by fe<>.ding on these in- has a r1ght to b ·'told here. 

French History and Literature. 
Greek Lands and Letters. 
World Politics of Today. P.;_ychology. 

1!101-1902. 
German and Medieval History. 
Nature Study. 
Roman and Italian Life and Art. 

1902-1903. 
English History, Literature, and Art. 
Nweteenth Century History-Geology. 

1903-1904. 
The Expansion of the American People. 
Sociali~m, Nature Study, American Lit

erature. 

sects. With the introduction of sugar-cane Pecos was founded ay the man-god, the 
in Cuba and Pllrto R co, the identical de- great Montezuma himself, and be t.herefore 

l structivecondi\.ionsarelikelytoconfroot.tbe probably felt a protective intere~t in H; at 
planters there; but sioce Americans, with any rate, when the usurping Spaniards lay 

1 experience bo,ugh t, in .Jamaiea, are. at the 1 upon ~he couq uered Pueblos a cur8ed rule of 
head of the eooerprlsr.'s 1n t.he .or,her Jslaods, I rest.rawt and wrong, Mor..tezuma. lnv.oked 
it is unlikely that the ffi\HJg·oose will be im- against them the aid of his brother Q'Ods in 
ported, ev.en though rats might appear nu- heaven. Ttlese told him to plant a tnoe up
merically strong enough to warrant drast.ic , side down beside the chief t>st.ufa of Pecos, 
measures of extermination. Care wiil be and to light a holy fire upon the altar. and if 
exercised in t.he selection of an antidote. As the fire were kept, burning until the tree fell, 

The editor of th~ Cutlwlic Wo.rld seems to far as the mongoose is concerned, a recent then would there come to the rescue of the 
find s?me consola~10~ lll the; fall~re of the act of Congress prohibits the importation of oppressPd a great pale-face nation, and de
Am"rwan Blb~e .• t>~CJety: as 18 ev1~enced by tl;e animal in~? the United States or its colo- liver them from the Spanish thrall. 
the folioww~; edhOt 1al paragraph Hl the Oc· nres. Hawau, where the mongoose was , · 
tober r•umber of that mag!lz oe·- 1 . d d . 1881 d . ."1 1 . So the fire was Itt, and a sentwel was posted 

''An~tt.er chapter in the hist~ry of Higher 1 1

1
n
8

t
9
r
2
o uTceb" ~!:!" ' pfassbe a simi ar :aw.hw to guard its sacred flamP: and the tree was 

Ceitic'sm clo 88 with the sale and demol'tion B .. h el nbtory. o t de fmongoosel m r,. e planted-under the cirnumstances the planter 
of. the' great bBible House the home of the n~c~s,l cool ny may stan Aor s~me "~",.sonhiln I would be excusable in nls.n'dng the tree as 
American Btble Socwty for fifty years. Tne Review of Rr-views for October. Insecure y a .. poss! e. ":'u year,~ er year 

· . . , . ., :tllr!QU tura experience.- mencan .1u.0nt .y \' " 1 o 'bl n t ft 

American Bible Society is the direct out-~ and the tree ~emmned stan01ng. ~An-
come of the Protestant Rule of Faith: that succ,-ed:d seD~mel, and the fl<tme l.Jved 
the world 18 to be converted by the reading on. GeneratiOns Withered away, yet dellver·· 
of tbe Scriptures. It bq;an its wor·k witn THE FUTURE OF CHINA AND OF THE aoce seemed no

1 
nearer. C?:1e day there came 

the beginoirJg of the cCJntury. It baa had an a rumor from o.d San~a. Fe that thfl bad 
immen8e hlcome, amounting in 1875 to $577,- In any resume of t.he elements that have su:r~ndered to _a .~"hlte-;:cPd pPople. 
569" 1 t bas done ~ t~e~~ndous work. th1s Lhe band of deh verer.,. That day at noon 

w w ' ~v contributed t.o the progress of China, it is h d t t 1 d d f ll s · h 
Since foundation it has printed and dis- simply just to allude to tpe labors of the t e sacre ree opn e an e . pams 
seminat,ed 3l,i593 332 Bibles, mbsional'ies of all nations and all denomiua- J•u,Jc> was no more. The prophecy had been 

sow the world knee-deep with leaves. · 'r h' 1 h' · h fu,filled. . . 
the love for the Btble h"s bee" k!'lled twns. rut !u !story must say of t em If there be an unbelwver of t.hJs legend, 

a u that they preceded that their lit- ' . h . f p d f h' 
in the h<·arts of the people, and the reverence erary and educational labors instructed !ll m to t e rUJ ns 9, . PCOS an s~c> or rm-

its sacred pages has withered under the foreigners as to China and China as to for- self wber·eas the Cl~Y was bmlt upon a 
bla><ts of Biblical Criticism. The mesa so barren that no "rees are therR onr signers, and that their exalted philanthropy h b th t th b 
of rev.enue have been dried up, and has begot among tbe poor· and the rich a e.ver ave c:en ere, ye acro~s e cr:u'll -

the American Bible Suciet.y is obliged to great measure of re~pect and confidence. !J estufa lies tbA fall~n bod:V: of. a PlD ·,of 
seek more economical qLtarters. While it is to give to the lmperiai ~rowth. The l•ke of Jt,Is no;. ·~r 

''Of course we know 1hat there bas been a Maritime to the ministers and con- many m1les aroun~., Whence tnpn ill 1 It 
ruinous competition in England between the suh, and to the grtat commercial houses full cnm• ?-Frank Leslws Popular Monthly for 
Oxford and International societies, but when praise for their labors, we should not forget October. 
there is a big plant for the making of Bibles, ·l!ratefully to remember those unobtrusive, 
and when there is no dEmand for the output, but influential, agents of progress, whose 
so that the societ,y cannot actually give its iuspiration c!l,me from a holier source than a 
Bibles away, there is only one alternative- desire for gain. 
to go out of business. There is no better evi- The question of the futm·e of the missiona
dence of the decay of Protestar;tism than the ries is clear-cut now, and it lies outside of any 
demolition of the old Bible House." coo~ideration as to tho int.rinsic value of their 

work. It is this: Conceding ail the Q'Ood 

THE MONGOOSE IN JAMAICA. 
that is claimed for missionary work, should 
it, in view of the present condition of China, 

The agricultural features of Jamaica can- be abandoned?. That question is to be an
not be disposed of without due reference to the swered. In the beginning we must recogoizc1 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

noisPS in t.he head by Dr Nicholson's Artitl
cial Ear Drums, gave $lil,OUO to his Institute, 
so tbat deaf people ueabl•; w procure the Ear 
Drums, may have them free. Arldr~·ss No. 
3-!00 c, The Nicbo\,on Institute, 780 Ei~rhtb 
Avenue, New York 27rly 

part played by tbe mongoose. Some years the undoubted fact that the Catholic powers 
ago, the cane-fields became infested with -the Pope, Spain, Italy, and esptcially AlJDHE!;i;RS. 
snakes aod rats to such an extent that drastic France-will never consent that the Catholic A. Carmichael, Anaheim, California, Rural 
meabures had to be employed in order to rid mbsionaries shall be driven out of China. Delivery Nu. l. 
the country of the pests. It was decided that Their interests there aro immense. There M. l!'. Gowell. Rosendale, Missouri. 
the mongoose would do the work, and ac- are twenty·eight Catholic bishops in the J. Ar·tbur Davi~, Baker, Kan,as. 
cord iLgly the mongoose was imported. The Empire, of whom three are in the province C R Dunean, Conifer. Colorado. 
animal went to work with a will, and soon Cb1hli. There are vast establishments over R. M. Maloney, Guy, Oklahoma 
there was scarcely a snake left on the island. the country with schools. colleQ'es, and asy- GPorgB .Teokin8, P•aHJV!lle.. Indiana. 
The rats, likewise, were driven from the lums. Curiously, the Catholics have not, G R Wells, B•·x 41, D·er Lodge, Montana. 
fields; but, taking refuge in the cocoanut gone into medical or surgical work, but they H 0. Smith, Wilburton, Indian Territory, 
trees, the rodents began to do that damage to fill all other fields, covering industrial care of p,"'er AdamH)o, until October 15. 
the nut which ever since has been such a schools, carpenter and other shops, and all F. G Pitt,, 805 Ea~t Allegheny avenue, 
drawback to the raising of cocoanuts. But the forms of labor. The great cathedral at PniladPlpbia. P··nm.ylvania 
the mongoose did worse tban this. The mo- Peking was built mostly by the native Chris- W. E. Peak, GaliPn, Michigan. 
ment the animal found no more snakes and tians. The WE'alth of thP church is enormous. M. H Bond, Nu 103 Chapin avenue, Provi-
rats to feed upon. it attackf'd the ground-lay- The chief religious societies, the Jesuits, dence. R I. 
ing birds, destroying tht-m and their eggs as Benedictines, Au11ustines,Cbristian Brothers, A. Haws, 205t Polk street, San Francisco, 
well. Theae birds had heretofore been in- Lazarists, and Franciscans are found at Cal. 
valuable to the country, becauRe they lived many places. You cannot turn the dial of H. E. Moler; mission address, Plano, Illi
upon the pestiferous tick which was such a progress b11ck. You cannot revoke all the nois, care Box 142; home address, Radcliff, 
nuisance to man and cattle. With the disap- treaties. You cannot undo the work of three Ohio. 
pearance of the birds, the ticks increased 1 centuries. If the Continental Catholic re- E. F. Shupe, 3633 Clayton Avenue, Denver 
enormously, and now, in their turn, they are · mains in China, his Protestant colleague will j Colorado. 
attacking the mongoose. Raisers of poultry ', tzo thither. It is not human nature to JoAeph F. Burton, No. 3010 Sixteenth St., 
in Jamaica would consider it a blessing if stand back and see others oc.~upying fields of ' San Francisco, California. 

cd,.! 
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H 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dlsdples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you tree."-John 8z31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man amonJ<: you have save it be one wiles and concubine.~ he shall have none."-B. of M., pal!(e 116. 
------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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e Saints' 
JOSEPH SMITH EDITOR 
FRED'K MADISON SMITH AssrsTAN'r EDITOR. 

JOSEPH LUPF t CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 
D. w. WIGHT f 
----=---------------

LAMONI, IowA, OCT. 10, 1900. 

HEALING BY HUMAN 
MEANS. 

AND DIVINE 

Referring to the article, "Healing; 
Defense," found elsewhere in this 
issue, we state. In his zeal to defend 
bimself'and his methods, tbe writer 
does his ca,use an injury in the follow
ing statement, referring to the motive, 
or incentive for employing one or the 
other of the means intended for heal
ing, he writes:-

That we engage in one as a part of our l"e
ligious duty to G'.>d and the Saints, but in the 
other as a of our business obligations to , 
suffering in one for spiritual and I 
physical benefits, in the other for the 
good of the physic:!.! and financiaL 

nance of the on of bands the 

mesmerizers, magnetizers and bypno 
tists have operated. The very things 
done on the public stage by hypno
tizers today, in theirlectures and ex
periments to prove the influence of 
mind over matter are those wrought 
in our presence from 1850 to 1865. by 
those.whom we beard lecture and read 
after during those years. Of these 
we remember well Professor Griffin, 
who was o'1e the most successful 
operators of day. Some of the 
effects by him then by the 
way of are standard ex-
periments ; and be then taught 
biology,or the science of mind, as his 
bills rea,d. We weeks with the 
Professor attending his lectures, con

with him, reading from 
and studying the phenomena; 

and we were tben no more disturbed 
the supersthions supposed 
\;he writer to attach to the study of 

as related to 

He thus eliminates from the ordi-1 

of and the we are 
on their to the I elasses 

distress and of "suffering 
" the very cause for which 

the ordinance was instituted. 
Further than this he states 

tbe,t in the of other and 
methods there in view the I the oecult forces of not assum· 

of the and actual that eit~er wa.s the r~sult of in-
to the tha,t is to w1th human affa1rs 

an to the divine 1 or the only pres-
may relief from I ence of and the exercise of 
distress and forces known to but 
strength, and cost to human agencies. 
the sufferer; but in the human It this that formed the 
only, good may be received those . ~nd we are str:ongly of 
adminh;tered to but it is with 1t IS the hne now. 
the element. of cost. In the divine is tr~e . . "knowledge is 

is no reward in pec•miary gain, power " but 1t IS a m1stake t~ say that 
the human there is-the first does all ' and learnmg walk 

not pay, in the latter there is money. han~ in with civilization and 
In our former article we wrote of godlmess." 

our own personal experience and ob- Paul wrote long ago:-
servation only, touching permanent For after that in the wisdom of God the 
results, hence, do not presume to world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased 
state what the result of others' experi- God by the foolishness of preaching to save 
ence may be; but assure the writer them that believe. 
and our readers that though our ac- This is as true now as it was then. 
quaintance with mesmerism, magnet- Much of the knowledge and learning 
ism, hypnotism began over forty of this world bas little to do with civ
years ago, that acquaintance has run ilization and less with godliness. Men 
through the years since that time, know the things (knowledge of this 
during which the advancing researches world) of the world and the things of 
referred to by the writer have been man by the spirit of man which is in 
going on; and while quite ready to him; but the things of God are to be 
admit that there may have been an known by the Spirit of God which 
increased knowledge touching the ap- may be given of God. 
plication, there bas been no change We stated clearly in our article that 
in the forces or power through which our conclusion had been the result of 

our experience and observation; 
hence, arrived at, by the processes of 
common deduction from tt1ings seen 
and felt. And whether we could o:r 
could not, make the modus openxndi 
(met bod of operation) vr h :eb we 
reached our conclusion to the 
satisfaction of the writer, v;;e reiter· 
ate our statement, "it is to us of 
doubtful propriety to become learned 
in this direetion." 

Whether reoartures frcm th~ rules 
of health are ' in or are 
willful, the result 

ustifiable carelef'sness. or from en· 
forced conditions, the result much 
the same, and bealth is disturbed and 
broken; if because of willfulness or 
carelessness, t,he sufferers are in 
and to ask divine interference 
afterwards to continue in the same 
eourses is to and dis-

divinitv. Wl'iter both 
misstates and 

0 

'l~1hat we 

clubs, 
the 
study of the 

culture, or menta,! science. 
different a,uthors on the rules of 

healt.h do not agree, on some 
few points. 

rrnere are no' 'exact rules" of heahh 
known to the scientist. Most of them 
are theories, which have had human 
ongm. Many flourish for a time and 
disappear. Dio Lewis, the ''strong 
man," taught a system of hygiene a;nd 
right living, yet died of dyspepsia. 
A system of right living is taught at 
Battle Creek, Michigan, yet the hus
band of Mrs. White died while yet a 
comparatively young man. But it is 
needless to pursue this line of thought 
further. 

The writer again misconstrues wha~ 
we.., wrote, when he, quoting from us, 
stated: "There is spiritual danger" 
in every health method "no matteT 
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what its name," except the church or- Holy Writ that can be twisted into a . tion and social ruin follow in the wake 
:dinance." I prohibition of the use of all good ! of the use of the emancipated spirit. 

We did not use the words "in every [measures to do the much good we are I Besides this, it will be seen that un
health method," nor "except the ·commanded to do of our own free will, der the tl.itting light thrown upon the 
.church ordinance." and by the power there is in us." subject of hypnotism, the writer 

We were writing of "Healing, by This is undoubtedly true. But, I shows that hypnotists do not agree; 
what power," and, referring to what ar:d we regret that the writer so easily I sorpe claiming degrees in influence, 
the Lord had given, stated: "There placed his cause in jeopardy, there! while others, himself included, deny 
is a.bsolute safety in the method ap- are several sentences in Holy Writ I that there can be fixed degrees. He 
pointed in the word. There is spir- directing what measures men should then states some of the differences ex
Uual danger to a greater or lesser employ for the alleviation of the pain isting between hypnotists as to what 
degree in every other, no mat.ter what and distress to which humanity is it is, and claims to hold views con
its name, or howe\'er specious its subjected. The Master said, "They trary to some of them. It is too soon 
promises." And we repeat that state- shall lay hands on the sick.". James to ask us to accept a system as proved 
men t. wrote: - by scientific processes to be a ·science 

We quote not a word about "de- Is any sick among you? let him call for the before those professing to be scien-
fective teeth, neuralgia. chills and (elders of the church: and let them pray over tific exponents of the science are 

or broken bones." Neither did bim, anointing- him with oil in the name of agreed as to what it is. 
·we write in the passage referred to the Lr1rd: and the prayer of faith shall save The statement made by the writer 
in regard to there being p·hvsical dan· the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; that "there is no known dividing line 

.; and if he have committed sins, they shall be 
ger in employing other means for forg-iven him. where influence ends and hypnotism 
healing than the one provided in the By "modern revelation,, to which begins, for they are one and the same 
word. The writer has caught up the the writer referred, there has been thing," marks. the danger line, the 

.3entence and sought to break its force given several commands and direc· spiritual danger line. And the next 
by an appeal to the physical suffering tions on the subject. statement, sweeping every influence, 
phase, of which the sentence called •·good, bad, or indifferent," into the 
by him a "broad sweeping· assevera- They shall heal the sick.-Sec. a4, par. 2· realm of hypnotism, as it does, con

And Lhe elders of the church, two or more, 
tion," stated nothing. ,,hall o8 called, and shalt pray for, and Jay firms our suggestion that such knowl-

A man with defective teeth, neu- their bands upon them in my name; aod if edge is of •·doubtful propriety," and 
ralgia, chills and fever. or broken ~hey die, they shall die unto me, and if they that ''it is better to know of the 
'bones, "giving disease." would be 1/;e, they shall live unto me.-Sec. 42• par. things of God, so far as these have 
]ustas bad off and helpless a "hun· Ardagain,tosomeitisgiventohavefaith been revealed." 
dred miles" from a mesmerist, a to be healed, and to others it is given to have The writer states that "there is 
magnetizer, a hypnotist, as he would faith to heaL-Sec. 46, par. 7. practically no end to the methods by 
'be if so far away from an elder,· and Lay your hands upon the sick and they which hypnosis may be induced." He 

shall recover.-Sec. 66, par. 5. . 
would be just as near to God as if In my name they shall heal the sick.-Sec. then foilows this up by citing a list of 
surrounded by dozens of elders and 83, par. 11. things that the bold, "strong, well 
hypnotists. There is plenty of power He shall heal the sick.-Sec. 107, par. 30. balanced mind" may do by the em-
conceded to the Devil if it is con- It is an axiom that whatever is pre· ployment of hypnotism upon the 
ceded t,hat he can create a "lie," a scribed in rule or law as lawful is "average mind." Classing salesmen, 
"negation of the truth." This being right, that which is different to that orators, commanders, and revivalists, 

-conceded then every truth l.s, or may prescribed is not provided for and is with swindlers and sharp bargain 
be subjected to the Devil's negation, not lawful; and for that reason is not drivers, calling them all "hypnotists, 
and that lie exist in the "imagina· good. PiJ,ul recognized the fact that or infl.uencers," is a sorry refuge and 
tion." This is the spiritual danger what was commanded in the law was ought not to deceive anybody; and 
to which we referred. Whoever en- "good." reveals the possible evil that lurks in 
deavors to substitute the merely hu- We regret that the writer concludes th·e system. 
man for the divine is within the that we loudly denounced the three According to the wl"iter's statement, 
possible reach of that danger. Who- methods for which he writes. We patients are influenced into "a pas-
ever stands with the divine is safe. were giving the divine as compared sive state," in which passive state 

The proverb has ik-- with the human. And by the "ray of the subject is plied with "sugges· 
·-"There i8 a way that s6lemeth .right unto a light" which he "flits across" our tions," and these sugg-estions may be 

• man; but the end thereof are t,he ways of pathway we discover that the three "good, bad, or indifferent," at the 
:death. methods referred to by us are con- will, intent, and purpose of the oper· 

The Devil makes it his business to fessedly human, and the writer so ator making the suggestions. If he 
, ·disabuse the minds of believers of rates them. be a good, noble man, such sugges-
their trust and confidence in God and The statement that anyone having tions may be good; if he be evil-

' his word, to create an imagination in any one of the five senses left is using minded and designing, the patient 
·,· their minds contrary to God's prom- magnetic force, or personal magnet- becomes a victim to evil suggestions. 
'• .l\ses. To do this he employs agencies ism; that hypnotism "is used in all There is no such risk in the method 
, sometimes harmless in their outward branches and avenues of life;" under of which we wrote in our former arti· 

seeming, but dangerous in t.heir final the guise of calling it influence; and cle. 
tendency to the spiritual well-being that mesmerism "is only an inferior, We make no war on the acquisition 
of those misled by him. It is well or limited degree of hypnotism;" are of valuable knowledge. We concede 
for Saints to be on their guard al· all of the same class as the argument every man's right to delve deep, soar 
ways leiilt possible deception overtake made by the defender of the liquor high, and go far abroad in search of 
.them. traffic, because that there was "free truth. We believe that man should 

We are indeed commanded to "do alcohol in every blade of grass, in make himself acquainted with him
_good to all men, especially to those of eve~ y grain oi wheat or kernel of' self, the laws of his being and how to 
the household of faith;" but we are corn; hence, as the Almighty had put keep himself in health. We wrote 

. not commanded, nor will we be ex the e1ement of alcohol in the grass not a line in disparagement of the 
~used if we choose doubtful ways in and grain, man is authorized to ex- study of the laws of life and health. 
·which to essay to do supposed god'd. tract it by distillation and use it as a There are plenty of health teachers, 

.There may be "no sentence in beverage; notwithstanding intoxica- practical seekers after the elixir of 
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life as possibly found in creation but 
hid hitherto, who are not mesmerizers, 
magnetizers, or hypnotists, or even re
ligionists, and we certainly do not 
concede that health wisdom is found 
in the three classes of philosophers 
named only. • 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

EDiTOR1AL ITEMS. 
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= 

Original Ar1iGie8. 
BAPTISM.-NO. 2 

BY R. M. ELVIN. 

The next part of the subject con· 
sidered is the practice of 

INF'AN'l' BAPTISM. 

are a selection of them for your con
sideration:-

Q -Had Jesus bc;en circumcised when an 
infant? A.-He was circumcised the eighth 
day. 

Q.-Had all those that John baptiz ,d been 
circumcised? A-Y tls; they were all Jews. 

Q -What do you infer from this fac"? 
A -Tnat baptism did not come in the room 
of circumcision; otherwise no Jews would 
have b~en bapt z d. 

The following scripture leads the Q -Had a!~ the ~ales bapti.zed by. th~ 
religious teaehers to the cone} usion apootl<'s on this occaswn been mrcumctse~L 

h · f~ , h d 1 · h 1 A -Bewg Jews, they must have been clr-
t at lll <>rtts .a some P ace In t e curncibed; for the Jews were called "the cir-
ch urch :~ cumci8iun." 

And God said unto Abraham, Thou shalt Q -And what would you infer from this? 
keep my covenant ther, fore, thou, and thy A.-Tnat ba.ptism was not a substitute for 
seed after thee in their generations. Tbio is eircumcioion, as some vainly imagine; for, 
my covenant, which ye shall keep, between then, bow could the apostles have baptized 
me and you and thy se12d after thee: EVH'Y tbose who bad been circumcised? 
man child among you shall bd circumcised Q.-Did you ever read of the baptism of 
-Gen. J7: !J; 10 any infants in the Scripture8? A.-N'-'· 

R D 1 B 
Q -D~d you read of the sprinkling of any 

ev. <'llnie . aker, D. D., of Texas, iofa.nts in the Scriptures? A -No. 
in his little book, "A Plain and Scrip Q -Why do you sprinkle water upun the 
tural View of Baptism," says:~~ face? A.-Because thus the Clergy have or-

Our argument is thh,: Infant membership dained. 
formed a part of the original constitution of Q-Why do they not sprinkle the foreskin, 
the visible church of God. Infant mt:mher- se~eing the Jews circumcised it? A -Because 
ship has never been abolished, and t,hertfore it would be indecent and impolite.-Christian 
infants have a right to memb~rship still. Baptism, pages 422, 423, 424, 427, 430 
Baptism has taken the place of the ancient In the New Testament is the follow-
initiatory or ncogniz' ng ordinance, aud ing :~ 
therefore infants are to be baptiz:d."-V1ew 
of Baptism, p 8 Then were there brought unto him little 

N · d d' h b children, that he should put his hands on 
O m1sun erstan mg t e a ove them and pray: and the disciples rebuked 

statement., that '·Infants are to be them. But Jesus said, Suffer little children, 
baptized." Again he says:- 1 and f?rbid th.em not, to come unto me; for '?f 

Indeed, we have reason to believe that such Is the kwgdom of heaven. And he laid 
there was a church organizat.ion from the his hands on them, and departed thence.
period when the first promise was made to Matt. 19: li.l-15. 
the human family, touching the "seed of the Some pretend to find authority for 
woman that should bruise the serpent's head;" infant baptism in the foregoing, 
and from what is said about the connection while there is not a single word that 
which existed in the earliest ages of the 
world, between parents and their children, is indicative of any such ordinance or 
it would seem that they were linked together practice. If such scripture would 
by some bonds and ordinances of a sacred prove infant baptism, nothing as
character, even from the time of Adam.- sumed by man as a religious rite but 
Ibid. p. 9. h ld . d . h 

While truth exists in the thought w at cou be sustame 1!1 t e same. 
that "parents" and "children" were ":'ay- !la~ely, by untrue. mterJ?reta
"linked together," it is wholly an im· t10n~ 1t 1s even now as 1t anmently 
agination and an assumption to con- was.-
clude that that forms a justification \ There be some that trot;ble you, and would 

th •t f · f t b t' Th pervert the gospel of Chr1st.:-Gal. 1:7. or au on y or m an ap 1sm. e . · . 
hint at "initiatory" ordinance is plainly I~ changmg the ordmance ?f the 
told in the following:- laymg ?n of han~s ~or a_ blessmg, to 

Th t b t . h t k th 1 f . that of mfant sprmklmg 1s not a per-
a ap 1sm as a en e p ace o mr- · th k h t ld 

cumcision is also evident from the fact that versiOn, en we as W a wou con-
if baptism be not now a seal of the cov~nant, stitute a perversion of gospel truth? 
as cit·cumcision formerly was, then we have In a work on the defense of infant 
now ~o seal of the covenant at. all, ~n?. if baptism Bishop Kenrick of Phila-
baptism be not at the present time the m1t1a- d l h' ' d · -.J • ' 
tory or recognizing ordinance of the church; e P ,1a, a rmtly <~~Ut;nlts th.at the 
then, at the present time, we have no· such practwe cannot be sat1sfactonly sus
ordinance whatever.-lbid. p. 21. tained by the inspired writings. He 

Reader, the q llestion is fairly before says:~ 
you, that infant baptism takes the place Without the aid of tradition, the practice 
of circumcision. But do not overlook of baptizing infants cannot be satisfactorily 
the fact that the command of God was vi'!-dicated, ~he Scripture proofs ?n this 

" . , . pomt not bemg thoroughly conclusive; yet 
that . every man ch1ld was to be c_lr- we do not, on this account, neglect the argu-
cummsed, whereas those who practiCe ments which it furnishes, and which have 
infant baptism or sprinkling receive considerable force.- Treatise of Baptism, 
both male aoo female children to p. 129. 
their practice without aoy additional '':S:istory r~peats Hse~f," is a trite 
commandment than that given to saymg. Christ had this to say of 
Abraham to circumcise "every man tradition:-
child." Why do ye also transgress the command-

Alexander Campbell has formulated ment of God by your tradition?-Matt. 15:3. 

h d d d 
. Thus have ye made the commandment of 

"a. un re an thirty-four questiOns God of none effect by your tradition.-Matt. 
And answers on infant baptism, here 15:€9 

Paul said:-~ 
Beware lest any man spoil you through 

philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradi
tion of men, after the rudiments of the 
world, and not after Christ.-Col. 2: 8. 

Infant baptism rests not on any di
rect commandment from God, but 
upon "tradition," "philosophy," "de· 
ceit," - that is a perversion of the 
original ordinance, or as Isaiah has it, 
·'changed the ordinance," which is 
nothing more nor less than a decep
tion, a regular counterfeiting of the 
original plan as given by the Al
mighty for the salvation of those that 
would hear, believe, and obey. Our 
citadel is to abide within the provi
sions ~f the divine law, as given by 
the Holy One of Israel. Martin 
Luther, whose followers sprinkle 
children and call it baptism, said:-

It cannot he proved by the sacred Scrip
tures that infant baptism was instituted by 
Cbrist,, or begun by the first Christians after 
th•) apostles.-PaJd. Exam., vol. 2 

This confession upon the part of 
Mr. Luther is equivalent to an ac· 
knowledgement that the practice is 
without divine authority, sanction, or 
appointment; therefore, is purely and 
simply a makeshift, a substitute for 
the blessing of little children, as insti
tuted by Christ. 

John Calvin, whose followers also 
practice infant sprinkling, has this to 
say:-

Because Christ r£quires teaching- before 
baptizing, and will have believers only ad
mitted to baptism, baptism does not seem to 
be rightly administered, except faith pre
cede.-PaJJ. Exam., vol. 2, p. 272. 

Chambers, who wrote neither in 
favor nor against the practice, says:

It appears that in the primitive times 
none were baptized but adults.-Cyclopedia, 
art. Baptism. 

Neander says:~ 
It cannot possibly be proved that infant 

baptism was practiced in the apostolic age.
Apost. Age, vol. 1, p. 140. 

Curcellreus says:-
The baptism of infant~, in the first two 

centuries after Christ, was altogether un· 
known; but in the third and fourth was al· 
lowed by some few. In the fifth, and 
following ages, it was generally received. 
The custom of baptiz:ng infants did not begin 
before the third age after Christ was born. 
In the former ages no trace of it appears, and 
it was introduced without the command of 
Christ.-R'lligious Institutes. 

No matter how strongly the people 
may resist an innovation of a. religious 
principle, time will reconcile them to 
every change, until the zeal of those 
who strive for the perversion, com
pletely obliterates the original doc
trine or practice. 

Our liberty-loving citizens of Vir
ginia may not look back with pride at 
the zeal of their forefathers when 
they enacted the following penal 
statute:-

Copy of a law, found in Henning's Statutes 
at large, vol. 2, page 165. December, 1662, 
14, Charles II. 

Article IlL-Against persons that refuse 
to have their children baptized. 
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Whereas, many schismatical persons, out 
1 

wi;h a perfect love; and they- a~e- all alikP, of the restored gospel, preparatory to 
of their averseness to the orthodox estab- and partakers of sal vat ion. For I know that the fulfilling of the prayer:--
lished religion, or out of the newfangled con- God is not a partial God, neither a changea-
ceits of their own heretical inventions, refuse ble being; but he is unchangeable from all Thy kiugu.;m come. Thy will be r'ow: 'n 
to have their children baptized; eternity to all.eternity. Little children can earth, as it iR in hehV·en -Matt. G: 10. 

Be it theTefore enacted, by the authoTity a(oTe- not repent.; wherefore it is a,,fui wickednPss There is meaning and impc;rtance in 
~Said, That all personb that, in contempt of to deny the pure mercies of God unto th• m, the following:--" 
the divine sacrament of baptism, shall refuse, for they are all alive in him because of his h 
when they may carry their child to a lawful mercy. Behold, I ',",ill oend you Elijah the prop et 
minister in that county to have them bap- And he that saith that little childr,,n before the coming of the great, and or.-aofn! 
tized, shall be amerc~d in two thousand need baptism, denieth the mercies of Christ, day of 'he Lora; and he oball turn 11 e t,<ca.r;; 
pounds of tobacco-halfe to the informer, and and set,tetb at nought the atonement of him of th: fath:':·~ 10 tbP ~)h :, 1 ~rt".n, a~d ,;be t1 ,::;:·,~ 
halfe to the publique."-Christian Baptism and the power of h_is redemption, Wo unto, of the ?,hnare~, totbf·lr 1,"'.he:.:·~,s~,, [ ~, "-~(t 
by Campbell, p.l97. such, for they are 1n danger of de~th, bell,' and dDt·•,lh <arth Wlth,•<Ur~" Ylc,, .f .• > ': 

. . and an endless torment. I speak 1t boldly, The Julfillment of this wonderful 
Had the E~1scopahan Church been God h.atb c.ommanded me. Listen. unto them prophecy lies in the future, but is sure 

as successfulm each _of t~e .c~mmon- and ~1ve heed, or they stan? ag'a•nst you at. of being fulfilled as God has appoin 
wealths as they were m V1rgm1a long the JUdgment seat of Chr1st.. For behold . . . b "' 

th' . f t b r ld 'h that all little children are· alive in Christ, and m lHS own way. In the ]1g >t 01 
ere 18 In an ap 18~ wou . ave . and also all they that are without the law the gospel being presented to those 
been PO!"ular and .umversal m our I For the power of redemption cometh Oil all who hav.e p. assed through the change 
loved and free America. The follow- they that have no law; wherefore, be that ll >d de' th read. __ 
ing, which seems to possess plainness, is not con~emned, or he that is ur~der no ca e a ' · · 
common sense and inspiration wi.U cond.emnatw.l!, cannot. ,repent; a_nd. unto such Fur· to thl~ tr:.d CtH·i,,t butb di,d, and 

. ' . ' bapt1sm avalleth nothlllg. But 1t 1s mockery and revivvd that he· miuht be Lord both 
close this part of the topw:- before God, denying the mercies of Christ, the dead and living,---B.·m. 14:9 

And now my son I speak unto you concern- and the power of his Holy Spirit, and put- The logic of this text is that Christ 
in"' that which grieveth me exceedingly, for ting t.rust in dead works. d" d f th. d d d tb 1· · "' Behold, my son, this thing ouaht not to l€ or · _e ea an e lVJDg, a~ 
it grieveth me that there should disputations " t b tt N f ·u b 
rise among you. For if I have learned the be; for repentance is unto them that are 0 0 l 0 proo Wl e 
truth, there has been disputations among under condemnation, and under the curse rPquired that be preached to the liv-
you concerning the baptism of your little of a broken law, And the first fruits of and his statement was: 
children. And oow my son, I desire that ye repentance is bapthm: and baptiom cometh 
should lahor diligently, that this gross error by faith, unto the fulfiliing the cowmand
sbould be removed from among you;-for, for mer.ts; and the fulfilling the commandments 
this intent I have written this epistte. Fm· bringeth remission of sins; and the remis
immediately after I had learned these things sion of sins bringetb meekness, and lowli
of you, I ir q uired of the Lord concerning the ness of hear•; and because of meekness and 
mat.t.er. And the word of the Lord came to lowlimeos of heart. e<·ID•3th the visitation of 
me by the power of the Holy Ghost, saying, the Holy Gboet," which Comforter filleth 
Listen to thR words of Christ, your Rs- with and perfect love, which love eD-
deemer, your and God. dut·eth diligence unt.o un·tli thP 

Behold, I came world not to call end come, when all saints shall 
the righteous, hut sinners to repentance; the dwell with God,"-Book of Moroni 8:2-29 
whole need no physician, but they that are btful ee,n you afford 
sick; wherefore litt.le children are whole, for to neglect, or rPJ. ect such 
they are not capable of committing sin; 
wherefore the curse of Adam is taken from plain evidence on so important a sub· 
them in me, that it hath no power over them; ject as is set forth in this paper? The 
and the law of circumcision is done away happiness of immortal soul in 
in me. And after this manner did the Holy the the 
Ghost manifest the word of God unto me; 
wherefore my beloved I know that it is 
soll"mn mockery before that ye should 
baptize iittle children. 

Behold I say unto you, that this thing· 
shall Y" teach, rPpentaoce and baptism unto 
those who are accountable and capable of 
committiDg sin; teach parents that they 
must repent bapt.iz,=d, and humble 
themselves as their Httle child1·en, and they 
shall a.!l be saved with their little children: 
and their little children need no repentance, 
neither baptism. 

Behold, baptism is unto repentance to the 
fulfilling the commandments. unto the remis
sion of sins. But little children are alive in 
Christ, even from the foundation of the world; 
if not so, God is a partial God, and also a 
changeable God, and a respecter of persons; 
for how many little children have died with
out baptism. Wherefore, if little children 
could not be saved without baptism, these 
must have gone to an endless hell. 

Behold I say unto you, that be that sup
posetb that little children need baptism; is in 
the gall of bitterness, and in the bonds of 
iniquity; for he bath neither faith, bope, nor 
charity; wherefore, should he be cutoff while 
in the thought, he must go down to bdl. 
For awful is the wickedness to suppose that 
God saveth one child because of baptism, and 
the other must perish because he hath no 
baptism. Woe be unto him that shaH per
vert the ways of the Lord after this manner, 
for they shall perish, except they repent. 
Behold I speak with boldness, having au
thority from God: and I fear not what man 
can do; for perfect love casteth out all fear; 
and I am filled with charity, which is ever
lasting love; wherefore all children are alike 
unto me; wherefore I love little children 

Therefore I will judge. you, 0 bouse of Is
rael, everv one according to his ways, saitb 
the Lord God. Repent, and turn yourselves 
from all your transgressions; so in'quity shall 
not be your ruin. Cast away from you all 
your transgressions, whereby ye have trans
gressed; and make yon a new heart and a new 
spirit: for why will ye die, 0 house of Israel? 
For I have no pleasure in the death of him 
that dietb, saith the Lord God: wbRrPforP 
turn yourselves, and live ye.-Ezek. 18: 30-32 

In closing this paper on baptism, 
the following is , submitted for your 
consideration. 

BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD. 

Do not be startled at this, as its 
presentation is suggestive, and not 
put forth as a commandment requiring 
your immediate compliance, for it is a 
doctrine of permission, under the rule 
of immediate revelation in the fullness 

The hour is ccming, aod now is, when <he· 
dead shall. hear the voic<~ of the Sou of God: 
aDd t.hey that bear shall ii ve ... Mar·vd not 
at r,hib: for Lhe hour is eoming-, in the which 
all. that are in the graves shall beat' his voi.c.e. 

5: 25, 28. 
The above are the words of Cbrist 

before his crucifixion, and here is the 
of after his cruel 

death upon the tree:-
F,Jr Chr i0t t>lso hath one8 suffc'red for sin8, 

the" jclST, for the that he '·· bri 
us be·:r.g to death in thx-· 1 

qul.cked t,he by which al~o ile went 
aud spirlts in prison.--1 
P"t8r 3: 18, 19 

1'he idGa that Christ 
the dead is confirmed 
in tbe 

For, for this cau,.e was thego>,pel pre~otchcd 
also to them that dead, that thr;y 
be judged according men in the fi 
live according to God in the epirit.-l 
4:6. 

The of 
that to whom it 

be reformed thereby, and the 
proof of their · benefited or 

blessed is in accepting 
and obeying the same. Christ 
preached to the disembodied spirits, 
or those who once lived and by death 
went hence, for them was provided a 
proxy administration of the means in 
which their peace with God may be 
assured:-

Else what shall they do which are baptized 
for the dead, if the dead rise not at all? why 
are t.bey then baptized for the dead?-1 Cor. 
15:29 

Paul wrote about baptizing for the 
dead as if it was generally understood, 
and a doctrine neither strange or new. 

Baptism for the dead was a practice for
merly in use, when a person dying without 
baptism, another was bapt:zed in his stead; 
thus supposing that God would accept the 
baptism of the proxy, as though it had been 
administered to the principal. .•. If it can 
be proved (as some. think: it can) that thl.s 
practice was as early as the days of Paul, it 
might probably form a solution of those re-
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markable words in l Corinthians 15:29.- whether you accept the ordinance of : and the S<~.ints, but in the other as a 
Smith's Bible D.ctionary, P· 74. baptism, and obtain justification from I part of our business obligations to 

He further informs us:- God, or you are free to reject and re·) suffering humanity; in one for spir-
Tertullian tells us of a custom of vicarious ceive the Pharisees' companionship , itual and physical benefits, but in the 

baptism as ex'sting among the Marcionites; I in sufft:rir:JV punishment commensu- other for the good of the physical and 
and St. Chrysostorn relates of the same here- -"' · d · fi ,· l I · t b d t tics, that, when one of their catechumens r~te for reJe~twg proff0re opport_um- nanma . n one 1 ecomes our ~ y 
died without b<tptism, they used to put a liv- t1es of makmg your peace, callmg, to s~eak_ as agents, by the a~thonty 
i.ng person under the dev.d man's bed, and and election sure. and m. tne name of Jesus Christ. In 
a.s~ed whether he ~esi:ed to be ?aptiz d; t,he To close, the following plain and in· the other while engaging in things ex-
hnn;:;- man !lns'!er1ng .bat he d1d, they then . d d 1 t' · ·b 'tted·- elusively human we have no right to baptJz d hun m place of the departed.- sptre ec ara IOn IS su m1 . • . . , 
(Chrys. Hom, Xl on 1 Cor. 15.) Therefore I give unto you a commandment, speak lll bts name. 

2. Cnrysostom believes the apostle refers to teach these things freely unto your chil- There are some exceedingly pecul-
to ~he prof,~sion o: fait_h in baptism, p~rt of dren, saying, that b.f reason of _transgressio~ iar things in this editorial. For in
whwh was, 'I belleve w the resurrect~on of com~th the fall, which fall br~ngeth death, st,ance· "The Saint who pays money 
the dead." The former of the two mter- and 1nasmuch as ye were born mto the world . · . . 
pretations above mcmtioned commends itself by water and blood, and .t.be spirit, which I to learn the mode of op~ratwn ln 
to us by Hs simplicity; th<o latter by its an- hawe made, and so became of dust a living either of the three named mfluences, 
ti9-uit~; Ma?y ,oth~r explan.ations have been ~~ul; even so ye must be born again, into the may obtain a species of knci'wledge of 
J; 1ven. -Smlth s Btble Dwtwnary, p. 74. ln~g~o:n of heaven, of water, and of the human po~sibilities within human 

Th t h · t' t t' "b t' Sp1r1t, and be cleansed by blood, even the :s . a sue an ms 1 u Ion as ap Ism b' d f . o l B, tt . th t . bt reach But as our experience proves -" th d d" . · th · 't' "' ,oo o mwe a y ego en, a ye m1g . . 
-'-or . ~ ea was m ' e pnm1 lV~ be sanctified from all sin; and enjoy the to us, no permanent or lastmg good 
·Chnst1an church can!lot be sneered word.s o~ eternal life in this world, ~nd eter- has come from such knowledge, it is 
away; that the preCise use thereof oal hfe m the world to come; even Immortal to us of doubtful propriety to become 
may not now be properly undero;tood glory. Fur, by the w::-~er yo ke_ep .the com- l d . h" d' . " N I 

• . 
0 

• . mandment; by the S!Hrlt ye are JUStified; and earne m t IS . 1rect10n. ?W , 
d?es not m1ht~te a,am~t or disprove hy th0 blood ye are sanctified. Therefore it want to say: F1rst. The editors 
e1ther the anment _practlCe ~r truthful- is given to abide in you, the recor? of heav~n, personal experience m a,y have proven 
ness of the doctnne. Chnst went to the Comforter, the peaceable tbw~s of Irn- that he or certain others under his 
h · th t m · t'l ll th t mortal glory, the tr-uth of all things, that . . . . eaven, ere ore am un l a a which quickeneth all things, which maketh Immediate observ:atwn re:eived "no 
has been lost s~all be restored, that a alive all things, that which knoweth all permanent or lastmg good' from such 
pe_rfect salvatiOn shall be accom- things, and bath all P?wer. accordi~g to wis· knowledge; but how his personal ob· 
phshed. The word says:- dom, mercy, truth, J•IstiCe, and Ju.dg_ment. servati.on can justify so broad a con-

. . And now behold I say unto you Thts lS the . . . 
~hom t~e heaven '!:w"t receive [re_ta1n] plan of s~lvation 'unto all men, through the VJCtlOn and assertiOn as that "no 

unt_ll the tlmes of restt~utlon of all thlllgs, bl od f mine o..~Jy Begotten who shall come permanent or lastino good has come 
whiCh God hath spoken ny the mouth of all . 0 0 

• · · ' . 61 6- I T "' ,, · his holy prophets since the world began.- m the meridian of time.-Gen. 6. - tl, • • from such kno_wledge lS o_ne of the 
Acts 3: 21. hidden mysteries. Can h1s lack of 

Without baptism for the dead there HEALING, observation disqualify hundreds of 
seems no adequate possibility of a ful- testators who have seen and do know? 
fillment of the following:- D R. BALDWIN'S DEFENSE. The writer has before him many quali-

Having made known untu us the mystery of EDITORS HERALD:-Inasmuch as fied statements of leading citizens of 
his will, according to his good pleasure which your editorial for August 22 calls in I various localities to the end that they 
he bath purposed in himself: that in the dis- question certain methods which the 

1 
are the happy recipients of permanent 

pensation of the fullness of times he might •t h f t' b · d 1 t' d d th t th gather t.ogether in one all things [people] in wn er as or some 1me een usmg I an as mg goo , an a e same 
Christ, both which are in heaven, and which in giving treatment to the sick, and came from the above-named source. 
are on earth; even in him.-Eph. 1:9, 10. as previous articles from my pen I Now I cannot believe that our beloved 

Tertullian says:- along the line of healing seem to · editor would wis.h me to give all these 
But inasmuch as ''some are also baptiz.,d have left the impression with many the lie simply because he has failed 

ior the dead," we wil:l see whether there be that I would in some way connect to see such things with his own eyes. 
good reason for this. Now it is certain that these methods with the gospel ordi- Second. We are told that we "may 
they adopted this [practice] with such pre- nance, I think it proper that I explain obtain a species of knowledge of sumption as made them suppose that the 
vicarious baptism would be beneficial to the my position. And I may also be par- human possibilities within human 
ft·:sh of another in anticipation of the resur- doned fordefending what long, careful reach." Now, as all truth runs par
rection; for unless it were a bodily resurrec- observation ha,s proven to be both allel with the gospel, as no two truths 
tion, there would be no pledge secured by d d h 1 f 1 Th 1 t' k t fl.' t this process ®f a corporeal baptism. "Why goo an e p u . @ arger por lOll were ever nown o con 1C , as 
are they then baptiz:d for the dead," Paul of your editorial hits the nail squarely "knowledge is power," as knowledge 
asks, unless the bodies rise again which are on the hefJ.d, drives it in a sure place, arid learning walk hand in hand with 
thus baptiz:d? For it is not the soul which and brings from the writer a hearty civilization and godliness, I should be 
is s«nctified by the baptismal bath.-Comp., amen. Your clear, lucid, statements pleased to know by what modus' oper-
p. 

2
1'1. that "the operation of mesmerism, andi the editor reached the conclusion 

In the preparation of this paper, magnetism, and hypnotism is largely that "it is to us of doubtful propriety 
there has been no attempt at sensa- that of human powers alone; . . . it to become learned in this direction." 
tionalism, nor yet an appeal to your is human power under human control, Is it "folly to be wise"? 
·prejudice or emotional nature. Think exercised at the direction of hui;Jlan Bat since he informs us that his 
{larefully and prayerfully the following wisdom," "while that of laying on of acquaintance with the things he calls 
in. Bible language, hands is of the spiritual, and its·pres- in question was formed "long before 

AFFIRMATIVE ence and emplo'yment under the con- engaging in the spiritual work of the 
in. favor of baptism:- troland direction of the divine mind" church," or over forty years ago, I 

And all the people tnat neaed him, and the seem to me to be the right thing at begin to see a solution to the enigma. 
publicans, j'1stifi d Goa, beinz baptized with the right time and in the right place. In those days nearly every student of 
the baptism of J,hn.-Luke 7: 29. I have from time to time set this dis- psychology was in some way or an-

NEGATIVE tinction forth, and drawn the line other supposed to be connected with 
against the ordinance of baptism:- clearly, so that the Saints, as also the soothsaying, conjuring, sorcery, 
o But the Pilarisees and lawyers rejected the wo'rld, may see that the two are sepa- necromancy, witchcraft, magic, spir
counsel of God ag-ainst ~hemselves, bt~ing not rate and distinct; the one divine, the itualism, ledgerdemain, enchantment, 
baptiz~d of him.-Luke 7: 30. other human; tha.t we engage in one I the black art, etc., etc. So it is easy 

Freedom of choice is left witb ynlll, as a part of our religious duty to God to see the condition of a mind that in 
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those days commenced an invest.iga- ! man with all his human po'wers and . ignores or condemns every possible 
tion and became so disgusted as to possibilities for good. The only influence, good, bad, or indifferent, 
conclude it to be "of doubtful pro- thing on earth the Devil has the that one person was ever kn,wn to 
priety to become learned in this di· honor of creating is a lie, a simple exert over another person. 
rection." Whoever will now take up negation of truth, something that ex- I am awa,re that many professional 
the study of mental science, or the ists only in imagination. God made hypnotists have fixed certain limita-. 
new psychology, "prove all things all force, all power, all life, and i.t is tions called degrees; but there never 
and hold fast that which is good," all good. Man is under obligation to has been and never can be degrees 
will•learn that wonderful strides are do good by all means. We are plainly fixed that will apply alike to a rna
being made, that thoroughly compe- instructed in modern revelation that jority of subjects. S')me say that 
tent, unprejudiced individuals are man should "do many things of their hypnotism consists of a slerp, tbat 
sifting it to the depth, disrobing it of own free will, and bring to pa~s much the subject is not hypnorized until he 
undue dogmatic assumptions, bring- righteousness; tor thepower is in thern. goes into a deep sleep, and loses 
ing it out of the long night of mys- wherein they are agents unto them- mental control of himself. Others 
tery, detaching it from all forms of selves." (Italics mine.) Now if it is d3~im t,hat pnotism begins when the 
evil human conjuring, and placing it good to be well, if it is good to relieve influeuce reachE's the spirit or suhjec
on broad scientific premises. the sore affiictior;s of our fellows, and tive mind, while the conscious mind is 

I read again: •·Much of the sick- there are human forces resident subdued or asleep; but this will 
ness among the Saints is due to de· within us by which this can be done, hardly do, since t.here is not an ex· 
parture from the rules of health and who shall condemn us for using them? perienced 'hypnotist on earth but 
right living for which the sufferers Surely it will not be God, for he bas knows that very many subjects are 
are alone to be blamed." The first commanded us to do good of our "own under splendid control even when 
clause of t;his statement I know to be free will," and told us that the power cerebrum is active, and that a 
true; but I am convinced that. ninety is in us. And though we are told J hypnotic will be 
per cent of them are entirely ignprant "there is no warrant in Holy Writ for when every of the mind is in-
of when or where or how the "depar· tampQring with any minor and merely 1 tact. A of 
ture" was or what it consists human agency humanly directed and I cations arise with different 
in, or how to retrace their steps or controlled," it is a fact that there is 

1 

ments, and I affirm, without 
make amends for said "depart.ure." not a sentence in Writ that can of successful contradiction, that 
So I cannot say with the editor, "the be twisted into a of the notism is another name for 
sufferers are "alone to be blamed." use of all good measures to do the fhience. 
How can since they are solemnly much we a.re commanded to do There is 
warned cautioned against I of our own free will, and the methods 

end to the 
may be 
of peoc• 
if you 

any investigation of powers that are in us. 
the "rules of health and right living" I In I wa,nt to flit a 
in the words: "There is across the way of the 
absolute the method •

1 

to ·what these ''three math-
in the word. There is ods" so loudly denounced are, First. 

to a greater or lesser I Personal or animal 
other, no matter what ment,al or nervous force 

ch;mse of this 
mea,sure. The 

by differ·· 

1 the brain and stored in nerves. 
is distinct from muscular 
also from force. 

hydropathy, three 
health science, osteopathy, mental or 

mentai physical or muscular. 
culture, etc., are to teach the exact who has one sense 
"rules of health and right seeing, smelling, 
but we are now confronted with but is using personal mag-
official warning, "There is spiritual netism. ignore or condt~mn it is 
danger" "in every health method,'' to ignore or condemn every sensation 
"no matter what its name," except of the body. To recognize and culti
the church ordinance. This broad, vate it is to become an active, intelli· 
sweeping asseveration condemns gent, powerful thinker. 
every effort we can make for self- Second. Hypnotism, so called, is 
perservation of health. If we have nothing more nor less than the influ
defective teeth, neuralgia, chills and ence that on€.1 mind exerts over an
fever, or broken bones that are giving other mind. It is used in all branches 
us disease, our only safety is in be- and avenues of life. If any living 
ing administered to, for "there is person has ever influenced another 
spiritual danger . . . in every other" person by gesture, reason, logic, fear, 
method, "no matter what its· name," persuasion, or any other means, he 
and we find ourselves more than one has hypnotized that one to just that 
hundred miles from an elder to offici- degree that he has influenced him. 
ate. Oh, me! Therefore hypnotism is but another 

Let us consider a few stubborn facts name for influence. Of course, it is 
as recorded in the word. "In the be- usually applied to those more potent 
ginning God [and his Son] made the 1 influences that are mysterious because 
heavens and the earth." "All things not understood; but there is no known 
were made by him, and without him 

1 

dividing line where influence ends and 
was not anything made that was hypnotism begins, for they are one 
made." "And God saw that it was and the same thing. Whoever ignores 
good." To be brief, this includes or condemns hypnotism as a whole, 

swindled out of his 
All 

all successful com
revivalists 

or influencers. 
are to drive shrewd bargains 
this way. The sufferer firmly resolves 
not to be that way again; but 

t,hat some one else un
der other circumstances has a.gain 
''held them up." They have no idea 
why they were so spellbound, or how 
it was done, and so they go on 
through life as mere tools used by the 
cunning and avaricious. Now the 
writer is most sure that with this class 
it would not be "of doubtful propriety 
to become learned in this direction." 

Third. Mesmerism is only an in· 
ferior or limited degree of hypnotism, 
wherein the operator influences him· 
self with the subject. In our practice. 
we simply influence the patient into a 
relaxed or passive state, and then by 
plying suggestions in a scientific man· 
ner we arouse life's forces, and start a 
unanimity of action in the vital 
organs. If the disease be functional, 
it is often there and then remedied. 
If it be organic, nature sets up a lively 
action to alear the obstructed channels 
and repair damage. 

The Herald readers now have the 
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matter before them in a nutshell, and I t~ught us to pray, "Forgive us our ! for the want of the mantle of charity, 
if they feel so disposed 111an criticise it tresspasses as we forgive those wbo I that "hideth a multitude of sins." 
intelligently. trespass against us." In his ex plana· (Jas. 5: 19, 20.) The whole text reads 

Yoursforallgood, with Jacob's God tion of this prayer, he said:- thus:-
at the helm. D. R. BALDWIN. Fur if ye forgive men their trespasses, Brethren, if any of you [not the world] do 

RAVENDEN SPruNG', Ark. your heavenly Father will also forgive you. err from the truth, and one convert him; let 
But if ye forgive not m<:ln their trespasses, him know, that he which converteth the 

REPENTANCE AND FORGIVENESS. 

Faith and repentance are most usu-
associated in Bible quotations, as 

also in our publications and pulpits. 
I~ is the design of this brief article to 
show the relation which repentance 
and forgiveness bear to each other in 
Christian life. 

Rqpentance signifies turning away 
from our sins, or, a"l Daniel gave the 
thought to Nqbuchadnezzar, "Break 
off thy si.ns by righteousness." Sor· 
row for sin is not repentance: -

For godly sorrow worketh rPp~nt.ancA t.n 
salvation not to be repented of; but ttl<> sor
row of the world worketh deatb.-2 Cor. 7:10 

Pardon a passing thought. Pro
longed, deep regret over financial loss 
will destroy the energies of business 
life, and blast all hope of temporal 
success faster than any other agency. 

Back to our subject. Genuine re· 
pentance, if indeed not the very reso
lution to repent, is always at~ended 
by the seeking of the forgiveness of 
our heavenly F ci.Lher, through the 
merits and power of the blood of Je. 
sus. Jesus has made it an absolute 

~necessity, when seeking pardon from 
God, to obtain it also from our br0ther 
who may have aught against us. 

Therefore if thou bring thy gift to tbe 
altar, and there rememberest that tby 
brother hath aught against thee; leave there 

gift before the altar, and go thy way; 
be reconciled to tby brother, and then 

nome and offer thy gift.-Matt. 5: 23, 24 

But says one, "I've done nothing 
wrong. My brother has not justly 
. !l>nything against me; he only thinks 
he has. Shall I confess to something 
I have not done?" 

The trouble lies in the difference of 
opinion as to what is or is not wrong. 
It i's much easier to hold my brother 
to be wrong, than to admit myself 
wrong. But the reconciliation must 
be made sooner or lat,er, and the 
sooner the better. The longer the 
delay, the more difficult the task. 
The plan adopted by so many, to 
k:eep away from him, leaving him en
tirely alone, will never do. And we 
venture to sav that whoever dares to 
pursue this crmrse will meet disap· 
uointment when he crosses the river 
of death. Matthew 18:35 warrants 
this conclusion. 

But says one, "That verse speaks 
of the one who holds t.he offense, not 
the one against whom ir, is held." 

True, but it follows that no person 
can possibly avoid unpleasant feelings 
toward one who is holding offense, 
real or imaginary, against him, so the 
verse is applicable to both. 

On the other hand, Jesus has 

neither will your Fa.~her forgivs your tres- sinner [not a sinner, as of the world] from the 
passes.-Matt. 6: 14. 15 error of his way shall save a soul from death, 

In Matthew 18: 23-35 we read the and shall hide a multitude of sins. • 

parable illustrating the kingdom of Some one will say, "l don't believe 
heaven concerning forgiveness. After in hiding sin; let it come out; expose 
saying that, this lord delivered the it to the church and the world," Well, 
unforgiving servant to the tormentors, its you and God for that. I've given 
till he should pay all that was due the tjilxt as it reads. 
unto him. Jesus adds:- I am aware that the Inspired ver-

So likewise shall my heavellly Father do sion of the Bible gives James 5: 20, 
rtlso unto you, if ye from your hearts forgive "Prevent a multitude of sins," instead 
not every oae his brother their trespasses.- of "hide" them. N 0 doubt this is th"' 
Verse 35. " 

If these scriptures mean what they correct rendering. "An ounce of 
say, it is utterly useless to bow the preventive is better than a pound of 
suppliant knee before the throne of cure." L<1ck of charity is sin, for we 
grace, and lift the pleading voice for are commanded to both love and for· 
pardon while we hold in our hearts give. When we hate we sin, and by 
aught against anyone. hatn~d refuse or fail to forgive, so 

But says one, "We do not hold any· multiply, or cause "a multitude of 
thing against the offender, but we'll sins," which we c0uld prevent by 
keep him at a distance." charity. Tnis would prevent the sin 

Impossible! Vain delusion! More of unforgiving, bitterness, and its 
than this, our forgiveness must be evil crop from the seeds of unchari
more perfect than such as is fre- table holding of pardon, or bitter· 
quently granted. For example, we ness of soul toward an offending 
will suppose that Bro. A. has done brother. Therefore he that forgiveth 
me grievous wrong. After thinking, not has multiplied his sins, while the 
and perhaps praying over the diffi· offender who repents and seeks par
culty between us, he sees the wrong, don does not. Hence the unrelenting, 
and with real sorrow .... and deep re· uncharitable, and unforgiving one 
pen tance in his heart, he comes to me multiplies the sin of uncharitable"' 
and says, "Bro. B., I was wrong; I judgment by the sin of not forgiving, 
did you a real injury. I want you to and so hath the greater sin. 
forgive me and forget the offense." Now .says another, "To forg~,t the 
In the plenitude (?) of brotherly love offense 1s more than we can do. No 
I reply, "I'll forgive you, but I can't more g~oundles~ statement was ev~r 
forget the wrong." utter~d. God g1v~s!l us the pattern m 

When next I bend the knee and lift J Ezeklel18: 22 and 3v: 16. 
the heart, •·Father, forgive me my None of hi~ sins that h_e hath committed 
trespasses, as I forgive those who shall be mentwned unto h1m . 

trespass against me," and God an· And I know that when reconciliation 
swers me ust according to that has been so completely made that the 
prayer: forgive you, but I can't wrong shall be no more mentioned to 
forget the wrong;" tell me, how wide the repentant offender (nor anyone 
will the pearly g~tes swing on their else), the memory will not be long 
golden hinges to admit me to the forgetting the offense forever. 
realm where all is love? More than this neither God the 

Another form of such magnanimous Father nor Jesus our Lord has made 
(?) pardon is frequently displayed. it optional with us to forgive or not 
"I'll forgive you, but I don't want forgive, as we choose. Neither are 
anything more to do with you." When we at liberty to withhold forgiveness 
next I pray, God answers me with the till the offense and repentance has 
sams words. What seat will I have gone beyond "seven times in a day." 
in heaven with such forgiveness? (See Luke 17:3, 4.) "Thou shalt for
How long will I survive when God give him." Neither till the total 
will have nothing more to do with me? number of offenses and times of for
How long can a :repentant offend§3r, giveness shall exceed "seven times 
unforgiven or forgiven (?), with all seventy." (See Matt. 18:21, 22.) 
succor cut off, continue in the faith? There is no option about it. 
I tell you my brethren and sisters, no It follows then that forgiveness 
more momentous questions were ever withheld from a repentant brother or 
propounded. The great question, sister, whether individually o:r col
"Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" lectively, will bring consequences 
was not more important. We ''compass from which there is no escape. 
land and sea" to bring souls into the 'Tis true, the Doctrine and Cove
garner of God, but suffer many, 0 too nants, section 42, paragraph 9, pro
many! to "make shipwreck of faith," vides that the murderer (in the 
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church) shall not be forgiven, but ! ished" in the destruction of the anted~- This agrees with other scripture~; 
th"t he sh"ll a1·e, 1•. e., he shall be de- luvian world does not prove that 1t and the translation it is taken from IS 

'"" "' h b t ) no less authoritative than King livered up to the law of the land (to ceased to. exist (t e. su ~ an_ce , we 
pay the penalty), as provided in para- have no right tO believe lt Will. ceas.~ Ja~~~~her passage the writer h~S 
graph 22. Pa~agraph 7 also provides to exist, or be _re~uced to n~rhmg, 1 known to be urged as conflicting with 
that one committing adultery the we read that It ~s to be ~strayed the doctrine of the millennium is 
second time, i. e., after being once again. Before, :t ~as pun~ed by 
forgiven, shall be cast out. But mark water; n~xt time I,t, will ~e purified by found in John:~ 

fi I ke t m store re I go to prepare a place fur you. ~nd if I the language in the first instance:~ re. t lS now I? d' f go aod prepare ~ rlaccJ for you, I w1l~ come 
'[f he repents with all his heart, and for- ~erved unto fire ag_a~nst the ay 0 a"ain and ncetve you unto myself, that 

•saketh it, and doeth it no more, thou shalt JUdgment and perditiOn of ungo?ly w~her~ I am there ye may be also.-John 
-forgive him. men." God never made someth mg 14: 2, 3. 

No option there. out of nothing, and he ~ill never make This, say they, is evidence that the 
"Thou shalt." ' nothing out of somethmg. Solomo~ Saints will not reign on the earth; be-
But mark, other evils have not this says, "the earth abidetb for ever cause the place be was going to pre-

limitation. (Eccles. 1: 4). In Psalms we read:~ pare to receive them into is in the ai~. 
It is a fearful thing to refuse par- The e~rth which he hath established for But, we ask, is that any proof that It 

<don to a repentant offender, either in· ever.-P8alms 78:69. will always remain there? Is it im· 
dividually or collectively. These passages emphatically deny movable?. If not,_ what is t~ere ~o in-

.Wherefore I say unto you, that ye oug_ht to the cessation of the earth's existence. terfere w1th the Idea th~t 1t Will be 
forgive one anotl::ler, for he that forgtveth If they are true the earth will exist brought to earth? N othmg, answers 
not his brother his trespasses, standeth. con· "for ever." If t'hey "re untrue, then one.. All rig'h' t the. n, ''that passage demned bsfore the L'lrd, for there rem~meth ... b f t 
in him the greater sin. I. the Lord,.v:'Il_l for- we are at a loss to determine what fur~l~hes ~ou _not mg to re u e ?ur 
give whom I will forgive, but of you 1t Is re- part of the scriptures is true. I pos1t10n af~er all_. And_bef?re gettmg 
quired to forgive all men.-D C. 64:2. "But, say. some "Peter declares through w1th th1s (readmg It through) 

o. B. THOMAS. I th"t the' earth shail be burned up." work, the reader will find that tha~ 0/VJLKEBVILLE, Ohio, Aug. 21, 1900. w I 1 b b ' t t 'h 
=====~==== But that does not in the least change "place" wil .e roug_h o eart · . . 

1 the passages cited in the forel?oing, Anot~er obJectwn; m Thessalomans 
THE MILLENNIUM; which declare that the earth will ex· we read.~ 

OR, THE WINAL INHERITANCE OF GOD'S ist "forever." Nor does it prove that Then we which are alive. and remai? shall 
PEOPLE. h - d t · t what be caught up together wHh t.hem 1n the 

t o:se passages o no mean Jus . . clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so 
The earth, though not always in the they say. Both of these pos1t10ns shall we ever bG with :to L•Jrd.--1 Thess 4: 

same form, is eternal. By this we cannot be right; one mus.t be wrong. 17 
mean that the substance of which it is They are directly opposed to each Theref,;rP, sty they. we v. i:'. accord· 
composed had no beginning and will other; and if there is proof f<;>r each ing to this passage, exist in the "ai~" 
never have an end. Before the crea- position, the proof must be JUSt as -not on the earth." How weak this 
tion it existed, though "without inharmonious as the positions them· is! The declaration that the saints 
form, and void" (Gen. 1: 2). Since the selves; hence, if such proof exists in will be "caught up to meet the Lord" 
creation it has undergone great the Bible, then the Bible is self-con- furnishes no proof whatever that they 
changes; but though deformed, the tradictory. Peter says:~ will not descend again; especially 
substance has not ceased to exist. The elements shall melt with fervent heat, when the Bible abounds with passages 
Nor will it ever cease to exist, though the earth also and the works that are therein which say that the saints will reign 
it will undergo various changes and shall be burned up -2 Peter 3: 10. on the earth after the second advent 
transformations. This is how it appears in the so-called of Jesus. There is nothing more rea-

Peter, in speaking of the world that authorized version. · sonable than to suppose that the 
existed before the deluge, says:~ It must be remembered that, the righteous will be caught up until the 

The world that then was, being overflowed division of the Bible into chapt~rs corruptible things of trhe earth are 
with water, perished.-2 Peter 3: 6. and verses insertion of punctuatiOn consumed by fire. But to say they 

Thus it is clearly seen that "perish" marks, as ~ornmas, etc., are only of will never come down again is going a 
does not signify annihilation, or re- human introduction. The translators little further than we are warranted. 
duction to nothing; for the "world that inserted commas so as to convey in . Still it remains to be proved that the 
then was" and the present world are the English what was intend.ed in the earth will be the final inheritance ~f 
of identically the same material. original tongue from whwh they God's people. We have sho:vn that 1t 

"But," says one, "'Ghe world referred translated. Inasmuch as they were always will exist, that it 1s eternal 
to by Peter means the people only." apt to misunderstand things, they and will exist "forever;" . and that 

Not exclusively. The context were apt to improperly punctuate. It there is nothing i~ ~~e scnpture~ to 
shows the contrary; the verse before, is very easy to punctuate a verse or discredit the poss1b1hty of 1ts bemg 
and the one after the one quoted sentence so that the meaning will be the Saints' final resting place. 
above show that the earth is included. changed entirely. Now with !efer- We will now produce the evi~enc~s 
In the seventh verse of that same ence to that passage in Peter: 1f the the Bible affords to show that It wlll 
chapter, Peter savs:- comma appearing after the ';,or.d be the abode of the faithful. Jesus 

But the heavens a~d the earth, which are , 'heat," appeared after . ''also, .It said:-
now, would make a marked drfference m Blessed are the meek; for they shall in-
as if they_:_the one before the flood the idea conveyed. It would then herit the earth. · 
and the one since-were two different imply or say that the "elements" and If there were nothing more said in 
earths. The earth, in the time of the "earth also" shall melt with fervent the Bible in relation to this subject, 
flood, was ."divided," and since that it heat, and that only the "works that this ought to settle it to those who 
has expenenced great earthqu~kes, are therein shall be burned up." believe the Bible to be true. Yet 
etc. (Gen. 10 ~2E\ 1 Chr~~h \/~i) Another translation reads:- some who delight in juggling the 
Yet everyone w o as rea he. \he The mountains shall melt, and pass away scriptures and making things agree 
knows that _the present eart 

1
s. e with a great noise, and the elements shall be with their traditions, object to this 

same earth, m substance, that exlsted I filled with fervent heat: the earth also shall passage as proving what we claim. 
before the flood. be filled, and the corruptible works which They say it does not refer to the If, then, the fact that the earth ''per- are therein shall be burned up. c:::::::l c:::::::l 
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world to come, for the meek inherit 
the earth now. So do the wicked in
herit the earth now. If Jesus alluded 
to the present life. he might have, 
with equal propriety, pronounced the 
same blessing on the wicked. For if 
the meek are blessed simply because 
they live on the earth, it follows 
logically that the wicked are blessed 
for the same reason. The ''four and 
twenty elders" sang:-

The twenty-ninth verse says:- ·insusceptible of the calamitous condi~ 
The righteous shall inherit the· land, and tions so common to the natural body. 

dwell therein for ever. As to the change the earth will un-
Isaiah, referring to the state of ex· dergo in it.s preparation for an inheri· 

istence in the great hereafter, says:- tance for the saints, I submit the 
Tby people also shall be all righ teou,: they following scriptures. John the Bap· 

shall inherit the land for ever. tist, in speaking of the coming of 
We are also informed by Zechariah I Jesus Christ, said:-

that- Wbose fan is in his hand, and be will 
thoroughly purge his floor, and gather his 

TbA Lord shall be King over all the earth. wheat ioto the garner; but he will burn up 
-14: 9, the ctaff with ur quenchable fire.-Matt. 3: 12. 

And hast made us unto our God kings and this, too, is after he sets his feet on the p 
pries1s: and we shall ;•eign on the earth. '· urge" means cleanse, and '•floor" 

Th . 1 d . h f I . mount of Olives; after his second ad- means the earth, while the "wheat" 
is Is p ace In t e uture. t JS vent. (See verses 3 and 4.) 

found in Revelation G: 10; and in and "chaff" are clearly the wicked 
chapter eleven we read:- 'rhe righteous, during their inherit- and the righteous. 'rherefore, he 

The kingdoms of this world are become the ance of the earth in the "world to will burn up the wicked and cleanse 
kiogdoms of our Lord, aod of his Christ: and come," will have bodies of flesh and the earth. The Ps·almist says:-
he sballreigo for ever and ever.-RtJv 11:15 bones. Jesus is our type, our pattern. Thou renewest the face of the earth.-104: 

This great transformation·-of the He is the '·firstfruits of them that 30. 
"kingdoms of this world" into Christ's slept" (1 Cor. 15: 20). He is the "first- Again, it is said in reference to the 
kingdoms- has not yet occurred; born from the dead." (Col. 1: 18; Rev. coming of the Messiah:-
therefore it is in the future. And 1: 5.) He was the :first to "ril?e from A fire goeth before him, and burneth up 
Peter, after speaking of the fermenta- the dead" (Acts 26: 23). That is, he his enemies round about .... The hills 
tion of the present earth, which we was the first to rise to immortality. ~~te~i:~:5wax at the presence of the Lord. 

have already shown means purifica-' Others were raised from the dead be- Al · ··d. th' . p 1 tion says:- fore him; as examples: Lazarus so, rea m 15 conn~ctwn .sa !D 
' · . · . D . J· · ' d h . b h ' '\ 46: 6-11. The change w1ll cons1st m Nevertheless, we, according w b1s promise, . orc_as, a1rus aug ter, ut t ey f b'll 1 t' 

look ~or nevv heave_ns and a new earth, were only raised to mortality. For . 0 
•
1 s, exa.t~"100 of valleys, 

w~~rew dwelleth r1ghteousness.-2 Peter I proof that he has a body of flesh and · etc., accordmg to .th1s langua7e, or 
3: ~a " . t bones we refer to L,uke 24: 39. The " and levelmg the earth s sur· 
. In RevelatiOn t;:ven.,y-first . three preceding verses record his ap- race. . '"' 
IS_ a or the , of peartlJnce to his disciples after his res- For a . . of the condi.LlOn 
what Peter ".~ooke,d for. In t~e fifth urrection. They thought that they of .the SlHnts ~~mn~ t~at. glor~ou~ 
ve:se God. swys, . I make all had ''seen a spirit." But Jesus says:- period, read Isa1..,h 2 .. 4, 11. 6-9, 60. 
thu'lgs new·'-not all new . , ., ,, . 

0 
, " •• _ r j18-22; .65: Ezek1el 38: 25, 26; 

rrhe most dtofinite as to Behola hana~ aad my fevt., ·h~~ Jt !a •. Rev. and 22 
·• v ' wi'll myself: me, aod see; for a sp1r1t h~;th Th . . · t 

the not flesh and bones, as ye see me have. erem lt thau 
reign on the earth before another Soon a,fter this occurrence he led that . of peace ., 

occurs, and from which I de- them out as far as Bethany, and after 
1 

, . • ~amts shall "buud 
rive t.itle of t.his "The blessing ascended with that I ~ou~es and mhab1t 
Mlllenuium," is found in the first same body of flesh and bones. As he I ya~as and eat of ~he . 
of the twentieth of Revela- the disciples stood ' and so or:. will also beat 
tion. It declares an is to . and swords mto they will 
come down a.nd bind Satan a,t the be- ' have no more use for as war 
2:innine- of the , 'thousand years." It Two men [ang-els] stood by them in white will be ended. 
~ ~ which also said, Ye m<:m of Galilee, 
will also be seen that a resurrection stand ye gazing up into heaven? this that such a great reward 
takes place at that time. The same Jesus, which is taken up from you into is D,t the end of our pilgrimage 
eous will then be raised, but the rest heaven, sh:~.ll so come io like manoer as ye it enables us to endure hardships, 
of the will remain in their graves have seen him go into heaven.-Acts l: JO, ll. trials, and temptations. With faith
until the expiration of the ,,housand If he comes in "like manner" then, ful Abraham and other worthies, we 
years (Rev. 20: 4-6). Also see 1 Thes- he will come with a body of flesh and "seek a country" and a "city that 
salonians 4: 16; and 1 Corinthians 15: bones; and John says:- 1 hath foundations, whose builder and 
23. The "thousand years" reign will We know that, when he shall appear, we 1 maker is God." 
be on the earth (Rev. 20:8, 9). ~hall be like .~im; for we shall see him as he May all who read this come to a 

The Old Testament also abounds ls.-l John~-~· .. . knowledge of the truth, that they may 
with proof for this doctrine. In As add1t10nal ey1dence. and plam- participate in the reception of those 
Psalms we read:-

1 
ness on .the q~est10n, I mte the lan- blessings. ALVIN KNISLEY. 

For evil doers eball be cut off: but those guage of PauL-
that wait upon the Lord, they shall inherit For our conversation is in heaven; from 
the eartb.-Ps. 37:9. whence also we look for the Savior, the Lord 

Thus it is clearly seen by this pas- Jesus Christ; who shall change our vile body, 
sage that those who "wait upon the that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious 
Lord," the righteous, shall "inherit body.-Phil. 3= 

20• 21. 
the earth;" and that after the "evil If our bodies are "fashioned like 
doers shall be cut off." Verse 22 unto his," we will also have bodies of 
says:- flesh and bones. Our bodies will then 

For such as be blessed of him shall inherit be destitute of blood (1 Cor. 15: 50). 
the earth; and they that be cursed of him Blood is for the sustenance of the 
shall be cut off. natural life; spirit will sustain the 

The eighteenth and twenty-ninth spiritual life. Every body occupied 
verses show how long the blessed by blood is mortal, subject to sickness, 
shall inherit the earth:- pain, distress, etc.; whereas, every 

The Lord knoweth the days of the upright: ; living body unoccupied by blood is 
and their inheritance shall be for ever. immortal and spiritual, hence, it is 

BARNACLES AND CLOGS. 

The first-named incumbrances are 
in the habit of attaching themselves 
to other shells, rocks, the hulls of 
vessels, and wreckage afloat on the 
high seas. Their numerous external 
tentac:les take hold of and tf.maciously 
cling to solid substances, as the ten
drils of the vine, or the ivy, cling to 
bower or wall. To free the ship of 
these invaders is a. task indeed; but it 
must be done frequently at the ex
pense of arduous labor. 

If great caution and skillful toil 
are essential to keep afloat these 
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crafts and secure the .cargo, what 1 darkness?" Fraudulent and false is 'my time to ask me to hear only one 
about the old ship of Zion? We he who cannot or will not see these side "because it is you." Further· 
should not scotch, brake, sprag. nor gins and snares and pitfalls for un- more, I do not see that any have the 
otherwise impede the great wheel of wary feet. While it is merciful to right to fill me full and then enjoin 
human progress. · tenderly care for the sick and me to keep still I get everybody to 

An honorable war is far better than / wounded, it is but proper, right, and help me to keep secrets, so you see I 
an ignominious peace. The fight of just to prune and purge away all dan- am a poor confidential. I delight not 
faith must be both offensive and de-~ gerous and useless dead and decaying in the defeat and downf[:1Jl of any; but 
fensive. It is unyielding, inflexible, branches. Can you fly a kite with a the right must be vindicated if it hurts 
inexorable, uncompromising, and per- millstone tied to its tail? Can we be somebody. 
petual. Whenever anyone winks at the light of the world while we take If I have stated myself in strong 
;sin, or shuts his eyes or stops his ears in about everything, and then carry and seemingly harsh terms, it is for 
at the appearance of wrongdoing, he and fellowship, year ·in and year out, the good of all and an error in 
is compromised, more or less, accord- a motley crew of the baser sort? method, not in intention. I would far 
ing to the turpitude. To apply palli. I know full well that no human hand sooner be .hurt than to needlessly 
atives or extenuate a crime· by can weed out all the tares or discrimi- wound any. I can forgive, have for
throwing the cloak of charity over nate always where to draw the line of given, and still hope to forgive the 
the affair, is a reproach and a palpa· church discipline. In equity and in trespasser; for, indeed, my selfish 
ble fraud. The reins of our church law the jeopardized have the advan- nature and my best interests tell me 
are held in a slack manner, by palsied, tage of doubt. In ecclesiastical gov- so to do. No properly balanced mind 
ineffectual hands. Flagrant evils go ernment the one in peril and under is likely to commit suicide, or other
unrebuked, only in a tame, general trial should be favored with reasona- wise injure himself. S,df-preserva
way; exhorting to faithfulness, and ble dubiety, but the door of mercy tion is nature's primal law; therefore, 
diligence, with promised blessings, is should not rob, justice. Right rule Paul said no one ever hated himself. 
not effectual. heroically enforced is an angel of love We must also love our All-wise Cl:'ea-

Busybodying, backbiting, evil sur- in proper attire. To wink at, connive tor and benefactor, and our neighbor 
mising, jealousies. and the likes, are with, be deaf to, or in anywise palli· as ourselves. 
reprehensible. Vulgarity, profanity, ate, smother, or extenuate sin in our May the Father love us freely, 
and the giddy dance are all out of best friend, or even members of our and bless us ever by his guiding 
,character. Sloth and filth are twin own household is wickedness; for, be- hand, and through the ministrations 
sisters, and a double scandal. Drunk. hold, the justice of our courts and the of his adorable Son and our blessed 
enness is a dark, deep gulch, and las- jurisprudence of the land allow "that Savior. M. T. SHORT. 
civiousness is an open sepulcher and it is a crime to conceal a crime." I 
a dismal grave. want the morals of our people to keep 

Our institution is carrying entirely pace with their faith and profession. LeUBr Department 
too much driftwood. We should I want us to preach good and practice 
never lower the moral standard nor as well, lest merited reproach and 
trail the banner of Prince Immanuel disintegration blast the fair fields of HOLLY, Mich., Oct. 1. · 
in the dirt and mire. The eldersh1p 1 prosperity. Editors Rerald:-It has been a long time 
does not ''see that the law is kept," While the strong are enjoined to since I have written you in regard to the 
neither do the local and standing min- bear with the infirmities of the weak, work of the Lord in my field of labor; but I 
isters keep out iniquity. If the Sev- and comfort the feeble·minded, that can assure you I have not been altogether 
enties undertake to administer whole- does not mean that they should let idle, but have been working with Bro. Wil
some church discipline, or even I them severely. alone, and never visit liam Davis in the tent. I like the tent for 
counsel in an advisory way, high · and counsel them. Let us seek to two days' meetings, but for holding meetings 
dignitaries and district and branch ! rescue the unfortunate, and reclaim in opening- new places I do not like it at all. 
officials thus instructed will not be the estranged, and feed the flock with I would sooner preach in schoolhouses, 
slow to tell them to keep hands off, the sincere milk of righteousness -and churches, and halls. 
and go out to minister to the world. truth. As we are prohibited of God Qc~ite a good many were baptized at our 
It is a pretty note if this band of mis- from fellowshiping the unfruitful two days' meetings, and the Saints were 
sionaries can proselyte-but cannot works of darkness, and enjoined to cheered and encouraged in the work. I am 
either feed sheep or lambs when the withdraw from those that walk disor· now preaching at Five Points schoolhouse, 
local machinery is sadly out of tune derly, still excommunication should be where Bro. Levi Phelps preached a few years 
or inactive. the last and only resort. I trust and ago. I felt directed to come,here. Hunted 

Some branches have reported elders partly believe that the moral tone is up the school board and got permission to 
and the lesser priesthood, when all getting better year by year as a preach in the house, and then learned Bro. 
these high and many of the other of· whole, with some local exceptions; Phelps had. preached here long ago. Maybe 
fleers used tobacco in various ways. but, behold, I want to see lovely Zion there are some here who will obey the 
Some church organizations and reli- put on her strength. gospel. 
gious movements that have no recent Please tell me not of your failures How hard it is to convice people we are 
accepted word of God, but the light and troubles, nor yet of the trials and living in the last days. Last year a cyclone 
of olden revelation, coupled with ex- peccadillos of the Saints, unless I am went through here and killed men, women, 
perience .and observation and the bound under the law, and as I am and children; and with the great tidal wave 
torch of rea.son, and the love of truth, called to aid in trying and judging of of Galveston and the one at Japan a few 
havQ prohibited the use of the nox- all such matters; then I will be un· years ago, when thirty thousand people per
ious, dirty poison weed, while many der obligation to hear evidences and ished,· these with perilous times, earth
of our benighted shepherds and be- proofs on the case under official con- quakes, and the Jews gathering to Palestine, 
wildered sheep bow down to this false sideration. I do not wish to hear, one of the g-reatest signs of our times that 
god of a perverted taste, and that, neither is it right for me to listen to, a the end of this world is near; yet the people 
too, in thG very face of the divine de- tale of woe or injustice, imaginary or will not wake up to the fact that the Lord is 
nunciation and prohibition. real, when acting as a field officer and I coming-, and his marvelous work is before 

Shall we movQ the parasites and un- engaged in mission work. I cannot him, as predicted by the prophets: "The 
dog the wheel, or will weiever "Fel- give relief, or preach the stories while light shines in darkness, and the darkneslil 
lowship the unfruitful: works of a.cting as a gospeler. It is stealing comprehends it not." I feel confident that 
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the Lord of hosts is wnrking and causing ,. TERRYVILLE, Conn., Sept. 30. 
everything that is going on at·ound us. to. Editors Herald:-lshould like to give a lit
bring to fulfillment the things spoken by the tie experience through the Herald that may 
prophets in days of old. And as the Saints be of some encouragement to those who may 
are not in darkness, and know what the Lord be investigating the claims of the L. D. S. 
has said, I believe they should do as the Lord Church. I have been a believ<:Jr and a pro
said, "Pray, that they may be accounted fessor of Christianity since a young man, and 
worthy to escape those things that are com- for over thirty years have bad faith in the 
ing on the earth." It is very necessary they gospel as given to the apostles, and have con
be unitfd and work togethEr in order to tended with several men who have had the 
brirg about the redemption of Zion and the faith of the Wesley ana and others of the same 
gathering of the Saints. The work is gain- faith as they, but never came in contact with 
ing ground slowly, and people who were once the Saints until August, 1898, when I visited 
our enemies are no1" our friends. The leaven my brother, J. P. Knox, in MisBouri, and 
is working, and th,, honest in heart being from that time have tak0n the Ensign. Then 
gathered into the fold of Christ. I t,>ok the Herald and Autumn Leaves, and 

Yours for the truth, was convinced of the truthfulness of the work, 
F. C. SMITH. and decided to obey at. the first opportunity; 

0AKNOOK, Man., September 27. 
Editors Hemld:-At last writing I bad just 

reached my present place of labor, which is 
l'IOW about five weeks past. Since then I 
have, under the blessing of God, labored with 
some success. Had no difficulty in finding 
places to preach, hence was soon occupying 
in the Orange ball, on what is called t,he Big 
Ridge, and in three other schoolhouses. 
Have been busy right along, laboring mostly 
at the Orange hall. As a result of continued 
effort, twelve have been baptiz'Od to date, and 
more are likely to follow very soon. Interest 
from the firs·t has been very good. A re- · 
tired Peesbytel'ian preacher made a sneaking 
attempt to Gfl',;et my work which met with 
some support from the creed-bound in the 
community; but as I defended the latter day 
work and showed the injustice of such an at
tack, and the cowardice of the individual 
making· it, the more intelligent and unbiased 
were willing to listen to the story of the 
angel's message. Have met and had talks 
with the Bapt.ist and Methodist preachers, 
but they did not seem to appreciate the force 
of good logic. The former made an agree
ment to meet and have an afternoon's private 
conversation;- but having heard of a rumor 
about me using ano'~her Bible, he called, in 
my absence, to say he did not intend to have 
any further talk with me. I met him after
ward on the road and "compelled" him to 
take a little mt:cdicine for his soul's sake. 

The Methodist minister heard me preach 
one sermon from my chart on the restoration, 
and expressed himself as delighted, but 
policy, such as some of these Yesites follow 
rightly entitles them to the name of hypo
crites. This man professes acquaintance 
with Elder A. E. Mortimer, having worked 
with him in Paisley, Ontario, some years 
ago. His name is Gregg. Do you recollect, 
Bro. Mort? 

Nothing happening to prevent, I expect 
Gospel Quarterlies to reach me in time for 
opening Sunday school two weeks from Sun
day coming, making it October 14. Pros
pects are good for a branch being organized, 
but we continue the work and hope for the 
best. A new line of railway from Dauphin 
runs west across the Big Ridge, two and one 
half miles south of the hall. A station is to 
be built and named Ridgeway. In bonds, 

FREDERICK GREGORY. 

but being so far from any branch or church I 
was prevented until the reunion at Silver 
Lake, Plimpton, about one hundred and sixty 
miles from where I live. I decided to g·o to 
see the brethren and sisters there. Knowing 
no one there, it seemed quite a trial for me 
to go so far; my wife thought it a "wi.ld 
goose chase;" but I thank God that I took 
the step for I have been amply repaid for the 
trouble. When I found the brethr·en there I 
found they were friends indeed. My prayer 
is that the Lord will bless such people. It 
was there that I was bm·ied under th~ silvery 
tide, and rose to a newness of life as it is in 
Christ. 

There has been great peace with me. One 
of the sisters said to me that I would never 
regret the step taken. I do not see why I 
should, for I have passed the most peaceful 
two months I ever spent in my life. It comes 
from rendering obedience to the word that 
says, "He that believeth and is baptized shall 
be saved." 

As I have received so much from the hands 
of the Lord, I want to know the brother who 
is Bishop's agent in the New York district, 
so that I may send my tithing to him at the 
earliest date. I thought Bro. Greene would 
have seen to that-the Lord bless him. 

Your brother in bonds, 
THOMAS KNOX. 

AVENUE CITY, Mo., Sept. 20. 
Editors Hemld:-This leaves me at this 

place taking up the work that I had to drop 
in order to go and assist in tent at Rea. Bro. 
D. C. White thought while we were at the 
"Barnard reunion" that he could get some 
of the local brethren, to help with the meet
ing at Rea, and I could go and see about the 
work at this part. This accounts for his be
ing alone. The meeting at Rea was well at
tended and good was done. While none of 
the world's people were baptizeffi, six of the 
children of the Saints were. A vast amount 
of the prejudice that was in the minds of the 
people is moved. In time some will more 
fully learn the truth. 

Next the tent was taken to Rosendale. 
Attendance was not good at first on account 
of mosquitoes, bad weather, and prejudice; 
but matters changed. We had good crowds, 
and the .people were kind to us. Thought 
the preaching was the pest ever done in the 
town. The few Saints living there did all 

they could to get them to come out to meet-
. ing. I believe the Lord blessed them in 'gain
ing the good will of the people for tbelr faith 
and works. Am safe in saying as much good 
was done at this place as at Rea. I was left 
alone with the tent near the close, as Bro. D. 
C. White bad to go home a few days. Bro. 
J. C. Vaughn, of Rea, assisted me, be was 
also with Bro. White while he was with the 
tent. A coming young man. 

It is plain to be seen that our reunion at 
Barnard was of worth to the mission; not to 
the Saints only, but the outside as well, and 
paves the way for the good 8eed as preached 
by the elders. 

District reunion is a splendid plan, much 
better than too many large ones, as the in
fluence is had where it is most needed. In 
each mission the Saints get the oame amount 
of good, and they are doing- good building up 
the wor\1: at home. This can all be done with 
very little fXpense to each one. 

Although this is campaign year, it does 
not make very great difference in our work 
that I can see. We are surrounded by work 
on every side. 

The Sai'hts of this district are alive and at 
work in every way they can to build up. 
They that have this world's goods pay to the 
Lord the part that is his, "one tenth," and 
remember the traveling elders in his EX

penses. There is some splendid talen~ 

among the middleage.d and young, for preach
ing,· Sunday school work, and music. The 
outlook is good in this mission. 

Trusting that the Master's work every· 
where may prosper, truly, 

J. ARTHUR DAVIS. 

19 Rectory Road, CANTON, CARDIFF, 
South Wales, Sept. 19. 

Editm·s Herald:-At. our Mutual Improve
ment class, the question arose as to how many 
kings existed on April 6, 1830, the date of the 
organization of the church. I investigated 
tL :: subject., and found the following kings. 
It ,, as deter~ined to send the list for publica
tion in the Herald, asking at the same time 
any reader to point out tbe particular ten 
kings that Daniel referred to. 

List of Kings who reigned April 6, 1830:
Austria, Francis I., crowned August 11, 1804, 

died March 2, 1835. 
Afghanistan, Dost Mahomed Khan, crowned 

1826, deposed 1838. 
Bavaria, Louis I., crowned October 13, 1825, 

abdicated March 21, 1848. 
Brazil, Dom Pedro, crowned 1822, abdicated 

April 7, 1831. 
China, Taow Kwang, crowned 1820, died 

January, 1850. 
Egypt, Mehemit Ali, crowned March 1, 

1811, expelled 1839. 
France, Charles X., crowned September 16, 

1824, deposed July 30, 1830. 
Great Britain, George IV., crowned August 

11, 1804, died June 26, 1830. 
Germany, Frederick William III., crowned 

1797, died June 7, 1840. 
Hanover, ,;George Augustus Frederick~ 

crowned 1820, died June, 1830. 
Madagascar, Radam I., crowned 1810, died 

August 23, 1861. 
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Morocco, Muley Abderaham, crowned 1822, 
died 1849. 

Norway, Charles Xfii., crowned November 
4, 1814, died 1836. 

Oude N. India, Ghaz :~e- Wd-deen, crowned 
1819, died 1837. 

Persia, Futteeh Ali Shah, crowned 1798, 
died 1834. 

Portugal, DJn Miguel, crow.ned July 4, 
1828, deposed 1833. 

Prussia, Frederick William III., crow.ned 
1808, died June "1, 1840. 

Russia, Nicholas I., crowned September 3, 
1826, died March 2, 1855. 

Spain, Ferdinand VII., crowned March 8, 
1820, died September 29, 1833. 

Servia, Alexander Milosch I., crowned 
August 15; 1829, abdicated June 13, 1839. 

Sweden, Charles John XLV., crowned Feb
ruary 5, 1814, died March 8, 1844. 

Sardinia, Charles Felix, crowned 1821, ab
dicated March 23, 1849. 

Turkey, Mahomet VI., crowned 1808, died 
1837. . 

Tuscany, Leopold II., crowned June 18, 18'24, 
abdicated July 21, 1839. 

Wurtemberg, William I., crowned October 
30, 1816, died June 25, 1864. 

Zululand, Dctngaan, crowned May 6, 1825, 
:assassinated December, 1838. 

Denmark, Frederick VII., crowned 1814, 
-died November 15, 1863. 

Our class would be very pleased to have 
the views of any well informed reader, who 
would point out the ten most probable ones 
to whom Daniel referred. R9spectfully sub-
mitted. Your brother in Christ, 

MORONI BISHOP. 

GUERNSEY, Cal., Sept. 29. 
Editors Herald:-I wish to say through the 

Hera.ld to the people of this district that Bro. 
D. Allen and the writer are at present in the 
Taquin Valley, and that my address will be 
Tulare City, California, and that we will be 
pleased to hear from all who desire preach
ing. We are here for that purpose, and wish 
the help of the Saints. The tent is over 
here, and can be used if it is thought best. 
It is a hard year to do much, but next may 
be worse for all we know, so let us each one 
do all we can, remembering- that it is the 
doer of the word that God likes. 

HIRAM L. HOLT. 

MothBrs' Horns Uolumn. 

Keep on praying-
He~u a!J,swer thee; 
And it may be 
His love will bring 
!lome better thing. 

MANY SIMILAR OASES. 
"0 there, by the way," said Mrs. Slocum, 

to her neighbor, Mrs. Goodlaw, ''have you 
beard the good news?" 

"No; what is it?" interrogated the otb.er 
with interest. 

'THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"Not much-only old Dave Friendless has 
put an end to his mortal existence, and I for 
one am glad of it. I was tired and sick of 
seeing him wandering around in other folks' 
way, and I wish all such trash would follow 
his example." 

An expression of pleasure accompanied the 
remark, whereas Mrs. Goodlaw's countenance 
exhibited a look of respect and pity, and she 
gently replied:-

"Poor man; circumstances drove him to 
the act, no doubt, and he has only one near 
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which he was not guilty was laid to his 
charge, and told and retold against him, and 
the guilty -one went clear. Each recital 
added to his disgra}e and to his sorrow. 
Those who took in the reports, not under
standing- the facts of the case, fell in with 
the majority, and I am one of that number, 
Mrs. Slocum. But right glad am I that I 
had the privilege of seeing the man, and 
talking with him, in connection with a few 
who knew much of his history and biased 
their opinion by a spirit of charity. 

relative to mourn for him, and I don't im- "I was very glad to learn the truth and 
agine that that mourning will be very deep. glad to have my soul stripped of its unjust 
His ha8 been a sad life,-a wearisome life from prejudice, and have it clothed inst~ad with 
birth. He was born in extreme poverty; and sympathy and kindness," sai.d Mrs. Goodlaw, 
besides, his eyes had a birthmark, which her countenance beaming with emotions 
shut ofl' much of the power of sight. His adapted to ber words. 
parents were very illiterate, but when of "But he was revengeful and malicious, and 
proper age they sent him to the district. you cannot deny it," replied the other, peer
school. He was often minus a book, but with ing into the face of her hostes8, as if about to 
all of his difficulties, he learned as well as drive a nail. 
the average of his age, and no doubt if he "Certai·nly not. I would not deny a fact; 
had--" but I would state also that many people who 

"But he has been ter!'ible ugly and re- are blessed with friends"and the comforts of 
vengeful ever since I knew him and I should life, are as revengeful as he was, and do not 
think, judging by his appearance, that he have the excuse that they were driven into 
was a half fool," was the abrupt, unfeeling the practice: and strange to say, the world 
reply of the surface thinker. does not censure them so harshly as it did 

"I will admit thao he lias done many things that poor friendless one. When speaking of 
that were wrong; but show me one person his evil propensities, why not be fair and note 
that never did wrong if you can, even thou.gh his good points?" 
he or she has been blessed with good mental "Well, I declare; I never heard it spoken 
and physical powers, and with good advan· of in that light before. He must have bad 
tages for development, and I will show you rather an unpleasant life, sure." After a me
thousands who have erred, ourselves in- ment's thought she added, "And I fear an un-
cluded." pleasant life in the other world." 

''0 well, but I don't expect to find perfec· "Unpleasant is not strong enough to apply 
tion in anyone; but I do think he might have to his earthly conditions; and as regards his 
done better than he did do! He would' have future life, we know but little-God takes all 
had more friends, sure." things into account and deals j'1stly." 

"Certainly; so might all who have lived, ''But the Bible says that no self-murderer 
and all who are living, have done be~ter, and can enter into the kingdom of heaven; so of 
possibly would, had their circumstances been course he is lost-is cast out." Her face was 
different, or could they have realized the clothed wtth solemn thoughtfulness. 
result of their doings and withheld from "I have read the Bible through many 
their wrong acts. I will admit that he has times, and failed to find your statement in it; 
been revengeful and malicious; but he has but instead, found the words, No murderer 
more excuse than many, for he had no good has etermd life abiding in him,·' replied the 
instruction in his youth. His mother died vindicator of truth. 
when he was a little child, and his father, "Well, I don't know; I never read it much, 
brother, and sister who were older than he but I have heard Aunt Jerusha quote it." 
was, often left him aloue the larger part of "My opinion is that no sane person would 
the day with scanty food and more scant rashly take his or her own life. The mind 
clotl:..ing, and often without fire in cold cannot be fairly balanced at the time. The 
weather. Such was his childhood; and when victim must be driven to desperation by a 
I think of it, my heart is pained. When his cause, known perhaps to no one but himself, 
father died, their apology of a home was and in a frenzied moment performs the act. 
broken up. The brother died, and the sister "There are many, very many methods of 
went out to service, and poor Dave became a suicide. Corsets, poisonous beautifiers, 
wanderer, seeking food and shelter, or a job whether applied to the face or to the hair, 
at cutting wood or shoveling earth. His the close following of injurious fashions of 
sight was so poor he could not learn to work dress, or of an excess of amusements, over
as other men-it grew worse as he grew labor of brain or of body, indulgence in licen
older-but was willing to do what he could, tious habits, drunkenness or dissipation of 
and I am sorry to say that some who hired any kind. Now I would ask right here, 
him would not pay him the value of his Which is under the greater condemnation, 
work, and others mocked him and scornfully one who has rashly, in a moment of distrac
turned him from their doors, and some one tion, put an end to his own life, or one who 
stole a part of the little that he had in a.- has done the same by excessively following 
camp, where he tried to stay awhile. Who fashion, or by indulgence in dissipation?" 
then can wonder that his hereditary spirit of ''I don't know, I'm sure," was the reply, in 
revenge was stirred? _ Ofttimes that of a thoughtful manner; "but as we read that 
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Judas, who hung himself, went to eternal 
punishment, I supposed that everyone who 
has committed suicide must fare the same 
fate." 

"My dear woman, where do we read that 
Judas went to eternal punishment?" queried 
Mrs. Goodlaw, in surprise. 

"I don't know exactly; but it is somewhere 
in the last part of the New Testament, I 
guess. It is there, I know, for I have heard 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Sundau ol DBpartment. 
ELDER 'l'. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR, 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Hm·ald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

OUR NEED AS A DISTRICT ASSOCIATION. 
my mother and lots of folks quote it." BY LEVI GAME'l'. 

"The twenty-seventh chapter of Matthew That we are needy is apparent to all who 
tell'. us about Judas' terrible crimes-the be- stop to think. My purpose in this paper is 

making their schools more interesting and 
hence more effective for good. 

These may not be all that we need, but pos
sibly more than we shall obtain for a time. 
And as this is possible, it suggests one other 
need which I trust_ we shall all strive to ob
tain, and that is a large supply of patience 
that will enable us to labor on with the 
means at hand, striving to make the best of 
present conditions until the way shaH open 
for a better and more successful equipment. 

trayal of his beloved Master-and his suicide; to point out some of the more pressing needs SOME few days ago our hearts were filled 
and it is sto>ted in the first chapter of Acts, as they appear to me. with sorrow and our eyes with tears when 
that Judas fell from his apostleship by trans· Our need ao adapted to the end to be ac· the sad news reached us that one more of our 
gre~sion, that he might go to his own place; complished may better be appreciated by a beloved brethren had been called to the 
but I am not able to tell where that place is brief notice of that end; namely, the awaken- other world. So unexpected, and to us seem
or what it is. It is just such a place as be ing of an interest in tpe mind of the young in ingly so untimely ·when measured by our 
merits, no doubt; and as Dave's crime is so a knowledge of the scriptures and of spiritual limited wisdom, we were in no wise prepared 
much inferior to Judas', and as God punishes things, and the satisfying of th3 t, interest by for the sad, SlJ,d news. H was eome time be
according to the deeds, we must think that supplying the tender minds 80 awakened with fore we could come to a true realiz<Ltion of 
the former cannot be punished according to the necessary food for thought and mental the truth. But, alas, it is too true. Ollr es
the latter. I think it is a fes,rful thing to and spiritual growth. Among the things teemed and beloved brother, J. C. Hitchcock, 
rush into the presence of God unbidden, and needed for the accomplishment of this end bas gone to his rest. May his rest be sweet, 
pray that I may be ·withheld from such an may be named first a host; men and women, May it be complete. 
act, and also that I may be able to comfort old or young, it matters not 80 much, but a We were never privileged to become inti· 
those who are being driven into it. Y clt I I host is needed of those who comprehend tbe mately acquainted with our brother. We 
am unable to tell wh.at the future s.tate of necessit,y of the work to be done and who are have had several, profitable conversations 
such must be. We w1ll leave that w1th the I willing to do what lies within their power with him, but they have always been at the 
righteous Judge," was the thoughtful reply. I and opportunity in the performance of sueh general conventions or simila1~ places, and he 

"vVell, I 'spose that is the best way," re· a work. These workers should be imbued being one of the busiest of men, our oppor-
sponded the other. with the thought that nothing can be at- tunities for personal contact were of necessity 

"Now in regard to his being foolish, I wi:l tained by spasmodic effort; that it requires li::Uited. But we learned to love him-love 
say a few words, then drop the whole suo· continuous, persistent labor and that from , h1m for what he has done. We have seen 
ject, When conversing with him, I was an unselfish, sacrificing mo,tive. The best I his unceasing and untiring efforts to build 
greatly surprised to see what a brilliant qualification is the same as pointed out for I up the work of the Religio; and we have 
m~nd he ha.d, and thought if he had had a the minister, "Faith, hope, charity, and love, w~th thankfulness seen his effort~ crowned 
fa1r chance lll the world he would have been with an eye single to the glory of God, quali- I w1th s.uccess. We have seen h1s earnest 
far above· the average of men. He enjoyed fies for the work." These workers may work lll ~he Sunday school, and God has 
talking on the Scriptures, and asked many be Sunday school officers having the general blessed hiS efforts there. We have learned 
deep questions. In his youth he had no op- oversight of Su_nday school organiza,tions. of his wise and pati.ent administration of 
portunity of learning God's law, and very They may be teachers of classes in these affairs as president of his branch and also of 
little latee on; he seemed to appreciate that same organizations. Or last, but not least to his district, and that there, as elsewhere, he 
little, however. He had a sweet voice to be overlooked in their importance, they may enjoyed the confidence of his bret,h
sing, it reminded. me of the warbling of a be parents, or brothers, or sisters who will ren. Yes, we have seen and known sufficient 
bird. He bad memori:o~d many pieces of interest themselves in helping the little of his work to know that he was a constant, 
music by hearing them sung, so you see he folks at home to learn the lessons assigned earnest, and. untiring worker for the cause of 
was not an idiot (as many mean when they them, and make personal application of the the Master. We love the earnest, busy 
say, 'a fool'): neither did he have more un- lessons 80 that they may develop in the chil- workers. We love the person who is suffi
wise points than the average of mortals. As dren those characteristics 80 necessary in the ciently consecrated to the service and work 
he was blessed with talents, and not with Christian character. of the Lord that he will, when the hours of 
sight and opportunities to improve them, it secular work are past, turn to his work for 

Another need which is more marked in 
seems to me that he will be looked upon in the Master rather than to the attractions 

some places than in others is a plentiful sup
the life to come with a greater degree of 
allowance than those who have been blessed ply of song books, so that every child may 

have the opportunity to assist in the song 

andpleasures of the world. These are the 
ones whom the Lord calls upon to do a great 
work. '~~Brother Hitchcock was on': of these with the five senses, and with opportunities 

for mental and spiritual development, and 
especially those who have treated him as the 
rich man did the bejlgar. His case is be
yond our reach, but there are many similar 
ones, so let us be more thoughtful in future." 

SR. ALMIRA. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Bro. Hiram J, Corless and wife, of Michi
gan, request the Prayer Union that the deaf· 
ness of their son may be a subject of their 
prayers, that he may hear, and that they 
may bring him up in the fear and admoni
tion of the Lord, that he may be the means 
of a great deal of good. 

service. Nearly all children love to sing, 
trusted workers. And we believe we speak 

and will gladly do so if encouraged by the voice 'of ail that ever knew him when we 
parents and teachers. To make this arm of 
the service effective, fifteen to thirty minutes 
each sabbath should be gi.ven to the song 
service. 

Cards to the wee ones and papers to those 
who can read should be reckoned among the 
indispensables. We need in every local 
school a library, and in it should be a plenti· 
ful sprinkle of biographies. 

We need some individual with sufficient 
powers of locomotion, and otherwise endowed 
with a love of the work and tbe capacity to 
instruct in methods to travel and visit the 
various schools in the district and give them 
words of encouragement and assist them in 

say, "we love him for what he has done." 
But while we are thinking of his many 

works of righteousness, the thought reverts 
to us so keenly and so sadly, ''He is gone." 
Who, will do his work? Who wilt take his 
place in:)he branch? in the district? in the 
Religio?ijWe have sometimes been made to 
wonder why it was that those we loved the 
bes~, and whom the work needed most were 
the ones taken first. God knows why. We 
must learnlto trust in his wisdom and mercy, 
even though we cannot see "why." 

We extend our sympathy to our sister so
ciety, the "Religio," for the loss sustained by 
them.]~The vacancy must be filled and the 
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work go on, for it is God's work. But_~ I chase a suitable valise to carry_ the district 
work done by our_ departed u brother will j books, etc., and he to present h1s account to 

· d h' ' . . 11 next conference for allowance. Bro. B. J. 
stan as 1s ~ost .astmg m?nument,-wl Dice presented a bill of $10 53 for material 
ever be fresh m the memories of all who bought for tent seats furnished the district. 
knew him. We will love to think about it Collection was ordered to pay the bill. The 
though it will be with feelings of sadness. president and submissionary in charg-e to ap-

. . . . . point two days' meetings in branches through-
We Will talk about 1t thoug~ 1t b~lllgs tears out the district: Mount Hope, October 27, 
to our eyes. Tears often bnng rehef for the 28, in charge of J. C. Foss and S. l!'. Cush
pent up sorrow that is within our souls. man. Wakenda, October 27, 28, in charge of 

But it is to the bereaved wife whose life J. C. Elvert and W. W. Smith. Pleasant 
Grove, October 27, 28, in charl!e of M. Shaw 
and C. E Guinand. Dalano, November 3, 4, 
T. T. Hinderks and C. P. Faul. St. Joseph, 
November 10, 11, J, C. Foss and S. F. Cush
man. Stewartsville, November 17, 18, H B. 
Taddicken and M. F. Bryant. Kingston, No
vember 24, 25, A. W. Head and Ben. J. 
Dice. Dakalb, November 24, 25, J. S. Con
stance and J. W. Roberts. German Stewarts
ville,· December 1, 2, D. E. Powell and 
Andrew St .. Lewis. Edgerton Junction, De
cember 1, 2, A. Nesser jun. and D. J. Flanders. 
Any minister finding he cannot fill the above 
appointment will see that a substitute is sent. 
Officers elected: T. T. Hinderks prt>sident, 
J. S. Constance vice president, C. P. Faul 
and A. Leaverton secre•aries. Charles P. 
Faul was sustained as Bishop's agent. Bro. 
Swen Swenson, because of secular affairs, 
will be compelled to return to his home. A 
vote of thanks was teudered him for his 
faithful services while missionary in the 
district. Preach~ng by Swen Swenson, Wil
liam Lewis, and J. C. Foss. Social meeting 
in charge of M. Shaw and D. E. Powell. Ad
journed to meet with St. Joseph branch, De
cember 15, 16 

has been made sorrowful and whose hopes are 
blighted, and to whom the whole world and 
all therein appears to have changed its hue, 
we extend our deepest and most heart-felt 
sympathy. For her our most earnest prayers 
lb.ave been uttered. Hers is a loss that no 
one else can feel. We sympathize with her, 
but that sympathy,, however sincere, can 
only comfort. It cannot fill that aching void 
or wipe away the tears. We can pray for her 
and God will give her strength to bear her 
up, but that will not remove the stern reality 
of what there is. There:is a worldly side to 
these things that we cannot remove. We 
would not if we could. We may weep for 
him, but our weeping will affJrd us a calm re
lief. We may be sorl'owful, but~sorrow is only 
the result of having loved most dearly. We 
weep and are sorrowful and wish that we could 
bring him back again. Though it would be to 
labor and toil and suffer, we are selfish 
enough to wish him back again. But this 
cannot be. He has passed through the dark
ness, or the dawn, we call death; beyond 
the twilight's purple hills. Why it was 
necessary we cannot see. The wisdom in it 
to us is not clear. He knoweth best "who 
.doeth all things well." "God give us faith 
to trust where we cannot see." 

---------~-~-------

Conference Mintltu. 
FAR WEST. 

Conference convened with Delano branch, 
lllear Cameron, Missouri, September :<;9 and. 
30; Ern. T. T. Hinderks and J. S. Constance 
in the chair, Charles P. Faul and A. Leaver
ton, secretaries. C. P. Faul, bishop's agent, 
reported: On hand last report $138. 61; re
ceived and on hand $643.12; disbursements 

· $377.80; on hand $265 32. Committee ex
amined the books and reported the same cor
rect. Ministerial reports: Elders William 
Lewis, T. T. Hinderks, J. S. Constance, D. E. 
Powell baptized 6, C. E. Guinand, S. F. Cush
man baptized 2, J. W. Roberts, Arnold 
Nesser, A. W. Head, W. E. Summerfield, 
Ben. J. Dice, J. C. Elvert, J. C. Foss bap
tized 6, M. Shaw bapt,ized 5, R. Archibald; 
Pdests Robert Garlich baptized 2, Walter 
W. Smith, . R. S. Parker; Teacher C. J. 
Craven. Branch reports: Wakenda 60; gain 
1. Dalano 111; loss 2. German Stewarts
ville 77. Edgerton Junction 42; gain 3. 
Dekalb51; loss 1. Mount Hope42. Stewarts 
ville 156; gain 3. Pleasant Grove 86; gain 1. 
St. Joseph 468; gain 19. Bro. H. B. Tad· 
dicken was recommended by St. Joseph 
branch to be ordained to the office of an 
elder. This was granted and referred to the 
president of St. Joseph branch to _provide for 
his ordination. Bro. W. E. Haden was rec
ommended by Stewartsville branch to be 
ordained to the office of an elder. This was 
granted and referred to Bro. F. C. Keck of 
Spring River district to provide for his ordi
nation. Bro. W. E. Haden is now laboring in 
the office of priest as missionary in that dis
trict. The secretary of the district to pur-

WESTERN MAINE. 
Conference convened with the Lamoine 

Saints, September 8 and 9; W. W. Blanchard 
chairman, assisted by S. G. Cunningham, R. 
W. Farrell clerk pro tern. Invitation was 
<Oxtended to visiting Saints to take part in 
business meeting. Branches reporting: 
Surry, Green's Landing, and Brooksville. 
Officers reporting: Elders S G. Cunning
ham, H. J. Davison, J: N. Ames, W. W. 
Blanchard, 0. C. Eaton; Priest C. H. Rich; 
Teacher H. E Sanders: Deacon H. R Eaton. 
A letter from A L Colby, district clerk, was 
read, calling for $2.41 to pay district ex
penses from June 16, 1899, to September 8, 
1900. Voted to accept bill and take up col
lection for the same. BlRhop's ag-ent's re
port from October 14, 1899, to May 1, 1900: 
Receipts $293 6!; expenses $293 64. Bishop's 
report of moneys collected since May 12, 
1900, to September: Rece_ipts $182 25; ex
penses $152 80; balance on h&nd $29 45. Both 
reports audited by Bishop G. H. Hilliard and 
H. R Eaton, and found correct. A recom
mendation was received from West Surry, 
asking for the ordination of Eugene D. 
Brann as priest, and George W. Hamar as 
deacon. Elders Hilliard and Cunningham 
ordained Brann, and Elders Blanchard and 
Ames ordained Hamar. S. G. Cunningham 
was elected president of Western Maine dis
trict, and A. L Colby secretary. Bishop's 
agent, 8. G. Cunningham, sustained. Order 
of meetings left with the president. One 
was baptized. Next conference to be held at 
Stonington, Maine, December 8 and 9. 

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN. 
Conference convened at Buckwheat Ridge, 

September 8; W. A. McDowell chosen to 
pr('lside, J. 0. Dutton secretary. Branches 
reporting: Janesville, East Delavan, Ore
gon, Flora Fountain, and Wheatville. No 
report from Buckwheat Ridge. Ministry 
reporting: Elders E. M. Wildermuth, W. 
A. McDowell, and W. P. Robinson; Priest 
H. Dobson; Deacons J. 0. Dutton and James 
Edging-ton. District treasurer reported, on 
hand September 6, $7.34. Bishop's agent, C. 
C. Hoague, reported: On hand June 2, 
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$189 76; received since $163 25; total receipts 
$353.01; expenditures $ 84; balance on hand 
$169 01; Preaching by W. A. McDowell and 
W. P. Robinson, also a short talk by Bro. 
Robert Addison. Adjourned to meet, with 
East Delavan branch the Saturday and Sun
day nearest the full of the moon in February, 
1901. 

ST. LOUIS. 
Conference convened in St. Louis, Missouri, 

September 29; Elder Arthur Allen was 
chosen to preside, with Elder Henry R Jberts 
assistant, J. G. Smith secretary. Reports 
were had from Etders A Allen, H. Roberts, 
N. N. Cooke, and W. 0 Thoma.;; from 
Priests J. Chri~tensen, J. G. Cole, T. J. 
Elliot; and Teachers J. J. Billinsky and J. 
Wild. Branch reports: St. Louis 45! mem
bers; 1 baptized, 2 received by letter, 4 
expelled. l died. Whearso 60 members. 
Report of Bishop's agent, J. G. Smith: Last 
report., June 23. balance tithing $129 57; re
ceived since $147 80; total $277 37; paid out 
$173; balance on hand $104 37 Report 
audited and approved. R~port of Sr. Etta 
M. Hitchcock, secretary of the St. Louis dis
trict reunion of last August was read and 
approved. In it she wrote, "As a reunion 
the gifts of the gospel were enjoyed; the faith 
of many strengthened, and the admonition of 
the Spirit given to the Saints to come up 
higher. At the businese session of August 
11, a motion unll.nimously prevailed, That we 
have a reunion next year, 1901, date of same 
to be left in the hands of the presiding cffi
cers; and that the appointment of the reunion 
committee be left in the hands of the general 
missionary." Report of Sr. Anna DeJong, 
secrelary of Sunday school convention, was 
read and approved. She wrote, '·convention 
was held in St. Louis, Missouri, September 
29, at 3: 30 p. m. J. J. Billinsky, district 
superintendent in charge. Various items of 
business were acted upon. It was decided to 
hold our next convention in St. Louis, Mis
souri, February 9 and 10, 1901; and that the 
exact t,ime and arrangement of program be 
left in the hands of the officers of the dis
trict." Sunday .services: Preaching morn
ing and evening by E!der J. T. Walters. 
Sacrament, prayer, and testimony in the 
afternoon. Resolutions of sympathy were 
adopted by the conference on the death of 
Elder John C. Hitchcock. Adjourned to 
meet in St. Louis, Missouri, January 4 and 5, 
1901, at the usual hour. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Asso~ialions. 

NEW YORK. 
District Sunday school convention convened 

September 3, at Broad River, Connecticut; 
distl'ict superintendent, A. E. Stone, in the 
chair; Estella M. Stone, secretary. Broad 
River and Brooklyn schools reported. 
Treasurer rep:>rted. The present staff of 
officers was sustained. Visitors were. ac· 
corded the right to participate. The benefits 
and use of a Sunday school library was favor· 
ably discussed at length, and it wa~ decided 
that steps be taken to procure a library for 
New York district, and a committee was 
formed consisting of Sisters Marie L. Squire 
and Eotella M. Stone to pass upon such books 
that were considered necessary, and obtain 
the publisher's price of the same and report 
at our next convention, to be held in Brook· 
Jyn. The officers were requested to prepare 
a program for our next meeting. 

The Delineator, of New York, the well
known fashion Journal, is offering by way of 
celebrating the ad vent of the new century, 
1901 prizes to be secured by getting new sub· 
scriptions. The prizes aggregate $17,500. It 
presents a unique scheme. 
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1 remove from our midst our beloved b;other 1 Blessed September 7, by his uncles, Elders 
• and co-worker, John C. Hitchcock; be 1t A. N. Bistop and Lot Bishop. _:;._, [=:.::J 

Resolved. that we, 1.he St. Louis district MATTHEWS -At Centerville, Iowa, Au-
Religio in convention a~aembled, do hereby gust 17, 1900, to Bro. and Sr. W. T: Mat-
tender our sincere and heartfelt sympathy thews, a daug·hter, named Margaret Eiiza-

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. to the bereaved family and relatives, in this beth. Blessed September 23, by Elders J. 
Daar Saints of Not·theast Missouri Dis- their hour of severe tdal; and be it further S. Roth and David Archibald. rJ 

trict:-I feel moved upon to call your at- Resolved, that a copy of the same be sent DIED. "' 
tention to the law of tithing, which law is to the family of the deceased brother; and be DAVIS.-At Angola, Kansas, Sep,tembel' 
one of the fundament.al pri.nciples of the gos- it further 23, 1900, Bro. Bengman T. Davis, son of 
pel, and is binding upon al_l La.tter D&y Sain_ts. Resolved, that a copy be sent to the church Elder Richard Davis sen., aged 2

4 
years, 6 

I witih to stir up every Samt lll th1s dl~tr!Ct papers for publication; and be it further months, and 1 day. He was a true and faith
to honor this important law. The progress Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions ful Saint and obedient son, loved by all, as it 
of the gospel throughout the world dep~nds be spread upon the minutes of the meeting. was well attEsted by the presence of 

80 
many 

chit fly on our temporal means to carry lt to Respectfully submitted, at the funeral. Bc<eSSEd are the dead who die 
the nations of the earth. 0.1r prayers and CommitteP, FLORENCE BURGESS in the Lord. 
songs, and our boasting of the truth of this JOHN .J. BILLINSKY. 
work will not spread it to the nations; our CHARLES J. REMINGTON. WAL'l'ERS -Hanna Walters, mother of 
faith alone will not save us. I compare t.itb- Sr. McLane, of Fai1 fi·ld, Ucah, departed this 
ing or our temporal means with which God Whereas; in the' infinite wisdom of God it life September 19, 1900, aged 70 yHirs, 8 
has'blessed us, to a loeomotive. The engine bas been seen fit to remove our brother, months, and 10 days. Sbe was born in 
and train behind her will not move without .John C. Hitchcock, from our midst, thus de- Llanelly. Wales, January 9, 1830, and came 
the application of steam; neither will the priving- us of direction and incalculable as- to this country in 1856 or '57. Funeral serv
gospel move alonl\ with_out means to. push it sistance he so willingly rendered; ices by Elder Peter Anderson; the choir 
onward. Surely m vaw we call h1m Lord, Therefore, be it resolved, that we as a so- frPm Cedar Fort doing the singing. Several 
Lord, and do not the things which he bas ciety of Religians, expre~s our deep sympathy children and a number of grandchildren 
commanded us. The L'lrd bas told us for hio immediate family and friends; and mourn t.be loss of a good and beloved mother 
through the Pt·opbet Joeeph Smith that this Be it further resolved. that it is the sense and grandmother. 
law is. in force until Chri~t. shall come, not- of the society that in the death oi our co- Me NTOSH.-Sister Maggie May, youngest 
withstanding that the Lord has spoken di- worke!' and friend, Bro. John C. Hitchcock, daul!i:tter of John A. and Malinda Mcintosh, 
rectly to us in this dispensation. It seems to the Rdigio SUi<tains a most serious loss; and was born at Galland's Grove, Iowa, December 
me that, many S<tints in this dl.strict are very while we deplore thfl necessity for his re- 29, 1875, and was at her death, which occurred 
unconcermod a.od iodiffeeeot as far as its moval, yet we bow to the will of Him who May 10, 1900, 24 years, 4 mon\,bs, and 11 days 
binding- character upon all is concerned: I doetb all things wei!; and old. She wa8 the youogest of a large family, 
am sorry to say that among four hundred or Be it further resolved, that a copy of thes8 and was a bright and earnest spirit, bravely 
more members, comprising this di8trict., that resolutions be sent to the family and to the ~Lrying to win her way in the world, and ha.d 
'f"B C8:nn .. _<~t, s~ppor.t two mi.ssionaries !aboring cLurch publicat,ions. I endeare~ he. rself to who wi~h 
1n th1;; dJstrwt w1thout to Bl,hop E. Independence Zion's R;ligio-Lit,m·ary So- her family mouro her the1r 
L K'"l!ey fM means to those two ciety, BERTHA M. SKINNER, bee. She waits the resurrection in hope. 
families Under the present condition I am sermon by Pr·es. on 
compelled to impress upon your ~inds, ?Ot Sunday, s,ptemher 30, at S!'. re-
only our but the neces~lty of 1m- PASTORAL. quest. Family present. 
parting a the means wlth To Whom it May Coucern:-This is to GREEN.- Etla. J. Moore was born October 
God ha~ l!B. Lc,t. us show ou_r .. l give notice that in harmony with the recom· 17, 1857, at Poughkeepsie, New York; came 
by our works. th1s method w!ll StH'I mend of Elder J. R. Sutton, and after con· to C<edar Rapids, with her parents 
us up to our am yours with the President o! the church, when still a child; in 1860 Clime to 
in the one faith, T. Elder A. La Rue is hereby to Towa, where ~be lived until Oc-

l
labor in Eo~stern Iowa district, for ensuing tober 17, when she was married to 0. 

-~ portion of the conference year, E Green~ near OJ~low, Iowa. She was 
RESOLUTIONS OF SYMPATHY, J. W. WIGHT. tized March 13, 1887. by Elder J. S. 

The following resolutions were 
the St. Louis district, conference, 

]900. 

I ------ died. September 24, 1900, near Onslo>v, 
by 1 To them were born eight children, three 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. whom have preceded her to the better land. 
it hl:!,s pleased our heavenly 

from us at this time of need 
our beloved brother and president, Elder 
John C Hitchcock; and 

'Nhereas, the departed one has always 
shown himself an untiring worker, ever ready 
to comfort those io sorrow, to st;rengthen the 
weak aod eocourage all, being slow at all 
time~ to coosider his own convenience when 
duty called, bs it 

Resolved, !,hat in the demise of our beloved 
brother the St. Louis district has sustained a 
loss as severe as it was unexpected; and be it 
further 

Resolved, that the St. Louis district in 
conference assembled extend to his bereaved 
family and many mourning friends their 
deepest sympathy; and further 

Resolved, that while the loss to us is so 
serious that our poor human judgment would 
at first question, yet through all we feel our 
Father knows best, and we believe our 
brother has but gone to perform labor blessed 
with greater fruitage in another sphere of 
usefulness: and be it 

Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions 
be sent to the bereaved family, to the church 
publications, and to the district secretary to 
be spread upon the minutes. 

Committee, JAMES CHRISTENSEN. 
J. J. BILLINSKY. 
S. R. BURGESS. 

Resolutions of condolence voted by the St. 
Louis district Religio convention, September 
28, 1900. 

Whereas, it has pleased our heavenly 
Father, in his infinite wisdom and mercy, to 

Texs,s Central district conference will meet One daughter and four boys with her> 
at Central branch, November 3. Sun- ·husband, to mourn her ; the 
day school associa~don meets at same place on youngest is a babe eight old. She, 
the 2d at ten o'clock. LCJt every officer in will be missed in her home. The branch 
the district come or seod in their will lose an active worker; the church 
aod as many as can come. Come, let tis will miss her, as she wrote so much for the 
a good time. All who come on train to Autumn .Leaves, and she will be missed by the 
Hearne will be met with conveyance. readers of the Hope, aR she col'lduct.ed the 

E. W. NUNLEY, Pres. fourth page of the Hope. Her writings 
cheered many lonely hearts. A large at
tenda.oce at funeral services, which were 
conductt>d by Elder John Heide, at the 
Green Valley church; interment at Frr,zen 
Hill cem0tery, to await the resurrection of 
just. 

TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
SPECIAL NO'l'ICE. 

In ordering supplies for schools much in
convenience and positive annoyance to the 
office results from carelessness, which may 
be avoided by following these suggestions: 
(1) If there is a branch agent for the Herald 
Publishing House in your branch, let all 
supplies be ordered through this agent. (2) 
When ordering for the Sunday school, when· 
ever a new person orders, be sure to give the 
name of the person to whom the supplies 
have been pTeviously sent. This will prevent 
the fr(quent annoyance to both the office and 
schools of sending duplicate orders. (3) Be 
sure to sign your name to every order. If 
the order is not signed it will not be filled. 
(4) Send cash with order when at all prac
ticable and save book accounts. (5) Address 
all orders and remittances to Herald Pub
lishing House, Lock Box E, Lamoni, Iowa, 

BORN. 
DA VIES.-To Mr. and .Mrs. Davies, at 

Gilfach Goch, Glamorganshire, Wales, July 
29, 1900, a son; named Alma Nephi Davies. 

AGENSTEIN.-At her home, Omaha, Ne
braska, September 25, 1900. Sr. Susanna Agen
stein. She was born inSwi:zprJand,October4, 
1845; came to America in 1870, and went to 
Utah. Becoming dissati8fied, she joined the 
Reorganization October 8, 1871, and moved to 
Omaha the same year, and has lived there 
ever since. She lived and died true to her 
covenant with her Lord. Her home was 
ever a home for the ministry, and her hand a 
liberal one in helping this work along. The 
poor have lost a friend, the church a staunch 
and faithful member, and society a noble 
citizen; and her family a true, devoted, and 
loving mother. She leaves one son and foul' 
daughters,. as well as many sorrowing friends.
to mourn her loss. Funeral from the church 
where she was a faithful attendant for nearly 
thirty years; sermon by Elder F. A. Smith. 
The genuine sorrow of the Prayer Union, as 
they gathered around their departed presi
dent's body, was a marked evidence of the 
esteem in which our departed sister was held 
by those who knew her well. 
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The era! d. 

Pub!i~hed .Every \VednPsday, a.t Lamoni, 
De;·atur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price .. $1 50 l?er year. . 
The paper will be d1scontmued when SIX monthrs 

in arrears unless terms are made with the Pub
lishing House. 

'l'be traveling ministry, distrkt and branch 
presidents. and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit suf>.,criptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and. assist the publishing- d~par:ment. 

Addres;; communications for publiCation to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and mnkfl all remit
tances payable to Herald. :>ublishing Honse, Lock 
Box E, Lumoni. Decatur County. Iowa. Personal 
matters m >rk John Rmith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

JorrN SMrrrr, Manager. 
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LA!'tfONI, !011'111. 
Te!ephMe 11. 

For catalogue o:r further iuf'nnnation, address, 

PROF. R. A. IT A ilK:":EtlS, President, 

or I. W. ALLE.'\DKR, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA 

E 

AN INTERESTING 

0 5 
JUST ISSUED. 

BY RhDHR n. J. HUNY. 
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING .MINrSTEELS 
ON ISAIAH 29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. .. .. .. 

PRICE • 10 CENTS 

lfHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen Hie., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. l'ruth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 15 

!i. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
prl); per doz0n 3c.; 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The ''OneBaptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

1. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100........ . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

1). Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; lOU .............. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 ............ ·: . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . .... - ...... 1 40 

12. 'rhe Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive Christhmity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. R.eply to Orson per 
doz,•n 15e.; 100 .............. 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c. 100.. . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. it an 
inal Tenet of the Chu1·ch; per 
dozen lOc.; 100.. . . .. . .. .. . 60 

17. The A tom·m:·nt of Christ and 
the Final o.f Man; per 
doz(m................ 50 

18. Neeessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a CorrPction 
of It; .pPr dozr·n 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle·· 
ship and Under thE\ Apostasy; 
per dozen 15c3.; 100 .......... 1 00 

21. Truths by 'l'hree Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
flozen 3c.; 100........ ... .. .. 20 

22. Faith and R<'pentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100.. . . . . 60 

23. Bapti~m; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
2,1 The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying- on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100............... 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? pPr dozen 20c., 100 .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
SO. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1 00 

lU. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? · and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100.... 20 

82. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. . . .. . . .. . . .. . 30 

34. The Church or K •nm of 
God; Wbat is lt? 1.<•tv·e 
Comes It? per d<•z•·n ~;·~.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the l (LJbellion; 
100 .................. '. . . . . . 10 

40. What We Believe; per dozen 
10c. · 100 .................... 1 00 

41. The' Gosp!'l and Epitnrnc o.f 
I<"aith; per dr•;;;pn 3, .. ; lUO . . . 20 

42. Rejection of the Glmn h; l'('I' 
dozPn lOc.; 10().. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery Letters; each 5~.; 
P<'r doz.~n................... 00 

44. C!'Ooked Paths, pt.•r doze ll 1fi,·.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 

46. The Pure Gospel of Cb1 ist; 
per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

48. One Wife, or 1w:· 
dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

SWEDTSH TRACTS. 
o7. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per doZl'l1 5e.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens RUst, and 

Kristi Lii.rdorn; per dozen 
lOc.; 100.................... 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each ......... , 
61. The R.epentnnce; each.- .... . 
52. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06 
53. The Epitome of l<-,aith; each.. 02 
54. 'l'he Sixth each... . 25 
~.~e - 00 

COI\ll'ENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . • • • • • •• 11'1 
174. l!-,lexible .... ." ............... 1 50 

A~'Tl·~.L~·~.J l _AJ VV. Selected poems .. 
186. Cloth ....................... 1 !5 

J;:H;;G J :\.i !.;,.-; ~\':;L:1T10N OJ<· 
J£ JJli;L ();_,If lJl'UIJUUtlC·-

i:;c;. with luu: es and full 
i •. 1- :;'X and l'c·fc·r~.;n~cs. 

17!1 l1'its:i,Je .................... 3 00 
lfJj Self refer-

ences, hel Sun-
day 
fi, xiiJle ..................... 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . . . 80 
157. Cio1 h, without refen·nces.... 30 
158. Cloth, without referc11ces.. . . 50 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music. 

108. Paper covers, each ......... . 
Per dozen ................ . 

110. Cloth, limp .......••..••.... 
Per dozen .........•••.•... 

111. Cloth a,nd leather .......... .. 
112. F11ll leather ................ . 
113. Gilt edges ................. . 
114. Fl0xihll'. l0athr>r ........... .. 

,y HAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R 
Lambert. 
Cloth ...•.•••..•• • • • • • • • • •• · 

SALE. 

30 
3 20 

35 
3 75 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 

he same as in the 
Archreological Com
mittee's Report; can 
be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition 
of the Book of Mor
mon. 

Complete set of six, 15c. 
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WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier, 

SPECIAL SUMMER EXCURSIONS. 

STATE SAVI GS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws of' the §tate of Iowa, July :l, 1§9§. 

Total assets Jal!m.ary 1, 1900, l!U33,032.34; April 1, 1900, l!H62,7Si.O~. 

We pay interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correopondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All . 
etters ofinquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Dir"ct •!!letters to . I St. Louis Exposition, St. Louis, Missouri, 

.W. A. HOPKINS, Cashwr, State Savmgs Bank of Lamoni, Iowa • S t b 
17 0 

b 20 0 f d 
. • • • • 1 ep em er · to cto ec . ne are an 

HOClii\JI:lOI,DEiiU!I:-Mrs. Dav1d. Danc~r, Geo. H. H1lltard, A .. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar , third for the round trip, dates of sale Sep-
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Cnley, Allee P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Bla~r, W. A. Hopkins. J t b 

16 18 
?O 

2
r: 

2
7 , d 0 b 2 4 9 

. em er 1 , .... J o, , an cto er ~ , , 
11, 16, and 18. Rsturning good five days 

Two Boxes of Quit=to=bac Cured im .. 
KIEL, Oklahoma. March 29, 1900. 

!1ro. Ordwr?f:-1 have been enabled to quit toJ;>acco after the use of two boxes of your anti
dote, (Quit-to-ba('k.) I bave used tobacco for tlnrty years and both chewed and smoked plug 
tobacco. L. S. STALEY. 

3 IJox<·s of Qnit-to-bacl;;: sent postpaid anywhere !.n the United States or Canada for 
on!r $1.50. with positive guarantee of cure or money cheerfully refunded. U.S. postage 
stamp<' taken. '\'nu run no risk, why not be free from this God-condemned habit. 

Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria.. Hl. 

THE HOLY SCRlPTUHES. In
spired translation, by Joseph 
Smith. 

78. Cloth ....................... $1 00 
79. Sheep, library binding.. . . . . . 1 25 
80. Imitation morocco, giit edges 1 75 
81. Morocco, gilt edges. . 2 2(; 
8'2. Flexible binding, gilt edges I U 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. ru., arrive at De, 

Moines 6:05 p m. 
llouth-L<?!we D~s Moines 8:25 a. m., arri'vt 

at Leon 11:45 a.m. 
TrainR daily c·xcept Sunday; ec•tHHct. cvith C 

B. & Q. at Leon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT· 
TER DAY· SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume •........ 1 50 
120. Leather back and C<ilrners, uer 

volume ............... ·. • ... 2 0f1 

121. Leather, per volume ......... 2 5( 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ....... 3 0\ 
Third volume not yet complete. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Cloth ..................... .. 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEM
PLE LOT SUIT. 

124. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 5\ 

BRADEN- KELLEY DEBATE. 
· Report of the discussion be

tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Eider E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

125. Cloth . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • . • 1 50 

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION. 
154. Paper . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 25 

SAINTS' B:YMN A L. Words only. 
115. Paper...................... 15 

Per dozen . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp . . .. • • . . . . .. .. • . . 25 

Per dozl"li ..•••....•.••.•. 2 70 
117. Cloth .. .. .. • . • .. .. . • . .. ... 35 

Per dozeu ...•.•. , . . . . . • . . 3 75 
118. Flexible, g~ t edges.......... 50 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and argun;tents 
of Sevelltb-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; pnce 15 
cent' po£<tpaid. Address orders to 

HE[tJ,!,D OPFICI'J, Lamoni., Iowa, or 
A. H • WS, 205J.o Polk Street, 

"an Francisco, California. 

VALUABLE INVENTIONS. 
Have several very valuable inventions of my own origin, 

covering both the met.hod also the machine for manufac
turing a very valuable prod net with an unlimited demand. 
Demonstrates its own value. Need money to pu~h It to 
the front. Any hNther having money waiting for in
vestment, please investigate. Addre•s, C. E. J\I.EAD, 
1915 Hammond Ave., West Superior, Wisconsin. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elde:r 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth .. . • • • • • . . • • • • .. • • • • • •• 75 
127. Leather ...................... 1 00 
128. Flexible • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each................. 10 
Per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper .......... , .......... . 
133. Cloth ...................... . 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper ..................... . 
135. Cloth ..•••••••••••••••••••.. 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper .•••••••••••.....••••• 
137. Cloth ••••••••••••....••••••• 

PATTIE; OR LEA YES FROM A 
LIFE. 

144~ Cloth. o ................ a• •• e. e.• Gl 

25 
40 

25 
lj0 

30 
50 

15 

from date of sale. 
St. Louis Fair, St. Louis, Missouri, October 

1 to 6, 1900. Sslling dates September 30 to 
October 5 Good returning October 8. One 
fare for tl:le round trip 

Fall Festivities, Kansas City, Missouri, 
October 1 to 6, 1900. Tickets on sale Sep
tember 29 to October 6. Good returning. Oc
tober 8. One fare for the round trip. 

Sunday School Supplies. 
I SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper .................•.••• 
57. Cloth, limp, double size ...... 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c. ; per dozen. . . 50 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district · associa-
tions; per dozen ............ . 10 

60. For discricts to General Asso
ciation; per dozen. . . . . . . . . • . 10 

THE HAPPIES'r CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . • 20 ; 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 25· 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. 75. 

. 64. Small, ten kinds; 100 ...... , . 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100..................... 15 
66. Per 1,000 ................... 1 00 

PRO:MP'f ATTENDANCE TICK-
ETS. 

67. Per 100 ......... • .• • · • • • · •• · 
1 

lG 
68. Per 1,000.......... ... .. . .. . 00 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools! 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen .................. , 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each....................... 40 
fl. Per dozen ..•••••••••• , • • • • • • 4 50 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the General 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued qu~:We 
terly. 

'13. Senior Grade, per quarter •• , 08 
Per year, in advance... . . . . • • U 

'14. Intermediate Grade, per qual'-
ter .......••.••.. , • . . . . . . .. • 03 
Per year. • • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . • • 1~ 

15. Primary Grade, per quarter.. GO 
Per year.................... 1' 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen.,. I DG 
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK. 

77. Limp, 15c. each, per dozen .•• 1 50 
The office will procure for its patrou 

~ny ~ook that is obtain111ble. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

would be hazy tradition, and religion lr States, except in a few instances, the I that he might give of himself to form 
only an intricate superstition.~Ghi· planting has been done on a smaller the binding of some of the grand 
<Cago 'Tribune, Oct. 7, 1900. scale. books that he had so loved. 

A year ago our association for the The request was granted. A large 
preservation of the American forests section of skin was taken from the 

PUBLiC OWNERSHIP OF FORESTS. secured a forestry law in Indiana. J young German's body, and after be· 
By J.P. Brown, tiecretary of the Indtana Forestry The society is but a little over two ing thoroughly tanned was used to 

Association. years old, but our success in this re- bind the three books that Kaufman 
Fifty years hence Kans!J,s and the spect has given it a large growth. had most admired.~Ghicago Tribune. 

States planting trees today will be We have members in twenty-eight ~ 
supplying California and the coast States. In fact, the society is really 
States with timber. One need not national in its character, though we DURATION OF GEOLOGICAL PHE-
be particularly gifted with fore· keep the name because we hope to get NOMENA. 
sight to predict such an event. It an appropriation from the State for "As a rule," says L'Illustration 
is an indisputable and lamentable its work. The law that was passed (Paris, August 18), "geological action 
fact that at the present rate of authori;,o;es the Assessors to list as is regarded as having been exceedingly 
forest denudation on the Pacific coast much as one-eighth of any man's acre- slow; but this classic opinion does 
it will be but a short time before age at only $1 an a.cre if it contains a not appear to be confirmed by the ob
all the timber on that section of the forest growth as dense as 170 trees to servations which have just been made 
coast is gone The government will the acre. Any tract set out in trees by M. J. Gosselet upon the sand about 
realize when it is too late the great of that number to the acre can be Dunkirk. During certain excavations 
loss this despoiling of our forests valued the same when the trees are recently made for the purpose of en· 
means. three years old. ·After trees are four largin~ the :port of D~nkir~. some 

Kansas has formed an organization inches in diameter the tract can be most mterestmg geologwal discover
for the preservation of the trees which used for pasturing cattle. The old 1 ies have come to light. Among 
other States would do well to join. plan of valuing the land at $20 to I others, there are strata of yello.w sand 
The progress madejn the last quarter and then the standing timber also ~rom ~-.venty-tbree to twen~y-s1x feet 
of a century by Kansas in tree grow· made_ the taxes so high that it placed m thw~ness, . full . of manne shells 
ing is evidence of what the State can a premium upon the destruction of I wa.shed m by the tide. At the base 
do and will do in the next quarter of the timber. of this deposit were found fragments 
a century. I have traveled over the The question of restoring the hard- of pottery covered with a green glaze 
greater of the State; I have ex- 1

1 

wood forests of that section is vital which marked them as belonging to 
an:ined groves ~wenty and with manufacturers, and they are tak· the sixteenth Besides. this, 
thirty years ago, and wh1le some are. Log the liveliest interest in the move· at a depth of feet m the 
insignificant in the results, men t. was found the skeleton of a ship 
taken as a are favorable to When my bill was first introduced from which three large cannon were 
Kansas from an the House barely it and the taken. One of these bears the . date 
tural. . . to a Senate turned it down completely. I 1581. . The sand was well stratified, 
grow1?g sec~wn. . IS work along 1 at once a caJmpaign of education and, m consequence, must. have ~c-
tb~ !1ght hne. It seems to me a 1 by to manufacturers and the cumulated after _the foundermg of tne 
1:mmmal a,ct to allow our forests t~ be I press, they took the matter up vessel. There IS thus a . that 
destroye~. by pests and woodmen w1th·l so vigorously that before the session from twenty-three to s1x feet 
o.ut the slightest attempt at 1 closed the bill passed both Houses al- of sand have been. well , on 
twn. Kansas ought to one I most unanimously.~Ghicago Tribune: the shore at Dunknk between tne be-
quarter of all the lands within its gi""ning of the sixteenth and the nine-
boundaries planted with trees. If ~~ teenth centuries, that is to say, a 
such a thing were done the remaining BOOKS BOUND IN HUMAN SKIN. thickness of seven and one l::.alf feet 
three fourths of t.he State would be On a shelf in the library of Dr. per century. Moreover, on emptying 
far more productive than they are Matthew Woods of Philadelphia are I an old basin of the port, it was found 
now. It would change climatic con· three books bound in human skin., that there bad been a stratification of 
ditions, bring more break up The man from whose body the skin from four to six feet between 1829 and 
the bot winds, and ma"ke agriculture was taken was Karl Kaufman, a 1882, although no stream or drain 
even more flourishing than it is to· young German, who bad left his home emptied into it, and the waves reached 
,day. across the water at 24 years of age it on two or three days per 

Trees ?onserve the water supply. 1 because of a disappointment in love. These aJre far 
Forests 111 Kansas would ma;ke 1 to Amenca he from proving the truth . of the old 
the country a manufacturing instead 1 by teaching German. 1 theories."~The Literary Di(Jest, Sep-
of a totally. agricultural r~gion. Th. e I Woods, who wa.s his ~bysician, I tember· 1900. 
government reports of timber lands 

1 
came one of his puplls and fast _ 

all over the Umted States al'e greatly I l ~ 
exaggerated. The result has been to young man was dying of con- I 'tO T.i:l:E .DEAF. 
lull Congr~ss into sl~mber .and bas . sumptioi:!. . f,Ie was speaking one I A rich iady, cm'ed of 'wr deafness and 
;Prevented It from takmg ~ctwn look· night to a friend. of his regret indy· noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's ArtiJi
,mg toward the preser'ratwn of our ing so young, because if he had lived cial Ear Drums, gave $!0,000 to his Institute, 
fores. ts. I would sug2'est that your be might have prodU:c"d a book so that deaf people u['able to procure the Ear 
L ~ "' Drums, may have them free. Address No. 
: eg1slature _make ~ome such_ provision worthy to stand on library s~elves 3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
:as we. have -m Ind1a~a, makmg a law along with Homer, or Ovid, or Virgq1 Avenlle; New York. 27rly 
practically exemptmg from taxation Soon after this conversation Dr. J. 
·t~mber lands for a certain l~ngth of C. Morton showed the young German ADDREssEs. 

1Ime. That would only be nght, for a purse made of the skin of a human · . . . . . 
'1!10 man can afford to plant trees a d b · K f d. t A: Carm;t.chael, Anaheim, Cahtorma, Rural . . n emg. au man rna e no commen Dehvery No. 1. 
wait th1rty years for returns. at the time, but after Kaufman died George Jenk'iris, Plainville, ·Indiana. 
. The great bulk ?f the forest plant-~ his will requested that a section of his 1 H. J. Davison, Wash~urn, Maine. 
1mg has been done m the States west of skin be employed to bind several of ! M. F. Gowell, Lamom, Decatur Co., Iowa. 
""h M' · · · R' 1 h. E John B Roush, 301'0 California street, Den· ;'" e lSSISSIP:Pl 1ver. n t e astern ' the books in the doctor's library, so · ver, colo~ado. 
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THE AI 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the troth shall make you free.'"-john 8s 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it :be ~ne wife. and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 11.6. 

vo:c:· 47. LAMONI, IOWA, OCTOBER 17, 1900. NO. 42. 

The Saints' Herald. president of Galland's Grove district, 
1 

pro:phecies, as well as prayer and 
were installed as presiding officers; testimony. . . 

JOSEPH SMITH EDITOR Bro. A. H. Rudd, with Brn. Oscar The Dow C1ty reumon has passed 
FRED'K MADISON SMITH 
JOSEPH LUFF } 
D. W. WIGHT 

AssisTANT EDITOR. Case and D. M. Rudd, secretary and into history, and will be a memory for 
assistants·, Brn. James Pearsall and all time, and we write the hope that CORRESJ?ONDING EDITORS. · h l tt d 
S. B. Kibler, choristers, and an effi- next fall a muc arger a en ance 

LAMONI, IOWA, OCT. 17, 1900. cient corps of police, ushers, and will be ha~ at the time to be sta~ed by 
janitors, and the reunion of the year the committee. C~rrespond With A. 
of our Lord 1900 was in full swing. H. Rudd, of Dow C1ty. 

THE EDITOR AT DOW CITY, IOWA. Subsequently, by regular action, Brn. 
Continued rains and cold weather W. H. Kelley and Bishop E. L. Kel

suggestive of the near approach of ley were added to the presiding force. 
winter, together with the need to The appointment of Bro. W. H. Kel
make good the retarded work of the ley was of no avail, as he had gone 
farm, kept hundreds from the Dow east, without visiting the camp of the 
City reunion. It may be that there Saints, though be would have been 
was the additional reason furnished greeted with a welcome had he come. 
by the misconception that the grounds The bishop arrived on the 29th, and 
offered by the city and accepted by was with the camp to the end, render
the last fall session were not large ing such service as in his power. 
enough or, adequate to the accommo- Brn. J. M. Stub bart and 0. E. But
dation ·of the reunion; and this in terworth took the opening preaching 
spite of the aEsurance given by us as services. Ern. J. R. Lambert and 
one of the persons who by request Charles Derry arrived on the 29th 
looked over the site and reported with also; but Bro. J. W. Wight was bin
the committee that the room was am- dered from coming until Monday, Oc
ple, and the site an eligible one. tober 1, leaving an opening at Mt. 

Because the session was apparently Pisgah to come at the time be did. 
to be an unpropitious one, possible The preaching was excellent 
an impracticable one, we determined throughout, if the general expres
to be on the grounds at the start, and sions of satisfaction are to be trusted. 
consequently reached Dow City Sep· The weather was for the greater part 
tember 27, the day before commence- of the time good, though for two days 
ment day. We found the big tent or at the opening it was wet and cool, 
tabernacle in its place at the top of and for two days at the close was cold 
the main street of the little town, lo- and windy. 'l'he attention and inter
cated near the west center of the city est were sustained to the end. Fif
park, an attractive plat of ground of teen were baptized. 
over two blocks in size, nicely shaded We regret that there was some mis
by rows of elm, maple, box elder, pine, understanding in regard to the locality 
and cottonwood trees, and covered being low, swampy, and too small for 
with a carpet of rich blue grass and a camp. How this understanding 
clover-an ideal camping place. Rows went abroad we do not know, but we 
of tents were already up and ready do know that it was by no means cor
for occupants. Among them, in a rect. There is ample room for a camp 
pretty group of trees midway between twice as Iarga as the largest we ever 
the tabernacle and the west end of had, and three or four times as large 
the park, we found our own somewhat as the one that finally pitched its tents 
battered canvas house, with its end to on the site chosen. The arrangements 
the big tent, and its door opening to- made by the committee were excellent, 
ward the setting sun, all ready for us and gave the fullest security for the 
to move in; and before the damp and peace and welfare oi the Saints. There 
dingy day had drawn to its close, was no disturbance of any sort during 
our furniture was moved in and we the entire time of our sojourn in 
were established in our own rented camp. 
premises, cozy, and if the rain would On account of the :rain the prayer 
permit, comfortable quarters. session for Monday morning was held 

At the hour of eleven on the 28th, in the Saints' chapel, but the change 
Friday, the few who had gathered of locality did not prevent a good 
from their homes, including the com- session. The other prayer services· 
mittee, Brn. Baker, Butterworth, Oar- were held each morning on the 
roll, and Rudd, assembled at the tent, grounds, at nine o'clock, and were un
and, in apparent defiance of cold and , disturbed by rain except one session 
rain, organized the Dow City reunion. by a passing shower. These services 
Brn. the editor, J. W. Wight, mis- were quite spiritual, and were the 
sionary in charge, 0. E. Butterworth, scene of tongues, interpretations, 

TOLSTOI EXCOMMUNICATED. 

Count Tolstoi, the Russian officer, 
who after a life of profligacy and po
lite trifling with all the corrupting 
things of the Russian court, grew 
tired of them and turned his attention 
to the consideration of better things, 
established a sort of religious colony 
at his estate called Yasnaya Polyana, 
where as a self-appointed priest be 
preaches a religion based on the 
tenet, ''Resist not evil." 

The Greek church bas virtually ex
communicated Tolstoi, he having 
been a member of that church, as are 
all Russians. But, judging from what 
is stated in the following extract, the 
count will pay but little heed to the 
edict severing him from the church 
militant in Russia. 

The attitude of Tolstoi toward rul
ers and laws is but the expression of 
the sacred right of conscience carried 
to the extreme, just what may occur 
ic. any state, society, or church, 
through the exaggerated estimate 
that men msJy put upon their own 
value and their own right to inde
pendence of thought and action. It 
would be a queer WOJ;ld if every man 
was at liberty to disregard "any 
authority save that of the individual 
conscience." 

The better thinkers of the age, 
among religionists at least, seem to be 
agreed that conscience is not the only 
safe guide to human conduct; and 
that no conscience is or can be an ap
proxima,tely safe guide until such con
science bas been fully educated up to 
tbe highest Christian standard and 
the teaching of Christ has other pre
cepts than '·Resist not evil," and 
"Thou shalt not kill." 

It is quite possible for a man to be 
so taken up with the idea of his own 
freedom of conscience as to forget 
and ignore almost completely the con
sciences of his coworkers in a cause 
to which both are mutually pledged, 
and to grow restive and resentful un
der the restraints of the laws of 
society which are essential for the 
well-being of the whole fabric of 
human association. Such men see 
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We give the extract below, taken 
from a daily Tribune for October 1, 
1900:-' 

THE EXCOMMUNICATION OF TOLSTOI. 
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erature have opportunity of av~iling the.m- ~ excuse for them. Any plea that mar
selves of the help we are anxwus to gtve riages performed by other than church 
towards the spread of the gospel, would you . . . . 
kindly give the matter mention, editorially, authority are e1ther VOld o_r v01dable 
in the Herald? It is expected, of course, that by members of the church lS an error 
only elders and those who intend to use the and of no value as an excuse for 
literat~r~ in distributing a~ong outsiders, wrongdoing. 
for mtsswnary purpose, w1ll apply. The 
scope of the bureau includes all the church 
papers, and tracts. 

Here is a chance for elders desiring 
church literature to get themselves in 
touch with those whose object it is to 
collect and supply such. Sr. Clark 
bas been active, and we are glad that 
there are those who are giving their 
time for such work. We are glad to 
assist them in any way we can, and 
gladly give space to this matter, for 
we are sure many of our ministry will 
quickly and gladly avail themselves 
of the opportunity to get reading mat
ter for distribution among people 
anxious to study our position. Sr. 
Clark's addres~ is, Marie H. Clark, 
Box 4, Station A, Kansas City, Mis· 
so uri. 

A QUESTION OF LEGALITY. 

We are requested to notice the ques
tion of the validity of marriages per
formed by other than church authority. 

It would seem to be unnecessary to 
make an extended argument upon the 
subject. The church in solemn 
assembly, Au~gust 17, 1835, made pub
lic declaration upon the point as fol
lows:-

According to the custom of all civilized na· 
tions, marriage .is regulated by laws and 
ceremonies: therefore we believe tbat all 
marriages in this Church of Christ of Latter 
Day Saints should be solemnized in a public 
meeting, or feast, prepared for that purpose: 
and that the solemnization should be per
formed by a presiding high priest, bishop, 
elder, or priest, not even prohibiting those 
persons who are desirous to get married, of 
being married by other authority; We be· 
lieve that it is not right to prohibit members 
of this church from marrying out of the 
church, if it be their detE'rmination so to do, 
but such persons will be considered weak in 
the faith of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 

All legal con tracts of marriage made before 
a person is baptized into this church, should 
be held sacred and fulfilled.-Doctrine and 
Covenants, section 111 (101 Kirtland edition), 
paragraphs 1 and 4. 

If it be asked, What is a legal con
tract of marriage? we answer, Any 
and all contracts of marriage entered 
into in good faith between persons of 
legal age and qualifications as speci
fied in the statute enactments of 
states, governments, and nations 
known as civilized nations. 

Neither man nor woman is justified 
in attempting to evade the obligations 
of the marriage bond who has volun
tarily entered into the domestic rela· 
tionship according to the laws of the 
land where such live and are married. 
Those· who choose to disregard the 
sacredness of the marriage relation 
are guilty of a violation of the law of 
God as well as of the law of the land, 
both of which Saints are under obli
gation to keep. There can be no 

CLOSE INDIA RELIEF FUND. 

Our Business Manager informs us 
that a J'ew days ago be mad.e another 
remittance of about $39 for the India 
Relief fund. Just before he made it 
he received the following, which our 
readers will please note: -

CHICAGO, Sept. 27, 1900. 
John Smith Esq .. Mgr. 

Dear Sir:- We are about to close our 
fund. Should anything have come to your 
hands we shall be grateful if you will kindly 
send it in. 

We shall arran~e to forward anything 
coming- in later, but are about to discontinue 
our efforts to obtain help. 

Very sincerely appreciative of your gener-
ous aid, Yours faithfully, 

ERNEST A. BELL, 
Secretary India Famine Relief Fund. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
Editors Herald:-On the road home from 

the Clinton district conference (convened at 
Rich Hill, October 6), we had a little argu
ment about how many delegates a branch was 
allowed with a membership of tweJ:?.ty-fi ve. 
The Rules of Order and Debate says that a 
branch is allowed one delegate to each six 
members or fraction thereof; and I claimed 
the branch was entitled to five delegates, 
and was in the minority. So I write you for 
the answer, which please give through the 
columns of the Herald, and oblige, 

Very truly yours, 
H. S. MCINTYRE. 

The writer is correct. The rule 
which provides that a branch shall be 
entitled to one delegate for each six 
members or fraction thereof, would 
grant a branch of twenty-five mem
bers, four for the twenty-four, and 
one for the twenty-fifth. It would be 
entitled to no more than the five if 
there were thirty members in the 
branch, but would be entitled to five 
delegates for any number over twenty
four and ~ess than thirty. 

WE have in this broad land of ours 
many magazines, devoted to nearly as 
many interests. There are magazines 
whose intere5ts are those of the wo· 
man; others are for men. The Ameri
can boy is represented, as is also the 
American girl, while the youth of the 
country are represented in very many 
periodicals, and we have magazines 
and magazines, until it would seem 
that every field is occupied, and that 
every cause has its advocate in the 
journalistic arena. Yet magazines 
continue to be born, and every little 
while we are told of the advent of a 
new bark upon the sea of journalism. 

One of the latest to come to our 
notice is one which in its rdssion ap
peals more or less directly to all of 
us. It is The Nursery, and is devoted 
to the interests of the American baby. 

67i 

As might be expected, it is not ad
dressed directly to the little ones 
themselves and written in the almost 
mysterious language of the "tots," 
but it comes in the best of English, 
and is addressed to the mothers of 
our little folks, as all such messages 
should be. It is issued by the Van 
Publishing Company, of 254 West 
Fifty-fourth street, New York. and is 
being mailed for the price of one dol
lar per year or for ten cents per num
ber. 

It deals with all phases of child 
culture, looking after their diet, their 
intellectual development, their dress, 
and what not. We certainly wish the 
new magazine success, and hope that 
its mission will ultimately be most 
beneficial to the little ones. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. A. N. Bishop wrote from Car
diff, Wales, October 1 :-

The work seem'! gradually moving in my 
mission. I have during the past six months 
baptized ten precious souls. I feel sometimes 
somewhat despondent, when I see such very 
little results. I have distributed from door 
to door a large amount of old Heralds, En
signs, and Hopes, and a few thousand tracts, 
also one thousand four hundred ministry 
cards. The Lord has blessed me in my labor, 
and I presume it will bear fruit in due 
season. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Joseph Kirby, Allegan, Michigan, 
would like to know the address of 
some Saint who lives in Leon. Elder 
Asa S. Cochran is living in Leon, 
Iowa. 

Leslie M. Shaw, Governor of the 
state of Iowa, was a visitor in La
moni, October 11, where be made a 
political speech. He was accom
panied by his private secretary. 

Mrs. Mary A. Belt, of Decatur, 
Burt county, Nebraska, and Mrs. 
Elizabeth E. Cutting, of Little Rock, 
Arkansas, would like to learn of the 
whereabouts of James A. Primble, or 
J. A. Trimble. In his last corres
pondence with his mother, he claimed 
to be an officer in the Latter Day 
Saints church. Anyone knowing of 
the man please inform either of the 
above-named. 

By letter from Bro. Rushton, who 
is at work in the Scottish field, we 
learn that be is presenting the faith 
at every opportunity to the best of 
h.is ability, and has some hope, though 
the chances are but poor. No 
churches or schoolhouses are open 
for use, only private house~ and the 
open air. 

Elder J. W. Wight reports crowded 
houses at Echo schoolhouse six miles 
east of Mondamin, Iowa, with good 
liberty on part of the preacher. 

Mrs. M. E. Ronat, of Sacramento, 
California, arrived on the 15th and 
will live at Saints' Home. She is in 
fa.ir health and spirits. 
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Original 1lrtiGlss. 
BE CONSISTENT. 

If consistency was considered as 
one of the brightest jewels, and a 
stricter adherence to the same ob
served, it would produce a greater 
satisfaction and benefits tlOt otherwise 
obtainable. For this :reason St. 
Paul's injunction to Timothy (2 Tim. 
4: 2) to be instant in season who are out 
of season (or consistent at all times~ 
continually) would be a great regula
tor of our actions and judgment, and 
one of the principal means to gain a 
higher standard of perfection. 

Those characters enumerated in 2 
Timothy 3: 1-6, lack this consistency, 
and their mere form of godliness will 
be to their destruction. Benevolence 
and eloquence without charity are 
useless, vain, and inconsistent. (1 
Cor. chap. 13.) 

For those with velvet lips and tongu3 

29.) The in i ful life; a soldier in Prussia when 
only fourteen years old; came to 
America; went to the Mexican war; 
doubled Cape Horn; pulled a handcart 
to Utah in 1856; joined the Reorgani
zation in 1864 I think; bad a rough 
time preaching young Joseph, as also 
in the States and Canada; but am now 
helpless. I am lonesome, forsaken, 
and forgotten, though I hope not of 
the God whom I have tried to love and 
serve. In hope of eternal life, 

CARL W. LANGE. 

PEN NOTES AND PENCIUNGS. 

Will not comp~se the ~eavenly throng; mies to the truth. and a, 
While those w1th char1ty alone t , " , , '-~ , ' A 

Just how to vote in the coming 
election is a very perplexing question 
to one who bas been out of touch with 
his country's politics for so long. I 
bad begun to prepare by studying the 
platforms, but found that I am dis
franchised~was away too long and 
have not been back long enough, and 
yet I am one of the oldest native
born inhabitants of Montana. How
ever, there is no use losing interest. 
Saints should prize the franchise. If 
we are careless, and bad men get into 
power (locally, specially), we are 
partly responsible. The Doctrine 
and Covenants contains the counsel: 
vote joT good men. I do not like many 
features of even the best, government 
by man on earth, but it is a great deal 
better than nothing. '•The powers 
that be" are ordained of God in the 
absence of the better (best) kingdom 
which is to come. For instance, I 
don't like the blending of politics and 
statesmanship. Nowadays, a man 
may be an able statesman, but in or
der to get into the lawmaking branch 
of government and do us good, be 
must be a politician. He must make 
a trade of it~fall in with and use the 
methods of those who make it their 
profession. Some of these methods 
~re bad. A politician is not neces
sarily a statesman. But to return to 
the present campaign: no matter which 
party is right or which is victorious, 
one good result will come out of it. 
There is a class of foreigners num
bered by thousands whb are here to 
stay, but who came to this lan!l of the 
free to better their temporal condi
tions. They have been more intent 
on making money than assisting in 
t,he government of the State. It is 
desirable that they become intelli
gent, active citizens. The issues of 
the present campaign are such as will 
call out discussion of the immortal 
principles upon which this govern
ment was founded. The contest is to 
be a warm one, and even a casual ob
server cannot help but know more of 
the Constitution and the spirit of our 
free institutions, and what American
ism means. A sounder citizenship 

Will surround his glorious throne. I ?Oun erreiU ~u fin" . 
. . . . Just as well adm1t 

St. James pomts out m his ep1stle Christians. or the fallen 
the true nature of religion and con- of as the Saints 
sistency; and also St. John, who de- Cut Uts,hism loose from 
clares that "whosoever transgressetb, Mormonism and 
and abidetb not in the doctrine of the fa,ir tHHI{e of that 
Christ, bath not God." (2 John v. 9.) to 
The Savior prayed for those only will 
whom God bad given him (J obn 17); 
and all through the Holy Scriptures 
the ;fact is prominently placed before mon" 
us that God will only own and acknowl
edge those who receive his gospel and 
live up to the same to the best oi their 

in 
be those that 

works (not 
ability. what the differe'nce 

Disobedience bas been the cause of 
all the ills and woes that mankind 
were afflicted with. Adam fell, the 
antediluvians were destroyed by the 
flood, the Jews were scattered among 
all nations and became a hiss and by
word. Judgments and calamities 
were, are, and will be poured out upon of or even 

a, so calied Mormon and a 
but the m,me; for 

ot the 

all nations for disobedience to the gos- 1 then the 
pel of Jesus Christ, who will destroy book at the SEnne 
the wicked and rebellious by the and foolish. 
brightness of his coming. 

When king Saul tried to bribe God 
with a sacrifice, be was rebuked by 
Samuel the prophet, and told that 
obedience is better than sacrifice (1 
Samuel15: 22), and Saul lost his king
dom as the result. Therefore strict 
obedience to the will and law of God, 
or the gospel of Jesus Christ, has to 
be observed to escape the punishment 
of the wicked and rebellious, and to 
gain salvation in the kingdom of God. 

The Lord by his servant and 
prophet, Joseph Smith, established 
his church and kingdom through tbe 
bringing forth of the Book of Mormon, 
which contains the fullness of the 
everlasting gospel of Jesus Christ., 
and also a true record of the ancien.t 
inhabitants of this continent. (Isa. 

·~Morn1onn 

years, and 
a,ud a 

I have 
did 

disease and for all ought to result, and thus a 

I 
safer foundation be laid for the 

event- future. 
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sessions of elders' courts. The school 
of the prophets, referred to on page 
243, Doctrine and Covenants, bears a 
striking resemblance in some things 
to a secret society i.n the way of ex
clusiveness. So the matter of secrecy 
is not an objection to them. The 
whole question resolves itself into 
this: "Are there good lodges, doing 
good, that it would be beneficial for 
Latter Day Saints to join?" . 

The wickedness or righteousness 
of one doesn't determine the moral 
complexion of all. Where the sick 
are visited and nursed, orphans pro
vided with a home, widows assisted, 
the dead decently interred, that is do
ing good and Latter Day Saints can 
properly help in such work, and in 
turn be benefited. James says, in 
1: 27: "Pure religion and undefiled 
before God and the Father is this: 
To visit the fatherless and widows 
in their affliction, and to keep him
self unspotted from the world." 
The Book of Mormon gives the 
thought that all good cometh from 
God. If it is pure religion to visit the 
fatherless and is good to care for the 
sick, does not he who will reward 
every man according to his works ap
prove of the practical religion carried 
on by such organizations? Sometimes 
it is better to go visiting with a full 
purse than a ready prayer. There is 
a demand for these organizations, and 
as the churches don't fill that want, 
we have insurance companies and 
lodges filling that demand. 

"Oh, but we should have faith in 
God and not depend on a worldly or· 
ganization to provide for our wants 
and look after our loved ones." 

What should we expect from God in 
case the head of the family gets sick 
and remains so for a long time, as 
many good Saints have done, and then 
dies? Ought we to think that the 
mother and little ones will get along 
just as well, somehow? If the old 
people in the church were being well 
provided for, why was the Saints' 
Home built? There was a legal de
mand for just such an institution be· 
cause the old people were not being 
properly taken care of, no matter how 
much faith they had in God. 

If it wasn't for the institution of the 
insurance company, how many addi
tional sad and poverty-stricken homes 
we would have! God always expects 
us to use our own intelligence and 
help ourselves when we can. The 
sectarian idea is that Jesus has and will 
do it all, but a modern revelation from 
that Jesus says: "You can do much 
good of ourselves." "He that will 
not provide for his own is worse than 
an infidel." Isn't it peculiar reason· 
iug to conclude that it is our duty to 
provide for our loved ones while we 
are living but it is not our duty to 
make any provision for them in case 
of our sickness or death, and is posi· 
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tively wrong to do so, betraying a 
woeful lack of faith in God? If a 
man loses faith in God because he is 
a member of an organization that pro· 
vides for him when sick and for his 
loved ones when be dies, we can con· 
elude there is not very much celestial 
material in that fellow's makeup. 

By reason of our environm~nts we 
are compelled to depend upon human 
institutions for our very lives, no mat
ter how much faith we have. The 
majority of us may make our livings 
from those who oppress the hireling 
in his wages. Don't let us be cranky 
and narrow on this subject o.f insur
ance, etc. Ideal conditions are not in 
the church or in the world, so in the 
meantime we should do the best we 
can and the Lord will not close the 
pearly gates on us. 

The whole subject is often looked 
at from a wrong point of view. We 
ought to do every thing we can to 
conquer sickness and death, and God 
proposes to help us in the effort. 
Christ bas said that death is the last 
enemy he shall put under his feet. 
He has made it possible to say: "0h 
death, where is thy sting! Oh grave, 
where is thy victory!'' God has given 
the laying on of hands for the healing 
of the sick that death and sickness 
may be conquered. He has given the 
"word of wisdom" for a like purpose 
-although many of us don't appreci
ate it. The Lord says we can do 
much good of ourselves. These in
surance organizations help us to 
soften the terrors of sickness and 
death; and yet we are told we haven't 
faith in God if we try to do what we 
can to meet these enemies to our 
bodies. Instead of carelessly shoving 
the responsibility upon God of taking 
care of your family after you die, use 
means the most sagacious business 
men of the day employ to guarantee 
the protection of the home aftertbeir 
death. 

So far as thQ association of these 
societies is concerned, the young 
especially should be careful of the 
company they keep; but what use is 
salt as a preserving and saving chemi· 
cal if it is not mixed with that which 
it is to save? If Latter Day Saints 
are to be the salt of the earth, they 
must mingle with the people whom 
they are to save, and influence them 
for good. The convent is a good place 
for people who are so weak that con
tact with their fellow men will ruin 
them; but Christ prayed that God 
would not take his disciples out of the 
world but keep them from the evils of 
it. 

Here are some good thoughts by 
Talmage:-

Some of you are making a great swash in 
life and after a while will die, leaving your 
families beggars and will expect us ministers 
of the Gospel to come and lie about your ex
cellencies, but will not do it. If you send for 

me I will tell you what my text will be: "He 
that provideth not for his own, and espe· 
cially those of his own household, is worse 
than an infideL" 

In this day God has mercifully allowed 
those of us who have limited income to make 
provision for our families. By some self
denial on our part we can make this pro
vision f0r those we shall leave behind us. 

Is there anything so helpless as a woman 
whose husband has just died, when, with her 
children at her back, she goes out to fight 
for bread? Shall she become a menial serv
ant in some one else's household? No-not 
the one who has bflen lying on your arm all 
these years, and filling the household with 
joy and light. 

Shall she sew for a living? God knows 
they get but six or eight cents for making 
garments. 

Ah, no! You had better have your coffin 
made large enough to take all with you into 
that land where they never freeze or starve. 

How a man with no surplus estate, but still 
enough money to pay a premium on life in· 
surance, can refuse to do it and then look his 
children in the face, and say his prayers at 
night on going to bed, expecting them to be 
answered, is a mystery to me that I never yet 
have been able to fathom. 

Prospective brides, after the young 
man bas popped the question, you 
begin popping. Ask him how much 
life insurance he carries or how much 
be proposes to take out. If he can't 
pass the physical examination you 
don't want to marry a possible invalid. 

Brethren with families, it is your 
duty to invest some of your earnings 
in a substantial life insurance com
pany and then when the time comes 
for you to shuffle off this mortal coil, 
if you haven't been able to save any· 
thing, your dying moments will not 
be filled with anxiety as to the pro· 
vision of your family temporally. 

0. EDWARD MILLER. 
PITT8BURG, Oct. 5, 1900. 

"TRY THE SPIRITS." 
1 John 4: 1. 

March the eleventh, 1900, I was at 
Walker, Missouri, and at the social 
meeting in the afternoon a sister 
spoke in tongues, and the interpreta
tion was: "Not many days and war 
will be poured out upon China. Yea, 
and also war will yet be on your own 
country." 

Well, we see a part of the predic
tion having a fulfillment. Shall we 
look for the balance? We are told by 
the Lord through Moses:-

When a prophet speaketh in the name of 
the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come 
to pass, that is the thing- which the Lord 
hath not spoken.-D<Jut. 18: 22. 

But now we see the thing spoken 
coming to pass, so the Lord hath 
spoken it. These are days of trouble 
and sorrow, and the fulfillment of the 
Savior's delaration found in the 24th 
chapter of Matthew; and as we see 
the Savior's prediction coming to 
pass, we can lift up our heads and 
rejoice, for his coming is near, even 
at the door. 

I am very well satisfied that the 
time is near at hand when he that 
will not take the sword against his 
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neighbor must flee to Zion for safety.\ 
(D. C., sec. 45.) 1 

I believe the Saints now should 
gather into the regions round about 
and get themselves homes in the land 
of Zion, as is found in section 117. 
The Saints should send up money to 
the Bishop, and let him whose duty it 
is buy up large tracts of land, as be 
could get it much cheaper; for as 
soon as those speculators find a few 
families moving in, up goes the price 
of land; and if we put our money in 
the hands of the Bishop he stops that 
raise, and the Saints get the benefit. 
Let us act wisely in those matters, 
Saints. If the Saints had aeted 
wisely, and done as God commanded 
them in the days gone by; Zion could 
have been redeemed, the temple built 
and ready for the Master's coming. 
0 what blessings, temporal and spir
itual, Latter Day Israel has lost by 
not obeying the commands of our 
heavenly Father! God has promised 
to commune with his people if they 
would keep his law, and give them 
revelation upon revelation for their 
guidance, and be fed daily on thfl,t 
bread of life that cometh down from 
above. But as it was sung in tongues 
by one of God's servants in Canada:-

Hearken unto me, my people, 
I will give to thee advice; 

Think not you I have forgotten, 
For before me thou art prized. 

If in me you'll be united, 
Then my power you would see; 

But when vice, and grave disunion, 
Then, oh then, how can it be? 

I would speak unto my people, 
Send my angels to their home; 

If in me you'll be united, 
Ne'er, 0 ne'er, from me to roam! 

Oh, my people, take the counsel 
Of my servants o'er the land, 

Cease to be in such disorder, 
Then, oh then, in me you'll stand! 

Then you'll see my power displayed, 
Then you'll have mine angels come; 

Oh, my people, they are waiting, 
They are waiting-, will they come! 

It is on you I am waiting
For my storehouse it is full; 

Oh, then, cease, cease all your jangles, 
Be united-be you one. · 

The work in many places is really 
spiritually dead, yet in other places 
many of the Saints are struggling 
alone through the trials of life, and 
are very anxious to reach that happy 
home beyond. I find some Latt,er 
Day Saints that really believe the let· 
ter of the gospel is true, yet they 
seek for the pleasures of life, and are 
o.ft found in the park or theater, and 
many times go visiting on Sunday, 
and are not found at the altar wor
shiping the Master and trying ·to 
keep the Sabbath holy. And when 
they are taken down sick, they are 
scared, fear comes upon them, afraid 
they are going to die, and then call 
for the elders to come quickly and 
administer, and l.nst.ead of being raised 

HERALD. 

lie upon their bed for 
And why is this?-~ 

'l'hey were slow to hearken unto the voice 
of the Lord their God; therefore, the L<wd 
their God is slow to beatken unto their pray· 
ers, to ans <ver them in the day of their 
srouble. In the day of t.hl'lir peaca they 
esteemed lightly my counsel; but in the day 
of their. trouble, of nectlssity they feel after 
me -D. C. 98: 3 

Let us 
to make 

brethren and sisters, 
honorable in keep· 

thereby reap the benefits 
and by our life 

of bringing 
light of the 

J. c. Foss. 

A DREAM VISION. 

I drea,med I came out of my house 
in '~;he with two of my boys. 
We met other children, and together 
we went to the corner of. the street. 
It was dark. I happened to 
look to the sky, and there 
saw a most beautiful scroll, which ap· 
peared to be about six feet lol\lg and 
two feet dart,ing about with 
great rapidity, to encompass 
the whole heavens. appeared to 
act with and to have a 
purpose in its motions, as it would 
shoot with lightning velocity in one 
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tiful reflections of the wonderful 
heavenly visitant, and I felt that I 
must go again to the house and urge 
my people to come and see it. 

As I started the object with all its 
attendant grandeur commencedil to 
move likewise. At first I did not pay 
special attention to this; but as I per
ceived it moved in the same direction 
that I did and appeared to keep di
rectly over my head. I stopped to see 
if it would stop likewise, which it did. 
This caused me great surprise and an 
extra degree of pleasure, and I·' pur
posed then to make a test to see if ,it 
was not merely a coincidence or acci
dental. So I started on ward again, 
and the object started just as soon as 
I did, and kept in the same position 
over me, and all the surroundings 
were beautiful as before. I did not 
go into the house as at first intended, 
but passed by to continue the experi
ment. No matter how far I went, or 
how often I retraced my steps, it 
would still move as I did and stopped 
when I did all the while keeping di
rectly above me. 

When the knowledge came to me 
that I did, truly, control the motion 
of this beautiful and peculiar appear· 
ance, no tongue can describe the feel
ing of rapture that pervaded my soul, 
and I could not repress the exclama
tion, '·I believe this is indeed meant 
for me." 

At this point I awoke. 
J. EDWARDS. 

and then suddenly change 
is course. The colors were more 
beautiful than I ever had seen before, 
so brillhmt and splendid; but there 
was not the least halo or reflection oct. 

7
· 

from it. The loveliness was all in 
itself. 

I called the attention of others to THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST. 

the but they seemed either In the first century of the Christian 
not see it or to be indifferent; only era the civilized world rested in unex-
the children and myself enjoyed the ampled peace. It was the most tran
wonde:rful appearance. At the first quil period Europe has ever known. 
it caused in me a· feeling of awe and No general war disturbed the pros
great wonderment. I thought it was perity of Gaul, Italy, or the east; no 
some kind of comet, that portended widespread revolution carried carnage 
disaster to some of the people of and desolation to the populous prov-
the earth. thinking of these inces of imperial Rome. It was a 

the scroll was gradually ap- golden, autumnal season of classic 
the earth, and i.ts form civilization. When the ripened fruits 

The colors be- of long years of material and mental 
came more numerous and resplendent, progress were showered upon man
and it threw out rays and scintilla· kind, and when the internal decay of 
tions in a most beautiful manner un- the mighty empire was hidden in its 
til it mFJ,de the earth round about it exterior and splendid tranquility. 
for a distance glorious with Compared with the later centuries 

and beauty. the first was singularly frugal of hu· 
to a feeling of happi· man life. 

ness come over me, and wanted the In the seventeenth century all Eu
folks in the house (which was only a rope was torn by fierce religious 
short distance away) to come and see wars, and men died by myriads to 
the strange sight. They seemed to gratify the fanatical malice of kings 

the recital of the occurrence, and priests. 
but not come out, as I desired In the eighteenth the obstinate 
them to do. I returned to the place I vanity of a Louis, a Frederick, or a 
had left. The boys were still there, George III. covered land and sea with 

tbe that by this time slaughter. 
had descended still nearer the earth, I In the dawn of the nineteenth, mil
and was now about twenty feet from lions of the human race perished by 
the ground. My joy seemed to in· the iron will of Napoleon; and the 
crease !JJS I was enveloped in the beau. · young generation of Europe and 
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America have seldom known any long 
repose from the dreadful duties of the 
camp. 

But in the first century no battle of 
civili;zed men occurred equal in im
portance to Sadowa; no siege, except 
that of Jerusalem, as destructive as 
that of Sebastopol. Under its im
perial masters- whether madmen, 
philosophers, or monsters-the Roman 
world almost forgot the art of war
fare; and, weighed down by a general 
tyranny, gave itself languidly to the 
pursuits of peace. 

A magnificent form of civilization at 
once grew up. Men everywhere 
clustered together in cities, and sur
rounded themselves with the count
less appliances of a luxurious life. 
The theater and also amphithea,ter, 
the aqueduct and bath, the graceful 
temples of yellow marble, the groves 
and gardens, the triumphal arches, 
the forums filled with statues and 
lined with colonnades, were repeated 
in all those centers of artistic taste 
that sprung up under the fostering 
care of successive emperors, from the 
Coosarea of Palestine to the distant 
wilds of Britain or Gaul. The Roman 
empire embraced within its limits a 
chain of cities fairer than the proud
est. capitals of modern Europe-a 
throng of municipalities destined to 
become the future centers of Chris
tian thought. At the mouth of the 
venerable Nile stood Alexandria. Its 
population was nearly a million. It 
controlled the commerce of the world, 
and its vast fleets often covered the 
Mediterranean. It was the Paris of 
the east-gay, splendid, intellectual; 
its university and its library, its phi
losphers and critics, filled the age 
with active speculation. Antioch, on 
the Syrian shore, still retained its 
prosperity and its luxurious charms. 
In the midst of its apocalyptic sis
ters, Ephesus glittered with artistic 
decorations, and maintained in all 

. their magnificence the temple and the 
ritnal of Diana. 

Greece boasted the corrupt elegance 
of Corinth, the higher taste of incom
parable Athens. Far to the west 
Carthage bad risen from its ruins to 
new importance. Spain was adorned 
with the temples, and the aqueducts 
of Saragossal and Cordova; the banks 
of the Rhine and the wilds of Gaul 
were sown with magnificent cities; 
and the camps of Britain swiftly grew 
into populous capitals and peaceful 
homes. In the midst of the series of 
provincial towns stood conquering 
Rome, the mistress of them all, slowly 
gathering within her bosom the 
wealth, the luxury, the corruption of 
the world. 

But of all the imperial cities the 
most wonderful was still Jerusalem. 
In a mysterious antiquity none of 
them could rival her. 

The tower§ con· 
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temporary with that of Belus or Semi
ramis, of the glory of Thebes and the 
youth of Memnon. Jerusalem had 
seen the splendors of her conquerors 
of Babylon and Egypt sink into decay. 

A thousand years had passed since 
David founded the city of Mount Zion, 
and still, in the first century, owith a 
singularly vitality, the holy site was 
covered with magnificent buildings, 
and a new temple had risen on Mount 
Moriah, to surpass the glory of that 
of Solomon, when the seven hills of 
I~ome had been a desolate waste, and 
the acropolis the retreat of shepherds 
-when all Europe was a wilderness, 
and savage hunters roamed over the 
site of its fairest cities. Jerusalem 
had shone over the east a beacon of 
light, and bad observed and, perhaps, 
guided the progress of Italy and 
Greec~. 

She had been often conq'uered, but 
never subdued. More than once lev
eled to the ground, she had risen from 
her ashes. For a thousand years the 
priests had chanted the psalms of Da
vid from Mount Moriah, unless in 
captivity or exile, and still the J eru
salem of Herod and Nero was in her 
magnificent ritual and her sacred 
pomp the rival and the peer of Athens 
and Rome. 

Among the gods is none like unto 
into whose hand are committed 

the kingdoms, the power, and the 
glory of the worlds. Thrones and 
empires, the dynasties of kings, the 
fall of nations, the birth of churches, 
the triumphs of time. They arise and 
pass, they were and are not; the sea 
and the dust and the immense mystery 
of space devour them. The tramp of 
armies, the voices of joy and of pain, 
the cry of the newborn babe, the 
shout of the warrior mortally smitten. 
Marriage, divorce, division, violent 
deaths, martyrdoms, tyrannous igno
rance, the impotence of passionate 
protest, and the mad longing for ob
livion. The eyes of the tiger in the 
jungle, the fang of the snake, the 
fcotor of slaughterhouses, the wail of 
innocent beasts in pain. · The strife 
towards manhood, the ceaseless pulse 
and current of desire, these are all his. 
God called him Satan the Destroyer, 
for his arm breaketh and grindeth to 
pieces. 

Time accuseth even the saints of 
the Lord. Blessed are they who 
withstand his subtlety. They shall 
be called the Sons of God. Oh! that 
we united be, for the end cometh soon. 

Lo! it comes! with stealthy feet, 
Day, the ages shall complete, 
When the world shall melt with heat. 

Day of wrath and consternation, 
Day of fiery consummation, 
Prophesied in Revelation. 

0, what horror on all faces, 
When the coming Judge each traces, 

dret;,dful1 ill !!Ill pla.ces: · 

Trump shall sound, and every single, 
Murtal slumberer's ears shall tingle. 

All of every tribe and nation,. 
That have lived since the creation, 
Answering that dread citation. 

Volumes, from which nothing 's blotted, 
Evil done, nor evil plotted, 
Shall be brought and dooms allotted. 

D-1y shall dawn that has no morrow, 
Day of vengeance, day of sorrow, 
As from prophecy we borrow, 

Day of vengeance, end of scorning, 
World in ashes, world in mourning, 
Whereof prospects utter warning. 

RcJspectfully, in the gospel, 
BRO. WM. J. HOLDEN. 

Lettsr Department. 
SYDNEY, Australia, Sept. 12. 

Editors Hemld:-Things are "looking lip" 
in Australia, and times seem to be getting 
better than they have been for the last seven 
years. The Australian Federal Parliament 
will soon meet, and all the colonies will 
then be united and working under one 
head, with intercolonial free trade and 
protection against foreign nations. This 
will encourage foreign capitalists to in
vest their surplus cash here in develop
ing some of the many rich deposits of 
minerals. Australia is as large as the United 
States, and has a white population of about 
five million, and under proper conditions 
should be able to sustain more than twenty
five million people-Australia is an' infant 
nation that will yet grow to power and wealth 
and exert a powerful influence among the 
nations. 

Our church has a large field of labor here; 
but with only three missionaries we can't ex: 
pect to evangelize Australia in a few years' 
time. The honest in heart are being gath
ered into the church by twos, threes and 
fives, and we are cheered and made glad by 
seeing the gifts and blesings follow the be
lievers. 

Yes, the truth is being confirmed in the 
hearts of the Saints here by signs and won
ders and divers miracles and gifts of the 
Holy Ghost according to our loving Savior's 
will. 

I have been here over seven years and in 
this time would many times have been aw
fully discouraged at the slow progress of the 
work and the many hindrances in the way, 
but for the cheering and comforting promises 
of the Holy Spirit speaking peace to the soul 
and declaring that the Lord had many sheep 
here to be gathered into the "one fold." 

I believe one of the main factors in getting 
the gospel before the people here should be 
the printing press. The majority can be 
reached no other way. It's not an easy mat
ter to get buildings to preach in; and when 
one is obtained it is diffioul t to get people to 
come and hear; but the printed word can be 
supplied to every one alike, if we only have it. 

Adventist, Campbellites, Army and many 
other sects have publishing houses here and 
print mlee!on papers1 tra.ets1 and pawphlet~1 
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and thus they have a great advantage over 
us in making their faith known. Why can· 
not we who haYe a fullness of the gospel, also 
have a small printing plant? If we had one 
our "Australian Ensign" would have con
tinued to live; for we would only have been 
to about half the expense with it. One 
hundred pounds ($500) would get press and 
type to meet all the requirements of this 
mission, and we have a place fr~ of rent to 
put it in, and all the work of getting out a 
monthly paper would be donated except £2 
($10) per month for type setting, and price of 
paper and ink would of course be extra. 
Under these conditions two hundred good 
subscribers at $1 each would publish a neat 
little mission paper. We have a "press" 
fund started and all Saints in Australia 
please rlilmember to donate what you can 
afford towards it. Send along your offerings, 
large or small. Saints in any other part of 
the world wishing to assist can also send 
along their donations. The Lord has told us 
that there were thousands, in this mission, 
to be gathered in by the faithfulness of the 
Saints. The printed word will reach many 
of these honest souls that can be reached no 
other way. For the present send all money 
for the Australian press fund to the writer, 
J28 Evans street, Rozelle, Sydney, N. S. W., 
Australia. 

Thanks to Bro. Caffall for his pleadings on 
behalf of our Australian work in He1'ald. I 
remember with joy my labors under dear 
Bro. Caffall in Colorado. May God enrich 
his last days on earth! Love to all Saints! 

JOHN KALER. 

SWEET WATER, Texas, Oct. 6. 
Edito1's Be1'ald:-I wish to say to the house

hold of the faithful, that I was knowing to 
the fact of Bro. W. G. North and family being 
at Galveston at the time the waters heaved 
themselves beyond their bounds and swept 
the inhabitants from the island. It was 
through the faithful effort of Sr. Wight that 
the daily reports were carefully noted for his 
name. When she first found it, it was in the 
enumeration of the refugees at HQuston. He 
is now at San Antonio, as you may see by his 
letter published in Herald this week. 

I have known Bro. North for many years. 
He is a man full of pluck and energy; and 
although he must be about sixty years of age 
I am willing to guarantee that if he has half 
a chance he will make a sustenance for him
self and family. But, dear Saints, he is now 
out from under the care of the relief commit
tee, and it becomes us as Saints of God to 
practice what we believe and divide our 
scanty substance with Bro. North in this his 
trying hour. If any of the branches will 
take a collection and send to me I will receipt 
them.and forward to Bro. North at once;' or 
if they prefer, his address is 2002 South 
Flores street, San Antonio, Texas. He has 
been a subscriber to the Herald and advocate 
of the angel message, and a liberal con
tributor to the ministry and the poor for 
many years, and notwithstanding he is among 
his friends who I know to be willing to 
divide the last crust, tbey are of t~e worthy 
gl~ss, ver~ poor, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

As to the work in this part, were it not for 
the perfect confidence I have in ·the final tri
umph I would give it up. All the pt'eaching 
I have done lately has cost me about an aver
age of $1 50 per effort, and that comes out of 
the scanty allowance for the family; but the 
Lord blesses us, and though he should slay 
me yet will I love him. 

Yours in hope of a final triumph, 
L. L. WIGHT. 

LEAVENWORTH, Indiana. 
Editors Herald:-I have never attempted 

to write to your paper; but as the letters in 
the Herald do me so much good, I thought 
one from me might reach a place in some 
heart. We have had such a good meeting at 
our place in charge of Brn. Marshall and M. 
R. Scott. We hope they will come again. 

I never was much inclined to believe in 
dreams, but am a little puzzled over some 
dreams I have had lately. First I dreamed 
I saw a black place in the sky. It was in the 
northeast, and was in the shape of a sword. 
Just a little south of that was another black 
place, it was straight. Just south of that 
was another, the same as the second. On 
the night of the second of October I saw 
those spots the same color as the others, but 
different shape, and many more of them. 
They were in the northeast. The sky was 
so blue and clear and the spots appeared so 
plainly as I stood at our north gate behold
ing the beautiful scenery. I heard beautiful 
singing, such as I never heard before. I 
never heard such singing among feathered 
songsters in all my life. 

Your sister, 
LIZZIE FLINN. 

SANTA ANA., Cal., October l. 
Editors Herald:-Perhaps a few items from 

the Chatburn-Hyder debate will be of in
terest. 

The evening of September 19, Bro. Chat
burn and I began a series of tent meetings at 
a point known as Ocean View, about-nine 
miles southwest of here. On the se·cond 
evening Bro. Chatburn was interrupted and 
corrected (?) by what proved to be an elder 
i'n the Church of Christ, by the name of Ed
ward Hyder. At ~ur meeting on the 22d 
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claimed to be identified with the church set up 
by Christ eighteen hundred years ago. He 
failed however to reveal the mysterious chan
nel through which this identification came. 
At the same time he denied the Holy Ghost 
with all the gifts and blessings characteris
tic of Christ's church; admitted a complete 
apostasy, and never named an officer in the 
church he represents. 

Bro. Chatburn closed by displaying two 
charts, one showing the organization and 
spiritual blessings of the Christ church, the 
other. showing a summing up of all that was 
set up by Hyder, "nothing." 

Our faith is unshaken, our hope far brighter, 
our Z3al augmented, and to God we are re
turning thanks for his goodness and blessings. 

Three young ladies were baptized Sunday 
afternoon; others are intere.sted. 

We will continue services there in the tent 
for some time. 

Still joyous in the conflict, I am, 
Your brother, 

D. A. ANDERSON. 

LAMONT, Iowa, Oct. 7. 
Edito1's He1·ald:-

"Oh watch and fight and pray, 
The battle ne'er give o'er; 

Renew it boldly every day, 
And help divine implore." 

It has just been six weeks today since 
Elder 0. H. Bailey baptized Sr. Mary Ne
dreau and myself, and since then I have been 
happy in serving God. Altl;wugh I am called 
upon every day to pass through many trials, 
praise God I can go to him in prayer and re
ceive comfort. It seems I cannot thank the 
Lord enough for sending the elders to La
mont that he did, and especially Bro. 0. H. 
Bailey who was so kind in explaining the 
Bible to us all. I shall never forget the 
feast we all had who attended the two days' 
meeting at Arlington, Iowa. It seemed hard 
to part from the Saints who are trying to 
worship God as they should, and come home 
where no God is worship:~d. I desire the 
prayers of all Christians, that I may have 
help from God to bear through the trials of 
this earth. Sister Mary also wishes your 
prayers. Your sister in bonds, 

CLARA M. SOOTHORN. 

ult., Elder Hyder presented challenges to LEAVENWORTH, Ind. 
Bro. Chatburn, which were accepted. The Editm·s Hemld:-Brn. M. R Scott and Wm. 
question involved being which church is the Marshall commenced meetings on the 28th of 
true church of Christ and is the same in September at Leavenworth branch. They 
faith, organization, and doctrine as the one did some splendid preaching to the Saints, 
set up by Christ and his apostles eighteen and it was good for the unbelievers. The 
hundred years ago. meetings were well attended night and day. 

Bro; T. W. began •ruesday evening, and The order was good. The people seemed to 
for three nights affit•med the position of our want to hear. The brethren preached four 
church, and Elder Hyder denied. The fol- sermons, and closed the meetings on Sunday 
lowing three nights the order was reversed. night. After the meeting closed there were 

All along we had large crowds and a good four who wished to be administered to, and 
interest. Though prejudice ran high on the the arrangement was made to meet at John 
opposing side, a great many friends were Baker's early Monday morning. Elders and 
made to the cause we love so much. Bro. Saints came together at eight o'clock. All 
Chatburn ably defended our cause, and in a the Saints bore testimony that this latter··day 
manly and upright way showed forth our work is of the Lord. The power of God was 
position. felt in the meeting to the shedding tears by 

Elder Hyder started out a follower of Alex- many who were present. The brethren gave 
ander Campbell, but before the close he re- l the Saints good ad vice on the account of the 
pudj~J,ted O!!impl:lell wttl:l wvrl\:e ~~~ putpourin~ o£ the Hol~ Spirit, t.J;~Il)t wm be 
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rem em be red a long time. After the meeting 
we bade each other farewell, and went to our 
homes feeling we bad been blessed during 
the stay of the elders with us. May God 
bless them as they go to other fields to labor, 
is my prayer. 

Your brother in Christ, 
PETER A. FLINN. 

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Oct. 2. 
Editon l:lerald:-Last June, in company 

with Bro. J. D. White, mi~sionary in charge 
here in this city, we began active work in 
our new tent which had been purchased by 
the four bra.nches of the city. We erected 
the tent on Eighteenth street, opposite 
Holmes Park. ]'rom the very first we felt 
blessed in our· preaching, and had good con
greg·ations. The second Monday we organ
izod a Sabbath school, with sixty members 
present: Bro. E. Etz•cnhouser superintendent,. 
and F. Koehler assistant. Much good was ac-

, complished by the school. We preached 
forty sarmons. Hundreds were informed of 
the angel's message, and heard us gladly. 
Much prPjudice was removed, and many 
have bocome our friends. We were here 
ably assisted by Ern. Hilliard, I. N. and 
Alfred White, Willi.ams, and Pease. Their 
labors wore appreciated by us. Also many 
of the young Saints aided us very much and 
made our meetings joyful and attractive by 
their song services. 

We were quite .loath to p~o~ll up stakes and 
move, but wisdom directed that in other 
parts of this great city the gospel should be 
preached, so we moved to Seventeenth street 
and Prospect Place. Here we were heartily 
join.ed by the West, Kansas City branch; and 
the same Spirit that was ours to enjoy at the 
former place was here with us to rule and 
govern our meetings, The people seemed to 
give us a hearty welcome, and we had good 
congregations at once. We also continued our 
mission Sunday school every Sunday after
noon. Some followed, us from our former lo
cation. 

After we were nicely located I received an 
invitation from the committee on reunion of 
the Spring River district. With the consent 
of my co laborer and those in charge I left for 
sout.hern Kan~as, my field of labor twenty 
years ago. Our meeting with Saints and 
many friends (outsiders) was more than we 
are able to express. It was almost heaven 
on earth, a foretaste of the sweet bye and ·bye. 
Our associations there with the Saints and 
friends is one of the oases on the desert of our 
life. The reunion was a p·erfect success 
from beginning to finish. God indeed was 
with us. Most of the preaching was the best 
I ever heard, and in our prayer services we 
were blessed with the outpouring of God's 
Holy Spirit in prophecy, tongues, interpre
tations of tongues, and revelations, bv which 
the Saints were cheered, comforted, and in
structed. Many sick were administered to, 
and some were healed. At the 
close it seemed almost as if the heavenly 
choir was aiding in singing "Praise God 

, from whom all blessings flow." Our parting 
was 2, feeling of heartfelt love for each other 
!IDS Saints only know, 

Much credit is due to the committee, Ern. 
W. S. Taylor, J. M. Richards, and McCall 
for their untiring labm·s and looking after 
everything and everybody. Such labors of 
love will not be overlooked by Him who rules 
on high and bas this latter-day work in 
charge. The"Saints who manifested so much 
kindness to us are so many, and lest we 
should omit some names,· we will name none 
in this letter; but when the sheep wiil be 
gathered and the rewards given, then will 
the sheep, the Saints of the Holy One of 
Israel realize the saying-s of Jesus, "Inasmuch 
as you have done it unto these my brethren 
[the priesthood] you have done it unto me." 
"They shall inherit the kingdom of God, 
which was prepared for them from the foun
dation of the world; and '·their joy shall be 
full forever."-2 Nephi 6: 7. 

When we returned home we found every
thing lovely at the tent. Bro. A. White had 
nobly filled our place during our absence, :uJd 
the interesi; was fully as good as when we 
left. 

Again we reluctantly pulled up ste.kes and 
moved our tent to Ninth and Ohio streets, 
feelings well satisfied with our labors there, 
for good waa accomplished. 

Thll.nks to the many Saints for their kind-
ness ehown to us and the excellent assistance 
rendered while we were there with you. We 
acknowledge that we could not have accom
plished the good we did without your aid. 

In our present location we have had some 
very good meetings; but have been greatly 
hindered and interfered with by hard winds 
and rain. But now it is cleared up, and the 
equinoctial storm seems to be over, and we 
look for a good time. "Last night our tent 
was full. Every seat was occupied, some sit· 
ting on the platform and some standing on 
the outside: and oh, how happy we felt under 
the inspiration of God while feGding the souls 
of that multitude wit.h manna from heaven. 

I find in my associate, Bro. J.D. White, all 
that I could desire. Yours in bonds, 

F. C. W ARNKY. 
2422 Wabash avenue. 

BRIDGE, Oregon, Oct. 2. 
Ed-itm·s Heml.:l:-This writing finds me up 

for repairs, but I hope soon to be about my 
"Master's business." I wish to take this 
means of expressing my thanks to those 
Saints who came to my aid last spring to assist 
me into my field of labor: may the "good 
Lord" bless them for the same; and while I 
did not, receive the necessary amount, I had 
some means..given me to purchase clothing 
with, which I was gre8,tly in need. From 
that fund I paid my way to my field. One 
good sister took one garment and sewed, 
dyed, and otherwise repaired it till it looked 
uew; and a good brother did the same to an
other one, till now they look fairly well. 
But three years of service is nearly all a 
suit can sta.nd. 

This county (Coos,) presents a very invit
ing field of labor, although much prejudice 
remains. Some twenty odd years ago the 
work was first introduced here by Bro. J. C. 
Clapp, when some twelve souls accepted the 
truth; but of these only a few remain true to 
their covenant. This is not to be wondered 
at when we come to consider that for some 
twenty years they were not visited, by the 
ministry, and as one of them remarked to 
the writer, "We concluded we would have to 
live and die alo'le." Some few years ago Bro. 
J. Luff came and revived the word and bap
tized a few; then later Ern. Holt and Cbase 
came and did likewise; then a year ago Bro. 
Chase and the writer did some labor, when 
some nine were added by baptism. This 
year Bro. C. E. Crumley and the writer have 
been doing missionary labor, and to date 
have baptized eleven, and others have given 
their names, and we hope will obey ere long. 
Now we have some thirty-one or thirty·two 
members in this county in a disorganized 
condition; but we expect this will be at
tended to when Bro. Griffiths comes, which 
we hope will be very soon. 

I wish to say to all who have written me in 
regards to labor, Be a little patient, and I 
hope to reach you !J.ll in time. I may be a 
little slow, but I hope sure. My plan is to 
work the ground thoroughly as I go, then 
when I leave a place I can feel I have done 

PROVIDENCE, R.I., October 6. my duty. Observation bas taught me that 
Editors Herald:-Tbe work in Providence to run hastily over the ground often proves 

is "marching on." Th\l• recent sermons of detrimental to the work. A small farm well 
Bishop Hilliard have been extremely helpful worked will yield better returns than a large 
along practical lines. Zion's Religio, locally, one only partly cared for. 
is taking a new impetus. Not, long since a Bro. Crumley will settle his family in this 
new opening was rr.ade at Hope, Rhode part of the field and will be a great help to 
Island, with preaching by Elders M. H. Bond the work, for I find him a very agreeable 
and G. H. Smith. The last two Sundays a coworker and an able "defender of the faith." 
new church building bas been secured at With some he is the "white-headed 
Anthony, Rhode Island, where services have preacher," and I feel to recommend him to 
been held with Elder George H. Gates in all, as worthy of your confidence and support, 
charge and Elder George H. Smith as which I pray will be given him. He is now 
preacher. Bro. H. B. Johnson llas led the in another part of the county while I have 
singing, assisted by a corps of singers, at been at Camas, Douglas county, a new open
both of these places. Bro A, Leckney as or- ing, where I held some thirteen meetings, 
ganist has rendered valuable assistance. and met some that "knew all about the 
Several of the Fisk ville Saints· have at- trouble in Missouri," and of "Joe Smith's" bad 
tended nearly, all these services. The pas-~· work. An investigation proved all they 
torate of Elder M. H. Bond locally has knew was "hearsay." My meetings were fairly 
several commendable features, thus far. The well attended considering everything·. I am 
death of Bro. Hitchcock of St. Louis is I to return there again before leaving·, and one 
lamented here. In bonds, is to be baptized on my return. T'hose who 

UNGL·E BURNSIDE. thought they knew so much heard for the 
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first time the "faith of the Saints" or any 
part of it, and the effect was pronounced, and 
today we are held in more favorable light 
than before, and I think if the effort is fol
lowed up good will come to the church in 
more ways than one. While I have anything 
to say it will be that the Saints in this field 
(as everywhere I have been) are kind and 
take pleasure in administering to the wants 
of the ''stranger" who sojourns among them, 
and one cannot but feel at home with them. 
As one man, not a member, remarked to the 
writer, "I find a feeling of love and respect 
that I do not find with any other people." 
This is as it should be, for the Saints are the 
"people of God," therefore should be in the 
lead in all good works. 

I think the west is the headquarters of his 
"Satanic majesty;" but still there are many 
noble souls through this country, and I hope 
they may hear and obey the truth, and that 
sinners may turn and live. For such we 
labor and pray. 

My address will be Myrtle Point, Coos 
county, Oregon, till November 1. 

Yours in hope of eternal life, 
D. L. HARRIS. 

CORRELL, Minn., Oct. 7. 
Editors Herald:-As requested, Bro. Eli 

Hayer was sent here by Bro. I. N. Roberts, 
arriving at 3:30 p. m. I took a flying trip 
around town, and at eight in the evening had 
a fair congregation of attentive listeners to 
Bro. Eli on the first principle of the gospel, 
"Faith;" others following in their turn for 
four nights, exeept Sunday forenoon. He 
spoke then on the resurrection, froin 1 Cor
inthians, 15th chapter. The Lutherans said 
it was a spot on them, and such preaching a 
shame to listen to, for it destroys their 
eternal damnation doctrine, and one said he 
would have a dose for him when he comes 
next year, agreeing to take the stand half of 
the time. Bro. Hayer preached seven ser
mons while here, with good attention; but 
the audiences were small most of the time. 
Some were satisfied with "one hearing; a few 
attended through all, and were well satisfied 
and will attend again if one will come in the 
near future, and, I think, at any time. It 
was a spiritual feast to mif, for I love the doc
trine. Mr. Nelson and family received and 
welcomed Bro. H. throughout his stay here. 

Yours in Christ, 
J AS. M. BLOOD. 
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All hold fast to your profession, till Jesus I borhood; prejudice against us is very great. 
comes. 0, I have had many happy hours all However, we were hindered some by a fall of 
alone, althoujl'h I am feeble in body, but all 1 rain nearly every day. 
alive in the spirit. God blesses me daily. I About two weeks later we stored our tent 
hope you all will pray for me to get better. in a granary for winter quarters, and went to 
I pray God to bless all. My name is E!lza Loyd (my old home), and visited my aged 
Rogers. I am seventy years old and feeble grandmother for a few days. B·ro. E. M. 
in body. I can go to none of the meetings at Wildermuth expects to go into Illinois for 
all. The good word says: "Fe:J.r not, little the winter. I started for our Northern dis
flock; for it is your Father's good pleasure to trict conference at, Porcupine, which was to 
give you the kingdom." I have read almost convene October 6 and 7. I went via Viro
a dozen of your publication called the Saints' , qua, and got my overcoat, which I had left 
HeTald. I like them, 0,. bow much! I have j1ast spring- in care of Bro. and Sr. Johnson, 
the Book of Mormon.. I like all of the true I then to Va.lley Junction. I arrived at this 
Church of Chi'ist. MES. ELIZA ROGERS. place on Thursday eve, ready to go to Porcu-

pine the next day. Here I met Bro. W. A. 

CHADWICK, Mo., Sept. 6. 
Editors Hemld:-I take this opportunity to 

let all know how the work is. progressing· in 
this part of God's Our branch, 
John's Mills, is in a rough, mountainous sec· 
tion, and the scattered condition of the 
Saints makes it impossible for all to meet 
and partake of the "bread oi life" regularly, 
which may account for our spiritual growt,h 
not being greater. Last Monday Bro. Wil
liam T. Roach "dropped" among us. Tues
day night he opened up the work at the 
Barber Creek schoolhouse, south of here. 
He is having good liberty, making many 
friends for the cause. Many ar·e interested; 
some are investigating; the seed is being 
sown. To God we look for the increase. 

Yours for the spread of the truth, 
I. K. WEAGLEY; 

COOK's POINT, Texas, Oct. 5. 
Editors 1-Ie?·ald:-Here I come, to tell you 

and readers that I met another wHness ior 
the Book of Mormon, but he did not know it. 
This is the way he testified thai; it was true: 
He said there was no DJVil at all. You re
member that, the Book of Mormon said that 
the time would come when men would S1J,y, 
There is no Devil. This man was 0, promi
nent merchant. He further said that there 
is no .opposition to right. Some were 
present said that they believed his doctrine. 
He did not hesitate to say that any ·part of 
the Bible which he did not believe was not 
true. 

That grand Book of Mormon is aud will be 
proven by those who do not believe it to be 
true, as well iJ,s by those who do. 

E. W. NUNLEY, 

McDowell. We started for place of confer
ence t,be next morning and went as far as 
Eau Claire, but could get no farther on ac
count of railroad washout. We started from 
Eau Claire to go to Durand, but the train 

passed one station and had to return on 
account, of washouts. The track many places 
was under water. The next day came to 
Cbetek in company with Bro. Whiteaker. 
Bro. McDowell went back to Valley Junc
tion. We don't know yet whether they had 
any conference or whether it will be put off 
until settled weather. There has been so 
much rair; it has been hard to accomplish 
much, or even for the fa.rmers to get their 
work done. 

Ever laboring and praying for the redemp
tion of Zlon, I am, 

Your colaborer, 
J. B. WILDERMUTH. 

BANDERA, Texas, October 6. 
EditoTs Ilemld:-Bro. Baggerly has been 

with us for some time. I left him in San 
Antonio two weeks since. He has sown the 
good seed of the word of God, which will 
surely bear fruit in due time. He was with 
us in a good, spiritual conference, where all 
enjoyed their portion of the same. 

Yours in the faith, 
J. A. CURRIE. 

DETROIT, Mich., Oct. 9. 
EditoTs Berald:-The conference of the 

Eastern Michigan district, held at Flint, Oc
tober G and 7, was well attended. Peace and 
unity chat·acterized the ·proceedings. Brn. 
John H. Lake and A. Barr district president 
were in charge. There was a continued 
prayer meeting on Sunday from 8 a. m. to 

CHETEK, Wis., Oct. 8. 10:30. Elder A. Barr preached 10:45 to 12 
CLINTON, Iowa, Sept. 10. Editors HeTald:-I am still trying to assist noon; Bro. N. F. Liddy from 2 p. m. to 2: 30; 

My Dear BrethTen in Ch·rist My Lord.:-1 in advancing our Master's cause. I joined Elder Lake from 2: 4'5 to 4 p. m ; Elder E. K. 
was baptized in the Church of Latter Day Bro. E. M. WHdermuth at E1gle Corners, 'Evans from 5: 15 to 6: 10 p. m.; and Elder C. 
Saints nearly forty years ago in Spar.ta, Wis- Richland county, September 5, and remained Scott from 7: 50 to 9:05 p. m. G. A. R. hall, 
cousin, and marril3d to one of the good old with him about three weeks. We had a a.uditorium some 55x60 feet, was full, and the 
elders of the church, and the man's name splendid hearing at the Corners, with an people would have listened another hour! 
that married me to Elder Rogers was James average attendance of seventy-five. A good One was baptizCJd on Monday, at about 
Hutchins. He was one of the twelve apos- interest was manifes'o all through. We eight o'clock a. m. 
tles [under Strang.-See Church History, closed our meetings at this place the follow- It w!ts a rousing conference. Elders J. A. 
vol. 3, p. 44.-ED]. and Elder Cowdery then ing Sunday evening after I arrived there, as Grant and Phelps were present from the 
went to Lacrosse, Wisconsin. He told me he there had been in all about thit"ty-two ser- northern district to enjoy the occasion. Bro. 
was ail eye-witness to the sufferings of the mons preached at this place. We then . Ft·ancis C. Smith, of Owendale, Huron 
church in Illinois and Missouri. Thank God, I moved our tent to a fine grove near the post count.y, was ordained to the office of seventy, 
they got through all right; but oh! they had office of Balmoral, about three miles from by Elders J. ·H. Lake and C. Scott; and a 
to kill our dear prophet, Joseph Smith. I Eagle Corners; but we did not have a very young brother, James Davis, was ordained to 
hope God will bless us all to meet. iu glory. good bearing. It is a .•neigh- the office of a priest by Elders C. Scott, J. H. 
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Lake, and A. Barr. The next conference of 
this district is to be held at the city of 
Detroit. Yours, 

C. SOO'l'T. 

Orininal Biru. 
THE NEW JERUSALEM. 

Jerusalem, that holy city, we find, 
Was shown by an angel to John the divine, 
And he saw the glory of God on it shine, 
And it "Lighted the city," said John the 

divine. 

The walls of the city were of jasper, so clear, 
And had twelve gates of pearl, delightfully 

fair; 
And the beautiful city was gold, pure gold, 
Like unto clear glass; glorious to behold. 

And a river of water of life was there, 
And the tree of life near the water so clear, 
Which bore precious fruits, and of twelve 

different kind, 
And "yielded her fruit monthly," said John 

the divino. 

And this holy city that John saw, we learn, 
Will come down from heaven prepared and 

adorned 
As a bride for her husband, lo~ly and fair, 
And God and the Lamb that was slain, will 

be there. 

No need of the sun there, for God will give 
light; 

No need of the moon, for there will be no 
night; 

There will be no more death, no crying, no 
ill, 

But God with his people forever will dwell. 

And who are the people that God calls his 
own, 

That with him will dwell in that beautiful 
home, 

And partake of the fruit of that lovely tree, 
And happy forever and ever will be? 

All those who love God and his precepts 
obey, 

From sin and temptation turn firmly away; 
Yes, they are God's people, and with him 

will dwell 
In that lovely home, where there will be no 

ill. 

And eat of the fruit of that beautiful tree, 
And happy forever and ever will be, 
For sorrow and sighing will not be known 

there, 
Nor affliction of any kind evet· come near. 

Then, dear, beloved Saints, who are bowed 
down with care, 

Affiiction, and sorrow, let this your hearts 
cheec; 

For that blessed time is fast hastening on, 
Your sufferings and tears will cease bofore 

long. 

Ere long your Redeemer in clouds you will 
see, 

And then, if found faithful, how happy you'll 
bel-

Through the great thousand years his face 
you'll behold, 

And bye and bye enter that City of Gold. 
. .. . CAFF A:YI~· 

M 
EDITED BY FRANCES, 

when languag·e was not," and, as he humor
ously said: "Man has in his anatomy a col
lection of antiques-we are full of reminis
cences;" still it is Equally true that the 
power of environment, the conditions under 
which we develop or restrict our inherited 

SELECT READING FOR NOVEMBER MEETINGS tendenci.es, will determine in large part 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. whether heredity shall be our slave-driver or 

But heredity is not the whole story, any our companion in the race for life, liberty, 
more than the foundation is the whole bouse. and the pursuit of happiness, and whether we 

Several times when I have spoken or writ- will pass on to our children a better or a 
ten upon the basic principle of heredity I worse, a weakened or !!,strengthened inherit
have been met by questions like this, from ance. It doubles our responsibility to realize 
those who are not students: "Then you must that we are responsible for the physical, 
think it is hopeless. With these awful facts menial, and moral quality and condition of 
and illustrations of the power and persistence our children-for their chances in life. 

·of heredity before us, we must recognize that It is sometimes asked, if children were 
we are doomed before we are born, must we changed in the cradle, and those of fortunate 
not? If there is, as you say, no escape from parentage carried to the slums to be nurtured 
our heredity and its power and influence, and taught and those from the slums pla.ced 
what is the use of tryiug? Why not let go in the cradles of luxury, would not all traces 
and just drift on the tide of inherited condi- of mental, moral, and physical heredity of a 
tions? If these conditions are unfortunate fortunate type disappear from the darlings 
for us, why not just accept the tragedy; if of Murray Hill in their adopted environ
they are favorable, why not drift in the sun- ment of equalor and vice; and would not 
light that our ancestors turned upon us, and the haggard and half-starved, ill-nurtured 
let the world wag as it wlll?-we are notre- waifs of Mulberry Bend blossom as the rose 
sponsible. Do you not think it does away in strength and virtue in their new envi
with our very sense of personal responsi- ronment of luxury and of wholesome and 
bility?" I confess that e&ch time this type healthful surroundings? Just here a digres
of reasoning comes to me it find§ me in a sion seems necessary; for while I have no 
state of surprise that it is possible for doubt that· the change (even on the terms 
thoughtful people to reason so inadequately, usually implied) would work wonders in both 
and to see with but one eye. sets of infants, still 1t is to be remembered 

It is undoubtedly true that, do what we that for such a test to tell anything of real 
will, labor as we may, heredity has estab- value to science, the exchange would need to 
lished beyond the possibility of doubt that be made upon another basis from that which 
an apple cannot be cultivated into::;, peach. is generally used as an argument, because it 
Once an apple, always an apple. That is the is usually quite incorrectly assumed that 
power of heredity. That is the foundation children of luxury (as a rule) are born with 
of the house. But there is another story. clean and lofty heredity. This is, alas, so 
Plant your apple tree in hard and rugged far:. from true that it is almost a truism that 
soil; give it too much light and too little "the highest and the lowest" (moaning the 
rain; let some one hack its bark with a knife I richest and the poorest) are ''nearest to
from time to time; when the boys climb the gether in action, and farthest apart in ap
tree, let them strain and break it; let Brid- pearance only," the world over. It has been 
get throw all kinds of liquids about its roots from the middle walks of life that, as a rule, 
-in short, let it take "pot luck" on a barren true greatness has sprung. They both, the 
farm with Ignorance for an owner and ShUt- richest and the poorest, more frequently 
lessness for his wife, and the best apple tree give to their children tainted mental, moral, 
in the world will not remain so for many and physical natures with which to contend. 
years. The apples will not degenerate into The self-indulgence of the young men of the 
potatoes, however; heredity will attend to ''upper classes" leaves a burned-out, under
this. But they will become hard and knotty mined, and tainted physical and mental 
and sour, and feeble and few as to apples; heredity almost a certainty for their cbil
environment will see to that. dren, while the ethical tone of such men-

Now, suppose you sold that farm to Intelli- their moral fibre-is higher only in appear
gence, and gave him for a wife Observation ance, and in the ability to do secretly that 
or Thrift. Suppose that they had dug and which puts the "tough" of Mulberry Bend 
fertilized and nourished and pruned that tree in the penitentiary, because he has not the 
(I do not mean after it had been ruined, but gold to gild his vices and to dazzle the eyes 
from the start). It is quite true that you of society. The exchanged children, there
need never expect it to bear Malags, grapes. fore, might not be so totally different in 
Heredity will still hold its own, and the kind inherited qualities, after all. They might 
of fruit was determined at birth (if I may be have alike a tainted ancestry. Their physi
permitted the form of speech), but very much cal natures may be the hotbeds of vices or 
of the quality of the fruit will depend upon diseases that are to be developed or curbed 
the conditions under whicb it grew-the according as environment sbs,ll determine. 
environment. So while H is true that our But the foundation in both cases---'the ground 
heredity is as certain as the eternal hills -mental, moral, and physical, is sowed down 
and, as a famous biologist recently said in my I and harrowed in w.ith the tainted heredity. 
hearing, "dates back of the foundation of the The mother in both classes, as a rule, is 
Sierra Nevada mountain range, so that each but an aimless puppet who dances to the 
I)! p& of an th.er pwner-li; 
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SAINTS' HERALD. 

weak transmitter or adjunct of, and for, and 1

1 

(under natural and E~ual conditions) wiser 
to, his scale of life; she also having in- and abler than women. These are all arti
herited tendencies which she neither under- fic\ally built-up conditions, and they have 
stands nor is able to cope with. • Therefore, fixed upon the race a very large share of its 
to point to the fact that to change these sorrow, its crime, its insanity, its disease, .and 
classes of infants in the cradle is to exchange its despair. They have weakened woman 
(by means of their environment only) their and brutalized mao. Children have been 
mature development also, from that of a born from two parents, one of whom is 
Wall street magnate to a Sing SLog coo- weakly, self-effacing, and trivial, narrow in 
viet, tells nothing whatever ag·aiost the outlook and petty in interests-a dependent 
power and force of heredity. It tells only and, ther~fore, necessarily servile; while the 
what is always claimed for and readily con- other parent is too often unclean, unjust, 
ceded to fortunate and unfortunate environ- self-assertive, and willing to demand more 
ment-that, as Longfellow puts it:- than he is willing to give. These conditions 

"It (wealth) gilds the straightened forehead of tile fool." 

So, let us start fair in our argument. Let 
us understand that no environment can create 
that which is not within the individuality
that heredity has absolutely fixed this; but 
that environment does and must act as the 
one tremendous and vital power to develop 
unduly or to control happily the inheritance 
which parents stamp upon their children. 
Notwithstanding"this, you are personally re
sponsible for the trend, the added power and 
develo,pment you give to much that you in
herit. You are personally responsible to the 
coming generation for the fight it will have 
to make and for the strength you transmit to 
it to make that fight. Many a respectable 
father and mother transmitted ignorantly, 
but recklessly, to their "fallen" daughter the 
weakneEs and the tendency to commit the 
acts which they and their fellows whine 
about afterward as "tarnishing the family 
honor." lf they had tied her, hand and foot, 
and cast her into the midst of the waves of 
the sea expecting her to save herself, they 
would be no more truly responsible for her 
death, be it moral or physical. 

And let me emphasize here that I do not 
attribute all of the moral and physical dis
asters of the race to the fathers of the race. 
By no means. I believe with all my heart 

have morally perverted the race, so that it 
will continue long to need those evidences 
against, instead of for, civilization-alms
houses, insane asylums, reformatories, and 
prisons. 

It is usual to point with vast pride to the 
immense sums of money we spend year by 
year to support such charitable and elee
mosynary institutions, instead of realizing, 
in humiliation and shame, that what we need 
to do, and what we can do, in great part, is 
to lock the stable door before the horse is 
stolen; that what we need to do, and what 
we can do, in large measure, is to regulate 
conditions and heredity so that we may con
gratulate ourselves in pointing to t,he small 
sums of money needed year by year to care 
for the unfortunate victims of inherited 
weakness or vice. We don't want our coun
try covered with magnificently equipped 
hospitals, asylums; poorhouses, and prisons. 
What we want is intelligent and wise parent
age which shall depopul<J,te eleemosynary, 
chs,ritable, and penal institutions. We don't 
want to continue to boast of a vast and in
creasing population of sic:r or weak minds 
encased in sick or weak bodies-half-ma
tured, ill-born, mental, moral, and physical 
weaklings, who drag out a few wretched 
years in some retreat and then miserably 
perish, or who are shielded in homes against 
a world that they are unfitted for from t>irth. 

that the mothers have to answer for their Vve want men and women on tb:s continent 
full share of the vice, sorrow, aud suffering of 

who shall be well and intelligent and free 
humanity. The mother has not, perhaps, and wise enough to see that not numbers but 
been such an active agent, and much of the 

quality in population· will solve the q uestioos 
wrong she has done t.o her children has been 

that perplex the souls of men. We want 
compassed thro·ug"h. what have been regarded t h · d lf · t 11 d paren s w o are wise an se -con ro e 
as her very virtues-her sweetes·t; qualities-

enougb to refuse to curse the world and their 
submission, compliance, self-abnegation, ig-

own helpless children with vitiated lives, 
norance of the sterner facts of the world. In 
so far as the mothers of the race have been 
weakly subservient, in that far hav'" they a 
terrible score against them in the transmis
sion of the qualities which have made the 
race too weak to do the best that it knew-
too cowardly to be honest even with its own 
soul. 

and who, if they cannot give whole, clean, 
fine children to the world, will refuse to give 
it any. Nothing but a low, perverted, and 
weak moral and ethical sense makes possible 
the need of an argument o:q this subject. It 
is self-evident the moment one stops to ask 
himself a few simple and primitive questions: 
''Am I willing to buy my own comfort and 

I do not believe that the sexes in a normal pleasure at the expense of those who are 
state would differ materially in moral tone. helpless? Am 1 wiiling to be a moral and 
Why? Simply because thro)lghout ail nature physical pauper preying upon the rights of 
there is no line of demarcation between the my children? Am I willing to be a thief and 
sexes on moral grounds. In th'e so-called misappropriate their physical, mental, and 
lower animals the male and female differ in moral heritage? Am I willing to be a mur
qualities, but neither is "better," "purer" ' derer and taint with slow poison their lives 
nor "wiser," than the other-dividing them before they get them? Am I willing to do 
on the basis of sex alone. I do not believe ·this by giving· to them a weak, dependent, 
that women are (under natural and equal con- and silly mother, or be to them a father who 
ditions) better or purer than men, as is so is less than the best he can be-who arro
often claimed. I do not believe that men are gates to himself the prerogative of dictator, 
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who has no account to render so long as his 
acts are secret?" 

All these questions apply to the "health of 
the nation" and to what it shall be in the 
future. When we speak of "the health of a 
nation" we are EO given to thinking of the 
physical condition only of its citizens, that 
the more comprehensive thought of their 
mental, moral, ethical, and business healthis 
likely. to escape our minds. Indeed, I fancy 
that few persons realize that even in the 
matter of business ethics and general moral 
outlook (including the nation's political 
policy, of course) heredity cuts a very wide 
swath. But it is true that national business 
morals are as distinctive from generation to 
gener~tion in each country as are the 
phyB'i.cal characteristics, well-being or mental 
qualities of the different peoples. Some one 
will say, "True, but all this is· due to differ
ence of environment''-forgetting that the 
special feature of our environment itself (out
side of climate and soil) are due primarily to 
the hereditary habits and bias and conduct 
of a people. Speaking in the terms of evolu
tion, natural selection, per se, ceased to have 
full force the moment man reached the stage 
where he was able to control artificial means 
of protection or power. The "fittest" ceased 
to be so upon the basis of mere inborn quality. 
Artifical means-from the use of a sharp 
stone to overcome a stronger (or "fitter") an
tagonist, on up to the skillful application of 
money where it will do the most good-took 
the place of primary "natural selection" and 
the "fittest" to survive in the mental, moral, 
physical, financial, or political worlds became 
he who could command the artificial means 
of guiding and controlling tho natural forces 
of primary "selection." The "tough" lives 
in the "slums" primarily because his parents 
did. He inherited his social and ethical out
look as well as his physical form, and the 
mould in which his thoughts have run was 
fashioned by nature and :;econdarily fixed by 
an environment or surroundings which, also, 
came to him as part of his inheritance. 

Heredity and environment act and reat.,t 
upon each other with the regularity and in
evitability of the succession of night and day. 
Neither one tells the whole story: but together 
they make up the sum of life; and yet it is 
true that the first half-the part or founda
tion upon which all else is based and upon 
which all else must depend-has been taken 
into account so little in the conduct and 
scheme of human affairs, that total ignorance 
of its very principles has been looked upon as 
a charming attribute of the young mothers 
upon whose weak or undeveloped shoulders 
rest the responsibility, the welfare, the shame 
or the glory (the very sanity and capacity) 
of the generations that are to come. 

PROGRAM FOR NOVEMBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening bymn 691 Saints' Harp. Prayer. 
Scripture reading, Psalm 91. Discussion of 
Select Reading in Home Column. Supple- · 
mentary Topic-Destruction of property by 
children; its effects on their moral character. 
~oil call. Business. Closing hymn 1025, 
Dismissal prayer. 
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8undau D 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

(Send communications for this department to the Editor 
Address minntes and notices of conventions, etc., 

to ~'Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.,~) 

4. Do not let anything detract from central 1
1

· ten chairs should be provided for the little 
object. ones, and with the true kindergarten spirit 

5. Repeat sufficiently. we would suggest their being arranged in a 
6. See t.hat terms are clearly understood. circle. 
7. Do not lecture the children. It is not easy to apply the principle of self 
8. Drav? the children out. activity to Sunday school work, without the 
9. Be unstudied before your class. use of material or means of expression. But, 
10. Do not be stereotyped in method. mindful of this principle and to foster the 

THE following is a report of the Sunday 11. Do not read the lesson to your class. spirit of helpfulness, I have the children do 
school and Religio work at the Dow City, 12. Make the lesson bright with as much as much of the work of the class as possible. 
Iowa, reunion as furnished us by our ever of illustration as will t.hrow your object in1;o One member collects the offering, another 
busy worker, Bro. J. F. Mintun:- stronger light. distributes tbe lesson cards, another the 

After careful preparation, and many, many The abo•w subject was prepared by Sr. papers, etc. Until recently I did not know 
discouragements met witb, the Sunday school Louise Pil.lfre~.. . . . what an honor and privilege it was consid
workers met in the large reunion tent at , tms was the subJect ?f 1llustrat- ered by the children, to be the one chosen 
Dow City, and organized Saturday, Septem- wg lessons, conduct~d by J. F. Mmtun. for this work. Only this week a mother 
ber 29, not only for their work but a!so to I :ll~ regular. sessJ.ona were held at 4: 15, asked me·if I would please let her little son 
supervise the work of the Religio and Monaay, at wh1ch tune there were 9 classes take up.the pennies next Sunday. She said 
Daughters of Zion work, by selecting 1'. A. and 140 present; 4: 15, 'fuesday, when 160 that for three Sundays he had cried when he 
Hougas as superintendent and J. F. M.intun were present and 12 classes represented; and came home, because he had not been chosen 
and Romanan Wight assistants. Sr. Lenna 4 : 15• ~e~nesd.ay, when 180 formed the to help. 
Strand secretary, Sr. Lou Mann assistant sch?ol, dtvlded mto 15 classes. . There are no trifles in childhood. The 
secretary, Sr. Nellie Ballantyne treasurer, .Toe band composed of young brethren trom Primary teacher must learn to "despise not 
Sr. Anna Stuart librarian, and C. M. Vllilder Blgler's Gt·o.ve played . f.or marchi~g and the day of small things." 
chorister. Superintendents for each grade whe.never c,al!ed upon, wnJCh added wterest The publication of inexpensive copies of. 
were selected by superintendents as follows: to tne .wor~'. an~ demon.strated the wisdo.m the rwblest pictures of the world, by the 
Romanan Wight, in charge of senior; Sr. of G~d m ~~~mg lns~ruc,~wn to tbe church 111 Perry Picture Company, has given the re
May Rudd, in charge of intermediate; and "1887 m whl~n he sai.d, L~t th.~ young r:'en sources of Christian service into the service 
Sr. Mary Shafer, in charge of primary grade. ' and :·he m:ndens cult~vate tne gnts of musJC," of the Sabbath school. These pictures add a 
The session of Monday, at 2:30 p. m., was oc-1 and 11~ t~e congregatwns of. God's people "use deeper an'd better interest to our teaching 
cupied in prayer and praise service, followed thereHJ l~strume~tsof musro of the re~d and than that which attends the gift of the cheap 
by short papers by Ern. Samuel Burgess, of the ~tnng, otr rnstrume~ts of br~ss 10 con- color cards and floral text cards in use. The 
Ammon White, and J. A. Gunsolley, with a gre~atwns tba. are large and as wrsdom and masterpieces of the world need no apology on 
short talk by Sr. M. Walker, resulting in a cbowe may direct." the score of dignity. A truth enforced by 
greater feeling of confidence and a better Tbe willingness shown on the part of those the aid of such a picture is remembered. At 
under.standing of the basis upon which the called upon to assist was very e?couraging, Christmas time how eagerly Lerolle's ''Na
departments for good in the chm·ch have an~ the .work done was very efficient, no dis- tivity," or Gorreggio's "Holy Night" would 
been founded, and an assurance that these satlsfactwn expressed by any as to the nature be welcomed. Or if the lesson be of Christ's 
departments of work are a power for !!Ood in of the work done, but by a few who seem- visit with his parents to Jerusalem, how im
the church of accomplishing what God has in~ly have not as yet felt the importance of pressive would be Hoffman's "Christ with the 
intended should be accomplished b th - - thls part of the church work being repre- Doctors." Or again "Christ the ·Teacher" is y e peo d h . . 
ple of God in the "organizations for good" to sente. at t e reum~ns lt was th~ug~t that so beautifully illustrated by Zimmerman's 
which the Lord makes reference in a revela- the tlme of the reumons was too precwus to "Christ and the Fisherman." 
tion given in 1873, that is a blessin& "of the be used thus. These pictures as you may know are pur-

" (To be conti~ned.) 
household of faith." chased of the Perry Picture Company for one 

Wednesday afternoon session was occupied -~~--------- cent apiece. 
in normal work. PRIMARY WORK. A common mistake of Primary work is too 

A PRIMARY LESSON. The following paper was read at the Car- much negative teaching. In our anxious 
I. Teacher's Preparation. roll County Convention. zeal to shield the little ones from the evils of 

1.' Study lesson for herself. I cannot think of Primary teaching in the life, we often disclose pitfalls to them, which 
2.1 Study lesson for her pupil. Sunday school as something very aifferent in their innocence they would have passed 

(a) Adapt the lesson. 'from Primary teaching· the five days in the over unconsciously. 
1. Decide on chief things to be taught. week. Methods of teaching the little ones For instance, introduce the subjects of the 
2. Decide how much of the lesson you in the schools have changed evil of lying, stealing, or intemperance. 1m

will teach; how much you will not the last decs"de. How much has the mediately, if you will listen, you will hear 
teach. Sunday school been affected by this modern how Johnnie told a naughty story; how Harry 

3. Look to the language; decide names education? stole a knife; or how the drunk man ap-
and places necess:J"ry to be used. In some places the Sunday school kinder- peared on the street. 

3.1 Write out before hand, how you will garten has been established, where Froebel's Such mental pictures do not tend to 
present the le,sson,-a lesson outline. of education have been used in strengthen character, but to destroy inno-

(a) Why? teaching the Bible. cence. 
1. To systemize your manner, to be But for the Sunday the Teachers and mothers know the influence 

clear and direct. church parlor or Sunday school room is re- of suggestion upon the mind, and yet we are 
2. To find where exists an opportunity quired, fitted with chairs, tables, sand table continually creating mental pictures of evil, 

of illustrating. ' blocks, sticks, etc. ' rather than of good. 
3. To discover how you can teach, and Such conditions do not exist in many vil- "Please, sir," said the first small twin, as 

repeat without seeming to do so. lage or country churches. they entered the grocery, "We want a cent's 
II. Presenting the Lesson. Where the Pdrnary class is conducted in worth of beans." 

1. Have a definite a.im in view. ~he main auditorium one corner of the build- "What do you want them for?" asked the 
2. Make something the children's own each ing should be devoted to it. This corner, groceryman. 

Sunday. protected by large screens m· a curtain from I "Because mamma has gone away and she 
3. Do not encumber the child's mind with 

1

1 the remainder of the room, would appear told us to be sure and not swallow any beans, 
unnecessary names, places, and details. quite like a separate apartment. Kindergar- I and we can't find any in the house." 
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Vllhatever rigid teaching m;Jst be given to 
older pupils, unt.il they are six years old, 
may they hear oniy that which is good and 
true and beautiful. ... -Mrs. Geneva Jack, 
in Iowa School Helpe?·. 

--~-----··-----~ 

NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference at Blair, September 28; F. A. I 

Smith, district president, in the chair; Ja'11es 
Huff, District president reported 
that '"he district and branches was 
not what it to be, but Omaha and 
Columbus .were in fair condition, 
and Platte Valley branch needed some work. 
Statistical reports: Omaha 276: 5 received 
by baptism, 1 on certificata, and .6 by letter. 
Blair 30. Columbus last report 29; absent 
from bri1DCh 15. Decatur 97, absent from 
branch 54 Fremont reported verbally; no 
changes. Platte Valley 61. Bishop's agent 
reported: On band last report, $188 82; col
lected $2D9 40; total $398 22; paid out 
$166 50; balance on hand $231.72. Audited 
and found correct. Ministry reporting: Eid
ers F. A. Smith baptizGd 4, H. J. Hudson, 
Oscar c~.se baptlzed 1, George W. Galley, 
John Avondet, James Huff, N. Rumel, S. 8. 
Black, B. L. Lewis, J. E. Butts, W. F. 
Seward; Priests Marcus Bilyne, Ira C. 
Lewis, J. F. H. W. Belville, and E. 
R. Ahlstrand; \7\f. C. Fetter; Dea-
con C. M. Hollenbeck. The priesthood reports 

SOUTHERN TEXAS. 
Conference met September 14-16, at 

Crockett schoolhouse, in Bandera county; 
Elder 0. D. Johnson chairman, Elder J. A. 
Currie vice W. H. Davenport clerk. 

I. P. Baggerly 
0. D. Johnson, and 

Priest Alpha R Wheeler. 
San Antonio 64; gain 5, 

3. Medina City 49; died ]. 
Bandera 39; removed 1. Elder 0. D. John
son was elected district president, J. A. Cur-
rie vice W. H. Davenport clerk. 
Preaching by I. P. Baggerly during 
tho confe1·ence; two meetings were 
held. to San Antonio on 
or before full moon in F<3brus.ry, ]!JOL 

show a of 163 sermons preached, ALABAMA. 
5 baptiz •d, 101 to, 13 children Alabama district met with 

8 man·iages, and 4 ordained. Tent September 29; Presi-
: On hand $!7.95; re- D T 

ceived $4.95; $22 IJO: paid out $21.93·, the chair; · ·Par-
reporting·: Elders balance on he,nd 97 cents. Tent 10xl2 bought p 

and now the of the district. Dis- Jd W. S. lVIc herson, 
trict treasurer on hand $317. R9- F. Vickery; Priests J. E. 

from southern district on change of I and W. D. Clark; 
lines was favorable to the change. and G. E. Wigg'ins. 

on hand at last re-
Ceutral district on boundary since $57.15; paid out 

favorable to the change. Further on Bro. G 0. Seilers sus-
deferred to next conference. Bill , . , ., '"' ., • 1 1 • f• ~ h s d . 

H ff f $7 :;0 . • d d d ., t.awea s," an OlllCwi' oo oo.r a .e. tue un ay 
.u or v preseu,e an or ereu . h 1 -· h tb - .: .. f •h ,· 

Tb t' f 1 t' f ffi f th I sc oo w1t. e pr,vuege o c oos111g 
e l me o e ec wn o o cees or ue . his At the afternoon session the 

was from May t~ January audit,inf!, committee Bishop'" a.gent's 
conference. by H J Hudson F 

• Q ·: • '· • hookscorrect. reporting: Pleasant 
A. S_mlth, and, .Jame~ Huff. Con~eren?e Hilllol. Lone Star 2 expelled, 2 
closed. to me~t QlH ?m

0 
aha the last Friday m Flat Rock Alta Pine 20; 

.January, 190_, .. t 7 · 3 P· m. It was moved and carried tha_t the 
!"equest of Flat Rock branch, asking the con-

FLORIDA ference to restore to Bt·o. C. 'I'. Wads 'vorth 
• • 

1 
his license be taken aud disposed of. On 

Comerence convened v;1th Ca.houn branch, mm;ion it was laid on the table. M. K Har-p 
Santa Rosa F'10r1da, 0Juobar 6; S. D. J was sus~ained as president, and S. Me· 
Allen . J. Booker chosen to Pherson vice On D 'I'. 

G. Chute tem. P&!·ker and ;T. Harper were nominated for 

21; gain 4 
Etders W. 
bad 
Bay 
district, 
fdends of 
baptized 
H. 
On hand last 
$82 50; paid out 
Auditing committee requested by agent, but 
not acted up)n. On Sunday ~he Saint.s met 
for prayer and tc"stimony meeting; S. D. 
Allen iu W. J. Booker 
and G. T. The resolut,ion 
was presented and 

Mobile and Fiodda 
suffering the need of high to I 05. 

J. R was elected. A vote 
A¥tcnHic•d to t,be 

for his services. The 
the church were Preach-

D. FJ. Tucker to a Jarg·e cong·regation, 

OHIO. 

Time and place of 
to the president. 

convened with Vinton branch 
29; .James Moler 

W. Hull associate. H. 
tern. Branch report~: 

Creola 39; gain 19; 
Milton 48. Vinton 107. 

H'omlock loss 2. 
received 21; ex-

bahmce due church 
T. J. Beatty, A. 
L. R Devore. V. side over them; !J,nd whereas, at i WI. 

the last Aunua,l Conferencfl took steps toward I M. 
providlug high priests in districts and ley. James 
branches where mater·ial is available; and 1 dent, Elmer 
whereas, Bro. G. T. Chute and Bro. W. J. i sustained as 

and W. H. Kel
district presi
S. J. Jeffers 

Preaching by 

683 

W. H. Kelley and G. H. Hilliard. Adjourned 
to meet with Liberty branch at Limerick, 
Ohio, the Saturday before the full moon in 
February, 901.. 

------$-~-----~-

8Bhool 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Sunday school associat.ion will convene at 
Galland'~ Grove, Iowa, 0'1tobet' 26, at teu a. 
m. Programs will be distributed among- the 
schools announcing the business and subjects 
to be discu,;sed. Perhaps the Rdigio will 
convene the day before. Examine your 
progri!m and see. Secrecaries, please send 
your reports in good time to the district sec, 
rotary at Dunlap, Iowa. 

R WIGH'l\ Supt. 
FRED B. SHUMA'l.'E, Sec. 

D 
DOW CITY REUNION. 

Friday, September 28, 1900, called to order 
at eleven o'clock by Pres. Joseph Smith. Bv 
motion the following organiz:1tion was ef
fected: Pres. Joseph Smith, J. W. Wight, 
and C. K Butterworth were chosen to pre
side; A. H. Rudd, Oacar Case, and D. :11. 
Rudd as secretaries. Short talks by Pres. 
Smith, C. E. Butterworth, and J. M. Bakee 
were bet>rd. Benediction by Joseph Smith. 
At 2: 30, a short prayer service was held, after 
which Pres. Joseph Smith talked to the as
sembly. Met at 7:30 for preaching. Bro. C. 
E. Butterworth was the speaker. 

Saturday morning prayer service in charge 
of Bro. Jackson and 0Bcar Case was spirituaL 
Five prayers and fift~en testimonies. Preach
ing at 10: 45 by Bro. James Stubbart, assisted 
by Joseph Smith; text, "Who then can be 
saved." Bro. Stubbart was chosc•n as usher 
with liberty to choose a corpR of assistants. 
Benediction by President Smith. 

Met at 2: 30 and listened to sermon by Bro. 
J. Fr·ank lVIintun ft·om the text found in 
Ephesians 1:10 At 7:30 the speaker was 
President Joseph Smith, i>elling- some of the 
reasons why he believed in the scriptures. 

Sunday, September 30. Prayee and testi
mony meeting- at nine o'clock was well at
tended, and the Spirit was pr·esent. Fifteen 
testimonies and slx pt·ayers. At 10: 45, Pres. 
Joseph Smith preached the funeral sermon 
of Maggie A. Mcintosh. At 2: :30 the speaker 
was Elder R M. Elvin, who spoke from the 
text found in John 8: 29: "He that sent me 
is wit.h me, for I do those i,hinjls that 
please him." At 7: 30 E L Ke.lley 
was the speaker: tex.t found Romans 5: 1 
which was, "Therefore, being .justified 
through faith, we have peace through our 
Lord Jesus Christ." The speaker showed 
that there was only one way of salvation, and 
that we could not be jllstified by the law of 
Moses, and that forg-l veness of sins is only 
preached through Chr·ist. Also the gospel 
was preached to Israel before Sinai. Moses 
said, "A prophet shall the Lord raise up; 
him shall ye hear in all things." 

October 1, met at nine o'clock for prayer 
service. A spiritual time was had. Three 
prayers and fifteen testimonies and one 
tongue. Preaching at 10:45 by Elder Charles 
Deery. A soul-stir·rin~ serrnoQ, appealing to 
the Saints to shun evil and have patience and· 
hope. A few rema,rks at clOS\3 by Pres. Jo
seph Smith Preaching 
at 7:30 by Elder J. 

October 2, Tuesday, prayer service at nine, 
in charge of W. D. Bullard and. -~; six 
prayers s,nd eleven testimonies were offered. 
The good Spirit was Preaching at 
10: 45 by Bishop C. Hunt; text, 2 Peter 
last verse, "For prophecy came not in old 
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time by the will of men, but holy men of old 
spakeas they were moved by the Holy Ghost." 
The speaker said: "God's ways and thoughts 
are higher than man's ways and thoughts .. 
Refers to prophecies fulfilled. The tithing 
law was given as an express command of God. 
Jesus said it ought to be observed. Abraham 
paid tithes, also the ancient Americans. 
Whosoever is ashamed of me I will be 
ashamed of before my father in heaven." At 
7: 30, sermon by Elde~ F. A. Smith; text, "If 
any man will do his will, he shall know of 
the doctrine." The gospel is not after man. 
It is absolutely necessary that 'the people 
should know whether this gospel originated 
in the mind of man or God. If the people ever 
obtain this knowledge it will he a revelation 
to them. Job 32 saya, "There is a spirit in 
man, aud the inspiration of the Almighty 
giveth him understanding." Shall we close 
the inlets of our intellect and say we will not 
let that revealment have effect upon us. We 
should know how to do our work and this 
heavenly means is the only way we may ac
quire it. 

October 3, prayer service at nine, in charge 
of C. E. Butterworth and John Smith. The 
prayer meeting got fairly under way, when 
a heavy rain interrupted the meeting. The 
tent leaked freely. Preaching at 10: 45 by 
E. L. Kelley. A rousing sermon. After 
which President Smith officiated in the mar
riage ceremony of Mr. Yokeley Carroll and 
Miss Effie Abbie Rounds; a very nice, re
spectable young couple of Saints. 

October 4, prayer meeting at nine, . in 
charge of J. C. Crabb and C. J. Hunt. One 
tongue and interpretation, six prayers, and 
twelve testimonies. Preaching at 10:45 by 
J. R. Lambert; text, "Now ye are the body 
of Christ, and members in particular." The 
speaker said: Paul addressed this letter to 
the saints at Corinth, and also to all who are 
in Christ Jesus. The first and great com
mandment was to love the Lord thy God 
with all thy might, mind 0and strength. 2: 30, 
preaching by Charles Derry; text, "The 
adaptability of the gospel to the necessities 
of humanity. The wisdom of God could de
vise a meanA of salvation to suit the necessi
ties of all men. Man was made a little lower 
than the angels, and we shoulcl. make friends 
with God in days of prosperity, so in the days 
of adversity we may have his good pleasure. 
At 7:30, preaching by J. W. Wight. The 
language of the text was found in Psalms 25: 
19, James 1:25, and Genesis 28: 12. The 
speaker ably presented the gospel as having 
fundament«! principles, and by a blackboard 
illustration impressed the text very clearly 
to the minds of the people. 

October 5, prayer service at nine o'clock, 
was very spiritual; the gifts in tongues and 
prophecy were enjoyed to the comfort and 
strength of .the l::laints. At 10:45, R. M. 
Elvin's sermon was in support of Graceland 
College. Text, "Keep thy heart with all 
diligence." At 2:30 the speaker was J. R. 
Lambert. At the evening service, Pres. 
Joseph Smith was the speaker, 

October 6, the nine o'clock prayer service 
was spiritual and strengthening. At 10:45 
R. M. Elvin was the speaker. 

Business session, Saturday, October 6, at 
2:30, called to order. by Pres. Joseph Smith. 
Prayer by Bro. I. N. Roberts. Speech by 
President Smith, stating the report of the 
reunion committee, total receipts $30.35; dis
bursements $90.32; indebtedness $59 97. Vol
untary contributions called for, resulting in 
$77 being collected. Motion.. to have another 
reunion next year prevailed unanimously. 
Applications: One read from Dow City. 
Motion to accept the offer of Dow City car
ried unanimously. Motion of thanks to 

THE · SAINTS' HERALD. 
and Thursday afternoons of next reunion. 
Vote of thanks to committee. F. A. Smith 
was called upon to speak, admonishing and 
cheering the Saints for forty minutes. The 
speaker for the evening was Charles Derry. 

October 7, the nine o'clock prayer service 
was largely attended, and twenty-three testi
monies, four prayers, and two prophecies 
were given. In the afternoon the assembly 
was addressed by Elder J. W. Wight; text, 
"The people were astonished at his doctrine, 
for he taught as one having .authority." 
Blackboard illustration of gospel ladder and 
tree of life, showing up the church officers, 
gifts, and signs in New Testament church in 
an able manner. At 7:30, Pres. Joseph 
Smith spoke of our position affirmatively, 
and showed the difference between our faith 
and other religionists. 

The cheerful hearts, occasional sunshine, 
and the music of the band, and the blessings 
of the Spirit made the reunion a decided suc
cess. Fifteen were baptized during the 
meetings. Quite a number of ousiders were 
in attendance, and a great deal of prejudice 
was overcome. 

Secretaries, OSCAR CASE. 
D. M. RUDD. 
A. H RUDD. 

MESSAGE OF SYMPATHY. 
Since our re11pected and beloved brother, 

John_ C. Hitchcock, has passed from the 
active duties of life to enter upon that more 
abundant life which God bas for the faithful 
of his children, and since the place once 
filled by him in the home, in the church, in 
the Sunday school, and in our society, is now 
vacant,-

We, the Religio society of Lamoni, feel 
keenly the loss to our work, and sincerely 
sympathize with his companion and child 
who, because of the near ties of love, must 
realize and mourn his departure most of all; 
and we feel in our hearts the response to our 
Father's teachi!Jg, "Thou shalt live together 
in love, insomuch that thou shalt weep for 
the loss of them that die." While we find 
comfort also in his word, that death is sweet 
to them that die in him, we seek to sustain 
our sorrowing sister with the strength of 
this assurance and the brightness of this 
hope and pray our heavenly Father in her 
behalf that he may be with her in her hour 
of trial, that she be not left utterly desolate. 

It is well with our brother; may it also be 
well with our sister and child. 

Adopted September 28, 1900. 

RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE. 
We, the Religians of Far West diPtrict, 

realizing that in the removal of Bro. J. C. 
Hitchcock by the hand of death, the society 
has lost a worthy member and a faithful offi
cer, one who was ever ready and willing to 
use both time and means for the ad vance
ment of the society, and one whose place will 
be hard to fill, yet we humbly bow to the 
Divine will, believing that his reward will be 
commensurate with the labor done. And we 
hereby extend our deepest sympathy with 
the bereaved family, and pray God to grant 
to them that consolation that he alone can 
give in this hour of their great trial. · 

Adopted by the Far West district Associa
tion, Cameron, Mis~ouri, September 30, 1900. 

W AL'l'ER W. SMI'l'H, President. 
SAMUEL H. SIMMONS, 

Secretary pro. tern. 

FAR WEST. 
citizens of Dow City committee. Moved that Religioconvention met with Delano branch, 
we retain and sustain the present committee; four miles north of Cameron, Missouri. Sep
motion prevailed. Motion prevailed to pay tember 28. Reports from officers showed an 
the police as committee deem just. Moved increase in interest and work. Reports 
to grant the Sunday school, Religio, and j from locals showed an increase of fifty-eight 
Daughters of Zion, Tuesday, Wednesday, members and two locals since last report 'in 

June. A committee on good literature was 
appointed for the district, Bro. Samuel Sim
mons jun., Cameron, chairman. A called 
meeting on the 30th, passed resolutions of 
condolence on the death of the general secre
tary, Bro. J. C. Hitchcock. Walter W. 
Smith president, Samuel H. Simmons secre
tary pro tern. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of North west Kansas district 

will meet at Idyl wild, November 3, at ten a. 
m. Please send all reports to district presi
dent, Alma Kent, Idylwild, Clay county, 
Kansas. 

BORN. 
KrESTNER.-At Yarmouth, Iowa, August 

26, 19CO, to Bro. Joseph and Mrs. Lula Kiest
ner, a daugh,ter, named Vita Lucie!; blessed 
by Brn. J. S. Roth and J. S. Snively at New 
London, October 7. 

BROWN.-Near New London, Iowa, a 
daughter to Bro. Charles and Mrs. S. E. 
Brown, August 26, 1900, named Dollie Mabel; 
blessed October 7, at New London by Brn. J. 
S. Snively and J. S. Roth. 

WILLEY.-Near New London, Iowa, June 
24, 1900, a daughter named Ethel Vera to 
Bro. Loren and Mrs. Lillian Willey; blessed 
by Brn. J. S. Snively and J. S. Roth, October 
7, at New London, Iowa. 

DIED. 

MILLER.-Charles W. Miller was born in 
Lawrence county, Pennsylvania, April 24, 
1866; united in marriage to Annie E. Tucker, 
May 28, 1892; baptized by Elder J. J. Cornish 
in 1893; ordained as teacher; died September 
13, 1900, aged 34 years, 4 months, 19 days. 
He leaves a wife and three little ones to 
mourn. 

STONE.-Nephi, the son of James and 
Elizabeth Stone,of Higbee, Missouri, but was 
given over to the care of Bro. Thomas 
and Sr. Caroline Lilly, they having him 
from December, 1899, until the time of his 
departure, October 1, 1900, was born Septem
ber 19, 1899. ll'uneral services held at the 
residence of Bro. Luther Simpson, he also 
officiating. Nephi was a bright and promis
ir:;g little babe, but God in his infinite wis
dom saw fit to remove him. 

SEATER.-At Sidney, Iowa, October 4, 
1900, Bro. Thomas Seater; aged 85 years, 5 
months, and 4 days. He was born at Orkney, 
Scotland, May 1, 1815. Was united in mar~ 
riage to Miss· Hannah Webb, December 16, 
1838, in Knox county, Illinois. Of this union 
three sons and one daughter were born; wife 
and two lons preceded him to the spirit 
world. A son and daughter and grandchil
dren are left to mourn the loss of a kind and 
loving parent. Bro. Seater united with the 
church about 1840, aad in after years with 
the Reorganization. The worldly men say 
he was a grand and noble soul. Funeral 
service by A. J. Davidson, to a large gather
ing of friends and neighbors. 

SMITH.-At Salt Lake City, Utah, June 
24, 1900, Oranita Smith, infant daughter of 
Bro. and Sr. J. B. Smith. She was born 
April 27, 1899, being at the time of her death 
1 year, 1 month, and 27 days old. Blessed by 
Elder J. W. Wight. The departure Qf this 
little one to the better world was a sore 
trial to her fond parents, but it is comforting 
to know that "of such is the kingdom of 
heaven." Funeral sermon by Elder D. W. 
Wight. 

MANEHAN.-Earley P., daughter of Sr. 
Anona Mabel Manehan, was born July 20, 
1900; died after a lingering sickness, October 
9, 1900. Services by James Buckley, This 
notice was sent from Leavenworth, Kansas. 
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he Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

"""c••vu Every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
De<ratur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $150 per year. . 
The paper will be discontinued when six month• 

fin arrears unless terms are made with the Pub
lishing House. 

The traveling ministry, distriot and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requeste~ to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church pubhca
tions and assist the pu bUshing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." . 

Send all business let,ters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald '"ublishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni. Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

J on:-.r SMITH, Manager. 

lAMONI, IOWA. 

ll!'or catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

~r I. Vv. ALLE~\ lJER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DEoATDR Co., Iow.& 

AN lNfERESTING 

JUST ISSUED. 

KhDHR c. J. HUNl 
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINISTERS 
ON ISAIAH 29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL H7: 15-20. .. .. .. 

PRICE • 10 CENTS 

lfHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and ~oc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

!:1. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''OneBaptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

7. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

S. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

Ill. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10· 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100........... 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an 'Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen lOc.; 100 .. "' . . . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen lOc.; 100 .... 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle-
ship and Under the Apostasy;· 

60 

per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00. 
21. Truths by Three Witnesses, 

and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100 ...... , 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. J;,aying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? p:"r dozen 20c., 100. . . . 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c; 100 .......... ·· .. 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen lOc.; 100.. 60 
80. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Soiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 1fY'.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 .... 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100 .......... · · .. . 

20 l 
30 

34. The Church or E:ingrlom of 
God; What is It? Whenee 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the Hebellion; 
100 ...... ' .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

40. What \Ve Believe; per dozen 
10c.; 100 .................... 1 00 

41. The Gosuel and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen lOc.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery Letters; each 5c.; 
per doZ'"ln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

44. Crooked Paths, per dozen15c.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 

46. The Pure Gospel of Christ; 
per dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . 20 

48. One Wife, or Many; per 
dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En In bjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
10c.; 100. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . • 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each........... 15 
51. The Repentance; each....... 05 
52. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each ... ; ................... . 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each .. 

· 54. The Sixth Trumpet; each ... _ 
55. The Truth; each ............ . 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 

06 
02 
25 
05 

141. Cloth . . .. .. . . .. • . • • • . • • • • ... '75 
17 4. Flexible . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 50 

AFTERGLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ...................... , 1 25 

KlNG JAMES TRANSLATION Oil' 
'THE BIBLE. Self pronounc
ing, with footnotes and full 
index and references. 

179. Flexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun-
day school teachers' Bible, 
flexible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . . . 80 
157. Cloth, without references.. . . 30 
158. Cloth, without references.... 50 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music .. 

108. Paper covers, e1wh ......... . 
Per dozen ..........•...... 

110. Cloth, limp ................ . 
Per dozen ......••••.••.... 

111. Cloth and leather .......... .. 
112. Fnllleather ................ . 
113. Gilt edges ................ .. 
114. F!Pxihle. lPather ......... . 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth .......... ••••••••••• .. 

30 
3 20 

35 
3 75 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 

he same as in the 
Archreological 
mittee's Repo , can 
be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition 
of the Book of Mor
mon. 

Complete set of six, 15c. 
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OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier, 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF MONI. 
Incorp®rated under tbc laws of tbe State o:f Iowa, Jnly J., 1§9§. 

Total asset>~ January J., 1900, 1111133,03~.34; April 1, 1900, l!ll162,7§l.O\l', 

We pay Interest on time deposit•. and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readers. All. 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

,w. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowm. 

!IITOCKHOlLDJEiRS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 

THREE BOXES GUARANTEED to cure any form of tobacco habit or 
money cheerfully refunded. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1 50 U. S. 

Address, (B;·o.) B. F. 
4H2 

Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Deo 
m. 

!South-Leave Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 
at Leonll: 45 a.m. 

Trains except Sunday; connect with C. 
B. & Q. Leon. 

YOU VOTE read up the money 
question on all sides. To aid you, we 
offer the "Library of Live Q:1estions," 

ten books, 1452 pages, publisher's price $185, 
ours only One Dollar. Written by republi
cans, democrr.ts, populists, and socialists. 
You need them. Address headquarters, the 
Western Supply House, Nebraoka City, Ne-
braska. 4:;;-2t 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired translation, by Joseph 
Smith. 

78. Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00 
79. Sheep, library binding. . . . . . . 25 

lmi.ttltion morocco, gilt edge11 1 75 
M®rocco, gilt edges .......... 2 25 
Flexible binding, gilt . . I 7~ 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT· 
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume .......... 1 50 
120. Leather back and corners. Del' 

volume .............. :: ... 2 00 
121. Leather, per volume ...••.•.. 2 50 
122. Gilt edges; per volume ....... 3 00 
Third volume not yet complete. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Cloth . .. .. . . .. .. • .. . . .. . .. .. . 75 

BRADEN- KELLEY DEBATE. 
Report of the discussion be
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

125. Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . . 1 50 

FORSCUTT-SHINN DISCUSSION. 
154. Paper . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • • • • 25 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . 15 

Per dozen.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp . . • . • . • . • • • . . • • • • 25 

Per dozen . . • • • . • • . • . • • • • • . 2 70 
117. Cloth .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ... 35 

Per dozen . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . 3 75 
118. Flexible, gilt edges.. . . . . • . . • 50 

Peoria, Ill., U S. A 

Fawily Record, FamHy Rt~giEter, 
cate, Lord,s Prayf'r, end other pictures rcadHy. 
Agents wanted. Send for circular!:', prices. et.c .• to 

(Bro.) Jill. Jli'. Olil!l'dway & Co., 
Peoria, Illinois. 

mw. TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large type edi· 
tim>. 

84. Cloth.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
85. Cloth, leather backs and cor-

ners ........................ 1 00 
86. Seal grain russia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
87. Seal ~raJn russia, gilt edges .. 1 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Eldeli' 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth . . • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 75 
127. Leather ..................... 1 00 
128. Flexible . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each................. 10 
Per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp .. • .. • • .. • • • • .. • • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • • .. • • 25 
133. Cloth.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 40 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper...................... 25 
135. Cloth . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . 50 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 30 
137. Cloth ..•.••••••... 0 ••••••••• 50 

LIGH 
.A revolution in 
artificial lighting. 

PATTIE; OR LEA.,..vll:S FROM A 
LIFE. 

! 

144. Cloth .. 0... .. • •• 0 o...... .. . 7~ 

SECRETARY'S RECORD. 
56. Paper ....................•• 
57. Cloth, limp, double size ..... . 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen 0.. 60 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa-
tions; per dozen ....... 0 • • • • • 10 

60. For districts to General Asso
ciation; per dozen........... 10 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth .........•.•..•. ~ . . • • . • 20 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15co j 1,000 1 2~ 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. 75 
64. Smali, ten kinds; 100.. . . . • • • 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100.. . . • • . • . • • . . . . . • • • • . 1& 
66. Per 1,000 ................... 1 00 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK
ETS. 

67. Per 100 .......••• • • • • • • • • •.• · 
1 
li 

68. Per 1, 000 . . • . . . . • . • • . • • • • . • • M 
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 

For the government of schools; 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen. . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • lt 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each ..... , ...... " •..•.•••• , • . 40 
'fl. Per dozen...... • • • • • • • • • • .. • 4. &0 
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF Ll ~ & DAY SAINTS. 

~ 
Lamoni, Iowa, October 24, 1900. rJ>. \ No. 

===========;:::::===========::;:==== ~ ---~-·· 
CONTENTS: I hypothetical statements of facts, vinced them, this would simply 

EDITORIAL: which it does not understand and h Work for the Committee on Histories 685 . d l'b 
1 

_. to prove t e correctness of the latte:i's: 
Questions and Answers . . . . . . . . .... 686 S?metimes . e l eraJte y dl_sregards. . d t IF th . 't . ld 
Another Book of Mo~mon Vindication 6tl6 Simple questiOns as to the existence or JU gmen · :.. 8 mmon Y Y

1e" 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: non-existence of the i:naterial facts in cause they are intimidated, 

~~It a "F~·au~"? An "Imposition"? .. 688 controversy should be submitted to it. or weak-minded, their enforced 
Mormomsm. ·; .. · ......... · ...... · .. 689 When the facts are thus found by the currence adds little weight to the LETTER DEPAR'J:lVIENT .................. 69L . 1 J d . . 

CondHions in Salt Lake Cltv ......... 691 JUry tne u ge should deduce the diet of the majority. 
A R,cj <ind<W by J&~mes Caff,{ll ........ 694 legal conclusions and pronounce the If 1 " 'lt , , 

MOTHERS' HoME. CoLUMN:. . I judgment of the court. e even men say gm, y anu 
Daugnt.era ol .z:on at, tne Dow Ctty I tion of the law juries I man says "not there 

R. ,u;:non, 19u0 ...................... 69G' b 1. . "' · ,. •1 d b' th t th · SUNDAY ScHOOL DEPARTMEN'.r: e e 1mmat.eu, work of appellate llt;,.e .ou [ a· e one man 1s 
'fb.e Tru" Obj·cts of Sunday Schoo~ tribunals be sirnplified, the or intellectually warped. 

and Dapartm•3nts ot would be reducod I . · · 1 th 
Church .................... 697 f · . tvh · n cr1mma cases " e 

Sund .. ay Work at Dow City ? .
11 

. 
1 

lnd · e of is usuall" defended u>:FJT: 
R . ·· · 698 1s 1 ogwa an an J • " • •• 

CoNl!'~~~~~~nMINUT;,;s: ......... · .. · .... · . attainment of justice that if even one jura:?· 
Nauvoo.··· ... · ..................... 698 and the administration of the not convinced of the of the 
Fr·e~ont · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -~98 law. The absurdity of this cused there exists such a reasons~k·;.{e, 
~~;~hw,:~st T~~~·s·.·.·:.· . .'.·.·.·.·.·.· '.'.'.'.· .. ·_-~~~ 1 mentis that it one mind- weight doubt as should preclude a conviction. 
Eastern Michigan .................... 699 equal to that eleven; its unsound· Loa' call this should 
Clinton ............................. 699 ness, that eleven honest and "' 1 y, . _ 

SUNDAY .. S~HOOL AssoCIATIONS: 
0 

men be defeated one or I to the conclusiOn that the accusEd 
fg~d';:·b'i~t~i~t s~bb~th. s~·h~~i .· .· .' .' J~~ . crank; moral that it must be acquitted whenever one 

Misc_~~~,ANEous DEPAR";~NT: n I constan.tly holds out a to the 1
1 believes him not guilty. But the 

Pa~"oral,-G. T. Gr!l'hohs ............. 7v0 professwnal "''t- 1' th . 1 · " · d 
R.esoluticms of . .. .. .. .. .. . 700 . , . . I surul y o. e I u e IS carne so 
A Word to the ................. 700 I~ contmental Europe, where trml that even if eleven men vote for 
Boundary Lines of Districts, Etc ...... 700 b_y JUry has ?e~n ad:opted in mo~ern quittal and only mae holds out 

. times, unamm1ty 1s not reqmred. , conviction the defendant is not 
,. DEFECTS OF THE JURY SYSTEM. Generally a two-thirds majori:ty is bu• :nust stamd for anotheY 

If we would save the institution of necessary . and su~cient. ~ven. in · · · ·· 
trial j justly described as the I some Enghs~:~peakmg countnes, llke Appellate tribunals, which oft12ilD.: 

our civil rights, from the Scotia_?d, Bntl~h India,_ and the Ba- have to pass on controverted 
influence of popular dis- hama l.sla_nds, JUry verdl~ts. are made of fact, are allowed to decide by si:rn· 

content, we must devote serious atten- by maJority vote: . In. ClVll c.ases. a ple majorities. Legislative measur<Bs: 
tion to the vices and defects of the thr~e-fo~uths maJority Is suffiCient m and popular elections involving 
system. Only a few of these can be Callf?rma, Nev_ada, and Texas. happiness and welfare of the 
briefly noticed here. It 1s not possible that all men should questions of peace or war affecting tbe 

In these times of rapid dissemination have equal power of discerning truth lives and prosperity of millions 
of news the rule which disqualifies from falsehood. 'rhe"!r opinions are people, the adoption or rejection 
persons who have formed or expressed infl~1en~ed by preconceived idea~_ ~nd vital constitutional amendments, the 
an opinion based upon other than pre~udiCes. ~pon matt~rs of ~ellg~on, decisions of grand juries are all deter·· 
original evidence is an anachronism. ethics, poht1cs, econom1cs, socwlogwal mined by majorities. Unanimity 
In cases exciting wide public attention questions, etc. not required to impeach the President 
it tends practically to exclude all in- A trained chancelor often ex peri- of the United States. A person tried:'. 
telligent newspaper readers. It iur· ences difficulties in deciding contro- before the House of Lords may be 
nisbes an easy method to escape jury verted questions of fact. Will twelve sentenced to death by an assembly o:f 
service to the man willing to swear men, coming, perhaps, from weighing twenty-three peers, twelve of whom~ 
that his mind is made up. butter and measuring calico, have upon their honor declare him guilty,c. 

The business of examining panel- less difficulty in weighing evidence while eleven declare him r:.ot guilty
men as to their qualifications should and measuring the credibility of under a like sanction. 
be taken from counsel and intrusted witnesses? So long as jurors are In spite of all these analogies we:, 
to the presiding Judge. Their names, taken from the common mass of hu- continue to place it in the power o:'f 
on the other hand, should be furnished manity their opinions will differ in one corrupt or foolish man to pollute> 
to counsel a reasonable time in ad- every case in which the evidence does the fountain of justice, to defeat thecc 
vance, so that opportunity may be had not all tend in one direction. Conse- ends for which courts are organized,,. 
for timely discovery of the existence quently, when the jurors do not all to upset the judgment of eleven honest: 
of bias or other objections. An enor- honestly agree the trial must either and intelligent men, and to make jury 
mous waste of time-in some of our be a nullity or a verdict will be re- trials a mockery. 
cause celebres many weeks are con· turned which, though having the ap- I favor a two-thirds majority vel"'·· 
sumed in the selection of the jury- pearance of unanimity, is really the diet. In criminal cases, unless at;:, 
would thus be saved. result of compulsion or compromise. least ·two-thirds of the jury votec 

The function of finding the facts That a small minority should be able "guilty" the defendant should be ac-
should be strictly divorced from that to bring about a real change in the opin- quitted. The death penalty, however"'. 
of applying the law to them. Instead ion of the majority is probably a case of should never be inflicted unless by the" 
of giving the jury complicated instruc- the rarest occurence. If the minority I unanimous verdict of the jury.-Sig .. -
tions as to the law upon involved yield because the majority have con- mttnd Zeisler, Chicago Tribune. 
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THE SAINTS' 

SINGING AS ART AND RECREATiON. , in what we say, and to move we must 
According to Webster "singing is · ourselves be moved." 'I' he 

:l;he act of uttering sounds witb musi- is threefold- tube 
::.:;al inflections or melodious modula- to be 

may dictate, 1900. 
to the of a, 

the most 

to describe t,he art of 
what I conceive 
·" ton f) food for 

vvhich accounts for the uni
-versal love or d~:;sire for music which 
1s felt all 

Music E1 disloinc!, and por-
"f:iion of the mind's therein 
Iies t,he secret of lts charm a.nd recrea-
tion to those listen tjo it. Vvben 

THE: PASSING OF THE. MANCHUS. 

The law of 

say listen I not me::m those who view. 
:;.isten but I include all who hr.;.ve 
::ears , whethEw or 

It is a fact that 
the music m ueh 

sia ha,s now 
intention to 

'iihe in the whole 
knows all about its Such remarlrs a:re the world tha,t Russia has 

a.ted the "south b;:n1k of the , resources. She will for some few 

Music to a But it is only necessary to look at the 
·;,some'Gimes acts as a mental to understand what this means. 

;Gant; hence the excitement It not actually follow that the 
observed am.ong a of Czar will immediately occupy all Man-

. As a naturi>J if for that, of course, would be a 
tone food for the large order, but virtually this is what 
and 'Go those who the proclamation involves. For the 

,of it. I to music , Russian forces are 
''the greatest recreator of the suste- I directions. crossed the 
:nance needed by the mind. It will 1 Amur from the north at Blagove
:naturally follow that if music be mind I chensk; they have marched from 
food it should be administered in the 1 Vladivostok towards Mukden; and 

years have s, hard task before her in 
contending with t.he mountain tribes 
in such a mass of mountains 
intersected countless streams. 
But ~ fue 
Muscovite forces 
of the of that name, 
eastern section of Manchuria. Tak

that and also Mukden from China, 
of the dragon will in

deed be consummated.-Chicago Trib
une, Oct. '7, 1900. 

most skillful and pleasing manner, so i they have placed the Muscovite 
:as not to be distasteful, for, be it re-1 on ~the customhouse at New "The National is an Americs,n 
membered, the mind judges the in the extreme south of magazine, printing writings of American 
::q''Uality of its food throue:h the ear, I Now, M"nchuria is a far more e·''''en- authors, illustrated American arti!lts, and 

~ I "" -~" giving to American new and old, that 
just as it judges food for the .body sive than most pro< eminence which so been with-
the tongue. ine. It over an area held." So wl'ltes the editor that 

A good deal of discretion is needed! 380,000 miles, and is thus con- zinc in the October number, and this is 

I 
nicely illustrated the first, article in the 

\to produce music acceptable to a cul- siderably than Great Britain, number, which is the pen of 
.·~tivated mind. Art is needed to ac- Ireland, together. This Clarence editor of the Trib-
•t:Omplish this. Art is skill in the I will be a big morsel of the quivering ww, and lldJd tells of 
:adaptations of t,hings in the natural i body of the for the bear to s~mefo!h t • , , . ,. th ,. ·t pheot-

... ld t th f l'f th .. •t I ll · I , b' l p.e o o a s,r,c~ren cny e c11sas er " a wor o e uses o 1 e; .. erel'pre 1 I swa. ow. t . a tougn 1te, a.so, I overcame it a short time ago. The 1wtic_le is 
,:;.Nhould be the supreme obJect of the I but the bes,r 1s ·always a long t1me lllustrated by views ts,ken for the Natwnal 
singer to comm_nnicate to the m~nds li~k.:ing before .de.glutition. Mukden, 

1 
~Iagazine, and the. photographs were the 

:and hearts of hiS hearers the various ! Klrm, and TsitSihar-these are the I firet t? cross .the brldgeless ?hannel,between 
· t d · d · h b' · · h' h R . I the strwken c1ty and the mamland. 

:~ent1men s ~J?- passiOns e.xpresse, m t ree o JeC~lVe pomts w lC ussm The October number of the popular Boston 
the compositiOn. To achreve th1s a must and Will s·ecure. · magazine is up to its usual standard in bright-
lovely voice will do much, and a pure, 'l'he true Manchus are undoubtedly ness. · 
-clear enunciation of the words will do superior to the Chinese, whom they TO THE DEAF. 
~more, but the effect of these combined 1

1 so easily subjugated. Even though A rich lady cll!·ed of her deafness and 
:may not he quite satisfactory • •for they have sadly degenerated, they 1 

110i.ses in the h~ad by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi
'Want of animation. This is because I will excel the southern trib®s both. in I cial Ear Drums, gave $!0,000 to his Institute, 
"the animation which is felt by the physique and in intellect. The wo-j so that deaf people t;.n<>b!e to procure the Ear 

' · · h j · Drums may have ohem free. Address.No. 
artist commumcates Itself as t e elec- men are often beautiful, and they are l 3400 c' The Nicholson Institute 780 Eig-htli 

, tric fluid-to persuade we must believe· generally tall and vigorous. The 1 Aven~e. New York. ' 27rly 
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E 
"ll ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeedf and ye shall know the ttuth, and the truth~shall make you !ree.''-John 5s 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord1 fot' there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife. and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116. 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, OOTOBEH 24, 1900. NO. 43. 
·---------------

/ semi-transparent and odd in This tbe McDunotlgh and Schuytee count,ies had as-
sembled at and Vvaraaw. The 

JOSEPH SMITH 
FRED'K MADISON SMITH 

JOSEPH LUFF l 
D. W. WIGH'r f 

EDITOR 
ASSISTANT EDITOH. 

COHRESPONDING EDITOHS. 

LAMONI, IowA, OcT. 24, 1900. 

WORK FOR THE COMMITTEE ON 
HISTORIES. 

The powerlessness of the "Commit
tee on Histories and Encyclopedias" 
which has been maintained for anum
ber of years by the church to accom
plish that for which it has been 
appointed rs illustrated by an instance 
of recent occurence. It shows how 
the committee is handicapped in its 
work. A. Flanagan, a publisher of 
Chicago, under copyright of 1900, has 
issued a book entitled "The Making 
of Illinois," which consists of a num
ber of ''historical sketches" by Irwin 
F. Mather, A. M. It is written, so 
the writer says, to give the boys and 
girls of the state of Illinois a better 
knowledge of the state in which 
live, and to encourage them in 
study of the history of that state and 
to ''strengthen the love of Illinois." 

Chapter eighteen of the work is de
voted to "Nauvoo and the Mormons;" 
and if it is a criterion of the reliability 
of the rest of the work it is certainly 
a most unreliable book to put in the 
hands of the school children of the 
state of Illinois or any other state. 
That our readers may see how the 
writer bas tangled himself up on the 
matter of history connected with the 
rise and the progress of the people 
commonly designated as "Mormons," 
we quote verbatim and entire the 
chapter on "Nauvoo and the Mor
mons":-

Some time between the years 1820 and 1825, 
a minister, by the name of Solomon Spauld
ing, conceived the idea of publishing, in the 

-form of a religious romance, his belief as to 
the origin of our American Indians. He 
believed that they were the descendants of 
the ten lost tribes of Israel. 

The manuscript of this book, under the 
title of "The Book of Mormon," was sent by 
the author to a printing- house. In this 
printing house Sidney Rigdon worked as a 
journeyman pl'inter. The manuscript disap
peared from the office, and, shortly after, 
Sidney Rigdon, givin~ up his printer's trade, 
became an itinerant preacher in the State of 
New York. 

About this time a man named Smith had 
moved from Sharon, Vermont, with his 
family, to the town of Palmyra, in New 
York. This man was a well digg·er by trade, 
and his wife a fortune teller. One of their 
boys, named Joseph, had inherited much of 
his mother's shrewdness and tact. 
·One day, while digging a well, Smith, the 

f,!J.tlJer1 q!}ep.rt~ed l.!o pect~ll.~rly r,olored stone1 

boy Joseph at once 
use, and, duping the 

for his own 

int.o t,he belief that this stone bad miracu
lous and divine properties, posed as a seer, 
and read from it bidden messages and revela
tions. 

Sidney Rigdon, the 
manuscript, and the Joseph Smith, 
the owner of the mysterious stone, bccamo 
acquainted, read teo manuscript and decitkd 
to star-t. a new religious SHlt, with a new 
creed, based on \,he "Book of 
which tile two impostors solemnly 
had been gi vcn to them by divine revda',ion. 

As with all new creeds or innova-
tions, so with this, d u pPS and were 
not wanting, and in 18:30 Joseph Smith and 
Sidney Rigdon, at Nc"w York, 
established the first church of Day 
Saints," or ''Mormon Ct1urch," a,s H was com
monly called. 

About the 1833 we find the Mormons, 
led by and Rigdon, establishing them-
selves in their new city of Nauvoo, in our 
State of Illinois. They called it the "Holy 
City of the Saints." 

A special charter was secured for this new 
city, and Joseph Smit.h was elected il;s first 

A shamefully procured act of the 
lc>gislature had given tho Mormon cit.y 

the right to pass any ordinance it saw fit, 
provided it. did not conflict with provisions of 
the State and National Constitutions. 

A cou·rt with extraordiD!!,ry power 
and a Nauvoo which 
of the military 

of the was authm·lzed. 
Smith established an order whose m!,mbers 

were to be and priests. Ho 
of or 
each man sworn to 

the voice God. 
About this time Smith received a new reve

lation from heaven. This new doctrine pro
claimed tha~ a Mormon elder might 
any number of wives after the manner 
Abraham and Jacob. 

The governor of Missouri made a dema,nd 
Governor Carlin, of Illinois, for Smith, 
had escaped from jail. _ 

A warrant was issued for him and he was 
brought before Judge Douglas, who found 
the warrant defective and released the 
prisoner. Emboldened by this succ<3Ss and 
fearful that their mig·ht be taken from 
them, the Council enacted a law 
"that no writ i13sued at any other place ex
cept Nauvoo for the arrest of any person in 
the city should be executed without approval 
endorsed thereon by the mayor." The result 
of this law was soon &J,pparent. Robbers 
plundered houses and hastened to Nauvoo to 
escape justice. .. 

Horse thieves fled t.o tbe City of the 
where they were protected by the mayor 
the city council. 

The Mormons · now became 
everywhere. After the release of 
a Domom·atic judge his followers 
turned to the Dsmocratic 

The Whigos realizing 
their to attack 
i;he thei.r 

governor, fearful the Mm.'mon leaders 
would bs sacrificed to tho fm·y of the people, 
obtained from tho (JtlicJers a promise that 

would koep wit.hin the limit of the law 
in dische~rge of ti:wir duties. 

At the las'G moment the prophet, his 
bro,her ar:d tho Mormons surren-
dered and wero taken to jct.il at, Car'thage. 

Sever·al dayb aftef', the j&il wao'l broken into 
a mob, and the prophet and his brother 

were killed. Thus ended the life of a 
man who, coarse and ignorant, pol'-
sessed many of leadershiu which 
enabled him to a movement that he 
was unable to lead 

As organlz ·d, the church consisted of 
three twelve apootlcs, who 
were Mormonism. Two of 
the a,nd Hiram Smit,h-
were The Siduey Higdon, pro-
posed to seize the power. 

Several revelations from the prophet con
firmed him in his 

He mlg·ht have successful but for an 
unfortunate revelation which commanded 
the to t<ell their and fol-
low the to The rich 
refused to and tho poor we;~e powerless 
to go almw. became unpopular, and 
a fierce conflict arose betwe<·n him and the 
twelve who had return<?d at the 
news of death. 

1'he with Bdgham Young as 
controL and sent 

Mormon
Every

and 
with 

their strang·B No other religion 
promised so much for so lit.tle. 
- i.J,nd 

into t.hs fold of The sect 
In fom·1;een years their num

increased to 200,000. 
Meanwhile th<J state had revoked the char

ter of Nauvoo and the Saints prepared for 
the to the llJ,nd, where 

live 
the spring of 1846 the great company 

to depart, and aft,8r ooduring many 
arrived upon the shores of Salt 

L",ke, 
Of this their industry soon made a 

garden. were laid the foundations of a 
mammoth temple which has been completed 
after many of labor and the expendi-
ture of treasure. 'I'he city of Salt Lake 
flrew up arouud it, and with passing years 
the church of the "Latter Day Saints" has 
grown in wealth and in the number of its 
people. 

It is evident from the foregoing 
that writer of the work has drawn 
his information of ·the "Mormon" 
church from such writers as Kennedy, 
who wrote ' Days of Mormon. 

" and writers equally as capable 
the facts and coloring 
matter to suit personal 

udices. It is to be regretted that 
had been furnished hv Stat.e 
stands of arms and th.ree of cannon. I 
These the papers into many thou- be 
sands of muskets and cannons. · of 

who are books tci 
and in the hands 
of this country 

their iuforma,. The people, now tnflamed, to I will 
make war upon the Mormons, I t' · 
ernor called out the troops. 1 lOll 

npon the Bf!Eme, of 
source£. a.re con, 
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SAINTS? HERALD. 

Mr. Mather i hours darkness and twilight, or that I chance. they were exhumed by the people of 
M 

I 
h - b-· · d , h "· f . a f<:H"-dlstau t age. r. e was . tlrie, near t e vlOSe 0 one I' b • b , t" th t '·h 

h . f M " d · i · tb · f th ·"was u., as or" .1me ago a ·.; e exca-lstorv o '' ~ ormon an rau;;;ea ,ln. 1e mornn~g 0 e vatious were begun which resulted in these 
plemel'Jted, possibly, by I thus oemg three mghts and singT1la,- and exfinwrdinary di,;covedes. The 
from or Ford, or or two days in the grave. What fin~iug of.the ;emains in the tit·st plac'l w:as 
Thomas Gregg. However is written on the subject in the Scrip- qu!te acmdenoaL. H. J. Stmmon~, ~uperl_n-

. . ~ . tendent ::~f the Ar1zona and New Mcextco nul-
be, it will be _ at_ one~ to _ tures lS open to ohe readmg of al;l. way, was making excavations alon.r the lines 
our people tbe wnter .had de· Vie know no more than what IS of the railt•oad near Clear Creek, Galveston 
cidedly written. county, when bones were found in the earth 
whence he it, and t.he ques- We do not know from the account removed. On exami?ation of the c.)ntcnts of 

. · the steam shovel, sKulls and human teeth 
tion that naturally arises is, If this JUSt how many hours Jonah was were noticed and further search led to the 
chaptt1r is so woefully erroneous, how the belly of the fish; but, if we are discovery of 'skeletons of whole families, to-
much can be placed upon justified in believing that there was a with .ivory beads and other obj cts of 
the rest the work? parallel in time between that time and hand! work. 

We will not attempt here to calll;he tbe time the Savior was in the grave TIDAL WAVE OF THE PAST. 

attention of the readers of the HER· and prison, then we may accept the Realizing the valuable and scientific cbar-
ALD to what is wrong in the articl. e, I idea that Jonah was cast overboard acter of the discovery, a systematic search of 

the strata in the vicinity was made. Geolo
for neary every error made in the from the vessel near the evening of gists say that the whole secdou of the state 
chapter quoted has been repeatedly one day and thrown out on the shore was once covered by the Gulf of Mexico. The 
corrected in these columns. in the morning or forenoon of the idea at once came to Mr. Simmons that in 

third day after, thus leaving three far· distant ages a tidal wave had occurr<:Jd at 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Is it lawful for a deacon to prepare the sac
rament? 

the time the gulf covered mot'e of that part 
nights and two days to transpire with of the country than at pr0sear, and that these 
enough hours of the afternoon of the bones vvere the remaind of ths thouHnd:~ of 
first day and of the forenoon of the las'b human beings who had been qrowncd in the 

k h · f h overflow of the waters of the gulf. llis 
Yes. of the to rna e t e approximate 0 t e theory was later upheld by leading ocitmtists. 

secure three of daylight. We know of Evidently these p8ople were not mere b~r
no way to determine the question ab- badans, living- in temporary abodes and hav-

vessels and wine 
and make the 

Is it lawful for a deacon to take lead and 
solutely. ing no abiding places. The 

number the skeletons and their close prox-
open meeting by when both elder and 
priest are 

Yes; if it be in a branch and the 
deacon is requested to do so by the 
proper officer of the brancb. If in an 
unorganized assembly highest in 
office presides, and may ask a deacon 
to lead in pra,yer. 

Is it tc; read the 
open and it 
or where should it, r-ead? 

text in 
school, 

It would be to the conditions 
of the occ:J;sion it would be 
proper or not. There is no rule about 
it. It would be a matter for the 
school to determine. 

What is the 41 i::a 
the twelfth chapte;• 

It means that the prophet, 
was sent on an errand to Nineveh, 
tried to evade his duty, for which he 

put in jeopardy 
cast into the sea, 

to teach bim the value of obedience. 
vVhen afterwards sent to Ninevah he 
went and 'dEollvered his message, the 
citizens of Nineveh believed his mes
sage, and God did not destroy them. 

ANOTHER BOOK OF MOBMON 
ViNDiCATION. 

If we can believe much that has ap
peared of late in the newspapers of 
the United States, there have come 

many and wonderful testi-
of the truthfulness of the 

Book of Mormon. We have given to 
our rea,ders many articles (usually on 
the cover of the HERALD) which have 

in the daily and weekly 
press on the subject of archmology 
which vindicate to a wonderful degree 
statements of the Book of Mormon,
and the end is not vet. In the Sun-

l day Inter- Ocean for September 23, this 
year, the following art,icle 
which be of not a little interest to 
the committee on "American Archrn
ology" and those who have taken an 
interest in the work of tha,t committee 
and who an'! interested especially in a 
comprehensiva study. of the Book of 
Mormon:-

LOST RACE OF TEXAS. 

R,,lics of a prehistoric race were discovered 
So, in like manner as Jonah was for a in jast previ<1ur3 to the 
time, longer or shorter, in 'Ghe belly of Nearly 2,000 
the fish as a or token of the and scientists 
aenuine' character of Jonah and his who examined the excava.tlons ~ad just, given 
"" ''a 1-~ ld b" S . f 1 &he opnuon that an ancwnt 01ty had been 
meSSt~J~.,_e, so S.lvU. - t .O:J on 0 1 bv a tl.da! wave that drowned all 
being in the heart of the ea.rth, that " the calamity of cen-
is, in the ,grave and the foe a 
time, or 
token men of the P<~,:'l·American which is to be held 
which the Savior was then 1 In Buffc~lo, New next. summer. 'I'he 
of his cba,r~cte:r and mission. No . I s~~~etom; are b~·'::,On~ a dou~~ several thou-
or Stated ffilraele WOUld be VOUChSafed S.1ud Old; coc.d .he charc:,cter Of t.he 

t , h ~, ple occu;ned the coast O! the gulr at 
0 . tne W O were a;:,ir·l h interesting· subj 'Ct for sp8cu!a-

for It. \Vhoever thev have been and 
is useless to a,sk us to state ho.w I whenever ttFJY may l:i"ave the rtlmains 

Ion o- in hours the t:Ja vi or was in the foupd show beyond a . some_ ter-
"" h·~ h ,, · N f 'l ·h 1 l'i bte outbreak of eaus;jd tne sua den 

grave, W ot e_, lt wa, U1 t ree l death of thousands of these ancient people 
of twelve hours and 1 and their burial in the strata where by 

imitv to ond another indicates that there ex
isted here a populous community and that.in 
some f!l,r away age a people devoted to the 
pursuits of industry and more or less skilled 
in the arts were here living in a city having 
its institL~tions of government and ~ocial cus
toms and som0 degree of ci viliza.tion. This 
could not, have b.;en simply the site of a 
cemetery, for the pooitions in which the 
skeletons were found proves conclusively that 
the .person~ were not buried after a natural 
death, but were drowned and afterward 
buried beneath t.he debris of the convulsion, 
ot· hurriedly and in wholesale by their sur
vivor3, as was done recently at Galveston. 
While aU the skeletous were lyiug down, 
some w"re face up, others face down, and 

on the side. There was no regularity 
in burial at alL It was the exception 
to find one skeleton by itself. Usually two, 
and sometimes three gnd four were found to
gether, in aome instances as many as four
teen being piled in a heap, as if a whole 
family had gathered to meet death, and per
ished in one another's arms. 

SKULLS OF GREAT SIZE. 

Some o! the skulls of those prehistoric Tex
an8 were of enocm;:JLP slz 3, and the majority 
of t;hsrn had rJ,th.or low foreheads. A singu
lai' fact observed was that while all of the 
teeth were considerably worn, showing the 
use of hard food and age of the persons, there 
was in no caae the slightest indication of de
cay, a quite diffaren1; stt.uation from t.hat ob
served in relic3 of 'I!Ol'd modern but still 
prehistoric Iudisms, among whom dental 
C(J_ries is comparatively common. Several 
thousand skeletons we1·e removed in the 
process of excavation. Fifteen hundred were 
aci;ually countcld in the fil·at part of the exca
va,tion, and doubtless several thousand more 
Wilre removed. As a rule they were soft and 
damp when first uncovered, but many became 
fii.ldy hard after being expo3ed awhlle to the 
sun. No bonea of children were found, and 
t.hi.s was accounted for by the supposition that 

bad all d{"caved. 
sitnl1tlon of this remarkable archreo-

logical was a deposit of shell, 
and a b!Hlk conslsting of about 

:wres nearly su~rounded by the Clear 
This consists of seven dis-

about throe feet thick, and 
st::atum there is a deposit of 

silt or earth from a quarter of an inch to an 
inch in thickness. 011 the top of the bank 
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the soil is about eight inches deep, and large to be found or 
live oak trees thiell:ly over it. is one assure them that 
of the last to which one go in made to care for and 
looking far remains of a prehistoric rac'l. 
No two of the strat,!J. are The 
having a larger percentage than glad 
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Am feeling 0. K. Prea0hed three times yes
terday, baptized four, confirmed and assisted 
in confirming four, blessed one, and rode 
twenty-two miles. 

Bro. I. N. White, by card October 
19,.from Webb City:-others, and the shells also vary. Some are for· and we be· 

much larger than others, some are oyster h d Closed my meetings at Webb City last 
shells, and somo are cl8,m. Oa the 1W<lr- when our men in t e fiel night. Large bouse and great interest, bet-
age the deposit consists of about ten per cent ou'o t,here wlll be more of an ter than I have ever witnessed before at this 
shell, forty per cant and por incentive for them to collect such place. Messrs. Richards and Frank Free-
cent coarse ss,ud. In second layer Write to Bro. J. A. Gun- man, and Mrs. Warren Decker and Mrs. 
the top the bones were found in great abuo- of the about such Neff asked for bapr.isrn last night. Their 
dance, and in the bottom layer, just at water baptism will take place next Sunday at two 
level, and about twenty-one feet below t.he tell you what p. rn., the same hour and place where the 
top of the b:1nk, large quantities of the bones seventeen were ban,tiz'ld last Sunday. Many 
were deposit.ed. more are much interested, but I must go, as 

PUZZLE FOR AN'i'IQUARIANS ~.~-~~~~~··--~--- I am billed to speak at Weir City tonight 
Just how to this be and up to the end of twenty-fifth, when I 

tion has taxed Some commence at Nevada on the eve of 26th and 
hold over Sunday, 28'ch, I leave the work at 

gest the possibility two successive Webb in the hands of the local brethren-0. 
waves, one far removed feom t,be P. E\utherland, z Decker and others, and 
other in time. rrhe ivory beads God through them will care for the work. 
found were a quarter of an inch in diameter My field is larg-e and the calls are urg-ent and 
and an inch arJd a half to two inches 
with a. hole cut and a I must be on the move, for this is the 

"hastening time." groove cut on the 
The exhibit of these bones in the Bro. J. W. Wight, from Crescent, 

building ?f. the Pan-America;n expos~tior: difference? is to see in advance,, Iowa, October 19:-
Buffalo Wlll ):>e a most v~luab1e w V!ew 

1 

but God.ca .. nrwt well see what doesn't e.xist, Five more baptizad at Echo today making 
of the w1de Interest exCJted .. ~ate of Evolution is according to law, twelve in all. Bro. Crabb and writer con· 
thousands who , ll1 thls same but to evolve what not involved is an ab- firmed at home of Bw. D. B. Coffman. 
part o: the . m ~he Sll,me wa~. . ~ur?,ity. After all, it is ll, war of names .. ?-'he Schoolhouse last night, the last service of 

Th1s comndered m connectiOn Wlth •rue~- be 
1

. ~ <-' o,ut of all proporr.wn, I eighteen, could not hold all. Never saw bet-
the report of the Archffiology com- b;.:tt ''0 . , ·~ dl"ue,y would he to make ter order for· such crowds. 
mittee reveals a rather cnance ommpmem. 

coincidence. On page seventy-two 
the ' of Committee on Ameri- • 
can " as the was 
made Conference of 
1897, and as published the Herald 
Office in 1898, there appears the fol-

So the chase went on. "Shiz did pursue 
Col'iantumr eastward, even to the borders of 
the seashore, and there he gave battle 
Shiz for the space of three days." (V. 53. 
This line of flight and pursuit was in 
probability through southern Texas, the 
States of Arkansas, west 'l'ennessee, and 
Kentucky, southern Indiana and Ohio, wes·t
ern Pennsylvani1>,, and southern New Yor·k, 
and Connecticut, to somewhere near the 
present New London or New Haven. 

then, as in the 
Inter-Ocean is true, it would indicate 
tha.t the committee made a 
shrewd ' as to where 
tions be found of ;>, once dense 
population. It is :really to 
see how present· 

scientists are 
of the Book of Mormon. It 

be well for some of the breth
ren in the Texas field who are nea,r to 
where this "find" is said to have been 
made to investigate this matter a little 
farther, and if it is for any ·· 

EXTRACT§ FROM LETTER§. 

sage to 
tinued the 
was to 

from the field, Octo· 

in sJn interesting meet-

Blend ville, 
~tnd 

by 
and 

tisms, as-
sisted the 
least in work of conversion of so many, 
and the end is not yet. 
for the work. Politic!!.! 
etc., hinder but we d3,re lie idle 
and let politlcs the field, Have cheer-

news from many of the missionaries; 
frotn oth~rs a lack of in~ 

te.rest among the all iD all 
the work is moving rapidly. 

An elder from field, Oc-
tober 15:-

Just line this morning· as lam hurried. 
bapt;ized he,re settle-

EDITOR!AL ITEMS. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley reports things 
going fairly well in the Eastern field. 
Bro. D. L. Shinn sick all summer, 
otherwise the workers all busy, 
prospects fair from Nova Scotia to 
Ohio. Twenty-one baptisms, many 
more visitors at the Temple in Kirt
laJnd this year than last. Good inter
est manifested. 

Reports from the laborers in Bro. 
Heman C. Smith's field show a good 
condition of the branches, an active 
ministry, and thirty-one baptisms. 
Prospects favorable. 

Bro. Joseph R. Lambert reports 
having preached at Lamoni, Davis City, 
Pleasanton, Evergreen, Tuskeego, 
Cleveland, Council Bluffs, and Dow 
City, Iowa, and Rock Creek, Illinois, 
having good liberty in all places. 

Bro. J. W. Wight's report shows 
ninety-three baptisms in his field, He 
thinks if the report from local labor 
had been full a hundred baptisms 
would have been scored. 

We call attention to the letter of 
Bro. James Caffall upon the subject 
of reunions and conferences. It is 
worth a second reading. 

Sr. Lizzie Baggerly, of Bird's Eye, 
Indiana, asks t.he prayers of the 
Saints for the recovery to sanity of a 
brother now in an institution at Buf
falo, New York; and also, for the 
Lord to interpose in behalf of her 
husband who is an opposer of the 
work. Remember this dear sister in 
her solicitude for those dear to her. 

A bright little sheet that comes to 
our desk is the Deaf Hawkeye. It is 
printed at the Iowa school for the 
deaf, :;.,nd is now entering upon its 
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twentieth volume. It has been com
ing to us for years, and we are always 
glad to see it. Indeed, we miss its 
regular visits when it stops for the 
summer vacation. No doubt the 
scholars of that institution are proud 
of their bright little paper, and so are 
others. Many Iowa people watch the 
pages of the Deaf Hawkeye and are 
glad to see so much brightness re
flected from the lives of those who 
labor under such great disadvantages. 

We have received from Bro. Dr. 
John A. Roise, 3"13 North Wood 
street, Chicago, a number of leaflets 
entitled "Bible Sanctification," writ
ten and intended for general distribu
tion in and out of the church. It is an 
excellent little tract and gives .. good 
food for thought. They are "ten 
cents a dozen, fifty cents a hundred, 
or free." Bro. J. M. Terry, 365 Ogden 
avenue, also has these tracts. Send for 
a lot, you that can, and try to do your 
neighbors good. 

Here is an opinion of our recently 
published "Church History." It is 
that of Rev. B. B. Tyler, and appeared 
in The Christian Evangelist, Sept. 27: ''I 
have been recommending Neal's tracts 
to those who find it necessary to com. 
bat Mormonism; but the •History' ... 
is worth more to the man who wants 
to fight the •Latter Day Saints' than 
anything that Neal or any other non
Mormon can write. . . . I had no idea 
of the baseness of Mormonism until 
this 'History' came into my hands." 

Oriqinal 1lr1i~les, 

IS IT A "FRAUD"? AN ''IMPOSITION"? 

Heralcl Readers:-Attention! "Lend 
us your ears!" "Variety is the spice 
of life." You have all, no doubt, had 
ample opportunity of hearing the 
Book of Mormon defended by Ameri
cans, but it is not often that an oppor
tunity is offered of hearing or reading 
a defense of it by an Australian. 
Well, we are going to afford you such 
an opportunity, for once in a lifetime 
at least. Some time ago, an "evan
gelist" of the "Campbellite" stripe 
created quite a stir in the Newcastle 
district by visiting around among the 
people and giving free readings from 
the book written against the church 
by D. H. Bays. We challenged him 
to debate tbe issue, but he declined, 
preferring to do his dirt,y work single 
handed. Nothing remained for us to 
do but to reply by lecturing. So your 
humble servant delivered a series of 
lectures. The Book of Mormon was 
placed upon trial. The main allega
tions made against it and its trans
lator were treated as the evidence for 
the prosecution, our usual Book of 
Mormon arguments constituting the 
defense. Joseph Smith was defended 

THE SAINTS' HERAJJD. 

against such charges as "false 1 Infact, twelvedollarscan besentatthe 
prophet," "polygamist," "author of! same cost. Will some one in each 
the polygamic revelation," etc., etc. branch try to sell at least twenty 
Many of the Saints expressed a desire copies for us? Book agents (Herald 
to possess the subject matter in per- and Ensign), will you take the matter 
manent form for future reference. up for us? We will allow you the 
So we decided to have it published in usual ten per cent commission, to 
pamphlet form at the first oppor- coverexpenses. Saints!whereitispos
tunity. The time has at last come, sible, will you place your orders with 
and now we are "killing two birds your branch book agent as soon as 
with the one stone." pJssible? Where you have no agent, 

The Wallsend branch, where there will some one come to the front and 
are only a few Saints have inaugu- act for us? Should there be any 
rated, a "build:ng fund," with a view places in which only seven or fourteen 
of erecting a permanent place of decide to take a copy, they may send 
worship. A few of us have scraped a one or two dollar bill as the case 
together the money required to pub- may be, by registered letter, we will 
lish these pamphlets, and we are get be able to use paper money, in paying 
ting out so many that when all are sold Herald office accounts. So if seven 
there should be quite a substantial Saints want a copy each, let t·hem send 
amount to hand over to the "building along a dollar bill. Where Saints are 
fund." As we cannot depend upon isolated, or where seven copies are 
the sale in Australia of such a large not ordered, you may send your or
number as we are having published, ders and cash to Elder Gomer R. 
we desire to place them on sale to the Wells, Deer Lodge, Montana, U. S. 
American Saints. The price is only A., and he will send all such orders 
fifteen cents per copy, and we are cer- and money to us by money order. 
tain that no one can afford to do with- When sending letters to Australia, 
out -one at that price. Those who remember that the postal rate is five 
have seen the "advance sheets" de- cents. If you do not have a five cent 
clare that anyone getting a f'opy at, stamp on your letter we are fined 
fifteen cents will be getting thP-ir double the amount lacking, at this 
money's worth ten times over. We end. When sending money orders 
desire to say, however, that we wish (and be sure you get an international 
it understood that we do not publish one), make them payable to Walter 
this pamphlet, as an answer to Bays' J. Haworth, Wallsend, New South 
book. One should not expect to find Wales, Australia, and send all orders 
the answer to a dollar and a half book to same address. 
in a fifteen cent pamphlet; besides we Now another word about Australia's 
leave that work to abler men, if the Ensign. We would so like to get five 
church deems it at all necessary to hundred subscribers, so that we could 
answer the book. We believe, how- soon begin the paper. Will the mis
ever, that the charges made against sionaries, and others, stir the matter 
the Book of Mormon are successfully up a bit for us, and see what can be 
answered and refuted, as are the done? Bro. Caffall says we ought to 
charges against Joseph Smith already get five thousand; well, I can assure 
referred to. Now, Saints, will you you we will not object. I am sure 
not come to the front and assist us in you cannot send us too many names. 
our effort to get the truth more promi- I'm really afraid, Bro. Caffall, that if 
nently before the people of this coun- the Saint~ sent us five thousand sub
try? The books which we will sell to scriptions we would be inclined to buy 
them will do good, and if you will a printing plant, and :flood the country 
only take those which we cannot sell with our paper. No, we won't object. 
to them, you will materially assist us Send them along. You will no doubt 
in the building of another church in be rather surprised to learn that so 
this country, and who can tell how far, only thirty-six promised sub
many hearts may be made glad, and scriptions have arrived, and fifteen of 
how many souls saved through the them have been promised by two 
gospel of God's dear Son because of Saints. Now, Saints, can you not do 
your assistance? Do not turn a deaf better than that? Can you not sacri
ear to this appeal, but make up your fice seventy-five cents a year in help
mind to assist us. Send for one right ing us spread the gospel in this 
awa.y, if you delay, you may forget. land? You could not begin to esti-

And now just a word about the way mate the amount of good that seventy
in which to send your money. Ameri- five cents, spent in such a cause, 
can money is of no use here; so the might accomplish. Do help us! These 
best way for you to do is for a number English speaking countries are the 
of the Saints to club together and places where the gospel should be 
send their orders and money in one spread. Will you help us spread it 
letter. If, say, twenty persons in one 1 here? 
branch decided to take one copy each I Trusting we may receive a hearty 
they could send their money by inter- response to both our appeals, I am, 
national money order, just as cheaply Yours fraternally, 
as one person could send fifteen cents. I wALTER J. HA woRTB. 
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"MORMONISM: 

ITS LEADERS AND DESIGNS." 

The above is the title of a book is
sued in 1857, from the press of W. P. 
Fetridge and Company, of New York, 
and written by one John Hyde jun. 
As far as I know there has never been 
a reply written to the statements 
made ~herein, an~ my only apology 
for domg so at this late date is that in 
the southwestern mission our elders 
have had the book to meet, and in the 
seven different debates held with 
Elder Chism of the Christian Church 
he has made it the basis of his attack 
upon us. 

In the late discussion held at Oklaun
ion, Texas, between Bro. C. Scott and 
Mr. Chism, he stated publicly that, if 
we could show one garbled quotation 
from Hyde's book he would discard 
the book and never use it in a discus
sion with our people again. Bro. 
Scott showed a number of misquota
tions, but it did not satisfy Mr. 
Chism, because we quoted from an 
edition of the Book of Mormon and 
Doctrine and Covenants published 
after Hydenwrote his book. 

I have gone to the trouble, there
fore, to get the editions of the books 
published prior to 1857, so that that 
subterfuge might avail nothing. I 
shall not try to answer the argu
ments, as they have been so often 
re_futed, but simply con tent myself 
With showing the inconsistencies and 
garbled statements made. One thing 
is noticeable in every expose of Mor· 
monism, the various authors start out 
by protesting that they are sincere, 
and what they have done is for love, 
and each one flatters the public that 
they are competent witnesses and 
have told the truth, and nothino- but 
the truth. '=' · 

On pages 26, 27, Hyde says:-
That I have done right I am convinced. 

God knows I have done it in the love of 
right .... If in the succeeding pages I have 
been guilty of exaggeration, I am not aware 
?fit; _I certainly do not intend it. Mormon
Ism hcense~ ~oo much corruption under the 
name of rehgwn, to need any exaggeration to 
make it atrocious. 

Hyde was born in 1833, baptizetl in 
1848, and was therefore at his baptism 
but fifteen years of age, and came 
into the church four years and a little 
more after Joseph Smith was killed. 
He was baptized September 4 1848· 
Joseph Smith was killed Ju~e 27: 
1844 (Hyde, p. 17), therefore could 
not have known anything about the 
church at Nauvoo or in Missouri and 
yet he says on page 50:- · ' 

They were far worse at Nauvoo than they 
are at Salt Lake; were worse at Missouri 
than at Nauvoo. 

No exaggeration here!! 
In his introduction he mentions 

"the meanness of its origin," and "as 
ens~ring human misery, and consum
matmg human degradation" ''it should 
be noticed by the philanthropist." It 
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There are other records kept back; you 
shall assist in bringing to light those part.s of 
the scriptures.-Hyde, p. 251. 

Here he· entirely changes the mean
ing of one clause, making the quality 
of the witness depend upon the man
ner in which the testimony was given, 
also teaching inferentially a plurality 
of gods, while' the book makes the 
value of the testimony depend upon 
whether it came from God or not; and 
in the twelfth paragraph making 
seventeen words do duty for seventy
two. 

On page 273, he quotes from Doc
trine and Covenants, European edi
tion, page 108 (late ed., sec. 10: 3), as 
follows:-

Seek not for treasures but. for wisdom; and, 
behold, the mysteries of God shall be un
folded to you; and then you shall be made 
rich. 

Then he says that Joseph had to 
Rebuke him [Cowdery] for his too im

petuous desires to be 1'ich, 
and says the inducement held out to 
Cowdery was riches. But here is the 
quotation as it really is in the book. 
I quote the whole of verse 3. Hyde 
begins in the middle of a sentence, 
and just after a comma. 

Now as you have asked, behold, I say unto 
you, Keep my commandments, and sesk to 
bring forth and establish the cause of Zion. 
Seek not for riches, but for wisdom, and, be
hold, the mysteries of God shall be unfolded 
unto you, and then shall you be made rich; 
behold, he that hath eternal life is rich. 

The reader will notice that Mr. 
Hyde changes the word ''riches" to 
''treasures," and ''unto" to ''to," and 
leaves out the qualifying clause or 
sentence denoting what kind of riches 
is meant. Is this the work of an 
honest man? Is it the work of a 
man who does not want to exaggerate 
or misrepresent? Assuredly not. 

But the end is not yet, for thus far 
his misrepresentations are tame be
side his mangling of Book of Mormon 
quotations and statements. 

On page 215 be tells the falsehood 
that others have so often repeated 
after him. He says:-

the left hand was 
righ-t, and as it 
Daniel 
be able to 
from another 
do not doubt 

Moroni, in 
that his father written the 
count of the destruction of his 
but only had wrHten 

the book very ex
for it says 

a south-south-
ed.;p. 

thereof," or an says:--
behold, I would writ,e On Lehi left Jerusa

him in a drt'am:" 
354 L H1 ] we are gravely 

Otct by the people.'' 

room upon the but I have not; km causG God 
and ore I have none, for I am alone." bu/d-, on 4ll 

to~ was 
He does not say that he has "no more 
room" on the --does not say I Another 
thalj he "had them " as the account 
of the kind; simply that had no, B\w behold. it ~arne to pass tha:" the Lord 

Here it is 

:room for that extra matter that is all. II spake _unto my_ father, yea, even Jn a dr~a;m, 
. . . ' and sa1d unto hlm, Ble8sed art thou Lehl, oe-

Hls father had wr1tten Jus account of cause of the thiags which 'ohou hast done; 
the battle, and Moroni wanted to lwd bccause thou hast been faithful and de
write his but had no room for and clared unto this people the things which I 
also to ' the record or to write commll.nded_ thee, b;'ll_lo1d seek to take 

- . . thy hfe. Ana 1t c:>mCJ pass that the 
what he been commanded to commanded father, even in a dream, 
write. th!>t he should his and depart 

On page 222, sa,ys :-- I into the wildernflss.-1 Nephi~: lR, l. e. 

Lehi prophesies, on 11 [Europ21111 edi-j On page 354, verse lt reads:-
tion; p. 9, large. ed.], plates ~ball go Our father Lehi was driven nut of Jerusa-
forth to all nat!Ons-nev Jl' gt·ow c!lm, nor llem, because he testified of these things. 
perish." "These are not, as the __ . . · 
Mormons often try the pa;sa.ge, the lt does not m mther case he 
plates on whicb the Monuon was ("tl· was driven out the it 
graved, ~ut t!w ~lates of Lab:m. The ,}~'I.?r- places people 
mons cla1m htert~l of ,_,ct <P- cause of Lehi leaw-
ture. It was the shGuld never ~ _ 
grow dim, the should never nst as Herod was the 
pcll·ish, the to ~~a nations. taken into 
Where are Christ's 

I have heard of a man into Egypt, and yet God 
man of straw and them to flee into E~ypt in a 
applauding the similar manner in which Lehi was 
here is to go into the but to 
see how a contradiction be far-
down1 Mr. indeed. 
want to ' " you have ' 
consciously or done so. I 
Let us read the passage just as it is:-

Anrl now when father saw all these 
things, he was filled the aud be-
gan to prophesy concerning seed; that 
these plates of br·ass should go fort.h unto all 
nations, kind;•eds, tongues and people, who 
were rif his seed. 

says:-
ed.], we are a~sured 
and his brother out to 

mP,.,,,ry_, .. but on page 406 [349, 050, l. ed.], 
the is divinely instructed thv,t it was 
"the Devil." 

The words I have placed in italics 
incloses in quotations as 

quoting the words of Moroni. 
exact words are as follows:-Italics are mine .. 

Now you see that 
On pag-e 509 [European edition; large edi- words you have ' 

tion, 439], we are told Moroni fills up his 

And when thou hast done this, thou shalt 
go at the head of them down into the valley, 
which is noeth ward, and there will I meet 

and will go before thee into a land father's plates, and says, "I have no more was meant for only a smt~Jl 
room on the plates, and ore I have none, for the human family into ' nationB." 
I am al?ne.". The plates of his father, the It is a wonder that your ••Jove" had 
book w1th ring-s, are all full. I-~e has no I not made your vi,ion mo~e ~cut''' but 
more plates nor ore to make any or; and yet, "' . . '-~ "' "' u 

the matter of forty-seven closely printed p•!ges then they say, love lS blma. 
of pretended translation follows di?'ectll! after. Oa page 223 he 

A more glaring misrepresentation building a ship- all 
of facts could not be found anywhere, a sh~rt time. But 
unless Mr. Hyde is like tbe story of read m the book:-
Daniel Webster, who, when a boy And it came to 
going to school, used to have very brothers] did 
dirty hands, and when the teacher forth with me; and we did timbers of 
called bim up one day to punish him curious workmanship -European edition, p. 

4l; large ediLion, p 35. 
by feruling bis band, be held bis right 
hand out to receive the blow, but So he was not alone. On the same 

is choice abova all the land of the 
eat't,h.-ELher 1: 15, 16. 

The contradictory quotation is 
but I will give it so tbe 

may see how reliable this non-

those secret oaths and cove
nants did come forth unto Gadianton 
ft·om the records which were deliveeed unto 

but behold_, they were put into the 
heart of by thai; same being who 
did enLica our fiJ·st par8nts to partake of the 
for·bidden ft~uit; th~~t sam·a being ·who 
did with Cain, if he vwuld murder 
his Abel, h shou1d not ba known 
un~o the world. And he did plot with Cain 

when the teacher saw how dirty it page Hyde says:-
was, she said, Daniel, if you can show One thing is 

and his from that tim•J forl;h. And 
Smith is also it is that sarne being· who put it into the 

another hand as dirty as this one in very cautious 
as to where they this room, I will let you off without were in 

punishing you. As quick as thought tion it lay from 

th.'e. dew 

1 

hearts ?f ,the people, to. build e. t?wer suffici-
from, how thoy h1gn that they might, get mto heaven. 

in which was that same being who led on the 
"""o''·'Am people who came from the tower, into this 
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land; who spread the works of darkness and 
abominations over all the f11ce of the land. 
until he dragged the people down to an en
tire destruction, and to an evet•lasting hell; 
yea, it is that same being who put it into the 
heart of Gadianton, to still carry on the 
work of darkness, and of secret murder; and 
he has brou~ht it forth from the beginning 
of man, even down to this time. And be
bold, it is be that is the author of sin.
Helaman 2:129-133. 

THE 

save it is the air which is in them; therefore 
we shall perish. 

Hyde renders ik-
And Jared cried unto the Lord, we shall 

all perish, there is no light to steer by, and 
in t.hem we cannot breathe for there is no air. 

No comment is necessary. I will 
only give one more. On page 235 
Hyde says:-

A child of ordinary intelligence Another stro_nll evidence of forg"ery may be 
• 

0 
• found on page t>l3 [442 l. ed.], "Fo1· do we not 

c~mld tell that there IS no contradlC- read, that God is the same yesterday, 
tiOn here. and forever, and that in him is neither 

On same page Hyde says: "The I bleness n~r shadow of. changing-.". :rhe first 

N b 't b 'ld ' .A . n n I par'• of t,hls sentence IS to be found ln Paul's 
ep l es Ul on merlC"J <ll epist,le to the Hebrews, chapter xiii., ver. 8: 

temple like unto Solomon's;" and this "The same yesterday, today, and fm"ever." 
poor family had ,come to this land The ?;osi,ng claus~ was. writ,ten b! Jam.es i. 
destitute a few years before. 17:. Fauber of hg·hts m wnom .~here 1s no 

. .. variableness, nor shadow of turmng." The 
But the book says 1t was not llke Nephites do not pretend to have these 

Solomon's temple. epistle~; how, the~, cou_ld they read w_hat 
And I Nephi did build a temple· and I did they d1d not have. Sm1th made a terr1ble 

' ' '' u · oversiaht here construct it after the mannet·of the temple of o · 

Solomon, save it were not built of so many As usual, Mr. Hyde does not quote 
precious things: for they were. not to be correctly, but there is only a slight 
found ~po~ the land; wherefore, It could not variation in language but it is curious 
be bmlt hke unto Solomon's temple. But b . .' . 
the manner of the construction was l\ke unto to note t at that varmtlf'ln makes the 
the temple of Solomon: and the workmanship language as given by Mr. just 
thereof was excReding :fine.-Book of Mor- a little more like that from which he 
mon, PP· 65, 66, European ed.; l. ed. 57. claims it was taken than what it, is in 

Hvde cannot or does not even quote the Book of Mormon. We kuow 
the Bihle corrActly. On page 230 he Hyde claims to be an honest man, but 
quotes John 16: 7 as follows:- we think it will do no hurt to watch 

If I go not away, the Comforter cannot him, so we give it as it is in the book, 
com'l. so the reader will have it as it is:-

But correctly quoted it reads:- For do we not read that God is the same 
For if I go not away, the Comforter will yesterday, today, and forever; and in him 

not come unto you; but if I depart, I will send there is no variableness neither shadow of 
him unto you. changing.-Mormon 4:58. 

He then mixes up the 26th verse of But Moroni was not quoting from 
the 14th chapter and the 13th verse of Paul's epistle to the Hebrews, nor 
the 1Gth chapter of John, and renders from James, but from previous books 
it like this:- written by former prophets from 

He, when he is come, shall bring all things among his own people. On page 103 
to your remembrance, and show you things to (89 l. ed. ), and page 107 (93 l. ed. ), I 
come. find the ,language "the same yester-

Then hetriestoreason that as Jesus day, today, and forever," used by 
Christ said the Spirit or Comforter Nephi, who had written nearly a 
could not come until a.fter Christ went thousand years before Moroni said do 
away, that because the Book of Mor- we not read; and on page 228, 229 
mon claims that they enjoyed the (197 I. ed.), I find Alma using the 
Spirit before Christ, it could not be a words:--

it condemns me if I lie or misrepre
sent an opponent in the least. 

If, as I have shown, Mr. 
Hyde has misrepresented and falsified 
the records, how can we believe him 
in anything; and he gives 
fourteen different statements, given 

fourteen different and 
one that be claims was by 
fifty-one different he 
does not give their names,-how can 
we know that those men made such 
statements? it not be that he 
has changed those statements to suit 
his convenience, as he changed 
the words of the Book of Mormon,· 
Doctrine and Covenants, and even the 
Bible, when by so doing he could 
make a better showing for his side? 

I cannot believe tha,t Mr. Hyde did 
not know how the books because 
his quotations show a familiarity with 
them that will not admit of such a 
thought; but that he fal-
sified the on the 

of the people to 
deception is evident 

every page. But 
twenty-four years of 
wrote his book, and his to be-
come famous as a writer Mor-
monism got the better of love for 
the truth. But what shall we say of 
mature men, men of sound 
that will take him as the 
which to judge Mormonism? 

H. 0. SMITH. 
WILBURTON, I. T., Oct. 6, 1900. ---

D 

CONDI'riONS IN SALT LAKE CITY. 
SAL'!.' LAKE CI'I'Y, Ut&,h, Oct. 10. 

Editors Herald:-'fhe semiannual confer
ence of the Utah Church closed last Sunday. 
Their conferences differ widely from ours. 
No business is done other than the sustain
ing of the officers of the church. The time true record, and on page 230 says:-

Neither doth he vary from thai; which he is devoted to short speeches by leading men 
If we believe the New Te~tament is true, hath said; neither hath he a shadow of turn- of the church. 

we must reject t.he Book of Mormon as an 'ng Alma 5·16 · 
imposture, ' .-: , ·· · ·. . , , Leading papers of the city reported 

Sm1th s overmght was not so ter- speeches in part but some of the most inter· 
for, says Hyde,- 'bl " f. 11 b t t h I ' rt e .a ter a , _ u one can no ~ p I esting statements made by some of the 

In the holy Scriptures, we are informed but thmk. that Hyde bas him- speakers were omitted by all, including· the 
that the Savior had to die in order that. bis lf d h t 
d . · 1 · b b · th ·t f h H 1 s. e · a. lS ones .man, 1

1 

Desm·et News. I refer to this fact becQuse B. lBCI p es m1g t o tam e g1. t o t e o y w 

Gbost.-P. 230. mg hls protestatiOn of and 1 H. Roberts, in his effort to disprove and 
It may be interesting to know where love for the truth. I throw discredit upon statements made by 

the scriptures says so. His reasoning I might add much more of the same members of our church r<egardiug remilrks by 
would do away with the Bible, for we kind, but will forbear, for I might i Pres. B. Young, at a conference in 1854, con
read that the Spirit rested on seventy weary the reader; but wish to say this corning the rights of the prophet's son to 
elders, as also on Moses (Numbers in conclusion, that I have read and lead the church of Latter DE~y Saints, says 
11th chapter), and in Deuteronomy closely examined many books written that he had searched in vain for such re-
34: 9, Joshua received it; and in 1 against the Mormons, so called, some marks in the minutes of said conference. All 
SamuellO and 6, Saul was promised of them by men who have at one time 

1 
the sayings of these apostles and prophets 

it; and in the 10th verse he is said to been members of the church, and have 1 are not reported. Perhaps B. H. Roberts 
have received it. also held one and listened to other I and everybody else will have to search in 

Another garbled quota.tion is found discussions, and have failed yet to 1 vain for the following statements made by 
on page 231. On page 520·European find one man among our opponents 

1 

speakers on October 5 and 6. Elder Wood-

d 448 1 d I d that I wo.ul.d ~are to follow. his method ruff said among oth.er things that "many e . ; . e . , rea :- f ~ h 
A d b h ld 0 L d , 1.. th . o exammm, or searc mg for the I stake and ward officers use tea, coffee, 

n e o , or , .u .nem · ere IS no t. t·h· d h'l r.ff • b · 
light, whither shall we steer? And also we IU , ~n W. l,e m.Or?Iomsm maY: e 

1 
tobacco, and some drmk, and yet we tolerate 

shall perish, for in them we cannot breathe, I a. delus10n, I am certam of one thmg, them. Many of the priesthood are dead." 
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Elder Cowley g·ot warmEd up, and preached 
quite a stirring little 8ormon, in tho which in my power to carch these youq~· hounds, 
he remark;od then ''whethc:r wo go to the who sn•cJak around !.i1ese back doors, I'd fix 
dance to enj. >y ourselves, or t,o meetings of them 60 they wouldn'~ want any. It wouldn't 
whatever kind, we should take t.ha pdest- do t.o leave it t.o me. Fur, by God, I'd stop 
hood with us." "In many respects we have it.! I'd see that they didn't foster their cor
broken away from the old path8 of the gos- rupt.ion. They wouldn't pollute· the 1~treets 

pel." "We sing many things nowadays, but I of Zlon. You can track them down the 
there is nothing in it, we do not mean it." streets. They are not so dean that you can't 
"Abroad, elders are not afraid to defend any follow their tracks. I can tell 'em by the 
of the pdnciples of tbe gospel. V've cannot smell when they come ncar me "-Salt Luke 
do it in Utah. I am glad they defend ev0ry Herald, October 8, 1900. 
principle and philosophy, of whatever na- Oo the 9th, commenting upon tbi,; part of 
ture." He also said l'espccting conditions of Mr. Young's speech, the T,-Un.cne bas the fol
the people here: "We haven't got out of the lowing to say: "It is a little obscure whom 
woods yet." Apostle Young really meant,; whether he 

Elder Merrill said: "If the Saints were meant that the hoodlums were all Gentiles, 
fully up to duty there would be a different or not, but no matter. There are of 
aspect of things--different conditions. In them, and a full proportion of them are sons of 
one ward, only a certain per cent of the peo- good Saint,s. But it is no matter about the 
ple attend meetings. We read in the Book breed, they have become an absolute nuisance, 
of Covenants that God would raistl up a man an absolute menace to the p<mco of the city." 
like unto Moses to lead his people out of The above remarks by Mr, Young sound 
bondage. President Snow may be thB,t man. very much like the . speeches of another 
For all I know, Brother Snow may be t-hat Brigham Young of years gone by. It is 
man. He is working to get us out of bond- rs,ther difiicult to determine the meaning of 
age-it is on his mind all the time." some of his st.atemente, and it would seem 

Elder J. W. Tayloe testified to all t.hat bad almost out of place to quote them here, were 
been said in the conference, and among other it not for the following reasons: 1. All along, 
things admonished the patriarchs to always this people have claimed to be the true 
conclude their blessings by saying that Church of Latter Day Saints. 2. Thfly have 
"these things shall come to pass according claimed that these valleys were of God a.p
to your faithfulness." pointed for safety to the Saints, while his 

On October 6 I was called to Provo to •.vrath is being poured out upon the nations. 
preach the funeral of Nellie Ce,rter, daughter 3. That this is Zion, and people of m"arly all 
of Bro, Dominicus Carter, who died on the I nations have been invited to come here and 
5th, her twelfth birthday, so could not attend learn more of the ways of the Lord. 4. Thus 
tabernacle services any further. they have claimed to fulfill Isaiah 2: 2, 3. 

Following is what the Tribune has to say Undoubtedly Gentiles are responsible, to a 
about Apostle Grant's speeches: Speaking degree, for conditions here; but I believe a 
of the paying of the tithes by the s~.ints, lat•ge ~hare of it is due to the polygamous 

the city of Zlon. I shall go back, President 
Cannon sball g-o back, and President Smith 
wlll go back. I don't know about all the 
aposties, but a large m,,jority of you will go 
back to build up a holy city to the Lord." 

.Mr. Snow urged the people to get ready for 
this event, and mentioned a most POI'IIerful 
manifestation he had received to the truth 
of what he had said. He also said: "The 
time ia coming very shortly." 

Query: If this people were permitted to 
go back and buiid up a city in .Jackson 
county, would it be any different. from the 
Zion they have built up here? How could 
it? And if not, would the Lord come to re
ceive and bless that kind of a Zion? 

President Cannon followed. He spoke of 
the great numbor of elders kept in the field 
at large expense to the church, with small 
rewards, so to speak-each eldee averaging 
about four converts in two years-and that 
they should transfer their work to countries 
where no preaching had been done, 

The leading men again failed to elect a 
president of apostles, probably for the same 
reason mentioned in my last letter. Had 
Pres. Snow's statement that they would very 
soon go to Jackson county, and that the 
present presidency should all go, gained 
much credence among them, it seems that 
there would be but little danger in electing 
Brigham Your:g. Their failure in this di
rection would seem to indicate that there are 
doubts, and I know from remarks I have 
heard, that some of the people are doubtful 
about it, 

We are progressing here-some ten per
sons having united with us since March. 

In bonds, 
PETER ANDERSON. 

Apostle Graut said: "There is more money teachings and practices of the followers of NIAGARA FALLS, Ont., Oct. 12. 
spent in breaking the Word of Wisdom than Bi'igham Young. Reader, please turn to the Editors He·rald:-The autumn conference 
all the cash tithing that is paid by the Lat- second chapter of Jacob, in Book of Mormon, of the London district is an occasion of the 
ter Day Saints. If we had kept the money and you will have a fl.dr description of condi- past. It was held at Toronto, the 16th, 17th, 
here which we have sent away in breaking tions where polyga,my obtains. and 18th inst., and was a pleasant and profit
the Word of Wisdom, we would tave had Speaking about the unity claimed to exist able series of meetings. It was a source of 
more wealth than any of the intermountain aa:wng the leading men of the church here, encouragement to the writer, and he feels 
states." Mr. Young said: ;~In every way they are one. more like being and doing in the interests cf 

The first speaker on Sunday was Apostle Some fellows say, I can't swallow that doc- this latter-day work. It is dearer to me 
Brigham Young. Speaking of trine, when that doctrine comes from the than anything else, and I don't care what 
he said: "Now there i.s another subject- heads of the church. Well, if you cant swal- God does with me as his servant. I only· 
immorality. This people is undercondemna- low it, then it will stick in yom· stomach and want to know he is doing it. I am sure his 
'ion. I am under condemnation that I do not kill you. I wish the body of the church could hand will never cause his child a needless 
know whers my children are. Who are all take enough physic to physic these fellows tear. 
these boys out on t-ho streets, like a out." Bro. Evans bas reappointed me to Toronto 
lot of wildcat~, cursing and swearing at eleven Pn'B. Joseph F. SmiLh spoke next, saying and suburbs, where I have spent the last five 
o'clock at night!' I S·:e it.. Wha/o w~.s I doing ho wished endorse hea;·tily everythiug months. I realize the difficulties that bin
there? Looking to see if any of my childrsn 1

1 
tb.at ha<l. bc,en said by the upostles d ul'ing the j der our work in large cities, and as a conse

were amoog tbe,_,hondlu:~'s_. on tho st,.eets of oonfercmce. Coucerning th~ unit! mentioned ' q uence feel more dependent on the Lord, 
Salt Lake. Are vrwy your~:' I can remem- I by former speakert', Mr. Smlih said: "There I came to this place on the lOth, in com
ber a time when there were no accornm.oda- ha.s been a gr·eat deal said about the unity pany with Elders J. L. Mortimer, S. W. 
tions for visit.ors in Sa,lt Lak,,, beeauso tho I that exists in t,his church. I want; to t,bll Tomlinson, and ot,hers. My stay will be 
houses were fillcod with child ron in t.h.J even-~ you tha'G wo .are not one. We are not united brief, for an appointment had been made for 
ings, A governor who W\is appointed to pre- as we should be, fol' when President Snow me at Toronto for next Sunday ere I left. 
side over this terdwry, Steven S. Harvey, has told a brother what he should do, he has I Bro. Mortimer bas gone but Bro. Tomlinson 
couldn't find :J.ccommodations, a~d ?ouldo'L , :eplied: '1'ha.t corr:es in con~ac.t. with my is, stifl here. ! preached l;'s.t night, and he 
stay here lonc<el" a mon&h. He md atHy 1dea of manhood, ana I cannot no It.'" · will occupy tomght. The Sawts here have a 
that long,_ long enou,-;h to i!Jsl:lt our women Pres. Snow, now in his eighty-seventh I nioe little church, bu~ there is but little in
folks, unt1l one day he run against the wrong year, spoke on Sunday aftel'noon. Concern- ! terest among those Without. 
party and was driven out of the house with a, ing the gathering, he said: "The day is ap- 1 Praying that all may increase in diligence, 
poker. HHrvey said he couldn't live without! proaching when a large part of the people I am, 
his wife and family. \Vnll, I hope he is dead. I whom I am addressing will g-o back to Jack- Yours in expectation of a bright future, 
There is lots of accommodations now, with son county to erect the temple and establish A. C. BARMORE. 
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SWAN, Ky., Oct. 11. tience was tried in having to m:&ke frequent nessee, on the 6th, which was our under-
Editors Herald:-Our work in these parts is stops for me to make vain attempts to quench standing when we parted at Puryear on the 

moving alon£' so as to give a measure of satis· the unnatural and almost intoler;;.ble thirst 4th. So on the 7th I boarded tbe train and 
faction, for which we are thankful to the that I experienced on the way. But I had we11t to Warren's Bluff, in Henderson county, 
gracious giver of all good. my way; that was some consolation. and walked out to Bro; S. Reed's. It is only 

Saturday, August 11, Bt·o. C. L. Snow and On the 17th another "chill" and high fever, about two and one half miles from the station 
the writer commenced a meeting at Davis' with vomiting of blood, which indicated, as to his house, but I took the wrong road, just 
chapel, near Hamlet, Kentucky, continuing we thought, that it was of the order known like many .people do in going to heaven, and 
till the lOth. The work had been opened up as "congestive," and I was pretty well ex· walked about six miles before finding his 
there mainly through the efforts of Bro. hausted. However, repeated administrations house. 
Snow. It has seldom been the good fortune and good nuesing and t.reatment by Bro. I was still about thirty miles from my des
of the writer to have as attentive audiences Snow enabled me to ')oard off any further at-~ tination, Morris chapel, where I had appoint
as greeted him night after night at this place tacks, and after 1!. loss of two weeks' time I ment to be the next evening. Bro. Reed 
for a week. The good Spirit was present in was again able for duty. '!'hanks were due to kindly furnished me a horse and buggy, and 
a goodly degree and this with the splendid Sister Snow, also, for kindly efforts to make I struck out over the sand hills, reaching the 
behavior and attentive interest on the part my condition endurable. home of Bro. R. D. Snow a short time before 
of the people, together with their regular at- Let me see; who is that brother that said sunset. Bro. and Sr. Snow are the only 
tendance at all the meetings, made it a in a recent letter in the He1·o,la that he Saints here, but they are an honor to the 
pleasure to preach to them. thought we elders ought to tell the bad as church, and know bow to make the mis-

Bro. Clark Hamilton is the only member of well as the good features of our work? Will sionary feel welcome. Thanks for a home 
the church there; and his upright course in this do, brother? with kind treatment, :we due to Bro. and Sr. 
life has won for him the respect of his neigh· Fcom August 25 to September 2 we occupied Snow. 
bors, and gives us no mean prestige in that at a "brush arbor" at the home of Bro. J. A holiness meeting had been in progress 
part in presenting our claims. This is well. Williams, about two miles east of Fulton, for three weeks, and the people being worn 

And how the people of that neighborhood Kentucky. Bro. D. W. Cook was with us, out in attending that, s,nd worse worn by 
can sing! The country is filled up with and delivered the first sermon. Bro. Cook prejudice, our crowds were quite st:qall. 
Lambs, and they are noted as singers, and bas improved upon his ta.lent, as a preacher, good if any our meetings at this place 
deservedly so. "All a Lamb has to do is to since we left the mission two years ago. May we will leave for the developmentR o.f 
open his mouth and he sings." So we heard he continue to grow and be able to do good time to relate. 
it said. I don't think they are in any way as he desires. Saturday, the 15th, I went to the old his
related to the Rev. M. T. Lamb of "Golden In the week (exuct date lost) I baptized the toric battlefield of Shiloh, and on Sunday 
Bible" t'ame, except in name: and they are to wife of Bro. J. R. McLain. Her husband preached once, and baptized Sr. Ernestine 
be congratulated, perhaps, that they are not. had been in the church just one yea,r, and I Lewis, a daughter of Bro. and Sr. P. V. Ir
Quite a number of them are favorable to the suppose she had found tha.t his religion made vin, whose honor and integrity are worth a 
gospel message, and' sometime in the near him no worse, but bad rather him, hundred cents to the dollar, gold or silver, 
future we hope to hear them singing the so she felt willing to follow him. On Sunday, among their neighbors. The buoband, Mr. 
songs of Zion, sweeter than any they have September 2, I ba.ptized her father, Bro. I Lewis, is not l'iTith us yet, but, perchance, 
yet known, "with the Spirit" as well as "the Scurlock, and a Brother Fields. These, to- will be when he has better understanding of 
understanding." And why not? If anybody gether with Ern. J. R. and Will McLain, 

1 

the gospel plan. 
else can become a "sheep" at all, it ought to Bro. and Sr. J. W. Williams, give us a good Tueoday, the J8ch, came back to Bro. 
be easy for a Lamb to grow into a full-fleeced representation at tha,t place, and the pros- Reed's, and on the 19r,h went to Alberton 
sheep of the true fold. I shall long remem- pect for others to come in soon and for a five miles away, and the same evening 
ber the efficient help they gave us in the song branch organization, is not a bad one. U ucle preached in the Christian church at that 
service, and may they be able to see tbeir "Wash" McLain, his wife and four daughters place. My subject had been selected by the 
way clear into the kingdom and thus be pre- all seem to be near the kingdom. They people; I was to tell them something about 
pared to stand on Mount Zion, and sing the seemed to take as much pleasure in ecwing the prophet.ic mission of Joseph Smith, and 
"Song of Moses and the Lamb;" and I want for us and the meetings euccessful as about the Book of Mormon. At least that 
to be there to hear them too. It does one if they had been in the church. Such kind- was what they wanted. A goodly number 
good even to think of it. Others at that ness as was shown us by them cannot soon came out to hear. The next two evenings 
place were very kind, furnishing us with fade from the memory of this missionary. were; rainy and not so many came; but some 
home, and ministering to our needs. Bless- May they have courage and g·ra,ce to obey the were interested. No serious objection was 
ings on them all, is our prayer. gospel message e'er it is too late! made to what 'ohe pleacher said until the 

On August 11, to my surprise, I was at- Bro. Snow was uneasy all the time we third evening, when '"he necessity for au-
tacked· by one of those unexplainable freaks were there on account of the hirPd hand, thority to etc., was presented. That 
of nature, called "chills." It shook me son of Bro. Henry Andrews, whom he had roused up one brother of the if-we-have-a
around just as though I weighed no more left at home s:ck. Not receiving any news right- to- preach- we- have-a-right-to-baptize 
than a feather; just as though I bad no rights from him for over a week, he concluded to order, and number of questions were asked 
it was bound to respect. It bade me go to bed go back home on Tuesday, September 4, and by him, and answered by the preacher. 'l'he 
and stay there all day, and I felt compelled found the young man had passed over the last I heard from him he was still roused, and 
to obey, leaving Bro. Snow to fill the appoint- dark river, and w!l~s buried, and that his wife "could not keep from talking about me," and 
ment at Palma, some fifteen miles away, Sat- and one of the little girls were down with said "I knew my business." I hope there is no 
urday night and Sunday. Sister Hamilton, I typhoid fever. A let,ter had been sent calling need for an "if" in that part of his faith. 
who is a member of the Baptist Church, but ' him home, but it failed to reach him .. The Sunday, the 23d, I preached the funeral of 
whose heart seems to be opening to the re- little girl, Ova, was administered to by her Sr. Sarah Ann Reed, wife of Bro. S. Reed, at 
ception of greater light, did all she could to father and was soon well. The mother chose the McCall shoolhouse, near Bro. Reed's 
make me comfortable while the fight was on. to trust in the doctor, and was down for three home. Sr. Reed was held in esteem by 
May she be abundantly rewarded for the or four weeks. 0, for the faith as well as her neighbors, both in and the church. 
same, is my prayer. the undefiled purity of little children! It al- More than two hundred of them manifested 

On the 15th, in company with Bro. Snow, most vexes me to hear or read of professed their respeet in attending her funeral. The 
I started for his home near Kirksey, a dis- ministers of the gospel, teaching the outra- house was too small to accommodate the peo
tance of fifteen miles. We bad not gone far geous doctrine of the total depravity of little ple, so the seats were moved outdoors under 
when Mr. Chill came back and renewed the children. the treer·, and those who could not get seats 
attack with increased vigor and kept it up all I The sickness of Sister Snow caused Bro. occupied wagons, buggies, etc., and all lis
that long drive. I think Bro. Snow's p11,- Snow to fail to meet me again at Paris, Ten- ' tened attentively while we tried to tell them 
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of the hope of the resurrection of the dead. the back of a mule, said to be "near thi1·ty 1 any p~licy leading· to a condoning of wrong 
No more respectful or attentive audience years old," steuck us as something out of the or evil would be the result of ignorance or 
ever greeted the writer, anywhere. In fact, ordinary. She is in good health for one of willfulness. 
'~be behavior and respect was all that could her age, and is always ready for a good joke Branches and districts are recognized gov
be desired. Knowing Sr. Reed to be worthy !J,nd a hearty laugh. Is that the secret of ernruents within "the government" with 
of respect while living, I could not but feel her long life? guaranteed power by virtue of their relation 
grateful to the people when I saw them pay- But this letter has g-rown entirely too long, to the body, to regulate their own affairs, 
ing such marked respect to her memory after so Ern. Haws, Oliver, Cooper, Green, Me- without inter.ference from other recognized 
she had passed from earth life. Fadden, Malcom, et al., will please not feel departments of the government, unless they 

Bro. Reed has lost a faithful and true wife, slighted· if we do not mention, at this writ- should unfortunately transcend their limits 
and a good house-keeper, but he still has an ing, the creditable things that come to mind by running counter to recognized laws of the 
excellent house-keeper in the person of his in regard to them and their treatment of this general government, then the God-provided 
youngest surviving daughter, Patri, who scribe. If they will but live under the influ- means should be brought into requisition, to 
cares for the home and the three younger ences of the Spirit that hovered round during adjust it. 
brothers since the death of the mother, more and especially at the close of our meetings, The recognized branch officials, by a studi
than a year ago, in as womanly a way as they cannot but do well. So may it be! ous and God-imposed cooperation, may and 
could well be without motherly experience. Thanks to all for kindness shown rue! should teach, advise, correct, and if need be 
Thirty-three persons ate dinner at Bro. Came here last Monday, and am taking :J, reprove, that the members of the branch 
Reed's on the day of the memorial, but pa- · needed rest preparatory to a two weeks' may grow in grace, and in the knowledge of 
tient Patri's hands were equal to the task meeting at Davis chapel and Foundry Hill, God, being established in the faith and hope 
of preparing and serving a bountiful and well- commencing next Saturday. Am staying of the gospeL And for the encouragement 
cooked dinner for all. I think Martha of old with Bro. James H. Adair, who is now quite j of the members, whether few or many; and 
was not more careful about serving. sick. He needs and is worthy of the prayers as if to meet an exigency, Christ promises to 

In the afternoon I baptized Sr. Alice RLlsh, of the Saints. In bonds, be. with the twos and threes, when and 
who, with her husband, Bro. Richard Rush, T. C. KELLEY. wherever meeting together; and as Christ's 
Sr. Sarah E. Rush, his mother, and three or presence is a stimulating force in prayer 
four of the children, had come some fifteen meetings a.nd in the closets,as in or at reunione, 
miles to attend the memorial services and for A BY JAMES CAFFALL. superseding the necessity of a vast outlay of 
Sr. Alice to ba baptized. Her people are EditoTs Herald;-In Herald for September money and the consumption of much precious 
very much opposed to the work, and it took 26, I find your response to my interrogation time in holding reunions, I therefore think 
some courage tq break over the barriers and relative to the discontinuance of semiannual that the claim for reunions being for the pur
accept the truth against such discourage- conferences, and providing for reunions in pose of recuperation or an increase of faith 
ments as confronted her. But God had been lieu thereof. I was not present at the session and hope of the gospel, invalid. But it is 
merciful, and healed her little child, adruin- of conference which legislated the discon- possible for Latter Saints to think present 
istered ·to by Bro. Reed, at the request of tinuance of semiannual conferences, but duties monotonous, because of their same
Bro. Richard, when the child was near heartily indorsed the act, as being wise and ness. 
death's door. Such blessings she had never economic, for nothing is more essential in Years ago the attendance at prayer meet
dreamed of in the Baptist Church of which building up God's kingdom among men than ings at -.-- was meager, indeed. At 
she· was a member, so she investigated, saw a proper utilization of time. and money, and length a report obtained that a strange elder 
the lig-ht, and came in. It is well. May she the idea of General Conference appointees was expected on the regular prayer meeting 
continue faithful and win the crown of life! leaving their respective fields of labor twice I night, and punctual to the hour forty ruem-

The next day I baptized Osceola, Bro. a year, consuming at least two months in a bers with smiling faces put in an appearance, 
Reed's oldest son now at home, and Bro. year was a prodigality of· both time and full of hope and anticipation; but alas, the 
Samuel Scott, who had promised rue five money, or so I believe. The everla3ting gos- constant ticking of the clock brought the 
years before that he would be baptiZed "the pel is to rue the only basis of right, and what- hands past the time, and those c1ruing to see 
nPxt time I came back to that place." I had ever may receive undue fostering to the hin- the new elder began to sho1v signs of disap
forgotten the promise; he had not; so kept drance of that authoritativ<J injunction, pointruent. But the few regulars wera ac
his promise. May he and "Osee" abide in namely, "Go into all the and preach tive, evincing delight with another privilege 
the faith unto theend and bB crowned, is my the gospel,'' etc., is wrong as I understand, to worship God on the shores of time, in lat.
prayer. because this heavenly command is primarily, tl.ng theil' voice of praise be heard in the 

Septeru ber 29 I commenced meetings at therefore firstly, and all measures it8 repre- congreg·ation of the Saints, while the ruar:y 
Eagle Creek, in the unfinished church com- sentatives are authorized to make shouid be occasionals were silent and sad, SJerulngly 
menced some three years ago by Bro. T. W., with a view to a further spread or extension relieved in hearing the sound of the doxology. 
Chatburn. The house is larger than the peo- of '•he gospeL God, to my knowledge, has Many months elapsed before so large a nuru
ple, let alone their pocketbooks, and so it never prevented man from refusing to accept ber was seen at the stated prayer meeting; 
remains unfinished. T. W. may not have the overtures of his mercy; but has so iri- but the regulars continued, "steadfast, un
built wiser but he certainly built larger structed as to impress him with the thought movable, always abounding in the work of 
than he knew. of his being held to a strict account for the the Lord," stimulated in the assurance that 

Here is the home of Bro. C. W. Roberts, use or abuse of the opportunities offered dur- their labor is not in vain in the Lord. There 
where all the missionaries have found a wei- ing his probation on earth, to obtain light are those in every place who are hindered 
come and encouragement. Bro. and Sr. and understanding of God's revealed economy. frequenting the house of worship by force 
Roberts are among the pioneers of the work Hence his divine commands are mandatory, of circumstances. The gospel neither 
in this country. They have raised their and restrictive, his words reflective of the justifies extremes nor radicalism, as a rule; 
family in the faith, and they all take pleasure same, replete, in reflecting his will to man. the greatest amount of pleasure or justifica
in caring for the elders and making- them His promises to man are stimulating, but in tion is found in the mediocrity. All the 
feel at home. The three girls, Annie, Eila, no way, coercive. But once having by the world moves today by a repetition of labor 
and Alma, have excellent talent, musical and exercise of his will power accepted his divine performed the day previous; why, then, 
otherwise, and it really seems too bad that message, declaring he has set to his seal that should we lose interest in duty today because 
they have not had better opportunities than God is true, any departure from that he has ' of their similarity of the previous day's 
that country affords. recognized as divine and essential will bring duties. God by his foresight and knowledge 

Here also lives "Aunt Betsey" Cooper, who him under condemnation proportionate to of all his ways, from the beginning, has or
has. been in the church ever since 1841. She the ·enormity of the crime committed, for he dained such labor or duties as are for our 
is eighty-eight years old, and is still firm in walks not in crooked paths or looks upon sin present and future good. I believe prayer 
the faith. To see her riding to church on with the least degree of allowance, therefore meetings to be the thermometer of the 
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church. Would that it showed a rising 
higher more rapidly. 

Districts are formed and recognized for 
the more effective work and spread of minis
terial work. If reunions in the judgment of 
t.be officials will be effective in building up 
the work, they may arrange for them, with
out an appeal to General Conference. Years 
agone the Southern Nebraska appointed them; 
but finding the good thereby was not com
mensurate with time and money consumed, 
wisely abandoned them, thereby evincing a 
proper discretion. I fail to see that the 
Saints in the Western States were in any 
way injured, more than the Saints in the 
Eastern States by the abandonment of the 
semiannual conferences; but they made their 
plea, expressed their wishes, and were grati
fied, since which time other districts are 
falling in line; and I suppose annual reunions 
will soon be held by every known district. 
Well, if good for one, why not for all, and H 
it's an effective method to move God's work, 
why apprehensive of there being too many 
reunions? Why? 

You, I think, will hardly claim divine com
mand for reunions; therefore my thinking 
adversely to you on the matter will hardly 
be thought treasonable, though you being on 
the popul:w side may secure you a prestige 
that I may not share. I never think God 
will hold me responsible for results of my 
performance of law- imposed duties, but 
would be displeased if pausing in the per
formance of such duties because of results 
that might follow; for then I should evince 
distrust or doubt as to God's abilities to take 
care of results of carrying into execution his 
own appointed laws. 

Then, too, I believe the gospel an authori
tative message; therefore all gospel work 
must be authoritative in order to receive his 
sanction and bleEsing; therefore that which 
is not authoritat.ive, in God's name, is man
made, attributable to assumption or ignor
ance. No matter whether it be the edict of 
one man, or the endorsement of many. 

God's laws are immutable, and authority to 
advocate and enforce the same cannot be con
strued to mean the ri'ght to modify or revise 
those laws. Hence in this sense, I am neither 
a parliamentarian nor a latitudinarian; never 
expect to be. Should I ever be brought to 
believe (and I may) that that which I advo
cate today as God's law may be modified tomor
row with impunity, I hope to be sufficiently 
consistent within myself as to lay by my pro
fession and appear in my true character. My 
individuality is my own, I have sold myself to 

· no man, I own no one. 
'Tis all free grace, and all free will, 
Preedom and reason make us men.', 

Heaven forbid I should cherish a remote 
wish to lessen or interfere with human 
rights, or fail to properly discriminate be
tween human rights and God's decrees, so 
long as I claim to believe in God. As I write, 
I have no wish to merge from the realm of 
uprightness and godly dignity and enter the 
realm of sycophancy, but heaven knows 
where I may be tomorrow, which in a sense 
never comes, for it is always the present with 
me; the past is past, I live not in it; the fu
ture is to me dark and unknown, unless the 

good Lord for some wise purpose in himself 
shall lead me thither by the effulgent light 
of his Holy Spirit. The present t.herefore is 
my battle field. 

As to your wiiling·ness to leave it to the 
discretion of the Saints as to whether they 
will utilize their means for the good received, 
etc., in attending- reunions, or place the esti
mated cost of such attendance in the church 
coffers, to be used, as suggested by Bro. 
Caffall, sending elders and literatm·e where 
such may be needed, I have little to say, as I 
cherish no wish to dictate to any as to the 
utilization of their earthly substance, but 
think the exercise of my discretion should be 
in harmony with the stricture of God's law. 
I am not my own, being bought with a price; 
but I think there is a gospel education that 
all Latter Day Saints should receive, that 
they may act intelligently. And since there 
are watchmen, they should so watch as to 
sound the alarm when signs of danger are 
visible. Your claimed assurance as to the 
good effected by reunions, especially in Iowa, 
I shall not essay to controvert. Possibly you 
are right and I wrong in the belief that a con
tentment by the Saints with the means of 
grace afforded by the recognized govern
ments of branches and districts within the 
government, sacrificing the gratification of 
reunions and general annual governments 
(unless exegencies necessitate the latter), 
placing the cost on the church coffers, which 
might increase the laborers in the Lord's 
harvest field, etc. I cherish no wish to be 
dogmatic; but at pt·esent my convictions are 
too strong· in the absence of proof to sub
stantiate the divine authoritativeness of 
annual g·eneral conferenc3s and reunions to 
forego those convictions or think otherwise 
than that the consumption of time and 
money attendant upon these public gather
ings with a probs,bility of an increase, a 
prodigality of time and money, for which 
some one or ones will be held accountable. 
Especially so at this juncture with that dis
tressing and ponderous debt stal'ing us in 
the face, with the doleful appeal for three 
hundred and fifty dollars per month for run
ning expenses of Graceland College, which 
holds us in bondage. A wise man finding 
himself financially involved will lop off lux
uries and .;on tent himself with actual necessi
t,ies, for economy's sake as well as his own 
credit's sake. Then in view of. branch and 
district facilities, why not be willing to lop 
off the luxuries of public gathering and free 
ourselves from debt. In bonds, 

JAl'viES CAFFALL. 

WEST SURRY, Maine, Oct. 9. 
.Editors Herald:-Some may want to hear 

from this part of the vineyard. The work is 
moving onward in most places here. Several 
new places have been opened in the district. 
Have just returned from Cranberry Isles, 
where J. N. Ames 1md the writer spent a 
week. We have three Saints there, and 
they proved themselves such in caring for us. 
A good interest there. J. C. Foss was there 
several years ago and some said to me that 
they haven't heard the gospel since. They 
treated us very kindly. May the Lord bless 
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them, is my prayer. Shall return the mid
dle of November if all goes well. 

I shall return to the places west that I 
opened in August, Etna and Sangerville. 
Many kind friends were raised up to the 
cause we all love. Some will unite soon, I 
trust. The work in Sangerville was opened 
through efforts of Sr. Bodge, a very worthy 
Saint. We all can work in this cause if we 
will. Have labored with the Mountainville 
branch with good suecess. The Saints are 
alive and ready to do all they can. 

As Bishop's agent I wish to say to the 
Saints in the western district;: Try to do all 
you can. Don't let the work suffer, for you 
all can do a little. I find that last year out 
of the three hundred members we have less 
than one hundred who paid tithing; and this 
year the same names !J,re coming in. Where 
are the other two hundred? Please come to 
the front and do a little. Have your names 
appear with the rest. Every one can do a 
little. 

The Saints are doing nicely. They want 
to see Bro. Davison this way. 

S. G. CUNNINGHAM. 

'fHURMAN, Iowa, Oct. 12. 
EditoTs .Iierald:-Our conference of the 

Fremont district, which closed Sunday night, 
October 7, was all we could ask. The Sun
day school convention was not so well at
tended as heretofore, but the exercises were 
excellent, beiDg conducted by our worthy 
district superintendent, S!:". T. A. Hougas, 
and her noble assistant, Charley Fry. 

Our business sessions were not well at
tended, but enough to do the business, pre
sented in good order, and satisfactory. 

The sacrament meeting held on Sunday 
afternoon, Bro. William Leeka presiding, 
was one among the best we ever witnessed. 
The Spirit of God was poured out upon us, 
every hem·t seemed to be filled with the love 
of God. No manifestation of tongues nor 
prophecy, but tears of joy coursed down the 
cheeks of many, produced by the overflow of 
the good Spirit of the Master, as promised to 
those who will keep his commandments. 

Our work is in a fair condition, not any
thing to boast of; but mariy things to be 
grateful for. Since our reunion many of our 
friends have expr.essed themselves as never 
enjoying themselves better, or made to re
joice as much, in hearing the gospel 
preached and the Scriptures expounded as at 
our meetings. Our ministers filled the bill 
exactly, and both Saints and friends are in
quiring, when are they coming again? 

We are all trying to do the best we can in 
this field of labor, in the two districts. The 
general missionaries are all busy, and push
ing the work as best they can. Also the 
local bret,hren are active workers, and willing 
to do all they possibly can. All who are able 
to leave home on Sundays have missions, 
traveling from five to fifteen miles to do 
work for the Master, manifesting a zeal 
worthy of admiration and praise. 

While we have some thing·s to discourage, 
we have many and very much to encourage. 
I feel thankful to be counted worthy to labor 
with as faithful a corps of workers who are 
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valiant for the right. And while there are 
members who are almost incorrigible, which 
causes us sorrow and anguish of soul, on the 
other hand our hearts are filled with joy and 
peace because of the many who are obedient 
to the Master and his law, and determined to 
do right in spite of every opposing power. 

May the peace of God be with all lovers of 
truth a,nd right, is still the praye1· of, 

Yours in bonds, 
HENRY KEMP. 

MothRrs' HornB 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

having heon suffitained by the General Con
ference, imposes upon us an added responsi
bility of carrying it on. We wish to strive 
earnestly to do our part, but have no desire 
to labor,in any way which the church cannot 
indorse, and we wish to labor ever in that 
spirit of humility which will enable us tore
ceive all just criticism-even chiding if need 
be. 

all, he took man into a partnership with him
self in his creative work, and commanded 
him to people the earth. In view of this, 
how can we help regarding this matter in the 
light in which the poet has placed it:-

"A partnership with God is parenthood, 
What strength, what purity, what self-control, 

What Jove, what wisdom should belong to those 
Who help God fashion an immortal soul?" 

Our work is steadily but surely progress- This sacred relabionship God has placed 
ing. We are gaining many friends, and the under law, and whether we know the nature 
promise of the Lord to us, that "workers of the laws of our being, or whether we are 
would be raised up from unexpected sources ignorant of them, if they are violated, we 
to help us," is being fulfilled. Before our must suffer loss. Does it not then behoove 
meeting closes-after Sister Walker shall us as Saints-as intelligent beings-to seek 
have explained to you the character of our to understand the laws of our physical being 
work, we will be glad to hear from any one and conform our lives thereto? In Doctrine 
who may feel disposed to say a word either and Covenants, section 85, paragraph 8, the 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION AT THE DOW CITY by way of encouragement or for the purpose Lord tells us: "That which is governed by 
REUNION, 1900. of learning in regard to our society. law, is also preservRd by law, and perfected 

MRS. A. H. RUDD. It has sometimes been objected that, in and sanctified by the same;" and in para-
'rhe reunion committee having been noti- order to attend our meetings, mothers would graphs 9 and 10: "And unto every law there 

tied that the Daughters of Zion would te often have to leave their children uncared for are certain bounds also, and conditions." 
pleased to have an opportunity, at sometime while away from home. This is never desir- "All beings who abide not in those condi
during the progress of the meetings, of pre- able and never encouraged by us. In many tions, are not justified; for intelligence 
senting the claims of their work to the of our local organizations the sisters pur-l cleaveth to intelligence; wisdom receiveth 
Saints there assembled, time was granted posely chose the time for holding their meet- wisdom," etc. 
them on Thursday afternoon, October 5, for ing, whe11 the children are in school, taking Do you mothers, do you fathers, under
this purpose. '.rhe day was fine. The sun with them any who are too young to attend stand the laws governing the holy relation of 
shed his beams from a cloudless sky, and the school. We have also for some time been parenthood? 
air was both invigorating and bracing. considering ways and means by which the In Doctrine and Covenants, section 90, 

The first part, of the afternoon was occupied younger children can be cared for. while their paragraph 5, we are told: "Man was also in 
by Elder Charles Derry in preaching the mothers attend our meetings, and we have the beginning with God. Intelligence, or 
word to a large and attentive audience, and strong hope of soon being able to accomplish t.he light of truth, was not cr"eated .... Man 
after the close of the sermon, the opportunity this very desirable result. I will now give is spirit. The elements are eternal, and 
was given for Sisters Hulmes and Walker to place to Sister Walker. spirit and element, inseparably connected, 
introduce the work they represented. -x- _,_ * receiveth a fullness of joy; and when sepa-

Sr. M. E. Hulmes, of Indepedence, Missouri, The motto of our society, said Sister rated, man cannot receive a fullness of joy. 
who is president of the organization, said:- Walker, "Our aim mankind to bless," might The elements are the taberoacle of God; yea 

It is perhaps needless that I ask an inter- with propriety be the motto of every indi- man is the tabernacle of God, even temples; 
est in your prayers, as I feel that most of you vidu&l or every society whose object is for and whatsoever temple is defiled, God shall 
realize that we need them, and that without the advancement of that which is just, pure, destroy that temple." 
such help we will fail in giving you a proper and true in life; therefore, it will ba more Now while we may never fully understand 
understanding of the work which we are try- fully explanatory of the character of our work the mysterious relationship between the, 
ing to do, the more so as we are not accus- when I say that we seek the blessing to come eternal spirit and its earthly tabernacle, God 
tomed to speaking in public, and fear our upon mankind, through laboring for the ob- has revealed to us the plain fact that their 
voices are not strong enough to be heard by taining of truer parenthood, better children, destiny is in~eparably connected. Without 
all. happier homes, and purer society. the body the spirit can never inherit a full-

First, I wish to thank those who have Our work-the work which as a society we ness of glory. In view of such truths, is it 
granted us this opportunity of representing are striving to do, is preeminently a home not wise upon the part of parents to learn 
our work. We were made glad upon arriving work. We desire to build up the sacred al- a.nd be governed by the laws of their physi
bere to learn that at the suggestion of Bro. tars of home, to study by all possible means cal being, that they do not bring children 
Min tun, chairman of the committee in charge and in every legitimate way to render home into the world, who, from the beginning of 
of the Sunday school and Religio work, it so attractive that our children will have no their existence here, are handicapped in 
was decided by this committee that the three d6lsire to wander into by and forbidden paths, the race of life-weighted down with inher
organizations work conjointly at this reunion. but will ever find their truest pleasure in the ited propensities leading them on to the 
For this courtesy, and the Christian spirit home. defiling of the earthly tabernacle which God 
therein manifested, we are thankful. We First I will notice truer parenthood. has declared he will destroy. 
did not come here from any desire to be con- In order that we fulfil the duties attaching 'fhe day has long passed when to speak 
spicuous, but were impelled by a sense of duty. ' to any relation in life, it is absolutely neces- of these things need bring the flush of shame 
In fact we had many impediments in our way, sary that we not only haV•3 a knowledge of to any cheek, rather let it rest upon the 
and but for the strong promptings of the what those duties are, but that we have a brow of the willfully ignorant, for be it re
Spirit that failure to be here would be failure firm determination to meet them, to put aside membered that ignorance is not innocence. 
in duty, we should not have come. We every hindering cause., and determine that in Better children: Will not better homes, 
started during heavy rains which bad been God's strength we will conquer. more intelligent parenthood be productive of 
prevailing at Independence for some days, All the works of God we find are governed better children? In such homes love will be the 
but are glad now that we came, for we believe by law. When God had completed all his corner stone, and will permeate every thought 
that these or~anizations are all needed as inanimate creation, as well as the creation of and act; and it must certainly follow-they 
helps in the church, and are pleased that all living creatures, as his last and crowning idll be happier homes. And when home is 
ours will be represented with the others. work upon our earth, he created man in his purified, is not society to that extent purified 

I wish to say that we have many times been own image and likeness, male and female I also? From all such homes will be forever 
blessed while holding our advisory meetings created he them, and gave them-the man banished that darkest libel upon the page of 
and planning for the good of the work during and the woman-dominion over all his other j history-the double standa?·d of purity. The 
the past year. This, together with the fact of creations. But strangest, most marvelous of mother and the father of homes like the~e 
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will teach their sons that God demands of 
them the same purity of life which he de· 
_mands of their sisters; and will also teach 
them to show the same respect to the sisters 
of other boys that they demand shall be 
shown to their own; and maidens will ask 
from their lovers that they offer them the 
same purity they exact from their sweet
hearts. 

Our work, that society may be purer, will 
lead us to follow more closely in the footsteps 
of the Master, who came "not to call the 
righteous to repentance, but to seek and to 
save the lost." It is not in the spirit of the 
gospel-it cannot be in the heart of any true 
Christian-to draw asicle his robe from con
tact with anyone. There is no man, no 
woman, fallen so low, none have so entirely 
debased themselves as to altogether extin
guished the divine spark within them. This 
being- true, who may know or who can say 
that some fitly spoken word of yours or mine 
may not kindle that spark into a flame which 
shall burn away the dross and lead them to 
repentance and Christ? 

I have endeavored very briefly to outline to 
you the main features of the work we are 
trying to do, and now I would ask, Are you in 
sympathy with it? We need your sympathy
your aid-in order that we may be enabled to 
accomplish t,hat which we desire to do. Can 
you give it? Shall we have it? 

* ,'{
-X-

Responses were immediately made by the 
following: Sister Mcintosh, of Denison, 
Iowa. To me this looks like something good, 
and everything good comes from God. Thls 
outlines a great field of work for the sisters, 
and much to be done by plucking truth from 
error. It is certainly, as presented, one of the 
grandest things I ever heard of. It is surely 
gospel work-a part of the gospel economy. 
I want to be one of you, to labor with you. I 
do not want to see one soul lost, and I pray 
that you may have abundant success ... , 

-l<- * 
~-

Mrs. S. E. Dow, a lady of Dow City, though 
not of our faith said: "I, too, think this is a 
blessed work. The principles I have here 
heard enunciated have been dear to my heart 
for years. I can certainly bid you God speed. 
Sisters, you can count on me as one of you." 

-K~ * _, 
A strange sister, whose name I failed to 

get, said: "It is a good, and I believe a God
given work. It is a work which belongs to 
the church. If we are Christians we will 
help every one so far as we are able. It is a 
duty binding upon each one of us." 

-X- -X. 
-);, 

And yet another added: "I believe it is a 
duty we owe to everyone, to lend a helping 
hand. We can do much in our homes and in 
our surroundings. I. have not done much in 
the church on account of a large family. I 
know the comforts that are in the home with 
my little family. I want to be one with you." 

* ->*_, 
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PRAYER UNION. l children need the encouragement and enjoy· 
SPECIAL REQUES'l'S FOR PRAYER. ment to be derived therefrom as much in the 

Sr. William KenniculiG writes: "Will you smail school as in the larger ones. Children 
pray that God will bless our daughter; she is a.nd more elderly people, too, often feel a 
very .low with typhoid fever." I grave disappointment at not having the 

F, M. Slover writes: "Please rEquest the Christmas entertainment in their school 
prayers of the church through the Herald I w~en nei~hbo~ing s?hools are h~ppy ~~er~
for Sr. Nancy J. Lake of Bellair, Illinois, . With. Th1s d1sapp01ntment carries Whh It 
who is very sorely atrilcted, and has become I an infiuerw.e that., .is n~t easily o~erco~e. 
deranged in mind." Cont.rast th1s condnwn w1th the one m wbwh 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
For those who have charge of local meet

ings of Do ngb ters of Zion and may desire aid 
regarding questions on the supplementary, 
published in program for November, we sub· 
mit the following: 1. Is the habit of destroy
ing property likely to be formed in infancy 
or early childhood? 2. If so, how? 3 Would 
such a habit tend to make them hwless? 4. 
Does parents' carelessness of their children's 
toys tEind to make the chiidren careless of 
the property of others? 5. How may such a· 
habit be prevented? ADVISORY BOARD. 

n 
ELDE_R T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, l\'iills Co., Iowa. 

(Send commn:aicatlone for this department to the 
Address minutes and notices of conventions, 

to' ~Edito':l·s Herald, Lamoni~ Iowa.'') 

THE General Aswciation will issue a 
Chris Hnas program for the forthcoming
Christmas. It will be in the hands of the 
printer ere this reaches you. It will be 
adapted to the use o[ the smallest school or 
the largest one. Every school should hold a 
Christmas enterta,inment, and that enter
tainment should be of the proper sort. It 
should be bot,h entertaining and instructive, 
and entirely appropriate to the sv.nctity of 
the occasion. H should be of such a nature 
that all who hear will depart from the place 
feeling a deeper respect, if not a deeper love, 
for the "meek _and lowly one" whose birth 
we are celebrating. Every heart should be 
full of joy and holy happiness. It is a time 
to be happy, but not a time to be hilarious. 
Our entertainment ne12d not be sorrowful, but 
it should be worshipful and reverential. 

Often many mistakes are made nlong this 
line, and as a result the name of Christ is 
held in low esteem. Many of the workers of 
our schools have not the time to prepare an 
appropriate f~ntertainment even if they had 
the material at band. These facts have led 
to the preparation and issuing of an enter· 
tainment which we feel will aid greatly in 
making the Christmastide what it should be, 
a time of pleasure to both old and young, a 
time of tender recollections and devotions, a 
time to which we will ever look with joy and 
satisfaction for what we have seen and for 
what we have felt. 

the scholars of the Sunday school are made 
happy and their hearts filled with new love 
and enthusiasm for the school and the work 
t.hereof, and you may be able to see some of 
the benefits thereof. Give your children a 
spiritual treat on Christmas eve. They will 
gladly help you. They will never forget 
their pleasant hours in the school that makes 
Christmas a time of joy for them. 

The programs will be ready for mailing in 
October. Prices will be announced as soon 
as it is possible to make some estimate of the 
cost. We want to put them within the reach 
of every school in the association. And we 
do hope that every school in the association 
will make an effort to use them for the good 
it will do the school. Remember, that if you 
do not furnish instruction and entertainment 
for your children, the world will. Which 
do you prefer? · "Think on these things." 

THE TRUE OBJECTS OF SUNDAY SCHOOL AND 
RELIGIO DEP ARTli1ENTS OF 

CHURCH WORK. 
BY J. A. GUNSOLLEY. READ AT 

DOW CITY REUNION. 
It is not known to the writer whether or 

not the committee in assigning this subject, 
when they said "true" objects, thought· of 
there being false objects or false conception 
of the objects sought to be attained by these 
departments. However this may b'l, it is 
necessary to discuss it from this point of 
view. And in arriving at an understanding 
of what the "true objects" are, it may be 
permissible to say something of what they 
are not. Of course all have come now to rec
og·nize in these organizations auxiliaries
helps-to the church work; but for us to 
simply call them "bel ps" would be only to 
beg the question. Wherein are thPy helps, 
and how, I understand to be the question un
der discussion. 

l<'or argument's sake, tbe position is as
sumed at the outstart that all progressive 
Latter Day Saints believe that a "hastening 
time" is come, or is coming, when Zion is to 
be redeemed. Have we ever considered the 
forces at work for Zion's redemption? Let us 
look at some of the many agencies working 
to this end. Before we enter upon the dis
cussion let us keep in mind that while there 
is a "land of Zion" to be redeemed, there is 
also a spiritual Zion to be redeemed, and in 
this latter sense, Zion is the pure in heart. 

Bro. Joseph, thillkiug to aid the sisters by We say "evet·y school should bold a Christ-

"This gospel of the kingdom shall be 
preached in all the world for a witness." Je
sus said this work must be accomplished be
fore the end of the world, t)r the end of the 
wicked, when he will come to reign witb his 
people. Does anyone think Zion can be fully 
redeemed before this blessed event takes 
place? To carry out the command to "Go ye 

knowing just how many were in sympathy mas entertainment," and they should. If you 
with the work, requested that he be em pow- have but a hall dozan in your school, you can 
ered to make the testimonies shorter. He k "t bl 1 · . il 1 G d 
called for a rising vote of those who approved m~ e a crem .a e s 1owmg' an.., can p.ease o 
of this movement of the sisters. The host l' w1th your efforts. Large numbers 1u·e not 
was numerous, but they were not counted, essentillol to a good eqtertainment, 
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into all the world and preach the gospel to 
every creature," the church is prosecuting· 
the missionary work. 

Coordinate in importance with the mis
sionary work is the work of building and de
veloping the superstructure of character 
upon the foundation laid by the ministry in 
preaching· to the world and to the Saints in 
branches. The underlying principle. of this 
position occupied by the writer is this: that 
the "pure in heart" are only those who have 
become godlike in character. Godly charac
ter is the result of practicing principles of 
godliness, found only in the law of the gospel. 
To be practiced thia law must first be known. 
To be known it must be studied. To be stud
ied with best and Epeediest results there must 
be system and cooperation. 

While it is not denied that through preach
ing alone some might be brought to a knowl
edge of the law sufficiently to practice it to 
the developing of a godly character, yet that 
this is likely to be the case in the vast ma
jority of cases we are not willing to admit. 
The injunctions, "Search the scriptures, for 
in them ye think ye have eternal life," and 
"Search these commandments, for they are 
true and faithful," contain the essence of the 
whole process of growth and development 
unto a perfect man unto the "measure of the 
stature of the fuilness of Christ .. " 

These auxiliaries encourage this individual 
study of the truth contained in the books, as 
well as impress the truths and bring them 
home to the heart of each individual. The 
Sunday school and Religio give emphasis to 
the home training, aiding parents to perform 
tho duties enjoined upon them in the law, to 
teach their children the principles of the 
doctrine of Christ. 'rney also supplement 
the home training by class association. 

These auxUiaries are bringing about a more 
general study and reading of God'8 word, not 
only by- providing places and times of study 
where many can meet together, but they are 
actually going to carry the books to the 
homes of those who for any reason do not or 
cannot meet for this purpose. Our Home 
Departments will do this. A more general 
reading of God's word will result in a more 
general practice of its precepts, which in 
turn will bring about higher conditions of 
spirituality. And will not this bring about 
in turn, m· hastening its coming, the re
demption of Zion? 

"First, let mine army become very great," 
said the Lord. Great in numbers only? 
Nay, more. '•Terrible aa an army with ban
ners." Why terrible? Because the nations 
will say, L;ot us not go up to fight against 
Zion, for truly the Lord i.s there. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK AT DOW CITY 
REUNION. 
(Concluded.) 

On Friday, General Superintendent T. A. 
A. Hougas ani ved, who took charge of ses
sion of Sund;ly school at 4: 15 when two hun
dred and sixty·seven were present. 

Saturday, at 4: 15 p. m. the business ses
sion left the work of next reunion in the 
charge of officers of the General Association, 
and arranged to pay all expenses incurred. 

At the closing session on Bunday morning 
at 7: 30, two hundred and eight reported pres
ent, and although quite cool, yet a very in
teresting session was enjoyed, all the teachers 
except two present. 

At no previous reunion has there been 
shown as deep an interest in the Sunday 
school. sessions by the young brethren and 
sisters. 

Three afternoon sessions were voted to the 
use of the departments of church work at 
next reunion, with but one di~Bsenting vote, 
which should be an assurance that all were 
satisfied that the time previously occupied 
was not in vain, and that those who should 
prepare the work for ne:x;t reu·nion, would 
have the support of all present. An effort 
was made to form a ministers' class, but 
failed for reasons that we trust need not hap
pen again, but that it may be arranged for 
at next reunion, as it should be such a satis-
faction to the minister, and such an encour
agement to· all others who look to the 
minister as an example in every righteous 
effort. J. F. MINTUN. 

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Oct. 15, 1900. 

For October 28 the lesson is on "Faith"
True or Perfect Faith-which "Leads To:" 
"1. Believe" on "God's word" as it is 
preached to us by one who can testify of its 
truth and value, and this "Leads to:" "2. 
Obey': the word we have believed; and obe
dience "Leads to:" "3. Receive Spirit" for 
by it the word was given, and by following 
this Spirit we are led to: 4. Enjoy Ever
lasting Life. 

ConfBrBnca 
NAUVOO. 

Conference convened with New London 
Saints, Iowa, October 6; J. R Evans and 
James McKiernan presiding, J. W. Stobaugh 
and George P. Lambert secretaries. District 
treasurer's report: On hand last report $5.84; 
collections $16 97; total $22 81; expendi"ures 
$14 35; bala!lce $8 46. Bishop's agent's re
port.: On hand last report $119 12; receipts 
$124 30; total $243 42; expenditures $240.50; 
balance $2 92. Branch reports: Keokuk 5 !; 
loss by letter of removall. Rock Creek 68, 
Burlington 113; gain by letter 1, by baptism 
1, death l. New London 52; gain by certifi-
cates of baptism 2, by letter 2, loss by re

Bro. J. F. Mintun, of M~,gnolia, Iowa, has moval 2, by death 1. Farmington 65; loss by 
kindly consented t.o furnish us from week t.o I death 1. K.eb 32; loss by !e~ters 27. ~on: 
week brief outlines for review of the Sunday trose ~3. Vmcennes20,' Mm!stry report.n~. 

. . · J. R . .c..vans, J. McKlelnan, J. S. Roth, J. S. 
school lessons. It 1s not expected that you Snively, Daniel Tripp, G. P. Lambert, F. M. 
use them exactly as they are, but they will McDonald, Charles Brown, J. W. Stobaugh, 
suggest to you some plan by which you may and S. Tripp. District treasm·er beiDg ab-

,_ • . . . sent from home, the family req nested there 
ma~e your reVIew more attract! ve and mter- should be another appointed tu fill the un-
estwg. Study them and the less'ln and use expired term; the wife and daughter were 
them. CAUTION. appointed. The conference granted the Sun-

Make your work plain and brief. Let your day school workers their hour (more or less) 
blackboard work be impressive. Do not be as t.he district authorities (Sunday school 

and church) would decide as wisdom. A 
too profuse either in word or in illustration. resolution was passed regarding branch presi
Keep your work strictly on the subject. dent and individual reports. Some branch 

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Oct. 13. 
Fellow Workers in the Sunday School:

That I may possibly be some little help to 
you, I essay the task of occupying a bl'ief 
space to present a suggestive review for les
sons of this quarter, hoping that one more 
able may continue the work. 

J. F. MINTUN. 

I would ad vise as a rule the use of capital 
lett.ers of different shapes and sizes, and 
colored crayons for chart or blackboard 
work. Your work is more attractive and 
impressive. 

Review for October 21:-
God's Children-Israel. 

Led by 
Spirit of God Cloud and 

Fed by 
Son of God. 

God Giveth. 
Golden Text:

I [yellow l 

Manna. 

AM THE BREAD [blue] 

Fire. 

OP LIPE [g-reen]. 

Review for October 28:

FAITH 
LEADS TO 

l. BELIEVE I GOD'S WORD. 
2. OBEY f 
3. RECEIVE SPIRIT. t==:> 
4. EN,TOY EVERLASTINGLIPE, 

presidents have overlooked rules that have 
been heretofore passed, either by resolution 
or otherwise, that branch and individual re
ports should be kept separate. Therefore, 
be it resolved hereafter that all should con
form to this rule and act accordingly. A 
soliciting committee was appointed to solicit 
means to purchase a new district tent. W. 
'1'. L11mbert, Maggie K Craig, John Lam
bert, Ida Manifold, Nellie Sarg-ent, Alice 
Jacobs, Mary J. Willey, James Richardson, 
Don C. Salisbury, and J. W. Stobaugh. 
Preaching on Sunday was edifying and in
structive, by James McKiernan and J. S. 
Snively. Adjourned to meet with Rock 
Creek branch, February 4, 1901. 

FREMONT. 
Conference convened at the Saints' chapel, 

Thurman, Iowa, October 6. Elder Henry 
Kemp was chosen to preside, Charles Fry 
secretary. Branches reported: Henderson, 
Riverton, Hamburg, 'rabor, Shenandoah, 
Glenwood, Thurman. Ministerial reports: 
Elders: G. Kemp, E. S. Wilcox, G. W. 
Needham, N. L, Mortimore, A T. Mortimore, 
G. F. Walling, J. B. Cline, I. M. Smith, J. 
Comstock, J. C. Moore, F. Becksted, D. Hou
gas, T. A. Hougas, William Leeka, H. 
Priests: L C. Dondaldson, J. B. Lenlz, 
Roberts, C. Fry, I<'. Goode, C. C. Case, A. J. 
Davidson, James Vinnerd; Teachers: S. 
Dyke, C. M. Roberts; Deacons: E. F. Wil
cox, S. S. Clark. William Leeka, Bishop's 
agent, reported: On hand January 1, $4:35.70; 
receipts $524.86; total $960 56; expenditures 
$904 61; balance on hand $55.95. An auditing 
committee reported the account correct. A 
communication from Tabor branch, recom
mending the ordination of Bro. Charles Fry 
to the office of elder was adopted and ordina-
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tion provided for. All those h~ving missions Teacher W. Hartnell. Bishop's agent's re- [ and I write informing you that I will appoint 
were continued in the same. T. A. Hougas port: Total receipts, including amount on I local laborers, that we may labor together 
was el~cctcd. to succeed himself as one of the hand last report $806.42; expenditures harmonimlBly for the best interests of the 
trusteEs of the district tent. Officers sus- $532. 73; amount on hand $273 69. Rt~port work. E<~ch one has talents, and let all do 
tait1ed: President, D. Houga~; associate audited and found correct. Elder A. Barr that which comes to band each day, aspiring 
president, H. Kemp; secretary, Charles Fry. was chosen district president, D,wis for the approval of God. If we perform well 
By motion, Bro. ·william Leeka was sustained clerk. A resolution was passed, petitioning the duties of the present, God will be able to 
as Biohop, also the missionaries and general General Conference to return Elder J. H. estimate our value, and our usefulness will 
authorities. Pceaching by Cha,rles Fry and Lake to this mission. Bro. F. 0. Benedict appear. 
H. Kemp. Sacrament and social service, w11s sustained to audit Bishoo's agent's In selecting officers, choose those who live 
Sunday afternoon, w11s a blessing to all. At books. Elder A. Barr was sustained Bishop's their religion, for upon them.largely depend 
the evening service, Charles Fry was ordained agent. Elder F. C. Smith was ordained to the success of the school; upon them rests the 
an elder by Bt·n. H. Kemp and William I the office of seventy by Eiders J. H. Lake responsibility of selecting the teachers. I 
Leeka, and was allowed an elder's license. and Columbus Scott. James W. DiJ.vis was believe it to be a good plan to try a tea<Jher 
Adjourned to meet at Shenandoah, at a date ordained to the office of priest by Elders C. for a while, and if they are not a success, you 
to be set by district president and submis- Scott, J. H. Lake, and A. Barr. Pceaching can more easily approach them, and ha,·e an-
sionary in charge. by J. H. Lake, C. Scott, K K. and A. other put in their place. Be sure and open 

NODAWAY. 
Conference met October- 6 and 7, with 

Sweet Home branch. J. Hawley and D. C. 
White chosen presidents pro tern., W. T. 
Ross secretary pro tern. Statistical reports: 
Bedieon 43: gain 1. Rising Hope 14; gain l. 
Ross Gwve 44; gain l. Sweet Home 41. 
Elders reporting: C. P. Welsh, D. C .. White, 
J. Arthur Davis, E S Fannon, J. C. Vaughn, 
J. Hawley, C. C. Nelson, Thomas Ivie; 
Priests Rasmus Lorensen, Andrew Jensen, 
W. B. Torrance: Teacher H. Froyd; Deacon 
Joseph Powell. Bishop's report: On hand 
January 1, $146 74; received $593 05; total 
$739. 79; paid out $634 50; on hand October 1, 
$!05 29. Report of ''gospel tent" expenses: 
Received $5 55. Paid out $5 05. Due tent 
fund 50 cents. E. S. Fannon was elected 
president, W. B. Torrgnce secretary. The 
president appointed W. T. Ross and ,J. C. 
Vaughn to examine the tent and decide 
whether it shall be repaired or disposed of; 
and also report to next conference whether 
they think best to buy ~nother t.ent. Bedi
son branch ·recommended Bro. Rasmus 
Lorensen be ordained an elder; was left in 
the hands of district president and submis
sionary in charge, to report to next confer· 
ence. District president was requested to 
appoint a two days' meeting in each branch. 
Preaching by D. C. White, J. Arthur Davis, 
and J. C. Vaughn. Adjourned to Saturday 
and Sunday before the full moon in February. 

NORTHWEST TEXAS. 
Conference met with Beaver branch, Octo

ber 6; Bro. James H. Amend in the chair, J. 
M. Teagarden secretary. Branch reports: 
Beaver 51; gain 18. Oklaunion 30; gain 10. 
Financial clerk reports $1.65 on hand. Elders 
T. J. Sheppard, R F. Benfrc, C. C. Holcomb, 
G. W. Wilcox, W. W. Shoemaker, J. H. 
Amend, and A. J. Moore reported work 
done. A. J. Moore was elected president for 
ensuing year. Sunday was devoted to preach
ing and social service, from which we had a 
feast. Conference passed off agreeable to all. 
Adjourned 'Go meet Saturday before the 
fourth Sunday in February, with Oklaunion 
branch. 

EASTERN MICHIGAN. 
Conference convened with I<'Jint Saints, 

October 6 and 7; J. H. Lflke was chosen to 
preside, a,ssisted by Elder Andrew Barr, 
William D~>vis secretary. Branches report
ing: Huron Center 72, Juniata 65, Black 
River 27, St. Thomas 35, Cash 36, St .. Clair 
25, Cass River 54, Bay Port 95, St. Gideon 
51, Applegate 38, Port Huron 32, Flint 27, 
Evergreen 129, Buel Cent.er 52, Bell Rivor 
18. Ministerial reports: Elders N. F. Liddy 
baptized 3, F. C. Smith, A. McKenzie bap
tized 4, J. J. Bailey baptized 5, 0. J. Haun 
ra;=~t:z ,d l, A. Barr baptlzsd 2, Thomas Raw
son, .J. J .. CorniAh baptized 6, E. J. Good
enonl!h, \oVl!Uam Dowker, C. Scott baptized 
2, William Davis hapt.ized 8; Priests William 
Collins, J. L. Sweet, G. H. Skinner, W. H. 
Hunter, Otto Fetting, W. 0. Harrison; 

Bat·r. Adjourned to meet with the the school on time, and close it on time. 
Saints the fit·st Saturday and Sunday in June, Teachers should study all the quarterlies and 
1901. be in their place on time. l<Jncourage the 

CLINTON. 
Conference convened at Rich Hill, Mis· 

souri, October 6; missionary in charg·e, I. N. 
White, was chosen to preside; assisted by 
district president, T. R. White; secretary, 
Vina H. Goff, assisted by Warren MoEl V17ain. 
Ministry Elders T. R. A. 
I. Roberts, Goff, F. M. H. 
L. Kinning, C. Quick, S. C. Andes, G. 
Beebe sen., A. L.oyd, Swen S C. P. 
We,ch; Priests N. Stephenson, U. 
Silvers, A. 8. L3epar, S. C. Williams, C. H. 
Athey. Bishop's al!ent reported: Cash on 
hand last reoort $36 19; recelpts $261.81; ex
pendii.ures $283. 88; bals.nce on hand $14.17. 
Found correct. Branches Rich 
Hill, Tabervill2, Walker, Dorado 
Sprin~s, Veve, Wheatland, Lowry City; no 
reports from Daepwater, Tebo, and Lebanon 
branches. On account of discrevancies ex
istmg between branch reports and 
records, it was ordered that each 
clerk bring or send his record books to the 
district clerk at next conference for comoari
son. 'fhe district treasurer report.ed $LC5 
received as per capita tax. Resolut'con fcom 
the Wheatland branch req nesting the next 
reunion to be held there we~s to the 
reunion location committee. The 
was authorized 1;o defray the expenses of the 
misaionary in charge. The time and place 
for next conference was set for the last Sat
urday before the full moon in at 
Coal Hill chapel. Much 
received by the counsel of Bro. I. White. 
The preaching and prayer services were 
spiritual, enjoining sacrifice and more right
eous living on the part of Saints, with 
ises of greater blessings to be 
All felt repaid for time spent in 

-----------
8umlau 

NODAWAY. 
Sunday school associat.ion convened with 

class to do the questioning. If the teacher 
answers the questions himself without giving 
the class the chance, they wiil lose interest. 
Teachers, try and have your class do the 
talking. I have listened to Bible class teach· 
ers, and in my opinion they were complete 
failure~;: they would ask the question, and 
just as soon as some one would try 'to answer 
it, the teacher would interrupt the scholar, 
and go right on and do three fourths of the 
talking. 

Parents must assist the teacher in helping 
the children to study the lessons at home. 
It cannot be expected that one hour in the 
week in a Sabbath school is sufficient to train 
children for life's struggle. A good plan for 

to assist children is, to go over parts 
the lesson each morning and evening dur

ing the week. Parents should go with them 
to school, unless other religious duties hin
der. Jesus says, "He that is faithful over a 
few things, I will make him ruler over many 
things." And while we may not be aspiring 
after ot'fice, that is no reason why we should 
not be interested in seeing the school ad
vance; we should be faithful in the discharge 
of each day's duty, and then if God raises us 
to positions of honor, we will still have that 
untiring stability that will cause us to rise ·to 
fields of usefulness and power. 

In localities where there are no schools or
ganized, I would sug-gest that all families take 
the quarterlies, and go over the lessons to 
the children, and by this we are in line with 
the school in general. I invitE' communica
tion with all schools in the district, and hope 
to fill my mission to the honor and glory of 
God and the salvation of some. 

GEORGE BUSCHLEN. 
ABTllUR, Ontario. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Philadelphia district Sunday school asso

ciation will meet in convention at Fifth and 
Huntingdon streets, Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania, on November 8, at four p. m. Prepa
rations are being made for a joyful time. 

0. T. CHRISTY, Supt. 
E. B. HULL, Sec. 

Sweet Home school, October 6. Preceding Massachusetts district Sunday school asso
evening was devoted to an entertainment; elation will convene in Somerville Saints' 
songs, recitations, etc; T. A. I vie in the church, November 10, at 2: 30, continuing 
chair, Sr. R. K. Ross secretary pro tern. over Sunday. A good prog-ram is under 
Schools reporting: Sweet Home, Platte, and way. We hope to have a large attendance 
Ross Grove. Program committee ·from every school in the district, especially 
By motion the report was teachers. Reports are requested to be sent 
mi ttee discharged. Moved to to secretary one week in ad vance of conven-
vention on Friday before district tion. Add reGs: No. 128 Sutton street, Provi-
at half-past two, at the same place. deuce, Rhode Island. 
superintendent appo. inted Lettie Byergo and I M. C. FISHER, Supt. 
W. B. Torrance committee on program. 0. V. HOLMES, Sec. 
Sunday School Echoes was read by Annie 
Ivie. Talk by E. S. Fannon on the "three 
books" and "internation!!llessons." NOTICES. 

Notice oi CommHtee of Improvements of 

LONDON DISTRICT SABBATH SCHOOL. 
the Sunday School Asoociation, and to all in
terested in the upbuilding of God's kingdom 

Dear Brethren and Sisters:-It gives me on earth:-
pleasure in writing to you as your· servant. ! The time is nearing when Wf3 must formu
It is impossible for me to visit all schools, late our report and publish it, and feeling a 
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deep anxiety that 
ticed in this report 
ticed, we 
schools or ;.ssociations to 
address any sur;;gestions for 

connscted with the 
work, any criticism of any 
feature of the work as is now being con-
ducted, with suggested change for the better
ment of that criticised. 

By order the committee, 
J. MINTUN, Chairman. 

Box A, MAGNOLIA, Iowa. 

a n 
PAS'I'ORAL. 

To the Saints of the Pacific 
Greeting:-I hereby give notice 
L. Holt will 
branches of Nerthern 
tricts, in harmony with the local 
Also, Bro. D. L. Allen will be associated 
Bro. J. D11vies in the remainder 
of the conference year. rest of the min· 
istry will continue to labor in present 
fields. 

Two of our children are sick with scarlet 
fever, and have been qua.rantined for five 
weeks, and will be fm· some time to come. 
One of them is nicely, but, the 
baby girl ie not p:1st dangerous 

All matters my 
be referred tho:Je in of the 
tive fields, as am no~ allowed to write 
uoder I should be glad t.o hesr 
from you, but wl!l not be able to so be 
patient in an answer. 
interest in of 

RESOLU1'IONS OF SYMPATHY. 
resolu·tioos of condolence 
Z0n~ S~ 

Iowa, October 12, 1900. 
has pleased our 

Father to our midE;t our 
sister, Dorcas 

Therefore, be it 
of R•oligians 
immediate and 

Be it furthET resolved we 
feel tbe Joss which we bu,ve the 
removal of one who bad for all'" kind WO<"d 
and 8P..Jile, yet Wf") desire to be submlsM 
sive to will; ancl belt fur-ther 

Resoived that a of these resolutions 
be sent to the family, the church publica-
tions, and that also be spread upon the 
minutes of the 

A WORD TO THE WIS~J. 

Some level-headed once said 
or wrote: 61 Etern~d 
liberty," and the path 
in is i.he keep at it 
so, in Graceland College we 
urg·e upon the Saints "hat unluss you wish to 
see the suntH:Jt of the Dineteenth be-
dimmed with the church to 
an onen work of 
neerS ln tb.ls insfJtution "o£ 
crur.nhle into decay 2nd 
origioal intBnt1on. no~N the tirne to corne to 
the rescue. Do not wait l;ill 
accomplish some thing, 
your 1111 te~ 
grains of se,od nmke this earth, 
and of water tha,t make the ocean. 

is not rich man's 

to expe~t ~n I GATES.-To Bro. and Sr. Gates of Sheri
but it neither im- dan, Missouri, a son, November 30, 1898, 

nOI" to hope for a dona- named Arthur Vern. Blessed October 7, 
of a do!l~J.r·s, and perhaps 1900, by J. A. Davis and D. C. White. 

several such, and from that on down to the Moo.RMAN.- William Oral, son of Bro. E. 
ten cent piece, or the nickel. L. and Sr. Eva Moorman, was horn October 

D.cJll!.y not, but send offering to the un- 7, 1899, at 08ceola, Iowa; blessed at Lamoni, 
dersigned, or to Anderson, Lamoni, Iowa, October 12, 1900, by Elder H. N. 
Iowa. Snively. 

Our predecessors did what they could with P.RICE.-To Mr. Joshua and Sr. Sarah A. 
'&he means furnished to carry out the inskuc- Price, at Bevier, Missouri, June 28, 1900, a 
tion of t.he several General Conferences au- son, named Frank. Ble8sed September 19, 
thorizing the erection and runn!nl!( of t,he by Eiders F. T. Mussell and J. T. Williams. 
college, and the present Board of T;•ustees YOUNG. -To Bro. Romalia L. and f:ir. 
neither wish to make a failure nor increa.se M!'.ry·E, Young-, a daug-hter, near Defiance, 
the debt. Iowa, May 1, 1900, and named B0ssio Par-

As we have not sold a suffieient number of melia. Blessed at the reunion, Dow City, 
to meet the Iowa, October 6, under the bands of Elders 

do not to ask for that we Da~•id Brewster, C. J. Hunt, Romanan Wight, 
may be able to accomplish our work with and J. M. Stubbart. 
m·edit, !?,nd to the disappointment of the McCORD.-To Bro. William and Sr. Is!l.bell 
"kickers" and the hidden and open enemies of McCord, a daughter, near D·fiance, Iowa, 
Graceland College. July 18, 1900, and named Wilma Mabel. 

Come to our immediate help, and I pledge Blessed at the reunion, Dow City, Iowa, Oc
you that the oucoming generation will rise tober 6, under the hands of Elders R. M. 
up and call you blessed. Elvin, C. J. Hunt, and Romanan Wight. 

For success, DIED. 
ROB'l.'. M. ·ELVIN. CA.RTER.-Nellie, daughter of Bro. and Sr. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 17. 

BOUNDli.RY I,INES OF DISTRICTS, ETC. 
It is neceosary to have on record a descrip· 

tion or statement of the boundary lines of 
every· district, for. the use of the Presidency 
and other District presidents 
and are therefore requested to 
forward statemcmts of the boundaries of their 
respective districts. are requested to 
also lists of names in their 

If boundaries have not been specifically de
fined, or not. specified at all, kindly so report, 
and as won as possible. If district con-
templates action on lines, please 
report its statu~, also further ac-
tion when It is t,o make 
the record complete. District are 
requested to give this request their early at· 
tention. Please do not omit lists of branches. 

'l'he made in June, 1900, 
has been by but eighteen out of 
a total. of dist,ricts. Responses 
from all are desired. 

S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LA>IONI, Iowa, October 15, 1900. 2t 

NOTICES. 
IJ, li8t of nam 'S of absent 

branch: Barsha E. 
Sarah E. o 

M. R0,ins. L<1el!a 
'l'homas King, Madge 
Frost, Rabecc!J, Ryer

Mary J. Pawhin, 
Crouse, Elsie B•·anson, Phebe M. 

Colvin, Josepn H. Phillips, Anna Smith, 
Colvin, Myrtle Smith, Eme P. Colv~n, 

Amy Smith, Ellsworth G. Carpenter, 
Laura Fuller, .Joseph J. D. Craven. 

The undersigned would be gla:1 to hear 
from any or all of the above named persons. 
The whereabouts of moat of tbem a!"e not 
known the officers of branch, 
who like bear from in regard 
to their welfare. Saints, 
please, of your-

Dominicus Carter, died at her home in 
Provo, Utah, October 5, 1900, her birthday, 
12 years of age. Nellie was a good girl and a 
faithful Sunday school scholar. Her day 
school teacher and cla£s came to the church 
to assist in the singing, and six of the little 
boys act,ed as pallbearers. A large congrega
tion attonded her funeral. Sermon by Elder 
Peter Anderson. May God sustain and com· 
fort her parents in their trial. 

MANTLE -At his home in Ooage county, 
Missouri, October 14, 1900, Elder John Mane 
tle, of Whearso branch, aged 70 years, 5 
months, and 21 days. He bore his sufferings 
patiently, and was reconciled to the will of 
God; he had no fear of deatl;l. He always 
bore a faithful testimony to the work. He 
leaves a wife and eleven children to mourn. 
Born in Stafforclshire, England, April 22, 
1830; came to this country with his parents, 
and was baptized August 8, 1865; was presid
ing elder of the branch from his ordination 
to his death. He was always found at the 
post of duty when health would permit. 
Two brothers and one sister survive him. 
Funeral was largely attended, many coming
from a distance; sermon by Elder James E'. 
Wilson. 

CALKINS.-At her home, Hamburg, Iowa, 
October 7, 1900, Sr. Nancy J. Calkins. 
She was born in Worth county, Missouri, 
September 2. 1850; came to Io1va in 1859; 
married to Bro. Myron Calkins, January 28, 
1868; to them were born four sons and four 
daughters; three sons and one daughter, with 
her husband, are left to mourn. Our beloved 
sister united with the church some twenty
five years ago, and has ever sought to honor 
her profession faithfully until death. She 
loved the work, always bore a firm testimony 
to the truth, was generous-hearted, a loving 
and dutiful wife, kind and an affectionate 
mother, loved by all wbo knew her. · Funeral 
Rervice conducted and sermon by Elder Henry 
Kemp, in the Saints' church at Hamburg. 
Her remains were laid to rest, with other 
relatives, in a cemetery four miles east of. 
Hamburg-. 

GREEN.-Sou of Bro. 0. E. Green, of Ons
low, Iowa; born. July 28, 1900; died October 
5, 1900, and laid to rest beside his mother in 
Frozen Hill cemetery. Funeral sermon by 
Elder John Heide. 

ROBERTS.-At Tabor, Iowa, October 1, 
-----~· 1900, the sweet little babe of Bro. Charles 

BOFN and Sr. Lucy Roberts. This little bud of 
· " '· f promise was named Gracie, and but two 

Hil. WLEY.-A t Sheridan, Missouri, Octo- weeks old. Funeral service at the house, 
to Bro. Frank and Sr. Clara Ht~w- [and sermon by Elder Henry Kemp. Her re-

ft named Ha?~rol June< Blessed mains laid away to rest in Ga,ylord cemetery. 
by J. Arthur Davis and D. C. I May the Lord of all give grace and patience, 

White. named Helen with the blessed assurance that all will be I Blanch. Blessed White and J. well, to the faithful, weeping father and 
· Arthur Davi~. motl}er: i~ the prayer of all that know 
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LAMONI, DECATUR Co., !OWl!< 

AN INTERESTING 

JUS'r ISSUED. 

BY HhDRR C. J. 
THE OPINIONS O:B1 SIX'l'Y
FIVE LEADING MINISTERS 
ON ISAIAH .29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL 37:15-20. . ..... 

PRICE • 10 CENTE 

lfHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

1. The Nature of Man, Is He 
Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2 .. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen Hie. 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

3. Voice of Good ; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the and Kirt· 
land 'remple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

1\l;. Questions and Answers (on 
E'irst Principles- of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c. 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The ''One Its 
Subjects, 
Design, and 
ministe:r, 1 00 

'f. Who Then be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the 
dozen Hie.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

9. Viewed from a 
Standpoint; per 

20c.; 100 ... -........... 1 40 
10. Tbe Narrow per dozen 

10; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
11. The Plan of Salvation; per 

dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 

dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 
Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100...... . . . . . . . . 60 

11.'1. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen lOc.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy:; 
per dozen 15c . .; 100 .......... 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100. . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen: lOc.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen Be.; 100............... 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100............... 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? pt:r dozen 20c., 100 .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20e.; 100 .............. 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
30. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15e.; 100 .............. 1 00 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy?" and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

The Church or 
God; What is lt'? 
Comes H? per dozen 5c. · 30 

39. Prophecy of the 
100......................... 10 

40. What vYe per do;:en 
100 ' ............ ' ' . ' ' ' . . 1 00 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

46. The Pure 

20 

60 

50 

00 

dozen 3c. ; 20 
48. or per 

15c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
SWEDISH TRACTS. 

37. En Till Guds Rike, 
dozen 5c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. . 30 

38. Gode Herdens and 
Kristi per 
10c.; 100.. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . • • 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The ; each.. . .. . • • . •• 15 
51. The each. . . . .. 05 

·52. The the 
each........................ 06 

53. The of each. . 02 
54. The each. . • . 25 
55. The 05 

COlVlPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth .................... ,.. 715 
174. Flexible .................... 1 50 

AFT'EHU LOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ......•...•..•••.•••••• 1 21') 

lUNG JAMl<:S rl'RANSLAI'lON O.B' 
THl!; BIULE. Self pronounc
ing, with footnotes and full 
ind?x and references. 

179. J11lexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun
day school teacher:,;' Bible, 
flexible ..................... 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . . . 80 
157. Cloth, without references.. . . 30 
158. Cloth, without references.. . . 60 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music. 

108. Paper covers, each ......•.•. 
Per dozen ......••..•••.••. 

110. Cloth, limp ................ . 
Per dozen .....••••••••.•.. 

111. Cloth and leather .•••••.••..• 
112. Fnllleather ........••..•.... 
113. GUt edges ................ .. 
114. F!PxiblP. lPatlwr ......... . 

WHAT IS Jlil:AN? By Elder J. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth ...•••••••• • • • • • •• • • • • • 

30 
3 20 

35 
3 75 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 

he same as in e 
Archaeological Com
mittee's Report; can 
be. pasted in the 
Large Type dition 
of the Book of Mor
mon. 

Complete set of six, 15c. 
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etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct .,.II !etters to 

;W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. 
IITOCKHOJr,DERS:-Mrs. David ])ancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 

.Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkin!!. 

THREE BOXES GUARANTEED to cure any to1rn of tobacco habit or 
money cheerfully refunded. 

'\1 
Sent postpaid on receipt of $1 50 U S. taken. 

Address, (Bro.) n. :E'. 
47·.42 

North-L'O'ave Leon 2:40 p. ru., arrive at De;; 
MoineR 6: 05 p. m. 

South-Leave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arrive 
at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 

Trains except Sunday; connect with C. 
B. & Q. Leon. 

Ell'ORE YOU VOTE read up the money 
question on all sides. To aid you, we 
offer th8 "Library of Li.ve Questions," 

ten books, 1452 pag-es, publisher's $1 85, 
ours only One Dollar. Written republi-

Peoria, Lll., U S. A. 

cans, democrats, populists, and socialists. 
You need them. Address headquarters, the 
Western Supply House, Nebraoks. City, Ne-
braska. 42-2t 

I<'amily Rec<erd, Family R•gister, :VIarriage Qertift- 1 
cate, Lord's Prayer~ and other pict.urf's sell readily. 1 
Agents wanted. Send for circulun~. prices~ etc .• to 

1 

(Bro.) l!ll. J•'. Oul.wt<ty & Co., 
Peoria, Illinois. WOODBINE 

~~? • .2Jit!ii~.\illS'.!'~~~J'&r:l 170ct00 ~ 

My "Big Oceek" Stock Fa.rm of 390 acres. 
Price $500 per year. 

D. :B'. NICHOLSON. 
2t Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired translation, by Joseph 
Smith. 

78. Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00 
79. Sheep, library binding. . . . . . . 25 
$0. Imitation morocco, gilt 1 75 
131. Morocco, gilt edges .......... lil 25 
82. Flexible binding, gilt . . I 'ii 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT~ 
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 
120. Leather back and corners, per 

volume ...............•... 2 00 
121. Leather, per volume ....•.•.. 2 50 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ....... 3 00 
Third volume not yet complete. 

BRADEN- KELLEY DEBATE. 
Report of the discussion be
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

:125. Cloth • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . 1 50 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • . 15 

Per dozen . . . . • . • . • . • . • • • • . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp .. . . • . • • • • • • •• •. . 25 

Per dozen ...••.•••••••••.. 2 70 
117. Cloth .. . . . .. •• • . • ... • . .. ••• 35 

Per dozen . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . 3 75 
118. Flexible, gii t edges.. . . . . . . • . 50 

\JEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
T1·anslation. Large type edi
tion. 

84. Cloth.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
85. Cloth, leather backs and cor-

ners ........................ 1 00 
86. Seal grain russia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
87. _Sg_al ~rrain russia, gilt edges .. 1 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen· 
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• '15 
127. Leather ..•..•••.•••••••••••• 1 00 
128. Flexible . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each................. 10 
Per dozen ..••••••••••••• , • 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp . • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 25 
133. Cloth . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . 40 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 25 
135. Cloth. . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . • . . 50 

ARCHlEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper . . .. .. • . . . . .. . .. . .. • • . 30 
137. Cloth.... . . • • .. . . . . . . . . . • • • • 50 

PATTIE: OR LEA 'V"ES FROM A 
LIFE. 

144. Cloth........ . . . .. . • . . . . .• . 75 

SECRETARY'S RECORD. 
56. Paper .................... · .. 
57. Cloth, limp, double size .... .. 

TEACH.ER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen.. . 60 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa-
tions; per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

60. For districts to General Asso-
ciation; per dozen........... 10 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS·. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth ..... , . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • 20 

ENVELOPES. 
62. Forcollections; 10015c.; 1,000 1 Z~ 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. 75 
64. Small, ten kinds; 100.. . . . . • • 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • 1~ 
66. Per 1,000 ................... 1 00 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK-
ETS. . 

67. Per 100 ...•••..•.••••• • • · .•• 
1 

l~ 
68. Per 1,000 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . 00 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools; 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen.. . .. .. .. • • • • • • . •• • 10 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each .....•...••••.•••••• • • . .. 40 
71. Per dozen . . , .. o "Gl 9 •••• , e • 9 ... fJ '~~' 60 
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J than this at an earlier date, but has 
been washed away. Its steep sides 
are covered with scattered oaks, pop
lars, and hazel brush. 

The mound is situated on a level 
plat of ground, and for miles around 
the scenery is wildly picturesque. 

Hundreds of mounds have been dis· 
covered in Wisconsin, but none better 
preserved than this. This state is 
supposed to have been the original 
starting point of mound building, and 
work was supposed to have been car
ried on in proportions of great mag
nitude until the Indians overpowered 
the weaker race, driving them south 
and west to Mexico, where their de
scendants were finally conquered by 
Cortez. 

Nearly all of these earthworks are 
situated on level benches of streams, 
upon ridge tops, near the shores of 
lakes, and upon the summits of com
manding bluffs. Many of them are 
grotesque in shape, being outlines of 

largest skeleton is five feet, and the: 
bones are well proportioned. Tha 
skulls bave high frontal bones, evi
dencing intelligence, while the arms~ 
spines, hips, and legs are large and 
strong. All of the bones are of a 
dark brown color and brittle. Some 
of them dug up from a point fifteeen::: 
feet below the surface appeared to be. 
burned. All of the skeletons found 
were well preserved, except the 
skulls, many of which had fallen to 
pieces, although the skull bones were 
in a good state of preservation. Sev
eral of the jaw bones contained per
fect sets of teeth. 

There are several other large. 
mounds in Burnett county, located 
along the principal streams near ·the: 
larger lakes, but none that eclipse in:: 
magnitude and peculiarity this one 
located on the shores of Clam Lakc.
Chicago Tribune, September 23, 1900. 

birds, beasts, fishes, and reptiles, the NEW NATIONAL PARK IN IDAHO. 

predominating forms _being appar- Another national park has beeu 
UNCOVER BONES OF A PREHISTORiC ently those of turtles, hzards, snakes, . . 

RACE. birds, squirrels, and deer. , created m Idaho by the Intenor de~-
Different theories are advanced by partment, awaiting only the ratifica

HUGE MOUND IN WISCONSIN FILLED historians regarding the uses for tion of Congress to put it on the same 
WITH SKELETONS OF MOUND which these mounds were erected. basis as the Yellowstone and the Yo-

BUILDERS. Some believe that they were built semite National Parks. This new :re-
One of the best preserved monu- solely for the purpose of worship, serve takes in Shoshone Falls and 

ments left by the once powerful race others for defense, others as symbols Blue Lakes on the Snake River in:: 
of mound builders has been discovered of mystic rites in which human sacri- southern Idaho, and includes some of 
on the shores of Clam Lake, Burnett fice and sun worship played promi- the most beautiful scenery in the 
county, Wisconsin. It is a huge nent parts, and others as sites for world. 
mound, built of clay and black loam, dwellings and for burying grounds. The new national park is twenty-five' 
and is literally filled with skeletons From the evidence at hand it is proba- miles from a railroad, and conse
and relics, which show evidence of ble that each of these theories is cor- quently its beauties are not as familia1fu 
having been buried hundreds of years. rect, and that different mounds were as those of many other spots on the 

Dr. L. M. Robey, of River Falls, used for different purposes. direct line of tourist travel. A trip, 
Wisconsin, discovered the wonderful There is no doubt that this mound by stage or horseback from Shoshone· 
contents of this mound some time ago, was built as a burying ground. From station, on the Oregon Short Line, 
but the first work that disclosed the the data secured it is evident that at through a wild country, is necessary 
magnitude of the affair was done by the beginning of this huge project, to reach this region of natural won-
R. W. Strong, of Belmond, Iowa, as· when one of this prehistoric race ders. 
sisted by Herbert Ahlstrom, Harry died, he was laid to rest on the bare The falls themselves are rivaled:: 
Sadler, A. L. Evans, Charles Fisher, ground and his body covered by two only by those of Niagara. While, of 
and A. W. Anderson, all newspaper or three feet of clay and black loam, course, nothing in the world can com·, 
men, who went to the scene and spent which was taken from the lakeshore pare in volume with the vast cataract, 
a day excavating, in which time the ·just east of the mound proper. Tier of the great lakes channel, Niagara, 
bones of at least twenty skeletons after tier was laid to rest in this man- lacks the wild and weird setting that. 
were unearthed. In any part of the ner, until more than an acre was cov- Shoshone possesses. . 
mound human bones were found at a ered, and then another tier was begun Half a mile above the falls the river' 
depth of three to five feet from the in the trenches· between the other is 1,200 feet broad, and flows in a. 
surface, although they were not as graves. canon 800 feet deep. The water itself 
well preserved as those found at a In this wa.y countless thousands of is many fathoms deep. Toward the 
greater depth. All of the skele- men, women, and children were Taid falls the channel narrows. The river, 
tons were found with their heads ly· to rest as fast as they died, until a 900 feet wide, sweeps swiftly through: 
ing to the west. veritable mountain of corpses, sand, a narrow gorge with precipitous lava,. 

This mound is two hundred thirty and clay was made by human hands. sides 1,200 feet high. 
feet in diameter at the base and sixty The skeletons apparently have been It reaches a 221-foot precipice and 
feet high and is cone-shaped. At the disturbed but little by animals, and it plunges over with a roar which is re-· 
top it is only twenty or thirty feet in seems queer that they have not turned I echoed by nature's walls on both 
diameter. Possibly it was pigher to dust. The average height of the sides.-Chicago Tribune. 
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benefits of a higher education;' 'that I. m~y Children sometimes pretend to b9 ill toes-
age is fourteen months or so; obtain what is considered a good educat10n 1n c\lpe going to schooL Feigning illness to 

l"ut I ~~~g; ~J~~!~!~dN~~~~now 
1 

all things except what, is practical;' 'bec~~se escape duty is called in the army malingering 
-"" here are offered the greatest opportumt1es and is always punished when detected. A 

How I shall learn to talk; for that broader and higher development, child who habitually complains of headache 
In fact, how any babe who lives I which it should be the wish of all to obta~n;' just before ochool time should be put on a 

Both day and night among and 'Lhat I may have a broader educatwn sofa in a darkened room, not to 
His idiotic relatives than I could have in the school. 'VVhen read, nor look at pictures, and a hot-

Can learn the Euglish tongue. we are old enough to for ourselves we I water placed at his feet. If the ailment 
'·""·nd therefore I would make it clear are responsible for the most of our- is real is the best treatment for the early 

deem the act amiss)-- sel,ves. College life is to be broad- 1 sta,ges; if it is the silence and solitu~e 
chance have we when &tll we h8ar enmg.'" soon become so that i;he Is 

Is language such as this: 'l'he men are o~ the whole ~ore ~e~nite glad to do anything to fro.m . 
"'Ze pecious "01' wootsy woots!" th~,n the women m the expresswn o, oheir Ocher affected should tre::>r.ed as 1f 

"His tmmin' I will not say that they are more and it should be distinctly 
"''Ze itty, but, I will say that they are more family that the child who 

"Now precise. Here are some of the from j is too ill to and to learn his l~s-
the men which are of sons is too to be of bed. If a, child 

tell me that a drink's a "dink;" " 'To improve the ' truant the lessons he loses should be 
fing·ers are; and learn more of the meet with up at home in his and the 
think is or also "fink;" men of brain s,nd to le,,rn more mother should pains see that t.his is 

And that a car's a "tar." of socialli.fe;' 'for purpose of b;oaden~ng done, eo that find truancy 
·'With "tumpty and "bow wow wow," my to wr takmg I bl.e. He may be to bed as soon 

And "diddly, dee," up a to at ease when turns home on the 
_;.'end other phrases I vow, before to cultivate a ~aste be because 

Are useless, quite, to me. 'the the state is to st1mu- from going 

I late us toward g'ood citize'lship, and above all Rome Journal. 
··,So when from mother, aunt and all I want to become and· to be a good citizen, and 1 ------

I've gained a moment's gl'ace, as good as education c:~n 'for the pur- I . 
1Nith none to clutch me lest I fall, of a solld for my Frank Leslw's r<>·u~~.,,,,.,. 

Or stare me in the face, 'to learn to to become I subscription list; it 
·..r•ve printed out this statement rude to increase my is my is more nA"a"t'" 

(The letters learned with pain Thwing, in The ter ever before. As an stimulus 
·From cans of patent food), !Vr>,P:mr>Pr. toward an the Monthly offers no less 

And hope 'tis not in than two and sixty-four 
~~-.Dn.Hvw L. Sabin in the November Wcman's in cash to the men and women, boys girls, 

WHY TH.I<JY ARE IN COLLEGE. 
Recently I asked many boys and girls, 

Q:nembers of the incoming classes, the rather 
:ae.dous question of what they are in college 
1m·. The answers were made in writing in 
'-c.'ive minutes. Their brief and categ·orical 

reveal the fundamental purposes 
are controlling not only the few Fresh

:1!-:nen immediately concerned, but also the 
·thousands of other boys and girls now begin
ming their college careers. 

Be it therefore said at once, affirmatively 
;.&nd positively, that these papers do strike 
•nertain fundamental notes of humanity. If 
the religious note is not struck, the ethical 
note is clear and distinct. L:Jt me cite from 
c5€).me of the replies. These students give as 
-:i;heir reasons for being in college these con
·csiderations:-

~~ 'That I may prepare myself to perform du
,'ties imposed with good judgment and in an 
,.efficient way;' 'that by study and preparation 
I may best do my duty to my Master and ful
·;fil!. the obligations of citzenship;' 'to obtain 
something like completeness of life;" 'that I 
may devel-op character;' 'that I may leave 
·tb.e Institution more competent for the duties 

'VI' life and more capable of resisting the temp
tations of life;' and 'to develop such a char

:·acter as God can bless.'" 
is also to be said that this ethical note is 

constant and more emphatio in the 
of the men than of the women. Per

the reason is that with women the 
note is so fundamental that it needs 

no e:r.cpression. It is assumed in all their dis
.rtJussion. 

.second characteristic of these papers, 
is more characteristic of the papers of 

women than of those of the men, is the pur
pose of securing an education. This purpose 

CHAUCER. 
It is not the purpose of the present paper 

to dwell long upon the obvious and familiar 
excellencies of Chaucer's poetry, ln diction, 
versification, and character drawing. His 
Eoglish is fresh and bright from the mint of 
popular speech, unt11rnished by the dust of 
schools, and with its piotureEque 
quality still unworn by common use; yet to 
change the figure, it has something of the 
sonorous resonance, the mellow, canorous 
flow which can only come to a language 
which has passed the first stages of its devel
opment His versification, built up as it is 
upon the old English stavic system native to 
our speeoh, with the assimilation of French 
line movements, Italian stanzaic harmonies, 
and mediceval Latin rhymes, has the ease, 
variety, and melody of the most impeccable 
poetic art. The content of his work has 
charms equally engaging. The vernal fresh
ness of his page, the sunlit, morning air of it; 
the sly, kindly humor, capable of the broad· 
est or of the most delicate effeot·s, apparent to 
the most casual reader, yet so subtle and ex
quisite that new turns of delight continually 
open before you as you read and reread; the 
incomparable gift of readable narrative; the 
rare power of grasping the essentials of char
acter and of vivifying them in verse-all these 
attractions are well known to his readers. 
These are the traits which have g-iven Chau
cer his increasing fame through half a thou
sand years. It is largely because of these 
traits that many Chaucerians have almost a 
personal sympathy in Dunbar's lament:-

"lie [death] hes done pcteorislie devour 
The noble Chaucer of makaris flouir 
The Monk of Bery, and Gower~ all three 
Timor mortis conturhat me." 

-Fm'ris Greenslet in [he November Furum. 

· be called by the one word of ''culture," 
· "'}r the Latin word humanitas or the Greek Perhaps the most timely article in McClure's 

pairleia. It may be interpreted by such Magazine for November, is "A Woman's 
;phrases as "breadth," "knowledge," or Diary of the Siege of Pekin, by Mrs. E. K. 
'"learning;" but, under many forms of ex· Lowry, one of the besieged missionaries in 
"~pression, both women and men declare that it the legations last summer. This vivid nar-
~.s their purpose to gain a .liberal education. rativ~ by ~n eye witness of most of th!l events 

'.This purpose is expressed m these ways:- descr1bed lS sure to command attentwn at a I 
'' 'To obtain a broader education;' 'for the I time when the eyes of all the world are I 

\'r!Urpose of a higher education;' 'in order to turned to the Far East. It is in a true sense 1 
,;mderstand the origin and growth of the race h history from original documents. t 

who show most energy in securing new sub
scribers. This !)ffer means that time and 

shall be w'lll for. 
price of the is one dollar a 

year. Its contents dir .. ctly to people 
who care for good literature. A 
few spare hours a !J,dd to your in-
come substantially. If you want work that 
will pay you, write for terms to Frank Leslie 
Publishing House, 141-147 Fifth Ave., New 
York. 44-2t 

NO WIT IN THE GREATEST SPEECHES. 
In an eloquent article on Public Speaking, 

in the Saturday Evening Post of October 6. 
United States Senator Albert J. Beveridge 
says:- . . . 

"It is a remarkable th1ng that there 1s nei
ther wit nor humor in any of the immortal 
speeches that have fallen from the lips of 
man. To find a joke in Webster would be an 
offense. The only things which Ingersoll 
wrote that will live are his oration at his 
brother's grave and his famous, The Past 
Rises Before Me Li.ke a Dream, But in 
neither of these productions of this genius of 
jesters is there a single trace of wit. There 
is not a funny sally in all Burke's speeches. 
Lincoln's Gettysburg address, his first and 
second inaugurals, his speech beg·inning the 
Douala's and his Union ad-
dres~ in New are, the only 
utterances of his 'ohat will endure. Yet this 
greatest of story-teller~ since di~ not 
adorn or deface one or these dell ver-
ances with story or any form 

"The reason for this is found in the whole 
tendency of human though·t and feeling·-in 
the whole melancholy history of th~ race
where tears and grief, the bard serwusness 
of life and the terrible and speedy certainty 
of our common fate of suffering and of death, 
make somber the master-cord of existence. 
The immortal things are all serious-even 
sad." 

'1'0 THE DEAF. 
A rich lady cured of her deafness and 

noises in the h~ad by Dr. Nichol~on's 4rtiii· 
c:ial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to l:us Institute, 
so that deaf people u12able to procure the Ear 
Drums, may have them fr!le. Addres~ No. 
3400 c, The Nioholson Inet1tute, 780 Eighth 
Avenll.e, New York. 27rly 
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LD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then ru:e ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you !ree.''-John 81 31, 31. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife• and coocuhlnes he shall have none."-B, of M., page 116. 
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is tic manifestation in the conduct, "words" of Jesus quoted above is dis· 
and life of Jesus. coverable in the "sermon on the 

of the ehief requirements im- mount,'; known to some as the 
rm.tn in accepting and "Beatitudes":-

of the benefits of the Therefore all things whatsoever Y"' would 
sal vat,ion vvith the of which that men should do to you, do ye even so to 
to m<m Chris!: Jesus was chr.rged them: for this is the law and tho prophets. 

bears relation to the love Just what Jesus may have meant 
LOVE OF GOD. LOVE OF GOD which both the Father and the by this expression "the law and the 

I Son in and carrying out the prophets," we possibly may not dis-
TOWARDS THE WORLD. 

work of and salvation. cern, but we may come near to it by 
''HOW READEST THou?" I A t,he scribes, engaged examining what he stated by an-

For God so loved the wor·ld, that he gave ln a wlth others listen- other author of the same occasion: 
his only begotten Son, thM whosoever be-. to which Jesus was In replying to one who questioned 
lieveth in him should not but have those who were. question- him, a Pharisee, Jesus stated the 
everlasting life.--John 3: 

Whatever may be , . t~at he answered 
1 

"grea!J commandment, in the law," as 

love, that is, love of 
his fellows, 
sister, wife, and or for his 
God, the love which God bears to man 
is of a larger, better character. It is 
a clear, discrimina'vlng, and compre
hensive love~a love ~hat takes due 
cognizance of m~:u1's conditions, his 
capabilities and his quaJifications. 
Under the influence of this love God 
makes no mistakes in his 
with men. He knows their 
ties of organization, their 
their weakness. What will 
them from and the straight ways 
of personal honesty of 
purpose and Wha·t 
will be the bias of motive each may 
labor under; the action each will take 
in every given circumstance of life; 
and the environments and conditions 
of one. Without these the con· 
dition meu before God would be 
pitiable indeed. 

It is fortunate for us all that Christ 
Jesus, the God-man, who is the 
Messiah, the Redeemer of the hu
man race, was qualified for the mis
sion in which the love of God was 
to be so graciously yet so strikingly 
displayed toward man, through a 
thorough with man 
made by a among men in 
the fiesh in a condition best stated 
in the words of holy '·In his 
humiliation his was taken 
away." 

This condition was evidently known 
to him, as we are informed by him
self:~ 

And if any man hear words, and believe 
not, I judg-e him not; fm· came not to judge 
the world, but to save the world.-John 
12: 47. 

With such aJn understanding of the 
peculiar fitness of Jesus to undertake 
::JJnd carry to a successful termination 
the task of saving the race of man, 
we can mo:re easily appreciate the 
love of for we see its chara.cte:r-

tms questwn:~ being this:~ 

The answer to this question is the 
whence radiate all the 

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all 
thy mind. This is the first and great com
mandment. And the second is like unto it, 
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On 
these two commandments hang all the law 
and the prophets. 

inclination 
to be worthy of 
and eternal life, 

this is 
second is 

shalt love thy neigh
is none other com

than t.hese.-Jesus. (See 

·we may give the meaning of this as 
being: The law and the work and 
testimony of the prophets are all 
based on these two grand, founda
tional principles of God's dealing with 
man, and the dealings of man with 
his fellow man. 

Ma,rk 12: See also Luke 10: 27.) · 

It is clear that this has, been an at
tendoJnt of God's dealing with man, as 
is discernible from the "words" of the 
Lord to Moses, as given in Leviticus 
19:18:~ 

It will be no<;iced tba,t Jesus begins 
and closes his statement with regard 
to the first commandment by stating 
h t · · · fi H · Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear any 

t .a It 1S 'ttie rst. e g1ves addi- grudge against the children of thy people, 
tional value and force to his state- but thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself: I 
ment the endorsement after am the Lord. 
'Ghe second This was under the law. What is 

There i~ none other comms,ndment greater found in the New Testament is under 
than these. the gospel. 

All other direc- Corroborative of this, it is well to 
tions, and :refer- note ~hat, in the restoration of the gos-
ence to human conduct must have pel economy this principle was dis
these · two as an underlying basis. tinctly and specifically reenacted, or 
There must be always understood and rather reaffirmed. 

a relation to these two In a revelation to the church, Au-
stated commands in all oth- gust, 1831, the Lord gave this:-

ers Jesus would or might Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, with all 
thereaJfter to govern in human thy heart,, with all thy might, mind, and 

and conduct toward God and strength; and in the name of Jesus Christ 

d thou shalt serve him. Thou shalt love thy 
towa,r man. neighbor as thyself.-Jesus, Doctrine_ and 

If at time it should occur in a Covenants, sec. 59, par. 2. 
man's life he needs to know how Paul, the ablest lawyer and writer 
to manifest his love to God in his con· of the New Testament, was thor
duct, a clue to such knowl- oughly conversant with this provision 

may be found in the following:~ or foundation principlE\ for in stating 
If g man love me, he will keep my vvords. the requirements of human conduct he 

Whosoever will do this is entitled to enumerates them thus:-
the fulfillment of the made in For Thou shalt not commit adultery, 
the Thou not kill, Thou shalt not steal, 

And Father will love him, and we ,~ill J T~ou shal.t not ~ear false witness, Thou sbal~ 
come and make our abode wlth nou ?Ovet, ~uq 1f .there be any othe; co~ 
him.-Jesus. H: 23) I ma~ament, 1t lS be1ell.y ?OmJ:H"eheuded m th1s 

A correlative 
, saymg, namely, Thou snalt love thy neigh• 

to the bor as tb.vself.--'-'Romaru; 13: 1). 
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In every effort of a man to deter
mine what his action toward his fel
lowman should be to be within the 
direction of the law of the Lord in 
all and every condition, under any cir
cumstances, the love of self and the 
love of neighbor are to be taken into 
the consideration within the second 
commandment. The rule of proce
dure is:-

And as ye would that men should do to you, 
do ye also to them likewi~e.-J.esus, in Luke 
6: 31. 

That no one need to hesitate or err 
in making this the rule of his life in 
considering and determining his rela
tions with and course of conduct to
wards his fellow man ought to be 
apparent from the comprehensive 
and sweeping declaration, heretofore 
quoted,-

Therefore all things whatsoever ye would 
that men should do i:tnto you, do ye even so 
to them.-Matt. 7: 12. 

The provisions of the law, the prophets 
and their testimony are not against 
this. 

By reading the context, beginning 
with verse seven, the conditions giv
ing warrant for the '•therefore," 
which precedes the divine injunction, 
"All things whatsoever ye would that 
men should do to you, do ye even so 
to them," which by the will of Jesus 
is made the opening, guiding rule in 
directing the courses of man's con
duct towards his fellows, may be seen 
and understood. There is no walk of 
life, no occupation, no vocation, no 
employment, whether for self or oth
ers, no station, no condition to which 
this injunction may not apply, or in 
which it will not be a safe rule to fol
low. It will help to modify the too 
radical views that men are so apt to 
take with regard to enemies and op
ponents who may forget the rule 
themselves and outrage the senti
ments of kindness and courtesy men 
should feel and exercise in their every 
intercourse one with another and with 
the many. It will enable a man to 
maintain an honorable and high moral 
course in dealing with men and mea
sures, to which and whom he may be 
opposed for the sake of principle. It 
will make a man too noble to stoop to 
any low or mean procedure to gain 
advantage or victory. It will give a 
man such conception of what nobility 
is, that any, men or women, may trust 
him with wealth, or virtue, goods, or 
character, whether the one so trust
ing be friend or enemy. It will serve 
to create a better conception of the 
value of manhood and womanhood. 
It will enhance the estimate and 
meaning of the terms father, mother, 
brother, sister, wife, and child, and 
will brighten, cheer, and comfort 
when skies are hidden and clouds are 
storm- driven, for it will leave no 
sting of wounded conscience for un
discharged responsibility. 

'!!' 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The love which prompts man to I church in the restored gospel by rave
adopt and observe this principle for lation:-
the government of his conduct does Wherefore I say unto you, that ye ought to 
not exult in the glare of noon, nor forgive one another, for he that forgiveth 
fear in the gloom of midnivht. To not his brother his trespasses, standeth. coa-

. . . "' . demned before the Lord, for there remameth 
him all hours are a~1ke m. that h1s in him the greater sin. I, the Lord, ~il~ for
thoughts ever glow With punty of de- give whom I will forgive, but of you 1t 1s re
sire and purpose toward his fellow- quired to forgive all men.-D. C. 64:2. 
men. He meets men feeling no fear, In this it clearly appears that the 
for no evil design lurks in his soul; Lord reserves to himself the right to 
hence, he gives to others the benefit withhold within his own mind the de
of the thought that they are moved cision to forgive, or refuse to forgive, 
by the same motive as himself. He but to men no such right is to be given, 
gives no credence to envy, for he h:>"s he must forgive; evidently for the 
none in his mind. He is not moved reason that man cannot see and weigh 
by flattery, for he knows the worth of the motive, nor give proper considera
words, and tries the actions of others tion to the conditions and circum
in the just balance of a heart willed stances which result in the trespass 
to do all men good and knows himself which may have been committed 
too well to accept undue estimate of against him. This right is found re-
his own worth. served in the declaration,-

Such a principle will make members Vengeance is mine, r will repay, saith the 
of the church of Christ to be Latter Lord. 
Day Saints indeed. It will put every We can then have no difficulty in 
Saint on his good behavior with re- concluding that one of the manifesta
gard to those within and those with- tions of the existence of love in men 
out. It will, almost unconsciously, towards his fellow man is the exer
make every man who works do his cise of forgiveness of the trespasses 
work well, he being satisfied with of men against him. This forgiveness 
nothing less than the best he is Cb.pa- may be of two sorts; one, the sponta
ble of. It will cause men to kBep the neous act of the will; the other, one 
covenants they make according to the exacted by the law. The first cannot 
spirit of them, though the letter may readily and heartily be extended to a 
be faulty. It will create in the mind trespasser by the one injured, unless 
of the business man the desire to be there has been an educational process 
honest as well as to be thought bon- going on which has resulted in a 
est. It will make the word of the change of thought concerning self and 
man good as to the J>erformance of its importance, a voluntary repression 
what he promises to do; no matter of resentment to real or imaginary 
whether the promiser be high or wrong, a tenderness of feeling toward 
bumble. It cannot fail to enrich and the trespasser with a desire for his 
ennoble the man who will take it as good-in short, a change of heart, de
the motto of his life. sire, and purpose of soul. The second 

One feature of the law of love, if may be secured in verbal phrase at 
there is such a law, is that we are to direction of an officer of the church, 
forgive. The prayer given as the a committee or court, be put on rae
sample after which the prayers of the ord. which would officially bind the 
disciples were to be modeled has in it forgiver against any further charge 
this:- or action, but would bring the for-

Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our giver under the clause,-
debtors.-Matt. 6:12 h 

And forgive us our sins; for we also for~rive He that forgiveth not his brot. er . 
every one that is indebted to us.-Luke 11:4. there remaineth in him the greater sm. 

But Jesus was not ccntented with As a further incentive to the exer-
the command, but enforced it by an cise of the kind of forgiveness named 
argument, which is quite like him, for above, is the strong injunction of the 
he frequently gave reasons for his Savior found in Matthew 7: 1:-
commands, and this is one of them:- Judge not, that ye be not judged. 

For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your This as given in the Holy Scriptures 
heavenly Father will also forgive you; but if (Inspired Version) is:-
ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither Judge not unrighteously, that ye be not 
will your heavenly Father forgive your tres- judged: but judge righteous judgment.-
passes.-Matt. 6: 14, 15. Matt. 7: 2. 

That the Iorgiveness herein referred This injunction is followed by a 
to is the result of the love which man statement of the reason why, as in so 
should have for his fellowman, is seen many cases was observed by Jesus:-
in the following reasoning:- For with what judgment ye shall jud~re, ye 

Love your enemies, ... that ye may be shall be judged; and with what measur~ ye 
the children of your Father which is in mete, it shall ba measured to you agam.
heaven: for he maketh h1s sun to shine on Matt. 7: 3. 
the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain Here again the second command is 
on the just and on the unjust. For if ye love 
them which love you, what reward have ye? of salutary force:-
-Matt. 5: 44-46. · As ye would that men should do unto you, 

This commandment to forgive is do ye even so unto them. 
among those directions given to the Man assumes that God is ever ready 
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to forgive; that his· love 
and never and as 
ing and as his power is en-
during. is ever to 
receive and and 
this is the source of Christ's message, 
the of his labor for man. 
Ca:n man so unlike him while pro-
fessing to be his disciples, his serv· 

his children, a,s to refuse to 

;" · for we 
" (Matthew and Luke.) 

can justly ask God to 
freely, unless he has 
and does 

A 
forgiving our 
apparently 
question:-

How oft shall 
and I for:gi ve 

Jesus ssith uuto 
Until seven times: 
seven.-M:att. 18: 21, 22. 

answer to the 

This shows that the ' of 
mercy is not is 
the privilege of the devoted follower 
of Christ Jesus to emulate 
which God holds to man 
so filled with the "love 

that he 
" 

ANOTHER STATEMENT FROM 
B, B. TYLER. 

703 

of Mor·ruon." Tho firft edition did not b~ar i Larnanites; written to the Lamanites, who 
this title. Tho name of the bo0k at first was are a remnant of the house of Israel; and also 
'·The H•scordB" The claim was to .Jew and Gentile; writtt-'n by way of com-
forth it vm3 ''written bv tbe of and aiso by tho Spirit of prophecy 
Iv1ormou uno:o o1at8'>' taken f~:·offi the ptates of and of 
Nephi." ' · "Written, and sealed up, and hid up unto 

We have been many times the Lord, that they might not be destroyed; 
· th f • ,. · t ·h rA / to come forth by the gift and po;ver of God 

at e ac L d.H1o W' ene\ er unto the inte1·pretation thereof; sealed by 
as Rev. B. I the band of Moroni, and hid up unto the 

or write about Lord, to .come forth in due time by t.he way 
and Mor- of Gentile; the interpretation thereof by the 

. . g1ft of God. 
rr.:u;. "An abr·idgement taken from the Book of 

whwh Ether, also; whieh is a recor·d of the people 
of .fared: who were scattered at the time the 
Lol"d confounded the language of the people 
when they were building a tower to get to 
heaven: which is to show unto the remnant 
of the house of Israd what great things the 
Lord hath done for their fathers; and that 

the inscrip· they may know the covenants of the Lord, 

BY JOS"Il:PH SMITH. JUNIOR 
AU'l'HOR AND PROPlUE'l'OR. 

Below this still is found the 

that they are not cast off forever; and also to 
the cohvincing- of the Jew and Gentile that 
Jesus is the Christ, the eternal God, mani
festing himsfllf unto all nations. And now if 
the!"e aee faults, they are the mist,akes of 
men; wherefore condemn not the things of 
God, that ye may be found spotless at the 
judgment seat of Chl'ist." 

er's 

The remainder of the title page is, of 
PRINTED BYE B GRANDIN. FOR THE AUTHOR. course, modern.-Times and Seasons, vol. 3, 

lfl3() pp. 928-931, 943. 
and the im- M 

from the other r. Tyler wrote:-
The book referred to is the work now 

dash called "The .Book of Mormon." The first 
edition did not bear this title. The name of 
the book at first was "The Nephite Records." 

We have now before our eyes a 
copy of the first edition of this work 
''now called the Book of Mormon," 
lying open on our desk, and the title 
on the title page is:-

The Book of Mormon: an accouot written 
by the hand of Mormon, upon plates taken 
from the plates of Nephi. · 

Then follows on, as we have given 
above. 

What idiosyncracy of mind could 
have induced Rev. B. B. Tyler to 
write so glaring an untruth. Did he 
ima,gine that there was none of the 
original ed·ition of the book in exis
tence known to us, or the readers of 
the Evangelist? Why was he not hon
est enough to quote what Joseph 
Smith hims~lf stated about this title 
pa.ge? 

The prophet Mormon was dead 
long before the book written by him 
was copyrighted, no copyright would 
have been issued to a dead man. Je- · 
sus Christ, though he lived, was 
dead, and "is alive forever more," 
could not sue or be sued, implead, or 
be impleaded in the courts of the 
United States; neither would any 
copyright be issued in his name by 

modern . ei~her of the Northern District of New York 
other' man's w no has ll ved m· h · · · h U · ' 

does Jive in gener·ation. ':rherefo:re, in or any ot er d1stnct m t e . mted 
order to correct gn en·or which ex- States; and for these reasons the ob-

dep.endence of th.e United St.ates of ists c.:nwe.rning· I· b. elow . of II jection of Rev. B. B. Tyler is a piece 
A: D., 1829, Smith, of t,be the tltle of -·"· vet:swno of t~.e of foolish caviling, unworthy a gen-
DJo!l"JCt hath in office tl- Book of "'.,wh a genmne und ln- tl h l f f . ~" . • ne 1 t·· - 1 t' th t'tl · 0' f th eman. muc ess a pro essor o 
t1tle or a Book, the ?·ight whereof he claims as era. '"'08 aulOn 'e '·-6 pa,e '::: c ··6 Ch · · . 't 
author," etc. I rw.l Book of Mormon, as recoroed on I nstJaO.lvy. . 

This is copied from B. of the plates. Mr. T .Y ler also wntes several state-
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 1 "'rHE BOOK Ol" MORMON. ments about the contention of the 
... "wrl~ten and compiled by _ . I "An accoun'r, written by the hand of Mew- 1 Reorganized.Church as to the connec-
sepb Sm1th ~nd Apostle Herman C. Sm1th of I upon plates, taken fro. m the plates of' tion of Joseph Smith with tbe prac-
the Reorgamzed Church." I . 

This is therefore 'J'be it is an abridgement of the ' tH~e of polygamy; among them, 
referred to i.s the now "The ' record of the people of Nephi, and al8o of the thiS:~ 
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I have l:ieard that R. B. Neal has a letter us as being· filled with energy and desire to 'I that Bro. Thomas, though a local 
from the elder who copied the revelation on do good for a newly acquainted Master; your man, is keeping the armor bright. 
polygamy at the reqtwst of Joseph Smith- elder,hip wit.h usefulness to the church and 'I B W E p 
copied it as a matter of divine revelation. Tf a lighting rebuke to the elements of sin and ro. · · lYiessenger, of rescott, 
yo-u are interested in this matter write toR. disorder in many homes. Your work as a j was agreeably surprised not 
B. Neal, Grayson, Ky. (Italics ours ) mls~ionary or sevemy was filled, we believe, 1 since, while visiting the city of 

We challenge the statement t,hat with Bacri?ces and sufl'~~ings, but as your 1 Cornino-, a few miles west of his own 
any "elder cop1ed sa1d, so·called, by our God in calling you to act in the town, m 1stemng to a conversatiOn 

, . . I usefulness Increased so dld favor come to you I '? 1· · · 

revelation, at the request of Joseph t.leehip of this grand R~organhmtion, so between three gentlemen at the hotel, 
Smith. now we see your usefulness, suffering·s, and one of whom was :JJ business man o:E 

Of the Church History Mr. Tyler sa'crifice8 have crowned you with experience, Corning, to find one o:E them strongly 
wisdom, and confidenCl0 by the cb urch to ask l:: J h 

wrote:-- you to direct its interests in m:_my of the defending the c aaracter of osep 
The work complete costs six dollars. This branches of his people tht·oughout our lod- Smith, the Martyr, from the charge 

is the chief objection to it. ous Dominion. We trust your trip in- of belng a polygamist. He is a resi-
He close£? his letter thus:- crease your value in G;,d's work and his dent of Sac county, Iowa, and ac-
The Mormons of Lamoni are honest, indus· 

trious, temperate, frugal, prosperous. They 
are good citizens and good neighbors. This 
was the uniform testimony of non-Mormons. 

While we thank our friends of La
moni and Decatur county for the tes-. 
timony borne by them to the good 
character of our people, we cannot 
refrain asking the question, What is 
the cause for the existence of such a 
communil;y wiiJh such a iJ 
their religion is so faulty and of so 
bad an origin as B. B. Tyler would 
give it? 

A CANADIAN BIRTHDAY PARTY. 

Bro. R. C. Evans, of Lonrlon, On
tario, missionary in charge of the 
work in the Canadas, is by lapse of 
years outgrowing the title of "boy 
preacher," though he still looks 
young. 

He was lately asked to make a visit 
to British Columbia, with a view to 
the work there, and had decided to 
start from his home Monday, October 
22. The Saints of London learning 
of this intention, gathered the clans 
and raided the premises at 474 Ade· 
laide street, where Sr. Lizzie manages 
to keep R. C. straight when he is at 
home; and under the lead of Bro. 
William Fligg, proceeded to take 
possession, October 20. 

The camp was taken bJfl' surprise; 
and, though the chief was conscious 
that he was aging, he did not think to 
celebrate his thirty-ninth birthday in 
quite so public a manner. But we 
leave it to Bro. Willian:: Fligg, the 
president of the London branch, and 
the .Advertiser, the editor of which is a 
personal friend of Bro. R. C., to tell 
the story, while the latter is enroute 
to Vancouver and the :region where 
Bro. Dan McGregor is at work, via 
Denver, Salt Lake, Ogden, and the 
northern road. 

The address of Bro. Fligg we give, 
a copy having been sent us. 

Dear Brother Evans:--We are glad to greet 
you on this, your thirty-ninth birthday, and 
wish you many happy returns of the day. 
And as a token of our remembrance towards 
you and the esteem which we have .for you, 
accept this small present as a mark of kind
ness and appreciation on behalf of the branch, 
Sunday school, ReliQ-io, and "prayer league." 
We feel to say that God has blessed your la
bors in the several branches of church work. 
We look UJJOn ,you,r work as a prie'lt among I 

people, and that you may ever enjoy ma'ly · d · ' f 1 · 
rich and spiritual experiencr;s in the associa· quamte Wltn many O our peop e 1n 
tion of the Saints; and as a branch we wish tb.at region and he "spoke in the high
you "God spaed," and wish for you and your est terms of J;hem." Bro. Messenger 
est,irnable wiftl and children many happy re- made an acquaint.ance with him, as
turns of the day. certained his name and address and 

Signed in behalf of the branch, .Elder Wil-
liam Fligg, Sr. Hunt; the Sunday school, sent him some tracts treating on the 
William Hardy; the n.elig·io, Phil Philipine; subject of the conversation. He sub-
Prayer League, Brother Mat·tin. sequently received a letter from his 

A HAPPY EVjjjN'l'. casual thanking him and 
'I'be home of Elder R C. 1<:vans • •Your letter came to hand 

~l~~: ~~ a pleasant ocen~ir~h~'H!,.,mhers in due time and I am holding the 
the Lattc;r mret to c8 le- He was not a member of the 
brat.e t.he hit1 birthday. DL!r- as Bro. W. :E. M. understood 
ing the evening Evans was 1;he it. 
recipient of a dressing case and an address. Elder H. A. Stebbins last week 
Wm. l!'ligg, president of t.h8 b-·r;.vch, read 
the address and the preseo~,.~tlo;, "'"·'' m"dtl closed a ministerial trip into Wiscon
hy little Mamie Constable, of H1•J t'i.otbtmch sin, and after a stay of one day at 
school. E:der Evans ma.de a fcleling reply, home, went to Kansas on ministerial 
thanking the members for their kindness and work. 
for the esteem which they have shown for 
him. A short program or' vocal and in,;tru
mental music and speechos was carried out. 
Many reminiscences of Elder I<::vaos' early 
life and ministerial labors were related, and 
thus :J, pleasant evening was spent alL 
Eider Evans leaves on Monday on an 

KINDNESS. to British Colurnhi.a and the Northvv0st 
return is expected e:J.rly in HJOl. V'Vm. 

Wligg· acted :J,s chairm:J.n on the plea·Jant oc .. 
casion.-Adve-rtiseT. · 

What a great word that is. It is a 
favorite Bible word, no more gentle 
th:=m mighty. It would be well for us to 

Of this birthday, Bro. R. C. writes:- stand by it and warm ourselves by its 
This is my birthday. I am thirty-nine as Paul and his fellow voyagers 

years old. I see and feel very lit',le difLJrence around the fire on the island o:E 
in the last twenty yeariJ, I think I am as strong 
and spry as at any time in my li.fe. A few gray Malta, where the Maltese, the bar
hairs over my ears, a little more thoughtful, barous people, showed no little kind
a little more merciful toward those who ness of disposition. Kindness wishes 
I think do not do as I think ought to, d 1 G · - · · · 
and a few other changes tell the that I everybo y we l. ·1Ve thls splnt 
am gettinQ' older. sway and you would need no protec-

Bro. Evans an excellent tion; it would dull every sword until 
spirit at the conferences of the Lon" it would not cut skin deep, and un
don and Chatham districts. At the wheel every battery unt.il it could not 
latter the grandson of Bishop George and. make gunpowder of no 
A. Blakeslee was baptized, the son of more. use m the world. except fo~ rock 
Sr. Stephen Smith, Bro. Blakeslee's I blas~~ng or pyro~echmc celebratlOJ?-S. 
youngest daughter. Bro. Evans ex- Stul further, I must speak o:E kmd
pected to spend Sunday, October 28, , n.ess .of word. Wh~n we m~et another, 
in Salt Lake City. . I snould we tell h1m of disagreeable 

we have heard about him, or 
=== 

1 
Are there not those who 

EDITOFUAL ITEMS. know a good thing about you, 
In another column will be mention the bad thing, and act 

something from the of Sr. Pau· as though they had never heard the 
line Huby, a letter good thing? 
from Bro. Charles written in Now there are two sides to almost 
tbe early of the Reorganization. everyone's character, and we have the 
It will be to our choice _of overhauling the virtue or 
so we We can greet ·Paul and the 

Bro. cr..;;w as they came up the 
Lamoni, bea,ch of Malta, saturated with salt 
meetings some six water, hungry, and chilled to their 

bones, with the words, What a sorry 
looking set you a,re! How little of 
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navigation you must know to run on J If any man defile the temple of God, hi;n 
these rocks! Didn't you know better shall Gnc! destroy; for the temple of God, 1s 
h . holy, which temple ye are. Let no man ae-

t en to put out on the Med1terranean celve himself.-I Corinthians il: 16-18. 
sea this wint~r month? It .was not The passions, foibles, and follies of 
much of a shlp any~ow\ or lt would the world, with its glittering array of 
not have gone to p1eces as s~on ~as . wealth, bes,uty, and glory, is a hymn 
that. Well, what do ;you want. We of the night wind, a transitory dream, 
haye. hard ~ork enou~u to do to make and a fleeting vision. Thrones, pomp, 
a hvmg, w1thout havmg thru_st ~n us and splendor are ruthlessly borne 
two hu~dred and se.venty·slx raga- down tbe stream of time, like a fallen 
muffins. Not so, said the ~altese, leaf or a broken bough that floats far 
t~ey .treated the castaways w1th bos- away on a rushing, roaring river. 
p1tahty,. welcomed. them to all As we grow old, the limbs enfeebled, 
had, until some ship came along the slow the siaht dim the hear· 
they could resume tth~~r -:oyage. And ' the taste, s'mell, and 
though for month~L uhl:s kmdness we~t sense feeling varying, it is good to 
on: we have but hutle more than th1s note the beck and call of t,he pale 
bnef record: • 'T~e barba,~ous 1~eople reaper, 8,nd step aboard the craft of 
showed no httle kmdness: . Oa. that the boatswain that lifts anchor and 
th.e useful, helpf~l, Chr1sthke "t tacks sail, or unfurls square canvas 
m1~ht ever be sa1d. We allow lu for the other shore. "In the valley 
eas1er for some temperaments. t~an of the sha,dow" the righteous are not 
for others; s~m~ are born pessnmsts imueriled, or forsaken, "for to die is 
and some optimists. gain." The soldier of the cross, that 

Oh, t~e power of t~1e tongue fc;>r th~ has grown old in war, and is a veteran 
productwn of h.appmess or ~Isery. in service, is cheered and encouraged 
\Yha.t a. place .~h1s W?rld ~ou1a be t.C:. by the stainless life, the noble exam· 
hve m 1f ch~n,y don;nnated. What l1 ple, and gallan1, of his great 
all t~e gosSips. an.d ti~tle-~attlers were Leader and commander. The voice 
gone. What If m fig~rmg- out t~e that stilled tempestuous Galilee, that 
value of oth~r peoples character, m pronounced against, all manner of 
o~~ mo~al anthmet1c, we ~tu~k to. ad· sicknesses a,nd diseases, that bade a 
d1t10n mstead of subtractiOn. Kmd· Lazurus to come forth, saith, "come 
ness: When you can spe~k a . good unto me., When the Holy Ghost 
word for soi?-e one, ~peak 1t. . If you comes to and you, .and when it 
can convm;uently. glV~ a letter of enters into abides with you, then 
commendatiOn, giVe 1t. Watch for 
opportunities for doing good, that 
your influence may live years after 
you have gone to your graves, in the 
practical deeds you have done, in the 
lives you have lived, in the powerful 
lessons for good you have left behind. 
Martin Luther's dead dust sleeps at 
Wittenberg, but his accents ring 
through the churches of Christendom. 

GODLINESS. 
0 for a closer walk with God. 

HOPEFUL. 

To walk, talk, and exist in the light, 
love, and filial fear of the Lord is but 
the reasonable service and pleasing 
duty and satisfactory safeguard of 
mankind. To provide for, follow 
after, and yield to the whims, desires, 
appetites, and passions of the flesh, 
enfeebles, enslaves, and estranges 
the creature from the Creator. 

The unity of the Spirit, in the bond 
of peace, on the true foundation, 
brings us all 

Nearer my God to thee, nearer to .thee. 
Envying, strife, and division might 

justly be termed wood, hay, and stub
ble; whereas, to ''be perfec'~ly joined 
together in the same mind and the 
same judgment" is "gold, silver, and 
precious stones." 

For we are laborers together with God; 
ye are God's husbandry, ye are God's build
ing. 

Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, 
and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? 

Glorify God in you!' body and in your spirit. 

This connecting, binding link is not a 
happen-so or matter·of-chance affair. 
It is obtained and retained by, and 

implicit obedience to ''the 
law the Spirit," "the gospel," "the 
doctrine," "the perfect law of lib
erty," etc. This ind wellir:g influence, 
power, and blessing is how, and the 
manner in which, the good Father of 
lights and his adorable, beloved Son 
abides with, and dwells in, his people. 
To think of, talk about, pray over, 
and write on whatsoever things that 
are true, honest, just, pure, lovely, 
virtuous, praiseworthy, and of good 
report, is reviving, uplifting, en
nobling, inspirational, and divine. 

A person's mind is his kingdom; 
his heart is a citadel; his integrity a 
fortress; his faithfulness and diligence 
are a heroic march, and a victor's 
everlasting crown. The heart is the 
great seat of affection, and when hon
est, humble, and meek, it is the regu· 
lator and savior of all. 

A good treasure is an armory, 
whereas a foul spirit is a dismantled 
castle. Good behavior is a pearl of 
inestimable value that sparkles in the 
jasper sea of an eventful life. Ur
banity, or deportment of merit, is a 
diamond of illustrious brilliancy that 
shines· forth in the building of life and 
character. 

The Amsterdam artist may cut, 
carve, and polish the literal stone, so 
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as to adorn a royal diadem; but the 
great Architect of the universe must 
set us, as lively stones, in the house· 
hold of faith. The rubbish of the 
quarry, and the refuse of the mine 
can never invalidate the stones of 
utility and the gems of beauty. 
Quacks, and swindlers, and counter
feiters may ply their. unhallowed 
schemes; but, know this, tha.t the 
precious balm of Gilead, the golden 
argosy of virtue and the silvery 
shrine of truth are always in demand 
and ever at par. In comparison and 
contrast shams, shoddies, and base 
alloy are reprobated, while the genu
ine, the all wool, and the bullion are 
legal tenders in the commercial marts 
and workshops of the world. To 
work in the interests of, for, and with 
God is a heritage and a blessing 
within the easy reach of the civilian, 
the plebeian, and the gJave. The gos
pel message, with its accompanying 
gifts, graces, and blessings, is not 
local and limited. The intention and 
design were for universal use. "Lo 
I am with you alway, even unto the 
end of the world," is a blessed reality; 
an adamantine truth, and a gloriously 
demonstrated fact, as often as and 
wherever the enjoined conditions are 
honored, believed in, and complied 
with. A godlike life, like the magnet, 
or the lodestcne, marshals the pre
cious metals of purity, and the pearls 
of praise from the dross of the world. 
When our resolute will is an inspira· 
tion to the strong hand to lay hold of 
the distaff the God in whom we live, 
move, and have our being will tender 
the flax. 

The sun-brown shepherd that be
holds his flock crop the herbage, eat 
the grasses of the field, or drink from 
the brook, knoweth full well that the 
Good Shepherd giveth the increase, 
and changeth the raw material into 
pure wool. Expert chemists can only 
imitate honey; but the bee, working 
under orders, is a veritable alchemist. 
A pha,rmacist may combine and com· 
pound, but he can never change 
wholly the mineral into the vegetable, 
and either, or both, into the animal 
kingdom, for indeed such work is be
yond the domain of art. 

The doctrines, traditions, and com
mandments of men can never cleanse 
and purify the heart; much less re
deem, save, and glorify the immortal 
past. They are moths .in the closet 
or bureau, weevil in the wheat, tares 
in the field, blight in the orchard, 
consumption in the sick room, pesti
lence in the tented field, barnacles on 
the hull of a vessel, or sprags in or 
clogs on all wheels of progress. Hu· 
man law and authority hath deluged 
the world in blood, darkened, etc., in 
every land, and clime, invaded the 
precincts of heaven, and asks God to 
come to their terms, and ratify their 
illegitimate acts. While such monu-
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mental presumption is out of all char
acter, and is heaven-daring, persist
ent, and impious in the ext~·eme, it is 
sterling coin on the . broad, sinful, 
frequented highway of the earth. If 
humanity was not erring, and prone 
to do evil, we could get on all right 
without the great Physician. In our 
mortal sojourn we have the smiling 
world; the enticing demands of the 
ftes h, the siren song of .the adversary; 
passions, appetites, and the environ
ments to surmount and overcome. In 
that such an Herculanean task is be
fore us, and required at our hands, 
who is going to be so lost to reason as 

the •·I will salt my 
''Tend to your own 
6 'Summat~" as an 
rural district 

look on with 
when the crash would 
would be exonerated. 
ever, would not be 
sata,nic. The 
God, his 
the 
of 

not to crave, but deny any help from and even the 
an infinite source, and an almighty interested in 
hand and a supreme power? the welfare of all others; hence we 

The more we frequent the house of ought to be lik8 minded in order to 
the Lord, the more we at.tend the save them and thus mEtke our own 
means of grace, the more we culti- peace, calling, and election sure. Our 
vate the virtues that adorn mind and fate is linked with, 
heart, the more we associate with, and made sure we do to 
model after, and are inffuenced by the others whenever wherever we can. 
pure and the good, the greater will be When we alleviate comfort 
our strength and blessing, our great- the sustain 
ness, and power, as also our peace of clothe, feed and care for the poor, or 
mind; yea, our tranquility, happiness, do any act whrttever for the better· 
and usefulness. Through the straight ment of frail it is a sound 
gate, and along the narrow way, the and such 
flowers bud and bloom, and lavish rated at par 
their beauty and balm to the traveler It is a per 
that is on the Great King's highway. petual tbat 
The birds of paradise with brilliant cannot or 
plumage, and melodious roundelays j one particle. our freed 
of cheerful praise carol forth on return to God for a sea,son, 
every hand, all for the benefit of the cannot take 
sojourner. Roaring lions, growling sordid dust. 
bears, bowling wolves, all beasts and 
birds of prey, as also the slimy ser
pents, poisonous reptiles, pestiferous 
and deadly insects, the foul malaria 
of contagious sin and the boulevard 
for unclean spirits are all found along 
the broad road. The gilded palaces 
of fashion, the conservatories of 
music, the halls of nocturnal revelry, obligation and service are not burd@n
tbe long, rich, heavily laden tables of some, but, on the 
the banquet, where wild game and I are 
high wines are in great demand, the llutely 
club rooms, and secret chambers that actually, 
where beneficiar·y (?) societies are I bread of heaven, 
wont to congregate, as well as the I water of and 
common bar, th.e house of m fame tbe union a.nd 
near by, the down town quarters. and seeks 
the veritable slums are all as stations with his 
and stepping stones to a wasted life, 
an untimely death, and . a certain, 
broad, deep, insatiable hell. 

1 
It is conceded 

Passing strange is it that .fair and · that, 
bright women, and stalwart, i.ntel- proper 
lectual men will gladly, thoughtlessly, so 
recklessly whirl along the avenues of by object 
illuring vanity, and never look after, wisely concludes 
or behold the danger signals that line heavenly 
the dark and devious way. When a While it is 
man of God strives to tell the dreamy to 
crew that are on a frail barque, and to bestow j 
stupefied with narcotics, poisons, and mercy. The ponderous sun 
siren opiates, "Behold, your craft is light and heat abroad in 
j ost above and fast verging the toils measure and in a 
of the dreadful, awful Niagara;" tl:-.e The queen of the 
rejoinder will be, "Don't joggle the her silvery light, 

and for-
of the Pleiades, 

thn bands 'of 
tbe 

cultivat;es the 
his granaries 

also for home and 

or 
the air. 

Spencer, and 
feed a gullible, 

world with their 
their degrading, 

deceptions, their as
presumption, and conclu

sions; but know this, that all such 
work will be overtaken with the 
l:1nt ha,nd of and 
the bar of and the 
seat of justice. 
reasoning, and unwarranted 
tions will go like thistle 

as white frost 
of a burning sun. 
the bustle of the busy day, 

or amid stillness, solitude, and sub 
limity of the silent night, let us "take 
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time to be holy," yea to meditate, 
watch, wait, and pray. The hour 
glass is useful only to note and regis
ter the passing sands; the dial plate 
is of worth to chronicle the fleeting 

-hours; the pendulum's swing and the 
accompanying tick measures the tardy 
or rapid flight of time. Let us gather 
up the shell along the sounding sea 
beach, reap the harvest from the 
fields, garner in the fruitage from the 
orchards, fell the forest, quarry the 
stone, build cities and empires, dig 
out the precious metals, ravage and 
rob the surface and bottom of the 
ocean, and fill with industry . and 
honor, the callings and walks of this 
intelligent, eventful, wonderful life; 
but in all our enjoying and getting have 
the great I Am in partnership, and 
at the head of the firm. Recognize 
his loving hand in all things, and 
commit your ways to his direction, 
protecting, almighty arm. His will 
and pleasure, his love and favor, his 
inspiration and commandments must 
be our chief joy and delight, our 
buckler, miter, and shield, so as to 
drink into, and be made partakers of, 
his divine nat.ure and power; and thus 
having done all by his aid and forgiv
ing grace, we will be fully enabled to 
stand fast. Inactivity is a perilous 
forerunner of dispair, meager attain
ments are hardly allowable, but con
tentment with godliness is great gain 
and a passport into celestial glory. 

M. T. SHORT. 

"WHOM SAY YE THAT I AM?" 

I shall take for my text the ques
tion, found in Matthew, that Cbrist 
asked his disciples. This question 
bas been one that has caused me as 
much consideration as any other,-to 
know and comprehend who is the Son 
of God. It is necessary that we 
should have a cleall' scriptural under
standing of Christ before we can an
swer correctly who is the Son of God. 
God, the great power of intelligence, 
the moving cause of eternity, made 
Christ his coequal and colaborer. 

For as Father hath life in himself; so hath 
be given to the Son to have life in himself; 
and hath given him authority to excute judg
ment also, because be is the Son of God.
John 5: 26, 27. 

All power is given unto me in heaven and 
in earth.-Matthew 28: 18. 

You also will find a beautiful de
scription of Christ in the first chapter 
of John. 

In the beginning was the gospel preached 
through the Son. And the gospel was the 
word, and the word was with the Son, and 
the So11. was with God, and the Son was of 
God. The same was in the beginning with 
God. All things were made by him; and 
without him was not anything made which 
was made. In him was the gospel, and the 
gospel was the life, and the life was the light 
of men; and the light shineth in the world, 
and the world perceiveth it not. Then was a 
man sent from God whose name was John. 
The same came into the world for a witness, 
to bear witness of the light-to bear record 

THE SAINTS' HER.ALD. 
of the gospel throug·b the Son, unto all, that 
through him men might believe; He was not 
the light, but came to bear witness of that 
light, which was the true light, which light
eth every man who cometh into the world; 
even the Son of God. He who was in the 
world, and the world was made by him, and 
the world knew him not. He came unto his 
own, and his own received him not. But as 
many as received him, to them gave he 
power to become the sons of God; only to 
them who believe on his name. 

I have quoted to the thirteenth 
verse, from the Inspired Translation 
of the gospel; but the description that 
I wish more particularly to call your 
attention to is in verses 1, 3, 10, 11, 
sho'wing the preexistence of the Spirit 
of Christ, and that be was the means 
by which the gospel was preached. 
Thus we see he was the first to preach 
the gospel to man. "All things were 
made by him; and without him was 
not anything made which was made." 
Thus making him the Father of all 
things; and well and truly might Jesus 
say that "he that hath seen me has 
seen the Father also," "for he dwell
etb in me." He was the Father be
cause be was the creator, and the Son 
because be took upon himself flesh. 
He was commissioned by the great 
power of intelligence, yea, even God, 
to bring into existence all things that 
pertain to this earth. 

He who was in the world, and the world 
was made by him, and the world knew him 
not. He came unto his own, and his own re
ceived him not. 

This idea of his being God, the 
Father and the Son, is held out to us 
in the Book of lVIormon, and it cer
tainly should be one of the purest 
records which we have, for it is the 
truth that has sprung up out of the 
earth. Nephi seems to have this idea, 
and be ·ought to have a good under
standing, for be talked with many of 
the angels. 2 N epbi 11: 2. 

And when the day cometh that the only 
begotten of the Father, yea, even the Father 
of heaven and of earth, shall manifest him
self unto them in the flesh, behold, they will 
reject him. 

Another account that more fully 
illustrates who was the Son of God is 
given by the brother of Jared, as 
found in the book of Ether, 1:8:-

And it came to pass that when the brother 
of Jared had said these words, behold, the 
Lord stretched forth his hand and touched 
the stones, one by one, with his finger; and 
the veil was taken from off the eyes of the 
brother of Jared, and be saw the finger of the 
Lord: and it was as the finger of a man, like 
unto flesh and blood; and. the brother of Jared 
fell down before the Lord, for he was struck 
with fear. And the Lord saw that the 
brother of Jared bad fallen to the earth; and 
the Lord said unto him, Arise, why hast 
thou fallen? And be said unto the Lord, I 
saw the finger of the Lord, and I feared lest 
he should smite me; for I knew not that the 
Lord bad flesh and blood; and the Lord said 
unto him, Because of thy faith thou bast seen 
that I shall take upon me flesh and blood; 
and never has man come before me with such 
exceeding faith as thou hast; for were it not 
so, ye could not have seen my finger. Saw
est thou more than this? And he answered, 
Nay, Lord, show thyself unto me. And the 
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Lord said unto him, Believest thou the words 
which I shall speak? And he answered, Yea, 
Lord, I know that thou speakest the truth, 
for thou art a God of truth, and cannot lie. 
And when he had said these words, behold 
the Lord shewed himself unto him, and said, 
Because thou knowest these things, ye are 
redeemed from the fall; therefore ye are 
brought back into my presence; therefore I 
shew myself unto you. Behold, I am he who 
was prepared from the foundation of the 
world to redeem my ,people. Behold, I am 
Jesus Christ. I am the Father and the Son. 
In me shall all mankind have light, and that 
eternally, even they who shall believe on my 
name; and they shall become my sons and my 
dautzhters. And never have I showed myself 
unto man whom I have created, for never has 
man believed in me as thou hast. Seest thou 
that ye are created after mine own image? 
Yea, even all men were created in the begin
ning after mine own image. Behold this 
body, which ye now behold, is the body of my 
spirit; and man have I created after the 
body of my spirit; and even as I appear unto 
thee to be in the spirit, will I appear unto 
my people in the flesh. 

This qu'otation is one of the grand
est descriptions showing who Christ 
is that there is to be found in the 
Scriptures, Lan,guage could not be 
plainer. He tells the brother of Jared 
that be is the Father and the Son, 
the came language that fell from his 
lips to his disciples when upon earth 
in the flesh. He was the Father be
cause all things are the workmanship 
of his band,-the world was made by 
him and the world knew him not. 
We all live, move, and have our being, 
within the power that was given him 
who came in the meridian of time. 
He is the Creator, the beginning and 
the end, even the Spirit of Truth that 
was chosen from the foundation of the 
world. It was he who breathed the 
breath of life into the nostrils of our 
first parents, who said, "In the day 
thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely 
die." It was be who died to bring 
man back into his presence, and bring 
to pass the resurrection of the dead. 

It seems bard for some to under
stand the saying, '•I am the Father 
and the Son." It is like this: Man is 
composed of two parts, spirit and 
body. It was the spirit that was 
chosen to redeem his people, the 
Spirit of Truth, the Creator, yea, even 
the Father, because all things rolled 
into existence by him, and it was be 
who talked with the brother of Jared. 
That same person came that he might 
have a tabernacle of clay, and bring 
to pass the resurrection and con
quer death, bell, and the grave; and 
thus be was called the Son of God. 
Some think because of the statement 
that "there is no God beside me," 
that Christ could not be :the Father 
and the Son. Nearly all of us who 
are beads of families, so to speak, are 
Fathers and sons. Jesus Christ is 
the bead of the human family; he is 
the first and the last. We are God's 
offspring, and by obedience to the law 
shall become his sons and daughters. 
Know ye not that the Godhead is com
posed of a plural number?-God, tb(l 
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Father, who f!ent the Son; God, the 
Son, who came in the meridian of 
time; and God, the Holy Ghost, the 
spirit which gives life to every crea
ture which dwell upon the earth. 
These three work in harmony, and 
form the Godhead; but they are sepa
rate and distinct personages. 

"A PECUUAR iNCiDENT." 

an article in Ensign, , 

It is also written, "There is no God necessary 
beside me" for the lilenefit of men, to go home in the meantime, hav-
lead them in the narrow way, that ing dear old "Ma" to care for. 
they might know that there is no The folks sent me messages, 
other being, that they can obtain eter- two and three each , to let me 
nallife, only by a.nd through the Son know how he was. him on I 
of God, which being is the one re- Thursday, he passing the .fol-
ferred to that "There is no God beside lowing Saturday. A 
me." These words are also to show sa.ge came telling me he was 
unto man that they are not to accept fast. It impossible for me to 
the teachings of any that try to show reach him I had to 
them some other God, such as the and 0, the anguish of my heart I will 
case of Adam god doctrine. Jesus leave you to j And while I sat 
was a God and is our God. "'l'hou grieving, all at once I felt a, of 
art a God of truth and cannot lie." arms around me, me in a close 
Man worshiped him before he came to embra,ce. I 
earth, while here, and after his resur- could not 
rection. We find, in Psalms 82: 1:- me, and I chair s&,y-

God standeth in the congregation of the is The as-
mighty; he judgeth among the gods. suranc_e came to me with the embrace. 

Thus we find there is a plural num- I aJt once looked a,t the clock; it was 
ber of gods, at least three, which con- thirty-five seven. In a. 
stitutes the Godhead, and thus we few minutes I a telephone roes-
find that it is Christ that is judging sage saying, ' died at thirty-
amongst the gods; for in John, in the five minutes past seven this evening." 
fifth chapter, in the twenty-second So it was just as the spirit left his 
verse, is the following statement:-- dear body t. hat I felt his arms around 

1 
For the Father judgeth no man, but hath I me. 

committed all judgment unto the Son. I Now, I Jet those j who can 
Some will say, how shall I pray. I wha,t it was and what substance I 

will refer you to the eleventh chapter that held me ir:_tha.t embrace for 
and second verse of St. Luke:- a second, and n seemed I the , 

When ye pray, say, Our Fa.ther who art in "rustle of wings." His last words 
heaven. and thoughts wera of me. A few 

Jesus here referred them to the minutes before he breathed his last 
power that sent him, the great source he asked for me. Toey asked him i.f -~ 
of intelligence, yea, even God the they should send for me. He said, 

only :rnoved the soil 
'rHirml~h of heaven 
pla.nt. 
and glory 

that the light and 
reach <md cheer tue 

fruit to the honor 

The husbandman went forth to sow, 
jTw~s at the evening tide~ 

He knew not thll,t the seed would grow, 
But east it far· and wide. 

Anntber came to till the eoil; 
.His arm with strength Wrtti nerved, 

And God inspired hicl willing mind 
Till the heart's depths were stirred. 

'l'be light. of heaven's cheering rays 
Shone in tho dark recess, 

And warmed r,he seed of many days 
And brought it forth to bless, 

With fruits and virtue'o flowers, 
'ro feed cheer the soul, 

And clot,ho it with immortal powers, 
And sanctify the whoie. 

Another comes to the door, 
As did the John 

To Jesus, in thH days of yore, 
(The "well-beloved Son.") 

Clad with the priesthood from on high 
The porte>· meekly stands, 

Converse with the sky, 
With and hands. 

Nol'l; beneath the 
As buried with her 

The true finds her grave, 
Obedient the word. 

Anon the waves reveal 
A ba.be in renewed, 

In which she was but. now concealed 
In death's similhude. 

The new Christ life is hers indeed
Old sins have passed away-

In Jesus' book her name we'll read 
In the all"glorious day. 

Now the Spirit's seal is given 
By on of hands-

erne m·dinance of heaven, 
As in word it stands.) 

The holy fire-inspiring flame
Light to the darkened soul

All-conquering faith in Jesus' name 
By which she gains control 

O'er all the ills that would beset 
Her faltering, wand'l'ing· feet, 

And every dark, infernal net 
Of Batao's dark de0eit. Father. Jesus prayed unto the "No, God bless her! she could do me I 

Father, and he exhorted his disciples no good, and I do not want her to see 
to pray unto the Father·, still he the last." So thou,<:<h tful to the last, I Here, then, the seed bas brought forth 

" fruit-
allowed them to worship him, for he as he ever was. Then he my The banen hea,rts rejoice--
was coequal with God, and is the God name three times, and said, ' 1 'rhe tiller's joy is now complete, 
of this earth, as it is written:- mine," and how And finds in this>~. voice. 

That all men should honor the Son. even I wish and dare to that it may be Oh! may that fruit be ever found 
as t3ey honor the Father, he who honoreth so, that I will be in the blessed Unsaddened and unsoured,-
not the Son bonoreth not the Father who of God. Those hearts with endless joys abound 
bas sent him.-John 5: 23. Which Christ's own love procured. 

Tbe Scriptures are full of state- B TheOlbines I sDend a.re fTrom the pen of The above llnes were by the bap-

h · h Oh · · G d ro. aries erry. hey were, as ti•;m of yourself and I have Bro. 
ments s owmg t at riSt lS our 0 · you will see, written on the ba.ptism Sheldon Ruby's portrah, but I did not have 

Know ye not that the testimony of two na- of my dear mother and myself. I it from you, but from Sr. ~Rdn~r. I am glad 
tions is a witness unto you that I am God, think them beaut,iful and worthy a t.o he~r of Jerome; workwg 1~ the caus~. 
that I r<Omember one nation like ur:co an- . ' I Tell h1m to keep his lH'mor brJght, and his 
other?-2 Nephi 12:7. place lll the He1"alcl. crown will also be bright. My best love to 

He loveth those who will have him to be NIRS. PAULINE l1UBY. him and Sheldon. I thank Sister Ruby Se.n-
tbeir God.-1 Nephi 5:25. ior; for her kind regards she shall be remem-

Yea, and the IIJrd said also, that after ye MAN'l'ENO, Shelby Couoty, Iowa, bewed. Tell her to make the honor and glory 
have arrived at the promised lanrl, ye Rhall May 27, 1867. of God's cause the first, last, and best object 
know that I, the Lord, am God.-1 N Jphi 5:21. MRS. PAULINE HUBY, of her love, and God will honor her and give 

I leave these statements with you; lJear ,~hsteT:-Your kind letter of the 6th her every rmre desire. I would be kindly re-
ponder them over in your hearts. inst. was nceiveu, and my heart was glad to membered to Sheldon's wife, Mr. Williams, 

hear t.bat you bad united yourself with the and all fdends. 'fhe verses you have just as 
They have given me as much satisfac- church of God. ''Be thou faithful unto they dropped from my pcm without rewriting 
tion and joy, if not more, than any death, <M:ld thou shalt, h>w13 a crown of lHe," or correction. Remember me kindly to your 
other subject, -to know and compre- is the >vord of the Lord unto thee. Your mother. My Lizzie desires to be kindly re
hend who is the Son of God. May mother, too! Was it not ~~:ood to go hand iu membered to and by you ail. When I can 
G_od bless you all. hand, as it were, through the liquid wave afford to have my children's portraits taken 

into tho nortals of the kingdom of our I will try to spare you a copy. I remain in 
Your brother in the gospel of peace, Redeemer? · · [love to you aod all the Israel of God with you, 

JOSEPH B. SMITH. I I am ghid that Apollos camA along and your unworthy brother, 
August 26,1900. watered the seed. Others had planted, I CHARLES DERRY. 
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Dsparlmsnt 
WILLIAMSDALE, N. S., OctobeF 13. 

.Editm·s BeTald:-,-As no one has written 
recently from this section, I will take this 
opportunity to say we are alive and acting 
in the line of gospel work as opportunity 
opens. I met Bro. S. 0. Foss at Delhaven, 
and entered upon the program he had pre
pared for ministerh>l work in the province. 
I am enjoying my visit, and trust it may 
prove profitable. Opportunity and facilities 
for reaching those outside are circumscribed, 
if not limited. We cannot report exciting and 
rapid growth. The gospel wins its way 
slowly among the staid and conservative of 
the east. The "restored evangel" gathers 
the. noble and true everywhere, whose minds 
ar·e not darkened by misrepresentations of 
the work, but seek an understanding of its 
positions and claims. Truly the net gathers of 
every kind; but when those experiences 
which test the faith and stability of the 
catch, come, straightway those who can be 
shaken are removed and the "survival of the 
fittest" leaves good material with which to 
build. 

Good, patient, and effectual labor has been 
done here in the past, and the results l'll"e 
apparent, both here and among those who 
have left the province to find situations in the 
States. I am disappointed in not being able 
to remain longer in each place we visit, but 
do not question the wisdom of the plans, as in 
some places we can only hold services in pri
vate houses and few attend. 

At South Rawdon a good interest was 
manifest, and we were blessed in presenting 
the word. The openings here are in country 
places, and the inhabitants are scattered very 
widely; so gatherings are small. One was 
baptized there. · 

At Rtver Philip Centre bad weather 
dampened our ardor and kept many from at
tendins~. We are trying to impress the 
minds of· the people with the necessity of ob
serving all the commandments of God to do 
them. 

The Saints have a very neat little chapel 
at this place and Sunday very good audiences 
attend. We ll.re to org·anize a branch next 
week, and, we trust, some will put on Christ. 
Before coming into Nova Scotia I had the 
pleasure of traveiing with Bishop Hilliard 
through Maine. While here he visited Dix
field, Jonesport, Indian River, Lamoine, and 
Stonington. All along the line very good in
terest was taken in the preaching, and the 
general verdict was that no one who has 
visited Maine in the past did more in the 
same len1Ith of time for the work. l'he 
Bishop was 1n the state twenty-four days, and 
preached twenty-seven discourses in the 
time, while we held the turn for him four 
times. The "Pine Tree State" will be a poor 
place to rusticate in the future. 

All along the line indications are favorable. 
There are marked improvements in the dili
gence and study of the law. This cannot but 
result in good. The internal movements of 
the great social mass will force the peaceful 
to Zion, and by acquaintance with the revela-

tions we learn that only the pure in heart 
will find abiding safety there. That unity, 
righteousness, and peace may prevail, we 
will ever pray. Your brother in Christ, 

W. W. BLANCHARD. 

members, objected t:J my visiting· from house 
to house amoDg- Christ.ian people, saying 
there was plenty of people outside or cb urches 
to do missionary work with. Visiting among 
the people is not lv.cking in experience, 
some t&.ke very kindly to it, and say it is the 
best way reach the people, while others do 

BOISE C:rrY, Idaho, Oct. HL not want their fl:;cks diE<t,urbed, for more 
.Editm·s Berald:-l do not know that l ever one reason. One good Christian (Camp-

saw a letter in our Heruld from this city, and bellite) minister thought to crush me by tell
as it is raining- toda,y I think it good chance h1g mo we knew !l'J more than hog B,bout 
to hail the Saints' family circle for !J"dmission. I our literature treated of, or some of it. 
After a short st:c1y a.t my horne, Albion, J Tal king with him of the Scriptures, he said 
Idaho, among my and the the ministry of Christ spoke by divine in-
11th of Septembe<" found me in Caldweli, spiration. I asked him vvhether he was 
Idaho, to feel the pulse of '"he people on gos- divinely inspired prea,ch the g'ospel, and 
pel topics, he said no. 'Then I asked him what right 

As a rule. I find the peop~e . , , j he had to s.t.and bef.ore <~n~ people as .a 
but ~s occaswnally one shuts tno o.oor m a very I p 1·eacher of tne gospel of Chns t. Before h !S 

unfriendly manner on finding I represent the sermon was ended, I learned that he told the 
''sect everywhere spoken against,." How- 1 truth when he said be was "not divinely in

ever, being of :J, ~pi.rlt. tba-t. eM·es little fo.r lspit·e.d" prea.c! . .1 th. at discourse; and Eome 
frowns or contradwtwns agamst the message of his own people s~w it, too. 
I bea;·, I can afford to patiently bide t.he day The harvest is indeed very great, but 
wh,en m~cke~·s shall see thei~ folly._ 1 ~o~e I !t,borers !!,re few. My o~ly concern is that I 
to oe a w1se servant and harmless as ,dvve~, I sow only good seed, tne Master has prom-
a§ a sheep ar.uong· the wolves, yet fear1ng no ised frult due season. 
evil because of ·1,he promise of the Ii'ather i In Caldwell the people told me seYeral 
that ... all things shall work together .for good I t.lmes we had two good members there, and I 
to those who love God and his cause, s,nd I said in my heart, ''God bless ~,ll the Saints 
whether on land or se:a, I will keep thee. So I whh a desire to let t.heir lights shine, even 
I can well afford to ''take it to the Lord in if they appear but feeble ones to them!" Sis
prayer." terR. H. Da.vis acted the part of a sister, 

Oli the night of September 28, I dreamed and Sister Mary E. Jenkins is a worker in the 
of walking along a road, ahead of me was Suuday school wit.h the Baptists, and as Ot'
another road at right <ongies, leading north, ganist, and they seem to appreciate her 
and I was to go on it. Just. by the side of 'uhe 1 kindness, wish all out' people would thus 
road where I turned to the right was a sm<~ll I reflect honor to the cause, by t,hus showing 
fire starting up, but I could see nothing to j their interest in the Sunday school cause; 
burn. After I turned north wgrd a. tongue of 1 and where we are too weak to establish 
fire left the spot where I fir~~"5aw it a~d f,ol-1 b:a.ncbes for our .church w~rk ~to assist 
lowed along by my left Slav. I could see I wnore they ca.n. It Is no credit oo st:J.nd 
nothing but a very few straws an:y- alcwf from church work even if we join with 
where; but walk or run as 1 pleased, the fire other churches as fae as we can do so con
kept pace with me, and it only appeared sci en tioualy, in love for ''the faith once de
about two feet wide and nbout throe or four livered to the Very often these are 
feet from me. Wondering what it was fol- golden oppod,unitic:s fm· sowing the seeds of 
lowing me so closely for, and what k:ept it the golden truth in fertile soil. What Saint 
burning, I kept on walking or some can sit idly silent, while others are doing 
distance, when I came to a house on the rlg'h t, what they can to lift up the children and 
and off the road a sh0rt distance. I t.urned lead them to "remember the creator in the 
to it to stop; when I looked around the fire days of their youth?" Where is our zeal for 
had gone out where I left the road; but f;u· · th,3 cause of truth? L'lt us wake up, Sl~ints, 
back where I first saw it, it was still burning, and stand for God, and lot our light shine, 
and I could hear it cracking as if there was let it be small or grea,t. Our light will grow 
plenty· of fuel. larger !Mld brighter if we only grow in grace 

This reminds me of a dream some time ago, ourselves, None of us 1i ve to ourselves, for 
which I had on going into a certain valley. weal or woe. 
In company with another brother, we were I have only found two Da.y S!J,ints in 
fishing in a large pond; and soon after cast- Boise City,·-a sister Susan Striekland and 
ing my hook in the water I drew up !md there son, who wi.th her bus band ie at present 
was a dry bone which my hook ha,d snagged. domiciled here. She feels lonely, as most 
After pulling it out I laid it aside •.'Vith the Saints do when isolated. There is material 
thought that no one else would S!lD.g his hook in Boise City for S11.ints, and there is great 
on it again, anyhow. J·ust then the brother need of Saints here, too. 
who was with me drew his hook out, and, lo, I saw the finest exhibit of apples, peaches, 
a similar bone had been snagged by him. and p 9ars at the Idaho State Fair, 8th to 13t.h 
Several bones were thus snagged, and we l!J,id inst., have ever seen. If [my state can ex
them together, with the consolation that we eel Idaho for fruit, I would like to see it. 
were clearing the watet· of snags. While plenty io everywhere apparent, still 

I was not very long in learning the signi- the croakers s,bout the rich f!'etting richer, 
ficance of the fire along the road; and that 

1 

and the poor getting poorer are to be heard 
there was nothing after all to feed the flame. in every hamlet and city. For my part, I see 
A couple of ladies in Caldwell, w. C. T. U. , few poor people who are industrious and 
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economical. If our people were as intent 
on gaining the riches of eternity as they are 
those that perieh with the using, and as suc
cessful as a nation, peace and plenty would 
look down from heaven as a benediction from 
the Lord. 

Boise Valley is a fertile vale, and, judg
ing by the fruit lying under the trees, the 
Lord bas smiled upon the people this year, or 
at least has given to the fie,d and orchard 
their fruit in abundance. 

We scarcely realize our blessing, for "the 
hand of providence hath smiled upon us most 
pleasingly." Should we not lift up our hearts 
with thankfulness to the Giver of the "pre
cious things of the earth?" And also that 
righteousness has looked, and does look, 
down from heaven, and fills the soul to over
flowing with joy and peace, and sweet assur
ance, i.f we only open our eyes to see, and our 
ears to hear. How true, "if any man hear 
my voice, I will come in to him and sup with 
him, and he with me." Blessed promise, of 
the Father, "who so loved the world that he 
gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever 
believeth on him might not perish but have 
eternal life." 

I am stopping at the Working Men's Home 
(Advent Mission), room and bed one dollar 
per week. Board is two cents a dish. No 
meat is served. This style just suits me, and 
it occurs to me the Saints might learn wis
dom (practical) from even the Advents in 
these things. Ttey are a people of one great 
hobby, the fourth commandment, which the 
Lord gave Israel. They come far short of 
keeping it, though. 

Have hopeful word from the Nez Perce 
country which I expect to visit soon. Will 
try to put in a season here again this winter. 
I have an appointment out for service at dis
trict schoolhouse No. 45, west of Boise City, 
on the 21st inst. 

Now, may the grace of the Highest be with 
all Saints, and strengthen all to stand free in 
the "joy of the word!" As ever, 

Your brother and worker for Zion's weal, 
CHAS. ALBERTSON. 

AUDUBON, Minn., Oct. 22. 
Editors Herald:-The fall conference of the 

Northern Minnesota district, held the 13th 
and 14th of October, is now over, and we had 
a very good time. The weather was fine, 
and there was a goodly number of Saints in 
attendance, including five elders, namely: 
I. N. Roberts, H. Way, T. J. Martin, M. 0. 
Ericson, and F. D. Omans. We had a grand, 
spiritual time, as all had seemingly come to
gether with the right spirit. We were in
deed blessed, and at our Sunday afternoon 
sacrament meeting many bore testimony to 
the truth and blessings of this great and 
glorious work. All present felt the sweet in
fluence of God's Holy Spirit, and our hearts 
were made to rejoice to know that our 
heavenly Father had heard our prayers and 
was raising up from among us men to help 
carry on his work, and that inasmuch as we 
are faithful he will not withhold his prom
ises. This was brought more forcibly to our 
minds as our young brother, Joshua C. Nunn, 
was ordained a priest. We all remembered that 

I 

at his confirmation a few years ago the prom-~ From there we found our way to Greensburg, 
ise was given him that if he was faithful he Decatur county, responding to a very urgent 
would soon be called to help carry on this demand from our worthy and much esteemed 
great work. Bro. A. J. Smith, of Minne
apolis, was ordained an elder, according to 
promise. Dear Saints, let us unite our prayers 
in behalf of these noble brethren that the 
good Lord will bless them with his Holy 
Spirit in such a met"tsure that they may be 
faithful and magnify their calling and be the 
means of doing much good. We all feel that 
we needed the good counsel and instructions 
given by Bro. I. N. Roberts and others. My 
earnest prayer is t,hat we will all profit 
thereby; and I know if we will, and be faith· 
ful and take hold and perform our duties 
aright, in love and meekne;,s, the Lord will 
bless us even more abundantly in the future 
than he has in the past. 

I for one want to do all I can for this work, 
which I love. Pray for me, dear Saints, that 
I may be faithful to the end and receive a 
crown of light. 

Your sister in Christ, 
LUCY M. HAWLEY. 

WIRT, Indiana, Oct. 15. 
Edito-rs Herald:-Associated with the dis

trict president, M. R. Scott, Jun., we began 
our work. Two days' meeting having been 
arranged by district president, September 21 
found us at Pleasant Valley, Harrison county. 
Bro. Wynn, in his isolated condition resides 
there, he being the only Latter Day Saint in 
or about there; but notwithstanding he is 
firm and faithful. His better half seems to 
be ver,y near the kingdom-Jordan waters, 
perhaps, the obstacle. We trust and pray 
she soon will be buried beneath the liquid 
wave, for truly she is a mother to the mis
sionary. 

We held services on the 21st; but few were 
in attendance. The community had been 
told not to have anything to do with us. The 
command was given of course, by one of the 
ministers. A great weapon to use in time of 
battle! Don't face the enemy; be ashamed. 
Weep and howl, ye that teach for doctrine 
the commandments of men; your garments 
are moth eaten; popularity will save you in 
that sweet bye and bye. Heed the admoni
tion, Prove all things. We were warned 
while laboring in this vicinity to be on the 
lookout for the egg party that was being 
formed, and we were told we had better absent 
ourselves from their presence to escape 
trouble. Not being easily bluffed, we just 
kept apace with our work, as if nothing had 
happened, and nothing happened. I guess 
they ate their eggs. 

We continued our efforts until the 28th 
inst. with increasing interest. Think perhaps 
there are a few in that locality to be gathered 
into the fold. 

brother, H. H. Montgomery. He having se
cured the use of a city hall, free of cost, we be
gan meetings there on the 6th. The weather 
being very unsuitable, and people very much 
prejudiced, and the writer having contracted 
a very severe cold, di<q ualifying us entirely 
from any ministerial work, we could not con
tinue our work. Have come home for recu
peration; have had a slight attack of 
pneumonia. Bro. Scott. also has been very 
sick with pneumonia! troubles. We are con
valescing, and will take up the line of march 
in a few days. V\',3 have appointments with 
Plainville branch the 26th, New Trenton, No
vember 9, Byrneville 17th, and will continue 
just as fast as we can stand it. We intend to 
to make a thorough canvass of the district as 
fast as time and health will permit. 

Everything at present, almost, is, "Hurrah 
for Bryan and McKinley." I will be glad 
When the 6th of November shall have passed, 
and the people place their minds on King Je
sus,-he who can give us rest and permanent 
happiness. Yours, 

W. C. MARSHALL. 

BEDISON, Missouri, Oct. 18. 
Editors Herald:-On September 20 I began 

a series of meetings in the Christian church 
at Ravenwood, Missouri, which lasted just two 
weeks. The weather was quite unfavorable 
part of the time, and made against the in
terest; yet I'm satisfied good was done. I 
felt free in mind, and had good liberty. My 
crowd varled some, like the weather, rang
ing from fifty to two hundred. 

The Saints of the Sweet Home branch are 
worthy commendation for the efforts made 
to make the meetings a success. Old Bro. 
John Hawley assisted in the stand a few 
times, and the good sisters did their part in 
singing. Some few of the business men were 
out to hear, and it was quite common to hear 
some say: "That was a good sermon." "He's 
well posted," etc. Isome times think the 
diet we feed the people is too rich for them, 
and they think it's better to do without it. 

The district conference convened October 
6 and 7, at the Sweet Home church, with fair 
attendance and a good spirit. The business 
all passed off nicely; preaching by Ern. 
Joseph Vaughn, J. A. Davis·, and myself. 

After the close of conference Davis and I 
continued meetings a few evenings, Davis 
going from there to Guilford and I to this 
place. On the 14th I held services at the 
Long branch church. On the 15th, Monday 
eve, I commenced a series of meetings in the 
Christian church, at Bedison. Crowds are 
not large; the old people seem to be afraid to 
come out and hear. 

The night of the 28th found us at Leaven- I'm not surprised, either, when many of 
worth, Crawford county, where a large crowd their systems are like our Campbellite breth
had assembled to listen to the gospel truths. ren. A. Campbell says, "For if in our infancy 
Bro. Scott entertained them very acceptably. . .. we have in the face of all their opposi
We took the parting hand of Saints and tion and united efforts, risen in a few years 
friends on October 2. Quite an interesting I from nothing to many myriads; it is not to be 
time was had; we think much good was done. imagined that they (the sects) can stay our 
We co·uld not get away until we promised progress." And he says: "On this. bottom 
them to return at the earliest possible date. we put to sea, with scarcely hands enough to 
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man the ship." Where is the Ark of God in 
this system? Starting "from nothing!" This 
must be the bed that Isaiah saw, in 28:20: 
"For the bed is shorter than that a man can 
stretch himself on it; and the covering n<~;r

rower than that he can wrap himself in it." 
I'm aware that some one must do the pip

ing; but who will do the dancing? The Lord 
said in Doct,rine and Covenants, page 2: 
"And verily, I say unto you, that they who 
go forth, bearing t,hese tidings unto the in
lu~bitants of the earth, to them is power 
given to seal, both on earth and in heaven, 
the unbelieving and rebellious; yea, verily, 
to seal them up unto the day when the wrath 
of God shall be poured out upon the wicked 
without measure." The people may reject 
this gospel by refusing to hear or obey, but 
the word of the Lord to them i;;, Doctrine 
and Covenants, page 325: "Behold, and lo, 
. there are none to .deliver you, for ye obeyed 
not my voice when I called to you out of the 
heavens, ye believed not my servants; and 
when they were sent unto you ye received 
them not; wherefore, they sealed up the tes
timony and bound up the law, and ye were 
delivered over unto darkness." I'm satisfied 
the Lord will care for his own, but it does 
seem the Devil will get more than his por
tion. It's many to bear, and few to obey. 

I have never felt freer in mind and good 
liberty to declare this gospel than now. May 
the Lord bring ago,in Zion. 

D. C. WHITE. 

NASHUA, Iowa, Oct. 19. 

Editors Herald:-Bro. 0. H. Bailey and I 
came to this place a little over a week ago, 
and began meetings in a small place called 
Carrville, and we are having a splendid in
terest there. The people manifested a Gon
siderable prejudice when we began there; 
but that seems to have given way, and they 
seem very anxious to hear. I believe ere 
we close our efforts there, some will be 
obedient to the faith. 

There is considerable typhoid fever all 
around here; and starting in so early as it 
has, I fear it will result in a terrible 
scourge throughout this part of the coun
try. 

The brethren in this field are doing quite 
well, and I am sure the district is looking 
up spiritually. Any brethren in the field 
desiring to write me will please address to 
Fairbanks, Iowa. Ever praying and work
ing for the success of Zion's cause, I am, in 
bonds of truth and rigr.teou~ness. 

J. R SUTTON. 

WEST OAKLAND, Cal., Sept. 20. 
Editors Herald:-It is a long time since I 

penned a line to you; but I am ready now to 
depart and live with Christ, having nearly 
reached my eighty-second milestone, and 
the doctor says that my heart has failed and 
I may go at any moment, and I hardly think 
it right to take all my history to the silent 
tomb with me; therefore will say to your 
many readers of what I have been through 
and know to be true, and I am not alone in 
this. 

Heber C. Kimball, of Utah, told us that 
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was all right for time, but when chance to go home into the celestial glory 
he came to die, no good; and others have left through God's most holy priesthood?" 
dying testl monies. So hero is "'" little from Says I, "I cannot see it that way; you 
the old Welshman. I have been very reli- know I am only just hero from Africa to see 
gious ever since a little one in the Sunday for myself, proving all things. Glvo me some 
school where I made up my mind that when time to pray and think about it." 
big would go and preach to the heathens in He said, '''I'be prie8thood must be honored: 
Africa. In course of tim8 I went, and rww wo have got to do as told if we want to li vo in 
can look and see what a lot of chaff I had, be- Zlon. Don't you know that what they bind 
ing only a bard shell Baptist; but got along on earth is bound iu heaven!"' etc., etc. 
nicely until the elders from Utah came out Such a priesthood and creed~ were like 
there preachin~; a restored gospel with all its coals on my garments, so I shook them off 
gifts, powers, blessings,. officers, etc., etc., I and arose in the strength of the Lord and 
almost too good to be true, and kept on ham-~ broke otl' the yoke of su~oh bondage to be free 
mering at my hard shell unt.il thE'Y cracked in the joy of the word, and made off for Cali
it so I could peep out and see the necessity of fornia with Mr. Herbin's herd of cattle; 
present revelation, inspiration, visiom;, etc., thirty men, well a.rmed to fight, our way, and 
so to prove all things, made otr for Utah to cried for joy to see ships' masts at Sacra men to, 
test the matter. having escaped all the land pirates. 

We had to be baptizad to join a comp;:my 
and fight our way past the red men (to Zion) 
across the plain~, 'ohere to hear the voice of 
the prophet in the and see the glory of 
God in the cloud by day and pillar of fire by 
night on the temple. This took place at the 
time of going with hand carts in 1856, when 
scores died by the way, and their bones are 
bleaching on the plahw. But we got in, and 
found that t.he church had been scattered at 
the time of the great persecution at Nauvoo, 
in 1844, part of it going into the wiidfJrness 
and there getting mixed up with mistakes, in 
getting reorganized in 1856-7, and preaching 
that the priesthood was something infallible. 
Had got beyond t.he books-they were not 
worth the ashes of rye straw to ua, or like the 
Httle boys clothes or old alma,nacs, out of 
date. We are the living oracles; the letter 
.killeth but the spirit g'iveth life, and 
leads us to take om· text from aoything a,s he 
wills, and it is law and gospel to this people. 
So we had to be baptized and join this re
formed church or go across lots. But !J,t the 
same time I must confess that I was very slow· 
of heart to believe all that was taught when 
there in 1857; but it was death to kick, yet I 
never could see with them in these creeds: 
1. Adam the only God with whom we had to 
do; 2. Jesus Christ was not begotten the 
Holy Ghost, but like men; 3. Future 
exaltation depends on posterity; 4. Celestial 
marriage or polygamy; 5. Fun making or 
dancing; 6. The right to divorce all women 
in the church; 7. Blood atonement; 8. Blind 
obedience to the priesthood. 

I was working for Dr. France sos"p, 
and there was a young girl on his place to be
come his wife when old enough. I did per
suade her not to go into polygamy. The 
doctor found it out, and reported me at the 
ward meeting as being disaffected. A big 
friend of mine was at the meeting and lost no 
time in coming to tell me of my great luck 
in being thought worthy by the priesthood 
of going home to glory. "Come, now, die 
game; brlng your spade and dig your own 
grave. I'll break the pitcher, and your rest 
will be glorious, and have a martyr's crown 
for trying· to save that girl from doing what 
you believed to be wrong," etc. 

In astonishment I said, "What are you 
talking about." 

''Why," he says, "are you not glad of a 

J. w. v. 
1460 J1'1fth street . 

CANTON, Cardiff, October 1. 
Editors Herald:-After laboring six months 

in my mission field, perhaps it will not be 
amiss in me informing the many readers of 
the Hemld of the condition of the work in 
Wales ... I have not anything very great to 
report. The work is in rather a low ebb. I 
could give reasons for this state of affairs; 
but I hardly deem it wi.se to do so. I have 
visited and preached, sometimes in hails, and 
our own two church buildings, and upon the 
streets and highwf~ys, in the following- places: 
Ca.rditl', Newport, Lydney, Aylburt,on, Aber
tillery, Na.n &yglo, Brynmawr, P,Jt•tb, Gilfach 
GoGh, Llanelly, and Abel:'aman. Have dis
triou ted a large amount of oli l231'Uld.~, E·n
signs, and Hopes, al8o a few thousand tracts, 
and over a tb.OIBaad ministry ca;ods. We 
certainly prefer tracts :1nd cards to old Hel'
alds and Ensigns. Last week I distributed 
some old .Heralds o! 1838, and was told by 
many that we muot be b3hind the times in 
distributing literatur·e twelve years old. 

What ha8 struck me ag being very peculiar 
is, we c<~n have large crowds upon the 
st;·eet.s which appear to litJten very atten

to the preaching of the word, and 
agree with the doctrines, but no one seems 
to have any desire to yield obadienco to the 

of redemption. Trua, I h&vo in '"hs pa>t 
six months baptized ten peecious souls; but 
they are those who are in t,ouch with the 
work in kindred ties. We have a nice 
church bullding in Llauelly, another in Lyd
ney, a good hall in Cardiff, Porth, and 
Nantyglo; and while we are able to get good 
audiences on the streets, we can scarcely 
have any one to visit our churches or ha,lls. 
Summer is now nearly over, and outdoor 
work will be at a standstill until next spring 
opens up again. So if W•3 had a good supply 
of church literature I could distribute same 
from door to door during the winter months; 
but, alas, I have none. I wonder if there is 
any brother or sister interested enough in 
"gallant little Wales," who would send a 
good supply of tracts on the "first principles 
of the gospel" to me. If they would, we 
promise them to faithfully distribute them. 
I don't write this in a begging spirit, as I 
have not the least doubt but what God can 
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~ook after his own work. I merely give the [ was held. It was quite cold, but the repre- I ings of evil, and the an1FY winds lashed the 
chance for some good brother or sister to do sentation of school workers was fair. At ·waves Into a fury, that at times it seemed we 
good if they feel like it. I do not want any 10: 45 Bro. James McKiernan preached, and would be swallowed in the deep. Thank 
Heralds, Ensigns, or Hopes. Let me have fit at the close three promising young men were God, the storm bas abated. 'l'he old ship 

·and proper literature to distribute, and we baptized, a son and two g·rand'lons of Bco. F. :rights herself, and, no worse for the en
shall be pleased to do the work. I intend Johnson, of West Burlington. The after- counter, she moves gracefully along into 
r,-oin~; to London today, as South England is noon meeting was half an hour late, 11.s the smoother watera. The crew is laying to with 
in my mission field. May God prosper the cook and waiters were not able to get through their might to make up for lost time, and we 
efforts of his servants in all the world. their work in time on account of the large now fully expect to enter port ere the quaran-

Your colaborer, crowd that had to be served. at dinner. At tine laws are rigidly enfot'ced debarring 

19 Rectory Road. 
A. N.· BISHOP. three o'clock the social meeting was opened. farther entrance into the "Beloved City."· 

The weather was still cold but the meeting One thing saddens the heart, however; 

KEB, Iowa, October 12. 
Editors Herald:-A number of the Saints in 

the Nauvoo district and others will be pleased 
to know how the d:strict conference got 
along. Having to hold the conference in the 
district tent when the weather was so uncer
tain and the Saints being so scattered, re
quired a good deal of faith, and made it 
necessary to devise some way to care for the 
visiting Saints other than to take them to 
their home for every meal during the day. 
The first thought was to get the town hall 
and rent a building in town and use it as a 
hotel, each one bear his portion of the ex
pense: but that was found to be impractica
ble. Some one suggested the holding of the 
conference in the district tent and have one 
or two smaller tents to cook in, and set the 
tables in the big tent, the cooking to be left 
to one cook. It was decided to carry out the 
last plan. A committee was appointed to 
carry it out and divide the work to other 
committees so that most all had something to 
do; but I doubt whether anyone fully under
stood what it meant to cook for so many and 
get everything necessary to serve on the 
tables. It was a big undertaking; but when 
faith and works are put together it is possi
ble to accomplish great things. I think I am 
safe in saying that all were pleased the way 
they were treated, as far as providing for the 
want of the natural man is concerned. It 
was done admirably unger the circumstances 
that controlled. 

Bro. F. M. McDonald, of Mt. Pleasant, is 
the president of the branch. He is an excel
lent manager in the cooking department, and 
did his work well. Bro. George McCommas 
is the teacher, and was a great help to Bro. 
McDonald. Bro. Thomas. Brown is the 
deacon. Others helped and did their work 
well. All are worthy of great credit for 
what was done. -It was a new experience to 
me, and a good lesson can be learned from 
what was accomplished by the few Saints 
there. 

The conference was held on Bro. Loren 

was quite spiritual. 'fhose baptized were some of the crew and quite a number of the 
confirmed, three children were blessed, three pa,ssengers will be missing. They took pas-· 
sick ones were administered to and a large sage fully expecting· to complete the voyage, 
number bore testimony. At 7:30 preaching but they were burled "at sea.·' All died of 
by Bro. Snively. Quite a crowd was pres, heart failure. They are a few still on board 
ent. The next, the' parting and shaking similarlly affected; we are anxiously con
hands, and "Lord bless you," and the eon- eerned about them, but are endeavoring to 
ference is over as far as the gathering to- comply strictly with the provisions of the 
gether is concerned; but I believe the effects Physician's prescriptions and await develop
will last long, I am sure it will with me. ments. There was a time when it seemed we 
What was accomplished by the united efforts were going to have an epidemic; but we have 
of the few Saints of the New London branch it well "in hand" now, whilst those who are 
will not soon be forgottes. ill are rapidly being· placed in quarantine 

Yours in bonds, pending developments to prevent a recurrence 
JOHN R. ·EvANS. of the malady. The officials are manifesting 

an excellent spirit, and, though the greater 

HAMILTON, Ont., Oct. 22. 
Editors Herald:-It is nearly two months 

since I came to this city to look foP employ
ment, the most, of which time I have ~pent in 
the rail way service. During my stay here I 
have not been inattentive to our church or 
its interests, but have endeavored to attend 
what meetings I could, and have imported 
into the city a considerable quantity of our 
literature. 

We have not a branch, but a mission, which 
is presided over by Elder Hyrum Dickhout, a 
very genial and straightforward man, by 
whose unceasing labors and love for the gos
pel he h;ts made himself felt in this city. 
Through his three years' sojourn here there 
have been a number of honest ones who have 
heard and believed and are now rejoicing in 
the gospel. I don't know exactly what their 
membership amounts to, but should judge 
there would be no less than fifteen, perhaps 
twenty at present. 

At their last business meeting I had the 
honor of being elected secretary of the mis
sion,.and also as one of a committee of two to 
procure a hall for church service. Before 
the week expires I expect we will have 
rented a hall, and possibly by next Sunday 
our meetings will begin in a more public 
manner. ALVIN KNISLEY. 

401 Main street, W. 

portion are raw recruits, still with most we 
note the embryo of a larger growth. 

There is a marked absence of jealousy, 
and each one seems desirous to fill his 
"niche," perfectly content to s.llow others to 
do likewise. We propme organizing a school 
of the priesthood shortly, where we can dis
cuss the laws and usages of the church, and 
more fully gather what is required of each 
one. It shall be our aim to beget confidence 
among the weaker ones and help them to ac
q ilire proficie~cy in public speaking and 
praying. 

During the pa.st few months we have given 
from twenty-five to thirty letters of removal, 
and there are quite a numbar more that we 
expect to grant soon. The :reader must not 
infer that this number have moved away 
from this place in this time. Oh, no, but we 
are enforcing the :rules of the church rela
tive to absentees. The results are gratify
ing. Whilst our numerical strength is 
diminished, the solidarity of the remainder 
compensates for the contraction. We ex
pect to continue until all absentees in any 
way contiguous to other branches shall 
honor the la,w and take letters of :removal. 

Willey's land. He and his good wife did all Los ANGELES, Cal., Sept. 27. 

We are likewise pruning the vineyard, 
and are determined to omit nothing which 
will tend to encourage new life in every 
member; failing we must resort to the knife 
to save the tree. If we expect a tree to 
flourish and bear fruit we must care for, 
nurture, and prune it. Pruning is very nec
essary in order to secure the best results. 
All unnecessary and dead branches must be 
"cut off" or the whole tree will die. I know 
of b1·anch organizations which are lifeless 
and going into permanent decay, simply be
cause the president or his aid refuses or fails 
to do his duty in this direction. It is a crime 
to foster lawbreakers in this church. Better 
have a branch with fifty live members rather 
than one of two hundred where half are 
either dead or dying. 

they could to make us happy. I hope the Editors Herald:-'!' he good work moves on 
labors of the Saints of New London and the apace with unmistakable evidences of divine 
traveling ministry will be blessed and all be "footprints in the sands of time." 
thankful that they had the privilege to help Loth as we are to express, in concrete form, 
the work done there. our appreciation for the divine favors, still 

The services were affected hy the weather. God gratuitously lavishes his love upon us. 
Saturday night it rained considerable and it' The Los Angeles branch has had its trials
was not considered wise to hold the meetings what branch has not? 0Llr bark has, at 
Saturday night. Bro. Roth was appointed to times, been carried on the crest of the wave; 
preach and all were sorry that the weather later we have been overwhelmed in the 
prevented the meeting. It was quite stormy trough of the sea whilst the dark and lower
Sunday morning, At 9: 30 Sunday school ing clouds seemed ominous in their forebod· We are doing well with our church build· 
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ing. The other day I paid the interest for their work, whatever the result may be with J cannot make much use of her education while 
the past year-one hundred and twenty-three others. in that condition, certainly; in fact the edu-
dollars-and was fortunate enough to be able Have just returned from a trip to San cation itself cannot be so thorough as it 
to apply two hundred on the principal. Bernardino. Preached the funeral of Bro. would have been bad the health not been im-
leaves us with a total indebtedness of fifteen I Gibson's granddaughter. She leaves several paired while it was being acquired. 
hundred dollars. We have placed this loan small orphan children. I also spoke at Now I do not wish to be understood as 
for one year at six per cent. If we can only North Ontario, Riverside, Hedlands, and meaning that work would in every case pre
succeed in raising five hundred dollars dur- Hermit. I hope at no distant d~ty to follow vent such a condition as that I have referred 
ing the year we will bo in good shape to hold up these openings. Bro. Burton has re- to, but I do firmly believe work to be a great 
our building and all anxiety will be past. turned from the north; Brn. Smith and factor in both promoting and maintaining 

I had quite an extended discussion through Gould are expected tomorrow. Our confer- health. 
the columns of the Evening Express with one ence convenes at Garden Grove, the 26th I Housew01·k is said to be one of the best 
Hev. Houze, of the Christian persuasion, instant. Had a nice rain Saturday. forms of exercise, because the tasks are so 
recently. The. main theme was "continuous Yours. honefully, varied, th:J,t nearly all the muscles of the· 
revelation," and I am assured that the cause T. W. WILLIAMS, body are used. Then think of the advantage, 
lost nothing-. Brother Chatburn losss not an 1322 Myrtle Avenue, Los ANGELEs, California. especially to our daughters, of knowing how 
opportunity to get a!tet" the Brighamites, and to do that work. I know we hate to require 
seems to think it his special duty to "run work of them when their time is so much 
them down." Everyt.hing goes to show that Mothers' Home Uoltlmn. taken up by study, but don't let us be selfish 
he is able to fulfill this mission. 'fhey had in this regard (of course we firmly believe we 
quite an alterce,t.ion at Santa Ana, resulting are showing a very ttnselfish spirit in doing 
in a general mi.xup involving the city mar- EDITED BY FRANCES. everything ourselves, but we are not), for 
sbal, the city council, and the ma,tter ftnally whatever is best for our children it is our 
finding its way into tho Exp1·ess of Get leave to work duty to see that they do. 
this eity. President Nye, of t.he Mormon In thie world ---'tis the best yon get. at all; We however cannot expect young folks to 
Church, Hkewlse Brn. Chatburn and T. W. ],or God in curflin_g giveR us better gifts be kept always at work-that Would be as 

r_rhan ll1CD in benediction. God says, H8wcat 
Williams, being involved iu the controversy. For foreheads;" men say, "crowns;" and 80 we are bad as no work at all; but let them have some 
I am still carrying on the discussion with Mr. crowned, few tasks to be performed regularly, and try 
Nye. In his last communication Nl:r. Nye Ay, gashed by some tormentin~< circle of steel to teach them not to shrink from helping oc-
charges that the Reorganized Church bas Which snaps with a secret spring. Get worlr, get casionally in other things when you, perhaps, 

work. -Aurora Leigh. 
ever stood with open 1u·ms to welcome the are overburdened with work, or unwell. 
renegades and villains which have been ,;ast Above all, let us never encourage the feel-
out of the Mormon Church; he unwittingly WORK. ing that work is degrading to anyone. It is 
reiterates the positions taken by Brigham in Dear Sisters:-Atourloeal Daughters of Zion a sad fact that many of our girls do look upon 
the dark days of the past, and ut.ters his meeting recently, we had a lively discussion it in that way, and we mothers apt to think 
"defy'' to everybody, and particularly the upon the subject: "Is work, in moderation, to ourselves, even if we do not openly say, 
United States government, to do theh· worst; beneficial to children: if so, how shall we "Oh well, let the girls enjoy themselves 
that the Mormon Church will exist when all teach them to like it?" I thought at the while they can, their time of trouble will 
its enemies have sunk into eternal forgetful- time what. a pity it was that more young come soon enough, when perhaps they will be 
ness. I have written a reply and punctured mothers could not be present to benefit by obliged to work hard; that will be time 
his "wheel" with the Brlghamitic "tack" the many ideas and plans presented by the enough to begin." 
published by themselves. different speakers, and the idea occurred to Dear mothers, we forget that we ourselves 

I do not think it the wisest policy to waste me, that perhaps some might gain some make that time doubly hard for our girls by 
too much time on these people and in many benefit if we were to relate our experience not preparing them now. The girl who has 
ways indorse Bro. Roush's position in a late along that line through the Home. Column. been taught, by degrees, all her life to work, 
Herald. I think we will all agree tbs,t child;·en will not find it a heavy burden to take up a 

Bt·o. Chatburn recently held a discussion should be taught to work, not alone for the like work in a home of her own; but how is 
with an "Elder Hyder," down at Ocean View. sake of the help to parents or those in charge it with her whose education in that direction 
It seems that Mr. Hyder has been working j of them-that is a small consideratio_n com- has been neglected, through the mistaken 
in the celery fields there, and when Bro. 

1 
pared to the value of systematic work to tenderness of those who should have taught 

Chatburn went there to preach, Mr. Hyder themselves, especially during school life, her? Surely she is to be pitied, for it is hard 
thereupon challenged him for discussion. It when too many are exempt from physical to go ahead with duties that one has not been 
turned out that this fellow bas lived several tasks altogether on account of their studies accustomed to performing, with perhaps no 
years in Stewartsville, and is in some ways taking· up so much time. This seems to me one to assist or give a word of advice. To be 
acquainted with our doctrine and people. !J, grave mistake, for in order to maintain the sure, our daughters may have seen bread 
For a couple of nights he put up a very good health of the body, it must have physical, as made, meals prepared, etc., all their lives; 
argument; but after that Bro. Cbatburn bad well as mental exercise; if it does not, the but seeing is not like doing, by any means. 
it all his own way. In the defense of his own mind naturally keeps drawing more and more One more thought. The young are full of 
church, not an affirmation was made. They strength to Hself (for whatever part of the energy from their very babyhood, as we can 
are considering the advisability of taking up body is used most, gains the most develop- plainly see by watching a child. How rest
the Book of Mormon and other themes in the ment.), and the body is apt to suffer·in conse- less, how full of mischief it is, constantly in 
future, providing the gentleman can secure quence. ·we are proud, of course, to have motion from one thing to another. Now this 
church endorsements. As it is, he is repre- our children intellectual, but can a really energy must be used in some way. If they 
senting no one but himself, and our people sound, vigorous mind exist in a weak body? are not trained to put it to a good use, they 
cannot afford to spend time on one man; It may, for a time, but surely in time the are liable to use it in a wrong direction, "for 
hence Bro. Chatburn has demanded an en- brain, being a part of the body, will lose Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands 
dorsement. more or less of its vig·or if the whole be not to do." Do we see the hard-working boy, or 

Brn. Chatburn and Anderson have been kept in equal development, by exercise in the young man, falling into bad habits? Is it not 
working earnestly in tent work with some proper proportions. more often the one whose energies have 
gratifying results. One has to labor a long How often we see the young graduate, pale never been trained aright, but has been al
time in this country to see any material and weak, leaving school-life behind with a lowed to spend his time as hest pleased him
progress. I assisted them some at Santa sigh of thankfulness that, at last, she can sit I self; in other words, has been raised in 
Ana, Orange, and Ocea,n View, and am satis- down and rest. She feels absolutely worn I idleness, who falls in with bad companions 
tl.ed that the Lord has takeo. cogni<~ano€1 of out by the long str!!;in of year.s of study. She and J.s led astray? Oh mothers and f~J.thers, 
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think of these thing·s. Let not your tender
ness lead you to mistaken conclusions in re
regard to the welftwe of your sons and 
daughters. Whatever is right and best fm· 
them, let us do, even if it be hto~rd for our
selves. 

In giving these thoughts I am far from 
criticising :;nyone, aud I hope the sisters will 
(through the Celumn), for the benefit of :Bll, 
me.:ttion where they see I have given mis
takt::n or erroneous views. 

MiJ,y a ioving heavet:oly Faicher direct us all r 

in rightly unde1•standing our duty to our 
dear ones. CLARA M. FRICK 

INDEPENDENCE, ::Vlo. 

ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson,. Mills Co., Iowa. 

REVIEW OUTLINES, 
(Concluded from last week.) 

l\1AN. 
Body. 

Mam>a. 
Bread and water. 

Sph'it. 
Spirit of God. 
God's word. 

The above is a subj"c'o upon which it seems I DIE. LIVE FOREVER. 
impossible there should be dlJfarence of ~ Ns,ture of Jesus. 
opi.nion. Anyone who ha.s ever not!c.ed little 1

2
·. WiJ.ter of Life 1. The Sacrifice. 

children cannot have faJled to notwe th;>t Bread from Heavell S. The Christ. 
among the first propensitle'o child '"xhi'oits ,~ 1 Eat fi2.sb. 

;:,ACRAMENT. Dr·'n"" blood. is that of a dGsi.re to "hc'lp." No · " 
h t . b . ct' b l' tl ' t E.VERLAS'l'ING LIFE. w !!, lS ewg ' o~e, l e . lt ue OlJfJ 'Nan (.8 0 I 

have !J, hg,nd m 1t, and le never (JG happy as This reviBw covers the substance of all the 
whon al.lowed hdp. 'fh,,, sense, of having lessons preceding fo1· this quarter. 
been helpful will br·iug· the light t,o "''child's "M:.cw" consi.Bts of "body" and "spirit." 
eye and make hiS~ little he3r'G just glad as God ggvo Hmt&dJna/~ and giveg Hbread and 
the enjoyment of other pleflGUl''J. I say W!l,ter". to supply the "body," yet it will 
"other plessurt'," for it is a ples.sure to the "die;" _the "spb·it" is supplied by the ''Spirit 
child, and if only parents were in CGn- of Gnd," living· by "God's word" (Matt. 4: 4) 
troling :cmd dirBeting nawral d<'Bire of given by that, "Spirit," ·.vhich word is spirit 
their little ones to be useful-cob,, employed ls,nd life (John 6: 63), and it (our spirit) "lives 
-.the~ wou~d h .. ~:e infi.nltely l~s~ to contend I fo.rever." By partaking of the "Wat.er of 
w !th 1n tne1r en :u.dren ror all t1me to come. Life" and "BI'ead from Hea.ven," we partake 

I do not wish to be understood as saying- of thG "Nature of Jesus," as shown in his 
that the child knows the meaning of being I work in "the sacrifice" and "the Christ," 

userc:l, noit~ .. '~~' ·.uha,\ cOc<:l~l~o' at firs~ h. e.l~full '. show l~~at •,ve reme.mber Him in the 
to tne mouher. l n" enhu 18 only uoey Lt•g a "Sacriwient,'· when we nartake of Bread and 
natu;·a,l instinct; but the mother ou;zht to \>Vine 2,s symbols of His "flesh" and blood 
der·stand and be able to laok beyond the pr·es- I and by 80 doing we have "Everlasting Life.,', 
ent.. Just here, however, is where failure 
most frequently begins. 'fhe mothm• haa not Lesson 6. 
time, even if patieuce is not wanting, to train THUE GREATNESS. 

'" _umo e I Inost. useful. those untried nowers. B- , 1 } '"' 
0 mothers, if you eould only look be- Loving FAITH IN CHRIS'l' 1 Precwus. 

yond the present, :we! see the tieh reward 
1 

Golden Text. 
-t:1e hundr~dfold servlco those now un- 1 Objecl; Leeson:-
tramed, untried powers would r·ender you, 1 'l'ake silver dime and a penny, and com-
would you not take time, even at the <>xpense them in point of gt•eatuess, that it is not 
of what now seems mora importlll::<t to you? slz·a but in qmJJity: or t.ake a pearl or 
It this ~uima of inclinal,ion-yes even desire, pl~ecious stone and compare it with s. cor:"ImDn 
and we might say long·iugly upon the part of rook; their gTeatness is in quality, not in 
the child ·to be helpful-is 5llghted and al- slz.e. T0,ke again a polished stone prepared 
lowed to go unim!-Jt'oved, ;;nd the child grows I for some speeific use, and a rough stone of 
up wHh an aveesion to work, fault is I same quality, and show the gre8,tness of the 
it? Yes, the question goes even do,iper than one above the other is in having been subject 
this. If the mothel' instltll.s hersdf as a to fitting and polishing·, or the preparation 
household drudge, In order tha'& she may for use. Show from this how we become 
bring up hm· sons 1;,nd dtcught,ers with hands g:'eat by beio!;' subject to God's fitting and 
unsoiled by labor, whoso f11uit is it iu tim<cJ prepat·lr,g us for use in his kingdom. 
her family como to regard hm' as such? '-7\fe cannot always tell the greatness of a 

We are pleased, indesd, that such questions person by his appe~:~orance. Illustrate by a 
are being discus~ed in our locahJ, and we want coin soiled by sweat, which by a little effort 
the agitation upon this and kindred subjects can be brightened, and its true value shown. 
to go on until the wp, ves shall re.aeh th.e The above are only suggestive. 
boundaeies of t,he ehureh, even all long 
fm· the uplifting of home-life.-ED. I CHRIST AS A :MODEL TE.8.CHER. 

I A "model," as understood by mechanics, is 

I
I a pattern afl.m~ which their work shall be 

SPECIAL REQUY;S'rS FOR PHAYI~R. fa,;h'onod our QUbJ" ,0 • dP" ll' 'th 
• • ) . " ' . ·~ ".l l -!. I • •~ r C lJ .~ • :ng W .l 

Sr. Nellre V!O!~, L'tHm:wlcodleu requests the I "Christ" as a "model tes,cher" must be 
pr<1yers of the Prayer U o.wu to remove 1 . _ ., 
afflictions, that she be restored to , looked at m mueh the same way onat a work-
if H be the Lord's >lS is promised in 1: ma.n regards his "model." If Christ be our 
James 5:15. . teacher and our model, also, then H becomes 

PRAYEli. UNION, 

our duty to study him and his works in such 
a manner as to become thoroughly ac
q m1inted with what he wishes to teach. In 
our study of Christ we find that he teaches 
by precept and practice. "Line upon line, 
precept upon precept; here a little and there 
a little." We find him teaching by preeept 
to the young man who was not far from tho 
king·ctom of God. At another· time he taught 
Nicodemus by precept, at another time the 
disciples were taught precepts, in his "Ser
mon on the Mount;" at another time the 
"woman at the well of Syehar." Sl<ill at au
other time he taught Peter by precept when 
he instructed him to "feed my sheep; feed 
my lambs." 

Many other instances might be cited 
wherein he taught by precept. In all his 
tmwhing he failed not to teach the principles 
of the everlasting gospel, for proof of which 
see his conversation with Nicodemus, and 
with John Baptist, in which latter instance 
he also taught by practice, that it "becometh 
us to fulfill all righteousness." 

After setting us the example of obedience 
to all laws of entrance into the king·dom, he 
does not stop, but continues to live in obedi
ence to the laws of the kingdom, as notice 
him healing the sick, restm·ing sight to the 
blind, eausing the deaf to hear, feoding the 
hungry; and bringing to llfe those who were 
dead that the aged in their weakness might 
have a support upon which to lean in old 
age, witness the raisiQg of the sun of th(;l 
"widow of Nain." Hear him give instruc
tion, to "do unto others as ye would have 
them do unto you;" see him meekly forbear 
to call "legions of angels" to deliver him 
from persecution. Notiee that when reviled, 
he reviled not ag·ain; see him drive those 
who were polluting the sanctuary, from it, 
and hear him say, "It is written, my Father's 
hoase shall be a house of prayer, but ye ha.ve 
made it a den of thieves." 

Time and space will uot permit us to name 
all the instances of his teaching by precept and 
practice; suffice to say he kept the whole law. 
Let those of us who profess him to be our 
teacher look to our lives and see that they 
eonform as nearly to the "Model" as is possi
ble in our weakness to do, and let us not fail 
to call the attention of others to the "Model 
Teacher" and pattern for all mankind, that 
we may prove ourselves good students under 
a wise "instructor." May we all be found 
"practicing what we preach," even as he did, 
not shunning- persecution when it is necessary 
that a law be obeyed. 

Praying that the thoughts herein contained 
may profit someone, E. E. MET'l'LEN. 

For Minneapolis, Kansas, reunion. 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL THE NURSERY OF 
THE CHURCH. 

If this be true, then we want to know how 
to keep it in a healthy growing condition. 
In a nursery, certain work must be done to 
keep it in such a- condition. Tho growth is 
supposed to be vigorous and strong, conse· 
quently the ground must be tilled so that it 
will admit both air and moisture, and to kill 
weeds that may have been sown. The diseased 
limbs must be pruned off and insects and 
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worms that would destroy the fruit and foli- that the character of the man may reflect the 

==m:; __ _ 

age must be hunted and killed, that the trees 
may bring forth good fruit. 

Just so the nursery of the church must be 
worked; the erroneous ideas pruned out that 
may have been formed by the traditions of 
men. Evil habits that destroy the good 
fruits of righteousness must be hunted out 
and destroyed, and the growth stimulated by 
the combined efforts of parent and teacher. 

The methods employed for this training 
may be many, adapted to individual needs. 
Sometimes it may seem hard work, and oft
times it is discouraging work, and if given up 
when our heads and hands and hear·ts grow 
weary, we would fall far short of the results 
aimed at. 

In a nursery care is taken that the young 
plants get a good start, and that should be ~n 
object lesson to uB. The young in our 
schools should be encouraged and taught ac
cording to their capacity, and, as far as pos
sible, 

EXAMPLE 

should go hand in hand with precept; and 
here the parent supercedes the teacher. 
Often I hear pa1•ents telling their little chil
dren stories that soon the child learns are un
true, while at the same time if the child 
should tell the parent an untruth he ·would 
be perfectly horrified and wonder where the 
child learned to lie, and probably punish him 
for such an offense. Many other things might 
be mentioned, but, "a hint to the wise is 
sufficient. 

'l'HE PARENT CAN DO MUCH 

to help the child, by studying the lessons 
with him. [f the lesson has been well 
studied at horne, how quickly you can tell h 
by the sparkling eye and eagerneas t,o answer 
each question. If, on the other hand, the 
lesson has hardly had a passing thought !lot 
home, the child is dull in his ciass, and is apt 
to pay but little attention to what the 
teacher is saying. Many of us think we have 
little time for this study with the hurry and 
worry of household cares; but maybe we had 
better use a little of our precious time with 
the child, thereby interesting him and fas
tening the thoughts brought out in our les
son upon his mind so that it may bring forth 
fruit in its season. Generally we can make a 

PERSONAL APPLICATION 

of some part of each lesson, and if talked 
about as we would the everyday,affairs of life 
the child will grasp the idea, and it becomes 
more interesting to him. 

The Sunday school has been supposed by 
some to be only for the young, but it is an 
educational institution for 

PEOPLE OF ALL AGES 

and all classes. No matter how old we are 
or how much we have studied, ther·e are yet 
new thoughts brought out at the Sunday 
school. 

Fathers and mothers who interest them-
selves in the Sunday school work no'~ only 

teaching of the child. 
"Train up a child in the way he should go, 

and when he is old he will not depart from 
it." Equally as applicable now as in the 
days of the "wise man." 

Emma X Gamet., for the Northern Nebraska district 
convention. 

ConfErence 
CHATHHI. 

Conference convened in Chatham, Ontario, 
October 13 to 15. R. C. Evans, George Green, 
and A. Leverton presiding; R. Coburn and 
T. A. Phillips secretaries. Branches report
ing: Wallaceburg 55; baptized 3. Long
wood 45; baptized 11, received by certificate, 
l, by letter 4. Zone 53, removed by letter I. 
Buxton 18. Olive 3il. Lindsley 53; died 1. 
Ridgetown 81; baptized 5, removed 2. Chat
ham 85; baptized 1, expelled 3. Green Val
ley 18. Cedar Spring5 20. Blenheim 49; 

and 2 received by letter. Tilbury 
4. Petrolea 57. Etdm·s reporting: 

B. St. baptized-, G. Green baptizsd 10, 
J. Willis,mson, T. A. Pmilipa bapt;izsd ll, A. 
Leverton, J. H. Tyrrell baptiz~d 1, G. M. 
Shippy, Samuel. Brown baptized 3, R Coburn: 
Priests VIT. H. Taylor· and M. Traxler. 
Bishop's J. H. Tyrrell, reported: 
Balance on last report $573 32; received 
since $400.85; paid out $284.43; balance on 
hand $689.7-L Audited and found correct. 
District treasurer, J. W. Badder, reported: 
Total $40.47; expended $32 47; bal-
ance on $8. Audited and found correct. 
J. H. Tyrr lll reported as receiving for the 
tent fund $10 90; paid out $4. balance on hand 
$6.90. request of Bw. Tyrrell a motion 
was instructing him to hand the above 
over the district treH,surer. An account 
WlJ,s presented from the district president of 
$4.44 and from the secreta,ry for $1.07. On 
motion 'uhe above were ordered paid. George 
Green was sustained as district president., A. 
Leverton vice president, R Coburn secretary, 
J. H. 'l'yrrell Bishop's agent, and J. W. Bad
der district trea.sur·er. B. St. John delegate 
to the General Conference of 1901. Preach
ing by A. Leverton, T. A. Phillips, R. C. 
Evans, and B. St. John. Prayer and sacra
ment service on Sunday morning. Three 
were baptized. Next confet·ence to be held 
in Zone, on the second Saturday in June, 1901. 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 

eral Conference, with such other officials as 
may att,end. E. A. Good win ordained an el
der, W. P. Buckley and John McKnight as 
priests, and Ed ward S. White a teacher. 
Four were baptized. Preaching by J. H. 
Lak0, J. J. Cornish, E. K. Evans, W. D. 
Ellis, and J. R. Beckley. Adjourned to meet 
the second Saturday in June, 1901, at Fork, 
Isabella county, Michigan. · 

SOUTH MICHIGAN AND NORTH INDIANA. 
Conference of above district met at Galien, 

Michigan, October 20 and 21. G. A Smith 
presiding, assisted by J. H. Lake, Francis 
Granger secretary, Sr. J. H. Royce assistant. 
Ministry reporting: J. H. Lake baptized 12 
(which he states are the fruits of the Sunday 
school), G. A. Smith baptiz8d 2, W. E. Peak 
baptized l, S. W. L. Scott baptizdd 6, E K. 
Evans baptizad 8, J. B. Prettyman, S. Stroh, 
and J. Most; by letter W. D. Ellis baptized 
10, E. H. Durand; Priests John Shook, G. 
W. Weston, and F. Granger .. Bishop's 
agent's report: Balance on hand $48.64; re
ceived $895. 92; paid out $460.44; on hand 
October 15, $:184.12. Branches reporting: 
Galien 119, Buchanan 39, Cold water 124, 
Clear Lake 175, Grand Rapids 104, Hartford 
44, Knox 46. Bro. Robert Grieve was called 
to the office of priest by the gift of tongues 
given through Bro. J. H. Lake, and ordained 
to that otiice. D10legates were chosen for the 
next General Conference. The present offi
cers were reelected, including Bishop's agent. 
Preaching by G. H. Hilliard, E. K. Evans, 
and 8. W. L Scott. Adj:Jurned to meet at 
Clear Lake, Indiana, by call of district presi
dent. 

SOUTH MISSOURI. 
Conference convened at Springfield, Octo

ber 13. The meeting was called to order by 
the district president, Elder D. W. 'l'homas, 
S. N. Gray clerk. The weather being pleas
ant, there wa~ a very good attendance. After 
the business of the day, the assembly met at 
7: 30 for preaching service and were addressed 
by Elder Merritt. Sunday morning, priest
hood meeting at 9: 30. Preaching at eleven 
a m. by Bro. J. T. Davis. Prayer and 'sacra
ment service in the afternoon, in charge of 
Elder D. W. Thomas; at, this meeting Bro. 
J. T. Davis was ordained to the office of 
priest. In the evening there was quite a 
large attendance; the speaker was Etder H. 
Sparling. Conference closed to convene at 
Pomona, Missouri, January 5 next. 

DECATUR. 
Conference convened at Beav3rton, Octo- Conference met with Lone Rock branch 

ber 13. J" H. Lp.ke chosen to preside; J. J. near Pawnee, Missouri, October 6. F. M. 
Cornish, J. A. Grant, and R. vV. Hugil asso- Weld and D. Campbell presiding, C. I. Car
ciates; C. B. Joice, secretary; E. A. Good- penter sccr·etary pro tern. Ministry report
win, assistant. Branch r·eports: Mikado 19. ing: Elders F. M. Weld, William Anderson, 
Greenbush 36; lost l. Coleman 150; gained D. Campbell, R S. Salyards, lVI. M. Tm·pen, 
4. South Boardman 93; gain 4. Hersey 104; .J. C. Clapp, H. N. Sllively, C H. Jones, P. Me
gain 8. Glovers 21. Iosco 77; gain 8. Val- Peak, J. McDiffit, and W. E Williams. 
ley 85; loss 2. Boyne City 59; loss l. Whit- Priests 'l:'ir. Lovell, J. P. Anderson, G. F. 
temore 45. King·sley 46; loss 1. Freesoil York, and E. E. Marshall; showing 7 bap-
162; gai.n 3 B::lllaire 8!; gain 11. Chase 45. tisms and more than 170 sermons preached, 
Prescott 32; gain 4. Fork 45; gain 1. Wil- besides considerable activity in local branch 
son 23; gain 7. Star 26; gain 3. Alpena40; lo~s work. Branches t•eporting: Davis City 102, 
6 Farweli 35. l'.Hnisterial reports: R. W. gain 1; Evergreen 107, gain 9; Lone Rock 98, 
Hugil baptiz'ld 3, J. H Peters, L.PhelpR, J. R. gain to; Pleasanton 91, gain 1; Allendale 85, 
Beckley baptized 14, W. D. Ellis baptized 10, loss 4; Greenville 52, no change; Cleveland 
D;wid Smith baptized 6, John Schreuer bap- 48, gain 7. Sunday school 11.ssociation, and 
tized Amos Berve, J. A Grant, C. G . .Lewis, R•:Jligio society reported joint convention 
J. J. 19: Priests C. C. Irwin held at Evergreen in September, where 
baptized 2, F. Brackenbury, G. D. Wash- profiable work was done, and reports showed 
burn bantized 12, Abt•am Burr, E A. Good- healthy growth and g"eneral advancement in 
win; Te.acher A. Whitehead; Deacon C. B. these lines of work. Resolutions of apprecia
Joice. Bishop's agent's report: On hand tion and encourgement to these societies, as 

benefit themselves, but by their example the last. report $623 03; received since $658.33; . auxiliaries in Lhe work of the churcb, were 
children are encouraged to greater diligence, to~al disburse.m~ent. ~760.10; ~lue church prepared by a eom~i~tee and passed by the 
and the lessons learned in childhood are $521.26. Audno;:d .arw a~proved. J .. H. conference. GreenVll,e br~nc~ recommended . I Peters elected dJStrlCt president, C. B. JoiCe Bro. Joseph Bogue for ordmatwn to the office 
pretty well remembered m after years. Let secret,ary .. J. J. Cornish sustained as Bishop's of an eld~!r and Bro. Francis N. Harp. to the 
those lessons, then, be of the very best kind, agent. J. H. Peters elected delegate to Gen- otiice of tea.cher; and the Lone Rock branch, 
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Bro. William T. Rook to office of priest. I trine and Covenants a,nd 
Recommendations were. appt·ovad >;,r;d ordina-,· cla.s~, wo_rk in the . . . 
tions were ror. A was n w1se to do so m a scboolm 1ts 
read from J. D. pro1;esting 'l'he question, Shall ;;ve adopt ·the 
ag·ainst lobe action of last in re· lesson text, was taken After 
fusing to new trial. ·Lhe the re-
action of conference was sustained. Brn. solved ·we the use of our own 
D. Camvbell, M. M .. 1'urpen, and R. S. Sal- lesson text. Bro. asked the q ues-
yards were a committee to a.udit I tion, What benefits are by a Sunday 
the Bishop's . for the to. report t.o school belonging to the assodation. Bro. 
the next conrerence. othcers were McDow.:Jl an.swered, that the same 
authorl"'''d to furnish a license to I benefit was derived as for a to belong 
Bro. G. 11'. Yod;::. R. 8. Sal- to a district conference, and then discoursed 
yards, V\'illiam Andersen, N. Snively. on the benefits accruing from having a Sun-
At the bocial service Sunday the day sehool association. Akron school was 

collection wa.s t:B)ken received into the association, Officers 
to A vote of '0hanks wafl elected: RiehfJ,rd Baldwin, superlotendent; 
Lmw Rock Saints for entertainment, fur- Charles Cr:~mer, Dora E. McFar
nished. Adjourned to meet with GrPenville land~ secre·tary: 
branch, th:ne to be fixed by district, oiTicers. Committee on 

and 

were ordained the mh1ute dh~course. 
agenr'~S read. Rc;solvt:d that feature of tb.e , ~ ent~~tainm?n~, was a~ 

ovfl" unLH lFXt eonference to .d.ndlt, I motwn song '·Ehx su,nb~arns Ad-
13, 190L Matterc u! to !he last wee;;: 1~ Fabrua~y, 

2lld 'J'o1edo :1r~nc:hes in at; place ddBlg·nated by d1str1ct super1n6 

bands of missionary Preaching·~ 
on Satueday evening by Br(Y. . 8~1n~ ~~-~-,.,.,.=-~----· 

rncet.J n&T. Preach
H. K0iley. At 

the aftertioon the 
ali made 

di.· 
of 0ecret~.ry, and Kirt-

land school read and A verbal 
report of Blake Mills by Bro. Ch:~c·les 
Cramm· was Bro. DLil-
berg gave 3, 
showing that 
and the 
Tary 
of Wheeling 
the 
by Bro. 
dren exsrt 
discoul'sed 
relative to church 
Sr. Belle 
woman's work in the 
Cramer testified to blessing·>' 
t,he schooL B1·o. W. H. 
talked on subject, of introducing 

NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 
at 

.1, 
Bill of expense of 

$1 was allowed 
paid, The of superintendent which 
was defeJ·red at last cbnven'tion was ag-ain de
ferred till next convention. Bro. D. L. 

chosen 
Sr. Allie read 

should be the attitude of 
the Sunday' school." Bro. 

"How ·are the Sunday 
associated." At night ;J,n 

entertainment was consisting of 
recitaMons, etc. on Sunday 

at 9: ao. A review was gi von by 
Joseph A collection was taken, 
amounting to $105. Adjourned. to meet 
pl'"ior to next district conference, at the 
same place. 

NORTHER!Zf MICHIGAN·. 
Sunday school associa'•ion con
~'""~"·"m Octobe;• 12. C. E. Irwin 

H. J. Badder asso
B. Joiee secretary, 

.Allee J. J, J. H. 
E, Irwin, 

to Gener:al Adjourned to meet 
at Fork, eecond Friday in June, 1901. 

CONVENTION NO'riCES, 
Southeastern Illinois distdct 

school convention will meet on 
before the conJerf.n:u:~ez ~t 

ber 17 and 18. A program has been ar
ranged. Will the Saints have their children 
get recitations for additional program. A 
good time is expected. Come one and all. 

J. T. CURTIS, Pres. 

Semiannual convention of Massachusetts 
district Sunday school will convene Sa~ue
day, November 10, at 2:30, 54 Broadway, 
Somerville, Massachusetts. Let all the peo
ple come, and ma.ke it a session of more t.han 
usual interest. Take any Broad way, Somer-
ville, car. M. C. FISHER, Supt. 

CHRISTMAS PROGRAMS. 
The Christmas programs is~ued by the 

General Sunday School Association will be 
ready to mail about November 10, 1900. 
Price will be 5 cents each, 50 cents per dozen, 
or $4 per hundred, postage prepaid. Send 
orders to the bu8iness manager of the Herald 
Office, Bro. John Smith, Lamoni, Iowa. Or· 
der your programs early and begin work on 
them at once. 

We have examined the manuscript of this 
program and consider it of unusual merit and 
will do credit to the many contributors and 
to the committee which prepared it. It is 
adapted to the use of the smailest Pchool in 
the assoeiation or to the largest. You may 
find parts for any individus.l or class in your 
school. It has been prepared with this point 
especially in view. So do not think that your 
school could not use it. 

We hope that all schoola whether large or 
small will celebrate the Christmas with ap
propriate exercises. Do not desecrate the 
day or treat the occasion lightly, but make it 
one of pleasure, worship, and reverence. 
These programs are issued with the hope to 
assist those who wish to ceiebrat,e the day 
with appropriate ,exercises by furnishing 
them with material such as they cannot find 
without much effort if at all. We believe 
that all will be pleased with the program 
t.ha t use it. 
44·2t T. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt . 

SECOND QUORUli'I OF ELDERS. 
I have lately mailed to each member of the 

quorum one of our circular letters; If any one 
should fail to receive one, please inform me 
and I will send you another at once. Each 
member will please see'k to do all he can to 
magnify his _calling, and keep a correct ac
count of all labors, so that on the first of 
March, 1901, you may be able to make your 
report. I will send a blank to you before 
that time, to be filled out, so that I can have 
our report all in order when we meet at Gen
eral Conferen(le in April, at Independence, 
Missouri. . F. C. W ARNKY, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
On account of the growing needs of general 

society of Daughters of Zion, the Advisory 
Committee have decided to call all 
locals for funds to carry on the We 
trust all will respond and as liberal as 
possible. Please send by post 
office order to the treasurer, Anna 
Murphy,P.O. box 269, Independence, Missouri. 

MRS. H. H. BOBINSON, Sec. 

MARRIED. 
ALBERTSON-MESSICK.-At the home of 

the bride's parents, Kansas City, Missouri; 
Sunday, October 21, 1900, Mr. Harrison D. 
Albertson and Sr. Alice May Messick, were 
UD.ited. in mardage by .Elder F. C. W11rnky. 
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AN INTERESTING 

JUST ISSUED. 

BY HhDRR C. J. 
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINISTERS 
ON ISAIAH 29:11-24, AND 
EZEKIEL 37:15-20. .. .. .. 

PRICE • 10 CEN 

l!fHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

34. The Church or Kingdom of TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 

God; What is It? WhenL~e 
Comes It? per do~rm 5c.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the Hebellion; 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 100 .................. '...... 10 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100................. .... . 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The '·One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

46. 

48. 

What We Delieve; per dozen 
1 Oc. ; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
The Gospel and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 
Hejection of the Chureh; per 
dozen lOc.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Cowdery Letters; each 5c.; 

dozen................... 50 
. per dozen 15c.; 

100 .............. , . ' ........ 1 00 
of Christ; 

20 

1 00 

'f. Who Then Can be Saved; per SWEDISH TRACTS. 
dozen 5c.; 100 ... · · · · · ...... · 30 37. En In bjudning Till Guds Rike, 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; pe:r dozen 5c.; 100........... 30 
per dozen 15c.; 100 ........ · · 1 00 38. Den Gode Herd ens Rost, and 

ll. Spiritualism Viewed from a Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
Scriptural Standpoint; per lOc.; 100 .................. ,, 60 
dozen 20c.; 100 ....... · ... · . . 1 40 GERMAN 'l'RACTS. 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 60 ~01 . TT~e BRaptismt ; each ... h .•••••• , 10~ 11. The Plan of Salvation; per 0 · e .epen ance; eac .. · ·... ;jl 

dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 52. Th~ Principles of the Gospel; M 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per eac · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ""' 
53. The Epitome of each.. 02 

dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 "4 Th s· th T t h 2" 
13. Discipleism, or the Claims of '-' · e lX rumpe i eac · · ·- " 

Alexander Campbell to aRe- 55. The Truth; each ..•••.• ,..... 05 
stored Primitive Christianity COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 141. Cloth ................ • • • • ••• 'rn 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 174. Flexible .................... 1 50 
dozen 15c.; 100 ........... · .. 1 00 AFm-'"GI OW S 1 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 1 .~.JiJ.K ~ • e ected poems. 
, e 5 100 ..,0 138. Cloth ........•.••..••••••••• 1 2&) per aoz n c. ; . . . . . . . . . . . ., 

16. Polygamy.' Was it an Orig- KING JAMES THANSLA'fiON OF 
inal Tenet of the Church; per 'fHE BIBf~E. Self pronounc-
dozen 10c.; 100 .... -. . . . . . . . . 60 ing, with footnotes and full 

17. The Atonement of Christ and index and references. 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 179. Flexible .................... 3 00 
dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 155. Self pronouncing, with refer-

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza- ences, helps, and maps, Sun-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 day school teachers' Bible, 

19. A Statement and a Correction fiexible ..................... 2 25 
of It; per dozen lOc.; 100 . . . . 60 156. Cloth, with references .....• , 80 

20. The "One Body," or the 157. Cloth, without references.... 30 
Church Under the Apostle., 158. Cloth, without references.... 50 
ship and Under the Apostasy; SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... · 1 00 . 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, musw. 
and Epitome of Faith; per 108. Paper covers, each.......... 30 
' 3 100 20 Per dozen. . • . . . • • . • • • • • • . . 3 20 
nozen c. i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 110 Cl th l' 35 

22. Faith and Repentance; per · 0 
' lmp .. · .. • • • •• • •" • • · 

d '0 100 60 Per dozen. . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 3 75 
ozen L c. i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 111 Cl 'h d l tl 50 

2'> B · t' d 10 100 60 . 00 an . ea 1er ........... . .... ap rsm; per .ozen c.; , 119 F lll th 1 00 
2'1. The Kingdom of God; per ~. n, ea er ....... · • • .. · • •· · 

d 3 100 "'O 113. Gilt edges .................. 1 
ozen c.; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · "' 114 Fl 'bl 1 'h 1 25. Laying on of Hands; per · · eXl e. eat er. · · · · · · · · · · .. 

dozen 5c. ; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 WHAT IS r~'[AN? By Elder 1. R. 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga- Lambert. 

mist? per dozen 20c., 100.. .. 1 40 140. Cloth ...... • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • It 
27. The Sabbath Question; per JWANUSCRTPT FOUND. This is 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 . · b 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per the notonous book wntten y 

dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 Hev. Solomon Spaldin.g, a
1 

cer-
29. The Mountain of the Lord's titied copy of the origma now 

H d 10 100 60 in Oberlin College, Ohio. ouse; per ozen c.; . . 139 p 10 
SO. The ]"actions on Polygamy · a per · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • 

and Spiritual Wifery; per THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
dozen 15c.; 100 ........... · .. 1 00 , WEEKLY REST DAY. By 

Sl. What is Truth? True Ortho- Elder c. Scott. 
doxy? and an Evangelical 132 p 25 
Church? and Epitome of · a per .. · .. · .. · .......... · .. 
F 'th d .., 

100 20 133. Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 a1 ; per ozen oc. ; .... 
32. Which is the Church? per MANUAL OF THE PRIEST-

dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 1 HOOD. By Elder C. Derry. 
I 145. Cloth, limp . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 25 
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THE SAINTS1 HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres, 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass•t Cashier. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LA ONI. 
Incorporated under the laws of' the State of' Iowa, July 1, 1§91!1. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, $133,03~.34; April 1, 1900, llll16~,7§l.0'1. 

We pay Interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald reader~!!. JJJ 
etters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct allletters.to 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iow11. 
8':1'011JKHOJriDE.RS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 

.Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. W.hitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopki>MI. 

QUIT-TO-BACK. 
THREE BOXES POSITIVELY GUARANTEED to cure any form of tobacco habit or 

money cheerfu'lly refunded. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1 50 U. S. stamps taken. 
. Address, (Bt·o.) B. F. ORDWAY, 

47-42 Peoria, Ill., U. S. A 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. 00. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at De;; 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
l!!outh-Leave Des Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 

at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B. & Q. at Leon. 

NOT CATALOGUE. 
180. Printed envelopes with Her

ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . 50 

181. THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
TERS ON ISAIAH 29:11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, lOc.; per dozen. . . . . . . . 1 00 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
Arch::eological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mormon. Complete 
set of six. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

183. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
for Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers...................... 15 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volun1e .•.•.••••. 1 50 
120. Leather back and corners9 p~ 

volun1e ............••...•. 2 00 
121. Leather, per volume ..•••••.. 2 50 
l22. Gilt edges, per volume ......• 3 00 
Third volun1e not yet complete. 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . • . . • .. • . .. .. .. 15· 

Per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp .. • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • 25 

Per dozen ..•••.••••••••••. 2 70 
117. Cloth . . . . . . . •• •• • • •• • • • • ••• 35 

Per dozen . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • 3 75 
118. Flexible, gilt edges.......... 50 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of tb<:J theories and argul':lent~ 
of Seventh-day Sabbatanans. 113 pages; pnce lo 
centg postpaid. Address orders to 

HERA[.1D Ol<"FIC!!;, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
A. H,'LWS, 205Y. Polk Street, 

tsan Francisco, CaHf'orn:!a. 

0 LS WHISPER 
Family Record, Family Re.gister, ~iarriage Certifi

cate, Lord's Prayer, and other pictur<>s sell readily. 
Agents wanted. Send for circulars. prices, etc .. to 

(Bro.) B. F. Ordway e.'t Co., 
Peoria, Illinois. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large type edi· 
tion. 

84. Cloth ..........•. :. . . . . . . . . . 65 
85. Cloth, leather backs and cor-

ners ........................ 1 00 
86. Seal grain russia . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
87. _fkal g,r:ain russia, gilt edges .. 1 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A con1pen· 
diulll of the faith and doc-
trines of the church by Eldel!' 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth ...••••••••••••••••••••. 75 
127. Leather .•••••••••••••••••••• 1 00 
128. Flexible • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

180. Paper, each................. 10 
Per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 00 

131. Cloth, lin1p • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper .. .. • . .. • .. • • • • • • • • • .. 25 
133. Cloth. . • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • . . 40 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper . ; . . • . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • 25 
135. Cloth ................... , .. . 50 

ARCH.iEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidences in su·p
port of the Book of Morn1on, 
with n1aps. 

136. Paper .. .. • • • • • • .. . . . . . • • • • • 30 
137. Cloth....................... 50 

orne and 7~ Acres 

For I A very desirable location ad
.i Jining Lamoni. Residence. of 
eight rooms. Barn and all 1m

Sale. provements. 
Here is a Bargain 

Apply to J. S , Box 236, Lamoni, Iowa. 
44tf 

PATRONfZE THE 

South Side Barber Shop~ 
Good work, and sati~faction guaranteed. 

Iowa Steam Laundry in connection. 
G. M. EDWARDS. 

DR. E. S. SWEET, 
N S 

Decoe Building, 
WOODBINE, 

170ct 00 
IOWA. 

Sunday School Supplies. 
SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 41) 
57. Cloth, limp, double size...... 76 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen... 50 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa
tions; per dozen............. 10 

60. For districts to General As so· 
ciation; per dozen........... 10 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • 20 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1, 000 1 21» 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. 76 
64. Small, ten kind~; 100. . . . . . . • 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1!) 
66. Per 1,000 ................... 1 OC 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK-
ETS. 

67. Per 100 ... · · ·. · · · · • • • • • • · · • • 
1 

lij 
68. Per 1,000 ............ ".... ... 00 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools; 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen.. . . .. . . • • • • • • • . • • • 10 
WINNOWED SONGS. 

70. Each ...........•••.• • • • • • • •. 40 
71. Per dozen ................. • • 4. 60 

BRkDEN - KELLEY DEBATE. 
Report of the discussion be
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re
organized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. · 

125 .. Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • 1 50 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

150. Leather ..... •.............. •• 40· 
151. Gilt edges. . . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6(} 
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CONTI<JNTS: "There has 
Em'l.'ORIAL: never in th1s country refer-

Courtesy ....................... · ..... 7lz must not ence is to America) such a reviv<tl of 
Auswc'n·s · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 7l' the flesh. I the civic conscience as at 

Proposed Marking Graves of I 
the M_,;,r·tyrs ...................... 718 and you such an effort to introduce 

ORIGINAL AR'PICLES: must serve -them." Jesus ness into all. of 
Love · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 720 seemed to see all the kin adorns of the Public conscience is a force 
A Few 'l'houghts on Infidelity ........ 722 and all rr::ankitfd, just as America." The witness is _true for 

LET'fER. DEPARTMENT: E l' h k' ] ,_ 
Rev. W;lliams Writes of the Mormon live and labor for t.he flesh, expecting the 1 ng IS_ - spea ,mg raee. ....~ts." ce~~ 

Churcll 0 
..... "· .................... 723 therefrom. And the voice of the 2,000,000 shwes were carr1ecl m 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: said to him: ''\V ell, you see, NOW OWUS 

Sanctifica.tion.-No. 1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

728 these work for me, and I a:ive them all none. F'orty years SuNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ~ l 
Tne Teacher ............... 729 they wish for. If you will work for between 3,000,000 and s.aves 
Suggestions .............. 730 me, you will have the same." But in the United States; now there are 

CONFERENCE Jesus said: ' Father is noli flesh, none. The eonditi.ons of the workerS> 
Nort,heasteru Kansas ............... 730 b t S . 't I 1' b h' . I alW"Y"' l·n Cl"ty and in have been. 
G -ll 1''..., 730 u pu1. 1ve y tm """-
•" an< b vrove. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · h h · · 1 I ameliorated,· the slaveries which wait. Montaoa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 730 

1

1 know t at e 1s m me. a one 
SuNDAY ScHooL AssociATIONs: · and for him alone I work, ex- civilization have been 

Northeast Kansas .. ················· .130 t pecting reward from him alone." 
MrscELLANKous DEPAR.TMENT: I The the ceased and and a thousand more are in--PJ.stora.l,-James Caffall ......... · .... 731 n . . . . I . . . . 

1 
, f · .. 

of Bishop's Agent ...... 731 Jesus knew the power of the Spun.-- 1 dJCatlOns of tne.growtn o tba.t won-
Notices .. ;:.............. . . Iowa School Helper. I . and premous the 

Fund No.we · · ··· · · · · · · · · ·~ . ~ consmence. We must not, 
Fou;th Quorum of Daacons ...... · · · · · 132 our hands or 
Chnstm>.>s Progrt\IDS ......... · · ·· · · · .732 GROWTH OF CHRISTIAN INFLUENCE I l dl W ·-========= · _ · too ou y. e ···====== - We stand the dawn of the twen-~ been .warned how 
THE TEMPTATION OF JESUS. tieth and we find . ·penetrate the public 

A PARAPHRASE OF MATT. 4 AND stronger Her adherents I themselves into 
LUKE 4, BY COUNT TOLSTOI. 1800 were 200,000,000; tion as the 

are close 500,000,000. Not ' Christ-like is awake in us we shall 
Jesus came from Galilee to the alone in be alive-not so much t.o ha,s been 

Jordan to be bathed by John; and of influence she has grown in strength; done as to what remains to be 
bathed and heard John's preaching. the Christian nations now wield sov- done. It has been calculated that in 

And the voiee of the flesh said to ereign influence over 800,000,000 out some of London 40 cent of 
him: "If you were Son of the Al· of the 1,400,000,000 of the world's the population live in which 
mighty God, you might of your own population. Measure the Christian can only be called scandalous. It has 
will make loaves out of stones; but influence by area and we find that for been shown that whereas in the fav-
you cannot do this, therefore you are every mile of the earth's surface ored quarters of London 
not Son of God." But Jesus said to erned by non"Christhm peoples every 100 are above 60 years 

. himself: "If I cannot make bread out are ruled by Christian nations. Yet in the crowded portions 'they are 
of stones. this means that I am not Voltaire prophesied that before the six. We are told that in one district 
Son of a God of the flesh, but Son of opening of the nineteenth century Londonoutofatotalof6,006tenements 
the God of the Spirit. I am alive, not Christianity would have vanished 1 854 are one - roomed tenements. 
by bread, but by the .Spirit, and My from the face of the earth. These figures serve as an illustration 
Spirh is able to disregard the flesh. But more important than all eternal that much needs to be done. To meet 

But hunger, nevertheless, tor· tokens of growth is the deepening of the new century with its fresh prob
mented Him; and the voice of the the unseen hold of Christianity upon lems and its old-age questions, with 
flesh again said to him: "If you live mankind. Within the last thirty perplexing difficulties, its overmaster
only by the Spirit, and can disregard years an enlargement of the scope of ing respons1bilities, and its splendid_ 
the flesh, then you can throw off the the Christian aim has taken place. possibilities, I know no better motto 
flesh and your Spirit will remain Under the shadow of Christianit.y for the church than that which comes 
alive." And it seemed to him that he humane institutions have always flour· down to us from the greatest of Irish 
was standing on the roof of the temple ished, but during the last generation saints- "Christ be with me, Christ 
and the voice of the flesh said to him: the thoughts of men have turned to within me."-Bight·Rev. William B. 
"If you are Son of the God of the wards Christian and social ethics in a Carpenter, in Chicago Tribune, Octobe'J~ 
Spirit, throw yourself off the temple. way before unknown. Almost irre- 21, 1900. 

A PRESENT DAY CHARLOTTE 
BRONTE. 

You will not be killed. But an unfor· sistibly the organizations which were 
seen force will keep you, support you, started for a definitely spiritual object 
and keep you from all harm." But ·have been drawn into social channels. 
Jesus said to himself: ''I can disre· The Salvation Army has developed the 
gard the flesh, but may not throw it social work in which it has achieved 
off, because I was born by the Spirit so marked a success; the church A really great novelist is promised 
into the flesh. This was the will of army has established its labor homes in the young English woman, Una L. 
the Father of my Spirit, and I cannot and its labor bureau. Settlements, Silberrad, whose "The Lady of 
oppose him." as they are now called, were unknown Dreams" has just been publis_hed l_>y 

Then the voice.of the flesh said to twenty years ago. Double~ay, Page _and Co. M1ss Sll-
him: • 'If you cannot oppose your Along with this there has been a I berrad 1s the herome of a career not 
Father by throwing yourself off the gradual awakening of men to the unlike that of Charlotte Bronte, whom 
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THE SAINTS~ 

::she brings to mind in many other 1 Dr. Russell~·. Chit~e~~c;n, the director of Columbia, studied law and was duly admitted 
ways. She is of mingled German 1 the f3nt:ffi<Jld t:i~tent1fie ::scnool o~ Y <J.~e U nt· to the bar. However. he soon tired of legal 

d S · h d 1 verslty, one of tne greatest practlCal HJstltu- practice, and for thirteen years following 
an pan1s ancestry, an was born tions in the .world, believes in the broadclSt 1872 was a hard working member of the edi
less than thirty years ago in a small II possible education. In an article in the Sat- torial staff of the .Chicago Tribune. In 1885 
villa~e of Essex, which has ever since . urday Evemng Post he writes:- he retired from that paper because of ill-
remained her home. The eldest ''Tnere can be no question th.at lD. an~ suit- health a.nd diverging opinion~ and fiva ye~rs 
d h f 1 f .1 h able college course w mechaniCal eng weer- later he ISSued A Strike of Mzllwnai1·es Agatnst 
· aug ter O a arge aml.y, she as ing, for example, there should be a judicious I Miners, which at once brought him into 

.

long been the head of her father's commingling of theoretical <>nd practieal, but I prominence as an "Original and. suggestive 
household, and it was in the scaatleis- the shop, laboratory, and drawing room work writer on economic subjlcts. This was fol
ure of successive Sunday afternoons should be mainly for the elucidation of the lowed, in 1894, by Wealth Against Oommon
..,.h h b d fi · h d "T E theoretical, and not as an end in itself. wealth, one of the thought-moulding books of 
·~ at S e, ega~ an ms e . he n- Given a young man of broad knowledge, with 1 the closing decade, while more recently he 
.chanter. ThiS book, the frmt of five a mind cultivated by the higher mathematics, j has published Lrtbor Co-partnership, another 
years of labor, was published in No- a~d with a thorough concep~ion of the p~in-~ contrib~tion ?f the first importance to. indus
vern ber, 1899, and at once welcomed mples .and laws of p~y8ws, m~chan~cs, trial drscusswn. In the preparatwn of 

b h d . . d' l . h hydraulics, etc., and he will soon adJust him- Newest England Mr. Lloyd spent the greater 
· Y t e Isce.rmng ~s lSp aymg t e self to the environment of his professional part of a year in New Z<Oa!and and Australia, 
'l:'arest creatiVe gifts. These are work, and eventually rise to a plane far be- and it will doubtless long remain the stand
a.gain in evidence in '•The Lady of yond that of ~he man w~os~ training has been ard book on. the development of popular 
Dreams '' which deals in a quiet but purely techmcal.. If. this 1s so, then such a government m those lands. 

ll'. · h l'f · method of educatwn 1s t'o be recommended as 
compe mg way Wlt l e m the more truly practical. I am told by com-
poorer quarter of London. Should petent engineers, and the statement coincides 'I'he November number of the Hottsehold is 
iurther work by its author redeem the with my own views, that it is very questiona- exceptionally noteworthy. The cover, drawn 
pledges of vitality and power she has ble if the student of engineering deriv~s as especially for the Household, is extJcuted in 
,:already given she is sure to take rank mu~~ dref1. a~ va~~age f~om t~; W?r~shop two colors, and tells a pleasing story of Colo
:at an "early day with the foremost me d'o othmst.nw ~ontahs etwdou fgau:~ Yt~fix· nial days and ~ays and. is in itself a work of 

. pe!l 1.ng e .tme m e ~ u Y o scten I c art. The stortes are from such well-known 
'Women wnters of England. prwctple~; that ~h.e .detatled. k~owle?ge o~ I writers as Sophie Swett, Will Allan Drom

the ~ractwal applwatwn of pri~Clples 1s besu I goole, J. L. Harbour. There are illustrated 
obtamed by the y~>ung man m the shops articles by Col. T. W. Higginson, Kate San
thems~lves aft<:Jr h1s college cou_rse, and al- born, and Fll.nnie Bullock Workman-the 

AUTUMN SONG t~ougli. he may. at fir:st be handtcapped, he only woman who has climbed the Himalayas. 

YLet Autumn come with wild carouse, 
And scourge the woods, and bare 

boughs 

w1ll qmckly adJUSt hlmself to the environ- The illustrators for the month are Chase 
ment and .eventually ~ake a fat" more com- Emerson H. w. Colby Louis Meynelle and 

the peteJ?t engtneer from hts. br?ader knowled~e E Jepso~. ·' ' 
of ~crent1fic facts a~d prtnctples. The mam. Under the new management, the Household 
obJect of ~he pr~ctwal colleg~ course shoul.d of Boston, Mass., promises to become one of 
be to p_rovt.de a ~1beral educatwn along varr- the first in the field of magazines devoted to 
ous .. s~len.tlfic hn~s, ~nd ~et to afford such home interests . 

Once gay with summer glees; 
Let shattered blossoms fall to earth, 
.And know no more the gentle mirth 

Of happy birds and bees; 
· Why-why should care your lover, 

Whose love hath made him wise? 
He feels the thrill of Maytime still, 
Its dew light in your eyes. 

'Let crafty Winter hide from sight 
'The murdered leaves in cerements white, 

And hush the valley's moan; 
Let Summer's phantom stray the field 
And never find a trace concealed 

Where beauty's feet have flown; 
From me there is no wailing, 

No word of sorrow slips. 
A fairer bloom no frost can doom 
Is mine upon your lips. 

-Sam1lel Minturn Peck, in Frank Leslie's 
Ropula1· Monthly jor November. 

A LITERARY FREE LANOE. 

It is the humorous boast of Miss Jeannette, 
L. Gilder, editor of The Oritic, that she has 
·never been ill and has never worn evening 
.dress in her life. And she is wont to add 
that she worked for nearly twenty years 
without a single week's vacation. These facts 
give the keynote to the career of one of the 
.most engaging and unconventional figures in 
,the literary life of New York. Miss Gilder 
was born on Long Island, but spent the best 
.vart of her earlier years at Bordentown, N. 
. .J. The story of her girlhood is told with 
·Jilpirit and humor in The Autobiography of a 
Tomboy which has lately come from the 
vress of Doubleaay, Page & Co. Those who 
,make acquaintance with its amusing pages 
will not be surprised to learn that its 
:author's favorite book as a girl was Frank-

facrht1es w ce;tam clirec.twns that. the stu· A glance at the prospectus for the coming 
d~nt may acqmre a p_roflClency suffiCient to fit year indicates that Household readers will be 
h1m for some professwna! work, or at least to well supplied with choice selections. Some 
pave the Vl!ay for further development along of the best known and popalar authors of the 
some speCial hne. day will contribute to its pages, and the art 

Asphalt is being dug out of the famous tar 
lake of Trinidad-the most notable existing 
source of the material in the world-at the 
rate of eighty thousand tons per annum. 
There are still four and a half million tons in 
sight, but at this rate the supply could not 
last long, were it not that the lake of bitu
men referred to is receiving a constant accre
tion from the bowels of the earth. This 
accretion is reckoned as amounting to about 
twenty thousand tons ye&rly, and would suf
fice to restore the lake to its original condi
tion if it were allowed to remain undisturbed 
for a few years. 

·This wonderful lake of pitch has an area of 
one hundred and fourteen acres, and recent 
soundings made in the middle of it have 
shown its depth to be one hundred and thirty
five feet in that part. Near the center it is 
semiliquid and bubbling, but elsewhere it has 
so hard a surface that a man on horseback 
can ride over it without danger of breaking 
through the crust. Scattered over its sur
face are a number of small islands which 
have no proper roots in the earth, so to 
speak, but are composed merely of accumula-. 
tions of soil, though trees of considerable 
size grow on some of them. These islands 
are not stationary,. but are carried slowly 
from place to place by the movements of the 
lake. Now and then one of them is entirely 
engulfed.-Saturdoy Evening Post. 

work and the illuetrations will surpass any
thing heretofore published. 

Look at the army of salesmen and sales
women in our stores. There is not, I believe, 
as capable or honest a corps of workers in the 
world. Yet a French or English shopgirl 
will sell twice as many goods in the. same 
time, and the customer will come again and 
again to be served by the same woman. Why? 
Because she is ci vii and courteous. 

There is something pitiful as well as ri
aiculous in the indifference, the hauteur, the 
actual rudeness of many of tbe intelligent 
young men and women behind our colfnters. 
Yet, civility is their capital. By selling 
gloves or tinware they earn their living, and 
the more civil they are, the more they sell. 

Most of my readers know a few saleswomen 
who have remained in some of the old business 
houses until an honored old age, and, by their 
ability and courtesy, have made for them
selves hosts of friends. It is a pity tbat these 
foolish young people could not learn th3ir 
business from them.-Novembe1' Ladies' Home 
Journal. 

TO THE DEAF. 

.1in's Atttobiography, and that her first story, Henry Demarest Lloyd, who in Newest 
written when she was ten years old, was England published by Doubleday, Page & Co., 

·<:alled Kate's Escapade. While still in her has done for Australia what James Bryce did 
.:teens Miss Gilder became a working journal- for our own institutions in his American 

A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 
noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artifi
cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
so that deaf people mw.ble to procure the Ear 
Drums may have them free. Addrflss No. 
3400 c,' The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avenue. New York. 27rly 

1st on a Newark, N. J., newspaper, and after- Commonwealth, was born fifty odd years ago in ADDRESSES. 
ward served in turn on the New York Tribune New York City, where his mother's ances- Alma C. Barmore, 352 Lippincott Street, 
,:and Herald. Nineteen years ago, in conjunc- tors had lived foi' ten generations. His! Toronto, Ontario, care of T. C Hattey . 
. tion with her brother, she started The 01·itic ~~father, a minister of the Dutch Reformed L. R. Devore, Holden, Missouri. 
·with which her name and labors have since Church, was a descendant of Goffe, the regi- l Will E. LaRue (mission address), Millers-
~roeen identified. 1 cide. The younger Lloyd was graduated at burg, Illinois. 
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ERALD. 
"If ye continue in m.y wor>d, t21en ru'e ye my disciples indeed! and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you !ree.''-John 5s 31, Jl, 

"Hearken to the vJord of the Lor·cls for there shall not anv man among you have save it be one wile• and coneublne.q he shall have none."-B. of M .. pageU6. 

EDITOf& 
FuED'K :&:iAniSON S~HTH AssiSTANT EDrroR. 

} COB.RESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, Nov. 7, 1900. 

COURTESY. 

']~hat our 

acteristic of his servants, 
the fa.ct. th~J,t he has 

to ' their ministrations 

ter, 
teom;. 

by candor in a,nd 
in demeanor " the 

the which 
may win souls 

'l'here can be no doubt t.hat true 
carries with it a wonderful 

in we consider this 
bec:mtiful trait of chara.ctrar but one of 
the natural manifestations , 

virtue of the children 
There are so m::u1y 

and environments of 
of men that 

this is our to in
fluence them will avail but little. Let 
a man understand 'Lhat his views are 

and due considera-
and he be in a much better 

frame of mind for the 
truth tha,n he would w~3re 
met with ridicule and sarcasm. 
of the most infiuentia.l of men was 
Benja,min and he himself 
a.ttributes his influence not so much to 
his as an orator, as to his per
suasiveness of manner and his consid-
eration for the of ot;hers. 
TruU1, both in and in mtJ,n-
ner of n''"'"·"'"' 
tive, repellant; but it is 
to present even principles of 
such an 
the honest 
even 
searches. 

NOVEMBER 7, 1900. NO. 45 •. 

ex- 161 to 164 inclusive. On page 162, 
this is found:-

a, sense, too, courtesy is President w. w. Phelps then read the fol-
a rare trait of character. It beauti- lowing article on marriage, which was ac
fies the individual, as it does a copted and adopted, and ordered to be 

8,nd refined tone to both word printed in said book, by. unanimous vote, 
namely. 

As the diamond 'is made 
so After which the article on marriage 

is given as it was published in the 
edition of 1835, and all other editions 
up to the fall of 1876. including the 
edition published at Nauvoo in 1846 
by John Taylor, the editions of 1852, 
1854, 1856, Liverpool, England, by 
Orson Pratt, and Islington, 1869, by 
Albert Carrington. 

is en
conduct 

mind. We 
to withhold 

com pan
courteous 

happy 
unpleas · 

and of 
gentle

tha,t true 
shall be in all our 
will a,dd much to our ability 
''souls to Christ." 

1. If the Saints are all to be gathered to 
Zloo or regions round about before the Savior 
comes, as some of the elders teach, please ex
plain Matthew 24: 31, 40, 41? 

2. Has the church ever decided that man, 
(Adam) had no blood until he fell? One of 
our missionaries teaches that in the pulpit. 
If t.he church teaches that give quotation. 

3. Has the church ever decided that the 
oue hundred and forty-four thousand of Reve
ls,tion 14: 1-5 were those, all those, and only 
those who were resurrected on the day of 
Christ's resurrection? If so, when? 

1. The church does not assume to 
Oct. 26. indorse all that "some elders" teach. 

Erlitors Heral<L:-In t1:1e October Matthew 24:3 to 41 inclusive, teach 
"A QuesLion of Le- h h · f Ch · t t · 
from the fl.rt,icl•J on t at at t e commg o ns cer tt1n 

of Doctrine and conditions will be existent such as are 
church in solemn stated; but the church has not taught 

dec- ' that the Saints would ''all he gathered 
to Zion, or the regions round about 
before the Savior comes;" any more 
than it has tbat the Jews would all be 
gathered to J erusaJem in belief that 
Jesus is the Christ, as some hold or 
that they will be gathered in unbelief, 
as some others hold and argue. 

It is stated positively in verse 36 
thaJt no man knoweth the day or the 

l>lmJ of t.he at·ticle on referred to? hour when the Savior will come, 
It .. has been that the hence it is reasonable to suppose that 
anwle w.Rs _ the and o;- I the details of some of the events 
dered pnoteo the But, m1n 1t I · · d 
be proven? 'l'his is the question that I am shall be ~t~~ndant on. h1s commg a,n 
?onc,m·ned '!-bout. I dislik.e to trou~le you, the trans1;nrm~of wh~ch may be ta:ken 
out 1f , V:1ll an~wm· m~ e1ther bY_ leo;er, ot·l as presagmg ?lS commg are so g1ven 

ohe I w1~l be verv th~nkful. as to be defi.mtely arranged by those 
brother, I l k' f h' . th l 

H. N. HANSEN. I oo mg or IS commg; e genera 
the ab:we letter of in- fe~tures we _may kp.o~, but th,e de

from the edition of ta1ls not bemg spemfied may not 
Covenants (then called I know, but ma:y conJecture. 

and Commandments) for Another thmg, there ma:y be some 
257. It is taken from the w.ho are elect that are not m the re-

of the General Assembly, ~wns ro_und about whom God .may 
17 1835·- nave gathered from the "four wmds;, 

' · from one end of heaven to the other," 
as suggested: ''When the Son of 
Man shall come in his glory, and all 
his holy angels with him; then shall 
he sit upon the throne of his glory." 
-~;~1att. 25: 31. "And the Lord my 

minutes of the God shall come, and all the l'ilJ!iint!\1 
held 17, 1835, appear on p~,ge~'> with Hv<e,"-'-Zech, 14: ~. 
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It is unnecessary for us to notice 
questions 2, and 3, as the church has 
never taken the subjects mentioned 
into consideration nor made any ruling 
or suggestion in regard to them. It 
is a matter of personal opinion and 
speculation upon the part of him or 
them who so teach. They are not 
representing the views of the church, 
or the consensus of opinion of the 
elders, when they so teach. 

Editors Herald:-In reading the last Her
ald, and enjoying it as I ever have, I came to 
Bro. Peter Anderson's letter. I read it and 
laid it down in astoniBhment, and, need I add, 
disgust'? I thought, Can my eyes deceive 
me? I read again. I fail to see any merit in 
the letter from beginning to end, nothing to 
edify or lift up. Then why should the fair 
pages of our beloved Herald be polluted with 
such? While it is true, it is made up of 
quotations from "Utah elders," yet we are 
not with them in practice or principle; then 
why quote them? We know they and their 
doctrines are a "stink in the nostrils of J e
hovah;" that they are an abomination in his 
sight. I have been in habit of giving my 
Herald to my neighbors and friends to read, 
but would be ashamed to give them this one. 
Neither would I allow my children to read it. 
B0tter read "Beadle's Dime Novels." You 
may say, "To the pure all things are pure;" 
but if there is anything pure in that letter I 
fail to see it. 

You may think I have no rigbt. to criti· 
cise; but I am a subscriber to the ReTald and 
look to it for something to cheer, edify, and 
lift up. I have no apolo!!'y to make. 

A LATTER DAY SAINT. 

P. S.-He was called away and did not 
know all. Better bad he not heard any or 
kept it to himself. 

How any men with the "pure love of God 
in their hearts," can listen to such low, pro
fane, and vulgar language is a mystery to me, 
let alone repeating it. 

The foregoing letter is from an al· 
most lifelong member of the church, 
and therefore entitled to some consid
eration. 

We as a church contend that there 
are wide differences between the 
church in Utah and the Reorganiza
tion. That the results accruing to 
community and the social fabric from 
the teaching and practice of polygamy, 
or plural marriage are bad. Bro. 
Peter Anderson is one of the repre
sentatives of the Reorganized Church 
at work in Utah. It is his privilege 
and duty to take notice of events as 
they transpire in his field, both the 
acts and sayings of men; and, what· 
ever is of note, or value, either in favor 
of or against our contention, he should 
report it and place it on record that 
whosoever may be interested may 
read, and reading may understand 
why we contend as we do. 

We have reread the letter of Bro. 
Anderson, and failed to find just 
reasons why it should be offensive to 
those in or out of the church if read 
as Bro. Anderson intended it to be 
read, as indicating the fact that some 
of the leading men who spoke at. the 
late conference of the church in Utah 
were conscious that there was a con· 
dition of things existing a.mong the 
younger element of the dominant 

1!1' 
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church there that was not good and 
ought to be corrected. Whether 
those men were conscious of the pos
sible causes leading to such condition 
or not, it is a hopeful indication, and 
as such we notice it. 

We cannot possibly consult all the 
patrons of the HERALD as to what 
should go into its columns, before H 
does go in; and if we could there are 
so many who would repress this, that 
and the other, that we would not be 
able to please all, so we have to fol· 
low our own convictions and take the 
risk of the criticism to follow. 

We have no desire to offend any of 
the subscribers to the HERALD, but 
rather desire to please and always 
regret when we fail. · 

There is no necessity for ''a Latter 
Day Saint," to apologize for the criti
cism, for none is asked or expected. 

THE mission of Utah elders in the 
south is not altogether free from 
mobocratic interference, as the fol
lowing taken from the Salt Lake Her
ald for October 26, 1900, will show:-

souTHERN BOXERS. 

Under the above heading the Southem Star 
of October 20 gives the loiluwwg det~o~il~ of 
the recent mobbings of elders in the south:-

September· 20 Elders C. G. Ander,son anti 
George 0. Holt entered a little settlement 
called King's Creek, in Cherokee county, for 
tbe purpose of visiting some saints whom 
they had recently baptized. Just before 
reaching their destination they were accosted 
oy eight men, who warned them to leave in
side of two hours, and were only protected 
from the cowardly assaults of the villains by 
a man who interfered in behalf of thr:~ elders. 
After dusk a mob of thirty·five men started 
upon the track of the elders, but were con
fused in the route of the brethren and aban
doned the pursuit. 

October 6 Elders J. P. Illum and J. T. 
Lazenby were passing through the same 
neigh bot· hood en route to Blacksburg, and 
were evidently followed and located at the 
home of Brother J. L. Etters at Blacksburg 
by three men. Elder Lazenby was sick and 
went to bed as soon as he arrived. Elders 
Anderson, Holt, and Ilium held meeting the 
same night at the home of Brother Sauder3. 
After meeting Elder Anderson returned with 
Brother and Sister Er,ters, where Elder 
Lazenby had been left sick in bed. 

About eleven o'clock, as they oat enjoying a 
pleasant conversation, their peace ana silence 
was broken by confusion and clamor like a 
pack of Russian wolves in ttle act of sur
rounding their helpless vict,ims. The house 
was soon surrounded and filled with cowardly 
fiends, who bore evAry charact.Aristic q uali t.y 
of the Prince of D~rkness. One miserable 
coward drew a guo on Sister Etters when she 
interfered in behalf of the elders, and threat
ened to treat her like they intended to mete 
out to the elders. Brother Etters also was 
covered by two or more guns, as was Elder 
Anderson. 

In the meantime several men entered an 
adjoining room, in which Elder Lazenby wa,
sleeping-, and Cl'Ulllly dragged him from his 
bed and started with bim in the direction of 
the woods, wit.h no other clothing on than 
hiA garments. 

Upon t1·y!ng to reason with tbe mobocrats, 
Eider L~zenby was struck over the head with 
a weapon. which nearly rendered him uncon
eious. Elder Anderson was pulled out of 

the house by four men, and taken with Elder 

Lazenby into the woods, where the mob's 
horses were tied. 

Elder Anderwn was partly stripped of his 
clot.hing and given fort,y lashes, wnile Elder 
Lazenby was given but eighteen, because of 
its being his fir.st entrance into the county. 
They thEm were released and warned to leave 
the state at once, under penalty of hanging. 
Eiders Holt and Illum, who were stopping at 
the home of Bco. Gordon, were at once noti
fied of the presence of a mob, and found 
refuge in the woods. 

The mob, which consisted of thirty·five 
men, then went six miles to Cherokee Falls 
and severely whipped Brother Thomas .Mar
tin, who has just recently joined the church. 

Elder Nix and I, on the afternoon of the 
mobbing, went over tbe line into North. 
Carolina to see some Saint~. On entering a 
little town named Grover we were informed 
by a man that there was a mob after us. We 
took no notice of the rumor, but continued on 
to our destination, supposing our presence 
was the cause of the action. Monday we re
turned and learned of the trouble; also that 
part of the men had come from North Caro
lina. We went at once to the officials at 
Blacksburg, whose duty it is to maintain 
peace and order, and a'lked for protection, as a 
petition to ostracize and drive out the elders, 
saints and friends from the county has been 
and now is in circulation among our enemies. 

The justice of the peace gave us no satis
faction whatever and· intimated by his preju
diced conversation that his cJde of laws af
forded no justice for a "Mormon," which 
indeed was amply proven by remarks made 
by him to one of ( ur members, in which he 
said: "The law can't get at the 'Mormon 
elders' for preaching their doctrine; neither 
can the law get at those who mob them." 

There is an effort now on th'J part of these 
fiends to effect a union between the mer
chants and millers to prevent the saints and 
friends from getting food and supplies. 

As is invariably the case, we have found at 
the head of this mob a man who professes to 
be preaching the gospel of Christ and who 
pretends to teach those righteous principies 
which will result in the universal brother
ho::Jd of mankind. Among the mob also was 
a merchant and others quite as prominent. 
May the Lord have mercy on their poor souls, 
stwuld they ever be considered worthy of be
holding his presence on the day of judg-ment. 

C. R HUMPHERYS. 

THE PROPOSED MARKING OF GRAVES 
OF THE MARTYRS. 

The letter of Bro. J. W. Wight, 
published awhile ago in the HERALD 
calling attention to the neglected con
dit,ion of the supposed burial place of 
the martyrs, Joseph and Hyrum 
Smith, has started a wave of senti
ment and feeling in many places, and 
letters concerning it are finding their 
way to the Bishop, some of which 
contain inquiries, money, and proffers 
of money. Secrecy regarding these 
graves was for a long time enjoined 
and observed through fear of a possi
bility of desecration for selfish pur
poses, or otherwise; so that the 
location is known to but few persons, 
probably Jess than five, though many 
have conjectured touching it. 

The family of J·oseph Smith has not 
been financially able to place a suita
ble monument, or other memorial 

·stone, or inclosure to indicate where 
the remains of tbe martyrs are lying 
since the passing of ·time may have 
made it safe to so mark the place. 
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Hence, no effort bas ever been made 
by them to out the 

The is not given to 
st,ition, or overmuch 
and believe that the of the R,:s
urrection will not need a, stone of ree· 

which to find the bodies 
thflse other witnesses when the 

dead shall be raised. 
The movement for~' suitable mark-

ing of the does not with 
tbe family; the members of it will 
not :resent nor resist such movement 
if those who choose should :raise a 
fund for the purpose; will 
refuse the trust 

secure the 
faithf11l 

LAMONI, Iowa, October :11. 
JOSEPH Sl\1l'I'H. 

commit
construed is reflecl;ive 

and his wife; iJ, was sirn
of a fact in business 
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uct, rmd if 1U1yone W<1S in fault it 

By the Coquille City, Oregon, Her· 
ald, for October 16, kindly sent us, 
we learn that, Bro. D. L Harris and 
Bro. Charles Crumley are busy in 
'uheir field, as several references are 
made to the work of Brn. Harris and 
Crumley at Coquille City and Bandon. 
May their opportunities continue to 
increase, and blessings follow their 
labor. 

would be the who t,he money 

matter is 

it. Bro. Ca
tbe 

Through the efforts of a lot of med
ical college students, John Alexander 
Dowie has cea,sed his attempt to lec
ture in London and left a deacon to 

Northern Illi- continue his efforts. The students 
Bro. John H. succeeded by disturbances of Mr. 

October 29, in excellent Dowie's meetings to wear the old 
doctor out. We do not approve of 

no plaints to make. My asso· Dowieism, but do disapprove of the 
ci!l.te laborers l:w,v"'l dono welL Bro. Peak l8 method used to defeat it. 
ts,!<:ing wc,ll with ;,he 8C1ir2ts s.ml friends ~H 'rbe towns of San Casimiro, Cua, 
Galien. Br·o. C. is doin~, f~;,lrly well 3;t 
Detroit a.nd some mher poJints whe1·e he is and Chll,rallano in Venezuela were de· 
laboring, Ttu-o mission is doing weil finan- stroyed by earthquake November 28, 

I · · a,nd an island at the mouth of the 
twelve of them Naeri river disappeared in the same 

at Indiana. Bro. Lake convulsion of the earth's surface. 
ANOTHER new has been over the disLr'lct and finds before the The French minister of war has 

for work for all given instruction to the officers of the 
The World's Work, is good. d' 1 J 

Doubleday, and army to give cor ta reception to ew-
ish officers from Coblintz. He also 

34 Union Square, New declares that there shall be no more 
fi.rst number is the No1rember one, "'nl·,·o'"'""l. ITE•fls "''~'• ,, ' ' ""' ·~ · anti-Semitism in the army. 
and is an excellent of ma.gf!,- B" for- Bro. Rees Jenkins writing from 
zine work .. 'i'h.-e. field it will occupy is I .. o. - Johnstown, Pennsylvania, states that 

. outlmed 111 the pa,ra- of they would like to see one of the 
·- to hreth ren of the field in which Johns-

It is with H1e activlties of the newly or- the town is, pay them a visit. He men-
ganizsd its pr~oblems and ·even its ro~ 
mance, that, will some locaJ tions a spiritual manifestation made 
concern itself, to autborities. He to a lady who was earnestly seeking 
spirit of men who do of the mis· the way of life that was quite remark-

We welcome the advent of 

1 

sionarles would visit Give him able, and may lead to her uniting with 
a.ad the new m<?,;<ra- a, call will find him a whole- the church. 

zine recehres our for if its - I Bro. Dr. John A. Reese, of 563 
first number is The Adve1·tiser, West Cblcago avenue, near Wood 
fill a for October 13, reB,ches our hand from street, Chicago, Illinois, has pub-
world. Bro. J. \If/. we presume, lished a neat little pamphlet entitled, 
pages which contains a three of a "Bible Sanctification," which he is 

THE minutes of the 
ference, as in late 
cont8jns clause:-

At 2: 20 p, m, tho auditing 
Bishop's account 
rcct.; but no rGceipt.s 
Pitt for an1ounts they 
cons\der not businesslike 
Bishop's agent. 

The 
think 

siding at the 

committee 

eolurrm communication over Bro. selling for general distribution, ten 
Rnsht,on's under the c<mt.s per dozen, fifty cents a hundred, 

" This article or free. The money received is for the 
is a reply to one benefit of the church. 

a Ut,ah elder, Sned- Bro. I. N. White's quarterly report 
it seems from Bro. shows the mission to be in fair condi

has been either tion, laborers busy, and seventy-five 
truth concerning the baptisms. He writes in hopeful terms 
he it~ an elder, or has of the work in his field. The most of 

incorrect statements, the missionaries in his field report 
Bro. Rusht.on with ly- that they are blessed in their efforts 

article is clear- to a greater degree than in former 
with well years. There is an upward growth in 

and argu- spirituality which is very encourag-
which may not ing. 

be a.nswered any one from Bro. T. C. Kelley reporting from 
of view. the southeastern Mission states that 
it was at Galveston, there have been thirteen baptisms al

ready, with fair prospects for more; 
and that "the most hopeful sign is in 
th'~ increased spirituality and desire 
to 'come up higher' among the Saints 

Lord is in d~fferent places." 
~rn earth

begins 
seismic disturbances .fo:r 

next? 

Grace is the favor of God: that is, 
by his favor man is invited to accept 
the terms upon wbioh he may have 
life, 
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Oriuinal 1IrliulB8. 
LOVE. 

A new commandment I give unto you, That 
ye love one another.-John 13:34. 

From the testimony of the Scrip
tures we may believe that love is the 
all pervading and all prevailing prin
ciple in the world above. One who 
knew God, wrote:-

Love is of God; and every one that loveth 
is born of God, and knoweth God. He that 
loveth not, knoweth not God; for God is love. 
In this was manifested the love of God to
ward us, because that God sent his only be
gotten Son into the world, that we might 
live throug·h him.-1 John 4: 9. 

Love, then, moved the Father in 
his design and plan to redeem the hu
man family. It equally moved the 
Son in his execution of the Father's 
will, according to his own words to 
his disciples:-

As the Father bath loved me, so have I 
loved you.-John 15: 9. 

The extent of this love is also set 
forth in the words,-

God so loved the world that he gave his 
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth 
in him should not perish, but have everlast
ing life. 
Its quality is grandly depicted in the 
language,-

Greater love hath no ma.n than this, that a 
man lay down his life for his frienda. 

No reservation in this love; nothing 
withheld. It was perfect, and com-

. plete. . 
That love is in all and through all 

that pertains to the plan of redemp
tion, is further shown by the ques
tion, "Master, which is the great 
commandment in the law?" and the 
Savior's answer,-

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all 
thy mind. This is the first and great com
mandment. And the second is like unto it, 
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. 
On these two commandments bang all the 
law and the prophe·ts.-Matt. 22: 36-40. 

The love of God is intended, then, 
to have its perfect work, its full ap
plication, in all who are born of God, 
among men, for the will of God is to 
be done on earth "as it is done in 
heaven." Jesus, who said, "I am the 
way, the truth and the life," made 
this love manifest in his life of sacri
fice, in his precepts, and in his final 
sufferings and death, refusing not the 
bitter cup, even the complete with
drawal of 1ihe Spirit and presence of 
the Father, causing him to say, "My 
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken 
me?" and touching which the Lord 
revea.led to Martin Harris through 
Joseph the Seer:-

Er-ernal punishment is God's punishment. 
Endless punishment is God's punishment. 
Wherefore, I command you to repent, and 
keep the commandments which you have re
ceived by the hand of Joseph Smith, Jr., In 
my name: and it is by my almighty power 
that you have received them; therefore I com
mand you to repent-repent, lest I smite you by 
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the rod of my mouth, and by my wrath, and by ness to forgive to a reasonable extent, 
my anger, and your sufferings be sore-how is evidenced in what' we have quoted, 
sore you know not! how exquisite you knovv as also in the followin!:!' from Doctrine 
not! yea, how hard to bear you know not! For, ~ 
behold, I, God, have suffered these/things fot· and Covenants 42: 7:-
all, that they might not suffet·, if they would 'I'hou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, 
repent; but if they would not repent, and shall cleave unto her and none else; and 
must suffer even as I; which suffering he that looketh a woman to lusts.fter her, 
myself, even God the greatest of all, to trem- sbll,ll deny the aod shall not have the 
ble because of pain, and to bleed at and H he repents not, he shall be cast 
pore, and to sutl'er both body and spirit, shalt not commit adultery; and 
would that I might not drink the bittel' cup he that committeth adultery and repenteth 
and shrink; nel'e!"theless, glory be to the shall be cast out· but he that bas com-
Father, and I partook and fini;;bed my prepa- adulterv and repeutB with all his 
rations unto the children of men; wber,ofore, heai~t, and forsaketh it, and deeth it no more, 
I command y~m again t~ repent, lest f thou shalt forgive; but if he doeth it again, 
humble you w1th my al:rllghty power, ana I he shall not be forgiven, but shall be cast 
that you _confess your ~1r;s, lest you suffer out. Thou shalt not speak evil o[ thy nei.gh-
the.se p_umshment~ of whwn I hav.e spoken, of I nor do him any harm. Thou knowest 
whlCh 1n the smallest, y~a, even 1~ the l<;ast my these things are given in 
degree, you have tasteo at the t1me I Wltb- my scriptures; he sinneth and repenteth 
drew my Spirit.-D. C. 18: 2. not., shaH be cast out. 

And so he who knew no sin was made Our disposition and willingness to 
sin for us. .

1 

forgive the offender against the law 
He was wounded [margin, tormented] for should be as· great as his who gave 

our transgressions, he was bruised for om· the law and he said to the woman 
iniquiti~s: the chas~isem,~ntof ~ur peace was 'in the very act of transgres-
upon h1m; and w1tb n1s str1pes we are T • • 

healed .... 'l'he Lord hath laid upon him "Neither do I condemn you; go 
tho iniquity of us all.-Isa. 5:3:5, 6. ~ a,nd sin no more." Beyond the lati-

God, who knew t.h1J,t men, after tude of forgiveness prescribed in the 
having received· the Holy Ghost . we (the church) cannot ~o~ The 
would sin against it, some utterly and mmd of God should be our mma, _both 
willfully, made the atonement to extend mercy and execute Judg-
broad, in his love and in his j ment. Our d~sign shoul~ be as ~od's, 
that those who had not sinned will- to save the smner; but 1f he w1lls to 
fully "might not suffer if they would continue in sin, h~ canno.t b~ s~ved. 
repent." For ''he that contmueth m sm 1s of 

Martin Harris had evidently been the devil." (1 John 3: 8, I. T.) And 
tempted both to commit and again,-
to kill, therefore he was instructed in Th&t which breaketh a. law, and abideth 
connection with the foregoing, not by la<v, but seeketh to become a law unto 

itself, ar:d wi.llet.h to abide in sin, and alto
abideth in sin, cannot be sanctified by And again, I command thee that thou shal \. 

not covet thy neighbor's wife; nor seek thy 
neighbor's !if;;.-D. C. Hl: 8. 

To do either of whieh was justly to 
forfeit the Spirit, and that forever. 
except through based 
upon the atonement, and the of 
love made manifest therein. 

Comprehending the plan and 
veling at its perfect provisions, 
wrote, Ephesians 3: 14-19:-

For this cause I bow my knees unto the 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the 
whole family in heaven and earl;h is named, 
that he would gr·ant you, according to t.he 
riches of his glory, to be strengthened wi.t.h 
might by his Sr;irit in the ianer that 
Christ ma.y dwell in your hearts 
that ye, being rooted and gPounded 
may be able to compreheBd with &ll saints 

neither by m•o.rcy, justice, or judgment; 
therefore, they must remain filthy stilL-D. 
c. 85:8. 

we are warranted in giving up 
executing the law 

and in favor of the 
to save the church. Or as 

tbe Lord ha,s 
shail do that. God ruight be glori

because ye forgive not, having not 
but tbat ye may be justified in 

tho eyes of la1v, ths.t ye may not offend 
him who i8 your Lawgiver.·-D. C. 64:2. 

The same revelation shows a Jack 
at that time of the forgiving spirit 
among the elders, but rather a dispo
sition to condemn causelessly, as we 
read concerning Joseph Smith, Jr.:-

what js the breadth, and length, and depth, Then'! are tbo>'e who bl!,ve s0ught occasion 
and height; and to know the love of Christ, against him without cause; nevertheless he 
which passeth knowledge, tbat ye might be n'gs but veril~ I unto you, I, the 
filled with all the fulness of God. tbe Lord, s1ns those who con-

While baptism remits in that fess their sins and aBk forgive~es~, 
"t 1· f d . t" f Nt I nrho have not sinned death. My dlSCl-
1 re 1eves _o con emna,wn or pa.;' ples, in days of old, soui!,h t occasion against 
offenses, lt does not completely one anoth<;r, and not one another in 
change character and disposition. 'd·•ei.r and this evil they were 
Man's own efforts, aided by God's atl::llcted, sorely chast~ned; wher:efore I 

Power can only in proc"lss of time ac- say !Jnto , t.h'lt ye o;;gnt to fo;gwe one 
: . : · . anotn<w, ne that forg1veth not. hts brother 

comphsh th1s. Ev1l tendenCies are his standeth condemned before 
inherited and acquired by force of cir- t.he fo1· thrwe remaineth in him the 
cumstances, to a greater extent in greater C. 04:2 
some than in others, but the divine But we will revert back in our 
ulan is sufficiently broad tha.t none theme to Martin Harris who was to 
L d • t ~h l h" • need be completely overcome ll;n sm be "an o" e caurc HI som_e 
against the Holy Ghost unto its com- (See D. C. 58: 7.) In add1· 
plete withdrawal. That God is just tiou what we have quoted from 
and yet willing in his love and good· the revelation commanding him not to 
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covet his neighbor's wife, etc., we 
read:-

And again, I command thee that thou ~halt 
not covet thine own property, but impart 
it freely to the printing of the Book of Mor
mon, ... yea even part of thy lands, and a.ll 
save the support of thy family.-D. C.l8: 3, 5 

It seems that the law of love is not 
only in its character prohibitive 
against sin and provisional ·for sin 
through the atonement and 
on our part, operating to the forsak
ing of that which is evil; it requires 
of us not only "repentance toward 
God" and purity in his sight, and 
that we shall not do our neighbor 
any harm either by word or deed, but 
it requires that we shall do him good; 
love him as ourselves. The law of 
love demands not only that we shall 
not swear, steal, kill, or commit adul
tery, and thus keep out of jail, but it 
requires our solicitude and sympathy 
in behalf of our neighbor, not in wait
ing for him in his distress to seek our 
aid, but as taught by the apostle:-

Herein is love, not that we loved God, but 
that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the 
propitiati.on for our sins.-1 John 4: 10. 

It requires not only that we shall be 
baptized and have hands laid upon us, 
which is a part of our duty and of our 
"repentance towards God," but it de
mands of us no reservation in the 
matter of loving God and our neigh
bor. Our sacrifice must be of the 
same quality, the same character as 
the Master's, all our heart, all our 
might, all our mind, all our goods, 
life itself is not too much. Jesus 
said to the rich young man who 
had quoted the commandments, 
"Thou shalt not," etc. 

If thou will be perfect, go and sell all thou 
hast and give to the po';r; and come, follow 
me. 

Jesus asked nothing more than he 
himself exemplified. He had left the 
throne of glory, and on this earth had 
not a place to "lay his head;" was not 
occupied in seeking anything for him
self, but was seeking "first to build 
up the kingdom of God." The char
acter of his sacrifice and the intended 
character of ours is set forth by the 
beloved disciple as follows:-

Hereby perceive we the love of God, be
cause he laid down his life for us: and we 
ought to lay down our lives for the brethren. 
-1 John 3:16. 
What was required of him. in laying 
down his life bas been required of 
many, and may be of many more. 
And-

Whoso hath this world's good, and seeth 
his brother have need, ... how dwelleth 
the love of God in him?-1 John 3:17. 

And where there are rich and poor, 
and the people are satisfied with this 
condition, there is a lack of love. 
Enoch and his people overcame the 
world in this respect, and there were 
"no poor among them." 

The gospel on this continent after 
Christ visited his sheep, accomplished 
its purpose of love, and we read:-
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And it came to pass in the thirty and sixth In the midst of falling thrones, shat-
were all convertOJd unto the tered empires, overflowing scourges, 

upon the face of the laJ1d, both N e-
phites and Lamanites, and there were no and disturbances of the elements, 
contentions and disputations among them, united and gathered alone can we 
and every man did deal justly one with au- stand; divided and scattered we must 
othPr; and they had ail things cc>mmon fall, hence the Lord has said: . "I will 
among· thcm, therefore there were not rich 
~u1d poor, bond and free, but they were all not spare any that remaineth in Baby-
made free, and partakers of the heavenly lon" (D. C. 64: 5); and-
gHt.-Book of Mormon, p. 478. . the decree hath gone forth from the Father 

But we today have contentions and tha'G they shall be gathered in unto one place 
disputations, are rich and poor, are upon the face of this land, to prepare their 

d 
hearts, and be prepared in all things, against 

not free, an not partakers of the the day when tribulation and desolation are 
heavenly gift to the extent we should sent forth upon the wicked.-D. C. 28: 2. 
be, not because we have not received What kind of a Latter Day Saint 
the sa,rne law as the Nephites did, but is he, or saint living in latter days, 
because we are not converted to it. who disbelieves in the gathering? And 

The Lord has spoken to us, say- if he believes oply, how much better 
ing:- is he than his Satanic majesty, and 

If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and how much better place will he be 
keep all my commandments. And, behold, worthy of, knowing to do good and 
thou wilt remmnber the poor, and consecrate · 
of thy properties for their support, that which doing. 1t not. No better. For the 
thou hast to impart unto them, with a cove- Lord has said:-
nant and a deed which cannot be broken; and If any man shall take of the abundance 
inasmuch as ye impart of your substance which I have made, and impart not his por
unto the poor, ye will do it unto me, and they tion according to tbe law of my gospel, unto 
shall be laid before tbe bishop of my church the poor, and the needy, he stall, with the 
and his counselors -D. C. 42: 8. wicked, lift up his eyes in hell, being in tor-

But says one, how many poor are ment.-D. C. 101: 2. 
there who are worthy or capable of Well, what is his portion, a tenth? 
taking care of means placed in their Answer: The tenth is a requirement 
hands. of God's law for the support of his 

Answer: As many as there are rich ministry, or for current expenses of 
who a,re willing to consecrate. Who the church in every age, wt.tether his 
will say that the principles of a perfect Saints are in a scattered or gathered 
law are more readily obeyed by the condition. If persecution scatters · 
rich than the poor? Or who will say them or hinders their gathering, it 
that of those who have more than does not operate against this princi
enough for their support there are ple, It is "a standing law forever ... 
mo:re worthy ones, than of those who for my holy priesthood saith the 
have less than enough for their sup- Lord." (D. C. 106.) 
port. And further, may not the trav- But says one, does not the same 
eling missionaries who are without revelation say that all the surplus 
homes of their own, an'J. are making properties of those who gather to the 

sacrifices for the gospel's sake, land of Zion shall be put into the 
receiving for their families meager hands of the bishop as the beginning 
allowances only, be classed among the of tithing? and therefore the conse
poor and the worthy poor, and might cration of all the surplus properties of 
not a beginning be made by those who ~he church is the beginning of tith· 
baNe wherewith to impart or conse- mg; . . 
crate, in fulfilling this law of love? 1 Answer: As the gathermg IS a 
If they are worthy who represent j work of time, "one out of a city, and 
the church and poor they are two out of a family," "not in haste, 
worthy poo~., and none' who have a I nor by flight," a~d some wil~ be left 
surplus need to shut up their bowels even to the commg of .Chr1st, who 
of compassion for the want of a place shall then send forth h1s ang~ls to 
to bestow wisely their temporal good, gather them to where the body Is, the 
and instead pull down their barns, and p~-y.me~t of su~pl_us would not be the 
build greater. And why not buy a begmnmg of t1thmg f.or the scatt~red 
few scholarships in Graceland for the ones, as the surplus IS only requ~red 
benefit of elders or o~her -poor chil- o~ "t~ose who .. ga:the:_ ~o the land. of 
dren, tha,t all who des1re m1ght have Zwn. For th1s [ tSurplus reqmre
equal privileges in respect to educa- ment] shall be an ensample unto all 
tion? the stakes of Zion." And the Lord 

The law of love and sacrifice as ex- bas said to the Reorganized Church:-
emplified by Jesus Christ and his It is not expedient in me that there shall 

be any stakes appointed until I command my 
ministers in other ages must be exem- people. When it shall be necessary, I will 
pllfied and taught by his ministers in command that they be established. 
this age unto the salvation of God's Are those in a scattered condition 
elect, wherefore it is written:- 1 exe_mpt from any financia:l sacrifice 

Whatsoever ye shall ask in fa'th, beiog unt1l stakes shall be established, and 
united in pra~er according to my command, they are gathered into these stakes? 
ye shall rece1ve; . and ye ~recalled to br~ng Som.e have feared to do good by pay-
to pass the gathermg of rome elect, for mme . h . · h" . d ~ ' · 
elect hear my voice and harden not their mg t mr t1t mg, an , contendmg 
hearts.-D. c. 28: 2. that surplus is the beginning of tith-
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ing in or out of Zion (the cHy?) and 
her stak~~s. have died without making 
the sacrifice the law requires thol}gh 
perhaps have let go of a few crumbs 
in the way of offerings to the elders, 
and what can such receive on the 
other shore but crumbs, or a reward 
according to their works; or commen
surate with what they have meted out 
here below? The hymn says,-

M<>asure given, large or grudged, 
Just the same you must receive. 

that, 
civilization, and 

of 
·that their lives were 

full of 
dren followed, would 
ruin; and yet God 
their evil doing. 

if 
le11,d 

We acknowledge that the 
of old but 
God sanctioned 
duct. 

'rhe 
to the 

which David did was displeasing 

Know ye not that the 
inb<Jrit the of 
ceived: neither nor idob,tm's, nor 
adulterm·s, nor ~ffemi.oate, abusers 0f 
themselves with "ruau·kind, no-c thiE.1VtH3s 
covetous. nor drunkard9, nor rtvil<:·rs, nor 
extortio11ers, shall inherit the klngdom of 
God.-1 Cor. 6: 9, 10 

The gathering is the ultimate of 
God's purpose, the end to be com
pletly realized by saints below and 
saints above. Unity of temporal and 
spiritual interests is "'in view. We 
can hasten or hinder it. Let us who 
represent the church do all we can to 
unify and nothing to divide; thus ha,s
tening the consummation intended. 
As we go forth according to the pat· 
tern given, we may be "a help and a 
support to each other." We may The foregoing 
"teach one another" as commanded; God rebukes sin and 
we may "learn to love one another; 
cease to be covetous; learn to im
part one to another as the gospel 
[the law of love] requires: cease to 
find fault with one another," or do or 
say aught that is unkind or unloving. 
Many a jest is spoken in earnest, and 
may pierce to the center a sensitive 
nature. We should bear each other's 
burdens, be considerate and solicitous 
of each other's necessities, infirmities, 
and individu&lities, inasmuch as we 
sin not. 

Or, rather than travel together and 
sacrifice for each other and so develop 
in our ministry for Christ, shall we 
keep as far apart as we can to avoid 
possible sacrifice in some direction, 
and instead, follow along the lines of 
the world's competitive system of 
business; run a race to see who will 
preach the most sermons, or baptize 
the largest number by hook or by 
crook? In Paul's day, "some 
preached the gospel of envy." Hu
man nature, if not watched and gov
erned by law, may fail in the same 
way today. If we love one another, 
we will not be "harsh one with an 
other;" there will be no danger of it. 
We will seek unity, we will seek 
peace, we will seek to keep all the 

history of these ancient m~m 
written without their 
presenting them· world 
and blameless, would mock 
ingly cry, an 3,bsurb 
story to believe; for when we look 
around we see all men sin. Such a 
history is a tissue of falsehood. 

My friends, how much more sensi
ble to beHove tha,t these men of old. 
were to like 
are. Bible does to 
be an idyl of innocence; but iii shows 

are, e,nd 
sin. It 

what the sins of 
the direful consequences 
speaks of men as it finds 
they have faults, it fai 
scribes so that 

them. If 

profit by these faults. If tbe 
ters in the Bible had been 
as spotless, if Abraham 
lied, if David h<1,d never 
Solomon had never been led 
if Peter had not denied 

commandments, for,- history was a 
If thou lovest m''• thou ~halt serve me Bible never, 

aud keep all my c Jmma•1dmoot;'- tirnation, approvfoS any 
To keep all God's commandments re- that has been written 
quires that we shall read them as but, when we turn 
contained in the church books, and the advent of 
enjoined by the following words of Europe, we fiod 
section 1, Book of Doctrine and Cove- there s::wctioned 
nants:- mended by the 

Search these commandments, for tht>y are of t,be which if our 
true and faithful. would would be an end to 

May the time referred to by the ?hastity; would be robbed of 
prophet be hastened, and speedily . 1ts charms, ~nd. our would 
come, when "the watchmen shall see I not be fit to hve m. Such is tb1::; con
eye to eye," and have power to I trast. between pagan and Christian 
''bring again Zion." teachmgs. 

M. F. GowELL. Turn to history, and there we find 

i when was destroyed in 
I<'cance tha.-t the · 'm;,rnival of crime" 
<z,nd of terror and 
did not cease until 
b0,ek t,o some of the 
Bible. A noted 

back to the res· 
IL, we iind in the 

Puritan austerity, the 
morals of were discarded. 
The historian says:-

could be asked 
Huxley, 

and now we will. see what he has to 
say about the of the Bible, 
in to education:-

been strongly in favor of 
eccula>~ in the sense of educat,lon 
wi·~hout thsohJ~·y~ but~ I must confess, I have 
hc·l'lll no less seriously to k1ww 
wbi>t. pcactical mea~urec r·eligious feel in~!, 
whi.ch is the essential basis of conduct, was 
to be in t,he utterly chaotic 
ot,1te on matt<-~ra, wit.hout 
the use of Bible. The Pagan rnoralints 
laek lif8 kind color: and even t~he noble Stoic, 
Ma;·cus · is too and refined 

T:;,kd Bible as a 
severest deductions which 

fair can dictate; aud there still re
mains in this old liter:o;.t,u:re a vaot residuum 
of ~wd grauihmr. By the study 
of ot,h(·n· could children be so much 
bmn:•nizeld? If Bible re:<.ding· is not accom-
panied constrH,int and solemnity, I do 
not thi there is anyt,hing in which chil-

ren take more pleasure. 

Those who c]~Jjm the Bible teaches 
would do well to carefully 

these words of Professor Hux-

-''pro-
a comprehensive 

codB of morals so f;wltless and uni
V<1rsal that it can be by all 

mod.ern im-
impossible?" You 

at 
claimed by 
"that they 

divine 
4:15. 16; 3: 4~ 

Gal. 1:12.; Rev. 

says:----: . 
Modern science aud philosophy in the last 

eighteen hundred years have, it is true, con· 
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TirE SAINTS' HERALD. 
firmed, and in some instances have made : talk will not do. There is no evidence 
more vivid, many theological truths, archae
ology has cleared away m<J.ny difficulties; but, 
we repeat, science, phiiosophy, archaeology, 
and all the correlated sciences have not 
added one new fundamental truth to our 
theological knowledge, and have changed 
nothing. 

President Woolsey says:
The grand peculiarity of the religion of the 

Scriptures is that it is intensely moral and 
elevating. The only religion of antiquity 
which knows no comvromise with sin; only 
deadly, earnest combat until complete victory 
is gained .... Why did not some of the 
philosophers of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, 
Greece, or Rome-who figured during the 
same ages that witnessed the writing and 
compilation of the Bible-give the world 
books which in their theolvgical and reljgious 
teachings might equal or even approach the 
Bible? In a human point of view, those noted 
men of antiquity had the same sources of in
formation that were available to the Hebrew 
prophets and New Testament evangelists; 
and they had, in many respects, even superior 
advantages. · 

Why then, my infidel friends, did they not 
make discoveries equally valuable, and fur
nish data Equally fuil and correct upon which 
to base theological science? How chanced 
it that those Hebrews alone arose in theolog
ical and religious knowledge, not only above 
all contemporaries, but so far as also to stand 
in ad vance of the best thinkers, even in mod
ern times? _The wisest men of the present 
century confess that they have not yet even 
been able to fully explore the profundity of 
Bible teaching. 

Now what answer can infidelity give to these 
questions, what explanation of this extraor
dinary ecope and sweep of vision, and this 
grasp of theological and religious krwwledge? 
If Bible· men were moved by a superior wis
dom to write as they did, then the unsolved 
enigma is solved. Otherwise does it not re
main unsolved and apparently insoluble? 

When we think of the accuracy of the 
Bible in history, chronology, ethnology, 
archaeology; when we trace the harmonies be
tween its revelations and the most recent 
di~coveries and facts of modern research, 
what can be thought of infidelity, which so 
willfully misrepresents Christianity. 

Infidelity says God sent forth lying 
spirits to deceive his own prophets. 

And the Lord said, Who shall persuade 
Ahab, that he may go up and fall at Ramoth
Gilead? And one said on this manner, and 
another said on that manner. Aod there 
came forth a spirit, aod stood before the 
Lord, and said, I will persuade him. Aud 
the Lord said unto him, wherewith? And 
he said, I will go forth, and L will be a lying 
spirit in the mouth of all his prophets. And 
he said, Thou shalt persuade him, and pre
vail also: go forti:::, and do so. Now, there
fore, behold, the Lord hath put a lying spirit 
in the mouth of all these thy prophets, and 
the Lm·d hath spoken evil against thee.-1 
Kings 22: 20-23. 

Does not this prove the Almighty 
was on very frier:.dly terms with the 
"lying spirit" when he accepted his 
service? , 

Not so fast, please, my friend. We 
think Lambert, in "Tactics Of Infi
dels," has answered this question:-

It might so appear to a reader who is ig
norant of the Eastern parabolic modes of 
speech, but it would not so appear to the 
student familiar with these modes. 

The first point to settle is, did God 
send abroad lying spirits to deceive 
his own prophets? This must be de
termined before we go further. Loose 

in 1 Kings 22 that God's own prophets 
were deceived. On the contrary, the 
whole chapter leaves it beyond doubt 
that God's own prophets were not de
ceived, but spoke the truth and per
sisted in it, and suffered imprisonment 
for so doing. Even from the quota
tion you give, it is evident that the 
prophets who were deceived by the 
lying spirit were not God's prophets, 
but the false prophets of King Ahab. 

But does it appear from the text 
that God sent forth lying spirits to 
deceive any one? Let us see. Ahab, 
King of Israel, consulted his false 
prophets to know the result of a war 
he was about to wage against the 
King of Syria. Jehoshaphat, King of 
J uda, liked not the words of these 
prophets who foretold that Ahab 
would be victorious, and said:-

There is yet one man, Micaiah the son of 
Imlah, by whom we may inquire of the Lord: 
but I hate him; for he doth not prophesy 
good concerning me, but evil.-1 Kings 22: 8. 

He, however, sent for Micaiah and 
consulted him. Micaiah said:-

I saw all Israel scattered upon the hills like 
sheep that had no shepherd. 

These are the words of the true 
prophet, and they were verified by 
the result of the war undertaken by 
the king at the instigation of his false 
prophets, for his army was scattered 
like sheep upon the bills, and the king 
himself killed. rrhe texts quoted by in
fidelity contain a dramatic parable or 
picture which the true prophet, Mi.
caiah, made use of to convince the 
king that he was being deceived and 
led to his destruction by his false 
prophets. The king disregarded the 
warning of God by the mouth of his 
prophet, Micaiah, and was in conse
quence defeated and put to death. 
The la~uage of Micaiah is parabolic, 
-a familiar form of speech used by 
all Eastern people,-the drift of which 
is to impress vividly on the mind of 
King Ahab that his false prophets 
were inspired by a lying spirit. God 
permitted the lying spirit to go forth, 
but warned the king by the lips of 
Micai.ah to heed it not. The fact that 
God by Micaiah warned the king 
against the prophets who were in
spired by the lying spirit is a sufficient 
answer to your charge that he made 
use of it, or was on what you call fa
miliar terms with it. If infidels would 
read the whole chapter carefully they 
would see how inconsistent they have 
been. FANNIE JONES. 

The wonderful development of the Sunday 
school since its foundation in 1780 is illustra
ted nowhere so well as by the famous Sunday 
school of Stockport, England, which has a 
membership of over five thousand. This 
monster school will be described in an article, 
fully illustrated from photographs, by Belle 
M. Brain in the November Woman's Home 
Companion. 
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heHBr Department 
REV. WILLIAMS WRITES OF THE MORMON 

CHURCH. 
Editor .Evening .Express:-Absence from 

home has prevented a reply to the strictures 
of Mr. Nye of the Mormon church which ap
peared in your issue of September 27. Some 
of the statements of Mr. Nye are so unwar
rantable that I deem it an imperative duty to 
turn on the light. It is well that the general 
public is fully able to note the difference 
'twixt sarcasm and argument. 

To ridicule another's position is a tacit ad
mittance of the impregnability of the posi
tion taken and an indication that we have no 
better weapon with which to combat the 
same. I never expect to tear the scales from 
your eyes, Elder Nye. You are impervious 
to argument. When a man of your mental 
caliber, with the Bible and modern reveal
ments in your hand, will unblushingly defend 
the flagrant outrages and tyrannical utter
ances of the leaders of Mormonism, I am 
satisfied that no human logic or divine intui
tion can ever reach you. Yes, the Mormon 
church is a self-purifying institution(?). More 
properly speaking it is a "purger." Men of 
individuality are summarily dealt with. 
Those who are ever ready to obey counsel are 
fostered and advanced in proportion to their 
docility. 

You state thl\t no evildoer can long re
main in the church. That depends on what 
you call crime. It is well to remark that 
your people have a moral idea of their own, 
and what others would think immoral arid 
sensuous you hold up as a divine virtue. 
When we quote the Bible to condemn, you 
immediately fall back on the statement that 
you "have the living oracles" and their 
word supercedes all scriptural utterances. 
Have you not, as a people, flagrantly violated 
the law of marriage, both civil and divine? 
Do you not in your communication boast of 
your defiance and triumph over civil law? 

From a revelation given through Joseph 
Smith we quote: '·Let no man break the 
laws of the land, for he that keepeth the 
laws of God hath no need to break the laws 
of the land." I quote this from your own 
Doctrine and Covenants, p. 219. In the face 
of this your president and prophet, with a 
coterie of followers, have pleaded guilty to 
unlawful cohabitation, and many of them 
have been sent to the penitentiary for their 
crimes. Yes, I admit that be who seeketh 
to cover up iniquity will be thrown and those 
sins will come to light. This is precisely the 
condition the Mormon church is in today; 
and, oeek as you may to cover up your weak
nesses, we will continue to disclose your vul
nerable points and save the innocent from 
deception and sin. 

Prior to Brigham's usurpation of authority 
he was repeatedly reproved, and Joseph 
Smith said of him, "If Brigham Young ever 
gets control of the church he will lead it to 
hell." If Joseph Smith never delivered any 
other true prophecy this one has been re
markably fulfilled. 

Yes, Mr. Nye, men do love place 11.11q 
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honor, and that ib the reason Brigham Young 
set aside overy law and prcceden t and 
usurped the reins of church government. 
How could Bi'igharn become the legal head 
of the cb urcb when the law speclficaliy pro
vided that the seed of Joseph Smith should 
preside? How ad~roitly, Mr. Editor, does 
Mr. Nye try to turn the statements of Brig·· 
ham to suit his purposes. He says that 
Brigham referred to men (bad mev) who 
were apostatizing from the church. Let me 
quote his whole statement on this: Brigham 
said: "I have many a time from this st.and 
dared the world to produce as mean deviis as 
we can. We can beat the world at anything. 
we have the greatest s.nd smoothest liars in 
the world, the cunningest and most adroit 
thieves, and any other shade of chaeacter 
that you can mention. We can pick out, 
elders [notice be says elder,;] who can baat 
the world at gambling-who can handle the 
cards and shuffL; them with the smarte~t 
rogues on the face of God's footstool. I can 
produce elders here who can shave their 
smartest shavers and take their money from 
them. We can beat the world at any game." 
Is Mr. Nye honest when he tries to twist 
this language to apply to apostates? 

Brigham said farther, "We can beat them 
because we have men here that live in the 
light of the Lord; that have the holy priest
hood, and hold the keys of the priEsthood of 
God." (You see it was men in f;:wor with 
God who could beat the world in crime ac
cording to Brig-ham). He continues: "We 
can pray the best, pres.ch the best, and sing· 
the best. We are the best looking and finest 
set of people on the face of the earth; and 
they [meaning those outside the church] can 
begin any game they please and we are on 
hand and can beat them at anything they 
have a mind to begin. They may make 
sharp their two-edged swords, and I will turn 
out the elders of hrael with greased feathers 
and whip them to death. We are not to be 
beat. We expect to be a stumbling block to 
the whole world, and a rock of offense to 
them " You will find this utterance pub
lished in the Deseret News, vol. 6, p. 291; also 
Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, p. 77. 

Any man who would hold a man up as a 
prophet of God after using lauguage such as 
that is unfit to teach men. Mr. N ye says he 
neither accepts nor rejects this language. 
Tnis is the dodge of the coward. He has 
been running all over California calling on 
people to accept Brigham Young as a 
prophet of God .and telling them that they 
would be damned if they did not, and now 
when cornered he tries to crawl out with the 

B:righatu hL"l lift:~ 

subjected tb0 
human t.rea,Hncnt 

weak in the faith. Eiow d 
know whorn to kill? you rr1it~~ Mr. 
that a·l who had apostatiz.'d fn;m 
mon fold lived io mortal terror of their lives 
and that Brigham'a sword 
over them by diJ,y, and haunting them by 
night." Better take care or you will eoncede 
more than I have chal·ged. Wae D. 
Lee, Porter Rockwell or Bill Hickman ever 
excomtnunicated from the chuech so long as 
they could be of any service to the church? 
Did not the Mormon church as soon a,s they 
were up iJ.g·ainst the civil law, descr't Hick
man and L~e and les.ve t.hem to their f;.;.te 
although they had for years been servile tools 
of Brigb[-\m? Will you ansvver t,hr~so ques
tion5? 

Mr. Nye deals treacherously with the truth 
whe:n he states that the R•organiz,'d Church 
stoo_d with open arms and welcomed the ;·ene
gades and criminals from U r,ah. Com,J down 
from your self-exalted p'moacle, Mr. Nye, 
and listen. to a few facts. We at·e perfectly 
willing for you to attend to your o•Nn busioess 
in your own way, but when you charge that 
Joseph Smith was a polygamist you should 
be man enough to back up ycur asBerti.ons 
with proof. In this you state something· you 
cannot prove and willfully malign 
memm·y of a noble man, and afte>" you 
shrouded his history wit.h the sli.mo of 
cowm·dly slander you self-Bxulf,aut!y 
"vVe do not have to meet you or youl' 
friends." I now serve notice on· you, lVIr. 
N ye, that you shall meet this q U<'S !,ion in 
public or the world shall know the reason 
why. 

All this twaddle about a disbarred attorney 
and discussing with one expelled from the 
church is childish prattle. B:o a marL Youl' 
law says, ''\!\Therefore confound your enemies; 
call upon them to meet you both in public 

in private." 

I herewith publlcly proclaim myself an 
enemy some of the institutiolJS for 
which you stand. and ask th~-t you defend. 
V\Till you live up to this revelation or not? 
If you will not you viola.te this feature of your 
own law and forever brand yourself as a cow
ard or servile tool of an ecclesiastical hier
archy. 

G0d sev,,ral times co11dosceoded to disous8 
statement, "I do not accept or reject." Be a with the devil, ;J,nd af~er Cilrist had spent 
man, Mr. Nye. If Brigham Young was a for-t.y days in fast,ing he deigned to told a 
prophet of God then we must, eithe;· accept prot,rac'ced dGbd.te, with his aB.tani.c majtJsty. 
or r2j~ct his utterances. How cleverly you qtwte the criminal and 

It was not the Emooth lia1·s and smart prison statistics prlot to 1880. VVby not use 
rogues, Mr. Nye, for whom Brigham Young later statis'tic;;'~ You know it v•ms slnc8 then 
was going to "unEheath his bowie knife and that your leaders were arrested for unlawful 
conquer or die." Oh, no, the liars and rogues I cohabitation. Think of a ms.n, supposed to 
were men who "held the holy priesthood of be a prophet of God, pleading· guilty to un
God." It was the apostates-men who could lawful cohabitation and being fined for his 
not endure strong meat-who were visited criminality! According to your own books 
with summary vengeam.e. Living witnesses he wa'l not keeping the law oi God or he 
are in evidence to the effect that as soon as a would have "had no need to break the law of 
man opposed the abominable teachings of i the land." You shail not be privileged to 

are 
n1en who hgve op~ 

only 

a;:;t.ouuded th~~t you so 
Ltllrr:n ;a,ll the 

of our ceun t.t•y ha-ve 
t.o ~upprc.ss ha~J Jlmou:oted to 

notb.ing. rrnen conclude froin thh: 
tha.t t1ll your pr·orBises 'to dL;continne po~ 

lyg·a.tny are not~ rendered in good fa;i.th~ that 
\;he h1t7S ~q{ainnt polygamy have not checked 
it iD wayP Are to gtt.tber from this 
tbat you expect the l~Iormon church tc; flour~ 

loh in spite of this government.? That is 
what your words convey. lt is well that you 
have so corumitt?d yourself for now th::=J peo
plo kno,v whm·e you stand. rrhe M:ormon 
church keeps a half dozeD elders in i.his city 
who aJ~e eontin.uous1y making a systematic 
canvEss of the ciLy 9 and it :ls v;e!l ths.t~ the 
gener·al public th;1t; at bt:art tbPy gre 
still polygamists .and they have r:ot., :neither 
will they, retr:.-1ct one particle frotn their 
p<"evious position. The R;org·aniz,,d Cbm·ch 
is auti·po1yg·anJ.6us~ la.w~abJdin.tT. 

Yours without malice, 
T. W, WILLIA1v1S 

P0.stor R·Jor;i.{2HJl:o~'ld Church of Latter Day 
"~n"n·,·m" Express Oet. 18. 

Los ANGr~LES. Cal., Oct. 24. 
11Jditors Hemld:-Inclosed find clipping 

Express It will give you 
an inkling of the peolonged discussion which 
has boen going on in UlC preEs of this eity be
tween 111r. Nye of the Utah chur,ch and our
salves. I suppot~3 th::i.t you have ei"e this 
recei.vcd a copy of the pamphlet which N. 
'l'anner, Jr., of the I~1ormon chul'cb has r-e
cently issued a.ttackiug the present m0thod. 
of choosing the pr£sident of the 
chuech and the official actions of President 
Cannon? In the preface he states: uupon 
investigating the laws of God upon the sub
ject, and comparing them with the present 
method of choosing· the First Presidency, 
there appears to be an irrFconcih:~ble incon
sistency, and, ccnsidEJring the of 
men to maintain a rule whereby by getting 
themselves into linB, they will be automatic
ally moved up a.nd placed in the office of 
presldeni; rather th<;,n take the risk of being 
chosen and placed there by the body of the 
church, as Goa has din'oted; !Hld considering 
the further fu.ot that by t,he establishment of 
this !'ule the rig b. t of a choico by the body is 
denied, whereas God has said th1tt a choice 
shall exist, there seems to be imminent 
danger of the d lsfs.vor of God !IDd conse
quent necessl'oy a wm·d of warning and 
protest agE.Winst existing· conditions, vitally 
aff2cf,] ng- overy soul in the church." 

He winds up his arraignment thus. "Con
sidering the evUs and d2.ng'ers lh3ssible under 
tho present method of cboOiiing the First 
Presidency, and else 
that i~ contrary l t has 
neither wisdom, reason, law, nor jtistice to 
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support it, while~~- choice by the body, being 
founded upon the Vvord of God, has all 'ohese 
principles for its foundation, and is not sub· 
ject to the evils and dangers above men· 
tioned, the question arises, What is our duty 
in the premises!' It is a delicate matter to 
suggest that the brethren are in error, but 
are not the interests of the gt·eat masses of 
the people of paramount importance, and has 
not the Lord laid it upon ua as a duty?" 

As to George Q. Cannon, he says: "Is it 
not a fact, as regretable as it is notorious, 
that when George Q Cannon became the 
most potent factor in dictat.ing the policy of 
the Church the reputation of the Saints be
came almost anything else but honest? Who 
shall ever compute tb6 amount of injury to the 
churcb, and the sorrow, suffering, shame, and 
persecution that many of its members have 
endured at the hands of the enemy and tb<oO 
government, because of the reputation of the 
Mormon people for unreliability, and who 
does not tra,ce it to the misleading policy and 
influence of President George Q. Cannon?" 

In a letter addressed to the First Presi
dency of the Church he says: "I hereby 
charge President Gsorge Q Cannon with 
apostasy and with teaching false doctrine.'' 

I judge that the true object of this tract 
will be disclosed later. It shows '~hat they 
are still hedging. Let the good work go on, 
and they will yet have to come forward and 
acknowledge that they were wrong ou every 
point of vital dH'ference between us. 

I do not think it right to persecute the 
Mormon people; think we should act pre
cisely in our treatment of these people as we 
would have them do to us in case matters 
were reversed. But I am more than ever 
conviuced that while we should manifest love 
and. the greatest kindness for the people who 
have accepted this delusion, we should leave 
no stone unturned to disclose the error and 
falsity of their doctrines. 

We are all well and doing the best we can. 
Ever your brother in Cbr·ist, 

T. W. WILLIAMS. 
18221\Iyrtle Avenue. 

PROVIDENCE, R. I., Oct. 24. 

Erlitm·s He-rald:-News from Providence 
and vicinity, or the Massachusetts district 
for that matter, does not of late seem to have 
burdened the columns of the church papers, 
so we offer a few notes of events current. 

The ministerial service of Bi;:hop Hilliard 
upon his return from Maine was appreciated 
by the Saints, and by friends as well, in the 
branches visited by him. Timely ad vice and 
counsel, if heeded a.nd put into practice by us 
all, will have a tendency to lift the clouds 
and mists and make the "kingdom of God" 
to "appear" a little more vividly and clearly 
both to Saint or sinner. By the kindness 
of Mr. Albert Matteson, his fine grove, seated 
and prepared for religious service, situated 
some twelve or fourteen miles from this city, 
was offered us, and accepted, Bt~o. George 
Smith and the writer speaking the first and 
second Sundays in Soptem ber, holding six 
services in all, including one prayer meeting, 
with song service by brethren and sisters 
who accompanied us and rendered valuable 
help in this direction especially. 

b~~u1ches we h~u"Ve 110 complain f.. 
Elder George Smtth, a,s 

priest and assoctate 
deuce, is a >Hld 
Vitorker; and if our vi~ion is not 
believe, or it seems to us, 
growth toward unity and e·vlden~ 
progress :ncaay be seen. 

'rhree adults were added l;o 
ba.ptism la,st Wednesday~ wivh 
Sunday morning! and more 2Jrs 

Fall River, too, i.s moving out 

and growing in the 
gently a,nd faithful.ly 
representation of gospsl 

'.rhe Religio sock t,y, 

of Mormon study. 
Altogether, we are feeling 

findiug more to b•3 t<haukful fm.·, 
plain of. 

Wednesday, September 19. Our hnusehold 
was ros.de glad by 
Bessie, her hu:3ba,nd, Bm. Ricl1ic,rd 
bridge~ and ba.by Myron, from S~. ·Luuis9 

souri, our former home, 1J,nd 
memm·y t.urns fondly, though now 
fully and Badly. 

Only the Saturday fvllo~vicg after their ar~ 
rival was it, that while s9aterl at the b!·aak
fast table, happy in the social cheer of 
reunion~ like ajs a thuruderbolt 
sky came the ring ~~t tbs doorb0ll, 
gram from Sr. Etta -~bt1t John-·''0LH' 
(for he soom\3d to 
all)-was dead! '.rho effect o.f thia 
can be descdbsrl a.t all, 

bly give assent to. 
ize th&t it is so, much L:;ss give 
the 
we have heard ft.:baut 
deuces" never had quite so 
trat.ion, I believe, in 
but I suppose t.ha~t our eyes blinded 
our judg·meuts obscured by 
tions, will be wiped away and cleared in time, 
perhaps, and eternity surely. At least, so 

greaG poasiblli ties 
So, good bye, our 

~.1re saddened 

comfort to, 
r•4ay the 

soul of out Sbter 

in 
chm·ge and Bro. 

Gdffiths both have written me in regard to 
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the work there, and their letters were for
warded from Drain, Douglas county, Oregon, 
my former address. 

Your brother in bonds, 
WM. TAYLOR. 

Soon Bro. Keeler came among us, followed 
by Bro. Sheehy, and we started a weekly 
prayer meeting and organized a Sunday 
school. We have been favored with visits of 

home he ba.ptizsd two of our 
t•.vo others. 

by 
tb.e 

we bolong to the Santa Cruz 
are aU praying for the time 

when we wHl have a so we can have 

J. S. ROTH. 

CANTON, Ill., Oct. 27. 

Editors Hemld:-Orwe again the gospsl 
trumpst has been sounded to us as a 
by God'§ humble and faithful servants. While 
we listen to the young, or those "just in tbe 
morning time of life," our hearts were made 
to rejoice at the thought that they were 
willing to sacrifice all the worldly pleasures 
of the day, to stand as valiv,nt soldiers for the 
Lord. And while they have done so, let 
these words be of no tiring nature to us:-

"Speak gently to the young,-for they 
Will have enough to bear~ 

Pass thronglt this life ns best they may, 

missionaries and officers of branches, and "l'is full of anxlons care." 

Bro. Swenson, of the Sunday school, and And again when the older ones stand be-
many Saints, tried and true, which has been fore us, proclaiming the gospel message, some, 
a source of comfort and strength to us young prob'\bly, who have le,bored tlrese many 
Saints, and we are very grateful. years, and the silvery locks of hair denote 

Sr. Keeler came to live in our midst about that old age is fast creeping upon them, vve 

two years ag-o, and has been living here ever rejoice that they have proven themse.lves 
since. She bas been superintendent of our I faithful even thus far along life's uneven 
Sunday school since its organization. Bro. journey. And while the time may look to us 
Keeler is beloved by all the Saints here, and i nigh at band when these faithful vetere,ns 
his return home from the mission field is ! will have to cease their active toils in the 

service of the Lord, let us always remember 
to-

"'Speak gently to the aged one, 
Grieve not the care-worn heart; 

rl,he sands of life are nearly run, 
Let them in peace depart., 

How can anyone reject the blessed princi
ples that are so plain that a child may under
st3EHl. My prayer has been, and always will 
be, that I sh:JJl prove myself worthy of a 
home in that great, beyond. 

~·oh may I see that glorious day! 
And join with all the blest, 

To sing aloud the Savior 1s praise, 
And enter into rest., 

Yours for the truth, 

SR. IDA L. JONES. 

MADISON, Wis., Oct. 28. 
Editm·s Herald:- Fearing unless I con

tributed to your columns I would become, as 
a brother said in his letter to the Ensign, a 
literary pauper, I write. 

I have been reading the Herald today with 
pleasure to note the progress of the work in 
various parts, and to see how earnest many 
are, who are sacrificing earthly pleasures and 
all this world holds out as good, for the 
spread of the gospel. The work of the Mas
ter being paramount to all else, conclusively 
evidences, to our minds, how necessary it is 
-that all else of a hindering cause, so far as 
worshiping the Lord is concerned, be put 
aside as far as po3sible. Little drops of 
water make the mighty deep, and little deeds 
of kindness a.s well as the little duties of each 
day, if performed, bring us and others nearer 
to God. How often do we neglect the little 
thing·s of life, looking for some special call
ing in life. We forget to forward our lives 
on to perfection by the performance of all 
duties great or. small, and through the neg
lect to perform the small duties do not place 
ourselves in a condition to perform, neither 
pt•ove ourselves capable before God of per
forming, larger ones. 

Instead of holding a reunion this fall at 
Janesville, we held two days' meeting in the 
Wilder schoolhouse, which was fairly well 
attended. The young folks of the district 
held an entertainment on Saturday evening. 
We regre'G very much that our young people 
live in such a scattered condition making it 
impoesible for them to•d'J such work, as they 
would surely do, if living nearer together. 
Bro. and 8r. Dutton, of Janesville, were here 
over last Sunday, also Elder Frank Sawley. 
The Saint8 met at the home of Bro. H. D. 
Stevens, at one o'clock, for prayer meeting, 
which proved to be a profitable one, after 
which Elder Sawley spoke to us. We are 
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glad to meet such an earnest worker as Bro. 
Sawley; and as we have known him for some 
years, welcome him back to Wisconsin. May 
he, with all the mi~sionaries, be blessed! 

Speeches and rallies, with the coming 
election, make it difiicult to get anyone to 
listen to the gospel. The fields are wide and 
much need of the gospel going forth, and 
many ways of advancing it. Although all 
cannot go out. in the world and preach i.t, 
they can live it at home, and by so doing can 
promote the cau8e. 

I hope to soon be so I can do more for the 
work. 

Praying for the true progress of God's 
work, Your brother, 

OLIVER MCDOWELL. 
1119 lHound Street. 

WILMINGTON, Iil., Oot. 31. 
Editors Herald:-Shortly after the Plano I 

conference {on the 6uh inst.), Bro. J. T. 
Hackett and I carne to this place and held a 
two-days' meeting, which was a success in 
point of interest manifested by the Saints. 
Since then we have labored here, and about 
here. Tbe Saint~ seem alive to the work, 
and are rejoicing in the light of the truth. 

We go to South Wilmington, the latter 
part of this week, to make a new opening. 
This is a new mining town,. and there has 
never been an effort made there. Three or 
four Saints are now living there. Bro. A. J. 
Keck is busy about Aurora, Batavia, Elgin, 
and Marengo. Bro. Wildermuth was at 
Plano, at last reports, and Brn. Southwick 
and Henley are, presumably, at DtJKalb and 
Cortland. H. E. MOLER. 

PERHAM, Minn., Oct. 31. 
Editm·s Herald:- I have not kept silent be

cause I had uothing to write aObut. We are 
getting along quite nicely this year; yes, far 
in the ad vance of e.ny year previous. The 
missionaries have more calls for work than 
we are able to do. There has been about 
forty baptiBms thus far, and others are very 
near the kingdom. Two new branches have 
been organized, and are doing well. May 
the Master bless them, is my bumble prayer. 

Our conference passed off on the 13th and 
14th in st., and was a success indeed. Not a 
jar of any kind was observcod. 'fho good 
Spirit presided from start to finish, and all 
were made happy under its influence. I 
never was in meetings that were more united 

are authurizc:,(] 

raiBe up 
field, which was 
all at our last 
Awake, Saiots, 
The sick are healed, 
his peopl'l. Di'ar 
ready for our· confercuee 
hela at Clitherall, in June, 1901. 
Lo,·d bless all, is my 

I. N. BOBERTS. 

BAY PORT, Oct .. 23. 
Editors Herald:-

HOh, watch and fight and prny~ 
rrhe battle lH:~er give 0 10r, 

Henew it boldly every day, 
And help divine implore.~~ 

It is six ye>J,rs sloce I obeyed the 
glorious gosf;eL I hope my 
sisters will s2e the ~,s I did 
some day; for since I obeyed 
have had more blessings I ever 
fore. I hope the S!tin'u~ will 
that I might be '"he means 
brothers and sisters 
glorious work of our 

Your sister 
MAGGIE J. MILI-ER. 

8YLVAN 1 1\:xu.s~ Oct. 28" 
Editors Hemld:-The Saints this 

the world are Pl"Oftrsssing Sotne gre 
striving to do all to build up 1id1d 

vance the cause. These &1"'3 '11Vide-8/li1jaktJ 

progressl.ng. Some ftlW, of course, it 
will be when Christ comBs, sleeping on their 
oars. 

[ am t!"ying to do all I Cl:Ml to get t.he 
before the people and pi"8SEHJ~~ the trut:J 
of salvation. 

I accepted and obeyed this the 
gospel September 15, 18D8. 
htwe t.l'ied to live as b•sst I could, thour:,h I 
have mll.de many mistakes. Am still. in the 
faith, determined to 

On March 11, 189D, ordained :2, priest, 
and I have tried to prGsen'L t.be !J,ng·el's mes
sage ag opportunity £dl'Drded. Saon after my 
ordination I was elected pre:sidont of the 

and where voting in business was more Manchester branch, twenty-five mites from 
unanimous. Thank God for the advancement where I live. H:we worked 1\3 fc;d.thfully 11.s 

in Minnesota! It has been the prayet• of my I could. It w&s there wo om· conference 
soul to see this day of rejoicing in this mis- which convened July 28, at which t.imo I was 
sion. ord:J,ined an elde1• by Elder H. 0. bcnith, in 

Brn. Stedman, Hayer, and Omans have all fulfillment of a promise m?.do to me hy t.b.e 
been busy, and their labors have met with Lord through the Spil·i.t r.he 13th dny of 
success to a great degree. The local brethren March, lDOO. Have since tded to disehar'ge 
seemed to understand their duties better, my duty. I am willing to do wh!!.t I can, but 
and are doing what they can in their respec- am weak, and ask the prayers of all, '"hat I 
tive branches; hence there exists a better may live so that the Lot'd wiil be pleae;ed to 
feeling with more activity. God bless you, use me as an instrument to accomplish g·ood 
my brethren! 

1 
for his cause. 

Brn. Martin and Whiting have done some On t,he 18th I left home and ff,mily, IU:!d in 
good work outside of their branches, and company with Bro. E. A. El~win went by 
have brought some into the kingdom,- wagon about seven'&y miles into Indian Ter
thank the Lord. ritory. The country into which we went 

P. B. BUSSELL. 

ROSLYN, Wa,sh., Oct,. 25. 
Ilerald:-Slnce lttst wrote I have 

to enliven 

to the 
much of a 

thai; I have 

How often I think of 
seen men vvho 

home. Very seldom are 
copresent the church abroad; 

f\ fcdl ure, 
A nHHl vlho is 

will never fall 
n.amE~ of the 

HI_.J~.3t u.s keep our [1±nd our 
bodirol'] pure in the lig-ht of God," and• the 
cl:uwch. 

This fieid this year bets boen 
pleaw~nt. I do not want to paint thing'S in 
glowing colors they are not. I must 
repm·t them as I lied them. I do not know 
how many are 
church, uor how 
H:f1VG 

goiug to uni'oe with the 
are near the kingdom. 

one in l\l!t. Vernon, hy 
in Sr;attle, by 

of IVI~:HHJ, one brobhet .. , orie sister. I 
God that he vv:Ul keep them in the fold 

gnd ·aJl needed blessiu.g·s. 
vioited all tbe pl~.ces in the mis

sion yet. Bro. E~1ge left this mi3slon on the 
20th of P. ... ugust~ the ScaJnUinaviao field. 

Brn. Holt Chase are spoken vvell of 
gener:1Hy. L1wt week I was joilted by Bro. 
D. L. AHen, of Ohio, a roan in gospel 
work. Am to seB the interest he is tak-
ing in the I do ask Gdd'a bles2ing for 
him that he may "Never grow weary in well 
doing." I met four young elders of the Utah 
faith. I believe they are to be pitied more 
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than to be blamed. Notice a thought like 
this: "Don't bunt up the old records!" They 
are so damaging to their cause. Oh, that 
Journal of Discourses! What fearful language 
is used there. Shame to them that believe 
and practice the same! "Blindness is hap
pened in part to Israel" indeed. Those 
young men do not believe in the story of I 
creation as we have it in our Bible; listen: I 
"Do you think that God got some mud and 
made Adam with it?" How does that agree 
with the statement, "Blindness bas bs,ppened 
in part [no not in part but altogether] to 
Israel"? 

The Saints out here long for the redemp
tion of Zion. They want to come to Zion; 
they are willing to live by the celestial law 
with all that the word implies. ''Shall we 
gather home to Zion?" Yes! But what will 
become of the ones who are sent to preach 
the gospel if they all go. I do hope there 
will be enough left so as the missionaries 
will have a place to stay. 

The outlook is not flattering; still we ls,bor 
and do what we can and leave the result with 
him who doeth all things well. 

Your brother, 
JOHN DAVIS. 

FARNAM, Nebraska, Oct. 2. 
Editors Herald:-Tbere are but few of u~ at 

this place, but we have Sunday school and 
enjoy it very much. We have preaching oc
casionally, we enjoy each other's company so 
much that it seems a foretaste of what it will 
be when Zion shall have been redeemed. 

Just two years ago I heard the fiest sermon 
preached on the restored gospel by Bro. 
Payne; and I thought as they did in the days 
of Christ and Paul, "What new doctrine is 
this?" But I find it is net new at all. I was 
a member of the Church of God (restitution-
1st), a firm believer in the doctrine of soul 
sleeping; but I believe if anyone would read 
Bro. Lambert's work on "What is Man," and 
really want to know what was right on that 
subject, he would see plainly which was right. 

I attended the reunion last year at Shelton, 
and met many of the Saints. I was ba,ptized 
last March. It took me some time to learn 
all I wished to of this people. I had always 
understood that they were the most corrupt 
people on earth; but I find them the pu-rest 
minded people I ever met, and I am not 
ashamed to call them brethren. 

How would God judge the world by the 
doctrines of today? I have the works of at 
least seven different churches on my table 
now, and what a contrast! 

Saints, pray for us here, that we may 
always be found humble and teachable. 

MINERVA JOHNSON. 

HLike music from the Eden flhorc 
A voice seems softly to descend: 

Behold, I live forever more, 
Aud I am witb thee to the end: 

And EVery heart that owns my care 
Immortal Springtide 3Tet Ehall e.ha:re.~' 

thus: "This ia th<l work of God: but there is 
something· wrong !J,mong t,be rulers." 'l'he 
wrong never had be1m pointed out to me. 
But while I am writing there comes an Im
pression, for the first time, as though it 
meant the mauy lo heres and lo tberes in the 
work, and mastery for the leadership. 

Now l was very diligont to find out what 
tb is "work of God" was and what it contained. 
I C'rdered the book~ and publications of the 
church. I read, searched, an'd investigated. 
Soon I lem.·ned by the enlightenment of the 

SANO'riFIOATION.-tH}. 1. Spirit of God that this work is a complete 
BY MARY KNIPSCHILD. whole, worthy of being called the "work of 

Dear Sistm·s:-Again I !l,m coun8eled to God." 
write on the subject of sanctification. I must During this time I became IJ.cquainted with 
tell you how this came about. For t.he las·t the Saints, meeting· with them at the same 
few years·· I have been more or less afflicted; place; but 0 what a contrast ·between Saints 
but this winter I grew WOl~Be, and ~uffered in and the books which contained the doctrine! 
my head and ears most so much so During the meeting it would seem as though 
that I feared I would lose my bearing, as I the solemnity of eternity was resting upon the 
heard very litt,le; also my mind was very whole assembly, which I t.ruly believe it did 
much impaired. I committed myself into the most of the time; for the power of God would 
hands of God, and hoped for the best from be made manifest in various ways-to our joy, 
day to day and from week to week: but in- 1

1 

edification, and comfort; but as soon as the 
stead of getting better, I grew wor~e, until I meeting would be dismissed, a confusion of 
gave up all hope of ever recovering. Almost laughter, jesting, and foolh1h talking would 
inaespair, and with my whole soul, I cried: "0 II prevail. Iu my astonishment, the thought 
Lord, my God, what wrong have I done that would come up within me: They are not 
I thus have to be afflicted? 0, my Father, sanctified-if they were they could not do so; 
show it to me. Have I left anything undone and I began to bring up the subject of sancti
that I should have done? Show to me my fication; how needful it was to be sanctified, 
wrong, that I may repent and do, for I am so we might live a godly and holy life, 
thine, and am in thy hands." as demanded of us in all sacred writ. This 

'rho answer came in a strong· reproof: would generally be brought up after meeting·s 
"How often have I moved upon you to write (as we held all our meetings in private 
on sanct.lfication, but you would not do it!" houses), but there was a general opposition 

I answered, "0, I was afr:1id! nor did I re" to it; none could believe that we could be 
alize that such was my duty, on account of sanctified in this life. The presiding elder 
my great weakness and But this of our district decided we could not be sancti
is enough, and inasmuch as thou wilt spare fied in this life, but we would be sanctified in 
my life and restore me to strength of body death. The same elder, in a good meeting, 
and mind, I will do it in thy fear and in thy filled with the Holy Ghost, spoke with power, 
name, knowing that thou wilt not, demand a and among all the things he did speak, with 
work of anyone lind not them to perform a firm and distinct utterance, waving his 
it also. But, Lord, if I do write, where shall I right arm firm and steady over the whole 
write to; what must I do with H, and where congreg·ation, saying, "seek after sanctifica-
shall I send it?" tion, wi.thout which no one shall see God!" 

"To Sister Frances," was the answer. This was a great comfort to me, and I 
Now this was a great consolacion 'oo me, · hoped it would be heeded. But it was not. 

that. I might send it to you. And all the warning prophecies that had 
A few weeks have elapsed, and I am so como through that good old brother came 

much recovered that I can hear, and have no liter!ll!y to pass over the whole branch. 
pain in my ears; but .have some pain in my On another occasion, where a ~oodly num
head yet, and I feel very weak, with an im- ber of us had gathered in for dinner, after a 
pression that I will not fully recover before I I meeting,. the subject of sanctification was 
made an effort unto obedience. Accordingly brought up. All disputed it and opposed it 
I take up my pen, realizing· that God knows I except one eldJr. He said, "I believe it, for 
without the aid of his Spirit I can do nothing. I I tried it. One day I watched myself, and 

Now to get at the beginning and bottom of I was prayerful all day. I never sinned that 
the subject at issue, my mind is carried back whole day. So I thought if I can spend Olle 
to my first entry into the ehurch, which was day without sin, I can spend two days. I 
in 1878. At that time I knew no Saints at all. spent the next day without sin, being watch-
Particulars of that time, however important ful and prayerful all the time; so I thought 

-f!icClur~'~ magazine for Novem?er will con- to me, are not needed by the reader now; only 1 if I can spend two days without sin I can 
ta1n a v1v1d account of the s1ege of the I must state that at that time I walked hulL!- spend three days without sin, which I did; 
F~reign Legatio~s in P~k~n, written as a I bly befol'e God !md was led by his Holy Spirit. I so I know we can live without sin and be 
d1ary by Katharme Mulhkm Lowry, one of Aocordingly, in the very fit'st meeting the I sanctified, if we always watch and pray." 
the besiege~. .It will relate in fuil many of ' will of the Lord was so plainly made manifes'" And this selfsame elder has since been ad
the soul-st1r~mg events that we. a~ready to me that I was baptized at once. All the 1 vanced to a quorum of seventy, and has been 
know, and w1ll make clear many 1nmdents Saints were strange1·s to me-only one person 1 doing good substantial work in the church 
upon which we have hitherto had little light. I h d k . t" h-f T' .. 1

1 . h · h' 1 ' 
It .11 b .11 t t d "th 1 f p k" f a nown some rme e ore. ne n.oxt, a Thus God honors t ose wbo honor 1m. w1 e 1 us ra e w1 p ans o e 1n, o , . . . . , . . . 
the Legation Quarters, and of the British two days meetwg, I received my testimony 1 Severar other elders who rldlCuled sanctlfi-
Legation. from God. It came upon me from on high cation the most-yes till I felt afraid for them 
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-have fallen; kansgressed shamefully. 0, had been telling the truth concerning sane- thought tha.t that teacher had a great deal 
do not tell it in Gath! Seeing it was of no tification. to d;; with my love for history. 
use, I kept silent, hoping ;tnd watching tha,t, Now if this is the condition of things among After informing herself, the next thing for 
the Lord would convince his people in some us as Latter Day Saints, ·~hen we m·e just as the teacher to do is to adapt the lesson to her 
way or other of whole !HHl complete truth. much of unbelief rend disobedience as class; to decide wbat she will teach them, 
Nevertheless I always wEts burdened wit.b tbis any of these around us are who do not believe in and how she will teach the "what." 
subj~ct, and at times I would have gre:?,t un- all the rirtlt principles of the doctrine of Christ. A teacher should have learned, by experi-
easiuess about it; but fLfter last Gsnsral Con- Why does Paul say, .first principles aud not ence, 
ference, more so than evr.ir before. only the principles-if nothing else was to fol- HOW MUCH 

While there, I wrcs looated with s. M:etho- lowi' What are the S£~.int.s to be '~aught after her children are able .to hold clearly in their 
dist family near the church, and they were they have obeyed the fimt principles? Be minds. 'rhe aim should be to have the cbil
good people. The man, quite ready to talk, falthful and keep tho commandments, is the dren cauy away with them some clear idea 
soon began on church topics. As answer to genera! reply. ·well, is i'" ,,ot as much a each Sabbath. Better to teach only one 
some of his talk one time, I asked him i.f he comr!landment when it says "sanctify your- thing, and teach that well, than to try to 
ever went to our church to hear our elders ~elves;" "purify yourselveB;" "clem:Jse your- ·~each several things, and thereby confuse the 
preach? He answered: "I used to go, hu1; I 1

1 selves from all sin;" "seek after sanctification, tender minds. 
nearly quit it." . without which no one shall see God;" "be Very well, then; in preparing the lesson 

"Do you not like to hear our elders holy;" "be perfect;" as any other command- for her class, the teacher decides upon the 
preach?" ment? Or s,re all theEe empty words? Do they thought or the fact which she will bend her 

"Not as well as some of the Methodis'G not mean what thilY s!!,y? Are we allowed to energies to teach. One reason primary 
preacher8 that preaeh on sanctifimr,tion. 0, s&y, I don't belhws it, and make light of teachers who are not successful fail is be
l can just take it r>ll in! I like to hear Bro. them, juet because we know there is a ten- cause they start in to teach their class with 

· Luff; he comes with such powerful argument; 1 dency within us to the reverse? Does this no definite aim; they are confused themselves, 
he is a powerJul preacher! Sometimes l g·o 1 !mnul them ;J,r:d mH.kE> them void? No! No! and they confuse the children. Such a 
and hear him, that is ai.L They a thousand t.imes No! "It is the will of God, teacher ean never secure the interest and at-
believe nor- preach sanctificg,tion." even your sauctHicat.ion." tention of the little ones. I have seen them 

"Why, it is the doetrl.rw of our cbureh !" · ('l'o be continued.) in such instances where they became wearied 
"I know it is," he answered, "hut these in and disorderly. 

Independence do not believe it, and they do -what would I choose for my 
PRAYER UNIIJii, " not preach noe teach it-do you believe in CHIEF POINTr 

sanctification?" , SPECIAL REQUESTS 1WR PRAYER. Would I choose the thoaght contained in the 
"Most I do believe it; and it is I Bro. C. M. Lueas, of Washington, Indiana, Golden Text? Sometimes I do, and some-

the doctrine of Out' chur~h, too.. The_ Btble, J d~siros the pr~"~~rs of tho p,·a:,er U: ni~~ th.at times I do not. Sometimes I find the object 
the Book of Mormon, ano. Doctrwe and Cove- he may be be.,.ed of a long suand1ng affhc- I want in the lesson story. It depends upon 
nauts teach it, and I know tion. whether or not the thought is within the 

"'Why, you talk diifeorently any Latt,er __ , _ ___,......,._..,._ _____ . menial development of the class, whether or 
Day St~int I have ever talked with, and I hav'e I not it can be conveyed to them so they can 

lf" talked with a g1:es~t. ms.ny." , U grasp it. 
"Weli, I can only talk for myself." I Having decided upon the subject matter 
''A very sensible answer; but you just 1 • E:LD:B1R T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. she will handle, the teacher looks to 

ought to know them here in Independence, I Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. NAMES AND LANGUAGE, 

and hear them talk! 0, the meanest thiugs I I and often she will tind it necessary to drll.W 
come up among them!" 1 her pencil through some word, substi-

"Weil, ars all the bad ones hers just. among I I tute some simpler 'word, or make note 
the Lattm· Day Saints, and no bad a.mong t.he I that a word is to be explained. I do not be-
others? There surely must be some good 1 THE PRIMARY TlliACHER. lieve in encumbering a young chiid's mind 
among them." 1 BY LOUISE PALFRJJ;Y. too much wlth names. I could not say in a 

"Yes; but the evil is most noticed among 1 Head at Dow City Reunion. general paper just how far to go in this re-
them, because they make such I A Primary tl.H"t is suit.ed to all spect; it depends altogether on the capacity 
There are some good. ~rhere ~s Luff and pl'i.m.ary ch>sses is an impo:stiibilHy. The of the children. My rule is, however, to not 
others; well, all the good that is in ttwm is iB but roug-gestive, at best. Hence bring in so much of detail or side work as to 
from other churches. I tell you the mo&t it follows tbat each teacher must adapt the detract from t.he main object. 
they have they got from outside. I tell you lessons to her class. IF 'l'HE CHILDREN ARE TOO YOUNG 

it is just ridiculous!" 1. 'fhe first ·Lhing to do is for the teacher to to read the Jesson, the teacher tells the les-
"Well; it is not for me to talk about the become well acquainted with the lesson her- son to them, and she ought to tell them. 

Saints-it seems to me tho.t God always ehose 1 self. To do will go to the Senior Never ~·ead the lesson nor refer to her quar
most of the lower class fer his peculiar people. I Qwxrterly s.nd ttw S•;,dpt.ures and other ref- terly in class. You can not interest little 
No doubt there are good and b::Ml herE> In-

1 
But the teacher- must no'& make the ones without keeping your eyes on them all 

dependence, and anywhere els8, God mm '1 gre<J~t, mistake of trylog to tell the child all the time. 
and is able to educate them and train them I she knows m1 the Iec3orL "TELLING THE LESSON." 

up to suit his purpose. I have got s. testi- , She is to make knowledge useful in There is a good deal in that. And it is not 
mony that this wm:k we m-e eng~ag·ed in is the 1

1 
her cl.ass work by the clearness and vividness well to trust yourself to do it without going 

work of God! He will take care of it. I which she presents the simple truths t,hrough it beforehand. I once heard one of 
leave it all in his hands." I she decl.dfJS upon. One of my te;~chers in the most prominent Sunday school primary 

"Vvell; do you know of any that believe in histocy staude distinctly in my memory. teachers iu Missouri, and attended a teacher's 
sanctification, or did you ever hear II s.~e did n~t, tea? b. ,u.s any mr:t·e f11cts than my mee,ting under ~er.instrl;ction. She sh~wed 
preach on it?" OHler teactters In nu,wry tned w do, but she I us tne manuscript m wh1ch she had wr1tten 

"I cannot say that I did; but t~en I havs t.au~~t tho~e. f,l,cts bs.tteJ:., F~om her wide out how she would t~ll t~e lesson to her cla,es. 
not heard so very much prc;adun.g·, . . reaawg and. wformatwn sne 1llu~teated ?ur 

1 

Sh.e woulct not learn 1t off by heart, of c~urs.e, 
when 1 go from horne as now, But 1;hen tnel'e st.ory and many an mterest![Jg neJ.thel· would ~he refer to the manusct'lpt m 
are some where I live that believe in sanctifi- '. oidelig·ht, and om· r-ecitation t::J her was a I class. She met·ely took this rains to system
cation." ' I vVe felt we wero baing more ize, in her mind, the manner of telling the 

This ended our talk. Now I eould not dis- I ente;·ta.l.ned than taught, and yet we were be- story. By this method you see where weak 
pute this man's words, for I just felt th~J.t he i ing taught. And I have always 1 points are; you have an opportunity of meas-
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urlng 

Lesson 7. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

TEMPTATION. appointed a court to hear an appeal case of H. 
lVl. Daniel. The Sunday school and Religio 
conventions reported having held four ses
siong, Preaching l:Jy J. M. Baker, J. F. Min
tun, J. M. Stubbart, and C. E. Butterworth. 
Adjourned to meet at Daloit, Iowa, l!-,ebruary 
16, 1901, at 8: 45 a. m. 

.JESDS j 
IN HlNi \NE -( OVERCOME 

Golden Text. 
EVILDOEHS (PUI"Ph') 

SHALL BE (Pink) 
OU'l' OFF (Red) .. 

MONTANA. 
Conference met at Boz·,man, 

tober 27 and ::,g in Maxey's haiL G. 
districo presid.ont, in the chair; G. R. Wells, 
secretary pro tern. Ministry reporLlng: G. 
Rsese !Hld G. R. Wells of the SBventy; J. F. 
Jemison, J. H. Wells, and P. W. Premo of 
the elder,;; E. E. Williams of the and 
Thomas R8ose of the te;;,chera. re-

;J,t, .Ei'>'nnitw 6. , po:-ts: G:Mll'ltin 104, gain of 2; Deer Lodge 
~~.ud A.,53, gain of 2; Victor 36, gain of 1; Anaconda 

Eld·,lr R. Warnock was ~7, ,gain of _2;. Bd~gcr 23, ~ainof 2 .. ,B;sho~'s 
andre- ~gt-nt1 G. Rdese, .~-epor!Jed.. Oa hanu. la.st ~.em 

GvJhmil 's Grove, 
27. C. E. Butter

presiding, Nellie 
C. E 
c .. J. 

$5; received sioce $1.44.1~; paid ou1. $120; 
on hand $29.12. Tnis repon was 

audited and found correct. The district 
presidency reponed having revol{ed ths li
cense of ·Eldel' Neils Jen~en, of Atmconda 

and asked coufirmatton o[ this act. 
0,1 the same was approved. E'inrl.iug 
of an elders' court in case ClH!r>Oh vs . .Jensen 
was forward. from the Anaconda brcmoh. 
Branch had adopted 'Lhe fiHding, but referred 
r,he whole matter to conferenc0 foe final ac-

Inasrnuch as no sin or crime fonnd 
the accused, i.t was resolved 

of dismern borment for twelve 
months, in whi.ch timtl it was that 
Bm. Jem<en would get rid of his no-

and continue as an act.l ve mevnber. 
of officers: Elder G. Rt1ese was 

cb.osen district G. H. 
president~ a.nd sec:;:e~ 
Lary. The following as dis-
trio~ missionaries to labor as circumsta,nces 

E E. Wril1ams (priest), of Al
Montana; J. H. Wells (elder), of 

Bozeman; P. W. Premo (elder), of Brideer, 
and J. F. ,Jemison (elder), of Vic"cor. For 
place of next conference, Bddgt)!' and Deer 
Lodge were placed in nomination. Tne 
choice fell on Deer Lodge. 'fhe time was 
left with the presidency of district. 
of $13 had accrued fer. hail rent, 
printing. A collection. was taken 
ered the amount in full. Fuel was donated 
by "Lansing and Vlells. Pre2.ching on Sat.m·-
day at 7:30, aud Sunday] 1 a. rn. 7:30 p. 
m. by Elder G. R. Wblls, Elder G. 
Reetie. Sacrament and tes1.imony 2: 30 on 
Sunda.y. A peaceful session. Steps were 
t.aken to hold reguhu· meetings in Boz:oman, 
and a committee was appointed to procure a 
place, 

NORTHEAST KANSAS. 
Convention met October 5, at Fanning. 

Convention was cailed t,o order by F. J. 
Pierce. Papers and short talks. In the 
afternoon H. 'Thomas was in the chair. Dis
trict officers reporting: H. Thomas, super
intendent; F. J. Pierce, assistant. Lucal 
superintendents reporting: Fanning, Charles 
Hessings; A'schison, James W. Neta
waka, S. Twombly; Scranton, John 

g!l,i>l Bro. Pierce read a paper, "Why tbi.s conven-
162; I tion?" Short talks, "What are the benefits 

Coal- of a district, organization?" by H. 'I'homas 
and F. J. Pierce. "What should be the 

J. L. I character and of a supel'iatend-
of j' e1H?" Short , F. J. ~ . SP. Mil-

J. S. and W. 
r-esigo- I few on Sund11y school work" by Sr. 

E:.O::brB Brewster, Vocal duet by Srs. Miller and 
were a dis-~' "Why should the aged take an in-

J. Stub bart, terest in Sunday school work?" by IViary 
L. Butterworth were Vocal duet by Srs. Helen and 
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Fannie Gurwell. Schools reporUng: 
son, Fanning, and Scranton. The supm:·l n· 
tendent was authorized to appoint a, 
mittee of three to a 
next convention. 
well, F. J. Pierce, and J. W. 
Miller was elected treasurer in 
deceased brother, L 
tion of condolence was passed as folkH'I'o: 
"Whereas, it has been r.he will of God to 
from our midst to the land, our much 
esteemed and Ismw E Mc-
Galliard, who, until time of his 
ture, July 26, served in the 
treasurer in the Northeast Ka.nsa.s 
and also filling the office of 
of the Fanning 'sunday school. 'rherefore 
be it nlBolved, that we as members ef 
Sunday school convention convened at Fan-
ning, t.bis 5th day of in the year of 
our Lord 1900, do off,w this of 
to his memory, and hereby 
from among the ranks of 
we tender our heanfelt 
dolence to the btreaved 
them to the mercy and fs,vor 
Father. Be it 
this be sent to family, ·also be spread 
upon the minutes of thifJ convention. 

------------
D 

PAS'.I'ORAL. 
A Word to Greeting: --Self, 

and Bro. S. K. Sorensen traveled ex· 
tensi vely iu McCook, and Lake ccmn-
ties, South visiting· where 
little gospel labot· been and iD 
some places years have elapsed 
gospel story wa& heard. 
farmers, a superabunilancc,J 
nights, muddy roads, ar,d s~olid iodit'!'er· 
ence of the masses as to tha vit<'l 
religion, etc., has 
missionary labor. we have been 
post, doing wl:iat we considered we 
be doing as General Conferenco 
And if t.he people fail to fall in 
tures of God'8 mercy when 
not blamable. The sound of the 
junction, "Preach the gospel," bas 
1n our ears. 

To coworkers in North and South Detlmta. 
I would respectfully sug,;est, in my 
it were bettGr to seek new localities 
unfurling of Christ'8 banner to consume 
further time in the above referred to eoun· 
ties, unless specially requested. 
junction, "If they will not hN.r 
city, go to another," has its 
ot,her injunctions. The love of 
not., by cherishing
in the soul of 
as t.o induce thorn to leave one 
they have been successful in 
terest for another which 
may be somev,-hat more tbs,n the 
one where evidenee of interest develops. 
find the work bas >mffered this 
indecisive iu 
work. It to 
missionary 
interest in !l, new 
should prosecute the 
velops that the jn<· .. awa~<· 

dies out, if it 
mean by this to keep at one place to deliver 
forty or fifty consecutive sermons, unt.ll 
people are surfeited. No; but after 
ing five or six 
of an intenEoe 
point, but leave an 
night hence. Go o"'"'""'"a 
the time 
alive, as he who in thB 
battle knows better [,he needs (or 
than those afar off, should one be 
directed to go beyond five oe six sermons, 
should do so, but by no means let the Interest 

sake 
In g-ospel bm:u)R, 

JAMES CAFF AJ.,r,. 
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APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT. 
The Saints and friends of British Columbia 

will take notice ti:lat to aid t.he Bishop-
ric its work in said territory and better 
perform the work of looking after the poor 
and church finances, upon recommendation 

appointment has been made 
Bro. D~>niel McGregor of Chilli

as agent of t,he Bishopric in and 

has been duly authorized 
tithes and otl'erings and 

the same under the direction of 
of said chmch and will look 

the same and give receipts and perform 
other work incidental to the duties of a 

within said Territory. 
recommend him to the Saints 
British Columbia, :wd bespeak 

help, good-will, and aid possible 
foe them to give. 

-witnoss my hand this 30th day of October, 
A. D. 1900. 

In behalf of the Bishop•·ic, 
E. L KELLEY, , 

Presiding Bishop. 

BISHOPS' NOTICES. 
To Saints of Northeasl; and Choctaw 

Dls'&rict, Greet,lng:-As end of t.he cur-
rcmt yea,r is drawing· near, I beg to say that 
t,bo work in our ilistrict, on the whole, is in 
a very f;:tvorab~e condi.tlon, there ha,ving been 
abOllt ilfty br1ptiz'ld since J<muary 1, mostly 
in western Arkansas, wb.ere the work is in a 

c:.mdition, ali the confer
actively ·eng-aged in 

and the local force is doing welL 
AlBCJ the missionary in charge, Bro. H. 0. 

has been laboring for sevet·a.l weeks 
in our with excellent results. 

Now, Saints, we hope you wilLnot forget 
t.he tr:mporal arm of God's work, as much is 

the ma.nner in which 
his law and observed. 'fhe f"mi
lies•of the missionaries must, not be left with
out food and raiment, while the husband and 
fv.ther-on whom they depend-is expected 

the church to iJ;O forward iHid uufold to 
the great restored gospel, so 

so elevating, so marvelous, but yet 
unpopular. 

God r;oq uires of ns one ten'&h of all our net 
annually. WiJ! we honm· his law, and 

loooen the h>J,nd~ of his servants? 
brothren, and on to tbe victory! 

Bro. A Erwin wi.ll l'?Cilive and forward 
all tithes in [,IJf'l b!'a'lcbes in the Texas por
tion of out' district. bretht·en Newton and 

in i\rk&nRas., and Bro. P0ter Adamson 

blessing upofl you, I am, 
ELLIS 8HOR'r, 

Northeagt T·.'xas 1',nd Choctaw 
District. 

To the Saints of Nort.het•n California:-£ 
wish to tend;;r my sincere thanks to all for 
the crmfiilenoe in me as ag-ent for 
Bishop Kelley, the wa.y in which you 
have sustained me, and fully r~nswered mv ex
pressed desire at the beginulug of my officlal 
work in tbR t·;nnpnral line. I have tried to do 
my best, and you have apnreeiated it, and 
honm··~d me \n your service. 

In !he I luwe never called upon you 
hut you a! ways nobly responded, nor 
have I done so only when the exigency of the 
ca.'se ilerna,udr:'d it,. 

I trust the future will enable us to continue 
onr unitE'd efforts for the Master. Since our 

Fil,1,ber has seen fit to call me by his 
fill £1, more responsible position, I 

will continue to do your dut.y in thA 
heb on the grc,at. cause, :J.~d 

vourselves to 
with more f.-::~vor in ··s~ght of Rlrn. 
yon seek to sorve. 
· When it wa~ made known to me that I was 
to be ordained bishop, I was very uncertain 
whether to acceptor not, until I had received 
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decorated with fancy silk stitches and silk 
flowers in colors. It has been put in the 
parlor and receives its full share of atteut.ion. 

ALICE P. DANCER, Matron. 

BORN. 
RAYER.-At Burlington, Iowa, July 28, 

1899, to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard a son, 
named Glen. · August 23, 1900, boys, 
named Raleigh and Rolf. Blessed October 9, 
1900, by Eider· J. S. Roth. 

MARRIKD. 
PENDER - GURWELL. -In the Saints' 

chapel, Fanning, county, Kansas, 
on the evening of 1900, Elder 
Will S. Pender and B. Gurwell 
were united in H. A. Steb-
bins officiating. Bro. is known 
as one of the active elders in the and 
this year of the Rocky Mountain mission. 
The bride is a daughte!' of Bro .. and Sr. Wil-
liam GurwelL Prior to the Bro. 
Stebbins spoke upon in 
the three books. Bro. A. 
sisted in this service. B~o. M. 
also present. Bro. Pender 
to his field about December 

Dnm. 
STINSON.-At her horne ill. South Addison, 

enough in- Maine, Sr. Henrietta Stinson. She was born 
If you h11V<3 not j February 26, 1834; baptized Novemb8r 9, 1894; 
11lso the re.ason; 1 died October 16, 1900. She was zealous 

to act in the I for the faith she loved so WE'll, and of 
CNlference t,his the Saints will miss her much. Funeral 

an,:n,;·e [,lr the services by Elder U. NL We f•3el that 
,,he Address I we have one portion of at least to 

the the secre- comfort us: "Precious in eyes of the 
0hm+oc ,]er:seu, 102 Bt·oadw<ty, Coun- Lord are t.he death of his saints." 

Iowr,. 1 OLSEN.-In Nettle Grundy 

I county, Illinois, October Eva 
""'lith Canadlan daughter of Thtir. Jacob Sr. Sarah 

Oklal:wm. ·"."• 'I Olsen, aged 10 years, 3 and 23 d!o'.ys. 
It is ex- F'ot• eight mouths she with disease 

send a statis- , of the brain and spine, so was a rGlease 
Alfio, as per from her woes. Her face in death was that 

and of a sweet innocent, one for the 
change. She was a of Bn,. and 
Sr. Austin Hayer. funeral service~ 

wh~J,t ls.bor is , were held in the chapel of tho Mission b1·anch, 
... s~ints in ~he I ~ro. Thomas ,. ~~u oh.ar~Je of th.e surv-

vlsHea Cauadtan I ICes, and Bro. :&. ::stebtnns preachuJg the 
of Okja~ serrnon. 

will be a I HUMPHREY.-At New Bedford, Massachu
we eaJ'· setts, September 28, 1900, Siste1' Eiiz21betb, 
confe.r-~ wif_e of Bro. Daniel Humphrey, age~ 56 

m ana 1 month. She was born s;o Danms, 
help chusetts, and united with the Reorganized 

meeting 1 Church something over thirty yea.rs 
as is now I She leaves a husband r,nd four sons and 

of 1'aloga. !I daughters to mourn t.he loss of a wife 
be over, ;;md we hope and mother. A large 

exl·m effort friends, and neighbors 
R. MALONEY, Pres. presence and tokens of afl'<oction and 
·---- I the great loss sustained the family by 

Chocta,w district con- all who had known fuum·al sm·vices, 
Covo. Al·kansP;s, Decem- I which were conducted Eid<'H' M. H. Bond. 

as some have ANDERSON.-At St. Sep-
It 'ts ex- I ternber 11, 1900, to Bro. and 

tim•3 wm be hhd. I a da,ughter. October 
will b<l present. 1 by Elder Scott, and named Marion Delta. 

EA'.rON .-A'& Stonin12 ton, Maine, Octobror 
1900, Elder George W. Eaton, a great and 

has gone to rest; his reward 
Satur- when the Lord comes. He w!l.s a great 

, to over ' worker in the g·ospel; but of late years could 
i.s time for· of offi- I not do a.s much as he desired, nevertheless 

All Invited to come and I he died firm in the faith of a glorious resur-
or;rJ of the best conferences rection. He had a long and painful sickness, 
dlstdct. borne with fortitude and great patience. He 

ISAAC M.ORII.JS, Pres. was a faithful and consistent always 
ready to do his Lord and Master's 
Ho received blessings, confirming 
hone in Christ his coming In 
his last moments conversed 
who seemed ready to guide him over the 
river. 'I'he church has lost a staunch and 

8;·, J2,ne Heaton, of faithful member and socicoty a noble citizen 
to I and friend. He leaves a wHe !J,nd three chil

s,ud dren t,o rnom·n, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Publbhed Rvf'ry '1Ved1ws.uay, :.t Lamoni, 
De< atur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price. 81 50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

•ln arrears unless terms are made with the Pub
lishing House. 

The traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
-solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications f01: publication to 
"Editors Herald." · 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni. Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also 
orders for all kinds of Ensign Publications. 

JoHN SMITH, Manager. 

CRACEL.AND•nll 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

"il'or catalogue or further information, addres9, 

PROF. R. A. H A 11KNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLE::\U8:R. Secretary, 

LAMOXI. DEcATUR Co., low.&. 

, GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the Genere.l 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued quar
terly. 

'13. Senior Grade, per quarter . • • 08 
Per year, in advance... . . . . . • ~ 

, 74. Intermediate Grade, per quar-
ter......................... 00 
Per year.................... 1~ 

75. Primary Grade, per quarter.. 06 
Per year.................... li 

:INTERMEDIATE ·QUESTION 
BOOK 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen ... 21 50 
oPRIM 1\.RY .QUESTION BOOK. 

77. Limp, 15c. each, per'dozeri ... 1 ~0 
The office will procure for its patrons 

-Any ~ook that is obtainable. 
.. AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 

JOSEPH.LUFF. 
. 123. Cloth . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . . . . .. 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Malle Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

t\. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

'r. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 

, dozen 20c.; 100. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 

10; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
11. The Plan of Salvation; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 

Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen lOc.; 100 ... - . . . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy;_ 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

11. Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen 10c.; 100. . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
z,_t The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100. . . . 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
SO. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15().; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

Sl. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of ,. 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100.... 20 

82. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

34. 

39. 

The Church or Kingclom of 
God; What is lt? WlH•Jwe 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 
Prophecy of the Hcbdliun; 
100 ........................ . 

40. What We Delieve; per clL);;en 

30 

10 

10c.; 100 .................... 1 00 
41. The Gospel and Epitnrne of 

Faith; per dozPn 3l'.; 100 . . . . 20 
42. Rejection of 1 he Cb un·b; per 

dozen 10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
43. Cowdery Letters; e~ch 5c.; 

per doz·m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
44. Crooked Paths, per dozen 15c.; 

100 ......................... 1 00 
46. The Pure Gospel of Clllist; 

per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
48. One Wife, or Many; per 

dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
10c.; 100. . .. . . .. .. .. . . • . • . • • 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each........... 15 
51. The Repentance; each ...... _. 05 
62. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each........................ 06 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each.. 02 
64. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
65. The Truth; each............. 05 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth . . .. . .. . .. . .. . • . • • • • • •• 'fl) 
17 4. Flexible . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1 50 

Al!'TEHU LOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth ....................... 1 ~ 

KlNG JAMES TRANSLATION OF 
'fHE BIIJLE. Self pronounc
ing, with fuotuotes and full 
index and references. 

179. Flexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self prol).ouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun
day school teachers' Bible, 
flexible ..................... 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . . . 80 
157. Cioth, without references.". . . 30 
158. Cloth, without references.. . . 50 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music. 

108. Paper covers, each.. . • • • • • . . 30 
Per dozen ................. 3 20 

110. Cloth, limp . .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • . 35 
Per dozen. . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 3 75 

111. Cloth and leather.. • • • • • • • • .. 50 
112. Full leather ................. 1 00 
113. Gilt edges .................. 1 25 
114. Flexible. leather ............. 1 50 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder 1. B. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth .••••••••• • • • • • • • • •• • • • 1M) 

)'dANUSCRTPT FOUND. This is 
tbe twtorious book written by 
R··v. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tii1ed eopy of tbe original now 
in Ouerlm College, Ohio. 

139 .. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 10 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . • .. 25 
133. CloLh.... . . • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 40 

MANUAL OF THE PRIEST
HOOD. By .Elder C. Derry • 

145. Cloth, limp . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • 2r> 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashier. 

I I. 
J!ncm·~H,wated l!!Jn<ler the bnws ®i' tbe !'!\tate ®:IF ][owa, Jfu!ily I, 1§9§. 

Total :t§§®H! ,Janllllnry l!, l!®O®, $133,032.34; AlllJriif l!, ll900, $l@)ll,7Sl.O?. 

fonn of tobacco habit or 
Sent postpaid on receipt of 50 U. S. 

Address, (Bro.) ll. F. 
47-42 

North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at De, 
MoineR 6:05 p. m. 

!South-Leave" D8s Moines 8:25 a. m., arri-ve 
at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 

Traina except Sunday; connect with C 
B. & Q. Leon. 

180. Printed envelopes with Her
ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100 ........ . 

181. THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
'rERS ON ISAIAH 2H: 11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, lOc. ; per dozen ....... . 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
Archmological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mormon. Complete 
set of six ................... . 

183. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
:ior Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers ............... . 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT= 
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

50 

1 00 

15 

15 

119. Cloth, per volume . • • • . • • . . . 1 !'10 
120. Leather back and corners. Del' 

volume .............. :: .. . 2 00 
121. Leather, per volume ...•..•.. 2 5u 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ......• 3 00 
Third volume not yet complete. 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 15 

Per dozen. . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp .. .. .. • .... ... •. . 25 

Per dozen ......•••••.••••. 2 70 
117. Cloth . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • . • .. 35 

Per doz('n .... :. . . . • • • • • • • . 3 75 
118. Flexible, 1: i t edges. . . . . . • • . . 50 

Peoria, Ill., U. S. A. 

A new work of ll8 pages, by Elder Albert 
Recommended by leading minister~ as an able 
complete refutation of th~ theories and argun:'ents 
of Seventh-day Sabbatanans. 113 pages; prwe 15 
cent'< postpaid. Address orders to 

J!::IJ!llRA!.,D 
A. H ··\VS, 

Fawily Recr:rd, Family 
cate, Lord.'"' Prayt'r, and 
Agents wanted. Send for 

(Bro.) B. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large type edi· 
tion. 

84. Cloth.............. . . . . . . . . . 65 
85. Cloth, leather backs and cor" 

·ners ........................ 1 00 
86. Seal grain russia ......... : . . 1 25 
87 .. Seal g_rain russia, gilt edges .. 1 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen= 
dium of the faith and doc-
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. 

126. Cloth . . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '15 
127. Leather .•••••••••••••••••••• 1 00 
128. Flexible . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. 

130. Paper, each .•••••••••••••••• 
Per dozen .•••••••••••••••• 

131. Cloth, limp .•••••••••••••••• 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper .................. •• .. 
133. Cloth .••••••.•••••••••••••.. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper ...............•••••••. 
135. Cloth ....•.....•.•.•........ 

ARCHAWLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. Evidci,l'f'S in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper .................••••• 
137. Cloth .....••.•..........•••• 

10 
1 00 

20 

25 
40 

25 
50 

30 
50 

and 7-} res 

A very desirable location ad
joining- L'imoni. Residence. of 
eight rooms. Barn and all lm
provem1-?nts. 

!--'ere is a 
Apply to J. S , Box 236, Lamoni, Iovva. 

44tf 

PATRONiZE THE 

Good wo)~k, nnd r-r1.thfaction guaranteed._ 
Iowa Stea.m Laundry in conneetion. 

G. Tho!. Ji~]) W .ARDS. 

SECRETARY'S RECORD. 
56. Paper .....................• 
57. Cloth, limp, double size ..... . 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen ... 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for 

schools to district associa-
tions; per dozen ......... · : · . 

60. For disoricts to General Asso· 
ciation; per dozPn .......... . 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth ............... ·. · • ·. 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 

CAEDS AND TICKE'l'S. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50 .. 
64. Srnali, ten kinds; 100 ....... . 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100 ....... ·. · · · · · · · · · · ·. 
66. Per 1,000 .............. · · .. · 

11» 
1 00 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK
ETS. 

67. Per 100 ...........•... · • · .•. 
68. Per 1,000 ............... · ... 1 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools; 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen .........•••••••••• 

WINNQWED SONGS. 
70. Each ........•..•.•••••..••• 
71. Per dozen ..•• , •••••••••••• • • 4 

BRADEN- KELLEY DEBATE. 

tt 

Report of the discussion be· 
tween Elder Clark Braden of 
the Christian Church and 
Elder E. L. Kelley of the Re· 
organized Church of .Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Sa1nts. 

125. Cloth : .. .. . • .. • .. • • .. • . .. • .. 1 50 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

150. Leather ................ • • • •• 40 
151. Gilt edges ............. .,..... 6U 
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Tt-IE AI EFtA 
~ 

OF' JESUS CHRIST OF L/ ~;R T),o,._y SAi.NTd. 

-------------------------------------------------------~ 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF Tlili] REORGANIZED CHURCH 

VoL 47· Lamoni, Iowa, November I 

CONTENTS: j rect, I would feel bound to alter my 
EDI'l'ORIAL: own attitude towards the Word of 

'l'hanksgiving · · · · · · ·: · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · 733 God and poin'G out to my concrreaa-
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dicate (say) a dozen of the parts where: 
in your deliberate judgment these 
errors and discrepancies may be found. 
You write:-- "It is not my business to 
point out errors in Scrinture." I re~ 
spectfully submit, however, ths,t if 
you deem it "your business" to affirm.c 
that there are errors in Scripture, as 
you have repeatedly done, it ought to' 
be "your business" to state w1th all 
clearness what these errors are and~ 
where they are to be found that thee 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: II.-·DR. DODS TO DR. KERR. readers of the Bible mit2;ht, as Prot~ 
Sauchifica;liion.-No. 2 ............... 745 
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Pastoral,-Heman C. Smith .......... 748 
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23 Great King- Street, estants, exercise the right of 
EDINBURGH, 16th Oct., 1900. judgment on their character and ef-

Dear Sir,-1 am very much sur· fects, and mig-bt, if sa,tisfied of the 
fact, warn others of the fallibility of prised that you should ask me for in-

formation which you can find in a,t the book in whose infallibility theJ:'-
least a hundred easily accessible vol- have hitherto the utrnost confi·· 

dence. Is it no'G ''vour business" out umes. Let me only name Carpenter's J 

"S_vnoptic Gospels,, Gilbert/s "Life of love for ,all stude?.ts ~f the 
of J esuc>," Snell's '·Gain or " any tu~es, :Whether wedk or 
of Scbwartzkopff's books, and indeed 1 pm~t Nw.lth al~ cl_earnes:.~~,e . . , 
any critical work on the t)criptures.l b.lo':'kt; 1~ ;:hat yo~ ~-e,,c;~o,e ;~s ~n •. 
It is not my business to point out falllb~~ e,l.lde_to ,Cntlst a.nu '->o~, ano~ 
errors in ~cripture, but to show tha·t 

1 
espemall! ars m .sou: ther~ 

FrankLesli~'s Poputa'·.Mnr:thZy has a large notwithstanding the errors pointed I are so man.) ,of ubese T , 'l'l, ~~' 
subscr1pcwn l~st; but 1tsnuu1d b<;, Its out Scripture infallibly accomplishes the Redeemer of. men. ... c:o Cc,rnestl:y 

Is more us bet- . ' , ~ _ ·a • a ,· ~ I trust that you will not beont8,te to 
ter e:er before., As an . st.imulus lts purpo"e of presontl_no Chut;t ~o ' a full and definite statement on ::b 
toward an wcrease, tne Monthly offr"rs no less I men. In other words, lt Wl:'oS and IS I . , . 
~han two b~undred and sixty-four (264) pr.tz3s independent of criticism-the figure questwn of s~ch n:omo;ncou_s l 
m cash to che men and ~omen, ~oys and g1rls, of Christ remains and appeals to men tance to the faJt,h or. b~Le_vm s to 
who show most energy m securwg new sub- · lf 'd . .H d the proaress of ChrlStHunty throughe. 
scribers. This offer means that time aud as se ·eVl encmg. ave you rea · h "' ld S · 1 energy shall be well paid for. . Dorner's History of Protestantism? out t 8 wor .- mcere Y yours, . 

The price of the Magszln~ is one dollar a I think that gives as good a hold of JAMES KERR~ 
year. Its. contents appe_al dlr~?tly to people the subject an any book I know. 
who care lor g·ood and t1mely nterature. A . . . · . 
few spare hours a week will add to your in- <?nly m~sch1ef comes of ~fiirmmg the 
come subst.antially. If you want work that hteral merrancy of Scnpture--only 
will pay_ you~., write for terms _to Frank Leslie good comes of maintaining its infalli· 
Publlstnng ttouse, 141·147 F1fth Ave., New bility as a guide to Christ and God.-
York. y · 1 M D ours smcere y, ARCUS ODS. 

rv.-DR. DODS TO DR. KERR. 
23 Great King Street, 

EDINBURGH, 17th October, 1900. 
Dear Sir,-Apparently you wish to' 

drag me into a cont,roversy for which 
I have neither disposition nor time~ 

THE BIBLE AND HiGHER CRITICISM. III -DR. KERR TO DR. DODS. If it is information you seek, you as-
The following correspondence be- 19 Queen Square, sure me you know where to get it. I 

tween Revs. Professor Dods and Dr. GLASGOW, Oct. 17, 1900_ am always ready to answer the ques-
Kur on the Bible and the higher criti- Dear Mr. Dods.-I thank you for tions of honest, researchers after truth, 
cism has been sent us by Dr. Kerr for referring me to the works on ·Biblical but I decline to enter into controversy 
publication:- , criticism you mention,-works not un- with one whose mind is evidently made 

I.-DR. KERR TO DR. DODS. known to me. Had you specified the up already.-Yours sincerely, 
19 Queen Square, conclusions of these critics against the MARCUS Donl!•t 

GLASGOW, 16th Oct., 1900. inerrancy of the Scriptures which you 1 

Dear Dr. Dods,--In your lecture on regarded as defensible, your reply v.-DR. KERR TO DR. DODS. 
the evening of Sabbath week on "The I would have been more satisfactory. 19 Queen Square, 
Bible and criticism," as reported in I again, however, respectfully request GLASGOW, 18th October, 1900. 
the "Glasgow Herald," you are repre-~ you to specify those passages in the Dear Dr. Dods,-I am very much 
sented as repeatedly affirming that Word of God which you had in view surprised that you even hesitate to 
there are erroneous and contradictory in your recent lecture in this city, specify a number of these passages in 
statements in the Scriptures. I write when you maintained that "here and the Gospels or o.ther parts of the· 
to request, as I do respectfully, that there there were diRcrepancies and Scriptures where the errors and dis
you would kindly indicate to me some errors;" that "the four gospels differed crepancies, whose existence you so, 
of the passages of the Word of God from another, disagreed with one an- frequently affirm in your late lecture' 
where these ~rrors and discrepancies other in this or that part of their nar· here, may be found. You are per
may be found. I have hitherto pro- rative;" and that "errors in any part fectly correct in assuming that "my 
fessed belief and desired others to of the Bible were of no consequence mind is made up already" on the in
profess belief in the infallibility and as affecting the accounts given us by fallibility of t,he Word of God, else I 
divine authority of the Bible; but, Christ." You can surely out of such I would renounce belief in it; but I 
should your declarations be found cor- an evident abundance of passages in- would be a bigot indeed if I were not. 

"' 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TO THE DEAF. 
A :rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artili
cil;l Ear Drums, ga.ve $i0,000 to his Institute, 
so that deaf people m~ab!e to procure the Ear 
Drnms, may have them free. AddrAss No. 
3400 c, The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avenlle, New York. 27rly 

Illinois. 
street, Brook-

Flores 
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HE AI T HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, the:a ctte ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you tree.''-Joh:a 1:11 31, 3'2. 

"Hecttken to the wot-d of the Loro1 ro:r the!'e shall not any man among you have save it be one wiles and cone1tbine." he shall have none. "-B. of M., page 116. 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER 14, 1900. NO. 46. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

e Saints' Herald. 
1 bet·s save those who w~re se?t by the I rest assured that the average Ameri
' churches, but should st1ll m<~mtam the I can citizen is neither a fool nor a Con-

money basis of representation as it now / · · · 1 d h 
stand,,; there would not be two hundred gregatwnahst to be a arme ~t. t e 
churches in Lhe entire convention that would rash statement of a befogged mmister 
secure represectation in the body, wbile in a sectarian pulpit. JOSI<~PH SMI'I'H 

l<'RED'K MADISON SMITH 

JOSJ<PH LUFF l 

EDITOR 
AssiSTANT EDa'OR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 
there would be thousandR of. churches that And what may be the "doom" to 
would be de-\ barred becau·se of wab!llty to pay h' . h d 1 . ld D. W. WIGHT l the price of admission. If that is not a dis- w IC.h t e revere? gent eman ~ou 
crimination ag·ain~t poor churches what is consign Mormonism? We are Inter
it? Jesus Cbrist and all of the apostles ested in knowing, for he asserts 
would be debarred from membership in the that there are 5 500 in Iowa and we 

LAMONI, IOWA, Nov. 14, 1900. 

THANKSGiVING. Southern Baptist Conveution unless he could b f ' ' · d' b h. 
catch a fish with two hundt·ed and fifty dol- may e O the ~u~ber mte Y 1m. 

President William McKinley, accord
ing to custom and following the usage 
of his predecessors in the presidential 
office, has by prclamation duly signed 
and issued, set apart as a day of 
prayer and thanksgiving, Thursday, 
November 29; and publicly request 
the citizens of the republic to prop
erly observe the day, by assembling 
at their respective places of worship 
at such hours on that day as they may 
agree, and in such exercises as will be 
appropriate give tribute of praise and 
thanksgiving to the Ruler of the uni
verse, for such blessings as have been 
vouchsafed to the citizens of this 
great commonwealth of states. 

Iars in its mouth so a' to pay the tax. Surely Why do the ChriStians rage? 
such folly will in due time produce its re- By what process is "the serpent" to 
sults, and the voice of our leaders will plead be crushed? Utah is a state and un
for the rights of the poor, yet the sound, d h · f h f d 1 
Baptist cburch<?s that are entirely excluded er t e sovereign sway o t e e era 
now. A Baptist church that desires to co- government. lf these reverend gen
operate with oth,cr churches in controlling tlemen would only give the subject a 
the work of world-wide evangelization should rest, time and the trend of inquiry 
be allowed to have representation because of ld . d' h · f h · 
its spirit, even if it is unable to give one wou era ICate t. e causes or t e1r 
farthing. It is the spirit our Lord honors, unfortunately rabid statements. 

In accordance with such proclama
tion, we deem it to be wise that the 
Saints observe such day as requested, 
and in such manner as the branches, 
or their officers may determine, al
ways bearing in mind the duty of 
citizens of the republic and worship
ers of the true and living God. 

,JOSEPH SMITH, 
for Presidency. 

more than the size of the gift,. The widow's 
two mites were more in his estimation than 
all the gold the rich could throw into the 
treasury. The money basis is iniquitous. 
Away with it. 

MORMON PHOBIA. 

If we are permitted to coin a word 
to express the peculiar mental condi
tion of some of the reverend gentle
men occupying the religious pulpits 
of the time, it would be some such 
word as the caption of this item; for 
surely none but a man infected with a 
sort of religious rabies would utter 
such a screed as we give below. 
No such phenomenal growth as 63,000 
for the year 1897 occurred in the 
ranks of Mormondom, taking all 

MONEY REPRESENTATION IN classes of believers in the Book of 
CHURCH WORK. Mormon together, including,- of 

We quote the following from the course, the Reorganized Church. The 
Baptist Flag, for November 1. We probabilities are that this Rev. Syd
are not familiar with the history and ney H. Cox was so affected by sec
fact of the money basis referred to by tarian bigotry and hate that he 
the Flag; but from the reference it magnified 6,300 to the huger sum of 
would appear that there is some rule 63,000. It is possible that the con
which requires a money qualification verts to Mormonism, all classes, in 
of two hundred and fifty dollars to ad- 1897 would foot up 6,300; the additions 
mit church delegations to seats in the to the Reorganized Church for that 
conventions. Rather peculiar, that. year were approximately 2,500, and 

The money basis of representation in con- the Utah division may easily have 
ventions is so directly antagonistic to the gained the other 3,800 to make up the 
very genius and spirit of the gospel, and of 6, 300. 
Baptist faith that it is a wonder bow it ever As to patriotism. Did the Congre
bappeoed to be adopted by any of our Bap- gationalist Church, as a church, fur
tist bodies. We acknowledge the patent 
fact that this is an age that finds the world nished any troops for the Mexican 
devoted to the "almighty dollar," but this is War? The Mormons did. Did the 
no excuse for churches to bow down and Congregationalist Church, as a church, 
worship mammon. A discrimination in f · h · 
favor of the rich as against the poor is a vi- urms a c~ntm,gent. of soldiers for 
cious principle, and is distinctly condemned in the war With Spam? The Utah 
Sacred Writ. Tbe money basis of represen- church did. 
tatiou has in it this offensive discrimination. , We sincerely hope that the census 
Suppose thl'l South.ern Baptist. Convention I of 1900 will astonish Protestantism. 
should resolve at Its next sesswn to place . . . . · 
itself strictly under the control of the co6p· but as to alarmmg patriOtiC Amen
Elrl!,tinrt Q'!:mrQb.~>ll, IU!.d II.OI'IIilpt taone !!.Iii m~m- ca.nlil, the :reve:raud gentlemP.n may 

The Rev. Sydney H. Cox, pastor of the Lee 
Avenue Congregational Church of New York 
City, preached a sermon Sunday on ''The 
Political Peril of Mormonism," in which be 
pointed out that the gt·owth of the Mormon 
Church imperils the country. In showing 
the g-rowth of the Mormons he said:-

"The gain to Mormonism in 1897 was 63,-
000 converts, and this when the total number 
of Mormons was less than a third of a million. 
During the same year the efforts of over 
4,000,000 Presbyterians, Methodists, and Con
gregationalists did not secure more than 50,-
000 converts, or 13.000 less than the Mormons 
alone secured. The census of 1890 showed 
that the Mormons numbered in Idaho 15,000, 
in Arizona 6,500, in Iowa 5,500, and in six 
other states from 1,100 to 2,000 each. The 
census of 1900 will reveal an increase that 
will prove aatonishing to Protestantism and 
alarming to all patriotic Americans. 

"Mormonism will never rule America, but 
the apathy that postpones its doom prolongs 
the horror and the agony of those who suffer 
from its infernal influence. The church must 
be aroused. The Christianity of the nation 
must be stirred and organized until this scar
let woman of our republic is destroyed and 
we are rid forever of this bestial barbarism." 

The time to crush this serpent is before it 
becomes larger and more powerfuL-Iowa 
State RegistM·. 

AN instance of what a few words in 
an opportune time may do is the fol
lowing. Bro. Alexander Clark, of 
Waldemar, Ontario, was going from 
his home last June to attend a 
farmers' convention at a nearby rail
way station, and on the train got into 
a conversation with a gentleman on 
religious topics in the course of which 
Bro. Clark loaned the gentleman a 
"copy of Bro. J . .T. Cornish's Instruc
tor, which was returned to him the 
other day accompanied by the follow
ing brief letter, which will show for 
itself:-

ToRONTo, Canada, October 27, 1900. 
ALEXANDER CLARK, EsQ, Waldemar; 

lJear S~rt-About June 1 la8t you gave me 
11- little volum~;~ of Sor!pture s<~lectl,unOJ to P<~· 
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734 THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
ruse and return to you. I left it in the car , pant. Hand in hand with this widespread 
seat that afternoon and in the anxiety attend- ' infidelity goes immorality. Infidelity and 
ant upon my sister's illness forgot all about it immorality are Siamese twins." 

what he can to help the cause we all 
love. He also writes of H. M. Ander
son, of Iona, Minnesota, who is inter
ested in the work. Mr. Anderson 
will care for an elder if one calls 

for some weeks. I was fortunate enough to 
find it in the "lost baggage" department of 
the station, and have had it with me con
stantly for two or three months in my field 
work. I have used it for Scripture reading 
by the camp fire in the wilds of Thunder Bay 
and in the cultured homes of my friends in 
some of the leading cities of the United 
States and Canada, and have had time to 
carefully peruse it. 

The compiler deserves great credit for the 
compact and complete character of the work. 
The selections are very appropriate, and the 
Scripture quotations especially well arranged 
to t.each the important truths and doctrines 
of the Father's word. I like the book very 
much. 

I have remailed it to you this morning. 
What I have received of its richness has not 
depleted or reduced its wealth. 

I inclose you a couple of cuttings to memo
rize, and by the assistance of the blessed One 
they apostrophise, assi9t you into the sweet
ness of his indwelling, and subscribe myself. 

Your brother, by the birthright that Nico
demus wondered at until he found it., 

LLEWELLYN A. MORRISON. 

M. P. HANSEN DEAD. 

As we go to press we are notified by 
letter from Bro. N. C. Enge that Bro. 
M. P. Hansen, of Plymouth, Massa
chusetts, who was associated with 
Bro. Enge in the Scandinavian mis
sion, was dead, dying on October. 26. 
It was quite sudden, caused by en
tanglement of the bowels. 

We deeply regret the death of Bro. 
Hansen; but he died as he wished at 
his post, as he expressed himself to 
us when we met him at Plymouth last 
year. He rests in peace. Of his de
parture Bro. Enge wrote:-

We buried him today. The few words he 
spoke while sick, and his fervent prayers will 
ne<er be forgotten by those who heard him. 
Their testimony will some day be heard in 
the church. 

SR. KATE M. JEPSON, of Woodland, 
Minnesota, sends us a clipping from 
the Pathfinder for September 29, 
which we give below. If we, or an 
elder in the field, should make such 
an arraignment, it would be charged 
to religious enmity, and be deemed to 
be presumpt.uous on our part. What 
shall be said of it done by one in their 
own ranks? 

NO FAIR DEAL. 

A brother sends us the following 
card:~ 

No fair deaL If a man is poisoned to death 
in our licensed saloons by their deadly drink, 
the widow and orphan children get nothing-, 
only to be sold out to pay up old whisky bills, 
or other bills contracted while the dead man 
was crazy with saloon poison; but if any hon
est business kills or cripples a mall, the 
widow gets a good living. 

If this picture is one true to life, it 
shows a strong argumentative incen
tive for a man to keep away from the 
saloon poison. 

And, while the fact of the widow 
and orphaned children being made to 
suffer must excite the sympathy for 
them and pity for the end of the poi
soned drunkard, it is better for society 
that the fairness of the deal is in fa
vor of the sober man's family. Let 
sensible men who love their families 
take note-and profit by it. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

A. V. Closson writes November 5, 
from Porcupine, Wisconsin:-

! have baen sent here to take charge of the 
work. We will move tomorrow. We shipped 
household goods last Saturday. Gospel 
work is onward here. 

Bro. D. McGregor, under date of 
November 3, writes from Chilliwack, 
British Columbia:-

It is with unusual pleasure that we chroni
cle the ar-rival of Bro. R. C. Evans last even· 
ing. He looks natural and full of usual good 
cheer. Am not a "shoutin' Methodist," by 
any meaning, but really we all feel like voci
ferously exclaiming, "Glory Hallelujah!" 

November 4, Bro. G. F. Patten 
wrote from Alexandria, South Da
kota:-

I am isolated, but am strong in the faith. 
Am somewhat affiicted with rheumatism, and 
desire the prayers of the Saints. 

Sr. A. E. Shaw writes from Mt. 
View, Oklahoma Territory:-

No Saints here in this part. We are very 
lonesome, yet we are still in the faith. 

there. . 
Advices from Bro. Alexander H. 

Smith, at Garden Grove, California, 
state that he is in quite good health, 
barring some twinges of rheumatism. 
The work seems to be thriving there. 

Bro. T. W. Chatburn, writing from 
Los Angeles, California, states that 
the late conference held for the 
Southern California district was the 
best in a spiritual sense he has at
tended in the mission. He says that 
he "is in the faith," and the, work is 
onward. 

Good, if true. "In 1850 the "pro· 
ducers" had in the savings banks of 
this country $43,431,000. There were 
251,354 depositors, being one for 
every ninety-two of the total popula· 
tion. The average deposit then was 
$172.78. This year (1900) the savings 
banks deposits aggregate $2,384,770,-
000. There are 5,875,456 depositors, 
or one in every thirteen of the total 
population. The average deposit is 
now $405.89." 

A brother in writing to the HERALD 
recently wanted to know where the 
Saints of New Bedford, Massachu
setts, meet. Inquire of Bro. Thomas 
Barker, 226 Union street, of that 
place. 

Oriuinal Arti~lss. 

THEOPHANY.-NO. I. 

BY R. M. ELVIN. 

In the book, the • •Messiah of the 
Gospels," by Prof. Charles A. Briggs, 
is found the following upon the im
maculate conception. 

The blessed virgin was residing in Naza
reth of Galilee, betrothed to Joseph of the 
royal line of David, the heir of the Messianic 
promises of the Old Testament. The time 
for marriage had not yet come. God had a 
higher appointment for her to fulfillas the 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. virgin mother of the Messiah. The virgin 
Bro. N. C. Enge, in a late letter conception of Jesus, as announced by the 

archangel, is not to be interpreted as i.f it 
dated at Arundel, Norway, and writ- were a miracle in violation of the laws of na-

PLAIN TALK FROM PULPIT. ten to Bro. E. L. Kelley, states that ture, but rather as brought about by God 
At the session of the convention of Chris- he is having some success in getting himself present in theophany. The words of 

-tlan workers held in the Moody church in a hearing with a few; and is hopeful. the angel imply a theophanic presence, 
Chicag-o last week R<ev. R. A. Torrey spoke G though it might be urged that the coming of 
on "Th<> N•"t>d of ~'• General Revival," making He had an opening at rimstad, the spirit upon her was an invisible coming 
a bittAr arraignm<-'nt of the present method where he would make another effort.- after the analogy of many passages of the 
of worship, and what he said were the "dtl· Bro. Hansen had reached Bro. Enge, Old Testament, yet the parallel statement 
pr·av<-d tast<-s of the people" in literature, art, sick, but was apparently improving that the divine power overshadowed her can-
and :amu:wrnr-mts. After Dr. Torrey had com- H h d not be so interpreted. 
pleted a severe scoring of the ministry, in when Bro. E. wrote. e a done a This ann"-Unciation represents the concep-
th8 course of which he said, "many of us good work at Aalborg, Denmark, to t.ion of Jesus as due to a theophany. It does 
who ar8 profrcssedly orthodox Bre infidels," which point he thought it better that not rotate the doctrine of his preexistence, 
be launc"•Pd for·th into a fi"rce attack on cer- he should return as soon as he had although that doctrine is a legitimate infer
taio church m<"'mbPI'S. "Sunday is J'apidly ence. It represents an early stage of New 
h·cnming- fl. tlay of p!Paoum," said D.· Torr~>y. recovered sufficiently. Bro. Enge de· Testament ChriRtology. It dofls not go a 
"A wit!o nPg-'•ct. of prayPr and neglPct sires that the Saints shall remember step beyond the Paulism of the Epistle to the 
d (J, ··'m1 ~·o a laek of g0nernsity. The the mission and those engaged in it. Corinthians. It implies nothing more than 
<Jion"el:··s !l.r•" i<H;r···!lc·ing- in WP!tlth, but the j Bro. W. W. McLeod of.Cormorant the sendin_g in birth taught by the Epis.tle to 
1 r•-w,nrL'" nf r.h<> miR~ionary societieA are . . ' . ' the Galat1ans and to the Romans. It is 
empty. Christians do not av'"'rage a dollar a Mmnesota,,wnt~s that he still keeps I really a more primitive and more simple 
year for foreigo. missions. Unbelief is r1un· ''stoppers, and lS always ready to do Ohristology of conceptio!l .• 

~ 
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Webster's definition of theophany 
is: "A manifestion of God to man by 
actual appearance." 

Without doubt Prof. Briggs in
tended to teach and reaffirm the old 
dogma of the indivisibility of God 
the eternal Father and Christ the 
only "begotten." Perhaps he was 
led to this conclusion from what Paul 
wrote:-

And without controversy great is the 
mystery of godliness: God was manifest in 
the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of 
angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed 
on in the world, received up into glory.-1 
Tim. 3: 16. 

No scripture should be employed 
by an author that will contradict or 
vitiate other scripture on the same 
subject, for the reason that-

All Scripture is g·iven by inspiration of 
God, and is profitable for doctrine, for re
proof, for correction, for instruction in 
righteousness; that the man of God may be 
perfect, thoroug-hly furnished unto sll workti. 
-2 Tim. 3:16, 17. 

It is quite evident from this that all 
revelation emanating from God will 
be harmonious, and not clash or an
tagonize. Jesus fully understood the 
unity of all revelation when he 
prayed:-

Sanctify them through thy truth; thy 
word is truth.-John 17:17, 

The following should be received and 
interpreted in the same manner, as 
teaching the same idea:-

Every good gift and every perfect gift is 
from above, and cometh down from the 
Father of lights, with whom i.s no variable
ness, neither shadow of turning.-James 1: 17. 

With the foregoing as a prelude, I 
adopt the following as the rule to 
guide in this investigation:

indicate more particularly the form 
or image in which the man was to be 
crea,ted. God was t.he speaker! A 
fiood of light would fiow in upon our 
mental vision should we discover the 
key that would unlock this secret, and 
"reveal" the individual to whom God 
spake. In a translation of the Holy 
Scriptures by the Joseph 
Smith, the account of the creation of 
man is as follows:-

And I, God, said unto mine 0:1ly Begotten, 
which was wi.th rna from t,he begirwing, Let 
us make man in our ima!ie, after our likeness; 
and it was so.-Gen. 1: 27, I. T. 

All Saints will cheerfully accept this 
scripture, but those of my readers 
who are unacquainted with this latter
day philosophy may not so readily 
see or accept that it was the Christ to 
whom God spake when he said: "Let 
us make man." 'rhe testimony of St. 
John is:-

All things were made by him; and without 
him was not anything made which was made. 
-John 1:3 
This is proof positive that Christ was 
a creator. However, this quotation 
might be employed to establish the
ophany, as the language is translucent 
so far as defining the place occupied by 
CbriF{t in the Godhead. But the lack 
of perspicuity in John is supplied by 
:Paul in the following:-

And to make all men see what is the fel
lowship of the mystery, which from the be
ginnl.ng of the world hath been hid in God, 
who created all things by Jesus Christ.
Eph. 3:9. 

God over all, ever to be worshiped, 
was the creator by or through his 
agent or Son, Jesus Christ. The ex
tent of creation is amplified in the 
following:-

To the law and to the testimony; if they 
speak not according to this word, it is be- God, who at sundry times and in divers 
cause there is no light in tbem.-Isaiah 8: 20. manners spake in time past unto the fa'fihors 

Search the Scriptures; for in them ye by the prophets, hath in these last days 
think ye have eternal life; and they are they spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath ap-

. h 'f f J h 5 39 pointed heir of all things, by whom also he 
whw test! Y 0 me.- 0 n : · made the worids; who being the brightness 

Obeying this injunction of the Lord, of his glory, and the express image of his 
I begin the search, investigating the person, and upholding all things by the word 
issue: Are God and Christ possessed of his power, when he had by himself purged 
of the same individuality, or has each our sins, sat down on the right hand of the 

Majesty on high; being mude so mnch better 
an individuality separate and distinct than the angels, as be hath by inheritance 
from each other, such as the person- obtained a more excellent name than they. 
ality of a father and son. One thing I For unto which of the angels said he at any 
will not do-l will not go outside of time, Thou art my Son, this day have I be-

gotten thee? And again, I will be to him a 
the radius of light as reflected in the Father, and be shall be to me a Son?-Heb. 
revelations of God, for,- 1: l-5. 

The secret things belong unto the Lord our A careful examination of this scrip· 
God; but those things which are revealed be- ture, as it were vivisection, in a sue
long unto us and to our children for ever, cinct and an analytic manner, will es
that we may do all the .words of this law.-
Deut. 29: 29. tablish the theorem that God is supreme 

In the first book of Moses, thenar- as Father of heaven and earth, while 
rative in relation to tbe creation or Christ is subordinate to the eternal 
origin of man reads:- Father, as God's Only Begotten Son. 

And God· said, Let us make man in our 1. God, choosing his own method 
image, after our likeness.-Gen. 1:26. of communica,tion, gave revelation 
Here is a conversation between God unto man from the time he spake unto 
and some one else in rega.rd to the Adam until the closing words found 
making of man. Whoever God spoke in Malachi. 
to is included in the pronoun "us," 2. After a cessation of revelat.ion 
which is the objective case of "we." for more than four hundred 
The unknown person is included in God broke the silence 

" seems to I 
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For I can of mine own self do nothing; be-
c>Htse I B"ek not own will, but the will of 
tho Fa.tber who sent me.--John 5:31, 
I. T. 

3. Christ, who sought not his "own 
" was made or "appointed heir of 

by his Father; and the 
· when he came to' per

his Father:--
Wherefore, when he cometh into the world 

he saith, Sacrifice e,nd oi'fdri.ng thou wouldst 
not, but a l10dy hast thou prepa:red me.-Heb. 
10:5. 

The manner or method of preparing 
t,he body for Christ is a mystery not 
revealed, and is on a parallel with the 
forming of "man from the dus1; of the 
ground." Christ, the "heir of all 
things," quoting the Psalms said: 
"Lo, I come to do thy will, 0 God." 

4. "By whom [Christ] also he [God] 
made the worlds." 'Phe creatorship 
:rested with Christ by appointment, 
and in the performance of the work 
appointed it is written:-

For by him were all things created, that 
are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible 
and in visible, whether they be thrones, or 
dominions, or pr-incipalities, or powers; all 
things were ceeated by him, and for him; and 
he is before all thin~Yil, and by him all things. 
consist.-Ool. 1:16, 17. 

'' Another people contribute their tes· 
timony as follows:--

Behold I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God. 
I created the heavens and the earth, and all 
things that in them are. I was with the 
Father from the beginning. I am in the 
Father, and the Father in me; and in me 
hath the Fa,t,her glorified his name.-Nephi 
4:8. 

As a third witness, I now present 
the words of Christ, as given to the 
Palmyra Seer:-· 

And it came to pass that Moses called upon 
God, saying, Tell me, I pray thee, why these 
things are so, and by what thou madest 
them? And, behold, the glory of God was 
upon Moses, so that Moses stood in the pres
ence of God, and he talked with Moses, face 
to face; and the Lord God said unto Moses, 
For mine own purpose have I made these 
things. Here is wisdom, and it remaineth in 
me. And by the word of my power have I 
created them, which is mine Only Begotten 
Son, who is full of grace and truth. And 
worlds without number have I created; and 
I also created them for mine own purpose; 
and by the Son I created them, which is 
mine Only Begotten. And the first man, of 
all men, have I called Adam, which is many. 
But only an account of this earth, and the 
inhabitants thereof, give I unto you. For, 
behold, there are many worlds which have 
passed away by the words of my puwer. And 
there are many which now stand, and in· 
numerable are they unto man, but all things 
are numbered unto me, for they are mine, 
and I know them.-D. C. 22:7. 

All revelations should be read re, 
lating to this topic. 

5. "Who being the brightness of 
his glory." Christ the chief plenipo
tentiary of the court of heaven, and of 
him it was prophetically announced:-

Fur unto us a child is born, unto us a son is 
"'iven· and t.he government shall be upon his 
;houlder; and his name shall be called Won
derful, Counselor, The mighty God, The 
BVerlastlng Fatber-~ The P:rinoe of Peace. 
Of the increase of hig nt r.:.nd pea,c·e. 

shall be the thFnns of 
to order 
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~nd .to establish it witb. judgment and w~th , the Israelites informs us that the peo- sires of my h<:art to. God. I had. scarcely 
JUStice from henceforth ev~on for ever. .'I he i pie '•saw God·" and as a proof that it done so, wnen Im,medtatdy I wfl.s se1zed upon 
zeal of the Lord of hosts w1ll perform this.- , t i . . b t l 1 by some powet.· wmch ent1rely overcame me, 
Isa. 9:6, 7. vv_as an ac ua ':1eWl~g, o.~ .Y na ura i and had. such astonishing iufhlence over me 

Of equal importance in this connec- SJ~ht, he adds tna~ tney d1d eat and 1 as to bwd .my tongue so that ,r could not 
t' · th f 11 · . drmk." He mentiOns the "feet" of speak. Thick darkuet's gatherea around me, 
IOn IS e 0 owmg .- God, and the "hand" of God. "Feet" and it seemed to me for ~ time as if I w~re 
Behold, I have given him for a witness to d "h d" b l d t. . d doomed to sudden destructwn. But exertmg 

the people, a leader and comman~er to the an an e onge O an organize all my powers to call upon God t.o deliver me 
people.-Isa. 55:4. body such as we possess. out of the power of this enemy which bad 

Christ, as the representative of his And the Lord spake unto Moses face to seized upon me, and at the very mom<;nt 
Father, had back of him all the glory, face as a man speaketh unto his friend.- when I was re~>dy to si.nk into despair and 

Ex. '33: 11. abandon myself to destruction, not to an 
honor, power, ma.jesty, wisdom, M dl . imaginary ruin, but to the power of some 
knowledge, and authority of Heaven _?St assure Y thls conveys to the actual being feom the unseen world, who had 
to sustain his redemptive work. mmd the idea of the personality and such a marvelouB power as I had never be
Hence he could say after his cruci· individuality of God. None but those fore felt in any being. Just, at, this moment 

fi.XI.on, and before hi's ascensi'on·.- who practice spiritualization of the of great alarm, I saw a pillar of, light exact.ly 
d f G d b h ld over my head, above the brlgntness of the 

wor 0 o ut W at wou accept sun, which descended gradually until it fell All power is given unto me in heaven and 
in earth,-Matt. 28: 18. 

Christ, in the radiant splendor of 
his glory, is described in the follow· 
ing exquisite language:-

And I turned to see from whence the voice 
came that spake to me; and being turned, I 
saw seven golden candlesticks; and in the 
midst of the seven candlest,icks one like unto 
the Son of Man, clothed with a garment down 
to the foot, and girt about the paps with a 
golden girdle. His head and his hairs were 
white like wool, as white as snow; and his 
eyes were as a fl;;me of fire; and his feet like 
unto fine bras>', as if they burned in a furnace; 
and his voice as the sound of many waters 
And he had in his right hand seven stars; 
and out of his month went a sharp two-edged" 
sword; and his countenance was as thfl sun 
shineth in his strength. And when I saw 
him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid 
his right band upon me, saying unto me, 
Fear not: I am the first and the last; I am he 
that liveth. and was dead; and, behold, I am 
alive for evermore, Amen; and have the keys 
of hell and of death.-Rsv. 1:12-18. 

Surely he who attained unto "all 
power . . . in heaven and in earth," 
and possesses ''the keys of hell and of 
death," was, and is, and ever will be 
the "brightness'' of the "glory" of 
God. 

6. "Express image of his person." 
Should I establish the personage of 
God by indubitable evidence, and also 
the personage of Christ, and that in 
his person he is in the "image" of the 
person of God, then shall I have suc
cessfully disproved the theory of the
ophany as advanced by Prof. Briggs. 

And I, God, created man in mine own 
image, in the image of mine Only Begotten 
creai<"d l him: male and female created I 
tbe>m -Gen. 1:29, I T. 

The foregoing teaches that the pro
totype of the human race was formed 
in the image of their being to con
form in appearance to the image of 
God, and to the image of Christ. 

And they saw the God of I~rael; and there 
was unde'r ill~ feet as it were a paved work of 
a sapphire ston", and as it were t,he body of 
hH!ven in his ckarne~s. And upon the 
nubles ,-,f cblidrE•.n i>f Tsraei he ·laid nr>t 
his ha.:.d: al.~o t.b,•y saw God, and did eat and 
drink.-Ex. 24:10, 11. 

The foregoing was written by one 
of the ablest jurists the world has 
ever had, and of his erudition Luke 
writes:-

An'1 Moses was learned in all the wisdom 
of ti'Hl E,rypt-ianB, anll was mighty in words 
and ln deeds -Act.s 7:22. 

Tmi• ~fl•eat~DG proph~Dt aBG lflla.a•r ~f 

that God had a face, and the power of upon me. It no sooner appeared than I found 
speech. In the narrative written by myself dell.vered from \;he euemy which held 
Moses it seems that he desired to see me bound. When the lig·ht rested upon me, 
G d · h' 1 l · h d · ld I saw two per·8onages, whose brightness and 

0 m lS gory, W 1lC es1re co.u, glory defy all dm;cription, standing above 
not be granted; but as a comprorrnse, me in th<o. air. One of them spakA unto me, 
or a partial granting of the request, c:t~lling me by D!HM, and said (pointing to 
God gave the following:- t~e other·), "This is my. beloved Son, hear 

h1m."-Pearl of Great Pnce, p. 38. 
Behold, thou shalt stand upon a rock, and . 

I will prepare a placil bv me for thee. And As Important as any part of the ar-
it shall como; to pass, w~ilB my glory passeth gument in disproving theopbany, is 
by, that I w1ll pu.t thee m a clef~ of a rock, in presentina proof that establishes 
and cover thee w1th my hand wh1le I pass by. 1 - • "" , 1 • • 
And 1 will take away mine hand and thou tne umty of t,he Gddnead, but umty 
shalt _see my back part.s, but m/ face sball in purpose, or in power, or in work, 
not be seen, as at other timeR: for I am aof!ry does not destroy the individuality of 
wit? ~Y people Israel.:-Ex: :n: 21-23, l T. those constituting the unity. Christ 
This m the most Simple form of lan- says of himself:
guage teaches a personal being as 
God; a denial of this would amount to 
an implication that the word of God 
was a misrepresentation of a vital 
truth, and misleading in its instruc· 
tion to those wishing to know and 
live the truth. 

And the Lord delivered unto me two tables 
of stone written with the finger of God.
O.mt. 9: 10. 

God has a finger! Here is an account 
of his inscribing upon stone the words 
of law by the art of writing, and that 
by his own finger. What an inspiring 
vision the prophet had:-

In the year that king Uzzlah died I saw 
>J.lso the Lord sitting upon a throne, high 
and Hft,ed up, ~o~nd his train filled the temple, 
-Isa. 6: 1. 

Equally grand was the vision had 
by Stephen, as he suffered death for 
the truth. 

But he. being full of the Holy Ghost, looked 
up steadfastly inl.o heaven, and saw t,he glory 
uf G·Jd, and Jesus standing on the right band 
of God, and said, Behold, I see the heavens 
opened, and the Son of mij,n Rtanding on the 
right hand of God.-Act.s 7:55, 56. 

Here is the individuality of both God 
and Christ taught. .· 'rhe vis:on of 
Lehi was as follows:-

He was carried away in a vision, even that 
he >law the bea,veos and h•o thought i:w 
saw Gnd sitting UP!'tn t.hrrHJe. surroundf'd 
wl1;h ou,inbbrleSs curcnur:~F1l'!l of (UH~?·ls in 1)ih~ 
attitudA of singing and praising their God.-
1 Nephi 1:4. 
Both simplicity and modesty are ex
hibited in this ancient vision of an 
early American prophet. The first 
vision of Joseph Smith reads:-

After I had rcJtirc;d into the phw'.l where I 
had previously desig·1wd to f.('O, having ltwked 
around me and finding myself alone, I 
llllllielilllild ~:hnru &nil. bega.n to gfflilr up iih01 Iilii• 

The Son can do nothing- of himself, but 
what be seeth the Father do; for what things 
soevec he doeth, these also doeth the Son 
likewise. For the Father lovet,h thf1 Son, 
and sbewet.h him all things that himsdf do-
3th; and ho will sht-lW him greater works 
than thPse, t,hat, ye m<>y ma,rvel. ... That 
all men should honor 1,he s,m, even as they 
honor tha Fd.ther. H'l that honorAth not the 
Son honoreth not the l<'<>,th<W which hath 
sent him .... F,Jr as the Father hat,h life in 
himself; so bath b8 t,(J t,be S·m t,o have 
!ifd in him"<Jif; and g·iv··n him au!;hority 
to r·x.cute juclgrnent al-o, b ·caw•ro be is the 
Son of man -.John 5: 19, 20, 23, 26, 27. 

Every sentient person can discover in 
this the acknowledgment of Christ, 
the superior place occupied by the 
Father in the Godhead, to the place 
o.ecu~Ji.e~ by himself, notwithstanding 
tne :Savwr says:-

I and my Father are one.-John 10:30. 

This oneness of unity should not be 
construed to mean identy of indivi.du· 
ali tv. for the same who said, "1 a,nd 
my ··F dJther are one," also said:-

For my F<.tber is greater tba.n I.-John 14: 
28 
Willing to recognize the manifesta, 
t.ions of the All-wise. that all such 
manifest.ati.ons are in of purpose 
and in the interest; of the redemption 
of man. as is evident,Jy taught in the 
Seript.ums:-

Now UH-··r·G ar;·j diver!,iti:::~s of g·Ht~;, but the 
S>lrne Spirit. And th<3re are dlffcJrences of 
admi.o.ist~ratinns, buli th:c-~ s&m{J Lord. And 
there are divc'lrsi;.jc,s of but it is 
the same God which all in all. But 
tbe ln~:.nHe~r,ry.~jnn of th~:' Snirjt. is !zlv'-'n to 
ev{"ry man tl> pn.fi'. wltlH>L-1 Cm· 12:4-7. 

Divilw ma-nifestations do not de
stroy t,be individ of eHher God, 
Christ, or any other person engaged 
in the lii~hlilwQ ~f lila.lvlil>tion. WQ ca.u 
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therefore accept the following with- I propriety of consecrating, having all 1 our obedience, our loyalty, and our 
out confounding the individuality of I things common, etc.; but have we discipleship to the one "who hath 
the Father and the Son. made the necessary preparation en- called us out of darkness into light." 

Believest thou not that I am in the Fa,ther, 'joined upon us? I greatly fear we as For St. Peter has said:-
and the Fat.her in me? the words that 1'' a church have not; and I believe the Hereunto were ye called: because Christ 
speak unto you I speak not of myself: but. principal feature of this preparation suffered for us, leaving us an example, that 
the Father that d welletb in me, he do•~th the · - h l"f l k d l · ye should follow his steps.-I Peter 2: 21. 
works. Belkve me that I am in the F~1ther, consists m t e 1 e i eness an g onous 
and the F1tther in me; or else believe me for example of t.he Savior reflected in our And as we fight the battle with the 
the very works' sake.-John 14: 10, 11. character. triune evil, the world, the flesh, and 

(Concluded next week.) Before Napoleon could have hoped the devil, may we ever strive to make 
-------------.. to conquer the ,empires of the old this loving Savior who left his throne 
SPIRITUAL PROGRESS. world be had to organize an army, and of glory that he might teach us how 

The thought occurs to me, What of before . this army- could hope to to live, our example, our model, and 
all the forces, which unite in strength achieve any visible success it must be our guide, that we may ultimately be
and combine in purpose for the gen- disciplined and developed in the art come like him. And now may the 
eral development and extension of and tactics of war. Are we not the God of peace, that brought again from 
the kingdom of God, is more essen- army of the Lord? Are we not now the dead our Lord Jesus, that great 
tial or that actually contributes as ef- in the midst of the fight? Are we shepherd of the sheep, through the 
fectually to general success as does gaining on the enemy of our souls? blood of the everlasting covenant, 
the noble life of the Saint. Our Sav- 'l'hink on these things, and ask your- make you perfect in every good work 
ior unmistakably comprehended this self what part in the battle against to do his will, working in you that 
effect and force, for in his ever mem- sin and wrong are you taking. The which is well pleasing in his sight; 
orable "sermon on the mount" he bat,tle is fierce and the enemy is through Jesus Christ, to whom be 
declared his disciples to be "t,he light stron2'_ ; we cannot afford to lose one glory forever and ever. Amen. 

o WILL E. LARUE. 
of the world." And that they might of our soldiers. Many are falling, GREEN VALLEY, Iowa, october 23. 
fully understand their responsibility some are deserting, God's recruiting 
to him in the work before them, and officers are out in the world seeking 
comprehend their personal· relation- for those who will enlist in God's 
ship as disciples, he said:- service to take places in the broken 

Let your light so shine before men, that ranks, and enlargement of his army. 
they may see your good works, and glorify But the chief feature in the success of 
your Father which is in heaveu.-Matt. 5: 16 the army depends upon how it is dis-

As a church, how assured are we ciplined. Saints. if we would acquiti 
(and what a great unity we have uni- ourselves as bold, brave, and true 
versally and generally come to in the soldiers of our King, do we not see 
conclusion) that we have the "true and feel the need of considering the 
light.'' There are no dissensions on wholesome advice of St. Paul, "ex
this point. Even the wayworn, the amine yourselves, and see whether ye 
tired and weary of well doing Saint, be in the faith"? And if we as a 
who through sin and iniquity and church will conscientiously do this, 
open and willful transgression of law we will soon discover that we are in
if he faints by tl:le wayside and looses deed in the faith, so far as theory 
his hold on eternal life and is dropped goes. 
out of the ranks, will, with scarcely But what about the practical and 
an exception, join with us in his testi- demonstrative features? Here is the 
mony that our gospel is true. The turning point, at which we bring our
thought, then, suggests itself here, selves face to face with our duty; 
If we profess such great confidence not in singang out any one particu
and belief in this light, and yet do not lar duty as required in the law, but 
ca11se it to shine, we witness against rather in every particular. 
ourselves, and have need of no con- Not with eye-service as men-pleasers; but 
demnation, for in this we are already as tbe servants of Christ, doiog the will of 
condemned. God from the heart.-Eph. 6: 6 

I write of these things because I We think it can be easily seen from 
feel so thoroughly impressed with the the reading of God's word, from the 
thought that there is nothing now so beginning of his dealings with man 
necessary for the church in general to until the present time, t,hat the burden 
observe, all other things duly .con- of the instruction given therein, as 
sidered, as that in our lives as well as the actual experiences of life, 
subjects of his kingdom we strive all combine in their manifestation to 
earnestly and faithfully and devotedly bring man nearer to God. We may 
to demonstrate to the world tbat we make a bold profession, but the gol
are walking in this light which we den fruit of our lives will not appear 
profess. There is nothing which unless we make a practical applica
calls fort.h such success and advance- tion of it. We may endeavor to teach 
ment in the preaching and establish- other men to do right, but how much 
ment of the word in estimation of all more effectually can we do this lf we 
as does the faithful, united, untiring are living aright ourselves. James 
effort of all, and above all this is well ' evidently sensed the importance of 
pleasing to God, who will ever reward this thought when he said:-
such diligence with great success. But wilt thou know, 0 vain man. that faith 

As a church we look forward to the without works is dead?-James 2:20. 
gathering in Zion, and it seems that Let us, then, as individuals, en
some would ham~ us to consider the de~owor to demonstrate in our daily lives 

TWO ANGEL MESSAGES. 

On the plains of Bethlehem: "Be
hold, I bring you good tidings of 
great joy, which shall be to all peo
ple." This was a God-given message 
that a Savior was born, a Redeemer 
of the race of mankind had appeared 
for their release from sin and its con
sequences. If that message ever has 
a fulfillment, then surely the creeds 
were (are) wrong, for it came too late 
to benefit a large class of the "all 
people" that had lived in the world, 
and the doctrine was (is) that no 
message could reach them anywhere 
else, only in this life. 

But how little the purpose of his 
coming was understood by those to 
whom hepame. They looked for him, 
it is true, but were looking in the 
wrong direction or way. They looked 
for him to come as a conqueror to de
liver them, Moses like, from their 
bondage; in other words, they looked 
in the palace, not the manger, and 
looked in vain in earthly courts for 
the Christ. It was hard for them to 
believe that one coming from the 
lowly walks of life would ever be able 
to deliver them ·from the bondage 
they were in, which they had brought 
upon themselves by their transgres
sion of the law of God; for which the 
Savior told them that their city and 
the children within it should be laid 
"even with the ground," and not one 
stone would be left upon another, be
cause they ''knew not the time of 
their visitation." (Luke 19: 44.) 

Suppose he harl restored the king
dom to them at that time, how long 
would they have retained possession 
of it? Surely no longer than his 
words were fulfilled. Moses had told 
them what would happen to them 
(Deut. 28); and the Savior knew they 
were fulfilling that prophecy, but 
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they did not. Or if had under-
stood the message, they would have pro.phots 
known that his mission was not to re- about him or his rues-
store temporal power to a few Jews; and slain the Lord's 
it had been proclaimed that he was prophet. Do 'obey know the time of 
to be Christ the Lord, and his mission their visitation any better than the 
was to all of Adam's race-all people. Jews did? And will they fare any 
(Luke 2: 10, 11.) It profited them better than they? 'rhe Lord says his 
nothing, because they would not re- ways are equal. 'rhe Savior said,
ceive it nor the messenger; but cast Thia is the condemnation, that light is 
him out of the vineyard, and said, come into the world, and men loved darkness 
Come, let us kill him,· and the inherH· rather than light, because tbei.r deeds were 
ance will be ours. (Mark 12:7, 8.) eviL-John 3: HI. 

But what an inheritance has been So we see that condemnation comes 
theirs, let history answer. if we choose to remain in ignorance 

these things have been taking place 
before their eyes so long? The a,n
swer is plain. They believe neither 
the lat,ter-day nor the former day 
prophets, neither the glad tidings of 
great joy that was to be to all people; 
but their ears are turned away from 
the truth. (2 Tim. 4: 4.) And the 
Sa,vior might well say to them, as he 
said to the Jews, How oft.en would I 
have gathered you, but ye would not. 
Will they be left as desolate? 0 that 
the honest in heart may see and come 
to the light before that time of deso-
laHon. J. N. AMES. 

How hard it was for even the apos" and neglect the privilege we have of CaARLE<·TowN, Mass., March 1o, 1 ~99. 

tles to understand his mission is seeing and coming to the light. The 
shown in the question, Wilt thou at Jews said they knew God spoke to 
this time restore again the kingdom Moses, and claimed to be his disciple; THE STONE KiNGDOM. 
to Israel (Acts 1:6)? showing that but as for this fellow; we do not know Having heard and read so much 
they did not understand what was "from whence he is." (John 9:29.) concerning the kingdom of God that 
written in the prophets; for he said They knew God bad spoken, but they was to be set up in the last days, as 
to them, "0 fools, and slow of heart did not know what he had said to found recorded in second chapter of 
to believe all that the prophets have I Moses concerning Uhrist, or they did Daniel, I will give the reader my 
spoken;" they did not know that he not believe it; for he said to them,- views on the subject. I see that the 
must suff~r and en~er in_to his glory, Had ye believed Moses, ye would have be- elde:s do not agree on the subject; 
although 1t was written m Moses and 1 lieved me for he wrote of me.-John 5:46. but 1t seems to me that they should, 
all the prophets. .(Luke 24: 27.) Now what have t,he prophets so that in expounding the Scriptures 

Now: the questwn m~y be ask.ed, spoken or written in regard to this 1 they would all tell th~ same story. 
What IS the use of saymg e,nythmg latter-day prophet or his I The first elders of the church taught 
abc:ut the Jews_? Surel.y ev~:ybo~y In the first place, i.f ~hey_ had con- that t~e church and kingdom that w~s 
beheves everythmg t,hat 1s wnuten m suited Jesus and h1s msp1red apos· 1 orga,mzed by command of God m 
the Bible about them, do they not? tles, they would have known that 1830 was the kingdom that Daniel 

I think I may safely say they do there was to come a falling away of said the God of heaven would set up 
not, for the people very often confess the chureh, and also of the gospel in the last days. In the ·•Voice of 
to me that they neither know nor be- which they preaclwd, as recorded in Warning," on page 17, Parley P. 
lieve wha·iJ is shown them that the 2 Thessalonians 2: B. beside many Pratt toc.k this view of the matter, 
prophets have spoken_. other texts that might be cited in the I while treating on prophecy already 

Well, what about t~1s angel message same line. And hsA they believed fulfilled. On page 257 Doctri?e and 
that the _}Jr?phets sa1d should come to these they would have Covenants. the Lord, speakmg of 
the world m tbe la,~ter ~_ay:? I known r,hat, Ghe same ~ospel could not I Parley P. P~att, state~ t.hat h~ sho~ld 
say, We do not believe m c:,ny be untll restored; and be blessed m expoundmg all scnp· 
thing, because the Lord had said all it could not be restored without tures. 
he ever intended to, and could never a for the Lord to I firmly believe that the kingdom, 
send another mes~age to man on the a,s repn-JsEmt,ed by the stone that was 
earth. And we d1d not know nor be L<1rd G:!cl wiil do Dothing, but cut out of the mountain without hands 
l . t' t ' ' t . d 1 J ' 1eve . na tne propne ·-s ha spoKen be hie Bi··cr<ct unto hb servu,nt,,; the is already set, up; and I believe that the 
anythmg about :::m ~ngel message. o~ophets.-Au1 '! 8 3:7. church that was set up in 1830 is t.tmt 
Now who are .fools and slow of heart he says th1s statement is a sure kino-dom. Let us read the word of 
to believe? Well, the Jews are not tbiog. God on t,his subject:-
alonenow; theybave lots of company. I Now if this 
It was not the mere fact that Jesus 
was born that was to be the source of 
great joy, but what he ta,ught that, 
men should believe and do. So, then, 
God's will to man was manifest 
in the person of Jesus the Christ, for 
he came not to do his own will, but. 
the will of him that sent and to was the same message come 
finish his work. (John 4: 34.) for Jesus S<tid that sarne 

If the message he brought was the should be just 
gospel restored, by which salvation the end. And if 
was t.o come to all people by obedi- had read and 
ence, would not salvation be obtained 19, they ought to know that it hn,s 
in any age of the world when the been its fulfillment evi:Jr since 
same plan is taught, if compli<Jd with? the latter prophet came wir.h that 
I think so; for God has no respect for message, as also that recorded in 
persons. Isaiah 29. He said the time had come 

Now in the opening of the dispensa- for this to be fulfilled, and t,hat it has 
tion of the fullness of times, when the and is having its fulfiilment, no one 
Lord has sent again this same glad (lan successfully deny. So we find 
tidings of great joy to all people, by him according to law and 
an angel, to deliver to the prophet testimony. 
that be had raised up to receive and Now why do they not know when 

and lo, a voice as of one from on 
high, who mighty and powerful, whose go
ing forth is unto the ends of the earth; yea, 
whose voice i" unto men, Preparil the w';J.y 
of tho Lord, make his pM,bs 'I'tJe 
keys of the kingdom of G:.Jd are committed 
unto man on the earth, awl from thence shall 
the gospel roll forth u rJ to the ends of the 
eH<rth, as the stone which is cut out of the 
IDOunt<tin wichout haodci shall roll fnrtb, un
UI. it has filled the whole earth y;oa. a voice 
crying, Pl'epa•·e ye the way of Lnni; pre· 

ye the supper of the L'1mb. make rt':Mly 
the Bridegroom; pray nnto t.i:l<-' Lord; 

call upon his holy name; malr<., krl'JWu his 
wonderful workA among the P''OPlP, call upon 
tho· Lord, that his kingdom may forth 
upon Lhe earth; that the inh:;,bi then1of 
mt~y receive it, and be prepa,..,;d Lw the days 
to come, in the which the Son of Man sh:;,ll 
comB down in heav0u, clothed in t.h<cJ bright,
ness of his glory, to meet the klngdom of God 
which is set up on the earth; wherefor-e, may 
the kin!l"dom of God go forth, that the king
dom of 1teavt>n may r.ome, tbat thou, 0 GZld, 
may he glorlfi,"d in heaven, so on ear1.h, that 
thy enemies m;;y be subduod; for thive is the 
honor-, power, and glory, fon;ver and ever. 
Amen.-D. C., sec. 65. 
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The view is taken by some, that the I' to roll forth, and will continue, 
stone kingdom will not be set up un- gathering from all other kingdoms 
til the Lord comes in his glory. An- until Christ shall come, and all those 
other view is that this free govern- who have not become subjects of the 
ment of ours is that kingdom; but stone kingdom shall be destroyed and 
from the revelation we see the stone there will only be the one kingdom 
is already cut out and set up, and that left. Still it will not cease to roll un
it is going to roll until it bas filled the til it has filled the whole earth. 
whole earth, and that the gospel of If the reader will read the 34th and 
this kingdom is going to roll forth as 45th verses of the second chapter of 
the stone, and gather in from all other Daniel, he will see that Daniel is tell· 
kingdoms. ing the king what he saw in the 

I believe that the kingdom is one dream, but in the 44.th verse he gives 
thing, and that the gospel is some- the interpretation of what was seen, 
thing that belongs to the kingdom. and only has reference to the one 
We read:--· kingdom of God that was to be set up 

And this gospel of the kingdom shall be 
preached in all the world.-Matt. 24: 14. 

We see also in the revelation that 
the Lord is coming to meet the king
dom of God which is set up on the 
earth; not which shall be set up on the 
earth, but which is already set up. I 
do not believe he is coming to meet 
this free government of ours, because 
in no place in his word bas God ever 
called it his kingdom; but we find 
many places in Scripture where be 
calls his church the kingdom of God. 

According to Daniel the stone king
dom is going to stand forever; but 
will our free government stand for
ever? Will we be governed by a 
President of the United States through 
the millennium? I think not. Christ 
will be the only king, and all other 
kingdoms and free governments will 
have been by the time of his coming 
broken in pieces, by the stone king
dom, or, in other words, by the serv- · 
ants of God. The Lord says, in 
Doctrine and Covenants, page 231, 
speaking to his servants:-

For with you, saith the Lord, I will rend 
their kingdoms. 

On page 110 the Lord tells us bow 
we may become subjects of his king
dom:-

For verily I say unto you, All those who 
receive my gospel are sons and daughters in 
my kingdom. 
Not sons and daughters of this free 
government, but sons and daughters 
of the stone which the Lord says is 
cut out of the mountain. 

On page 112 we read:-
Wherefore you shall partake of none, ex

cept it is made new among you; yea, in this 
my Father's kingdom whwh shall be built 
upon the earth. 

And again, on page 192:-
I will be merciful unto you, for I have 

given unto you thli! kingdom. 

in the last days. 
Hoping we will all come to the 

unity of the faith, 
A. W. WHITING. 

STICKTOITIVENESS. 

Of a long time ago have I heard the 
boys sing: "Jordan am a hard road 
to trabble," and for a dead certainty 
I believe it to be so; but there was 
a little something I learned in child
hood running thusly: "If at first 
y_ou don't succeed, try, try again." 
So here I come again, for the reason 
that up to date the compliance with 
former appeals in behalf of Graceland 
is not sufficient to tide us over to the 
shore of never want. 

The kind words of encouragement 
and cheer, and the few dollars that 
have come in, have whetted the edge 
of my determination to continue, for 
perhaps I may be as successful as the 
old lady of the following narrative:-

And he spake a parable unto them to this 
end, that men ought always to pray, and not 
faint: saying, There was in a city a judge, 
which feared not God, neither regarded man: 
and there wfls a widow in that city; and she 
came unto him, saying, Avenge me of mine 
adversary. And he would not for a while: 
but afterward he said within himself, Though 
I fear not God, nor regard man; yet because 
this widow troubleth me, I will avenge her, 
lest by her continual coming she weary me. 
And the Lord said, Hear what the unjust 
judge saith.-Luke 18: 1-6. · 
It was the woman's "sticktoitiveness" 
that brought to her the desired vic
tory. 

And it is this principle of continual 
and everlastingly·keep-at-it policy 
that I wish to press home upon your 
consideration, for I see no way of our 
accomplishing the trust and responsi
bility imposed by the action of the 
last General Conference, only by /this 
"sticktoitiveness," to keep before the 
Saints their part of the responsibility, 
for the college, being the property 
and an institution of the church, and 
every member of the church being an 
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church is favorable to education. God 
commanded us to seek "out of the 
best books words of wisdom," and 
how is this seeking to be done? Let 
the book of the ··latter revelations an
swer:-

Seek learning even by study, and also by 
faith. 
This requirement of God imposes 
more than the mere reading of books. 

In the forthcoming Church History 
will the following be found:-

The establishment of schools we are most 
decidedly in favor of. What may have been 
the character of the s.chool at Kirtland, so far 
as its personal conduct was concerned, we are 
not aware; but suppose it to have been for 
the purpose of receiving and imparting 
necessary instruction to those wishing to 
avail themselves of its advantages. Such 
was evidently the intention of the establish
men,t of the school or schools at Nauvoo; and 
the only bad feature that we now remember 
in connection with any of the literary in
stitutions at Nauvoo, is the library belonging 
to the "Lyceum Association," was grossly 
robbed of its books, at or about the time of 
the breaking up there. If a people would be 
free, they must be intelligent, and intelli
gence other than the light of the Spirit must 
be cultivated, and cult.ivation must be had in 
the schools; and these schools to be efl'ective 
for the people, must be of and by the people. 
Such are we trying to present Grace
land, for it came into being by the 
voice of the people and it is kept open 
for the benefit of the people. All 
who may wish to attend, and if kept 
alive and running, it needs be by the 
patronage of the people, and the 
deficit between amount received from 
scholarships and running expense 
will have to be made up by donations. 

Now Saints, we appeal for what 
help you are able to grant us, for as 
your servants seeking to faithfully 
discharge our duties, we do not ex
pect to let Graceland die without your 
being well and sufficiently .warned of 
the approaching demise. 

I will give you Saints a sign by 
which you may know when the treas
ury of Graceland is full, and we need 
no more financial aid, namely: when 
the undersigned shall cease to write 
pleading for help, you will then know 
that our necessities have been amply 
supplied. 

Saints, are we living in a time and 
manner that the following is applica
ble? 

And that servant, which knew his lord's 
will, and prepared not himself, neither did 
according to his will, shall be beaten with 
many stripes.-Luke 12:47. 

Now! shall we plead for bread and 
receive a stone? 

Please send in your donations, and 
rejoice the hearts of your servants. 

For Graceland's success, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

Bo:z: 214 LaMONI, Iowa. 

From these few quotations I think 
the reader will be able to see that the 
stone kingdom is already set up on the 
earth, and that the church that was 
organized in 1830 is that kingdom, 
and that Daniel's prophecy is fulfilled 
where he says,-

equal stockholder, therefore it is to 
your honor and interest that the col- -

The God of heaven maketh known what 
shall be in the latter days. 
So I believe the kingdom had a be
ginning in 1830, and it bas continued 

lege be kept running, and that with- I am success. Though hungry, cold, ill-clad, 
out going into debt. Do not put off I wander for awhlle, I smile and say
sending in your help, for that is both 1 "It is but for a time; I shall be glad 
a bad and an unprofitable policy. 1 Tomorrow, for good fortune comes my way." 

The polity and history of this ' -Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
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LeHBr DepartmEnt 
A'l'CHISON, Kansas, Nov. 1. 

Editors Herald:-I have been a member of 
this church about ten years, and have never 
regretted the step taken. Before [entered I 
was afflicted for several years, and tried doc
tors with no results of good. I then made up 
my mind that if there was a God, that he 
could heal me, and that if he would I would 
try to serve him the rest of my life. I went 
to the Salvation Army to investigate, and 
thought that if God was in it and would re
veal to me that it was the way, and that if 
he would heal me, I would obey; hut I was 
disgusted with their way of worshiping God, 
and turned to investigate some other way. I 
next heard the Christian Church preach fa,itb, 
repentance, and baptism for the remission of 
sins, and I obeyed that form of religion; but 
I felt after entering that church that I had a 
right to understand the Bible, and was told 
three times bythe pastor how to study the 
Bible; but I was always more in the dark 
after follov. ing· his instructions. I took the 
trouble to God in prayer, and soon I heard 
the restored gospel preached in its fullness 
and power, and said to myself, that is the 
truth, and if that church (the Reorganized 
Church) taught all things as those I bad 
heard that it was the church of God, and I 
would obey the same. I entered the Chris
tian Church the 25th of June, 1890, and was 
baptized into this church the 17th of Septem
ber. 

Now I know this is the truth, and rejoice 
that I have been permitted to live in the age 
when God in his mercy has called and 
authorized men to preach the everlasting 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
God'B commandments; if we want a physical 
blessing, let us send for the elders of the 
church and not for doctors and strong· drugs, 
and God will bless us. If we want a temporal 
blessing, let us bring all our tithes and offer
ings into God'cl storehouse, and he will pour 
out a bles6ing to us. 

My soul is in this work, and my desire is 
that I and all who may espouse this work 
may so live that the blessings of the gospel 
may ho ours to enjoy here, and eternal life 
hereafter. 

I believe that God is stretching fort,h his 
hand to maintain his C!l"use here in Atchison, 
an<l that be has some if not many people here. 

Bro. Robert Warnock, of F<J.rmingt"on, 
Iowa, has moved here with his good and kind 
companion, and is president of this br~tnch. 

He is a good soul. 
We have been blessed with some of the 

missionary and local brethren from other 
branches, and the Saints are enjoying life and 
the Spirit of God to a marked degree. Breth
ren M. T. Short and A. H. P<>rsons .:u·e here 
at present, and have done some good preach
ing; also Bro. W. S. Pender and bride, Sr. 
Fannie Gurwell, of Fanning, Kansas, pa:ssed 
through here on their way to the groom'8 
home, Hallowell, Kansas. Sr. Pender is a 
charming, kind, gentle little soul. May they 
live long to enjoy each other's company! 

I believe I speak the Saintb' and our worthy 
president's sentiments in asking· anyone of 
the elders who may be passing here to stop 
and preach for us. 

I pray for Zwn's welfare, and ask an in
terest in the prayers of the Saints. 

Yom· brother in bonds, 
JAMES W, BURNS. 

gospel in its fullness. I know the gospel has BUFFALO, N. Y., Oct. 29. 
been restored, and that the blessings are ob- Ed'itors Herald:-I have been here for a 
tainable through the God-given plan of salva- few days to see what can be done towards ef
tion. I haro been healed many times, and fecting an opening· for preaching in this city. 
blessed spiritually, physically, and temporally No effort of any consequence has ever been 
by the band of God. I have seen my wife made to introduce the work here. A few 
healed many times, and at times when the Saints live in the city. Bro. and Sr. Fisher 
neighbors would walk the floor of my house reside about seventeen miles away, at EJ>st 
and wring their hands and implore me to Aurora, and there !l.i'e friends and sympathiz· 
send for a doctor, I would always ask them ers in an adjacent n<>ighborhood. It is but a 
to take care of my wife while I went for the few miles further to Niagara Falls, where a 
elders, and they have expressed surprise (as number of Saints reside. With an opening 
my companion would seem almost gone or and interest here it would be a natural place 
dead) when the elders would uome and anoint of meeting from all adj&cent points, at times. 
with oil and lay bands on her and she always Then, just now, it would be in touch with 
would arise immediately and resume her the great ''l:'t~n-American Exhibition," 
house duties. planned for the year 1901. E\aboratR prepa-

I have bad some experiences of healing of rations are being made in the erection of 
my own body. Ouce when I was at Centralia, buildings, etc, for the great show; EO that in 
Kansas, I was sorely afi1icted with catarrh the distance the place now res. mbles the 
of the head and nose, and when the elders ''White City" at Chicago, Illinois, during 
administered to me I felt a tickling and sooth- the time of holding· the "World's Fair." 
ing sensation in my nose, and was made whole 

1 

The place is already known in local parlance 
or almost before the elders took their hands as "Pan-American," and no doubt it will be 
off me. Oh! brothers and sisters, the God of j the center for sight-seers for the coming 
heaven is the same to day as he has always year. The great falls being contiguous will 
been, and in the gospel is a provision for·J be an attraction that never fails to delight 
every need of the human family, spiritually, the eye of beholders. 
physically, and• temporally .. , I believe that A main question to be considered by us, 
GJd has the destiny of every being in his however, is, What can be done in the way of 
hand, and if we do good we shall be blessed, making its, permanent success provided an 
and if we do evil we will be punished. If we opening is effected? Where is the man to 
want a spiritual blessing, let us keep all of · come from to carry it on? 'fhis is the hitch. 

The laborers are all employed elsewhere, 
and still the cry of "send mnre h1borers" is 
he!!.rd. Yet here seema to be a real Qppor
tunity. Bro. and Sr. William Brothers re
side here, and are very exemplary Saints, 
also Bro. and Sr. :;pillaburl'Y· 

Yesterday, in company with Sr. Brothers 
and Anne, I went to Niaga:-a, Canada, at
t<3nd<:'d the Sunday school, and aid,od Bro. 
Place in the Sunday's services held in their 
new and neat little church. A sacrament 
service was held in the afternoon, and the 
Saints manifest a lively earnestness in the 
work. At evenino; there was an audience of 
some seventy-five present,, large for this 
place, as there is much prejudice therfl, and 
of the kind that will not come to the front, 
the "freeze-out" kind. Bro. PJace is in 
charge of the branch, with a nice li.ttle band 
of Saints to aid him. Bro. R. C. Evaos will 
please pardon this crossing of the line into 
his terri tory. This reference will notify him 
of the invasion. We administered to Bro. 
Biggers while there, who was very low with 
typhoid fever. Doubtful as to his recovery. 

While west, in September, I went to Plain
view, Nebraska, to see my brother, who was 
reported to be very sick. On the way, I at·
rived in Omaha, Sunday morn in~?, September 
16, and improved t.he oppm·tunity to meet 
with the Saints of that place. \Vas kindly re
ceived by them, and well cared for at the homes 
of Brn. Huff and C. M. Hollenbeck. Br'). Hu
bert Case was present, and prepared for the 
services of the day, but dEclined in my favur 
and I pt·eached for them, morning and eveu· 
ing, being splendidly aided by those present 
and in charge, but whose names are not now 
remembered. This was my first meeting· with 
the Omaha Saints at their home, and it was 
a pleasant one. They seemed just like Saints 
aud good ones, too. Worthy fruit of those 
industriously laboring there, of whom many 
complimentary references, were made, Bro. 
Fred A. Smith receiving a fair share. May 
the Spirit's peace, which the world knows 
not of, ever abide with them. 

On Monds,y followiDg I arrived at Plain
view. Found my brother quite ill, with a 
kind of suspended doubt prevailing as ·to l·e· 
suits. Thinkiog it for 'Lhe best to stay in 
Nebraska over the following Sunday, I ra.n 
down to Inmao, and tarried with the Saints 
of that place. Preached for· them twice on 
Sunday, and attended the Sabbath school 
and Religio meetings. There was a good in
terest manifested in the meeting·s. 'fhe or
gaoization is not ]urge, but is the result of 
much labor and effort by those devoted to 
the work there. It •vas introduced, I be
lieved, by Bro. James Oaffall, at the inst,ance 
of Bro. E. DJwney. Victory was obtained 
after meeting a brisk opposition. The young 
people of tbe place are earnestly eng-aged in 
the various departments of the work. Meet
ing Sr. Belle Wisdom therer whom I had met 
at the "Home" in LRmoni, Iowa, rendered 
my visit at once the more agrees-ble. Sr. 
Belle is an all-round girl for business, and an 
active factor in ohurcb work at Inman. Bro. 
and Sr. Downey, where I made it. my borne 
while there, are of long standing in the 
church. Have maintained its integrity 
through evil and good report, met the shafts 
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of persecution, 8,nd know tbe real worth of land the last Saturday in Ft~brm1''Y, 190L 
the faith. Their standing is such as to en- Visiting Saints received !l, 

force respect, and those who have labored tainment at. New Philudeiphla. 
there hitherto have left a good record, hence of this conference, Bw. Hilliard and 
Inman bids fair to be as a lighthouse t.o illu- to KirtlaDd, and held two services, Bro. y•nw p 1ace, it is 
ruinate the p1•airies of Nebraska with gospel Hilliard preaching in hi~ usut~.l forcibly wan'& to, hut because I 
truth. This again was an invasion of another's after whlch he depart,ed for the west tho time I suspect I am a r,low 
territory, that of Bro. James C<tff~>ll. May following Sunday I preached at K\rt.land anyway; but I bdieve in, sn f8,r as 
it be agreeable. Cleveland. On Monday evening listened fen' possible, thoroughly the ground 

On Monday, 24th, Bro. Peterson kindly the first time to the Dmnocn>tic ca.ndld,;,t,e be.fore huntin,:; or going· ·~o places. 
brought me with private conveyance to the for· the presidency after which I camo tu I have to some paeties in the north-
rail way station-distance seven miles. I ap- York State. VVM. H. KELLEY. ern pari; or cut· disr.dct of the chtH,ces 
preciated this ride the more as it gave me a I to ge~ cultivate r'ound, but) have not 
bet.ter view of the countr"·, besides, Bro. , I hear·d yet. I w~1s gla.d meet cur· worthy 

o CLEVELAND. Iowa, No•1. 2. .,~.: " 
Peterson is zealous in the work ~nd an agree- .Ji]dito'rs Jlerald:-·The buildJng of~ .. ehnruh I b. Lvub.~-'r, "'VV. 1:~,.. 

b\ · T' h d < • • • , w·ct.<t hoJ.:r.G a e cornpamon. ne sun s one W!l,rm an m thls place 1s an accomplls!:Jc;d fact Onr . " o 

brightly, the wind blew briskly, so I judged church is comoleted, even to the mlpsrlng o: 1 fnnn NdccG.sk:s., here \,bey bc:en for <:>is-
it to be a typical Nebraska day. I returned its walls. It i~ nicely iig-hted wi.th g·asoline 1 t.er

1
Smith's heaith, and I was rnade to r0'joico 

at evening to Plainview, to find my Brother lamps. It is pronounced by everybedy a nice, I to .earn .h"tdth is l!.H:1V2ri~.Uy better, 
George improved. Before going to Inman I neat little church. Wo have paid about fivo I and_ that thoug;ht he wouhl. be able 
ad ~l·nl'•t,e.red t•~ h1'm, "nd he re·ce1'ved help t0 1re ·ihe field in s, d!l.ys. lf be does ~ - " " hundred dollars, and W<'l owe about that · ·· • 
and walked up town, so the outlook appeared h , .1 · b and is left in t.his district, we are hopeful amount; so t e om dwg costs a out om' 
more hopeful for him. t.housand dollars. 'rhe attendance ;;,t our for more labor being· done, for he is one of 

E l • · I ! ft Pl.· · f the Hrustlers." ar Y nexa mormng e _amvww or meetings is from fair to good. Bro. ·william 
L " o 1' h I" 1' d th U"Y ~ft · aDd Bro. Mintun, I believe, is ],.borirw_ at Big-
. ~m· ~-' w ere. n wl'l:' Vt'l . ' e ~· . "' er,' -· i E._ Williams is br~nch president, and is a " 
the d~y aft.er tno.t, started for tbe Easteln faithful and atteuttve wnrkor. The Sundgy lor's Grove. I hlrn he fl;e1ing 
field of labor, hgviug changed my mind about school is under Sr. ElizB,beth E v'Villhuns' t.he ell'ect,s of over-work, Ple&6e r-;:mdober 
alttending· thA reunion at Dow Cit~yi conclud~ vvatchcare, is doing· well. Apostle Jo- us in this neck of ·l;bo ·woods. 
ing that there were more there to serve the seph R. Lambert preached the first two ser- ln bonds, 
interest nf the cause proportionately than in 1 mons at ·~he opening" of om· church, with J. lVL BAKER. 
the Eastern mission. So S&.turday, Septem- good effect. I 
ber 29, found me at Vales Mill, Ohio, in a~- Br·o. J. C. Clapp preached for us about 
tendance at the Ohio district conference. three weeks, and did excellent work, holding 
Bro. George H. Hi!H!l,rd chanced to come in his crowd right along, His retentive powers 
at the same time. Conference was in session,. are wonderful. H was phenornanal with what 
and business well under way when we arrived. ease and precisiun hcJ would quote 
A good representation of the district was and the scripture. He is dg'h tly deno;:nim1tcd I 
present,, and a plet1stwt and profitable time the "walklng encyclopedia." At tho olG2ll 

had all through. Some matters considered of his meeting the S11.ints passed a resolution 
produced, for the time, a little friction, but of s.ppreciation with a W!.H'ill invitation to 
all ended in peace and good fellowship, and come again. E'our, all heads of famil.ies, 

LAMAR, Colo., Oct .. 31. 
Editcm; .HeTu.Zd:-·Bn;e. C. R. DLmcan and 

!.he wdtet· at this p!acco-or 
Bro. Dun-
rnc;eting·s 

I v,rTl.ved 

the Saints returned home conficmeu and con- have been baptized slnce we are here in <>,n I c'ot,i ve 
fident in the faith. A t•plendid welcome was organized state, Yom·s, I 
given by the Saints a,nd friends at Vales EV'N B uoRG N , 
Mill to those att.endani; at the conference. --------·-"_ · lrL. A · I :~r:v~:,t:'5 

Bro. Hilliard and I went. from the confer- I nJAJ.o, 
ence to Creola, where Bro. Hilliard preached ORSON, Iowa, Nov, 5. 
an animating disoourBe. There are hopeful EditoTs HeTald:-I v,m located at Bro_, 'D. R <.:ll.lities. 
signs of success at CtEola. Thence we went Coffman's, holding meetings in the Coffml'l1 
to Columbus, where we were pleasantly en- schoolhouse. Despite the rain and mud, 
tertained at Bro. J. E. r,,1athewt?, who is CODg1~egations and ~JJttendance have been 
deeply interested in the success of the work. good. Have hs,d good liberty in telling- the 

1 

Vvhile there we called on Sr. Schofield at her goswol story. Ha,d two preMhing- meeting8J 
home, and met two very promising young yesterday, one Sundv.,y school, one Religio, 
men who had been investigating the faith for and .organized a RGligio local; but at, 1;he 
some time, and who expressed themselves as preaching set·vice last evening t.he house was 
about ready to unite with '&he church. The full. 
Brn. Goodriches and Beatty have been labor- As soon as possible after the Dow City re
ing there, meeting with encouragement and union I went to Missouri Valley for a week. 
are hopeful of gathering together a working Had some good meet.iugs and hope good was 
force in that city. done. From there I went G!1lltwd'o Grove 

Oct. 6, in company with Bro. Hilliard, I at- to attend convetJtions and district conference. 
tended the Kirtland district conference, held Was expecting to gt'lt home for two days to 
at New Philadelphia. There was a good help get things in better shape for winter, 
representation of the district present, and an but was disappointed. Had to remain in t.he 
excellent feeling and intel"est, prevailed all Grove to preach at the funeriJJ of Bro. and Sr. 
through. The business done was satisfactory Di.wid Baughman's b;.;be which died V<jf'J 

to alL Brn. J. Fr·ar;k McDowell, 0. J. suddenly. Was prlvi.lilged to stay at home 
Tary, and D. L. Ullom were present from the about hours, then f!,way for this place. 
Pittsburg district, and assisted in the work 'fomorrow is election day. I am going to 
of the conference. Brn. F. J. Ebeling and take advantage of the opportunity and try 
Richard Baldwin were appointed president and get home for about the same length of 
and associate of the district. One was bap- time again, then back to the field of btJ,ttle, 
tized, and adjournment had to meet at Kirt- ' I fiud there are many more calls '•han I can 

la of in tt;;l'
of 

Ever pra,.yiDg for Zion's wei:dj I am, 
Yoar bwthee, 

A. B. HANSON. 

CORHELL 1 Nov. 4. 
your letters 

ubonl lunesota, 

elder~ according to 
more to Bro. I. N. 

RobGt"ts' force of missionaries. Now if Bro. 
l~~obel~ts v):ill accedo to the r(:·q ue.§t~ a.gain~ aed 
seJd eldet· lujre, either Bro, Eli f-Iayer 
or somo wUl be gladly 
recei veU, ~t) 

Haye:·'s 
Sume who 

f.dong·, for we rt:~ad 
that "'rhey which ~J,re vvh:lle need not a pfly .. 
sician" but they "that are sick." Many are 
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troubled in this place with disease called 
''pt'cjudice," and a few doses of sound doc
trirw ms.y curo thorn. I cannot, with com
placeney, attend their meetings where the 
hat is pB .. s:sed for t.he suppor't of the ministry, 
for it wss not so taught by our Savior. Some, 
I know, vi'ill receive the gospel with gladness. 
I willll.ttend to their temporal wants as far 
as po:~sible. 

Yours for the restored gospel, 
JAMES M. BLOOD. 

P. S.-I received a letter from Bro. Hayer 
a few days ago at Mills, Minnesota. He was 
having good attendance and interest, enjoy
ing the Spirit in a good degree. 

KINGSTON, Mo., Nov. 5. 
Editors Hemld:-I am in the county seat of 

Caldwell county, Missouri. I came here Sat
urday from Braymer. Bro. and Sr. Gilliland 
brought me overland and we came by way of 
Haun'8 Mills, >md had the pleasure of meet
ing, while on the historic spot, one William 
Odell, who was born near that place in 1832, 
and was a com peteut guide, as he had seen 
the mill and blacksmith shop. He showed 
us where t.he old well was, as best he could; 
that is, within a few feet, as the land is culti-
vated r1ow. 

I conducted the two days' meeting- at Wa
kenda bnmch in Ray, on the 27th :and 28th of 
October, being assisted by Bro. Alma Booker, 
as my asscciate in this instance did not ar
rive" We bad a good meeting. Much of the 
Spirit was felt. I spoke on Monday and 
TU<Jl'day evenings followinll, with good lib
erty. On Sunday I organized a Religio so
ciety, and we feel that the work is onward in 
this part. 

Bro. Efcanie Craven brought me to Bray
mer on Friday and thence to Kingston as be· 
foro described. I spoke twice in the Saints' 
church y<esterday. 

'l'his is certainly a fimJ field for a beginner. 
The 8:9.ints assist both temporally and spir· 
itualiy. May the Lord bless the kind hands 
and hearts! Ever praying for the welf!!,re of 
Zlon, lam, Your brother in bonds, 

W AL'J:ER W. SMITH. 

i C. Oakley, Summersett, Texas, .......... 2 00 ) is a balm for every wounded breast, and with 
· A friend, grocerie~, San Antonio, ...... 1 00 j' full purpose of heart and renewed strength I 

Business Men's Club, San Antonio, ...... 5 00 again place my shoulder to the wheel, know-
" " " groceries, ........... 5 00 ing that though I have suffered God will 

Woodmen of the World, at Houston, work everything together for my good. "My 
Texas, ............................... 5 00 times are in" his hands, my will and wishes I 

The Amalgamated Association of Street lay at. his feet. And now I can hear sweet 
Railway Employes of America, Div. whispers: "My child, you have tried to do 
No. 78 .............................. 5 00 good." And when I feel alone and neglected, 

Galveston, Texas, Relief Fund, ......... .4 50 I look to the great Burden· bearer. I am 
Making a total of .............. $48 05 trusting in his promises. Away from church 

Bro. and Sr. L. L. Wight, of Sweetwater, privilege, yet God is with me. Let come 
Texas, sent us a bed quilt, which we received what will, I will cheerfully 'lay, "Thy will be 
today, and we have received some little done." I expect to profit by my experience; 
clothing, second hand mostly. We are and for his mercy and watchcare over me, in 
thankful to all donors, and hope they may diligenc8 and humility I hope to be found 
never have to pass through the ordeal that faithful to his commandments. My daily 
we did. If you wish, you may put this in the prayers are that God will bless the tried ones 
Herald. everywhere, that we may have a right to a 

Now, in answer to you as to how we are white robe, a crown, or to the "tree of life." 
getting along: We are doing reasonably And for the good we may do, and for the 
well, thank God! I have work at two dollars blessings we receive, to God be the praise, 
and fifty cents per day of nine !lours. I am a honor, and glory. 
car buiider, and have work with the Street Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am, 
Rail way here in their shops; and if the job Your sister in hopes of eternal life, 
proves to be steady I will be comfortable MRS. ELLA PARKER. 
soon, if the cold weather holds off a while 
yet, and my health keeps good. 

WM. G. NORTH. 
112 Simpson Street. 

RICHMOND, Va,, Nov. 5. 
Editors Herald:-I find the walls of preju

dice and bigotry about as impregnable as 
SMITHLAND, Iowa, November 2. ever, in almost every place I try to make an 

Editors Herald:-While for three years I opening. In some places no house can be ob
have enjoyed reading letters written by oth- tained to hold meetings, where the people 
ers i.n the dear church papers, which has would come out to hear, and in others where 
been food for my hungry soul, I hope this I can get the place to preach I cannot get the 
will strengthen or encourage some one. hearers. But I have this consolation, that 

Until six years ago I never heard this goe- where my responsibility ends in having made 
pel preached. The tent of this district came the effort, or having delivered the message, 
to Smithland. I was just recovering from a there is where their responsibility begins. 
severe spell of sickness. The girl who was I have tr2>veled over more territory this year 
working for me was a member of the Latter than I have done before, and probably done 
Day Saint Church. She expressed a desire less preaching than in any former year. I 
to go to the meetings, and asked me to go made a visit to our worthy broth<lr, W. R. 
with her. I went, and the third year the tent Davison, and his worthy family, who came 
came I was confident it was the church I had from Iowa nearly a year ago, and settled near 
waited for, as I had never joined any before, Sterling, about thirty miles from Washing
though always had a desire to become a ton. Bro. D. was refused the use of the 
Christian, not in word only, but in truth. I church where he and his family had been 
was called-I obeyed the call, and was bap- accustomed to go since coming to this state, 

-~~-.- tized by J. W. Wight. I will confess, my de- and the Rev.(?) Mr. Dolly refused to be in-
SAN AN'l'ONIO, Tex., Oct. 30. sires were very strong, with uncultivated troduced to me, stating that he did not want 

BISHOP E. L. KELLEY; abillty; but with prayerful heart I was led to anything to do with the Book of Mormon, 
Dea1· Bro. in Bonds:-Yom·s of the 18th re· study the word of God. Joe Smith, nor any of the representatives: 

ceived in due time. Allow me to thank you The first year au· went smoothly. There "Why,'' said he, "don't you know they are 
for your kindness. May God ever watch over seemed to be no trials-only a hungry soul. gathering up our women by the car-load and 
ali those that were thoughtful enough to But, alas, the second year! Unawares, shipping them to Utah?" We held a few 
realize that we were left in a destitute condi- I had certainly prepared myself for the services in the house of Bro. D., but could 
tion and lent us a helping hand! I will give test. Ere long troubles came, fast and get out but few to hear the message. 
you a list of my receipts to date from the thick; the two powers met. The dark cloud We went from there to Washington, to get 
Saints and friends:-· hung low, obscuring the sunlight of heaven. the train for Richmond, and stopped over 

SAINTS. 0, the disappointments, the discourage- night in the city with Alpheus Davison, 
A sister at Saints' home, Lamoni, Iowa, $ 25 mente, the pain! No earthly friend can father of Bro. W. R., and an earnest worker 

" in East Helena, Montana, ... 0 •• 2 00 ever tQU their grea~ness. The hundreth in the Advent Church. Also his son Joseph, 
~' lnMissouri, .......... ~ .......... l 00 part can never be told! Unhindered, un ... who is a prominent minister in that organi .. 

Dowville Saints, ......................... 8 80 checked, my soul drank of the "waters of zation, and a writer of some note, and a man 
Bro. Franklin, Bryan, Texas, ........... .4 00 Marah," and they were bitter, indeed! I of good motives and holy purposes. I could 
Bro. Orlando Davenpcr-t, San Antonio, have had a struggle such as I nevet· want to not have been treated better or with more re-

Texas, ....................... , ........ 1 00 pass through again. I pleaded for mercy, spect at the home of own brethren. I could 
Mother Jett, San Antonio, 'Texas, ....... 1 00 though at times it seemed that God, too, had not but make the comparison in my own mind 

FRIENDS. forsaken me. But he is merciiul, and ever I of the difference between those who are really 
Miss Mollie Bennett, San Antonio, ...... 1 00 cares for his own. Had I ceased the struggle, honest and sincere, and those who are only 
C. Bush, San Antonio, ................ 1 00 all would have been a failure. Through con- Jl religious bigots. I was introduced as "Will's 
Kirk Small, San Antonio,............... 50 1 stant prayer I have the assurance that there friend," and on this account I was entitled to 
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the same kind at.tention as "Will" himself. 
This was enougb; though not of his faith it 
would not hinder the application of the gol
den rule. How different in so many cases, 
where it seems as soon as they have attached 
themselves to some society called a "church," 
they immediately forget everything else and 
even their patriotism, to persecute every 
thing that does not seem to favor their pre
concei veu notions and opl nions. 

Well, I arrived !Jere safely, and expect to 
remain here and in the country surrounding 
until after our conference. I found the head
quarters ycstcrday of the Utah elders, and 
called on them a few minutes. I was invited 
to cs,ll again, which I shall do soon, and we 
·are to canvass our dii'I\Jrences on the qucstion 
of the "succession." There are five of them 
here in Richmond, and forty in the stLte. 

I look for Bro. Godbey here in a week or· 
so. We will then labor together until 
March. My address till December 15, is 
Blchmond, Virginia, 3829 Fourth s'oreet, 
Fulton. Yours in bonds, 

J. L. GOODRICH. 

BALDWIN, Md., Nov. 6. 
Editors Hemld:-I left home on August 22, 

for Philadelphia district, to labor with Bro. 
F. G. Pitt. I arrived in Phiiadelphiain time 
to meet with the Saint~ in prayer meet,ing. 
We had a good meeting, a,nd I felt glad to 
see the familiar faces of old friends. 

On the 25th, I left Philadelphia in com
pany with a number of Saints for the district 
conference to be held at BIJ,ld win, Maryland. 
We met Bro. Pitt on the train, and enj.>yed 
the trip very much. The conf0rence busi
ness pass<·d off vory nicely, gnd a good spirit 
of unity and love prev~tiled, · 

After the conference Bro, Pitt and the 
wril.er he!pin a serks of grove meetings at 
Bro. DilDiel Cat"t"T's place, a short dist,ance 
from Bald win. VVe were kindly assisted by 
the Bald win Saiu1,s in singing and attend
ance. Tbe ini>t't'i2Bt was good from the begiu
ning, and the audienC·'S increased until we 
bad, 1 think, more out t,han at arJy previous 
effort in 'Lhis vicinity, On0 was baptized 
while we were pre0,ching, and others seemr:d 
near the kingdom, hut hav{cJ not obeyed as 
yet. 

After we closed the eervi.ces at, the above 
place, we ht ld another grove meeting a.t a 

twenty thousand inhe,bitants, and is prfi:iml Bro, F. D Omans, of 
nently a church·g·oing- town, there being agent. He is in 
about thirty-two churches of different de- fitted t.o bold t.he d'tlee ~Tho ti n12s in 
nominations. I said a church-g·oing town 
but they have their own churches to attend, 
and are ':'ery busy. However, we did 
we could, and had a few interested listeners. 
After I bad been there a week, I atten:led 
the Seventh-day Adventist's meetings, and 

the State are very clm;e, ;;Jl can testify. 
Do the best you Ciln, and you hu.vo nothing· to 
f;:::ar. In love to al1 1 

took part in their Sunday school. They DEER LODGE, Nov. 6, 
seemed to be a nice people, and I succeeded EditoTs Ilem.ld:-H:1Vii just. returced from 
in getting t.he church JJVhen they were not B0zeman, where the onl.y district of t.his 
using it, only paying a email sum for lights, grea,t Montana state held its ccmforence. 
etc. I began pi·eaching and they said, "'rhat Though the atteudance was exccedlngly 
is just what we believe." I toid them I was small, owiDg to ~;he acs;ttered relatlon of 
g·lad, and so I kept on; but soon the seventh- branches, yet fl. ve out of the six hrEnches 
day question came up, and I gave them l"'ere duly represented by dekgl1tes, the 
privilege to ask questions. I did not car.e to busine~s was a,s well done as it wo•.1ld have 
talk about the matter, but they would not been had every member b~·en present, Ptm
have it t.hat way. So I said if they desired city of numbers mo ant no less spirit.ual en
me to I would speak on the Sabbath q uest,iou dowment, eit,her; for all present a~;Tecd that 
on Sunday night. In tbe meantime, some of 1.he conference was an enjoy}1ble one. One of 

, the leaders of the soeiet,y had sent to Phila- the most encouraging thin,;;s the move-
delphia for one of their ministers to be on ment of the brethren livio;::; in B:~·,;en~an to 
hand Sunday night, and see how it was done. hire a ball to hold mc.etl.i::;~;s in. They have 
Two young· ladies (sisters) who are sharp, the materhd there to make ~" first claso Sun
quick-wi'oted, intelligent, and I believe hon- day school; and t.o make that success wiJ.l 
est withal, seem to be the leading spirits be their only obj .:ct at present, Hope tb8y 
among them, and I hope the great gospel will organize one and make the most of their 
light may sink into t.heir very souls, and opportunities. 
give them a grander conception of God than Was agreeably surpl'isi2d at receiving a 
ever has come to them before. I pressing invitation from tho ministm'S of 

W0ll, for some reason the Adventist brother Dser Lodge, lately, to attend a mce>eting of 
did not come. The people thought I was their ministers' s,ssocia\,lon. ')'hoy are 
glad; but no, I don't think I was. It would pleased to recognizv me as one of thde num
have had a be·tter dLoct if he had been pres- ber, and have appointed Rw. MudL"r (Epis· 
ent. T spoke for an hour· and twenty minutes , copal) and sdf to furnlsh the fc:r· i;beit" 
(too long) and then stood under a fire of quos- I next moetlng. DismEsion fnllow papE)l'S. 

tions for f01·ty minutes longer, I was inter- I In 11ddition to this was pb1e2d i;
rupted several times while speaking by some 1 tee to provide a progTcnn for Th:l.nks~c:dving 
of the memb,ors of the church, but I p!•esume services here. At meoting thank-
it was bard work for them to keep still. and I offering will be t,\keu up for mis· 
sympathize with them. There are a number sions, and our church 
in Bridg·eton who are interested, and one f'"pportionn::ujnt with the rest~o This inrJic~·ttr;s 
sister has given her name for baptism, Oth·l how we st.1Jond in D.~or L<Jdge,-and y<Jt our 
ers are bdieving, and, I trust, will have the chapel is continuftlly ref,'rred l;o as the 
courage to oh!"Y· The Sunday school con- ''Mormon Church." ·we are constrained to 
vention in Philt~delphia last Sunday_ weB a ask: "Wh~.t,'s in a name?" 
success, and all had a good time. understand who we are; but t.hr,t 

Came here la·st night and expect to open a been coined '''nd used so much that it would 
new place in Ntowark, Ddevmre·, thiB week, be very dJf'fiJult to get in vogue. 
if arrangements ci1n be made. In bonds, Th·3 name does no·t seem to tn8 here or 

GEORGE W. ROBLEY, hurt in any way. I have b:Jen invited to 
cl8.rinet in the social orche.st.:·a" 

place callEd PleaBant HilL The interes·t at CORMORANT, Minnesota. 
the most select people i.n the town, Tbis 
means of getting acqtu:iijnted bas beEn 
neg'leokd, and pleasure and profit l:w,ve re
sulted. I had the Metl:wditlt minister' one of 
my audience l1tst Sur;dB~y. 'Tbts I tDok as a 
sort~ of offi ··ial recognitlon 1 you kDJW, 

the Il:i.tt8r place was not as good as the place .Editors HeTald:-Ma.ny of the elders and 
we left, but ~till I t.hink somo·good was dcne Saints who once resided hereabouts will be 
and be,d the "'-'E'<l"ther r:,maiued mild I think int,erested to learn that a few are still trying 
it wou.d havo bcoen well to continue for some 1 to keep in the fai.th. Now and then some 
time. But as the weather beoamf-J stormy I are added to our numbers, while a number 
and cold, we t.houghl> we had bener chaage have become weary in well doing. The 
from out of doors to the church building in cause, perhaps, is a l~J.ck of teaching when 
Baldwin. Br(l. Pitt., in the meant,ime, had young in membership. A poor time to com
retm·m·d to and then went to mence teaching· membera when old in the 
Eastern, a new plac8. I preached awhile in church. The Savior instructed to teach when 
the church to small audiences, and then re- , young, that we would not dep>~rt when old. 
turned to the city, labored around the cit.y I After serving eigb t years as Bishop's agent 
for two weeks, and t.hen spe1:1t a few days at 1 in t.he state of Minnesota, good or bad as case 
Baldwin again. I may be, I resigned June last. I still b:~ve 

October 16 fonn~ me in .Bridgeton, New very p.leasant re?oll:ctions of the. Sl1Ctifi~es 
Jersey, where a laay (who 1s the mother of 1 the Samts made lll t1tbes and off,crmgs whwh 
Sr. Hettrick) was willing' to open her home ; were placed on the books to their credit. 
for preaching. Bridgeton is a city of about 1 May the Lord add his blessing! 

Will ali lieralcl re.r1ders plea::::e notice~ 
that one Walt,er J, Haworth, of GoJncrc,l 
Conference appoioteos in P""ustralia~ D?:;~ 

ttvewborn Austra:Uan, has vYritten f11J appeal 
for help in that ncdssh)ol--~help tbat; tbot.LsanOs 
can l?,nd ought to give to H'c,de 
band of workers. A mission 
is crying necessity. 'fhe sum of seventy-five 
cents will bring you '"copy for one year, keep 
you posted on the progress of events there, 
and~ be3t of all, do gre::t~i good the work 
there. Don't send any mPlKy, but write 
Elder Haworth what you 'Nil! do. His ad
dress is Martindale street, Wallsend, N. S. 
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W., Austt:·aH£1. B.v private let.tc-'r, I learn 
th~,t the number· of ;;ubc.cripttons 
prorrdsed has reacbed fif! y~eig }yt, Let us 
give tl1em four times this num brcr, gt le'.lr!'it. 
Surely, out, of five hundn·d we ought to fur· 
nish t1Hl hundred of them. 

an old store building, paying $1.25 per week 
for Hs use. We took up collections to pay 
t.he rent. Our eongregations were good, 
from beginning to end. On Sunday nights 
the house was packed, all could not be sea1,ted, 
and u:a.ny were on the outside. Bro. Bag-

And fucthet", take notice the prescont gerly arrived from Tex:1s towards the last, 
meeting piac:o of the -;;illalh.eud branch, over a.nd gave us two rousing sermons. Sixteen 
in that samo coaut.ry, is not only t.oo small, sermons were pteached at this place, and 
but throug·h the ravages of a destcuct.ive lit- then the people wanted more; but we had to 
tle in~ecL Cc1llc·d the white ant, is about to close on aocouu't of appointments pr-eviously 
fa,ll down. Thc'Y must seek !J, new place. made. The last day of th(3 meeting in com
They have a lot offm·cd free. Every nerve is pany with Saints and friends, we retired to. 
beh1g atrained to enough to put a ch~tpel Shoal Creek, where we had the pleasure of 
on it. They saving "nd sacrifie\r:g tothfl leading three precious souls into the waters 
lae;t penny. vVhv.t will you D()r They don't or baptism. Vile closed our meeting with a 
ask much. E'der Haworth bas had pdnted good feeling,, and the people "hung,ry for 
a scrieg of lectur2s in anBwer to s, few of i.ht3 more." We intend to come back here again 
allegations in D. H. B~.ys' bode This llt'c.le in the near future. There are now over 
pam ph leG is otl'ered to you at only .fi/teen ceni.s, twent.y-fi ve members in Galena, and no 
and you c~.n have as many as you want. 'rhey branch organization, although the Saints 
havo publlehed two thousand copies. The have petitioned for one. Most all the miuis
proeeeds go to this chapel fund. If these try and members with whom I have talked 

cupy the Baptist pulpit for the present; but 
the war is on, or the Ieven is at work, and 
the little stone has commenced to move as 
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, second 
chapter, forty-fifth verse; and some body 
should take heed, if the Savior's words are 
true as found in Matthew 21:44. 

Well, the little flock in New Canaan has no 
need to fear. The Good Shepherd will take 
care of his flock through the means he has 
provided. Elder A. E. Stone has bt:en labor
ing for the interest of the work there, and 
while some may scorn his teaching, y€.t oth
ers will heed and obey. So there is hope; 
and from present indications the work will 
be much advanced in the district during the 
coming' winter, as there are calls for preach
ing from different parts of the district. 
Brother Greene is to preach in the city on the 
11th. In gospel bonds, 

,fOSEPH SQUIRE. 

two thousand ca.n b~ sold buildltJg of a are favor1!.ble to such s. move. The Lord ARENDAL, Norway, Oct. 28. 
hom;e of worship, free of dEeh~, in Vil11llsend, spared old Grandma and Grandpa Pit.man Edito·rs Herald:-Thinking that all the 
is aseun:d. H we don't ta.ke some of tbesrc? for years, that the work mig·b t be es1;ablished Saints throughout Joseph's land would like 
pamphlets off t.hdr Df.lt:da, it will greatly de- in Galena. They intend to have their church to hear from the Scandinavian mission and 
lay the building anri compel tbem to cl is pose building paid for this week, and dedicated as that time enough has elapsed to justify an ex
of them at a locs. '!'bey thought thc;y could 1 soon as posr;ible. The s 8.lnts in G!~lona are peetatioo. in that direction, I would ask space 
rely on the Amerlcan bl·o!.bren to hdp, with· ' workers. 'l'he "Slstera: Ald SochJty" has 80. I for a brief narrative of our voyage across the 
ou1; p1·elirnirw.ry uegotia.Uons. V'THl you dis- complished woDders for th1~ establlshmen·t of "pond'' and various incidents and impressions 
appoint t,bem? I have some of Uw rx,mphlets. the work there. M13,y provisions be made made on the comers to hear the gospel in my 
If you want over ~evGn, send to Bro. H<lworth for the of the "lambs," is my native land. We left Boston on September 
($1.00). H leFs th<tn th<J.t. send your order to prayer! 8, with the prayers and well wishes of the 
the D1:.y after tomorrow my coli!. borer and I will I Saints in Boston and Plymouth ringing in our 

GOMER H. V'v'ELLS. board 'ohe truin for Barry county, where we I e~rs, and consequently, being well in body, 
DmER LoDGE, Mantnna. expect; to laboe for a few weeks. I Wlth buoyant hearts. The new steamer, 

---~·---~~-~~-_,~ I have boen studyio.g, Z:__chariUJh 2: 4 with a 
1 

.Ivernia, being an eXcellent sea boat, and 
BLENDVILLE, .Mi,;souri, Nov. H. I great desire to use it; u poBaible to provo that 1 having extraordinarily fine weather, our voy-

Ji:di.tm.·s Ile.n;la:-. Eiectwn! The p•.op\e :we I the "young man" referred to means Joseph I age was very pleasant indeed. Leaving the 
wild with enthusiar·.m! 'fhey don't seem to I Smith; but I have learned t.hat the youug shor·es of grand America, trusting in the God 
reaJiz,e that the le;;;,ders of these p11rt1es I man referred to means Zc:chadah. R·~ad the of Jacob, breathing a prayer for our dear 

ar~' ..... ~,orklng mor·: for, s.el:":t~an fo~ 1 H.1e II !1~st two o: three ?bap.ters, and I da;e 8.·ay all ~ne~ lei~ behind, we :urn~d to vie": and con
m,;.vScs. Belt I dJd nor, m,,e'"' w m"'w El!ble stucwnts Wlll ag-ree that thrs 18 the verbe w1th our new abSOCiates, durmg which 
political' spcc:cch, so will dc-:'ist. J·osepb prop:c1r conclusion. Vile don't need to "gar- time we were, as we believe, s~rongly im-
StJ:olth, 'f.h<l S<c'er, informs us tbar, wholo ble" scripture in order to show up the gran· pt·essed by the good Spirit to pen an applica-
pol tical frattcrnity is foul wi..th cor;~uption. deur of thiB latter-day work. tion to the ship's captain for permission to 

I am in!.e.rested more ef:peci:J.lly 1n this tbB May the Lord hasten his work and enable hold service in second cabin saloon. Next 
"gospel messu.ge," b<eeause it em bodies all us by obedienee to the perfect law to come up day, whieh was Sunday, the 9th, we attended 
that is needful for the rac0. I bv.ve been higher is my the Episcopal service in the forenoon, and 
busy mm<t of my time, with the f'X<cc:ption of In gospel bonds, our meeting was duly announced in writing 
a few d<J.ys in S<:'J:.ll''mber, when ruy lime was A.M. BAKER. in the several departments. We were noti-
occurried in fitting up a place in which to fied by the head stewart that there was a 
livo. "'------------ Baptist minister and a Congregational ex-

il~· flew days ~J.fter our confereCJce aL Blend- BROOKLYN, New York, Nov. 10, i horter among the passengers; and after being 
vilie, in tb"' fore part of Oetober, according Edito-rs Heruld:-The work in thls dis- introduced, invited them to take part. This 
to B:·r). K:,ok's iostruct.ions, Bro. L'Jve and I trict l.s progTeasing as well as we cat~ f<X- they accepted, but when they discovered that 
commerwed OU!' labors tog·r'lther pect under tbe circumstances. Eider U. W. we were Latter Day Saints they declined, so 

far· :B be 'v'Ve 
had r.:nueh prejudice to n1eet. This L:; where 
Bro. L'JV8 l:Etd 
early days 
ord(:\r, 1s 

[noi] Ni'l·hout. kHYnOl" e,.ave in 
Tht-l J):jv.H can rn~·:,nuf.acture 
a lie to suit his ennvenleiJCt3. Eh.~weveJ·, we 
made frh:;~1ds ftH' t.he cs~u~,e, ttrtd left an ap~ 
polntnJc-:.(tt fvr th(~ ttd_td Sundf:l~Y for the 

to fill. 
Our next pain~0 was at Gah'3na, or near· 

Riceville, where we commenced preaching in 

Greene bi1S been at work ever since he ar- we had it all to ourselves. Bro. Hansen led 
rived! a.nd his labors bav~;, not been in v:a~in. 
He h;;,s opened one new pl.ace in the eastotn 
part of the <l.is'crict, and there is quite an in
r~ere.st among· the p:::Op]o to bear tbe word 
preached. The Baptist people of New 
Canaan offm:·ed. the use of lhoir ehurch~ wh.ich 
was g!e:;dly accepted .and B:o, Gteene oceupi.ed 1 

and the Saints gatuered around him vvl!,h 
cheerful hearts and smiliug faces for such a 
privilege as they had not had for a long time 
H ever before. But some have spread the 
news that, the Mormons h~,d taken possession 
of the Baptist church and that was enough 
for snme at least and so the church was 
closed and Elder Greene not permitted to oc-

in prayer, and the writer tried according to 
grace glv(~n to speak on man's final reward. 
Our' remarks were, no doubt, wormwood to 
our Baptist br·other, because he arose after we 
closed to comment on our position, and with 
ridicule and bitterness· he told the people 
chat, I bad revealed something that it had 
taken all Christendom from Adam down to 
find out and they had failed. Well, I suppose 
that I as a servant of God ought to say I am 
sorry to say that he made himself ridiculous 
in the eyes of the listeners; but I cannot say 
that I did feel sorry. I arose to retall!ate, 
but was denied to speak. That made it 
worse for our opponent, and several came 
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next day and expressed their indigna,tioh at, 
his ungentlemanly behavior. However, we 
gave him tracts, as well as the other passen
gers, and gained, apparently, the respect of 
nll before we parted. 

We arrived in Qaeenstown, Sunday morn
ing the 16th, and in Liverpool the 17th We 
again addressed a small audience (the minis
ter included) in the Jubilee Mission, 8eptem
ber 19 and 20. Next day we boarded the 
train for Hull, where Bro. Hansen took the 
steamer for Copenhagen, and I took the boat 
to Christiansand, arriving at my birth place 
September 24, where I found my aged father, 
ninety-two years old, with open arms tore
ceive me, and my sister, likewise, and on the 
27th, according to our plan, delivered the 
angel's message to a Lutheran missionary 
and a few friends present. 

I immediately began to announce my an·i
val in a local paper, stating our position ver
sus the so-called Latter Day Saints in this 
country. I held two meetings in my father's 
house. Unknown results as yet. Since then 
I have held seventeen lectures in Grinstod 
and Arendal. 'rhe minister in Grinstod ~n· 
fluenced the owners of the hall I had hired 
to close its doors against me; but I finished 
my lectures in a Private house, and quite a 
number are interested. I visited the minister 
and gave him our epitome of faith, and 
warned him against connecting us with the 
Utah people in his cry of false teachers. We 
think we have gained a footing here, which 
will tell in the near future, and to the Lord 
be the honor and glory. 

Bro. Hansen arrived here in Aren'dal, on 
the 18th inst. He left Aalborg the 17th all 
well, but was sick when he arrived here. Be 
went right to bed. He was administered to, 
but he grew worse. He asked to see a doc
tor, on the evening of the 21st. On the 23d 
we moved him to the hospital, and on the 
26th he died, at 2:30 a. m,, of ileus. Hts 
pains were very severe; but he was ready to 
die. His C')ming and dying here seems unac
countable in the extreme; yet we should re
member that "the Lord doeth all things 
well." Bro. Hansen, according to report,, 
made himself felt in Aalborg. Pray, dear 
Saints, that a man may be found here who 
can fill the vacancy. 

Trusting to merit the continued confidence 
of the Saints, I am, aa ever, 

Your brother in the Lord, 
N.C. ENGE, 

ZENA, I. T., November 9. 
Editors Rerald:-Just closed a series of 

meeting on White Water. I had the pleas- I 
ure of baptizing the ex-judge of McDonald 
county, Missouri. He has read all of our 
books, and is a regular book-worm, and a fine 
scholar. He is just one year younger than 
the church; was born 1831. I also baptized 
his step-son, who is a very intelligent young 
man, age nineteen years. The Missiomlry 
Baptist preacher could not stand it any 
longer, and got so keen for a debate he 
affirmed a succession, and all I had to do was 
to deny. We held four nights, and I got the 
church in the wilderness all right; and when 
alii 'lhlllt to bril!lg it OU1i lHil W!illlt l;Q iJiliil lili.lllilil 

TIIE SAINTS' HERALD. 
of Solomon, 8:5, and I made him acknowl
edg·e that if her mother bnmght her fm·th as 
H states in Solomon 8: 5, if she bad a mother 
she also had a gr·andmotber, and verse 8 
of same chapter !1pt.;ake of her little sister, I 
guess you all know about how it oug'ht to go, 
Well, the discu~shm clos.ed the night of the 
5th, and on the 6th I bapt.ized my moot3rMor 
s.nd left others read v for the kingdom. So to 
God be all the praise and honor. 

Your brother, 
w. H. SMAR'l'. 

745 

What b saoctificnt,ion? And when and 
how does it corne ~1bout? 

8anct~ification means to be cleansed from 
al.l slo, so th1!.t sin bas no power ove'r us 
any more; or in othm· words, made holy. 
German trt1nslated into the Eug·Jie.h la.nguage 
would te:·m it: To be made holy through 
:a.nd thf·ough; or in other wordt:l1 ih:;aled f1·om 
sh~, sln b~<lvlng no po,J\rer any more; like as 

pc;rson is healed of a disease and made 
entirely well. 

Now~ wh~)n f1nd how docs it c~r.ne about? 

After \Ve are bor·n B.~~1.b1:J it is expected 
COLUMBUS JuNCTION, Iowa, Nov, 9. that we should gr·ow in g1"11.ce and knov<Tledge 

Editors 1-lM·ald:-I have been doing· a little of the truth; >1nd for· th8,t purpose we read 
to get the story of the angel's mes"age before I sea.rch the books wbicb contain the 
the people, writing·article::~forourcitypv,per; truth (the written wotrl of Gcid) with much 
distributiDg the Hen~ld s,nd trs,Gl,s; also prayer in t,ent to h:arn. By and by, 
bought a Book of Mormon for others to rettd, being ver-y dili~~ent, with t.he !J,id of the 
besides g1ving ?>little "chin music" occasion- Spidt, you will find yourself W>lnting i?J many 

ally.. . . . .lrespr,ets, , , . .vare:~ ,you vifi!! fi~d 
Th1s 1s 3, beautiful country, ancl lots of yout·sel! dowg somctomg whwn you know 1s 

good-hearted people here who seem to be wrong. Con:,cicnc'3 and Spirit will reprove 
honest a,t heal't. I believe it. would be e. :J,\; ooce, hDd you aro msdr" to feel misera,ble. 
>.:plemlid opening for the right one. Eider All you to do is w repent of lt, confess 
J. S. R'lth promiBE-~d to stop here the fore your fault to God in humble prayer, with a 
part of September, but we have not heard determination r:ever to do t,ba"" agu,in, and so 
from him since, only t,hrough the liera\d. you regain peace and favor with tho Lord 
Perhaps he has forgotten us. I have a very <~gain. So you go on l'rs,tching that place 
oonveni.ent place to make any elder feel at, closely, that you may not be overtakEn again. 
home, should they see fit to try H. They But a,gain you find yourself in a fa,ult, quite 
need be at no expense while here, and if no in a difl'cc~rent way and from another sid~; it 
other place cr~n be found I will see that the grieves you very much, confessing to God in 
opera house is paid for a night o;• tvvo. humble prayer, asking his forgivcn1ess ac
Should any one desire to cor.ne, let me know cording to his teoder m0rcy, you will be re
before hand, send sou..e t,nwts or stored and fiiled with peace and j0y in the 
t,o circulate. I will also put notes in our Holy Ghost.. So life goes on-sinning, sin-
local papers. 

There are no Saints here that I know of. 
My soul yearns for the spread of the glorious 
cause that we so lov·e. 

Yours in the faith, 
J. M. LANE, 

P. s.-We prefer Elder· Roth, as we are 
personally acquainted with him. 

He is a hero who will stand for ri.s;ht 
Amid a crowd afraid the wrong to faee; 

He also who will stand j nst out of sight 
And do his duty in a iowly place. 

ning and rl-:.pent~ing-whih;t the word and the 
Spitit som6t~iraes sp0ak very loud of a better 
thing to be enabled to live without sin, a 
godly, a holy lifG. After you have learned 
by ex peri\, nee that it is an utter impossibility 
to live a real holy life-a lifB NiU:wut sinning 
-then it is when you will have t.o make the 
nquired p,acr;fice to be clmmsed fr-om all sin, 
to be santified. 

In tbe twelfth chapter lu RCJmans, first :'md 
second ver·ses 1 Paul says: ~>r beseech you 
1.herefore, br~:·tbre:o, by tbe m;;rcies of Gnd, 
that y.e ptes2.n.t your bodies living sac··it1ce, 
holy, uDto God, vvhich is your 
reasonable sc'rvice. And be not conformed 
to this worid; but be ye transformed by the 
rE)newing of your mi:od, th:1Jt ye n:n~.y prove 

is ;)hat good 5 ~~nd acceptable, and per
foot will of God." 

Now vve must bear in mind that Paul 
SANCTIFIOATION.-NO. 2. speaks this to Saints who had obeyed the 
BY MARY KNIPSCHILD. t\rst priDciples of the doctJ•ine of Cbrhot-to 

V\lt> mu~t be sanctified bdoro we can under- I sueb as were bdov'd of God-and their faith 
stand the good, acceptable, and perfect will I spoken of throughout t,be world, as you can 
of God. After we are sanctified-made pure read in Hom~ms firt'!t chapter, seventh and 
-then we will be made perfec1;; and the eighth verses. It is them that Paul beseeches 
sooner we obey, the more bless3d we will be. to present their bodies a living· sacrifice, 
It is God that does this work in us; in like holy, aod accopt~thle unto God; by the 
manner you had to do your part first to be menies of' Gocl they were told to do thls, be
justified-so you have to do your part first to cause it was nothing more than their reason
be sanctified. Faith is the main principle able service. And then they could be 
here as well as there. If you just make up transformed by the renewing· of their mind, 
your mind that it is impossible, and do not be put intu condition that they would and 
believe it, then you wi.ll not make tbe re- could prove, find ou''• le!H"n by exporience 
q uired effort, and you never will be s!l.ncti- what that good, acceptable, and perfect will 
li,ii~d1 ll.iild you will b!il a grliiP.t lo~•u• by it. 1>f God h;. Now they hli.d grQwo to mil.turit;r1 
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rea.dy to make another step, to "Come up 1

1

1 
proves perfection obtainable in .. this life. And l 

higher." the more humble and faithful and prayerful 
In tho Mosaic law, .a eacrifiee of wlmtever -the sooner it will be reached. And then we 

animal it may have been, they had to be are made one In Christ .Jesus our LorJ, ready 
sound, without any blemish at all, or it was for his coming. 
not aceepted; after It w;;,s accepted, it was Some time ago the call came to us by the 
put to death first. Spirit, "Come up higher." Have we all 

Likewise have we to do-present our bodies I heeded the call? or is it just the same old 
a livb:;g- sacri.fi0e, holy, aceeptable unto God, 

1 
~hing as .it .had been before? Do we all real

wit,h. all we hrwe and a:·e, allowing him to llzethat It Is the great goo~nes~ and mer?y of 
do with it what he pleases for time and God that he thus reveals hla mmd and w1ll to 
eten1ity. When he touches the offering, I us as his peculiar people? . If there are any 
you ar·e once more made to reallze that it among us who had enterte,med the .thought 
is in your power to withdraw or to hold stlll that ·&hey were all right, let this call, "Come 
for h.is work. H you do hold still, and he u~ higher," ~onvi'lce you that there are 
begins hi'~ work, "' feeling comes over you higher planes for you to reach. When God 
as though he is going to destroy you. speaks, be means just what, be says, and he 
Again you feel Iibertv to wHhdraw: but wants to be obeyed. Don't the records show 
wi'&h your whole soul ;ou will eay: I am plainly enough how disobedience was treated 
going to hold , 0 my Lord and my God, and punished, and how much the S!l-ints had 
come wha~ will! And he will just continue to suffer on account of it? Therefore, make 
emptying you out, seemiDgly one thing aHer up your mind at once, all those of you who 
Huotber, until you realize that you are en- I have not done i.t, already, to make the step, 
i.irely empty, m2.de nothing, and self is dead! bring the required sacrifice, and you will 
0 wh0,t dur·ing the process! But no never regret it.; so we all may be fitted and 
more than renJiz you will be fiilod with worthy of accomplishing the intrusted 

to us. the pnro love G:Jd, 1.v\th an assurance that 
your l>i-Iar·lng- is accepted of Gnd, and tbat he 
is plea~3ed with it. 

you are uow cleansed from 
!l.ll sin; that it 'liaS seit' h2,d made you so 
mucb troubla. How gl~J,d you are to be rid 
of it! A:1d 0, am" zing <NondeP, to kmHv God! 
tho g-rt.~1,t crtJatorj preaerver, aDd suppor~er 

of all ~cbl.ngs--God, .F,1tber, Son, and Holy 
G~1D8t. 

0, wonder wenden;! And to know that 
youare now in his pos,;ession with all you 
hl1ve and arP, you m·e filled wHh his love 
b3yond ,~n compl"ehension-filled wHh a holy 
awe which cv,nnot be expressed. And your 
whole soul goeB out to God that all hls chil
dren mig:hti on joy wh:~t you enj;;y, At once 
you will bd t)o :ceallze tba,t it is his will 
th<"y sbnuld. 

Now you see the horridness and blackness 
of. sin, also the power of darkness, and you 
wi.lt nOViJ knovv tbat it is sin that brings us 

under th('J power of dat'kness. We would 
ra,tber suffc:r death than to do anything which 
wG know to be sin, or displeasing in the sight 
of God, To know and to do his will is our 
greatest, pk:Ieure. E>!gerly you read and 
study 'dw Holy Bcdptures, and 0 how much 

you uncl,~J'StfJ,nd them than before! The 
heart is ~;,l vvays in prayer, for yon will be 
td.,•d and t.empr,ed in rrmny way,., but with no 
et1'eot, Ior you have put your whole trust and 
eonfidcmctJ in God, not to be shaken, You 
wlll real!z3 t.hat you !H'e in his eare, and that 
nothing Cil.n befall you without his will, for 
be has dvm\nion over aH things. 

Novv you in a. condition to work for the 
is jnst what. you want to do, 

gning nn to do all you can do 9 you will 
soon find cut you are DO"t yet perfect, for 
ycu will may, just as the caBe may be, find 
your:;;elf lackinv, in knovvledge, or· in under

in juJ~:,·n1entl or. wit?do:caj or even 
in your You !JJE\Y miss it 
realizi:~1g keerJ.y that ;you are not perfect yet. 
We offend not in word, 
the is This S(~!ltcmoe 

Now for our consideration let us read sec
tion siX in the lecture on faith in Doctrine 
and. Covenants; also section 17, paragr·aph 6. 
Are the instructions there not plain and 
•trong enough? Section 43: 3, 4; 50: 6; 85: !8, 
19, 20; 98: 2; 102: 9, 10; 105: 11; 108: 2 and 6. 
Road 101.lso in the Bible 1 Thesealoni.ans 5: 23; 
1 Corinthians 1:2 and 30; 6: H; 1 John 1: 7; 
Romans 15: 16, 29; ntus 1: 8; ·2: 14; Hebrews 
12: 10 and 14. Are there any more proofs 
necessary to convince anyone that sanctifica
tion is a true doctrine and demanded of us as 
the peculiar people of God, to be fitted and 
prepared to do his will in his great and mar
velous work and wonder to his honor and his 
glory, to be made one with him through Je
sus Christ our Lord to everlasting salvation? 
May God grant it. Amen, 

PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, Saints' Harp 173. 
Prayer. Scripture reading, Psalms 46. 
Discussion of select reading in Home Col-

umn. 
Roll ca,ll. 
Business. 
Closing hymn, Saints' Harp 721. 
Dlsmi.Bsal prayer. 
Supplementary questiuns: Are we neglect

ing to teach our children due respect for 
authority and age? 

The advisory board wishes to call especial 
attention to the supplementary question in 
the lesson of this month; also, to the follow
ing quotations: Ephesians 6: 1; Prov. 23: 22; 
Colossians 3: 20, 21. 

--------·~--

TIME'S OCEAN. 
BY LEE FAIRCHILD. 

Time's ocean, rolling evermore, 
Casts, once a century, ashore 
Some shining pearl of truth to glow 
Jn tbe dull sands of what we know. 

"-The VYI'~mu;~, 

Sundau 8uhool DBnartment. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications forth is department to the Editor 

Addreos minntes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to•'Editora Herald, Lamoni'~ Iowa.") 

THE TEACHER IN CLASS. 
My little talk with teachers is to begin in 

the cl2.ss. I have nothing to do with the six 
days and a half when they must have been 
preparing for the class, or, more properly, 
preparing the lesson for the class. 

The other preparation also has been 
properly defined by our friend, who has 
talked to us of "the teacher as a religious 
factor." In adthmetic we multiply or add a 
factor when we annex a cipher-not so in this 
case; the teacher who is a cipher can never 
be a religious factor, and such ia not the 
teacher whom we expect to meet in our 
class, 

OUR SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER IN 

class is not merely a preacher to expound 
gospel truths to willing or unwilling listen
ers. Our teacher will feel the responsibHity 
of making some mark on the mind Ol' heart 
of the scholar, or at least of finding out the 
condition of the soil to be ·planted, In this 
respect the teacher has a greater responsi
bilit.y than the preacher. 

In our class the teacher occupies such a po
sition that by a very slight turn of the r.ead 
each scholar's face may be seen when speak
ing. 

THE FIRST FIVE MINUTES OF LESSON 

time may be judiciously occupied while a few 
references are being found in the ever-to-be 
present Bibles. Only a few references at a 
time, h;st everybody become confused and 
tim<o be wasted. Let the teacher see to it 
that all business that may by any possibility 
arise is attended to now. 

In the meantime comments and inquiries 
on 

LASTnSUNDA Y'S ABSENTEES 

are in order, the why and wherefore, and 
how much we missed them. An individual, 
untransferable remark to each scholar at this 
time will do a great deal toward bringing 
teacher and scholars in touch. 

From last Sunday's absentees it is an easy 
step to last Sunday's lesson, which those who 
were present can be help·ad to remember and 
to give to the others. The teacher of course 
has in mind the lesson thought of iast Sun
day, and a well-defined avenue of transition 
from it to the lesson thought of today, with 
a practical application suited to each indi
vidual before her. But let tact and caution 
do their utmost when these indivfdual,appli
cations are to be handled. Personalities are 
more disagreeable, the nearer they come to 
our deepest feelings; and the Sunday school 
is not the place for the tender appeal which 
may be made only from heart to heart with 
none to listen. I OUR LESSON IS FROM THE BIBLE; 

· and the idea should be_ to let the Bible lan
guage teach the lesson just as far as it mav. 
To that end, let each scholar hold in hand ·a 
copy of tl:ie Bil;Jl!;l itself U !lJt ~ll possible1 but 
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certainly a copy of the Bible verses embodied I have asked the help of the great Teacher l will enable the librarian to recommend books 
in the lesson. Let them learn to handle the 1 while we taught. Let us take courage and ! to teachers and scholars for special study in 
book reverently but familiarly. Teach them begin immediately to study for next Sunday. line with the lessons. Season'-'ble books, 
that therein lies our best source of informa- -L. F. Magie in New Jersey Sunday School suitable for E:~stertide or Christmas reading, 
tion. In the hurry of life's battle nothing Messenge1·. may alBo be announced at the pmper t,ime, 
can take the place of an established habit of and a great interest in the library aroused." 
familiar use of the Bible, God's appointed SUGGESTIONS FOR REVIEW. -Iowa Sunday Schoo! Helper. 
guide-book for our lives. 

THERE ARE TWO ESSENTIAL SIDES 

to every Sunday schoollesson,-the historical 
or fact side, and the applicable or practice 
side; and the lesson half-hour is so short that 
one side is always crowding the other. Both 
are valuable; and I am often troubled to 
know which should predominate, but I al
ways lean to the practicable. If we could 
actually put into our scholars each Sabbath 
the helpful Bible doctrine that is embodied 
in the lesson, what would their ignorance of 
any historical knowledge matter? One can 
be an heir of heaven, though he know none 
of it. 

WHAT SHALL THE TEACHER USE IN CLASS. 

as helps? Have I once more to face this dis
puted question? Well, then, let us use maps, 
pictures, objects-anything that will keep ' 
the scholars' thoughts directed toward the 
facts, ideas, truths of the lesson. Yes, we 
might have a few notes and a list of questions 
within reach when all else fails, but I do 
hope we will not use them while there is any
thing of the lesson remaining in our heads. 
The scholar's faith begins to ebb the moment 
the teacher takes up the lesson questions. 
The best of us will run out of material some
times-and then, too, Satan delights in the 
multitudinous small disturbances which he 
brings about for the discomfiture of the Sun
day school teacher. 

I HAVE A THEORY 

that these disturbances are more easily over
come by according to them passing notice 
than by trying to ignore them. The scholars 
know perfect.ly well that teachers are as hu
man as themselves. New people coming in 
with.new clothes on or funny mishaps that 
take place, are as quickly perceptible to 
teacher as to class. Why not acknowledge 
the interruption pleasantly, and then help 
your scholars to find the shortest way back 
to the subject of the lesson? When you have 
appreciated the fun with your scholars, they 
will be more ready to study with you. 

ONE THING I NEVER PASS OVER 

and that is conversation during lesson-time. 
My idea is that no matter how small the 
scholars, a teacher is entirelyresponsible for 
holding their attention, and the teacher who 
cannot find a way out of this difficulty had 
better resign in favor of some one who can. 
The plan that I find most effectual is a sudden 
silence on the part of the teacher, which will 
soon call the whisperers' attention to them· 
selves. 

IT IS A GOOD PLAN 

to keep some leading question or special idea 
to finish with. Bold it until you are sure it 
is bell time, then leave it to echo in their 
hearts. Make it short and suggestive. 

Now, at the close of the session, is the time 
when we, the teachers, thoroughly compre
hend the lesson and see all pf its good points. 

'l'he scholars, too, !:lave s~en thew, H we 

Lesson 8, November 25, 1900. 

EVIL DOERS. 

Bow to save:-

Work 
by 

Others. l
l. Show faults. 

1. By word. 
2. Example. 

2. Correct their errors. 
1. Teaching commands. 
2. Applying law. 

In 5 1. Kindness. 
I 2. Love. 

(Golden Text.) 

Self Work 4. Overcome. 1 
3> Rcment. 

5. Resist their evils. 

Church Work. ~ 6. Cut off. 

THE LIBRARY. 
Some schools have a library that was 

bought in a bunch when the superintendent 
was a small boy. It is still in use, and well
preserved, because the children of a genera
tion ago read all the books, got out of the 
habit of patronizing the library and never 
trained their children up to the use of it. 
Most libraries are bought in a lump and kept 
as long as the scholars will stand it. Then 
they are generously given to some long-suf
fering school on the frontier and another lot 
of books bought to replace them. 

THE WORST FEATURE 

about this method is that the committe pur
chase a lot of books of which they know noth
ing. Buying so many at once, they cannot 
read them, and, though honestly endeavor
ing to discharge their full auty, they put a 
queer collection upon the shelves. Some of 
the books are unfit for the children to read, 

. while others will never do any harm because 
the children can never be induced to read 
them. A poor library is better than no 
library at all, but sometimes only a little 
better. 

A library to be real good must be 

FRESH AND UP TO DA'l'E. 

It can only be kept' so by the frequent and 
continuous addition of new bovks. This does 
not necessitate a large outlay, but requires 
only the wise expenditure of money sufficient 
to buy one new book a week, or one a month. 

THE LIBRARIAN 

should be a well-educated man or woman of 
sound and discriminating judgment, if possi
ble; one who has time to read the new books 
as they are purchased and before they go 
upon the shelv_es; and one who is acquainted 
with children and their needs. Such a 
librarian should be secured if possible, and 
may be given an assistant to attend to the 
weekly exchange of books. This librarian 
should be given an allowance ae large as the 
treasury will permit, and should ever be on 
the watch for new books. A careful 
tiou of work11 of relereuce, as well as 

CUCUMBER TEACHERS. 
"Some teachers remind us of cuJlumhc;J:s 

because they ace so cool and green and their 
classes are frequently doubled up. They lie 
prone and helpless upon the earth, never see
ing the grand sights from Pisgah's top. 
They are insipid until they get into a pickle 
and are then too sour for youthful tastes. 
The only hope is that they will ripen into 
the sunshine of God's love and become sweet 
pickles at last."-lowa S. S. Helpe1·. ----

SOUTHERN C.ti.LIFORNIA. 
Semiannual conference of above district 

convened with Newport brauch in I,hEJir 
chapdl at E&8t Garden Grove, October 26. A. 
EL Smith presiding; A. Carmici:n1el and N. 
Van Fleet, a~>sistants, D. A. Anderson secre
tary pro tern. Visiting members of the 
priesthood were made members of confer
ence. Impromptu addres,es by T. W. Chat
burn, James Miller, J. F. Burton, EL A. 
Smith, T. W. Williams, A. B. Smith, and N. 
Van Fleet, were encouraging and calcuiaGed 
to cheer the Saints. Branches reporting: Los 
Angeles 173, loss 7; absent from branch 65. 
San Bern<o.rdlno 273; gain abaent from 
branch 42. Newport 250; 14; absent 
from branch 50. Ministry ref)ortiug: 
Priests: N. Van Fleet, E. A. and. 
W. WilliamB; Seventy: 'l'. W. 
Elders: E A. Smith and D. A. AnderEon. 
The arrangements for all 
vided for was left in the hand10 Presi
dent of the conference. Saturday afternoon 
was gh en to Sunday school and 
work. It was decided to hold a reunion 
1901, and a committee ofT. W. 
Williams, N. V~;~,n Fleet, and S. 
appointed to have charge of the to 
select place, arrange time, and provide 
all necessities of the same. Saturday after
noon of next conference was granted t,o Sun
day school and Religio intet'ests. Ol'ficers 
selected: T. Vff. Williams, president of ais
trict; A. Carmichael, ae.sista1r~; 
Pankey, secretary. Reports were 
Sunday school and Religio workers. The 
following resolution was passed: 
a uniform understanding how to 
meetings held for the contemplation, consid
eration, and decision of matter·s of import
ance will greatly aid in preserving the 
harmony, dignity, and peace of coworke1·s in 
Christ; and whereas, the Book of 
compiled by Joseph Smith, E. L. Kelley, 
M. B. Forscutt, and adopted at General Con
ference of 1891, had for its object such 
and harmony in all deliberative bodies the 
Saints; therefore, be it reaolved, that the 
Southern Cali!ornia district accept it as the 
rules to goVH'n in its delibera,tions and :w
tions in all meetings for which it provides; 
and be it further resolved, that all rules now 
on branch or district records, not in 
with said Book of Rul~s, shall be and 
hereby rescinded. This was one of the best 
sessions of conference ever held in the dis
trict. Peace prevailed, and during the 
prayer sessions, the entire audience was 
melted to tears, under the gentle and 

influences of the Spirit of the 
v<~s of a 
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themes were tbs 
acq uit.!.A::·d hirnself 

and each speaker' : 
in tho pr·:.:'lsen.ta- : 

tiou of the rnattr~r io 
meet with B ·'>;''D~~-d"'dino 
Friday in 1901. 

LOlmOJil. 

Ad.jounwd_ to 
SaJ..ot.s, on fir~stJ 

Conference of district eonvcrH-~.d wit.b 
the SB~lnts 'Tor·nrd~o~ O.u.t~:H'lo, 0dtvt)er (), 7J 
8. Eidel' H C. Enmd ci:ug0r.1 to 
sisted R C. 
John 

to return 
CtHH.ula~ mi.ssJon. 
were audil·Gd a~-Jd 
elect<'d a,,J follo"rs: 
hurst; vice 
br_y, .John 
PorJt-=>~ blsbo;./~~l 
f(Jt eoDfex-"er~c~? 1 A 
Rub'ttw.oo, n.nd R 
nacrnment. 

m2.ke out 

0. l{:v~~ns. 
Su,ints 

conference. 

Conferenfjfl convened 
H<-;m•u< C. Smit.h and B>nrv 
sen to pn"side, Jame·s F.- K 
Statistic::::~.1 renort1s: L:~,dd 
City 2:3. SM;dwieh 
Puilman i:>l, Mitosion 
]1/l.inis<r·y J 

F. J 
C G E: 
vvick, G. IT. G1'aV~!8, 

H. Henley, G. li' snrl T. Houg-a~. 
P3,pc•r from Cblca;ro to aiding col-
ored work in Ct1icago adopted. to 
Bo11rd of Pubiirm!.i.orr of l-tJnsiqn and 

B'Alance received from former treasurer, 
$1 05; balance on hand, 

and Reso-
lution from Lsdd pr-esented, to rul-

was referred to 
body. 

South iM·ick W<?~s elected pre£Jid(jnt, 
Midgorden assistant, .J.,;mes Keir secreta.ry. 
Committee Ladd matter r •. -ported; report 
8 .. do~ted. of tent fund presented~ re~ 

Adjourned to meet at 
and Sunday previous to 

February. 

SOUTHERN N.!:~BRASKA. 
branch, 

by 
w. 

blessed. 
On .Monday, session was c&J.lled to 

by the president, J. W. Waidsmith; C. 
Po~"ter "-·'1at1 cho:sen secretary pro tJem. 

from official membe!'B cter-e received, 
2!11 meeting::. 127 services 

con-

trict secretary. 

8 ol 
001~VENTION NOTICES. 

T see tbsor, B;·o. J-. T. Curtis has a notice in 

I 
Heruld for s:mtb.eastern Illinois Sunday 
'ohool conventwn ror November 17 aod 18. 
Plea:"e my notice fr-om Dacember 1 
and 2 to that, 

I. A. MORRIS, Pres. 

otls Department. 
Bisbop's agt)nt':J reprn't: BalarJce , PASTORAL. 

fitl wit,h totn1 f~···er.,ipt,s to da!Je, $552.49; 'I 

dlsbursen1e~1tdi _$419.05: bo,hM:tce hand, 
$1:33 44. Rc~-,ferrtld to corrJ.mitt~ee ;J;:o.d , 
f~:~und om-rect. Distd~:~t trea~uror reporte; I 

To Whom H May Concern: This is t.o 
you that by mutual agreement of all 
concerned, a-nd by request of Bro. J. 

0!-"~bb, he J.e hereby r<.~l<OII.SIJQ f!."OID. hie II.Ji!• 

pointment as missionar-y to Kewanee district, 
Illinois, and appointed to labor for the re
maining part of the conference year in Des 
Moines distrlct, Iowa. It is further agreed 
that Bro. J. S. Roth shall be released from 
his appointment to Iowa, and appointed t.o 
l:J,bor the remainder of the conference year in 
the Kewanee district. 

R0spectfully submitted, 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 

In charge of Northern Illinois and Wisconsin. 
J. W. WIGHT, 

In charge of Iowa and. Minnes-ota. 

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT. 
In consequence of the removal of Bro. J. C. 

Crabb frow Kewanee district, I hereby ex
tend the appointment of Bro. F. M. Cooper, 
whose appointment wa~ Davenport, Rock 
Island, and Moline, to include the entire Ke
wanee district, and nq_ uest him to take 
charge of the work in sa,ld "field 
of labor," t-hough his appointment 
sha.!l remain an objective point. Missiona· 
l'ies in Kewanee district will please take 
notice and report to Bro. Cooper instead of 
Bro. Crabb. Rospectfully submHt.ed, 

HEMAN C. SMITH, 
Missionary in Charge. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
New Hope district (Virginia) will convene 

at Richmond, Virginia, at Kearse's hall, on 
Orleans street in Fulton, on Saturday, De
cember 8, at ten a.m. A week's reunion will 
be held in connection with the confer·ence. 
All the Saints in the district who can a~re ex
pected to attend. Those coming 011 Friday, 
please give notice, and you will be met at the 
depot. Besides the eldel·s in the district., vV. 
H. Kelley, apostle in charge, is invited to 
attend. J. L. GOODRICH. 

Conference of Little Sioux district will 
convene at Persia. Iowa, DecAmber 1 and 2. 
Also convention of the district Sunday school 
and Rtlligio associations will mPet at same 
place Frida.y, November 30, at 9:30 a. m. 

MRS. LENNA 8'l.'RAND, Sec. 
MoonHEA.D, Iowa. 

BORN. 
HYNDEN.-Tn Bro. Anton and Mrs. Bertha 

Hynden, July 23, 1900, a son, named Alvin 
'vfari,ln. Blessed November 4, hy Elders Eli 
H;1yer and James Caffall, near Hills, Minne
sota. 

MARRIED. 
HUGHS-FERGUSON.-At the home of the 

bridt,'t-> parents, in Hardin, Missouri; October 
31, 1900, Mr. Ausy A. Hughs and Sr. Laury 
Ferguson cont,racting parties. Priest Wal
ter W. Smith officiating. 

DIED. 
HANSEN.-Bro. M. P. Hansen, of Ply

mouth, M;;,ssachusetts, died October 26, in 
the hospital ~o~t Arendal, Norway. Funeral 
on 'ohe 2tlth, at same place, N. C. Enge offici
ating; age unknown to me. 

NIELSEN.-At her borne, Nebraska City, 
Nebraska, October 21, 1900, Sr. Anna Niel
sen, after an i1lness of ehrhteen hours. She 
was born in Norway, November 18, 1853; 
came to Nebraska City in 1866, and was bap
tized April 21, 1872. Was married to Mr. 
Ntels Nielsen, December 1, 1870. She was 
devoted to the service of God and a willing 
worker in the Sunday school. She leaves a 
brother, John Dahl, the only surviving rela
tive. Her funeral was largely attended; ser
mon by Elder M. H. Forscutt. Her body 
was laid to rest beside that of her h llS ba.nd in 
W;yul<:"' ~mf!tt~ry. 
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( Established 1860 ) 

Published I<:very 'Vednesday, ~t Lamoni, 
Ihwatnr Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

in arrears unless terms are made with the Pub-
l.ishing House. -

The traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of churcb publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all bnsiness letters and make all remit- I 
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock I 
Box E, Lamoni. Decatur County. Iowa. Personal ; 
matters mark J obn Smith. I 

Entered at post office, Lan1oni, Iowa; as second-
class mail matter. I 

Subscriptions reeeive<l. for Zion's Ensign, also 
orders for all kinds of Ensign Publications. , 

JOHN SMITH, Thianager. i 

•11111111 

i.J.lMOliJ!, UJWA. 

c) 

For catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HA HKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER. Secretary, 

I,AMoxr. DECATUR Co., IowA 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the General. 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued quar~ 
terly. 

73. Senior Grade, per quarter ; . • 03 
Per year, in advance... . . . . . • 2!\ 

74. Intermediate Grade, per quar-
ter . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Of» 
Per year.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1[} 

75. Primary Grade, per quarter .• 
Per year ...................• 

INTERJ\fEDIA'l'E QUESTION 
BOOK. I 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen ... lll 00 
1 

PRIMiU~Y QUESTION BOOK. ., 
77. Limp, 15c. each, per dozen ... 1 50 

The office will procure for its patron~!~ 
.i!.ny ~ook that is obtainable. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Clo.th ... ......... ,..,_,.,. ................ ••a 75 1 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen Hie., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 ... ., . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc-'' 
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

f). Questions and Answers (on 
F'irst Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''OneBaptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

'1. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100............... 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

16. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig-
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100 ... "- ....... .. 

1'1. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen ............... . 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-

60 

50 

tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 
19. A Statement and a Correction 

of It; per dozen 10c.; 100 .... 
20. The "One Body," or the 

Church Under the Apostle-
ship and Under the Apostasy;-

60 

per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 
21. Truths by Three Witnesses, 

and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c. · 100 .............. . 

22. Faith Rc;pentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100 ...... . 

23. B3"ptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

20 

60 
6o 1 

dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. on of Hands; per 

dozen ; 100 ............. ; . 

34. The Church or Kingdom of 
God; What is It? Whenee 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 
Prophecy of the Hebdlion; 
100 ...... ' ................. . 
What We Believe; per dozen 

30 

10 
39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

46. 

48. 

10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
The Gospel and Epitome of 
:B"aith; per doz0n 3c~.; 100 .... 
Rejection of the Chun:h; per 

20 

dozen lOc.; lOU ............. . 60 
Cowdery Letters; 0al:h 5c.; 
per doz"n .................. . 50 
Cr·ooked Paths, per dozen Hie.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 
rrhe Pure 

dozen 3e.; 
or per 

dozen, 15c.; 100 ............ . 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100 .......... . 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
lOc.; 100 .............••...•• 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each .......... . 
51. The Repentance; each ...... . 
1)2. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each ....................... . 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each .. 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each .•• _ 
55. The Truth; each ..••••••••••• 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
141. Cloth ...... ., .............. . 
174. Flexible .••.•••••••••••••••. 

KlNG JAMES TRANSLATION OF 
THE BII::lLE. Self pronounc
ing, with footnotes and full 
index and references. 

20 

1 00 

30 

60 

0& 
02 
25 
Oi 

'm 
1 50 

179. }'lexible .................... 3 00 
155. Self pronouncing, with refer

ences, helps, and maps, Sun- -
day school teachers' Bible, 
flexible ..................... 2 25 

156. Cloth, with references . . . . . . . 80 
157. Cloth, without references.... 30 
158. Cloth,. without references.. . . 50 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music. 

108. Paper covers, each ......... . 
Per dozen ................ . 

110. Cloth, limp ................ . 
Per dozen .....•••••••••... 

111. Cloth and leather .......... .. 
112. Full leather ................ . 
113. Gilt edges ................. . 
114. Fl("xible. lf'ather ............ . 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder 1. R. 
Lambert. 

140. Cloth ................. • •• •• • 

MANUSCRIPT FOUND. This is 
ti1e notorious 0ook written by 

30 
3 20 

35 
3 75 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 

26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga
mist? per dozen 20c., 100 .... 1 40 

27. The Sabbath Question; per 
dozen 15c.; 100.. .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 00 

28. A posi or Perpetuity; per 

I 
30 I 

I 
He v SclJ•mwn Spctlding-, a cer-
tlln'u of tl!e ori;~iual now 
in College, Ohio. 

. 100 .............. 1 40 

110. 

of the Lord's 
per dozen 10c.; 100 .. 

on Polyga.niy 
60 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen l[Jr,_; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

81. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangdical 
Church? and Epitome of 
:B"aith; per dozen 3c.; 100 .... 

32. Which is the Chnrch? per 
20 

j 139. Puper ...................••• 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WliiEKL Y REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper ..........•.•.•....•.. 
133. Clo1h ...........•........... 

WELSH HYMN BOOK. (Llyfr 
Hymnau.) 

148. Leather .......•............. 

dozen 5c. ; 100 .............. . I 
MANU AT... OF THE PRIEST· 

30 B OOD. By Elder C. Derry. 
145. Cloth, limp ...........•••••• 

10 

25 
40 

50 

25. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
MRS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

w. A. HOPKINs, cashier. Home and 7! Acres 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cash:l.e!!'. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. For !>-. v_ery desirable location ad-

Incorporated under the l~tws o:f the ~tate of Jfowa, ."July 1, 1§91'1. 
JOlmn~r Lamoni. Residence of 
eight rooms. Barn and all im

Sale. provements. Total asl!lets Januu1ry 1, 1900, ~133,032.34; April 1, 190\P, l!lll62,W~I..O~. 

We pay Interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correeponoence and deposits of all Herald readel'l!l. AD 
litters of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Dir,.ct all letters to 

Here is a Bargain 
Apply to J. S., Box 236, Lamoni, Iowa . 

44tf . W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowlll, 
III'.I'OCKU:OJr,DERS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseuule, Osoar 

Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. w. Blair, W. A. Hopkins. 
PATRONIZE THE 

QUIT-TO=EAOK. 
South Side Barber Shop. 

Good work, and satl<o;fact.ion guaranteed. 
THREE BOXES POS.tTIVELY GUARAN'l'EED to cure a11y forrn of tobaeco habit 01' 

money cheerfully refunded. Sent postpaid on receipt, of $1 50 U S. stampn taken. 
Iowa Stean• Laundry in connection. 

G. M. EDWARDS. 
Address, (Bro.) B. F. OHD.WAY, 

47-42 P<'or·ia, Ill., U S. A 

KEOKUK & 
North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at Dee 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:25 a. m., arri've 

at Leon 11:45 a. m. 
TrairJB daily "xcep~ Sunday; connect with C. 

B. & Q. at Leon. 

180. Printed envelopes with Her
ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100...... . . . 50 

181. THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
TERS ON ISAIAH 29:11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, 10c.; per dozen. . . . . . . . 1 00 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
Archmological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mermon. Complete 
set of six. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

183. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
for Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers............... 15 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT
TER DAY SAINTS. By 
President Joseph Smith and 
Apostle Heman C. Smith, in 
three volumes. 

119. Cloth, per volume .•••.••••. 1 50 
120. Leather back and corners, Del' 

volume ...........••. :: ••. 2 Oil 
121. Leather, per volume ..•••••.• 2 !10 
122. Gilt edges, per volume ......• 3 00 
Third volume not yet complete. 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words only. 
115. Paper . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • . . • • 15 

Per dozen. . • • • • • • • • .. • • • • . 1 60 
116. Cloth, limp .. . • •• •• •• .. •• •• • 25 

Per dozen ...•..••••••••••. 2 70 
117. Cloth . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 35 

Per dozen . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . 3 75 
118. Flexible, gi:t edges.......... 50 

DR. E. S. SWEET, 

CHICAGO TO BOSTON. 

;·-;::;,;;;;;;;;;-;.-·;;;;;;;,-;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;-;;;;;-;;;;-;;;;;;;:;-~ The Wabash Road now a line of 
i ~ I tourist sleeper~ as abov.o, Chicago """ I Mondays and Thursdrtys at 9:25 a. m., and 

CertJft- arriving in Boston 5:20p.m. next day. New 
cate, Lnrtl,1:3 PrayE'l', nnd ntn('r ptctu f'S readily. y k • f 
Agents v.'anted. fh-'JHi for cireuhn .... nricP~. ere., to 1 or passengers can tnese cars as ar 

(Bro.) B. l!!'. <lh<l.way & Co., , a,s Rotterdam Jet., N. where the train 
Peorm, Illinois. I arrives at 11:00 a.m.) New York at 

=-"""'"""'"""'"'"'""""'""""""""""""il!'li!!£"""">-z"'~EE£t""""'"''"'"""",.,.;; I' 3:15p.m. No excess fare rc·quired. Write 
for reservations. ·rwket Office, 91 Adams 

1 St., Chicago. 2t 

I • I---------
By lder Peter Anderson. 

49. Brighamismen AfslOret, eller 
Bl'igham Young Som Leder 
og Profet. Per doz., 15c.; 100 1 00 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doc
trines of the church by Elder 
G. T. Griffiths. · 

1'26. Cloth . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 75 
127. Leather .•••••••••••••••••••• 1 00 
128. Flexible • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 1 50 

VOICE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEO.· 
PLE. 

130. Paper, each................. 10 
Per dozen •.••••••••••••••• 1 00 

131. Cloth, limp • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY RES'r DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25 
133. Cloth ..•••••••••••••••••••• , 40 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND THE 
SEER OF PALMYRA. By 
Eider M. H. Bond. 

134. Paper...................... 25 
135. Cloth.. . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . 50 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 

Sunday_ Supplies. 
SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • 40 
57. Cloth, limp, double size...... 7~ 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen... 60 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa-
tions; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . • 10 

60. For disoricts to General Asso-· 
ciation; per dozen........... 10 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth ...........•......•••. , 20 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 21) 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Paucy, large, five kinds; 50.. 75 
64. Small, ten kinds; 100.. . . . • • • 50 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100..................... 15 
66. Per 1,000 ..•...........••..• 1 00 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK
ETS. 

67. Per 100 .........• ·• • • • • • •... l' 
68. Per 1,000 ................... 1 00 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools; 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen.. . . . . . . . • •• • • • • •• • 10 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each .... · • · • • • • .. · .. • • • • • • • ,. 1! 
71. Per dozen. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 'Ill -

· REPORT. Evic1enecs in sup
port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper ....••.•••.......••••• 
137. Cloth .•.••••••••......•••••• 

30 AFTERGLOW. Selected poeme. 
50 138. Cloth . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1 15 
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THE AI T l~ERALD. 
l1l 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS OH. fJ) ~ OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. . ¢------------
VoL 47· Lamoni, Iowa., November :n, 1900. 

CONTENTS: ] hewn were quarried at Sinai must now 
EDITORIAL: . . be modified, for the quarries about 

managed for the best interest of his 
small holdings. He is interested in 
good water supply, cheap gas, sani
tary conditions, and clean streets. 
All these things enhance the value of 
his property.-Rev. R. A. White, in 
Chicago Tribune, Oct. 14, 1900. 

The Elec~wn 18 Ov~r. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 749 Eridu supplied the material M · 
G. T. GrJffiths W1ll Not Go West . · r. 

Again Before April ................ 749 Taylor, speakmg of the mound, says 
SJ?iritual Growth ..................... 749 that as one approaches it he will see 
Dtv?rc~ ........ · .. : .. ................ 750 "blocks and pieces of marble rough 
Ant1qmt1es Found m the Streets of • d ·1· h d f -"'ff '1 

the City of Mexico ................. 750 an po lS e , . o u 1 eren t co ors of 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: the most beautiful hues; fragments of 

Theophany.-No. 2 ................. 751 bowls, vases and coffins, in crystal, 
Baptism.-No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. · · · 753 marble and alabaster- O"ilt· headed HOW TO CONQUER WORRYING. 

LETTER DEPARTMENT:·····'·''''·.'·''' 758 nails 'curl·O· US br1'cks '.,n""d t'l f 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: . .' • "' •. l es 0 

Bishop Vincent gives these helpfut 
rules for conquering worry:

Consider what must be involved in 
the truth that God is infinite and that 
you are a part of his plan. 

Prepared Readings for D2cember ongmal shape and compositiOn, and 
Meetings of Daughters of Zion ..... 761 lastly, and the most curious and inter· 

CONFERENCE MI_NUTES: esting, the clay hatchets and ham-
N:>rther~ Mmnesota. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 76? mers, the flint knives and styles, stone 
L1ttle Swux... . .................... 763 d .1 h 
Northwest Kansas .................. 763 an clay naiLs, and a undred other Memorize some of the Scripture 

promises and recall tqem when the 
temptation to worry returns. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: objects SO palpably denoting a remote 
Philadelphia · · · .. · ... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · 763 period and one of the earliest stages 
Chatha~ · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · · ...... · · · · 763 of civilization." One may ima ine 
Galland s Grovec ..................... 763 h d . h' h h g 

Cultivate a spirit of gratitude for 
daily mercies. Nauvoo ............................ 763 t e es1re w 1c t e excavator has to 

Realize worrying as an enemy which. 
destroys your happiness. 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: reveal the treasures buried in this 
Two Days' Meetings.·······:········· 764 ruin.- Scientific.American, November 17, 
Pastoral,-Sarnuel W. Tomhnson ..... 764 1900 Realize that it can be cured by per· 

sistent effort. Bishop's Agent's Notice .............. 764 • 
Notice of Appointment.. .............. 764 
Contributions to Memorial Fund to 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith, the 
Martyrs ........................... 764 

THE RUiNS OF ERIDU, 2400 B. C. 

About the mound is a wall some 
20 feet in height, pierced by three 
openings, the remains of the gate
ways, says Biblia. Nearly the entire 
inclosure is filled with a brick plat· 
form, equal in height with the sur
rounding wall. The southern part of 
the mound contains a few imposing 
ruins, but on the northern edge stands 
the temple, a pyramidal-shaped build
ing, reaching 70 feet above tbe plat
form. Two of its stories are still to 
be seen. A peculiar feature of the 
temple is a marble stairway 15 feet 
broad and 70 feet in length, leading 
us to the exterior. The polished 
marble slabs which served as steps 
are still scattered among the ruins, 
attesting to the extreme richness of 
the building, and along the two edges 
of the stairway are balustrades; at the 
foot of the stairway the bases of two 
large pillars remain, the object of 
which is uncertain. The peculiar 
shape of the bricks, plain cones, cyl
inders, innumerable fragments of 
pottery, pure gold-leaf, and stone im
plements abounding in great profu· 
sion, are the distinguishing features 
of this ruin. Unlike most other Baby
lonian temples, that at Eridu was 
built partly of stone, for the architects 
here had access to the neighboring 
sandstone ridges, and tbe plain to the 
south abounds in great boulders of 
black granite. The statement fre
quently made that the huge stones 
from which the Telloh statues were 

Attack it definitely as something to 
THRIFT. be overcome. 

Put not your trust in money, but put your Realize that it has never done, and 
money in ~rust.-llol~es. . . never can do, the least good. It 

Penurwusness 1s a _vwe. A ID:ISer wastes vitality and impairs the men. 
is a social evil. A stmgy man 1s a. tal faculties. 
public enemy. A few people need to Help and comfort your neighbor. 
be taught how to spend money; man.! Forgive your enemies and conquer 
need to be taught how to spend It your aversiom;. 
properly. The majority, however, The world is what we make it. 
need to be instructed in the gospel of Forward, then! Forward in the 
thrift .. Fe~ feel the value of saving power of faith, forward in the power 
somethmg m early years. The aver- of truth, forward in the power of 
age young man an~ young woman, friendship, forward in the power of 
too, for that matter, 1s full of wants, freedom, forward in the power of 
the most of them unnecessary. Many hope, forward in the power of God.
spend all they get and borrow from Northwestern Christian Advocate. 
the future-that is, from their friends. 

Habits of thrift are of vital impor
tance. JUST THREE THINGS. 

First, because small savings are the "I once met a thoughtful scholar," 
beginnings of possible wealth. Some says Bishop Whipple, "who told me 
decry wealth. "Money is the root of that for years he had read every book 
all evil," say some, "therefore live he could which assailed the religion 
and die poor." Wealth abused is an of Jesus Christ, and he said he would 
evil. A nation is not cursed because have become an infidel but for three 
it has many rich men, but only when things." 
its rich men are mean, lacking in pub- " •First, I am a man. I am going 
lie spirit and benevolence. Wealth somewhere. Tonight I am a day 
ought to mean good books, travel, art, nearer the grave than I was last night. 
music, refinement; and helpfulness. I have read all such books can tell 

Second, the gradual accumulation me. They shed not one solitary ray 
of even a small competency adds to upon the darkness. They shaH not 
the dignity and confidence of the pos- take away the only guide and leave 
sessor. A man stands an inch taller me stone-blind. 
in his boots when he has a growing " •Second, I had a mother. I saw 
bank account even if it is small, her go down into the dark valley 

Third, the man who is ahead :linan- where I am going, and she leaned 
cially, who owns a little home, a few upon ~n unseen arm as calmly as a 
shares of legitimate stock, or some child goes to sleep on the breast of 
government bonds is a better and safer its mother. I know that was not a 
citizen for it. He owns a part of the dream. 
United States and has an added I '' •Third, I have three motherless. 
anxiety that the corporate body be daughters'-and he said it with tears 
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in his eyes-'they have no protector 
but myself. I would rather kill them 
than leave them in this sinful world if 
you blot out from it all the teachings 
of the gospel.' "-Selected. 

The trouble around Christmas time is to 
know what to give, and, if the present is not 
to be bought, how to make it. The Delineatm· 
for December is full of Christmas suggestions. 
Several pages are devoted to holiday fancy 
work with illustrations, also to the latest de
signs in crochetin~<, drawn work, and modern 
lace making. Puddings, cakes aud Christ
mas candies likewise come in for attention in 
the December Delineator. 

The Catholic World Magazine, in its current 
issue, makes a plea for the older spiritual 
writers. While it commends the work of the 
more recent writers, yet the farther one goes 
up the stream to its source the purer the 
water. So the closer we get to the gospel 
the purer the spirituality. The mental and 
!!!pirituallife of the church must of a necessity 
be influenced by the attacks of her enemies. 
It makes a great deal of difference to a city 
whether it is besieged by the enemy or not, 
:and what the character of the attack. Draw
ing- out the contrast, the article notes these 
differences: "In the older spiritual writers 
there was greater liberty and simplicity, 
more insistence on the end, and less specifica
tion of the means, slighter emphasis of the 
l!leed of human direction, and more frequent 
recommendations of attention to divine guid
ance in the internal order. Among the later 
spiritual writers method is sometimes devel
oped at the expense of freedom, warning to 
obey made more common than suggestion to 
love; and perfection of drill occasionally at
tained by a thorough suppression of indi
vidual differences for the original existence 
€:If which God's providence was responsible." 

"EVERY mother should read The Nurse1-y 
for November, as it contains many articles 
on the care of infan~s and children that 
mothers need and ought to know. The list 
of contributors certainly sustain the publish
er's statement that it is a magazine for every 
home. The contents include information on 
Hygiene of the Ear, Burns, Hives, How to 
Use a Thermometer, Bed Wetting, Out-door 
Play, Over Feeding' Baby, Fashions for 
Children (Illus.), etc. Ten cents per copy. 
$1.00 per year. VAN PUBLISHING Co., 

254 West 54th St., NEw YoRK, N.Y. 

USES OF OLIVE OIL. 
Olive oil should be found in every nursery 

~~tnd O!l every medicine shelf. In time of 
croup it can be given frequently and will not 
disturb the digestion, as do many medicines. 
It is often given in place of cod liver oil and 
is as effective in building up the system and 
:l!'ar less disagreeable. It is recommended by 
many specialists both as a food and a tonic. 
.A certain young chemist never has a cold or 
requires any medicine except a spoonful of 
olive oil every night and morning, which he 
takes regularly. He seldom wears an over
coat.-New Y01·k Tribune. 

How 'lew clergymen read the Bible as it 
ought to be read! Have we not, all of us, grown· 
impatient, ofttimes at the pulpit droning of 
'lohat magnificent literature of the Old and 
New Testament-the lifeless, spiritless ren
dering of the splendid text? Those who 
beard _Miss Ida Benfey at the Carnegie Ly
l!lleum m January, 1899, in her illuminating 
readings from the Book of Job, were made to 
(feel the splendor of that sublime bit of He
"brew literature. "There is nothing equal to j 
{it; in the Bible or out of it," was the judgment 
~Carlyle. ~ 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
The adaptability of the Scriptures to elocu

tionary interpretation is almost infinite, 
though its demands upon the resources of the 
reader may well daunt even the most' vaulting 
ambition. But professional elocutionists are 
coming to see the possibilities it offers. Miss 
.Mary E. Blood, who with .Miss Ida .Morey 
Riley conducts the Columbia School of Ora
tory, at Chicago, gives Bible readings which 
are safd to be unique interpretations.-In 
"The National Magazine" jar Novembe1·. 

The new daily fast mail train recently put 
on by the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railroad for the government is the third now 
in operation over that road. One leaves Chi
cago at three o'clock in the morning, and an
other at nine-thirty in the evening, both for 
Council Bluffs. The new train leaves Chi
cago every morning at eight-forty-eight for 
Lincoln, Nebraska, where it delivers to the 
Burlington's Express for the North Pacific 
Coast via Billings, Montana. The new train 
carries a coach for passengers and g-ives a 
quick day service Chicag·o to Council -Bluffs, 
Omaha and Lincoln. 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Arti:fl· 
cisl Ear-Drums, gave $10,000 to his Institute, 
so that deaf people unable to procure the Ear 
Drums may have them free. Address No. 
3400 c' The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avende, New York. · 27rly 

ADDRESSES. 
John B. Roush, 2942 California St., Den· 

ver, Colorado. 
Alma C. Barmore, 352 Lippincott Street, 

Toronto, Ontario, care of T. C. Battey. 
L R. Devore, Holden, Missouri. 
Will E. LaRue (mission address), Millers· 

burg, Illinois. 
Walter W. Smith, Stewartsville, .Missouri. 
A. Carmichael, Anaheim, California, Rural. 

Deli very No. 1. . '' 
George Jenkins, Plainville, Indiana. 
H. J. Davison, Washburn, Maine. 
John B. Roush, 3010 California street, Den· 

ver, Colorado. 
, J. W. Adams, New Boston, Illinois. 

U. W. Greene, 230 Pulaski street, Brook
lyn, New York. 

Isaac P. Baggerly, No. 901 South Flores 
Street, San Antonio, Texas. 

J. Arthur Davis, Baker, Kansas. 
C. R. Duncan, Conifer, Colorado. 
R. M. Maloney, Guy, Oklahoma. 
G. R. Wells, Box 41, Deer Lodge, Montana. 
E. F. Shupe, 3633 Clayton Avenue, Denver 

Colorado. 
F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
.M. H. Bond, No. 103 Chapin avenue, Provi

dence, R.I. 
A. Haws, 205t Polk street, San Franeisoo, 

Cal. 
H. E. Moler; mission address, Plano, Illi

nois, care Box 142; home address, Radelifl!, 
Ohio. 

THE AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS 
is the one important magazine In the world giving in l!s pictures, 
its text, ln its contributed articles, editorials and departments, a 
comprehensive, timely record of the world's current history. Not 
the enumeration of mere bare facts, but a comprehensive picture 
of the month, Its activities, !Is notable persona!lties, and notable 
utterances. The best lnfor~ed men and women in the world find lt 
indispensable, 

There are many readers in your loca!l!y who have yet to 
l~arn of< Its usef~ln~ss. We wish to establish active agents in everl 
city ano townshlp m the country, We wll! pay liberally for ener
getic effort .in the subscription Held. Leisure moments can be utilized 
wlth S1Jbstantial increase of income. Make a list of the persons ln 
your locality who should have the" Review of Reviews,'' and send 
to us for agent's terms, sample copies, and working out!it. Then 
solicit their subscription:>, It ls a compliment to approach a person 
with a subscription proposition for the "Review of Reviews,'' and 
consequently orders are easily secured. This is the active subscrip
tion season. Make application a! once, naming your references. 

Price, 25 cents a number, $2.50 a year, 

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS COMPANY, 

13 Astor Place, New York City. 
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AI T HEI~AL 
"If ye continue in my woro, then <ti'e ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the troth, and the troth shall make you h'ee.''-John 81Jl, J::Z, 

"Heru'ken to the word of the Lordi io:r there shall not any man amon2 you have save it he one wife. an.d con=.blne.~ he shall have none.''-B. of M, page !16. 

VOL. 47. LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER 21, 1900. NO. 47. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
. Fmm'K MADISON SMITH 

~OSEPH LUFF ( 
D. W. WIGHT f 

EDITOR 
AssiSTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITOUS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, Nov. 21, 1900. 

THE ELECTION IS OVER. 

It is with a degree of relief that we 
notice the fact that the presidential 
election is over, and that the ordinary 
affairs of the lives of American citi
zens have settled back to the normaJl 
conditions obtaining in times of po
litical peace, if there can be such a 
thing. 

It has been decided by the Ameri
can citizens from the voters' booths, 
that the administration of the ·public 
affairs of the nation shall be in the 
hands and under the care of men 
chosen as representa,tives of the poli-
cies of the Republican Whether 

to follow in the event of the success 
of either party, the hosts engaged in the 
forensic strife and party management 
meeting like two contending tides a,t 
the' polls, and there peacefully deter
mining the issues joined between the 
great parties without personal strife, 
or bloodshed; the one party departing 
to take up the burden imposed by the 
majority of the votes cast; the other 
to reorganize its forces. reconstruct 
its order of conflict, to again try con
clusions at another time. 

Such a spectacle as this is in itself 
a great object lesson, and teaches the 
possibilities of the principle of self 
government. 

We venture to express the hope 
that now that the quadrennial polit
ical strife is over for the time being, 
Saints will put away any bitterness of 
thought, if any has been engendered, 
and let the gospel of salvation have 
renewed sway in the minds of all. 

these policies are or ; whether 
the men chosen are well or ill-suited G. T. GRIFFITHS WILL NOT GO< WEST 
to bmu· the burdens of the offices to AGAIN BEFORE APRiL 
which the suffrages of the people Owing to conditions not subject to 
have elected them, and whether the control, Bro. Gomer T. Griffiths will 
confidence of the one party ·that the not return to the Western mission be
policies presented by the party pre- fore the April session of conference. 
vailing will be productive of the good If he should go now, he will be re
proposed, and the men chosen be q uired to return to Ohio again before 
wholly them into the Conference sits. This would in-
execution the party v~lve much expens~ and d.el~y; he 
losing in contest that the policies w1ll therefore labor m the missions of 
are bad and the men chosen incom- Brn. W. H. Kelley and J. H. Lake, as 
petent f~r the '~ask imposed on them t~ey and he may agree and wisdom 
by their we have not the I direct. JOSEPH SMITH, · 
right nor the disposition to state. For Presidency. 

The Saints in their different locali-
ties have doubtless exercised their SPIRITUAL GROWTH. 

right to hear, read, think, and decide Spiritual growth is to be sought 
for themselves; and after such for, and valued when secured. 
decision, has made it expressive of We often see it written a.nd hear it 
his will by his ballot, the franchise of sp)ken that the missionary forces and 
the citizen. leading men are negligent of duty in 

'I'here may have been bitterness in tj:J.at places where the Saints are found 
the ; there may have been in isolated living places, small 

and hasty speeches made branches and sparsely settled dis
warmth of political differences tricts are not visited, looked after, 

and party strife; and if there has and good local laborers provided for 
been such should now be them, that "the flock of God may be 
overcome and away by the fed." 
power of will one towards It may be that there are places 
another, in light of the words of where, if suitabl~ "good" men were 
the Master, ''Whatsoever ye would ~JNaila.ble for pastoral work, a more 
that men should do unto you, do ye active life in church work might ap· 
even so to them." pear to be manifest; but we call to 

The citizens of the Republic have mind that the calls are many, the la
once more witnessed the scene of a borers few, and in our case very few 
strong and contest, , indeed. 
of to Republic and I But, whf1t is the need of charging 
the world in interests 1 when those who a,:re engaged 

and the :results whif.ih were are all th&.t men in their Gondi· 

tion can do to meet the various de
mands made on them. Is it not a fact 
every man and every woman is to be 
judged at the final winding up of 
earthly affairs by the Great, Judge, 
upon the basis of individual worth, or 
demerit, and not for the good or bad 
things that others have done? And 
does the living alone or in the crowded 
branch excuse or exonera,te anyone 
for feeble effort, failure in being wor
thy, or for absolute wrongdoing? 
Does an isolated life, or one passed in 
the whirl of associated members, nec
essarily add to personal righteous
ness? 

Is it not a fact that the Spirit of 
God is as accessible and as readily 
given to the humble follower of the 
Master, plodding along in the loneiy 
walks of an isolated home, as it is to 
t,he man, or woman, who lives among 
the many and worships wit.h the hun
dreds of a large branch? Is it not the 
experience of some that when they 
lived in a small branch, where but 
few met at the stated times of meet
ing, that they had great spirit•ml en
joyment, and the members seemed 
more closely united than thGJy did in 
the larger branch to which they re
moved in search of spiritual life, and 
development? -

Would it not be well for those who 
so constantly write of the loss locali
ties may meet unless there is some 
one sent who is fatherlv and wise to 
take spiritual watchcare over them, 
just to stay right there and take such 
watchc1:1Jre themselves, and go and 
leave the flock to the wolf? Do such 
writers take any solace to themselves 
that they have done their duty by 
throwing the burden off their own 
spiritual strength, upon Bro. W. H. 
Kelley, G. T. Griffiths, or Bro. Jo
seph, tha,t they are thereby freeing 
their garments of the blame for loss 
that may ensue, and fastening re
sponsibility upon those whom they so 
warn of impending danger ·to the 
flock? Do they? 

Another thing. The work is the 
Lord's; he is the "author and finisher 
of the faith;" h~ alone can give in· 
crease to the fold; he alone can send 
or retain the Holy Spirit to the con
vert and disciple. Why, then, should 
doubt be thrown upon his goodness, 
will, and ability to give sustaining 
grace to all- the isolated Saint as 
well as he who lives in the crowded 
and busy branch. We are constantly 
reminded that the church i:;;; not a 
"man-made" institution, it is not 
a one man t.hat is no :re• 
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specter of persons, that neither Bro. i 
John nor Bro. Joseph is authorized or of 
empowered to dominate the opinions, church ministers 

taut find of the day. No more objects were · 
taken from the excavations. The electrical 
pump for the water from the first 
'"o•r.rer was yesterday afternoon 

or dominate the thoughts and speech to where 
former 

:lind the probably be pumped out 
of the membership, that every man 
has the right, privilege, and duty to 
think for himself, be a man and act 
for himself, having right to an access 
to the Father, through the Mas
ter for direction, comfort, and 
strength. Does anyone forfeit these 
great rights because he or she lives 
alone? No. Does anyone have or 
enjoy them more abundantly simply 
because they are with the many in as
sociation? No; it is a matter of indi
vidual life and striving. 

Let us trust Christ with a better 
trust, hereafter. If he cares for the 
shorn lamb of our material :flocks, will 

or no matter 
what cause for divorce unless that 
cause existed before the first 
was entered into. 

This action on divorces may be fol-
lowed other and 

tinue, those 
ra'Gion will 
use the 
of the laws to 

today. It is expected that many objects of 
value will be found in thi.s tower when the 
water has been taken out. Electric lights 
13.re to be used to light the excavations where 
they are neoessiJ,ry. The excavations are be· 

pushed westward and laterally. Escaler· 
"st;·eei; is with people during 

I the en<;ire day. venders of alleged 
, ant.iquities are a rich harvest from 
! the tourist; selling them all sorts 

of things at all sorts of prices as objacts hav
ing· beun taken f1·nm t.he excavations. The 

in New York isn't to be compared 
the average tourist in point of gulli· 

bleness. 
SECTION OF OLD CHAPEI, WALL 

FOUND. 

RUNS TWEN'l'Y' METERS OR MORE WEST
WARD FROM 'l'HE TOWER OR CORNER 

he not more tenderly and surely care 
for his own spiritual flock? We be· is 

As fa,r as FOUND MONDAY. 

The extension of the Escalerillas street ex
cavi1tlon to the west yest.erday disclosed 
about twenty meters of the top of an old wall, 
which i.n the opinion of Sr. Batres, is prob
ably the north wail of one of the chain of 

lieve so; and while we sympathize ble cau~e for 
with the lonely ones, and· pray for 
them, we do know that to them comes 
the greater opportunity and the 
sweeter reward, if they merit the 
Lord's favor by upright living. 

DIVORCE. 

The Protestant Epi.scopa,l Church 
is now considering the question of the 
divorce laws of the state, and the 
rules of the church in divorce cases. 
The Chicago Tribztne has this to say 
of it editoria.lly: --· 

NEW BAN ON DIVORCE. 

or fornication. 
We favor a uniform law on the mar· 

.relation to be enacted Con-
gress of such rules f>,nd 
shall in all 'ohe states and 
tories 

ANTIQUiTIES N THE 
CITY 

the teocalli. The full 
of the wall not been ascertained, 

its depth is merely conj·-octure. 
is a continuation of the struc1;ure 

afeemoon, which was sup-
oosed to be a of an old tower, In 
~lev•r of this fact, while no further excava
tions were made around the supposed tower 

Sr. Batres is inclined to think 
it is merely the corner of the building in 

th<'l ebi!,pe of ~'quarter of a cylinder. 
A stone serpent's head was found in 

The head is very clearly 
eyes, mouth and fangs showing 

The mcu th is widely extended and 
fta"" ~,cross tho fe,ce, being about 35 centi

meters wide. The head is nearly a meter in 
The Protestant Episcopal Church adopts leogth. Some minor were found, 

the proposed new canons concerning mar·riage the readers I amoDg- them several st.one similar to 
and divm·ce. Its a{)tiou will be chiefly im- so those taken out, and a hundred to a 
portant in that it may tend to influence 'fbe hundred ihthl bells. These 
lie opinion as to the sanctity of the , ·' s d to 

"iKroT·,~ f,.,,~ 1., ~1e11s~ r. were use 
contract. No one will contend that a c11non ,ve.e Iu~a I ht.lng ovet' of drum in doorway of 
of a church which forbids its ministers to she 'l'he drum so blocked the en-
marry two persons unless satisfied that in that to move it to 
neither has been the husband or wife of \1\fhen it was moved bells rattled 
other person living- will have effect the priests within of the 
preventing such The bells are about 
where the parties rulee of and h 1>1f a centimeter in 
the church as the supreme law of their li.ves. wtth mouths, baviog only a 
It is and will always remain possible for di- IHttls slit at tho end. They had evidently 
vorced people to be legally married by civi.l 1 been hung· on strings. 
authorities in spite of all church rules to the I 'l'he electric was successfully put in 
contrary. Among the members of the Epis- tower will be pumped 
copal Church, however, the proposed CiHI')!lS I th · f · · finds ~u.Joy be expected 

h · fl t seeoJs ear lS 81rly u !U\; 

will undoubtedly ave much m ueuce and , lin J,rcb::eologists who 
weight and through them it will have a cer- up ner I are the work. 
tain influence upon the public generally. Here are the 

It is proposed that the only condition under ANOTHER TOWER FOUND YESTERDAY. 
which a divorced whose former hus- I 
band or wife is be to IN 'l'HE ESCALERILLAS STR.f~E'l' EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 
remm-ry wi.th the of church is 'iiONS-Is L.t~RGER. THAN THE 'I Bro. D. W. reports some 
that the cau8e for the divorce must have ex- FIRS~'. 
l·~ted b·"'"r" •he f ~~mnr mni"'l'l'nqyo ,=ns co~- . " fourteen his the 

0 V>V 0 "'-'-• '' n m u~v no; '" W•oot l' "'JC'JC'h+ rc bn tr•wr•~ ['[ "Pe of ,,_,e . 
t•·d T ' ' • f 1 ' · ' •-«'" ~ "' J,," "'' '" ·'·' •• u. ~·-~ "L I for the quarter trac.~'""' . .!ll b1e op1nlo? o many peop e tncre 1 ~uernu163 cA t,he AzGec •Nas dis~ · 

should bfl other txceptwns made to the !''lll· I cov:~ed '_n th·3 ~·, 0 ,,, 1,q. He wrote:--· 
eral rule of the church in OPder to prev~ nt~ .J ' ~ A. c]Lr:cui·o:r ~tr~)~t~u~·'B I can observe incressed acf~ivity among the 
act.ual injusf,]ce to innocent dl,·a.meter I Sr<'lnl;s. a,nd the :1neetings at our late 

ve of I · were a marked de· · I A greater 
I manifested by 

ba 1 church, and 
been re- I been very 

I 
>\irt.l 

D.l 

the ! ~ 
meteor in i November says:~ 

as I The way seems mucb hedged up bere I now; but be dawn of day will soon 
impm·· · appear, as the hour is said to be just 

ous 

the 
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before day. I have found the location of the 
Utah elders and some of their membership, 
and expect to spend most of my time with 
that misled people. I have found one lady 
who will make a statement of what she saw 
there, etc. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bro. G. T. Griffiths reports some 
forty or fifty baptisms in his field the 
last quarter. He and his family have 
been quarantined for scarlet fever, at 
their home in Temple, Ohio, for the 
past six weeks; the quarantine is now 
lifted, however. 

Bro. Henry 0. Smith, of Temple, 
Ohio, reports an improved condition 
among the Saints at Kirtland, Ohio, 
of which we are pleased to hear. May 
peace and the Spirit prevail there, 
and everywhere is the prayer of all. 

Elder I. N. Roberts writes that he 
organized another new branch in 
Minnesota on the 27th of October. 
Reports also, three baptisms by him
self and Bro. Omans later. Bro. Rob
erts expected to do missionary labor 
in Duluth the next month. 

Oriuinal 1lrtiG1Bs. 
THEOPHANY.-NO. 2. 

BY R. M. ELVIN. 

The triumvirate of Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit should be understood 
and considered as one in aim, purpose, 
power, and glory, for the redemption 
of the wide-spread race of Adam. 

Zeezrom was a man who was expert in the 
devices of the devil, that he might destroy 
that which was g0od.-Alma 8: 9. 
In his subtle effort to catch the serv
ant of God, he adroitly said:-

Will you answer the questions which I 
shall put unto you?-Alma 8: 9. 

Among the questions be propounded 
in his attempt to gainsay the truth, 
were the following:-

Q.-' •Thou sayest there is a true 
and living God?" A.-Yea, there is a 
true and a living God. 

Q.-Is there more than one God? 
A.-No. 

Q.-How knowest thou these things? 
A.-An angel had made them known 
unto me. 

Q.-Who is he that shall come? Is 
it the Son of God? A.-Yea. 

Q.-Shall he save his people in their 
sins? Answer:-

I say unto you he shall not, for it is impossi
ble for him to deny his word.-Alma 8: 9. 

Here the questioner turned to the 
people and said:-

See that ye remember these thiogs; for he 
said there is but one God; yet he sai.th that 
the Son of God shall come, but he shall not 
save his people, as though. he had authority 
to command God.-Alma 8: 10. 
The minister's reply was:-

Behold thou hast lied, for thou sayest that 
I spake as though I had authority to com" 
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mand God, because I said he shall not save 
his people in their sins.-Alm& 8: 10. 
After this colluctancy, they renewed 
the dialogue. 

Q ues t.ion :-
Is the Son of God the very eternal Father? 

-Alma 8:10. 
Answer:-
Yea, he is the very etemal Fttther of heaven 

and. of. earth, and all thiogs which in them is; 
he is the beginning and t.he end, th~ first and 
the last; and bA shall come into the wol'ld tore
deem his people; and he shail Lake upon him 
the transgressions of those that believe on 
his name; and these are they that. shall have 
eternal life, and salvation cometh to none 
else; therefore the wicked remain as though 
there had been no redemption made, except 
it be the loosing of t,he bands of death; for 
behold, the day cometh that all shall rise 
from the dead and stand before God, and 
be judged to their works. Now 
there is a death is called a temporal 
death; and the death of Christ shall loose the 
bands of this temporal death, that all eball 
be raised from this tempor.al death; the 
and the body shall be reunited again, its 
perfect form; both limb and j'Jint shall be 
restored to its proper frame, even as we now 
are at this t,ime; and we shall be brought to 
stand before God, knowing even as we know 
now and have a bright recollection of all 
our 'guilt. Now this restoration shall come 
to all, both old and young, both bond and 
free, both male and female, both the wicked 
and the righteous; and even t,bere shall not 
so much as a hair of their heads be lost; but 
all things shall be restored to H.s perfect 
frame, as it is now, or in the body, and shall 
be brought and be arraigned before the bar of 
Christ the Son, s.nd God t.he Father, and the 
Holy Spirit, which is one eternal God, to be 
judged according to their works, whether 
t,hey be good or whether they be eviL-Alma 
8: 10. 

The interrogations were by Zeezrom, 
"one of the most expert" lawyers of 
those at the examination of Amulek 
the minister who was a,ccused of vio
lating the laws. There was an at. 
tempt on the part of this expert 
lawer to bribe the servant of Christ 
to· deny the "existence of a Supreme 
Being." No one answer given under 
such circumstances should be consid
ered as ultimatum in the issue under 
investigat.ion; the consentaneity of 
the answers gist of the evidence. 

1. He testified that there was "a 
true and living God." This is cor
roborated by the ProphetJeremiah:

But the Lord is the true God, be is thfl Uv
inj!" God, ancl an everlasting King,-Jer. 10: 10. 

2. His second reply is confirmed by 
the Prophet Isaiah:-

Before me there was no God formed, neither 
shall there be after me.-Isaiah 43: 10. 

Anciently angels made known the 
mind and will of God to men. (See. 
Rev. 19: 10.) 

4. 'rhe affirma,ti.on thal; it was the 
"Son of God" who was to come is at
tested the testimony of the Apostle 
Peter:-

Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living 
God.-Matt. 16: 16, 

5. By taking the first 
answer separate and 
exclusion of all other 
this topic, it would 
dogma of theophany; 
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latter of the answer dispels all 
error. wherein the witness testifies 
that the godhead, is a triune-namely: 
'•Christ the Son," '•Gcd the Father," 
and the "Holy Spirit," which he de
nominates: "One Eternal God." To 
accept one part of the answer and 
reject a part, would be to impeach the 
witness, which would be both. incon
sistent and suicidal. Let not the 
reader overlook the fact that Isaiah, 
in his prophecy, foretold that Christ 
should be called "the everlasting 
Father." John the Revelator, pur
porting to us the words of the 
Master, says:-

I am Alyha and Omega, the beginning and 
the the Lord, who is, and who was, 
and who to come, the Almighty.-Rev. 
1:8.I.T. 
Thus we obtain a unanimity in the 
testimony of Amulek, Isaiah, and 
John, relative to Christ and his rela
tionship ·to this cosmos. There is a 
large portion of the world unaware 
that one of the chief, particular ob
jects of the Book of Mormon is-
the convincing of the .Jew and Gentile that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal God, mani
festing himself unto all nations.-Preface 
Book of Mormon. 

Surely no truth·loving person will 
find fault with this, for the good book 
assures us:-

Every spirit ,tha'G confesdeth that Jesus 
Christ is come in the flesh is of God.-1 John 
4:2. 
Oa,n any Christian afford to disregard 
this divine test, or the evidence that 
is in harmony therewith? The Ne

were taught:-
And now behold, my beloved brethren, this 

is the way; and there is none other way nor 
name given under heaven, whereby man can 
be saved in· the kingdon of God. And now 
behold, this is the doctrine of Christ, and the 
only and true doctrine of the Father, and of 
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, which is one 
God, without end.-2 Nephi 13: 6. 
This clearly and unmistakably teaches 
the doctrine of the triune godhead. 
To the same import is the follow
ing:-

For behold, the time cometh, and is not. far 
distant, that with power, t,he Lord Ommpo
tent who reigneth, who was, and is from all 
eternity to all eternity, shall come down from 
heaven, among the children of men, and shall 
dwell in a tabernacle of clay, and shall go 
forth amongst men, working- mighty miracles, 
such as healing the sick, raising the dead, 
causing the la,me to walk, the blind to receive 
their sight, and the deaf to hear, and curing 
all manner of diseases; and he shall cast out 
i!evila, or t.he evil spirits which dwell in the 
hearts of the children of men. A:nd lo, he 
shall suffer temptations, and pain of body, 
hunger, thirst, and fatigue, even more than 
man can suffer, it be unto death: for 

blood from every pore, so 
great be his ang·uish for the wickedness 
!1nd the abominations of his people. And he 
sha,ll be called Jesus Christ, the Son of God, 
the :B'a.ther of heaven and earth, the Creator 
of all fl'om the beginning; and his 
mother bo called Mary.-Mosiah 1: 
1:1; 14. 

Tbe reader will observe that both 
of these quotations from the ancient 
prophets of America were prophecies 
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delivered prior to the birth of the 
Son of God, and both are replete with 
certitude of his name, relationship to 
his Father, and character of his work 
for the redemption of his brethren
the children of Adam. When he came 
to this continent he said to the Ne
phites:-

Behold I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God. 
I created the heavens and the earth, and all 
things that in them are. I was with the 
Father from the beginning. I am in the 
Father, and the Father in me; and in me 
hath the Father glorified his name. I came 
unto my own, and my own received me not. 
And the scriptures, concerning my coming, 
are fulfilled. And as many as have received 
me, to them have I given to become the 
sons of God; and even so will I to as many as 
shall believe on my name, for behold, by me 
redemption cometh, and in me is the law of 
Moses fulfilled. I am the light and the life 
of the world. I am Alpha and· Omega, the 
beginning and the end. And ye shall offer 
up unto me no more the shedding of blood; 
yea, your sacrifices and your burnt offerings 
shall be done away, for I will accept none of 
your sacrifices and your burnt offerings; and 
ye shall offer for a sacrifice unto me a broken 
heart and a contrite spirit.-Book of Nephi 
4: 8. 

Without doubt the Master referred 
to the scripture:-

And other sheep I have, which are not of 
this fold; them also I must bring, and they 
shall bear my voice; and there shall be one 
fold, and one shepherd.-John 10: 16 
And when this scripture was fulfilled 
by his visitation, he affi~med his son· 
ship, and the fatherhoou of God. 

In the same trend is the following:
And the angel said unto me, Behold the 

Lamb of God, yea, even the Son of the Eter
nal Father!-1 Nephi 3: 16. 
This was prophetic; was true then, 
and is equally true now. 

In this our own day God hath again 
spoken unto mankind, arrd in his re
vealments we have this beautiful Ian· 
guage:-

This Comforter is the promise which I give 
unto you of eternal life, even the glory of the 
celestial kingdom; which glory is that of the 
church of the firstborn, even of God, the holi
est of all, through Jesus Christ, his Son; he 
that aseended up on high, as also he descended 
below all things, in that he comprehended all 
things, that he might be all in all and through 
all things, the light of truth, which truth 
sbineth. This is the light of Christ. 
As also he is in the sun, and the light 
of the sun, and the power thereof by 
which it was made. As also he is in the 
moon, and is the light of the moon, and the 
power thereof by which it was made. As 
also the light of the stars, and the power 
thereof by which they were made. And the 
earth also, and the power thereof, even the 
earth upon which you stand.-D. C. 85: 2 
No theophany in this, but rather the 
autocracy of the eternal God, the 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 
the matchless Architect of the va,st 
planetary systems that adorn ''the 
circumambient heaven." 

Here is one more citation from the 
same authority:-

Verily, thus saith the Lord, It @ball come 
to pass that every soul who forsaketh their 
sins and cometh unto me, and calleth on my 
name, and obeyeth my voice, and keepeth my 
commandments, shall see my face, and know 
that I am, and that I am the true light that 
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lighteth every man that cometh into the 
world; and that I am in the Father and thcl 
Father in me, and the F<>,tl:wr and I axe one; 
the Father because he gave me of his full
nest; and the Son because I was in the world 
and made f!8sh my taberuacle, and d vvel t 
among the sons of men. I was in t.he world 
and received of my Father, and the works of 

men are responsible for 
God unto them. 

statement should be a 
ebenezer to one and all:-

him were plainly manifest; and .John and 
bore record of the fullness of and 
the fullness of .John's record is 
be revealed. And he bore 
saw his g4ory that he was in the 
before the world was; therefore, in 
ginning the.Word for he was the 
even the messenger 
and the Redeemer of the world: darkne,,, ho·.v 
truth, who came into the world bommse the --M<:~tt G: 23 , L 

which is in thee be 
that darkness be. 

world was made by him; and in him was the 
life of men and the light of men. The worlds In refutation of the conclusions of 
were made by him. Men were made him. Mr. that there is no evidence 
A.ll things we~·e made hi~n, a?d . . of the of Christ, I cite:-
hlm, and of h1m. And Jonn, oare recon'! . ~ . , . . . 
that I behel.d his as t.he of the I "'Nots.-,--Jn Eus~bw~',}l:ccwsrastwal Hrsto_ry 
Only Begotten of ,,nB rvl!owwg ~~ wr"""en Chnst 
and truth; even the Soirit truth buing f<:m;lknowr;: ·"It is now proper 
came and dwelt in the fl;Jsb and dwelt ammw to show- thv,t the very name of Jeous, as 
us.-D. C 90: 1. ' "' thfl.t of Ohriclt, was honored by the 

Th. 1 · b l t' b ld of cld. And first, Moses himself 
lS e.xp anat10n y reve aulOn s ou exceedingly august and 

be satisfactory to all who tbe the) of Christ is .... And 
philosophy of this IsraeL who ~!.ve? subsequently also 

The -immaculate One was ever faith- >mnounceq un~1st_ by. name." . As 
_ , . Oi:lr1st sa,Jd that 1t was written 

ful to confess tbe supren:w,cy of ms Enil\or and should rise from 
Father, and his own and Paul said that it 
his Father. Read the be the first that 
the beloved disciple:- , therefo~e i~ must 

, · tnat they more m tne sa-
They understood not that he spako to than has come down to us 

them of the Father. Then Baid Jesus unto Mo'r,her Church. ConsEquently 
them, When ye have lifted the Son of , the from as found in the 
man, then shall ye know thftt am he, ;J,nd those from the 
that I do nothing of but as my :o.ll come in place, and they 
Father hath ta,ught me, I thee'' wi.th t.he texts g-iven from 
And he that sent me is me; the Jii.mes' and with Church 
hath not left me alone; for I do :~J '~lif1VS those 1),>; here shown.-Compendium, p. 14. 
things that please him.-John 8: 27~29. rvloses of 
Tbe perspicuity of this is so self-
evident thP.t comment is I 
unnecessary. uDio 

James D. Shaw. of in , 18 :15. 
his pamphlet, "Divinity " I This text is 

trine of says:-

God will :raise up unto thee a 
midst of tbee, of thy breth
unto him ye shall hearken. 

the doc-

CONCI~ USION, Now I have examined 
duced by Mr. Black 
vinity, and have not 

ad
di- 1. I believe in God; and that he is 

eternal without 
conclusive, or even , 
trary, I find that the Tesr,&ment duF-s II • • 

mention him at all. I'he .J,J''<S brs,nd·A hi~.n 2. beheve 111 
as an impostor; the Roman hlst.orlans took I i.s tbe Son of that he 
no not!ce of him; aJ?d h\mseJJ, mainta\cs I as is the F8.Cher. 

that he 
eternal 

a duahty between hm1 God, 1 3 I bc'jn·ro 'n the 
ing his inferiority in knowledge, power, 1 ·; .I:H '~'"' 1'' 
authority. In I find no in he IS ·witness of the 
demonstration of divinity coul.d II those 
with equal propriety be adduced favor of a I ob8dienr .... e sons of 
score or more of other good men, some before 4 I ,_eli ~vo in the 
and others since his- time.-Puf;e 2:). I -· '-' · e ~ 'd 

an 
Mr: Shaw .fo.r ~ o. ~' 

1 
pe:ossss 

that 
and 

who are by 

godhead of 
Spirit; that 

but 
for promment mm1ster lVletho~usv / " 1.~ one 1, ,, r""·~~r.~o 

E . lOb 1 i "•ir. fi-.t-,. C!Je 'a..""KJU.L}-1,.....;::}~~ plSCOpa Ul'CD., anu Wl'GllOUt ~.vUut tb., - ol' mnn 

~nsisted upon the people in his I ·'- -~--~~-~--:~, • .:...~ 
mg:- I 

There is but one living fWd trurJ God, ever- 1· 
lasting, without boCiy of finite 'I 

power, wisdom, and 
preserver of all 1 

visible. And in unity 
ar·e three persons nf one 
and eternity-the F:i.ther, the 
Holy Ghost.-M. E. Dioctpline, p, 

Mr. Shaw at one time received 
a fair vote. in a, General Conference for 
the office of in his ; ! 
shortly after which left tt1e I to 
and ann.otw,c:ed himself l;l, hllmanita· I <lOVBring from mness. 
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BAPTISM.-NO. L we would have to I Ezekiel 23: 15; Job 9: 31; Leviticus 9: 
THE HOW? THE WHO? THE WHY? of the case right i 9; 1 Samuel 14: 27; 2 Kings 5: 14; 2 

.AND BY wr-IOM? us the meaning I Kings 8: 15; Genesis 37: 31; Joshua 3: 
BY WALTER J. HAWORTH. custom has attached to 115. It occurs in no other place, and 

; but that it is not an I an exa. ruination of the texts will show 
THE HOW? the Greek word that in fourteen of the cases it is ren-

Water baptism is looked modified, and trans- dered "dip;" in the remaining one, 
all Christians as a of being translated) I dyed, which can only be done by dip-
dinance-a sacrament. bibles, the proper ping. When the Jews, in translating 
it is a subject which to its meaning is in a their scriptures into Greek, came to 
dom is sadly All Greek lexcicon. We submit ex- this word tabal, they rendered it hap-
truth Paul's statement in several. tize; and when our translators came 
4: 5, that there is ·'one ~a lexicon which to this same word, they rendered it 
but still there are three by the faculty of a by the English word dip. It there-
tisms taught by the Christian seminary):- fore follows, that since dip in Eng-
One party teaches that immersion 

1 

immerse repeatedly into a lish, and baptize in Greek, are both 
alone is valid, Christh1n An- to so~k tbo~oughly 1 to equivalent to tabal in Hebrew, they 
other class teaches as the . or bapttsmos: JmmEll:swn. must be equivalent to each other. 

d. . d O h ,.~ 1 Immersed, dyed. Bupto: To d1p, to Th f h d b t. t or mance appomte G e1:s \ plu··ge into water. . ere ore, t e wor ap 7zo means o 
contend for pouring as Dr. John Jones (Greek and English dip. 
baptism. The advocates of I Bretschneider:-
and pouring, however, allow that im- I ·"' t · B · I An entire immersion belongs to the nature · · 1 1 b · tb" k th t . uye, sam. o.pttzo: mers10n lS ega , Ut '11!J 1J, dip. Baptize: Bury, over- of baptism; this is the meaning of the word. 
sprinkling or pouring will do -Theo. Cip., vol. 2, p. 681. 
well. In other they William Smith:-
not one, but three 
how three baptisms can 
into "one ba,ptism" is a 
we would like to have 

Here is a plain sta'Lement of tbe (from Bapto, to dip): Dip, im-
facts in the case: All Christians murse, immerge, pluuge, to wash, to cleanse, 
agree that immersion is proper w to baptize, depress, humble, over-

tism, but some believe tha,t "' . . 
or pouring will do just as -'-he above are four leadmg le_xi-

Since all agree that immersion is l cographers, the extracts from w~wh 
legal baptism, we will not waste time beyond. reas~na~le quest1?n, 
and space in this a:":"ticle in the word baptno 1s a. spemfic 
what is already but our en· t~rr~, and that ~hen Jesus sa1~ "bap-
deavor will be to that ttz.e he me.ant 1m_merse (or d1p), and 
sion is tl::le "one said so q mte plamly, for the word 
that neither means to dip, immerse, plunge, soak, 
are saturate, wash. 
are t.herefore not Lest may think we have 
In order to do to suit ourselves, we 
the several used the following from one of the 
baptists in support of the claim made ~~ scholars of our age. 
by them. , Dr. Conant, when asked, "Does any 

F. t d f t f 1 · I lexicon define baptizo, to 1rs an oremos comes ,ne c aim , replied:- -
that the word is a and 1 

not a specific term. We a,.re informed I dear brother, no respectable iexicog-
b h h h or ever has g-iven 'sprinkle,' or 

Y t ~m .t at W en. m the 1 as a definition of baptizo. I have 
commlSSlOn, told h1s to ' 1 all the Greek lexicons of any name.-Hardy-
tize in the name of Father Wilkinson debate, p. 42. 
and Holy Ghost," he did not Tbe following testimony will also 
word baptir<e, direct just how the show the true significance of the 
tizing was to be done. F'or word: -
a man might direct his servant to I R. Pengelly, on baptism, pp. 9, 
to the city and buy some " 10:-
the servant would be at to 

1 

The radicle: bapto, to dip; runei, 
walk, run, or ride in a just as pouring. 
he pleased, because the go is Those who have studied mathemat-
generic term and not This I ics will remember that it is an axiom, 
argument would be 'j that which are equal to the 
if our friends could that , same are equal to ea,ch other. 
the word baptize is I 'l,he same also true with regard to 
and not a specific term. In I 
of this claim we are referred to I 
ster's dictionary, which defines 
word baptism thus:-

Baptism: The application of water to a 
person, as a religious or•din«nce, commonly 
performed by sprinkling m~ immersion. 

If the word baptize were an 
word, and Webster the proper one to 

Barnes tells us in his commen
tha,t the Hebrew word tabal, 
is rendered by the Greek word 

occurs only fifteen times in 
"Following are the 

Leviticus 4: 6; Leviticus 
6. 51; Numbers 19: 18; Ruth 2: 14; 

Exodus 12: 22; Deuteronomy 33: 24; 

Baptism properly and literally means im
mersion.-Bible Dictionary, p. 73. 

Beza:-
Christ commanded us to be baptized; by 

which word, it is certain, immersion is signi
fied.-Epistolato in Marc 7:4. 

Salmasius:-
Baptism is immersion, and was adminis

tered in former times according to the force 
and meaning of the word.-De Cess. vii., p. 
669. 

Vitringa:-
The act of baptizing is the immersion of 

believers in water. This expresses the force 
of the word. Thus, also, was it performed 
by Christ and his apostles.-Aph. Theo. 
Lane. Aph. 884. 

Richard Fuller:-
In commanding his disciples to be bap

tized, Jesus knew what act he enjoined, and 
he could have been at no loss for a word 
clearly to express his meaning. Did he in
tend sprinkling? The word was rantizo. Did 
he require pouring? The word was keo. If 
wash, nipo; if bathe, lono; if immerse or dye 
(the word having this latter meaning, be
cause dying is by immersing), bapto. If Jesus 
meant immerse, and nothing else, the word 
was baptize. This is the word he has used, 
and which the Holy Spirit always employs 
when the rite of baptism is mentioned.
Spiritual Baptism, p. 36. 

Prof. Charles Anthon:-
The primary meaning of the word baptizo 

is to dip or immerse .... Sprinkling, etc., 
are entirely out of the question.-To Dr. E. 
Parmeley, March 27, 1843. 

The Rubric (Church of England 
ritual) provides that after a child has 
been named, the priest shall dip it in 
the water discreetly and warily; but 
adds that, should the parents certify 
that the child is weak, it shall suffice 
to pour water upon it. 

Mr. John Wesley, the founder of 
the Methodist Church, thus records a 
genuine immersion as required in the 
Rubric:-

Mary Welsh, aged eleven days, was bap
tized according to the custom of the first 
church and the rule of the Church of Eng
land, by immersion.-John Wesley's Journal, 
vol. 3, p. 20. 
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SAINTS' 

On page 24 of the same volume he 

1
~ The two words en and eis are the only. 

says:- words by which the Greek language 
I was asked to baptize a child of M1., Pae-~ can co.nvey ~he idea of going into or 

ker's, second bailiii of Savannah; but Mrs. P. m a thmg or place; so as these 
told me, neHher Mr. P. nor I wHl consen·" w are words used we think we have 
i~s being ~ipped. ~ if _you ~er- ample reason for o~r 
tlfy that tne cblld 1s weakly, wul suffice 1 • G· , , ·nh 
(the Rubric says) to water upon it. She En means lll .reeK as mu.~ as 
replied, Nay, the is not weak, but I am in means in, in and although 
resolved it shall not be dipped. This argu· it has secondary it is a bad 
ment r. could not c~nfute, s:; l .. went home and rule to discard the prime.ry meaning 
the ch1ld was baptized by "'no,her. f d · f • · t d . . o a wor m avor or 1 s secon ary 

We w1ll now conSider another argu· meaning, when the meaning of that 
ment often made by those who advo· word is under discussion. 
cate sprinkling and pouring. We are As the word en occurs 2,720 times 
i~f.ormed that when John came ba:p· in the Greek Testament, in only about 
t1zmg, he m~de a very emphatic" forty of which it necessarily means 
statement, which clearly shows how wit.h, the chances are, that as 2, 728 is 
he baptized. He said, "I indeed bap· to 40, au argument based on the word 
tize you with water." . From this with (where it stands for en) will lead 
statement the argument IS made that to a false conclusion, and vice versa. 
the word with . implie~ that the w~- So, although the word with only sig· 
wa~er v:ras applied to tne person, as m nifies that water was the liquid John 
sprmklm~; ~nd not. the person to the baptized and not a mixture of 
water, as m ImmersiOn. water and oil, or blood and water, we 

Suppose I were to say, ''I filled the believe that ''in water" is the true 
fountain pen, with which I am work· rendering, a,nd until convinced other
ing, with ink," could you tell whether wis_e, will stand by the Greek Testa· 
I had poured the ink into it, or ment. 
whether I had dipped it into an ink- By the way, we might mention that 
stand, and filled it in that way? the Greek Church (the people best 
you could not tell how I had filled it, calculated t.o understand the meaning 
even though I had used that very con- of all these disputed words) recog
clusive word with. The n~ason you nizes immersion as Christian 
could not tell, is because the word baptism. 
with was not used to make known A further a,rgument based on the 
how the act was but sim- word with, is t.hat as the disciples 
ply to make the clear that the were b~,ptized with the Holy Ghost on 
pen had been filled with ink, and not the da.y of Pentecost, so did John 
with water, or p<J,int, or any other ba.ptize. Well, we admit it! and say, 
fluid. So with the statement made j' Bring forth your strong reasons. 
by John; the word with serving Our attention is called to Acts 2:17, 
to make the fact clear that he was wherein Peter says that the Holy 
baptizing with water, and not with a Ghost had been poured out on that 
mixture of water and oil, or water and But why not read the second 
blood, such as was employed in many verse of thajt same chapter, wherein it 
of the washings under the law. How says that the Holy Ghost came as a 
it was done, was conveyed indepeud· "rushing mighty wind." "and filled 
ently of the word with. The word the whole house where t.hey were sit
baptize tells how it was for we ting''? Why go sevent.een verses 
have already shown t,ha'" the word down the chapter to find out how the 
means to immerse or And now Spirit came preparatory to that great 
we want to enter our If were to read that 
against the had been baptized 
that verse of s, certain church, 

Our reason for that into the water had been poured 
in the Greek New this by the deacon, would you say that he 
statement of Jobn's, so had been baptized by pouring? And yet 
many times, reads in every instance, that is just what people do when they 
"I indeed baptize you in water." It say the disciples were thus baptized 
is in no case nmdered "with." the pouring out of the Holy Spirit. 

Having given a, valid reason for dis- 2 tells us tha,t the Spirit came 
satisfaction with ijhe authorized ren- into the room (baptistery) with a 
dering, we will proceed to show that sound like aJ "rushing, mighty wind," 
the primary meiJ,ning of the word em- until it filled the whole house. 
ployed is in. If that was not immersion, will 

The Greek some one tell us whs,t it was? Why 
correspond in fill the whole house if it was not to be 
to the English in into, re- an immersion? Yes, John be,ptized in 
spectively. In the Greek 'festament, the same way as the apostles were 
John 1: 26 reads: en udati" bapt.ized in the Ghost; and that 
(I bantize in water); also in verses 31 way wa,s immersion. Although the 
and 33. In M:nk 1: 9, the preposition . record tells us plainly in several 
is not en but eis, and says that Jesus ' places that the persons baptized 
was baptized (dipr:ed) into Jordan. ''went down into the water," "came 

up out of the water," and were bap· 
tized by John "in Jordan," some have 
had the assurance to tell us that there 
is no evidence to prove that any of 
them were dipped in the water. As 
this is not an argument, but simply 
an extremely desperate assertion, we 
will not meet it by argument, but will 
simply say that aside from the fact 
that the word baptized tells us plainly 
they were dipped, the inference is at 
least strongly in favor of our side of 
the question. 

Where does it say they were not 
dipped? 

Again, we are sometimes told that 
the record has been wrongly trans
lated where the phrases "in Jordan" 
and "into Jordan" occur; such places 
should read ''and were all baptized by 
John at Jordan." Well, we know of 
one text at least, in which the diffi
culty cannot be "translated out of" in 
this way. It will be conceded by all 
that Naaman the Syrian leper dipped 
himself in Jordan. The text says, 
2 Kings C: 14 (in the Septuagint), 
"Ebaptizato en to Jordane,"- •·he 
dipped himself in Jordan," and it is a 
remarkable fact that this corresponds 
precisely with the text in Matthew 
3: 6, which says, "Ebaptisonts en to 
Jm·dane," and had Matthew's refer
ence to baptism been translated in
stead of being transferred, it would 
read, "they were dipped by John in 
Jordan." This coincidence is too re
markable to admit of the rendering, 
"they were dipped by John at Jor
dan." 

Another argument for us to answer 
is, that although the word is only 
transferred where it refers to baptism 
as a religious ordinance [for the ac
knowledged reason "that the Church 
of England might reap good fruit 
thereby"*], there are several places 
in which the word baptizo, or some of 
its derivatives, where it does not re
fer to the ordinance of baptism, have 
been translated. We are informed 

. that in most of these places immersion 
would be absurd. 

Our attention is first called to Mark 
7:4, wherein we read:-

The washings [baptisms] of cups, and pots, 
and brazen vessels, and of tables [or couches]. 

Is it not absurd to say that the Jews 
immersed their tables or couches? 
Would it not be more feasible to be
lieve that they washed them, as we 
do, by putting water on them? If 
the tables referred to were like our 
massive cedar and mahogany ones, 
and the couches like our heavily built 
and upholstered ones, it would seem 
that our way was at least the easiest; 
but even then, we know that the 
Pharisees did not study ease and com
fort in performing what was to them 
a sacred duty, especially when some 
one else would have to do the work. 

*See Preface King James• Translation, 
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When we remember that. i;he little 
stool which was placed at the head of 
each guest, while he reclined upon 
the floor, was called his ' " and 
that the mat between him the 
floor was called a ' " we· can see 
that immersion is not at 
One thing is certain; the 
and tables were all in one : 
way, and as the Old Testament 
us just how they were to be 
we will settle the ma'oter by 
thereto. In Leviticus 11:32, we 

Whether it be any vessel of wood, or rai
ment, or skin, or sack, whatsoever vessel it 
be, wherein any work is done, it must be 
into water, and it shall be unclean until 
even; so shall it be cleansed. 

755 

hands in They washed the outside of their 
tha,t· the bodies, but neglected the cleansing of 

water vms hands a the heart. 
se.rva,nt. \ Before me is a treatise on this sub· 

In order to establish this \ ject by a Church of England clergy-
direct us to examine 2 man (Brookes), in which the following 

where it is said of that he appears:-
water on thrJ ha.nds of Eli

And we are asked to believe 
this was the the Pharisees 

that this was 

eat 
verse is a 
the of 

before meals, on 

There are four places in the New Testa
ment where the word dip really does occur. 
Matthew 26: 23: "He that dippeth his hand 
with me in the dish." Luke 16: 24: "That 
he may dip the tip of his finger in water." 
,fohn 13:2.6 (t.wice): "He it is, to whom I shall 
give a sop, when I have dipped it. And 
when he had dipped the sop, he gave it to 
Judas Iscariot." 

Again, in Hebrews 9: 10, Here '~he word 

He then proceeds to argue that 
since the word translated "dip" is not 
baptizo, but bapto, baptizo cannot mean 
to but he destroys any force 
there might be in this argument by 
trying to prove in the next paragraph 
that the phrase in Mark 7: 4 '•Except 
they wash, they eat not," refers to 
the wa;shing of hands. He admits 
that where the washing of hands is 
mentioned in verse 3 the Greek word 
is nip8onti, and that in verse 4 the 
Greek word rendered wash is bap· 
ti8onti. Now if baptizo cannot mean 

speaks of "divers washings" the of bands 
tisms) under the and in this ca,se the hands 
tists ·indulge the may have been washed 
refers to divers modes of but in the fourth verse 
(baptizing). Paul does not say one baptisonti, and rneans to 
word about the mode of ; that merse, for the 
was settled by the word 1

1 

It is 
which vv:e ha,ve shown means to or ken of in New 
imm~rse. What; did Paul mBa~ j wherein is con'vained not 
by d1vers washmgs? be !Wl· of 
dently used the term "divers wash-
ings" as we often of different 
washings known We have 
''hair washes,"' 
washes," etc., in common 
us, and we speak of the 
these things as '•divers 
True, these washes can be 
different ways, for our wash is 
not as distinct and exclusive a term 
as the words bapt'iso and tabal. The 
word bapt<'zo, in its radical form, is 
never translated ' " in the New 
Testament; and when any of its de
rivatiV'es are rendered ' " 
the washing is 
quence of dipping. By "divers wash-
ings" Paul evidently meant such 
things as the washing of vessels 
putting them into water, that 
might be cleansed (Leviticus 11: 
dipping in in blood 
running water; 
in the water of 

We are 
Mark 7: 4, which says 
sees, ''Except they 
not." . Pedobaptists claim 
absurd to think that the 
dipped tbemsel ves in 
because they bad been to 
When we read in the law that 
touching unclean 
only wash themselves, in some in
stances their clothes, we would not be 
surprised at a Pharisee him-
self ''all over," after being to 
the very phwe where he would 
likely to come in cont~,ct with 
"unclean." And supposing 
washing of hands was meant 
we firmly believe it to 
whole body), that would necessitate 
the dipping of the hands in water. 

But our friends argue that this was 

" because bapto means "1;o dip," 
how can baptisont'i mean the washing 
of hands when nipsonti fills the bill? 
We are affirming just the opposite of 
what is claimed by the writer referred 
to; so both of us cannot be right. In 
verification of our claim we present 
the following~ testimony from the 
Greek lexicon of M. Wright:-

Bapto: I dip, plunge, immerse, wash, etc. 
Bapt1zo: I dip, immerse, plunge, saturate, 
etc. 
I consider this ample testimony to es
tablish the harmony between these 
two words. 

Nipsonti: To wet, wash; wash the bands 
vouched or feet. Baptisonti: Immersion in water; 

named ceremonial purification. 

is sometimes pointed 
out as another in which the 

of hands is referred to:-

With the above information, and a 
request to "search ot,her lexicons and 
be satiEfied," we leave the readers to 
judge for themselves as to who is 
right in this matter. 

1 Corinthians 10: 2 is often pointed 
to as proof of baptism (?) by asper
sion. The strong "east wind'' is said 
to have sprinkled the Israelites, when 
they "all passed through the sea; and 
were all baptized . . . in the cloud 
and in the sea." A careful reading of 
this text will reveal the fact that the 
baptism did not take place while they 
were passing through the sea. The 

he mar- language shows that they were bap· 
befor·e tized after they had passed through 

the sea. Two separate acts are re-
of the ~ext verse corded; first: "they all passed through 

of whole I the sea;" second: ''and were all bap-
J esus tized in the cloud and in the sea." 

of him to the 1 Note: "in the sea;" bow then could it 
Verse I have occurred while they passed 

through "dry shod"? (Ex. 14: 29; Isa. 
Aud the Lord r;aid unto Now do ye, 11:15, 16.) 

Pharisees make ciean the of the cup I . . . 
and the platter; but your inward part is full 1 Agam: It ~s argued by some t~at 
of ravening and wickedness. ' Paul was sprmkled, because Anamas 
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said i>O him: ''Arise and be baptized, 
and wash sins," 'rhe Greek 
word' 'anastas, here rendered ''arose," 
might also be rfmdered "standing up;" 
and if so, Paul must have been bap
tized "standing up. 11 

We could. as consistently say that 
David "fled standing" when he arose 
and fled for fear of Saul; or that the 
young men who buried Ananias and 
Sapphira were "standing still" all the 
time they were wrapping up the bod
ies, carrying them out, and burying 
them, for it reads:--

The young men "arose," wound them up, 
carried them out, and buried them.-Acts 
5:6. 

Paul leaves no room for doubt as to 
how he was baptized, for he tells us 
plainly, in Romans 6: 4, 5, that he 
was "buried with Christ by baptism 
int,o death," and that he was "planted 
in the likeness of Christ's death." 

How was Christ buried? Reader, 
you are interested in knowing this, 
for in like manner you must be 
"buried in baptism," or to use another 
figure, "planted in the likeness of his 
death." Jesus was buried in a tomb-a 
cave-like hole in the rocks-and the 
entrance sealed up by a stone, Thus 
he was separated from the world
hidden from view-entirely covered 
up. But it was only, as it were, a 
plunge into the tomb; for in three 
days he came forth Q:P.Ce more; risen 
by the glory of the Father. Paul 
says to the Romans:-
. Therefore we [himself included] are buried 
with him by baptism into death; that like as 
Christ was raised up from the dead by the 
glory of the Father, even so we also should 
walk in newness of life.-6: 4. 

What a beautiful illustration! Je
sus was buried in the tomb, entirely 
covered up, and in course of time 
arose again. So the believer is buried 
benea,th the liquid wave, and comes 
forth again to walk in newness of 
life. This was how Paul was bap
tized. 

We are now informed by our friends 
that the water supply of Jerusalem 
would not permit of such large num
bers being baptized as are mentioned 
in the Acts of the Apostles. That 
the reader may be able to judge of the 
merit of this argument, we present 
the following evidence: In 2 Kings 
18:17, we read of the "upper pool." 
2 Kings 20:20 speaks of the "pool 
that Hezekiah made." Nehemiah 
2:14 also mentions a "fountain and 
the king's pool." Isaiah 22: 9 tells us 
of the waters of the "lower pooL" 
John 5:2 makes mention of "the pool 
of Bethsaida." And John 9:7 refers 
to "the pool Siloam." 

Dr. Robinson says:-
Immense" cisterns, now and anciently, ex

isted within the a.rea of the temple, partly 
supplic:d with ;.·aiu water and partly witb the 
aquednct. Almost every house had a cistern 
in it.-Robinson's R,Js. in Pal., p. 480. 

Again, he says:-

SAINTS' 

With reservoirs Jerust~.lem was 
supplied, to say nothing of the imnF'nse 
of ::jolomon bt.,youd BcJtblehem, whieb weee 
no doubt. constructed for the benefit, of the 
Holy City.-Ibid., p. 483. 

3. 'l'hat the 
which in E 

Hebrew word tabal, 
is :rendered dip, is 

in the Greek 
t.he English 
word bapti::oo, 
Hebrew, they 

and as both 

Again:~ 

There are on the north side of the city, another. 

and t.he Greek 
are equal to tabal in 
must be equal to one 

outside the walls, two very large reservoirs; 
one of which i~ over 300 feet long and more 4. That the Church of 
than200 f<cJet wide, and theother600feet long ritual provides for the 
by over 250 feet wide .... Within the walls· fants in the font, with 
are the pool of Bilth8aid:. 860 feet long by 130 
feet wide, and the pool of Hez·ekiah 240 feet sprinkling as alternatives in 
long· by 144 feet broad .... There are also weakness, 

England 
of in

and 
case of 

aqueducts and numerous fountains.-Ibid., 5. That John's .reference to baptiz-
p. 480-516. . h " d h h ing ''w1t water oes not s ow ow 

Another objection against immer- the act was performed, but only that 
sion, as tfie "one baptism," is that the he baptized with water, and not with 
twelve apostles could not have bap- water mixed with oil or blood. 
tized the three thousand converts on 
the day of Pentecost, if baptize means 6. That in the Greek Testament 
to immerse, and nothing else. By John's statement "I indeeJ 
reading Acts 1: 13-15, we find that baptize you in water." 
one hundred and twenty persons be- 7. That the baptism of the Spirit at 
longing to the church were present Pentecost was immersion; the pouring 
on that day. I am sure no one will out only being preparatory to the im
affirm that none of the "seventy" mersion. 
whomJesussentout, underthetwelve 8. That the 
were present on that occasion. But Mark 7: 4, were 
we will suppose that the twelve apos- pose of washing. 
tles- alone attended to the baptisms. 9. That the '·divers 
This would give two hundred and fifty tisms) of Hebrews 9:10, 
persons to each administrator, which, divers "modes'' of 
calculated at the rate of one person washings; for 

etc., of 
the pur-

" per minute, and with fifty minutes pure water," "dipping in 
added for service at th8 water side, "dipping in blood and running wa
would occupy just five hours. Let us ter," "dipping in oil," etc .. etc. 
see if there was time for this on the 10. That the 
day of Pentecost. While Peter was wash, they eat not," in Mark · 4, re
speaking, it was the "third hour of ferred to dipping of the whole body, 
the day, "-nine o'clock in the morn- for the purpose of washing, and not 
ing. ·(Acts 2: 15.) 'rhis would leave merely the washing o£ hands as :re. 
nine hours between .then and six ferred to in the verse. 
o'clock in the evening. We will allow 11. That the Greek bapto, which 
Peter two hours in which to finish his is translated "dip," in Matthew 26:23, 
speech. That will bring us to eleven Luke 16:24, and John 13:26, corre
o'clock. Supposing it took them an sponds (in its meaning) to the word 
hour to walk to the water, it would baptizo, which is :rendered "baptize." 
then be twelve o'clock-noon. If they 12. 'rhat the Isr<J,elites were bap
devoted fifty minutes to another serv· tized after they had passed through 
ice and then began to baptize at the the sea, and not by the east wind as 
rate of one person per minute, they they passed through, "dry shod." 
would be finished at five p. m., and 13. That the water supply of Jeru
would be able to walk back home by salem was quite equal to the demand 
six o'clock. These time allowances that immersion would make it. 
are extremely liberal, for modern 14. That the twelve alone 
preachers have demonstrated that could easily have the task 
they can baptize faster than that. of bapti2;ing the thousand. 

In 1888 H was published in London. Eng- We now submit for your considera· 
land, that in July, 1878, in India, at Velum- tion: 1. That neither nor 
pilly, two miles north of 0 mgole, 2 222 were 
baptizc~d in six hours, by tiix administ,ratorcl; pouring are 
only two haotizlng at once.-Bapt. Immer- and, therefore, cannot be valid in his 
slon. R. C. Evans, p 55 sight. To say they are "just as valid 

Having examined the main argu- as immersion," gives the case away. 
ments used in favor of pouring and God made immersion valid; who made 
sprinkling. we now call the attention the others "just as va,lid"-who? 2. 
of the reader to a brief summary of That John, and an the apostles ad-
the proofs adduced in this article. ministered the ordinance of 

1. All Christians agree that immer-
1 

by i the candidate in water. 
sion is proper baptism, though some i 3. That immersion is the coin 
call sprinkling and pouring also legal I cast by Jesus, and the 
baptism. official st.amp-"one 

2. That the Greek words bapto and How is it, then, an-
baptizo convey exclusively t.he idea of 1 other coin in the 
dipping, or immersing, and therefore i motto, "Three baptisms"? In order 
''baptize" is a specific term. l to show by whom this false coin was 
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cast, we refer to some of the his
torians. 

Our first witness will be that cele· 
brated ecclesiastical historian, Dr. 
John L. Moshiem, Chancellor of the 
University of Gottingen. Of the first 
century he says:--

'fhe sacrament of baptism was adminis· 
tered' in this century, without the public 
assemblies, in places appointed, and prepared 
for that purpose, and waa performed by an 
immersion of the whole body in the baptis
mal font.-Eccles. Hist., cent. 2, part 2, 
chap. 4, par. 15. 

Of the second century, he says:
The persons that were to be baptized, after 

they had repeated the creed, confessed and 
renounced their sins, and particularly the 
Devil, and his pompous allurements, were 
immersed under water, and. received into 
Christ's kingdom.-Ibid., cent. 2, part 2, 
chap. 4, par. 13. 

Our next witness is Dr. Phillip 
Schaff, a professor in a pedobaptist 
seminary, Mercersburg, Pennsyl
vania. He says:-

Immersion, and not sprinkling, was un
questionably th<; original normal form. This 
is shown by the very meaning of the Greek 
words, baptizo, bapt'isrna, and baptisrnos, used 
to designat.e the rite. Then, again, by the 
analog·y of the baptism of John, which was 
performed in the Jordan ["en"], Matthew 
3:6, compare with 16;-alsu e·is ton Jordanan 
[into the Jordan], Mark 1: 9; furthermore, by 
~he New Testament comparisons of baptism 
with the passage through the Red Sea, 1 
Corinthians 10: 2, with the flood. 1 Peter 2: 
21; with a bath, Ephesians 5:26; Titus 3:5; 
with a burial and resurrection; Romans 6: 4; 
Colossians 2: 12; and, finally, by the general 
usage of ecclesiastical antiquity, which was 
always immersion, as it is to this day in the 
oriental, and also in the Gneco-Russian 
churches, pouring and sprinkling being sub
st.itnted only in cases of urgent necessity, 
such as sickness and approaching death.
Hist. Apost. Church, p. 568: 

Neander, in a letter to Judd, says, 
speaking of the early centuries of the 
Christian era:-

The practice of immersion was beyond 
doubt prevalent in the whole church. The 
only exception was made with the sick
hence called baptisma clinicm·urn. 

Thomas Stackhouse says, in his 
"History of the Bible":-

We nowhere re&d in Scripture of any 
one's being baptized but by immersion, and 
several authors have proved, by the acts of 
councils and ancient rituals, that this man
ner of immersion continued as much as possi
ble to be used for thirteen hundred years 
after Christ. 

Space will not permit us to bring 
forward more testimony from history, 
to show that the true coin-immersion 
-was current in the church for sev
eral centuries after Christ, although 
there is much that has been written 
on this subject,, both by the historians 
and the early fathers. We will there
fore begin to call up the witnesses to 
the casting of the counterfeit coin. 
Our first witness is Dr. Wall, vicar of 
Shoreham, Kent, England, who on 
February 9, 1705, received a vote of. 
thanks from the general convocation 
of the Church of England clergy, for 
the excellent booK he had written on 

infant baptism. 
baptism by 

The most ancient of which is that 
tian, who (A. D. 251) while fxorl 
sickness, received what csJled 
baptism. This is the most ancient 
record. 

Our next witness is Eusebius. 
Speaking of Nova,tian, he says:-

Our next witness, Dyonisius, says:-
' We justly cherish an aversion to the Nova-~ 

tian, by whom the church is s,suuder, 
and some of the brethren have I 
into impiety, and and , 
nefarious doctrine has re- I 
specting God, and our most Lord I 
and Savior, Christ, has been 
devoid of compassion; which also, beside all I 
this, sets aside the holy baptism, a.nd 
turns the faith and confession that prec.3des 
it. 

Although t,his is the first 
on record of baptism by it 
was not countenanced by ch_urch not 
except as clinic (sick) baptism. Wb.Em 1 

the man recovered, church 
were denied him, by reason of I 
a split was caused in the church. It 1 

was not for many centuries after that i 
that the church declared immersion 
and pouring indifferent. 

The Ed in burgh Encyclopedia, edited 
by the learned Sir David 
in the article on baptism, says:-

The first law for sprinkling was obta,inGd 
in the following manner. S tepht:n H., 
being driven from .Rome by 
of the Lombards, in 753, fhld to 
short time before had usurped the 
France. vVhile he remained 
monks of Cressy, in 
whether, in case of 
formed by pouring water on 
infant would be lawful. 
it would. But though the 
should be allowed, which 
Catiholics deny, yet 
was admitted oniy in cases 
was not till the year lilll that the 
in a council held at 
mersion or sprinkling to 
this country (Scotland), 
was never practiced in ordinar-y casss 
after the Reformation; and in England, even 
in the reign of Edward immersion 
commonly observed. But 
cution of Mary (Queen of 
sons, most of wbom were Scotchmen, 
from England to Geneva, and there 
imbibed the opinions of t.batchurch. 
a book was published at that, 
the form of prayers and of sac· 
raments, approved by t,he famous Rnd 
learned man, John Calvin, in which 
ministrator is eojoined to take wacer l.n 
hand and lay it on the. chiid's foreb''""d
The8e Scottish exiles, who had renou>JCcd 
the authority of the Pope, 
knowledged the authority of John 
and returning to their own 
John Knox at their bead, i.n 
sprinkling in Scotland. From 
practice made its own way into England in 
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the practice of the Roman Church, 
but rather adopted it. This was also 
done by the Presbyterians under John 
Knox. Then by the Church of Eng
land in 1643, enforced by Act of Par
liament, and also in America in 1648. 
The coin is here. It bears the in
scription: "Three Baptisms." The 
power that issued it declared sprink
ling, pouring, or immersion to be 
indifferent. But on the same coin 
there is another figure, the impress of 
the authority that issued H. In our 
Savior's words we ask: Whose image 
and superscription is this? And 
echoing down through the pages of 
history comes the answer: Cmsar's 
(Rome's). 

Dear reader, whom do you wish to 
honor? If you desire to do honor to 
Cmsar (Rome), "then render to Cmsar 
[Rome] the things that are Cresar's" 
(Rome's); but if you wish to do honor 
to God, "Render to God the things 
that are God's." 

('robe continue?.) 

hBUsr DapartmBnl. 

SAIN'.m' 
here, saying, "Whatever he does he can't take siderable money has been donated. I think 
my baptism away from me." Knowing his about one hundred dollars now can be raised. 
objection and her resolution, I prayed the 
Lord toprevent his interference. Although 
he stood on the bridge with the crowd, he 
offered no objections, and I did not know of 
his presence till two days later. Her only 
punishment, immediately afterward, was a 

Our branch is ·in a good condition. We re
gret that our teacher, Bro. McComas, is going 
to Arkansas. Your brother in Christ, 

F. M. McDoNALD. 

cursing from him, with the statement that SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Nov. 6. 
she had that day committed the worst sin of Editors Herald:-We have just returned 
her life. But she was safe within the fold of from a short visit in the Garden Grove 
Christ. neighborhood, where we also attended dis-

Bro. Moler had on the Sunday of the first trict conference. 
few meetings at tha "Pine," baptized two Concerning- the conference, we are glad to 
other brave little soldiers of the Sulllday report that it has been pronounced the best 
school army; one a boy, and the only boy held in years. The Spirit was present in 
in that school. Where are our boys? Have power at the prayer and testimony meetings. 
they no souls to save? Whence shall come Strong men and reserved women were moved 
the future "laborers in the harvest," if our to weep as little children under. its softening 
boys g·row up in the world? What is the touch. It is not so at the social gatherings 
reason the boys cannot be kept in the Sun- of the world. There you hear the silly jest 
day school as well as .. the girls? Do you and mirthless laughter; the real feeling of 
answer, "They are in some branches?" Again mC;n and women is hidden. Ah, there is a 
I ask, "Why not in all? Why not in other difference, broad as the ocean, between sober 
Sunday schools in other denominations than joy and riotous pleasure. The sermons all 
ours? seemed connected, the one with the other, 

I was present at the afternoon session of a one thread of thought binding them all to
celebration by a school of the "Uuited Breth- gether; and it was evident that a controlling 
ren" Church, in August, where a nice pro- and helping spirit was aiding, both in outlin
gram was carried out by a dozen or twenty ing them and in giving them utterance. 
girls, only one solitary boy having any part As different ones conned the list of de-

CREOLA, Ohio, Nov. 13. in the exercises. Where were their boys? parted laborers from this part of the field 
Editors Herald:-From the district confer- A few years ago, when laboring in south- alone, and recited the history of their deeds 

ence at Vale's Mills, Ohio, September 28 and western Iowa, in the town of Glenwood, I while here, we were struck with this 
29,Bro. James Moler directed me to the "Pine" attended a convention of all the schools of thought: Our fathers have set their mark 
church, "Bierly" branch, for a few meetings; the city, where the ratio of young ladies and high; can their children reach it? I know 
thence to Limerick, where thirteen ser- girls to young men and boys present, was of one who will be more Christ-like than now 
mons were preached, Bro. T. J. Beatty fully ten to one, if not more. I wonder, is it if he ever becomes as good as his father. 
being in charge. Returning to "Pine," six- so in heaven? By the way, the missionary field is a good 
teen additional services were held, during Parents, why not look after your boys as school to teach one his shortcomings. The 
which time, five brave little soldiers from well as your girls? Do you say, ''The girls things he knows are little foothills he has 
Sr. Young's Sunday school class of girls, and are more easily controlled than the boys? climbed over; before him tower the moun
three other persons, were baptized. Four of That is only because you carelessly let your tains of things he does not know. 
these dauntless little girls (the eldest thir- boys get ahead of you. The picture i~ a We learned that the battleship Iowa was 
teen years of age, the youngest eight last painful one. Do you' say, "There are more in San Pedro harbor, and improved the op
May) walked up to the writer one evening girls than boys"? That may be true, but the portunity to visit her. The sights on board 
after service, one of them saying, "Bro. ratio is nothing like that seen in the Sunday the great ship of war were novel and stirring 
Thomas, I want to be baptized next Sunday, schools. to one born and bred far inland. Her great, 
at four o'clock." Seeing the four together, I For the sake of their souls, and Zion's silent guns, her steel-cased walls, are bul-
asked each of the others seperately, "And cause, look after the boys. 'Narks of the greatest nation ever founded, 
you?" to which all answered, "Yes sir." Yours in the gospel work. because the most free. Her sailors and offi-
The other of the five was no'G of the Saints 0. B. THOMAS. cers, familiar with all climes, seem enchanted_ 
children, and had not permission from her people. Yet we suppose that all str-ange 
parents to go forward tha~ day. lands lose their wonder when one sees them, 

A visit to her home the following Saturday NEW LONDON, Iowa. and it is better to have some to dream about 
secured not only the desired permission, but Editors HM·ald:-Our conference is over, and never enter. 
the company of her dear old grandmother to and a grand one it was. The question was Our stay at the home of Sr. David Mills, in 
follow Christ. She had long ago believed the asked me by quite a number at -Burlington, company with Uncle Alexander Smith and 
doctrine of the Saints, and with her husband, when we decided to adjourn to meet at New Bro. Gould, was made pleasant. Also at 
at one time resolved to be baptized the next London, What are you people going to do other homes, and we feel to say that we have 
day. The circumstance of a call from two with us when you get us out there? As Bro. many as true Saints here in southern Cali
neighbors in the morning deterred him from Evans said, we had two or three plans, but fornia as the sun shines on. Let there be 
carrying out his resolution, and he departed finally thought it'best, as our district had no more! 
this life never having entered the fold. Not reunion this year, to give the Saints a few Bro. Gibson and myself have opened up two 
wishing to leave her husband behind, this dear days outing, and hold the conference in the places that are, in a sense, new; but in one of 
old sister had never again resolved to go a sec- tent, and feed the people on the grounds, them they heard me once and never came 
ond time into the water (as she was once im- which seemed to be a success, which we of again. I could not consistently blame them. 
mersed by a minister of the "Disciple" church) New London think was due to Bro. Evans' The sermon was so excellent and lasting 
until the visit above mentioned. The other good advice and kind assistance. I feel our they never needed another! 
person baptiz8d with the four girls on the confererence would have been a failure had Bro. T. W. Williams is amuck with Mr. 
former occasion, is a sister who had also long it not been for him. Nye of the Utah church, in the Express. Mr. 
desired to come into the church, but was hin- Since our conference three persons have Nye's statemomts persuade us that Brigham 
dered by her husband. She at last resolved offered ground on which to build a church; I Young told the truth once, when he said 
to save her soul and risk the consequences · mean three different places. Besides, con- ! Utah could produce the biggest liars in the 
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world; and his arguments remind us of the 
greased feathers Brigham said his elders 
could whip the world with. 

We are becoming Californiaized; can eat 
figs, olives, celery, and tamales- tests of 
fellowship. 

Our eyes have beheld the· beauty of the 
mountains, and the majesty of the ocean. 
Tt.ey declare the glory, and majesty, and do
minion of God, and him we are glad to serve. 

ELBERT A. SMITH. 

FORMOSA, Kan., Nov. 13. 
Editors Herald:-Am at present in this part 

of Jewell county; and though I have labored 
in many points in this the northern part of 
the North Kansas district, yet few places I 
have found better than this for interest and 
congregations. MaBy congratulate us for 
our pure, Bible doctrine, etc., some of them 
going so far as to write it up in the county 
paper. But yet it seems that this church is 
not popular enough with them to cast their 
lot therein. 

"Who hath believed our report, and to 
whom is the arm of the Lord revealed?" To 
the few only, so far; but there is a great 
future for the church, and I am thankful that 
time is extended to all, and that this is but 
the commencement of the great work of re
demption. Hence no cause for any discour
agement,-but to labor on. 

The work here is gradually gaining, and 
on the move. B!'n. Mannering and Gurwell 
are occupying in southern, L. F. Johnson in 
western, and myself in northern parts of this 
vast district. We are being cared for at 
present by D. S. Marple and Peter Ramsey, 
and we are very thankful to them and many 
others of the Saints, for their great kindness 
to the missionaries, while in the field. Let 
us labor together in the Lord. 

JOHN A. DAVIS. 

MILLWOOD, Manitoba, Nov. 6. 
Editors Herald:-Again I offer a few lines 

relative to my work as a servant of the 
church in this western Canadian province, 
believing it my duty to occasionally give 
brief accounts of labor performed and the 
success following, etc., for the benefit of the 
Saints generally, but more Ellllpecially for 
Ontario Saints, whose money sent and partly 
sustains me, that they may see their prayers 
being answered. I have had svme unpleasant 
experiences since taking up labor here, but 
on the whole I am content, studying to do 
the best I can under the circumstances to 
the upbuilding of the work. I would there
fore ask my beloved brethren in the east to 

·continue their confidence in me, and remem
ber me con11tantly in prayer, that my faith 
fail not, that humility and love may charac· 
terize my efforts, and my zeal be properly 
seasoned with wisdom and knowledge, so 
that all possible good may be done that con
ditions allow; and to God we will ascribe all 
praise. 

At last writing I was busily engaged' in the 
region of Oa.knook, and referred to the status 
of the work at that time. In verification of 
my prediction that some would enter the 
kingdom, I am happy to report the baptism 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
of three more souls. Other three gave their 
names in for baptism, but later withdrew for 
reasons I will leave them to explain to their 
Master. There are a number of others very 
near the door who wish more time for con
sideration, which while granted, we shall 
hope to be righteously spent. In all, fifteen 
have been baptized, making a total of twenty
two Saints, all of whom, with exception of 
two or three, can, and no doubt will, regu
larly meet for prayer services and Sunday 
school exercises. A school bas been organ
ized, to be known as the Ash ville school, 
Ashville being the nearest station on 11. lately 
constructed line of railway. The first name 
given was Ridgeway, but later changed to 
Ashville. A good interest is taken by the 
new Saints in school work, which is quite 
encouraging to me. May the blessing of 
God attend their every effort toward the es
tablishing of themselves and others in the 
good work! I am of the opinion others will 
obey the gospel in that section, pos~ibly 

when I return, as I expect to at some time. 
While I have to report the above progress, 

there has been some prejudice created and 
dastardly work done. Satan has inspired his 
emissaries with renewed zeal, and they have 
acted upon it to the detriment of our work in 
some parts. ~· 

At Drifting River there are some believ
ing, being very much interested; and here 
the Methodist preacher, referred to in my 
last letter, exhibited a meanness that jeal
ousy alone breeds. He sought to oust me 
from the school by trying to leave an ap
pointment for the same hour and in same 
school, as I had been occupying; but his offer 
was refused and regarded with disgust by the 
people generally. At Eldon schoolhouse, 
however, he was applauded for the same 
trick. Prejudice is high at Eldon, and 
served the unprincipled an opportunity to 
show their hatred to my preaching and mani
fest the spirit of which they were. When I 
arrived one Sunday evening, his meeting was 
in progress. He pt•etended to feel sorry for 
the clash in appointment; and said- he did 
not know of my having the school engaged. 
I did not feel as sorry for him as others, and 
asked him for an explanation of his action 
two weeks previous, at Drifting River. This 
was looked upon by his near friends as an un
just demand, and made the excuse for what 
disorder followed. It was as a scourging, 
and had the effect of ridding the building of 
foolishly indignant and creed bound. A num
ber of the rough lingered on the outside to 
annoy the service as much as possible, and, 
as I learned afterwards, to sense me into a 
few pointers and effectively show me the 
error of my way, but their courage failed be
fore my meeting closed, for slowly the rabble 
ceased. 

There are friends to our work in this dark 
corner of his Majesty's realm; but prejudice 
is so high that evil triumphs for the time; 
but while "the heathen rage and the people 
imagine vain things," let us hope for patience 
to endure their insults, led on to it, as they 
are, by the professedly pious and sanctified. 
They will get their portion in a coming day. 

Drifting River people collected among 
them, at the close of my b.st meeting, the 
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sum of six dollars and twenty-five cents, and 
presented it to me in the most friendly man
ner. May the Lord bless the honest and just 
and let his frown rest upon the willfully re
bellious. 

At present I am in Millwood, remaining 
over night in a public bouse,. waiting the ar
rival of Bro. Selby Carter, who lives sixteen 
miles distant to the southwest, at Spy Hill. 
I formed the acquaintance of the Methodist 
preacher stationed at Spy Hill, on train en
route, and made arrangements with him to 
notify Bro. Carter of my arrival and waiting. 
I think this is likely to be the only favor he 
will do me, for I judge him knowing as much 
now about Latter Day Saint philosophy as he 
has any use for; but time will reveal matters 
more thoroughly. 

Am in hopes of securing a good, faithful 
hearing at Spy Hill school, and enjoying the 
sweet Spirit of light, liberty, and peace, so as 
to present the restoration to the best advan
tage. More anon. I am, in the struggle, 
pleading the cause of Zion, 

FREDERICK GREGORY. 

WILBURTON, Ind. Ter., Nov. 11. 
Editors Herald:-A few lines by way of in

quiry or rather suggesti<.,ns. We, as Latter 
Day Saints, are looking with great earnest
ness towards a time when all true saints will 
gather to Zion. We pray for the day to 
speedily come when we will be gathered 
home. We look for some great revelation 
concerning the gathering. We get very anx
ious for the Lord to tell Bro. Joseph, by reve
latio'n, to call the Saints home, and we even 
hear of some complaints being made like this: 
There must be something wrong, or the Lord 
would give the long-desired revelation. 

Well, dear Saints, truly, is there not some
thing wrong? Now, let us take a look and 
see if we cannot find the wrong. But let us 
go by the rule laid down by our Savior, i. e., 
first cast the beam out of our own eyes then 
see if there is a mote in Bro. Joseph's eye. 

Now the beam first: Have we paid our 
tithing, that there may be means in the 
storehouse to aid in the purchm.se of homes 
for the gathering Saints, or have we done 
nothing but pray for ,the gathering to take 
place. 

Second: If any have not paid tithing, will 
we pay up, so the Bisho[l can move out in the 
great work intrusted to him, and purchase 
lands to locate. the Saints on as they get ready 
to come. These are very important ques
tions. And third: Do we take church pa
pers, thus aiding the work. If we do not, the 
question is, Will we. Fourth: Do we ever 
have anything for freewill offerings? If not, 
why not? Is it not necessary that we should 
help in this great work, if we expect to reap 
any benefits therefrom? There is no rational 
minded person who can say no. Well, then, 
isn't it high time that we see to this part of 
the work as a body, and not expect too much 
from the heads of the church, especially 
when we are keeping. their hands tied by not 
responding to their calls for finance to roll 
the great work on? 

Now, dear Satnts, one and all, brother and 
sister, what I wish to propose is this, that we 
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and help shoulder the burden, and be 
to say, Come on, brethren, i::lstead of, Go 
ahead. 

Now, I have this to offer for writ-
ing this letter: If I am out of place, in this, 
let the officials say, and I only ask you to for, 
give me, and pray foe me, that I may be more 
careful when I write. 

Your bwther in the one faith, 
J. N, PERKINS. 

COLUMBUS, Ohio, Nov. 13. 
Editors Be,rald:-Quite an interest awa.k-

ened and inquiry being made in this ci 'Y, 
through the preaching, m:1inly, of Bro. V. 
M. Goodrich, together with the talks of Bm. 
J. E Matthews. There are resident. Saints 
in the city who supported their and 
thus contributed in a large measure to the 
success. Thirteen persons have been bap
tized, and others are at the door of 
inquiry, favorably impressed with the g·ospel 
story. 

thil Saints is felt J'or good in all parts 
Lf this g·reD,t metropolis. 

T'i:l-e Sabbat,h a week previous was spent 
wi.th the at Conneautville, Pennsyl va
nia. 'The meetings were interesting, and the 
brethren are moving along·, seemingly~ as 
well as fast circumstances will permit. 
A ohang·e of st'''son is np;m us. Bro. Beatty 
remains in the ciuyo Is well liked. 

WM, H, KELLEY. 

BRUNSTER Pl"AIRIE, Texas, Nov. 6. 
'Ed'itors He·rald:-A few wordB from North

eastem Texas. The outlook for the gospel is 
good. I find people looking for truth wher
ever I chance tell the beautiful message 
that the angel brought to Joseph Smith in 
these last days to prepar0 the people for the 
gr.,at day tl:w,t is so close at hll.nd. How 
tl:uwkful we ought to be that we are per
mitted to live in '"his day and age of the 
worid. Why can the people of this genera
tion not discern the signs of the times? But 
our S\lovior said, "As it was in the days of 

one and all send, on the first day of January, 
1901, to our bishop, one dollar, to be used as 
God and the church may direct. Now let us 
just think for one moment what this would 
mean for us to spare one dollar from our 
scanty allowance. One may say, I may have 
to miss my coffee if I spare a dollar. Another 
may say, It keeps me hustling v.round, the 
best I can, to get provisions and clothing· for 
my family. So it may; but, my brother, do 
you spend any money for tobacco? Do you 
go to the circus? DJ you smoke a cig!ll', oc
casionally? Have you kept an account of the 
dimes and nickels that you spend foolishly 
for one year? If not, try it once and see 
if you could not afford to spare one dollar out 
of that for church work. Some may have to 
sacrifice a novel; but that will do you no 
harm. Make the sacrifice, and the Lord will 
be pleased with you, and if we will adopt a 
rule to respond to the urgent calls by the 
authorities of the church for money, we will 
see the work begin to move out in a marvel
ous way. Then we will realize that God is 
pleased with us. 

Now, let us continue to pray for the gath
ering to shortly take place, and, at the same 
time, do all we can to answer our own 
prayers. I have an idea to present, or 
rather a thought to drop, i.e., would it not 
be wise for us to be very careful how we 
pray, and ask for nothing to be done that we 
are not willing to help do, and I feel sure 
that we will try to do more, so we can ask 
more. 

Yesterday, Sunday, the writer was asso-
Noab, so shall also the coming of the Son of ciated with Bro. T. J, Be2,tty in the services 
lVhm be." 'l'hi~ generation rej,'cted the of the. day, Bro. V. M. Goodrich having been 

called awa,y from the city. Sunday school, prophet that God sent to tell in what age of 
. the world they lived. and we know t.hat sacrament, and prayer 5et'Vlces were hold; · . 

also two preaching 'meetir!gs, a good intm·est whe,re there arc? no visions the .people .perish. 

b · ·r i ,1.,. , · h • .., · I nad the pleasutoe recently or followu1g two elng' manl ES \lo fle mee ulng·s 'Nere 2lu. ln I ' - . ' . 
the M. E. church, the bret.bren having Uum eluer~, tne fitdt I evsr got on the trail 
rented it for a month. of. I antimpate they wer~ n~ce men. T~ey 

stated to t,he people th!l.t lf the Reorganlz~
tion had the s.uthorlty they did not have it. 
TtHoY stated there was a doubt about it, 
but they belleved it was a matter that would 
be settled in the near future. Indeed, the 

Here is another thought on the dollar ques
tion that is worthy of our consideration, 
namely: Ther·e are about fifty thousand 
members of this church; and if all should 
send one dollar each, the result will be that 
the Bishop will have fift.y thousand dollars 
more to purchase lands with. Let us say 
that only one tenth of the Saints send the 
dollar; why, ten thousand dollars more cash 
to buy lands with. Just think what a large 
sum of money sent in, and only one dolhtr 
from me. We can begin to rea,Jize what the 
small mites rendered by a large number of 
persons will accomplish. After ad ue consid
eration of these fact,s, can I afford to with
hold my dollar? No; I want it with the 
$1,000 or the $10,000, or whatever the amount 
may be; I want my dollar there, and if I live, 
and God wills, it will be there. 

Last evening we met in a private house, s, 
good audiene<? being present. After the 
preaching service was over, we adj'mrned 
the house of Bro. 1"horp and organized a 
b1·anch of the church, to be known s,s the 
Columbus branch. Bro. J. E. Matthews was pm'<J in heart will soon know where they 

ordained a priest under the hl>nds of Bro. I stand~ . _ . 
Beatty and .,he writer, after whleh he we,s Gon has greatly olessea me Ill my labors 

·this year So we pray the g·ospel will soon chosen to preside, and Bro. Robart E. Chase · 
go to the nations of the eBJrtb.. 

was chosen secre'~ary. Ou acuount of the 
lateness of the hour, tho roll of names W!l.s 

not completed; besides, some had to secure 
letters from the branches to which they be
longed, and others were necessm·iiy absent. 
When the list is completed, however, there 
will be tweuty·fi ve or thirt.y names recorded. 
This will be a good number with which to 
start, but J,here are many obstacles to over
come in order to success in a large city ll.ke 
Columbus. Among the new membsrs re
ceived, as well as those of the older resident 
Saints, there are the substantial and prac-

Now remember, dear Saints, on the first tical classes, and, no doubt, they will m;J.ke 
day of January, New Years, 1901, let us all, good fight for the righG. It takes manhood 
small and great, send in our dollars, and in and womanhood, witl! faith and courage, to 
the meantime let us talk it up, encourag·e face the opposition of a g·reat cit.y, and resist 
the move, and see how many of us will have the in vitings that lead to sln and folly, and 
our names on the list for that day. the large company of frivolous and care!eas 

Some may think this is out of place, that it people walking that •Nay. 
is not necessary, that the church does not ap- An excellent spirit and uni.ty of sentiment 
prove of such a move, and if it wants our dol- prevailed at the time of the organization; so 
Iars it will ask for it. To such I would say, it was born in a good atmosphere. Bro. 
do you read the Herald and Ensign? If so, Matthews, its chuaen president, is of g-ood re
how do you reason in this way? I under- 1 pute and thoroughly imbued with the faith. 
stand that there is money needed, and how Could not be any thing if he would try. 
are they to get it? Borrow it or do without Is a brother· of Elder Thomas well 
it? No; that will not do. If they borrow it, known by many of the ministry, and of excel
they will have to pay it some, time, and we I lent s:auding. , Thus the ,''~ork is planted in. 
can see that we are no better off or nearer I the mty of Commbus, Onw, the of 
the gathering time than before the money· the state, and we are hopeful that it wlll 
was borrowed. So let us rally to the call, 1 continue to grow and enlarge until the influ-

Your brother, 
E. A. ERWIN. 

MOUNTAIN HOME, Ark,, Nov. 13. 
Editors l'le'mta:-I have been preaching in 

Baxter, Sharp, and Ril.ndolph counties, .Ar
kans;;,s, 01·egon county, Missouri. ·I have 
been hindet•ed some from the field in winding 
up my bueiness affairs, of which I have re
ported to the Bishop and missionary in 
charge. 

I had a good meeting· the first part of last 
month Hardy, I was taken with lagrippe, 
and have been entirely unfit for the field for 
nearly three weeks, and my meetings at Ra
venden Springs and Martin Creek would have 
been an entire failure had Bro. Bald win not 
been with me. I preached at the two last 
m•med pl9.ce8 in Angust, also made one new 
opening at Hand schoolhouse, still in the vi-
ch:d.tJ of Martin Creek bt·anch. 

I have bapi,iz3d se•ven thus fm·. I have 
ml'!,de five new openings in Ruter county, 
with but very little interest. 

I came home last Thursday, as soon as I 
was :J,ble to make the tdp. I am "getting on 
my feel)' agaln, and will begin a meeting 
near Henderson, Arkansas, next Saturday, 
which is another new place. I have no 
trouble g·etting a pl&ce to preach, as nearly 
all the schoolhouses are open to all denomi· 
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nations; but it is a big job to get a good hear- r commends U~lf to the judgment of the entire 
ing, and still a greater task to get the few 1! membership of the Beorganized Church, I 
that do hear to investigate. We had wme . should think. 

. . . R d I 
oppositiOn at our meetwg near c.aven en ! Ever since our visit (or before the visit, for 
Springs, by a Baptist bigot. Bro. B3Jdwin i that ma'oter) to Nauvoo, this question pre
announced at the that he would con- I sen ted itself to our mind, and was emphasized 
tinue the meetings, beginning on the follow- ! by our visit to the vicinity where reposes the 
ing Tuesday evening, and told the people I ashes of the men whose close touch with 
that he would divide t,tme wHh t,he brother. D 8 ity himself is to become, more and more, 

Bro. Bald.win i~ equa,l.'w th~, e~~r~~~';_Y,· " I as the years ~oll on; t~e wo~der of this .w.orld, 
Our work has suffvred lo"s '"" vt>lHer be- as relates to 1ts rehgwus hlstory, especmlly. 

cause of lack of a minister to look after. our I I do certainly feel that the time is fully ripe for 
interests in that part of the field. Still there 1 this movement in which ·the world should be 
is an open door for us, and some who do not 1 g-iven to understand, as far as we !I.B a church 
belong to the church ~we lnt.erested. 1 are able to mJLke them by such physical token 

I do not expect to be 11.ble to report a very i understand, the appreciat.ion of the to us 
great number of baptiems this year; however, 1 ail fact that God has given in this 
I shall push onward as best I can, and tt'ust i generat<ion intelligent and defensible reve-
the Lord to give the lncre8se, 

In 
JOSEPH WARD. 

SOMERVILI,E, M:~ss., Nov. 14. 
Editm·s iiemld:-Our Su~::day 

closed Sund:::\y ever.dnr;r h1lst, "~vF.t.s htrgoly at~ 
tended, and g6ner~.>lly votc,d a suocs.ss. 

The new feature of den,ling ·wiLh t~he p(·ob~ 

lems of dress, diet, and so forth, proved in
teresting, and cannot but thoug·ht 
and possible incent.ive to needed reform, 
among Latter Day Saints. The paper·s read, 
with discussion following·~ ma,d•;-, the CCHJ.Vbn

tion one of the ll velies t 
ever held in 
growing and satisfactory 
upon the part of our youot;; 
officers were continued, ad;jJm·ument was 
had to meet in Fall Rivec 
Bro. J. C. Foss was us, 
M!!.ine Mondfi,y ever1ing, :•n 
Bro. Eaton. 

Interest in church 
ment order, we think 
ally speaking. Bt·o. Bulls,;·d ,1t,ill ehccted 
charge here in Boston. 
been in of 
hill, where we 12xpect, to 

The need of pt~esiding 

branches, cap? .. ble 
of the church of God 
and dignity thati l ts 
to human welfttre (}Jjm&nds~ is cn:rt of 

restrictions as l"egards 
resentation through our 
to build or convert i;he public, to our 
thinking! has beco;:ne a source 
painful commentl ~:tnd loc~Ch3 us up to the 
evitable conclusion, as 
words of the 
build my church," 'Gh8.t 
in the past, built 
authority, or 
work has 
into decgy, iJ,nd 
through lack of 
tinue as the MaEter, through his la1>r, wouJ.d 
have us build and couticue. 

A memoriBJ tribute to the memory of Jo-
seph and Hyrum Smit;h l.n enduring rna· 
terial form a.s e.arth1y suhstSH1Ct:?s will 
is the that enga.ges our !J>ttention i!.nd 

cf himself through the agency o! Jo
seph Smil~h the, Prophet, Seer, and Martyr. 

I was glad to see the subj3ct suggested by 
the bwtbren, but did not feel to express my-

and from President Srnith himself was 

\Y ere the fs,mily iu a position to incur the 
fimH<chtl expc>nse or obligation of this under

I would think, Hpeaking for myself, 
th;;,t, it would seem a far more proper and 
fitting thing to make it, in thit> part.icular 

t•x·traordinary caae, a chut•ch afl'ctir per· 
mit me to say, rJ, R~organized Church a,ffair, 

so far as the init.iative and 

sm;J.U part of our trouble and care that we 
boen put upon by a people apDstate to 

rescue his name and he;wenly c:3,lling and 
work hom the foul and reproach 
unto which their folly has brought it, and 
their perversity continues to blind the eyes 
of the world with? Let it, then, be the work 

'ohe church of the true faith, not only to 
d:c;fend, bu'o perpetuate, by every legitimate 
and God-s0.nctioned invention or plan, the 
memory of these m·3u, and challenge world 

as much a,s such action c>m to the 

properly conducted ap
the whole church, would 

nothing but a Hg-i.:. t and pleasing bur
elicit quick response. With these 

~,nd present couvict~ious, I 2\;m, 
In the fsJ.th, 

M. H. BOND. 

BLACKWELL, Okla., Nov. 9. 
l!Jdito1~s nt37'0.t.ll.:·-·ye,r n 

to ftOill Blackwell. 
you would like 

WIJ.l. say, I was 
cleet,ed county 0UP'3rh:rter:;dent of the anti
saloon league in Ka.y county. We held a 

convention, selecting the best men 
l"'£'public~1n denaoc:rat1.c 
member of the dlfforent leagues in 

the counl,y worked to get votes for the tem
perance men. The reault was we e.lected 

temper!wce men out of sixteen to 
The salo;:m ebmeni~ objected, but the 

We made fr"iends to the 
In bonds, 

W.•D. MCKNXG:wr. 
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WALKER, Mo., Nov. 11. 

Editors Herald:-Bro. Swen Swenson of 
Lebeck, Missouri, was here the first of last 
week, and had a fair attendance and good at
tention. He delivered two sermons on 
"prayer," which were well liked by all who 
heard him. The meetings closed on Monday 
evening, and our faithful servant went to his 
home on Tuesday. Tuesday evening there 
came one precious soul to be baptized, not 
knowing that the meetings had cloaed; but 
he made his mission known to the branch 
leader, A. S. Leeper, who sent a line to Bro. 
Swenson, and he came and performed the 
ordinance of baptism, on Saturday, the lOth. 
At the confirmation the new member re
ceived evidence from God that this was the 
true work of God. The Spirit was als1 pres
ent in the gift of tongues, and it was told that 
he would be called to the ministry in the 
near future if be was faithful to the work of 
God. There are others here who are investi-
gating the work. 

H. T. MCAN'I.'IRE. 

McCUNE, Kan., Nov. 11. 
Editors Herald:-Myself and wife and are 

the only ones of our faith here. This place 
was the home of Gl. W. Leonard, at the time I of t,he White-Leonard debate at Scammon, 
Kansas. 

There has never been an effort here to tell 
the true gospel story, that I know of. I be
lieve Brn. Bebee and Baker were at Jackson
ville, a short distance from here. A sister 
lives at that place. 

I hope in the near future to see some of the 
elders at this place. Yours in bonds, 

WM. CLARK. 

-------~~-------

Horns Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

PREPARED READINGS FOR DECEI\'!BER MEET
INGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. , 

"If thou canst plan a noble deed, 
And never fiag till it succeed, 
Though in the strife thy heart should bleed, 
Whatever obstacles control. Keep on I Go on, true 

soul 
Thou'lt win the prize; thoa"lt reach the goal." 

In our last two meeting-s we have consid
ered the subject of heredity. Of course very 
imperfectly >!,nd briefly, but our trust is that 
interest sufficient has been awakened by this 
consideration to lead mothers to a more thor
oul?,'h study and investigation of the laws 
governing it, for, could we once thoroughly 
arouse the interest of mothers, once convince 
them that they are lat·gely responsible for 
the physical, mental, and moral well-being of 
t.he children God has intrusted to their care, 
the work remaining to be done by our labors 
:J,s a society would be very little. 

In reviewing this subject there are points 
which seem to be pr·ominent above others, 
and to a few of these we want to call your at
tention. First among these is the primary 
object in the establishment of a home. In 
regard to t,his question our object will be 
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more fully subserved by asking the sisters most perfect specimen, the choices.t varieties. 
themselves to discuss and answer it. (And He has also learned in these last days that 
let us as one .who is striving diligently to be human development the most precious, the 
faithful in the preparation of these readings, one upon which all happiness and progress 
ask that you do not pass this request lightly, depends, is governed by the same scientific 
for it should be studied ) We give you the laws. There is no progress for any nation 
opinion of James Hamilton upon this subject, beyond the home line of possibility. I want 
and ask if he covers the ground? to give you my thought from two stand-

"The home," says Hamilton, "came from points:-
heaven, modeled on the Father's house and "First. The two laws governing develop-
the many mansions, and was meant to be a ment. 
training place, the one for the other. The "Second. Outside aid to development. 
home is one of the gifts of the Lord Jesus-a "I start from the very foundation of the 
special creation of Christianity." human race-the fathers and the mothers. 

In a leaflet which we wrote for this work Could they expect fine results to come by 
some years ago, we took the position that chance? In the light of today's revealments 
love was indispensable to the best results in a person is criminal who does not look after 
the founding of a home. We did not then the purity of the blood that he imparts to 
know that we were enunciating a scientific another human being. Every institution of 
truth, neither that it was one which had learning [Graceland?) that fails to provide 
cost years of toil and study for others to dem- this instruction for its students, male and 
onstrate. We simply felt in our soul that it female, in different departments, fails to pro
must be true. That the child who is not vide a foundation for a higher mental ca.
robbed of his birthright in this world will be pacity in the coming generations. Higher 
the child who is wanted-the child who is education is a theme much harped upon at 
begotten and borne in love. In an address present, but every effort, save in a few ex
delivered before the "Congress of Women," ceptional cases, will prove futile for lack of 
during the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, capacities upon which to expend their knowl
Mrs. Clara Holbrook Smith, in speaking upon edge .... I claim that an intelligent present 
the "Home Side of Progress," said:--.: through the use of two laws could soon pro-

" We study very carefully the condition of duce one who could answer the questions of 
the house in which the home is to be located. Socrates. We have grown quite familiar 
We talk glibly of sanitation, of hygiene, of with one of these laws through the pens and 
foods chemically considered; the wise home voices of many, the prenatal law. Rightly 
makers have placed on exhibition all the lat- understood and used, it has the power to 
est implements-the model nursery, the modify the effect of poisonous blood. But 
kindergarten, the kitchen garden, the gym- the other law so powerful, I alone am pre
nasium, and the methods of all the various senting. Probably because others have not 
organizations that are endeavoring to remove dug so deep and Jllladed through so many 
evil from the pathway of the child. pages of scientific volumes, small of print, 

"All grand, all helpful, all necessary; but large of terms. This law has the power to 
it often looks to me like 'locking the barn eliminate all the poisoned matter and vicious 
door after the horse is stolen.' Yes, we are tendencies that come down from the an
beating around the bush; but the enemy lies cestral spaces. 
coiled up in the very center. The child is "Frederick the Great understood human 
stung with evil before it reaches the outer cultivation. The emperor's body-guard was 
circle where these implements for the cui- composed of collossal, stalwart men that bad 
ture of body and soul stand ready for the been gathered from their own or kidnapped 
using. We must probe deep, to the very from other nations. He bade them seek 
heart of things, and commence at the very wives that could match them in physique, 
foundation, before we can hope for any special and establish homes for the rearing of other 
advance-physicially, mentally, or morally- guards. If homes can be established that 
beyond the present showing of our nation. will insure splendid physique, why not homes 
We have made provision for the training in to insut·e ~pleradid mentalities and splendid 
every profession save the profession of home morals? 
makers and parentage. This is all left to "With this thought in view, I will give 
chance. The fate of the nation is left to you the cornerstone on which every home 
blind chance. must be built. That I may not be accused of 

"The seed of this nation was sown by the sentiment, please note the fact that this cor
church. We had a right to expect wonder- ner stone is the result of a lifetime of study, 
ful things ft·om such a sowing, but from the of the labor of scientific men investigating 
first the enemy has been sowing tares from natural law. Let me quote from one of 
the poisoned weeds of Europe's humanity. them: 'Marriage is scientifically unnatural 
Our country must now look very carefully to wlien not based upon a supreme affection.' 
the quality of her sowing, or expect to reap There can be no home without it. There 
the fate of the cultured nations of the past may be a pl&ce where two persons dwell to
ages. The home was God's first plant for a gether, but no home. 
nation. Male and female created He man- "We will go to the laboratory of the 'why.' 
in his own image-and gave them the high We must have a scientific analysis, or we will 
privilege of entering into his last creative again be accused of sentiment. We have 
act with him. He gave of all seeds to man, I advanced as far as the laws of Lycurgus in 
and said, 'plant.' Man has learned to plant our consideration of these truths. 
with care, according to the latest laws given "The following of these laws means perfect 
by science, to insure the largest growth, the ' health, and perfect health insures pure blood. 

But the microscope reveals to us the fact 
that our blood changes with our emotions. 
Thus the blood that becomes vitalized under 
the great happiness of the emotion of love, 
becomes an absolute poison under the emo
tions of dislike, fear, or hate. This poison, 
under the extreme emotion' of fear or hate, is 
strong enough to throw a child that may im
bibe it into convulsions, and has been known, 
in some instances, to kill instantly." 

Just here, let each mother who reads this, 
pause long enough to recall some of her own 
experiences in this direction. Have you at 
any time just after a fit of passion, or in the 
midst of a deep grief, nursed your babe? Do 
you not recall even now the results? It is in 
this way we often test the absolute correct
ness or falsity of theories. For ourselves, we 
are a perfect convert to this law, which we 
are firmly convinced governs the marriage 
relation, and in view of it, what responsi
bility rests upon those who enter this rela· 
tion! 

And mark·.you, that all which Mrs. Smith 
has been pleading for is simply in the inter
est of good citizenship. She herself is a Chris
tian wife and mother; but unlike us, her plea 
is not based as ours is, upon the duty we owe 
to God. 

(And that this reading may be perfect in 
this relation, we beg to request that each 
leader of a local organization appoint one of 
their number to prepare a paper upon the 
law given in this last dispensation for the 
hygiene of our homes, and another to pre
pare one upon the marriage covenant of our 
church, and let us see if the teachings of 
God, as given through his prophets in our 
time, and the laws of science, are not in har
mony? These paperA should then be sent to 
us, that the most complete may be used in 
Home Column. It will be necessary, in many 
instances, that the local leader do this ap
pointing by a written request, as they will 
see this after the November meeting has 
been held. But we earnestly hope that it 
will not be overlooked.-En.) 

And now, with just an added paragraph or 
two from Mrs. Smith, we will close this 
reading. 

"A home," she says, "started upon scien
tific principles, based upon supreme affection, 
-as shown upon chemical analysis of the 
blood to be absolutely necessary, built on con
ditions of superb health, as shown by follow
ing the laws of Lycurgus, with obedience to 
the law of prenatal influence,-offers oppor
tunity for the highest earthly possibilities. 
But here let us stop a moment. This is the 
horror of it all. 

"In one fatal moment, a disobedience to 
the initial law [the law of supreme love.-ED.] 
may cancel all the splendid preparation that 
has been the work of years. This law, the 
strongest law of all, that has the power to 
counteract all that comes from the ancestral 
spaces, that has power to annul the grand 
conditions which resulted from the prepara
tion of previous years, is completely ignored 
in almost every home. So strong is this [ini
tial] law, that a spiritualized condition would 
overcome even unfavorable tendencies, and 
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make favorable conditions. It is a new sup
ply of life from the Creator of life." 

In thi8 generation our homes have been in
vaded by a subtile enemy-an enemy which 
strikes a deathblow to this initial law of 
marriage. An enemy which subverts the 
very object God had in creating man, male 
and female, and placing them upon the earth. 
Can those who claim to be his children cher
ish this enemy? 

========~==================== 
gate affairs in Missouri Valley branch. Re-1 to library fund was read: Have received 
ports from Religio and bunday school from schools and individuals the sum of 
conventions read. Preaching by J. F. Min- $12 50, also two books donated. It was moved 
tun, J. M. Baker, and C. Derry. Adjourned that it be a traveling library, and that the 
to meet at Persia, Iowa, D~cember 1 and 2. committee b' continued. Election of officers: 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Sr. Grace Eldredge, of Catherine, Mis
souri, asks the faith and prayers of the 
Prayer Union in her behalf, that God may 
heal her of the disease which is troubling 
her. 

Also, Sr. W. A. Smith requests your 
prayers in her behalf. She bas long been a 
sufferer. 

nonfBfBll~B Mim11B&. 

NORTHERN MINNESOTA: 
Conference met at Saints' church, Audu

bon, October 13 and 14. I. N. Roberts in the 
chair, T. J. Martin secretary. Branches re
porting: Minneapolis 64, gain 6; Audubon 
58, loss 4; Oak Lake 58, loss 5; Union 93, loss 
19; Bemidji 26. Ministry reporting: Elders 
Eli Hayer, I. N. Roberts baptized 11, F. D. 
Omans, T. J. Martin baptized 1, M. 0. Erick
son, H. Way, W. Barnhard; priests Charles 
Pierce, Frederick Barnes; teacher Jacob 
Harpester; deacon Miles Hawley. Bishop's 
agent, F. r:. Omans, reports: Received $63.04; 
paid out $62.77; balance 27 cents. Bro. Joshua 
Nunn was ordained a priest and Amasa J. 
Smith an elder. Preaching by F. D. Omans 
and I. N. Roberts. Two were baptized. A 
good feeling and the presence of the Spirit 
was felt throughout the meetings. Ad
journed to meet at Clitherall, June next. 

LITTLE SIOUX. 
Conference met at Moorhead, Iowa, Sep

tember 1 and 2; G. M. Scott and J. A. Don
aldson presiding, Sr. Lenna Strand and J. F. 
Mintun secretaries. Statistical reports from 
Sioux City, Woodbintl, Missouri Valley, Per
sia, Union Center, and Mondamin branches 
received. Ministerial reports from Charles 
Derry, George Montague, G. M. Scott, J. M. 
Baker, A. M. Fyrando, S. B. Kibler, high 
priests; J. F. Min tun, seventy; F. Hansen, F. 
E. Cohrt, W. T. Fa,llon, D. A. Hutchings, G. 
H. Shearer, Owar Case, S. F. McDonald, J. 
A. Donaldson, W. Cowlishaw, elders; H. L. 
Fry, J. T. Worsencroft, Charles Belkham, 
priests; Asa Hight, J. S. McDonald, J. N. 
Mann, Ole Amundson, J. M. Case, teachers; 
and E. R. Outhouse, deacon. Bishop's 
agent's report was audited and found correct 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Conference convened at Idylwild, Kansas, 

November 3. Elder Alma Kent in charge, 
Arthur Smith secretary pro tern. Ministry re
porting: Elders T. E. Thompson, J. A. Davis, 
A. Kent, L. F. Johnson; and Priest L. G. Gur
well. Idylwild and .Blue Rapids branches 
reported. Al'thur Smith, Bishop's ag\)nt, 
reported: Amount on hand last report 
$199.75; tithes received $76.75; paid out 
$225.10; amount on hand November 2, $51 40. 
Bro. Smith also reported he had not received 
any money to pay for conveyance for district 
missionaries. Dlstrict treasurer, E. Sandy, 
reported $1 53 on hand. R'lsolved that this 
conference grant the request of the Grec:nleaf 
Saints to be organized into a branch, and 
that we will assist and encourage them in 
their endeav01· to bul.ld up the kingdom of 
God in that locality. Adjourned to meet at 
Blue Rapids the first Saturday and Sunday 
before full of moon in Febuary next. 

Stlndau 8Bhoo1 AssoGiations. 
PHILADELPHIA.. 

Sunday school association convened at 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, November 3 and 
4. 0. T. Christy, superintendent, in the 
chair; E. B. Hull, clerk. Report of Phila
delphia school: Enrollment 51, with an 
average attendance of 44. Treasurer repor·ted 
on hand at last report $5.02, collected sinca 
$5.49, expended $5 04, balance on hand $4 67. 
A bill of $1.50 was presented and ordered 
paid. The following officers were elected for 
the ensuing term: Superintendent, H. H. 
Bacon; associate superintendent, Willard 
Hettrick; secretary and trea;;urer, E. B. 
Hull. The foilowing delegates were chosen 
to represent this district at General Con ven
t.l.ou: F. G. Pitt, Sr. C. Pitt, and G. W. 
Robley. Motion made instructing the dele· 
gates to use t.hei.r influence toward having 
the delegate system corrected, as small dis
tricts are severely hampered by the present 
system. In the evening an entertainment 
was held, which was enjoyed by all; those 
who strove to make this pltrt of the program 
a success, need to be complimented upon the 
success achieved. As this was also the 
yearly anni vel'sary of the Philade! phia 
school, presents of Bib\es and other books 
were given to meritorious scholars. On Sun
day morning, Elder .J:i'. G. Pitt spoke to the 
children on the necessity of "remembering 
now the Creator in the days of their youth," 
followed by sacramental se1·vice, and preach
ing· in the evening by Elder George W. Rob
ley. Adjourned to meet at Baldwin, 
Maryland, about six months from date. 

CHATHAM. 
showing the following: On hand last r 'port Semiannual convention of Chath3.m district 
$12.38; receipts $601.30: expenses $546.70; on Sundav school association met with Chatham 
hand September 1, $66 93. Secretary of dis- Saints" on Friday, October 12. Opened by Sr. 
trict was authorized to compare district and Jessie A. Hackett; prayer by Sr. Mary M. 
branch records, make necessary corrections, Green, after which Sr . .Jessie A. Hackett was 
and report to next conference. Tent account chosen to preside, with Bro. J. H. Tyrrell 
showed: Receipts $27 60; expended $26.49; assistant; Sr. Ma;:oy M. Green, secretary; Sr. 
on hand $1.11. Bills amounting to $5.28 were Annie Ket,tlewell, !!,•sistant. Visiting Saints 
also allowed on tent expenses, and a collection were granted all the rights and privileges of 
of $7.50 taken up to liquidate them. Oscar the convention. Schools reporting: Long
Cage and G. H. Shearer were by motion wood, Lindsley, Chatham, Cumorah, Wal
granted a district license. Recommendation lace burg or Zion, Zone, Pine Grove, Prince 
from the Missouri Valley branch to ordain Albert, Ridgetown, Wabash. and Buxton, giv
e. F. Pratt to the office of an elder; referred ing a total em·ollment of 374 persons. The 
to district presidency. A committee, con- report of the treasurer, Bro. George A. Mc
sisting of James Emmerson, J. A. Donald~on, 1 Fadden, was read, audited, and found correct. 
and Joseph Seddon, was appointed to investi- The report from Bro. ,J, H. Tyrrell in regard 

Sr. Jessie A. Hackett, superintendent; Bro. 
J. J. Williamson and Bro. J. H. Tyrrell, as
sistant&; Sr. Mary M. Green, secretary; Bro. 
G. A. McFadden, treasurer; Elder J. H. 
Tyrrell, librarian. Elder B. St. John to be 
delegate to General Sunday school convention. 
The evening program consisted of speeches, 
music, singing, reading, recitation, and draft
lug; al$0, Elder Tyrrell gave several selec
tions from a phonograph. '.rhe prizes for 
drawing the most correct map of Palestine 
were a Book of Mormon, a Hymnal, and a 
History of Joseph the Seer. Those who did 
the best were Frank Shippy, Sr. Annie Kettle
well, and Bro. Levi Tyrrell. Saturday morn
ing, responsive reading from 1 Corinthians 
13. Bro. Williamson was chosen to take 
charge of the Bible class, which brought out 
some very interesting answers. Adjourned 
to meet at two p. m. on Friday prior to the 
meeting of next conferen'ce. Bro. Tyrrell, 
Sr. HackEltt, and Bro. Williamson to see 
after the drafting for the next convention. 

GALLAND'S GROVE. 
Sunday school and Zion's Religio-Literary as

sociations convened at Galland's Grove, Iowa, 
October 25. Mary Schafer in the chair, Fred 
B. Shumate secretary. Regular session of 
Religio work was conducted by J. F. Mintun. 
Friday morning, a Religio business session 
was held, during which Mallard, Coalville, 
Lake City, Auburn, Dow City, Galland's 
Grove, and Benan societies reported. Presi
dent, vice president, and treasurer also re
ported. Balance in treasury $5 76. Resolu
'•ions of condolence were drafted and Ot'dered 
sent to bereaved family of J. C. Hitchcock 
a,nd church publications. R Wight in chair 
during Sunday school convention, 10:45 a. 
m., October 26. The following schools .re
ported: Auburn, Benan, Dow City, Harlan, 
Deloit, Salem, Pilot Rock, Dafiance, and 
Galland's Grove. No reports from Coalville 
and Mallard. Supel'intendent R Wig-ht re
ported four schools visited. Treasurer re
ported $13 14 on hand. Papers read: "Home 
Dspartment of t,he R'lligio," Dora Young. 
"Home Dapartment of Sunday School," J. A. 
Gunsolley. Talk: "NecessUy of Study," J. 
M. Baker. "Incentives," Nellie Hall. "How 
to Study," Floy Holcomb. Adjout'ned to 
Deloit, February 15, at ten a. m.; Religio, at 
call of presidency. 

NAUVOO. 
Convention met at New London, Iowa, Oc

tober 5. District superintendent, G P. Lam
bert, in charge; Marjorie Wright, secretary. 
The reports of the various schools were read. 
The report of Keb school showed but one offi
cer in the school: and as it was hard for him 
to make the fin'l.nces of the school meet the 
requirements, it was moved and carried to 
reiieve the school of any indebtedness to the 
association. The treasurer's report was read, 
showing a balance of $18 25 in the treasury. 
The teachers for the afternoon were then ap
pointed: George McComas, senior class; 
Marjorie Wright, intermediate class; G. P. 
Lambert, infant class. The afternoon was 
devoted to a regular Sunday school session, 
responsive reading being ft·om John 4: 5 to 26. 
The evening was spent listening to a pro
gram given mostly by members of New Lon
don Sunday school, which reflected much 
credit on both officers and scholars. Adjourned 
to meet at the place that the district. confer
ence meets, on Friday preceding, at 10: 30. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Far West district Religio convention will 

meet at the church in St. Joseph, Missouri, 
December 14, at seven p. m.. Let all the lo· 
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HERALD. 
nify to an unlimited extent the smallest offer

sincere heart. 
the Spirit of the living God be with 

cheering, guiding, and lead-
us more more fully into all the pat.hs 

and love. 
ser-vant for Christ's m~oke, 

WILLIAM SPARLING, 
Bishop's Agent. 

OONFERENOE NOTICES. 
the time of confer

from Decem
oblige. The 

chang-e I need not state here. 
J. L. GOODRICH. 

of Saints, mostly of sisters of the Prayer 
Union, whose service had closed shortly be
fore, and who were present by invitation from 
those most interested. A reception followed 
in the evening, at the pleasant home of the 
groom on Friendship street, to which he had 
taken his new bride, and where a fine spread 
or feast and entertainment had been pre· 
pared, and to which the Saints, old and 
young, rich and poor, had been, wlthout 
favoritism or partiality, invited, and which, 
with the good cheer, with music and song, 
a pleasant evening was spent. The guests 
departed near the midnight hour, leaving 
good wishes for the happy groom and bl'ide 
of many years of continuous felicity in the 
new relation which they have just entered 
into, and under good prospect and evident 
indorsement of friends, brethren, and sisters, 

NOTICES. 
PUBLISHING HOUSE. 

1901 birt,h notices will be 
of 50 cents per 75 

1 and of heavenly favor as well, as manifest at 
the ceremony which binds for life a man and 
woman together in a life partnership evi
dently designed of God, and alone in which 
are best and easiest borne the trials of sick-

JOHN SMITH, Mgr. 

OF APPOINTMENT. 
and Fre

This is to notify you that 
r H, N. H11nsen will labor in said dis-

·~be ensuing portion of the confer
J. W. WIGHT, 

Missionary in Charge. 

COl'TTRIEUTIONS TO r.UJMORIAL FUND TO 
JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH, 

THE MARTYRS. 
Iowa ............... $ 25 

Illinois . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Bayha, California.. 17 

Ga.1::~r .... ~ ..•..........•..•. 
Garr .................. ~ .... . 

0. Nc1leon ....•.................... 
FR.Ol\1 R. lVI. pjLVIN, LIST AS 

l!'OLLOWS:-

1 00 
0 

50 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
10 
10 
10 

1 00 
10 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

Total, to date ...... " ........ $8 27 

ness, poverty, nel?lect of friends, loss of 
worldly favor, or the many trials for which a 
true mating and conjugal love is the best 
antidote or safest and surest remedy. 

DIED. 
FAUL.-At her home, near Clarksdale, Mis

souri, November 6, 1900, Sr. Catherine Faul. 
She was born in Kircheim, Wurtemberg, 
Germany, 1829; was baptized April 10, 1871, 
at Binghamton, Wisconsin. Married to Ja
cob Faul; to them were born four children, 
three of them preceded her. One son, 
Charles P., is lef·t to' mourn. Our beloved 
sister united with the church some twenty
nine years ago, and has ever sought to honor 
her profession faithfully until death. She 
was a member of the German beanch, and 
loved the work, always bore a firm testimony 
to t.he truth. She was generous·beart,ed, 
kind to the poor, a dutiful and kind wife, and 
an affectionate mother. Her greatest desire 
was to prepare her only son for the ministry. 
She accidentally broke her leg two weeks 
prior to her death, was a g·reat sufferer, but 
patiently waited for the Master's call, Come 
home. She repeatedly said, I want to go 
home; what a joy it will be when I reach the 
other shore. Funeral service couducted by 
Elder William Lewis, sermon preached by 
Elder T. T. Hinderks, to a large congrega
tion. Her remains were laid to rest h1 the 
German cemetery, waiting for the resurrec
tion of the just. 

AT PEACE. 

And I said: "She is dead;" I could not brook 
Again on that marvelops face to look, 
But they took my hand and they led me in, 
And left me alone with my nearest kin. 
Once again in that silent place, 
My beautiful dead and I face to face; 
And I could not speak and I could not $tir, 
But I stood and I looked with love on hm·. 
With love and with rapture and with strange surprise 
I looked on the lips and the close shut eyes; 
On the perfect rest and calm content, 
And the happiness there in her feature' blcnt; 
And the sweet white hands that had wrought so much, 
Now nerveless to kioses of fevered touch. 

l'IIy beautiful dead who had known the strife, 
'fhe pain, and the E:orrow that we call Life. 
Who had never faltered beneath her cross, 
Nor murmured when loss followed swift on loss; 
And the smile that sweetened her lips alwav, 
Lay light on the blessed mouth that day. • 
I smoothed from her hair -a silver thread, 
And I wept, yet I conld not think her dead. 
I felt. with a wonder too deep for speech 
She could tell what only the ani(els teach, 
And over her moutt1 I leaued my ear~ 
Lest there should be something I should not hear. 

'!'hen out from silence between us stole 
MARRIED. 

BRADBURY.-GASSETT.-At the residence I 
H No. 103 Chapin avenue, I 

A message that reached to mv innermoe.t soul; 
"Why weep yon today, who have wept before, 
That the road was rough I must journey o'er? 
Why mourn that my lips can anuwer nut 

November 1, 1900, 
Sr. An;.;ie Louise 
bridal party ar

which bind a man 
to[rether in life partnership and 

after au address appropi'iate 
u"'·""n'• .. m, performed Elder· M, 

preseu.o" of a, uumbe1: 

VVhen anguish and sorrow are bo1 h forgot? 
Behold al1 mv lif'-' I have longed for rest-
Yes, even when I held yon on my breast, 
And now that I lie in breathless oleep, 
I~Jstcad of rt'joicmg yon fligh and weep, 
My dearest, l know that you would not break, 
If you could. my slumber, and have me wake; 
For though life was full of things that bless, 
I have never, till now, known happiness." 
Then I dried my tears, and with lifted head, 
X left my mother, the beautiful dead, 
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The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Published Every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Deratur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

in arrears unless terms are made with the Pub
!Hshing House. 

The traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested,to 
,solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also 
orders for all kinds of Ensign Publications. 

JouN SMITH, Manager. 

l.I!MONI. IOWA. 

tt-
l' or catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HAHKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA 

QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the Gene:r~ 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued quarb 
terly. 

73. Senior Grade, per quarter ••• 
Per year, in advance .......•• 

'14. Intermediate Grade, per qual."-
ter ......••• , • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • 00 
Per year .....•.••.........•• 

'15. Primary Grade, per quarter .• 
Per year ..................•• 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen .•• I 10 
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK. 

77. Limp, Hie. each, per dozen ... 1 50 
The office will procure for its patrou 

1111ny ':look that is obtainable. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 

JOSEPH LUFF. 
123. Cloth .. .. . .. . • • • .. .. • .. •.• ... 75 

~RE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4.. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100 ......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

Cl. Questions and Answers (on 
l!'irst Principles of the Gos-
pel); per .dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The ''One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad, 
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

7. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

t. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to aRe
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c. ; 100.. . . .. .. .. • • .. 1 00 

11!). How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100. . • . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen ...•....••• ; . . . . . . . . . 1>0 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza-
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or tha 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

21. ·Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

.dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100· .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen lOc.; 100.. 60 
BO. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

S1. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100.... 20 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

34. The Church or Kingdom of 
God; What is It? Whence 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the Rebellion; 
100......................... 10 

40. What We Believe; per dozen 
10c.; 100 .................... 1 00 

41. The Gospel and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery Letters; each 5c.; 
per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

44. Crooked Paths, per dozen 15c.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 

46. The Pure Gospel of Christ; 
per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

48. One Wife, or Many; per 
dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • • . • . 25 
133. Cloth.. . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . • . • • . 40 

NOT IN THE CATALOGUE. 
180. Printed envelopes with Her

ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . 50 

181. THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
TERS ON ISAIAH 29:11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, 10c.; per dozen ........ 1 00 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
Archreological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mormon. Complete 
set of six . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

183. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
for Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers............... 15 

Book of lV!ormon Maps, 
Lecture size 5x8 feet on mu,lin for traveling ministry, 

$2.00. Home and office size 39x51 inch"s on paper, cloth 
back and varnished in colors, $150. 

To these prices add 30 cents and upwards for mail and 
express. Send orders to 

47-47 
G. F. WESTON, 

Buchanan, Michigan. 

OUR GELS WHI PER 
Faroily Record, Family R<>gister, Marriage Certifi

cate, Lord'tJ Prayer, and other pictures sell 1'eadily. 
Agents wanted. Send for circulars, prices, etc., to 

(Bro.) B . .@!'. Ordway & Co., 
Peoria, Illinois. 

Sabhatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HE.RA£,D Ol<'I<'!Cii:, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
A. HA·ws, 205:1;; Polk Street, 

San Francisco, California. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

'W":M. ANDERSON, Pres. W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
li!IRS. DAVI.D DANCER. Vice Pres. OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Casha. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI. 
Incorporated under the laws oi' the State of' Iowa, July 1, 1898. 

Total assets January 1, 1900, 5133,032.34; April 1, 1900, 911162,':1'81.0':1'. 

We pay interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposita of all Herald readen. AI 
~rs of inqniry wm be promptly and caretully answered. Direct all letters to ,w. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, !owe. 

fiOCKHOILDERS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, Oscar 
Am.dereon, Wm. Anderson, Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopki&L 

QUIT-TQ .. E~OK~ 
THREE BOXES POSITIVELY GUARANTEED to cure any form of tobacco habit or 

money cheerfully refunded. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.50. U. S. stamps taken. 
Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDWAY, 

47-42 Peoria, Ill., U. S. A. 

:KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at Des 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri·ve 

at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 
Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B.&; Q. at Leon. 

DANISH TRACT. 
By Elder Peter Anderson. 

49. Brighamismen AfslOret, eller 
Brigham Young Som Leder 
og Profet. Per doz., 15c.; 100 1 00 

A VALUABLB WORK OF- REFERENCB. 

DICTIO 

SMITH=PELOUBET'S 

ARY oF THE BIBLE 
(Teachers' Edition), 

COMPRISING ITS 

ANTIQUITIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOG· 
RAPHY, NATURAL HISTORY AND 
LITERATURE 

WITH THB 

Latest Researches and References to 
the Revised Version of the New 
Testament. 

OVER. 800 PAGES, WITH EIGHT COLORED 
MAPS AND 440 ILLUSTRATIONS. 

.. BY .. 

WILLIAM SMITH, LL.D• 
REVISED AND EDITED BY 

Rev. F. N. and M. A. PELOUBET 
AUTHORS OF ''SELECT NOTES ON THE 
INTERNATIONAL LESSONS.'' 

Large R:Zmo., Cloth. very Unique Binding in Black and Gold. 

Every one acknowledges the great value of Dr, William Smith's Bible Dic
tionary as containing the "fruit of the ripest biblical scholarship of England." In 

revising, editing and bringing down to date this estimable work the Revs. F. N. and 

M. A. Peloubet have accomplished a wonderful task and have made this book au 
invaluable one. 

Besides their innumerable notes, they have added the proper names used in 

the New Version, together with their pronunciation, the signification of proper 

names has been inserted, the results of the latest research in regard to the topog

raphy of Palestine are embodied, the dates at which persons lived and events took 

place have been inserted, Chronological tables, a harmony of the Gospels and an out

line of the "Apostles and Their History" are also added, all in all making this book 

of inestimable value to any one interested in the Bible. 

For Sale by The HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, Price $1.60. 

Home and Acres 

For I 
Sale. 

~. v_ery desirable location ad
JOimng Lamoni. Residence of 
eight rooms. Barn and all im-
provements. 

Here is a Bargain 
Apply to J. S., Box 236, Lamoni, Iowa. 

44tf 

PATRONIZE THE 

South Side Barber Shop. 
Good work, and satisfaction guaranteed. 

Iowa Steam Laundry in connection. 
G. M. EDWARDS. 

DR. E. S. SWEET, 
DEN IST. 

Decoe Building, 
WOODBINE, 

170ct00 
IOWA •. 

SEMI-WEEKLY TOURIST SLEEPERS. 
CHICAGO TO BOSTON. 

The Wabash Road now operates a line of 
tourist sleepers as above, leaving Chicago 
Mondays and Thursdays at 9:25 a. m., and 
arriving in Boston 5:20p.m. next day. New 
York passengers can occupy these cars as faJ:> 
as Rotterdam Jet., N.Y., (where the train 
arrives at 11:00 a.m.) reaching New York at 
3:15 p. m. No excess fare required. Write 
for reservations. Ticket Office, 97 Adams 
St., Chicago. 2t 

Sunday School Supplies. 
SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 40' 
57. Cloth, limp, double size...... 'f" 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen... ~· 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa
tions; per dozen............. 10 

60. For districts to General Asso
ciation; per dozen........... 10· 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . . . . . . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • .• 10: 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 25 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five kinds; 50.. "'~ 
64. Smali, ten kind~>; 100. ... •• •• ~ 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . li 
66. Per 1, 000 . . . . . . • • • . • . . . • • . . • 1 00 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK-
ETS. , 

67. Per 100 .. ooooooeoo.I!I&CilOI!loe.,e" 

68. Per 1,000 .............. •• ... 1 
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 

For the government of schoolsz 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen.. . . . . . . • • • • • • .. •• • M·· 
WINNOWED SONGS. 

70. macho~ 010 00 00 0$11$00 GO 12o0 -~&D. 40 
fl. Per dozen .•••••••••••••••••• ' H· 

AFTERGLOW. Selected poeDUII. 
138. Cloth ..••••••••.•.• , • • • • • • •• l II· 
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1' AI T HERAl~TJ. 
~ 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LAT'I'ER DAY S fl). rs. 

E 
Vol. 47· Lamoni, Iowa, November 28" 1900. 

~ 
No. 

CONTENTS: J educational juries, comprising eighty-three 
EDITORIAL: men and six women, the latter were ably rep-

Visions ............................. 765 resen1;ed in the toasts by Mlle. Dugard, a 
Help for Australia ................... 765 well-known writer and profeS"Or. She ex-
Lynch Law Condemned .............. 766 pressed in a felicitous manner the spirit 
Peril to the Nation ................. , 766 which the new education of woman fosters, 
Dowie Against the Eng·lish Press ..... 766 the spirit of loyalty to the government and 
Erratum .......................... · ... 766 of inter·national courtesy - that courtesy 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: which is itself one of the inestimable out-
Baptism.-No. 2 .................... 767 comes of higher education. 
Are God and Christ Two Personages?. 771 This cordial recognition of women, this 
Testimony of HealinP" ................ 773 free interchange of ideas on a matter of 

LETTER DEPARTMENT:.~ ................ 774 public interest, is far removed from the tra-
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: ditional notion of woman which pervades 

We Shall Know ..................... 777 French literature and has given a peculiar 
Could We But know .................. 778 tone to French society. It indicates even in 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ......... 778 the University circle a great change since the 
Suggestions for Review .............. 779 congresses of 1889. On this point I cannot 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: speak from personal observation; but it struck 
Texas Central. ....................... 779 foreign delegates who had the advantage of 
Central Nebraska ................... 779

1 

having assisted also at the earlier confer-
Northeast Missouri. .................. 779 ences. Is this change a mere surface ripple? 
Southeastern Illinois ................ 779 The answer is nol; doubtfuL The change has 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: come wit.hout violence to the inward snirit of 
Graceland College Library and . . I the people, and it accords with a grc:1,t world 

Museum ........................... 779 movement. 
Pastoral,-W. S. Macrae ............. 780 The efforts of the French Republic in this 
Two Days' Meetings .................. 780 I m~ttter began with the training of teachers 
Herald Publishing House ............ 780 for the public primary schools. As soon as 

the new government felt itself secure, it 

Brain Study," by A. C. Bowen; "The Princi
ple of Human Equality," by C. W. Berry;. 
"The Land Question and I<Jconomic Prog
ress," by Bolton Hall, and an exceilent de
partment of book reviews by Editor Flower. 
The other editors are Charle§ Brodie Patter
son and John Emerv McLean. The Alliance 
Publishing Company, New York. Price, 25 
cents. 

After repeated failures to secure a satis
factory negaMve of <;, tc·ain in 
Ayrault G:-een, an expert 
r.;rapher, recently made 
Denver Flyer take its own pi.cture. 
accomplished by an electric switch 
when connected with the rail closes the cir
cuit as soon as it is struck by the eng·ine. 
The switch communicates whh a set of dry 
cells, and thence to a shutter release. 

When the successful test was made, the 
switch was put in place about six feet behind 
the spot where it was calculated t.bat the 
front of the engine would appear when the 
shutter was released. \Vhen the engine 
struck the switch it closed the circuit, the 
highspeed shutter moved, and the picture 
was correctly registered on the cen·~er of the 
plate. 

DliJrd:AND FOR FAMILY BIBLES. 
People who deal in Bibles say that the de

mand for family Bibles, having the family 
records between the two Testaments, has 
almost wholly ceased. They do not know 
whether this is because family prayers have 
almost ceased, or are said to have done so, or 
whether their place is being taken by teach
ers' Bibles, the sales of which are rapidly in
creasing. Some years since Bibles bore the 
Oxford imprint. Now almost all of the best 
Bibles are manufactured in this c~JUntry. 
Some plates are brought from England, but 
for the most part these are reserved to print 
the cheaper Bibles for the use of the Bible 
societies. One can buy Bibles at four hun
dred dollars a copy, but the Bible trade says 
the average price paid nowadays for Bibles 
is about one dollar. Apart from the Ameri
can Bible Society and its auxiliaries, the pub
lic absorbs about two million copies a year. 
Hence the general public of the United 
States spends two miliion dollars a year for 
Bibles at this end of this century. It is not 
so great a sum as i-t spends for tobacco or 
some other things, but Bil::>le sellers say it is 
a greater" amount than ever before, and one 
that is steadily increasing.-From "High
ways and Byways," in the December Chautau
quan. 

passed a law placing the training of women 
teachers on the same footing as that of men. 
This was in 1879. The age for admission to THE BAD MANNERS OF OUR GIRLS. 
these schools (16-18), the subjects, and more American girls, admired at home and 
particularl:f the method. of instruction,_ a abroad for their beauty and intelligence,. 
method whi?h pu~s t~e mmd upol? refi~ctw1:! still rest under the reproach of possessing 
and comparison, JUS~lfy the clasmficatwn of ' bad manners, and no one who is unbiased can 
thes~ schools as higher. The:f are. uot question the-justice of the general verdict on 
?lass,ca~, modern languages a?d SCI~nce IOrm- this subject. This is one of those true things 
mg the_Jr pro?'~ammes; but lll th1s res!?ec~ said which ought· not to be true. Americalli 
they d1~er lltu!e from the non-classiC!'- girls, the happiest, healthiest, most inde
cou.rses m our h1gh school~ and colleges, m pendent girls in the world, should be fault
whl~h German or. French lS accepted ~s. an less in their manners, or nearly faultless. 
~qmvalent for Latm. Mo~eover, thetra11;nng Then why are they so remiss in this import
In ~hese Normal. s?hools 1s l!'bove all thmgs ant particular? 
ethwal, because 1t IS of first 1mportance that The good fortune of the American girl 
the futu.re teache;rs o~ the people should have doubtless leads to her want of polite manners. 
the habit of cons1dermg a~l knowl~dge, even Accustomed to having her "own way," de
the most el~mentary, m l.ts relatwn ~o the void of deference and respect for 1ler parents, 
?onduct of hfe and ~o pubh? duty. T~1s was or for any one else, not sensitive to the feel
m the past, and still r~mams, a very 1.mpor- ings of others, because she has not been 
t~nt part also ?f our notwn of the functw_ns ?f trained to observe them, the American girl 
higher educatwn.-By Anna Tolnw.n Sm~th m goes on her way rejoicing, and does not real
the December Forum. ize the careless selfishness of her attitude un-

The growing number of persons interested 
in the Psychical Research movement that is 
assuming extensive proportions in America 
will read with avidity the leading feature of 
the December At·ena. The paper is by James 
H. Hyslop, professor of logic and ethics in 
Columbia University, New York, and is a 

til she finds herself, pe:-baps, with very few 
friends and no admirers.-Ada C. Sweet in the 
December Woman's Home Companion. 

THE SPIRIT OF THE GIFT. 
'Tis not the weight of jewel or plate, 

Or the fondle of silk and fur; 
'Tis the spirit in which the gift is rich 

As the gifts of the Wise Ones were; 
And we are not told whose gift was gold 

Or whose was the gift of myrrh. 
-Edmund Vance Cooke, {1·orn the December 
Chautanquan. 

The position of woman has undoubtedly powerful plea for the application of scientific 
changed, and the sentiment toward her has methods to the problem of psychic investiga
changed; and if these changes are as yet tion. The Professor shows the importance 
scarcely noticeable beyond the educational of this subject to both science and religion, 
circle, it is beca,use they arose there and are and makes an able appeal for an adequate 
extending, <.sit were, unconsciously. Women pecuniary endowment to establish once for 
were appointed this summer on the j;.:ry of I all the truth or falsity of mediumistic phe
awards; they participated freely in the con- nomena. The opening article of this num- In arecentnumberof theJonmalof Applied 
g-resses; they banqueted with their colleagues. ber is a sketch (with portrait) of Holger Microscopy, published by the Bausch & Lomb 
There was no restraint on either side; no Drachmann, the Shakespeare of Denmark, by Optica-l company, of Rochester, N. Y., the 
affectation on the part of the women, no J. H. Wisby, who gives a translation of some editor calls the attention of the readers to the 
mawkish sentiment on the part of the men. of the poet's recent "impressions" of America. matter of students choosing the course of 
There was just that cordial fr·aternizing that Other contributions are: "Remedies for study best adapted to their needs. This is in
Americans love, with a mellow touch of old- Trust Abuoes," by Prof. Frank Parsons; deed a perplexing question to the student 
world courtesy. On the juries the judgment "The Greatest Black Man Known to His- about to begin his colle~re course, and the 
of the women weighed the same as that of 1 tory," by B. 0. Flower whose editorial editor of the Journal of Microscopy has given 
the men; in the congresses of education they comments on "Topics of the •.rimes" are in a few words some excellent advice to the 
were as ready in debate; and their formal strikingly suggestive; "The Problem of young student. He says:-
papers showed a grasp of subjects which Municipal Government," by the Rev. J. H. "The irresistible ad vance of scientific 
commanded attention and led to fruitful dis- Batten; "Apostles of Autolatry," by Joseph I study during recent years has brought it to 
cussion. At the general banquet of ail the Dana Miller; "The Danger Tendency in a position where it merits, even demands, at-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
·tention from anyone choosing a cour~e of I '1'0 THE DEAF. 
study, no matter what line of work is the I - ADDRESSES. 

ultimate objec_t in view. ~ ri?h lady, cured of ~~~~ !leaf~ess &;'!~ 
"An educatiOn cannot be considered com- p~nses m the head by Dr N •cb~l~ons ~rtlfi· 

plete without embracing an amount of train- J cu~ol Ear Drums, gave $!0,000 toms Institute, 
ing i.n material sciences sufficient to acquaint so that deaf people u~;.ble to procure th<J Ear 
its possessor with the work that has been Drums, may ~ave tner~ ft·,ee. Addrc-s:g No 
done and enable him to keep in touch with 3406 c, Tne N~chol~Jon 1-nst1tute, 780 E1g-htb 

J. W. Rush ton, 5 Brandon street, Hamilton, 
Scotland. 

John B. Roush, 2942 California St., Den-
ver. Colorado. . · 

Alma C. Barmore, 352 Lippincott Street, 
Toronto, Ontario. care of T. C. Hattey. 

work that is being done by so many of the Aven•Ie. New York 27rl:v 
world's greatest minds ----------------------------------'-

L. R. Devore, Holden, Missouri. 

"Young men, especially those who contem
-plate legal or business career~, are oiten, in fact 
:no doubt asually, wont to confine themselves 
to work in the non-material sciences and 
kindred subj~cts, to the entire neglect of the 
material sciences. To pursue such a course 
,Dertainly does not result in a well rounded 
education·." 

McClure's magazine for D3cember will con
·tain an intimate account of the fall of Rich
mond and the flight of the Confederate 
'Cabinet, at the close of the Civil War. This 
:article is from the pen of Stephen R. Mal
lory, who, as Secretary of the Navy in the 
Confederate Administration, shared in the 
,:stress of those last days. The narrati·ve 
. gives a picture strong and true of the closing 
;.scene in the South's tragedy. 

1'h.e Optimist, a cheerful little magazine 
publiShed by the Nevernod Pcess, at Boone, 
Iowa, comes regularly to our desk laden with 
its pleasing burden of good things in the 
literary line. As implied by its title its mis
;aion is one of bri~J h tness, and so far its pages 
have been fulfilling the object of bringing 
ch.eer and_pleasure to the readers. 1'he Opti
·m~st appears monthly, and three numbers of 
the initial volume have appeared. It is pub
lished by H. S. Kneedler, at $1.00 per year. 

GIVEN FREE 
to each person interested 
in sub<crining to the Eu
gene 11.,ield Monument Sou
venir Fund. Subscribe any 
amount desired. Suh8Crip· 
twns as low as $1.00 will 
entitle donor to his dain· 
tily a•tistic volume 

".ili'ield Flowers." 
(cloth bound, 8 x 11), as a 
certificate of suhscription 
to the fund. Book con-
tains a selection of Field's 

ii'HF: Book of the Century. best and most representa· 
Handsnmely Illustrated tive works and is ready for 
by t~nty-two of . the delivery . 

. ., ,~·or1d s greatest artists.. But for the noble contri-
outwn of the world's greatest artists this !Jook could not I 
.have been manufactured for less than $7.00. 

The fund cr"ated is divided eqnally between the family 
of the late Eugene Field and the fund for the building of I 
~.;::~~n~J2,\~'~ the memory of the beloved poet of child-

EUGENE FIELD MONUThiENT SOUVENIR FUND, 
{Also at Book Scores) 180 MoNROE ST., CmcAoo. 

If you also wish to send postage, enclose lOcts. I 
:Mention Herald as Adv. is inserted as our Contribution. 

OF THE 

(Plymouth Church, Brooklyn), 
SUCCESSOR 'l'O 

HENRY WARD .,..,.,,n.,,~,,~~,~ 

in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle 
together with full reports of the 

, ~J:h.fl l'l-~ondny En.gle eontains more articles on 
no~11let~cs than any other daily paper in the 
YJn 1ted. ~t~tes. .samples sent on request. 
Subscnpt.wn pnce per year - • . $1.50 

Eagle, 
Brpok!yn, New York. 

This is a special a.ni(J. 
limited ofi"er to the 
readers of" this pape .. 

'!:HE NATIONAL MAGAZINE, 

vour 50c. reaches us on or before January 1, 1901. 
Think what this means ! It places the cleverest, bright
est and most up-to-date magazine in your hands every 
month for a year for 

half the regular price! 
-much less than it costs to publish it. The "NATIONAL" 
is thoroughly American, now in its 13th volume, full of 
just the reading you want from cover to cover . 

Timely Topics, Washington Affairs, 

Bright Stories, Clever Jllustrations. 

Over 100 pages each month. President McKinley has subscribed for 
and read the '"NATIONAL'' for years. Send your 50c. to~ day-while 
you think of ito Subscription price $1.00 a year after Jan. 1. Address 

The National Magazine, 91 Bedford St , Boston. 

THE AMERICAN MONTHLY REVJEW OF REVIEWS 
is lhe one Important magazine in the world giving in l!s pictures, 
its text, In its contributed ar-tldes, editorials and departments, a 
comprehensive, timely record of !he world's current history, Not 
the enumeration of mete bare facts, but a comprehensive picture 
of the month, its activities, its notable personalities, and notable 
~tt~rances. _The best Informed men and women ln the world Hnd ii 
md!spensab!e, 

There are many readers ln your locallty who have yet to 
feat·n of its usefulness. We wish io establish active agents ln 
dty and township ln the country. We wl!l pay liberally for ener· 

effort in the Held. Leisure moments can be utilized 
w''·h b' f' · '· ._~,. su stan xal 1ncrease or rncome~ fv]ake a Hsf of the persons in 

your who should have the "Revle·w of and send 
copies, and 

It ls a compliment to <tvm'"'"n 
proposltlon for the "Review of and 

This is the acilve wbscri!?" 
flon season, your references, 

$2.50 e.. yoa:r~ 

THE REVIEW OF REVU.:Ws C01'1PAHY, 

113 Astor Place, New York Ci1iy, 
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know the truth, and the truth shall make you i'ree:'-John 81 31, 31, 

NO. 48. 

the gift of wisdom written 
of by in 1 Corinthians 12; to an-

JOSEPH other the "Word of Wisdom." 
IPHED'K I\iADISON S1vrrrrr AssiS'l'A~'r EDITOR. It then follows that he to whom this 

LUFF ! 
WHHI'l' f COHHESJ?ONDING EDITOHS. and compre

for the per

Nov, 1900. 

Where !,here is no vision, the people per

duties devolve 
upon him reason of the call of God 
to him, if he be an official, and if not 
an officer, to qualify him to aid, 
strengthen, sustain, and confirm by 
counsel and advice within the sphere 
in which he moves. 

ish.-Prov. 29: liS. 

Paul wrote n:u1nv 
rinthians of gTd&,t~r or lesser 
and neEfur the close of his sec-

Let us then accept the apostle's 
iojunction to seek earnestly the best 

ond lettm· stated follows:-- gifts, contented with the visions 
It is not exp,'!dim:.t for doubtless that may vouchsafed to us, and 

I vvUl ccme to visions £1Jnd 
of the Lor"'d.--2 Cor. 12: 1. 

exercising the faculty to see and un
derstand. 

in his 
as follows:-

less the eyes 
letter a,nd the 

While it is 

HELP FOR AUSTRALIA. 

A scheme is on foot among the Aus
tralian Saints to build a chapel at 
Wallsend. One method to secure 
means to aid in this work is the sale 
of a work Evangelist Walter J. 

one of the missionary force 
in The title of this work 
is .. rrhe Book of Mormon on Trial," 
and~ is two sermon lectures by Bro. 

of those which would cause sixty-one pages 
and loss, and we shall 'of excellent argument upon the topic 
a people who are in treated. Bro. Haworth's letter, given 

or lesser de- below, will a better understand-
and mJral dan- of the than we could do 

with their leaders the 
are included in such lack, the RozELLE, N. s. w., oct. 20. 

o.f mischief and possible EditoTs Hemld:-By this mail I forward you 
for ruin are under cover ready to a of a pamphlet issued by the Wallsend 

of the church in aid of Hs chapel 
an un· break a fiame of disruption at building fund. having to rush the 

he would be blame- I the touch of any infiuence printer to catch a a new field, I was 
of t,he bo·Lh the j from the conditions, not able to get a second proof-reading. The 

I 
'We believe in all the ways by which resuit·-several printer's mistakes. We wrote 

t b '· h you some time ag·o, offering to put them on . ,o Ei11eve t at revela;tion reaches men, and should be sale in as the Saint.s here are not 
m an '·abundance loath mdeed to know that one of numerous to buy us ou'~, and as we 

it is also true that the I them was or de- must sell all to make a for our building 
the ajnd nied Saints; would be if you could assist 

and a,lso men should walk by the us by announcement in the HeTald. I am 
sur() that any one who gets a pamphlet at 

_ and of the result of this ability to fifteen cents will .have the worth of their 

will ~erve God's purposes the of maintaining the claim on a firmer footing out here. Every 
of the church and its I see, we. are strongly impressed with and will also help us to plant the 

h1s a,nd save that should be J·ustifi.ed of that we build here is a stepping stone 
~ fu~ure for the work in Austra-

a.re nor does it her· " and men should govern are struggling against great odds, 
the laws given as they of prejudice. People here have 

by the spirit of wis. got used the Brighamite plan of hurrying 
whom the Lord has made people off to Utah. They never bHild a chapel. 

When we build one in a new neighborhood, 
reenact overseers the fiock. that is a t.e.rrible blow at prejudice and sus· 
'·To the \Ve further believe that in the gos- People "These people are not, 

law" is a sufficient tocsin t.o ca,ll men, economy it has been provided for the 'Mormons, " "they have come to 
"Tt · "t b h b d' · -1 stay," ete. If we can sell two thousand of 

l.' 18 Wrl · I 'G 1 ose W O ecome lSClp es of these pamphlets in America, we wiil have a 
wa,y to that 1 the Christ Jesus entitled to eleac· prvfi to baud the building committee 

· if hearing, of about Ol1e hundr·ed and fifty d(Jllars, which, 
the will he help. StJven copie::; will be 

sent to any addr·ess {yo a dollar bill. 
the j Where ordered the 

p;~one;y Ju temat~iQll{!cl 

law 
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money order, drawn in favor of Walter J. 
Haworth, Wallsend, N. S. W., Australia. 

When single copies (or any number under 
one dollar's worth) are ordered, sixteen cents 
should be sent to Elder G. R. Wells, Deer 
Lodge, Montana, U. S. A., who will forward 
us a list of all such orders, and send us the 
money in a lump sum. We prefer not to have 
American coin sent us; for while we can have 
it exchanged here, the discount on exchange 
would be a clear loss to us. Trusting we 
shall have a hearty response to our offer, I 
remain, your brother in the cause. 

WALTER J. HAWORTH. 

LYNCH LAW CONDEMNED. 

The citizens of Limon, Lincoln 
county, Colorado, have lately been 
guilty of an act which has shadowed 
the fair name of the state with the 
taint of ®rime, and placed it in the list 
of states where lynch law and unlaw
ful violence are permitted to override 
law and displace the rule of the civil 
courts. 

A negro boy, sixteen years Qlld as
saulted and killed a school girl re
turning from school. The crime was 
soon discovered, pursuit entered upon, 
and the criminal caught; and fright
ened into confession, he told the de
tails of the crime. He was arrested, 
kept from violence for a time and 
lodged in confinement in Denver; but 
by the sheriff at Denver was turned 
over to the sheriff of Lincoln county 
on his demand, it being understood 
that the negro would be lynched on 
his arrival in Lincoln county. He 
was taken from the custody of. the 
sheriff, upon the arrival at Limon, by 
a posse of citizens and taken to the 
spot where he had committed his of
fense, and there by a vote, coolly 
made and voted upon, condemned to 
be burned at the stake. A rail way 
rail was placed upright in the ground, 
the victim bound firmly to it by chains, 
fuel placed round him, the torch ap· 
plied, and he burned to ashes. Of this 
the Des Moines State Register has the 
following editorial:-

DENVER CONDEMNS THE BURNING. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
not censure the execution, but the manner of 
it, and he explained that every legal step had 
been taken to prevent the deli very of the pris
oner to the sheriff of Lincoln county, the county 
in which the burning took place. The mayor, 
governor, and sheriff all seemed to be held 
partly responsible by thvse present, and several 
speeches were made in which they were de
nounced. Rabbi Freedman in his speech said 
of the mob: "The same passion that worked 
destruction to the child at Limon threw a 
match into the crowd and lighted the same 
passions that worked in the negro." This 
statement seemed to express the idea of the 
mass meeting, and he was cheered. There is 
no question but that Porter's life should have 
partially paid for his crime, but it should 
not have been taken as a horde of savages 
would have meted out justice. The action of 
the reJ')resentative citizens of Colorado re
flects credit upon a state that has been dis
graced by a lawless few who took ad vanta~~:e 
of their isolation to speak for the many. 

The HERALD joins the roll of those 
who condemn this return to barbar
ism. It is time that the boasted ci.vi
lization of this enlightened republic 
should set a higher mark in moral 
development and punish crime by 
legal and proper process, and con
sign unlawful measures to the shades 
of the far past. Trials of criminals 
should not be allowed to degei1erate 
into farces, nor criminals be per
mitted to go unpunished. The 
majesty of the law should be main
tained and those chosen to execute 
the law be honored and sustained. 

PERIL TO THE NATION. 

We quote f;rom the Deseret Evening 
News, of November 17, 1900; under 
the caption of "The Peril of •Mor
monism'!" 

On the question of the "peril to the na
tion" from "Mormonism "the Saints' 1le1·ald 
published by the "Reorganizeld Church," i~ 
its issue of November 14, has this paragraph 
in an article replying to Mr. Cox:-

" As to patriotism. Did the Congregation
alist Church, as a church, furnish any troops 
for the Mexican war? The 'Mormons' did. 
Did the Congregationalist Church, as a 
church, furnish a contingent of soldiers for 
the war with Spain? The Utah church did." 

This is a fitting response to the alarms 
sought to be raised by Mr. Cox, and exhibit;, 

Denver hangs her head in shame for the a disposition to recogniz 3 the loyalty of the 
burning alive in Colorado of a 16-year-old Utah "Mormons" to the national govern
colored boy, Preston Porter, the confessed ment that is gratifying in that journal, 
murderer of a little girl whom he had abused which is usually hostile to anything con
like the brute and degenerate he was. The nected with the church here. 
execution was the theme of the Sunday ser-

lain like a blight over territory and 
state, things which should have had 
no place·in the church, and for which 
there was no legal provision in the 
revelations of God to the church, and 
which the HERALD now believes the 
rank and file, and possibly many 
among the leaders, are pleased to see 
passing into disuse. The HERALD is 
not now, never has been, hostile to 
the people of Utah. It has made its 
fight openly and conscientiously, and 
is pleased when it can give credit for 
merit where.it is deserved. 

DOWIE AGAINST THE ENGLISH 
PRESS. 

John Alexander Dowie's colony of 
lace makers sent over from England 
to settle at the New Zion between 
Chicago and Milwaukee, has been 
turned back from America's shores 
under the contract labor law. 

This has greatly angered Rev. 
Dowie, and in his anger he lays the 
matter to the activity of the English 
press. He is reported thus:-

Curse England and the press. In England 
the public men are afraid of it. The time 
will come when there will be a censorship of 
the press. 

The devil is much ali vG and if you cannot 
find him anywhere else you can find him 
stinking, smoking, and drinking in the dens 
of the daily press. May Gud smite that press 
and let the people have the truth. The lying 
gutter press of Manchester, London, and 
other cities are of their father the devil, and 
it is t.he works of their father they do. The 
devil is the father of nine tenths of the daily 
press of England. I look forward with the 
greatest delight to the time when the last 
gutter pressman will h;;.ve gone to hell. 

It is stated that while at prayer his 
passion· got the better of him, and 
pausing he rose to utter the forego
ing mulediction. 

ERRATUM. 

In HERALD for November 21, page 
749, right hand column, paragraph 3, 
line 7 from beginning of paragraph, 
for • 'and go and leave the flock to the 
wolf," read "a,nd not go and leave the 
flock to the wolf." Quite a difference, 
as you discover. 

mon in every Denver pulpit, and the denun- The HERALD has always been will-
ciation of the mob of 700 men who burned ing to accord due credit to the Utah EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 
the boy at the stake was unanimous. A mass people and church for their industry, Bro. J. W. W"·ldsmith writes from 
meeting of citizens was held Sunday after- h t · fi · 1 :ff · d th "' 

i th F . B t" h h D ones Y m nanma a au·s, an e Nebraska C1"ty,· November 19:-
nooa n e lrst ap Ist c urc ' at anver, wisdom in material affairs that turned 
attended by over 2,000 people, and as many We bad two very excellent sermons de·· 
more were unable to gain an entrance. Gov· banishment from honestly acqiAired livtJred here at our ·church, yesterday and 
ernor Thomas of Colorado, Mayor Johnson of homes by the ire of mobs through last evening, bv our most worthy presiding 
Denver, President Slocum of Colorado Col- persecution into a triumph by the oc- bishop, E. L Kelley. The weather was very 
lege, President Hobbs of the Denver Y. M. 1 t h h d f · h · I 'sh cupation of a desert region and mak- unp easan , yet e _a a a1r earwg. w1 C. A., and many other leading citizens were h I" f tl 

t d th l f d . h d' l·ng l't "blossom as the rose,·" and "lor e cou a come more requen y. sea e on e p at orm, an w t e au 1ence 
were the representative men and women of those acts which stand in the eyes of D. D. Wyatt writes from Rosendale, 
Colorado and Denver. Mr. Hobbs opened the good men as indications of love of Missouri, N overnber 11:-
meeting, and in strong terms denounced the Th Sat' t 1· tht"o vt'ct'nt'ty "re 1·ew We country and the public well being. e n 8 n · o w • method of execution, saying that the fair had some g-ood preaching by Elders M. F. 
name of the state had been tarnished as never The HERALD has been hostile to Gowell, D. c. White, and J. A. Davis. 
before. Governor Thomas spoke next, and those things in the Utah church which B H S l' f S · 
when he arose there was a storm of. hisses h b .1 d f t d t ro. enry par mg rom prmg-
that made it plain the people thought him ~ve een evl an ° a e~ ency 0 field, Missouri, November 17:
partially responsible for the delivery of the 1 hmder both moral and ~atenal. growth . All doing well here at present. 'fhe 
negro to the mob. The governor said he did and progress; those tb.mgs whwh have branch never was better. Interest,cgood; 

ill" 
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baptized two more today, and still there; are 
more to follow. So they come in twos, fives, 
and more; prospects look good. 

EDITOR!AL ITEMS. 

Bro. Dr. John A. Reise, of 563 West 
Chicago Avenue, near Wood street, 
Chicago, Illinois, has published a lit
tle leaflet, called '·Bible Sanctification," 
a very plea,sant little book to scatter 
among inquirers. can be had of 
Bro. Reise at ten cents dozen, or 
fifty cents a hundred.· you want to 
circulate a tract, try this one. This 
is the third time we have tried to get 
Bro. Reise's name correct, the first 
time it was the next time Reese, 
but it is the same man. 

BAPTlSM.-NO. 2. 

THE HOW? THE WHO? THE WHY? 

AND BY WHOM? 

BY WALTER J. HAWOR'l'H. 

THE WHO? 

Who are proper subjects for bap-
tism? All who have heard 
the gospel Jesus Christ and have 
been converted to a belief in its pre
cepts, are fit subjects for baptism. 
Such persons will believe in God the 
eternal Father, and in Jesus Christ 
his Son. They will also· realize that 
they have ''sinned and come short of 
the glory of God." They will repent 
of their or as Paul puts it 
(Romans 6: 6), will the old man 
with his evil deeds, will by the 
act of him in the like-
ness of death. like 

who "to 
of the F<o',ther," will 

come from the grave to 
walk in newness of life. 

In the ' commission" by 
our Savior to his apostles, told 
them to the and to bap-
tize those who They were 
true to this for we read that 
Peter people assem-
bled till they were 
''pricked in their " and made 
known their belief ''men 
and what we do?" 
'l'hat the of Samaria, "believed 
Philip were baptized;" that Paul 
and Silas told the Philippian jailer to 
believe on the Lord and then 

him that Paul taught the 
necessity of in Jesus to the 
twelve men at and then 
tized them said to 

thine 
Philip, 
lievest with 
est." 

thou helievest with all 
thou " Like 

to "If thou be-
thine thou may-

But some reader 
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must precede baptism preclude the the angels in heaven, cannot logically 
baptism of infants"? Yes, for in- make such a statement as the above 
fants have not the capacity to believe; one, unless he believes it necessary 
but if it were necessary for infants to for the angels also to become mem
be baptized, we believe that the great bers of the church militant. If all be
God, who has furnished a supply to longed to the same class as infants 
meet every other demand, would have and angels, there would be no need 
supplied the infant with the necessary for the church militant. The church 
intelligence, to fill the demand that was not established for the righteous 
belief must precede baptism. ~those who bad not sinned~but for 

We understand that Jesus "came the sinner. Hospitals are not built for 
not to call the righteous, but sinners the treatment of those who are whole; 
to repentance" (Matt. 9: 13). He also neither was God's spiritual hospital
taught, "They that be whole need not the church-established for the treat
a physician, but they that are sick" ment of those who had not contracted 
(Matt,. 9: 12). the soul-destroying disease of sin. 

To whioo class do infants belong? The church is indeed God's spiritual 
Are they righteous, or are they sin· hospital for the treatment of the 

ners-sick or whole? disease of sin; and Jesus came to the 
The Church of Rome classes them world to invite those who were sick 

with the sinner, believing th~t they with that disease into it; but until the 
are "totally depraved," "wholly cor- disease manifests itself, there is no 
rupt," and "heirs of hell." need for treatment. 

We are pleased to notice that the As pedobaptists often assert that 
a.bove doctrine, although once held a infant sprinkling is apostolic in ori
place in all the popular creeds, it is gin, we will notice some of the argu
now being eliminated from most of ments made by them in support of 
them. It is wrong to presume that this claim. Some of them inform us,· 
children are ''totally depraved," with assurance, that the children of 
''wholly corrupt," etc., simply because believers have a natural right to hap
David said, "Behold I was shapen in tism, but that the children of unbe
iniquity; in sin did my mother conceive lievers have no such right. If this is 
me." The iniquity of sin was upon so, it is very unfair, for a child can
his mother's head, not upon his. Sin not choose its parentage. Such teach
is the transgression of law! What law ing also strikes at one of the grandest 
does a baby transgress that it can be attributes of God~impartiality. It 
classed among sinners? None; for rears its dragon head against the 
Jesus has said, "Of such is the king- principle which God especially re
dom of heaven." Angels are not sin- vealed to Peter, "That he is no re
ners; neither are babies. specter of persons." But let us 

But we are asked, "Does not examine the proofs presented. Acts 
Adam's sin rest upon the little ones 2:38, 39 is first presented for our con
still?" No; for the Lamb of God has sideration, wherein the apostle Peter 
taken away "the sin" of the world. says: "Repent, and be baptized 
The death of Jesus bas removed that every one of you in the name of Jesus 
curse from all mankind. Since then, Christ;" and in which he continues to 
we have the assurance "That every say, "For the promise is to you, and 
man will be judged according to his to your children." We are asked to 
works" (Rev. 20: 13), and not because accept this as proof that the apostles 
of Adam's transgression. The doc- taught infant baptism, as a privilege 
trine that babies are sinners is the of believers' children. Let us ex
parent of infant sprinkling. As sure amine the scripture quoted, and see 
as the parent doctrine is sinking into if there is really any reference to in· 
oblivion, among the great mass of fant baptism there at all. Peter's 
people who have shaken off the fetters words were these:~ 
of priestcraft, so must its child go Repent, and be baptized every one of you 
the way of all things earthly-like its in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission 
creators, it is mortal. Jesus forever of sins, and [Peter is now making a promise] 
settled which class they belong to ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost. 

For the promise [the promise of the Holy 
when he said, "Of such is the king- Ghost] is unto you, and to your children, and 
dom of heaven." A learned minister to all that are afar off, even as many as the 
once said, "If a child is fit to enter Lord our God shall call. 
the kingdom of God~the church The promise was not baptism, but the 
triumphant~it is fit to enter the gift of the Holy Ghost. If the prom
church militant." That all depends ise had been baptism, that would .have 
upon which class you consign the in- been no evidence in favor of infant 
fant to. Such reasoning would be baptism; for though the children men
perfectly consistent, if it came from tioned waited till they were grown 
a person who classed the infant with men and women, they would still be 
the sinner; but it is just the reverse the children of those whom Peter ad
of consistent when it comes from one dressed. To argue (from the words 
who classes the infant with the angels "to you and to your Ghildren") that 

i -those who need not a physician. A they would have to be baptized at once 
1 wll9 cl~s~e~ the children with . wonla be ~l:nnu:d1 tor :Peter fYI?tber 
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said the promise was ''to 
afar off." To at once 
that are mentioned 
the baptism of the 
they were born! The 

The case of the is 
often cited as an evidence infa.nt 
baptism. Ac~s 16: 32 tells us that the 
apostles spake unto "all that were in 
the house;" verse 33 that all 
were baptized; and verse 
us that all believed and 
Babies cannot 

but now a.re they holy.-1 faithful in diseharging this duty, he 
would reward them "giving them 

land of Canaan as an everlasting 
" Verse 7 caLls this cove· 

" and 
it. 

the Jews are now scattered 
th.e face oi' the God has 

the mouth of his holy 
to restore to them the 
love. He will not do this 

fulfill their part of the 

'Ghe same ordinance 
No; for to be 

the same done 
of an ''ever· 

which the 
land depends. 

see how an ordinance 
of heavenly re

the same relation 
only the prom-

neither can they believe, and as all in 
the jailer's house both hea,rd and be· advocates of in· 
lieved, we can say with assurance calls attention to 1 
that no babies were among those 10: 1, 2:-
tized. brethren, I would not that ye 

1 Corinthians 1: 16 is tlw other that all oul' fathers 
instance of household Pa,ul .,, .. 

1
, cloud, ~.nd all through 

says therein:- I "'a".,.J. unto vou." It is the sea,: aud were a,ll unto Moses in 
~nl.;;;:~or·lc~l thrl.,,t. t 1r-,c .... " """,n_,.f·i~.n. s ()f": !3l_,d·· I the eloud and in tho so~. 

And I bapiizsd also the household of Ste- H :~'·: .,t __ t -·· uU- ''-" ~ I 
phanas. m1sswn m o the Jewish cbu:rnh was 

1 
As that infant baptism was 

There were no babies in this house- Paul tells us (1 Cor. on among the Paul says 
hold, either, for Paul us to un-, : 1, that the fathers "all fathers were baptized. Will 
derstand that they were all adults. ; .. ,d the sea, and were no infants were among 
He says of them:- trz\j tbe cloud a.nd in the sea." t.hem? verv evident t.hat there 

-'" 1
1 In Genesis 17: is sonH3 limita.tion to the number of 

They have addictad themselves •b.') 
ministry of the S,;,ints.-1 Cot". IG: 18. ' c .,. ill after 
F 

· A J.,,.,,,J~·-rn"·-- or• '-uhe ancy a, baby itself '.·ho nddAO·A•.-"' 

· · f h s · '-•··'· I that he th'a' tr'r."" .. e·, mm1stry o: t e am ts! " " "·' 
For the unbelieving husb<1nd is 1 To argue 

by tbe wife, and the unbelieving- wlf<cJ is sane-· l without lim ita-
titled. by the hu~band; el~e your chit- ' 
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would 
there 
say where that limitation 

~~her'B is DO express ~,,nn,,~-:

in the l\r(~W rrestaraent 
hwts. 

Martin 
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Curcellmus says:-

using the term ' " Paul ex-
cludes from that sentence all the ~ays:-
females in the Israelitish camp; ·and It cannot be 

k h instituted by 
yet we ,now t .at the females as well after the apostles. 
as the males the sea. , another says in 
If, then, the tne ~ea,, his notes on Romans 6: 14:-
and the es-1 '"'"' ., . " · 
a ed th -

1 
.~ 12 -n 1 DG c.oes not seem to treat Oi In-

C P ~ - e W J.8J1 lrftrL· I ants. was not the custom for infants to be 
ing this sentence, vvould be baptized. 
to include in t,he same Dr. editor· of North 
little unconscious rrutle Review, says:--
Why did he the female chil- The 
dren if that text aJn evidence of the church] is upon 

Baptism was at first administered only to 
adults, as men were accustomed to conceive 
of baptism and faith as strictly connected. 
We have all reason for not deriving infant 
b9.ptism from apostolic institution, and the 

baptism of infants? licatJon to unconscious 
To prove that there were no uncon

scious baptisms, we will ask you to 
consider another of the writings of 
Paul:-

Harden not your 
tion, in the day of in the wilder-
ness: when your fathers l;empted 
me, and saw my worl{s forty 

Will our pedobaptist friends affirm 
that the little unconscious babes in 
the Israelitish camp hardened 
their hearts, tempted the 
him, and saw his works fortv 
If they will not affirm this, they must 
admit that the term "fathers" applies 
only to those who have attained to 
years of discretion and accountability. 
By conceding this, they hand us the 
key to their position, regarding the 
baptism of the "fathers" under Moses. 

Again, Hebrews 4: 2, to 
these same "fathers," says:-

For unto us was the gospel p:eached, as 
well as unto them. 

Among all the persons that at·e recorded as 
baptized by the apost,les, there is no express 
mention of any infants. 

Dr. Burnett says:-

of it. (which followed somewhat 
certain thai; Christ did as an apostolic tradition serves to 

fant, baptism. confirm t.his hypothesis. 

Dr. Miller, of Princeton The following is also in point:-
rhm says:- Que~tion:-Why should not the scripture 

The fact is that during :the whole three 1 alone be the rule _of fai~h1 without having 
score aftm· t.he ascension of recourse to apostolic t.rad1t10n? 
whieh embraced in the New Answer:-Because infant baptism, and sev-
history, we ha.ve no hint, of the baptism of in- e:!!J other peces.sary ~rticles are either not 
fants born of Christian parents. a" all contamed 1n scripture, or at least are 

L 'f .., h ·~ · h not plain in_scripture without the help of 
et see l- any 01 t e w:noers of t e traditlon.-Roman Catholic Manual of Con-

first and second centuries say any- troversy. 
thing about the of infants. Neander voices the opinion of a 

Clemens, w~o supposed to have section of pedobaptists when he 
been a compamon of Paul, says:- says:-

They are 
have passed 
instruction. 

subjects of bap'Gism who Infant, baptism is not derived from apos-
an examination and tol.ic institution, but from apostolic tradition. 

Ignatius, vvho was 
Peter, Paul, a.nd 

How the apostles couJd hold ai).d 
with hand down to others a tradition of 

neither taught, instituted, 
or by them, is indeed a 
conundrum we would like our infant 

friends to explain. Per-
" 

1 

have followed a precedent 
L ana Bar~aoas (. by the scribes and Phari-

no"-." ~ny ,~~ntl~n of m- sees of who, when they desired 
m the.r W~lld.lg~. to add something to the already writ-

ten law rruJ,de the addition under the 
pretext of ''the tradition of the elders" 
(Mark 7: 3). In Mark 7: 9, Jesus de
nounced this policy by saying:-

Full well ye reject th'l commandment of 
God, that ye may keep your own tradition. 

th Let us be very careful how we re-
unon e . t d' . l t b ' cmve vague ra 1twns, es we too e 

, t' told at the last day:-
Ges 1- I . . . . 

histo- In ;am they do worsh1p me, teachwg for 

of the first; 

doctrwes the commandments of men.-Matt. 
15:9. 

The introduced has shown 
that the of infant baptism 

but was not practiced or taught in the 
first two but at the begin-

he says:-
The sacrament. of baptism was administered 

of the third century a doctrine 
was being taught and generally re
ceived, which afterward led to the 
doctrine of infant baptism. This was 
the that little innocent 
babes-sinless creatures-were by publicly twice every the ft'lstivals of 

Easter and 
The 
they 
renounced 
Devil and his 
mersed under and 
Christ's kingdom by a solemn 
Part 2, chap. 4, verse 13. 

"sinful," "wholly corrupt," and 
"heirs of hell." As this doctrine be

ground and to be firmly 
. t maternal love began to 

iovocalio~~_:: assert itself. The loving mother 
, could not bear the thought that the 
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little one she loved (should it die in 
infancy) would be consigned to an 
endless hell. Her very soul revolted 
against it-and well it might. Such 
a doctrine denies the atonement of 
Christ, and dethrones t,he justice of 
God. If, like us, she could have 
taken her blessed Bible and read the 
words of a loving Savior, "Of such 
is the kingdom of heaven," she might 
have been reassured. But she had no 
printed Bible which she could read, 
and even if she knew of the Savior's 
words, she could not take her Bible 
in her hands and be sure of them as 
we can. But of one thing she was 
sure, if the doctrine of the church 
was true-and I don't suppose she 
doubted this-her child would go to 
hell if it died in infancy. Was there 
no way out of the difficulty? No way 
to purge the little innocent from its 
inherent corruption, and the sin which 
the church said was upon it? Ah! 
had it not been a doctrine of the 
church right down from the time of 
Jesus, that baptism was for the remis
sion of sin? Would not God remit her 
baby's sin, and purge its corrupt lit· 
tle soul, if it was baptized? And so 
about this time we have one of these 
mothers named Quintilla writing to 
Tertullian, the bishop of the church 
at Carthage, asking his consent to the 
baptism of her little ones. 

In his reply to her, Tertullian said, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD, 

the opposition to it- by 'l'ertullian. 
Regarding its existence from the first, 
we refer you to the testimony of the 
leading pedobaptist writers which we 
have before quoted. After Tertul
lian's opposition to the introduction of 
this practice, the demand for infant 
baptism became so great that it was 
allowed in certain of the churches. 

Iu the year 230 A. D., Origen de
fended the practice, by writing:-

some : Is there any harm in 
tizing an 

Yes! for as at first it was instituted 
to cleanse the child from sin, the act 
is a blank contradiction of our Sav
ior's statement, '·Of such is the 
dom of heaven." 

Is there no harm in contradicting 
Jesus? But isH not to de(Ucate 
a child to God in that way, if you do 
not believe in the doctrine of ' 
nal sin"? This is the reason little children are bap-

tized, because by the sacrament of baptism If you do not believe in the doctrine 
the pollution of our birth is taken away. of "original " it is a solemn mock-

By this time the corrupt doctrine of ery, to he,ve your child for 
original sin bad produced its child; the forgiveness of sins not 
for now the church bad acceded to 1 possess. 
the requests for infant baptism made But .did not Jesus not 
by the mothers, with a view to the the children to come me"? Are 
eternal salvation of their little ones. you not the little ones to 

In the year 257 A. D , Cyprian, who come 1mt~ him you denounce in-
succeeded Tertullian as bishop of fant bapt1sm? . 
Carthage received a letter from one When Jesus "forb1d them not 
Fidus, asking "how soon after birth to come unto me," he did not utter o~e 
it was proper to baptize." Cyprian syllable about We read m 
called a council of sixty-seven bishops, Ma~th~w 19: 13, mothers brought 
who in answer to this question gave th.eir httle o~es to not that he 
the '.'opinion":- m~ght bapt1z.e but .:·that he 

That the grace of God should not be with- m1ght put h1s hands on r.nem and 
held from any son of man, and that a child pray." This was how our Lord pre
might be kissed with a kiss of charity as soon sen ted the little ones to his heavenly 
as it is bor.n. They continued .by saying, As Father. ' 
no person 1s kept off from baptism and grace, W f ll h · d 
how much reason is there to prohibit an in- e O OW __ 1s an 
fant, who, being newly born, has no other when we dedlC:?,te our children to 
sin, save that being descended from Adam the service of the the minister 
according to the flesh. . puts his hands on them and prays 

Forty years had passed smce Ter- that God might receive and protect 
. The Lord does indeed say, "Forbid them tullian so severely opposed the intro. them, and henceforth assist the par-

not to come unto me," and let them come duction of infant baptism; but what a ents in the of the that 

among othe:t;' things:-

when they are growing up; let them come change those forty years had brought! it might be always to be called 
and learn, and let them be instructed when From that time on it has always been a child of God. 
they come; and when they understand Chris- practiced in the Roman church; but But there are those who forbid 
tianity, let them profess themselves Chris-
tians. then, and ever since, it bas always children to come to the Lord in his 

Tertullian, in another of his writ- been. taught i~ ?Onne?tion with the own appointed way. Those who bap-
doctrme of "0r1gmal sm." But why tize infants the ordinance of 

ings, says:- is infant baptism practiced by those baptism as a between Jesus 
Adults are the only proper subjects of who accept the statement of Jesus, and the little ones. 

baptism, because fasting, confession of sins, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven," Dear if 
prayer, profession, renouncing tlle devil and 
his works, are required of the baptized. in preference to the Romish doctrine, .sent your child to 
This is the first writer who mentions that children are "totally depraved," his own way. 

"wholly corrupt," and "heirs of hell"? We now submit a 
infant baptism, and he in his capacity No-te what Origen, the first advo· main r.dduced 
of bishop opposes it. f · f b · h t 

But some pedobaptists argue that, cate o m ant aptism, as o say on of the subject:-
this phase of the subject:- 1. Jesus told his 

Infant baptism must have exi5ted, else Let it be considered what is the reason. tize-those who believed. 
there would have been no occasion for Tertul- Whereas bapLism is given for the forgiveness tized no one who did not 
lian to oppose it. If[?] it existed, then it of. sins, infants are by the usage of the church 

1
. f 

must have existed fr..;m tbe first, because we haptized, when if thers was nothing in in- le · 
have no evidence of its previous introduction, fants that wanted forgiveness and mercy, the 2~ Infants have not the capacity to 
or of any opposition to it. grace of baptism would be needless to them. believe. 

Irresistible logic! Dear reader, do you believe that S. Infant 
Tertullian opposed it because a there is really anything in a-little in- the doctrine 

mother had written him asking his nocent babe that requires forgiveness 4. That doctrine 
permission to the baptism of her chil- and mercy? Remember that Jesus Jesus has been we have the 
dren. The fact that such a high dig- said, "Of such is the kingdom of assurance that the Lamb of God has 
nitary as a bishop of the church heaven;" and don't forget that Ori· taken away "the sin of the world" 
opposed it, is a strong proof that it did gen, the original champion of infant (Adam's sin), and that, every man will 
not exist in the church at that time. baptism, · has said, "If there was be judged to his works, and 
Why should a bishop oppose the prac. nothing in infants that wanted for- not becr.use of Adam's transgression. 
tice of a doctrine taught by his church? · giveness and mercy; the grace of 5. Since infants have not contracted 
How long would he retain his bishop- baptism would be needless to them." the disease of it is not necessary 
ric if he did so? We have no need to We will now briefly answer several for them to enter has-
search for a previous introduction of questions often asked us by those pital-the church. 
the doctrine, or the opposition to it. who have grown accustomed to pre- 6. That infant 
Here was the introduction, and here sent their children to the Lord in 1 stituted by Christ or 

was not in· 
apostles. 
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7. It was introduced under the plea 
of "apostolic tradition," 

Thou hast clothed ~e with skin an~ flesh, I the beginning of the world. See John 
and hast fenced me w1th bone and smew.- 1:1-4 where be says-
Job 10: 11. ' 8. The apostles could not hold and 

hand down to others, a doctrine 
neither taught nor practiced by them. 

9. Baptism does not take the place 
of circumcision. 

Here we see that the "me" spoken All things ·were made by him; and without 
of bas reference to the inner man or him was not anything made that was made. 
spirit. See also Paul's letter to the Ephe-

And now, 0 Father, glorify thou me with sians 3: 9:-
10. Circumcision did not admit into 

the Jewish church. 
11. That no unconscious children 

were baptized among the Israelites. 

thine own self with the glory which I had And to make all men see what is the fel
with thee before the world was. I have lowship of the mystery, which from the be
manife~ted thy name unto the men which ginning of the world hath been hid in God, 
thou gavest me out of the wol'ld: thine they who created all things by Jesus Christ. 
were, and thou gavest them me.- John And Hebrews 1: 2, g:-

12. That we have no mention of in
fant baptism in the New Testament, 
nor among any of the writers of the 
first two centuries. 

13. That it was first mentioned in 
connection with the doctrine of "origi
nal sin" at the beginning of the third 
century. 

14. To baptize an infant for the re
mission of sins is to contradict Jesus. 

15. It is solemn mockery to baptize 
an infant for the remission of sins it 
does not possess. 

16. That the first pedobaptist 
writer says that if children have no 
sin, baptism is needless to them. 

17. That those who baptize infants 
"forbid" the children to come unto 
him in his own appointed way. 

18. His own way of dedicating chil
dren to God is by the putting on of 
bands, and prayer, called blessing. 

We will conclude by repeating our 
answer to the first question: All per
sons who have heard the gospel of Je
sus Christ, and have been converted 
to a belief in its precepts, are fit sub
jects for baptism. Unbelievers should 
have no place in the church, even 
though the unbeliever is a little child. 

(To be continued.) 

ARE GOD AND CHRIST TWO 
PERSONAGES'? 

Swedenborg, the founder of the 
New Church, says, God-

15: 5, 6. 
Here we notice the ''me" and the 

"I" have reference to the inner man 
and not the outer man; and besides. 
we notice that there are two distinct 
personages spoken of here, ..• Christ 
and the Father. When Christ said, 
"the glory which I," the inner man, 
"had with thee," he could not have 
meant that his body had glory with 
the Father, as it was not then in ex
istence. If it was then in exist
ence, then Swedenborg's theory 
would be wrong, hence it would not 
do for him to take that line of argu
ment, hence the "I" and "me" spoken 
of here have reference to the inner 
man and were separate from the 
Father, hence not the Father himself, 
as Swedenborg says. We have also 
the Savior's own testimony concern
ing the ''I" spoken of:-

I go unto the Father: for my Father is 
greater than I.-John 14:30. 

Now notice his prayer to his Father:. 
And now I am no more in the world, but 

these are in the world, p.nd I come to thee. 
Holy Father, etc.-John 17:11. 

Hence we see that the ''l" and the 
"me" are still in the world and pray
ing to the Father which is in heaven. 
We herein notice the "me" and the "l" 
on earth and the Father in heaven, in 
another place altogether. Now would 
it not be deception in the Son or the 
Christ, to try to influence his people 
that he bad a Father in heaven -when 
he, the Father, was within him and on 
earth, as Swedenborg would have us 
believe. We notice, in John 17: 18, 
that God the Father sent this "me" 
that Christ speaks of into the world. 

the Eternal Father came to earth and took 
upon him the human to save men, and that 
he made the human and divine from the 
divine in himself. It is according to the doc
trine of the New Jerusalem Church that our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is both 
God and man, and although he is God and 
man, still there is not two, but one Christ. As thou hast sent me into the world, ,even 
He is one because the divine took to itself so have I also sent them into the world. 
the human; yea, he is altogether one, for he Verse 25 says:-
is one person.-See small treatise of his work, 0 righteous Father, the world hath not 
pp. 29, 30, taken from the Athanasian creed. known thee: but I have known thee: and 

Swedenborg claims- these [speaking of his· apostles] have known 
the inner or Spirit of Christ to be the Eter- that tnou hast sent me. 
nal Father, or the Jehovah. The body this Hence we see that Christ speaks of 
Jehovah received from the Virgin Mary was himself and his Father again as two 
called the Son. Hence the Chl'ist or Son be-
cause of the body.-See p. 67 of same treatise. distinct persons or beings. It would 

We will now examine the inner man, be just as consistent, in my mind, to 
or the "me" or the "I" mentioned in say that the Father was the inner 
the word of God, which this author of man, or soul, or spirit of those men 
the New Church calls the Son. (See whom Christ said be sent into the 
pp. 82, 83, of same treatise.) Here he world, as to say that the spirit, or in-
quotes John 17:7:- ner man of Christ himself was the 

N th h k •h t 11 th' h t very Father, or Jehovah. The first 
ow ey ave nown u a, a 1ngs w a - 1 d d b Ch · d 

soever thou [the inner manl hast given me apost es un erstoo t at nst an 
[the outer man, or body, or Son] are of thee I the Father were two persons, and that 
[the inner man or the Father]. Christ was with the Father and ex-

We will first notice the "me." isted coequal with the Father before 

Hath in these last days spoken unto us by 
his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all 
th:ngs, by whom also he made the worlds; 
who being the brightness of his glory, and 
the express image of his person, and uphold
ing all things by the word of his power, when 
he had by himself purged our sins, sat down 
on th:~ right hand of the Majesty on high. 

See also verses 4, 5, and also Gene· 
sis 1:26:-

And God said, Let us make man in our 
image, 
showing that Christ existed in the 
spirit before be took a body, and was 
coequal with the Father in the crea
tion of the world, and was altogether 
a separate personality from the Eter
nal Father, although he might be the 
Father of this world, or the spirits of 
this world, for all I know, but not the 
Eternal Father, or the Great First 
Cause. In the First Epistle of John, 
third chapter, the saints are called 
the sons of God. It seems to me if 
Christ was the Son because of the 
body, as Sweden borg says, then would 
not the saints be as much Christ as 
the one which was crucified in Jeru
salem over eighteen hundred years 
ago. The scriptures teach us that 
their bodies are the temples for God 
to dwell in. See 1 Corinthians 3: 16, 
17:-

Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, 
and that the Spirit of God d welleth in you? 
If any man defile the temple of God, him 
shall God destroy; for the temple of God is 
holy, which temple ye are. 

Now let us see Hebrews 10:5. Paul, 
speaking of Christ, says:-

A body hast thou prepared me. 
And the apostle goes on to say the 

inner man was Christ, when be speaks 
of the offering of the body of Jesus 
Christ, and then says in the twelfth 
verse, 

This man, after he had oi'ered one sacrifice 
for sins for ever, sat down on the right hand 
of God. 

This also shows the two distinct 
personages; for if Christ were the 
very Eternal Father himself, how 
could he sit down at his own right 
band? 

If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those 
things which are above, where Christ sitteth 
on the right hand of God.-Colossians 3: 1. 
· Who being the brightness of his glory 

[meaning the ete.rnal Fathar], and the express 
1mage of his pe'hon [showing that he, the 
Father, was a person], and upholding all 
things by the word of his power, when he had 
by himself purged our sins, sat down on the 
right hand of the Majesty of high; being 
made so much better than the angels, as he 
hath by inheritance obtained a more excel-· 
lent name than they. For unto which of the 
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angels said he at 
this day have I 
willbetobima of in 
a Son?-He b. 1: 3, 4, 5. 

But to which of the man, and 
time, Sit on my right and cannot work. 
thine enemies thy must be mistaken when you 

Paul tells us that this same person, Christ will do this work; for 
called the Son, was with the I!-, ather dear friend S wedenborg's 
at the creation of the and right, it is the Father which 
helped to make them. He b. 1: 2, this work. How would H sound 
also John 1: 3.) say, The Father or the 

And in the face of all the great Christ, which Sweden borg calls 
prophet, Swedenborg, tells us i;hat Father, will reign until he 
there was no Christ until about 1900 th 1 t b' h · d •h e as enemy, w _lc 1s .eav . 
years a,go. he, the will deliver the 

Which will we believe? and 1 dom up to the 
John, and Christ, or Swedenborg? self; would that not 
Listen to Christ's own words or deception, and silly? I 
prayer:- Paul further states that the "outer we :recaive 

And now, 0 father, glorify thou me with man" perished, but "tbe inward man I or 
thine own self with the glory which I [tho in- is renewed day by da.y" (2 Cor. 4: I he was full of the 
ner man or spirit] had with thee before the Christ had that inner man, or I into heaven and saw 
world was.-John 17: 5. . h' h. d h . . ' , l rl YW'"'"'"' 

For the Father himself loveth you, because Wlt m Im, an t at Splnt I fl.!:lC< . earneu 
ye have loved me [the inner man or spirit] independent of the Father, as much I one o:f these 
and have believed that I [the spirit] came out as Paul's spirit or a,ny other man's; Jesus 
from God. I came forth from the Father. and he, the Christ, demonstrated tba,t God ma,n · iJ,nd God 
and am come int,o the world: aga,in, I leave 
the world, and go to the Father.-John 16: fact when he said:- I a.nd t-here not tvvo, but 
27, 28. 0 F~J;ther, glorify thou me with t.hine own I one Christ. He is one because the 

We also draw the attention of the self with the glory which I had with thee divine took to itself bnm;;,n. 
reader to the Savior's words to Mary before the world was.-John 17 : 5· he is one, and not ·two per· 
at the sepulcher, after his resurrec- Here we notice the "I" and the "me'' sons. Now S vvas full of th•a 
tion. were with the Father before tbe I and there are ·two 

Jesus saith unto her, Mary. She turned worlds were. Comnare Christ's state- I 
herself and said unto him, Rabboni: which is ment to his apostle~. recorded in ,John 
to say, ]\:laster. Jesus saitb unto her, touch 15:4, where he says:-
me not; for I am not ascended unto my Abide in me, a.nd I in you. 
Father: but go to my and unto Now if the "me" and "I" 
them, I ascend unto my your 
Father; and to my God, and your God.- here were the body, or Son 
John 20:16, 17. of the body, and the within 
Does this not prove that Christ Father, then the body of 
and God, the eternal cording to this statement, would haNe he will tell 
separate and distinct to go into the apostles, and the apos- I ~esus saw: . d· •• 

does it prove the tles' body into Christ's! Then we a,re am he.--John "· 20 • 
postor; fo:r according to his own forced to believe the "I" and the Here John states 

C before him, and also statements, he, the hrist, the outer "me," spoken of here, have no refer· 
come; rwd Jesus bears man, as well as the inner man, is on ence to the outer man, but refer to he is thr~ one of 

I kno>N that 

earth, and his Father in heaven, the inner man, and not the 
which could not be if Swedenborg's Swedenborg teaches. I will now 
theory is right, wherein he states some catch passages, as to God 
that God, the eternal Father, came to ing a body, before Christ took a 
earth and took upon him the human at Jerusalem. Exodus 24: 9, 

one tha'G w:Y,s and that 
was to come. How could this be i:f 
there wc~re no Christ until the Fa.ther 
c2!,me and took human? 

form to save men, and made the hu· Here we see he had bands and feet. 
man divine, from the divine in him· Exodus 8:19. Has a Gave 
self. Again, be says it is Moses tables of s'wne, "written with 
to the doctrine of the church that our the finger of God" (Ex. 31: Com 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of is pare Deuteronomy 9: 10 
both God and man; and a.ltbough he 8:3: "When I consider :B'il.ther mcJ, 
is God and m'an, still there are not tbe work of :finO'ers. Had a I men~, wh>,~· , sa.y, 

~ ,, a. £ 1 srY~a,g.-Jonn 1~; 49, 
two, but one Christ· be is one because heart. bod soug'ht. h1m a man a.1ter 

1

. · .JesuCJ said unto 
tbe divine took to tbe human. h1s own heart" (1 Sam. 13: Luke Before 

C'1. l 
C 0l8Ct8Il-

Ci)ill!IHIHd· 

I Ehculd 

I say 

Yea, he is aHogether one says, God "found David son of I John 58. 
(See small treatise, pa':?'eS 29, ,Jesse a man after his own heart" As thou hast sent mco . the ,wodd, even 

h h C ) (A t ' 10 . 22) H "' t" e d I so have I also sent r.hem Into tne YvorJd-from t eAt anasiau reed. c s u. . . as a near a,n John l7: 
We will now notiee Paul's state· "soul" (Jer. 32: 41). Had eyes (2 And come to thef; a,nd theoo ings 

meut, wherein be this Christ Cbron. 16: 9). this with I speak in the 'i'lor"ld -··John :13. 
would reign until he the P:>alms 34: 15, and 15: 3, and He:c·e we that 
last enemy, which was death, then he Amos 9:8. Has ears 34: 15;, and · "or 
would deliver tbe church or James 5: 4). Had a nose (Is!l,iah 6G: 5)./ W!J,s sent into 1-Cw 
up to his Father, that God may be Had ba.ck parts (Exodus 33 : 23). fore and 
over all. (1 Cor. 15: 24, 25.) James Micah saw him "I saw the Lord/ his F,a,ther i!pH8 him 
says that the body wil;bout the sitting upon bis and all the I the world and baek to 
is dead. (James 2: 26). How could host of heaven on his and where he was 
Christ, which Sweden borg calls the 1 hand." Abraha!Jl saw and , seen the 
body, work independently, or with- with him face to face (Gen. 18: 1-33). I standing at 
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whom Jesus testifies had sent way I understood my Bible and 
him into the world. Please notice the churches taught did not 
the word sent. always tried to live believing 

Now we will compare the testimony was unchangeable, "the same 
of the latter with the tes- yesterday, today, and forever." The 

of Christ apostles and I first sermon I heard preached by a 
masters:-- Latter Day Saint elder, was preached 

No·iv this caused us for it was Elder J. H. ·wells, of Bozeman. I 
given unto us of the while WE) was so impressed, I said to Elder 
meditated uuon these the Lora Wells: "That is the first sermon of 
touched the eyes of our and 
they were and the of Jesus I ever heard." But to think of 
shone and we the glory 1 being called a Mormon was too much! 
of the Son, on the hari'd of 'Ghe Father, What! give up all my .friends? Still, 
and recoived of his ands~•vthe holy I believed it was God's own church, 

who are sanctified before I ,. f b t' • 
God !Hid the Lamb, ?O .. gavv my name or ap IS~, pray-

and ev'r. And mg day and nearly all the mght to 
testimonies which have God, for him to send my father to tell 

_ . is t.he testimony, _last me if it was the true church. Towards 
of all, whwh w·e of h1m, that he hves; · ""I d d f th H 
for we e<u'l' him, even on the rig·ht hand of morrnn,. re~me. a er came. e 
G::'d and vve hnard the voice bearing record only sm1led, lmd h1s hand on my head 

is the Only Begotkm of the Father; and said, "Wait,., wait." I awoke, 
that by him, ani through him, and of him, feverish and sick," saying, "I will do 
the worlds are and were created.-Joseph f th t ll " 
Smith, Jr., and Sidney Rigdon, Doctrine and as a er e s me. . 
Covenants 76:3. I went to studymg the church 

If the eternal Father, came to works, taking God at his wo~d, ''if 
took upon him the any one lack knowledge, let h1m ask 

and made the huma.n divine, and this of God." Still, if I saw anyone com
hum<m or body, was called the Son, ing, I would hide the books, th.rou~b 
then God must have two bodies. The fear, for my husband and family d1d 

John sa,ys:- not believe there was a0:y good in the 
now are we the sons of God, and Mormon church. Then It came to my 

it doth what. we shall be; but "study to show thyself a work-
we know he shall appear, we man that need not be ashamed," etc., 
shall be like John 3: 2. also, "My word is truth." From that 
Do we understand this that we shall time, all fear of what the world or 
have two bodies? it, seems, ac- my loved ones would say, vanished. 

to Swedenborg's theory, we That was in February, 1898. On 
also in Revelation July 2, our loved daughter Martha 

that John states that Christ is was laid to rest. I went to Billings, 
earth a thousand years in answer to telegram. I did not 

and that God is still know she was dangerously ill till I 
would be a thing im- got off the train. When I asked. "Is 

if God and Christ were not she better?" they said, "She is dead!" 
different and distinct personages. Tbe shock was too much for me; I 

'rhis same warns us against did not know when I got home. They 
he says:-- took me to a hotel, where I lay for a 

Who is liar but be that denieth that Je- week before I could be moved. I 
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Christ in baptism, at the age of fifty
four. When Elder Wells laid his 
hands on my head, asking God to be
stow his Holy Spirit upon me, some
thing said to me, "If you will live 
faithful, you shall soon know of this doc
trine, whether it be true or not." All 
my life, from childhood, I had very 
poor health; and as I grew older I 
would drop as if dead. The doctors, 
both east and west, said the same 
thing, that my heart and brain were 
affected, and that I was liable to die 
any moment. Six weeks after my bap
tism, my mother, aged eighty-one, 
took sick and died. And now comes 
the promise of God to me. Mother's 
body was taken to town, ready for 
burial. Elder Gomer Reese, of Boze
man,came the next day to preach the fu
neral sermon. I was taken to the Grand 
Hotel, to await the hour of services. 
They brought Elder Reese into the 
parlor to see me, as none of us had 
met him before. They say I took his 
hand when they told me who he was, 
but I was sinking fast. I was taken 
into an adjoining room, and a doctor 
sent for. He came, made examina
tion, and told my husband he could do 
nothing for me. My son, C. D. Fell, 
was a believer in divine science, and 
after the doctor gave me up, a lady 
believer in divine science set to work 
with me, to try to restore me. In 
about two hours the doctor came back 
and said there was no use, that if I 
were brought to my mind would be 
gone. But the woman still worked; 
she did not like the idea of sending 
for a Mormon elder as the word of 
God directs; but at last she gave me 
up, and said she could nothing. 

So Elder Gomer Reese was sent for. 
He came, and asked my husband if be 
wished him to pray for me. My hus
band answered, Yes. 

sus is the CbriBi? He is an autichrist, that never saw my loved one. But as I 
denieth the Father and the Son.-1 John 2: 1 lay there, I made a solemn promise to Brother Reese said: "I can do 
22, 23. ·~ . God, if he would grant me life I would nothing of myself. but I can be the in-

. dea,r . . ~ Wlt;h _you to be baptized if I ever got an oppor- strument in God's hands. Let us see 
examme the evidences m t~e case, a,nd tunity. In August, my brother died. what God will do for us." 
remember the_ of uhe Prophet Elder J. H. Wells was sent for to They say he uttered a powerful 

whe:rem says,- preach the funeral sermon; but as prayer for me, rose to his feet, laid 
T,) the law and to the testimony, if they services were over he returned home, his hands on me, prayed again, ask

speak not acco!'ding- t,o this wurd, his because so I did not then get "n a· pportunl'ty ing God to come down and make bare 
is no lit6h tin them. w 

Ever that truth may pre- I to obey. . , . his arm of power in my behalf, and, in 
the honest in heart, I .I kep~ studymg and ~annng my the name of Christ, asked God to re-

am your humble servant, ~1ble, t1ll the whol.e B1ble. seemed buke the disease. My cramped body 

DELIII, Out., Nov. 4, 1900. 
s. w. ToMLINSON. ~o be Latter Day Samt doctrme, so I became relaxed, and I regained con

came to the conclusion Christ's teach- sciousness, and spoke, and said: "God 
ings were all Latter Day Saint teach- did come down, did he not?" 
ings. While Elder Reese was administer-

TESTIMONY OF HEALING. In the following January, Elder ing to me, I had the following beauti-
I have often as I sat read- 'Wells visited us again. I met him at ful vision: All at once the room 

testimonies of sisters of like the door, and told him that I was seemed to get so light, bright as the 
that I would give ready for baptism. I could now un- sun. I looked to see where the light 

of God's blessings to derstand why my father said, "Wait." was coming from, and I saw a door 
me. I became a member of the My heart was not ready at that time, open in the ceiling above me, and a 
Baptist Church at the of fourteen. but I could now say, as the eunuch, "I man came through. He seemed to 
Later I became with the believe that Jesus is the Son of God; float in space, as he came down to 

and then the Christian, and see, here is water, what doth hinder I where I lay. He raised his hand, and 
last of all the Congregational. But I me from being baptized." So, on the struck me quite hard, and said: "What 
was not satisfied with any of them, fori 11th of January I was buried with are you lying here for?" 
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I said, "I am sound asleep; I can't 
wake up; I can't breathe or move." 

He said: "Do you believe that God 
ha;'s power to work as he did 
anciently?" 

'•I believe," said I. 
He again asked, '•Do you believe 

the church you have just joined is of 
God?" 

I said, "I believe!" ' 
He struck me again, and said, 

"Wake up; and if you will live faith
ful to the covenant you have made, 
you shall never sleep like this again, 
till I come for you." And the vision 
closed. 

On regaining coRsciousness, I said: 
"0, how tired I feel." 

Elder Reese told me, in the name of 
Christ, to sleep and rest, that I was 
healed. In about half an hour I 
awoke and ate a bowl of oysters and 
crackers. 

My faith is so strong that I know if 
I am faithful I will have no more trou
ble with my heart. It is now almost 

son was also there, and was a very close lis
tener. The speaker was well blessed, and 
spoke about·an hour. The next morning we 
all attended Sabbath school, after which we 
bad the ple:;.sure of listening to Rev. Wiison 
for about thirty minutes. He gave them 
quite a nice little talk. In the evening the 
wl'i ter spoke again to a housil full of people. 
After speaking for an hour and fifteen 
minutes some of the people said they would 
have Hked to have had me speak longer. 

The people of Fairview are intelligent and 
fair minded. Bro. and Sr. Highman have 
built up a reputation in their neighborhood 
that is a help to the cause and bellef they 
espouse. They are honored and respected by 
all; and while they are prospering in earthly 
things, they are also honcoring the Lord with 
their substance. I am sorry to say that too 
many of the Sainte, when they are a little 
prosperous, forget their duty to their God, 
and some of them little or no tithing. 
These things ought not to be. 

In bonds, 
D. C. SMI'l'H. 

two years since this happened. My [The following letter to Bro. Kelley has the 
health never was so good. right ring to it, so we gladly give it space.-

Dear sisters, pray for me, that I 1 ED] 
may remain faithful, and that my MIDDLE VALLEY, Idaho, Nov. 11. 
loved C:ones may see the truth and Dear Brother:--I thought last spring at con-
obey it. In gospel bonds, ference the provision to raise money for the 

MRS. M. J. FELL. college debt by subscription on the conditions 
BIGTniBER, Montana, October 1. 

DapartmBnt 
DAHINDA, Ill., Nov. 8. 

EditoTs Herald:-The work in this part cf 
the field is almost at a stand still, although 
the work throughout the Kewanee district, 
under the management of J. W. Adams, our 
district president, has improved greatly in 
the past two years. 

I was invited, a short time ago, by Bro. 
James Highman, of Fairview, Illinois, to 
come down and speak for them in a Methodi~t 
church which he had secured for the purpose. 
I went by way oF Galesburg; and as we rolled 
across the beautiful prairies, and down along 
the winding Spoon river, our thoughts were 

that one thousand names or subscriptions of 
twenty-five dollars be obtained before any 
were payable, was of doubtful propriety. If 
one can pay on those terms, surely we can pay 
without the whole number. I will pay mine 
ln January, or when I return to Albion, 
likely in February at least. I do not like to 
see the cons'0ant appeal to the Saints, because 
it should not be necessary. If the money is 
not raised as provided in the conference pro
vision, my twenty· five dollars will be subject 
to the scholarship privilege. It does seem 
that there should be Saints enough to pay 
that little debt without so much entreaty. 

Where I am writing this letter, the tem
perature is too cold for comfort, but ere I go 
north further I concluded to send this pledge 
of my sub. I am leaving my satchels here 
for a few days whiie I go about thirty miles 
beyon(l, and then return to Weiser, and then 

in ad vance of us, and we found ourselves to Nez Perce. 
wondering what the outcome of our meeting 
would be. At London Mill several well 
dressed individuals came aboard, among them 
a young man, with an excited expression and 
seemingly very nervous. I made up my 
mind he was a minister, and in.troduced my
self to him. In our conversation he told me 
he was a student of Heading college, and a 
minister of the M. E. persuasion. He was 
going down near Fairview to officiate, and to 
deliver his initiatory sermon the nez,t day. 

On arriving in Fairview, I was. met by 
Bro. Highman and son. At the house we 
met Sr. Highman. After supper we went to 
the church, thinking we would have a very 
few out, as the roads were quite muddy, but 
to our surprise there was a large and atten
tive congregation. They had never heard 
any Latter Day Saint pt•eaching, only that 
done by Bro. and Sr. Highman. Rev. Mr. Wil-

All are not Saints in spirit, whose names 
are enrolled as such. Ever for Zion's weal, 

CHARLES ALBERTSON. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Nov. 17. 
Editors Herald:-'rhe Saints here com

menced the building of their new church this 
morning, the Ladies' Aid Society having the 
honor of digging the fir·st spadeful of dirt for 
the foundation, they also being the first to 
make a very liberal donation towards the 
purchaaing of the lob. The lot is paid for, 
and the contract for the lumber is let to Gar
rett Lumber Co. The work will be done by 
the Saints themselves; aod what the Saints 
may l~J.ck in finances is made up in zeal, es
pecially by the Ladies' Aid Society. We 
have not commenced without counting the 
cost; and while we shall have to rustle, we 

have determined to do that, and the Saints 
are contributing nobly. We do not wish to 
ask for help outside of the district; yet if 
there are any Saints who feel an interest in a 
church building here, and wish to help, it 
wiU be thankfully received, I am sure. 

The branch is now doing well, and we are 
hopeful for the future. We wiah this church 
to be built by Latter Day Saints, and if there 
are any Saints who wish to figure on the 
plastering·, we would prefer them. There 
will be about three hundred yards. We 
either want the three coat work, or the new 
granite finish. We trust we may hear from 
some one. 

All well in this part of Zion, I think. Two 
more to baptize today. In bonds, 

HENRY SPARLING. 

CHILLIWACK, B. C., Nov. 8. 
Editors Herald:- It is with feelings of 

greatest joy that I inform you of the arrival . 
of our president, Elder R. C .. Evans. His 
coming has been long expected; but better 
late than never. All are happy; indeed, I 
know of no better way of certifying the grate
ful throbbings of British Columbia Saints 
than by forwarding yoU: a copy of "address of 
welcome" extended our brother shortly after 
his arrival. 

We are hopeful of a change coming in the 
dreary monotony that has for some time per
vaded this mission. Long have ·we felt the 
need of an associate elder to afford us assist
ance in the performance of arduous duties. 

Hoping for the best, 
D. MACGREGOR. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 
The Saints of British Columbia to Elder R. 

C. Evans, Greeting; Dear Brother:-It is 
with pleasure that we, the Saints of British 
Columbia, endeavor to express and extend to 
you our welcome on your first visit to this 
mission. 

Since the first intimation of your intention 
was delivered to us, we have looked forward 
to the time of realization with the deepest 
feeling of pleasure; and when we consider 
the difficulties that lay in your pathway, the 
calls for work in many parts of your field of 
labor, demanding incessant attention, the 
distance to be traversed ere you would reach 
us, the fewness of our numbers, we are indeed 
grateful to our loving heavenly Father, who 
has opened up the w.ay and granted the ful
fillment of your expectations and the realiza
tion of our desires. To us it seems an omen 
that the Master has other "sheep" among the 
glens and valleys of this rugged province, 
and we trust that through your personal 
counsel and instruction, as his servant, Israel 
called may be edified and Israel scattered 
may be called. 

And now, dear brother, although you are 
many leagues from home and loved ones, and 
to outward appearance among strangers, yet 
we trust that through our rough exterior a 
portion of that inner light may shine and 
make you feel at home. We do not look upon 
you as a stranger unknown to us. Many of 
our number have formed your acquaintance 
through the columns of church literature, 
and the bond thus formed and strengthened 
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by the Spirit of our Master, given to mem
bers of his, household, goes out to you, bid
ding you welcome; and the magnetic rays of 
'"love one another" encircling- our hearts 
and homes agaiu, bid you welcome. 

We are aware that you cannot remain long 
with us, knowing that you must be about 
your Father's business. But while those 
duties necessitate your stay being short, we 
would impress upon you, that our home doors 
are ever ajar, and may you ever find us ready 
to assist the common cause of our enlistment, 
as brothers and sisters enrolled under the 
banner of King Immanuel. We thank you 
under God, for sending us our faithful mis
sionary a!ld his wife, who have carried to 
many of us for the first time news of the re
stored message. We are glad that he si:all 
have your personal assistance in carrying on 
the work, and to this end we, with him, 
again bid you welcome; and may the love 
that the Spirit gives and brings bind us 
closer in the days of our association here un
til we merge into that kingdom where all is 
love. 

We then ask you to accept this expression 
of our feelings in the spirit it is given, which 
i~ the spirit of our Lord and Savior. 

THE SAINTS~ HERALD. 

calling and vocation as the sent servants of 
the Most High; and as such are had in esteem 
by the London Saints for their trustworthy 
fidelity and rectitude. 

We have not yet forgotten the heartfelt 
and weU·seasoned exordiums of the two be
loved brethren who left there shores in the 
early portion of the present year. I allude 
to Brn. F. G. Pitt and William Newton. 

If, as it is written by the pen of inspiration, 
"The laborer is worthy of his hire," what 
shall be the reward of those who, "forsaking 
father, or mother, or .wife, or children, or 
houses, or lands for His sake and the gospel's" 
journey to a land thousands of miles from 
their own, and there labor, early and late, in 
sowing the "incorruptible seed," even the 
bread of life? Nor does it, in the opinion of 
your correspondent, detract from either the 
certainty or the magnitude of their reward, 
when, as is the case in London, there be few 
that heed the gospel message, and fewer still 
that obey it. 

There is, or I am greatly and grievously 
mistaken, still the divine and welcome 
plaudit, "Well done, good and faithful serv
ant," for the worn and saddened laborer re
turning without a solitary sheaf to garland 
his brow; for is it not written, "one soweth, 
and another reapeth"? 

31 Chatham Place, Hackney, The edification and building up of the 
LONDON, England, Oct. 30. household of faith is a far less obtrusive 

Dear Editor and Readers:-It is with pleas- kind of ministry than the gathering in by 
ure that I again pen you a few lines to ac- baptism of many precious souls; ~~ond more
quaint your numerous readers with London'.;; over attracts far less notice and attention in 
present spiritual aspects and att,ainments. Our a yearly or other periodical report home; 
respected and beloved brother, Elder A. N. but is it a work of less moment or less im
Bishop, of Cardiff, South Wales, came to this portance in the all-seeing eye of the Lord of 
city on the first day of the present month, Sabaoth? 
having left us but last Monday, to return to I trow not as a slight aid to the realization 
his native land. of the importance of the work of the brother 

He said, from the moment of his ent,rance who, for instance, just ceased his labors here 
into this city, that he felt his labors to be to return to Cardiff (viz. our brother Bishop), 
more needed inside than outside of the let me propound to your readers a simple 
branch; and well and nobly ha~ he per- sum in proportion, as follows: Let there be, 
formed· this important mission within the as a result of outdoor and other missionary 
precincts of the London branch, as all can labors, fifty souls gathered. into a certain 
testify. His noble and z~alous discourses, branch or district during any giv.en year. 
fraught with pregnant and poignant illustra- Let it be granted that of this number eleven 
tions from holy writ, have sunk deep, and or twelve are expelled during the two or 
found a lodgment in the hearts of London's three following years, from various causes; 
scattered Saints; for, though a vast and while during the following- five years an 
populous city, London holds many, many average of seven each year leave the church 
scattered ones. Not, indeed, in the sense of of their own accord, either from lack of 
their being (as many aro in your larger and spiritual sustenance, or from want of under
vaster territories) isolated from all human I standing or agreement upon certain points 
companionship and association, but isolated of theory or doctrine. Query: How much 
and alienated from the "communion and fel- has the church in the aggregate gained from 
lowship of the Saints," by a spiritual declen- her missionaries' labor in that said branch 
sion from the truth, and an imbibing of that or district during the given year? Nor is 
spirit which, as our dear Master expressed the above, I am convinced, an exa~rgerated 
it, is not of the Father, but is of the world. estimate of defections and losses during the 
(John.) Not for a very long time has there five years in question. 
been such a recrudescenc~ of spiritual hopes But the point I wish to materially enforce 
and animation in these souls, or such a har- upon my auditory, is this: Had the proper 
monious gathering 'oogether in love and and necessary labors been bestowed upon the 
union of the Saints of the London branch, as young and wavering disciples, coupled with 
a whole. adequate doctrinal instruction and effective 

Taking a retrospective view of the history moral supervision, would anything like the 
o.f the struggling ?ranch in this the met~opo·J above decimal proportion have left, or be
lls of the world, rt must be freely adm1tted come dereliet to the church? 
that the men appointed by the church to la-, Is not, then, dear reader, my original 
bor here, have, one and all, in a worthy and proposition both sound and logical; viz., that 
honorable manner, sought to fulfill their high spiritual and educational labor bestowed 
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upon the membership inside the portals of 
God's church of at least collateral impor
tance with labor directed with the sole pur
pose of reaching the outside hearers·~ and 
thus, by baptism, causing accessions to the 
numerical aggregate? 

Bro. Bishop, in one of his recent sermons, 
laid down with what appears to me perfect 
accuracy, the proposition that in themselves 
mere numbers are no true and trustworthy 
criterion of a church's position and prosperity 
in the sight of Him who shall .judge all peo
plE, with just judgment and in the unerring 
balances. I desire to associate myself with 
his dictum, and remain, 

Your brother in Christ, 
F. R. TUBB. 

LA GRANDE, Oregon, Nov. 15. 
Editors Herald:-I wish to add my testi

monial to the blessed caucle of Christ. It has 
been over four years since I entered the door 
of his kingdom. I have been blessed many 
times. Though isolated, I can tell my friends 
of the peace and joy I behold in living for the 
blessed Lord. May it soon please God to send 
a chosen vessel here to proclaim his blessed 
will. My prayer is that we may all live 
worthy the name we bear. 

Your sister in Christ, 
M. A. BAR'l'MESS. 

HOOD RIVER, Ore., Nov. 16. 
Editors Herald:-As it is not very often 

that we see a letter in the Herald from Ore
gon, and as I'm always glad to read letters 
from my brethren in this field I will write a 
few lines so that you may know there is an
other place in this great northwest where 
the gospel banner is floating. "The attract
ing signs" are set up, and, as is to be expected 
in a new place, some few are trying to blow 
it down; others are stopping and investiga
ting. It seems as though this place had been 
passed by our missionaries, .for the people 
here seemed almost entirely ignorant con
cerning us people, but deeper search has 
proved that some wanderers from the fold 
have been here. We fouBd traces of a number 
of the Autumn Leaves and the Inspired Trans
lation of the Bible had found its way here. 
There has been a brother here, but .it seems 
that he didn't say much about the work, as 
his children are in other churches and in the 
broad ways of the world, and outsiders 
scarcely knew of what he believed. However, 
we are making an effort to present the truth to 
the people, but with opposition the first cry 
seems, '"0, well, you are all the same." Of 
course, Utah "Mormonism," has a few adher
ents here, so we had to work to show the 
difference between us. Bro. W. A. Good win, 
of Condon, Oregon, gave us a lift, and we 
have that "all-the-same" argument partly 
killed out; but what next? Well, those good, 
peaceable men who claim to represent the 
gospel of peace, commenced their cry, "Be
ware, oh, beware!" They attacked the char
acter of Joseph Smith and othe:t·s. This 
attack we answered from their own stand, 
and instead of making war with us, the war 
commenced in their own camp, and the 
preacher who made the attack has been try-
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ing to beg pardon of his own peoph1, claiming 
he was sorry for doing as he did. 

I am expecting- Bro. D. L. Harris here 
won,~ so we will make another effort to get 
the truth before the people. 

If these few lines should meet the eyes of 
my brethren in Persia, Iowa, and Little 
Sioux district, I would say to them that I 
well remember where I first learned of the 
gospel we love, and that I'm not sorry of the 
step I took when I walked Lnto the waters of 
baptism, and that I still rejoice in the work, 
and trying to live so that others may see the 
grandeur and glory of the gospel of Christ. 

Hoping that we will continue to be faithful 
to the covenant we have made, I still remain, 

Your brother in gospel bonds, 
THOMAS CHAPMAN. 

CHILLIWACK, B. C., Nov, 4. 
Editors Hemld:-I left Lonmon on Monday, 

October 22, 7: 15 p. m. Had one hour's visit 
at St. Thomas; arrived in Chicago 7: 50 a. m. 
Tuesday. Elder Strange met me, and with 
him I spent the day "doing the city." Re
mained all night. 

Left Chicago 10:30 <J.. m. Wednesday; ar
rived Denver on Thursday, 2:30. Elder 
Shupe met me and took me to the residence 
of Joseph Schmutz We spent a pleasant 
evening at Bro. and Sr, Everett's. Retired 
at Bro. Schmutz's. 

With Elders Gilbert and Roush we visited 
the mining mills, watched the smelting 
process, and obtained specimens. The Saints 
of Denver gave me a splendid time, and I 
promised them that if I returned that way I 
would give them a Sunday. 

Leaving Danver on Friday, 4:45p.m,, I ar
rived at Salt Lake on Saturday, 3:30 p. m. 
Bro. Barrows met me at the station and took 
me to his home. Sunday I talked morning 
and evening to our people in our nice little 
church. I here met Elder Peter Anderson, 
who remained with me nearly all the time I 
was in the city. We attended the tabernacle 
service, at three p. m. I listened to the 
great organ and the wonderful choir with 
wonder and delight. I am safe to say I never 
heard such music in my life before. Angus 
Cannon presided over the meeting, and two 
young missionaries did the talking. 

On Monday we visited several points of 
interest: the temple, tabernacle, fort, lion 
house, eagle gate, Brigham's grave, and last, 
but not least, Brigham's monument, with his 
hand outstretched toward the bank and his 
back turned on the temple. We called at 
the residence of "Patriarch" John Smith. 
He was absent, but we had a splendid and 
profitable visit with his wife, "Aunt Helen." 
She appears to be a noble woman. 

We spent a pleasant evening with Presi
dent Joseph F. Smith. We found him not 
only kind and pleasant, but very friendly. I 
never was treated better in any home that I 
ever visited. We discussed, briefly, the 
leading objectionable feature of the Utah 
church, and he defended their claims as best 
he C@Uld. 

The next morning, by invitation, we 
visited President Snow; had a long talk with 
him. He treated us with kindness. He, on 

the start, notified us he was not feeling very 
well, and while he was willing to tell what 
he knew, along certain lines, yet when I pro
pounded a question or two, he lifted his hand 
and mildly said, ~·I am not in condition to 
discuss these matters." 

We also met President Geo. Q. Cannon, 
who treated us with respect. President 
Smith invited us out to an entertainment in 
the Brigham Young theater. Bro. Ander
son had an engagement and could not go so I 
went to President Smith's house, met another 
wife and family of his. His wife and soD and 
some others went to the entertainment with 
us, and there I met and conversed with 
"Aunt Lucy" Kimball. She told me much 
that I have not time here to relate. When 
introduced by Joseph F. to her as "one of 
cousin Joseph's apostles," she gave me a 
warm grasp, and said, "I am so glad to meet 
you, why don't you come and be our apostle?" 
She, on parting said: "Remember me kindly 
to Joseph and say to him that he has a warm 
place in my heart." 

I remained aU night with Joseph F., and 
never slept in a more gorgeously furnished 
room. In the morning, after family prayer 
and breakfast, I was taken in Joseph F.'s 
private carriage to Bro. Barr:-ows' residence, 
where I met Bro. Anderson, took my satchel, 
and, bidding farew,oll to Bro. and Sr. Bar
rows, wended our way to the station. 

I found Bro. Anderson a splendid escort 
wbile in the famous Mormon city. I may 
add that Pres. Joseph F. invited me to come 
and see them, when I returned east, and 
notified me if I would call on my return he 
would present me with a large photograph 
of himself, wives, and children. This picture 
would be highly prized by me, and be quite a 
souvenir to remind me of my visit. 

Leaving Salt Lake Wednesday morning, 
9: 45, arrived at Chilliwack on Friday even
ing, 7: 30. I had been furnished with lunch 
by Sr. Strange, of Chicag-o, that did me till I 
arrived at Salt Lake; and being so royally 
entertained while there, I forgot to make 
provision for my long trip; so, when hungry, 
I looked for lunch: but I saw one man pay 
thirty-five cents for one loaf of bread on the 
car, and made up my mind not to buy the 
dining car, so I had three meals from Wed nes
day morning till friday night, and slept in 
reclining chair cars. Let not the Saints 
think I had no money, for I had; but I refused 
to be robbed. 

I have neither time nor space to describe 
my trip. It was a splendid trip; one that I 
am glad I took, but shall be satisfied if I am 
never called upon to take another. Rolling 
prairies, snow-capped mountains, many ·of 
them thousands of feet high, deep gorges, 
and rocky canyons. 

I found Elder Daniel McGregor and wife, 
near Chilliwack, comfortably situated at the 
foot of a snow-capped mountain, seven thou
sand five hundred feet high. It is said that 
snow remains on the mountains here the year 
round, while in the valleys the roses bloom 
and the birds sing. 

I preached this afternoon to a crowded 
bouse, and am billed for meetings of some 
kind each evening of the week. I find a nice 
gathering of Saints here. Elder MacGregor 

bas put up a noble fight, and deserves great 
credit for his labor and sacrifice. 

I expect to remain in Chilli wack for a few 
weeks, organize a branch, if the Lord will, 
make a few other calls, and do what I can in 
assisting Elder MacGregor to put the work on 
a more solid footing, and then shall turn my 
face toward Ontario. 

I trust the missionaries in Ontario will 
"speed the plow," and that, with the local 
ministry to assist, a great work shall be ac
complished this winter. I shall do my best 
to fill all the engagements made for January, 
February, and March before leaving for Gen
eral Conference work. 

My prayer is that God will bless the dear 
ones, who are worthy to be called Saints, in 
every land, and that we may all enjoy the 
sweet rest when our earthly work is done. 

Brother and Sister MacGregor join me in 
kind regards to all Saints. 

Hastily, your brother, 
R. C. EVANS. 

WABASH, Ont., Nov. 14. 
Editors Herald:-Once more a few words 

for your readers. I am glad to see you every 
week; have known you for nearly twenty
four years; you have done me good many 
time,s 

The last time I wrote to you it was about 
the first of June last. I was at Longwood. 
Baptized ten there. Went to Bothwell about 
a week, working in the tent with Elder St. 
John. Nights got cold and we packed up 
the tent. Bro. Charles Taylor, of Zone, has 
it in his care, ready to be used if needed the 
next Zone conference, which will be there 
the second Saturday, Sunday, and Monday 
of next June. 

After packing the tent I went back to 
Longwood for a while, thence to the Chat
ham conference. We had a good one, but 
there's room for improvement. God was 
good to us to speak to us in tongues and in
terpretation. We were thankful for the in
struction given. I should judge it was a 
good, average attendance, for a district hav
ing about six hundred members. Three or 
four were baptized. 

After conference I went home to St. 
Thomas for a few days. Started out to Long
wood again, then Zone branch, now Wabash. 
There is a nice, neat little brick church, a 
credit to those dear Saints who have strug
gled to put it up; and it's all paid for, and a 
credit to the community, also. I hope God 
will bless his people· here, so they may live 
their religion faithfully, to fill the little 
church with good, honest Saints. 

I am holding meetings nightly this week 
till over Sunday. I hope to see next Sunday 
whether to continue any longer or not. If in
terest demands I shall do so; if not then on 
to Wallaceburg. 

Brother Green, president of the district, 
came in our meeting last Monday night, and 
helped us out with one meeting. I am glad 
to be in the company of my superior officers 
for council and advice, and also with Elder 
Arthur Leverton, of Zone, vice president. 
J was glad to have a talk with them for the 
good of the work. I lovec those old veterans 
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for the truth's sake in this country. I love 
you all, my dear brethren and sisters; noble
hearted and true let us ~be to this mar-
velous work and wonder, the great latter-day 
work. Dear Brother Evans, I hope God will 
spare you, bless you, and keep you through 
your journey till you come home safe and 
sound. , 

I am doing the best I can where sent, and 
hope to be doing so to the end. Dear brother 
missionaries, all in fair Canada, wherev2r you 
may be, my daily prayer is to make us a suo· 
cess for good, not only in Canada but in all 
the world, for we are one nation within the 
nations, wherever we are sent. Please pray 
for me, that I may have wisdom and strength 
to do right. 

I thank all my brethren and sisters for their 
kindness to me everywhere I have been in the 
district. 

Your brother in hope of eternal life, 
' T. A. PHILLIPS. 

P. S.-My permanent address is Box 625, 
f::H. Thomas, Ontario. 

NASHUA, Iowa, Nov. 19. 
Edito1·s Herald:- W. E. LaRue, 0. H. 

Bailey, and myself are holding meetings here 
in two different places, with good interest. 
Bro. LaRue and I are holding meetings at 
Carrville, and Bro. Bailey at a place called 
Bradford, about two miles northeast of 
Nashua. I have not seen so great interest 
manifest in the old Jerusalem gospel in a 
new opening in this district as is now shown 
at Carrville. We are indeed hopeful of good 
results. With this I order one dozen Voice 
of Warning. And I don't know whether that 
will supply the demand? May the good Lord 
bless with wisdom and power his chosen 
servants. Yours in the one hope, 

J. R. SUTTON. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Jesus could probably indorse. I speak ad
versely of Mr. Sheldon and his work as an 
emphatic illuskation of the common error of 
modern Churchianity, of claiming a divine 
basis and divine sanction for works that are 
being promoted by human philosophy with 
little or no reference to the word that God 
through Christ has given to govern his peo
ple. Here are his "hindrances" in the min· 
istry: 1. Formality; 2. Attempt at oratory; 
3. ll'ear of man. 

The "helps" he numerates were: 1. The 
strength which comes to a preacher when he 
accepts·a hard field, and enters it to do his 
best. 2. Preaching what a man believes, 
out of his own experience. 3. The preach
ing of social truths. 4. The habit of loving 
everybody in the parish. 5. Keeping very 
close to the common people. 6. PtJrsonal 
work with young peo!Jle. 

Good principles are these, commending 
themselves to all, from a human standpoint. 
But from the man who would show the 
world "what Jesus would do," we have a 
right to expect some reference to that 
blessed Example, that perfect Preacher. 
The above enumerated principles might as 
well govern the moral philosopher whose 
reason has never accepted the embodied 
revelation of God, who does not believe that 
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been under the necessity of raking over the 
Utah conglomeration in order to clearly de
fine our relation to those errors and free our
selves of the charge of any connection 
therewith. 

Davis Junction is on the Chicago and 
Savannah division of the C. M. & St. P. rail
way, and the Rochelle and Rockford branch 
of the "Q '' Bro. Fulks (until March 1st) 
lives one fourth mile south of the depot and 
would be pleased to see Saints or elders pass
ing through. 

I expect to join Bro. Moler near Piper City 
next, week, stopping at home on the way. 

Your brother, 
ADAM J. KECK. 

MothBrs' HomE Column. 
.EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Be brave, dear heart! Who sings a song 
In to a soul discouraged, sad, 

Has store laid up, though he wait long 
l!'or ships and gold to make him glad." 

WE SHALL KNOW. 

Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, "preach- Yes, dear Saints, we shall know each other 
ing what a man believes out of his own ex- there, .and we shall know as we are known; 
perience," without proving that experienca shall know one another as God knows us, not 
by God's word, has divided and is still sub- as mortals think they know us. Our relatives 
dividing nominal Christians; it is the great and friends are not the only ones that we 
error of Protestantism. shall know. 0 no, no; we shall know every 

The word of God abounds in directions, one that is saved on the purified earth, and 
both of a precautionary and helpful nature to we think we shall know all that we meet 
the ministry. Why did not the advocate of while in the spirit life, or the intermediate 
"what Jesus would do" quote or cite scrip- state. The prophets, the apostles, and all 
tural proof of the correctness of his pl'inci- who have secured an inheritance in the king
pies? Why not mention among the dom of our Christ by obedience to his plan of 
"hindrances" an excess of "gold, silver, or salvation, many of whom have come up with 
brass in your purses" (Matt. 10: 9), or an ex- us through many trials, and are made whiter 

DAVIS JUNCTION, Ill., Nov. 24. cess of clothing (v. IO), or carefully prepared than snow. 
Editors Herald:-Public men are necessarily speeches (v. 19), or the doctrine of men (Matt. Yes, brothers and sisters in gospel bonds, 

the object of public scrutiny, the subject of 16: 6, 11: 12). Why not enumerate among· the we do believe-and it is a joyous belief-that 
popular criticism. When a man places him- "helps," study of the word (1 Tim. 3: 15-17), we shall recognize the faithful ones of all 
self before the public as an example of right- prayer (Luke 6: 9-12; John 14: 13), or the ages, and the best of all, to behold and greet 
eousness accord:ng to a divine standard, it is Spirit of God (John 14: 26; 16: 7-9, 13, 14)? our Savior, or to bow before him and receive 
certainly the J:ight of anyoue to form and ex· But Mr. Sheldon and his kind may pursue the sweet eternal peace that is his to give to 
press opinion as to his success in that role. their way, serenely satisfied with their "per- the faithful. 
Charles M. Sheldon, in his widely circulated sonal knowledge," doing- good in their way, "All of that kind of talk is just sheer im
novel, and his late journalistic ventm·e, has while the ministry of the true church pro- agination. I don't believe that we shall 
sought to give ti:::e modern werld a view of ceed in full assurance of a closer walk with know friends or anybody else after we die," 
Christ life and action in the person, practice, God, but striving to come up higher. say many people. 
and utterances of himself. The Lord never I I left home on October 26, going to Aurora, Probably we should not, if the spirit died; 
attempted to run a newspaper, but Mr. Shel- where I preached the following two Sundays, but as it is only the Jlesh which dies, and as 
don attempted to run one "as Jesus would visiting the Saints there and Bro. Rodger's the spirit is the ltfe and the intelligence, and 
do." The Lord did (Mark 1: 38) announce family at Batavia. Then I called at Elgin, lives forever, why not cherish the thought 
himself as a preacher; but in Mr. Sheldon's upon Brn. and Srs. Barnes and Carnegie. At that it retains its intelligence, and if it is re
"Hindrances and Helps in the Ministry," Marengo I found Bro. and Sr. Brand quite tained it is for a purpose, and that purpose is 
in the Independent, of November 1, makes not active at 86 and 80 years respectively-strong for the happiness of the souls of mortals and 
a reference, in an article of two thousand in the faith and full of reminiscence of ex- the glory of God. 
words, to "what Jesus would do" as a minis- perience with Brighamism. At Rockford I Then is it not absolutely necessary that we 
ter. The only reference to the words of Jesus visited Bro. Cushman and family, and Sr. shall know one another, and enjoy one an
is a quotation of one of his commandments, Gaskings and family. All this visiting was other's company as much as we do that of our 
to illustrate the alleged truth that those com- done while waiting for election to be over. friends in this life. We all know how sweet 
mandments must be transformed, interpreted, November 8. I began preaching at the it is to meet dear friends that have been 
modernized, and applied by the modern home of Bro. Fulks here, later trans- separated h·om us, but that is only a faint · 
preacher to be of any effect. ferred to the home of Mrs. Rudolf, a Catbo- type, a small foretaste of ou:r future meeting. 

In justice to Mr. Sheldon, it must be ad- lie. The weather was against us, but Our lives here are made up in part, with 
mitted that in this article, as elsewhere, he attendance has been fair, and interest appar- 1 parting, and the hardest cases are at the 
!l!lJYil ma.ny ,good tb,tngs~roany tb,i,ngs t!lat entl,vgoo(!,. ';!:'bJflbeins-a:!lewo:pening1 wetlaVG t•b,t'l?§b,old of EJternity1 why then will not m;u; 
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most joyous meetings be beyond that thresh
old? 

Here, we meet as mortals, liable to err; 
there, as spiritual beings; here, to part again; 
there, to part nevermore. There we shall 
have dwelling places, and both physical and 
spiritual nouri8hment without anxiety, with
out fear, and without incessant labor. It is 
our inheritance, and no one can molest or 
make afraid on. the purified earth, the home 
of the Saints. 

The Prophet Isaiah tells us the beautiful 
story, and so have others who spoke by in
spiration-not in the same words, but each in 
harmony with the other, both ancient and 
modern. If these thmgs are not so, it can 
do no harm to think they are, and if they are 
as we believe, it is not only our privilege to 
continue in the belief, but it is our duty. 

'Tis a comforting thought, sure, for those 
who have no home, and have outlived all or 
nearly all of their relatives and friends-then 
let us make it our abiding guest. Another 
beautiful thought is: We shall walk and not 
be weary, we shall run and not faint. We 
shall be made alive by the Spirit of God, 
even as Jesus was at his resurrection. He 
was the first fruits of the resurrection to 
eternal life, and if we are one with him by 
obedience, we have the promise of being like 
unto him. It was Jesus' very same body that 
came forth from the grave, quickened by the 
Spirit, by which be went and preached to 
the spirits in prison, and manifested himself 
to the children of men. We, too, shall be 
quickened as he was, and shall retain our in
dividuality. He appeared in the midst with 
his disciples when the door was shut, at an
other time he ate and drank with them, also 
commanded them to be faithful, and to tarry 
in Jerusalem till they were endued with 
power from on high. He did not forget to 
visit his people on this continent. The in
habitants of the other countries knew noth
ing about this land, but Jesus did, and he did 
not forget to gather every faithful soul into 
his ford. 0 what a sweet thought, that he 
will not leave out one soul, no not even the 
feeble ones; them he will carry in his bosom, 
as David did the feeble lambs of his flock. 0 
what a grand, what an inspiring thought, that 
we shall meet and know the worthy prehis
toric inhabitants of this chosen land. To 
those who rej.:ct the book that was hidden 
for ages, those wonderful prehistoric relics 
they are spendin~ so much time and money 
in excavating, are enigmas which can be 
aolved only by the book itself. We are glad 
to accept its teaching, for it gives more 
knowledge of God's power and of his wonder
ful dealings with his followers, as well as 
with the children of men; and besides, it 
causes our hope to expand with the great 
thought that we shall know more and more 
through the endless ages of eternity. Yes, 
that we shall know of all things. 

"What; know about the starry heavens?" 
queries the astronomer in su1'prise. 

Yes, brother man, all who so live as to have 
an inheritance with the Son of God shall 
know as much, and more, about the wonders 
of the heavens than you do, and more than 
~ny other m~u ever ll:new ill. tbis lite. They 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
will attain their knowledge by the power of ] Not understood? 
the Spirit, not by long years of tedious study. Would not our feet be swifter in the going 

"How is that?" question others. Help to bestow? 
Jesus the Christ was a coworker with the Our own live: better, noblerfor the knowing, 

Father in making the worlds, so he must un- Could we but know? 
derstand them perfectly, their size, distance, -L. M. JJlontgomery, in Union SignaL 
and their paths through space; and as he will 
not withhold any good thing from us, we 
shall know the mysteries of his creations in 
nature, as well as the mysteries of his king
dom. Then our desires for knowledge will 
not be opposed by reverse circumstances, for 
nothing can exist there that opposes good. 
Knowledge will be for all, and we think that 
all who have a part in the "thousand years" 
will have a desire for the fulness of truth. 0 
how encouraging is the thought to those who 
have had limited advantages in this life! 

A questioner may ask: How about geog
raphy and geology; will you understand that, 
too? 

Yes; we are hoping to, and obtain the hope 
by reasoning as we do in regard to astronomy, 
and we shall know the facts concerning the 
different stages in the formation of the earth 
and the time it took to bring it out of chaos 
into a state suitable for the abode of man. 

Another thought that fills the soul with 
joy is, that those who love music here will be 
permitted to sing and be able to handle the 
harp-and we hope every one will-with 
skill and glad hallelujahs. 

We shall worship, and we shall sing praises 
unto our King, and his teaching will perfect 
us. SR. ALMIRA. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Mrs. C. C. Hurd, of Greene, Iowa, requests 
the prayers of the Prayer Union that she 
may be restored to health. She has been 
greatly blessed in the past by prayer. 

COULD WE BUT KNOW. 

Could we but know how often worn and weary 
Are those we meet; 

Would we condemn because theY. call life 
bitter, 

Which we think sweet? 
Would notour thought and judgment be more 

tender 
To friend and foe, 

Our greeting warmed with more of love's own 
kindness, 

Could we but know? 

Could we but know bow pain may lurk 'neath 
laughter-

Too keen to bear-
And how the hearts we deem so hard and 

reckless 
Are dark with care, 

Would not our idle tongues be slow to utter 
Our words of blamei' 

Would we not call what we had reckoned 
folly, 

Some gentler name? 

Would we not think 'twere wise to be forgiv
ing 

Of doubtful mood, 
Of all mistakes and seeming slights and 

errore 

8tlndau 8Ghool spartment. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, lows,.") 

Do YOU all sing in Sunday school? You 
should. Can't sing? You can try. It may 
be that you are not a specialist in that line, 
but you can make an effort, however weak, 
and show an interest and a good will. Every
body should sing and sing every time. '!'here 
is nothing so destructive of life and interest 
in the i::lunday school as poor singing, And 
what . we mean by poor singing is that in 
which few or no one seems to take any inter
est, or put any spirit. Put your whole soul 
and strength into the singing and you will 
both see and feel the influenee for good. All 
sing. 

COLD weather is coming on now, and pro
visions should be made to have the Sunday 
school room warmed some time ahead so that 
there will be no need of waiting for the room 
to warm before you open the school. Again, 
if people come to a cold room a, few times, 
they will either sts,y away the next Sunday 
or come late enough to b3 sure the fire is 
started. The janitor work is very important, 
and should be attended to promptly. 

FoR all who have not separate rooms for 
the. primary classes to recite in, a splendid 
substitute may be had by simply using cur
tains strung on wires across a corner or end 
of the room. The curtains can be sliCL back 
against the wall out of the way in an instant 
of time, when the school is over. Try them, 
and you will be much pleased with the bene
fits to be derived therefrom. The cost is 
very little. Almost any school can afford 
them, and will bQ very glad of the outlay 
when once given a fair test. 

"TIMIDITY hinders usefulness and often 
buries talent. Sometimes the scripture, "in 
honor preferring one another," is carried to 
an extreme and some people let their talent 
go to seed and let other peole do the things 
that they ought to do themselves.-Selectea. 

"THE Sunday school teacher is a preacher 
and a pastor. Sometimes his congregation 
is larger that a great many regularly or
dained ministers have, and sometimes his 
preaching is better, too, and does more good, 
and he ought to qualify himself for the work 
of preaching the gospel to his congregation." 
-Selectea. 

The Boys' Jhiend, Indianapolis, discusses 
"Base ball vs. Sunday school." It asks the 
q,ueeti(m1 WlJ.o ever he!l.rd of an aBSembly of 
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base ball players discussing the problem, 
"How to win and hold the boys to baseball 
playing?" The thing is never discussed, be
cause baseball rarely fails to bold the crowd. 
But the game could be conducted BO that 
they would not stay to see it. An ignorant 
umpire, timid batters, poor pitchers, no snap 
in running bases, would make them scatter 
in disgust. Therefore it is the conclusion, 
as we interpret it, if you would hold the 
boys in Sunday schools, select an umpire (we 
mean superintendent) who knows the game
we should say, the way to run a Sunday 
school. Begin the game (school, of course, 
was in our mind) on time, without waiting 
for any member of the team-school, we hasten 
to say. Let each batsman (teacher; dear! 
dear!) be courageous enough to tackle any 
question that is put over the plate. When 
he bits good and squarely, then is his chance 
to make a home run, and every boy appreci
ates that. Don't stay too long on one base. 
Get around to the home plate before school 
is over. Let snap, vim, pluck, and earnest
ness characterize your teaching, and you can 
hold your class, though they be seated on 
the "bleachers" or a rail fence.-Iowa S. S. 
Helper. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR REVIEW. 
J. F. MINTUN. 

Lesson 9. Dec. 2. 
KINGDOM OF GOD:

STRIVE (Pink.) 
TO ENTER IN (Green) 

AT THE STRAIGHT GATE. (Blue.) 
SALVATION. 

The Review:-
STRIVE.-How.-Witb what motives, dis· 

position, and for what purpose. 
Show that we may strive in more 
ways than one. 

TO ENTER lN.-What? Salvation Vs. 23. 
Kingdom of God Vs. 28, 29. 
Who opens-Master. V. 25. 
Who kept out-Workers of 

iniquity. V. 27. 
Who enters-The faithful. 

AT THE STRAIT GATE.-One way to enter, 
The straight gate. 
All do not enter. 
All who seek do not 

enter. 
Not able. 

Can all enter? 
Can any be saved outside of King

dom of Godi' What is received in the King
dom. 

SALVATION. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR REVIEW. 
J, F. MIN'L'UN. 

Lesson 10. Dec. 9. 
Masters. 

True-Christ. False-Pharisees. 
1. Pure. 1. Unclean. 
2. Humble. 2. Boastful. 
3. Kind. 3. Unkind--Abusive. 
4. Good. 4. Bad. 
5. Worked for God. 5. Worked to be seen 

of men. 
6. Clean. 6. Appeared clean. 

THE SAINTS' HERALDe 

We are like our Master. 
Our Master. 

Christ. 
First show subject is about masters, and the 

two kinds spoken of are true Christ and false 
Pharisees. Then ~how contrast in charac
teristics, the true being pm·e, humble, kind, 
good, clean, and worked for God, and so 
should we be, for "we are like our Master," 
whoever it may be, l3,nd the false being un
clean, boastful, unkind or abusive, bad, ap
peared clean, and worked to be seen of men, 
which charactedstics we will have if we 
have false masters, for, "We are like our 
master." We then decide that our master is 
and should be Christ. 

-----..-~~---· 

TEXAS CENTRAL. 
Conference convened wit.h 'l'exas 

branch, November 3. 
Nunley, in the C. 
tary; assisted 
Elders E W. 
baptized 6, Js.mes 
B. F. Spicer Priests A. Schuster, J, 
Hay, and Teacher A. lVL Nun .. 
ley. The chm:ch, including 
the presidenay, down to the deacons were 
sustained. Dl vine services were appointed 
by the president. Bishop's agent reported 
from January 1 to Novdmber· 3: R.~c,~ived 
$JOi:l93; paid out hand $38.47. 
Branches 
Poin'" 39; loss 1 
delphia 29; Ten,s Conti·al 
lection was 'mken to buy a record and 
to pay district for mrmey expended. 
Preaching by Brn. E. B. F. Spicer 
J. W. E. W. Nunley, and 8 .. R. 
Prayer Sunday 
morning, in Spicer 
jr. and S. afternoon 
sacramental services in charge of Brn. 
E. Bates, J. M. Nunley, and John 
conference vo'&ed thanks to the 
Central branch for their hospitll,lity to vlsl
tors. Adjourned to meet at the call oi the 
president. 
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Higbee, and Bevier. Ministerial reports 
from W. Chapman, J. T. Williams, J. A. 
Tanner, F. T. Mussell, J. F. Petre, F. J. 
Chatburn, Charles P0rry, W. E. Summtlr· 
field, D. L. Morgan, F. M. Burch, Robert 
'fhrutchley, and E. E. Petre. District presi
dent's expense bill of $2.75 was allowed. 
Bishop's ag·ent, J. T. Williama, reported: On 
hand laat report $92 25; received $140.30; dis
bursements $216. Upon recommendation of 
Bevier branch and the approval of conference, 
the ordinat,ion of Bro. A. G. Young was or
dered provided for. Oa motion the following 
resolution was approved: Whereas, it being 
apparent that Catrollton and Missouri River 
branches are practically disorganized; and 
whereas, after diligent and earnest labor by 
the officers whose duty it is to perform such 
labor, there seems no reason to long;er hope 
for reclamation of the said organizations; 
therefore be it resolved, that the said Car
rollton and Missouri River branches be and 
they are hereby disorganized. Adjourned to 
meet at Bevier branch in Februa;y, 1901. 

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference convened in Springerton, Illi· 

uois, November 17. J. T. Davis was chosen 
to preside, I. A. Morris assistant, F. M. 
Slover secretary pro tem. Parrish and 
Brush Creek brancb.es reported. Officers re
porting: John T. Davis of the high priests; 
F. M. Slover of the seventy; Elders I. A. 
Morris, John F. Thomas, S. D. Goosetree, 
Henry Walker, and W. H. Brewer; Priests 
H. T. i~ankin, J. F. Simms, Louis Brown, 
J. M. and B. Taylor; ~reachers James 
Brown D. A. Hufhines; Deacon A. Ben-

Bishop's agent reported: On band 
$37. 70; received in tithing $58. 55; 

paid $90; balance on band $6.25. Books 
audited 1md found correct. A petition was 
read from the Saints at Alma requesting that 
they be orgauiz0d into a braneh. Their re
quest was granted and they to be organized 
by pPesident of district. Officers elected:· J. 
T. D3Nis president, I. A. Morris assistant, 
A. H. Burroughs secretary, with instructions 
to select, his assistant. Preaching by S. D. 
Goosetree, "!<'. M. Slover, and J. T. Davis. 
Adjoumed to meet at Springerton, on Satur-
day before the full moon in March, 190L 

ous DBpar1menl. 
CENTRAL NEBRASKA. GRACEJ"AND COLLEGE LIBRARY AND 

Conference convened at ClPB,rwatel:', Au- MUSEUM. 
gust lL at ten a. m.; Levi Gil, met in the 1 • The follow~ng is a list of donors an~ dona-
chair, W. M. R.umel secretary. Branch re- tlons to our library and museum not hitherto 
ports: Shelton Clearwater 89, Inman 29, published. Our thanks therefor are here 
Bound no Ministry report- most, gratefully tendered for same, and the 
ing: Elders vV. J. C;;.tfall, E. continued kindl;y interest of all friends 
Downey, W. M. R.umel, WilliamB, L. earnosoly solicited. 
Garnet, and J. W. Jackson. from T c Foss Confederate currency $20.00 
the North~rn ~ebraska a,sking to bill·. · ' · ' 
have bounaary llnes of the . I. N. Roberts, Confederate currency, $20.00 
was .. _read. The was domed. bill. · 
pet~twn from ~he branch w.as read I N.c. Eage six specimens gold ore, Lib-
askmg tba~ sa.:d branch be set ov0r 10~0 the erty Washington. 
Southern chstrwt. 'rhCJ m~tter was rererred B~o. Geo. E. Ward, per Mrs. A.. M. Chase, 
to Bro. James Caffall. .fl!lshop's IJ,Q"ent r.e- ten specimens ore from Georgia. 
ported: 0 n ~and and re:-e1 ved, $337. 98; pa1d R. M. Elvin, two books and miscellaneous 
out, $297. 93; m $'±0.05. Levt Garnet, specimens. 
agent: The sem·etar·y, and agent R. c. Bohn, two meteoric stones and one 
were by C. W. Pretty- coin. 
man, Levi Gamet, and .J&.mes Caffall. Ad- A. M. Chase, collection flint arrow heads, 
journed to meet at Inman, . sometime in Pacific coast. 
February, dat,e to be the presi- A. M. Chase, gold ore specimens, Golden 
dent. A good was all.· Ea,gle mine, Oregon. 

-~----------- .Mrs. Wilkison, specimen of ore from Corn-

NORTH"!•.<::!T '"1I"""OURI. England. · 
-"·"'~ "' "" S. Macr·ae, Galena ore, Joplin, Mis-

Conference of above district convened at souri. 
PoJock brs.nch, October 6 a.nd 7. J. A. Tan .. 'I Peter Silsby, peculiar shaped stone from 
ner, president; David L Morgan, Iowa. 
pro tern.; assisted Nydia Thomas. I Mrs. N. Gondolf, miscellaneous col.lection 
reports wex·e had S11,lt of ores, bullets from. Lookout Mount!1Jlll1 etc. 
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Mrs. Brainston, Newcastle, Australia, col
lection of family relics, per Gomer Wells. 

United States, sundry government docu
ments. 

Iowa, Iowa geological survey, volumes 9 
and 10. 

William Taylor, Drain, Oregon, History of 
United States. 

Charles Fry, Geographical, Historical, and 
Commercial Grammar, 1771. 

Athenian Society, nineteen new volumes. 
J. P. Anderson, Lamoni, Iowa, fine her-

barium. 
Pauline Higgins, Kirtland bank bill. 
Ella Mitcheler, moss agate, S. W. 
D. M. Rudd, agate and Indian chopping 

stone. 
Ed Ballou, United States fiag-~ilk, made 

by Filipino natives. 
We are willing and anxious to receive fur

ther remembrances of similar character. 
Let us hear from you. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Librarian. 

PASTORAL. 
Having been appointed to labor in Arkan

sas and Louisiana, the remainder of the year, 
I desire to inform all concerned that I am 
now in the field. Will the Saints please in
form me of the needs of the work, and oppor
tunities for preaching, etc., in their 
re~pective localities. Wisdom seems to 
favor the visiting of only as many points as 
can be thoroughly worked, hence we will 
conform our operations to this plan, as far as 
practicable. 

Brethren and Sisters, if you desire the 
spread of the gospel, live your religion at 
home; keep your friends and neighbors sup
plied with Ensigns, tracts, etc., and the re
sults will be gratifying. If you can use more 
literature than you have, drop a card to t,he 
undersigned, and you will be supplied. Let 
every Saint be a worlcer. 

Will the brethren of the missionary force 
please mail tbRir reports to me not later than 
January 1. Until further notice, mail ad
dressed to Coal Hill, Arkansas, will reach 
me. Permanent address: Blendville, Mis-
souri. W. S. MACRAE, 

Sub-miesionary in Charge. 

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
Two days' meetings will be held in EastFrn 

Iowa district in Mm:catine branch. on the 8th 
and 9th of Dacember. All are invited to come, 
and as many of the elders as can conven
iently. Also the Illinois Saints are invited, 
Come and bring the Spirit of the Master 
with you. C. E. HAND, Pres. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference will be held at Wilber, Ne· 

braska, 30th and 31st of December, in and for 
the Southern Nebraska aistrict. By setting 
our conference for these dates it will give us 
the benefit of mooniight nights, also of the 
usual holiday reduction in railroad fare. 
Branch officials will please 'lee to having 
their reports ready in time. We would like 
a full report from all branches, also the min
istry. We also hope for a good attendance 
of the members. Come all that can, and 
bring the good Spirit with you, and let us 
have a g·ood time. 

J. W. WALDSMI'l'H, Pres. 

Mobile conference will meet with Three 
Rivers branch, December 8 and 9. Will all 
branches see t.hat t,heir reports are sent in, 
and will all elders and priests, and Saints 
come. Have the promise of Bro. T. C. Kelley 
being with us. Come with the Spirit with 
you. W. L BOOKER, Pres. 

G. T. CHUTE, Sec. 

l!'ar West district conference will convene 
wlth St. ,Joseph br<~,nch~ on Sa,tnrday <io!;!d 

Sunday, December 15 and 16, at St. J-oseph, I church, Lindsley branch. The funerz,l was 
Missouri. Will the branch secretaries largely attended, and marked respect was 
kind:y forward delegate credentials and paid to the departed. 
branch reports one week before convening of BRAFFE'l.'T.-Sr. Hardette Meridith 
conference, so when we meet this part of the fett, b01·n at Ludlow, 
work will be done. Pray that the Spirit of I died at North Platte, 
the Master may be with us, and we will have 1900. She was baptized 
a spiritual conference long to be remembered. and went to not 

T. T. HINDERKS, Pres. polygamy and evils 

NOTICES. 
There will be a two days' teachers institute 

of Pottawattamie district Sunday school asso
ciation, held at Underwood, Iowa, December 
8 and 9, at ten o'clock a.m. We expect some 
Sunday school workers to be present, so let 
all those interested in this work attend and 
impart their knowledge to others. A wel
come invitation to all. 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
After January 1, 1901, birth notices will be 

charged for at the rate of 50 cents per 75 
\, ords or fraction thereof. 

Marriage notices will be inserted for $1.00 
per 100 words or fraction thereof. 

Death notices will be allowed 100 words 
free. Above that number 50 cents per 100 
words or fraction t,hereof will be charged. 

To insure prompt insertion, make remit
tance with notices. 

JOHN SMITH, Mgr. 

MARRIED. 
TURNBULL-MOORE-At the home of the 

bride's parents, 1696 Madison avenue, New 
York City, October 28, 1900, Mr. John W. 
Turnbull and Sr. Sarah E. Moore; Elder U. 
W. Greene officiating. 

DIED. 

there in 1853. V\7hen missionaries were sent 
by the Reorganization her heart was made 
glad and she W"-S baptized in 1865. She then 
moved to Nebraska City with hm· 
lived there thirteen then moved 
North and there seventeen 
years. Has a fa,i thful testi-
mony to the None of our 
elders beinj2; minister 
kindly conducted her home. 
She leaves a daughter, two sons, and one 
brother. 

SEATON.-At her home in 
nois, November 2, 1900, Sr. 
ton. Sr. Seaton was the 
Bro. Ransome R. and Sr. 
was born October 10, li:H7. united 
the church in 1865. !lod was a steadfast and 
fa! thful · and a 
zealous worker t,ne cause On 
September 10, 1873, she was married to 
Henry W. Seaton, to whom were born four 
children. In her home Sr. Seaton was a 
faithful and loving wife, a kind and an affec-
tionate and a! ways ready to nmke 

needed for the welfare of others. 
nt>•u"'" her husband and children, she leaves 
an aged mother and two sisters to mourn. 
The funeral took plaoe on 
conducted by Elder Charles H. 
by Elder E. M. Wildermuth. 

FLETCHER.- At his home 
andoah, November 9, 
vin G. at the 
IO and 1 

S'l.'EVENS -Mary Augusta Stevens, born to Mary Miller, 
July 26, 1848; died at her home near Dudley, of this union were born 
Iowa, October 18, 1900, aged 52 years, 2 seven of whom survive 
months, and 22 days. She was baptized July daug-hter, alt were 
25, 1818; was faithful to the last moment of death. Our 
her earthly life, and was loved by all who church at the 
knew her. She was a kind wife and mother, tized into the 
and leaves husband, six chi.ldren, and an aged ber 3, 1895, and has 
mother, and a large number of relatives to the covenant he made. from the 
mourn their loss. She endured her affilction, Saints' church, conducted by Elder Dauiel 
which lasted ten months, with great patience Hougas, assisted by Elder J. V. Roberts. 
and Chri'stian fortitude. She has gone to her SCOTT.-At New Albany, Indhma, Novem
rest, and will certainly come forth in the her 7, 1900, Elder David Scot\, Born August 
first resurrection. Rev. Charles Co~rg-eshell 2l, 1835: ma,rried to Miss Mar'y F'urgeson 
conducted the funeral; sermon by Elder J. June 22, 185() children were born to 
R. Evans. them; all remain mourn the loss of a loving 

GRIFFIN.-Nellie Griffio, nee Seaton, was father. Bro. W. W. Blair him 
born June 26, 1881, near Paris, TenneEsee. June 2. 1870. He was a, an 
She was the daughter of Bro. W. J. and Sr. untiring wol"ker as an elder. las~ words 
Tennessee Seaton, and was brought up in the were, ''Wait, Bro. I'm " 
faith from childhood. Her sickness lasted Funeral services in the church at 
nearly three weeks, and was terminated by Pleasant Ridge, C. Ma<·sball in charge. 
death September 23, 1900. The funeral or STEEL.-Miss D~•mm was born at 
memorial sermon was preached October 20, Ottawa, Illinois, married to 
by Elder T. C. Kelley. Nellie was esteemed Mr. 1874; died 
highly by those outside the church (as well November bomu near Au-
as those within), and some of them after lis- burn, Io\va. nine days before her 
teniug to the reasons for our hope, that those death she on a rusty ua,il, blood 
who obey the gospel will be "before the son sei death was t-he result. 
throne of God," were heard to say, "I believe I:Heel was .June :l9, 1898, by Elder W. 
every word of it." Nellie sleeps the sleep of A. Carroll, and has been an energetic and 
the just; it is therefore peaceful. Her consistent member ever since. She leaves a 
awaking ~hall be happy and glorious. To husband, one and four 
her husband and 'little daughter, father, mourn her early from earth 
mother, sister, and two brothers, her death Funeral services Saints' 
brings great loss; but her gain is greater, Elders C. E. Butterworth and R. 
and as eternal as it is great. "Weeping may She rests with the rig·hteous, awaiting 
endure for a night, but joy cometh in the resurrection of the just. 
morning." ScHMID.-At Fruita, Colorado, November 

HANSON.-At Appledore, Ontario, October 5, of typhoid fever sJter an illn<Jss of 
24, 1900, there departed this life, Sr. LAah thirt,y Ina Florence, daughter of Bro. 
Hanson, who was born in Virg·inia in 1815; M. L. Edna Sob mid, 4 
was baptized by Elder J. H. Lake. For years 5 months, and 11 c-o,,,,,.,c.,-, 
she bore a faithful testimony to the truthful- ! the 
ness of the restored gospel; she leaves a l which 
daughter, grandchildren, and great grand- and Ja.id to 
children to mourn. Funeral service con- November 7. 
d\H.)ted b~ Ji)lder George in the Saints' UO!l,J; 
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The Saints' Herald. 
( Established 1860 ) 

Publi;;he!l Every \Vellnes!lay, 11.t Lamoni, 
Dei·atur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price, $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

in arrears unless terms. are made with the Pub
lishing House. 

The traveling ministry, district and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing· department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-, 
class mail matter. 

Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also 
orders for all kinds of En~ign Publications. 

JoHN SMITH, Manager. ' 

CRACELA)'lDun 
---COLLEGE. 

1 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

I'm: catalogue or further information, addres3, 

PROF. R. A. H A ra<::SESS, President, 

or !. W. ALLENDI~R, Secretary, 

LAMOl'I, DECATUR. Co., lOW.il. 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Pubiished the GenerW. 

School Association. 
for use in Sabbath 

work. Issued qua!'~ 

Per year ..• , ..............•• 
per 

I!er yenr" ~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~: G ~ ~ ~ • ~ "D ~ c n $ 

INTlliHMEDIA'I'E QUESTION 
BOOK 

25c. each, per dozen. . • I 50 
PRIM imY QUESTION BOOK. 

n. 15c. each, per dozen ... 1 50 
The oiTice will procure for its patrons 

l!l.ny ":look that is obtainable. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 

JOSJI:PH LUFF. 
123.- Cloth . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . • • . •• . .. 75 

lfHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherdi 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . .. .. .. . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt· 
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

£». Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos· 
pel); per dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

f. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100: . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . .. .. . . .. . . .. 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

:1.2. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

:1.3. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

11). How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ 50 

18. N eeessity for a Reorganiza· 
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of per dozen 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Vvitnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith;" per 
dozen 3c.; 100............... 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. on of Hands; per 

31. 

32. 

100............... 30 

1 40 
per 

100 .............. 1 00 

and per 

1 40 

60 

dozen ; 100 .............. 1 00 
What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Chmch? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 
Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

34. The Church or Kingdom of 
God; What is It? Whence 
Comes It? per dozen 5c.; 100 30 

39. Prophecy of the Rebellion; 
100......................... 10 

40. What We Believe; per dozen 
10c.; 100 .................... 1 00 

41. The Gospel and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

43. Cowdery Letters; each 5c.; 
per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

44. Crooked Paths, per dozen 15c.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 

46. The Pure Gospel of Christ; 
per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

48. One Wife, or Many; per 
dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • . . • 25 
133. Cloth. . . . . • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 4.0 

NOT IN THE CATALOGUE. 
180. Printed envelopes with Her

ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 ........... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . 50 

181. THE OPINIONS OJ\' SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
TERS ON ISAIAH 29:11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, lOc. ; per dozen.. . . . . . . 1 00 · 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
Arch:ceological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mormon. Complete 
set of six . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

183. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
for Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers ........ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

184. Visions of Joseph Smith the 
Seer, Discoveries of Ancient 
American Records and Relics, 
with the statements of Dr. 
Lederer (converted Jew) and 
others. Each 10c.; per dozen, 1 00 

A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 
Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of tbe theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price Hl 
cent'l postpaid. Address orders to 

IiEil,t\.lJD 0}!--,f-l'!Ca1~, Latnoni, Iowa, or 
A. H:"'-\VS, 205l-z Polk Street, 

:5an Francisco, Cali:fornia. · 
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w. A. HOPKINS, cashier. Home .and 7! Acres 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cashlell'. 

·WJI>I:. ANDERSON, Pres, 
URS. DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONiu 
:Incorporated under the laws oi' the State of' Io .. va, July ll, ll898. 

Total al!lsets January 1, 1900, 8133,03~.34; April 1, 1900, $16~."-'Sl.07. 

'We pay interest on time deposits, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald readen. 8 
ett.ers of inquiry will be promptly and carefully answered. Direct all letters to 

)W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamon!, low!\. 
fi'OCKU:OLDEBS:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. I!. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, O!!ti2r 

Anderson, Wm. Anderson, Frank Oriley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkiu. 

QUIT-TO-BACK. 
THREE BOXES POSITIVELY GUARANTEED to cure any form of tobacco habit or 

money cheerfully refunded. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1 50. U. S. stamps taken. 
Address, (Bro.) B. F. ORDW .A Y, 

47-42 Peoria, Ill., U. S. A. 
&%@1 

& R. 
North-Leave Leon 2:40p.m., arrive at Dea 

Moines 6: 05 p. m, 

I 
By Elder Peter Anderson, 

For . .f;.. v_ery desirable location ad
JOining- Lamoni. Residence of 
eight rooms. Barn and all im
provements. 

Here is a Bat·gain 
Apply to J. S., Box 236, Lamoni, Iowa. 

44tf 

PATRONIZE THE 

South Side 
Good work, and satisfaction guaranteed. 

Iowa Steam Laundry :in connection. 

G. M. EDW .ARDS. 

lilouth-Leave Des Moines 8: 25 a. m., arri've 
at Leon 11: 45 a. m. 

Trains daily except Sunday; connect with C. 
49. Brighamismen Afsloret, eller ·woODBINE, 

Brigham Young Som Leder 170ctoo 
IOW.A, 

B. & Q. at Leon. og Profet. Per doz., Hie.; 100 1 00 -----------------

WO:RK 6F REFERENCE. 

SM!TH=PELOUBET'S 

RYoFT EBIBLE 
(Teachers' Edition), 

COMPRISING ITS 

ANTIQUITIES, B"!OGii{APHY, OEOO~ 
RAPHY, NATURAL HISTORY AND 
LITERATURE 

WITH THE 

Latest Researches and Refl!lrences to 
the Revised Version of the New 
Testament. 

OVER 800 PAGES, WITH EIGHT COLORED 
MAPS AND 440 ILLUSTRATIONS. 

,.BY •• 

WILLI~M SMITH, LL.D• 
REVISED AND EDITED BY 

Rev. F. N. and M. A. PELOUBET 
AUTHORS OF ''SELECT NOTES ON THE 
INTERNATIONAL LESSONS.'' 

Every one acknowledges the great value of Dr, \Villiam Smith's Bible Dic
tionary as containing the "fruit of the ripest biblical scholarship of England." In 

revising, editing and bringing down to date this estimable work the Revs. F. N. and 

M. A. Peloubet have accomplished a wonderful task and have made this book an 

invaluable one. 

Besides their innumerable notes, they have added the proper names used in 

the New Version, together with their pronunciation, the signification of proper 

names has been inserted, the results of the latest research in regard to the topog

raphy of Palestine are embodied, the dates at which persons lived and events t.ook 

place have been inserted, Chronological tables, a harmony of the Gospels and an out

line of the "Apostles and Their History" are also added, all in all making this book 

of inestimable value to any one interested in the Bible. 

For Sale by The HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, Price $1.60. 

Lecture size 5x8 feet on munJin for traveling ministry, 
$2.00. Home and ofiice size 39x5l inches on paper, cloth 
back and varnished in colors, $1 50. 

All maps sent by CXfJr8""· charges 30c. and upwards ac
cording to distance, to be paid at end of route. Send 
orders to G. F. WESTON, 

47-4? Buchanan, Michigan. 

Sunday School Supplies. 
SECRETARY'S RECORD. 

56. Paper ...............••••••• 
57. Cloth, limp, double size ...••• 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen... Ji) 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa-
tions; per dozen............. 10 

60. For districts to General Asso· 
ciation; per dozen........... ll.() 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • .• IC· 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1,000 1 21 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, fiv~ kinds; 50 .. 
64. Small, ten kinds; 100 ....•••• 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100 .....••••••••••.•• ••. 
66. Per 1,000 ................... 1 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK
ETS. 

67. Per 100 ...................... . 
68. Per 1,000 ................... 1 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools$ 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen ....•..••• , •••••••• 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Eacb . ....... II • .. " ••• e. Ill Q e. ft "ll; 11 Ill~·~ 
11~ Perdozen .... Gooowo~»~G- ... ~ •• .,.~9 4 

MANUSCRIPT FOUND. This is 
.the notorious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tified copy of the original now 
in Oberlin College, Ohio. 

139. Paper . • • • • . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • •• 1e' 
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OFFICIAl~ ?UBLICATION OF TfiE REORGANIZED CHURCI.l OF JE8TJ-B CI-IRIST OF LA'I'.i ~ DAY 
·--- rJ) ------· 

~ ================= 
CONTENTS: l for cold seasons and and 

f 

cotton and linen are useful the 
.. " ,.. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·"·: · · · · · · · Z81 for subsidiarv The finer and cutters on a 

Coo..,e.atwn, and Zwn ..... 18l h ·d h f b. fi · , d Th · · o 
Predicts Flood and .......... 782 t e texture an t e. a nc ne wmter s ay. ' . e man 1s aressea 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: the warmer it is. Weight counts for for the occasion, with 
Who_ Shall Pre~ide? .................. Z~3 more than bulkiness. Materials hav-. drawn down over his ea.rs 
Bap~15 rr;·;-~~· :~ · · · · · .. · · · · .. · .. · · · · '84 ing a large capacity for and overcoat with Antl·Fra,elnahsm .................. 788 d . . . · l' " fi 1' ., 
The North Country .................. 789 an retammg mOisture are partlCU· co .tar roomy m:r or eeee .meas 

LE'l'TER DEPARTMENT: .................. 790 larly desirable for underwear, ::md gloves. The woman is dressed for 
Mo'rHERs' HoME CoLUMN: woolens are the best of all. When the occasion, also. She wears a seal-

Sel_f-Contr~i,. Mothercs, Self-Control!· · 7 ~4 woolen garments of quality and skin sacque, which is extremely sensi-
GmdeUsStlll ....................... 7A . b h k: h dk'd 1 d · h '.l'he Two Olive Trees ................ 794 wmg t are worn next t e s m t e an .1 g oves an a rose Ul er 

SuNDAY ScHooL DEPARTMENT: of catching cold is reduced to hair and a smile. 
Home Dc;partment ....... · .......... · 794 the minimum. Tbe color of the un· If girls and wornen used sensible un-

CONFERENCE MINUTES: d n • f M d d 'bl b d t k Kentucky and Tennessee ............. 795 erwea,r.ls o no conseq~enc~. any erwear an · sens1 e s ,oes an s oc • 
Northern Wisconsin ................ 795 old·fashwned people Hnagme t.hat ings they would not be the 

SUNDAY ScHOOL AssoCIA'!'IONS: ........ 795 there is special virtue in red fian nel creatures they are, and the great army 
MrscELLANEous DEPARTMENT: above that of other colors, and it is of feminine invalids now 

Pa.s~?ral,-G T. Gr·iffi1ths · · · · · · · · · · · · 296 not uncommon for clerks to trade upon into doe tors' offices every day in the 
-W. H. KeLey ............. /96 b' h l d ld . l ., d. 

" -J. H. Lake ................ 796' t.Is arm ess vagary an to exagger- year wou be Immense y reouce m. 
New District in Oregon .............. 796 I ate it pretending that such flannel size and a certain medical specialty 
Grac~land l\1_us~um. · · ·. ·. · · · · ·. · · · ·. · 796 has been "medicated." If fur be ex- would be immensely less profitable. 
Hera•~ P~bllshlng House. · · · · · · · · · · · · 796 1 eluded woolen outer gnrments of a It iR relatively uncommon fo. ,. men Contr1butwns to Memorml Fund to ' "' ~ . · - ~ 

Joseph and Hyrum Smith, the black color are the warmest. to get siCk by reason of errors m 
,Martyrs ... _. .... : ................... 79~ J 'l'here is as good reason for dress- I dress, but it is extremely co;nmon for 

Cl.erg·y Pemnts for 1901 .............. 796 ing the throat warmly as for protect· j women to do so. N ea~ly_ all women 

I ing other sensitive parts of the body. I h_ave cold feet. and ~dm1t 1t and keep 
RIGHT KIND OF CLOTHING TO WEAR The stockings, also, should be of wool, nght on wearmg thm hose so a,s to ac-

IN WINTER. / and shoes and gloves should be roomy , commodate the smallest sh?~s they 
BY DR. WILLIAM E. QUINE, PROFESSOR enoug~ to not impede circ~lation and can get .on, and shoes Wltnl s~les 

IN COLLEGE oF PHYSICIANS I to adm1t of a stratum of a1r between hardly thicker than a sheet of ~"ottmg 
AND SURGEON:5. them and the human skin. Tight paper. Nobody should co_ntmue to 

w · h' h gloves. and shoes are always cold. wear ~amp shoes and stockmgs after 
. e are 1;10~ _m, or app~oac mg, t .e Gloves should be lined with fleece or reachmg home a.nd nobody should go 

time of the ;s:ear of n;aximum. preva- fur and shoes should be thickly soled. to bed with cold feet. The feet 
le!lce of .. many dan~~rous disea,s~s. The sole of the foot should be pro· should be rubbed or chafed into 
plphthena, b:ronchltls,. pneumoma, t t d f th . ld 'd lk b warmth or warmed by artificial heat 
mfiuenza and rheumatism are pre- ec e rom e we co Sl ewa Y .. 
.. · tl' ~· ' f th f ll d as warm and thick a medium as is before ret1rmg. If people dressed 
e~mt en y mseasesdo d' e a f atnb consistent with. ease of locomotion. prudently the average length of lm
w_m er seasons an Iseases o e Cork soles are the best for winter man life would be appreciably in
kidneys and .of the blood. are usu-, Th t f th f t l creased and an immeasurable amount 
ally at tAhmr.d worstf tdhurmg the~e ::eaJ~ prot:cti~~ ~eyon~ ~~~t af~~~ of suffering and sorrow would be ob· 
seasons. vo1 ance o e causes IS . . . · t d Oh · m 'b· u. 18 1900 

t . 11 · 'bl b t h mshed by the sock and the calf or krd VIa B .- wago .1.r~ une, ..:.vov. ~ , . , prac wa y 1mposs1 e, u muc can . . . · 
be done by the use of appropriate skm whwh ?overs 1t, and, conse- ~~ 
clothing to protect the body from quently, sensible peopl~ ~ear wool SUICIDE INCREASiNG AMONG 
their injurious influence. · l~ned overshoes when there IS snow or CHILDREN. 

'Phe derangement of circulation and S"USh. BY DR. ALBER'l' EULENBURG, PROFESSOR 
of dependent functions, which occurs I Men dress much more warmly than IN MUNICH UNIVERSITY. 
in the process of "catching cold," · women. To. be sure,. they are more One of the most painful f',nd de-
furnishes a favorable opportunity to exposed to _mclemenCles of weather. pressing, but at the same time most 
disease producing germs, which are But there IS no reason why women instructive, chapters of the science of 
already in the throat, lungs, or else- who a,re exposed to such weather statistics is that in reference to sui
where in the system, to secure effect- should not dress as warmly as men. cide. The figures of that chapter sur
ive lodgment and then to multiply and will not dress b~lkily: how- prise us by their remarkable and 
to generate-each kind after its own ever, for so small a cons1derat10n as almost uncanny regularity and by the 
manner-peculiar poisons and dis· comfort and safety. It is more im- constancy with which those acts of 
eases. Such derangements of circula- portant that they present a "refined" self-destruction are committed in un
tion can be obviated in large measure figure. Indeed there is no demand varying numbers, at the same places, 
by the use of appropriate clothing. for women's underwear as heavy and at the same times of the year, and 
The need of such clo~bing is especially yv~rm as men use, and consequently even on the same days of the week. 
imperative in cold, damp weather, for It IS not manufactured. Many women, This peculiar regularity of suicide 
then the body chills more readily than whose ~gures are pot .a:s dainty as statistics has been used for many 
in an atmosphere that is colder but they Wish, affect mab1hty to wear years by those denying the freedom of 
dry. wool in contact with the skin, but the human will and human responsi-

Fabrics which are the poorest con· in nearly every instance this is a shal- bility as one of their most powerful 
ductors of heat make the warmest low pretense. I arguments. They have even gone so· 
clothing. Fur and wool are especially Observe the difference between the far as to class suicide among the 
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THE SAINTS" HERALD. 

phenomena conditioned b;-natural I educational institutions our educa- the base of a high wall, window-pierced, with 
la,ws, like births, marriages, and tional system should be thoroughly a lower wall on the other side, its sto~es old 
de ·h~ Qome f t' , . t ~t t ,. f d d .· l . · and grassgrown. Below, you see two hues of au ::;. >:=' . o ne grea e:; · s ao~- re orme , upon . pe agoglCa _prmm· flimsy awnings, tipped down like the visor of 

llke Quetelet and Morselll, ples. Tne task lS extremely drfficult, I a cap, to shelter the booths beneath from the 
have repeatedly expressed themselves but the final solution of the question white glare. You. see donkeys,, came~s, 
in f_·avor_ of that view. To m_e t.hat is by no means beyond the range of I sheep, peasa~ts, sold1~rs, Gr~ek. prwsts, sis-

. t lt th · ffi h 'b'l't' c·' · m 'b ters of char1ty, tourlsts, p1lg-r1ms. Turks 
a~gumen s~ems a oge er msu · uman posSl 1 1 1es.- ~~wago .Lrl une, and all who live in Turkey, Syrians and all 
menti. In VIew of the fact, that the November 18, 1900. who visit Syria, veiled women, sheeted 
causes and circumstances leading to women and beg-gars (you will see them all if 
suicide have been created by the hu· you wait a little) moving to an~ fro,,now lost 
man will it would be absurd to speak under the awmngs, now com1?g mto the 

. . . The purpose of The World's Work is to in- open. You can follow them oetween two 
of the natural necessity of smmdes. terpret American activity in its widest somber archways, the one that you are on 
There. can be no doubt that suicide is ranges. This purpose is illustrated in the and another, :vonder where a cross-wall stops 
merely a product and consequence of number for December by such diverse articles y_our view. You can watch them until you 

h l
. as ''A Triumph of American Sculptors" (pro- t1r0 uman civi 1zation, and particularly of fuse!y and beaut.ifully illustrated) in securing -. 

our social organization, which many the g-reatest distinctions at the Paris Exposi
praise with no little enthusiasm, while tion, and ''The Bettermen~cf Working Life," 
others severely condemn it. an article (also fully illustrated) explaining 

what employers are doing for the comfort 
One of the strongest proofs for the and improvement of employees in a number 

correctness of my views is to be found of factories of various sorts. Between these 
in the constant increase of the suicides are articles explaining the results of explora
committed by children and young per- tion, pointing out definitely the chances for 

The Biblical World, published by the Chi
cago University Press, is a publication which 
is of great value to any theological student. 
It presents matters connected with biblical 
history in an interesting and attractive way, 
and in a scholarly way, too. 

young men under the present conditions of 
sons generally. Those cases of sui· industrial organizatio?- (an interview with The topic, "Are Young Men's Chances 
cide are unnatural and contrary to the bankers, managers, railroad men and profes- Less?" which, answered in the affirmative, 
objects and purposes of nature, and sionals of distinction), an explanation of the I was one of Mr. Bryan's issues in the cam
are solely caused by the abnormal ~a?ner and m~th?d of. the Secretary of War, I pai,g-n, is treated in the current World's Work 

giving a clear ms1ght mto Mr. Root's charac- by H. H. Lewis. Mr. Lewis has collected 
conditions of our social organism, the ter, an article .on the Navy in the Philippines the opinions of a number of successful men 
defects of our economical, social, and by Rear-Admiral Watson, who recently re- on this subject and the result, as. shown in 
public institutions. turned from the command of the fleet there, his article, seems to deny the campaign 

an explanat.ion (with examples in colors) of argument and lend a most optimistic view. 
The number of suicides of individu· the recent progress that has been made in 

als under 20 years of age has increased color photography, an article by Prof. 
at a terrific rate during the last twenty Reinsch, of the University of Wisconsin on 

Years. In Prussia the number of the great political changes of the century; a 
critical guide to all the newest books of value, 

youthful suicides was 21.2 for 100,000 and the record of American achievement un
i.nhabitants in 1876, while in 1896 the der the title '"rhe World's Workers." 
number was 32.0 for each 100,000 in
habitants. During the year 1896, 
5,073 male and 1,424female individuals 
committed suicide in Prussia. Two 
of the suicides were under 10, 63 be
tween 10 and 15 years, 444 between 
15 and 20 years. In all there were 
333 male and 176 female suicides under 
20 years in Prussia during that year. 
The causes assigned for those acts of 
self-destruction were: Tiredness of 
life in 22 cases, physical ailments in 

mental diseases in 60, passions in 
vices in 12, grief in 13, contrition 

in 103, quarrels in 43 cases. In 176 
cases the causes of suicide were not 
known. 

The Arne1'ican Journal of Sociology is a wel
come visitor to our desk, coming as it does 
laden with its burden of sociological studies 
and dissertations. The Journal is one of the 
many good publications that come from the 
press of the Universit-y of Chicago, and is an 
honor to the institution that fosters it. The 
subject of sociology is usually covered by 
articles covering a wide scope, aa is indicated 
by the table of contents. In the November 
number we find: ''The Saloon in Chicago;'' 
"The Moral and Social tasks of . World 
P1litics;" "Prison Laboratories;" '"fhe 
Scope of Sociology;" "The Social Control;" 
"The Courts and Factory Legislation;" "The 
City Council of Berlin;" Reviews; Notes and 
Abstracts. 

MODERN JERUSALEl\i. 
There is good reason to assume that Studied then from its thoroughfares, says 

among the motives in those cases were Cleveland Moffett, in the excellent Chri~t
the two most potent factors leading to mas number of F-rank Leslie's Popula1' Monthly, 
suicides among young individuals- Jerusalem looks for all the world like a huge 

TO THE DEAF. 
A rich lady, cured of her deafness and 

noises in the head by Dr. Nicholson's Artil
cial Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to his'InstJ.tute, 
so that deaf people U!:!able to procure the Ear 
Drums may have them free. Address No. 
3400 c,' The Nicholson Institute, 780 Eighth 
Avenue, New York. 27rly 

to each person interested 
in subscribing to tb.e Eu
gene ~'ield Moi:mment Sou
venir Fund. Subsf')ribe any 
amount desired. Subscrip
tions as low as $1.00 will 
entitle donor to his dain· 
tily artistic volume 

"~"iel'!l Ej,iO"'\W.PlrS1" 
(cloth bound, 8x 11), as a 
certificate of suhscription 
to the fund. Bo"k con-
tains a selection of Field's 

THE Book of the Century. best and most, representa· 
Handsomely IlluBtrated tive works and is ready for 
by thirty-two of the delivery. 
wmld's greatest artists. But for the noble contri-

!)ution of the world's greatest artists this book could not 
have been manufactured for less than $7.00. 

The fund created is divided equally between the family 
of the late Eugene Field and the fund for the building of 
a monument to the memory of the beloved poet of child
hood. AddrcFs 
EUGENE FIELD MONUMENT SOUVENIR FUND, 
(Also at Book Stores) 180 MoNROE ST., CmcAGO. 

If you also wish to send postage, enclose lOcts. 
Mention Herald as Adv. is inserted as cur Contribution. 

rambling fortress, with fighting towers and 
degeneracy and morally unhealthy dungeon depths. On either hand, instead of 
home influences and surroundings. Lnes of houses, you have formidable and con
The cruelty and brutality of depraved tinuous walls pierced with low doors and 
parents or step-parents is frequently bodyvvide stairs and iron-caged windows., ADDREssEs. 

You cannot tell where one hoHse begins and , 
the cause of the suicide of their chil- another leaves off, nor whether a certain J. W. Rushton, 5 Brandon street, Ham,lton, 
dren or stepchildren. Those causes opening leads to roof or courtyard or dwell- Scotland. . . 
are particularly aggravated in cases ing room. There is indeed one way to tell, John B. Roush, 2942 Cahforma St., Den-

h ' that is to push boldly in and up along stairs ver, Colorado. • . . w ere tne parents are inebriates. To and passages and see what you can see. Alma C. Ba~more, 3D2 L1ppmcott Street, 
abate that evil I would recommend to Whatever else you fail to do in Jerusalem Toronto, Ontarw, care of T: C. H.attey. 
deprive inebriates of the right to di- (and you are sure to neglect half the guide L. R. Devore, Holden, Missouri. 
:rect the education of their children. I book admonitions) do not fail to study the F. G. Pitt, 805 East Allegheny avenue, 

ld 1 t I f h 'b't' streets from overhead, as many of them as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
WOU a so s rong Y avor pro 1 1 lVe possible. You can always find a viewpoint W. E. Peak, Galien, Michigan. 
laws against the marriage of inebri- by a little searching. Take Christian street M. H. Bond, No. 103 Chapin avenue, Provi-
ates, insane, or persons whose nerv· about mid-day, when the sun lights both dence, R.I. 
ous system is seriously affected by side~, and get your statio!?- on the arch near A. Haws, 205t Polk street, San Francisco, 
disease. To prevent the frequent oc- Dav1d street, .no matter 1f you have to do 1 Cal. . . . . . . j some clamber1ng. Now look to the north, H. E. Moler; m1sswn address, Plano, Ilh-
curence of SUICides among .school. ch1l- there where the greenish dome and white ! nois, care Box 142; home address, Radcliff, 
dren and students lll higher\ minaret rise. You see a straight way along Ohio. · 
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THE AI 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye ·shall know the t.4.1th, and the truih shall make you !1'ee.''-John s~ 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords .ior there shall not any man amonR: you have save it be one ,vHe. and ""'""abin.e~ he shall have none.''-!3. of M., page ti6. 
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MONEY RAISING. 

Almost everybody in the church 
has a plan for raising money for the 
needs of the church of every descrip· 
tion. 

One of the most fascinating and 
most easily suggested and worked oat 
on paper, is the idea of each church 
member to give a specified sum, 
usually from ten cents up; few have 
gone higher than a dollar. 

ing that all others will do the same, 
and there dispose of their 
bility in the affajr. A many, 
far the greater number, will 
matter pass without a 
ing the brother's letter 
functory way, with the 
the Bishop is looking after that mat· 
ter. It is none of my affair." 

Some three years or so ago, when It is supposed that the average 
the debt on the college was presented family is composed of five 
and the task of raising the money was father, mother. and three 
assigned to the Bishopric, there were large or small. It is also supposed that 
subsequently two methods suggested, the father is the money If 
by others than the Bishop, or his he is, then the one dollar per member 
counselors. One was a chain letter a.f- of his household means five dollars to 
fair, which had it carrie@!. as figured him. It sometimes that the 

49. 

when the Bishop 
time is up, the 

a.nd thEl money due. 
have to be raised 

the debt, 

or re· 

CO-OPERtcTION, SOCIALISM, AND 
Z!CH~~ 

men and 
states of Illi

all of them 
of intelli· 

known 
Colony 

'rhis colony located in 
county, on a 

and made 
to C8Xry 

a grist 
were built, 

were carried 
out would have taxed the mails to head of the house is a with 
carry the chain; but few dollars were but slender means on which to H went well the first yellJr; so 
the result. Such chains have an odd there are five including reeruHs joined 
way of interlocking their own links in the tax is on her already burdened of the new 
such a way as to disgust the receivers, means. Some families are even lar- internal dis-
after a few repetitions. The other, a ger, and it would mean a sum. sensions arose, and grew, until litlga
really meritorious system of scholar- In some families there are a number tions were in the courts. The 
ships, and yearly payments on behalf of colaborers, all doing for result ise tha'G the ' is in the 
of those who could afford it and were the daily 'I'hese are hands or a . and on yesterday 
willing to so aid the cause of the col- usually in where there are di- I one r.twusanrl acres of land and the 
lege. Bro. Dewsnup made a partial versified industries men, II were to have been sold 
success of this, but it failed to secure women, boys, and ex- the sheriff's hammer. 
the amount desired and needed for penses of such are "all things common," 
running expenses. much heavier than the I and have always been of 

Last spring the conference again ler in the country knows so that It, considerable to Latter Day 
noticed the subject, and again made it often h::>.ppens there is I·. . and the of socie-
the work of the Bishopric who at cash on hand from which to nes hke the above . been 
once asked for the names of one thou- one dollar per head, between I obs_er_v.ed and The 
sand persons who would agree to pay giving and the end of the year. 1

1 

L~ehef IS 

twenty-five dollars each, aggregating A th · h. T'· tue no . er rea. son 1s t 1s: u.e con- 1 a!'lsemblPd 
a sum sufficient to liquidate the whole f d t th f h B 1 -d b W d er~nce ma e lo e o ~ue ifw- upon the 

e t. e o not know just how many opnc to take the lead tb1s comm"•n " 
of the requested thousand of nau:;es debt affair, and he having given a . "· . 

conducted 
of ''all things 

no clear idea 
or even obtain have been received, but as the Bishop notice of the way suggested to 

has not yet given notice that the sub- as practicable, it ought to be left to 
scriptions were due, we take it for him and his co-assistants to the 
granted that the list is not complete. matter out to the end; so tha1; the 

as details of the and 
hence it is that; our men 1ue close and 
in teres ted observers of schemes and 

Now another brother starts the idea way he has at first advised does not 
that a dollar each from the forty odd succeed he may, by himself and his 
thousand members would furnish an counselors devise and so 
amount larger than is needed to meet keep doing till the object is att.1J,ined. 
the demand and have a surplus left.·· In this, as in some other 
The brother is already collecting from many cooks spoil the broth." 
the Saints in his vicinity to be paid We have disliked to say 
January 1, next. , h' b on t lS su ject, but as the wn,y 

All this is easy to suggest and we suggest that the Saints 
count; but it is confusing to many. tion to the measure 

pay o~e dol-lar suppos· 

Hke the one in 
of 

avoid 
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the contingencies which give rise to ideas, and according to the of l ministr;, that port~n of the church 
the elements of failure. men, just so long there will continue which should be most exemplary, that 

The Christian Commonwealth t? be such fail~r~s. We ~o D()t be· i is far too prevalent. Th~ in-
Colony of Socialists, as we stated be- heve that the D1vme one h1mself can I terests of the work are many tunes 
fore, was organized by some eighty make plans that will work as as injured by selfishly zealous men who 
people who were said to be above the humanity is in the conditions men; a;t times lose sight of the spirit of the 
average of. intelligence; t~at is, they fin~ the.mselves tod.ay. Hum:w nat~re j work in their ~ff.orts to ou~shine oth· 
all approximated a certam standard as 1t exists today 1s the fa,ctor whwh 1 ers of the mm1stry. It 1s wrong. 
of intellectual excellence. Peace and I mars the working of.·all such plans. II The very. essential principle of the 
harmony prevailed so long as only Jealousies, selfishness, egotism will whole latter-day work is altruistic,
the o~iginators were alone in the eradicate the element of harmony so I a working for the interests of ot?e~s 
operatwn of the colony. When, how· necessary to the success of all com- than self; and when the antagomst1c 
ever there were converts and addi- munities operated on the plan of "all element of selfishness, in any of its 
tions to the communit.y, trouble things common." Until the "perfect forms, enters into the work of any of 
began. The social balance was uis- law" is in full operation, such cannot the representative men, the work is in
turbed; the smoothly running machin- but end in failure. When altruism jured and retarded to an extent. The 
ery became disarranged, and jarred. predominates, when every man loves burden of the advice of the Spirit 

There was a society in Pennsylvania his neighbor 3,s himself, when charity unto us for years has been; "Come up 
which for a number of years enjoyed doeth its then, and not higher." The example-mission of the 
a considerable degree of success, and until then, will there such a Christ was a succession of self· denials, 
amassed much we~:~,lth. As a society as a lasting establishment of a, society a mission of self-abnegation unto a 
it is what might be termed a thing of operated on the plan of "all things most glorious exaltation. "In honor 
the past. The control of the prop- common." prefer ye one one another" was an 
erty has passed practically into the What will be Zion? We are told ever-present and active principle in 
hands of one man, and he has become that Zion is the "pure in heart." Ah, the life of the Savior, and for us to 
a man of wealth and worldly infiu- yes. The "pure in heart" will be simulate that example unto the ulti
ence. We refer to tq,e society of so- those impelled by the truest p:rinci- mate triumph of the work makes it 
cialists known as the Economites, ples of altruism and charity. In Zion necessary for us to put down all de
who built up the country around Har- as it -will be established in the last sire for place and preference and let 
mony, Pennsylvania, in the oil dis- days there will be prevalent the har- our lives be actuated by the perfect 
trict. In the height of its success, mony that is necessary to the suceess- law of neighborly love. We should 
the influence of the society was pow- ful of the truly socialistic teach that as the one essential thing 
erful, and the success of their enter- plan. The disturbing elements of as a preparation for the gathering 
prises was remarkable for the wealth discord, selfishness, jealousies, ego- into Zion. When Zion, "the pure in 
brought the society. tism, will not, must not, -be found. heart," is established throughout the 

One of the peculiarities of the so- When, we are told that Zion is whole world by the operation of the 
ciety was their religious belief in re- the "pure in heart," we are told in perfect law ;)f love and good will to 
gard to the marriage question. They divine words what is lacking in the I ma.n, then the· minor details of the 
did not believe that men and women ordinary instances of "all things com- gathering will follow as does day the 
should marry, and this belief was so mon." It sounds the keynote of the night. When the people are prepared 
rigorously lived up to that in the plan on which the "city of the Saints" in their hearts for the long-looked for 
course of a few years the numbers of will be operated. It is the basic ele- day of "coming home to Zion," ,the 
the society dwindled to a few, as death I ment of success in the plan o.f "all matter of working out the details for 
successively laid them low. They things common." tbe dwelling together in the place of 
made very few if any converts, and It is useless for us to talk of ''ga,th- "a.ll things common" will be worked 
this very fact made it possible for one ering" to build the city for the recep- out in simplicity and efficiency. 
man to finally assume control of the tion of the Messiah until we as a body 
)Jroperty of the institution, and was of worshipers are in the condition 
in this case a leading factor of the expressed by the phrase, "pure in PREDICTS FLOOD AND DiSTRESS. 
failure of the society as such. heart." Are we in such a condition? Battle Creek, Mich., Nov. 26 -The sev-

As long as the originators of the so- Have we eradicated from our beings e;:;th-day adventist tabernacle was massed 
ciety were all alive, the harmony that the element of selfishness? Are we with people of that denomination last night 

to hear a message from their prophetess, Mrs 
existed in the first place was con· as a people prepared to love our Ellen G. White, still in California. She 
tinued, and things operated as neighbors as ourselves? We fear not; sends this prophecy and warning:
planned. As one by one the mortal and if asked for our reasons for so "Calamities, earthquakes, flood and dis
remains of the members were laid fearing, we reply: There exists too tress by land and sea will increase. God is 

~ looking on the world today as in Noah's 
away, wrapped in the long slumber of a desire for position, for show. t.ime. He is sflndin;i tis mess<;ge to the pea-
death, the work was carried on There is too great a desire to excel. pleas in the days of Noah. There is in the 
those still in the possession of phys- ·we do not "in honor prefer one an· world today a repAtition of the wickedness of 
· ll'f d t'll h k d , urr 1 b t the time of the fl.Jod. Many helped Noah wa 1 e, an s 1 t e wor prospere other. v1 e ove to e ter buiid the ark who rlid not believe the roes-
until there were not enough of the than our neighbor. There too com- sage for that time. God is now testing his 
original society left to carry the work mon in the church tha,t spirit which is people in thiB thiog to see if they will work 
on as it was intended by the origina,- so prevalent in the world, the spirit togethsr."-Ghiwgo R£cord, November 27. 
tors, and the one-man control became of rivalry, of selfish A 'rhe foregoing is a slip of news go-
a necessity to save the property to desire to atta,in unto excellence is a through the press, and sent us 
those who were left. most laudable and necessary one; but by Bro. W. E. Messenger, of Pres-

A writer in one of the daily papers when that desire goes no farther than •cott, Iowa. It is quite easy to make 
of late, in speaking of the failure of to better than some other per- such a prediction from present indi-
the Georgia "colony," strikes the to better advantage cations; but we seriously doubt, for 
keynote when he said that such so- than our what is in its causes unnecessary to name now, 
cieties take into consideration "every· use a most efficient element for that the years of 1900 to 1901 will be 
thing but human nature." Just so 1 elevation of a people becomes a any mere marked by cala.mities such 
long as these societies are organized I dangerous and undesirable as are named in the foregomg prop he-
and controlled 11ccording to hlJroan I We fear that those the That there will be many seri· 

11! 
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ous disasters by fire, flood, storm, and 
earthquakes, and possibly war in some 
parts of the world, is probable; but 
the latter bas been imminent for sev
eral years now. 

ADVICES from Vienna, dated No
vember 30, state that news bad 
reached there from Temesvar, South 
Hungary, that two "Mormon" elders 
had received rough treatment from 
the hands of a mob. It seems that 
the ministers from Utah had begun 
to preach polygamy, when the audi
ence stormed the platform and ejected 
the pair from the hall. The advices 
further state:-

One of them was compelled to run the 
gauntlet of three hundred irate citiz9ns 
armed with sticks, straps, or knotted cords, 
and shod with hobnailed shoes. He was 
afterwards stripped to the waist and thrashed 
by half a dozen matrons of Temesvar. The 
second Mormon was ducked in a horse pond. 
Finally the two elders were rescued by the 
police. The Minister of the Interior has pro
hibited further Mormon aj;tempts to prose
lyte as being a danger to the well-being of 
the state. 

Mob violence has been resorted to 
from the earliest ages in order to per
secute the presenters of religious doc
trines adverse to those held by the 
mob; and in nearly every case has the 
very object sought by the persecutors 
been defeated by the very measures 
used. We are unalterably opposed to 
the doctrine of polygamy, but we .are 
also opposed to the spirit of mob vio· 
lence, no matter against whom it is 
used. The doings of that Hungarian 
mob are paralleled by the actions of 
the Mansfield, Ohio, mobs of a few 
months ago when they resorted to 
violence to eject the Dowieites from 
the town. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. F. C. Warnky writes from 
Rich Hill, Missouri, November 26, as 
follows:-

! came here to Rich Hill one week ago last 
Saturday. As soon as I came I canvassed the 
business part of the town, giving personal in
vitations to come and hear me preach. It 
worked well. The brethren had arranged 
everything nicely, and I preached Saturday 
night, twice on Sunday, and every night last 
week except Saturday night, and twice yes· 
terday. The interest has been good, and 
quite a goodly number are near the kingdom. 
All the papers of the town gave us good no· 
tices and reports of our meetings. One paper, 
the Review, published our faith in full. We 
were intending to close our meetings last 
night, but the interest is such that I will con
tinue tonight and tomorrow night, then go to 
Nevada, Missouri, according to arrange
ments, and begin protracted meeting. 

Bro. J. F. Mintun from Persia, 
Iowa, November 29, 1900:-

Have been preaching here for the past two 
nights with a good hearing. Continue to
night. Bro. Wm. Chambers is gr{td\].ally 
f,fl.iling1 ~nQ, in ~ verr sa,.d ~op~iti9'!; . ' 

THE SAINTS' 783 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. I not provided for. would be to charge 
By the Darlington, Missouri, Re~ord, I God with a lack of foresight,_ o: a 

of November 22, !;ent us "hv one of tbe i want of knowledge. And bellevmg 
brethren, we notice that Elder D. C. God to be as much interested in his 
Wb~te was there for about two weeks work as man can and as man knows 
in the latter part of November. may arise, and officers 

Bro. Fred C. Warnky has been at may and do and offices thereby 
work in Rich Hill, Missouri, wnn become vacant, so God knew all this, 
probably good results. Bro. William and we believe made every necessary 
Chapman sends us a copy of 'uhe Rich 1 for such conditions when 
Hill Daily Review, containing a full II 

statement of the faith in the office in tbe church is 
mentioning Bro. Warnky as a I that of of the Melcbisedec 
ant gentleman and an able man. hence those occupying in 

The authorities -at Washington are the highest officers 
have decided to let Rev. Dowie's in church. And the Lord has 
colony of lacemakers into the coun- said, when ;;:peaking of the two priest
try, upon the ruling that they come to hoods in the church:-
the United States to establish a new or the Melchisedec priesthood, three pre-
industry. So the reverend doctor hi;:;·b priests, chosen by the body, ap-

. b" · t f W t t d and ordained to that office, and 
gams IS pom so ar. 8 s a e an uphc"ld by the confidence, faith, and prayer 
issue or two back that the colony was :-Jf the church, form a quorum of the presi
turned back, but appeal to Washing- dency of the church.-D. C. 104:11. 
ton changed the situation, and decided This quorum presides over the 
the case, as above stated. whole church, both missionary and 

Bishop Kelley came home last Wed- departments; as well as the 
nesday from a trip into Missouri, having charge of the tern-
staid over Thanksgiving, and left porali'Gies of the church. They are 
again on Saturday for St. Louis to by revelation. 
meet with that branch on Sunday. '£be president of the church, who is also 

Elder D. W. Wight, of the Utah the president of t.he council, is appointed by 
mission, also one of the editorial force revelation, and acknowledged, in his admin
of the HERALD, came home from his istration, by the voice of the church; and it 

is aecord lng to the dignity of his office, that 
field last Wednesday. He reports be should over the high council" of 
things as moving along nicely, and the and it is his privilege to be 
says that be never enjoyed better assisted by two other presidents, appointed 
health in the field than he has lately. after t,he same manner that he himself was 

; and in case of the absence of one 
Elder J. C. Clapp, who has been or of those who are appointed to assist 

holding a series of meetings at Lucas, him, he has power to preside over the conn
Iowa, came home last Friday for a cil wiLhout an assistant; and in case that he 
short stay. himself is absent, the other presidents have 

------~~-------

Orirrinal llr1iu1es. 
WHO SHALL PRESIDE'? 

to preside in his stead, both or either 
them.---: D. C. 99: 6. 
Now, !JJS the Lord appoints all three 

of those presidents, and says in the 
absence of any two of them, the other 
one has power to preside; and as the 
cause of the absence is not stated, we 

The question of who shall preside have no right to assume that it means, 
in the absence of the president of the H the president is living and absent, 
church, especially in case of his death 
(a thing we do not anticipate. soon), the others can preside, but cannot if 

he is no more than we have to 
has been agitated and discussed to say that the president cannot preside 
some extent in the church. And be- if the assistant;s are dead. The Lord 
lieving the Utah church wrong in their 
position on this, as well as nearly ev- says one of the three can preside 
ery other vital issue between us and if the two a:re absent, without 
h d b I' · b or in~imating the cause of the 

t em, an e Ievmg t at some of our absence. In section 87: 3, we read of 
own people are in error on this point, 
I venture to give my opinion in brief. the assistant presidents:-

I d. · th" 11 And verily I say unto thy brethren 
n Iscussmg lS, as we as any Sidney and Frederick G. Williams, 

other gospel proposition, we appeal their sins are forgiven them also, and they 
to the law governing in the case. are accounted a.s equal wit,h thee in holding 
And as God has in tbe law made pro- the kc;ys of t.hie last kingdom. 
vision for a perfect organiz~,tion, or- The reason they were accounted 
ganizing the officers of the church equal with th8 president in holding 
into quorums, specifying the duties of the of the kingdom, was because 
each, and arranging it so that one were assistant presidents, or 
quorum balances or equals another in 

1

1 counselors and not because it was 
the rendering of decisions, we shaH and Frederick G. 
discuss this mainly from this stand- Williams. were "set in the 
point. The law of the Lord is said to j " not in presidency of the 
be perfect; and if this be true, in it church, lf the pre~ident 
will be found every provi· I should fall or qtherwise1 the 
,~iop,, ';ro thfl!t ' ~qua1l hi il!U~ 
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thorit.y, or in 
kingdom, there 
the work, but it 
God should 
of the one removed. 
either of the 

HERALD. 

to preside, in case of i other man, or quorum, could preside 
the president, by l!ieath I in the place of the pr·esident lawfullyj no 

The death of the other being called and ordained to 
could in no case increase the that office. 
of any other quorum, nor If this position be correct, it should 

the order the quorums. 
authority of the assistant be taught when speaking or leeturing 
While any two ®f them on this subject. If it be not correct, 

president chose the 
office migh'G cease 
removal from offiee; 
the case. God has 
assistant 
quorum 

their are can preside and render it should be corrected. Then if an 
or 1 • any one can preside, if emergency should arise at any time 

but this is not II the other two are absent (but could in the church, there could be unity of 
chosen the 

1 
.not render a decision that would be action, having previously come to a 

says of the ' over the high council, or high unity of understanding. 
until God shall designate I believe every man has a right to 

when cir·· or the lineal heir, or some his opinion, but no man has a right to 
cl!msta.nces H impo~sible be other- other to occupy in the office of presi- teach his opinion as the law of the 
wls:·-:n o: 104: 11;. _ _ 1 dent. . . church, th~reby maki?g void tb~ law, 
~h1s .Is sa~d o_f t111s quor~m, wr~e~1 con-J other v1ew, to my mmd, de- and educatmg the Samts to b~heve a 
Sldermg 1t m connect1on WJtn the t.he harmonious working of tbe false theory. Hence, I expect every 
?ther <1,uo~ums . . I quorums, and would bring in disorder, position taken by any elder in this 
m renae:nng dec1swns and and cause division. church to be criticised and corrected 
quorum Tht! erbuss If ~Jl of t,be first presidency were by those having the light. 
absence here _ gone, the twelve being the next quo- Desiring only the good of all con-
we have no God 1 rum in authority, would go on with cerned, and praying constantly for 
has been j work in their own office and call- unity of sentiment and action, that we 

If one until God would designate some may be one, and united according to 
sent, the I or more, to act in the office of the law of the celestial kingdom, that 
der a decision I first But they could not thereby we may be enabled to build 
and so with the .if the I in case, act in the office, or up Zion and stand when the Lord 
president of the twelve four of I fill office of first presidency; that comes, I hop&to be willing to be cor-
his brethren were to die .o! :removed must. \)e filled by the. Lord. It may re?ted wherein I. may be wrong; and 
from who would tmnk. other 

1 

be mud th~t Joseph.sald, "where I a:n bemg corrected m ~heory, I hope to 
seven not on t.h . there IS no presldency." If he d1d so correct my practice, as to harmo· 
work? or of the tvvelve 

1 

say that, it would not make void the nize my life with the law, and thereby 
doci- and would only be true if the become sanctified, and accomplish 

who would I others were dead, or disqualified by God's design concerning the faithful 
or otherwise, to act in ones. To this end I hope to be ever 

and office. found working, as well as 
bas said in the articles In the faith, as I it, 

will fill of that the bishop's waiting and praying for more light to 

1 counselors can act in their office. in all, as ever, G. H. HILLIARD. 
the 1 ease of death or removal from office ~ 
or of the bishop, until another bishop 

h l · A d h b' h h BAPTISM.-NO. 3. 
Le twe ve lS n t e lS op C OOSeS THE HOW? THE WHO? THE WHY? 

his own counselors. 
It would he·rather inconsistent for AND BY WHOM? 

the church to say, that the assistant BY WALTER J. HAWORTH. 

appointed by the Lord, THE WHY? I Emd declared by him to be accounted We are often asked, Why do you 
with the president in holding teach that all believers should be bap-tb31 of the kingdom, could not tized? 1. Because the ordinance of 

our continue to occupy in their ofiice un· baptism is an indespensable factor in 
can til another should be legally ap· the new birth s·poken of by Jesus in 

Therefore we are forced to John 3: 5. 2. It is a command from 
conclusions (if we be· Jesus. 3. Because by obedience to 

that the assistant that command we receive God's re
first presidency are ward in a remission of our sins (Acts 

revela,tion, and a,c- 2: 38), and after the on of 
as equal with the president bands the gift of the Ghost. 

the keys of the kingdom. (Acts 8:17: 19: 6.) 
the highest office in the THE NEW BIRTH.-Jesus said:-

called and ordained Except a man is born of water and of the 
right and virtue Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God. 

as members of the first :_John 3:5 
they should preside in Dear reader, your Savior here states 

ca.se of death. or :removal from that in order to enter the of 
of the president, and assist bim heaven you must be born In 

and Tbat even that new birth the factors to be em· 
not cast them off ployed are water and the Spirit. To 

could only lose say that we can be born with-
calling by death out the either of 

And in case the these two elements is t.o set one's self 
refused to sustain them, the up as au the im· 

have to fill their places, maculate Son of who has said 
Tha,t no ' th9,t we cannot enter e:N;· 
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cept in that way. We can no more 
set aside the law governing this new 
birth by asserting that we have been 
born again without "water and the 
Spirit," tha,n was the law governing 
the natural birth set aside by 'Ghe 
ignorant statement of tb.at little girl 
named Topsy, whom we read of in 
Uncle Tom's Cabin, that she supposed 
she •·just growed." Both laws came 
from the one great God, who inspired 
the wise man to write:-

I know that, whatsoever God doeth, it shall 
be for ever; nothing can be put to it, nor any 
thing taken from it., and God doeth it, that 
men should fear before him.-Ecc. 3: 14. 

In the beginning God ordained the 
law which was to govern the natural 
birth; it was to operate for all time; 
he did it for ever. There has been no 
departure from the rule from the time 
of Adam to the present, and we look 
for none between now and the end of 
time. Nineteen hundred years ago 
Jesus revealed the law governing the 

born again 
There is as much difference 
conversion and the new 
eration, as there is between 
conception and birth. We are 
begotten with the word of 
(James 1: 18), which 
we are converted. 
begotten by the word of truth-con-
verted to a belief in the 

785 

shall be 

believe in 
to believe 

will be regenerated or born you wHh water, ... but 
the gospel or word ·of God aftor me ... he shall hap-
namely, "of water and of t,iz(·) you witi:l the Haly Gi:wst,.-Matt. 3: 11. 

In Titus 3: 5, Paul calls It is that while the bt~,ptism 
"the washing of regeneration." of .John wa.s water that of 
eloquently describes the new birt.h W8A3 "the Ghost;" and 
when he says:- who received the baptism 

For if we have been planted together in the of have no need to be bap-
n~:~::: ~~ ~{: ~=:~~~e::i~~.~J~m~1 ~~ 5in the !,ized in water. But we find 

m where 
He makes this "likeness" clear in I did of the 

the fourth verse when he says:- I still were commanded 
That like as Christ was raised up from t,he t.ba'G not be suffi-

dead by the glory of the F&ther, even so we d d 
also should walk in newness of life.-R'Jm. 6: 4. all are com man e 

new birth. Was this law to operate This "newness of life" is 'ivater, even though 
reeeive some manifestation only for a time? No; for t.he word of Paul's manner of referring to , 

the Lord says, "whatsoever." Yes; "new birth" spoken of by Jesus. 01 . 
"whatsoever God doetb, it shall be They were to get rid of their old na- Ac~s we 
for ever." · tures-be "planted together in the I Pec~r. , 

Re&,der, do you think that you have likeness of Christ's death." A ' bola or 
been born again in any other way ing" always involves a death:- I tl a 

than in accordance with the law pre- Thou fool, that which thou soweRt. is not I Cl.c 
scribed by Jesus? Do you think you quickened, except it dle.-1 Cor. 15: 36 . 

. have been born without the water? Did the old natures of those who 
B · G were "planted" die? Yes, for verse I e not dece1 ved; 'od is not mocked: for 

whatsoe.ver a man sowetb, that shall he also 6 says:-
reap. F.n· he that soweth to the flesh shall Knowing this, that our old man is crucified wa~ r 

In the tenth of 
a.fter 

unt.o the house
and told them 

be saved, 
and 

of the flesh reap corruption: but he that with him, that the body of sin mig b. t be de- Vet So . 
soweth to the Spirit sbnll of the Spirit reap stroyed.-Rom. 6: 6. manded them to be 
life evel'lastingo.-GaL 6: 7, 8. name of the Lord. is the only 

Sowing to the Spirit is sowing or ~ .COMMAND.-:-In the great com· case on record where any manifesta-
doing what the Spirit, through Jesus m1ss10n Jesus sa1d:- tion the of t.he 
and his apostles, has commanded; Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, wn.s be.fore 
sowing to the flesh is sowing or doing tizing them in the name of the wnter 

h .. · · · d · th d t · f of the Son, and of the .. Holy Ghost: . ·1 .,. .. "' ,; ·. . h 
w a~ 15 enJOllle In e oc rmes 0 them to observe all tmngs whatsoever I have l dJ.me lS to s ow 
men. Be wise, and sow to the Spirit. commanded you; and, lo, I am s,l- I it It was 

\Ti,' e are sometimes told that the way. even unto the end of the 1 done God is no 

same kind of water as tb::J,t mentioned The aoostles, and all and bEJlieved tha,t the was 
"water" mentioned in John 3:5 is the 28:19, 20. 'I of persons." Peter was a 

in John 4: 14-spiritual water-spir· ministers subsequently, ca~Ied to Jews '.Phis was God's 
itual water would not be water at all; were commanded to go mto all the i nv~thod of that it was 
it would simply be the '·spirit" itself. world and preach the to 1

1 to aiL a.nd said, 
Then if Jesus meant spiritual water, 1 baptize the believer. were to ••Wha.t was I t;hat withstand 
John 3:5 should read: Verily, verily, teach tqe believers to all! God?" 
I say unto thee, except a man be born things which he had commanded them. 
of the Spirit and of the Spirit, he.can- It is therefore the duty of min
not enter the kingdom of God. Does ister called o.f God to teach 
this harmonize with the teaching of to observe all the commands of Jesus. 
Jesus, "Use not vain repetitions"? Baptism is one of tho13e com 
(Matt. 6: 7.) J and the minister who does not 

We are confident that when Jusus I it, is not ''teaching them to observe 
said ''water f!,nd the Spirit," he said all things." 
what he meant, and meant what he ' In Mark's account of that commis
said; for the same Jesus hasalsosaid, sion, the following appe::J,rs:
"My words shall judge you at the last He that believeth and is bapUzed shall be 
day." Yes, dear reader, his words saved; but he that believeth not shall be 
will be there to meet us on that day, darnned.-Mark 16: 16. 
and not the many different interpreta- Will anyone dare to s8,y that 

the same ques
commands. 

Mark we 

~fobu in the and 
pr.oa?h " . of repenta;nco for 
ffilSf:HOD. OI SlDS.·-1: 4. 

re-

Bat the 

the r~a!JJS of Jesus 
sins.-2: as, 39. 
We see tbat the 

is made that 
not Christian 

one of you in 
remission of 

tions given t.o them. How can he be can be saved without baptism, when tism ws,s 
your Savior if you do not do as he Jesus speaks so plainly! To to 
commands you? we can be saved without 

Some people believe that the ordi- tantamount to sa.ying: be-
nance of baptism has nothing to do 

1
Heveth and is not baptized shall be 

with the new birth; but that we are saved." Jesus says: "He that be-

sus 
of sins. 
trine of 
Pharisees and 

remission 
the doc

We are told ''the 
lawyers rejected the 
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788 SAINTS' HERALD. 

counsel of God a,gainst I God through obedience. God bon-
being not baptized" by John 1 ored his obedience, as he will yours. 
7: 30). "There was a, man from I So it is when we are baptized; God 
God; whose name was John." Jesus honors our obedience, and cleanses us 
was baptized by John. To say that jrom sin. We are told:-
John's baptism was not Christian r If we walk in the light, as he is in the 
baptism, is to deny that Jesus re· ... the blood of Jesus Christ his ~on 
ceived Christian baptism. Both us from all sin.-1 John 1:7. 
and Peter taught ba,ptism '"for When we obey a~l t~e com~ands of 
remission of sins." Jesus we are walkmg m the light, and 

Some Baptists preach that you must his blood will clear:-se ~s from ~ll sin. 
be saved, and have a remission of If we are not walkmg m the hght,
before baptism. In order to reason if we ~o not believe i~ him, repent of 
up to this, they tell us to smHch our I our slns ~nd be bapt1zed, as well as 
dictionaries for tbe of the observe hiS other commands,-we can 
word for. We search, and that \lay. no claim to the precious. blood 
it means "because of." whJCh can cleanse us from all sm. 
they, we are baptized, "because of I . We. submit the. following from a 
remission of sins"-because our sins h1stoncal standpomt as proof that 
have been remitted by the blood of bapt~sm is for the ~emission of sins. 
Jesus Christ. Ongen, of the th1rd century, says:-

Let us apply this reasoning to Mat-' The baptism of the church is given for the 
thew 26: 28:- forgiveness of sins. 

For this is my blood of the new Dr. Mosheim:-
which is shed for many for the remission The remission of sins was thought to be its 
sins. immediate and happy fruit.-
Was the blood of Christ shed because 3, part 2, chap. 4, verse 4. 

the sins of many were Johfl Wesley says:-
mitted!-because our sins had Baptism administered to real penitents is 
remitted? No! says all "orthodox" both a means and a seal of pardon. Nor did 
Christians, it was in order God in the primitive church ordinarily be-
for us a remission of sins. stow this [pardon] on any, unless through this 

W 
mes,ns.-Com. on New Test., p. 35. 

and we say, hy not ?o~· Matthew Henry:-
mand of Jesus in order to a Ie· F h b b . d · h' 

· · f · th h th J or t, ey must e aptlZ3 1n JS name for 
IDlSSlOn 0 Sln~, roug r,t the r·emission of sins upon the score of his 
blood? We nave a I righ'"eousoess.-Vol. 3, p. 732. 
proof than these for order Ao-aiu :-
to obtain a remission of In Acts I' A :reat privilege which by baptism we 
22:12-16, Paul tells us that when the have sea!Pd to us is the remis;ion of sins.
servant of the Lorrl came in unto him Vol. 3, p. 884 
after he had spent three 
three nights in prayer before 
he said unto him:-

Now why tarriest thou? arise, and be 

We might produce much more testi
mony from history, but for the sake 
of 'brevity, we refrain. 

The gift of the Holy Ghost:-

What! Has the attribute of impar
tiality possessed by God in such a 
wonderful degree in other ages of the 
world changed to partiality now? Is 
our perfect God,-like poor, frail, 
mortal man,- subject to change? We 
cannot believe it of him. He has as· 
sured us, '•I am the Lord, I change 
not." He has also said that he is no 
respecter of persons, and that, 
' Every good gift and every perfect gift is 

from above, and cometh down from the 
Father of lights, with whom io no variable-
1ness, neither shadow of turning .-James 1: 17. 

Jesus also possesses this same 
grand attribute; for we read, ",Jesus 
Christ, the same yesterday, today, 
and forever." We have seen what 
Jesus was in the yesterday of long 
ago. Is he the same today? If not, 
why not? 

To show that God and Christ have 
not nullified that promise of the Holy 
Ghost, made by Peter on the day of 
Pentecost, but that this as well as 
every other promise made by them 
"is yea and amen to all those who 
will obey them," we will briefly 
analyze the scripture in which the 
promise was made. Peter's words 
were:-

Repent, and be baptiz'Jd every one of you 
in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission 
of sins [and now follows a promise], and ye 
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For 
the promise [of the Holy Ghost] is unto you, 
and to your children, and to all that are afar 
off, even as many as the Lord our God shall 
call.-Acts 2: 38, 39 

tized, and wash avvay thy cailing on 
name of the Lord.-Acts 22: 

This promise was to them, their chil· 
dren, and those that are afar off; in 
fact to ''even as many as the Lord our 
God shall call." God is calling men 
and women to repentance today, and 
as his voice is the same, we claim 

Repent, and be baptized every one of you th' · Th d h I 
in ,the name of Jesus Christ ... and ye shall lS promise. ousan s ave a -

This language often calls out the 
question, How can water wash 
sins? Is there virtue in 
water? We do not that there is 
any virtue in the water of by 
which sins can be washed 
out of a person. 

receive the gift, of the Holy Ghost.-Acts 2: ready had the joy of receiving this 
38. baptism of the Holy Spirit in this 
'fhe gift of the Holy Ghost, or the nineteenth century, and the promise 

of the Spirit, is here promised is still good to all those who will obey 
on condHion that they would repent the voice of inspiration. When teach
and be baptized. This baptism, or ing this baptism of the Spirit, we are 
gift, was generally imparted after often asked if we are not· teaching 
the la,yinsr on of hands and prayer by two baptisms, whereas Paul says that Baptism doth also now Bl;ve (uot the ·~ 

putting away of the filth of the but, t.he the ministry. (See Acts 8: 15-19; 9: there is only "one baptism." If we 
answer of a good consc!ence God.)- 17; 19: 6.) It was indispensable to remember rightly, there is also "one 
1 Peter 3:21. the believer then, and it is just as God" and Father of all mentioned in 

How, then, are sins :remitted necessary now. Jesus said at one the same chapter; and yet there are 
baptism? To illustnte: In 2 time:- three Gods taught by the Christian 
5:10-14, is recorded s,n ::wcmmt of man wiil do his will, he shall know world. There is God the J:i'ather, God 
cleansing of a mtmed whether it be of God, or the Son, and God the Holy Ghost; 
This man was commanded of myself.-John 7:17. and they conjure these three Gods up 
God's prophets to and was this knowledge to come? into "one God," and they call this· 
times in Jordan. did as was No man c:~.rJ say that Jesus is the Lord, but "three-in·one" "one-in-three" God. 
commanded, and was cleansed of his by the Holy Ghost.-] C,Jr. 12: 3. "the trinity." We read in 1 John 5:7 
leprosy. Was t.here virtue ln the 1 In order to obtain that knowledge, he that there are three that bear witness 
water by which he was of his must receive the Holy Ghost. He in heaven; the Father, the Word, and 
leprosy? No? Then if he had not will then have something against the Holy Ghost; and these three are 
dipped in the W!J,ter, would he have which even the gates of hell cannot one. These three are joined together 
been cleansed? No! Then since But while it is conceded by -inseparably connected-for the pur-
there was no virtue in tbe water som'3 that the first disciples received pose of bearing witness in heaven. 
which he was and he the Ghost by the laying on of I There'are three also that bear record 
not have been cleansed had he not hands prayer after baptism, they in earth, the Spirit, the water, and 
dipped in the watsr, what really did contend that this baptism of the Holy . the blood (verse 8). These three are 
cleanse him? It was the power of Spirit is not given to people now. · joined together also, for the purpose 
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of bearing witness on the earth. If astonishment he replied: "John verily I judgment bar, there to be judged by 
we have the united witness of the baptized with the baptism of repent-, your works. The words of Jesus 
earthly witnesses-the Spirit, the ance, saying unto the people, that will be there to confront you. You 
water, and the blood-that our sins they should believe on him that should will be judged out of the things that 
are remitted, and that we are born of come after him that is Jesus Christ." are written in the books. Then be 
God, the same fLcts will also be wit- If they had been baptized by wise and square your lives by the 
nessed by the three in heaven. If we they would have heard him teaching words of Jesus, by his bright and 
do not walk in the light as he is in the that Jesus would baptize with fire and holy example, and by the things that 
light, we will not be born of water the Holy Ghost. They evidently are written in the books. Pay no 
and the Spirit, and the precious blood were not, for they confessed that they attention to those who tell you Jesus 
of Jesus will ~aot join with the water knew not whether there was any Holy did it all. Jesus did his work. He 
and the Spirit in bearing witness to Ghost. Paul then baptized them over did it well; but you and I have some
our souls that we are children of God. again, and then having laid his hands thing to do, as well. We have often 
If it is proper to call the three heav- upon the Holy Ghost came upon heard sinners told to get rid of their 
enly witnesses ''one godhead," is it them, and they spake with tongues sins; to get down on their knees and 
not proper to call the three earthly and prophesied. There was no room pray, pray, pray. But if prayer 
witnesses "one baptism?" Again, in doubt then. There would be some would ·Suffice to save a person, it 
Genesis 2:24, we read:- difficulty in persuading those men after should have saved Cornelius. (Acts 

Therefore shall a man leave his father and that tbatthey were not children of God. 10 and 11 chapters.) "He prayed to 
his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife; They would then have the combined God alway," and yet God actually 
and they [two] shall be one flesh. testimony of the Spirit, the water, and sent an angel to tell him to send for a 

What! two persons, of opposite sex, the blood; and against that testimony servant of the Lord, who would tell 
be one? Yes; for God will join them even the of hell cannot prevail. him words whereby he might be 
together, that they may consummate The test.imony of the L'lrd is sure, making saved. Peter, after preaching the 
his almighty purpose. God had wise the simple.-Pa. 19:7. same as John (Acts 10:37, 38), com-
united the two elements, "water and We conclude this part of our sub- manded him to be baptized (v. 48). 
the Spirit," that they might be in- ject by inviting the reader to test the Again, the three days and nights 
strumental in bringing about the new me,tter for himself, and see whether spent in prayer by Saul of Tarsus 
birth. Since those who are concerned these things are true or not. Do not should have had some effect with 
in the natural birth are by God called be led off the track by such statements God, if that had been his plan to for
, 'one ftesh" we deem it consistent to as , •Sal vation is not of works., Paul's give sin. Paul had been struck blind, 
believe that the factors ordained by reference to works was to those of the his proud Pharisaic heart had been 
him to bring about the "new birth" Mosaic law. No man could work out broken and thoroughly humiliated; he 
are "one baptism." "What therefore his own salvation by doing that kind prayed for three days and nights. 
God hath joined together, let not man of works, for "by the deeds of the law God did not by this alone take his sins 
put asunder." (Matt. 19: 6.) there shall no flesh be justified in his away, for Ananias said to him, 

Paul evidently held this view of the · ht, R 3 20 (Al H b 7 19 "Arise, and be baptized, and wash 
f lth "• h- "d . E h s1g . - om. : . so e . : ; h . , 

matter, or a oug.u 8 Sal • In P e- 10: 1.) And the "righteousness which away t Y sms. 
sians 4, that there is "One Lord, one is of God,, is quite a different thing to Reader, do you think that God will 
faith, and one baptism," we find him our own self-righteousness. take your sins away in answer to 
not only baptizing in water, but also prayer, alone, when he would not for-
laying on hands and praying that they Is~1~4 7~.r righteousness is as filthy rags.- • give Paul that way? Remember, 
might be baptized of the Spirit. He By the righteous works which are· "There is a way that seemeth right 
was very particular that persons bap· commanded of God in the gospel law unto a man, but the end thereof are 
tized in water should also receive we can be saved, but not by the law the ways of death." Men have in
Spirit baptism, for we find in Acts 19 of Moses or our own righteousness. vented many ways of serving the 
that he met some people who believed Paul tells us:- Lord. They seem good and right 
themselves children of God, and who I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: unto man, but they are not God's way. 
wished to claim him as a brother in for it is the power of God unto salvation to "My ways are not your ways," saith 
Christ. Paul had a test by~ which he every one that believeth; to the Jew first, the Lord. The ways of men, however 
could tell whether people were disci- and also to the Greek.-R<:Jm. 1:16. good t.hey may appear in their own 
ples of Christ or not. He knew that Will anyone say that we can be eyes, always lead to death and de
both John and Christ had promised saved without doing the righteous struction. Jesus commanded:
Spirit baptism to the believer. John works enjoined therein? The "works" Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is 
had told them that Jesus would bap· enjoined therein are indeed the the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth 
tize with the Holy Ghost. Jesus had "righteousness which is of God," for to destruction, and many there be which go 

Promised tha.t his disciples should in verse 17 we read, "therein is the in thereat; because strait is the gate, and 
narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, 

know of his doctrine by receiving the righteousness of God revealed from and few there be that find it.-Matt. 7:13,14. 
Holy Ghost. Here was the test. If faith to faith." By faith we must do Do you desire to be among those few 
they had received either the baptism the works prescribed in the gospel, that find it? If so, obey the gospel, 
of John or of Jesus and his apostles, in hope of eternal life as our reward. for the way of life is the gospel of 
they would have received the Holy Paul tells us that those works are: Jesus Christ. Paul and others are 
Ghost. He applied the test by saying, Faith in God, repentance from dead called "The servants of the most high 
"Have ye received the Holy Ghost works, baptisms, and the laying on of God, who shew unto us the way of 
since ye believed?" hands" (Heb. 6 : 1, 2). If our faith salvation" (Acts 16: 17). They 

They replied, "We have not so much moves us to do these righteous works preached the gospel, and in this way 
as hea~d whether there be any Holy I (J es:'s ?i.~self wa~ baptized !o fulfill pointed out the way of salvation. 
Ghost. . 

1 
" 1 all ~1gh ueousness) m ~ope of hfe eve!- Obey the principles of that gospel, 

Paul satd u?to :~em, U
1
nto w~at lastmg, and. we cont!nue to walk ~n walk in the narrow way, and eternal 

were ye baptized. and tney sa1d, newness of hfe, we w1ll have a part m life will be your happy reward On 
"Unto Jo~n's baptism." the first resurrection, and will have I the other hand,- · 

Paul evidently reasoned that there no need to fear the judgment seat of H h 11 "f 1 t t 
h d b · . S R ow s a we escape, 1 we neg ec so grea 

a een some mistake, and that they God. ( ee om. 8: 1, 2.) I salvation· which at the first began to be 
had not been baptized by John, for in Reader, you are journeying to the ' spoken by our Lord.-Hebrews 2: 3. 
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This is a ma,tter of 
every Saint. If seeret 
approved of 
and if not, all should i:ubstain. 
carefully this 
have come to a 

It has been 
anything writt<~n thr.t condemns sJl 
the insurance and 
societies?" 

I do not care wh!J,t has been 
said, or oithm· for or 
orders; I fail to see the 
crued 

to the nine fifty, four 
fourteen thirty, 

to pay that, or the 
he may hold becomes null and 

void. The supposition is, we have a 
branch of one hundred members; 

five are members of an order, 
a at the above fig11res. 

t.ba/G small branch pays an-
to fraternal orders the sur-
sum of 50. 

what one of you 
does not think that sum best used in 
the furtherance of the gospel to the 

, instead of laying. up treasures 
simply to satisfy our 

of Ah, that greed for 
Christ of 'I' hat mammon .god, the prince 

Saints! hear the to whom the knee of the world is 
everywhere, bowed. Shall we, as Saints of God, 
higher spiritual stand! is it "the sa.lt of the " "the light of 
calling if it be not for the Srvints the world." into darkness. by 
to lay off clou,k of the and the "of the world"? 
put their trust in him who is trust- that in his wisdom and 
worthy. to ' trea,sures in I love has ' out his Spirit upon 
heaven, where m?th rust doth not 

1 
ap " at the time wh~n 

corrupt, nor thceves break j tne went hand m 
and steal." ., hand and down Europe, when that 

It is with all candor and the began to break 
love that I differ and contend for 1 forth in its radiance. This 
right a"J it to me. It is no\> I and are shown in many 
the secrecy the soeiet;ies which I I modern civilization with its 
find f<1ult with so much as it is their I many constituents, reformed holy or-
purpose. I a,ssail the or tbJcl fraternal orders, charitable in-
"god" of those and I and the light and spirit of 
only the God of our church. -we that h1w and is sprea,ding over 
not serve two mEtsters at the same 1 the earlib. But on the light of 
time~-~God a;nd n~ammo~ ,v~hieh is I have seen arise the gospel 
God. and wh1ch mammon. rne 
cipal point in the consideration the 

1 

mon1 
subject that invites on mid'noon 
is, the 2,nd the before us is cloudless, for 
·'hear God has ''nothing shall 
out the that ''shall 
of never torn down." 
Saints pa.y I luwe never found any society so 
the theme is not as of the Saints; and 
least tithing is not us pray God the Eternal F'ather 
should be. tba,t we may never lose our love for 
two hundred eaA~b other. In my "everyday walk" 
dred I a,m assoeiated with the world in 
that and seldom see a Saint ex-
some order it be on. the Sabbath or special 
poli0y. 'I'bB order occasions; but even then I feel a bond 
men is an 1 of and if I know them to be 
expense, of love them as 

sive. At leasij 
month, 
for a eommon 
age, and ' 

"Lodge vary 
fuel, and fixtures; 
figure at tho 
dollars and 
Then e.t thest:; 

lodge dues 
carries a 
ceedingly lov.;r 

Saints are to be the 
they must mingle 

who they are to save 
them for good," says 

the 
him 

der, withdraw, and place that small 
sum you pay your assessements with 
in the hands of our bishop, and he 
will put it to a use better than you 
are putting it. Yes, he will send our 
elders to the poor and meek, that 
they may hear the gospel; or he will 
use it for church benefits. 

Now, dear reader, let us see what 
we can figure out of this proposition. 
You know we have a college at La
moni, which is unpaid for. I do not 
know how much is due. All over the 
country are churches unpaid for, 
which the Saints are trying very hard 
to do. But let us see how hard they 
are trying. You remember how we 
figured, a while ago. Now suppose 
our church-the Reorganized, Church 
-numbers near, if not over, fifty 
thousand, and twenty-five per cent 
are fraternalists at a rate of $14.30 
per year. We will figure twelve 
thousand. in case we haven't that 
many. At least the twelve thousand 
would pay out annually, $48,840. 
Prom this you may form your own 
conclusion; Do you think it best to 
deprive God of the amount, and ad· 
vise all to join, and enrich ''carpet
bag" officers? Do as you please. 

Those who are contemplating in
surance, I ask you to reread the New 
Testament, and see how closely it in
vites us to the nature of Christ, and 
then ask yourself the question, Would 
Uhrist have been a fraterm.,list? And 
if you decide No, let your act be no, 
'•and keep yourself unspotted from 
the world." 

"Prospective brides," after the 
young man has popped the question, 
you begin popping. "Ask him" if he 
has cast his anchor on the r.ock that 
stands in the center of the ocean, and 
sought to make himself secure against 
the tumultuous waves which break 
against Zion's rock. "Ask him" if he 
has prepared himself in the spirit, 
that God may approve of your union, 
and send his Spirit to unite you, that 
you may be united in tbe Spirit, and 
"whatsoever God hath joined to
gether, let no man put asunder." 
"Prospective brides," these are the 
questions you want to pop. Try his 
heart and not his purse; if he loves 
you, and you love him, he can provide 
for you, and if God calls him away, 
he will provide for you. Don't leave 
the church! Be faithful! 

.J. H. CAMP. 

A model of the cathedral of St. John the 
Divine has been under construction for the 

cathedral, and possibly inside of a temporary 
structure. The work upon the cathedral 
proceeds slowly. 
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THE NORTH COUNTRY. 

A new idea or an old one revived in 
regard to the north country, beyond 
the supposed First, its location; 
second, its inhabita,nts; third, who 
are they; their origin. 

"Come unto me, all ends of the 
earth." The ends of earth must 
necessarily be north and sout.h, and 
not east or west, for we find no end in 
that direction, because if we travel 
either east or west from any given 
point, we return to the s.ame point. 
And in order that I try to establish a 
supposed truth it is to introduce what 
seems to be ligh·~ and truth in regard 
to the subject under consideration. 

Job, speaking by inspiration of the 
Holy Spirit, says:-

He stretcheth out the north over the 
empty place, s.nd ha.ngeth the earth upon 
nothing.-Job 2G: 7. 

David, the sweet in Israel, 
says:-

The north and the sou~h thou has created 
them.-Pa. 89: 12. 

Here he does not speak of east and 
west. Isaiah, speaking by the power 
of Lhe Spirit, says of Lucifer:-

How art thou fallenh·om he!J,ven, OLucifer, 
son of the morning! how art thou cut down 
to the ground, which didst weaken the na· 
tions! For thou hast said in thine heart, I 
will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my 
throne above the starR of 3-od; I wiH sit also 
upon t.he mount of the congregation, in the 
sides of the north.-Isa. 14: 12, 13. 

This is presumptive evidence, at 
least, that there are a congregation 
some place in t.he north. 'l'hen, 
where? echo answers, Where? And 
at another time the same writer re
cords this, while under the inspira· 
tion of the Spirit:-

I will say to the north, Give up: and to the 
south, Keep not. back: bring my sons from 
far, and my daughters from. the ends of the 
earth.-Isaiah 43:6. 

So you can see from this language 
that the ends of are north and 
south, for there are no ends east and 
west. 

Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, 
that I will raise unto David a righteous 
Branch, and a King shall reign !l.nd prosper, 
and shall execute judgment and justice in 
the earth. ln his days Judah shall l:,e saved, 
and I a rae! shall dwell saJely: and this is his 
name whereby he shaH be called, The Lord 
our righteousness. Therefore, bah old, the days 
come, saith the Lord, that they shall no 
more say, The Lord liveth, which brought 
up the children or Isratel out of the land of 
Egypt; but, The Llrd liveth, which brought 
up ~J,nd which led the seed of the house of 
Israel out of tbe nor"•h country, and from ali 
countries whither I had driven them; and 
they shall dwell in their own land.-Jere
miah 23:5-8. 

From this we understand· that it 
will be more miraculous than that of 
the dividing of the Red Sea, and the 
miracles of Moses Aaron. 

Thus saith the Lord, The people which 
were left of the sword found grace in tbe 
wilderness; even Israel, when I went to cause 
him to rest. The Lord hath appeared of old 
unto me, saying, Yea, I have loved thee with 
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an everlasting love; therefore with torian, sa,ys that Israel took this 
kindness have I drawn thee. Allain I will h 1 ld 
thee, and thou shalt be built, 0 virgin of Is- counsel to t at tney wou 
rael; t.hou shalt again be adorned with thy go into the north country; namely, a 
tabrets .... Thou shalt yet plant vines upon d h -f · h h 
the mountains of Samaria: the planters shall year an one al JOurney, W ere t ey 
plant, and shall eat them as common things. would keep the statutes of the Lord, 
For there shall be a day, that the watchmen which never kept in their own 
upon the mount Ephraim shall cry, Arise ye, 1 Ja d 
and let us go up to Zion unto the Lord our - n · 
God. For thus saith the Lord; Sing with Also northern tell some 
gl~dness for Ja~ob, and ~h.:;ut amo~g· the things th2,t are presumptive, at least, 
ch1ef of the natwns; pubhsh ye, pra1se ye, and is worth C"n"'iderntion and of 
and say, 0 Lord, save thy people, the rem- . '": o """-

nant of Israel. Behold, I will bring them I value on thiS subJeCt. 
from the north country; and gather them First. That oTeen herbage floats 
from the coasts of the earth .... They shall . • h . , "' 
come with weeping, and with supplications ln nOI t ern seas. 
will I lead them: I will cause them to walk by Second. Tl:w,t wild geese fly to the 
the rivers of waters in a s~raight way, wherein north, raise their young, and return. 
they shall not stu~ble: for I am a father Third That the wind blows warm 
to Israel, and Ephralm lS my firstborn. . . . · , , 1 _ 
Therefore they shall come and sing in the from the nortn at tne supposed polar 
height of Zion, and shall flow together to the sea, and that the ice was so rotten 
goodness of the Lord, for wheat, and for ·that it was not safe to advance with 
wine, and for oil, and for the young of the t"t · .• 1 da> 
flock and of the herd: and their soul shall 1811 S e oes. 
be as a watered g11,rden; and they shall not Fourth. That at or near the 
sorrow any more. at, all. .... I will sat,iate eighty-third degree north latitude, 
the soul of the prte~-s v:r1th fatness, and my the maare~ic •urns south 
people shall be sat1sfieJt1 w1th my goodness, . "':' ~ . ~, . · 
saith the LfJrd.-Jer. 31:2-14. Now 1f tbiS be true, and tne magnetiC 

For out of the north there cometh up a 
nation against her, which shall make her 
land desolate, and none shall dwell therein: 
thBy shall remove, they shall depart, both 
man and beast. In those days, and in that 
time, saith the Lord, the children of Israel 
shall come, they and the children of Ju·;ah 
together, going and weeping: they shall go, 
and seek the Lord their God. They shall 
ask the way to Zlon with their faces thither
ward, saying, Come, and let us join ourselves 
to the Lord in a perpetual covenant that 
shall not be forgot~en. My people hath been 
lost sheep: their shepherds have caused 
them to go astray.-Jer. 50: 3-6. 

All these evidences in prophecy, in 
regard to this subject, are to be ful
filled in the last days, even in the 
days of the time of the restitution of 
all things. 

And one more testimony is essential, 
in order to complete tbe evidences of 
the prophets, and that will. be found 
in the latter-day work, as recorded in 
the Doctrine and Covenants, which is 
as follows:-

needle is attraction, 
then the north end is as large from 
that poiut north and south, this being 
the center of attraction. 

Fifth. The northern that 
are so grand to behold at some sea-
sons of t.he in high 
.northern has not been 
satisfactorily to me at least), 

if this be true, is the 
reflection of the rays upon the 
ice in the narrow connection almost 
one thousand at the narrow place. 
And if they h<JNe been to the narrow 
place, this accounts for the warm 
winds coming from that quarter. 
This seems to be presumptive 
evidence that this is true. 

Sixth. Some years ago a man shot 
a wild goose in southern Oregon or 
northern and there was 
some grain in its crop tha/G looked dif
ferent from other grain, being pointed 
at both ends, and is called goose 

And they who are in the north countries wheat. He planted this grain, and it 
shall come in remembrance before the Lord. grew, and yielded and is good 
and their prophets shall hear his voice, and 
shall no longer stay them~elves, and t.hey I have a few grains in my pas
shall smite the rocks, and the ice shall flow session at present that grew in Ore
down at their presence. And an highway gon. It grows about four feet high, 
shall be cas~ up in the midst of the greao and has soft, white straw, and beard 
deep. Their enemies shall bec.ome a prey 
unto them, and in the barren deserts there two or three inches long, and is larger 
shall come forth pools of living water; and than wheat. 
the parched ground shall no longer be a S tl Some 
thirsty land. And .they shall bring forth even 1 ·· ago some 
their rich treasures unto the children of observers discovered from the 
Ephraim my set·vants. And the boundaries coast of Alaska, cities of the 
of the everlasting hills shall tremble at their no:rtb. When first seen they supposed 
presence. And then shall they fall down they were American cities, being 
and be crowned with glory, even in Zlon, by 
the hands of the servants of the Lord, even cities with spires, incom-
the childr·en of Ephraim; and they shall be plete at first, but in years more 
filled with songs of~everlasting joy. Behold, complete. These lJ,re seen about the 
this is the blessing of the everlasting God 21st of when the sun is at its far
upon the tribes of Israel, and the richer 
blessing apon the head of Ephraim and his thest north, of cancer.) 
fellows. And they also of the tribe of Judah, Job, Jose-
after their pain, shall be san?tifi?d in holi- ph us, Joseph Smith, northern explor
ness befor!'l the Lord ~o d wellm h1s ~~egence ers and observers all testify in 
day and mght forever and ever.-108. o. I substance, that this theory is true. 

A?d now for other testimony .. I JoHN H. LEE. 
am 1nf0rmed that JOSeph US, the hlS· INDEPENDENCE, Mo., April, 1898. 
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D 
---------·~- I am i~-Cincinnati, Ohio, where there is no 

I only two Saints besides myself, 
I wife, and sister-in-law. If any of the elders 
I will come here I will help them ll.ll I can. 

JANSON, A;·k., Nov. 22. ., 'fhey will have a home with me. This place 
Editors Herald:-Tilis leaves me busHy en- needs a man of God. If any of the brethren 

ga~ed in ~reac.hing t~~ gos~eL . _r c~.me. :o II will come, call. at Louis Lipp's enameling 
th1s town yesterday, OpEned up ls.~t n•gh~ .. o. works, corner Fifth and Wayne streets. 
a full house·. First sermon ewer pt•eached in I W. N. HANNER. 
the town. But as usual only few now and 1 

then accept and obey the gospeL I have la-
bored up and down t.he P. G. H. H. this year; FULTON, Ky., Nov. 24. 
opened up in towns where the gosp<'l has EditoTs Herald:-We have no branch or-
never been preached, which is very unpleas- 1 gaulzat.ion at this place; there are only a few 
ant sometimes. Sorry die'" eat and poor f Saints here. A year ago last August Elder 
accommodations is the life of our missionaries i C. L. Snow introduced the work in this 
who break new ground. It is much pleas- neighborhood, there being no Saints nearer 
anter to lounge around Saints and preach than twelve mi.les. By the help of two or 
for them; but how is the gGspel going to be three friends he obtained the use of the 
prea.ched to all. t.he world unle~s some of us I schoolhouse, having been ~efused th~ use of 
sacnfice to do It. The harder "he work the I any of the church houses m the neighbor-
more pay we will get. hood. 

Bro. J. W. Jackson recently received So, according to appointment, the meeting 
dose of rocks at Wick>1, Arkansas. The beg1U1 on Saturday night. Because of sick
rocks failed to hit him; but they were , ness I was unable to attend the first meeting, 
thrown with real intent. Bw. H. 0. Sm.i.th II and I seemed to be getting worse under med· 
bas been conducting meetings C,Jve <1tid ical treatment. Having previously investi
Grannis, Arkansas, with success, having s I gated the doctrine taught by Elder Snow, 
good time among the Saints. We ant,icipate I and b~lieving God was no less powerful than 
a fine conference, which wiU convene a1; I he used to be, I decided to be administered 
Cove the first of Docem b8t'. Vve look for a to. I was, s.nd refused to take any more 
large gathering of Saini;s fwm different I and rested well the first night, and 
parts of the district. wa,s able to attend meeting the rest of the 

We hope to see the work of the Lord pros- time. 'l"!o God be the praise. 
per in this south land country. Sometimes I Certain boys had threatened to "rotten 
get dlscom·aged and think of gl ving up my egg" Bro. Snow if he should attempt to 
field and quitting missionary work; but I preach in the schoolhouse; however, nothing 
want to do my duty and be ready for Christ ®f the kind was done. Bro: Snow had excel-
when he comes. Iu bonds, lent liberty in presenting the gospel. Three 

J. D. ERWIN. were baptized, myself being one of the num-
ber. Then the schoolhouse and church 
houses were closed against us; so we were 

CINCINNA'l'I, Ohio, Nov. 18. forced to hold our meetings in private houses. 
Editm·s Ilerald:-I am glad thv,t, the Lord My family thought I had brought a terrible 

sent a man of God to Louisvile, Ktmtucky. It disgrace on them; but, unlike some others, 
was Elder James M. Scott. When I heard they were not willing to cast me off, but 
him three or four times I gave my name to be would bear the disgrace with me. So I had 
baptized and to join thr~ most de,;p1sed people . a chance to present my side of the question. 
and church of the whole world. \Ve have a My wife, brother, and sisters, belonged to the 
very nice in LouisvJ!le. Bro. Iviet- Christian (Campbellite) Church; father and 
calf is elder, and a man full of the Holy mother were Baptists; I had never joined 
Ghost; J. Riggle is pri.est; Sid Uetcalf dea- any. My bi·other thought he would convince 
con; John Hesch teacher; and they all are me of my error, and in so doing discovered 
men of God. his own. So he came over to join the Lord's 

It will be two years in M~trch r,lnce I be- army, although it was very cold. weather, 
came a Latter Do~y Saint. 'I'he Lord h!',s near the zero point. So he had/ to break 
shown me great things. I had a vision of through the ice to get on the Lord's side, 
the twelve one night. A young man came in, which showed his determination, Sr. Babbie 
with hair down his hack; and when he raised Williams having previously broken through 
his hand the twelve stood up, and I heard a iu the same way. 
a voice say that J'oseph was s,mong them. So we now numbered five. Persecution 
The more that I read about this <Nork, and seemed to grow stronger as the enemy's 
the more that I see, the str·onger I get, for I ranks were broken,. but the "leaders" never 
have the witness th!l.t Joseph Smith is a would venture a "fight." Elders T. C. Kel
pro?het of God, a~d t.hat his father, Joseph I ~ey ~md C. _J-'· Snow arrange. d to h_old a meet-
Smith, was a propnet of God. mg here 1n August, and we bmlt a brush 

It does my hea;rt good '"o tell people of I arbor near Bro. J'oe Wil1iams, where they 
this grand wor·k. I love to re~d the History I held forth for. a week, with go~d interest, 
of the Churcb, and tho Doc1;r1.no and Cove- three more bemg added by baptlsm, among 
nants, and the Book of Mormon v1hieh is the j whom was my wife. There were others al
stick of Ephraim, (M1d the Bible which is the 'J most persuaded, two of whom were baptized 
stick of Judah, aod the Saints' l:lemlcl at the October reunion, twenty-five miles 
which gives me joy to see the work 'I east. of Fulton, near Bro. J. H. Adair's. 
getting along· so nicely everywhere. I On his way south, Bro. Kelley paid us a 

call and preached for us, a good interest be· 
ing manifested, some coming who had never 
heard before. He preached eight times, after 
which mother came forward and demanded 
baptism of him. I am very thankful that the 
Lord is removing prejudice from the minds 
of honest ones, who are coming forward, 
manifesting their love in obeying the gospel. 
May the good work continue until all the 
honest in heart have been gathered out and 
Zion shall be redeemed. 

After the baptizing, Bro. Kelley bade us 
adieu. E:e has found a warm place in the 
hearts of many people around Fulton, and we 
were loath to see him go. May God's choice 
blessing be with him wherever he may go, is 
our prayer. He is one of the most logical 
reasoners I ever met. We anxiously look 
forward to the time when he can be with us 
again. 

We have organized a prayer meeting for 
each Wednesd"Y night, to be held at our sev
eral homes by turn. It is our desire to have 
Bro. C. L. Snow with us again, sometime 
this winter. Don't forget us, Bro. Snow, for 
some of us look upon you as being our father 
in the g-ospel. Don't forget your "children." 
Some who are not of us have expressed a de
sire to hear you preach; do not disappoint 
them. 

I hope and trust that the time is not far 
distant when we will have a branch organiza
tion here. May the Lord see fit to qualify 
and choose such officers as are required to 
take charge of this work, is the prayer of 

Your brother in Christ, 
J. R. MCCLAIN. 

AUBURN, Iowa, Nov. 21. 
Editors Herald:-The Lord's work in this 

part of the field is onward, though there is 
room for improvement. Our missionaries and 
local ministers are doing what they can, as a 
rule, I believe. 

People are very busy in the country, husk
ing corn, which militates against our procur
ing large attendance at night services, with 
the exception of Sunday evenings, when they 
seem to turn out well. However, this diffi
culty will soon be past, and then we look for 
better results. 

The interests of the work demand the very 
best efforts that we can make; it requires a 
godly walk and conversation on the part of 
all, that the preaching of the restored gospel 
may be made effective by our example. It 
seems to me that no one who understands the 
importance of obedience to the gospel of 
Christ in all its parts can afford to suffer 
themselves to become negligent and grow 
cold, and thus lose the influence and power 
of the Holy Spirit. Salvation is an in::Hvidual 
work, so that each may secure the favor of God 
in time, and eternal life in the world to come 
if he will but put forth a reasonable effort to 
do so. 

"There is no time like the present time. 
The future is not ours; 

If we would make our lives sublime, 
Improve the pres{\nt honrs.'' 

It is comparatively easy to open up the 
work in new plaues where a family or two of 
Saints reside, if they are but careful to live 
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their religion while they circulate church 
literature and talk of the truth of their re
ligion to their neighbors and towu.smen; but 
how very different it is where only one or two 
pursue the opposite course, Paul wrot.e: 
"Abhor that which is evil; cleave t.o that 
which is good. AbshJ,in from all appears.nce 
of evil. And the very God of peace sanctify 
you wholly; and I pr;J,y .God your whole spirit 
and soul and body be preserved blameless 
unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
F"'ithful is he that calleth you, who also 
will do it. If we will let him; but he will 
sanctify us in his own way. 

0 let God's Spirit dvlell within; 
Open your heart and Jet hirn in; 
For he ·will help you day by dar, 
And lead you in God'• holy way. 

My health is f&.il'ly good at 'chis 
though still troubled with rheumatism to 
som@ extent. However, my hEart overflows 
with gratitude to God 'chat he has so far 
blessed me that I am once more able to con
tinue ministerial duties. Ever praying for 
the cause of Zlon and the salvation of souls, 
I am, In bonds, 

C. E. BUTTERWORTH. 

CoLmvmus, Ohio, Nov. 17. 
:Editors Herald:-It has been so long since 

I have written you, I feel like a, stranger. It 
has been something like four years since 
writing you. I am s, much better reader 
than writer, so I was content with reading 
from the pens of others. 

When I t•eceived my a.ppointment, it found 
me engaged in two different enterprises, 
viz., general merchandising, and manufs,c
turiog church pipe organs. So Informed 
Bro. W. H. Kelley, missionary charge, 
that I would not be able to take up the ac
tive work before the first of July, which time 
I had decided to start, not knowing how or 
what disposition I would make of the busi
ness. But before the time set. I had sold the 
stock of merchandise, also all t.he oJ<gans I 
had on hands, besides the org:.m plant., 2,ad 
was ready to take my leave of home and 
loved ones, so far as ~fi'airs of the business of 
the world were concerned; but our little son, 
three months old, was 0.ttacked with cholera 
infantum, and was broug·ht near death's 
door, which detained me a.bout two weeks 
longer, when it. pleased our heavenly F,1tber 
to hear our petitions in his behalf, and he 
had recovered sufficiently for me to t&ke my 
leave of home on the lfith ;Jf July for Pitts
bm·g district to asoist Bro. J. F. McD.c:.well in 
tent work. 

While nursing the babe I was not alto· 
gether idle. I organized a union B'lbbath 
school at Pt1rk8r's schoolhouse~ also 
preached a few times, and baptiz.c;d Bro. J. 
L. Goodrich's eldest son and his wl.fe, Emory 
A. and Ollie Goodrich; also blessed their two 
children. 

Arrived at Wheeling on the 17th, and 
found Bro. McDowell w!th tent pitched 
along the river front, at Forty-~bfrd stJ·eet, 
with ordinary interest. and at.tendance. L~,

bored het•e and alw at Bellaire and \Vest 
Wheeling until August, 23, when Bro. Mc
Dowell thought bes~ to store tent, which was 

done. While there were no baptisms am 
sure some good wa• done. Saints wcn:e 
strengthened, and some were heard to say 
they were going to do better. 
ised to foroake the "chew." 

Some peom
One I 

am quite sure of, the experh~ncG was proilt
able, to me. I found noble associ!'l"te in Bw. 
MeDowell and our happy d2.ys hom·s 
spent together will never be forgotten by me. 
May the good Lord bless him in his labor of 
love, and may his life be long in t,he Master's 
cause, is my prayer 1 

While I cannot mentio11 ~JJl of the names of 
the Saints at Wheeling and vicinit.y, I desire 
to say that I cannot but rem em b9l" their 
kindness to me, with the fondest recollection 
ol love and respect. Me,y the good Lord 
bless all of them and keep them in his love, 
is my prayer. 

Leaving Wheeling· on the 24th of August, I 
<Wri'led at Goose Creek, West 
company with Brn. McDowell and Ullom, to 
attend the Vvest Virginia conft.;rmwe. 
I met and m:::~de many new evcquaintances 
among the Saints. I wish I could b.o a,mong 
such good people all the time. 

Returned ht me on the 28t-h visit fatnily, 
after bei_ng absent from thon:1 for so long·; 
which was the fit·st time in my life. Ssf;med 
to me like a year! Aft.er a st.ay of nine 
[HHl preaching for our tJOme ln·iJ,uch, I 
leave, in cornp&oy with Bro. ~r. tJ. Beatty, for 
Columbus, Ohio, to "break new soU." Ar
rived at Columbus on September 7. llve 
commenced meetiug·s in the home Bro. 
and Sr. Green, she being a sister in flesh 
as well ag a sister in the Lord. w·e hold 
meetings there ~,nd elsev;rhere as opportunity 
offered in cott!J,g'es each evening, and were 
vet'Y busy hunting up the fow snattet·ed Saints 
in the city3 gettiug them mutually acquainted 
and located, and to stir up in i;hem a desire 
to attend our meetings. 
that they were indeed 
without a "shepherd." 
namely, Bro. Matthews, 

It seemed to mo 
·~lost sheepH 

vve found " fevv, 

and Eichhorn~ tog'ethex· with Bro. 
Gr-een, who '!.J\fere willing to bo1d_avd 
sist; the with the needful -~hings 

to carry on the effor·t, besidE:8 encourarring us 
with presence and prayers. 

After we held three or four ssrvieBs~ things 
looked "blue." On Sunday evening no one 
m1me to meeting, whieh was at Bco. Green's, 
it being about three to four m.Hes 
est 8!l.ints. While we were out in 
air, waiting for some one to come to 
to, and almost discouraged, Bi·o. 
thought he heard singing in the 
We listened, aud finally lt died awa,y, 
a little we heat·d t.be S'VnDd of the voice of one 
on the evenivg brecz,;:;, like one 
So I suggested to Bro. Be1::tty that wc'J 
see what we could learnc V.le star~·Ged guided 

by the sound on the air~ which st~nl!:> 

times was faint and almost lost to us; but 
across lots and "near cuts" we followed on, 
!hnd finally came to an open a'tr meeting, with 
torches burning. The speaker WkU) ln full 
blast. We did not disclose our ldm1tity un'cil 
the services were ended. VVhen wo intro~ 
duced ourselves as ministers, we were 
received. Bro. Beatty was invited to speak 
there the next evening, which he accep'ced. 

·791 

I was invited by the minister i,o speak at his 
hor.:ae the noxt ever:ing, which was over a 
milo from there, so we took advantage of all 
opportuniHes, feeling that the Lord waB in 

nlster who bad invited 
au Ad.~reDtist'! aud learned afterwards 

ptwpo3e to h3,ve me "downed." 
;;, lv_dy by the name of Greyham were 

9<Jsso6if!,tGd 1 ~'ba,ttli.ng· ag'aiust ·~he walls of sec~ 
"as he styled it. She was a rois

sionat·y of the Dowie stripe, and of much 
stronger ~)r larg~er intellect than he, and bad 
confounded and put all the "preachers" to 
flight, which thing they specially delighted 
in. The Lord knew for what pu17pose I was 
hGre, but did not; but I felt sure he had 
m::ide tho way open, so I feit blessed, and had 
libBrt.y as I never heil_ b::~fore. After the ser
mon tbe lady arose and began to ask ques
'&ions. S:J,id she had been prs.yin ; for six 
months f01· the Lard to send her t,he truth, 

tha,t the Spirit hiJ,d told her that there 
wa.s more for her yet, s,nd that her desire 
would EJOOD. be gr~nted. St.~1ted that the 
Spirit bore testimony to her when we entered 
the room that we were "clean," and that we 
were Hw Lord's servants, and all that was 
said was God, and the truth. was led t.o 
state to her in her questions, that. God had 

direct 

her an a,ngel as he did to Cor
but that he had sent his servants 

her, to tell her just what she 
iaok8d, to v,nswe1· hm· prayers. 

Vvhen she herwd thls, she said: "Well, 
then, here is Comelius; I am ready for bap
tism. After w0 left, her husband made 
things l"ather "hot," saying she was weak 

he and the minister were cut to 
the seeing she was converted, while 
they C'xpect.,d to see her tear us all to 
pieces, as l was bwught there by him for 
this purpose. 

Thus the good work began to grow, and 
pnJ,iSfl to the good Fa;ther abovo, for I so 
plainly see his hs,nd in t.his start. A few 
days later, Sr. ri'hk'"0P 5 a Methodist sister, 
wsls bapt,iz:Jr1; fino lady indeed, and one who 
has the love and u tmo;;t confideJ:Joe of all the 
Saints here. 

'I'hls emled our mee,tings, with good in'Ger
est [!,tid request of two fine young men to 
prr,y for them, t;hat they mlgh" be ready for 

upon our return, which we had an
nounced would be soon. w·e wished to at
tend our d.istl'ict conference, which had been 
called ·to eonvene S0ptember 29. 

After coofer·enCB I re'curnBd home, and was 
detained longer fnail was expected, looking 
after fuel, feed, etc., for the family for the 
winter. 

On Octobor 22 I returned to Columbus, and 
resurn8d the effort, Bro. Beatty joining me 
on the 26 cb. On thls date I baptized Bro. 
Throp, husband of the sister spoken of, just 
before the elose of our fit'st meeting. A 
noble S:Jolnt is he. I must here relate what 
lGd to his conversion, as I think it wonderiul, 
indeed~ gnd t.o sbow you how the Lord is 
working V7lt.h us. This brot.her has never 
hr:,lo.o_g·ed to any church or creed. fie' is 
fi fr.y-seven years old, is an old soldier, has 
heard B. Young preach. Said he joined no 
church because he could ,not see the con-
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sis'uency of theh' preaching, and could not 
harmonize it with the Bible. I loaned him 
my Book of Mormon and he began to read. 
One day he was reading concet·nin~ the peo· 
ple of Jaeed, their fins.! war, and of the find
ing of the gold plates, and of the many bones, 
skulls, etc., together with the swords, etc. 
He was lying on the floor, with a pillow 
under his tbe Book of Mormon in 
I will tell it as nea·r as I can in his own 
language: "I seemed to lose consciousness; 
the book fell on my breast, I started on a 
long journey, I went over and dell, 
woods, etc., sometimes having to get down 
and crawl for bl"ush, bri!u·s, and logs. Oh, I 
was so tired when I go'& there, for the dis
tance was so long! I found lots of human 
bones, and thousands of skulls, with the great 
eye sockets staring me in the face. I saw 
and h<<~ndled the swords. They were very 
rusty, and crumbled in my bands when I 
picked them up and felt of them between my 
fing·ers. I saw the bres..stplates, and helmets. 
I found the plates of pure gold; I handled 
them, slipped one past the other, no&lced and 
observEd the size, thickness, :J,nd weight. 
They h::Hl. writing on them, not like ours, but 
writLen in hieroglyphics. I had the inter

of them, and just began to read, 
when Sr. 'l'brop came in and spok,l to me, and 
all v::u:?ished. I am sure I could have read 
them if I had not been distut•bgd, I feel so 
sorry that I was disturbed before I had read 
them." 

In relMing this to me, the brother wept, 
being- so full of the Spirit, and reed ving so 
great a blussing. He said: "Brother, I do 
not cry because I am sorry, but I am so happy. 
I believe, and am ready for baptism." 

Oh, my soul was full of joy, and his house 
seemed to be full of the Spirit of God. 

and believes no other church is 
right. May the Lord move on him to come 
in and take the warne of Christ on himself. 

'.rhere are at pr·esent twenty-seven members 
in the city. Peospects ace flattering for 
many soon. I ask the prayers of all of God'~ 
people that we may be able to do our duty, 
and the will of the Master. 

I hereby acknowledge the receipt of tracts, 
etc., from Sr. Marie Cli!,rk, also Heralds, En
sign, and Autumn Leaves from Sr. Burgess. 
Dear sisters, the supply is exhausted, and still 
there is room; can·use most anything, tracts 
especially. We have a Sunday school organ
ized, and can use the Hopes you speak of. I 
write thus as I mislaid your letter and lost the 
address. In bonds of the gospel, 

V. M: GOODRICH. 
P. S.-My field address is North Columbus, 

Ohio, Station "B". 

SPY HILL, Assa,, N. W. T., Nov. 23. 
.EditoTs Hen1.ld:-Winter has set in here 

with a vengeance. J!'irst snow to stay fell on 
the 12th, and since then mercury has been 
down to 28 degrees below zero. We have 
about eight inches of snow. Cold and storm 
have interfered with my meetings; still I have 
held fourteen meetings in last twelve days, 
but at times attendance. is small. Prospects 
are foe a long, bard winter,-a feature none 
too encouraging to the writer. Though clad 
in furs I feel very much handicapped by the 
extreme cold. I am told small lakes, rivers, 
and creeks freeze to the very bottom, mak
ing four and five feet of ice, which, if occur
ring this winter, will have a tendency to 
hinder me in my work. Am trying to be 
hopeful. FREDERICK GREGORY. 

On the second Sunday following, Bro. ADAMSTON, W.Va., Nov. 20. 
Bas, tty led the two young men already spoken Editm·s ReTald:-I have done very little 
of, to the wa~ery grave, besides two sisters, missionary work the past three months. We 
a Sr. King and a Sr. Merrick, both sisters in were severely scourged with typhoid fever. 
the fl1',sh. One h::;,d been sprinkled, the other There were over two hundred cases in and 
had beon baptiz:od by 2. Carnpbell.ite. around our city, and it is not over yet. We 

On the Tuesday foli.owing, I baptized five had ileveral among the Saints and in my 
more, four sisters aod one brother, all adults. family. Oae of the severest cases I ever saw 
This makes twelve since coming hAre, and all to recover, was that of my dal!ghter, Mrs. 
good I beHove. More have given Johnson. She was down eigh~ weeks. We 
their names to be baptizsd on next Sunday. were all sick more or less of the Mme. Now 
Two, I think, and there may be more, as we are afillcted with smallpox. Not in our 
there ar-e many yet much interested. Bro. W. family but all around us. We have been 
H. Kelley was here on last Saturday, remain- under quarantine for a month by Clarksburg, 
ing until Tuesday morning. He organized a to protect the city. There were about sev
brancb, Bro. Matthews being ordained to enty cases at Wallace, about twenty miles 
the office of pl'iest, and elected president of from here, and the county health authorities 
the branch. Come again Br·o, Kelley; sol'ry had them under a striot quarantine till the 
I did not get to smJ you, being called home on day of election, November 6. 
account of sicknEss of our little bz,be, he be- I am n.ot welL I feel very restless about 
ing attacked by acute dysentery. This child doing my duty to God and the Saints who ex
bas had much sickness since birth, being of a poet me to sound the trumpet while I am 
frail comtitution. I ask the prayers of all still on this side the great river that all have 
Saints in his behalf, that he may be ful.ly re- to cross to get out of this wilderness "over 
stored to health. yonder," to enter into rest. I have passed 

I have lately found two more new sisters, the half century period some t,hree years; 
as I call t,hem; that is, new to me, I saw Sr. and the time seems to speed on swiftly like the 
Betz's letter in tho Ensign, giving her street trains when we are on them. Some objects, 
and number, ca,lled on her, and found her liv- aHhough we are watching, we do not see till 
ing with her sister, Sr. Wik.e. I find them to il after we have pll.ssed them, 'and then only by 
be noble sisters. I am at this writing domi- peering intently down the track behind us, 
oiled at their home.. Mr. Wike, Sr. Wike's while we rapidly pass on. Looking backward 
huRband, is not- a member, but is very we see many opportunities overlooked, and 

duties neglected, but too late, we have left 
them. I still feel strong in the faith of the 
latter-day work of God, for that is what it is. 
There are men who undertake to do it them
selves, and after them it takes a good while 
to get the work in order again. I have no 
doubt but that this grieves the Holy Spirit. 
May the Lord forgive and ever watch over 
the family to save all. I have been suffering 
with muscular rheumatism, but am confident 
I am gettingover it so that I can sally forth 
on the skirmish line in the good fight of faith 
and do what little I can to establish the truth 
in the earth, and "bring to naught the things 
that are;" not, however, the good things. We 
want them to stay. But some have erected 
"an habitation" for the devil, just beside the 
"habitation of God through the Spirit," and 
has given it the same name. So that, by 
some-our enemies-the two are made to ap
pear to be the same house. And by this they 
reproach us continually. God help us, amen! 

Yours ever, 
D. L. SHINN. 

NEW BOS'l'ON, Ill., Nov. 16. 
Editors Rerald:-Our district conference 

passed off very nicely, September 6 and 7, at 
Canton, Illinois. The spirit of peace seemed 
to prevail; business passed off without a jar. 

After the business closed I left the confer
ence in charge of the vice president, D. C. 
Smith, and took train for Cameron, Missouri, 
in search of a new location for my family. 
After a night's ride I arrived in Cameron and 
was soon at Bro. and Sr. Elvert's where we 
found a welcome. My father and mother ar
rived about fifteen minutes later than L 
After breakfast I started for Delano branch, 
three miles north, arriving there in time to 
enjoy the prayer and testimony meeting at 
eleven a. m., and was asked to preach at 
night. At four p. m. we met with the Re
ligians in prayer, had a good meeting. 
Had a good crowd out at night, and interest 
so good that we promised to .preach again 
Monday night. Had a good hearing then also. 

We spent Monday and Tuesday looking at 
the country, Bro. Ballinger kindly furnishing 
a conveyance and acting as escort. We like 
the country quite well, and the Saints very 
well. 

Tuesday night we preached at Cameron, 
in the house of Sr. Leman, to about twenty
five earnest listeners, which were gathered 
together on very short notice, as it was five 
p. m. when we got in town. 

Wednesday we went on to Stewartsville, 
where we met a body of Saints who made us 
feel at home, although strange to us. That 
night we met with them in prayer. Sunday 
we spoke twice in the Saints' church, with 
fair liberty. Had a good social meeting in 
the afternoon, in which the Lord spoke 
through one of his handmaidens, and said it 
was pleasing for us to come to that place. 
It was very comforting to us. We spent one 
week there looking at the country, and my 
father bought a farm joining town on the 
west, and also the house in town which was 
built some years ago by the Saints, and where 
Bro. A. H. Smith once lived. So it is back 
in the hands of the Saints, and I expect to 
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move my family in it on or before March 1, 
1901. Saints all treated us very kindly, for 
which we are very thankful. 

On Thursday, October 18, we turned our 
face toward our field of labor, arriving in 
Peoria on the 20th, where we soon met our 
missionary in charge, Heman C. Smith. We 
held forth over Sunday, then went to Canton, 
where we found Bro. Russell. Bro. Smith 
spoke that night (Monday) to a small con
gregation. Tuesday we received word from 
home, stating, that I was needed there, so 
we started that way. On the following 
Saturday we met Bro. Smith at Millers
burg, where we held over Sunday, baptiz
ing one. Bro. Smith's work in the district 
was very pleasing to us all, I think, and 
we hope he. can give us another call soon. 
We are holding meeting now in the place 
where we preached our first sermon four 
year ago. Expect to meet Bro. Russell to
morrow, and we shall labor together this win-
ter. Your brother in bonds, 

J. W. ADAMS. 

MISSOURI VALLEY, Iowa, Nov. 18. 
Editors Herald:-I have been a member of 

the church for eight years. Before coming 
in the church I belonged to the Christian 
Church for about twenty years. I thought I 
was on the right path. My husband was a 
member of the L. D. S. Church. I was quite 
indifferent toward this church, but was not 
long in darkness, as I soon became desirous 
of getting on the right path. I heard the 
true gospel and obeyed, being baptized by 
Bro. J. F. McDawell. From that day I have 
tried to live in the true light. About a year 
after, I became afflicted with what the 
physician pronounced an eating cancer. I 
was administered to under the hands of Bro .. 
Alma Fyrando and others, and was healed 
almost instantly. I have never suffered from 
that affliction since. Words fail to express 
how grateful I am. 

Our mother, Grandma Lyons, who has 
lived with us for the last five years, also was 
a member of the Christian Church for a num
ber of years. She became interested in the 
word after hearing our ministers preach, and 
was convinced that this was the true gospel, 
and was 'baptized and became a true and 
faithful member. She was eighty-eight 
years of age. The messenger of love called 
and took her home, October 12, 1900. A 
vacant place in our home can never again be 
filled. We hope to prepare ourselves that 
we may be able to meet her in the great be
yond. 

Our church at the present time does not 
seem to be progressing as i.t should. We have 
lost three of our most willing workers in the 
past four months. This branch at present 
seems to be in total darkness. Our president 
lives six miles in the country, it is inconven
ient for him to be with us at all times, as 
seems almost necessary for one holding that 
position in order to make a success of our 
meetings. 

This is Sunday, a dark and dreary day. 
We have had :no meeting·. I am constantly 
praying for the restot•ation of our branch, as 
this is our permanent home; has b~;Je~ for ten 

THE SAINTS" 
years. We are engaged in the laundry busi
ness, and feel that we have been wonderfully 
blessed in. the past eight years. We never 
neglect our family prayer at home, and wish 
for the prayers ol all the Saints. 

I feel as though .our branch is not in har
mony with God's teachings. I believe that 
all branches have their trials and tribula
tions; but it seems as though our branch has 
the greatest difficulties of them all to follow 
the true light, although we have until the 
last few months had a great amount of gospel 
preached to us, but the deficiency with us is 
unity and love. Our officers need the help 
of the Holy Spirit to heip support the wol'lL 

Again asking for the prayers of all the 
Saints, that we may have a right to the 
crown and eternal life, 

Your sister in hope, 
MRS. A. L. PARKER. 

BEVIER, Mo., Nov. 30. 
Editm·s Herald:-We do not often see a let

ter from this thriving little city, where the 
latter-day work has been establish0d over 
thirty years. The important question is, 
Are we progressing and advancing, or are we 
standing still and not climbing the ladder to
wards perfection. My twenty-two years of 
experience among the B3vier Saints help me 
t.o solve this question unhesitatingly, that 
the spiritual condition of the w.ork is far 
better now than I have ever seen it before. 
Never have I seen more interest and inclina
tions to serve God, especially among the 
young. The old are pa3aing away; one by 
one, and the rising generation step3 in the 
ranks and fills the vacancies. The old gospel 
fire that was kindled in their young hearts is 
beginning to blaze. Our branch, numbering 
over two hundred members, including about 
one third scattered, is presided over by 
young brothers, good and faithful workers, 
Bro. F. T. Mussell, president, Bro. I. L. Mor
gan presiding priest, A. G. Young teacher, 
and Bro. W. Rudkins deacon. They all work 
together harmoniously. 

Our esteemed brother, J. A. Tanner, is out in 
the field, trying to win the honest into the 
fold of Christ by his able way of expounding 
the Scriptures to their understanding. We 
have also Bro. F. J. Chatburn, an able ex
pounder of the gospel, and Uncle W. E. Sum
merfield is still sounding the gospel. t.rump. 
With those three missionaries the work in 
the district is kept moving ::;,long slowly. 
They travel singly, thus occupyin~ three 
places the same time. The number of preach
ers is small according to the size of the ter
ritory. We can say of this district that its 
condition is the same as other districts; the 
harvest is great and the laborers are few. 
Let us pray that God will send more laborers 
into his vineyard; and not only OU!' prayers, 
but our temporal means, too. The Lord will 
do his part when we do ours. Our praym·s 
alone will not send more workers to the field, 
if we, his E:laints, will not pay our· tithing and 
offerings. It takes money to increase thtl 
gospel force in the field. I am glad t.o say 
that there are some good tithe-payers in this 
district, and they consider it <1fl binding as 
&ny otqer of the While 
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there are many in this district who t.hink it 
is not essen ti sJ for our salvation, I hope that 
such will think this matter over seriously, 
aod reverse their erroneous belief, and show 
their faith by their works. Abraham showed 
his faith by his works when he honored the 
law of tithing. Nc>twithstandirrg that we 
have some few Sai.nts in this district that are 
helping all thoy can, we are depressed finan
cially, and come sho:·t in meeting the needs· 
of the work :ln this district. There :ls au
other cause of this depr8ssion; many good 
Saints have left to g·o to other parts of the 
state which has etiected this district financi
ally as well as spiritually. I appeal to those 
seattered ones to remember Uocie John T. 
and send your tithes to my address before the 
y«ar 1900 closes. As long as your member
ship is in this district, I shall. always expect 
to hear ft·om you and your continuatiGn of 
past favors. 

The Rsligio is doing- well. Si.ster Nydia 
Thomas is sup8rintendent, and doin,g- her 
pa.rt nobly, and Sister MM·y Hlcha1·ds is sec
retary~ Br·o. D, L. Iv.rorgan chorister, and S:r. 
Annie Williams org-a.nist. Every Ft·iday 
night is spent profitabiy, and the young a;·e 
learning doctrine that will make them wise 
unto sgJ vation. 

We have a good Sunday school; Bro. D. L. 
Morgan super·intendent and chorister, Annie 
Williams organist, Mattie Morgan secretary. 

We have also a few fait.hful workers, the 
Sisters' Sewing Society, meeting regularly 
onee a week, rain or shine. Their labor is 
productive of much good, fiuancially, to the 
church. Those sisters never· falter and shirk 
in theil• duties. They are worthy of imita
tion. Let other branches do likewise, and 
the God of peace will richly reward every 
good done for the adv<tnwment of his work. 
May the people oi God, ever'ywhere, enjoy 
his peace and blessings in this life, and be 
crowned with the redeemed at last, is my 
prayer. J. T. WILLIAMS. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., NDv. 22. 
Editors HeTald:-I appreciate the Hemld 

very much, especially ~J,rticles bearing on ar
chmological subjects, of which ther·e has been 
quite a few l.n the ]Jerald iu the recent past. 
I always re'gret vvhen I do not get one issue 
read through before the next one comes ag«in. 
I cannot under·stand why so many Saints do 
not take either one m· the other of the church 
papers, as they ussist me greatly in the war
fare against the evil we all have to battle 
with. I am interested in '&he onward prog-
ress of this work. Your btother, 

0. A. RUDOLPH. 

A mountain-climbing part,y in the Ss,nd
wicb. Islands was attacked by colony of 
wild bees. They had climbed Konahunui, 
the highest peak nea,r Honolulu. In de
scending precipitous cliffs they were a,t
tacked by the bees, which stung· thet!l when 
they were helpless to ward off the iDtJects. 
Fol:' nearly a milo the bees followed them un
til they reached a point where they cuuld 
defend themselves. 

John D. R'.wkefel!er has given 
t.he 
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and strlke it, or throw down a toy and break he thought a little wa,rm sun would do it 
it. Then you will feel it your du!.y to punish good; so he for warmth and sunshine, 
him. What injustice! and the sun shone, and it was very hot. 

EDITED EY 1. I think C!l.r.' "spare the rod" and still not I Then as the sapling looked ~omewhat feeble, 
"spoil the ohild," if the "rod" meant, as some the hermit thought, "What it now wants is 
SE-em to think, a literal stick, strap, ruler, or I a little frost to brace it." Accordingly he 
siipper. Is it not possible that it, meant cor- pr2,yed for frost, and that night the hoar 
rectwn or some mode of pumshment? But if I frost covered the ground. But the tree 

lo(,Be bruve. dear heart! Hopes broken lie 
In sight of land; bnt there is One 

V\rho notes our loss, who hears our cry. 
He makes some failures victories won.~, 

One morning in early I1;'Ia~y I 
suburban st.reet~ ,§4dmiring the bcun\~ies 
nature had recently unfolded, ,en;jJyiDg tl:w 
agreeably wum sunshine and Gly cool, 
fragrant air, and listening with dcollg·h t to 
the songs of birds. It seeffied for a time 
I must be in fairyland. But looking 
direction from whence ca\JJ.e cry of 
I waR convinced that I was stl.ll 
pain aod injustice. A little child of m0re 
than four years sought refuge ftom hi.s 
mother, who followed with rod of srrMH 
dirnensions. Soon they passed fr·orn my s1gh t, 
but the cries of pain and the pitiful "Oh, 
Mamme., don't[" told me the rod was falling 
unmercifully upon thfl little trembilng 

A cow near by afL:,ctionately lick:ed her 
calf; a mare watched hu- colt it 
about her, and whinnied 
her sight; a ben scratehed and cluck;::::d f'or 
her brood. While these motber·s of the ani
mal creation seemed full of love :cwd solici
tude, a human mother, who has charge of a 
litt.le ir.cmortal soul, stands her off·· 
spring! A deep gully checked s,n impulse to 
approach the lady and her how she would 
llke to stand before one towering as high 
above her :J,s she was above the ehild, with 
strengt~h proportionately g·reater~ anL1 using 
a rod proprwtiom;tely larger, and what would 
ba her feeling toward such a person if no 
heed was paid to her pleadings for mucy; I 
but tbe rod fell in full. u otil that nor
son's wrath was spent! "Perh£;,ps the ehild 
needed correcting," you ss,y? vllben I wit
ness such a punishment I inclined to think 
it is g-iven, not for the good of the ehild, but 
to satisfy the anger of the illWent. 

Mothers, it is your duty ·to yom· 
tempers. No ma~Ltcr hov;-v- viol~~nt or easHy 
aroused! you can get J.t under cont,rol; and by 
persistent and prayerful etl'ort, lim.o~Uy sub
dued. Until a mother can coutr0l hersdf 
cannot govern others. The fea<~ of 2~uger 

and punishment m11.y Impel them to obsi!i
ence, bm, what will bs the efl';;ct upon them 
in after years? Vvill the momory 
~other arouse feelings of love 
and a desire to do all that she tried to have 
them do by force and the aid of the rod? 

Mothers, if you must use corporal punish
ment, let the child understaud t.hat it is for 
their good; it Is bzcause it is neecssat·y for 
to be taught obedience, and not 
are ang·ry. At no time does o:ne 
calm as ~",;vhen admiuibtering· such 
Satan hfil ps an angry per.son 
blows. 
parent stands over B. child 
child can t~ead.iJy rleti::ct 

tonel and sometimo, 
he will become 

think ther·e is no punishment so effective, somehow did not seem to thrive, so he 
I enr.ceat. to be calm when you administer I U~ought that possibly a strong southerly 

H not, you wiH do the child more wind might help lt on; and he p1•ayed that 
than good. 1 the south wind might blow clpon his tree, and 

My experience ·;;d',;h my own little ones has I the hot south wind blew, and the olive died! 
there are punishments mol·e I Some days afte!', he was visiting a brother 

humane, and the same time more effect.i ve. hermit, and he noticed that he had a remark
I was reproving one of my children for ably fine olive three. "Why b1•other," said 
m"uelty, t6lli1Jg them they should not he, "how do you manage to get your olive 
cause any of Gu<Ps creatures paJ.n, when my tree to thrive so well?" 
little boy referred to a spanking, and I felt "I don't know that I did anything espe
sevel'ely rebuked. I told him mamma did it, oially to it, but just planted it, and God 
not because she wanted to cause him pain, blessed it, and it grew." 
but to ma,ke him good. He replied, "It "Ah, brother, I planted an olive tree, and 
doesn't make me good, it makes me worse." when I thought it wanted water I prayed to 
I knew he spoke the truth. If mothers would God. to give it rain, and he sent rain, and 
do more training, more teaching both by pre- when I thought H wanted sun I prayed for it, 
cept and example, more praying for wisdom I and the sun shone; and when I thought it 
iJ,nd tac't to control and guide the little feet, wanted bracing I pr!1,yed for frost, and the 
therQ would be less need of punishment of any ' frost came, God sent me everything that I 
kind. prayed for, as I thought it wanted it, but my 

We have a right to ask and expect the tree died!" 
L;;l'tl's help if we are worthy, fer have we not "And I," replied the other, just simply 
charge of hb own little ones? Does he not prayed that God would take care of my tree, 
wish us to train them so that he can again and then left i.n his hands to arrange the how 
receive them unto himself? We mnst not and the when, because I felt sure he knew 
leav:o it a.ll with him, but constantly strive to what was best for my tree, better than I 
pm·form our many duties well. Our first did!"-Sel. 
and most important duty is to gain control I 
of onr peevish, hasty tempers, and to correct 
the evils of our ow·n natures. 

"ESSEL DEE." 

GUIDE US STILL. 
Bless us with thy Holy Spirit, 

As we stdve to do thy will; 
\Ve are weak, but we would serve thee, 

Heavenly l<.,;;;tber, bless us stilL 

Cborus:--

Guide us stm, guide us still, 
Heavenly Father, guide us still; 

Guide us by thy Holy Spirit, 
Heavenly Father, guide us still. 

VVe, thy children, wish to serve thee, 
F,s,ithfu!ly thy will 

Hmwenly Father, we beseech thee, 
Keap us ea.ch one tu thy we.y. 

JI..-~avenly Father, we do thank thee 
For the blessinl's of the past, 

And we pray thy loving presence 
May be with us to the last. A. M. J. 

THE TvYO OLIV.E TR:IJJES. 
A f;,ble is related of a hermit and his olive 

PRAYER UNION, 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Sr. Grace Johnson, of Chicago, requests the 
Prayer Union to pray for her husband, Elmer 
E. Johnson, who has so long been afflicted, 
that he may yet be restored to health and 
strength, if it is the Lord's will. 

A sister from Michigan writes, earnestly 
desiring the prayers of the saints and sisters 
in the Prayer Union in behalf of ber brother, 
that the appetite for strong drink and tobacco 
be taken from him, tu!d he be given strength 
to overcome the temptations of evil compan
ions, and that his desire for !'(;lading the 
Word of God may be stronger, and he may 
have a stronger determination to do the 
Master's will, and prove faithful. 

ELDER T, A. HOUGA.S, EDITOR. 

Henderson, ],fills Co., Iowa. 

illustrates how difficult it is for HOlV!E DEPARTMENT. 
man to know what really is best hquiry is made from time to time, What 

him; how wise it is in all things to/ is the Home Department? And as this idea 
submissive to the will of God, and leave, is more or less new to Latter D&y Saints, let 

ourselves in his hands. 'I' he fable says: An I us notice for a short time what it is. 
hermit plant.ed an olive t!'ee near his I We speak of primary department, inter-

c8,Vf;:.~; thinking it mi.ght v~.rant, water9 mediate department1 and senior department 
to God to send w~,ter. So, the I as representiDg those parts of the member-

i!.own find hiR oli.ve tree, 1 in tlle 
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and vote. Their lessons are the same as I intermediate, and senior work of the school. 
So the· Home Department represents those 
engaged in the 

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK AT HOME. 

In every community there are those who 
do not attend Sunday school. They are made 
up of the "can'ts," such as the aged and in
firm, invalids, and those detained by reason 
of being so occupied as ,to render attendance 
impossible; and the "wun'ts," such as those 
who are too big, those who don't care, those 
who don't believe, etc. 

THE MISSION OF THE HOME DEPARTMENT 

is to take the Sunday school to all these, the 
"won'ts" as well as the "can'ts," and get 
them to studying God's word as found in the 
Sunday school lessons, a stated amount of 
time each week, say one half hour or one 
hour, and thus bring to pass a more universal 
study of God's word, and a more general 
understanding of his law, and, through a 
better understanding of the law, bring about 
a more. perfect obedience. 

HOW 

is this to be brought about? The discussion 
of this question will be based largely upon 
the methods employed by the American Sun· 
day School Union. The work is to be largely 
under the direction of individuals called 
"visitors," whose duties are to visit the stay
at-homes and present the matter of studying 
the Sunday school lessons at home, one hour 
each week, or such time as may be decided 
upon, and secure the consent of the indi
vidual so to do and enroll him in the Home 
Department. When the member is secured 
the "visitor" provides him with a quarterly, 
an envelope for contributions, in which his 
offerings are placed, and on the outside of 
which a record is made by the member of 
offerings, and time spent in the study of the 
lesson. The visitor calls around occasionally 
to inquire of progress, and at end of quarter 
to bring new supplies and receive report and 
offering. 

KIND OF CLASSES. 

If there is only one individual in a neigh
borhood working according to these plans, 
it is an individual class; if several members 
of one family are enrolled, it constitutes a 
family class; and if members of a number of 
families unite. in the study under one as a 
leader, it is a neighborhood class. If there 
are several classes, and it becomes too much 
for one visitor to attend to all, there may be 
several visitors, and a superintendent of 
Home Department chosen to direct the whole. 

THE RELATION OF THE HOME DEPARTMEN'l' 

members to the regular Sunday school should 
be similar to that of other departments. 
They are a department of the school, and 
as such, under the superintendent of the 
regular school, are entitled to recognition as 
other departments are. They are to be re
ported as a part of school, make reports to 
the sehoul through the visitor or superintend
ent of Home Department, and receive reports 
of school. They should be notified of special 
announcements, receive invitations to par
ticipate in picnics, conventions, and all 
special gatherings and doings; and in pass· 
~n~ of import;J.n~ m'lltt~?rs ~hould htl!VE'l voice 

those of the main school. I 
MEMBERS OF HOME CLASSES 

should be induced if possible to become iden- I KENTUCKY AND :I'ENNESSEE. 
tified with and to attend the main 8chooL I Conference convened with Sedalia branch, 
Where there is no school sufficiently near I in new chunJh (O;o~l:dand) near Swan, Ken
with which to be identified, Hom<? Cls.sses tucky, O:otohccr 27. District president being 
may be formed under district o<· if I absent, T. C. Kelley was chosen pJ·eside. 
not in. an organized dis~ri~t,. then un~er I Brv,neh reports: Foundry Hill 53, Haleys 
authority of General Asso01atwn through 1t.s Creek 43, Hiil 50, Eagle Creek 33. No 
offic~rs. Such classes as these latter would Ire-port s~"dalia. Ministry reporting: 
be dlrected by correspondence and known as I Elders c. L. Snow, D. w._ Co.ok, J. H. Adair, 
"correspondence classes." P. Seaton, T. C. Kelley; Priest R. N. 

Members joining home classes are to take I War·ren; '1\mchers Wilii3 Oliver and A. L. 
upon them I Snow. BishoD's agent reported, and a com-

CERTAIN DU'l'IES. I mittee was appointed to s.udit bis books. Re-
They are to study th_e lessons one half to one j port of committcie 011 arrangements for 'ohe 
hour each week. Tney are expected to con- reunion and a motion to <wcept the re-
tribute to the financial work of the school. port of audHing- commit-
They are expected to participate in the committee, having 

find them cor-
writing of papers, etc., for convention and meeting is 
the like. They will report regularly, and and the presi-
will lend their interests to extending the the branches 
work as widely and rapidly as possible. on Saturday 

by WHlis 
This department with us as an association John Snow by T. 

is a g'o ele\'i.3ll a. m.. prayer meeting 
NEW FEATURE, H. Aih>,ir in as~isted by 

but with those who have given it a trial it is evening ser-mon by C. L. 
a decided success. The American Sunda,y Snow. Moved Sa.itns !Mld fdends ba ex-
School Union has been pushing it the past tend; d a vote of th!Hlks for their kindness in 

entertaining visitors AdjCJurnAd to Foundry 
few years with marked results. Fcom actual Hill the second S.o"turday in F<Jbruary [9th] 
statistics gathered by house to bouse visitation next. 
it is learned that in this state one family out 
of every twenty-five have no Bible in the home, 
and who can say of the twenty-four who have 
Bibles how many read them? The Sunday 
school is a potent factor in bringing about a 
more general reading of the Scriptures, and 
this department will do much to aid by car
rying the Sunday school to many of "the indi· 
viduals who are not now attendants, and 
readers of the word of God. 

But are not all Latter Day Saints re!l.ders 
of the books of the church? Alas, I fear not. 

MANY HOMES 

in the church do not possess copies of the 
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Cove-
nants. Many homes which do possess them 

NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 

have no family altar, and hence no regular amount rec•_,ived $:-!9 
reading of the divine word. It should be the 1 ance on hMd $ll. 
object of the Sunday school through the I members were clwsen 
Home Department to take the Sunday school I Conference: A. V. '-'"'"~·,w, 
into every dwelling occupied by a Saint who I S.M.. Shaver,. ~i-!~ 
does not for any reason attend Sunday I A. L. to meet 
school. I Valley Junction Saln'us in .June next. 

Celestial glory is 'the reward of obedience I -----..-"""~->-----
to celestial law. Can obedience come before 1 

understanding? Can an understanding be I 
reached without reading and study? Is the 1 
reading as likely to be done without system 
as with it? The Home Department will do 
much towards the solution of these questions. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, 

1st Asst. Supt. General S. S. Association .. 

THE SPIRIT OF THE GIFT. 
'Tis not the weight of jewel or plate, 

Or the fondle of silk and fur; 
'Tis the spirit in which the gift is rich 

As the gifts of the Wise Ones were; 
And we are not told whose gift was gold 

Qt• whosE;) was the gift of myrrh. 
-~,-J:iHJrmma Cooke, 

OOlW!llNTIOl~ NOTICES. 
The followiug prc•gram will be, carried out 

at Netti,'Naka conveut.ion of Northeastern 
Kansas dlst.rict in Fubruary next: Talks, 
"V\That new l1:>"ve tried in 

Bro. 
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n 
PASTORAL. 

'l'o the Sa,ints of P<l.ci.fic Slope Mission, 
Greetiog:-You will see Saints' He-rald, of 
November 1900, that will not re·~urn to 

l'ot{sons assigned in said no
l will continue to direct the 

through the sub-minis-

is hereby appointed 
of • he Q("ntral di6trict, Call-

and l<'. B. Blair in charge of the 
district. The ministry are urged 

in sending in their the 
first January and March, as I 
desire to be kept well 
status of t.he 1vork commi'vted to our care. I 
truly feei grateful to the brethren asBociated 
with me in gospel work, for tb.e sup-
port have given mo, and desire . you 
continue t·fforts~ also feel 
.thMlkfnl to the kindness shown 
me t,hfm. 

I am 
whlch have 
of the 
work 
z2al energy on our part. 

sfiorded UR 

aml grand work o! in our respec-
loca\ities. So let us while the day 

lasts for t,be harvest time is fast approaching 
when Christ om· eternal will come in 
his and g·lory to garner the sheaves 
and re his r<capers. 

Praying that success 
forts, to the glory of God 
men, 

attend our ef
salvation of 

I remain your brother and coworker in 
Christ, G. T. GRIFFITHS. 

Knvn.AND\ Ohi01 Nov. 24, 1900. 

G. T. Grif
the Presi

dency to in missions charge of 
Brn. Wiiliam H. Kelley and John H. Lake 
as they and he agree and wisdom di-
rect" until the session of conference, 
by Bro Gri!JlLhs will devote most 
ef time to the Kirtland district, 
the Pltt.sburg a.nd Ohio districts, and 
ing Bw. Lake as circumstances u:ay require. 
'l'he of laborers renders 11; necessary 
that the not only be interested in 
:c~.nd extend aid in their assigned 
fi ,]ds of but be willing to in adja-
cent places demands are made upon 
them, especially when new openings are pre
sent,ed. 

Missionaries wrho are laboring in the Kirt-
land distric'• will make their quar-

reports to Griffiths !l,nd retipect 
his in the wor·k in that 
"field of labor," tbat may be order and 
harmony. H. 

H. KEt.LEY. 
;!OHN' H. LAKI~. 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

GRACELAND MUSEUM. 
Some time ago the friends of art and educa

tion began donating to Graceland College 
such articles as would be of interest, and the 
last to contribute to our collection was Elder 
Luther R and Sr_ Ella R. Devore, now of 
Holden, Missouri, who were our faithfulrep
resentati ves of the restored gospel in the far 
away Society Islands, from 1891 to 1896. They 
have lately made us their debtor for a 
"Bibilia Mo'a Ra," so now, if any of our So
ciety Island brethren should visit Graceland, 
they ma.y res.d the Scriptut'es in their own 
language. With this Bible is a basket, or 
holder, made by the natives from leaves. 
Three coins; namely, a Cbilian 20 cent piece 
of 1892, a Peruvian 10 cent piece' of 1866, and 
a French coin of 1863, two pearl ornaments for 
the ears, a natb·e made fan that is real quaint, 
six strands of small sea shells, and a large 
horny shell. These small shells are called 
by the natives "Pupu." There are also two 
pupu doors; these grow on the nose of the 
fish, and in time of danger the fish recoils in 
its shell and closes the door, so it is 8afe from 
shark or other enemy. Surely the small 
things of the deep bear witness of the wis
dom and loving kindness of God. There are 
also some small red and black berries that 
grow upon an island tree in clusters like 
grapes. 

In behalf of the college, I return thanks to 
Bro. and Sr. Devore. 

And-now, to others, permit me to inform 
you, ~hat we are still in a receptive mood, 
and would be pleased to acknowltdge your 
gift to our growing museum. Also, we would 
like to have the herbalist remember our her
barium. And still wider and larger is the 
circle we appeal to in behalf of our library; 
we are still in need of such books that you 
are willing to contribute. 

And last, but not least, we are still in need 
of financial aid. While we feel very grateful 
to those who have already complied with 
former appeals, which has renewed our cour
age, once more let me plead that the Saints 
neglect not their duty to Graceland College; 
for let me assure you, time will prove that it 
will be no badge of honor to oppose this in
stitution of the ohuroh. 

When in the goodness of your soul charity 
shall manifest itself at Christmas tide, please 
do not forget us with a liberal donation. 

In behalf of Gr:weland, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

Box 224, LAMONI, Iowa. 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
After January 1, 1901, birth notices will be 

charged for at the rate of 50 cents pee 75 
~. ords or fraction thereof. 

Marriage notices will be inserted for $1.00 
per 100 words or fraction thereof. 

Death notices will be allowed 100 words 
free. Above that number 50 cents per 100 
words or fraction thereof will be charged. 

•:ro insure prompt insertion, make remit-
tance with noti.ces. · 

CHRISTMAS PR.OGRAM. 

The Western Association is divided into 
two departments. Applicants located in 
Alabama, Arkansas, Indian Territory, Okla
homa, Kentucky, Louisll.na, Missisa1ppi, Mis
som·i, Sonora (Mexico), Tennessee, and TPxas, 
should address C. l'VL Pr·att, Chairman, Room 
1320 Union Trust Building, St. Louis, Mis
souri. Those io other tenitory of said Asso
ciation address Ehen E MacL8od, Chairman, 
Monadnock Building, Chicago, Illinois. 

Applicants in Central Association territory 
should address F. C. Donald, Commissioner 
Central Passenger Association, Monadnock 
Building, Chicago, Illinois. 

Application blanks be obtained from 
local railroad agents, or· either of the 
above named. 

Alllooal mioisters entitled to permits are 
referred to their respective missionaries in 
charge for indorsement,, as heretofore. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, December 1, 1900. 2t 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO lVIJiJlVIORIAL FUND TO 
JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH, 

THE MARTYRS. 
Previously reported .................... $8 27 
Julia A. Thomas, Maine ........... o... ] OG 
J. Gault, Nevada ...................... 1 00 
I<'. C. Warnky, Missouri................ 25 
H. L. Farrar, Michigan................ 50 

LIST FROM R M ELVIN, AS 
FOLLOWS:-

Dr. Will J. Mather, Iowa............... 50 
Alfred Loven, Iowa .................... 1 00 
Joseph Bogue, Iowa .................... 1 00 
John Lovell, Iowa ...................... 1 00 
Josephine Webel, Iowa................. 50 
Nephi Lovell, Iowa ..................... 1 00 
John Hougas, Iowa ...... o.............. 25 

Total, to date .......... $16 27 
In list of Sr. J_ D. Cooper, in former l'eport 

should read Sr. Brown................. 30 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of South westr:Jrn Texas district 

will convene on the lst day of February, 
1901, at San Texas. 

DAVENPOR'l', Clerk. 

DIED. 
Colorado, November 

widow of Jason 
W. Briggs. She was born at Avoca, New 
York, September 30, 182?, and was 73 years, 1 
month, and 29 days old at the time of her 
death. She leaves behind two sons, five 
daughters, and several grandchildt'en. For 
many years she was identified with the Reor
ganization, and shared the many sacrifices 
and privations of her husband while he was 
prominent in the missionary force. She was 
well known to many of the elders for kind 
deeds bestowed, and no doubt will be remem
bered and duly rewarded by our heavenly 

Many complaints have reached this office Father. By her request, Elder J. B. Roush 
NEW DISTRICT IN in relation to the Christmas Program, be- conducted the funeral which were 

To the Otl:lcers and Mom bers of the State of cause of delay. We wish to say that the music short and simple, according to wi.shes. 
with your plates reached us November 24, and the pro- WILLIAMS.-At St. Davids, Illinois, No-

I hereby grams were printed and mailed by the 28th, vember 7, 1900, Edward J. Williams, aged 78 
a 8pecial conference to held at and are now for sale: years, 8 months, and 4 days. He was born 

Oregon, on the 2d and 3d of February, JOHN SMITH, Manager. March 3, 1822; married Jane Davies April19, 
J 90!, with the v.\•3117 to effect said 1841. They obeyed the gospel and emigrated 
tion. I here~JiLhauthorize Bto. D. L. to this country in June, 1855; settled in Hyde 
one of the and sub-missionary in Park, Pennsylvania; united with the Reor-
charg·e, to dir·ect Ol'g&nizatiou of the new CLERGY PERMITS FOR 1901. ~ranized Church June 9, 1864; moved to 
district. section 20: 3 ) All secee- The Central and the Western Passenger Bwokfield, Ohio; then t.o St. Davids, Illinois, 
taries of br-anches should send a. Jul! and Associations have been furnished with lists He leaves four sons aud one sic;tet· t.o mourn. 
compl0te report to Bro_ Harris at Drain, complete to date of all General Conference Funeral service was held by Brn. T. :B'. Staf
Oregon, two wN~ks before conveniDg· o.f con- and other general mission appointees, and ford and John S. Pat.t,gr~on in t,he M. E. 

GovmR until the General Conference of 1901. ton, Illinois, there to rest until the day when 
ference. • Yours bnads, !notified that certificates of appointment hol.d 

1 

church at St. David. He buried at Can, 

Missionary in Charge. for permits for the year 1901 the spirit and the shall be reqnited in 
~r:e,TI;AND, Ohto, Nov. 24, 1~000 ' ~ay therefore may be made at any time. H<e day of the 
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he Saints• 
(Established 1860 ) 

Published Every 
D~:watur County, 

Subscription price. $1.50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

'in arrears unless terms are made with the Pub
Hshing House. 

The traveling ministry, distrk.t and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
·"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark John Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter. 

Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also 
orders for all kinds of Ensign Publications. 

JorrN SMITH, Manager. 

LIIMONI, lfJWJI. 

1., 

l!!l'or catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IoWA. 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the Generi!M 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued qull:l!'o 
terly. 

Y3. Senior Grade, per quarter ••• 
Per year, in advance .......•• 

'2'4. Intermediate Grade, per qual"> 
ter . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • 06 
Per year .•••••.•..••..... ,.. 11) 

'!'!). Primary Grade, per quarter.. ~ 
Per year.................... 11 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

'16. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen .•• I 50 
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK 

77. Limp, 15c. each, per dozen ... 1 00 
The office will procure for its pa.trona 

fi.D.Y ~ook that is obtainable. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 

JOSEPH LUFF. 
123. Cloth • • .. • • • . • • • • • .. • • • • • • •• 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

TRACTS. 
1. The Nature of Man, Is He 

Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc· 
trine of the Church, and Kirt· 
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... 15 

!). Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per dozen 3c-.; 100...... 15 

6. The ''OneBaptism;" Its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

7. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of. the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

I. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 ........... '... .. .. . . . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100.. . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen Hie.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re· 
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . • . • . . . . • . • . • 1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . SO 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig· 
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100. . . . . • . . . . . . . . 60 

17. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ . . . . • 1>0 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza· 
tion of the Church; per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of per dozen 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy; 
per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

!1. Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen 10c.; 100.. . . . . .. . . . . .. 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100· .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath. Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
80. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

Sl. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . · 20 

32. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

34. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

46. 

48. 

The Church or Kingdom of 
God; What is It? Whence 
Comes It?· per dozen 5c. ; l 00 30 
Prophecy of the Hebellion; 
100......................... 10 
What We Believe; per dozen 
10c.; 100 .................... 1 00 
The Gospel and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . 20 
Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Cowdery Letters; each 5c.; 
per doz,~n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Crooked Paths, per dozen 15c.; 
100 ......................... 1 00 
The Pure Gospel of Christ; 
per dozen 3c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
One Wi.fe, or Many; per 
dozen, 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

THE C~~~~£~N R~~~B£1~· ~~ 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper ..................... , 25 
133. Cloth.. . . • • . . • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • 40 

NOT IN THE CATALOGUE. 
180. Printed envelopes with Her

ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . 50 

181. THE OPINIONS Oil' SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
TERS ON ISAIAH 29:11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, 10c. ; per dozen. . . . . . . . 1 00 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
Archreological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mormon. Complete 
set of six . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

183. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
for Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers...................... 15 

184. Visions of Joseph Smith the 
Seer, Discoveries of Ancient 
American Records and Relics, 
with the statements of Dr. 
Lederer (converted Jew) and 
others. Each 10c.; per dozen, 1 00 

OUR ANGELS WHISPER 
Family Record, Family Register, Marriage Certifi· 

cate, Lord's Prayer, and other pictures sell readily. 
Agents wanted. Send for circulars, prices, etc.~ to 

(Bro.) .B. F. Ordway & Co., 
Peoria, Illinois. 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 111 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERALD OFFICE, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
A. H.~ WS, 205!,;; Polk Street, 

San Francisco, California. 
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By Elder Peter Anderson. 

49. Brighamismen Afsli5ret, eller 
Brigham Young Som Leder 
og Profet. Per doz., 15c.; 100 1 00 

OF REFERENCE. 

E I 
(Teachers' Edition), 

COMPRISING ITS 

ANTIQUITIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGq 
RAPHY, NATURAL HISTORY AND 
LITERATURE 

WITH THE 

Latest Researches and References to 
the Re:vised Version of the New 
Testament. 

OVER. 800 PAGES, WITH mmrr COLORED 
MAPS AND 4411 ILLUSTRATIONS, 

.,BY .. 

WILLIAM SMITH, LL.D• 
REVISED AND EDITED BY 

Rev. F. N. and 1\1.. A. PELOUBET 
AUTHORS OF ''SELECT NOTES ON THE 
INTERNATIONAL LESSONS. 11 

very Unique mnding in Black and Gold, 

Every one acknowledges the great value of Dr. William Smith's Bible Dic

tionary as containing the "fruit of the ripest biblical scholarship of England." In 

revising, editing and bringing down to date this estimable work the Revs. F. N. and 

M.A. Peloubet have accomplished a wonderful task and have made this book au 
invaluable one. 

Besides their innumerable notes, they have added the proper names used in 

the New Version, together with their pronunciation, the signification of proper 

names has been inserted, the results of the latest research in regard to the topog

raphy of Palestine are embodied, the dates at which persons lived and events took 

place have been inserted, Chronological tables, a harmony of the Gospels and an out

line of the "Apostles and Their History" are also added, all in all making this book 

of inestimable value to any one interested in the Bible. 

For Sale by The HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, Price $1.60. 

adjoining Lamoni, 15 minutes w:;;,lk from 
1 church, school, and business cenk•r. Choice 
I location, highly improved. About half in 

grass; all fine ls,nd. Title clear. For par-
ticulars apply to S. W. S 

WOODBINE, 
170ct00 

IOWA, 

Tract of 1700 acres in Dt~Kfllb county. 1\'lise:ouri, four 
miles from Amity, and five miles frc\m Clark'3da1e; near 
line of Rock leland railroad and swnch st~tiou, can be 
had in One lot or divided to SUit pnt'Chll8P.f. rrerms 
reasonable. Address, J. 0. SOUTHARD, Mgr., 

Amity, Missouri, or 
CHAHLES P. I•'AUL, 

48-13t Clarksdale, 1\Iissouri. 

Lecture size 5x8 feet on muQ_lin for traveling mi:rdstry_o. 
$2.00. Home and office size 39x51 inches on paper, cloth 
hack and varnished in colors, $1 50. 

All maps sent by express, charges 30c. and upwards ac· 
cordmg to distance, to be paid at end of route. Send 
orders to G. J:<'. WESTON, 

47.47 Buchanan, Michigan. 
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56. Paper ...............••••••• 
57. Cloth, limp, double size ..•••• 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. Paper, each 5c.; per dozen... ~() 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for Sunday 

schools to district associa
tions; per dozen. . . . • . . . . . . . • lt 

60. For districts to General Asso~ 
ciation; per dozen........... lC 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• 20· 

ENVELOPES. 
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CARDS AND TICKETS. 
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64. Small, ten kinds; 100 ...••• ,. 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100 .................... . 
66. Per 1,000 ................... 1 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK
ETS. 

67. Per 100 ........ , ........... . 
68. Per 1,000 ................... 1 

CONSTITUTION AND BY~ LAWS. 
For the government of schoolsi 
local, district, and general. 

69. Per dozen .................. . 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each •••eeeoee.,oQ!ooeecr.•ot•••• 

71. Per dozen .. G • ..... (J b ••••••••• 
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IS THE 

BY W. R. KJ11NDALL JR., 

a Bible 

business of the Christian 
truth wherever it 

and crystallize it about 
tion to allow the life and thought 
in the same old Children want of Christ. 
change. and development, I A fourth would be largely 
are laws of their nature, and unwit· remedied by a permanent normal class 
tingly they look for them in re· in every school. It is a medium 
lation of life. It is no wonder I through which young folks pass, out 
child_ren _grow tired after attendin¥, of the school as scholars, . back into 
for SIX, mght, or ten years a school m the school as teachers, Without any 
which the classes are a,l ways arranged break in membership. From this 
in the same way, the opening service viewpoint alone its advantages are 
conducted in the same time-honored obvious. 
manner, where the songs are the old Fifth-Failure sometimes results 
songs, and everything, year in and I from allowing scholars to form an un
year out, ''pursues the even tenor of true idea of their relation to the school 

~ --------
¢, 

of 
a and a 

There are 
solution does 
and it does not satisfy writerr· 
alL Is there any solution that is s:t'.t·· 
isfactory? There is. The first 1a:ct 
to be noted in this solution is, that thi'?c 
Bible nowhere states nor implies that: 
Jesus was crucified and died on J:'i'ri·· 
day. It is said that Jesus was c:n.:aci" 
tied on "the day before the Sabbath. 
(Mark 15: 42.) As the Jewishweeld:y· 
Sabbath came on Saturday (beginning; 
at sunset the evening before) the con·
clusion is naturally drawn, that a~ 
Jesus was crucified '·the day beforr~ 
the Sabbath," He must have be<e& 
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':Jli:'ueified on But the Jews 
other Sabbaths besides tbe 

Sabbath which fell on Satur-
first of 1ihe Passover 

no matter of the week 
it ca,me upon, was always a Sabbath. 

12: 16; Lev. 23: 7; Num. 28: 
16-18. 

The question therefore arises 
'Whether the Sabbath tb::r,t followed 
the day of Christ's crucifixion was the 

Sabbath (Saturday) of the 
Passover Sabbath, falling on the 
15th Nisan (which came that year 
,'On 'rhursday). We are not left to 
,,.peculate about that; for John tells us 
itn so many words in John 19:14, that 
the day on which Jesus was tried and 
.;crucified was '•the preparation of the 
~Passover," i. e., it was not the day be· 
<'fore the weekly Sabbath (which came 
'2;b.is year on Thursday). 

The gospel of John was written 
than the other gospels and 

:'Bcholars have for a long time noticed 
'that in various places there was an 
'8Vident intention to correct false im
]Jressions that one might get from 
l.."eading the other gospels. One of 
'these false impressions was that Jesus 
'ate the Passover with his disciples at 
-~he regular time of the Passover. To 
l\3orrect this false impression John 
";;learly teaches that he ate it the even-

before and that he himself died 
•on cross at the very moment the 
Passover lambs were being slain ''be

the two evenings" (Ex. 12, 6; 
and R V. marg.) of the 14th 
God's real pascalla,mb, Jesus, 

uf which all the other pascal lambs 
were the was therefore 

of 
<God. 

was Saturday the Jewish Sabbath. primitive man from the birth
Of course, it was impossible for Jesus place of the race in Asia, and so it 
to take such a journey on the Jewish may aid in the still open 
Sabbath. In realhy his triumphal of whether mankind 
entry into J erusalern was on the Rab- one stock or was the 
bath. This was altogether possible evolutionary processes 
for the Bible elsewhere tells us that simultaneously in different parts of 
Bethany was a Sabbath day's journey the earth. The latter is the newer 
off from Jerusalem (Acts 1: 12; Luke theory. Coincidences in the history 
24: 50). But further yet, John tells of race development are now held by 
us in so many words that Jesus' entry many to prove not necessarily a com
into Jerusalem was on the next day mon origin and communication of ten
after his arrival at Bethany. (John dencies, but simply the orderly march 
12: 12.) That Sabbath on which Je- of uniform law throughout the world. 
sus entered Jerusalem was, if the Not only biblical, but evolutionary 
Passover (15th Nisan) came on Thurs- and social science will therefore 
day, the lOth Nisan, the very day on eagerly await and welcome any light 
which God commanded that the Pass- that Professor Hilprecht's find may 
over lamb should be taken up (Ex. 12: throw into 'the dark corners of the 
3). So Jesus, the true Passover past." 
Lamb, was taken up on the 10th Nisan Biblia gives the following account of 
(on that day the Pharisees rejected some discoveries made public since 
him as king and chose him for death, our last article:-
unwittingly fu~fillir:g the Scriptu.res), "From among six hundred frag
~nd he was sl~m on the 14th of N1~an, I ments of writings, Professor Hil
JUSt a. s Gods word had provided I precht bas obtained knowledge of the 
fifte~n hundred years before. . . :first king known to man--En-shag

It _Is remar_kable how many prophetl· shur-ana lord of Kengi now known 
cal and typwal passages of the Old as Babylonia, who r~igned about 
Test~ment. are fulfil!ed ~nd bow many 6500 B. c. Kengi was harrassed by 
seemu~g discrepan~Ies m the gospel Kish, aneighboring city and kingdom. 
narratives are straightened out w~en En-shag-shur-ana marched against 
we once understand that Jesus. died Kish and defeated its ruler, and the 
on Wed~eeday and

1 
not .on !nday. spoil of this expedition, the tablets 

The wnter ~as ~e_d this ylaw for tell, was presented to the temple of 
year~, but this yeaor a book. nas b:en Bel in Nippur. But later the rulers 
published ~Three, Prop~letic .Da~_s, of Kish took Kengi, for it is found 
yvm. Fredrwk •. Clyd~, Ohw) mamtam- that one of them, Ur-Shulpauddu, 
mg the same v1ew Wlth s~ch force of made offering in the of Niopur. 
argument that many reviewers who '" • . x 
have always held to the traditional The gre~tes!, howevm of all the 
view have been forced to admit that rulers of this d~~ and age 
the argument was unanswerable.-R. was Lugalzag~lSl, who to 
A. Torrey, in Bam's Horn. havetbbeen a verf1table He 

MORE ABOU r PROFESSOR H!L-
PRECHT'S DISCOVERIES AT 

NIPPUR. 

Students of the Old 
the 

was e son o mentioned in 
Genesis 12:4. It is contended by 

biblical students th?,t, many of 
in an inva-

sion of the M:editerranean seaboard 
from the Persian 
ble. But the tablets 
invader ws,s 
in 4500 B. c. 

also to the Med-
the in· ruins of I At one time 
at sunset ancient Nippur, ruled all the then known world. 

been in the remarks that it after a while the of 
exactly tant g·isi and a long 

hours. The next finding of the before man built 
the grave was found empty. with its Greek About thirty of accumulated 

that it was on inscription on its debris represents the age between the 
and not on Friday that scientists to work out the key to the fall and the, Sargon. 

are so numerous that it cipher in which the Egyptians wrote One extraordinary feature the vases 
would take a volume to. properly ex- most of their tomb records. Says bearing records of Lugalzaggisi's 

them. The traditional theory Biblia (October):- greatness is that their interior was 
Jesus died on Friday and that "The tablets treat of literarv and hollowed out by machinery, yet civi-

this was the Passover Day would historical matters prior to 2280 'B. c., lization today ·assumes machinery to 
,~;nake it necessary" to suppose that Je- or long antedating the career of Abra- be of a comparatively recent develop
i''!SUS took a long journey (from Jericho ham. The light thus thrown on the ment. "-The Literary Digest, December 
;c-1te Bethany) on the Jewish Sabbath; early history of Southern Asia will, of 1, 1900. 
')'for John distinctly tells us that Jesus course, 'have an important bearing on ..,.. • 
:<Came to Bethany six days before the the earlier chapters of Genesis. But ADDREssEs 

'.Passover (.John 12: 1), and if the tradi·j it will do still more. It will probably I A th All . . dd. h h 
,,. 1 · · · ht th' p h 1 t 1 th b , l b' I r ur en, m1sswn a ress, c urc cor-'·;,IOna VIe": IS ng ! lS assov~r e P o C ear up e O sc~re ear. Y lS- ner of Glasgow and Dickson streets, St. Louis, 
~ame •on Friday and SIX days before 1t · tory of the supposed d1sperswn of , Missouri. 
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"ll ye continue in my word, then 1tte ye my 

"H=ken to the word of the Lords fca• there shall not aay man an:wnl(; yo~.> 

VOL. 47. 

LAMONI, !OW A, DEC. 12, 1900. 

A SLANDEROUS STATEMENT. 

Los ANGELES, California, Nov. 23. 
Dear Brother Juseph:-Inclosed 'please find 

some more on the •·.Mormon" queS·· "'"·· +o .. t· 
tion. No come to communi- '' 1)'Lerneno. 
cation of the and I not think 
ther~ will be. We have nothiug in the I 
controversy. . 

1 
In one of his previous articles Eidee Nya I or 

made t,his statement:- I' ; 

"Oh the painful waiting· of t.hat 'headless a, 
body' for eight long years tili t.he man called 
'Young Joseph' could be dragg·ed from the 
haunts arid dens of the low and depraved, i!,s 
set forth his brother Alt!xander ~.nd 
lished in San Francisco 
1900, as follows: 'It may seem 
unbelievers that a prophet, seer, 
tor, whose relation to the churcl:l 
mouthpiece of the Supreme 
have spent a good share of his life 

but Alexander says "thM after 
his the mother married out-
side of the and both he and his 
brother were but 
were of the loved 
dance, the table, tho , .. It w~;,:; 1 
in a saloon Alexander Smith's first revo-~ 
lat.ion eame.' Oh, what a record to be proud and 
of! I'l1ia son of a noble BAtBr il'rl 

to lowest wai ks of life, is '-
out to become the head I 
of this and ordained thereunto 

a set of apostates, one of whom had not 
baptized in to this headless body!" 

I entered l!.n emphatic denial of this 
det·. Inasmuch as it has been given 
in the papers of the two cities, I 

would answer this through the columns 
the Herald. I have not had the privilege 

of seeing Brother Alexander in relation t,o 
this interview as published in the Call; but 1 
cannot t,hink that he told them anything 
like what they published. 

We have had a glorious rain here. Nearly 
seven inches in Los Angeles, and more at 
ot,her points. It approached a flood in some 

Much damage was done, but we 
the good accuring will more than off

sel; the harm. Hundreds of acres of 
washed into the sea down in the "pe~.t 
country as a result of the old "Santa Ana" 
breaking over its banks .. It is estimated that 
the damag·e to the streets of Los Angeles will 
~.mount to thirLy thousaod dollars. By this 
you can have an idea of the terrific force of 
the storm. The streets here were veritable 
rivers. Much damage was done to the steam 

electric roads. One consolation. the loss 
largely be confined to the few- who are 

the best able to stand it while the benefit will 
be distributed promiscuously and particulady 
among those who were famishing for the 
need of it,. We are a wet. winter. 
The rain lasted for almost continuous 
days. are moving along here as 
usuaL Bl'o. !l,nd his amanuun· 

UkewiRe ·Br-ethn:;n 

you !i•ee.'"-John !In 31, J'l, 

nonc."-B. of M., page116. 

NO. 50.-

cut," was the 

fhemsel ves slaves 
of its influence. 

know what 
in the San 

1, 1900; 
the 
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of men, so that the 
is not made at the 
that it is 
there is a 
lowed, a 
again into the 
the hope that the 
second body in life 
needed progress to 
which is to be not born 
ceasing to be born 
accounted as a 
that such an end 
once or in the first 
of displeasure if the 
peat the being born 
until the favoring 

a reached. 
While we as Christian 

Christ do not 
final loss of an 
firmed by a bhth into 
responsibility 
and recognition 
lieve in the doctrine of 

there are concessions to be oth
ers must make for I cannot. I 

and my convictions 
are so that I cannoli 

conscience will not let me. 
others 

to this 

t:ill happily suitable environments are 
found for the tired in the midst 
of which the work of 
of sinking out of 
the all Father to lose 
enwalled in eternal 
happiness, we no 
viduality and personal 
once conferred are 
far as we are 
life 

l 

ludi-1 

sol 
one I 

I no I n..~=w· ... ,,. 

II this may be. 1 

1 
Paul was so sure o£ his with I 

I Christ ttwJt he once wrote that 

using our of here i.t was ''better for 

my fellows? and not, Are my fellows 
in rrnity with me? He may reason 
like this: The differences that exist 
between me and my fellows are no 
greater, .or more insurmountable for 
me than for them. The distance from 
me to them is the same from them to 
me. If I block 
up the of a 

soning to 

have they 
the obstacle. Is it within 

to remake the spirit 
wi'Ghin me, to my 

to do this for 
barriers of 
what chance 

or compel my rea
to theirs? Is it mine 

them? So long as the 
and will remain, 

there for agreement 
to a Must not 

on contested 
to ask or 

what rule of 
comrades say to 

are fixed, I 
I not be justi

same, by the same 

from 
constituted a distill

feature of the doctrine as 
Latter D'-'•Y Saints. 

the soundness of 
we take it for 

belief is a correct I 
"desire to and so be 

that we become of 
1 

them he should remain," and so and desire 
with those who themselves have 1 he was to so remain. of the 

to consider 

virtue and reached the con- , He also 'Hrote, "Follow me :t,s I also to those who may so 
dition of peace, entire freedom follow Ch:rist." Whether he intended It is just possible that we do notal-
from subjection to eviL this to mean ·tha,t he did follow Christ realize the of our own 

Unfortunate environments serve in all essential and thus be- ; and as we do that 
to emphasize effort and enhance the ca,me a for his breth- will continue 
merit when the end is re~whod. I ren or warn them his will to his people, it may 
then, is open to us. It is to himself and them to 1 not be amiss to consider whether we 
selves into it the essential fea- I[ are for the consequences 

If a man assumes tha,t he is so con· and WOl'k of sub- such a belief involves. 
stituted that ce:rta,in lines of t with some I It is a matter of no small moment 
and conduct all. Have tha,t God should condescend to speak 
he cannot, who to men, and instruct them how to or-
other lines der their lives receive 
and so states to hi.s they 
like himself to reach think he 
of peace and us but the 
a unity with the or that revelations of his 
does he not will would be mH·eless or ill-advised. 
rades: I lmowMmtuni lJilB do nol; think of God as one who 
that it is necessary would deal in idle vvords and useless 
I also desire this counsel. A from him ought 
If it can be obtaim~d impor-
lines of I held 
willing to be 
ciatef.l. If it 
it cal1 be 
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have to 

ca,n 
ate the 
many homes; do the 

and Doctrine and ts 
:receive consideration which their 
merit demands? 

These may seem questicns, 
but we believe there should be an 
awakening among the Saints in dra,w us 
to this. It is a teaible thing to and nearer to God. 

God for revelation and then to convey the 
and treat with carelessness either as in-

which he is to give. Je- or ::J,s a are 
sus said long years ago, that "this is 1 of God's 
condemnation that light is come into I but we do believe that the 
the world and men loved darkness I of the church a,t the 
rather than " To seek for more 
is well; but to ignore it when t;evotion to 
is dangerous. and more 

It might be profitable in this con· 
nection to turn the pages of the sacred 
word, and note some of the things our 
heavenly Father has said to us in the 
past. After what is known as 
the "word " the Lord adds 
these beautiful :- ·1 

And all saints who remember to keep aod 
do these walking in obedience to the so 

shall rec~ive health in their truth to be 
navel, and marrow to theu: bones, and shall 
find wisdom and great treasures of knowl-
edge, even hidden treasures; shall run I How 
and not be weary, and sh;,ll and not , when 
faint; and I, the Lord, give unto them a I 

799 

lived with her son at 1445 
Eight d11ys ago, she con

while busving herself 
houBe. G. B. Packard was 

bat could nr•t. save the patient's life. 
w"s 73 years of age and had 

in -;nvcr sev<Jnteen years. She was 
in Avoc<~, NtJW York, and leaves 

eig·bt ehildren. Three daughters and one 
P. H. live in D,nver; a, daugh-

Oregou, another in 
Council Biuffs, Iowa, a son lives near 

Mrs. Bdggs had eleven cttil· 

was prnud of her connection 
wit,h tbe U nab]~; to concur in the 
tNlCbings of i>he Church oi Englr,nd, Latimer 

from the fp,ith, and was pronounced 
heretic. Tbe ides, prevailed in the six

teenth and sevent.2enth C•'lnturies that a here
tic must either follow the discipline of the 
church or t<J.ke the cons<-queoees, however 
fa,tal these l!!,tt.er might be. Latimer stead

rdused to ret.urn to the church and 
t-he stake in Lnndon. 

m<;iden name was Higley. 
di.od months ago. 

and his an
with Sir William Wallace and 

AND ANSWERS. 

1. VVhtl.t do you understtmd by the term, 
~-~CA,t/fd::Jr'iPO' ffi'..i.ffihArS'.))' 

"2-~ ""' ~~er~ed. "absent members?" 
0. In branch reoorts, should a 

vote be to ap.prove, or is it 
understood the report simply stands as 

_approved? 

After consulting the Church Re
we give our views and his 

promise that the destroying- :Jng-el shall pass 1 70 •r ·, th "'o·-·· d 
by them, as the children of Israel, and not 1 '~" :::ne _ Hl ue saul. e m ,. "' 
slay them. I committed to our C8Jre! 'J -~o _, _nr,, _ , 

to our under
asked about: 

that they 
in any , . . D" "'8 """"'"8 t. •~e 0 r t'n·O"A c1.re tnc .. se aro J:h)t 'The ruleR la·d down wh'"h these' '-' '' "''"""'~' u • '"'v 1 , 

. - ". ' 1 _ •'-'. , . ! Are we awake i tnose who are not under the 
deEnr~ble resu., ts are to be ootamed I to necessities of the . watebcare of the officers of a 
are s1mple, such that one may ob- W'- .1 , 1,.., 1 f . =d .. ,_, this as we un-
serve: and Y.etin many. .com- and K~~,:e;e vo.r orwa\o ~~~~ derstand not prevent their 
parat1vely little attentwn is pa1d to G d t a "' 1 t 1 t dealt with for infraction of the them o o r~v"a o us, .e us , . 

· · · that additional lia-ht and law by tnose who may be m 
Agam, m Book of Covenants sec- f t b h d "' d' charge of distriet or mission officers tion 42·- com or can e a upon con 1- , 

· tions of adherence to that over the where they dwell. 
Thou shalt not speak evil of thy neighbor, which we have already received are . ''scatt.ering me.mbers" 

nor do him any harm. Thou knowest my b f b b t d t d th 
laws concerning these things are given in while we pose as tee,chers .ec!"'use O emg ap 1ze ou Sl e e 
my scriptures; he that sinneth and repenteth let us be sure that we are not hm1ts of a branch, or who have not 
not, shall he cast out. If thou lovest me, trifling with the revelations of God yet been received into one, or they 
thou shalt serve me and keep all my com- ourselves. exe members who have taken letters 
mandments. And, behold, thou wilt remem- f 1 d h t 1 d th 
ber the poor, and consecrate of thy properties O remova an · ave no P ace em 
for their support .... And again, thou shalt , as yet. 
not be proud in thine heart; let all thy gar- WE the second question we say that 
ments be and thflir beaut,y the beauty ' "absent members" are those enrolled 
of the of own hands, and let all Rocky in branches and counted, but who are 
thing·s be done in cleanliness before me. for December 1, we give at a distance from their branch, their 
Tho

1
u
1 

shs.lt not be idle; for he that is idle because of its interest to us, Sister 
sh<L not eat tbe bread nor wear the gar-. 

1 

Louisa havi"'<>' bee the wife residence either known or unknown 
ments of the laborer. "''? n · tb b h ffi B "d' t " , of Elder Jason W. Bnggs, one of the uo .e ranc o cers. y IS ance 
A caref~l perusal of these few words. earliest and most earnest workers of we mean so far removed that no regu-
only, w1ll no doubt reveal to us many J the Church at its lar attendance is convenient, or per-
~hings in our characters that are not i Sacrifice and are I fo~ ~hem. . . . 
JUSt ~x~ctly. wha.t.we ~hould ,exp~~t- i,~ I s,llied in the life of Sr. . the tmrd questwn, 1t lS 

find m ~he hfe or a samt. 'I he ao(,ve was one of continued Sfhcrifice I ~ . . aD;d so. acted upoln 
are merely as examples ?f wh2"t 1 from earliest connection with the , ohe d1.strwts. m genera~ 
h<>.s been way of mstruc- econom that oranches m busmess assem-
tion from to time. ' y. I or <7,t times set apart for the pur-

In addition to DESCENDANT OF MAR'l'YRED LATIMER DIES I the Saints in branches, they 
many injunctions in IN DENVER. 

1 
the of the statistical re-

relating to our manner A d-escendant the fsnnous Lu/0'mer fami 1y 1 

of the is dead iu the person of Mrs. i 
t 
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they are sent to the district confer-
ences. In occasional where 
it has been for Saints to 
meet, owing to storms or bad 
or when too small a number were 
present, the officers have signed and 
forwarded such reports. But, where 
it can be done according to the 
it is far better to abide the 
for this purpose the line was 
reading, "Approved the 
.................. 19. . this blank on 
the report being for insertion of 
the date on which the vote was taken. 

The following from the 
published at Sac City, 
ber 29, accounts for of 
Bro. C. J. Hunt for a time at least:-

There will be a public debM,e in this city 
beginning Tuesday evening, December 4, in
volving the religious belief of Eider C. J. 
Hunt, of the Reorganized Church of Latter 
Day Saints, and Elder W. L. Crowe, of the 
Church of God, Abrahamic Fa,it,b, The dis
cussion will be held in the Robbins-Stearns 
hall and may continue fourteen evenings. 
Elder Hunt is a resident of D.cJloit, 
while Elder Crowe resides in Sac City 
preaches regularly to a considerable congre
gation each Sabbath. 

Sr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Bro. W. writes that the 
elders will find with Bro. Uria 
Colwell, :Crain, Oregon, or Sr. Rosa 
Tracy, they being the only Saints left 
near Drain. 

BAPTISM.-NO. 4. 

THE HOW? THE WHO? THE WHY? 
AND BY WHOM? 

How was it in New Testament 
times? 'fhe New Testament informs 
us that when Jesus began to estab
lish his Father's kingdom nineteen 
hundred years ago,-

He went out into a mountain to pray, and 
continued ail ni.ght !n prayer to God.-Luke 
6: 12. 

Why this night of prayE,r to God? 
Evidently to seek his direction in the 
work before him on the morrow, for 
verse 13 says:-

And when it was day, he called unto him 
his disciples: and nf them he chose twelve, 

IiY wALTER J. HAWORTH. whom also he named apostles. (Italics mine.) 

BY WHOM? He afterwards sent these twelve 
The prevailing idea among ortho- ~en out to preach the gospel, t? P?-b-

dox Christians is that - can be I:sh .to th~ ap?s!ate Jews the l~VI~a-
by anyone. t10n mto 

4
hls ~m,.,dom-to expl~1~ .tne 

most people make up their Jlawsn of. ~he. kml?dom, and to 1mtmte 
to be ba)ptized, they seek out what b(<Jptlsm mto lt all whom con
seems to be the most popular of the verted. W ~. are told ,that later. on he 
churches teaching believers baptism sen_t other laborers -evangelists to 
and bv that rite are initia,ted into that assist the twelve-called "seventy" 
church. It seldom seems to occur to (Luke 10: 1, 2). 

Would he h ., "e c'nosen th"se them that the church of Jesus Christ «JV - "' -

"twelve," and these "seventy," from is "the kingdom of God on earth," 
and that those who initiate. others among his few disciples had he in-
into that kingdom should be divinely tended to invest all disciples with au
appointed. The kingdom of Grea,t thority to preach and baptize? If 

there ever was a time when he would Britain, presided over by her 
Quesn Victoria, extends to authorize all to preach and baptize, 

of all nationali.ties an invita- surely it was when the laborers were 
_. ,_ so few, at the beginning of his work. 

01 trHIJt And he aetually chose -two 
men among his few 
and sent them forth to do this work. 
Does this look as any one 
could in those days? 

After been crucified and 
bad risen from the dead, and just be
fore he ascended up to heaven, he 
called his twelve apostles to him, and 
extended the mi:ssion that he had pre
viously assigned them. Their mission 
had previously been to the Jews onl11; 
now he said to them:- · 

All power is given unto me in heaven and 
in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach all na
tions, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Ghost: teaching them to observe all things 
whatsoever I have commanded you: s,nd, lo, 
I am with you alway, even unto the end of 
the world.-Matt. 21'1: 18-20. 

''Ah!" exclaims the orthordox 
preacher of today, "That is where 
Jesus gives the broad commission to 
all to preach and to baptize." 

Whenever a person feels a desire to 
particular he 

commission and 
as his call to 

It has been to do dutv as a call 
for one set of men to preach the doc
ljrine that pouring-, sprinkling, and 
immersion are indifferent; for another 
class to preach that immersion only 
is for one cla,ss to preach infant 

for another to denounce 
of men to that 

of earth's chil-
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may be saved by obeying God's 
and so on ad infinitum, each man 
preaching something which contra
dicts the doctrine taught by another, 

evi-
of them but 

to the fact that they 
ministers to the several 

until unbelievers have actually churches. 
And when they had ordained them eldsrs 

in eve!'y church, and had with fasting·, 
they commended them to Lord on whom 
they believed.-Acts 14: 23. 

For what were these elders 
To the elders at 

Paul said:-

charged our blessed Lord and Savior 
with being the author of confusion. 
•rruly, if Jesus did intend that com
mission as. an indiscriminate call w 
all, he is the author of a strange 
very confused medley of doctrine, etc. 
Is there no remedy for this? Was 
there no provision made to prevent 'fake heed therefore unto yourselves. and 
schism, and contention of this kind to all the flock, over the which the Ohost 

· hath made you overseers; to feed the 
among the apostles? Evidently Jesus , of God, which he hath purchased with his 
was alert to the possibility of such an own blood.-Acts 20: 28. 
emergency 1J,s this, for he told his Their duties then were to be "over-
apostles:- seers." They were to "feed the flock." 

Tarry ye in the city d Jerns::~.lem, until ye 'I'he duties of the deacons are de-
be endued with power from on high.-Luke fined in Acts 6, wherein it is recorded 
24: 49. that they were ordained that they 

Why this tarrying? Why this seem- might, minister to the church in "serv· 
ing waste of time? Jesus realized the ing tables," etc. The bishop was the 
human errantcy of the men who were treasurer. The best history supports 
before him. There was a possibility this. The name teacher would imply 
that if the eleven apostles were left to that the teaching was done in the 
themselves they would preach just ch·u1·ch, else why the name? The 
eleven· different kinds of doctrine. evangelical officers were teachers to 
They needed the Spirit of God-the the world, primarily. How were 
power from on high-to bring them to, these officers called? Paul told the 
the "unity of the faith." Hence they elders of Ephesus that l;he ' 
were to tarry until endued with the Ghost" had made them overseers. 
power that should make them one, and fact, this seems to have been the way 
stamp their ministry as God-sent. in which all officers were called. In 

They tarried, and so well did the the case of Saul and Barnabas (apos
Spirit do its work, that their ministry tles),-
from that time is a grand testimony of The Holy Ghost said, Sepal'ate me Bal'na
their unity, with their own great head, bas and Saul for the work whereunto I have 
Jesus Christ. Oh, that men would· clJJled them.-Acts 13: 2. 

' until endued with power from . In Ephesias 4: 8--11 we read:--
on in these days! What an . . _ 

f . . Wherefore he s>uth, When he ascended up 
amount o ~ontentwn and stnfe wou~d high, he led captivity captive, and gave 
cease. It IS wrong for a person ml unto men .... And he gave some, [to 
this ae:e of the world who has not re· apostles; and some, p!'ophets; and some, 
ceivecr a direct call from God to do evangelists; and sm:ue, pastors and te!!,che!'s. 

evangelical work, to prmmme to ' When were these given? When he 
into all the world to preach the gos- ascended up on high. How did they 
pel" on the assumption that the Sav" know he ga.ve them? He communi
ior's special words to eleven men are cated his will to them by a system of 
a call to him. Those words never "wireless known as reve· 
were a call to anybody. They were, lation. 'rhe Ghost was the 
not a call to the apostles themselves.· medium used to reveal the fact that 
We have already shown that the apos- these appointments bad been made. 
tles were calleli, or chosen, by Jesus (See Acts 13: 2, ~1nd 20: 28.) 
a long time previous to the time when Why were (offices) 
the commission was given. Why this to the church? Some were given' 
commission then? As previously the of the Saints," 
shown, this commission was a broad· "for the of the ministry," and 

of their mission. Their mission "the edifying of the of Christ." 
had previously been only to the (Verse 12.) 
now they were told to move out into Did those to whom the 
"all the world." Does the commission were first 
apply to anyone in this age of the of saints" 
world? Yes, it applies to those who from great 
have been properly called of God to and the present 
do the s3,me kind of work as that done of christendom. 
by the apostles-evangelical work. all the ''work of the 
In the Jerusalem church of nineteen to be done? No, there 
hundred years ago, there were two need for real gospel 
classes of officers: evangelical, such ever. 
as apostles and seventies or evangel- Then seeing that these gifts or 
ists and pastoral, such for instance offices were conferred for the "per
as teachers, deacons, bishops, fecting of the saints, for the work of 
etc. Although the latter class were . the ministry, and for the edifying of 

the of " and that the work 
was not and not all be accom-
plished at the death of the persons 
who received the a.ppointments, is it 
not reasonable to believe that these 

will be conferred on others, 
while God has a true church on earth? 
In fact we are expressly told in the 
nex'G verse that these gifts or 
oft1ces remain in the church "till 
we all come in the unity of the faith." 
If this order of things can 

of the faith, there 
never was an age the world's his-

were needed as much 
there so much strife, 
disunion? It is be

cause men not been content with 
the kind of officers which God gave to 
the and have instituted other 
offices as a means to the desired end 
of in the church. Is it strange 
that since they have cast God's order 

the officers whom men have 
presumed to appoint have signally 
failed to bring about the desired 
unity? · 

We have seen, therefore, that the 
King did appoint oft1cers to adminis
ter his laws, and to baptize subjects 
into his kingdom, just as the kings of 
the earth appoint oflicers to initiate 
foreigners into their kingdoms. That 
persons not so authorized could not 
admit others into the kingdom is 
plainly evident from a reading of 
Acts 19, wherein Paul is said to have 
met some men who had without doubt 

by some one not having 
authority- possibly by 

'who knew only the baptism 
The told Paul that 

had the baptism of 
But Paul saw instantly that 

there had been a mistake. John al
ways told the people to believe on the 
Lord who would baptize with 
fire and the Ghost. These peo-
ple knew about the Holy 
Ghost. Hence it reasonable to be-
lieve that did not receive the 

of at all, but that they 
were by the man Apollos, 
who a,lso had to be taught "more per

" preceding chapter.) 
did not recognize the man's 

he was) to bap-
so he baptized the people 

t,hat only those 
by God had 

in New Testament 
such could teach the 
Those who were offi

either received 
direct from God 

when he was on the 
direct revelation by 

Ghost after he bad 
Since then, there 

away-a dark night 
reveals the fact 

men changed many of the 
laws of the kingdom; that they them-
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selves have appointed other officers, 
and have cast out t,he ofiicers set in 
the church by God. (1 Cor. 12.) In 
fact, so radical were the 
made, tbat not many centurks 
passed before it was 
recognize the 
the church of 
laid claim to the 
Jesus, looking the 
telescope of prophecy, say:---

The kingdom of heaven sufl\::ret.h 
and the violent take it by force.-Matt.ll: 

Not many centuries after this 
prophecy, the kingdom of God was 
indeed taken force, :3/G the hands of 
wicked men, who tra,usformed the 
glorious "kingdom of God's dear S•m" 
into one of the kingdoms of this world. 
From that time the voice of God wa,s 
not beard for centuries 
people; men no had the 
mentioned in 4 
rintbians 12 
more was the 
Ghost in the 
ways mentioned in Mark 16: 
rinthians 12; Acts 2, etc. Wb<>t W8A> 

the reason? H~1d the time of 
tion spoken of in 1 Corinthians 13:10 
come, when these should be 
done away? For 
apostles saw 
darkly" when they 
gifts of prophecy, 
etc., these later 
They were 
from that perfect 
righteous shall see face to 
know as they are known. 
still "walk by faith and not 
but the privilege of 
future through the ''darkened 
of prophecy had been denhx1 
They had removed their co:ofidence 
from God to the arrn of .fl1>sh, and God 
took away the 
which apostles and 
into the future as 
darkly") and left them Jo 
way through the darkness 
selves. 

After a time the 
Reformation 
determined was 
the "idolatry" which 
ligion of Jesus Christ. All honor 
the brave and men who 
so nobly, a.nd 
of religious 
enjoy. But did any of 
the ancient order of 
many reforms ma,y be 
them; but under none of them 
direct communica,tion rPstored 
him who sit.s as thP Head of 
church. in heavPn. While church 
was pu~e and ,true, he ~!rr:~ted 
revelatiOn. Tnen cud ne 
rect in the work of 
in the same wa,y? Wrts it 
the reformers wPnl nnG 
restore the pure church of J etms 
to the earth, with all its 

which had been lost through 
Mr. Charles Wesley, although one 

of the reformers and a founder 
of a church, looked for a 
tinal restor<ttion of the church of 
Christ in all its glory, as will be 
seen by these lines, of which he is 
the autbor (italics mine):--

Once he in the 
And virtuo's 

Pointed sinncJrs the Lamb; 
Forerurmer of tho L:)rd. 

Sent again t't·om Pwradise, 
Elijah shall the t!ding8 bri.og: 

Je~us comes; ye saint~, arise, 
And meet 'lfOU'I' heavenly King 

Pn,vious t,o the dreadful aay 
VIThlch shall thy foes consume, 

Jesus ;-,by 
Let the 

These lines show plainly that Mr. 
Wesley was not satisfied with the 
state of semi-darkness which existed 

reason of direct communication 
heaven- the source of all spir

ceased. He looked 
Lol'd God would 

one would be sent 
in the spirit and 

to bring back to earth 
pure gospel of Jesus, so lost 

to and restore communication with 
him who is the Head of the 
and whose right it is to direct 
workings. 

What a glorious must have in-
him in the of all the divi-

and darkness which 
supreme at that to put 

into words that they be handed 
down to others, the 
nouncement-taken from 
--that before Jesus appea,rs in 
he would send a messenger from parBJ-

who would restore "the 
of God's dear and bring 

to t,he earth the so long 
lost to it. He a.nd others we:re work

for the cause of Christ, but they 
taken the mission upon them

"Whosoever 
the name of the Lord 

in 
it 

to tha,t which now 
the present "ortho-
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dox" and l 
may go and just as he desires.! 
There are no restrictions. Was iii so be sent from the courts 
in Bible times? We have seen that That 
all the ministers of 
in the New 
God-Heaven·sent. 

to this rule? 
5: 1~4, in 

ministers of Jesus 

men" ' 
pertaining to God," 
taketh this honor 
he that is called of 
Aaron." h is this honor: 
"(o1· men in 
that could not be usu1·ped. mmls
ters of Christ must be called of God WHO WAS IT TO BE? 

''as was Aaron." How was he ca,lled? On 23d of 
In just the same way as were the min- there was born at the 
isters of Christ in the first century-by Sha,ron, Windsor county, 
1·evelation. Ex. 28: 1.) U. S. A., the to whom this 

Her~, is the key to the whole divine messenger come. His 
trouble. Men were not called in that I name was Smith. Born of 
wa,y among the nor the i parents religious, he was religiously 
popular churches that exist now; inclined, and at an age became 
hence the present confusion. But if concerned about his soul's salvation. 
they were to wait until called of In his own home tbe division and con
as was Aaron and the ministers of our tention characteristic of the Christian 
Lord nineteen hundred a.go, and world was brought. plainly before 
then "tarry until with power him; some of his family one 
from on high," this confusion would sect and some another. While waver-
all cease, and unity and love would ing in his mind which sect to 
prevail. This was what unite he one to 
John and Charles Wesley were look- read:--
ing for:- 1 If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of 

What could God have done, which. he hath I that giveth to".'!! men liberally, ar1d up· 
not done, to convince you that the day is not; and it shall be given him.-
coming, that the time i~ at hand, when he James 1:5. 
shall fulfil.! h~s ~lorious promise, o,nd 1ci.ll Accordino·ly he retired +o the wood" 
anse to mct~ntam h~s own cause, and set up h1s "', · · " . '' 
kingdom.-John Wesley in sermon seventy- to ask Gods as to which 
one. church he should unite with. He 

Almighty God of love, 
Set uo the 

And swmmon whom approve 
For divine. 

From Abram's seed 
The new apostles choose, 

In isles and cmHlnent.s to spread 
Tho soul news. 
-Charles Wesley, Wesleyan Hymns. 

Dear reader, God has arisen to 
maintain his own ca,use, ~:md set up his 
kingdom. 'rhe has flown 1 

the everlasting The 
has again come and restored the 
thority to administer in God's 

says:-
My to 

was to all sect,s was right, 
ths.t I might know which to join. 

While two 

ordinances. Once communica- that 2,ll were 
tion is established between ea.rth and 1 should I was 
heaven; and once God has , none them, for 
called men direct and I , . who . . 

·~· tne1r were an abommatwn 
sent them_ Wl "n mes- that thooe pmfessors we1·e ail 
sage that the' has 1 araw Ih~aP t.o me vvith their 
been restored to the mes- 1 their are far from me; they fM 
sage is to Will examine doctrine the commandments of mz;~, having 

., . a form of bnt tne power 
and ~ee the God .. lS. , thereof." me j·Jin with 
workmg? That such a claim IS maae anv of Seasons, vol. 3, 
should demand from a candid and p. ·748. 

free investigation. not pass it At this time he was but a 
carelessly for if this message about, ·fifteen years of 
is fraught life salvation to for a number of yea,rs after 
you. If you will be justified in Lord communication 
rejecting if true, you cannot afford him and 
to remain in of it. for the great work that was 

We have seen that the prophecies I him. When the Lord had sufficiently 

and the time for the 
He sent an 

said was John the 
to confer priesthood upon 

and a worker named Oliver 
He says, regarding that 

were thus employed, praying and 
the Loed, a messenger from 

descended in #J, cloud of light, and 
leeid his hands upon us, he or

unto us, '"Upon you, my 
the name of Messiah, I 

of which holds 
the ministering angels and of 

of and of baptism by 
of sins; and this 
from the earth, 

until the sons Levi ofrer again an offer-
unto the Lord in righteousness."-Church 

vol. 1, pp. 34-36. 

Oliver corroborated this 
also said:-

who visited us on this occa
t,his priesthood upon us, 

that his name was John, the same that 
is Cli.llecl John the in the New Testa-
ment .... It was on fifteenth day of 

that we were baptized and or-
the hHnds of the messenger.

Church History, vol. 1, p. 36. 
When we consider that both these 

men up to the last, in the face of the 
bitteres'G persecution, maintained the 
truthfulness of this testimony, we 
think ijhat it should demand the con
sideratiol'l of all those who are "hon
est in heart." 

The 
not to 

was to come. Why 
The time is 

no one else claims it. The 
must come. In accordance 
command to Joseph 

of God" ''the 
was once again set 

6, 1830, with 

accordance with divine 
"The Church of .Jesus 

which were 
Saints." 

of God 
was Aaron," have 

this good tid
gospel, and the 

of the cross as was 
whom God ap

of old. Like those of 
God, they have au

initiate subjects into the 
God." Although the 

by the peo
of old, 

and bad 
years ago 

other tr:Joitorous fish were 
found in the net. The ''kingdom of 

in these last days also 
fish. It also had its 

in the person of Brig
who drew away a large 

the church :JJfter him, and 
the narne of the church, or-

another rebaptized his 
and introduced the de

of polygamy, 
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Jesus is its 
officers as in 
is the same • 
first heralded 

"BURTOi\!iTES," OR "H'!UE 
FOl.LOWEBS!'-·i'"O. L 

BY ELDER C. R. DUNCAN. 

Where did the church 
the "True Followers of 
nate? Present this 
the Follower 
almost 
originated with 
tles," thus 
wiser than before. is 
of this article to show thal; 
tution 
of 
there a,re a number 
living who know all 
and birth. 

This movement had 
John N. Burton, 
an elder in the 
Jesus Christ of 

for 

very wicked ms.n. Had cwssed the 
t.Jm-•s. I never knew Burton. first 

eight years ago. 

Statement of Woods Still-
water, 30, 1899:-

I ll,m Llc member of the True .F'ollowers of 
Ciu"l.st. I 
Cowley 
b;;.pt1z·cd me. 
str·anger baptized 

Strttement of 
water, Oklahoma, 

I am a m~mb:Jr of the Tl'Ue Follo·.vers. I 
in Linn county, "~in:~d nirH~teen 

David 
did rwt know Burton. I first 

me. I 
of him 

I under· 
and 

the next year after I wag baptized. 
stood that Bm·ton had been a 
that Mc:Conald had bapt.iz."d him over. 
rcmce h<J.s cbimsd to rna that But•ton b'l.p\.izgd 
McDonald, hut I t-hink he is off. McDunald 
Wt\8 baptizod in Johnson 
by a m11n whose name he did 

with me. Tho man 
a. m, and at, 

M•.;Donald·cff~red for baptism. The 
chm·ch at, one time numbe!·ed near five hun
deed in eastern Kansas. 

I am an elder in t.he church o1 the True 
Foilowors. I joined in Cowley couuty, K•.>n-

about twenty-one years I was 
;;iz by Marion Reese. 
wnh David T. McDonald. H;;we he~trd him 
relat.e his in bein;l' baptized. I 
think he Wl:',s .odin N0br0.ska. MeDon· 

had been in the mountain~. Httd b,;en 
the plains. Was snow 
in one night he 

coudition, and 
On his return to 

a change in him. He 
the bam to A 

B. Caldwell, 
January 30, 

of the True Follow-

were 
My

the word, 
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none. 

Mrs. Torrence 

Still-
1899:

old March 10. 
F.Jllower church. 

elder. Was 
by D2,vid. T. Me

l S!Hv Blll·ton 
fie~t name wa.s John. 

or three t.imes. My 
baptiz:;d Me-

impression 
des.cor.s in 

I have agitated 
yet we have 

"I would 
like to know who the deacons are." 

The above-named persons were in
terviewed ;:J,t i;heir- homes. a few mUes 
southeast of S on 
the dates of 
ElderS. J. 

HERALD. 

both aspiring to be leader. News came to us land, and made that his home until his 
th;;/o Burton was acting without authority, death. 
and that he had previously been silenced by McDonald was a man of striking 
the Latter Day S~>ints; !J,nd I am not sure but ance. He wore long black he.ir, 
what he had been excommunicated: In view parted in the middle. He :1Jso wore a full 
of these facts, several of the members were bea~d. He was a very eccentdc man, often 
rebaptized by Elder Gordon E. D,mel of the reRorting to great extremes. 
Rwrganiz~d Church of Latter Day Saints. j McDonald was familiar with ·sho doct,rine 
McDcmald was not so baptiz3d by .Elder Dime!, of the Latter Saims at. tho time of thoir 
and I am not Eure but what he had left there residence in Ml~soud. I 
before Elder Deuel came. :McD,mald went have heard him tell about the smoke 
south some place, probably into Kansas. of the buildings, as they when the 
Burton was a phrenologist. I was credibly Saints were driven from Jacksr:m 
informed that he taught the doctrine of "free Missouri. Some of his folks 
love," over in the neighborhood where Me- with the Saints. He was well-infonned as to 
Donald lived, but it never was, to my knowl- the doctrine, even before Burton came there; 
edge, taught in the neighborhood where I and I have often heard him. talk it. My wife 
lived. (McDonald's daughter) was a full believer in 

I t · 'th El' B · th it before our marriage, and befOl'e we ever 
n erVlew Wl ms rewer, In e saw B.1rton. 

presence of Elder James ~emp, and The following letter from Elder 
Bro. R. M. Ness, St. Franms, Kansas, Charles Derry will be read with inter-
August 23, 1899:- est in this connection:-

.I was fifty-two years old in May. I resided 
in Ocoe county, Nebraska, at the time of 
John N. Burton's first visit there, which was 
in 1869 -probably in June. Burton first 
preached in a log schoolhouse, about one 
fom·th of a mile from McDonald's place, 
called the Hendrick's schoolhouse. I was 
blloptized by Burton, September· I, 1869, with 
three others. We were the first baptized in 
that community. McDonald did not unite 
with us for about a year afterward. I am 
not sure as to who baptized him. I might 
have done so myself, as I baptized quite a 
number. Burton may have done so, but I 
cannot say who did for certain. Most 
probably it was either Burton or myself. We 
had '~wo branches. The Pdolmyra. branch, or
g"ll.nized about Christmas, 1869, and the Big 
Nemaha branch, organized probably in 
April, 1870. Most of the members of the 
P<>lmyra branch afterward united wit.h the 
Reorganization. I think that McDonald be
longed to the Big Nemaha branch. Frank 
Shanks was one of the branch officers there. 
David T. McDJnald was mv first wife's 
father, The statement of J. W. Torrence, as 
to his movements, is correct. He died near 
Les Cygne, Kansas, in February, 189il. 

I have no confidence in the story of the 
"mysterious man" appearing to McDonald to 
be.ptiz · him. I never heard of it until today. 
Had such a thing- been true, I certainly 
would have heard of it at the time. Our 
church was then called "The Church of .Je
sus Christ'' No such name as "True Fol
lowers" was known t.o us, as applied to the 
name of the church. I do not remember of 
ever hearing the brethren preach the Book 
of Mormon, publicly; but, as a rule, it was 
belitwed in by the membership, as being a 
true record, but more especially designed for 
the Lamanites (Indians). 

When the branches above named were or· 
ganizc:Jd, we considered them a part of the 
church as. organized in 1830, by Joseph 
Smith. 

Burton did not teach the doctrine of "free 
love," as it is generally. understood by the 
world. He taught the doctrine of "all 
things common." This meant a complete sur
?'em~er of all things. That a man should not 
have a11ything that he could call his own. 
Buroton taught marriage was. wholly of hu
man origin, and that in Christ they must be 
"like the angels of heaven;" viz , "neither 
married nor given in marriage." 

I lived about nine miles south of Palmyra, 
Otoe county, Nebraska, and about the same 
distance north of Sterling, which was in 
Johnson county. McDonald lived one and 
one fourth miles Aast of me. He left there in 
the spring of 18i3, and went to Texas. re
turning tq New Albanv, Wilson co.unty, K:1n
eaq, in the fall. H8 remained at New 
Albany about three years, and then went to 
Benton county, Arkansas, remaining there 
about a year; then he returned to Miami 
county, Kansas, near Les Cygne, and bought 

WOODBINE, Iowa, li~eb, 11, 1899. 
ELDER C. R. DUNCAN, 

Dear Brother:-Your favor of the ::ast ult. 
has just baen put into my hand. It was ad· 
dres8ed to Ma.gnolia, hence the delay. I 
answer immediately, It is unpleasant 
duty to portray the character of som" ID•'m, 
and none more so than t.hat of John N. Bu:·
ton. In this part of the land, where he is 
well known, his name is the 
for filth, and that of the kind. 
I was presiding over the churches in wt,stern 
Iowa, in 1865, I found John N. Burton labor
ing as an elder. I found tb13,t when he ha,d 
preached a sermon he wo<Ild announce that, 
he was a professor of and he in-
vited the oeoole to have their ex>H>.:J-
ined, and for fifty cents he would give them a 
chart. 

I visited him and warned him 
ing the gospel of Christ with 
He promised to desist, but I soon 
he was still doing the same wtHwever 
he went. I soon discovered be bad a 
twofold motive in this 
make merchandise of 
to pander to his devilish l!ut.; 
was est.ablished that he was 
to build up a system that he 
love," and he used his 
discover what females 
his damning influence; and the same with 
males, as to bringing them to submit to his 
lecherous purposes, and work in harrnocy 
with his wicked desires. Oae of his minions 
informed me that Bm·ton w2,s that 
they ,should love each other with pcJr-
fect love that they could even exci:uJ,;:q:~e 
wives with each other, fm· the time. I inves
tigated the matter, and found th~l 
tion correct, and this who 
caug-ht at his bait; and 
tims to his sordid ~cheme. I silenced Bur
ton immediately, and summoned him ·to 
appear:- before a proper tribunal, to answer 
for his guilt. 

But in meantime he, b3ing- a m,c;mber of 
the Union Grove branch, WitS 
to go and confess his crime to 
begging and 
sake the The 
feesion and forgave 
that we could not 1!;"0 th0 ac!, of the 
branch; but the silence remained, that is, his 
license was never restored to him. The re
sult was he went to preach for the C<1mp-
bellites, I was told. Ha •,vas from 
the· church, and then went into I b2•-
lieve, and started a church on his own 
He afterwards appealed to President 
Smith for readmission into tho 
Joseph told him ho would 
mittee to consider his 
"I will appoint James 
a,nd Thomas D •bson. on 
He replied, "0 Hell! Ynu a,s wdl ssod 
me to the D,wil at once." never 
again, and I know nothing further 
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only by hearsay. I saw his wife at a reunion, 
or protracted meeting at Wilber, N c,braska, 
some years ago, and she informed me that he 
was kiiled by some man. I know nothing of 
McDonald. I believe that Stephen Butler 
and his son-in-law, T. J. Smith, are living 
somewhere in Oklahoma. They can give you 
information of J. N. Burton. The Union 
Grove branch, to which Burton belonged, 
bas been disorganiz5d several years, and 
those who bad charge at the time referred. to 
are dead. Bigler's Grove branch, at tbat 
time of this district, was so demoraliz'ld by 
his base conduct, that it, too, became dis
org-anizBd. Of the remainder, some recovered 
from the terrible condition, and others have 
gone to the dogs, so to speak. My sentiment 
is that the less notice taken of Burton and 
his work the better. 

" and that means complain, as we hope that all are do-
that gives power to fight ing the best they know. 
against inpure thoughts, envious Dear Saints, let us not forget our duties in 
surmising feelings, and this the greatest and best of any work we 
ungodly expressions, and unchristian- could possibly be engaged in. It will bring 
like conduct. to us the greatest and grandest results. Let 

Well, I am now led to ask myself, ~s, then, lay up trea~ures in heave?, by aid
Who are you rasping? Nobody but 1 lllg t.he cause financially, pay our t1thes ~nd 
myself, and it here occurs t1o my dull, offerlil~B, for the spread of the .wo.rk, the m
simple mind, that this is all right in g~thermg of souls, and the bm!dmg up the 
keeping with the admonition of one of kmgdo~ of Go~. Th~t we_ may be .prepared 
the apostles of our Lord and Savior, to_ enter 1n, recetve an mherltance, w1t~ all the 
"Examine yourselves, to see whether f~1thful, and ~e eternall~ blessed with the 
you be in the faith," and betimes I rr?hes of etermty, and ~lt1mately be crowned 
think it good to examine myself to see wlth the glory of God, 1s the prayer of, 
if I am really sane. Your colaborer, and servant for Christ's 

GOOD INTENT. sake, HENRY KEMP. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 29. 

D 

There is no branch either at U aion Grove, 
or Bigler's Grove. 'rhe loss of both these 
may be largely traced to Burton's base con
duct. I cannot give you particulars as to 
time of Burton's expulsion. The immediate 
cause was apostasy, but his apostasy was be
cause the church would not sustain him as a 
minister of the gospel. I strongly insisted 
upon his expulsion becaus"l of his corruption, 
but conld not go behind the action of the 
Union Grove branch in accepting his confes- CARSON, Iowa, Dec. 8. 
sion and grantiY>~ him forgiveness. Editors Rerald:-The Pottawattamie dis-

Editors Rerald:-Having just completed a 
perusal of the two lectures of Walter J. Ha
worth, noted in Herald of instant week, I 
take pleasure in heartily recommending this 
work to all. Either of the lectures alone is 

Yours in bonds, - trict conference held here two weeks ago to- worth the price asked. So far as Bro. Ha-
C. DERRY. day and tomorrow was all we could ask, a worth has followed D. H. Bays, the sophistry 

bepbr~u-;~tf~~~~n~~~~~,~~!e~:;~~~/~~i;:o~~ good representation of elders, officers, and and illogical reasoning of Mr. Bays is very 
I have given you facts, as I understand them. mem hers was present. Business transacted clear Y shown, and the lecture on the Book 
I have not the church record~, and only satisfactory to all, I believe. Bro. Caffall was of Mormo~ is certainly unique in many re
speak from mAmory upon those facts.-C. D./ present and preached twice, giving us some spects, while the subject is very clearly eluci-

(Concluded next week) good d do , . d od . , . dated. Some very remarkable cases of heal-, , soun cor1ne, an u mom . .Ion oppor-~. . · 
~ tune for the occasion. Tho missionary force mg In that far-away land are reClted, and 

RASPINGS. of both districts was present, lacking one, make at once a forcible and fitting close to 
We all need rasping betimes. Rasp- Bro. Paul Hanson. I this subject. In view of the fact that the 

ing! What do you mean? Why, ad- The Saints of this place have a neat little price is nominal, fifteen cents for a sixty-one 
monishing, of course. Our Master chapel, are keeping up a good Sunday school, page pamphlet, and the sale is for the pur
said, ''There is none good but God." and prayer meetings, and preaching when- pose of helping to build a chapel in Wallsend, 

T 'f 1 · h where personally I know it is very much herefore, 1 we are al evil, t en a ever the elders get around. They are an ' d b 1' ' . . . 
dose of admonition medicine at times J earnest, zealous lot of workers !n the Mas- nee~ed an k . e 16.ve It will prove ~n Impetus 
will do us good. I need it, you need ter's cause. Bro. H. N. Hansen will look _tot b~ wor- :n thiS place of severa 

1
tbousand 

· d · · · l . mha 1tants 1t seems to me that at east five It, we all nee 1t; for our sp1ntua after the mterest of the work here and at h d . ' A . 1 'b . 
health and welfare. Well, I don't Wheeler this winter in connection with t ousan ln merwa shou d subscrl e fm· It. 
know how to begin, and if I begin I other labor in the district as best be can. All To ~ave postage, club together in localities 
may not know how to stop. I know know him as one of the faithful ones. trust- and ~end tb;ough one. While you are thus 
for my part that I am subject to un- worthy in any position appointed. We are 1 helpwg this commendable enterprise, you 
clean thoughts, liable to utter unkind glad to be able to make the same statement ar~ at ,~he same time getting "value re
ar:d unwise words, guilty often of acts of the other missionaries in 'Lhis field of labor. ceived, ~nd. more. Attend to the matter 
unseemly to man and displeasing to The local brethren are trying to do the best now, and lt wlll not be neglected. 
God, and I obey human nature by they can. Hastily, 
judging others by myself; yet I be· We put in a week's work on Farm Creek; J. W. WIGHT. 
lieve that many are better than I am had an excellent time in preaching the word, 
by nature, and more capable to so and visiting the Saints and friends of that NoRTH PLYMOUTH, Nov. 25. 
strive and endure to gain or obtain branch. They are moving steadily along; .Editors Rerald:-As I am interested in the 
that favor from the heavenly realms have a fine Sabbath school, and meetings salvation of the children of men, I will re
to do as we desire in the line of strict every Sunday. Elder Hougas is president. port through your pages for the benefit of all 
purity. 'rhis branch has a better opportunity for Sun- those of the same faith. A few months ago I 

Sometimes I desire to so under· day school work, as thi.s is the honte ofT. A. had the privilege of baptizing two precious 
stand, believe, know, and comprehend Hougas, the general superinten:.lent, and Sr. souls in the stone kingdom that has been set 
God and his law, to be inclined T. A., district superintendent.. But this • up in these last days. Their names are 
thereby to love and serve him and branch, with all othees, ourselves not ex- Henry Gardner, of Hanover, and Cyrus Wood, 
keep his law in the strictest sense, cepted, stand in need of a closer walk with of Cohasset, the latter being named for Capt. 
refraining and abstaining from every God, in order that we may enjoy a greater de- Cyrus Ga,mmon. Through those brethren 
sinful and injurious way, not offend- gree of his Holy Spirit, to enable us to push and the help of others we have opened up the 
ing in one point, cultivating clean the work onwar·d to victory and gain the work in Hanover and Cohasset. We hope 
and pure thoughts, speaking ill of crown of eternal life. I there are precious souls to be inducted into the 
no one, forgiving all, condemning The Sa.· ints here were not unmindful of the stone kingdom, which we believe will stand 
none; but do I always thus? As the wants of the missiomwy; may the great Mas- for ever. 'rbis broker Wood's father, Wil
Germa,n says, nit. And why don't I? ter be mindful of them and others vvho do jliam Wood, used his influence nobly and got 
Well, I excuse myself and console my- likewise, is our prayer. We are billed for the orthodox church for two Sundays. I be
self. by telling myself that I am too this place until over Sunday, then we expect lieve that some of our elders have used it 
weak by nature. "Insufficient for to move on to Shenandoah. before, Elders M. H. Bond, F. M. Sheehy, 
these things." Am void of good un- The work is not as prosperous in the two and John Gilbert. 'l'he subject for the first 
derstanding and faith "that works· by districts as we desire, but we do not by any Sunday was the hours of Christ's work upon 
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earth; the next Sunday we preached the gos
pel that was revealed to the Apostle Paul in 
first Galatians, and we also called attention 
to Romans 3: 4, and also to 1 Timothy 4: 16. 
We intended to give them tbe angel's mes
sag·e, and we believe we did with the help of 
Christ. When we got through thera were 
some questions asked by the minister and 
others. The Book of Mormon seems to 
trouble him some, but we separated with a 
good feeling to all. Their minister seems to 
be a fine man. I hope we will always find 
him what he appears to be. May God bless 
him. 

There is a noble people there in Cohasset. 
May the Holy Spirit be with them to com
fort them. They have proven to me by their 
fruits that they are God's people. William 
Reed of that place has opened his house for 
meetings, and there is quite a turnout. There 
were forty one night, I think. Of course 
some of them like to let people know they 
are young·; but when we inform them the 
sacredness of these meetings, we believe they 
will be more quiet in the future. 

We hope we may be the instrument in the 
hands of God to bring about his noble pur
poses. May God bless his people, and ms.y we 
heed the warning voice to come up higher, is 
my prayer. 

Your brot.her in the one body, 
N. R. NICKERSON. 

in my name; and i'f they die, they shall die I here this morning on his way to his mission, 
unto me, and if they live, they shall live unto I Utah, after obtaining a "better half," to com 
me." · plete the "man." 

This town is beautifully situated on the Bro. Warnock is g-oing back to F&rming-
Connecticut River one hundred aBd sixteen ton, Iowa, about the last. of the week, on 
miles from Boston, but is one of tbe old-time, some business. Yours in bonds, 
conservative, New England fortifications JAMES W. BuRNS. 
against Jesus Christ, &nd his gospel, a veri-

1
1 

table refrigerator against Latter Day Saint-
ism. What will ever break down this terrible LAMONI, Iowa, D2c. 8. 
prejudice? Edito1's He~·ald:-As a review of missionary 

Our Thanksgiving service in Somerville work in the Rocky Mountains may not be. 
was the most enjoyable, profitable, and spir- uninteresting, I will write a little of efforts 
itual time we ever experienced upon like oc· there in the few months past. In the early 
casions. It was truly a thanksgiving to God, summer, Brethren R. J. Parker and S. D. 
Zion and her redemption being the theme. Condit had charge of the Idaho district tent, 
The writer spoke for about thirty minut.es, in Cache Va.lley, while Brethren Peter An
and then called upon the Saints for a talk of derson and W. S. Pender kept the Utah folks 
five minutes or less. We had sixteen re- stirred up with the one further south. Later 
spouses, the time being all occupied without on, Bro. Anderson took charge of the city 
one refusing to respond. We have a corps work, Bro. Condit joined Bro. Pender in· 
of. young ministers distributing tracts and Provo Valley, and the writer and Bro. Par
getting in talks on gospel principles through ker were associated during the remainder of 
the neighborhood where the chapel is located the tent season. 
-house to house work, and we believe the After an interesting series of meetings in 
work will be honored of God. Our minis- Preston, Idaho, we loaded the tent into a 
terial force in the Maosachusetts district is wagon, and with a small balance in the tent 
altogether too small for. the demands, and I fund, and limited supply of bread and but
feel something better must be done for us at ter, salmon, and boiled eggs in our lunch box, 
our next General Conference. There is gen- proceeded to wend our way through dust and 
eral dissatisfaction throughout the district heat across the mountains to Gentile Valley. 
as two missional'ies with branches to look This was virgin ground for the "Joseph
after cannot possibly. do justice to outside ites." Never before, that we could learn, 
work. had the g·ospel, aa taught by the.Reorganized 

MIDDLETOWN, Conn., Dec. 2. We are all busy and trying to keep in touch Church, been proclaimed in this quiet moun-
Edito1's Herald:- I was called here to ad- with the great head of the church. tain nook, 

minister to Sister Burnham, who is sorely In gospel bonds, The valley is a pleasant one, lying mid w!J.y 
affllcted, and unless divine aid is applied, R. BULLARD. between the magnificent peaks of the Bear 
must soon pass away. Her husband, Elder River range on the east, and the southern 
George Burnham, keenly feels the hand of point of the Port N euf mountains on the west; 
aftllction now upon him, and feeling the hour ATCHISON, Kansas, December 4. while the few inhabitants are scattered up 
of separation is near shrinks before the blow. Editm·s He?·ald:-We are all alive and in and down tbe valley on both sides of the 
Yet he ~ries to be resigned to the decrees of the work. The Saints are feeling good, both river. 
an infinite God and Father. We have adc spiritually and physically. We secured the use of the schoolyard for 
ministered twice, and earnestly prayed for Elder John Arthur Davis, of Baker, Kansas, thB tent; but we had scarcely driven the 
her relief; yet no pf9rmanent benefit comes. passing through here on his way to his mis- stakes when a gale b!'ought the canvas to the 
Gangrene has attacked her foot, with its at- sion in Missouri, stopped off November 24, ground, at the same time ripping it from top 
tendant agony. •ro alleviate this the doctor and gave us two sermons full of reas{)n and to bottom. We piled up the tent, obtained 
resorts to the modern method of quieting instruction. Elder Davis is a good reasoner consent to use the schoolhouse, and for nine 
pain. It places an elder in a trying position, and a fine preacher. nights pl'eached to interested audiences. The 
and God at a disadvantage. I am unable to We have been wondering where that good, I bi~hop, on Sunday, advised his people to go 
say how far God will exer@ise his power to kind, joval being, known as Elder M. T. and hear what we had to say, expressing his 
bless the sick when the temple is charged (if Short, was, as we have not seen him for a few own intention to do likewise; and after our 
not defiled) with so powerful a poison as mor- weeks; but through the Atchison Daily Globe, first night, when we slept in the schoolhouse, 
phine. I fail to see how the patient can com- we locate him at Effingham, Kansas, by the they took us home each night, cared for us 
maud faith in God and his promises when the following from that paper of November 30:- kindly, gave us free access to their haystacks 
senses are muddled by drugs. Yet the tempta- "Rev. Short, an elder of the Church of for team fee:l, asked hosts of questions, and 
tion is great when pain is unbearable to ap- Latter Day Saints, has been preaching some tried to defend their positions with pluck 
ply measures that have become common to time in Eftlngham. Sunday evening last, at worthy of a better cause. 
alleviate distress and pain. To have faith in a temperance meeting, Dr. Haswell, of the Of course, much of this was rather surpris
God at aH times in the trying hour of ex- Presbyterian Church, stated that the two ing to us; but we appreciated their hospi
treme pain, and when light seems wholly ob- greatest evils of this country were intemper- talit.y, (and by the way, is thet•e anybody who 
scm"ed, can only be exarcisod when we have ance and "Mormonism." The "Mormon" does not when they are the recipients?) and, 
laid up a supply by a prayerful, faithful walk elder being present, arose to defend himself, thanking the Lord :;.nd the people for the 
befot·e him when healt.h and light are enjoyed. although he could hardly get a word in edge- kindness manifested, turned our attentio~ 
Doctrine and Covenants, section 42, paragraph wise. But amid the excitement he announced elsewhere. 
12, gives us the rule laid down by the God of that the next night he would distinguish be- After storing t.he tent at Logan, we 
Saints: "And whosoever among you are tween his church and Utah "Mormonism." labored some in Vll.lley, where I had 
sick, and have 'lOt ft>ith to be healed, but be- As a result of this free advertising, the elder tho pleasure of baptizing three young ladies, 
lieve, shall be nourished with all tenderness had a big audience the following night." I Sisters Stella Williams, Bimtrice Thomas, 
with herbs and mild food, and that not by the So you see Bro. Short is hunting and fish· · and Mary Richards. The fiest two named 
hand of an enemy. And the elders of the ing for souls. May he have success and b. ave been active Sunday school workers 
church, two or more, shall be called, and • peace from God. since last winter, and with others there, both 
shall pray for, and lay their hands upon them I Elder William S. Pender passed through in and out of the church, are making earnest 
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efforts to uphold the credit of the work. 
May God bless the young, who thus come out 
so fearlessly against the wickedness of the 
world, and enlist their talents in behalf of 
the right. 

L11ter on, others were baptiz8d, including 
Sr. Annie Rich:J.rds, who comes from t.he 
raDks of the Utah church and gives promise 
of being a faithful wo!'ker for Zion's cause. 

From Malad we went to Pleasant Grove by 
team. 

Our reunion at the latter place was quite 
well attended, and the daily prayer meetings 
were characterized by a high degree of in
terest, devotion, and spirituality. At a 
priesthood meeting held at the reunion, the 
unanimous sentiment seemed to prevail that 
our treatment of the "Brighamites," as we 
sometimes call them for convenience, should 
be courteous and considerate, and that while 
there exists a. necessity for plainness of 
speech, yet we should endeavor to let them 
know we are their friends by telling them 
the truth in a friendly w'fiy. To the writer's 
mind, Bro. J. B. Roush struck the keynote 
on this subject, and I ex;j1yed his article 
throughout. I was also quite interested in 
Bro. Peter Anderson's letter in a recent 
Jlerald, recognizing therein a true delinea
tion of some phases of the Utah question. 
For one I failed to see anyt,hiog imp1·oper in 
the letter, and HI may be allowed to express 
an opinion, I will say that I have thought 
that when a caustic criticism. is directed 
ag-ainst a bl.·other, the name of the critic 
should be given as well as the one criticized. 

My faith continues strong in the work. 
When I view the actions of men I feel dis
couraged; but as my own actions are among 
the weakest of an, I feel like doing my hard
est work with myself. From a standpoint of 
principle the work is grand beyond expres
sion. 

As I am compelled from time to time to 
clasp the parting hand and bid good bye to 
the faithful, toning Saints £~.mong whom mis
sionary lot is cast, I yearn to see the t.ime when 
together we can realize that the victory has 
been won, and we are henceforth worthy to 
associate with each other in the rest of the 
Lord. 

With prayers for Zlon's cause, I remain, 
ln gospel bonds, 

D. W. WIGHT. 

BLACKFOOT, Idaho, Nov. 30. 

.Editors Hewxld:-How many really know 
that t,his is the last time the gospel will be 
restored to earth? How many realize that 
the time of Christ's coming is near at hand, 
that the midnight hour is ne2.ring when the 
trumpet will sound and Christ will. come to 
claim his own? HoviT many will be as the 
wise virgins, and be waiting with oil in their 
lamps? The answer eomes, Not many! My 
soul cries out, Oh Lord, that we may be 
saved! 

As the prophets of old said, even so can we 
say now, Surely this is a stiff-necked people, 
slow to do the will of God, but quick to do 
eviL How often h~&s God warned his people 
in dreams, vi~ions, prophesies, tongues, and 
preachings, to prepare ourselves for his com-

here, and m8.ny of us 
to light our lamps. Oh that I could 
so loud th!i.t all the 
could hear, Prepa.re ye the 
make his straight. Obey 
ere destruction come upon you. Oh, 
every one under the sun would know and 
obey his voice. 

~"fhe Lord bas cou\manded us to gr'\jther to 
Zion and her stakes, to send cur moneys to 
the bishop, that he m;:.y buy up in 
Jackson county aml the country round about. 
What think ye of this bw? IB it time 
that it was in force? T/Ve must preps.re 
place wherein our Lord can dwell ere he 
comes, and now is the time 
reo~ you that have the rnoney and are 
of yom· families, it is upon you that t,his 
rests; will you not a step fonvtlrd? It 
needs (}nly a few to start, the rest will follow. 

Saints~ let us awake s~nd rise in 
strength of the Lord; "lot us shuks off 
coals from our garments, and be free J.n the 
joy of the word." 

May the Lord bless his Srd.nts everywhere, 
and keep them in the stralg·ht 
way~ and may we soon all be in t,he 
place the Lor-4 has appointed us to ggt.her 
I know it is God's will that his people shouid 
g·ather together in the place he has ap
pointed. 

I am a weak, unworthy gid, but God knows 
it is my whole longing and desiro to do good, 
and help in some way to spread his g·ospeL 

In the faith of Chr.i.et., 
YOUR YOUNG SISTER. 

No star is ever lost we on<~e have seen, 
We alwa.ys may be what we might h",ve bwm. 
Since good. thongh only thought, has llf0 and breath~ 
God's ·Jife can always be redeemed from death; 
And evil~ in its nature, is decay, 
And any hour can blot it all away; 
The hopes that lost, in some far distant seem, 
l\'lay be the truer life, and this the 

"PUT YOURSELF IN 'l'ElliiR 
This may be a diffieuH thing 

deed, we are satiEfied e.nyone 
eve:r tried it, k:uovn1 that it 
many v, thing which is difficult., 
good thing to do. Especially do 
this position of mind is m:cess!l.ry 
the Scriptures of divine truth, 
through our failure in doing· 
often lose the blessing which 
surely would receive. Paul, in 
the saints a.t Corinth, mr,kccs this 
"Now all these 
for ensamples 

A. Proctor. 

for our admonition, upon whom the 
Now we natu-

the fact that they were written for our ad
the question i.s certainly an impor-

We find upon examination that his im
mediate reference was to the things which 

when· the Lord, with an out
hand, brought the children of 
of the land of Egypt, led them 

through the wilderness, and finally gave 
them possession of the promised land. 

As Israel, this question comes 
home to us with great significance) espe
cL~lly at this time, when as a church we feel 
that a day of trial is upon us.:._a day when it 
behooves eaeb one who loves the Lord to be 
found his post with armor on. 

Is it not natural, i.n speaking of or in re
fbcting upon God's ancient people, to think 
of t.hem as stubborn and rebellious? Do we 
not think of them as peculia"r in their dispo
sltiml of ungrateful murmurings and rebel
lion? Has it never entered our minds to 
~hink that their blessings were especially 
great-that cur own trials are heavier? Now 
if it were possl ble for us to put ourselves in 
like ciwumstauces, think you we would find 
it as we h:owe thought? Is it not a disposi
tion peculiar to mortals to think no trh,ls so 
heavy as those we ourselves have known? 
To ft•el that for our heart wanderings, our 
negligel:'ce, our fa,ilure to keetJ the com
ma.ndmsuts of God, there is more excuse 
tha,n our neighbor has to offer for his fail
ure? So far, however, from this being· the 
case, we feel sure th1:1.t could we but put our
self in Out' neig-hbor's place, we would find 
that-contrary to what we had thought-our 
own burden was lig·hter than his; our own 
excu5e for failure less valid. 

The Lord himself called auwient Israel a 
st,iff·necked and rebellion~ people. His judg
ment is yet to be pronounced upon us. Israel 
was a ns,tion of slaves. Four hundred and 
tvvent.y years they had dwelt in the midst of 

idolatrous people. They had only the tra
ditions their f:1thers to hold them to a 
knowleoge of the true God, and even these 
were comparatively few. After all those 
years of bondi!,ge, it is probab:e they were 
broken in spirit, and ceased to long for free
dom, or a better condition of things. They 
knew nothing of God's g·overnment, his plans, 
his purposes; and above all, his love. 

was a fe!'tile country. They had 
once e?,ten of the fat of the land, and though 
nov1 g·l'oaning uudel' taskrna.sters, even that 
sliat~e things seGmsd batter> to them than 
plunging into the midst of a wilderness, en
cmnbered. by their wives and little ones, to 
seek 13, country, about which they knew noth
ing, only that H had been promised to their 
ancestor, Abl'1l,ham, that, it should b3 the 
possession his children. Think you there 
was nothiug bitter, nothing trying in those 
forty years of wandering in the wilderness? 
Many times in hunger and thirst, and what 
was the result of murmudng· or complaint? 
It ia rec:wded, s,nd. Paul says, for our ct,amoni
tion. Yet steadily through !l.ll this God 
moved unchangingly forward to the accom-
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plishment of his purposes in choosing tbis 
people, and establishing them as a rn;,tioo in 
the land he bad promised Abr!J,ham should 
be theirs. 

But, as his hand had been stretched oui; in 
mighty power to pl!wt and to nourish them, 
so was it displayed in power to pluck t,hem 
up and cast them out of the 13 .. nd when they 
disobeyed him, until in the rejecting and 
crucifying of Christ they filled up the cup 
their iniquity, and their homes wrc~re Idt, 
unto them desolal;e. And when the mind 
tries to grasp what the Jews in their final 
dispersion have suff<Jred, the heart sickens 
at the picture of the untold agony and awful 
desol<J.tion which has been their p:wtion; 
we exclaim, if this is :1ll, H this the 
it, far better fo1· them had they 
the land of Eg·ypt! 

But this is not all-this is 
Steadily through s.U these years-those cea~ 
turies-GJd has been moving forward the 
accomplishment of his purposes in th•3 vvorld. 
And as Paul, in reciting to the Hebrev7s in 
his day, bore witness of the faithful ones who 
Hwere stoned," ••were sawn asunder~ ~vere 

tempted, were slain with the sword: they 
wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins, 
being destitute, afflicted, tormented;" so the 
historians who followed Paul have added 
time and again to the same testimony, until 
at last, as foretold by D:~niel, the saints of 
the Most High were worn out, and darkness 
covered the ear·th. But the end was 
Steadily the. F&ther waa moviog 
accon1plishrnent of the gr-'thnd rasul.t hn.d. 
view when he choae l.he Hebl'31'VS as a 
to be the custodians of his law, and 
them to manifest to the world 
eousness. 

And now we are standing upon the 
brink of the grand final consmnmation 
the mig-hty events which have preceded us. 
When "the kingdom and dominion, and the 
greatness of the kingdom under the 
heaven, sha.ll be gi 11en to the ... sr•lnts 
the Most High, whose kingdom is an ever
lasting kingdom, and all dominions 
serve and obey him." In reg·ard to 
matter there cannot be the slig·htest 
in the mind of anyone who has studied 
prophecies and is observing- the signs of 
times. Shall we, can we cxpect to enter into 
the possession of the kingdom-this king·
dom, the hope of obtaining which has in 
every dispensation of the world cost the 
blood of martyrs-the suffering and torture 
of saints, without paying the price wl1lch 
this hope has demanded of them? 

It may not be in the same way-indeed 
God has forewarned us that it vvould. not be; 
but there is a price we must p9..yj and Gc·d 3 

who is the embodiment of 
it that he demands no mnre of you 
does of me. 

"While the bridegroom tarried, they 
slumbered and slept." This tl:Jough the com
mandment had been given, "What I 
you I say unto all, Watch." 
indicate that the entire church, at the 
of his coming-1 is to be ins. coruparB.tiv•:l 
of inactivity? 

But the time of testing is near. The cry is 
heard at the miduight hour, "Behold. the 

. bridegriKJm cometh, g·o ye out to meet him." 
Well will it be far us then if we are found 
with oil in our lamps, ,:J.nd prepared to enter 
in with him. My neighbor's lamp will not 
furni.sh light for me; and if I am wise, I 
must see to it that I have a sufficien.t supply 
of oil of my o1vn. 

HIVEP..SIDE, Cal., Oct. 21. 

DeaT S£ster Frances:-It has been a long 
tirne .since I ·tave wrH.dven anything to the 

departm':lilt. Not that I have not 
of t.he dear sisters who have been 
for me tatd all cf the lonely ones, 

chance meet wit.h those of 

the Sa.ints ought to 
can meet togethGr to praise God and 

have sweet comrnunion together~ But, dear 
louely sisters, om· Father above will hear our 
r;.sl;itions hc:lp ua bear our cross with pa
tience and longsuffering. God bas been good 
tomB, stl'eDgth to endure, and rais

sJ most crushed, giving peace 
such a restful feeling that my 

to his holy name, because 

f0d sad whr·m I see so 
chee!' and help 

word th<~,t hs.s been given 
I come f:M' short of 

do. 

There 
I feel to thank 

gr:wious words from 
them to my heart, 
my &oul. I am dis

to others, t;·ying to let 
hacre a oht'I!Jco to learn the good news 

which has com(o to all who will accept. 
Sometim,,s I feel like going out on the streets 
and to the psople, but I suppose I 

for insanHy. Do::u· s.ister·s, 
do need yoar that I may live a 

godly life. So live that I may be worthy to 
redeemed when the Savior 

own. Ever praying for 
v?elft>,re of Zion, I remain, your sister in 

SISTER HANNAH. 

UN:Wl:'Y. 
;;)Pii\OIAL P..EQUESTS FOR PRAYE.R. 

Hubbard, of Templeton, Iodi
of the Prayer 

behalf of Mr. Flanna-

her' hu5band 
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asks the sisters of the Prayer Union to pray 
for her, that God will give her greater faith, 
and that he!:' prayers may be answered soon, 
if consistent with God's will. Sisters, pray 
for her, for she needs your prayers, oh so 
much. 

PROGRAM ~'OR. JANUARY lVHiJETINGS 0~' 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
Opening hymn, Saints' Harp, 110. 
Prayer, Scripture reading, Ecclesiastes, 

chapter 11. Discussion of select reacling in 
Home Column. Roll call. Business, Clos
ing hymn, Saints' Harp, 218. 

Dismissal prayer. 
Supplementary question: 0LH' Boys~ 

Should the moral and social laws governing 
our boys and girls be different? 

The advisory board r<quest the secretaries 
of ali lOcals tcJ send to Si'. M. E. Hul mes, In
dependmJce, Missouri, reports of the deci
sions of their different locals on this question, 
with a view to future use of same. 

8 oi D 
l<JLDER 'I'. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

THE BENEFITS OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL. 
The Sund3,y school is an organization that 

is a benefit to mankind, and one of which 
everymw engaged in the work can say, "I am 
able to les,d a better life by belonging to such 
an organiza'd.on." I believe the Lord ape 
proves of the Sunday school, and blesses every 
effort put forth in forwarding this great 
work. 

Perhaps all do not resJize the importance 
of the Sunday school and the benefits derived 
therefrom. Would that more did, and 1;hat 
more were interested in the ad van cement of 
this work. Som'3 may and it has been 
said, "the Sunday school is for the young, not 
for the old." If the Sunday school is worthy 
of the consideration of the young, is it not 
worthy of the consideration of the old, and 
will it not be a benefit to the old as well as to 
the young? It is an educational school for 
both old and young-, and all classes. 

Parents who interest themselves in the 
Sunday school wm·k not only benefit them
selves, bat by their example the children a.re 
encouraged to attend and take an interest in 
preparing their lessons. ThE' lessons learned 
in Sunday school during· childhood are not 
soon forgotten. The child does not forget 
his early training. "Train up a child in the 
Wf!,y he should go, and when he is old, he will 
not dep·a.rt from it." 

His early traininrr, proves beneficial to him 
in s.fter years. He bas a greater desire to go 
on and learn more of the truths that are 
taught, and do more for the work that he 
may receive the reward that is promised to 
those who prove fal thful to the end. 

The benefits of the Sunday school a1·e mani
folcL It belf.ffits the efricero snd tea.ehers a>5 
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lead a nobler and higher life. If weeome 
before him with a broken heart and contrite 
spirit, will not God's Spirit be with us to aid 
and guide us at all times? 

Our duty is to serve and obey God, and to 
acquaint ourselves with his works. In 
Proverbs, chapter four, verse five, we are 
commanded to "get wisdom, get under-stand
ing: forget it not; neither decline from the 

SAINTS' HERALD. 
the weapons of his captain. And yet this is 
just what is constant.ly being done in Chris
tian w01·k, because the workers do not realize 
the dignity of their high calling, but are con
tinually cheapening it in their own minds. 
-Iowa Stmday School Wmker. 

REVIEW WORK. 

words of my mouth." _ I Lesson 11. 
Is not the Sunday school an excellent 

J. F. MINTUN. 
December 16. 

school, by which we may obtain knowledge 
and understanding? There is not a better 
school for the young, for the understanding 
of the Scriptures, and fitting them for their 
calling in spreading the gospel, than the 
Sunday school. It is in the Sunday school 
that we receive strength and aid to perform 
our duties. Teachers are benefited by new 
ideas and helps that are obtained from time 
to time, fitting them for good work, and bet
ter ways of presenting the lessons to their 
classes. They receive spiritual strength in 
helping others to obtain light and knowledge. 
Some may become discouraged and 'think that 

SALVATION. 
Through 

JESUS CHRIS'!.' OUR EXAMPLE 

DOING 

From 
EVIL 

DOERS 
Whosoever will may receive. 

BY 
STRIVING 

l. To enter in through strait gate. 

" F M t .l Over sin. 
"'· or as ery I Not over each other. 

CHRIS'l', OUR MASTER. 

their teaching is all in vain and no one bene- A SPRINKLER OR A WELL. 
lited, but it may be like bread cast upon the Have you ever noticed in looking around a 
waters, it will return after many days. We Sunday school during its session, how many 
may not be permitted to•seo the fruits of our of its teachers there are holding forth with 
labor, but we may be the means by word or earnestness, with more or less animat:on, to 
action of inlluencing for good the life of their classes, each one of whom is apparently 
some one. taking no part in the exercises, or at least no 

The Sunday school is a benefit to the 

1 

other part than that of listening? 
church in helping spread the gospel. Per- Now good listeners are to be desired; and 
haps many would never have received light many of us who have had unruly boys to man
and knowledge, and understood the plan of age would be thankful for such a state of 
salvation, had it not been for the Sunday things. But would it not be better as a rule 
school. I think a great many can speak from to have less preaching and more teaching in 
experience in this respect. the class0s? 

Fathers and mothers that are interested in THE FIRST OBJECT IN 'PEACHING 
the spiritual welfare of their children will should be to awaken thought in the mind of 
not neglect to instruct and encourage their the pupiL Just in proportion as the child 
children in the work, that they may be takes par-t in the discussion of the subject 
brought within the fold. presented, just so far is he interested in it. 

The Lord wants us to grow in grace and Too many teachers are like fountains sprink-
knowledge and be a benefit to others. ling the spray of their knowledge over all in 

We are all placed here for some purpose, their vicinity. Not that I think for a roo
and that purpose should be the highest of our ment there is danger of any teacher knowing 
ideals, in doing all the good we can for the too much! But should not the knowledge be 

pupils other methods must, be tried. But a 
few of the most important points in the lesson 
should be so emphasized by illustration, by 
repetition, that at least a part of the subject 
shall remain in the mind of tht~ child. 

IF TEACHERS WOULD S'I.'UDY 
not only the lessons, but also the best methods 
of presenting them, would it not obviate much 
of the restlessness and inattention now no· 
ticeable in many of the classes in our Sunday 
schools?-G. ]);[. Howard, in Iowa Sunday 
School Helper. 

nonfBfBllGB 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS. 
On the 1st day of D2cember, the above dis

trict conference convened at Taylorville. R. 
T. Walters chairman, M. R Shoemaker as
sistant, Alice M. Simpson and Luther Simp
son secretaries. Branches reporting: Tay
lorville 45; gain by baptism 15. Bc~ardstown 
30; gain by baptism 5, by certificate l. Priest
hood reporting: R. T. Walters baptiz"d 2, 
Luther Simpson, S. J. Bartlett, J. G. Ettin
ger, Thomas Broad, M. R. Shoemaker, and 
Thomas Lilly. The recommendation of M. 
R. Shoemaker was read, and by motion was 
accepted to be ordained an elder. B.v motion 
the recommendation of Luther Simpson to 
the office of an elder was read and accepted; 
also Thomas Broad to the office of pt'iest was 
accepted. Dolegates to General Conference: 
Thomas Broad, S. J. Bartlett, H. Seegar, and 
Maggie Lilly. The disljrict was formed into 
a Sunday school associ'ation; M. R. Shoe
maker superintendent, Alice M. Simpson as
sistant, S. J. Bartlett secretary and treasurer. 
The nomination for delegates of association to 
General Conference taking place, Thomas 
Broad was elected chairman. Preaching in 
the evening by M. R. Rhoemaker. Sunday 
school at 9: 30 a. m. Preaching at eleven 
a. m. Prayer and testimony meeting at 2:30 
p. m., at which 'the brethren m1m8d were or
dained. Bro. M. R. Shoemaker was elected 
district president. Bro. Luther Simpson to 
be recommended to Bishop E. L. Kelley as 
Bishop's agent for district. The evening 
sermon was by Bro. R. T. Walters. A vote 
of thanks was given to the Saints for their 
hospitality and kindnEss. Adjourned to meet 
by statement of president. 

advancement of his work, and spreading of more like the well-deep, pure, and spark- POTTA WATTAl\UE. 
the gospel that others might receive the ling, where the pupil must come with his Conference met at Carson, Iowa, November 
truth. bucket and draw for himself? Fountains are 24. The district president and the mis-

sionary in charge were elected to preside, 
Then may the time soon come when all good things-always ornamental, often use- Brn. H. N. Hansen and Charles Fry were 

will be more interested in the Sunday school. ful; but for practical, everyday purposes, as chosen secretaries pro tern. 'l'he courtesy of 
God does not forget to reward every effort, a means of quenching thirst, most of us would the floor was extended to visiting members. 
and if we wish to be benefited and have prefer the well. A report was read and acceoted from the 

secretary. He had sent out 62 reports to the 
others benefited, we must not falter by the I try often to priesthood of the district, of which 22 had 
wayside, but be willing to labor until the VARY THE METHOD been returned, reporting 120 sermons, 8 hap-
end. of presenting the lessons from Sunday to tisms, 4 marriages, and 12 children blessed 

"All true work is sacred; for in all true Sunday. Most of us like novelty, while mo- during the quarter. The report further says 
that he had served formal notice on Crescent 

work there is something of divineness. Labor notony is irksome. I have been surprised at branch, through their presiding· officer, of the 
wide as the earth, has its summit in heaven." times by the readiness with which the schol- action of the last conference, in ordering the 

PERHA, Iowa. 
NELLIE ars have responded to new ways of taking up branch to place the name vf Sr. Ray Heizer 

the lessons. For instance, I had a class of on their record; but that the indications 
}l,or the D<nv City, Iowa, reunion. were that the branch had ignored the order. 

young misses whose ages ranged from twelve With his report he presented credentials for 
to fifteen years. I sug·geeted that each one 40 delegates, with 114 notes, representing 773 

CHEAPENING THE WORK. should read to the rest of ua two or more members. Statistical reports were read from 

S b l ri tb · t =erse" and tn' en explain them the same os 1·f all the branches. Boomer 40; gain 4. Conn-orne men are · orn ea~ers; 0 ers are JUS ' o '" cil Bluffs 257; loss 2. Crescent 178; g-ain 2. 
as surely born to be le.d. Many leaders are they wsre teachers and we pupils, and we Fontanelle 42; no chan!!e. Hazel Dell 65; no 
willing to serve humbly in the ranks, but could all ask questions of the reader. I wish change. North Star 111; gain 1. Wheeler 
more of the rank and file aspire to leadership. you could have heard the sensible, clear· 80; gain 1. Minist,er~al reports: Elders 
It is a great mistake in any work to permit l headed wr;,y in which most of those girls ex- RHennrhy Kbemp, l;. MN. Smith, C. C!A. Beebe, DD. 

I , v am ers~ ..o... ..~.. • o. ~ 
the ·mantle of authority to fall upon plained und answered questions; and they 1 Parish, w. Chapman, J. 

or force tl:le i !t, Oi oou.r~€1 wi.th I P, Q, .~~:~(tereon, 
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jamin Harding; Priests Thomas Scott, C. C., CO~JVENTION NOTICES. 
Larson, S. J. Roberts, P. M. Hansen, S. C. The Sunday sehoul association of Southern 
Foo.te, L. G. Wood; Teachers A. E. Madison, 

1 

Nebraska district will convene wit.h Blue 
R. H. Gittings, P. W. Frede~·ickson, J. H. River branch of D"cernber 28 and 29. 
Bake_r. Verbal: J. P. Carlile and M. F: All schools are to be present, and 
Elsw~ck. (Too late for conference LeVI 1 bring their reports, and send delegates. 
Grabtll ~nd John Ley~ham, w?o both ex- 1 Come one. come all, and have a good time in 
pt•ess the1r lov~ for !1nd m~erest lD t?e. cause; I the Lord.· At this session the election of 
~~t havebe~n m~cttve, owwg to their mfi~m· officers will take place. 
lties.-;-Dtstrwt Secretary.) J. P. Carllle, w. M. SELF. Supt. 
the Bishop's agent, reported as follows: Bal- · 
ance on hand last report $53.53; collected 
since $860 32; total $913 85; paid to Bishop 
E. L. Kelley $800; to ministry $!5; others 
$31; abstract of titles of church lot in Council 
Bluffs $7 50; total $883.50; balance on hand 
$30 35. At the afternoon session, after the 
chair had addressed a few remarks to the 

D 

conference concerning the placing of Sr. To the Missionaries and Saints of Northern 
Heizer's name on Crescent branch record, the Illinois and Wisconsin:-It becomes my duty 
matter was referred to the district presi- to inform you that I will not be with you 
dent. On separate motions, the following during ttle winter, unless it may be on special 
officers were sustained: D. R. Chambers, occasions. I have been rtquested by the 
district ~re~ident; H. N. H~?sen, as,;ista:nt; , Board of Publication and directed by Joseph 
J .. Cba;lts Je~sen. secret~r.}, J. P .. varhle, i Smtth to commence the of the 
Btshor! s ag-enu. On motw~s to adJO?rn ~o fourth volume of Chureh 
Counml I~luffa and Cresent, tt was d~crded Jn I regret that I have been able 
favor of C,r~scent. Elders J. S Stram, D. K. little ttme in my field during· the conferencB 
Dodson,. I !'lest, 1:· G. Wood, and T~a~her A. year, but I am very thankful that I have so 
E Madison, havmg· expressed ';- Wllltngness competent and reliable a corps of associates. 
to labor as they .coul~, were Instruc.ted to I desire to take this occasion to commend 
labor under the d1rectwn of the pre~Idency them to the confidence a·,d hearty support of 
of district. On further. motion, the confer- the Saints. " ' 
e~ce requests all the prtestho?d who can and I am quite sure that if they receive the 
w1ll labor, to do so, Preachu:g by Charles support that they are worthy of, that the 
Fry, Jan:es Caffall, I. M. Smith, ~nd H. N. interests of the work will be carefully safe
Hansen, w the order na~ed. AdJOUrned to guarded s.nd advanced. My short association 
meet Saturday, February 23, 1901. with the Saints in diffe~rent parts o( my field 

8tlndau ol ll88o~ia1ions. 

TEXAS CENTRAL. 
Sunday school association convened at 

Hearne, with Texas Central branch, Novem
ber 2. S. R. Hay, superintendent;, in t.he 
chair; John Hay, sem·etary. The following 
schools reported: Texas Central, Shady 
Grove, and Philadelphia. No report from 
Bethel. S. R. Hay, superintendent, reported 
one school visited and one organized. 'l'reas
urer reported $L 70 on hand. The superin
tendents of schools also reported. An hour 
was spent in ten-minute speeches by the lead
ing Sunday school workers, which was very 
instructive. It was moved and carried that 
each school prepare a program for next asso
ciation. Adjourned to place of meeting of 
next district conference, on the Fdday pre
ceding, at 10 a. m. 

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN 
INDIANA. 

was pleasant to me, and I would be glad to 
further continue my labors and acquaintance. 
The third volume of history takes us to the 
close of 1872, and the fourth will no doubt 
bring the history up to then it is to be 
hoped t.hat whoever m:c>y historian will 
not need to devote so much of his time to the 
preparation of matter for publication. 

Invoking the peace and blessing of God 
upon you, I am your coworker in the cause of 
truth, HEMAN C. SMI'l'H. 

PROPOSED Al'if!ENDII'!ENTS TO RULES OF ORDER 
AND DEBATE. 

Notice is hereby given, that by action of 
the joint council of the seventy, the following 
proposed amendments t.o the Rules of Order 
and Debate will be presented to the General 
Conferi)uce of 1901 for its consideration and 
action:

Rssolved, that section 161, paragraph 5 
(a), be stricken out, and that the following 
be inserted in its stead: "In case sat-isfac
tion shall not be given upon the examination 
and decision of any cause before a court of 
elders, an appeal from such decision may be 
had by the aggrieved to the bishop's 
court, and from court to the high coun-
cil." 

811 

graph 13, provides that "the several elders 
composing this Church of Christ" shall meet 
in conference and transact the business of 
the church i.n said conferences, etc., He
solved, tbat the Bules of Representation, 
section 176, paragraph 2, be amended to r'ead 
as follow~: ''The only qualifications to eiigi
bility to the otfice of delegat.e from district to 
General Conference shall be eldership in the 
chnl'ch in good standing." 

Resolved, that section177, parageraph 1, be 
amended by adding the wurfis: "The q ualifi
cations for eligibility as such delegate being 
that he bold the office of an elder and be in 
good standing." 

Rssol ved, that section 175 be stricken out, 
and the following be subatituted therefor: 
''The general officers of the church ktoown a> 
t.he presidency, the twelve, the high council, 
the seventy, the presiding bishopric, and all 
high priests, elders, and pt'iests when travel
hlg under Gen.eral Conference or general ap
pointment aro ex· officio members of General 
Conference, and entiLled to voice and vote in 
Ganeral Couf,~rence when pr.osent." 

RoJsol ved, Lhat section 99 b:3 amended by 
inserting in the sixth line, after the word 
"affirmative," the words, "By a two-thirds' 
vote." 

On behalf of a. committee of the j,}int sev
DUNOAN CAMPBELL. 
C. SCO'l'T. 

·enty, 

R.. S. SALYARDS. 
LAJ.UONI, Iowa~ December 5, 1900. 

HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM. 
Having waited to obtain account of the or

dination of brethren as high priests the pub
lication of '·List of Names and Addresses" 
has been delayed. ,But said list (No. 3) has 
now been issued and a copy has been sent, to 
each member of the quorum, also to the 
four whose ordination n'hs not yet been re
ported as attended to, namely, G. J. Waller, 
V. M. Goodrich, J. B. R.oush, and John Zim
ermann. 

Should any of the brethren fail kl receive 
the copy mailed them they may write and 
another will be sent. 

When any change their location, or ad
dress, please send notice, and the changes 
will be published in Hemld and Ensign, so 
that the secretary and other brethren may 
mark such chaoges on their list.s, and know 
where to write you. 

As the expenses of the quorum for lists, 
blank report-forma, letter heads, envelopes, 
and stamps have increased much, and the 
only collections ever made have been from 
those present at April meetings of the quo
rum, therefore if those who have not met 
with us desire to c·Jntribute small amounts, 
such will be acceptable as supplies for the 
treasury of the quorum. . 

Blank report-iorms will be mailed about 
March l. R:1spectfully yours, 

H. A. STEBBINS, 
Secretary and treasurer. Convened at Galien, Michigan, October 19. Resolved, that section 151, paragraph 5 

0 ' d · 1 • d k b LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 5. 
pemng evotwna ex2rmses an remar s Y (b), be stricken out and in lieu thereof the 1 

Bro. Samuel Stroh. Sr. J. H. Royce, dis- following be inserted: "In case of appeal, 

CLERGY P.l<JRMITS FOR 1901, 
trict superintendent, took the chair. School the 9.ppellant must, set forth clearly to the I 
reports: Grand Rapids 36, Galien 51, Cold- court !.0 which appea,l is made, the reaaons 
water 56, Clear Ls.ke 89, South Scott 21, for such The Central and the Western Passenger 
Buchanan 30; Hartford, received after con· the authority to which Associations have been furnished with lists 
vention, 40. Letter received from Belding. shall send at complete to date of all General Conference 
Remarks on reports of schools made by Bro. notice of such and other general mission appointees, and 
S. Stroh, Floyd Smitb, W. E. Pesk, and G. and minutes of evidence, noi.ified that certificates of appointment bold 
H. Hilli;;,rd. A Sunday school class was a copy proeeedings of the court h1 good until the General Conference of 1901. 
taught by W. E. Peak. Treasurer's and c&use the sP•rne 'w be filed with Applieatious for permits for the year HlOl 
showed 64 cents on hand. Collection of the to which appeal is taken." therefore be made at any time. 
taken. Secretary's bill of 50 cent.s allowed. "H,,mark. In cases where offending par- Western Association is divided into 
Several delegates to General Convention ties have absr:onded, or are inaccessible to two departments. Applicants located in 
selected. Topics: "How mueh I!'Oopel shall the prescrib8d lab:Jc a.nd mAtbods provided Alabam>J,, Arkan~as, Indian Territory, Okla-
we teach the children," W. E. Peak. Dis-j for in section 161, tne wor·ds, 'if Kentucky, Louisana, Missisotppi, Mis-
cussion, Sr. Elsie Lockerby and Samuel be construed to qualify sour•i, (Mexlco), Tennessee, and T<'xas, 
Stroh. "How I assist my pupils in study- I conditions and had should addre>•s C. M: Pratt, Chairman, R:JOm 
ing," Viola Green. Remarks by Sr. R. M:.

1 

accordiog·lv. U 1320 Trust Building, St. Louis, Mis-
Weston, Lesson HluBtrated by Bl"o. Weston. or Those io other 'oerritory of said Asso-

to meet at L'akes j the ch~tion addt'e.sg E. LVuw,e''"'·''-' 
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in Central Association territory 
address F. C. Donald, Commissioner 

Central Passenger Association, Monadnock 
Illinois. 

may be obtained from 
railt·oad agents, or from either of the 

:ll,bove named. 
Allloc0J ministers entitled to permits are 

referred to their respective missionaries in 
ch!:n·ge for indorsenlflJJt., as heretofore. 

R. 8. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

I.-~AnroNY, Iowa~ December 1, 1900. 2t 

A GRA'l'~illFUL REMINDER. 
The Curtis Company of Phila-

prizes rangiog from 
the largest lists of sub

any one person to "The 
.m·nTow ..... 1J, monthly at. on" dollar 

"The Saturday Evening 
at the Slime price. Some of 
friends are interested in get

one oi HJese prizes for her, and thus 
her old more enmfor·table. 

She hf1s the and also "The 
Home Column" in the for nearly 

without compensation, and we 
is our opportunity to reward her 

s.nd by united effort to do her some 
in life when most needed. 

in getting subscriptions 
the church. Also your 
if you desire to ;ake 

or your rAnewal if you 
::~re one. Please send as 

suhscriptions at one time as possi
ble, orlce of money order and 
Rtamp Addre8s all communications to Mrs. 

and makt; money orders 
to her. you desire to make a 

eit.h~Jr ma.gszine to a friend, a 
UluminatPJ card will be sent with 

the tii·st copy t.hat the magazine is 
SF·n t, fo<" t,be name of the 
friend sending i.t. in your subscriptions 
now and begin wi.th the January number. 

\Ve have, hmvever, until the last of April, 
1901, to coni.pote for these prizes. By that 
timR '"·ll must have been in. 

Very your sister in Christ, 
LYONS RESSEGUIE. 

We believe the ab!Jve movement, commend
able, and the end sought a worthy one, and 
therefo1·e recommend it. 

JosEPH SMI'l'H, Editor Herald, 
HEMAN C. SMITH. 
HENRY A. S'l'EBBINS. 

G.meral Church Recorder. 
J. H LAMBERT. 
,J, W. WIGH'l'. 

LA:tiONt, n~.:;c, H\ 1900. 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
.After 

or fraction thereof. 
Mll,Fria;re notices will be i.nserted for $1 00 

per 100 words or fraction thereof. 
DcaLh notices ·will be allowed 100 words 

Above that numb2-r 50 cents per 100 
vvm·ds or f!'action thereof will be charged. 

•ro insure insertion, make remit-
tance with 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

BORN. 
HEAP --October 25, 1900, at Fall Rivqr, 

MH.ssactusHtts~ to Iirother John and Sister 
M e.ry A. Heap, 9, eon, and named Raymond 
Samud. Ble-ssed D"cember 2, at Fall River, 
by Elder M, H. Bond. 

GAYLOED -To B•·o. and Sr. 

'rHE SAINTS' 
November 25, 1900, by Elder H. N. Snively, I her loss. Funeml sermon at the 
assisted by Elder J. S. Snively. I Elder F. A. Smith; interment Forest 

WALLER.-To Mr. Burton N. and Sr. Kate 
P. Waller, March 24, 1900, a son, named her Council 
Robert Burton. Blessed November 18, by 
Eiders Chartes D8rry and C. A. Beebe, at 
Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
· LEE'l'DN.-To Bro. Lars and Sr. Isabel 
Leetun, September 11, 1900, a son, and 1 She leaves 
named Milton Edgar. Blessed at Head 'sister and 
Grove church, November 29, by Elder D. M. A large concom·se of 
Rudd. witness of the love 

ELIFSON.-To Bro. Oliver and Sr. Amelia sister held; 
J. Elifson, October 8, 1900, a daughter, and A. ft"om the church. 
named Dora Violet. Blessed by Elder D. M. RUDD.-Amll.ndm· F. f\,udd died 
Rudd, November 29, at the Saints' church, der.n;;;l drowning· in tbe Boyer 
Head Grove.· Dow Iow£., 

MARRIED. 
MEGATHLIN-CHASE.-·On Tuesday even

ing, at the home of the parents of the bride, 
Captain and Sister Geor~;e W. Chase, Gar
field street, Brockton, Massachusetts, Mr. J. 
Earnest Megathlin to Sr. Sylvia Chase; Elder 
M. H. Bond ofiiciating, assisted by the Rev. 
H. G. Megat.hlin, pastor of Cong·regational 
Church of Quincy, and uncle of the groom. 1 

A larlle company of relatives arid friends ls 
from Providence, Cape Cod, and elsewhere 
were present to witness the ceremony, which 
was of an unusally elaborate character, incl ud-
ing in addition to the ueual attendants of There wild his rem11ms 
maid to the bride and groom attendant, a the 
double ring service with page, flower girl, SHIPPY.--.li;.t h~l:t 
etc., etc., .and w):w, with tokens of friendship Iowa, November 5, HlOO, 
by beau t1ful g1fts, and most fervent good after a lorw 
wishes for Sister _Sy~via and. cong. ratulations I bank, "' OClt•)tJGr lSGI'. 
for Mr. Megathhn m securmg so good a.nd name WiJ,s 
promising a girl for a wife and life companion ;r,nd with 
-manifested the high esteem in which both , she being u'"J''"'""u 
parties are held. 

DIED. 
JENNINGS.-Sr. Martha Belle Jennings, 

wife of Mr. David Jennings, was born Feb
ruary 20, 1880; died November 5, 1900, 
20 years, 8 months, and 16 days. Our 
was baptized at the age of nine years. 
husband, two little children, and a host of 
friends are left to mourn. Funeral service 
in Bigler Grove schoolhouse, by Elder J. A. 
Donaldson, assisted by Bro. Frank Seeley. 

BILLINGS.-At Little Deer Isle, Maine, 
November 10, 1900, infant daug-hter of Bw. 
Phillip R. aod Sr. Bertha E. Billings, aged 9 
months and 13 days. Funeral services by 
.Eider J. N. Ames. 

CLARK.-Bro. Benjamin F. Clark died at 
his home, Adelphi, Iowa, November, 13, 1900. 
Funeral services held at the Caldwell school
house, by G. M. Jamison. B. F. Clark was 
born in Jackson county, Ohio, January 19, 
1833. Came to Iowa in 1849; was married to 
Miss Julia Porter in Polk county, Iowa. Of 
twelve children born to them, seven remain, 
who with the wife, many grandchildren, a 
brother and sister, mourn his departure. 
Bro. Clark was one among the ;first to unite 
with the church when the gospel ws.s fir~t 
preached in his neighborhood in 1875. He 
was ordained a priest soon after, and was an 
untiring ad vocate of the faith. 

CARLILE.-Bro. Isaac Carlile departed this 
life at the home of his son-in-law and 
(laughter, Bro. and Sr. William Scott, near 
Underwood, Iowa. He was born in Eogland, 
August, 1820, and passed away November 5, 
1900. He was baptized and confirmed by his 
son, Elder J. P. Carlile, August 14, 1887. 
We laid his earthly remains away in Walnut 
Hill cemetery at Council Bluffs, Iowa, where 
ten years previously his wife had been buried. 
Seven children, all members of the church, 
are left to mourn, two having passed on be
fore. Service by Elder H. N.- Hansen. 

GARDINER.-At her home, Omaha, Ne
braska, November 14, 1900, Sr. Emma Gar
diner. She was born October 10, 1837, at 
Stroud, Glouc<"ster, England; was baptiz·1d 

16, s.t Omaha, by Elder G. M. 
has been a very devout and 

She leaves 
to 

besides 
ice in th(-.; cb.urc:::t 
mon by Elder J. R. Sul.;ton, asslst;ed by 
La.Rue. 

several children 
mourn their loss. 
Arthur Allen. 

CHAMBERS.-At 
Iowa, DcJOtlmber 4, 
He was born in 
29, 
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( EstabUshed JI:!GO ) 
Publhhed Evel'y J_,amoni, 

Deuttur County, 
ho,,,.;,,J-irm price. SU\0 per year. 

in 
iHshing 

will be discontinued when six months 
unless terms are made with the Pub-

'l'he traveling ministry, district and branch 
_presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
-solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to 
"Editors Herald." 

Send all business letters and make all remit
tances payable to Herald Publishing House, Lock 
·Box E, Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. Personal 
matters mark J olm Smith. 

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-
class mail matter. . 

Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also 
orders for all kinds of Ensign Publications. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

catalogue or further fnforn;ation, address, 

PROF. R. A. ITAl':TG~:D;ss, President, 

or I. W. AI.LENIJER1 Ssc:reta:ry, 

LAMoxr, DECATUR Co., Iow£. 

the Gener!lll 
School Association. 
for use in Sabbath 

work. Issued qu!U'~ 

Grade, per ••• 
Per year, in advance .......•• 

'l,i. Intermediate Grade, per quar-. 
ter . . . • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • 05 
Per year. . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • 11.) 
Primary Grade, per rm"U''JCP .... -. 

Per year ..••..............•• 
li:N'fERMEDIATE QUESTION 

BOOK. 
'16. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen .•. :1 60 

PRIMA.RY QUESTION BOOK. 
77. Limp, Hie. each, per dozen ... 1 50 

The office will procure for its patroru~ 
;t,Dy ~ook that is obtainable. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER I 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

123. Cloth . . • • • • .. .. • .. • • • .. • • • .. 75 

SAINTS' 

1. The Nature of Man, Is He 
Possessed of .Immortality, 
Per dozen 15c., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 .......... . 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doc
trine of the Church, and Kirt-
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100 .................... . 

!.\. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of t!:::e Gos-

30 

15 

15 pel); per dozen 3c.; 100 ..... . 
6. The "One Baptism;" Its Mode, 

Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad
minister, per dozen 15c.; 100, 1 00 

'1. Who Then Can be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100 .............. . 

B. Fullness of the Atonement; 
30 

per dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 

Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
10; 100 .................... . 60 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen'20c.; 100 .............. 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . • . . . . . . . . • 1 00 

151. How to Enter the Kingdom; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 .......... . 

16. Polygamy. Was it an Orig
inal Tenet of the Church; per 
dozen 10c.; 100 ...•.......... 

1'1. The Atonement of Christ and 
the Final Destiny of Man; per 
dozen................ . .... 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza· 
tion of the Church; per dozen, 

19. A Statement and a Correction 

30 

60 

50 

30 

60 of per dozen 10c.; 100 .... 
20. The "One Body," or the 

Church Under the Apostle- _ 
ship and Under the Apostasy; . 
per dozen 15c. 100. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

1U. Truths by Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
flozen 3c.; 100 .............. . 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen 10c.; 100 ............. . 

23. Baptism; per dozen lOc.; 100, 
24. 'rhe Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100 .............. . 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100 .............. . 

20 

60 
60 

20 

30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100 .... 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100 .. 
80. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

81. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100 .... 

82. Which is the Ch11rch? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100 .............. . 30 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. 
Elder C. Scott. 

132. Paper .........••......•..•• 
133. CloGh .....•......•......•.•. 

MANUSCRIPT FOUND. This is 
the notdrious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
titiod copy of the original now 
in Oberlin College, Ohio. 

139. Paper ..................... . 

NOT IN THE CATALOGUE. 
180. Printed envelopes with Her

ald Publishing House address, 

25 
40 

10 

Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35 

35. TRACT. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per dozen, 10c.; 100 ........ . 

181. THE OPINIONS OJ5~ SIXTY
FIVE LEADING MINIS
TERS ON ISAIAH 29:11-
24, AND EZEKIEL 37: 15-20. 
Each, 10c.; per dozen.. . . . . . . 1 00 

182. MAPS. The same as in the 
.1\rchreological Committee's 
Report; can be pasted in the 
Large Type Edition of the 
Book of Mormon. Complete 
set of six ................... . 

183. FOR CHRIS'l'MAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
for Christmas Time" in po
etry and prose by leading 
authors. Just the book for 
Sunday schools and young 
people's societies. Paper 
covers .................... . 

184. Visions of Joseph Smith the 
Seer, Discoveries of Ancient 
American Records and Relics, 
with the statements of Dr. 
Lederer (converted Jew) and 
others. Each 10c.; per dozen, 

185. SMITH-PELOUBET'S DIC
TIONARY OF THE BIBLE. 
T, acher's edition. 800 
with colored maps 

15 

1 00 

ill: stmtions. . . . ............ 1 60 

194. RECORD for min-

195. 

utes of business meetings, 300 
1 25 

REE PROPHE'riC 
DAYS, OR, SUNDAY 
THE CHRISTIAN'S SAB
BATH, 230 pages, card board 
covers, 50c.; cloth. . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

Sabbatari~:m Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; prtoe 11 
cents postp11id. Address orders to 

HERA.f_,D Ol<,FlCi:<J, Lamoni, Iowa~; or 
A. Hi\. WS, 205r. Polk Street, 

tsan Francisco, Califurnia. 
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THE SAINTS1 HERALD. 

ANDERSON, Pres. 
DAVID DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, .Ass't Casha. 

ll:ncoR"porated under the ltaws oll" the §tate oll" Iowa, Julty Ji, 11.§9§. 
Total ~M§l5et8 .JhJcnnary ll., 1900, lll!ll33,032l.34; Apl!'H 1, ll900, i!H62,'d§LO;r, 

Wll!»!l.Y Interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the corre"ponc1ence and deposits of all Herald reade;:'l!l. .i!lli 
llltters of inquiry will be promptly and carelully answered. Dir,·ct all letters to 

,W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Io'tWI, 

Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resseo;ule, Osoar 
P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. w. :Blair, W. A. Hopkii!A!I. 

THREE BOXES GUARANTEED to cure any t'orrn of tobacco habit o1· 
money cheerfully refunded. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1 50. U. S. taken. 

47·42 
Address, (Bro.) B. F. 

'1'. P .. COOK, Pres. and l\l~r. ,J.P. J!]PPEI\:;ON, Sec. and Treae. 

Patented in United States and Canada. 

arriving 
Leavil'll! 

arriving Lamoni 6:25a.m. 

LICENSES, NOTICES, ETC. 
175. Elders, per dozen ........ , .• , 12 
176. Priests, per dozen........... 12 
177. 'reachers, per dozen . . . . . . . • . 12 
165. Deacons, per dozen.. . . . . . . . . 12 
166. Blank preaching notices, per 

hundred.................... 50 
167. Certificates of baptism and 

membership, per dozen. . . . . . 12 
168. Baptism and confirmation 

certificate books with stubs.. 25 
169. Letters of removal, per dozen, 12 
170. Marriage certificates, per 

dozen....................... 25 
171. Ministry and branch cards, 

with name and address, or 
place of worship and hours of 
service on face, and Epitome, 
or What we Believe, on re
verse side, 2b4~ inches, 250.. 1 00 

1V2. Branch statistical reports, per 
dozen....................... 40 

Made of steel and sheet metal. No 
rubber or spring·s to wear out or 
break. Indestruct',ble and guaranteed 
to out all rain, snovv, and cold. 
Simple in constr·uction and give uni
versal satisfaction. Made in lengths 
lM'ld styles to suit any hinged door. 
Work on o"ld thresholda well as new . 

. 'fhese strips will be sent prepaid to 
any address the limits of our I 
territory of $1.00 e:cwh 
for gt~l vanizad iron fil.cing or $2 00 for I 

EXACT width j 
chance I 

for good ag-ents. Brethren 

Manufacturers 2,nd Dealers. 

Lock Box 73. 
K Des Moines, Iowa. 

By Elder Peter Anderson, 
49. Brighamismen Afsloret, eller 

Brigham Young Som Leder 
og Profet. Per doz., 15c. ; 100 1 00 

l!'l"orth-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Des 
Moines 6: 05 p. m. 

South-Leave Des Moines 8: 25 a. m., arrive 
at Leon 11:45 a. m. 

Traius exqept Sunday; connect with C. 
B. & Q. Leon. 

SWEDISH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . 30 
38. Den Gode Herdens Rost, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
10c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • 60 

GERMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; each ...••••.. •. •• 15 
51. The Repentance; each....... Oa 
52. The Principles of the Gospel; 

each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 06 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each.. 02 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
-55. The Truth; each............. Oi 

adjoining Lamoni, 15 minutes walk from 
church, school. and business cr~nter. Choice 
location. House 20 x 28 and 16 20, 11il 18 
ft. high; barn 24 x cow stable 14 x 20; 
cdb, sheds, 3 wells. to 

SECRETARY'S RECORD. 
56. 
57. double size ...... 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
58. each 5c.; per dozen •. , 

REPORTS. 
59. Blank statistical for 

schools to district associa
tions· oer dozen............. 11» 

60. For a'ioltricts to General Asso· 
ciation; per dozen ..........• 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for children. 

61. Cloth .....• , .••.• , •.••••• , 2@ 

ENVELOPES. 
62. For collections; 100 15c.; 1 25 

CARDS AND TICKETS. 
63. Fancy, large, five 50 ..• 
64. Small, ten kinde; 100 ....••• , 

GOOD BEHAVIOR TICKETS. 
65. Per 100 ....••.••.......•••• , 
66. Per 1,000 ............. ., •.. • 1 

PROMPT ATTENDANCE TICK· 
ETS. 

67. Per 100 .................... . 
68. Per 1, 000 ..•...•..••.•••••• , 1 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS. 
For the government of schools; 
local, district, and generaL 

69. Per dozen .. , .....•••••••• ·~. 

WINNOWED SONGS. 
70. Each ooooeoet~oeoe-~to<!HI19otl~ttflH!I~ 60· 
71. Pe:r dozen •••••••••••••••• .-. <& H' 
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what is one man's meat is another's 
poison, and so it must be with ritual 
and music in the church service. 

While no one disputes the musical 
value of the church works of Pales
trina, Beethoven, Mozart, and Haydn, 
in the Protestant Episcopal Church 
the works of Stainer, Tours, Goss, 
Wesley, Sullivan, John E. West, and 
many others find far better place and 
more favor. These, in turn, do not 
appeal as strongly in many of the 
churches as the lighter works of 

================ 'Buck, Brewer, Schnecker, Shelley, 
E fHICS OF CHURCH MUSIC. and a host of others, and these in turn 

fail of effect-the arousing of religious 
BY HAMILTON M. WILD, ORGANIST IN fervor-and fall before the gospel 

GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH. hymn. So, broadly, from a priest's 
The question of what is right and point of view, he is justified, in so far 

:proper in church music depends as he uses music as an accessory and 
largely upon the point of view. Pri- aid, and is alive to the merits and de
marily, any music likely to produce merits of this, that, or the other form 
such mood as brings home to the one of music, in choosing between Pales
so affected the words sung, or re- trina and Perkins, or Bach and Bliss. 
vives any prior lesson, or prepares a Excepting in ''high" church, the florid 
fertile soil for the seed the priest de- music of the masses of Mozart-his, 
sires to sow, is good from the church's just for example-finds no place. It 
point of view. In this regard carry- is admitted that he was deeply reli
ing out the idea: "The end justifies gious, and that the music he penned 
the means." What is right from the stands an inspiration and an offering, 
musical point of view depends largely and yet it sounds to. the low church
upon the training and taste of the man "too high," or savors too much 
musician. One finds that only right of actual musical performance per se. 
which is molded in strictest form, is Plain song finds no favor, grand and 
purely scientific, to be regarded as impressive as it is sung by large 
such, and likely or desirable to have bodies with big accompaniment. So, 
all emotional features eliminated. with the idea of what is demanded by 

Another-and it is a large class- the service and with the words at 
,demands that that which was must hand, the Anglican priest or choir
now be. That that which did duty master naturally turns to Smart, 
centuries ago should do duty today. Croft, Stanford, and their vast com
That because our fathers worshiped pany for his music, serving his 
so, we, too, must. Since much of church best by so doing, but by no 
that music was as cold as the churches means pleasing the strict classicals. 
themselves, and since it did not creep If, then, one looks farther, it will 
out into the world, it is eminently be noted that the music for the vari

, proper to urge that as that, indeed, ous churches has emanated from those 
was church music, to use it now would belonging to the various sects, 
be to avoid all worldly assr.ciation. Mozart in the Roman, Bach in the 
Another class would have anything 

1 

Lutheran, Goss in the Episcopal, and 
beautiful. Another, anything to Sankey in the denominational. 
arouse intense emotion. Another, Briefly the case might stand: Serve 

CAUSES OF THE INCREASE OF 
SUICIDE. 

BY GOLDWIN SMI'l'H. CANADIAN HISTORIAN 
AND ESSA YIS'l' 

Recently published statistics show 
suicide is on the increase. It might 
be hastily inferred that the world is 
becoming less happy. But the infer
ence would be unfounded. Rather it 
might be said that the means of en
joyment having been greatly increasEd 
and the standard of it generally raised, 
deprivation is more keenly felt and 
more productive of despair. The 
leading cause, however, probably .is 
sensibility intensified by civilization. 
It is admitted that the rate of suicide 
increases with national education; not 
that national educ<;,tion produces sui
cide, but it produces sensibility. 
Some investigators tell us that suicide 
is common also among savages. If it. 
is, the cause may be assumed to be 
different from that which operates 
among the civilized. The savage 
yields without reflection to any im
pulse, like the horse in the New For
est, which, maddened by the sting of 
the forest fly, dashes out its life 
against a tree. 

It does not appear from the classifi
cation that any particular calling is 
especially suicidal unless it be that of 
the soldier. It would have been easy 
to understand why a British or Prus
sian soldier of former days, subjected 
to an iron discipline, deprived of every 
comfort in life and mercilessly flogged 
or caned, should be ready to bolt 
through the only door of escape, es
pecially if he had been, like many of 
Frederick's soldiers, crimped, or, like 
many of those in the British army, 
decoyed when he was drunk by a re· 
cruiting sergeant into a service which 
in those days was for life. But under 
the present military system it is diffi· 
cult to see why soldiers should be 
given to suicide. 

Of the races one is rather surprised 
at first to be told the Teutonic, in 
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which you would have expected most 
fortitude. are more suicidal than the 
Celtic, in which you would have ex
pected less. The gloom of the north 
ern climate may be t,he cause, 
but it, may a,lso that 
the deeper ch!.!,racter is tbe more mel
a-cchollc. The Homan Catholic Celt 
in Ireland will hear wit,h complaceilCJ 
that the rate of suicide among the 
Scotch of Ulster is 

the Irish of his 

It 
supposed rather that 
season of cheerfulness 

press ions 
which lead to suicide among 

it 

in 

are 
vacancy in their lives with 
love. · 

That suicide would be far less com
mon among women than a.mong men 
statistics were hardly needed to as
sure us. Women are more as 
well as less resolute than men. They 
are also· less exposed to the stress of 
life. Spanish women, how
ever, it seems there is a special 
lence of suicide, of which the 
sity of Spanish passion is no doubt 
the cause. 

It is rather disappointing to be told 
that neither drunkenness nor sexual 
immorality is among the principal di
rect cause of suicide. Their suicidal 
effect seems to be felt more by the 
children of the sinners than by the 
sinners. 

If we could scrutinize the causes of 
suicide we should probably find that 
the variety was infinite. Number less 
are the things which may make a man, 
especially if his liver is out of order, 
fancy that life is not worth living. 
Mere satiety, it appears, may some
times have a fatal effect. The mys-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

cause unless it were weariness of life, 
brought to a crisis, perhaps, by dis
order of the liver owing to extreme 
sultriness of t.he weather. On the 
other the writ,er has known a 
case where the character of the man 
was and the 
able motive was t.he 

an office thrust upon 
thus compelled to 

The 

however, is 
without strict medical 
which it would be difficult to 
It seems hard that science 

as so often it must 
a man stretched on the 
sometimes an 

of wealth to have its tortures 
skillfully prolonged when 

erty would be allowed to die. it 
is, no doubt, the of the physician 
to death to the As a matter 
of the merciful use of anodynes, 
which no law of the profession for

is almost equivalent to euthana
sia. Sir Thomas More, a most devout 
man, makes euthanasia lawful in his 
Utopia. 

Of self-destruction from insanity or 
lesion of the brain it is needless to 
speak. This is to all intents and pur· 
poses natural death. 

Some experts maintain that all 
cases of suicide are cases of insanity; 
but if you ask them what they mean 
by insanity, they will say tendency to 
suicide; just as in the case of murder, 
when tl:i'ey are called .. in support of a 
defense on the ground of insanity the 
only account of insanity which they 
can give is tendency to murder.
Chicago Tribune, Decembe1· 2, 1900. 

pany at a salary of $12 per month. Soon the 
company neeued a salesman. Largely 
through information obtained in thEJse dis
cussions he was enabled in a short timP, to fill 
the position of s>J.lesman at a salary of $25 per 
week instead of $12 a month. 

One featur8 of special inte;·est in the works 
of the Clevel1>nd Twist Ddll Company is the 
syBtem of paying for tending- to-
ward improvements in methods and 
ru;J,nagemBnt. Tb8 drillB by the com-
P'~oy are bdore they are sent 
out. A drill is on a, block of metal whose 

surface is smooth and highly polished. 
toward a lig b. t, and 

aod forth, inaccuracies, 
ex 'est, are d iecovered. This work re., 

and close 
to 

green 
were 

the com
of half the original 

gnd an increase of 
fifteen per• cent in done in the 

This increa8ed output l.Ja,s 
to several thousand 

f'or December. 

From 324 illustrations in 1894 to over 160() 
in 19:0 are the fi;<m·es which denote tho nu-
merical and of the pic-
torial in The Rome Jout·na& 
in 5ix yeal's. This 400 cent increase in 
numbers is rather by the fact that 

1000 cent more space is now given 
six and that the 

or artistic of illustrations 
improved beyond computation. A few 

years mag-azine making was by 
some to attained a of np"f""t.icm 
that precluded further 
seems to have been in its 
ing public now insists 
in meeting that 
the pictures printed in 
Jimrnal in 1900 exceed in 
ity, and cost those published in 
ing magazines ten years ago. 

An article of note in the JamtctTy number 
of McClwre's JYI•tgazine will be entitled, 
''Great Achievements in Modern Bridge 
Buildiug," by Mr. F•·ank W. Skinner, of 
The l!Jnginee1·ing Record. Here are sketched 
vividly the chief bridg·es of recent times and 
the manner of their building. The text is 
enriched by illustrations from photographs 
and a page drawing by Mr. George Varian. 

If it is right that parents should live with 
their children as well as live for their chil
dren, the parent who strives to make child
hood a happy time will find aid to that end 
in each number of The Delineator. Lina 
Beard, who has been contributing to that 
magazine a series of pastimes for children 
who have been ill devotes her whole article 
in the January issue to "The New Year." 
The article is illustrated with sketches from 
her own pen and is very clever. The same 
number tells of "A Soap Bubble Party," and 
also of the toys and amusements of "Child 
Life in China." 

terious death of the wicked Lord Once a week in the factory of the Cleveland 
Lyttleton, supernaturally predicted, Window Glass Company, a discussion takes ADDREBSEs. 

seems to have been merely a case of place upon some topic of business interest. Arthur Allen, mission addreos, church cor-
suicide committed by a sated volup- Written questions are handed in advance to ner of Glasgow and Dickson streets, St. Louis, 

d k d b · h the employees. The answers enable the com- MiRsouri. 
tuary an . rna~ e Y a story w_h~c pany to judge of the efficiency of its working U. W. Greene, 19 Sherlock Place, Brook-
be told h1s friends of an apparitiOn force. They indicate also the possibility of lyn New York. 
warning him that he was about to die. educating men from the ranks to positions as J~hn B. Roush, 2942 California St., Den-
Within the writer's notice a case has foremen and salesmen, thus obviating the 1 ver, Colorado. 
occurred of suicide committed by a I neces~ity of relying upon outside assistance. 1 Alma C. Ba~more, 352 Lippincott Street, 

. . . Here 1s one example: Two years ago a young ( Toronto, Ontarw. care of T. C. Hattey. 
wealthy sybarite Without assignable · man was taken into the employ of the com- L. R. Devore, Holden, Missouri. 
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ALD~ 
----·~---·----~ 

"If ye continue ln my wot·d, then <JJ:e ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the troth, and the truth shall make you !i'ee. "-John 8!31, JZ. 

"H~:aJ:ken to the word of the Lordz for there shall not any man among you have save it be one woo and ooocubme.~ he shall have none.''-B. of M., page116. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
Fmm'K 1\tA.DISON SThn~'H 

EDITOR 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORHESPONDING EDa'ORS. 

·------·------·---·-------
LAMONI, IOWA, DEC. 19, 1900. 

-------

THE WEAK POINTS OF PROTES
TANTISM. 

In the East End Presbyterian church yes
terday the pastor, Rc;v. Alfred Nicholson, 
preached a striking sermon on ''Weak Spots 
in P!'otestantism." 

His 'Lext was: '·Every 
against itself is brought to 
sermon was as follows: 

''The present decade is one that 
and bristles with 
me;·ous and grave. wiljb 

iudividual 
statal with na

tional issues and personal eapdce with canon-
ical obedience. This be a of 
development, it may be a of 
dence of thought, it may be a sign of 
gression, it may be a symptom of anarchy. 
The significant individuaiism of the age ap-
pears in all the of m&n's life and 
labors. As an and hard-working 
teat>her of g·ood morals and sound doci..dne I 
have not ccrutinized, without the ef-
fect of the present tendency whole 
area of Protestant 

claim 
those, 

the innovations 
posterity with the 

Christianity. If 
is essentially apostolic 
pity us! What 
fought with beasts at 

is 
h:oving protest.ed 
medlmvalism, en

form of 
as we see it 

then God 

us eat 
:md drink for tomorrow we die. 

PRO'rESTAN'l'ISM TODAY. 

''The beginnings of Protestantism are lus
trous in the character of its founders and the 
spiritual heroism of its defenders and to Pres
byterianism in particular God has 
spiritual giants who impressed its 
tions with order and and coherence, 
Let us look at our 
cialiy our 
mark with shame and sorrow her weakness 
as she totters to her fall. We do not gloat 
over her decay as an enemy. VIe rather 
the alarm th:>,t we may repair to our 
stronghold and from her neglected >u·seDals 
clothe ourselves with those that will 
silence her enemies and regain lost pos-
sessions. 

The first and 
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Hwn conceded. It used to be that the mem-j animal for blood. No church ought to be 
bers of s. church feared the disapproval of permitted to build without demonstrating to 
thei1~ as a divine disfavor. the business minds of the presbytery the 
Today fears the of his people as feasibility of carrying on the work to the 

his career and personal glory of God and the comfort of the people. 
the power, of their capricious In New York not long ago Archbishop Cor

'!' he preacher asks himself what will rigao ficlated the consolidated mortgages of 
p!Gs.se 1;he not the Almighty. He his dioceses amounting to some millions at 

his The audience, especially the absurdly low interest of 2 per cent. We. 
in the reserved hlss or applaud pay 6 and sometimes 7. Why cannot every 

when candidat- presbytery pool all church property within 
the arena of their jul'isdiction, raise mortgages at 2 per 

of saying to the lords cent and make an annual assessment on all 
'Daar brethren,' he churches to pay off the entire encumbrance 

vos salutamus.' in instalments. The sad fact is that there is 

DISOIPI,INE. no affiliation and very little fraternity be
tween us. 

"Along this line there is the precarious, 
paltry, and disproportionate revenue of the 
church. A rich man will give a paltry sum 
and a, poor man near him will give twice as 
much. Some that are extravagant in their 
private life will accompany their devotions 
with pennies. If a large sum is demanded 
they will return not again to worship. When 
subscribers ~et in arrears they are not re
minded of their obligations. At the end of 
the year there is a deficit and the usefulness 
of the pastor is disparaged, but the financial 
end escapes unscathed. A Catholic would 
fear to worship in his sanctuary lest the 
curse of God would blast the profanity that 
refused to support the honor of his religion. 

LAY AND CLERICAL TRAMPS. 

"Lay and,clerical tramps is a feature of our 
system that is symptomatic of maladminis
tration. Members living in the north wor
ship in the south, those living in the east 
worship in the west. The appearance of a 
new or sensational preacher increases this 
army of tramps. VVhat was first a privilege 
soon degenerates into a custom. The custom 
of going anywhere to worship soon estab
lishes the habit of going nowhere. 

"The clerical tramp is, additionally, more 
obnoxious than the lay church tramp. It is 
his peculiar prerogative to dose and drench 
moribund or sterilized congregations with 
patent spiritual stimulants and tonics. The 
effect of their kindly intended labor and v.ery 
hopeful patients is much like the hypodermic 

'l.'REATMEN'l' Ol<' OLD MINIS'l.'ERS. injection of morphia for pain or the imbibing 
"The old minister is a case not only of in- of whisky for weariness, or the application of 

decency, but a cause of scandal a::~d of derision a whip to an unfed horse. Year after year 
for the scoffer and the worldling. Amazing this dismal experience comes to many a 

of Presbyterianism that has schoo:ed church. 
members into a fortitude that can gaze, "There is no strong hand to break down 

without at the quivering heart of their these obstructions to the orderly and master-
"'"'''-""'"u before the presbytery on ful progress of Protestantism. There is not 

their elders. They can out- a nobler, more executive, tireless, devoted, 
Herod and his entombing John the and mentally equipped class of men on God's 

Baptist in the dungeon of Machaerus is only green earth than these same faithful minis-
mild in with the brutality of our ters that hear from day to day everyone's tale 
robust Grand opening for of woe or tune of dissatisfaction. God bless 
ambitious young men. Here, indeed, is a t,hem and give them ecclesiastical machinery 

where you may be honored with a mar- that will not sink their marvelous capital of 
crown, if life should ba spared heart and brain and hand.-Pittsburg Com-

until the gray of service and sorrow ap- mercia! Gazette, November 19, 1900. 
pe!w. The peculiar attack upon prevailing 

"Unbusi.nesslike methods is the third weak-
ness of our Protestant system. and popular religion, or its manifesta-

deficits, interest. How many pas, tion,, as seen by the Rev. Alfred Nich
have br'oken with these words; olson from his point of view, which 

discour- we give place to in the foregoing from 
where dis-
and people a leading journal of the day, will be 

fina.ncial difficulty is a.t the of it. A of interest to our readers as a curi-
.. new ch:"rc:h is built and an enormous mort- osity, and of import because of it~ . l gage aed1eated to <?od, The facts sbarply told. · 

assert theu~ follows the mterest at I · · · · 
affection and , erve,·y as have seen a in · Is not hw te:>tt a~pllCl!llle tq ~~~~~~f 

h11 · . hu to t!ttHVl~tl 
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so sharply? It seems so to us. But 
it is but one of the signs of the times. 

There ought to be a more rapidly 
growing conviction on the part of the 
Protestant ministry that· so far as au
thority goes it is no better off than 
Catholicity, and that in point of unity 
within its borders and allegiance to 
its principles the average membership 
of the Catholic church are in the lead. 

The usual claim of Protestant 
churches, that the different churches 
of the evangelical character and union 
are integral portions of the church, 
or Christ's body, and that the whole 
number goes to make that one body, 
is untenable from a Catholic stand· 
point, as well as from the standpoint 
of any so-called orthodox church that 
assumes to itself to be the church of 
Christ preeminently, as some, if not 
all do. There cannot possibly be so 
many bodies each claiming and hold
ing that it is preeminently the church 
of Christ, .and yet all others similarly 
making the same claim be essentially 
parts of the same Church of Christ. 

It is not to be wondered at that 
Rev. Nicholson sees the burt and 
danger to the church in its lack of au· 
thority. Authority is necessarily 
conceded, when this claim that the 
whole list of differing orders of 
church organization are by right the 
church; for this conceded, no one 
body dare, or can consistently de
mand, or enforce its authol;':ity over 
its members, for if it does, those 
against whom it is so enforced have 
only to say, We deny your right of 
authority, and straightway take 
ecclesiastic leave of that body and be
come identified with another of equal 
authority, or no authority as the final 
arbitrament may decide. Where then 
is Protestant security? 

As to the things in which the rev
erend gentleman sees reasons for 
decadence in the churches, it is sadly 
true; nor need we as yet claim abso
lute freedom from similar causes. 
The almost despairing cry of the doc
tor, "If Protestantism as we see it is 
essentially apostolic Christianity then 
God pity us," is pathetic. And we 
believe that God does pity the rank 
and file of all the struggling masses 
now making up the sum of Protestant
ism; but, will the purposes of that 
Divine Being be set aside by him or 
abandoned, by reason of that pity-or 
will they be inexorably carried out to 
their ends for the "salvation of man" 
and '•the glory of God?" 

To us it is a foregone conclusion 
that the wisdom of God having de
vised the means and provided the 
ways of salvation, the weaknesses and 
follies of mankind will not be per
mitted to disarrange the working de
tails of the great plan, nor prevent 
the final consummation, the redemp
tion and sanctification of the race. 

It is well that the ministry of Prot· 
* 
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estantism learn to know what its 
weaknesses are, that haply they ,as 
professed teachers of the Word may 
see the futility of •'teaching for doc
trine the precepts of men," and turn 
to the word itself as all should as
suredly do. It is, also, well that 
those who may be interested in the 
general advancement and success- of 
the Christ idea in religion, should be 
informed on the subject of the strong 
points in their own professions of 
faith, and these may be seen in com
parison with the recognized and con
fessed weaknesses of faiths differing 
from their own. For these reasons 
the foregoing is valuable, as Presby
terianism is one of the oldest of the 
daughters of the century of reforma
tion, and has been one of the most 
austere and conservative in its own 
behalf and least tolerant of opposi
tion. 

But no body of believers among the 
class of reformers, or would-be re· 
formers, should rely on the supposed or 
known weaknesses in the professions, 
beliefs, organizations, and practices of 
others. Each must have strength in 
itself or it cannot survive the age of 
growth and criticism. And as increase 
and development bring into light 
weaknesses and defects, the true spirit 
of progress requires that such defects 
shall be cured; or if incurable and 
fatal the body should change for that 
which is better and capable of giving 
life and perpetuity; hence the need of 
an early and final return to the origi
nal faith through a restoration rather 
than a reformation. 

AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI· 
TUTION. 

A movement has been set on foot by 
a society in New York City, the ob
ject of which is to secure an action of 
Congress to submit the question of an 
amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States to the several states of 
the Union which shall prohibit both 
marrying and living in the practice of 
polygamy. 

This ought not to be necessary, but 
it is thought by many to be, hence the 
movement. 

We give below an extract from the 
Kansas City Journal of December 6, 
present year. 

It will be seen by the whereases 
that there is a strong feeling that our 
neighbors in Utah have dealt in bad 
faith with the government and the 
public, hence this effort to make a law 
so wide reaching that no sort of 
craftiness can disregard, or make its 
provisions void. 

We should not favor this idea for a 
constitutional amendment were it not 
for the fact that the Lord by revela
tion gave the church his "mind and 
will" on the subject of the marriage 
relation by direct statement in 1831, 

which mind and will should have been 
observed by all classes of believers in 
the Book of Mormon and the revela· 
tions to Joseph the Seer upon the 
teaching of which the church was 
founded. 

Book of Covenants referred to in 
the first whereas is not the one in use 
from 1835 to 1869 and 1876, for none 
of the editions published prior to 1876 
had anything in it sanctioning plural 
marriage, or anything like it, as may 
be el!l.sily proved by a comparison of 
the books themselves. 

As things are, we favor thf:l effort 
to secure the amendment as provided 
for in the resolutions. 

ANTI·POLYGAMY AMJ!JNDMENT. 

NEW YORK WOMEN W AN'i' FEDERAL GOV· 
ERNMENT TO PU'l' AN END TO 

THE EVIL. 

New York, Dec. 5.-A meeting was held 
here today, under the auspices of the Inter· 
denominational Councii of Women for Chris
tian and Patriotic Service, to further the 
agitation for the adoption of an amendment 
to the federal constitution forbidding po· 
lygamy. Darwin R James presided and 
r~:ad a letter from ex-Senator Edmunds to 
Mrs. D. R James favoring the adoption of 
such an amendment. The following resolu
tions were adopted:-

Whereas, The Mormon leaders have re
sumed their polygamous practices since s"tate· 
hood was given to Utah and are everywhere 
justifying these acts of bad faith by the per· 
sistent circulation, under the authority of 
their church, of the book of so-called "Doc· 
trine and Covenants," wherein the practice 
of polygamy ia enjoined by an alleged divine 
revelation, and 

vVhereas, The neighboring states of Idaho, 
Wyoming, Colorado, and Nevada and the 
territories of Ariz~na and New Mexico are 
already inoculated with the virus of this evil, 
which is bound to spread into other states 
unless it is speedily checked, and 

Whereas, The political influence of the 
Mormon leaders is not only sufficient to pre· 
vent the enactment of anti-polygamy laws in 
the state of Idaho, which came into the 
Union pledged by its constitution to prohibit 
polygamy, but even to prevent the enforce
ment of existing laws in Utah and the other 
neighboring states. Be it hereby 

Resolved, First-That we earnestly urge 
congress to take prompt action submitting to 
the several states a constitutional amendment 
forever prohibiting the practice of polygamy 
and polygamous cohabitation in the United 
States and all places subject to their juris
diction. 

Second-That as a step toward this end we 
urge the judiciary committee of the house of 
representatives, before whom bills are pend· 
ing for the submission of an amendment 
prohibiting polygamy and polygamous co· 
habitation and providing for the disfranchise
ment of those who persist in such practices, 
to give these important measures immediate 
attention, so as to get their report upon tbe 
calendar in time to insure its consideration 
during the present session.-J{"ansas City 
Jow·nal, December 16, 1900. 

MONEY REPRESENTATION IN 
CHURCH CONVENTION. 

A movement is pending that looks to an 
amendment to the Missouri Convention con· 
stitution allowing every church that con· 
tributes as much as one dollar to the work of 
the convention to send messengers. That is 
some better than to nquire ten dollars as is 
now the law, but we suggest that while they 
are at it our Missouri brethren rub out the 
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money basis entirely, ~nd allow a,ny Baptist'"'! 
church that wants to do so to send mes-

1 

seogers. That is the way to get the noncon
tributing churches to give. Elevate doctrine 
and abase the idea of estimating- a church on "IS 
the basis of cash.-American Baptist Flag, 1 

December 6, 1900. 

TITHING ESSENTIAL TO SALVA
TION?" 

So we see the gospel was preached to 
Abraham, and he obeyed it; at least 
he obeyed one principle of it that we 
know of, and that is, he paid tithing 
to Melchisedec, and that was long be
fore Moses' time. Who will dispute 
that? So the tithing question did not 
originate with the law of Moses, but 
was a part of the gospel; and as the 
law of Moses was added to the gospel, 
till the seed should come, which was 
Christ, that was why Israel was ex
pected to observe the law of tithing. 
Baptism was a part of the gospel, and 
they were baptized by Moses. 

The foregoing will explain what we 
noticed a few issues back, that is, the 
idea of representation in the conven
tions of the Baptist Church upon the 
basis of a money consideration. It 
would appear that the Flag was right 
in its suggestion to "rub out" the 
money consideration altogether. 

CORRECTION. 

In "Who shall preside?" by Bro. G. 
H. Hilliard, HERALD for December 5, 
1900, page 783, third column, five 
lines from foot of column, the sen· 
tence, "They were 'set in the church,' 
not in the presidency of the church," 
should read, "They were 'set in the 
church,' not in the president of the 
church." The corrected sentence is 
just as it appeared in Bro. Hilliard's 
manuscript. 

EXPLANATION. 

In a sermon preached by us at Inde
pendence, last April and published in 
Ensign for Nov. 9, the following sen· 
tence appears: "There is not found 
on record anywheFe in books secular 
or religious, any record of the means 
of life and salvation at the hands of 
God, except that (means of life and 
salvation) found in the New Testa
ment Scripture; and if we are not 
authorized to believe it (the means of 
life and salvation) as we find it (means 
of life and salvation) there, (in the 
New Testament), pray tell me what is 
to become of me and all the balance of 
us?" The explanation is found in the 
parentheses which are ours. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bro. M. H. Bond, of Providence, 
Rhode Island, reports encouragingly 
of the work. He says:-

Matters under our immediate eye in Fall 
River and in the country are favorable to 
church progress. We are by no means losiug 
ground. I hope to see impediments removed 
and the progress of the whole church in the 
next year recorded. 

Bro. W. A. Smith writes from Mon
damin, Iowa, December 10:-

This leaves me well and my companion bet
ter. I am here at Sandy Point, holding 
meetings. Have been here for three weeks. 
Yesterday we baptized five of the Mondamin 
Sunday school. The interest is good; others 
are near the kingdom. 

EDITORIAL iTEMS. 

Geo. H. Hilliard, of the Bishopric, 
is now laboring among the churches 
in the state of Texas. On the 11th 
of December he was at Beaver, Texas, 
and from that point be expected to 
visit Hearne, Cook's Po1nt, and San 
Antonio in their order. 

The question of tithing, it seems, 
is not considered some to be 
an essential feature of the gos
pel; but to my mind it has equal 
force with any other command of 
God to his people. After years of 
study on the subject I believe it is 
certainly essential to salvation, and 
shall endeavor to offer proof. That it 
is essential, seems to me as easily 
proven as faith, repentance, baptism, 
laying on of hands, or any other 
fea,ture of the gospel. And I shall 
proceed as we do to prove the neces
sity of water baptism for the remission 

Oh, says one, show me from the 
New Testament where we are to ob
serve it, and I will believe it. 

Let us examine the statement in 
Matthew 23:23. 

Woe unto you, sct'ibes and Pharisees, hypo-
of sins. crites! for ye pay tithe of mint and anise and 

First, in Romans 1: 16, Paul says:- cummin, and have omitted the weightier 
I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and 

for it is the power of God unto salvation. faith: these ought ye to have done, and not 
In other words, it is God's plan of to leave the other undone. 
salvation; and Jesus says, "Repent He evidently did not mean to belit
ye, and believe the gospel." Again, tle the idea of paying tithing on small 
''He that believeth [the gospel] and things,- that was not why he re
is baptized, shall be saved." This, proved them; it may have been be-

is surely sufficient to prove that cause they laid too much stress on 
the gospel of Christ is the plan of the traditions of the elders. He cer
salvation. tainly did not intend to ignore the law 

It now remains for me to prove that of tithing, but to me it is evidence of 
tithing is a part of the gospel, and his approval of it. Notice it again: 
then, logically, we must conclude that "These tbings ought ye to have done, 
tithing is essential to salvation. We and not leave other things undone." 
cannot escape that logic, can we? Sure enough, it was right and proper 

We do not need to spend much time that they should pay tithes on the 
to prove that was observed by smallest articles. This to me is strong 
Israel under the Jaw of Moses. Le- proof of it, and if there was not an-
viticus 27:30 substantiates that:- other word, that is a sermon in itself. 

And all the tithe of the land, whether of Now, while there is not much said 
the seed of the land or of the fruit of the of it in the New Testament, we must 
tree, is the L'm'l's, it is holy unto the Lord. remember that many valuable books 

Coup.le this with what is recorded have been destroyed quring the dark 
in Malachi 3: 8~12, where God is re- ages of apostasy. Who knows but 
buking his people, through Malachi, that the law of tithing was more fully 
for robbing him of their tithes.- He written up in those missing books. 
shows them why they were cursed for But, is there not sufficient proof in 
withholding their tithes from him, and that which we have offered? 
then goes on to exhort them to bring Now, if Latter Day Saints had no 
in their tithes and see if he will not proof from the New Testament as to 
open the windows of heaven and whether tithing is essential to salva
shower down great blessings upon tion, have we not present revelation? 
them. Do we not rejoice in the fact that God 

None will refuse to believe that speaks to us today, and makes plain 
tithing was observed by Israel of old to us his mind and will in regard to 
while under the law of Moses. AI- truths pertaining to our salvation? 
though we are not under the law of Our heavenly Father has spoken to us 
Moses today, shall we say that tithing on this question of tithing, and that 
belongs only to the law of Moses? I forever settles it beyond a doubt. The 
think we can hardly say that; for we revelation is recorded in Doctrine and 
find that Abraham lived long years Covenants, section 64, paragraph 5, 
before the law of Moses was in force, and reads as follows:-
and we find, in Hebrews 7 that Behold, now it is called today (until the 
Abraham met Melcbisedec, the great coming of the Son of Man), and verily it is a 
high priest, and paid his tithing to day of sacrifice, and a day for the t~thing of 
him. Why did he observe this law my people; ~or he _that is tithed sbatl not be 
of tithing if it was not a part of the burned (a_t hl.s comtng). . 
gospel? . Paul says, in Galatians 3: 7, 

1 
That IS like the statement found m 

8:- I Mark:-
And the foreseeing that '?od He that believeth and_ is bapti?.~d shall be 

would heathen fanh, I saved he that bel!evet.h not shall be 
t.he unto 
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And he that does not pay his tith- I be room enough to contain it. But a I good, faithful, hard·working man is 
ing shall be burned, (or damned.) To lack of faith is manifest in so many of called to do that work, and is sup
be burned, means to suffer; to be us; and after a while a horse dies, we posed to lose his independence, when 
damned, means to suffer. Is that not lose a fine cow, the house is burned, his natural feelings would be if he 
the true meaning of that language? or a barn is burned, or some fine situa- could speak his·mind,~I have always 

Again, the Lord speaking to us to- tion is lost, or something comes over paid my way, sir, and can, and will; 
day, says that when we do what God us that we are made to feel the cor- but my office demaJnds me to make the 
tells us, he is bound; but when we recting hand of a loving Father trying sacrifice, sir; and many an aching 
disobey, we have no promise. All to train us that tithing is his holy law; heart beats behind the frosted bosom 
God's promises are on conditions. it will pay us to learn obedience, and of a white shirt, that is worn not be
The word if means liable to be changed if we do not do it cheerfully, we must cause they are proud, but because 
if we fail on our part. "Man shall be educated to know God wants us to they have to be respectably dressed. 
not live by bread alone," is as good come up higher, and then we have to And are we not expected to share 
today as when written. God is un· learn by suffering. It is just as hard their trials, minfster to their wants, 
changeable; his law is unchangeable. a test on the poor man as on the rich. and show by our sacrifice that we are 
The gospel is the perfect law, and if (I did not mean to infer that all rich laborers together with God and them? 
we refuse to observe this part of the men do not pay their tithes; I was We cannot expect to sail through to 
perfect law, where is there any prom· just touching the danger.) While the Paradise 
ise of celestial glory? rich have to give of their abundance, On flowery beds o£ ease, 

I fancy if we are so dishonest and see the large amount they have left; While others fought to win the prize, 
selfish as to withhold from God what the poor man only has a little, and And sailed through bloody seas. 
is his, we need not be disappointed if feels the sacrifice just in the same A consecrated life means untiring 
things don't go right. Of course we proportion that the rich man does. zeal and hard work, love and sacrifice; 
are permitted to use it, we can use our And is it not a perfect ·law? Who there is no rest for any till life is done. 
agency, the law of the land will not could improve on it? Well could I know a man who has been fifteen 
interfere with us about it; but we David say, "The law of the Lord is years a missionary. He left a fine 
should keep the laws of God because perfect." situation as foreman in a factory, 
it is right, not because we are afraid Now, then, have we not proved that getting a handsome salary. He was 
of punishment. I would not count a tithing is essential to salvation? as- commanded by the Lord to go out as 
man honest for paying his neighbor suming that we are to observe all a missionary. Had he refused he 
because the law of the land forced things? Another question will fol· would have been under the curse men
him; he should pay it because it is low, How shall it be done? My un· tioned by Pa,ul, where he says, "Woe 
right; he should be glad to have tbe derstanding is this: First value all is unto me if I preach not the gospel." 
money to do it. An honest man takes our property conscientiously before And after making this sacrifice of 
pride in paying every cent he owes. God, just as if we were going to buy leaving home, family, and a large 
It makes him feel happy to pay his it or sell it; then value all stock, im salary, his family only getting some
debts; and so it is with God's law of plements, articles, household goods, thing less than one hundred dollars a 
tithing, we should pay it because it is etc.; then count up all debts, mort· year at first, and after fifteen years of 
right. We should love to pay it. It gages, notes, and bills, balance them sacrifice, abuse, and small pay, some 
is an honest debt. God says it is his. up, and pay one tenth of the re· one whispers .. Oh, he has a fat time 
Then why withhold it? mainder. As each year comes, keep of it! At the same time this same 

Tithing has been a part of the gos- a record of all increase and produce man could command a good salary at 
pel in all ages of the world, and the sold, count our cost of labor and nee- most anything he would work at. 
man wh~ tries to fix it as only belong- essary expense to run the farm, then And I know a man in our town, and a 
ing to the law of Moses is blind, and at the .~nd of a year or so balance up, very clever ma,n .. too, who, when in 
short of argument against it. Does it and by this we can get at it. This conversation with this missionary, 
not prove to be a part of the gospel as means work for farmers or business said, Well, Elder, one thing convinces 
taught to Abraham long years before men; but it will make better business me that you are sincere in your re
Moses was born? Does it not prove men and women. They will know ex- ligion, and that is your wife gets such 
to have been taught by Jesus? Does actly if their business is paying in small pay; and you are a man if you 
it not prove to have been taught in every department, and it will pay to went into the law business could com
the restored gospel? Then where is practice a little of the exactness that mand one hundred dollars a day. 
our room for excuse? It reminds me was noticeable in the Jews, that Christ While missionaries and officers have 
of the statement of Jesus where he approved of, "These ought you to to make this sacrifiice, are we as 
says, How hardly shall they that have have done," that is tithing even the members not expected to share their 
riches enter the kingdom. Why? smallest articles. burden? "Bear ye one another's bur
Because where their treasure is there The apostle says, "We are laborers den, and so fulfill the law of Cbrist," 
will their heart be also. It tests the together with God." Now let us all is quite fitting here; and when we 
rich to part with his gold. The man see if we are laborers together with consider that men leave home and 
who has ten thousand, looks at it, ad- God. What are we doing for the large salaries, denying themselves of 
mires it, and when he separates the work, if we are not paying our tith- many of earth's riches and comforts, 
tenth, he fixes his eye on the wrong ing? Are we laboring with God? or we, too, must make equal sacrifice in 
pile; he looks at the one thousand and are we leaving the work for others to the same proportion otber ways if we 
dotes over that, and seems to forget do? We are admonished to examine expect to get the same glory, and be 
that he would still have the and ourselves and see if we are in the fitted for their in the sweet 
he is tempted to say, Well, God faith. Does the Lord not expect us by and by. Thus command of the 
expect me to give so much, and fiat- to make equal sacrifice with the offi· l\!1aster comes as forcibly as ever to 
ters himself that he is good other cers and missionaries? Does the Latter Day Saints, to seek first to 
ways, and God will overlook that little Lord expect an apostle or a seventy build up the kingdom of God andes· 
affair, and he loses the promise of to lea,ve home and loved ones, and tablish righteousness. To assist in 
which Malachi spoke. Bring in your stand the cold opposition of an un- building up this kingdom of 
tithes into my storehouse; I will open friendly world; many a time be· God, none can unless they are 
the windows of heaven, and pour you j grudged their meals; called a lazy set humble and full of hrwing faith, 
out such a bl~a!.'ling not and al.l that; when many a· hope, and are esse11· 
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tial features which must characterize 
every one; and to be full of love means 
much love for God, love for his work, 
love for mankind. When I hear some 
say, I love the work with all my heart, 
and see that one withhold his tithing, 
I question whether his love is as great 
for the work as it should be, for 
"actions speak louder than words." 

We hear some say, How can a man 
pay tithing when he bas nothing to 

. pay tithing with? 
I know a wealthy man who made 

that excuse, and I wondered how 
he could conscientiously make it 
before God? He seemed to justify 
himself simply because all his 
money was lying in a large farm 
and stock, with no ready cash in his 
purse. Now in that case, as in many 
others, it is not often that we have 
the ready cash; but surely these are 
poor excuses. When we have prop
erty, or anything worth the money, 
could we not trust the Lord enough 
to rely on his promises, that if we 
pay our tithing he will open the 
windows of heaven and shower bless
ings upon us? Could we not borrow 
money in such extreme cases? Oh, 
yes, says one, but we would have to 
pay interest on it. 

When we keep it and use it, is it 
right to cheat the Lord out of the 
interest? Would it not be worth in
terest if in the Bishop's box? Well, 
why try and rob God? 

I fancy where there is a "will 
there is a way." How often is it said, 
I would if I could. Would this not be 
better, I could if I would, and I will? 
I firmly believe that where there is a 
will there is a way to pay tithing. 
God helps them who help themselves. 

GEO. BUSCHLEN. 
MTRUR, Ontario, Aug. 14. 

ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE 
"BURTONITES," OR "TRUE 

FOLLOWERS."-NO. 2. 

The following from Elder H. A. 
Stebbins, church recorder, will be of 
interest in this connection:-

LAMONI, Iowa, Aug. 29, 1899. 
BRO. C. R. DUNCAN, Greenleaf, Kansas:

Replying to your ioquiry received 28th, will 
say that the first entry of name of John N. 
Burton on the church records is as follows, 
being the report of W. W. Blair to the April 
conference of 1861, in which he says that on 
December 20, 1860, he, with Elders E. C. 
Briggs, B. L Leland, and others, "Examined 
the case of Elder John N. Burton, who had 
been received into the church and ministry, 
sometime last summer, in- an irregular man
ner. Upon investigation it appeared that he 
had himself withdrawn his name from t.he 
church at the North Star branch, in t.he fall 
of 1860. He now demands baptism. Were
fuse him on the grounds of a want of manifest 
humility and repentance, and that, while 
acting in the calling of an elder, he appropri
ated to his own use moneys received on sub
scription for the Herald. The amount was, 
I believe, some three dollars." 

Then March 11, 1867, there appears W. W. 
Blair's memorandum of labor done as follows: 
"Wrote today a notice to John N. Burton to 
cease his labors in the ministry, and to ap
pear at the June conference, at Bluff City, 
and then and there establish his membership 
and ministry." 

Then a·report of Union Grove branch, 
Harrison county, Iowa, to April conference 
of 1865, shows John N. Burton born 6th 
February, 1817, Geauga county, Ohio; bap
tized 30th of June, 1863, by Elder Jonathan 
Haywood, and ordained an elder by Joseph 
Smith. A later minute says .that he was or
dained the 8th of October, 1863, by J. Smith 
and W. W. Blair. 

Next comes minutes of Galland's Grove 
conference of September 4, 1870, which says 
that J. N. Burton was then silenced. Last 
comes an entry by Isaac Sheen, church 
recorder, on record of the Morning Star, 
Iowa, record, that J. N. Burton was expelled, 
but date is not given. With it I have a 
minute of my receiving from Bro. Phineas 
Cadwell, on January 11, 1887, a statement 
that Burton was expelled, at sometime. Have 
never been able to obtain the date. As Bro. 
Sheen died the 4th of April, 1874, it was 
done sometime prior to his death .... 

But the above is all I have ever gained 
about it. Much has been said 'lf Burton, and 
inquiry had, but the records in those times 
were poorly kept, both in branches and on 
the general record; many details never en· 
tered. I hope this may be of some use to 
you. . . . Your brother in Christ, 

H. A. STEBBINS 
BY ELDER C. R. DUNCAN. Statement 

Statement of Elder James Kemp, of Tate:
of Mrs. Martha E. 

Conifer, Colorado:-
WRAY, Colo., Aug. 30, 1899. 

I became acquainted with John N. Burton 
in 1865, in Mills county, Iowa. He was then 
an elder in the Reorganized Church of Latter 
Day Saints. I knew no more of him except 
from hearsay, until1871; during which time 
I was informed he was excommunicated from 
the church. In 1871 I was presiding over the 
Southern Nebraska district. I made a visi.t, 
to Palmyra, Otoo county, Nebraska, and 

PERKINS, Oklahoma, February 7, 1899. 
While living in Pottawattamie county, 

Iowa, in 1867, I met John N. Burton, who 
claimed to be a Latter Day Saint elder. He 
preached several sermons in the village of 
Wilberville .. He was also a phrenologist. 
We learned afterward, that prior to his visit 
there, he had been expelled from the L!!.tter 
Day Saints' Church, for immoral conduct. 

Statement of Sarah C. Swank:-
there met John N. Burton, who had been DENVER, Colo., Nov. 25, 1899 
preaching and baptizing without authority I moved to Otoe county, Nebraska, in 
from the church. He had built up a branch 1870, in company with my husband, Samuel 
near Palmyra. He expressed himself as Swank. I was .well acquainted with John N. 
pleased to see me, and wanted me to recog- Burton, Elias Brewer, and David T. Mc
nize him, and the branch he had established, Donald, and have heard them preach. I 
as being a part of the Reorganized Church. think that McDonald was baptized the yea;· 
This I refused to do, on the ground that he . that we moved there. I am sure that Burton 
had previously been silenced and expelled baptized him. Elias Brewer and several 
from the church. A public discussion be- others had been baptized before we moved 
tween Burton and myself followed, on the there. Burton ordained Brewer as an elder, 
question of authority, and I showed that he and after that Brewer did much of the bap· 
had no authority, except from the Brigham- tizing, as Burton was lame. I was baptizQd 
it.e church. Several of his members after-j by Elias Brewer, with five or six others. We 
ward united with the Reorganized Church. went from the water to McDonald's house, 
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and changed our clothing. McDonald was 
ordained a priest, by Burton and Brewer; but 
I don't know of his being ordained an elder. 
Burton and McDonald bad some strife as to 
who should be leader; Elias Brewer rather 
acting as peacemaker between them. I know 
that Burton taught the doctrine of ''free 
love," and that Brewer and McDonald taught 
the same. 

Statement of Cora J. Day:
DENVER, Colo., Nov. 25, 1899. 

I am the oldest daughter of Mrs. Sarah C. 
Swank. I was about nine or ten years old 
when we moved into Otoe county, Nebraska. 
I remember of hearing Burton, Brewer, and 
McDonald preach. I remember the ordina
tion of McDonald to the office of priest, by 
Bm·ton and Brewer. He was ordained by the 
laying on of hands, and as a child I was very 
much impressed by the sight of the ordina
tion, as it was the first time I ever witnessed 
such an event. I distinctly remember that 
Burton was spokesman in the ordination. 
He was ordained at the house of James Lock
wood, who lived about one mile from us. I 
well remember of hearing the doctrine of 
"free love" talked privately among the mem
bers, as having come from Burton. 

From the foregoing statements we 
learn several important facts:-

1. McDonald was a member of the 
"Burtonites" in Nebraska. 

2. He was baptized either by Bur
ton or Brewer, the evidence not being 
quite clear which did the work, 
Brewer himself having forgotten. 

3. So. far as McDonald's authority 
is concerned, or the validity of his 
baptism, it would make no difference 
which one of the two did the work, as 
Burton baptized Brewer, and it would 
all hinge on the question of Burton~s 
authority. 

4. Burton was silenced, if not ex
communicated, before baptizing either 
Brewer or McDonald, hence had no 
authority to act. 

5. Burton's conduct was bad, as can 
be plainly seen by the very strong 
testimony in the various statements 
above presented. 

6. The ordination of McDonald to 
the office of priest was of no more 
value than his baptism. 

7. On the strength of this ordina
tion he proceeded to build up the Fol
lower church, for he never received 
ordination from any other source. 

8. In the light of these facts, who is 
prepared to believe what the Follow
ers have the audacity to claim; viz., 
"Our church started with Christ and 
the apostles?" 

I now submit the statement of 
Thomas N. Berry, of Clayton, Okla
homa, who w.as connected with the 
Followers for some time, and who had 
an excellent opportunity to see the 
practical workings of the institu
tion:-

CLAYTON, Oklahoma, Jan. 28, 1899. 
I was connected with the True Followers 

about three years, but am not at present, 
My understanding is that a maLl by the name 
of Burten baptized McDonald, and that Bur
ton was previously a Latter Day Saint elder. 
I have fr<qnently attended the meetings of 
the True Followers. I have heard the gifts 
manifested among . them, in particular the 
gift of tongues. The meetings often resulted 
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in confusion where the gifts were manifested. him out in the orthodox manD8r, one of the 
Some would accept the gift as being genuine, large and burly brethren, of about two bun· 
and others would reject it. This would, at dred pounds avoidupois, jumped upon my 
times, be followed by other tongues, denounc· chest with his kneeB, sil,ying, '"The Scripture 
ing the first. Very few instances have oc· says we shall cast. out devils," and he pro
curred where gifts gave general satisfaction ceeded to mash the D0vi! out of me in a very 
and were accepted by all. When speaking efl\mtual manner. Aithough five year8 have 
in tongues, the features were often distorted, passed away since t,his experience, the effect 
and drawn out of natural shape. The of this mashing is still very perceptibly felt 

Are we to understand by this that 
the disciples could intentionally put 
themselves in danger of being bitten 
by poisonous reptiles, by '•taking 
them up," or "treading on them," and 
receive protection? If so, how about 
the latter part of the quotation? 

tongues are often manifested while the elder in my chest. . 
is delivering a sermon, by some one jumping THE HOLY KISS. And nothing shall by any means hurt you. 
up and speaking in tongues, regardless of B · h · 
the fact that the elder is preaching·. From Greeting one another with a holv Y puttmg t e same mterpretation 
July 2 to 4, 1893 (if I am not mistaken in the kiss has certainly been carried to a upon this part of the passage, one 
date), I attended a meeting of the True Follow· great extreme among the Followers, might as consistently place himself in 
ers, at the house of Monroe Testament, eight if the testimony of observers and par· front of a locomotive, and claim God's 
miles southeast of Stillwater, Oklahoma. A · 0 
number of persons were present from a dis- ticipants may be relied upon. Favor· protectiOn. ur faith should be sea· 
tance. During the meeting, 'rhomas Para· itism is cha,rged in some cases, but is soned with a small. grain of common 
shaw and others administered to a sick child. probably not general, while the holy sense. Did the apostles ever go 
During the administration Parashaw gave a hug has been practiced quite freely £l,S about handling snakes on the strength 
revelation, demanding of the mother of the f h' · ? I h 'd 
child that she make certain confessions, a necessary appendage to the ad vice o t lS promise. _f t ey d1 not, it is 
publicly, or the child would die. The sister of St. Paul, to "greet one another good evidence that they placed no 
followed with the confession that she had with a holy kiss." At the close of the such construction upon this statement 
been guilty of adultery. This caused excite· meeting a circle is formed, when some of Jesus. We read that Paul was 
ment and confusion in the camp, being per· · ct- t 11 b' tt · 
ceptibly noticed in the meeting that followed. member starts around the holy :wei en a Y 1 en upon one occasiOn, 
Children were seized with spasms, or fits, of hugging and kissing e8,ch person in "and he shook off the beast into the 
a curious nature, and even older pPrsons were the circle. The next uerson to him fire, and felt no harm" (Acts 28: 5). 
not void of the influence. The affilcted ones starts and makes the s~m13 i·ound, un- To be able to handle snakes does not 
were frequently administered to. tloms per- th t · f G d 
sons spoke in tongues to those under this in- til each person in the circle has made prove a a man lS a, servant o o . 
fluence, declaring it to be the power of God, the trip around the circle, kissing and It only proves that the performer is 
while others gave revelations declaring it to being kissed, hugging and being capable of traveling with a circus, at 
be of Satan, rebuking the evil spirits. Dur· hugged, and in turn has been visited a good salary. 
ing the meeting, Monroe Testament was L' f h 
preaching, when he was interrupted by a by each person in the circle. By the lterature o any c aracter, except 
brother speaking in tongues, to three of the use of a few figures we cs,n soon see the Bible, is decidedly below par with 
leading brethren. Interpretations followed, the great extremes to which this prac- the True Followers. They have no 
which charged that the revelations of certain tice has been carried. For church paper; and books or tracts in 
of them were "false as hell." d f · 

Revelations and interpretations were given if 25 persons are in the circle, each e ense of their position is a thing un-
rapidly, and in confusion, one of the preach· person kisses 24 others. and in turn is known. The printing press is re· 
ers giving force to his revelations by leaping kissed by 24 others, making 48 oscula- garded as being of the Devil, notwith· 
like a frog. A number of short speeches fol- tions to each person, or 1. 200 for one standing the fact that a printed Bible 
lowed, f"om various persons present, in which · ' · d d f 'd R 'd d'ff ·r small con!!reg-ation of 25 persons. 1s tne1r stan ar o ev1 ence. eve-a WI e 1 erence o opinion was expressed as ~ ·~ -~ 
to the source of the power present, and the Verily this out·Hobsons the hero of lations by the thousand are annually 
meeting adjourned in confusion, leaving- the the Merrimac. ' given to them, but not one of them 
participants in great perplexity of mind. One of the most disgraceful things ever found its way into print. Had 

THEY "MASH" THE DEVIL ouT OF SAM I have found among the Followers, the ancient revelators and prophets 
MUNDELL. and, in fact, the only thing seriously held .the same views that are now en· 

Statement of S. A. Mundell:- reflecting on good morals, is their ex- ' tertamed by the True Followers, and 
CLAYTON, Oklahoma, Jan. 28, 1899. egesis of Paul's statement in 1 Corin- had not written their prophecies and 

I have been connected with the society thians 7: 36, by which they grant revelations for the benefit ?f others, 
known as the ''True Followers of Christ;" but privileges to. uoung- people, who are we would not.now have a B1ble at all. 
am not at present. The general understand· J = - Th 11 1 
ing in the brotherhood is that a man named enaaved to be married that would e world Wl probab Y not be any 
Burton baptized McDonald, and that Burton evi'de"'ntly make the celebrated bache· 

1 
great loser, however, if the Followers 

had formerly been a Latter Da.y Saint. lor apof?,.tle blush, to say the least. I still persist in t~eir p:esent c~urse 
During my connection with the True Fol- learn, upon good authority, that this and refuse to pubhsh their revelatiOns. 

lowers I attended a meeting at the house of a T 
brother Rogers. Upon entering the room teaching has had a very degrading in- hey lay great stress on the state-
my attention was attracted to a young man by fiuence upon some of the yG>ung peo· ment of Paul, that "not many wise 
the name of Nation, who seemed to ba under ple among the Followers. I men are called." That "Peter and 
an influence that caused him to shake like he ''AND THEY SHALL 'I'AKE UP John were unlearned and ignorant 
was having a chill. In a few moments he T 
arose, and placing- his hand on the shoulder SERPENTS " men." hey boast of their lack of 
of a brother Dick Toles, said, "Do your duty," A f }· h d · education and worldly wisdom. Mr. 
when the brother so addressed arose and . v.erY. 00 lS an dangerous prac- T. B. Mallerney, of Still water, Okla-
spoke in tongues. Nation immediately fol· tlCe ootams among the Fnllowe:s, by homa very fittingly. remarks "If the 
lowed him, speaking in tongues. They eaoll reason of a wrong understandmg of L d' f 1 d d'. 
spoke in. tonRues several times, when a Mark 16:18, "Thev shall take up ser· or wl as a ter un ~alrne laln Ign<;randt 
Beother Frank Huddleston al'ose, who . t , Th' th" 1 l - men, le was certam y we acquamte 
seemed to doubt the divinity of the gifts, and pen s. . lS . ey 00 I up~n as ~ with the Followers in my neighbor· 
proceeded to demonstrate that he could speak command, mstead of a promise, and h d , 
1\ke the others, yet he said that he had no nc: person ~mon~ them !s accredited 

0~h~y glory in long hair uncut 
gift. Nation reproved Huddleston for this, w1th genume fa1th until they have b rl ' · 
saying, "God is not mocked." when Huddles· d t t d t' . bTt t h dl ear , and a greasy coat collar, wLrch 
ton replied, ''No, but I can mock you." em~ns rae ;!'lelr a 1 1 ~- 0 an· 8 seems to be a kind of "uniform" 

During the time that these peroons were ~ll kmds of dangerous repclles. ~ am among them. Medicine is absol t l 
under the inft11ence that caused them to mformed that some of them have oeen . u e Y 
speak in tongues, their features were dis· bitten while indulgi . th' refused, under all Circumstances and 
torted, and their faces were dra\l\'D into an · ·" " ' , ·· ng m lS pra?· in D,ll ailments. From a broken bone 
unnatural shape, causing them to present a t1ee, and that aeath has resulted m to the toothache, or from a bad cold 

'ld d f · htf 1 some cases. w1 an rig u appearance. to the seven-year itch, nature's reme· 
Upon another occasion. while I was asso- Behold, I give unto you power to tread on dies are ignored, and the "prayer of 

ciated with some of the Follower brethren, '1 seqJents and scorpions, and over all the .. h , l . l d 
they became convinced that I was possessed 

1 
power of the enemy; and nothing shall by falt , on y, IS emp oye · 

of the Devil. After a vain attempt to cast ' any means hurt you.-Luke 10: 19. As to their numerical strength, I 
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have been unable to. gather accurate 
information. As an estimate, they 
probably number somewhere about 
three or four hundred. Their mem
bership is mostly in eastern and 
southern Kansas, Arkansas, and Okla
homa. They are probably most nu
merous and active in Oklahoma. In 
organization they are sadly deficient. 
No one speaks with authority among 
them. Every man is a law unto him
self. There is no tribunal bef::.Jre 
which a transgressor can be called to 
answer for his guilt. All they can do 
is to denounce him, and as this de
nouncing is a two handed game, they 
employ much of their leisure time in 
denouncing one another. It can be 
seen at a glance that they do not 
possess the elements of unity among 
them. Many persons join them, and 
continue for a time, and then leave 
them in disgust. The logical conclu
sion is that they can never accomplish 
much. Their successes are only 
spasmodic. 

I have sought to state facts as I 
have been able to gather them by ob
servation and by interviews with re
sponsible persons. My object has 
been to let the world know the "true" 
origin of the Followers, and to let 
them stand in their "true" light before 
all men, then they can the more con
sistently claim to be'' True Followers." 

THE SPREAD OF THE GOSPEL. 

Those who have by reason of their 
obedience to the system of eternal and 
salvational truths received the gift of 
the Holy Ghost, have almost invaria
bly received with it, as a coherent 
part, the desire that others might re
ceive like information. And in pur
suance of this desire, many an earnest 
heart has yearned to know which 
were the best methods to pursue to 
acquaint others with these truths, and 
many suggestions and ways have 
been advanced and adopt!l.ld suitable 
to the place in which the people lived 
and agreeable to national customs. 
The Ottoman's system of promulga
tion among the southern tribes differs 
from that, of most protestant Chris
tians, in that they, like the Jesuits 
(prior to the age of printing), seek 
to become conversationalists. Our 
chief desire is to acquire oratorical 
powers, as a means of attraction. To 
this may be added sensationalism, as 
a favorite method with some, and 
which is used with apparent satisfac
tory results by many denominations 
in our country. 

Our observations have been, as a 
people, that if we can obtain the at
tention of the masses, that good will 
result to them and the cause of Christ. 
And in our anxiety to publish glad 
tidings we never take a round about 
road, in order to avoid a debate with 
some Goliath of sectarianism, though 
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they may flatter their congregations, ] to be in, to simply have our "hearts 
like Dr. Ray, of St. Louis, did while in our hand" and our mouthe- in our 
in discussion with Bro. E. L. Kelley, pockets, as modesty seemingly die
at Pleasanthill, Missouri, "That his tates to some. I have observed that 
discussions always resulted in good people were willing to give, if only 
to his congregations, and many times mention would have been made. So 
there were fifty or more added to my answer to the question, How can 
their number during or stwrtly after it be maintained? is, Ask of them in 
his discussions." We are willing to whose behalf the effort is made! 
abide results, and feel thankful for PECULIAR. 

like opportunities. 
It is not the writer's intention to ad

vocate a system that will provoke 
discussion, as in discussion it is im
possible to obtain the undivided 
attention of the people. We prefer 
other means. Agreeable to this the 
fruitful mind of some one suggested 
that if we employ tents, more people 
would visit there than what would in 
a church, should one be secured. This 
has been proven to be a fact, and the 
tent has come to stay, irrespective of 
the many early objectors. 

Should it be possible that the writer 
could advance an idea that would 
prove in its own field as great a power 
for good as the tent has proven in the 
past, he would not say, I will count it 
as pay; but be would feel to extend 
an invitation to Israel, to come and let 
us rejoice together. 

The method suggested to me by 
the many demands for the printed 
word is that each tent be equipped 
with a small han'd press and type. 
They are advertised from fifty to 
seventy-five dollars, and the elders 
would soon be able to manipulate this 
little giant for good and send their 
"Gospel Tent News" through the 
town, and many who will not come to 
hear will satisfy their curiosity by 
reading. On those presses a sheet 
sufficiently large can be printed to 
give an outline of the previous night's 
discourse. The people can be in
vited to ask questions through_ its 
columns. An active management can 
put it to many uses, such as could not 
be thought of beforehand, and we 
would become independent of that 
boon for which we seek so much,
that is, to receive a notice in the 
press. It would serve to advertise the 
services. 

Upon us rests the burden of bring
ing the world to light and understand
ing, and what means can we use to 
accomplish this, by the most speedy 
and economic manner. Then comes 
the question to my mind, is there any 
agent more powerful at the command 
of man than the press? 

But this is not without its dark 
side. While the foregoing may be 
true, and such a plan desirable, it be
comes a query how such liberality 
can be maintained? To this we may 
answer in a blunt way, that man 
was not born with a plaster on his 
mouth, and this being so of old, the 
Lord said, Ask and ye shall receive. 

It surely is an imprudent condition 

"PATTING ON THE SHOULDER." 

While the writer does not impugn 
the motives of any, yet there are many 
times when he seriously doubts the 
wisdom of those who do this "pat
ting." He believes that more injury 
comes therefrom than good to the in
dividual upon whom it is bestowed. 
There should be a deeper and purer 
motive that actuates to duty than the 
love of praise. One should be taught 
to act from principle, that doing right 
from proper motives will develop and 
perfect a quality of character that 
cannot otherwise be possessed, thereby 
fitting himself for a degree of useful
ness and ultimate glory that he could 
not otherwise attain to. 

I believe this to be the true basis of 
the Christian's reward. While if one 
is actuated by a love of praise from 
his fellowman, the natural result will 
be an envious and jealous disposition. 
Approbativeness is selfish in its char
acter-wants all the patting upon the 
same shoulder. Although to start out 
with, one is sometimes willing to pat 
others in order to get patted in return. 
But should this patting not be paid 
back, such a one will almost wish that 
he had ''hanged a millstone about his 
neck and jumped into the sea." 

And to keep those who act from 
love of praise in the line of duty, it 
will be necessary that it be regularly 
administered, as that is his incentive; 
and should circumstances place such 
an one for a very long time in society 
that does not respect the cause that 
he is representing, he may falter and 
possibly apostatize. 

1t is true that every conscientious 
person is pleased to know that his ef· 
forts for good are appreciated by all 
good and right loving persons, and 
such follows as a. natural result and 
should not be specially sought for. 

Again, in some cases praise is cal
culated to make of one a kind of men· 
tal expansionist, and cause him to be 
content with his present intellectual 
status-thinking that no other one 
will hardly reach that realm that be 
alone so pleasantly occupies. 

Sometimes we have noticed in the 
Herald what we thought to be a very 
extravagant use of this "precious 
ointment," by both older and younger 
elders, in which some poor shoulders 
caught it in good shape. As instanced 
in, "Bro. -- is very able," etc. 
Now somebody ought to be benefited 
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by this lavish use of the precious oint
ment, and inasmuch as neither the 
giver nor receiver is benefited in this 
instance, let us see if it is possible for 
the reader to get any benefit there· r.he body, and thus 
from. The word able is indefinite-! world that our 
having a peculiar meaning to each friends to 
individual. Therefore, it will be nee- assertion; for a 
essary for the reader, in some way or nature without material 
other; to ascertain what degree of would be as hurtful to our 
ability the one who so uses the word an open opposition and 
possess, that he may use him as a kind against educa,tion. 
of criterion to judge the other fellow Now is a most 
by. this church to prove by their works 

At other times we see resolutions of that they are especially the friends of 
praise spread out in the columns of this particularly grand and 
the Herald for individuals who have worthy work of the church in 
only done their duty. Is it wisdom? of education in the advanced or 
Would it not be better for the young departments, and that under the 
elder to enter the public arena and be tering care of our own fai'Gh 
received upon his merits; than to take people. 
chances on having a too high preesti· Suggestively 
mate placed upon his ability, and a notwithstaJnding clause of 
consequent fall in the public estimate? cation in the conference 
In the first case, he would work among that the subscriptions are not due un
the people with their increased confi· til the one thousand subscribers 
dence, while in the latter, his useful· ali obtained, or the 000 
ness would be greatly forestalled. thus signifying their 

Now, in conclusion, let me say, that lift the indebtedness, thr1t 
I am persuaded that every good Saint subscribing twenty-five 
is disposed to encourage in the proper or less, would in to 
way those that stand in need. Bishop Kelley the full amount of their 

Submitted in the interest of the lat· promise, it would save money to the 
ter-day work. J. A. UPTON. church, for the could the 

money sent in the and 
thus stop interest 

THAT EDITORIAL debt paid, and all those who 
Hold on there, Mr. Editor; we have signified their willingness to by 

not baptized our pen in ink for a fo· signing the subscription did so in 
rensic contest with you, but rather good faith, a,nd with full 
your editorial, "money raising," is to meet their obligation, for 
the foundation of the inspiration or not be compatible with our 
text for this paper. to dishonor our promise to the 

Since my appointment as a trustee and become· covenant breakers, 
of Graceland College, we have sought cannot see that there be a via-
to be diligent in presenting for the lation upon the the subscrib-
benefit and success of the college the ers to thus up, and send 
essential paramount issue-the ne- in their moneys of obtain-
cessity of financial aid; and I trust ing the full amount asked for. 
that all will fully understand the In seeking to raise means for the 
situation, and put into practice the running expenses of the we 
principle that ''a friend in need is a 
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have figured 0 how ea,sy 
friend indeed." It is our intention to i.t is to unon 
give the friends of Graceland (and paper): · of "the 
who among the household of the faith· church in round numbers about 
ful would not be a friend to this fifty and estimate five to the 
church institution) an ample oppor- family, we would have ten thousand 
tunity to fulfill their duty in sustain· families. We have not 
ing the creature of your own appoint· what the Master said about vir-
ment. gins, five and five foolish; 

For the wiping out of the debt on with a of 
the college the last General Confer- and 
ence adopted a resolution authorizing youthfulness, old r.ge, and 
the presiding Bishop to formulate and we feel under the of 
send out a subscription list asking for our ten thousand families 
one thousand twenty.five dollar sub- half incapacitated by 
scribers. Since the adoption of t.hat cumstances, and the other half we 
measure we have made it our business shall consider as wise famil 

· as best we could to advocate the offi- with their means are iu 
cial action of .the conference and urge the word of 
upon all the importance of a united unto one and 
effort to accomplish the object of the bership, "All are called 
General Conference resolution. My the gifts of God unto them; 
opinion is that we had better as a the intent that all may labor 

let him that 1ajboreth in the 
and him that toileth in the affairs 
the men of business and of work labor 

with God for the 
ment of the work intrusted to 
D. C. 119: 8. if two thousand of 

fsuniiiBs would each con
could pa.y off the 

entire aud this 
church has two thoust>.nd families who 
could and that without 
d to for this 
laudable purpose the sum 50 

and a,bove their other church 
and m ueh better the 

feel with this 

then are you 
ward is sure, no man can 

of the crown and the 
and faithfully 

On duty, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

BJx 224, LuroNr, Iowa, 

A cal:'eful cha,.acter stu:Jy of the Emperor 
William will appear in McClure's Magazine 
for January. In this article the author, Mr. 
Ray St.annard Baker, shows that he has 
given to his work equal care and discern
ment. The result is an illuminat.ing account 
of the man and the sovereign. 
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THE 1 

Dspar1ment. up, and now if ever is the time to try to plant plll,y and sing· upon street, so t.bat I could 
the gOApel among them. Though the way touch up the men from Utah that 1l.re doing 
may seem hard, it may never be any easier. work here. I be!l,r that they have about 

As a soldier for Christ, I hope "oo be a.mong for·ty members in 'ohe Most of them are 
DUNSEITH, N. Dakota, Dec. 6. those who shall have fought valiantly in the I young people, r;ids at that. Sometimes 

EditOTS He1·ald:-Nearly seven months have great conflict with tte world and. Satan, just . they have as high seventeen young pt'eRch-
passed since I arrived on the great, open I prior to the Lord's coming. 

1

1 er·s here s,t once; and if each one takes a girl, 
prairies of Dakota to engage in missionary Also praying and seeking for the welfare of courso t.bB,t makes fc,ir congregation for 
work. To one accustomed to an older settled of the Israel of God, I am, them. They only hold pubiic services Sun-
country with its beautiful green hills and Your brother in Christ, day nights; and as I am always busy then I 
valleys, it seemed at first very lonely out on LEONARD HOUGHTON. have no'0 been able to attend any of their 
these great, broad prairies, where one can meetings. But· I intend to so arrange for 
look a great distance and see only a few small Sunday night that I can go and see for my-
houses, and seldom a stream or bush. At SAO CITY, Iowa, Dec. 12. self. 
first. I wondered how I should be able to get a Editors Herald:-For several weeks I have 

The work is onward in this mission, and we 
feel for tho future. 

In gospel bonds, 
E. A. S'rEDMAN ~ 

501 Knox ave . .o orth. 

congregation even as large as Noah's. But I been doing missionary work in Sac county, of 
made up my mind not to be faint-hearted, which this city is the capital. I meet with 
and started forth, traveling from village to new work and new experiences Gvery month. 
village and from bouse to house, seeking to For the past week I have been as mod
find those who were ''of Israel," or those who erator for Bro. C. J. Hunt, who is conducting 
might be interested in the same. a public debate in this place with Elder W. ~<=----~~""""""""----~ 

I first visited Bro. and Sr. Delap, a lone L. Crowe, of the Church of God (called Res· F0.irgrcund, HouGHTON, Ont., 
family of Saints at White. Though iso- titutionists by some). Seven sessions have Mareh 6, 1897. 
Ia ted, I found them full of cheer and the been held, and we are only half done. The Dear PaTents:·-- Your welc01:ne letter to 
spirit of the latter-day work. A few days faith of our church is on trial first, then fol- hand and duly W;Mo plc'ased to hear 
were cheerfully spent at their home. 'rhen I lows their affirmation that man is wholly from you, but sorry to learn you were not 

mortal and unconscious in death. The hall ll I h · 't 11 · I visited Bro. Stone's folks, at Arlington. From we . ave oeen qm e we .. smce saw you 
thence I went to Lake and Miner counties, is well filled every night, while the interest last, until last Fl'ids,y. I took cold, having to 
where I found a number of Saints and did is intense. This public discussion is the first drive so fal~ to and from meetings; have been 
some preaching. of the kind for Bro. Hunt, but he is careful, driving from fourteen to eighteen miles 

While there I met Bro. S. K. Sorensen, quick, emphatic, and in all cheerfuL VIle are nearly every night for the last two weeks. 
who seemed full of zeal and hope, which I making friends to the cause of truth, and are I Have opened up in two ::Jew fields, one at 
was glad to see; for I had begun to think that happy, and confident in the confllct. I Houghton Center, and the other at. Vienna. 

Faithfully yours, I There is quite em excitement the l8 ot une who would remain long in missionary "' 
work, in the Dakotas needed a full supply. R. WIGH'r. named place. By the assistance of Bro. Isaac 

After finishing my stay there, I visited Pearson, we rented Catholic church here, 
Hecla, liJianango, Kidder, and other places, MINNEAPOLIS, M:inn., Dec. 10. and ~t is wei~ filled .every night,. and ,Go.d is 
preaching one and two sermons on Sunday, Editors HeTald:-Yesterday was the coldest I blessmg me m B<'Jttwg forth hls gwrwua 
and now and again a few sermons in the week, day of the winter so far· twelve de<>'rees be· work. They toil me people are found in 
as opportunity offered. About the middle of low zero,-a change of ~bout fifty d;grees in gr?u~s on t.he st~eet cotners, and in public 
August, I visited Clifford, and as the yery twenty-fours. Rathersuddenforthisoountry, ~mldmg~, dlscusswg the .wo;·k, c:f eourse, as 
busy time of hurvesting and thrashing had as it is not subject to such extreme changes, m l;he tlmes of the. Savwr, 80~8 are for us, 
beg-un, and I could not do much in the way of Althoug-h so cold, we had the pleasm·0 of and others rage ana fight agawst us; and 
holding mtiletings during the week, I spent burying a fair sister in the cold waters of I DJ,vid has it, "the heathen rage and the pea
some time working at harvesting and thrash- Long Lake. To say that it. t11kes nerve and pie imagine 8' vain thing." But we are not 
ing, and preaching Sundays as opportunity grit for such an act, is to speak within the at all ah·ai.d, for we :we confident we have the 
offered. Later I came to the Turtle Moun- bounds of truth at least. 'rhe sister baptized. \ truth, and truth will shine where error will 
tains, where I found Bro. G. W. Thorburn, El.iza M. Landquist, was born in Denmark; is I sink to rise _110 more. 'v'l_e. have challenged 
who had been sort of an isolated missionary now a widow and a professional nurse.· She I the so c~llea. reverend dnnnes to come and 
here in the timber and hills for several is a good musician, and will be quite an aid I p~ov~ wl:lere,w c"!~. are w.ro:Jg.. One ~am~, 
months, like the Master of old, in the hills of here when the branch is. able to secure an but Iefused ' 0 llL.u aughu ogamst what we 
Judea, looking after the lost sheep of Israel. organ. This makes eight baptlzad in the city I P,reached, and has not ma,de his appearance 
Bro. George is a pleasant companion in mis- since we began tent work last May-and more 61nce. 
sionary work. There seems to be a good in- to follow. I Now, dear parents, you know what amount 
terest here in the mountains, and opportunity It ie hard work to raise up a branch in a 1 of education I received, having never been 
for a good work to be done. Bro. Thorburn large city; but a wise, persistent effort will more than two years in school in my life, if it 
and I have visited a number of places the rast accomplish it in time. One that re- was all put toget.her. Now, first stop and ask 
few weeks, and have done some preaching, tardb the work, and one th&t is ha;·d to over· yourself, from whence cometh this power by 
which we hope has not been in vain. One finds come, is the bad living of some of the members which we preach? Seeing the reverend di
a number of very kind, sociable people in of the church. Sometimes one family c;w do vines are all afraid to me·~t us, does this not 
somE. places here, and if one had opportunity more to hinder the. work than six men can do prove God is with us, a11d we have his divine 
to preach the go~pel to them he might do a to build it up. I believe this to be the gen-~ t.ruth? p,1.ul said he did not preach by the 
good work. eral belief and experience of the minisi.ry. wisdom of man, but by the power of God; 

vVhile Dakota may have her hardships in one cannot preach as many sermons in the when be preached by the wisdom of man, 
missionary work, as compared with other city as in the country when traveling from man stood by but as soon as he began to 
places, yet she has some advantages. Priest- place to place; and besides, it takes longer to preach by t.he power of God, '"hen the people 
craft does not exercise the power here it does get acquainted with the people. There is so all, or nearly tm'ned against him. He 
in some other fields, and the people as a rule much to attract in· a large city, that unless was whipped, bound, and put in prison; 
are a more humble class. I hope the day you have something sensational they will pass scoffed and scorned at, >md what had he done 
may soon come when the Lord will open up you by. Music and good singing will call a ! to receive this ill-tt•oatment? .Just because 
the way to reach the people of these great crowd together most, any time on the street I the Spirit of God, Paul tells us, is DH·<>n>tOr 

prairies, and many be brought into the Mas- and especially at night. I than a two-edged sword, which reproved the 
ter's fold. I have wished many times this year that I i Rabbis of their false teaching, and of course 

Many hamlets and towns are now springing · had Bro. A. M. Chase and his little organ to · that made them mad; then they went to kill 
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him, as they did his Master. And that is the and these three agree in one. Nicodemus 
real cause why we are slandered and spoken marveled when Jesus told him he must be 
evil of, because we are in possession of that born again (John 3: 5), for he well knew that 
same Spirit with which Paul and the un- meant to come forth, and asked, could he en
learned fishermen were possessed, and which ter the second time into his mother's womb 
reproved the people of their false doctrines. and l!le born again. 

Dear parents, my faith grows stronger as I Did you or anyone else see a natural birth 
advance in years and become more acquainted without water and blood? Tertullian says 
with God and his work. Although we see (chap. 1: 7), We, after the example of Jesus 
many faults with some in the church, yet Christ, are born in water. The act of hap
that does not make the work false. If that tisrn itself is carnal, in that we are plunged 
were a criterion to go by, then what about in water; but the effect is spiritual, in that 
the church our blessed Savior established? we are freed from sin. How do we become 
There were many unruly and di8obedient ones free from sin? Is it not by complying with 
in his church. (See Acts 20: 30, also 5: 1-8; the spiritual law? Jesus says, If ye love me, 
compare 2 Corinthians second chapter with kee!'J my commandments. Baptism is one of 
1 Corinthians 5 and 6, also 3: 1-3; Revelation his commandments; and as we come forth 
2: 14-20; 3: 2.) from the watery grave, the blood of Christ 

Please, father, read these passages, then meets us in the act of obedience to the corn
compare the evil works of the former day mandrnents of him, and our sins are oblit
saints with those of the Latter Day Saints, era ted or washed away. (See Acts 22: 16.) 
and if you can find such works within the Ananias said to Paul, Why tarriest thou? 
Church of Christ of latter days, it is more Arise and be baptized, and wash away thy 
than I have ever found. So we ought not to sins. Then we come forth by water and 
condemn the church on account of the evils blood; then our bodies are cleansed and made 
of those in the church. Satan has always fit for the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, 
tried to destroy the church, by working with whiQh is given by another law devised by the 
and through some of the members. See Job Creator, obtained by the laying on of hands. 
2, where he met with God's people; and (Acts 8: 17; 9: 17; 19: 6; 1 Tim. 4: 14; 2 Tiril. 
Peter says, "Judgment must begin at the 1: 6; He b. 6: 2; Deut. 34:9 ) Here we find 
house of God;" and says if judgment begins Joshua was filled by the Spirit, which was 
there, what shall be the end of them that given through the laying on of Moses' hands. 
obey not the gospel? (Peter 4: 17.) Now, dear father, all those Jaws were or-

Now, dear father, Jesus says, Except a man dained by the great Creator for our good, and 
is born of the water and the Spirit, he cannot he has warned us that we cannot enter into 
enter into his kingdom. DJ you believe this his kingdom unless we comply with them; 
statement? Is is true or false? If true, you and he has made them so plain, that we have 
must be baptized, or born of the water. no one but ourselves to blame if we are shut 

"To be born or born again-is to be regen- cut of the kingdom. 
er8.ted, and renewed to receive spiritual life." You spoke of us being close comrnunionists. 
-John 3.-Webster's Dictionary. Yes, we are. Can you or any one else pro-

"We are buried with him [Christ] in bap- duce one proof wherever Jesus administered 
tisrn."-John Wesley. the sacrament to any one outside of the 

Bury-To deposit persons in the grave; to church? Can one evidence be produced that 
cover up; to overwhelm; to commit to water; his apostles did? Read 1 Corinthians 11:27: 
to deposit in the ocean as de1:1d bodies buried "Wherefore, whosoever shall eat this bread, 
in the deep; to place one thing within an- and drink this cup of the Lord, unworthily, 
other.-Webster's Dictionary. shall be guilty of the body and blood of the 

Now, you are well aware that there is a Lord. But let a man examine himself." 
law, ordained by the great Creator, whereby Now, dear father, examine yourself. Jesus 
the natural birth is brought about; and if says, if we love him, we will keep his com
that law never was obeyed, there would not mandments. Now there is one command
be a natural birth; then the earth could not ment you have not obeyed, that is, you have 
fill the measure of her creation, for there not been born of the water. Besides, Paul 
would be no natural life. As there is natural says, in verse 29 of the above chapter, that if 
law to produce natural life, so there is spir- we eat unworthily, we eat and drink darn
ituallaw to produce spiritual life. And now nation to our own souls, not discerning the 
suppose the spiritual law which produces Lord's body. Now what does Paul mean by 
spiritual life will not be obeyed, how can not discerning the Lord's body? I do not be
there be a spiritual birth? Jesus says, That lieve he means transubstantiation, that is, 
which is born of flesh is flesh. Now he converting bread and wine into the literal 
speaks of the natural law by which we are body and blood of Chri!;t, as our Roman 
born into the world; then he goes on and Catholic friends believe; but the body or 
says, "That which is born of Spirit is spirit." church of Christ. Paul tells us, by one Spirit 
Here he speaks of the spiritual law by which are we all baptized into one body; then he 
we are born into his spiritual kingdom. goes on and shows that that body is the 
These laws resemble each other so closely we church, and that church has apostles, proph
cannot see how some people cannot under- ets, evangelists, pastors, and teachers; gifts 
stand that this means a birth of the water. of healings, tongues, and revelations. (1 Cor. 
(1 John 5:5-8.) The apostle says, There are 12:12, 27; Eph. 2:16, 20; read also Eph. 4.) 
three which bare record in heaven: the Now, as you do not surely discern that this 
Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost; and church is the rea! body or church of Christ 
there are three that bare witness upon the I (if you did, I am sure you would enter in), as 
earth: the spirit, the water, and the blood; I know you love God and desire to keep his 

commandments, and as we believe and know 
that this is the true church or body of Christ, 
Hampshire, or any other God-fearing man 
would not want you or anyone else to eat and 
drink condemnation to your souls. 

By this, you will see our position, and that 
we would not dare to administer the sacra
ment to anyone outside of the church. Some 
go so far as to say all churches combined, or 
taken as a whole, constitute the body or 
church of Christ. I might ask, as Paul once 
did, Is Christ divided? Is God the author of 
confusion? No; but the author of peace in 
all churches of the saints. Again, he says, 
"I would to God that ye all speak the same 
thing, and be of the same mind, and that 
there be no divisions among you" (!Cor. 1); 
and "By one spirit are we all baptized into 
one body," and now ye are the body of Christ 
and members in particular; and God hath 
set some in the church, first apostles, second
arily prophets, thirdly teachers, after mira
cles, then gifts of healing. 

Read Ecclesiastes 3: 14: "I know that, 
whatsoever God doeth, it shall be forever: 
nothing can be put to it, nor anything taken 
from it: and God doeth it that man should 
fear before him." Did not God set those 
officers in this church in the days of Christ? 
Where does it say they should be dispensed 
with? You see they were put there for two 
purposes; first that God's work could be car
ried on successfully. Read Ephesians 4. 
Here Paul states they were for the work of 
the ministry, and for the edifying of the body 
of Christ. Then we learn there were apos
tles, prophets, pastors, and teachers in the 
body of Christ, or the church. If there 
were those officers in the body of Christ, the 
church, in the days of Christ, and as that 
which God does once he doeth for ever, could 
the body, or church, exist today without 
those offiaers, or would he require officers in 
his church in the early days to carry on his 
work, and not now? and change not? In the 
second place, he said that what he did once 
he did it for ever. Then if he once found it 
necessary to have those officers to carry on 
his work, and in a later period found they 
could be dispensed with, then he could not 
carry out this statement, for he would be 
doing something differently to that that he 
had once done, and this he could not do, as it. 
would prove he was not an all-wise God, and 
would be giving infidelity a chance to make 
good its claims. In the second place, God 
says he did this that man might fear before 
him. Why fear? Paul says, He that eateth 
and drinketh unworthily, eateth and drink
eth condemnation to his soul. See how 
particular God was in the days of Moses, and 
Moses was in the church of God. Stephen 
says h~ was, Acts 7: 38. This is he that was 
in the church in the wilderness, with the 
angel which spake to him in Mount Zion. 
Read Exodus 12:43, 45: "And the Lord said 
unto Moses and Aaron, This is the ordinance 
of the passover: there shall no stranger eat 
thereof .... A foreigner and a hired servant 
shall not eat thereof." See Paul's letter to 
the Ephes1ans, second chapter, verses 16 to 
22 inclusive: "And that he might reconcile 
both unto God in one body by the cross, hav
ing slain the enmity thereby; and carne and 
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preached peace to you which were afar off, 
and to them that were nigh. For through 
him we both have access by one Spirit unto 
the Father. Now therefore ye are no more 
strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens 
with the Saints, and of the household of God; 
and are built upon the foundation of the 
apostles and .prophets, Jesus Christ himself 
being the chief corner stone; in whom all the 
building fitly framed together groweth unto 
a holy temple in the Lord; in whom ye also 
are builded together for a habitation of God 
through the Spirit." It seems to me that 
Paul here argues that all that are not 
adopted into the true church of Christ, and 
that church has apostles and prophets, and 
which bas baptism as its mode of adoption, 
are strangers and foreigners, and according 
to God's own words to his servant Moses, 
have no right to the Lord's supper, for cer
tainly the passover is a type of the L<Jrd';; 
supper. (See 1 Cor. 11: 23.) Christ broke 
the bread and blessed the wine, and divided 
it among his followers. This was just pre
vious to his deliverance from the scoffs and 
scorn of the enemy, and from his mortal body 
mito an immortal or glorified body. So the 
last supper in Egypt signified their deliver
ance from bondage and the cruel mockery 
and jeers of the Egyptians. Their passover 
was a lamh without blemish, typifying Christ, 
the Lamb of God, without sin, that was to be 
slain for us. This last supper in Egypt was 
celebrated among the Israelites only; no 
stranger or foreigner could partake of it, and 
we see Christ following out the same exam
ple, for none but his disciples or followers 
were allowed to be at his last supper. In 
this we see a close resemblance between the 
last supper in Egypt and the last supper of 
Christ in person with his followers. Paul 
says they are not all Israel that claim to be 
Israel; he says by one Spirit are we all bap
tized into one body or church (1 Cor. 12: 13); 
and, "For as many of you as have been bap
tize?d into Chriot have put on Christ. There 
is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither 
bond nor free, . . . for ye are all one in 
Christ Jesus. ''-Gal. 3: 27, 28. 

Therefore, we become Israel by adoption. 
Paul speako of the grafting of the wild 
branches into the true olive tree, typifying 
the adoption into the true church of God; 
for we are all aliens and must be grafted, or 
adopted into the family of Israel before we 
can have any claim to the blessings of Israel. 

Now, father, I will drop this part of the 
subj'3ct, hoping there has been nothing said 
that will cause offense, for I assure you I have 
written this with a pure motive. 

You spoke of your philanthropy. Yes, 
dear father, you have certainly fulfilled that 
part of God's divine law; and he will not for
get your kind works unto fellow men and 
women, and will richly reward you for the 
same. See Jesus' own words in Matthew 25: 
35-46, where he says, ''I was a hungered, and 
ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave 
me drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me 
in; naked, and ye clothed me; I was sick, 
and ye visited me; I was in prison, and ye 
came unto me." But you see, father, this 
will be when all nations are to be gathered 

THE SAINTS~ HERALD. 

before him; when he shall sit upon the 
throne of his glory, which will be after the 
thousand years' reign upon earth with his 
people; and my desirA is to see you receive 
a part in the first resurrection, and live and 
reign a thousand years with Christ. See 
Revelation 20: Blessed and holy are they 
that have part in the first resurrection; for 
they will live and reign with Christ a thou
sand years, but the rest of the dead will not 
live again until the thousand years are ex
pired; then ~they will come forth, and the 
books will be opened, and J~udgment set, and 
all will receive their reward for their good 
works unto the children of men. 

This is called the terrestrial glory, which 
is the glory of the moon. See 1 Co!'inthians 
15, where it says: "There is one glory of the 
sun, and another glory of the moon, and an
other of the stars." It seems to me, by 
Paul's statement here, that there will be 
those that will do more than others for the 
welfare of their fellow men, and of course, 
they will receive a greater reward at the 
great and last resur!'ection, although they do 
not obey all the gospel of Christ; they will 
receive the glory they have prepared them· 
selves for. As one star differs from another 
in glory, so shall the resurrection of the 
dead be. But the glory of the sun surpasses 
by far the glory of the moon and stars; and 
this glory is given to those that obey Christ 
in all things; that follow the Lamb whither
soever he goeth. "These are they which 
were not defiled with women."-Rev. 14: 4. 
These are they that are born of water-that 
is, baptiz~d into Christ-and have received 
the Spirit through the laying on of hands of 
those whom God has called "and sealed unto 
this power; and who overcome by faith, and 
are sealed by the Holy Spirit of promise, 
which the Father sheds forth upon all those 
who are just and true; they are they who are 
the church of the Firstborn l Christ]; ... 
these are they who shall have part in the 
first resurrection; these are they that shall 
come forth in the resurrection of the_just; 
these are they who are come unto Mount 
Zion, and unto the city of the living God, the 
heavenly place, the holiest of all; these are 
they who have come to an innumerable com
pany of angels; to the general assembly and 
the church of Enoch, and the Firstborn; 
these are they whose names are written in 
heaven, where God and Christ are the judge 
of all; these are they who are just men made 
perfect through Jesus the mediator of the 
new covenant, who wrought out this perfect 
atonement through the shedding of his own 
blood; these are they whose bodies are 
celestial, whose glory is that of the sun, even 
the glory of God the highest of all; whose 
glory ... the sun of the firmament is writ
ten of as being typical." 

Now, dear father, this is the glory we de
sire, and pray you will be permitted to share, 
and reign with Christ a thousand years, then 
enter into the great eternity. And though 
we be scattered far and wide from each other 
here in this life, that we may all meet in the 
life beyond this vale of tears, as one un
broken family around our dear Savior's 
throne, and enjoy his presence for ever more. 
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I close, ever praying God to comfort and 
cheer you and mother in your lonely hours, 
and send his angels to watch over you, both 
by day and by night; and if we never meet 
again in this life, we may beyond this. Beg· 
ging an interest in your prayers, I bid you 
farewell. Your affectionate son, 

S. W. TOMLINSON. 

The above letter was written by Elder S. 
W. Tomlinson, of Delhi, Ontario. His 
father, who had not yet obeyed the gospel. 
was attending Saints' meetings and had been 
bearing his testimony with them, when El
der Hampshire refused. him the sacrament. 
He was offended, and wrote to his son about 
it, and to which this letter is a reply. As so 
many misunderstand why the sacrament is 
not given to outsiders, the letter is submitted 
to the readers of the Herald, trusting it will 
remove the obstacle froj;Il the path of duty 
over which many stumble, but we hope will 
not fall. FLORALICE MILLER. 

NEVADA, Missouri, Doc. 10. 
Editors Herald:-I closed my meetings here 

last night, and feel well satiofied with my 
labors. I not only have done the Saints 
good, but have made many friends to the 
church, and we stand in a much better light 
before the public now then we did before I 
came here, which causes much comfort to 
the Saints. 

Yesterday I baptized eight; Prof. Weltmer 
(the magnetic healer) and daughter were in 
the congregation, both morning and evening. 
I noticed that he (also other officials of the 
city) waited near the door till I got there, 
eulogized my sermons, and by the shake of 
the hands he expressed that he meant what 
he said. By invitation I go to Rich Hill to 
preach there Tuesday night on an especial 
subject, and then to Montevallo, where I will 
hold a protracted meeting to continue as wis
dom may direct. 

Am glad to say that the Saints here nearly 
all take the church papers; some the Herald, 
others the Ensign and some both, which I 
think is essential to progress. 

F. C. WARNKY. 

CHILLICO'l'HE, Mo., December 13. 
Editors IJ.erald:-1 came here by rtquest of 

Elder I. N. White, and to fill his appoint
ment, as affairs had taken a turn so that he 
could not .well do so in person, but the rather 
by selection. I close my eighth tonight, and 
take the morning train to St. Joseph where, 
Religio, the district Sunday school conven
tion, and the conference are to convene. 
While I think of it, please announce that the 
northeast Kansas district conference is to 
meet at Netawaka, Jackson county, Kansas, 
March 2, 1901, at ten o'clock a. m. The time 
was left with myself, and on consulting with 
the missionary in charge he thought he could 
meet with us there and then. 

The Saints here are few, indeed, and preju
dice is rife on every hand, especially among 
some. The people generally would meet us 
courteously, and promise to attend when in
vited, but fail to appear. The three daily 
papers have done nobly by us. We had a 
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~ommodious ;lace t~ worship f;ee.-· We-at-r man may appoint while God sometimes dis-
tended Baptist Sunday schocl, opened wit,h appoints, so in this case. Death had visited 
prayer, and responded to the nquest to de· the family of Bro. and Sr. Archibald McCord, 
liver a brief address. We also, by invita
tion, called on the large nm·m11l, opened the 
chapel services with reading and prayer, and 
after the second song spoke fifteen minutes 
by their kindly rEquest. 

This beautiful county ls where the mob 
raised up, and marched forth to the Haun's 
Mills massacre, where twenty were thrown in 
an old well. Some of their offspring, hearing 
the 1:ld foik lore, may have retained the 
spirit of those unhallowed perilous times, but 
let us hope for the better, and work forward, 
onward, and upward. This city is &bout the 
size of Independence, and has good ~cbools, 
and surrounded with a fine country. The 
Hannibal and Saint Joseph Railroad; the 
Wabash; and the Chicago, MUwaukee, and 
St. Paul rail ways pass through this place, 
and the last named has a roundhouse here. 
At this writing the roads are good, the 
ground bare and :~Jmost dusty, the sun bright, 
and the weather all th:1t could in justice be 
desired. Hoping that the few here may be 
kept in the straig·ht, narrow, and rugged 
road of duty; and for their humble endeavor·s 
they may have great blessings, and cause to 
rejoice, I am, with due consideration, an 
admirer of Priest R. S. P0xker's cheerful, 
steadfast, aggressh·e deportment and charac
ter, as also a sympathetic weli-wisher for all 
in the right. May the Lord direct and pro-
tect. M. T. SHOH'l'. 

\VOODBINE, Iowa, Dec. 11. 

of Defiance, and had taken their one infant 
from this life, and the house of gladness was 
turned into a house of mourning, and it be
came my duty to speak words of comfort to 
these young parents. I tried to do so in 
Galland's Grove church, and while thus en
gaged the spirit of Sister Sibyl McCord, 
widow of Brother Alexander.McCord,-both 
well and favorably known to many of the 
eldership,-passed to the paradise of God t.o 
accompany her sweet little great-grandson. 
She died at the home of Brother Ichabod 
McCord at Defiance. I preached her funeral, 
in Galland's Grove church, on the 2d instant, 
assisted by Elders Holcomb and Pett. 

In consequenc9 of a severe cold in my head 
and on my lungs, I only preached four times 
there. I found Sister Martha, wife of Alex
ander Black, in a very low condition, said to 
be suffering from a cancer in the intestines. 
Physicians give no hopes of her recovery, 
but declare that an operation to remove it 
would be fatal to her. All Saints are de
sired to pray for her that whether living or 
dying it may be well with her. Brother and 
Sister Black have been sorely tried with 
af!Hct.ion in the family, and the burning of 
their home twice in four years. Yet their 
faith in God and his gospel has not faltered. 
It is good to so live in harmony with God, 
that we may realize that he is our friend in 
adversity, and our stay i.n prosperity. It is 
high time that as a church and as individuals 
we more thoroughly wean ourselves from the 
world and draw closer to God in holiness and 

Editors Herald:-Yesterday I returned from truth. "Friendship with the world is enmity 
Crescent, where I had been invited to break with God." The Church of Christ must have 
the "bread of life" to the Saints and sinners 
also. I thank God for the liberty enjoyed 
while so engaged. There is a glorious satis
faction in preaching this gospel when we 
have the Spirit of God to guide us. We are 
not only used as instruments in feeding 
others, but we ourselves are richly fed; and 
this is one gTand evidence to me of the truth 
of this work, and the divine calling of the 
Seer. I am more than ever satisfied that no 
man can preach the gospel effectively with-

no fellowship with the world. There is no 
fellowship between Christ and Belial. "We 
cannot serve God and Mammon." 

It is our business to build up the. kingdom 
of God. Is it possible that we are hankering 
for the "Flesh pots of Egypt?" Let us read 
closely the signs of the times, and stand 
firmly on the watchtower. 

CHARLES DERRY. 

out the Holy Spirit's inspiration, hence I see GUILFORD, Missouri, Dec. 11. 
the wisdom of God in forbidding his servants EditO?"s Heralcl:_:_In November I called on 
to teach without the Spirit. I realiz9 it is Bro. and Sr, E. A. Bray, of Darlington, and 
possible for a man who loves to display his spoke eight times in the M. E. church at 
ability, and is pleased with the music of his that place. From there I went six miles 
own vo;ce, to imagine he is doing very effect- west of Ravenwood, and asked for the use of 
ive work, when he is only "Darkening coun- the "Harmony" M. E. church; but having 
sel with words wit.hout knowledge." May spoke there a few times in October, Mr. 
God help us all to !use sight of ourselves, Hunt, one of the trustees, said" "they had 
that we may not present ourselves, but the decided not to open it for me.'' I asked him 
Lord Jesus Christ, and his glorious truth what objection they had, and he said it was 
to the people, caring less for the manner of because I preache·d "Joe Smith doctrine." I 
our appearance than for the matter that it is told him it was possible that I had done so, 
our duty to present. I would not be under- but I found it in the Bible. 
stood as ignoring the necessity for good man- I came from there here to Guilford. Bro. 
ners in the pulpit; but while we cultivate J. Arthur Davis had commenced meeting, 
these and propm· the one great and we have continued up to date, making 
thought thaL should be uppermost in our almost two weeks. The interest has been 
minds should be the proper presentation of quite fair. Last Saturday and Sunday was 
Christ and his gospel, and see to it that we the "two days' meeting" appointed by E. S. 
do this to the glory of Gud. Fannon, the district president. Brn. John 

I was invited by the Galland's Grove branch I Hawley and Ras Lorensen were in charge, 
to preach the thanksgiving sermon, but as and the meeting was a pleasant affair. 

This branch of the Saints is alive to the 
work and the rest of the branches are not 
much behind it. Brn. J. C. Vaughn and R. 
F. Hill are doing some good work south of 
Rea, and the field is widening, and many 
calls, but few preachers. J. A. Davis goes to 
Ross Grove branch and I to Darlington. May 
the Master hasten his work. 

Yours in bonds. 
D. C. WHITE. 

WACOFF, Minn., Dec. 11. 
Editors Herald:-On my return· from La

moni to my field of labor in Minnesota, I 
stopped off at Eagle Grove, Iowa, and by re
quest of district president, Bro. D. M. Rudd, 
whom I found holding forth in a schoolhouse 
about nine miles southwest of Eagle Grove, I 
did some preaching at the Head Grove 
church, six miles southeast of the city, com· 
mencing on December 2, closing on the ninth. 
Held ten meetings, and seemingly good in
terest manifested from beginning to close, 
although a Baptist State Evangelist was 
holding forth .two miles south of the church. 
Some seem to be convinced of the truth, but 
how near or how far they are from the king
dom, only God knows. On Sund!.y evening 
at the close of the meeting, many requests 
from the dear Saints and friends to come back 
again, made us feel that the efforts had been 
appreciated. 

May the good Lord abundantly bless those 
who so kindly ministered to my necessities 
and made my stay pleasant. One more 
bright spot in a traveling elder's life. 

In gospel bonds, 
S. K. SORENSEl!'f. 

CHICAGO, Ill., Dec. 12. 
Saints' Herald:- I appreciate your kind 

and welcome visit each week with your 
cheering letters and sermons. Since I moved 
my mission to second fiat, same number as 
first, 508 Thirty-seventh street, our turnouts 
are very small; so in order to advertise our 
work more extensively, as well as in a desira
ble manner, we have decided to preach and 
teach in private houses for this winter, if the 
doors are not barred against us. 

W. H. Fuller and the writer began street 
work May 27, 1900, and ceased in October, 
with the determination to seek other quar
ters to preach in, and the Lord Jesus Christ 
opened up the way for us. Bro. Fuller baited 
his hook to catch white fish, while I baited 
my hook to catch black bass. I made my 
way to the colored mission and churches. I 
got just one charge at the target, and I 
passed my right hand, and the Protestant 
Episcopal Methodist minister passed his left 
hand at me, and I was knocked out in one 
round. So goes the fight. I did not stop at 
that price, but kept everlastingly at it. On 
the evening of November 15, I went to the 
west side of the city, by invitation to Sister 
L. A. Kess's house, and opened up meeting 
with growing interest and on November 6, I 
organized what is known and styled the 
"Bible school." Some on both si'des of the 
house are believing our report, and sowe are 
very near the kingdom of God. 
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Now, dear Saints, in a large city like this, 
where there is so much evil of every kind 
going on, both night and day, Lis very hard 
to get the people to pay attention to the 
right gospel. I know, in order to build up 
the kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ, we must be a royal priesthood, a holy 
laity, a perfect people, that should show 
forth the praises of him who hath called us 
from darkness to this "marvelous work and a 
wonder" the great light of the Lamb of God. 

Sometimes, dear Saints, when I think and 
realize that God raised me up to be as Joshua 
among the colored race, I think as David did 
when he said, "What is man, that thou art 
mindful of him, and the son of man that thou 
visitest him?" Let us all consider that the 
Lord made us a little lower than the angels 
and hast crowned us with glory and honor 
and has given us dominion and power over 
the works of his hands. The Lord is a 
friend to poor sinners and we must all openly 
consecrate ourselves today to the Lord. We 
should come out and rally to the standard. All 
true Christians and friends ought to be de· 
cided, united Christian Saints of right and 
truth. 

This is the cause of the Almighty God, and 
Christ himself is captain. Who can hesitate 
under such a captain, leader, and commander 
of his people? In the name of Jesus Christ, 
let all Christians unite, and let us as minis
ters of Christ gather the people together, 
high and low, rich and poor, to the glory of 
Christ and the benefit of humanity. 

Daar brethren and sisters, will you all, who 
have plenty of this world's goods, please be a 
friend of God's poor colored people here in 
this city of Chicago. Pray that the poor, 
friendless, penniless, jobless colored men, 
women, and children shall have coal in the 
shed this winter, and flour in the barrel. No 
poor people should suffer when there is so 
much mon'y in this world and to spare. No 
poor should be allowed to tramp in the snow 
banks this winter, nights, for the want of 
some place in which to sleep. May the hos
pitality of the Saints come to our wants is my 
prayer in Jesus' name. Remember us for 
good. We are struggling for life and light 
to get this work established in this great 
city of Chicago. 

The work is onward, Bro. Fuller goes to
night to the east side of the city, while the 
writer goes to the west side to fill appoint
ments. Pray for us, dear saints, that we 
may be blessed in our work. 

Your brother in Christ and gospel bonds, 
GEO, H. GRAVES. 

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C , Dec. 10. 
Editors Herald:-A recital of the pleasant 

and unpleasant experiences during the so
journ of our worthy mission president in this 
province may be permitted an insertion into 
your valuable columns. Two weeks were 
spent in Chilliwack, with great profit unto 
the Saints. A branch was there organized, 
and several called to the ministry, among 
them Alex. McMullen, o.ur young and ener
getic brother, who received priesthood after 
the order of Aaron, entitling him ~o~ preach, 
bapti~e1 etc, We loo!l; for ~reat thin~s eve~· , 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
tually from this worthy ambassador of truth. 

From Chilliwack we went to Victoria, 
where we billed the city, hired a hall 
in prominent part of city, and preached 
nearly a week. It's an old song now, but sing 
it we must, "No interest, no interest!" Seven 
to fifteen constituted the immensity of our 
audience, including the preachers. 

Arriving at Westminster, we planted guns 
and opened fire; but like Cronje and his 
Boers, the people crawled in their boles, and 
so our shooting proved ineffectual. We 
couldn't get at them. A few showed them
selves, but "No interest, no interest!" 

Another branch was organized here, which, 
when including the scattered Saints, will 
aggregate a dozen or so. The work is still 
in its infancy. 

At this stage of the fight Elder Evans left 
us for the land of the "beautiful," far-off 
Ontario. He went via Salt Lake, Denver, 
and Lamoni. We are all grateful for his 
coming, and trust that living impressions of 
the almost insurmountable barriers of Bl'itish 
Columbia may abide with him unto sending 
of more help to make a big push and discern
ible indentations upon the the stony hearts 
of the Rocky Mountains. 

At present writing, there does not appear 
an effectual open door in all British Columbia, 
but we must make them. 

In bonds, 
D. MACGREGOR. 

CHILLIWACK, B. C. 

CLIFFORD, N. D., Dec. 12. 
Editors Herald:-As I do not see very many 

letters from the D3kotas, I essay to write. 
Since I last wrote to your valuable paper I 
have been laboring in and around the neigh
borhood of the Turtle Mountains. There is 
a nice band of Saints locating in the moun
tains. Bro. and Sister Oakes, from southern 
Minnesota, have located in the mountains and 
Bro. Oaks being a priest he will be quite a 
help to the Saints in that neighborhood. 

On about the first of November -r was 
agreeably surprised to meet Bro. Houghton, 
and to have him as a companion in gospel 
work. 

To my mind, this is a peculiar field to labor 
in. In the summer the season is so short 
people have to work late and early; they have 
no time to go to meeting. In the winter it is 
too cold. In November it was twenty-four 
degrees below zero. Still I feel thankful to 
say that the gospel is making its way into the 
different parts of the Dakotas, and some good 
people are becoming identified with the 
church. 

I am domiciled with Bro. and Sr. Ander
son. They are kind, and know how to make 
a missionary comfortable. Bro. Sparling is 
at Park River, and Bro. Houghton is up in 
the mountains. I expect to remain in this 
neighborhood till after Christmas, and Bro. 
Houghton will join me and we will go to 
South Dakota for the remainder of the winter. 

May God bless all who are trying to build 
up :?;io~;~ 1 

Your brother in Christ, 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

I know not where His islands lift 
'I' heir fronded palms in air; 

I only know I cannot drift 
Beyond His love and care! 

825 

-Whittier. 

THE LORD IS OUR SHEPHERD. 

There is no path so.dark or drear, 
But the loving Lord can light, 

If we will put our trust in him, 
He will m3,ke it clear and bright. 

He prepa1·ed the stones for Jared, 
To light the dreary barge, 

The Lord will light the darkest path, 
If we are in his charge. 

There is no cross so heavy, 
But Christ will gladly share, 

If we bow in meek submission, 
And ask his aid in prayer. 

The nail-scarred hands of Calvary 
Will help us bear the load, 

And fill our hearts with songs of praise, 
As we journey on the road. 

There is no heat·t so rent with grief, 
But the loving Lord will heal, 

H we firmly put our trust in him, 
And prayerfully to him kneel. 

The heart that wgs pierced on Calvary. 
In treats for us each day, 

At the throne of God our l!'atber, 
Let us rejoice and pray. J. H. 

July 12, 1900 

SCOI"DING. 
Not long since I witnessed the unjust and 

too severe punishment, of a little child; and 
though it aroused feelings of indignation, 
and caused my heart to ache for th!J.t child 
and hundreds of others ·who are under the 
control of unjust parents and guardians, it 
taught me a lesson. My own children came 
before my mind, and though they have never 
been in the same position, I thought with 
regret of times when I have scolded, when a 
few gentle words would have been more ef
fective; times when I have spoken sharply 
and in anger, and wounded their feelings, 
when a f0w words of reproof spoken in a kind, 
firm tone, would have made the lesson I de
sired to instill more deeply impressed and 
aroused feelings of respect for "mother." Can 
we expect children to respect a scold? Do we 
enjoy being in s, home where we bear scold
ing and nagging, fault-finding and harsh 
words? If adults do not enjoy this, how can 
children? 

Mothers, we are not Jiving only for the 
present, but our conduct in our home and our 
dealings with our children, will be remem· 
bered by them in after years. Do we want 
them to remember mother as a scold? Do we 
want them to think of times when she was 
harsh and unjust? Do we want the rod, and 
mother's aug·ry look when she used it to be 
among the memories of their early home? 

the such ~ !H1Q !31Wh 111 
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mother, help them over the slippery and 
thorny places in the path way of youth and 
middle life? Scolding mothers, whipping 
mothers, may have obedient children; but 
let us watch these children when they are no 
more under the control of such a mother, and 
free from the fear of punishment. Are they 
better than others then? 

I remember one mother who was constantly 
scolding, nagging, and using the rod. Some 
one spoke in praise of her ability to govern(?). 
She might have merited the praise and been 
proud of it, too, if she had done more teach
ing in kindness and love, instead of scolding 
for every wrong act; if she had praised more 
for good conduct, and nagged less for errors. 
The child grew up with a disposition to 
domineer over younger ones; was selfish; 
and with other traits of which no mother 
could be proud. 

Does any one know of any good that ever 
resulted from scolding? It grates harshly on 
the ear, and disturbs the nerves. It makes 
those who are within sound of it feel that 
they are not far from Hades. But does it 
ever do any good? Is the thought of doing 
good to our children, or others, uppermost in 
our minds when we scold? Are we not 
rather trying to satisfy our ruffl~d feelings 
and hasty tempers? It is hard, when we are 
overworked and burdenEd with care, to con
trol our taxed nerves and keep our irritable 
tempers in subjection. 

Being the mother of four small children, I 
know whereof I speak. I know how a moth
er's strength is taxed, how her limbs can 
ache, and every nerve seem to quiver under 
the load of care, worry, and physical pain. I 
know it is hard to control an inborn irrita
bility; but it can be done, and scolding can 
be driven from our home, never to enter 
again, if we will cultivate our will power and 
ask for Divine help. "ESSEL DEE." 

PRAISE TO THE LORD. 

To God we would render 
Our tribute of praise, 

For he has so blest us 
In these latter days. 

The rain and the sunshine, 
The birds and the flowers, 

Each helps to make joyful 
This earth home of ours. 

The beauti.ful gospel 
The angel restored, 

Has shown us the blessings 
Contained in his word. 

Its beauties unfolded, 
Grow brighter each day, 

When our hearts and our minds 
On the Lord's work we stay. 

When our Savior came down 
From the mansions above, 

Gave his life as a ransom, 
And showed his great love; 

How great was that love 
For mortals below, 

That he came for the sinner 
His life to bestow! 

The principles over, 
. Each one shoulcl review; 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
Have faith in his word 

And repent of sin, too. 
'Neath the clear liquid wave 

Be gladly baptized 
And by th' laying of hands 

Is the Spirit realized. 

Add to our faith virtue, 
Knowledge, temperance all through, 

Patience, godliness, kindness, 
And charity, too, 

If these in our hearts 
And lives do abound, 

Lacking knowledge of Jesus 
W e,'!l never be found. 

Looking forth to the day 
When the dead shall arise, 

And our loving Redeemer 
We'll meet in the skies; 

Our hearts and our voices 
In anthems we'll raise, 

To him who has blessed us 
And lengthened our days. 

Chorus:-

Hallelujah to the Lamb, 
Hallelujah, Amen; 

Hallelujah! Hallelujah! 
_ Hallelujah, Amen. 

THE HASTY WORD. 

A. M.J. 

To think before you speak is so wise an 
axiom, says Margaret Sangster, that one 
would hardly think it needful to emphasize it 
by repetition. And yet in how many cases 
the hasty temper flashes out in the hasty 
word, and the latter does its work with the 
precision and pain of the swift stiletto! 

Singularly enough, the hasty word oftenest 
wounds those who love one another dearly, 
and the very closeness of their intimacy af
fords them opportunity for the sudden thrust. 
We know the weak points in the armor of 
our kinsman and our friend; we are aware of 
his caprices, and ordinarily are tender and 
compassionate even of his vanities and whims; 
but there dawns a day when it is written in 
the book of fate that we shall be as cruel as 
we are loving. We are cold, or tired, or 
hungry. We are anxious over unpaid bills, 
or our expected letters have not arrived., 

So politeness fails us, fortitude is van
quished, philosophy is in abeyance, and we 
say that which we repent in sackcloth and 
ashes. But though the hasty word may be 
forgiven, it is not at once forgotten. It has 
flawed the crystal of our friendship. The 
place may be cemented, but there is a shadowy 
~car on the gleamil'lg surface. 

0, if the word of haste had been left un
spoken; if the strong hand of patience had 
but held back the sword as about to strike!
Sel. 

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS. 
God bless our little Herald, 

May its wisdom still increase; 
Its weekly visits to our home 

Bring comfort, joy, and peace. 

And then the lovely .Autumn Leaves, 
Its monthly visits come; 

There's fragrance in its golden sheaves, 
To brighten every home . 

And the Ensign, precious Ensign, 
With its sermons sweet and rare; 

The gospel of our blessed Lord, 
None with it can compare. 

And then our darling little Hope 
The cutest of them all; 

It brings sweet comfort to the heart 
Of both the big and small. 

A merry Christmas to you all 
Is what we wish to send,-

A happy, prosperous, bright New Year, 
To every Saint and friend. J. H. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Dear Sisters of the Prayer Union:-We de
sire your prayers for our daughter Mary, now 
lying low at home, if it is God's will that she 
might be healed of her sickness, that she 
may have a testimony for herself and rest of 
the family, and that she may become a mem
ber of his household. 

Your sister and brother, 
W. H. AND L. J. COOK. 

Bro. M. 0. Matthews, of New Park, Penn
sylvania, writes: "Last epring I got my leg 
hurt by a log, in a sawmill. Since then I 
have been an invalid, and have suffered 
greatly. I called on the elders, according to 
the law of God, and have not received, as 
yet, the great blessing. Now my next act is 
to apply to the Prayer Union in my behalf. 
Please notify them for me, and all the Saints 
to whom this may come." 

8tlndau School Dspartmsnt. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send commnnlce.tlons for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes e.nd notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

IN another place will be seen a notice of 
some work that our second assistant superin
tendent, Bro. F. M. Pitt, is putting out for 
the benefit of those who are trying to make 
the blackboard work a success and attractive. 
We have seen but a part of the work, but all 
that we have seen is of considerable merit. 
Bro. Pitt is especially qualified in this line of 
work, and what he now offers to do will 
surely be a benefit to all who avail themselves 
of the opportunity of securing the matter. 
He is not trying to m!!oke money out of the 
work, but to simply cover some of the neces
sary outlay for machine, material, postage, 
etc. He has purchased at his own expense 
an Edison mimeograph, upon which he does 
the duplicating work. These machines, 
while rather expensive, are about the most 
successful duplicating device we have ever 
seen. They will make thousands of duplicate 
copies, and the last be as good as the first. 
We venture this assurance that the designs 
will be interesting and unique, and the work 
well done. We hope you will send for the 
copies and get the benefit thereof, and at the 
same time show an appreciation of an effort 

I pu, t f.orth in behalf of the work we all love so 
well. 

. THE GENERAL. SUPERINTENDENT, 
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Special! Special! Special! To Sunday 
school superintendents, officers, and teachers. 
Here is something that will interest you! 
Blackboard illustrations and object lessons! 
To more fully introduce this method of teach
ing I have prepared twenty sketches with 
full instructions as to how they may be used, 
hints for using colored chalk, also some 
acrostic and word exercises. 

I have given names to these sketches as 
follows: 1. The water of life; 2. Two ways 
of self defense; 3, Strengthened through 
trial; 4, Divinity of the Bible; 5, Danger in 
delay; 6, God's Bank of Promises; 7, The 
Light of the world-Candle object lesson; 8, 
Temperance lesson, "Three drops;" 9, Tem
perance lesson, "The dangerous key;" 10, 
Star exercise, by Bro. J. M. Terry, Jr.; 11, 
The true vine, by Bro. H. C. Smith; 12, In 
remembrance of me; 13, Crown, uncovering 
exercise; 14, Remember thy Creator in the 
day of thy youth; 15, I am the good shepherd; 
16, Baptism; 17, The Sunday School Hand
suggestion for the Secretary in reading re
port of the Rchool by --; 18, Sunday 
School Record of Attendance~wall diagram; 
19, Lesson Review; 20, Lesson Review. 

Most of these illustrations can be readily 
adapted to the lessons that are now being 
studied, and will be a great help to all who 
are interested in this kind of work. I expect 
to be able to supply everybody who may de
sire to have these illustrations, and in order 
to do so, I should know by December 25 the 
names of those who want them. In order to 
defray the expense in getting them printed, 
it is necessary to charge a small price for 
them; therefore for the sum of fifty cents I 
will send the above named illustrations to 
any address. 

All who desire these illustrations will 
please send a postal card giving me notice to 
that effect. It will not be necessary to send 
any money with the notice; this is only to 
give me an idea as to how many copies it will 
be necessary to make. 

With a feeling of assurance that this work 
will give a pleasing satisfaction to all who 
avail themselves with thiil offer, and thank
ing you all in advance for an early reply, I 
remain, your colaborer in gospel bonds, 

F. M. PITT. 

THE value of a well-organized movement in 
the world, whether it be social, political, or 
spiritual, cannot be over-estimated. With
out it our most sanguine expectations fall to 
the groand. It helps to bring unison, order, 
and system to our work. Sociability is not a 
small feature resulting from a well-improved 
organization. In this way we get to study 
and learn each other's nature and disposi
tion, aii well as to create a feeling of love and 
respect for each individual who is enrolled as 
member in a common cause for the benefit 
and elevation of mankind. We are enabled 
to delve more deeply into the actual needs 
and necessities of the various schools com
prising the district association. Lastly, we 
will look upon another benefit; namely, the 
increase of knowledge obtainable through 
the medium of a well-developed organization. 
Knowled~e is power1 henQe it is bouud to 

THE SAINTS' HERALDo 
greatly enhance our usefulness in connection 
with the work of the Lord, whether in Sun· 
day school or in church work. "In a multi
tude of counsel there is safety," so we want 
to put forth every legitimate effort we can to 
come together to devise ways and means to 
reach a desired end in view that the good 
work may not lag on our account. 

What is to be gained by always staying at 
home? Push out a little, should constantly 
be our watchword. I feel as I write, that 
many are lying dormant who should be stal
wart pillars in this great §Iunday school work. 
Awake, then, ye Saints of God. Put on the 
whole armor, and fight manfully to the end. 
Come out to the district conventions, and 
there receive inspiration in your work. Then 
your influence for good will permeate far and 
near. The writer was appointed associate 
superintendent in place of Bro. W. S. Hod
son, resigned. Will be glad to hear from 
any or all the schools in the district, req uir
ing information and advice. My permanent 
address will be Fanning, Kansas. 

FRANK J. PIERCE. 

A FEW THOUGHTS. 
The usefulness of the Sunday school and 

the potency of the work in connection with 
it is now established beyond question. It 
only remains for the advocates of, and the 
workers therein, to advance the methods to 
the highest possible point of perfection, in 
order that the greatest p1ssible good may 
accrue therefrom. While it is well, even 
necessary, for legislative and executive offi
cers to be on the alert for any improvement 
that can be made as to modus operandi, yet 
there is need of a certain amount of con
servativeness to be exercised, as the moet 
newly suggested method is not always the 
best. An eternal fixity as to ways and means 
is not desirable at all times; nevertheless, 
a good rut is better to follow than vacillat
ing uncertainty. There is a golden mean in 
this as in many other matters, and happy 
and successful the man who finds it._ One 
thing is evident: the child, while being made 
to feel that a degree of the success of the 
school is depending upon him, should never 
get the idea that the school is an experiment 
depending upon the eccentricities of a waver
ing, speculative mind. Rather let the child 
feel that the school is an emanation of the 
divine mind, and is founded upon principles 
as grand and eternal as the church itself. 

One thing that will inspire confidence in 
this direction is a determination on the part 
of the leaders not to discard hastily that 
which has proven itself worthy by long 
usage, for an untrue and doubtful idea. An
other thing is a strict adherence to accepted 
rules. 

It is destruction itself to announce rules and 
then manifest a flagrant. carelessness in 
carrying them out. Tc.e apeing propensity 
in children is very strong; and when they 
see the superintendent, who announces that 
the school will open at nine o'clock, come in 
about five minutes after nine, then fuss 
around about five minutes longer before 
opening the school without an apology and a 
promise not to do eo again! they begin to feel 
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that the whole thing is only a matter of 
whim, and they soon act accordingly. 

Some superintendent may conceitedly 
think t,hat he is so efficient in other respects 
that he can do that right along with im
punity; but he is mistaken. That man does 
not live who can do that. He may retain his 
office because of no better available man to 
fill it; but let there be another man as well 
qualified in all other respects, and prompt 
also,it would soon be seen who is the accepta
ble man. Let the officers prove that they 
think the school is a permanent, important, 
God-approved institution, and the children 
will not long differ from them. 

A BROTHER. 

Confsrsn~s Mintl1BS. 
OKLAHOMA. 

Conference convened with the Saints at 
Canadian Center branch, December 1. Dis
trict president, R. M. Maloney, in the chair; 
S. S. Smith clerk. Reports of the district 
officers were given, showing the. condition of 
district. The following ministry reported: 
Elders W. P. Pickering, Wm. M. Aylor, S. J. 
Hinkle, D. S. Crawley, W. R. Smith, R. M. 
Maloney, Hubert Case; Priests J. Scott, J. 
Yates, W. H. Rhodes, and

0 
S. S. Smith; 

~l'eachers J. W. Squire, 'fhomson Cochran, F. 
W. Pate; Deacon Jesse M. Volgamore. 
Branches reporting: Oklahoma, Still water, 
and Canadian Center. The following mo
tions prevailed: That hereafter all branch 
presidents be requested to make written re
ports to the district president ten days before 
the meeting of each district conference; said 
report to contain a brief report from said 
officer, and the spiritual condition of his 
branch, together with a brief synopsis of the 
labors of his branch officers under his charge. 
That we sustain by our faith, confidence, and, 
prayers, the church authorities and district 
officers. That when this conference adjourns 
it does so to meet the first Saturday and Sun
day in March, 1901, at Okarche. A good 
spirit prevailed throughout. 

Jilis~ allanB otls D Bpartmenl. 
BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 

To the Saints of Nauvoo District, Greet
ing:-When we solemnly consider that to us 
is committed a dispensation of the gospel, 
and upon us rests the responsibility of its proc
lamation, and that hundreds of earnest men 
are now engaged in the preaching of the word, 
who are leaving their families to our care 
th~' importance of the financial arm of the 
church cannot well be overestimated. Since 
accepting the Bishop's agent's books in April, 
1898, I have been gratified to see a gradual 
increase in the amount of business done and in 
the number of names appearing on the books. 
This year, however, there has been quite a 
falling off, occasioned, no doubt, by poor 
crops in lihis vicinity and the loss to the dis
trict of one branch by redistricting and most 
of another by removal. But now as the Giver 
of every good and perfect gift has given us a 
more bountiful harvest, shall we not be able 
to do mora for the cause and assist by tithes 
and offerings the work of the Lord. 

Sub agents have been appointed as follows: 
Sr. Ellen I. Sargent, Vincennes, Iowa; Bro. 
F. M. McDonald, Mount Pleasant, Iowa; and 
Bro. H. E. Jarvis, Burlington, Iowa; each and 
all of whom are worthy of your confidence. 
The other branches at Keokuk and Montrose, 
Iowal and ~J,t Burnside and Ad.rian, Illinois~ 
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are accessible to me; and should MJY 

to pay direct to 
will come. Or should 

on the l!!,'il' of tit.hes and 
I can in t,hgt also. -

Adrian, Hancock county, 

P. LAMBER'I'. 

AGENT. 
To the Saints and 

Illinois notice that 
upon the recommendation of the ,1_istr-ict con
ference in and for Central Illinois as 
certified to me b.Y t,he 

Thomas Ivie. Paper, Sr. 
Solo, Sr. Arlett~J, Byer,g-o. 
Ross. Recitation, . Eliza 
Arletta and Eliza Byergo, 
and S~ena Bigg·us. Paper, 

to cagt an influence 
the Sunday school." 

Edna Christ.ensen. Rscitation, Vina 
Five-minute talk, W. B. Torrance. 
Eliza and Arletta Byergo, E. S. 
and W. T. Ross. Talk, E. S. Fan-

and careless teaching in Sunday 
schooL" Son:l!', Jensen. Close, a good 
nig·ht song. Let get their part and be on 
band. W. B TORRANCE. 

ARLETTA BYERGO. 

trict, Bro. Luther -------

bishoprw 1n sa1d of Bro. J. 
Illinois,_ ~as ?een of the I CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEM.ORIAL FUND TO 
D. Stead who nas been ~.o be absent JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH, 

~is family. All in the dis-::lict aid Pr·eviously .................. $16 27 
from the dis\,rict of afli,ction in I THE MARTYRS. 

m the please send thHH' tithes G T. . .............. _.. 25 
and. to Luther Simpson, Wm A. 25 
lorVJlhJ, who wHl d vo w. T. 25 
ar;d p.erform .wm·k P. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
B1~hop's agents m the Albert Boden, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
chTurch.. •h L d 

1 
Ellen M. Boan, Massachusetts......... 1 00 

rustmr;r " e or bless and heln a l Jas F Mi o u i 50 
t~o~e who make an effort aid in the sp\•e!!,d Ma~ia· · 

8
"

0 
r.:::::::::::::: 50 

or~trne truth, I a~, j\/l:rs. D L 1 00 
very an1~ coworker, M. A. Hughes, ........ , . . . . . . . . . 10 

E ELLEY, Bishop. W. W. Shoemaker, TeX!l;S............. 25 

SCATTERED l'v1EII1BERS, 
mem ber·s of San 

Bickruore, Sar·a.h J. 
Clarissa A. Smith, 

Cartee, 
Llzzie rrir:.a 
T. Vf!. vVatsoll, Luey 
ver, F'raocis E 
drew Carlson, Mary 
Mary B. Thomas 

P.ease send us your 
are anxious to loc~.k~ 
branch. Anyone 
of tbe above-named 
confBr a favor 
at Number 
nardino, Cai'tfornis .. 

Thom;;,s Mo
H. Pick
Allen R 

Mary 
Dllstin, 
Dustin, 

Robscca Oli
James BFooksj An

:BJ:i A. Sparks, 

\JV. S 
Wm. 

SR ALICE SEVERINE, LIST AS 
FOLLOWS>-

Cbas. Mercer and 
"~JVm. Bath, Ka.ns5s ........... , ...... . 
R. M. K:;,nsas ............. . 
L H. McCall wife, Kansas ....... . 
J. C. Severine and wife, Kansas ....... . 
Alice Severine, Kansas ............... . 

R M. 

Carrie 
Eilza J. 
Wm. N. 

'.Jvbn Calhounj 
Isabelh> "'~'''-'''lll"""• 
Vvm. D Cutler, 
Joseph Morrill, 
Wm. and 

E 

25 
25 
25 
15 
25 
25 
25 
10 

25 
05 
50 
10 
25 
25 
10 
20 
15 
05 
10 
05 
10 
25 
25 
25 

MATTIE DAMRON, Clerk. Total to date ............ $25 52 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Presiding Bishop. 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. Dec. 1 i', 1900. 

After 1901, birth notices will be -------
charg-ed for . n:.te of 50 eents pee 75 TWO DAYS' um"'TINGS 
,, ords or fractwn thereof. ·' "''"'"' • 

Marriage notices will be inserted for $1 00 I :rwo days' meetings in the Far West dis-
per 100 words or fraction thereof. ! tnct, December 29, 30, Mount Hope. In 

Death notic;es wii.l. be allowed 100 words charge of J. C. Foss and W. W. Smith. 
free. Above that numbsr fiO cent,s 100 Decem-ber 29, 30, Edgerton Junction. In 
words Ot' frac'&ion thereof wii.i be cha-rge of C. P. Faul and David H. Schmidt. 

To insure insertion, make remit- December 29, :10, Cameron. In charge of 
tance with T. '£. Hinderks and B. R Constance. 

I 
December 29, 30, German Stewartsville. 

Daniel T. Shaw, 2ll skeet, F11ll In charge of S. F. Cushman and D. C. Kin-
Hiver, Massachusei.ts. above-named I na_miJ,n. 
brother is for the January 12, Stewartsville. In charge of 
Herald aod we take I J. C. Elvert Garlieh. 
m·e in him to the 26, Kingston. In charge of T. 
of the Saints. T. C. P. Faul. 

.JOHN SMI'l'H, Manager. . . D,"Kalb. In charge of B. J. 

1 

Dwe 
----~--- In charge of 

S. F. W. W. Smith. 

I 
January 27, 

In charge of W. 
l 2, Dalano. 
. c. 

NOTHJES. 

February 9, 10. St. Joseph. In charge of J. 
C. Foss and C~ P. Faul. 

February 23, 24, Pleasant Grove. In charge 
of J. S. Constance and H. B. Taddicken. 

February 23, 24, Gospel Hill. In charge of 
J. C. Foss and M. M. Ballinger. 

These meetings to begin on Saturday at 
two p. m. The Saints are rEquested to in
terest themselves in these meetings, and try 
and make them a success. If those appointed 
cannot possibly attend, please appoint a sub
stitute. Done by the quarterly conference, 
December 15, 16, at St. Joseph, Missouri. 

C. P. FAUL, Sec. 

DIED. 
McCoRD.-Afton Earl McCord was born 

August 16, 1900; departed this life November 
27, 1900, aged 3 months and 11 days. Son of 
Bro. and Sr. Archibald McCord, D<Jfiance, Io. 

LASUER -At her home in Plano, Illinois, 
Sr. Mary Angeline LaSuer. Sr. L&Suer, nee 
Riggs, was born at Quincy, Illinois, F.ebt•uary 
8, 1847. In August, 1861, she united wit.h the 
church, and has ever since remained a stead
fast and faithful member. On August 11, 
1861, she was united in wedlock with Mr. 
William Leroy LaSuer, who afterwards also 
became a member of the church. Some years 
ago she received a stroke of paralysis, which 
was in time followed by another, and on the 
morning of D.ocember 6 she fell asleep, and 
we believe it can be truly said of her, She 
died in the Lord. Two of her children had 
gone on before, and were waiting mother's 
coming. Besides a husband she leaves four 
children, one son and three daughters, to 
mourn her loss. Their loss is her gain. 
Funeral services conducted by Elder Charles 
H. Burr. 

McCORD.-Sibyl McCord was born Febru
ary 27, 1817, in Ulster county, New York; 
died at. Defiance, Iowa, November 29, 1900, 
aged 83 years, 9 months, and 2 days. Was 
united in marria!:l'e to Alex&nder McCord, 
November 25, 1834. To this union were born 
five sons and two daughters; three sons sut·
vive her. Was with the church in 1838; 
passed through the troubles in Missouri and 
Illinois, yet her faith in the restored gospel 
of Jesus Christ was unshaken. D 'lath to her 
was a welcome messenger. Baptiz"'d in Han
cock county, Illinois, in August, 1814. She 
died with a full agsurance of a glorious res
urrection. 

AMES.-Olive Ames was born in Rutland 
county, Vermont, February 13, 1815. At 
seventeen years of age she heard the ang·el 
message and recognizing the Master's call, 
gave obedience, and followed the fortunes of 
the church, locating at Haun's Mills, and was 
present at the massacre at that plsce. She 
was driven from her home with the Saints, 
who were so ruthlessly forced to abandon 
homes and flee before a cruel mob. She 
found a home at Nashville, Iowa Territory, 
opposite and a little .below Nauvoo, Illinois. 
She married a Mr. Ellis Ames, and when the 
dark and cloudy days of trouble and apostasy 
came, and the Saints were scattered and driven 
again, she located for a few years in Utah. 
With her husband she came to San Berm!.r
dino, California, in the year Hl54; he died 
October 11, 1862. She was the mother of 
sixteen children, nine of whom remain to' 
mourn her departure. When the claims of 
the Reorganized Church reached her Fhe 
gladly renewed her faith, and was baptized 
by Pres. Joseph Smith, and her last days 
were her happiest. She died December 2, 
1900, beloved by all who knew her. Her 
chief thought and aim in life was to do good 
to others and aid in the cause she loved so 
well. If she had lived till the 13th of Feb
ruary, she would have been 86 years of age. 
She died firm in the faith, having received 
her patriarchal blessing two days before she 
was stricken. She will come up with th,Jse 
who wear white robes, who come up through 
great tribulation, having their robes washeq 

iP. th11 h!Qog of: tl]e 
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d. 
( ifJ8tablishecl 1860 ) 

Publi:-h<>a Ev<>rv \Vei!nPsdav. 't Lamoni, 
De~ ntn'l' Couuty, h'"~'va. 

Subscription pricll. 8;[ 50 
'.fbe paper will be when six months 

in arrears unless terms are made with the "Pub
lishing House. 

The 
presidents. 
solicit 

and 
to 

Send all busine.ss 1ettt=•rs all remit-
tances to H.erald fiouse~ Lock 
Box E, Dvcatnr County. Iowa. Personal 

mark ~John Sr:uith. I 
at ofliee, Lan1o:ni, Iowa, as second-

ref'ei1'"Pd for ;:;ion's Ensign, also I 
all kinds of Ensign Publicntions. ~ 

JOliN RI\1I'l'II. :M.:anager. 1 

l'mr catalogue or further information, address, 

PROF. R A. HA!tKNI<JSS, President, 

or I. W. ALLEz> DER. Secretary, 

LaMoNI, DEcarca Co., low.&. 

GOSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the Gener~ 
Sunday School Association. 
D0signed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued qu~ 
terly. 

!3. Senior Grade, per quarter ••• 
Per year, in advance .......•• 

'14. Intermediate Grade, per quar-
ter......................... 05 
Per year ..••••.•.. ~ •.•....•• · 11) 

'fl). Primary Grade, per quarter .• 
Per year ..•..•••..........•• 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK. 

76. Limp, 25c. each, per dozen .•• I 50 
PRIM i\RY QUESTION BOOK. 

77. Limp, 15c. each, pe:r dozen ... 1 00 
The office will procure for its pa.troru~ 

~t.ny ~ook that is obtainable. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 

JOSEPH LUFF. 
123. Cloth ............. ·• • • • • • • • . • 75 

1. The Nature of Man, Is He 
Possessed of Immortality, 
Per dozen Hie., per hundred .. 1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 ............. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; 
per dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4, Epitome of Faith and Doc• 
trine of the Church, and Kirt
land Temple Suit; per dozen 
3c.; 100..................... lE• 

ll;. Questions and Answers (on 
First Principles of the Gos-
pel); per doz:Jn 3c.; 100.. . . . . 15 

6. The ''One Baptism;" It:;; Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Ad-
minister, dozen Hie.; 1 00 

'l. Who Then be Saved; per 
dozen 5c.; 100 . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

I. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen ZOe.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen 
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

H. Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen 15c.; 100 .............. 1 00 

lll or the Claims of 
Alexander to aRe· 
stored Primitive Christianity 
Exam in ell; per dozen 15c.; 100 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson per 
doz,m 15c. 100 .............. 1 00 

lit How to the Kingdom; 
dozen 5c. 100.. .. .. .. ... BO 

16. it an Orio--
of the p~r 

dozen 10c.; 100.............. 60 
17. The Atonement of Christ and 

the Final Destiny of per 
dozen ... ~............ 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganiza· 
tion of the per dozen, 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen 10c.; 100 . . . . 60 

20. The "One Body," or the 
Church Under the Apostle
ship and Under the Apostasy;· 
per dozen 15c.; 100 .......... 1 00 

~1. Truths by Three Witnesses, 
and Epitome of Faith; per 
dozen 3c. ; 100.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 20 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen lOc.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 

23. Baptism; per dozen 10c.; 100, 60 
24. The Kingdom of God; per 

dozen 3c.; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
25. Laying on of Hands; per 

dozen 5c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
26. Was Joseph Smith a Polyga

mist? per dozen 20c., 100. . . . 1 40 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
28. Apostasy or Perpetuity; per 

dozen 20c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 40 
29. The Mountain of the Lord's 

House; per dozen 10c.; 100.. 60 
SO. The Factions on Polygamy 

and Spiritual Wifery; per 
dozen 15c.; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 

31. What is Truth? True Ortho
doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen 3c.; 100.... 00 

82. Which is the Church? per 
dozen 5c. ; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

180. Printed envelopes with Her
ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, 5c.; 100 .......... $ 35, 

'35. TRACT'. The Old Jerusalem J 

Restored. 
lOc.; 100 ......... 50 

18 THE OPINIONS 01\' SIXTY
FIVE LEADING NHNTS 
TERS ON ISAIAH 2~l: 11-

AND EZEKHT:L c37: 15-20. 
Each, JOe.; p(·.r do;~en ....... 1 00 

182. MAPS. The sanw as in the 

18-±. Visions of 

Cc>mmittl•e's 
in tlw 

the 

Smith the 
Seer, Dlscoverlc·s of A_ne1ent 
American Records antl 
with the st11tnnents of 
Lederer 
others. 1 OiJ 

18;3. FOR CHRISTMAS. A book 
containing 228 "Recitations 
J'or Christmas Time'' in 

and 
the book for 

Rchools and 
societies. 

covers............... 15 

185. SM1TH-PELOUBii:T'S DTC
TIONARY m• THE DIBLE. 
T acher's erlition. SOO 
with c:olurc•d maps 
ill strutions ... 

194. RECORD 

Ul5. R E E P R 0 P H E T I C 
DAYS. OR SUNDAY 
THE CHRISTIAN'S SAB
BATH, 230 pages, cardboard 

1 6(};: 

1 25 

covers, 50c.; cloth ........... 1 OG 

49. Brighamismen Afsloret, eller 
Brig·ham Young Som Leder 
og Profet. Per-doz., 15c.; 100 1 00 

AHCHJEOLOGICA L COMMITTEE 
REPOR'r. Evidences in sup
.port of the Book of Mormon, 
with maps. 

136. Paper .. . .. .. .. . . . . . • . .. . .. . 31!1 
137. Cloth....................... 50 

BINDING. 
Saints' Herald and Autumn Leaves, 

Per volume, cloth ................ $ 'nl» 
Leather backs and corners, cloth 

sides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 01]); 
Imitation morocco backs and cor-

ners ........................... 1 25· 
Morocco backs and corners . . . . . . . 1 50. 
Gilt edging,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25> 
Gilt name on book. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l!l> 
More than one book, 12~c. each. 
The cost of tr~nsportation, both way§). 

on books bound, must be paid by th@.: 
sender. 

ABSTRACT OF EVIDENCE, TEM
PLE LOT SUIT. 

124. Cloth .........•..• • ••• • •. · ·• 1 51Ji) 
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THE SAINTS' ft'ERALD. 

WI. ANDERSON, Pres. 
IOCRS. DA VlD DANCER. Vice Pres. 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier. 
OSCAR ANDERSON, Ass't Cash~. 

E 0 I. 
l'lncor:~uu·ated i!Jndeli' the laws of' the !!I tate o:f l'lowa, July l, 1!§9!'1. 

Total assets Janu.IH'.:V ll, 1900, !l!il!33,032.34; AprU l, 1901.1', !l!il62,~toiL0'7. 

We pay Interest on time deposit•, and especially solicit the correspondence and deposits of all Herald reai!Mll!. JJ!! 
®Ueu of inquiry will be promptly and care!nlly answered. Dir"ct alllett.ers to 

W. A. HOPKINS, Cashier, State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowat. 

··~·~"'"'~:-Mrs. David Dancer, Geo. H. Hilliard, A. K. Anderson, Lucy L. Resae~n!e, OB®IU 
"""·"~''"'""• Frank Criley, Alice P. Dancer, Ella D. Whitehead, G. W. Blair, W. A. Hopkr~>&~. 

THREE BOXES POSJ'l'IVELY GUARANTEED to cure (tr~y fo,rn of tobacco habit or 
money cheerfully refunded. StJnt postpaid on receipt of $1 50 U S. stamps taken. 

Address, (Bro.) B. 1''. OHDlVA Y, 
47-42 ' P<'oria, Ill., U S. A. 

T. P. COOK, Pres. and Mgr. J. I'. EPPEl{~ON, Sec. and Treae. 

STRIPS 80 OF DOORS. 
Pateuted in U,ited States aud Canada. 

Sabbatarian Theory A Delusion. 
A new work of 118 pages, by Elder Albert Haws. 

Recommended by leading ministers as an able and 
complete refutation of the theories and arguments 
of Seventh-day Sabbatarians. 113 pages; price 15 
cents postpaid. Address orders to 

HERA.!,D Ol<'FICI<J, Lamoni, Iowa, or 
A . .H.-~ WS, 205):6 Polk Street, 

;,ian Francisco, Cali:forn:!.a. 

LICENSES, NOTICES, ETC. 
175. Elders, per dozen. . . . . • • • • • • • 12 
176. Priests, per dozen.. . • . • . • • • • 12 
177. Teachers, per dozen . . . . . • . . • 12 
165. Deacons, per dozen.. . . . . . . . . 1<: 
166. Blank preaching notices, per 

hundred.................... 50 
167. Certificates of baptism and 

membership, per dozen...... 12 
168. Baptism and confirmation 

certificate books with stubs. . 25 
169. Letters of removal, per dozen, 12 
170. Marriage certificates, per 

dozen....................... 25 
1'11. Ministry and branch cards, 

with name and address, or 
place of worship and hom:§_ of 
service on_ face, and Epitome, 
or What we Believe, on re
verse side, 2ix4fr inches, 250.. 1 00 

172. Branch statistical reports, per 
dozen....................... 40 

Made of steel and sheet metal. No 
rubber or springs to wear out or 
break. Indestruct'.ble and guaranteed 
to keep out all rain, snow, and cold. 
Simnle in construction and give uni· 
versal satisfaction. Made in lengths 
and styles to suit any hinged door. 
Work on old thresholds as well as new. 

These strips will be sent prepaid to 
any address within the limits of our 
territory upon receipt of $1.00 each 
for galvanized iron facing or $2 00 for 
copper facing. Give EXACT width 
of door with order. Splendid chance 
for good agents. Brethren 

Cook & Epperson, 
Manufacturers and Dealers. 

Lock Box 73. 
E. pes Moines, Iowa. 

South Side Barber Shop. 
Having purchased the Black Bros. Barber 

Sbop we will be pleased to see all old custom
ers and many new ones. 

lOW A STEAM LAUNDRY 
leaves Tuesday evenin!l' ancl rR•urns Fl'iday 
mornintl. SHOOK & KLINE. 

KEOKUK & WESTERN R. R. CO, 
North-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., arrive at Dee 

Moines 6: 05 p. m. 
South-Leave Des Moines 8:25a.m., arri•ve 

at Leon 11:45 a. m. 
rrainR daily except Sunday; connect with C. 

B & Q. at Leon. 

SWEDTSH TRACTS. 
37. En Inbjudning Till Guds Rike, 

per dozen 5c.; 100. . .. . .. .. . . 30 
38. Den Gode H erdens R<Jst, and 

Kristi Lardom; per dozen 
lOc.; 100 .................... 60 

GF:RMAN TRACTS. 
60. The Baptism; each.. • • • • • • • •• 1!) 
51. The Repentance; each....... 05 
52. The Principles of the Gospel; 

panh ..... - .........•... , . . •• 06 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each.. 02 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
55. The Truth; each............. Oi 

adjoining Lamoni, 15 minut,es walk from 
church, school, and business center. Ctwice 
location. House 20 x 28 god 16 x 20, all 18 
ft. high; barn 24 x24, cow stable 14 x 20; 
crib, sheds, 3 wells. Apply t,o 

S. W. S, box 236, 
L'>moni, Iowa. 

Send a good phl'tograph, and get 2:J stamn photo"' for 
25 cents, or 25 photos and one 36 lrgn photo button for 85 
cents; t:xtra buttons 10 cents tach. Large 60 iign but
tons 85 cents, and extra buttonR from f\aroe plctur~ 20 
cents. Your photograph wU! he rPrurned Send ~ilver. 

W. M. KECK Photographer, 
49-13t Lock Box 125, Joy, Illinois. 

Decoe Building, 
WOODlliNE, IOWA. 

170ct oo 

Tract of 1700 acres in D,~Kl:llh c nnt.y . .Mi..,souri, four 
miles from Amity, and five milu~ f om C!arlndale; near 
line of R1Jck Idanrl railroad and e.wnrb F.t.ation, ean oe 
had in one lot or dividt..d to t'lUlt pnn·ha~'·t'. Terms 
reasonable. Addreso, J 0 SOUTHARD, Mgr., 

Amity, Mi~~olHl,. or 
CHARLE's P. FAUL, 

4S-13t C'arJ"dale, iYI!osouri. 

Book of 
Lecture size 5x8 feet on mu..:Jin tor traveling ministrys. 

$2.00. Home and office size 39x51 inches on paper, c:oth 
back and varnished m colors, $1 50. 

All maps sent by express, charges 30c. and upwards ac
cording to distance, to be paid at end of rout(~. Send 
orcte's to G. F. 'Vt<.;S'l'ON, 

47·47 Buchanan, Michigan. 

Burlington Route passenger 
service between stations on 
Grant City branch and Chi
cago, both directions, is better 
than ever in the history of the 
road. Leaving Lamoni at 8: 05 

p.m., arriving Chicago 7:20a.m. following 
morning. Leavintl Chict~go at 5:50 p. m., 
arriving Lamoni 6:25a.m. following morning. 

Christmas and New Year's holidays, 1900-
1901. At a rate of one and one third fares 
for the round trip, dates of sale D.,cember 24, 
25, and 31, 1900, and January 1, 1901. Good 
returning January 2. Students' and teachers' 
holiday rates, at one and one third fares for 
the round trip. Dates of sale, December 13 
to December 22, good returning January 9, 
1901, to western passenger association terri
tory. 

MANUSCRIPT .I!'OUND. Thls 1" 
the notorious book written by 
Rev. Solomon Spalding, a cer
tified copy of the original now 
in Oberlin College, Ohio. 

139. Paper ............. • • • •• • • •• 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND DOCTRINE 
AND COVENANTS, AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. 
By Elder J. R. Lambert. 

142. Paper .............• ··•••• •• 
143. Cloth .•••••••.••••. • •• • • •• -· 

BOOK OF MORMON. 
88. Cloth ....•.•••.••••••••••••• 
89. Morocco grain russia .••••••• 
90. Imitation morocco, gilt edges 
91. Morocco, gilt edges, flexible •• 

10 

65 
1 og 
1 25 
2 00 
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Lamoni, December 2 
==================~==~ 

CONTi<:lNTS: 11 what they p"'e"ched H .. -- f -----d··-~-d·--- · ·· . k...... . . d · · ·-
Ein•.roRIAL: 

1 
• • "' • e . re erre ut1es ma es one a -es1r<:W!r,; member 

Revelation First ..................... 8291 partiCul~rly to _the b~oodthl 1 of Of the five Con-
F.ulfillment of Prophecy .............. 8291 destructiOn, t?,nd lootmg he fucius stress u that 

. A TFake ........ ,., ..................... SilO , _had e~ara_cteri~ed the allied of the 3,nd child. Fil piet.y 
ORIGINAL ARTIOLE.S. I Chr!Stlan armies m Cnma. t t n '1 . ' • . f 

Insurance, 8ecret Societies, Etc ...... 83l I . , 
0 

)e we ,c~ IUlnt O 
Not Insure? .................... 832 H1s excellency s address was in A son must make a 

What Is tr:? ......... 8:12 part as follows:- thful bus band, and 
Oonfes8ion 8"3 Th 'I'l: · · C ff .• • " .. '" .. '."" "'" ...... • '' " ere is !.), general that .18 aim Ot •On-
lhedhatl0n8 ....... , ................ 8:i3 r<h· , h · · bl LETTERDEPAR.'l'li![EN'l': .................. s33 v manast reesystems religiousbe- CJ, oes1ra. e 

ORIGINAL POETIW: lief-Confucianism, and Bud- have to do 
Hope · · · .... · ...... · ................ 837 db ism. True it is that the govern- duties of 

. Tne Year'~ H~_?ord .................. 838 ·ment of China these ·'hree the,v must 
i.VIO'l'IiERS' HOME lJOLUMN: . . . . t • · 

Sele:ct Reading for Janua.l.'y Meetings I m Its const1tut10n and laws, but the virtues of benevo-
of D~tugbter~ of ZlOn Locals ....... 838 'I struggle for supremacy was decided propriety, un-

SUNDAY ScHoOL DEPARTMENT: long ago and declared for and truthfulness. 
~~r~1~,,Y;a80~\1:~~~~t. ·:::::::::: J5~ I Conf,ueianism. Co~ . . basta~- "The virtues. of Confucius may be 

OONJJ'ERENCE MINUTES: en ~ne realm of tne llvmg. Whi1e best understood by compari· 
Western Maine ..................... 840 Tamsm and Buddhism have taken the t sou with the founder of Christian 
New Hope ........................ 840 realm of the dead. I Christ sa,id 'And unto him 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: " . . . . . 'I b . . , l 
Bishop's .Notices: ............ 840 What 1s <?on~umamsm? It will be t .~t s~ntet~ thee ~n one ~neek,a.lso 

to Rules of well to mention m a few words what offer tne otner· ana h1m tnat ta!reth 
. • an~ D~bate,.-.,~ ... : ............ 840 ~tis not before s~ating what it is. It I a, way not to take 

Notw, to .amdtd v.wstl~utlon and i 1s not a Hl the se thy coat also.' seems to me to 
of General Sunaay School f h '. nse 1 b , k · "h 

. . ....................... _840 o t e . \Yhat I understand . e ;nee nes~ ~H a vengeance. I am 
Herald Publishing House ............ 840 IS a, system and doctrine IncLined to tnmk that no sens,ble man 

.................. 840 As such it recognizes the ~a:s eve:r acted up to the letter of 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 841 existence of a divine supreme InJUnctwns. They ar·e applicable 

and of control of to human I the teach-
wu TH-,jG FA!\IG oN coNFUCIUS. l man who want t.o of Confucius is in 

.._ . . . man back from the errors of his ways reason. Confucius 
Wu . uhe ~bmese m1ms- . the fea,r of everlasting with those who you.' 

te:r to this country, delivered an ad- pumshment him and by is all that good sense requires. 
dress on "Confucius" to the members him everlasting happiness Christ says: 'Love your 
of the Society of Ethical Culture at ness. One of its cardinal doctrines is bless them tha,t curse you, do good to 
the ~arnegie Music Hall yesterday that there is such a thi~g as life aft;er them that hate you, and pray for them 
mornmg. Every part of the audi- death. I mu~t confe_ss that tne which despitefully use you and perse-
torium was packed, and fully fifteen of the 1m~or~ahty of the soul cute you.' 
minutes before the opening of the . . I wish 1t were I 

it became necessary to turn , It 1s true; but all 'Gh~ . 
His excellency wore of cannot make It anythmg 

to the front of I ~ore than a strong probability. 
which was affixed Horace Greeley said: •Those 
button. who and faith-

The minister to those who 
his :flesh can have but 

extent upon the into the life be" 
of Christ of Confucius. better to a'Gtend 

difference between the to each in proper order.' This is 
he while no'G an unfair statement of the aim of 

to be Confucius. Confucianism undertakes 
and for to man only through this 

the lesson His system is 
Confucius was the J human and 

for the of '•In Confucianism man is regarded 
doing He urged also that the as an animal endowed with social in· 
tenets of Christianity were out of ac- stincts. He does not live with him
cord with the beliefs of the present self, but seeks the fellowship of man. 
age, which was one of growing ag Out of this fellowship Confucius 
nostici~rn.. On the other hand, 1 ded~ces these relations:. Sovereign and 
Confumamsm, be contended, was a subJect; parent and ch1ld; older and 
practical religion, and he pointed to younger brothers; husband and wife· 
many signs in proof of his assertion friend and friend.- ' 
that the doctrines of Confucius were "The five relations I have referred 
finding adherents in countries outside to comprise all the relations in which 
of China. In. somewhat. cau:>tic lan-

1 

a man may find himself in society. 
gua~e. W u T1_ng Fa?g 1mphed that To each position are attached proper 
Chr1st1an natiOns d1d not practice duties, and the fulfillment of those 

upon. 
is between 
Confucius does not dema,nd so much. 
The question was asked him if he 
would ury with kindness, 
and he : 'Requite kindness kindly, 
and injury with :justice.' By saying 
that inj should be requited with 
justice, meant that the requital 
should be just, fair, and right; but he 
does not sanction retaliation, much 
less vengeance, in a vindic'Live spirit, 
as is sometimes done by people pro
fessing to follow the tenets of Chris
tianity. 

''The spirit of Christ's commands 
and of those of Confucius is the same, 
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and anyone who acts up to it, whether th t f · ~ professed Christian or a Confucian, . e res o the~ civi.lized world, was ! head uncovered, his feet bare and 
Is a truly good man. So far as this Ig~orant of them as lf they had never carrying a staff in his hand " H . 
world is concerned, Confucius and ~~rste~h yet there ;nay be more in represented as a holy and ~enera~:: 
Christ tread in the same direction em an mere conJecture. ~an, who taught. the people chastity 
and principally in the same path. A T~a~ t~e Aztecs bad been taught and the love of VIrtue, the worship of 
go?d Christian is a good Confucian Cbnstmmty a~ a very early date there an. ~nly God, tbe mysteries oi the 
a.nct a good Confucian is a good Chris- can ?e but little doubt. Prescott, j Tnmty and the incarnation, the birth 
t1an. Men following Confucius are Veytm: ~,nd Gleason, whose works are of the Son of God of a virgin and his 
certainly entitled to happiness in the auth?nties on the early history of ~e~th upon the cross, and the other re-
great hereafter. Mex1co, tell us that the Spanish dis· hg~ous observances enunciated 

"I don't believe that heaven is an coverers found among the Aztecs ThiS m::1,n came from the north some 
exclusive place, and Chris· many re.ligious observances strikingly Y.ears after a solar eclipse and a, ter· 
tians, 'I'aoists, Buddhists and others resemblmg the rites of tbe Catholic 

1 

rrfic eartbquake.~imilar t.o tbo~e ~bat 
try to it and to make a Church. They found that the cross occurred at tbe t1me of the c:rumfixcmL 
private for their was an object of generel veneration Now we know that the St. 
adherents, my and a cert<J,in temple called "The I Thomas went from Jerusalem into 'rhe 

with many to of the Cross" w8,s con· I Eastern countries and he l.Y±.ve 
and that one who bas done to be the oldest of found the Chinese in 
in life will able in the WE;re with the western shore of what is 
those ladders and also monastic for both I America, What is more natural 
~hat should come to J:J?en and women in wh\ch the inmates that he should cross over to announce 
fo~ all men, lived a pure and austere life. 

1 

the to the i.n d1s-

trmes and creeds. A who 1 made vows for The name 
leads an upright and useful and aood ence and 

1
. •·The Illust,rious Twin." St. 

life will there as as those and . ~as called 
of religion. ~ervanc.e ~as a b~>,ptism j twm). It 1s also related 

' world is gradua,JI:v comina n~:tmerswn m water when a name was an apostate 
round .t.o the teachings of Confuciu: II glVen to the baptized. A part of the Quet~alcohuatl, he hid 

One of t.he signs of this is the ~ormula was "I pray that these the 1slajnds of 
ing agnosticism of the age, the heavenly waters may destroy and afterwa;rds .call~d "The 
progress of science bas compelled the I se~arate from. thee ail the e'Vil of sin the Twm h1~ h1mse!f." . 
a_bandonment of many religious theo- wh1?h .was giVen to thee before the . In the n~twnBJl h1stor1es of Mexico 
r1e~. Another sign is the progress 

1 
begmnmg of the ~o~ld." Both Veytia It wa;s sa1d th~t Quetzalcohuatl had 

wh1~h the course of universal peace is a.nd Presc~tt s~y 1t IS worthy of par· promised that h1s followers, also white 
makmg among the nations of the tiCular notice tnat the Aztecs bad the men, would come to that country and 
world. Five hundred years before cu~tom of confessing their sins to the would venerate the cross. There was 
Christ came into the world Confucius p_nests, relating all that they con· a comm~n belief also that the time 
bad already begun to preach the gos- s1dered as faults, and accepting the had arriVed when these followers 
pel of peace, and under the influence penance which was imposed. The should come to the country, and 
of his teachings his followers have secrets of_th~ confessional were looked s.ahagun assures us that "at the ar· 
turned from the pursuits of war to the upon as mvwlable. Father Bernar- nval of Cortez and the Spanish on the 
arts of pea.ce.. dino de ~ahagul?-, who spent sixty· coast •. the natives went out to meet 

'•Confumamsm has taken root in one years m Mexico and died in 1590, them m canoes and prostrated them
!apan and in Corea also). Its spread says that "at the same time at which selves before them, believing that the 
1s not the result of armed conquest or we celebrate the Pasch the Mexicans God of Quetzalcohuatl, along with his 
excessive propaganda. Neither the celebrated. theirs, .after a fast of forty followers, whom ~h~y expected every 
sword nor the missionary is ever em- days, durmg whwh they abstained day, bad come to VIsit them. Boturini 
ployed. to gain for it a single adherent. :~om ~es~ meat," and Veytia says says that the yea;r ceacatl was the one 
N? t!a1l of blood marks its progress. Nothm&' 1s better known than that announced by Quetzalcohuatl, and in 
M1sswnaries have not been sent to t~e offerm~s are made of bread and ~hat v~ry year the Spaniards landed 
other nations mging people to em· wme-that Is, bread from flour with- m Mexico. 
brace Confucianism or to make war in out fermentation, and that what was This supposition, then, that it was 
order to compel people to embrace drunk was wine." On certain feasts St: Thomas who visited Mexico, is 
that religion. Confucianism appeals also they baked J;>read which, being qmte probable; al~os~ cert.ai~ it is 
to bum~n sympathy, human interests, blessed by the. pnests, they believed t~at some early Chnst1an m1ss1onary 
and human aspirations. It is a power to be chan~ed mto the flesh of their d1d. come, and probably through the 
for mankind not throuab force and God and th1s bread was distributed to Chmese. Future discoveries 
t~rror, but through volu~tary submis· the people who .received it with great the. Chinese may prove that 
swn of the heart."-Broolclyn Eagle. veneratiOn, saymg they were eating claims are not all founded on fable.-· 

the flesh of their God. W. J. Howlett, in Rocky Mountain 

Torquemada, Prescott, and Gleason 
December l.ft.. 

WAS ST. THOMAS THE APOSTLE all speak of the doctrine of purgatory 
OF THE AZTECS'? and concur in representing the Mexi-

In an editorial yesterday beaded can belief in regard to the state of Whether in college or in business, whether 
"Was Col?mbus . A~tedated ?" you souls in the other world to be in a the young man is making three dollars a week 
speak of d1scoverres m Mexico indi- great measure in harmony with the or three dollars an hour, he should make it 
catin~ that the Chinese had discovered teaching of the Catholic Church. the fundamental busin~ss of his life to see 
AmeriCa long before Columbus and Now h d'd 

1 
that a large part of h1s salary is saved. To 

that certain confirm a, tory docu~ents doctri~es o:nd \h:i l of ath~se analo~ous spen.d ten thousand dollars a year no doubt is 
found in the imperial palace at Pekin The Aztec tradit~o:/ ~nto kMe~wo? ad~hghtful se~sation to a young man, but if 
ba':"e aroused great interest in his- evan elizer called Q . pea o .~n he Is ~nly .ma~mg ten thousand the delight of 
to_ncal circles. ?f course, these facts ! whit! man with a u~~Z:{~oh~atld a I spending It will sooner or later be dearly paid 
Wlll not detract m any way from the ! large mantle ado d ·fh ear ' a ! for. In the end, the man who makes a thous
merit of Columbus, for he, as well as. spread over his ~hnoeuldWl ~rthossh~s and and saves two h.undred and fifty will get ers, WI IS vastly more out of llfe. 
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THE ERALD. 
"ll ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you tree. .. -John Ill 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man amoll.Q: you have save it he one wile• and con=.blnes he shall have none. "-B. of M., page U6. 
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LAMONI, low A, DEC. 26, 1900. 

REVELATION FIRST. 

It appears that when John, the be
loved disciple, or more correctly 
speaking, the "disciple whom Jesus 
loved," was upon the Isle of Patmos, 
whither he had been banished by the 
powers that were, it pleased the Lord 
to extend to him comfort by sending 
an angel, or messenger, to him with a 
message which should be a blessing 
to him who should read and him who 
should hear and keep the things 
which the message contained. 

John wrote what he saw and heard 
to the churches at Ephesus, Smyrna, 
Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis, Phila
delphia, and Laodicea, seven churches 
of Asia. He was in the spirit on the 
Lord's day, and heard a voice, which 
said:-

him became his word or will and was 
to be and is supreme. 

His countenance was full of power, 
shining like the suQ in its strength. 
In its wondrous, shining light every
thing has and shall have life and 
light, warmth, splendor, glory, all 
are found in his favor. 

So grand and awe inspiring was 
the vision of this personage, that 
John was overpowered and fell in a 
swoon or faint. But t.he personage 
laid his hand on John, renewing his 
spiiit within him, reviving his cour
age; and then said to him:-

Fear not; I am he that livet.h, and was 
dead; and, behold, I am alive forevermore, 
Amen; and have the keys [power over] of 
hell and of death. 

and by which they existed, and that 
all that they had came by and through 
him unto whom and by whom are all 
things, even Jesus Christ the right
eous. 

FULFILLMENT OF PROPHECY. 

For some time, now, a statement 
has been going the rounds of the 
press to the effect that the '•Mormon" 
church, of Ut1:1Jh, was not only talking 
about the building of a temple at In
dependence, Missouri, but was con
templating taking measures to so 
build. 

Several of these newspaper articles 
have been sent to us, one of them 
from the Nonpareil, of Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, for November 18, in which 
Lorenzo Snow, president of the Utah 
church, is quoted as saying:-

He also stated to John that he 
was "the first and the last," the de
scription by which all may recognize 
the Savior, the Redeemer, the Mes· The time is drawing near when most of you 

will go back to Jackson county and build the 
siah, as is given in verses 4 to 8 in- tempie in th3 City of Zlon. If you live 
elusive, and unto whom John ascribes twent.y years morel can assure you that you 
glory, honor, and power and domin- will g·o back to Jackson county. I have had 
ion, as the Ruler of all, God the a communication from a prominent member 

of the chm·ch who wanted to put $1,000 in 
Father of Jesus Christ, who had loved the church to buy land in Jackson county, 
the Saints, washed them from their and another saint has $25,000 and still an
sins and made them kings and priests other $6,000, for the same purpose. We will 

I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the unto God. never go back, however, until we are ready 
last. and willing to pay our tithing." 

This message was to be one of 
This voice commanded him to write peace from the Lord Jesus Christ President Snow is now in or ap· 
what he saw and heard and send to unto these seven churches, and thence proaching his eighty-seventh year, 
the churches named above. John unto all, every where and in every and it is by no means probable that 
turned to see the voice (or person nation who would receive and recog- he will himself be among those who 
whence it proceeded from) and saw nize him as the Lord, the faithful twenty years hence will go back to 
seven golden candlesticks. These can- witness, the one who was the first to Jackson county and build a temple 
dlesticks surrounded a personage who achieve the victory over death and there,- as he is credited with saying in 
in appearance was like the Son of Man. the grave and rise from the dead as the foregoing statement. But, if a 
He was clothed with a garment con- by power within himself through the few more years pass with no more 
fined at the breast by a golden girdle Father who had given him this life in active migration from Utah to Mis· 
or belt. His head, hair, and beard himself for obedience, and who was souri than for the last half century, 
were very w bite, indicating age, or the , 'prince of the kings of the earth., there will be none of those expelled 
character for veneration. His eyes This same prince was to come in from the state in 1835 to 1838 to "go 
were very bright and piercing in ap- due time in the clouds to earth, and back" there. 
pearance, like a fl.ame as some eyes when he should come every eye The statement in the Nonpareil 
brown in color do appear when their should see him, not excepting those closes thus:-
owner is excited by mirth or anger. who had slain him. The nations and The elders of the Utah church, who are 
This appearance indicated youth and kindreds of those who were sufferers working in the vicinity of Kansas City to 

h f - d 11 H prepare the way for the return of the Utah 
strengt o character an wi · is from the action of the Jewish portion Mormons, say the Independence temple will 
feet had the appearance of fine brass in crucifying Jesus the Lord of life be finer and larger than the one in Salt Lake 
refined in the fires of a furnace. His and glory should be sorrowful and City. The Mormons were forty years in 
voice was generous and strong, like wail because of the evil done him. building the Salt Lake temple. It cost sev" 
h d f . eral million dollars. All Mormon temple~,! 

t e soun o movmg waters, and very That there need be no mystery to and churches will be under the control of the 
melodious; indicating force, gener- John after the vision passed, this [ndependence temple when it is built. · 
osity, and great kindness and courage. personage like the Son of Man, who Whatever hopes may have been e~-

This personage held in his right was the Alpha and Omega, told him cited, or fears raised by those sup· 
hand, the hand of rule and power, the that the seven stars in hi.s right hand posed or real sayings of President 
seven angels, or ministers, rulers, were the angels, or ministers of the Lorenzo Snow, it will be well to bear: 
overseers, or presiding authorities of seven churches, one for each. That in mind that the revelation given on 
the seven churches representing the the seven candle:s;ticks were the seven Fishing E,iver, June, 1&334, for the in
Christian, or Messianic dispensation, churches themsel.ves. His being in 

1 

s.tru.ction .lJ,nd. co.111fort 
over which he held rule virtue of the midst of them indicates that he were being driven 
his as a ' two, ! >1vas the gource of the ;;;idered in · 

H i 
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of the people, or_ body of people, who I' "Church of Christ," as they severally The r~wages of time bad apparently made; 
shall be called Z10n. We quote:~ style themselves, the Utah body is by little headway on the stone, and upon closeJ 

examination he found the stone was hollow .. 
But firstly, let my army become very great, far the largest, being some three bun- A hole had been drilled eot.irely 'ohrough it,, 

and let it be sanctified before me, that it dred thousand or more· while the and at both ends red ceda,r had been, 
may become fair as the sun, and clear as _the second named 'has about' fifty thou- driven. Upon removing one the plugs, 
moon and that her banners may be ternble J , - 1 'c f ' . • · ' · · ', 

t , ll t' . th t th k' d f h' sand, and the last named somewhere ~evm:a S!J.uets_ o C•l!h<nnmg wrltm~, 
un o a na wns, a . e wg oms o t lS , m hwroglyphws could not be dem·· 
world ma~ be constr.am~d. to acknowledge about ~ne hundred mem?ers. . j phered, were found. The ch!uacters are po-· 
t~at the k1ngdom of Zton 1s .m v~r.>: deed the the wmght of numbers lS on the s1de , culiar, following· no known line of ancient, 
kwgdom of our God a?d hts CnrJst; there- of the Utah church. But, numbers 
fore, let us become subroct unto her laws. d t k 1. · b d · h . · o no rna e a re tgwus o y ng t· 

. Another thmg may as well b~ con- eous, or its members "pure in heart;" 
s:dered. At a very early date m the and therefore, even the least in num
hlstory of the church, the .Lor~ s_tated bers may be found to be superior in 
very clearly what was hls will m r~- the qualities which go to make up a 
gard. to the laws of the land. Th1s successful body. We do not say that 
was m August, 1831, ~wenty·one years in this instance such is the case; nor 
before t~e proclamati.on o! polygamy do we say that any are unrighteous; 
'?Y Pres!dent.Young m 18o2, and was but point out the facts which must 

bottom of the lust page was found,, 
in English: "The finder of this, 

mcmnon'"' will deliver the same to the eld-
church " The stone still 

remains with Mr. and already com., 
munication has been with the Salt 
Lake church, giving the incidents of the, 
find. It is thought the Mormon church will 
take steps at once to secure the stone anru 
also the mauuscdpt. 

m the followm~ term_s:- enter into the consideration when nooK OF MORMON. 
Let no man thmk he 1s ruler, but let God l · · · . · 0 · · 1M · F d · H ll St 

rule him that J'udgeth, accordino- to the specu atwn IS m_dnlged m as. to_ who ng!l1a anuscnpt ',mn w a o ow one, 
"' h 11 b ld 1 z at DJngola, i.n Union County. 

counsel of his own will; or, in 9ther words, s aL , or may m, a temp e 1n IOn. 
him that counseleth or sitteth upon the There has long been a contention on Marshal Penrod, living on a farm in the, 
· d L b k 1 vicinity or Dongola, while digging at ·the 
JU gment seat. et no :nan rea the aws the part of the Utah church that Utah root of a large black oak stump in a potato, 
Of the land, for he that Keepeth the laws Of l · z· , "• 
God hath no need to break the laws of the was the true ocatwn of lOll m the field, found a stone about ten inches long and' 
land; wherefore be subject to the powers that tops of the mountains;" the place eight inches in diamoter, much the shape of 
b '1 H · h h' h h 1 f G d iJ, wallet. On tho outside of the stone were, 

e, unt1 e reigns w~ose rig .. ~ i.t is to rei~rn, to w lC t e peop e 0 od shoul carved in the language the following, 
and subdues all en?m1es under ms feet. Be- flow the converts to Zion gather. word" ."This eontailJs the original 
hold, the laws whrch ye have received from Wh ,.t b f h' t · · 'f ~. 
my hand are the laws of the church, and a. eco,:nes ~. t IS con ~mtlon, ! 1 "', , , of the Book of Mormon, Joseph 
in this lig~t y~ shall hold them forth. Be- Presl?ent 8~ow lS n_ow correct? 1 ':''n,th." disclosed that the 
hold, here 1s w1sdom.-D. and C sPc. 58 par. 5. It lS an mterestmg rJroblem and 1 "t~one wh"'~t d been drilled 

Th I f h 
· · f · f ] d ~ oroug 1 , an hole at ends stopped 

e aws o t estates of M1ssoun, rmt u. cause of stu Y to many, and with red cedar These plugs were, 
Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska, all con· we leave the subject with the admoni- te~ken out,, and the inside was taken 
tiguous to the place which President tion to our readers that they be not s~veralsh:~ts of containing wri_ting in 
Snow is said to have been speakina of troubled for they may rest assured hleroglypnws cou1d not be deClphered 
. . "' • ' • . by the finder nM by others of the many 
m regard to the dqmestlC relatiOn, that whoever may atuempt to bulld. who have ne'd H. 
are all monogamous, one man, one the temple referred to, must do so the bott,om of the h>st 
wife. Neither polygamy, plural mar- within the limits designed of the Lord lowing' ~n .. "The 

is the fol
of the 

same to the riage nor concubinaae is provided for and in accord with the principles of m<muscrlot deliver t,h" ' ,., . . . . . . elil,n-s of th8 Mormon churcn'' 
nor tolerated. Publlc opmwn and nghteousness g1ven to the church This stone is in oosses$ion or the finder, 
statute enactments are against.such through his prophet, and by a people near aod he takes great pleasure in 
marriages and the practice of living who shall not, be law breakers living aod the manuscr·ipt taken from it. 
in accordance with them. And who· in defiance of the institutions of the: The "Mormons," whoever may be 
ever should be guilty of either, would government which God raised up wise referred to the term in these two 
be a breaker of the laws and subject men to found on the land which he clippings, may be a very credulous 
to penalty. kept and caused to be discovered and. and marvel people; but they 

It is therefore idle for men who are settled for the accomplishment of his will be caught by so apparent 
in the practice of those things named purpose, whether that people be one a fake. 
to contemplate immigration into the of those named herein, or some other, Union coun Illinois, in the ex-
states whose laws make their prac- treme south end of the state, near 
tices criminaL No polygamist, known A FAKE. Cairo. Joseph Smith, grandfather, 
to be such, will ever be permitted to father, nor son, was ever there, and 
build or engage in building temples in TWO STORIES OF THE SAME neither was a habitue of that part of 
Missouri. Polygamist leaders of a SUBSTANCE. state. That of the state was 
people practicing polygamy or plural The following clippings are taken but sparsely as early as 1844, 
marriage will not be able to lead such from the Inter-Ocean, Chicago, Decem- the time of Joseph Smit,h's death, and 
people into Zion, or the borders ber 16, 1900, and the Murphysboro the records do not show that the •·Mar-
thereof to engage in the building and Independent for December 14, 1900, mons" had foothold there, that 
occupation of a temple of the Lord, respectively, though the latter quoted we are aware so that it is not likely 
whose command is that they who from the Cairo, Illinois, Bulletin. that any one of the elders cotempo-
keep his laws have no need to break J<~ouND IN AN OLD sTUMP. raneous with Joseph Smith was ever 
the laws of the states where Zion is Odgiaal Manuscript of the Book of Mormon there to locate such a i1nd. 
located, or to be located, for the Lord is Discovered. 'rhe chances are that this particular 
will not sanction such a stultification Carbondale, IlL, Dac. 15.-0onsiderable ex- stone if such was really 
of his word by those professing to be citemenp h~s been create_il recently in South-~ is work of some man for 
h · l ern Ill mote over a discovery ms,de by . . t. . t 

IS peop e. Marshal Pcmrod, who lives (Hl farm close SlnlSvOr purposes, money or notone y, 
It is true that so far as numbers to the of Dcmgola, in Union and hence 

may be concerned of the three con- Penm'l, in a black oak out The words accredited to Joseph 
tending portions ~f the believers i.n a potato . . to his residence, . , a Smith, his name attached and the di-
the . . d k f J. h S 'th 1 stone whwh was about a foot long and e1gnt t' . tb fi d t d 1. th misswn an wor o osep ml inches in diameter. The peculiar of rec ·wn ro u .e n er o e lVer e 
known to the world as '~Mormons," the stone, which resembled a at- stone to the Mormon are sus-
or Latter Day Saints. the "Church of ~rac~ed his attention, and upon .clos~ exa~- indicating that the 
Jesus Christ of La bter Day Saints" watt?n he f?und _carved on Its !ace w manufacture of the stone, its contents, 
the "R . d ~"- h · f J ' . English the rollowm£~; words: ''1'h1s stone d 't 't ... d . eorgamze t ,...!l!JrC . o esus 

1 
eontains the manuscript of the Book an 1 s are q 11! e ~oo mo e,rn 

Chr1st of Latter J ~amts," , ot JosEPH SMITH." to fool "Mormons" any class. 
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Another version 
Dongola, Illinois:-

of the find at, the Fifth Quorum of Elders, desires i 5,000 Saints are paying $10 per year 
; to know the address of A. Z. Rudd. insurance on their lives to organiza

Cobden, Ill., Dac. 18.-Marshal Penrod, Letters have been addressed to Bro. tions of men. (I think that a reason
living at Dongola, sixteen miles south of Rudd, but h::we not reached him. Bro: able per cent uf 40,000 members.) 
here, last week unearthed a stone three and Anderson's address is Santa Ana, That would be $50,000 per year; 

-one fourth inches long, two and one h_alf in- C 
.ches wide and one inch thick, with a hole in alUornia. which, if placed in the hands of the 
the center, extending through the entire Next week we will commence pub- Bishop for the purpose designated in 
length, half an inch in diameter. In this lishing the "Autobiographic Sketch the commandment which saith,-=--

.hole was found a manuscri_pt. Each end was and Incidents in the Early History of 
tightly stopped with cedar plugs and sealed. the Reorganizasion, by Edmund 0. 

'The manuscript contained writing in Eng· 
lish and also half a dozen Jines in hiero- Briggs, of the Quorum of the Twelve;" 
glyphics. The writing in Eoglish was as which will occupy several numbers of 
;follows:- the HERALD. 

"Religion of the church of Jesus Christ or George Jacob Schweinfurth, the 
latter day saints. Being driven from place 
to place by the enemy of our faith, I place founder of "Heaven," a farm near 
beneath this oak, in the year 1842, this docu- Rockford, Illinois, and famous as a 
meut, being the odginal manuscript of the self sty led '·Messiah," and who lately 
Book of Mormon, and signed hy Joseph 

;Smith, the mormon prophet." announced that he was wrong in his 
Two mormon elders visited the finder Sat- claims as such, has been notified to 

-urday to negotiate for its purchase. They leave the community at once. Over 
say they can read hieroglyphics very readily. one hundred persons in the neigbor-
They declare the manuscript is the missing h d f h H ' · d 
·link of their religion. The price of the relic oo O t e " eaven' s1gne a paper 
'was not agreed upen. in which he is branded as "a deceiver 

Notice that the size of the stone and a fraud, a shrewd and cunning 
said to have been found and the text wolf in sheep's clothing, a disgrace 
of the inscription differ from the and a scourge upon society," and have 
,other accounts. What next? requested him to leave the country. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Bishop Hunt, in a letter to the 
,church librarian, writes, under date 
of December 16, from Sac City, Iowa: 

We have had ten sessions of debate, and 
six more yet. They have been lively ones. I 
am feeling better in every respect than when 
I engaged_in it. Bro Wight is a good mod
erator and'hel per. We are joyous in the con
flict. 

Bro. J. M. Brown, the 10th in st., 
wrote from Sharon, Oklahoma:-

A t present [ have more calls for preaching 
than I can fill, and the outlook is favorable. 
My mind is often lit up with sparkling 
thoughts reflecting the beauties of the re
stored gospel, and of lat.e I feel more and 
more the responsibility of one sent to repre
sent the righteousness of God. At present I 
am stopping with Bro. Smith, whose love for 
the cause is shown in many ways, and espe
cially with his liberality to the ministry. 

Bro. F. M. Smith, of the HERALD 
editorial staff, left with his family for 
a holiday visit to St. Louis, Missouri, 
in which city a sister of Bro. Smith's 
wife, Sr. Frederick Johnson, resides 
with her husband. 

Oriuinal 1Irtiu1Bs. 
INSURANCE, SECRET SOCIETIES, ETC, 

Much has been said and written 
touching the gathering, consecration, 
purchasing of lands, and secret or
ders. 

Some time since, in conversation 
with one of our missionaries who is a 
member of one of the leading quo
rums, I learned he had his life in
sured, for which he was paying $10 
per year, and drawing family support 
from the church treasury. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. My position was, "A Saint need not 
Bro. F. Palfrey, of Macon, M:is- belong to anything but the church, 

souri, has a column of defense of the and if he lives the gospel, the Lord 
church in the Macon Citizen, the paper will provide." 
of the city where Bro. Palfrey lives. He quoted, "He that will not pro· 
It is an excellent article and well vide for his own house has denied the 
written. faith and is worse than an infidel." 

Bro. Morris T., the genial Short My answer: "There is a right way 
man, is pretty well represented as a to provide, and a wrong way. And 
defender of the faith, in the Chilli· have we any commandment for such 
cothe Constitution, in editorial notes things?" 
making favorable mention of him and His answer was, "He that waiteth 
his efforts at that place in the Masonic to be commanded in all things is a 
Temple. Good for our happy tern- slothful servant." He also said the 
pered brother. church was not able to take care of 

Edward Adkins writes from Galt, all its poor. 
Ontario, December 15, and states that Let us see. I know of another mis
he was baptized last summer by Elder sionary who is paying $70 per year 
Gamet, in Nebraska. He says there insurance. Some years ago the bishop 
are no Latter Day Saints where h!3 is, called for $100,000 to purchase homes 
but thinks that if an elder would come for the worthy poor in the church and 
there that he would be greeted by· the little Saints' Home at Lamoni. 
good congregations. , Seven or eight thousand dollars was 

Bro. D. A. Anderson, secretary of 1 the result. Suppose upon an average 

Purchase all the lands hy money, whi'ch 
can be purchased for money, in the region 
round about the land which I have appointed 
to be the land of Zlon (D. C. 98: 9). 

would purchase at least 1,666 acres at 
$30 per acre, which, if continued for 
ten years, would be 16,660, which, if 
divided into twenty-acre farms, would 
settle 833 ·families. Then add to this 
what the Saints pay out annually for 
house insurance, doctor bills, and 
secret orders, would bring it up to 
double the amount, at least, which 
would be $100,000, which, if laid out 
in laud at $30 per acre, would secure 
33,333 acres, which, divided as be' 
fore, would settle at least 1, 666 fami
lies; which, with an average of five to 
the family, would be 8,330 people. 
And all this with funds from which 
the church reaps no benefit, and in 
the short space of ten years only. 

Then to think of the amount of 
property that passes out of the hands 
of the Saints and then out of the 
church annually. For instance, a 
brother passed away recently under 
the Weltmer system of treatment. He 
willed all his property to his sister,. 
who cares nothing for the church. 
His property and insurance together, 
so I am told, amounted to $14,000. 
She is now said to be bedfast with the 
same incurable disease, and she wills 
this property to one outside of the 
church entirely, save $50, which went 
to the magnetic healer. 

I know another brother worth $20,· 
000. His sons are all enemies to the 
church, and may inherit the major 
part of his estate. And yet we are 
told, "The church can't." 

There is even now already in store a suffi
cient, yea, even abundance to redeem Zion, 
and estabiish her waste places, no more to be 
thrown down, were the churches, who call 
themselves after my name, willing to hearken 
to my voice.-D. C. 98: 10. 

The Lord requires the whole heart, 
might, mind, strength, and soul. And 
when I give him all that, have I any· 
thing to give to any organizations of 
men? 

He that hath my commandments, and 
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me.-Je· 
sus. 

Brethren, the church is my nearest 
relative, and to her I dedicate not 
only my property, but my life. If I 
can do but little to build up the king
dom of heaven on earth in the way of 
work, it is useless to try to blow it up 
on paper. As long as we put our 
funds into other societies and organi
zations, where the voice of the Lord 
is not heard, and where inspiration 
does not lead, and will our posses· 
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sions to people who care not for the 
church, then it is true, "The church 
can't." 

But 0, thou God of Saints, help 
thy people to see aright. All these 
organizations will fail in time. But 
the church of the living God will 
stand forever, and by our own works 
in that church we stand or fall. 

With good will to all, and ill will to 
none, I am, your brother, 

D. E. TUCKER. 

WHY NOT INSURE? 

I am a member of an insurance or
der. I have seen a good deal in the 
Herald on this matter, and I think it 
is unnecessary contention. If my 
memory serves me right, we are told 
to cease to contend one with another. 
When God made man, and placed him 
in the garden, be gave him his 
agency, and I do not think that we 
should try to rob each other of it. 

The Bible says that the man who 
will not provide for his family is 
worse than an infidel. If a man 
unites with a fraternal order or so
ciety, and puts by a few cents per 
month, in case of aceident, why not 
let him do so? I do not t.hink there 
is a man in our ehurch who will con
demn me if I place in the bank fifty or 
one hundred dollars per year for my 
family in case anything happens to 
me. They will generally say, Bro. 
so and so is a good saving man. That 
is all right. On the other band, we 
have men who have only fourteen 
thirty, as the brother has it figured, 
that he can lay by in one year. He 
has a great deal of sickness and bard 
luck, and he is not sure of his life or 
health for any length of time; be sees 
a chance to insure his life, and begins 
to figure bow much he makes and 
how much tithing he has or should 
pay out of that, and sees he bas 
enough to carry that insurance and 
help along matters in his branch as 
well. He takes it up, and in the 
course of a year or two that man is 
working at his usual work and meets 
with an accident and is killed; his 
wife gets the insurance. Is it not a 
boon to her; yea, a Godsend, to have 
something to launch out with? She 
feels a little independent; she does 
not have to depend upon strangers to 
help her raise her family, or have 
them scattered from pillar to post, to 
be knocked around by every one. 

Brethren, let us look at these things 
from an unprejudiced standpoint. We 
can look at it from another view. All, 
or most all of these societies have 
connected with their insurance a sick 
and faneral benefit. Many of our 
people get sick and are sick for a 
number of months at a time. To a 
poor man, is it not easier for him to 
H~ ip. his bed knowing that there are 
~lt f~w acm~rf? in 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

so that he will not have t.o depend on I he never missed a church meeting to 
Saints or neighbors to pay ~is rent [ go to a _ I?eetin~. I th~ugh~ it 
and buy fuel. Usually the Sam ts are and sa1d I w1ll do llkew1se, 
not able to do this, as it is all they can that God will help us to come 
do to keep themselves. Those who up and arrive at that standard 
are able, I am very sorry to say are that we will not need to join those 
inclined to refuse. I things. If I thought that the Lord 

Some might say, If you have faith was displeased with me for insuring 
there is no need to be sick. All my life, I would drop it at once, for I 
have not this faith. The Master do not want to run risk. 
saw that there would be those wbo ANDERSON. 
would be weak in the faith, and he ST. MAnY'e, Ont., Dec. 10 · 

allows them to use herbs, and does ------------~ 
not condemn them for having a doc- SANCTIFICATION. WHAT IS IT? 

tor. We wish to introduce a few scrip-
Well, says one, if all the S~ints tural evidences in favor of the above 

would pay their tithing, the church subject, for we believe it a Bible doc
could provide for her own poor. I although misapplied by many, 
quite agree with you; but such is not hence misleading. 
the case. Many do not pay tithing, Rev. Howard, of the Holiness order, 
nor even make an effort to do so. said:-
Then have I to let my family be Sanc'cification is instantaneou~, and is ef-
thrown on the mercies of a cold, un- fecteil the baptism of the Holy Ghost and 
friendly world, because of that,? I fire, cannot sin. 

think not. When the Saints come to Webster defines sanctification:-
that standard, and the church is able To m;>ke s:u,red or holy. 
to do this, then I say. Saints, cease Alexander 
to he members of societies or insur-1 'l'o sepa!'ate anything· to God. 
ance companies; but until such times, 
get your insurance just as cheap as Albert Barnes:-
you can, so you can p 8Jy mo.re than The word means to set apart from 

a common a sacred use. 
your tithing into the hands of the Sometimes it is said that God sane-
bishop or his agents, and help get as in Genesis 2: 3:-
our church in that condition. 

Why do we insure our houses, 
barns, churches, and such things? A 
man told me one t,i.me, that he did not 
think there was much religion a,bout 
a man or set of men that would not 
insure and provide for the family. 
After he was gone, I took the posi· 
tion to oppose such. He was a 
living man, and would share his 
crust with anyone. If we as a church 
would take a stand against this, would 
we do ourselves good or harm. 

I think that we should not contend 
about this matter, for I do not think 
that we will'be shut out of the 

And God blessed the seventh day, and sanc
tified it: becausG thnt in it he had rested 
from ali his work which GJd created and 
mads. 

This 
day 
all. 
terial 

means that he set the seventh 
to his service, and that is 

was no change in the rna· 
universe on day to desig-

other Its use 
other 
as in 

And Moses took the oil, and 
auoin ted the tabernacle that was 
therdin, a·ud sanctified them. . And he 
poured of the oil upon Aaron's 
bead, and anointed him, sanctify him. 

Christ is said to be a sanctifier, as 
in John 17: 19:---

dom for joining a society and getting 
our lives insured. If it is not a mat
ter that will stand against our salva· 
tion, or keep us out of the kingdom, And for their sakes I ss.nctify myself, that 

they also might be sanctified, through the 
why not let it rest? Where I see and truth. 

find the greatest fault in this matter, The word is a sanctifier, as in verse 
is that our people who go in to those 17 :--
orders spend too mueh of their time Sanctify them through thy truth; thy 
with and on them. They would miss word is truth. 
a prayer meeting to att~:?nd the lodge, is a sanctifier:_ 
and would oppose having a meeting For every creature of God is go:>d, and 
in the church on a lodge meeting nothing to be refused, if it be received with 
night, no matter how much benefit it thanksgiving: for H. is sanctified by the word 
would be to the church. This, I say, of God and prayer.-1 Tim.' 4:4, 5. 
is wrong, and I ao not think that God The alta1· was a sauctifier:---
is pleased with the Saint who will do Y0 fools and bllnd: fol' whether is greater, 
that. I have been in a court room I the c:ift, or the altar 1,bat s~.nctitlath the gift. 
about once in three years, and I would In the referred 
not miss a committee meeting in this to. sanctificat,ion affirmed of both 
church, if I was expected to be there, animate and ina.nimate matter; there· 
for all the society meetinllS in this or fore, how can Rev. Howard's applica
any other country, for I think the tion be true? Did the seventh day, 
church is of more importance than all the first born of the animal creation, 
of them, even the least of its meet, the food be-

I 
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all receive 
Ghost and fi.re 
the person or 
state of 
then we 
husband. Beasts that cannot sin and 
the entire outfit of the tabernacle in a 

and as there was no indications of him 
to confess, the deacon looked 

at him quite sharp, and nudging him, 
shouted, "Get up, Squire; I got up 
when my time came." 

SCALAWAG. 

..... ~------------
state of Where is it to- 1 

d R I 
M:BJDI'I'A'l'IONS. - I have thought ay, ev. ~ 

Then, lnasmuch as the above I somewhat on the scriptural admoni-
cation of "sanctification" is in "He who thinketh he standeth, 

with revelation or reason to 'let . take heed lest-he fall," and am 
therefore our is remmded of a carpenter who was at 

that the elements con- work on the roof of a two story 
stituted anything, their form or size, school building at Montrose, Iowa, a 
was changed. By such sanctification few years ago. He was quite skillful 
their use or purpose or life we,s in standing erect and walking about 
changed. The seventh da,y was un- on a steep roof; but one day he 
der general laws as other How- slipped and glided off, striking the 
ever, it was holy; set God's ground below with his head, breaking 
service. The priests were only men; his neck, and was instantly killed. 
their nature human. And wha,tever I thought perhaps that he thought, or 
may have been their occupation be· had the idea, that he stood safe, but 
fore, we know not; but after their by not taking heed, he fell to his 
sanctification they were set to death. We of the true faith may 
God's use or service. So also tab- think we are perfectly safe, or that 
ernacle, and everything pertaining to we will not fall; yet if we are notal
it was thus set apart to God's service. ways careful, we may fall and lose 

May we not affirm the same of all what we have endeavored to gain. 
Christians, that after our sanctifica- A LAMONIAN. 
tion, in obedience to the truth, we are ---------
set apart to the divine service, and 
thus become tbe "temples of God and 
the Spirit of God dwells in us." The 
means of sanctification seem to be 
numerous. But conditions after sanc
tification are the same. 

We conclude this article by refer
ring to 2 Thessalonians 2: 13:-

But we are bound to give thanks 
God for you, brethren beloved of the 
because God hath from the beghwing chosen 
you to salvation throug·h sanctification of the 
Spirit and belief of the truth. 

M. R, SCOTT, Sr. 

Department. 
CUBA, Kan., Dec. 15. 

Ed'itors Herald:-After leaving Ness county 
I arrived at Idyl wild, November 10. After 
preaching ten sermons, Bro. A.- H. Parsons 
came to my assistance; continued until the 
27th. Bro. W. H. Mannering arrived in time 
to preach one sermon. Bro. Parsons and t,he 
writer departed for other fields, Bro. Man
nering continuing the effort. We created 
some interest while there. 

Bro. Parsons left me at Concordia, he going 
CONFESSION. to Jewel county. Arriving at Minersville, I 

We are enjoined to confess our began preaching; held five services; some 
faults; but some of our shortcomings interest manifest, better attendance than 
are of such a nature that we are lmh heretofore. Found Sr. Myrtle Curtis im
to confess them, but as a poet beauti- proving. The Saints in district will be glad 
fully remarked, "Sacrifice brings to learn there is much improvement in her 
forth the blessings from heaven;" and ! condition since August. If faithful, she will 
in inspired writ, "Obedience is better yet rejoice in the gospel. 
than sacrifice." I once heard or read I arrived at Wayne, D3cember 3; occu[Jied 
a circumstance that may illust~re,te the for ten nights in the Christian church with 
subject somewhat. A parson had set good attendance and considerable interest 
a certain Sabbath day to give his m~tnifest. All the crowdB of men collected in 
flock a rasping, or at least those con- town seemed to be discussin~ religion during 
sidered black and when he the day. People who did not attend other 
came to that part on he churches were among the interested ones. I 
shouted in a loud voice, ' is the distributed tracts, sold several Voice of 
the drunkard?" and ; where- Warnings, and at close several old men and 
upon the deacon, known to get boozy ladies expressed regrets at my departure, 
betimes, arose and "Here I wishing my return. Yes, Ern. Parsons and 
am." The parson and in Kent, I left the work in an interesting condi-
due time came to that on hypo- J;ion, so th6J next man will find ready hearers. 
crisy, and inquired in t,rumpet tone, I begin at Prairie Home tonight. Am 
'•Where is the and alor1e, among strangers. I find good interest 
paused, but no one arose; and at most all places where I go, and tbe labor-
the parson shouted, "Where ls era are very few. 
hypocrite?" and waited for a Laboring to be able to travel with those 
reply. In front of deacon sat the who "come up higher," I am, 
,old Squire, a well-known hypocrite, L. G. GuRWELL. 
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VIOLA, Iowa, December 12. 
Editors He1·ald:-Thinking perhaps those 

who are acquainted in Viola would like to 
hE'ar from this part of the vineyard, we will 
jot a few notes. For the past two years we 
have had only two sermons a year from the 
traveling ministry. Bro. W. A. Smith, of 
Persia, and Bro. C. Albertson, of Idaho. But 
the Saints have not been asleep nor idle. We 
have been working in the Sunday schools, 
and doing what we could to prepare the way 
for preaching. 

We have been anxious for Bro. Roth to 
come, and on the tenth of November hear
rived and commenced meetings. Just as we 
were rejoicing that the long looked for time 
had arrived, our rejoicing was clouded by 
seeing in the Herald that he was to go to 
Illinois. His appointments were out, there
fore he remained and filled them. He 
preached one week at Oak Park, a school
house two miles north of town, where we 
have Sunday school, and then began in Viola. 
Eider Hills, of Marion, assisting at both 
places, and they have succeeded in getting 
more interested than we ever knew to be in
terested here. Some at Oak Park were so 
interested that they walked over two miles 
to attend the meetings at Viola. Some drove 
three miles. Sunday eve, December 2, Bro. 
·Roth closed the meetings with a sermon on 
the apostasy. The house was crowded, and 
it was the finest sermon on that subject we 
ever heard. It was grand! 

The meetings were all remarkably blessed 
by the presence of the Spirit. The sermons 
were an hour and a quarter in length, and 
the people said they were so interesting they 
did not seem long. 

At the close of the meeting one name was 
given for baptism. As Bro. Roth had made 
previous arrangements to leave on the morn
ing train, he promised to return Thursday 
and at.tend to it. He arrived as promised, 
and Bro. Hills came from Marion. About 
eleven o'clock a little company of Saints and 
friends gathered. by the river, where Bro. 
Hills administered the rite of baptism to 
Bro. G. W. Randall. In the evening Bro. 
Roth preached an excellent sermon on the 
"laying on of hands," after which Bro. Ran
dall was confirmed under the hands of Elders 
Roth, Hills, and Potter. Thus another wor
thy soul has been adopted into the kingdom 
of God. 

The interest seemed to demand a continua
tion of the meetings, and as Bro. Roth must 
lea'ie on the ten p.m. train, Bro. Hills came to 
the rescue, and continued meetings over Sun
day. Srs. Hills and Cator and daughters came 
down Saturday night and remained over Sun
day. Their presence cheered the hearts of 
the Saints ana friends. We thought, "How 
sweet to the soul is communion with Saints." 

Sunday the Saints met at the schoolhouse 
at one o'clock for sacrament. It was a meet
ing long to be remembered by all who were 
present. Sunday school at two p. m., fol
lowed by preachi;;g. 

In the evening Bro. Hills delivered an ex
cellent sermon on the Book of Mormon. We 
think those who were present will not feel so 
much afraid of that book as some pretend to 

, be. We were sorry to have the meetings 
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close. The Saints of eastern l<Hva understood ' hearing on each occasion. I personally was , munion with the household of faith, but so it' 
that Bro. Roth was to remain in the district glad of Bro. Taylor'a company, lJ.Dd felt that i i:l. We cannot compute the effect of indi
the remainder of the conference year, and it would be very encouraging· to have the · vidual influence for good or e'ril in the life and 
had made arrangements accordingly. While counsel and help of an elder to b J asaociated experience of our fellow man, and bow neces
we do not presume to find fault with those in with us in our missionary labors in this land. s!u:y it is that we all, espeeially ministers, 
authority, vet we do believe that they are Through the kindness of this brother, the ''walk worthy of our vocation," and when we 
anxious to know the needs of every place, writer was privileged to enjoy some of the remember according to Paul that "what the 
and we -believe if Bro. Roth is taken out of scenery for which "Bonnie Scotland" is world knows of God it knows through us," 
this district the work wili suffer loss. We world-famed, and its reputation is by no I surely we cannot be too careful in our deport· 
know that we have not enough elders in the means underserved. The rugged, wild, I ment among the childen of men; position at.d 
districl., and consequently the work is greatly mountainous coasts of the Western High- rar;k seem very desirable to many, and "un
retarded. Therefore we have not asked for lands presented a magnificent spectacle as we holy ambition" bas been the rock upon which 
much of the elders' time, and have tried to sailed through the lochs, while on either multitudes have struck and sunk in despair, 
do what we could; but now we think the time hand the heather-clad bills arose straight up yet the increase of honors brings increase of 
has come when we need help. When a from the water's edge and were lost to sight responsibility, and when we rc fleet upon; 
miner goes out prospecting and '-'strikes a in the clouds above. Truly, nature contrib- these things our only ambition is to be "a!ll 
lead," he does not, leave it until he has secured utes her best not only for the existence but honest mao-the noblest work of God." 
at least all the nuggets of the precious metal also for the enjoyment of man, and one feels "Rank is out the guinea's stamlJ; 
near the surface. When there are some near impressed that the late Henry Drummond The man's the gowd for a' that_." 

the kingdom we do not like to see them was correct when he penned his beautiful Let U'l see to it that our position before the" 
neglected but brought into the fold. It is thoughts on cooperation in nature unfolding world shall be honored and respected by our
like sowing grain and neglecting to harrow, her testimony in such poetic eloquence, estab- selves as a sacred treasure, and in so doing 
and the birds come and devour it. 'fben lishing the truism, "Nothing' lives unto win the respect of others. We were kindly 
what will the harvest bel' When a new itself," but that "the struggle for the life of cared for by one Mr. Dudgeon, who had 
opening is made or an interest gained, if it is others seems to be everywhere impressed espoused the Brighamite cause. Being fast 
neglecte~, it will take about as many sermons upon the universe as the veritable foundation on for ei gh t.y years of age, his views had 
~o get back the interest again, hence, much of 'Altruism.'" crystallized and it was almost impossible to 
~ime and labor is lost. If we could have We aJso visited "Auld Reekie" (Eiinburgh) show him anything different to what he had 
enough elders or preachers to have regular in the interests of the work, which has got. 
~ervices wherever there was a branch or a recently become so conspicuous in the re- On Saturday, September 22, Bro. Taylor 
few Saints, though it were only once a month, ligious world as the place in which the great left us for his home. We felt sorry to part-, 
then the work would move so much more event in Scottish church history has been as we had enjoyed out· brief intercourse. 
rapidly, and the Saints could do what circum- consummated, namely, t,he union between Bro. Miller and I have continued our open 
stances permitted to keep the work alive. the UnHed Presbyterian Church and the air meetings in Hamilton, and sometimes 
We cannot all preach, but we can all do , Free Church, which we hope may presage visiting Airdrie, we get a fair hearing, in 
something. And the people could have a bet- ·the fimU union with the one body. of which Hamilton especially. Of course we are meet
ter chance to understand the gospel before aloneChrist is the bead. Surely these heart- ing bitter opposition from a sect here who 
something claimed so much of their atten- felt feelings of the human family bespeak the call themselves Brethren of Christ, but so far 
tion. Order, regularity, and persistent effort insatiable longing for the bread of life in there has been a complete bankruptcy of 
~s what will bring the bountiful harvest. place of the husks of human wisdom and tra- Christlike actions and sayings in their treat-

Your sister in Christ, dition upon which religion has become as ment of us. They are very emphatic in their 
JULIA NEWLIN. starved as "Pharaoh's lean kine.'' May it be advertisement of salvation, yet their much 

HAMILTON, Scotland, Dac. 3. 
Editors Saints' Rerald:-I thought this 

morning I would write and let your readers 
know how we were progressing in this land 
of Scotland, I would first express my thanks 
in behalf of the mission to Sr. M. Woods, 
Bro. and Sr. Houston, Bro. and Sr. Wylie, 
and "a friend," per Bro. Pitt and others, for 
their kindness and g·enerous response to our 
appeal in your columns which appeared some 
time ago. We have become acquainted with 
several persons who are disposed to treat our 
message with favor through being intro
duced by some of our American brothers and 
sisters. We cannot foretell the reRults, but 
hope for the best. We also have had the 
sympathy and generous help of many of our 
brothers and sisters in Leeds, and we pray 
that God will abundantly bless l!;,ll for their 
goodness and remembrance of us since being 
herE:. 

On September 15 we were made glad by 
the appearance of Elder T. Taylor, of Brad
ford, Yorkshire, who spent a week with us, 
this being his annual vacation, and we all 
appreciated his material assistance in the 
spreading of the glorious news of the restored 
gospel. While be was here we preached in 
Hamilton, Airdrie, and Glasgow in the open 
air, and were successful in having a good 

so; but juot as every great movement in his-. vaunted sanctification does not prevent them, 
t.ory is met with opposition and persecution, from grossly and willfully misrepresenting 
so it. seems that this union of ecclesiastical us to the people in a manner anything but. 
bodies in Scotland is not so felicitous as was truthful or fair. They are privately inform-
first anticipated. The noise of opposition ing people that we are Mormons, those char
and rioting is in the air, and the malcontents acters of whom it is written ''steal into houses 
are strenuously seeking by foul means to ac- and lead captive silly women," urging the 
complish what argument and arbitration people not to come and hear us. Both in 
have failed to bring- about. public and private they have consigned us 

We found some in Penstone, Tranent, and to hell, and according to these oracles, there 
Elpbinstone, outlying villages of Edinburgh, is not any chance of us being saved. The 
who bad erstwhile been active members of very vivid manner in which they depict the 
the church, but the wrongdoing of one whom horrors of the tortured in this place and 
they looked upon as the ambassador of Christ their continual preaching of it might lead 
devastated the work and we found, like I one to believe that their especial commission 
arcbaHlogists, only the debris of ruins to was to represent that firm, besides having 
show us of what had once been. Our efforts had a more than theoretical acquaintance 
to reanimate these l:feless members, so far with it. However, they are doing us no 
has been a failure. With the confiding sim- hurt,-their conduct recoils upon themselves. 
plicity of country people, they had almost One threatened us, saying I ought to be 
lost· sight of God in tbe fleshly instru- thankful he was converted or else he would 
ment, and when their idol was shattered have given me something, etc., and because 
the light died out; and the passage of I do not preach that everybody deserved to 
time has put out even the smouldering ashes be literally blazing in the unquenchable fire 
of their first love, and one told us they of this infernal holocaust, I should go there. 
"could never, nor had they ever, joined any Well, we still have an attentive audience 
other church, and they would not hear us be- which greets us whenever the weather per
cause they were not going to be deceived mits us to occupy there. 
again.'' On the threshold of eternity, it 11 On Saturday, Dacember 1, we had the 
seems inexpressibly sad that our aged breth- pleasure of again troubling the waters, this 
ren and sisters cannot forget the wrongs of time in Glasgow, when Bro. Alex. Porteus, a 
the past and once again resume their com- young man who has heard the old, old story 
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at these meetings, coveD:anted to follow 1 Stedman and Sr. Ceilia Ve1·non's daug·hter were willing to listen attentively to the gos
Christ t,b:rough good and evil report. We Rose. Sister Vernon has recently buried her pel story. Bro. Davison, by his genial dispo
believe his wife will soon follow. She is in- husband and a bright little daughter; surely sition and kind counsel,. makes friends every
vestigating as are more whom we trust will her trials are seve;·e. Saints, please re- where for the cause. He is no doubt a de
follow this example. It seems very difficult member ber at the throne of grace; she is scendant of Tubal Cain, ati he knows how to 
to penetrate the indifference to religion worthy, and is striving to bring· a large "handle the organ." 
many, many people have, and one is tempted family up in the fear of the Lord. I went to November 8 we began a series of meetings 
to be discouraged at the paucity of success. New Pittsburgh and preached twice for the at South Gouldsboro. I was born there, but 
We are still distributing literature from scattered few there. moved away when a child, and now return 
door to door, as well as in our public meet- The Saints and friends of Sand Run and with the best thing in the world, the gospel. 
ings in the open air. The weather is very New Pittsburg showed their appreciation of Some there are about ready for baptism, ~ut 
inclement, street is heavy, still we my labors ag their overseer for a number of the icy salt water seems to cool their ardor. 
are pressing on doing the best we can, trust·· years, by surprising me with a present of In leaving South Gouldsboro Bro. Davison 
ing the day wiil come when we shall reap the thirteen dollars in money; and saying, as it preached ~> rousing sermon illustrating the 
.harvest. was presented by Srs. Ma~gie Hanna of Sand difference between man's teaching and our 

The Mormons studiously avoid us, Their Run and Carrie ·Davies of New Pittsburg, Lord's. He put such statements as, "Raise 
:liat has gone forth. Bro. Cairns and the 1 "This is for Bro. Moler's individual use; we your hand and be saved before leaving the 
'.WrHer are to be visited with some calamity 1 give it to him, and not to the church." I as- room," against, "He that shall endure to the 
ffor our lies(?), etc., especially for daring to sured them then, and do still, that it was end the same shall be saved," on a black
cassert Brigham Young was not a prophet of duly appreciated. board with chapter and verse of scriptural 
<the Lord. I came here and am holding meetings in q notations. Also, "Believe only," against, 

We were glad to make the of the town hall; congregations small but very "Except a man be .born of water and of the 
JBro. James Wilson, of Glasgow, who was attentive. I am domiciled with Bro. G. W. Spirit," etc. He neglected to erase it, and as 
ibaptizsd into the church by Bro. F. Sheehy Hull and family, who know how to care for the next day was Sunday, with an appoint
:at Providence, Rhode Island. He is an ear- the missionary. I close here tonight, and go ment out for a Baptist at the same hour, it 
mest man, full of zeal for the cs,use, and we to Union Furnace to assist Bro. 0. B. Thomas, was well. The minister came, carried his 
Jhope soon to commence permanent operations Bro. S. B. Kriebel, the station agent there, manuscript up to the desk, then turned and 
ii.n the city of Glasgow where, from out of the having procured the K. of P. hall for a, read carefully the comparative statements. 
1~eeming multitudes we hope to gather some series of meetings. Bret,hren T. J. Beat~y He must have decided his sermon was not for 
\Who will accept God's overtures of mercy and and V. M. Goodrich have been doing a good the occasion, as he picked it up and put it 
J!ove. work in the city of Columbus; they have away in his pocket. He talked awhile with-

So far as I can judge, the success of this baptized quite a number, and the missionary out making reference to the "writing on the 
'work is dependent largely upon concentrated, in charge recently organized a branch there. wall," though it was evident he interpreted 
<eoherent efforts on the part of the minist1-y; All things considered, the work is progress- the "weighed in the balances and found 
tspasmodic, intermittent strugg·les don't effect ing fairly well in this distdct. wanting." He placed himself on man's side 
rot~ch. "The continued dropping of the Early in the month of March, 1901, I ex- all right. "If anyone asks," said he, "why I 
'Water wears away stone" if it is all in one pect to gather up my family and move Zi.on- didn't use my manuscript, tell them the 
plooe. ward, and locate in the town of Holden, Lord did not want me to." I think if. he 

Bro. Miller has had a spell of sickness, Missouri, having recent,ly bought me a home would be a little more solicitous he would find 
rather severe, but is feeling better and has there. And I wish through the Herald to the Lord didn't want him to preach at all. 
resumed his employment. Wife and baby express my thanks to the Saints and friends From t.here we went to Birch Harbor and 
are now here in Hamilton, which accounts for in Ohio district for their support and noble preached to a crowded house nearly every 
change in address. This arrangement is much manner in which they with very few excep- evening during our series. An evangelist 
preferable, besides saving the expenses of tions have stood by me. May the God of and a Baptist minister tried to hinder us by 
board. We still ask for the help of all who heaven and earth reward them. I pray the putting in appointments ahead, but we had 
can help the work here in Scotland, besides Lord to bless you, Bro. Joseph, and your the sympathy of the people, while they could 
an interest in your faith and prayers. counselors with great wisdom, that you in- get but small audiences. Many houses are 

We were sorry to notice the death of Bro. deed may wisely and righteously _preside open to us that never were before, and pub
Hansen, of '&he Scandinavian mission, and 1 over this great body of the family of God, lie opinion is-in our favor, apparently. 
pray that God will tho mourners. and that all in authority may seek to honor Corea was. just as nice to us, and we left 

In hope of ultimate triumph, yours, their calling and office. sadly, with hearty invitations to come again. 
J. W. RUSH'l'ON. My address is Limerick, Ohio, until March December 6 we started for conference at 

· 5 Brandon Street. 1, 1901, after that Holden, Missouri. Stonington. St.aid one night at Bar Harbor 
Yours still in the conflict, striving to win· with Bro. and Sr. McKeown, noble Saints, 

CHAUNCEY, Ohio, Dec. 17. the race, JAMES MOLER. who make the travelers welcome. I noticed 
Editors Herald:-I left home November 17, [Bro. Moler seems to have come to a prac- a large picture of vur present prophet hang-

·a.nd went to Pine, where Bro. 0. B. Thomas ticable solution of the question, "Shall we ing in a conspicuous place. 
and I recently baptized ten. I preached gather?" by first getting ready, then moving Arriving at conference we found a fair 
three times to full houses of attentive lis- into the region round about. Welcome, delegation fcom surrounding branches. El-
teners. At Davisville I organized a branch brother.-ED.] ders Cunningham and D&vison wet'e chosen 
on the 20th, by the direction of Apostle W. to preside. Elder John Billings was elected 
H. Kelley (missionary in charge), and M1e president of district. Preaching and other 
Ohio district conference. I baptized three BAR HARBOR, Maine, Dec. 13. services received favorable comment from 
while there, and confirmed one other bap- Editors Jieralil:-It seems to be the rule of all, and a good spirit prevailed. Elders 
tized by Bro. Hill. Since the organization correspondent,s to write when a favorable re- Davison, Ames, and writer were speakers for 
of the new branch eight have been baptized. port can be given. This is as it should be, conference. Bro. Mark Billings was ordained 
All was peace when I left t.hem. At Creola we think, as a tale of woe in a letter or prayer a teacher and Bro. Chase Dunham a priest, 
I assisted Bro. 0. B. Thomas a few t.imes; he meeting has usually a depressing effect. I on recommendation of their respective 
bapt.ized three while there. At Union . have been associated with Elder H. J. Davi- branches. We hear Bro. Greene's work 
Furnace I held two meetings and baptized son since the latter part of Alilgust, with the spoken highly of and both he and Elder T. C. 
three, who were enrolled with Creola branch. exception of a few weeks he spent in Aroos-~ Kelley are greatly missed. Bro. Blanchard 
I visited New Straitsville, Hemlock, and took county. So far as I know, the work was unable to be present, owing to ill health, 
Sand Run, preaching at each place; at Sand, I never was in a better condition in Maine. we understand. The next conference will be 
Run, December 9, I baptized two,-a Mrs. i Everyvyhere we have been good audiences 1 held at Mountainville. 
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Eider Cunningham is to hold a series of 
meetings at Cranberry Isle this and next 
weeks. Bro. Davison and I came to Bar Har
bor by boat yesterday and go to Lamoine for 
meetings till last of next week, when he g-oes 
home for the holidays. 

Thus is our report favorable, we think, 
with the ,field "white unto the harvest." 

In gospel bonds, 
C. H. RICH. 

OLD DANESMOOR, Eng., Dec. 6. 
Editm·s Herald:-The work here seems to 

be moving slowly along. We ought to be up 
and doing. There has been contention of 
late, but the clou.d is slowly passing away. I 
know that if we were as faithful as the work 
is true, we should be more blessed than we 
are. We have not many members here in 
Clay Cross branch, but if the few would 
make a united stand, we would make prog
ress, because it has been promised us by our 
heavenly Father. We should live in accord· 
ance with his word. If we gain only one or two 
souls, great shall be our reward. May the 
time speedily come when we shall be able to 
gather some sheaves into the fold, is the ear· 
nest prayer and desire of your brother in 
Christ, GEO. H. HOLMES. 

PLEASANTVILLE, Iowa, Dec. 13. 
Editors HeNld:-Since my last communica· 

tion I attended our district conference and 
reunion held at Colfax, after which Bro. J. 
W. Morgan and myself went to Baxter with 
the district tent expecting to hold a series of 
meetings there; but the weather became so 
cold that the people could not stay in the 
tent without endangerii1g their health. We 
held a few meetings, and while there were 
visited by Brn. W. C. Nirk and George 
Shimmel, who gave good instructions that 
were well received. 

We then moved the tent to Rhodes in hopes 
the weather would be more favorable, but it 
remained so cold we stored the tent for the 
winter, and Bro. Morgan went home for a 
few days, and I went three and one half miles 
north to the home of Bro. Charles and Sr. 
Bessie Richards and commenced a series of 
meetings in their schoolhouse, continuing 
two weeks, and would have been glad to have 
staid two weeks longer, as the interest in the 
meetings demanded it, but corn picking came 
on and we thought best to close until some 
future time. While there, we wEre much 
encouraged by the assi8tance rendered us in 
the singing by Sr. Mattie Hughes and all the 
good Saints of Rhodes, who seemed to be 
willing to make any sacrifice to spread the 
gospel. Bro. Nirk was on hand and did 
much to make the meetings a success. There 
is a new opening, and I have every reason to 
believe that the Lord has sheep there that 
will come into the fold. 

I held three services at the home of Bro. 
Nirk, whet'e I met a number of live Saints 
and some interested friends. Then went to 
Ookaloosa and stayed over Sunday with the 
Saints; then went to Charter O~k, where I 
had a good hearing and found the Saints liv
ing their religion and doing all they can for 
the spread of the gospel. They stopped their 

SAINTS' HERALD. 
Sunday school for a short tim'l duriog the 
hot weather, but all were anxious to have it 
started. Oc~tsiders seemed as much int.er
ested a6 the Saints, so wq started the school 
again. 

Fcom here I went to Concord and held a 
week's meeting with a good hearing, consid· 
ering the busy times. I went to North 
Liberty and started a series of meetings, but 
owing to the corn not being picked I closed 
for the present. 

Through the courtesy of Bro. Bare I next 
reached Sandyville. From there I went to 
the Con schoolhouse, half way between 
Sandyville and Pleasantville, where I have 
been for the past two weeks, and in spite of 
mud and bad weather the congregations are 
good and a good interest prevails. I am well 
cared for at the home of James Foisher 
though neither him nor his good wife are 
members of the church. I do not know 
where I will go from here. 

Yours in bonds, 
W. H. KEPHAR'l'. 

DENVER, Colorado. 
Bro.-R. C. Evans arrived in the city Friday 

the 14th and remained for the Sunday serv
iejs. Fair-sized congregations greeted him 
both morning and evening. His talk was 
very interesting. 

The first Sunday in January will be a rally 
day with the Denver Saints, and it is re
quested that &Jl be present, both members of 
the branch and members of the church that 
are not members of the branch. Come, 
Saints, come up to the work of the Lord and 
let us make this a time long to be remem· 
bered. E F. SHUPE. 

te ndance of one de zen people in a country 
school is productive of more good than a 
spasmodic town effort. 

I have just concluded a three weeks' effort 
in the eastern part of R<tmsey county, thirty 
miles from a railroad. Had fair interest, 
considering inclement weather and other 
drawbacks. One blizzard interrupted three 
successive nights. Another night, Bro. and 
Sr. Langton in company, we attempted to 
force a passage; but, losing sight of every" 
thing but our own sleigh in the blinding 
snow, we were compelled to take the back 
trail. 

I leave here for Cavalier county today, by 
invitation of Bro. Crowe!, who, I understand, 
had nobly tried to labor locally. 

By letter from Brn. Thorburn and Hough
ton, I learn that the former is "doing the 
best he can," at Leeds, York, Knox, and ad
jacent points, and the latter in the "moun
tains," somewhere, struggling to make all 
that he meets acquainted with the glad gos
pel news. 

May the God of heaven bless each and all 
of his children everywhere! Let us call upon 
him to give us faith and strength to do our 
duty, labor in whatever sphere, conscien· 
tiously, undeviatingly, wisely. 

I again beg leave to remind the Saints of 
the needs of the bishopric; Md I especially 
solicit correspondence with all ''scattered 
members" in the two Dakotas, with a view to 
recording their names, and also as a means 
for planning new openings for gospel labor. 

Yours for enlightenment and progress, 
WM. SPARLING. 

Editors Herald:-Bro. H. E. Moler and I 
began a series of meetings in the town hall 

PARK RIVER, N. D., D2c. 15. at Essex on the last night of November and 
Editors Herald:-The correspondence de- continued until Wednesday, December 12, 

partment of the Heralci has a particular with moderate attendance and a fair show of 
charm, and a most wholesome and beneficial interest. Of course our presence did not fail 
effect upon all, I believe; but feelings of to induce some one to stir the antiquated and 
especial gratitude fill the hearts of those who unsavory odors of twice-dead and thrice
are isolated. And when we read of the gal- corrupted stories as to the origin and char
lant struggles of the Saints of latter days, acter of Mormonism, so-called. But we are 
we confess to a fellow feeling that makes us not so favored as our brethren in many fields. 
"wondrous kind." One writer said, sorne There the opposition is open, bold, defiant. 
time ago, Why don't the elders write of their Here it is quiet, secret, cunning. There 
failures? Because there are none. What! I public attack and defense furnish opportunity 
answer again, if we are truly engaged in for honest examination and fair play. In our 
God's work, there can be no failures. field the opposer may attend our meetings 

There are discouragements without num- and make no attempt to utilize the proffered 
ber; 'we have our share of them in Dakota; opportunity to question, criticise, and oppose 
but God has decreed, "The prophec'es and publicly; but he bas a more clever way. 
prombes ... shall all be fulfilled. Quietly, even slyly, he finds opportunity to 

This mission has suffared more this year, poison the minds of the people by circulating 
from a variety of causes, than at 'any time information gleaned from what Chambtlrs' 
within my recollection. First the unprece· encyclopedia calls the "most satisfactory" 
dented dt·outh of last summer bas paralyzed source, our enemies, so at EtJsex the afore
industry and trade of all kinds; this was fol- said work of Chambers and the autobiography 
lowed by abnormally heavy fall rains, and at of Peter Cartright were used privately. 
present we are suffering from deep snows and The latter's reference to Mormonism I had 
periodic storms of great severity, commonly not noted before. It might interest some of 
known out here as "blizzards." the ]Jerald readers. This life of that old-

In the towns the popular churches in- time preacher of note issues from the M. E. 
variably close their doors against us; the press of Cranston and Curts, Cincinnati. 
halls cost from two to seven dollars per night, Mr. Cartwright tells, on pages 343, 344, of 
numerous interruptions of "lodge nights" in- a visit to and conversation with "Jo" Smith 
tervene and paralyze our best efforts, and , which accords much better with his own 
experience has taught me that a regular at- I brag spirit than with the facts of the life and 
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utterances of Joseph Smith. Then he puts 
the finishing- touch to his story by relating 
what he chdms to have occut"red at a Metho
dist camp meeting in Morgan county (state 
not named): Q>Jite a number of '·Mormons" 
were in attendance. Ooe of them, a woman, 
fell over in her husband's arms and began to 
"speak in tongues." He forgete that the 
"falling- down" spirlt belongs to Methodism, 
not to Mormonism. He also forgets Paul's 
counsel, "forbid not to speak with tongues," 
for he told the woman to "stop that gibber
ish." Then he says the woman claimed to 
have a message from the Lord for him, and 
he would not hear that. As a result the 
woman's husband and himself exchang-ed some 
warm words, ending in this reverend gentle
man using these words (p. 345): ';Now start, 
and don't show your face here again, nor one 
of the Mormons. If you do you will get. 
Lynch's law." I wonder if the people who 
read such stuff, accepting it as evidence 
against the "Mor·mons," enjoy the picture of 
a camp meeting in glorious progress while a 
few "Mormons" dangle from the limbs of 
by trees, where they have been hung at the 
instigation of the pious leader of the meeting. 
How can intelligent people accept as 
qualified truth the unsupported 
of men who are so manifestly moved by 
spirit of prejudice and violence as rabid as 
that that has shed the blood of 
who dared to believe and teach 
things? 

This pious exponent of the doctrine of the 
meek and lowly Naz,1rene devotes quite a 
deai of space to argument j11stifying- the mob 
that slew Joseph and hyrum. On page 346 
be says: "A few years after that, an out
raged and deep' y inj :1red people took the law 
into their own hands and killed him and 
drove the Mormons from the state. They 
should be treated as outlaws in every country 
and clime." 

In view of these statements in this book, it 
follows that he who circulates such literature 
becomes a party to lawlessness in theory and 
the opponent of order and good government. 
His position here is not enviable, and what of 
the hereafter? 

We held meetings at Wilmington, from 
Thursday, 13th, until Monday, inclusive. 
The Saints there are alive, maintaining 
prayer meeting, Sunday school, and Raligio. 
Last night we began a series at Daselm. Ern. 
Roush and Pitt have preached here ·a number 
of years ago, and interest was good. We 
hope to build upon their foundation. 

The usual preparations for Christmas cele
bration are in progress among Saints as 
well as others. Will there be the usual 
amount of dGvotion to the heathen-originated, 
Roman-ao opted, Protestant-stamped cus
toms? Will there be the common quantity 
of unbecoming frivolity in the house of God? 
Must we see the same amount of money 
wasted upon U9eless trinkets and toys? Wi!i 
we, as usual, spend more than we can afford 
to buy presents for those who, unlike us, are 
able to buy expensive presents, lest we re
ceive more than we give? Shall we have 
that idiotic clown, Santa Claus, with his 
worse than nonsense, celebrate for us the 
)~oly event of the coming of the Son of God? 

Shall we lie to the inn.ocents concernin[~" this 
Shall we in t~h~ Bpiritot sobr·iot.y 

the God of heaven, or in the lov<l of 
worship the God of this world? 

shall we continue to celebri.l,te the 

we may con1e up h]gher in this 
t.hi ngs. Desiring tru tb s.ll 

Your beotber, 
ADAM J. KEOK. 

.COLUMBBS, Kan., Dec. 18. 
Editm·s Berald:-ReadiDg t.he He·ra!d ;"his 

morning, and rrJ.editating over the blessings 
the Lord blesses his people with when faith
ful, I feel ·to rejoice that with them I am one. 
If Saints could revJize the gr·eat advantage 
there is in living- a life that would i.mitde 
Christ.! In so doing- we have a claim to the 
blessings which accrue from obedience to 
t.be gospel, and it would not make us feel 
that we 'Nerc asking for thingB we really bad 
no right to ask for, and if we recslved the 
blessings it would be more as DJ pure g·ift or 
mercy of God toward us, than :J. rewaed for 
the work and labor we have done in order to 
secure the payment. 

The time is comiug when the Saints of 
God must wear the breastplate of fai!,h in 
order to escape the judgment which will 
surely come. I believe the Lor·d will take 
care of his people; but who are his people? 
Those who have their names upon the record 
as Saints? No! The Lord defines himself 
when be said: "By their fruits ye shall 
know them." 

The Saints in this branch ar·e trying to 
ply the gulden rule, Do unto others il.S you 
would have others do unto you. I have never 
in my sixteen years' experience ln this 
church, observed more true love for one an
other t,han I have in this branch. The Ss,hJts 
know their d1jty. When you go to the house 
of worship, you will always see tho dear faces 
of your brethren and sisters, and the Spirit of 
the Lord is there to bless. It put,s mo mind 
of old times when I first met with the 
I remember twenty years sgo when I first 
cnme to this country, I was not then able to 
speak or understand a word of English. My 
stopping place was with Bro. R. H. Dcwis, 
Mound V<>lley, Kansas (now Angola). It 
happened that Bro. a,nd Sr. J. T. D?.vis wore 
thHe, he preaching. I attended meet.ing regu
larly, but the first meeting t,hat ai'l'ected me 
was prayer and .testimony. Sr. Fr2d1Ce (now 
dead) bore her testimony a,nd prophesied in 
the name of the Lord. I was looking on, 
when all a.t once it seemed the ·house was full 
of something, what I did not know. If I ever 
loved the Saints, I did at that Mme. I im
agin the heavens would not be any bettor. 
My whole body shook. 'l'he teara were fil.Hng· 
my eyes. Yes, I left the house. I did not 
care to let anyone see my feelings. The same 
Spirit we enjoy now when meeting wHh the 
Saints. 

Our presiding officer is well known to the 
Saints all over for his love and the great 
sacrifices he has made for this gospel. You 
will always find him at his post. He is 
father to the Saints in this place, •Nith his 
words of and encouragement to go on. 

7 

b:·::mches had 
Tr.ylor. May 

spare him 
the Saints may be 

INe have other bret.h
wbo will som:'l day be 

world with their 
chosen vessels 

I. P. Bagg·erly, 

b0Jptizvd by .Br·o. Keck. We 
hg,ve a good 8u1_1da,y scb8ol, itnd when time 
comes for s·,cb.nol~ you wiH ~Jways see the par

children~ or the children take 
which, but they 

are all there, which, I t,hink, is an act that 
will do fot· in:ilt::;,tion. I have learned that 
Sunda,y schonl ons of the g.~~sjndest auxilia
ries to the church, for here you have the 
miDde of the the Lor·il said, of such is 

kingdmn It is the first round to 
~:I.'b.~:J child will learn to love 

a right eonception of 
ty, to years of accounta-

bilit~y he is ~J~ble to understand t~he teaching 
of Lhe goBpel) are instructed 
to give in D0ctr·ine ()8: 4. 

We were blcss"d with the presence of Bro. 
J. A. Gunsolley at our last reunion, and the 
insl:tuct.ion ncceived from him on Sunday 
school work did not, on thot•ns Ol' by the 

but I hdievn is bearing fruit. The 
blest with ~:uch n1en to always 

much to ba thankful for. 

my companion is doing 
I hear her singing,-

rl1 ht'r': must be no B1eeping soldiers 
In the ar:rDy of tbG Lord. 

Ah! j.f we were all !lJJle to unde1•stand the 
meaCllDg of words, No sleeping soldiers! 
Sc:tintsj let tu tr'y to be awf.tke and at our post 
when called upon, that thei work may prosper. 
Ever praying fot' tho wolf21re of Zlon, I am, 

Your brother in Christ1 

J. C. SEVERINE. 

HOPE. 

Hope comes to us all with its cheery smiles, 
And bids us look up to the f1.1r-oti bills; 

Where the light ling,ers yet for awhile 
We lay down the burdens of our mortal ills. 

Hope the sweat from the tired laborer's 
br'OV'7 1 

Bringing· to mind the happy rest of home. 
Hope cheers the Christian in his toll, 

The promise or a rich reward to come. 

And to the wo~.ry Christian on life's weary 
road 

Hope the gushing fountain !Wd the 
palms; 

To those wbo ar-e ready to fg]l by the wa,y, 
'l'be fields and tho harbor smiling 

Yes, Hope is our inspiration and our guide, 
Solaca in trouble, support in strife. 
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It is the soul's anchor on life's raging sea; 
A nurse to the sick, and to the dying·, life. 

RUTH ELLEN 'I' AYLOR. 
'l,oBrAs, Nebraska. 

THE YEAR'S RECORD. 

The year is done; it's smiles and tears, 
It's toil and rest, it's hopes and fears 
No more shall lift or bend us low. 
Till time shall end, we ne'er shall know 
How much of good, how much of ili, 
Its closely written pages fill. 
How many deeds the whole year through, 
Had we the power, would we undo, 
How many words would we recall
Those words we let so idly fall, 
How many thoughts from day to day 
We wish that we might sweep away. 
Alas! We cannot now retrace 
One step, nor any blot erase 
That our mistakes have placed upon 
The pages of the year that's gone. 
Great God, who only can repair 
Our life that's past, into thy care 
We trust in humble penitence, 
In pity pardon our offense; 
And every shadow sin has cast 
Cl;:ar from the record of our past. 

ADAM J. KECK. 

Mothers' Home 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

SELECT READING FOR JANUARY l\'l!TIETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS. 

[The following reading is taken from a re
cently published volume entitled "Viavi 
Hygiene." As we have given some time to 
the subject of Heredity, it seems wise to con
sider the influence of Environment and we 
hope that much help will be received through 
.a full discussion of the same.-ED] 

ENVIRONMENT. 

The two factors determining what we are 
and what we make of ourselves are heredity 
and environment. Heredity is the essential 
part of our nature that comes to us with our 
birth; environment is the external circum
stances of our lives. The traits and tenden
cies which we inherit have been transmitted 
to us by our progenitors-our parents, grand
parents, great-grandparents, and so on back 
indefinitely. The nature of these traits and 
·tendencies has been determined for us, with
'out our volition or conssn t, by the lives which 
•our progenitors led. Many of these traits 
:and tendencies are good, many others are 

than a fear of the cc,nsequences of being bad. 
But !l,s habit is powerful factor in deter
rnining the development of character, we 
ma,y easily fall into the habit of ignoring 
what is good in our heritage, cult-ivating 
what is bad, drowning· the conscience within 
us, Mld thus drift into evil which leads to 
ruin. 

'l'WO PORU~~S OPERA'l'E 'l'OGETHER. 

Heredity both affects and is affected by en
vironment. A strong inherited character 
has the ability to bend and shape the circum
stan.;ee of life to suit its own wishes and de
mands. Many of the greatest achievements 
of men have been accomplished under tl'ie 
most disadvantageous circumstances. Burn-
hl',m, the astronomer, was 
a court stenographer, having 
time to study astronomy only at night, and 
with the aid of a small telescope which he 
himself mounted in the crudest fashion: yet 
with this equipment of time and apparatus 
he became the greatest discoverer of double 

I 

stars that the world bas produced. History 
is full of such cases. The stronger the in
herited traits, the greater the ability to over
come disadvantag·eous circumstances. Hence 
the truth is put before us in all its tremen-
dous force that if we wish our children and 
children's children to be great in the struggle 
of life, we must contrive by every exercise of 
brains and conscience to see that they inherit. 
from us all the strength and health and will 
tha• it is possible for us to transmit to them 
by intellig-ent living. 

HOW WILL POWER IS INSTILLED. 

On the other hand, a nature born with a 
feeble will and no ambition nor pride will 
yield most readily to the influence of its envi
ronment. It frfquently happens that this envi
ronment is wholesome and uplifting, but this is 
opposed to the general scheme of nature and 
to facts as we know them. We all know that to 
be born with a silYer spoon in the mouth is 
oftener a curse than a blessing. All religions 
understand the value upon character of the 
practice of self-denial and the performance of 
hard and ceaseless labor. All the saints in 
all the calendars led lives of the severest aus
tsriLy, activity, and self·abnegat.ion. 'l'o be 
born to a life of ease means generally to be 
born to a life of idleness, and we all know 
that idleness is the father of most of the evil 
in the world. If it does nothing worse it 
p;·events a development of the good within 
us, which needs exercise for its growth and 
strength. It is common to the knowledge 
of all that a large proportion of the sons of 
miliionaires are little more than social out
casts, and that many of them die in youth or 

manhood. 

bad; but it is a wonderful law of n!l,ture that STRENGTH NEEDED POR EXISTENCE. 

·the good tends to overcome the bad, whether It is a law of nature that every living thing 
.physical, mental, or spiritual. It is a knowl- must be put upon a strain. If it is not suffi
·edge of this fact that makes us responsible ciently strong to bear the strain, it must 
•creatures, for we know that by cultivating break and give room to something that is. 
the good and suppressing the bad we can I Nature is a swarming· beehive of tremendous 
•constantly grow better and steadily tend to" and ceaseless activities. Idleness is a disease 
:arrive at human perfection. If we did not within its economy, and it will leave nothing 
bave a knowledg-e of this natural tendency untried to thrust it out. The stress and 
we should not be responsible creatures, strain are constant and severe. Social and 
should not be endowed with a conscience, and business usage naturally acquires the same 
should have no incentive to be good other ' characteristic. Competition is as strenuous 

in every department of life as among the 
shrubs and trees of the forest. From this 
competition come strength, agility, and 
courage. If the strain is greater than can be 
borne, we go down and are lost and forgotten. 

A FAUL'l' IN MODERN EDUCATION. 

Habit comes largely from environment. 
As we are social creatures, we are imitative. 
The son, instinctively longing to be a man 
like his father, will imitate his father's vices 
as readily as his virtues. Young men thrown 
together in citles and colleges drift into a 
common way of thinking, talking, and acting. 
A curious determining factor here introduces' 
itself. A thing becomes a temptation be
cause it is forbidden. The fault with the, 
general system of instruction is that it pays: 
more attention to prohibiting a thing than to> 
explaining why it is pernicious.. The natural'· 
spit·it of enterprise and discovery in the: 
young urges them to see and touch forbidden' 
things. There is, besides, inherent in all a 
certain impatience under personal restraint. 
which is as easily translated in to a love of 
license as a love of liberty. Added to all this: 
is a spirit of adventure inherent in the blood. 
So, taking all things together, the general 
effect of instruction to make evil a tempta-· 
tion instead of a warning is bad. 

This renders the environment of the young· 
a very important matter. The more fascina·· 
ting it is, for any reason, the stronger it. 
acts as an element in determining character· 
and the development of life. If its nature is: 
wholesome, its effects will be, for good comes: 
out of good; but also, evil comes out of evil. 

AN ENDLESS FIGHT FOR EXISTENCE. 

Heredity and environment are constantly 
reacting one upon the other. Each is striv-· 
ing to gain the ad vJ.ntage in molding charac
ter. They are not essentially antagonistic 
elements, but as a matter of fact they are.' 
generally opposed. In a natural wild state,, 
plants, animals, and human races are exactly· 
suited to their environment. This adaptation 
has come about by a very slow and painful 
process of adjustment and th.e survival of the: 
fittest. But even then, a constant warfare is: 
in progress among the different orders that, 
inhabit a specified wild locality. Men kiH 
animals and rob fruit trees to secure food, 
animals kill smaller animals and rob birds 
of their eggs, birds eat worms and insects and 
seeds, and plants of one order struggle 
ceaselessly for possession of the ground with 
plants of another order. Only the strongest 
or the most ingenious survive. Some animals 
take on a coat or color which makes it dif'fi
cult for their enemies to find them. Many 
are armed with weapons of defense as well as 
offense. Killing goes on ruthlessly, and the 
animals which cannot fight in defense of 
their lives must have something to compen
sate for their lack of strength and size-they 
must be agile, swift, or cunning. 

MAN EASILY ADAPTS HIMSELF. 

Civilized man is under the operation of the 
same great law, though its operation is com
plicated by numerous circumstances. If he is 
not naturally fitted to his environment, he 
fits himself to it by resort to artificial meas
ures. In cold climates he wears clothes to 
compensate for the lack of a coating of hair. 
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If he does not find all the foods that suit him, other, each modifying the force of the ot,J:wr OUR PART IN GOD'S WORK. 
he cultivates them, often under the most to the extent that one has a preponderance The gospel of Chri3t is not confined to a 
artificial conditions. This shows most splen- over the other; that the stronger the inher·· ohosen levv, but to all people. It is so exten, 
didly his innate power to bend extraneous ited qualities, the greater the power to bend sive and fr.~t··reB.chiog· in its chSoracter, that 
conditions to his will. If he fails to do so, it circumstauces to the purposefi of life; that men of every nwk 1~nd n11.tionali. ty, regardless 
is generally not from a lack of strength for the weaker the inherited qualities, tho of age physim1l abilities, ma.y find some 
the purpose, but from a weakness to yield greater the danger that the influences of the 1 to perfor·m iu God'a heritage. 
rather than a willingness to fight. Being environment will be evil, and that every sense I He told us in these ]IJ,tter d&ys "The 
gregarious by instinct, he must con[or~ in a 

1 

of rig~t. and dut.y ur~e~ us to live so th~t ou~ field is whHe sh·eady to bl1rvest, therefore 
large measure to ways and customs whwh he offspnng shall come mco the world eqmppea 1 whoso desires to re~"p let him th,·ust in hi§ 
~nds; it ~s ~is nat~r~l tendency to do so .. T.his I fo~i.ts sever~ s~rug~:~s1an: tr:a:s w~th all the \ sic. kle and reap with his might. while the 1%y 
1~ the Orlgm and tillS the danger of the lmlta· ablllty that lt lS pOSolb:e for US •0 hand down. I lasts." rrhat in vi [.a,tion has been accepted by 

t1ve facult.y. --- 1 many. Some have reaped until the Lord was 
THE NATURE OF GREAT ACHIEVERS. ' oatisfieil a:1d called them home. Others are 

Those who imitate least are those who have still at, work, aud volunteers are steadily 
the strongeat wills. If we were solely imita- as laborers in the harvest field, 

EJ:.DER T. A. HOUGAS, EDI'rOR. , h h ld' h · h d tive beings, none of us would think of making Not omy are t. ose •o w~ t e pr1est oo 
Henderson, Io/Iills Co., Iowa. '1 d t ' · b t ·1 h h those great departures which indicate dis- ca, e o ao a work, u, al w o ave cove-

(Sendcommunications d d th I d h' t tinctive individualities, and out of which all Address minutes nante to serve e --or are lS servan B, 

great individual achievement arises. It is to"Ed.itors and each has a work to do, that cannot be 
the men and women of distinctive individu- ---· I done by another. 
alities who do the thinking for· the world, ,· WORK IN,.?T~H AND I~:HO. + _ . THBJ DIFFEI:ENT. OI:GANIZATIONS 
who make the diwoveries, who build rail- Dunng the reu.~wn neld at Pi~asanu Grove 1 in t.he church are furmsbmg employment for 
roads, who paint great pictures and write last, fall, Thursday, September 6• was set many, and the privilege of doing good in the 
great books, who probe into the secrets of apart as Sunday.scho~l.~ay. It~prov~.d ~0 b~ \ hon~e, the mo~t. important place, is open wall. 
nature and drag them forth for the benefit of one of the most mtenstwg day" of the Ieun The ones who are performing the noblest 
mankind, and who do all the other noble and ion. Convention work~ in which many took part in spreading the truth and making the 
inspiring things that make of the world an an active part, occupwd the morning and greatest sacrifices are often the least known 
eternal spectacle and delight. The more afternoon sessions; and at night tho audience, to the world, and sometimes to the "house
easily people adapt themselves to the condl-1 which ~ore than fi:!Gd our little ch~:pel, was hold of faith." The t.rue spirit seeks not for 
tions about them the less they care for some- 1 entertaw~d by a literary a,r:d musiCal ,pro· prestige, or to display self-ability; but un
thing different, and yet something different I gram, whwh ~ll s?emed_ to enJoy. !he cem-

1 

ost .. entat.iousiy, a'& every oppOi·tunit.y, tries to 
might, l:!e something better. I por~ry orgam~atwn or the prevwu.:' year help where it is the most needed. This is 

BE PREPARED FOR A CA1.'ASTROPHE. havmg been wdorsed T b~ all the ~unda.y I the f],'raod and deeper side of the !l'Ospei, and. 
. schools of Utah and .da.1o, and do.egates the niace wlwr· we must occupy if we desire. 

No matter how comfortably one may be es- f· t f 'h b , ,.. t . • · 0 
" 

._ a • 1. , · 1 rom mos .. 0 " em 8 'ng p.esen ' perma- 1 God's recognition. It is grD.tifyiDg to know· 
tabllehud m 1fe, 110 m.>tter how snug Y One t 0 ao· 1• nt' """' "ff"'''"•d under P·e nen rF>[Jlln_ z,JJ lOU "'-~r' e :;:;,_,~.:v ,_ .:I~, i -!.-"!1'.::-;~- row,.., nass tb"jJ"lOU.IYl"' thio 1ife 
may have fii;ted one's self into one's environ-~ f t • ,. o' , . , • •· ''·''A" " ·"J • • ' • '"'J_ ~ " ,. 

. . . marne o. "he U"ah and Iduno d!SH"<Ct, <'VJ.t,h D. I co:ith his qe·Jd wo•·ks unnoticed tne all·see-
ment a,nd found the mcest possible balance W w· h · . d . s J- · Go,... .. ·' ~ "",.. · - · ' 

. , . , _ . 1g t supermten ent, r. enm8 ''"· r' ing eye of Ge;d knovveth b 1m aod will reward 
between the urgliJg of ones rnher,ted ten den- 1 of Ogden, secretary and treasurer·. 0

0 

• ,y .. 
1

, 
·Cies and the pressure of one's environment I . . . I >!CCurd,'-'b;-J · 
. _ . . ' We are glad to see the moerest taken by so Not ."l.l are. c>'.lled to. do the same part ln 
1t should be remembered that there IS notn- many of the Saints in this line of work, It, t .. , __ ," h· . 
ing stable in life or the world At any time . . . I ,he go,.p.J, but ea~h -.as hw 

· lls mdeed proving a "help." The Fxample , 
'.a catastrophe may befall us. It·may come as f B d 8 G d f 0 ,. t u· h . INDIVIDUAL LABOR. 

• 0 ro. an t'. i1t" ner, 0 J.!D OD~ u::& , 1'0 
war, or pestilence, or severe financial strm-, keeping a home school ought to he followed Upon ex9,mioing grea'& piece of mechan-
:gency, or g:eat labor strikes: or devastating by many others who have not the advantag·e ism, d.iseover that it is a combination of 
:storms, o: swkn~ss, or au accident that trans- of a regularly organiz0d Suroly m11ny parts. Some aro large, others are 
~orms ,u~ mto cr·tppl.es. T.here are ~~ny l'n;.ys I there ought to be no children more worthy of small: but each, having close reh1ti.on to 
m whicn the established order of tnwgs may consideration than one's own. and I do not the other, its own work to per·form, the 
·be upset. The man or the woman who can believe that God will hold ~arents entirely small wheels being of as gre<'>t, a necessity as 
best and most :eadily change fro~t and effect irresponsible for the characte.rs that develop the laqre mz,ssive ones. So may we regard 
:a new adaptatwn has a tremenaous ad van- under their own direction. every ('ffort that is being made, whether it 
ta~e. · The qualities required for th~s We appeal t,o the Saints and ministry be preaching t.he wot'd, helping in the differ
·evtdently do not come from a peaceful env1- throughout the mission to use every effort to ent. auxiliaries to the church, or discharging 
ronme_nt, and therefo.re m~st be inherited. develop this important braneh of the work. family dut.ies hi the home, as works of no lit
But they cannot be mher1ted unless those Undoubt.edlv the most effective labor is that tle importance. H is necessary that the 
re~ponsible. for our being have lived so t.hat which gets tl1e people to work, and t.he Sun- wm~ks some be of greater publicity than 
th:s ex?~edmgl~ useful power of ~daptatwn, day school is especiaily etl\octive in enliBting others, so do the great wheels upon a machine 
th1s ablllty_to .nse after we fall, wtll descend a class of energetic young people who are apt occupy moro conspicpous place, yet t.hat 
to us, a~d. 1f 1t can. descend to us we can to imagine there is nothing· they can do. L-~t fact does not prove their work to be of more 
transmrt lt to our children. us not forget that, there is work for all, and consrquence than the minor ones. It may 

WHAT WE SHOULD GET WITH LIFE. that there is all the work that all. can do. truly be said, no one can say to another, "I 
The deductions which we can draw from' There is no time to lose. We are pulling havo no need of thee." 

this brief glance at ):wredity and environment against the tide, and if we rest on our oars we In whatever place we may occupy in our 
as determining factors in our lives are that shall drift. If we 3,re really in earnest, we Master'§ canse, it is well to examine our-
we may inherit from our parents and remoter need not hunt long for something to do. selves and ascertain whether 
progenitors, and transmit to our children and If this catches the eye of anyone in the dis- OUH. MOTIVES 
their progeny, essential qualities which are I trict or mission who is interested and wants are who1ly pure. Satan is at work every-. 
determined by the manner of thinkin.g and I help, or can help us, we shall be glad to cor- where, seeking the harder t,o destmy those. 
living; that the more intelligently we t,hink respond, ! who are engaged in better work. This evil 
and live, the greater will be the benefit to Address .Jennie Garr, secretary, 801 Vvash- 1 influenee was felt by the r,postles, in the days 
our offspring; that we can live so as to make I ington avenue, 0;;-den, Utah. I when Christ sojourned and led them to 
·them or break tbem to a large extent; that D. w. WIGHT, Supt. , ask, "Who sha.ll be the greatest?" We need 
.heredity and environment react upon each · OGDEN, Utah, 1509 Wash. Ave. ' to be upon our guard, lest the enemy take UE. 
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by surprise and we be found God lovers out
wardly, while inwardly we seek not 
counsel. 

Could we but know ourselves [!;S we 
known by God, seeing all the imperfections 
we are making in the place we are try1.ug to 
fill, it, is doubtful whether ~m would be :;ble 
to see our brother's failures, becauae ol the 
multiplicity of our own. J. A. HANSEN, 

For Pottawattamie district convention. 

ConferenGB 

WESTERN MAINE. 
Conference convened with 

know it is the law of 
will obey, know-

sodDing ·they inherit a celes-
IFle have been blessed with 

year. Don't let us neglect the 
We will soon hav" to send 

me hear from you as soon 
in a f6w dollars. Remem· 

dollar out of every ten. 
and just.? The Lord has 
ana only requires one 

Now Saints, neglect this duty 
Let me receive a draft from you 
of 'ohls month. My address is 

Ci.ty, Holt county, Missouri. 
R. K. Ross. 

PROPOSED Al\IIENDl\HJNTS TO RULES OF ORDER 
AND DEBATE. 

branch, December 8 and 9. ElderS. G. given, that by action of 
ningham chosen to preside, H. J. Davison as- the joint council the seventy, the following 
sistant, Abbie L. Coiby clerk. Branches amendments to the Rules of Order 
reporting: Little De6r lsle 57, Bray's Moun- will be to the General 
tain 25, Stonington 93. Invitation was ex-, Uonference of its consideration and 
tended to visiting Saints to take par'& in act.ion:-- , 
business meetings. Officers Elders R.;soi ved, that section 161, paragraph 5 
H J. Davison, S. G. Cunningham, J. Amec, I be st-ricken and that the following 
J. J. Billings, 0. C. E"ton, S. S. inserted in its : "In case satisfac-
Priests C. H. Rich, J. E Eaton; Teacher I tion shaH not be given upon the examination 
J. Eaton; Deacon H. R. Eaton. J. J. Bil· and decision of any cause before a 00urt of 
lings chosen district president, A. L. elders, .tm appeal from such decision may be 
clerk. H. J. Davison, J. N. Ames, and had by the aggrieved to the bishop's 
W. Blanchard delegates to nex'G G"ueral court, and f!'om court to the high coun-
Conference. Officers' and statistical oiL" 
must be in the hands of the district Resolved, that section 151, paragraph 5 
three days before conference convenes. be stricl;::en out and in lieu thereof the 
Bishop's ag-ent's report: Received $!6! 35; be inserted: "In case of appeal, 
paid out $162.a5; balance on hand $2. Re- must set forth clearly to the 
ferred to au auditing committee and found which appeal is made, the reaaons 
correct. A recommendation wa··J received " 
from Bray's Mountain b1·ancb, for or- "In c~.se the authority to which 
dination vf Mark E. Billings as also I the eiders' has reported, shall send at 
one from Stonington branch, for ordi- receipt of written notice of such 
nation of Bro. A. C. Dunham to office of and minutes of evidence, 
priest. Recommendatkms accepted and or- :1 copy proceedings of the court in 
dination, provided for. Preaching by H. J. and cause the same to be filed with 
Davison, J. N. Ames, and C. H. Rich. Sac- to which appeal is taken." 
rament meeting in charge of ,L J. "Remark. In cases where offending par· 
assisted by J. E. Ell.ton. The iofant son ties h:we or are inaccessible to 
Bro. and Sr. Arthur Hatch was blessed by the prescribed and methods provided 
H. J. Davison and J. N. Ames. Adjourned for in section 161, the words, 'if 
to meet at Bray's Mountain at the caH of dis- be construed to qualify 
trict president. and proceedings had 

is not had by the 
tho way of appeal is open." 

NEW HOPE. the of God in the Book of 
Doct,rinn and Covenants, section 17, para-

Conference of above distt"ict convened at grll,ph 13, that "the several elders 
Richmond, Virginia, D~cembBr 1. J. L. compocliug Church of Christ" shall meet 
Goodrich chosen to preside, Sr. A. R. Corson in conference and transact the business of 
secretary. Bishop agent's report: Receipts the cbut-ch in said conferences, etc., Re
$67; expenses $60.40; balance due church solved, t.hat the Ruies of Uepresentation, 
$6 60. Committee appointed to audit, fouDd secUon 176, 2, be amended to read 
it cor~ect; lVIoti~n to sustain the officers of as follows: to eligi-
the d1strwt carr1ed. On bUit.y to 1;he office of from district to 
made, letters of. removal Sr's. G.c~neral Conference be eldership in the 
Moler and Fanme E Taylor, were ordered. chm·ch in standing." 
Bro .. J. L. Goodrich and Sr. J. L Rand were j Rosol M1e,t secti.on para~rraph 1, be 
appomted d~leg~tes to the General Cotdc:r- I amended by the "The qualifi· 
ence. One oapt1sm. ":F~ou)(b few were l!l · ctttions for as &uch delegate being 
attendance, yet the Sp1r1t was and tbnt he hold of an elder and be in 
all seemed to enjoy the services. 
services on Saturday evening and three times 
on Sunday by J. L. Goodrich. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 

section 175 be stricken out, 
a,m1 the ng· be substituted therefor: 

I "The general officers of the church known a3 
the the t.wel ve, the high council, 

1 
the presiding bishopric, and all 
hig·h elder·s, a,nd priests when travel· 

under Conference or general ap-
are t'X officio members of General 

and entitled to voice and vote in 
GGneral Conference wben present." 

To. the Saints of Nodaway Dis~ri~t:-It .is that section 99 be amended by 
requtr~d of us toda:y ,to pay our,tlt~mg. Do I the sixth line, after the word 
we beheve the angel J messE>ger Some say, the words "By a two-thirds' 
Yes; and confirm it by their act,ions. Some vote" ' 
hav~ paid their tit,hes a.nd are stil.l to On behalf of a committee of the joint sev-
contmue to obey the vo1~a of God w so j enty, DUNCAN CAMPBELL. 
But 0 how few have satd they now want · c. SCOTT. 
wake up to duty, not because they expect the ! R. s. SALYARDS. 
Lord to bless them with better crops another LAMONI, Iowa, December 5, 1900. 

NOTIOE TO AMEND CONSTITUTION AND BY
LAWS OF GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL 

ASSOCIATION. 
Notice is hereby given that at the next 

convention of the association in April, 1901, 
mot,ions will be made to amend as follows:-

1. To amend article 1 on page 15 (1900 edi
tion) to read: 'rhe officers of each Sunday 
school shall consist of a superintendent, as
sistant superintendent, secretary, treasurer, 
librarian, a.nd when necessary, other assistant 
superintendents, chorister, organist, and 
janitor. 

2. To amend paragraph 2, article 2, page 
15, by inserting the word first before the 
word assistant wherever it occurs, and by 
adding at the close of the paragraph the 
following: ''Other assistant superint ·ndents 
shall have charge of such departments of the 
school, as its siza and condition may require, 
acting in harmony with the counsel and ad
vice of the superintendent and first assistant 
superintendent. 

3. To amend paragraph 1, article 7, on 
page 17, by making the word assistant in the 
second line read assistants. 

4. To amend paragraph 5, article 7, page 
18, by making the word assistant read assist· 
ants. VIDA E. SMITH. 

AUDENTIA ANDERSON. 
F. E. COCHRAN. 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
After January 1, 1901, birth notices will he 

charged for at the rate of 50 cents pee 75 
v.·ords or fraction thereof. 

Marriage notices will be inserted for $1 00 
per 100 words or fraction thereof. 

Death notices will be allowed IOO words 
free. Above that number 50 cents per 100 
words or fraction thereof will be charged. 

To insure prompt insertion, make remit
tance wl th notices. 

JOHN SMITH, Manager. 

TWO DAYS' MEETINGS. 
A two days' meeting will be held at New 

Trenton, Indiana, January 5 and 6; at Derby, 
January 19 and 20. 

M. R. SCOTT Jr., Pres. 

NOTHJES. 
Since Bro. G. T. Griffiths, by notice in 

Herald of Dacember 5, placed me in sub
charge of Central California district, it is 
perhaps proper for me to say that my field 
address is, 231 Castro street, San Francisco, 
California. R. ETZENHOUSER. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference will convene with Byrneville 

branch, January 26. Let the proper officials of 
branches take notice and send reports in due 
time to J. T. Scott, Byrneville, Indiana. The 
Bishop has apprised us be will be with us; 
also Bro. G. A. Smith. Those who anticipate 
attending, write Elder James Sappenfield, 
Byrneville, Indiana, and he will make neces
sary arrangements. • 

M. R. ScoTT, Jr., Pres. 

St. Louis district conference will convene 
in the rock church, 1240 Glasgow avenue, St. 
Louis, Missouri, on Saturday evening, Janu
ary 5, 1901, at seven o'clock. 

J. G. SMITH, Sec. 

BORN. 
CARPENTER.-Asa LeRoy, born Decembet> 

20. 1892; Chauncey Edward, born February 7, 
1895; Eunice Augusta, born January 18, 1897; 
children of Bro. DeWayne and Sr. Lida E. 
Carpenter, born at Arroyo Grande, San Luis 
Obispo county, California. Blessed by EldeF I E. Keeler, December 3, 1900, at Arroyo 
Grande, California. 
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ANDERSON.-Esther May, daughter of 
JoAeph A. and Eliza J. Anderson, was born 
September 8, 1900, near Ellston, Iowa. 
Blessed October 28, 1900, by Elder F. E. 
Cochran. 

and a peacemaker in 
widely known and held in the 
by all. Elder John R. Evans 
funeral sermon, assisted by 

She was I his Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached his 
esteem sermon. Bro. John Smith assisted. 

tho I HOLMAN.- At Conneautville, Pennsyl-
E. B. I D"cember 5,1900, Elder John Holman, 

SMI'l'H.-At Lamoni, Iowa, at 10:55 p.m., 
November 18, 1900, to Pres. Joseph and Sr. 
Ada Rachel Smith, a son, who at blessing 
will be named William Wallace. 

PEAK -To Elder W. E. and Sr. Mellie E. 
Peak, September 16, 1900, a daughter, and 
named Audentia Bell. Blessed October 21, 
at Galien, Michigan, by Elders J. H. Lake, 
J. T. Davis, G. H. Hilliard, and W. E. Peak. 

DIED. 
WATKINS.-At Cleveland, Iowa, Dacember 

2, 1900, Sarah, wife of Bro. John Watkins, 
aged 72 years, 4 months, and 27 days. The 
d2ceased was born July 4, 1828, near Swansea, 
Wales. In September, 1847, she was mar
ried to Bro. John Watkins; to their union 
were born twelve children, four of whom sur
vive and were at the funeral. Besides these 
and the aged bus baud, there are twenty-three 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren left 
to mourn. In 1849 Sr. Watkins and her bus· 
band united with the church. In 1863, when 
her brother, Jeremiah Jeremiah, returned 
to Wales on miss!on, they both united with 
the Reorganizat.ion. In 1869 they came to 
America, and have resided the last twenty
four years in Cleveland. She was a faithful 
wife, an indulgent mother, a good neighbor, 

Morgan. 
WILTFONG.-Mrs. Priscilla Wilt,fong was 

born in Ollio, Mal'Ch 18, 1828, died 
ber 10, 1900, aged 77 
Was a member of 

JONES -At the S11ints' Hom<;, 
Iowa, December 8, 1890, Bro. Gcuna-!iel 
.Jones, aged 57 years, 7 and 28 
He was a descendant of one the 
that came over the sea, in thA Mnyil:Jwer h1 
1620. In 1868, at the of 25 years. 
graduated from Ver-
mont, his native state; col-
lege gave him the degree as mast.m- of arts. 
He taught school in Ohio from 1868 to 1875, 
when he removed to Becker county, Minne
sota, where be taught ·and also served fom· 
terms as county superintendent. Later be 
was principal of schools at Audubon, and all 
his life was spent in activo work to elevate 
mankiud in ment,al 11.nd mor2,l H+ 
ligiously he was not satisfied with crc3ed 
he had and sought light, until he discovered 
it in the latter-day work. H<3 wil.s 
July 15, 1888, and from 1889 till 1899 
district clerk of Northern Minnesot.~,. 
came to the "Home'' iii 
failed slowly during· thirteen 
ing much the latter part of the time. He 
married in 1868, and u!td five childre.n. By 

----------------------·------ ---------------·------- - . ---·--··-··------

INDEX TO VOLUME 47. 

years, 9 months, and 7 days. Born 
1822, in Worcester county, 

D0atb overtook him while 
his stock in the barn, cause heart 

failm·e. M:arried Abigail Robbins in 1847, 
whoso demise occurred in 1892. .l<'ive sons 

four were born of this union; 
tw!' sons three daughters survive. In 
1895 maeried Mlss Hulda Norris, who is left 
to mourn. H'.l united with t.he church in the 
"forties." He had resided in the one 
township sixty-eight years. He was noted 
for his sterling integrity, and his word was 
as good as his bond. Beloved and respected 
bv all who knew him. He was one of our 
moBt staunch and faithful members. The 
chur-ch ml!Haat sufl'tws loss, but another has 
been added to the host whose garments have 
been by acceptance of the gospel cove-
nant, and overcome trials and tribula-
t.ions. He awaits the glorious resurrection. 
E'uoe>ral sermons preached by Elder G. T. 
Griffiths at the bouse and church to a large 
ooucourse of people. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convent.ion of Spring River district will 

convene with Pleasant View Sunday school, 
January H, 1901, at 9::10 a m. 

E. E. GILBER'l', Sec. 

-------------------------'----

EDITORIAL. 
Activity in the field, 145. 
Address your mail right, 318. 
Amendment to the constitution, 

an, 814. 
Another Book of Mormon Vindi

cation, 686. 
Another exposition of Mormon

ism, 445. 
Another testimony, :33. 
Another testimony for the Book 

of Mormon, 445. 
Anti-Mormon literature, 130. 
Anti-polygamy amendment, 814. 
Antiquities found in the streets 

of the city of Mexico, 750. 
Apology, 304. 
Appleton's Popular Science 

Monthly, 5. 
"A question of theology," 285. 
Are we Mormons, 525. 
"As Jesus would do," 177. 
Assistant editor and wife in Des 

Moines, the, 589. 
Aunt Katharine Salisbury dead, 

83. 
Banished from Hanover, 302 
Before the coming of Jesus, 397. 
B. H. Roberts excluded, 81. 
Bishop C. J. Hunt's booklet, 574. 
Bishop Stevens and his cigar, 

462. 
Bro. John Smith business mana

ger, 285. 
Caffall on the "Latter Day 

Saints," 98. 
Call Sheldon idea a failure, 177. 
Canadian birthday party, a, 704. 
China, 527. 
"Christian Endeavor World" on 

Mormonism answered, 381. 
Church History, vol. 3, 33, 67. 
Close India relief fund, 671. 
Colonel Baker's funeral, 303. 
Comments on the supplement, 

415. 
Conference, 303. 
Cooperation, socialism, and Zion, 

781. 
of 

Correction, a, 178, 766, 815. 
Courtesy, 717. 
"Death due to a Mormon curse," 

17. 
Descendant of martvred Latimer 

dies in Denver, 799. 
Divorce, 557, 750. 
Divorcement, 65. 
Doctrine and Covenants 43: 3, 118. 
Do not write on newopapers, 511. 
Dowie against the English press, 

766. 
Editor in Ontario, the, 41:1. 
Editor, the, at D0w City, Iowa, 

669. 
Election is over, the, 749. 
Encouraging conferences, 430. 
English supremacy in danger, 97. 
Evergreen church, the, 670. 
Example of carelessness, an, 590. 
Exit the "Searchlight," 333. 
Expedition to South America, 

302. 
Explanation. 815. 
Extremes, 397. 
Facts stubborn things, :301. 
Fake, a, 830. 
Family prayer, 637. 
Famine in India, tho, 301. 
Feathers and the birds, 333. 
First church building by the R'3· 
organiz~d Church, the, 285. 

Flood at Galveston, the, 606. 
Forgiveness, 209. 
For truth aad nothing but the 

truth, 195. 
Fourth, the, 480. 
From British Columbia, 65. 
Fcom the editor abroad, 509, 525. 
From the editor's notes, 46L 
From the Society Islands, 130. 
Fulfillment of prophecy, 829. 
General Conference, the, 245, 25:1, 

269 
General missionary appoint-

ments, 274. 
General Sunday school con ven

tion, 240. 
Gift of the 

College our school? 

west 

New Testament, 67, 

Latter Day Saints, 
Le'&ter of 
"Let us have 
Literatur·o for 670. 
Lost race of 'I'exas, 686. 
Love of God toward8 the world, 

701. 

Mormonphobia, 733. 
Mormons settling in Canada, 365. 
Motive, 622. 
l\1r. Sheldon'8 fad paper, 177. 

N <:Jed of Texas, the, 638. 
New book on Colorado, a, 303 .. 
News from the south, 198. 
No fair deal, 7iH. 
"Not husbands enough," 429. 
"Not made to order," 1. 

One hundred for India's relief, 
the, :188. 

Oafl of Joseph Smith's murderers, 
605. 

Our work in the South Sea 
Islands blessed, 493. 

Peculiar, 66. 
Penrose vs. p,·es. B. Young, 161. 
Peril of the nation, 766. 
Pithy and pointed, 88. 
Plain talk from pulpit, 734. 
Plea against debating-by a Utah 

journal-reviewed, 365. 
Plea for Graceland, a, 429. 
Pledge to teach good morals, a, 

414. 
Poor boys in colle'ge, 655. 
Prayer of Canon. Wilberforce, 

493. 
Predicts flood and distress, 782. 
Presbyterianism all a-shiver? 162. 
President Smith at Washington 

park, 57:1. 
President Smith in Detroit, 478. 
Pres. Lorenzo Snow defines the 

position of the Utah church, 49. 
Proscription not dead, only 

scotched, 193. 
Proposf d marking of graves of 

the martyrs, the, 718. 
Prospects of Gracelaud. 415. 
Public beauty cll!bs, 559. 
Qc1een Victoria shows hatred of 

polygamy, 3!. 
Q.1est.ion of legality, a, 671 
QuAstions and answerB, 50, 98, 
. .l 146, 162, 303, 31'1' 3:!4, 382, 

510\ G5H, f~g2; ~71,J 
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Reflections on 
both in t,heory .and 
2. 

for truth, 
practice, 

Relief scheme for Galveston, a, 
637. 

Return of Bro. Gomer R. Weils, 
178. 

sion," 35. 

lieu of fall confer~ 

82!J. 
H., on "Doctrine 
in Nauvoo," 542. 

theories a delu-

Salutatory, il49. 
Sch weinfunh has 478. 
Science and Christianity, 

Birth of the Spirit, the, 595. 
Book Mormon, from what 

plates it, tr:.nslated? 468. 
Can it 131. 
Cbrhlt, the similitude of Moses, 

591. 
Church in the wilderness, the, 

163. 
Chur·ch of J·esus Christ, the, 675. 
Chnreh the, 197. 

Dougias, 
Selfishness, 49:3. 32L 
Shall we ha\'"e a state church in }j~U-ctions 

the 18. itual 
Sheldon's ~UJd EIDwe'o 

Boxers1 7lfl 
Spirit of violence, the, f,26. 
Spiritual growth~ 71±rJ. 
Statement of recantation~ 

Quincy m. 
Succession in ptesidency, 

1fruitB of our social 
101. 

Gt;tes ,,f hell did not 
39, 184. 

Gates of 
Godliness, 

and 

the, 

unchange-
622. I 

God':S 
G·od 3s 

. abi\l'r,y, 545. 
Sues 
Text of 
Tbanksgivlug, 
Tolstoi excommunicated, 66\l. 
True 528. 
Two 415. 
Two 
Tyler, B. B., another statement 

from, 708 
Tvlel', B. B , visits Ls.moni, fj38 
D:~ity arnong- Sa]nts, ;)02. 
Unitv, 797. 
Utah· elders at 
Utah banished Dan-

257. 
Heman C. Smith, 

849. 
Valed 
Visions, 
Weak of Protestantiom, 

the, 
What is in a m1rne:' 3:.;3. 

of 573 
do? f\6 

are r.~he poets? a49. 
Wbo was fot" !Jhe t'xo~ 

dus of the west.? 317. 
Wby Dr. Hillis 28G. 
Will prayer help 178 
\,'\lord from the battle field, 1:1, 

179. 
Work for the committee on hi8-

tories, 085. 
Worthy of being remembered, 

211. 
Z '.on's societ.y 

convention, 237. 

ORIGINAL AETICLES 
Administering to tho siek, tl07. 
Aged Indian's stat,ement of an 

Elder S--, and his own. ex-
401. 

of Alexander Campbell, 

Barnacles and fl62. 
Bo consistent, 
"Be perfect,," ()QB. 

I, GDspel rsstorecl, the, '/0. 
Graceiand College opening, 612. 

I G5B. 

Infideli'f,y5 

722. 

r;ecessity of Book 
4:35. 

>k fe'v thoughts on, 

Inquiry "'"'N"•i'"''"u 
IuLil;ura.nce, 

s,n, 563. 
societies, etc., 

8:31. 

688. 

of Daniel, second 

of Revelation 

essential to sal va-

72. 

a" 
' 

eoc!al meet-

Parad.ise: Where is it? 480. 
"Patting on the shoulder, the," 

819. 
"Peculiar incident. a," 708. 
Pen notes and pencilings, 672. 
Ptrcentage of population and 

wealth distribution in Massa
chusetts, 102. 

Perfection in this life, 165. 
Question on sacramental em

blems, 339. 
Raspings, 806. 
Rolation of to Christian 

372. 
Rise >;;nd decline of tbe popedom, 

4G6. 
Rock, 
Sabbath the, 260. 
Sacrifice necessary, 342. 
Sanctification, 372. 
Sauctification and holiness, 69, 
SauctiJ:lc,;,tion. What is it!' 832. 
Secret societies, 53, 371, 611. 
"Secret societies," a reply to, 182. 
Secret societies; twe they ap

of God? 67:3. 
86. 

Sermons, by Pres. Joseph Smith, 
27D; by R M Elvin, 623. 

337. 
the Holy Ghost, the, 

the, 55. 
"Try spirits," 
Tvvo angel messageB, 737. 
Undesirable conditions, 84. 

and 

We should occupy according to 
our callings, 200. 

'W!H1t famous people have said 
about mothers, 582. 

What I saw in my travels, 180, 
Which is right? 610 
Who is responsible? 52. 
Who is the ''one migb ty and 

strong?~' 491. 
"Wbo made God?" 181. . 
''Whom say ye that I am?" 707. 

shs.ll 783. 
148 

not avoid doing so? 323. 
not insure? 832. 
•;vas it so? 72. 
tb& gathering take place 

without further revelations 
from God? 560. 

"Word of wisdom," 119. 
Zion's redemption fund and gath

ering, 40. 

SELECTED AR'l'ICLES. 

Has theology standing· as a sci-
enco'? 293. 

Move for revis~d creed, 292. 
Religion, 263. 

LETTERS WITH HEADINGS. 

After Christma~, 13, 
Barnard reunion, 567. 

Church 
553. 

to Hev. Clark Braden 
14. 
Latter Day Saints, 

Correction, a, 282. 
Eece Homo, 120. 
F'or free speech, 626. 
Genealogy of the Book of Mor

mon, 418. 
Hastening, shaking, and coming 

up higher time, 264. 
Justice, 629. 
Lamoni Sisters' Mite Society, 59. 
ML!Sic and words, 533. 
"Nauvoo the beautiful," 565. 
New Year's, 1900, 57. 
Other side, the, 627. 
Reply, a, 324. 
R joinder by James Caffall, a, 

694, 
R0v. Williams writes of the Mor

mon Church, 723. 
"Sabbatarian theories a delu

sion," 93. 
Sound the battle cry, 551, 616. 

ORIGINAL POETRY. 

Angel ministers, 407. 
As I view it, tlltl. 
At peace, 764. 
Banner of love, the, 6:31. 
Beautiful story, the, 50:3. 
Dead and risen, 251. 
Georgie, to the mtJmor.v of, 649. 
Gospel rPstored, the, 422. 
Hope, 837. 
I'll sing of heavenly favor, 858. 
Invocation, 3i'i9. 
Jesus in the temple, 140. 
"Jesus wept," 375. 
Lamb of Calvary, the, 586. 
Latter Day Saints, 504. 
Missionary's trust, the, 216. 
Morning bymn, a, 504. 
Nearing, 6ltl. 
New Jerusalem, the, 680. 
Prayer, 553. 
Prayer, a, 79. 407. 
Restitution, 407. 
Saints' jubilee, the, 569. 
Service exalting, 407. 
Since I have bsen redeemed, 631. 
Song of praise, a, 63 I. 
Year's record, the, 838. 
'·Zion's glory," 94. 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN. 

Bib:e in iiteorature, the, 649, 
Case of healing through faith 

and prayer, a, 312. 
Daughters of Zion, 109, 154, 174, 

283, 697. 
Daughters of Zion at Dow City 

reunion, 696 
Daughters of Zion at Independ

ence reunion, 600 
First do it, then talk it, 408. 
General meeting Daughters of 

Zion, 283. 
Hasty word, the, 826 
Hici reference, 440. 
"Home," 649. 
Home from Tahiti, 423. 
Homeward bound, 473, 487. 
How to make home happy, 282. 
How to read, 206. 
lf you wish to ~oool a room, 408. 
In the shadow of the cross, 376. 
Keep near your children, 504. 
Lying to children, 505. 
Many similar cases, 665. 
Mothers, 139. 
Name of Jesus, the, 650. 
Origin, object, and design of the 

Prayer Union, 537. 
Plea for peace, a, 173. 
Prepared Heading for Daughters 

of Zion, 455, 520, 761. 
Prodigal's return, a, 632. 
"Put yourself in their ,place," 

808. 
Required readings for meetings 

of Daughters of Zi.on, 61, 109. 
Resting under a cloud, 125. 

pray, 15. 
Conditions in Salt Lake mn. · 728, '745. 
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Scolding, 825. 
Seeing the gospel, 408. 
Select reading for Daughters of 

Zion, 188, 267, 328, 392, 616, 580, 
838. 

Self·contrcl, mothers, self-con-
trol! 794. 

Soul devtllopment, 407. 
Stray sunbeams, 586. 
Sundays of my childhood, 125. 
They don't know, 173. 
Two olive trees, 794. 
We shall know, 777. 
Who,js master, 125. 
Whj''not, 45. 
Work, 713. 

POETRY. 

Abide with me, 93. 
. Be patient with the living, 14. 
Boer's hymn, the, 376. 
Bread vs. poetry, 423. 
"Bridge of trouble," the, 649. 
Christmas greetings, 826. 
Church, the, 504. 
Compensation, 139. 
Could we but know., 778. 
First really good war poem, 154. 
God's answer, 504. 
Guide us still, 794. 
He doeth all things well, 570. 
I can trust, 216. 
Invalid's hope, the, 408. 
Last good-bye, a, 376. 
Night express, the, 554. 
Not as I will, 28. 
p;aint of the pine, 554. 
Plea for peace, 173 .. 
Plea of the corset, 93. 
Praise to the Lord, 826. 
Sisters' Union Aid Society, 570. 
The Lord is our shepherd, 825. 
There is no unbelief, 206. 
Trusting, 298. 
U OCOnSClOUS service, 424. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPART-
MENT. 

Benefit of a library and how to 
conduct one, 126. 

Benefits of the Sunday school, 
the, 809. 

Books in a library, 207. 
Cheapening the work, 810. 
Christ as a model teacher, 714. 
Christmas program, 697. 
Class of literature for Sunday 

school libraries, 456. 
Cucumber teachers, 747. 
Delegate system and delegate in-

struction, the, 154. 
Development of talent, 94. 
Diligence, 522. 
Discouragement, 618. 
DJw City reunion, Sunday school 

work at, 682, 698 
Few thoughts, a, 827. 
General Convention, the, 313. 
Getting hold of the scholar, 139. 
Good thoughts, 190. 
Home department, the, 392, 794. 
How an assistant superintendent 

can assist, 651. 
"How to create an interest in the 

Sunday school," 360. 
Libraries and reading, 408, 424, 

441. 
Library, first twenty books for, 

474, 538. 
Library, the, 747. 
Lost, 377. 
Methods of primary work, 633. 
Need of variety in the Sunday 

school, the, 618. 
Our need as a district association, 

666. 
Our part in God's work, 839. 
Prayerful Sunday school teacher, 

the, 62. 
Primary teacher, the, 729. 
Primary work, 28, 46, 682. 
Reunion work of 1900, 539, 570, I 

58". 

843 

Review, suggestions for, 698, 714:-r=--=====-~ 
730, 747' 779, 810. l 

Sabbath school work in the South. ,

1 

587, 810. I 
Graceland College fund, 426; 
Graceland College subscription 
lists, 636; Memorial fund no
'",ice, 732; Memorial fund to Jo
seph and Hyrum Smith, .Mar
tyrs, contributions to, 764, 796, 
828; One thousand for Grace
laDd College, 346, 361; Will you 
help? i314, 330. 

Sea Islands, the, 489, 505. 
Secretary, the, 94. 
Seeing defects, 155. l 
"Showing pupils how to prepare i 

their work," 206. I 
Some ways of interesting Sunday· ' 

school pupils, 539. 
Sprinkler or a well, a, 810. 314, 395, 748. 

Bishop'ti agents' notices, Allen, 
S.D., 411; Gamet, Levi, 330; 
Hmkle, S. J., 476; Hurbaugb 
D, 443; Lambert, Geo. P., 827; 
Omans, F. D , 572; Reese, 
Gomer, 572; Boss, R K., 840; 
Sh:w~, Eilis, 95; Sparling, 
W1lham, 764; Stead, J. D., 
635; T:1ylor, Thomas, Hi; 
Weld, F. M., 15; Williams, J. 
T, 79, 668, 

Sunday school on camp ground,, Southern Texs,s, 683. 
650. 409, 667. 

Sunday school the nursel'Y of thEil 207, 5Cl9, 
church, the, 714. 

Sunday school worket·s, take r,\1·· 
tice, 29. 

Teacher in class, the, 746. 
Teachers' Quarterly, the, 633. 
Teacher's work, the, 62. 
Those primary cards again, 109. 
"To teach a child, be a child. 

yourself," 189. 
True objects of Sunday school. 

and Religio departments of 
church work, 697. 

Unprofitable discussion, 190. 
What are you doing to assist in 

the building up of the Sunday 
school work of the Des Moines 
district? 601. 

What the missionary can do for 
the Sunday school, 57 L 

Who is too big or too old for S"u- !J 

day school work? 174 "j 
Work in Utah Md Idado, 839. • 

POE'I.'RY. 

Beauty, 94. 
Song of hope, a, 110. 
Spirit of the gift, the, 795. 
Wasted day, a, 376. 

CONFERENCE MINUTES. 

Alabama, 443, 683. 
Central California, 330. 
Central Illinois, 506, 810 
Central Nebras'ka, 156, 779. 
Chatham, 475, 715. 
Clinton, 155, 442, 699. 
Decatur, 157, 410, 715. 
Des Moines, 141, 426, 634 
Eastern Colorado, 157, 571. 
Eastern Iowa, 156, 619. 
Eastern Maine, 29, 490, 652. 
Eastern Michigan, 425, 699. 
Eastern Wales, 377. 
European mission, 638. 
Far West, HH, 443, 667. 
Florida, 63, 330, 683 .. 
Fremont, 155, 410, 698. 
Galland's Grov.e, 175, 409, 730. 
Independence, 191. 
Kentucky and Tennessee, 156, 

523, 795. 
Kewanee, 425. 
Kirtland, 215, 716. 
Little Sioux, 268, 442, 763. 
London, 618, 748. 
Manchester, 378. 
Massachusetts, 141. 587. 
Mobile, 127, 410, 619. 
Montana, 190, 457, 730. 
Nauvoo, 127, 395, 698. 
New Hope, 29, 840. 
New York, 191, 651. 
Nodaway, 141, 425, 699. 
Northeastern Texas and Choc-

taw, 100. 
Northeast Illinois, 127, 748. 
Northeast Kansas, 127. 409, 730. 
Northeast Missouri, 127, 539, 770. 
Northern California, 140, 634. 
Northern Michigan, 457, 715. 
Northern Minnesota, 457, 763. 
Northern Nebraska, llO, 3H5, 683. 
Northern Wisconsin, 29, 795. 
Northwestern Wisconsin, 602. 
Northwest Kansas, 207, 619, 763. 
Northwest Texas, 190, 699. 
Ohio, 683. 
Oklahoma, 140, 587, 827. 

I 
I 

715. 
South Sea Islands mission. 393. 
Southwestern Texas. 157, 490. 

River, 79, 268, 425. 
190 . 

489, 77\l. 
Utah, 634. Bishops' notices, Anderson, Wil-
Victoria, liarn, 316 379; Hunt, Charles J., 
Western 6.f!:l, 8±0. I 5'!!.; May, Rodedck, 347; Par-
Western 6tll. km, Charles A, 731; Short, 
West Virginia, Ellis, 73L 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCI A· Christmas program, 7il2, 796. 

'I'IONS. Church Historian, notices of, 
urgent notice, 80; from the 

Chatham, 490, 7()3. Hill Cumorah, 144. 
Christmas 
Constitul,ion 475 Church RPcorder, notices of, 31, 
Correction - Ma,nchester .!!!ld 63, 410, 428: rcq nest to reunion 

Sbeffi.:ld dist,rict., 283. ' 'j officers, 476, 491. 
D t 4.)6 6 [9 Church Secretary, notices of, 

cca ur, ~ • · · I credentials of delegates to Gen-
Das Moines, , . erai Conference, 79, 95, 111; 
Dip,tri.ct s~nool assoma- railway r&tes to General Con-

tiou ofTicers, 6cl. fereucc, 128, 142, 158, 175, 192, 
191• 2()8, 426, 763 . 208, 215; enrollment in quo

rums, 143. 160; railway clergy 
progt·llm, 175. permits, 284; minutes of Gen-

Couventions, notice of, en~l Conference, 330; boundary 

association a·t~ 
Kewanee, 127, 410. 
Kirtland, 716. 
Little 268, 443. 

410. 

address 
8hE!TI0ld, 

457' 7G:t 

G99. 

426, Ei\HJ. 
Kt~nsas, 127, 410, 

730. 
Northeast Missouri, 
Northern 
Northe1:n 
Northwest 

635, 716. 
7 i6. 

361, 
158, 619. 

Presentation G,nd address, 490. 
P r·o posed 111. 
Resolut,ions of 29. 
Southern Northern 

Indiana. 443 
Nt:~brasks~. oa5. 

Sea I;,1ands, 506. 
Teachers' Quarterly, the, 490, 

507. 
Texas Central. 811. 
Those primary cards, 47, 128. 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPART-
MENT. 

of, :wo, 

notJce to~ 

lines of districts, etc., 458, 476, 
491, 700; missionary report 
blank, 508; clergy permits for 
HJOl, 796, 811. 

Colorado and New Mexico mis
sion, 32. 

Colorado tent notice, 176. 
Committee on histories and en

cyclopedias, 284, 300, 315, 364. 
Constitution and by-laws of Gen

eral Sunday school Association, 
notice to amend, 840. 

Daacons, second quorum, 128; 
fourth quorum, 732. 

Disfelluwshiped, 111, 444. 
1 E<l.ster·n rnission, 79. 

Elders; first quorum, 175; second 
quorum, 128, 523, 716; third 
quorum, 160; fourth quorum, 
144, 175; fifth quorum, 603. 

Far West district, 191. 
Far West Religio convention 

rn in u tes, 684. 
Fast day for Religians, 507. 
General Conference, board, 111, 

128, 144; visitors, 160, 175. 
Graceland College, 96, 314, 571; 

donations to library and mu
seum, 214, 779, 796; catalogues, 
4~7. 

Grateful reminder, a, 812. 
Grove meeting, 427. 
Herald Publishing House, notices 

330, 346, :i6l, 379, 396, 460, 
491, 492, 507, 508, 523, 524, 
,556, 572, 588, 604, 620, 652, 
7G~ 78~ 796, 812, 828, 840. 
Council, to the, 160; before 
299. 
Priests' quorum, the, 111, 
a4G, 811. 

Iowa and Minnesota mission, 95. 
L\1ke mission, the, 111. 
Oregon and Washington, 47. 

new district in, 796. 
Allen, Arthur, 412; 

Baker, .J. M., 396; Belkham, C. 
380; Caffa.ll, James, 284, 315, 

363, 556, 731; Case, Hubert, 
BOG; Daley, Thomas, :331, 4ll; 
Evans, R. C., 361; Foss, J. C., 
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amendments 
of r~presentgt,ioa, 

amendments 82. 
Saints' family at, lG; 

nation to, 
Scattered 1:nr..~:n1 bers_j 95j 

700, 828. 

Southeastern mission, 1 
South Missouri, 4.01. 
Sout,hwestern 

444, 

COVE'Ft AHTlCLiij3. 

Abraham Lincolo. 
Adulter<>tiou of food 

·the, 

American Dl'itieism 
the doctrine of evolu-
tion, 33 

Animals loading double 
li ve0. 5 

Appa.rutua flwseelng 
out 7 

35 

fix<-cd 
25 
;)() 

1 
10 

26 
25 
28 

of 
29 
51 

2 
1 
2 

1 
2 
2 

1 

1 
2 

] 

l 

2 

2 

2 
l 
1 
2 

1 
] 

2 

Greeks wrote in 
Grover C!e vel and's 
Gr·o1,;th of Christian 

fi uence, 
Home for all Jews, 19 
H<nne 25 
House the, il8 
How .did 34 

to conquer worry-
4'1 

7 
declining? 8 

the modern Sunday 
school a success? 50 

de-
41 

Is there a decreased 
maud for Bibles? 

16 
Job 23 
Just three 47 
King Humbert and Verdi, 36 
Kingship of self-control, 

the9 l 
Last year of the eentury, 

the, 1 
Literary free a, 45 

non-
1 

Lord Lorne on public 
4 

of Indians, 21 
of the trivial, the, ll 

remains, 32 
Maxim predicts a great 

war. 28 
McGiffc:rt, D,•,, on creeds, 30 
Mental types among the 

21 
students pro-

test, 16 
Modern Jerusalem, 34-2; 49 
Modern society's faults, 21 
Mongoose in Jamaica, the, 41 
More about Professor Hil

discoveries at 

park in 

50 
2:-l 
24 

20 

44 
5 
6 

the greatest 
44 

22 

] 

1 
Religious press on the 

missionary conference, 
the, 20 

1 · Religious tendencies in 
Japan, 2 

2 
2 
l 

9 

1 
2 

2 

2 

2 

1 
2 

1 

1 
2 
2 
1 
2 

2 

2 
2 

l 

2 
1 
1 
l 

1 
1 

2 

2 
2 
1 
2 

Remarkably rich country 
opened up, 

Rc;vision of Presbyterian 
8 

creed, 31 
Hich find in New Mexico, 31 
Hight kind of clothing to 

wear in winter, 49 
Hight use of money, the, 39 
Ruins of Eridu, ~400 B o 

the, 
9 Hules by which to rise, 

Hussia has no fear of Eng-
land, 15 

Same yet different, the, 39 
Science and providence, 16 
Senate committ.ee report 

on pure food, ll 
Se~rnon by 'Wilhelm lL, a 38 
Sioging as art and recre: 

ation. 43 
Site of Ophir, the, 20 
Skeleton of a mastodon 

unearthed, 8 
Smoking stunts the 

growth of boys, 
Spiritualism, 
Spiritual paralysis in 

Hussian chc::rch. 

6 
30 

the 
14 
15 

6 
2 

Stand for free speech, 
Starves herself to death. 
Statistics for 1899, · 
Suggestions for American 

parents, 36 
Suicide increasing among 

children, 49 
Sweet voices, 26 
Temple library at Nippur, 

the, 40 
Temptation of Jesus, the, 45 
"Things worth knowing 
in psychical research," 8 

Thrif~ 47 
Time to think, 4. 
Tobacco habit among the 

young, 13 
To bring about sleep, 24 
Tolerance in t.he pulpit, l5 
To tell fresh Jit;h, 39 
Traces of ancient Ameri-

can race, 38 
2 True· Christianity is 
1 spreading, 3 
1 Truth, on, 40 

Uncover bones of a prehis-
2 toric race, 44 

Uses of olive oil, 47 
Value of manual training, 3i 
W aa Jesus three days and 

2 three nights in the 
heart of the earth'? 50 

2 What causes eye troubles,29 
2 What the higher criticism 
1 hasdooe, ~ 

Word for the sparrow, a, 22 
1 Words spelled by sounds, 26 

When the child "plays 
2 hookey," 44 
2 Why they are in college, 44 

POETRY. 
2 Altruism, 24 
2 Autumn song, 45 

Exploded devil, the, 11 
2 Faith and trust, 24 
2 .Joubert, 25 
2 Little sermon, a, 26 

Mother's prayer, the, 29 
2 Helease of the rose, the, 26 
2 Song, 34 
2 Spirit of the gift, the, 48 

"The skin," 36 
1 To the public, 44 

War, 29 
2 Was St. Thomas the apos-
2 tle of the Aztecs? 52 
2 Word of the, 30 
l! Wu Con-· 

l 

1 

2 

2 

2 
2 

1 
1 

l 
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1 
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1 
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The Saints' H~rald. 
(Established 18CO ) 

Published Every \Vednt>iMlay, ;,t Lamoni, 
De4·ntur Connty, Iowa. 

Subscription price. :'!:1 50 per year. 
The paper will be discontinued when six months 

in arrears unless terms are made with the Pub
lishing House. 

The traveling ministry. district and branch 
presidimts, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of cbn.rcb publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications fm· publication to 
"Editors Heraid." 

Send all bn>iiness 
tances 
BoxE, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

NO. 420 AMERICAN MOROCCO, 
back !tnd edges, 

References. 
versions and New Testaments in 

parallel columns line for each 
Large q m1rto. Siz '• inches. 

BiblBs in oue volume. proper 
name is divided into and !HI accent 
mark is placed ever upon which 
emphasis should rest. new pronouncing 

THE CATALOGUE. 
180. Printed envelopes with Her

ald Publishing House address, 
Per dozen, tic:; 100 .......... $ 35 

'35. TI~Acrr. The Old Jerusalem 
Gospel Restored. 
Per do:oen, JOe.; 100......... 56 

183. :11--,0R CHRISTMAS. A book 
containinO' 228 "Recitations 
for Chriss~rnas Time" in po-

49. 

etry and leading 
authors. the book for 
Sundav sebools and 
peop!e'1s soeH.::t1es. 
covers .............. . 

GOSPEL 'J'.liiNT AND MISSION 
WITH EPI1'0lVIE 

FAITH. 
146. per dozen ........... , 

SONGS OJl, ZION. Elder T. 
W. Smith. 

147. Paper, eaeh 5c., per dozen ..• 

WELSH HYMN BOOK 
Hymnau.) 

148. Leather ................... .. 

15 

1 

25 

dictionary of nearly 4.000 ecriptural proper 
names; marriage certificate, family record 
and tempera.nce pledge; four full-page maps 
in colors; twenty-five full-page Don~ engrav
ings; five full-page illustrations ln colors; 
scripture illustrations; chronology, coins, 
weigbto, and measures of the Bible; concord
ance; P;;alrns in metre; the reviser's preface, 

---··-··-----!---"'~"'-. Price, $5 '25:- ·- - · · · -

DANISH HYMN BOOK. Salme
bog Til Kirke-og Husandagt 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den 
Gjenarganisersde Jesu Christi 
Kirke af sidste Dages Hellige. 

l'or catalogue or further Information, address, 

l"ROF. R. A. HARKNESS, President, 

or I. W. ALLENDER, Secretary, 

LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IoWA. 

&OSPEL QUARTERLIES. 
Published by the Genei"'&l. 
Sunday School Association. 
Designed for use in Sabbath 
school work. Issued qusz.. 
terly. 

!B. Senior Grade, per quarter • • • ~ 
Per year, in advance......... ~~ 

!'4. Intermediate Grade, per qua:r--
ter .. • • . . •• •• •••••. •• • . • . •• • ~ 
Per year ..••••.••....••...•• 

15. Primary Grade, pe:r """·"'r·""' 
Per year ..•. ·.· ............•• 

INTERMEDIATE QUESTION 
BOOK 

'16. Limp; 25c. each, per dozen .•. I H 
PRIMARY QUESTION BOOK. · 

77. Limp, Hie. each, per dozen ... 1 50 
The office will procure for its 

ii.B)' ~ook that is obtainable. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 

JOSEPH LUFF. 
123. Cloth . . . • . . . . • . • .. . • . • . • • • . • 75 

149. Cloth, leather backs .•••.•••• 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

150. Leather.. . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • ... 40 
151. Gilt edges................... 60 

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH 
PRESIDENCY. By Eldell:' 
H. C. Smith, Church His· 
torian. 

152. Paper ..................... . 
153. Cloth .•••.• · •••••••••••••••.• 

FORSCUTT-t;IHINN DISCUSSION. 
154. Paper ..•......•••••••..•.•• 

SAINTS' HARMONY. Music only. 
107. Cloth, leather backs. . . . . . . . 1 00 

.\ HCHJEOLOGIOAL COMMI'l'TEE 
REPORT. Evidences in sup· 
poet of the Book of Mormon, 

NO. 415 GRAINED AMERICAN CALF, with maps. 
136. Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . 30 

padded sides, round corners on covers, gold 137. Cloth. . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • • . • . 50 
edg·es. Large quarto size, 10,\x12t inches, I------------------
containing the Authorized Version Old :and 
New .Testaments; ma,rginal references; full-

, page maps in colors; history of the books of 
the Bible; forty-eight full-pag·e fllustrations; 
chronological t&bles; photo-views of scenes 
in Bible lands; coins, weights, and measures 
of the Bible; pronouncing dictionary of 
scripture proper namee; apocrypha; mar
riage certificate, family record and temper
ance pledge in colors; chronological index; 
4,000 questions and answers; concordance; 
Psalms in metre; twenty-five full-page Dore 
engraving-s; six full-page illustrations in col
ors, etc , etc. Price, $4.25. 

Al<'TERHLOW. Selected poems. 
138. Cloth . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 1 25 

BINDING. 
Saints' Herald and Autumn Leaves, 

Per volume, eloth ................ $ '1~ 
Leather backs and corners, cloth 

sides .......................... 1 00 
Imitation morocco backs and cor-

ners ........... , ............... 1 2.5> 
Morocco backs and corners . . . . . . . 1 50 
Gilt edging.. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 26 
Gilt name on book...... . . . . . . . . • . 11 
More than mu; book, 12!c. each. 
The cost of tr~nsportation, both ways, 

on books bound, must be paid by the 
111ender. · 
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T:E!RE:E: BOXES 
money ct:H:;l'tfuJ 

Vice Pre~. 

I 
l~~·§J lf~:f the ~ta,te o:f ll©v.ra., J\Uly l., 1!~9~ .. 

li~OO, 1llil31.\\,~}32.34; April 1, HIOO, i!\1111>2.~1§L@".'. 

and deposita of all Herald readSN. 
to 

State Savings Hank of Lamon!, !ow!!!. 

Oecar 

m, tobacco habit or 
U 8. :.akc·n. 

F. 

J.P. EPPER::SON . .Sl~C aud. Tren::;;. 

of Hteel and sheet rnetal. 
rubber or sprin~·s 

break. Indcstrucr}b1e a,nd g·uar~~nt.eed 

to keep ou'u all rain; er~ow~ and cold 
Simnle in construet.ion and g·)ye uni
v--ersal satitJaction. Made J.n leng·ths 
and styles to suit any binged door. 
1vV ork on old threshold;; as we!! as new. 

WOODBIN:E', 
i?Uet Oll 

IOWA. 

These strips will be sent prept1tid to 
any address within tho limits of our· 
territory upon receipt of $1.00 each 
for gaJ vanized iron f£,cing or $2 00 for 
copper faoi!liL. GJ \l_e .Ji!XJ_\_Q_]:' 

door with order. S p l sod id J-;;,~~~:~t-~~_':"·~~;'.~:~:;·::i:~"~!J;;,l,~"'~;_i11~::-~~:,.~~Lf?_;, 

167. 

168. 

12 
1:2 
12 
1:2 

50 

12 

25 
169. Lettets of 12 
170. Marriage per 

dozen ... , .................. , 25 
171. Ministry ancl branch 

with name and address, or 
place of and hours of 
service on face, and Epitome, 
or ·what we Believe, on re" 
verse side, 2hH inches, 250.. 1 0(1 

::!172. Branch statistical reports, per 
dozen....................... 40 

Bnetbren 

M1wufaoturers and Dealers. 
E. Dces Moines, Iowa. 

Lock Box '13, 

!\lm:tb-Leave Leon 2:40 p. m., 12orrive 11t Dclt 
MeineR 6:05 m. -

!>outh-L<eave Moines 8: 25 a. m., 
st Leon 11:45 a. m. 

frain~ r_.xcept Sunr1ay; connect C, 
B & Leon. 

S\VEDTSH 
WI. En T n C+uds 

dozen 5c.; 100...... 30 
38. C+odc Herdens 

Kristi Laxdom; per 
10e. , 100 ................. , • • 6!l 

GF-RMAN TRACTS. 
50. The Baptism; eaeh...... •• ••• 15 
51. The Repentance; each....... Oa 
52. The Prineiples of the Gospel; 

eaeh........................ 06 
53. The Epitome of Faith; each.. 02 
54. The Sixth Trumpet; each.... 25 
55. The Truth; each ...•••••••••• ' Oi 

SAINTS' HYMNAL. Words and 
music. 

108. cove-.:s, each ........•. 
dozen ........• , , , , .... 

110. Cloth, ..•..••• , ••.•.... 
Per dozen ......•••• , ..•... 

111. Cloth and leather ...... , .. ., 
112. Fnllleather .. , ....... , , .. . 
113. Gilt edges ..•...•••••••.....• 
114. Flexible, leather., .. , ••...•.. 

OBJEr;'riONS TO TRF.; BOOK O:ll" 
MOHYiON AND DOCTBJNE 
AND COVEN A AN

142. 
148. 

SWERED AND 
:fi::lder J. R. Lamber~. 

BOOK OF MORMON. 

;)0 
3 20 

35 
3 75 

50 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 

813. Cloth ..............••..• , • • • 65 
8!:!. Morocco grain russia ... , . . . • 1 0(} 
90. Jmitation morocco, gilt edges 1 25 
91. Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .. 2 00 

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, OR 
WEEKLY REST DAY. By 
Elder C. Seott. 

132. Paper ......... , •••••. ~. . . . • 25 
133. Cloth ..•••• ,, ••• , •••••.•• ,,. 40 
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